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SUBCOMMI'ITEE ON 
INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT 

HEARING ON THE 
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY 

IMPROVEMENT ACT AND SMALL BUSINESS 

Thursday, May 14, 2009 

U.S. H OUSE OF R EPRESENTATIVES, 
COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS,. 

Washington, DC. 
The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:00 a.m., in Room 

2360 Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jason Altmire [chair
man of the Subcommittee] presiding. 

Present: Representatives Altmire, Ellsworth and Fallin. 
Also Present: Representatives Dahlkemper and Thompson. 
Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you all for being here. And as we dis-

cussed, there are going to be votes called on the. House Floor prob
ably in 20 minutes or a half hour, so we're going to try to get 
through Ms. Nord's testimony, first, before we have those votes. 
And I will now call the meeting to order. 

This Subcommittee hearing is now called to order. When it comes 
to protecting our children Americans take every possible pre
caution. We strap our kids into. car seats when we're driving. We 
insist on training wheels when they're learning to ride a bike. We 
vaccinate them against chicken pox, polio, and countless other ill
nesses. In other words, we do everything we can to make sure our 
children are safe. That's why it's so distressing when threats to 
their health go undetected, particularly when those threats come 
from inside our own homes. 

In 2007, excessive lead levels were detected in a wide variety of 
children's toys. Up until that point, those products which ranged 
from Thomas the Tank Engine toys to Winnie the Pooh playset 
were assumed to be safe. But when it turned out they were not, 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission launched a massive re
call. All tolled 17 million products were collected and entrepreneurs 
played a critical role in getting them off the shelves. Needless to 
say, these small business owners wanted to protect their cus
tomers. However, what they didn't want-and what they couldn't 
afford-were the economic consequences of doing so and in the end 
they suffered heavy losses and economic consequences they could 
not afford .. 

To help ensure this type of massive recall never happens again, 
President Bush signed the Consumer Product Safety Improvements 
Act into law in August 2008. While the law was intended to protect 
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our children, it has done less to accomplish that than to hurt small 
businesses all across our country. In today's hearing, we are going 
to examine the impact of that law on entrepreneurs and discuss 
ways to ease that regulatory burden. 

Now recalls are never easy. Small firms already operate on tight 
profit margins and additional outlays. for destroying products and 
reimbursing retailers can often be devastating. Under the new law, 
small businesses are required to conduct costly product testing and 
use pricey new tracking labels. These requirements are well in
tended and good in concept, but their utility has yet to be seen. 
And what's more, they are extremely expensive for small busi
nesses to comply with. 

Even the Consumer Product Safety Commission has admitted 
that the cost to small business might be crippling. In fact, the Com
mission estimates entrepreneurs will end up paying billions of dol
lars just to comply with the new regulations. For small manufac
turers, product testing alone can cost hundreds, if not thousands of 
dollars, per item. The process of testing the 233 various compo
nents in a child's bicycle, one bicycle, might run close to $14,000 
for one. 

Manufacturers are not alone in shouldering these costs. Small re
tainers-from toy stores to clothing shops-have also been affected. 
They are now saddled with countless items that they can 't sell and 
according to the Toy Industry Association~ the new law has led to 
inventory losses which will reach close to $600 million. 

At a time when with the retail and the manufacturing industries 
are struggling these outlays might very wel1 be the straw that 
breaks the camel's back. Obviously, we need to protect our chil
dren. We all support that. But we need to do it in a way that 
makes sense and doesn't cripple our small businesses. 

Fortunately, the Consumer Product Safety Commission, we be
lieve, does have the authority to be flexible with these smalJ firms. 
This is critical, particularly when it comes to product testing. For 
instance, it allows the rubber for a toy doll to be pretested at the 
rubber plant rather than the doll factor. This would go a long way. 
This kind of component analysis could reduce costs without com
promising safety. 

Protecting our children is all of our top priority. It is extremely 
important to consumers to have confidence in the products they 
buy, and the Consumer Product Safety Act was intended to provide 
that confidence. But rather than streamlining and improving the 
process, it's added a crippling new level of complexity. As small 
firms continue to grapple with obstacles like restricted lending and 
tightening credit, we shouldn't be creating more roadblocks for 
those same small businesses. 

I'd like to thank all of today's witnesses in advance for their tes
timony and when-unless-Mr. Thompson, do you have an opening 
statement? I will~ without objection, allow Ranking Member Fallin 
the opportunity to provide her opening statement when she arrives. 

So at this point I will turn to the witnesses and our first witness, 
thank you for being here is the Honorable Nancy A. Nord. She's the 
Acting Chairwoman of the United States Consumer Product Safety 
Commission. She was appointed by President Bush for a term that 
expires in October 2012. Ms .. Nord formerly served as. General 
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Counsel of the White House Council on Environmental Quality and 
is counsel to the House Commerce Committee. Thank you for being 
here, Ms. Nord, and welcome. 

STATEMENT OF NANCY A. NORD, ACTING CHAIRMAN, U.S. 
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Ms. NORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for calling this important 
hearing. I'm delighted to be here to talk with you about the efforts 
that my Agency has made to implement the. CPSIA. My written 
statement provides an overview of the Agency and the details of 
the Agency's activities in implementing the new statute. So there
fore, what I'd like to do with my time that I have with you is to 
first of all tell you what we did to inform the public about the new 
law. Second, what we learned along the way. And third, what we 
see as the issues going forward, especially as they impact small 
businesses. 

First, what we did. I first have to say that the CPSC staff has 
just been tremendous since the Act was signed into law last August 
and I can't praise their work highly enough. But they were oper
ating in an extremely difficult environment right from the start. 
The Act was a very significant rewrite of our statutes and it re
quired that we begin promulgating regulations very quickly. The 
first rule had to be finally promulgated within 30 days of enact
ment. So we really had to begin our implementation with abso
lutely no time to train our employees into the nuances of the new 
statute. 

Even though the. Act doubled the workload of the. Agency, we 
began with no additional funds, no new resources for a period last
ing over seven months which was the critical first period of imple
mentation of the Act. We also already had a very full safety agenda 
that had been planned for this coming year. So the new Act's re
quirements were layered on top of that important safety agenda. 

We took very seriously our obligation to educate stakeholders. 
about the requirements of the new law. In the first month alone, 
we began a series of public meetings first providing an overview of 
the Act with later ones addressing specific topics that had fast-ap
proaching deadlines, the testing and certification requirements, the 
phthalates ban, the lead ban, altering vehicles, books, apparel, to 
give you just some examples. 

We developed a special website dedicated to the Act which in
cludes automatic updates to the public. We developed a plain 
English summary of the law's most relevant provisions and posted 
that summary on the website. We began what is now a list of over 
100 plain English answers to Frequently Asked Questions. 

We've also issued guidance. documents on numerous topics .. Some 
of those that are particularly targeted to small businesses, re
sellers, and home crafters. Our small business guide got 365,000 
hits on our website the first month that it was put up. Okay, so 
what have we learned? As we worked to educate both consumers 
and businesses, it became apparent that many-is this on? 

It became. apparent that many of those impacted-somebody does 
not want me to talk. It became very apparent that many small 
businesses, in particular, were not well aware of the requirements 
of the law, the implications for the businesses, or the fast-ap-
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proaching deadlines. And throughout the fall and the winter, as we 
heard more and more from small business people and learned 
about the problems that they were encountering with the law, the 
staff really did search for ways to provide some relief for them. But 
we were hamstrung by the law's sweeping reach and the inflexi
bility of the law. 

Just to give you a couple of examples, first of all when the House 
passed HR 4040 which is your version of the bill, you had a small 
business. exemption in your legislation that allowed us to push back 
dates. That provision was taken out in the conference. Hence, we 
lost our ability to be flexible with respect to small business imple
mentation. 

Perhaps the most onerous impact on small businesses, resellers, 
and thrift stores is caused by the lead and phthalates ban being 
retroactively applied to inventory. What I mean by that is that. the 
law impacts not only products manufactured after the effective 
date, but it impacts products sold after the effective date. And this 
retroactive effect makes illegal on February 10 of 2009, inventories 
sitting in warehouses, products sitting on store shelves, that were 
perfectly legal when they were made and that nobody has alleged 
to be unsafe .. 

The staff tried to address the retroactive effect of the law with 
respect to phthalates where the law, we thought, gave us a little 
bit of wiggle room, but we were overturned by the Courts just be
fore the effective date of the law. The law also gives us very little 
ability to grant exclusions from its provisions, even for products 
that are scientists do not believe present. risks of injury. 

Because we don't have the ability under the law to craft common 
sense solutions to the problems that we are now seeing, the Com
mission has used stays of enforcement as pressure valves to pro
vide some relief for certain products and for the testing and certifi
cation requirements of the law. 

But we know that these stays of enforcement are now solutions. 
Instead, they are time outs for everyone. Businesses, consumers, 
the CBSC and also for Congress, and these time outs are meant to 
allow the CBSC and the Congress to address the growing list of un
intended consequences that we are seeing coming out of this law. 
But it is important to remember the stays of enforcement are not 
solutions, permanent solutions to. problems. Even if a provision, if 
the enforcement is stayed, the underlying liability stays in effect. 

Okay, so what do we see going forward? Having met every single 
deadline that was in the statute over the last, over the first six 
months of implementation, having advanced over 40 rulemaking 
activities to date, we do know that much work lies ahead of us. 
And let me just give. you a bit of a flavor. of some. of the problems 
that we see on the horizon as they impact small businesses. 

The first is August 14th of 2009 when the issue of retroactivity 
will occur again as even lower limits on lead content go into effect 
pulling into the law's reach, even more children's products. And 
this is where you're going to see the impact on books and bicycles. 
Permanent tracking label requirements. also go into effect on Au
gust 14th which will have a particularly hard impact on home 
crafters. Next February, small businesses will be facing testing and 
certification requirements when the stay of enforcement ends. 
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What can be done to improve the situation to still protest con
sumers which is what the law was intended to do and the mission 
of our Agency, and yet help small business owners survive under 
the law? Attached to my written statement is a list of legislative 
recommendations from the CPSC career staff that would go a long 
way. towards helping small business. people. while maintaining the 
health and safety standards and enforcement activities that are at 
the core of our safety mission. 

Thank you for holding this hearing today. This is the very first 
hearing on the Act's implementation and I want to have a dialogue 
with the Congress so that we can work together to address the 
law's real-world problems by. finding common sense. solutions. 

Thank you so much. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Nord is included in the appen

dix.] 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you, Chairwoman Nord, and we know 
that you, like every Member of Congress have been inundated with 
questions about this and impact statements and we're very happy 
to have you here to have this discussion. 

At this point I would yield to the Ranking Member, Ms. Fallin, 
from Oklahoma, for her opening statement, following which we'll 
do the questions. 

Ms. FALLIN .. Let me just say. thank you to. our Chairman Altmire 
for holding this hearing and working with us on the issue that's 
very important to our small businesses around the United States. 
And Chairwoman Nord, I appreciate your comments today. I appre
ciate the awareness that you have of the situation facing so many 
of our businesses throughout our nation and the challenges that 
this. Congress have given you with the law. itself and some. of the 
recommendations that you've made to try to resolve this issue. And 
hopefully, within this panel and this group and our legislative 
body, we'll be able to draft some legislation. That's my hope, Mr. 
Chairman, that we'll be able to address these issues. 

We have called this hearing, of course, to examine the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act on small business and it is a very 
important issue for all our manufacturers, di stributors, and sellers 
of goods aimed at children under the age of 12. The federal law and 
regulations adopted last year were meant to ensure that our chil
dren were safe from toys that they play with and clothes that they 
wear, however, there are unintended consequences that this well
meaning legislation that do severely impact many of our small 
businesses that produce children's products, not only overseas in 
factories, but also right here in the United States. 

I'd like to extend a personal thank you to all of our witnesses 
that have joined us here today on our Subcommittee and to wel
come you and we look forward to hearing all of your testimony and 
your personal experience with how this all has affected your small 
business and manufacturing and especially to give a welcome to 
David McCubbin who is from my home state, my home town, a 
long-time personal friend of mine and he is the owner and operator 
of McCubbin Hosiery in Oklahoma City. 

In 2007, toy manufacturers had to recall over one million toys 
that violate the standards concerning lead-based. paint. The toys re-
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called included well-known children's products associated with 
things like Thomas the Tank Engine, Barbie Doll, Dora the Ex
plorer, and obviously parents were rightfully outraged about the 
danger to their children and prompted Congress to pass a Con
sumer Product Safety Act in 2008. Most of the lead in these cited 
toys came. from overseas toy manufacturers and although the law 
harshly affects many of the American businesses that also produce 
toys, the CPSIA prohibits the sale and distribution of a product for 
children under the age of 12 if it contains more than 600 parts per 
million, as we've talked about, of lead in February of 2009. And of 
course, that will drop to 300 parts August 14th. And to ensure this 
compliance the Act requires the manufacturers to certify their 
products meet these standards through independent lab testing. 

Given the many concerns of small businesses across the country 
and their ability to meet these strict requirements in a short time 
frame, the Commission did ease the enforcement of the regulations 
for one year, but it ended February 10th-it will end February 10, 
2010. This stay, as you mentioned, is intended to ease some of the 
problems facing our small businesses, but it is by no means a cure
all. We do need a resolution to this and though the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission may not take punitive action against any
one selling the product with more than 600 parts of lead, others 
may choose to enforce the law, as you also stated. So there's still 
liability to many of our manufacturers and small businesses. An 
example of that is that a State Attorney General may take legal 
action of they find a business has produced, distributed, or sold a 
product for a child that exceeds the lead limit. So small businesses 
and owners are thus forced to incur large costs of testing their 
products or risk punishment in the future if their products do not 
conform to these standards and that has been exacerbated for 
small business retailers who, unlike manufacturers, are not yet re
quired to certify lead content of products. So the retailers who do 
note test for lead are still subject to these restrictions on selling a 
product containing lead, even though t hey lack the ability and re
sources to determine if their products contain it. 

So cost of testing is going to be upwards of tens of thousands of 
dollars for small retailers and just to make sure that only a few 
of their products don't fall below the minimum requirements. And 
of course, at a time when our economy is suffering and a recession 
is here and people watching their bottom line trying to make a 
profit, keep their employees employed, this is certainly not good 
news for small businesses. So I think it is very imperative that we 
look at federal law changes to ensure that we do have a healthy 
environment for our children and their products and their toys, but 
also to have a regulatory structure that can co-exist and does not 
have unduly burdensome regulations upon ow· small businesses 
and especially our manufacturers. 

So I look forward today to having our witnesses and their testi
mony and hearing their recommendations, Mr. Chairman, that 
they have. Thank you so much and once again, I look forward to 
working with you on legislation and I'll yield back my time. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you, Ms. Fallin. We should be able to 
get through the four of our questions. We each have five minutes 
before the vote is called, which is good .. I want to note the presence 
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of Congressman Ellsworth from Indiana and Congressman Thomp
son from Pennsylvania. I thank each of you for being here as well. 

I just first wanted to ask your opinion as someone who is lit
erally at t he tip of the sphere on this issue something that we've 
all heard so much about. And you think about this and work on 
this. every day. Is it your opinion that the impact that this law has. 
had on small businesses, the issue that we're talking about today, 
is this an unintended consequence of the law that was passed or 
is this what we were trying to achieve in passing the law? 

Ms. NORD. I cannot for a moment believe that Congress intended 
to make billions of dollars worth of products that were sitting on 
store shelves, sitting in warehouses, on container ships illegal even 
though nobody is alleging that they are unsafe. 

The biggest problem I think for small retailers and for resellers 
of products is the retroactive effect of the law that sweeps into its 
effect, products that were manufactured well before the effective 
date and were manufactured to meet the laws as they existed at 
that point .. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. And we believe that the law specifically 
gives the Commission the authority to exclude products from the 
lead limits that clearly do not pose lead ingestion risks. So do you 
agree with that, and if so, why hasn't the Commission taken spe
cific action to exclude more products? 

Ms. NORD. I wish that the law did give us that flexibility. I think 
that flexibility is needed. Unfortunately, the law was written in a 
very deliberate way not to give us that flexibility. We brought this 
to the attention of Committee staff during the conference drafting 
process and were told very specifically that that flexibility was not 
intended. 

The way the. law is written,. we do not have. the flexibility to ex
clude many products that our health scientists really feel do not 
pose a risk of injury, but which may have lead above 300 parts per 
million content. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. The small businesses, as we all know, bear 
disproportionate share of federal regulatory burdens to begin with, 
before discussing this. law and they don't have the compliance re
sources of their larger counterparts and I was wanting your opin
ion, Chairwoman, on this law. Is it placing small businesses at a 
disadvantage compared to their larger competitors? And if so, is 
the Commission doing anything to level the playing field, given 
what you have to work with the letter of the law? 

Ms. NORD. I do think that this. law is. putting small businesses 
at a disadvantage. I have had informal conversations with many, 
many companies around the country. I do hear from large busi
nesses, that they are changing their ways to try to accommodate 
the law. I am hearing from large retailers that they are sending 
back product early to make sure that everything on store shelves 
complies with the. law. So those. bigger. companies are working to 
accommodate themselves to the law, but there are some things in 
the law that have a particularly adverse impact to small busi
nesses, the retroactivity provision that I just mentioned, the fact 
that we cannot really do risk assessments and tailor our regulatory 
approaches to look at real risks. I think that impacts small busi
nesses as well. There are a number of other things. that are. set out 
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in my ·written testimony, but yes, I do think we need to figure out 
a way to make sure that this law fulfills its objective to help con
sumers without undue adverse impact on small businesses. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you. I will not turn over to Ms. 
Fallin. 

Ms. FALLIN. I appreciate your comments. about the lack of flexi
bility to exclude products. Does the Commission have the sufficient 
authority under the law to exempt producers of textiles and textile 
products from the lead testing requirements in the Act? It's your 
opinion that you do not? 

Ms. NORD. Well, what we have done with respect to a category 
of products that includes natural textiles like wool and virgin wool 
and cotton and that kind of thing is we have rather pushed the 
limits of the law and said we are going to exclude them from the 
testing requirements. So that's natural fabrics. 

We've also included certain kinds of other products that by defi
nition don't and cannot have lead, but that's really as far as we can 
go. 

Ms. FALLIN. Okay, and how does the stay of enforcement on test
ing and certification requirements help the retail and wholesale in
dustries since they are so liable under this Act, if they do have 
goods that exceed the lead limits and are subject to the enforce
ment actions say of Attorney Generals? 

Ms. NORD. Well, as I mentioned stays of enforcement are not the 
optimal way to regulate or to enforce laws, but it was really the 
only technique that we had available to us. We were hearing from 
many, many small businesses that they just were not ready to start 
issuing certifications, especially certifications based on the testing 
requirement of the law. That is a very stringent requirement. It is 
going to be very expensive. And it was just very. clear. that people 
were not ready to meet the requirements and the time lines in the 
law. So we did a stay of enforcement, but we made very clear that 
we don't have the authority to stay the underlying requirement of 
the law. So they are still liable, potentially, if they sell something 
that has more than 600 parts per million of lead in it. 

Ms. FALLIN. Madam Chairman, according to. the authors of the 
legislation, the authors believe that the Commission has sufficient 
authority to rectify the concerns of small businesses. What is the 
legal basis for the Commission to arrive at a different conclusion 
than this? 

Ms. NORD. I've heard that said. What isn't said is any examples 
of where in the law we have that flexibility .. Instead, we can point 
to many examples where we explicitly don't have the flexibility. 
And again, as we worked through the drafting process during con
ference, it was made quite clear that flexibility was not what was 
being granted to the Commission. I can go through and give you 
any number of examples of where the Commission's authorities 
have been cabined so tightly that we really cannot respond to. the 
real world situations that are coming up. And I think that is unfor
tunate. It is impacting small businesses much more adversely than 
others and it really doesn't advance product safety. 

Ms. FALLIN. Would you please provide the Committee examples 
in writing where these restrictions keep you from doing that? 

Ms. NORD. I would be delighted to do that .. 
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Ms. FALLIN. That would be great for us to have it in this Com-
mittee. Thank you. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman ALTMIRE. Mr. Ellsworth. 
Mr. ELLSWORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this ex

tremely important hearing. And I thank Ms. Nord for being with 
us here today. If my information is correct and we're talking about 
unintended consequences, if my information is correct, all but one 
Member. of the House of Representatives voted for. this legislation, 
so I would have to assume that minus Dr. Paul, we all didn't have 
the intended consequence of hamstringing small businesses and 
large businesses as a matter of fact. I know that it wasn't directly 
after this vote that I went home and met with folks in my District 
from shoe distributors that were concerned that children were 
going to be chewing on their parents' shoes, from. a sporting goods 
company that made foosball tables that the little men on the 
foosball table were afraid a two-year-old was going to crawl up 
there and chew on the foosball men, and many other examples of 
that. That's not the intended consequence of this legislation, like 
you said. Everyone wants to protect our children, but we have 
hamstringed many businesses. 

One of the things that concerns me, Ms. Nord, is what you said 
earlier, and it seems to be rampant here is that we implemented 
this legislation and gave you no time to train and I applaud you 
for doing the plain English explanation because that's another 
thing I hear a lot about is that when people deal with the Federal 
Government,. our regulations, it is less than understandable terms, 
so I appreciate that. 

I'd like you, at some point to look at House Bill 1465. We filed 
that in March and look at that, if you would and see if that an
swers some of the questions and concerns. We filed that with the 
help of the NFIB to address some of these concerns and I would 
encourage the Members of the Committee, if they haven't looked at 
that already to look at that. It has not received a hearing, but we 
hope to forward that. 

What are some of the things again, in plain English, if I can 
speak plain English, that you're hearing from small businesses and 
large businesses, just bullet point the biggest concerns and how we 
might rectify that. If it's. top three, top five, whatever you think you 
can do. 

Ms. NORD. The top thing that we hear is the rather perverse ef
fect of the retroactivity provisions which renders existing inventory 
illegal. And we are then forcing people to either destroy inventory, 
test and determine what its contents are, or violate the law. And 
I think that is just-you shouldn't be putting business people in 
that position. 

Secondly, the law does not really give us the flexibility to re
spond to real-world situations and real-world problems that we are 
hearing. Our flexibility was removed. We asked, for example, cer
tification and testing authority, but what we got was something so 
constricted that we really don't have. the. ability to move. within the 
provisions of the law to structure something that makes sense for 
business sellers and small business people in this country. 

So more flexibility needs to be given. 
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I think if you address those two things, as well as several of the 
other things that are in my written statement, you can have a law 
that really carries forward the principles that you wanted when 
you passed the CBSIA and that the Agency wants. Our mission is 
to protect consumers. That's what we're about, but we don't want 
to be putting people out of business for selling water. wings with 
excess amounts of lead when we all know that nobody is getting 
lead poisoning from swimming in a pool with water wings. Or bicy
cle tire valvesthat have excess amounts of lead, excess above the 
law limits, but where nobody is getting lead poisoning by filling 
their bicycle tires with air. These things are preposterous. The law 
shouldn't operate. in that way .. And I think if Congress would give 
us back the flexibility that was removed from the expert Agency 
here, we could craft this in a way that makes some sense. I'd like 
to work with you on your legislation. 

Mr. ELLSWORTH. That would be great. And could you touch, brief
ly, I know they're getting down to that where we can run over 
there in a few minutes,. they might hold it open just a little bit 
longer than 15 minutes. I've seen that done. 

Touch on the secondhand shops, I guess the chain, when we're 
going to secondhand shops, flea markets, if you could touch on that 
and the implications there as it goes down the chain what your 
views are on that? 

Ms. NORD. The secondhand shops, charity shops, provide such a 
value to our society, especially right now. And they have been im
pacted by this law in a rather unique way and again it's because 
of the retroactive effect, making it illegal to sell things that don't 
meet the lead limits as opposed to manufacturing products after 
the effective date that don't meet the lead limits. 

So you've got charities and thrift shops. that bring in unique 
products. They don't have any way of knowing if those products 
have lead or phthalates. We've given some guidance, but it has to 
necessarily be general guidance. So they are in the really unfortu
nate position of either having to decline to sell these things, remove 
them from inventory and destroy them, or take their chances and 
possibly break the law. And we're. talking about useful products. 
We're talking about children's clothing. 

Nobody has ever brought to my attention a child being poisoned 
by wearing a pair of kid's dungarees with a metal zipper or wear
ing a shirt with a pearlized button. These things may have more 
than 300 parts per million of lead. They don't necessarily pose a 
risk of injury. And we have put resellers at legal risk because of 
the retroactive effects of the law. I think that's wrong. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Let me cut it right there, so we can give Mr. 
Thompson from Pennsylvania the opportunity. 

Mr. Thompson. 
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, first of all, thanks, Chairman Altmire, 

Ranking Member Fallin for putting this into the Subcommittee for 
this very, very important discussion and Chairwoman Nord, we 
really appreciate your being here, your testifying and frankly, your 
remarks reflecting on kind of a common sense attitude with this. 
I find that refreshing for this town. 

I do have-you talk within your top five issues that were brought 
to you and one of those was existing inventory in terms. of problems 
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faced by small businesses. The folks I've been hearing from, how
ever, in fact is that a problem that's being raised by a number of 
small businesses, in fact, many on the next panel, I believe, that 
the biggest problem involved the testing of components that have 
no lead in them, or affixing permanent labels to children's head
bands and hosiery. 

How would you respond to those businesses, any thoughts on 
that issue? The inventory, obviously, is significant, but frankly, this 
is a problem going forward as well. 

Ms. NORD. Yes,. I think component testing could be. a very, very 
useful tool for us and for small businesses. The problem is that the 
way the law is written, the testing requirement falls on the pro
ducer of the children's product, not on people that make the compo
nent parts because buttons, by their nature are not necessarily 
children's products. When you put them on a child's dress, then 
they become a child's product. So the. person who makes. the dress 
is the person who is under the law required to do the testing.So 
I think that's one area where we could do some fine tuning of the 
law to clarify how we're doing to deal with component testing. 

The other issue is permanent tracking labels. The law does re
quire that they go on all children's products on August 14th. Now 
the law was. written in a very. interesting way because it interjected 
a bit of ambiguity into it because it says that they need to be put 
onto to the extent practicable. The Agency had a hearing yesterday. 
We are in the process of developing guidance. I know it's somewhat 
late, but we are doing the best we can to get it out, but again, we 
want to be reasonable here. I want to be focussing with respect to 
the tracking labels on products that are dangerous; that we've had 
a history of recalling, like baby cribs. We're frankly not real inter
ested in kids' headbands or stockings, but the law doesn't allow us 
to make those cuts and that's really what we need. 

Mr. THOMPSON. Thanks very much. I yield back the balance of 
my time, Mr. Chairman. Thank you. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you. I recognize the gentle woman 
from Pennsylvania, Ms. Dahlkemper. 

Ms. DAHLKEMPER. Thank you, Chairman. In the interest of time 
and the fact that votes are being called I have a statement that I 
would just ask that there be unanimous consent to place in the 
record, along with a letter that I have written to Chairman Wax
man and the. Honorable Joe Barton. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Without objection, thank you. 
Thank you, Ms. Nord, for being here. 
Ms. NORD. Thank you. 
Chairman ALTMIRE. We are going to adjourn for a vote. We have 

a series of five votes, so we're going to recess the Committee until 
11:30. a.m. 

Thank you. 
[Off the record.] 
Chairman ALTMIRE. We will reconvene the hearing. I ask the 

witnesses for the second panel to come forward. To explain the vot
ing system, you will each have five minutes to give your remarks. 
As indicated by the. lights that are in front. of you~ when you see 
the yellow light come on, you will have one minute, so please start 
to summa1ize your remarks at that point and the red lights means 
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you have exceeded your time, please wrap up your thought at that 
moment and then we will move to questioning after all of you, as 
a group, have spoken. 

So I will introduce the first witness, Ms. Laurel Schreiber, who 
is my constituent and friend. Ms. Schreiber is owner of Lucy's 
Pocket in Allison Park, Pennsylvania. Lucy's Pocket sells a variety 
of children's clothing, as. well as embroidered baby items such as 
bibs and blankets. Ms. Schreiber sells her products both online and 
in her store. Welcome, Ms. Schreiber. Please turn your microphone 
on. 

STATEMENT OF LAUREL SCHREIBER 

Ms. SCHREIBER. Thank you for the opportunity to speak before 
you today about the effects of the CPSIA on business. My name is 
Laurel Schreiber and I have a small home-based business called 
Lucy's Pocket. I sell monogrammed gifts for children through my 
website. 

As the CPSIA now stands, I as well as thousands of crafters, 
seamstresses, artists and others who market safe, hand-made 
items for children under the age of 12 will be put out of business. 
As small business owners, we are looking to you to make legislative 
changes. that will allow those. of us who have been creating safe 
items to continue doing so. 

As it relates to my business, there are two major and substantial 
problems with the CPSIA as written: the redundant testing re
quirements and the comprehensive labeling mandates. All of the 
items I sew onto, or make myself, are made from commercially
available textiles, ribbons, threads, and other. materials. They come. 
from wholesale suppliers as well as retail stores. A majority of the 
items I purchase from wholesale suppliers have General Certifi
cates of Conformity which attest that the items have been tested 
for lead and/or pbthalates and have passed those tests. I a lso pur
chase items from large retail stores who are unable to provide 
GCCs, although they have tested their products prior to placing 
them on their shelves. 

Due to the CPSIA, I will have toe test each individual item prior 
to selling it. And though an enforcement stay for testing has been 
issued for textiles, there is no guarantee it will not be rescinded at 
a later date. The enforcement stay does not include items with but
tons, snaps, zippers, or other non-textile par ts. 

In order to have my one-of-a-kind items tested, I will need to cre
ate two identical items, the wet method used to test for lead de
stroys the original. From the testing companies I have contacted, 
the cost to me is about $75 per component. A component includes 
the fabric, and thread and any other material that makes up that 
product .. 

I have brought several examples of my work to show you how 
this expensive redundant testing will put me and those like me 
completely out of business for good. 

One of the most popular items is an appliqued bib and bloomer 
set. The basic set contains at a minimum 12 components. The com
ponents include. four threads, two. dyed fabrics, a two-part Velcro 
closure, elastic, poly cotton fabric, 100 percent terry cotton fabric, 
and 100 percent cotton binding. 
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To test those 12 components will cost me $900 to prove that the 
bib and bloomer set don't contain lead. If I use a plastic-backed bib 
purchased from a retail store then I will need to add an extra $375 
to prove that it doesn't contain illegal phthalates. So testing for 
that set will range from $900 to $1275. It sells for $20. 

I also create monogrammed hairbows. They. consist of a metal 
clip, two types of thread, and ribbon. I have GCCs on file showing 
that the importer has tested the clip and it is free from the lead 
level. It will cost $300 to test that bow which sells for $5. 

I create monogrammed headbands which we had talked about 
earlier. The headband is made of plastic so it had to be tested for 
phthalates as. well as the. other components for lead .. As with my 
other items, I have GCCs on file from the importer showing the 
headband does not contain the illegal phthalates. To test the com
ponents of the headband, plus the phthalates, will cost $675. It 
sells for $9. 

Because each of my items is unique, I'm unable to batch test. Re
dundant testing is not necessary. The air in my house, the sewing 
table I work at is not lead infused. It's not lead filled. Items comjng 
out of my home will not be contaminated with lead. I say material 
coming in will go out as a safe product. 

If the redundant testing requirements will put me out of busi
ness, the labeling mandates would. As of this August, each and 
every item going out of my studio must contain a permanent label 
that contains information like the source, date of manufacture, and 
batch. For a business that creates one of a kind items and less 
than 5,000 or so a year, this is an unnecessary hardship. Perma
nent labels are not technically feasible for many of my items. And 
procuring permanent labeling supplies is an incredibly expensive 
proposition. 

My business is a way if I were to find out there were problem 
issue, I could pick up the phone and calJ my customers. 

I and many others like me started creating hand-made items as 
an antidote to mass-produced, possibly unsafe toys and clothing 
originating from China. Many of us have young children. We are 
very aware of the dangers of lead poisoning, but we use safe mate
rials and we create safe products. We're willing to alter our meth
ods to ensure compliance, but with the way the law is written we'll 
be forced to shut down completely. 

We're asking for common sense of the law. We've written letters 
and faxes, made calls. We're safe. We just want to be legal. But the 
unintended consequences of the CPSIA are showing that this. would 
be absolutely impossible. I'll have to close my doors and once I 
close I'll not be supporting my suppliers or other businesses and 
they may not be affected hugely by my loss, but there are a lot of 
businesses like me. So once you start multiplying the effects it be
comes fairly apparent that CPSIA is going to absolutely kill the 
hand-made industry and the ramifications are going to be beyond 
definition. 

(The prepared statement of Ms. Schreiber is included in the ap
pendix.] 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Perfect timing. Thank you, Ms. Schreiber. 
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The next witness will be introduced by Representative Thomp
son. 

Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you, Chairman. Actually weeks after I 
came to Congress I had a meeting in my District Office in 
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania and the woman that I met with described 
her entrepreneurial aspirations in really. a unique, and innovative 
start-up company she created. And while her company was growing 
there was an unfortunate setback that had her doubting the future 
of her business. And it was brought to my attention that the Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act which passed unanimously 
in the llOth Congress as a result of lead contaminants in children's 
toys had unintended regulatory consequences that placed undue re
straints on everything from product development to expansion. 

And my constituent went on to explain that if thee materials she 
used to make her products were not tested by. a third-party labora
tory, she could be in violation of the law and this testing would 
have grave financial ramifications on her product line .. 

This seems to be. counter-productive,. mainly because her source 
material was purchased from retail outlets that already certified 
the goods. My constituent explained as a mother, she wanted our 
children to be safe and she did everything to ensure that with her 
business. 

I'm certainly confused as to how this law, and in turn, regulation 
set into place by the Consumer Product Safety Commission could 
place such a burden and disincentive on a budding entrepreneur 
and Mr. Chairman, I really appreciate your assistance in having 
Suzi Lang, owner of Starbright Baby teething giraffes join us 
today, one of my constituents. Suzi Lang is a former kindergarten 
through 12th grade art teacher, also trained as a graphic designer, 
a photographer, and she produces she's stuffed teething and toddler 
giraffes that are sold online and wholesaled to baby boutiques in 
both the United States and Canada. 

Welcome, Ms. Lang, and we look forward to your testimony. 

STATEMENT OF SUZI LANG 
Ms. LANG. Thank you very much for having me here today. As 

the mother of a 2-year-old, I admire Congress' efforts to draft a law 
that protects children from excessive amounts of lead in toys. Un
fortunately, the law, as it is currently written, will heavily danger 
small businesses and entrepreneur who make and sell items for 
children in this country. I do not believe the law is fatally flawed, 
however, I think the injection of some common sense provisions 
would more effectively ensure safe products for children and pre
vent irreparable damage to small business. 

The reason I am going my testimony is because that I, along 
with several business owners, are afraid for what the CPSIA 
means for our business and the important amount of income it 
brings into our families. Specifically, my business consists of fabri
cating and selling these soft little teeth giraffes for babies. I'm not 
affiliated with any groups. I'm here on behalf of my own business, 
however, I'm using the resources that I have to advocate for small 
businesses, many of whom rely on this income to sustain their fam
ilies. 
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A few of the major problems that this law presents to my busi
ness are unit testing, the tracking and labeling requirement and 
the fallacy of assuming that everything is toxic until proven safe. 

Unit testing is cost prohibitive for many small businesses, includ
ing my own. I make very small batches of these giraffes, usually 
about ten per fabric choice. I also make one-of-a-kind and custom 
items for my customers, using their own fabric or fabric from my 
collection. My giraffes would be required by this law, as of Feb
ruary 10, 2010, to be tested for both lead and phthalates. I con
tacted a research, a lab close to my home in Harrisburg to quote 
for lead and phthalate testing. For the lead testing I was quote $50 
per component and for each giraffe there are four to five compo
nents. Cumulatively the total cost for testing one fabric line of gi
raffes would be anywhere from $1800 to $2200. That's also adding 
in the $400 per component for the phthalate testing. My giraffes 
usually sell for about $14 to $18 each, depending on the kind of 
fabric that I use and the added cost of testing would add another 
$180 to $225 per giraffe. For a one-of-a-kind item, the price would 
have an additional $1800 to $2200 price tag tacked on to a $14 
charge. This is extremely cost prohibitive for my customers. 

Considering that the law specifies that if I change any compo
nent, it would need to be tested again. I created 36 different pat
terns of giraffes in 2008. So the total cost of lead and phthalate 
testing would be $64,000 to $81,000. I actually only made $4500 
gross last year. The deficit the testing would create would more 
than put me out of business. It would bankrupt my family. 

Another aspect of the law that affects my business is the track
ing and labeling. The law says that it is to be to the extent prac
ticable, but I question how this could be done by any home craft 
seller or small business. Each lot needs a new tag and it would 
force me to have to make my own labels because I would never be 
able to meet the minimum for the label companies that I use to 
print the labels that I have now. Because my giraffes are only ten 
or fewer or sometimes only one, it would never be practical. 

The most disheartening thing for me as a small business is the 
assumption that the Jaw is everything bad and dangerous until 
proven safe. Especially since many of the materials I use are prov
en to have no phthalates, no lead, fabric is all I'm using, quilt fab
ric, cotton fabric. Many small businesses do not purchase their fab
ric wholesale, but instead buy it from local fabric or quilting shops. 
In this setting I can buy one yard of fabric from my local shop, 
make my giraffes, have to have them all lead and phthalate tested 
and my neighbor can go buy the very next yard off the bolt of fab
ric, make baby bibs, try to sell them, and she would also have to 
lead and phthalate test the very same fabric from this very same 
bolt which is not very-pretty much nonsense. 

The most problematic thing for me is to have to phthalate test 
this item since it's a teething item. It's required under the law to 
be phthalate tested, but it's entirely made out of cotton fabric. 
When I contacted the lab. to get quotes, they. asked me how. they 
would have to be able to do this since the CPSIA said to grind the. 
toy to get a sample to test, but there's no grinding on a fabric gi
raffe. I don't think he would survive. 
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There are so many unintended consequences of this law that 
thousands of small businesses and crafters will be put out of busi
ness in this already tough economic climate. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Lang is included in the appen

dix.] 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you, Ms. Lang. 
Ms. Susan Baustian is Director of the franchise Once Upon A 

Child located in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Once Upon A Child are 
independently-owned resale businesses. that purchase. and sell used 
and new children's clothing and merchandise. Franchised in 1993,. 
these stores have. become a rapidly-gl'Owing component of the 
Winmark Corporation family of brands. 

Welcome, Ms. Baustian. 

STATEMENT OF SUSAN BAUSTIAN 
Ms. BAUSTIAN. Thank you, Chairman Altmire for having me to 

testify today. 
My name is Susan Baustian and I am the Director of Once Upon 

A Child Stores for Winmark Corporation. Today I'm speaking on 
behalf of our hundreds of stores in what we call the industry of 
gently-used products. 

Winmark Corporation owns two franchises that have been in 
business for over 20 years; Once Upon A Child, a store selling used 
children's. goods and Play It Again Sports, they sell new and used 
sporting goods, that have been significantly impacted by this bill. 
Although our company headquarters are based in Minnesota, we. 
have over 520 franchises across the. country .. What that amounts to 
is over 500 store owners worrying about whether or not they com
ply with the law, 5000 employees scrambling to figure out how to 
comply and over 200 vendors feeling they do not have the resources 
to test their products to ensure that they comply with these new 
standards. Last year alone, our two brands serviced over 7 million 
parents that are now confused as to what is safe or not for their 
children. 

The ill-executed implementation of this legislation has brought 
fear into the industry, and that fear, especially in economic times 
like these, can bring a half to successful and productive businesses. 
Our franchises have a lot on the line that is driving this fear. Most 
of them have business loans where their homes on the line. They 
have a family in which their business provides for, and they have 
a strong sense of giving back to the community in that they are 
being at the forefront of recycling. They buy and sell product that 
children no longer use or have outgrown. They are fearful that the 
CPSIA will force them to give up their American dream which is 
owning their own business. 

I think what is really unfortunate about this debate over the 
CPSIA has lead to finger pointing on an issue that we really all 
agree, that we want to ensure the safety and protection of our chil
dren. 

Our store owners have dedicated their lives to. providing safe, 
fun, and educational products for children of all ages, and are now 
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having to rethink how they can continue to offer these products 
without violating the law. 

We want to work with the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
to comply with this law, but the guidance issued thus far has been 
difficult to understand for many of our store owners. We do not 
want to have to shut our doors over legislation that we all agree 
could help children if implemented in an effective and productive 
way, but we need the help of the CPSC and Congress to clarify 
what is required for our store owners. 

The CPSC has come out and stated that resellers such as Once 
Upon A Child and Play It Again Sports, as well as Goodwill, Salva
tion Army, ARC, Church organizations, garage sellers, consignment 
stores, anybody that has a small business that does resell items, 
do not have to test products, but our businesses are still liable if 
those products with banned substances are sold. 

The CPSC recently produced a Handbook for Resale Stores and 
Product Resellers with the purpose being and I quote, "to help 
identify the types of products that are affected and to understand 
how to comply with the law, so you can keep unsafe products out 
of the hands of consumers." Unlike the information that the CPSC 
supplies regarding recalls which is a very specific list by brand and 
model number, the handbook is too general to effectively determine 
which products are safe to buy and sell. 

For example, on page seven of the handbook, it indicates and I 
quote that "items made of wood (without paint, surface coating or 
hardware) are OK to sell." It also indicates that and I quote again, 
"clothes with rhinestones, metal or vinyVplastic snaps, zippers, 
grommets, closures or appliques are best for us to test. We can ei
ther contact the manufacturer or we should choose to not sell 
them." Unlike retailers of new products, our franchisees across the 
country really have no idea how to determine if the painted blocks, 
toy trucks, dolls, stuffed giraffe, or anything else that they're bring
ing in and they're buying and reselling contains lead paint or are 
made up of dangerous lead components or toxic plastics. 

It will be a violation of the Act to sell an item that is known to 
have more than the acceptable limit. This violation can be a fine 
of $5000 for each violation, and that fine increases to $100,000 on 
August 14. Being that the handbook gives us only guidance on de
termining which items are safe, the only way to be certain would 
be to test the product. However, being each piece that is bought 
and sold is unique, it would be very costly to do that. With a house 
on the line, a family to care for, and a potential liability to deal 
with, fear has really taken over for many of our retailers. 

Last year alone, Once Upon A Child paid families $45 million for 
children's items that we purchased for resale which generated $120 
million in sales for our franchisees. For families, the money that 
they receive from selling these children's items can be used to sup
plement the parents' income or maybe used to buy items for their 
children that they may otherwise can't afford. For business owners, 
this. income helped provide for their family. But now, many busi
ness owners and parents are woITied they won't know when a snap 
or zipper contains lead, and like toys, they have no way to test 
these items. 
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If there's really one thing that's become clear through this proc
ess is that we as an industry need more guidance and we need 
more time to sift through inventory, understand the new regula
tions and find cheaper, more efficient ways of testing products. For 
my industry, it's critical that we are able to understand how we 
can better sort through the inventory and confidently buy and sell 
children's items without fear of selling something that is unsafe for 
a child or facing consequences of violating the Act. 

We need to know specifically what items are deemed unsafe for 
our children. I thank you for calling this hearing today on the. im
pact of this bill. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Baustian is included in the ap
pendix.] 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you. Mr. Anthony Vittone is Vice 
President and General Counsel of Swimways Corporation in Vir
ginia Beach, Virginia. Swimways Corporation manufacturers lei
sure and recreational water products. The Swimways brand has 
been around for over 35 years and can be found at major retailers 
and individual pool dealers alike. 

Welcome, Mr. Vittone. 

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY VITTONE 

Mr. VITIONE. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Fallin, Members 
of the Committee, thank you for holding this hearing and giving 
me the opportunity to talk with you about the issues small busi
nesses are facing as a result last year of the passage of the Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act. 

My name is Anthony Vittone. And I am the Vice President and 
General Counsel of Swimways. Swimways is a small, privately
held, family-owned company headquartered in Virginia Beach 
where we employ about 70 hardworking Americans. 

Swimways designs and makes pool toys for the water. We offer 
120 different products to customers rangin~ from nine months 
through adulthood. The Swimways brand of products is sold in 
40,000 storefronts with major retailers and individual pool dealers 
alike. 

For the past 15 years, Swimways has enjoyed an average rate of 
growth of 15 percent a year until 2008. Unfortunately, we took a 
step backwards last year and that was directly attributable to two 
factors, the state of the economy and the passage of the CPSIA. 

The CPSIA, together with the. economy, created a perfect eco
nomic storm for us. Swimways' main issue with the CPSIA involves 
the phthalate restrictions. While we would agree that there are 
issues with other provisions in the Act, I plan to focus my testi
mony today on four issues regarding the CPSIA and the new 
phthalate restrictions. 

The first issue that we have is the timing of the phthalate ban 
was in our opinion the single biggest disaster in the CPSIA. When 
the European Union and the State of California passed a similar 
phthalate ban, they gave manufacturers and retailers 13 months 
and 15 months, respectively, to move through their inventories. 
Conversely, the CPSIA, as written, only gave manufacturers and 
retailers five months .. 
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For any consumer product company this would be wholly inad
equate. For a seasonal company, like Swimways, the time frame 
was essentially nonexistent. I am sure that the Members will un
derstand that there are not a lot of pool toys being sold in the fall 
and the winter. People buy pool toys when it's hot. 

Furthermore, whatever time was granted in the CPSIA was com
pletely wasted by the back and forth interpretation of the Act's 
retroactivity on existing inventory. The industry relied on the 
CPSC's General Counsel's opinion that the new regulations would 
only apply for inventory manufactured after February 10th. When 
the New York Court in February overruled that interpretation, the 
retailers went into a complete panic. They had four days to review 
their inventory to determine which products were compliant with 
the CPSIA and remove that merchandise from the shelves. As a re
sult of the severely compressed time line, broad-brush reactionary 
decisions were made and manufacturers like Swimways were ex
pected to absorb the cost. 

The same product, if sold by a retailer on February 9, 2009, was. 
perfectly acceptable and safe by Government and industry stand
ards. The next day, that same product became a toxic and dan
gerous weapon of mass destruction. 

Our second issue with the phthalates restrictions is the CPSIA 
included a specific legislative exemption for embedded lead. How
ever, no such exemption was given for the significantly more be
nign phthalates. Swimways makes a number of products where 
there is no ability to access the phthalates unless the customer es
sentially destroys the product. These products present no risk to 
the consumer and should be available for sale. 

Third, both the CPSIA and the California legislation permit the 
use of three phthalates DINP, DIDP, and DNOP, depending on the 
age grade of the product. The California legislation only prohibits 
these three phthalates for child care articles and toys that are ca
pable of going in the mouth if they are intended for children three 
and under while the CPSIA forbids them for children up to 12 
years. 

We manufacture a product called the Rainbow Reef fish. These. 
are battery-powered fish that swim in a swimming pool. We've sold 
over 7 million units of this product. Prior to 2009 the fins of these 
fish were made with phthalates. Even those this Rainbow Reef fish 
is age graded five plus, there are nearly 15,000 units of this prod
uct that are now useless and will have to be destroyed. The only 
reason is because those fins are capable of §Oing into a child's 
mouth. They're not going to come off, but they re capable of being 
chewed on. 

Adding further confusion to the marketplace is the exemption for 
sporting goods in the CPSIA. It is not clear what the definition of 
sporting good is and what the definition of toy is. The CPSIA has 
offered limited guidance, but more detailed criteria are needed. In 
our experience retailers are not willing to take a chance of using 
a broad-brush approach if it's for a kid, it's a toy. 

We manufacture another product called the Spring Jam basket
ball and have sold over 750,000 units of this product since 2005. 
A large retailer had approximately 10,000 units of this product on 
their store shelves and they immediately removed them on Feb-
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ruary 10th. We reviewed the item with them, argued that it was 
a sporting good, offered to sort through the inventory because some 
of the inventory was 2009 inventory and was phthalate-free. They 
destroyed it all,. all 10,000 units, even though less than 15 percent 
of that invent ory of those 10,000 units had phthalates in them. All 
of them were put into the shredder. 

Under the California Act, these goods would have been compli
ant. If there had been an embedded phtha late exemption, these 
goods would have been compliant. Had the CPSIA allowed more 
time to move through existing inventory, this problem would not 
have occurred. The retailer is now insisting on $100,000 credit for 
the destruction of the Spring J am inventory and other retailers 
have destroyed other lots of the same. 

I'll wrap up. I'm already over, but suffice it to say, Mr. Chair
man, Swimways Corporation has incw-red about $1 million in ex
penses as a result of this legislation. We ask for your help. Thank 
you. 

rThe prepared statement of Mr. Vittone is included in the appen
dix.] 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you and for the video record of the 
proceedings for our colleagues who can't be. here, can you hold that 
basketball up again, just for the camera? 

Mr. VITI'ONE. Sure. 
Chairman ALTMIRE. And that's what you were talking about with 

the 10,000 units? 
Mr. VITI'ONE. Yes, 10,000 units of this. 
Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you. I would yield now to the Rank

ing Member to introduce our final witness. 
Ms. F ALLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's my pleasure to intro

duce a gentleman from my home state, David McCubbin, who is 
the President of McCubbin Hosiery in Oklahoma City. He's been 
President of that company since 1982, but it is a family-owned 
business. It's been in business. for 57 years, so. that's a long time. 
They design, market, and distribute children's and ladies' hosiery 
and their products are sold in a number of national and regional 
retail outlets including Nordstrom's, Dillard's, Stride Rite, K-Mart, 
Payless Shoe Source and many other small, independent retailers. 
Mr. McCubbin started emailing me as a fellow parent, both of our 
children go to school together, and said Mary,. you've got to help me 
on this. This is really hurting my business and I'm scared to death 
about the laws that have been passed here in Congress. Help us 
out. 

We were able to do something, David. It's fun when you can com
plain to your Congressman and we can actually have you up here 
and hear from you and try. to resolve the issues. So thank you all 
for coming and David, we're pleased to have you here. 

STATEMENT OF DAVID McCUBBIN 
Mr. MCCUBBIN. I want to thank you for inviting me to address 

this Committee. The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 
2008, well intentioned to enhance the level of safety in the products 
Americans purchase for our children has had massive con
sequences. The legislation's broad scope has impacted thousands of 
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products for which the measured concerns are not material. Your 
willingness to review the implications for small businesses, in par
ticular, is very much appreciated. 

I was specifically asked to comment in regard to the impact of 
the law on our business today, the implications we anticipate in 
upcoming year, and recommendations I would have regarding the 
CPS IA. 

Thus far we have been most impacted by the lead content testing 
requirements. Initially, we were told by industry experts, both in 
the U.S. and internationally, that there was no reliable lead con
tent test for textiles engineering a scramble to execute any test 
that would work or be considered reliable. Reputable testing labs 
throughout the U.S. and Asia differed on their interpretations of 
what should be tested, consequently we tested all yarns and every 
sock at considerable expense. A sudden overwhelming demand in 
the testing labs resulted in delayed shjpments, increased transpor
tation costs, and strained relations with customers and suppliers. 

The implications for the upcoming years, staying on Section 101 
which is t he lead content limits, this section classifies children's 
products containing more than the allowable limit of lead as 
banned, hazardous substances. This is a worthy and reasonable 
proposition, however, it has been laid upon the apparel industry in 
such blanket fashion without regard to any historical evidence or 
suggested likelihood that harmful amounts of lead are found in the 
products. In short, we are asked to search at considerable expense 
for something that does not exist, nor has been alleged to exist. We 
anticipate this redundant testing will cost in excess of half a mil
lion dollars to our company in the first 12 months. 

Section 102, General Conformity Certi fication, also known as 
GCCs. This section of the law has been interpreted to mandate that 
every time we make a shipment, each article contained therein 
must be accompanied by a GCC identifying each rule, ban, stand
ard or regulation applicable to the product and certifying each 
product complies with our regulations. Ensuring accuracy and 
availability for the GCC for every incoming order from our factories 
and matching that information to the GCC for every item on every 
order shipped to our customers will result in the creation of tens 
of thousands of certificates annually. This is a daunting prospect 
for any small business. 

Section 103 on tracking labels. The apparent intent of this sec
tion provides for the identification of the specific manufacturing fa
cility for every given item, and to maintain transparency through 
to the end-consumer. While this goal appears innocuous, we believe 
actually it will be harmful for our business. Most hosiery is exempt 
from the care labeling rules enforced by the Federal Trade Com
mission due to utility or appearance be substantially impaired by 
a permanently attached label. 

My recommendations are as follows regarding Section 101 on the 
lead con tents, I believe based on the evidence a move should be 
made to exclude textile products from lead testing requirements. At 
the CPSC's public hearing in January credible and overwhelming 
evidence was presented demonstrating statistically negligible levels 
of lead existed in textiles. 
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Our industry has done its due diligence on lead and textiles. The 
only possible outcome is higher cost to the consumer. We can't 
make the product any safer. 

Section 102 on the GCCs, allowing this document to be prepared 
on an annual basis for each style in a company's offering would 
vastly simplify compliance with the law. 

Regarding Section 103 on the tracking labels, the CPSC should 
follow precedence established by the FTC with regard to consumer 
labeling laws. We move that all hosiery items be excluded from 
tracking label requirements. Socks are a low-risk item. The country 
of origin and the company's RN number are already on the pack
aging of the item. There's no need for any additional information. 

Small businesses applaud the efforts of the United States Con
gress to ensure the safety of all citizens. In this instance of the 
CPSIA, however, unclear and belated interpretation is causing un
intended punitive consequences for our business and thousands 
like us. Children's products existing in commerce for years should 
be judged based on the history of the consumer safety. Where there 
is no history of problems, common sense exclusions from the regu
lations should apply. 

Your willingness to review the implications for small businesses, 
in particular, is very much appreciated. My comments today are 
very consistent with the sentiments expressed last week by the dis
tinguished Chairwoman of the House Small Business Committee, 
the Honorable Representative Nydia Velasquez. All too often, fed
eral agencies overlook the unintended impact that regulations have 
on small businesses, she said, to create an environment that fosters 
entrepreneurship, the regulatory system must be responsive to 
small business needs. 

I hope you agree my testimony underscores her message. Thank 
you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. McCubbin is included in the ap
pendix.] 

Chairman ALTMIRE .. Thank you. We'll now move to the. ques
tioning. Each Member will have five minutes to question the wit
nesses. I will begin with Ms. Lang. Thank you for being here again. 

I know you talked about in your testimony that your business 
makes very small batches of the particular. product line that you 
sell and with this limited quantity, testing each line is obviously 
very expensive and if you could rely on tests conducted by your 
component suppliers, rather than by you, would that provide sig
nificant relief and can you give me an example of the. cost reduction 
that you would see? 

Ms. LANG. If I could rely on component testing and just getting 
GCCs from my suppliers, that would significantly reduce the cost 
of testing for my product. I wouldn't need to send it for the three
party wet lab lead testing and the phthalate testing. I am unsure, 
however, if since fabric is an item that is not intended always for 
a teething item, I'm not sure if that would be tested for phthalates, 
however, since there aren't any in fabric, it's not a plastic, if there 
could be an exemption for items that aren't plastic, written into the 
law or exempted by the CPSC would be wonderful. 
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Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you. Ms. Schreiber, the product test
ing requirements of the law are obviously some of the most burden
some for small businesses and the tests can be very expensive. Can 
you quantify for us how much exactly would it cost you to test your 
products? 

Ms. SCHREIBER. If just this set would cost up to $1200, with what 
I make it would be conservatively in the hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. I mean because I use, everything I use is made once. It's 
a one-off item. Everything is personalized. So therefore, everything 
I make would have to be tested. So it would actually boggle the 
mind how much it would cost to test. 

Chairman ALTMIRE.. So it's. an amount that you couldn't even 
consider. 

Ms. SCHREIBER. I couldn't quantify it. I wouldn't be able to. It 
would be 75 times the number of threads I have in my house, the 
number of ribbons I have, the number of products I have, the num
ber of products that make up the products I get from my whole
salers. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Would anybody else on the panel like to 
comment on that issue? Okay. 

Ms. Baustian, secondhand stores like Once Upon A Child are 
generally selling items manufactured years earlier, long before the 
new law was even considered by Congress and I know the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission guidance has been vague to re
sellers. Do you feel that there's any economically feasible way for 
resellers to determine which products could be legally sold, lawfully 
sold? 

Ms. BAUSTIAN. Economically, I believe there is not. For us to test 
the product, if we so chose that, you can purchase an XRF tech
nology type gun. The. cost of that for an individual owner would be 
around $20,000. Let alone the labor included to be able to test each 
of the components of each of the unique items that they are pur
chasing for resale in their store. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you. For Mr. Vittone and Ms. 
Schreiber, overly burdensome regulations can place small busi
nesses. on an uneven playing field. Small businesses. simply don't 
have the compliance resources that their larger competitors do. So 
could each of you talk about how this, from a business perspective, 
these regulations have put you at a competitive disadvantage? 

We'll start with Mr. Vittone. 
Mr. VITTONE. Sure. Thank you. I would say they do put us at a 

competitive disadvantage, not just with our other competitors, but 
also with the retailers that we sell to. We sell to large box retailers 
and when a large box retailer tells us that they just shredded 
10,000 units of our product and wants $100,000 credit, we don't 
have much choice but to comply. We have to sell to that retailer 
next year if we want to stay in business. 

So. it puts us at a competitive disadvantage not just to them, but 
those resources take us away from growing our business and hope
fully selling more product the next year. 

Ms. SCHREIBER. And for me, the competition I have, it would 
really fall under who is going to try and be legal under the law and 
who is not. Many of my competitors probably feel the same way 
that I do, that we. are. making safe products .. We want to be legal. 
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There's also many people that believe it doesn't apply to them. 
They're not going to follow the letter of the law. So at that point 
the competitive difference goes from zero to 60 because I'm done. 
I'm closing my doors. I'm selling off my sewing machines and 
they're continuing to make what they already have on the assump
tion that they're never going to catch me. So I don't know if that 
clarifies. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. It does. Thank you very much. 
Ms. Fallin? 
Ms. FALLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have a question for 

any of you to answer and maybe I'll start with Mr. McCubbin. How 
does. the stay of the. enforcement and the. testing and certification 
requirements on the retail and wholesale industry, how does that 
affect you since you still could be liable under the Act by Jike Attor
ney Generals. Does the stay really help or are you still worried 
about the liability under some other area of enforcement? 

Mr. MCCUBBIN. Honestly, I'm not that worried because our prod
ucts are. so low risk and there are. no lead in our. products so I'm 
not that worried and I'm not testing currently. However, a lot of 
my-like Towle and Associates, they sell children's clothes. Well, 
they're still having to test and they are concerned. They've got lead 
in the zippers and he can change a button, he can have new but
tons flown over from Asia and he can change, but the zippers, he's 
going to have to cut them out and that ruins the product. So our 
business is okay, until the stay goes away. And then that's when 
our costs would be just on the lead half a million dollars. 

Ms. FALLIN. Okay. 
Mr. VrITONE. Speaking on behalf of Swimways, we appreciate 

Chairman Nord's efforts. She has done as best she can to reduce 
the effects of this legislation, but the stay really hasn't affected us, 
frankly. We've gone ahead and moved forward with compliance. 
We're really more trying to deal with the aftermath of what to do 
with the products that we have sold to our retailers that are still 
on their shelves or that is still in our warehouse or in the ware
houses of our manufacturers overseas. 

Ms. FALLIN. Anybody else want to add anything? 
Ms. BAUSTIAN. Certainly from a resell standpoint for us it doesn't 

really affect us because either way we will have to comply on the 
sales side that all items are deemed safe. So our owners certainly 
are very concerned, but have no way to really ensure that they're 
doing that. 

Ms. LANG. The stay has kept me in business. I was going to shut 
down on February 10th of this year. It kept me in business until 
February 10th of next year. If it expires, I'm out of business. The 
thing that concerns me the most is that since it is a one-year stay, 
I'm not putting the money into my business that I would if I knew 
that I was going to be able to continue to grow my business. I'm 
not probably making the efforts that I would as far as on the 
wholesale side of selling my product and growing my business. But 
I would if I knew that I was going to be able to keep operating. 

Ms. SCHRETBER. And I think I'm in a sort of a similar situation 
as Mr. McCubbin, because I work mostly in textiles. I've had to dis
continue some products because those wholesalers won't provide 
me with a GCC because it's a bib that doesn't contain lead, so 
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they're not going to test for it because it doesn't contain lead. So 
I've dropped them because I want to have prove products. So it's 
affected me a little bit, but again, if it's not sort of re-upped, I'm 
done. 

Ms. FALLIN. So all of you are saying basically that if nothing 
changes in the law and the stay and the one-year moratorium runs 
out, that there's a possibility that you could shut down your busi
ness. 

Ms. LANG. It's not only a possibility, it's a given. 
Ms .. FALLIN. You will. 
Ms. LANG. I can't afford $84,000 in testing when I make $4500 

a year. 
Ms. FALLIN. And I thought, Mr. Chairman, the other comment 

that she just made was that she could be investing more money 
and adding to her product line and creating more opportunities and 
buying more. products, but she's decided to. hold back and that's 
what we see a lot in our economy right now, especially during this 
recession time. People who have money are scared to invest, and 
so here we have one more thing that's causing concern for invest
ment. 

I have another question for Mr. Vittone. 
Mr. VI'M'ONE .. Yes. 
Ms. FALLIN. You said you took a step back because of this Act. 

In taking a step back, what did you do? 
Mr. VITTONE. What I meant was is that we had a rate of growth 

about 15 percent a year for the last 10 years and we went back
wards last year and our profitability for 2008 was reduced by about 
46 percent as a result. of all of the inventory and the chargebacks 
from the retailers. So it was a significant impact last year. 

Ms. FALLIN. And you talked about the one company with the 
hoop that you showed them a minute ago about how they destroyed 
their products, are they coming back after you to get a credit? 

Mr . VITTONE. Yes, $100,000. 
Ms .. FALLIN. $100,000, and. so-
Mr. VITTONE. They want credit not only for the price they paid 

for the inventory, but also for the destruction to it. 
Ms. FALLIN. Are you in a legal matter with them on that? 
Mr. VITTONE. No, no. Like I mentioned, we're in discussions with 

them on how to resolve it. 
Ms .. FALLIN. That's tough. 
Mr. VITTONE. Yes. 
Ms. FALLIN. Well, thank you all so much for coming today. We 

sure appreciate you. 
Thank you , Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman ALTMIRE. Mr. Thompson. 
Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you, Chairman. First question I have for 

Ms. Schreiber, if one of the problems that the CPSIA tried to re
solve was lead in toys from overseas manufacturing, does it make 
sense to you that most of the laboratories that can your testing are 
overseas? 

Ms. SCHREIBER. It doesn't. That's a little ironic, isn't it? And 
that's where. some of the most cost-effective testing goes to. But I 
have people that order things for a specific occasion and with my 
time frame to get things done, between family issues and every-
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thing else, and then you're tacking on another two weeks to get it 
shipped to China to have them test it, when maybe the clip origi
nated from China six months ago and I have testing that says it's 
good, so I'm sending it back and it's sort of an Alice fell down the 
rabbit hole sort of situation, really. 

I won't be sending it to China, but I quite frankly won't be send
ing it anywhere because I can't afford it. 

Mr. THOMPSON. It's unaffordable to do it. Thank you. 
Ms. Lang, the Food and Drug Administration has manufacturing 

guidelines that accepts certain food additives and chemicals to be 
generally recognized as safe. Would a similar generally recognized 
as not having any lead content standard be useful to your business 
in the implementation of the CPSIA? 

Ms. LANG. I think it would probably be useful if it were written 
into the law or if it were-the thing that I'm afraid of is that the 
50 State Attorney Generals are each deputized to go after busi
nesses. I sell in every state and so I would hate to not know if I 
am going-if somebody is going to come after me for my product. 

I would need something more cut and dry, I think. I think it 
would need to be more set in stone than just a wavy guideline. 

Mr. THOMPSON. Okay, thank you. 
Mr. McCubbin, in your opinion, has the Commission provided 

sufficient guidance to the industry on how to implement this 
CPS IA? 

Mr. MCCUBBIN. No, it has not. I think that's a lot of the problem 
is the confusion that all companies have as to what the guidelines 
are. And our customers, as Ms. Fallin mentioned, you've got 
Dillard's. You've got Nordstrom. You've got Kohl's. We've got K
Mark. We've got Payless. They all interpret it differently and so as 
I said, we're going forth with that the stay is good for the socks, 
but let's just say K-Mart says no, but it's the law and you have to 
abide by the law, forget the stay. So we'd have to test the products 
for K-Mart. It's very confusing. 

Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. McCubbin, how will your firm ensure the 
suppliers meet the certification requirements of the Act? 

Mr. MCCUBBIN. Is that addressed to me? 
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, please. 
Mr. MCCUBBIN. Say that again, please, I'm sorry. 
Mr. THOMPSON. How will your firm ensure that its suppliers 

meet the certification requirements of the Act? 
Mr. MCCUBBIN. We actually have the products tested over in 

Asia. After they're made, they have to be sent off and as I said you 
might have a children's tight that six different colors in it at $40 
a color, it gets tested for $240. The whole section of tights for K
Mart, I got 49 now, do a quick math on that, that's very expensive, 
just for that one run. So they'll tell us that it's passed. They'll send 
us the certificate and we're trusting it's accurate. 

Mr. THOMPSON. Seems like this Act has been a good economic 
stimulus for China. 

Mr .. MCCUBBIN .. It's been good for the testing labs, I'll say that. 
Mr .. THOMPSON. Mr .. Vittone, do you have an estimate, in terms 

of numbers, do you have an estimate of the total number of em
ployee hours devoted to the implementation of this, rather than 
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more productive work associated with growing the Swimways busi
ness? 

Mr. VITTONE. It would be hard to count them all up, but it's been 
thousands upon thousands of hours, just spent on complying with 
this Act. It touches everybody in the company, so everybody has to 
deal with it from the. art department to the product development 
department to the finance department to sales, everybody has been 
having to work to comply with this Act and with the tracking la
bels and that brings in IT and then all of our manufacturers in 
China. It's hard to put a number on it. 

Mr. THOMPSON. It's pretty fair to say though it's had a pretty sig-
nificant negative impact on productivity?. 

Mr. VITTONE. Absolutely. 
Mr. THOMPSON. And efficiency. 
Mr. VITTONE. One of the points of my written testimony is that 

all of the time that was spent on complying with this could have 
been spent on us growing our business. 

Mr. THOMPSON. Very good. Mr. Chairman, I think I'm out of 
time. 

Chairman ALTMIRE. Thank you. Thanks to everybody. Thank you 
for the audience for sticking it out through the long vote series. 

Before we adjourn, I just want to make a point about what we've 
done here today. You heard the Chairwoman say that this is the 
first hearing that's been held on this issue in Congress. and this 
came about because each one of you took the time to contact your 
representative as thousands like you have done, all 435 of us have 
heard from small businesses and you're the reason that this hap
pened. You're the reason that we held this hearing. This is just the 
first step. We're going to adjourn the hearing now, but we're going 
to continue to. work to try to find a solution to. this. problem, but 
I just want to thank you for taking the time, making the trip, all 
the expenses and the time commitment that that entails. You made 
a big difference with your advocacy, both today and leading up to 
today. So be proud of what you've done and we're going to try to 
carry forward and get a solution to this problem. 

So with that, l ask unanimous consent that Members will have 
five days to submit statements and supf,>orting materials to the 
record. Without objection, so ordered. '!his hearing is now ad
journed. 

[Whereupon, at 1:01 p.m., the hearing was concluded.] 
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everything we can to make sure our children arc sati:. Th:it's why it's so distressing when threats to their 
heal1h go undetected. Particularly when those threats come from within our very own homes. 

In 2007. excessive lead levels were detected in a wide variety of children's loys. Up uutil that point, 
those pmducts·-which ranged from toy cars to Winnie thi: Pooh playscts-- were assumed to he safe. 
~'hen it 1umcd out they were not. the Consumer Producl Safety Commission launched a massive rct•all. 
All told. 17 rnillion products w.:rc oollectcd. and entrepreneur.; played a critical mle in getting !hem off 
lhe shelves. Needless to say, 1ht:se small business owners wanted to protecl their customers. However, 
what they didn't want--and what !hey cm1/d11 '1 alford-- w.:re the economic C••nsaiu•,nccs of doiug so and 
in tho: end they suff.:rcd heavy k•~scs that tht·y uiuld ill afford. 

To help ensure th is type of massive recall never happens again. President Bush signed the Coosumcr 
Product Safety Improvements Act, or CPSIA. into law in August, 2008. While that law was i11tCt1dcd to 
protect our children, it has done less to accomplish that than it has to hurt small firms all across the 
coumry. In tl>day·s hearing, we arc going 10 examine the imracc of1he CPSIA on entrepreneurs. and 
discuss ways 10 case their regula1'1ry burden. 

Recalls arc never easy for tntrepr~'!lcur.s. Small tirms already opcrnte (>n tight profit margins, and 
adtlitional outlays for desln>ying prorlu~1s nr reimbursing retailers can be devastating. 

L:ndcr the CPSIA. small businesses are roquircd to cunduct c.1stly product k.sting. and use pricey new 
tracking labels. Th~e requirements are well intended and good in concept. hut their actual utilicy has yet 
to he seen. What is more. they arc extremely expensive for small firms to co1nrly with. 
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Even 1he Cl'SC admits that the cost to small businesses will be ~rippling. In f;u .. 1, the commission 
estimates entr..:prcm~urs will end up paying billions of dollar.; just to uimply with the new regulations. 
l'or .•mall manufa~tures, produt.t tt.-sting alone can cost hundreds -- if not thousands of dollars -- per 
item. The proccs.• of testing the 233 \'arious components in a child's bicycle, ftlr c:xamplc, runs close en 
$14,000. 

Manufacturers are not alone in shouldering these costs. Small rclailcrs--from toy stores to do1hing 
shops·· have also hccn affcetod. They are now saddled with countless ilems that they can't sell. 
According to rhc Toy Industry Association. CPSIA-inventory losses will reach clos~ to $600 million. 

/\I a time when both rhc retail and manufacturing industries arc struggling, these outlays could be the 
straw that breaks the camel's back. Obviously, w<.: neod 10 protect our children. But wr: nt.-00 to do so in 
a way that docsn ·1 handicap small businesses. 

Fonunatclv, the CPSC dues have the aulhoritv tn be flcxihle with small firms. This is critical. 
particularly when it comes to product testing.· For instance. allowing the rubber for a toy <lo II to be pre
tested at !he rubb<."r plant··rathcr than at 1he doll factory-·would go a long way. This kind of lX>rnp<incnt 
analysis could n,'tiuce costs witht,Ut compromising safety. 

Protecting our children is a top priority. It is extremely important for rnnsumcrs to have confidence in 
the products they huy. and the CPSIA was intended to provide that confidence. Bui rather th;u1 
streamlining an<l improving the process. it has added a crippling new level of complexity. As small !inns 
continue to grapple with ohstack'l> like restrkted lending and tightening credit, we shouldn't be c1·ea1ing 
more roadblocks for them. 

2 
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"Th~ Con~umer Pt<><luct S»fcty lmpro••m•nl Act und Smull Kt,.in.,.s.'" 
Marv t'allin 

Ranking M•m""r 
Subrommlllte on lnn~tii:ution~ and Onrsiithl 

Commilltt un Snu1ll llusinr~• 
lJl\itcd Statt>.• lluust> uf Repn!s•nlathc.• 

Washinglmt, l>C 
:1-t:orch 25, 28fl9 

Good moming. Thank you. Chairman Altmire for calling this timely hearing 10 cxami"c the 

tmpact l)f Lhe Consumer Proch.Jcl Safety Jmpmvrm.:n• Acf on ~maJI husin.:~s..:s. This ~s an import:int 

a~suc that affe(.'lS mjlnufo.crurc~. di~tributors. and sdlcr!-i of good~ aimed a( childr~n unde.r the age of 

lZ. Federal law and regulation• adopted la~1 year wei~ meant to ensure that our ctuldrcn arc safe frotn 

th< u•y~ they pl•) wi!h ~nd clotht~ they wear every day. Howe~er. the unintendcJ co1•i.cqucncc~ of 

thts w~U-mt .. anin~ itg•~lation ma~· 5evcrely hurt many of our ~mall busjnt:ssc~. induding s111aU 

btJSint.·~~es rhat pmdUL'C d\Hdrt>n products. no• •11 0\'t"r.~as fat"IOrics but rlghc here in lhi! Unilt:d sr~tc=s. 

l' d hke to cxteond 3 special thanks co l?:tch nf our w~tn~s~~s who ha\·~ taken the tirnt~ to 

pro\·iJie thi'> Mthc:ommiuc~· v.·i•h \hclr le$timony. '1Ve1tomt 10 the SmaU llusin~s:-. Subco1nrniucc on 

ln-..est•gatlom. :tnd O\'t.:rsight: Jam !->Ure '-''e w1U find youc cxpcni~c 1Jn smaU tmsincss and 

manufa<·tunng e'11·emtly holpfor. I w.•u(d especially like 10 wdc{l•Ut'. Da,•id 1-kCubt>in. the <1wner 

and vr<~ncm of McCubhm Hosier)' from Oklahoma CHy. 

II> 2001. !oy nian11foct1tr~r.s h~d to rocall <IV<'< • mill ion toy~ that violate.! standard~ 

concerning kad·ha,<d paim. Tho toys recalled i~c1~d?d well-known children· s product~ as~ocia1ed 

w11h Thoma' Ille Tank l::ngine, Barbie Dull. •nd Dor.1 the Expl<1rer. Ot>viouxty. r•rem~ w~r~ 

rightfoUy oucra.i:;E:"d .atiout the 1.fan~"~r to 'heir cbHdreu. prompcing Congrc~:-. to pa~.~ the Corr~urncr 

Product Safety ln•provemcnt Act or CPS!,\, in 2008. 

M<).\l of the lend in these o,.;tted toys cami: frnm uvc.•rseJs coy manufacrnrcrs. t~ough (he faw 

h•r~hly offt:ts many Am~rican bu~incsscs. Tho CPSI.'\ prohitlit~ !he sal~ or d1~trihutio11 oi a product 

for children unikr the ag~ of 12 if it contain~ more than <~XI rarls per nullion of lc;od afkr February 
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10. 2009 and that will drop lo 300 parts per million on i\11gus1 14 of 1hi., year. To ensure lhii; 

rnmpliance. lhc Act rcquirc.s mariufacturcrs certify rhcir prodrn:ts meet lh<Jse standards through 

iridt:ptmdcm lall 1esl in~. 

Given the many concerns of small business across the coumry and their ability to mrct these 

micl rcquiicmcrits in such a ~hort time frame. 1he Commission eased cnforcemclll of the regulations 

for one year. ending Fchruary I 0. 20 I 0. Though th is stay was intended 10 ll~solve the CPSfA 

problems facing small businesses. ii is by no means a cuti:-all. Though the CPSC may not take 

punitiv(' action against anyone s~lling a producl wi1h 11101·"' than 600 ppm of lead. others may choost: 

to enforce the law. For example, a slate attomcy general may be able to take legal action if !hey find a 

business has produced, distribuled. or sold a product for a child that exceeds the set lead limit. 

Small bu5iness owners arc thus forced to incurthe large co~t of te~ting their products or risk 

pun ishmem in the fuwrc if their products do not ~onfonn 10 CPSC ~tandards. The problem is 

exacerbated for small retailer~. who. unlike manufaclurers. arc ll(Jt yet required to cc11ify lead content 

of products. The retailer~ who do not test for lead arc ~till subject to thcse restrictions on selling a 

product containing lead, even though they lack the abili1y and resource~ lo determine if their product~ 

may even contain kad. The cosl of testing may be upwards of tens of thousam.ls of dollars for small 

retailers. ju~t lo make sure only a few of thdr produ~ts fall helow the maximum requin~mcms. In a 

time where our economy i., going through enough rnrbulcncc, !hi~ added stress and co.,t on small 

husincsse~ may put many more small retailer~ and manufac111rcrs out of t>usmess forever. 

With the passage of the CPSIA l~sl yt:ar, wt' in Congr~ss created 11ntoreseen rnmequcnce.' 

tha1 could significantly haim the backbonr of C\1tr c.conomy, small businc.~s. 

II i~ impe.racivc we look 10 chang~s in federal law tu ensure a h.:alth,i. c:nvironmem for our children 

can coexist wirh a l'egulatory slructurc lha1 does not unduly hurden our Ameri~an small businesses. 

Withoul permanent changes to the CPSIA. small businesses will remain encumb<:red with 

ohjec1ives 1ha11hcy may not be able to mec1. r look forward 10 hearing first hand from om· witnesses 

about tile state of this Jaw. and to lislen to any recommendation~ you may have. Mr. Chairman. I look 

forward 10 working wi1h you 011 this important issul!. Again. I thank each of you for being he.-e today 

and I yidd bad: the halance of my time. 

2 
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Good morning. Mr. Chaimian, and thank you for this opponunity today to repon 10 [he 
committee on the progress of the U.S. Consumer Product Safoty Commission (CPSC) in 
iinpkmenting the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) and h.) discuss the 
significant impact ot'this new law on the nation's small businesses. 

The Mission of the CPSC 

By way of introduction. the CPSC is a small, independent and bipartisan federal commission 
charged with protecting the public from unreasonable risks of injury and death associated 
with thousands of consumer products. With a nalional workicm.:e of approximiltdy 450 
individuals, the CPSC is casked by its governing stmutes with three main missions: 

I. To identify existing and emerging product hazards that create an unreasonable risk of 
injury or death and to address those hazards by developing mandatory safety standards 
when conscn~us standards fail to do so; 

2. To invc~tigate and respond to product-related incidents and cnnduct recalls of 
defective and unsafe produces; and 

3. To alert and educate consumers about product-related safety issues. 
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Since its cswblishmcnt in I 973, CPSC's work has contributed substantially to the ck'\:line in 
1he rate~ of de<llh and injury rt:latcd to the use of consumer products. These reduct inns 
include: 

• i\n 84 percent reduclion in crib-related deaths; 
• An 83 percent reduction in poisoning deaths of children from drugs and household 

chemicals; 
• A 74 percent reduction in product-related electrocutions: 
• A 43 percent reduction in consumer-rclaled residential fire deaths; and 
• A 41 percent reduction in consumer-related c.irbon monoxide deaths. 

While we arc proud of these and the agency's many other achievements over the years. 
con~umcr product safery is never a wmple1cd 1ask but always an ongoing pmces.~ of 
research. standards development, enforcement and public education. Ever more 
technologically complex products, expanding retail sales over the Internet. and the increasing 
significance of imported prodllcts are examples of the many dynamics that continuously 
challenge the agency. 

Jhc Consumer Product Safety Improvement 1\ct 

In respon.~c to the drdmatic changes in the marketplace since the CPSC was last reauthorized 
in 1991, Congress enacted the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act ("CPSIA") in 
August of 2008 to modernize and strengthen the age11cy's authorities. The CPS!..\ is the 
most far-reaching and wmprehensive overhaul of the agency"s statutes since its 
c~tablisluncnr in l 97J, and implementing the new Jaw over these past nine months has been a 
tremendous challenge to the staff as we redirected our available resources to meet the 
aggressi\•c and ambitious timetable that Congress mandated. 

Thig challenge was exacerbated by a serious lack of fonding to impkmcnl the CPSIA along 
with new Congl'cssional directives on nanotcclmology and CPSC staffing in China, as well as 
two other n:ccntly enacted Jaws, the Children's Gasoline Burn Prevention Act and the 
Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act. This last act sets Congrcssionally
mandatcd safety standards for swimming pools and brings the approximately 300,000 puhlic 
swimming pools under the jurisdiction of the Cl'SC. 

Because a reasonable implementation program for these new laws and directives could not be 
absorbed within CPSC's original fiscal year 2009 budget request without serious disruption 
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nf missi<>n critical activities. Illy colleague Commissioner Thomas Moore and I suhmiucd an 
emergency budge1 request 10 Congress im111edia1cly following pa!>sag.: <•f tht.: CPSIA. Thill 
rcqucs1 was in lht:? amount of$29.04S.OOO. 

While Congress subsequently approved $25,404,000 for the agency. regretfully 1hat approval 
occurred in March of 2009 after the lirst seven critical months of CPSIA implcmcntaiion had 
pas~ed. During that critical period much ofCPSC's on-going safely work was adversely 
impacted as the agency had to delay or defer projects in other important product safety areas. 
such as nilcmaking activities on portable generators and standards work on ekctrical. fire. 
mechanical and chemical hazards. 

Since the time 1hat the CPSI/\ was first being considered in Congress in 2007, I have fully 
supported the goal of rnodcrni7ing the agency and, in fact. originally suggcs.tcd a number of 
impro\·emcnls 1ha1 found th.:ir way into the final legislation. These improvements include 
enhanced tl1ols for cnfom:men1 and greater ability to deal wi1h imported ~1roduc1s. 

While I appreciate these new Eools, there were certain provisions of the legislation that have 
proved to be especially problematic hl implement. both for the agency and for che regulated 
community. Of special concern arc tftose provisions regarding l'etrnactivity and lhc ability of 
the Commission to make decisions about the safety of products based tln scien1ific risk 
as~c.~smcnts. 

CPSIA Implementation 

This is the CPSC's first Congressional hearing. since passage of the CPSIA, and I am pleased 
to have this opportunity loday to discuss the consequences Qfthcse provisions wilh the 
committee. They have had u particularly severe impact on many of the nation's small 
busincs.~cs. 

In implementing the Cl'SIA over these past nine months. the agency has been truly prolific in 
its l•utpu1. The Commission has iniliatcd and advanced ovel' 40 rulemaking m:livities 
required by the Ac1 and published enforcc:ment guidelines and policies 10 enhance 
compliant:e with lhc new Jaw. 

We art especially committed to educating both consumers and businesses as to the 
rcquiremcnls of the new law and therefore have developed a special website dedicated to the 
Ci'SIA, issued various guidances. and responded to questions from the public numb.:ring in 
the 1housands. The ;;taffhas held public meetings to elicit comments and respond 10 
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questions ilbOut how the m:w law impacls or n:gulates all-terrain vehicles. books. appareL 
bicycles. phthalalcs. lead. X-ray Ouorcs~·cncc tcchnol<•gy, testing and certifo.:alion, and 
tracking label~. 

Because it is important that our overseas trading partners also understand the new law. I have 
taken CPSC technical cxpcr1s 10 both China and Vietnam to hold training sessions and to 
discuss implementation of both existing agreements and the new requirements of the CPSIA. 
We have worked closely with foreign government officials and product manufacturers to help 
them under.~tand their m1uirements under the Act. 

\\nile the CPS!A mandated a numhcr of ambitious deadlines, during the first six months of 
implementation the agency met each mandated deadline. for cxampk, the Commission. 
within 30 days of enactment, ap1mwcd final requirements for accredirntion or 1hird-par1y 
co11fonni1y asscssrncm bodies and began rolling out testing requirements for various 
children's products. including full-size and non-full-size cribs. pacifiers. small parts, lead 
paint and lead in d1ildrcn's metal jewelry; on a schedule as set out in 1he law. In addi1ion we 
have is~ued Final Rules on: 

• labding requirements for toy and game advertisements: 
" all-tem1in vehicle mandatory sa!Cty standards; 
• certification and electronic cert i licates; and 
• procedures and requirements for manu focturcrs seeking an exclusion from the law's 

lead mandate. 

Furthermore, since enactment of the CPS!/\, the Commission has issued: 

• an advance no1icc of propl)Sed ru\emaking on crib durability; 
• a notice of proposed rule.making for mandatory recall notices; 
" guidance regarding which children ·s products arc subject to the ban on phthalatcs: 
• a request for comments and information on tracking labels for children's products; 
• a proposed interpretative rule providing guidance on inaccessibility for lead in 

children ·s products; 

• a notice of proposed rulemaking and an interim final rule on exemptions for certain 
elec1ronic devices con1aining lead; 

• a notice of propo~cd rulcmaking on proposed dercnninmions regarding lead content 
limits on ccnain mat~rials or products: 

• instrnctions on general ccrtitkation ofconfonnity: and 
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• data collection prnccdurcs to establish the mandated Chronic lla:i:anl Advisory Panel 
that will study the cflecl's on children's hcahh of certain phthalales as used in 
children'~ toy~ and child 1.;are art ides. 

As we have worked through this process. we have encounlered a number or problems where 
the law dt,es not give us the fk~ibility to respond to unanticipated but real world problems 
that have been presented. In these instance.~ we have had to resort to issuing slays (If 
enforccmem in order to avoid disruptions of the market that would be counter to the purposes 
of the new law. Among others. we have issued: 

• a .~tay of enforcement of certain testing and ccni lica1ion requiremeo1s; 
• a stay of enforcement oflead content limits for certain youth motorized recreational 

vehicles. and 
• a stay of enforcement ol lead content limits for children's bicycles. 

We anticipate issuing additional stays of enforcement as specific problems present 
themselves even though we recognize that this is not the optimal way to address these 
problems. Nevertheless. it i.~ the only means we have to avoid the damaging consequences 
that would result from application of the Jaw as wriuen. 

Impact of the Law on Small ilusincsscs 

I know that the Commiuee members have heard from their constituents who have been 
negati\'ely impao.:tt:d by various provisions of the CPSIA, and I can as.sure you that the 
Commission has heard from them a.~ well. Small business men and women, charity 
volunteers. arts and craf\s people who work at home. thrift and consignment shop owner~ and 
customers. A TV sellers and cnthu.~iasts. and many Nher individuals hllvc been in contact 
with us regarding the ofien unexpected consequences of the new law. Many of their 
problems have resulted from the rctroactivity of tile lead provisions in the law and the Jack of 
flexibility provided w the Commission to regulate based on thoughtful risk assessments. The 
problems that have been reported to us have hecn further exacerbated by 1he nation's 
economic downturn. \Vhilc the agency docs not have the capability to compute the economic 
toll that 1he new law has taken, we arc aware of estim:nes thal place the cost of compliance in 
the hill ions of dollars. 

The Commission has attempted to ease the burden on these individuals by de\'eloping 
common sense enforcement policies (including stays of enforcement) t(l the extent that the 
law allows. issuing comprehensive guidance, identifying certain malerials that do not need to 
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be tested, tinali..:ing exemp1iuns for electronics and inaccessible pans. and pulling in place a 
formal process for exclusions. \Vhile the Commission has placed 11 high priority on 
processing exclusion requests as quickly as pos.~iblc. the new law is very restrictive on this 
point. We have not yet been able to identify any products that would meet the law's 
requirements for exclusions, and the Commission lacks !he authority to change the es~cntial 
requirement.~ of the underlying stacute. Only Congress can do that. 

To assist small businesses, in January the CPSC issued a guide 10 the new law aimed 
specifically at small businesses. Recently, we published an updated guide for resellers of 
children's products. including thrifl and consignment stores. Both guides arc designed to 
help small businesses, including sellers of used products, in identifying products that may 
~-iolate the new law or are otherwise unsafo and try to dispel confusion regarding the 
requirements of the CPSIA. 

_New I.sad Reguircrncnts: The CPSC has :i long history regulating lead starting with a ban 
issued on Jead-bast'CI paint in 1977 under the Consumer Product Safety Act. In more recent 
years, the CPSC has identifit:d and taken action on a range of different products thac 
presented a potential lead bea\rh risk from sources other than paint. Those products have 
included imported vinyl mini-blinds, crayons and chalk, figurine.~ used as game pieces, toy~ 
and children's metal jewelry. 

l\ew limits for lead content in children's products am! the amount of lead in paint used on 
those products are set out in Section 101 of the CPS!!\. The Act reduces lhe current lead in 
Rill.ill limit from 600 pplll 10 90 ppm for products sold or other"'isc distributed in commen;e 
after August 14, 2009. 

With regard 10 lead content. the limits are phased in over the course of three years. As of 
February I 0, 2009, products designed or intended primarily for children 12 ycm of age and 
younger may not be sold or otherwise distributed in commerce if they contain more than 600 
ppm of lead. As of August 14, 200<l, this limic is reduced to 300 ppm of le<id, and the limit 
goes down furthcrto I 00 ppm as of August 10, 2011. unless the Commission dctcm1incs th:it 
that limit is not technologically feasible. 

N~'l:\:'Ybt.l:lal~,~~-RcguircmenJ~; Turning to phthalatcs. the CPSC has traditionally had 
regulatory authority over phlhalatcs under !he redcral Hazard<>us Substances Act (FHSI\ ). 
and since the early 19RO's. the CPSC has researched, and monitored phthalatcs used in 
children's products under the agency's jurisdiction. The agency conducted comprehensive 
hcha\'inral observations and laboratory analysis on phthalcucs in toys and other products that 
small children could be ex peered lo mouth in 2000 and 2001. 
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The CPSIA has permanen1ly pr<1hibitcd three phthalates, DElll', DBP and BilP, in 
conccll\ralions or more than 0.1 pen:cnt in children's toys or child care articles. Howen:r, 
since these three phthalate.;; arc generally not used in toys or child care ankles, the impact of 
1his permanent ban is negligible. Three additional phthalates. DINP, DIDP and DnOP, havi: 
been prohibited pending forther study and review by a Chronic Hazards Advisory Panel of 
outside expens convened hy the Commission. These interim pmhibitiuns, which 1ook effect 
on February I 0, 2009, apply to any child can: article or toy that can be placed in a child·s 
mouth or brought !o the mouth and kept in the mouth so that it can be suckc:d or chewed and 
that contains a concentration of more than 0.1 percent of these particular phthalatcs. 

Section 108 of the CPSIA applies the prohibition on phlhalates to all parts ofa children's toy 
or child care article. 1101 just the plastic parts likely to contain phthlatc.~, and the law does not 
provide for an exception or exemption for inaccessibility for phthalates as is the case for lead 
in childn:n's products under Section I 01. In addition. because there is no screening test for 
phthalatcs (like there is for lead) and because the test requires destrnction of the product 
sample. the test is expensive. especially for a small business or a crafter. 

Impact of Requirements: The CPSI/\ 's bans on lead and phlhalatcs arc retroactive. rendering 
illegal inventory on store shelves and in warehouses that was perfectly legal and C(lnsidered 
safo when manufactured. This sweeping retroactive application of the lead and pluhalates 
pro"isions has caused mo,;\ of the problems that you arc hearing from your small busines~es. 
since these businesses may very well have violative product but have no way 10 make that 
determination wirbout incurring significant testing costs. The CPSC has ne,·er in its hi>tory 
l:>een presented with such a bmad based principle ofrc:troactivity. In the 35 year history of 
the agency. it has been wdl understood that regulations apply on a prospcc1ivc basis. The 
economic damage being done to many small businesses 1es1ilie.s to the wi~dom of applying 
requirements pr< :-peel i vcly. 

Additionally. CPSIA 's lead and phthalates provisions have cffeclivclyeliminated the 
concepts of risk and exposure which had been at the core of U.S. salety laws. For lead and 
phthalatcs, the new law revokes the Commission ·s historic ability to make decisions based on 
risk and c.~posurc and very tightly restricts 1he Commissions ability to gram exclusions. even 
in those situations where the CPSC's health scienti~1s do not believe that there is a safety 
problem. 

Off-road A TVs and motorized bikes designed for children 12 years (If age and younger are 
examples of this new policy. These arc products that contain lead above the prcs.:ribed limits 
of the law. ahhough no one has ever seriously sugges!ed that their normal use would expose 
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children to danger of lead poisoning. In addition. lead is needed to maintain the ~u·uctural 
integrity of the metal used in the product. We arc seeing the same issue with respect lo 
children ·s bicycle$. 

The law as written virtually denies the Commission the ability to grant an exclusion for these 
products so we an: now having to resort to the device of enforcement stays to address the 
inflexibility of the law. I would strongly urge the Congress to revisit the language for 
exclusions and retroac1ivi1y and retuni to the agency its discretionary authority t(> make risk
based assessments on a prospective basis. 

l would also like to call your :lllention to Section 218 of the CPSIA that gives state allomeys 
gt:neral the authority 10 enforce cert<tin federal product safety laws, including those regarding 
the limits cm lead and phthalates. This state authc>rity tu enforce CPSC's statutes 
compromises the ability of our agency's Office of Compliance to engage in reasonable 
enforccmellt dis.;rction. For example. the Cl'SC is powerless to require state auomeys 
general to join in 1hc agency·~ stay of enforcement of certain testing and certification 
requirements. Thal i$ regrettable because, as discussed above, enforcement discretion is an 
important tool lhat is needed to reach thoughtful and efft:ctivc outcomes that enhance 
consumer safoty. \\o'hile we are reaching out to state attorneys general to educate them about 
our enforcement policies and try to engage them as our partners in safety. the law does limit 
our ability co exercise c-nforcement di.~cretion. 

Recommendations for Improvements 

On :v1arch 4, 2009. Congressman John U. Dingell. chainnan emcritu~ of the House 
Committee on Energy and Commerce. wrote to the Commission and posed ten <Juestions 
having to do with CPSIJ\ implementation. Congrc.~sman Dingell. one of the authors ofthc 
(lriginal Consumer Pl'oduct Safety Act, expressed his concern that the CPSIA "include:; 
unrealistic deadlines for rulemakings anrl compliance. as \veil as too liule implementation 
discretion for the CPSC. bolh of which are e.~accrbated by the CPSC's lack of adequate 
resources. both in 1erms <)l fonding and staff." I would like to submit for lhe record 
Congressman Dingell 's Jetter mid the responses of i;aret:r agency s1aff to his (111cs1ions. which 
are attached to this statement. 

Jn th(lse responses, sraff noted that the deadlines in 1hc CPSIA ha,·e proven to be 
impracticable to meet and arc presenting significam problems for 1hc agency to solve. Staff 
requests that 1hc CPSC be allowed co use risk assessment methodology w establish priorities 
for common sense exemptions and be given the discretion to move CPSJ.I\ effective dates. 
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With regard to small business relief, l endorse the staff rcc(>mmcndation that the agency he 
allowed to develop a rnhusl component certification program so that Ctlmpanies would nol 
need ro test a product if the components oflhat product had already b~n tested and shown to 

be complianl. Additionally, Congress could choose 10 apply the new lead and phthalatc 
limits prospectively to ease the impact on inventory existing prior to the effective dates. If 
the Congress chose to apply the law prospectively, the Commission still retains the ability to 
removed unsafe products from the store shelves so consumer safety would not be impacted. 

The staffn:sponse funher states that "the CPSIA forsakes the core strengths of the CPSCs 
original statutory framework which has from the beginning allowed the Commission to 
prioritize its regulation or consumer producls by ;m overall assessment of all the risks at 
stake. the magnitude of those ri.~ks, and the actual consequences of the hazard.·· 

CPSC sraff concluded witb 1hrcc recommendations: 

I. ""Limit the applicability of new requirements to products manufactured after the 
cf!Cctivc date. except in circumslanccs where the Commission decides that exposure 10 

a prnduct prcscrus a health and safely risk rn children; 
2. Lower the age limit used in the dctinition of children's products to betler reflect 

exposure and give the CPSC discretion to set a higher age for certain materials or 
clas~es of pmducts that pose a risk to older children or tn younger ones in the same 
household; and 

3. Allow the CPSC to address certification, tracking lahcls and other issues on a product 
class or 01bcr logical basis. using risk-assessment methodologies to establish need. 
priorities. and a phase-in schedule."' 

I concur with these recommendations. They would go a long way toward helping rhe agency 
help your small business constituents and do so without reducing the health and safely 
standards and enforcement activities that are the core nf CPSC's safety mission. 

:vlr. Chaim1an, I want to thank you again for holding this important hearing today. The U.S. 
Consumer Produe.t Safety Commission is a small agency. even with our new funding, and we 
have a large and important mission to al."complish on bt:half of the Ameril."an public. I am 
commined lo that mission and to cfticicntl)", cffoctivcly and aggressively implementing the 
nation·~ laws that arc designed to provide for the health and ~afoty of consumers. We 
appreciotc your support for CPSC's mission of protecting our nation's families, and 
particularly our nation·,_ children. I look forward 10 answering your questions. 
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U.S. CONSUMC:R t'ROnlJCT SAFF.TY COMMISSION 
.-\330 EAs·r WESl' 1ilGHWAY 

NANCY A ""!ORO 
A(: 1'1NG CttAlf~MAN 

The Honorable John D. Dingell 
li .S. House of RepreSt"niatives 
2328 Rayburn 1-!ou.•e Office Ruilding 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Representative Dingell: 

a~rft~SC)A, MC> ~0~14 

\fareh 20. 2009 

·r~'.L t301) ~()(\.'1901 

FA¥. <3Ql) S04·0(i5·1 

Thank you for your lel1'.'f of March 4, 2009, regarding the ll.S. Conswner Product Safety Cummission·s 
(C"PSC) implementation of the C<>nsumer Product Safety lmpro"cment Act of 2008. Recognizing and 
respecting the knowledge that the CPSC career .•ta ff has acquired in implememing this new law. I asked 
them 10 prepare answers to the imponant questions that you asked in your letter. Their responses are 
cn<:loscd. 

Since its passage last August, the CPSC Staff bas 00.:n working tirel .. ssly to implement this comprehensive 
legislation in the most efficient and effecti\'e manner rossible given the limits of our resources and the time 
consuaints mandated in the law. As you will note in their .rcspOn$eS. t.hey have identified some proposed 
refin.:mcms to the law based on 1heir front-line experience with it. 

We share YOW' commitment to better protection of our nation·s consumers. and we very much appreciate 
your long-standing advocacy and support of the CPSC. After reviewing !he slaff's responses, plea.<c let me 
know if you have addilional qucSlions or commems. 

Sincerely. . 

~~'fl,,L 
Acting Chai1111an 

Enclosure 

cc: Commis~ioncr Thomas Mrore 
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Page 2 
Representative Dingell 

Representative Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Representative Steny Hoyer. Majority Leader 
Representative Henry A. Waxman 
Representative Rick Boucher 
Representative Frank Pallone, Jr. 
Representative Ban Gordon 
Representative Bobby L. Rush 
Representative Anna G. Eshoo 
Representative Ban Stupak 
Representative Eliot L. Engel 
Representative Gene Green 
Representative Diana DeGene 
Representative Lois Capps 
Representative Mike Doyle 
Representative Jane Harman 
Representative Jan Schakowsky 
Representative Charles A. Gonzalez 
Representative Jay ln!<lee 
Representative Tammy Baldwin 
Representative Mike Ross 
Representative Anthony 0. Weiner 
Representative Jim Matheson 
Representative G. K. Butterfield 
Representative Charlie Melancon 
Representative John Barrow 
Representative Baron P. Hill 
Representative Doris 0. Matsui 
Reprc~entative Donna Christensen 
Representative Kathy Castor 
Representative John Sarbanes 
Representative Christopher Murphy 
Representative Zachary T. Space 
Representative Jerry McNemey 
Representative Betty Sutton 
Representative Bruce Braley 
Representative Peter Welch 
Represc.."lltative Joe Barron 
Representative Ralph M. Hall 
Representative Fred Upton 
Representative Cliff S1earns 
Reprcsenlative Nathan Deal 
Representative Ed Whilfidd 
Representative John Shimkus 
Repn:seniative John B. Shadegg 
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Page 3 
Representative Dingell 

Representative Roy Blunt 
Representative Steve Buyer 
Representative George Radanovich 
Representative Joseph R. Pitts 
Representative Mary Bono Mack 
Representative Greg Walden 
Representative Lee Terry 
Representative Mike RogCTS (Ml) 
Representative Sue Wilkins Myrick 
Representative John Sullivan 
Representative Tim Murphy 
Representative Michael C. Burgess 
Representative Marsha Blackbum 
Representative Phil Gingrey 
Representative Steve ScaJise 
Senator Harry Reid, Majority Leader 
Senator John 0. Rockefeller, IV 
Senator Daniel K. Inouye 
Senator John F. Kerry 
Senator Byron L. Dorgan 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator Bill Nelson 
Senator Maria Cantwell 
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg 
Senator Mark Pryor 
Senator Claire McCaskill 
Senator Amy KJobuchar 
Senator Tom Udall 
Senator Mark Warner 
Senator Mark Begich 
Senator Kay Bailey Jlutchfaon 
Senator Olympia J. Snowt: 
Senator John Ensign 
Senator Jim DeMint 
Senator John ThWlc 
Senator Roger Wicker 
Senator Johnny Isakson 
Senator David Vitter 
Senator Sam Brownback 
Senator Mel Martinez 
Senator Mike Johanns 
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TO Acting Chairman Nancy Nord 
Commissioner Thomas Moore 

Dale: March 20, 2009 

FRO"! General Counsel (1 AF ~.IV"'{ 
Assistant Executive Director forCompliance'-lJ-t'1" .. / 
Assistant Executive Director for Hazard Identification and Reductionrr 
Assistant Executive Director for Financial Management. Planning and 
Evaluation t'e~ 

SUBJ IT r : Responses to Letter ftom the Honorable John D. Dingell 

Chainnan Nord has asked us to respond to the questions recently received from Representative 
Dingell. The following responses have been prepamJ by career staff at the U.S. Consumer 
Product Safety Commi~sion (CPSC). 

I. To wltat alent ltas robust implementation of the Act been hampered by CPSC's laek of 
resources? Wltat levels of funding and staffing does CPSC believe necessary for proper 
implemen1adq11 of t/u Act? 

The CPSC has ma<le implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) 
our highest priority. Since August 2008, the agency ha~ initiated and advanced over 20 · 
rulemalting activities required by the CPSIA which is an unprecedented nwnber for this agency 
or any other of this size. published enforcement guidance and policies to enhance compliance 
with the new law, 1.:onducted numerous meetings with ~1akeholders, developed a special website 
dedicated to the CPSIA, responded to questions from the public numbering in the thousands, and 
generally focused the agency's limited scientific, legol, technical, educational, training and 
administrative resources on CPSIA implementation requirements. 

Because requested funding for implementation of the new law wa.~ not forthcoming during the 
cri1ical first six months when many of the CPSIA requirements needed 10 be initiated or 
completed, implementation of the CPSlA has impacted our onguing safety mission by delaying 
and deforring work in many other are11S. While work has been deterred or delayed on these 
activities - such as rulemak.ing activities on portable generators and voluntary standards wQrk on 
electrical, fire, mechanical, chemical an<l children's ha:7,ards ·-some of CPSC's ongoing safety 
work such as har.ardous product investigations 311d recalls could not be deferred. This has 
limited our ability to advise you on how to fully reallocate existing staff resources lO 

implementation of the CPSfA. 

Moreover, issues related to the accreditations of laboratories and the increasing number of 
requests for exclusions from 1he Act's provisions have caused unanlicipalcd additional demands 
on !\taff resourc~, at the same time that the s1aff has been imph:mcnting the Virginia Gra.:mc 
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Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act (which became effective in Dcccmbcr2008). and the Childrcn·~ 
Gasoline Bum Prevention /\ct (which became cffcclivc in January 2009). This has severe!)'. 
11.vcrstretchcd the agency staff and has begun resulling in delays in implementation that will 
£!~[ltinuc until we are able to l\Jlly hire and otherwise maximize the rc~ourcc:s that have just bctlJ 
provid~-d 'Q.IDlt.i!JJ.~H'. .. tQr the se~1mQ..!utlf.11( (!seal vear 2009. 

Three examples of the burden and comple:. ity presented by 1he work on these issues are: { I) the 
continuing ne~-d to process and review applications for laboratory accreditation, induding 
applications ftom government and proprietary fircwallcd laboratories. a process initiated by the 
CPSIA and one that the agency is handling for the lirst time in its history; (2) the need for further 
refinement of guidance on the scope of!he phthalatc5 ban and. in particular. defining a testing 
method and dealing with compliance questions regarding the chemistry and carbon chain 
branching that detennines whether a product contains a banned phthalate; and O) the 
engineering issues raised by the Pool and Spa Safety Act and the need to reconcile state 
regulations on health and safety issues such a~ water quality wirh the need to replace drain rovers 
as required by that Act. The Commission staff cannot address these and similar matters all at 
once. yet delay has serious economic impacts on the aflectcd parties which no one anticipated 
would happen at the same time as the current economic downturn. 

As we implement each new requirement, we arc seeing unanticipated issues arise, and we are 
learning more of the far-reaching effects of the CPSIA and there will undoubtedly be more to 
learn. In August 2008 following passage of the Act, staff estimated that it would require a full 
annual increase of$2l .1 million and 59 FT.Esto begin implementing the new lcgislalion in 
Fiscal Year 2009. That same month, the Commission submiued an amendment in this amount lo 
the then-pending Presiden1's Budget Request through the Office of Management and Budget, as 
well as directly 10 Congress. In November 2008 a revised amendment was provided to Congress 
to reflect CPSC's requirements for only the second half of the fiscal year. Through the first six 
months of implementing the CPSIA. none of this additional fonding was received by the 
Commission. 

The funding amount in the Commission's revised amendment has just been approved by 
Congress. While we will use these funds to immediately and aggressively hire and 1rain new 
s1aff, the six-month delay in funding will cause continued deferrals until such time tha1 the 
agency fully absorbs the new appropriation. For Fi~cal Ye;u- 2010 the Commission has requested 
additional funding to continue implementation of the CPSIA. 

1. Gfren the paramount importance of em·uring children '.< .\·afety a11d the 01>erall mi•.vinn of 
the CPSC. to what extent are the de4dline.t in the Act practicable fm· CPSC 4nd industry tn 
mut acting with all dtlibl'rate .~peed? If these deadlines arc not practicable, what re1>1'.•ion 
d<>e< CPSC .~ugge.tt? 

In the CPSIA. Congress sel an aggressive regulatory agenda for the CPSC over the course of the 
tirst two to three years ;1Jtcr enactment. The work required by the CPSIA is in ;iddition 10 the 

·2· 
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Commis~ion's ongoing regulatory a.:tivity in a variety of areas, induding upholstered furniture. 
portable generators and <•ther important .~tandards development adivitio:s. as well as our ongoing 
compliance work in evaluating and recalling products that present hazards lo .:<>n~umcr~. As 
with any regulatory agency, CPSC's safety work must be prioritized to deal with the most 
significant risks; however. the deadlines mandated in tho: CPSIA have jeopardized our abilitv to 
meet Commission priorities and proven to be too much for a relatively small agency to handle all 
l!J..rul£J:\ Timely implementation is important. but the flexibility to prioritize our work to deal 
with the most serious risks is equally important to max.irni:lc effectiveness anil do the greatest 
good with the resources that we have been given. 

While the CPSIA mandates more than 40 separate actil'n items for the Commission to undertake. 
that number understates the agency WNkload that results from each of those mandates. For 
e11ample. there is no requirement to adopt an interpretative rule defining "child care article" and 
"toy" under section 108. Yet the Commission has been inundated with thousands of product 
specific inquirie~ about what types of products fall within tho~e definitions. from $hoes to 
sporting goods to electronic games. An interpretive rule is our recommended way to address this 
issue and adds to our rulemaking burden. 

The action item count also does not include acting on requests for ex.emptions from the lead 
limits provision. nor docs the list contemplate making "determinations·· on classes of materials or 
pToducts not covcrc:d by the ban on lead in ~·hildren 's products. Because the statute did not 
permit the agency to exempt products from the scope of the definition of children's product. the 
staff has been engaged in a process of narrowing the scope of materials likely to include lead in 
order to provide relief to small businesses and home crafters faced with crippling costs of testing 
and certification requirements. Many of those businesses arc now asking the Commission to 
begin the same process of exemption of materials with regard to phthalatcs. As another example, 
consideration of compont.'flt to:sting is not a part of the list of rulcmaking activities in the CPSIA, 
yet it is a challenging issue lo consider in implementing its requirements. 

There are other activities required of the Commission in the CPSIA that require resources and 
time that are not evident in the list of required rulcmakings. The resoun.-e needs have been 
enormous, ranging from projects so basic as educating hcadquancrs and compliance field staff 
on the scope of the new regulatory requirements of the Act 10 the more comple"' work of 
updating the Commission's regulations lo permit the use of its new authorities with regard to 
refusing adrn ission of imports. Updating our regulations and coordinating with Customs and 
Border Proteclion to allow for a process for a hearing upon refusal of admission requires 
si1:,'llificant agency resources. as does developing a process for bonding shipments to cover the 
cost of dcslruction and related impon activities. 

Suffice it to say that t:ach of the various initiatives in the Act·· whether it be the lead aod 
phthal ates I imits, the testing and certification regime, the import provisions. or the new database 
and information tt.'Chnology upgrades·· will require signiticanlly more time to implement than 
anyone originully anticipated. Having all of that done simultaneously would have taxed the 
agency even if we had been given additional funding from the stan. Moreover, the agency has 
significant ongoing work that rcm~ins. as well as rwo other new statutes that ir must implement 
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this year. the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Sa!Cty A.:t and the Children's Gasoline Bum 
Prevention Act. 

The deadlines have proven to be impraClicable for our staff to meet and are prt'~cnting significant 
problems for the agency to mlve. The Commission staff ml!~t have some rcli~fJrom the 
deadlines imposed. 

The follo'A·ini; suggestions. ideally in comhinatiM. would help ameliorate the issues discussed 
above. 

o Use of Risk Assessment to Establish Priorities 

Use of risk assessment methodology would allow the Commission to establish priorities, provide 
for common sense exemptions. and set CPSIA implementation deadlines. Congress took this 
apprc>ach, lo some degree, when setting the initial testing and certi fieation deadlines. Using 
recall frequency and, to a lesser degree, the severity of possible injuries, Congress detcnniocd 
that cribs, pacifiers, small parts. lead in paint, and lead in children's metal .icwelry would lead the 
children's product testing and certifica1io11 effort. 

However. by this June the Commission must accredit laboratories for third-party testing lo i!I.! 
Qthcr children's product safety rules. which includes any new or previously existing rule 
applicable to a prnduct intended for children I 2 years of age or younger. The agency wil I be 
pushed to meet that dt-adline as the staff will n<..-etl to issue accreditation procedures, and all 
rclared testing procedures. for the many rules applicahle 10 children's products at that time, 
including the cnonnously complex requirements of the ASTM F963-07 Toy Safety Standard. 
All of this will rake place simultaneously wilh work we are doing to open CPSC'~ new 
laboratory facilities. 

Examples of Inefficiencies: Furd1em10rc, inefficiencies have been created given the tight 
timcframes of the Act. For example, under section 102 of the CPSIA, the Commis8ion is 
required lo publish accredi1ation procedures for laboratories testing baby walko:rs. bouncers and 
jumpers by March 12, 2009. However, the existing regulations for baby walkers and bouncers 
arc outdated. The Commission through its enforcement actions has been requiring compliance to 
the voluntary standard rather than fhe outdated regulations, and for the most part industry is 
complying with the voluntary ~tandard. It i5 inefficient for the ~taff10 accredit laboratories to 
test 10 outdated regulations. 

The baby walk~r standard will be one of the tirst rwo rules the Commission handles undi:r the 
series of new consumer product srandards rcquin,'<I for durable infant producrs under CPSIA 
~ec1ion I 04. and therefore, the most enici~nt (and common sense) resource allo.:ation would be 
10 accredit laboratories for testing when we announce the new baby walker standard in February 
2010. Because the slatute was written without such llc:\ibility. we must develop an approach to 
deal with lhc outdated baby bouncer. walker, and jumper standard. which may include 
wirhdrawing the ourdatc<l stand<1rd to avoid accrediting labornroric:s tu srandards no ClllC follows 
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and to darify that tht.'Tc is no need for industry to take a step backwards to test to standards !hat 
will be updated in a matter of months. 

From our sramlpni nt. an ideal solution to rhcse challenges faced by our staff would be for 
Congrcs.~ to let the Commission decide what lcvel of le~ting is required for which products. 
allowing lhc Commission 10 prioritize based on risk and tackle any problems that need lo be 
a<hlresscd in the most efficient manncr. Alternatively. Congress could continue to r~uire 
cc11itkation and 1hird-party testing for all children's products but allow the Commission to 
prioritize as to when the testing to each children's product safoty rule will begin, so that it can 
roll those out on a timetable that is based on its discretion and expertise. To do this right, we 
need to: 

• provide our stakeholde~ with a list of all standards that arc applicable to a children's 
product; 

• identify which children's products need to comply with which standards; 
• define the test methods for each standard and whether they make sense for all of the 

different products covered; 
• accredit the laboratories for testing to each standard; and 
• develop a process for inspecting certificates. 

All of that takes time and the ten months the CPSIA gave us to accomplish this task has not 
proven I(> be workable. 

The wholesale release of ''all other" children's product standards in J unc 2009 may further stress 
manufacturers, importers, and retailers while providing marginal improvement in children'.~ 
safety for many of the products. A methodical, pragmatic approach to the release. based on 
priorities detennincd by CPSC stall would facilitate a smoother rollout while addressing first the 
products presenting the greater risk to children. This allows CPSC staff the nexibility to 
prioritize tasks, manage our workload. and as.~ure greater safety withom an unnecessarily 
burdensome impact on product sellers. 

::: fatend Deadlines 

Another alternative is to move certain of the dates for implementation in the CPS!A to allow the 
Commission the time to provide additional implementation guidance. The most challenging 
deadlines for compliance were those that went into effect on February 10, 2009, requiring 
rc1roactivc compliance tv lhc new lt:ad and phlhalale contenl limits. The brc11dth of products 
covered by the definition of children's products covered by the lead limit. i.I! .. anv product 
!l.'»".i!!ned or intended primarily for a child 12 years of age or younger. implicated nu~ 
industries thot had not understood lhat their products would be subject to the new lead 
prov isl!!~ 

The question asks us to comment on the impact oithe deadlines on industry. Whether it be 
makers of books. bikes. or tiasehall bats. e•ery industry needed more time to detennine which. if 
any. of ils products were covered under the definition of children's product, test those products 
for compliance. and dcvcltlp new mctlmds of manufacture to eliminate the lead if it was present 
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in the pmduct. T~e S<;QP!;..Q_lj!~Q\!.1,1,fJ.:; ~.!~vcrt;d hy lh£,J.1£~SSUJ~tl~in and thc_lllount of 
inventory implicated went well bcvond what many may have contemplated. Our information is 
i11C.:omplctc hut we arc told that millions of products wait in storage warehouses for return and 
destruction. Retailers have indicated that most of these products do not contain acccssihle lead. 
and a real question exists in our staffs mind as to whether they cootain accessihle lead in a 
suflicient amount to be unything other thon ad£' minimis risk but simply were unable ro m .. ..:t lhe 
st;mdards that took eflect in February. It will be even more ditlicult for these products w meet 
the stricter standards to come. These challcmges foct:tl by industry have a din'l.-1 impacl on CPSC 
stall resources and our ability to meet deadlines given the need to respond to their inquiries. 

Another approach to the deadlines is to allow the Commission more discretion to move an 
c!lective date for a given product or das8 of products in certain circumstances. The CPS I A does 
not permit lhe Commission to delay the effective date of any of the new standards to deal with a 
problem such as the lead in bike tire valves where the ri.~k to a child is exceedingly small bul still 
measurable, and the economic impact is substantial. Jn cases such as these. some reasonable 
amount of time should be allowed to reengineer the product to develop an alternative that can 
meet the new lead limits. 

3. Does CPSC have quantitatfre data concerning any nega1i11e impact of the Act (i.e., the lead 
and pltthalate limits and le.wing requirements) on small manufacturer.~ of children 's products, 
and if.'<o, would CPSC please provide them! What information does CPSC have on any .tuch 
negative impact of a more anecdotal nature? 

CPSC staff does not have data on the total value of impacted inventories. lost sales, disposal 
co~ts. and olher CQsts likely to be incurred by small manufacturers because of the CPSIA; 
however. information of an anecdotal nature, that has not been verified by CPSC staff, puls the 
impac1 in the hill ions of dollars range. 

Industry Estimales 

For example, the Motorcycle Industry Council reported in a February 26, 2009, pre~s release that 
the new lead rules would result in an annual impact of$ I billion on 1heir industry. In a request 
for a moratorium on the rerroactivc application of the lead ban. the American Chamber of 
Commc:rce in Hong Kong estimated that the impact on their members producing children's 
wearing appard would run in e!\cess of$300 million. In it letter to the CPSC. counsel to a major 
mass retailer stated that a cl icnt estimated their cost to test inventory ar S 1.4 mi Ilion ~nd 
pmjectcd im cntory losses of$ 30 million. Another cl icnt estimated the value of their unsalaM e 
inventory at $7 million. It was also reported in a March 5. 2009, article in the Wall Street 
Joum:il, that the Toy Industry Association estimated inventory lossc..; valued in the range of$600 
mil hon. 

CPSC T cstinu Estim~~~ 

C PSC staff has es1imatt:d rhat lhe cost for third-party lest ing of product for lead and phrhalarcs 
\\Ould range from several hundred dollars to several thousand dollars per product tcsrcd. 
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depending on the number of pn:1duct componcn!s requiring testing. Based on information 
obtained from testing laboratory price lists and quore~, the ..:ost to test for the lead content .if a 
suhstrnte upp.:an; to range between ahout S50 and $100 per tested component. In a recent publi.: 
meeting. industry representatives stated that tesring of the .233 various components of a bicycle, 
valued at $50. cost one of their members appro1dmatcly $14.000. Less infonTlation is available 
ahout the cost of testing products for phthalates. but the limited information obtained from price 
quolcs and laboratvry presentations to CPSC staff suggests the best estimate for the cost of 
phlhalate testing at this time ranges from $300 to $500 per tested component. The cost to test for 
phthalates appears lo vary widely tfom market to market In a recent CPSC public meeting on 
pnthalatcs, one participant told of receiving quotes for lhe testing of a product ranging from 
S7.000 in Asia to $22.000 in the Uni led States. Because these tests tend to be destructke, 
manufacturers also heaT the cl\pense oflost material. labor, and overhead associated with 
production of the products tested. 

Economies of scale provide an advantage to larger volume manufacturen;. relative to their 
smaller volume counle11>arts, as they can absorb these testing costs over a larger production 
volume, Spread over this larger volume. the incremental increase to the cost of each product is 
much smaller for the large manufacturer versus the much smaller manufacturer. Jn short. rhc 
heavier burden falls to the smaller volume business. When the Commission establisnes random 
sampling requirements (as part of the required rulenraking on periodic tesring in Section I02(h)). 
testing co~ts will increase over current levds for manufacturers of all sizes. 

The exclusion of most fabric from the third-party testing requirements will provide only limited 
relief for apparel manufactur<.-rs, including small manufacturers. In a public meeting with CPSC 
staff; several apparel retailers reported finding virtually no lead in fabric, but they did find lead in 
about 2°/o of the tests on hard items, such as huttons, :zippers, snaps, and fasteners. Since most 
apparel items have some non-fabric items, there will still be testing requirements for most 
apparel items. Moreover, under 1hc new rcstrictioM the presence of lead in fasteners used on 
clothing has had a negative impact on the second-hand market for children's clothing in the 
United States. 

Although testing children's products, as applicable, for lead aod phthalates has received the most 
allention, many products will be subject to additional third-party resting requirements. For 
example, cribs must be tested for compliance to the crib safety standanls at 16 CFR part 1508. 
Toys are also subject to resting for compliance to applicable provisions ol'lhe Toy Safety 
Standard. including resting for additional heavy metals. such as arsenic, cadmium and chromium. 
We have no quotes for these tests: however. it is probable that the major factor in the cost of the 
tests will he the labor time required to conduct tne tests. Once again, given the dcstru.:tive riature 
of the lesting, the manufacCuTer will also hear the expense of lost matetiaL labor. and overhead. 

It i~ important to keep in mind the wide expanse of goods falling under the definition of 
'.~children's produ~ts" and subject therefore to third·party testing requirements. Bi:yond toys and 
durable infant and toddler products, items such us books, bicycles, clothing. youth·si7.etl 
motorized on:road \·chicles. school supplies, and Scout equipment and accessories arc subject to 
lead and!<>r phthalates resting. Likewise. all products for children 12 years of age or younger that 
arc made by crafts people. sray.at-home moms or dads, charitable chur«h grl•ups and the like. 
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mu~t mcet the new limits and bc lcstcd for .:ompliancc or 1heir produc1s arc banned. This has 
i;omplctcly upset 1hc business model for many of those small businci>scs and charitable 
organizations. Because of the rctroaccive nature of the regulations. many retailers began turning 
bai.:k product with more than 600 ppm \\ICll in advance of February 10, 2009. in order to en~ure 
!heir shelves were free of non-compliant product. As a result. m<iny small manufacturers. who 
failed lo recogniz.e the true scope of the law or were unprepared for the retailers' reaction 10 the 
CPSIA, now find they have invcnl1)ry they cannot ~ell. 

Retail.crs Accc!J;rating Deadlines 

Retailers continue to move well ahead of the deadlines established in the CPSIA. For e~ample. it 
is slafrs understanding that Wal-Mart stopped receiving product with more than JOO ppm lead in 
January 2009. These actions have stranded inventory that may be compliant today but will be 
banned in AUb'llSt as the lead limit drops to 300 ppm. In addition to the ri~k that these products 
may become obsolete and will need lo be reworked or destroyed. manufacturers of all sizes arc 
incuning e:oi:ptmses to hold this inventory while they decide how to move their product. The cost 
to carry this inventory varies by business, but typically runs about 25% of the on-hand inventory 
value. 

As retailers pull product from their shelves. many consumers have also been ncgalively 
impacted. For example. CPSC staff have received numerous emails from consumers stating they 
could no longer purchase parts for their child's youth mudel motorcycle because of retailer 
•·oncems over the lead content llfthe parts. More than one consumer has noted the possibility of 
consum~-rs' purchasing vehicles sized for o ldt.'I' children or adults if they could no longer service 
their current motot·cycle or ATV. This renction potentially places these children in a situation of 
increased risk of injury or death. 

Solution: Risk-based Assessments That Consider Age and Exposure 

h may be too late to miligate the signi Ii cant economic impact of the February I 0, 2009. ban on 
children's products containing more than 600 ppm total lead content, by weight. for any pan of 
the product. However, some relief could be provided to deal witlt the impact on thrift shops and 
second-hand sales. and Congress still has time to act to prevent 1he even greater impact that will 
occur when the lead limit drops to 300 ppm in August 2009. For example. toxic substances 
limils arc better regulated based on the possibility of exposure in relation to age. Foreseeable use 
data, combined with mou!hing and ingestion data at various ages, Wl•uld define the group at risk 
for any g1"en product. 

111is approach would exclude items such as bikes and ballpoinl pens from the discussion and we 
could focus on items like metal jewelry and other objects likely to be mouthed or ingested. By 
granting the CPSC the llexibility to determine the relevant hazards, flexibility in detennining 
exemptions based on assessment of risks, and the discretion to adjust the age limit for certain 
groups of products where tne exposure is low. resources can be properly focused on areas of 
h'l'cat~r risk. yielding maximum reductions in consumer risk ofdea!h and injury. 

-8· 
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4. Dne.< the C/'SC have an)' . .-ugge . .-tion~fnr how to m;1igate uny .~ut·h e«onomic impact of the 
Act nn small manufacturers of children·., produrrs (1!.g., 4'tJmptment te.•tingfor lead and 
phthalate contmt) that. in accordance with the intent of the Act and the CPSC's mi.f.<ion, will 
not rmnprmni.ve the hl!alth and safety nf children u~ing them? 

In ligh1 of the concerns cllprcssed by small husiness owners and employees. CPSC staff has been 
considering what relief might be provided for them without compromising safety. The first 
challenge was to define what is meant by "small business" in lhe context of the manufacture ot 
chi ldrcn • s products. 

For example, with regard to children's apparel. there are not good statistics differentiating those 
tinns 1ha1 make all appard versus those firms that make apparel intended only for children 12 
years of age or younger. With regard to toys. the analy~is of those businesses that are focused on 
the manufacturing of pmducts solely for children is more reliable. Bureau of the Census (2006) 
data .~hows that 1here are 776 firms thal manufacture dolls, toys, and games (NAJCS 33993): 403 
of those firms (51.9%) have fewer than 5 employees, 6J2 (81.4o/•} have fewer than 20 
employees, and 963 (98.3%) have tewer than 500 employees which is the standard definition of 
a small business. Only 13 of 1he lirms <I. 7%) that prodyce tov~-~Quld not he considered .small 
busine~ses bv 1he Small Business Administration. All tor almost all) of these tirms are likely to 
produce children's products and all are affected by the current economic downturn. 

Another i.-roup si~ificantly impacted by the CPSIA is smatI crafters of products for children. 
many of whom work out of their homes. Based on a 2000 .survey conducted by the Craft 
Organization Directors Association, there were an estimated 106,000 to 126,00Q craftspeople in 
the linitcd States. Additionally; 

• The average e,-ro.s.s sale~ revenue was $76,000 per craftspcrson. 

• The median household income of craftspeople was $50,000 per year, with about half 
coming from craft activities. 

• 64% of craftspeople worked alone, I 8% work with a partner or family memher. and 
only 16% had paid employees. 

Comoonent Cenifrca1io.!! 

Tlic cost of tcs1ing and certification is a huge burden on these small businesses and a robust 
component certifh:ation program would be extremely helpful. However, any component testing 
rule would have to apply across the board to all businesses •. ~mall and large, and to our global 
trading partners in compliance with international trade laws. f'urthcnnorc. we have to design a 
program we are confident will avoid the switch of components during manufacture which is the 
very problem that Congress was in!cnding to fix by requiring testing of children's products in the 
CPSIA. Component lesting presents real challenges since many of the components used in 
children's products arc not children's produces on their own und do not require third party 
testing. Snaps could be used <>n a hand knitted sweater that were not produced primarily for use 
in children's pr<iducts, and we cannot be sure given the expense of testing, thar a market will 
develop tl.>r certified compliant materials for use by .:ratter~ . 

• Q. 
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.Potcnlial Solulions 

Recognizing that the Commission always has thc ability lo take action to address unsafo products 
in the marketplace. Congress could take many different approaches tv mitigate the effects on 
small husim:sscs. Congress could apply the new lead and phthalatc~ limits prospectively to 
mitigate the impact on inventory existing privr to enactment. It could allow for a more tlcxiblc 
exception process based on balancing of ri.~k.s against the burdens of the costs of testing and 
cenilkation but that could overburden staff. Anolher option would be tn allow the Commission 
1hc tlexibility to decide what children's products require testing and cenification. 

5. What information has CPSC received about the impact<>/ the Act on the a~ai/ability of 
.~econd-hand pmducts for children, e.fpecially clothing? It is my understanding tl1at many 
second-hand .m1res now refuse to sell children's productt. Does CPSC have any sugge.ftions 
for how to mitigate any negati11e effect~ of the A ct on secunJ-hand stores for C'hildren 's 
producLf, e.fpecially in light of the economic downturn anJ the consequent incre11sed need for 
/ow-cost sources of children's t:lothing? 

CPSC slaff ha.~ only limited, anecdo1al information concerning the impacts of the Act on second
hand .~!()res. MajQr reseller~ such as Goodwill Industries and the Salvation Am1y have estima1ed 
impacts, including both lost sales and disposal costs, totaling hundn.'<ls oi millions of dollar1'. 
Many smaller resellers have indicated that under present circumstances, they cannot afford to 
continue selling children's toys or apparel. which account for much of their revenues. Even 
church bazaars and neighborhood yard sales are adversely affected. 

The major problem for second-hand stores and other resellers fa that the CPSIA prohibirs the 
sale, distribution or expon after February 10, 2009, of any children's pruducts exceeding the 
applicable lead or phthalate limits regardless of when they were made. Second-hand slores arc 
typically selling items that were manufactured years earlier. Thus. a large percentage of a 
reseller's current inventory of children's products may have been manufactured long before !he 
stringomt no:w limits took effoo.:t, and it may now be impossible lo dispose of such items lawfully 
except by destruction (which itself may be costly. particularly for non-profit organizations). To 
make mattt .. -rs more ditlicult, there is oficn no cost-effective way to dctennine which products 
can lawfully be sold and which cannot. 

Unlike olher retailers. resdlcrs generally have little or no control over the compliance of the 
goods that !hey obtain. Most arc donated. Even where they have regular donors, resellers cannot 
practically establish specifications for children's producls a~ major retailers can for their regular 
suppliers. Te$ling ever)1hing they r~eive i:> not a practical solution either. Like small. home
based manufaclun:rs. resellers cannot spread testing costs across many units of the same type; at 
any given time, they would usually have on hand no more than a fow items of the same type. 
The standard tests for lead and phthalatc con1.:n1 arc destructive. so ifone tests a single item to 
determine whether ii can be sold. one no lvogcr .:an sell that item. 

-IO· 
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Screening dcvi<:cs, such as x·ray tlunresccm.:c (XRF) machines. can help in wccdins oul 
children's products that have eJ1.Cl.'SS lead. without destroying products that comply. hut the new 
technology is still expensive. No such screening device yet c"i~ts for identifying phthalates. 
Even if such lcchnology can be developed quickly. it remains a disproportionate burden to test 
cwry unique item in inventory. Some internet resellers and auctioneers do not even have access 
to the products that are offered for sale by third panics on their website and so could n<JI teasihly 
test them by any method. 

The sccond-ham.l ~torc problem will get worse for several years before it 111av ultimately get 
heller. The lead content limits will drop to 300 parts per million in August 2009 and to I 00 ppm 
in August 2011 (unless lhc Commission dctem1ines that such limit is not technologically feasible 
for a class of products). Products manufactured aftt.'T these dates will be in use for some years 
before they are donated to second-hand stores. So. it wi 11 probably take many years before 
children's products that comply with these stringent limits make up a siiable majority of the 
products for sale at second-hand store.~. 

Potential Solutions 

Under the circumstances, merely postponing the elfecti ve date of the lead or phthalate limits for 
everyone. while thb would help alleviate some problems we are seeing, would not be very 
helpful to resellers because it would alfow products with excess lead and phlhalates to continue 
being made, and thus add to the number of noncompliant products that may eventually find their 
way to resellers and so p<>Stponc the day of reckoning. 

The most eflective way 10 help resellers is to address the issue ofretroactivity, requiring that 
manufacturers meet the statutory limits for products manufactured after the effec1ivc date but 
that retailers and resellers be allowed to continue sale. If this suggestion were adopted, it would 
be important to note that resellers could not sell recalled products and that the Commission 
retains its authority to stop sale of any product if ii finds an exposure that presents an 
unreasonable health and satety risk to children. 

A law like the CPSJA that outlaws sales of previously lawtul pmducts will. by its nature. hurt 
retailers more than manufac1urers and hurt resellers even more than other retailers (given the fact 
that products are typically in consumers' hands for several years at least before they reach 
second-hand stores). While dealing with rctroactivity across the board would be the most 
effective way to deal with the inequities presented by the current law, 01her suggestions include 
such things as e5tablishing a separate rule for resellers. For example. the ban on selling 
children·.~ products \~ith excess lead or phthalate content could take dfcct at a later date for 
second-hand sellers than for retailers generally. Or, resellers (or some subset oithcm. such as 
individual consumers or non-profit resellers) CCluld even be exempted entirely from the provision 
that makes it a prohibited act lo sell products containing more than trace amounts of lead or 
phlhalatcs. Children's products that would have been banned under prior law should not be 
exempted in any case. and there may be categories of products. for example. children's metal 
jewelry, that $hould he handled more strictly. While consumers arc accustomed to the nolion 
I hat us~"CI goods are sold "as is," it might b~ appropriate to require a label or other typt: of 
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wamini; at lhc point of sale if resellers arc allowed lO cunlinuc to .sell older children's pr<>ducts 
thal do nor comply with rhe new limits. 

Lest there be any question, CPSC staff does not favor exempting second-hand sellers from the 
prohibition against selling recalled products (including children's products lhat are recalled for 
excess lead paint, or excess lead or phthalati: ccmtent). The staff believes that resellers can 
reasonably be ~xpectcd tv keep abreast ofCPSC recalls by signing up to receive CPSC's mcall 
press releases and to remove any recalled products from their shelves. Similarly. where 
Conb'TeSs has unambiguously <lir~cted application of new regulatory requirements to a discrete 
class of used children's products, such as cribs, CPSC staff bel icves that resellers no less than 
others must take steps to comply. even if that means deciding not to sell the products in question. 

The Commission has adopted an enforcement policy on lead limits and ha~ i.~sued other guidance 
to second-hand stores to address muny of the recuning issues. In the staffs view. however, the 
core problem is caused by the retroactive nature of the law and is beyond the agency's authority 
to solve. 

ti. Doe.f CPSC believe tllat the age limit ctmtained in the Act'.\· definition of "children '.~ 
prm/uc1~·· (i.e., 11 year.v at1d under) Is appropriate'! I/not, what should the age limit be? 
Further, should CPSC have discretion to lower the age limit for cenain groups 1>f i:hildren '.~ 
prqdu"t.'> for whfrh the risl< of harm from lead or phtha/ate expo$Ure is remote (e.g., snaps or 
zippers on i:hildren 's clothing)? 

The term "children's product" has significance for several different provisi..ins of the CPSJA. It 
specifies which products are subject to the lead content limits. Indirectly, it plays a role in 
defining which products are subject 10 the phlhalate limits. It governs the scope ofpmducts that 
require certification based on thinl-party testing and those that will require tracking labels "to the 
ex lent practicable.·· 

CPSC staff believes that for puq>0ses of defining which products are subject to lead limits, the 
boundary age could reasonably be lower than 12. at least in most cases. The Senate bill (S. 
2045) deemed age 7 a satisfactory upper limit. CPSC staffundctslands that the conferees ended 
up abrreeing to age 12 primarily because of the so-called "common toy box problem" -i.~ .. the 
concern thal a product intended primarily for older children might nonetheless be available to 
younger ones in 1he same home. This choice had the effect, however. of applying the lead limits 
to a much larger population of products. including many that are not toys and even including 
outdoor products such as din bikes or ATVs lhat would rarely be accessible to younger children 
under any circumstances. 

CPSC's Regulations Established Age Limits by Product Class 

CPSC's own regulations have used a variety of different ages to dctine what group of children's 
producis will be subject to a standard or ban. and lhese precedents may be usdi.tl 10 consid1.-r. 
For example. lhe small parts han applies to products 1hat are intended for children under J. Toys 
that an: intendi:tl for ages J through 5 arc allowed to have small parts. pr<•• idcd that they have 
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cautionary Jahcls to warn that they are nol suilahlc for youngs1crs under J. In gc.:m:ral, toys thal 
are intended for children 6 and oh.ler do not require cautionary labeling except in a few specific 
cases such as balloons and small balls. The lead paint ban ( 16 CFR pan I 30J) applies 10 
children's products with{)ut a specific age detinition. Despite this broad applicability. the scope 
of the lead paint ban has rarely if ever. generated controversy. This is probably so because ii is 
limited to children's prodwts that have paint or similar surface coating.~. and such products arc 
much fi:wer in numhcr and more easily identified than children's products generally. 

!;!,Qlh the ~el i~ood_Q[ exposure and the route of exposure arc factors 111 consider in deciding 
what products sh()u)d be subject to lead limits I.cad presents an acute hazard when direct 
ingestion is possible. For this reason, CPSC staff has long treated children's metal jewelry as 
warranting special concern. In other applications, brass and many other metals often have some 
lead cont~'llt. p1:1rticuh1rly 10 improve workability, corrosion resistance and other properti~s. 
Where such objects can be mouthed but n()t swallowed, they g~'l1erally pose a lesser risk, and 
objects that can be licked but not mouthed pose still less risk. There are some products where 
mouthing or licking is unlikely but where some lead exposure may result from touching and 
inadvenent transfer of lead from hand to mouth. A child's exposure 10 lead ft'om 7.ippers and 
snaps will depend on the type of ganncnt and the child's age, among many other factor.~. 

Practical Solution: Commission Discretion 

One way 10 address these issues would be to give the Cnmmission more discretion to grant 
exclusions from the lead or ph1halate limits. Under the law as currently written, a material 
having more than 600 parts per million lead cannot be excluded unless touching rhe product will 
not result in the absorption of any lead. Taken as a whole, the language of section JOI appears to 
rule out treating even very low levels of absorbable lead as negligible. Congress could modify 
rhis exclusion criterion 10 allow de minimis levels of absorption or to change the focus to 
preventing any significant increase in blood-lead levels of a child, particularly for children who 
are of the age of the intended user. 

Giving the CPSC discretion to lower the age limit for certain classes of producls might be more 
efficient than dealing with ID31l}' requests for exclusion, which is a resource-intensive process. 
Another resource conserving approach would be for Congress to lower the age limit across !he 
board and give the CPSC discretion lo set a higher age for certain materials or classes c>f 
products that poSi: a risk 10 older children or to younger ones in the same household. 

7. Alt/1ough .~11me youth all-terrain vehide~· (A TV.~) and youth motorcycles are intt'ndl!d fnr 
u.•e by ehildren under 11 years of age, dot!s CPS<: belie11e it is neces.~ary that the.•e products be 
te~·ted for /eQd and phtha/Qte content? Similarly, does CPSC i>elie11e that the.w prqduet.• 
pre.1·ent " ri.fk to children for the '1hsorption of phthalutes or lead? 

CPSC staff is aware that many different parts of youth ATVs and youth motorcycles have lead 
content. some of which may exceed 1he 600 or .lOO ppm levd. Some of these pans arc 
inaccessible, and some parts may qualify for the higher limits applicable to certain electronic 
components. Other parts. however, appear to be :icces~iblc and may not qualify for ~ny 
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exclusion undr.:r ~cction 101 of the CPSIA Thc~c youth vehicles may also have some phthalatc 
contenl. but they do not appear to be covered by the section I 08 bans. which arc limited to 
certain toys and chi Id care articles. 

The possibility that children will sullcr significant lead exposures ti-om these classes of vehicles 
appears to he remote at best. First. the vehicles an: generally stored outside the home. where 
younger children would rarely be allowed unsupervised access. The vehicles are generally 
designed for children of al least 6 year.~ of age and older. These children arc far less likely to 
ingest or mouth component~ of a molorized vehicle - even those that arc physic;dly ell.posed -
than something that fits readily in the mouth. such as a jewelry chain or charm. Children may 
$till be exposed to some lead as a result of touching seats, handle bar grips or other places and 
1hen inadvertently transferring some of the lead to their mouths from their hands. either directly 
or indirectly. as for example while eating. for most children, however. this type of exposure is 
not likely to result in sib'Tiificant absorption of lead. This is particularly true where children are 
wearing appropriate protective riding gear, such as gloves and helmets. 

Broadening the Exemptions for Metals 

In section IOl(h)(4). Congress recognized that it might nor be technologically feasible for certain 
electronic devices to meet the I ead limils applicable to children· s products generally and gave the 
CPSC authority to adopt other requirements for such devices. The Commission ha$ exen:ised 
this authority on an interim basis and established higher limits for i;:cnain electronic components 
where it concluded 1hat such parts cannot be made inaccessible and it is not technologically 
feasible lo substitute other materials at this time. These include metals such as steel, aluminum 
and copper alloys as used in electronic devices. In adopting these alternative limils, the 
Commission made reference to exemptions recognized elsewhere, such as the European Unio11 
directive 2002!95/EC known as RoHS. It is worth noting that in Europe, the RoHS exemptions 
are equally applicable to non-ch.'Clronic uses of these metals, but the staff believes that section 
I 01 b>ives us no flellibility to apply the ~amc exemptions outside the realm of electronics. This 
means that children's products containing these metals and metal alloys manufactured for the 
t.:.S. market cannot employ recycled metal to the same extent as they can in Europe: rather, the 
manufacturers for the U.S. market must obtain supplies of primary metal, forcing vastly higher 
energy con~ump1ion and higher costs. or they must quickly switch to substitutes whose 
properties are poorly understood and may even pose more significant safety risks to children. 

Linder rhe current law, CPSC staff believes that an eJCclusion for youth ATVs would be very 
difficult to justify. Some have argued that ifyouth-si;:cd ATVs cannot be solJ for an extended 
period of lime. owing to lead limi1s, then more childwn may end up riding adult-sized ATVs, A 
child using an adult ATV as a substitute would face a for graver and more Ji:nmcdiate risk than 
1hat of the possiblc!e<l!d~osure from the youth .'\TVs. 

Potential Solutions 

The ATV situation is illustrative of a number of producl dasses that may nor qualify for an 
exclusion. Congress could moderate this situation in several different ways. These include one 
or more of the following (not in priority order): (I) postponing the deadline for sales (not 
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manufocturc) of children's products conlaining lead above lhe new limits: (2) lowering lhc age 
limil for children's products (as discussed in the response to question 6); (3) exempting some or 
all childrc..'ll's produ1:ts that arc usually not kept in the house, such as bicycles and ATVs: (4) 
giving the CPSC i,>rcarcr discretion to exclude from compliance with the lead limits any materials 
or products that pose a negligible risk to chi ldrcn (as discussed in the response to question 6); or 
(5) allowing materials that arc eligible for special trcatmenl when used in electronic devices to 
re.:cive similar treatment in other childrt.'11'~ products when 1hejustitication is equally 
compelling. 

Ii In light of re(·ent court decision.~ that the lead and phthalate content re.ttrit'tions are 
rttroactively applit·able, does CPSC ha11e concern.<; about the effect on the envimnment of the 
disposol of in11entorie.t of n<m·compliont (/titdren ·.~products? 

This issue lies within the aulhority and experti~e of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

9. I undersrand that, .~ince eurly December 2008, CPSC ha.~ had access to a large number of 
lead content re.~ult.f for finis lied "ordinary books•• (i.e., books published in cardboard or paper 
by con111mtiona/ methods and intended to be read by or to children age I 2 and under) and their 
component materials (i.e., paper, paperboard, ink, adhesii-es, laminutes. and bindings). Hus 
CPSC staff reviewed those test results? What do those test results indicate about .vuch 
ordinary books and component materio/s in comrection with the star11tory lead limits 
prescribed in section 10/fa) of the :fct? Dnes CPSC /lave any re,ommendations regarding 
how to mitigate the burden.t that le.fling and certification requirements of the .fct, and 
espedally the retroactive applicability of those req,,irements to i11ventory, could otherwise 
impo.~e on publishers, printers, and retail sellers of such ordinary books, as ·well as on libraries 
.,chno/.,, charitie.t and other second/land distributors of such ordinary books, including those 
publi.~hed before 1985? 

Lead Testing and Printing Ink: The Publishing Industry's Challenge 

Given the breadth of the definition o{ children's product in the C'PSIA. the Commission received 
thousands of queslions over the past six months regarding the scope of applicability of 1hc 
retroaclive lead limits and the required third-party tesling of such products. Al the same time, 
rc1ailers hcgan demanding certificalcs of compliance for products likely lo be on their store 
shelves on Febmary 10. 2009. The publishing induslry claimed lo have been unawan: that 1he 
definition of children's product .would eowmpass books until retailers started asking for 
certificates of cflmpliancc and we ix1sred a response 10 one of the frequently asked qucsti{tnS 
regarding the applicalion of1he CPSIA lo bOQks intended or designed primarily for dtildrcn. 
Because of 1he ~aric1y of colors of inks used in making children's books printed on paper and 
cardboard, the requirement of testing for comp I iancc to the new lead limits proved cosll y and 
one.-ous. Some retaile~ were demanding separate certificates of compliance for each hilok title. 

The issue oflcad in printing ink and olhcr producls used 10 make a b,1ok is not new. Indeed. in 
2007 the publishing indumy issued a statement on lead in bot>ks h> respond to any conccms 
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raised ahout hooks related tu that year's toy recalls !Or cxcL-ssivc lead in paint. (Sec Amerkan 
Book~llers Association statement of November 29. 2007. Bookselling this Weck: Getting the 
Lead Out: Consumers Question Books Made in China, found on Man:h 15, .2009 al 
]1l~JLcl1~,_h~>~*~.;.~_,_1'n/L!.'~".:~!.'~'l...l1ri11!.) The Commission has occasionally recalled such 
products for excess lead; for cllample. a recall was conducted in February 2008 for excess lead in 
paint on the colored spiral metal bindings of several sketchbooks. Jn July of 2004. the 
Commission issued a warning regarding the hazards of lead in candy wrappers that contain lead 
or bearing lead·containing ink. 

The "Ordinary Book" Exemption 

The Commission staff wanted to provide ~ome relief to the book publishing industry given 1hc 
extraordinary impact of third-party testing for lead and because the publishing industry 
maintained 1ha1 the Commission had never considered ordinary children's books to be a heallh 
hazard. However, given the requirements of the CPSIA. the staff felt 1ha1 they needed some 
representative data upon which 10 base a decision to exempt children's books from the 
requirements. The number of requests for relief from. the retroactive effect of the CPSIA was so 
high that the staff felt that in fairness, aJlLd,etcnnination that the law did not apply co a material 
{>r clasl' of products should he based on science and support<.:!! by test rcsulrs. 

it is not 1he case (noted in your question) that the Commission staff has had access to a "large 
number of tests on finished 'ordinary books'," but rather we have had access to a very limited 
data set on which the publishers have based their request for an industry-wide eimnption from 
testing to the new lead content limits. The publishing industry association provided the staff 
with 152 separate entries representing testing done on approximately I S7 books conducted 
anywhere: tTom 2004 to 2009. The books tested range from the ordinary books 10 books with 
handles, stickers, kits or other accessories. The staff reviewed those test results, and initially 
concluded 1ha1 many of the tests were done for European standards and!or did not test for total 
lead content as rt.'quired by Section IOI of the CPSIA. The staff of the CPSC asked the industry 
to provide more data for total lead content and demonstrate that the data submitted was 
representative of all of the millions of ordinary books sold to children 12 years of age or 
younger. 

The additional data submitted suggests !hat modem tmok publishing using offset lithography 
does no! result in books with lead levels in e.<cess of1he 300 ppm limit that g(1es into effect in 
August of 2009. Howevc:r, the Commission staff has not had the time or resources to look al the 
issue romplctely or comprehensively and has h~cn hopeful that more data would be submiued by 
industry pa11icularly with respect to books puh\ished in the 1960s and 70s. The Commission 
staff has been assured that the publishers now :Ill u.5c inks that result in children's books that fall 
below the statutC"ry limits for lead. While the staff does not have a statistically valid basis for a 
wholesale exclusion of children's hooks at this time, its de1ennination to exclude them from 
resting and certification does not mean that any children's book can cxc~d the lead limit. All 
children's books must meet the lead limit. 

\faking a determination that on.linary books t·annot and will not exceed the lead limits appeared 
10 br: the only means of providing immediate relict: Su~h an cxcmprion from lr:sling also should 
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provide relief from !he retroactive applica!ion ~1! thc standard to all books in schools and libraries 
lhat arc provided tu children lorthcir use. In the meantime. the publishing industry wa~ gh·en a 
conditional enforcement waiver on the testing and certification requirements for lead. pending 
staffs review of the dara and any additional data that may be submitted. That exemption was 
limited to books manufactured after !98S because rhe publishing industry has not provided ariy 
test data on books published in the 60s and 70s. Instead, the indus1ry has pointed to the fact that 
lead was r~o~ed from printing opcralions in this country due 10 federal statutory reslriclions on 
worker exposure to lead in printing operations which went into effect in the late 70s. The very 
limited testing the Commission ..;ta ff has done indicates that the lead 1:onten1 of these older books 
can occasionally exceed the 300 ppm limit that goes into effect in August 2009 but that dala may 
not be representative. At this time the Commission sta1Th3s not had !he time or resources to 
prove that books made more than twenty years ago do not exceed the lead limits as staff has 
needed to focus its resources on its investigations of deaths and injuries to children and other 
emerging risks and health h~ards. 

Library Books and Used Book Resellers 

The relroactivity oflhe lead provision is particularly problematic in the area of books and orher 
printed materials. We have done very limited testing of books from the 60s and 70s. It suggests 
that the lead content hovers around the 300 ppm mark. Anecdotal evidence received by the 
agency suggests that on occasion books from this earlier ~riod may contain lead in excess of the 
lead limits in their binding materials_ The only way to detennine the total lead content in these 
booli;s is to test them. 

Under the CPSIA, however, sellers of used children's books, including used book stores and 
lhrifl shops, arc not required to test or certify that children's books meet the new lead or 
phthalates limit>. The CPSIA does not require resellers to lest children's products in inventory 
for compliance with the lead limit before they are sold. However. resellers cannol sell children's 
books intended primarily for use hy children thut exceed the lead limit 

The Commission had hoped that an exemption for "ordinary books" plus its announced 
enforcement policy for lead would alleviate this situation. Bast."ll on information received from 
the trade associations with information regarding books in libraries and schools, the Commi~~ion 
staff understands that most textbooks in schools are less than ten years old. Likewise, thc 
infom1ation received suggests thac most library books Jeni to children are recycled approximately 
every 18 lending cycles or three years. Thus. it appears that few of lhe books being provided to 
childn:n in their schools and from libraries would be more than 20 years old. 

Potential Solutions 

Staff has considered children's bd1avioN with books and concluded that after about 19 months 
of age. children may occa.~ionally put pan of a book in their mouths. but they typically are taught 
to care for their books so that rhey can continue to be used for reading and learning. This 
information suggests that any exposure to lead from contact with books diminishes as children 
age. We believe an exemption is the only way to provide relief under the CPSIA. Congress 
could limit the testing of books lo only those picture books provided lo children much younger 
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than 12 since this is the population of children that would be most likely to interact with !heir 
books in a way that could expose them to inks wilh higher lead conlent. Lowering the age limit 
would be eJ\lrcmcly hclptUI to staff in dealing with books and many other products by narrowing 
the scope of produ1.1s covered. Ll>wcring the age limit would also provide relief to schools who 
face retroactive application of the lead provisions nor just with regard to books but also the wide 
variety of o!_}Jcr educational matcrial8 thev provide to school·aged children. 

The CPSIA establishes that any children's produ..:t no matter when it was made is a banned 
haiardous product if it e:>tcel.-dS the lead I imits and the Jaw does not have an exemption procedure 
other than one based on scientific proof that there will not he absorption of any lead. One 
solution would be for Congress to create a waiver process allowing the Commission to 
"grandfather" in products made prior to the date of enactment if the Commission concludes those 
produ~rs pn~scnt only a de minimis exposure level and, thcr..:fore. a negligible risk. This could be 
used to 80lve the problem of used books as well as other products commonly sold second-hand 
such as used clothing or youth bicycles. It creates an administrative burden that the Commission 
may not be able to handle without some delay, but it would provide relief without having 10 undo 
1hc retroactive effect of the law altogether. 

IO. In general, does CPSC believe that the Act wa., written with too little implementation 
discretion far the Commi.~.~ion? If this is the case, for which is.~ue.-r (e.g., third party testing 
requfremrnts) doe.t CPSC req11iu more discretion? 

The CPSIA provides too little implementation discretion for the agency. One of the major 
problems with implementation has been the stature's reach across a variety of industry sectors 
quickly and simultaneously by virtue of its broad definition of"childrcn's product.'' The lead 
limits reach literally every product intended or designed for a child 12 or younger. The breadth 
of the statute's reach has made it difficult for the Commission to addreS$ industry specific 
concerns in the tcw area<> where the agency has discretion. The Commission needs room lo 
address toy industry concerns separately from those of the apparel industry, from those of the 
publishing industry, and separately again from those of industries that make outdoor products for 
children such as motorized recreational products, playground equipment and bikes. 

The lead limits and testing and certification provisions could he implememcd much more 
smoothly if 1he Commission had the discn:tion tu roll out lhoso: n:quin:ments on a product class 
basis. The same will soon be true for tracking labels where each industry has specific concerns 
about how additional labeling requirements will work given existing and multiple other labeling 
requirements. Congress can direct the agtmcy as to how lo determine priorities and work to a 
specific ~chedule as cviden..:ed by section I 04 which gave some tlexibility to the CC'mmis~ion in 
pursuing the congrcssionul mandates for new durahle infant product standards. A similar 
approach to implementing all of the Act's new rules and requirem~nts would case the 
implementation hurden. Indeed, the stay of enforcement of certification and testing was the 
agency's only means to get the breathing room it needed lo deal wi1h the various unanticipatt:d 
issues that ilrose given the hreadth Qf the indusrric~ afft:cted. 
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Some have argued that the Commission should have a more rclax1.-d approach 111 exclusions from 
the lead limits. However, the h:ad provi.,ion of the CPSIA restricts the agency's discretion at a 
variety of points in the statute. II allows for c11emp1ions in three Jimit~xl drcumstances described 
in scction 101 (b). That section allows exclusions for inaccessible component parts of children's 
products and also allows the Commission 10 exempt electronic devices where lead is necessary 
for their tim.:tionali1y and cannot be made inaccessible. Beyond those exclusions, however. the 
statute leaves very little flc;(ibility. Section IOl(b)(I) of the CPSIA provides that the 
Commission may, by regulation, exclude a specific product or material that excc1.>ds the lead 
limits established for children's product~ under§ IOl(a) orthe CPSIA if the Commission, after 
notice and a hearing. determines on the basis of the best-available, objective. peer-reviewed. 
scienti fie evidence that lead in such product or material will "neither result in the absorption of 
any lead into the human l!Qfil'." given reasonably foreseeable use and abuse of such product. 
including swallowing. mouthing. breaking or other children's activities or the aging of the 
product, "nor have any other adverse impact on public health or safety." (Emphasis added.) 

The clear language of the sta1u1c is rigid; an assessment of whether there is absorption of"any 
lead" cannot be based on a risk based assessment because that language does not appear to allow 
any amount oflead, no matter how insignificant. to be absorbed in the human body. While the 
courts have occasionally upheld agencies applying a de minimis standard and exempting trivial 
risks from regulation, that has been pcnnittcd only when Congres~ ha.~ not unqmbiguou~ly 
denied agencies that authority. 1 Here the act specifically limits the exclusion to an application 
supported by peer reviewed science supporting a demonstration that there cannot be absorption 
of any lead. Moreover, s~-ction IOl(c) appears 10 restrict the agency's ability to use enforcement 
1focre1ion while exclusion requests arc pending. by stating that a pcndency of a rulemaking to 
consider a request for exclusion "shall not delay the effect of any provision or limit ... nor shall 
it stay general enforcement" of the lead limits. 

llmse who argue that common sense exclusions an: pennittcd by the CPSIA would have to 
ignore st.-ctions I 01 (h)(l) and 101 (e). Yet as the unanticipated consequences of1he retroactive 
effect ufthe law have demonstrated, some ability lo provide for de minimi.< exclusions would be 
helpfol in implementing of the Act. The effort to deal with the de minimif risks given the 
speculative yet conceivable routes of exposure presented by certain pru<lucts such as bike tire 
valve stems distracts attention &om more serious health and safely problems tha• the agency 
must address. Recently proposed legislation banning BPA recogniz.es the need for such 
flexibility lo provide rdief when a manufacturer cannot comply because it is not technologically 
feasible lo do so in the timdrames pennitted. Y ct such a waiver or ex.9!!P.t!.!l.!l.P!2f.ess could 
prove to be too resource intensive and divert agency resources to handling thousands .Qf 
exemption regu\:sts when staff should instead be dealing !Yi!h other risks that deserve attention 
such ~~identitli.!Jg,~mcrging ha;:ards. 

'Cmnpare l<•.n<. R.·1/lv. QoS F. 2d 98519'" Cir 19<J2) and Puh!i<· Cisi=•·n v. fo1111g. ~.ll F .'.?d l 108 (0.C. Cir. 1981) 
with Ohir> ,. F.PA. q~z F ~d t520. 15)4-35 tD.C. Cir. 199.l). s,., .. ,1.,,, Hahn and Su11s1ein. A Nt•ll' £.rccuti>'e Onkr 
fiw bnpron)1g Fed,,.r1.1I Rt1gulmiun'.' D''t'}N:f smJ IVidt·r C(),,·f-Bt·rie/it .-lnuh.,·i.v, lJ Chicagi.l l.aw & Economic·~. OHn 
\\\>rking Paf)<'T No. I ~O. rhis paper ~·II DC do"·nloa.!c.! w11hou1 ~hart<~(: 
!):1_1-,. "\, .• ,, ~~.~ d'h .. 1;~·' nlu 1,, .• , ... «.:•lfl mJ-.•\ 1mnL 
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The CPSIA forsakes !he core slrcnglhs of the CPSC's original s1a1utory framcwurk which ha~ 
from the beginning allowed the Commission to prioriti7.c its rcgularion of consumer products by 
an overall assessment of all the risks at stake. the 1nagnitudc oflhosc risks and the actual 
consequences of the hazard. Conb'TCSS should pem1it the agency to exempt certain products from 
the limils established by the CPSIA. 10 case the burdens of testing and certification on produc1s 
unlikely 10 present more than a negligible health risk, and to regulate on a timetable intluencc<l 
hy the seriousness of lhc actual risks not artificial deadlines. A more flexible c:xceptiQ!!J!mfru 
would avoid rei,tulation of de minim.i,UIB!.blcm.~ both nrospcctivdy and cctroactivcly. 

Moreover, this would allow the CPSC to "-msi<ler the impa.cts of the regulatory r~uircments of 
the CPSIA, like the biilancc between the adverse effects on second-hand sales of children's 
clothing or bicycles and lhe potential risks from exposure in such products. which is especially 
important during lhc current economic crisis. It should also allow the Commission to balance 
risks such as balancing the risk of possible lead 1:11posurc 10 a child riding a youth-sized ATV 
against the risk to the chi Id from riding a larger and more powerful adult A TV. Given that 
exceptions would be made on a no1ice and comment basis, the underlying analysis and suppoJ1 
for any exceptions will be public allowing for transparency and accountability. Finally, relaxing 
certain deadlines in the Acl will allow for better priority setting which will allow Commission 
rcs(,un;es to be put towards the most serious health risks first . 

• * 

CONCLUSION 

The staff has set forth in its answers to speci fie questions above numerous approaches to dealing 
with the issues raised. In our view, we have been confronted with three major issues in 
implementing the CPSIA: (I) the rc1roactivc application of requirements to inventory; (2) the 
broad reach of the legislative mandates given that '"children's product"' is defined as a product for 
children 12 years of age or younger: and (3) the impact of the new resting and certification 
requirements for all consumer products and the third-party testing requirements for children's 
products. You have asked us 10 oonsi<ler possible solutions to the problems raised in the letter. 
and make our best recommendation as to productive solutions recognizing that these are 
ultimately policy dL-cisions for otht'rs to make. We wnclu<led that the following three changes 
would resolve many of the major difficulties identified above; 

• Limit the ~pplicahility of new requirement~ to products manufoctun.-d atler lite cffoclivc 
date. except in circumstances where the Commission dcci<lL'S that exposure to a product 
presents a health and safoty risk 10 o.:hildrt:n. 

• Lower the age limit used in the definition of children's products to bcner retl~I eKposure 
and give the CPSC discrctk'n ro set a higher age for certain materials or classes of 
products that pose a risk to older children or to younger ones in the same household. 
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• Allow the CPSC to addrc:;~ n'Ttilication. 1r;icking labels amt other issues on a product 
class or 01h1..'f logical basis. using risk-assessment methodologies to establish need. 
priorities and a phase-in scht.-dule. 

As discussed above, there are many ways to address the challenges of implementation and meet 
the important goals of the statute. Regardless of the path chosen. some legislative changes 
would be helpful to allow the agency to set risk-based priorities i:;iven the finite resources 
available to the Commission. 
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As an author of the original Consumer Product Safety Act in 1972 and a long
standing advocate for better protections for our Nation's consumers, l wholt:heartedly 
support a stronger regulatory framework to ensure the safety of children's products. 
Nevertheless, I share the reasoned concerns of my colleagues, House Committee on 
Energy and Commerce Chainnan Waxman, Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and 
Consumer Protection Chainnan Rush, Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation Chairman Rockefeller, and Subcommittee on Conswner Protection, 
Insurance, and Automotive Safety Chairman Pryor, abuut the implementation of the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (PL 110-314, "the Act"). In particular, I am 
troubled that the Act includes unrealistic deadlines for rulemakings and compliance, as 
well as too little implementation discretion for the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSC), both of which are exacerbated by CPSC's lack of adequate resources, both in 
terms offi.mding aml staff. 

In describing the implementation of the Act, Acting Chainnan Nord's January 30, 
2009, letter to the Congress maintains, "the timelines in the law are proving to be 
unrealistic, and [CPSC] will not be able to continue at this pace without a real risk of 
promulgating regulations that have not been thoroughly considered." Moreover, the 
letter states, "Although [CPSC] staff has been directed to move as quickly as possible to 
complete its work, short-circuiting the rulemaking process gives short shrift to the 
analytical discipline contemplated by the statute." In light of these statements, I would 
appreciate your candid responses to the following questions, which will assist me and my 
colleagues in our consideration of common-sense i:llld workable solutions to some of the 
more pressing problems that have arisen during the Act's implementation: 

THIS MAILING WAS PREPAREO. PU8LISliEO, ANO MAIL(D AT TAXPAYER EXPENSE 
TtllSSTATIONER< PR,.TED ON PM£~ M40E or ~£CYCLED rl8!~$ 
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I. To what extent has robust implementation of the Act been hampered by CPSC's 
lack of resources? What levels of funding and staffing does CPSC believe 
necessary for proper implementation of the Act? 

2. Given the paramount importance of ensuring children's safety and the overall 
mission of CPSC, to what extent are the deadlines in the Act practicable for CPSC 
and industry to meet acting with all deliberate speed? If these deadlines are not 
practicable, what revisions to them does CPSC suggest? 

3. Does CPSC have quantitative data concerning any negative impact of the Act 
(i.e., the lead and phthalate limits and testing requirements) on small 
manufacturers of children's products, and if so, would CPSC please provide 
them? What infonnation does CPSC have on any such negative impact of a more 
anecdotal nature? 

4. Does CPSC have any suggestion for how to mitigate any such economic impact 
of the Act on small manufacturers of children's products (e.g., component testing 
for lead and phthalate content) that, in accordance with the intent of the Act and 
the CPSC's mission, will not compromise the health and safety of children using 
them? 

5. What information has CPSC received about the impact of the Act on the 
availability of second-hand products for children, especially clothing? It is my 
understanding that many second-hand stores now refuse to sell children's 
products. Does CPSC have any suggestions for how to mitigate any negative 
effects of the Act on second-hand stores for children's products, especially in 
light of the recent economic downturn and the consequent increased need for Jow
cost sources of children's clothing? 

6. Does CPSC believe that the age limit contained in the Act's definition of 
"children's products'' (i.e., 12 years and under) is appropriate? If not, what 
should the age limit be? Further, should CPSC have the discretion to lower the 
age limit for certain groups of children's products for which the risk of harm from 
lead or phthalate exposure is remote tO non-existent (e.g., snaps or zippers on 
children's clothing)? 

7. Although some youth all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) and youth motorcycles are 
intended for use by children under 12 years of age, does CPSC believe it is 
necessary that these products be tested for lead and phthalate content? Similarly, 
does CPSC believe that these products present a risk to children for the absorption 
of phthalates or lead? 

8. In light of recent court decisions that the lead and phthalate content restrictions 
are retroactively applicable, does CPSC have concerns about the effect on the 
envirorunent of the disposal of inventories of non-compliant children's products? 
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9. I understand that, since early December 2008, CPSC has had access to a large 
number of lead content test results for finished "ordinary books" (i.e., books 
published in cardboard or paper by conventional methods and intended to be read 
by or to children age 12 or under) and their component materials (i.e., paper, 
paperboard, ink, adhesives, laminates, and bindings). Have CPSC staff reviewed 
those test results? What do those test results indicate about such ordinary books 
and component materials in connection with the statutory lead limits prescribed in 
Section lOI(a) of the Act? Does CPSC have any recommendations regarding 
how to mitigate the burdens that the testing and certification requirements of the 
Act, and especially the retroactive applicability of those requirements to 
inventory, could otherwise impose on publishers, printers, and retail sellers of 
such ordinary books, as well as on libraries, schools, charities and other second
hand distributors of such ordinary books, including those published before 1985? 

I 0. In general, does CPSC believe that the Act was written with too little 
implementalion discretion for the Commission? If this is the case, for which 
issues (e.g., third party testing requirements) does CPSC require more discretion? 

Please provide your responses to my office by no later than the close of business 
on Friday, March 13, 2009. I intend to work with my colleagues in the House and 
Senate to re~olve these issues, as well as call on Chairman Waxman and Chairman Rush 
lo hold hearings on problems arising from l\c1's implementation. Your responses to 
these ques1ions will be invaluable in preparing Members of Congress for a frank 
discussion about several of the Act's apparent shortcomings. Should you have any 
questions, please feel free to contact me or Andrew Woelfling on my staff at 202-225-
4071. 

With every good wish, 

Committee on Energy and Commerce 

cc: Representative Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Representative Steny Hoyer, Majority Leader 
Representative Henry A. Waxman 
Representative Rick Boucher 
Representative Frank Pallone, Jr. 
Representative Bart Gordon 
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Representative Bobby L. Rush 
Representative AMa G. Eshoo 
Representative Bart Stupak 
Representative Eliot L. Engel 
Representative Gene Green 
Representative Diana DeGene 
Representative Lois Capps 
Representative Mike Doyle 
Representative Jane Harman 
Representative Jan Schakowsky 
Representative Charles A. Gonzalez 
Representative Jay Inslee 
Representative Tammy Baldwin 
Representative Mike Ross 
Representative Anthony D. Weiner 
Representative Jim Matheson 
Representative G.K. Butterfield 
Representative Charlie Melancon 
Representative John Barrow 
Representative Baron P. Hill 
Representative Doris 0. Matsui 
Representative Donna Christensen 
Representative Kathy Castor 
Representative John Sarbanes 
Representative Christopher Murphy 
Representative Zachary T. Space 
Representative Jerry McNerney 
Representative Betty Sutton 
Representative Bruce Braley 
Representative Peter Welch 
Representative Joe Barton 
Representative Ralph M. Hall 
Representative Fred Upton 
Representative Cliff Stearns 
Representative Nathan Deal 
Representative Ed Whitfield 
Representative John Shimkus 
Representative John B. Shadegg 
Representative Roy BlWlt 
Representative Steve Buyer 
Representative George Radanovich 
Representative Joseph R. Pitts 
Representative Mary Bono Mack 
Representative Gregg Walden 
Representative Lee Terry 
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Representative Mike Rogers (MI) 
Representative Sue Wilkins Myrick 
Representative John Sullivan 
Representative Tim Murphy 
Representative Michael C. Burgess 
Representative Marsha Blackbum 
Representative Phil Gingrey 
Representative Steve Scalise 
Senator Harry Reid, Majority Leader 
Senator John D. Rockefeller, IV 
Senator Daniel K. Inouye 
Senator John F. Kerry 
Senator Byron L. Dorgan 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator Bill Nelson 
Senator Maria Cantwell 
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg 
Senator Mark Pryor 
Senator Claire McCaskill 
Senator Amy Klobuchar 
Senator Torn Udall 
Senator Mark Warner 
Senator Mark Begich 
Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison 
Senator Olympia J. Snowe 
Senator John Ensign 
Senator Jim DeMint 
Senator John Thm1e 
Senator Roger Wicker 
Senator Johnny Isakson 
Senator David Vitter 
Senator Sam Brownback 
Senator Mel Martinez 
Senator Mike Johanns 
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Tt:STIMO~Y 

Laurel Schreiber, Lu\:y's Pocket 

House Small Business Committee: Subcommitter on lnnstigations and Oversight 

May 14, 2009 

Unintended Consequences of the CPSIA as it Relates to Small Business. 

Mr. Chairman and members of che Committee, thank you for the opportunity co speak to you 

today about the effects of the CPSIA on small businesses. My name is Laurel Schreiber and 

have a small home-based business called Lucy's Pocket. I sell monogrammed gifts for children 

through my web site, on eBay. and at ctsy.com 

As the CPSIA now stands I · as well as thousands of crafters. seamstresses, artists and others that 

market safe, handmade items to children under the age of 12 • will be put out of business. It is 

only through coni,'l'essional intervention that we will be able to continue building our 

businesses. As a small business owner f am looking 10 you 10 take the lead and re-establish 

legislation that will allow lhosc of us that have been creating safe items to continue crea1ing 

them. 

As it relates lo my business. there arc two major and substantial problems with 1he CPSIA as 

written: 

• redundant testing requirements 

• comprehensive labeling requirements 

All of the items l sew on10 - or make myself· arc made from commercially available textiles, 

ribbons, threads and other materials. They come from wholesale suppliers as well as retail 
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s1oros. A majority of the items l pu~hasc from wholesale suppliers have General Certificates 

or Conformity (GCC) which attest that the items have been tested for lead and/ or phthala1es and 

have passed those tests. I also purchase items from large n:tail stores thal have also tested the 

products but are unable to provide GCC's. 

As the CPSIA now stands. I will have to [CS! each individual item prior to selling it. And though 

an enforcement stay has been is~ued for te.,1iles. there is no guarantee i1 will 001 be rescinded at 

some later date. The enforcement stay does nol include items with buttons. snaps, zippers or 

other non-textile parts. 

Because 1 sell one of a kind items, I wi II need to create two identical items-the wet me1hod used 

10 1cs1 for lead destroys 1hc original item. From 1he testing companies I have contacted - many of 

whom are located overseas - the cost to me is about S75 per component. {A component includes 

fabric and thread and any other marerial 1hat makes up the product.) 

I have broughl four samples of my work to illu.~trate the ramifications and the unintended 

consequences that the law will have on my business. 

One of my most popular ilcms is an applique<l bib and bloomer set. The set contains (at a 

minimum) 12 componcnrs 

four threads 

• two dyed fabrics 

• a two part Velcro closure on the bib 

• elastic 

• I 00% poly cotton fabric 

• 100% terry fabric 

• I 00% conon binding 
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To tcsl 1hose 12 components it will cos1 me $900 to prove that the bib and bloomer set does 1101 

contain lead. If I use a plastic-backed bib purchased from a retail slorc then I will need 10 add an 

extra $375 for phthalatc •~sting. Testing costs for a two piece sel will range from $900 to 

$1275. II sells for $20. 

I also crca!c monogrammed hairbows ·they consist of a metal clip. two types of thread, and 

ribbon. I have GCCs on tile from lhe importer showing that 1hc dip meets lhe lead guidelines. 

Because it contains metal. it does not qualify for lhe enforcement stay. It will cost al leas1 $.300 

to test each bow. It sells for $5 

My third example is a monogrammed bow holder. It consists of one metal ring. 3 types of 

grosgrain ribbons. thread. and ho1 glue. It hangs on a wall in a child's room. ii is nOI a 

toy. Because lhere is a metal ring it will not currently qualify for the enforcement slay. It will 

cosl $450 to 1cs1. It sells for $12. 

Finally. I create monogrammed headbands. The headband is made of plaslic so it must also be 

tested for phthalares. As with my other items, I have GCC~ on file from the imponer showing 

thal lhe headband does not contain the illegal ph1halates. To test the four components oft he 

headband (ribbon, :2 types of thread, headband} plus phthala1cs will cosl S675. It sells for S9. 

Redundant lesling is unn~rs~ary. The air in my house. the ~ewing table I work at is not lead 

infused nor lead filled. Items coming out of my home will nm he contaminated with lead. 

Sadly, if the redundant testing requirements <lo nol put me out of business-then the 

compnhensivc labeling mandates cenainly will. 

As of this August each and every item going out of my workroom must contain a permanent label 

that contains information such as the source of the produc1. the date of manufacture and batch or 

run number. For a business that creates one of a kind items -and less than 5000 or so a year·· 
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this is an uru1ecessary hardship. Pennanent labels are nQt technically feasible for many of my 

items and procuring pennancm labeling supplies is an expensive proposition·· and one wirhoul a 

value add lo my cuswmcrs and which docs norhing to increase 1he safety of the product. 

I, and many 01hers like me. started crcaring handmade items as an antidote to mass produced, 

possibly unsafe toys and clothing originating from China. Many of us have young children· we 

arc very aware of safety conccms relating to lead. But, we use safe products and we create safe 

items. We are willing to change the methods we u8e to insure compliance but with lhe way the 

law is written we are simply unable to continue building our businesses. 

I am asking for consideration. I have wriuen letters. senl faxes, made calls. I want to be safe. I 

want to be legal. But the unintended consequences of the CPSIA are showing that this will be 

impossible. I will have to close my doors. /\nd. once I close I will not be supporting my 

suppliers or Olher local businesses- - all of which qualify as small businesses. And they may noc 

be affected hugely by me - but 1here are a 101 of businesses like me out there. So once you stan 

multiplying 1he effects ii becomes overwhelming and will ultimately affect tens of thousands of 

small businesses across the country. 

It ~addens me, terrifies me. and disheartens me that my ability to build a business crea1ing safe 

items for children can be taken away by the unintended effects or the CPSlt\. 

I thank the commiuec for lislening to how the CPSIA affects me-and others like me. I'm happy 
lo answer your questions. 



CPSIA and my Small Business 

Suzanne Lang 

Starbright Baby Teething Giraffes 

www.starbrightbabyonline.com 
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As a mother ofa 2-year-old, l admire Congress· effons to draft a law that protects 

children from excessive amounts of lead in toys. Unfortunately the law, as it currenlly is 

writlen, will heavily damage the small Businesses and entrepreneurs who make and sell 

items for children in this country. l do not believe the law is fatally flawed; however, I 

think the injection of some common sense provisions would more effectively ensure safe 

products for children and prevent irreparable damage to small businesses. 

The reason that I am giving my testimony is hecause L along with several other small 

business owners. am afraid for what the current draft of the CPSJA means for my 

business and the important amount of income it brings to our family. Specifically, my 

business consists of fabricating and selling soft s1u1Ted teething giraITes. My husband is a 

Ph.D. student. and after being laid off this spring, my primary focus is caring for my child 

as well as working on growing my business. Furthennore, I do not have a large amount 

of money and I am not affiliated with any lobbying groups. However. I am using the 

resources that l can to advocate for small businesses. many of whom rely on this income 

to sustain their families. 

A few of the major problems chat chis law presents to my business are I) unit testing, 2) 

the tracking and labeling requirement, and 3) the fallacy or assuming everything is toxic 

until proven safe. 

Unit testing is cost prohibitive for many small businesses, including my own. I make 

very small batches of usually IO or fewer giraffes per fabric choice. I also make one or a 

kind items and custom item:> using my customer's own fabric, or fabric taken from my 

collection. My giraffes would be required by this law as of February JO'\ 2010 to be 

tested for both lead and phthalates. I contacted Elemental Research, LLC ( 460 I 
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Devonshire Rd, Harrisburg. PA. 17109; Phone 717-540-0212; 

www.ElcmentalResearchLab.com) to quote lead and phthalate testing for my business 

For lead testing, I was quoted $50 per component. There arc 4-5 components per giraffe. 

For phthalatc testing. I was quoted $400 per component. Cwnulativcly. the total co:>t for 

testing one fabric line of giraffes would be an)'whcrc from $1,800 to $2,250. The 

giraffes sell for S 14-Sl8 each depending on the fabric. The added cost of testing would 

add an additional $180-$225 per giraffe (based on 10 giraffes per fabric line) For a 

custom one of a kind item. the price would have an additional $1,800-$2.250 tacked onto 

the $14 I charge for cu!;toms. Obvi(>usly. this is extremely cost prohibitive for the 

customer. 

Considering that the law specifies that ifl change any component, the unit would need lo 

be tested again. I created 36 different fabric patterns of giraffes in 2008 (not counting 

custom giraffes). The total cost of lead and phchalate testing my items would have been 

$64,800-$81,000. I made $4.500 gross last year. The deficit the testing creates would 

more than put me out of business, it would bankrupt my family. 

Another aspect of the law that directly affects my business is the tracking and labeling 

requirement. According to the CPSC website FAQ 

(http://www.cpsc.gov/about/cpsialfag/l 03 fog.html), "Section I 03 of the CPSIA provides 

that the tracking label must contain information that will enable the manufacturer to 

ascertain the location and date of production of the product and cohort information 

(including the batch, run number. or other identifying characteristic) and any other 

information determined by the manufacturer to facilitate ascertaining the specific source 

of the product by reference to those marks." 

Even though the law says "to the extent practicable," I question how this could be 

accomplished hy a home craft seller or small business such as mine. Keeping in mind that 

each lot requires new testing. then each lot requires a different label. That would mean 

that for each giraffe fabric style that I create, including custom work. would require a 

different label to attach. Consequently. that would force me to start making my own 

labels because it would be cost prohibitive for me to meet the quantity minimums nf a 
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label printer when my lots arc I() or fower giraffes. My labels would need to say 

something to the effoct of: "Made by Starbright Baby at Boalsburg, PA July 4, 2009 

Batch 15 Run I, Teething GiralTe Pattern Toy I." Thus, l would have to change the date, 

the batch. the run and the name of the toy on each lot I made. It is possible to buy 

printer-friendly fabric lab~ls; however. after a few washes the ink is gone or faded 

making it difficult to ascertain what the label originally said. Another way Ill make the 

labels would he with a permanent fabric pen and fabric. However, manually creating 

each label would likely take longer than fabricating the giraffe itself. This labeling 

standard will be crippling for small business in added cost and time. 

The most disheartening thing for me as a small business owner is the assumption of the 

law that everything is bad and dangerous until proven safe espt..-cially since fabric and 

many natural materials (now exempt but set to expire on Feb IO. 2010) are lead free or 

have infinitesimally small lead levels: well within the acceptable range. The fabric 

exemption should be made pcnnancnt. Many small businesses do not purchase their 

fabric wholesale but instead buy from local fabric or quilting shops. In this setting. I can 

buy one yard of fabric off the boh to make giraffes that I have to lead and phthalate test. 

My neighbor could then huy the very next yard on the bolt to make bibs for her small 

business and she too would have submit for lead and phthalate testing. The upshot is that 

provides work for a few laboratories but at the expense of many more small business 

owners. 

Another aspect of the resting that is problematic is the broad definition of what needs to 

be tested for phthalates. According to the CPSC guide for Small Businesses. all "Child 

Care Articles" need to be tested for phthalates. "A 'child care article' is a product that a 

child 3 years ()f age or younger would use for sleeping. feeding. sucking or teething. 

Bibs, child placemats. child utensils, feeding bottles, cribs, booster ~eats, pacifiers and 

teethers are child care articles that are covered by 1he law and might contain phthalatcs." 

(http:!lwww.cpsc.gov/ABOUT/Cosia/smbus/cpsiasbguide.pd0 As it is written. the law 

would currently require me to tcsc my teething giraffes for phthalates. The problem is 

that my teethers are made from cotton fabric. cotton thread, stuffed with PLA fiber made 

from com. and a cotton label. According to Test Method: CPSC-CH-ClOOl-09.l 
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(http://www.cpsc.gov/about'cpsialphthalatesop.pd{) the lab is 10 •'grind" the Loy to gel a 

sample to test. Being that the girdffos are cotton fabric, it will prove to be difficult to 

"grind" off anything. When 1 spoke to Elemental Research Lab about phthalate testing 

on my ilcm, they were unsure if they could effectively test my giraffes. Interestingly 

phthalates are found only in plaslic. So requiring testing on cloth items, even iflhey are 

intended 10 go in the mouth of a child under 3, does not make sense. 

There are many unintended consequences of this law. Ir it is kept as-written, thousands 

of small businesses and crafiers will be put out ()f business in this already tough 

economic climate. The only products consumers will have to choose from arc mass 

produced items from huge corporations; many from the same companies that imported 

the lead 1ain1ed toys that prompted Congress to take action on this issue. In effect, the 

companies that irresponsibly imported tainted toys will be rewarded with a larger market 

share. 

The unintended consequences of this law are not just for small businesses. Although 

these consequences do not directly affect my business, lhey affect me as a parent and arc 

concerning. 

Books: !\o child has ever proven harmed by a book yet countless books will go in10 

traslvlandtills for no reason. Pre-1985 books are not old enough to be vintage or 

collectible, but so many not reprinted, virtually destroying history and culture. 

Libraries: If 1his law holds, children under 12 will not be able co use libraries. Libraries 

will have to test books or remove them from the shelves. 

Schools and Homescboolers: Almost everything in a building housing the under 12 

crowd will need to be tested or thrown out. Imagine the needless expense for school 

systems already strapped for resources to teach our chihlren. 

Low Income Families: (like mine) in lhese hard economic limes who depend (In resale 

shops and garage sales to provide for 1heir families. 

Cbaritie~: Project Linus and ()ther hospilal charities plus shelters that accept donations 

will have a difficult time keeping up their good works. 
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Re.!iale Shops: like Goodwill etc. arc all devastatingly atlccted. Many resellers arc 

pulling children's items from their shelves. 

Although recent rules released by the CPSC slate that charities and resale shops arc 

exempt from testing, they arc still liable if anything is sold that is above the lead and 

phthalate levels. Many will chose to not carry the items rather than take the risk of 

running afoul of the law. 

There arc some very simple ways that this law can be amended to be more practical for 

all businesses involved in making items for childre11 under 12. (Handmade Toy Alliance 

hnp:// sites.google.comlsitelhandmadetoyal liance/Homc/our-proposal-to-modif y-the

cpsia}. 

• Component-based testing so that suppliers of our raw materials could provide the 

children's product manufacturer with certification of compliance within the law, 

which would eliminate the need for redundant and costly unit-based testing. 

Safoty would be improved by driving compliance upstream in the supply chain, 

catching non-compliant materials prior lo distribution, practically eliminating the 

chance that any given finished unit would be non-compliant. 

• Exemptions from testing for marcrials known by science not to pose a lead or 

phrhalare contamination hazard such as fabrics, certified organic materials. and 

many natural materials such as wood, paper and bamboo. Manufacturers would be 

spared the costs of testing these materials and cesling labs and the crsc could 

belier lbcus their efforts on high-risk materials such as metals and paints. 

• Hannonization with European Standards. Accepting the stringent EU standards in 

the United States as surficient for the requirements of CPSIA would save 

countless US businesses that import from or exp<Jrt to the EU from the costs of 

perfonning multiple tests. US and Ell regulators would be able to work together 

to oversee the global marketplace. 
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• Exempt pl'rrnancnt batch labeling of products for hand cn1fted <tnd micro 

businesses that have small batch runs. While pennanent labeling may be efficient 

with large runs of plastic products, it would be extremely difficult and cost 

prohibitive for small batches made from wood or fabric •. The US Small Business 

Administration Office of Advocacy has backed the Handmade Toy /\alliance 

position on tracking labels, citing the Regulatory Flexibility Act, a federal law 

designed to protect small businesses 

• Revisit the retroactivity of the CPSIA based on a risk-based approach. 

I applaud Congress for trying to pass legislation that will keep our children safe from 

dangerous coys. I want safe toys in the hands of my little boy just as much as any parent 

would. l don·t think that the CPSlA as-written will help make that happen. The 

suggested changes mentioned in this document along with the problems highlighted for 

;;mall businesses, I hope that Congress. the Small Business Committee. and the 

Subcommillec on Investigations and Oversight can amend the CPSIA in order to keep 

our children safe and keep our small businesses in business and strong. 
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U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Small Business 
Testimony before Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation 

Susan Baustian, Winmark Corporation 
Thursday, May 14, 2009 

Thank you, Congressman Altmier. for inviting me to testify today, and to all 
the Committee members for taking the time to talk about this very 
important-and very timely-issue. I thank my fellow panelists for their 
thoughts and comments on the impact of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act on small businesses across the country. and thank acting 
Chairwoman Nord for her willingness to answer today's critical questions. 

My name is Susan Baustian, and I am the Director of Once Upon A Child 
stores for Winmark Corporation. Today, I am speaking on behalf of our 
hundreds of stores in, as we call it, the industry of "gently used" products. 

My company, Winmark Corporation, owns two franchises that have been in 
business for over 20 years. Once Upon A Child (a store selling used 
children's goods) and Play it Again Sports (selling new and used sporting 
goods), and have been significantly impacted by this bill. /\!though our 
company headquarters is in Minnesota, we have over 520 franchises across 
the country. What that amounts to are 500 store owners worrying about 
whether or not they comply with the law, 5000 employees scrambling to 
figure out how to comply, and 200 vendors feeling they do not have the 
resources it takes to test their products to ensure that they comply with these 
new standards. Last year alone, our two brands serviced over 7 million 
parents that arc now confused as to what is safe or not for their children. 

The ill-executed implementation of this legislation has brought fear into the 
industry, and that fear-especially in economic times like these-can bring a 
halt to successful and productive businesses. Our franchisees have a lot on 
the line that is driving this fear. Most of them have business loans where 
their homes have been used as collateral. They have a family in which their 
business provides for, and they all have a strong sense of giving back to the 
community by being at the forefront of recycling - they buy & re-sell 
product that children no longer use or have outgrown. They are fearful that 
the CPSIA will force them to give up their American dream - owning their 
own business. 

Prepared 1escimony for Susan Bauscian 
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I think what is really unfortunate is that this debate over the CPS IA has lead 
to finger pointing on an issue on which we all agree: ensuring the safety and 
protection of children. 

Our store owners have dedicated their lives to providing safe, fun, and 
educational products for children of all ages, and now are having to rethink 
how they can continue to offer these products without violating this law. 

We want to work with the Consumer Product Safety Commission to comply 
with this law, but the guidance issued thus tar has been difficult to 
understand for many of our store owners. We do not want to have to shut 
our doors over legislation that we all agree could help children if 
implemented in an effective and productive way, but we need the help of the 
CPSC and Congress to clarify what is required of our store owners. 

The Consumer Product Safety Commission has come out and stated that 
resellers such as Once Upon A Child and Play It Again Sports-as well as 
Goodwill, the Salvation Anny, ARC, Church organizations, Garage sellers, 
consignment stores, sellers on ebay and any other small business reseller
do not have to test products, but our businesses are still liable if those 
products with banned substances are sold. 

The CPSC recently produced a Handbook for Resale Stores and Product 
Resellers with the purpose being, "to help identify the types of products that 
are affected and to understand how to comply with the law, so you can keep 
unsafe products out of the hands of consumers:' Unlike the information that 
the CPSC supplies regarding recalls-a very specific list by brand & model 
number-the handbook is too general to effectively determine which 
products are safe to buy & sell. 

For example, Page 7 of the handbook indicates that "items made of wood 
(without paint, surface coating or hardware) are OK to sell.'' It also 
indicates that "Clothes with rhinestones, metal or vinyl/plastic snaps, 
zippers, grommets, closures or appliques are best to test, contact the 
manufacturer or not sell." Unlike retailers of new products, our franchisees 
across the country have no idea how to detennine if the painted blocks, toy 
trucks. dolls or even clothing they arc buying and reselling contain lead paint 
or are made up of dangerous lead components or toxic plastics. 

Prepared tes1imony for Susan Baustian 2 5!l 4i09 
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It will be a violation or the Act to sell an item that is known to have more 
than the acceptable limit. This violation can be a fine of$5000 for each 
violation, which increases to $100.000 on August 14, 2009. Being that the 
handbook gives us only guidance on detennining which items are safe, the 
only way to be certain would be to test the product. However, each piece 
that is bought & sold is unique, and it would be too costly to test each item. 
With a house on the line, a family to care for, and a potential liability to deal 
with, fear has taken hold for many of these resellers. 

Last year, Once Upon A Child paid families $45 million for children's items 
that we purchased for re-sale, generating $120 million in sales for our 
franchisees. Of that, $23 million worth of clothing items were purchased, 
generating $68 million in sales for our franchisees. For families, the money 
they receive from selling children's items can be used to supplement a 
parent's income, or may be used to buy items for their children-that they 
otherwise couldn't afford. For business owners, this income helped proved 
for their family. But now, many business owners and parents are worried 
they won't know when a snap or zipper contains lead, and like toys, they 
have no way to test these items. 

The guidance issued on the sale of books has been equally frustrating. Last 
year, our stores paid families $500,000 for books that we purchased for re
sale. This generated $1.5 million in sales for our franchisees. I understand 
that there are certain bathtub books that may contain excessive amounts of 
phthalates [THAL-ates] and I would hope our industry will move away from 
selling these products, but most books-even if they contain trace levels of 
kad-arc innocuous and should not be banned under this legislation. The 
American Library Association has done a tremendous job sorting through 
fact and fiction on the production of books in this country, and I commend 
their efforts to publicize what the industry has done since the 1970s to stop 
using metal-based paint in their books. But their work was not enough to get 
books ex.eluded from the Act, and now we are all faced with how to sort 
through the books on our shelves. The clarification that books printed after 
1985 will be considered ''safe'' was helpful, but it was not enough to ease the 
fear and frustration with the law. 

It is because of the obstacles our business owners and families face that we 
need the Consumer Product Safety Commission to clarify the law so that 
parents aren't afraid to sell their children's items, or buy used clothing for 
fear that it might be banned by this legislation. 
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If there is one thing that has become clear through this process it is that we, 
as an industry, need more guidance and need more time to sift through our 
inventory, understand the new regulations, and find cheaper, more efficient 
ways of testing products. For my industry, it is critical that we arc able to 
understand how we can better sort through our inventory and confidently 
buy & sell children's items without fear of selling something that is unsafe 
for a child, or facing consequences for violating the Act. 

Changes like this do not happen overnight, and we need the help of the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission, as well as members of Congress, to 
ensure that we can continue to provide families with a resource to provide 
products at a value by being at the forefront of recycling. We need to know 
specifically what items are deemed unsafe for our children. 

I thank you for calling this heating on the impact of this Jaw on small 
businesses, and particularly the thrift industry, and look forward to 
answering any questions you may have. 
GP 2~73~)9 •I 
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Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Fallin and Members of the Committee: Thank 

you for holding this hearing and giving me the opportunity to talk with you about the 

issues small businesses have faced and continue to face as a result of the passage last 

year of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008. 

Swimways Overview 

My name is Anthony Vittone. and I am the Vice President & General 

Counsel of Swimways Corp. Swimways is a small, privately held, family owned 

company. We are headquartered in Virginia Beach, Virginia where we employ 

approximately 70 hardworking Americans. In addition, we provide seasonal and 

temporary employment to an additional 25 employees throughout the year. Our offices 

consist of manufacturing facilities for our rotational molding equipment, inventory space 

and office space. 

Even if you do not know Swimways by name, I suspect you know our products. 

In the water products category, Swimways offers 120 different products to customers 

ranging from 9 months through adulthood. Swimways' brands include many products 

that consumers ask for by name. including Spring Float®, Toypedo®. SubskateTM. 

Rainbow Reet®, Swim Sweaters™. and the Safe-T-SealTM swim teaching system just to 

name a few. The Swimways brand of products has been around for over 40 years and 

is sold in 40.000 storefronts with major retailers and individual pool dealers alike. 

Swimways prides itself on continuing to bring innovation and design to the 

marketplace. Constant market research and product development allows us lo provide 

the features that have made us a leader in the industry. Our goal is to continue to 

2 
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provide customers with the most entertaining and fun products, featuring only the very 

best value, quality, style and innovation. 

For the past 15 years Swimways has enjoyed an average rate of growth of 15% 

a year- until 2008 when we took a step backwards. Unfortunately. this step backwards 

is directly attributable to two factors: (1) The state of the economy; and (2) the passage 

of the CPSIA. 

CPSIA Introduction 

The CPSIA, together with the economy. has essentially created a 'perfect 

economic storm'. like most consumer product companies, Swimways is already 

experiencing a reduction in sates as a result of the state of the national economy. 

Individual consumers are buying less; therefore, the retailers we sell to are buying less. 

At the end of 2008 and beginning of 2009, orders from major <etaiters for the 2009 

summer season were being cancelled or reduced. As a result of the CPSIA, inventory 

had to be scrapped and orders cancelled. 

Swimways' main issue with the CPSIA involves the phthalate provisions. 

understand that other toy companies and consumer product companies may have 

problems with the other provisions. such as the new requirements on lead or tracking 

labels. While we do not believe those provisions were very well thought through, the 

primary impact on Swimways involves the new restrictions on the use of phthalates. 

I will not revisit in detail the need for these phthalate provisions since Congress 

has decided that some legislation was needed. However. it is worth pointing out that up 

until the passage of this Act, the Consumer Product Safety Commission has 
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consistently opined that oral exposure to DINP phthalates is not likely to present a 

health hazard to children. In light of the CPSC's conclusions, we would submit that 

some reasonable accommodations to the businesses that make these products would 

not be disastrous to Congressional intent. 

Phthalate Timing 

The timing of the phthalate ban was, in our opinion, the single biggest disaster in 

the CPSIA. 

The European Union began the phthalate craze by passing European Directive 

2005/84/EC. The EU passed this law in December 2005 and gave manufacturers and 

retailers until January 2007 to move through their inventory (i.e., 13 months). 

The State of California kicked off the phthalate issue in the United States by 

passing the so called "California Toxic Toys bill". This bill was signed by the Governor 

of California in October 2007 and gave manufacturers and retailers until January 1. 

2009 (i.e .. 15 months) to clear through their inventories. 

Conversely, the CPSIA was signed into law in August 2008. but as written it only 

gave manufacturers and retailers 5 months to clear through their inventory. For any 

consumer product company, this would be wholly inadequate. For a seasonal company 

like Swimways, this timeframe was essentially non-existent. I am sure the Members will 

understand - there are not a lot of pool toys being sold in the United States in the fall 

and winter. People only buy pool toys when it is warm enough to go to the swimming 

pool or a natural body of water; that occurs in the summer long after the time period for 

the CPSIA had long since run out. 
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Furthermore, whatever time was granted in the CPSIA was completely wasted by 

the back and forth interpretation of the Act's retroactivity on existing inventory. In 

November, the General Counsel of the CPSC in a well meaning opinion threw a life-line 

to the industry by indicating that the phthalate restrictions would only apply 

prospectively. Ms. Falvey's rationale was reasonable and supported under the law. 

Manufacturers and retailers breathed a collective sigh of relief and relied on this 

position. However, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York's 

reversal of that decision, just 4 days before the enactment was to take place. created a 

firestorm of irrational behavior in the toy industry. Manufacturers struggled with what lo 

do with their inventories and existing orders for their goods. Retailers scrambled to pull 

merchandise off their shelves calling Swimways for guidance, chargebacks. destruction 

orders. re-shipping mandates, etc. 

The same product if sold on February 9, 2009 was perfectly acceptable and 

deemed safe by government and industry standards. The next day that same product 

became a toxic and dangerous 'weapon of mass destruction.' I would ask Congress to 

consider this simple question: If the use of phthalates is such a hazard to American 

children, why has Congress not ordered the CPSC to do an industry-wide recall of all 

products that contain phthalates, regardless of when they were sold from the beginning 

of time? 

Congress wants children's consumer products to be made without phthalates. 

That is an understandable objective, but that guideline could have been adopted without 

further burdening an industiy already struggling with the retraction of the American 
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economy. Swimways urges Congress to amend the CPSIA to make the phthalate 

restrictions prospective and apply to goods manufactured after February 10, 2009. 

lmbedded Phthalates 

The CPSIA includes a specific legislative exemption for imbedded lead. 

However. no such exemption was given for the significantly more benign phthalates. As 

the Members know, under standard statutory construction, the courts will interpret the 

CPSIA to mean that Congress intended no imbedded phlhalate exemption to exist. 

Swimways manufactures products which only contain phthalates on the plastic 

that surrounds the wires in the battery compartment for the product. The only way to 

access the phthalates is to take the product completely apart. We offer inflatable 

products which contains phthalates in the PVC. but the PVC is completely covered with 

fabric. Again. there is no ability to access the phthalates unless the customer 

essentially destroys the product. These products present no risk to the consumer and 

should be available for sale. We request that an imbedded phthalate exception be 

added to the CPSIA. 

Age Requirement for P6 v P3 Compliance 

Both the CPSIA and the California legislation prohibit 3 phthalates (DEHP, DBP 

and BBP) from being used in the manufacturing process of all toys and childcare 

articles. However. the two legislations differ on their treatment of the other 3 phthalates 

(DINP, DIOP, DnOP) with significant consequences. 
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The California legislation only prohibits the second 3 phlhalates for childcare 

articles and toys intended for children 3 and under. The federal legislation forbids them 

for children up to age 12 and under if they are able to be put in the mouth. I am sure 

the Members would agree that a 10 year old child has long since passed the period 

when they are putting things in their mouth out of curiosity and sucking on them to 

relieve teething or coax themselves to sleep. Yet. this small and presumably 

inadvertent change in the law has made it unlawful for Swimways to sell a large quantity 

of goods that should be available for sale. 

Swimways manufactures a product called the Rainbow Reef fish. which are 

battery powered to swim like a fish in a swimming pool. 

We have sold over 7,000.000 units of this product. Prior to 2009, the fins of these 

swimming fish were made with phthalates. Even though Rainbow Reef fish are age 

graded for children 5+. there are nearly 15,000 units of this product that are now 

useless because the fins 'can be placed in the child's mouth.' 

That is not the intent of the product and I will go out on a limb to say that that is 

not what happens with the product. We have no reports of children sucking on the fins 

to relieve teething or to help a child go to sleep. The CPSIA should be amended to 

7 
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allow products not intended for children 3 and under to be manufactured using certain 

phthalates. 

Sporting Goods v. Toys 

Adding further confusion to the marketplace is the exemption of sporting goods 

from the CPSIA. It is not clear what is defined as a sporting good and what is defined 

as a toy. The CPSC has offered limited guidance but more detailed criteria are needed. 

In our experience, retailers are not willing to take a chance and are using a broad brush 

approach - 'if it's for a kid, it's a toy.' 

A. Representative Example: Spring Jam Basketball 

Soon after the New York Court's ruling in February, retailers went into a complete 

panic. They had 4 days to review their inventory, determine which products were 

compliant with the CPSIA and remove the merchandise from the shelves. As a result of 

the severely compressed timeline, broad-brush reactionary decisions were made and 

manufacturers. like Swimways, were expected to absorb the cost. 

Another product we manufacture is called the Spring Jam Basketball. This 

product is essentially an inflatable floating basketball goal covered in fabric and includes 

a basketball. We have sold over 750.000 units of this product since 2005. A picture of 

the product is included below: 

8 
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In February, a large retailer had approximately 10,000 units of this product in 

their stores and distribution centers. This inventory was a mixture of products from 

2008 that contained the DINP phthalate and 2009 product that is phthalate free. 

Nevertheless, the retailer immediately removed all of the Spring Jam inventory from 

their shelves. 

We reviewed the item and explored with the retailer whether the product was a 

sporting good or a toy. We offered to send a team to sort through and separate the 

2008 non-compliant inventory from the 2009 phthalate free product. 

None of these efforts helped. It eventually came to light that the retailer had 

destroyed the goods shortly after the February 1 O'" deadline. What was even more 

tragic was that less than 15% of the 10,000 units contained phthalates. But under the 

hysteria of February and the compressed timeline, the retailer chose not to sort through 

the products and merely trashed all of the goods. I would make the following 

observations: 

• Under the California Act, these goods would have been compliant. 

9 
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• If there had been an imbedded phthalate exception in the CPSIA. these 

goods would have been compliant. 

• Had the CPSIA allowed for a greater timeframe to move through existing 

inventory, this problem would not have occurred. 

The retailer is now insisting on a $100,000 credit for the destruction of the Spring 

Jam inventory. This is one example with Spring Jam Basketball. Other retailers have 

destroyed other units of this product. Regrettably, by the destruction of these products, 

the landfills have been filled but the cause of consumer safety has not been advanced. 

Effect of Phthalates on Swimways 

The effect of the CPSIA and its phthalate restrictions for Swimways has been 

profound. 

(1) A large portion of the inventory in our VA Beach warehouse (approximately 

37,000 units) was rendered obsolete and had to be written off. This write-off 

resulted in a 47% reduction in our profitability for 2008. 

(2) Swimways was required to spend additional resources to rework other 

inventory in order to make it compliant with the CPSIA's phthalate 

requirements. 

(3) We received significant chargebacks. returns, destruction charges. re-delivery 

expenses ffom retailers that insisted that we credit them for Swimways 

inventory that was rendered obsolete by the CPSIA. 

10 
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(4) Orders were cancelled because we could not fulfill the purchase orders with 

compliant goods (even though non-compliant goods existed in our 

warehouse). 

(5) We will have destruction costs for inventory that will have to be trashed. 

The collective financial expense of the CPSIA for Swimways has exceeded $1,000,000. 

In addition to these direct financial hits, Swimways has seen other indirect 

effects. Hiring at Swimways has been put on hold. Our bank that finances our 

operations is currently reevaluating its relationship with us because we have not hit our 

profitability covenant for 2008. Resources that would be spent in growing our business 

had to be used on compliance with the CPSIA Personnel have been redirected from 

the core business to dealing with the aftermath of the CPSIA. Finally, the manpower by 

Swimways personnel to sort through and comply with the Act and various 

interpretations and deadlines of the Act reduces our ability to focus on growing the 

business. 

The toy industry is overwhelmingly made up of small businesses like Swimways. 

The Toy Industry Association has estimated that the cost of this legislation to the toy 

industry has been $2,000,000,000. We all need some relief from this Act and we trust 

that Congress will respond. 

Thank you for your time and attention to these matters. 

11 
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Testimony for U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Small Business, 
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight 

The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act and Small Business 
May 14, 2009 

Presented by: David McC'ubbin. Partner; McCuhhin Hosiery LLC; Oklahoma City, OK: 
405·236·8351; dmccubhint<i\mccuhhin.com 
Al 1he request of The Honorable Mary Fallin. Oklahoma's S'h Dislricl 

Firsl, please accept my sincere gratitude for inviting me 10 address this comminee. The 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of2008 (CPSIA). well intentioned to enhance lhc 
level of safety in the products Americans purchase for our children, has had m<1ssive 
consequences. The legislation's broad scope has impacted thousands or products for which lhe 
measured concerns are not material. Your willingness to review the implications for small 
businesses in particular is very much appreciated. Indeed my commen1s 1oday arc very 
consistent with the sentiments expressed last week by the distinguished Chairwoman or the 
!louse Sm111l Business Committee. the Honorable Representative Nydia Vehizquei. In her lcuer 
10 the Director of Office of Management and Business. Peter Orszag, last week she wrote. "All 
too otien federal agencies overk1ok the unintended impact their regula1ions have on small 
businesses. To create an environment that fosters entrepreneurship, the regulatory system must 
be responsive 10 small business needs." I hope you agree my testimony undersc<•rcs that 
message. II is an honor to he included in your esteemed roster of witnesses. 

Our company. McCubhin Hosiery. is a family business smncd by my grandfather 57 years ago. 
W c design, market, and distribute children· s and ladies hosiery. Our products are sold in a 
number or national and regional retail outlets. Our customer b11se includes Nords1rom, Dillard's. 
Stride Rite, Kmart. and Payless ShoeSoun;e, as well as hundreds of small indepcndcnl re1ailers. 
!\.1cCubbin Hosiery has weathered ..:hanging consumer 1rend.s, economic volaulicy, and numerous 
changes to federal, state and local laws 1hroughou1 the many years. The CPSIA has the potential 
to be more devas1a1ing to legions of small and medium si7.ed American companies chan the 
.:hallenges we have endured over our past live decades. 

I was specifk;illy asked to comment regarding the impac1 of the law on our business to date; 1hc 
implications we anticipale in the coming year; and recommendations I would make regarding che 
CPSlA. Therefore. I will focus on the three aspects of this law we expect affect us most: 

Section I 0 l - Lead content limits; lack of demonslrated necessity for testing textile 
produc1s 

Section 102 • General Confonnicy Cenificalion; impractical expectation of one 
ccnificate per style per shipment on a replcnishmcnllhigh SKU counl 
business 

S~tion I 03 - Tracking label requirements; contrary to rulings of other federal agencies. 
and potential disclosure of confidential information 
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IMPACT TO DATE 

Since 1hc act's passage many of lhe problems we have encounlered an: due lo ambiguities and 
differing inlerprclations of this law. The Consumer Producl Safoty Commissi(•n (CPSC} is 
facing a daunting rtL~k answering the deluge of questions from companies doing business acro~s 
the supply chain. While we appreciate the enormily of the task lhey are being asked 10 

coordinate we await guidance and rulings that iue not kt:c:ping pac~ with deadlines. Retailers 
very quickly responded 10 the legislation's implications immediately pushing back on suppliers. 
Withoul clear and uniform standards retailers expect suppliers to conform with numerous and 
individualized requin.-mcnls formulated from 1heir own intcrprelation of the CPSIA. We have 
received d<ncns of different forms, letters, and guides from our customers asking us to 
demonstrate our compliance with the Jaws according to how each retailer has interpreted the 
legislation. This lilck of standardiiation and fear based on what may happen if they, 1hc relailers, 
arc found to be non-compliant has forced us to undertake a number of different testing and 
certification measures as we try to respond on-lhe-fly. The resulting confusion on the par1 of our 
staff and our supplier~ h<is caused delays and expenses beyond our budget expectations. 

With any legislation as sweeping as CPSIA it is imperative 1.-ach party has sulTtcienl lime to 
review and digest the changes. Parts of the CPSIA provided only 90 days from publication to 
implementa1ion: simply not enough time to make intelligent decisions. 

Thus far we have been most impacted by the lead content testing requirements. 
• We were told early on by industry expc1ts both in the United Slates and internationally 

that there an: no reliable lead content tests for textiles engendering a scramble to execute 
any lest that would work and could be considered "reasonable''. 

• Reputable testing labs throughout Asia and the United Stales differed on their 
interpretations of wh<i! spccilically should be tested. Consequently. for a period of about 
three months we tested all yams used in every sock at tn:mendous expen\>C. 

• The overwhelming demand on lab time at our origin locations resulted 1n delayed 
shipments. increased cransportation cos1s [O expedite goods, and slraincd relations with 
both cus!omers and suppliers. 

The CPSC's decision to issue a one year stay from the lead conlent testing and certificalion 
requirements was tremendously welcomed by the industry: however. according to lhe retailing 
communily the stay changes nothing. There remains no standard and rc1ailers continue co ask us 
Eo test. More definitive relief must be communicated rrom CPSC to retailers on this is.,ue. 

The Hosiery Association, The Hosiery Technology Center and industry executives ine1 with 22 
C oogressional Offices in March to ask for a decision on excluding unembellished hosiery from 
lead content 1esting due 10 the cxhauscive analysis which has been exercised al the n:quest of the 
CPSC. To dale, we have not received a response 10 our request. Consequently, we continue to 
spend unbudgctcd dollars testing for lead that is not in our products 10 begin with. We believe 
this exclusion and other common-sense refinements will enable the CPSC to belier serve the 
public interest. 
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IMPUCA TIONS IN THE COMlNG YEAR 

Section lilt - Lead Content Limits -

This section classifies childn:m's products containing more than the allowahlc limit of lead as 
banned hazardous substances. This is a worthy and reasonable proposition. However, it has 
been laid upon the apparel industry. in blanket foshion, without regard lo any historical evidem;e 
or suggested likelihood that hannful amounts of lead are found in the products. In short. we arc 
being asked to search. at considerable expense. for something that docs not ex isl nor has hecn 
alleged to exist. We anticipate this redundant testing will cost us in excess of $500,000 in the 
first 12 months. 

Further. the current understanding or the \aw allows for application of this standard to goods 
already in stock at the retailer•s locations as of the effective date. This interpretation would open 
an avenue for retailers to destroy or return this stock <md demand reparations due to non
compliance. Returns of this magnitude could be ruinous to both small and large business 
owners. In our case, this would all be for products that have never been shown lo pose a danger 
in the first place. 

Lt>ad is known 10 be ham1ful when ingested or inhaled; neither of which is a concern when 
discussing hosiery (or 1ex1ilcs in general). In January lhc CPSC held a public mec1ing for the 
Apparel industry 10 share its findings surrounding lead 1cs1ing. Attendees included 
representatives from: The American Apparel and Fooiwcar Association: Wal-Mart; JC Penney; 
The Children·s Place: the National Cotton Council: rhc Hosiery Technology Center; and the 
Retail Jnduslry Leader's Associaiion. The presenters offered the results of 1heir exhaustive 
textile tcsling over the preceding months. The overwhelming evidence presented dcmonstraled 
z.em failures of textile items tested. Further, the Hosic1y Technology Center's comprehensive 
1esting consislently demonstrates, across the spectrum of hosiery content from diverse nrigins. 
lead content test results ofless than 63ppm.1 Simply stated. it has not been demonstrated that 
lead content in hosiery products poses any manner of safety concern. Y cl this law 1nandates the 
industry establish an on-going testing process for a non-existent concern. The financial burden is 
both immediate and ongoing; ii unnecessarily impacts business. and ultimately the consumer. 

I) Due to retroactive application of the standard ifwc are unable to prove the goods we have 
already shipped comply wilf1 the lead content limits retailers will return the goods from !heir 
floors and their warehouse. Across the industry the consequence 10 the supplier community will 
be so devastaling many will be forced shutter their doors. Undersland the inventory. perfectly 
goorl in every respect and completely safe. would be instantly relegated urunarke1able. It is 
doubtful any suppliers have:: built into !heir hudge1s the anti1.:ipation of taking back a season·s 
i nven1ory from every one of their retail outlc!s.. Also bear in mind rctai lers wi II suffer from bare 
shelves; their customers denied access to produ<:ts until the pipeline is recharged. 

2) As currcmly inteipreted, testing is required on each color of yam used in each style of sock 
each and every time we purchase the item ( t:ven if purchased from the same yam supplier in the 
same colors previously used and successfully teslt:d). Jn a replenislunent-driven industry such as 
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h1•si~ry this expense may add 20% to lhc base cost of the pr~iduct: again testing for a condition 
that frankly docs not exist. 

Sert ion I 02 - General Conformity Certification 

This section of the law has been interpreted lo mandate that every time we make a shipment each 
article contained therein must be accompanied by a General Conformity Certificate (GCC) 
identifying ea1:h "rule. ban. standard, or regulation applicable lo the product" and certifying each 
product 1:omplies wi1h all rngulations. This .:ertificacion is independent of testing. Even if none 
of the products in th.i shipment require testing. a GCC must be available. 
Our active customer list contains over 7.000 unique entries. Each of our retail customers strives 
to keep as little inventory as possible; they wane to replenish it as often as they can. This resuhs 
in multiple shipments to them throughout the year. Conversely. manufacturers demand orders in 
large quantities as infrequently as possible. Distribut'm like us arc caught in the middle ofchese 
two opposing forces. 
Keeping this balance means we ship small orders to individual store locations across the t.:S on a 
weekly basis; and we buy from our suppliers in bulk, tens of thousands of pieces at a time. 
Further. as we are a fashion driven enterprise our active item list could total as many as 3,000 
r.liHerent products al any given time. Ensuring accuracy and availability of a GCC for t'Vt'I)' 

incoming order. and matching that infonnation 10 a GCC for every item on every order ~hipped 
to our customers will resull in creation of tens of thousands of certificates annually. This is a 
daunting prospect l~)r any small business. 

Section 103 -Tracking labels 

The apparent intent of this section provides for the identification of the specific manufacruring 
facility for every given item, and to maintain transparency through to the end-consumer. While 
this goal appears innocuous we believe it would acrually be harmful for our business. 
The relatively short window leading up lo this requirement and the other changes mandated by 
CPSIA in the intenm have resuhed in some confusion regarding the final requirement. We have 
seen opinions from the CPSC that marking only 1he packaging of items will not meec the 
requirement of the law as packaging docs not allow for"pcnnanent" marking. Howev.:r. thc 
nature of our products docs not allow for sewn in or printed on labeling. As you may know. 
most hosiery is exempt from the Care Labeling Rules enforced by the Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) due to the "utility or appearance" being ~substantially impaired by a pem1anen1ly anached 
label ... We helieve it is rea~onalile to expect the C'PSC 10 come to a similar conclusion. 
regarding tracking labels, however. even with the deadline looming we can no! be certain of 
that 

As w~ experienced last year with the uncertainty surrounding the lead content 1esting, retailers 
are pressing suppliers for an immediate resolution to the cracking label demand. We are hopeful 
the outcome ofche C'PSC's May t2'h public hearing regarding this requirement will resolve the 
concerns and answer the questions we all seem to have. Until there is consideration how 
pennanent tracking labeling for hosiery can (or should) be exocuted we cannot predict the 
financial impact. 
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REC COM 1<:NDA TIONS 

I respec1fully s11bmi1 the following reconunendations lo help alleviate the unintended and 
damaging consequences or the Cl'S I A on our country· s Small Businesses. I will limi1 my 
comments 10 the three areas dis<.:ussed abo,,.e. 

Section IOI - Lead Content Limits 

I believe based on the evidence prc~cotcd above, a move i;bould be made to exclude t\'xtile 
products from lead content testing requirements. J\t the CPSC's public hearing on texlilcs in 
January credible and overwhelming evidence was presenled demonstrating statistically 
negligible levels of lead ex isl in lex tiles. Over the course of tltousands of tesrs pcrfonned by 
different companies on di fferenl fiber contents from diverse counlries none were found to exceed 
the lowest limit established in CPSlA. 

Section 102 - GCC 

Allowing this dorument to be prepared on an annual basis for each style (and each supplier 
of said ~tylc) in a company's offering would vastly simplify compliant'c with this law 
without changing the intent. Retailers would still be conlident !heir suppliers are ~ending them 
goods that are in full compliance with all slandards and regula1ions under this sys1em. Suppliers 
would still he responsihle for certifying their adherence 10 the law. And. ultimately the 
consumer will purchase items with the full confidence the produc1s arc safe and risk free. As a 
matter of practice. when changes arc made lo the S<'Un:e content of the product or lo the 
manufacturing facility used lhe products should be recertified. 

Set'tioo 103 - Tracking labels 

Tbe CPSC should follow tbe precedence established by the FTC with regard to t'onsumcr 
labeling laws allowiol! lei:ally required labels for hosiery to be included on the packaging 
only. In September 2008 the FTC conlinned their earlier position in a leucr to the Hosiery 
Association; lhey stated, ''attaching a label to a hosiery ilem such as a sock or s1ocki11g would 
result in an un<.:omfortahlc. unattractive or damagt:d article". They conlinned labeling (.)f such 
articles is impractical because the ilcms don"I ha"e waistbands. are too fragile. or are sold in 
pairs. 
Further, the tracking infonnalion should be acceprably pre~cntcd in a manner lhat allow~ the 
importer or domestic manufacturer 10 internally iden1ify the specific factory or mill used without 
revealing confidential sourcing infonnation. 

SU:\-IMARY 

Small businesses applaud the efforts of the (jnitcd S1ates Congress to ensure [he safecy of all 
citi;r.ens. In the instance of the CPSIA, however. unclear and bela1ed interpretation is causing 
unintended, punitive consequences for our business and thousands like us. Children's products 
existing in commerce for years should be judged based on their history of consumer safety. The 
CPSC has expressed severe doub1 about their ability to implement the .. vast expansion'' of 
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oversight called for in this law given the "cx[rcmely short deadlini;:".2 Where there is no hiscory 
of problems. common sens.: cxclusivns rrom the regulations should apply. These exclusions will 
allow 1hc CPSC to focus their enforcement effons in areas that yield the greaccs1 return for the 
public good. When the CPSC is expected to enforce these limits on every children's product in 
!he country. whether or not it poses a viable 1hrea1 to safety, their enforcement ability is diluted 
10 the poin1that1he overall marketplace ultimately becomes less safe. There is. as det<iiled 
above. sufficient evidence to wilndraw the lead cont.ml testing requirement from all textile 
a11ides. 

Retroactive application of these safety standards could ruin hundreds of small businesses tnat 
have ;1cted responsibly throughout their history of manufacturing and distributing products wilh 
no suspicion of deleterious lead content. lmponers and wholesalcts will be forced to prove the 
innocence of their products despile the reality there i:> no evidence these goods have ever posed a 
safety lhreal. And, ultimately. ii is the /\merican consumer who will pay the price through 
higher prices and the limited selections manufacturr.rs will be forced to pass along due to 
increased produc1i1,n cosrs. 

Let rne assure you we intend to fully comply with this legislation. But, we are imploring you to 
do all in your power to ensure the laws are clear, effective, and do not cause an unreasonable 
burden to CQmrnerce. You can astutely enhance the provisions of the CPSIA to address the 
economic concerns of thousands of reputable small business owners without endangering the 
safety of our children. 

I Hosiery Technology Center's prcson<allun 10 1he CPSC'. January 22, 200V; ht1p:1!www.cpsc.go"'ill<luticp>i•lhosiery pdf 
1 Fedml Regi~ter Vol 73, ~o 223/ No•cmbct 18, 2008: pgs 6 78328-68331 
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KD Statement 

Thank you, Chairman Altmire, for holding this important 

hearing. In 2007, more than 17 million toy units were recalled by 

the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) on account of 

excessive lead levels. The issue became a major public health 

concern and led to the passage of the Consumer Product Safety 

Improvement Act. Unfortunately, in the rush to pass a strong bill 

to safeguard our children, Congress has created unintended, 

negative consequences on businesses. 

One of the areas that concern me with this Act is the 

application of lead limits for manufacturers and sellers of all

terrain-vehicles (ATVs) and motorbikes for children. It is now 

illegal to sell off-road machines designed for children l2 and 

younger if their parts exceed lead limits, which is unfortunately 

very common. Although the ATV and motorbike industries have 

petitioned the CPSC for an exemption to this lead requirement, 

their request has not been granted. I recently wrote a letter to 
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Energy and Commerce Chainnan Herny Waxman and Ranking 

Member Joe Barton asking them to review this issue. At a time 

when our economy is stmggling, I am concerned that without this 

needed exemption, ATV and motorbike manufacturers will lose an 

important segment of their market. 

Let me be clear: l strongly favor limits on lead and phthalates 

on products sold to children. In fact, I will soon be introducing a 

companion bill to Senator Gillibrand to examine lead, phthalates 

and other chemicals in cosmetics sold to children. However, I 

think that the CPSC should be more flexible with the application of 

the Consumer Product Safoty Improvement Act. When the CPSC 

can reasonably assess that the risk posed by a product is very 

minimal, exemptions can be made. 
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Committee on Energy and Commerce 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Wa~hington, DC 20515 

Deur Chairman Waxman and RanJdng Member Barton: 

I am writing to you concerning an issue about the application of the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act of 2008, P.L. 110-314 (the Act). 

Certainly the Act was an important advance in product safety law; however, I have 
received a number of complaints about how it works in practice with regard to the youth 
motorbike and ATV industry. Industry advocates have apparenL\y filed a petition with 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission, seeking an exemption from coverage under 
the Act. While they await a ruling, they have also argued that a potent ial$ I bill ion 
industry is being threatened. 

I am respectfully requesting that your committee evaluate the application of the Act to 
Youth motorbikes and A TV's and determine if the Act can be better tailored to advance 
the important interests of childrens' safety. 

Sincerely, 

{~~ 
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May 14, 2009 

Tile Honorable Jason Altmire 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight 
Committee on Small Business 
U.S. House of the Representatives 
2360 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairman Altmire and Ranking Member Fallin, 

The Honorable Mary Fallin 
Ranking Member 
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight 
Committee on Small Business 
U.S. House of !he Representatives 
8363 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

On behalf of the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIBJ, the nation's leading small 
bl.lsiness advocacy organiZation. I want to thank you for holding today's heating on the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA} and how the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
can reduce regulatory burdens on America's small businesses. 

According to the NFIS 2008 Small Business Problems and Priorities publieation, small business 
owners agreed that "Coping with Government Regulation· is one of their most fonnidable business 
problems, ranking it sixth out of 75 small business problems they face. Small businesses lack specialized 
regulatory compliance staff. Therefore. compliance falls on the owner, in addition to their other 
responsibilities. 

While our members understand that the intent of the 2008 law is to protect children. small 
businesses are concerned that the law's lead testing policy could cause serious economic hardships for 
many law-abiding smaM businesses that manufactu!e and sell safe cllildren's products. During a time 01 
economic un<:eftainty. new costs and mandates inhibit economic growth and may force small businesses 
to 1aise prices, cut jobs or shut their doors. Given that the maximum penalties for noncompliance are 
$ 100.000 and $15 million. we believe a Clelay in implementation aml enforcement of this raw is 
reasonable request to ensure tnat the impacts on small business are 11\oroughly examined. 

NFIB is pleased that the CPSC has acted to clarify the compliance requirements for resellers of 
children's products. thrifts and consignment stores. Additionally, we are pleased the Commission is laking 
in~iat steps to help the small business community. For example, the publicatiOn of a small business guide 
\s helpful to the small business community and we encourage the Commission to continue to update 
tllese compliance guides as new information becomes available. 

NFIB is optimistic regarding the stays of enforcement tile Commission has put into effect For 
example, the Commission issued a stay of enforcement for children's off-road motorcycles, all-terram 
vehicles and snowmobiles. This stay is effective until May 1, 2011. These are good examples of products 
that pose an insignificant threat of lead poisoning to children and should be exempt from the CPSIA. NFIB 
is concerned, however, that small business may still face cosUy lawsuits. These independent actions 
signify the Commission's commi1ment to protect and recognize small business as our nation's job 
creators. While lhe$8 actions are a good start, we are hopeful !hat Congress and the Commission can 
begin to wor1< together to address additional burdens that may be filled through the regulatory and 
legislative process. 

National Federatiori of lndependef'lt Business 
•201 f Street NW • Su~e 200 • Washi~gton. DC 20004 • 202.554.9000 • l'ax 202-.SS.C-0496 • -.NE!!'l.QO.'Jl 
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NFIB urges Congress to act on legislation that will alleviate the burdens Ille CPSIA has imposed 
on small business. In particular, NFIB strongly supports allowing for ·component part testing" which is 
necessaiy to prevent duplicative and ex1iensiv1t testing. Small manufacturers would be permitted to use 
the testing and cel'tificatioo that are obtained by their component supplie111 (if all components are certified, 
the final product is certified). NFIB also suppOrts ttie following legislative propes.als: H.R. 96a, H.R. 1027, 
H.R 1046, H.R. 1465, H.R. 1510. H.R. 1692. H.R. 1815, S. 374. s. 389 ands. 608. 

Thank you again for holding this tieanng. I look forward to working with you on this issue as the 
111"' Congress continues. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Eckeny 
Senior Vice President 
Public Polley 

ce· Membern of ttie House Committee on SmaY Business 

National Federation of Independent Business 
r201 F Slt89! NW 'Sumi 200 • w .. hmglon, DC 20004 • 202-554-00<ID 'Fa• 202-554-0496 • ~~-~!l .. "9!l! 
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Statement of Sean Hilbert 
President 

Cobra Motorcycle Manufacturing 

Phone: 517-437•9100 
Fax: 517•437•9101 

U.S. House of Representatives Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight of 
the Committee on Small Business 

Hearing on 
"How the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act Impacts Small Businesses'' 

May 14, 2009 

Chairman Altmire, Ranking Member Fallin and members of the Subcommittee. 
thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA). 

Founded in 1993, Cobra Motorcycle Manufacturing is the world's premier 
manufacturer of youth competition motorcycles and all-terrain vehicles (ATVs). 
Cobra moved to Michigan in 2006 with the aid of a Michigan Mega Grant through 
the Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC). We proudly design, 
develop, and manufacture our products in the USA using over 150 local 
companies to supply services, components, and raw materials. Additionally, 
Cobra has grown considerably over the past five years. and we currently export 
our products to fourteen countries. For the sake of our employees, suppliers. and 
customers, we urge Congress to amend the CPS/A to exclude products like ours 
that pose absolutely no lead risk to children. 

As you know. the CPSIA was signed into law on August 14, 2008 and went into 
effect February 10. 2009. It subjects any consumer product that is designed or 
intended primarily for a youth age 12 years or under to the new limits on lead 
content (Section 101 ). While the CPSIA was passed with laudable intent, it has 
created, according to House and Senate bipartisan letters dated April 2 to the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), ·a well-documented safety 
hazard for children, a severe and unwarranted disruption to families who recreate 
together, and a deleterious effect on youth amateur racing. Additionally, the 
inclusion of OHVs has created an economic disaster for an industry which is 
already reeling from the recession, is facing countless lay-offs and is estimated to 
be losing three million dollars per day due the Act." 

If large companies like Honda are being dramatically affected by the CPSIA, then 
small businesses are experiencing hemorrhages that are unrecoverable. In the 
case of Cobra, the most damaging part of this law is the cost of compliance. We 

, .... 
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are facing a price tag of nearly half of one year's revenue to comply, and that is 
estimating initial testing costs only. This equates to adding roughly $2.000 to the 
price of a $3,500 unit and doubling the cost of spare parts. which the market will 
simply not bear. Furthermore. the administration of continually testing 
approximately 4,000 separate components is a task we have not even begun to 
get our arms around. As with other small companies, we fear that the burden of 
compliance will simply cause us to close our doors. This means, in the case of 
Cobra. I must lay off 35 full-time and 4 part-time employees from our factory 
located in Michigan. which has the unfortunate distinction of already having the 
highest unemployment in the Union. 

In an effort to alleviate some of the devastating effects of the CPSIA. the youth
model motorcycle and ATV industry sought an exclusion from the Lead Content 
Limits under Section 101. While ltle CPSC voted unanimously to deny the 
request for exclusion they ultimately voted on May 1, 2009, to support a stay of 
enforcement of Section 101 of the CPSIA regarding youth-model off-highway 
motorcycles and A TVs. The stay of enforcement is effective from May 12. 2009 
through May 1, 2011. 

Acting Chairman Nancy Nord stated on April 3, 2009, that she could not support 
an exclusion "because the clear language of the law requires this result. not 
because it advances consumer safety." In fact. Acting Chairman Nord said that 
the "application of the lead content mandates of the CPSIA to the products made 
by the petitioners may have the perverse effect of actually endangering children 
by forcing youth-sized vehicles off the market and resulting in children riding the 
far more dangerous adult-sized ATVs." 

While the CPSC Commissioners' vote to stay enforcement of the law, this does 
not solve the rear issue, which is the law itself. Despite the stay, it is unclear 
whether state attorneys general will also dedine to enforce the CPSIA The sale 
of youth-model motorcycles and ATVs is still technically illegal. Even though a 
stay means that small business owners will not be subject to fines or penalties 
imposed by the CPSC. state attorneys general can still prosecute violators if they 
chose to do so. Youth-model motorcycles and ATVs should be exempt from the 
law. and Congress needs to act to make that happen. 

The most sensible way forward for Congress to help small companies like Cobra 
is to have the law repealed or to somehow exclude youth-model motorcycles and 
ATVs from the law. H.R. 1587. introduced by Rep. Denny Rehberg (R-MT), will 
do just this and I urge any Representative that has not yet cosponsored this bill 
to please do so. By cosponsoring H.R. 1587, you will send a clear message of 
your support for small businesses and youth safety . 

...... 
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Finally, it is my sincere hope that this Subcommittee continues to engage the 
public in their deliberations regarding the CPSIA's impact to small businesses. 
Cobra and many dealers, who are also small businesses. stand ready to serve 
as a resource for you and your staff as you further consider the impacts of the 
CPSIA. 

Again, I wish to thank the Chairman, the Ranking Member and the Subcommittee 
for holding this hearing on "How the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
Impacts Small Businesses." 

Regards. 

Sean Hilbert 
President- Cobra Motorcycle Mfg. Inc . 

....... 
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*Consumen Union* Consumer Federation of America* 
* Kids In Danger * Public Citizen * National Research Center for Women & 

Families * U.S. Public Interest Research Group * 

The Honorable Jason Allmirc 
Chair, Subcommiuee on Investigations and Oversight 
House Small Business Committee 
236 l Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 2051 5 

Dear Chairman Ahmire and mcmhers of the Subcomminec: 

Thank you for your interest in the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Acl (CPSIA). The undersigned consumer, public health. and scientific groups fully support 
aggressive efforts lo engage and educate all parties involved in the CPSIA, including small and 
large businesses, microbusinesses. retailers, and consumers. 

In August 2008. this law was passed with overwhelming bipartisan support in Congress, signed 
by President Bush and emhusiastically backed by consumers, public interest organizations and 
business representatives. The CPSIA provides much-needed tools for the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission (CPSC) to guide busine$ses in producing sate and effective products for 
their customers. 

However. since the CPSIA 's passage. the agency's leadership has floundered in ensuring a 
smooth implementation process. 10 the detrimtml of businesses and consumers. Indeed. after 
months of urging from members of Congress as well as from health, science and consumer 
groups. the CPSC has begun to develop common sense rule:; that will cnsu1-e the safety of our 
children while addressing small business concerns. mostly related to testing and certification 
requirements. 

Business concerns that emerged due to the lack ofCPSC guidance soon developed into a full. 
blown demand for major changes 10 the law. However, the CPSIA does not need to be changed 
to address these concerns. Congress has included language in the CPSIA that already empowers 
the agency to provide exclusions for certain materials. The CPSC has the power righl now to 
exempt certain materials from te.sling and certification requirements, to relieve lhos.: 
manufacturers who are in no danger ofviolaling the new standards. 

Changing the law would hurt consumers by removing the critical safety proteclions it provides. 
II will also hun businesses by diminishing 1:onsumcr confidence - and therefore .~ales at a time 
when bu.sinl'S.S can least afford it. 

Further. in the last two months. the CPSC has received resources that will ht:lp with 
implemeotation without need for changing the law. Congress and President Obama have 
increased funding for the agency. In addition, the President recently nominated a new chair and 
an additional commissioner. These new resources should enable the agency lo implement the 
CPSIA cffcclivcly. 
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We urge you to resist calls to rcoren the CPSIA and instead. to focus on the rromrt. clear and 
sensible implementation of the law. The new CPSC Chair. once confinncd. should be allowt:d to 
put in place her vision for the agency's new direction. We look forward to working with you and 
the new CPSC leader.;hip in ensuring that businesses and consumers all benefit lrom the CPSIA 
ilml i Is new protections. 

Sincen:ly, 

Rachel Weintraub 
Director of Product Safecy and Senior 
Counsel 
Consumer Federation of America 

Nancy A. Cowles 
Executive Director 
Kids in Danger 

Elilabeth Hitchcock 
Public Health Advocate 
USPIRG 

Ami Gadhia 
Policy Counsel 

Consumers Union 

Diana Zuckem1an, Ph.D. 
President 
National Research Center for Women & 
Families 

David Arkush 
Director, Congress Watch 
Public Citizen 
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May 13.2009 

Erik Liebennan 

House Small Business Committee 

Re: Written Testimony for the May 14. 2009 House Small Business Subcommiuee on 
Investigations and Oversight Hearing "The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
and Small Business .. 

Dear Mr. Liebennan. 

On behalf of the Handmade Toy Alliance, an alliance now numbering 335 toy stores, 
toymakers and children's product manufacturers from across the coumry who want to 
preserve unique handmade toys, clothes. and children's goods in the USA. we 
respectfully submit the following testimony for the House Small Business Committee'!\ 
Hearing on the CPSIA. 

Please add this letter and the two pages which follow into the official record of this 
subcommittee hearing. 

We appreciate ynur assisrnnce in this matter. Please contact us if we can be of any 
assistance. 

Sincerely. 

Stacee Wion 
Co-owner. SpielWerk Toys 
stacee@spielwerktoys.com 
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Dear Erik Lieberman aocl llous~ Srnall Rusiness Committee: 

We are a small bnck-and-mortar my shop located in Pon land. On:gon. Our business is currently 
aJlproaching 3 years 1n 11's operation. while our second shop was opened just this last De.:cmbcr. 

Our founding coucepl 1s 1hal play is tho;- work of childhood, and thac es;entially, toys are 1he tools llf 
childhood. Our goal 1s to mak., uaditional. safe. and high quality toys ~•<1ilablc 10 Portland families. 

In order 10 find 1h~ safest IOY$ on the market. in some cases we had ro look far. Many of our toys are 
imported from Germany, France_ Poland and the like. as these .:ountri<.-,; ~·ontim1c to support their long· 
.;;landing traditions of making simple. healthy. 1ra<litional coys. We have always 1rus1ed 1hese varieties for 
the wic1 safety s1andards they adhere 10. ~et forth by the Europ~an Union. 

In stating this. you mighl be wondering how this informatton pertains [0 the new law put forth by the 
CPSIA, Well. hcN is "hat is happening: 

Toys marked with a ··CE .. stamping (signifying thai lhey mo:el EU safety standards) arc 1nhercn1ly 
c<>mpliant 10 the new CPSIA $tandards by the very fact !hat their testing is more exhausiiw and stringcnc. 
yet currently we are requiring these small manufacturer> to riot only pay for their own t~sl ing. but also 
become compliant w11h our new CPSIA standards. which root only r~uires more expensive 1es1ing, but also 
re(1uires very comphcatcd (and again. expensive) batch labeling (which 1he CPSIA currently does not haw 
guidelines for) ror each individual item. f.ssemially, we are asking them lo do ewrything 1w1ce and create a 
US only 1racking sys1cm 1ha1 do1:s not yc1 exist. 

The consequences of this incessant 1escing are many. Most F.uropcan cxponer.;; still able 10 afford the cost 
of small-scale, traditional manufaccuring can h:m.lly afford to te.<t on.;c, lei alone twice. What we as a US 
retailer of these loys are e~pcriencmg. is an imm.,nse loss of prodwt, ~ high~r rriccs. fat longer 
backorders. and a huge lWCrlapping problem with our competitors as we arc now all fighting for the same 
reduced pool ofrroducr. Currently I am experiencing a 30% reduction in CF. stanipcd product, which 
mak~s up 80% oi my 1ocal invcmory. 

There is a 101 of uncenamty at 1h1s time. bp<=o:•ally in these extremely challenging ei:onomic 1imc>. being 
faced tltis struggle to relain product and keeri our niche in the local marketplace is especially detrimental. 
We cannoi Si.11'\'tVC th<s crunch on ih.: 1radi1ional 1oy industry-there are not enough domestic traditiofl11I 
toy makers around 10 keep us supplied, 

AnJ on the subjcc1 of llomestic produc1. another more spoken about faul110 !his new law is the crunch on 
small domestic toymaker.;. (Jo not feel I need to say as much here. as it's opposition to this law ha., 
certainly gamed momentum. Whal I would I ikc 10 add. is that an.:.ther of our founding goals was to 
cvcnmally manufac1ure toys on a small scale. to comribu1e our concepcs to 1he mi.dnional 1oy market while 
also supponing our local crafhng communi1y. Al this tillle. due 10 the extremely high costs in,olwd with 
testing handmade goods. I cannot embark on this endeavor. nor can I legally suppon those who currcm ly 
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make handcraf\c1! it .. ms with the hopes l>f sclhng 1hruugh uur store. 

I urge you please In amend this Jaw. The 1megricy of the 1oys we sell have always b .... " the driving ..-om:epl 
to our business. it is also che reason why we support small toy manuf~ctur1:r... Please <lo no1 let the pwr 
ethics of the few affect the many. And please. pleasc do not let ii happcn that we homogcni7.e and water 
down the unique qualitic& of our toys as these are che most 1mportan1 tool~ of childhood. 

We rcqu~st that you: 

I. Grant e"'cmption 10 all "CE" certified produces for children. 
2. Gram exemptions to all narural products. borh raw and compounds mild<! up of namral and 

ceni fiahly safe materials, 
3. Allow "componcnt·based tcs1ing" on all produ,·1s for children putting rhe cosily and timely 

burden of testing on the manufacturers of toy components (1.c. finishes. fasteners. and 
processed component malerialsl. 

4. Complle and publish clear and .simple guide I in es for a\J 1cs1ing n:4uirc111cnrs for both retailers. 
distributors and manufacturers of children· s guods. 

5. Create sm311chitJrcn's1oy manufaciurers access 10 financial a$s1s1ance toward becoming 
rnmpliant h3$ed on the ~ilC: of 1h~1r company and produt'tion. 

l lhank you very mu~h for your 1ime and considernlion. Please do comae! me with any questions or need 
for further 1cs1imony. 

Respectfully. 
S!acee Wion 
Co-owner, Sp1e1Wcrk Toys 
Portland. Oregon 
www.spiclwerkloys.com 
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Erik Licbennan 

House Small Business Committee 

Re: Written T1..-stimony for the May 14. 2009 Uouse Small Business Subcommittee on 
Investigations and Oversight Hearing "The Consumer Product Safoty [mprovcment Act 
and Small Business" 

Dear Mr. Lieberman, 

On behalf of the Handmade Toy Alliance, an alliance now numbering 335 toy s!Qres, 
toymakers and children's product manufacturers from across the country who want to 
pre.serve unique handmade toys, clothes, and children's goods in the USA, we 
res1>ectfully submit the following testimony for the House Small Business Committee's 
Hearing on the CPSIA. 

I am a small retailer who specialized in handmade roys made by US manufacrurcrs as 
well as manufacturing my own line of fabric related items (aprons, pun;es, etc) l have 
been in bu~iness for over IO years and have never experienced a quality issue with any of 
my vendors. Most of whom arc family owned and have been in business for over IO 
years. I am strongly against the mandate for all retailers to conduct ADDITIONAL 
testing for any products they sell as it is duplicative and is too costly for small retailers 
buying in small batches. 

Please add this letter into the official record of this subcommittee hearing. 

We appreciate your assistance with this matter. Please contact us if we can be of any 
assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Mote Bodwell 
Owner 
Wann Biscuit.com 
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May 13. 2009 

Erik Lieberman 
House Small Business Comminee 

Re: Wrinen Testimony for the May 14. 2009 Hearing "The Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act and Small Business·· 

Dear Mr. Lieberman, 

On behalf of the Handmade Toy Alliance. an alliance: mm numbs:ring ';J 'i 1ov stores. 
II>' makers and d1ildrcn's pwduc1 manufacwrcrs from across the country who want lo 
preserve unique handmade toys, clothes, and children's goods in the USA, we respectfully 
submit the following testimony for the House Small Business Committee's Hearing on thi: 
CPSIA. 

Please add this letter and the two pages which follow into the official record of this 
subcommittee hearing. 

We appreciate your assistance with this matter. Please contact us if we can be of any 
assistance. 

Sincerely. 

Dan Marshall 
Vice President. Handmade Toy Alliance 
dan@peapods.com 
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Save Small Busine.<;.<;es from the CPS/A 

Tlr<' Prol>/e111 
The Consumer l'rodud Safely Improvement !wt (Ct'SIAJ is ov<:rly broad in i[S focus anJ 
p111s unrealistic lesling costs on small busmcssos lhal wt-re already providing safo products. 
The result is a decreased c11pacity to prot~cl consumers. and severe financial hardship for 
small business. 

Whxl shuuld Co112ress do? 
Tac CPSC has indiclft<:d that :hey arc unable to fix 1.he m1intcndcd comcquenccs of the CPSIA without a 
technica 1 amendment from Congress. W.: arc seeking: 

I. C.m1pon~1tt-l>os~d u~ti11g so 1hal suppiicrs of our raw maleria ls could provide th~ chi ldrcn ·~ product 
manufacturer with certification of compliance within the law. which would <:liminate the necJ ror 
redundant and costly unit-ba~ed testing. Safety would be improved by driving complianw up>lrcam in 
thc supply chain, catching non-compliant materials prior m distribution. prnclically ••liminaling th• 
chance that aoy given finished unit would be non-compliant. 

2. £vemp1inn.~ from resting for matcria:s known by science nol tn pose a lead or pluhalate contamination 
hazard. such as fabrics, ceni Li~d organic maccriah. and many natural materials sue It as wood. paper and 
bamboo. Manufac1urers would be spared the costs of t.-s1ing •hcsc materials. and tcs[ing labs and lhe 
CPSC could beuer locu~ their elfons on high-dsk materials such as me1als and paints. 

3. Harmmrhation wirlr European Standard.<. Accep1i11g the stringent Eli standards in the United States as 
suflicicm for tlte requirements of C PSI 1\ would save coun<kss US businesses chat impon from or cxpon 
to rite EU from the cosrs of perfonning multiple t~·sts. US and EL regulators would tie able to work 
together to oversee the global marketplace. 

4 E.'x~mpt pt'rmanent batt:lt labeling ofproduets for hand crafted and micro businesses ihat haw small 
batch runs. While permanent labding may be cfficiem wilh large nins of rlastic products. it would b~ 
extremely dillicult a:id cosl prohibitive for small hatches made from wood or fabric. 

5. Revisit tire rctroa<'ti•ity ~)f rhe CPSI .4. based on a risk-based approach. 

The Rest1lt 
Fixing 1hc CPSIA nnw hefi1Te tlllJ' mnN! l3w-abiding and well-intentioned small companies are forced out of 
bu sine" wi 11 prescrvc the inlc!!-rity of the original legislation. prevenl political backlash. and refocuses the cf
rons of the CPSC to fu\lill [he law's oMginal purpose. To date. some busin<sses have disc<1111inucd [heir chil
dren's lines or have closed altogether. Libr:uies arc scqucslcring children'.< b1H1ks printed prior co 1985. Thrifl 
stores have removed c!iildrcn's pruducls from their shelves. Several European toy manufacturers hav<' pullet.I 
out of the VS markcl. ATV and mo1or bike manufactun:rs and storefronts have remol.'cd inventory intended for 
children 12 and uuder. including replaccmcnr part~. Without common sense changes to lhc CPS!.>\. the tragic 
result will in fact not be ineroascd producl ~afcty, bu1 the closing ,Jf sm311 businesses that were already provid· 
ing s3fe products. 

About !he Handmade Toy Alliance 
The Handmade Toy Alliance (www.bandmadcmyalljance.org) rcpre.~ents small toymakers. children's product 
manufacrurers, and independent retailers whose bu~im.:sscs cannot survive without repairing the CPSIA. We 
believe 1ha1 !h~sc change~ will not only help our businesses. but many other companies large and small wn<1 
have been caught in a snarl of unintended consequences, af'tectinl$ everything from apparel to educational 
materials for children with disabilitic.s. We n~ed common s~nse reform to prcs~'fVe the heart and soul (If 
Am.,rican toys and children's products. 
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Risk Based Assessment Amendment to the CPS/A 

Since it was rassed into law in August. 2008, numerous industries have 
felt the impact oftb.: unintended consequences of the Consumer !'roducl 
Safety lmprovcmel\t Ac! (CPSIA). B11oks. ATVs. thrift sr<Jrcs. school 
supplies. handmade toys. and clothing have all been negauvcly affected in 
ways which do not improve product ~afcty or protect America11 j,)bs. 

At the Handmade Toy Alliance. we have identified liv~ key changes lo the enforcement strategy of Cl'Sl1\ 
which would dramatically reduce these negative impacts for our memhcrs. These include exclusion~ from 
testing for natural mat~rials. component-based testing, and harmonization with EU standards. 

However. it is now clear to us that a more fundamental change in the apprnach of the CPSIA is required in 
order 10 ensure the long term viability and diversity of children's products in the USA. Spccilically. the 
Consumer Pro1luct Safety Commission (C'PSC) should he given the discretion to implement the r~quiremems 
of the CPSIA such as third party 1csting. age ranges of covered products. labeling requirements, and 
applicability oflolal lead conlcnt limits according to a risk-based approach. 

This risk-based approach has been used effc.:ti\'cly since 1986 in the Scace ofCalifomia's landmark 
Pro11osition 65 law. giving the stale the 11e<ih.ility to identify and control substances dmc may pose hazards to 
children. The CPSC has also rdicd on 1his approach sinc1; its inception and has us.-..1 risk analysis 10 target its 
rc$Can:h and enf(\r~cmcnt iniriariv~s. lJnd•-r the CPSIA. however. the CPSC must now dedicate 
overwhelming rime and efTon to managing compliance for whole categories of pro<liict$ with little history of 
M c;1usc for conccm. 

We prop<.>se that a technical amendment be created for the CPS! A that would allow the use of risk 
assessment to establish priorities, provide for common sense exemptions and set implemcmanon deadlines. 
Under the law as currently wmtcn, a product intend•"<\ for childn:n ages 12 <1nd under must be ccr1ified to be 
under 300 ppm by August of2009 by a third (l3rty laboratory. A produce can not be excluded if touching 11 
would re.qui! in 1he abso.-ption of "any lead". even if said contact contains de mi11imi.~ risk or negligible risk 
of 1oxicity to the child. The wording of the CPS[A prevents the CPSC to do what they do best - ass~ss risk. 

Adding an amcndmcni that <>utlin~s soMy the regulatClry discretion of the CPSC to as;ess risk while keeping 
intact the overall provisions of the law would allow for common sense exemplions that both the l'l•mmission 
would like to make and Congres; intended to be included. The clear language of the starute as "'rinen 1s 
rigid. Safety in products is a priority. but wichciuta risk based approach. this well int.:ndcdchildrcn'$ safety 
iaw is inevocab\y flawed. l!sing a scientifically based asscssmenl of risk. 11te CPSIA will be strengchcned, 
and the Commission can Grant much needed and common sense. exemplions to small businesses that are 
creating safe products. This amendment wi II allow the CPSC to immctli:•tcly address the products that pose 
the greatesl risk llJ children while providing dear guidance 10 industry for the compliance of all products. 
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House Committee on Small Business 
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight 
May 12, 2009 

RE: The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act and Small Business 

Statement of 
Michael E. Warring 

/\mcrican Educational Resources LLC 
40 I West Hickory Street 

P08ox2121 

Fort Collins, CO 80522 
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin 54729 

970-484-7445 
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s·r ATEMENT Of' MICHAEL E. w ARRI NG 
President, American Edm;alional Products I.LC 

Fort Collins, Colorado and Chippewa Falls Wiscunsin 

Good afternoon. Mr. Chainnan and distinguished Members of Ehc Subcommittee. 

As the President of a small 70 employee company serving the educational manipulativcs 

business, I am deeply troubled by the devastating impact of the Consumer Product Safety 

Improvement Act (CPSIA) on any small business serving the children's products market. 

As written, and currently implemented, this law will put the lives and well being of small 

businesses and their employees providing children's products at risk. Ironically, CPSIA 

will do more hann to children than it will ever prevent. as children begin to use products 

not designed for their bodies and capabilities. as their 'hands on' options in school 

programs (before, during and after hours) are significantly reduced. as their parents 

avenues of meeting.their children's needs through thrirc stores become limited and as their 

parents lose their livelihoods when small businesses serving these needs disappear. 

This law in effect, makes every children\; product dangerous in terms of lead, lead 

in paint and phthalates until proven otherwise. It applies this standard retroactively. 

currently and continuoU!ily. In other words. existing inwntory must be tested. all future 

production runs must be tested, and conceivably, periodic testing must be done on 

previously tested inventory. As final nails in the coffin of small business, CPS1A imposes 

product tracking requirements on all children's products regardless of probable risk or 

limited annual volumes. as well as generating a documentation requirement that will easily 

consume one business day per year per product sold. For any single children's product not 

generating 520.000 a year or more in product margin, that product will disappear from the 

market. forever. 
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Other~ testifying before you will likdy speak or write in generalities around the 

very real issues ofCPSIA: burdensome compliance costs, increased and unmanageable 

regulatory and complexity issues. and an absurdly uncontrollable liability risk. I will 

endeavor to lay out a specific example of a product line from my business and how CPSIA 

will increase my cost on rhal product line. I will then extend that same set of concerns and 

costs to the totality of products that my business brings to market and quantify just what 

in\lestment in testing dollars and additional employment I will need to make (assuming 1 

could) to maintain my products in the marker. Next, I will quantify what I can actually do 

and how that will change the dynamics of American F.ducational Products (AMEP). 

Finally, I will provide a real world example of a byproduct that this legislation has 

introduced tn the children· s products marketplace that I cannot overcome - fear. 

The nacure of AMEP's products is one of 'hands on' use by srudents and teachers 

to deliver educational content in a fonn that better engages the student. Products can be as 

simple as a ring used in a ring toss exercise up to the complexity of a completely self 

contained botany lab. 99% of our !;8.ie.S gu to di~tribution companies or leacher stores 

(70% of that goes to 20 large distrihutors) who then market to teachers or schools. We do 

not do much in the way of direct sales, we are business to business. The group of products 

I will use for 1his presenlation will be our inflatable line - producB that you can find on 

our web sile (www.amep.com) under 'Clever Catch'. 'Tumble N. Teach'. 'Toss N Talk, 

and 'Bio2'. The easiest of these to visualize is lhe 'Clever Catch·. Think of a 24 inch 

diameter beach hall that has been divided into .sections through color changes, geometric 

patterns, that sort of process. Each small divided area con<ains a question number and a 

question. The studen!s tuss the ball around and wherever their left thumb lands they read 
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the question number and the question, then lhcy answer the question. We currently have 

74 1i1lcs ranging from addition/subtraclion all the way up to physics. crossing all 

curriculum areas. Each of these 77 titles comes from the same manufacturer, using the 

same materials and color dyes. We purchase them in lots as small as 500 units all of the 

way up to 3.000 units depending on the aMual demand. In 2008, we sold 40.300 clever 

catches or about 523 of each title on average. Our total revenue on these unils was around 

$215.000 or about S.2.800 per title. Now let's analyze what CPSIA does to this product 

line. 

On average. each of these titles consists of a plastic valve, a non-latex vinyl ball. an 

average of six different colors. a vinyl patch kit and a multicolor teacher's guide packaged 

in plastic bag with a pre-punched header card. All of the dyes used throughout the line are 

the same, all of the valves are the same, and all of the vinyl balls arc of the same base 

material. as arc the patch kits and teacher's guides. CPSIA requires that I test each 

component of each title separately. An average ball therefore consists of a valve, a ball, 

six different colors, a patch kit and a teacher's guide or about ten components needing 

tested. On average, 1es1ing currently runs around S200 per component tested assuming one 

is only testing for lead, lead in paint and phthalatcs. There arc additional costs to testing 

for choking and ASTM issues also mandated by CPSIA; however I am not going to 

consider those tesls in this writing. On average then. I can expect to spend $2,000 per title 

(ten components at $200 per component). l need lo test existing inventory. I need to test 

each title each time I have a production run completed and there is still a yet 10 be defined 

'periodic' testing requirement. In the prior paragraph I pointed out that we generate an 

average of$2,800 a year in A~UAL REVENUE on each title. On average then, I really 
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cannot continue carrying any or these titles, as the product margin gem:ra1cd annually 

won't pay for one test run on average. never mind a potential future periodic requirement. 

I cannot spread the cost over a bigger production run because the balls have a shelf lifo in 

which time they must be inflated, about three years. There arc some titles that sell less 

than 500 units in three years. Please note that we are THE manufacturer of these [j[(es. 

Our sales volumes arc TUE worldwide annual sales volumes. The market will not grow !Q 

accommodate the financial ramifications of the legislation's requirements. 

Now let's take the same group of77 titles and test it differently. Component level 

testing might allow me to submit samples of all titles to be tested al one time and test each 

of the related components as one component. I would pay for one valve test ($200) rather 

!ban 77 valve tes1s ($15,400). Th.: same would apply to colors, the ball itself, pa[cn kits 

and teacher's guides. Assuming 1hat we use about 60 different colors across the entire line, 

my total test cost for my existing inventory would be S 12,800 rather than the SI 54,000 in 

the previous scenario. In reality, we may run production on 20 titles a year, so we're really 

comparing an ongoing cost or S40,000 (20 titles per production run at S2,000 per 1i1le) 

versus the $12,800, annually. That sounds much better - and it is - but in 1n1th the resting 

cost for 20 titles each production run will consume more than two thirds of th~ product's 

annual produc1 margin each year, leaving me one third of the annual product margin to 

address warehousing, marketing, development and administrative eos1s - administrative 

costs BEFORF. CPSIA. Those costs have now increased significantly as well, as I will 

now detail. 

CPSIA requires that each consumer product (not jusl children's produces) nave a 

'General Certificate of Compliance· (GCC) made available to all parties in the !;upply 
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chain including the final consumer Basically. the certificate requires that the manufacturer 

(or importer) certify that the product meets all rcgulatiClns and standards applicable to the 

product, an ever changing targer. That same certification will eventually also require that 

third party testing documents are made available for every test that is required. Finally, 

this ccnilicatc must be updated each time a production run is completed, as production 

dates and the new testing documents must be made available. As currently written, CPSlA 

requires that AMEP certify compliance with limits on lead in paint lead in substrate, six 

different phthalates. soluble heavy metals not including lead, and ASTM F96J standards 

including physical. mechanical. llanunability and choking requirements. Each requirement 

must be listed and cenified individually. dates and sources of testing mu.~! be provided, as 

well as dates of manufacture. Finally, beginning this August, we must provide rather 

specific. production lot based pem1anent labeling on the product for tracking purposes. 

This is 1hc mandatory administrative burden that has been placed on every producer of a 

consumer good in the United States by enactment of CPS IA. 

I can only gue.;;s at the actual cost of administering these requirements. It is my 

belief1hat for AMEP this will be one business day per year per product to administrate the 

GCC. the labeling and lhe testing requirements. I appreciate that this estimate may sound 

excessive but the creation of the certificate itself is the easy part. It is the servicing of the 

certificate that will consume the bulk of our time. Staying with Clever Catches. AMF.P 

sold this line tl' 456 different customers in 2008, almost all of which are distribution 

companies. Each year, these companies will require thnt we provide them GCC's for every 

product we sdl to them. They will also require that I update the infonnation I have 

provided them anytime any information changes. I can make this infonnation available on 
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line. I can publish it all on DVD's and mail them out, I can do whatever I want lo help my 

customer help themselves. but in the majority of the cases, my customers will demand that 

l provide JUST their information to them and in many cases using THE1R forms. It is a 

nonnegotiable price of getting their business. I think that it will take us 77 days a year to 

do that for the 77 clever catches. That is six customers a day in terms of providing 

recurring and revised documents, that is management of testing 011 two production runs a 

year (if I'm allowed component level testing), that is managing the digital and paper files 

to have documents available to anyone in the supply chain. so on so forth. 

In total, AMEP sold about S.700 different products to 2,800 customers using 500 

different vendors in 2008. In a good year with our current products. we ship SI 2,000,000 

to S 15,000,000 in product Our products must have low price points (our final user is a 

teacher. after all) and we arc a low margin husincss. On average then. we sell S2, I 00 to 

S2.600 ANNUALLY for each produce we bring to market. On average. most products 

offer more complexity than the Clever Catch and will have a higher testing cost. When 

one includes the ASTM testing that is now mandatory, I am being quite conservative in 

suggesting that the annual cost to test my inventory ONE TIME is equivalent to my 

A'.\lNUAL REVENUES. Unfortunaldy, I will have to test my product more than one time 

a year in at least half of lhc cases due to multi-year production runs. In addition, I need co 

hire or dedicate staff hour,;; in the neighborhood of 5,700 person-days, annually to 

administrate the process. At 260 work days per year, I need to add 22 people to my 70 

member organization, or find the equivalent in available hours from the existing group or 

invest in software that might reduce the load to half this number. The reason r need to do 

this is because federal law now says that it is illegal to sell my product unless I do so, even 
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though previous. CPSC risk assessment methodologies would show that there is no inherent 

risk to children from most of this product. One day these products were safe, the next day 

they were 'deadly' unless l can prove otherwise, constantly. 

In reality, some of my product is ·exempt' from these requirements - for instance. 

rock identification kits- Unfortunately, the burden is on me to prove this exemption on an 

annual \.lasis to up to '.!,800 customers. I will have to respond to my customer's demands 

for GCC's on the product, I will have to ward off the doubts and very real foar (or risk 

adversity) that a person could pay a S I00,000 fine and/or go to prison for up to five years if 

AMEP is wrong in its' statements. Within the last month, AMEP lost a quote worth more 

than $5,000 and containing 80 hours of labor for a product that consists of three rocks in 

labeled plastic bag to be used to teach geology. We lost this quote because the end user 

was concerned about rocks 'being dangerous' to children. Those students will now be 

learning geology using poster.;. This event cemenlcd for me that AMEP will be subjecl to 

'death hy a thousand paper cuts' because we cannol comply with CPSIA and even if we 

could. we could not overcome the ilTiltional fear it has produced. I will end up clo,;ing one 

of two facilities. I will end up laying off half the work force and I will end up dropping the 

90 or 95% of our produces that do not provide sufficiem product margin to pay for testing 

one 10 three times a year. never mind the increased administrative time, annually. Once we 

do that, we will be less desirable as a supplier 10 our distribu1ors. We will eventually have 

to look at ,;elling more volume directly. At some point, we become little mNe than a 

business heing run out of a garage by half a dozen employees. le is just a question of how 

long ir takes. 
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1 hctve written 10 (and visited with) most of1he Congressional Representative~ or 

their staff serving the two House Districts and the two states in which AMEP has facilities. 

I have written 10 Secretary Ame Duncan and the President's office_ I have communicated 

with these party"s myriad times - and do so again now. I have offered 10 provide any level 

of infonnation. anytime, anywhere on this topic. I am pleading with you to apply 1he 

necessary energy and political willpower to bring about change on CPSIA. There are 

businesses out there that consist of an individual working out of their garage addressing 

very real and needed niches of children's products that will no longer be able to do. There 

are companies like AMEP that will die a slower death. hut will ultimately be shullered. 

CPSlA. while well intentioned, is not f)ased on the science of risk assessment but is instead 

an over reaction to 'fix· a system 1hat was noc broken - recalls were invoked and cxccuccd, 

fines were levied, prac1iccs were changed by the culpable panies. It was wrinen based on 

a perception that all children's products are produced and sold in quantilies lhat allow 

companies like Hasbro. Wal-Mart and Target tu support the cost of testing and excessive 

administrative requirements. I have tried to demonstrate that this is not the cas.e in reality. 

If I can offer any additional information that will compel action on the matter. please let 

me know. I will do wha1cvcr I can to prevent further harm to our nation·s youth from 1his 

mi.>guided response called CPSIA to a nonexistent threat. Jn assisling, you will not only be 

better protecting our nation·s children but also protecting that part of America's small 

business community that serves the children· s market. Thank you for providing the forum 

and laking the time to consider my views on this matter. 
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The effe<:ls 1>f CPSIA on my resale storo: 

I am IM owner/1>peralor or From My Room in Naperville, Illinois. W• opened in November 21)06 as a consignmenl re$ale 
slore lot kids and moms-to·ba. We were welcome(! by tr>e communrly and are ?old on a regular basis Illa! we provid1< a 
great oommunity service. Those selling lheir items are 91ao 10 gel some cash for !hem and those buyrng !hem are 9lad to 
gel doth1n9. loys. books ana ottler items al amazingly low prio;.es. Many i;>eoPle \ell me they simply don't have lh6 money 
10 buy new, even al WalMart and don't know where \hey would buy things if not for my store. 

Enter lhe CPSIA. 

This law was tt>rusr upon us wirh vinually no notice. If I obey rhe law as it is wriuen. I will no tonger be able to sel! 
clolhing, toys. books 01 other items designed for ct>ildren 12 and under. If I were to follow this law. I would now be out of 
business. What I nave done is to rake ve<y few roys but am still laking clothing because people need to buy it Ollle< 
neighborhood resale stores are ignoring CPSIA a!ld continuing ro sell toys which has hurt my business because I have 
lost customers to them. I have begun to replace my toy and equipment section wi!ll adult clothing ro try and offset the 
loss from other items. This will take some time because peoi;iie know rne as a k~s resale store and don't rhinl( 10 oome 
here l0t 1een <>r adult clotn•ng. In rosDOnse to the nogalivt' publicity surrounding CPSIA , rnany of my costomers n<>w fear 
buying anything userl. And !he ontos \hat want to buy toys are disappoin1ec1 that I have ve<y ffffl to sell. While toys may 
nor seem like a ne~ess1ty. people with limited incomes w:lnl ro give !heir kids some r>app•ness at a low pr.ce. 

I also have supported local craftspeople by atlow1n9 them to sell things in my store. Due 10 the increased re!)ulatio"s of 
CPStA I will no longer be able ro do rhal since !hey cannot afford the new tesung requirements. 

So sates are down. when they should be up 1n response to a poor economy. 

When the stay on enf0tcement runs olll in F'ebruary Z010, I will be out of business unless this law is changed. I have no 
way to tell whicll items exceed the lead limits ptosclibed in the CPSIA sot will be unable lo accept any children's items 
\hat are more than a fr?W months 01<1. My customers will havo greater ditfr<:ulty finding wt>at they need fQr their kids. 

This effort la protect kids will result in many kids not having \he clothes anc shoes that !hey need Doesn't rhis haV<? 
value? Th" vast majority of children's items do not exr.eed lhe limits but all must be refusP.d. Who is !>armed by tnis law? 
I am harmed. My family is harrned. My consrgnors are harrned. My cvsfomers are harmed. The communily is harmed. 
Who benef1ls from this? I 11u1y can't !hink of anyr:me except perhaps the resling companies. I ur9e you to consider the 
harm this law is doing and work to pul a stay on lhe entite law until it car' be reviewed Md rewrillen ro provide common 
sense apphca:ion and phase~n rime. This law was nor a partisan issue when it was passed and st>ould not become one 
r.ow. 

If I can help 1n any way. let me know. Thank you for your attention lo fhis mauer. 

Connie Ballas 
From My Room 
1283 $.Naper Blvd. 
Naperville, IL 6054() 
(630) 355-8442 
hltp./iFromMyRoom.com 
rinp.l/cpsia2008.btogspot.com 
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My name is Melanie Tommey and lam the owner of Mel's Country Crafts in Sand 
Springs. OK. Let me first state, that 1 understand the reason the CPSIA was passed by 
Congress. and I completely support the idea of keeping our children sate from lead and 
phthalate contamination. llowcvcr. this law actually docs far more than that, and will. if 
left unchanged, actually do more hann than good, to people's lives and the US economy 
as a whole. and without actually improving product safety. 

I have had my business since I 999. I have steadily worked over the years to expand and 
grow my busim:ss. and last fall. upon learning that I was to be laid off from my primary 
job, I purchased a home embroidery machine. My goal for 2009 was to expand imo 
embroidered items, such as H;hirts. baby bibs and blankets, towels, etc. I sell my items at 
the Made In Oklahoma Craft Mall in Tulsa, and I participate in several craft shows each 
year. I make quality handcralled items at an affordable price. 

The CPSIA will impact my plans. I purchased thousands of dollars worth of supplies for 
my 2009 goals before I had even heard of this new law. I did not learn of the details until 
December, after my father saw a brief item on the news. Upon reading the law, I was 
alanned at the scope of it and the severe restrictions it places on small businesses such as 
mine, as well as so many others. I also noted that there is a funding provision to grow the 
CPSC, and provides forthc hiring of 500 inspectors, as well as allowing state's attorney 
generals to enforce it. The law even mentions yard sales and thrift stores! 

To give you a scale of my business, last year, as a part time venture. I only had $3200 in 
sales. before expenses. This year. since rm now taking it full time due to my previous 
lay-oO~ I hope 10 have sales of at least S 15,000 before expenses. But if I have to try to 
comply with CPS!..\, I cannot do that, and would have to stop offering all children's 
products, write off the supplies as a loss on my tax return next year, and then try to 
explain to potential customers why I can't make them a baby blanket or bib. And since 
the majority of this country still has no idea about the CPSIA. nor ifs far-reaching 
consequences, they generally look at me like rvc come from another planet when I 
infonn them about the law. Their response, is usually one of surp1isc and disbelief. .. aml 
then they stale "that's stupid, Congress wouldn't do that". I tell them it's already 
happened. Also, I assure you, if I do comply and don't sell. others will ignore the law 
and sell, so by being honest, I'm also pt:nali:i.Cd by loss ofrevenuc. 

Let me address a few of my concerns. There are too many items swept up in this law that 
do not pose a risk, because they are made from inherently lead free materials. My 
I-shirts. baby blankets and 100% cotton baby bibs with Velcro closure. fall into this 
category. In all of the years the CPSC has been issuing product recalls due to lead 
contamination. rve never heard of a child being lead poisoned by at-shirt, their blanket 
or their bib. And if I embroider on it, using 100% polyester thread. it doesn't suddenly 
become dangerous. 
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My first concern is the testing requirements. From what I've seen about testing costs. 
these average about $75 to$ I 00 for each part nf the product. A blue I 00% cotton bib 
wi1h Velcro closure that uses 4 different colors of thread in the embroidery design, would 
cost approximately $500 to test ... all for an item that I would most likely sell for about 
SS.00. And thafsjust tht: lead testing ... sincc this is an "instrument of feeding" for a 
child under 4, it would also have to he tested for phthlates, a chemical used in certain 
plastic products. That testing is far more expensive and would be an additional$ I 500. So 
I would have lo pay a total of $2,000 to test each batch of bibs. rm certain that I will not 
find a consumer who would pay $2000 for a simple embroidered baby bib. The way 
CPSIA is written, as soon as I embroider on that bib, I become a manufacturer, therefore 
I am responsible for the testing and the certification to prove it is safo to sell. If I do not 
do this. and I am caught, I am then faced with a fine of at least SI00,000. It wouldn't be 
because the bib was unsafe ... only that I didn't pay to prove it w the government. Under 
this law, l can have a safe lead free item, but if ifs not certified, I've violated the law. 
This is a technical violation and does nothing to ensure safety. In the state of Oklahoma, 
if I provide tobacco or alcohol to a minor, rm only fined SI 00 for the tobacco and SSOO 
on the alcohol violation. It seems a far greater crime to me to provide alcohol to a minor 
over selling an untested baby bib. 

My next concern, is the labeling provision, which is a quagmire of confusing and again, 
expensive requirements, which would place a huge burden on crafters and small 
businesses like myself. My items have the labels Ehey came with that the original 
manufacturer placed on them. But other than a temporary price tag, I don't add any type 
of label to that. I don't track my inventory with SKU numbers and bar codes. I typically 
keep a written record, and then enter it into an excel spreadsheet. I make things as I need 
them, or as people order them, and do not keep a large inventory on hand of finished 
products. Often my items are one of a kind or personalized. If l have to add labels to my 
items, that is also cost prohibitive and I cannot do it. 

I am asking Con!,'l'e~s to make amendments to this law. I suggest that the law be changed 
to certain items for children 5 years of age or younger, since many studies have shown 
that most children stop mouthing everything they touch by the age of3. It should only 
apply to products and materials that arc LIKELY to include lead and/or phthalates. 
Inherently lead free products and materials should be automatically exempted. 

This change alone, would frankly give relief to many of the organizations. industries and 
individuals that are appealing for changes to this law. Then. for those items that arc for 5 
and under, component testing must be the order of the day. ft is overkill to have a 
manufacturer test a 7.ipper or a snap, then to ex peel that same zipper or snap 10 be tested 
again when ifs acLUally used in a ganncnt or other product. 
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My third concern is with the fact that it grants power to each state's Allomey General. 
Therefore, this law could actually he interpreted and enforced in 50 different ways. and it 
would depend upon the slatt: you arc in, or where you sell your products. Some /\tcomcy 
Generals have stated they intend to vigorously enforce this law, in :;pile of what the 
CPSC even recommends. Businesses and consumers alike should be very worried about 
this lum of events. 

In summary, as a small business owner, who has now taken her business full time, this 
law could severely hamper my ability to operate. I'm somewhat fortunate in that 
children's products are only a part of my business, but at a time, when I need to try to 
make every possible product to cam every possible dollar that I can so that I don't tile 
bankruptcy or lose my house, CPSIA could indeed cause that to happen. The assumption 
of risks, where there are none, and the prohibitive testing and compliance costs, will only 
kill small business in America. i\nd in the end. children will not be any safer than they 
were before. They, and their parents, will just have less choice as consumers, and small 
businesses like myself could be closed, file bankruptcy and do further economic damagt: 
10 our already fragilt: economy. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of this very important matter. 

Melanie Tommey 
MCC Enterprises 
aka Y!cl's Country Crafts 
!004 N Lincoln 
Sand Springs, OK 74063 
918-232-3392 
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peapoCJs 

251 Snelling Ave S 
St. Paul. MN 55105 
www.peapods.com 

House Small Business Committee 

Re: Written Testimony for the May 14. 2009 House Small Business Subcommittee on 
Investigations and Oversight Hearing "The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act and 
Small Business· 

Dear Mr. Lieberman, 

Please add the following testimony to the Congressional Record for the May 14, 2009 
Hearing of the House Small Business Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight 
regarding the CPSIA. 

My husband and I own a small independent toy and baby goods store in St. Paul, MN. ln our 
eleven years of business. we feel that we have earned the trust of our customers and our 
community by offering high-quality products made by other small businesses. Whenever 
possible. we have sought to provide alternatives to products made in China and have helped 
promote awareness of quality American and European-made products. 

After the CPSIA, however. our task has become much more difficult. Because the CPSIA's 
testing standards are not aligned with European Union standards. we have lost access to 
many of our small European manufacturers. Many of these companies have already tested 
their products to EU standards, but simply cannot afford to retest their entire line to CPSIA 
rules. With the larger companies who have remained available to us. prices have increased 
dramatically in the past nine months. making it very difficult for us to compete in the current 
economy. 

We are also very concerned about the dozens of small American companies we buy from. 
Many have attempted to test their products but have found that third party labs are charging 
exorbitant prices. One of our suppliers, Camden Rose of Ann Arbor, Michigan, was quoted 
$4,000 to test a single wooden rattle, of which they manufacture only a few hundred per year. 

Although many provisions of the CPSIA have been stayed by the CPSC, we are still feeling 
the effects of those provisions which have not been stayed. in particular the testing 
requirements for painted products. We are simply unable to buy anything with paint on it 
unless it has been made by a company large enough to absorb testing costs. We have 
discontinued dozens of products from wooden German baby rattles to Amish-made wagons 
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because of this one rule alone. In many cases. we have actually been forced to buy more 
from products made in China because non-Chinese alternatives are no longer compliant. 

We are very concerned that we will be losing dozens more suppliers if the CPSIA isn't fixed 
before the CPSC's stay of enforcement expires. The CPSC has made it clear that they lack 
the authority within the law to offer enough Hexibitity to protect small businesses. 

We strongly support the goals of the Handmade Toy Alliance. which we feel would protect 
small business without creating loopholes for large overseas manufacturers. These goals 
include: 

• Exemptions from testing for natural materials and materials known by the science not 
to contain lead or phthatates. 

• The allowance of component-based testing. which would allow small manufacturers lo 
test their component parts instead of each finished product. 

• Harmonization of US produd safety standards with EU standards. 

• Exemptions from batch-labeling requirements for small manufacturers. 

We feel that these changes. if enacted, would preserve hundreds of unique small businesses 
and would allow us to continue to offer unique quality products for our customers. 

We strongly urge all members of Congress to reexamine the CPSIA and act now to improve 
the law and save small businesses. 

Sincerely. 

Millie Adelsheim and Dan Marshall 
owners. Peapods Natural Toys And Baby Care 
St. Paul. MN 
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ST A TEMENT FOR THE RECORD 

BY 

PRINTING INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA, INC. 

BEFORE THE 

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS 
Sl.iBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT 

"The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act ancl Small 
Business" 

May 14. 2009 

Prinling Tndu~tries of America. Inc. is pleased to present this .>latemcnl for the n.'Cord bclhrc 
the House Committee on Small Business Subcommittee on lnvcsrigations arid Oversight, and 
thanks Chairman Altmire for holding a hearing lo examine the imporlanl topic of the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act's (C'PSl1\) effect on small busines:;e~. 

Printing Industries of America, lhc world's largcs1 graphic arts trade assodaiion, represents 
an indus1cy with more than $174.S billion in revenue and 1.0~ million employees. Book 
printing spccilkally ~mploys nearly 50,000 workers and totals 11\tll'C rhan S7 billion in 
shipments. 

The CPSIA. intended t<• keep chii<lrcn's protlu..:ts sate from dangerous chemicals. will alS<' 
apptv lc:> ordinary children's books and other printed malcrial, adversely imp:icling the 
printing industrv despite Congressional intent. Although lhc deadline to comply wi1h testing 
and certification requirements of the CPSIA has hcen delayed for one year. this has not 
provided ncce.<sary. practical rclid in the marketplace. Despilc the one-year slay. rclaikr.;. 
vendors. and other print customers continue to request that printers test and certify pmduc1s 
at this time. well in advance of1hc Fcb1uary 10. :!Oto deadline. 

Economic lmpacr of CPSIA on Sm;lll Printers 

·:: : L:), · .. : , : ::r.: · '·'-' ..... • _,., '. :1.~ . : 
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Printing Industries ol America llttv.mr.mg Gmpfl1c Comm11mr..1t1011s 

The CPSIA is economically devastating to the printing industry, especially small printing 
companies. Consider the following: 

• With tests costing approximately S300 lo $500 per product. and in some cases up to 
$1,000 or more for specialty books. without an exemption, the testing co sis for 
printers will be astronomkal. Since many printers publish hundreds of ticks, they 
mcty have to test each separate book, even if the raw materials were identical across 
an entire line of books. The cost to test for total lead content and phthalatcs in 
products could escalate into millions of dollars per printer. 

• Currently labs are experiencing a four-lo-six-week backlog for results, and as the 
testing and certification deadline approaches. this delay is likely to increase 
significantly. Printers cannot afford and arc not equipped to store books at 
war<.>houscs as they wait for lab results. 

• Printers and publishers may have to test products both immediately to meel the 
demands of customers in order to be in compliance and again later in the year when 
the CPSC announces laboratory accreditation standards. Essentially, the testing costs 
and delays will be doubled. 

• Printing Industries is aware of one instance in which a primer submitted a Section 
l S(b} report as required by statute for a packaging component that foiled 10 meet the 
CPSIA phthala1e limits. !Jpon reviewing the case, the CPSC's Office of Compliance 
notified the printer chat the product, "when used as intended as part of a toy product. 
would not exceed the phthalate limits when tested based on the entire weight of the 
toy product." This surprising detenninacion by the CPsc·~ Office of Compliance 
unfortunately came too late. as the printer had already purchased S90,000 or new 
inventory to replace a product that testing had shown failed to meet the CPSlA ·s 
phlhalate limils. This e:>.amplc highlights the economic impacc the lack of clear 
guidance has caused to the industry. 

Produce Safety Testing & Dain 
Printing Industries of America. along with the Association of American Publishers (AAP) 
and other organizations and companies, has been collecting testing daca on industry raw 
materials and finished products. As of April 17, 2009, the printing and publishing industry 
has submiued over 100 ink, toner. and coating te:u results, over 50 adhesive and wire test 
results. and over 255 finished product fest results, including over 40 results for ofhcr printed 
material, all without a single negative test result. All 400 tests showed that the raw materials 
used in and the products manufactured by the industry inherently contain lead and phthalatcs 
below the CPSIA limit~>. This data includes test results on more than 10 books printed before 
1985, including books from the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. In short, ordinary children'5 books 
and other printed material (such as flashcards or paper bookmarks} arc child-safe. 

lndumy Request for Determination by CPSIA 
The printing and publishing industry has been fully commiued 10 pursuing the appropriate 
administrative channels within the CPSC in order to achieve a detcnnination that children's 
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hooks and other printed material be exempt from the Act's testing and certification 
requirements. as well as from the ,\ct's lead content limits. Industry rcprcsematives have 
submitted the necessary scientific data to support this request and continue to work diligently 
so the manufacturing, sales, and consumer use of lhis proven class of child-safe products 
remain viable. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this imponant topic. 

For additional information. contact: 
Julie. Riech> 
Printing Industries of America 
601 13th Street. NW. S11itl! 360 North 
Washingto11, D.C. 20005 
102-730-7970 
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Statement from American Apparel & f"ootwear A.<>sociation 
to the Subcommittee on lnve.~tigations and Oversight: 
"How lhc Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 

lmpa~1s Small Businesses" 

Mayv1.:.1.009 

The American Apparel & Fooh,~·ar .-\:;.,;ociation (AAFA) is the national trade ass<.:iation that 
re1ire$ents the apparel and footwear industry, including many small businesses. Our members 
{which include manufacturers, retailers. distributors, importers, suppliers and sen ice 
pro,idcrs. including many small businesst>s) thank you for holding this hearing to explore how 
the Consumer Product Safety Improvement /\ct (Cl'SIJ\) impacts small businesses." 
I mpl"m"ntation of the CPSIA is .~n extremely im1l01tant to1)ic and a Congressional hearing to 
disclL<S the impact o( the legislation on businesses is long overdue. 

A/\FA's member.~ :ore committed to suppl~ing :ind selliny, s:.fo an<I complia11t consutncr 
prodt1t'.t~. Our members strongly support the goals of the CPSIA and believe the landmark 
legislation was an important contribution in efforts to strengthen product safoty laws and 
enforcement to <'nsure only s~fc and compliant products arc sold to our nation's chiklren. Out 
of the 6,445,908,000 appard and footwear items sold in the United States last year. only 
0.0082% wer~ recalled. While w.- belie,·e any recalls are un~cceptahle, we are proud that this 
rera\l rote is so low. 

However, whik wcll·intentioned, this legislation contains SC'"cral provisions that impos(' new 
and burdensom~ ret1uirements that ha''C caus.,d ('onsklcrablc disruption to hu~inesse~ wit houl 
ad<ling significant improvements to overall product safoty. AAFA respectfully submits the 
following con<'erns our m"mhers ha•e fac<'d sino,e th" i111plemenlation of the CPSIA for public 
record. We further hope that Con11rcss can work tos~thcr with the Consumer Product Safet~· 
Commis.~ion (CPSCJ to effectively carry out the mandates of the CPSli\ while addressing these 
concerns. 

The Cl'SIA's extensive third party testing requirement for all children's products is r~dundant, 
O\'crly burdensome, and extn•m•~ly harmful tn husines.s('s. Currently, th~ CPSIA rff!uires 
products to be t~sted as finishoo 11roducts rather tha11 al the component level. Under this 
scPnario, the ~~•t of testing exronentially increases as a company has to repeatedly test the 
same compon1•nts applied on different products. Prod11ct-h.1sed testini; is particularly 
problematic for the apparel and footwear industry that nor only sells different prodnr.ts. hut 
different styles of products. Further, testing the final prorluct does not actually makP 3 safer 
product. Our mem hers belie\•e that testing should be done al the beginning oi the supply chain 
when components are sourced so that product safety can ht> engint!Cred into an article. Thus, if 
a manufacturer disrovers a product d!!fcct, resol,ing the issnl? is far less prohkmatic. 
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Understanding the cusl8 a~ociated with the new testinK regime mandated by the CPSIA. the 
CPSC issued a temporary stay of testing and certification for many standards. llowever, our 
industry still has to have all children's products "'ith surface coatings (including screen prints, 
paint. heat transfers, etc.) tested for lead in paint hy a third part)· testing facility. And unless 
the mies are changed, all children's standards \\ill have tu be t~sted at the product le,·el, when 
the stay is lifted on February 10, 2010. 

Lead Standards: Retro~ctivitv and Risk 

The retroactive nature of the lead standard that came into effect on Februarv to, 2009 has 
created considerable havoc for companies. Companies who manufactured ·inherently safe 
products that were compliant -.ith all prt'-existing product safety standards now have to figure 
out at how to apply new standards to in,'entory in warehouses and on store shelves. 'J'his has 
resulted in significant business disruption, financial losses and disposal/destruction wsts for 
products that may not comply with the new standards but also do not present a dcrnonstrablc 
risk to children's health. To complicate the matter further, because the lead limit retroactively 
drops to 3ooppm in August, 2009, produds that are considflred "safo" today under the new 
CPSIA limits ;ire arbitrarily declared "unsafe" once the nc\,. slam.lard kicks in. 

\\'hile the CPSC issued a stay of testing and certification for the lead standard, the stay offers 
limited relief to companies because the products still have to be compliant \vith the underlying 
standard. This creates a bit of a "Catch·22" since the only way a company can be fully sure 
whether the product is compliant is to test. Moreover, retailer customers, concerned about the 
ramifications of selling a non·compliant product, expect vendors to certify that their products 
meet the new standard. In fact, many retailers are requiring manufacturers be compliant with 
stricter limits and at earlier dates than what is legally required. When a company can not 
retroactively test or certify a product because the costs are unsustainable, or because it is 
simply impossible to do so, the products are returned and often destroyed even if the products 
do not actually present a product safety concern. 

Unfortunately, the CPSIA does not appear to allow the CPSC to regulate according to risk. The 
new lead standard applies broadly to all children·~ products. Therefore, many non-compliant 
materials and products ha\•e been destroyed at grt'at economic cost even though health and 
safoty concerns arc negligible if at all present. For example, materials found in a shoe, 
particularly one manufactun~d for an older chilt.!. are far less likely to be mouthed than 
materials in a piece of jewelry. However, the lead standard applies equally to all children's 
products - regardless of risk and behavior sciences. While the CPSIA does permit the Cf>SC to 
exempt certain products from the IP.ad standard, the language is so tight that the CPSC has not 
ycl c,·cn been <iblc to issue ii ruling exempting inherently lead.free produ<:ts (such as fabrics 
and textiles) let alone products that may contain lead but do not present a risk of lead 
absorption. 

Guidance and Regulations 

Due to tight deadlint~s and insufficient resources, the CPSC has not been able to publish 
sufficient comprehensive guidance to help businesses interpret the vague regulatory language 
and carry out the new requirements. Even though President Obama has ptanned to increase 
the CPSC budget, the tight CPSIA deadlines pro-..ide little implement relief. Consequently, 
companies have acted on different, and sometimes conflicting, views on how to comply. for 
example, the CPSIA lead standard applies to "any part of the product." In other words - every 
component on the product must be compliant. However, th!:' definition of compom~nt remains 
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,·ague. Is a zipper a (:omponcnt? Or d1x?s a company have to take apart the :tipper and ll!st the 
indhidual teeth, ~lide, pull, stovpcr. fabric, etc.? Other kC'y turms remain und1ifined like 
"pralticable" and ~reasonable testing program" even though these definitions are critical in 
determining compliance. 

Companicl' similarly are extrt!mely confused about the new tracking label requirement that 
comes into effect on August 14 - three months from today. Stakeholders still do not have clear 
answers to basic questions like: 

What does "to the extent practicable·· mean? 
What information satisfies the ''location" requirement? 
What exactly is the date of production? Can a range be used? How specific docs the 
range need to he? 
How does one account for a product that is manufactured in multiple locations by 
multiple entities? Some products are manufactured in one factory, shipped, thl!n 
processed further in another facility. Who needs to label these products? 
What is "cohort information"? How precise does this information need to be? 
What exactly is a "product"? Are multi-item sets considered a single product? 

We can draw upon our experience to make several observations how we can go forward "ith 
the CPSIA in ways that will benefit small businesses. Where possible, the Commissicm shoulcl 
immediately use whatever regulatory flexibility exists in the CPSTA. But when that is not 
possible, Congress must act urgently to make necessary changes through the legislafo·c 
process. 

First, Congress must eliminate the retroactive application of product safety standards. 
including those that apply for lead, lead in paint, and phthalates. 

Second, the CPSC must mo"c quickly to approve pending determinations that a range of 
products - including textiles -· do not contain lead. C()ngress must also modify the law to 
makl' sure the CPSC has authority to make commonsense determinations for products that 
mar have lead in excess of the standard but have a de rninimis risk of lead absorption. 

Third, the CPSC and Congress need to revise the testing mandate,;, which are currently costing 
the industry millions of dollars \\>ithout any appreciable gairi in pro<iud safety or public health. 
The current system created by the CPSIA features redundant and excessive testing and creates 
se\'erc !<'sting backlogs at the limited number of accredited facilities. With a "test evel')thing" 
mentality, we no longer ha\'e a system that focuses on risk and potential hazards. Instead, the 
CPSIA treats every article and component equally, regardless of risk. A.<. a result, product 
safety suffers. We should immediately move to a component-level testing program for only 
th~e materials that present risk. Moreover, companies should be able to rely upon the 
validated certifications of their suppliers - a system that is already operating well "ith the 
Flammable Fabrics Act. Finally, the Commission should ensure that more labs and testing 
protocols have a chance to be al:<:rcdited and accepted. 

f..Qurth, we should delay the effecti\·e dates of these new standards until after full rl'gulations 
are devcloptd and published. Federal safety standards, labeling regulations, and ce1tification 
and documentation rules under the CPSIA should be created and enforced ONLY after the 
CPSC has issued comprehensive regulations and educated all stakeholders on the new 
requirements. We can start by dela}'ing the tracking label regulations that take effect on 
August 14, 2009. 
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Thi:; is 11 complex law thi1t "'ill become progrcssi\'ely hardl!r to cvmply with unless urKeilt 
reforms are taken now. We ha qi already seen companies in our industry go out of business. Jar 
off workers, and incur other significant costs with no discernible benefit to public health and 
safety. Many are still grappling "ith basic question,; or making multi-million dollar decisions 
hased on their lx!St guesses. The current piecemeal system is intolerable and has left our 
nation's product safety system in a state of considerable confusion and uncertainty. With little 
direction, retailers have been left to create their 0\\11 contradictory programs that ha\'e added 
additional costs to manufacturers with no gain in product safety or public health. We can't let 
this situation persist. 

Thank you again for holding this extremely important hearing to discuss the impact of the 
CPSIA. While it was absolutely necessary for Congress to reform consumer product safety 
regulations last year, the new ('(:quircmenl~ ha\·e caused a devastating economic impact to the 
apparel and footwear industry. Going forward, Congress must \'Wk with the CPSC to address 
implementation concerns and establish a strong, risk-based regulatory regime that does not 
unduly burden compliant companies, including the many small businesses in our industry. 
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makers of Mary's Softdough 

I am writing in regards to the Consumer Products Safety Improvement Act of 2008 
(CPSIA). I am the owner of a small toy company in Eugene Oregon called Terrapin 
Toys. We manufacture a kid's product called Mary's Softdough. I have been in 
business for 20 years and this is one of the biggest challenges I have had. I agree that 
toy safety should be a high priority but I believe the new Consumer Products Safety 
Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA) went too far and needs to be modified to consider au 
aspects of toy manufacturing. It is placing a financial burden on small business while not 
addressing the safety issue. In this economic times we are struggling to stay in 
business and the new regulations have added over $5,000 in testing cost alone not to 
mention the cost to implement the labeling and tracking requirements. I have also spent 
countless hours on researching and working to try to comply with the new regulations. 
This is all time and money that I am taking away from my company, while not providing 
any benefits. I have never had a product recall and because we manufacture all our 
products locally we have control of the production. Nothing in this new law would 
improve the safety of our products. 
I am writing to ask that you support new reform regulation. 

1. Allow small manufacturers to use the testing and certification that their 
component suppliers have done to certify that the components do not contain an 
impermissible amount of lead 

2. Exempt thrift stores, yard sales. consignments shops and other re-sellers 
3. Prevent retro-active enforcement of the act 
4. Provide a Good-Faith Exemption 
5. Require the CPSC to provide small businesses with a compliance guide (this last 

one would really help to clarify what is needed) 

Again, I really feel that we all need to do something about toy safety but not al the cost 
of small business. Most toy companies, from toy stores to manufactures. are committed 
to having safe, fun toys for kids. Please make it a priority to create reasonable 
regulation for our kids while keeping small companies in business. 

Thank You 

Mary Newell 
Terrapin Toys. LLC 
mary(W.softdough.:.£Q.l.!! 
541-461-1585 

Terrapin Toys. LLC, PO Box 11565, Eugene. OR 97440 
~.tcr:rapintoys.com • www.softdough.com 
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WRl1TEN TESTIMOl"Y 01• sn:VE BUKNSU>E. 

OWNER. DSD KAWASAKI. 

PARKERSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA 

House Committee on Small Business 

Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight 

Hearing: "The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act and Small Business" 

:\tay 14, 2009 

Chainnan Altmire and members of the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight of the 

Commiucc on Small Business, thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony regarding the 

significant impact that the Consumer Prodm;l Safety Improvement Act's lead content provisions 

have had on motorcycle and A TV dealers. 

I represent a small town community: Parkersburg. West Virginia. where I own a liule motorcycle 

and A TV dealership. Some people may not understand that, in our world, this off-road segment 

of motorcycles and ATVs is used by .:vcrybody for farming, fishing. hunting: it's just fun. 

That's the biggest segment of our business by far and away. 

This past couple of years in this downtumtld economy, we have suffered some lo~ses already that 

have been tough to overcome. Since the economy look a tum for the worse in the Fall of200l!. 

we had been waiting for this Spring-our main selling and riding season···· to be our salvation. 

People arc not spending money like they did; what money they do have they are spending on the 

kids, especially in our segment. But now they can't because of the new law passed by Conbrress. 

Since lhe CPSIA lead ban on youth motorcycles and ATVs. we have had somewhere from 

twenty· five to thiny-five percent of our business jerked out from underneath us. But that is not 

the end of the losses. Many of !he people that come to my business will not purchase vehicles 

for lhcmsclvcs because they cannot buy the proper age-size for their kids. They arc just getting 

out of the game cnlircly because it is a family sport. 
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The ones that we really arc concerned about arc those who are going to put kids on the wrong 

size prodm:t. W..: do tho: right thin~ and tell parent~ they cannot and should not buy adult 

vehicles for their kids, but it is a tough spot to he iri hc1.:ausc we arc hungry for sales. 

We have embraced families ever since we started our business in 2003. I have had everybody 

from toddlers to teenagers in my sh()p and they arc not chewing. eating or licking the bike, or 

an}thing that will cause them to ingest lead. And even the toddlers, they want to be on the seal 

and holding the handlebars. That's what they want to do·- "Mom and Dad get me up {In there," 

when they"re not trying to climb on there themselves. Lead consumption from motorcycles and 

ATVs is not an issue. we've never seen it be an issue and we don't feel like it's necessary to 

tro:at it as an issue. 

Last month, the Cl'SC issued a stay of enforcement of the lead content provisions for ATVs and 

motorcycles to try to get dealers to start selling again and keep kids off of adult size vehicles. 

But the stay docs not solve the problem. The reality is !hat lhis .~tay {lf enfon.-cmcnt is simply 

inadequate to protect dealers, like me, who wish 10 sell these products. 

First. the stay requires manufacturers to provide unn~-ccssary and burdensome infonnation about 

parts of the~e vehicles. But the CPSC staff has already found these parts present no health 

hazard 10 children. And the manufacturers have already explained functional alternatives to the 

lead are not available. 

In addition, the stay docs not prevent stale Attorneys General from taking tmforcemcnl action 

against companies who dis1ribute or dealers who sell these products. Youth A TV;; and 

motorcycles sold under the stay arc still a "banned hazardous product" in the hands of customers. 

The stay does not protect dealers from private lawsuits based upon the legal status of these 

vehicles as "bann~>d" products either. Dealers and other small businesses should not have to face 

these risks because the CPSC provided inadequate relief and Congress has not yet taken action to 

fix the law. 

- 2 -
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Finally, the stay is only temporary, with a stated duration of two years. There is nothing to 

prevent a Commission with new an<l different members. like those nominated by the President 

last week. from revoking it at any lime. leaving manufacturers and dealers subject 10 

enforcement for products sol<l under the slay. 

Since the stay docs not provide lhc necessary rdicfto manufaclurers or dealers. some 

manufacturen:; and dealer~ simply will not sell youth model ATVs and motorcycles. resulting in 

more Josi sales and more children 12 and under riding larger. faster. adulr-size vehicles where 

they are al risk oherious injury. Those that do sell face serious business and legal risks. 

The CJ>SC should have granlcd the industry's petition to exclude A TVs and motorcycles from 

the CPSIA lead content limits. The petition was ha.~ed upon science showing that the small 

amounts of lead contained in metal parts of these vehicles do not present any heallh hazard to 

children who use them. Yet. the Commissioners said that they had no authority to grant the 

peti1ion because of the way the CPSrA exclusion provision is written by Congress. 

Now, the only way to obtain complete and permanent relief for manufacturers, dealers and riders 

from this ban is for Congress to take action. The CPSIA mus1 he amended to grant an exemplion 

for youth A TVs and motorcycles which contain small amounts oflcad that present no health risk 

to children. This is the approach taken by H.R. 1587, a bill introduced by Congressman nenny 

Rehherg with 38 bi-partisan co-spon~or;. A separate bill introduced by Congressman Joe 

Barton, H.R. 1815, takes an alternative approach by revising the CPSIA exclusion provision to 

give the CPSC authority to gram exemptions in situations, such as youth ATVs and l'ff-highway 

motorcycles. where small amounts of lead in components present no health hazard t<' children. 

I urge Congress ttl provide manufacturer.;. dealers and riders with a permanent end to the ban on 

youth model ATVs and motorcycles by adopting such an amendment to the CPSIA. 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to present how CPSIA is impacting my industry and 

my livelihood. 

- J -
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The following testimony on the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 

(CPSIA), is submitted on behalf of Toy lndustry Association (TIA). TIA is a not-for-

profit trade association composed of more than five hundred (500) members, both large 

and small in size. located throughout North America. Roughly 7S% of membership 

consists of small businesses. 

TIA and its members have long been leaders in toy safety. In this role, we develop safoty 

standards for toys, working with industry, government, consumer organizations, and 

medical experts. The U.S. 's risk-ha~ed standards are widely used as models around the 

globe. We also serve to educate industry on these standards so that they comply and 

educate parents and caregivers on choosing appropriate toys and ensuring safe play. 

TIA hopes that this testimony submitted for the record will help serve our goal of 

ensuring that the dramatic new requirements for marking an enonnous array of vastly 

different children's toys and/or packaging mandated by the CPSIA is implemented in a 

thoughtful and orderly fashion. TIA requests the Committee note these challenges, as 

outlined in testimony by many small businesses appearing before it today. Further, we 

hope these comments will help the Committee recognize that flexible, practical and a 

common sense solution, grounded in sound ha:i:ard analysis is, required and that this may 

have to be an evolving process for the Commission. This, is why TIA supported the 

National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) Request for a Stay of Enfon:ement and 

2 
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why TIA believes that great care must be employed. so as. not to unduly burden small 

manufacturers and importers when imposing such regulatory requirements. 

Our own exrcnsivc survey of members after chaotic implementation of CPSIA 

requirements in the marketplace demonstrated problems faced by many small businesses. 

As passed, the new CPSIA requiremencs appear to have resulted in a $2 billion negative 

impact within our industry alone. at the crux of the current economic crisis. We hope that 

Congress will recognize that the majoricy of small businesses could use relief from 

imposition of costly and burdensome requirements in a haphazard manner. 

TIA has submiued extensive comments to CPSC in an effort to ensure the realistic and 

reasonable implementation of many of the CPSIA requirements. We were pleased that 

the CPSC adopted many of our collaborative recommendations on reduction of costly 

paint testing by allowing composite testing. Unfortunately this has been lhe rare 

exception rather than 1he rule. 

3 
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CPSIA IMPLEMENT . .\TIO~ ISSl:ES 

Highly publicized recalls involving only a small fraction of total products made in China 

in 20(l7 focused attention on the CPSC's resources, including its legal regulatory 

authority. In the I 10th Congress, legislation (H.R. 4040 and S. 2663) to strengthen the 

Commission was passed and a conference agreement ( H .Rcpt. 110-787) was reached by 

both chambers, an<l CPS!.<\ (CPSIA/P.L.110-314) was signed into law by then President 

George W. Bush on August 14, 2008. The goal of the legislation is laudable as is the 

mission of the agency to bc:uer protect consumers againsc defective and unsafe products. 

The CPSC' s statutory original purposes are to (I ) protect the pub I ic against unreasonable 

risks of injury associated with consumer products; (2) assist consumers in evaluating the 

comparative safety of consumer products: (3) develop uniform safety standards for 

consumer products and minimize conflicting state and local regulations; and ( 4) promote 

research and investigation into the causes and prevention of product-related deaths. 

illnesses. an<l injuries. The new CPSIA provisions: 

•Bans lead beyond a minute amount in produi.:ts intended for children under 12 

years of age. 

• Prohibits use of dangerous phthalates in children's toys and child care articles. 

•Mandates pre-market testing by certified laboratories of childrcn·s products for 

lead and for compliance wilh a wide range of safoty standards. 

4 
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• Requires manufacturers lo place distinguishing marl:s on products and packaging 

to 11id in recalls of products. 

• Requires CPSC to provide consumers with a user-friendly database on deaths and 

serious injuries caused by consumer products. 

• Strengthens protections against import and export of dangerous products. prohibits 

the sale and export of recalled products, improves public notice for recalls, and enhances 

tools for removing recalled products from store shelves. 

•Bans 3-whecl all terrain vehicles (A TVs) and strengthens regulation of other 

A TVs. especially those intended for use by youth. 

• Ensures 1hat CPSC effectively shares information with State public health 

agencies. 

• Bims industry-sponsored travd by CPSC Commissioners and staff. and authorizes 

a travel budget to address problems raised by the increasingly global market for 

o::onsumer products. 

• Restores the five-Member Commission, authorizes significant budget increases, 

and provides expedited rulemaking. 

• Enhances national product safcry enforcement by authorizing injunctive 

enforcement of federal law by State Attorneys General, preserving State common law 

causes of action and Califomia·s Prop 65 warning requirements. 

5 
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STAH:MENT fW RICHARD M. WOLDt:NB•:RC. 
Chainnan, Leaming Resoun:es, Inc. 

V crnon Hills. Illinois 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Sub1:ommi11ec. thank you for the opportunity lO 

provide testimony on the imp:ict of lhc Consumer Product Safety lmprovemcm Act (CPSIA) on 

small businesses. ~y name is Richard Wolden berg and I am Chairman or Leaming Resources. 

Inc. of Vernon Hills. lllinois. a manufaclurcr and dislributor of educational materials an<l 

educational toys. We employ 150 pimple :ind sell our products in over 80 countries. 

As a manager or a small business. I am 1:onccm1:d about the impact of the CPSIA on 

small businesses serving the children's products market. We have begun to see the destructive 

economic impact of this precautionary law on small business without providing ~ignificam 

offaeuing consumer safety beneliL~. The CPSIA bas the potential to make running an American 

small business so difficult that many businesses will elect to close or exit segments of the 

children's product market. In addition, the specialty markets Iha! we serve, like the school 

market and specialty retail, will become greatly weakened. 

The most significant problems caused by the CPSIA for the small business community 

arc (al burdensome compliance costs. (b) increased rcgulalory and business comple11.ity. and (cl 

virtually uncontrollable liability risk. Thc~c issues are particular! y severe for small businesses. 

as they have so liule infrastrucrure to manage these challenges. and are often ill-pr..:parcd to 

sunnount the complexities created by the law or bear the risk ro their invested capital. 

I. Burdensome Cnmnliance Costs: 

A. Rerroactiw F.ffect. The first heavy financial blow dealt by the CPSIA was the 

retroactive applicalion of lhc new safety standards to existing inventory. By allowing only six 

months to sell-off merchandise 1hat was .. safe" one day and "unsafe" the next. Congress imposed 
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terrible losses on many small businesses and incited a iradc war between retailers and 

manufacturers over who would he "snick" with the un-salcablc inventory. [Notably. lhe 

advanced notice or the retroactive eftcct of the phthalatcs ban was even worse ···· just two 

business days (sec http://~psc.gov/abouticpsia/nrdcopinion.pdO.] The short sell-off period !Or the 

newly illicit inventory is FAR SHORTER than was offered by the Eighteenth Amendment and 

Volstead Act in 1919 when alcohol was banned in the Prohibition. the culmination of a nearly 

100 year anti-alcohol campaign. Retroactivity has virtually no precedence in CPSC history. 

Industry-wide losses arc es ti mated at billions of dollars. Sec 

http/!onlinc.wsj.com/articleiSBl23872361943185291.html. No reparations have been offered to 

small businesses hanned by this dramatic change in law. New inventory losses may occur on 

August 14. 2009 as the law requires a fimher drop in the lead and lead-in-paint standards which 

will aho be given retroactive effect. 

B. Tes1ing Cos1s. The precautionary regulatory approach of the CPSIA imposes testing 

costs on small business out of rroportion to its .~tated objective of improved safety. The new law 

attempts to resolve perceived "gaps·• in regulation by considering every product intended for 

children "hazardous" until proven othcr.\lise. Under the CPSIA, the definition of a "children's 

product" subject to regulation was widened 10 encompass ALL products designed or intendec 

primarily for a child 12 years of age or younger ( 15 U.S.C. §2052(a)(2)1, Thus. the new 

restrictions encompass lihrmy hooks. ballpoint pens. dissection ~Pf'Cin1ens. shoes, $Weaters. 

/\TVs. used children's bicycles. etc. The CPS!.'\ requires that manufacturers te>t all ''children's 

products" for compliance using a certified independent laboratory prior to importation or sale ( 15 

USC §2063(2)). The heavy testing burden will crush small businesses of all types. For instance, 

we haw submitted wrillcn quotes to Congressional leaders for as much as $24.050 to test a 

single telescope under the CPSIA. Even allowing for new test specifications recently announced 
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by the CPSC, the cost for a typical complete suilc of C?SIA tests is likely to exceed $1,500 per 

average product. At our company, we have about 2,000 catalog items. Even with all conceivable 

efficiencies, the prospective testing cost for our inventory is staggering. 

The testing regime under the CPSIA was riot designed with small businesses in mind. 

The low sales volume typical of small business produces makes the cost of testing prohibitive 

and creates an unfair competitive advantage for businesses serving mass markets. Because small 

businesses hear disproponionately higher production costs from testing, many items will become 

uncompetitive in ~pccialty markets. The stnrctural advantage of mass markets under the CPSI!\ 

will depress the competitiveness and viability of niche markets and niche companies. 

The solution to the testing dilemma is not clear cut without a major change in law. The 

CPSlA eliminates risk assessmcm as the basis for safety adminiseration and as :t result. each 

product muse be individually tcs1ed. Small businesses do not have the option eo me supply chain 

management techniques or testing focused on specific risks to achieve safety goals. Repetitive 

testing of like products for like risks will raise <:osts significantly for lit1le safely pay1)ff. Even 

componcnc-lcvcl testing o!Ters only limited relief, mainly for the simplest products with few 

components (assuming component suppliers will cooperate and provide the expensive test 

reports a! all). Notably. Customs ins1>ec1ion of :est reports at the time of importation will likely 

crca!e delays for companies relying on bundles of component test reports. h won't take long foe 

component testing to be exposed as unworkable for imported children's products. This will 

adversely affect many small imponcrs. 

C. Tracking Label Costs. CPSlA tracking label requirements will drive up costs foe 

small businesses. The tracking label provisio11 (I 5 USC *2063(a)) requires that every item be 

marked with source and production lot data ostensibly to improve recall effectiveness. The cost 

of tracking labels is FAR in excess of purported benefits. Foe instance. we estimate that our 
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company will spend more lhan 50.000 times the expected cost of recalls EVERY YEAR to apply 

tracking labels to our products (based on our 25-ycar recall rate of 0.0000 I%). In IU4:t. far Jess 

than 1% of all children's products are EVER recalled. With the market comprised of many 

millions of items. the tracking label~ requiremcm punishes the many for the ~ins of the few. 

In light of the purpose of the new law. the tracking labels pnJvlsion seems particularly 

misconceived. The CPS!A is intended to reduce recalls of children's products significantly ·· so 

why arc tracking labels still ncccs.'>llry'! As Wayne Gretzky once explained: "( skate lo where the 

puck is going lo be. not where the puck has been." The expected lower rate of recalls will only 

magnify the damage inflicted on small bu.~inesses by the tracking label requirement. We also 

expect certain high quality factories lo stop serving small business customers 10 avoid the 

challenge and expense of tracking labels on small production runs of children's product~. The 

loss of thc~i: manufacturing resources may curtail many small business activities. 

D. No Way 10 Avoid the New Burdens. Obtaining an exception to the law will be nearly 

impossible for small businesses. The CPSIA (essentially) prohibits exceplions allowing lhe sale 

of materials or items that exceed the new standards (see http://cpsc.1mv/aboutlcpsia/10l lead.pdl). 

Thus, the sale of materials or products with phthalates and/or lead in excess of standards is now a 

pe,. se violation of the CPSIA. whether or not there is any evidence of risk or danger associated 

with the use of such materials or products. While the recent cxc~ise of"'enforcem~nt discretion'' 

by the CPSC in granting a two year enforcement stay on A TVs is a possible sign of broader 

relief to come. it was notably preceded by a lengthy campaign by the ATV industry for relier. 

The exemption process (http://cpsc.gov/library/foia/foia091brief~leadexclusion.pd!) is so 

expensive that few if any small businesses can enrenain it. The ATV industry effort to obtain 

relief under the CPSIA for its narrow class of goods may exceed S5-IO million in cos1 over more 

than four years. For small businesses, this exemption door is effectively closed. 
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F. Reduced Incentive to Innovate. The increa~cd cost to bring a product to market will 

make many viable - am.I valuable ··· produces uncc<>nomic. To cover the cos1 of developing. 

testing and sate1y-m<1naging new products. the prospective sales of new items will need to be 

much higher 1han before. This means that low volume items <:an't be produced profitably and 

new market entrant.' may find themselves priced out of the market. The blizzard of new legal 

requirements will n:duce the number of new children· s product busine~s stare-ups. We think that 

increasingly companies will be forced to ahanJon specialry and niche markets 10 concentrate on 

the mass market. Over time. only high volume items will be cost-effective enough to survive the 

Darwinian action or the market under the CPSIA. This will hurt many important. but small. 

markets like educational products for the blind or the deaf. Our company. with its 2.000 catalog 

items. is probably now a dinosaur under the Cl'SIA ·- the law provides a strong incentive to 

reduce our product line to 50-150 items. a manageable undertaking under the new rules, and 

focus on high volume customers only. The efficiencies of selling only in large runs to large 

CIL~lomers will drive many enterprises to abandon business models involving large product lines. 

II. Regulatorv and Business Complexity: 

The complexity of compliance with the CPSIA is excessive for mosl busim:sses. large or 

small, but is particularly unmanageable for small businesses. Even for the tiniest compauies, 

specialized systems will be needed to manage the chore of continually changing lot markings and 

retaining the data necessary to make tracking labels useful. for most small busincssc~, 

specialiled s1arr and expensive specialized software will be necessary co administer the labeling 

process. The scale of the chore is mindboggling. We estimate for our company that we will face 

as much as 30.000 label changes per annum. In our group of companies, annuai label 1:hanges 

may cx1:ccd 75,000 (aboul 1,500 changes per week}. In addition, supply chains will need new 

manufacturing protocols by product type, material Lype, packaging type. component type, 
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as~cmbly slratcgy, fact"ry loca1ion, and so on. Many i1cms produced by small businesses will be 

challenging to labd properly (e.g .. items with multiple production dates. multiple sources. many 

componcn1s, small parts. designed for aesthetics or special functionality, etc.). Many small 

businesses will be defoatcd by such a tedious bureaucratic undertaking, all to improve on recalls 

that may never occur. 

Small businesSt!S don't have the resources 10 manage compliance with ultra-complex 

laws. and will throw up their hands in frustration. Our company has already lost customer.; for 

our entire category on the grounds that selling toys is too confusing or 100 much vf a ''hassle". 

This is our new market reality. We know of businesses that employ retail managers who cam 

$8.50 per hour. Other stores might have an ownerfmanagcr supported by 4-5 hourly workers. 

often local high school kids. Small businesses like these cannor manage demanding legal 

compliance schemes among their other burdens. It i~ unrcaliscic to assume that a precautionary 

law will not adversely affect the economics of small businesses ill-equipped ro deal with it 

Administering the law is made more difficult by the emerging gap bctw~·cn the law itself 

and the implementation of the CPSIA by the CPSC. Cnfort1111ately, implementation of the law 

has become so pockmarked by CPSC exceptions. FAQs, darilications. letter opinions and stays 

rhat the CPSIA itself no longer describes the way it is being enforced. As a consequence. well

intcntione<l cumpanies may implement the law again~t themselves al great expense. The apparent 

insistence of Congress that the CPSC interpret the law with "common sense", rather than amend 

the law itself to confonn to commun sense. will hun small companies ill-equipped to navigate 

thc.~e complicated legal waters. 

Ill. Significant Liahility Risk: 

A knowing violation of the CPSA. FHSA aod other applicable consumer rules enforced 

by the CPSC can result in civil or even .:riminal liabili1y under 1hc CPSIA (15 liSC §2069-70). 
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Small husincsscs know about the potential for liability under rhe Cl'SIA and arc shying away 

from behavior they consider "risk.y". This is why some lhrill stores have begun lo discontinue 

the sale of children's merchandise. Sec 

www.boston.cornlcommunitylmoms/art\c;l.esi:?009tU2/ZJflead law puts thrift stores in lurch 

Risk of liability will cause small busines~ markets to shrink. 

Even following the implementation rules of the CPSC is no assurance of avoiding 

liability under the new !aw. The CPSIA provides that the Stale Attorneys General may 

independently enforce the new law ( 15 USC §2073). In other words. the actions and views of 

the CPSC are not enforceable against the State Attorneys General who may enforce their own 

interpretations of the law. Small businesses have no capacity to monitor the activities of 50 

difforem Smte J\norncys General and the CPSC. or maintain relations with each of them. This 

ruk introduces uncontrollable random risk and political risk 10 small American businesses. 

Because all violations of the CPSA and FllSA must be self-reported to the CPSC within 

24 hours ( 15 USC §2064(h)), the CPSI1\ renders all violations of the law an ··emergency". 

irrespectiv~ of risk of injury (if any). The significance of the violation is not a consideration in 

the self-reporting requirement As a manufacturer with a product of about '.!,000 items. we are 

fearful of being in a constant state of crisis under this provision. The odds of regularly 

uncovcri ng technical v io latior:s (missing wami ng label on our website, etc.) is high with so mimy 

products in our product line. Each such incidence might constitute a "knowing violatit)ll" giving 

risi:: to criminal liability unless immediately acted upon. The wear an<l 1ear. not to mention 1he 

expense. of constant crisis will be a major problem under 1he new regulatory scheme. 

The prospect of liabiliiy (civil and criminal) under the CPSIJ\ is driving a refocus of 

children's product businesses away from product development. marketing, sales and 

infrastructure investment toward bun:am:rntic exc~llem:c. The diversion of resources toward 
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unprududivc, liability-minimizing a.:tivities certainly violates the Pareto f'rindple (80i20). 

which dictates that a properly organized business will a\loo.:atc its n:sources lo the activity which 

produces 1hc greatest economic return. The precautionary CPSIA creates incflicient im:cntivcs 

which favor heavy invcslmcnt in unproductive. nc.in-revcnue producing overhead-· and passing 

along these inefficiencies in the fonn of higher prices to an unsuspecting public. The illusion ol' 

improved safety cannot owrcome the reality of dollars that won't go as for. buy as much or 

provide as high as standard of living as prior generations enjoyed. 

Recommendations and Conclµsion: 

The dangers of a precautionary approach lo legislation are clearly demonstrated by the 

impact of the C'PSIA on the small business community serving children's markels. The solution 

to the dilemma is to restore the authority of the CPSC to administer safety using risk a~sessmenl 

as its guiding principle. This will allow the agency to refocus its auention on risks thac present a 

danger of actual injury. and avoid wasting resources on pens. library books. bicycles. educational 

materials. sweaters and shoe.•. unless they present a quantifiable risk of injury. For the small 

business community. a more rational system of regulation. with fewer hair trigger liability rules. 

will also allow productive commerce to resume. Reasonable protection for thrift scores in this 

proposed common sense safety regime would naturally follow. 

To ensure bcllcr compliance in the future, the reconstituted CPSC should put more 

resources into market education and a commercial liaison function. The C'PSC in ill' early days 

ltad more "outreach" resources to help rnmpanies solve their saldy issues without threat or 

coercion. Improved industrial relations will return a higher dividend than implcmenta1ion of a 

penal, n:strict ive regulatory scheme. I urge the Subcommittee lo carefully cons idcr these issues 

and Eo encourage tlte House Conuniucc on Energy and Commerce to reopen this problematic law 

and fix it once and for all. 
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Thank you for considering my views on this imponant subject. 
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CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
OVERSIGHT: CURRENT ISSUES AND A VI
SION FOR THE FUTURE 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 2009 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, TRADE, 

AND CONSUMER PROTECTION, 
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,. 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:10 a.m., in Room 

2322 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Bobby Rush 
[Chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Rush, Schakowsky, Sarbanes, 
Sutton, Stupak, Green, Barrow, Castor, Braley, DeGette, Dingell, 
Waxman (ex officio)> Radanovich, Whitfield, Pitts, Gingrey, Scalise, 
and Barton (ex officio). 

Staff present: Michelle Ash, Chief Counsel; Anna Laitin, Profes
sional Staff Member; Tim Robinson, Counsel; Angelle Kwemo, 
Counsel; Will Casey, Special Assistant; Miriam Edelman, Special 
Assistant; Jeff Wease, Deputy Information Officer; Lindsay Vidal, 
Press Assistant; Brian McCullough, Minority Senior Professional 
Staff Member; Shannon Weinberg, Minority Counsel; Will Carty, 
Minority Professional Staff Member; and Sam Costello, Minority 
Legislative Analyst. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOBBY L. RUSH, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 
Mr. RUSH. The subcommittee will come to order. Good morning, 

members and also the commissioner and all of the other folk who 
are gathered in the room. This subcommittee is called to order now 
for the purposes of an Oversight Hearing on Current Issues and a 
Vision for the Future for the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion, and I welcome everyone to this hearing. The Chair now with
out any other delays, the Chair. recognizes himself for 5 minutes. for 
the purposes of an opening statement. 

The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act was one of the 
premier accomplishments of the llOth Congress. The law created 
basic safety standards for keeping toxic lead and phthalates out of 
children's products, engaging Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion vital new resources and authority, and establishing a product 
testing system that would ensure product safety. 

I would like to welcome Chairman Inez Tenenbaum, who is the 
ninth Chairman of the Consumer Product Safety Commission. She 
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hails from the great State of South Carolina. Chairman 
Tenenbaum is nationally known and is an advocate for children 
and families. She served with distinction as the State of South 
Carolina's Superintendent of Education for two terms. I am looking 
forward to seeing and hearing from Chairman Tenenbaum as she 
steers the process of implementing the CPSIA. Under her leader
ship, the needed implementation will go far more smoother than 
other previous chairmen and the CPSC will work effectively uti
lizing the increased resources that are now at its disposal. This is 
why I am so pleased to welcome Chairman Tenenbaum today and 
to hear from her about the Commission's new direction and its fu
ture vision. 

It is mentionable that the Chairman now has a full complement 
of commissioners, something which it lacked for far too long under 
the previous administration. I think that the President has chosen 
well in nominating Robert S. Adler and Anne Northup as commis
sioners. Commissioner Adler has a deep history of experience as a 
former advisor to two CPSC commissioners, Commissioners Pittle 
and Steorts. 

Commissioner Northup is the former Congresswoman from Ken
tucky's third district and the mother of six, who served for 9 years 
in the House of Representatives. As a congresswoman, Commis
sioner Northup founded the House Reading Caucus and co-chaired 
the Congressional Coalition on Adoption which further shows her 
own personal commitment to helping and defending children. 

Madam Chair, when you took the helm you showed great cour
age, sound judgment and a purpose for rulemaking over our safety. 
One of the first agenda items that you scheduled was whether to 
include crystal and glass beads in children's jewelry from the lead 
content restrictions in Section lO l(a) of the CPSIA. You applied the 
facts as you found them to the CPSI lead limits and to the real 
world facts and foreseeable possibilities. For example, you talked 
and wrote about how children handled and played with this jewelry 
by mouthing, ingesting and swallowing the beads and how any 
amount of lead constituted too much lead in these beads. You are 
willing to grapple with thorny issues and the business of our Pa
cific Rim trading products who today manufacture as much as 85 
percent of our toys and 95 percent of our solvents, and almost 60 
percent of our electrical products, shows your leadership and your 
vision. Unfortunately, more than 85 percent of our country's re
called products are also imported. 

Chairman Tenenbaum, I will ask you questions this morning 
based on remarks you have made in your public statements on 
some substantive areas that pose special safety and recalled chal
lenges and how you will go about implementing the CPSIA. I am 
also very interested in hearing how you see the CPSIA's 
transitioning from the Nord-era to Tenenbaum-time. We will look 
for a shiny, new product safety product testing facility with more 
employees and more appropriated dollars. 

And as I close, I want you to comment as succinctly as you can 
about the CPSC's timeline for adopting new rules under CPSIA, 
about some of the things that the GAO. advised us and other im
provements that you will make at the agency. I look forward to 
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hearing your testimony and I thank you again for visiting with us 
today. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes the ranking member, Mr. 
Radanovich for 5 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE RADANOVICH, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 

Mr. RADANOVICH .. Thank you, Chairman Rush, for calling this 
important hearing today. 

The CPSC is a small but important agency whose mission is im
plementing and enforcing our nation's Federal Consumer Protec
tion Safety Laws. The Commission and its staff work hard to en
sure consumer products are safer when they reach the homes of 
our constituents. 

We all remember the increase in commission-mandated recalls in 
2007. Weekly headlines detailed various toy dangers, most of which 
were due to manufacturers' failure to comply with existing stand
ards, for instance, lead paint. To their credit, the Commission's 
staff was able to affect more recalls in 2007 than in any other year 
in the CPSC history and despite the Commission's diligence, some 
observers claim the increase in recalls was evidence that reform 
was necessary and spurred the enactment of the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act, also known as CPSIA. 

CPSIA instituted the most sweeping changes to the Commis
sion's regulatory environment since it was created. Among the 
changes, the law imposes many new requirements on businesses in 
the name of providing greater assurances that consumer products 
reaching our ports and placed on our store shelves are safer. While 
no one disagrees with creating safer products and it is. good for 
public policy, we don't all agree on how to get there. The law has 
had consequences detrimental to many hardworking Americans. 
Put simply, the law is not working the way that. many of us. 
thought that it should work. 

In April, hundreds of business owners that want to abide by the 
law came to Washington and voiced their concerns. The new law 
is crippling many honest businesses, particularly small businesses 
with burdensome and costly testing requirements for children's 
products, many of which the evidence shows are completely safe, 
and despite the Commission's stays of enforcement protecting many 
manufacturers are still being requfred to prove that their products 
are CPSIA compliant. As a result, testing for perfectly safe prod
ucts is costing businesses millions of dollars, inventory losses for 
safe but technically noncompliant products is estimated in the bil
lions and there is no discernible improvement in child safety. 

Many small and home-based businesses are already hurting from 
the economic recession. On top of the decrease in consumer spend
ing, manufacturers and retailers are now faced with the new cost 
of complying with CPSIA and if they can comply at all. Many of 
these same small and medium-size businesses will also suffer puni
tive. effects of the cap and trade legislation passed by the House 
and the healthcare legislation this committee reported out last 
month. 
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We committed nearly $1 trillion in stimulus spending for various 
industries, bailed out the auto industry, bailed out financial firms, 
bailed out homeowners and helped purchase new cars for some con
sumers, but where is the relief for small businesses who we now 
burden with this regulation. These small businesses are beginning 
to think that Congress is waging war against them. Providing sen
sible regulatory relief to those affected by CPSIA would be a no
cost stimulus for the very businesses we are counting on to create 
new jobs and to bring us out of an economic recession, and it is the 
right thing to do. 

The biggest problem with CPSIA I see is that it doesn't distin
guish between risky and safe products. The law strips the Commis
sion of discretion in granting CPSIA exemptions for children's prod
ucts. The Commission confirmed this interpretation of the law 
when it voted to deny exemption petitions because the law simply 
does not permit exemptions if any lead can possibly be absorbed, 
even if the staff believes the products are not harmful. This stand
ard is more stringent than the FDA's limits for milk and for water, 
the water ow· children drink. 

The law is not only impacting businesses, it is also straining the 
Commission's resources as they process the thousands of com
ments, petitions, rulemakings and other CPSIA-related actions. 
The Commission has done the best it can with the resources that 
the appropriators granted to increase its staff in order to meet the 
stringent deadlines required by law, but it has not received every
thing we authorized and therefore, needs relief from these tight 
timelines. 

I commend the Commission for finding creative ways to provide 
some relief to businesses with a few commonsense exemptions and 
stays of enforcement. Unfortunately, some of these actions are only 
temporary and they don't address the bulk of the problems, but the 
highlight of the recognition that compliance with the law as writ
ten is impossible for many businesses, and it won't improve safety. 
I am disappointed that we will not hear from any witnesses from 
the many businesses adversely affected by the new law, but I look 
forward to a robust conversation with the new Chairman on these 
matters. 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your desire to conduct this oversight 
hearing into the Commission's priorities under a new administra
tion. It is clear that the top priority for alJ of us should be to fix 
the law that we wrote so that it works for everybody. A one-size
fits-all approach is not working and will not improve safety. The 
time has come for us to work together and fix the problem by re
storing flexibility for the Commission to determine what presents 
a real risk to children's safety, and appropriately target those risks 
and I stand ready to work with you on this, Mr. Chairman, and I 
welcome Chairman Tenenbaum to the committee. Thank you. 

Mr. R USH. Thank you. The Chair now recognizes the Chairman 
of the full committee, Mr. Waxman, for 5 minutes for the purposes 
of opening statement. 
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. WAXMAN, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for holding 
this important oversight. hearing and I want. to welcome Chairman 
Tenenbaum to this hearing today, as well. 

Last year Congress enacted the truly historic legislation on prod
uct safety. Our product safety system-and especially our toy safe
ty system-was terribly broken. We saw record recalls and the 
total loss of consumer confidence in the safety of products, and chil
dren were killed and horribly injured by defective and dangerous 
products, and the stories were shocking. The situation was unac
ceptable to the American people and Congress responded. Fol
lowing a lengthy and careful process, we enacted legislation that is 
strong, well-designed and effective. 

The. law bans lead in children's products,. a step that. is decades 
overdue. There is no safe level of lead and no reason that children 
should be. exposed to lead in their toys. The law. establishes a safe
ty net for product. safety that many consumers already assumed 
was in place. For the. first time under this law, manufacturers. need 
to demonstrate their products are safe before they can be sold. The 
law bans phthalates in certain children's products in recognizing 
science that shows these chemicals to be dangerous, especially to 
the youngest and most vulnerable children. 

And finally, the law addresses systemic problems at CPSC to 
provide them with stronger legal authorities to carry out their mis
sion and additional funding for the agency, and we restored the 
Commission to its full size of five commissioners. This is a key step 
that enables the Commission to carry out its critical mission after 
years of neglect and dysfunction. So in short, the law is a good, 
strong one and it vastly improves our children's health and safety. 

Now that we are a year away from the recalls, the most dramatic 
stories have left the front pages, some suggest that we don't really 
need such a strong law but the fact remains that the system we 
had in place was a failure. This law was necessary. To retreat now 
from the proven consumer protections achieved under this law 
would be a huge mistake. There is no question however, that im
plementation has at times been uneven. Since the law went into af
fect, there has been unnecessary and widespread confusion among 
businesses and consumers, and I am committed to working with 
the Commission and with interested members of Congress and to 
you particularly, Mr. Chairman, to assure that moving forward, im
plementation of the law is. clear and comprehensible. 

And that is why I am very pleased that Ms. Tenenbaum is here 
and we will hear from her about her plans for the Commission and 
for the law. I have great confidence in the Chairman together with 
the other four commissioners that they will r estore the agency to 
one capable of carrying out this law and its entire mission effec
tively and efficiently. I look forward to hearing the Chairman's tes
timony and I look forward to engaging in a productive relationship 
with leadership that is truly committed to protecting all consumers, 
especially our children. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Mr. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes the ranking member of the 
full committee, the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Barton, for 5 min
utes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOE BARTON, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS 

Mr. BARTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Chair
woman, for being here. 

I voted for the bill last year. I was. on the. conference committee 
along with Chairman Waxman and Mr. Dingell and Mrs. Scha
kowsky and others so I am a supporter of the bill. Having said 
that, I listened with some astonishment to what our distinguished 
Chairman, Mr. Waxman, just said. I interpret what he said to 
mean that it's just a problem with implementation. It is not a prob
lem with implementation. 

As you have said, Madam Chairwoman, the law doesn't give you 
the flexibility to do some of the things that you have been encour
aged to do to implement the law. We need to change the law. We 
need to perfect it. We need to modify it. We need to give some flexi
bility and some discretion to your agency to implement this law. 

I and Mr. Radanovich and others have. repeatedly asked Chair
man Waxman to hold a markup or work with us on a bipartisan 
basis to come up with a bill to fine tune the law that we passed 
last year . We started making those requests informally in January. 
Today is a hearing which is a good step, but that is all this is. It 
is a hearing. We need to do more, in my opinion, than hold a hear
ing. l have. got right here-I would say. that is 200 letters,. maybe 
150 of small businesses around this country that have written to 
myself and to the Chairman and other members of the committee 
to do something to fine-tune the law. 

Mr. Radanovich is going to ask unanimous consent at some point 
in time to put those letters in the hearing record. We have products 
before us. The dress. that is in front of Mr. Radanovich can't be 
tested because if you test it, it destroys it. These products are going 
to be pulled off the shelves because the cost of the test is more than 
the value of the products that are sold. There should be some com
monsense implementation, some commonsense refinement. We are 
not trying to change the lead standard. We are not trying to back
pedal on the intent of the law, but when you can't sell an all-ter
rain vehicle because of concern that a child is going to ingest the 
tailpipe or something like that, there needs to be some discretion 
given to the regulatory agency to use a commonsense approach to 
implementing the regulations. 

So, Mr. Chairman, I am glad that you are holding this hearing. 
I am going to submit my formal statement for. the. record. I hope 
it doesn't-I know you are a White Sox fan and not a Cubs fan, 
but I hope it doesn't take the Cubs winning the pennant before we 
decide to act to change this bill. You know, we need-and the good 
news is that what we have done, it is not that difficult, and that 
it can be done in a bipartisan basis, and it can be moved out of 
committee, and it can be moved to the House and the other. body 
for the President to sign in the next 2 to 3 months. I mean, this 
is not a huge mountain that we are trying to overcome and there 
is not-if we get past the insistence that it is a perfect bill and it 
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is like the Ten Commandments, you can't change a letter even in 
any of the Ten Commandments, we can get this done, and I hope 
that is what this hearing is about is finding a way to get it done. 

With that, Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair wants to thank the ranking member and 

wants to ensure the ranking member that we will get something 
done before the Aggies win the BCS. 

Mr. BARTON. It could happen, Chairman. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes the Chairman Emeritus of 

the full committee, my friend from Michigan, Mr. Dingell, for 5 
minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. DINGELL, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHI· 
GAN 
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding today's 

hearing. It is an important one. I would like to extend my warm 
regards and welcome to Chairman Tenenbaum and I would like to 
thank her for appearing before us today to discuss issues facing her 
agency and her vision of the agency's future. 

I want to make it very clear, Mr. Chairman, this hearing is need
ed. It is oversights in the way that it should be conducted and 
again I commend you for it. 

A long time ago, a dear friend of mine by the name of John Moss, 
then a member of this committee, and I in this room held a series 
of hearings which led to the enactment of legislation creating the 
consumer product safety which he and I and other members were 
co-sponsoring. Last year, my dear friend, the ranking Republican 
member of this committee, and I got together with other members 
of this committee including you, Mr. Chairman, all in a sense of 
concern about the fact the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
was not able to do its job because of budget cuts, personnel cuts, 
demoralization, the inadequacy of researchers and personnel to do 
its job. And from that came the successor Act to the original Con
sumer Product Safety Act which was passed in '72, and which re
turned it somewhat, and the Commission somewhat, to the state 
that it had had at the time that we offered the first legislation. 

Now, I want to make it very clear that as the original author or 
the remaining original author of the Consumer Product Safety Act 
and the author of last year's legislation, I feel very strongly about 
the needs for strong protection for the nation's consumers. And I 
feel very keenly that the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
who has not been able to do its job because of the deregulatory atti
tude and a skimpy attitude with regard to funding in the nation's 
regulatory agencies. And so with my colleagues on this committee, 
I wholeheartedly supported a restoration of a good regulatory 
framework to. ensure the safety of consumer products distributed in 
the commerce of the United States, particularly those meant for 
use by children. And that is the feeling which I shared with my col
leagues on this committee and we tried to see to it not only did 
they get the authorities and use the authorities which they had at 
the CPSC but also that they got the researchers which had been 
permitted to shrivel in a most lamentable fashion. Indeed, to 
laughable proportions compared with those of other federal regu-
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latory agencies so that the agency was in effect completely 
neutered and incapable of doing its business but we thought we 
had corrected that, and I would note that until recently CPSC 
might well have been described as a moribund agency, hampered 
by inadequate funding and all too limited statutory mandates. 

For these reasons, we did what we did in terms of the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act, CPSIA, which I have alluded to 
earlier which was ultimately signed into law by President Bush 
last August. CPSIA is meant to bolster the agency and to enhance 
its authorities in order to improve CPSC's ability to carry out its 
fundamental purpose, again the protection of consumer health and 
safety. 

It should be noted though that a funny thing happened on the 
way to the forum. Our dear colleagues on the other end of the 
building called the United States Senate got into the act and with 
profound ignorance of the way the law worked or the intention of 
this committee and the authors of the legislation, proceeded to do 
extensive redrafting and it created difficulties. which we were un
able to cure in the conference between the House and the Senate. 
We had abundant outside assistance which confused the issues fur
ther, from consumer representatives and enthusiasts who did not 
know how government works or how government should work, and 
we had considerable messing around from both the Senate and 
from this body which has. created confusions which remain today. 

Now, I remain concerned about the difficulties that have been en
countered in the implementation of the CPSIA as improved by the 
United States Senate. I would remind all persons that legislation 
passed this committee unanimously in a bipartisan fashion and 
again I commend my friend, the ranking minority member, for his 
leadership in this matter and his. cooperation and assistance. And 
it passed the House unanimously and then it came back from the 
Senate and all of a sudden we had a lot of negative votes because 
people were honestly concerned about the confusion that had been 
inflicted by the United States Senate through it's own amendment 
process and through the process which we sought advice in the 
country. In any event,. there. appears now. to be problems and lam 
hopeful, Mr. Chairman, that we will be able through this process 
to ferret them out and to correct them, and indeed to find out what 
they might be and how they are impacting upon the American peo
ple, upon consumers and upon businesses. 

In January on the 30th, in a letter to the committee, former 
CPSG Chairman Nord wrote,. "The. timelines. in the law are proving 
to be unrealistic," which in fact, they are, and then "[CPSCJ will 
not be able to continue at this pace without real risk of promul
gating regulations that have not been thoroughly considered." 
Moreover, Chairman Nord stated, "Although CPSC staff has been 
directed to move as quickly as possible to complete its work, short 
circuiting the. rulemaking process gives. short shrift to the analyt
ical discipline contemplated by the statute." 

In brief, Mr. Chairman and Madam Chairman, I intend to use 
my time today to discuss with you whether you share this view and 
more specifically whether you believe that CPSIA contains realistic 
deadlines for rulemakings and compliance as well as too little im
plementation discretion to CPSC. These problems have triggered a 
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number of meetings between members of the House and Senate in 
which it discussed that perhaps maybe the House and the Senate 
should pressure CPSC to come to conclusions which may or may 
not be supported by the law. And I wish to state with great clarity 
that it is not my intention to undo anything that has been achieved 
via CPSIA but rather to discover what action by. this committee as 
a part of its oversight may be necessary to correct any short
comings that have. been inflicted on the. law. and on the people of 
the United States by the actions of our dear friends in the Senate 
who have confused in a splendid fashion an otherwise excellent 
statute. 

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Madam 
Chairman, for coming before the committee today and I look for
ward to a frank and productive discussion about the matters cur
rently confronting the CPSC as well as the future of the agency in 
the hope that perhaps our current efforts may achieve without the 
assistance of our. dear friends and colleagues in the Senate. the kind 
of confusion that has been inflicted upon your agency in the time 
since we passed CPSIA. l thank you, Mr .. Chairman. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks the Chairman Emeritus and now 
the Chair recognizes the gentleman from Kentucky for 2 minutes 
for the purposes of opening statements. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ED WIDTFIELD, A REPRESENT
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF KEN
TUCKY 
Mr. WHITFIELD. Thank you , Chairman, for having this hearing 

today. 
I also was a conferee on this legislation that met with the Senate 

to adopt this legislation and it passed overwhelmingly in the House 
and also. in this committee as. former. Chairman Dingell said. I 
think we also have a responsibility to protect our children and this 
legislation does precisely that but it also has. had unintended con
sequences and many members have already discussed that today. 
The timelines are in question, the exemption authority that was 
taken away really from the consumer protection Commission. The 
sad thing is now the standard is so strict that the CPSC does not 
have the flexibility to exempt seemingly obvious products that do 
not contain a lead or other chemically hazardous materials and so 
we have a lot of small business people today spending thousands 
of dollars to prove that their product is safe, knowing full well that 
it is. safe. 

And so it seems to me that it is not right that Congress passes 
a law so. stringent that the Commission with the. authority to. en
force these laws does not have any flexibility. And I think we have 
an obligation to the people of the United States, particularly at this 
time of an economic downturn that we do not want to make it more 
difficult for small business people to stay in business, and we need 
to do everything that we can do to correct the problems that are 
in the legislation that was passed overwhelmingly by the House 
and Senate. 

Now, I yield back the balance of my time. 
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Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks the gentleman. The Chair now rec
ognizes my friend, the Vice Chair of the subcommittee, the 
gentlelady from Illinois, Ms. Schakowsky, for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. J ANICE D. SCHAKOWSKY, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLI
NOIS 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I thank you, Chairman Rush, and I want to 
welcome Chairman Tenenbaum. We had the pleasure of meeting 
each other recently. I appreciate very much your reaching out to 
me and hearing about your commitment to make the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission and agency that will truly live up to 
its name and I look forward to working with you. 

I too wanted to talk about the Consumer Product Safety Im
provement Act. There were many, many important provisions in 
the bill which I think everybody would agree to. Some that I 
worked on, including mandatory infant and toddler durable product 
standards and testing, and the Danny Keysar Child Product Safety 
Notification Act, and the first mandatory safety standards for chil
dren's toys are going to help grandmothers like me feel confident 
when I buy supplies or gifts for my grandkids that those things are 
going to be safe. 

And I know that there have been problems with implementation 
of the new law, par ticular ly under the previous leadership at the 
CPSC. I personally think that the law can be successfully imple
mented and I just wanted to point out some flexibility that I do see 
in the law. The law includes language that empowers the CPSC to 
exempt certain materials from the testing and certification require
ments, and to relieve those manufacturers of products that are in 
no danger of violating the new standards, and I know that the 
CPSC has begun to apply some of those exclusions and so I think 
there are opportunities within the existing bill to deal with com
plications. For example, I know that the CPSC has exempted from 
the lead testing requirements components. that can't be accessed by 
a child, components of electronic devices, the inside, intended for 
children, a stay of enforcement of the lead and phthalates testing 
rules for a year or so. A number of things have been done and I 
think we should first before we change the law, look at those and 
see if they can provide the kind of relief to issues that have been 
raised today. 

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks the gentlelady. The Chair now rec

ognizes the gentleman from Louisiana, Mr. Scalise, for 2 minutes 
for the purposes of opening statements. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE SCALISE, A REP
RESE NTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF LOU
ISIANA 

Mr. SCALISE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you and 
Ranking Member Radanovich for having this hearing and I would 
like to congratulate Chairwoman Tenenbaum on her confirmation 
and welcome her before our subcommittee. 

The Consumer Product Safety Commission has a very important 
job. It protects consumers and families from products that may 
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pose a hazard or injure children. We must ensure that the CPSC 
effectively carries out this mission and has the tools to do so. As 
the father of two young children, I want to be assured that the 
CPSC does its job and that the toys all children are playing with 
are safe. 

One particular issue before the CPSC that has affected my dis
trict as well as many across this country is Chinese drywall. After 
Florida, Louisiana has had the most cases in the Nation of toxic 
drywall. The Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals has 
received over 800 complaints about Chinese drywall and it is esti
mated that the amount of Chinese drywall brought into Louisiana 
after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita could potentially affect approxi
mately 7,000 homes. My office has received numerous complaints 
from constituents affected by Chinese drywall. One man who called 
lost his home to Hurricane Katrina and had to relocate his family 
to another town, only to find out that the home he moved into was 
built with Chinese drywall. Another constituent realized he had 
Chinese drywall in his home when his wife, who was four months 
pregnant, wasn't gaining any weight. Her doctor told her to move 
out of the home and now she and her husband are living in sepa
rate towns while their home is repaired. 

During these economic times, many of our constituents cannot af
ford to purchase another home or rent a second one while repairs 
are being made. It is clear that Chinese drywall is wreaking havoc 
in homes, charring electrical wires, corroding metal and causing se
rious health problems. We must determine the origin and scope of 
the toxic drywall and we must take action against those who intro
duced the drywall into American markets. It is also important that 
we continue to testing in order to realize the potential health prob
lems that Chinese drywall can cause. 

Chairwoman Tenenbaum, in your testimony you mentioned that 
the CPSC is committed to finding answers and solutions for all the 
homeowners impacted by this issue. I want to know what those an
swers are and solutions you have found. The citizens of Louisiana 
and elsewhere in the country who have been impacted by Chinese 
drywall deserve clear answers and solutions. Those affected in my 
State have already been through so much and now 4 years after 
Katrina many once again have to rebuild their homes. This is unac
ceptable and we must ensure that no one has to encounter these 
problems in the future. 

I look forward to your testimony and I yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes now the gentlelady from Florida, 

Ms. Castor, for 2 minutes for the purposes of opening statements. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. KATHY CASTOR, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FWRIDA 
Ms. CASTOR. Thank you, Mr .. Chairman, very much for calling 

this important oversight hearing of the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission. 

Welcome to Chairman Tenenbaum. I am pleased that we have 
this opportunity to discuss the Consumer Product Safety Act with 
you. You have outstanding experience and yow· background as a 
teacher and the State School Superintendent for the State of South 
Carolina demonstrates your commitment to families and consumer 
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issues and you are off to a great start, and in many ways, this 
hearing is going to be very different then if we had proceeded with 
the one scheduled a few months ago. At that time, many concerns 
were expressed to me about the CPSIA implementation, many of 
them stemming from the lack of information and what to expect 
from the Consumer Product Safety Commission. Rumors were fly
ing that children's bookstores would be forced to closed or thrift 
stores would not be able to sell toys at all, but under your leader
ship in the last few months many of these concerns have been ad
dressed, and I thank you for that. 

I appreciate that the assignment that was given to the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission was not an easy one. The new Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act was a fundamental shift 
from a reactive product safety regime to a proactive approach. Be
fore parents just had to hope that toys they were buying for their 
kids were safe and watch for product recalls, and all too often the 
prevailing consumer safety policy with regard to toys was caveat 
emptor and this resulted in a disastrous 2007 Christmas shopping 
season when popular toy trains had friendly, inviting faces painted 
on them with Chinese lead paint, and one popular toy called Aqua 
Dots allowed children to arrange brightly colored beads into de
signs and then bind them together with water. Unfortunately, the 
beads gave off the so-called-the drug GHB when swallowed, so 
Congress gave the CPSC a big responsibility last year and there 
have been some bumps in the road. 

For too long there has been a lack of guidance from the agency 
for retailers and manufacturers and some of the deadlines for guid
ance came and went without the required guidance but I am ex
tremely encouraged by the actions taken by the Commission in re
cent months. The quality and quantity of the proposed rules that 
have come out just since your swearing in is truly encouraging and 
like my colleague from Louisiana, I do hope you will address the 
important Florida issue important to many other States and that 
is the unsafe Chinese drywall that has been used in the construc
tion of homes. It is making many families in Florida sick .. Families 
should not have to worry that the building materials in their walls 
emit corrosive, toxic gases into their home so I look forward to 
hearing more from you about what the Commission is doing about 
toxic drywall and what we can do to help on that issue. 

Thank you being here. I yield back my time, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsyl

vania, Mr. Pitts, for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH R. PITTS, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Mr. PITTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for. holding this 
important hearing on the issues and the future of the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission. 

I think we all agree that protecting consumers, especially chil
dren from unsafe products is a worthy goal of government regula
tion. In 2008, the House Representatives passed the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act with the goal of improving the 
safety of products that children and parents use everyday. How-
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ever, the implementation of this law has given me cause for con
cern. We have observed a number of unforeseen and negative con
sequences arise and that are now putting undo pressure on busi
nesses and manufacturers here in the United States. These con
sequences are increasingly problematic,. especially. during tough 
economic times when we desperately need the jobs provided by 
businesses and manufacturers. 

I received countless e-mails and phone calls and letters from 
businesses expressing the difficult and damaging affects this law is 
having on them. The CPSC needs the proper resources and the 
time and the flexibility to carry out the implementation of this law 
in a reasonable and thoughtful manner. I have grandchildren and 
I want to be sure their toys are safe. I don't want to weaken laws 
that ensure the products on the market are safe for all consumers 
but we need to do this in a way that is realistic, clear and fair and 
that is why I have joined many of my colleagues in co-sponsoring 
H.R. 1815. I believe this bill institutes the needed flexibility the 
Commission needs in order to respond to the concerns of businesses 
and industry. 

I welcome Chairman Tenenbaum. I look forward to hearing your 
testimony and appreciate you coming here today, and I yield back. 

Mr. R USH. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Iowa, Mr. 
Braley, for. 2 minutes .. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BRUCE L. BRALEY, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF IOWA 
Mr. BRALEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and, Chairman 

Tenenbaum, I think the most important component of your very 
impressive resume is. your experience as an elementary school 
teacher because elementary school teachers use commonsense in 
enforcing the law of their classroom everyday. My mother has been 
teaching in Iowa for over 50 years and at the age of 80 she is still 
subbing so I have great respect for elementary school teachers . 

But I want to focus on a couple of things that have not really 
been discussed here this. morning and one is the point that you 
raised in your opening statement about the need for increased port 
monitoring. But underneath that there is a subtext that we rarely 
talk about and that is the incredible impact of foreign manufac
tured goods on the safety of consumers in this country. We have 
seen an incredible shift in consumer products that were manufac
tured in the United States that are now being made overseas .. Most 
States have product liability laws that limit recovery in the chain 
for distribution to the manufacturer of those products if the manu
facturer is subject to the jurisdiction of the courts and has not been 
declared insolvent. Anyone who ever tries to hold a Chinese manu
facturer accountable to the jurisdiction of the courts in the State 
will tell you it is an immense challenge. In fact, many of these. fac
tories in China are de facto agents of the Chinese government and 
so the whole concept of accountability in U.S. courts is an enor
mous impediment to consumer safety. That is why the role of your 
agency is so critical and that is why the lack of enforcement on de
fective foreign products is one of the biggest challenges U.S. con
sumers. face so I applaud your efforts to. focus on this. We. need to 
realize that many U.S. consumers are not being protected for the 
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injuries and deaths caused by foreign manufactured products and 
come up with a joint strategy to address those concerns. 

On the issue of Chinese drywall, I inspected homes in Boynton 
Beach, Florida with defective Chinese drywall and came back here 
and was sick for the next 6 weeks. I saw with my own eyes the 
corrosive effect on metal that this drywall is having. I smelled the 
odors in these homes. It is an enormous crisis and it is just the tip 
of the iceberg of what is wrong with import monitoring in this 
country. We have a lot to do to improve the enforcement of the 
quality of goods coming into this country and I pledge my commit
ment to work with you and your office. to make sure that we. are 
doing a better job of protecting U.S. consumers. 

And I yield back my time. 
Mr. RUSH. The gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Barrow, is recog

nized for 2 minutes. 
Mr. BARROW. I thank the Chairman. 
In the. interest of Chairman Tenenbaum's time, l will refrain 

from offering an opening statement but I cannot refrain from tak
ing this opportunity to personally welcome you and congratulate 
you on your appointment. Our paths first met 5 years ago when I 
was seeking election to the House and our guest today was seeking 
election to the other body and all I can say is that the other body's 
great loss is the Consumer Product Safety. Commission's. great gain. 
You are certainly one of the best things to have come from South 
Carolina in a long, long time and on behalf of your kinfolk in Sa
vannah, I personally congratulate you and welcome you to the com
mittee and thank you for your service to our country. 

With that, I yield back. 
Mr .. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes. the gentlelady from Ohio, 

Ms. Sutton, for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BETl'Y SUITON, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF omo 
Ms. SUTTON. Thank you, Chairman Rush, and thank you for 

holding today's important hearing on the Consumer Product Safety. 
Commission. 

I am pleased to welcome you, Chairman Tenenbaum. Congratula
tions on your confirmation. You have such an important role and 
responsibility as the head of the agency charged with protecting 
the public, especially children from unsafe and dangerous products 
and with your appointment I am starting to feel better already. I 
wish you the best of luck. 

Consumer product safety is not an area that we can afford to ig
nore and last year I was proud when we passed the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act. That law created basic safety 
standards for keeping toxic lead out of children's products. Manu
facturers must affirmatively demonstrate that those products are 
safe. The Act also provides vital new resources and authority in
cluding the Import Safety Initiative which puts inspectors at key 
U.S. ports, because as we have heard here today, in recent years 
the relationship, and I know you are well aware of this, the rela
tionship between our Nation's import safety crisis and our Nation's 
trade policy. has become painfully. obvious. As imports have contin
ued to grow, 80 percent of all toys sold in the U.S. are imported 
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from China alone. Some manufacturers have shown a remarkable 
failure to adhere to basic safety standards. It is a national shame 
and embarrassment when companies and importers pay more at
tention to their costs then our safety and the. safety of our children 
and ow· families. Product safety must be the primary focus. In 
2007 and 2008, more than 37 million toys. were recalled in the U.S. 
This year there have been 23 toy recalls issued affecting over 4 mil
lion toys and every single recalled toy was manufactured in China. 

We have also seen reports of serious health problems in residents 
of homes containing imported Chinese drywall and in response I 
am pleased that the CPSC established a drywall task force working 
with other agencies to investigate the hazards of imported drywall. 
And I am very interested to see the results of the task force studies 
and see what we can do to ensure that things being imported into 
this country are safe for consumers in the United States. 

I yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes. the gentlelady from Colo

rado, Ms. DeGette, for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DIANA DEGETTE, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF COLO· 
RADO 
Ms. DEGETIE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I want to add my welcome to our new Commissioner and say hal

lelujah, we are glad you are here. 
I have been working on this legislation for a long time. I was on 

the conference committee that after we passed the Act to try to 
bring it to the floor and I was really happy to work with my friends 
on the other side of the aisle, in particular Ranking Member Bar
ton to come up with these compromises. 

What I am now interested in is how the Consumer Product. Safe
ty Commission is going to implement these far-ranging provisions 
of the legislation. Some. issues have come up. as we. are all aware 
since the enactment of the bill and one of the things I am inter
ested to know, and I think Chairman Dingell and Chairman Wax
man and others are interested as well, is can we fix these issues 
administratively? Do we need to amend the bill? What do we need 
to do, in particular, with ATVs and other consumer products? 

I think though that the change that both the legislation and the 
new administration have brought to the agency are exciting. I 
think that we are going to be able to do a lot for the consumers 
of America and I am really. proud to be a part of this process. 

With that, Mr. Chairman, I will yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks the gentlelady. 
It is now my pleasure and my privilege to recognize the Chair

man of the. U.S .. Consumer P roduct Safety Commission and to ex
tend to her the customary 5 minutes for the purposes of her open
ing statement but prior to her opening statement I would ask that 
she understand that it is now the practice of this subcommittee 
that you be sworn in before you issue your opening statement, and 
so would you stand and please raise your right hand. 

[Witness sworn.] 
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Mr. RUSH. Her credentials have been well-established earlier in 
this hearing and now it is my pleasure to recognize you for 5 min
utes for the purposes of opening statement. 

TESTIMONY OF INEZ MOORE TENENBAUM, CHAIRMAN, 
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Good morning, Chairman Rush, Ranking Mem
ber Radanovich and members of the Subcommittee on Commerce, 
Trade and Consumer Protection. I am pleased to be here today to. 
talk about the current actions that we are taking at the U.S. Con
sumer Product Safety Commission to protect the safety of children 
and consumers as well as give you my vision of this agency. 

Let me begin by saying that I am deeply honored to have the 
privilege of serving as Chairman at such an important time in the 
Commission's history. In my first two. months leading the CPSC I 
have focused on three key goals, transparency and openness in 
those we service, a renewed focus on education and advocacy for all 
Americans, and firm but fair enforcement of the product safety 
laws and regulations. My top priority since assuming the Chair of 
the Commission has been meeting the statutory deadlines for rules 
and reports required by the. CPSIA. Through the. hard work of the 
CPSC staff, and I must say I have never met more dedicated, hard
working people then those people who serve at the Commission, I 
am pleased to announce that 12 substantive rules and policy guid
ance documents have been released since I was sworn in on June 
23, 2009. In each of these proceedings I have directed the Commis
sion staff to. work closely with all impacted stakeholders to ensure 
that the rules that we implement remain true to the statutory in
tent of the CPSIA while minimizing undue burdens on small busi
nesses and other stakeholders. As we move forward, I assure you 
this subcommittee that we will continue to solicit feedback from all 
involved parties and work to implement commonsense rules that 
are. squarely focused on maximizing. product safety and reducing 
administrative burdens. 

Another key priority of mine is the rebuilding and revitalization 
of the CPSC's internal business processes. The Commission's infor
mation technology systems are truly the lifeblood of this agency. 
Sadly, these systems were neglected for far too long. Early today 
the. Commission released a plan to Congress outlining phase one. of 
our business process modernization initiative which is the imple
mentation of a searchable product information database. By 
leveraging technology, the CPSC can take a proactive approach to 
protect public health and safety, and recognize emerging hazards 
more effectively. 

Consumer education is. another key mission and component of my 
tenure at the agency. Through network television appearances and 
newspaper interviews I have worked to reach millions of families 
with information about dangerous cribs, bassinets and window 
blinds, products that have killed young children. Last month the 
GAO released a report noting that the Commission could do a bet
ter job of reaching out to poor. and minority communities that often 
do not receive critical consumer product safety information and, 
Chairman Rush, I know that this is a key priority of yours and I 
want to assure you that it is also a key priority of mine. To that 
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end, I have directed the Commission staff to expand our education 
and consumer outreach efforts to underserved Americans. 

Later this month, the CPSC also plans to launch a social net
working, social engagement program that will establish the CPSC's 
presence on various new media sites including Facebook, Twitter 
and YouTube .. Through these efforts we can educate a greater num
ber of consumers and save lives. 

Increased oversight of the products coming through our ports is 
another key priority. The GAO recently released a study that au
dited and analyzed the agency's effort to police imports and prevent 
the entry of unsafe products into the U.S. market. I agree with all 
of these. recommendations and I have directed the Commission staff 
to update agreements with the Customs and Border Protection to 
allow better information-sharing. 

It is also critical for this agency to respond diligently to new and 
emerging product safety issues such as problems now being re
ported with certain types of imported drywall. The CPSC is vigor
ously pursuing its investigation of imported drywall that has been 
linked to the corrosion of metal components and possible health im
pacts by homeowners in a number of States, and I understand the 
personal hardships that this issue has caused impacted home
owners and want to assure the members of this subcommittee that 
effective and efficient completion of this investigation is a key pri
ority of the CPSC and our Federal and State partners. 

Finally, I want to say a few words about the importance of pool 
and spa safety. Ensuring the compliance with the Virginia Graeme 
Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act is a critical priority of mine. I am 
happy to share good news with the Congress today about what we 
found in the last few months. We have sent our field investigators 
out to inspect over 1200 pools and spas in 38 States as a part of 
a recently launched enforcement initiative and we have found that 
80 to 90 percent of the pools and spas inspected were found to be 
compliant. This is very good news and means that the children will 
be safe when they go swimming. We are also working with the 
States Attorneys General to find out why the other 10 percent are 
not in compliance. 

Chairman Rush and Ranking Member Radanovich, thank you 
again for allowing me the opportunity to update the subcommittee 
on my vision for the future of the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission. I believe that CPSC stands for safety, especially the safety 
of children, so with your support I intend to continue the trans
formation of this agency from what some have described as a teeth
ing tiger into the world's leading lion in consumer protection. 
Thank you and I look forward to answering your questions. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Tenenbaum follows:] 
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Good morning. Chainnan Rush. R:mking Member Radanovich, and Members or1hc 
Subcommittee on Commerce. Trade. and Consumer Pro1ection. I am pleased to be here 
tnday to inform you of the actions we arc taking al the U.S. Consumer Pmduc1 Safety 
Commission (CPSC) lo prutt:cl the safrty uf children and consumers. as well as my 
vision for lhc future oflhis agency. 

Let me begin by saying that I am deeply honored to have lhe privilege of serving as 
Chainnan at such an important juncture in the Commission's hiswry. I am also pleased 
lo report to lhe Subcommitlcc 1ha1 CPSC is an agency on the rise. 

My desire to serve as Chairman was deeply innucnccd by my previous work as an 
elementary school lC'achcr. a researcher dealing with consumer product safoty issues in 
the South Carolina House ofRcprcscmativcs. and my service as Smnh Carolina's Stale 
Supcrintcmk,nt of Education from 1999 to 2007. 

In all of these positions. I focused nn doing my utmost to protect the health an<l safety of 
children and families ·· and have made •his approach a key focus of the CPSC 's move to 
modernize and address new regulatory challenges. 

It is no secret that the Consumer Product Safety Commissil)Tl has faced numerous 
impediments in recent years. In J 981, the Commissiun had nearly 900 full-time 
employees. By :!008. that number had dropped tu below 400. Similarly. years of budget 
culs severely impacted the Commis:;ion's ability to modernize or. in some case:;, even 
maintain its basic infrastructure. 

Last year. this Subcommincc and the Cmtgrcss as a whole recognized 1hc need 10 

reinvigorate the Consumer Product Saicty Commission by passing the Consumer Prnducl 
Safety Improvement Ad of2008 (CPSIA). Among other things, the CPSIA gave the 
Commissinn sub:;lantial new cnforccmrnt authority. authorized increased staffing. 
increased public disclosure of emerging product safoly issues, and provided new 
mandatory standards for .:: hi ldrcn ·:; toy~ and j uvcni I c pmducls. 

Mr. Chairman. I applaud your leadership and that of other member.~ of this Subcommincc 
in crafting the CPSIA. The CPSIA recognizes many of the challenges lhis agency has 
faced over the years - ;ind demands thal we rebuild 1hc Commis;;ion to adapl to an era of 
consumer products that come from all owr the world. and rhe need to take proactive 
measures io protect consumers from new and emerging hazards. 

In my lirst two months leading the C£>SC, I have focused on three key gm1\s: 
transparency and opctrncss to thusc we serve; a rcni;-wcd focus on cducalion and 
advoc:u:y to all American consumers: and foir. hut firm rnforcemcnt of the product safety 
laws we ovcrSCt'. 

T (>day, I hope to provide a clear assessment of what the Commission has accomplished 
so for and my vision for thi: future. 
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I nmlcmentation ol the CPS IA 

My top priority since assuming the Chair of the Commission has been meeting lhc 
statutory deadlines for rules and re-port$ required by the CPSJ;\. Through the hard work 
(lfCPSC staff. I am pleased to announce that 12 substantive rules and policy guidance 
documents have been released since I was sworn in on June 23. 2009, including rhc 
following item~: 

• Proposed Ruic for Registration of Durable Infant and Toddler Products: On June 
29. 2009, the Commission issued propi)Scd rules for consumer registration or 
durable infant and toddler products. as n:quired by the Danny Kcysar Child 
Product Safety Notification Act. Section I 04(b) or the CPSIA. 

• Trac~i.o,gJ.abcl Guid!!._ns..~: On July 20, 2009. the Commission i~sued policy 
guidance for the tracking label requirement contained in Section 103 ()f the 
CPSIA. The policy guidance announct>d the Con11nis~ion's interpretation of key 
features of the tracking label provision. and explained how the Commission 
would approach enforcement. 

• Mandatory Tov Standards: On July 21. 2009. the Commission issued a ~<Jticc of 
Consultation, pursuant to Scl·tion I 06(b) of the Cl'SIA, to solicit input from all 
stakeholders on the effectiveness of the current mandatory toy standard (AST!\1 
F963 ). and possible ways in which this standard could be improved to further 
reduce the risk of inj urics from toys. 

• Lead Inaccessibility Ruic: On August 10, 2009. the Commission issued a final 
rule explaining under what circumstances children's products may contain pan:> 
that exceed the Congressionally-mandated lead limits, and describing when those 
intcmal lead parts arc inaccessible to children. 

• Audi~_.(Qr..Jhird-Panv Tescing Lab_~: On August 13, 2009, the Commission 
issued a proposed rule specifying audit requirements for third-parcy testing labs 
pur~uant to Section 102 of the CPSIA. 

• Phthalatcs Testing (iuidanec: On August 17. 2009. the Commission issued 
testing guidance for children's toys and child l'arc articles. This testing guidance 
only requires testing on component p11r1s likely to contain phthalates, and nol the 
rnlirc article. Comments received on this guida1Kc will alsQ he intcgrntcd intn a 
Notice ()f Proposed Rulcmaking on the issue. 

• Lead Testing Component Exemptions: On August .26, .2009. the Commission 
issued a final nile on !-:ad level dctcnuinations that exempts certain component 
p.u11s, including dyed and undycd textiles. pt)lycsh':r. couon and papers, inks and 
inaccessible bindings in books from third-party testing requirements. 

2 
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• Civil l'cnaltics lntcmn.:tativc Ruic: On September I. 2009. the Commission 
issued an inlcrim final rule providing nolicc nf the incn.:a:>c in civil lines pursuant 
to Section 115 orthe CPSIA. and provided guidance on how the Commission will 
now ncgotialc civil pcnahies. 

• Durable Nurscrv Goods Rulemaking: On September 3, 2009, the Commission 
issucd proposed rules for infant walkers and hath scats pursuant to the Danny 
Keysar Child Product Safety Notification Act. Section 104(b) of the CPSIA. Both 
propQsed rules strengthen the existing voluntary standards for those products. Jn 
February 20 I 0, the Commission will issue proposed rules for bassinets and 
toddler bC'<ls. 

Jn each of these rulcmaking proceedings. I have directed Cmnmission staff to work 
do5cly with all impacted stakeholders to i:nsurc that the rules we implement remain true 
to the statutory intent of the CPSJA, while als<) minimizing undue burdens on small 
businesses and other stakeholders. 

In the near future. the Commission will publish additional mies clarifying the third-pany 
testing process and the resting of cnmpum:nt piirts. As we move fof\vard. I assure the 
Subcommittee that we will continue 10 solicit feedback from all involved parties. and 
work lo impkmcnl common-sense rules thal arc squarely focused on maximizing prodm:t 
safi:ty and n:dudng administrative burdens. 

Rebuilding the C'PSC's Internal Business Pmccs.~cs 

The Commission's informatio11 tcchnology systems arc truly the lifeblood of this agency. 
Sadly. these systems were neglected for far too long. The result is a patchwork of 
sy~tems that make it very difficult for CPSC staff to .. connect the dot~" between different 
incidents. identify patterns of defects. and respond quickly to emerging hazards. This has 
li:d to a situation where the Commission is constantly in the positinn ufrcacting to events 
·- rather than receiving new hazard information and proacti11cly targeting harmful 
products bdorc they 11ow into the stream of commerce. 

Congress recognized 1he crilical need for infrnstruclurc modcmi:.:ation in the CPSIA. and 
directed the Commission to upgrade its infrastructure and cr~·atc a product incident 
database that is easily searchable by the public. In response to that mandate, the agcncy 
is de\ eloping a single, integrated web-based cnvirnnmenl. the Risk Managemcnl Syslcm 
(RMS). and an associated public datahas<: that will allow access to consumer prndm:t 
safi:ty information. 

Earlier today. the Commis5ion submiltcd a plan to Congres~ detailing Phase I of the 
modernizatil)n initiative. which is implementation of the searchable product infonnation 
database required by Section 212 of the Cl'SIA by March 11. 2011. As detailed in the 
repon. the new web portal will be spccitkally dcsigm:d to bl- easily accessible and usable 
by all Americans. Furthermore, the C<lmmission plans a major public awareness 

J 
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rampaign as the dawbasc is rolh:d oul to cnsun: 1ha1 all Amcric<u1s arc aware of the 
databa.w. and ils utility in cn.~uring the .~afcty of consumers. 

However, this initial phase or 1hc RMS is only one componctH of the Commissirn1 's 
overall effort to improve its infrastructure. CPSC continues lo look at its business 
processes in order to identify improvements that will provide the agency with the tools 
necessary for identificalion of emerging hazards. such as using prcdie1ivc d•Ha-min ing 
lcchnologics to am1lylc 1he increasing amount of information the agency rccci vcs. and 
identifying emerging h<t.:ards in real-time. 

ll is impossible to understate lhc absolutely essential na1urc of these impnwcmcnts and 
their ability to rrnnsfom1 the way this agency receives. reviews. and <ict:> on new and 
emerging threats. By forming partnerships with industry and government entitil's lo 
expand import surveillance and data exchanges. greater consumer involvement lhrough 
user-friendly reporting and search tools. and the use of new advam;cd infonna1ion
managcnu:nt technologies. CPSC Giil lake the truly proactive approaches necessary lo 

prolecl pubhc hcahh and saf.:ty. 

C' onsumcr Education 

No1icc of recalls and other hazards arc only effective when all impacted con~umcrs 
aclu;illy hear about lhcm and respond to our alerts. Through network television 
appcaranccs and ncwspapcr interviews. I have worked to reach millions of families with 
information ahout dangerous cribs. bassinets. and window blinds. These arc products 
that have killed young children. and we arc working tirelessly to infonn parents and 
caregivers about recalled products that need to be removed from homes or repaired to 
keep kids safo. 

Last month, the Govcrnmcnl Accountability Office tGAOJ rdcascd a report noting lhat 
the Commission could do a better job of reaching out to poor and minorily communities 
that ol'lcn do not rcL·ciw critical consumer product safety infonnation. 

Chainnan Rush. I know this is a key priority of yours and I want to as.~urc you that it is 
also a key priority of mine. To that end. I have dircrtcd Commission stafft<> expand our 
education and consumer outreach efforts to underscrvcd Americans. 

Om.· example uf this is the Conunission 's effort to communica1c with populations that arc 
sometimes diftirnlt to reach through 1radi1ional media. We arc pkmning a "Minorily 
Outreach Day" tu increase awareness of product safety in certain targeted markcls. We 
also have a successful grassrools program called 1hc Neighborhood Safety Networks that 
has 5600 members who arc community lcad.::rs and who pass on vital safety infonnation 
10 their constituents. These members include tribal leader.~. lire chiefs. hl·alth care 
workers. and child safety ad1;oca1es. We plan to expand this program and targcl our 
materials ro specific hard-to· reach populations that 1hi: ~cighbmh<>od Safoty Network 
aims lo serve. 

4 
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Larcr rhis month. CPSC also plans lo launch a sodal nctworking. social engagement 
prngram thar will establish CPSC's presence on various new media sites, including 
Faccbook, Twitter. and YouTube. This is an exciting new effort that once launched will 
reach a great number of con~umcrs who may not know about us right now. but will know 
about us soon. 

Increased Port Monitoring 

From J 998 to 2007, the value of consumer products imported into the United States 
im:rcast:d over 100 percent. During that time period, imports from China nearly 
quadrupled - and now constitute over 40 percent of all imported consumer goods. 

Pur:;uant to Section ~25 ofrhc CPSIA. the GAO recently released a study that audited 
and analyzed the agcncy·s efforts to police imports. and prevent the entry orunsafo 
products into the U.S. market. In the rcpmt, the GAO found that incn:ascd agency 
stafling at ports. combined with revised information sharing agreements with U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) would allow the agency to better detect faulty 
products before they enter the country - not afler they enter the stream of commerce. 

I agree with these rccommt·ndations. and have directed Commi~sion staff tu update 
agrccmcms with CBP to allow better information sharing. This information sharing 
would include use of CB P's Automated Targeting System (A TS), which contains 
advance manifest infom1ation for shipments entering the United States. 

To access the ATS i11fom1ation, the Commission is in the process of hiring an employee 
that will be rc~idcnt in CHP"s Commercial Targeting Analysis Center (CT AC} when it 
becomes operational on October 1, 2009. This employee will he able to provide CPSC 
with real-time adv:mce cargo manifest information, and allow other CPSC staff to make 
cargo risk assessments as shipments arrive. not alter they leave port arc.-as. 

Foreign Outreach 

Since assuming the Chair of the Commission, I have made a number of ct'furts to reach 
out to foreign governments and manufacturers 10 inform them of new Commission 
regulations, and to emphasize this agcm;y"s commitment to ensuring the safoty l)f 

imported consumer products. 

In late July and early August. I traveled to Asia to meet with industry and government 
leaders in Hl)ng Kong and Vietnam to discuss the CPSCs new priorities. I also gave a 
keynote specc:h at the APEC Conference in Singapore. where I stressed the importance of 
foreign manufacturer compliance with the CPSIA, thc importance of foreign economics 
building safety into their products. and the relationship between trade and safety. 

The Commissilln is also continuing its dforts to strengthen and deepen our work with the 
Chinese government and Chinese manufacturers. On October 21-26. 2009. the r~ 
Biennial United States China Consumer Product Safety Summit between the CPS(' and 
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ils Chinese counh:rparl agency. the fo:ncral Administralion of Quality Supervision. 
Inspection, and Quarantine {AQSIQ) will be held in Wuxi. Jinfrna. and Beijing. China. 

The goal ufthe 2009 Summit is 10 bring dialciguc between the 1wo agencies to a new 
level, emphasizing the need for commitment lo a more compn:hcnsive apprnach lo 
product safrty. With input from lJ.S. and Chinese slakcholdcrs. CPSC and AQSIQ will 
identify and discuss measures to ensure that U.S. importers and Chinese suppliers 
eslahli~h a syslcmic approach to preventing and detecting sal'Cty hazards in consumer 
products -- from produ<:l design. through the manufat·luring process. and Ill ultimalc use 
uf the product by the consumer. 

In addition to ovcr.irching policy disrnssinns, the Summit agenda will include topical 
discussions of product safoty issues. with coys, lead in children's products. all terrain 
vehicles (ATVs). ligh1crs. and fireworks representing specific product areas where we 
hope to make syslemic advances. 

In the coming months, we will co111i1111c our (lUtrcach cffons with representatives from 
other foreign governmcnis to ensure that all manufacturers itnp(irting products into the 
lnited Slates arc aware of the existing CPSC regulations. as well as new requirements 
that will soon be promulgated pursuant to lhc CPSIA. We will also be working closely 
with the U.S. Department ofStah:. pursuanr 1u new authorities under the CPSIA. 10 

develop an information sharing agrecmcnl with foreign governments as we investigate 
mutual producl safety concerns. and begin lO pursue joint enforcement activilics. 

Chinese Drywall Jnvcs1iga1ion 

CPSC continues lu vigorously pursu<: its investigation of imported drywall that has been 
linked tu corrosion of mclal component:s and possible hcahh impacts by h()ntcowncrs in a 
numhcr of stales. We arc ti.illy committed to finding answers and solutions for all I ht' 
h()meowncrs who arc impacted by this serious situation - and the agency is pouring a 
record amount of money and manpower toward the gm1J uf helping affccled families. 

As of S..:ptcmbcr 4. 2009, 1hc Commission had rcc;.·ived 1192 incident reports relating 10 

drywall in 24 sw1cs and the Distrit·t of Columbia. The majority of these rcpmts conlinue 
to he from Flori1la, Louisiana and Virginia. 

Jn order to provide a comprehensive response 10 this issue. lhc Commission has formed 
an internal dryw:1Jl 1ask force that works wi1h other fi:dcral and state agencies. including 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). the Centers for Disease Control (CDC'). the 
Dcpanmcnt of I lousing and Urban Development (HlJD), Immigration and Cu:;toms 
Enfom:mcnt (ICE). and several 5talc health departments. 

6 
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In the las\ month, the Cl'SC drywall task for..:c ha~ 

• Made an investigative visit to China to meet with goH-rnmcnt and industry 
nlfo:ials. and collected information and samples relevant to the Chinese drywall 
manufacturing process: 

• Conducted principal air sampling firld work in 50 homes to determine the air 
emissions in homes with suspect drywall: 

• Sent over 100 kucrs to drywall import..:rs, distribu1ors, and builders to dctcrminc 
how much drywall may be at issue and in what homes it may have been used: 

• Contacted over 500 consumers to request that th<'y update the infmmation 
provided in initial drywall incident rcpons: and 

• Coordinated a rapid response to allegations of mdioactivc phosphngypsum in 
Chinese drywalt. Upon learning of the allegations. we commissioned a study with 
our state and fodcntl partners. validated the science with an interngcncy technical 
commitli.'c. and puhlicizcd results that the sampks tested did not pose a 
radiological hazard. 

Later this fall. the federal drywall task force plans to release initial indoor air sampling 
lest results. drywall elemental analysis results. chamber study rcsuhs, and a preliminary 
health assessment - and will continue to diligently work on efforts to reach further 
conclusions on the C1i.act source of contamination in the affected homes. The 
Commission is also studying the remediation activities of certain builders in an cffon to 
assist its federal and :>late partners in developing a remediation protocol for impacted 
homes. Further detail lln the federal lcsting efforts and assm:ia!l.'d activi1ics is available 
in our September Dryw<1ll lnvcstiga1ion Srntus Rcp\lrt. 

I understand the pcrsom1l hardship 1hat this issue has caused impacted homeowners. and 
want to reassure members of the Subcommittee that ctkctivc and cftieicnt compktion of 
this invcsligation is a key priority for the CPSC and our federal and state partners. 

Pnol and Spa Safety 

In 2007. Congress passed the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act in 
n:sponsc to a series of horrible child i~iurics and fatalities involving drain entrapments 
and drownings in p11ols and spas. CPSC has worked with the Baker family and Taylor 
family and is pouring its heart and energy imo effectively implementing and enforcing 
this safoty law ··· this is our w:1y of honoring the chil\lrcn who ha\'e died or been seriously 
injured in pools and spas. 

Ensuring compliance with this law is a critkal priority for me. In the last several 
months. CPSC has ramped up its outreach and c!lueation cffo1ts to ensure 1ha1 public 
swimming pool and ~pa operators arc compliant with 1hc law. In July. I c~mduetctl an 
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cxtensivc interview with NBC's fod,~1· Show to rc-stah: the nccd for compliance. and 
warn public pool operators that they should close their facility if they arc not in 
compliance with the law. In addition. CPSC investigators have inspected over 1200 po()Js 
<tnd spas in 38 states as part or a recently launched enforcement initiative. 

The good news is that CPSC's public <>utre<1Ch and education efforts seem to be having a 
positive impact in this area. Recent inspections show that most public pools and spas 
have installed or have plans to install the new, compliant drains rnvcrs and safoty 
equipment in the near future. Let me state again. contrary tn some n:p<>rts. there arc 
many more public poob and spas that have been made safer because of this important 
law. 

As we approach the end of the summer swimming season, CPSC will continue lo work 
with state Attorneys General. state ht·alth departments. and consumer groups to ensure 
that public pools arc in compliancc with this important law ···and will not hesitate to take 
action against those that arc not. 

***** 

Chainnan Rush and Ranking Member Radanovich. thank you again for allowing me the 
opportunity to update the Subcommittee on my vision for the future of the (\)nsumcr 
Product Safety Commissio11. I believe thac CPSC Stands For Safety. c:>pccially the safety 
of children. 

With your ~upporl. I intend to continue the transformation of this agency from what some 
have described as a "teething tiger" to the world's leading lion of consumer protection. 

I now look forward to answering your questions. 
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Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks the Chajrman. 
Before we engage in the questioning from the members of the 

subcommittee, the Chair requests unanjmous consent that letters 
from five consumer groups and a letter that was sent to me 
through the offices of Congressman Schauer of Michigan, that 
these letters be entered into the record. Without any. objections or 
hearing no objections, so ordered. 

[The information appears at the conclusion of the record.] 
Mr. R USH. Do you want to report unanimous consent requests at 

this time? 
Mr. RADANOVICH. I would. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have got 

a couple of unanimous. consent requests, statements on behalf of 
Congressman Gingrey and Burgess and also letters from constitu
ents, over 100 here of constituent companies, small businesses that 
are impacted by the effects of CPSIA, of this legislation. I would 
ask that all three of these items be accepted into the record. 

Mr. RUSH. Hearing no objections, so ordered. 
[The. information appears. at the conclusion of the hearing.] 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes himself for 5 minutes for the 

purposes of questioning the witness. 
Madam Chairman, last year the CPSC requested $8 million for 

fiscal year 2009 as part of its performance budget statement to the 
Congress and that request has funded 444 full-time employees 
which is. an increase of 24 over the full-time employee staffing level 
for '08, and my question is how many of these additional employees 
have been hired by the agency? Do you seem to need additional em
ployees and are any of those funds still going to CPSC's enhance
ments in import safety and product testing capabilities? What pro
portion of the FTE's and of your budget will go to each category 
and what other roles. do you anticipate the needs FTE will play 
under your administration? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The CPSC has a 
staffing level of 530 FTEs. We are currently at 458 employees at 
the agency. We have 18 pending hires that have accepted offers for 
employment and we have 36 full-time employees that we have 
hired since J anuary, 2009. We. have. 29 vacancies where interviews 
are currently underway and 27 other positions are in the stages of 
the recruitment process. We hope by October to reach the ceiling 
of 530 employees so that we will be fully staffed and we will be 
putting additional staff in port security and surveillance as well as 
compliance, and throughout the agency to see that we implement 
the CPSIA and other statutes. I can give you the breakdown for 
every division and how many will be added to those divisions. I can 
send it over but I did not bring it with me today. 

Mr. R USH. Would you please supply that? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We will get that to you but we are hoping by 

October we will meet the ceiling of 530 which is the maximum 
FTEs that we are supposed to have. 

Mr. R USH. Can you- the GAO's report on improving safety for 
minority children and families as you indicated was a major con
cern of mine and I know from your previous statements that you 
have committed to reversing or to improving the patterns of safety 
for minority children and families. Can you expound a little bit 
more on some of your priorities in that particular area, please? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we found that overall the Commission 
needs to improve our ability to educate consumers. There is noth
ing more disheartening and sad than to find out that products that 
were recalled several years ago are resulting in injury and deaths, 
and we have found that recently we had to go back and reissue 
press releases, and we did this recently on bassinets but so that is 
why we want to step it up. We have a CPSC 2.0 where we are 
going to be using new media as others are to get the messages out. 
We also want to focus in the minority outreach of looking at how 
we can enhance our ability to talk directly with minority organiza
tions. We welcomed the recommendation of the GAO and informa
tion that we hope, we. think we need to have and the other thing 
is just the information efforts, not only to consumers as a whole 
but targeting minorities. We believe that a child's economic back
ground should not affect the risk of injury. Now, we will be leading 
a minority outreach day to increase awareness in product safety in 
targeted markets which will be a media event and working with or
ganizations, and then we also work with the Neighborhood Safety 
Network members, and these are several hundred organizations 
where we can get information to them and they disseminate it to 
other minority organizations. We are going to report to you at the 
end of October on the GAO report so we will address that in detail 
in our report to you in October. 

Mr. RUSH. My time has expired .. I. want to thank you for your re
sponses to my questions. 

The Chair recognizes Mr. Radanovich for 5 minutes. 
Mr. RADANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and welcome, 

Chairman Tenenbaum, to the committee and I enjoyed our getting 
a chance to know each other and appreciate your outreach and wel
come you to the Commission .. 

I want to just highlight a couple-I have got a couple of items 
in the committee room here to kind of highlight some of the prob
lems that CPSI.A seems to have with small business and there is 
a couple of products over there that cost $65, a microscope for $60 
and testing for those products for the microscope is $3,678 for
that was. for one of 24. samples that were submitted,. and the other 
one was $5,973. But I think the item that represents problems with 
small business the most is this Native American ceremonial cos
tume that was created in the Southwest somewhere. Recently my 
family and I came across the country, California to Washington, 
D.C. in a cross-country trip this August and there were a lot of 
vendors at the reservations and such that were making a living by 
selling similar costumes like this, and many of these have beads 
or special designs that make each one of them individual. None of 
them are made the same and this poses a real problem because 
under CPSI.A this would have to be-one costume at a time would 
have to be tested and you would be destroying the costume at the 
time that it is. testing so it is really a small batch run product prob
lem with CPSI.A, and I think this item highlights the problem the 
most. Now, products like this were especially with crystal beads 
and such that folks had a problem with and they submitted a re
quest to exclude crystal and glass beads from the lead provisions 
in CPSI.A and it was denied, and I want to read if I can your com
ment on the. denial of the request .. It said,. "In making a determina-
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tion, I was mindful that the statute does not use the term harmful 
amount which would allow staff to utilize a risk-based approach. 
Thus, while Commission staff recognized that most crystal and 
glass beads do not appear to pose a serious health risk to children, 
the request for the exclusion must be denied." 

So I guess I have a couple of questions that kind of revolve 
around this problem of small batch testing and the ct·ystal and 
glass bead exclusion from the lead provisions. Do you think the 
Commission has the flexibility to. exempt safe products that don't 
meet the exemption standard or is it virtually impossible under the 
standard of any lead absorption for most products and materials? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I appreciate your question, Ranking Member 
Radanovich, because I think there has been some interpretation of 
my comments that have muddied the waters around this issue so 
I appreciate the opportunity to comment. You did read the section 
of my comments that have people wondering were the crystals-did 
they pose no hazard at all to children. And I met with the staff yes
terday to make sure that I understand and it was really, I guess, 
poorly worded that part of my statement and what the staff meant 
when they- and I was taking it from their memorandum, was that 
under the Federal Hazardous Substance. Act which was the old Act .. 
The Act that we enforced and continue to but before it was amend
ed by the CPSIA, that CPSC had to determine whether a product 
can contain lead and it resulted in substantial illness or injury. So 
before you could regulate the lead content, you had to prove that 
there was substantial illness or injury. When you passed the 
CPSIA, we were. not required to prove that standard, in fact, Con
gress struggled over where to set the lead limits and you deter
mined that there was no safe level of lead based on testimony and, 
you know, Congress did. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Which did not allow you to do any risk-based 
assessment of any of the products? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, going back to the lead crystals, Congress 
has set the threshold after August 14 of this year to be 300 parts 
per million. These lead crystal beads were 900 parts per million up 
to 23,000 parts per million per bead so I think it was poorly word
ed. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. But during the conversation too, it was known 
that the lead in those beads were not in a form that was going to 
cause a problem even if they were ingested and I think that is 
where the devil is in the detail of a lot of this. Some of those beads 
would have to be crushed up into powder and then swallowed in 
order to have the adverse affect of the lead which makes me think 
that the Commission needs some type of some ability to test things 
on a risk-based assessment. And I guess what I think I would like 
to get an answer from is do you think that products that are ex
cluded such as crystal present an unreasonable risk of injury or are 
unsafe and do you need flexibility to grant permission exemptions 
to permit safe products that can't meet the statutory limit? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, in the lead we showed that there was 
some leaching but it did not rise. to the level with one bead to op
pose to be listed under the Federal Hazardous Substance Act. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. But then that doesn't give you-but you don't 
have any flexibility to exempt that? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. But what if the child swallowed 50 small beads, 
we could not determine whether or not one, you know, one bead. 
It was determined we would not put one bead on the Federal Haz
ardous Substance Act but what if a child swallowed multiple beads 
and it would have raised the blood level. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. And if l may get you to answer. this one. last 
question though, do you need flexibility to grant exemptions to per
mit safe products that can't meet the statutory limit? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, it goes to the heart of the matter on what 
is a safe level for lead and Congress struggled with it. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. But do you feel you need that flexibility so that 
you can exempt safe products? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I feel it would be premature for me to answer 
that question at this time because these beads went all the way up 
to 23,000 parts per million. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Well, let us just in all products, do you need 
in any case do you feel that you need the flexibility to grant exemp
tions for safe products? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I believe that we have to look at products on 
a case-by-case basis and with good science wedded with a good 
statute determine whether or not it is at risk. 

Mr. R USH. The gentleman's time has expired. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. So I think it is premature for me to say when 

Congress struggled with this very issue. it was the. heart of the 
CPSIA lead limits and Congress collectively decided and over
whelmingly passed a statute that said we will have any lead-we 
will not allow a product that had any lead. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Even if those products are safe. 
Mr. R USH. The Chair has been very lenient with the gentleman. 
Mr. RADANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. That's the heart of the matter real

ly. 
Mr. R USH. The Chair now recognizes the Chairman Emeritus for 

5 minutes for questioning the witness. 
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I thank you. 
On March 4, 2009, I sent a letter to. CPSC with 10. detailed ques

tions concerning implementation of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act, the CPSIA. I would ask unanimous consent that 
that be inserted in the record at this time, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. R USH. Hearing no objection, so ordered. 
[The information appears at the conclusion of the hearing.] 
Mr. D INGELL. At the request or rather at t he. instruction of 

former Chairman Nord, CPSC prepared responses to the questions 
which I ask unanimous consent be inserted into the record at this 
point. 

Mr. R USH. Hearing no objections, so ordered. 
[The information appears at the conclusion of the hearing.] 
Mr. D INGELL. Those responses indicated support for amendment 

of the statute, "in order to allow CPSC to set risk-based priorities 
given the finite resources available to it." I would appreciate now 
your candid responses to the following questions in order to ascer
tain whether you support such course of action or how we should 
address the problems that the Commission has with the implemen
tation of that statute. As my time is limited, Madam Chairman, I 
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ask that you respond to these questions with a yes or no. I will 
note that I will submit these and other questions for the record in 
order to allow you to provide more detailed answer. 

First question, given widespread concern about the practicality of 
retroactively applying CPSIA's requirement to existing inventory, 
do you believe that the applicability of such requirements should 
instead be limited to products manufactured after the effective date 
of the statute except in circumstances where the Commission de
cides that the exposure to a product presents a health and safety 
risk to children, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, I would have to say no. The Federal 
Court decided in the phthalate case that we could not exempt prod
ucts that were manufactured before the statute was passed. 

Mr. DINGELL. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
Next question, I am concerned that the age limit for children's 

products defined in CPSIA unnecessarily subject certain products 
such as bicycles or books or magazines to more rigorous standards 
than otherwise necessary. Do you believe the age limit used in the 
definition of children's products should be lowered to better reflect 
exposure, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, because you often have a home where mul
tiple children are at all ages using the same product. 

Mr. DINGELL. Now, do you believe that CPSC should be given the 
discretion to set a further age or rather to set a higher age for cer
tain materials or classes of products that pose a risk to older chil
dren or to younger ones in the same household, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I think I answered that in number two that we 
need to. 

Mr. DINGELL. Do you mean the same no answer, Madam Chair
man? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Right, no. 
Mr. DINGELL. Thank you. I hope you understand this is not an 

attempt on my part to be discourteous but I have a lot to get in 
here and I am much concerned about that the fact the time is run
ning very fast. 

I am also concerned that the blanket applicability to products of 
certification tracking label requirements would be unduly cum
bersome, both from the standpoint of CPSC and consumer product 
manufacturers. Should CPSC be allowed to address certification 
tracking labels and other issues on a product class or other logical 
basis using risk assessment methodologies to establish needs, pri
orities and a phase-in schedule, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. It depends on the individual product. We have 
to look at it product by product. 

Mr. DINGELL. I am going to ask that you will have time to re
spond further to these questions and I will be submitting addi
tional questions to you as Chairman of the Commission. 

Do you believe the implementation of CPSIA has overstretched 
CPSC's staff and resources, yes or no? 

Ms .. TENENBAUM. It has but they are hardworking and our staff 
is working until midnight many nights. Many. worked the 4th of 
July. They are working many weekends to work out to get these 
rules finished so. that you can have. it. 
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Mr. DINGELL. Madam Chairman, thank you. I have a couple 
more questions here. 

Put differently, does CPSC have adequate resources with which 
to implement CPSIA as well as to carry out its other mandates, yes 
or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No. 
Mr. DINGELL. I am sorry? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, we don't have adequate resources but we 

are working hard to do the best we can. 
Mr. DINGELL. If not, what amount of funding would you suggest 

be. given to. CPSC to. allow it to perform its functions. satisfactorily? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we are not- we submitted our budget to 

OMB and we cannot discuss it until September the 14th, I under
stand, publicly. 

Mr. DINGELL. Well, we do need the answer to that question for 
us to see that you can function. This committee has legislative ju
risdiction over these matters and OMB lacks. that jurisdiction .. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we can give it to you on September the 
14th. 

Mr. DINGELL. Remember that difficult fact so I am asking that 
you submit that to us for the record. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. 
Mr. DINGELL. Madam Chairman, in conclusion, do you believe 

that the problems encountered in implementing CPSIA can be rem
edied solely via administrative action by CPSC, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I would say most of them can by administrative 
action. 

Mr. DINGELL. Most, so that means some cannot? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. There will be some areas where we still have 

not come up with a solution. 
Mr. DINGELL. I will be asking further information so as you can 

identify that. Now, if not, do you support targeted amendments to 
CPSIA to address the concerns which have arisen during the Act's 
implementation, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. It is premature for. me to answer that .. We are 
working with all of the industries that are affected and trying to 
untangle the knots that they have with their products and we are 
making great progress in resolving many of these issues. 

Mr. DINGELL. So you are telling me that such cut and bite 
amendments carefully targeted to CPSIA may be required? 

Ms. TENENBAU!\<l. I said it is premature for me to. answer that. 
Mr. DINGELL. I said may, I didn't say will be. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. May be required, may. 
Mr. DINGELL. OK, now, if they are required will you first tell the 

committee whether they are required or not and second of all, will 
you work with us if such are required? 

Ms. TENENBAUM .. Absolutely~ 100 percent. 
Mr. DINGELL. OK, now, when will you know whether these 

amendments, carefully targeted will be required? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, there is one rule that we are working on 

and once it-it is called the-it contains the component part testing 
rule that many of these issues dealing with handcrafters and other 
products will be- will find out that under. the. component part they 
will not have to test. For example, a shirt that falls under deter-
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minations rule, it is cotton so you don't have to test a cotton shirt 
but the buttons, if you have the button manufacturer certify to you 
that the button does not contain lead then the whole product would 
not have to be tested and we feel like that is going to untangle a 
lot of knots. 

Mr. DINGELL. All right, let me try to just-do. you have problems 
in involving a rule with regard to bicycles, off-road vehicles and 
things of that kind, right? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, I met recently. 
Mr. DINGELL. Just yes or no. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We are-if you will let me explain on the ATVs, 

we met with the industry. 
Mr. DINGELL. My time is about gone and the Chairman is kindly 

permitting me. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. There are issues that we are working with ad

ministratively with both industries. 
Mr. DINGELL. Say it again. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. It has a stay right now on both the. bikes and 

the ATVs and we are working with them on how they can make 
the lead inaccessible in the parts that the rider comes in contact 
with, like the handlebars. You know, I looked at my bicycle. It has 
rubber around it so I don't come in contact with that. 

Mr. DINGELL. So you have a problem that you can't solve very 
quickly, can you? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, we can once we determine that they can 
make those parts inaccessible. 

Mr. DINGELL. Now, you have got a fine problem on motorcycles? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Motorcycles has the issue of lead in the handle

bars. There might be lead in the vinyl seats but the motorcycle 
might not be a children's product. 

Mr. DINGELL. OK and you have got a similar problem on all ter
rain vehicles and snowmobiles and such? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. There are issues there in implementation and 
we are working with the industry and met with them last week. 

Mr. DINGELL. And you have got a problem with regard to lead 
in publications, periodicals, books, children and adult books, is that 
right? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, no we don't. 
Mr. DINGELL. No you don't? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. This is a book. 
Mr. DINGELL. Why is it that the book publishers are calling and 

telling me so? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Because, you know, it would be nice if we could 

and I want to-offering to meet publicly with affected industries 
which we are doing, holding public hearings which I want to do. 
We are resolving many of these issues. The ordinary book like this 
book will contain no lead. It is pictures. It is printed with a four
color process .. This. book complies and the reason we have it covered 
is because-

Mr. DINGELL. But you have books out there that do not comply, 
is that right? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. The only books that don't comply are books 
that are published prior to 1985 which we don't consider children's 
books .. These. are. vintage books that will be considered adult vin-
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tage books even if they are for children and those books the only 
ones that don't comply are those that have illustrations using color. 

Mr. DINGELL. Madam Chairman, I see that my time has been ex
ceeded. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Now, the other thing about the books. 
Mr. DINGELL. What I want you to understand is that this com

mittee wants to see to it that you have a statute that you can prop
erly administer without a lot of toe-dancing and improper pressure 
placed upon you to resolve questions in a way which are incon
sistent with the statute. 

Mr. Chairman, I will ask unanimous consent that I be permitted 
to submit a further letter and information to the record and re
sponses by the Chairman to get to the bottom of these questions 
that I am trying to answer. 

Mr. RUSH. Hearing no objection, so ordered and the Chair wants 
the Chairman Emeritus to know that you are in the thereabout 
area of 5 minutes. 

Mr. DINGELL. You have been excessively kind and courteous. I 
give you my respect and thanks. 

Mr. RUSH. Well, the Chair has a deep-seeded love for the Chair
man Emeritus. 

The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Louisiana, Mr. 
Scalise, for 2 minutes. 

Mr. SCALISE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Madam Chair, on the question of Chinese drywall, looking 

through your opening statements there are a few questions, one 
that you had cited that your office has 1,192 incident reports on 
this issue. Do you know how many of those are from Louisiana? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, most of the drywall problems are from 
Florida, Louisiana and Virginia and so a great number of those are 
from Louisiana, and we realize that this is a serious problem for 
your constituents. 

Mr. SCALISE. And of course with all of the rebuilding that oc
curred after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, our offices all through
out our delegation continue to receive more complaints and serious 
problems and I know some of my other colleagues from other 
States have expressed similar things they are experiencing in their 
State but just, I guess, because of the high number of homes that 
have been rebuilt and obviously some of this toxic Chinese drywall 
was used in many of these homes, we continue to receive higher 
numbers. Have you talked to our State's Department of Health and 
Hospitals to see if-I don't know if maybe some people might have 
reported incidents to them that didn't find their way to your office 
to make sure that the numbers and the incidents that have been 
reported are accurately being delivered over to your office in the 
cases where the State knows about an incident in our State? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We are working with our State partners, with 
your State health departments and we are also working with our 
Federal partners, the CDC, HUD, EPA and the White House Do
mestic Policy Council to get as. much information as. possible. 

Mr .. SCALISE. OK, I understand your task force on this. issue is 
going to be issuing a report it says sometime in the fall. Do you 
know roughly when that report will be issued? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. We are trying to issue this in late October and 
the report will have the EPA pilot study of six homes, the indoor 
test study, the EPA's elemental analysis of drywall which breaks 
down all the account compounds in the drywall. We also have been 
working on a phase two chamber test with the Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory and a 50-home indoor air. quality test program 
that is conducted by a private company, the Environmental Health 
and Engineering Company. 

Mr. SCALISE. Is that report going to look into how this tainted 
drywall actually came into our country? What steps were maybe
what things were missed that allowed it to come in? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we sent a team. over. to China and our 
team from the CPSC visited six mines and received samples to 
come back and we are using them in the testing. We are tracking 
distribution of drywall in the United States and what we have done 
is written letters to numerous importers, builders, companies that 
sell drywall. One of the issues that I have found is that the drywall 
standards only address the structural integrity and did not address 
what goes in the content. 

Mr. SCALISE. The toxic levels, potentially. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. So that is one of the things that I want to do 

is to create a standard for drywall so we would have a universal 
standard of products that can go into drywall. 

Mr. SCALISE. And I would look forward to working with you on 
that. And final question, you had mentioned in your testimony that 
over 500 consumers were asked by your office to update their infor
mation on their incident reports. What types of things did they, you 
know, was it maybe that they didn't fill out all the things you 
wanted or there was additional information you wanted? What 
types of things did those? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Do you mean on the drywall? 
Mr. SCALISE. Yes. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, they have just had new information about 

how it is affecting them physically. There are two tracks in this. 
One is to look at is this drywall- are these problems of drywall 
causing these. health problems, these. respiratory problems? And 
then is the drywall corroding electrical wires and so we are looking 
at that and they probably-I can get you a summary of what the 
complaints were or what the information is. 

Mr. SCALISE. Sure, I appreciate that. 
And thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your latitude. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair would like to announce that there. are votes 

occurring on the floor and I am not sure exactly how much time 
is left but it is the Chairman's intention to go vote and allow mem
bers to go and vote and then to return for the continuance of this 
hearing. So we will be coming back but the Chair wants to recog
nize the gentlelady from Florida for her 2 minutes prior to us going 
to vote. 

Ms. CASTOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I will stick on Chinese drywall and I appreciate the seriousness 

with which the Consumer Product Safety Commission has under
taken the investigation and as you know, importation of Chinese 
drywall spiked dramatically a few years ago. In 2005, we imported 
$3.6 billion worth. In 2006, that spiked to. over $32 billion worth 
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before dropping back down to $6 billion . When that kind of massive 
spike occurs in trade for product that could potentially cause prob
lems, does that raise a red flag for the CPSC that maybe we should 
take a closer look? And during your investigation have you consid
ered an interim ban on Chinese drywall? And finally, there have 
been a number of proposals in the Congress. and I would ask you 
to please review those and get back to us on what you recommend. 
Will you wait for the results of the investigation and tell me again 
what the timeframe is for that? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. OK, thank you for those questions and we un
derstand from Florida that you are getting many constituent letters 
and that you are very concerned about the quality of life for the 
people who live in your district and we are too. We want you to 
know that. 

There are 6.9 million piece of drywall imported from China in 
2006, there were-so 6.9 million pieces coming from all over the 
country. We have not been- from different sources with different 
manufacturers and which poses a different issue. for the CPSC. It 
is not like you find one product that doesn't comply and can ban 
all products. There were some pieces of drywall from China that 
did comply and didn't have this problem and other pieces did. The 
report that we will give you in late October will be studies of in
home, the chamber test as well as we take the drywall out of the 
home. and take it to a chamber so we can test the emissions from 
that drywall. There will be in-air quality tests, in-home air quality 
tests and there will be elemental tests where the EPA is breaking 
down the elements to tell us what is in there that is causing the 
corrosion and the respiratory problems. So we hope that this yields 
more information on the drywall. Practically speaking about a ban 
on drywall is very- the market has taken care of that because. very 
few people want Chinese drywall and therefore we see very little 
coming into the country at this point. And so that is where but the 
overwhelming amount of drywall had been coming from China and 
now we get notification from the ports if drywall is sent to the port 
but very little is coming in at this time. We have met with our 
counterpart, the Chinese counterpart, AQSIQ. China has sent ex
perts in to visit homes. They sent two of their drywall experts to 
look at-to go into these homes that were contaminated. As I said, 
we sent a team to China. Senator Bill Nelson from Florida went 
and met with the AQSIQ several weeks ago. He told them that 
President Obama was going to, he hoped, mention that when he 
met with President Hu in China. And so it is-we are really put
ting a great deal of our resources and attention on this, probably 
more than any other issue we are working on at t his time is focus
ing on drywall so that we can find an answer to it, and so after 
we find an answer to on into rulemaking so that we can not have 
this situation happen again. 

Mr. RUSH. The committee stands in recess and there. are approxi
mately four votes on the floor which are the final votes for the 
week but we will reconvene 15 minutes after the last vote and the 
Chair really wants to thank Chairman Tenenbaum for her con
tribution to this. Thank you. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. 
[Recess.] 
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Mr. RUSH. Committee will again come to order. I will once again 
repeat to you, Madam Chair, for your graciousness and for the time 
that you are spending with us this afternoon. I don't see any other 
members here so I am going to recognize myself for one additional 
question and I think the ranking member has one additional ques
tion and then we will-if there are no other members we will just 
adjourn and go that way. 

Every year for many years we have seen numerous bills that 
have addressed specific product safety issues. These bills have con
tinued to be introduced even after the passage of last year's prod
uct safety reform. Just this year there are bills in Congress to per
mit sales to children to stop the sale of dangerous toy cigarette 
lighters and even to address additional national health threats, 
such as the beforehand reported upon Chinese drywall. The ques
tion is why are we seeing these bills? Why is the Commission not 
addressing these issues as they arise under its own authority and 
on its own initiative? And the second question is, do you agree that 
the consistent introduction of these bills is evidence that the Com
mission is not fully and properly carrying out its mission and how 
do you see us moving forward? Is the introduction of these bills, are 
they any kind of indication of a need or specific focus of the Com
mission or are they just members introducing bills? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and what you are 
asking me is how can the CPSC be proactive in spotting hazards 
so that Congress does not have to introduce bills, and do we have 
the administrative and regulatory structure where we can handle 
them without legislation. I appreciate this question because it is a 
good one. 

First of all, as I have looked back in the history of the CPSC the 
leadership makes a tremendous difference because, you know, this 
Commission relies on voluntary standards, and it is a question of 
when you see a voluntary standard not working to protect the 
health and safety of individuals whether you move right in and go 
ahead and promulgate a mandatory rule. One of the things that I 
have observed as the Chairman for less than 3 months is that we 
need to review our existing emerging hazards and early warning 
identification system and we really need to bolster this system with 
technology and resources, and our new technology database will 
give us more information then ever before so that we can spot 
these issues earlier. We need to initiate more investigations and in
crease our investigations and be much more proactive about them. 

There are also scientific research organizations where if we had 
the resources, we could engage them or even they could use private 
resources to do analysis and testing if we asked them to. We have 
a deference toward voluntary standards. In fact, the law was 
passed in 1981 requiring deference to voluntary standards unless 
they are proved ineffective in addressing the hazards. I have al
ready noticed in my short tenure that there is one particular prod
uct that I have seen that there are no standards for yet we have 
already determined 60 people have been killed by this product and 
we are going ahead and announced proposed rulemaking, ANPR, so 
that we will begin working on a standard and not just wait until 
the industry comes up with a voluntary. standard. 
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So all of these are ways that the CSPC will be more proactive 
and we also want to harness the new media opportunities that we 
have. Our new brand is CPSC 2.0 with the blog, the Facebook, the 
YouTube, Twitter, Recall Widget so consumers have up-to-date in
formation. It is really going to be interesting with the new-we 
have the tracking labels which we went back to the statute and 
wrote a tracking label guidance but industry is looking at a futuris
tic tracking label so you could look at this bar code that would be 
universal throughout the world and pull it up on say your Black
berry or iPhone and find out everything about this product right 
there in the store or, you know, when you by looking at the bar 
code, and so very few people are using it. It is very futuristic but 
that is the kind of technology that will enable us to be more 
proactive. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes the ranking member, Mr. 
Radanovich. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate that. 
Madam Chair, I want to know what the purpose of a testing and 

certification stay of enforcement is and what happens when the 
stay expires in February? Do you think that the Commission will 
be ready to implement the laws as written? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Ranking Member Radanovich. 
First of all, we call that the 15-month rule and that we were re

quired by statute to have that month which will be what is reason
able testing and it will have the component part testing in that 
rule, and it is due to be promulgated in November, and so under 
the statute we will be working trying to get that out because I 
guess what I wanted to say here this morning and what we have 
prepared to try to leave in your minds is that we are working hard 
to implement the CPSIA. We are finding out that with every rule 
that we put out like the lead determinations which probably would 
have exempted the blouse that you showed us from any testing, the 
component testing which will exempt so many products from the 
manufacturing having to retest again on items, all of these are 
helping us resolve a lot of these questions and untie a lot of these 
knots. And so we will be having that rule shortly and I think that 
it will help tremendously with a lot of the complaints that you are 
receiving from industry. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Do you think that you will be able to imple
ment and enforce the law as written by then in February? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we think that after the stay of enforce
ment expires, we will have all the rules in place and the stay was 
necessary the leadership at the Commission felt at that time be
cause there was so much rulemaking to do. We had not even ap
proved all the third-party laboratories. The law says that manufac
tw·ers and private labelers have to have their children's products 
tested by a third-party laboratory. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Right, right. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. And we had to approve all these laboratories 

and so to date. we have approved 190 laboratories in 27 countries. 
So now industry has a place to go to get their products tested. So 
we think that when the stay expires, that we. will have these rules 
in place and that we. will be able to untie a lot of these problems 
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that industry has. That is why I said it was premature today then 
for me to-

Mr. RADANOVICH. Forgive me though, I am sorry. I just don't 
have enough time here. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I know. I am taking your time. 
Mr. RADANOVICH. But do you think that-will you be able to 

grant exemptions under CPSIA during-after that stay or do you 
think that you will have to post another stay? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We are hoping that we won't have to post an
other stay. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. If you do, won't that be evidence of the need 
for statutory change in CPSIA in order. for you to get all this done. 
and be able to grant exemptions? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we believe that if we in good faith imple
ment all the regulations that CPSIA requires that most of these 
issues can be resolved administratively. 

Mr. RAoANOVICH. All right. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Either through the product not containing lead 

or not being a product that will ever contain lead like cotton or 
paper or certain kinds of ink used in printing. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RUSH. Madam Chairman, we certainly appreciate yom time. 
We have. been joined by Mr. Sarbanes from Maryland and the. 

Chair now recognizes Mr. Sarbanes for 2 minutes for questioning. 
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appre

ciate the opportunity. Thanks for holding this hearing. I want to 
welcome you, Ms. Tenenbaum, to your new role and I am very, 
very close friends with a fellow named Brad Parham from South 
Carolina who I think you know and I look forward to getting to 
know you in your new position. 

I just wanted to pass along a concern. I have a number of bulk 
vendors and there is a number of bulk vendors in Maryland and 
you are, I think, aware of this provision under CPSIA Section 
103(a) regarding the tracking of products and I guess they have ex
pressed concern about that being impractical with respect to some 
of these smaller items that come packaged in bulk and then are 
distributed across the country to vending machines and so forth. 
And to the Commission's credit and to your credit and evidence of 
you moving quickly in the job to try to address these areas of con
cern, on July 20 there was a statement of policy issued by yow· of
fice. that for certain category of products, 103, by your interpreta
tion would not apply, and they have just expressed some concern. 
I wanted to relay and get your comment on about the fact that that 
doesn't necessarily prevent action at the State level by State Attor
neys General acting with respect to the statute, nor does it nec
essarily mean that future Commissions couldn't reverse its position 
on that, and I just wanted to get your perspective on how this 
statement of policy you see working going forward. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, this is a good example of us using com
monsense to enforce the law is our definition of tracking labels. 
The law requires manufacturers of children's products to have a 
tracking label to the extent practical on each product and the pack
aging. And so we looked at- we told the industry it is not one size-
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fits-all, that you must be able to ascertain and by ascertain we 
have to look at your product to see can we find the name, location 
and date of production, and can we find who manufactured it and 
track it down if it needed to be recalled. Regarding-so we got a 
great deal of praise from a number of industries because we used 
a commonsense approach to. the tracking. label.. Regarding the. At
torneys General, we have regular telephone conferences with them. 
I will be speaking to the Attorneys General. We want to enrich our 
relationships with them because we see the fact that this is such 
a small agency that we don't have the resources to enforce all of 
the consumer product safety laws without the assistance of our 
State partners, our local Consumer Product. Safety Commissions, 
the Attorneys General and our local health departments. So we 
don't- have not found any cases where the Attorneys General have 
gotten out in front of enforcement ahead of the CPSC and we are 
encouraging them to let us get our rulemaking finished and work 
through a lot of these issues administratively so we don't encourage 
them to. bring enforcement injunctions because under the law that 
is what the Attorneys General can do. They can see injunctive re
lief. 

Mr. SARBANES. So I assume that your ongoing conversation col
laboration with them is to sort of cultivate this commonsense ap
proach at all levels? 

Ms .. TENENBAUM. We are working with them and we certainly 
want everyone to have a commonsense approach. We hope no one 
gets out in front of us before we get all the rules in place which 
we hope will give relief to so many of these industries you are hear
ing from now. That is our goal to protect the safety of children, to 
keep intact the integrity of the statute and to work out the best 
way we can these issues that you are hearing from industry. 

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes Mr. Stupak for 2 minutes 

for the purposes of questioning the Chairman. 
Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I was down in an

other hearing in telecommunications so that is why I was not here 
but l am very interested .. 

Congratulations on your appointment. I look forward to working 
with you especially in my role as Chairman of Oversight and Inves
tigations. 

Let me ask you about the Consumer Product Safety Improve
ment Act of 2008, and in my Northern Michigan district, ATVs and 
motorcycles are a way of life for many of us and it is very impor
tant to our outdoor tourism and our economy. In the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, purposefully included a 
provision to regulate youth ATVs and motorcycles, however it was 
an unintended consequence of the CPSIA that the equipment is 
also subject to provisions regulating the amount of lead contained 
in motorcycle and ATV parts. On April 3, 2009, the CPSG voted to 
delay enforcement of a lead-ban on youth ATV and motorcycles for 
one year. It was not the intent of Congress to regulate lead content 
in youth ATV or motorcycles. 

So my question would be does the Commission have reports of 
injury or death caused by lead poisonings, I mean by the use of 
youth ATVs or motorcycles? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. We have over 900 deaths per year from ATVs 
so the industry has told me. 

Mr. STUPAK. Correct, but I mean from lead. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No. 
Mr. STUPAK. Nothing from lead. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. I don't have any data on that. 
Mr. STUPAK. OK, is the Commission testing the youth ATV or 

motorcycles to determine possible exposure to Jead? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We. have just met with the ATV industry. The 

leaders of the industry came over and met with me last week and 
what they have reported to us is that they could make any lead 
that would be exposed to a rider inaccessible. They feel like they 
could make the handlebars inaccessible from lead by putting covers 
on them. 

Mr. STUPAK. Sure. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. And handbrakes and also the seat would not 

contain lead so they have-the stay helped them come up with this 
and so that would- they are getting back with us to show us how 
they can do that, and then the other parts of the ATV might be 
considered inaccessible depending on what technology they can pro
vide to make the tire. stem, the brass. in it inaccessible, the battery 
cables inaccessible. 

Mr. STUPAK. Well, I understand all this inaccessible. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. So based on inaccessibility, that really would 

solve the issue, we think. We are working with them to clear that 
up so that they won't have to. 

Mr. STUPAK. Well, I am glad you are working with them but if 
we have no death or injuries from lead exposure, why do we have 
to go through all these gyrations? Isn't it your responsibility to 
make sure that the law is properly implemented especially since 
the intent of Congress was not to ban these vehicles? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We have had plenty of cases of deaths to chil
dren from lead exposure. and hand-to-mouth. 

Mr. STUPAK. But from ATVs and motorcycles? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, a child could ingest lead and that is what 

the statute requires is any lead can't be. 
Mr. STUPAK. Right, yes, I agree but with any law there is a prac

tical application, correct? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No question about it and that is why the indus

try is coming back to us with practical solutions and we think this 
will take care of any problem they have and they won't have to be 
regulated. 

Mr. STUPAK. All right, let me ask you about this one. This is a 
recent GAO report, August, 2009, concluded that the CPSC's pres
ence at U.S. ports is limited and in order. to identify potentially un
safe products like drugs, inferior steel from China, you must work 
closely with U.S. Customs and Border Patrol Protection. The report 
also found that CPSC's activities at U.S. ports could be strength
ened by better targeting incoming shipments for inspection and by 
improving CPSC coordination with the Customs and Border Patrol. 
As. the Chairman of Oversight and Investigations I have. spent a lot 
of years on this especially drugs coming in from other countries, 
not properly marked, handled properly and we know that FDA's ef
forts are lacking and place American lives at risk but this GAO re-
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port concluded that the FDA has more staff, has more surveillance 
technology, bas more data on incoming shipments in our ports then 
CPSC who also has the responsibility so that was not a good news 
report by the GAO. So are you developing any plan to coordinate 
your port surveillance with other agencies to improve CPSC sur
veillance. at our ports? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We are and I reviewed the report and agree 
with those findings and will be getting back with Congress in Octo
ber with our formal response to the report but starting October 1 
as a result of that report, CPSC will have access to the Customs 
Import Safety Center which is called Commercial Targeting and 
Analysis Center. We will be able to place one full-time employee at 
that Center to get information that we need in surveying the im
ports coming into the country. 

Mr. STUPAK. OK, currently Custom and Border Patrol doesn't 
have any authority to deny shipments at a port whether it is steel 
or whether it is drugs. That is, if a substandard shipment comes 
into the. United States. they may flag it but they can't block its. en
trance into the United States. What does CPSC intend to do when 
it finds a substandard or hazardous product at a port-right now 
we just stack them up in warehouses. Do you have any other ideas? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We destroy them. We destroy the product. We 
have the authority to destroy it and Customs has the authority to 
flag it. They stopped several products from coming in recently so 
here is what if you look at our-we have nine people in 300 ports 
and we also have field staff, 100 field staff but we have nine people 
at the ports. We-this is a bigger area then just what the GAO re
ports because the FDA-you are required to send a manifest to the 
FDA 30 days ahead of time. 

Mr. STUPAK. Correct. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We are only required to receive the third-party 

testing results 24 hours ahead of time under the CPSIA but this 
would be something that we need to have information earlier. We 
need through this manifest, this Commercial Targeting Analysis 
System, those are the manifests and we with the proper technology 
which we are submitting to Congress in our new technology plan 
can look and mine this data so we will know what is coming into 
the port and then if we find products that don't conform under the 
statute, the manufacturer or importer is required to take those 
products and remove them from the United States. If they don't 
have the funds and they have to post a bond, if they don't have the 
funds, we. can destroy them. A lot of times we don't have the 
amount of funds it requires to destroy them and we might need to 
star t increasing the bond to cover the cost of destroying the product 
but that is what we do with them. 

Mr. STUPAK. OK, so this is new authority underneath the 2008 
law then? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, we have always had t he authority to. stop
well, no, this is new authority because the third-party laboratories 
certificate is new under the CPSIA. 

Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RUSH. This concludes the questioning of the witness and the 

Chair wants to recognize Mr. Radanovich who has a unanimous 
consent request. 
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Mr. R ADANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman . I do have another 
unanimous consent request from one other member however I 
would just like to make it a blanket unanimous consent request 
that if other members wish to submit statements they be allowed 
to do so. 

Mr. RUSH. All right, well, for the record, the record will remain 
open for two weeks and members may submit questions to the wit
ness or any other documentation that they want to submit to the 
record. They have two weeks from today's date. in order to submit 
those questions. The record will remain open for two weeks. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. 
Mr. RUSH. Thank you so much, Madam Chairman, and we look 

forward to working closely with you as we move forward protecting 
America's children and families. I want to thank you so very much 
for. your participation. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to 
meet with all of you and I hope to in the next few weeks meet with 
many of you individually for your personal questions. 

Mr. R USH. Thank you. Thank you so very much. 
The committee is now adjourned. 
[Whereupon, a t 1:00. p.m., the subcommittee. was adjourned.] 
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:] 
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Congressman Gene Green 
House Commiltee on Energy and Commerce 

Subcommittee on Commerce. Trade and Consumer Protection 
Hearing on "The Consumer Product Safety Commission: <.:urrent Issues and a Vision for 

the Future" 
Scpttmbcr 10, 2009 

Mr. Chainnan, thank you for holding this hearing, and I would 
like to welcome the new Consumer Product Safety Commission 
Chairwoman Tenenbaum before our Subcommittee for the first 
time. 

You came to the Commission at one of the most critical points 
in hits history as you implement the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act of 2008 - I was an original cosponsor of that 
legislation, authored by Chainnan Rush. 

For too long we watched as the budget and staff continued to 
shrink at the CPSC, and no action was taken to strengthen the 
Conunission. 

The Consumer Product Safety Council holds one of the most 
important responsibilities in our government - ensuring the 
products children and families use everyday are safe. 

Like many of my constituents, and Colleagues here in Congress, 
J have four grandchildren and knowing tht!ir safety could be 
compromised by the lack of authority and funding for the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission, prompted Congress to 
act) and in a bipartisan manner. The Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act conference report passed Congress by a vote 
of 424-l. 
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Unfortunately, there have been many difficulties and delays in 
implementing the Act - while there was not a significant outcry 
from our district, we did hear from a lot of small, and second
hand retailers at the beginning of the year that had serious 
concerns about testing requirements for children's toys due to 
lack of guidance from the CPSC. 

The stay on enforcement of these provisions, while I believe was 
necessary due to lack of guidance by the Commission, was 
troubling nonetheless because it gave the public no more 
confidence that the Commission was able to enforce consumer 
protections. 

Since then however, I am pleased at the progress Chairwoman 
Tenenbaum has made in her time at the Commission in issuing 
12 rules and policy guidance documents - these actions are a 
significant step in the right direction for the Commission and in 
implementing the CPSIA. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for holding this important 
hearing to hear from Chairwoman Tenenbaum her plans and 
direction for the agency. 

rd like to welcome the Chairwoman and I look forward to your 
testimony on the Commission's current and future work and che 
direction you plan to take the agency. 

Thank you and I yield back my time. 
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Statement of the Honorable Cliff Stearns 
CTCP Subcommittee Hearing- September 10, 2009 

"CPSC Oversight: Current Issues and a Vision for the Future" 
321 words 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Thank you for holding this important hearing. I would like to begin by welcoming 
our distinguished witness - Chairman Inez Tenenbaum. I look forward to working 
with you in your capacity as Chairman of the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSC). 

We are here today to discuss the current issues the CPSC is facing, and in my mind 
the higgest issue and highest priority for the Commission is the ongoing 
implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSJA) as 
passed by Congress in August of 2008. I. along with all of my colleagues on this 
committee, are steadfastly committed to ensuring the products and toys our 
children use are safe - nothing is more important than the wellbeing of our children. 

Unfortunately, however, the reality of implementing the CPSIA has proven difficult 
and is wreaking economic havoc and confusion amongst a broad spectrum of 
industries and small businesses. This is particularly worrisome given the current 
financial crisis and severe economic strains that American small businesses and 
families are up against 

Since the time this law came into effect, I have heard directly from small business 
owners, charity organizations, and even public libraries in my district ·all of who 
are suffering at the hands of the CPSIA, which is a well-intentioned but unllexible 
law. 

I am therefore supportive of simple legisliitive fixes to the CPSIA, such as 11.R. 1815, 
of which I am an original cosponsor, that can bring relief to small businesses and 
industries without the risk of endangering or compromising the safety of our 
children. 

I look forward to working with my colleagues and Chairman Tenenbaum on 
improving the safety of the products our children use, but I believe we also should 
work together on achieving a commonsense legislative !ix that will untie lhe hands 
of the CPSC so that the Commission can continue to be an effective and robust 
agency in all areas of consumer prorection. 
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ST ATEME.NT OF 
CONGRESSMAN l\.UCHAEL C. BURGESS, M.D. 

BEFORE THE 

St:BCOMMITTEE 01" COMMERCE, TRADE AND CONSt:MER 
PROTECTION 

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE 

SEPTEMBER 10, 2009 HEARll\'G 
""Consumer Product Safety Commission Oversight: Current Issues and a Vision 

for the Future" 

Thank you Chainnan Rush and to the fellow Members of this 
Subcommittee. As an alumnus of this subcommittee, I know and 
appreciate the critical work you are undertaking, and I appreciate 
this opportunity to talk about an issue which remains extremely 
important to me. 

But first, I would like to congratulate you Ms. Tennebaum on your 
confirmation as the Chairman of the CPSC. I have watched all 101 
minutes of your Senate confirmation hearing and, having also read 
several of your recent speeches, I think you appreciate the 
challenge of helming a small agency with a monumental task 

And let's be frank. It is the flaws with the CPSIA we should be 
discussing because that is what the CPSC is drinking from the firc
hose to implement. That hearing was noticed last December when 
I was still on this subcommittee but got cancelled with no new 
hearing date set. Now, nine months and countJcss problems later, 
here we are, allegedly, discussing oversight issues at the CPSC 
when everyone in this room knows its all about the CPSIA. 

Undoubtedly, Congress has given the CPSC more then it handle. 
In the llOth, we gave the CPSC, an agency with a 70 million 
dollar budget in FY'09, at least two major bills. The CPSIA is the 
focus of so many Members, as it rightly should, but we also 
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handed you the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act, 
no small task in-and-of-itself. 

So Congress is partly to blame. 

But I am concerned with hearing how you will implement the 
CPSIA. 

Jn September of 2008, the CPSC General Counsel listed 42 
required actions pursuant to the CPSIA. In the ensuing twelve 
months, we've gotten dribbles-and-drabs of action, but nothing in 
reliable streams. We got a stay in enforcement in testing and 
labels as well as a stay in enforcement for ATVs. Last month, we 
have a final rule as it relates to materials which have no business 
being tested for lead like gemstone and wooden jewelry. We also 
finally got some recognition from the CPSC about whether books 
should he exempt from lead requirements, but the fact that we 
eve11 Jiad to have a conver.5ation about a piece of legislation 
which was aimed at prevent lead poisoning in tovs was 
expansivelv interpreted to include libraty books is ridiculous. 

These are some of the questions which remain unanswered and 
what I want to know is whether all these problems in 
implementation are the fault of the CPSC or the Congress. And if 
ifs not the fault of the CPSC, then how can Congress fix it. Did 
we poorly draft the bill? What of the 42 required actions in tht: 
CPSIA should not occur? 

For instance, last month, the CPSIA statutorily mandated the lead 
standard be dropped from 0.06 percent to 0.009 percent yet we 
have delayed testing for meeting the higher lead standard - though 
we have not delayed culpability. How can this make sense? Does 
it make sense to you? 
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And you stated in your Singapore speech last month that there arc 
only a mere 170 laboratories which can test all these products 
covered by the CPSJA - foreign and domestic - when will the 
testing meet the supply chain? 

This bill remains for me the standard as to why we should not rush 
Jargc, comprehensive legislation through Congress without 
adequate vetting. testing, input from expert and thorough analysis. 
This bill has done more damage then good. causing confusion to 
parents whose sole goal is to protect their children and seriously 
ham1ing businesses like the ATV industry which will lose more 
then a billion dollars as a direct rcsuJt of this bill. 

We must fix this problem and we must learn from this problem. 

Thank you. 
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f{ep. l'hil vi11grey 
Opening Starcmem for Con~umer Produce Safety (.'ommi~sinn Hearing 

Commerce. Trade. and Consumer Proccction Subcommittee 

···--. . Scp~~mb~J0.20?9 __ 

Chairman Rush, I want to thank you for calling this 

hearing today regarding challenges facing the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission with 

implementing the Consumer Product Safety 

Improvement Act (CPSIA). I would also like to 

take the time to welcome our distinguished guest, 

the newly confirmed Chair of the CPSC, Ms. Inez 

Tenenbaum. 

Mr. Chairman, in 2007, this Subcommittee- along 

with parents throughout the country - was up in 
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arms over the safety of toys and products for 

children containing lead that were coming in to this 

country - and rightfully so. In 2008 alone, an 

estimated 563 products were recalled, mostly on 

account of lead poisoning hazards, especially in 

children's toys. 

To respond to this outcry, Congress 

overwhelmingly passed CPSIA last year with the 

intention of improving the safety of the products 

that get into children's hands. While I support the 

intent of CPS IA, I - along with close to 600 

2 
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constituents who have called or written me on this 

legislation - have strong concerns with the 

unintended consequences that have arisen due to 

this law. 

Mr. Chairman, the first of these has to do with 

provisions in CPSIA that have actually made all

terrain vehicles (ATV's) less safe for children to 

operate. Some parts of youth ATV's unavoidably 

contain small quantities of lead in excess of the new 

limits under CPSIA. As a result, youth A TV's are 

being removed fro1n showrooms, leaving parents 

_l 
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potentially buying bigger, adult ATV's for their 

children that could contain a much more hazardous 

lead content than the small ATV's. 

Furthermore, I am concerned that CPSIA may also 

unintentionally create an unfair competitive 

advantage for larger companies since they can 

better shoulder the added costs of further testing 

their products. I fear that this law puts an unneeded 

burden on small toy-makers that will inevitably 

cause them to close their doors, and cost us more 

jobs when we can ill afford to do so. 

4 
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As a father, a grandfather, a physician, and a 

consumer, I recognize the important need and 

responsibility to safeguard the products that our 

children play with and enjoy. We all share the 

common goal of ensuring the safety of our children. 

As we move forward, I hope that we can have a 

future hearing on this issue so that we may also hear 

from industry stakeholders. 

I look forward to the testimony of the Chairwoman, 

and I yield back the balance of my time. 

5 
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Consumers Union* Consumer Federation of America" Kids in Danger• 
Public Cifo:en" U.S. PJRG 

September 9. 2009 

Rep. Bobby Rush, Chainnan 
Committee on Energy & Commerce 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade. 

and Consumer Pn>tcction 
2125 Rayhum House Office Building 
Washington. D.C. 20515 

Rep. George Kadanovich, Ranking ~lcmhcr 
Committee on Energy & Commerce 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade. 

and Consumer Protection 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washingt(lO, D.C'. 20515 

Dear Chairman Rush and Ranking Member Radam1vich: 

As you know, in 2008 Congress overwhdmingly pa~~ed. and form1,,-r President Bush signed. a 
g;roundbreaking law: the Consumer Product Safely Improvement Act (CPS!.'\). TI1is legislation 
w~s crafted to address the tens of millions of unsalc product~ 1hat had infiltrated the marketplace 
... especially children's products-· and 10 breathe new life into the belea!,'Uered Con~umer Product 
Safety Commission (Cl'Sf:). Faced with an unprecedented number of children's product recalls, 
it was clear that there were gaping holes in our country's safety uct, an<l that industry was doing 
a poor job of policing itself. Now thal the CPSJA has equipped the CPSC with 1he authority it 
needs, the agency should be given the opportunity to fully execute the law. 

With strong. bipartisan support from lawmakers, the CPSIA was designed to make consumer 
product~ ~aler hy requiring that toys and infant prod11cts be testi:d heforc they arc sold, and hy 
cffccli\•cly banning thi: use of lead and phthalates in children's products. The law also paves the 
way for the first comprehensive puhlicly-accc~siblc database of consumer complaints about 
unsafe produ.:ts. It authori~.es badly-needtxl fonding sn that CPSC has the resources it needs lo 

pro1cc1 the public. increases 1he level of civil pcnahic~ that 1he C'PSC can assess against violators 
(>fthc law. and protect~ whistlcblowers who rcp~)rt product safety defect.~. 

Since the law was enacted, the Cl'SIA has heen criticized by some members of industry. 
particularly about the law's impact on small businesses. The truth is that 1he law includes 
lan:,.'llagc empowering the C'PSC to exempt certain materials from the testing and C\..'Tlifica1ion 
requirements, and to relieve those manufacturers of products that ari:? in no danger of violating 
lhe new standards. 

In fact, the CPSC' has already begun lo apply these exclusions. Since the law's enactment, the 
CPSC has cxcmp1cd from regulation the following children's produc:ts: thn.~e made from wool. 
cotton. yam. dyed or undycd textiles (couon, wool, hemp, nylon, etc.), including children·~ 
fabric products, such as baby blankets, and nlin-metallic thread and trim; certain educational toys 
such as chemistry sels: and children's books printed after 1985 that arc conventionally printed 
and inrendi:d to be read. as opposed to used for play. The CPSC has also cxempr.:d from the 
CPSIA 's lead testing requirements components parts that cannot be accessed by a child. and 
components of electronic devices intended for children. In addition. the C'PSC' issued a stay of 
enforcement ot' its lead and phthalates testing rule.~ for an entire year in order to give companies 
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more timt! to come up to speed on the new rules. and it has crcat~l mawrials lo guide small 
businesses with compliance with the law. The focus should be on allowing the agl·ncy to 
continue to apply the exclusions already permitted under the law in a l'Ommun sense way 
that doesn't jeopiirdize public health or safety. 

We are encouraged by rel·cnl developments at CPSC'. Inez Tenenbaum ha~ hcen installed as the 
head of the agency, and two new Commissioners have begun to work for a safer marketplace. 
Staffing \c\·cls have increased ro 460 foll time employees, and lhe Commission continues to 
move forward with implcmcnration of the new law in accordance with its defined schedule. The 
indu~try had ils .:hancc to police it~clfto ensure lhc salety of children's products with a 
disastrous and sometimes deadly result. Now the CPSC must be allowed to lead lhc way. 

Sincerely, 

Ami Gadhia 
Policy Counsel 
Consumers Union 

Rachel Weintraub 
Director. Product Safety and Senior C'oun~cl 
Consumer Federation of Am.:rica 

~ancy Cowles 
Exccu1iv.: Director 
Kids in Danger 

Christine Hines 
Consumer and Civil Justice Counsel 
Puhlic Citizen 

Elizabelh Hitchcock 
Public Health Advocate 
L:.s. Public !meres' Research Group 
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Consumers Union* Consumer Federation of America* Union of 

Concerned Scientists* Kids in Danger* U.S. Public Interest Research 

Group * Public Citizen 

F'or Immediate Relea~c: 
Scpieml>er 9. 2009 

Cnnrll~L 
Rachel Wein1raub. CFA (202) ~~7-6121 
Ami Gadhia. CU (202) 462-6262 
'fancy Cowie$. KID(~ i 2) 595-0M<l 
Christin~ Him~s. J'\ ( 202) 4 54-51:; ~ 
Celia We>lcr, l.'CS {202) 390-548.l 
F.lizab<th llilchcock, LS. rlRG (202) 54<1-9707 

Consumer, Scientific and Public Health Groups Support CPSC Efforts to 

Implement New Product Safety Law and Protect Consumers from Unsafe 

Products 

Groups Urge House Subcommittee to Highlight These Efforts 

Inez Tenenbaum, the new chairman of the Con"umcr Product Safety Commission, is the invited 
witness for a hearing, <:ntitlc:d "C(ln~umer Pnid111:1 Safety C~>111111ission Chc1-sigh1: Currcm lssue;. 
and a Vision fo1 the Future.'' to be held on Thursday, September 10, 2009. by !he Suhcommith:r.? 
011 Commcrci:. Trnde. :md Consumer Protc1:1ion of the 1.l.S. Ifousc (1fReprese11tmivcs Energy 
and Commcn:c Com11111tec. 

As '.\fs. Tenenbaum prepares to testily before Cnngress for the first time since her continna1ion, 
our coalition of consumer. scientific and public health groups is encouraged by the significant 
steps taken over the last year to improve the safety of consumer products, and we 11ow urge the 
~ubcommil!cc 10 focus on tl1c critical issues that will ftnthcr ;iJ\'ancc [he ag<"ncy'; 111issio11 to 
saf~guard ct>nsumcr pn>ducts. 

Firsl, it is importune Ill highlight the risks to c1•11sumer.; in the global marketplace before pas.sag...: 
or the Cvnsumcr Pr1•duc1 S11fcry Improvement A~·1(C'PSl..o\):1<io mauy dangerous products were 
l>n slore shelves. ,;omc s"riously h<inning. mid even killing. 1h.:-ir cusmmcrs: the C'l'SC had 
nci1hcr the funds nor the rt·gulamry aullmrity to cffc-ctiYdy sol re lhcso;" prohlcms: and there were 
gaping holes in .:xisting Jaws that nc,·dcd 11.1 l>c closed lo pl'('lt.:ct c0nsumcrs. The CPSL\ was 

passed almost unanimou~ly in Congress to s1)\ve the 1m1hlems plaguing the marketplace. 

Second. we look forward 10 a dialogue ahl'Ul how 1he C'PSL'\ and C'PSC .. ~ efforts arc res1oring 
c:onsu1m:r .:(lnlid~nc~ in the markelplace. Consumers los1 .:.unfidcn<·.- in uur prnducl safety nt't 
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hccau~c <•fthc many r.:-rnlb •>fdiildrcn's pmduc1s and the m1mcrous dcach,; and injuries P<•>c.:d 
hy lh(•St' p1·odm:t~. Wh.:n fully implcmt>111ed. the.: C'l'SI:\ will r<:,to1·c con~umcrconli<lc:ncc hy 

impmvin~ pn••lut;t ~alety. hy requiring. that they h.: u:;;tcd for sakty hcforc they arc ·"'''I -- an 
11c1ic-n Ihm mo~I consumers ;1ssumed was already occurring. In ;1ddi1ion. the C"PSI:\ tume<I 
voluntary standards for H•ys and ,,,h,·1· juvenile products inl<l nrnnd:Hnry fC(JUircmcnts which wlll 
help I<• l'll~Lirc that lh<•»I.! produc1s meet sal"..:ty stanJanls. 

Finally. we lnnk forwartl tn hearing hc.lW the.: C'om111ission is impkm.;ntin~ the JK'W h1w including 
the :;tatu~ of 1he many regulati1>ns that the 11i:cncy is promulgating. We hi•pe 1he Chair will ~hare 
her vision for the future ,,f pn•Juct safety. im;Judtng dc:-tails al>-•ut her elkl·tin:! and much 1i<·cJt·d 
C<•W priorities establishing transpan:ncy, enforcement and cducaiion and advocacy as the 
agency's primary gvals. 

We lollb. fo1war.l w a product iv.: ,ija\(Jgue at>t'Ul how th" crsc will continue lO follill it~ missim~ 
and pr(1tec1 cC\nsumcrs from the hazards posed by un~iiiC prnduc!S. 
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Consumers Union 
Consumer Ft!deration of America * Kidi-. in Danger 

Public Citizen * L.S. PlRG 

Myths and l'acts on CPSIA Implementation 

In August 2008, the Consumer Product Safely Improvement Act was passed with overwhelming 
bipartisan support in Congress, signed by President Bush and enthusim;tically backed by 
consumers. public inlerest organizati(>ns and induslry repre~entativcs. In a publicly released 
statement, the Toy Industry Association (Tit\) applauded the president's signing of the bill. lts 
president Caner Keithley s11id al the time: ··with the: health and sale1y of children our primary 
concern, the toy industry supports the creation of a uniform national standard for prnduct safoty 
and testing, upon which consumers across the nalion can rely." 

As TIA 's Keithley stated. the new law added saft:ty and testing requirements for consumer 
products, and children's products in particular, including the gradual elimination of lead and a 
ban ofphthalatcs in toys and children's a11icles . 

. \lyth: CPSTA deadlille.~ were unrealiwic and too short for bu.,foe.<;.~e.~ 111 mmplJ'. 

Fu<·t: CPSTA ha.~ built-in time for complia11ce and CPSC has repeatedly stayed enforcemelll of 
key prtll'i.,imi.<. 

The law granted a six-month period for industry to ready their goods in compliance wilh the new 
ban on toxic chemicals in children's pmducts. Compliance with the new lead standards and 
phthalates ban would beg.in on February JO, 2009. On lhc day President Bush signed the law. the 
Tny Industry Association said in a statement "Toy manufacrumrs and major retailers are already 
moving to confonn W thi: legislation .... " 

Many other provisions, including tracking labels, lower lead limits and more didn't go into effect 
until a year after the bill was signed. 

Mytl1: CPS/A pro.,ision.<; don't keep chiltlren .<;afe, they simplJ• make it harder 111 do busi11e.n. 

Fact: lmpleme111a1io11 of CPS/A ha., ri!duced lead in children's prmlucu; removed dangernu,, 
plrtlrulutes from mu11.v toddler toy., and ensured the d1i/tlre11 '-'product.~, i11cl11di11g cribs, 
.~trnller.~ and high chair.~ are te.,ted fnr .tafely be.fore they are .mid . 

• UJth: Lead in to.1•.5 i.rn 't t1 problem a11yw~I' - the amn11nt is so .tmall it k'llll 't real~v hurt 
childrett. 

Fact: According In the American Academy nf Pediatric.~. there is 110 safe /e)•e/ of lead 
exposure . 

.. Lead is potent neurotoxin lhat cau~es perm:ment, irreversible brain damage. Children and their 
developing brains are at special risks for the harm caused hy lead, and those effects often ha\'e 
repercussions throughout the lifespan. There is no known "safe: .. level of lead for children. No 
srudy has dctennined a hlood lead level that d('e~ not impair child C(>gnition. Since any 
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measurable lead level causes lasting hann. prevention <1 f exposure i~ the (•nly treatment. Lead 
exposure is an impo11ant, unnecessary. and prc,•cmablc poisoning:· 

Le<1d poisoning. is also cumulative. so the amount from a toy or lunchbox will add to lead the 
child has been exposed to in the environment, increasing the negative effecls. 

Jlyth: CPS/A has to be changed through additi1111a/ legi.~lati1111 ttJ uddre.u bu.~iltes~ co11cern.~ 
about expemitJe te.\ti11g und exemptit1nl of certain product.~. 

Fact: CPS/A contains within it5 language the flexibility CPSC needs to address co11cern.f and 
exempt product5 that do11 't po.~e a risk to children. 

Business concerns that emerged due to the lack of CPSC J,,'l.lidancc have developed into a full
blown demand for major changes to the law. However, the CPS!.'\ docs not need to be changed 
10 addri:ss these concerns. Congress has included hm!,'l.lage in the CPS IA that already empowers 
the agency to provide exclusions for certain materials. The CPSC has the power right oow to 
exempt certain materials from testing and certification r.:quirentents. to relieve those 
manufacturers whn ;ire in no danger of viola1ing the new standards. 

Contact for mor~ information: 

Rachel Weintraub. Consumer Federation of America, 202 939.1012 

Ami Gadhia. Consumers Union, 202.462.6262 

Nancy Cowles. Kids In D<mger, 312.595.0649 

Christine Hines, Public Citizen, 202.454.5135 

Elizabeth Hitchcock, U.S. PIRG, 202.546.9707 
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The Alliance for Cf\ildren'i Prcduct Safety 
2Cl00 K St1eet, N.W .. Svije 500 
Was~iogton. DC 20006 

September 3, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Wa.x:rnan 
Cha inn an 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommitt~ Chairman 

House Energy ll.l'ld Commerce Committee · 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranlcing Members: 
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The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommitte.e RMlking Member 

House Energy ond Commerce Committee 
2322A Raybllm House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

I am wriling in regard to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the Hon. 
Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC}, is 
scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(CPSIA). 

I 11m very disappointed that no small businesses impacted by the new law have been invited lo 
share their experiences in testimony before the Committee. The business community has been 
actively cailing for hearings since the passage of the CPSIA because of the draconian eflects of 
the new law. Our family business makes educational products for schools and has an exemplary 
25-year safety record because of our hard work to assure high quality and compliance with law. 
Yet the innumeroble, onerous provisions of the CPSIA have had a devastating impact on our 
ability to conduct business. These issues need to be explored by the Committee ba.'led on the 
testimony of re.at companies suffering real pain. 

The problems caused by the law are myriad. The overly broad definition of "children's products" 
swept in many products incapable of banning children from lead or phthalates. The CPSC itself 
has been hobbled by the CPSIA's strict new rules th.at prohibit risk assessment. The agency has 
no flexibility to exercise judgment and as a result, have issued impractical guidance and 
unworkable regulations. In addition, the exemption process under the law is both very limited 
and very expensive. 

The severe penalties under the law are not scaring companies into compliance - they are shooing 
companies out of the market. Even the CPSC's own guidance to resale shops advises stores to 
con sill er the option to stop doing business in children's products. 
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The deck is stacked against small business under the new law. Ironically, while craners are left 
to puzzle over how to "ascertain" oo-hort information on their products, the new law awards a 
freebie to large businesses who seek to test their own products, 

1 strongly believe that the perspective of businesses like our company is essential to a complete 
picture of the problems caused by the CPSTA and its implementation. Thank you for your 
consideration of this important matter. 

ichard Woldenberg, 
Chairman 
Leaming Resources lnc. 

CC: Rep. Joe Barton, Ranking Member, House Committee on Energy and Commerce 

-2-
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Coalition for Safe and Responsible ATV Use 
%000 K Stnet, NW • Suite liOO • WashiftP>n, DC 20008 

September 8, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcomminee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chainnen and Ranking Membera: 

The Honorable Joe BartOll 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovkh 
Suhcommittcc Rankii1g Member 

House Energy and Cmnmerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

We write on behalf of lhe all-terrain vehicle (A TV) industl)' in regs rd to the Committee's upcoming 
hearing on Septcmher 10, 2009 in which the Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, Chai1man oflhe U.S. Consumer 
Product Safety Cl)mmission, is due to testify rcgardir.g implementation of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

We applaud the Committee's interesl in keeping abre11~t of the status e>fCPSIA implementation. However, 
we are disappointed that businesses such as ours, who have suffered the uninteudcd oouscquenccs of the 
new law. have not been invited to testify before the Committee regarding its irnpa~I on our ability to 
conduet business. 

The unintended consequences of the CPSIA on the ATV indu$!1Y and consumer.; have been enormous. 
A TV riding is an outdoor recreation activity for the entire family. Yet due to the lead provisions 
contained in the CPSIA, since Februaiy 10. 2009 the law has effectively banned lh.e sale of smaller. 
speed-limited A TVs designed specifically for children. In addition, many consumers who previously 
purc!lased such vehi<.:le:s have bee11 unable to get them serviced or repaired. 

The CPSC's own studies show that almost 90% of youth injuries and fatalities occur on adult·si2ed 
ATVs, a.'ld the Commission recognized this fact when issuing a stay of enforcement in May 2009. The 
Commission slated lhat without lhe availability of youth models "children 12 and younger ... would 
likely face a more serious and imme&ate risk of i11jury or death" than any t!ieoretical risk from lead 
exposure. 

Unfonunately. CPSC's stay of enforcement is not a permanent solution nor ha~ it been effeclive in 
keeping youth sized ATVs on the market. Due to the uncer1ainties and potential risks of selling under the 
stay, many manufactu1ers and dealers are not selling Y-6+ or other youth n1odel off-highway vehicles. In 
fact, at least half of1hc legacy manufacturers huve stopped selling Y-6+ youth models for these reasons. 

We appreciate your consideration of this matter and look forward to engaging in a substantive dialogue 
with the Committee aboul fixiug the unintended consequences of the Cl'SIA and ensuring the ~afety of 
youth operators. It is now clear that amendment of the CPSIA 's lead ooment provisions is necessary to 
keep properly sized. speed-limited vehicles available for children. 

Si~~ 
Edward D. Kte11ik 
Executive Director, Coalition for Safi: and Responsible A TV Use 
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COALITION FOR SAFE AND AFFORDABLE 
CHILDRENSWEAR, INC. 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chainnan 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

P.O. Box 20144 
Greeley Square Station 

New York. N.Y. 10001-0005 
kidsfashions@lgmail.com 

September 8. 2009 

TI1e Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House.Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

House Energy and Commerce Commillee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 l 5 

Dca1 Chairmen and Ranking ~1embers: 

I write in regard to the Committee's hearing scheduled for September 10, 2009. At this hearing, 
Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), will 
testify regarding implementation of the Consumer Product Safety lmprovemen! Act (CPSIA). 

I am President of the Coalition for Safe and Affordable Childrenswear, a group of nearly 130 
small children's clothing manufacturers in the New York area. Our member companies are all 
family owned businesses that have been making safe children's products for years. Many of our 
companie.~ are being run by the second and in some cases the fourth generations of the company 
founders. Product safety has always been and will continue t<> be a priority for our companies. 

We wdcomed the CPSlA when it was passed, however its overly broad definition of children's 
products, unrealistic implementation timelines, and the lack of clear guidance from the CPSC ha:; 
caused very considerable confusion in the marketplace. We are struggling lo implement the 
numerous provisions of the CPSJA without the benefit of the required direction and darifications 
by the CPSC. Because the CPSIA prohibits the CPSC from using risk assessment in enforcing 
the law, we remain obligated to conduct costly and time-consuming tests to repeatedly prove that 
our safe products conform to the lead standards. Pul simply, these and other burdensome 
provisions of the CPSlA threaten our ability lo remain in business and provide jobs and do 
nothing to improve product safety. 

While we are pleased that the Committee is holding the September 9th hearing to learn more 
about the challenges involved in CPSIA implementation, we are disappointed rhat businesses 
such as ours will not be aftorded the opporrunity w testify before the Committee to discuss the 
unintended consequences of the Act. 
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We would welcom~ the opportunity to discuss this important issue with you and Members of the 
Committee. It is our view that the only way to resolve man_y of these issues is to amend the law 
to provide for a common sense, risk-based approach. As you know, there have been more than 
10 bills introduced in Congress to ~end the CPSIA We strongly urge you to begin the 
legislative process and provide the appropriate relief. 

We appreciate your consideration of this matter. We are available to discuss any of these issues 
with your staff. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Levy 
President 
C.oalition for Safe and Affordable Childrenswcar 

-2-
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El:R;~a: 
Cuisenaire 

Se;>tembel' 4, 2009 

Dear Chaim1cn nnd Ra ... king Members: 

This letter is i."l response to the Committee hearing set for Sept. JO, 2009, where the Hon. lnei 
Enenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Sa[e!JI Commission (CPSC), is scneduled co 
1cs1ify on the implemer1tation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

As tile Prcsidenr of ET NCuisenaire, a11 educational publisher of bands-on learning 111atcrial~ and 
~ooks, I am \\7iting to express my extreme disappoill1men1 Ilia! l)one of the sinall busiuesscs 
severe!y impacled by the new law have been included in the scheduled testimony before this 
Committee. This law has taken a devastating toll on small businesses like ours, and as such, the 
s:nall business community has been aggressively calling for hearings since the passege oft!le 
CPS!A in order 10 niake our concerns kiiow11. Now. when a hearing bas fmalty been set, we arc 
exchicled. Wl1y? Throughout its hislory, ETNC11isen<'ire t.as always worked hard ro comply with 
safery laws and assure our products cieet the highest standard~. tJow, the numerous, unyielding 
strict new nlles ofrhe CPSIA have c!lmed major difficulties for us and our ability to continue ro 
cooducr b1:sincss. The Consumer Product Safocy Committee need.• to h~ar ow issuel. This 
situation cannot be addressed in a vacuum. The small businesses wlio are cut ih Ilic h'encl1es day· 
in and day·out, trying to do !he best Ibey can, while pr<>duci11g the highcst-qualil)' produch sud 
providing a livelihood for dedicated employees, are the ones whose voices need to be heard. 
Especially roday, when our economy is ah-e!\dy facing mious deficits, roadblocks like the CPSIA 
do nol need to be thrown into ll'le palhs of dedicated small businesses like ours. 

The O\'crly broad defmition of"cliildren's products'' unfo111illatcly includes m~ny products lh~r 
:ould not even possibly hann children froc. lead orpbtbalates. The CPSIA ·~rules an: so sirict 
thal they even prohibit risk assessment, w:rh r.o !lexi!>ility lo exercise good, sound judgnl$1ll. TI1is 
has resulted in uurealiscic, impractical regulations. Aud, equally •mfortun~te, tbe exemption 
process under this new l111v is ro$lJ·ictive and prohibi:ive. 

The severe p:nalties under the law will oniy lead to massive lay-offs and to small companies 
closing down and lenvi.'lg rne in~rket, ia ~('lilc of years of exccllel\t service and product& that the 
marketplace sorely needs. How does ~his equal compliaace? The deck is cle3rly stacked against 
11~. while the new law offers l'ewards to larr,e companies who can arTord 10 lest their 0..,,1111roducts. 

It is imperative that the pcrsptcliv~ of small businesses be heard so t!tot a tt11e undcrs1anliine of the 
implications of the CPSIA be i:nown and can be addr~ssed according!)'. 

r appreciale yot:r consiticralio11 and lock forward to future open hearings where all sides of :he 
table can present !heir issues. 

Sincerely, h 
.Y~ jf.x?~ 

Dennis K. Goldman 
i'resident 

500 Greenview Court • Vernon Mill~. tl sooo 1-1862 
lei: (l-17-8'1G·S050 ·Toll Frca: 000·4115-598~; • Ft1x: 847-016·5066 • 111ww.etacuiscnairetom 



•classroom 
T"1I Products 
CPW Warehousew 

September 4, 2009 

Dear Cbair111e11 and Ranki11g Members: 
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As the President of CPW, a supplier of cducatio11al and classroom materials, I am writing to 
express my dis;ileasure and d;sappointn1ent :hat none of th~ small businesses severely impacted by 
the new Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSf A) have been included 10 voice their 
~01!cerns in the Committee hearing set for Sept. 10, 2009, where the Hon. Tnei. Enenbaum, 
Chair111nn of the U.S. Consunm Prod11c1 Safety Com111ission is scheduled to testify, 

The smal! i>usincss cormnm:icy hes been aggressively calling for hearings since the passage of the 
CPSIA in or de.- to m~ke our concerns kMwn. Snrnl/ busit1esses like ours h~ve been severely 
impacted !>y the punitive effects ofrhis new lall'. Our company has consist~ntly been extremely 
conscier1tious about ass11ring we alw11ys comply witb safety laws and assure our prodLLcts meet tile 
highest standards. Now, the numel'ous, unyielding strict new rules of 1he CPSIA have caused 
major diffitulties for us and uw· abilil)' to ca111in11e 10 conduct business. CPW is dedicated to 
doing 1he best that it can for its customers cve1y day. The Consumer Product Sarety Committee 
needs to hear the !ssues of real companies. 

How ca11 a company operate when the term "children's products" could meanjusl aboul anyihiug 
based on how it is used? TI1e CJ'SIA 's rules are unrealistic. The eKemption process is prohibitive, 
the 111\es are inflexible lo any iosical risk asscss1\1eut, and the regulations 111ake going out of 
b\rsiness the most lugicnl choice. 

The landscape, a shorl 1imc from now, is not difficult to envision. The sevel'e pe11alties undel' the 
law will leave only large cou\panies tl1111 were :ill able to survh·e the huge cost of testi11g already 
s11re products an<\ the ~mall COfllJ)aflles will simply collapse; leaving a gnping hole of produGts that 
Ille markctplac~ needs. 

We need our chance to come before !he Commission and let lhem hear how CPS!A i~ :·cllll)' 
impacli!lg !he marketplace. II is impel'ative that the perspective t1fsmall businesses be heard so 
thnt q tnoc understanding of its implications be known and cAn be addressed accord lng!y. I 
strongly believe that the perspective of businesses like ours is essential to a complete picture of1hc 
real issue5 CPSIA brings to today's marketvlace. 

Than)< you for your consideration of this important mal!e1". 

!fi")._ 
WHlhun A. Cltiasson --·~ ... · ·· 
President · CPW 

Classruom l'l't•dt1cts Wnrehouse"' 
22S n. Fairway l)l'ivc e Vcrno11 Hills, l.L 60061· 1862 

Tel: S00-271-8305 • rax: 800-280-6110 • ww11'.shopcpw,l·o1~1 
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House Energy ond Commerce Commi!lee 
2322A Rovburn Hovse Office Building 
Was"lington. DC 20515 
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The Hororoble Her.ry Waxman. Chairman 
The Honorable Joe Borlon. Roi<king Member 
The Honorot>ie Bobby Rush. Subcommi:tee Choirmon 
The Honorable George Rodonovich. Subcommitlee Ranking Member 

~E: Ho•.;se Subcomrr.iltee on Commerce. Trade. and Consumer Protection Hearing -
Scheduled for Thursday. September l 0, 2009 

Dear Chairmen and ~anking Members: 

1 om wriling in regard to the svbcommittee CPSIA hearing scheduled for Sept 10. 2009. 
'love read th::JI Choirmon Tenenbaum was the one person invited lo testify. While l om 
happy to hear Iha! the svbcommil!ee is fino!ly holding a hearing. Ms. Tenenbaum is nor 
~epresentotive of businesses or consumers. Inviting one person lo lesiify ot a hearing 
tho! impacts the livelihcods of so mony Amerlco:;s is the opposite of on open and 
transparent govemmr-:nl that the curred administro!ion hos claimed they wovtd provide. 

While ihe C?SC hes ailempted to make common sense interpretolions without on 
amendment they are still unable io apply risk analysis. Many but not oll of the materials 
we use are exempted because they ore organic yet I still hove rnony unanswered 
questions regarding CPSIA and os o resutt. !his slows the growlh of the bvsiness and the 
people we err.ploy. 1 uriderstand the CPSC is wOl'king on hondbocks to l'elp busir.esses. 
;'Handbook" sounds nice for a press release ond justification for "wori:'' ot the CPSC but 
hondbooks ore not goin!J 10 help our bu$inesses. we need real solutions in the reol world 
of making real and safe products. 

The recent allowance of Motlel to d::> their own testing. not requiring them to use 3'd 
party lobs is lncornprehersible. Aller reviewing the history cl the recolfs - it ;s my 
understcnding I hot they were the primary source of the problem and violated e}(isting 
laws due lo poor supply chain rnanogemenl. I don·t vnderstond how it is justified tho! 
Mattel can test their own products while the rest cf us ore forced lo poy a premil;rn and 
wait in a cer1ified lob when there ore viable alternatives lo 3'·J party certified lobs and 
applying risL: analysis 

If would be greatly appreciated ii you could pvt rhe oorriers down regording the CPSIA, 
start wor\:ing with our bvsinesses, ond a!tow us to testify. 

Slncerety. 

Jennifer Mviphy 
President 

www.chap!erooeorQaoiC§ com inf()@Chapleroneorg&nics.com 312.660.1166 
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The Honorabrc Henry Waxman 
Cha:nnan 

~.Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subo:ornr.iittee Chairman 

House Energ)' and Commerce Commlnee 
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Engage Minds, Inspire Play:· 

2 I 25 R•yburr. Ho•s• O((ioe Building Woshin~'l<>n, OC 20515 

The Hon<>ubl< Joe ihJ10n 
Rankfng Member 

The H'mo:ah~~ G1:otgt Rac1a!lovich 
Subeomrnitte( Ranking Member 

Houst F.herg.y and Commerce Committee 
2)2:1A R•ybu111 House Office Buitdins 
W•;i>i11g1<>0, DC 24!~1~ 

Dear C'!lairmen and Ranking Me:nbcrs; 

I am wri1ins in «g•rd lo •ho Com:ninee bear ins $ei for September 1 O. 2009 in which the Hon. lne• Terienl>aum, Chainnan of !he U.S. 
Cur.sumer Produc~ Safecy Commis.s:io~ (CPSC), 1$ scheduled to rcstify on the imp1~rneuta:tion of t..'ie Cc:.nsu.mer Product Safety 
l1T1provemcn1 Act (Cr%\). 

As someooe who tu11$ a . .;rr:aU busineS$ impacted by fhis new law t am disappointed lhat no ~preu11catite·es rrom 1he bus~nC'$s 
'-'Omrnunity (?.trti,ulatly smau busjnt:.S$fS) have bt~n itl\·ittd :u l~~1if}' before th~ Commitcct:. The bwiness C.Jmmunity has raised 
many ~c:gitiml:lte and scrSous ~bj~•ions 10 this law and lt.s impi<:mtntalion. To t!'Xcludc ou~ experiences over the pas.1 13 mouths and 
oi;r ~:ioint of .. ·iew is wrong. 

The provtsions of1he CPSIA have SC\•cceiy imp.?cted ~ursmaU business tn s:r;tite of the fact t~:it ?tfot to jf \'.'e had a eomp~iant sarcty 
record for nearf}' ~O ytitJ5'. H is imponant :hal the Committct: hear the issues created by this h.iw from a business perspective M N:a.I 
,~mpanit•. 

I scrongty urge the Ccmmittc? io rccGn$ider its dec:1sion and allow ~he: perspective ofsmaH l>usines$eS to be he.lrd. Thank you r<>' you~ 
consideraiioll ef 01is in)p(lrtant rnattcr. 

SinC(reJ), 

~41., (/y YJ~· 
L1sa Guili 
C:eneraJ Manegel' 
~@.i.4.!i.citicnai;nslgbu.~o:n 

152 W. Waluut Street, SOJite 20l 

Gardena, CA 90248 

(800) 933· l277 O!>OM~ 

184?) 281·2869 fax 

edvcation.:il•nsights.com 
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The Honorable Henry W<unuan 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcvmmirtee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
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2125 Rayburn House Office Building Washiugton, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322.o\ Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chainncn and Ranking Members: 

I apologize for not writing a longer lellcr, but as the o"ncr of the biggest little toy store in Lake 
County, California, my wife and I are kepi very busy, so l'm going to keep this brief. The n~w child 
protection laws have been a nigh1mare for our business. It has left us in a sratc of constant panic that we 
could be sued and l1ave to declare bankruptcy. \Ve, like almost everyone in lhe toy industry, take child 
safety very seriously, bul to change the laws in such a way as to make almost all of my inventory 
unsellable is serivusly tlawed .• .\nd, wh~n you have hearings into the implementation of the laws to not 
invite those most impacted is seriously wrong. If you arc our elected representatives, please take the 
time to listen to our opinion and uot just those you have itppointed. One of the things l have learned is 
that most employees will only tell you what you want to hear. Please open up this hearing to 
representatives from small business and manufacturing. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Curtis 

Owner, Funtopia 

21209 Calistoga St 

Middletown, CA 9;461 

707-987-0114 

funtopiatoys@grnail.com 
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The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
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2125 Rayburn House Office Building Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Raybum House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the 
Hon. Inez Tenenbaum. Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSC), is scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

I am very disappointed that no small businesses impacted by the new law have been 
invited to share their experiences in testimony before the Committee. The business 
community has been actively calling for hearings since the passage of the CPSIA 
because of the draconian effects or the new law. Our family business makes educational 
products for schools and h<1s an exemplary 25-year safety record because of our hard 
work to assure high quality and compliance with law. Yet the innumerable, onerous 
provisions of the CPSIA have had a devastating impact on our ability to conduct 
business. These issues need to be explored by the Committee based on the testimony 
or real companies suffering real pain. 

The problems caused by the law are myriad. The overly broad definition of "children's 
products" swept in many products incapable of harming children from lead or phthatates. 
The CPSC itself has been hobbled by the CPSIA's strict new rules that prohibit risk 
assessment. The agency has no flexibility to exercise judgment and as a result, have 
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issued impractical guidance and unworkable regulations. In addition. the exemption 
process under the law is both very limited and very expensive. 

The severe penalties under the law are not scaring companies into compliance - they 
are shooing companies out of the market. Even the CPSC's own guidance to resale 
shops advises stores to consider the option to stop doing business in children's 
products. 

The deck is stacked against small business under the new law. Ironically, while crafters 
are left to puzzle over how to "ascertain" cohort information on their products, the new 
law awards a freebie to large businesses who seek to test their own products. 

I strongly believe that the perspective of businesses like our company is essential to a 
complete picture of the problems caused by the CPSIA and its implementation. Thank 
you for your consideration of this important matter. 

Sincerely, George C Atamian 

George c. At1tmlan 

Transcience Co•poratlon 

Creators & Owners of Sea-Monl<eys© 

President Brand Management 

a. Business Development 

2315 N. laurel Ave 

Upland, CA 91784 

PH: 909.985.0889 

l'X: 909.920.J143 

MP: 909.241.3438 

WP: +852.9885.2101 

-2-
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NASCO - Fort Atkinson 
WOftLDWIOE SERVICE "TO EDUCATION-AGRICULTURE -INDUSTRY 

901 JANESVILLE AVENUE. P.O. BOX 901, f'OR"T ATKINSON. WISCONSIN 53538-0901 
PHONE 920·563-2446 • FAX 920-563-8296 

h:tp;//www.enasco.com/ E-MAIL [11ailt.Q:nascojm@e11asco.ccm 

September 4, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Suilding, Washington, DC 20515 

Tl'\e Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Cha;nnen and Ranking Members: 

ram writing in rega~d to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in 
which the Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC), is scheduled to testify on the Implementation of the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act (C?SIA). I believe that additional input from small 
businesses throughout this country not only deserve to be heard but MUST be heard 
for the committee to nake sound judgments and decisions regarding the Consumer 
Prod1Jcts Safety Improvement Act of 2008. Some of the issues that are impacting my 
busi~ess are as follows: 

1. The CPSC granted relief to companies to acquire Certificates of Conrorrnity 
from the orlginal deadline of 2/10/2009 too 2/10/2010 which was needed. 
But they did not grant relief on companies having to prove that the products 
they are selling are safe. If I'm a reseller and the manufacturers don't supply 
me a certificate of confonnity on 2/10/2009 how do I know they are safe? 
The law is requiring me as a reseller to prove the item Is safe or not sell it. 
This makes no sense whatsoever. 
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2. one of my manufac:turers makes scales/balances that have 
been a staple of the education market ror over fifty years. One 
of the accessories that are supplied with the balance is a weight 
set made from brass. Because brass contains lead as apart of 
the manufacturing process, this manufacturer has stopped 
shipping me product until an alternative weight set can be 
manufactured. 
That may take 4-6 months to complete the 
production cycle. In the first month I lost $54,000 in sales and 
have lost some customers because I could not ship what they 
were asking me to ship. They went somewhere else to get there 
product. 
The irony of this situation is that brass is becoming a taboo raw material in the 
toy industry because it contains lead in its makeup although it is net proven 
that any child has ever contracted any Illness due to touching brass. Yet 
childrnn drink water from brass plumbing fixtures every day of their lives. 

3. For catalog sales, we must select products for new catalogs 6 
to B months in advance to get the catalog to market on time. 
Any product that you advertise for sale and are no longer 
available due to testing not being done or a product that was 
dropped from manufacture due to the testing requirements 
being too costly to continue production, ends up being a hole in 
our catalog that is no longer produci_ng sales. Wasted space in 
a catalog costs catalog sales company's money. That space 
can't be filled until the next catalog is created. In our case a 
year later. We lose sales of that catalog space for a whole year. 
Lost sales equates to lost jobs. This makes absolutely no sense 

in our current economy. 

4. My company prides itself on the ability to serve its customers 
better than our competitors by offering competitive pricing, fast 
service and having the product the customer ordered ready to 
ship without backordering. 
Our backorder levels have increased by over $260,000 this year 
from last year due to manufacturers not being able to deliver 
and prove that their products meet or exceed the CPSIA test 
requirements. It's not that the product won't meet the 
requirements, it's that the testing labs are so backed up that 
they can't get the tests performed or that the increased cost of 
the testing added to the current cost of manufacturing and 
marketing the product, prices the product above what the 
consumer is willing to pay. When products leave the 
marketplace so do the jobs that the sale of the product 
supported. 
In any case my service levels are being disrupted and those 
customers are taking their business somewhere else. This Is 
ruining the reputation of my company which we h1:1ve worked for 
over 65 years to build. 
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S. Looking at just these few issues, adcling the effect of them up is 
costing this country JOBS. In a time when the economy is 
already suffering, our knee·jerk reaction to a few highly 
publicized incidents that were corrected by the toy industry are 
now leading to changes that are causing the industry to fill our 
landfills with products that can't be sold and won't be recycled 
because the recycled materials would contain the same lead 
and phthalates that were in the original product. 
This is not a "green• initiative. I urge the Congress to re-think 
this law. Set deadlines that can be achieved by the toy industry 
when it re-implements and talk to ALL Segments of the toy 
industry to get input before making decisions. 

6. When developing new products for children 12 years or younger, 
companies must now include into the R&D costs the new 
requirements for testing to prove the end product will meet the 
new safety standards for lead and phthalates. Not only must 
these companies pay for this testing in the initial development of 
the product, but each time companies outsource the 
manufacturing to another company the testing must be 
completed again. I bring this up not for just the initial added cost 
but for what it will actually do to limit open competition in the 
marketplace. Some companies will not bid these manufacturing 
runs, staying with their initial provider to avoid paying again for 
product testing. This limits open competition and encourages 
inflated costs. 

I believe that everyone in the toy industry wants to sell safe products. I also 
believe that some standards are necessary and should be enforced to assure that we 
are all making products safely. But how you have implemented those standards has 
impacted the toy Industry severely in the form of lost jobs, lost products that are 
safe but too expensive to produce with the new testing costs, have caused our 
1.,ndfills to be filled with products that were purchased before the law was enacted 
and because of the very vague definition of what is a toy, products that you did not 
intend to be part of this law have disappeared from fear that a child could somehow 
have access to it. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Marshall 
Director of Purchasing 
Nasco 
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WORLDWIDE SERVICE TO EDUCATION• HEALTH• AGRICIJl.TURE • INOVSTRY 

901 JANESVILLE AVENUE FORTATK:NSON, WISCONSIN 5lSJS .. 0901 

\/'./. Pni1 N'1~meyer 
f>r~sidcn! 

September 4, Z009 

PHONE 920-S6J.l446 f .. X 920-S6l-02l4 
www.eNASCO.com E-MAIL •nro@eNASCO.ecm 

The Honorable Henry Waxman, Chairman 
The Honorable Bobby Rush. Subcommittee Chairman 
House Energy & Commerce Committee. 2125 Rayburn House Office Bldg, Washington, DC 20515 
The Honorable Joe Barton, Ranking Member 
The Honorable George Radanovich. Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy & Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen & Ranking Members: 

Since the Consumer Product Safety Act, there has been nothing but confusion and hardship for 
everyone involved. The law is over1y broad <Jnd does liltte to re;i!ly protect the consumer while creating 
an unreasonable burden on business. 

I now understand that you are having a hearing, but only calling the Honorable Inez Tenenbaum to 
1estify. You need to expand the list of people testifying. This is a very serious issue for everyone in this 
business and has lhe potential to put many companies out of business. 

In our company, we face tremendous write-offs with merchandise that was perfectly legal to sell a year 
ago and now is not There should be some grandfather clause for producl manufactured before this 
new law. None of the product has lead in it. but the cost lo lest and now follow the manufacturing 
batch is more than the potential sales for many products. A year or even two years is not enougn and 
as with many items, we might have considerably more in inventory. 

Please expand the hearing so you are able to hear more sales of what you have created. 

Sincerely, 

NASCO 

W. Phil Niemeyer 
President 
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0 Fort Atkinson .. ra}Z 'l,; ~A 
ill~rating over • · 
60 years of service 

WORLOWIOE S£RVK:£ TO EOUCATION • HEALTH • AGRICULTURE • INOUSTR\" 

901 JANESVILLE IW£NVE FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN 53518-0901 
PHONE 920.)(>3.2.+16 FAX '120-501·6296 
www.e"IA$CO.co"' IO·MAIL info@tNASCO.cc:>m 

September 8. 2009 

Dear Sir, 
The CPSIA has caused us to spend many lhousands of dollars in an effort to 

become compliant. In these economic limes it is unfortunate that we could have spent the 
money making new products and creating many new jobs. We converted over forty 
different materials, spent over 1600 hours. bought new equipment to the tune of 
$35.000.00 and in the end children are no safer then they were before The idea that 
children 12·5 need this level of protection i$ ridicules. At the age of 12 children can baby 
sit infants but they arc covered by this law? 

r believe when this la\v was v>'riuen you had rhe best of intentions, but I do nor 
believe you understood the ramifications. 1 do not want children to be exposed to 
anything harmful that we can c<mtrol. No one in lheir right mind was that, but this law 
goes too far. 

Best regards. 

~> . ..v........ {. . . ·~ . •'-·· ... "'"";}·· 
Dennis C. Van De Hey 
N'asco Plasrics Plant Manager 
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0 Fort Atkinson 
WORLDWIDE SERVICE TO EDUCATION • HEAL TH • AGRICUI. TURI! • INDUSTRY 

901 /AN£SVILLE AVENUE FOFrr ATKINSON. WISCONSiN S3SJ8-091)1 
PHONE 920·563·2~~' FAX 920·563·82% 
www.eNASCO.com E-MA:L info@eNASCO.com 

De<>r Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for September !O, 2009 on the 
implementation of the Consume~ Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

It is disappointing that no small businesses have been invited to share their experiences in 
testimony before the Committee regarding the new law. The business community's call for 
hearings since the passage of the CPSIA appears to have been ignored. Our business makes and 
distributes educational products fot schools, always with concern for the safety of our employees 
and the teachers and children that use them, The CPSlA requirements have had a devastating 
impact on our ability and the ability of our suppliers to conduct business. These issues need to be 
explored by the Committee and the best way to do that is to hear from the thousands of 
companies affected. 

The severe penalties imposed IJy the law are driving companies and innovators out of the market 
at a time when we need crl!'1tivity to shine, to create employment 11nd pro11lde teaching toots that 
will move our kids ahead in Science, Mathematics, the Arts, Social Development :ind Reading. 

I strongly believe that the perspective of businesses is essential to understand the problems 
caused by the CPS!A and its implementation. Thank you for your consideration <>f this important 
m;itter. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas B. Belzer 
Director of Educatfonal Sales 

tt:>elzer@enasco.com 
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•. 1'.'('0-.~·~: 0 Fort Ackinson 

Celebrating o\lff 
60 years of service 

WORlDWIDE SERVICE TO EDUCATION • HEAi.TH • AGRICUl.TUllE • INDUSTRY 

'IOI JANESVIU£A\IENUE fO~T ATI<IN~ON. Wt!CONSlN 53538.0'IOI 
PHONE 920-S6}-24-46 FAX 920-S6J-8296 
www.eNASCO.wm E-MAIL info@eNASCO.oorn 

9i8/09 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chaimian 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn Bouse Office Building Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barlon 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Commiltee 
2J22A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for September l 0, 2009. in which the 
Honorable Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC), is scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

I am very disappointed that no businesses impaded by !he new law ha,1e been invited to 
share their experiences in tcstim-0ny before the Committee. As a Sales and Marketing 
Director for a large direct mail cawlog company in the school supply market, r wanted to 
share how Nasco and myself have been significantly impacted by CPSIA: 

I) When Nasco sent out the first request for product safety infonnation to our 
vendors in the fall of 2008, l personally received at least l 00 phone calls and 
e-mails from vendors asking questions about the fonns and infonnation we 
needed. J spent at least 40 hours (the five days after the initial contact) 
responding to questions and concerns. Some vendors had no idea what CPSJA 
was or what their responsibility was relating to this new law. This process 
continues today. 

2) l have spent countless hours attending meetings. trainings and researching 
issues related to CPSJA. This ha-; prevented me from completing other 
important tasks that are critical for my position, such as visiting with 
customers, certain catalog initiatives, etc. Thfa "distraction" probably cost us 
husiness in the long run . 
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3) l have spent countless hours dealing with the fallout of CPSIA. For our Early 
Learning catalog, we have replaced at least I 00 items that were dropped by 
vendors due to CPSIA issues. This bas affected our art department as well, 
with many hours setting up new pan numbers, writing new copy, new 
photography, etc. I have also spent additional time contacting vendors after 
our February 2009 catalog meetings and asking them to complete and submit 
the safety paperwork. 

4) Overall, l would describe the situation as a very challenging for myself, Nasco, 
our sister companies and vendors. It has been a ve1y difficult time for 
everyone. 

I strongly believe that the perspective of businesses like our company is essential :o a 
complete picture of the problems caused by the CPSIA and its implementation. Thank 
you for your consideration of this important matter. 

Sincerely, 

~tfiZ.~ 
Director of Early Childhood Sales and Marketing 
J'as\:o 
901 Janesville Avenue 
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0901 
Ph: 920-568-5577 
E-mail: sbeyer@enasco.com 
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--'.{'/.' ... ~A: 
&ie~ating over· · 

0 Fort Atkinson 

60 years of service 

September 8, 2009 

WORLDWIDE SERVICf 10 EDUCATIO"I •HEALTH• AGRICULTUIU: •INDUSTRY 

~:ll JANESVILLE AVENUE FORT ATKINSON. WISCONSIN S3S38-0901 
PHONE 920.S6l·2i46 FAX 910-S&J-a296 
www.eNASCO.com E-MAIL info@eNASCO.cotl' 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The llonorable Bobby Rush 
S11bcommit1ee Chairman 

I louse Energy ar.d Commerce Cc>mmittcc 
2125 Raybum Hou&.: Office Building, Washingion. DC 2051 S 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Ht.morable George Radanovich 
Suti~om.mince Ranking Member 

Hous~ Energy and Commerce Commi!lcc 
ZJ22A Raybum House Office Building 
Washingtoo, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members• 

I arn writi11g in r~gard 10 the Commitiee hearing set for September I 0, 2009 in which 1hc Hon. Inez 
Tcm:nbamn, Chairman oflhe U.S. Co:isumer Product Safety Cvrnmis~ion (CPSC). is sc.heduled !\\testify 
on lhe imp!ementation of 1lle Consumer Product Safety lmpnivemer.t Act (CPSIA). Many i.'sues have 
arisen as unintenlional repercussions of this act that need lo be brought to light. 

Competiti-·c edge: it seems apparent thal this lmprovem~'llt Acl wllS put in place to slow manufacturing 
ir: China (and elsewhere) under the guise of child protection. Consideration was not made to distributO!s 
in the United States to allow existing invcntQry (including raw mat~rials) to be sold moving i! from 
salcab!e pmducl to landfill in a short period of time. This pusherl businesses in the U.S. to lool< for 
alternati"e vendors and sell at a lo"''Cr margin when possible or to simply cancel orders losing income 
a11d pmfitabi!ity. 

Pr<>duct seleclion: we se!ect products for our ca1alogs six to eight months in advance. Because c;ompanies 
were scrambling to have product~ tested where possible or were disconlinuing produc1s we were 001 able 
to fill our catalogs with a~ much product as in toe past. Our catalogs are produced once a year and !his 
limited selection 111ill C()Sl tis sales. 
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:Science: where is the Science behind the decisions made for th is I mprovemcm Act'} Lead imake from 
these produces!$ miniscu!e compared to everyday CXj)O.'urcs and the hrumful effects of phthalates (if any) 
are really an unknou.n. This puts us in a situation causing thousands of hours ofexlra l:ibor and lost sales 
for an unknown. This really isn't about children's safety. 

Sc1vice: Na,co has prided itself on quality and service since 1941. We have over $260,000 in backorder.< 
due exclusi~ely to lack of CPSIA documentation and have lost an immeasurable amount l>f sales due lo 
discontinued produc1s. Most products were discontinued not because lead or phthalot~ levels were high 
b:it bccau~e the cost of resting pushed companies to discontinue products. 

Labeling: proJuc1s now need to be label1:d with a traceable date. Many products arc too small for tf. is and 
the added expense i'or other products creates um:eccssary ct1s1s in the cxtrcmcl y rare chance of a recall. 

Bot1\1m line: we all want to sell products that 3re safe for everyone. A reasonable llpproach needs to be 
taken regarding the definition of"toy" vs a ''teaching tooi". Not only wiH school systems see a shorragc 
of ava;Jable teaching aids but due to the financial burden many compa.'lies face because of the expense of 
testing or of holding non<:'ompliant inventory, businesse~ will faii, .iobs will be lost, 3nd tons of product 
will have to be destroyed creating an ecQlogical nightmare. I appreciate your time in this matter and I 
hope you can undcr.-:tand !he tull impact of this ~Improvement" Act as :1 now ~tands. 

Ste11hen M. Richter 
Executive Vice President 

J16'.teo 
~01 Janesville Ave. 
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538 
Phone: 920-568-5514 
Fa<: 920-558-5744 
email: sricnter@enar.co.com 
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.LEARNING ! II 
llJJ)'RESOURCES~ I E~~~~~~~~I 

September 4, 2009 

The '"1onorable Henry Waxman 
C'1airman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chaim.an 

House Energy and Comme~e Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building, 
Wasliington, DC 2051 S 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Hono~ab1e George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washingtoi'I, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Rar.kir.g Members: 

I am wr·!ting in regard to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the Hon. Inez 
Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Prod1.1ct Safety Commission (CPSC), is scheduled to 
testify on the implementatlon of the Consumer ?roduct Safe~y Improvement Ad (CPSIA). 

I am very disappointed that no small businesses impacted by the new law have been invited to share 
their experiences in test:mony before the Committee. The business community has been actively 
~a!lin;i for hearings since the passage ol the CPSIA because ct the draconian effects of the new law 
and our requests have dr ostically increased earlier this year when many unintendeO consequences 
became obvious for all to see. Our privately-owned business makes many educational products for 
schools and has an exemplary 25-year safety record because of our hard worK to assure high q~ality 
and compliance with law. The innumerable, onerous provisions of the CPSIA have had a devastat:ng 
impact on our ability to conduct business. We ore now forced to consider dropping many products in 
our lirie because of the direct cnnsequences of the CPS!A. This is a very regrettable situation as no 
one else is producing these kind!; of product that make a genuinl! positive impact in the schoollng cf 
our children and especially special need children. These issues must be explored by the Committee 
based on the testimony ol real companies suffering real pain. 

The problems causer;! by the law arc endless. At its core, the CPSIA overly !Jroad definition of 
"children's products" swept '" many products incapable of harming children from leao or phtha1ates. 
The CPSC 'tself has been hobbled by the CPSIA's strict rtew ru!es that prohibit risk assessment. The 
agency h<1s no flexibility to exerc.ise judgment and as a result, nave issued impractical guidance and 

380 N. Fairway Drive •Vernon Mills, IL 60061 

847.573.8400 • 800.7.22.3909 • fa• 847.573.8425 
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1.1n~vorkHule regol<ttions. In ciddition, the exemption process under the law is both very limited and 
very expensive. ·11le severe penatties under the law are not scaring companies into compliance -
they are shooing companies o:it or the market. Even the CPSC's own gu1di1nce to resale shops 
advises stores to consider the option to stop doing business in children's products. 

The decl: is stacked against small businesses under the CPSJA. Ironically, while crafters are left to 
punle over how to 'a~erte'lin" co-hort infomiation on their products, the new law awards a freebie to 
large businesses who seek to test their own products. I h11ve also seer. that the CPSC has given itself 
an award for the outstanding work it has done in implementing the CPSC. How can that be possible 
in light of the over .... helmlng evid<?nce to the contrary> 

l passionately believe that the perspective of businesses lil<e our company >s essential to a complete 
picture of the problems caused by the CPSIA ;md ils implementation. 

Thatnk you for ycur consideration of this important matter. 

Sincerely, 

Etienne J. Veber 
President/CEO 
Learning ResoLJrces & Ed1.1cational Insights 
380 N. Fa;rway Drive 
Verroon Hil!s, !ltinois 60061 
(847) 573-8422 
~er@learnjngresources.com 



Seole<nMr 8, 2009 

Tl\e Hon<>rable Henry Wa•man 
Chairman 

T!>e Hono•<>ble Bobby Rusti 
Subco<nmlttee Chslrman 

House Ener'.J)' and Commerce Committee 
2 •25 J!ayb~m Hou.e Offlc~ Building W•shing!on. DC 20515 

The Honorable Jee Barton 
Rankirg Mem~e~ 

The Hor.oratle George Radanovieh 
Sobc<>mm;11.., RM~;ng Member 

House Energv end Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn Ho"se Office 8udd1"g 
Wa$h•n910~. OC 20515 

Oear Cnalrmen and RMkiog Men•bers. 
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lam wri1io9 in regB>r~ !o the Committee hearing set for September 10. 2009 ill wtf1ch the Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, 
Chai1man of 1he U.S. Consum&r Product Safety Commissio., (CPSC). is seheduled to testify on :he implementation of 
the Consumer Produol Sa1oly lmprovemeM Acl (CPSIA). I am c>1111mely disappointed !hat no small businesses 
1mpw.ed by lhe ntv1 law hCMt beitn invj\edto share lhe:r expe1iences ;n testimony before the CQmmittee. You are 
:gnon"9 th& bUsk1ess segment most ad'll'&rseJy attectQd by Hu'1i leg;$lalion. t have children 3t horne, so f !(now the 
•a11.t• of produ<:t safeiy, bul I also lecl that the lawo lh>I were in place pre<lious to ti.. CPSIA did an ad:1>rable jol> 
proted:ng my kids The unOl.IEI press.vres. y~u tia11e pul on ma!'ly. rn.ainy sm~lf businesses wilt not make 1h4' prOducts 
we L1Se any safer, it wtrl tml~ put ffnaf\Qal strain on the 'hese (Ompame$ aOO fhe peoptt! tt.at work thete. I ask thar you 
racons:d•r your position ""d allow small c.ompanies lo regresent ttiemselves •f 1~e Sep!. 1 o neor<>g as ~rare Ille 
o~es niost devastated by Cfoiis fcgislaticn. Thank you for your r.onsic1eration of 1J\is ~mportant 1u;;it1e1. 

Sincerety, Eric~. To1f1.1mi 
Sr. OueQor - Maclc.etil"lg 
etoriJR"11@resmingresources.co1n 
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C:Ol'El'INICU$ TOTS 1012.C C>ru;d Avo 
Ch0tlotto>Yil• VA 22702 

September 4, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Commillee 
2125 Rayburn House Office BuildingWashington. DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 2051 S 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

T 900 AU 3950 
F 888 316 3282 
«1tesOc~p•tt\iC'11st-ayi.eoM 

I am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set tor September 10, 2009 in which 
the Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion (CPSC). is scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

I am both a small business owner and a parent, of course I want to know that the 
products intended for their use are safe; however, I am disappointed that the conse· 
quences for small businesses that CPSIA presents have not been addressed. This 
oversight of policy will affect the economy and limit consumer's choices. Small busi
ness owners should be invited to share their experiences before the Committee. 

My small family business makes science and education toys and activity kits. We 
work to assure high quality and compliance with law. However, the innumerable, on
erous provisions of the CPSIA have had a devastating impact on our ability lo con· 
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duct business. It is both expensive and confusing. We are concerned that we may 
be missing a crucial part of compliance and our customers worry that they don't un
derstand their part in the convoluted chain of responsible and prosecutable parties. 
We deal with many small specialty stores who support small businesses like ours 
and contribute greatly to their communities in this era of "big bo><" dominance. We 
may soon need to cease operations, furthering the dominance of a few large manu
facturers and limiting consumer choice. These issues need to be explored by the 
Committee based on the testimony of real companies suffering real pain. 

The confusion doesn't seem lo be limited to those trying to comply with the law. The 
overly broad definition of "children's products" swept in many products incapable of 
harming children from lead or phthalates. The CPSC itself has been hobbled by the 
CPSIA's strict new rules that prohibit risk assessment. The agency has no flexibility 
to exercise judgment and as a result, have issued impractical guidance and unwork
able regulations. 

These unworkable regulations will have untold ripple effects through the economy 
and society. CPSC's own guidance to resale shops advises stores to consider the 
option to stop doing business in children's products! As a parent of young children, 
this suggestion baffles and angers me. I and many of my peers rely on resale not 
only for economic reasons, but to keep toys and baby items that are generally used 
for a limited window of time out of landfills. This suggestion undercuts both economic 
and environmental concerns of many people. 

Small business has little chance to survive under this law. Ironically, we struggle to 
determine how to "ascertain" co-hort information on products and spend exorbitant 
amounts to test products, but the new law provides yet another advantage to large 
businesses: in-house testing. Again, both as a business owner and a consumer, this 
is outrageous! I strive to support small local businesses in all of my consumer life. I 
do not want to be left with only the options provided by big corporations-they do not 
support my values or provide me with the choices I want for myself and my children. 

I enjoy operating my own business and am deeply concerned and saddened by the 
possibility that I may need to end this phase of my working life because a law that 
should be protecting my children is unintentionally only protecting big business. I 
strongly believe that the perspective of business people and consumers like me is 
essential to a complete picture of the problems caused by the CPSIA and its imple
mentation. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter. 

Sincerely, 

Peggy Tobias 
Owner, Copernicus Toys 
sales@cope roicustoys,kQJil 
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DAIGGIR® 
A. DAIGGER & COMPANY, INC. 

Equipment oiwt Supplle~ for Technolo11r and ldvcallon · 

September 4. 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Cnairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Offi~ BuildingWashington. DC 20515 

The Honoreble Joe Barton 
Rankir.g Member 

Tile Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy arid Com~rce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Buildin9 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I a:n writing to you as a concerned Small Business owner and operator. In many respects, I feel 
!hat we are under appreciated, and ignored, by pollcy-makers in Washington. The Committee 
hearing set for September 10, 2009 illustrates this perfectly. The Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, 
Criairman of 111e U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), ls scheduled Ill testify on 
the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIAJ and that she is 
cu'.rentty the onfy witness scheduled. 

I find it hard to believe that no Small Businesses irr.pa::ted by the r.ew law have been in•1ited to 
share their experienoes in fe$limony before the Committee. The business community f':as been 
actively calling for hearings since u-.e passage of the CPSIA becaus& of lhe impact this new law 
has had on business This I§>'< is doing damaae to real people and real companies. every day. II 
is destroying livelihoods and creating administrative burdens for law·abiding companies with 
excellent safety records. These new costs p~event compani~ from investing in job-creating new 
products and new llnes. 

Why, I wonder to myself, will you not listen to Small Business on this? Why are we once again 
being shut out of the process? 

As you no doubt know by now. lhe problems caused by the law are myriad. The overty broad 
definition of "chlldren's products• swept ln many products :ncapable of harming children from lead 
o~ phthalates. The CPSC itself has been hobbled by the CPSIA's strict new rules tllat prohtl>il risk 
assessment Thafs just plain bad public pollcv. The agency has no flexibility to exercise 
judgment and as a result, have issued impractical guidance and unworkable regulations. In 
addi!ion, !he exemption process under the iaw is botn very limited and very expensive. 

The deck is stacked against Smail Bosiness under the new law. Ironically, While craftefs are left 
to pu?Zle over how to "ascertain" co-hort information on their products, the new law awards a 
freebie lo Large Businesses who seeK to test their own products. Small Businesses are shutting 
down. and cutting products {i.e. jobs) wtlile Large Business is permitted to test their own 

620 Lakeview Parkway • Vemon Hills, IL 60061 • Phone: 11147) 816·5060 • Fax: (847l 816-5051 
Emall: daigger@dalggef.oom Website: www.dalgger.com 
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products? II is ironic that toy recalls by Large Business was partially the impetus behind this law 
bei~g hastily passed in the first place and now tney are allowed to test themselves. 

I strongly believe that the perspective of businesses lika our company :s essential to a complete 
picture of tile problems caused by the CPSlA and its implementation. This law is a boomerang . 
and it is. sooner or !ater, going to heed straight back at your Committee. Take the lime to hear us 
out and perhaps you can avoid some of the damage being done in the real World 

Thank you for your consideration of this important matter. 

Very truly yoi!rs, 

~.4!':~ 
President 

2 
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polkadoi·patchboutique 
dressir~9 the spi:i1· of childhood 

Sep•. 4, ~009 

lb• llonor•ble Henry Waxman 
Ch.•irman 

l"h• r l·)flOU~I· 8ob~y Ru•h 
Subcctt:111,ttce Chainnan 

H'ous.e Er:ergy and Commerce Commir.ee 
217.5 R~~bum House Office Building W"'hingron, DC 10515 

The Ho~or~ble Joe aanoa 
Rcmk:ng Memhr 

The Hon<>•>bl~ George R•dano•ich 
Subcommiacr R.anki!I& Mcmhc1 

House J-Jierg)' .and Commerce Comrnitke 
lJ22A Raybum ll•use Offi<e Buiiding 
Wash':ig1on. DC 20515 

Dea:- Chairmen ond Ranking ~embers: 

J am wri~;r,g in :~s11onse t<> the n~tfoe :hat there is a Comm•nee hea;·in~ scheduled on Sept. 10. 2009. with only one witness on the 
~ocK.~ to tcst1fy. lllez. Tencnbl\um. I tim ''e-1) angry that tl.1~ hearinl: wUJ n<)t have any tcs.timany fro~n ~maU businesses directly 
affc"led by the CPStA l:w". 1 am ''Cry disappoinred that not one voice wilt be htard from the thol!~aods of small bu.i:ine~ses wllo ~ave 
alrtad~ oloso<l lheir doors and who will be forc•d «>close if1he Committee •nd !ho Cl'SC doesn't consid<r lhc rtal impa<I ~f CPSIA 
on smaU busincsM"s. T~is is un~c~ptable 

Ou!' busir.e-sses community ha~ been n:q;uc$ling hearings since this ~aw was p~sed i)vc;r a )'t:!~r ago to find rb:.c;:e heuings (;hc:-dulcJ, 
oostpone<I. and cance;led over e.nd ove~ a~ain. Ic i~ essential that rhe Comrr.itt~e hear t!Je reality o( l.11is p<>orrr wrinen taw on 
chUdten ·~ pr<><!uct indu$tC}' from man•1taclurers, retailers, and res~l!ers who arc struggt:n~ ,o comply with the 1aw bn: a,so hi.vc been 
l'~<.11.1c:-sdng risk hase-11 as~ess>nents ford~Hdren·s prnduc.t~. 

\.1)' stcrc represents O\'tr 80 smalJ busfncsses who win be forted to dose their doors. on-~& th~ CJ>SIA S~)' ls lifted ;n February arid 
canni:>t tff'ord to have thet1 hand rnade prod'Jtt& tested. We f:avc already rost a handfuJ cf suppliC?Ts v.·h~ cannot modrfy rheir b1.1sincss 
modeJ to accept the costs and tim<" im·ot ... ed wi!h rhe rracldng label pro,·jsion of •he law. This includes h.\nd knit baby sweaters. felted 
\\'OC>l h3:CS, and other produc1s made from the ~xemp1ed product list. T~cne pcrfc1;1Jy safe prod•.1,t& Are now off 1h1: market and th.csc 
~maU bu~ines.s.es a:e no longe:- able to l~g~Uy sell their products simph· due to confusion and la<:k of instn;ction for imple-mcntahon or 
the :-eguratior.s. Jn addllion, lh.! recient an~~unc1;>mcnt rl~t M!'n.el now hu au1hod:y to regulate 1h.cir o~n produces an.::: has l'ecei"'·ed 
e~empuon from the stringent teg~la,ions of the law is ~) .. Otld frnsrradng tbf marry Jaw abiding businesses. 

J ~IJ<.ngly feel the Con:.m~~~ee needs 10 hear ftom •.;uices beyond 'he :cprcscntation of •'1e CPSC and Jis1cn to the cons.umers. 
ma:iufac~ul'eTS, and re!lellers who can speak t-J how the implementation and reali()' of CPSIA has alread}' c.fosed businesses and wiU 
~onlinv~ to ~ev~state the US t:co~orny mote than removing ;i few products off rhe shelf. 

M.arianne ~iu;len 
(M·ner. Polkadot Patrli Bouclquc 
ma!'j,lnne1'ilJ?C>lkatiiltnatC~_J'Om 
~02-476-40:2 
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Tel (800) 682-1665 
(609) 397-6300 

Fax (609) 397-6302 
info@getreadykids.com 

Get Ready, Inc. ________ . _____ _ 
1432 Route 179, #C3 
Lambertville. NJ 08530 

September 4, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I learned today that the Committee has set a hearing on the CPSIA for 
September 10, 2009, in which the only witness scheduled to testify is CPSC 
Chairman Tenenbaum. 

Chairman Tenenbaum's testimony is certainly very important for you to 
hear. However, CPSIA's far reaching implications for the ousiness 
community dictate that other testimony must also be heard. 

Manufacturers, importers, retailers, distributors, and consumers (including 
schools, libraries, churches, etc.) of children's products are struggling to 
comply with this law while realizing little, if anything, in the way of improved 
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product safety. Among the affected groups, small business is arguably the 
most severely impacted. 

Small businesses have a vital stake in ensuring that children's products are 
safe and appropriate, and also fill important niches in the market by 
providing innovative, educational and functional products for children which 
would not otherwise be available. Many of these products do not fend 
themselves to mass markets or mass production on a scale that is even 
remotely possible under the scenario imposed by CPSIA. 

However well-intentioned the CPSIA act was when passed, the unintended 
consequences and problems implementing the act are, by now, well 
documented. Many issues with the law need to be addressed both for the 
sake of the small business community and also in the interest of children, 
who stand to lose access to products that meet their educational, physical 
and special needs. 

Testimony of small business is essential to your hearing. I am writing to 
request that you invite small business testimony which has been offered to 
the committee. 

Sincerely, 

John Haug 
General Manager 
john@getreadykids.com 
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~t~tow Scientiflc"ttc 

9J4/20C9 

The Honorable HenryWa~ma11 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcomrr.itloc Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office 8uildingWashen9ton. DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy end Commerce CommiHee 
2322A Rayburn House Offloe Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

It has been brought to my attention lhat a Committee hearing has been set for September 10, 2009 
concerning 1t1e implemeolalion of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act {CPSIA). It has elso 
been brought IO my atten~on !hat ONLY one witness, Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, will be called to di!ICUS~ 
CPSIA. 

I find ii difflcult to ur><Jersland hovi the business comrnuriities impacted by this law will nol be given the 
oppo<tunify to share their concerns wilh this Commlltee. 

The provisions of lhis law are far reaching and impact prodll'Cts incapable of harming ch~dren from lead or 
phlhalalas. In addition, passing of this faw w~I give an 11nlair advantage to larger companies wl!o have 
the means to absorb these excessive costs driven by lhe exemption procedures. 

Without ltie lestimooy of smaM businesses impacted by !his law, hoW d~s !his committee expect to arrive 
at a fair decision? The spiril of this law is IO protect individuals from \hings which can bring harm, 
hOWBver tne law is now writl4NJ In a way Illa! impacts those things which brfng 110 harm ... how is this fai•? 

W~houl the perspective of small businesses you will never er1ive at a complete picture of the problems 
caused by the CPSIA and its implementation. Wllhout a complete picture you wili never arriVe ate fair 
and equitable decision. Please include sma;1 business representation in your commillee hearings. Thank 

for your considerallon of \his important matter. 

··::)~ 
J~mie evin 
M r lin9 Manager 
J n@lleatsci.com 



September 4, 2009 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 I 5 
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~The Honorable Henry Waxman The Honorable Bobby R;;h-----·--··· .l 
) Chaim1an ________________ s_u_b_co_m_m_it~~e_<?ha~ma~----------1 
!. The Honorable Joe Barton The Honorable George Radanovich 1 

! Ranking Me_m_b_e_r ______ ·----~S~bcommittce RMki~g_lv_fe_n_1_b_er ____ J 
Re: Fonnat of the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 
Hearing, "Consumer Product Safety Commission Oversight: Current Issues and a Vision 
for the Future", scheduled for Thursday, September 10 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

We are writing in regard to the subcommittee hearing set for September JO, 2009, the first 
Commerce Committee hearing on consumer product safety since the CPSIA was passed 
over a year ago. We are very disappointed to le11rn that the committee will not be taking 
chis opportunity to hear from any small businesses affected by the CPSIA. Indeed, we 
have learned :hat CPSC Chair Tenenbaum will be the only person invited to testify. 

While we have full faith in the abilities of Ms. Tenenbaum and believe she is working to 
apply common sense interpretations to the CPSIA, we do not believe that the she can 
represent the full scope of the CPSIA's impact on res.ponsible American small businesses. 
Nor do we believe that the unintended consequences of the CPSIA can be solved through 
the CPSC's rulemaking. A technical correction is required, and we would like the 
opportunil)' to tell your committee why. 

Our businesses have been burdened by a law designed to fix a problem created by 
irresponsible multi-national corporations such as Mattel. The small manufacturers, craftcrs, 
and retailers represented by our alliance have impeccable safety records, yet we are 
burdened by excessive compliance costs while Mattel has once again bec:i trusted to police 
itself. 

Now is the time for Congress to hear the voices of small businesses. Now is the time to 
show chat laws can be written for the common good, not just for the interests of large, wdl
connected corporations such as Mattel. Now is the time to invite small businesses, 
including a representative of our alliance, to speak truth to Congress about bow 1he CPSIA 
is devastating our businesses and our livelihoods. 
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As parents, consumers and small l>usiness owne1s, we all believe that children's products 
should be free of toxins and safe for our children. We are in business due to our sincere 
desire lo put forth quality products. Unfonunately, the CPSIA has made this endeavor 
much more difficult than it should be. 

Please, help \ls fix the CPSIA. Help us continue to provide unique clothes and p!aythings 
for America's children. Please, invite us to testify. 

Respectfully, 

llle Handmade Toy Alliance 

Contact information and a listing ofall 382 business members of the Handmade Toy 
Alliance is available at http://www,handmai:letoyalliance.org/members-of-the-handmadc
toy-alliance 

Sincerely, 

The Handmade Toy Alliance 
savehondm;idetovsltilgmajl.com 
www.handmac!etoyalliar.ce.org. 

Board members: 

Cecilia Leibovitz, Craftsbury Kids, VT 
Jill Chuckas, Crafty Baby, CT 
Jolie Fay, Skiping Hippos, OR 
Rob Wilson, Challenge & Fun, MA 
Kate Glynn, A Child's Garden, MA 

Dan Marshall, Peapods Natural Toys, MN 
Mary Newell, Terrapin Toys, OR 
Heather Flottmann, Lilliputians, NY 
John Greco, Greco Woodcrafting, NJ 
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WIN MARK 
September 4. 2009 

T!ie Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chttirrnan 

Th~ Honorabl~ Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

I-louse Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn Ho1.1se Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 I 5 

The Ho;iorable JC>e Ba11cm 
Ranking Member 

The Hortotable George Radar:ovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

Mo1.1se Energy and Commerce Commhtce 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 205 IS 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Member~; 

I am wril ing in regard 10 !he Commiltee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the Ho11. Inez 
Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), is scheduled to 
testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

I am highly disappointed that no small busine!iSes impacted by the new h1w have been invited to share 
their experiences in testimony before the Committee. The business community has been actively 
calling for hearings since the passage of the CPSIA becaus~ of the draconian effects of the new law. l 
am speaking on behalf of over 500 franchise business owners who own resale businesses - Once Upon 
.'\.Child® and Play II Again Spons@. 

The problems caused by the law are myriad. The overly broad definition of"children's products" 
swept in many products incapable ofhanning ~hildren from lead or phthalates. The CPSC has no 
flexibility 10 exercise judgment and as a result.. have issued highly impractical guidelines. The CPSC 
has stated that resale stores such as ours, as well as Goodwill, the Salvation Army, ARC, Church 
organiza1ions, Garage se tiers & consignment stores are nut required to test products, but we are I iable 
if those products with banned suhstances are sold. The CPSC has attempted to provide more detailed 
guidance, of which, infonns resale stores not to sell items such a jeans that ha\'C zippers or snaps. 
They are simply advising resale stores to consid~r no longer doing business in children· s products. 

THC W1N'-"11RK FAMILY OF BRANDS - Music Go Rcu'ld •Once Upoo A Ciit~ • P!•lo's Closet• Play I: l'.Aain Spottt 
Winmark CapJt:a'• Cc~ration • W~nm3rk Bt.1t.tRHS So 1.ttioos • Winh 8us1ne~$ Credit 

605 tlognway 16ij Nott~. Suit" 400. Minr.Qi~oti$, "'1N 55•4' 
PMne 7631~20-6500 ,, .. , 7G315~·~410 

www l¥111tnarkCofpo1a!ioo.corn 
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WIN MARK 
Last year alone, our brands serviced over 7 million parents. These parents are thrilled that they have a 
value .. oriented business to turn to in this turbulent economy, but are very confused as to whal is safe 
for their children to play with - or even wear. 

I strongly believe that the perspective of businesses like our company is essenlial 10 a complete picture 
of the problems caused by the CPSIA ilnd i1s implementation. Thank you for your consideration of 
this impor1anr matter. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Baustian 
Director, Ollce Upon A Child 

THE WINMARK FAMILY OF BRANDS· Mu.ieGo <loun<I •Once Upon A c~;1d •Plato's Closet• Play11A~a'n Sporrs 
\o\'inmatk Capna• Corporaiion • Wi11mark Buitnes.~ Sol1.1tions • Wittn Business Credit 

60~ thgnwa~ 169 North, Su;t• •00. M;n.eapolis, MN 55441 
P~one· 7631520·5500 fax: 763i52.0·8410 

WW\'f wrnmar1(.corpora:~o:oi com 



Scptember4, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

Th& Honorable Bobby Rush 
Svboommitlee Chairmen 

House Eriergy and Commerce Commlltee 
2125 Ray::>um House Office BuilCling 
W&shington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Suooommi:tee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Comm!ttee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 
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I am writing about Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the Ho11. Inez Tenenbaum, 
Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC}, Is scheduled to testify i:m the 
implementation of :he Com;vmer Pro<1uct Safely Improvement Act (CPSIAJ. 

I am disappo;nted !hat no smell busil'eeses impacted oy the new law have been invited to share their 
experiences in testimony before the Committee. t: is impossible !or small businesses to understand the 
'.1!9ulations because they seem to change daily. In the iast 10 months. CPSC tias e-mailed me 103 
r:iessages on CPSIA regulati0!1s. The most recent message contains 6 updates in 18 pages. To describe 
CPSIA as overwhelming is a huge understatement. While tl'le regulations become more fine tuned and 
complex, i: is root obvious llow many ol the recommended proudure6 and trackirtg mechanisms will reduce 
injury or death to children. What is clear is that col";>liance is very ex;Jenslve for small businesses. 

In the Sctiool Supplies industry, we have provid@d safe products for children's classrooms for decades. 
Many ol us are former tcaclieB who started businesses to make a differance in the classroom Child safety 
;md development are paramount to us. lt would be especially insighlfvl for thP. Committee to Mar from Rick 
Woldenberg lrom Learning Resources. Rick has beer'I followin;r CPSIA legislation for over a year and can 
clearly explain the unfair burdens tile legislation places on small b11£inesses. Please l)pen the September 
10, 2009 Committee meeting to all the stakeholders. 

/{.~ 

2745 Rebecca lane, Orange City. FL 32763 • 3S6·774-881S • 38G-774-9220 (Fax)• OHier Sales: 1-800·260-1353 

www.creatNecatalo~.com • Email: ~ata~gs.@creetivecatatogs.com • ~~!'Jlf www.edumaTt.com 
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neon-Ria; 
~(/) Mokln9 life o ~(C.\. 
V brighter experience! , ..... 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

ram writing in regard lo lhe Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the Horiorable 
Inez Tenenbaum. Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Producl Safety Commission (CPSC), is 
scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safely Improvement Act 
(CPSIA}. 

Our family business makes educalion<1I products for schools and has an exemplary 10-year safety 
record beCiluse of our hard work to assure high quality and compliance with law. The provisions of 
the CPSIA have had a devastatirig impact on our ability to oonduct business. These issues need to 
be explored by the Committee based on the testimony of real companies suffering real pain. I am 
very disappointed that no small businesses impacted by the new law have be-en invited to share 
their experiences in testimony before the Committee. The business community has been actively 
calling for h<!arings since the passage of the CPSIA. 

The problems caused by the law are myriad. The overly broad definition of "children's products" 
swept in many products incapable of l'larming children from lead or phthalates. The CPSC i:self has 
been hobbled by lhe CPSIA's strict new rules thal prohlbil risk assessment. The agency has no 
flexibility lo exercise judgment and as a result, have issued impraclical guidance and unworkable 
regulations. In addition, the exemption process under lhe law is both very limited and very 
expensive. 

The severe penalties under the law are not scaring companies ir.lo compliance - they are shooing 
companies out of the market. Even the CPSC's own guidance to resale shops advises stores to 
consider the option to stop doing business in children's products. 

The deck is stacked against small business under the new law. Ironically, while crafters are left to 
puzzle over how to •ascertain" co-hort infomation on their products. the new law awards a freebie to 
large businesses who seek to test 1heir own products. 

I strongly believe that the perspective of tusinesses like our company is essential lo ii complete 
picture of the problems caused by ttie CPSIA and its implementation. Thank you for your 
consideration of this important mailer. 

Sincerely. 

Lana Sheets 
Lana Sheets 

eeacoo Ridge. 20951 Baker Road, Gays Mills WI 54631 
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Dear Chairmen and Kanking Members: I am writing about the Committee hearing set for September 10, 

2009. 
ihe Hon. Inez Tenenb<tum, Chairmari of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), is 
scheduled 10 testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (Cl'SIA). 

I am very confused about why we {small business owners) have riot been <1Uowed to express the dilmage 
being inflicted Dn us by this new law. 1t is 1mfathomable that we a<e not being allowed to present our 
side of this issuE'. 

We have tontinually requested a venue to present the hardships that have been generated lrom the 

poorly thought out implementation of the CPSIA ruling. We have NOT been heard, nor addressed. Jn 
fact. it's been 11 months and this is the 1st hearing. 
The effects of this law hvs caused severe financii11 problems in my sm<1ll business. I have been forced to 

file personal bankruptcy because I nn't ilfford the "testing" and lost a very large contract for our 
elementary science kits. These arc e>Cpressly designed to be used with a pi!rent present, yet there is oo 
exemption for such items. 

Your commitlee needs to hear the people being hurt by this law. My products have no lead and are not 
going to be eaten by ii 3rd gri!der! You have been overly bfoad in your assesment of risks. 
You can't scare people into compliance with the penalties. The result will be no market choice. 

because sm<1rl business('s will stop marketing their products due 10 the high cost of testing. 

Thank you for your attention to this. 

Sincerely. 
Teresa Wirtz, 
Small Business Owner 
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. . . 
B;.lght Produt:'t-_11 '"' 6nyhc Mind,.~ 

September 4, 2609 

I -· !• 

I ar.t '.·•riti:"g to you with grave (Cn!.ern over t.hc finJncial stability crf my company and, more 
i"poruntly, my indu•try and the tens of thn•sands of 1n<li•id~als •"Ploy•d 1" ~he loy Industry. 
W• exp•ct •b<>ut holf of the TDy Industry will either stop doini: !>usin•ss or will reduce the number 
of employees ("'e've already had to !ay off two <>•.ployees). I his dr,.tic measure is the direct 
result of currer>t legislation and the ill (a:be1t - un!•ttended cO<lsequences) affects fYf the 
Consumer Prcduct Safety Inprov~ment Act (CPS!A). l"ve copied,, below,, ~ let tor from a trus.ted 
colleague. I believe it is selt explanatory and accurately .-eflects my <0111pany's npiflion .. , 

r .,., writing in •egard to the Committee ~••rtng set for Septe,.l>er 1~. 2009 in which the Hon. Inez 
Tenenbaum, Chair01an of the IJ.S. Consunicr Product Safety comm.iH1o" (CPSC), 1s schedJled to tostify 
o" tl>e i"'.>leoie,totion of the Consumer Product Safoty Improve,.&nt Act (CP~1A). 

I aot very disappointe~ that no sm~.\l buslnesses illtilacud by the new law have t~en io•lted 
to share thetr experiences in testir.ior.y befor£1 the Committ~e. The husiness community ha~ 
~eon activoly calling for ~oarings since tho passage of the CPSlA bec<>use of the dra<ontan 
effect• of the new law. O.:· fa,.1ly business ma~es educat1oMl products for schools and ~as 
an exemplacy 25-yea<' safety record because of our l>ard war~ to assure high quality on~ 
com;:il !ance with law. Yet thi:' innw11erableJ onerou$ provisions of- the CPS IA have !'lad a 
o"vastating i11pact on our ability to conduct business. These issues need to be explored by 
the Comittee ~ased on the te~timony of real co,.pani•s •uHerin& real pain. 

The problems caused by the law are Myrlad. The overly broad defin.1tion of "children'• 
products''" swept in many ~roducts iflcapable of harming children frO«I lead O•' phthalates. rt'le 
CP$C itself has been hobl>led t>y the CPSlA' b strict new rules t~3t prohibit risk assoss111ent, 
The agenty ·i•s no flex1bili.ty 'to exercise j~dgment and as a rewlt, have issued impractical 
g1.1idanct &nd unworkable regulations. In addition, the exemption pf'oco~s under the law is 
both very limited and very expensive. 

The severe per1alties u11der the law are not staring compa:nies into tcmipU.anc~ - they "re 
shooir.g c~1>par.ies out of the m,1rket. Even the CPSC's own guidance to resale s~ops advhes 
sto,.es to ccnsider the option tc sto.P doing busiue~s in childrPll's prodvcts. 

The dec.k js stac.ked a:gairist small busif1~ss '-ln~er the new law. Ironically, while crafters 
a("e left to puzzle ov~r l'Jow to "a~certa1n" co-hcrt information on their products., the new 
Ja"' aw~rds ~ fre~bi~ to lar"ge busincssf!~ ~i:io see~ to test thejr own pl"'oducts. 

I strongly believe that tho perspective or t>us1ness•s like our co01paoy h essential to a 
com~lote picture of the prot>lems caused by the CPSlA and its i10ple10entation. Thank you for 
your considerai:ion of tl1is i"portant matter. 

Sinct-rely, 

.-C;;;;/-P':._-:-
:'Jl~o Plut1, Pres;<Jenl 

29-00 Glades Circle, Suite D50 • Wesmn. Fl. 33327 • [954) 659. 1784 • Fax: (954) 327.9989 
Visit our websire al: www .brightproducrs.com 
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Bright: PrudlJC:t:& ,.,,.Bright. Minrl9,. 

Soptembe~ 4, 2009 

Thi! tio~orable Henry Waxman Chairmaf"I 

I -· I• 

I a<0 writing to you with grave concern over the financial stabili1y o-f iny company and, more 
Importantly, roy iridustry and tt.e tens ()f thousands of in<lividuals e;ioployed in the roy Industry. 
W~ expect about half of the Toy Industry will either stop doing t>~sin•ss or will reduce the nuR1ber 
o• employees {"e've already had to hy off two e"ployees}. This drastic 111easure is the direct 
"esult of current legislation an::l the ill (albeit • unintended ccnsequcnces) affecB of the 
Consumer PT'oduct Safety Improvem<!:.t Ac:t (tPStA). I'v~ copied, below, ai letter fro11 a trusted 
colleague. : believe it is self explanatory and accurately reflects my company's opfoion ... 

l 011 writing jn regard t<> the Committee hearing set for September 18, 2009 in which th• Hon. Inez 
Tenenbaum, Cnairman of the U.5. consumer Product 5afety co..,,ission {CPSC), is sc~eduled to testify 
on the i91plementation of the Consumer Product $<1fP.ty Improvell'lent Act {CPSlt..). 

I am very disappointed that M small businesses i"'pact•d by the oe'N Jaw ~••• bee~ invited 
to share their experiencos in testimony before the Committee. The business CO'llmunity has. 
been actively calltr.g fe>r hearings since th passage of the CPSIA because of tM draconian 
effHts of tite new law. Our hmily business JPakes educational products for sche>ols &nd has 
an exemplary zs .. year safety record tieca!.Js.e o-t !lur hard work to assure high quality afld 
compliance with law. Viet the innumerable, onerous. provislons. of ::tio CPSlA have had a 
cevasuting i"p•r.t on our ability to conduct business. These issues nee<i to be explored ~y 
the Com.,ittee based on the ~estimo~y of real coll!l)anfos s .. ttering real pain. 

The proble111s caused by th• law are "'Yriad. The overly broad definltioo of "children's 
products" swept in "any pro<!ucts incapabl(! <>f har.,ing c~ildren from lead or phthalates. The 
C.PSC itself i>as been hobbled by the CPS!A' s strict new rules that prohibit risk asseHment. 
The agency has no flexibility to exercise j~dg'1er.t a11d as a t'esult, ha•e issued Impractical 
guidance alld unworkable ~egulations. In adoitioo, t~e exemption pro~es$ under the law is 
hath very li•·itecl and very expensive. 

lhe ~evere penalties u:idef"' the law aire not scaring companies into co~i:ili.anc~ - they are 
sh~oirig <001oanies out. of ttie market. Even thP CPSC"s. cx-m euida11ce to resale shops .advises. 
Storts to consid.e,. 111~ option to stop doing busiflc~s in children's produ<ts:. 

T~" d~ck is stacked against s11all business under the new l;ow. Ironic~lly, whil~ crafters 
are left to puzzle ov~r how to ''ascertairr ... co .. flort informaticn on theif' products, the rew 
law a«ards • freebie tr.> large businesses who see~ to r.es~ their own products. 

r strongly believe that t~e perspectlve <>f businesses like our t""P.ony is essentlal to ~ 
coniplete pkture of the probl.,ins caused by th<> CPSIA ancl its imp!PM~ntatiM. Thank you fur 
your ccnsi<ferat io~ of this impr.>rtant maner. 

Sincerely. 

~,.---~:-:·~--.~~·:~~ 
I ulio Plutt. Pr~•idcnt 

2900 Glades Circle, Suite 13$0 • Wescon, FL 33327 • (954) 659.1784 • Fa.x: (954) 327.9989 
Visit our websile at: www.brighlpn>d~cls.com 
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' . 
Bf'#Jhf. 'Pn:ldur::r.'!11 -Bright Mind•., 

September 4, 200~ 

The HOODrable sobby •us!l Subcommittee Chairman 

I -· !• 

I air. writing to you with grave concern over the fin.sincial stat>ility of my contpaA)' and, "'ore 
loiportantly, "'Y industry and the tens of tno~sands of individuals e11ployed in the Toy Industry. 
we e•pttt •!>out half of the Toy Industry will either stop dolo>g bvslness oc wtll reduce the numb•r 
Df e1>ployees (we've already had to lay off two ""'Ployees). This drastic measure is the direct 
rosul't of rurrent leg1sht1on and the ill (•lbeH - unintended consequences) affects of t~e 
Consu11 .. r Product Safety f10provement Act (CPSTA). r've copied, below, a letter frOOI a trusted 
colle>gue. I believe it is sdf e~plaroatory and accurately !'€fleets wry co"f)any's o~ioion ... 

I alll 1111r1ting in regard to the Co11111ittee hearipg set' for September 10, 2909 il"I whit~ the J.fo<1. 1Ret 
Te.,eobaUI', Chairman of the U.S. Consu01er Product Safety (011mission (CPSC), is sche(ule<I to cestifV 
oo the ;,.plementat1on of lhr Consumer l'roduct $af<>ty l~provement Act (CPSIAJ. 

I am vory disappoioted t~at no s..all businesses impacted by tile new law ha.e been i•vited 
to Sha"• their experiencos in tosti01ony before the Committee. The business COlllOlunlty has 
been actively calling for hearings sine• the passage Df the CPSIA because Gf t~e draconi•n 
effects of the ne·• law. Our family business 10ak•• edutatior.al products for schools and has 
•• exe01~hry 25-year safety recor•d bec~use of our hard lYork to assure ~ign quality on~ 
cc"'P:iance with i .... Vet the innu'1erable, or.erous pr¢vislons of the CPSlA ha.e had a 
C:evetstating imc~ct on our ability to co11duct busiJless. These issue~ ne~d to be ~x.pl<:r~d by 
the Con111ittee ba$e-;l on tile t~stitiony of raal co11panie$ suffering r~al p.ain. 

T~e problems caused by the Jaw are "'Yriad. TM overly br<>ad definition of "children'' 
products" swept ir. many products incapable of harlft1ng c~Udren fr0"1 lead or phth•lates. The 
CPSC itself has been h~bbl~d by the CPSIA's strict new rules tha't prohibit risk a5ses~,.ent. 
'fhe agency llas no flexibility to exercise judement and as a re~ult, hav~ issved impl"',actical 
guidance and unworkable re,eulati~~s.. !n addition, th!! exemption process u11d~r t'1e la"' h 
bo-::h very limited and very ~xpensive. 

The sev1?re peoalties. under th~ law ar-e not scal"ing (O(llparties in~o c.or.:plian<e ·- they are 
$hooing compani~s out o'f th4? 111.arkst. fv~n t~e CPSCJ s own g\.lidat"lce to resale sheps advi !.es 
storl?s to cons..idt'r the option to s.top doing bvsine$s in children's prodvcts. 

The ~.,~ is stacked against S01all business under th~ new la ... Ironically, wllile crafters 
ar~ left to puzzle ov~r ho"' to "a~tert.ai11" co-taort infonaa>tion o~ their proouct~, thE' n~w 
la"' a•vards ~ freebie to large b•siness•s who seek to test their own pr<>d•cts. 

I strongly believe that tlle t)erspettive of bu~inesses like ovr tompany is Bsenti•l t() a 
(OMplet<> picture of the prob!e01s caused by the CP~TA and its imple1>eotacion. Tnank you for 
your cons.idE:>ration of this iml'.'ortant matter. 

Si~cerely, 

·.'_ . .::_.:~~;~.L;/~·.:;.~:;:: 
J•li~ Plut:, Pmident 

2900 Glade$ Circle, Suite USO • Weston, Fl. 33327 • (954) 6S9.17S4 • Fax: (9$4) 327.998? 
Vis!t our website at: www.brightproducts.<orn 
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Septe11>ber 4, 2909 

~ou•<1 £nugy and co-rte c:i,.,,.ittee 
n25 Raybu"n Ho11se Office BuildingWashington, DC 2951S 

I .... !• 

I am writing 1:0 you with grave concern ewer the financial stability of my C010peny and, more 
importarotly, my industry an6 the tens of thousands of ind.::vi<!uals ""'?loyed in t!Te Toy In<lustry. 
''" expect about halt of the Toy Industry will either stop doi"g business or will reduce tlle 11umber 
<Jf en1p1oyees (we've alre~cly had te> lay of1 two employees). This drastic measure is tfle direct 
re•ult of rnr•-ent legislatio1\ an<I tl>e ill (albeit - unintended consequences) affects ot the 
Ccnsumer Product Safety I111provernent Act (CPSIA). I've copied, belD,., a letter from a trusted 
colleag11e. t believe it ls self explanatory and '11ccur~tely reflects my co111pony's opinion ... 

I am wri.Ung in "egard tc the COIT,.ittea hearing s .. t fer Se"te111ber 10, 2009 in which tha Hon. inez 
Tener.bau.,, Chairioan of t~e U.S. Consu .. ~r Proavct Safety CO•d01Hion (CPS(), is scheduled to testify 
en the illlplementatfon of the Ce>nsu'1ler Product Safety rmprovem.,nt A<t (CPS IA). 

: am very di~•ppointecl that no slftoll businesses 1mpacte~ oy the new law h•v• been invited 
to share their expori<?nces io t~sti,.ony Defore the Colllmittee. The business co ... un1ty has 
be•n acthely calling for haoriogs -<i.nce the passage of 1:he CPSlA because of the dr,.conian 
effects of the n"" law. Ou~ fa,,.lly business o>&kes eclucational proo~c ts for schools "d ~a; 
an exemplary 2S·yc-ar s.afl:'ty record because of out" hard work to as.sure high quality and 
coftlpl!ance with Jaw, Ye1: the innumerable, onerous provhions of the CPSIA have had a 
devastating impact on cur •biUty to condoct buHnEss. These issues need to be explored by 
tht Committee based Qn the testimony of real companies !.uffering real pain. 

r1>e pro,lems (aused by tl>e la• "'" "Yriad. rhe over Iv bruad definition of "children's 
products" swept in many products incapahle of f'.arming c.hildren from li?ad or phtnal.Jtes. The 
CP~C itself has been nob~led by the CPStA.'s strj" ne-" rules th•t praMbit •isk assoHment. 
The •gency ~as no fle•!biltty to exercise judg111ent and ~s •result, have issued 1~.pra(tical 
guidance and unwo ... kable regt.llations. In actdition,, the exemptJ011 process ul'ldtr the law is 
b:::ith very lirnited and very Dxp1;.m"S.ivo. 

Tf'e severe pcmaltiq~ under ttie l~w Are not scaring compa:nies into compliance ... they are 
~t'iooing companies out of the market. Even tho CPSC' s own ~uidanc-0 to r~sale shop!'. advises 
r.tore!. to consider the option to :~top doir,g busine$S in childr<?'n"s products.. 

Th() deck is <tacked against scnall b~siness un<le' the ~ew law. Irunicolly, while crafters 
ar<' lE'ft to puzzle ~ve,.. hew to •'ascertain.., co-hort informatio" on their products, the ner,..• 
law awards a frttebie to la":""ge busines.se~ who s.ee'< to tes-:: their O'-;n products. 

I strongly bolievo tt>at the P"'~pective of businesses like our co11pany !s essential to a 
c.oOJplete picture of the l><'~blems caused by the CPSJA and its implementation. Tha'>k yau for 
)'Cur cunsidera'tion of this i~portant matter. 

Sintcrelv, 

-:·_,f;_-;:µ~.:;;-~ 
Juh~ PJun, President 

2900 GladcsCircl•, Suiie 1350 •Weston, Fl.. 33327 • (954)659.1784 • l'ax:(9S4)327.9989 
Visit our we~~ite at: www,brightproducts.com 
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Brighi: PrDductf>; ,,.. 6rl9ht Mind"1.,, 

Sc-ptemb~ .. 4_, 2009 

T~e ~onor~bJe Joe Borton RanKing .. .e.,ber 

I -· 1. 

l am writing to you with grave concGrn c'Jer tho financial stability of my compol4l~· and, more 
t"'portantly, my indu~try and the tens of thousaMs of indiv.iduals ""'Ployed jn the Toy tnoustry. 
We o<pe<t about half of ttie Toy Industry will eith.r stop doing busine>s or wiU reduce tne nu01ber 
of employee> (w've already had to lay off two e0>ployees). Thh drastic 111easur& is the direct 
result of current legislation and the ill (albeit • unint•nded consequences) affects of tne 
Consu11et ?"oduct ~afety Impro,ement Act (CPSIA). r've copied, bel<>w, a l"tter from a truned 
cclltague. I believe it is seH e,.,;plaoatory and .ic<ur3tely reflrcts my c-olftpctoy•s opinion, .. 

l am w•iting in rega•~ to the C°"'rnitt<>e hearing set for September 10, 2009 In ·•hi<I> the Hon. Inez 
TMenb$um, Chairntan nf the U.S. Co•su,,,er rroduct Safety C°"""ission (CPSC), is sched~led to testif)' 
oo the i,.plementation of the Consumer Product Safety Itoprovo10ent Act (CPSIA). 

! ""' very d>sappcinted that no s••all ouslnesses impacted by the """ law ha•c been i•vited 
to snare their e~periences 1n testiR1<1ny before the Co..,ittee. The busloess community has 
tite:i activ@ly calling for hearings sinta the pass1ge of the CPSIA beC'ausc- of the c:!r-aconjan 
effects of the new law. Dur far>lly business makes educational product~ fcf' sctiools and tias 
an exemplary 25·year safety record because of our hard worl( to •ss~re high quallty and 
ro011>li•~ce wit~ hw. Vet the i110u,.erable, ~nerous 0rovls1ons of tile CPSlll have had a 
d~vastating impact on our ab1 lity to c::induct business. lhese issues need to be explored by 
the CDll'l:nittee ?ascd en tht testintony of real c.om.panies suffering rP.al pain. 

The proble11s caused by the la>t are ,.yriad. The cverly broad defi~ition of "children's 
products'' swept in rrtanl' prod.1cts incapable o-f. har11ing childr~n irom lead or phthalate$. fh() 
CPSC itself has been hobbled by the CPSIA's strict""'' rules that prohil>lt !'isl< •Ssessr.io;ot. 
The agency has nc flexihility to e<erdse judg1oent and as • resul:, flave issued lnopractical 
guioan<.e alld un1vor1<.able ree~lations. In addition, the exem1>t1on prcoces. unocr the la" is 
botto very li11ited •nd very expMSi'le. 

The sever• penalties under the la~ are not scaring cO<llpanles into cOlllpliance - they are 
shooing CO"lpanies out cf the R>arket. Even the CPSC's ·own guloance to resale shops 2d•ises 
s.'tol"'e$ to r.onsidE?r th~ optlor1 to stop aoing business in ch.!:ldren"s pr-oducts. 

•he deck is stacked •e,al.nst small business under the ""' Ia ... Ironically, \oo'hile crafte<'s 
al"'e le-ft to putzle over ho~· to .. 'ascertainn ~o·hort information on their prod'tJCts, the neftl 
l&w awC1rds a freE-bie to 1zrge b1.Js.ine$ses k•ho seek to tes": t.'leir °"'ll prvdvcts. 

I strco.igly b<>lieve that tt:e perspective of bvsi.~esses like our c0"1pany is eHential to a 
COIJll'lete picture of th• pro!>l~s taused by the CPSIA .i~d iH implemeotaticn. Thank you fer 
yDI><' consid~r .. :iofl of t~is itnpOt"tant ~tttter. 

~iocerely, 

........ ~.:~·.:=,::;> 
Julio i>lv11. t>residPnt 

2900 Glad•~ Circlt', Suire 1350 • W~ron, FL 33327 • (9~·1) 6~9.1784 • Fax: (954) n7.99&9 
V~sir our website at wwv.· .brightproducts.com 
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Srlght Prudt«:tI ro.-8rlgl)c Mlnd!lf-. 

September 4, 2009 

Tho llooorable George Radanovich SUbcOMitt.ee Ranking r•elOb'" 

I -· !• 

I alD writing to yov witf'r gr-ewe?' conrern over the financial stability of my company anC., mor~ 
importantly, my industry and the tens of thousands of individuals •"Ployed in the Toy tnduHry, 
we e~pect about half of th• Toy Industry will either stop doing business or ><ill re<l~ce the nunibEor 
of e,.ployees (¥1e've already had to Jay off two employees). Tlli< drastic m.asure is the diract 
result of current legislation and the ill (albeit - unintended consequentes) ~ffects ~f tM 
Co,,Suftler Product Safety 10>p•oveotent Act (C1>SIA). I've copiad, below, a letter fr""' a trusted 
colleague. I believe it is sdf e•planatory and accurately reflect• 11y co0>pany's opinion ... 

I a~, wriclng in "egard to tl>e Co.,111ltt~e hearlog Ht for September l~, 2009 in which the Hon. ~nez 
Tene.nbawo, Chairn>an of the iJ.S. ccnsumer Product Safety CoRllDission (CPSC), is scheduled to testify 
on the implementation e>f tho Consu,.er Product Safety Improv~m<>nt Act (CPSIA). 

I am ve:-y disappointed th:it no small bus.in~sscs impactt'd by the new law have teen imrite<I 
'to stiare 'tt•cir P,JC'perienees tn testimony before the conwaittee, !he business community h.n 
been actively cal ling for hearings since the passage of the CPS IA l>ecause of the draconi•n 
effects ot the new law. Our family business makes ~ducatiooal pro:tvcts for schools ana '1as 
a~ exo01plary 25-year ••fety record because of o"r hard 1<ork to a.sure high quali~y •nd 
compliance with la ... Y•t the iMumerable, r>nero~s provisions of t~e CPSIA have ~ad a 
devasta~ing impoet on our ability to conduct busiMSS. Ttoese issues need to be exploreo by 
the CoMittee based on the te~timony cl raal <nmpanies suTfering rC'Cll p.aio. 

The problF~ms ~ause-d by the law ar~ myriad. ThP. overl)· broad definition of "'children• s 
pr~d~cts" s>iei:>T in 10any prod~cts incapable of harming children fro111 le•CI or pht!lalates. The 
tPSC itsolf nas oeen hobbled by tile CPSlA's str!tt new rJles that proflibit risk assess,.ent. 
The agency h.as no -Fle)(ibility to exercise judg111:ent and as a result. have i~sued impract:.c.al 
gv1dance and unworkal>le regul'1ti·~ns. In addition, the 1>xem;>Uon pro~ess under t,e law is 
both very lim!ted a11d very expensive. 

The severe penalties under tile law ~re "ot scaring COlll~anies jnto compliance - they are 
shnoing compal'lies out of the market. Even the CPsc·~ own guidance to resale shops ad·1ises 
stores to consider the option to stop doing bt:S1n~ss in children's products. 

Th~ dieck is s.tacke-d ag.Jinst small business under the new law. Ironically. while cra·ft~r$ 
.iro left to pu:zle o\'er how to "ascertainn to-hort information on t~eir 1)1'"~'.ltts .. the fie·.-.. 
hw ••ards a fre•Me to large businesses who seek to test t~eir own crcaucts. 

I strongly believe that the perspective of businesses like our cC'lllpany is •ssential to a 
comploto pi<t11re of the probl<?ms c~usod by the CPSlA and it< i•1olem•ntatlon. Than~ yoo for 
yoor consider•hon of tnh i01portant ""tter. 

Sincerely, 
.... .C.;2-4:.·~? 

2900 Glades Circle, Suire 1350 • Weston, FL 33327 • (9$4} 659.1784 • fax: (954P27.9989 
Visit our websi1e al: www.bti~htproducts.com 
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- .. - . 
llrlght Product• - Bright Minda.,. 

Septe11>ber a, 2009 

1-fouse Energy alld Comerce Com111oittee 
2322A Rayburn House Office lluild ing 
Washington, DC 20515 

I -· !• 

I am writin& to ycu with grave cMccrn over the financial stability of my co11>pany and, ~re 
impcrtantly, my industry and the tens of thousands of individuols co:ployed IP the Toy Industry. 
we expect abo~~ half of the Toy !ncusuy will either stop doing businoss or will reduce the nun1ber 
of employors (we've already had to lay off two e1'1ployees). This drastic measure is th~ direct 
result of current legi~iation and the ill (albeit • unintended coosequcnces) affects of tl>e 
Consuoic· Product Safety Improvemeut Act (CPSIA). r've copied, below, a letter frO<ll a tr<1Hed 
colleague. I believe it is self expbnatory and accurately reflocts my cc11paoy's opinion ... 

I a .. writing h regard to the co.,,.,ittoe hearing set for Se1>te01ber 1e, 2009 i~ which the !<on. Inez 
~cnenbauAI, Chair11.an of tho U.S. Co,.su""'r Product Safety Commission (CPSC), is scheduled to testify 
on the i"PlP.111entation of the consu111er Product Safety rmprov~ment Act (CPS!A). 

r .a<r. very disappointed that no small busin~sses impacted by the new lOJw have been invited 
to st . .are tt>:eir ex.peric-nces in testimony be~ore the C0«imittee, rhe business cOfllmunity ha!o 
been actively calling for hearings since the passage of the CPS!A t>ecaus~ of tlle ~racon~an 
e-ftects. of th• new law. Our family business. malces. educational produC't~ for schools and has 
an exemplary 25-year safety "'(Ord because of our hard work to assure high quality and 
tomphance with la'" Yet the innumereble, onerous 1>rovhioM of the CPSIA ~ave na~ a 
devas~ating impact on our ability to ('Dnduct busin~ss. These is.suos need to be ex,::lc:rttd by 
the Comn.itte~ based ::m the ti:stienony c;t real co~p.a:nies s.ufforing real pain. 

The problems caused by the law are myriad. The l)Verly broad definition of "childr•n's 
µroduct •" $wept in 11any produ<ts incapab;e of harming childr•n frorn Jea(I or phthahtes. The 
CPSC i·.~elf has been hobbled by tne CPSIA's strict ne" rules tha~ prohibit risk assessment. 
!he age:.cy has no ~lexibility to exercis1t judgment and as a result, have iss.ued imprSlctical 
guida><e ar.<I ur.wo•~able reg~lalions. In M'11t1on, the exe01ption p<'Ocess u~der the bw is 
both very l~11ited artd V*ery expensive. 

l"'ie severe penaltifs LJr.dttr the le1w are ~ot sto:iring companies in'to c.cf!'plian~ie - they art
stlooing comp~l'ics out of the m"rket.. Even the CPSC' s OWll guidanca to r~s.ale shops lldvis.es 
stores to consider the option to stop '1oing bu~inP.ss ln ctii ldren' s pt'OduC'ts, 

The d~ck is stac~ed agatnst sn•.aU b~si~ess cnd•r thE> new la ... Ironically, whilo crofters 
ore left to pvzzle ovttr ho""· to "aS.cl'rta.in" co-hort information on their produ<ts~ tile nel't' 
law awarc.1s ai freebie to large businesses 111:ho ~eek to test their own products. 

I strongly believe that the perspe<tive of bu~inesses like ou,. co,.pany is essential to a 
cono0lHe piituoe of the proble111s cau~ed by tne CPSIA Md !-cs implementation. Thank you for 
your consider.Jti~n of this. i111porta~t 111atte~. 

Sincer~ly, 

--~·.?.·~ . ...:7~ 
Julio Plun. Pre.(idcnt 

29QO Glade. Cirde, Suite 1350 • Weston, FL 33327 • (954) M9.l784 • Fax: (954)317.9989 
Visit our web<ite ~t: www.brigh1produ~1s.~n1 



WALTHERS 

St~t~ber 4, 200!> 

Tho H~norablo Henry Wex"'"" 
C~irman 

Ho~se Ene~ and Co~merne Committee 
2 ~2~ Rayburn liouso Office Building 
Washington, OC 20515 

~ar Mt. C~airman: 
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. 
····-""' . - .... --

I am wrilir>g In regard to Ille Corr.rnittee heari<o9 "'II for Seplember 10, 20C9 in which Ille Hon. 1r.<i~ Tenenl>aum. 
Chainnan ol lhe U.S. Consumer P<oduct $afe!y Commission (CPSC). i• scheduled 10 testify on 1"1t i,,.,l&mentation of 
the Cons"mer Product Safvly lmp:ovement Ad {CPSIA). 

Lt is critical that sman businesses be gi~•• a vobe in lhe disw•sion of how lo Implement Chi~ law. We are a family 
business se~ing IOys and hobby pro:luc:ls tor Oller n ye.ars. We ~ve an unblemished ufoty recotc <Mt• all of these 
yea1S. This law has atnsady caa1ed huge additional e•pertSes causec by unneeouary !estin{I, exceS£Mi paperworl\, 
and the desln>eliori of prQdUct• Iha! .,.. NOT dangtl!OU$ IO children. 

The mnumeroble, OMfous provisions of the CPSIA have /lade deva'Slalir.9 impacl on our ability to cond<Jct busine~. 
These i$Sues nsed 10 be explored by 111$ Cammlttee 1>3sod on lh& t..,.limony ol real companies sul'ferln11 real pain, 

Tiie pn>blems caused by Ille law are myriad. The ove~y broad definition of "chlldren's proouds• swep: in malJY 
prodcds inceoable ol narming ch~dren rrom lead ct plllhalales. The CPSC ~self has been hobbled to)' the CPSIA's 
s1tict new rule& lhat prohib~ ri•k a .. assment. Tile a~ency nas no flexibility to exercise judgment a11d as • re•ull, have 
i$sued ...,praciieal guidanee and unwo11<able <egulations. In addrtion, the exarnp~on prooess under IM law is both 
very l<mtted and very •JCP"mlve. 

The severe pena~i01; •.meter t~• law ar. not &<:ari'1g companies into complianc:e-they a,. lor:::ing companies out of 
me market Even Ille CPSC's own gulc!an<:e to ntsale shops adv"5es mnts to consider the oplion lo slop doin9 
bus~ness in children•s produets. 

1 stron~ly believe thal the pa~ectiw of b1ainesse3 r.ke our compeny is tHentiaJ to a CM\plete piclllre of the 
problems caused by !ho(' CP$1A and i!S lmplemer(<ltion. Than~ you for V'"" ccnsideration r1' :his impo<tant matter. 

Sinceref), 

J. Philip Wallhe:-s 
Prestdent 

JPWtrlL 

Model Railtoad Equtpmen\ Since 1'132 

Wm, K, W"'lfllier.t", •nc. :<b/ltr.9 AQdrlu· P.O. 8°"' .303'3 Mth't~. WI 532\?f·J0j9 
Cor,.)0t~Ut kt>,Jdqwtttrs: ~6!11 Iii. FloMt A!/e. MiJW3<,:•9•. WI ~321~ 

4i4·5~1·0llt> Fa.: 414-"27-4.:23 .v~.""NthP.ts com 
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WA"'THE'.R$ 

Septemb9r 4. 20011 

The Honorable Bobby Ru•h 
Subccmmitteoe Chairman 

HouS>e E~rvy and Ccmmer<;e Committee 
21i:; Rayburn Hov&e Office Suild1n9 
Washir191011, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Cllalrir.an: 

I arn wtiling in regard to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in wllich the Hon. Irie% T enent>aum, 
Cl'Ullm>a'l of the U.S. Car.sumer Product Safely Commission (CPSC). is echedulecl to testify on lhe tm111ementl!lion of 
the Con•umer Produe1 Ssl&ty 'mpro•ement Act (CPSIAJ. 

II is crilit;;il t/>81 small bU"Sines..,• be glv1m a voice in tM discussion of how to implement this law. Wo are a famtly 
business ~ling tC>ys and hobby pA>duds for ove< 77 years. We have. an unblemished smty record ,,..,. all ol 111•'4! 
years. This ;rtoN h~s already created l>uge adddlonal exp81'1&es ca1.1sed l1y lll'ln8<>8ssary teslinQ, exces£i•it paperworl<. 
and lhe desll\le1ion of produm that are NOT d8ngerous to cflildr9n. 

ine ir.numerat>1e. onerous proi/lalons of the CPSIA have had a d.wstaling impaa on our ab~dy to cxinclucl busineu. 
These :ssues need to be explored by U•e Commijlff bas&<l on ths testimony of real companies sulfertl\g real pain. 

The problems c.aused br Ille lsw ere nwriad. '01'l avelly broad d&finltlon ol "diildrero's produm• swept in meny 
prod\IC'ls incapal>le of harming diilllfen rmm lead ot phthal31es. The CPSC ~H11 has been hob!>fed by the CPSIA's 
sttict riew rules lhal prohibit ri$~ a:ss.s~nt The ~Cl>' tlas no llexibili\y to exercise judgment and es a result, have 
issued impractical guid&nca and unwo'\able tegulaffon5. In ackMori. IM examp1ion p~ss under the law is l>Qlh 
very 11mtted .aod very expensive. 

The severe pena~ies uflaer Ille law a"' nol scaring cornpanie$ into compliance - they are forcing companies oul or 
l~.e marl<el. Even the CPSC's ovm guid8'1CO to ressle shops aovises stares to consicle1' the opUon to stop Going 
business in chlldren's pl'O<lucts. 

I Wong!y belie~ 0-&t the pe~pective of bvGines:ses like our company i$ es..innal to a comple:e picture of the 
probl.,ms caused by Ill• CPSIA and its iml)lemenlalion. Thank you for yout consideration of this lmportanl melter 

S:ncerely, 

1rJ-P.r,•.t. 
" ~" LU~6..r 

J. Philip Walttlers 
Presitfent 

JPWlllZ. 

Mod•! RBilroad Eq<dpment Sin"." 1932_ 

Wm. K. W11tUhe'1', Mc . . \Wiltl'l'~AOd1e$$: P.O. 80K 30~9 Mtlwa.ukfM!, Wl 532C1-3G3{1 
Cor'o'•~ IU~: 5001 w Frorisl Jive Vil~"Me. v1: 5J2 JS 

4J4-~l-{)7JO F~x· 41d•S27·'14Z:J www.watt}1M\CG>!n 



WA.LT.HERS 

Seplember 4, 2000 

The ko!'IOrabl<> Joe Ba11on 
~snking ~ember 

Hou•& Energy and ComtMrce CC>tttmiete-e 
2322A Raybum House Offiee Buildm9 
Washington, DC 205\S 

~r Repres@rnativ(J 8111ton: 
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! •m writing;,, regard tO the committ& .. 11$aring Se! !or Seimmber 10, 200\l in wf'tlcl\ the Hon. lnez Tenenbaum, 
C?'ta:mian of the U.S. Con>umer Product Sa~y Commi»ion (CPSC), is scheduled !O testify on !tie irnplementalior. of 
the Consumer Product Sarety improvem0<11 Aci (CPS!A). 

ti is Ctitial :nat smail busine~s ~ gi_..n a voice in the discussion of how to impjemenl this law. We &1>& a family 
t>usineu selling toys a11d ho~ producls lo< oveo" 77 years. W• have an unblemished ialety re<;Oftl ov&r all of these 
years. Tllis iaw llas already created huge additional <1xper>fe$ cause-d by unneoessary t.,.ting exoessi"" l)apeM>o<I<. 
wnd !he oes\r\ieliOl'I of products Iha! :rre NOT dangerous 10 children. 

T'>e influme,...ble, onerous pmvl$i01ls of !he CPSIA ha\le had 11 dCYaslaling Impact on our abilify to conouct busineu. 
Tllese issues nead to be ex~lored by the Committee baSed Df1 the tesllmony of re-al compsiniH suhmg real pain 

T!lil problems caused by the law are myriad. Tl'\e overlJI broad deliniijon of 0 chlltfre•'• p'Od\IC!s" swopt in r11'ny 
prod•CIS il1<lapable of :>arming child""n from lead or phttie~tcs. The CPSC ~self has been hot>b!e<l l>y Ille CPSIA's 
strict new rules that prohib~ ris,~ assessmorll. The agency Nis r.o flexibility to &x<lrC$& jud911•w11 end &s a resull, have 
iss,,ed impractleal guldar>e& snd u,....irkabl& regulation~. lo a:ldili011, th& exem!)lio!I Pro<:eS"S upder the law is bo<h 
ve!"f 1 n>ited and wty e)lpensive. 

The severe penaHies una.r t~e law are not &eanng oomri•nies iMo «1mplia•ce - tl'><ly ere fotc1n9 oompaniH our of 
the matl<el. Even lhe CPSC's own 11uidQoce to resale sllops advises slores lo C00<$1d•r Ille oplion to •top doing 
business io children•s products. 

I •!•ongly t><;rieve that the ~nspectlve of businessos like our cont?any is essential 10 a complete pielure Of lhe 
prob!ems c.>used by the C"SIA arid ii• implementation. Tt>ank )'OU for your consideration of lhis Import.ant matle!. 

Sincerely • 

. , \?-4-· vJ~-
J. Philip wa11ners 
President 

JPWirl~ 

Model Rallroad E4<!ipmml Sin~ 11>32 
Wm.«. Wallh.r$. I~. Mfk/11~ ~d~: P.O Be• 3039 Mi~lli:P,e, WI 53W1·3"'39 

Coq:or.rte HtaOqO.Jlf~· !i601 W ~r,·s1 Ave . .V.1'"'•.Yvl<cc, WJ ~~1~ 

4'J•527•01?0 F~11.: 41f·$27·<423 ww•..,w4'fiae'li.CQl7' 
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WAL.T.H~RS 

September 4. 2009 

TM Honorable Geo<ll& Radanovich 
Subeommittoe Raf'king ~orn!>er 

nouse Energy and Commerce Committee 
2o2ZA Ray!>um House Off.ca Buildifl9 
Wasningcon, OC zo:;15 

Ce~r Represer.talive Racianovic!'I: 

I am wtilil'9 in n>garclto the Commil!ee Maring set 10< Sepl9mt>er 1D, 2000 io""1ichlhe Hon. lne~ Tenenbaum, 
cna;nnr.n of the U.S. Consumer Product Stiely Ccmmission (CPSC), i$ scheduled to testify on Ille implemerrtaijon of 
!lie Consume< Produel Safety lmprove"""1t AC! (CPSIA). 

It is crilieal that s=ll businnses btt gOien o voice ir1 tl>t di90U$Sion of how tG implement tl!ls law. We are a family 
business selling toys snd hobby products for l)Vel 77 ~~. We ""•• "" unt>lemish~ Mlfety "'"°"' o,.., all of !h<>SG 
year,;. 'This law has &!read~ ueat&d hvge additional eJ<P<>n•es caused by unnecessary 1e51ing. excess'•• paperwork. 
and 1he destruction of prodll<:!s that aro NOT dangerous to ch~dren. 

The innumct'9~e. OMfOU1 F>l')Vi•ions of th& CPSIA have had a (IG'<a~tating impact or> our ability to oonduct business. 
These iuu.s need to btt explore<! by Ille Committee b8Sed on the tss1imotiy of reel companies sUl!ering ,.al pain 

The probfems ea11$ed l>y 11'1• law""' myn•d. Tt>e overly btoad d&f1nilioo of "children's products• swept in many 
products inc;i;>able of tlannin9 children from lead« pht,,..lates. The CPSC itself has been hO!>ble<:I b)l lr.Q CPSIA's 
strict n&w n.les thal protoib;I ris~ assesSt11enl. The agen"f ha> no dexit>ili!y to exercise jttdsmenl and as a resun. ti.we 
i~stred impMctieal guidance and unworkab1e f~\ltatioo&. fn adid;tion. the n'.templton prooets under the •~w ts both 
••"I lim~ed alld ve<y e.;iensive. 

The severe penaKies under ~e l8W are not scaring compani~ lnlo compliance -they are lorci112 companies o"' of 
1ne market Even Ille CPSC's own IJ"id&nce to resale mops a<Mses s~s to COtlsider ttie option to stop doing 
t'usiness in elrildren·s pro!1Ucle. 

I ••rongly t>el•eve Illa\ the po,..poQ;vo of busin- lil<G our co"1l)a<1y is essenlial lo a compfele picture or the 
problems caused by IN CPSIA ''"" hs implemertl&Oon. Thank you fot your consideration of this impoflant matter. 

J ~~..J.,· tu~ 
J. Plt~ip "J&ithef'; 
President 

JPWI~ 

Madol Rall""'d Equl-~t Since 11132 .. ._. -------··· -
Wm. I<. ~thCH'$, /f'C, ~ilt.~ ~°"'"~·PO. Box $039 Mo'two~e. WI 53201· '°39 
Corpotejf!> f"ftNll60vl11'e1:. $501 w Fl¢nsr Ave. M11.'waukee • .Vi 53218 

.t14·5~i'.<J170 ~mt''414·$2l-4423 "''*""''.14'A:lt~.c~ 
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~o 
od peapo s 

NATURAl TOTS ""'QAllY CARE 

251 Snelling Avenue South 
St. Pauf. MN 55105 
www.peapods.com 

September 4, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Raybur'l House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Rankir.g Members: 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

We are extremely disappointed to learn that the House Commerce Committee will not 
be inviting any small business representatives to testify at the upcoming hearing on 
consumer product safety set for September 10, 2009. 

As the ownars of a specialty toy and baby store, we are seeing many of our small 
suppliers exit the market, reduce their offerings, or raise their prices as a result of the 
CPSIA. We do not believe that the costs they are bearing have improved product 
safety, but we certainly believe that the CPSIA has bolstered the fortunes of large 
companies like Wal-Mart and Mattel. 

It is time for you to listen to the small businesses who arc being unnecessarily hurt by 
the CPSIA. Please invite small businesses to tell you their stories. 

Thanks and best wishes. 

Dan Marshall and Millie Adelsheim 
Peapods, Inc. 
251 Snelling Ave S 
St. Paul, MN 55105 
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Leaming Expr::SS 

The Honoroble Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

315 Route 206 #903 
Hillsborough, NJ 08844 

(908) 431-7869 
And 

3150 Route 22, #16 
Branchburg, NJ 08876 

(908) 725· 7669 

<date> 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Borton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen arid Ranking Members: 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in 
which the Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC), is scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer 
P.-oduct Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA}. 

I am very disappointed that no small businesses impacted by the new law have 
been invited to share their experiences in testimony before the Committee. The 
business community has been actively calling for hearings since the passage of the 
CPSlA because of the draconian effects of the new law. Our family business makes 
educatlonal products for schools and has an exemplary 25-year safety record 
because of our hard worl< to assure ~igh quality and compliance with law. Yet the 
innumerable, onerous provisions of the CPS!A have had a devastating impact on 
our ability to conduct business. These issues need to be explored by the Committee 
based or. the testimony of real companies suffering real pain. 
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I own two struggling toy stores. In February, I requested the assistance of the 
CPSC, the Small Business Administration and my local representatives to he!p me 
even understand the letter or spirit of the law. Not only did the law require legal 
expertise, but expertise In organic chemistry, statistics and various other physical 
and chemical sciences. Even reading the CPSC's vague advice provided no 
meaningful help. 

It still seems that to follow the law that a small store must undergo several million 
dollars worth of independent testing and have thousands of files of printed 
paperwork on file. And it's unclear whom has the right to demand this information. 
And as rulings have yet to be made, we can only guess if we are doing the right 
thing. 

We are calling this bill the WalMart and Mattel support bill. Only Wal"'lart as a 
retailer can afford to keep these records and develop custom computer systems to 
track this information. Only Mattel (which seems to have some sort of special 
exemption can seem to cont;nue manufacturing toys. The result will be much like 
the marketplace in Russia ... one company-one choice. 

We hear how small businesses are the nation's backbone and the government is 
riow guaranteeing that only the largest of the large businesses can survive in the 
toy industry. rt is not the small businesses who have had the problem with 
safety .. .the small business rides on it's reputation. People die in large box stores, 
and people will still shop in tham. 

We sta11d behind the intent of the law, but the implementation will neither enhance 
safety of our children, nor support their development. The big box stores of the 
world are looking at children as numbers. We know their names. Who's more 
likely to consider safety? 

I strongly believe that the perspective of businesses like our company is essential 
to a complete picture of the problems caused by the CPSIA and its implementation. 
Thank you for your consideration of this importcint matter. 

Sircerely, 

Rick Grossman 
Owner 
filcl<g. learn 1ngexpress@veri,~on.com 
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the\ttt\~3 
Ni IOW1312S V•J.nhirl~on Ori·•t: 

taycampany 

August 4, 2009 

So.Ji:eA 
Gerrn>n!own, 'M ~3022 
·rou r"": 866·7'.lD-0899 
Faic: 262·S 12.2944 
v1Vt1W,lmletc.(Om 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcomrrittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building. Washington OC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Suilding 
INastiington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the Hon 
Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission {CPSC), is 
scheduled to testify on the implem1:tnlation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(CPSIA). 

I em eJdremeJy disappointed and surprii;ed that no small businesses impac!ed by the new taw 
have been invited to share their experiences ln testimony before the Committee. The small 
business owner who has worked diligently for many years to produce sale toys and has 
conformed to all the testing requltemenls, both volunlaty and mandatory, through third party 
labs has been thrown in to a turmoil. The law has had so many interpretations over the last 
months that no one is able to determine how and what needs to be done. 

In our small companies products are made in small quantities and therefore many common 
components are used in order to keep product oosts down. Under the new law we now have to 
treat tliese common components as entirely different entities for each toy !hey are a part of. We 
have to test some of our components 25 and 30 times,' at cost of several hundred dollars each 
lime. even though they have already been documented as safe by an independent testing lab. 
This is just one of several issues in this law that could be made simpler and less expensive 
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without being any less sale. Most of these problems have lo do with a lack of knowledge and 
underalallding of actual manufacturing processes and need to be addressed to prevent small 
businesses from failing. 

Small business in !tie children's industry has been actively calllng for hearings since the 
passage of lhe CPSIA because of the issues that threaten our very existence and the 
availabllity of important playthings for our children. Issues that, If addressed. could allow us to 
survive this unbelievably difficult time and continue to make toys that would be as safe as the 
Congress intended, Companies in the small business segment have an excellent record of 
safety and are asking to be heard so we can continue to make excellent products, These issues 
need to be explored by the Committee based on the testimony of real companies suffering real 
pain. 

The deck is stacke<i against small business under the new law. Ironically, while we are left to 
puzzle over how lo •ascertain'' co-hort information on products, the new law awards a freebie to 
large businesses who seek lo test their own products. 

I strongly believe that the perspective of businesses like our company is essential lo a complete 
picture of the problems caused by the CPSIA and its implementation. Thank you for your 
co "deralion of this important matter. 

I Peter F. Reynolds 
lPre,ident 
\The Little Little Toy Co .. LLC 
peter@littletc.com 



Septembe<> 4, 2009 

The Honorable Hemy Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Sobby Rush 
Subcommiltee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
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2125 Rayburn House Office BuildingWashin9to1l, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Rarking Member 

The Honorable George Radoanovich 
Subcomrr.ittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Comrr.ittee 
2322A Raybum House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in Which the Han. lnez 
Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Produci Safety Comrni$slon (CPSC). is schetlulecl to teslily on 
the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

I am Quite surprised 3od disappointed thel no small businesses impacted by the new law have been invited 
to share their e><periences in testimony before the Committee. How can this be? The business communi!y 
has been actively cal'ing for heerings since the passage of the CPS1A . In my home state l)f Ohio we have 
been plagued by waves of ec(momic turmoil end now there is not even a small business member asked lo 
testify? Our Cleveland based business makes childrens craft and activity products and has an exemplary 
saleiy record be1;avse ol our hard work to assure high qualify and compliance with law. Yet the innumerable, 
onerous provisions of the CPSJA have had a devastating impact on our ability to conduct business. Be 
understand, we believe solidly in the importance of product safely, but please take the time to listen lo us as 
those wt>o know it t>est. 

I strongly believe that the perspeclive of businesses like our company is essential to a complete picture of 
the problems caused by the CPS!A and its implementation. Thank you for your consideration of this 
lmpo1ant matter. 

Sincer~ly, 

Jamie C Gallagher 

CEO, Faber-Castell USA 

F~bct-Ca~ccll USA, Inc.• 9450 Allen Ori•<• Clcvoland, Ohio4412S·4602 
Phcoo: 216-643-4660 •Fa.•: 216-643-4663 • www.acatlvityforkids com• www.rabor-ustcllu•a.com 
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Hello 

r hope lhat you sill make an effort to t;ill\ lo some of us who work in the trenches. before making ;mymore 
misguided rutrngs regarding child and loy safety. As a small toy shop owner. I nave been so discouraged 
by tt>e lack of response from my congressmen imd senators. NO ONE IS LISTENING! 

May I give you just a couple of examples of bad lhings that have happened as a result of thi<.; law. A 
wooden wagon maker in Berlin Ohio ... a group of Amish folks ... have been forced to pay ridiculous 
amounls of money to hilve each of the components of their individual styles rested ... this is something 
they cannot afford lo do ... they have simply cut back on the number of items available, raised their prices, 
and have probably had lo reduce 'heir small work force. WHAT ARE YOU PEOPLE THINKING? 
BRIO wooden trains, from Sweden are not available in lhe U.S. this year. because. they do rot wa~I to 
spend the additional money for lesting of each SKU (as required by the law) when they already meet the 
standards of t'le EU. We have seen the same thing with a number of other companies. 

AND YET one of the biggest culprits in causing this overreaction Mauer. has been allowed to do their own 
lestinQ and in their own labs ... while small companies !ike the Berlin Ohio people have to pay to the poir.t 
of going out of business. 

PLEASE reconsider the age of childhood as noted in !he Jaw. 12 year old ch;ldren are not the same as 
infarits, toddlers and pre-school ages .... This law uses a Shennan Tank to take care of what could have 
been done wilh a broom. Stop acting ba&ed on the rantings of a few well-intentioned, but over zealous 
people. Moderation • Moderation ... deep breath .... tnink about what you are doing and fix this 1hiri91 

Carolyn Meyer 
Blue Turtle Toys 
2314 Far Hills Avenue 
Dayton OH 45419 
937 294-6900 
Member of ASTRA and The Gocd Toy Grovp 
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All the Numbers 
Eco-Conscious Clothing for your little one, Handmade in Boston, MA 

September 4, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office BulldlngWashington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Offi'e Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the 
Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), 
is scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Act (CPS!A). 

I am very disappointed that no small bu!>lnesses impacted by the new raw have been invited 
to share their experiences in testimony before the Committee. The business community has 
been actively calling for hearings since the passage of the CPSIA because of the draconian 
effects of the new law. My children's clothing business has been put under real stress due to 
the unforeseen effects of this law, and these issues need to be explored by the Committee 
based on the testimony of real companies suffering real pain. 

The problems caused by the law are myriad. The overly broad definition of "children's 
products" swept in many products incapable of harming chlldren from lead or phth<1lates. 
The CPSC itself has been hobbled by the CPSIA's strict new rules that prohibit risk 
assessment. The agency has no flexibility to exercise judgment and as a result, have issued 
impractlcal guidance and unworkable regulations. In addition, the exemption process under 
the law is both very limited and very expensive. 

The severe penalties under the law are not scaring companies into compliance - they are 
shooing companies out of the marl<et. Even the CPSC's own guidance to resale stiops 
advises stores to consider the option to stop doing business In children's products. 

The deck is stacked against small business under the new law. Ironically, while crafters are 
left to puzzle over how to "ascertain" co-hort information on their products, the new law 
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awards a freebie to 1.:irge businesses who seek to test their own products. 

I strongly believe that the perspective or businesses lik.e our company is essential to a 
complete picture of the problems caused by the CPSIA and its Implementation. Thank yor.. 
for your consideration of this important matter. 

Sincerely, 

Kiki Fluhr 
Founder and Creative Director, All the Numbers, Eco-Conscious Clothing 
a llthenum bers@live.com 
617-328-7449 

~,!p_;_l /ww~-'.~!;.henuinbe,-,;. e~_sy.cocn 
ht.tp: //w~:'-1. TneMeasure. etsy. co:'I 
~~ t'O: I /w"'w ·.?os~.!!!>h~.rdm;;idt1. b l...£!l~p~;_,_SQ~ 

-2-
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~!.: Luv U Pumkin 
Catherine (Cathy) Fra;:icr 
Luvl JPumkin.com 
2349 ,'\oachc Street 
Mem!ota Heights J\1N 55 l 20 

August 4. 2009 

The H1mora.ble Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable 8;.ibby Rush 
SubcommiHee Chairman 

l]()us<: Energy and Comrnerc<: Committee 
2125 Rayburn House OHke Building Washingh>n, DC 2<J5 l 5 

The Honorable .loc Barron 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Otlicc Building 
Washb1gton. DC 205 l 5 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members; 

f am writing in regard 10 the Committee hearing set for September I 0, 2009 in which the 
Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U_S. Consumer Product Safety Commi~sion 
(CPSC), is schcd11lcd to testify on the implementalion of thd Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

I am very diS<tppointed that no small bu:;incsses ··like <mr fruuily-run business· impacted 
by the new law have been invited to share their experiences in testimony before the 
Committee. The business community has hecn actively calling for hearings ~ince the 
passage of the CP~IA bccau;;e of the drnconi1:1n effocts of the new law. Re fore CPSIA~ 
our tinnily business used to make wooden doll cradles and high chairs us well as other 
wooden toys. We also made baby diaper cakes using various items from a variety of 
vendors - 1J.Jld we ~cwcd the baby blm1ket~ for the baby diaper cakes ourselves. This 
business was growing and we were h~lping to hire a worker or two to llelp us QUt. 
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Due to the innumcraolc. onerou~ provisions of the CPSJA. we have ceased all proJuction 
and only do resell at this time. The CPSIA has had a devastating impact on our abiHry to 
condocl business-· people want our homemade wooden toys, but we ~annul test each and 
every one of our toys and baby diaper cakes. In our business model, we do a lot of 
~p.::cialty orders for the 1oys and diap<:r cakes, so doing a large production run docs nol 
make business sense. We follow Just-in-Time (.llT) business practices for the production 
part of our business. We even use milk paint instead of acrylic <1S it is 'suppose' lo be 
safer for children - but il's more dangcmus for my husband who paints our wooden toys. 

NOTE: These are Made in the IJSA toys! 

Issues like ours need to be exploretl by the Committee based on lhe testimony of real 
companies sufforing real pain. 

T!"le pwblems caused by 1he law are myriad. The overly i'>road <.lefinilion of "children· s 
products'' swept in many produl:tS incapti.ble of harming children from lead or phthalates, 
The CPSC itself has been hobhlccl by the CPSIA 's strict new rules that t)rohibit l'isk 
assessment. The agC'ncy has no flexibility tn exercise judgment ancl as a result, bavc 
issued impractical guidance and unworkable regulations, ln addition, the exemption 
process under the law is both very limited and very expensive. 

The severe pe1\alties under the law arc not scaring companies ii1t<i compliance - they arc 
sh()oing companies out of1he murket. Ev<!n the CPSC's own guidance to resale shop~ 
auvises stores lo consider the option 10 stop doing business in children's produc1s_ 

The deck is stacked against small business under the new law. Ironically, while craftcK 
<1re kH tn puzr.le over how to "ascertain" co-hort information 01t their pm<lucts, the nt:w 
law <iward~ a freehi<! to l;irge businesses who seek to test their own products. 

I strongly believe that lhe perspective of businesses like our company, l.uvlJPumkin.com, 
is essential for a complete picture of the problems caused by the CPSL.\ 11nd its 
implementation. TI1ank ym1 for your comideration of !his important matler. 

Sincerely. 

Calhel'ine Frazier, CEMBA - Carlson ~chool of Management Executive MBA 2005 
CEO/ Foundrcss 
cathy@.luvupumkin.com 
65 l-216-5579 
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The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 
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Andrea Friedman Sales 
15 Taylor Road 

New Milford, CT 06776 
Ph: 860 350·2235 
Fax: 860 350-2434 

Andrea57@cllarter.net 

Dear Chalnnan and Ranking Members: I am writing in regard to the Committee Hearing set 
for Sept. 10 In Which the Hon. Inez Tenenbaum Is scheduled to testify on the the 
implementation of the CPSIA. 

I am distubed that no representative of small businesses has been Invited to share their 
testimony before the committee. Family businesses making educational products will be 
severely affected by this draconian law as well as many other srnall vendors. 

The overly broad definition of "child,.ns products" has included many products that are 
not capable of harming children from lead or phthalates. The severe penalties arv causing 
companies out of the market and they will no longer be able to make childrens products. 

I believe you should allow small businesses to testify on their outlook of this important 
maUer. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Friedman 
Independent Sales Rep 
AndreaS7@charter.net 



Sept. 7, 2009 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 
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Andrea Friedman Sales 
15 Taylor Road 

New Milford, CT 06776 
Ph: 800 350-2235 
fax: 860 350·2434 

Andrea57@charter.net 

The Honorable George Radanovieh 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

Dear Chairman and Ranking Members: 
I am writing in regard to the Committee Hearing set for Sept. 10 In which the Hon. Inez 

Tenenbaum is scheduled to testify on the the implementation of the CPSIA. 

I am dlstubed that no representative of small businesses has been invited to share their 
testimony before the committee. Family businesses making educational products wlll be 
severely affected by this dracon Ian law as well as many other small vendors. 

The overly broad definition of "childrens productsft has included many products that are 
not capable of harming children from lead or phthalates. The severe penalties are causing 
companies out of the market and they will no longer be able to make child~ns products. 

I believe you 9hould allow small businesses to testify on their outlook of this important 
matter. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Friedman 
Independent Sales Rep 
Andrea57@charter.net 



Cannon Sports, Inc, 
United S?ates Postal St!lvi<:e Mailirt9 Adcl1ess: 
Executive Ottices & Warehouse Ship to Address: 
T elephnna: I .800.223.0064 extension 133 
Olllee Fa<: l.800.~6.t993 
Persi:mal ollice &·mail addte$s: 1<">n@cannonsl!2!~ 
company e·mai1 adduiss: csl@capnons2ort~~m 
Web ~t": h!~P .. /~!!U).O!'lSOO~!;.CQQl 
Joo w~tter 

Friday. September 4, 2009 

"Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 
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CSI CSI CSI 
PO Box 11t 79, Burbank. Canlomia, U.S.A .. 9t510·1179 
11514 Pendleton Street. California. U.S.A. .. 91352·25()1 

Local. 1.!118.683.1000 
Pe<sonal computer fax: 1.1118.683. t015 

iPhone: 1.1.118.749.9553 

You< p&rsonal web site for discount J)l'icing~.csivip.c.om 
Presidenl & CEO 

I am writing in regard to rhe Comminec hearing set for September 10, 2009 in whicll the Hon. Inez 
Tenenbaum, Chairman of 1fie U.S. Consum~r Proclucl Safety Commission (CPSC). is sclicduled to 1estify 
on !he implementati<)ll of 1hc Consumer Produc1 Sarety lmprovemen1 Act (CPSIA). 

I am very disappointed thllt no small businesses impacted by lhc new law have been invited 10 share their 
experiences in te.>timony before the Committee. The bu&iness community has been actively calling for 
hearings since the passage of the CPSIA because of !he draconi~n effects of 1he new \3w. o~r family 
husiness makes educarional products for schools and has an exemplary 25-ycar safety record because of 
our hard work 10 assure high quality and compliance with law. Yet the innumerable, onerous provisions 
or the CPSIA have had a devasra1ing impact on our abiliry to conduc1 business. These issues need 10 be 
explored by the Comminec based on lhc testimony of real companies ~uffering real pain. 

Tile problems caused by the law are m)riad. The overly broad definition of ··children's products" swept in 
many produc1s ir.capable of harming c!Jildren from lead or phthalales. The CPSC itself has been hobbled 
by the CPSIA 's strict new rules that prohibil risk assessment. The agency has no ne~ibility 10 exercise 
judgment ~nd as a result, have issued impractical guidance and unworkable regulations. In addirion. the 
exemption process unde.r the. law is both very liinitcd and very expensive. 

The severe pellalties under the l&w are not scaring companies imo compliance - they are shooing 
companies oul of 1he market. Everi the CPSC's own guidance to resale shops advises stores to consider 
the option to stop doing busir.css in children's products. 

The deck is stacked against small business under 1he new law. Ironically. while er afters arc left tc pu~zlc 
over how to "ascertain" co-horl information on their prod•Jcts, the new law awards a freebie to large 
businesses who seek lo 1es1 their own products. 

I stror.gly believe lhal the perspective of businesses like ocr company is essential to a complete piccure of 
the prub)ems caused by the CPSIA and i:s implementation. Thank you for your consideration of this 
imponan1 maner. 

Cordially, 
Cannon Sports, lnc. 

Jofl Warner 
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• ~ rna~e cute an underStaternent 

~ 2088 SE 52•• Ave. Hillsboro, OR 97123, 503-704-3760 

September S. 2009 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members, 

I'm sincerely disappointed tt'lat during the upcoming hearings, scheduled on 9/10/09, you have onl•( 

asked one represeritative to speak on behalf of everyone affected by the new CPSIA l<lw, ar\d the small 

business owners are not being included. The small business owners have been at the forefront of the 

debate against this new law and its ramifications, yet we're being ignored and not given the voice we've 

fought so hard for you lo hear. 

This new law threatens to put me and lhousonds of other small businesses out of work. As if our currerit 

economy isn't a I ready suffering enough. It is requiring testing and labeling on items I know to be non
toxic. Forgive me if I'm a little rusty with my science. but last I checked, combining a non-toxic. item with 

a non-toxic itl!m does not a lead product make. 

I mal:e some one-of-a-kind items; have you thought about how this new law affects uriique creations? II 

would be impossible to ever buy or sell anything personalized or custom in.nature. 

While the law affects anyone who manufactures items for the under 12 se1, it is hitting the small 

businesses the hardest while big toy companies hide behind their lawyers and a1e granted exemptions. 

By excluding the small businesses, you're essentially reaffirming what we've suspected all along; this is 

a II a ploy for big bol< to put mom and pop out of business. 

In order to ensure a more complete and accuratl! representation of the law's effects, small businesses 

need to be heard and included. Please re-evaluate and let the majority, who is affected, not be le~ by 

the wayside while decisions are m~de without their voice being heard. We need to be heard. This 

<1ffects us too. 

Sincerely, 

Holly Medell 

info@winklepots.com 

Winklepots Clothing and Accessories 
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1 ff EDvcamRS l!SoUICE 

Se:>lemt>er 4, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman, Chairman 
The Honoratile Bobby Rush, Subcommillee Chairman 
House Energ)' and Commerce Commillee 
2125 Rayburn House Office BuildingWashington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton. Ranking Member 

Were on !PUf Uwn 

The Honorable G£>019e Radanovlch, Subcommittee Ranking Member 
House Energ)' aM Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washing:on. DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen an·:I Ranking Membe•s: 

It came to my attenlion today t~a1 tile committee has sclleduled a hearing on September !O, 2009 regarding 
implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Acl (CPStA}. Initially. r was elated that the 
Commillee is finally going to hold this mueh needed hearing. 

Since I first became familiar wit/". this law last year. my &mall company has expended enormous perso11al 
efforts and financial resources to comply with the CPSIA. I have writlell nmnerous le!lers to legislator& ar>d 
CPSC personnel, pleading with them that ii is not economically feasible for me to fully comply with the 
retroactive treatme~I of inventory. I will be lleppy lo expound on that. You would just riot belleve the position 
that you have put me in by rushing this lflW into effect. 

I am one of the good guys. I follow not only lhe law but also !he moral code. I have small Children. I want 
products to be safe like most people do. However, the draconian CPSIA placed me in a pos~ion to either 
allow our mulli·gener.tlional family business die as a company or lo CQmpmmise my own principles. 

My pleas to tl'le CPSC consistently told me efmctively 'our job is not lo inlerpret or modify the law, just to 
enforce it - lake it up wilh your representative or congressman." Yet my pleas to individual legislatorg 
consistently referred me lo the CPSC - a useless cycle. So I have been hoping and praying (and expecting. 
aciualJy) that tne committee would eventually take this ·issue up - and, ooce afld tor all, make things right. 

You can imagine how devastated I am to learn lhat. dunng the hearing next week, no voice is being given 
to the interested parties on either side of the issue(s). It is my understanding that testimony will be given 
only by the Hori. Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safely. 

I vrge you to call as a witness Rick Wolde"berg, Chairman of Learning Resouroes, Inc.Vernon Htlls. Ulinois 
847-573-8420 so that he can provide an accurate perspective of the business community to this issue 1tia1 is 
important to atl of us. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Summersell 
President 
Educators Resource, Inc. 
(251) 645· 7:!37 

Educators Resource, Inc. · 2575 Schillinger Rd N • Semmes. AL • 36575 



rne Ho11oreble Henry Waxma<'I 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

f-!011se Energy and Commerce Committee 
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2125 Rayburn House Office Building Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Ravburn House Office Bunding 
Washiriglon. DC 20515 

Dear ChainT1en and Ranking Members: 

1 am writing in regard 10 the Committee hearing set for Septerrber 10, 2009 in which the I-Ion. Inez 
Tenenbaum. Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC}, is scheduled lo testify on 
Ule implementation of tne Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

The people who should i>e testifying al this meeting are lhe businesses that are being hurt or even closi119 
because of CPSIA - home crafters. resellers, charities. low income families and many, many small and 
medium businesses, n:it Hol'. In~ Tenenbaum. U would really be different it CPSIA was really helping 
kids, but il's not. 

One of lt>e companies tha1 brought read laden toys to our American chik:lren in 2007 was Mattel. bul now 
Mattel is able to use tis own testing lab. If they had been testing their items like they shollld have been. 
there would have been no problem with lead in the toys. Mattel just needed to follow the laws in 2007 that 
were all ready on the books. 

This law has many different parts to it, such as the testing and labeling, I am a home crafter of doll clothes. 
sewn, knitted, and crocheted for doMs for children over the age of three. My doll clothes sell for $8. $10 
each on ebay. If I had to have them tested at $70 each, t certainly could not afford to setl. The small 
amount of money that I was making was being put away for my 9randchildren's college. 

During this recession, my grandchildren are stlopping ai resell shOps to be able to have new clothes for the 
school year. But this law states that coats. jeans, and shirts must be tested 1f they have buttons. snaps. and 
~ippers. These items would be very hard to find wijhout buttons. snaps and zipper.;. Yo;,1 are punishing the 
poor arid low income with this law. 

t hope that you will consider and listen to the many busini:3ses, crafters, children. charities and grandmas 
that CPS'A i~ hurting. 

Thank you so mucti fo1 taking the lime lo reed my letter. 

Sinterely, 

Bartlara Raubuch 
Grandma 
ebraubuch@comcast.net 
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To Sen. Waxman: 

As the founder of Free-Range Kids, I strongly believe in keeping kids safe. I also think 
there is such a thing as "overkill." Or "oversafe," if you will. I hope you will allow more 
than one person to present to you at your hearings. My followers (1 million and 
counting} also wonder why we are keeping kids "safe" from things that help much more 
than hurt them. such as books. which few children eat. 
Thank you. 
Yours, 

Lenore Skenazy 
Columnist, founder of www.freerangekids.com 
212 779 3016 
646 734 8426 (cell} 
Busy twittering at FreeRangeKids 



The Kids Closet 

P OBox 404 

130 South John St 

Rochester, IL 62563 
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September 7. 2009 {Yes, I work on Labor Day) 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 

Chairmal' 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 

Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 

2125 Rayburn House Office Building 

Washington. DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 

Ranking Member 

The HOl'\orable George Radanovich 

Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 

2322A Rayburn House Office Building 

Washington, DC 20515 
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Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members. 1 am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for 
September 1oth, 2009 in which the Hon. Jnez Tenenbaum. Chairman of the US Consumer 
Product Safety Commission (CPSC). is scheduled to testify about the CPSIA law 

I find it outrageous that you are only listening to one witness. Since thousands of small 
businesses and families have been and continue to be detrimentally affected by this law, I find it 
reprehensible that you do not have a representative from either of these groups present to 
testily. I am the Vice President of the National Association of Resale and Thrift Shops and own 
The Kids Closet. a store that is now down 25% in sales due to the loss of products covered 
under this law. Although I'm sure none of you feel the effects of a bad economy personally, 
believe me, plenty of the rest of the country does. This is very poor timing to try to make things 
safer If you really want to improve safety for children, go after the big manufacturers who 
shipped all the lead-laced stuff in from China in the first place. And why was this law made 
retroactive? Even car manufacturers get years to improve safety and they kill lots more peop•e. 

This law makes it impossible to sell ilems that are perfectly safe but that we have no 
documentation to prove such. 

I really believe that to get a good perspective of all the effects of any change. you need more 
than one point of view You can't read the label from inside the bottle 

If you want. I would be happy to come testify. Just ask rne 

Sincerely, 

Kitty Boyce 

-2· 



1 ODD, Jnilloi& Street 
San Ftar.-ct:s,~o. Ce 94107 
(415) 25'1·0372: 
{415) 252-0369 
W'tl'N1,t.iueoral'lgeg3me-s.oom 

September 6", 2009 

The Honorable HeruyWaxman 
Chaiuna.n 

The Hornm1ble Bobby Rusl'I 
Subcomm;itee Ch&irman 

He>vse Energy and Commerce Commi\tee 
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212!1 Rayb:.11n House Office BuildingWashington, DC 20515 

The Hoooratlle Jee Bartoo 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Raoanovich 
Sut>commlttee Ranking Member 

House Ene<gy ano Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburr. Hovse Office Buildil'lg 
W.ls1>in91on. DC 20515 

De"r Chaimten ar>cf Ranking Members: 

Blue Orange USA 

I am wrir1ng in 1egatd to tile Committee ooaring se! for September 10, 2009 in whicll lhe Ho11. Inez Tenenbaum, 
Chairman of tll~ U S. Cons1Jmer Product Safely Commission (CPSC), is seheduled 10 tes1ify on tile implem~nlalion of 
the Ce>~umer Product Safety 'mprovemenl Act (CPSlA). 

I am vary disappointed 11\at no small businesses impacted by !h~ new law have bce'I irwiled to sllare their experien:es 
in tcstirncll)' beiore !he Commillee. The bus;oe1;s community has beeo actively calling lor heatings since lhe passage 
of the CPSIA because of lhe d•aconian effects of Ille new taw. 

Ou• S'!lall business makes educational prnducts 104' schoors and toy srore& and Ms an exemplary 10·year safely 
reccrti because of Olir hard w.>•k to assure high qualtty and comp~anc& VJilh law. Yet Iha lnnvmerable, onerous 
provisions of rile CPSIA have had "<Jevasta~ng impact on our abiltty to coni:lvct business. These issues rieed to be 
exolored by !he Commillee based on th& test<mony of reel CG:Tipauies sufrerlng real pain. 

The p1oblems caused b1 tt>e iaw a<e myriad. 7he O\/erly brc>act d81iMion of "children's J>rocluc1s· swept in many 
product• incapable of harming children from lead or phthalates. The CPSC itse'.1 has been hobbled by the CPSIA's 
;trict new rules that proh1b~ risk assessmCfll. Tt>e agency has no flexibility le> exercise judgment and as a result, l>ave 
issued impraclical guielance and unwo<kab!e regulations. In add1ti011, the examption process under the law is both very 
'imited and very e•peosive. 

':''1e severe i:>e>n.!ll!;es under the law ore not scaring curnpanies into compliance - lhey are shooing companies otll of 
~Ile market. E•1en the CPSC's own guidance to resale shops advises s101es 10 consider !he oplion 10 s1op doing 
business in ohilare'l's products 
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Septerr,ber 8, 2009 

Tne deck is stacked against small business under lh& new law. lrDnically. white crafters are left to P\ll.Zle over how to 
"ascert<tin" cohort informalio11 on their products, the new law a .. Vclrds a freebie to large businesses who seek to test 
their own p10rlucts. 

I s:rongly believe lhat lhe perspective of busi"esses like our company is esser>lial to a complete pleture of !he 
~roblems caused by the c;pSJA and ~s ill'i;>lemen1a1ion. Th<111k yoo for your cons'dcration of this important matter. 

Siriccrely, 

Ji.rlier• MAYOT, CEO 

ir•<o@blueorangeoames.com 

Cell: (415) 572·.3885 

• Page2 



September 7. 2009 

The Ho"or~ble HenryV\'a)(rr.an 
Ch~irman 

Tre Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chc;ir:nan 

House Energy and Commerce Commlttee 
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2125 Rayburn House Office 11Li1ding W~shingtor.. DC 20S15 

":'he Honorable Joe Ba•ton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 

Subcommittee Ranking Member 

Hous~ Energy and Commerce Committee 

2322A Rayburn HOl•se Office B~ilding 
Washington, OC 20515 

Dear Chai rmen and Ranking Members: 

I am the president of School Aids, a Sa:on Rouge ba$ed retail and catalog school supply 

bu5iness . We have 76 employees. I was stunned by the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 

Act {CPSIA). This law has caused massive corifusion for thousands of small businesses, causing 

some to have large inventory write ·offs, file for bolnkruprcy, and go out of business. This is 

affec1ing me, and my employees. This law has serious negati\le Impact on srr1all businesses In the 

United States w ithout having much meas\Jrable improvement on safety. 

Therefore I was d isappuinled to learn lh.'ll no small bus;nesses would be invited 10 testify at th~ 

~ptember 10 Com!T"ittee hearing regarding the CPS~A. I am writing to ask that yO<J allow for 

our input. 

77; y~or your consideration. 

d.m:y Fimberg 

!>resident 

jamey@S(hoolaids.com 
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Vernier Soflw;tre & Technologv 
.~~~~~~~·-~~~~~~~~ 

Scp!ember 4, 2009 

Tbe JIC'>J\Or~b!c Hcl":y W3.~man. 
C?lairma:. 

Tl\e Honorable Bobby .Kush 
Scbcommjttee Chauman 

Honse Energy iJOO Com~e Cotmr.itl~e 
i !:l.S Rayburn lious• Offoco llui14i•s 
W>shington, DC 205 I 5 

The Hononblc Joe B•non 
R:anljng Member 

1~• Honor.bl< George Radanovkh 
Su~ornmhkc Rankint Me1nhef 

tto:J'e EncrRy and Commcr~c Committee 
2l22A R•yburn House Office Bui!ding 
Wa&t:in~con. DC 2QSJS 

13979 S.W. Millikan Way • Seave-to., OR 97005-2886 
loll free SSS.837.6437 • 503.27722S9 ·fax 5•J3.277.2440 

~1"11o@verni~r C~n"I • ..VNW.V"emier.cone 

I •m writmg today in rcguds to th• Seplemtier IO. 2009 Com:nittcc hc•ring on 1he CPSIA. Ir is dis•ppoin1ing •h•t it •ppears 
there wiH be nc representation fro;n bu&iness ow~~n ~uch lt:S I. wl:osc bu&;nesscs arc ~uffering frort1 un;nttnd~d ~un~ettucne~s 
f>f rhc law, 

Vernier SoftwArc 8'. Tcdtnology is a sm.<tH to mcd;um-~izcd comp"PY That makc.s produces ~or sctcnr:e c<jucation. We are 
~onfidc.n• thitl our prod1JCU a~ sire. We hca...,e been m;::i11ufa.1.:lu;ing S¢nsnr t~~nology for O\:er 28 ycari. 31\d safet) is a pricl'fly 
tt> us. We adhc1·e ~o t'nvf1(moient.1I Mid matcri~1 osage dfrcc.ti\.•ei that ue :teccp~.ed in countries. throughout lhe world. Yer due 
m £he CPSIA, we r~~ve d1Stct:dl\ued •he markertns .aind sale& of our products tot LJ~ by studen~ under age J'.J. Thjs i~ nm O!lty 
a f:'ltow to us as a compal\y. but •o ~;1en;e ~dueation in this c<.•untry. 

Due to b;oadl}'·\\1it•en 1lcffnj(jon:1 in 1hr. law, we are n(lt even c~rtain w~.;ther it applies lo u~. Sh{)uJd u:icJJ~c educarion 
pr<•~"'l'te that counters, 10 a compurer (e.g .. a temperature prahc o: Jisha $Cnsor us:d t11 a $C'1cnce c•per~ment). be 11.tn1ped into 
the 'S3:Yie categor)' as 1oy~ :and child ~are producti'~ We need cla:-;flcation and communication. 

r applaud )'OUC w01k m kce;H>U< CO!:ntry's chddren sa.!e. Yet Phe:e ate con~cquen~ci eoftha.~ law that ne~d to be undt.r$tOod 
;ind addrcs~cd. 1 ~ppreda~e your tf:ne and cons.idccatJon of allowing sm:.tU busiM'iS to loa\·c a voic~ a.t t~.-e hc1ring. 

Sin<:crel)'. 

Da,•id Vernier 
F~un~er and CEO. Vomi<r Software & Tochnology 
llvetHicr®vernicr.cnm 
SOJ-277-2299 



September?, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn Hollse Office Building 
W ashing1on. DC 20515 

Dear Chainnen an<l Ranking Members: 
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• • JPMA 

I am writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for September IO. 2009 in which the Hon. 
Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), is 
scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Coosumer Product Safety lmprovemenr Act 
(CPS!A). 

The last year has been especially difficult on small businesses like those of our members. 50% of 
who have gross sales of under $3 million. Since Congress passed the Consumer Product Safely 
Improvemel\I Acl of 2008 - a law which we have supported from the beginning - the ju~enile 
products industry has spent at least $45 million on increased testing and compliance costs and 
we· ve lost more than $138 million in destroyed or returned inventory. Implemcniation of this 
wel1-i111entioned but poorly-conceived law during the current reces~ion ha• been a nightmare. 
One estimate shows the combined effecls on the juvenile produt'tS industry of tile CPSlA and the 
recession lo be greater than $430 million and rising. 

~1any small businesses in the ju\'enilc products i:'ldustry came to DC earlier this year to meet 
with our Senators and Members of Congress about the CPSIA. We were mostly told to wait for 
the Obama administra1ion's appointe~ 10 take charge at CPSC and thiugs would get better. 
Now, all five Commissioners have been confirmed and che chainnan has be.en on the job since 
late June We S[iJI need help. Our biggest fear is that !he new folks in charge will tell Congress 
chat the worst has passed and everything will be tine. I am writing to tell you that is nol the case. 

---------·--····-·----
.Ju"enil~ l'~odm·I~ i\·l:11111fa(ll1J'to.r• Assodalion, Im-. 

151100 Cl!•n111crc<: l'itrkway. S11i1c C • Ml. Umrd. N.1 llRlJ5·1 • !\~(1.f>1X.il4~0 • W\6...iJ9.0525 
E· rn•nl: lunm<c;·cJt·.inu:c:n11 • \Vd'l<.itc: """'''-·.jpma org 
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We believe Congress needs to amend the CPSIA 1his year. Everyone see.ins 10 admit there have 
been unintended consequences - but no one can agree on wheth:r and how to address them. We 
are no1 a.~king lo repeal the law in its entirety because we know that is not politically feasible or, 
frankly, desirable. There arc some good things in there already. But I hope you can work 
towards making a few changes to make things better for small businesses and better for the 
agency staff who arc strnggling to implement the CPSIA. Common-sense reforms in areas such 
as tracking labels .. ~cience- and risk-based regulations, cer!ification, retroactivity, and component 
part testing would he.Ip tum a well-intentioned law into a well-made law. 

Small businesses impacted by the new Jaw. such as those small businesses represented by JPMA, 
must be included in Thursday's hearing and must be invited to share their e"periences in 
teslimony before the Commincc. Many of the small family businesses we represent have built 
their reputations on the safety and enjoyment of their produc!s. and have spent muhiple 
generations assuring high quality products 1ba1 comply with all Jaws and regulation$. Yet 1he 
innumerable. onerous provisions of Che CPSlA ha\·e had a devastaling impact on the ability of 
m~ny of our members 10 conduce business. These issues need to be explored by the Committee 
based 011 lhe testimony of real companies suffering real pain. Small businesses like JPMA 
members in all 50 slates are counting on you. 

Thank you for :.-our consideration. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely. 

~"~~ 
President 
1w3 l !er@:ihin Ltom 

Phone: 8S6-642-4402 

.luwnik J'rodllcls "lanu!':u:lur..rs A.'>"IOtiatlo11, Inc. 
15llOO enmmerce P;1rkw.1y. Suite C • Ml. Laurel. NJ 0~054 • l\.'i6.6:l~.(J42(} • 856.439.052.'i 

1:-~ mail: Jllil':J(.{l~t,hitll <.'nm• \\'i;hsth!: ww,,:jpnl~t.arg. 
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Cilail'man, I louse Committee on Energy and Commerce 
2125 Raybi:m House Office Building 
Washington. D.C. 2()515 

De.a! Honorable Henry Waxman, 

I am extremely upset by the effects of the Consumer Product Safety Impronmem Act of2008 on smal! 
business Dnd Native Am~ricans. I'm the owner of a fledgling toy business. It's been my dream of 
twenty-five years, and just a.~ I am in the proce~s of achieving it, the over-reaching effects of the CPS!A 
arc threatening it, As an American ci!izen 2.11d a dyed-in-the.wool Democrat, I'd like to believe that the 
-~~~.·ive fallout on such businesses as mine was unintentional, but I wonder when [ &ee how that Mattel 
gc:J-s to test its own loyst 

I'm just ~.<:oncerned for tnc Nati vc t\mcrican cultun;s as for my own welfare. ·mis Jaw has put them at 
risk. along with ever)' other ethnic culture whose children depend on custom clothi11g 10 participate in 
ct:ltural events. 

Traditional powwow, ceremonial at1d burial clothing for Native Americans is an importn.~t part of 
cultural acti•ilies. Every outfit made is intenlionally one-of-a-kind, to reflect the family, clan an<l tribal 
heritai;e of the wearer. Clothing is an integral pa.1 of most cullural activities, and is a continuation of the 
a:1~icnt tradition of tribai members dressing ia an identifiable manner. 

Without com:nunity members and commercial regalia makers helping to dress our children. many 
children ofbu~y working parents will be left silting on the sidelines at cultural events. Many people who 
have previously maJe regalia for children have already stopped making it du~ to this Jaw. So this 
legislation is already prcvcntir.g Native American children from paniciparing ill cultural activities, thus 
h;ndering families and lribes from !Jassing O!l their !raditions to their children. 

Tl:e Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of2008 requirements of expensive 3rd party testing 
and trncking of every "SKIJ" made for children under age Bi$ financially infeasible for small 
~·.!s!1~esscs and custom clothing makers. The end result will be Native American Cultun~I Genocide or. 
'.h~· !eve! not .~en since the days when children were forced to attend Indian Boarding Schools and 
punishe.d for spealcing their native tongues. 

Unless this legislation is amended to alti:>w raw material manufacturers to certify their products are safe 
to u.w in prod\;cts for children, those of you who refuse to arneJJd this flawed piece of legislation will be 
PERSONA.LL Y RESPONSIBLE for destroying the very heort and soul of native cultures. and the very 
i'UTURE OF NATIVE AMERICA. 

I implcrc you to open the upcoming hearing to include lestimony by rcpresentati •es of the small 
business community. As a member of the Handmade To)' Association. l"m proud 1ha1 its leaders have 
~':lgontly studied all of:hc issues surrounding the CPSIA and have commonsenst suggestions for 
improving 1his act. I implore you tn hear them teslify. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
•. r:ic!a Moore Kurth 
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The Honorable Bobby Rush 
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Chainnan .. Subcummiuee on Commerce. T racle und Con~umer i'rotcction 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D .C. 20515 

Dear Honorable Bobby Ru~h. 

I :im extremely upset by the effects of!he Consumer Product Safety lmprovemcn1 Act of2008 on small 
business and Native Americans. I'm the owner of a fledgling toy bu~iness. It's been my dream of 
twemy-five years, and just as I am in the process of achieving it, the over-reaching effects of the CPSIA 
are threatening it As an American citizen and a dyed-in-the-wool Democrat, l'<l Jike to believe thal the 
negative fallout on such businesses as mine was unint~-ntiunal, but l wonder when I see how that Ylallel 
gets 10 test its own toys! 

I'm just a~,concemed for tbe Native American cultures as for my own welfare. This b.w has p·Jt the:n at 
risk, along with evCT}' other e1hnic culture whose childr<!n depend on ~ustom clothing 10 participate in 
cultural events. 

Traditiooal powwow, ceremonial and burial c.Jothing for Native Americans is an imp()rtant part of 
cultural activities. Every outfit made is intentionally one-of-a-k:n:l, lo rellcct 1he family, clan a11d tribe! 
heritage of the wearer. Clothing is an integral part of most cultural activities, and is a continuation of the 
ancient tradition of lril>al members dressing in an ideatifiable manner. 

Without communiry members and comn1CTI:ial regalia makers helping to dress our children, many 
-::Mdren of busy working parents will be left sitting on the sidelines at cultural events. Many people who 
1m·c previously made regalia for children have already stopped making ii due to !his law. So this 
!egislation is already preventing Native American children from participatins in c:illutal activities, 1hus 
hindering families and tribes from passing on their traditions to their children. 

The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of200S requirements of expensive 3rd party tes1ing 
anJ tracking of every "SKU" made for children under age 13 is financially infeasible for small 
busir.esses and custom clothing makers. The end result will be Native American Cultural Genocide on 
the level not seen since the days when children were forced to attend Indian Boarding Schools and 
;:mnished for speaking their native tongues. 

Unless this legislation is amended to allow raw material manufacturers to ~ertify their producls are safe 
~o use in products for chi klren, thos..< of you who refuse to amend this tJa...,-ed piect> of legislation wi ii be 
PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE for destroyi11g the very heart and soul of native cultures. and the very 
fUTIJRE Or NA l!VE AMERICA. 

I implore you to open the upcoming hearing to include testimony by rcpresentati~es of the small 
business communiry. As a member of' the Handmade Toy Association. J'ni proud that its leaders have 
diligently studied all oftbe issues surrounding the CPSIA and have commonsense sugges!ions for 
improving 1his act. r implore you to hear them lestity. 

Sincerely, 

cl~~~ 
Linda Moore Kurth 
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The Honorable Joe Barton 
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Ranki11g Member, House Commiuee on Er.ergy and Commerce 
2322A Raybum House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20.515 

Dear lfonorabie Joe Banon, 

l am extremely upset by the effects of the Consumer Product Safoty Improvement Act of 2008 on small 
business and Narive Americans. I'm the owner of a fledgling roy business. It's been my dream of 
twenty-five years, and just as I am in the process of achieving it, the over-reaching effccls of the CPSIA 
are threatening it. As an American citizen and a dyed-in-ihe-wool Democrat, I'd Hke to believe t!tat the 
negative fallout on such busineS$CS as mine was unintentional. but I wonder when I see how that Mattel 
gets to test its 0'\\11 toys! 

I'm just as.,concemed for the Native American cultures as for my Q1.11n welfare. Th!s law ha~ put them at 
ris:<, alrmg with every other etr,nic culture whose children depend on custom clothing to participate in 
cultural eve11ts. 

Trac!ilional powwow, ceremonial and burial clothing for Native Amel'icons is an important pan of 
cultural activities. Every outfit made is intentionally 011e-of·a-kind, to reflect the family, clan and trihal 
heritage of the wearer. Clothing is an integral part of most cultural activities, and is a CO:ltinua1ion of the 
ancient tradi'.ion of tribal merr.bcrs dressing in an identifiable manner. 

Without c:ommunity members and commercial regalia makers helping to dress our children, rr.any 
,hildrcn ofbu&y working parents will be left sitting on the sidelines at cultural events. Many peL>ple who 
have previously made regalia for children have already stopped making it due to this law. So this 
legislation is already preventing Native American children from participating in cultural activities. thus 
hindering families and tribes from passirtg on their traditions to their children. 

The Consumer Product Safoty Improvemenl Act of 2008 requirements of c1<.pensive 3rd party 1es1ing 
and tracking of every "SKU'' made for children under age 13 is financially infeasible for small 
businesses and custom clothing makers. The end result will be Native American Cultural Genocide on 
the level not seen since rhe days w'Jen children were forced to anend Indian Boarding Schools and 
punished for speaking their native tongues. 

unless this legislation is amended to allow raw material manufacturer.; to certify their products are safe 
~o use in products for children. those of you who refuse to amend this flawed piece of legislation will be 
PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE for destroying the very heart and soul of native cultures, and the very 
FUTURE OF NATIVE A.\.1ERJCA. 

l implore you to open the upcoming hearing to include testimony by representati\'es of the small 
\lusiness community. As a memberof1he Handmade Toy Association, I'm proud !hat its leaders have 
diligently studied all of the issues surrounding tile CPSIA .a11d have comrnonsense suggestions for 
Improving ~his act. I implore you to h1:ar them testify. 

Sincerely, 

µ~~ 
Linda Moore Kurth 
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Littlevrow TY'~P<nit LLC 
J'm Rc>ck,, OK 

www.~tnul~past:co11i-
Sept. 7. 20()9 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Th" Honor:ible Joe Barton 
The Honorable George Radanovich 

Dear Honorable Congrcs.~men. 

The wa1· being waged cm small business and Native Americans by Che Democratic Pai1y, "ia the Consumer 
Produc1 Safecy Improvement Act of 2008 is extremely di.;lressing. Once again we're victims of a Congress who 
has legislated Indians inlu forced assimilation, albeit as collaceral damage caused by unintended consequences 
thi;; time. In any case, the CPSIA is legislative NATIVE AMERICAN Cl!LTURAL GENOCmE. 

I'm Janet Lilllccrow. partner in l.ittlecrow Trading Pos1 I.LC wi1h my husband James. I'm a lifekm!l 
DEMOCRAT who is furi()•<.f that members of m)' own party are IGNORING MY CONCERNS, and I grow 
more inclined to raise a slink daily. A$k Cindy Sheehan if one 1i:iugh woman can make a difference. 

My husbaitd and I run on in1emet·hased business in rural Oklahoma, producing tradilional clothing and 
powwow danc~ tegalia for Native Americans throughoul the t..:.S. & Canada. Our inventory is handmade and 
"one of a kind", representing the dancer's family, clan and tribal heritage. Testing each "SKU" is cost· 
prohibitive. Destructi"e testing crot't be done on A beaded buckskin dress, feather dance l>ustle ot beaded feather 
fan. Our items don't need cradle·to-gravc tracking like a commercial aircran altimeter. and don't get recalled. 

Clothi:ig is ao integral p:irt of most cultural activities. and i~ "continuation of lhe ancient tradition of tribal 
members dressing in an identifiable manner. We can adapt some items to use plain fabrics. yam and ribbon. 
without snaps. buttons and zippers. However, beaded buckskin dr~sses. leggings and beaded moccasins are 
mainstays ofNa1ive American attire. Jingle dresses use hundr~ds of tin cones on a dress. Dyed deer tail Jines 1he 
outside of a porcupine hair roach headdress. Quillwork was used for decoration before beads; mayhe I should 
start Imming porcupine since beads are glass and arc not exempt. Do I need to 31a11 cooking up deer brains to 
brain.fan deerskins like in the old days, since commercially-tanned skins aren·1 "natural''? Should I sta11 u~in~ 
duck poop for hlu~ dye, huffalo gallstones for yellow d}"c, b!Mtlro<>I for n;d dye ligilin? l can go on ... 

Many regalia makers have stopped making children's items because of the CPS!.'\.. This law Is already f11rcing 
assimilation on Native American cltildren, by restricting their participation ill po"'""'"" & cultural evr1tl3, 
Cultural diversi1y is !he strength of chis country. The chilr.lrcn of other othic cultw-cs depend on ~ustc>m elo1hing 
to participate in cultural events also. This Jaw !las the po1ential to light a firestorm. 

Certification shou!d !ie done at the raw materials Jev~I. There are simple solutions to flX HIE PROBLEMS' 

PARTISAN POLITICS ARE UGLY FROJl.f EITHER SIDE OF THE FENCE! 

Janet Linlet:row 
Owner'Panner, Litll~crow Trading Post LLC 
PO Box 243 Red Rock, OK 74651 
(58()} 723·9244 
.www.li11Je.-.rowtradingoo~t.com 
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Maiden /kerzca v§/Vo 
HANDMADE JUST FOR Y01.J 

September?, 2009 

The Honorable Herny Waxman ·Chairman 

The Honorab:e Bobby Rush· Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC W.515 

The Honorable Joe Barto11 • Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich • Subt0mmi11ce Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Raylrum House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 J 5 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Member;: 

I am deeply chagrinned IQ learn tha1 nol even one of the lhousands of small busim:sgcs being dimiminatcd against lly 
Cl'S!A legislation ha•e been inviled ro 1estify at the Commit:ee hearing sel for September I 0, 2009 in which ~ Hon. 
Inez Tu,cnba~m. Chairman ofrhe U.S. Coo~umer Product S.ifcty Commission (CPSC}, is scheduled to 1es1il) on Ille 
impfcmcnlation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA}. 

Y ouJ decision nut to include the voice of sruall business at your hearing suppons the idea tha: CPSIA is a holoca·•s: 
ag~:nst sniall business in that, appare11tly and as for <IS I can see, the smoll bushtess victim -the mosl disadvantaged 
under this new law -b heing rliininated from both the d l•logue at yo.:r btarlngs and from c9mpeting fairly iR 
tht markelpla~. I have deep concerns about this practice being pcrmilled by public sel"ants c.harged with listening tc 
C>ur wit l and perforn1ing their duties to us in a manner that suppons C>ur expressed cQncerns. true will aud besl intercsu. 

As a small business owr.er dcva.~ta!cd :;,y CPSJA, I flave come to the harsh unde1standing that "inlcnl" of a law does not 
mear. the same as "lener" C>fthe Jaw. After reDding a feature about the first Lady's "organic" garden {anached} and 
ane>thcr (also &ttached), more recenl fea1urt. about Manet being given a "pass" while lhe rest of the peons in our 
:11duslry continue lo sulfor ir. playing by the rules set down by the CPSIA (confu$int as they are'), I'm ofliciat\y 
c>hou . .,cd b> tho en lire nightmare, for which I now ht>ld you and your Committee I 00% responsible. 

Mr. Chairman. yC>u and your associa1e• have nol only goll"'1 my au.~Uon as a business woman, you have also goncn 
my dander up, a.< a citizen and parent. This law ms off:cially replaced .. Mother Approved" wilh "Big Brother 
Appro·>e~ ... effee1;vely undermining parental ai:thotity •cross this great natir:>n. From a small bu~iness perspective, 
your cC>mmiuec has Htablishcd CPSIA "at our cxpeose," nC>t ''on our behalf ... The discrimination. hypocrisy. lack of 
rcprcse~talion and apparent disr:i;ard for gett:ng this Jaw "right" on behalf of OUR child!'en and the small, fa:nily· 
<>wr.cd business v1c;ims 1ba1 serve f suppon them (one and the same in1ercs1} i.s as obvious as 1he nose M your face. 

What eve1· h~ppened tn equal representation? Small business is ;he back1>onc of the America~ cconcmy. Unless the 
in1en1 is lo ios1cr • new kind of backbone tbat .'ICrves another tyre of economic model, I can sec nD reason why this 
committee would, in alt good cons;iencc, fail to include our voice at your hearings'? I strongly urge you to invi1c small 
~usiness lo 1csnfy at lhis and every future hearing you may hold regarding a la'W 1ha1 so deeply impac:ts the "little guy." 

Sincere])'. 

Tristan Benz 
Mom, Citizen, Registered VCJTU. Small Business Owner 
tt'isfMlb at maidenUS dot com 
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Is The White House's Organic Garden Toxic To Kids? 
Jeff Stier. 07.23.09, 01:24 PM EDT 
http://www.forbescom/2009/07 /23/white-house-garden-opin ions-contributors-jeff. 
stier.html 
No, according to toxicologists II ought to be. according to environmentalists 

Michelle Obama's "organic'' White House garden was designed to promote a green agenda. In 
order to provide safe food to children in the community, the First Lady wouldn't use chemical 
pesticides or fertilizers. Green groups cheered. In an ironic tNist, all of that has now backfired. 

The garden was created using a "green" approacn. based on the belief that exposure to even 
minute levels of synthetic chemicals and contaminants such as lead is dangerous. Indeed, 
when envirortmenlal activist groups lobbied for a drastic consumer product safety law known as 
the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Ac! (CPSIA), they repeated the frightening but 
uriscientir1c mantra that "there is no safe level of exposure" to the synthetic chemicals and 
contaminants they sought lo ban. 

The law passed, but it won't make anyone safer; the idea that the level of exposure doesn't 
matter flouts every known precept of toxicology. CPSIA is putting the squeeze on already 
threatened small businesses, forcing them to discard products with the tiniest trace of forbidden 
si:bstances--and it turns out the White House is getting a taste of the same medicine. 

Earlier this month, The New York Times reported that the National Park Service found lead in 
the White House garden soil. In fact, tests found somewhere between 450% and 900% of !he 
normal amount of lead in U S. soil The White House did not dispute the findings but defended 
the lead in the garden, calling it "completely safe." They are right. Though lead at higher levels 
can be dangerous, the garden, like the products banned by CPSIA. is well within safety limits. 
But the White House's defense rings of self-serving hypocrisy. Where were the Wh'te House 
reassurances when environmentalists were pushing CPSIA restri~lions on other fronts? 

Greenpeace. the Enviror.menta1 Working Group, and others who were behind CPSIA··along 
With their allies in Congress and in the administration-manipulate the fears of concerned 
parents by contradicting established rules of toxicology, claiming that all lead needs to be 
eliminated. Aside from causing needless panic, their agenda could end up taking an expensive 
toll on industry and driving up prices for consumers. 

The consequences of environmentalist fear-mongering are already spreading quickly. 
Bisphenol-A (BPA) and phthalates in plastics have been thoroughly demonized by junk-science 
reports-so much so that people rorget these chemicals have never been shown to be harmful 
to humans. Likewise, the organic approach endorsed by the While House unjustly contests the 
proven safety of properly applied chemical pesticides and fertilizers. 
Now that they've seen the light. will the White House join thousands of small businesses and 
consumers calling for the repeal of the CPSIA? The Bush Food and Drug 

Administration found BPA to be safe. but the Obama FDA called for a do-over Will their 
findmgs be consis!ertl with the While House's newfound appreciation for basic tenets of 
toxicology? Will the new regime at the EPA hall rts trumped-up health claims and halt their 
U:"lprecedente6 attack on America's producers? 

Jeff Stier is an associate director of the American Council on Science and Health. 

• Page2 
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Mattel gets a CPSIA waiver 
posted at 9:30 am on August 28, 2009 by Ed Morriney 
pllp:l/hotair.com/archivesl2009108/28!martel·gets-a-cpsia·waiver/ 

After consumers discovered an influx oflead-tainted toys imported by Mattel and other 
companies, Congress acted to strengthen protections through the Consumer Protection 
Safety hnprovement Act (CPSIA). The legislation created almost impossible hurdles for 
small manufacturers and resellers for testing products, while earlier this month the CPSC 
announced it would send inspectors fa!U'ling out across the USA to enforce the laws in 
thrift shops. Now one of the companies that created the problem in the first place has 
gotten a waiver from the CPSIA's requirements for third-party testing: 

Toy-makers, clothing manufacturers and other companies selling products 
for young children are submitting samples lo independent laboratories for 
safety tests. But the nation's largest toy maker, Mattel. isn't being required 
to do the same. 
The Consumer Product Safety Commission recently, and quietly, granted 
Mattel's request to use its own Jabs for testing that is required under a law 
Congress passed last summer in the wake of a rash of recalls of toys 
contaminated by lead. Six of those toys were produced by Mattel Inc., and 
irs subsidiary Fisher-Price .... 
Mattel is getting a competitive advautage, Green said, because smaller 
companies must pay independent labs to dt) the tests. Testing costs can run 
from several hundred dollars to many thousands, depending on the test and 
the toy or product. 

Mattel had to recall more than 2 million toys from the market after inspectors discovered 
lead in the imported products. Now they claim that their "firewalled" labs will protect 
consumers and block out "corporate influence". Where are the labs that Mattel will use? 
Mexico, Malaysia, Indonesia. and China - and China is where the dangerous toys 
originated. 

Mattel gets to test its own products. People like Suzi L!fil& have to pay laboratories to 
certify their hand-made products contain no lead or phthalates, which she already knows 
because she handpicks her materials. Thrift stores have to either test products for resale 
or confirm that they have not been recalled, on an individual basis. But the company that 
caused the bigge~1 problem that led to the CPSIA gets a waiver. How convenient ... and 
unjusl. 

• Page3 



Th~ Honorable Henry Waxman,Cbairman 
Subcommittee Chairman 
House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn Hou~e Oftice Building 
Washington, DC 20SlS 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 
The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 
House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Wasbington, DC 20515 

Dear Chainnen and Ranking Members: 
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Dr. Stcviiru1e Auerbach, PhD/Dr Toy 
268 Bush Street 
San Francisco CA 94104 
September 3 2009 
drtovo'fildrtov.com S 1 U) 540O111 

I am writing in regard lo the Conunittec hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the Hon. 
lne7. Tenenbaum, Chaimian of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), is 
scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(CPSIA). 

I am very disappointed that no small businesses impacted by the new law have been invited lo 
share their experiences in testimony before the Commiltee. I know that the business community 
has been actively calling for hearings since the passage of the CPSJA because of the disastrous 
effects of the new law. The changes are affecting innovatiw people who are creating the best 
products possible. Tbey are safe, used throughout the country, and many products are made in 
the USA. I am aware of many who have created small business that make products for home and 
school that are seriously affected at the huge costs involved in meeting the new laws. The 
;>roblems in the first place stemmed from mismanagement of Chinese factories by one of the 
largest toy companies who should have had quality assurance and on-going staff supervision in 
China. As a result of their oversights as to safety the repercussions are instead affecting tne small 
mom and pop businesses who can 110 longer afford to compete. This is unfair and out of 
?roportion to the problem that caused this change in the first place. 

Then you are not 3Jlowing the small companies who are greatly affected by the new laws to 
share their real and serious conc1:1ns and that is totally unfair and causing further alienation. 
These issues need to be explored by the full Commil.tce based on the testimony of real companies 
and the people involved who are suffering real pain. TI1e problems caused by the la'-\' are myriad. 
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The Honorable Henry Waxman,Chairman September 3, 2009 
The Honorable Bobby Rush 
The Honorable Joe Barton 
The Honorable George Radanovich 

Page2 

The overly broad definition of"children's products" swept in many producls that are incapable 
ofhanning children from lead or phlhalatcs. The CPSC itself has be.en hobbled by the CPSlA's 
strict new rules that prohibit risk assessment. The agency has no flexibility 10 exercise judgment 
and as a result, have issued impractical guiuancc and unworkable regulations. 

Jn addition, the exemption process under the law is both very limited and very expensive. The 
severe penalties under the law are not scaring companies into compliance - they are forcing 
companies out of the market. Even the Cl'SC's own guidance to resale shops advises stores to 
consider the option to stop doing business in children's products. The deck is stacked against 
small business under the new law. Tronically, while crafters are left to puzzle over how to 
"ascertain" co-hort information on their products, the new law awards a freebie to large 
bminesses who seek to test their own products. 

I strongly believe that the perspective ofb\lsinesses that are small, iMovative and constitute the 
cross section of America are essential to a complete picrure of the problems caused hy rhe 
CPSIA and its implementation. Thank you for your consideration of this important mallcr and 
opening the doors to a full and complete understanding of the current state of the toy and 
educational product market. ft is too important to this country to let it be destroyed by laws that 
are not flexible in standards or methods. Hope you will hear the full 'Toy Story'' and not throw 
out the baby with lhc bathwater or even listen to its cries. At least listen and act from having a 
clear understanding of what i.~ being asked of those without deep pockets. This country needs iill 
of the innovation, productivity and production it can muster and it needs it now. 

Sincerely, 
Stet!A-nne. r+ue.rbMh. 
Dr. Stevanne Auerbach, PhD./DrToy™ 

2 
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Sept. 6, 2009 

To Chairman Waxman and other members ofthc Congressional committee 
reviewing the pending requirements ofCPSIA. 

My company-Timeless Toys Inc., Hayward, CA is a very small company. We 
employ three people and our sales volume is less than $500, 00 per annum. 
There must be well over 500 similar and smaller sized companies in the Toy 
Industry today. We are the innovators and creators of new products as well as 
classic products. We have always complied with all of the voluntary toy safety 
standards and our own in house quality control systems have always resulted in 
safe, well designed, quality products. We have never had a recall or any safety 
issue in all the years I have been in business. 

I actually assisted in the creatic>n of the Voluntary Toy Safety Law back in the 
l 980's when I was CEO of a Toy company with revenues of $250 Million. 
As Dr. Stevanne Auerbach pointed out in her comprehensive letter on the 
subject; we do not have the resources of the dominant large companies in the 
industry and it js the largest one who actually caused the major problem. 

The new requirements are especially onerous and costly to the smaller 
companies. Most of us are struggling to keep our doors open in the present 
economic climate and the new requirements make our situation even more 
tenuous. The CPSIA law of2008 was made in an atmosphere of hysteria 
caused by the larger companies and a few others who were not in compliance. 
No analysis was made as to the impact the requirements would have on small 
companies. Please extend the compliance date to allow more input and 
arguments from smaller companies before a final compliance date is set. We 
are still not certain as of this writing of exactly what the acceptable labeling 
requirements are! These new requirements arc causing our suppliers problems 
as well and they are also confused as to what is required. The law as it is now 
written should be rescinded and other alternatives should be reviewed. 

I will be glad to provide more information if needed or requested. 
Sincerely yours, 

Harold A. Nizamian 
Chairman, Timeless Toys Inc 
2534 Barrington Ct. 
Hayward, CA 9454 S 
Td 510 -732 1960 Fax 510 732 6190, t.arrv@limeless-toys.com 
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September 8, 2009 "lft1telagsfllr 
Children's Consignment Sale 

ATTN: Hoose Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 

To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is DeAnn Nightingale and I organize and operate a small children's 
consignment sale within Central Ohio every spring and fall. 

This small business, Three Bags Full Children's Consignment Sale, represents 
thousands of families from throughout the Central Ohio community, The recent CPSIA 
law has been confusing and unclear to the community of consumers, and the retail 
small business community. 

It is unsatisfactory that such a poorly written law was put into effect without proper 
foresight and without proper collaborating with the community of consumers and small 
business owners. The media attention to the CPSIA, the greatly inappropriate number 
of individuals handling the CPSIA and the poorly thought out execution of this law 
should be indicators to you that this is of the utmost important to small businesses and 
the general consumer. 

Your scheduled hearing on September 10 is overdue. You have scheduled to call one 
witness. someone representing the CPSC, and no one from the small business 
community or the crafters community or the general consumer that is affected by this 
law That is unacceptable. 

May I remind you that you are elected officials and work for the general public. It is your 
duly to effectively and adequately explore all ramifications of the CPSIA and make due 
changes as necessary. Do not punish the community of consumers, small businesses 
and the crafting industry because of excessive lead paint found in toys from China. 
Thoroughly research what is due diligence, responsibility and appropriateness in 
legislation to keep excessive lead paint toys and other products from entering the 
market. To do so. calling more than one witness is absolutely necessary. All sides 
should be able to discuss and explore their situation so that responsible and insightful 
change can take place. 

Sincerely, 

DeAnn Nightingale, sale organizers 
Three Bags Full. Children's Consignment Sale 
740·587·2923 

www.threebagsfull.info 
7619 North Street Newark, OH 43055 
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N$FA Promoting an Op~TJ ;\-brket fur Quality F;dncaCional Prtldutts and Sel"\'ltcs 

September 8, 2009 

The Honi>nble 1-!enty Waxman, Chairman 
The Honorable Bobby Rusfl. Subcomminee Chairman 
House Energy and Commerce Com:nittee 

An Education Trade As social ion Found eel i:i l 916 

2125 Rayburn House Office Building., Wa~hington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Jee Barton, Ranking Member 
The Hcmorable George Radano'YiCh, Subcommi1tee Ranking Member 
House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322.'\ Rayburn House Office Buildi11g, Washington. DC 2()515 

Dear Chairmen anJ Ranking Members: 

We have just leamel.l 1hat only one speak~r --- !he H<>n. Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman oflhe U.S. C'.cnsumcr 
Pre>duct Safety Commission (CPSC). is scheduled to testify at the Committee hearing being held on September 
JO, 2009 on the implementation oflhe Con~11mer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). We are very 
disappointed that no small businesses impacted by the new law have been invited to share their experiences in 
teslimony before the Committee. The business community has been aclive\y calling for nearings since the 
passage of the CPSIA b~cause of Ille harsh effects of the new law. 

NSSEA represents 1,500 companies in the children's product marketplace. These educational product 
manufacturers and retailers <:are deeply abou; the safety of children; however, we have grave ccnccms about the 
insurmountal>le burden the CPS! A places on small businesses in the educational products marketplace. 11 is nur 
hope that your Committee hearing will lead to prompt action to correct the excessive reach of this law and lu 
oeva.<tatin~ consequences oo the smitll bus!nesses within !he educational products industry. 

Her-: are some specific areas of concern: 

I) The ddrnltion of children's product is too broad. 
The CPS!;\ imposes a regulatory burden on the children ·s product industry unrelated to risk. Many of these 
item~. have never presented eny risk of'i:ijury and therefe>re will have no effect on improving safety. Both 1he 
lead and rhthalates bans need to be carefully co:istrained to avoid unnecessary hann :o comrncrce. The safety 
concems covered by the CPSJA mainly po11ain to products aimed at young children. We recommend the age 
limit for the defrnitio,-i of ''children's products" be reduced to eight )ears and that the CPSC have Che ciscretion 
:o lower :he <1ge limit for c;ertain groups of products for which the risk of harm from lead or phthalate expo~ure 
is remote to non·eJd~ten! (for C•3ml)le. chiidretc's books, even those ;>ob!ished prior to I 9SS. A TVs and 
bi9cles}. 

2) l'he deadlines are not prac1icable and Ille eco11ontlc impact i$ se"ere. 
The ~hildrcn'~ product industry is not prepared for the sudden imposilion of heavy regulatory burdens. 
Children· s prnducts are typically priced low in a very competitive marketplace. The overhead and infra~tructurc 
r.eeded to comply with 1hc CPSIA are unreasonable for small manufacturers, single location stores or even small 
retail chains and will accelerate mass consolidatio:i in lhe channel. These changes will lead to busi:lesses closing 
and con1inuw job elimination. 

N•tion•I School Supply a11d £quipmtnt Asso<i~tion 

8380 Coltsvlllt Ro•d • Suilt 250 • Sllvtr Spring. Maryland 20910 USA • 301-495·0240 • www.ns>en.org 
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3) Tilt' penallles are excessive. 
The econoinic impact is overwhelming. In an effon w address evtry possible danger. rhe new law exposes 
businesses to excessive resting costs and record-keeping expensei and enforces its new rules with penalties of up 
to$ I 00,000 per violation. We urge you to sharply restrict the use of heavy penallies io the CPSIA panicularly 
for inadvertcn1 violations and for small businesses. The current law provides broad discretion to the CPSC' to 
impose excessive fines. criminal charges and eveJJ asset forfeiture. Our members care deeply 3bout safety and 
have a proven record of providing safe produc\s. 

4) Commission needs more leeway In make risk-based decisions for banned products containing lud. 
The mere presence of lead in many materials does not mean there is a risk of injury. For example. older 
~bild!en a~ far less susceptible to leacl poisoning and engage in less oft\~ mouthing behavior that <:an cause 
lead ingestion. F1>rther, small amounts of lead bound in plastic or other materials may never be biologically 
avail3ble to a child. and lead transfet from cerlain type.< of products io higltly unlikely given the nature of certain 
products (eKamples classroom irems, bic.ycle valves. ATVs, motorbikes). The Commissi1m should h~ve the 
discretion to sec limits on the lead ban :hat tak;: these factors i11to account, incluc!ing excluding certain age 
gfQups, products, and materials based on a risk based analysis. This would result in the high level of consumer 
protection anticipated by the Congress wir~out irnposing rhe kinds of cosrs for testing and complian~e !hat are 
putting our membe~ and many other cons1,1mer product firms in Jeo;y.1rdy. 

011 behalf ofine members of the National School Supply and Equipme"t Associati\tn. "'e orge Congress ro give 
busi!'less a seat at the table in irs effons to implement reasonable and common sc11sc amendments to the Cl'Sl/\ 
to fix its many serious flaws. As the imp~ct of the CPSIA has already 'aoscd damage to many companies. there 
is" great deal of urgency to listen to the businesses in this n1arketplace in order to act both seMibly and quickly. 

Cordially, 

Tim Holt 
President/CEO 
~ational School Supply and Equipment Ass-0ciation 

C~: The Honorable Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman 

NSSE::A Board of Directors 
CHAIR: ~nnis Gosney. Wood Designs 
CHAIR·ELECT: TcJTy Jen$on. Playtime 
Equipment & Scluxil Sup;ily 
Kent Brings, Educational lnsigh:s 
Mart Carlson, Wiebe. Carlson & Associates 
Kc\·in Fahy. f'ahy.Williams Publisbing 
Andy Oattas, Knowledge Tree 
Cami:ron Logan, Camerl'n Marketing Services 
Anna Longo. Schol~r's Choice 
Susan Savoie, Teacher Heaven 
Jennifer Tafflinger. Creative Teaching Press 
Laurie Uherek, Educate & Celebrate 

Cindy Webster, Scholar's Choice 
Jay Rice, Creative Catalog Conc<pts 
Greg Cessna. School Specialty, Inc. 
Gregory Cooney, frank Cooney Company 
Ed Gyenes, Vireo Manufacturing 
Do>Jg Jehle, Scholar Craft Products. Inc. 
Stephanie Keller, Nickerson New Jersey 
Debbie Moore, Peter Li Education Group 
Greg, Moore. MooreCo., BalliBest-Rice 
Janet Neison. DEMCO 
Molly RisdaU Pamell. Smith System 
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Suzi Lang 
owner and Designer 
203 KimPort Ave 
Boalsburg, PA 16827 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
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www.starbrlgtltbaoyonline.com 
814-466-6961 
814-777·3906 

2125 Rayburn House Office BuildingWashington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Comn1erce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

I am writing in regard to the Comminee hearing set for September JO. 2009 in whi<;h the Hon. 
Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission {CPSC), is 
scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(CPSIA). 

I am very disappointed that there will be only one person testifying at this hearing, when this law 
negatively affects thousands and thousands of small businesses. This law nor only makes it · 
difficult to do business, it makes it almost impossible for a small business like mine. I make and 
sell Teething Giraffes. My Giraffes are made from 100% cotton, natural fiber stuffing and 
thread. However, according to the CPSIA I have to have my item tested for lead and phthalates, 
\Yhcre no lead or phthalate ever existed. 

This law unfairly targets small businesses like mine who make safe, but small batches of 
children's items. I think it only filling that we have a seat at the table. 

In this rough economic time, putting thousands and thousands of small businesses out of 
business i~n't the prudent course 10 take. Please listen In our concerns. 

Suzi Lang 
Owner and Designer, Starbright Baby 
SUlilan!l'./)) gmai I .com 
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f1:rtJ; a Achievement 

Scple?Pber 8. 2009 

TFH (USA) LTD. 
4537 Gibsonia Road 
Gibsonit11 PA 15044 

House Commitle~ on Commerce, Tude and Con1111m~r ProUlction 

www.t(husa.com 
Tel. (800) 1167·6222 
Fax: (724) '144-6411 

RE: HEARING titled ~CoDsumer Product Safety Commisaiou Ovetaight: Cuneut Iesueti and 
a Vieion for the Future.H 

My name is Kate Ma:1<in, 11od 1 am the man,.ger ofTFH USA located oear Pittsburgh. PA. TFH 
USA is part of an international coinpany follnded in England iu the early 1980's by a Britieh 
Schoolmast11r, who felt tb .. t 1..'lere were ins1.1flicientquality products for childttn with Special Needs. 
The cGmpaoy has grown over the year&, and TFH USA h3$ be11n establbhedsinceJuly 1991. We began 
wilh two eQlployeus snd Joaies of $300,000 per yen. Eighteen years later we have 8 employees and 
sales just slightly over two 112illion dollars. 

Due to our understanding of the disabilities of our ond·user, onr producU have ALWAYS been 
dei;igned and manufactured with quality foremost. We bavo always u&ed paiot without lead and 
without s1Dall parl.6. Many of our toye aro '1.l011ufactured by our 11ister company in England, and they 
conform to tbs European Safety Standard -CE. The ite111s manufactu~d in the U.S. are done by email 
local companiee, uumufacturini: to Olll' high standard&. Ou: line has been rounded out by offering a 
few general, developmental-type toys frozn y,11ll·known toy di$tributors in th~ U.S. and in England. 
Our toy lino ha& been awarded the "SYlllbol of Ex<lelJell(;e" by E11ceptiai:aal Pareot MagaziM in 2001i, 
2006 and 2007. · 

Because of the eizci of thia !Wlginent of the toy industry, mauy of our products have annual &ales 
of less than 100 uniu. &om11 as few as 10. But we continue to manufacture e\'On low· vulume products 
because of our de&irs to aerve the growing community of children and adult.a with various forme of 
di""' bilitfos. 

To test every product to the CPSIA standards would devastate our company and we would not 
survi'll!, To follow your guidolioes for the February 1011> deadline for e~i&ti11g inventory would 110t be 
physically or fin11nc:ially possible. Small companies, like ourselves, that h;we alwAy& atrived to offer 
q•u11ity, aa!e products are bemg uufairly penali~ed along with the very lal'l:e toy manufacturers, who 
have gone offshore to produce their products io order to eabance their profitability. 

It bas come to my attention that a meeting is to be held with ONE WITNESS ONI.Y. r 
disagnte with th Sulx:ommitle• un this deci9ion. Thr. buoineas community (particularly Small 
Bll8iness) rai8ed many Jegitimate and serious objectiune to this law and it& implomentatioo. To exclude 
the buMnC!OS community from tbie hearing i& to di&tort the truth and lo keep inconvenient view8 of! the 
r .. cord. I have written to my congregsman numerous umes and am engc:y at their ~&poneea. 

I am pleading with you for your a.•sistance to help us to aurviw this regulation. Our 
t01llI•BDY'$ passion for. providing products for children and adults with apecia] needs would not be able 
to overoomc tbia onerou11 ltgislation. For referen<:e, our websites aie www Ubusa,com snd 
w .. w.,.dultse~Nar.tivilies.com 

Yours most since~Jy 
For TFH USA LTD 

k'~ ~ ..:::.c:--1-./--
K.tte Maxi11 
Ge11oral .Manager 

CC: Arlen Sp~cter, Robert Casey, and Jaeon Altmire 
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lo whom it may concern: 
The new consumer product s<1fety law is a senseless one. We do not need to protect our ch lid re n fro in 

books ;tnd socks! Please hold a hearing on lhi~ l;1w in which al1 sides are heard from. 
Sincerely, 
Marion Sibley 
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interscan corporation 
PO Box .2496 
Chatsworth, CA 91313·2496 
1 800458-6153 
Fax (818) 341-0642 
www.qasdetectlon.com 

8 September 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommittee Chairman 

(via e-mail) 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office BuildingWashington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

As a small business owner, I am v.Titing in regard to the Committee hearing set for 
September 10, 2009 in which the Hon. Inez Tenenbaum. Chairman of the U.S. Consumer 
Product Safety Commission (CPSC), is scheduled to testify on the implementation of the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). 

It is quite difficult to understand why no one from any of the hwidreds of businesses 
affected by this law will be allowed lo testify. As it is, there is little problem in 
implementation of the Jaw per se, as long as the members are not concerned with the 
devastating consequences. 

Page 1 of2 
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My friends in the toy industry, along with contacts we have in other aspects of children's 
products tell me of their concerns: 

The overly broad definition of"children's products" swept in many products incapable of 
harming children from lead or phthalates. Frankly, this was an incredibly foolish aspect 
of the law. How this could have been vetted is truly a mystery, and would not serve as a 
confidence builder to a public: noticeably wary about pending health care legislalion. 

The CPSC itself has been hobbled by the CPSIA 's strict new rules that prohibit risk 
assessment. The agency has no flexibility to exercise judgment and as a result. have 
issued impractical guidance and unworkable regulations. lf"no level of lead is safe;' 
then how can sate levels be specified in the law? Ms. Tenebaum may be able to elaborate 
on this and other difficulties, but what about those directly affected? 

Regrettably, especially in light of the Mattel decision, whereby this company can now 
test its own products in its own labs, cynics who note that regulation always favors big 
companies have been proven right. This is made more irksome inasmuch as Mattel was 
the poster child for bad toys, which caused this law to be passed in the first place! 

Egos notwithstanding, this law has to be modified, and there is no better way to 
detem1ine how. than by hearing from those affected. I would submit that although the 
CPSC is "affected," their problems pale in comparison to those of business owners. 

Very truly yours, 
INTERSCAN CORPORA T!ON 

#/~ 
Michael D. Shaw 
Executive Vice President 
mds l@gasdetection.com 

Page 2 of2 
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Why is there only going to be one witness on this important matter? Our livelihoods are at stake! 

We have been In business since 1972 and have always t>een concerned with safety. We have been 
providing products from many ohhe same suppliers going back as fur as 1972. They have stood the test 
or time and meet the intent of the CPSIA but not the record keeping requiremems. We don't understand 
tl\e results being caused. Companies that meet European standards have decided to stop providing to 
this country. Amerlcall companies are going out of business. Companies like us ~re looking to 
outsourcing cau~ing people to lose their jobs and so forth. 

PLEASE HELP! 

Beecf-e< Hoogeoboom 
CEO 
Env!ronm.,.nts, Inc. 
'hoogenboom@eichild.com 
www.eithlld.com <bllPJLL..~child.,t'?!!IL> 

PO Box 1348 

Beaufort, SC 29901 
843·846-5902 ext 311 
843·846-5904 fax 



Royl~o 
Ca·o1·,'l \'ocsi11 
i::Joy1co. 'nc. 
321 ~ Atilbevl~e 1-iigtw•a)· 
PO Box 13409 
At\3!($0rl SC i9624 

864-29"·004311•• 86•·296·6735 
'~QIJ!l@!.Q~ 
~.Ii.•. 

Tt:esdi!y, September 08, 2009 

•~ foionc1at>:e Henry Wa=an 
Chai:man 

The Honorable Bobby Rusll 
S"bcommi!Tee Chai<ma<' 

Hnuse Ene<9y anel Commerce Cornminee 
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2125 Raf bum House Office !luiidinoWashlngton, OC 20ST5 

The Ho~crable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcom:ninee Ranl<ioi;, Member 

He>use Energy and CO')lmerce Comminee 
2322A Rayburn House Offrce Building 
Was~ing1on, LJC 20515 

'Dear Chairmen aRd RankiOg Memt>ers: 

I am w~1ing to ex;>tess ou• views re;iarcing lhe Commillee hearing set for Septe<nber 10. 2009 In wl'icn !he Hon. Iner 
Tenenoaum. Chairman or lhe U.S. Consume- Product Safety Commission (CPSC). is scl\edule:I ~ 1esliry on lhe 
:mp!ementation ol :he Consun1er P1oducl Safely Improvement Act 1CPSIAJ. 

My family· owned business ::tevelops and manulac1ures ecluca:ional ancl arts and crafts products in lt>e Ur;lecl Stales and 
Canada. We h$Ve been dcllng thi$ lor ave' forty years. Our record aJld repulation tor quali!y and safety are eXlremely high. 
Secause o1 thl~, I am disappointed !hat no small businesses impacted by lhe new taw nave been call~ on to sllare !!le~ 
expe•ienees ir. les:1mony before Ille Cocm1inee. The business oommunity has~"" actively callrng lo· hearings since tt>e 
passage :JI lhe CPS!A. n.e ove1- reaching prolliS'ons ol lho CPSJA have hacl a crev11stating ""P"ct on oi.w abllity to run ouc 
t>u<iness. let a:one clevelop and mail<el n&W ~oducts. Let us, \he comoanies Who this l'luns so badly, have equal li"'e 10 
~e$~;ty and tell you what i!. rea':" happen;rg here. 

Tl'le vast f'!lajority of f)l'oducls made tor ctoilciren are nol harmful, Taking lhem off t~ matl<e~ ct nave-- being abi• to introduoe 
them lo ttte e<:1uca!ional ~ys!ems because o1 th" higtt costs of tesling and all Iha! goes alon9 wilh lhe new iaws is more 
h~rmtul. 

Amer,can <Ompanies are Choosing 10 snuc down ra1nCf 11>an have 10 deal .,,;1h these new laws. Some European exp~r1ers 10 
AmMea are choosing'"'' 10 self rnelr P«>Ciucts 10 us; Mt because lhelrp,oduclS are unsafe, bu! 1ather because tP>ese la"'S 
make ii impossible 10 work here and far too exper>siva to l>e even remolely profitable. Whal a shame! Our childre" suffer in 
ll>e end. Even secor.o hand •lores aro sh~in9 away from senin9 chi'dren's p'.Oclucts. Crafters who make one ol kine prod..:ts 
a•e 1ethinking Their anwork ar>cl as a resu11. we will see less mad0 for children undet 12. 

By giving sMall and mid si~e oompa,.,ies equal ~.,,e wm help 10 clarify all of ~tre problems caused by !he CPSIA and ;Is 
lm;:>1emenra1i~n. Thank you !or yovr conside,aticn of l?JJS impor'la01 matter. 

Sincet_.y, 

~ 
Carol·~!} Voisin 
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To Whom It May Concern, 

This email is in regard to the Committee hearing on 9110/09. As an employee of Learning Resources, I 
am greiitly disappointed that small businesses (who wilt be impacted by this !aw} have not been invited to 
give testimoov to the committee. I take great pride in our company's product not only in its service to 
children bot its safety. I feel that without letting tile small businesses present their history and el(amples it 
will deprive our children of these wonderful products. I would kindly ask that you reconsider this position. 
Thank you very muc:i for your time and consideration. 

Thank You, 
Jeff Kaiser 

Jeff Kaiser 
Director of Global Distribution 
I.earning llesources Inc. 
educotionol Insights I11c. 
380 N. Fairway Drive 
Vernon Hills. Illinois 60061 
1-847-990-3360 (Office) 
1-847-873-6857 (Mobile) 



September 7, 2009 

The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcommit1ee Chairman 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 
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• • JPMA 

I :im wriring in regard lo the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in which the Hon. 
Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commissi:>n (CPSC), is 
scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(CPSIA). 

The last year has been especially difficull on small businesses like those of our members, 50% of 
who have gross sales ofundes- $3 million. Since Congress passed the Coosumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act of2008 - a law which we have supported from the beginning - the juvenile 
pruducts indu~try has spent ot least $45 million on increased testing and compliance costs and 
we've lost more than $138 miJlion in destroyed or returned inventory. Implementation of this 
well-i11tentioned but poorly-concei'1ed law during the current recession has been a nightmare. 
One estimate ~hows the combined effects on the juvenile products industry of the CPS!A and the 
recession to be greater than $4 30 nii Ilion and rising. 

~any small businesses in the juvenile products industry came to DC earlier this year to meet 
with our Senators and Members of Cong1-css about the CPSIA. We were mostly told to wait for 
the Obama administration's appointees to take charge at CPSC and things would get better. 
Now, all five Commissioners have been confinned and the chairman has been on the job since 
late June. We still need help. Our biggest fear is that the new folks in charge will tell Congress 
that the worst has passed and everything will be fine. l am writing to tell you that is not the c11se • 

.... --·--··----·----
.l11~e11ile l'rudutts M11nufocturer~ A~~ociatio11, Ille. 

I ~OOll C(Hl\f1W•c<' l'arh''<l)'. Suit.: C • Ml. h1urd. NJ fJHll~~ • XS6.li.\R.04:?0 • !!5{>.4.W.OS~S 
r:~mail: h?.tH~if..:~tLl.nt~on1 • \\.'~hsit~: \\·\\·w .. (p1n~.t''t.: 
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We believe Congress needs to amend the CPSIA this year. Everyvne seems to admit there have 
been unintended consequences - but no one can agree on whether and how to address them. We 
are not asking to repeal the law in its entirety because we know chat is not politically feasible or, 
frankly, desirable. There are some good things in there already. But l hope you can work 
rowards making a few changes to make things better for small businesses and better for the 
agency staff who an~ struggling to implement the CPSJA. Common-sense reforms in areas such 
as tracking labels, science· and risk-based regulations, ceJtification, retroacti•ity, and component 
part testing would help turn a well-intentioned law into a well-made law. 

To outline some of our organization's most pressing concerns, the Commission seems unable to 
define child care articles under section I 08 as only those products that are likely to result in 
ingestion of hazardous amounts of phthalates or define such rroducts that facilitate sleep, 
feeding, sucking or teething as products reasonably intended to be mouthed. This lack of clarity 
in policy continues, despite Congressional admonition that restrictions on interim banned 
phthah1tes only apply to product that can be mouthed. sucked and chewed. This has resullcd in 
needless testing and restriction of perfectly safe products. Similarly, the Commission has 
iridicated that Congress did 0C1t provide it with authority to exclude products that may 
functionally or inherently contain le.ld but that do not expose children to it and present no health 
risk. Corrosion resistant hrass and structurally tough metals used in frames of protective 
products for children, in nuts, bolt.sand other fasteners (that secure products and keep dangerous 
small parts inaccessible 10 children) need to be strong to keep children safe. As a practical 
matter this needs to be done to assure that stnicturally .sound safety related infant products 
(strollers, highchairs, carriers, etc) remain affordable and accessible to the public. 

Small businesses impacted by the new law, such as those small businesses represented by JPMA, 
must be included in Thursdafs hearing and must be invited to share their experiences in 
testimony before the Committee, Many of the small family businesses we represent have built 
their reputations on the safety and enjo)ment of their products, and have spent multiple 
generations assuring high quality products that comply with all laws and regulations. Yet the 
innumerable, onerous provisions of the CPSlA have had a devastating impact on the ability of 
many of our members to conduct business. These issues need to be explored by the Committee 
based on the testimony of real companies suffering real pain. Small businesses like JPMA 
members in all 50 states arc counting on you. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~ .. ~~ 
President 
E·mail: rwallerro)ahint.com 
Phone: 856-642-4402 

.Juv~nilr l'ro•ttt<.'IS M11n1tfot·turer~ ..\~soci:ltio11, Inc. 
151)()() Cmnmt'r~<: P~rkway. Suilc C • Ml. I .a1:rd. NI ll80~,1 • 856.63&.ocn • 856.419.()~25 

1-:-matl: h'.Hli1.({/)~h.inL,.Q~!J • °Yr''d,~l1c: wv,,,e;,Jpma,nrg 
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BLUE BOX TOYS INC. 
220 Soulh Orange Ave .• Suite 105 
Livir.Qston, NJ 07039 

Thi! Honorable fienry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorabl• Bobby Rush 
Subcommiuee Chaicman 

House Energy and Co.-nmerce Commillee 
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2125 Ra·tb<Jrn House Office Buil<li·•gWashington. DC 20515 

)he Hono1able Joe Ba:mn 
R&nk•ng r..,,,mt>e: 

~M Hono•able George Radanovich 
Subcommiltee Ranl<ing Member 

House En.,rgy and Commerce Comm1t1ee 
2322A l'tayburn House Office Bui>cling 
Washington. DC 20515 

"Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

Tel: (973) 7 40·8882 
Fax (973) 740·2323 

Email: BBUSA@blueb<ixtcys.com 

September 8, 2009 

I amwrijin9 in regard totM Commiltee heating set 10< September 10, 2009 in which !he H<:N'. Inez 
Tenenbauni. Cllairma" of •he U.S. Consumer Pro<!ucl Saf<tly Commi!sioo (CPSC). ls schecMed IC> teslify on 
rhe implemenra1;o,. of :he Consvmer ?r~ducl Safely Improvement Act (Cl'SJAJ. 

1 am ~'Y r:lisappolnl~ ll'al no small businesse> impac1ed by the new law have been invi1ed lo share their 
expe1iences ;n t•stimcnv before the Corn:niuee. The business ;-ommunity h~s been active-ty cal1tn9 for 
hearings s:oce the pas$age of !he CF'S1A because of the draconian effects of tM new 1aw. Our business 
makes toys products have &rt e)l:en.p1ary 5T~y&at s,sfety record because of our hard work to assure high 
quality 9no<:0mpliance with law. Yel the innumeratlle, onerous p1ovisions of l~e CPSIA have had a 
devastating impa<:t on our abili:y lo conducl busin~S$. These issues ~ed to be explored by the Commilloe 
based on the tes1imony of real conpa'lies s.utterlog real pa·1n. 

The problems caused by the Faw are counHM$. The overJy broad de1ini'tion of ~~ifdren·~ prod~cfs" iwept 1n 
many prodUG!s incapab~ of harming Children from le.lid or phthalates. 7he CF'SC itsen ""*been hobbled by 
the CPSIA's sl!lct new rules Iha! prohibit risk a!>S&ssment. The agen<.y has no :ta•ibility to exercise jud9me111 
and as a res,vlt. have issued fmpractica' guidall'Ce and unworkabSe regu!aOons. kl addilton. tile exemption 
pro::iess. unek?or inc t.:aw is both vRry 1;m;1ed and very expcns;ve. · 

The severe penalties vRdet Ille 1aw are not S(.3.ring compan;es into comp~iane@' - they lJl"G shooing 
DOmpanio$ oUI of the cr.arl<et. Even the CPSC's own guidance to resale shops a<M&es srores lo eor>sider !he 
option to STOP doi~g business in children's products. 

I slrongly believe Iha! the pen;peclive of bu•inesses like our company is essential to a complete picture of 
u"e orobtem!i caused by !he CPSrA and its iinplemenfaf':Ort. 

Thank you for your ooosidefation t:Jt this Important m~uer. 

SrncerePy, 

/Jlon• Seto 
Director of Operati<:>ns 
l!"~~t:i .. ~.o.@2!l!ehOJt10vL.COM 



Tlle- 1-1.oriorablt-Ht'nry wall'rnan 
Cf'lcunna,, 

T~• lioooral>IO Sol>:>y Ftv•h 
Suticommltlte c1·.i1trrnan 

House Energy and Commerce c.,....;neo 
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i\merican Educational Products, LLC 
Ua.et11HG1 •oou •Ofll etto.rHte.M•••• ov• W.•&.• 

2125 Ft•)'t<rm House Otr~ BUlld<ig Washin~o<>. OC :z()b ,5 

l1'1e 1¥.>1r~1•b~ J'!* Barton 
Ranking Mem~:' 

T•e 0<0~b1e George fl•~anovich 
SUbe::>mrntnee R~n-.;ns; Member 

House Er:4?19y and Comm@tce Co-nmitlee 
2322.A Rayt>ufll liOuse- Office Building 
Wa&hingtOI\, OC 20515 

Dear C"'laif~ a.nd Rank'~ Members: 

I ani wri•ing teQ<Jrdil°'!J tt'te COtnmi11ee "'ea,1ing s.et Wt September 10, 2009 i~ wtaich the Hott l~:z. len&"r.>aum. Chaitrn~" o1 ttue U.S 
Consumer !'rod!JIC~ Saftt.,. Commis~•Ol'l (CPSC), ·~ sc:heduted to testify oo tl\e 1mp1emantat~on of •tie Con,umer Proctuct Safety 
lmpr<>vemem llcl (CPSIA). 

'wouJd tic~ to ~~r>ress PTI)' ccnc~UI !Nit~ s.l'l'~U t>t.JS.'~" r&prvs.en1a1wes are $.ehed1.1le:I ~o 1es.tity about ttie impact t~ l'lie'W sa;w ~·ill nave 
on lh•i1 bLJiinesses. tt is ir.~Wtous to me. in fact, th1t o~~ one pets:on is ~ing 8'10Y ... c1 to 'e1\jfy l$ ltli'- h~a1ing ~1mp1y an attempt to g.ey 
1hat a metti.l\g l°'as Deel)~ or rt 11 ari hone$? attempl 10 h8a' now companies. are being aff&eted? ff the 1atlar fs enc goa~. then ce~ainfy 
more vo::e~ 11eed to be hf-b'rd. u seems or.ily Jogic.a>l lo r;,-e th.at 1hal wo!J1d r>e \t!e caM!. 

My c:~.ny't. P'esicient 1'13& be-en 1'10&1 invotved in exp<~ning tile ch.allen9es thl$ new la,,. \\-~It haw ov• small bu&inen. Or>V.oc!.liy, as~., 
er."lployet. ' am coricet:"le-G as ~I :or my jOD security. As our compaf'I~ manufaeh.ire$ ect'Jca1ionat ma~e,ia'S. l"-iS 1~ :mPilctS us 9r4?~!1y. We 
have al\va1s Nd 'h• end user's $.al'ely in nVM at tNe' hat'4 Oeveloptd o"' prOduct l.ines WMout these rr.ate-t~Js. how bre chjldtett ,o 
,e:elvt me: edvc•too 1na1 }'OU ano ! t-..&d g1C1'1.:•"9 uo~ Certainly as. \ian9er to our ehiktfen l\.as been. '1ie/\ttf'8d by p10UuC'$ on the mark.._ 
tht')' havt- bee1i evalu,.ted ani:::c made tafe or been Oiseonttnued. tbe fes11ictlons b~ng apc1ied ti)' Shit ;aw a1e ex"aoro•nary ano In many 
~W$, ri~cuklus. We need lo ,,..,._e our of'lfld'~" ,.are whlie m3'nta:nklg a se'1se of teaJily at•d senslbilit-1 

To the petint. ~one- -.a11&s. ~~ildt&n r.armed by leaci or phll1afale-s. lhe CPS1A. has ~·tt to .tteC\.l:t1~'Y Oerifle man)' of tlie products. ca11~1lt up 
in •he gen~tc)ll\ies cieft!l;ng tile asnoun~ or 11'!3(1 and pl'ttf»ls~ allowtd in pt04VClt> Furtheut~re. v.'ho c;an •c:Set'ltity tne trve deft:iition di 
.. ch•ld's prnduc1s"? Ttu~ gent,ality of botli 1-s iieyotld Oefitfli0t1, bu( f".3~ broughf m~t:tt or lhe- kld4isfry t:1 a vttt11a1 stanosmt. The .oe1:alties are 
impract•ca• .ana, frar."'-I)', si11,.. How can lhes& ba tahly enf:;.rcea"? Who wifl be ab.le to ma~e J~mer.ts? The- expenie ro o:impal\ies fo' 
tes.frig •S ~end comprat.~r.5ecn. Pl'o~uc~s w11I be fo1coo cff the mar«1t1 that a:-e lmp:>l1ant to OJf cMdren's. ec:iucation oue tG 019 ;ac1i;. or 
::;w1b' .r) 1M Law. Do wa •HllY N.t.f\f rh•t? Ao~•n. how ~111nS$ 1mpaci O•Jf ccL1ntry'' <;0ns\.lme:r;sni, whtet'I ii rne 1>asls of QrUf rn11icet plt"ce:, 
~iow manr' compani.s wi.11 M f'Qfctl:S fo close? Mow man~· Of thNe wi'I tt1st tJHgy11.SJ1 \~eir l\and1 and qLJtt? H!>W many peuple VAR tie oul ()f 
'NOtk as a re-s"'1a 

May I again express !\ow R'rlpottant lt •s to h~ar ft0m a:~v*I meml)ef'S of 11-i;s hU9't l~vstry, ·illf'llcl\ i9 beiog :;.g .a.dvers.t-ly affected by tnis ne-"' 
!a~ Pl8Ue .a.lr~w 'hat eo happen. As I am sure )'OU are aws~e. ,hc1e ate mar.y t>u:st.:-i•s.s owners or lead8f~ Who WOt1'~ ~ump at 1hC! 
(>1)90t1:unity 10 i&•PJ&si tnelr concerns 'o Ult Committee 

Thanle )'Ou lor yoLlr t;me and alteo11on to thts mos' critical issue. 

i.a~ Oeilefle Mifler 
SalK and M8t'kel;ng repr•Hfl~l)tiv& 
Aftlt"""" E~uc••ion•I PrQ<lu~s. ~~c 
600·•46·8787 
•~re-1@-amep.com 



Black Belt Goals Inc. 
102 Weston Ave 
Fishkill, NY 12524 
www .GoalBandsGame.SQ!ll 
Blackbeltgoals@gmail.com 
845-440-8922 ph 
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The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 
The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Sub-Committee Chairman 
House Energy and Commerce Committee 
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2 i2S Rayburn Hotlse Office BLDG WashingtOn DC 205 l 5 

Dear Chainnen and Ranking Members, 

With your permission, 
I would respectfolly like 10 recount for you a brief and recent history of mine and, further, to state 
for the record how I, James Mentzer ( NYS small business owner), am directly and negatively 
impacted by the fast, and largely unchallenged, implementation of the CPSIA as it stands todDy. 
The intent of my Jetter is lo lend a voice to the growing chorus of similarly affected businessmen 
and businesswomen who, as a direct result of this legislation are staring, as I am, at a forced 
withdrawal from the "toy and game" industry that we so love. 
l wou Id also I ike this letter to reflect my private concerns, as both a parent and as a citizen of this 
great countiy, about the unintentional consequences that will inevitably follow this legislation. I 
,;trongly believe that these have the potential to be so far reaching, within not only our industry 
but al w every one of our communities at large, that l feel it only prudent dial all sides of the 
CPSIA discussion be given a chance to be heard. 

It seems to me that the potential loss of so many businesses' involved entirely in 
the pursuit of happier and healthier children, families, educators, etc. and coming as it does, at a 
time when our country so desperately needs a strong and vibrant business community, seems to 
me a tragedy in the making and one that dictates a closer examination befol'e full implementation. 

For my own s1ory Jet me lake you, respt'ctfolly, to the year 2005 and have you know this was the 
year that my wife and I began a 2 ~year journey that saw us leave the comforts of our country 
(USA) for the challeoges of Guyana SA. The purposa of our 'move' was to effectuate the 
adoption of our son, Christopher, from that country and to maintain his safety, during this period. 
I would just lell you that, while there, my wife and I were forced to sell our 2 homes in America 
and give up our .~uccessful construction business as well, in order 10 complete this 'journey' of 
ours but were, in return, rewarded with a ~on for whom no sacrifice would be unworthy. 

As it cnme to pass, we eventually returned to our lives here in the 'slates, richer for 
our ei<perience but unfortunately right 'smack dab' in the middle of our country's current 
financial crisis. Thus, the conslruction industry was closed to us as a means to make a living and 
we were forced to do like ~o many Americans had before us and, hopefully, will be able to do 
again. That is to say, we went inlo a new line of business and let our passion become our guide. 
The trip to Guyana, aside from rewarding niy wile and l with 1he light of our Jives, was one Uiat 
saw tis frequenting the orphanages of that country in order to fill our time as productive.ly as we 
thought able, While so doing, we were able to discover a whole lot about the needs of children 
and more importantly, for us, the universality of these needs. As a result of this new 
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understanding I was able to innovate a system for empowering these children and that sy~te1t1, 
"Goal Bands", became the basis of our new business venture and (he circumstance that compels 
me to write this letter. 
The long and short of my story, and the reason for this petition, is that I am now a "toy and game·• 
small business owner and have on my hands a wonderfully successful little educational game 
product that can quite literally change the world, or so I am told by an increasing number of 
parents, educators, healthcare professionals, and the I ike. 
This was how my wrsion of the American dream was playing itself out until the specter of the 
current CPSIA legislation made itself felt to my own small business undertaking. 
Esteemed members, it is nor my intent in writing this letter to you to overwhelm you with my 
personal 'take' on this particular legislation. Nor will J cite what I feel to be the specific negative 
effects it holds for my company or, for that matter our whole country. I would only ask, 
respectfully, that the "toy and game" businesses' of America be given an opportunity to address 
you1 committee in order to provide you with the proper balancii: necessary to make this legislation 
the success that we 311 want it to be. 

Sincerely. 

James Mentzer, President 
Black Reh Goals Inc. 
Black.beltgoalsriVgmail.com 
845-729-7335 cell 



• CHINABERRY INC. 

$ep1ember 711
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lne Hl)norable Henry Waxman 
Cnairma~ 

Tne HontJ•able BtJbby Rush 
Subcommi1tee Cnairmsn 

Ho~se 'Energy an<l Co"'m"'rce Comrn.nac 
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2125 Rayb~rr. House Office Building Washin;iton. DC 20515 

ne Honorable Joe Barton 
Rankit.9 Member 

T~e H-'.l'\Dr3ole George Radanovich 
S•bccmm;uee Rar>king Member 

House Energy and Comr>erce Committee 
2~2211 Raybum Ho•Se. Of!ice 6u1ld1n9 
Washio91on. OC 20515 

Dear Chaormen and Ra!lkin9 Members: 

2780 Via 01.ange Way Suilt 8 

Spring VaHey. Calitornta 91978 

tol 6 •9 67n.s100 

'ax 6i9.670,S..?OJ 

1.800 776.2242 
www.cllln•b~r-y.com 

1.8CtJ.771. szos 
ll>IWW.4~beU.1<at~I09.COITI 

I ar:i writing on oehall of my customers. ll'Y compsny. '1fl<1 my employees iu regard IO the 
C<l<'>n,,ttee hearing set for Septembe1 10, 2009 in which the Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of 
th" US. Ccmsur.>er Product Safefy Commission (CPSC), ;S scheduled to testify on the 
implcme.•l~!1on of the Consumer Product Safely lrnprovementAct (CPSIA). 

l am a smal! business owner, a catalog retailer in business for 27 yea:s, employing 50-100 people 
sea•onally. and am very oi&ar>pointcc:I lhal ne> sm&n businesses, counties, of which are 1n'lP1>C!ed 
by lt\i~ law. have bo~n invi:ec:I to 1<;11 of their experiences ir. testimor>y before the Committee. As I 
am sure you xnow, the t1us1ness oommunily has been vocal in i~ eif<>rts to call for r>eanngs since 
ll'e oassage of tl>e CPSIA due lo ttlis Law's un:maginabfe effects on its men'bers. 

My C0'11pany has always gone !M exll'a mile 10 ensure that the products we sell are safe. cf high
qualili. &nd of course, compliant with raw. We are ~nown in the c~ildren's product i<'c!us1ry as 
having intogrity and commitment to !he safety ol our custome<S. However, the countless 
wcdensome provisions ;;if lhe CPSIA have had sucll an impact on us lhet business has become 
d11ficull 10 coneluet There •S no er.ance we wili flave a profi!a:>le 2009. and :his is largely due 1c 11'\e 
rn~riad problems caused by tllis l:,w. As you ~now, m<N>y small busin.,sses nave shut down 
because of these problems. a11tt many more will do so unless our conoems are addressed. Ju~t 
as tragically and ir:>noe<1lly, with all cl th~ expense and hoop·jumplng lllat IM law has torced 
b~·sinesses fo undergo, the re~ult is tha:t there i~ little rnore as~ura!"tce o~ sttfety fc>r our children 
than The !aws that were previously in effect Simply. compliance witll existing laws 1s whal was 
n.ad~d. bul inspeclicm was 111cki>g. Instead of lackt:n9 th!ll issue, CPSIA was leg1sia1ed in knee
jer~ fashion, cr1>ati1>9 prob!ems !ha! ~re so !Br-reaching that it is mind-bog91in9. To start with, the 
1aw·s i~~e:p~eta~ons are al~ over the map, and thefe rs l&tlie col"lsensus even al the CPSC! How are 
we 10 conOtrct bus;ness rn tr.is en,,,~ronment7! 
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-2- September 8, 2009 

To put i1 mildly, this is insanity, and a sad day in our country's history for businesses who strive to 
offer safe and high-quality items for children. Families will find themselves with far lewer choices 
of items to buy for their family, children will. be arguably no saler than they were 2 years ago with 
then-existing laws, businesses will continue to collapse, and good and committed employees will 
be jobless. Jn a country that has grown strong on the backs of small business, you need to know 
that the deck is stacked against them under the new law. Ironically, while crafters are left to puzzle 
over how to ·ascertain" co-ho1'1 information on their products. the new law awards a freebie to 
large businesses who seek to test their own prooucts. This is a truly remar1<.able time tor America, 
not only because such a near-worthless law has been put into effect but also because it is so 
destructive. You <JWe it to aft Americans to have a complete picture of problems caused by the 
CPSIA and its implementation. I am ext!emety disappointed that small businesses h<1ve not been 
invited to share their experiences with the committee. Thank you for your consideration of this 
imp:>rtanl matter. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Ruethling 

Founder 

annr@chinaberry.net 



The Hooor able Her.ry W;:ixman 
Ch<t'rm3r. 

Th" t<one>r•l)le Sobb~ Ru~h 
$:Jbr:ommi:tee Chalrm.;m 

The llo:>norahle Joe B•Mon 
Rar":king Member 

The HonDrable George Rad.lnovlch 
Subcomrni~ee Rar.king Mc-mbfl:r 

House Ellerg'f and Comrne:-c.e ComfTlittee 
il221\ .~aybvrn HC>U•e Off;ce Build;og 
w~~h;niton, oc 7051~ 

Dea• Cil3irmen ;md Ranking f\'tcmbers: 
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August 26, 2009 

W•th retards tC> :he crSIA le~;s1a:ion, 1 would li~e to write tC> !et you know my aisapoC>;mmeut ;~ tl\e law as it 
ci..rrer:'l't' stands. Tl"ie law is intended fo: the safety of our childn~·n. However, why mu~t we gi\'e b~g bus;ne~~ a 
b;ank. cr-ied: to b~nd a:d brieak the law. £?JU pl'OdlJ<.;r.g proa~cts that (Ontalo Jevels of t01\tamin~tiOl'l urisafe 
for our chi'.c!ren. just heca\Jse thev have t~e fur.ds ?o wrHe off (he "error.'' QL'ite frankly. whl~e Tt-.e CPSIA ;·s 
mtenced fol' good. l~ i~ sel'vil'lS to c.r1µple sm~&~ buslnesse-;, ''stay·at-home mom" ctaf:en~, clrt1S3'1"1S. and thos~ 
'ooking to sav~ ov shopp;og seconc-hand. And yet C'OYT'lp;mies like Mattel. D:'le of die worst offende:s, are ,i1. 
lowed :o pot.c~ ~iltm$eryes. by Lt$.fflg testi1'g (f'H!thods of tt1elt thoZce. Meanwhir~ tre la(ly wh(l rnakes hair 
bo .... ·s fo< rod~~ers has to rete!'.t ;my ttme ~he ch.JnRe~ a s;:ioo~ of ribbon. 

W!"IE'l'l tt1P. O!'lly ~ccolJrse for air!r.g cot1cerrs ts to address t~(! one pers~n in !:.harge :>f the- 1egi~~ation afld :-egu-
1.;t:on of the CPSIA, who ism turn the ONt Y person asked to give her concerns on the subiect in a lcgis~ative 
a,.e-~tt. • shudde; with d•smav. To this l SCI\', ··~ello. 8lg Sro~het. Thank yQ1,1 for tak:if\g our vo•ct.ts away." We as 
American people should ques~jofl the decision·rriaking of our iegi?>1illtors. • sinceresy u~ge you to plP.aie takP. 
lmmed•'ate ofld di .. e::t actl~l"I to revi~e the: leg$Sfat,.ofl. ·re~·N>Ora:i'y remove th~ thuught of "free trade or d:E'" 
.;11d ··he w;th the most •'llone't" ..vins," anrl rrae1kt some a1'justm~rr::s to the Caw that attu~llv suppolt IJ.medcq. 

MoCtf._, the law so that it is written to support Amtric!ln smaU business with ,4mer;cun.mode, s,afe (and iGeally 
Amer•r.an-n:.ad!~ componet~b resvltlng il'I QUalitv Amer'lcon products for our Ameriron c.h:Jcren. We're told to 
buy AITl~r•cari ~~d su?port America. anii are then prevented fram making educated, pers,on;il choir.ei that 
$UPOOl'U !his ln;tiatlv11. l'he bottonl 1;n~ is that I don't' want my ortl'f (hO:.c.e ~Ul'round1t'g :'n°!f ch:ldren's. hea~th 
and <;afet''r' too~ "Pampers" or "Huggieis," Nfis.her P'ite" o~ "P1ayslo:.oo~:· r wam optioris that e:o beyond b g !>u~i· 
ncs.~. P:ea~e help to put that c~oice bac.k :n myt.anti. ~o t''l;:H I C;)n support it wilh mv dolia•s.. 

Page 1/2 

-~:c~: --~::--~:.;;-'. :: ~~ -~~:.. --~: . -· :_. ·- --=:. --· -_-.:. --::_::_ , --~~ ~----. -. -~~ ·- -~~~-- --~-=- ~·- ~~ 

Nii!h:sn & C.ame Burgan 
2 l2~S Fore'! Street O•k ?Mf.. M! 482J7 
248 $85 4240 
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A <cllow mtmber of thie ··!)1ogo$pl":iere" Mid mothnr of two s~eci.s! need$ (hild-eri str;kes tJ<ie h~.art wh~n $ne 
~ays., ''A$~ pare!lt of two C'h•'.h::re:i wit'1 special needs th al have high •eve ls of toxins jn their system due to eve-

1'\'C~r expos11<c~.1 s.ee this as. a war.~e of time &nd reso~rces. There ar~ Rf At tl.an~rs out th.er'! to ouc d~ffdrcn 
t~a~ a~e 100~ being •gnored bv U1e~ same "concerned'. poli~ida.os. Bot tct's. mak.e SU!'e to not self a 1972 
copY o! The Pokey little P1.1:>pv. ftk. cr.e hortors! While we f)Llt RE Al to•iC'IS Into out ki(J,s with Ilic de to 110 r.o
tlce, we frea!c c~t ove< the$e ridiculous thmgs.. Wolce up and spend rho: mo11ey on real issues. Don't tum over 

l'od1.s.. dig down lS feet, get out yO\Jf flasllli&ht, arad pray to ~ind an i~~1,;e yOtt ea11 dtal with. 1Ne h9ve re.al ones 
out t'1ere tiiat are so m\o"ch bigger anc:: of more concern.'' 

P.es.pectfu!ly Yours. 

C&rri• J.l. B<1rgai 
Sma~i bus.i:iess owne-'" & co.'lcE!rnedciti1en 
Cj~'-'rg(t,n@grr.~:t<:om 

(248) BB5·4Z•6 

::., ~--._.:::-:-.;~:-:. .=:-:;- ~-~ .-. < -~- -----~--:---_ --__ .::.:----=--- -. -- =~~-=-~~.-cc,-_ ~ :-:=- -~-:~ -

• w Nathan & C:tmc Bu<iJJn 
2323$ FN>.:$l $ttt-t•t 0<1'k P<'f.'~· MJ .v;i37 
248 CS$.J246 
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The Honorable Henry Waxman 
Chairman 

The Honorable Bobby Rush 
Subcorr.mittee Chairman 
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House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Subcommittee Ranking Member 

House Energy and Commerce Committee 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

l a!T' writing in regard to the Committee hearing set for September 10, 2009 in 
which the Hon. Inez Tenenbaum, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC), is scheduled to testify on the implementation of the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act {CPSIA}. 

I am very disappointed that no one outside the CPSC has been called to testify. 
The CPSIA affects small businesses and average citizens who sell used "children's 

products." Conceivably, any person who sells an old lunc:hbox, used children's 
clothing with a zipper, or a jigsaw puzzle could be penati.zed under the law if the 
;terns cont<1in lead, toxic plastlcs, or could be choked on by a child who is too young 
to use the item anyway. 

Persor.ally, I do check the recalls.gov website to investigate my children's toys, so I 
1<now how time-consuming and diffic•jlt it is to determine if something tias been 
determined "unsafe". I can hardly imagine how difficult it must be for the local 
Goodwill or other secondhand stores to try and determine whether items are "sarett 
to sell - safe for children and safe from the CPSIA penalties. 

ln these tight financial times, shouldn't a committee hearing actually hear from the 
small businesses that he!p drive our economy? Shouldn't secondhand goods 
dealers who may be punished by the implementation of the CPSIA have the chance 
to testify that they have been requesting for over a year? I thir.k any sensible 
person would answer "yes" to both. 
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Thank you for your consideration of this important matter. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Chipman 
Layton, UT 
frostandut@yahoo.com 

-2· 
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The Honnrohle J lmn· .\. \\'.xman, Ch:.irrmr: 
·rhC' I irnmrohlc Jnc tiutcm, Ranking !lfrmb<·r 
ComnliUl'4-' ou Energ:. and Conurn:n:e 
l. nlfl•d ~rate$ J louse of RC'p~c:st>nraliYc~ 
2 I ::?5 Ra1 bum H ''"'"Office ttuilding 
W:t>hington, D.C. '.::0515 

l).,,, (.hair.man W>xmm onJ R•n king ~. kmtwr rlartnn: 

THE ART & CRt::\TIVF. 
MATERIALS lNSTlTlil'I<:, l:\C. 

·''"''' '""'""' 12110 '.\fain St., .?nd Fl. 
\lurl;nK.fl/Jr••l'': r. o. Rox 479 
H11osoo. MA 0.?.141 t:Si\ 

Tl'I. (781) 293-4 IUO J';is (781) 294-0808 
\\.'fb,icc: n'\\'h,ac1nincr.11ri! 

Conp.rt>" t'Il>Ctnl chc 1.ahelinp. ol Hn~rd<>Ll> .\rt ;\fatt·r1>!> ;\r.1 (LH;\.\1.\) iJl 1'J8B which directed rhe 
Consunwr Product Safrry Comnu~sion (CP:'C) 10 adopr :\ST\! D ~~3<i •< • nuncla1ory .afcty stoncl•nl 
un<kr the l'<·<krnl I fo,orclou> Sul"""""' .\ct (Fl IS.\). 'fo iimm: rnmphr.cc with l.H:\;\l \ •nJ .\ST:'\I D 
-12~6. Tht ,\n and Cr••atiw .\fat~rial~ hl$tJClll<'. Inc. (:\Ci\11) ·.id,~,·d 1.1-L\1'.L \ ro 1cs well-r<"SP<'<'r«l olmo~:
fifty-y{::lr-old <.Nnfic:ition progr~m fi.•r. ir~ n~{·mhcr::.. ·rhe .\C~H certifi(a.rion prt.>gram lnsun:s ch:lt <:hild~cn~~ 
:lrt m~n·riitls ;uc non ·toxic ai:J ~ufolr an maccr:als :tIC" propt'rly lahdcc.l \\ irh cautfonouy w:unings and ~::ifc u~4.: 
in~uucrmn:; Jf Liio~4-' arc nuuerials couJ<l pn>c.lucc an~· ad\'l'I~c.· ht·ahh cffcc1 >J:iLh Unpn>ptc u~e. I" .\C~tr~ 
pro.~r.Hn. thl~ rox~cologic~l e\·:tluation ~s performed O~· ~ ccam of lhrt"C' roxicolog•sts ac Duker m\·1..'t:\jcr. 

te>i-t;ng required by du: roxlcoJo!~i~t$ im.~~r he pc:rfn~:mc.·d l)~- Jahoracories appron·d hy rhc rox.!col<lp.i~rs. :.tnd 
th'-" w:J<:olo~,sts h.Wt' ~he addc·d cxpl·rd-::c.· ,)f tOur erniuc-nt 1oxkologi~r~ ~c..·r\'ing L•n iB Tox.icolof~rnl 
Adn~o~· Board Risk :i.~~i:·~smcnT~ uriiiz'='"t hy Duk~ to:-<u::,logi.;.r::. an.• ~obmlued lo CPSC :i.:' rt''-luirc>-d hy 
J.H.\~L\. ]11t' !'.l'rogr.~:ll c~senti~~u~· nxH?t.fo'c~ z prt>·m:i.rk~r clc:in\JKC n·gimc for :trt mati:rj::i.) pruduc~5. Sjncc 

th<" adoption of LH. \!\l \. no ch li<irt>u'; arl arnt<·rial pro,l.:ct C<'t'tiikd Li~· :\C~ll has b('cll ini:<•lwJ iu " rt>call 
hy rh<' manufacturer :ind/nr CP:\C. This i:' :m (1tlff.Tandu1g r<·c:ord h~ ;iny ~(·c0111u of ;iny jndu~c~ ·~. produ..-r.;. 

lkc;n1st .\Cf\ll was W"' conccritc'<.l ibat lhc· Consunwr l'rodiicc Safety fmprc"'<:inctlt :kt (Cl'~!.\) P•l•~<·<I 
Jas1 year b\' Cur;r,rrss "·ould conflict wJLh LI IA.t-.!:\. ,\C.\11 was ~m:cc'>ful in b~ving Cor1gre$S ad.! rhC" 
foJlo,\.ing :im<:nJmt:nt ru CP~L\ m Section 102 for ~rt m:i.1t.·ri:i.J~ rfrnr haYe hcc:n ccrrifi.c~d by :.\.C'.\U: 

TESTIM; ,\ND CFRTlFfC.\TJO~ l )F .\RT M.\TERL\U\ A'.'<!> l'RCJDl.'CT:'-........ .>,, 

c:~!ti~in!2; organiz:Hion ·~::.$ t'ctin(,·d in appcr~t.ti~ ·\to S(·cdon 1500.1-l(b)(?f: <.>f cit!<' 16, Codi..· 
of r~ . .'d(:rnl Rl·gula1j():lt\ (or :tnY ~UCt"l'$f.Of r<"gul:itif.'ll or n1Jinr,.') in~cr~ rhc rc1:111ircincr:f$ of 
~uhp;iragr.iph ~_.\;\\Uh ri..·~pec-r ~o 1he ct-rcctlcaoon of ~rr rnai .. ·rrnJ and art pr1)dUC'f$ cequ11't'J 
u~Hh:r thi:- ~ ... ·<:,ion <)r by n:gulauons pri..·sclhcd under The: Ft'lkr:al M:u::irdou~ Suh::.r.:i.ac:t·s 
.\cc (lS 1_'.S.C. 1261 et seq.). 

LOOK FOR HIF.S~: SF.AIS ........ . 
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Jt ":a~ our \mc,krsr~mding 1lmt rht: purro:-<: of !his ~nu::1c.lmcnl was co in:>un: Lhrn Lt L\M:\ a-; unplt:mt-ntrd 
h~· ;\(\fl ("t:>ntinucd ~O he du• prim:::irY rcgu(arory \'chide fc,r dliJdn:n'.;; arC JrnHl•rjal~ ~5 rt-qUC'$tCd Ill (•U( re1Cl'r 
ar th~t umc to Cfm~rc'i-sman Dinp.d1, thc:n Chairnrnn or' the J 1011~<· <:<Hntnil:<.'c> f'lll F.nrrj~' and Commc.•rcl·. 
:\ <;op~· of that ?e1ll'r i~ c1~do~<.·J 

L"ic•rlun.,:c·h-, Cl'~C \\'hkh ~dn1mi~ters 1hc C:l':'I:\ cannor <•r w;ll noc ;>e.knnwltdge thar '""mpri"n.cwn 
:tfu:r rwn1ero~n~ ldtC'T:' to and \'1~ir::i h~ .\C~U wHh Ct'SC. Fxt"n thf'l\lgh .\C!\fJ'~ prop.mm t:cr:ifo·s tluc the 
childrm·~ art mat('rials it "'·ah"t('S con~it> contaminant lntal lqd levels alttad)· lower titan what 
CPSIA rc11uirc• on August 1.i. 2011, hod •lrcoJr hanncd the use ofph1halates now banned by CPSIA. 
and ~I«> bans an~ olhcr hazardous ingrcdienrs that could cause a potential acurc or chronic risk of 
iniu1y. rhi~ out~tauJing <.:~rutk:ujon progrn1n 1aigln Ut· u:JJdt'rl!(i n'loot bc~au'$e memb .. ~r C'Olnpant~~ Cll.fl.11()t 

Jffort.I bo1h the t·o~L 1'l>T tht ev*lu:tl~ou a~id tc:Slmg for J.I J;\~1:\ ;mJ 1hc additiona] t<.•dttndant lC~tmr. 
w.;uircJ by cps;.\. Comp•>Lmdm~ :he rnfondancy p~•.>blem .it<' 1he v:1rious rerniler prngi·~n» rhai r<'quin· 
cc.ting iur an mata>al.< rhn i~ ueither re<\(tirC'd by C:PSI:\ nor U !:\:>.!;\ arid only ar 1he1r ,!,.si;inar('d lab$. 
Thus. ;u(:mber n-i.mp:im<·s in~y h<> re<1uire<l to dr> th<· ~ant<' u·~r~ ac as n1ar.y diffrrcnr bb~ .i\s rhcy han: 
r<•ti'JJte-r~. 

Why i~ CPSL \ rc>li11r, nece;sar_,· if ih.: produ<'I• l::wc ake>1dv reC<"i\"C:d pre-ni;orke1 cestmg •nd •ppwvalr 
.\nd. why should Cl':'!.\ compliance be ~et,1il<,r-<lri''<'llf \X'ithou1 relief ir(>m rhi> esct<ssiw '";ting bur<!c•n, 
1l)C"ff:brr c:ompomi('s may hav,· ro c:lo~r· rh<·ir door$. \\'r do noi h,·ii<•\'l' that rh•s w11s the n·sulr rh;:it Congres~ 
lmendt:~t 

\\"c feel Congre;s tmm now ar.r to C•>tl'ee1 th!s smrntion. We «"Spcc1ful!~ a~k rh•u Congress cl•nfy this 
C<'r.lhc1 ber.w<>n i.H.·\\I:\ •nd Cl'SI.\ for art materials or direct the Ci'SC w contl::n .\C.\11'.< 
~nH.'rp:-c:"rt'lcion of Jl)i, s~~nnnry ex<.~snplion in <J'SL\ «~i: ro t:x11l~i11 '->.·hy the .agc.~n{'y Joe.·~ no! ~grc-c \\.Hh out 
inc<·:pr<.~muon anO what ~c!icm~ :\ C:'\ ti m.><~ds to tak~ TO :}chi("\'C th<·ir o.gt<'a.~mc.·n L 

Debo;·•h i\l. l'anmng. L\E 
H.xecut!\•c \·ice 'Prc':ddcn t 

D:--IF:tb 
l'nc: :\CMI Non·mhcr 12. ~Off: 1..crtn ro.John 0. n:n_gdl >n•I [\nbbY L \lush 
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AARl 
• ... : - · '. P,"\;JTQO!;'¥'Ct.J$T ;. -::- • · •. 

Septembe1 B. 2009 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
U.S. House of Representalives 
2109 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-4306 

Dear Congressman Barton: 

~ .. ·. ~ .. , : ... :. : ..... .. ·.. . · ...... . 
. : .. ~~. ~. ;.• : . . 

The American Molorcyclist Association (AMA) understands that lhe 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade. ;iond Consumer Protection of the U.S. 
House Committee on Eoe19y and Comme1ce will hold a hearing titled. 
·consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) Oversight: Current Issues and a 
Vision for the Future" on Thursday. September 10. We are writing to voice are 
concern aboul the lead content requiremenls of the Consumer P1oduct Safely 
lmprovemen1 Act of 2008 (CPSIM and ils effecls on the oft.highway vehicle 
(OHV} communily. 

The Acl signed inlo law on August 14, 2008 and effective February 10. 2009, 
subjects any consumer product that is designed or intended primarily for a chilrt 
age 12 years or under to !he new limits on lead conlenl (section 101). While lhe 
Act was passe<I wilh laudable inlenl, ii has c1eated a severe and unwarranted 
disruption to families who recreate together responsibly, a deleterious effecl on 
youth amateur racing and is counlerproduclive to a wefl·documented sa!ely 
ha~ard fe>t children because some consumers will likely purchase vehicles that 
are physically too large for young riders. 

lhe CPSC has voted lo stay enfou:ement of the CPSIA that currently bans lhe 
$Ble of youth-model OHVs, The stay, which extends through May 1, 2011. 
fo!lows a unanimous vote by Acting Chairwoman Nancy Nord and Commissioner 
Thomas Moore. 

While •ue applaud lhe CPSC commissioners' vote to stay enforcemenl of the law. 
lhis does no1 solve the seal issue. whictt is lhe law itself. Despite the stay, ii is 
unclear whether slate atlorneys general will also decline lo enfon;e the CPSIA. 
The sale of youlh-model motorcycles and A TVs is still teclinically illegal. Even 
!hough a stay means that dealers would nol be subject to rines er penallies 
imposed by the CPSC. slate attomeys general would still be able to prosecute 
viola1ors if 1hey chose lo do so. Youlh·model motorcycles and A TVs should be 
e1<empt lrom the law. 
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To permanently address this issue, the AMA supports H.R. 1587. int<oduced by 
Representative Denny Rehberg. This legislation will exempt youth-model 
motorcycles and ATVs from the CPSIA. 

In accordance with the foregoing, the AMA respectfully requests your 
consideration of our concern for the hearing regarding the lead content 
requirements of the CPSIA and to support H.R. 1587. which will provide 
immediate relief to the OHV community. 

Thank you fo1 your lime and consideration of our concern. Should you have any 
questions or request additional information, please do not hesilate to contact me 
at 202-742-4302 or by e·mail at rpodliska@ama-cycle.org. 

Sincerely, 

j.i,;Purtd 
Richard Podliska 
Washinglon Representative 



November 12, 2007 

11ie I Ionorable John D. Dingell, Chainnan 
·1ne Honorable Joe Banon, Ranking Mc1nber 
Committee on Em'rtY and C.onuuen:e 
Cnited States House of Repn'sem.ttives 
lll5 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washingion. D .C 10515 
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THE ART & CREATIVE 
MATERIALS INSTITUTE, INC. 

1;8~ ~bin St., 2nd Fl., l'.O. ilt•x ~7~ 
l lao«>n, \1 :\ ·:1~4 l l!SA 

'fd. (781) 2YH 1;c !'ox (78li 1q•.2~:s 
;.). ·,~ :\,;Jrt•(.: ... · ..... J'::•1•:ti.:"1~ 

Dd··:•rJh ~.:. r: ..r1nir.~, ( .~ F 
i .>.t(•.1~1·. t \ ··~e Pr~~;.1:·:·r 

nc>t-.~r4ti ), C•-<W•:~:O; 
.\,>!lc;;r;~ D11t.:::ir 

'!be Honorable Bobby I.. Rush, Oiai:m)n 
11ie Honorable Giff Steam~, Ranking ~!ember 
5ubcomminee on C'.ommerte, Trade md Consumer 

Prote(:tion 
2125 Ra}>l)lnn House Office Building 
Wa.~hington, D.C. 2::);[3 

Dc;ir Oiaimian Dingell and Ranking Member Barton, Oiainnan Rush and Ranking Member Steams: 

AC.11 has continued to study the varioas provisions of I-LR. 4040, even after its submission of 
comments in a lcnerdated November 7, 2007. In :he course of this study, it dct<.'nnil'lcd that one of its two 
l\'commcnr.btions for a~nding HR. 4040 might not aUeviate our conccm that AO.fl's "·ell-established 
certification program would not qualiiy 1.0 provide m.IDufact.uren> of an materials compliance to all the 
ce11ifica1ion requirements e~tablished by this legislation. Therefore, we ask that you discard the second 
rec01r.rnenda1ion we offered which v.-:is to insert in the Section by Section Amlysi; orthe Committee repon 
!his sentence: ":\/ocl>.ing in Section 102 i~ intended to supersede, or otherwise interfere .....;th, Section 23 of 
the Federal Hv.ardous Substances Act. 15 U.S.C 1277.'' 

lt 1fawned upon AQ11 that the recomrnend.uion reierenced above would limit ACMI 's certification 
program to chronic hazards only, since Section 23 of FI ISA addresses chronic hazards alone. AL"\U's 
program also ccnifies that art ll1.'teri.1ls in iis program have been cvalu:ucd w meet the rq;ulations for as:iw: 
llilll.rds in the FHSA as well. Given the recent r.xper1~ncc w~th thr. recalls of so mmyc::hildrr.n's products. 

1.ooi.; FOH n11:;; .. SL\l.S ........ .. 
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we believe acute h.v.ards <:..nifitation :s as important as · and may be more imponJJlt than· chronic h.v.mis 
cmification. llu:n·lon-, "'~ would like IO re.:omrnen<l that ouroriginal fim proposal 1>.~th a .<ligh1 
modi!'ic:ition be Jccepted as an .1mt·ndment to HR 4C40. The rr.odificd language is :is foilow;;: 

I nscn after the phrase " ... an:! is >JJt oun.r( •rntJPg.d. crwr/!1rt or din.r::1t.1i by s1.d111tm{~ w pii;1te 
laf.rlir" the follov.ing "except as for non-profit trade associations who offer their memben 
certification programs for acute and c hmnic hazards under any of the Acts administered by 
the Consumer Product Safccy Commission similar to a certit}ing organi.7.alion as defined in 
fHSA 15C0.14{b) (8) Appendix A. M 

Thank }Ou ior your considcmion of this suggmion. We apologize ior not recognizing the 
limitation imposed by one of our 01iginal proposals. ACMI hopes that this change of position will r.ot 
inconvenience you in anr\\-ay. 

Sim;erely, 

'· ) "' 1-),,~{ v·•M..<-~ 
·.:.-

Deborah .\1. Fanning, O\E 
J::xecu:ivc Vi.:c Prcsidcm 

02: Members of the Coir.mitrCX' on Energy and Comm~rce 



.Q!..a«M 
Rclll~V t!l:ltO:l, PtE:":t•dC'Ot 

S:P.Ven !i··l'.!t~I, V•te Pre!>•dent 
B~rr.it Sct-.wciu:li, ;,~cl">Urer 
M.itrk P~gl;e, ~lrct;,11y 

Sqitcml>cr 9. 2009 

rhe lfon<>r•blc J<·~ aati(ln, Ranking Member 
}foUS(': Committee L'1n f!ncrgy and C'<lmmcrcc 
~3:!2·A Rayburn H<>us~ Of!kc Building 
\V.shin~t.,n. D.C. 20515 
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The Nmton:il Bulk Vendors ,;\ssoclation c·~BVt\") rcpTC$<:nts holh ~uppJfors ancl (~l?r.![OT~ ('If ,·cndc<l 
pn>Llu:.·rs that incJudt: toy$ anJ novt:JtCcs that 21n: J1:oipcns1?d from vcndin~ mad1im:s ,.u (Wcr America. ~:htle 

t.ll1nl)gr~phi1.:s vary Lfom product Lo pwdu~l. w..: CSpL"Cj~:lll~· cawr ro childn;n. On bchnJf tlfrhc m<m: than 300 
m¢mber-:s ,Jf1h..: NBVA r~prcscnting Lhou~ands of bulk v(.·n<lors. l urgently " .. ant to ~xprcs~ my \'1cws on 
Sec1i~n I 03( al of the Con>umtr Pwducc Safety Tmpr.wemcnt Ace l)f 2008 ("CPSIA "J, ct•mmonly r<"fotrt-U Ill 
a> the "trnd•ini; labels" r~1Jt1iremc111. I underscand 1ha1 a hen1\ng is 1>la1111~d by y011r S11bcon1mi1tee on 
Cmnmcrcc, Trade. and <:'unsumer rro1ccti(lll thi.> Th11rsday. Sepc~mt>cr 10. ~nd would like 10 reit~rnle <>ur 
pC\sitfr,n so that if cnn be exrr~s~cd to the other c.·ornminee and :;ubc<'lrnminec men-1bcrs. 

The ,·ending ind11s1ry is unique in terms of products mid di>trihutiM bul ir is imp~nam to understand 
1hat it suppon; 1h('usand~ of U.S. jobs. including work opponunj1ie.~ for dlsabled 1\mer,~ans as 1he~e group$ 
fill ''ur plastic capsuJes. Other chariti<·s. tnduding the American Cancer Sflcicty a11J the Cent~r for Missing 
1:1.nJ l!xph~ill·d ChildR'11 lflr example. r~•~~ suhstanlC~l fonds thr(lugh sponsored vc.•:iding machine s.:tk$. ~1ost 
impvr1ant[y; however. ourmdust11• hrings smik-;: and cnjoymcnf tn miUlons oflow·mcvmc Am~rican 
~htkJrcn cn:ry year fhr whom a vending machine may h~ rhcir tirsr (or onJ)•) purchasing expcric-n(C and 
mean-s of ohtl:lining mys. 

As ye>u kJt(lW. s~c\i(\ll W3(a) require~ that all "childrt'u's prt>ducrs'' and their pack•gmg manufactured 
on or after August 14. :?009 bear a p~nnanent trnckinl! labt:l "lc• 1hc <:xtent pra<"ticahlc:· On July 20, 2009. 
the Consumer l'ro.iuc1 SafNy Commission (Cl':;c) iss11<'<.1 i1s "Siatcm~nt ur r •• 11cy" C(>nccming the 
imph:nwntation and """flforcen·uml ofSL-ctfon 103{a.). Thi? st~t-::mL·11t r~tlcc1s 1hc c,1,1\Jni~~t.._,n· s cum.:nl 
intcrpreratfon of tht> ~cannot)' requiremeucs of s~tiou 103(u) und hcrnt il lnrends w l'nforce rhc pm\•isi<1n for 
prnducrs manufoctured vn fir after Aogu~r 14. ~0(t9, 

Th~ NBV:\ j$ pkas.cd that th~ Commission's ~uid:mce c!<plicit1)• fe'C'VGnizc~ that it is 11ot "praccic:ibl~" 
to lahcl l!ach bulk vended product The ~·lie.:~', hll,,.;cver. dl)C$ rcquiri: tha• the package.· or c:anrn• in which 
such rrc.,du~ts arc shipped to the rcrall..:r l'e marled with chc tcquisite- infom1arcon. t:ff('"e.:th·~ inuncdiatcly. 
supplic!r mL·mbcn; of•h-: NRVA 8rc maktng a concened i:ffon f(l make sure th~r Uu~•r s.hlpm~nt$ co1nply with 
1hisp<>licy. 

The NBV A con~i1krs the CPSC' guidance to t>c a po;iti,·e devcl(lpment for 1he indu:>rry and a sttp in 
th~ right dir~~tion. Howc\'er~ we remain CQo<.;emed ;tb\'l\lt 1he tracking label m:m<lHk of Section lO~(H) a.~ ch<" 
ag<"ncy's Statc:mcnt of Pol;cy can b~ changed by Che C\'lJnnlissfon at any umc, :ind it i:\ n.cn l'lindmg <m sL1te 

anomcy< general (who ••e spccilic~lly cmJ><>wero,\ to independently <CCk cnforc<mcnr QfSecti~n 10.l(ali. 

NATIONAL BULK VENOORS AssoctATION 
7782 (bst Greedw;:iy Roac, Su.t~ No. 2, S<.ottsdalQ, AZ 8~2f,() 

Tull F~~ .. : t83EI: l'\IRVA-USA • rax (480) 302·Sl08 • W'Nw.i'IO\'a.C>rg • .:idrr.int'lnbv(l.O:g 
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lhc federal couns or other mtcrcsted parties. Therefore, the ;llalional Bulk Vcndurs Associarion co1Uinuc§ 
to request that Cungros include an '"plicil e~emption for hulk vcnde-d children's produds in a11y 
ruturc technical corrections bill or similnr amendmenls lt1 the CPSIA or other appr<>priare lt-gislatht: 
vehicle. 

On h.:half of the th1)usands uf Am<:ri~ans whose livelihoods derend upon bulk w.nding. (including 
many disabled Americans and numernus charities). w~ therefore r~spcctfully ask f<1r your con~itl<.<rali'1n f<>r 
binding. statutory assurance that Section I03(a) will not be applil'd m children's produc1s dispensed frc>m 
vending 1m1chines. Such ~>suranc., is absolutely necessary It) cn•ur• the long·tenn survival and ;;ucces~ of 
thi~ uniquely American industry. 

Thank you for your consideration c•f our concern and n:c1ucs1. Picas~ foci free K1 <'<lntact me if you 
have any questions regarding. the tracking labels requirem~m of the CPSIA and its dfect on the bulk vending 
indust1y. In addition, you may reach c1ur Washing\t)n, J>.C. Ct1uns~I on this i~sue. Quin Dodd of :>tinv I .c,·in, 
P.C.. ac 202.43,i. 7435 or qdodd((!}mint7..com. 

Sincerely, 

Randy Chillon. President 
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Representative Henry A, Waxman, Chair 
House Energy and Commerce Cornmittee 
2204 Rayburn House Office Building 

Washin~on, DC 20515 

Representative Bobby Rvsh. Chair 
Subcommittee Oil Commerce, Trade 
and Consumer Protection 
2416 Rayburn Building 

Washington, DC 20515 
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Representative Joe Barton, Ranking Member 

House ~nergy and Commerce Committee 
2109 Rayburn Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Representative George Radanovich 
Ranking Member, Subcommittee on 

Commerce, Trade and Conwmer Protection 
2410 Rayburn Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairmen Waxman and Rusll and Ranking Members Barton and Radanovich: 

J understand that tt>e House Subcommittee on Con1merce, Trade and Consumer Protection will tlold a 
hearing tomorrow where tile new chairman of th<! U.S. Consumer Procfoct Safety Commission (CPSCI. 
Inez Tenenbaum, will testify regarding the CPSC and issues before it. 

On tiehalf of the Toy Industry Association lnc. (TIA) and its more than 500 member companies. we 

respectfully urge you to focus this nearing on an examination of the unintended and harmful 
consequences that have Ileen- and continue to be- caused by problems with the implementation of the 
Consumer Product Saferv Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA). Now is the time to closely examine these 
protilems and to provide relief to businesses that arc strvggling to comply with the Ac! by: 

providing the CPSC the clear and necessary authority to promulgate practical common sense 

regulations that will support the CPSIA's implementation. 

acting on legislation that will address specific areas of the CPSIA that need correctin& by Congress. 
not the CPSC. 

TIA is the not-for·profit trade association for producers and importers of toys and youth entertainment 
produtrs sold in North America; our members represent mo<e ttran 85% of the total domestic toy market. 
As a global leader in the development of sustainable toy safety initiatives, TIA and its members are 
committed to implementing standard~ and regulations \hat will help to keep young consumers safe. We 
are advor.ate~ for a national approar.h to safety requirements lo< toys and children's products and we 
svpport many of the conr.ept~ <.ontainr;,d in the CPSIA. 

However, you have likely already heard many shocking stories from constituents in your district and 
around the country who are wugg!ing with the law. Ffforts to implement the Act have regrettably 
resulted in confusion and placed unnecessary burdens on many small- to medium-sized businesses, 

including toy sellers that are suffering from the current economic clowntu m. 

(continued) 
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One month following the February 10, 2009 ~ffective date for a number of new CPSIA requirements, TIA 
surveyed manufacturers/importers and retailers to collect information about the economic impact the 
law is having 011 the toy industry. At that point we estimated that CPSIA implementation would res11lt in 
a $2 billion negative affect - nearly 10% of the total value of the U.S. domestic toy market. 

The lack of clarity in the law and implementing guidelines has forced safe toys off retai I shelves. smal I toy 
businesses to close, and local economies to suffer. 

Chairman Jason Altmire (D-PA) and the members of the House Small Business Committee received first .. 
hand accounts of these economic hardships during a CPSIA oversight hearing on May 14th. Followillg the 
day's testimonies, members of the majority and minority were united in calling for a further examination 
of the lilw. TIA shares this sentiment - which is why we intend to continue working closely with the CPSC 
and Congress to addtess CPSIA implementation requirements. 

We applaud President Obama' s decision to provide much-needed additional funding for the Commission 
and congr~tulatc the President and Congress for making an excellent choice in the appointment of the 
Agency's new Chairman and new Commissioners. We also support Chairman Tenenbaum's approach to 
"common sense rul!!making" and ask Congress to help the new Chairman achieve her objectives by 
formally considering the current inadequacies of the CPStA at tomorrow's !>earing: 

The CPSC Needs Authority to Regulate Based Upon Risk Assessment 
The CPSIA contains inflexible standards which are difficult or impossible to modify. Without 
consideration of q11antifiable risk of injury, far too many safe prod11cts are swept up into the 
safetY legislation's overly broad reach. The CPSC needs disr.retion to exclude products and 
materials that do not represent a health risk. 

Retroactive Application of New Standards is Unreasonable 
The applicability of new requirements should be limited to products manufactured after the 
effective date, except in circumstances where the CPSC dl'.!cides that exposure to a product 
presents a health and safety risk to children. Applying the new law retroactively has taused 
widespread market chaos and significant business losses. 

Unreasonable Implementation Timeline 
The CPSIA's unrealistic implementation deadlines did not provide the CPSC with sufficient time to 
manage the deluge of questions, certifications and rulemakings that were required to effectively 
manage product that was already in inventory. Nor was time available for firms to transition 
manufacturing standards or sell off inventory. This lack of lead time has led to large business 
losses for both manufacturers and retailers across the industry. 

Testing and Certification Must Be Efficient and Clear Protocols for Periodic Testing Must be 
Established by the CPSC on a Timely Basis 
Upstream component tesling and reliance on milnufacturl!r· s supplier certification of compliance 
should be permitted to reduce costs and duplicative testing. In addition, the CPSIA calls for CPSC 
to establish by November 14, 2010 protocols and standards for ensuring that a children's product 
is sullject to testing periodically. Those protocols and standards must be clear and practical; they 
should recognize measurP.s taken upstream in the m<1n ufacturing process; and they must be 
promulgated by the statutory deadline to provide timely guidelines for manufacture.rs. 

(continued) 
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I am sure you and your staff are aware that these and other concerns surrounding the CPSIA's new 
requirements were the subject of an April 2, 2009 Congressional Research Report (CRS) titled: Consumer 

Product Safety Commission: CP51A Implementation. 

Thal'lk you for your time and interest in toy safety issues. TIA stands ready to meet with you to discuss 
these issues in more detail. Shou Id you have any questions or if TIA can be of future assistance, please do 
not hesitate to contact me {d:eithley@toyassodation.org; 646.SW.4841) or Ed UC?smond, TIA's Executive 
Vice President for External Affairs (edesmond@toyassociation.org; 202.857.9608). 

Sincerely, 

~.~ 
!>resident 

Copy: Michelle Ash 
Tim Robinson 
WiflC;irty 

Shannon Weinberg 
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House Energy and Commerce Commitrec 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 21)S 15 

'The HCtnoro.ble Henry W&XJr.an 
Chairman 
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The Honorable Bobby Rush 
, Subcommince Choinnon 

Th• Honord>le Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 

llhc Horu>rat>lc George Radanovicn 
.. ·-----~bcoinmiuce Ranking Mc~ber ___ . 

Re: Fonnal of fae House Subcommiltce on Commerce. Trade, am: Consumer Pro1cc1ion 
Hearing. "Consumer Product Safety Commission Oven;ig~.I: Current bsues and ~ Vision 
for tt.e Furure .. , schctiul•d for1.hursday, September 10 

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members: 

We are writir.g in regard to the subcommiltee hearing sci for Sep~ber 10. 2009. the firsl 
Commerce Committee ticliring on consumer product safety since !he CJ'SIA W"'i passed 
over a year ago. We ate very disappoinied IO learn 1ha11he comroil!<:e will not be laking 
this opportwtity to h•ar from any •mall busines>es •fl'ccl•d by lhc CPSIA. Indeed. we 
have learned that CPSC Chair Tenenbaum wi:J ~ Ilic only person invited to tc•tify. 

\\'hile we !:ave full faith in the abiil'Cies of Ms. Tei:enbaumar.d believe she is working to 
apply cornmo:i sen•• interprellltions 10 !he CPSL.O., we do :tot believe t::ta11he she can 
r<pro.onl lhc full •cope uftlle CPSIA'• imp•CI on r.::;ponsibl<: Anmkan •rmill b""ines>e$. 
Nor do we believe that rhc unintended consequences of the CPSIAcan be solved tlu:ough 
the CPSCs rul"llaking. A technical correction is required. and we WQuid like the 
oppvrtJttil)' to lell your cornmillcc why. 

Ow business.es bave been burdened by a law designed to fix a problem created by 
irrc•ponsiblc mulli·oation•I corporations •uch as Matlcl. The •rnall manufacturers, cratlcrs, 
and t•IHilcrs rcprescnl•d by our allianc• nave imprccable .afeiy record•. yet we arc 
burdened by cxcc&Sive coropliencc cos11< while Mattd !:as once again beeo 1tUStea 10 police 
itself. 

Now ;. tile lime for Coni:rc .. 10 !!car rl:te voices of small businesses. Now is the time to 
show that la~ can be wriner. for rhe common good. not just fort.he interests oflargc. well
connc:ctcd co1l'arotions such as Mottel. Now;, the lime to bvile small busincn.,., 
including a representative of our alliallce, ta >peak trurn to Congress aboi.:1 how the CPSIA 
i,; dcv0>;12ting our busines~es and Qur livelihoods. 
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As oarc~ts. consumers and small busine>& oWl\crs, we all bc:ievc that ch1ldrc~'• product~ 
sho~u be fn:e of toxins and safe for our children. We are in bu..iness due to our sincere 
desire to put forth qulity pmd~ct .. (Jnfortuna!cly. the CPSIA has made this endeavor 
much more difficull lha.~ it should be. 

Please, hclj> us fix the C:PSIA. Help u~ cor.tinue to provide unique clothes a.n<l pla)'things 
for America's c~jJdren. Pleose, in vile us ro teMify. 

Respectfully. 

The H~r.dr:iade Toy Alli1111ce 

Contacl imorlllAlion and a tisti:lg of all 382 business members of lhe Handmade Toy 
Atliancc is avuilkblc al hnp://www.rumdmadcloyalliance.orgf1nembers-of-the-handrnade· 
1oy-alliancc 

sa-,·ebendmadetoysiatgmajl oom 
www.ha.~dmadetoyalliancc.om. 

Board n:em!x:n: 

Cecilia Leil>ovil•. Craftsl>ury Kids. VT 
Ji!'. Chuclr.as, Crafty Baby, CT 
Jolie Fay. Skiping Hippos, OR 
Rob Wilson, Challenge & Fun., MA 
Kate Gly:m. A Cltild's Garden, MA 

Dan Marshall. Peapods Natural T<>ys. MN 
Mary Newell, Tempin Toys, OR 
Heather Flonmann. Lilliputians. l'. 'Y 
John Greco, Greco Woodcrafting, NJ 
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September 10. 2009 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
Ranking Member 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
U.S. House of 1he Representatives 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

The Honorable George Radanovich 
Rariking Member 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and 
Consumer Protection 
Committee on Energy arid Commerce 
U.S. House of the Represenlahves 
2322A Rayburn House Office Buildiiig 
Washington, DC 205t5 

Dear Chairmen Waxman and Rush. and Ranking Members Barton ano Radanovoch, 

On behalf of the National Federalion of Independent Busi'less (NFIB). the nation's leading small 
bvsiness aavocacy organization, I want to thank you for holding today's hea1ing on the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission. NF!B is hopeful that today·s hearing will address the negative effects the Consumer 
Product Salety tmprovernent Act (CPSIA)-the Commission·s chief concern - has hacl on America's small 
businesses. 

In the current economic ~cession, tile CPSIA further cripples small bllsinesses by reQuiriiig !hat more 
lime. money and labOf be devoted to govemment regulations. diverting these precious resources away from job 
creation. fn the months since the law's eiiactment. NFIB's Small Business Economic Trends (SBET) survey has 
continued to report that small business owners have a negative view of the economy. While our members 
understand that the intent of the 2006 law is to protect children. small businesses are concerned !hat rhe law wi!I 
continue to cause serious economic hardsiiips for many law-abiding small businesses !hat man1>fac1ure and sell 
safe children's pl'Qducts. During a time of economic uncertainty, new costs and mandates inhibit economic 
growth and may force small businesses to raise prices. cut jobs or snut their doors. 

NFIB has heard from members natioriwide lrom diverse industries about how the CPSIA has severely 
impeded their businesses. For example. an NFIB member in the Midwest owns a small rerail children's store 
with over 100 different products on the shelves and about $90.000 in inventory. Attemp1in9 lo comp:y with the 
myriad of new regulations and deadlines in CPSIA has been a significant business hurdle for him, including but 
not limited lo labeling. testi~g and certification of his inventory. Another NFIB member manufactures educationa; 
science products geared towards hi9h school and college science classes, although some school districts may 
choose to use his product'> in classrooms wifh children under age twelve. The largest cost he has faced under 
the new law continues to be the cour:tless hours spent researching the r.ew law. Because he buys from 
component suppliers anel sells to catalogue retailers. mulliJ>le questions arise as to who is responsible for the 
testing. labe!in9 and certification of fhe parts tie purchases an<:l lhe products he sells. NFIS urges Congress to 
act on legislation Iha! will alleviate these burdens. 

National Federatio'l of Independent Business 
1201 F St!eel NW • SLJite 200 • W8Sll•l)Q101l, DC 20004 • 202-~::>4·9000 • f'~• 202-554-0496 • YJ,~.NFlB.corn 
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In partic1.Jlar, NFIB strongly supports allowing for ··componenl part tesling" which is necessary to prevent 
duplicabve and expensive testing. Small manufaclurers would be permitted to use the testing and certification 
that are obtained by their component svppliers (if all components are certified, the final product is certified). 
Componenl part testing would io particular help alleviate some of the financial, labor and adminislJatrve burden 
Iha! small businesses face in complying wilh lhe CPSIA. NFIB strongly supports legislation !hat would amend 
the current law to allow for component part testing. 

Additionally. the Commission should exercise a more practical interpretation of the current law as it did 
when resale es1ablishments were exempted from tile testing requirements. This exemption and others stays of 
enforcement are a good start. If the Commission does not nave \t>e authority urider current law to make 
common sense exemptions. then Congress must act to provide the Commission with such authority. NF 16 
remains hopeful that Congress and the Commission can begin to work together to address additional burdens 
that may be fixed through the regulalory and legislative process. 

NFIB is encouraged that during her Senate confirmation hearing, Cnairman Inez Tenenbaum 
:omm1tted, "I will also ensure that industry knows that their views will be heard and considered," and that 
·regular al'\<I timely public commul'ication is crilical to keeping the Public informed about consumer product 
safety." Thank you again for holding this hearing. NFIB looks forward to working with the Commission ancl 
Congress on this issue as the 111 '" Congress continues. 

Sincerely, 

~~E~ 
Susan Eckerly 
Senior Vice President 
Public Policy 

cc Members o! the Hoose Committee on Energy an<I Commerce 

NalioMl Federation of Independent Business 
1201 ~$\Teet NW • Su~e 200 • Wa•hinglon, DC 2000• • 202·SS4-9000 • F•• 202-~$4-0•96 • !O...~ .. NE.la= 
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The Honorable Henry Waxman. Chair 
Energy and Commerce Committee 
2204 Raybwn House Ollice Building 
Washingt<>n, DC 20515 

The Honor.1hle Bobby Rush, Chair 
Commerce. Trade. and Consumer 
Protection Subcommittee 
2416 Raybum House Otlicc Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairs and Ranking Members: 
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The Honorable Joe Barton, Ranking 
Member 
Energy and Commerce Commilt~c 
2 I09 Rayburn Hou~c Office Building 
Washington, DC 2051 S 

The Honorable George Radanovich, 
Ranking Member 
CClmmerce, Trade. and C(>n~umer 
Protection Subcommittee 
24!0 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washingron, DC 20515 

As the Conunerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection Subcommitlec c<>nducts a hearing 
ritlcd, "Consumer Product Safety Conunission O"ersight: Current Issue~ and a Vi;;ion for 
the Future" on Thursday, September JO, Goodwill Industries International, Inc. 
(Goodwill lndu~trie~) urges you to consider the unintended .:onsequcnccs that the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA) (P.L I 10-314) have 
affected nonprofit resellers, such as Goodwill, that sell donated children's products to 
suppon the delivery of mission services. It is important thar fumrc h.:arings take imo 
account the concerns thal the business community, e;;pecially resellers. have raised over 
the implementation of the CPSIA. 

Goodwill Industries· network of 159 local Goodwill agencies provides jobs, job 
placement and training to people with disabilities and other barriers 10 employment 
through revenues raised in donated goods stores. Goodwill lndu:>tries wholeheartedly 
agrees with those who supported passing the CPSIA in order to create a safety net that 
protect~ all children from exposure to products that ha•<: dangerous lead levels. 
Throughout Goodwill's more than 100 y.iar history, our first priority has always been the 
safery and well-being of the people that we ser11e, the families who shop at t)ur store~. and 
our donors and community partners. Goodwill lndustrie~ has a long and distinguished 
track rece>rd of working with the CPSC 10 ensure thal potentially dangerous products 
never make it to our :>lore she! ves. Before a product is placed for sale at a local Goodwi II 
store, we confinn tha£ the product is, no! on the CPSC':> product recall list. Products found 
on th~ recall list are dispose~! of in conipl iance with the law. 

As you 1:onsider the challenges that the CPSC cunently faces and its vision for the future. 
it is worth noring 1ha1 Cio<>dwill lmlustries has partn~rcd with lhe CPSC in a public 
awareness camp;1ign lo work in concert to educate shoppers and employees about the 
hazards of ce11aiu pmduc!s and proper l'Ccall procedures. Goodwi II Industries n:wgnizcs 
Chaiiwoman Tenenbaum· s dforK Whj le !he uninti:nded consequences of the C PSIA 
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certainly has the potential to have negative impact on local Goodwills and the 
co11Ununitics they serve, GoQdwill lnduslrics has hcen pleased to be pan of this 
collaborative effort. Croodwill Industries looks forward to being part of ongoing 
discussions and solutions with the CPSC and Congress regarding implementation of the 
CPSIA and its potential to negatively impact our communities, as we continue to ensure 
the safety of the people we serve. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Gibbons 
President and CEO 

cc: Commerce Trade, and Consumer Protection Subconunittcc Members 
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The H1>norable Nancy A. Nord 
Acting Chainnan 
U.S. Consiuner Product Safe;y Commission 
4330 l::!ast West Highway 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

The Honorable Thomas Hill Moore 
Commissioner 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
4330 F.ast West Highway 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

Dear Acting Chairman Nord and Comm.i9sioner Moore: 
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As an author of the original Consumer Product Safety Act in 1972 and a long· 
standing advocate for better protections for mn Na1ion's consumers, I wholeheartedly 
suppon a stronger regulatory framew<n:k to ensure the ~afcty of cbildten's products. 
Nevertheless, l sha."'e the reasoned concerns of my colleagues, House Conunittee e>n 
Energy and Commerce Chainnan Waxman, Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and 
Con.sumer Protection Chairman Rush, Senate Commit:ee on Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation Chairman Rockefeller, and Sl!bcornmittee on Consumer Protection, 
Insurance, and Autom(>tive. Safoiy Chainnan Pryor, abl)U\ the implementation of the 
Con.sumer Product Safety Improvement Act (PL 110-314, "lhe Act"). In particular, I am 
troubled that the Act includes unrealistic deadlines for rulemakings and compliance, as 
well as too little implementation discretion for the Conswner Product Safety Co:nrnission 
(CPSC), both of which are exacerbated by CPSC's lack of adeq·.iate resources, both io 
tenns of fundL.,g and staff. 

In desc.-ibing the implementation of the Act, Acting Chainnan Nord's January 30, 
2009, lener m the Congress maintains, "the time!ines in the law are proving to be 
unrealistic, and {CPSC] will not he able to continue al this pace without a:eal risk of 
prcmulgatir.g reguMions that have not been thoroughly considerec." Mcreover, the 
letter states, "Although (CPSC] staff has been directed IQ move as quickly as possible :o 
complete its work, short-circuiting the rulerruik.ing process gives short sluift to 1he 
analyticel discipline c1>ntemplated by the statute." ln light of these smtemen1s, I would 
0pprec!ate your candid responses to the following qt:estions, which will assist me and my 
colk•gues i11 our consicer8tion of common·ser.se and workable solutions to ~ome of the 
more pre.~sing prob!ems ihei have arisen during :he Acl' s implementa~ion: 

TIN~ MA1L:~4G WAS i>~EPAfl:tO. PU8USKED, A.'lD MAl\.EO Ar TA.XPAVUI EX.PEN$£ 
'"HIS ~TA.':1l:NUY~n~.e.D o~ ~AP€A MALI~ Oit AtCvCLEO :1aus -· 
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1. To what extent has robust implementation of the Act been hampered by CPSC's 
lack of resources? What levels of funding and staffing does CPSC believe 
r.ecessary for proper implementation of the Act? 

2. Given the paramount importance of ensuring children's safety and the overall 
mission of CPSC, to what extent are the deadlines in the Act practicable for CPSC 
and industry to meet acting with all deliberate speed? If these deadlines are not 
practicable, what revisions to them does CPSC suggest? 

3. Does CPSC have quantitative data concerning any negative impact of the Act 
(i.e., the lead and phthalate limits and testing requirements) on small 
mamifacturers of children's products, and if so, would CPSC please provide 
them? 'What information does CPSC have on any such negative impact of a more 
anecdotal nature? 

4. Does CPSC have any suggestion for how to mitigate any such economic impact 
of the Act on small manufacturers of children's produets (e.g., component testing 
for lead and phthalate content) that, in accordance with the intent ofth.e Act and 
the CPSC's mission, will not compromise the health and safety of children using 
them? 

5. What information has CPSC received about the impact of the Act on the 
availability of second-hand products for children, espedally clothing? It is my 
understanding that many second-hand stores now refuse to sell children's 
products. Does CPSC have any suggestions for how to mitigate any negative 
effects of the Act on second-hand stores for children's products, especially in 
light of the recent economic downtum and the consequent increased need for low
cost sources of children's clothing? 

6. Does CPSC believe that the age limit con~ained in the Act's definition of 
"children's products" (i.e., 12 years and under) is appropriate? If not, what 
shouJd the age limit be? Further, should CPSC have the discretion to lower the 
age limit for certain groups of children's products for which the risk of harm from 
lead or phthalate exposure is remote to non-existent (e.g., snaps or zippers on 
children's clothing)? 

7. Al•Jlough some youth all-te1Tain vehicles (ATVs) a.'ld youth motorcycles are 
intended for use by children under 12 years of age, does CPSC believe it is 
necessary that these products be tested for lead and phthalate content? Similarly, 
does CPSC believe that these products present a risk to children for the abSOIJltion 
of phthalates or lead? 

8. In light of recent court decisions that the lead and phthalate content restrictions 
arc retroactively applicable, does CPSC have concerns about the effect on the 
environment of the disposal of inventories of non-compliant children's products? 
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9. I understand that, since early December 2008, CPSC has had acet:ss to a la1ge 
number of lead content test results for finished "ordinary books" (i.e., books 
published in cardboard or paper by conventional me1tods and intended to be read 
by or to children age 12 or under) a.."ld their component materials (i.e., paper, 
paperboard, ink, adhesives, laminates, and bindings). Have CPSC staff reviewed 
those test results? What do those test results indicate about such ordinary books 
and component materials in connection with the statutory lead limits prescribed in 
Section lOl(a) of the Act? Does CPSC have any recommendations regarding 
how to mitigate the burdens that the testing and certification requirements of the 
Act, and especially the retroactive applicability of those requirements to 
inventory, could otherwise impose on publishers, printers, lllld retail sellers of 
such ordinary books, as well as on libraries, schools, charities and other second
hand distributors of such ordinary books, including those published before 1985'? 

I 0. In general, does CPSC believe that the Act was written with too little 
implementation discretion for the Commission? If this is the case, for which 
issues (e.g., third party testing requirements) does CPSC require more discretion? 

Please provide your responses to my office by no later than the close of busi11ess 
on Friday, March 13, 2009. I intend to work with my colleagues in the House and 
Senate to resolve these issues, as well as call on Chairman Waxman and Chairman Rush 
to hold hearings on problems arising from Act's implementation. Your responses to 
these questions will be invaluable in preparing Members of Congress for a frank 
discussion about several of the Act's apparent shortcomings. Should you have any 
questions, please feel free to contact me or Andrew Woelfling on my staff at 202-225-
4071. 

With every good wish, 

1 
John D. ingell 
Chairman Emeritus 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 

cc: Representative Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Representative Steny Hoyer, Majority Leader 
Representative Henry A. Waxman 
Representative Rick Boucher 
Representative Frank Pallone, Jr. 
Representative Bart Gordon 
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Representative Bobby L. Rush 
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Representative Eliot I,. Engel 
Represen~ative Gene Green 
Represen'.ative Diana DeGene 
Represen:ative Lois Capps 
Representative Mike Doyle 
Representative Jane Hannan 
Representative Jan Schakov.'llky 
Representative Charles A. Gonzalez 
Representative Jay Tnslee 
Representative Tar.uny Baldwin 
Representative !\1ike Ross 
Representative Anthony D. Weinei 
Representative Jim Matheson 
Representative G.K. Butterfield 
Representative Charlie Melancon 
Representative John Barrow 
Representative Baron P. Hill 
Representative Doris 0. Matsui 
Representative Donna Christensen 
Representative Kathy Castor 
Representative John Sarbanes 
Representative Christopher Murphy 
Representative Zachary T. Space 
Representative Jerry McNemey 
Representative Beny Sutton 
Representative Bruce Braley 
Represemative Peter Welch 
Represen~ative Joe Barton 
Represen~ative Ralpli :'vf. Hall 
Reprcscn'.ativc Fred Upton 
Rep1esen'.ative Cliff St~arns 
Rcp1csen'.ativc Nathan Deal 
Representative Ed Wbtfield 
Representative John Shimkus 
Representative John B. Shadegg 
Representative Roy Blunt 
Representative Stev~ Buyer 
Representative Georie Radanovich 
Representative Joseph R. Pitts 
Representative Mary Bono Mack 
Repre~entative Gregg \V aldcn 
Representative Lee Terry 
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Representative Michael C. 3urgess 
Representative Marsha Blackbum 
Representative Phil Gingrey 
Representative Steve Scalisie 
Senator Harry Reid, Majority Leader 
Senator John D. Rockefeller, rv 
Senator Daniel K. Inouye 
Senator John F Kerry 
Senator Byron L. Dorgan 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator Bill Nelson 
Senator Maria Cantwell 
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg 
Senator Mark l'ryor 
Senator Claire McCaskill 
Senator Amy Klobuchar 
Senator Tom t:dall 
Senator Mark Warner 
Senator Mark Begich 
Senator Kay Bailey llutchlson 
Senator Ol}mpia J. Snowe 
Senator John Ensign 
Senator Jim DeMint 
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Senator Roger Wicker 
Senator Johnny Isakson 
Senator David Viner 
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U.S. ca NSU MER PRODUCT SAFE 1 '( COMMISSION 
.1:J'.'\O t:As·r wesr H•GHWA'V 
DET~ES~A.MD 20~14 

NA~CV A. NORD 

triCTING CHA•l=lMAN 

The Honorable John D. Dingell 
lJ .S. House or Rcp~sen1~1i ·~ 
2328 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205JS 

~ar Representative Dingell: 

March 20. 2009 

1·n: c301>ti04··;~o1 
,_.At... {~.'iO 1l~04-0()$1 

·lllank you for your letter of March 4, 2009, regarding the U.S. Consumer Produc1 Safely Commission's 
(CPSC} implementation oftbc Consumer Product Safety lmprovcmen1 Act of2008. Recognizing and 
respecting the knowledge that the CPSC career staff bas acquired in implementing this new lnw, I asked 
them 10 prepare answers lo the important questions that you asked in yo11r letter. Their responses are 
•·ncloscd. 

Since its passage last August, the CPSC staff has been working tireles~ly to implemenl this comprehensive 
legislation in the most efficient and effective manner possible given the limits of our reso....-ccs and the time 
cnnstraints mandated in the law. As you will note in their responses, they have identified some proposed 
refinements 10 the law based on their front-line experience with it. 

We share your commitment to better protection of our nation's consumers, and we very much appreciat<l 
your long-standing advocacy and support of the CPSC. After r<:vicwing lhe ~lliff's responses. please let me 
lu>ow if you have additional questions or comments. 

Enclosure 

cc: Cornmissioncr Thomas Moore 

Sincerely, l 
7 r- u l/ ll-"L /~ I · 

:-lancy . No~ 
Acting Chainnan 
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P<13c 2 
R.:pn~sentativc Dingell 

Representative Nancy Pelo~i. Speaker of Ille House of Reprc!'entatives 
Represenlalive Steny Hoyer, Majority I .cadcr 
Representative Henry A. Waxman 
Reprc!Oentacive Rick Boucher 
Rcptescntative Frank Pallone. Jr. 
Representative Bart Gordon 
Representative Bobby L. Rush 
Representative Anna G. Eshoo 
Representative Bart Stupalc 
Representative Eliol L. Engel 
Representative Gene Green 
Representative Diana DeGene 
Representative" Loi~ Capps 
Rcpresentalive Mike Doyle 
Representative Jane Harman 
Represemative Jan Schakowsky 
Representative Charles A. Gonzalez 
Repre~-nwive Jay 1.oslee 
Representative Tammy Baldwin 
Reprt"sentative Mike Ross 
Repn:senunive Amhony D. Weiner 
Represc:ntative Jim MatheSlOn 
Representative G. K. Butterfield 
Represc:ntative Charlie Mehmwn 
Represc:niative Johll Barrow 
Representative Baron P. Hill 
Representa1ive Doris 0. Mall>ui 
Represmtative Donna Christensen 
Rcpresenta1ive Kathy C.astor 
Rcpr~tetive John Sarbanes 
Representative: Christopher Murphy 
Representative Zachary T. Space 
Representative Jerry McNem~y 
Representative l::IC11y Sutton 
Representative Bruce Braley 
Representative Pel er W .:!ch 
Represcn1.11ivc Joe Barton 
'Repre~cativc Ralph M. Hall 
Repn:sentacive Fred I !pion 
Re11rcscntativ~ Cliff Steams 
Rcprcsentalive Nathan Deal 
Rcprcsenta1ive Ed Whitfield 
Reprcscntativ~ John Shimkus 
Represen1a1ivc John B. Shad~gg 
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Rcpn.'SClltative Dingell 

Rcpresen1a1ive Ro)' Rlun1 
Rcpresenta1ive Steve Buyer 
Representative George Radanovich 
Rcpre~ntativc Joseph R. Pill~ 
Representative Mary Bono Mack 
Represenlative Greg Walden 
R~prcsen1ative Lee Terry 
Representative Mike Rogers (Ml) 
Representative Sue Wilkins Myrick 
Rc:presenlative John Sullivan 
Represenl31.ive Tim Murphy 
Represenwive Michael C. Burgess 
Represenl31.ive M~ha Blackburn 
Representative Phil Gingrcy 
Representative Steve Scalise 
Senator Harry Reid, Majority Leader 
Senator John D. Rockefeller, IV 
Senator Daniel K. lno .. ye 
Senator John F. Kerry 
Senator Ryron L. Dorgan 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Sena1or Bill Nelson 
Senator Maria Camwell 
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg 
Senator Mllrk Pryor 
Senator Claire McCaskill 
SeOlltor Amy Klobuchar 
Senator Tom Ud<tll 
Senator Marl: Warner 
Senator Mad Begich 
SeJl.lltor Kay Bailey Hutchison 
Senator Olympia J. Snowe 
Senator John Ensign 
Senator Jim DeMin1 
Senator John Thune 
Senator Roger Wicker 
SC'llalor Johnny lsakoon 
Senator David Viner 
Senator Sam Bro~nback 
Senator Mel Martine:i: 
Senator Mike Johanns 
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11~rn:1>Snn:s 
Co!'ISl'MEM PRODI rr SAn:n CoM~ll!-MOS 

-'330 '£AST I.ff.ST HIGH \I..\\! 

llKl'Hl'.SIH, MU 20814 

TD 

FROM 

St:RJFCT : 

Acting Chainnan Nancy Nord 
Commissioner Thomas Moore 

Date: ~1arch 20, 2009 

General Counsel CA F r-. / ff { 
A1>sistant Executive Director for Compliance ~JI. .. / 
Assistant Executive Director for lfa:r.ard Identification and Reductionrf' 
Assistant Executive Director for Financial Management. Planning and 
Evaluation t>~ 

Responses to Letter from the Honorable John D. Dingell 

Chairman Nord has asked us to respond to the questions recently received from Representative 
Dingell. The following responses have been prepared by career staff at the U.S. Conswncr 
Product Safety Commission (CPSC). 

I. To wllat exlent ha robust impleJMntation oftlfe Act been !tampered by CPSC's lack of 
resources? Wli•t let1els of funding ond :stflfflng does CPSC believe necessary for proper 
implemtnlation of tire Act? 

The CPSC has made implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) 
our highest priority. Since August 2008, the agency has initiated and advanced over 20 
rulemaking activities required by the CPSIA which is an unprecedented number for this agency 
or any other of this size, published enforcement guidance and policies to enhance compliance 
"ith the new law, conducted numerous meetings with stakeholders, developed a special website 
dedicated to the CPSIA, responded to questions from the public num~ring in the thousands, and 
genetally focused lhe agency's limited scientific, legal, technical, educationaJ, !raining and 
administrative resources on CPSIA implementation requiremen!S. 

Because requested funding for implementation of the new law was not fonhcom.ing duri!lg the 
critic11l first six months when many of the CPSIA requirements needed to be initiated or 
completed, implcmc:n1ation of the CPSIA hat.S impacted our ongoing safety mission by delaying 
and deferring work in many other areas_ While work has been deferred or delayed on these 
activities - such as rulemaking activities on portable generator~ and voluntary standards work on 
electric.:al, fuc. mechanical, chemical and children's hazards -- some ofCPSC's ongoing safety 
worl such a:; hllZal'dous product investigations and recalls could not be deferred. This has 
limited our ability 10 advise you on how to fully reallocate existing staff resources to 
implcmcnmtion of the CPSIA. 

Moreover. issues related to the accreditations of laboratories 11ml lhc increasing nwnber of 
requL'SIS for exclusions from the Act's provisions have cau.wd unanticipated udditional demands 
on $tat!. resources, at the same time that the staff has been implementing the Virginia Gr-.ieme 
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Baker Pool and Spi.1 Satt.1y Act (which became clle~·tive in December 2008), and the Children's 
Gasoline Burn Prevention Act (which became effective in J.inuary .2009), Thi~ has sew!£!x 
1>veistretched the agency staff and has begun n:sultim.: in delays in implementation that will 
~ontinuc until we arc able tu fully hire and otherwise ma"imizc the resources that have just been 
.IIB)_yided to the agen£Y..B>r the second halfoffiscal year 2009, 

Three examples of the burden and complexity presented by the work on th~e issues <ire: (I) the 
continuing need to process ahd review applications for laboratory accreditation, including 
applications !Tom government and proprietary lircwalled laboratories, a process initiated hy the 
CPSIA and one that the agency is handling for the first time in its history; (2) the need for further 
refinement of guidance on the scope of the phlhalates ban and. in particular, defining a testing 
method and dealing with compliance questions regarding the chemistry and carbon chain 
branching that detennines whether a product contaios a banned ph!halate: and (3) the 
engineering issues raised by the l'ool and Spa Safety Act and the need to reconcile state 
regulations on health and safety issues such as waler quality with the need to replace drain covers 
as required by that Act. The Commission staff cannot addre$$ these and similar matters all at 
once, yet delay has seriuu!> economic impacts on the affected parties which no one anticipated 
would happen at the same time as the current economic downturn, 

As we implement each new requirement, we are seeing unanticirated issues arise, and we are 
learning more of the far-reaching effects of the CPSIA and there will undoubtedly be more to 
learn, In August 2008 following passage of the Act, staff estimated that it would require a full 
annual increase of S2 l.I million and 59 FTEs to begin implementing the new legislation in 
Fiscal Year 2009, That same month, the Commission submitted an amendment in this amount to 
1he then-pending President's Budget Request through the Office of Management and Budget, as 
well as directly to Congress, In November 2008 a revised amendment was provided to Congress 
to r~flect CPSC' s requirements for only the second half of the fiscal year, Through the first six 
months of implementing the CPSIA, none of this additional fu11ding was received by 1he 
Commission, 

The funding amount in the Commission's revised amendment has just been approved by 
Congress, While we will use these funds to immediately und aggressively hire and train new 
staff, the si'l·month delay in funding will cause continued deferrals until such time that the 
agency fully absorbs the new appropriation, For Fiscal Year 2010 the Commission has requested 
additional funding to continue implementation of the CPSIA. 

1. Giwm the paramount importance nf ensuring children '..- .~afety and the nveral/ mi.~sion of 
the CPSC, to what extent are the deadline.\';,, the Act practicable for CPSC and indU,\'try to 
meet acting with all deliber41e .~peed? If these deadlines are not practicable, what uvision 
doe'.5 CPSC suggest? 

Mandated Deadlines: Eflect on Sa!Ctv PrioriJj~s and StaffW.,rldoads 

In the C'PSIA. Congress set an ag~'Tessive regulatory agenda for the CPSC over the course of the 
tirst two to three years after enactment. The work required by the CPSIA is in addition to the 
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Commission's ongoing regulatory adi,ily in a variety of ari::as. including upholstered furniture. 
portable generators and <Jlher imp<IJ1anl slandard:i dcvelopmcnl aclivitit:s, as well as (lut ongoing 
compliance work in evaluating and recalling products that present hazards tu consumers. As 
with any regul:itory agency. CPSC's safety w<>rk must be prioritized to deal with the mosl 
significant risks: however, the deadlines mandated in the CPSIA have joopardizcd our ability to 
meet Commission priorities and proven to be too much for a relatively small agency to nandle all 
~ Timely imph:mentation is importanl. but the flexibility to prioritize our work to deal 
with the most serious risks is equally important to miiximh:e effectivcm:ss and do rhe greatest 
good with the resources that we have been given. 

While the CPSIA mandates more than 40 separate action items for the Commission to undertake. 
that number understates the agency workload that results from each of those mandates. For 
example. there is nu t~uirement to adopt an interpretative rule defining "child care article" and 
"toy" under section 108. Yet the Cl)mmission has b1.-en inundated with thousands of product 
specific inquiries about what types of producls fall within those definitions. from shoes to 
sporting goods to electronic games. An interpretive rule i~ our recommended way to address this 
issue and adds lo our rulemaking burden. 

The action item count also does not include acting on requests for exemptions from the lead 
limits provision. nor does the list contemplate making "determinations" on classes of materials or 
products not covered by the ban on lead in childreri's products. Because !he slatute did not 
permit the agency to exempt products !Tom the scope of the definition of children's product. the 
staff has been engaged in a process of narrowing the scope of materials likely to include lead in 
order to provide relief to small bu~ines~es and home craftcrs faced with crippling costs of testing 
and cenification requirements. \i!any of those businesses are now asking the Commission ru 
begin the same process of exemption of materials with regard 10 phthalates. As anolher example, 
consideration of component testing is not a part of the list ofrulemaking activities in the CPSIA, 
yet ii is a challenging issue to consider in implementing its requirements. 

There are other activities required of the Commission in the CPSIA that require re-;ources and 
rime that arc not cvidcm in the list of required rulemakings. The resource needs have been 
enormous. ranging from projects so basic ns educating headquarters and compliance field staff 
on the scope of the new regulatory requirements of the Act to the more complex work of 
updating the Commission's regulations to pe1mit the use of its new authorities with regard to 
refusing admission of imports. Updating our regulations and coordinating with Customs and 
Border Protection to allow for a process for a hearing upon refusal of admission requires 
sii,'llificant agency resources. as docs developing a process for bonding shipments to cover the 
cost of dt:struclion and relatcd import ac1ivi1i.::s. 

Suffice ii to say that each of the various initiatives in the Act -- whether it be the lead and 
phthalates limits, the testing and certification regime. the import provisions. or the new data9ase 
and information technology upgrades -- will require significantly more time to implement than 
anyone originally anticipated. Having all of that done simulrancously would have taxed tnc 
agency even if we h<td been given additiunal fonding from the star1. Moreover, the agency has 
significant ongoing work that remains. as well as rwo other new statutes that it must implement 
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this year, the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safoty Act and lhe Children's Gasoline Burn 
Prevention Act. 

The deadlines have proven to be impracricable for our staff to meet and are presenting significant 
problems for 1he agency to solve. The C_pmmis~iC?.!l~taffnm~!.ltJ!.~e some relief from the 
deadlines impc.lscd. 

eJ";i_1<!ifl!! Solulions: Prioritizing Worklo;id Based on Risk or ~11!..C!l.ding Dt:adlinc.\ 

The following suggestions, ideally in combination. would help amdiorate the issues discussed 
above. 

o Use of Risk Assessment to Establish Priorities 

Use of risk assessment methodology would allow the Commission 10 establish priorities, provide 
for common sense exemptions, and set CPSIA implementation deadlines. Congress took this 
approach, to some degree. when setting the initial testing and certification deadlines. Using 
recall frequency and, to a lesser degree, the severity of possible injuries, Congress detennined 
that cribs, pacifier.;, small parts, lead in paint, and lead in children's metal jewelry would lead the 
children's product testing aml i::~rtification effort. 

However, by this June the Commission must accredit laboratories for third·party testing to all 
Qlher children's product safety rules, which includes any new or previously existing rule 
applicable to a product intended for children 12 years of age or younger. The agency will be 
pushed to meet that deadline as the staff will need 10 issue accreditation procedures, and all 
rchlled testing procedures, for the many rules applicable to children's products at that time, 
including the enormously complex requirements of the ASTM f963-07 Toy Safely Standard. 
All oflhis will lake place simullaneously with work we are doing to open CPSC's new 
laboratory facilities. 

Examples of Inefficiencies: Furthermore. inefficiencies have been created given the tight 
timcframes of1he Act. For example, under section 102 of the CPSIA, the Commission is 
required to publish accreditation procedures for laboratories testini; baby walkers. bouncers and 
jumix;r5 by Murch 12, 2009. However, the existing rc1,'Ulations for baby walkers and houncer.; 
are outdated. The Commission through its enforcement actions has been requiring compliance to 
the voluntary standard rather lhan the outdated regulations. and for lhc most part industry is 
C(lmplying with the voluntary .!'tand<1rd. It is inefficient for the staff to accredit laboratories to 
test to outdated rc1,'llla1ion~. 

The baby walker standard will be one of the first two rules the Commis5ion handles under the 
series of new consumer product standards requin.>d for durable infant products under CPSIA 
.~ection 104, and therefore. the most ellicient (and common sense) resource allocation would be 
to accredit laboratories for testing when we announce lhc new baby walker standard in February 
20 I 0. Becau~c the ~latute was written wilhout such flexibility. we must develop an approach to 
deal with lhe outdated haby bouncer, walker. and jumper standard, which may include 
withdrawing the outdalcd standard to avoid accrediting laboratories 10 standards no one follows 
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and to darify that tllt~re is no need for industry ro take a ~tcp har.:kwards to lest to standards that 
wi II be updated in a matter of months. 

From our standpoint. an ideal solution to these challenges faced by our staff would be for 
Congress to let the Commission decide what level of testing is required for which products, 
allowing the Commission 10 prioriti1.c based on risk. and tack.le any problems that need to be 
addres~cd in the most efficient manner. Alternatively, Congress could continue to re<juire 
ccrtifio::ation and third-party testing for all children's products but allow the Commission to 
prioritize as to when the testing to each r.:hildrcn's product safoty rule will begin, so that it can 
rl'll those out on a timetable that is hascd on its discretion and expt--rtise. To do this right. we 
need 10: 

• provide our stakeholders with a list of all standards that arc applicable to a children's 
product; 

• identify which children's products need to comply with which standards; 
• define tbe test mctbods for cacb standard and wbctber Ibey make sense for all of the 

difforent product~ covered: 
• accredit the laboratories for testing to each standard; and 
• develop a process for inspecting certificates. 

All of that takes time and the ten months the CPSIA gave us to accomplish this task has not 
proven to be workable. 

The whole5ale release of"all other" children's product standards in June 2009 may further stress 
manufacturers. importers. and retailers while providing marginal improvement in children·~ 
safety for many of the products. A methodical, pragmatic approach to the release, based on 
priorities detennincd by CPSC staff, would facilitate a smoother rollout while addressing first the 
products presenting the greater risk to children. This allows CPSC staff the flexibility to 
prioritiie rasks, manage our workload, and assure greater safety without an unnecessarily 
burdensome impact on product sellers. 

o Extend Deadlines 

Another alternative is to move cenain ofthc dates for implementation in the CPSIA to allow the 
Commission the time to provide additional implementation guidance. The most challenging 
deadlines for compliance were those that went into effect on February 10. 2009, requiring 
retroactive comj:lliance to the new lead and phthalate content limits. Jhc breadth of products 
i;.nvcrcd bv the definition of childrcn'fil:!roducts covered bv the lead limit, i.e., any product 
designed Cir intended primarily for a child 12 vear.s of age:: or younger. implicatL-d numerous 
industries that had not understood that their products would be subject to the new lead 
pro\'ision~. 

The question asks us to comment on the impact of the deadlines on industry. Whc::therit be 
makers of books. bikes, or baseball bats. every industry needed more time to detenninc which. if 
any, of its pmducts were cove1·ed under the definition of children's product. test those products 
for compliance. and develop new methods ofmanufac1ure 10 eliminate the lead if it was present 
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in lhc product. The scope of produl.'I~ c,wercJ by the new regulation and the amount of 
in\'cntory implicated went well bcwnd what many m11y have contemplated. Our information is 
illcompletc but we arc told that millions of products wait in slorage warehouses for return am! 
destruction. Retailers have indicated that m<>st of these products do not contain ai;ce,;sible lt:ad. 
and ii real question cxir;ts in our staffs mind as to whether they contain accessible lead in a 
sutlicicnt amount to be anything other than a de mini mis 1isk bul simply wen: unable To meet the 
stamlards that took effect in February. It wi II be even more difficult for these products to meet 
the stricter standards to come. These challenges faced by industry have a direct impact on Cl'SC 
staff resources and our ability to meet deadlines given the need to respond to their inquiries. 

Another apprciach to the deadlines is lo allow the Commission more discretion to move an 
effective date for a given product or class of product.~ in certain circumstanct'S. The CPSIA does 
not permit the Commission to delay the effective date of any of the new standards 10 deal with a 
problem such as the lead in bike tire valves where the risk to a child is exceedingly small but ~till 
measurable, and the economic impact is substantial. In cases such as these, some reasonable 
amount of time should be allowed to reenginecr the product to develop an alternative that can 
meet the new lead limits. 

3. Doe.~ CPSC have quantilatiJ•e. data conurning any negative impact ofzhe Act (i.e., the lead 
and phthalate limits and testing requirements) on small manufacturers of children ·s products. 
and if.~o. would CPSC please provide them? What information does CPSC have on any .1·uch 
negative impact of a more anecdotal nature? 

CPSC staff does not have daia on the total value of impacted inventories, losl sales. disposal 
costs, and other costs likely to be incurred by small manufacturers because of the CPSIA: 
however, information of an anecdotal nature, that has not bei:n verified by CPSC statT, puts the 
impact in the billions of dollars range. 

Industry Estimates 

For el(ample. the l\.lotorcycle Industry Council reported in a February 26, 2009, press release that 
the new lead rules would result in an annual impact of$ I billion on their ind1mry. In a request 
for a moratorium on the retrna<.:tivc application oflht: lead ban, the American Chamber of 
Commerce in Hong Kong estimated that the impact on their members producing children's 
wearing apparel would run in e"'cess of$300 million. In a letter to the CPSC. counsel to a major 
mass rctai !er stated that a client estimated their cost to rest inventory at SI .4 mi Ilion ;md 
projected inventory losses of SJO million. Another client estimated the value of their unsalable 
inventory at $7 million. It was also reported in a March 5. 2009, article in the Wall Street 
Journal. that the Toy Industry Assoi.:iation estimated inventory losses valued in the range of S600 
million. 

CPSC T csting. Estimates 

crsc staff has estimated !hat the cost for third-pany resting ofpr<>du.:t for lead and phthalatcs 
would range from scvcra I hundred dollars to st:veral thousand dollars per product tested. 
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depending on the numb.:r of product components requiring testing. Based on information 
obtai ncd from testing laboratory price lists and quotes. the cost lo lest for the lciid content of a 
substrate appears lo range between about $50 and $ l 00 per tested component. In a recent public 
meeting. industry representatives statoo that testing of the 233 various components of a bicycle. 
valued at S50. cost one of their members approximately $14.000. Less infonnativn is available 
about the cost of testing products for phthalates. but the limited information obtaim:d from price 
quotes and laboratory presentations to CPSC' staff suggests the best cslimate forthc cost of 
phthalate testing at this time ranges from $300 ro $500 per tested component. The cost to test for 
phthalates appears to vary widely !tom market lo market. In a recent CPSC public meeting on 
phthalatcs. one participant told of receiving quotes for the testing of a product ranging from 
$7,000 in Asia to $22.000 in the lJnitcd States. Because these tests tend to be destructive. 
manufacturers also bear the expense of lost material. labor, and overhead as~ociatcd with 
production of the products tested. 

fa:onomics of scale provide an advantage to larger volume manufacturers, relative;: to their 
smaller volume counterparts, as they can absorb these testing costs over a larger production 
volume. Spread over this larger volume, the incremental increase to the rost of each product is 
much smaller for the large manufacturer versus the much sm<11ler m<1nufllcturcr. In shon, the 
heavier burden falls to the smaller volume bu.~iness. When the Commission establishes random 
sampling requirements (as part of the required rulenraking on periodic testing in Section 102(b)), 
testing costs will increase over current levels for manufacturers of all siie~. 

The exclusion of most fabric from the third·pany testing requirements will provide only limited 
relief for apparel manufacturen>. including small manufacturers. In a public meeting with CPSC 
staft: several apparel retailers reported finding virtually no lead in fabric, but they did find lead in 
about 2 % of the tests on hard items. such as buttons, zippers, snaps, and fasteners. Since most 
apparel itl.'fTIS have some non· fabric items, there will still be testing requirements for mos I 
apparel items. Moreover. under the new restrictions the presence of lead in fasteners used on 
clothing has had a negative impact on the second-hand market for children's clothing in the 
United States. 

Although testing children's products. as applicable, for lead and phthalates has received the most 
attention, many products will be subject to additional third·party testing requirements. For 
example. cribs must be tested for compliance to the crib safety standards at 16 CFR part 1508. 
Toys are also subject to testing foe compliam:e to applicable provisions of the Toy Safety 
Standard. including testing for additional heavy metals. such as arsenic. cadmium and chronlium. 
We have no quotes forthcse tests: however. it is probable that the major factor in the cost of the 
h:sts will be the labor time required to conduct the rests. Once again, given the:: destructive nature 
vfthe tcsling, the manufacturer will also bear the expense oflost material. labor, and overhead. 

It is important to k~.ep in mind the wide eJ1oanse of goods falling under the definition of 
"children's products .. and subject tb~J.~JQ.T.!<.IO th.ird·parry testing requirements. Beyond toys and 
dur.ible infant and toddler ~~roducts. items such as books, bicycles, clothing, youth-sized 
motorized off-road vehicles. scnool supplies. and Scout <."quipment and acces~orics arc subject to 
lead and!or phtha13tes testing. Likewise, all produc1s for children 12 years of age or younger that 
arc made by cratis penple. stay-at-home moms or dads. charitable 1:hurch groups and the lih . 
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must mccr the new limits and he tcstl.xl for compliance or their products arc banned. This has 
completely upset the business model for many 1if1hose small businesses and charitable 
organilations. Because of the retroactive nature of the regulations. many retaik.'TS began turning 
back product with more than 600 ppm well in advance of February I 0. 2009. in order to ensure 
their shelves were free of non-C<'ITipliant product. A~ a result. many small manufacturers, who 
failed to recognize the true scope of the law or were unpreparod for the retailers· reaction to the 
CPSIA, now find they have inventory they cannot sell. 

Retailers Accd~ating Deadlines 

Retailers continue to move well ahead of the deadlines established in the CPSIA. For example. it 
is statl's understanding that Wal-\1art stopped receiving product with more than JO() ppm lead in 
January 2009. These actions have str.mded inventory that may be compliant today but will be 
banned in August as the lead limit drops to 300 ppm. Jn addition lo the risk that these products 
may become obsolete and will need to be reworked or destroyed, manufacturers of all sizes are 
incurring expenses to hold this inventory while they decide how lo move their product. The cost 
to carry this inventory varies by business. but typically runs about 25% of the on-hand inventory 
value. 

As retailers pull product from their shelves, many consumers have also been negatively 
impacted. For example, CPSC staff have received numerous emails from consumers stating they 
could no longer purchase parts for their child's youth model motorcycle because of retailer 
concerns over the lead content of the parts. \.fore than one consumer has noted the possibi I ity of 
consumers· purchasing vehicles sized for older children or adults if they could no longer service 
their current motorcycle or A TV. This reaction potentially places these children in a situation of 
increased risk of injury or death. 

Solution: Risk-based Assessments That Consider Age and Exoosure 

It may he too late to mitigate the significant economic impact of the February l 0, 2009. ban on 
children's products containing more than 600 ppm total lead content. by weight, for any part of 
the product. However, some relief could be provided to deal wirh the impact on thrift shops and 
second-hand sales, and Congress still has time to act lo prevent the even greater impact that will 
occur when the lead limit drops ro 300 rpm in Aui,'Ust 2009. For example, toxic substances 
limits arc better regulated based on the possibility of exposure in relation to age_ Foreseeable use 
data. combined with mouthing and ingestion data at various ages. would define the group at risk 
for any given product. 

This approach would exclude items such as bikes and ballpoint pens from the discussion and we 
could focus on iccms like metal jewelry and otht;?r objects likely to be mouthed or ingested. By 
granting the CPSC the flexibility lo detennine the relevant hazards, flexibility in deccnnining 
exemptions based on assessment of risks. and the discretion to adjust the age limit for certain 
groups l)f producr~ where the eitposurc is low, resources can be properly focused on areas of 
greater risk. yielding maximum rcJuctions in consumer risk l'f death and injury. 
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4. D11e.• the CPSC huv" atty .mgRextion.• for how 111 mitigate any .~uch eco1iomic impact of the 
A ct on .~mall manu/octurer!' 11/ children \ proJut·tli (e.g., compo11ent te.•ting /qr leod ond 
phthalate content) that, in accordance with tire intent of the Act and the CPSC ·~ mi.•.•iun, will 
1101 comprnmi.<e the h(a/th and safetr 1if children u.~ing them'! 

In light of the concerns e11pressed by small business owners and employees. CPSC ~taffhas been 
C<lnsidering what relief might be provided for them without compromising safety. The tirst 
challenge was to ddine what is incant by "small busine~s., in the conle1tt of the manufacture of 
children· s products. 

For e1tample. with regard 1o children's apparel. there arc not good statistics ditlerentiating those 
ti rms that make all apparel versus those firms that make apparel intended on! y for cfli ldrcn 12 
years of age or younger. With regard to toys. the analysis of I hose businesses that are focused on 
the manufacturing of products solely for children is more reliable. Bureau of the Census ( 2006) 
data shows that there are 776 firms that manufacture dolls, toys. and games (NAICS 33993); 403 
oftflose firms (51.9%) have fewer than 5 employees. 632 (81.4%) have fewer than 20 
employees, and 963 (98.3%) have fewer than 500 employees which is the stundard definition of 
a small business. Only 13 of the firms (I. 7%1 that produce toy~ would not be considered small 
J:>usinesses by the Small Business Administration. All (or almost all) of these firms are likely to 
produce children's products and all are affected by the current economic downturn. 

Another group significantly impacted by the CPSIA is small craftcrs of products for children. 
many of whom work out of their homes. Based on a 2000 suivey conducted by the Craft 
Organization Directors Association, there were an estimated 106,000 to 126.000 craftspeople in 
the United States. Additionally: 

• The average gross sales revenue was $76,000 per craftsperson. 

• The median household income of craftspeople was $50,000 per year, with about half 
coming from craft activities. 

• 64% of craftspeople worked alone, 18% work with a panner or family member. and 
only 16% had paid employees. 

Comoonent Certification 

The cost of testing and certification is a huge burden on these small businesses and a robust 
component certification pr<l!;.'Tam would be extremely helpful. However. 11.ny component testing 
rule would have to apply across the board to all businesses. small and large. and to our global 
trading partners in compliance with imcmational trade laws. Furthermore, we have to design a 
program we are confident will avoid the switch of components during manufacture which is the 
very problem 1hat Congress was intending to fix by requiring testing of children's producrs in the 
CPSIA. Component testing presents real challenges since many of the componencs used in 
children's products are not children's products on their own and do not require third party 
testing. Snaps could be used on a hand knitted sweater that were not produced primarily for use 
in children's products, and we canno1 be sure gi11cn the e1tpcnsc oftcscing. that a market will 
develop for certified compliant materials for use by cratlcrs . 

. 9. 
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Po1cntial Solution.~ 

Re.:ogniling that tht: Commission always has the abilily to take action to address unsafo producls 
in the marketplace, Congress could take many difforcnl approaches 10 mitigate the effects on 
small husino.'Sscs. Conb'l'CSS could apply the new lead and phthalutcs limits prospectively to 
mitigate the impact on inventory existing prior to enactment. It could allow for a more tlexiblc 
exception process based on balancing of risks against the burdens of the costs of testing and 
certilici.ltion but that could overburden staff Another option would he lo allow lhe Commission 
the tlexibiliry to decide what children's products require testing and certification. 

S. What information ha.~ CPSC received 11bout the impllcl of the Act on the Qvailability of 
second-hand products for children, e.fpecially clothinK? It i.f my under.ttanding thQI many 
second-hand .~tore., now refuse tn sell children:, products. Does CPSC have any .fuggestions 
for how to mitigate any negati11e effects of the Act on second-hand stores for children~~ 
products, especially in light of the economic dowllturn and the con~·equent increayed need for 
lo.,,._co'it .wmrces of childrtn 's clothing? 

CPSC sraffhas only limited, anecdotal infonnarion concerning the impacts of the Act on second
hand stores. Major resellers such as Goodwill Industries and the Salvation Anny have es1ima1cd 
impacts, including bolh lost sales and disposal costs, totaling hundreds of millions of dollan1. 
Many smaller resellers have indicated that under present circumstances, rhey cannot afford to 
continue selling children's toys or apparel, which account for much of their revenues. Even 
church bazaars and neighborhood yard sales are adversely affected. 

The major problem for second-hand slores and other resellers is that the CPSIA prohibits the 
sale. distribution or export after February 10, 2009, of any children's products exceeding the 
applicable lead or phthalate limits reganllcss of when they were made. Second-hand stores are 
typically selling items that were manufactured years earlier. Thus, a large percentage of a 
reseller's current invenlory of children's products may have been manufactured long before the 
stringent new limits took eftect, and ii may now be impossible to dispose of such items lawfully 
except by destruction (which itself may be cosily, particularly for non-profit organizations). To 
make malters more difficult, there is ofk'll nu cost-elTecti•·e way to detennine which products 
can lawfully be sold and which cannot. 

Unlike other retailers, reseller~ generally have little or no control over the compliance of the 
goods that they obtain. Ml•St are d(,nated. Even where they have regular dl>nors. resellers cannot 
;iractically estahlish sp4.'Cifications for children's products as major retailers can for their regular 
suppliers. Testing ever)1hing they receive is nor a practical solution either. Like small, home· 
based manufacturer:;, resellers cannot spread testing costs across many units of the same lypc; at 
any given time, lhcy would usually have on hand no more lhan a tew items ofthc same type. 
The standard tesrs for lead and phthalale conlcnt are dcslrucli •e. so if one tests a single item to 
detcnnine whether it can he ~old. one no longer can sell that item. 
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Screening devices. ~uch as x-ray lluvresccnce (XRF) machines, can help in weeding out 
children's products that have excess lead. without destroying products that comply, but rhe new 
technology is still expensive. No such screening device yet exists for identilying phthalales. 
Even if such technology can be developed quickly. it rcm11ins a disproportionate burden to test 
C\'cry unique ilcm in inventory. Some intemci resellers and uuctioneers do not even have access 
to the products that are offered for sale by third parties un 1hcir website and SQ c<>uld not feasibly 
1es1 them by any method. 

The second-hand store problem will 11.et.\Y..QTSC for scve~I years before it may ultimately get 
belier. The lead contr.:nt limits will drop to 300 parts per million in August 2009 and to JOO ppm 
in August 2011 (unless the Commission determines that such limit is not technologically feasible 
for a class of products). Products manufacturlXI after these dates will be in use for some years 
before they are donated to second· hand stores. So. it will probably take many years before 
children's products that comply with these stringent limits make up a sizable majority of the 
products for sale at s1..'C\md-hand stores. 

Potential Solutions 

Under the circumstances. merely postponing the effective date of the lead or phthalate limits for 
everyone. while this would help alleviate some problems we are seeing. would not be \'ery 
helpful to resellers because it would allow products with excess lead and phthalates to continue 
hcing made, and thus add to the number of noncompliant products that may t'ventually find their 
way to resellers and so postpone the day of reckoning, 

The most effective way to help resellers is to address the issue of retroactivity, requiring that 
manufacturers meet the statutory limits for products manufactured after the effective date but 
that retailers and resellers be allowed to continue sale. If this ~uggestion were adopted, it would 
be imponant to note that resellers could not sell recalled products and that the Commission 
retains its amhority to stop ~ale of any product if it tinds an exposure that presents an 
umeasonable health and safety risk to children. 

A law like the CPSIA that outlaws sales of previously lawful products will, by its nature, hun 
retailers more than manufacturers imd hun resellers even more than other retailers (given the fact 
that products are typically in consumers' hands for several years at least before they reach 
second-hand stores). While dealing with retroactivity across the board would be the most 
effective way to deal with the inequities presented by the current law, other suggestions include 
such things as establishing a separate rule for resellers. For example. the ban on selling 
children's products with excess lead or phthalate conlent could take effect at a larer date for 
second-hand sellers lhan for retailers generally. Or, resellers (or some subset of them. such as 
individual consumers or non-profit resellers) could even be e)(cmpted entirely from the provision 
that makes it a prohibited act to sell products \Xmtaining more than trace amounts of lead or 
phthalates. Children's products that would have been banned under prior law should not be 
exempted in any case, and 1here may be categories of products, for e .. ample, children's metal 
jewelry. that .~hould be handled more strictly. While consumers arc accustomed to the notion 
that us1.'<.I goods arc sold ''as is,'' it migfu be appropriate to require a labd or other type of 
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Wilming at the point of sale if resellers an: allowed to continue to sell older children's products 
that do not comply wilh the new limils. 

Lest there he any question. CPSC slaff docs not favor cxcmpling second-hand sellers from the 
P.rohibition against selling recalled products (including children's pro<lucls lhat are recalled for 
excess lead paint, or excess lead l)r phthalate r.:onlenl). The staff believes thal rci>elkrs can 
reasonably be cxpcctl'<i to keep abreast ofCPSC recalls by signing up to receive CPSC's rl-call 
press releases and to remove any recalled producls from their shelve~. Similarly. where 
Con&'l'css has unambiguously direcled application of new regulatory requirements to a discrete 
class of used children's products. such as cribs. CPSC staff believes that resellers no less than 
orhcrs must take steps to comply. even if that means deciding not to sell the products in question. 

The Commission has adopted an enforcement policy on lead limits and has issued other guidance 
to second-haJJd slores to address many of the recurring issues. In rhe stafrs view, howc\'er, the 
core problem is caused by the retroactive nature of the law a.'ld is beyond the agency's 11u1hority 
to solve. 

6. Doe.r CPSC believe that the age limit contained in the Act's definition of "children'.~ 
produr:ts" (i.e., 11 yeRrs at1d under) is appropriate? If not, what should the age limit be? 
Further, should CPSC have discretion to loK·er the age limit for certain group.~ of children's 
product/I for which the risk of harm from lend or phthal11te exposure is remott' (e.g., snaps '" 
zippers on children's clothing)? 

The term "children's product'' has significance for several different provisions of the CPSIA. It 
specifies which products arc subject to the lead contenl limits. Indirectly, it plays a role in 
defining which products arc subject to the phthalate limits. It governs the scope of products that 
require certification baser.I on lhin.1-party testing and those that will require tracking labels ''to the 
extent practicable." 

CPSC staff believes that for purposes of defining which producls are subject to lead limits, the 
boundary age could reasonably be lower than 12, at least in most cases. The Senate bill (S. 
2045) deemed age 7 a satisfacrory upper limi1. CPSC staff understands that the conferees ended 
up agreeing to age 12 primarily because of the so-c1tlled "c,)mmon toy box problem" - i.e., the 
com:(..'ITI that a product intended primarily for older children might nonetheless be available to 
younger ones in the same home. This choi.:c had the effect, however. of applying the tear.! limits 
to a much larger population of products. including many that arc not toys and even including 
outdoor products such as din bikes or A TV~ that would rarely be accessible to younger children 
under any circumstance.~. 

CPSC's own regulations have used a variery of differenl ages to define what group of .:hildren 's 
products will be subjecr 10 a standard or llan. and these prccl'dcnts may be useful to consider. 
For c:oiamplc. the small parts ban applies to products that arc intcndL'CI for children under J. Toys 
that are intend<Xi for ages 3 through 5 are alli>wcd lo have small pans. providt.:d thal they have 
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cau1ionary lahcls 10 warn that they arc not suitabh: for youngslers under 3. In general. toys that 
arc intcmled for .:hi ldrcn 6 and okler do nut require cautionary labeling except in a fow specific 
cases such as balloons and small balls. The lead paint ban (16 CFR part 1303) applies to 
children's products wirhout a specific age definition. Despite this broad applicability. the scope 
of the lead paint ban has rarely if ever. generated contro11ersy. This is probably so because it is 
limited 10 children's products that have paint or similar surface coatings. and such products are 
much fewer in number and more easily identified than children's products i;enerally. 

Both the likelihood Q.~osure and rhe route of exoosure !P'C factors to 1,,-onsider in d1,,-ciding 
what products should be subject to lead limits. Lead presents an acute hazard when direct 
ingestion is possible. For this reason. CPSC staff has long treated children's metal jewelry as 
warranting special concern. In other applications. brass and many other metals often have some 
lead content, particularly to improve workability, corrosion resistance and other properties. 
Where such objects can be mouthed but not swallowed. 1hey generally pose a lesser risk, and 
objects that can be licked but not mouthed pose still less risk. There are some products where 
mouthing or licking is unlikely but where some lead exposure may result from touching and 
inadvertent transfer oflead from hand to mouth. A child's exposure to lead from zippers and 
snaps will depend on the type of gannent and the child's age, among many other factors. 

l'ractical Solution: Commission Discretion 

One way to address these issues would be to give the Commission more discretion to grant 
exclusions from the lead or phthalate limit~. Under the law as currently written. a material 
having more than 600 parts per million lead cannot be excluded unless touching the product will 
not resull in the absorption of any lead. Taken as a wholl!, the language of section IOI appears to 
rule out treating even very low levels of absorbablc lead as negligible. Congress could modify 
this exclusion criterion to allow de minimis levels of absorption or to change the focus to 
preventing any significant increase in blood-lead levels of a child, particularly for children who 
are of rhe age of the intended user. 

Giving the CPSC discretion to lower the age limit for certain classes of products might be more 
efficient than d~aling with many requests for exclusion, which is a resource-intensive process. 
Another resource conserving approach would be for Congress to lower the age limit across !he 
board and give the CPSC discretion to set a higher age for certain materials or classes of 
products that pose a risk to older children or to younger ones in the same household. 

7. Although some youth all-terrain vehide11 (ATV~) and youth moMr'C)'dt's uri' intendedfnr 
u.<e by children under 11 years of flge, dot's CPSC believe it i.<; neees.~ary that the.<>e products be 
testeil for lead and phtha/ate <"Ontent? Similarly, does CPSC bdleve thot the.<>e produ<"f., 
prit!ient o risk to children for the absorption of phtholates or /eQd? 

CPSC s1affis aware rhat many different parts ofyourh ATVs and youth motorcycles have lead 
content. some of which may exceed the 600 or JOO ppm level. Some of these pans are 
inaccessible, and some parts may qualify for the higher lin1its applicable to certain elecironi.: 
l:tlrnpvrn:nts. Other pans. however. appear to be accessible :md may not qualify for any 
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C)ldusion under section IOI uflhc CPSIA. These youth vehicles may also have some phlhalate 
content. but they do not appear lo he covered by the section 108 bans, which arc limited to 
certain 1oys and child care articles. 

The possibility that children will sull\.-r significant lead exposures from these classes of vehicles 
appears lo be remote at best. First, the vehicles are generally slored oulside the home, where 
younger ch ildrt.'TI would rare! y be allowed unsupervised access. The vehicles are generally 
designed for children of at least 6 years of age and older. These children are far less likely lo 
ingest or mouth componenls of a motorized vehicle- even those that are physically exposed -
lhan something thut tits readily in the mouth, such as a jewelry chain or chann. Children may 
still be exposed 10 some lead as a result of !ouching seals, handle bar grips or other places and 
1hen inadvertently transforring some of the lead to their mouths from their hands. either directly 
or indirectly, as for example while eating. For mosl children, however, this type of exposure is 
not likely 10 resull in significant absorption oflead. This is particularly true where children are 
wearing appropriate protecli ve riding gear, such as gloves and helmets. 

Broadening the Exemptions for Metals 

In section IOl(b}(4), Congress recognized that it might not be technolo&-ically feasible for certain 
electronic devices to meet the lead limits applicable to children's products generally and gave the 
CPSC authority to adopt other requirements for such devices. The Commission has exercised 
this authority on an interim basis and established higher limits for certain ele<:trunic components 
where it concluded that such parts cannot be made inaccessible and it is nol lechnologically 
feasible to subs1itute other materials at this time. These include metals such as steel, aluminum 
and copper alloys as used in electronic devices. In adopting these alternative limi1s, the 
Commission made reference to eJ\ernptions recogni'l:ed elsewhere. such as 1he European Union 
directive 2002i9.5/EC known as RoHS. It is worth noting that in Europe, the RoHS exemptions 
are equally applicable to non-electronic uses of these metals, but the staff believes that section 
I 01 gives us no flexibiliry 10 apply the same exemptions outside the realm of electronics. This 
means that children ·s products containing lhese metals and metal alloys manufactured for the 
U.S. market cannol employ recycled metal to the same extent as they can in Europe: rather, lhe 
manufacturers for lhe U.S. market must obtain supplies of primary metal, forcing vastly higher 
energy consumption and higher costs., or they must quickly switch to substitutes whose 
propenies arc poorly understood and may even pose more significant safety risks to children. 

Under the current law, CPSC staff believes that an exclusion for youth ATVs would he very 
difficult to justify. Some have argued that if youth-sized ATVs canno1 be sold for an e:\tended 
period of lime. owing 10 lead limits, then more children may end up riding adult·sizcd ATVs. A 
chi Id using an adult A TV as a substitute would face a far gTi\!'S!. and more immediate risk than 
that of the possible lead exposure from the youth A TVs" 

Potential Solutions 

The A TV situation is illus1nstive of <1 number of producl classes that may nol qualify for an 
c:J\clusion. Conbrress could moderate this situalion in several different ways. These include one 
or more of the following (not in priorily order): (I) postponing 1he deadline for sales (not 
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manufacture) of children's products containing lead above the new limits: (2) lowering the age 
limit for children's produ1.1s (as discussed in the: response to question 6): (3 I el\empting some or 
all children's products lhar arc usually not kept in the house, such as bicycles and ATVs: (4) 
giving the crsc greater discretion to exclude from compliance with the lead limits any materials 
or products lhat pose a negligible risk to children (as discussed in the response ro question 6); or 
(5) allowing materials that are eligible for special treatment when used in electronic devices co 
receive similar treatment in other children's products when the justification is equally 
compelling. 

8. In light nf ruent court decision.~ that the lead and phthalate content re.ftrictions are 
retroat1ively applicable, doe.f CPSC haW! conurns about the effect on the envirnnment of the 
di.~posfll of inventories of ntm-<ompliant children 's product.f? 

This issue lies within the authority and expertise of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

9. I understand that, .vince early Deeemher 200$, CPSC has had acuss to a IRrge number of 
le Rd content results for finished "ordimuy books" (i.e., books published in cardboard or paper 
by com•entional methods and intended to be read by or to children age 12 and under) and their 
component materials (i.e., paper, paperboard, ink, adhesives, lamina1e.f, and bindings). Ha,, 
CPSC .ftajf revie,..ed those test result.i? What do thtJse te.,t re.~ult., indicate about such 
ordinary boob und component material,, in cotrnection with the statutory lead limits 
pre.,cribed in .tectian 10/(a) of the Act? Does CPSC have any recommendations regarding 
how to mitigate the burden.f th Rt le.fling and certification requirements of rhe Act, and 
especially the retroactive applicability ofthMe requirement., to ;,,.,entory, could otherwise 
impo.~e on publishers, printers, and retail sellers of suc/1 ordinary books, as well a.f on libraries 
schools, charities and other secondhand distributor.f of such ordinary boob, including those 
publi.fhed before 1985? 

Lead Testing and Printing Ink: The Publishing Industry's Challenge 

Gh-en the breadth of the definition of children's product in the CPSJA, the Commission received 
thousands of questions over the past six months regarding the .~cope of applicability of the 
retroactive lead lirnits and the required third-piu1y tC:iling of such products. Al the same time, 
retailers began demanding certificates of compliance for products likely to be on their store 
shdves on February 10. 2009. The publishing industry claimed to have been unaware that the 
definition of children's product would encompass books until retailers started asking for 
certificates ol compliance and we posted a response to one of the frequently asked questions 
regarding the application of the CPSlA to books inwnded or designed primarily for children. 
Because of the variety of colors of inks used in making children's books printed on paper and 
cardhoard, the requirement of testing for compliance to the new lead limits proved costly and 
onerous. Some retailers were demanding separate certifkates of compliance for each book title. 

The issue oflead in printing ink and other products used to make a book is not new. Indeed. in 
2007 the publishing industry issued a statcmcnr on lead in btioks to .-~pond 10 any com;cms 
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raised about hooks related to that year's to)' recalls for excessive lead in paint. (See American 
Bliokscl\crs Associarion statement of November 29. 2007. Booksclling this Weck: Getting the 
Lead Out: Consumers Question Books !'vlade in China, found on March 15. 2009 at 
h!tu>'n.:w.:-l>nokwcb.nre 11cw~;5695 .. h1ml.) The Commission has occasionally recalled such 
products for excess lead: for c11amplc. a recall was conducted in February 2008 for excess lead in 
paint on the colored spiral metal bindings of several sketchbooks. In July of :?004. lhe 
Commission issued a waming regarding the hazards oflead in candy wrappers that contain lead 
or bearing lead-containing ink. 

The "Ordinary Book., Exemption 

The Commission staff wanted to provide some relief to the book publishing industry given the 
extraordinary impact of third-party testing for lead and hecause the publishing industry 
maint11ined that the Commission had never considered ordinary children's books to be a health 
ha1.ard. However, given the requiremc..'!lts of the CPS IA, the staff felt that they needed some 
representative data upon which to base a decision to exempt children's books from the 
requirements. The number of requests for relief from the retroactive effect of the CPSIA was so 
high that the staff felt that in fairness. any detennination that the law did not apply to a material 
Q!..rui1s of products. should be ba~cd on science and supoorted by test results. 

It is not the case (noted in your question) that the Commission staff has had access to a "large 
number of tests on finished 'ordinary books'," but rather we have had access to a very limited 
data set on which the publishers have based their request for an industry-wide exemption from 
testing to the new lead content limits. The publishing industry association provided the ~taff 
with 152 separate entries representing testing done on approximately 157 books conducted 
anywhere from 2004 to 2009. The books tested range from the ordinary books to books with 
handles, stickers, kits or other accessories. The staff reviewed those test results, and initially 
concluded that many of the tests were done for European standanls and/or did not test for total 
lead contem as rC'Juircd by Section IOI of the CPSIA. The staff of the CPSC asktld the industry 
to provide more data for total lead content and demonstrate that the data submitted was 
representative of all of the millions of ordinary books sold to children 12 years of age or 
younger. 

The additional da1a submitted ~ugges1s that modern book publishing using offset lithography 
does not result in books with lead levels in excess of the 300 ppm limit that goes into effect in 
August of 2009. However, the Commission staff has not had the time or resources to look at the 
issue completely or comprehensively and has been hopeful that more duta would be submitted by 
industry particularly with respect to books publishc..'CI in the 1960s and 70s. The Commission 
staff has heen assured that the publishers now all use inks that result in children's books that fall 
below the statutory lirnits for lead. While the staff does not have a statistically valid basis for a 
wholesale exdusion of children's books al this time, its dctennination to exclude them from 
testing and certification does not mean that any children's book can exceed the lead limit. All 
children's books must meet the lead limit 

Making a dctcnnination that ordinary hnoks cannot and will not exceed the: lead limits appeared 
to be the nnly means of providing immediate relief. Such an exemption fr(•nt tcsling also should 
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provide relief from the retroactive applio.:iltion otthe standard to all books in scho<ils and libraries 
tha1 are provided to children for their use. In the meantime. the publishing indu~try was gi\'en a 
conditional cnforc1.-ment waiver on the testing and ccrtilication requirements for lead, pending 
staffs review of the data and any additional data that may be submitted. That exemption was 
limited to books manufactured after 1985 because the publishing industry has not provided any 
test data on books published in the 60s and 70s. Instead. the industry has pointed to the fact that 
lead was removed from printing operations in this country due to federal statutory restrictions on 
worker exposure to lead in printing opL'Tations which went into effect in the late 70s. The very 
limited testing the Commission staff has done indicates that the lead content of these older boob 
can occasionally exceed the 300 ppm limit that goes into effect in August 2009 but that data may 
not be reprcscntatiYe. At this time the Commission staff has not had the time or resources to 
prove that books made more than twenty years ago do not exceed the lead limits as staff has 
needed to focus its resources on its investigations of deaths and injuries to children and other 
emerging risks and health hazards. 

Library Books and Used Book Resellers 

The rctroacti vity of the lead provision is panicularly problematic in the area of books and other 
printed materials. We have Jone very limited te.~ting ofl:iooks from the 60s and 70s. It suggests 
that the lead content hovers around the 300 ppm mark. Anecdotal evidence received by the 
agency suggests that on occasion books from this earlier period may contain lead in excess of the 
lead limits in their binding materials. The only way to dctcnnine the total lead content in these 
books is to test them. 

Cndcrthc CPSIA, however, sellers ofusod children's books. including used book stores and 
thrift shops, are not required to lest or certify that children's books meet the new lead or 
phlhalates limits. The CPSIA does not require resellers lo test children's products in inventory 
for compliance with the lead limit before they are sold. However, resellers cannot sell children's 
books intended primarily for use by children that exceed the lead limit. 

The Commission had hoped that an exempcion for .. ordinary books" plus its announced 
enforcement policy for lead would alleviate this situation. Based on infonnation received from 
the trade associations with infonnation regarding books in libraries and schools, the Commission 
staff understands that most textbooks in schools are less than h:n years old. Likewise, the 
infonnation received suggests that most library books lem to children are recycled approximately 
every 18 lending cycles or three years. Thus, it appc3I11 that few of the books being provided to 
children in their schools and from libraries would he more than 20 years old. 

Potential Solutions 

Staff has considered children's behaviors with book.sand concluded that at\cr about 19 months 
of age. children may occasionally put part of a book in their mouths, but they typically are taught 
to care for their books so that tltey can continue ro be used for reading and learning. This 
infonnation suggests that any exposure to lead from contact with books diminishes as children 
:ige. We believe an exemption is the only way to provide relief under the CPSIA. Congress 
could limit the tes1ing of books ro only rhose pictun: book~ provided to children much younger 
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lhan 12 since 1his is the population of children that would be most likely lo interact wilh lheir 
books in a way 1ha1 could C1'posc them to inks with higher lead cvnlent. Lowering the age limit 
would be extremely helpful to staff in dealing with books and many other products by narrowing 
the scope of products covered. Lowering the ilge limit would also provide relief lo schools who 
face retroactive application of the lea<!. provisions nol just with regard to books but also the wide 
variety of other educational materials they provide 10 school-aged children. 

The CPSIA establishes that any children ·s product no macter when ii was made is a hanncd 
hazardous product if it exceeds the lead limits and the law docs nol have an CA emption procedure 
other than one based on scientific prool th11t there will not be absorption of any lead. One 
solution would be for Congress lo creale a waiver process allowing the Commission lo 

"grandfather"' in products made prior to rhe date of enaclment if the Commissilm concludes those 
products present only a de minimis exposure level and, 1hcrefore. a negligible risk. This could be 
used to solve the problem of us1.>d books as well as other producis commonly sold second-hand 
such as used clothing or youth bicycles. It creates an administrative burden that the Commission 
may not be able to handle without some delay, but it would provide relief without having to undo 
the retroactive effect of the Jaw altogether. 

10. In general, does CPSC beliew that the Act was H•ritten H•ith too tittle implementation 
discretion for the CC1mmifiion? /jthis i.~ the cau,for which is.•ue~ (e.g., third parry testinx 
requirtmenM doe.'i CPSC require more discretion? 

The CPSJA provides too little implementalion di~cretion for the agency. One of the major 
probh:ms wilh implementation has been the s1a1ute's reach across a variety of indusrry sectors 
quickly and simultaneously by vinuc of its broad definition of"children"s product."' The lead 
limits reach literally every produc1 in1ended or designed for a child 12 or younger. The breadth 
of the statute's reach has made it difficult for the Commission to address industry spe~·ific 
concerns in the few areas where the agency has discretion. The Commission needs room to 
address 1oy industry conct:ms separately from lhose of the apparel industry, from those of the 
publishing industry, and separately again from those of industries that make outdoor products fur 
children such as motorized recreational products. playground equipment and bikes. 

TI1e lead limits :1.nd testing and cenification provisions could be implemented much more 
smoothly i r the Commission had the discretion to roll out those requirements on a product class 
basis. The same will soon be true for tracking labels where each industry hos specific concerns 
about how additional labeling requirements will work given existing and multiplt: other labeling 
requirements. Congn:ss can dir1.-ct the aKency as to how to detennine priorities and work to a 
specific schedule as evidenced by section I 04 which gave s<>me tlexibility to the Commission in 
pursuing the congressional mandates for new durable infant product standards. A similar 
approach to implementing all of the Acl°s new rules and requirements would case the 
implementation burden. Indeed. the stay of enforcement of ccnification and tcsling was the 
agency's only means to get the breathing room ii needed to deal wilh the various unanticipated 
issues that arose given the breadth of the industries affected. 
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Some have argued that the Com111ission ~huuld h11vc a morc relaxed approach to eitclusions from 
the lead limirs. Howevt.-r. the lead provision of the CPS IA restricts the agency's di ~cretiun at a 
variety of p('ints in the statute. It allows for e ... cmptions in lhrt:1: limitt:d circumstances cicscribed 
in Se(.1ion IOl(b). That s<.-ction allows exclusions for inaccessible t."Omponcnt )>llns of children ·.~ 
producis and also allows fhc Commission to exempt electronic devi.:es where lead is nc<:es..<;ar}' 
!Cir their functionality and cannot be made inaccessible. Beyond those exclusions, however. the 
statute l!lllVCS very liuk flexibility. Section IOl(b)( I) of the CPSIA provides that the 
Commis~ion may, by regulation, exclude a specific product or material that excccds the lead 
limits established for children's products under§ I Ol(u) of the CPSIA if the Commission, after 
notice and a hearing, detcnnines on the basis of the best-available, objt."t:tiw. peer-rcvi1.:wcd. 
scientific evidence that lead in such product or material will "ncither result in the absom!jon of 
any lead jnto the human body," given reasonably foreseeable use and ahusc (>f such product. 
including swallowing, mouthing. breaking or o ther children's activities or the aging of the 
product. "nor have any other adver5e impact on pyblic health or safety." (Emoha.sjs ajded.) 

The clear language of the statute is rigid; an asscs~ment of whether there is absorption of •·any 
lead" cannot be based on a risk based assessment because that language does not appear 10 allow 
WIY amount of lead, 0-0 matter how insignificant, to be absorl>ed in the human bo<ly. While the 
cou11s have occasionally upheld agencies applying a de minimis standard and exempting tri ~'ial 

risks from regulation, that has been pennittcd only when Cnngres~ has not unambiguously 
denied agencies that authority. ' Here the act specifil.:ally limits the exclusion to an application 
suppol1ed by peer reviewed science supporting a demonstration that there cannot be absorption 
of any lead. Moreover, section 101(~) appeill's to restrict the agency's ability to use enforcement 
discretion while exclusion rcquesh are pending. 'by stating that a pendency of a rulemaking to 
consider a request for el!dusion "shall not delay the effect of any provision or limit . . . nor shall 
it stay general enforcement" of the lead limits. 

Those who argue that common sense exclusions are pcnnitted by the CPSIA would have to 
ignore sections lOl(h){l) and !Ol(c). Yet as the un:1nticipated consequences of the retroactive 
effect of the law have demonstrated, some ability to provide for de minimis exclusions would be 
helpful in implementing of the Act. Tbe effort to deal with the de mimmis risks given the 
speculative yet conceivable routes of exposure presented by ccnain products such as bike tire 
valve stems distrac1s attention from more serious health and safety problems that the agency 
must address. Ret;ently proposed legislation banning 13P A recognizes the net:d for such 
flexibility to provide relief when a manufac1un."I' cannot comply because it is not technologically 
feasible to do i;o in thc timefTames pennitted. Yet such a waiver or exemption proecss_c;.Q.!!JQ 
prove to be too resource intensive and divert agencv resources to handling thousap~LoJ 
exemption requests wht.'ll staff should ins1e!ld t>c dcalio~.!th other risks that deserve att<)n!ion 
such as jdentifving emerging hazard~ . 

1 Cump<Jr« l<'.' v. R<'il~«. 968 f . .?d 985 (9• Cir. 1991) and l'lJ>lic Citi;<!n v. l'rn111j1. 831 f..id I lOS (0 .C. Cit. t9A7J 
with OM<> 1·, Ef'A. 99.? f.2d 1520, 1$34-.lS ( D.C Cu. JQQ3). SF<'.,,_,., ltahn aod S""-'iein. II tr,.,.. f.uct1fi1t> O.·Jer 
fo.- fn1f>1v14n~ F f:d,•·<1/ R<g11/a1iun? D.·cJ>t.,. und Wida CoJll-8 1'11<-/it .•ti<1~1~i.f. U Chkago Law 6:. Econ(\mic•. Olin 
WC1rl<ing l'•f"'' No. 150. Thi~ p3pet C3n be downlo;ided whhoor " hari;c or: 
hflr· "' \\ \\ b ;' .rhi.,·.•tt''·""Ju b·.,\:,-.\n ~:,.k" hcrnl. 
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The C'PSIA for~akes the core str..:nglhs ofthc CPSC's original :;tatutory framework which has 
from the beginning allowed the Commission lo prioriti7.e its regulation of consumer products hy 
an overall assessment of all the risks at .~take. the magnitudc of those risks and the actual 
consoquences of the hazard. Congress should pcmtit the agency to exempt certain products from 
the limits established by the CPSIA, to ease the burdens of testing and certification on products 
unlikely to prest:nt more than a negligible health risk. and to regul;1te on a timetable intluem:ed 
by 1he seriousness of the actual risks not artificial deadlines. A more flexible exception process 
would avoid regulation of de minimi,l~probkms both prp_rnectiveb:'..Jllld retroactively. 

Moroo11er. this would allow the cpgc to consider the impacts of the regulatory requirements of 
the CPSIA, like the balance between the adverse effects on second-hand sales of children's 
clothing or bicycles and the potential rish from exposure in such products, which is especially 
important during the current economic crisis. It should also allow the Commission to balance 
risks such as balancing the risk of rossible lead exposure to a child riding a youth-sized ATV 
against rhe risk to the child from riding a larger and more powerful adult ATV. Gi\lt.'ll that 
el\ceptions would be made on a notice and comment basis. the underlying analysis and support 
for any cl\ccptions will be public allowing for transparency and accountability. finally, relaxing 
certain deadlines in the Act will allow for better priority setting which will allow Commission 
resources to be put towards the most serious health risks first. 

* • 

~ONCLUSION 

The .'ilaffhas set forth in its answers to specific questions above numerous approaches to dealing 
with the issues raised. In our view, we have been confronted with three major issues in 
implementing the CPSIA: (l) lhe retroactive application of requirements to inventory; (2) the 
broad reach of the legislative mandates given that "t.·hildren's product" is defined as a product for 
children 12 years of age or younger; and (3) the impact of the new testing and certification 
requirements for all consumer products and the third-party testing requirements for children's 
products. You have asked us to consider possible solutions to the problems raised in the letter. 
and make our best recommendation a.' to productive solulions recognizinit that these are 
ultimately policy decisions for others to make. We concluded that the following three changes 
would resolve ml!Jly of the major difticullies identified above: 

• Limit the applicability of new requirements lo products manufactur..-d after the effective 
date. except in circumstances where the Commission decides that exposure to a product 
presen1s a health and sati:ty risk to children. 

• Lower the age limit used in the definition of children's products to better reflect exposure 
and give the CPSC discretion to s.:1 a higher age for certain materials or classes of 
products that pose a risk to older chilrlrcn or to younger ones in the same household. 
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• Allow the CPSC to address certification. 1racking labels and other is$ucS on a pmduct 
class or other logical basis. using risk-assessment methodologies lo cstabli sh need. 
priorities and a phase-in schedule. 

As discussed above, there an: many ways to address the challenges of implementation and meet 
the important goals of the statute. Regardless of the path chosen, some lcgislarive changes 
would be helpful lo allow the agency to set risk-based priorities given the tinilc resources 
availahle lo the Commission. 
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LJNITF.O STAl't:.f> 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4330 EAST WEST MIGl-IWAV 

kf"THf"SC>A. MO ~OU t 4 

The Honorable John D. Dingell 
Chainnan Emerirus 
House Energy and Commerce Commiucc 
Room2328 
Rayhum House Office Building 
Wa~hington. D.C- 20~1:\-'.!215 

Dear Chainnan Oing.e\I: 

~arch 20. 2009 

Thank you for your letter of March 4. 2009, regarding the Commission's implementation 
of1hc Consumer Product Satcty Improvement Act of2008 (CPSIA). 

Nearly two y~ars ago I Sl31.:d th111 the CPSC was at a crossroads. We would either get 
more fllllding and more staff or we would conlinuc a decline thal would eventually result in the 
agency ceasing to be an effective force in conswncr .safety. At that same ti111e, wave after wave 
<if press stories about hazardous products that the agency had purportedly not acted on in a 
timely manner were appeariPg and recall after recall involving lead were being announced. ln 
response, Congress, :md the citi7.ens it represents. decided that not only should the agency 
survive hu1 it should regain its lost stature. Through the <:!'SIA we were given new cnforce1ncn1 
1ools. manufacturers were required to prove that their products met nalional safety siandards and 
1he agency was given the resources (after a decade ofseekin1:1 them) to build an IT sysrem that 
will pull all of our disparate pieces of hazard data into one comprehensive, searchable database 
that will enable lhe agency to spot emerging hazards in a much titnelier fashion. 

The CPSIA presents both opportunities and challenges for our staff. Oespite the fa4:t that 
the agcru:y did not get the immediate increase in funding that the Act envisioned, our staff has 
done a rcmarkahle job of meeting the Act's deadline~ (in some cases many months before the 
Act required them lo be met). Staff has done this with im agency th~l only has two 
Commissioners who do not vicw the A<:t in lhe >ltlllc light and who do not always agree on the 
Ac!' s meaning. This has left the staff unsure in some instances about how to proceed and caused 
delays in providing guidance and in prioriti:r.ing lhe agency"s work. 'Jl1a1 is also why there is no 
Commission response to your questions. The single most important step thal needs 10 be taken in 
furtherance of the implemenwtion of the CPSIA al the agency is to have the third Commissioner. 
who would also be the Chainnan, appoint.xi to lead the agency. Then the Commission would be 
able to give the staff direction and attend to variQus concerns thal have gone unaddrcsscd. This 
would al!'O eliminate the threat of yet annther loss of quorum. which ha< happened twice sine!! 
July of2006, and whfoh would severely hamper the continued implementation of the CPSIA. 

CPSC l<o~ine: 1~638-CPSC (2772) 11 CPSC's Web Sile: h:fl).i/www qisc.gov 
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Page 2 

Congress has entrusted this agency with a large and imponant mission. The passage of 
the CPSIA was a huge vote of confidence for the agency and despite the hue and cry of some in 
the business community who will never be happy "ith the closer scrutiny and accountability 
~uired by the Act, it is a major accomplishment of the last Congress, and one that your 
leadership was instrumental in achieving. 

1 do agree with staff that additional time to implement certain of the Acfs provi~ions 
(such as the one that made nearly all of the voluntary rt-.quirements in ASTM. s F963 mandatory) 
would have been preferable. However, I think that when the agency gets the third 
Commissioner, we will be better able to address some of the concerns voiced by staff and by 
industry. Until then any legislati't•e "fixes" are premature. Only the CommisJion should 
recommend what, if any, changes should be made to the CPS TA and no asswnptions should he 
made that there are no other solutions than legislative ones until all three Commissioners have a 
voi\:c in the matter. 

cc: Acting Chainnan Nancy Nord 
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(I) w 
UNII l:'.lJ s·r ATE~ 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
a::L30 EA5"T \NES1' 1-llGHVJ/'l.Y 

13ETllE5DA. MD 20fl; 4 

Cl1A1Rr.4AN INEZ. M. TENENBAUM 

The Honorabh: Henry A_ Wa:llTnan 
Chairman 

()('!Ober 16. :?009 

H,>usc Committc:e on Energy and Commerce 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chairman Waxman; 

A uached please find responses £0 1he wrillen questions for the record suhmi uc:d by 
ceriain Memhl'rs of 1he Commi!lee in 1.·onnec1ion with the September to. 2009. hc:arin_\! entitlcJ 
.. CPSC Oversight: Currenc Issues and a Vision for the Future.·· An elec1mnic version of these 
l'esixmses wi II also be provided 10 Early Green. Chief Clerk of the Commiuee. 

Thank you again for 1hc ,)ppo11unity l\l testify before the Comrniui:e. Should yuu have 
any qucstinns or requir<> addi1ional information. pkasc du not hesitate co wn1a1:t me or 
Christnph.:r Day. Director of C()ngrcssional Rel:ni<ins. a1 00 I) .)04-7660 ClT by e-mail al 

cday@rnsc.gov. 

Very truly yours, 

Ina M. Tenenbaum 

:\tt<tl'hmcnls 

Ci'SC f"<llline: t ·800·63a·CPSC ;2712/ ' CPSC's Web Si1e· hr.p:11.,ww.cpsc.gov 
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The Honorable Joseph R. Pitt~ 

Chairman Tenenbaum, io your testimony to the Subcommittee, you made reference 
to the need for import monitoring by stating: 

"Pitrsuaot to Section 225 of the CPSIA, the GAO recently released a study that 
audited and analyzed the agency's dforts to police imports, and prevent the entry of 
unsafe products into the U.S. market. In the report, the GAO found that increa~ed 
agency sta!fing at ports, combined with revised information sharing agreements 
with U.S. Custom~ and Border Protection (CBP) would allow the agency to better 
detect faulty products before they enter the country - not after they enter the 
stream of commerce. 

"l agree with these recommendations, and have directed Commission staff to update 
agreements with CDP to allow better information sharing. This information sharing 
would include use of CBP's Autom11ted Targeting System (ATS), which contains 
advance manifest information for shipments entering the United States." 

Directly tied to the need for import monitoring is the development of a mandatory 
standard for cigarette lighters, which would give the Commission additional 
authority lo exclude unsafe lighters from the U.S. steam of commerce. 

I. The Committee would like to ensure that the CPSC complete a rulemaking 
mandating general safety standards for lighters that it initiated un April 11, 
2005. In fact, the Senate approved an amendment (as Section 33) during 
consideration of the CPSIA that would have required the CPSC to complete its 
rulemaking within 24 months. The House did not include this languaite, but the 
Conference Committee included committee report language urging the CPSC lo 
complete the rulemakiog. Can you please explain the status of thii; proceedinit 
and the timelabfe for its completion? 

Answer: The April 11, 200.S, rulemaking mandating general safoty standards for 
lighters remains an agency priority and is listed on the Commission's current 
regulatory agenda. 

2. There has also been some concerned aboul lhe Staff not adhering stridly to the 
procedure of the regulation to determine if new cigarette lighler products 
comply with the requirements of the CPSC child resistant standard. Can you 
please explain the Commission's process ofreview of these products? 

Answer: In the just-ended FY 2009, CPSC staff received 230 lighter submission 
reports addressing 576 separate lighter models. CPSC staff has completed its review 
on 554 models; 22 recent submissions are still pending. We are not aware of any 
irregularities or other factors that would give rise to the expressed concerns about not 
strictly adhering to the procedure.~ of the regulation. Most of the submissions we 
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receive involve requests to cross-qualify one lighter ba<>e<l on the child-resistance 
testing ofa model previously approved by crsc. 

Jn these cases, CPSC staff compares the later model and its characteristics with those 
of the previously approved model. Another type of submission involves a request 
!hat a company be added to the list of authorized importers for a previous approved 
lighter modeL In these instance.~, CPSC staff works to verify that the lighter has in 
fact been previously approved for import. The last and smallest category of 
applications involves newly tested models. The staff spends more time on these than 
on any other category of application. 

With regard to newly submitted model~. the submission report is first sent to the 
Health Sciences to dctennine whether the testing performed on the new model was 
consistent Y:ith the protocol specified in our regulations. A copy of the report also 
goes to the Human Factors Division of the Office of Engineering Science~ to review 
the characteristics of the lighter and de1ennine whether a child could operate the 
lighter having the specifications sho""n in the application. In some ca~es, physical 
testing of the lighter may be done at CPSC's laboratory to verify that the specimen is 
operating within specifications. As soon as a determination has been made, the 
applicant is nNified. lf the lighter is approved. it is added to a list that enables that 
lighter to be imported by specific entities. 

3. Finally, are CPSC resources devoted to the implementutioo of CPSIA preventing 
staff from completing the rulemaking? 

Answer: The implementation limcline required by the CPSIA, the delay in receipt of 
additional funding earlier this year, and lhe emergence of several new hazards 
requiring immediate Commission attention, such as imported drywall, required a 
significan1 reallocation of resources and reprioritization of planned agency work. 
This has resulted in a delay in completing this particular rulemaking. 
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The Hooorable George Radanovich 

CONFLICTING STANDARDS 

I. The Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) organic statute establi~hes 
the purpose of the Commission as to protect against "unreasonable risks of 
injury" associated with consumer products, not from "any risk of injury." The 
Consumer Product Safety lmprot"ement Act (CPSIA) takes something like this 
latter approach and attempts to remove any theoretical risk of injury by 
establishing sptdfk bright line requirements for all children's products. Should 
the CPSIA standard of risk conform to the underlying statute or docs the 
underlying statute need to be amended to reOect the zero tolerance standard of 
CPSIA? Additionally, could thb new stimdard affect the Commission's abiliry tu 
conduct its "unreasonable risk of injury" mission over noo-children's products 
not covered by CPSIA? 

Answer: The findings and purposes section of the Conswner Product Safety Act 
(codified at 15 U.S.C. 2051) provide~ that the Commission's overall, general mission 
is 10 "protect the public against unreasonable risks of injury associated with consumer 
products." In the CPSIA. however, Congress decided that certain areas, such as lead 
and phthalates in children's products, required bright-line standards. 

These provisions are not contradictory; rather they express Congressional intent to 
apply a stricter standard to certain classes of materials and products intended for 
children. Both the CPSA and the FHSA remain the primary vehicles for addressing 
non children's products not covered by the CPSrA and allow the Commission to 
consider unreasonable risks of injury. 

2. A few weeks ago, the CPSC released its "Back to School Safety Checklist," 
which included a reminder for pan-nts to make sure all cbildr..:o wear their 
safety helmets whenever they ride their bikes. Commission staff estimates an 
average of 80 deaths of children 16 and under each year related to bicycle 
accidents. Is it consistent to continue to permit bicycles to be distributed in 
tummen:e wbeo we know tbefr u~c will result in scores of deaths each year, yet 
ban the use of any bicycles with tire valves containing trace amounts as 
hazardous product!>? 

Answer: On June 30, 2009, the Commission published a two-year stay of 
enforcement of the CPSIA Section IOI lead level requirements with regard to certain 
bicycle parts. (74 FR 31254) During the pcndcncy of this stay, the sale or use of 
bicycles with tire valves containing trace amounts of lead is not banned. 
Furthennorc. the Commission has committed to work with bicyde manufacturers 
during the stay to come into compliance with the Section I 0 I requirements, or 
identify those areas where compliance is technologically infeasible. 
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During the course of lhe stay, the Commission believes it is still prudent tu warn 
children of other risks - such as failing to wear a safety helmet - in order to reduce 
injuries and deaths to the lowest level possible. 

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH CPSIA 

3. Testing products for lead and phthalates requires destroying a product sample. 
In some cases. the independenr tester requires multiple samples. How do we 
effectively address the unique circumstances to presen·c cultural benefits of 
products - such a!I the Native American duthing - that are one- of a kind and 
can't be tested unless the product is destroyed? 

Answer: A children's product that is produced as "one-of-a-kind" obviously cannot 
be subjected to destructive testing. However, the CPSIA requires the manufacturer to 
certify the product as compliant to all applicable children's product safety standards 
based on the results of third party resting. Third party testing of components parts 
may satisfy the testing requirements of the CPSIA wilhout subjecting the final 
product to destructive testing. Staff is in the process of developing a rule on testing 
requirements that will address the issnc of"onc-of-a-kind" products. 

a. In addition, how should similarly situated business that produce few 
items per batch be addressed when the costs or testing a product are 
greater than the value that can be recouped by the manufacturer or home 
based business selling the re.~t of the batch? 

Answer: The CPSIA requires manufacturers of children's products subject to a 
children's product safety ndc to certify their product complies with all applicable 
safety rules. This certification must be based on third party testing. Staff is in the 
process of developing testing requirements for Commission consideration that 
will attempt to address the need to balance testing costs with the Congressional 
mandate to ensure compliance to applicable safety standards. 

4. There have been numerous reports from industry surveys about the lost 
inventory and testing costs that have forced businesses to simply fold up their 
shops. In total, these costs arc in the billions. Is the Commission tracking the 
economic impact and costs of the CPSIA? If not, does the Commission plan to 
produce an estimate in the future:> 

Answer: The Commission does not customarily track the economic impact and costs 
of federal legislation, and is not tracking this data regarding the CPSIA. In the past, 
Congress has relied on the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Government 
Accowitability Otlice (GAO) 10 conduct analyses detailing the economic impact of 
federal legislation. At this time, the Commission does not plan to produce an 
estimate due to the resources that would have lo be diverted from CPSIA 
implementation and other deadlines. 
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S. Should the Cummission survey the independent testing labs to sec what 
percentage of products tested for CPSIA compliance railed these tests? If not, 
please explain why . 

. A.nswer: The Commission is not cunently surveying independent testing labs for this 
data. However, there may be some value in using the results of the suggested survey 
as an indicator of industry's progress. or lack thereof, towards ensuring their 
manufacturing processes are capable of producing compliant products. 

ST A YS OF ENFORCEMENT 

6. Are companies regulated by CPSIA still subject to State Attorneys General (AG) 
enforcement and penalties regardless of any stays of enforcement issued by the 
CPSC? 

Answer: Companies regulated by the CPSIA remain subject to state attorney general 
injunctive actions during the stays of enforcement issued by the Commission. To 
date, no state attorney general ha.~ filed an injunctive action to enforce the CPSIA and 
several have indicated that they do not plan to do so until implementation issues have 
been addressed by the Commission. Conunission staff recently met with and will 
continue to meet regularly with several assistant and deputy state attorneys general 
with responsibility for consumer health and safety to foster constructive dialogue in 
an attempt to reach a common approach on these issues. 

7. Would you consider the enforcement stays issued by the Commission relief if 
cum panics arc .subject to State AG enforcement and potential civil liabilities? 

Answer: The CPSIA reflects Congress's intent to allow state attorneys general to 
pursue an injunction. Although legally the state attorneys general can bring an 
injunction action. to date they have not done so. 

8. What happens when the stay on ATV's expires in 2011? Is the Commission 
ready to implement and enforce tht> law as written? Will the Commission have 
the necessary resources to implement and enforce tht> Jaw as written? 

Answer: During the pendem:y of the two-year stay of enforcement of the Section 101 
lead limits for certain ATV component parts, the Conunission will continue to work 
with manufacturers to identify feasible means to comply with the Section 101 limits. 
It is premature to predict what might happen when the stay expires in 2011. 

The Cornmis;ion has the resow-ces absolutely necessary to implement and enforce the 
law. However, we would welcome any additi<inal resources and appropriations 
Congress can provide not only to implement provisions of CPSIA, but also to help the 
Commission increase staffing and improve its infonnation technology modernization 
efforts, both of which will enhance the Commission's ability to identify and address 
new and emerging product hazards. 
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9. Do you believe industry will be able lo comply with both the decreased lead limil 
as well as the testing and certification requirements, or will additional relief be 
necessary? If so, will the Commission consider issuini: another stay of 
e11forcement? 

L\nswer: The one year stay of enforcement on testing and certification wa~ intended 
lo give industry a year to prepare for the testing and certification requirements. The 
Commission will fully review this issue again in l~ebruary of2010 but I cannot .speak 
for the Commission on how individual Commissioners might vote on this issue. 

10. Do you believe the Commission bas the legal authority to issue further stays of 
enforcement? If not, what actions could the Commission take if it determined an 
additional stay is necessary? 

Answer.: The stays of enforcement issued to date have been based on a policy 
determination by the Commission that the safoty of the product given the functional 
purpose of the part containing lead in excess of the limit supported a decision 10 

provide the manufacturer with additional time to detcm1inc whether and when 
substitute parts made in accordance with the lead limits would be available. The 
stays are limited as 10 the parts covered and the duration of the stay and require 
interim reporting on the efforts made by the various companies to bring their products 
into compliance. Furthermore, the stays ill'e tantamount to a refusal to initiate 
enforcement proceedings. which is ordinarily conunitted to the agency's discretion. 
The Commission could issue additional stays if warranted. The dear intent of the law 
is to remove lead from children's products so any additional enforcement stay.~ should 
be limited to the narrow circumstances where the strict, immediate compliance with 
the lead limit could jeopardi7.c the health and safety of children. 

PHTfl.\LA n:s 

11. The CPSlA contained au exemption for lead parts that are inaccessible to 
children through reasonable and foreseeable use and abuse. In pnbaps an 
example of unforeseeable issues, Congress overlooked that some products may 
contain inaccessible parts made of pbthalates, versus other products such as 
rubber bathtub toys that typically contain pbthalatc.s. Huw will CPSC address 
con(:erns expressed by toy manufacturers about the requirement lo test 
"inaccessible" parts? Does CPSC need additionally authority to exempt 
inaccessible phthalate parts in parity with the lead scheme of the CPSIA '! 

Answer: In February 2009, the Commission requested public comments on draft 
guidance regarding which children's products are subject to CPSIA requirements for 
phthalates. (74 FR 8058} Commission staff is currently reviewing those comrnenls, 
and the Commi~sion plans to issue guidance on the mauer shortly. In addition, on 
August 6. 2009, !he Commission voted to issue a Statement of Policy: Testing of 
Component Parts with Respect to Section 108 of the Consumer Product Safe(}' 
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Improvement Act, and requested public comments. The pnlicy .~tatement de.scribes 
the Commi~sion's position regarding component testing, and the Commission has 
posted a new test method on its Web site. 

Through these rulemakings and policy statements, the Commission has attempted to 
simplify the phthalate component part and testing guidance as much as possible. 
With regard to phthalate pans that are completely inaccessible and present no risk of 
leaching (i.e .. a moving belt enclosed in a hard plastic case), the Commission is 
reviewing whether Section I 08 of the Cl'SlA contains flexibility to allow an 
exemption from the overall prohibition as a pan of the ongoing rulemaking. 

12. What is the status of the Chronic Hazard Advisor Panel (CHAP), which is 
tasked with a scientific reYiew of phthalates? 

Answer: The CPSC staff is in the final stages of compiling a list of possible 
candidates for Commission consideracion. Staff received names of scientists from the 
National Academy of Sciences (NAS). The nominees have been contacted by the 
staff and asked to indicate their interest in serving on the CHAP. Responses have 
been received from most, but not all, of the nominee<;. Once the information provided 
by the interested nominees has been reviewed by the CPSC Oflice of General 
Coun~rs ethics officials for conllicts of interest and cleared, staff will forward to the 
Commission a proposed list of candidates for the CHAP. The staff hopes to transmit 
its recommendations to the Commission in November. The Commission will then 
vote on the infonnation provided to them. 

Do you plao to make the participants of the CHAP public? 

Answer: Yes, we will make the participants of the CHAP public. 

AGENCY SUPREMACY 

13. Since the effective dates of the CPSIA have gooc into effect, the Commission h:&s 
issued more than one stay of enforcement. Additionally, you stated in your 
August 18, 2009 signing statement an intention to focus the Commission's 
enforcement priorities to a smaller world of products than that laid out in 
CPSIA. However, the law grants State Attur-neys General enforcement of 
CPSIA. Do you believe the Federal agency should have the primary authority in 
interpreting a Federal law? How can Federal agency supremacy be reconciled 
with State Attorneys General potential enforcement in areas in which the 
Commission bas yet to pursue enforc('meot aod will oot pursue eofon:ement due 
to the issued Federal stays of enforcement? 

Answer: As discussed above in response to question 7, while we should have the 
primary responsibility and authority for interpreting federal law. legally the state 
attorneys general (;afl pursue thc:ir own injunctive proceedings. The law allows the 
Commission to intervene in a case filed by a state that should allow us to protect the 
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Commission's interests in interpreting the federal Jaw. We are working to coordinate 
federal and state enforcement activitie!' with the stale attorneys general to avoid tht: 
situation where the states take enforcement positions different from those of the 
Commission. We have recently met with several assistant and deputy state anomeys 
general with responsibility for consumer health and safety and plan to continue 
quarterly meetings with them to discuss and coordinate our enforcement activities. 

14. One of the purposrs behind the CPSIA was the establishment of bright-line, 
uniform legal safety standards. How dues the Commission intend to maintain 
the bright-line rules established by the CPSIA if Commission interpretation is 
preempted by State Attorneys General enforcement due to the Federal stays of 
enforcement? 

Answer: To date this has not proven to be a concern as no state has filed such an 
action. As disclLc;sed in response to question 13 above. we have recently met v:ith and 
will continue to meet with assistant and deputy state anonteys general with 
responsibility for consumer health and safety and plan to continue quarterly meetings 
with them to ensure that they understand our interpretation and enforcement policies 
with regard to the CPSI/\. The FIISA has always contained a provision allowing for 
state anomeys general to file actions seeking injunctive relief for many year.s, and the 
issue of preemption and federal agency supremacy has not presented a problem. 

15. Please detail the Commission's efforts in working with State Attorneys General 
tu create a uniform enforcement scheme that assures con~umers and husioesses 
will he treated consistently in every state. 

Answer: As noted in the answer to question 13, the Conunission recently met with 
assistant and deputy state attorneys general with responsibility for consumer health 
and safety and will continue to meet with them on a quarterly basis to discuss and 
coordinate foderal and state enforcement dTorts. At our most recent meeting we 
discussed !he importance of cooperation and unifom1ity in enforcement. Tltrough 
these meetings, and other efforts. the Commission strive~ to coordinate enforcement 
activities with !he States lo the maximum extent possible. 

EXEMPTIONS FROM LEAD LIMITS 

16. In your July l 7 statement accompanying the Commission's denial of the request 
to exclude cryiitat and glass beads from the CPSIA lead provisions, you stated: 

"In making a determination, I was mindrul that the statute does not use 
the term 'humful' amount ... which would allow staff to utilize a risk 
ba~ed approach ... Thus, while Commission staff recognized that most 
crystal and glass beads do not appear to pose a serious health risk to 
children ... the request for an exclusion must be denied." 
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a. Do you support banning products from the marketplace that have 
been scientifkally proven to present no unreasunable risk of hann? 

Answer: With regard to crystal beads. data provided to staff indicated that 
there may be some absorption of lead from ingestion depending on the 
type and amount of heads swallowed. In the CPSIA, certain other 
children's products containing lead and phthalates were banned by limits 
set on their content. When the CHAP finishes its work on the three 
phthalates that have been banned on an interim ba~is, the Commission will 
revisit those limits. Otherwise, the CPSA and FHSA provisions on when a 
product can he hanned remain unchanged and require consideration of 
risk. 

b. Do you support statutory exclusions for products and materials that 
can be scientifically proven to present no reasonable risk of bann? 

Answer: Section lOl(b)(I) grants the Conunission some authority tu 
exclude certain products or materials where "the Commission, after notice 
and a hearing, detennines on the basis of the best-available, objective, 
peer-reviewed, scientific evidence that lead in such product will not result 
in the absorption of any lead into the human body nor have any adverse 
impact on public health or safety." 

In the interest of making effective use of Commission resources, however, 
it would be helpful to have a narrow exception to the overall Section IOI 
lead prohibition in cases where a component with lead is required for a 
functional purpose, contact with the lead is infrequent, and the elimination 
of such component part is impracticable or impossible based on available 
scientific and technical infonnalion. This exception would provide the 
Commission with greater flexibility. 

17. In your July 17 statement accompanying the Commission's denial of the request 
to exclude crystal and gills~ beads from the CPSIA lead provisions, you stated, 
"tbc agency will take a common sense approach to enforcement," and that the 
Commission "will focus [i15J enforcement activities on crystal and glass bead 
products designed and intended primarily for children six years of age and 
younger!.)" 

a. Please explain the basis for the determination that the CPSC should 
limit ics enforcement activities in this way. 

b. Arc there other areas in which you foresee the CPSC 11sing 
enforcement discretion to focus on products manufactured for an age 
range of less than 12 years? 

c. Dots this enforcement decision mean that companies do not have to 
repurt such products under 15(b) of the Con.sumer Product Safety Act 
(CPSA) and will not face civil penalties for sales of such products'! 
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d. Does this enforcement guidance provide relief from State Attomeyi. 
General enforcement? Does the CPSC have or intend to enter 
agreements with the State Attorneys General in which the State will 
honor the Commission's decision to focus enforcement on products 
for children 6 and under? 

Answer: Enforcement decisions are generally mauers that are left to 
agency discretion. In this case, my July 17, 2009, statement indicated that 
the focus of enforcement actions would be on products designed an 
intended primarily for children 6 and under. This reflects a Commission 
enforcement policy detennination, and does not impact the underlying 
statutory provisions. 

As noted in 1hc answers 10 questions 7 and 13, we have already met with 
and plan to have quarterly meetings with the states to discuss enforcement 
effons. We are working to coordinate fcdcrnl and state enforcement 
activities with the state attorneys general to avoid the situation where the 
states take enforcement positions earlier than or different from those of the 
Conunission. Funhem1ore, the law allows the Commission to intervene in 
a case filed hy a state which should allow us to protect the Commission's 
interests in inlcrprcting the federal law. 

18. In your August 18 signing statement accomp20yiog the Commission's decisioo 
on printed materials, you stated, "older children's books did not use the modern 
CMYK printing process and some have been able to contain lead, (therefore) the 
Commission was unable to make a determination that older books ... do not exceed 
the CPSIA 's lead limiJs." In the same paragraph, however, you state the 
Commission intends to issue a separate statement of policy on such books that 
may still be Jent out by libraries or other institutions for use by children. You 
said, "It ill my hope thxt this guidance will offer common sense solutions that 
alleviate undue burdens on those who lend older children's book.~." Please 
explain from where you will dnive the authority for a solution permitting the 
continued lending and use of these books if they nceed the 600ppm or 300ppm 
standard and ..:an result in th~ absorption of some lead, such that they are not 
eligible for an exemption under CPSIA. 

Answer: The Commission is continuing to look at 1he lead levels in children's books 
manufactured prior lo 1985, and is continuing to test those books in order to make 
additional determinations. 

With regard to the policy guidance, that docun1ent will integrate the results of the 
ongoing testing. Furthermore, the Commission has determined that many older books 
are not used by children (due to the fac1 that they wear out quickly), and still others 
may be used by adults as older "collt:clor's items." In that context, they may not be 
subject to the Section IOI lead limits. 
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19. How does the Commission intend to address an environment potentially made 
more dangerous for children by the CPSIA .standards because they use 
replacement products not primarily intended for use by children? Does the 
Commission have the flesibility and authority to exempt certain children's 
products, even though they may not meet the CPSIA eiemption standard, in 
urder to protect their safety? For instance, children's use of adult-sized all 
terrain vehicles (ATV) is far more dangrrous tu their safety and live~ than the 
possibility of lead exposure from ATV parts on a child-fitted ATV. 

Answer: CPSJA m:tion JOl(a) explicitly limits the exceptions to the general rule that 
children's products exceeding the lead limits must be treated as banned haurdous 
substances. In the case of youth A TVs and certain other motorized vehicles intended 
for children, the Commission recognized that strict enforcement of the new lead 
limits could increase the risk of injury to children rather than reduce it as intended. 
Nevertheless. the Commission did not exempt such vehicles from the lead limits 
entirely; rather, the Commission adopted a temporary stay of enforcement of the lead 
limits for certain component parts of such vehicles. To date there have only been a 
few products where strict enforcement of the new lead limits could potentially 
increase the risk of injury to children. 

20. Is it possible that certain products that are compliant with the total lead limit 
could have more accessible lead available to be absorbed than products excluded 
from the market, such as crystal, that have less accessible lead? Would a 
solubility standard encompassing risk be more protective or less protective of 
children? 

Answer: It is possible, on a ,·ase-by-case basis. that a lead-content compliant product 
could have more accessible lead than a product that is not compliant with the lead 
content requirement. Limited data (provided by industry: letter from Sheila Millar, 
representing the Fashion Jewelry Trade Association. <:f al., dated February 2, 2009) 
on leaching of lead into a mild ai:id solution from crystal beads showed that some 
bead sample~ had very little accessible lead, but other beads leached higher arnoUJ1ls 
of lead. From CPSC staff analysis of lead accessibility from compliant metal jewelry 
items, in some cases, the accessibility of lt:ad frnm a crystal bead would be less than 
from a metal item, but in other cases. the accessibility from a crystal bead would be 
greater. 

A lead content limit that is more than zero could result in some lead exposure in 
children, depending on the charackristics of the product and the expected interactions 
between a child and the product. Funher, given a particular lead content standard, it 
is not possible to generalize expected or po1ential lead exposure for children ·s 
products because of the inherent variability among products and children's behaviors. 
A solubility standard would require that a test method be designated and a soluble 
lead limit be chosen. 'Inc choice of an "acceptable" lead exposure level is not 
str<1ightforward, because there is no knovm level of exposure to lead that is safe for 
children. 
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21. If child-sized ATVs cannot be made tu meet the 600ppm, JOOppm, or 100ppm 
lead limits, how do you intend to deal with these products when the ATV 
exemption expires? b a legislative fix needed to provide such authority? 

Answer: During the pendency of the stay of enforcement, the Commission is 
continuing to work with the 1\ TV manufacturers to bring them into compliance with 
the lead limits contained in Section 10 I. In the interest of making effective use of 
Commission resources, however, it would be helpful lo have a narrow exception 10 

the overall Section I 0 I lead prohibition in cases where a component lead is required 
for a functional purpose. contact with the lead is infrequent, and the elimination of 
such component part is impracticable or impossible based on available scientific and 
technical information. This exception would provide the Commission with greater 
flexibility. 

22. At the Subcommittee hearing, you stated ruhbcr grips could be used to prevent 
youth A TV operator exposure to lead in the metal handlebars. However, under 
the Commission's August 2009 final interpretative rule on inaccessible 
compunent parts in children's products containing lead, bundnds of other parts 
of these vehicles, such as engines, suspensions, carburetors and frames, with 
which child operators do not normally or routinely interacl are also deemed 
accessible and thus subject to the lead content limits. Because of this fact -- and 
despite the stay of enforcement, many companies have ceased selling youth 
ATVs for children under 12, which may unfortunately lead these children to ride 
larger, faster adult-size ATVs on which CPSC studies show they are at much 
greater risk of serious injury or dcalh. Should this interpretative rule be revised 
to specify that with respect to youth ATVs and other youth motorized 
recreational vehicles, only chose components, such as hand grips, brake and 
dutch levers, throttle controls, ignition keys and seats, with which child 
operators routinely interact during normal and reasonably foreseeable operation 
of the vehicle will be considered acce.~sible and thus subject to the lead content 
limits? 

Answer: As noted in the answer to question 21. the Commission is continuing lo 
work with youth A TV manufacturers during the pendcncy of the stay of enforcement 
to address specific issues of accessibility and inaccessibility. 

23. Art supply manufaclurtrs h1ne been required since 1988 to test and certify 
under the Labeling of Hazardous Art Material Act (LHAMA), including testing 
aod certification for lead content. Does the Commission have the authority those 
products or materials already subject 10 Federal testing requirements to avoid 
duplicative and unnecessary testing? 

Answer: CPSIA section l02(f)(2)(C) provides a special rule allowing organi1.ations 
who are qualified, under CPSC regulations, 10 certify an materials, to qualify as third 
party conformity assessment bodies "with respect to the cenification of an material 
and art products'' wilhout meeting any additional requirements. CPSC staff does not 
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interpret this privilege as exempting anyone from testing art materials for purposes of 
establishing compliance with section I 01 lead limits. 

TRACKING LABELS 

24. There is an exception to the tracking label ttquiremeot if placing such labels on 
consumer products or packaging would be "impracticable." What docs 
.. practicable" entail in your orinion? Sho11ld the word "practicable" encompass 
the economic practicality of these tracking labels, in addition to the technological 
feasibility of placing them on consumer products? 

Answer: The CPSIA provides an exception to the tracking label requirement when 
placing such labels on products or packaging would be impracticable. On July 20, 
2009, the Commission issued a statement of policy on interpretation of the rracking 
labels provision that recognized that the statutory provision docs not require a 
uniform one-size-fits-all system. The Commission announced that it ·'is not imposing 
any such uniform requirements, but expects that manufacturers will use their bc~t 
judgment to develop markings that best suit their business and products." I look 
forward to working with industry on these tracking labels as they clearly will aid in 
detennining the origin of the product in the event of a recall. Different produ1:ts have 
differing levels of risk and cost which arc both factor.<; in detcnnining what kind of 
tracking labels should be used on a product. There are exciting new technologies that 
are and will become available in the future for consumer use in tracking products. 
Finding the right tracking solution for the right types of products and harmonizing 
those requirements with systems being developed in Europe and elsewhere will be 
something the Commission works diligently to pursue in the coming years. 

GENERAL 

25. Please provide stafislics regarding the impact of CPSIA on the relative safety of 
children's products. 

Answer: It is too early to estimate the impact of the CPSL.\ on the safety of 
children's produces. 

26. One of the chid criticisms of early CPSIA impltmcotation was the 
Commission's slowness in resronding to industry concerns or the issuance of 
guidance. 

a. Specifically, rhe Commission reportedly received approximately 9,000 
questions regarding how interested parties may comply with the new 
law. How many of those questions have been answered? Does the 
Commission intend lo answer each of these questions? What impact 
does answering these questions have on Commission resources? What 
do you upect the continued impact on resources will be? Generally, 
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what is the current state of c:ommission outreach to various affected 
industries? 

Answer: When the CPSIA was enacted the Commission very quickly received thousands 
of questions from individual partie!;. Many of those questions were n:ceived before the 
Commission had a chance to thoroughly study the new requirements in the Act and 
before there was time to educate the Commission staff ahnut those requirements. We 
took the approach of reviewing the questions for major themes and then posting 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and responses on our newly created CPSIA web 
site. Soon after the volume of questions rose dramatically, we provided an automatic 
response to those individuals who submitted their questions through email indicating thac 
their question was important to us and that while we would not be able to respond to each 
question individually, we would he developing responses to FAQs. The response also 
noted that individuals could sign up to receive email notification when new infonnation 
was added to the CPSrA web .site. Responding to the questions has a significant impacl 
on Commission resources and takes time away from important activities such as 
rulema.l<lng and work on emerging hazards. We recognize, however. the need to provide 
responses to our stakeholders and are looking for ways to provide those responses more 
cfticicntl y. 

For example, beginning in FY 20 lO we have contracted for a new provider for our hotline 
services. The new provider has the ability to lake CPSC-approved FAQs and tum them 
into automated email responses based on key word searching through the use of a 
"knowledge-based" email management database. This new database will allow hotline 
staff to accurately respond to questions posed through email using agency-approved 
FAQs and scripts. In addition, 1his software has the ability to search individual emails for 
ke}words and phrases and provide automated fonn responses, thus preventing email 
backlogs like we saw when CPSlA was implemented. The system "'ill also track new 
trends in email and telephone inquiries and identify when new scripts need to be 
developed. 

We have done and are continuing to do extensive outreach to affected industries. We 
have published enforcement guidance and policies to enhance compliance with the new 
law, held numerous public briefings to help stakeholders understand their obligations 
wider the law, created a special web site devoted to posting information and answering 
questions about CPSIA, and responded to thousands of inquiries from affected 
manufacturers, retailers, resellers, and consumers. 

CPSC RESOURCRS 

27. In her March 20th response to Mr. Dingell, then-Acting Chairman Nord 
suggested a lack of resources im1)atted not only CPSIA implementation, but also 
the Commission's other non-CPSIA safety mission activities. Specifically, i;he 
stated th.at CPSIA implementation, requests for CPSIA exclusions, Virginia 
Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act, the Children's Gasoline Bum 
Prevention Act, and the rest of the CPSC's ongoing safety mission "se.-ere/y 
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overstretched the agency staff and has begun resulting in delay.f in implementation 
that will continue until we are able to fully hire and otherwise maximize the 
resources that have just been provided to tlte agency for the second half of fiscal 
year 1009." Similarly, in your August 18 signing sh1tement excluding certain 
materials from testing and certification you stated "The Commission has limited 
resources to make these types of determinations while also 11igorousfy attempting to 
implement other provifion.~ of the CPSIA and carry on tlu day to day business of 
the agency. " 

a. Where do the Commis~ion re~ources now stand? 

Answer: CPSC's appropriated funds in 2009 were $105.4 million !o fund 
483 staff. For 2010, the President's request pending before Congress for 
CPSC is $107 million to fund 530 staff. The House has approved a $118 
million level for 2010 while !he Senate Appropria!ions Committee has 
reported out a level of$1 l5 million. 

b. How will the delay in additional resources affect continued 
implementation of CPSIA - either mandated actions or CPSIA
related actions such as exemptions? 

Answer: The full 2009 appropriation was not enacted until the sixth 
month of fiscal year 2009. This resulted in delays in staffing up !o the 
desired 483 employee level; we are only now approaching the desired 
2009 ~taffing level. 

c. How many exemption requests has the Commission received? How 
many requests has the Commission responded? 

Answer: The Commission has procedures for requesting a determination 
that a certain material or product does not and would not exceed the lead 
content limits. The Commission ha-; received approximately 270 requests 
for lead detenninations. These requests were all addressed in the 
determinations rule:, whkh is codified under the Commission·s regulations 
at 16 C.F.R. § 1500.91. The Commission also has procedures for 
requcs!ing an exclusion from the lead content limi!s for a material or 
product that exceeds the lead limits. Five reques!s have been received to 
date (youth motorized recreational vehicles. bicycles and related products, 
pens, crys!al and glass beads, and brass and mechanical components in 
toys). Four of these requesLo; have been addressed by !he Commission. 
The brass and mechanical components in toys request is currently pending 
before the Commission. 
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d. Are the Commission's other ~afety tasks negatively impacted by the 
resources demanded by the CPSIA and its mandated timelincs? 

Answer: One of our highest priorities has been the implcmcntalion of 
CPSIA. As a result, we have had to defer several hazard reduction 
projects lhal promise long-tenn decreases in consumer product-related 
injuries and deaths. These deferred haz.ard reduction efforts include 
activi1ies for products such as cigarette lighters (mechanical malfunction), 
lighter amendments, bedclothes, range extinguishing systems, sensor 
technology, carbon monoxide alanns, high energy battery packs, bicycle 
integrity and illumination, semitizers, and electric toys. We have, 
however, maintained our pressing consumer product safety aclivilics such 
as product recalls and safety information campaigns. 

28. In her March 20th response 10 Mr. Dingell, then Acting Chairman Nord 
suggested that due to the Commission's limited resources and its ongoing safety 
mission in non-CPSL4. areas combined witb tbe significant new re~pousibilities 
imposed under CPSIA, "The deadline.f llave proven to be impracticable for our 
staff to meet and are presenting signijica11t problem~ for the agency to solve. The 
Commission staff mus/ have some relief from the deadlines impoud." Do you 
belien this is still lhe state of resources versus burden at the Commission? 

Answer: Six months have passed since this Jetter was sent and after much hard work 
by the Commission, I believe we have turned a corner. We have much hard work 
ahead of us, including completion of scheduled rules, perhaps refining earlier rules, 
and begitming the enforcement of the new rules. Each day, however, we are hiring 
more staff and Congress has signaled increased resources for 20 I 0. Thus, I believe 
the case for relief from statu!ory deadlines is now substantively diminished. 

29. Due lo the timing of the passag~ of thi~ Act and the House appropriations bills, 
we did not specify an authorization Intl for FY 2009. However, we recognized 
the massive burdens we placed on the Commission and authorized the CPSC at 
$118 million for FY 2010. 

a. At wbat level were the Commission's appropriations for the current 
fiscal year, FY 2009, and when did those funds make it to lbc 
Commission? 

Answer: The 2009 appropriation of $ !05.4 million was enacted March 
11, 2009. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) approved our 
apportionment request for use of the funds on April 15 with one excepliun. 
OMB placed apportionment restrictions on the use of funds allocated for 
the creation of the public database and infonnation technology 
modernization. These restrictions required certain processes and 
documents be completed and approved by OMB before funds were 
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available for CPSC use later in the fiscal year. The majority of these 
funds were made available by mid-September. 

b. How many rulemakings or other agency actions were mandated to be 
completed by the CPSIA in FY 2009? 

Answer: The CPSIA required a total of 16 rules or other documents in 
fiscal year 2009. The CPSC began and, in most cases. completed 15 
required rules and other documents and completed the majority on time 
despite tight statutory deadlines. (In one case, the CPSIA required the 
Commission to issue a final rule by a particular date; the Commission 
issued the proposed rule, but, due in pan to a need to comply with other 
ndemaking requirements, was unable to issue the final rule by the date. In 
another case, the CPSJA required the Conunission to consult interested 
parties on the toy standard, and the Commission fulfilled this requirement 
by issuing a notice in the Federal Regi.tler inviting public comment.} 

The number of completed assignments required by the CPSIA, however, is 
only a partial accounting of the Commission's actual workload. For 
example, in some cases, a statutory requirement under the CPSIA 
triggered a need for the Commission to issue a proposed rule before it 
could issue the final rule required by the CPSlA or to issue an 
interpretative rule, a statement of policy, or some guidance so that 
interested parties could understand the Commission's interpretation of a 
particular requirement or could learn how to request an exemption or to 
pursue some other administrative action. When one considers t.'1ese other 
rules and documents that help implement, but are not required by, the 
CPSIA, an additional 20 rules and other documents were completed 
during fiscal year 2009. 

The only item required by the CPSIA which the Commission did not begin 
during the fiscal year was a "notice of requirements'' relating to baby 
walkers, walker jumpers, and bouncers. The Commission did not begin 
the assigned task because the regulation specifo:d by the CPSJA pertaining 
to baby walkers, walker jumpers, and bouncers was obsolete, and the 
Commission proposed instead to withdraw the cited regulation. Thus, it 
would have been inelfrcient and a waste of resources for the Commission 
to issue a notice of requirements pertaining to an obsolete rule. 

c. Did the delay in appropriations have any impact on the 
implemrntation of this law? 

Answer: Yes. Commission staff had to undertake CPSlA work beginning 
immediately upon enactment of CPSIA (August 14, 2008). Without an 
increase in staff. several product haz.ard projects were deferred in order to 
free up staff time for CPSJA work. These deferred hazard reduction 
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efforts include activi1ies for products such as cigareue lighters 
(mechanical malfunction), lighter amendments, bedclothes, range 
extinguishing systems, sensor technology, carbon monoxide alanns, high 
energy battery packs, bicycle integrity and illwnination, sensitizers, and 
electric toys. 

d. Given that the budget request for FY 2010 is $107 million, Sl l million 
less than the authorization, what impact do yuu foresee on 
implementation of this law, along with pursuit of the rest of your 
mission? 

Answer: As we work with CPSIA, we have learned more about the 
requirements. As issues are addressed, we have encountered a need for 
greater resources. Thus. I am grateful that the I louse and Senate 
appropriations comminees have reported out resource levels greater than the 
original request. If these funds arc appropriated we will put them to good use 
in continuing to implement CPSIA and addressing other critical safety issues. 

30. The March 20th respouse CPSC staff memo indicated that the timelincs for 
rulemaking and certification of testing labs were one example where there is a 
mismatch in the law. Specifically, the baby bouncer standard is out of date and 
the Commission doesn't rely on it as it will have a new standard by Febniary of 
2010. Accrediting labii to test to a standard the Commission does not rely oo was 
properly viewed by Commisi;ion staff as incongruous. Ultimately the 
Commission has wisely proposed to revoke that dandard and continue relying 
on the industry standard. Arc there similar problems caused by the mandated 
rulcmakings and certifications that could be fixed with more time for the 
Commission? Would you agree it is better to have more time as a safety ad 

rather than find out too late that the Commission docs not have sufficient time to 
effectively implement CPSIA mandates? 

Answer: In the approximately three months since I assumed the Chair, the 
Commission has released 12 substantive rules and policy guidance documents 
implementing various provisions of the CPSJA. I um also committed to meeting the 
remaining deadlines in the CPSIA. It is true, however. that the Commission still 
requires additional funding and staff resources to effectively implement the CPSIA, 
and the other emerging haz.ards rhat the Commission investigates. 

31. Various laws administered by the CPSC use terms such as "technological 
feasibility," "practicable" and other similar phrases. What specific 
considerations do you think arc important in looking at technological feasibility 
or practicability? In particular, should costs or economic impact be factored 
into these assessments? Why or why not? 

Ans~[: Cost and economic impact are relevanr to interpreting tenns such as 
.. technological teasibility" and "practicable.'' These terms are used in very specific 
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and limited places in the Cl'SlA and where they are used we have already embraced 
them in our interpretations. 

RlSK ASSESSMENT 

32. CPSC follows a risk-based decision-making process in setting priorities and in 
rulemaking. Do you agree with tbis regulatory philosophy used at the CPSC? 
Does the current adoption of the CPS IA contradict or prevent this long slanding 
policy'! 

Answer: The findings and purposes section of the Consumer Product Safety Act 
(codified at 15 U.S.C. 2051) provides that the Commission·s overdll, general mission 
is to "protect the public against unreasonable risks on injwy associated with 
consumer products.'' In the CPSIA, however, Congress decided that certain areas, 
such as lead Md phthalates in children's products, required bright-line standards. 

These provisions arc not contradictory; rather they express Congressional intent to 
apply a stricter standard to certain classes of materials and products intended for 
children. To this end. the Commission generally prioritizes its rulemaking based on 
degree of risk, except in those area~ (such a~ lead and phthalatcs) where Congress has 
deemed certain materials as inherently risky, and has established bright-line tests for 
those materials. 

33. Do you believe safety would be compromised if human factor studies that 
monitor what small children touch and play with were included as part of an 
evaluation to determine whether there is even a risk of uposure associated with 
certain products that don't meet the lead standards - such as the tire valves on a 
bicycle that are rarely touched and generally unavailable to small children? 

Answer: Prior to the CPSIA implementation, CPSC Human Factors and Health 
Sciences staff routinely considered both the exposure to a chemical such as lead (i.e , 
through children's mouthing, hand-to-mouth behaviors, or ingestion) and the toxicity 
of the chemical to determine an exposure level at which the chemical might be 
considered a hazardous substance under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act. 
Because the CPSIA provides specific lead content limits, rather than exposure limits, 
this type of assessment is not called for at present. 

However, human factors analysis is part of an evaluation as to whether certain 
products could be excluded from the CPSIA lead content requirements. CPSC Human 
Factors staff have assessed childn:n's interactions with products and components, 
such as the tire valw on a bicycle. Staff concluded that compared to children's 
interactions with components such as handle bars and levers, children will have less 
frequent contact with tire valves, but that older children are likely to have such 
contact when inflating or deflating a bicycle tire. This conclusion, in conjunction 
with the industry-supplied data (letter from Erica l. Jones, representing the Bicycle 
Product Suppliers Association, dated January 28, 2009). that showed that some 
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exposure to lead could occur when a child handles components such as tire valves 
resulted in the Commission's decision to not exdude such products from the lead 
content requirements of the Act. 

Jf the Commi!>sion were to evaluate products based on exposure and risk, as discussed 
above, questions remain a .. to the appropriate test methods, the limit for lead 
solubility or lead exposure that should be designated, and, if the lead content 
requirement still applies to children's products. th.e specific prnduct types that would 
be subject to an exposure assessment rather than the lead content requirements. 

34. Most regulatory and enforcement autbnrities use a risk-based system to target 
violations, including the CPSC'$ joint operations with the Custom and Border 
Protrctioo. 

a. llow do you see this principle being applied in CfSIA·related 
rulemakings and in CPSIA-related enforcement? 

Answer: CPSC's Office of Compliance is responsible for enforcing CPSIA 
requirements as well as other standards and regulations. The Office of Compliance 
uses a variety of approaches, including risk factors, to establish priorities for 
enforcement each year. In some settings, we use screening criteria to zero in on 
violations that pose a relatively greater risk. Risk assessment also plays a major role 
in deciding the appropriate remedy for violations. For example, if a violation is 
considered to present a low risk to conswners, CPSC staff may ask the responsible 
party to stop sale of the item but not seek a consumer-level recall. On the other hand, 
if a violation is considered to present a high risk. the staff would always seek a recall 
and may take other action. 

35. Is the agency ready to patrol safety using its discretion aod new enforcement 
tools? Would the agency have an easier time (be mnre effective) if the rules 
permitted it to revert to risk assessment, rather than patrolling compliaoce with 
a one·size·fits-all standard? 

Answer: A bright-line standard may be easier to enforce, in some cases, than an 
approach that is based on risk alone. Where enforcement resources are scarce, 
however, as is certainly true in the case of CPSC enforcement staff, it is important not 
to lose sight of risk in deciding where to focus enforcement. Vigorous pursuit of 
minor violations is not in the public interest if it means that other. higher risks go 
unaddressed. As explained in the response to question 34, CPSC's Office of 
Compliance tends to use risk assessment at several decision points in enfon:ement, 
such as deciding what products to target and what remedies are most appropriate for a 
particular violation. 

36. Dot!! the lead content sta11dard present a tontradicliun in what presenls an 
unreasonable risk of harm by permitting certain products lo be legally entered 
into commerce because they are below the tolal lead limit, but which may have 
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more soluhle lead than non-compliant products that el(ceed the total lead limits 
but have less soluble lead available to the child? Do you think that materiiils 
should be excluded from total lead limits if they arc demonstrated to result in 
exposure tu lead in amounts no greater than the upllsure of products that 
comply with the total lead limits? 

a. Regarding lead content and items that do not meet the total lead 
cvntent limit.s but may only leach trace amounts of lead, during the 
bearing you indicated that the Commission isn't looking at the 
potential effect of just one item's risk or exposure if swallowed, but 
rather the risk of the aggregate effect if many of the like items were 
swallnwed. How is this dirferent than the risk that potentially exists 
for legally compliant products if multiple items were swaUowed? 

Answer: The Commission is enforcing the statutory lead limits in Section 
IOI as provided by Congress, which apply to a children's product or a 
component part thereof. Enforcing an "aggregate impact" or "cumulative 
effect" standard for lead in multiple children's products would require 
'ongressional action. 

b. ls the Commission proposing to treat cbildrcn•s products, which arc 
legally compliant under CPSJA's lead limits, a5 banned hazardous 
products if the aggregate potential exposure to lead resulting from 
swallowing multiple items presents an unreasonable risk of injury? If 
so, please indicale at what level the Commission wnuld consider 
necessary to trigger such a determination. 

Answer: No. the Commission has not taken this position. 

37. Please provide any information the Commission has to support your testimony 
that swallowing SO beads presents a health risk to children regarding lead 
ingestion. 

a. l'Jease provide any supporting data regarding the amount of lead that 
is lea~hed and the resulting effect oo blood lead level. 

Answer: It i.s important IO notr: that my decision to deny the Fashion Jewelry Tradi;: 
Association's request to exclude crystal and glass beads contained in children'~ jewelry 
and other products from the lead content limits was based on rhe statutory language of the 
CPSIA. The amount of lead contained in the crystal bead rhat were rested ranged from 
900 ppm to 23,000 ppm-in excess of the statutory limit set by Section I 0 l(l) of the 
CPSI.<\, which was 600 ppm at the time and the data submitted by rhe FJTA indicated 
that some lead could be absorbed into the body. 

lnfonnation about crystal beads and data on the potential exposures to lead from crystal 
beads was provided by the indu.~try in their request for illl exclusion from the CPSIA· 
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mandated lead limits (letter from Sheila Millar, rcprcst:nting the Fashion Jewelry Trade 
Assnciation, el al., dated February 2, 2009). The letter stated that a children's jewelry 
item would typically include 4-18 beads or stones, depending on the size of the stones. 

The data for 18 types of crystal beads of varying ~izes showed that extraction of lead 
from the beads using a mild acid solution (to evaluate possible exposure to lead if the 
beads were swallowed) ranged fi-om 0.01 microgram per bead to 2.8 micrograms per 
bead. The fonncr value might be considered to be so small as to be insignilicant to a 
child's health and overall lead exposure, but ingestion of the latter sample could be 
considered to be an important source of a child's lead exposure that should be avoided. 
An abundance of research has demonstrated that there is no safe level of lead exposure. 
Any exposure to lead by a child that results in absorption of some lead into the boJy will 
add to a child's overall lead exposure and will have an impact on the child'~ blood lead 
level. regardless of whether a change in the blood lead level could be detected. The 
language of the CPSJA specifically addresses the concern about lead exposure and 
provides that the Commission may exclude a product from the lead limits only if it 
determines that the lead in the product will not result in the absorption of any lead into 
the human body, considering nonnal and reasonably foreseeable use and abuse of the 
product by a child, including swallowing, mouthing, breaking, or other children·s 
activities. 

The industry provided the CPSC data stating that the an1ount of lead exposure for the 
largest bead was 2.8 microgrdJT!s per bead. That number multiplied by 50 results in 140 
micrograms of lead as the possible exposure. 

An exposure at this level would likely result in the blood lead level increasing by several 
micrograms of lead per deciliter of blood. The CPSC staff had previously estimated that 
an acute exposure to lead by a small child could change the blood level in micrograms 
per dL"Cilitcr by a factor equal roughly 1/20 of the ingested amount. Jn this case, the 
increase in blood lead level would be about 7 micrograms per deciliter. Thi~ would be in 
addition to the other soun;es of exposure the child already experiences. For some 
cbildren, this additional lead exposure would result in the hlood lead level exceeding I 0 
micrograms per deciliter. Once the source of exposure is removed from a child's 
environment, the blood lead level will slowly decrease, returning to chc previous level 
over many months. 

In 1991, the U.S. Centers for Disea~e Control and Prevention (CDC) set its "blood lead 
level of concern" that could cause adverse health effects at 10 micrograms per deciliter. 
1be CPSC adopted the CDC's recommendation of 10 microgran1s per deciliter as the 
threshold lead amount in detennining whether to list a product as banned under the 
Federal Haz.ardous Substances Act. Research conducted since 1991 has strengthened the 
evidence that children's physical and mental development can be affec1ed by blood level 
limits at less than I 0 micrograms per dcci liter. 
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b. Would a child swallOl\'iDg 50 beads be a "foreseeable use and abuse"? 
Ir 5n, please provide supponing data. 

With regard to foreseeable use and abuse, I will summarize data provided to the 
Commission on child ingestions. 

The National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) is a probability sample of 
approximately 100 U.S. hospitals having 24-hour emergency rooms (ERs) and more than 
six beds. NEISS collects injury data from these hospitals. Coders in each hospital code 
the data from the ER record and the data is then transmitted clectnmically to CPSC. 
Because NEISS i~ a probability sample, each case collected represents a number of cases 
(the case's weight) of the total estimate of injuries in the U.S. Different hospitals carry 
different weights, based on stratification by their 111mual number of emergency room 
visits (Schroeder and Ault. 2001}. 

Ha;:ard Analysis staff searched NEISS for all cases with diagnosis code 41 (Ingested 
Foreign Object) and patients 18 years of age or younger. Staff then used SAS® version 9 
to categorize the data by product code and age categories by quartile, and to compute 
estim<1tes and the associated coefficient~ of variation for the number of injuries as well as 
the estimated number of injuries with particular characteristics such as age and associated 
product. A coefficient of variation (C.V.) is the ratio of the standard error of the estimate 
(i.e., variability) to the estimate itself. This is generally expressed as a percent. A C. V. of 
!0% means the standard error of the estimate equals 0.1 times the estimate. Large C.V.'s 
alert the reader that the estimate has considerable variability. This is often due to a small 
sample size.' Estimates and confidence intervals arc not reported here unless the number 
of cases is 20 or more, lhe estimate is greater than 1,200. and the C. V. is less than 33%. 

From 2000 to 2006 staff found 14,421 NEISS cases involving ingestion of a foreign 
object and a child aged 18 years or younger. Based on these 14,421 cases there were an 
estimated 365,108 emergency-room treated injuries from 2000 to 2006 involving a child 
18 years old or younger ingesting a foreign object. 'fbe 95% confidence interval about the 
number of emergency-room treated injuries from 2000 to 2006 for children 18 years of 
age or younger is 307,.562 to 422,653. A breakdown of the incidents by age group is 
given in Table 1. The age groups in Table I were chosen based on quartiles of age using 
estimated injuries. 

1 For a more detailed discussion of measures of variation assodated with N EJSS estimates, see Schroeder 
;and Aut1. 2001. 
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Table 1: Emergency-Room Treated 
Ingestions by Age Group, 2000-2006 

,- --····-·1 AgeRange 
1 

Estimate Percent Sample 
-----.-------------

C.V. 95% Confideoee 
of Total Size 

: 0 - 20 months 89,588 24.5% _l.J_6.0 9.61% 
i 21 months - 3 116,407 31.9%. 4,602 8.52% 
· vears 
! 4-6vears 85,895 23.5% 3,436 7.89% 
1 7-18 years 73,218 20.1% 2,623 7.83% 
I Total 365,108 .. 100:0%-·14,42(J-·8.04% 
L.... .• -.-..----.... --1---·---···--- ~-··---

Source: Na//()nal Eft!ctrumc l"J""Jl S11rve1/loncc s,.s1em 
U.S. Consumer P•oduc/ Saft!ty Commission. April 2007 

lnten-al 
72,706-106.470 
96,960 - 13.5,853 

72,613 - 99,178 
61,976 - 84,460 

307,562 -422,6531 

The cases were also categorized by the product associated with the ingestion injury. The 
ten product categories with the highest estimates arc shov...n in Table 2 on the next page. 
Note that NEISS allows for the coding of one or two products for each incident. An 
incident with two associated products would be counted twice in the breakdown by 
product category, once for each product. Of the 14,421 incidents analyzed, 683 incidents 
had two associated products. There are several situations where two products may be 
coded for an ingestion. Both products may have been swallowed. If a part of a product is 
swallowed, such as a battery from a toy, both the part (the battery) and the whole (the 
toy) may be coded. One product may also be associated with the incident but not 
swallowed, such as a toddler swallowing a coin found on the floor, with both the coin and 
the floor being coded. 
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-
c.v. 

! 1686 Coins 177,523 48.6% 7.340 813•::r 
f1616 Jewelrv - - --·· 24,366 6. 7% 97 I 9.65% 

I

, 5004 'f oys, not elsewhere 23,240 '1 6.4% 896 ·9.J 1"%! 
classifo:d2 

. 
·-i2o+-· 8.04% i 

682 11.78% 
! 1819 l Nails.,screws, tacks, or bolts 20,540 5.6% 

441 12.67% I 

f 0884 ! Batteries 15.366 4.2% ITTs;r- ·Marbies_ .. ·· ---·-+---,-1 .... ,9_9_2+---3.-J-%-1-----1---:-:---1 
--i 1650 ...... _Q.esk s!lpplie,s 7,251 2.0% 254 10.92% I 

1.7% 276; 12.42% I 
I 

21J i n.20% 1 

185 l 

'. 1682 Hair curlers, curling irons. 6,073 

!--·--- ~!£~~-d_h_a_i_r...__ vin_s ____ -+-----+------1----+----
1729 Christma<: decorations i 5,350 1.5% 

.,_. __ -+_.(n_o_n_e_le_c_tri1:) -·-l------·+-----+-----+---~ 
15.57%; I 1685 Pens and pencils _L__S,,__,3 ___ 1_8.....,., __ l._5_%_._ ___ _.__ 

Source: Na11onal Efectrumc Injury Sunit•1lla11cc System 
US. Consumer Pn>dud Safe(}· r.ommissi<>''· April !007 

,, ___ , 

From 2000 to 2006 staff found 3. 760 NEISS cases involving ingestion of foreign objects 
and 1:hildren aged 20 months or younger. Based on these 3,760 cases there were an 
estimated 89.588 emergency-room treated injuries from 2000 to 2006 involving children 
under the age of 20 months and the ingestion of foreign objects. The ca~es were 
categorized by the product associated with the ingestion injury. The ten product 
categories with the highest estimates are shown in Table J on the next page. Of the 3. 760 
cases analyzed. 250 cases had two associated products. 

' Toys, not elsewhere classified is a broad ca1egory including all 1oys that do nol have rheir own NEISS 
producl code, and 3ny case where 1he iype of !oy invol~ed "'as no• clearly specified. Most ca.scs involved 
an unspecified toy or pan of a toy. but olher common toys swal!owcd from this category include gacne 
pieces. pu1.7.le pieces, doll accessories. small balls. and pieces from building sets. 
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Table 3: Top Ten Swallowed Products by Children 
20 Months Old and Younger, 2000-2006 

~----·!Jased ''!!.f!umber of Estimated Emerf!enc;:-Room Treated /niurii:s __ 
Product ~ Product Description Estimat~ J Percent ! Sample ~ ] 

Code ! ,~ orTotal ! Size I 
-l686 Coins ···-····-··-·-·-·---·--·-··- -·-35,ill ;. 39.8% 1.616 -- 12.15% · 

1819 Nails, screws, tacks, or bolts ~~--_§!48?_1 - 7.2°(!_~---- 219 'fif.43% 
J.~l~.- Je~;i;y-----·-··=::--- -~~)7 I _ 6.5% i 279 13.71% 
5004 Toys, not elsewhere 5,1 ~ 5.8% I 196 16.71% 

classified 1 

---4.3% _ .... - .... --
l 3,851 151 15.31% 
' .. _ _.... ..... >-·---····"·· 

i-f 729 Christmas dCCOratIOns 
i (nonelectric) 

~--- )~_a_!_teri~~- ... - .. -·-··-·-+----'-·-+---:-:-:--+----,-,-,-;--:-:.,,.,--1 
l 1682 Hair curlers, curling irons. 

3,681 4.1% 177 12.99% 
3.127 3.5% 1451 15.09% 

L_ ___ ~~--.,...h_ai_r~p_1in_s ____ -+---.,-,--,c+---,.--,-,--+----,-,,-ir--.,..,,.-,-,-.,..-! 

1137 Pap£_~ products -·-----+---=2"',6:...:0....:.6. -··- 2. 9~ 1 ....... 89 17.83% 
1807 Floors or flooring materials, 2,555 2. 9% I ·-·9019:89o/; 
1650 Dcsksupplies 2,055 2.3%L 79 18.17% 

Source: N:1t1011af f.lectromc fri;ury Surv,•1f/ancc System 
1.1.S. Co>1sumer Product Safery Commissicm. April 2QQ7 

from 2000 to 2006 staff found 4,602 NEISS cases involving ingestion of foreign objects 
and children aged 21 months through three years old. Based on these 4,602 cases there 
were an estimated 116,407 emergency-room treated injuries from 2000 to 2006 involving 
a child between the ages of 21 mouths and three years and the ingestion of a foreign 
object. The cases were catcgorizf.'d by the product associated with the ingestion injury. 
The eight product categories with the highest estimates are sho~TJ in T<1ble 4. Only eight 
product categories are shov..ri in Table 4 due to low, and therefore unreportable, estimates 
for all other product categories. Note that of the 4,602 cases analyzed, 167 cast:s had two 
associated products. 

·' Note that in 1he case of product code 1807 (floors and flooring materials), the children are not actually 
~wallowing pan~ of floors. hur rather ol:\jects that were found on the floor. 
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Table 4: Top Eight Swallowed Products by Children 
21 Months through Three Years Old, 2000-2006 

Based on Number o Estimated Emer ency-Room Treated /11;uries 
Produd Product Description +-Estimate Percent Sam·-p-le~j--C-.v:--1 

Code ofTotal Size ! 
;-l-6_8_6--+-C-o-in_s _____ ---·---··- ···-7-0-,2-37-+--~3%: ··- 2J26--IT6% 
1
1 

5004 Toys. not elsewhere 8,101 7.0% 303 12J2%: 

I classified ·----·-
12

.
2
,-• .,

0

-1 
1819 Nails. screws, tacks, or bolts 5,975 5.1% 206 .,, " I 
l 6 l 6 Jewelry 5,250 -U% ·-2-l-2-+--1-1.-1~2°-:'0-i 

0884 Batteries 4,942 4.2% 218 13.08% 
1354 Marbles 3,432 2.9% 134 20.11% 

11682-- Hair curlers:-C:uiITng irons, l A44 1 'T2% -·---6-f ·2ni I% 

~ c_lips, and hair pins ··----i· .. _ J___ --·-··· 
; 1729 Christmas decorations I ,35S ! 1.2% 52 20.65% 
:_ _____ .('.':q_nelertri.2._____ _ ____ L_ __ ,_ . ______ .. 

Sut4fce: National EleC'tronic Injury Sun:ei/lance .\)is1e111 
U.S. Consumer Prodwt Safe~~ Commis.ftO'I. :fpri/ 2007 

From 2000 to 2006 staff found 3,436 NEISS cases involving ingestion of foreign objects 
anJ children aged four through six years old. Based on these 3.436 cases there were an 
estimated 85,895 emergency-room treated injuries from 2000 to 2006 involving a child 
between the ages of four and six years and the ingestion of a foreign object. The cases 
were categorized by the product associated with the ingestion injury. The seven product 
categories with the highest estimates are shown in Table 5. Only seven product categories 
are shown in Table S due to low, and therefore unrep-0rtable, estimates for all other 
product categories. Note that of the 3,436 cases analyzed, 92 cases had two associated 
products. 

Table 5: Top Seven Swallowed Products by Children 
Four through Six Years Old, 2000-2006 

B d ~ b {£ . d E R 1i d I . ase on • um er o st1mate merf;!encv· oom re ate mur1e.v 
j Product I Product Description F.stimate Pott<;;<f S•mplo C. ;i 

ofTotal 1
; Size i Code 

! 1686 

i 5004 ·--
. 1354 
L..!_616 __ 
~ 1819 
fQ884 
----·~--

I 0428 

I 
I 

Coins 49,97-:!._ _J&.?~~----?.P2~.:_ s.24% 
Toys, not elsewhere 6,522 7.6% 265 I 0. 78% . 
classified ~. :1~- ... ::i~-f:i~i Maibles ' ---T497" 
Jewelry 4,584 

. Nails, screws, tacks, or bolts ___ ..}L~ __ .llf.1-- .lJ~-;-··14.29% 
Batteries 3.l~ft---+7% l54 18.87% >-·-------··--.. 
Kitchen gadgets, not l,271 I 1.5% 49 22.22% 
elsewhere classified i 

Source: Nationol Elecrromc Injury S11rveil/u11ce Sy.tt•m 
U.S. Cons11mer f'roduct Safety Commi.t.<irm. April 2007 
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From 2000 to 2006 staff found 2,623 NEISS cases involving ingestion of foreign objects 
and individuals aged seven through l!I years old. Ba.~ed on these 2,623 cases there were 
an estimated 73,218 emergency-room treated injuries from 2000 to 2006 involving a 
child between the ages of seven and 18 years and the ingestion of a foreign object. The 
cases were categorized by the product associated with the ingestion injury. The ten 
product cakgories with the highest estimates are shown in Table 6. Note that of the 2.623 
cases analyzed, 174 cases had two associated products. 

Table 6: Top Ten Swallowed Products by Individuals 
Seven through 18 Years Old, 2000-2006 

B d N b ff. . d E R 7i d l . . ase on um ero .mmate mergen~.- ..!!.<.!!!' reate n/Urll?S 
1 Product Product Description Estimate Percent Sample c.v. 
I Code of Total Size R686 Coins -··----- >--·21.674 ~--- ------29.6% 870 9.69% 

8,716 11.9% 293 I l.78% l 6l6--.' Jewel!}'. ·------ ·-·-

0 819 ! Nails, scrc:ws, tacks, or bolts ---··-·4.685 6.4% 156 11.73% 
0884 · Batteries 3,595. 4.9% 
1685 Pens and ~encils -·---.. --·-->---·-j:s'JTI·-- 4.9o/o 

5004 Toys, not elsewhere 3,439 4.7% 
classified 

1650 Des~~~ies 3,212 4.4% 
1103 _ ~elf-cc:i_ntain~__!>p~ners ·-·---- . _ 3,000 4.1% .......-, ..... __ 

I 1669 Pins and needles 2.381 3.3% 
L1354 ____ ~~bles .. 2,334 3.2% 

Source· Na11onal £lectrr,,,ic ln;ury Survec/lance System 
U.S. Cnnsumcr Prod11c·1 Safety Cr>mmissio11. April 1007 

133 16.98% 
116 20.5~ 
132 13.61% 

.. , 
94 18)~~ 

!04 15.99% 
88 17.02% 
88 16.94% 

Coins are by far the most common consumer product ingested, accounting for almost half 
of the estimated injuries (Table 2) when viewed across age. With respect to age quartiles. 
the highest percentage of injuries dw to ingc:~tion of coins is in the 21 month- through 
three year-old age group (60.3%) and lowest in the seven through 18 year-old age group 
(29.6%). The next three most commonly ingested product categories are jewelry: toys, 
not elsewhere classified; and nails, screws, tacks or bolts. These three are always in the 
top five regardless of age category, except for the seven through 18 year old age 
category, where toys rank sixth. The only other product categories to make it into the top 
five in any age category arc batteries, marbles. nonelectric Christmas decorations, and 
pens and pencils. 

•Note that product code 1103 (self-contained openers) refers to pop-top openers from soda cans. 
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Table 7: Emergency-Room Treated Jewelry 
Ingestions by Age Group, 2000-2006 

···--·---··· 
Age Raoge 

0-20 months 
21months-3 
years 
4 - 6 vears 

J...=_18 years ··---
Total 

... 
Estimate' I 'S% c-.;~fldcnce Percent Sample c.v. 

of Total Size Interval 
5,817 23.9% 279 13.71% ~ 

5,250 21.5% 212 11.12% 1 
I 

4,584 18.8% 187 ll.22% l 
8,716 35.8% 293 11.78% 1 

24,366 I00.0% 971 9.65% i 
Sourct!: ,ll!a11onul Elecrronl(: Injury Surveillance Systl!m 
U.S. Co11wmer Prod11C'I Safety Commission. April 20!J7 

4,254 .• 7,380 
4, l 06 - 6.394 

··-------
3,575 - 5,592 

6,703 -10,729 ! 
19,756 -2ll,97![j 

1 Column~ may nm sum lo rolals due to rounding. 
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"The Consumer Product Safety Commission: 
Current Issues and a Vision for the Future" 

September 10, Z009 

Responses of Chairman Inez M. Tenenbaum to Questions for the Record: 

The Honorable Jan Schakowsky 

J. It is my understanding that in August, the CPSC granted Mattel an exemption 
tn the requirement that toymakers use independent laboratories to conduct 
safety tests on their products. As you know, Mattel and it:s subsidiary Fisher· 
Price produced six toys that were recalled due to lead contamination in 2007 -
affecting millions of toys. Those recalls were part of the reason that we passed 
the CPSIA in the first place. 

a. What is the agency's justification for granting Manel this es.emption? 

Answer: Section 14(f)(2)(D) of the CPSA grants the Commission the 
authority to accredit a confonnity assessment body (or testing laboratory) 
that is owned, managed, or controlled by a manufacturer, such as Manel, if 
the Commission by order finds that the testing laborntory would provide 
equal or greater consumer safety protection than the manufacturers' use of 
an independent testing laboratory and the testing laboratory has established 
procedures ensuring test results arc protected from undue influence by the 
manufacturer or other interested parties, procedures to ensure the 
Commission is notified immediately of any attempt to hide l'r exert undue 
influence over test results, and procedures to ensure allegations of undue 
influence can be reported confidentially to the Conunission. 

To be accredited by the Commission. all third party testing laboratClries 
must be independently accredited to ISOllEC 17025 :2005--General 
Requirements for the Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories. 
The accreditation must be t;onducted by a full member of the lntemational 
Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation--Mutual Recognition Arrangement 
("I LAC-MR.A"). 

ISO 17025 accreditation of a laborntory includes an asse.ssment to confirm 
the technical competence of the laboratory for certain testing methods and 
a!!;o includes an assessment of a laboratory's management and organi7..ation 
to ensure safeguards against undue influence. The laboratory must have 
arrangements to ensure that its management and personnel are free from 
any undue internal and external conunercial, financial and other pressures 
and influences that may adversely affect the quality ofthcir work. 
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To meet these criteria. firewalled third party testing laboratories must meet 
the same ISO/IEC 17025 accreditation requirements as independent third 
party testing laboratories, including requirements for technical competence, 
standards for management and organization, and safeguards against undue 
influence. 

In addition, the laboratory must establish procedures to ensure that: 

i) its test results are protected from undue influence by the 
manufacturer, private labeler or other interested party; 

ii) the Commission is notified immediately of any attempt by the 
manufacturer, private labeler or other interested party to hide or 
exert undue influence over test results; and 

iii) allegations of undue influence may be reported confidentially to 
the Commission. 

Application materials submitted by Mattel and reviewed by Commission 
staff demonstrated the required procedures were in place. The firewalled 
laboratory employees also received training on the procedures. 

b. I understand that Mattel demonstrated that their testing was protected 
from corporate influence. How can CPSC ensure that the testing is kept 
truly separate from other parts of the company? 

Answer: Commission staff reviewed Mattel's organizational charts to 
ensure the reporting structure properly isolated laboratory personnel from 
production, sales, and marketing functions. It should also be noted that in 
order to maintain their ISO/JEC 17025 accreditation, the laboratories 
undergo periodic audits that include ai1 assessment of a laboratory's 
management nnd organization to ensure safeguards against undue 
influence. 

e. Mattel also sends !!Ome toys to third party testers. What percentage of 
Mattel toys will be tested by tbe company's own labs? 

Answer: That infonnation is not available to Commission staff. 

d. Are their other compabies that have sought this arrangement? Whic:h 
companies are they and what bas been the result for these companies? 

Answer: In addition to Mane!. staff have received applications from two 
other entities seo::king accreditation as in·house firewalled conformity 
assessment bodies. These applications are currently under review by 
Commission staff and have not been submiued to the Commission. 
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2. In .July, the Illinois Department of Public Health, which inspects swimming 
facilifo:s, estimated that mure than fifty percent of pool~ in the !itatc were not in 
compliance with the law. Press reports have indicated similar or higher levels of 
noncompliance in states and cities across the country and there were a number 
of moderate to severe drain-related injuries over tbe summer. What is the status 
of implementation of the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act? 

t\nswer: CPSC's Office of Compliance and Field Investigations is responsible for 
t:nforcement of the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act. In Fiscal Year 
2009, CPSC staff inspected nearly a thousand public pools, and more than 300 public 
spas. We havt: made compliance detenninatit'nS for 909 pools thus far; of those 81 % 
were detennined to be in compliance. For spas, we have found thus far about 78% in 
e-0rnpliancc. While our ~ample is not considered statistically representative of pools 
and the inspections involved bao;ic screening techniques, these result~ suggest that 
much progress has been made and that more work remains to be done. 

Our in5pections included 54 pools and 29 spas in the State of Illinois. We found that 
74% of tht: inspected pools in Illinois were in compliance-a bit below the national 
average-and 86% ot the inspected spas were in compliance-a bit above the 
national average. 

The Office of Compliance has awarded contracts to a number of state and local 
jurisdictions to conduct additional pool inspections for the CPSC. One of the 
successful bidders was Winnebago County, Illinois. The Illinois Depa.rtmt:nt of 
Public Heallh also expressed interest in the program, but ultimately declined to hid on 
the grounds that state law prevented it from complying with the nondisclosure tenns 
of the contract. 

3. Chairman Tenenbaum, as you know, the CPSIA has called for a scientific review 
of the health effects on children of three of the currently banned pbtbalates -
DJNP, DIDP, aod DnOP. As I understand it, a Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel 
(CHAP) of independent scientists is currently being convened to conduct the 
review. 

a. What stage is the CHAP process in? 

Answer: The CPSC staff is in the final stages of compiling a list of possible 
candidates for Conunission consideration. Staff received names of scientists 
from the National Academy of Sciences (NAS). The nominees have been 
contacted by the staff and asked to indicate their interest in serving on the 
CHAP. Responses have been received from most, but not all, of the nominees. 
Once the infonnati<m provided by the int..:rested nominees has been reviewed 
by the CPSC Office of General Counsel's ethics officials for conflicts of 
interest and cleared, staff will forward to the Commission a proposed list of 
candidates for the CHAP. 
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b. When can we expect the panel to be named? 

Answer: The staff hopes to transmit its recommendations to the Commission 
in November. The Commission will then vote on the information provided to 
them. 

c. When can we expect the first meeting to take place? 

Answer: After the Commission chooses the CH..\P members. they will be 
polled for availability. The first meeting will take place on a date mutually 
acceptable to all CHAP members. The meeting date chosen will also have to 
take into account the time needed to give the public advance notice of the 
meeting in the Federal Register. 

d. What was the process for vetting the candidates for possible conflicts or 
interests - and ensuring that the individuals appointed come to the panel 
without a preformed opinion? 

Answer: The Conswner Product Safety Act (CPSA) specifies criteria for 
selecting CHAP members (section 28). The CHAP is composed of 7 members 
appointed by the Commission from a list of 21 individuals who are nominated 
by the President of the National Academy of Sciences who: 

(l) are not employees of the federal government, except for lhe National 
Institutes of Health, National Toxicology Program, or the National Cer.ter 
for Toxicological Research; 
(2) do not receive compensation from or have any substantial financial 
interest in any manufacturer, distributor, or retailer of a consumer product: 
and 
(3) have demonstrated the ability to assess critically the chronic hazards 
and risks to human health presented by the exposure of hwnans to toxic 
substance as demonstrated by the exposure of animals lo such substances. 

Jn addition to excluding employees of manufacturers of consumer products, the 
staff also excludes employees of companies that manufacture phthalates, phthalate 
substitutes, or chemicals with similar properties. 

To assess the potential for conflicts of interest, each nominee who was willing to 
serve completed a conflict of interest form (attached). CPSC attorneys under the 
direction of the Designated Agency Ethics Official (DAEO) reviewed the fonns 
and curriculum vitae of each nominee. Only nominees approved by the DAEO 
were given further consideration. Those nominees will undergo even further 
screening for conllicts before a fmal list is submitted to the Commission for 
approval. 
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Finally, tl1c qualificarions of approved nominees are reviewed by CPSC scientists. 
Reconunendations are based on the qualifications of the nominees. The expertise 
of the CHAP nominees is considered in order to ensure that the required areas of 
scientific cxpcnise are present on the CHAP. 

4. I understand that the CPSC staff will play a substantial role in supporting and 
providing background materials for the CHAP. Given this role, I wanted to 
bring to your attention a rather disturbing story that ran on NPR not too long 
ago. The story ran several months after the CPSIA became law and focused 
specifically on the phthalate ban, and it quoted Dr. Marilyn Wind, the CPSC's 
deputy associate executive director for health sciences, as saying that she is 
opposed to the pbtbalate ban because phtbalates .. posed no risk to children." 

a. Is Dr. Wind's position that of the CPSC? 

Answer: Dr. Wind, in the NPR interview, was discussing the Commission's 
prior work on Diisononyl Phthalatc (DINP), the phthalatc studied in response 
to a request to ban the use of PVC in children's products intended for children 
live years of age and younger. This petition was submitted to the Commission 
in November 1998. Dr. Wind was the project manager for that project. A 
Chronic Ha?.ard Advisory Panel (CHAP). seven independent scientists 
recommended by the National Academy of Sciences, was convened to review 
all the toxicological data available on DINP and make recommendations to the 
Commission about the toxicity of DJNP. The Federal Hazardous Substances 
Act (FHSA) requires that a substance must not only be toxic but there must 
also be exposure that would result in an unreasonable risk of injury in order lo 
declare a sub5tance a hazardous substance and ban it. Since there wa~ no 
exposure data available, CPSC staff undertook a behavioral observation study 
in which 169 children were observed in their homes and day care sites, and 
what they put in their mouths and how long the objects remained in their 
mouths was recorded. In addition: 

I. methodology was developed to measure how much DINP migrates out of 
pol:yvinyl chloride (PVC); 

2. the methodology was validated in an international study; 
3. a ··chew and spit., study was done in adult test subjects to relate the test 

method to what might happen in children; and 
4. toys on the market were tested. 

Based upon the recommendations of the CHAP, the data collected from the 
behavioral observation study, and the survey of products on the market, the 
staff did a risk assessment and recommended to the Commission that they deny 
the petition to ban PVC in toys and other products intended for children five 
years of age and under. This recommendation was based upon the best 
scientific data available at that time. In their briefing memo h> the 
Commission, staff concluded, ·'The staff concurs with the CHAP conclusion 
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that exposure to DINP from DINP-containing toys would be expected to pose a 
minimal to non-existent risk of injury for the majority of children. The new 
data from the behavioral observation study not only confirm this conclusion, 
but demonstrate that children are exposed to DINP at lower levels than the 
CHAP assumed when it reached its conclusion.'' The Commission voted to 
accept the staff recommendation and deny the petition. Thus the Commission 
fonnally accepted the staff recommendation above. This is the only position 
that the Commission has taken on phthalates in children's products to date and 
it specifically refers to one specific phthalate, OINP. As Chainnan, I will 
ensure that the congressional mandate of the CPSIA to look de novo at the 
issue of phthalates and their health effects on children is followed. 

b. The CPSIA instructs the CPSC to conduct the scientific CHAP de novo, 
from scratch. Given that a number of career staff at CPSC were involved 
in the previous CHAP and some ha'lle made public statements specifically 
opposing the pbthalates provision passed by Congress, should Congress be 
concerned that government scientists have a predisposition or 
pttdetermination ahead of that endeavor? 

Answer: No, the Congress should not be concerned that government scientists 
have a predisposition or predetennination ahead of that endeavor. The 
previmL-; recommendation to the Commission was based on sound science and 
the requirements under the federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA). In 
preparation for the new CHAP, Commission staff is conducting a complete de 
novo review of the three phthalates temporarily banned by the CPSIA. These 
reviews of the current literature are from a strictly scientific point of view. Tile 
staff toxicity n:views of DfNP and other phthalates are also being subjected lo 
outside scientific peer review hefore being finali7.ed and made available to 
CHAP members. 

A new CHAP is in the process of being fonned from nominations submitted by 
the National Academy of Sciences, as mandated under the Consumer Product 
Safety Act. CHA? members will review the toxicity of all the phthalates, 
consider exposure, make recommendations of how to deal with e><posurc to 
more than one phthalate, and make recommendations of what level of exposure 
could cause a risk of injury. In addition to information provided by CPSC start: 
CHAP members will also be considering infonnation from the public. The 
meetings of the CHAP are held in public and will provide opportunities for all 
points of view to be expressed. 

c. How are you ensuring that the staff's personal biases do not taint the de 
no.,,.o review of the science? 

Answer: Scientific staff does not approach any scientific review with 
"personal bias." Review of the science involves evaluation of all studies 
available based upon well established scientific criteria. The CPSC staff does 
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not advocate for or against ~pcciiic chemicals or products; their concerns arc 
focused on assuring scientific intcbrriry and prote1.:tion of public health. 

5. I undentand that industry representatives have provided material~ to the CPSC 
staff that no doubt reflect their spin on the science relating to pbthalates. I also 
understand that those provided materials will be included in the packet of 
materials the CPSC staff is providing to the CHAP once appointed. 

a. How will you ensure that other stakeholders, including public health and 
environmental professionals and organizations, are given equal access to 
the process and that the CHAP will ultimaMy rtceivi:d the full spectrum 
or science available to best equip them to make a fair and thoroughly 
informed decision? 

Answer: All CHAP meetings are open to the public. Stakeholders are free to 
submit conunents or information they think the CHAP should consider. That 
infom1ation will all be public and part of the record. The CHAP will hold a 
public hearing in which they will receive testimony from interested mcmhcrs 
of the public. This will be announced in the Federal Register and on the CPSC 
web site. 

b. Will the materials provided to the CHAP be made public at the beginning 
of the process, and will the source of the materials be identified? 

Answer: To date, no one has submitted data or other materials for the CHAP. 
Any infonnation submitted to the CHAP will be made available: to the public. 
Copyrighted materials will be cited so individuals can access them but because 
of copyright law will not be made available to the public. 

6. Will the CHAP require consensus, offering only one opinion from the 7 panel 
members; or will individual CHAP members be allowed to offer minority 
opinions? 

Ani;wer: Section 28(d) of the Consumer Product Safety Act requires that a decision 
of a Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel (CHAP) be made by a majority of the CHAP. 
However, an effort is made to achieve consensus among the members of the CHAP. 
In the event that such consensus is not possible, it has been past practice to provide 
for differing or dissenting opinions from those presented by the majority of the 
CHAP. 

7. There bas been some confusion and mi~information about the purpose oftbe ban 
on lead in children's products, with some people focusing on death and injury 
from single exposures to lead as the key problem that the lead ban will address. 
Congress made clear in enacting tbe Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
th.at there is no ~are level of lead, and that the risks from cumulative exposure 
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are grave. Can you explain tbe current scientific understanding with regard to 
tbe risks from lead exposure and the impacts on children's health and 
development from such exposures'! 

Answer: CPSC staff have concluded, as have toxicologists in other federal agencies 
and outside the government, that there is no known safe level or exposure to lead, 
though it is clear that lower levels of exposure to lead arc associated with fewer and 
less severe effects than exposure at higher levels. The staff also recognizes that it is 
not possible to completely eliminate lead from products, foods, or the environment, 
but that limiting lead content of certain products or lead exposures from products may 
be necessary to protect the health of children. 

Lead accumulates in the body, and even small exposures contribute to the overall 
burden of lead in the body. Both acute exposure (i.e., a single exposure incident or 
short tenn exposure) and chronic exposures (i.e., occurring over a longer period of 
time) to lead could result in adverse health effects. Jn both cases, relatively high 
exposures arc associated with symptoms of lead poisoning, including serious health 
effects and sometimes death. Again, lower levels of exposure to lead are a:;sociated 
with fewer and less severe effects than exposure at higher levels. At lower exposure 
levels, adverse health effects may be suhtle, with no obvious symptoms or indications 
that exposure has occurred. For example, the scientific literature shows that lead 
exposures resulting in small increases in the amount of lead in children's blood (i.e., I 
microgram of lead per deciliter of blood) is associated with an IQ decrement of I to 2 
points. This adverse effect would not be obvious in an affected individual child. 

8. In August 2009, the Commission issued a final rule on. "Determinations 
Regarding Lead Content Limits on Certain Materials or Products." This rule 
makes determinations that certain untreated and unadulterated products, 
including precious gemstones, wood, natural fibers, and other natural materials 
do not exceed the lead content limits undl'r section IOl(a) or the CPSIA. It is 
not clear from the rule if this determination exempts these products from only 
the testing requirements of the CPSIA, or both the testing and certification 
requirements. Could you clarify the intent oftbis rule? 

Ai~: The detenninations rule, which is codified under the Commission's 
regulations at 16 C.F.R. § 1500.91, provide!' that those materials specifically listed in 
the rule do not need to be tested. The Commission is currently considering guidance 
that will explain that no third party testing needs 10 be done and therefore, no 
certification is required. The Commission has not yet voted on the guidance but the 
voted is expected to occur within the next few weeks. 
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Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel Questioonaire1 

I. Name: _____ _ ---------- .. ---·---····---· ------

2. Employment Affiliation: 

a. Current Position and Description of Duties: 

b. Employer's Nrune and Address: 

c. Type of organiza1ion, e.g., health care, manufac1uring, educational, testing 
laboratory, govenunental, public interest, retail. (Please complete this item even if 
self-employed). 

d. Telephone number:--------------

e. Consulting work contracts and grants (current or anticipated only): Specify for 
whom work is done and who receives payment: 

·-----·-···---·---

3. Financial Interests: 

a. Companies which you, your spouse, or minor children own or in which you are a 

partner: 

----------------------------.. ------·--·.--·-

10fficc of Management and Budget Control Number: J041-0139. 
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b. Companie::; or trusts in which you. your spou.sc, or minor childn:n hold securities 
(.stocks, stock options, bonds, etc.) that arc Wlmh more than$ I 5,000. or which 
pay you more than $500 per year: 

---- --··---·---------------------------

-------------------------- ····--------···-··---··. 

------·-·-----------------

4. Any other information which you believe might relate to the questions of 
compensation from, or substantial financial interest in, any manufacturer, di:;tributor, 
or retailer of a consumer product. (For example, do you have any continuing 
financial interests. through a pension or retirement plan, shared income or other 
arrangement as a result of any current or prior employment or business professional 
association.) 

·-----·· .. ---

----·----

I certify that this information is true, complete, and correct to the best of my 
knowledge and belief 

Signature Date 
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CRIB SAFETY: ASSESSING THE NEED FOR 
BETTER OVERSIGHT 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 21, 2010 

H OUSE OF REPRESENTA'l'IVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON O VERSIGHT AND I NVESTIGATIONS, 

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE, 
Washington, DC. 

The. Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:03 a.m., in Room 
2322 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Bart Stupak 
[Chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Stupak, Braley, Schakowsky, 
Christensen, Green, Sutton, Walden, and Burgess. 

Staff present: Bruce Wolpe, Senior Advisor; Alison Cassady, Pro
fessional Staff Member; Michelle Ash, Chief Counsel, Commerce, 
Trade, and Consumer Protection; Will Cusey, Special Assistant; 
Dave Leviss, Chjef Oversight Counsel; Ali Golden, Professional 
Staff Member; Erika Smith, P1·ofessional Staff Member; Ali 
Neubauer, Special Assistant; David Kohn, Press Secretary; Eliza
beth Letter, Special Assistant; Alan Slobodin, Chief Counsel for 
Oversight; Krista Rosenthall, Minority Counsel; Kevin Kohn, Mi
nority Professional Staff Member; and Brian McCullough, Minority 
Professional Staff Member. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BART STUPAK, A REPRESENT
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN 

Mr. STUPAK. Good morning. We are going to begin this hearing, 
the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations. 

Our hearing today is entitled "Assessing the Need for Better 
Oversight on Crib Safety." Members will be recognized for opening 
statements. I will begin. 

Today we are here. to answer a painful and difficult question: Are 
we doing enough to protect infants and toddlers from injuries and 
death in their cribs? Most experts agree that the safest place for 
an infant to sleep is in a properly made crib that meets the highest 
safety standards. Babies sleeping on their backs in the crib with 
a firm mattress and without soft bedding are less likely to rue from 
SIDS. or accidentally suffocate. Our work today. is critical because 
of the unique nature of a baby c1ib. As we will hear from our wit
nesses, a baby crib is the only product designed expressly so par
ents can leave their child unattended for a long period of time and 
be confident that their child will be safe. It is reasonable for par
ents to expect that the crib they purchase meets safety standards 
enforced by a strong regulator. Unfortunately, this Subcommittee 

(1) 
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has learned that those reasonable expectations of crib safety have 
not been met. 

The Consumer Product Safety Commission, CPSC, the govern
ment agency tasked with keeping consumer products safe for 
Americans, has recalled millions of cribs in recent years after in
vestigating reports of broken and defective crib hardware, dropped 
sides that detach and poor wood quality. What is most shocking is 
that all these recalled cribs were certified as meeting the industry's 
voluntary safety standards. The crib recalls raise questions about 
the effectiveness of the current regulations and leave some parents 
who doubt whether any crib on the market in safe. 

In November of 2009, the CPSC announced the recall of more 
than 2 million Stork Craft drop-side cribs, the largest crib recall in 
U.S. history, and just this Tuesday, the CPSC announced yet an
other voluntary recall involving 635,000 drop-side and fixed-rail 
cribs manufactured by Dorel Asia Corporation. Congress instructed 
the CPSC to revisit its safety standards for cribs under the Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008. CPSC is. prepared 
to meet that obligation. Our hearing will detail the recent crib re
calls and consider how CPSC plans to prevent cribs with significant 
defects from entering the market. We will also examine industry's 
role in ensuring that their products are safe and if crib standards 
are designed to keep consumers safe. 

Today we will hear specifically. about the safety. concerns of drop
side cribs. A drop-side crib allows a parent to raise and lower the 
front of the crib for easy access to their baby as opposed to a fixed
rail crib, which has four sides that do not move up or down. Ac
cording to the Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association, retail
ers sold approximately 500,000 full-sized cribs in 2008, of which 15 
to 20 percent had drop sides .. Since 2005, the CPSC has announced 
more than 30 recalls of 7 million cribs for a variety of safety prob
lems, many of them involved drop sides. CPSC experts have found 
that mattress support brackets and drop-side hardware can break, 
deform or are lost. Design flaws permit consumers to intentionally 
or unintentionally inst all the drop-side railing upside down, put
ting unintended stress on the crib hardware .. Many. different prob
lems can cause the drop side to detach , creating a dangerous gap 
between the crib railing and the crib mattress. As this simulated 
picture from the CPSC shows-it should be up here on our 
screen-in some cases the body of an infant or toddler can become 
trapped in the space and a child can suffocate. 

Since 2007, the CPSC has issued recalls involving millions of 
drop-side cribs sold by different manufacturers. The CPSC has 
issued four recalls of drop-side cribs manufactured by Simplicity 
after receiving reports of dozens of incidents involving several 
deaths. In October 2008, the CPSC recalled nearly 1 million Delta 
brand drop-side cribs. The CPSC issued two recalls in 2009 of 
Stork Craft drop-side cribs for problems associated with the brack
ets that hold the mattress in place and problems with the cribs' 
plastic hardware. The CPSC linked four deaths associated with 
Stork Craft faulty cribs. In November 2009, a recall involved more 
than 2 million cribs, the largest crib recall in U.S. history. 

The fact that most recalls have involved cribs that were built in 
compliance with current voluntary safety standards shows. that our 
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system for measuring and ensuring and enforcing crib safety is not 
working. The Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association, a na
tional trade association representing more than 250 companies, 
certified that Simplicity, Delta and Stork Craft cribs involved in 
each of these recalls met all U.S. standards and voluntary industry 
standards. The JPMA gave these cribs their seal of approval. Un
fortunately, neither the mandatory nor the voluntary standards 
were or are strict enough. JPMA will be testifying at today's hear
ing, and I look forward to learning more about what the crib indus
try must do to improve its safety record. 

In November 2008, the CPSC acknowledged that the mandatory 
and voluntary standards. do not include adequate performance re
quirements for durability of drop-side crib hardware, the strength 
and quality of the wood used to make the cribs, and the utility and 
clarity of crib assembly instructions. I look forward to the CPSC 
chairperson's testimony today about what the Commission can do 
to develop and enforce stronger crib safety standards. 

Today we will also examine the November recall of 2. million 
Stork Craft drop-side cribs as a case study on the need for better 
regulation and oversight of crib safety. First, what can Congress, 
the CPSC and crib manufacturers learn from these massive re
calls? And second, how does the CPSC plan to address the ongoing 
safety problems with drop-side cribs under its rulemaking author
ity? The CPSC has the legal authority to tackle this problem and 
restore American consumers' confidence in the safety of cribs. Be
cause of the work of some of the members of this Subcommittee, 
particularly Congresswoman Schakowsky, the Consumer Products 
Safety Improvement Act requires the CPSC to study and develop 
safety standards for durable nursery products including full-sized 
cribs. The Act directs the CPSC either to accept the existing vol
untary safety standards for these products and make them manda
tory or provide a stricter federal safety standard. 

Our hearing today consists of three panels of witnesses. First we 
will hear from Mrs. Susan Cirigliano, who Jost her son Bobby in 
2004 when the drop side of Bobby's crib detached and he suffo
cated. Mrs. Cirigliano and her husband have been working to ban 
drop-side cribs in New York State. Second, we will hear from Mi
chael Dwyer of the Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association, 
and Nancy Cowles of Kids in Danger, a consumer organization 
founded in 1998 by the parents of a toddler who died when a port
able crib collapsed around his neck. These witnesses will be able 
to share their perspectives on crib safety, consumer protection, and 
comment on CPSC's rulemaking authority. And finally, we will 
hear from the chairperson of the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission, Inez Moore Tenenbaum. 

I want to thank all of our witnesses for participating in today's 
hearing. Particularly, I want to thank the Ciriglianos for their 
time, their testimony, traveling from New York to share their per
sonal tragedy with us and the American people. 

In preparation for this hearing, the Subcommittee requested and 
received documents from the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
and the Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association. The CPSC 
and the JPMA have been very cooperative with the Subcommittee 
document request and produced ten of thousands of pages of docu-
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ments over the holidays. I appreciate their cooperation with this 
important inquiry. In addition, the Subcommittee requested docu
ments from Stork Craft, a Canadian-based crib manufacturer 
whose drop-side cribs were the subject of the largest recall in CPSC 
history. Stork Craft has pledged its cooperation, and just yesterday 
provided the Subcommittee with its first submission of some re
sponsive e-mails. I urge Stork Craft to cooperate fully and complete 
its production of documents promptly. Stork Craft will not be testi
fying here today but we look forward to reviewing their submis
sions, the documents they submitted yesterday, and reserve the 
right to schedule an additional hearing if necessary to bring Stork 
Craft here and to explain their role in the recall process and its. re
sponsibility to ensure the safe manufacture of cribs. 

With that, I will yield back the balance of my time. 
I would next like to turn to the ranking member of this Sub

committee, Mr. Walden of Oregon, and they have been very cooper
ative. We have worked well on this one and I think we may have 
future hearings, but Greg, thanks for your efforts on this issue. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GREG WALDEN, A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OREGON 

Mr. WALDEN. Thank you, Bart, and I appreciate your holding 
this hearing and the work that both sides have done on this issue. 
I first want to mention that I am also. scheduled to be in a Tele
communications Subcommittee markup session that is going on 
right now. We are actually voting on a couple of bills, so I may 
have to step out and go down to that committee and then I will 
return. 

I want to extend a warm welcome to the Ciriglianos. We really 
feel awful about the loss that you have suffered. It is unthinkable 
and it is the last thing any parent wants to go through, and so you 
have our deepest condolences and sympathy. Thank you for trav
eling here. Thank you for telling us your story. We look forward to 
your testimony, admire your courage and your willingness to speak 
up and make a difference in public policy. 

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission is charged, as 
you have heard from my colleague, with protecting the public from 
unreasonable risk of serious injury or death from thousands of 
products. Infant cribs are one of the products under CPSC's juris
diction and a major focus of that agency. The Commission has 
acted in the past several months to recall millions of drop-side 
cribs. Today we have an opportunity to examine the recall process 
and product integrity questions raised by the latest Stork Craft 
brand crib recall and understand the roles of the company, the 
agency and the consumer play in ensuring the effectiveness of the 
recall and keeping children safe. Our goals here today are first to 
identify the strengths and weaknesses of the current system, and 
second, to discuss possible solutions to improve safety and over
sight while still allowing access to a wide range of products with 
the assurance of the public's safety. We will also consider the 
ASTM international standards specifically for crib manufacturers 
that were released in December of last year. ASTM is an entity 
that develops technical product standards that guide the CPSC's 
evaluation of products. We will want an assessment from our wit-
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nesses of whether the new ASTM standards will eliminate or sig
nificantly reduce the risk of serious injw·y. 

I welcome CPSC Chairman Tenenbaum and look forward to her 
statement and the opportunity to ask questions. I am anxious to 
hear if and when the Commission will adopt the ASTM standard, 
and if not, why not. I am also interested in learning about the com
plex matrix the agency uses to determine when a certain number 
of isolated consumer complaints and incidents evolve into a full
blown investigation and lead to an ultimate product recall. 

Congress has not been inactive when it comes to increasing fed
eral regulation of juvenile products and increasing the effectiveness 
of product recalls. The Consumer Product Safety. Improvement Act 
of 2008 addresses several of these issues that bring us here today. 
Ms. Tenenbaum will be able to talk about the new authorities of 
the Commission that they have under CPSIA including new rule
making procedures that allow the agency to revise its mandatory 
product standards more easily, new product registration programs 
and increases in the agency's budget. With the implementation in 
the last Administration of the early warning system, the CPSC 
staff and previous Commission leadership were already increasing 
their surveillance of cribs, bassinets and play yards. This system 
helped trigger the recalls of millions of cribs since that time. I hope 
the chairwoman will talk about this system and how it can be ex
panded, strengthened, improved under t he new leadership of the 
Commission . 

Since medical experts agree the safest place for an infant to sleep 
is in a crib, I want to know what we can do to increase consumer 
confidence in these products to ensure that parents are not discour
aged from purchasing a crib at all. The consumer, the companies 
that manufacture these. products, CPSG and Congress must work 
together to improve communications and quickly yet thoroughly re
spond to products that may pose a threat. I do hope that as we 
move forward, the CPSC will be able to maintain a strong level of 
collegiality amongst its five commissioners and that both Repub
licans and Democrats will work together to ensure that the CPSC 
effectively and wisely uses its new and additional resources. and au
thorities to improve crib and product safety. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to the witnesses, and 
again at some point I will have to step out for this other markup. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Walden follows:] 
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Opening Statement of the Honorable Greg Walden 

Ranking Member 

Committee on Energy and Commerce 

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investiga tions 

Hearing on 

"Crib Safety: Assessing the Need for Better Oversight" 

January 21, 2009 

Thank you, Mr. Stupak.. 

I want to start by extending a warm welcome to our fi rst witnesses, 

Susan and Robert Cirigliano (SIR-RIG-LEE-ANO). The Ciriglianos 

experienced an unthinkable crib-related tragedy first-hand when they lost 

their son Bobby in 2004. Time does not blunt the deep sadness of losing 

one's child and 1 extend sincere condolences to you. There is no greater 

grief than that which you've experienced. 

Thank you both for traveling here today to tell your story and help us 

understand the issues associated with drop-side cribs from a consumer's 

standpoi nt. I admire your courage and willingness to discuss your story to 
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help identify ways in which we can improve the safety of cribs, the recall 

process, and communication among consumers. companies, and regulators. 

The U.S. Cornmmer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is charged 

\vith protecting the public from unreasonable risks of serious injury or death 

from thousands of types of products. Infant cribs are one of the products 

under CPSC' s jurisdiction and a major focus of the agency. The 

Commission has acted in the past several months to recall millions of drop

side cribs. 

Today we have an opportunity to examine the recall process and 

product integrity questions raised by the latest Stork Craft brand crib recall 

and understand the roles the company, the agency, and the consumer play in 

ensuring the effectiveness of the recall and keeping children safe. Our goals 

here today are first, to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the current 

system; and second, to discuss possible solutions to improve safety and 

oversight while still allowing access to a wide-range of products with the 

assurance of the product's safety. 

2 
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We will also consider the ASTM International standards specifically 

for crib manufacturers that were released in December 2009. ASTM is an 

entity that develops technical product standards that guide the CPSC's 

evaluation of products. We will want an assessment from our witnesses of 

whether the new ASTM standards will eliminate or significantly reduce the 

risk of serious injury. 

I welcome CPSC Chainnan Tenenbaum and look forward to her 

statement and the opportunity to ask her questions. I am anxious to hear if 

and when the Commission will adopt the ASTM standard, and if not, why 

not. I am also interested in learning about the complex matrix the agency 

uses to deteimine when a certain number of isolated consumer complainLc; 

and incidents evolve into a full-blown investigation and lead to an ultimate 

product recall. 

Congress has not been inactive when it comes to increasing federal 

regulation of juvenile products and increasing the effectiveness of product 

recalls. The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 addresses 

several of the issues that bring us here today. Ms. Tenenbaum will be able 

to talk about the new authorities the Commission has under CPS IA 

3 
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including new rule-making procedures that allow the agency to revise its 

mandatory product standards more easily, new product registration 

programs, and increases in the agency's budget. 

With the implementation of the Early Warning System in 2007, the 

CPSC staff and previous Commission leadership were already increasing 

their surveillance of cribs, bassinets, and play yards. This System helped 

trigger the recalls of millions of cribs since that time. I hope the Chairman 

will talk about this System and how it can be expanded and strengthened 

under her leadership. 

Since medical experts agree that the safest place for an infant to sleep 

is in a crib, I want to know what we can do to increase consumer confidence 

in these products to emmre parents are not discouraged from purchasing a 

crib. The consumer, the companies that manufacturer these products, CPSC, 

and Congress must work together to improve communications and quickly 

yet thoroughly respond to products that may pose a threat. r do hope that as 

we move forward the CPSC will be able to maintain a strong level of 

collegiality amongst its five commissioners and that both Republicans and 

Democrats can work together to ensure that the CPSC effectively and wisely 

4 
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uses its nl:w and additional recourses and authorities to improve crib and 

product safety. 

5 
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Mr. STUPAK. Well, thank you, Mr. Walden. You make a good 
point. There is another hearing going on on the first floor and 
members will probably be bouncing in and out. It is a markup. By 
markup, it just means we might have a vote in committee so we 
may have. to leave. I will stay and keep the. hearing moving on. 

Next, Mr. Braley for an opening statement, 3 minutes, please, 
sir. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BRUCE L. BRALEY, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF IOWA 
Mr. BRALEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member 

Walden. I can't imagine a more important hearing for this Com
mittee to hold than the one we are having today. 

As a child growing up in the late 1950s, my parents had a drop
side crib. As a parent whose children were born in the late 1980s, 
I purchased, assembled and my kids all spent time in a drop-side 
crib, and to. the Ciriglianos, 1 want to extend to you our. sympathy 
and also our appreciation for your courage in using this tragedy to 
teach others about this danger, and I can't thank you enough for 
coming down and spending your time to help educate us on this im
portant issue. 

I am very, very concerned about the recall , not just of these re
cent cribs. but of the. millions. of cribs that have been recalled in the 
last several months, and I believe we need to act immediately to 
ensure that all cribs sold in the United States meet the highest 
safety standards possible. You have heard the number, 635,000 
cribs made in China and Vietnam by Dore! Asia recalled, this right 
on the heels of the largest crib recall in U.S. history two months 
ago,. and this has been something that hits home for me personally 
because the most recent recall has been linked to the October 2008 
death of a 6-month-old infant in my State of Iowa who strangled 
after getting trapped in a Dore) Asia crib when the drop-side hard
ware broke. In addition to that tragedy, the CPSC received 31 re
ports of incidents involving Dorel Asia drop-side cribs including six 
reports of children being trapped between the mattress and the 
drop side and also received 36 reports of broken slats on the Dorel 
Asia crib, and this gets back to my point earlier. I can tell you hav
ing purchased and assembled a drop-side crib 30 years after I was 
in one, that the quality of materials being used in these cribs is 
much less than it used to be in terms of the wood products, and 
that is why we need to. have a strong response. to deal with this. 
clear pattern of problems. 

In their statement, Dorel Asia said that the recalled cribs meet 
and exceed all applicable safety standards. If that is true, then this 
is just one more clear indication that we need to act as quickly as 
possible to strengthen and enforce any standards. 

These deaths are inexcusable .. They involve the most vulnerable 
members of our population and we have no excuse for not fixing 
this problem immediately. I am glad to hear that CPSC has taken 
initial steps to address these safety concerns for cribs as mandated 
by the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, which we 
passed hear in 2008 and which this Committee addressed in hear
ings, but I am concerned about the length of time this is taking 
and I look forward to hearing from Chairwoman Tenenbaum about 
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the additional steps the Commission is taking to improve and up
grade crib safety standards. 

Unfortunately, these crib recalls also illustrate the dangers of 
free and unrestricted trade with companies that don't have the 
same safety standards for manufacturing that we do in the United 
States. To ensure. the safety of American families, we need to. en
sure that the countries we import products from are on a level 
playing field with those that are manufactured here in this country 
regarding product safety regulations. That is why as chairman of 
the Populous Caucus, I am working to make sure that future trade 
agreements including strong product safety standards and that 
products imported into the United States meet or exceed U.S. 
health and safety standards, and I believe that the enactment of 
those provisions contained in the trade act would go a long way to
ward ensuring the safety of imported products including cribs. 

So I want to thank you, Chairman Stupak, for holding this time
ly and important hearing. I look forward to the testimony of all of 
our witnesses and I hope that this hearing will be. an important 
step forward toward the prompt implementation and strong en
forcement of the highest crib safety standards possible. I yield 
back. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Braley follows:] 
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Thank you, Chairman Stupak and Ranking Member Walden for 

holding this important hearing today on crib safety and federal safety 

standards for infant cribs. I'm deeply concerned by the recall of 

millions of cribs in recent years and believe that we need to act 

immediately to ensure that all cribs sold in the United Slates meet the 

highest safety standards possible. 

Just this Tuesday, 635,000 cribs made in China and Vietnam 

by Dorel Asia were recalled, right on the heels of the largest crib 

recall in U.S. history just two months ago, when the Consumer 

Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced the recall of over two 

million Stork Craft drop-side cribs. This most recent recall has been 

linked to the October 2008 death of a 6-month-old infant in my state 

of Iowa, who strangled after getting trapped in a Dore! Asia crib when 

the drop-side hardware broke. In addition to the death of the child in 
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Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the CPSC received 31 reports of incidents 

involving Dorel Asia drop-side cribs, including six reports of children 

being trapped between the mattress and the drop side. The CPSC 

also received 36 reports of broken slats on Dorel Asia cribs, including 

two reports of trapped children and seven reports of bruises and 

scratches. 

These numbers indicate a clear pattern of problems with this 

product. If Dorel Asia's statement that "the recalled cribs meet and 

exceed all applicable safety standards" is true, this is just one more 

clear indication that we need to act as quickly as possible to 

strengthen and enforce these standards. 

The deaths and injuries of infants caused by unsafe cribs are 

simply unacceptable. and we have no excuse for not fixing this 

problem immediately. I'm glad to hear that the CPSC has taken initial 

steps to increase safety standards for cribs, as mandated by the 

Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, which Congress passed 

in 2008, but rm concerned about how long this is taking. I'm looking 

forward to hearing from Chairwoman Tenenbaum about the 

Commission's plans to improve and uphold crib safety standards and 

about the support and resources the Commission needs from 
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Congress to help with and expedite this critical and long4 overdue 

process. 

Unfortunately, these crib recalls also illustrate the dangers of 

free and unrestricted trade with countries that don't have the same 

safety standards as the United States. To ensure the safety of 

American families, we need to ensure that countries we import 

products from are on a level playing field with regards to product 

safety regulations. That's why, as the Chairman of the Populist 

Caucus. I'm working to ensure that future trade agreements include 

strong product safety standards and that products imported into the 

United States meet or exceed U.S. health and safety standards. I 

believe that the enactment of these provisions included in the TRADE 

Act would go a long way towards ensuring the safety of imported 

products. Including cribs. 

Thank you again, Chairman Stupak, for holding this important 

and timely hearing today. I look forward to hearing the testimony of 

all the witnesses, and hope that this hearing will be an important step 

forward towards the prompt implementation and strong enforcement 

of the highest crib safety standards possible. 
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Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, Mr. Braley. Mr. Burgess, opening state
ment, 3 minutes, please, sir. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL C. BURGESS, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS 

Mr. BURGESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .. 
Mr. Chairman, of course we are here today because of a tragedy. 

It is a tragedy that we cannot reverse. Maybe we can prevent fu
ture tragedies. I am profoundly regretful that for so long the stand
ards as they relate to crib safety have been voluntary and not man
datory despite more than 7 million cribs being recalled in the last 
5 years. 

We have a new commissioner at the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission, Inez Tenenbaum. One of her first speeches was last 
August and she correctly noted that a great deal of product safety 
occurs by relying on consensus standards coupled with regulatory 
authority to intervene quickly, and she prefaced this by saying that 
they should be voluntary consensus standards. This makes sense 
for a new commissioner who has witnessed the aftermaths of some 
of the mandates that were issued from the Congress through R .R. 
4040, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, because we 
in the Congress have yet to go back and fix some of the unintended 
consequences that we visited upon parents and consumers with 
that Act. 

However, that being said, the Consumer Product Safety Improve
ment Act has beleaguered the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion. Yes, we have improved their funding. Yes, we have improved 
their staffing, but I will tell you, as one of the few Members of Con
gress who has been to the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
and watched the. good men and women out there do their work, I 
will tell you that it is startling with the amount of work that the 
amount of safety which they are asked to assure the small staff 
and the rather primitive working conditions that they face on a 
daily basis. They don't have the manpower to implement the law 
and they don't have the finances and they are vainly trying to meet 
the. deadlines imposed, and they issue stays and enforcement , stay 
after stay after stay and enforcement, while trying to come up with 
solutions and the only real solution is Congress going back and 
fine-tuning some aspects of that legislation and fixing the mistakes 
that we made when that legislation was drafted. Section 104 of the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act specifically requires 
the. Consumer Product Safety Commission to study and develop 
safety standards for durable nursery products such as infant bath 
seats, infant walkers and cribs. The Consumer P roduct Safety 
Commission could have either made mandatory existing voluntary 
safety standards or provided a stricter federal safety standard, and 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission worked to initiate two 
rulemakings by August 2009 and two more rules every 6 months 
until all durable nursery products have a mandatory safety stand
ard. But to date, the Consumer Product Safety Commission has 
only proposed safety standards for infant bath seats and infant 
walkers but not cribs, the course of 30 recalls. 

The crib issue is an issue of failure of those trusted by the Amer
ican public to act. During the last Administration, the rule regard-
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ing crib safety was being advanced but a new Administration came 
in and this rule has never been finalized. Here we are a year later, 
we see the same problems as we have seen before, and really, Mr. 
Chairman, we have no one to blame but ourselves for not regu
lating not one single product, and especially cribs. 

I yield back the balance of my time. 
Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, Mr. Burgess. 
Mr. Green for an opening statement, please, 3 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GENE GREEN, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS 

Mr. GREEN .. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing, 
our oversight hearing on this important issue. There have been 30 
recalls since 2005. The largest such recall happened just 2 months 
ago when more than 2 million cribs were recalled in November of 
2009. Again on Tuesday, there was a recall of more than 600,000 
cribs. These major recalls demonstrate what we need to do in set
ting safety standards. for cribs and testing and enforcement of those 
standards. 

As a grandfather of four under 5, I want to thank all our wit
nesses today but particularly the Cirigliano family for the loss of 
their child. It leaves a hole in your heart for your whole life. 

I also want to thank our Consumer Product Safety Commission 
Chair Tenenbaum for being here today. I look forward to hearing 
what actions the Commission plans to take as it reviews safety 
standards for cribs that are required by the Consumer Product 
Safety Act of 2008. 

ASTM International, which provides voluntary technical stand
ards manufacturers can follow, amended their standards last 
month and removed standards for what. had been one. of the most 
dangerous types of cribs, a drop-side crib, especially making any 
drop-side crib noncompliant with the ASTM standards. There is a 
serious problem in that these types of cribs are not addressed soon
er either by ASTM or the CPSC when it was the drop-side crib that 
led to so many recalls because of the safety hazards they pose to 
infants and children. 

In 2007, a 7-month-old in my hometown of Houston died due to 
a malfunctioning drop-side crib made by Simplicity. The CPSC re
called cribs made by that manufacturer but the overall issue of 
dangers posed by drop-side cribs is not addressed. Without knowing 
it, the family of the 7-month-old put the drop-side crib on upside 
down, the rail, and because. of that the. hinge on the rail broke. 
That allowed a gap between the mattress and the raiJ and the gap 
is where the child suffocated to death with their head against the 
mattress. This is not a unique problem on drop-side cribs but is one 
that was not specifically addressed until December 2009 when 
ASTM removed standards for this type of crib. CPSC now has the 
authority provided by the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Act to move forward with strengthening regulations relating to crib 
safety, and I hope it is not just setting standards but enforcing 
testing to ensure unsafe cribs never make it into consumer homes 
in the first place. 

I am also concerned about the secondary market for cribs, wheth
er it be through garage sales or resales, similar to car seats. You 
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can buy a car seat on the side of the road in Houston . It may be 
20 years old but it doesn't meet the safety standards of today. 

Again, I want to thank the chairman for holding this hearing and 
look forward to the testimony from all our witnesses on what Con
gress can do to help protect infants from these terrible accidents. 
I yield back my time. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Green follows:] 
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Thank you Mr. Chairman for holding this oversight hearing on 
this important issue. 

There have been 30 recalls since 2005 ·- the largest such recall 
happened just Lwo months ago, when more than lwo million cribs 
were recalled in November 2009, and again on Tue.sday, there was 
a recall of more than 600,000 cribs. 

These major recalls demonstrate we need to do in setting safety 
~ tandards for cribs and in testing and enforcement of those 
standan.J:.;. 

I want to thank.Consumer Product Safety Commission 
Chairwoman Tenenbaum for being here today, and I look forward 
to hearing what actions the Commission plans to rake as it reviews 
safety standards for cribs as required by the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act of 2008. 

ASTM International, which provides voluntary technical 
standards manufacturers can follow, amended their standards lase 
month and removed standards for what has been one of the most 
dangerous types of cribs. the drop-side crib, essentiaJly making 
any drop-side non-compliant with the ASTM standards. 

There is a serious problem however, that these types of cribs were 
not addressed sooner either by ASTM, or the CPSC. when it was 
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the drop-side crib that led to so many recalls because of the safety 
hazard they posed to infants and children. 

In 2007, a 7 month old in my hometown of Houston died due to a 
malfunctioning drop-side crib made hy Simplicity. 

The CPSC recalled cribs made by that manufacturer, but the 
overall issue of dangers posed by drop-side cribs was not 
addressed. 

Without knowing it, the family of the 7 month old put the drop rail 
on upside-down and because of that, a hinge on the rail broke. 

That allowed a gap between the mattress and the rail, and that gap 
is where the child suffocated to death with her head against the 
mattress. 

This is not a unique problem among drop-side cribs, but one that 
was not specifically addressed until December 2009 with ASTM 
removed standards for this type of crib. 

CPSC now has the authority provided by the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act to move forward with strengthening 
regulations relating to crib safety, and I hope it is not just setting 
standards, but enforcing testing to ensure unsafe cribs never make 
it into consumers' homes in the first place. 

I again want to thank the Chainnan for holding this hearing today, 
and look forward to the testimony from our witnesses on what 
Congress can do to help protect infants from these types of terrible 
accidents. 
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Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, Mr. Green. 
Ms. Christensen, opening statement, please. 
Mrs. CHRISTENSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to 

also thank you, Chairman Stupak and Ranking Member Walden, 
for holding this important hearing. 

Becoming a parent marks the most important event in someone's 
life, and as parents and consumers, we trust that the products that 
we buy are safe for our children and we need to have that reassur
ance. However, we are here this morning because some of those 
products are not safe, in particular, faulty cribs that have resulted 
in injuries and even death, and I would like to. also add my word 
of welcome to the Cirigliano family and extend my sympathy to 
them as well, and also commend them for being here today and 
turning their tragedy into a crusade to save lives and preventing 
other parents from experiencing the same misfortune. 

We can all agree that we need to work diligently to strengthen 
crib standards. and standards for every child entity and to ensure. 
that they are meeting the highest of safety measures and providing 
protection to children in a manner that they are supposed to be de
signed to do, and I would also like to extend a thank you to all of 
the other witnesses for being here today and look forward to their 
testimonies. 

Mr - STUPAK. Thank you. 
Ms. Schakowsky, opening statement. I know you are probably at 

the other hearing but I mentioned your leading role in the Act that 
we just passed in 2008 and your interest in this area, so thanks 
for being here and thanks again for your diligence on this. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JANICE D. SCHAKOWSKY, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLI
NOIS 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am happy that 

we are holding this hearing. 
This is a life-of-death issue, the safety of cribs. Attending hear

ings where. we. hear testimony from families of children who have. 
died in preventable accidents is one of the hardest things I do as 
a Member of Congress but of course nothing compared to what it 
means to the families like the Ciriglianos who mustered the incred
ible courage to come here and telJ us their story so that they can 
prevent these accidents from happening to other children. 

The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act has taken a lot 
of heat over the last year or so, and it is true that under previous 
leadership the CPSC's implementation of the law as problematic 
and produced widespread confusion, particularly among small busi
ness owners, but we can't lose sight of why this legislation was 
passed: to protect children, children like Danny Keysar, for whom 
the bill is named, and Bobby Cirigliano, whose parents are brave 
enough to share their son's story today. 

For years we have heard stories of the horrible injuries and 
deaths of children in cribs and it has been mentioned many times 
how literally millions of cribs have been recalled in the last few 
years. No need to go through that again. But I authored the provi
sion in the CPSIA that requires the. Consumer Product Safety Com
mission to develop the strongest possible mandatory standards for 
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durable infant and toddler products including cribs. It is my under
standing that the CPSC has proposed rules for the first two prod
ucts, infant bath seats and infant walkers. I am concerned that a 
year and a half after the bill became law, there is still no rule for 
cribs, and I am eager to hear from Chairman Tenenbaum, who I 
welcome today, about how we are moving forward on such a rule, 
and I also want to welcome other witnesses including Nancy 
Cowles, a leader with whom I have worked for years on children's 
product safety issues, and again, I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and 
yield back the balance of my time. 

Mr. STUPAK. Thank you. That concludes all the opening state
ments of members .. 

I would like to call our first panel of witnesses now. Robert and 
Susan Cirigliano, if you would please come forward? I have a chair 
there .. As you know, the Ciriglianos are from New York, and unfor
tunately and tragically they lost their son Bobby. 

It is the policy of this subcommittee to take all testimony under 
oath. Please be advised that you have the right under the rules of 
the House to be advised by counsel during your testimony. Do you 
wish to be represented by counsel? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. No, thank you. 
Mr. STUPAK. The witnesses indicated they did not. Therefore, I 

am going to ask you to raise your right hand to take the oath. 
[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. STUPAK. Let the record reflect that the witnesses have re

plied in the affirmative. They are under oath. I would now ask for 
an opening statement, 5-minute opening statements. It will be part 
of the record, so if you want to submit a longer statement , you 
may, and it is my understanding, Susan, you are going to testify? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Yes. 
Mr. STUPAK. Would you pull that mic up a little further and 

press the button. A light should go on there. 

TESTIMONY OF SUSAN CIRIGLIANO, MOTHER OF BOBBY 
CIRIGLIANO, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT CIRIGLIANO 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Good morning. We are Robert and 
Susan Cirigliano, also known as Daddy and Mommy, but we have 
only heard three of our four children call us that because our son 
Bobby never had the chance. 

On September 15, 2004, Bobby was 6 months and 3 days old 
when his head and neck were caught in the detached side rail of 
his crib. After the drop-side detached, Bobby's head was caught be
tween the. side. rail and the. mattress. With his face pressed against 
the mattress, he suffocated .. Bobby was taken from his crib, put 
into an ambulance, arrived at the hospital and never came home. 

We miss Bobby every day, but what is most important is what 
Bobby misses. Bobby has an older sister who never had the chance 
to teach him how to get in and out of trouble. Bobby has a younger 
brother and sister that he has never met. Bobby has two grand
fathers that he never played catch with, two grandmothers whose 
cookies he was never able to taste. Bobby never had a chance to 
wear his first Halloween costume. He didn't get to sit on Santa's 
lap, and never blew out a birthday candle. 
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Our smiles have dulled and our family will never be complete 
again. Other than Mommy's and Daddy's arms, Bobby was in one 
of the safest places, his crib. The reality is, his crib was not safe 
and our lives will never be the same. We refuse to allow any other 
families to suffer the pain we have. 

While we are happy to. hear about the millions of crib recalls,. we 
are convinced that the only answer is a complete ban on drop-side 
cribs. We do not believe that parents realize the severity of placing 
their children to sleep in a drop-side crib. The one place that you 
would leave your child alone has become a threat. If they cannot 
purchase a drop-side crib, they would have no option but to pur
chase a stationary crib. We. do not believe a repair kit is the an
swer. If a c1ib has the ability to kill a child, it should not be manu
factured. The recalls are downplaying the number of children that 
have been suffocated in a drop-side crib. Our son Bobby was not 
included in the CPSC's reports . Their reason for this is the location 
his drop-side rail detached was not the same as the other infants. 
Our problem with this is the. investigator's report stated the. bottom 
left rail was not secure while Bobby's rail detached on the lower 
right side. The point is, bottom left, bottom right, Bobby was as
phyxiated and died when his drop-side rail detached and he was 
trapped between the mattress and the side just like infants before 
him and just like infants after him. The number of infants reported 
should not be determined where the rail detaches but by the end 
result. 

We have in the last 5 months worked with Legislation in Suffolk 
County having a bill passed banning the sale of drop-side cribs. We 
have worked with Nassau County Legislation banning the sale of 
drop-side cribs and are waiting the bill's signing. We are currently 
working with Rockland County Legislation to have the ban passed 
there also, which by the way, it passed on Tuesday night. 

We appreciate Congress inviting us to be here today to share our 
story. We hope you think of Bobby while you determine how to 
keep our babies safe. We are all they have. Their lives depend on 
it. Thank you. 

LThe prepared statement of Mrs. Cirigliano follows:] 
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Testimony of Susan Cirigliano 
Before the House Commirtee on Energy and Commerce 

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations 
"Crib Safety: Asscssin~ the Need for Better Oversight" 

January 21, 20IO 

We are Robert and Susan Cirigliano also known as Oaddy and Mommy. But we ha\'e 011ly heard 
three of our four children call us that because our son Robby never had the chance. On 
September 15. 2004 Bobhy was six months and three Jays old when his head and neck wen: 
caught in the de1ac:h.:d side r-.i.il of his crib. After the drop side rail detached !lobby's head was 
caught between the side 1·ail and the mattress. Wit his face pressed against the maurcss. he 
suffocated. Bobby was taken frl'lll his cril'>. put into an ambulance, arrived at the hospital and 
never c.ame home. 

We missed Bobby everyday but what is most important is \\ihat Hobby misses. Bobby has an 
~'Ider sister "ho never had the chance to teach him how to get in and out of trouble. Bobby has a 
younger brother and si~ter that he ha~ never rnet. Bobby has two grandfothers that he never 
played catch with. Two grandmNhers whose cookies he was ne\lcr able to taste. Bobby never 
had a chance to wear his tlr;;i llallowcen costume. Hi:: didn't get to sit on Santa ·s lap am! never 
blew out 11 binhday candle. · 

Our smiles ha,·e dulled and our tinnily will never he complete again. Other than Mommy and 
Daddy's arm.~ Robby was in one of the .~afcst places- his crib. The reality is his crib was not ~arc 
and our lives will never be the same. We retU~e to allow any (1th;:r fomily to suffor the pain wc 
have. 

While we arc happy to hear about the millions of crib recalls we are convinced that the only 
answer is a complete ban on drop side cribs. 
We do not believe that pari::nts rcali?.e the severity of placing their .:hildrcn to sleep in a drop side 
c1·ih. The one place that you would leave your child alone has become a threat. If they cannot 
purchase a drop side crib they would have no option hut to pur~hase a stationary crib. 

Another n:ason we feel strongly ahout the han is the CPSC'~ approach with the recalli;. We do 
not bdieve a .-.:pair is the answer. If a crib has the ability to kill a child it should nor be 
manufactured. The recalls are downplaying the number of diildren that have been suffocated in a 
drop sidt: crib. Our son Robby was not included in the CPSC's rcpon~. Their reason for this is 
the location his drop side rail detached was not the same as the other infants. Our pwblcm with 
this is the im·estigator·s rcp,)rt stated the bottom lc:ft rail was not secure while Hobby· s rail 
detached on the lower right side. The point is bottom leli, botlt\m right Bobh.y was asphyxi:ncd 
and died when his drop side rail detached and he was trapped between the mattress and the side 
r:1il just lil;.e infants before him and just like infants af\er him. Tiu: number of infants reported 
should not be determined by where the rail detaches but by 1he end result. 

\Ve have in the last five months worked with Legislation in Sullhlk Counry having a hill passed 
banning the sale of dropsidc cribs. We ha Ye \\orkcd with Nassiiu County Legislation hanning 
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1hc sale of dropsidc cribs and ar~· l!wai1ing th'· hill signing. We an: wrrcntly working with 
Rod.land Count)· Legislation to ha\'c the ban passed there also. 

We appreciated Congress inviting u~ I<) he here today to share our 1-rory. We hope you think of 
Boh.by whil~ you dctcnninc how t0 keel' our babies safe. We arc all tncy have. Their lives 
dcpt:nd on it. Thank ~-ou. 

2 
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Mr. STUPAK. Mr. Cirigliano, would you like to say anything at 
this time? Okay. That is no. Thank you again for being here and 
thank you for sharing your story. 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. You are welcome. Thank you for inviting 
us. 

Mr. STUPAK. We are going to have members ask you questions, 
okay? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Okay. 
Mr. STUPAK. Let me ask you this. In your statement, you said, 

"Our son Bobby was not included in CPSC's reports. Their reason 
for this is the location of the drop-side rail detached was not the 
same. as. other infants." Can you explain that? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. When we saw an interview on television 
regarding the manufacture of our crib's recall, the chairperson at 
the time was asked why Bobby's death wasn't included in the re
call, and her response was because of the location of where his 
drop-side rail detached. 

Mr. STUPAK. There was no doubt that the rail detaching was the 
cause of his suffocation, it is just the location of it for--

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Yeah. 
Mr. STUPAK [continuing]. Their rules and regulations? Is that 

your understanding? 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Yes. 
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. The recalled crib, the manufacturer 

highlighted the piece that malfunctioned on my son's crib, and that 
was one of t he two pieces for the recall, and we would still like an 
explanation for it actually. We never got one. You know, the manu
facturer put a picture on their website of the same exact piece that 
malfunctioned on my son's crib also. 

Mr. STUPAK. Did you report your son's. death to the CPSC, Con
sumer Product Safety Commission? 

Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. They came down to the medical exam
iner's office and they inspected the crib. 

Mr. S'ruPAK. But do you have any personal knowledge-I don't 
mean to push you on this. I am just trying to figure out, because 
it is my understanding, there is really no. requirement to. report it, 
so we really don't know how many deaths have been caused or 
even the number of injuries. Was there a requirement that you 
know of to report to the CPSC the injury to your son? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Well, I don't understand. I am sorry. 
Were we required to report it? 

Mr. STUPAK. Right. 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. I don't know. 
Mr. STUPAK. I mean, your son went to the hospital and unfortu

nately died. 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Right. 
Mr. STUPAK Then who has the responsibility then to report it so 

we have accurate information of the information the---
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. The last thing you are thinking about 

is reporting it to the CPSC. 
Mr. STUPAK. I agree. 
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. But after a couple of weeks, we realized 

that they came down and inspected the crib, because at that point 
we didn't know what had happened. 
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Mr. STUPAK. When you say they came down and inspected the 
crib, "they" would be local officials or--

Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. I am not sure, but there was a report 
and actually there was some parts of the report that didn't make 
sense. The bottom right drop side was the malfunctioning side. 
They reported the bottom left, so. that was wrong also, and also 
they said that they asked the medical examiner if they could come 
and interview us and they said the medical examiner said no, don't 
bother the family, and that turned out not to be true. 

Mr. STUPAK. Okay. 
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. So I don't know. There is just a lot of 

in there that--
Mr. STUPAK. Well, that is what we are trying to--
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. Right, and we would like some answers. 

That would be nice. 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. I am curious too because when you are 

in a situation like that. The last thing that goes through your mind 
is to contact anybody, you know what I mean?. And I understand 
your question and it is a great question. From what I have on our 
CPSC report, they received their information from one of the news
paper articles, but that is a wonderful question. You know, as a 
parent when you are in that position, the last thing you are think
ing about--

Mr. STUPAK. Nor should the burden be on you. 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Right, and I am wondering, maybe the 

local police department, you know, somebody has to contact. 
Mr. STUPAK. What we are looking for is a way to make sure that 

the Consumer Product Safety Commission and public authorities 
have the most complete information on this product or any product. 
I mean, just listening to the opening. statements,. Mr. Braley men
tioned one in his area, Mr. Green mentioned one. We have you. We 
have at least four deaths reported in 2009. I will bet you there are 
many more in 2009 but no one knows because how do you get the 
information there, who is required to give it, in what timely man
ner, and then there is always the escape clause, if you will, that 
you have to have reason to believe whoever. is. doing the reporting 
that the crib is the one that was actually the cause of death, and 
there is always a way to see, well, it really wasn't the product, it 
was something else. 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Right. 
Mr. STUPAK. And in many of these cases, it looks like a lot of 

times they say well,. the parents did this wrong. So that is why, 
and I don't mean to push you. I won't expect you to know who to 
report it to. I am just trying to-

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. No, I understand. We are trying to fig
ure out the chain of, you know, how is it supposed to get to where 
it should be. 

Mr. STUPAK. Correct. That concludes my questions. 
Mr. Walden, questions, please. 
Mr. WALDEN. Yes, I think you have covered most of it, Mr. Chair

man, very well. 
I guess the question I would have is, do you think that the new 

system for reporting, the early warning system and all, can be ef
fective, as. effective? I realize it wasn't in place. in your situation, 
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the tragedy, but it looks like perhaps out of your situation and that 
of others. They have said, okay, we have to fix how we collect these 
data and how we evaluate them and how we spread that out so 
somebody catches these problems quicker. Ai:e you familiar with 
the new early warning system? Do you think it would have made 
a difference in your situation? 

Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. Well, yeah, there has been a lot of re
calls from the early warning system, and, you know, basicalJy the 
problem was that one agency wouldn't know what the other agency 
reported, and they couldn't get their data together and put the sim
ilarities together, and I think that is a big step that the CPSC has 
taken. I think it is working. I think they need- I think the big 
thing is to make it a mandatory. Every single crib needs to be test
ed and it shouldn't be voluntary. And we all know that. You know, 
and the other big problem is these countries that are importing 
these cribs into the United States and, you know, they are making 
them a lot flimsier. You can just tell. I mean, the plastic spring 
pegs. have. been a big issue and it is. a little three-quarter-inch piece 
of plastic that is supposed to hold a whole side rail up, and, you 
know, back in the day they used to make them out of metal, and 
you know, they are just trying to make a cheap-they are making 
a cheaper product and that needs to be tested. Every single crib 
needs to be tested. 

Mr. WALDEN .. And the new standards that are coming out, and 
came out, I guess, the recommendations in December of last year, 
have you had a chance to review those, the ASTM standards? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRlGLIANO. No, I haven't seen them. 
Mr. WALDEN. I would be curious to-and I realize you probably 

have other things going on in your life too than this, but I cancer
tainly understand why this is such an important issue for you, but 
I would be curious to get your feedback at some point on the ASTM 
standards, because I think they address some of these issues. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all I have. 
Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, Mr. Walden. 
Mr. Braley for questions, please. 
Mr. BRALEY. Mr .. Cirigliano, I want to follow up on that point you 

just made because my recollection of the crib that was in our fam
ily for years is exactly as you described. The quality of the wood 
itself, you could probably run a tank into and it wouldn't have col
lapsed. I took 4 years of high school shop classes and I have assem
bled a lot of consumer products and I apply a lot of torque to make 
sure that they are. properly tightened and yet I remember the. one 
that I assembled. Even though it was on wheels and on a hardwood 
floor, there was a flimsiness to it just in the way that it stood there 
that I don't remember on the one that my parents owned. As a par
ent, can you just share with us where Bobby was in the number 
of children you had? Was this the first child you had this crib for, 
the. second, the third?. Tell us a little bit about that. 

Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. No, we had the crib for my daughter, 
and at the time she was--

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Well, we bought it for her when she was 
born. 

Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. And when my son started using it, I 
guess 3 years later, and we never took the crib apart. I remember 
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putting it together. You know, you try and tighten everything down 
as tight as you can, and, you know, when you go and buy a crib, 
they have got all these safety labels on it. Maybe you have a false 
sense of security, and at that point we never realized that there 
were all these problems with these cribs. You just-it just wasn't 
out there .. If it was, we would have never. bought one .. And I think 
that is a very important piece here, and Congress's voice is going 
to be huge in this. Getting the word out to everybody that has 
these cribs, they could be in the garage, up in the attic, and they 
go to bring it back out for a newborn in the family, they need to 
throw those out. They are no good. And I think the voice of Con
gress is going to be. huge in this. 

Mr. BRALEY. Mrs. Cirigliano, I want to talk to you about the 
safety certification on cribs in the marketplace because a lot of par
ents, a lot of young parents are constantly trying to educate them
selves about product safety. They want to buy products that are 
going to take care of their children. We have seen information in 
preparation for this hearing that the thing that makes a crib 
unique, it is one of the few devices that an infant uses where you 
expect that child to be safe absent the constant attention of a par
ent. That is the whole underlying premise for having a crib so that 
you can go to sleep yourself at night with the confidence that child 
is going to wake up healthy and alive in the morning. 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Right. 
Mr. BRALEY. So one of the things we know is that most manufac

turers who sell cribs in this country use this certification, meeting 
voluntary safety standards through the Juvenile Products Manu
facturing Association and they certify with a seal on the product 
that it has been tested by independent labs and meets all current 
mandatory and voluntary safety requirements, and if you look up 
here on the screen, I believe this is the seal that is used. Is that 
your understanding? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Yes. 
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. Yes. 
Mr. BRALEY. So was this crib that you bought for your daughter 

originally and that was used by Bobby, did that bear this seal? 
Mr. ROBERT ClRIGLIANO. It looks very familiar. I am not sure ex

actly but I know it did have two seals on it, and that was one of 
the things that we were looking for when we went to go purchase 
a crib. 

Mr. BRALEY. And when you look for that and see it on there, as 
parents, what does that say to you? 

Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. It is safe, it has been tested. 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. It gives you a sense of security. 
Mr. BRALEY. Would it surprise you to learn that the cribs in

volved in these latest CPSC recalls were certified by JPMA as 
meeting all applicable safety standards? 

Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. It wouldn't surprise me, no. 
Mr. BRALEY. In your opinion as parents who have purchased this 

product, what value does that certification seal have to parents? 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Now or when we purchased the crib? 
Mr. BRALEY. Now. 
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. It has no value right now. 
Mr .. BRALEY. And why is that? 
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Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. Because we've been doing a lot of re
search and it seems like, I mean, you are looking at millions and 
millions and millions of cribs that have been recalled, and the rea
sons for the recalls, you know, just little pieces of plastic that-and 
springs. You know, how long is a spring reliable? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. You are. talking about a spring and a 
plastic piece that are exactly what you use in a Bic pen. It's basi
cally the size of what it is, and how long does a Bic pen last? I 
would think a majority of families do not go out and buy a new crib 
every time a new child is born. Most families buy one crib and 
they, you know, use it for the length of all of their children. 

Mr. BRALEY. Well, I couldn't agree more, and Mr. Chairman, I 
hope that we will use this hearing as a way to identify ways to im
prove the safety certification process to protect the rights of con
sumers and the safety of infants, and I yield back. 

Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, Mr. Braley. 
Mr. Burgess for questions. 
Mr. BURGESS. Thank you, Mr .. Chairman, and thank you both for 

being here. I think you have already answered this with Mr. 
Braley, but this was a crib that you had purchased new yourselves? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Yes. 
Mr. BURGESS. So this was not a hand-me-down, it was one that 

you had. Was this crib, did it end up on a recall list? 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Yes .. 
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. Yes. 
Mr. BURGESS. How did you receive the notice of the recall? 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. By watching television. 
Mr. BURGESS. So it was after the fact? 
Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Yes. 
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. Right. 
Ms. BURGESS. Now, I think, Mr. Cirigliano, you referenced this, 

the way the data is managed, the way the data is collected is obvi
ously critical and the CPSC is trying to build a registry, so clearly 
that would be something that would be helpful and yet I get the 
impression from listening to your testimony that with the drop-side 
design, that even the registry is really insufficient, it is the design 
itself of the drop side. Is that correct? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. That is my belief, yes. 
Mr. BURGESS. And yet the drop side presumably developed at 

some point because someone thought it would be worthwhile to 
save wear and tear on mom's back as baby gets bigger and bigger 
and bigger to. be able. to. change him, attend him and move him in 
and out. So there may be a tradeoff there but at the same time 
safety ought not to be the thing that we trade off, and I agree with 
Mr. Braley, consumers need to be informed about the potential 
dangers of the drop side if that indeed is what they are going to 
pw·chase. There are advantages but there are disadvantages as 
well. Do you think if CPSC had had registry when your crib was 
recalled, would that have been helpful to you all? I am worried that 
we don't get the word out. Now, you bought your crib new so if 
there was a warranty card that you returned or a website that you 
registered, that is one of the things that we struggled with when 
we did 4040, the big improvement act on consumer product safety 
that we did a year or two ago, but I will tell you,. I am not good 
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about those warranty cards myself, and as I remember cribs from 
my kids were little, my wife's dad got a crib down from the attic 
in Arkansas and brought it down to Texas and that was a crib for 
a couple of years, and then it went on to its next life in her sister's 
home for a while, and I don't know where that crib is today but 
I think it is still probably in circulation out there .. I don't know 
how, you know, if that crib were on a recall list, I don't know how 
folks would ever know. Where that becomes important in the resale 
industry, the Goodwills, the Christian Community Action stores in 
my district that do good work for providing low-cost products to 
young families who don't have the wherewithal to go out and buy 
new products, how do you get that information to them, and that 
is one of the things that we struggled with when we did 4040, and 
I guess listening to you today, sir, it would just be if a resale shop 
has a drop-side crib, they need to be very, very circumspect about 
whether or not they go ahead with resale to another family because 
at least the more recent product manufacturer has left you feeling 
that there is going to. be some danger involved in that. product. Am 
I overstating that? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. No, I agree. I definitely think there's 
going to be danger. That is why we feel like the ban is very impor
tant, and we have been doing a lot of media and word of mouth. 
I am small but I have a large mouth when it comes to this and I 
make. sure that every person I talk to, and sometimes I feel I am 
being a little hurtful to the pregnant mom that I am walking up 
to by explaining my story to her but I think that is the only way 
to get it out there. 

Mr. BURGESS. Well, let me just ask you, and you heard my open
ing statement about whether or not these safety standards be vol
untary or mandatory. Do. you have a feeling about that? Should the 
standards be voluntary? 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. I think they should be mandatory. 
Mr. BURGESS. And the last question I have, again<' you already 

answered it. What would you fix about the drop-siae crib? Well, 
you would fix it by not having it. Probably fix it with an ax. 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. We say we. would break them, burn 
them and throw them away. 

Mr. BURGESS. I can't even tell you the crib that my kids were in. 
It was probably manufactured in the 1930s, and like Mr. Braley's 
experience, I mean, I tried hard, I think, to destroy it trying to fit 
it in the back of U-Hauls over several moves, and that thing was-
1 mean, you just couldn't destroy it. 

I think we have to be careful how we proceed, Mr. Chairman. We 
got into a lot of difficulty with the unintended consequences when 
we did that big 4040 bill. I got motorcycle dealers in my district 
who sell used motorcycles and they are banned from selling them 
in case the kid eats the battery, he could get lead poisoning. I 
mean, that is. ridiculous. And we. haven't. gone back and fixed that. 
So I do want us to be careful at the same time. I mean, here is 
a problem, I have got a list of crib recalls going back to the 1970s, 
2 million in 2009, 1 million in 2007, 104,000 in 2005, 6,000 in 1997, 
1,600,000 in 1986, 400,000 in 1979, 70,000 in 1978. I mean, clearly 
there is a problem here that we need to solve. 

All right. l will yield back the balance of my time. 
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Mr. STUPAK. Thanks, Mr. Burgess. Most people don't eat bat
teries so I don't think it is really necessarily the law but maybe the 
way we apply it, and that is the reason why the testimony of the 
Ciriglianos and others are very helpful. I agree with you, some of 
the applications of the law as it was passed have not been the best 
by any Administration, and that is part of our. job,. to make sure 
they are done properly. 

Mr. Green for questions, please. 
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and hearing both from 

Congressman Braley and Congressman Burgess. When my daugh
ter was expecting, I went up to the attic and got our crib from our 
children, which is the 1970s. My wife explained to me very quickly 
that, you know, they were too far apart, and instead of putting it 
out on the curb, I actually took a sledgehammer to it so nobody else 
could use it, and that is what bothers me, I guess, because, you 
know, I was going to try and use it from generation to generation. 
It doesn't work. Our grandchildren actuaJly stay in a Pack and 
Play when they come. to our house. 

But I want to go to the instructions that you all received, because 
the child, the 7-month-old in Houston who passed away, the par
ents actually put the rail upside down, and did you have problems 
with the instructions? Having put together lots of stuff, it some
times is real difficult, and don't torque it too much because you 
might have to take. it off and put it back together again. Did you 
all have problems with the instructions? 

Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. I don't remember having problems with 
the instructions, but the one thing I found odd was, our instruc
tions were on the mattress board. That is the board that is put 
under the mattress. So you are actually putting the instructions in 
place, and I just remember,. I mean, it was just the oddest thing 
and I to this day can't believe that that was done. It wasn't a piece 
of paper. It was on a mattress board. 

Mr. GREEN. The least they could do is make it on the upside so 
you can read it. 

Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. It was pretty bizarre. 
Mr. GREEN .. And 1 think that is something. that I-
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. That is another problem. 
Mr. GREEN. They need to make sure that, one, they are easily 

readable, but they are also common sense-wise that you have it. 
And again, for the loss of your child, like I said, we have had three 
in the Houston area over the last few years. What a tragedy. 

I yield back my time, Mr .. Chairman. 
Mr. STUPAK. Thank you , Mr. Green. 
Ms. Schakowsky for questions, please. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I will pass on questions but I just really, really 

want to thank you for informing us with what is probably the most 
compelling testimony of all, and that is your personal experiences 
and your advice. I think right now there is some. voluntary stand
ards about not having any drop-side cribs. We want to make sure 
that they are eliminated from the marketplace so no one else has 
your experience, and I admire you for going up to pregnant women. 
It may be the most important piece of advice that they get during 
their pregnancy, and, you know, being pushy in that sense is a 
really good thing. So thank you very much for being here today. 
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Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Thank you. 
Mr. STUPAK. Ms. Sutton for questions, please. 
Ms. SUTTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you very 

much for your testimony, for coming forward today. We are so sorry 
for your loss. 

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you very. much for. holding this 
hearing because, you know, it is clear with millions of cribs being 
recalled because of problems with drop sides, it is time for the 
CPSC to take action, to protect the infants and address millions of 
parents' concerns. You know, we have the responsibility to act to 
ensure that parents can lay their infant down without fear in their 
crib, and I am deeply concerned also that when we hear about 
problems, oftentimes products that recalled were manufactured in 
other countries, and it is unconscionable when companies and im
porters pay more attention to cost than to our safety. Product safe
ty has to always be the primary focus, and so parents, as I said, 
should not have to worry about laying their infant child in a crib 
and being exposed to grave danger. And so while we are happy that 
recalls advise parents but it is after the danger, you know, is 
present and identified. The products need to be safe when they are 
manufactured and put on a store shelf. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, one of the reasons why I appreciate this 
hearing and your testimony also is that it sort of draws attention 
to this problem where we have products coming in that consumers. 
assume are living up to our safety standards, and they may not 
even know-it is impossible to subject foreign manufacturers to 
U.S. law, and I am going to be introducing soon a bill called the 
Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act to protect Amer
ican consumers and businesses from defective products manufac
tured abroad because we. need to make sure that the. products 
being consumed in this country are safe for consumption. 

So thank you again for your testimony. We are very, very sorry 
for your loss. But thank you for being here. 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Thank you. 
Mr. STUPAK. I thank you both for being here, and thanks for your 

testimony and really helping us understand the issue more, and we 
are going to continue with this hearing. You are welcome to stay 
if you like but we will dismiss you now, and thanks again and 
thanks for working with us. 

Mrs. SUSAN CIRIGLIANO. Thank you. 
Mr. ROBERT CIRIGLIANO. Thank you. 
Mr. STUPAK. I will call our next panel of witnesses. On our. sec

ond panel we have Nancy A. Cowles, executive director, Kids in 
Danger, and Michael Dwyer, executive director, Juvenile Products 
Manufacturers Association, if they would come forward? 

It is the policy of this subcommittee to take all testimony under 
oath. Please be advised that you have the right under the rules of 
the House to be. advised by counsel during your testimony. Do you 
wish to be represented by counsel? Both indicated not. Then I am 
going to ask you to raise your right hand to take the oath. 

rwitnesses sworn.] 
Mr. STUPAK. Let the record reflect both our witnesses answered 

in the affirmative. They are under oath. We would ask for an open
ing statement of 5 minutes. If you have a longer statement and 
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supporting documents, we will be happy to make it part of the 
record. Ms. Cowles, would you like to go first? 

Ms. COWLES. Sure. 
Mr. STUPAK. Just pull that mic up and press the button. Thank 

you, and good morning. 

TESTIMONY OF NANCY A. COWLES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
KIDS IN DANGER;. AND MICHAEL DWYER. EXECUTIVE DIREC
TOR, JUVENILE PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 

TESTIMONY OF NANCY A. COWLES 
Ms. COWLES. Good rooming, Chairman Stupak, Ranking Member 

Walden and committee members. First let me thank the House 
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation for holding this very 
important hearing on crib safety and for giving us the opportunity 
to participate. I do have a much lengthier statement, whfoh I be
lieve I have already submitted, so I will read very briefly through 
a shorter statement for this purpose. 

Kids in Danger is a nonprofit organization-we are based in Chi
cago-dedicated to protecting children by improving children's 
product safety. As Congresswoman Schakowsky mentioned, we 
were founded in 1998 by the parents of Danny Keysar, who was 
killed in a portable child crib at his childcare location. Even though 
the home had just been inspected days before, the crib had been 
recalled 5 years earlier, had already killed four children, and yet 
there was no publicity. No one knew that it was recalled in that 
home. And our mission is to prevent this from happening to other 
children, to promote the development of safer children's products, 
advocate for children, and educate the public about these important 
issues. 

And I think it has been said, the crib is first and foremost a safe
ty device. Cribs are the only children's product that is made to 
leave a child unattended so that someone so aptly said, you can get 
a few hours sleep yourself. But concerns about this issue are not 
new. Crib durability, more strenuous testing, hardware failures, as
sembly problems have been raised at almost every one of the vol
untary standard-setting meetings that I have attended since I 
joined that body in 2001 and yet there has been until very recently 
little or no change to the standard for years. And the mandatory 
standard has been stuck even farther back in time. Any new 
changes at all were made to the voluntary standard. Even the vital 
safety measure of banning corner posts on cribs, which led to many 
deaths, does not appear in the current federal standard. 

The failure of the voluntary system to adequately protect chil
dren is what led Congresswoman Jan Schakowsky to first intro
duce the legislation that is now in the CPSIA calling for stronger 
mandatory standards and third-party testing back in 2001. Had we 
done it then, we may have a different outcome to Susan and Rob's 
story here. So it isn't that the problem wasn't known, rather it is 
that CPSC lacked the resources and authority and manufacturers 
lacked the will to strengthen the standards. Now with the statu
tory requirement in the CPSIA, we will be seeing a strong stand
ard. 
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As has been mentioned, since September 2007, over 7 million 
cribs have been recalled by the CPSC. Most were tested to the vol
untary standard and certified by the Juvenile Products Manufac
turers Association. Many were recalled for hardware failures, drop
side failures, but some were recalled for clear violations of the 
mandatory standard. They were painted with lead paint or they 
simply did not meet the required dimensions. If manufacturers are 
making cribs that don't meet standards that can be confirmed with 
a tape measurer and a lead test swab, then how can we expect that 
they can be safe in terms of design to keep babies safe unattended? 

This current situation leaves parents in a horrible position. We 
often get calls from parents asking for advice, what to do, espe
cially as they hear about all these new recalls. We can be of limited 
help. We can't say to look for the JPMA label, even though it does 
indicate some minimum testing, since all of the recalled cribs pri
marily were certified to that standard. We can say to stay away 
from drop-side cribs but there is also incidents with mattress sup
ports, hardware failure and breaking crib slats, and the last thing 
any of us want is for parents to get the idea that other places are 
safer for their baby than a crib. Babies are safest in a safe crib, 
and that is why this is so urgent that we solve this problem now. 

Let me briefly talk about consumer use of cribs. Parents will use 
a crib for more than one child. They will pass them on to their sis
ter. or friends and sell them secondhand. It doesn't mean it is a 20-
year-old crib they are passing on, it could be a 2- or a 3-year-old 
crib. I think we can assume that if someone spends, you know, up 
to $1,000 on a product, they aren't going to use it for 2 years and 
then throw it out. It is not consumer misuse when a crib is assem
bled, taken apart and reassembled more than once. In addition to 
military families- I was an Air Force brat myself who. moved fre
quently-other families move and many parents on the advice of 
their doctors start with the crib in their bedroom and then need to 
move it to the child's bedroom later on. In these tough economic 
times and in the midst of a growing green mindset, manufacturers 
should expect that this is what will happen to their products. They 
will be. used for more than one child or even more than just two 
children in a row. 

So if a crib can't handle being reassembled, it should not be sold. 
If the crib falls apart, losing screws or the little safety plugs or has 
a drop side that won't stay up, parents are going to try to fix it. 
They aren't engineers and they do not clearly understand the risk 
of that action .. We. need to give parents a crib that lasts, hardware 
that doesn't fall out and clear instructions on how to use that prod
uct. We are glad that CPSC is finally moving to a strong manda
tory standard. In our written statement, we have a lot of sugges
tions for that. But I would just like to again talk about the 
misassembly. Far from seeing misassembly as solely a consumer 
use. problem, I would assert that products designed in such a way 
that parts can be assembled in more than one way including ways 
that lead to death is a design problem and not a consumer misuse 
problem. As I said, I have specific things, but I would also like to 
just mention the public consumer incident database that the CPSC 
is working on because I think that will also be very important for 
safety. That way parents. can get the information themselves .. If 
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they are about to buy a crib or have a problem with their crib, they 
can find other people who have the same problem. So I applaud 
CPSC for moving ahead with that. 

And secondly, I have something I would suggest for this com
mittee, and that is, the big problem is recall effectiveness. These 
cribs remain out there once. they are recalled. So of the 7 million 
cribs recalled, more than half of them are probably still in use. We 
need to improve recall effectiveness. One way you could help do 
that is to require CPSC to report to you annually on their recall 
effectiveness for each of these recalls. Each manufacturer is re
quired to file a monthly corrective action report that says how 
many consumers have contacted them, how many products they 
have replaced or fixed. If that information was public-right now 
it is a very difficult FOIA process to get it-I think that alone 
would make manufacturers work much harder to get those prod
ucts out of use. 

So again, thank you so much today. I appreciate it, and I would 
be happy to answer any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Cowles follows:) 
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Ju•r S•o• committee members. First, let me thank the House Subcommittee on 

L~~r:::. ~:.:: Oversight and Investigations (or ho~djng this important hearing on crib 

Roi:.,~:::,~~~ s~fety and for giving us the opportunity to participate. 

Kn••;••-'•d•r<on !<ids In Danger (KID} is a nonprofit organization dedicated to 

H!:':.';!:;: protecting children by improving children's product safety. The 
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organization was founded in 1998 by Linda Ginzel and Boaz Keysar. 

after the death of their son Danny Keysar In a poorly designed. 

inadequately tested and finally recalled portable crib. KID's missinn is 

to promote the development of sJfer children's products, advocate for 

children and educate the general public about children's product safety. 

KID works closely with other consumer groups, especially the 

Consumer Federation of America, Consumers Union and Keeping Babies 

Safe on the issue of crib safety and urge the committee to seek input 

from these groups as well. This testimony today represents the views 

of Kids In Danger along with the Consumer Federation of America. 

Importance of Crib Safety 

KID has always had a special interest in sleep environment 

safety. including cribs. The crib is first and foremost a safety device -

meant to keep a child safe while sleeping and more importantly while 

the caregiver is sleeping. Cribs are the only children's product meant to 

he safe enough for ii helpless infant to use while unattended by an adult. 
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The issue of sleep environments is larger than just cribs and yet the safety 

issues are similar across all products meant for sleeping-

• Again, cribs must be safe enough to leave the child unattended 

while sleeping, with the assumption that a baby will also ~pend some time 

awake, but unattended, in the product. 

• Parents must understand the age, weight. height and 

developmental limits of each product. Bassinets can be used only until the 

time a baby st;uts to roll over or push up on her hands and knees. Crib 

mattresses must be lowered as a child grows. And most cribs arc considered 

safe sleeping environments only until a child can attempt to dimb out -

usually around age two, but sometimes earlier. 

• Cribs are usually set up in the home by the consumer. Rarely 

do they come pre-assembled or does a professional from the manufacturer or 

retailer come to the consumer's home for installation. 

• Cribs are probably the most expensive nur.<.ery item parents 

buy. It should be expected that parents plan to use cribs for more than one 

child or sell or hand it down when their children outgrow it. 

• Cribs arc often taken apart and reassembled, either between 

children or while moving or changing location in the home. Jn between. they 

may be stored in attics, basements or garages until needed again. 

History of crib standards and safety efforts 

While we appreciate the committee taking the historic step of holding a 

hearing about crib safety. concerns about this issue are not new. Back in 1984, the 

parents of Danny Lineweaver started the Danny Foundation after their Danny was 

strangled on the corner post of a crib. Their experience led to changes in the 

voluntary standard ( ASTM F 1169) on that issue and others. I joined the ASTM 
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lnternalional subcommittees on juvenile products in the spring of 2001. Since that 

time, and even before. crib durability, more strenuous testing. hardware failures and 

assembly problems have been rai~ed at every meeting, addressed by task groups, 

and the subject of testing on everything from humidity to side impact- with little or 

no changes to the standard for years. 

At the same time, the mandatory standard has been stuck in time as well. All 

new changes have been made to the voluntary standard - even the vital safety 

measure of banning corner posts on crib was integrated into the ASTM voluntary 

standard and does not appear in the Federal standard. 

In 2001. Marla Felcher's book, It's No Accident, How Corporations Sell 

Dangerous Baby Products•, was published. All the concerns raised here today are 

addressed in that book. The failure of the voluntary system to adequately protect 

children is what led KID to support the drafting of strong mandatory standards for 

cribs and other juvenile products and to require third party testing to those 

standards. Congresswoman Jan Schakowsky fir.st introduced legislation calling for 

this in 2001; it was included in the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 

2008 (CPSIA} and has led to U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) now 

developing a mandatory crib standard. 

In the spring of 2005, working with freshman engineering students at 

Northwestern University through KID's Teach Early Safety Testing (TEST) program, 

KID asked students to review incident data from crib injuries or failures and design 

a product that would address a prevalent hazard. The students chose to develop an 

aftermarket device that parents could install to prevent drop-side failures. Nineteen 

year old students could ~ee more than four years ago that this was a likely failure 

scenario. 
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So, it is not that the problem wasn't known; rather it is chat CPSC lacked the 

resources and authority, and manufacturers lacked the will, to strengthen 

st;.ind<irds. Now, with the statutory requirement in the CPSIA a strong standard 

must be developed. 

Current State of Crib Safety 

Since September 2007, 5.8 million cribs have been recalled in the U.S. - this 

number does not include at least a million more of the same cribs that were recalled 

in Canada. Most were certified by the Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association, 

indicating compliance with the ASTM standard for full-size cribs, which indudes the 

mandatory federal standards as well. Many were recalled for hardware failures and 

drop-side failures. but some were recalled for clear violations of tht! current 

mandatory standard - painted with lead paint or not meeting the required 

dimensions to keep a baby safely contained in the product. If manufacturers arc 

making crihs that don't meet standards that can be confirmed with a tape measure 

and lead testing swab, it is not surprising that their designs lead to hardware 

failures th;it cause entrapments and deaths. 

But recalls don't paint the full picture. Cribs still on the market have similar 

hardware and drop-side failure incidents to those that have been recalled. KID 

received information from an attorney2 that detailed an incident in a Dorel Juvenile 

Group crib that appears identical to those involving both Simplicity and StorkcrJft 

cribs that have been recalled. Kids In Danger is currently working with a mother 

whose new Graco crib's drop-side fails continually and yet the companies involved 

won't replace her product. A recent document sent to the ASTM task group that 

met these last two days on the crib standard listed more than 300 incidents. 

·'Kelly, Charles, Hersh & !krsh,. "Cili.tcn Leiter on Dorel Industries Inc. Drop·Side Cribs." Letter 10 

Th;:1·~sa :-.Jelson. Cl'SC. 7 Dec. ~009. \<IS. 
1'/D Tc.11im1>11)" p11ge 4 
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The current ~ituation leaves pa rents in a horrible position. Kids In Uanger 

get calls often asking which cribs are safe, which ones won't be recalled. We can be 

of limited help. We can't say to look for the JPMA label, even though it does indicate 

minimum test ing - s ince most of the recalled cribs were certified. We can say to 

stay away from drop-side cribs, but there a re also incidents and deaths with 

mattress support issues, fixed side failures. other hardware failure and breaking 

crib slats. Other parents, who may already have a drop-side crib, now hear of the 

move away from this design and wonder what to do with their crib. The last thing 

any of us want is for parents to begin to believe other places are safer for their baby 

than the cr ib. That is what gives urgency to the development of a strong standard 

with rigorous testing requirements - so parents can rest assured while their baby 

sleeps at night that the crib is safe. 

Consumer Use of Cribs 

Let me address consumer expectation and use of cribs and other sleeping 

environments. There is not a consumer out there who expects to pay anywhere 

from $200 to over $1000 for a crib, use it for two years for one child and then 

destroy it. We welcome the addition of 'lifet ime products' that allow parents to 

convert a crib to a toddler bed and then an <Jdult bed - increasing the likelihood a 

new crib will be bought for a new child. But in reality a lmost every crib is used for 

more than one child, for more than 2 years. Using the same crib for all of your 

children, even If you have many; lending it to your sister. donating it to charity or 

even selling it, is not a misuse of a product. In these tough economic times and in 

the mids t of a growing 'green' mindset, it is exactly what manufacturers should 

expect will happen to their products. 

At ASTM meetings, currently the only forum for discussing cribs, CPSC brings 

incident data on these products for the committee to review and consider if changes 

to the standa rd are needed to address a safoty h'1~.a rd. Automatically, the 

manufacturers in the room want to dismiss any incident in a crib older than five 
KID ft'Sllnrot(I'. f"l!le 5 
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ye<irs th<it h<is been used more than once - somehow blamini; the family for thinking 

their product should last through more than one child. Here are the facts of 

consumer use: 

• Parents will use a crib, bassinet and portable crib for more than one 

child. They will offer these products to their family and friends and even sell 

them secondhand. It isn't consumer misuse when a crib is assembled, taken 

apart and reassembled more than once. In addition to our military families 

who move frequently, other fomilies do move and many parents, on the 

advice of their doctors. initially set up a crib in their room and then move it. 

Portable cribs are meant to be set up and taken down numerous times. So if 

a crib can't handle being reassembled - it should not be sold. 

• If a crib falls apart, losing screws or little safety plugs, or has a drop 

side that won't stay up - parents are going to try to fix it. They aren't 

engineers in most cases and don't clearly understand the risk that a different 

screw or even duct tape might pose. Give parents a lTib that l<lsts. hardware 

that doesn't fall out and dear instructions on how to assemble, store, and use 

the product. 

CPSC Development of a Strong Mandatory Crib Standard 

CPSC staff, in particular Patricia Edwards and Jonathan Midgett. have been 

strong advocates for standards and tc:;ting requirements lo address the failures 

being reported to the agency. KID is confident that now. as they work on the 

mandatory standard required by the CPSIA. that the staff will continue to press for a 

strong standard that will assure parents of the safety of their crib. KID applauds the 

CPSC's decision to move up the development and release of that standard to this 

year - it is a crisis situation that needs an immediate response. 

There are not adequate performance requirements in either the mandatory 

or ASTM voluntary standards pertaining to: (1) the durability of drop-side systems 
lt.'ID Tcstimm~•·, page 6 
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and related han.lware, l2} the durability of other crib hardware, (3) wood strength 

or quality, (4) the hazards that can result from incorrect assembly and 

reassembly/storage issues and (5) warnings to parents to ensure safe usage. 

ASTM just spent two days at CPSC working to address these shortcomings in 

the voluntary standard. Once this process is complete, hopefully at the full i\STM 

juvenile product subcommittee meeting in March, CPSC can more easily integrate 

the voluntary standard into the new mandatory one. 

We also urge CPSC to look beyond ASTM and consider all current test 

methods in other standards, including crib standards from Underwriters 

l.aboratories (UL) developed in 2001. British Standards Institute (BSI). Health 

Canada, and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), as well as 

retailers' internal testing methods th~t have heen shared with CPSC (such as those 

from Toys"R"Us). The UL standard was developed with input from many parties 

and appears to be the most rigorous st;indard currently available - exactly what is 

needed to stop the myriad failures seen in the field. 

Recommendations for a Strong Mandatory Standard 

The ASTM Fl 169 standard now contains an effective han on the drop·side 

design of cribs. While the need for durability testing for drop·side hardware and 

other hardware issues has been discussed for years, the ban on the design was a 

new proposal in the past year. While it solves the problem for drop·sidc crib 

failures, it does nothing to subject cribs to more strenuous testing that would weed 

out designs that weren't durable and bring to light hardware issues. Consumer 

groups support the ban - the injury and death rate in these cribs has been t<J<J high. 

but still believe the durability question of hardware in general needs to be 

a~dressed. 

One of the most important provisions to include in a CPSC mandatory crib 

standard is a durability test which is sometimes called a "racking test." This test 

KID T1!$timr111.1·.page 7 
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indudes moving the crib and applying forces that more accurately imitate a child in 

a crib for longer periods of time and might loosen hardware or stress plastic parts. 

The ASTM standard also addresses the issue 1Jf wood slat strength, after 

thousands of cribs were recalled because slats were breaking - some with only the 

force of a toddler waking up from a nap. CPSC should closely examine the 

performance standard and tests included to make sure they arc adequate to address 

the hazard. 

In 1997. Brandon Dorian was found hanging through the side rail of his 

Cosco metal crib:l. His face was pressed against the mattress and he was suffocated. 

When assembling the crib, Brandon's grandfather had inadvertently replaced one of 

the side rails with the mattress support. The parts fit perfectly with one deadly 

difference - the slats were farther apart on the mattress support. allowing 

Brandon's body to slip through while his head was trapped. And Brandon wasn't 

the only baby trapped - the CPSC had 4 7 reports of misassembly and 27 reports of 

additiom.11 entrapments. After Brandon's death, the company recalled the crib, but 

due to the ineffective nature of recalls, another baby was trapped and killed a year 

later. 

So here it is 201 O and cribs are still easily misassembled and assembly 

instrul'tions are confusing and unclear. The new standard must address ilSSembly 

issues as well as the likelihood that a product will be taken apart, stored and 

reassembled at least once in its useful life. The standard should address what type 

of hardware should be allowed for parts a consumer will assemble. how parts fit 

together and ways to increase the likelihood it will be properly assembled or 

reassembled. Far from seeing misassembly as solely a consumer use problem, I 

would assert that products designed in such a way that parts can be assembled in 

•"Plaintiff vs. Cosco. Inc., \fonlgllmery Ward. and Juvenile Products lvlanufacturcrs Association." 
Summons&. Complaint. State ~if:'>1ichigan Circuit Court for the County t'fOakland, Case ii<J7 5478<J4-1'P. 
July 16. l 9'17 
KID frstinwny, PUk<! ~ 
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multiple ways, including ways that leau lo death. is a design problem that must he 

solved. 

In the new mandatory standard, CPSC should carefully review the warning 

labels and instructions. Consumers need basic s t raightforward information written 

not to appeJse the lawyers, but to communicate clearly to parents what is safe and 

what is not. Warnings should be placed where parents as well as occasional 

caregivers will see the information. When possible, hazards should be eliminated 

rather than warned against. So rather than warning p;irents to avoid putting the 

side rail on upside down, manufacturers should design the crib so that isn't possible. 

To avoid parents going to the local hardware store to get replacement parts, 

manufacturers can make scrC\vs and bolts an unusual size or shape to make that 

unlikely. 

As CPSC writes a new mandatory standard and develops a strong third party 

testing prt1gram for cribs. the process must be open and inclusive. Manufacturers arc an 

important sCt'tor nf 1hc standards setting prncess - their knowledge and cxpcricm:e is 

"ital- lrnt other stakd1olders must be involved in the process. Jn particular. the prt1i:ess 

by which products arc tes1ed and cert i tied to rnect the new mandatory standard must be 

transparent. with testing results available to i:onsumcrs and others. 

Other Aclions to Keep Cribs Sare 

In addition to the new standard that is underway and a rigorous and 

transparent testing program, CPSC can do more to improve crib safety. 

First, CPSC should continue work already started on the public consumer 

incident d;itaha!ie. This important source of safety information is scheduled to be up 

and running by March of 2011. The databa~e is a vital approach to get safety 

information to consumers, even before there is a rel·all ;m<l will provide essential 

data to CPSC to act quickly on emerging h;:izards or t roubling products. 

Second, CPSC, with oversight from Congress, must st rengthen recall 

effectiveness. It is not enough to recall a product if CPSC's own data shows that 
II ID T.>:<rln11111,1". pace 9 
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most of the dangerous items remain in use. Just this week, while preparing for this 

testimony, I found an Eventlo H<1ppy Cab<ina Portable Crib for sale through eBay, 

without the manufocturt?r's 'fix' for the hazardous product. This product was 

recalled in 1997 after the death of Jared Adams4 • The provision in the Danny 

Keysar Child Product Notification Act, part of the CPSIA which require a product 

registration program for cribs and other durable infant and toddler products. will 

help get unsafe products out of consumer use. CPSC must be rigorous in monitoring 

not only the collection of the data and its use in a corrective action plan, but in 

publicizing the value in participating in the manufacturers' program as well as 

registering for CPSC's own recall notices. 

This Committee, as part of your ongoing oversight role, could ask CPSC for an 

annual report on recall effectiveness. The report could include information from the 

monthly Corrective Action Plan reports that manufacturers file with CPSC. 

Currently that data is only available to the public through the lengthy FOJA process 

at CPSC and filings appear to be incomplete. By making this inform<ition public, the 

Committee will provide incentive to companies to improve their recall programs. 

Finally, CPSC should use their enforcement powers to require adequate 

corrective actions for recalls. While manufacturers might prefer to send out a new 

plastic part to fix the plastic part that broke, it is often in the best interest of the 

consumer to replace or refund the product. A recent survey KID conducted with 

families in Illinois showed a marked increase in participation when a refund or 

replacement is offered. 

Again, many thanks to CPSC staff for their hard work on crib safety and for 

beginning this process for a strong mandatory standard. And thanks to this 

Committee for airing these issues and taking seriously Congress's role of oversight 

of consumer safety. 

'Jared. a toddler from ,,ntioch, was the third child to die in the Evenflo pol1able crib, a product that 
has the .~amc flawed design as the l'layskool Travel-1.itc that lulled Danny l<cysar. Anothl)r child died 
in 2003 m Wisconsin. 
KIO T•'liti11wny. pa;:e ti) 
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Mr. STUPAK. Thank you. 
Mr. Dwyer, your opening statement, please, sir. 

TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL DWYER 
Mr. DWYER. Thank you. Good morning, Chairman Stupak, Rank

ing Member Walden and members of the committee. I appreciate 
the opportunity to testify today about crib. safety .. The timing of 
this hearing is fortuitous since my fellow witness, Nancy Cowles, 
and I just spent two very productive days at the CPSC developing 
the new voluntary standard for full-sized cribs which the CPSC is 
hoping to promulgate later this year as a new federal standard. 
JPMA has long advocated the adoption of the more expensive 
ASTM F-1169 as a mandatory federal standard. At the behest of 
Chairman Tenenbaum, juvenile products manufacturers, ASTM 
and consume advocacy groups have worked with CPSC technical 
staff to update CPSC crib regulations. This rulemaking comes on 
the heels of similar rulemakings for infant walkers, bath seats and 
upcoming rulemakings on toddler beds and bassinets and cradles. 
These rulemakings are all occurring pursuant to section 104 of the 
CPSIA passed by Congress in 2008. with extensive input from the 
full committee. 

JPMA has been working and will continue to work collabo
ratively with all stakeholders towards our common goal of pro
moting the safest and most effective juvenile product safety stand
ards in the. world. Our members produce products that help pre
vent injuries to. our children. While tragic accidents often occur or 
may occur, these products save many lives. As an example, child 
restraint seats or car seats save an untold number of children's 
lives in motor vehicle accidents. Similarly, cribs have helped assure 
that children are placed safely to sleep. 

JPMA offers a certification program to manufacturers who are. 
willing to have. their products tested to ASTM standards by inde
pendent third-party CPSC-accredited laboratories. The certification 
program was created in 1976 when manufacturers approached 
ASTM through t he association about setting a voluntary safety 
standard for high chairs. That standard has evolved but it is still 
in effect today. Since. then, JPMA has expanded the certification 
program to cover 19 additional products with two more pending. 
ASTM is one of the largest voluntary standard-setting organiza
tions in the world with over 22,000 members worldwide. ASTM 
standards are developed on a consensus basis by all interested par
ties. Any reputable stakeholder can join a standards development 
committee and vote on all aspects of the standard. Every standards 
development committee member with a vote can influence this 
process. 

For years, JPMA has worked alongside consumer advocacy orga
nizations such as Consumers Union, the Consumer Federation of 
America, Keeping Babies Safe and Kids in Danger on the develop
ment of a variety of juvenile products standards including the full-. 
size crib. standard. The first federal full-sized crib standard was 
promulgated in 1973, as we heard earlier, and ASTM developed its 
first full-size crib standard in 1988. The voluntary standard fully 
incorporated the federal standard and added numerous perform
ance testing requirements including comer posts, height restric-
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tions and additional warning labels and instructional requirements. 
Since then it has been modified multiple times to address emerging 
hazards including last December's modifications which eliminated 
traditional drop sides and established crib slat integrity criteria 
and testing procedures. 

F-1169 has been extremely effective. During a 2007 hearing on 
the CPSIA, the CPSC testified to an 89 percent reduction in crib
related fatalities due to the establishment and effectiveness of the 
voluntary standard. The federal standard has been updated once 
since its inception 37 years ago. The CPSC has relied on the ASTM 
voluntary standard as the best tool for promoting crib safety in the 
marketplace. The JPMA certification program provides consumers 
the best way to know that their crib meet s both the mandatory and 
the voluntary standards. 

Here is how the program works. A manufacturer must apply to 
participate in the program and agree to have all of its models and 
product category tested to the applicable ASTM standard. We do 
not test products ourselves nor do we maintain our own standards. 
JPMA relies on the experts at independent third-party CPSC-ac
credited labs to verify compliance to the applicable ASTM standard. 
JPMA has never used or promoted its own safety standards. All 
products including full-size cribs bearing the JPMA certification 
logo must meet aU parts of the applicable ASTM standard. 

Achieving compliance, however, is just the beginning of a manu
facturer's obligation under the program. Manufacturers must also 
submit to ongoing testing. This testing occw·s quarterly for at least 
25 percent of their models so that all models are tested at least 
once per year. In addition, an independent third-party CPSC-ac
credited laboratory pulls JPMA-certified products at random from 
retail shelves and tests those products for compliance. JPMA is 
proud of our role in promoting safe sleep for the most vulnerable 
segment of our population. 

According to First Candle, one of the Nation's leading nonprofit 
organizations dedicated to safe pregnancy and the survival of ba
bies through the first years of life, there are about 4, 700 incidents 
each year involving infant sleep environments. At least 80 percent 
involve parents and caregivers putting their children in an unsafe 
place outside the crib. A properly assembled, fu]]y functional 
ASTM-compliant crib remains the safest place for our babies to 
sleep. Unfortunately, tragic accidents can occur with improperly as
sembled, second use or heirloom cribs. We believe that better infor
mation and education can help reduce these rare fatalities involv
ing missing hardware or improperly assembled or reassembled 
cribs. That is why JPMA has designated safe sleep as the theme 
for this year's Baby Safety Month, which takes place in the ninth 
month of each year. JPMA is working with the CPSC, our retaiJ 
partners and any interested consumer safety advocacy groups to 
promote safe crib assembly and safe sleep practices. JPMA wel
comes all efforts in this regard. 

Again, I thank you for the opportunity to appear today. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Dwyer follows:] 
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Thi.! :\ST\I pro1.·i;s'.' Lr:m.-.c.·~ntb \\ ha1 l'llti1i<.·s <:uulti 1hl indivj<lu~tH) ~~t·au:-.\· i1 
hri,t~..:' :=~tp:-. 1..•f i('<.'hrll'lo~~" \'n1nl'ini:s rcsrnir.;:~s :J.nd o\\:r~rimt:~ hm .. ·~ \l~ 
t'ompt~~j1km. Tht• n .. ·~u11 i:-. ;L prodn1;~ of ch..,; hjgh{.':<'lt i.:n.!d1billcy. ince~rfty. aaJ 
m;H~t'LphK'\.' <1;,.•.;,•t,"p1 an< •. 'l.'. 

AST~1 :-.ianJ:m.h are U..:-n.~!np..:-d thrc,ugh a lhn.'t.'-tkn.•d hh:r:1rd1y ur main 'x1mmitt;;,'1.':-.. 
~u'1Cl'mcni11l'i.: ..... ~1nJ t:1:-.k gn.)LIP'· Ta.;k grr>tlfl' fk.0 rfc,nn most of th-: "tc.·~~-1., nrk" and 
r..:,~arch that fnrm~ thi.:- hil.;.i.;, Pr draft ,1~mdard,, < )rKe 1 h(.· ~roup c,·1, l111plt..·t('" it ... "ork. jl 
l'llJ'\\.anJ, th('..:.1.' dcan:r- tht'uogh th1.' hit•rnn:hy for fl'\ kw and vo1tng. Tlw sland~m .. i rnu ... t ~=~in 
:-.uli\.·ummim . .:~. main Cl)lnmitki.:". a:r- well a'.' full Sl>1:kry appn.wal "'"~fr~n~ b"·'-'(\mint:! .rn 
1>l0t'i,·ial A'>T~I lntt'1'i1<11i1111al ,1andanl !lh,•re at•' rnm'nlly ~~,000 nwmh<"" ot' ,\!\T~I) . ..\1 
..:aL·h l~-.l.·L \<.'1Cing t..:-quirc:-m.:nh an~ l~nt{)fC\'d ~n en..;ure foirn::,-., \Vh\:ll a dr<tft ,;<Jnd<.Jnl ha.:.. 
hc.:n J'l'ril'\o,,"•d ;n~d ;1.:"·..:-pt..:'<l ~•l all h•,·dc.;., the dr.tft bCi.'nnH:s an •\ST~1 ~l;111d;ml :mil is 
pub Ii ,hi..·d. l)('p~ndin~ u~},'ll th~ u..:-i..·d for the ;;1audard. <.1ran i ng ~uld appn ''JI ~: .m 'l'l..·nn· tn 
a ft'\\ nh111ths. j Y"'~tr. C'f m\m .. ~. F~limL•:..."- ~fl AST\1 "land~lr<h <.k:o,,·dopm..:rH 1 .. cn~ur..:-d 
through: 1 l ~ f('quirc:"d bataJK't.:' ofi:11-.?n:"t h1..·1w..;;,.·11 produ.:1..T,. u~1:r~. Jud ~ ... ·n..:-raJ intc:"~~c 
1lk'mh'i.'J'' ~md ~>a Y(Hj~1g pn)l'~'" then r.:usln\'' chJl" proc.:''· 

011gr>i11!( co111mil111e111 l1• i11fa11t .<aji'ty -

Onri..: •l m~u1ul':1~Hm.:r ha"'> l".:<.:0111~ JP.\t.\ C..:-r1ifi~d. th..:'ir 1..:-:-ting r~~p<in..;H,iHty doc~ Hlll 

l'nt.L \1omnt'<.t.:11m.:rs nm~c Ll!'c ~5··~ of !lh.'is· mPdd.'> ;:-~1th quarll .. r \\ ith th~ gl'1al ~hat all 
Jt:(ldd, :m.: 1..:~l>:ll ~IL l<:a,1 oili:L' a ~· .... ar. [ f ~l rn;,nu far1 ur<:r h;;i~ invc..;c~d in it:- c'wa h .. ~tin~ 
bh. 11 i:~m r'-·r f\>C ll1 ch..: qu~Utt:d y h?-.c ing ic~d f (~illy if j; al 'O agr,~cs TO ~Cl1\1 th~ lc~t n.~pnrh 
h> an i11d~pend~11t lab fL1r rt.!ri~\\ ~lml ..;ul:imi; Cl1 ..;j;:c in..,,p~:C'th)J\~ Oy ::hat Lhird pill'Cy bh 10 

cn:-ur\ .. the m:mufac.·turer';; tah j, r.:1paMc ,.,f p1..·rfi.)rming thl' rL'\llli1-..;d l1::·as O!l .m (lngoiu~ 
h•1!'-i~. O~hi.?s'\l i ... ~. a manufa1:tur>?r ~et.?king JP~v1:\ Ci..·rtilkation nm..;t ~.::ncl il..:. pn10,,l11c1"' cu ::i.n 
lnd-. .. pl•HJl.'.':11 ;,hi rd pan:y CPSC a~l'n•dit1t.t1 laP io 11w.;1 Lhl' n~.:;ular follow up 1~-.uag 
1·~quin~mi..·m~ w...- •mpo~-.?. 

Tt> pnwid~ 3dJitio11.il rii;or 1<> th~ pro?r:tm. th-: 1hirJ pany Jah also p1tll< prod1r.·1 f111rn 
n?1:1il "ht:h·l'!' on :1 qu~1n~rly hasi..; .and p<"rfnnn..:. tl't.1in~ lo all (lr p~trl (lf chv approprlat.: 
ASTM ;1a11danl. 

A JJ\;1~\uf.1;.:atr<.'f 111;ly only lb~ th<· JP~1. ... \ 'l~ill n~l i~ . ..:. pn)lhJc1s :itkr ir h;1s fuU~· .:.:omplkd 
with Lh~~~ )JHlgram r..;quircmi.'Cli">. ilJ{,,'hu.Hng fojJ ,.;il~·ty h:..,liUJ! l)f ~tll pro1lu...:r HU'llkl.i,, en the 
AST~1 srandard h~· inlf,~P'-'mkn; chi rel p;u·cy CL·,1tng 1.1h:..:. <i~\d ..;,uhrnl:->~io~l W ~h~ 1.)?\~t.ilng 
<JUCtrk•rl~· l'-''1in~ r<:qmn*lllL'lll". ~1anufa<:tur"·r, \,·h,, agl'\ .. l' w iht .. ,l. fl~quirl'rl1l'tl;..; 1na~· plac\.· 
ch1.: ~L'~•I un ch"·(c· pHsUtL..:·c:--. pa.:kaging.. aad in ae.h·L•rtbi.?m~nt'- (a .:op~ ,~f th~· '''<11 j, au~1,,-h..,·d 
hcrl'Cn as A.n~1...-hcul·nt .~\~.Th..: m~\aufactun ... r must adill'rc tn aU tht~ guiddint':-. oftlw 
pro~rarn in Clf1i~r LO r<'itl!lill ~ Jl''.\I:\ C~rti1kalit>n ['J'(l;;ram panidpanl. 

JPM.~\ puMi..;h~~' it /Jfrrr'/trry '~/' Crn~ficd fJ,-oducis '' hkh i.' ~vailabk tn r~tJilers. Th(' 
dir~~101·y li~1, 1 h<' m:1auf:i~turers :1m.! ih« P""dll<'I' "'"1rin~ Lh<' Jl'M ;\ t'crll fic;i1inn S~;1I. ii 
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Mr. STUPAK. Thank you. We will go to questions from members. 
Ms. Cowles, let me ask you, in your statement, and explains a 

little bit more on page 2 and going on the top of page 3, you talk 
about the corner post of the crib. In fact, both of you mentioned the 
corner post of the crib, and then you go on to say at the top of page 
3, "At the same time,. the mandatory standard has been struck in 
time as well. All new changes have been to the voluntary standard. 
Even the vital safety measure of banning corner posts on cribs was 
integrated into ASTM voluntary s tandard does not appear in the 
federal standard." So it was mandatory and now it is voluntary? 

Ms. COWLES. No, it was never mandatory. It has always been in 
the voluntary standard. They first-as Mr. Dwyer mentioned, that 
standard was passed in 1988 but they first started working on it 
in 1984 after unfortunately another child named Danny died when 
he strangled on his comer post of his bed. So it has always been 
in the voluntary standard. 

Mr. STUPAK. So right now I could make a crib. I could have this 
post here. It is. a voluntary standard not to do it? 

Ms. COWLES. You could have it. You would probably have dif
ficulty if you wanted to sell it through traditional retailers, who 
probably wouldn't take it, but certainly with t he extent of the 
Internet and CPSC would probably recall it if they got it, but you 
could certainly try and sell it. It does not violate the mandatory 
standard. 

Mr. STUPAK. Does not violate the mandatory standard? 
Ms. COWLES. Right. 
Mr. STUPAK. Mr. Dwyer, let me ask you this. The Consumer 

Products Manufacturers Association-we will just call it JPMA- is 
a trade association that represents the manufacturers of children's 
products, of course. You offer your members a certification, as you 
testified, and there is a fee that certifies a product such as a crib 
meets all applicable mandatory standards as well as voluntary 
standards of the ASTM, correct? 

Mr. DWYER. That is correct, sir. 
Mr. STUPAK. The JPMA encourages its members to use your seal 

of approval. I think we had it on the board there at one. time. And 
then they are advertising to show consumers that they are JPMA 
certified. I want to show you this ad. I think it is in tab 11 there, 
if you want to look at it right there in the book in fron t of you. In 
this ad the JPMA ran in several magazines for new parents, this 
ad says, and I quote, "Be confident that juvenile products you pur
chase are designed and built with safety in mind." What. does safe
ty in mind mean in the ad? 

Mr. DWYER. That parents can be assured that the products that 
we certify meet the applicable voluntary and mandatory standards 
for those products. 

Mr . STUPAK. In a way, would it be safe to say you are certifying 
the cribs as being safe then? 

Mr. DWYER. We are verifying that the manufacturers who meet 
at ASTM along with all other stakeholders to discuss incident data, 
and Ms. Cowles mentioned the data, that is used to drive the activ
ity of the committee, and if there are issues related to a product 
concern, that they address those and incorporate those into the 
standard and that the manufacturers meet those standards. 
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Mr. STUPAK So what you are really saying is, we met all the 
standards, this product meets the standards, whether voluntary or 
mandatory, not verifying safety, just that the standards are met. 
Is that what we are saying? 

Mr. DWYER. We believe that by meeting all of the standards that 
the products are safe and that manufacturers take into account 
certainly the safety of their ultimate customers, our babies, when 
they build these products. 

Mr. STUPAK. The ad goes on,. and again I want. to quote from the 
ad. It says, "Buying a JPMA-certified product in any of the below 
categories ensures that the product has gone through an extra set 
of rigorous testing." Over the past several years, and we have 
heard testimony today, cribs involved in some of the largest recalls 
are Simplicity, Delta, Stork Crafts, all earned the JPMA seal of 
safety certification. So. my question, Mr .. Dwyer, would be, has 
JPMA changed the requirements for the certification program in 
light of the recalls we have seen? In fact, even Tuesday we had one 
of 635,000 cribs. Have you changed the certification that would be 
found in this ad? 

Mr. DWYER. Well, just to make sure everybody is clear, the cer
tification is a verification that they meet the standard. 

Mr. STUPAK. Correct. 
Mr. DWYER. The standard-as the standard changes, the certifi

cation changes inasmuch as that is what it is, it is a verification 
to the change in the standard. I am not quite sure I understand 
the question. 

Mr. STUPAK. Since the recalls. in 2008 and 2009, Stork Craft had 
two big recalls, have those standards changed at all? 

Mr. DWYER. The ASTM standards? 
Mr. STUPAK. Yes. 
Mr. DWYER. The standard changed with a recent change in De

cember that would ban the drop sides and also added a slat integ
rity test. and requirements to the crib standard as well--

Mr. STUPAK. So--
Mr. DWYER [continuing]. In December of 2009. 
Mr. STUPAK. So when you certify now, so when you run this ad, 

that means the slat has been changed and no more drop side, 
right? 

Mr. DWYER .. It verifies that the cribs. meet the standards. How
ever, the certification program does allow for 180-day sell-through 
period, so we will certify to the new version of the standard 6 
months after it has been implemented. 

Mr. STUPAK. When is the 6 months up? 
Mr. DWYER. It will be in June. I don't know the exact date. 
Mr. STUPAK. Right. 
Mr. DWYER. But I do know that manufacturers at this point to 

move product out of the marketplace, they are no longer manufac
turing drop-side products. 

Mr. STUPAK. Right, but just so we are clear, we have until June. 
So there still could be drop-side cribs out there right now for sale 
with the JPMA certification because they have until June, 180. 
days, right? 

Mr. DWYER. That is correct. 
Mr. STUPAK. I guess my time is up. Mr. Walden, questions? 
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Mr. WALDEN. And that would be unless CPSC recalls that? 
Mr. DWYER. That is correct. 
Mr. WALDEN. So that would be the only check then, is if there 

is an identified problem, and CPSC could step in, issue a recall and 
take those out of the marketplace but parents may still have those 
cribs, legacy cribs, if you will? 

Mr. DWYER. That is correct. 
Mr. WALDEN. Ms. Cowles, you were recently quoted in the press 

as saying the same problems have existed for 10 years and nothing 
has been done and we are glad to see that it is now a crisis and 
people are acting. Do you want to talk about that quote? 

Ms. COWLES. Sure. 
Mr. WALDEN. So nothing has been in 10 years? 
Ms. COWLES. Well, I have sat on the ASTM committee since 2001 

and there have been other consumers who have been on those com
mittees before that, and in those committee meetings the same 
issues that we are talking about here today, t he same issues we 
talked about the last 2 days where we actually finally made real 
progress such as putting in a test that has been in Canada during 
all that time. It is called a racking test. It subjects the crib to much 
more rigorous shaking and testing, much more similar to-

Mr. WALDEN. Like a child would do. 
Ms. COWLES. Like a child might do, and we have asked repeat

edly since 2001 to add that test to the ASTM standard and it was 
never added. 

Mr. WALDEN. So on the ASTM standards, and your committee, 
I am not familiar with how that operates. How many members are 
on that committee? 

Ms. COWLES. Mike might know better than I do. I would say 
around 50 but I am--

Mr. WALDEN. Mr. Dwyer. 
Mr. DWYER I would say actively participated in F-15, it is at 

least 50. 
Mr. WALDEN. So 50 members, 15 that actually participate? 
Ms. COWLES. F ifty. 
Mr. WALDEN. Fifty, five zero? 
Ms. COWLES. Correct. 
Mr. WALDEN. And during that 9-year period that you have been 

on it and this has been an issue floating around, have there been 
recommendations that have gone forward that you voted against 
because they are not strong enough or--

Ms. COWLES. Yes. As one of the sometimes three, sometimes four 
consumers in the room out of those four, our votes unfortunately 
did not go too far. 

Mr. DWYER. Can I just follow up on that? 
Mr. WALDEN. Yes, Mr. Dwyer. 
Mr. DWYER. I mean, and again, I don't-I am not representing 

ASTM, they are not here at the table, but I do participate in the 
process as Nancy does, and, you know, anybody who participates 
in that process has the opportunity to. cast a negative vote. on any 
ballot, and if that ballot is-if that argument is found persuasive 
through the ASTM process, it can be upheld and modifications can 
be made to the ballet before the final rule is issued. I just want 
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to be very clear that everybody that participates in the process has 
an equal vote in that process. 

Mr. WALDEN. Okay. And then Mr. Dwyer, I wanted to-in light 
of recent events, do these companies like Stork Craft lose their 
membership status in your organization? 

Mr. DWYER. No, they would not lose their membership status. 
The certification program is separate and apart from membership 
in the organization. 

Mr. WALDEN. Okay, so same for Delta and other brands that are 
JPMA certified? 

Mr. DWYER. Correct. 
Mr. WALDEN. Okay. So they can still be a member?. 
Mr. DWYER. Correct. 
Mr. WALDEN. Okay, even though they have these-in your testi

mony, JPMA lists over 20 product categories that are currently in 
your certification program and including cribs and infant carriers. 
Which products should CPSC list as their top priorities for safety 
issues and issue safety standards for as soon as possible? 

Mr. DWYER. In my opinion, sir, which products? 
Mr. WALDEN. Yes. 
Mr. DWYER. I would say cribs, and that is why we spent 2 days 

and why the chairman reached out to the manufacturers and the 
consumer groups and asked us, as I testified, to please help us ac
celerate. rulemaking on full-size. cribs .. 

Mr. WALDEN. And Ms. Cowles, are you satisfied with the new 
recommendations that came out in December? 

Ms. COWLES. I think banning drop-side cribs is an important 
step. However, the real problem with drop sides, as the family tes
tified, is the hardware failures, using plastic hardware, and those 
hardware. pieces are still in other parts of the crib so. we do believe 
we still need this stronger racking test to test hardware for dura
bility, and that in fact is being talked about in the meetings that 
we have been to, so we are satisfied that the new mandatory stand
ard will have sufficient strength in it once we get to that point. 

Mr. WALDEN. And did you all vote then on this new standard 
that came out in December? 

Mr. DWYER. Not yet. The process-
Ms. COWLES. In December, he is asking. 
Mr. DWYER. Oh, I am sorry. 
Mr. WALDEN. And did you support that then? 
Ms. COWLES. Yes. 
Mr. DWYER .. I abstain from voting on the ASTM committees. We 

support an administrative role but I do support the activities. 
Mr. WALDEN. Okay. You know, I think that is-yes, that is a 

good point. The manufacturing problems I think is probably the 
issue we are all kind of looking at here. What should be done 
there? 

Ms. COWLES .. In terms of the manufacturing of the product itself? 
Well, I would submit, and I will talk to that, but just let me briefly 
say, many of these are design issues, if you design a product with 
bad hardware, but manufacturing, and I think one of the reasons 
the older cribs that people are talking about that seemed to have 
held up well were made under the same lax regulations but were 
made, you know, here under our-so I think that manufacturing 
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plays a role and I am hoping that both JPMA, CPSC in their over
sight role, you know, work to make sure that, you know, if you 
choose to make a product overseas that you are selling to American 
consumers, you need to make sure it is as safe as if you made it 
here. That is really the manufacturer's responsibility. 

Mr. WALDEN. Thank you. 
Mr. Dwyer, do you want to comment on that? 
Mr. DWYER. Manufacturers of these products are incredibly re

sponsible. Ultimately their customers are babies. I am the father 
of three children. I used a drop-side crib that was handed down to 
me by a friend of a friend, disassembled it three times, put it to
gether three times, took care to follow the instructions every time, 
and manufacturers- ultimately children's lives are the most pre
cious commodity and I believe manufacturers have always had 
that-

Mr. WALDEN. You know, if I can interrupt you just a second, the 
family behind you made the comment about the instructions being 
on the bottom of the mattress or the bottom of the slat and sort 
of glued on there. Is that done so that it continues on if somebody 
takes it apart? 

Mr. DWYER. Correct. 
Mr. WALDEN. Because I don't know anybody that keeps the in

structions for anything we put together. 
Mr. DWYER. Correct. It is part of the standard because just that, 

so that the instructions don't get lost if the crib is handed down 
or if it disassembled in between each child, which a product should 
be made to be able to disassembled multiple times, as Nancy indi
cated, and the instructions are on there so they don't get lost. 

Mr. WALDEN. That is why they are glued on there? 
Mr. DWYER. Correct. 
Mr. WALDEN. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know I have ex-

ceeded my time. Thanks for your courtesy. 
Mr. STUPAK. I thank you, Mr. Walden. 
Mr. Braley for questions. 
Mr. BRALEY. Mr. Dwyer, I want to follow up that last comment 

you made, manufacturers of these products are incredibly respon
sible. You stand by that statement? 

Mr. DWYER. I do. 
Mr. BRALEY. In the statement you submitted, it indicates that 

your manufacturers association has grown to include more than 
250 member companies in the United States, Canada and Mexico, 
and that these companies manufacture and/or import infant prod
ucts. So do you have members that are manufacturers in China 
and Vietnam? 

Mr. DWYER. No, we do not. 
Mr. BRALEY. Okay. 
Mr. DWYER. That actually are manufactured in the country or 

manufacture in those countries. 
Mr. BRALEY. Right, but my point is, since you have the word "im

port". in there I assume. some. of your members are importing prod
ucts that are being manufactured, and that is who. the manufac
turer is you are referring to when you said manufacturers are in
credibly responsible? 
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Mr. DWYER. The manufacturers that are members of the associa
tion must have a place of business in North America but yes, some 
of them do manufacture their products overseas or import their 
products from overseas. 

Mr. BRALEY. Right, and isn't it customary that the inspections 
that you rely upon are done. at the point of manufacturing? 

Mr. DWYER. The inspections for the certification program? 
Mr. BRALEY. Yes. 
Mr. DWYER. They are done both domestically and overseas. 
Mr. BRALEY. Okay. And you are aware that it is much more dif

ficult to ensure the integrity of those inspection processes when 
they are being done in a country like China which has very strict 
controls on access? 

Mr. DWYER. Our members take great care to visit with their fac
tories overseas every year and to make sure that quality control 
practices are taking place at the highest levels. 

Mr. BRALEY. Have you ever tried to serve a Chinese manufac-
turer of a defective product that is. marketed in the United States? 

Mr. DWYER. Serve? 
Mr. BRALEY. Serve for legal process. 
Mr. DWYER. No, I have not. 
Mr. BRALEY. Do you know what is involved in that process? 
Mr. DWYER. I do not, sir. 
Mr. BRALEY. Do you know. that international treaties have to be. 

complied with and that service has to be performed domestically 
through the Chinese government that erects roadblocks that can 
prolong the actual accountability of foreign manufactw·ers who are 
selling defective products in this country for years and years if you 
are ever successful? 

Mr. DWYER. I am not familiar with that process, sir. 
Mr. BRALEY. Are you aware that certain States like my home 

State of Iowa have domestic laws that provide immunity to sellers 
of products like some of your members if the manufacturer is ac
countable and can be served and that may put you into this endless 
limbo of trying to get service in a country that doesn't want its 
manufacturers to be served? And that is. exactly what Representa
tive Sutton is talking about in this bill she is about to introduce. 
Are you familiar with that problem from your work with these 
many people selling products that affect infants' lives and safety in 
this country? 

Mr. DWYER. No, sir, but, you know, our program is built with 
safety in mind and we have testing. We have multiple. testing. We 
had multiple testing before the Consumer Product Safety Improve
ment Act was even implemented. Our program, section 104, the re
quirements of certification, are more robust and they mirror what 
this Congress, what this committee has put together. I am not fa
miliar with the challenges with serving Chinese manufacturers 
with, you know, warrants for defective products but we are here. to 
talk about our certification program, the ASTM standards. 

Mr. BRALEY. Well, in your certification program, have you ever 
encountered incidents where the instructions on assembly are writ
ten in that country of origin, in some form of English that would 
not make sense to anybody in this room and yet is being used by 
the manufacturer and the subsequent seller. of that product as a 
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guide for people in assembly of that product. Are you aware that 
takes place? 

Mr. DWYER. There is pretty clear guidelines both at the vol
untary and the mandatory level for the standards that dictate how 
the instructions should be put together, and I am not aware that 
there. are. issues with communication. on the instructions. It is an 
issue that the group is working on and looking at adding some ad
ditional warnings and looking at instructions. Eliminating moving 
parts would help with any disassembly issues, but I am not aware 
that there are any issues with instructions, sir. 

Mr. BRALEY. As part of your certification requirement, do they 
look at the assembly instructions. being supplied by the manufac
turer? 

Mr. DWYER. Yes, they do. 
Mr. BRALEY. And do they look at whether or not the language 

that is being used is in plain English that can be easily understood 
and adapted by the consumer in the assembly of that product? 

Mr. DWYER. Well, the. product and the certification program, the 
product has to be assembled to the manufacturer's instructions and 
so that is a requirement. 

Mr. BRALEY. Well, and that is my point. My point is, the manu
facturer in the latest recall is located in China, located in Vietnam, 
and they sometimes have a very different understanding of the 
English language. than American consumers putting that product 
together. I am not just taking about from a professional standpoint. 
I am talking from the standpoint of a parent who has assembled 
many of these products and is frequently mystified by what the in
tention is in the assembly process because it is obviously being 
written by somebody who doesn't live in this country. 

Mr. DWYER. Are you specifically talking about the Dorel recall, 
the Dore] Asia recall? 

Mr. BRALEY. Yes. 
Mr. DWYER. Six hundred and thirty-five thousand units? 
Mr. BRALEY. Yes. 
Mr. DWYER. Which are not JPMA certified, and I am well aware 

of extenuating circumstances in that case where that crib was put 
together with duct tape by parents, and criminal charges were 
charged against those parents for endangering their child. 

Mr. BRALEY. And I would like to bring that up before I close, Mr. 
Chairman, because what happens in these cases is everybody en
gages in finger pointing, and one of the first people on the line are 
the parents dealing with the tragic loss of their. child who are fre
quently blamed and subject to criminal prosecutions which are 
many times later dropped, and I think that it is important that if 
there are manufacturers profiting from the sale of these products, 
they take a good look in the mirror and do everything they can to 
address the problem, not always blame the parents, and that is 
why this. work we are. here for today is so important,. and I yield 
back. 

Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, Mr. Braley. It should be noted too in 
that case where the parents, charges were brought, they were 
dropped, and so just so the record is clear. 

Mr. Burgess, when he comes back, I will reserve his spot. So I 
guess we are to Ms. Schakowsky for questions. 
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Ms. SCRAKOWSKY. I want to talk a little bit more about the role 
of parents. In November of last year, we talked about this, but the 
CPSC and Stork Craft recalled more than 2 million cribs due to re
ports of broken or missing drop-side hardware. As part of that re
call, Stork Craft crated an instructional video and posted it on 
YouTube-and so whoever is working on that, let us get it up 
there-to show consumers how to identify problems with their cribs 
and how to install the repair kits the company supplied, so if you 
will play that. 

rvideo playback] 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. So let me ask you, Ms. Cowles, it is respon

sible or realistic, rather, to expect that parents will follow this rec
ommendation in the real world? 

Ms. COWLES. No, I don't think any parent does that every time 
they put a baby in a crib any more than you open your hood and 
check everything before you get in your car to drive. It is certainly 
something that we might expect them to do occasionally but no, I 
think parents assume they put together. a crib, it is going to stay 
together. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Mr. Dwyer, do you think that a tired mother 
or father, baby wakes up at 2:00 in the morning and you put the 
baby back in bed is going to go around and do a crib inspection 
every time before putting the baby back to sleep? 

Mr. DWYER. Having been a very tired father at one time, no, 
ma'am. 

Ms. ScHAKOWSKY. So Mr. Dwyer , the JPMA put together a fre
quently asked questions page about drop-side cribs. It is on tab 10 
of the document binder. And here is what your association FAQ 
sheet says: "JPMA reminds parents and caregivers that when you 
assemble a crib to the manufacturer's instructions and use it prop
erly, a crib provides the safest sleeping environment for a baby." 
What do you mean by- what does JPMA mean by use it properly? 

Mr. DWYER. That it is assembled according to the manufacturer's 
instructions. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. And inspected every time, right? 
Mr. DWYER. We would recommend that parents be aware that in

spection may be needed and we also have safe sleep guidelines for 
what not to put in the crib that is part of the whole process such 
as heavy blankets or pillows or that type of thing. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Stork Craft's CEO Jim Moore issued a state
ment after the November recall in which he asserted that parents 
improperly used the drop-side cribs implicated in infant entrap
ments. Here is how the news accounts quoted Mr. Moore: "In the 
majority of instances, the cribs were being used with broken parts, 
parts with pieces missing, parts that were damaged or with modi
fied or homemade parts." So Ms. Cowles, what do you think of the 
Stork Craft response? 

Ms. COWLES. Well~ I think that it is particularly damaging to the 
recall process, that when manufacturers come out, and as Mr. 
Dwyer has done here, continue to blame the individual parent 
whose child either has died or was hurt. It basically says to every 
other parent using that crib, oh, I am sure you don't need to worry 
about your crib because you are a smart parent who is using it cor
rectly, and so I think that kind of language, especially after the 
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CPSC has to spend time negotiating what is in the press release 
and they come to an agreement of what is going to be said about 
it, then the company comes out later that day or the next day with 
those kind of damaging comments I think again both discourages 
parents from participating with the recall because they think theirs 
must be. okay because they obviously put it together right and 
downplays the problem. I mean, all that list of things, if that crib 
wasn't falling apart, parents wouldn't have to do any of those 
things, so it is the crib, I think, that we are here to talk about and 
not how individual parents may decide to fix the problem when 
their crib does in fact break. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. And Mr. Dwyer, what were you saying kind of 
I felt sort of self-righteously about how these parents were on the 
Dore] Asia cribs charged with criminal negligence or whatever it 
was. 

Mr. DWYER. I just wanted to clarify for Mr. Braley that those 
products were not certified by the association and that I was 
aware, made aware that there were extenuating circumstances, 
that that crib, that there were photos of the crib that showed duct 
tape holding the pieces of the crib together, and that one side was 
broken from the crib and had been pushed against the wall, and 
I was aware that criminal charges had been brought for child 
endangerment, and also there were drug charges. I was not aware 
that those charges had been dropped but I was specifically address
ing we do not want those cribs that were recalled lumped into be
cause they were not certified by the association. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Did you want to comment, Ms. Cowles? 
Ms. COWLES. I just wanted to say about the charges, I know that 

is not why we are here today but having worked with many par
ents whose children have been killed, more times than you can 
imagine, that is at least threatened or brought before the medical 
examiner can ascertain that the product itself was defective, so I 
have had parents charged with that, with child abuse, with all 
kinds of things. And so the initial charge made by the police is no 
indication of what is actually responsible for that child's death, es
pecially in a case. like this where the charges are dropped. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you. 
Mr. STUPAK. Ms. Sutton for questions, please. 
Ms. SU'ITON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to follow up 

on two things. First of all, Representative Braley's line of ques
tioning about foreign manufacturers, and I just want to invite all 
of our colleagues to seriously consider getting on this bill-it is. a 
bipartisan bill- to make sure that we can serve process and submit 
people who are seHing products in this country to the jurisdiction 
of our courts and the enforcement of our laws. That is what I think 
the American people expect, and those are the consumers. Your 
customers are infants with parents, and they are counting on us 
to. deliver a degree of safety .. 

But I also want to follow up with Ms. Schakowsky's line of ques
tioning because I think this idea of parental error versus product 
defect is an important one, and along the same lines, in September 
of 2007, CPSC recalled more than a million Simplicity-brand drop
side cribs in one of the many recalls involving this company, and 
the CPSC noted that some consumers installed the drop side unin-
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tentionally down, upside down. In this situation, the drop side 
would function upside down, it would function that way, and it 
would weaken the hardware and in some cases detach from the 
crib. The Stork Craft drop-side cribs recalled last year had the 
same problem, had similar problems. So Stork Craft asserts that 
this drop-side problem is not the company's fault. In a Stork Craft 
position paper provided to the committee located at tab 8 in the 
document binder, the company states, and I quote, "It is absolutely 
unreasonable to expect Stork Craft to reasonably foresee that a 
consumer would install the drop-side rail upside down." Mr. Dwyer, 
do you agree with Stork Craft's statement? It is unforeseeable that 
a consumer might improperly install the drop side upside down 
when the drop side will still function that way? 

Mr. DWYER. I am not intimately familiar enough with the prod
uct. Obviously if the product is manufactured in such a way that 
it could be installed upside down, as was the case with this prod
uct, that that would be the case. 

Ms. SUTTON. I don't understand your answer. 
Mr. DWYER. Your question was, is it foreseeable for that product, 

for that rail to be installed upside down. Apparently that is the 
case, that it is-it was not-it is foreseeable if it can be installed 
upside down. 

Ms. SUTTON. So you disagree with Stork Craft's statement that 
it is unreasonable to expect that to be foreseen? 

Mr. DWYER. I would say based upon the information, the limited 
information I have about the specific product as I read it here, I 
would say that I would disagree with that statement. 

Ms. SUTTON. Thank you. 
And Ms. Cowles, I understand that you were a part of a task 

group assigned to examine the improper drop-side installation after 
the Simplicity recall. Is that correct? 

Ms. COWLES. That is right. 
Ms. SUTTON. Okay. And the Consumer Product Safety Commis

sion produced an e-mail to the committee, which is located at tab 
1 of the document binder, and it relates to this issue. This is an 
e-mail chain between you, Jonathan Midget of CPSC and other 
members of the group tasked with looking at improper assembly of 
drop sides. Dr. Midget, who is an engineering psychologist, com
ments as follows: "The best way to prevent misassembly is to limit 
the consumer's ability to put parts in the wrong place. The least 
effective strategy is to modify the instructions or create a list of 
warnings." To his workers at CPSC, Dr. Midget notes in an e-mail 
that the crib industry has been, and I quote, "freakish in its insist
ence that instructions of cribs are at fault. This only makes sense 
if you don't want to change any of the shapes of yow· crib hardware 
and would rather blame the consumer." Ms. Cowles, is this obser
vation consistent with your experience negotiating crib safety 
standards? 

Ms. COWLES. I think that this is very consistent both with my 
experience on the committee. I think I mentioned in my longer tes
timony that the committee will not even look at incidents that hap
pen in cribs older than 5 years old, even though as we heard from 
the family, that could have easily been a crib that was just in one 
place and not reassembled, because. they consider it old .. They are 
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very quick to blame when they account things to what the con
sumer did rather than to their crib, and again, I think as I said 
today, that if a product is made so you can put it together in a way 
that causes death, that is a design problem, not a consumer prob
lem. 

Ms. SUTTON. Thank you, Ms. Cowles, and I appreciate again, Mr. 
Chairman, that you are holding this hearing. These e-mails illus
trate the risk of relying on voluntary industry safety standards, 
and I yield back. 

Mr. STUPAK. Thanks. If I may, just one question or two. I think 
Mr. Burgess will be here in a minute. Let me just ask this. Mr. 
Dwyer, I asked about this ad that you put out saying that you cer
tify products. 

Mr. DWYER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. STUPAK. And we talked about recalls. Do you ever take out 

similar ads in the same magazines advertising there has been a re
call, like on the cribs? 

Mr. DWYER. I am sorry. I didn't understand the question. 
Mr. STUPAK. Does your association, the Juvenile Products Manu

facturers Association, you put out these ads advertising these prod
ucts, that they are certified safe. Then when they are recalled, do 
you ever take out an ad saying these things have been recalled so 
consumers would know? 

Mr. DWYER. No, we don't name specific products and put ads for 
a recall in any magazine. 

Mr. STUPAK. But wouldn't that be a good idea? 
Mr. DWYER. I believe that is the role of the agency. We can, you 

know, communicate. We issued statements and we provided state
ments based upon when the Stork Craft products were recalled to 
help parents and concerned consumers understand the implica
tions. We link to recall.gov on our website. We-

Mr. STUPAK. So other than your website, that is all you do to let 
parents know that--

Mr. DWYER. We do not take out ads in magazines to promote the 
fact that products are recalled. This is part of a product safety cam
paign that involves multiple communication--

Mr. STUPAK. Sure. These are all products with your seal on it so 
if your seal products are being recalled, I would think you want to 
let people know that, target these audiences. 

Mr. DWYER. We do communicate but we don't take out ads in 
magazines. 

Mr. STUPAK. Okay. I would like to thank this panel for their tes
timony. Thank you, witnesses, and thanks for being here. As Mr. 
Walden reminds me, we are going to have votes here pretty quick, 
so let us see if we can't finish up this hearing. I will ask the chair
person to come forward, please, the Hon. Ms. Tenenbaum of the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission. Let the record reflect that 
before you have your opening statement, it is the policy of this com
mittee that you have the right under the rules of the House to be 
advised by counsel during your testimony. Do you wish to be rep
resented by counsel? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, sir. 
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Mr. STUPAK. And then Ms. Tenenbaum, I would ask you as the 
chairperson of the Consumer Product Safety Commission to take 
the oath, please. Raise your right hand. 

[Witness sworn.] 
Mr. STUPAK. Thank you. Let the record reflect Ms. Tenenbaum 

is under oath, and. please present your opening statement. 

TESTIMONY OF THE HON. INEZ MOORE TENENBAUM, 
CHAIRMAN, CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Good morning, Chairman Stupak, Ranking 
Member Walden and members of the Subcommittee on Oversight 
and Investigation. 

The overall safety of cribs is a critical concern of the CPSC and 
a personal priority of mine. Getting unsafe cribs off the market and 
out of the home has always been a key part of the CPSC's mission, 
but I strongly believe that we must do more and have strong fed
eral safety standards that prevent cribs with design flaws or safety 
defects from ever making it into the stream of commerce or into 
nurseries. 

Since the inception of the agency in 1973, the CPSC has been 
deeply involved in issues of crib and infant sleeping environment 
safety. In November 1973, the Commission promulgated the first 
mandatory safety standard governing full-size cribs. Since that 
time, the. CPSC has also. worked diligently. with other. standards
developing organizations such as the ASTM International on vol
untary cribs standards. These mandatory and voluntary standards 
combined with substantial outreach efforts have undoubtedly pre
vented numerous infant and child injuries. 

However , one question that has arisen in some media reports is 
the issue. of why the CPSC's mandatory crib standards have not 
been revised since 1982. The main answer is that the Commission 
has limited authority to do so under section 9 of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act. Under that section, which was revised by the 
CPSIA, the Commission was generally required to rely on vol
untary standards that would likely result in the adequate reduc
tion of risk and injury and where there would be substantial com
pliance with the standard. This reliance on voluntary standards 
worked well in many areas but it also left some substantial gaps 
that voluntary-standard-developing organizations were either un
willing or unable to confront. This provision was modified by the 
CPSIA to give the Commission additional authority to promulgate 
rules, even when a voluntary standard is. in existence. 

In addition, the CPSIA also included section 104, the Danny 
Keysar Child Product Safety Notification Act, which directs the 
Commission to promulgate new standards for 12 groups of durable 
infant and toddler products. I strongly support these additional au
thorities and have directed the CPSC staff to make crib safety a 
key priority starting with immediate recall of cribs that have been 
shown to present a substantial risk of danger and injury to chil
dren. 

One example of the Commission's efforts to remove potentially 
hazardous cribs from the marketplace has been the two recent re
calls of Stork Craft drop-side cribs. In January 2009, Stork Craft 
agreed to voluntarily recall over half a million impacted cribs due 
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to a bracket defect. At that time the CPSC was also investigating 
instances regarding a potential drop-side issue with the cribs. 
These incidents, however, involved a large population of cribs with 
different styles of drop-side hardware and a different mode of drop
side failure. 

After my a1Tival at the Commission, I requested weekly Commis
sion briefings from the Office of Compliance on pending consumer 
product investigations. The subject of the September 24, 2009, 
briefing was nursery products and included the Commission's in
vestigation into drop-side cribs. During that briefing, I learned 
about the developing compliance case regarding Stork Craft drop
side cribs as well as the tragic June 2009 death in Louisiana that 
involved a Stork Craft drop-side crib. Following this briefing, I di
rected the staff to give immediate priority to the recall of Stork 
Craft cribs and this drop-side hazard. On November 23, 2009, the 
Commission and Stork Craft announced the largest crib action re
call in CPSC history, and as you know, this involved 2.1 million 
Stork Craft cribs .. 

We also recently recalled the Dorel Asia cribs, which I will not 
go into detail to save time because you are very well aware of that 
recall. 

Now, since these recalls, and since my tenure as chairman, I 
have decided that we need a new safe sleep initiative, which has 
six points that I want to talk to you about. In my brief statement 
this morning, I will just talk about the highlights and then you can 
ask me questions later. 

I think the CPSC has very talented staff that has worked dili
gently for years on these issues of safe cribs but I also think that 
we could have for a variety of reasons including funding, inad
equate statutory authorities. and competing priorities. move quicker 
to have mandatory and stronger voluntary standards and I want 
you to know and make very clear to this subcommittee that those 
days are over at the CPSC. This morning I am pleased to announce 
the details of the Safe Sleep Initiative. 

First of all, you have heard from other speakers that the first 
part of this initiative is to expedite the rulemaking and have man
datory standards under section 104 for cribs, and I might want to 
add that when I came to the Commission, the schedule for this rule 
for cribs was scheduled for 2012. When I learned about it, I pulled 
it in front of other rules and said we have to have this standard 
now. Second, we are going to expand the Commission's successful 
early warning system by having an early. warning team for bassi
nets, cribs and other sleep environments for children. Three, we 
will also increase the monitoring of recall effectiveness and correc
tive actions on take rates on crib recall cases. We want to know 
how effective are these recalls. Fifth, we are going to continue with 
ow· additional media outreach. For example, when we recalled 
Stork Craft, we estimated that 200 million people. saw the tele
vision clips of those recalls. And sixth, we are going to have an in
ternal management review of how we do recalls not only for cribs 
but for other products. When I came to the Commission, I realized 
that the Commission needed a new strategic plan. It also needed 
consultants from the outside to come in and look at the operations 
and the management of that agency, so we went through the. pro-
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curement process and I am pleased to announce that just recently 
we have secured Booz Allen Hamilton to do a top-to-bottom review 
of the CPSC and help us in this a rea. 

And Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member Walden, I thank you 
for having this meeting. It is very important that you show every
one involved in crib safety how important it is. to. you, and I look 
forward to answering your questions. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Tenenbaum follows:] 
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Good morning, Chairman Stupak, Ranking Member Walden, and Memben; of the 
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations. I am pleased to be here today to discuss 
the actions we are taking at the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) to 
ensure the safety of cribs and promote a safe sleep environment for all children in the 
United States. 

Let me begin by saying the overall safety of cribs is a critical concern of the CPSC - and 
a personal priority of mine. Parents across this country expect cribs to be a sanctuary for 
their children, regardless of that crib· s price or size. I share this belief, and have made 
crib safety a cornerstone of my work as Chairman of the CPSC. 

Since 2007, the Commission has taken action to recall almost 7 million cribs for various 
defects. Gelling unsafe cribs off the market and out of homes has always been a key part 
of the CPSC's mission. But I strongly believe that we must do more - and have .strong 
federal safety standards that prevent cribs with design flaws or safety defects from ever 
making it into our stream of commerce or into nurseries. 

In my testimony today, I will provide the Subcommittee with a brief overview of the 
Commission's past efforts with regard to crib safety and the recent Stork Craft recall. 
More importantly, however, I will also outline my overall Safe Sleep Initiative to prevent 
deaths and injuries from crib design flaws and defects, and promote a safe sleeping 
envirorunent for all babies. 

Overview of CPSC Efforts to Prevent Crib Defects and Injuries 

Since the inception of the agency in 1973, the CPSC has been deeply involved in issues 
of crib and infant sleeping environment safety. In November 1973. the Commission 
promulgated the first mandatory safety standards governing full-sized cribs. These 
standards included regulations governing rail height, spacing of crib components (slats, 
crib rods and comer posts), and the hllf(fware used in the construction of the crib. These 
standards were updated in 1982 to impose requirements regarding the crib "cut-outs,·• or 
the parts of cribs where the various component parts fit together. 

The CPSC has also worked diligently with other standards developing organizations. 
5uch as ASTM International, on voluntary crib standards. In 1988, CPSC participated in 
the ASTM subcommittee ihat adopted the F 1169 standard for full-size cribs. CPSC staff 
was also actively involved with this subcommittee when it revised the Fl 169 standard to: 

• Include a performance requirement addressing slat detachments in 1999; 

• Integrate a requirement governing the design of crib comer posts in 2003; 

• Update crib warnings and labeling in 2007; and 

• Adopt a restriction of drop-side cribs and new slat strength requirements in 
November 2009, which was published on December 10, 2009. 
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Furthennore, the CPSC has worked for decades on education and outreach initiatives. 
CPSC has partnered over the years with the American Academy of Pediatrics, the 
National Institute of Child Health and Development, Gerber, the Juvenile Products 
Manufacturers Association (JPMA), The Danny Foundation, and the Black Entertainment 
Network (BET) on: 

• The landmark Back-to-Sleep campaign aimed at preventing Sudden Infant Death 
Syndrome (SIDS) related deaths; 

• An initiative encouraging parents to create a sleeping environment free of pillows 
and other soft bedding that could pose a suffocation risk to babies; and 

• A special campaign aimed at educating African-American parents about how to 
keep babies safe in the crib. 

These mandatory and voluntary standards, combined \11.ith substantial outreach efforts, 
have undoubtedly prevented numerous infant and child injuries. 

However, one question that has arisen in some media reports is the issue of why the 
CPSC's mandatory crib standards have not been revised since 1982. The main answer is 
that the Commission had limited authority to do so under Section 9 of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act. Until that section was revised by the Conswncr Product Safety 
Improvement Act of2008 (CPSIA), the Commission was generally required to rely on 
any voluntary standard that was "likely to result in the elimination or adequate reduction 
of the risk or injury" and where it was "likely that there would be substantial compliance 
with that standard." This reliance on vollmtary standards worked well in many areas, but 
also left some substantial gaps that voluntary standard developing organizations were 
either unwilling or unable to confront. 

Due to the hard work of the full Committee and many other members in both Houses of 
Congress, this provision was modified in the CPSIA to give the Commission additional 
authority to promulgate rules, even when a standard is in existence. In addition, the 
CPS IA also included Section l 04, the Danny Keysar Child Product Safety Notification 
Act, wh.ich directs the Commission to promulgate new Sli:llldards for twelve groups of 
durable infant and toddler products - including full-size cribs and nonfull-size cribs. 
Section I 04 gives the Commission regular rulemaking authority not just to adopt existing 
voluntary standards, but to adopt standards that are more stringent "if the Commission 
determines that more stringent standards would further reduce the risk of injury 
associated with such products." 

As Chairman, I strongly support these additional authorities and have directed CPSC staff 
to make crib safety a key priority - starting with the immediate recall of cribs that have 
been shown to present a substantial risk of injury to children. 

2 
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The Stork Craft Recall 

One example of the Commission's efforts to remove potentially hazardous cribs from the 
marketplace is two recent recalls of Stork Craft drop-side cribs. 

In early 2008, our Early Warning System (EWS) team brought concerns about Stork 
Craft cribs to the attention of our Office of Hazard Identification and Reduction and 
Office of Compliance and Field Operations. This led to a request to the company in 
August 2008 for infonnation about potential problems with both the cribs• drop-sides and 
mattress support brackets. The investigation established a pattern of defect on the 
support brackets used on certain cribs. The metal brackets used were of insufficient 
strenglh, leading to cracking and posing a potential entrapment hazard. In January 2009, 
Stork Craft agreed to voluntarily recall over a half-million impacted cribs. CPSC was 
also investigating incidents regarding a potential drop-side issue with the cribs. These 
incidents, however, involved a large population of cribs, with different styles of drop·side 
hardware and different modes of drop-side failure. 

After my arrival at the Commission, I requested weekly Commission briefings from the 
Office of Compliance on pending consumer product investigations. The subject of the 
September 24, 2009, briefmg was nursery products, and included the Commission's 
investigation into drop-side cribs. During that briefing, I learned about the developing 
Compliance case regarding Stork Craft drop-side cribs, as well as the tragic .lune 2009 
death in Louisiana that involved a Stork Craft drop-side crib. Following this hriefing, I 
directed the staff to give immediate priority to the recall of Stork Craft cribs for this drop
side hazard. On November 23, 2009, the Commission and Stork Craft announced the 
largest crib action in CPSC history, involving the recall of approximately 2.1 million 
Stork Craft drop-side cribs. 

Throughout this investigalion, Stork Craft has maintained that there is no evidence of a 
pattern of defect and, in the end, voluntarily recalled the cribs without admitting that the 
cribs were defective. 

My Safe Sleep Initiative 

During my brief tenure as Chairman, I have reviewed past actions of the Commission in 
the crib safety area. The CPSC has a very talented staff that has worked diligently in this 
issue for many years, and their past cffons to ensure safe cribs and safe sleeping 
environments arc to be commended. 

Al the same time, however, I also recognize that the Commission may not been as 
vigilant in this area as it could have been in recent years for a variety of reasons -
including funding, inadequate statutory authorities, and competing priorities. I want to 
make it clear to !he Subconunittee this morning that tho!\e days are over. 

This morning, Jam pleased to announce the Safo Sleep Initiative. Tbis six-part action 
plan takes a holistic, multi-pronged approach to the issue of crib safety and focuses not 
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just on new crib safety rules, bu! also m:w methods of identilying existing hazards in the 
fastest way possible, increased monitoring of recall effectiveness, increased public 
outreach, and internal management rcfonn. 

I. Expedited Implementation of the Section 104 Crib Rulemaking 

Section 104 of the CPSIA requires the Commission to promulgate product safety 
standards for two categories of infant and durable toddler products every six months 
"beginning with the product categories that the Commission determines to be of the 
highest priority." Among these twelve catego1ies are full-size cribs and nonfull-size 
cribs. 

All of the categories listed in Section 104 are important. In light of recent recalls, 
however, I believe crib regulations should take on a higher priority. Accordingly, I have 
directed CPSC staff to accelerate - to the maximum extent possible - the rulemaking for 
cribs under Section 104. 

2. Expansion of the Earlv Warning System (EWS) 

In November 2007, the CPSC implemented what was then a pilot program called the 
Early Warning System (EWS). This EWS is a multi-disciplinary team of CPSC staff 
consisting of compliance officers, attorneys and technical staff from CPSC's 
Engineering, Epidemiology, Hwnan Factors and Health Sciences organizations that 
focuses solely on three product categories: cribs. bassinets and play yards. 

This team was fonned in an effort to catch serious risks of injury or death, patterns of 
defect, and regulatory violations as early as possible. The EWS team meets on a weekly 
basis and reviews au incoming bassinet, crib and play yard incidents reported to the 
agency. Incident reports specific to products evaluated by the EWS pilot team are drawn 
from the CPSC's epidemiological databases (EPIR) that reside on the CPSC network and 
are appended into the specific EWS database. As part of its review process, the EWS 
team electronically codes the failure mode of each product-related incident. By 
electronically capturing the technical coding for each incident, the EWS team is able to 
create a historic record that can support more expeditious identification of potentiaJ 
emerging hazards. During the weekly review, the EWS team also assigns in-depth 
investigations (IDls) of incidents, reviews completed IDis, evaluates collected product 
samples, and makes recommendations to the Office of Compliance on cases to open for 
possible recall. 

Overall, the EWS team does an excellent job of quickly identifying emerging nursery 
product hazards. Nevertheless, under current CPSC database and Information 
Technology (IT) infrastructure, iden1ifying emerging hazards and patterns of defect is 
labor intensive and requires significant staff involvement to manually go through much of 
the information that is received. In some cases, staff manually receive reports within 48 
hours and are able to initiate an investigation. In other cases, however, there can be a 
significant lag between the time reports are received and when they are entered into the 
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database. For example, in the case of incidents reported to CPSC staff via manufacturer 
reports, Medical Examiners and Coroners Alert Project (MECAP) reports. and news 
reports, there can be a lag of up to a month or longer before incoming data reports are 
available in EPIR and extracted for entry into the EWS database. This "data utilization 
lag" is currently too long. To address this, the Commission is currently taking two steps 
to improve the data flow. 

First, the Commission is engaged in a major upgrade of its IT systems as part of its 
mandate under Section 212 of the CPSIA to create a product incident database that is 
easily searchable by the public. In response to that mandate, the agency is developing a 
single, integrated web-based environment, the Risk Management System (RMS) that will 
support the database and other associated data collection activities. Specifically, RMS 
will capture CPSC subject matter experts' assessments of the failure mode and severity 
associated with product incidents - and share those coded historic incidents with all other 
CPSC staff. This feature does not currently exist outside of the EWS program, and will 
greatly improve our infonnation sharing abilities. In addition. this feature will also 
support advanced data-mining capacities that will analyze various information flows -
including public product incident reports, Injury or Potential Injury Incidents (IPil), and 
infonnation from the National Electronic lnjwy Surveillance System (NEISS)- and issue 
"red flags" for products that may present evidence of a new or emerging hazard. 

Second, the Commission is working to enhance staffing in our Office of Compliance to 
recogliize and react to the "red flags .. generated by these new sources of information. 
With the new funding available in the Fiscal Year 2010 CPSC budget, we anticipate 
being able to hire new staff that wilt focus on priority areas - such as cribs. This, in tum, 
will allow us to more quickly initiate recalls and other corrective actions when hazards 
are identified. 

3. Creation of a New Safe Sleep Environment Team 

As I reviewed the great strides made to date by the EWS team, I also identified an 
opportunity to take that approach to the next level of responsiveness in the overall context 
of children's sleep environments. To that end, I have created a new "Safe Sleep 
Envirorunenc Team," which is a pilot project to bring the same E.WS team of compliance 
officers, attorneys, epidemiologists, and other technical staff to work on issues related to 
the sleep environment. The compliance officers and attorneys involved will be 
exclusively dedicated to this new team. 

As a dedicated, interdisciplinary team, I am confidmt that this will allow the CPSC to use 
the information harnessed by EWS and act faster and more efficiently not just with crib 
defects - but also for all defects related to a child's sleep environment. In addition, their 
work will be critically important in pointing out new ways to effectively utilize the 
increased amount of incident reports that will be generated by the RMS upgrade and the 
public database required by section 6A of the CPSIA. 
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4. Increased Monitoring of Recall Effectiveness and Corrective Action 
"Take-Rates" in Crib Recall Cases 

Recalls arc only effective if parents and caregivers avail themselves of the corrective 
action offered, and either return, replace, or fix the defective product in a mannc:r that will 
c:nsure a baby's safety. Nowhere is this more imponant than crib recall cases, where a 
corrective action is critical to ensuring a safe sleeping environment. 

The CPSC has already taken one critic.al action to address the effectiveness of crib recalls 
using the power Congress provided us in the CPSIA. In addition to the product satety 
standard requirements for durable infant and toddler products, Section I 04 also mandated 
that registration cards be included with cribs and other durable infant products. On 
December 29, 2009, the Commission published a final rule requiring manufacturers of 
such products, which includes cribs, to establish and administer a registration program for 
their products. 

Specifically, the rule requires that each manufacturer: 1) provide a postage-paid 
registration fonn with the product; 2) keep n.-cords of oonsumers who register their 
products; and 3) pennanendy place the manufacturer's name and contact infomtation, 
model name, number, and date of manufacture on each product. The rule covers the 
twelve specific produce categories identified in the CPSIA (full-size cribs and nonfull
size cribs; toddler beds; high chairs, booster chairs, and hook-on chairs; bath seats; gates 
and other enclosures for confining a child; play yards; stationary activity centers; infant 
carriers; strollers; walkers; swings; and bassinets and cradles), as well as six additional 
products the Commission specified in the rule (children's folding chairs, changing tables, 
infant bouncer!\, infant bath tubs, bed rails and.infant slings). The rule will take cffoct for 
the first twelve products, including cribs, on Jwie 28, 2010, and for the additional six 
products on December 29, 2010. 

I strongly believe that these new registration and marking requirements will improve the 
effectiveness of future recalls involving cribs and other infant and toddler durable 
products. At the same time, however, I am also very concerned about recalled cribs that 
remain in the stream of commerce. In particular, I am concerned about the low response 
rates a.ssociated with numerous recalls of cribs made by Simplidty, which is now 
bankrupt and out of business. Millions of their cribs were sold over the past decade, and 
millions of them have a deadly defect. To date, eleven babies have become entrapped 
and died in the various crib models - and there are still far too many parents who have 
not responded to the recall announcements. As a result, I ordered another major 
education effort last November to stop consumers from using Simplicity cribs with dmp
sides. 

Jn addition to outreach, we must also ensure that consumers with recalled cribs and other 
durable nursery products take advantage of corrective actions offered by manufacturers. 
To this end, I have directed CPSC staff to increase monitoring of corrective action plans. 
Specifically, I have asked staff look at the take-rates of repair kits offered by 
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manufacturers in several recent recalls, how fast those kits are being shipped, and the 
quality of materials in the repair kits. 

We are also examining the effectiveness of repair and retrofit kits that are currently 
offered to most consumers in crib and other durable infant and toddler product recalls. 
During the April 2009 Roundtable on Cribs and Infant Sleep Environments, several 
parties - including the Illinois Attorney General's Office - ~uggested that we require 
manufacturers or importers to offer either a refund or store credit when cribs are recalled. 
It is an idea that is worthy of full Commission consideration. Such a requirement would 
certainly inccntivize many consumers to discard and replace defective cribs - and might 
have a significant impact on removing defective cribs from homes and secondary 
markets. At the same time, however, the Commission must also be cognizant of the 
financial situation of manufacturers involved and the fact that this type of remedy might 
push them into financial distress or bankruptcy - and foreclose the possibility of any 
corrective action. 

5. Additional Media Outreach and Education to Foster Safe Sleep 
Environments 

In the days after the Stork Craft recall, the Commission engaged in a very aggressive 
media outreach mission in armouncing the Stork Craft recall. The day after the recall was 
announced, I appeared on all three of the major network morning shows to discuss the 
recall, and emphasized the need for impacted parents to take action to move their children 
to another safe sleep environment until they obtained the repair kit to fix their cribs. 

In addition, the agency sent out a video news release (\lNR) that was shown on numerous 
local television outlets and has received more than 200 million views to date. 
Information was also distributed utilizing all the social networking resources ofCPSC 2.0 
- including Twitter, our blog, and YouTube. CPSC also targeted the: minority and 
traditionally underserved communities through the Neighborhood Safety Network 
(N'SN). 

Overall, we believe that the media outreach conducted with this r«all was among the 
most comprehensive ever conducted by this agency. However, I believe we can still do 
more to ensure that every co11sumer impacted by a recall is "touched" in some fonn by 
the CPSC or the manuracturer of the recalled product. 

Therefore, I have directed CPSC staff to look at further efforts to reach the public in 
cases of crib and durable infant and toddler product recalls. As noted above, the 
registration card rule is a very positive step forward - but w-e have to ensure that this 
infonnation is maximized in the case of a recall. Similarly, I also want the Commission 
to examine new opportunities with other technologies. Currently, conswners can sign up 
for e-mail alerts for all new recalls. I would like to expand on these efforts, and work on 
other notification technologies - such as those to mobile devices - to further expand the 
Commission's reach to younger and more mobile conswners. 
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As pan of my Safe Sleep lnitiativ~, we will also implement a targeted program aimed al 
increasing awareness ofh3.7.ards associated with cribs, as well as best safe sleep practices 
for babies. This outreach initiative will use various tools, including multi-media (print, 
radio, television and social media), grassn1ots (community-based events), and 
partnerships with crib advocacy groups (including Keeping Babies Safe, Safe Kids USA, 
and the National Safety Council). 

6. Internal Management Review and Reform 

Finally, I would like to touch briefly on the issue ofintcmal management reform. In a 
time of increiiSingly tight Federal budget constraints, it is critical for all agencies to 
maximize their resources and always strive to identify new efficiencies. The CPSC is no 
exception. Over the past two years, the agency has been rewarded with substantial 
funding increases to beef up staffing and enforcement efforts. My goal is to ensure that 
these resources are utilized to their fullest extent. 

To that end, the CPSC recently engaged Booz Allen Hamilton to complete a top-to
bottom review of the CPSC, and help us complete a new agency Strategic Plan. They 
will look at all aspects of the agency's current management practices and organizational 
structure. In particular, I have requested that the)· review our cunent practices in the 
Office of Compliance and recall area-and recommend areas where we can improve our 
responsiveness to removing ha7..ardous products from the marketplace and consumers' 
homes. 

• •••• 
Chairman Stupak and Ranking Member Walden, thank you again for giving me the 
opportunity to update the Subcommittee on the critical issue of crib and sleep 
environment safety. 

I now look forward to answering your questions. 
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Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, and let me thank you on behalf of the 
whole committee and our staffs for your work and cooperation in 
this area and also for being here all morning. You have sat through 
all the panels and we appreciate that, and we think that helps in 
what we are trying to achieve here. 

You said your Safe Sleep Initiative, that was starting today? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We have already started it. It started really 

several weeks ago. 
Mr. STUPAK. And part of that you said in your testimony, when 

Stork Craft announced a recall, that 200 million saw that. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We went on every morning show to announce 

the recall and we are using all of our social media-Twitter, 
YouTube, CPSC 2.0, but we estimate over 200 million saw those
had access to those television tapes. 

Mr. STUPAK. When you do a recall here, especially like with 
Stork Craft, the 2 million that were recalled here in November, 
that is a voluntary recall, right? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. It is a voluntary recall, and--
Mr. STUPAK. And you have to convince the manufacturer to do 

it. You don't have authority to say that is it, we are recalling these 
cribs, correct? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We could if we wanted to go into an adminis
trative action, which would probably result in litigation and take 
more time, but the compliance officials and the lawyers at the 
CPSC have said to me, if we can get a voluntary recall, we can get 
the remedy to the consumer quicker and it takes less time, but you 
have to negotiate. 

Mr. STUPAK. You have to negotiate. And if you look at tab 7 
there, I want to talk a little bit about that, because you asked to 
negotiate with the company that does not believe that their product 
is defective, right? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is correct. In fact, Stork Craft maintains 
to this day that the product is not defective. 

Mr. STUPAK. Still maintains that even though we recalled 2 mil
lion cribs in 2009. So if I look at tab 7, if I understand this cor
rectly, starting on May 6, 2009, staff sent an e-mail to Stork Craft 
advising them to stop the sale of drop-side cribs, right? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is correct. 
Mr. STUPAK. And then there is a number of entries in here about 

what staff was doing, conversations, discussions, and that wasn't 
really completed until about October 9. Stork Craft submits a press 
release and then you have negotiations of the press release begins. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is correct. 
Mr. STUPAK. So it takes you about 6 months to convince them to 

do a recall, correct? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. It just depends on the circumstances. 
Mr. STUPAK. But in this one it took about 6 months? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. It took about 6 months. 
Mr. STUPAK. And then why do we begin negotiations of a press 

release?. That is October 9th, and it is my understanding-again, 
I have another whole page of all the entries. that went through in 
trying to negotiate a press release on a recall which infant children 
possibly died because of defects in these cribs, and that takes us 
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to press release issuance of October-excuse me-November 24. So 
that is another 6 weeks. You negotiate 6 weeks for a press release. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is correct. We negotiate every word of that 
press release. We are required to under 6B with the company. 
Now, 6B under the CPSIA was amended which gives us more flexi
bility but we negotiate press releases,. and--. 

Mr. STUPAK. Six weeks here. You know, being where I am sit, 
and maybe I am a little skeptical, but this is sort of like the Christ
mas season. That is when people are buying things. Do you think 
part of the negotiations is to drag out the press release, a 1-page 
press release for 6 weeks, is to get into the Christmas season to 
sell more cribs that are defective that are. being recalled? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, I have asked my staff why it takes so 
long, once you have made the decision for recall, why it takes 6 
weeks, and that is the standard procedure, the standard amount of 
time, and they produced a document for me with everything that 
has to be done, particularly if you are going to do a recall repair. 
You have to manufacture the repair, you have to test it, and then 
inside the company, in Stork Craft Company, you know, those deci
sions, if you are talking to someone, they have to run it all the way 
up to the CEO or whomever is at the level to make the decision, 
but it is the truth. I mean, it takes an inordinate amount of time, 
and all during this time the consumers don't know that their crib 
needs a repair kit. 

Mr. STUPAK. Correct, and then even after you do the recall, now 
this is well over 6 months from when we started this process and 
6 weeks to get a press release out, but then now on top of that they 
have another 6 months they can sell the product to the American 
people, right? Don't they have another 6 months? 

Ms. TENENBAUM .. No, we stop sale. 
Mr. STUPAK. Pardon? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Once the recall is announced, we stop sale. In 

fact, the retailers have a way to in their computers put the serial 
number of the product and it stops--

Mr. STUPAK. I thought from Mr. Dwyer, I thought we had an
other 180 days after that .. Maybe I misunderstood. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, after the-at the reca11, it stops sale. 
Mr. STUPAK. That is the certification, I guess. Okay. I had it 

wrong. Why does it take so long? I mean, you had a number of re
calls. In fact, you had one Tuesday here, 635,000 more cribs. Why 
does it take so long? Why does it take 6 months? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, it shouldn't take. 6. months, and that is 
why under our Safe Sleep Initiative, we are going forward going to 
have a safe sleep team where everyone works together, the compli
ance officers, the attorneys, the epidemiologists, the engineers so 
that we can all work together to move a case forward quicker. I 
think 6 months personally is too long. And you can also if the com
pany is not cooperating and keeps. insisting,. you know, they 
shouldn't have a recall, we can issue a unilateral press release, 
which we have threatened to do. I have also told our staff, use 
every enforcement power you need to move cases forward; don't let 
a company push back on you if you have the science and the engi
neering complete and you know this is a product that needs to be 
recalled. So they know that leadership is behind them in these re-
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calls. We also have instituted since I came to the Commission 
where once a week all five commissioners meet and we have week
ly compliance briefings, and then we have monthly compliance 
briefings so we know the status of cases and can give the staff our 
thoughts on how urgent we think these recalls are. 

Mr. STUPAK. Well, hopefully the. next time the press release 
doesn't take 6 weeks. Six hours should be enough. If not, you can 
issue a unilateral one. 

Mr. Walden for questions, please. 
Mr. WALDEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Now, Chairman, I thought I heard you say you have the author-

ity at CPSC to unilaterally issue a press release. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. That is if the company does not cooperate. 
Mr. WALDEN. Okay. So--
Ms. TENENBAUM. And we have threatened that. 
Mr. WALDEN [continuing]. What the chairman is talking about, 

a 6-week delay in getting a press release, was the company not co
operating in that process? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. The company was at that point-they were co
operating once we told them we were going to do the recall but 
when it said 6 weeks, it is not really-I mean, there were other 
things going on in that period of time. 

Mr. WALDEN. And what other things were going on? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Okay. 1 can give you the recall notification 

process. I can talk to you-I mean, fi rst of all, you have to deter
mine the scope of the product to be recalled. You have to re
quest-

Mr. WALDEN. And this is CPSC has to do this or the company? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, the Commission has to do this. You have 

to look-I mean,. it is a 2-page-long or. 3-page-long document of ev
erything that has to occur before you can recall a case, and you 
have to make sure the 800 number and the website are oper
ational. You have to test the kit. The company has to manufacture 
the kit, and--

Mr. WALDEN. These are required by your rules? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. These are. required to have a successful recall 

so that--
Mr. WALDEN. In your rules, though, right? These are CPSC rules 

you are talking about? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. I don't know that they are rules, they are just 

procedures. 
Mr. WALDEN. But you control the. procedures at CPSC?. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. The Consumer Product Safety Commission, yes. 

We control it but we also have to make sure the recall is done ap
propriately. 

Mr. WALDEN. I fully concur with that, but I am just trying to get 
at this issue of why it took 6 weeks to get a press release out. 

Ms. TENENBAUM .. Well, this was. a staff member's. notes~ and I 
don't know if they--

Mr. WALDEN. So you don't think those are accurate maybe? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, I am not saying that, Mr. Walden. I am 

saying that it might have reflected that it was going on 6 weeks 
but we do have to negotiate every word. They might go up to their 
supervisor or to the. CEO, come back to us and say we really dis-
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pute this death, so that was a good example. The death in the 
Dore] Asia case, the company felt like that we should not mention 
the death. So when you get in whether or not you are going to 
mention a death, the lawyers on both sides have to get into it. You 
have to do an investigation. So it can take 6 weeks. If we want to 
say. no,. we are. going to list, say, four deaths, then you have. to say 
in Stork Craft there were four deaths. You had to go back and 
make sure your facts were true on every death and--

Mr. WALDEN. And do you think that is an unfair process? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Do I think it is unfair? We have to make sure 

that it is correct. 
Mr .. WALDEN .. Right. I would concur. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. I think what I would like to see on the front 

end is for us now that we are going forward and we have our team 
that is going to be working together, I hope we can shorten the 
part of the point leading up to the recall. 

Mr. WALDEN. Do you think that the early warning system has 
been toothless? Do you think that has worked? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. The early warning system was formed after the 
Simplicity recall, and it puts together a team of people-lawyers, 
compliance officers-to look at the data that is submitted to us. 

Mr. WALDEN. It tries to get everybody in your agency, right, to 
talk? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Right. Earlier on, you mentioned-you asked 
me if-or you asked one of the Ciriglianos, you asked them if they 
had a duty to report, and they did not. 

Mr. WALDEN. No, that was the chairman who said that. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Right, and that is one of the issues. We do not 

get reports sometimes until years after an incident has occurred 
and the. sample is gone. So one of the issues that we were going 
to say in terms of improving the process which would take probably 
statutory authority is to require States to report events to us. Med
ical examiners' reports, we purchase. We work with other-we 
work voluntarily with hospitals. We have the NICE system. We 
have a number of ways. We go through press releases, newspapers. 
We do everything to find out about incidents but there is no duty 
to report from the State coroners or medical examiners. 

Mr. WALDEN. Thank you. That is helpful information to have as 
we go forward. I have just 45 seconds left here, and we have got 
votes on, so let me ask you this. Is it the industry trade group's 
duty to come up with these new standards, or if there is a gap in 
safety, is it CPSC's. duty to put in mandatory standards? You have. 
that authority. Your predecessors have had that authority. You can 
step in and put a standard in that says we are not going to have 
drop-side cribs or we are not going to have this type of manufac
turing process, right? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I think the ASTM should always have state-of
the-art, robust standards for all the products. 

Mr. WALDEN. I agree. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. But I also see, when you see patterns of this 

kind of thing that go on for years, then it is time for the CPSC be
fore it gets this late to have a mandatory standard, and that is why 
when I came to the Commission we started looking at the cribs. We 
changed the schedule so that this year we will have the mandatory 
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standard. We asked the ASTM. I called them personally, got them 
on the phone, you need to work with us right now to have the best 
voluntary standard possible. They voluntarily said yes, we would 
love to work with you. They came and spent yesterday and the day 
before and worked all day long, and they have come to an agree
ment that we. need to increase the wood quality. Now it is a 50-
pound standard. They agreed to an 86-pound standard. We need to 
test the hardware, given the Canadian racking method. I under
stand that is 9,000 times the hardware is put under stress to be 
tested. They outlawed wooden screws, and they also, you know, 
talked about other issues that would make the voluntary standard 
robust. 

Mr. WALDEN. Good. Thank you. Thank you for your work and 
thanks for your response to questions. 

Mr. STUPAK. Thanks, Mr. Walden. 
Ms. Schakowsky for questions, please. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. So let me get it clear. We are going to have 

a mandatory standard for cribs. that will prohibit drop sides?. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, ma'am, we will. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. And when will that be? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. It will be 2010. We hope by early summer to 

have the NPR published in the Federal Register. We have to have 
75 days of comment and then we will have the standard by the end 
of the year. We are also pushing the. ASTM to go ahead and adopt 
voluntary standards with this, and the good thing about having a 
mandatory standard that you put in the CPSIA is that it will be 
retroactive. It will cover cribs that are in public places like hotels 
and childcare facilities so that the drop side will be banned in the 
public places. But we still worry about cribs in homes that continue 
to have the drop side .. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. And in the meantime, how are we going to 
keep these cribs- are all of them with drop sides recalled? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we have recalled 6 million of them, and 
all these are voluntary recalls where we have repair kits and we 
have to keep continuing to educate people in the home who have 
cribs that there is a repair kit that they need to. purchase and so 
it will still be in the home. And we also want to reach out to the 
minority communities through the neighborhood safety network, 
the minority outreach program. Also, we are looking at how we can 
communicate through every State agency that licenses childcare fa
cilities so that we can send out e-mails to say don't use this brand 
crib, children have. been injured or killed with these drop sides. So 
it is up to us to continue with our public information campaign. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. But there still will be until-so after the 75-
day comment period, when are we going to say a ban on drop-side 
cribs? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, prospectively the ASTM has banned 
them, and I asked the. director. of DHS-well, I asked--. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Ban the manufacture but not all of them have 
been recalled? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I don't think every crib has been recalled. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Drop-side cribs. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Drop side, but it is banned prospectively. I will 

have to get back with you on that. I know that--
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Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. But under CPSC, after the-what does that 
take us to? There is a 75-day comment period--

Ms. TENENBAUM. I would hope by December to have our manda
tory rule done, and I hope we can do it sooner. And the work that 
has been done the last 2 days by the ASTM should allow us to have 
information, plus the agency put out an ANPR in 2008, so we are 
going to try as fast as possible to have this done. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Okay. I want to get the letters right. The JP
what is it? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. JPMA? 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Voted against having a mandatory standard, 

or what was it? I mean, I am trying to understand the relationship 
with the industry, and for a long time I have been concerned about 
the issue, for example, of these press releases, and I understand, 
of course, getting the accuracy but it doesn't take that long to fig
ure out if someone has-if a child has died or four children have 
died, and the fact that the industry doesn't want that in a press 
release, who cares? Why do we have to negotiate that? Why should 
it take so long if this is a threat of life? Do we have to do more? 
How does our new Act, the Improvement Act, change the rule 
about these press releases? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, I will give you an example. Just this 
week we recalled Dorel Asia and the Today show and other morn
ing shows are very helpful to us and they say we will announce 
this so that people can get the word on this, and we had had it in 
the press release that a child had died. The people representing 
Dorel Asia were talking to Tom Castello up until right before he 
went on the air saying do not mention that death, and so that is 
how we have to deal with this, and he mentioned it because we 
asked him to. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Well, under the new Act, you said that there 
has been some improvements in that. What was improved? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, the time under 6B. It just shortened the 
period of time. But still the negotiations about whether or not a 
death is, you know, because of the hardware or some fault of the 
consumer, and that goes back and forth and we have to be really 
hard about pushing forward that we are going to list this death. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I think we really have to do something about 
that, because don't you think that the impact of a statement where 
a death has occurred is much more powerful than--

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. I mean, if parents know that your child 
can tragically die by being entrapped, they will go in that room and 
look at that crib immediately, we hope, or even when a child is in
jured and we can show parents, this is not something that you can 
fix yourself, please get the repair kit, and if the crib is in such bad 
shape, please do not use it. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Well, as far as I am concerned-
Mr. STUPAK. I have got to cut you off. 
Mr. Burgess, we have 2 minutes left to vote. 
Ms .. TENENBAUM. Thank you, though,. for bringing this. up. 
Mr. STUPAK. Mr. Burgess, questions,. please. 
Mr. BURGESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Com

missioner, for being here today. I hope we. have-I know we have 
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a request in to your office to have a meeting. I hope we are able 
to have that soon. 

Mr. Chairman, I will also say, having taken a trip out and seen 
the testing facility at CPSC, I would encourage a field hearing at 
the testing facility sometime. I think it would be important for us 
to see how they do a good job with really sometimes some pretty 
rudimentary tools, and if we behave ourselves that day, they will 
even let us test some of the toys if we promise not to break them. 

Now, I am a little confused on the-that you have banned the 
manufacture of drop-side cribs. Is that correct? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. ASTM has. 
Mr. BURGESS. ASTM has? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. And we will put that in our mandatory stand

ard. 
Mr. BURGESS. Who needs to ban the import? Because a drop-side 

crib could still be imported by a retailer. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, what the ASTM is a voluntary standard 

and they are saying in the standard, which they voted on in De
cember of 2009, that it will no longer meet standards if it is drop 
side. But, you know, we will have a rule this year, and I don't want 
to whine but I want to tell you that we have had 48 Federal Reg
ister notices since the passage of the CPSIA. There are so many 
rules under that we pushed forward that that is why it takes a 
while to finish these rules, but anyway, I got you off your train of 
thought. I am sorry. 

Mr. BURGESS. Well, some of the things we have been through be
fore with the lead-up to the CPSIA was the problem that we have 
with stuff that is made overseas, read China, and then brought to 
this country that doesn't meet our standards. If we decided that it 
is the design of the drop-side crib that is the problem, then it 
doesn't matter where it is made, in my opinion. If it is made over
seas, then we should not allow its import. Now, what do we have 
to do with the World Trade Organization and all of our treaties and 
border stuff, what do we do to keep those cribs from coming in and 
being sold in retail outlets in this country? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. If we ban the drop side, we could stop it at the 
port. 

Mr. BURGESS. Have we banned it? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We will in the rule. 
Mr. BURGESS. Which is going to happen when? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. In 2010 we are going to finish that. It was 

originally scheduled for 2012 and we have expedited that to move 
it up to 2010. 

Mr. BURGESS. Yes, the notes I have from the U.S. Consumer 
Product Safety Commission, Office of General Counsel, required ac
tions pursuant to the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
of 2008, and this is dated September 2008, that we would do this 
by August of 2009, so I guess that slipped a little bit? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I guess it did. We did the durable nursery 
equipment items, there. were 12 of them, baby. baths and baby 
walkers. 

Mr. BURGESS. Shouldn't cribs have been up at the top of that list 
of 12? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. Cribs, in my opinion, yes. That is why I have 
expedited it. 

Mr. BURGESS. So we on this committee can expect you to issue 
a mandatory ban on drop-side cribs sometime in 2010? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, sir, and that will be retroactively applied 
for cribs. in public places such as childcare. facilities and hotel 
rooms but it won't apply to bans in homes, so the consumer would 
still have it under section 104. 

Mr. BURGESS. Well, if they had existing ones, but will they still 
be able to go to a retail outlet and purchase one? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No. 
Mr. BURGESS. Would a retailer be able to import one for sale? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, not after we say that they don't meet the 

standards. 
Mr. BURGESS. So we will be able to stop those at the border? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, sir. 
Mr. BURGESS. Let me just ask you, one of the things we strug

gled with during the run-up to. the bill in 2008. was the funding and 
personnel levels at the CPSC. Where are we with that now? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we are at the level of having 530 FTEs, 
full-time equivalents, and we now employ as of today 479. So we 
are-but we have 45 recruitments in the process of being hired, 
and it is our goal to be at the top of the 530 this year. 

Mr. BURGESS. Now, we were given-both Nancy. Nord and Mr. 
Moore felt that the funding levels we were providing CPSC in past 
years were not satisfactory. Those were increased. What actions 
are you taking now? We are going to be in a tough budget yet. 
Guess what? It is going to be real tough. And yet this is one of the 
more important functions but still very low on the totem pole of 
things that get funded. So what actions are you taking now to en
sure that your funding does not slip? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, when we-I go and meet personally with 
OMB and I go myself, just talk to them about how important it is 
to be able to implement the CPSIA and other statutes. I ask them 
to hold our agency harmless. And so I have said, you know, $10 
million to the CPSC is. a tremendous amount .. Ten million dollars 
to a mega agency would not have the same effect. And we keep 
demonstrating to them how we are using it. Also with Booz Allen 
Hamilton, which is the company that is going to be doing a man
agement, operational and strategic plan for us, they will be looking 
at what additional resources we need or how we use existing re
sources to. accomplish our goal, which is keeping. consumers safe. 

Mr. BURGESS. Well, I would just say, don't forget you have 
friends on this committee if the appropriators aren't treated you 
squarely. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know we have got to go vote. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. And thank you, Mr. Burgess. 
Mr. STUPAK Thank you .. That concludes all questioning. First I 

ask unanimous consent Mr. Waxman's opening statement and the 
attachment from the Consumers Union be made part of the record. 

rThe information appears at the conclusion of the hearing.] 
Mr. STUPAK. And that concludes all questioning. I want to thank 

our witnesses for coming today and for their testimony. The com
mittee. rules. provide that members have 10 days to submit addi-
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tional questions for the record. I know there are questions as to 
manufacturers have a duty to report deaths and injuries, and after 
you do a recall, we have seen going in the stores, there is no notifi
cation. So there are going to be other questions. We will follow up 
probably with you, Madam Chairperson. 

So I ask unanimous consent that the contents. of our document 
binder be entered into the record provided that the committee staff 
may redact any concerns about privacy, business proprietary or 
other law enforcement-sensitive issues. Without objection, docu
ments will be entered in the record. 

That concludes our hearing. This meeting of the subcommittee is 
adjourned. Thank you all for being here. 

[Whereupon, at 12:18 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:] 
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Opening Statement of the Honorable .Joe Barton 

Ranking Member 

Committee on Energy and Commerce 

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations 

Hearing on 

"Crib Safety: Assessing the Need for Better Oversight" 

January 21 , 2009 

Thank you, Mr. Srupak and Mr. Walden for this hearing. 

Approximately 4 million babies arc born in the U.S. every year and their 

parents want the cribs they buy and place their babies in to be safe. The 

recent recalls of millions of cribs raise fresh questions about the safety of our 

juvenile products and the effectiveness of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 

Commission. 

Lately, the threat has come from drop-side cribs, which may pose 

risks of entrapment and Qr suffocation. lt seems that the risk becomes 

especially g reat when parts are not properly assembled, are lost, or they 

break from age and use. I want to know if the drop-side crib design is 

inherently unsafe and dangerous. If it isn't a basic design flaw, then I want 

to know the reason for the increase in the number of incidents and recalls 

associated with these types of cribs. Some manufacturers have drop-side 
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cribs in the marketplace that do not show any problems and have not had 

r~calls. I want to know why. 

I would like extend a very warm welcome to S usan and Robert 

Cirigliano from New York who have traveled here to share their story. I 

look forward to listening to their ideas an<l suggestions on how we can 

increase crib safely and improve the recall process and communication 

betwe.en crib-makers, retailers, industry, regulators, and parents. 

I also look forward to hearing from our other witnesses including 

Nancy Cowles fro m Kids ln Oanger and Mike Dv..-yer from the Juvenile 

Products Manufacturers Association. They will be able to offe r different 

v iewpoints on several issues relating to this topic. 

Chairman Tenenbaum from CPSC is here to discuss the 

Commission 's role in this matter and I hope she can assure us that the CPSC 

is handling the recalls and their repercussions in a fair and effective manner. 

She can a lso speak to us about the change!> to the Commission since 

Congress passed the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 

(CPS IA). That legislation gave the Commission new authorities and 

resources to effect quicker recalls and requires the Commission to 

promulgate new mandatory standards for infant products, including cribs 

and play yards. 

2 
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Lastly, I want to get Chairman Tenenbaum's <.:ommitment to 

transparency and robust discussions among the five Commissioners and all 

ofCPSC's stakeholders. An effective Commission is one that listens more 

than it talks, and one that bases its regulatory decisions on hard science and 

expert consensus. 

So I look forward to hearing from our witnesses, and I yield back. 

3 
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Opening Statemenl of kep. Henry A. Waxman 

Chairman, CummiUee on Energy and Comrocr c-c 

kCrib Safety: Ai1s~sing lhe Need for Better On·"ighC' 

Subcommiltee on Oversight and lm-estigatiOn!I 

January 21 , 2010 

f\·lorc tllan 2S years after !>.1foly standards for crills were first e~tablishe<l. neither the crib i11dostry nor the 
g,wcrnmcnt can gauranlce toda) that drop-$idc cribs arc ~afe. Prohl~ms rl)main with our products, an<l 
our sali:ty oversiy:ht. n~call. ~nd enforcement systems need improvement. 

Parent> " ho put rhcir babies 10 steer in a crib ~hould nol ho,·e 10 be afr:iid of what misht happen in the 

night. 

Since 2005. the Consumer Product Safciy Commis~ion (CPSC) has recalled more than 7 rnill i<in cribs for 
a \ariery of hazJrds. Most of th..::;c recalls ha\e \lCCurrcd in the Jnsl three years. as crsc experts have 
identified and responded 10 a disturbing pattern of child entrapments, injuries. and even death~ ussociat<.<<l 
"ith dwp-side cribs. 

The CPS(' created an Ea1ty Warning S~·slt!m in late :?OOi to track emerging product s;,fot~· hal.1nis. 
Accordin!t to the Cl'SC. the Commission has evaluated more than 2,800 crib-related itK'idenrs identi fied 
through the F.arl> Warning SySlem. In the last two ~'Cars. CPSC has idcn! itic<I almost 700 crib-r.:latcd 
incid~nt~ thn1 merit cxte11si"e in-depth invc.~tigat ions. As a re~u lt, 1he Office of Compliance lrns opened 
more thon ~ dozc:n i1n~stigati\'e cn:;es p<:rt:1ining to crib ha1:ard~. r<-:m hing ln rhe rec:11l ()rm illit,n s of 

cribs. 

'J'his is an una~ceptal1lc state of affair.,. and today's hearing csamittc~ these issues in full . 

The C'J>SC hlls ll\lt 11pdatcd its mandatory crib sufety st~ndords since 1982. ii:stc~ad deferring to the 
,·oh1ntary safety $landards de,·ek1pcd by ASTM lnti:-rna1io11al. a private organization that de\'clops 
vt1lun1ary standards for a range of industric$. 

As Na11cy Cowles from Kids In Danger will testify today. the AST!\·1 commiucc rhat is dc,·ofC<l t\) setting 
\'olu111ary standJrd; for cril>S has discu,,>ed its conccms ab(lu1 the dllr:lbility of drnp-side crihs for years 

hu1 1ook linlc action until last month. 
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A.- a 1e~t:tment to 1b~ shor1wming.s of existing ~tandards. the drnp-sidc crib., i11iplicated in each of the 
major recalls <>Ver 1h.: last three years- Sirnplicity. llcllu. and '>tol'k Craft hrande<l cribs·-<:a rriw lhe 
Juveni le Pr<>duct~ '.\fanufactureno Association (JP~fA) safC1y ce11ifkation s•·al. JPl\·\A .;.,Its this seal a 
--syrohol of conlidcnce,- "hich demo11>1ra1cs 1tw1 certified crihs m.:et all marnL11ory ;111d ,·olumaC)· ASTM 
standard~ and are made. ''l•ilh ;;1kty in mind.". We will examine 1ud.1~ whether existing safety 

s1and~ rds llT<' 1ruly .>lrong e nough !<> merit pllrems · con fidence in lhc<e product,. 

While CPSC's datu Nl the number of crib inciden1s invcstigat~d and cribs recalled is extremely 

disturbin¥. the agcm.:y·s actions also dcmons1rate5 its rene\vcd commitment tel identi fying. emerging 
product hu1mus und rcspm•ding quickly to remove duni;cr('US products from the marketplac.,, 

The CPSC.: ha' new authority under rhc Consumer Pn:xlucl Safety Improvement Act to de\'ck•p w ugh"r 

mandat<iry s~fety standards fr>r cribs and 11th~rchildre11 ·s products. I look forward to Chaimutn 
Tcnenha11111 's plens for th is rul~mak ing. 

Today's hearing will a!~o addrcs~ the Novemher '.!00'1recall1•ft"o million Stork Craft dmp-side cribs'" 
a CllSC study of the C'PSC recall procC5S. Chairman T ene11tiaum acklll)\\ ledge<l in the press that the crsc 
has not rcsp(lndcd quickly cnou~h to repons of crib ~afety ha?Rr<k I am eager to hem· more from the 

Chairinan about the lessons sht: learned fr,)111 her first ll)ajor crih recall as the head of the Commission. 

finally.ir is als<> important in the context ofrhc~e issues. that wr:. di~cuss p.:rs<>n~l rcsr<:>11~ihility and 
wrpomtc rc~pvnsibility. 

Too often. the crib industry i., quick to blame parents for Hll incident involving a broken crib. Foll<"' ing 
tht -:-.\wcml.>e r 2009 crib n:cull. !>t<>rk C'rntl 1olu lhe C1111ndia11 pres< th~t "'""drop-side c.rib> implicated in 
illfant c111rnpmcn1 incidents were us~u impr<'l>erly. a11d l quote. ·'"ith t>rokcn pares, pans with pieces 
mis,;ing. parrs that were damaged or with modified <11' hClmcrnade parB. ,. 

The .hi\ enilc l'roducts !\fanufacturcrs Associ3tion, as part of its .:rib sakry rcso11rcc guide, wams asainst 

alam1ing parents and cmphasi?..es the 11ced to edut·ate them abe>ur "the importance of the prnper me. 
as$cmbly. and rc,1sscrnhly of cribs a11d how to pn:ivide the safest sleep environment for n child." 

Parcms are indeed responsible for doing the b.:sr the~· C.'\11 to ensure the health and safety of their children. 
But the cri b manufacturers have a responsibili ty too. They 3re rc;;p,)nsihle for manufacturing cribs that 
arc durab le ttnd Cltn withstand nonual consumer \ISC. soch :is 11isasscmbly and reassembly. without cu.iii~ 
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brcn~iog 0 1· losini;. p a11s. (),·erall. rhey arc n.·>p<1osihlc for manufacturing, cribs rhar pur~nt~ can t l'USt and 
m11st he held acu>u11l11bl1: for that r~sponsibi lity. 

l wanr to thank our witncssc:s fo< appearing at our hl·aring today. CSp!..'\:~~lly the parents who arc here ltl 
share 1he lr:J!lic story of lh<.:ir son. Thank )\lu for your tc~1 irn<in) :u1d for helping thi.~ C<>mmitr<"c 
understand what is al stake. 
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Chairn\;)n. u~··, ·~~ Fn..:-rgy & ( ·nmm,·r~t: Cr~mm ittC¢ 

'.! 12.' Raybum J low • ..: Of'iicc B•>ilJinl! 
\\'a>hingt<)Jt D.C. 20:' I~ 

I {m1Nahk J,•c Barh•ll 
Rank ing ~k111h.:r. 1 lnu"<' Enerp &, C'l'>lllmcrcc ( "'mmill<-'<' 
232..:!:\ Ru~ hum H('lt1"1.! Otlkc lluilcling 
\\"a~hi11g 1011. D.C. 2.11:' 15 

lfo1wral>lc Bari Stupak 
('hairm:m. Suh~ttmmith:c <ll1 0\ Cr>i;)hl and ln\'c ~ti.,:atitms 

2.1.:!5 R:i~ h urn fl ou>cOl'li..:<: B11 ilding 
\\'ashingt<'n. (),('. ~()~ I~ 

I loncm1blc Grell \\'~ld~n 
Rankin!,! :\kml~~r. Suhc<lilllllittcc 011 (h~r,; igh1 and h1H~>1ig:llion~ 
?.322.\ Rayburn 11.)u.<c Oftke Building 
\\'~;;hingLClll. 1>.C. ~<)~ 15 

Re: "C.:rib Sufct~·: ANscssini: the :'l'l"l:d for Beller O \'cr.;i)l.h1' . 

Consumers t:nion (Cl:). th~ non-prolii puhlish~r of Consumer KclJ')ri"X ma;::i1.in<'. "rit..:s I<' <"Ommcnd 
th" Su!x· t•mm itt,~c (>n (hcrsight and lm·~,tigati,111s o l'thc t .. ncr)!\' & l"•mmcrr.: («1111mittc,· on ht>ld ing 
a h~3ring t''ll ' rib !-~\fd~. 

P:1rents imd .::1rcr; i,crs place a 1,,1 of trust in ('ribs. ~o much trust. in fact. that th0~· ka\ <::chi ldren in 
cribs c•wrn ig h1. una!tcn(kd. As 1hc sccmin~I) <:nJk~, ~erk:< of~ril.l , ... ,.(Ills m«:r th" l'a~t l~w ~,·~r~ 
h;n I! dcmrm.i:.trm"·-.t. htn\\.'\ ~r. thcr-.· ~lr<! urgent satl.'ty "·,m;.:..:rn~ "ith -:rih$. ln lh-: pa.st t<.·" yl~~u·s a lorn.:. 
1hcrc IHl\ 'C b.:ell ;it ka,;t .H recalls in\'(ih·ing l1l•)l'C than 7 million 1idl-si1.c crih:<. rl:i~ ~ u1·d~ and 
t>a~~inct~. llct\\ ~en 211()~ and 20116. the lasr .>-year pcrioJ l(>r 11 hich there is C<llllpk't c cbta. then! han: 
been 'IJ ikaths :is""·iatl.'d "itll crih~;, In 20\)!L tha,· "~r\' 11.5(1() c~ti111<1t<.'d h<.1s1)it:1l-tr,•:itcd in.iurics 
ass.>.: ia11:d " ith a il'>. 

Cl i ha.< lti11g nd,·1,~n1,·d l(lr m:mJatmy «rih >afcty st;rnd.11\b. ~nJ \\car..- pk as,·d that 1hc C1>Mu111cr 
Pro<.lud Saf~ty Commi"i•>n (('l'Sti i,; m<>I ing fon\orJ ''"this m:lll.:r. In addition lO l"<>lll.'crn; ab<>ut 
th~ sntCr~ l'f-:ribs. \\C :ire als<' i.:nnc~rncd ohou1 lht! ~Jl'-'t.-d and fh\fftltt~hn~·s:\ nfinionnation gi\ ~n t1.l 
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•. ,hkh ,,ft.,,·11 '->lll'pil..,·..; n:p;,iir kil'-. I f1H\~· .. ..:r. \\:.' h~1\L! h"'~lrLl t'l•mplalnt:-: lh'll! ~lw· n:~Hh.~~·..., th:Lt clh·,~· ti\.-i~ 
kil:-. ::,.,,;:1._:fr:ll¢-. l~lk~ ~f'fl !1\!lg h·• ~l:Th·~ rr\'lll the Jll~mut;.11..·tun:r. :\'->~I l'i.'~ol1, p;l~\~nb 1\fl...:11 t.:~Ull~nt fl\\\ ~Jl• 

,1 ,;;r..: -.k•.:pin~ ,:in fr·. •nm..:·nL ~~'r 1h-:ir b:thi..: ... until th·~; n.:pair ~it ~~!'i'i\ ''='· 
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U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4330 EAST WEST HIGHWAY 

BETHESDA, MD 20814 

May 14,2008 

Mr. Bill Suvak 
Chainnan, AS1M Crib Sta!ldard Subcommittee 
1010 Keller Drive NE 
New Salisbury. IN 47161 

Re: ASTM Fl 169 Standan:I Specification for Full·~·ize Baby Cribs 

Dear Mr. Suva.1(: 

This letter presents recommendations from the U.S. Consumer Prodvct Safety 
Commission (CPSC) staff! regarding revisions to ASTM Fl 169 Standard Specification for 
Full-size Baby Cribs to address hazards posed by cribs with sides that can be assembled 
backwards or upside-down. Some crib designs give the appearance of proper assembly with · 
the drop-side inven.ed. In this configuration, the drop-side can detach from the crib, possibly 
creating a dangerous gap that may lead to the en:rapment and suffocation of infants. CPSC 
staff is aware of four deaths where the crib's side was installed upside-down~. These deaths 
included a 6-month-old child, a ?·month old child, a 9-month·old child and a 1-ycar·old child. 

Crib failures can result from a combination of hardware and crib desisn. which allows 
consumers to install one or more of a crib's components (a side or mattress support platfonn) 
in an incorrect orientation while giving a visual appearance !hat the crib W'dS assembled 
correctly and without affecting the crib's first or primary use. Jn some circwnstances, such 
improper assembly can result in unforeseen stresses on the hardware used to secure that 
component to the rest of the crib. This may contribute to the component detaching from chc 
crib. When a crib side or the mattress support det"ches in one or two comers, it creates a gap 
that CM entrap infants. At the April I, 2008 ASTM subcommittee meeting on full-size cribs, a 
rc<;uirement for drop sides that !ll'e assembled by consumers was proposed by the task group 
assisncd to this matter. The requirement slated that a drop side intended 10 be installed in a 
defined orientation must meet one of two conditions: 

I. it can only be assembled to the crib in one orientatio~ and function us specified in 
the instructions, or 

1 The views expressed in this lener a~ tiles~ of the CPSC staff and have not beeii re"iewcd or approved by. and 
may not Deeessarity repment :he views of. 1h: Comminion. 
2 Obi129HBB21IS,071Il4HCCl107, 070726CAA3587, and OS061.5CWF..50!5 

:'.:?SC "la~!ine: t-300~8-CPSC: (1712) " cPSC's Wllb Sile: 1mp:llolr.wl.CO$e.gi>v 
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2. Ifit can be assembled in any other orientation, a label must be provided to clearly 
indicate the proper orientation. 

In order to properly address this haz.ard, CPSC staff recommends that the requiremenu 
proposed by the task group be expanded to include .all sides and the mattress support platform 
and that a third requirement be added as follows: 

Crib designs that permit backwards or Ua\'trted assembly of the drop sides, 
stationary sides, mattress support platforms, headboards or footboanls1 shall 
pass all applicable performance tests in the misassembled state. 

If you have any questions regarding this recommendation, please feel free 10 contact 
me. Thank you for your consideration of this imporumt consumer product safety concern. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Jonathan Midgett. Ph.D. 
Directorate for Engineering Sciences 

cc: Len Morrissey, ASTM International 
Colin Church, CPSC Voluntary Standards Coordiootor 
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cc: 

subject: 
Date: 
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Nlc.holson. Dollie 
Jim Moore; storkcraft.com; 
Tarnoff. Howard; Rauchschwalbe. Renae; 
Woodard. Dean; 
FW: SotrkCraft Letter and Poster 
Tuesday, November 24, 2009 '1:58:06 PM 

--·-.. ··----··-··-·····------·····-··---····-·· .. ···--·-------·----- ·----
Jim & Jude, 

We have gotten emails from retailers that said they did not receive notice from 
Stork Craft. This is a bit troubling as we received confirmation from you that all 
retailers, in r;>articular those that were cited in the press release, had received 
notification. The retailers that we sent notification letters and posters incluoe: 

• Target 

• Sears 

• Burlington 

• Meljer 

What actions are you proposing ~o ensure that all retailers have or will be officially 
notified about the recall and receive posters? CPSC investigators have already gone 
out to several retail stores today and the results have been negative, meaning no 
notification and no posters up in stores. l'I! send you the names and addresses. 

Dollie 

Dollie W. Nicholson 
Compliance Officer 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
Office of Compliance and Field Operatioru; 
4330 East West Highway (4th Floor Mailroom) 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

mr9 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dear Mr. Moore, 
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NicholsQn, Dollie ••••••• 
February.25-09 :!:15 PM 
Jim Moore 
Jude Emnace: Rauchschwalbe, Renae 
Recalled S!ork Craft Ctibs Press Release 

Many of the consumers that contact CPSC about the recall tell us that they cannot reach Stork Craft 
because the lines are constantly busy or the web site is not responding to their requests for 
replacement brackets. Other consumers state they have not received repair kits even though 
requests were made when the press release was issued. What is Stork Craft doing to resolve these 
issues? I am asking Stork Craft to provide a detailed plan of action for what it has done or will be 
doing to correct these problems. 

Two consumers have threatened to tell their stories to the news media. This woul.d be damaging to 
both CPSC and Stork Craft. 

Also, I spoke to Jude two weeks about taking down the S1ork Craft Advisory on cribs. The advisory 
remains on the web site. Please remove the advisoiy as the wording conflicts with the intent and 
wording ill the press release. 

Please email pictures, names ;md model nurnbers of fisher-price and storkling logo cribs. And, 
provide a description of each and the number of cribs distributed from 2000 to present. 

Regards, 

Dollie Nicholson 

Compliance Officer 

•• •••!!l linlcss oiher.,ise stated, any views or opinions expressed in this e-mail (and any attachments) arc 
solely those of :he author and do not necessarily represem those of the \l.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission. Copies of product recall and product safety information can be sent to you automatically via 
Internet e-mail, as they are rcJca3ed by CPSC. To subsctibe or unsubscribe !o this service go to the following 
web page: https://wwW.cpsc.govicpsclist.asox ••• .. !!! 
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Date: 

Edwards. Patrtcia 
Tarnoff, Howard_;_ 
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Re: Voluntary Crib Standard·· dropsldes 
Friday, 5eptemller 25, 200911:18:51 AM 

In September 2002, Staff (me) wrote a letter to the ASTM subcommittee chair on 
cribs expressing our concern wfth the r.uml>er of hardware related Incidents we 
had seen and asked the subcommittee to step up efforts to address these 
problems in the standard. Task groups were formed and for 5 years, there was 
activity in the task groups but it never resulted in any change to the standard. At 
the March 2007 ASTM meetine, during a discussion of the lack of progress 
regarding the hardware task groups (raised by me), a manufacturer's 
representative proposed that abolishing drops sides from cribs should be 
considered. At that time, there was much opposition to it, mostly due to the 
unknown - would that create additional hazards. 

Six months later, in Sept 2007, I wrote a second letter to ASTM, pointing out that 
nothing has changed in the standard in the 5 years since I wrote my original 
letter, and that we continue to see more hardware incidents. I recommended 
some specific options that cou!d be undertaken, including: "eliminate the use 
of plastic hardware on any moveable component of a crib (drop 
sides and mattress support systems). An additional 
consideration, which was posed at the last ASTH crib 
subcommittee meeting by a participating member, would be ta 
explore ways to amend the standard in order to abolish drop 
sides from cribs altogether." 

Since that letter, the task groups were taken over by one individual (Dave 
Campbell) who put considerable effort into trying to develop a test 
requirement for drops sides. Many laboratories participated, including 
CPSC. The conclusion was reached that an adequate, reliable and 
repeatable test procedure was a long way off. At that point, the focus 
turned toward writing a requirement that would eliminate the common 
movable drop side on cribs. In the winter of 2008/2009 Bill Suvak (the 
subcommittee chairman) developed a dra~ requirement to eliminate drop 
sides, along with a wood slat strength requirement, and reviewed it with 
CPSC staff in a closed meeting. This draft was presented for ballot at the 
March 2009 ASTM meetings and was approved as written. The ballot 
received a few negatives (from a manufacturer and an inventor of a new 
drop side hardware system). A supplemental meeting was held in July 
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2009 to review the ballot results. The negatives were found to be non
persuasive which means it must go out to ballot again to uphold finding 
the negatives non-persuasive. That ballot was sent out Aug 2ih and 

votes are due back Sept 2ih. Assuming it is upheld, then the new 
requirement will go forward to ASTM for inclusion in the standard. This 
typically takes 1 - 2 months to get through the edit, review and approval 
stages of ASTM. Thus, by the end of the year, I anticipate that it should 
be part of the ASTM standard. 

Patricia l. Edwards 

Directorate for Engineering Sciences 

Consumer Product Safety Commission 

From: Tarnoff, Howard 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2009 10:39 AM 
To: Edwards, Patricia 
Cc: Tongele, Tongele 
Subjea: Voluntary Crib standard-- dropsldes 

Patty, 

Please give me a summary of the effort to modify the voluntary standard 
for cribs regarding the presence of dropside rails. 

Thanks, 

Howard 
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From: 
To: 
cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Midoett Jonathan 
Md.ourin, Hugh; 
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Ochsman. Robert; Kumagai. ttoark; 
Ha~kett. Patricia; 
FW: Crib Instruction /Assembly Task Group 
Thursday, March 13, 2008 10:27:00 AM 

Below is a thread of an ASTM task group that is (supposedly} addressing the 
fatalities that we saw last year with the Simplicity cribs. The crib drop sides were 
installed upside down. The task group was not going to form at all, except that 
Nancy Cowles of Kids i1 Danger loudly protested and got the subcommittee to form 
it. The task group is headed by :Jerry Drobir.ski of Revmark and Ken Waldman of 
Simplicity. · 

Their approach has been freakish in its insistence that the instructions of cribs are 
at fault. Th ls only makes sense if you know that you don't want to change any of the 
shapes of your crib hardware and would rather blame the consumer. I tried to gently 
suggest the best course of action in my email below. The response from Drobinski 
is evasive and just outright wrong. Since then, the committee has been gathering 
i ns~ructions, but has not scheduled a conference call or done .. anything else .. , 
which in my opinion is blatant malingering. 

I am drafting a letter to ASTM to explain exactly what needs to be done to prevent 
this hazard from occurring again. It is totally easy to do and will not cost much. lf 
they don't adopt our recommendation, I believe we have a case for rulemaking. 

Thank you all for your kind support, 
jonathan 

From: JJDSKI·····"····· Sent: Mon 11/19/2007 1:42 PM 

To: Midgett, Jonathan; JdSlndan~;r.;or~g~; ;3~=== ~abyappleseecl.com;-ba bysdream.com; bassettfurniwre. 
com; --jardco.com; belliniwes 
~r~iD_dustries.com; ... deltaenterprise.com; 
com;--evenflo.com; -
•••trnnovativec:ribdesigns.com; . lajobl.com; 
etoiledesign~ - -nettocqllection.com; 
-nurseryworkS.net~d.omusindo.com; - storkcratt.com; 
~e~~baby:COm;-stanleyfurniture.com;.__ 
C~--deltan c.com; Hackett, Patricia;~. 

com;~emo.lkeai •. o.o·m·;~:=~~~~~ 
Dreamon~I onsumer.org; 
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••••ntertek.com;-relnerinc.com; 
simpllcityforchildren .com 

Subject: Re: Crib instruction /Assembly Task Group 

Jonathan. 

I and co-chair Ken Waldman agree with what you and Nancy are saying. But we 
think we need to start with the instruction sheet and build from there. To be sure. 
some of the things you are suggesting are already being done and/or can easily be 
incorporated. Once we can agree to a format tor the instruction sheet and make !t 

· uniform, we can recommend addition of some identifiers to the crib that would help 
assembly. One of the MOST important parts is to make sure we do not make 
these too wordy and confuse the customer. Also. adding warning is NOT the 
answer, ir; fact, we should narrow down the warnings, so that the customer will read 
them. 

Jerry 

Jn a message dated 11/19/2007 10:12:08 A.M. US Mountain Standard Tim, 
JMidgetf9•••• 

Nancy makes an erudite point. 
Human factors psychologists would say that the best way to prevent 
misassembly is to limit the consumer's ability to put parts in the wrong 
place. For instance. changing the shape of part-to-part interconnections so 
that they can only fit in a single orientation, like a key, is extremely 
effective. This would be the first choice solution. 
Second choice would be to place unpleasantly textured or 
colored surfacing on the bottom rail so that consumers intuitively 
recognize that side should face the floor, out of view. An ugly orange stripe 
with tire treads along the bottom of the rail would help. 
The third choice would be to put a label that says, "This side down!" on the 
bottom of the rail. 
The least effective strategy is to modify the instructions or to create a list 
of warnings. 

jor.athan 
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I don't mean the assembly instructions, I mean how the crib parts 
are manufactured and labeled to avoid putting it together wrong -
for instance, so that the side rails cannot be attached if they are 
upside down through design and hardware, net just instructions. 
Nancy A. Cowles 
Executive Director 
Kids In Danger 
116 W. Illinois, Suite SE· 
Chicago, IL 60610 
www.KidslnDanger.org 

Kids In Dang·er is a nonprofit organization dedicated to protecting 
children by improving children's product safety. Learn more at www. 
KidslnDanger.orn. 

Raise money for Kids In Danger by searching the Internet or 
shopping or.line with GoodSearch - www.goodsearch.com -

powered by Yahoo! 

From: JJDSKfl•••••••••• 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2007 9:36 AM 
To: kidsindanger.org; •••• •••babyappleseed. 
com;-babysdream.com; bassettfurniture.com; ••• 
-jardco.com; belliniwes childcraftindustries. 
com; deltaenterprlse.com; -

-

enflo.com; 
innovativecribdesi 

etoiledesigns~:~~~~=== •••"11urseryworks.net; a 
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Jerry. 
Again, I thought that the task of the group was broader

to also consider assembly of the product • -maybe looking 
at ways to prevent incorrect assembly. This might involve 
performance standards or labeling in addition to the 
instructions. 
Nancy 
Nancy A Cowles 

Executive Director 
Kids In Danger 
116 W. Illinois, Suite SE 
Chicago, IL 60610 
www. KidslnDanger.orn 

Kids In Danger is a nonprofit organization dedicated to 
protecting children by improving children's product safety. 
learn more at www.KidslnDanger.org. 
Raise money tor Kids In Danger by searching the Internet 
or shopping online with GoodSearch ~ www.goodsearch. 
com - powered by Yahoo! 

From: JJDSK·········· Sent: Monday, November 19, 2007 12:05 AM 
To: ~abyappleseed.com; · 

abysdream.com;-- bassettfumiture.com; ••1 
jardco.com; belliniwe~ 

iiillilchildcraftindustries.com; ._deltaenterprise.com; 
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evenflo.com;•• 
·n novativecribdeslg ns. 

10 I.com; etoiledesign••I· ••• 
-nettocollection.com; . 

• 
urserywor .net; domusindo.com; 

storkcratt.com; westwoodbaby.com; 
•• lstanleyfumiture.com; 
Cc: jmidget'f ·~ kidslndanger.org; 

• 1 .,. eltanyc.com;•••tcipsc. 
gov;__.. memo.ikea.com; 
.-..-.. Dreamonm 

consumer.erg; locl<erlaw.com;-
lntertek.com; -reinerinc.com; 
simpllcityforchlldren.com 

Subject: Crib Instruction /Assembly Task Group 
All, 
At the last ASTM Meeting Session for Cribs, it was 
decided that a task group would be formed to make 
recommendations for standards modifications which 
would lead to improved instructions. This task was 
undertaken since, due to the analysis of IOI data 
provided by CPSC, it was determined that a 
significant number of in~idents involved cribs which 
were incorrectly assembled by consumers. 
You are receiving this correspondence because you 
are identified as the contact person for the JPMA 
program 
In order to have a bank of information for 
comparisonson, we are reques1ing that all of the 
manufacturers involved in the JPMA Certification 
Program forward to us one or more examples of the 
instructions they are currently using. It would be 
preferred that the instructions could be forwarded in 
PDF format to make distribution to the task group 
more efficient. In addition to your instruction/assembly 
information, if you have any suggestions or comments 
in the area of assembly, we would be grateful for that 
input as well. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 
'jbuuJ :D~IU 
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Jerry Drobinski 
Co-chair of Task Group 
Phone:
Fax:-

~ 
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150110 Comnu.~n'l' Parkwa~. Suih' C 
:\h. Laun·), '.\J 0111154 

856-63ll-0420 
.ip111<nl ;iltlnt . .:0111 

www.jpma.or:,: 

.JPJ\IA Certificalion Pro~ram and AST'.\1 Standards 
l'RJ:<,ll.l::-;TLY i\SKFll QL l:SlJf\:-;s 

How many ju\ en iii: 1m•duch :uc currently ccrlilicd through the .JP:\IA Certifkation 
Program'! 
Approximately 2.000 

How Ion ii docs a certification last? 
L:mil rhc i.:<•111p<n1y dwoscs tn kt\e Lh<.' pn>gr:11n or ifthc;y no longer pass the tc;;ting.. 

Do companil'S ha.-c to n•n1;w ('ach yei1r'! 

Yi:s. ~·l1111p<1nii:s 11u1st renew each year H> continue participation in the program. 

How often :trl' pmducts n•-tcst<'d'! 
Thcrc arc quam:rly t~'sting. n:quin:mcnts for th;,: p:·ogr;nn. bch produd 111od~l ha, ll> h.: !.:stet.I at 
lr:ast once a year through ;he qtumcrly t.:sting. Also. the program indmks random retail H~>ting 
"·here thc cc:<t lab will pun:bas< th:: pn1du.:1 :H :he n:tail lc•cl :ind t.:~t the proclu.:t. Thi> i~ in 
a1lditi(lll en the qunrt.:rly tc~:ing. 

Wit~· would a company nol want to l~ntif~ lhl'ir produl'I'? 
Sometimes they can ·1 get cc11ifo:d bccau;e then: is 1wt a progr<m1 for th;J! typ(? of product' 
catcg.ory. 

What product cat('gorit-s arl' U\'ltilabk for JP:\L\ Ccrtitkation'! 
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C'un·ently there arc 20 product catcgorie~ in the JPMA Certification Prognnn: b<1ssi11cts!cradle>, 
bath seals. b1>C•Slcr scats, can·iagcs and stroller.;, changing 1 .. bJcs, childrcn 's folding chairs, frame 
infam carriers, full-size i;rib:;. gates and enclosures, hand-held infant carriers, high chair~. inianl 
:lounccrs, infant ~wings, play yards/non-full size cribs, portable bed rails.. ponabl.: lwok-on 
chai!"$, ~re infant carriers. stationary activiry cenrcrs, toddler beds. and walki:rs. Jl''.\.i /\ i;; 
currrn1 ly working on adding commercial cribs and infont bath lubs to the program. 

\.Vhy ducsn't JPM;\ uffcr more categories? 
The dcvclopmc111 of a certification pro grain for a product i;; based upon scYeral foe tor:; . JP!'vl/\ 
adds new categories lo tht.: certification program as new sl;mdards arc developed by ASTM. The 
dcvclt•p01e111 of standards i~ typically driven by indrJent data provided by the CPSC. Ir there is 
data which dcmonslr;ites perfonnance or safety issue~ with a product. ASTM will facilitate the 
establishment of a standard. 

Is the certification international or domestic onl~·? 

The products arc tested to U.S. srimdards. 

Is the whole line of s trollers etc. certified or just those !bat were tested? 
lf a mam•fn<: tur.:r want:\ to participate in the carriage/s troller certilit:ation program, then all of 
their carriagcistrollcr models must be 1c>1cd nnd puss the ASTM slandard priM ro ccnific;:it ion 
b<:ing granted. 

Why an~ car seats not part of the certification program'! 
All c:ir seats manufactured tod.,y must be designed to meet stringent safety standards set by the 
Fedeml gcwernmcnt. Jn fact, child restruints sold in the United States are required to satisfy the 
rigorous pcrfom1ance standards established by the Nationul Highway Traffic Safety 
Adminismnion (NI ITSA). and are certifo:d by their manufacturers as compliant before 1bey can 
be offered for sale. 

What docs "AST\1 standard" mean? 
The testing i ~ done to voluntary standards that are developed and published by ASTM 
lmcrnn1inn11J (formerly The American Socie1y for Testing i111d Materials). Participants in the 
deH:lopmcnt of standilrds ror juvenile products within ASTM indude rcpresentutivcs from the 
federal go,·emmen1. including the Consmner Product Safety Commission. along with 
manufac1urcrs. retailers. te~t labs, consumer ad,•oc11tc groups. ;md individual .:on~umer$. 

How arc rhc AS"l':\·J standards devdopcd? 

The ASTM st3ndard; are developed for juvenile products based on ha:.::ard data. which provides 
each of the sulx:ommitlees insigh1 into how the products are used by consumers and. in some 
cases, misused. S-Ome producL<; even have comprehensive federal man<latory srnndard<; that all 
manufai:111rers of those specific products must meet in order for 1he products to be sold in the 
L.:.S. ['1l'h ~tandard 's requirements are specific to the individuol product The testing 
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rc4uircm~nb reflect ··real world" injuries ant.I arc int.:ndcd to address typical use as well as 
reusonably for~sccablc ahuse ol the pru<lu.:t(s). 

for cxilmple, the following are some n.:quiremt"nts im;orporatcd into ASTM standards for cribs 
tha t go beyond mandatory t<:Jcra l requirements of f\111-si7.e baby cribs ( 16 C.F.R. I ~OR). and nvn
full-> izc bJby cribs (I 6 C.F.R. 1509): 

• Cribs 
- C'om~r p11st vertical extensions 
- Dynamic; impuct testing, for cl'ih siruchtra l in1t:gri1y 

·Crib interior di111cnsions and component spadng 
lmpm:t testing of <:rih side rails 

ln addition. each of the stand:irds contain specific requirements for labeling a11d marking of both 
th.: product :ind 1>ackaging. Thes<o warnings/markings arc intended to alert parent!;lc:1rcgivers to 
SJ>t!Cific i.ssucs inrnlving each product. 

What is tile proc<'SS for dc\'clOping or revis ing nn AST'.\1 Sta ndard? 
ASTM suh.:ommi ttccs are responsible for lhe development and/or revision of an ASTM 
standnrd. The subcommittees via meetings and appointment of task groups work on the 
requirements included in the standard. Proposa ls 11re sr.:nt out to ballot IO ASTM members to vote 
on 311d th~n those ~·ommcnts arc considered by 1he subconunincc and either included in the 
standard or it is detennined thar additional work needs to he done. AST.t\·1 subconunittees include 
rcprt'sentatives from the federal government, indudillg the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission. along. with rnanufacrnrcrs. rctsilcrs. test labs. consumer advocate groups, and 
individual CClllSUlners and rnu;;t have a balance.: of official vol ing members. 

Has thrrc bl'l'n i.ny indiration t hat rnluntary standar ds work? 
Yes. in fact. in a 2007 Senate hearing on the rc~uthorization of the U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commi~sio11 (CPSC). authorit ies c ited an 84~1> and 89% redul'tion in fa!alitics and injuries 
d11e to the establi~hment and eflec tiveness ofASTM Stand<irds for haby w::1 lker> and cl'ibs. 
respect ively. 

If the ~tandards work. lhcn how can a JPMA Certified producl be rccalltd'! 
When producis are tested, they an; assembled and used in accord~nce with the manufacturers 
stmcd intcm as embildieu in the assembly and use instructions. If the iustructions an: tWl 
followed. risks us~ociatcd with use of any pr(1tluct may be exacerbated. >-iot all recall~ <>ccur 
because of a violation or a regulation or product standard. In addition, rc,~alls do not account for 
cemin factors typically not mc~surabh; in a lnb. such as wear and tear over time. 
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To ;illcviatc ctmfusion that is in the media re.1.wrding the rc1.:cntly aniw unced rct'all or cc1tain 
drop-~i<k cribs. the h"·enile l'rrnlut'tS Manufacturers Associ;ition (JPMA). the not for pn•fit trade 
associati•m th~t promotes infant safety and the <levdopmc-m of re1.:tli;11ize{l ASTM lnr,~rnation11I 
product ~afrry stanrJanls. re;1ssurcs th<- puhlic regarding the si1frty of pmpcrly u~.:d. dwp side 
cribs. 

All n~w cribs on the mar\;et 11..>d:ly must meet minimum government requirements. In addition. 
there are consensus perf<•rmancc standards. which arc cstablish<.·d by ASTM with involvement of 
the government 3nd recognized experts. l() which JPMA cenifie~ c ri h~ ;end other durable infant 
prnducts. JPM/\ also rcmin<ls parcm~ and care givers. that when you 11.~semblc a \:rih w the 
manufacturer's instnJ1; tiom and use: it prnpcrly. a t'rib provides the safest sleeping c:n"imnml'nl 
for bahy. 

Recent Ill<~dia repon.s nt'lwi ths1ant.lin~. cribs are inte11dcd 1<) Ja~t for years (or multiple births) 
when prnpt>rly l'3rW for. Crih instiuctions which arc auachcd to cribs indutk information on 
assembly. maintenance. clc;ming, storage :ind use. 

"JPMA heli.::v.:s that instead of a l<1m1ing p;1rcnts. we should work Wgcther to educate them ahout 
th\! importance of the proper us<!, assembly and rcas.~cmt>ly of crib$ nnd how to prcl\'ide 1he :.11fcs1 
sleep envimrunent for a child," said Mike J)wyer . .IP\1A Executive Director. "The safest pl<tcc 
for 11 t'hild is in a fully fom.:ri(ln~l. properly a~semhlcd crib. Parent~ are urged to closely inspect 
the hardware and srnhil it.v of their cribs to ensure iill puns are in place and secure when 
;1ssemhling anti re-:i.ssemhling cribs." 

Each year hundreds <>f de:Hhs occur when childicn are plac-cd in a ~l.x-p environment that is not 
specifo:ally designed for chi ldr~ n. Parenc~ should cominue using properl y as~embkd cribs in 
good condition as ii provides the safes t sleep environment for child ren . 

.JPJ\11\ .~uggests the followinJ;: safety li11s to sustain lhe proper lifespan of your crib: 

Parents should IJ(ll use any crih with missing. broken or loo~ hardware pans. Crib &lats 
or spindles should Ix spaced no more than 2 318 ind1ec-< apart. and none should be loose or 
missing. Also 1\EVER use a crih with comer posts over 1/16 of an inch <tl:>O\'e the end 
pand~ (un less they" re over 16 inches high f'o r a canopy}. 

NEVER place infant~ to 'kcp on pillows. sofo \:U~hion~. adult heds, watl"rbeds. hcm1h;1gs. 
or any other surface n0t specifically desi~nc•i for infant slei:p. NEVER place the crib ncur 
windows. draperies. blinds. or wall mounted decorative occessorics with Jong cords. 

When using a drop side: c rib parents and care gi\'ers shuuld check to make sure the: drop 
~icie or n•ty t'ther moving pan s op('r<lte prope.rly. P<ircnts shl)u!d be sure that hardware i~ 
installed properly. When :lo;srml:>ling anti disassembling drop side crib~ par~nts should 
always confirm !h3t the parts arc rta~scmbled foll owing the manufacturer~ guidd ines as 
listed in the i n~trol'tions . 

. Ii:· l·; ~ H·: l't"rid 11.,.-l, ~ i.uu~f, l..: ~ lB..,·· r· \~·.-: .dati .. n. ltu.:. 
!.~<.·::~• t • ·i: : ·1 ,,·r,:• 11.1 rl.. ~~ .:.\ . ~aiti· (." >ii. 1..~~Hn:I. '\.I \1!\1~~ .t s .::(1 .ti.lS.H-I : t! S.::<l.-L\'i .H;:' ~~ 

J.: .i;.1n: .h•m.i ... h)nt:t .l~:·;! \\th .. ;t:.·: ,,,, "._ip;n:1 .11q! 
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Addilional safety tips to .~ustain the proper Jifcsµan of your crib: 

Always check all sides and corners of rhc crib to •t~surc proper iissemhly wirh no 
openings that may entrap a child. The crib maurc~s should fit snugly with no more than 
1wo fingers width. une-inch, between the edge (lf the maltress and 1he crib side. 
Otherwise. 1he hahy can get trapped hecwcen 1hc mattress and the side of the crib. 

l)n not try to repair any side o f 1hc crib without m;mnfacturcr approved hardwan.:. 

Putt ing a nroken side up again$! che wall does not soll'c the problem and can often make 
it wors..:. 

JP:-1A i~ pleased to nole that the Con~umer Product Safety Commi~sion (CPSC) recogni7.cs the 
importnncc of urging parents and ~·aregi v~rs to closely inspect the hardware and ~!ability of their 
cribs to cnsur~ all parl., are in place and s,~curc when assembling ant.I re-<lssemhling. cribs. 

Recen1 recalls of juvenile products highlights the imponance of proper assembly and use of 
cribs. Many old.:r cribs do not meet all current s;.1fety standards. Evc.>n if you arc 011a1ight 
budget. you ~hou ld not purchase an old crib a1 ~l ~arage sale or accept a h:md·me-down crib that 
may not meet cum~nt F1.xk rn l and ASTM standard ~ . 

For add itional t ip~ on how w k1.~cp baby safe. including a list Clf JP:VIA Cersified cribs. please 
visit .~~:~:~y.jp,1.\l.ilJ.'.Q; . 

"\V,~ an: all cClmmitccd lo making sure that hahy's sleep environment is as safe as po~siblc. " said 
Amy Chez.em. JPMA Communications Director and mother of 1wo. "We have consistently 
promoted s~fe ~keping practices and the importance of ensuring prop.;r as.,cmbly and use l'f 
products 1hat have Jong provided the safest phice to sleep for babies." 

The Juvenile Pnxlucts Manufacmrers i\ssocimion is a national Ir.Ide organization of more lhan 
2:'0 companies in th~ Unik'd Scates. Canada, und M<!x ico. JPMA exist• to advanrc the in1ere'its. 
growth. and wcll-t>eing of Nonh American pr~nacal to preschool product manufacturers. 
importers. and distributors marke1in!! under their own brands to consumers. Jt dn~s s 11 through 
ndvocncy, public re lations. infon11a1ion sharing, product pcrfonnancc cc11i fication , and bus i ne~s 

devdopmi:nl assistance c<>nducted with appfed;11k1n for the needs of par .. ~nts. children, and 
reraikr~. 

For mNe information, plca~e visit Y\.~'i.~~Il!!li1.llilt· 

### 
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'J'o :ollt'·,·i'.lll' .:imf'u;ion that I~ in the lfll'lfol te!o(:ltclini: the recently announ<Tt! 1<:1·:111 of' <.cr.t~lll <.!r<.>p 
,jct,, c·rih~. rhc Jnn·nik Pmd11c:rx \ l:tnufa.::ur<:l'S .·\~~<>Ci~tion (Jl';\L\). the nnr for l"Ofit tradt· 
:1s:•n i:i.11il'>n that promo:cs infom ;afctr ~nd tht dcnk1pmcm of rcco<pti:>.<·d :\ST!ll Internatio nal 
rrod1t<:l >• frl)' ~t:tod.'\tds. pro,"ldt-s an<wcr~ (<> "<lilt<: frequently asked quet'UO!IS bv p~1c"alS anti 
c~r~h·co. 

Questio n I of3: 
.\> ~ p:ircnr or care giYer, •liould l ,lisconti111": u>i: of my drop side crib? 

Answer: 
. \s lrmg n~ th1:y "" propc:rly assembled, lull fonction~l auJ nnt ~uhjccc 10 a recall. dr.op ~icl1; crihs c.111 

he !ddy used. 

If yon 0" '" a Stork Craft crib tlut i> r~rr of the recall :1nnoun<'1"d on '-:oYcmbcr 2~ • .'.:(lil9. we ~r.r(Hl~ly 
recommend t·h~t p:11·cn1s folln\\' ccmccti,·c let.inn o( the e<>mpauv ($rork <:uft) and tbc CP'.:\C n-hrin· 
I<) th1~ !'<'Call For •tlditit•nal infomi;Hi!\11, rnmacr Sff>rk Ct11ft to ll-fret· :.1 (XT:") 27 ~-ll~77 or log''" 10 
,,.,,.w .~ 11ukcmf; ')"'~ -

Vam1tJ< c in he conliJcnt tlm properly :isscmblcd fully functional cribs, 1ha1 arc oot p art of a 
recall, 1h:11 •lr( in good condition ace safe for u~c a11d prm·idc 1he ~afrst slct:p <'t1\'imnmc1H for 
d1ildr<·11. 'f11is 1'ccall lli)!.h!:ghrs th,· unpnrranr.<: o f peri1xiically ch~cking rhc hard".'" c un )'<ll•t crib for 
ae1· lc)o~\: or lmi kt:n parts ~nd tc> nuke sure nil fn>tcncr$ «nd >crews ar;, cighr. Parent' nrc olst'> urged 
t<l close Ir inop<'<I the harJ"·uc anJ stahiliC\· of their crihs t11 cllsnn: ~11 parts ~re in plac:c ;ind s<::<:i:rc: 
when a,;cmb!ing :inti rc·~$:>c111bli!1~ cribs. 

Ques tion l of 3: 
Wh:it. ~hcrnlJ l inspect on my ,Jmp side nit.; 

Answer: 
When u sing ~ rlwp ~i1lc c.rib J>lrC!t!ts ~nd care r,iver; should check ro m ake sure the drop side or ony 
othtr pans ~re not missing or dam:igtd am! that 1h1:y operate rrnperl~·· Plrenrs shoukl be rnrc tll.i 
har<iw-.rc· is inst:i llcd properlr. When a;sembling aml c.l~sst·rubli11g drop ~idc cribs, pm·nt• .l1oulJ 
Jlw~~·s confum tha t tht- crib is r~:1sst1uble<l folJo,.·in~ thc. rnannfar.111.re r's in~tmctions. lnstnicti<Jns 
,lrt att~chcd tn a li c rihs "·h•·n so1.I; if rhe,· are missing. contJct till· fnanuf.;ctuwr ft>r :1 rq>bct-ment 
rn1w. 

Question 3 of 3: 
~hLn1kl ) $top usrn!?- n pr~Jpcdr w-orkinµ: drop si<.h.~ t.'tib? 

Answer: 
:-.;o. Thr s:of<::<t pl:ice for' child is in 'fully funnkm:1I, p•opcrlr BSt'mblcd crib th31'i• nm }'"rt of :1 

recail th:it is in ~noJ cun,faio11 ~sit t'mvi<ll's the ''t''·"t .,!1·1v c:m·ironm~nt for children. This is lmc 
for :\LI . rrihs. Each re:ir hnndrc'tls o! de3ch~ ocrnr when child~cu "re pbced to sl<'cp in •n 
t'm;ronm~nt that is not specifically d..signro for them . . \!any times more infants dK: each y<:ar " ·hen 
the~ arc pbccd in UJl$!1ft• slt-cp <:m,ronmcnls . 

~E\'l'.R pl.1cc infants to .<kcp o n pillow~. ~ofa cushions, adult bet.ls, w:ctcrhcd;., bc:.:1bag~. or any 
mh.:r s111·t:cr.c n<lt ~ptcificaU\· de.'i~rn:<l for infant skcp. ~F.YER phcc rhc crib near win<kl\\'S, 
draperie s, biinds, or wall 1nc><mtcJ Jecor.uiv<· :1ccc~~urics with Ion!( cocci~. 

JPMA reminds parents and care givers, that when you as~emble a crih 10 the manufacturer's 
instruction~ and use it propcfly, a crib pr<ll'ides the safest sleeping c11vironme nt for baby. 
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i\boutJPMA 
The .JuYrnil .. Products .'.\l:mufactun·rs :\s;cocia1iur1 i~ ;\ o:otinnal irade organiz~tlon of more tl1:m 250 
companies in thl· l'nit.-<l St~t<'$, Carn«!.. :uttl ~fosi.-o. JPill:\ exists to .1Jvancc the imcn:st~. grnwrh. 
:ind wdl-lwing of~or1h :\nu:ri.-a11 prc11;ir:1l to prescho<>i product m~nufactururs. import~rs. :ind 
disuibmors marketinr, under their own brands to c.unsu1m:cs. It d<w~ so rhrough .td,-o('a«y, pubh« 
rdations. infunnlltion slrnritlg, pr<1dncr performance. certification. and busin«ss dcvd<Jplllenf 
a~~i;.1:mce {'Onduc~ed wilh appn:ciation for the ne~Lls of parcm~. d1il<lren. a11cl rcrnikr~. Ead1 re;u, 
JP:-!:\ ;;ponrnrs Bab~- Safety J\fonth in :O:cptcmb<:r. JP.\!:\ initi;l\<•J lhb\· s.1fen- MPnth lo eclucalc 
parcn:s ar.rl c.arer.iHrs on iht· import;tnn: of 1·h<~ s:ifo use and sdccuon of iuv<>nik products. 

For mon· infonnation, pk:.i$e visit :-.i:!l~!:,!.\!ilLl,!,,!U:· !"or additional informaticm r.cg:mlin!( product 

~c:calh, please \·is:t ,,.w,\· .cp~cg('l\'. 
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Stork Craft Manufacturing, lnc.'s Position Paper 
Re: Cl>SC File No. CA 090072; Stork Craft Cribs that Contain Plastic Drop-Side Hardware 

1. No Defect Exists with Stork Craft's Cribs which Contain Plastic Drop-Side Hardware 

A defect is a fault, 1faw, or irregularity that causes weakness, failure, 01 inadequacy in 
fonn or function. 16 CFR § 1115.4. Defects may be the result of a manufacturing or production 
error, or they may arise from misuse or im:om:ct operation of the product. Id. The CPSC has 
recognized that not all products that present a risk of injury are defective. Id. In determining 
whether a risk of injury associated v.ith a product could make the product "defective", the 
Commission has set forth a number of factors which it considers iucluding the case law in the 
area of products liability and other information that sheds light on the product and patterns of 
consumer use. 

Case law doi!S not require that a product be accident-proof or incapable of doing harm. 
Jamieson v. Woodward & Lothrop, 247 F.2d 23, 101 U.S. App. D.C. 32 (1957). It would be 
unreasonable to require that a manufacturer warn or protect against every injwy which may 
result from the use of its product. Jd. In fact, no state imposes a duty on the manufacturer to 
ma.1ce its product accident proof or foolproof. Campo v. Scofield, 30 I N. Y. 468, 95 N.E.2d 802, 
804 (1950). 

With regard to products liability, courts have concluded that a seller is required to 
manufacture a product that is not unreasonably dangerous when used for a purpose and in a 
manner that is reasonably foreseeable and that if the product is not unreasonably dangerous when 
used for a purpose and in a manner that is reasonably foreseeable, it is not defective, and the 
seller will not be liable. Ellsworth v. Sherne Lingerie, Inc., 303 Md. 581, .596-98, 495 A.2d 348 
(1985). When applying a "foreseeability" test, courts must be extremely careful because, with 
the benefit of hindsight, any accident could be foreseeable. Id One court concluded that 
without care, the imposition of strict products liability could result in a manufacturer's becoming 
an insurer for every injury that may result from its product. See, e.g., Phipps v. Genrral Mators 
Corp., 275 Md. 337, 363 A.2d 955 (1976). 

In the present case, Stork Craft has been made aware of fifteen incidents by the CPSC. 
Of those fifteen incidents, seven resulted in no injury, four rcsu!U:d in bruising and minor injuries 
not requiring hospitalization, and four resulted in death. Thus, the majority of complaints 
resulted in no injury or minor injuries that were treated at home. Furthermore, in two of lhe four 
incidents resulting in death, it is unclear whether the hardware failed or was loose before or after 
the incident. Furthermore, in one of the other incidents resulting in death, lhe consumer installed 
the drop side rail upside down, with a broken claw and a missing screw. 

Furthennore, with respect to one specific instance where a plastic claw was retained by 
the consumer and tested by Stork Craft, it was determined that the deformation on one side of the 
claw caused by stress was the result of isolated human error in manufacturing. See Expert 
Report of Dr. Marek Gnatowski. Dr. Gi1atowski opined that injection molded parts arc taken hot 
from the mold to reduce manufacturing time and increase productivity and can be easily 
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damaged or defonned during removal from the mold. Id. Dr. Gnatowski found that the 
deformation of this particular claw was consistent with this type of manufacturing deficiency. 
Id This type of hwnan error during the inj~><:tion molding process of the plastic claw is 
impossible to eliminate I OO°A. io manufacturing. Id. 

TI. No Substauti11I Haiard Exists ~;th Stork Craft's Cribs which Contain Plastic Urop
Side Hardware 

'!be Commission defines a "substantial product hazard" as either (I) a failure to comply 
with an applicable consumer product safety rule under the Act or a similar rule, regulatio~ 
standard, or ban under any other Act enforced by the Commission which creates a sub5tantial 
risk of i~jury to 1he public, or (2) a product defoct which (because of the pattern of defect, the 
number of defective products distributed in commerce, the severity of the risk, or otherwise) 
creates a substantial risk of injury 10 the public. 15 U.S.C. § 2064(a). 

Section 15(aX2) of the CPSA list~ the following factOtS to be considered in determining 
whether a defect creates a substantial risk of injwy: 

(i) "Pattern of defect: The Commission and the staff will consider whether the defect 
arises from the design, composition. contents, construction, finish, packaging, 
warnings, ot instructions of the product or from some other cause and will 
consider the conditions under which the defect manifests itself. 

(ii) Number of defective products distributed in commerce. Even one defective 
product can present a substJlntial risk of injury and provide a ba~is for 
substantial product ha:zard determine under section 15 of lhe CPSA if the 
injury which might occur is serious and/or if the injury is likely to occur. 
However, a few defective products with no potential for causing serious injury 
and little Lik~lihood of injuring even in a minor way will not ordinarily provide 
a proper basis for a substantial product hazard determination. 

(iii) Severity of the risk. A risk is severe if the injury which might occur is serious 
and/or if the injury is likely to occur. Jn considering the likelihood of any 
injury the Commission and the stuff v.>ill consider the number of injuries 
reported to have occurred, the intended or reasonably foreseeable use or misuse 
of the product, and the population group exposed to the product (e.g., children, 
elderly, handicapped). 

(iv) Other considerations. The Commissions and the staff will consider all other 
relevant factors." 

l6C.F.R.§I 115.l2(g). 

Jo the present case, the fifteen incidents cited by the Commission allegedly arise from the 
sale of cribs with plastic drop side hardware manufactured by Stork Craft from L 993 to the 
present. During that time, approximately 2,187,526 Stork Crail cribs with plastic drop side 
hardware were sold. llms, looking at the total number of cribs with plastic drop side hardware 
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sold and the number of investigative incident reports prepared by the Commission, the 
percentage of Stork Craft cribs allegedly involved in an incident is .00000686%. Stork Craft's 
US sales can only be determined from 2003 10 the present. During that time, Stork Crall sold 
810, 179 cribs with plastic drop side hardware in the US. Even if we assume that all fifteen 
incidents invcsligated by the Commission were manufactured between 2003 and the prc:Sent 
(when there is evidence that suggests at least two of the cribs were manufactured before 2003), 
the percentage of cribs allegedly involved in an incident is .0000185 l %. 

With regard to the severity of the risk, wbile the Commission investigated four incidents 
that resulted in death, the majority of the alleged incidents involved no injury at all. 
Furthermore, the Commission specifically states that it hikes into account the intended or 
reasonably foreseeable use or misuse of the product. In two of the four incidents resulting in 
death, it was unable to be determined whether the hardware had failed or was loose before or 
after the incident Furthermore, in one of the other incidents resulting in death, the consumer had 
installed the drop side rail upside down, with a broken claw and a missing screw. Clearly, these 
oonsumers misused the product - by not tightening the screws and hardware and by installing the 
hardware upside down with broken and missing pieces. 

It is absolutely unreasonable to expect Stork Craft to reasonably foresee that ~ coMumer 
would install the drop side rail upside down, or to expect that a consumer would use broken 
pieces or allow use of the crib with missing pieces or without p(Operly tightening all of the 
pieces. Funhermore, as discussed ahove, the pattern of defect and other considerations such as 
case law in the area of products liability demonstrate that Stork Craft's cribs do not pose a 
sub31.mtial hazard. Thus, based on an analysis of the factors that the Commission considers, 
Stork Craft cribs do not pose a substantial h!Wlfd. 

JU. No Imminent Hazard Exists with Stork Craft's Cribs which Contain Plastic Drop-Side 
Hndware 

The CPSC has defined an imminently hazardous product as one "which presents 
imminent a.od unreasonable risk of death, serious illness, or severe personal injury." IS U.S.C. § 
206l(a). By way of example, in May 1985, the CPSC publi$hcd an Advance Notice of Proposed 
Rule Making concerning three and four wheeled ATVs due to a number of deaths and injuries 
involving that product. See 50 Fed. Reg. 23, I I 39 (May 31, 1985). In addition, the Commission 
sought to have ATVs declared an "imminent hazard". Id at 23,142-4.J. The Commission cited 
161 deaths 11s~1J1:i11ted with ATVs during n tht"te-year period an<l 66,956 ATV-related injuries 
treated in hospital emergency rooms in one year alone. Id. al 23,139-40. Subsequent to the 
Commission filing an immine.nt hazard lawsuit or a mandatory recall, Honda Motor Company 
and the Commission reached a Fina! Consent Dec.rec, which focused on additional warnings to 
be given to the coo sumer. 

For all of the reasons stated above, Stork Craft cribs containing plastic drop side 
hardware are not imminently haz.ardous. Looking at the total number of cribs with plastic drop 
side hardware sold and the nwnber of investigative incident reports prepared by the Conunission, 
tlie percentage of Stork Craft cribs allegedly involved in an incident is .00000686%. In addition, 
the majority of the complaints investigated by the Commission resulted in no injury. The 
complaint against Honda Motor Company, however, was due co an alleged !61 deaths during a 
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three-year period associated with the use of its ATVs and nearly 67,000 injuries requiring 
treatment at a hospital in one year alone. By comparison, Stork Craft cribs cannot and do not 
pose an imminent ha7.ard. 

PAOE 4 
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Cf'SCIJU5&31 

Timeline for Stork Craft, CPSC File #CA090072 

\/09 Stork Craft Mattress Suppon Bracket Recall. In Jarr.Jary 2009, staff was 
concentra!ing on the mattress support bracket pattern of defect associated . 
with Stork Craft cribs. Specifically, CPSC and Stork Craft announced the 
recall of532,000 units in January 2009. The company offered replacement 
mattress support brackets approved by technical support staff. This 
release was re-issued in April 2009 to include 92,000 Fisher-Price cribs. 

04124/09 Emailed to Stork Craft \DI Repon 090304HCC2424 ("non-injury" 
incident that occurred in 2i()9) that demonstrated broken lower track and 
drop-side detachment. Stork Craft had collected the broken claws from the 
consumer for evaluation. 

05106109 EWS meeting in whJch technical staff expressed concem that hardware 
may ·:ie similar to Simplicity hardware. 

05/06/09 Staff sent an email lo Stork Craft advising them to stop sale of drop-side 
cribs. Stork Craft' s response was that crib hardware was not similaz to 
Simplicity. Staff responded back to Stork Craft to say it would send Stork 
Craft all !Di reports oo drop-side detachments. 

osn0/09 Telephone discussion with Stork Craft regarding staffs request to stop 
sal.e of Stork Craft cribs. Stork Cra.'t asked staff to retract request to stop 
sale of drop-side cribs because CPSC technlcal staff had not evaluated 
hardware. Request oo hold. Stork Craft agreed to send staff Stork Craft' s 
tecb.nica! reports on drop-side hardwa1e . 

. 06/2.3/09 New Iberia, LA incident involving the death of a 7-month·o!d Caucasian 
male on 5126109 that became entrapped in the space between the crib and 
drop-side. The Stork Craft crib was installed upside-doW!l and the claw 
was broken. 

06125109 Staff emailed death report to Stork Craft. 

o&/25109 Compliance staff met with OGC staff to review lDis involving prior 
deaths with Stork Craft cribs. 

City/State Age Death Dates Elh11ldty Crib Type 

Bro:lx, NY 9 mo:ith old male 4/10/01 
Summerville, Vv'V 6 :nonth old male Ill 6107 
Gouverneur, NY 7 month old female 5/01/07 

African· American Fisher-Price 
Caucasian Stork Craft 
Caucaslan Stork Ciaft 
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06125/09 Staff issued assignment to field to complete IDI on New Iberia, LA 
incident. 

07101109 Staff telephoned Stork Craft requesting broken claws (from !DI 
090304HCC2424) be sent for CPSC technical evaluation. 

07/l 0/09 Receipt of comwner claws and brackets from Stork Craft (regarding IDI 
090304HCC2424), 

07/28/09 PSA request submitted to evaluate claws and brackets and compare Stork 
Craft plastic drop-side hardware to Simplicity plastic drop-side hardware. 

08/10/09 ESME PSA 0866.09 completed. ES staff determined that the predominate 
failure mode was drop-s:de disengagement where the drop-side separated 
from the rest of the crib at one or more comers. The probable causes of the 
drop-side disengagements include broken plastic parts, drop· sides installed 
upside-down, stripped/missing screws. defonned plastic parts, missing 
metal springs, deformed mattress support brackets and undetennined 
causes. 

In addition, ES staff compared Stork Craft hardware with !he Simplicity 
hardware and determined that the designs are fundamentally the same b 
shape and function. They have the same mechanical eler.ients (stopper, 
tab, me1al spring insert), the manner of O?erating the drop-sides to lower 
and upper positions is identical, and they have some of the same failure 
modes as seen in the IDis, 

OS/20109 CA090072 Stork Claft case opened in Section IS data baSe on plastic 
drop-side hardware. 

09102109 Stork Craft case opening letter dated, faxed, and certified mailed. 

09/03i09 Assigned Limited Inspection (LI) at Stvrk (.,Tuft Manufacturing USA, lnc. 
in Be!lingham, WA (See 090903CRCl583). 

09/24!09 Stork Craft agreed to meet with the CPSC staff on 10/05/09. 

09125109 Strategy meeting with Chairman staff and Cherly Falvey, Howard Tarnoff, 
Gib Mullan, Marc Shoem, Dean Woodard, and Dollie Nicholson 

09/25/09 CA090087 opened with Fisher-Price. 

09125109 PSA 1076.09 assigned to Human Factors. Focus of the PSA was to 
evaluate the old and new crib instructions to detennine if the instructions 
did or did not adequately warn consumers about and to prevent the 
improper installation of drop-sides upside down. 
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09128i09 Fisher-P•ice case opening letter faxed and certified mailed. 

09128/09 PSA 1076.09 completed. 

09129109 Stork Craft submitted its Full-Report. 

09130109 Incident data spreadsheet prepared whieh integrated all reported USA 
incidents with reported Canadi11n incidents. 

10/02/09 Pre-meeting • CPSC staff met to prepare for Stork Craft meeting on 
10/05/09. Pre- preliminary detennination discussions. 

10/05/09 CPSC and Department of Justice staffs met with Stork Craft (Jim Moore, 
President, Jude Emnace, COO; and, outside attorney and 
paralegal, . Stork Craft agreed to voluntarily recall all 
drop-side cribs manufactured with plastic trigger and one-hand hardware 
systems. The recall will also include cribs manufactured "'ith the Fisher· 
Price logo. The recalled cribs would have dates of manufacture and 
distribution between 1993 and October2009. 

Stork Craft presented for staff review a prototype deigned to immobilize 
the drop-sides on cribs with one-hand hardware. The pro:otype design 
was r.ot applicable to trigger hardware cribs; therefore, Storie Craft 
understood that it had to come up with a fix for those cribs as we!). 

I 0106109 Evaluation of prototype l - This was not a good fix. 

1 Q/07 /09 Telephone Conference Meeting - Stork Craft and the staff. Slark Craft 
agreed to immediately stop sell of 35,000 crib units in stock. Notification 
to online buyers of a "O" inventory was completed by Jim Moore. Stork 
Craft will do the VNR and will brief Health Canada about the recall and 
stop sale. Discussions of prototype evaluation - This was not a good fix. 
ES and HF went over possible solutions to drc>p·sides. Stork Craft 
concurred. Stork Craft will be sending in a second prototype for 
evaluation. 

10109/09 Staff approved the 2nd version" fix" for one-hand hardware system drop-. 
side cribs. 

10/09/09 Stork Craft submits draft press release. Negotiation of the press release 
begins. 

10/09/09 Stork Craft briefed Health Canada on the voluntary recal I of its drop-side 
cribs. Health Canada received diagrams of the proposed retrofit kit for 
evaluation by its engineers. 
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10il3/09 Fisher-Price submitted its .Full-Repon. 

I Oil 4i09 Received limited inspection repon from field staff. 

10121/09 Received 151 draft ofrctrofit instrUctions from Stork Craft. 

10/30/09 Approvai given from the staff to Stork Craft for the one-hand system fix. 

I l/05/09 Staff approved instrJctions for one-hand hardwa.""e system. 

1 I /05/09 Draft press release emailed to Fisher-Price, 

11105109 CPSC staff provided feedback to Stork Craft on 15: draft of instructions for 
retro tit. 

11/12109 Fisher-Price comments received. 

I 1113/09 OIP A includes Fisher-Price comments. Revised press release emailed to 
Health Canada, Stork Craft & Fisher-Price. Issuance of release date 
change<! to ! l/24/09. Stork Craft, Fisher-Price and Health Canada agree 
on date. 

11116/09 Received updated instructions that addressed all of the staffs comments. 

11/17/09 Staff drafts poster and retailer letter. 

11 /18/09 Staff approved the "fix" for trigger hardware system drop-side cribs. 

11/18/09 Final Clearance - Stork Craft, Fisher-Price & the staff agree on the 
joint press release and clearance proceedings start. 

I 1/18/09 Draft poster and retailer Jetter emailed to Stork Craft & Fisher-Price. 

11/l 9/09 Stork Craft & Fisher-Price oomments incorporated into poster and letter. 

i 1120/09 Staff accepts poster and letter for distribution to retailers. 

11/23/09 Public Affairs purchased satellite feed time for VNR. 

l l /23109 Stork Craft issued notification letters and posters to retailers. 

11123109 Press release issuance date changed from 11124/09 to 11123/09 due to 
unforeseen circumstances. Heal!h Canada & Fisher-Price notified via 
emails. Stork Craft was notified via telephone by managers within the 
Office of Compliance & Field Operations. 
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11125/09 Accept CAP letter faxed to Stork Craft. 

i 2/02/09 Fi~her-Price web site notification posted. 
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Closed Meeting with Stork Craft 

Jude Emnacc, Chief Operating Officer, :net with CPSC staff today. Mr. Emnac,e 
presented an overview of Stork Craft's business structure. He discussed the company's 
commitment to ma.l(ing safe and reliable cribs to its customers and purchasers. The 
company takes exception to allegations that the brackets currently installed on Stork Craft 
cribs are defective. 

Metal mattress support brackets were originally manufactured in Canada and installed on 
Stork Craft cribs from 1994 through 1999. In 1999, Stork Craft stopped producing 
brackets in Canada. In early 2007, Stork Craft closed the Canada plant and sold its 
machinery. 

According to Emnace, the factory in China started manufacturing the brackets subject to 
CA080066 in 1999 to present; while the installation of brackets on Stork Craft cribs 
started in 2000. 

Stork Craft has one primary supplier in China that builds parts, te.-;t and inspects the cribs 
and boxes lhem up. Since March 2000, approximately 1 millfon crib units were sold with 
the currently ins!alled hardware system. The prototype crib was tested 44 lbs @ 150 
cycles and passed al! crib test requirements. 

Emnacc reported that Stork Craft received a total of four incidents regarding the brackets. 
1brc:e of the four incidents involved I of 4 brackets breaking into 2 pieces. Jn one of 
these incidents a 22-rnonth-old mlllc became entrapped in the gap created between the 
mattress corner and drop side. All three incident~ involved the Heather Stages crib 
(Modci 04588-478 and 321) with manufacrure dates 7106, l/31/07 and 4/07. The Aspen 
crib was involved in the other crib model (date of manufacture unknown). 

To correci the problem of brackets breakjng, Stork Craft decided to take the follow'ing 
approach: 

I. Reduce flexibility of the bracket's base by increasing the thickness of the 
brackets, thereby reducing stress points on the brackets. Jude submitted four 
redesigned units for staff assessment (see sample #09-302-0424); 

2. Develop a crib assembly poster and insert in inside crib pack.ages. The poster 
could be hung on walls as a reference point for consumers; 
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3. Stork Craft has started the elimination of drop-side cribs to be replaced with 
stationary side cribs. Emnace did not give a date for when the elimination process 
started nor when all drop-side cribs would be totally phased out. According to 
Emnace, Stork Craft has convinced Wal-Mart to sell Stork Craft stationary side 
cribs. 

Patty Hackett, Engineer strongly recommended that Stork Craft recall its drop-side cribs 
due to mattress support bracket failure and provide replacement brackets as a remedy to 
consumers. Staff stressed to Emnace the import~ce of Stork Craft being proactive by 
offering the new brackets to consumers primarily because of statrs failing test results on 
the brackets and !DI/incident reports. Staffwns certain to see addi:icnal consumer 
complaints of bracket failures. Emnace stated that it was impossible for a child to become 
wedged in the gap as demonstrated in IDI 08020 IHCC3397. He: also said that because 
there have been no injuries, the brackets were not defective. Emnace said that at this time, 
Stork Craft had no intention to replace consumer brackets with the redesigned brackets. 

ESMR will examine the bracket samples provided by Stork Craft. Staff will submit its 
findings to Stork Craft. 

Emnace said Stork Craft would do the following: 

I. Trace from 2066 to present any and all requests for brackets; and, 
2. Have a ri.;k assessment perfonned on the brackets. 

Patty Hackett gave Stork Craft a test methodology. Stork Craft should get the crib 
component (brackets) to fail and trace back to define what was good and bad. Stork Craft 
should show us how the crib failed and how much force it took to get the crib to fail. 
Stork Craft agreed to do this. 

Stork Craft has purchased three Car.adian companies, Regatzi, Status Furniture, and 
Kenwood. 

CPSC Attendees: 
Patty Hackett 
Renae Rauchschwalbe 
Mar.c Schoem 
Gib Mullan 
Dollie Nicholson 

Stork Craft Attendee: 
Jude Emnace 
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!\.ford'~. 20111 

C ongre~sma.n l renr') \Vaxcnan 
Chairman. I l0usc Com:nittcc ... :~n 1·:111:rg) &.. ((,mnu~r..::c 
C;mgrc~~man Dan Su1pak 
( hairman. Subcommillc<.' on (h~r;igh! 
212.S Rayl,urn ll<lusc Olficc Huildin!! 
Washington, DC 20515-6115 

A:\ ~qucsled. ~nck•!>.cd please find r':~ponse$ h .. ConsrL"o:.s1113n \-1nrk~y·s quc!'tiou~ of 
F ~hruary 19. ~O Ill. 

Th~ und.:-rsigncd hcl'cby ccnitics that he has 111mk ;mJ/.,r has di r~1ed to be mmk b) 
.ll'M,.\ staff. a diligl'l11<'ill'rt10 colkcl data rcspnnsivc In )"'ur rcquc>ts. JP;\ol:\ cxprcssl)' 
rcsl.!'r,·cs the right t0 supplem<"nt. clarif)·. n.·vi..:c ,.r ~Nr~...:1 a.n~ ')r .'.l.IJ of the rcsp\lnS1:S 
h ... ·rcin at any time.". 

Sinccrdy. 

~E--
Esccutlvi: Dln:~h.)r 

Attachm~ut 

C~: Rick l.ockcr. JP\'IA Counsel; Rolicrl Waller. JP'-1..\ Pr~5i<km 

,, '.· 
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('m ~·onl"'.!rnl.!d ~1tiou! thi.: <.·1'1~:c:Lh L'lli.':\:'. t)f r~1.·all~ - th~n..· ha,·~ b..:~·u n:~h'J1:-. that 
p~lrtl11~ aren't ~Cttillg th<.' i11fonnalin11 t'r r<:('l~lir kic~ th<"y J'l<"i.~d. rn fat.:L iJ quid, 
sl"~tri"h Cln e/Ju\· on Janu~tr\· :?.O found nHWl" than J(J i\·1.;.td ... ~rcn umhn.·11a ~ln.'llcr:\. all 
l'.lf '' hkh '' ~r~ r~calkd in. N(wi:in~1.:r b<-·<.·~m!'l.l' f•f rb.I.: that childr..:n · :-; tlr1g11.·rs \\ nutd 
h..:: am1lL1Tatcd h~ the hi ng1.~ mcch;.n1is111. and ~l Sl!al'~h nn th~ DC an; a CroiS! · .... l,isf r\•und a 
nurnh~r ofri.·clll~d dwp-side .:ribs for sak. 

I. Crib mi.mufot:!urc:rs l'fi1."rl p~1y t1.' adv-.!nhc thdr proclm,.:t~ in ~);u·1.•nting 111ag~1zfn~:-.. 
C:;,m ~ou chink nf :m in:<ta11l'c..' in which~ nur urgani1:~tif1.n nr a crLll manufai:turc:r 
'' husi.· ,;ri h "er~ re.: al ktl paid to ad' ·cri he thi.· n:c.:aU in thcs"' !»al1K' pubHc:at ion~'! If 
s.o. , ... h(..·n'! 

R1.·.cltlt" ~lfl* indiYidu::Jfl~ n"~gntiatl'd bt.:>tW\!cn th<: rn~nufottun!J' !n\·ohcd and 1hc 
C~>SC. Ll\!h r"·._:-aU ha~ :0.pc..:;n..: n:!mcdfo"' ~hat an: d"·'L"f<•pc.:d lll :l(.k1rc-~s the haiard 
1ha1 h~s h"·"·n idcntUCccl. JP~lA h:ts nev<"r been a party lo the n"•g\1tiations. but 
Joe~ pn.>Yid"'· I inks th.)111 our \\'eh site for ..:onqnncr~ to \~.~. \~.:r~":al 1.-;.~l 'r. St)m\! 
man u lbi:lUrc:rs ha \·t.· pb.L·~d cradc ad\ l'rti:-.cmcm~ pn~mr1ting thcil' n:..::al ls but 
1c Ir.·' i~i<:'n ~l~h l!rti.,ing ls gt.!llt.:'rall ~ Jlt't prc\·aknt in th<..· indu!-otry. 

In Yi.lllf tcstin1011~ ~ou cit..:: s..!vcral e-x~unplcs ,,f \\\lrl... ~ l)Ur organtzation dt'~~ tr1 
hdp pn lnwh: i11 fr1.nt s~t1C!y. \\..hat sp'l!l'itkaU) doc~ ~ (lUr i\rgan i1.atio11 do to 
publl~il'c and r1ronlo,,Jte a\\al'..!UCSS about ~pr.:1..·iflc pn.,~lu;;t n!.::ath;~ 

w~ pmd11cc sta1c111cc11' that arc post<•d <'11 the J!'\t'\ \\'<:!> <itc (\\:~~ .'~ .. .il~J. 
s~mplc';; tlf"hii:h \\l'.' pro\id\.•i.t fo the Committ1.:..: prior h) 1hl! h!!aring. \'•/c :tlst) 
pro\·id\.· a link tn ~~~.£-;.~!!.U~·.g~~~. on t'Ur \\'eb sit~. \~;1,.· arc cun't.::ntly \H•rking to 
impl~nwnt the cstahli~hmcm on •'Ur Web ~it~ ot\lirccl llT\11. lin~, bl r~,·all 
annrnmccm~ncs M the CPSC \\.cb sic~ aml h<t•c als•> linl.ctl ill thcCPSC RSS 
Fc1:d tmd lh·..:aJI Su"1:--.t·riptil'l1 List \Vidgi.•1. 

.ll'MA ha, al:'.<1 r,1rcici1la1<•<l ia ··R~call f{(>lln•l·111>'·· "iLh CPSC and with scYcr:1I 
l'I(\( for r>rotit C1.'>n:;um~r Orga11i1atio1" and has urged rc-t.:tilt.!rs ant..1 sellers. r:~r 
·"·cond hand pn>ducts 10 assure thm product s<>lt.I ar~ n•'I su~j~ct w rec:1ll ( 1>r nClt 
r~pair'i:i.1 io act'ord:1m.·.: "ith 1 .. ·nn~ pf a purli1.:ular t'~C:lU) and m~t:t curn .. ·nt 
ap11Jkat>k 111~uda1'>r> amJ A s·1 :VI >1andards . 

.'). Y l>llr l'lr~~\ujzat klll put"'il iSh\ .. S a JjrecCnry l l I'' ·.:..:rli lied J'l'ClthtC(S" th.;Jt han." l°li:<.~tl 
inch:rC"1hlently t\!St~d ~nd found to m\.'d si:JJCly :\L:lndQrds. How many oftht; 7 
111111 ic.lll ~)r :>.o o:rihs that ha\ r.' l~·'-"n r"·"·al kd in rc-ci!nl ) t'ar~ \\ l"i'C in that din:cci.'r~<· 

The .IP\·I;\ C~rlilk:ui''" Seal on a product 1dls cnnsum.:r~ thi~ prud11cl h:1s hccn 
'crifii.:-d as confr--rming ta.' th\.' n .. ·cfuin.:mcnts "'~tahlish~tl Oy :\ST:"vl cxb!ing al th(; 
limo llwy ""' ul'igin311~ sold. chrnugh indepemlcnl bboral1't) !«,ting and follo" • 
up on-sit• inspection (>fthc m:u1ufacturcr's prt>du«tion line. Th~· m:muf:lctLu«r.< 
that llal'tkipatc in tlw Jl'i\I:\ (\-.ti!ic:1tfon Program arc held to the big.hes\ 

' .• (. i': ,. :;'..;. !' .:•, · ..• · .. ,. ;. . '·. 
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.... 1a11dard:- and ,lr~ l)Migati.!d t(' rnc.:t lhc,~.: pri n~ ipk·~ \\ ith \'Vi.!ry c~11 l1icll 
pru{h.11.:t. 

Of1ho..;;,.· ...:ribs rc .. :JHi:d. cfll· fi.,l(r~wtng wi.!rc .J[>;v1;\ (l·nlflcJ as ha\ ing. met 
Th~· r~cl u!1-c111.:nl!-i l'"f dk' :\ST~ 1 F-1 I (,9 'ranc.lard l<lr fu II si1c- l·rth!': 

Stmplktr~ · · 1 mini1)11 ctJn,11 silk) 

Cra,·n - I 11~.l)O() t.drn1> ~i,kl 
lklta ... liflfl.f)OO tdr"I> ,;,kl 
l>~lta ·· •J85.0ll0 1,1r('I' ~id.:~ 
SL<>rk Cra1i 2. I rn i II;.,,, /drop ,;Jct 
Ste>rk <:ran · 50V.(l!ICJ (maure,~ ,;upp1w1) 
l.a.lnhi -!.'JOO (crih sial hr,•akag~. <lrllJ' ~ilk) 
.IJrdini; ~ T!., OUO ( ~fa1 hrca~agc - •.'n:~· :ippiks '' l 1h, ~s~ .:tih~ rnanu fa.:.-tm\•d in 
20(1~ ~ lr b1\.·r) 

(iener.ui"" 1- 5il(Ul(!O (ump silk! 
i)<•rl:l ;\sia -· <>.l.'.ClO() tdr<•J' si<k) 
Carami;t-· 1.000 ('lat brc;1kage) 

:\re' i\'" in<.fo::lk'S that th~ umforh in2 rcaslm . .; !'hr these t'~l·alls r~u,·. hue it j.;. 

signi~kant fl'" rh:it~ th~tt n:~~~u" l1ci:~ff 1r,r a\ atii.!t~ of rl.?a~nu<>. On it~· nic'"-. ha~cJ 
HIKHl a n•\ ;\'\\ t.."f ( ·ps( · ~mt1(lunc~·1m.::a1~. th..::sc n·..:a lb cribs dld llN \~;:...:ur du.: w ::t 

vj..,lfal ion l lf m~mJ:1cc-ry nr ,;\ST\ 1 ~ri h s1:mdards [(' \\ hk:h JP\·I:\ ( ·t!rtl ikatit~n 
in...l~·r..:nlknt ly \ ...:ri 11~:") ~~uuplc \'t.."nfr1rma11~ ... ·. 

4. ()01,.·~ Lhat din.:i:hW~ g\!C imm\!dimcly 1011da1<:d when...:\ er :l fl"<.'alf L"f l~HC ..,1f thos\~ 
pmdLl!:H ~:.. :.ll1l1l1uni:"•d',' lflh'1. ''h~11 ''(lUhl s111:h in1~•f1Ui\ti~··n ~lpp<.'ar in thL~ 
dtn.:..:tor) '.' I l~f e.,amplc. \\OUlJ ~t con:mmi:r Lhal b tn thc m~,r~~l tt~r ;1 ~,·..:n1ld·han(t 
.:rib \\hf1 "~sh..:~ w uliH:r-; '-llUT tlin..>(;,<'1'\ ao .:.·n~ur..: the.•' ~tr<.' bu,·inc ~<.l1111;1hi1Hl that 
j-.. sate ~md h'-= ;1hl..: hl ;1s~~rtain. ha .... \!<l o~ an t.•xan1rna1i;m (~f~m~1llli JP'.\:lA • 
f}irc"'·t<•r~. th;1~ a pa11ku ki.r 1nodcl "a~ rccet lli:d? J f nnt - d(\11 'c ~ l~H thin" y\.1u 

i m1rn.~dia!,'i~ rake :-.iL.'P" 10 a lt..:r chcsc ~~rodu~t~'? 

:\~ nou.·d nol al1 n!L.-.'.Jll~~trt! a result ofa pnxlm.:1 CH,lt ..:ocnpl~in~ \\ith :\ST'v1 
lntern~t~'~nat or m~mdaron· s1an<larJ::-. The \\ .. c.!b 'ersi('n 1,.lf zh'-· I >ir1,.'\.:h>n· is 
L~pd~teJ '"H ~ re,;gul.ar b~t'ii~ ''l pro' idl' thl" most current int~ .. rm:tlkm t)l\ • 

m:mufactur<.'rs \\ho p~trlii:ip~JtL.' in "h kh ~at..:ogLll'k•:-.. It d<.l\'~ ll•)I 1,.'\ll1t~Lin any rC~.'.ll I 

·.I 
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~1d\·~·n i~1.·1111:n1s. 'f lk m:.a1u1fJc1urc.•r n1u~~ adhi.:n •. · ll~ ull thc 8uic .. kline~ <.lf the 
l°l"r\)~ra111 in Pnk-r I•) r~m:1in o JP'.\~:\ ('c-rtitk.ati~lll Prog1\U1l l';ll'ti\.'ip.i11t. 

JPM r\ ·s \.'.t:r!lfic:lth)it :\C..."ll al~\ ~PC.*\:'ifkall~· nuh:~ th;u it i~ i:\ id~nc~ that :i 
~mpk has b.·~·n ,·<:riti..:c.( hy :m iu~·pcntknt 3':'.~r~,lil('tl 1..:~1 l:'"''ralt•r} as 
con1p1ying w ith m~nd;ih;.r~ ~nd :\~T\~ stand~m.1.;.. :\ ls.u \ \\! n'>h: 1h;11 "inl.!e J:lOU:ll) 

of :!()09. Ullt.kr S<:..:rkm 1112 ,,fch"· ( ' c111sw11<'.' r Pro...tu~t s:tfi:ty lmpn~'~nu:nt :\..:l l'f 
~00~ rCPSJA}. that c1ll ...:rib~ mus1 h..: -=~rtitied b~ rnanu focturcr'i a~ 111..:..:tin~ 
111:u1datnr~ CJ>S(' rcquir..:.'ml!nb. \Ve; haH· n:p"·a1..:-tJly nN~d in \lUr CP!'C tilings 
lhl.'l lh(" :\~ r\.1 :--t;md:irds :ire ~ignili1.·;m11~ mun:- (.'{\ll1Jlt!.!ht·n~h\' than ~~·d~~ing 
1n:mtfolflr) r·ps(: standard~. This i~ Wh) \\l' prt'lll(ll-.! :ldhl·rcrH.' C h1 ~u...:h stnndurds. 
S<•l;,,,, l (14 .,f!h~ CPSJA r~quirc~ CPSC: l<> wnsult \\'ith ,;1:1~~h1>IJcrs ~n,t O) ruk 
upda1t.· their starnfards conuncnsur':.ltC \\ith the JTI '"'l'C (,.·xp:t1'l1o;in: n.-quir\'.' ltll'IH!\ nf tht• 
ASTl\1 '>lanJards. 

6. Whul .!<••>< tht' Jl''.\-1,\ d<' "~""th<} linJ a aih with a .11'!\1,\ l;ob<:l lt• !,,; ''"'or' 
1,,.'1,•mrl (~1n..::.!' '' ith standard~? 
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U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4330 EAST WEST HIGHWAY 

BETHESDA. MD 20814 

The HonMahle Henry A. Waxmau 
Chairman 
Commince on Energy and Commen:,~ 
l!nited States Hou~ of Rcprcsentmives 
2125 Rayburn Housd)ffi~·e Building 
Washingc.--.n. DC 20515 

Dear Chairman Waxman: 

Mar.::h 5. 2010 

Attach¢<1 plea~ !ind responses to the writh~n que>lions for the n:cord submiued hy 
cemin )l;kmht·rs of the Commiuee in cnnnection with the January 21. 2010. hearing .. r tile 
Su~ommillcc on Ovcr~ight and lnn:stig~tions entitled: '"Crib Safety: As~c,~ing th<:. Nt't'd for 
Hem:r Oversight." An electn,nic version of thc~e responses will also be provided 10 Early 
Green. C'hief Ckrk of the Comm.itl<:.:. 

Thiink you again for th~ opportunity to testify before the Suflcomminc.:. Should you 
hav,~ any <i11es1ions or require additional infr•rmation. pleasr: do 1101 hesitalc lo conl.:KI mo: or 
Christopher Day. Dirt•ctor of Congrrssional Relati(lns. :u ('.IOI> 50-t-7660 or by e-mail ac 
cJay@cp;(;.gov. 

Very cruly your.>. 

Jnc1. M. Tcne11b;1um 

CPSC Holline: l·B:>l-&38-CPSC (2772i • CPSC's W~~Sit~: !!!.1];1~~ 
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"Crib Safety: Assessing the Need for Better Oversight." 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations 
January 21, 2010 

Responses f)f Chairman lne~ l'\·1. Tenenbaum to Questions for the Record 

Questions from the Honorable Rai:t Stupak 

Manufacturers, importers. dis lrihutoNO, and retailers are required to report to 
CPSC within 24 hours of obtaining information if a produL-t does not comply " 1th a 
safety rule issued under the CPSA, or contains a defect which could create a 
substantial risk of injury to the public or present<; an unreasonable risk of serious 
injury or death. Howe,·er, as we learned from our investigation, Stork Cran still 
believes to this day that mechanical problems by their cribs did not cause 
"substantial risk of injury to the public or present an unreasonable risk of serious 
injury or death." 

I. Does CPSC have tht! authority to assess a penalty on companies that do not 
meet the reporting requirements? 

Response: Under section 20 of the Consumer Product Safety Act ("CPSA"), the 
Consum~r Product Safety Commi~$iOn ("CPSC') has authority to seek a maximum civil 
penalty of S l :i,000.000 for a party who knowingly fails 10 repon defect information. 
re{!uired under section l5(h) of the CPSA, <.>r otherwise fai ls to repon or to provide 
information required under the CPSA. The CPSC lacks amhority to "assess·· such a 
penalty through its own administrative process. however, and must pursue a party in 
court if the parry docs nol agree to the penalty. 

2. Docs CPSC helie,·e that the current reporting requirements are .~et too high? 
How would you change the rcponing requirements if you could? 

Response: No. The CPSA re<1uires in S('c tion 15(b) thal any manufacturer. distributor. or 
retailer of a consumer produt:t "who obtai ns information which reasonatiry supports the 
eond usion th~! such a produ..:l ," fa ils tc comply with an applicable standard. contain; a 
defect which could c.Teate a substantial prudm:1 hazard. or creates an unreasonahlc risk of 
serious injury or death. must immediately report such information w the CPSC. This is a 
broad obligatiL'll and ne!Cessary for the CPSC to rnceive complete and timely infom1a1ion 
about possibly unsafe products. Reporting is required when a company re~·eives 
infonnation about a possible defect and the CPSC may conclude that no defect exists or 
rtXJuire appropriate corrective action. Therefore. the report ing obligation does mit appear 
to he too high. lndce.d. one court has applauded "Congress's decis ion t<> impose pl!'nahies 
for repo11ing violations without n:quiring proof of a pr~)duct defect:' t>ccausc it 
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encourages companies to pn.widc all neces~ary information IO the CPSC re~ardll~ss <lf 
whether a dcfcc·t cxi>ts. Sec U11ired Swres v. Mirama F..11terpri5es, 111c., .~87 F .. ~d ?8.\ 
988-89 (9'" Cir. 2004 l. 

3. Does CPSC believe manufacturers under-report? If so, why do you believe 
manufacturers are under-reportin~? 

Rc>ponse; As noted abtwc. the CPSA requires in section l.'i{b) that any manufacturer. 
distributor. or retailer of a comumcr product '·who ot>tains information which reasonably 
supports the conclusion that such a product," fails to comply with an applicable standard, 
comains a defect which could create a substantial product ha7ard. or creates an 
unreasonable risk of serious injury tir dcMh, must immediately report such infonnatkin to 
the CPSC. We belie~«~ some panies underrepon hascd on a narrow interpretation of what 
information th\.'Y view ~ re.:isonably suppon s" a conclusion tlm a product presents a 
hazard or risk. 

As also noted above. however. the CPSC has authority to seek civil penalties when a 
party knowingly fail'> t0 make requi red reports. and the CPSC staff regularly cullccts wch 
penalties from firms to enforce reporting obligations. In FY2009. we collected tht 
l;irgcst amounl of civil penalties in Eht: CPSC's hist0ry. and fr(1m the largest number of 
firms. 

Corn.u~rs arc not required to report safety information if they know a product is 
endangering an infant. 

4. How does the CPSC encourage parent-; to report safely incidences lo the 
CPSC? 

Response: CPSC uses all means at it~ di$posal to connect with parents and provide ca~y 
pathways for these parems to communicate to the CPSC issues, concerns. (Jr problems 
with products in t.hcir home. To reach parents. our communications include not just 
traditional met.hods sut'.h as sp~hes. interviews. presenlalions. and a wehsite, hut we arc 
also active in social media arenas like Twitter and YouTubc. We also offer \'loth a 
1elephonc hotline: as well as a wcb$itt.'. reponing feature to receive infonnation from 
pan:nt~. A link to report unsafe pro<lw.:ts is also part of our Neighborhood Safety 
Network. Tool Kit. an innovative pwgram desigm.'.d to help llnderscrved communities 
promote safety and health. 'Ne: arc :ilways seeking to improve the accessibility aod ease
of-use of each or these infom 1ation ch~nncls. 

In addition. the Con;umer Pm<luc1 Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (''C'PSIA") requirt>.S 
CPSC lo creare a public ponal and a publically accessible. scarch3ble database of 
consumer product incidenc report~. Through the puhlic pnnal. c.onsuml!rs will be able to 
repon potential product sate1y hazards co CPSC in ways that improve the quality. value. 
and accuracy M the data collected . This database is under dcv¢k\pment. and is scheduled 
to launch in M:irch of20l l with broad public t)ut reach and education. 

2 
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Questions from 1he Honorable Edward ,J. Markey 

It seems to me as though recalls of cribs whose drop-side.., were trapping 11nd 
suff()(.'.ating children have been occurring for years now. More recently, Graco 
stro!Jers we~ recalled because they use a hinge that h a.s been shown to amputare 
children's fin~ers - but that follows an abnost identical si tuation in whic.h 
MacLaren strollers were recalled for the very same reason. 

I. Why can ' t the CPSC move to recall ALL cribs that use the same sort of 
drop-side mechanisms, or ALL strollers the same sort of hinges? 

Response: The CPSC docs achieve recalls for similar pro~1uct designs. For example, in 
FY2009, the CPSC recall<!d esscntiaJly all Roman shades and roll-up hlinds in the Uniccd 
States t:>ased on a common strangulation hazard. 

Such recalls, however. can be challenging. While CPSC docs watch closely for any 
cornmnn problem:itic features across product classes. unique manufacturing or design 
charac1cristics often make a gcneral i:t.ed defect analysis difficult. For example. a hinge 
mad~~ of high quality ma1erfals could be safo while the same pan of lesser quality 
materials could tire:ik in a hazardous way. Further. because the particular manufacturer. 
di~tributor, Cir retailer is rcsponsil:>le for the remedy of their specific products, recalls 
remain particular to rhe r~ponsibh.: party. That is 10 say, a recall of all st rollers for che 
same sort of hinge. as you descrihe, would still need to be considered with regard to each 
partil~ular manufocrurer. distrihutor. or retailer ro ensure :111 adequar.e remedy. 

2. Why do we haYe to wait until each brand or model is demonstrated to kill or 
maim someone? 

Re~ponse: CPSC always strives ro rake action before any injuries occur and very often 
obtains voluntary recalls before any sut·h injuries occur. Indeed. based on four incidenis 
- none of which involved any injuric. - the CPSC achieved the recall of 500,000 Scork 
Crafc crib~ in fonuar:y 2009 due to a risk e>r entrapment or suffocation from maCLress 
support hracket failures. 

CPSC is constantly on the lookou1 for hazards and our Early Warning System. descril'l:d 
in greater de1ail below. helps ident ify emerging hal.ards in certain children'5 products. 
Neverthdcss. it is often very difficult to idcncify and address problems in a c~msumer 
product before pa tterns of deft:ct emerge. 

3. \\'hat is the CPSC doir1g to proactively ident.ify and recall or otherwise 
regulate classes or products that all share known hazards? 

Response: The CPSC Office of Hazard l<lentifkation and Reduc tion. p:irticularly the 
Division of Ha.i:ard Analysis within our Directorate for Epidemiology. is tasked with 
monitoring information that could idt~ntify a common pw t>lematic feature across a 
product cla$S. Given particular sensitivi1ics relaced to chi ldr~ ·s produc<s. in November 
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2007. the CPSC implc:mcntcd wha1. was then a pik)t program l'alled the Early Warning 
System ("EWS"l. This EWS is a mulli-disdplinary team of CPSC staff consisting of 
Compliance Ofticers. anomeys and tel'hnical s1aff from CPSC's Engineering. 
Epidemiology. Human Factors and Health Sciencc-s divisions that focuses solely on cribs. 
hassincts. and play yards. 

This team was fonned in an effon to catch serious risks of injury or death. panems of 
dc-fec1, and regulatory violations as early as possible. The EWS team meets on a weekly 
basis and reviews all incoming bassinet. crib and play yard incidents reported to the 
agency. Incident reports specific to i)roducts evaluated hy the EWS pilot team arc drawn 
from the CPSC's epidemiological databases. During the weekly review. the EWS team 
also assigns in-deplh invcstir,ations ("IDlf') of incidents. reviews compk~d IDls, 
evaluates collected product $amplcs. and makes rt'-'-'ommendations to the Compliance 
Division on cases to open for possible recall. 

Building on the success of the EWS team. I have recently created a new "Safe Sleep 
Environment Team:· which is a pilot project to bring the same EWS team of complia11ce 
officer~. technical staff. attorneys. and epidemiologists to work un the particular issues 
rdatt·d t() the sleep environment for chiltlr;;:n. 

Finally. with regard to regulatMy maners. I will continue the son of pmactive efforts we 
lOl'k with regard to critis to inv()Jve scakehl)lders and the American Society for Testing 
and Materials ("ASTM"). The results of our direct outrc-ach in that case demonstrate the 
elfecti\'eness of proactive involvcmem uf voluntary standards organizations and 
interested parties to con$ider regulacory approaches as safety issues emerge across a dass 
of products. 

4. In addition to \'Oluntary or mandatory recalls, what authority does CPSC 
ha·n~ to inform the public about risks to particular product.; or classes of products? 
For example. could it issue a press release Chai included a re.commendation Chat 
consumers not purchase drop·side cribs and indicate that the Commission was 
planning to lake regulatory action involving all of these products? If so, how often 
has the Commission taken such action? 

Response: The CP.SC has authority to inform the public about risks to particular products 
and classes of products and regularly uses it to alen the public to both specific and 
genera I issues. 

Under new aurhority in the CPSIA, CPSC can m:ike certain public health and safety 
findings and disseminate infom1ation to the public in an expedited manner about a risks 
posed by a particular product. Such public health and safety findings ha\'C t-een 
undertaken twice since implemcntalion of the CPSIA. 

With regard It) classes of products, the CPSC can make public general warnings. For 
example. in October of 2008. the Commission issu~ a press release announcing that 
clefocts identified hy the EWS sy~lem demonstrated the need for slronger mandatory 

4 
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standards for drop-side cribs. and urging parentS and c..:arc.g.ivcrs co inspect closely the 
harctware and stability of their ~·ribs to ensure that all pans W(\re securely in plat'.c:. given 
the entrapment risks associated with those cribs. A ~imilar general message regarding the 
safety of chi ldren's products and recalls was the foi..'u S of a September '2009 video 
rck:i~cd by CPSC ml YouTube and through our hlog. "OnSafety." The CPSC also 
undertakes regulllI outreach efforts each year to make seasonal alens and provide 
information to the: public abour risks presented by fireworks. c;1rhon monoxide poi~ouing. 

and pools. for ex ample. 
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AND GENERAL 
GOVERNMENT APPROPRIATIONS FOR 2011 

THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 2010. 

FISCAL YEAR 2011 BUDGET FOR THE CONSUMER 
PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

WITNESSES 
INEZ TENENBAUM, CHAIRMAN, U.S. CONSUMER P RODUCT SAFETY 

COMMISSION 
NANCY NORD, COMMISSIONER, U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY 

COMMISSION 

INTRODUCTION OF WITNESSES-CHAIRMAN SERRANO 

Mr. SERRANO. The committee will come to order. We welcome you 
to this very cozy room. 

Today the subcommittee meets to discuss the fiscal year 2011 
budget request of the Consumer Product Safety Commission. J oin
ing us today are the Chairman of the CPSC, Inez Tenenbaum, as 
well as CPSC Commissioner, Nancy Nord. We thank you both for 
joining us today. 

CHAIRMAN SERRANO'S OPENING STATEMENT. 

For fiscal year 2011, the budget request for the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission is $118.6 million . The agency has seen its 
responsibilities grow enormously for the last few years. In response 
to a large number of product hazards and product recalls, Congress 
enacted the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008. 
This law, together with other recent legislation addressing pool and 
spa safety and the protection of children from gasoline burns, pro
vides for important consumer protections but has also essentially 
doubled the workload of the CPSC. It is important to determine. 
whether the agency staffing levels are adequate to fulfill these re
sponsibilities. 

In 2007, when I became Chairman of this subcommittee, the 
agency had fewer than 400 full-time employees. Funding increases 
provided by this subcommittee have enabled the CPSC to grow to 
530 full-time employees in fiscal year 2010, a more than 30 percent 
increase in staffing in 3. years .. However, this is still far less than 
the agency staffing 30 years ago when it had 978 employees. 

A strong CPSC is more important than ever. This is particularly 
evident in the area of imported products. The volume of imported 
products has doubled in the last 15 years, and while imports ac
count for 20 percent of all consumer product purchases, they ac
count for more. than 80 percent of recent product recalls .. GAO re-

(1) 
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ported last August that the CPSC's ability to monitor imported 
products is limited by staffing shortfalls. The Fiscal Year 2010 Ap
propriations Act included funding to help address this problem, and 
I am pleased that the fiscal year 2011 budget requests additional 
resources for the agency and for the import safety initiative. It is 
important for this. subcommittee to determine. whether these re
sources are truly adequate to ensure the safety of imported prod
ucts. 

The Commission has worked hard to implement the many provi
sions of a Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act. At the same 
time, we have heard about confusion among manufacturers, dis
tributors and retailers about particular requirements. I am inter
ested in knowing how implementation is going right now, whether 
industry is complying, and whether the CPSC is devoting adequate 
resources to enforcing the new laws, and many important consumer 
protections. 

In addition to implementing these consumer protections, the new 
law directed CPSC to establish a public. Internet-accessible data
base on the safety of consumer products. The agency is also pre
paring to move into a modernized laboratory faci lity designed to 
enhance its research on product hazards. Furthermore, the agency 
has begun an effort to work more closely with manufacturers and 
regulators in China by opening an office in Beijing. I am interested 
in hearing about the status of all of these efforts and how budget 
requests will enhance them going forward. 

Chairman Tenenbaum joined the Commission in June 2009. She 
has a long history of public service, including 8 years as South 
Carolina's State superintendent of education. 

Commissioner Nord is no stranger to this subcommittee. This is 
her third appearance. before us. She has served on the CPSC since 
2005 and served as Acting Chairman from 2006 to 2009. 

We thank you both for your testimony. We look forward to a very 
informative discussion. And I also look forward to a great baseball 
season where the Cardinals will do almost as good as my Yankees. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Hey now, we have really, really done a great job 
on recruitment this year, so. I am not certain of that, Mr. Chair
man , I must add. But Debbie and I are actually the cochairs of the 
congressional softball team, and we start our practice next week. 
You will be happy to know that since we are playing the women 
of the press, that we actually think we will prevail this year since 
at least there is not such an age differential where we set ourselves 
up for failure last time and Debbie. broke her leg. But other than 
that, we are getting all ready, we are getting all ready for a won
derful, wonderful baseball season. And I truly am excited. I don't 
know anything about this new Brad Penny, this new pitcher we 
have gotten, but he has been around a while. Do you know any
thing about him? 

Mr. SERRANO .. Yes. He. is. good, unfortunately. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SERRANO. Jo Ann Emerson, ladies and gentlemen. 
Mrs. EMERSON. I have the app on my phone so I can get all the 

Cardinals news, like Google alerts, Cardinals alerts. 
Mr. SERRANO. Who says Members of Congress are not regular 

people? 
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MRS. EMERSON'S OPENING STATEMENT 

Mrs. EMERSON. I do love my Cardinals, I must tell you. 
Anyway, thanks for holding this very important hearing. Thank 

you all very much for being here today. We do welcome you for 
your first appearance, Madam Chair. 

And, Commissioner Nord, thank you for being back for the third 
time? Third time. 

Anyway, as the Chairman said, you all have received large fund
ing increases since 2007 compared to other agencies, and I really 
am anxious to hear how you all are spending those funds and hir
ing the necessary people to do the important work that we keep 
laying upon you all. 

I also want to say that I did vote for the Consumer Product Safe
ty Improvement Act. And I, like most members of the committee, 
believe that protecting consumers should be. our top concern of the 
business community and the. regulatory community. And facili
tating those goals should be one of our most important, if not the. 
most important, responsibility we have. 

But we are also charged here in Congress with addressing the 
unintended consequences of its actions. And with respect to the 
CPSIA, this means realizing that in addition to the benefits of the 
statute, there has been some avoidable damages to small busi
nesses, domestic manufacturers, thrift stores and charities. And I 
think we can all agree upon that. However, our economy isn't as 
resilient today as it has been in the past, so it is really very, very 
important that we not ignore those jobs lost or those that could be 
lost due to unnecessary aspects of this statute. 

The 2010 appropriations bill directed the Commission to provide 
recommendations to the Congi·ess on changes needed to CPSIA, 
and for whatever reason that I cannot understand, I don't know 
why these recommendations have become politicized in this body, 
but it appears, as usual, that logic and sensible actions are not im
mune from partisanship in Washington. 

Let me close by stating that regulation is a balancing act so that 
consumers, especially children, are protected, but businesses are 
able to operate without unnecessarily burdensome requirements. 
And I want to say this because as we try our best to jump-start 
the economy, I have met with hundreds of small business people 
over the last month, all of whom tell me that you can give me a 
tax credit, you can take away my-the need for. me to. pay payroll 
taxes, but at the. end of the. day, it is the uncertainty in the econ
omy and the burdensome regulations that are thrust upon my busi
ness each and every day that no other country or competitor faces 
that are causing me not to hire people. This is what they have said 
across the board. So that is worrisome, and that is why I am hope
ful that we will all be able to work together to maximize the bene
fits and minimize the. detriment of this statute. and the work that 
you all are doing. 

So thanks, and I look forward to hearing your testimony. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO. Now we will take your testimony. Please keep in 

mind that we would like you to keep your testimony to 5 minutes. 
And then, of course, your full text will be included in the. record .. 
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CHAIRMAN I NEZ TENENBAUM'S 0 PENTNG STATEMENT 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, 
Ranking Member Emerson and Members of the Subcommittee on 
Financial Services and General Government. I am so pleased to be 
here to discuss the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's 
fiscal year 2011 budget request. 

During the past 8 months, as Chairman of the CPSC, I have had 
the great opportunity to see firsthand the great work that the Com
mission undertakes every single day, from new regulations to en
sure the safety of cribs to enforcement actions against children's 
jewelry with harmful levels of lead, cadmium and other toxic met
als, the CPSC is once again an agency that means business when 
it comes to protecting the safety of the American consumer. 

Much of this progress would not have been possible without the 
reauthorization of the Commission through the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act of 2008 and the additional funding re
ceived by the agency in 2009 and 2010. I greatly. appreciate the in
creased resources that members of the subcommittee have sup
ported all through the past 2 years and can assure all of you that 
those resources have been put to good use through increased staff
ing, improved import surveillance, and rapid and robust responses 
to new and emerging hazards. 

The results of this new commitment to the CPSC are really very 
encouraging. One concrete example of this is the increased staffing 
and resources at the agency. During 2008, the number of CPSC 
full-time employees had dropped to only 385. This was the lowest 
level in the agency's history and down from a high of 978 in 1980. 
Section 202 of the CPSIA required the agency to increase its FTEs 
to at least 500 by the end of 2013, and I am pleased to report to 
you that we have already reached that milestone and currently 
have approximately 501 FTE positions filled at the CPSC as of 
March 1, 2010. In addition, we are currently interviewing another 
16 FTE positions, and have open announcements for another 9 FTE 
positions. Taken as a whole, this puts us well on track to meeting 
our approved FTE ceiling of 530 in 2010. 

But employee numbers are only one indicator of change. Another 
key metric is results. One concrete example is that of our ability 
to stop dangerous products before they enter the stream of com
merce .. In fiscal year 2007, the CPSC collected approximately 750 
samples of suspect products entering our country. In fiscal year 
2009, that number rose to almost 1,600. At t he same time, we 
started to see a commensurate decrease in the number of voluntary 
recalls, from 563 in 2008 to 466 in 2009. 

The Commission's proposed 2011 budget request of $118 million, 
$600 thousand is designed to accelerate this forward momentum by 
continuing internal modernization and rebuilding efforts. It is 
noted in my. written statement the proposed fiscal year 2011 is only 
$400,000 over our 2010 level, but it will a llow the Commission to 
support the key above areas of emphasis by reallocating $13.9 mil
lion in funds used for 2010 nonrecurring activities. 

Specifically, the proposed budget will a llow the Commission to 
pursue new and enhanced initiatives in four key areas. The first 
is the. Commission's compliance initiative. Since passage of the 
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CPSIA, Commission staff have worked diligently to promulgate and 
implement the numerous rules required by that law. In 2011, the 
CPSC's work will shift from developing rules mandated by the 
CPSIA to enforcing those rules, both within our borders and at 
ports of entry. To further facilitate those efforts, the CPSC's 2011 
budget requests $4.6. million and the addition of 41 full-time em
ployees to support additional responsibilities associated with three 
key elements of the compliance program, and that is regulatory en
forcement, import surveillance and defect investigation. 

The second area is information technology modernization and the 
Commission implementation of a searchable public database of con
sumer product safety information. Section 212(b) of the CPSIA re
quires the Commission to upgrade its information technology sys
tems and develop a database that allows consumers to submit inci
dent reports that can subsequently be reviewed by all members of 
the general public. In response to this mandate, CPSC is devel
oping a single integrated Web-based environment, the Consumer 
Product Safety Risk Management System, the. RMS, which will 
change the way the Commission receives and analyzes data. 

The Commission has already allocated approximately $20 million 
to fund many of the initial planning and design costs of the RMS 
and deeply appreciates this subcommittee's past support of this 
program. In fiscal year 2011, funding requirements will largely 
shift from design and build costs to maintenance costs. Therefore, 
the 2011 budget requests $1.8 million for staffing combinations of 
eight FTEs and other contract positions to maintain the system 
and comply with the OMB's requirement for information technology 
governance, cybersecurity and privacy. 

Now, the third area of focus is consumer outreach and education. 
Providing consumers with recall and product hazard information 
that helps make families and communities safer is one of my top 
priorities. This year and in fiscal year 2011, the Commission plans 
to accelerate efforts to conduct grassroots education and advocacy 
in hard-to-reach and vulnerable populations. In August 2009, the 
GAO released a report recommending that the CPSC increase its 
focus on reaching minority populations. Mr. Chairman, I know that 
this is a key priority for you. Since becoming the Chairman of the 
CPSC, I have directed the Commission staff to explore additional 
outreach efforts to underserved populations, and this will remain 
a key priority going forward. 

We also continue to focus on public education and outreach ef
forts to prevent drownings and entrapments involving children in 
residential and public pools. Congresswoman Wasserman Schultz 
has been a tireless advocate of increased safety measures and out
reach in this area. And I am pleased to note that the 2011 budget 
contains $1 million specifically to continue the pool and spa safety 
education. This funding will build on the previous funding of $8.1 
million in fiscal year 2009 and 2010. to continue to help. the agency 
drive down the 300 child drownings each year . 

And fourth, the 2011 budget proposes an additional $200 million 
for CPSC to support the National Nanotechnology Initiative. In the 
last few years, there has been increasing public concern over the 
potential health impacts associated with the technology. Although 
nanomaterials may have the. same chemical composition as non-
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nanomaterials, at the nanoscale they may demonstrate different 
physical and chemical properties and behave differently in the en
vironment and in the human body. The $2 million proposal will 
allow the Commission to conduct exposure and risk assessment of 
nanomaterials, allow database updates to properly flag reports of 
nanotechnology incident reports. in consumer products, and conduct 
consumer outreach efforts such as public meetings. 

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Emerson, thank you again for 
the opportunity to testify on the proposed 2011 budget for the U.S. 
Consumer Product Safety Commission. And I look forward to work
ing with you and other members of this subcommittee on the budg
et request. And l will be. happy to. entertain your questions after 
Commissioner Nord makes her statement. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you so much. 
[The prepared statement of Chairman Inez Tenenbaum follows:] 
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Good morning, Chairman Serrano. Ranking Member Emerson, and Members of the 
Sllb,~ommiuee on Financial Services and General Government. I am pleased to be here 
today 10 discuss the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) fiscal year 
(FY) 2011 budget request. 

During the past cigln months as Chairman of the CPSC. I have had the opportunity to see 
first-hand the great work that the Commission undenakcs every day. From new 
regulaticms m ensure the safety of crih~ co enforcement action against children's jewelry 
with harmful levels of lead, cadmium and other toxic metals, the CPSC is once again an 
agency thal means business when it comes co protecting the safety of American 
consumers. 

Much of this progress would nQt have hcen possible without the reauthorization of the 
Commission through the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPS IA), 
and the additit)nal funding re.ceived by the agency in FY 2009 and 2010. I greatly 
appreciate the increased resources Members of this Subcommittee have supporred over 
1hc past two years. and can assure all of yoLl that those resources have been put t() g<l(>d 
use t.hrt,ugh increased staffing, improved import surveillance, and rapid and robust 
rcsponst~s to new and emerging hazards. 

The results of this new commitment fO the CPSC are already very encouraging. One 
concrete example of this is increased staffing and resources at the agency. Dw-ing FY 
2008. the numher of CPSC full-time employees (FTEs) had dropped co only 385 - the 
lowest in the agency's history. Section 202 of the CPSIA required the agency to increase 
the number of FT.Es to at lease 500 by the end of fY 2013. I am very pleased to report 
that we have already reached that mileswne, and have 501 f'TE positions filled at the 
CPSC as of March I, 2010. 

But employee numhers arc only one indicator of change. Another key metric i.~ results. 
011e concrete example of that h our ability to stop dangerous produc1s before lhey enter 
the stream of commerce. In fY 2007. the CPSC collected approximately 750 sample.~ of 
suspect products entering our country. In fY 2009, 1hat number more than douhlcd to 
almos1 1600. At the same time. we started to see a commensurate dt>.crease in the number 
of voluntary recalls- from 563 in f'Y 2008 10 466 in FY 2009. 

The Commission· s proposed fY 20 I I budgc1 rc4uest of $118.6 million is designed to 
accelerate thi.~ forwai·d momentum by focusing on modernization efforts !hat will flag 
emerging ha?.ards - and help us to keep those products out of our country and !he hands 
of ch ildrcn. 

While this request is only $400,000 over the FY 2010 level. ii will allow the Conunission 
w increase the fTE level by 46 in FY 20 I l (for a total of 576 FI'Es). fund a broad new 
compliance initiative. implement the second phase of th.: Conunission·s con!inucd 
Infomiacion Technology (IT) modernization. rnntinue to improve consumer outreach, 
and direct S2 million in suppon of the federal Nafonal Nanotechnology Initiative by 
reallocating $13.9 million in funds used for FY 2010 nonrecurring activities. 
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The Commission's Compliance Initiative 

Since the passage of CPSIA, Conuuission staff have worked diligently to promulgalc and 
implement the numerous rules required by that Jaw. In 2011. the CPSC's work will shift 
from developing rule$ mandated by the CPSIA to enforcing 1hosc rules - both within our 
borders and at ports of en1ry. 

T() further facilitate those efforts, the CPSC's FY 2011 budge1 requests $4,647.000 and 
the addition of 41 full-time employees (FTEs) to support additional rcsponsibilitie$ 
associated with three key clements of lhe compliance program: regulatory enforcement, 
import surveillance. and defect investigations. 

Regulatory Enforcement: 

Experience shows that enforcing new rules takes considerably more resources than 
enforcing an existing ruk that has been in place for a number of years. The:: number of 
rules mandated by CPSIA during FY 2009 and FY 2010 are more than double 1he 
number of rules promulgated by the Commission since l 990 - and will n~sult in a 
dramatic increase in enforcement responsibility. 

The FY 2011 budget. therefore, requests $1.647,000 and 15 FTEs to enforce the new 
rules. This includes 4 new C1)mpliance officers. 5 field investigators. 3 lab testing and 
Olher technical specialists. 2 attorney~. and one f-TE to coordinate with state and local 
authorities_ 

The Commis~ion's import enforcement workload will also increase as investigawrs ramp 
up efforts to verify testing certifications and collect increasing numbers of suspect 
product samples at our Nation's ports. The:: need for more staff and better coordinatkm 
with U.S. Customs and Border Protcclion (CBP) was highlighted in an August 2009 
Government Accountability Office (GAO) report, and the Commission is eager to fully 
address this issue. 

Accordingly. the fY 2011 budget requests $1,965,000 to expand coverage at the ports. 
verify third.party cesting certifications, collect samples of suspect products, and - most 
importantly··· stop unsafe pmducts from enti:ring the country. This request will support 
an additional 16 fTEs dedicated to import surveillance (5 investigators and analysts thal 
will be stationed at ports, 2 compliance officers to process additional import samples, and 
9 fTEs for lab testing and other specialcies ), as well as $I 00.000 for desrrm:tion of goods 
refused at the ports by CPSC. 

2 
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Delet:t lnvcstiga!il)ns: 

The number ()f product incident reports the Commission receives almost doubled 
between fY 2003 and now. With the rollout of the public database by March 11. 2011, 
we expet:t that the number or incident reports will grow ex poncntially. These reports 
often provide critical information and daca to the CPSC. However, with current 
resources, CPSC staff is only able to thoroughly investigate a very small number 
(approximately 10 perccm) of the total reports received. 

lncreased resources are needed to enhance our defect investigation capability, and ensure 
that !he Commission can adequately review and process the rapidly increasing number of 
product incident reports. Therefore, the FY 201 I budget requests $1.965.000 and 10 
additional FfEs (3 compliance officers, 5 field investigators, 1 technical specialist, and I 
attorney) to suppo11 this critical effort 

Information Technology Modernization 

Section 212(b) of the CPSIA requires 1hc Commission to upgrade its information 
technology systems and develop a database that allows consumers to submit incident 
reports that can subsequently be reviewed by all members of the general public. 

ln response to this mandate, CPSC is developing a .single, integrated, web-based 
environment, the Consumer Product Safrty Risk Management System (RMS), which will 
change rhc way the Commission receives and analyzes data. Current systems at the 
Commission arc fragmented, and information flows often have to be manually sorted by 
sea ff lO identify new and emerging hazard pauems. 

With the new RMS, CPSC will he transformed. The) Commission will have one powerful 
database for the input and analysis of multiple sources of data. This capability will he 
ahsolutcly t:ritkal as data stn:ams from the new public database start flowing imo the 
Commission. Jn addilion, the system will have new predictive ''data mining'" tools that 
will allow the CPSC Lo wmpare new incidents electronically with all prior incidents. 
Overall. this new capability has the potcntial lo uncover more defect patterns for staff to 
examine. This, in turn, could lead to an increase in recalls of ddeclivc products and the 
prevention of injuries and deaths. 

The Commission has already allocated approximately $20 million dollars to fund many 
of 1he initial planning and design costs for !he RMS. and deeply appreciates this 
Subcommillec ·s past suppo1t of this program. In FY 2011, funding requirements will 
largely shift from design and build costs to maintenance items. Therefore, lhc FY 2011 
budget requests $1.880 million for a staffing combination of 8 fTE and contract positions 
to maintain the system and comply with Crn1grcssional and Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) requirements for information technology governance. cybcrsecurity and 
privacy. 

1 
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Consumer Education and Outreach 

Providing consumers with recall and prndu,·t hazard information that helps make families 
and communities safer is one of my top priorities. Over the past year. the Commission 
has made great strides in consumer outreach hy re-e~tablishing our presence on network 
television, in national newspapers. and on the radio. The agency also launched "CPSC 
2.0." a social media initiative that is reaching tens of thousands of consumers via 
YouTuhe, Twitter, FlickR. the OnSafety blog, and our Recall Widget. This year, the 
Commission plans to further accelerate this initiative hy expanding the platforms we use 
to include cell phone text messages. 

The Commission also plans IO accelerate efforts to conduct grassroots education and 
advocacy in hard-10-rcach and vulncrahle populations. In August 2009, the GAO 
released a report recommcnding that the CPSC increase its focus on reaching minority 
populations. Mr. Chairman. I kMw this is a key prk1rity for you. Since becoming 
Chairman of the CPSC. I have directed Conunission staff ro explore additional outreach 
efforts It) underserved populations. In carrying out a special Minority Outreach initiative, 
we will in,~rease our u.~c of existing tools, such as the Neighborhood Safely Network 
(NSN) pn)gram - which provides vital information to more than 5,600 community 
organizations and leaders - as well as use new tools, such as targeted, grassroots 
programs for Hispanics. African-Americans, American Indians, and other minority 
groups. This will also remain a key p1ioriry of the Commission in FY 201 I. 

One of the most tragic subjects the Commission deals with are drmmings and 
cntrapmcm.s involving children in residential and public pools. Congresswoman 
Wasserman Schultz has been a tireless advocate Qf increased safety measures and 
outreach in this area, and 1 am pleased tO note that the rY 2011 budget contains 
$1,000.000 spccifkally for conliuuing pool and spa safety education. This funding will 
build on the previous funding ofS8.l million in FY 2009 and FY 2010, and continue 10 

help the agency drive down the ~00 child drownings each year and increase compliance 
with the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act. 

Nanotechnology 

The CPSC's FY 2011 budget also proposes $2 million to support rhe federal National 
Nanotechnology lnitiati vc, and seeks to colloct additional dara and explore 
environmental. health, and safery issues related to the increasing use of nanotechnology 
in consumer products. 

Jn rhe last few years. there has been increasing public concern over potential health 
impacts associated with rhis rechnology. Although nanomaterials may have the same 
chemical composition a~ non-nanomatcrials. at the nanoscale they may demonsrrate 
different physical aud chemical properties - and behave t!ifferently in the environment 
and the human body. 

4 
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The $2 million proposed will allow the Commission to conduct exposure and risk 
as~essments of naoomaterials, allow for database updates to properly flag reports of 
nanotechnology incidents with consumer products. and conduct consumer outreach 
efforts such as public meetings. Perhaps even more importantly, it will also allow lhe 
Commission lo take a very proactive approach to this emerging issue, rather than merely 
reacting to incident reports after they are receivt:d. 

Mr. Chairman. thank you again for the opportunity to testify on the proposed FY 2011 
budget for the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. It provides the funding 
necessary co concinue the 1ransforma1ion of this agcn9 rrom what snme have described 
as a "teething tiger" into the world's leading lion of consumer protection. 

I look forward to working with you and other members of the Subcommittee on the 
Budget Request and would he happy to now answer any questions you may have. 

5 
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COMMISSIONER NORD'S OPENING STATEMENT 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Commissioner Nord. Welcome back. 
Ms. NORD. Thank you so very much. I am delighted to be here 

with my friend and colleague Chairman Tenenbaum to fully sup
port the agency's 2011 budget request. And I also want to thank 
this subcommittee for all of the support that you have given us to 
help us push forward our ongoing safety initiatives. 

Chairman Tenenbaum has mentioned the initiatives that we 
plan to undertake in the next fiscal year, and these initiatives 
build on the growth and the progress that we have made over the 
last 2 years, and that is a direct result of the support that this sub
committee. has. given us .. 

Since Inez has given you a good overview of our request, I want 
to spend my time with you talking about a related issue, and that 
is the agency's implementation of the Consumer P roduct Safety Im
provements Act. The CPSIA is landmark legislation. It gave the 
agency important new tools, tools which we requested, are grateful 
for, and which we are using. But as we implement the CPSIA, we 
have seen where more flexibility in the law would help us respond 
more appropriately to real-world situations in order to avoid con
sequences that we don't believe that Congress really intended. 

You asked us for a report on ways in which to improve the 
CPSIA to help the agency better carry out its. mission, and we sent 
that report in January. So let me suggest a couple of key issues on 
which we could all focus. 

First, I think we need to focus on products that present real risks 
of injury. I know you want us to be using public resources in the 
most efficient way, to address the most pressing safety issues, and 
the CPSIA identifies lead poisoning as one of those. And to be very 
clear, all of us believe that lead should be removed from children's 
environments. That is not open to debate, as fa r as I am concerned. 
But under the law, we are spending immense amounts of staff time 
and resources to examine and regulate things that really do not 
present a lead risk to children. 

Just to give you a couple of examples, we spent hours debating 
whether we needed to prohibit 12-year-olds from using ballpoint 
pens. The little tip that holds the ball in place has more lead than 
the. law allows. So that was a real question that the. agency had 
to deal with. 

A question is presented whether your preteen daughter can have 
rhinestones and lead crystals on her ballet costume. Under the law 
right now, the answer is no. Any glitz is going to have to be plastic. 

The question of children's bicycles. The little Schrader valve, the 
little air pressure tire valve, the tip of it has brass in it. It needs 
to be there for the threads. But brass has lead in it above the stat
utory limits, so it violates the statute right now. And speaking of 
brass, we have ruled that it has to be removed from children's 
products, even though our scientists have found that it does not 
pose a risk, and that they would have no qualms letting their chil
dren use the products that we are banning. 

And finally, I think all of you have probably heard from your li
braries. Older books may have lead in the ink that violates the 
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statute. So this presents a real question for libraries and what they 
are going to do loaning out older books. 

We do not see a risk, real risk, with these products, but as cur
rently written, things like pens, books, bikes are being pulled into 
this regulatory net. 

Secondly, I think we need to focus on effective testing, trying to 
minimize needless burdens. Some facts here. I think alJ of us agree 
that a very rigorous testing program should be required to ensure 
the safety of children's products, but the law requires that all chil
dren's products be tested by a third-party independent testing lab
oratory. And in some cases, that probably isn't necessary. We cer
tainly know it adds expense to the process, and it increases costs 
to consumers. And some flexibility , I think, needs to be given to the 
agency. 

Representative Emerson referred to small businesses that I know 
all of you have heard from. We have, too. A small company just re
ported that they spent $50,000 having their inventory of edu
cational products tested even though they knew there was no lead 
in them. I just talked last week to a U.S. furniture manufacturer 
who has decided not to go into children's furniture line, which he 
had been planning to do, because of CPSIA. We heard from a very 
small business with eight employees that adapts products, toys, for 
use for special needs children. They told us they probably can't sur
vive because of this law. The agency needs some flexibility to deal 
with these situations while still giving safety in appropriate ways. 

Finally, I think we need to be focusing prospectively rather than 
retroactively in how we regulate products . When I say retroactivity, 
what I mean is we are dealing with products-we are banning 
products that are already in the stream of commerce rather than 
looking at their manufacturing date. But that phenomenon really 
hits retailers, especially resellers, much more dramatically than 
others. The president of Goodwill Industries has written to us 
about his concerns, and to quote his letter, he says that the CPSIA 
unnecessarily puts local communities at risk. That is what he told 
us. The Kentucky Goodwill has advised our colleague Commis
sioner Northup that they have seen a very large drop in the num
ber of child items through their stores across the State of Ken
tucky. The Honolulu Salvation Army has closed its entire children's 
section because of liability fears. 

Surely Congress did not intend this, but the agency really needs 
the assistance of Congress to make this right. Our concern is that 
we are now regulating products that do not present a real risk, and 
it really does raise the question of best use of scarce public re
sources. Whether we have two Commissioners, three Commis
sioners or five Commissioners, all of us are committed to making 
this law work, but we have also united in our request for greater 
flexibility. We need your assistance, and we stand ready to do ev
erything we can to, as you indicated, have this law maximize bene
fits and minimize burdens. That is what we all want. 

Thank you so much. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Commissioner Nancy Nord follows:] 
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AND GENERAL GOVERNMENT 

MAR<'H 4, 20111 

1 am pleased t<• be ht'TC with our new chainnan. Inc?. Tenenbaum. who is providintz ~olid lcaclcr;;hip al " 
time of excitini,: l!rowth for the agency. I wanl to ex rend my personal appreciation for the lung stan1ling 
support and intcTC$l ofChairrmm Serrano. Ranking Mc111bcr Emerson. and members of this 
sub.:<•mmittec in the activities of th<.: Consumer Product Safety Commission. 

The Commission submiw.'tl a focal y"ar 2011 hutlgct wqucst for $118.<i million \hut l fidly ~upport. 
The incJ'eased funding the ilgcncy has recelnxl o»cr the past two fiscal years has enabled us lo put in 
pla~c the foundation ou which the cu=nt budget request build•. We have made much progress, thanks 
10 th<· support this subcommittee has given th" agency. 

As an example. Chairman Scmmo has t-een a slr<\ng advocalc of the agency, especially with re:<pect to 
ou1· efforts to improve outreach to undcrserved populations. We an< building on our Minority Outrea.:h 
Campaign· aimed at increasing awareness of product safely in the h<•mc such as ,.;afe sleep for babies, 
TVlfumiture tip over and poison and drowning l''"vcnlion. Staff will c"pand the Neighborhood Safety 
~clwork program and also phom a more focused and conccmra1ed effort lo conduct a grassroots 
initiative to corin<-cl wi1h hi1Fd·tll·rcach and vulnerahle populations. 

As auoth<T cxornple. the Vioginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Salety A<'t, which wc..'Tll in10 cffe<)t in 
f)cccmher ~()OR. has gc11cra1ed a great deal oi activity m the agency. funding for the acl ha' enabled us 
to initiate an cxpansiw national education camraign on pool and spa safct~. We have been woo'king 
especially closely with Rcpres<'Tlla!ive Wa.sscnnan·Shultz as we implement requirements of the act. 
Funding for the pool and spa sat<.1y cdu"ation initiative is prnposccl at SI million for FY 2011. Thi~ 
builds on the previous funding ofS~.l mi!li,,n usoo over the pasl two year~ to implement grassroots 
salety education and advoc .. cy campaigns to address child drowning and the nidden hazard of drain 
entrapment. These campaigns arc dcsignc.J 10 warn the puhlic, target underserved popubtions, and 
educate state and local jurisdi"ti,)ns :ll'ld affected industries ahout requirements of the Virginia Graeme 
Balcer Pool and Spa Safely Act. The ac111rovidc~ Ille CPSC an imponam opponunity to work with state 
and JQcal health organizations as 1hcy arc our on-tht~ground partners at rhc community level. 

In the pas1 two years. our staff has gro"''tl from 39t'o lo over 500 employees. Wi1h 1hc 1l"Cruitmenls 
pending, we arc on target to r"ach our plannc..I level uf .~.W staff for FY 20 I 0. Tliis has been"" 
extremely aggressive and successful rccniitmcnt effort given that ii takes an avernge of 115 days to 
bnng a new employee on board. The FY 2011 requ<...,;t enables 11s to add iin additional 46 sl"ff pe(1ple 
for a !Ola! of 576 employees. These new hires arc n.:ccssary for the suc.:ccssful impkm<.'tllaliun and 
enforcement of our e"panded authoritic~. 

With pa.<sage of the Virginia Grnem« Haker Pool and Spa Safety Act and the Consumer Product Safoty 
Jmpn.vcmcnt Act (CPSIA) al virtually the •amc time, the agem.:y ha~ bo:cn challenged 10 pr<•mulgate a 
number of new rt'quirements a~ well as advanoc its ongoing, e,.;isting sali..'ly agenda anJ meeting that 
challenge has been the agency's focus over the past two fiscal years. In FY 2011. work will shift from 
mandating new requirements of these laws to enforcing these rules. 3lld that requires a dramatic increase 
in enforcement capabilities. The FY 201 l request includes a sigi1ilican1 incrc.aseofSl,647,000 and 15 
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FTEs to c:nforcc the growing nuinbcr of rules issued und.:r CPSIA. With the ;ucn:a,cd enforcement 
workload. we need more invcstig~tors and complla.nce officers. l:llon¥- \\1ilh technical, laboratory and 
ki:;al staff co ~uppon their effons. 

Ci·itical lo this c:xp11n<lcd cumpliancc effort is the lmpot1 Surveillance Di vision. Set up in 2008. the 
divbion startc,J a•• small pr<,gram that provided the first full·time presence ofCPSC investigators al 
key 1:.s. ports. ll grew last year and is growing •g•in in the budget before you with a request lo fund 
fhc additit)nal invcstigarnrs to cxpanJ coverage at the po11s. 

1\ll•)thcr related development to enhance «•mpl i•ncc a~ti vilies was the cstablishmrnt of a crsc of\ice 
in China. an effort that has been in the w1>rks since corly la.•t year. We now have the first staff person 
located in China and anticipate hiring a scwml staffer to work on CPSC issues ;u the U.S. F.mbassy in 
Beijing. The CPSC staff in B~~.iing will focilitate cffons lo 1iromote a clearer undcr.;tanding of U.S. 
product safo1y rcquin,,'lll~nts t>y pmduccrs in China. the largest exporter of consumer products to the 
United States. R~S<.:ntalive Kirk has been .:specially supportiv~ ofthcsc effort" 

Our laboratory provides critical support lo t>otb lhc agency's compliance and hazard idemification 
activities. As was reported lo yvu in earlier hudg.et prcsemalions. we have undenaken a focused, 
multiyear cffon tn upgrade anti improve our laboratory facilities. As a result. in th" spring of 2009. we 
sii,'T'lcd a lc:isc for a new mo<lerniz•>d facility. The huild-outs arc underway and we anticipate a move.in 
date later thi~ year. This new, up-to-dat" testing lab1>ratory facility will be a tmnendous asset for our 
expanded enforcement and hazard identification acti•ities. 

\Vhen the agency a~k<d for fund;ng 10 overhaul our IT system to provide the lt>undalion n<'Odcd for the 
public dalab~~c m;mda1ed by Congress, you gave it to us. Building 011 the success of our Early Warning 
Sy~tem (EWS) pilot program that enables staff to mine data for siinilar hazard 1>attcms for cribs. 
ha%inets and play yards. we arc developing a single. inlegrated weh-based environment. Based on the 
positive results from the EWS, thi~ predictive search capabili1y will expand !Cl all product .:atcgories and 
b'TCatly enhance product hazard identification. The FY 2011 reques1 allocates over S9 million for the 
integrated database that Congress directed us lo establish. The ('!'SC will complete the first phase of the 
puhlic da1ahase in March 2011. When Ii.lily operational. the database will allow the public to submit 
incident reports, have immediate access to sa!Cty infmmatit>n and will provide a single, integrated IT 
structure, with n«w dllta-mining tools that will greatly improve the way statfidemifi.,s hazatds. We are 
cum:nlly tackling a number of issues as we reengineer our IT system, including assuring accuracy of 
intl>nni:ttion iu the new pub] ic database. These issues will he the focus of our artcntion over the coming 
mt>nths. 

The request before you proposes S2 million to continue support of nan.:>technology rc>enrch relating to 
the health and s;1fcty of consumer products, including exposure and 1isk assessment oi nanomalcrials. 
This is an area where I have an especially stmng inl.,rwt and ;mi pleased to sec the agency lake a strong 
role as nanomatcrials transition from the research lahvratory to the consumer markc1plucc. 

Jlowe•·cr. Che bulk of the focus of tb<: agency's work over the past 18 months has been implcmcn1ation 
of CPSIA. This landmark kgisl•tion g>1ve the agency many new authorities and rcsulte.I i11 a 
modernization of our statutes that has t>cc11 very helpful. In additillll. !he new law also gave us 
significant new responsibilities to be implem<11tcd under aggressive 1lcadlincs. As the budgrl document 
before you nolcs, the numb•'T of rules mand111cd hy C:PSIA during 200'l and 2010 is more than double 
the numhcr of rules pwmulgatcd by th" Commi$sion $in..:c 1990. 
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As the agency has workc.J aggres.>ively t<' imrlement lhe law. we have found some problems that the 
agcn~y cannot solve and will require Congressional action to fix. Jn the Consolidated Appruprfations 
Act ,~f20JO. this committee specifically asked fot our views on the neoo for amendmen1'< lo the law and 
the agency has been unalliffi(lllS in its view that amendments giving us more flexibilily would be uscfol 
(although we ha,·e differed on the substance ofrhose :unendmcnts). Attached is a copy olmy statement 
that accompank~ the Commission Report 10 Congress Pursuant ro the Slmemcnt of Man:ri-:.._-r,; 
Accompanying r.L. I l l-l l7. 

To s11mmarizc. I bclic>c th<' statute w11uld be strengthened by the following suiig<'Slcd chang•':I: 

Focus on produc/.< thar pn:.<1·111 rcal risks. The lead c~clusi<'n provisicm~ of the law (Section IOl) 
ncvd tv be lllTI•'!ldcd so that the ag<'ncy can focus its :<ttcntion on products that a~tually present a risk 
rachcr than spcn<lit1g s~.1rce public 1·csourccs regulating products that d1' not present real risk>, as is 
happening now. h1 this regard. variou~ solntions have hcc11 pmposoxl amt they merit dose 
examination. One suggestion put forward is l(l consider the "functional purpose" ,)f the lead in !he 
product. While there is 110 agreement over the reach of this language or the pmducts it would 
actually cover. such an approach would 1·csult in a resource intensive produet-by-producl appwval 
process. Instead the law should dit·e ... '1 the agency to regulate prnducts hased on whether a child's 
imcraction with a product results in a measurable increase in blood lead levels. 

Focus 011 the most v11/11crable po1mlatiorr group. The law treats all children--from infants to 
pr~tt'(TIS·· ·the same t-v'-'n tlJ(lugh product interaction at various ages is quite differ~nl and the ri~ks 
arc differ.nl. The scope of the law shoukl be narrowed 10 apply to products intcmkd for younger 
children. c•rcc1ally siucc the agency has 1hc authority to rcgul:itc olher products ifthcy indwd do 
present risks al higl1er age lin1its. 

• Fot'11s on ~Ui'crive tcs1ing. wi1hu111 nt'edlcss bunfe.n. TI1e law should provide more flcxibili1y with 
respect to third party testing (Seccion I 02) which adds cost~ 10 produels and has proved to he 
.:~pc<:ially burdensome on small manufacturers. The ag<-'ll<y 'h11uld have ti\~ ability lo set 
appropriate testing requirements as long as those r.iquircments prnvidc for a reasonable testing 
program and provide reasonable a~suranee of complia.ncc with the unrt.-rlying safety st~nJards. 

• Focr<Y on prospe<·tive rather rliarr rctrr><><'li>"<? implemen1utio11. Another 11ccded change is lo limit the 
relroaclivc aspect of the law which hits especially hanl on retailers. small businesses, charities and 
t1lhcr rcsclkr$. 

Small businesses have been es)'ccially hurt hy lhe swrep of lhis law. The agency has not don.., a full 
economic impact <ln the effects of Cl'SIA cm small husin~s.,:s; however anecdotal infonnation puts th,; 
impact in the billions of dollars range. W c know that many small husincsscs have b~en p\11 out of 
husincs.> or have lell the children's products market. 

There is only limited action lhe agency can take ur.der CPSIA co case the burden ii pla<.:cs on small 
businesses while still protecting consumers. Nevertheless, we arc trying lo do what w.: can. for 
example, we have put out information and education materials lo exrilain the b1w lo the small business 
C(lmmunity and these activities will be enhanced by the but.lg.et we ha•~ >uhmitted. The com(><lncnt 
tesling enforcement guidance is intended tn push tc~ting ohlig:11ions upstream and take some nfthc test 
burdens off the final producer. including the small r11anufoctun:r. The Compliance: Continued Testing 
Ruic. which will come 0111 this fall, will impvsc sii,'llific:mt ncw testing ohligatil'nS on producers in 
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addition co those now in place. We hope 10 ameliorate the adv~rsc impact thi5 ml~ will have 011 small 
businesses by dela)ing some of the testing burdens for small volum~ producers. While wr; hope that 
these actions will he helpful. we will no! know lh" success of their •·fforts or !heir impact for some time. 
In 1hc rm.:antimc. ~maU businc~scs arc suffering now and the agency needs the l!uthvrity to ca."'c 
unnt."(.:cssar)' and counlC.'T'pn>tluctiv.: regulatory hurd<:ns. In my vic.:w, the component lCSling <.:nfim;c..'TT\cnl 
policy and a pos.~ihle ~mall volume pto\'ision for additional testing requirements. along with education, 
arc 1111t sufficient 10 address Jcgitim•1C small business ce>nccms. I rccomn1cnd Congress gi•c Ehc 
C(lmmission addi1ional flcxil:>ility to case 1hc n:gulutory bunlcn~ on small hu~itJC$SCS and charities wnilc 
still provi<ling th.: strong consum~'T prnicction that we all 1ksirc. 

Wilh the changes outlined abo,·~. the CPSIA could become :i much sirongcr tool for consumer 
protection. These changes would allow the Commission to fo~us its efforts and its limited resources on 
the real hazards that impact cc-nsumers. a goal th~t we all can agree is needed. 
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STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER NANCY NORD 
ON THE COMMISSION REPORT TO CONGRESS PURSUANT TO 

THE STATEMENT OF MANAGERS ACCOMPANYING P.L. 111-117 
January 15, 2010 

My fellow Commissioner.; and I, logerhcr wi1h the agency's s1afT cxpCJ1s. ha,·e been w"rking dilig~'tllly t<• 
respond to lhe rcquesl of Congress for r•-<:<•mmendations '"' how 10 ch;mge the CPSIA. Our bipartisan approach 
has produced a repon that is a good step in the right direction. While Ifie report identifies several 
recommendations with which all !he CPSC Commissioners agree. it stops :<hort of "ddre:s.sing all the issues thal 
need to be considered before the CPS IA can trnly become the construclive force for consumer prot.-clion 
envisioned by 1he Congress wh~-n it pa.~sc<I the kgislation. The [;iw conlains a number of useful new tools. 
many of which w<:re n:queslcd hy the agency. l(1 heller rxisition 1he CPSC ll' acl more quickly anrl c(fe.:ti\'<'IY I(• 
proleet consumers. However. there are aspects of the law Iha! lin1i1 1hc Jlcxibility (If the agency 10 ac1 
apprvpriaucly amt. as a «:suit. we have seen unfortunate. unintcn(k<J consequences flowing from tbc law's 
implementation. I have bcc-n requesting for s1>mc lime thal Inc Co<1gress addr<ss these pn>blcms and I 
appr•-cial• th.: opportunity w c1m1rihutc lo that pruccss. The r('Commcndarions in 1h.:: report represent a goorl 
sta11. but the ~t•nvcrsation ahoul h.>w to fix lhe problems with the CPSIA neetls 10 go further. I hu·c !isled 
below sornc of the critical changes thal need 10 he maclc 101hc law. 

J. Lead l::xclusions and the Pro.!en for Granting •:•chuinns 

There is ab•olutc\y no disagreeinen1 over the need to limit children ·s exposure to lcn1I. However. the language 
of the CPS!." is drafted so tightly 1hat the e~clusions fl«N!cs. in the l•w. which Congress im"n(kd for the 
agc'lt~y 10 u>c, is not workable. The law linlits the agency's ability to focus on produ~ts 1ha1 prescnl actual 
injury Lll' hatrn 10 children. The CPSC scientific s1affhas told us tha11hey :lfC n<ll aware of any producl that 
could meel the exceptions requirements of lhc law and hence have had 10 recommend denial of each of the 
pc1i1i1>ns for exclusions that have been conside1>ed. This is in spi1e of the fact tha1 slaffhas told us with each 
petition for c•dusion tha1 the riroducts in question do nm present a risk ofhannful c<posurc to lead. 

o,·cr the past l& momhs, stalfhas taken thousands of hours away trom dealing wi1h ongoing .. ~ignifican1 sofcty 
concerns 10 consider issues such as the following: 

De1ermining whether lo ex~mpt ball point p<'ll', which have a tiny brass rip that holds the hall. That 
brass tip conl3ins lead uv.:r the statutvry limit. Aller much tlcJibl.'rntiun, lhe Commission de<:ided lha1 a 
pen thal is used by ourh aduhs aml children is 1101 a children's pn•ducl and is not subjcc1 to lhe law but if 
thal same pen i~ dccoralc-..l wi1h brightly cole>rcd carl(lOn charact.:rs it may fall within the reach of the 
Jaw and if so. could no1 be sold. 
Dct~nnining 1ha1 it is illegal 10 ~ell children ·s Jlroducls .:e>maining crys1als or rhinestones which. oy 
n.-ce,;sity, contain more 1ha11 the statutory amount of lead and for IVhich lh~rc is no suilaole suostitule. 
This is tru~ c-ven though 1hc lead in rhinestone~ and crys1als doe& no1 easily teach out and even though a 
child could be exposed to more lead from produ~ts tha1 mc-.:1 the s1aru1ory requircmcms than from 
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exposure ll> rhinestones and cryslals. 
l>c1cnnining hm•· to allow fur the wntinuing sale of childn:n's hkyclcs even though S<'IOC pans comain 
lcar.I, e.g. the Schrader valve used to put air in the tire. Many bicycles are made with rocyclcd metal 1hat 
alw may contain lead at levels that are unpredictable and not easily comrollable bu1 which ma)' c~<:1,,-cd 
the statutory limils. In this case, a stay of enforcement was lhe only way lo avoid 3n unacceptable 
regulatory result ·· baruiing children's bicycles ·· !lowing trom applying the slatut~ lo this product. 
Dctcnnining 1hat a brass collar and other brnss components of die-ca~t mys are prohihiled C\'Cn though 
staff reported there is no real risk of harmful lead exposure. The implications of lhis decision for other 
prndllcts e<>ntaining bmss. not only lhose in the home, but also in our schools - such as desk hinge~. 
locker handles and coat hooks ·· arc significant and far-reaching. 

The agency needs flexibility to deal with products that contain lead over the slalutory limits but which do not 
p1·esent a risk to children. The Congress specifically asked the agency lo look at risk and exposure in crafiing a 
solufion to 1his problem. To solve the prol>lems we have had in applying the exclusions language oflhe cunent 
statute, Congress needs to give lhc agency the fkxibility to look al whether there is a real ri8k of lead exposure 
hased on the child's interaction with the product ant.I the cxlent to which that interaction results in a measurable 
increase in the child's blood lead levels, ralhcr than th.- absolute language that is now in lbe sta1u1c. This would 
address the conferees dir.:clion to look at risk and exposure and the many concerns expressed by individual 
members of C ongrcss. including primary sponsors of the law, who have indica1cd thal they thought 1he ~lotulc 
comained this flexibility. As wed,, this analysis, it is imponant lo look at h"w other jurisdictions and agencies 
addre$S lead exp0surc so that we consider eonsist"nl requirements where •ppn>rriat". 

In addition, •dditional 1hough1 sh.mid he given to the scope of 1he law. There are certain rroducts - mos1 coy~ 
and children's me1al jewelry. for example that wan·am aggressive regulaliun wilh respect to lead. There may 
be others - books. educational products. sporting equipment and apparel, for example - where there is less 
concern. Congress should either wrile the law specifically ll.l spell out wht1t they waut included and excluded. 
or 1hey should gi,·c the agcncy suflicicnl fkxihility 10 regulate appnlpriatcly. This could he done either by 
pwJuct calegory or by age. With 1"spcct t0 age, the agency ha$ extensive cxpcricn~c in dealini: with the ways 
that childn,..,, of di tTcrcnt ages inierac1 with C<msumer product~. The CPSI.-\ dr•c$ nol allow flexibility for rhe 
agency 10 utilize this expertise. It 1rca1s all children ·infant~ II> prc-tc-cns ·· th<: same, and. llS a fesult. our 
regulatory cfocisions cannot be tailored m meet the l'equi.-cmenrs of the age of the child and thereby apply 1hc 
m<>sl dfrl'live solution for the greatest risk and exposure. Lowering lhe age n:quirements of the s1atutc and 
making clear the agency's abilify 10 regulate upward as safety circumstances warrant, would go a long way 10 
solving many of the problems in the law and keeping the agency's rcsom·ces focuser.I on providing real 
protet·rion f<,r (.:OO$umers. 

2. Testing and CertilicationfSmall Manufartnrer and Crafter Concerns 

The agency and the Consrc~s have heard from many small manufacturers anr.1 craft•~ that arc being severely 
and •dvcr~dy imracted by the CPSIA. Indeed. a website has been established 1hat track, lhc demise of 
husi11esses anrihuted lo the law. ll1e lesting and ccnification rcquiremems are at the heart of the colllplllints 
being made by small manufacmre1·~ end craliers. The agency ha;; worked hard, ,.·i1hin 1hc C<•nfin•'S of the 
statule, t,l deal with the isst1cs small manufacturer.> and cralie1·s are facing a.< they Slrugglc lo meet CPSIA 's 
requimncnts. but l•ur <>ptions arc limited. Our report roin1s t<> the guidance booklel$ we have published. the 
component testini; ~nforccmcnt guidance and possible regulatory relief in the so-call~ '\ 5-month iu\e' dealing 
with frequency of ongoini,; lcsting. It is not clear that Che prnbkms small manufacturers and er afters are ha.-ing 
now can l>c adcquatdy addr•sscJ with mor<: education. a policy on components that is still u11implc111cn1cd and 
unproven, and by the promise of furore regulatory action, momhs from now. that treats 0nly part of the problem. 

\~11ilc independent third party lesting is 1he most robust way 10 provide a~surance of c<>mpliancc, it is also the 
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most wslly um! lcu't .:flicicnl. The rc4uircmcnt 1hat all childr~TI ·s product~ he third pa11y tested has n1.i~td the 
.oost anti adckd I•' the oomplc.~ily fo1 rnany sin31l producer., of cl1ildrcn · s prodocis. The application of this 
requi1·en1enl tu handcralie.J produ.,ls made by individual arlisans has rnised se1fo11s concerns about !heir 
concinucd viability. While wc hope that (>ur comp.ancnl tcstin~ c-nforccmcnt policy will add1css S(lmc of this 
concern. w" have hccn told Iha! this is n(•I a panacea and moro rnust he done. In ~dditi<1n, ~mall pwduccJX fo~c 
higher tt::>ting 1.:t~:-:t.~. ~ire rc .. i:c..iviny. cuT11lict;ng jnform'1tioo frum tcstCng lab~ about \\•hat mu?)t he tested, aml arc 
focing harrie~ from rCt3ilcrs wh<• are roquiring mlun<lanr testing <>r adcliti11nal tcsring tu be ilonc hy lahoratorics 
lh"y sp~cify. often at pmhihitin: cost. 

Givon all 1 his. Congress sh()uld .:on sider whether child safety can be served by other 1e~ting altcmati~cs 1ba1 
will assure adequate compliance testing without the cost ao<l complexity of third party testing. Specifically, the 
agency should have th" ability lo establish. by rnk alternative testing n:quircmcnts for certification under 
section I 02 of 1hc CJ'SJA for manufa.;turcrs b~scd <>n small volume or other apiuopriarc ,;ritcria. as long as 1he 
re,1uircment$ provide f<lr a rca.~onahlc tcs1ing program aml such t>ther provisions a~ the Commission deems 
necessary to provid" rcas••nablc assurance of .;ompliancc with underlying consumer product safety rules. 

:l. Retroactivity 

The repon·s recommendation that retroactivity not apply when the lead provisions of the statule transition from 
300 ppm I<• 100 ppm is the 1niI1im11m that must k <lone to addrc$s 1he significant losses that businesses have 
i11cu1Tc-d because of the rctn.oactivc narurc <1fthe sralute. The prnblcnis wirh rclroactivily have heel\ cxacerbalcd 
by retailers who h3ve required 1he lower limi1s ahead of their implementation daies in 1he statute. stranding safe 
i11vemory rhat cannot be sold. Allhough it is unfortunate that a recommendalion could no1 have been made and 
acted upon a year ago to forestall the economic losses lhat have al~ady been suffered. it is imperative that it be 
implcm.,nled ~s soon as possible. 

We arc seeing the Mme phenomenon occur with respect I•) phthal3tes, where lhe tes1ing proccs~ ro determine 
the presence of pluhalates is much more di Ilk ult than is that for lead. The CPSIA pcrmaneutly banned 1hrcc 
types of phthalates and banned. on an in1erim basis. rhree other types until more health data could he ass<-rnblcd 
and analyzed. A Cho·onic Hazard Advisooy Panel is being convened according. ro the timetable sci oul in 1hc 
CPSlA, lo look at the health etkcls of the various phthala1es banned on an interim basis by the siarute. The 
Commission is trying to Jeline !he universe ofproducls to which lhe phthalate ban is applicable, is still wMking 
on a te$l method ro dctcnninc lhc prcscnc~ of phthalatcs in those produc1s. and has nC'I yel approv~d a 
labora1ory accrcdi1ation pruccss. Vlllikc lead. lhcrc is no screening t~st to mon: e~sily detcnninc the presence 
of phlhalJtcs. It is unrt·asonable 10 rcquir<' !hat Mailers and resellers eith<•r foce potemial liability or go back 
1hrough th.:ir invcn1Ny cu try lo dclem1inc the: prc~~ncc of phthalatcs when we do not even have a test method 
in place. puuing aside que~ti<ins of testing practicality and affordability. Congress should consider clarifying 
tha1 this provision will not apply in a retroactive manner. At the very least, 1·etroa~tivity should arply only to 
the 1hr.:c pcnnancntly bann.:d phlhalatcs. 

Finally, the rcco11u11e11datio11 with respect lo retroacrh•ity does not go fo1· enough since it docs not tre<11 sales by 
charities, consignment shops and other resellers. F<1r •'Xample. we have been told 1hat many of the charities are 
not $Clling children's apparel because of the polenlial liability imposed by this Jaw. Obviously, it is crazy for 
people not t11 he able to buy 1heir children winter coats or boots at a Goodwi ti s1,ue or at a yard sale. Yet thal i,; 
where the CPSlA leads us and I doub1 Congress really intended this 1·esult. The agency h:is an excellent 
w()rking relationship wi1h charities such as Goodwill and the Salvation Anny, and our regulation of these 
groups should focu~ 011 SIOl'Ping th• sale of 1·ecalled products. C<>ngrcss should acl to assure that the pruducts 
parents need 10 buy arc availabk in th~ r.:sal~ rnarkcl. 
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l'agc 4 

Conchniun 

This statement is not intended to be a comprehensive descrip1ion of all the implcmcnlation issue~ ,. . ., ha..-c seen 
\'/ith respect to the C:PSIA. I have focused for the past 18 months on the major <.:hallcngcs we have faced in 
implementing this \aw. As Congress rctlccrs on the imrlemcntation issues rresented by the CPS!A, lhcrc are a 
number of 1•lher things . hotfi l""hnic"I nm.I substantive· that should he considered, including co<•rdination 
with 1ltc state attorneys general in enforcing the law and issues rela1cd h• improving the agency's datahase. 

Pkasc be ~onfidcnt that the C 1)mmission shares the cmmniunent of the Congress to assure American families 
that pmdu1;ts on store shelves do not present an unreasonable risk of injury. These reconuncndations arc given 
in the spirit of finding a palh forward that, while minimizing unnl.lCCSsary regulation. assurC:l parents that the 
products they huy ar~ as safe as possible for lheir famili~s. 
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CPSIA IMPLEMENTATION 

Mr. SERRANO. And thank you both for your testimony. 
Let me put aside for a second the questions I had prepared, be

cause you bring up an interesting point and one I think that merits 
both dealing with the points you bring up, Commissioner Nord, and 
also with a little bit of history. And my question then would be how 
do we create a fair and just balance? Perhaps Congress legislated 
in a way that it has created some issues that we have to address. 
That is possible. It happens all the time. But why did Congress leg
islate? Because of the lack of oversight in the past and the ability 
to give everybody flexibility created an unsafe environment for chil
dren and for all Americans. So every so often in this country, we. 
do this. We do this with everything, not just legislating. We do it 
with all kinds of issues in the House where. there is a crisis, and 
we react to it, and then we go perhaps beyond what we were sup
posed to. I am not suggesting that is what we did. That is what 
you are suggesting. 

So my question is how do we now make sure that we don't have 
to legislate a few years from now or a generation from now to deal 
with the fact that we had such a problem before us? Yes, there are 
Salvation Armies and Goodwill and other people who are saying 
you did too much. But we had to because we had a mess on our 
hands, and we had a very unsafe environment for our children and 
for our citizens. 

So my question is how do we adjust that that we have to adjust 
if it is true we have to adjust, if there is a need, without going back 
to the days where no one cared what came into the country and 
what happened? This was not done because one day Members of 
Congress got up and said, oh, what do we do today? Okay, let us 
pass a new consumer law. No. It was because we were being hit 
hard and people were demanding action from us. I remember the 
time. People were saying, you have got to do something. We are 
trying to do something. How do we balance it? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. First of all, we have been working very hard to 
implement the CPSIA, and we very much are mindful of the 
strains on small businesses and low-volume manufacturers. We re
sponded to your request to come up with the report. We all worked 
on this report. It was a bipartisan, unanimous report that we sent 
to Congress asking for flexibility. 

But in the interim we at the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion have tried to provide flexibility as well . We have issued 41 
Federal Register notices, and we will have 12 more additional rules 
in the next 8 weeks, because industry has told me, ''We want to 
have predictability. Hurry up with these rules so we know how to 
respond." 

Second of all, you had inaccessibility, and you had lead in elec
tronic products as an exemption to the lead requirements. So what 
we also came up with were lead determinations for textiles, for 
other materials that we said you don't have to test. If you make 
a shirt we know it won't have lead in it. Now, if you buy buttons 
from a button maker who can say they are lead-free, then you don't 
have to test the shirt at all. 
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So we have tried to use common sense in the implementation. 
We put out a guide for small businesses and reseller stores like the 
Goodwills. I have been on many nonprofits, and so has my hus
band, that have sponsored these resale stores. We try to educate 
these resellers on what they can look for in products to pull them 
from the shelves. We have done this kind of education with re
sellers. 

We also have come up with an enforcement policy which would 
allow for component part testing so that if you buy a component 
part, and it is lead free- like, if you are making blue jeans, and 
you buy lead-free zippers, which YKK is making now, the button 
manufacturers are making lead-free buttons, then you don't have 
to test if you buy it and you have a reasonable assurance that it 
does not contain lead. 

So we are working to do all of this, but at the same time we, in 
that report to Congress, realized that we needed flexibility. And we 
all agree that the "any lead standard" was something that was a 
little too tough. It was tough for bicycles and ATVs, and we gave 
a stay of enforcement so we would not be enforcing this law against 
them. It was too tough for books in terms of those published prior 
to 1985. The books that are now published don't really have a lead 
problem because the process does not contain lead. If you have a 
book with a spiral binding, you might have a different problem be
cause it might contain lead. But the publishers now know what to 
do, and they don't have to go test every book because they are lead
free. 

But we have asked to have this flexibility, and now it is in the 
Commerce Committee. We are working with them to try to see 
what is the best way to approach the flexibility. We propose that 
if you could show us that the lead was needed because it was im
practical to remove, or it really did not pose any measurable ad
verse health effect to the consumers, then that was the functional 
purpose. 

Now, we understand that there are some people in the ATV in
dustry that have supported that amendment to the CPSIA. The bi
cycle industry supported that. So now it is the issue of whether we 
have functional purpose or whether we have a risk-based approach. 
Any way you approach it, it is going to be more work for the CPSC. 

What you [Congress] did was establish a bright-line test. You 
said no more than 300 parts per million, which is where we are 
now, in the content of lead in a product, or 90 parts per million in 
terms of lead paint. So that is what we enforce. But what we have 
all agreed on is that the ATVs and bicycles do not pose the risk 
to the consumer, and the ATV industry has also assured us that 
they can manufacture an ATV where the rider does not come in 
contact with lead. So this would work for us. 

FLEXIBILITY IN CPSC IMPLEMENTATION 

Mr. SERRANO. Let me ask you, Commissioner, you were very 
clear. in supporting the report that says, give us flexibility. But in 
the meantime. are you satisfied with some of the steps that have 
been taken to give some flexibility outside Congress giving you 
that? 
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Ms. NORD. Well, the agency is doing what it can within the con
fines of the law. But on the Commission level, on the staff level, 
we are very clear that our hands are tied in a number of different 
ways. As the Chairman said, we are looking at component testing, 
but that is out in the future. Hopefully that will help small busi
nesses. We don't know yet. We are doing some other things. But 
we don't have the ability to address the underlying systemic prob
lems that we have seen come up. 

Your question is important. When the crisis with imports hit, ob
viously the Congress was very concerned, the agency was very con
cerned, and we were all working together at that time to get our 
arms around this, a lso working with an admittedly and incredibly 
constrained budget. 

Perhaps the most effective thing to address this issue is the fact 
that you all gave us resources to set up an import surveillance divi
sion so that we would have people at the ports. And our strategy 
has been to push safety as far back up the manufacturing chain as 
we possibly can and then have an ability at the ports to look more 
broadly at the products that are coming in, and that is because of 
our agency is working with this subcommittee and your Senate 
counterpart to make that happen, and that has been really effec
tive. 

Now, obviously we understand that Congress was concerned 
about this and wanted to address it, but the provisions in the 
CPSIA do. tie our hands in a number of different ways. And it real
ly ends up making us focus on all products with lead whether the. 
child is exposed to the. lead or not .. And that is the concern we have, 
and that is what we would like to address. 

Mr. SERRANO. I can speak for myself, but I tell you, I think Con
gress would be open to revisit, but I don't think Congress on either 
side of the aisle is interested in going back to the days when the 
situation got so out of hand, it created the situation where we had 
to react. 

Mrs. Emerson. 

LEAD STANDARD CHANGE 

Mrs. EMERSON. I am not disagreeing with you, Mr. Chairman, 
that we need to keep the bill, but here is just a list for you of all 
the companies that have either been hurt or closed as a result of 
this act, all of which are small businesses, I might add. 

Chairman, you mentioned 300 parts per million of lead, and that 
is due to be reduced to 100 parts per million by August. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. If technologically feasible. 

LEAD CHANGE FEASIBILITY 

Mrs. EMERSON. If technologically feasible. But it is pretty darn 
hard for a lot of companies to meet even the 300 parts per million. 
In other words, companies are having to decide to use different 
types of materials to make things, and, of course, they break, and 
it costs the companies money. There is just a chain reaction, if you 
will. So. how do you determine if it is going to be technologically 
feasible, number one? And number two, what is going to happen 
if companies cannot, cannot find the products that they need with-
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in that 100 parts per million to make whatever item it is they are 
making? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we are grappling with that now at the 
CPSC on what will companies have to show us to prove that reduc
ing it to 100 parts per million is not technologically feasible. Our 
scientists and engineers will review the criteria that companies 
present us to determine if the lead is needed in the product to 
make it stronger. If you need the lead, then we will allow you to 
continue the 300 parts per million. 

And so the other thing is that in the report to Congress in Janu
ary that we filed, we asked that that 100 parts per million be ap
plied prospectively and not retroactively, because there are compa
nies now who are meeting the 300 parts per million standard. They 
will be applying to keep that standard if they feel like it is not 
technologically feasible to go down to 100. While we are reviewing 
their application and making these findings, we don't want stores 
to be in limbo or the companies to be in limbo on what the limit 
will be. So we are asking that to be applied only prospectively. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I would hope so, given the fact that we have all 
these companies. 

But let me hear from Commissioner Nord on this question. 
Ms. NORD. One of the concerns that I have about migrating down 

to 100 parts per million is in order to hit the technologically fea
sible standard, companies are going to have to individually come in 
and make that case to us. So it could potentially be an incredible 
drain on resources for the agency, because, for example, as I indi
cated, brass has got lead in it, but we can't give an across-the
board exemption. We will have to be looking at these things on a 
case-by-case basis. 

We also get into the situation where perhaps it is technologically 
feasible. I mean, it is technologically feasible. Recycled metal has 
lead in it. You can have virgin metal. It is technologically feasible. 
It is very expensive. But you can meet the 100 parts per million 
requirement, but to do it is requiring these companies to spend re
sources reengineering their products in a way that hits the statute, 
but doesn't necessarily address safety or advance safety. 

Again, my concern is that the agency really needs to be focusing 
on products that are unsafe and that harm children. That is our 
mission, not dealing with ballpoint pens and bicycle tire valves 
where nobody gets lead poisoning from riding a bicycle. So we 
would like to get off that and back onto our core mission. 

JOB LOSS AND CPSIA 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. So then I will pose the question to you, 
which is obviously not part of your core mission, but the question 
is begged nonetheless, and that is has the Consumer Product Safe
ty Commission or any other agency in the Federal Government or 
executive branch, I should say, estimated the number of jobs that 
will be lost as a result of this new law? 

Ms .. NORD. The agency has not done. an economic analysis of the 
impact of this law .. l think it would be something that would be 
very, very helpful. 

Mrs. EMERSON. What do you think, Chairman? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. No, we do not have the ability to do that, but 
I have not seen any other agency in federal government who has 
done it as well. 

But going back to what the Chairman mentioned, this law was 
passed because of a number of egregious cases where there were 
high levels of lead in paint, and in toys. Congress spent hours lis
tening to testimony on how lead affects the developmental and 
brain development of children. It was mentioned many times that 
there are no safe levels of lead. 

Now, Commissioner Nord talks about that the staff does not 
think that there are risks. What the staff at one point, before you 
passed the CPSIA, had to rely on was the Federal Hazardous Sub
stance Act, and at that point, they had established that 1 
microgram per deciliter, a blood lead level increase was the. stand
ard. That was the standard until Congress set this bright line of 
300 parts per million, and 100 parts per million if technologically 
feasible, and 90 parts per million for lead in paint. So it has helped 
the industry to know where the bright line is. We are struggling 
with the same thing now on cadmium, cadmium and other heavy 
metals, that we found in high levels in jewelry. 

CADMIUM REPLACEMENT FOR LEAD 

Mrs. EMERSON. Is cadmium now being used to. replace lead?. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. I have sent a strong warning in my speech to 

the APEC, the Asian Pacific Economic Council, in my speech to 
APEC in January. I said, do not use cadmium and other metals in 
place of lead. The AQSIQ, which is our counterpart in China, has 
made that same stern warning just in the last few days to manu
facturers, "Do not use cadmium and antimony, barium and other 
heavy metals in place of lead." 

So we have warned them, but we also are looking now at estab
lishing what the limits are on cadmium in children's jewelry that 
we find safe and unsafe. And that is what we had to do on lead 
repeatedly, item by item. 

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS 

Mrs. EMERSON. I understand. In my district, 97 percent of all the 
lead that is mined in the United States comes from my district, 
and I am very sensitive about having lead in soil and harming chil
dren, and that is. why I was very supportive of this particular bill .. 
But I do think that sometimes things get out of hand, as you all 
well know. 

May I ask if both of you, even though you don't do it today, 
would you support having an economic impact analysis done on the 
effects of this law on jobs in the United States? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I would have no problems at all having some
one do an economic analysis. 

Ms. NORD. I think that would be. incredibly helpful. How can you 
regulate if you don't know the impact of your regulations? I think 
it is something we desperately need. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. But we also want to make sw-e that we main
tain a very high level of safety for children, and that economic im
pact does not override the concern for safety. And we really agree 
that we need flexibility. All five Commissioners think we need 
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flexibility on lead. How we get there is how we disagree. There 
were some who want to set a de minimis level, and there are three 
of us that would rather have a level where you have to show that 
you really need this lead in the product, and it is impracticable for 
you to remove it, and that you can show that there are no reason
able or demonstrable or measurable health risks to children. 

So we agree on this but not on how we get there. And Congress 
will have to determine what is the most common sense way to get 
there. 

Ms. NORD. There is a great deal of agreement. I guess my re
sponse would be that once you have shown that there is no risk, 
then isn't that the end of the analysis? I mean , that is really what 
we are trying to focus on is deal with risky product, harmful prod
uct. If the product has no risk, then I think we don't have any busi
ness regulating it. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. There are so many questions, and it is 
complex, but maybe we should let Debbie go. 

Mr. SERRANO. Before we turn to Debbie, again, this is an issue, 
in my opinion, of balance, because at the expense of making the 
business community angry, which I tend to do at times, if Congress 
said, let the business community write all consumer protection 
laws in this country, the end result might be zero consumer protec
tion laws in the country. It was never the intent, nor should it ever 
be the intent, to legislate on behalf of the consumer and the Amer
ican public by getting rid of jobs. But also we can't take an eco
nomic crisis and assume that everything we legislate here is going 
to cost jobs, so we can't do. health care because it will cost. jobs, we 
can't get out of Afghanistan because it will cost defense jobs, we 
can't do Consumer Product Safety Commission stuff because it will 
cost jobs. I am not sure that that is-really at the end of the road 
what happens. 

So we have to continue to be protective of the people we rep
resent,. while being sensitive. to the. fact that you are right, if some
thing is found not to be harmful, then maybe we will move away 
and do something else. But I can tell you that as I turn to her, 
when Debbie Wasserman Schultz spoke about pools and spas, I 
was asked by reporters, why are you dealing with that? In fact, one 
had the nerve to say there are not too many pools in the South 
Bronx. I say that is not the point, right?. Well, no one. questioned 
that what she did was very important. What a build-up. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO. And we do have a couple of pools in the South 

Bronx. 

CPSIA FLEXIBILITY 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Thank you very much, Mr .. Chairman. 
I can appreciate the need for flexibili ty. Flexibility is fine, but I 

think that, Commissioner Nord, you are starting from an un
founded premise that somehow the size of the business and what 
it manufactures makes it more likely to manufacture a safe product 
versus a large business. So it is popular now to carp about the need 
to protect small businesses and to save jobs and make sure that we. 
cannot lose jobs. I agree with all of that. But I come to this debate 
as the only person around this table with young children. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. I have grandchildren. 
Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. I mean, I am the mother of twin 10-

year-olds and a 6-year-old. And I will just give you my own anec
dotal example. While it might not seem like a ballpoint pen with 
lead in it at the tip is a dangerous product or poses a potential risk 
to any child-the other day when I came home from Washington, 
I saw a scratch up my son's arm from about midforearm to 
midbicep, and I asked him how he got it. And he said, Mom, I acci
dentally scratched myself with a pencil. 

Now, I mean, it was a scabbed scratch. Now, my son is not self
mutilating. This was just an accident. But it happens. And if there 
is an unsafe level of lead, a pencil, pen, it could have easily have 
happened with a ballpoint pen. Fortunately he is in elementary 
school, and they are still requiring the use of pencils and not pens, 
but that could cause him harm. 

And during the whole debate on the CPSIA, I found that I had 
one of those products in my home-this was at the time my young
est daughter was 4-that had those little pieces that were not 
meant to be placed in any child's mouth, but that children were 
placing in their mouth, and they were lead balls basically. Here is 
another example of a product that was manufactured by a small 
business. You just recalled baby bracelets and pacifier clips last 
month because of high levels of lead, and that was manufactured 
by a small business. 

CPSC RESOURCE NEEDS 

Commissioner Nord, with all due respect, in 2007 I had an ex
change with you prior to the passage of this law, and you argued 
that the Commission didn't need more resources and didn't need 
more staff. So today you are praising the fact that you have more 
resources and more staff. So your position is inconsistent, with all 
due respect. 

Ms. NORD. Thanks for the question because it gives me an oppor
tunity to clarify what my position was. I have never-and I think 
we can go back to the record, and I would love to do that with 
you- argued that we should not have more staff. What I did, Com
missioner Moore and I presented a budget that allowed us to do 
certain things with the budget in front of us, but when asked, I 
have always welcomed more resources. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. The exchange was with me, Commis
sioner , and I asked you specifically. My recollection is clear. You 
said specifically that you didn't ask for more resources, you didn't 
think it was necessary, you just thought the size of the staff was 
adequate to do the job that you needed to do. That was our ex
change. 

Ms. NORD. With all due respect, I would disagree. My recollection 
is different. 

But nevertheless, getting to the core question, no one is arguing 
that small businesses by definition will never produce an unsafe 
product .. What we are arguing is that we need to be focusing in on 
the products that cause harm. not regulating things across the 
board in the kind of rote way that we are doing it now. And that 
is what the CPSIA does not allow us to do. 
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With respect to minimizing regulatory burdens on small busi
nesses when we don't think there is going to be a risk, that is what 
we don't have--

LEAD IN TOYS 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Let me ask you, since you are making 
that argument. From the perspective of what parents think, we 
think-and I think I can speak for lots of parents-that it is really 
not understandable why a product has to have lead in it. There are 
some products that I agree, the lead, but why is it that there are 
certain toys that have more lead than necessary? Why can't they 
just reduce the amount of lead below the limit? 

Ms. NORD. If the toy has lead in it that is going to expose the 
child to the lead in any kind of measurable amount--

Mr. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. I just gave you an example from this 
week. 

Ms. NORD. I am sorry to hear about your child, but the scratch 
on his arm is not going to give him lead poisoning. Lead poisoning 
is a chronic hazard. And the question should be should we remove 
ballpoint pens from children's environments. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Why not just reduce the lead in the 
tip of the ballpoint pen? 

Ms. NORD. The problem is that the lead is there for a purpose. 
And, yes, we could do that, and your child would not be using ball
point pens because they would be unaffordable. As I said, brass is 
the example I used. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. I am sorry. That is a blanket state
ment that you have no qualification to back up. 

Ms. NORD. I am more than happy to provide you with that. 
Ms .. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Ballpoint. pens would be unaffordable 

unless we have lead in the tip of them? 
Ms. NORD. The lead serves a purpose there. It would meet the 

functional purpose. 
Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. So if we don't have lead in the tip of 

ballpoint pens, they would be unaffordable? 
Ms .. NORD .. You would replace it with something more expensive. 
Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Unless you can show me a docu

mentation and economic analysis of that, I have a hard time under
standing that. 

Ms. NORD. I would be delighted to give you what we have. But 
again, if the agency had done more economic analysis of these 
issues, we would be. in a better place to regulate, and that is some
thing I think we do need to be doing. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. I support flexibility. I do not support 
making sure that children are exposed to lead unnecessarily. 

Ms. NORD. Then we agree. 
Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. But we don't agree with the difference 

between the majority of the Commission and the minority in one 
which you serve where you allow a de minimis level of lead versus 
ensuring that it is inappropriate for-or not possible for a company 
to follow the law. The law was debated and discussed and sup
ported for a reason, because there was an absence of regulation. 
There was no one minding the store. And parents became scared 
and tired of it. And I will tell you as a mother of young girls who 
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wear the jewelry around their necks, and I see them playing with 
it in their mouths all the time, even though that is silly and they 
shouldn't do that, if unbeknownst to them and to me it has an in
appropriate level of lead in it, then they could get lead poisoning. 

Ms. NORD. We all agree on that point, And I think there is no 
debate. And we want to work with you to make that happen. 

POOL AND SPA SAFETY ACT GRANTS 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. There appears to be some debate. 
Turning, Mr. Chairman, if I can, just to two other subjects, one 

being my appreciation for you for providing the resources, and also 
to the Commission for your excellent enforcement of the Virginia 
Graham Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act, both under your chair
manships. I am a little bit frustrated that the grant program, the 
State grant program, even though it has been fully funded the last 
two fiscal years, has taken an extraordinarily long time for the 
Commission to get off the ground. So can you, Madam. Chair, de
scribe your progress? I mean, there is $2 million that is potentially 
going to expire in September~ and I don't want to see that happen. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, first of all, we fully support the Virginia 
Graham Baker Act and appreciate your advocacy in getting this 
bill passed. 

We have been working hard with the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention to establish the State grant program that the act 
calls for. We finalized the details of the plan just this week. The 
CDC in conjunction with the Commission will be releasing a fund
ing opportunity announcement the beginning of April. And my un
derstanding is the grant applications will be due in June, and the 
grant qualifying to States will be made in August. 

POOL AND SPA GRANT QUALIFICATIONS 

Now, it is important, however, that the sta tes currently meet the 
statutory requirements. In fact, the states must pass. legislation in 
order to qualify for this act. We have looked--

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. We are in the middle of the legislative 
session season right now. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. And we are following some States, Florida, 
Texas, to see if they will pass this legislation. We will be showing 
states what model legislation looks like and we have relayed the 
model legislation. In the event that it does not pass, it [the fund
ing] stays at the Commission. What we want to assure you, that 
in the event states do not pass this legislation, we. can take that 
money, and we would use it in the spirit of the Virginia Graham 
Baker Act to do more contracting with people to do education advo
cacy, if we are allowed to. 

Now, the other thing is we have also asked Congress to consider 
whether it should be states or a municipality. For example, the city 
of Miami, could they apply for the grant? Could they pass an ordi
nance? It might be that the pool safety is closer to local govern
ment than state government. Should Fort Lauderdale, or-Jackson
ville, any of your large cities pass an ordinance-

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Phoenix has a very strong one. 
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Ms. TENENBAUM [continuing]. That complied with this, they 
could then get the grant. And we were asking you to make amend
ments to the CPSIA so that we could-

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. I would be glad to work with you on 
that, because whether we do it state by state or major city by 
major city, the idea is to make it more. likely. that we. have tighter 
restrictions around pools. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Can I add something? Those state grants really 
would be helpful, because I have small community pools that truly 
cannot afford the 10- or $15,000 that it is going to cost them to 
comply with the law. And I hate for the kids in these towns where 
there is no other place to have recreation to not have that ability 
to seek assistance here. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, in Columbia, South Carolina, the head
lines in last summer's/aper was the main community pool could 
not open because it ha not met the requirements. So they scram
bled around and got the equipment and met the requirements. But 
you are right, if we could provide some flexibility. 

POOL AND SPA EDUCATION 

If you wanted to know about the education outreach program, we 
have that information, too. We have given our grant to Widmeyer 
Communications and Omni Digital Studio to create the largest 
public education campaign the agency has ever done: $3.6 million 
will go to Widmeyer for a Website, for all kinds of educational ma
terials for us to use in pool and spa safety; $200,000 for Omni Dig
ital Studios; and then we have $4 million in which we will contract 
with third-party organizations to train and target education this 
week. So that would be something that a community organization 
or regional and State organizations could apply for those awards, 
and we. would give them those. awards to do education advocacy of 
pool and spa safety. 

So we are working very hard. The initial launch in April for the 
rollout of the program will be at the National Drowning Prevention 
Association's conference in Pittsburgh, I think you have spoken to 
that conference several times. We will have a broader launch on 
Memorial Day, and I hope this is a press conference we can do it 
in Florida together. I know that you joined Commissioner Nord, 
Senator Klobuchar and the Taylor family for. last year's kickoff. So 
we want to work with you again on that. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Absolutely. I look forward to it. 
Mr. Chairman, are you planning on having us come back? 
Mr. SERRANO. We are in the process of having three votes, but 

as you can see from the yeas, it is going to be a while before it gets 
to a significant number there. So we will keep going here. 

IMPORT SAFETY 

On the issue of product recalls, we know that 80 percent of re
cent U.S. product recalls were imported items. The CPSC budget 
request would devote approximately 57 staff to the import safety 
initiative comprised of personnel stationed at ports, field support 
and other support staff. However, as GAO pointed out last August, 
the import staff of the Commission are significantly smaller than 
that of other agencies like the FDA, which has 700 people. 
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Does CPSC have a long-term plan for ensuring adequate over
sight of imported products? 

Secondly, has the Commission improved its information sharing 
with customs to ensure that the Commission has access to ship 
manifest data before products arrive at U.S. ports? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, thank you. Just to give a comparison, in 
2009, we had 12. people in the Import Surveillance. Division, 10 peo
ple actually at the ports, and for this year we had 18 in the whole 
division and 14 at the ports. We are trying to increase that to 23 
in the division and. 19 at the ports. But we also, if you add to. that 
the field staff which we have in many of our states, also hazard 
identification and reduction, and also support from our attorneys 
and general counsel, the whole number is now 43 total for import 
surveillance program, and next year will be 57. However it is still 
woefully under what other agencies have in port surveillance. 

We are trying to do is work through technology in cooperation 
with Customs and Border Protection so that we get this informa
tion from the. manifest. We are asking for just $250,000 to imple
ment the analysis and planning phases to develop an automated 
interface with ITDS operated by Customs and Border Protection. 
This will allow our system to talk to their systems and do data 
mining. This is only the planning stages. 

We also had additional contract funds left over. We are looking 
at using $2 million to do a risk management system so that we can 
have the technology to look in those manifest systems and deter
mine what is there that really we should be paying attention to. 

So technology will help considerably, but once we phase it in this 
year, it is not inconceivable that next year if we do the risk assess
ment, we will come back to you and let you know where our gaps 
are. 

We also have a contract with Booz Allen Hamilton. It has been 
since 2003 that we. had a strategic plan, and we. need a new oper
ating plan as well. We need to look at all the requirements under 
CPSIA, what kind of information we are going to get on the public 
database in terms of the refe1Tals and consumers letting us know 
about deaths and injuries and how we are going to respond to that. 
It will be more information than we have really handled before. So 
we, through that. planning and. strategic. process with Booz Allen, 
will look at the service gaps and be able to tell you when we come 
back next year what the big needs are for this agency to function 
appropriately and have stronger surveillance in the ports. 

Now, we consider ports not just to be ports on the coast, but 
ports of entry. So we have 300 ports of entries, and we have as 
you-19 people stationed at the ports .. However, we do use. the 
State field staff. So if we know that there are fireworks that were 
put on a train on a California coast, and they go to an inland city, 
and that is where they are unloaded, we can send field staff there 
to check on what the status of those-whether they are in compli
ance in terms of fireworks. We will be able to give you a better idea 
of need. 

LEAD IN BOOKS 

Mrs. EMERSON. Can I just ask you for a clarification real quick? 
This is quick. We started to talk about lead, and I want to talk 
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about the whole functional issue when we get back. You said books 
are lead-free. Are not the books that were pre-1985, don't those 
contain lead in the ink? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. They do. Pre-1985 had lead in the ink. If you 
use the four-color process and modern printing now, the books that 
are printed in today don't have lead. 

Mrs. EMERSON. But what happens to libraries and that sort of 
thing who--

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is why we needed some relief so that the 
libraries don't have to test. They are not selling books, but they are 
lending in the stream of commerce. But it is the pre-1985 books, 
that if we could just warn parents-maybe a warning would be 
adequate. If you look inside some of these 1985 books, it is the il
lustrations in the older books that have lead in the illustrations. 
So we want to advise parents not to let children mouth the books. 
And the books for little children aren't lasting since 1985. But if 
you go into schools, particularly in rural areas, and you go into li
braries, you are going to see pre-1985 books. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I still have all my Golden Books when I was a 
kid that I gave to my kids, who hopefully will give them to their 
kids. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, if you want to bring them to Washington, 
we will test them for you. 

LEAD IN DOLLS AND COMPONENT TESTING 

Mrs. EMERSON. I might do that. 
And also then just very quickly, you said something about lead

free buttons on dolls. But do you not have to test every single part 
of dolls, including the rouge on the checks? You do not have to test 
every part of the doll? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We have implemented an enforcement policy on 
component part testing. In fact, I was just at the toy fair. We went 
in to see Legos. They thanked us for having the component part 
testing where they can buy the lead-free paint, and they don't have 
to take the whole Lego apart and chip off the paint. 

Mrs. EMERSON. We are talking about dolls here. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Dolls. If you manufacture new dolls, and you 

use lead-free products, then you keep that certification, and you 
have a reasonably check up, just to make sure it is lead-free, then 
you wouldn't have to test the doll. You would not have to destroy 
a doll to find the lead. You would say, I bought lead-free paint, I 
bought lead-free buttons, here is my certificate. It is like Commis
sioner Nord said, the component part testing market has not devel
oped, but it is a huge market for someone who wants to develop 
a hobby store with all lead-free component parts. It is a huge mar
ket for people. 

Mr. SERRANO. Yes. We have three votes, so we will ask you for 
your help here in waiting for us. 

Before I leave, one thing. So you mean those spiral notebooks 
that our great friends in the media use could be hurting them? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. It is not a children's product for them. 
Ms. NORD .. It would explain a lot, wouldn't it?. 
[Recess.] 
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Mr. SERRANO. Okay. We will do the best we can. She is reading 
something there, which means something will come up soon. 

CHANGING CPSC FOCUS 

Some of the agencies under our subcommittee's jurisdiction, such 
as the Federal Communications Commission and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, have had to change their regulatory ap
proach in response to changing products in the marketplace. Chair
man Tenenbaum,. what are some ways you plan on changing the 
focus of the CPSC going forward in response to changes in the mar
ketplace for consumer products? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .. 
As incoming Chairman, my first obligation was to finish the rule

making required under the CPSIA. That has been a top priority for 
me so that we would have the rules developed, and industry would 
know how to comply. We could go beyond just rulemaking and start 
enforcing the requirements of the. CPSIA. 

But even broader than that , we are not just a lead and phthalate 
agency. We also need to look at fires, carbon monoxide and other 
issues that cause injury and death. The database that Congress re
quired us to develop will give us more information than ever be
fore. Now we collect data from emergency rooms, death certificates 
and newspaper articles, as well as from our hotline and as many 
other sources as we can get, but sometimes we don't get the infor
mation until years. after it has happened. The public database will 
allow consumers to give us information, and tnen we will have to 
respond as quickly as possible. If we know of a death, we can't let 
a death just stay in the database for months and not investigate. 
So we are going through this management and operations planning 
with Booz Allen Hamilton, the company we have hired to help us 
with our strategic planning, and we will look at the service gaps 
and gaps within our organization that would prohibit us from re
sponding quickly. 

But we are always looking at developing trends; nanotechnology, 
for example. We have asked for $2 million so that we can partici
pate in the whole nanotechnology research project that is under 
way with all of the other Federal agencies. With this $2 million, 
we will be able to contract with them to ask them to review our 
products that we oversee to determine what problems they see in 
terms of nanotechnology that we need to be aware of. 

So I think you always have to be looking. at the marketplace, get
ting the best data possible, having relationships with the research 
agencies of the Federal Government, working with your state offi
cials. Some states do research. The attorneys general also; we are 
working with them closely so that they turn over products that 
they. find. We need to be open to. getting information from all sorts. 
of avenues. 

COLLECTING DATA 

Mr. SERRANO. And in the past, you say it was difficult to get this 
information, or you got it late. Any resistance to getting it now? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we have ways of collecting data. One is 
the NEISS system, and through that system we pay emergency 
rooms to fill out forms on injury and deaths related to products, 
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and they give us that on a regular basis. We also get death certifi
cates from states, and we look at that. We have five different silos 
of information at the Department, and we haven't had the ability 
to data mine. With the money that Congress has given us for IT 
modernization, we can now have a technology that allows CPSC to 
go. through all of these systems and mine. data so that we will have 
death and injury information on products quicker than ever before. 

So with IT modernization, the public database, this risk manage
ment program that we want to do with Customs and Border Patrol, 
we will be able to get more data sooner and respond t-0 it more ef
fectively. 

COMMUNICATING SAFETY INFORMATION 

Mr. SERRANO. Now, in both of your testimonies, you spoke about 
communicating important safety information in minority commu
nities. What has the Commission done, and what is it currently 
doing, to ensure that important product safety information, includ
ing information on recalls, is being disseminated in these commu
nities, including communities where languages other than English 
is spoken, and particularly for families who do not have a computer 
at home? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We are well aware, and I come from a state 
where we have so many rural areas where there is a great digital 
divide. where people don't have computers. So what we. try to do is 
when we announce a recall is work with the media. For example, 
on crib recalls we had almost 200 million people get information. 
We go on all the national morning news programs. We use social 
media such as Twitter, and we will be using Facebook. We use as 
much of the free media as possible to get our word out. 

But we also provide hard copies of the product recall. We can 
mail those to States, and we provide hard copies to child care pro
viders and consumers who don't have access. We work with the 
Neighborhood Safety Network, which has 5,600 members, and 
through that Neighborhood Safety Network, which is very much in 
touch with minority communities, we get those safety messages 
out. 

But we do have a dedicated Spanish-speaking spokeswoman, Ar
lene Fletcha, whom you met at the 2008 press event that you had 
with Nancy Nord at the Bronx library. And Arlene translates doz
ens of announcements for the Hispanic community and conducts 
interviews with Telemundo and Univision that reach millions of 
viewers. 

We still plan to launch our special minority outreach campaign 
that will increase the use of the Neighborhood Safety Network, 
which is 5,600 community leaders. We are going to five cities this 
year for minority community outreach. 

Mr. SERRANO. Which city; do you know? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. I don't have that, but Scott Wolfson might 

know. We will get back to you. We are in the planning stages, 
working on that. But it will be the Hispanic, African American, 
Asian American populations. 

We also translate our information on the Web in Chinese, too. 
We are very aware that we can't just have English only on our Web 
site. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Sorry. You caught me chitchatting. I apologize. 

FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE 

Let us talk about functional purpose, which is kind of arcane to 
talk about. You have suggested, Madam Chair, that a way to fix 
the unintended consequences of the CPSIA is to add an exclusion 
for function purpose, which basically-I understand that would 
allow the Commission to exclude components with higher levels of 
lead if the lead was found to be essential for the function of what
ever the item is. So can you elaborate for me how such an exclusion 
might work at the Commission, please? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, the term came from the Federal Haz
ardous Substance Act, and that term was a part of that act. So if 
someone came to you and said, we have chemistry sets, and we 
need this banned hazardous substance to be part of the chemistry 
set to teach chemistry, we were allowed to give a pass on sub
stances that were ordinarily banned because the petitioner would 
say, we need it for a functional purpose. So it was a legal term that 
we have always used under the Federal Hazardous Substance Act 
for products that you had to have the ingredients because it was 
a functional purpose of the product. 

Now, I want to clarify that I support the bright line, the lead 
limits under the CPSIA. I thought that was a step forward because 
you have 300 parts per million for the lead content and 90 parts 
per million for lead paint. I support that, and several other Com
missions do as well. We are not talking about reducing those, but 
what we are talking about is for a person who has a product that 
cannot meet those levels to be able to say we need it for the. func
tional purpose of this product. The amendment is being discussed 
in the Commerce Committee and it depends on what th e compo
nents of that are. I don't really have the components at this time 
because it is under discussion. 

So we support the bright-line test, and that was in the report to 
Congress. But when we wrote to Congress, we didn't recommend 
functional purpose or de minimis. Commissioner Northup and 
Commissioner Nord have said-Commissioner Northup has been 
very strong, and I think she put in her statement that she wanted 
a de minimis standard. But it would put th e agency back in having 
to test every product for what is de minimis for product. Lead can 
bind, depending on the alloy it is attached to, we would have to go 
through and look at every product and to see how it would increase 
the blood lead level. And that is where we were before you passed 
the CPSIA. To give exclusions will require agency resources and 
staff; however, it depends on how the exclusion is written by the 
Commerce Committee on how extensive those resources will be. 

Mrs .. EMERSON. Commissioner Nord, how do you feel about the 
concept of functional purpose? 

Ms. NORD. I have got concerns about it, as does my colleague, 
Commissioner Northup. Our concern is that it could be very, very 
subjective. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Who makes the decision? 
Ms. NORD. The agency would make. the. decision. 
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Mrs. E MERSON. So you would ask your scientists as opposed to 
you as Commissioners? 

Ms. NORD. Does the lead in this particular product meet a func
tional purpose with respect to this product. And that is-at least 
in the legislative constructs we have seen today-is defined as 
highly impracticable to remove that lead. That term "highly im
practicable" is well litigated. It h as a meaning in th e law which 
takes a bit of the functionality away from the functional purpose 
provision. 

And we are a lso very concerned it is going to be very, very re
source-intensive for the agency, and it is going to turn the agency 
into a product-approval-type agency. 

With respect to the bright-line aspect of the law, I mean, because 
the. law is. a bright-line law,. you end up with these. anomalies that 
we have been talking about. Instead, what I would like to see is 
an amendment so that the law recognizes the expertise of the agen
cy to define the risk and then regulate based on the child's inter
action with the product. If it results in any kind of measurable in
crease in the blood lead level, whether it is a functional purpose 
or not, then I think we need to regulate it and take that product 
out of the marketplace. 

Mrs. EMERSON .. So. taking it back to the book analogy, if you will, 
then if, in fact, the lead in the ink of the pre-1985 books doesn't 
have a functional purpose, but-so we still know that that poses no 
real threat to the kids. So how then, if that is the case, and you 
all have determined that the book industry is exempt, then does 
that mean you have to use that same-you would have to use the 
same criteria for any other perfectly safe products, too? Correct or 
not? 

Ms. NORD .. Right now under the functional purpose. test as we. 
understand it, the book industry would not be exempt. They would 
not be able to meet that. That is why we have had to ask for a sep
arate exclusion for them. And the book example makes the point. 
It does not meet the functional purpose. However , we are not 
aware of any risk of lead poisoning to children using a 1985 book. 
It jus t doesn't happen. So that would be an example of where a 
negligible risk-type concept would accommodate all of these things. 

IMPACT ON CPSC BUDGET 

Mrs. EMERSON. I have to believe that going through, looking at 
all of the exclusions, that has got to have a huge impact on your 
budget. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. So will the de minimis test. If we do away with 
the bright-line test, and everyone comes forward and says, you 
know, we are not going to raise the blood lead level, we will be 
back in the same position we were before the law was passed. We 
will have to test every product .. And that is why we. all agreed that 
we would tell Congress we needed flexibility, and you would listen 
and make the best determination. 

FUNCTIONAL PURPOSE 

But on functional purpose, the idea is to have 300 parts per mil
lion or 100 if technologically feasible and 90 parts for paint, be
cause all the research in terms of scientific research has dem-
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onstrated that there is no safe level of lead. And it is to incent peo
ple to take lead out. 

For example, Commissioner Nord was talking about the little 
toy, the John Deere tractor, that had the lead in the tire. The com
pany has already taken the lead out. They are manufacturing that 
without a lead ring. A lot of the button manufacturers have visited 
us and said, we are taking the lead out. They are going all the way 
up the supply chain, and using the raw materials that do not have 
lead. YKK visited us to report that they are making lead-free zip
pers. It provides incentives. It is 2 years out since the passage of 
the CPSIA, and manufacturers have complied. One company came 
to see me and said, "We read the law, and we didn't stop at 300 
parts per million, we stopped at 100 parts per million." This major 
toy manufacturer has already gone to. 100 parts per million because 
it could do that, and it didn't stop at 300. 

So I see a lot of positive changes. I see also people struggling to 
enact this law. But we have tried to take a common sense approach 
and give guidance with component part testing, and determinations 
that whole lines of products don't even have to be tested in textiles. 
We are working through this. So we want flexibility, but we are 
trying to do it without making lead prevalent in the marketplace 
as it was before in children's products. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Commissioner Nord, do you have anything to 
add? 

Ms. NORD. Well, again, our objective is the same. We want to 
have a safe marketplace for children's products. 

IMPACT ON CPSC BUDGET 

With respect to agency resource issues, I am very concerned that 
the functional purpose test, if it is put into place, is indeed going 
to be very resource-intensive as opposed to some sort of negUgible 
risk kind of standard, because we wilJ have to be looking at each 
product and the functional purpose of the lead in that product. We 
won't be able to look across product lines at commodities, for exam
ple. We wouldn't be able to look at brass, for example, as it is used 
in all children's products under the functional purpose test,. and 
that is of concern to me. 

With respect to trying to work to get the lead out, again, we all 
agree that that is what the agency should be doing. But you do end 
up with the strange results where you have got a product that 
meets the standard in the legislation that could expose a child to 
more lead than a product that exceeds the. lead levels. And it is 
those kinds of anomalies that are bothersome to us and we would 
like the flexibility to be able to address. That is what we are asking 
for. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I just hope that, depending which way you all de
termine to go, or whether our legislation-ow· refinement legisla
tion, that you will have the resources to do what you need to do, 
which if you go to-I mean, this sounds rather complicated, this 
whole functional purpose-and complex, I should say, that requires 
a lot of people touching it. 

Okay. I better stop there. Thanks, Chairman. 
Mr. SERRANO. I am just thinking. I really hope you both walk 

away from here today understanding that we understand that this 
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is not easy what has to be done, and we respect both of your views. 
My only problem is that I keep remembering back to where the 
SEC sat in front of me and told me, no, we are fine, we don't need 
any more money, and we are doing what we are supposed to do, 
and then we saw what happened. And so we had all of that happen 
because in the. past the. Commission was allowed to. look at what 
it needed to look at and not what it was told to look at every so 
often. So we had major recourse. 

But anyway, the gentlewoman from Florida. 
Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
In fact, the CPSIA was in response to a significant problem. 
Mr. SERRANO. Right. And it ended up passing-the behavior was 

always, let us do our thing, don't overburden us. 
Ms .. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. And look where it got us. 

CHINESE DRYWALL 

I want to just change the subject for a moment and focus on Chi
nese drywall. I know that the CPSC, Madam Chair, HUD and CDC 
have been tasked with coordinating the investigation. I appreciate 
your meetings with the task force on the drywall, Chinese drywall 
crisis. My understanding is that the CPSC received the first re
ports of the problem over a year and a half ago, and since that 
point we have some homeowners that have. lost their homes, many 
homeowners that have moved out or abandoned their homes. 

My district is dotted with Chinese drywall. They are not able to 
live in their homes. Their homes are making them sick, and they 
are faced with not only not being able to live in them, but they 
can't sell them. Their insurance isn't covering them, so they have 
an asset that is only a burden to them, and how are they supposed 
to go pay for other housing? It is just really a huge, huge problem, 
particularly problematic in that insurance companies are denying 
coverage to homeowners, and that the foreign manufacturers are 
refusing to accept responsibility. 

CHINESE DRYWALL REMEDIATION PLAN 

So I know you have conducted studies, and you are cooperating 
with other agencies. Has the CPSC begun formulating a remedi
ation protocol that can be accepted by the homeowners with con
fidence that it will fix the problem, and when can we expect to see 
that remediation plan? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We have been working with HUD on the reme
diation plan, and it should be available to the public by the end of 
April. We have a new study, the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
oratory study, that has data that showed some Chinese drywall 
samples had significantly higher emission rates for hydrogen sul
fide and other reduced sulfur gases compared to domestic samples 
and other imported samples. This has been consistent with the 
chemical analysis that we. did in October 2009 .. It is also consistent 
with the November 23, 2009, 51 homes study, which found a strong 
association with the problem of drywall and hydrogen sulfide. 

So last week, February 25th and 26th, broufht together all of the 
experts from our contractors and our Federa pa1tners. We had a 
2-day discussion on what we learned about Chinese drywall. The 
studies we have done. have been used in the multidistrict litigation 
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in Louisiana. So they have used our studies in terms of the plain
tiffs' cases down in Louisiana, which has parties from all of the 
states. 

We have spent $3.5 million on the investigation. It is the largest 
investigation we have ever done in the history of the CPSC. 

I visited personally drywall homes in Florida and in Virginia. I 
feel deeply for the homeowners. They have had to move out. It real
ly is tragic because so many of the young families with whom we 
have spoken and visited in their homes, this is all their equity. Ev
erything is tied up in this home. They have moved in with rel
atives. We carry a heavy burden at the Department to get this fin
ished in terms of our studies, and to get the remediation guidelines 
announced with HUD in April. 

We also work with HUD, and we did a joint announcement with 
them that states could use the community block grant money, if it 
was not already designated, to help families remediate their homes. 
We also wrote a letter to the IRS regarding drywall asking them 
to do a casualty loss reduction. So we are looking at creative ways 
that we could allow the homeowner to have a write-off or deduction 
to help them financially. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Now, they are getting a property tax 
break? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Right. They are getting a property tax break. 
But. in Florida we have 1,723 reports. Overall, we have received 
2,941. Florida has the highest with 1,723. But when we talked to 
the mayors and the. Governors in all the other states,. we think it 
could go as high as 5,000. We have investigated every death that 
we have read in newspapers where there were. people that said 
there were deaths. We have investigated every one of those and 
have not determined that drywall was the cause of it. 

CHINESE DRYWALL ILLNESS 

Mrs. EMERSON. I actually have a constituent who is a drywall in
staller who is, we think, permanently disabled now because of just 
getting sick from all of the exposure. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Hydrogen sulfide. In Florida you have a home 
builder, Lennar. Lennar is going into the homes it built and strip
ping it down to the studs and taking out the drywall and then re
wiring. There is another major homebuilder in Virginia that is also 
doing the same thing. And this remediation program will spell out 
what we think needs to happen for full relief. 

CHINESE DRYWALL FINANCIAL IMPACT 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Do you know what the financial im
pact is? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, it just depends on the size of the house 
and the amount of drywall. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. I mean, the total financial cost for the 
remediation. 

Ms .. TENENBAUM .. No .. I had heard numbers of $75,000 per home 
to take out all the drywall, but that just depends- I think Lennar 
told me, or Dragus up. in Virginia told me. that. But it is the size 
of the. home and the amount of drywall. In some. cases the drywall 
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was upstairs, from China, but it wasn't downstairs, so you didn't 
have to take it all out. 

CHINESE DRYWALL HEALTH EFFECTS 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Do you have a timetable for a report 
on the health side effects of the impact of the drywall? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we had looked at the health effects, and 
we think this latest study from Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories 
will address that. But the. original studies we did, the. 51 home. 
studies, was reviewed also by the CDC, and they found that the 
amount of hydrogen sulfide that was emitted did not contribute to 
a chronic or acute health problem. 

But we have. thought that all of the. synergistics-if you get into 
a home that is tightly built, and in Florida you build a home and 
you often don't open the windows because you have the afr condi
tioner on all year, we have found that all of that together can be 
an irritant. 

CHINESE DRYWALL MANUFACTURER COOPERATION 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Are we getting any cooperation from 
the Chinese drywall manufacturers? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we have not to date. In the multidistrict 
litigation, there is one Chinese manufacturer. who. has defaulted on 
the complaint. They are having a hearing, and they are going to 
assess damages in absentia for this drywall.. Knauf is a German 
company that has manufacturing in China, and it has been work
ing with the court. It has also been sued in the multidistrict litiga
tion, and it has cooperated. 

CRIB SAFETY 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. And lastly, Mr. Chairman, I wanted 
to commend your leadership, Madam Chair, on the issue of crib 
safety. I passed legislation in Florida that actually was ultimately 
vetoed by Governor Jeb Bush despite overwhelming support for it, 
including from the. industries it impacted, that would have made 
sure that cribs sold in Florida were safer and didn't have a lot of 
the. problems that you have found that they still have. But they are. 
still in hotels and places where cribs are repeatedly used over a 
long period of time. And we don't really know where they have. 
been or where they-and they are beyond the reach of recall no
tices. So can you talk a little bit about your efforts in this area? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, thank you. And this is something that 
Commissioner Nord has supported with me, and really the whole 
Commission has stood up to the crib issue. 

First of all, we will have a new crib rule in 2010, and that rule 
will outlaw or ban drop-side cribs. Once we write that rule, it can 
be applied retroactively to cribs in public places like child care fa
cilities and hotels. 

We still have concerns with cribs in homes, and so I have asked 
my colleagues and staff at the CPSC to continue monitoring the ef
fectiveness of recalls and how many people are actually getting 
these. repair kits, because the repair kits make the side immobile. 
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so that the drop-side is not going up and down. You don't have that 
pull-out where the children fall into the crack and suffocate. 

But we also work with the ASTM. We brought the Committee in 
and said this has gone on long enough, and we want you to work 
with us. They worked with us for 2 days, coming up with a new 
standard in which the ASTM, through their voluntary standards, 
banned the drop-side crib. It is now out for vote. In March we will 
have the results of the ASTM vote. We realize that this has really 
started something within the crib industry that all of them need 
to come out with a repair kit, if they have drop-side cribs, to make 
the side immobile. 

The registration cards, which are part of the CPSIA, are for re
quired people to fill out the information when they purchase a new 
crib. When you have a recall, all the people who have sent the reg
istration card in will be able to be contacted. On crib recalls we go 
on all the national morning shows. We do as much media as pos
sible. We also get coverage on national nightly news. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Are these mandatory or voluntary 
standards? 

Ms. TENENBAUM .. These. will be mandatory new crib standards. 

MANDATORY CRIB STANDARD 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Because right now the crib standards 
are voluntary, aren't they? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, they are, and the CPSIA outlined a list 
of 12 durable nursery products that had to have mandatory stand
ards. And cribs were scheduled for 2012 at the Commission, and 
I moved it up to 2010 so we would have a mandatory standard. 

We also started this Safe Sleep initiative in J anuary where we 
have a team of attorneys, compliance officers, engineers, public af
fairs specialists, who meet regularly weekly on all of the informa
tion we have on cribs and expedite the recalls of cribs that have 
been in the pipeline for several years. 

So we are trying to do everything we can to get the old cribs off 
the market, or either to get repair kits, and to have a brand new 
standard which is state-of-the-art. 

FOREIGN MANUFACTURE OF CRIBS 

Mrs. EMERSON. Is foreign manufacturing any part of the prob
lem? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. A large number are from China. A large num
ber are from China and from other. countries. But probably the 
major manufacturers are from outside the country. 

Mr. SERRANO. We are going to try to have one more round and 
then try to wrap it up because we have yet another series of votes 
coming. 

CHINA OFFICE 

You know, again going back to my other subject, this is why it 
is such a delicate balance, because we have the drywall issue that 
I am sure if we had started on voluntarily testing on Chinese 
drywall, you would have had a lot of people saying, why are you 
doing that, leave that alone, do something that is important, and 
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yet now we have a problem. So there is a balance. I don't envy the 
work you have to do, and I don't envy what we have to do in the 
future to assist your doing it. 

I have one last question, and then I am going to submit the other 
questions for the record. You are setting up an office in China, and 
China is a big issue. So tell us. what kind of cooperation you are 
getting in China to set up this office. 

I would be remiss if I did not put in the usual Emerson-Serrano 
comment on-isn't it amazing that we can have an office of our 
government in China, but we can't even be allowed to visit Cuba? 
But anyway, that is another issue for another day. 

I am all for it, but think of it. 1 am just wondering out loud .. 1 
think it is great. But if you had told-well, no. I was going to say 
Richard Nixon. He is the reason why we have relations with China. 
If you would have told somebody else that we were sending an of
fice of our government to China, they would say, what are you talk
ing about? 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Mr. Chairman, the. track record of 
China really rings strongly towards expanding our outreach to 
Cuba. The results have been so incredibly good, haven't they? 

Mr. SERRANO. It is good for the CPSC. 
Mrs. EMERSON. They have got more staff. 
Mr. SERRANO. They have got more staff. 
So tell us what that office is like. very quickly and what issues 

you have had. And what kind of support are you getting from the 
Chinese Government? And lastly and most importantly, what are 
we beginning to see in terms of cooperation for better products, 
safer products? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, thank you. 
Because China is. the largest single source of imported consumer 

products, it will and has been the focal point of CPSC's external 
efforts. First of all, we are seeing great cooperation from the Amer
ican Embassy in China. Ambassador Jon Huntsman has been very 
helpful. In fact, our office will be in the American Embassy in 
China, and we have hired one person, J enny Wang, who is at the 
CPSG for the next month receiving training .. She. is. Chinese. She 
is a delightful person and will be helping Chinese manufacturers 
as well as U.S. manufacturers ensure that product safety is para
mount with the manufacturers. 

We also will be hiring an American employee, and we are work
ing with the Chinese Government to try to get approval for that 
diplomatic post. Ambassador Huntsman is working. closely with us 
to try to get that approved as well, and we expect we will have the 
American employee in place in the next few months. 

Mr. SERRANO. One employee? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We will have two, a Chinese and an American, 

for right now to see how it works and see how it is utilized by the 
Chinese. They will be. doing training. 

Mr. SERRANO. Where is this office physically? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. It is in Beijing in the American Embassy. So 

that is very good. We didn't have to go out and get our own space. 
They gave us space because the embassy is very helpful to us in 
all efforts in China. But training and outreach to China is a pri
ority. 
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WORKING WTTH CHINA 

This year we had our biennial summit in China where we took 
our employees and also stakeholders, American businessmen and 
women, with us to China, and we focused on writing a new-not 
a memorandum of agreement, but a working document going for
ward. We are asking the Chinese government to emphasize best 
practices in manufacturing. Also, we have stressed that they had 
the responsibility to ensure that their manufacturers are meeting 
our standards. 

We have had a successful Webinar in January with Chinese 
manufacturers, that was very highly attended. We also did training 
at the Hong Kong toy show in January. We had 120 manufacturers 
view a Webinar that we did over the Internet in December. 

We. will continue to work with the Chinese. in a very agreeable 
fashion. It is not perfect. But they also assure us that they under
stand it is their responsibility to make sure manufacturers meet 
best practices and comply with the standards. 

Now, this fall , we will go back to Shanghai, China and have a 
meeting with China, the European Union and the United States on 
safety standards. We have our Office of International Programs 
who regularly translates requirements and regulations on the 
Internet in Chinese so that the Chinese have access to this. 

So we. feel that our relationships with China are. strong and very 
amicable, and we keep pushing forward to make sure they under
stand what are. the best practices in manufacturing. 

Do you want to add to that? 
Ms. NORD. One of the themes ever since 2007 has been to push 

safety back to the source, and that means going to China. And I 
think the agency has been consistent over the last 3 or 4 years that 
that is very important. 

One of the first things I did after the passage of CPSIA was to 
go to China to explain to the Chinese Government and to the Chi
nese manufacturers the changes that were in store for them. And 
what was interesting, Mr. Chairman, was that right then is when 
the melamine in the milk crisis in China hit, and that was killing 
Chinese children. And I have to tell you that the. change in attitude 
was striking. 

So I think the Chinese. are starting to get that product safety is 
important. It is not only important for their export markets, it is 
important for their population. 

Mr. SERRANO. Because they sell it to themselves, too, right? 
Ms. NORD. Exactly. And that was such an instructional experi

ence to be on the ground and see that happen . That trip was our 
first venture over to China with our counterpart from the Euro
pean Union, and I have to say it was. a very, very. powerful message 
for the world's two biggest markets to be standing there and saying 
to the Chinese that product safety is a core value, and we expect 
it from those who export to America. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I might say that one of the things we continue 
to see in China, though, is counterfeiting and that looks like the 
real product. So it is very important that third-party testing be re
quired for importers bringing children's products into the United 
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States from China, because that is allowing us to stop at the port 
those goods that are not meeting the requirements of the CPSIA. 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY THEFT 

Mr. SERRANO. Which I had a question. Just your presence there 
in China. We know what your mission is, but does it have a side 
effect on the issue of intellectual property theft and so on? I mean, 
I know that is not your mission, but your presence there is impor
tant and historic in so many ways. What about that other con
versation? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we have not entered into that conversa
tion. We have entered in trade conversations. When we. were at the 
summit, one of the members of the delegation from China made 
some claims that the requirements, the safety requirements in the 
CPSIA were hurting trade. We were able to show them the trajec
tory, that the number of imported products from China continues 
to go up. and be increased every year, and that the. safety require
ments was not inhibiting trade or dampening trade. 

But the intellectual property needs to be addressed in China be
cause they counterfeit products. The manufacturer is. going out of 
its way to buy lead-free zippers and lead-free components to put on 
their products, so when they counterfeit, they are buying from an
other source that has not tested the product, and it is a serious 
safety problem. 

Mr. SERRANO. Well, Ms. Wasserman Schultz left before Mrs. 
Emerson and I had told her if we ever do establish relations with 
Cuba, you won't be asked to test rum, cigars, music or baseball 
players, because they are known to be. of world-class quality. Thank 
you so much. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I love it. I love it. 

CHECKING CHINESE MANUFACTURERS 

Do you all actually get into the-get into the lab? Do you actually 
expect to do spot checking of manllfacturing facilities in China? I 
mean, how are you going to determine with two people whether or 
not things are either copies or they are original, or is that going 
to be the third-go ahead. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. When you have third-party testing, the chil
dren's products have to go to a private laboratory or either a lab
oratory that is operated by the company and firewalled to assure 
that they meet the lead limits. That is how we ensure that they 
have a certificate of third-party testing, and that they meet the. 
lead and the phthalate limits required under the CPSIA. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Have you found any fake certificates? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we are certainly aware that that counter

feiting of certificates and this is something that we have to watch 
for constantly. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Yeah, because actually even with a whole dif
ferent issue-I have a company in my district who is in competition 
with a Chinese company, and technically-and there is some anti 
dumping-there is an anti dumping situation going on. But none
theless, there is all sorts of fake certificates of things that get rout
ed through South Korea, for example. So I was just curious if you 
were-
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Ms. TENENBAUM. But we are aware that is an issue on which we 
have to have surveillance. And we have also told the Chinese that 
this is their responsibility from their ports to make sure that the 
certificates aren't counterfeit. 

Mrs. EMERSON. And you feel good that they get it? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, anytime you are in a regulatory position 

and you are a regulator, you have to have a program whereby you 
provide oversight to make sure the quality is there and call them 
out if you find one. We certainly can't turn our back on any com
pany. We have to continue to insist that they take responsibility 
for products coming out of their country, and that they have a cer
tificate. The Chinese government requires companies to certify that 
it meets the requirements. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Do you have anything to add? 
Ms. NORD. I think you have identified a key problem that we are 

going to see more and more going forward, and that is fake certifi
cates. I think it is probably going to be a growth market that we 
will probably have to watch closely. 

Mrs. EMERSON. We probably shouldn't discuss this here today. 

TESTING LABORATORY 

Let me ask you about your testing laboratory, and then I am 
going to submit the rest of my questions, Mr. Chairman, because 
there-I have several more. 

Your budget justification for 11 mentions that you can-ied over 
$6 million in previously appropriated funds for modernization of
I have the worst time saying modernization for some reason. Now, 
does this signify--

Mr. SERRANO. Try it as English as a second language. 
Mrs. EMERSON. How do you say it in Spanish? 
Mr. SERRANO. I cannot say it in Spanish. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Does this signify a delay in your move to the new 

laboratory? Or maybe you should fill us in on the current schedule. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We will move into the laboratory by the end of 

the year. That is our goal. Now, the cost of the facility is 16.1 mil
lion in Federal funds, plus 3 million that the landlord is putting 
in, for a total of 19.1 million. So the funds are carried over to ren
ovate the lab, to provide the kinds of testing spaces that we need. 

But we are very excited, and I will give Nancy Nord credit for 
really starting this process under her leadership. The new labora
tory will be in Rockville. The space was built as a laboratory, so 
it was not a building that we had to go in and put in all of the 
cabinets and all of the labs. So it will not only be a state-of-the
art lab, it will also be office space, as well as storage space. 

And there are a number of new features that it will allow in that 
it will have a dedicated testing area for children's electrical, com
bustion, and sports and recreational products that we don't have 
now. It "vill enhance the fire-testing spaces with modern safety and 
environmental features, and the provisions for more accurate obser
vation of fire developments in products .. We think that it will re
duce facility operations because now we have a series. of little 
buildings, and this will be under one roof. 

Mrs. EMERSON .. So it will obviously be more efficient? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. It is a total cost of $16.1 million, and we have 
an annual recurring rent of $2.2 million. The rent is really $2.8 
million, but we will use the $600,000 that we pay rent on now. It 
will be a state-of-the-art facility that we have needed for a very 
long time. And you might want to say something, since it was 
under. your leadership that you kicked this off. 

Ms. NORD. Well, we have been working towards this goal for 
sometime. It became very apparent when I became Acting Chair
man that we needed this, and we went out and did what we needed 
to do to get it, again with funds that you all provided and which 
we are so thankful for. 

TESTrNG CHOICES 

Mrs. EMERSON. So describe what current testing is conducted at 
the-at your testing laboratory now. And I am just curious, how do 
you determine what is going to go out to a third-party lab, for ex
ample? I am just curious. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, third-party labs are used by importers 
and domestic manufacturers to test their products,. the children's 
products, to ascertain the level of lead and phthalates. So that is 
where you use the third party. 

Our lab will be where we do our own testing. For example, with 
cadmium, we had "The Princess and the Frog" jewelry. It had the 
Disney logo, and we went out and bought that jewelry. We were 
successful in getting Walmart to. do a recall, because. we tested the 
jewelry and found that it was well over what the Federal Haz
ardous Substance Act allowed. 

So we do those kinds of tests. We do a number of tests, engineer
ing, toys, cigarette lighters, mattresses, flammability in children's 
products. But if you allow me to give you a full description of what 
we do for the record, 1 would appreciate it .. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That would be great. 
[Summary of CPSC Lab Testing follows:) 
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Current Testing Capabilities 
March 2010 

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
DIRECTORATE FOR LABORATORY SCIENCES 

10901 DARNESTOWN ROAD 
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20878 
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BACKGROUND 

Mission 
The laboratories support the overall CPSC mission to reduce unreasonable risk of injury 
associated with consumer products. This function requires selecting, procuring, 
calibrating, operating, and maintaining sophisticated laboratory equipment by 
knowledgeable and skillful personnel. Work results must be competent to successfully 
withstand the scrutiny of litigation. 

The CPSC Laboratory tests and evaluates products for hazards under Sections 7, 8, 12, or 
15 of the Consumer Product Safety Act. 

Testing Capabilities 
The flammability laboratory contains facilities for testing of regulated products such as 
children's sleepwear, general wearing apparel, mattresses and futons, carpeting. etc. The 
facilities include a 2-hour fire-rated bum room for large- and bench-scale ignition test, 
various hoods and test chambers for small-scale ignition tests, and a chemistry laboratory 
and chemical hood for fiber analysis and specialized (plastic film, chemicals and solids) 
flanunability testing. 

The electrical and mechanical test laboratories are used for testing various conswner 
products, such as ATVs, small electrical household appliances, cribs, baby walkers, and 
toys. 

Class C pyrotechnic devices are tested for compliance with federal regulations in our 
fireworks laboratory. 

CPSC's combustion products and appliances laboratory contains three specialized and 
highly sophisticated chambers and instnunentation for testing a range of residential 
appliances including furnaces, stoves, ovens, gas-fueled fireplace sets, unvented space 
heaters, and camp stoves and heaters. A temperature- and humidity-controlled carbon 
monoxide gas chamber used to test CO alarms is also situated in that space. Adjacent to 
these chambers is installed the apparatus of the mechanical test laboratory: a large fatigue 
cycle test frame, a 14-foot tall monorail head-form drop tester for helmet and playground 
surface testing, two tensile/compression strength testers for evaluating mechanical 
support structures (such as bicycle frames), and. a hydraulic pressure test facility for 
evaluating fire suppression sprinklers. The laboratory contains a bum room which is 
comprised of a combustion chamber and an observation and instrument room. The bum 
room has been used to measure the fume spread of spilled gasoline. to evaluate small 
flame ignition of full-sized upholstered chairs, and, most recently, to test detector and 
controller performance for preventing stovetop cooking fires. 

The chemistry laboratory houses all the anal)1ical instrumentation used by the chemists 
to evaluate children's and consumer products and household chemicals. This laboratory 
contains four separate laboratory testing cells used for sample preparation where solvents 
and acids are used, the analysis of total acids and bases, testing for flash point and 
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viscosity analysis and extractions such as those used in the phthalate plastici1..er project. 
The Jns1rumentation Laboratories house the inductively coupled plasma spectrometer, 
which is used for analysis of metals, two Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometers, a 
Fourier Transform Infra-red Spectrophotometer, and two small indoor air quality 
exposure chambers. 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. Because that is where we could give you a full 
picture of bow hard our people work in such limited conditions. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I think that would be a fun field trip for us to 
make, Chairman. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We would love for you to come to the new lab. 
Mr. SERRANO. We can test the lack of bipartisanship in the 

House. 
Mrs. EMERSON. They can test how much lead. 
Mr. SERRANO. These four people here should be an example, 

right? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We would like for you to come out. You can ei

ther visit now or toward the end of the year. Our. goal is to get into 
it by the end of the year, and we would like to take you out and 
visit there. That would be excellent. If anytime you ever want to 
go to a port, too, we have now a full-time staff member at CTAC, 
which is looking at all of the information that is coming in to Cus
toms. But we can take you to a port and show you how the con
tainers come through and how we test and look at the certificates 
and seize products. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That would be interesting. And I appreciate you 
allowing that. Maybe if we plan a date to go see the lab that way, 
you will be forced to get it finished on time. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is right. And I would invite you to 
Charleston, South Carolina, where you could visit that port. That 
would be a nice trip. That is a wonderful port. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you. 
Thanks, Mr. Chairman. I am done for now. 
Mr. SERRANO. Okay. Thank you so much for your testimony, both 

of you. Thank you for the work you do. We will continue to try to 
be helpful in making your job easier, making your challenge less 
challenging. And don't ever lose sight of the fact you may not be 
the most famous agency in the government, but you certainly have 
the safety of people, especially children, in your hands. So it is 
something to be proud of, and we are proud of the work you do. 
Thank you so much. 
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"The Ji'Y 2011 Budget Request uf the U.S. Consumer Product Sarety Conunission'' 
House Committee on Appropriations 

Subcommittee on Finaocial Services and General Government 
March 4, 2010 

Responses of Chairman Inez M. Tenenbaum to Questions for the Record 

Questions for the Record Submitted by Chairman Serrano 

l) With regard to the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, since the 
Commis.sion has delayed until 2011 its enforcement or testing and certification 
requirements for many children's products, how can consumers be assured that the 
law is being followed, and that children's products are safe? Overall, bow is 
in1ple1nentation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act progressing, and 
how are you working to educate manufacturers and retailers about their new 
responsibilities under this law? 

Response: 

On December 18. 2009, the CPSC voted 10 extend the stay of enforcemcnl on testing and 
cenitication of many regulated children's products.' The stay of enforcement will remain 
in effect for c:enain categories of children's products while the CPSC continues to 
promulgate requirements for third-party testing of specific products. As these 
requirements are implemented, additional products will become subject to the testing and 
certification requirements. For example, on February 10. 2010. the stay on third-party 
testing and cenifica1ion was lifll!d for bicycle helme1s, hunk beds. infant rattles. and dive 
sticks. 

In addition, it is important to note that third-pany testing and ccnification was never 
stayed for the requirements applicable to lead-in-paint. small pans. the lead content or 
children's jewelry, full and nonfull-siz.e cribs. or pacifiers. Furthennore. while the 
enforcement of certain testing and certification requirements have been stayed. all 
children's products still must comply wi1h all applicable rules and bans. including the 
lead content limits. 

In order to ensure the safety of children. the Commission has greatly increased the 
number of products it is scrtening and resting for compliance with safety requirements. 
We collected a record number of samples at the ports last year (almost 1,600) and expect 
to break that record again this year. This is due lo several factors. First. lhe recent 
increases in appropriated funds have permitted us to increase staff al 1he pons of en1ry, in 
the field. and at our laboratory. Second, we are looking for ways lo use new technology 
to increase our reach. For example. we arc employing X-Ray Auorescence (XRF) 

1 This documem can be found on lt1c CPSC°s Web site at 
lmp:llwww.cpsi;.gov/cpscpublpr~rel/prhtml l Ol I OO!n .hm1I. 
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lechnology Ill screen children's producls for lead. Using this technology. in just a few 
minutes we can screen out products 1ha1 do nol have high levels of lead and save the 
much greater time and expense of testing them at our laboratory, not to merition the time 
and cost needed 10 package them safoly and ship them to lhc lab. 

'lne overall implementation of 1he CPSIA is progressing rapidly. Since my arrival a1 the 
CPSC last summer, the Commission has published over 45 F~deral Regisrer documellts 
to help implement the CPSlA, including: 

• July 2009: a policy statement providing guidance on section l 03 tracking labels. 

• August 2009: a final rule providing guidance on whether parts of a product may 
be considered inaccessible and exempt from the lead limits of section 101. 

• August 200<): a final lead determinations rule that exempts many common 
materials from che tcscing and certification requirements for lead content because 
they dt) not contain lead above the 100 parts per million lead content limits. 

• December 2009: a two-day work shop on testing and certification. and issuance 
of a policy pennirting component part testing for lead content and lead in paint. 

• January 2010: adopted a final rule e.'tablishing alternative lead limits for 
electronics parts of children's products. 

• March 20 IO: approved a proposed rule interpreting the cerm "children· s producl." 

• April 2010: approved a proposed rule outlining how the new public database will 
function. 

• Currently: considering a proposed rule on continuing testing and component pan 
testing under section !02(d) and will soon consider proposed rules on the 
definition of"children's toy" and "child care anicle." 

Despite the extraordinary pace of our efforts. the Commission still has more work to do 
lo fully implement the CPSIA. We are hard at work on several different standards 
relating to durable nursery products. We expect 10 issue at least five of these in 2010, 
wich more than a dozen additional standards planned for the ncxl few years. TI1e agency 
is keenly focused on issuing these durable infant nursery standards and otherCPS!A 
activities. including the Chronic Hazard Assessment Panel (CHAP) on phlhalates. the 
upgrade of the mandatory toy standard, and enforcement of the many new CPSIA 
requirements. 

2 
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Against rhis backdmp of rapid change. the Commi~sion has stepped up its effons to keep 
manufacturers (including importers) abreast of their responsibilities under the law. We 
have conducrcd numerous worhhops and webinars for manufacturers both here and 
ahroad, with special altenrion to the problems of small manufacturers and resellc~. We 
have also developed guides that small manufacturers. in particular. can use to detennine 
which requirements apply to lheir specific products. 

2) The CPSC's new product testing laboratory is slated lo open later this year. 
Compared to the CPSC's current laboratory, how will the new one enhance the 
CPSC's work, and how will consumers ultimately benefit? 

Response: 

The new product testing laboratory will enhance CPSC's work in several ways. The new 
laboratory is larger. providing room for addirional equipment and personnel. For example. 
the new laboratory will permit CPSC lo approximately double the chemical laboratory 
space. This additional space will allow CPSC to add an lnduc1ively Coupled Plasma -
Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS). that will improve our lead testing throughput and extend 
our testing capabilities to more complex samples and lower detection limits for many 
elements. 

CPSC is also adding a calorimetry bum room in the new laboratory_ This new bum room 
will significantly enhance our fire and flammability work. providing the in-house 
capability 10 perfonn confonnance testing in accordance with existing regulations and 
support test efforts required to develop new or revise exisring regulations. Having our 
own capability enhances sample security, eliminates scheduling issues when using other 
facilities. and. dramatically reduces the costs of sample transport and swrage, facilities 
reimbursement/rental, staff travel costs, and lost time to staff travel. 

The various testing areas in the new lab allocated to mechanical and children's product 
resting will allow CPSC co tes1 more items than we can today. The new lab will have an 
Outdoor Power Sports Equipmenr lest lab with an integral till table thac will be used to 
characterize many tip-over characteiistics of A TVs. ROVs, and other related equipment 
in a coutrollcd environment. The till table will pennit the indoor testing of ATVs to all 
rhe ANSJ/SVIA standards, including the parking brake holding test. An exhaust system 
will permit safe indoor engine operation and allow the functional testing of engine 
controls per the perfonnance s1andards. The lab will also house new crib testing 
cquiµment. 

The new lab will house a pool and spa tcst facility capable of testing a much broader 
range of safety vacuum release systems (SVRS). pool drains, and drain covers year 
around in accordance with rhc provision of the Virginia Graham Baker Pool and Spa 
Safety Act. The tesl facility at the current lab is located outdoors and must be shut down 
during the winter months. The new lab will also house two new environmental rest 
chambers designed to rest a broader range of products known to generare hazardous 
quantities of carbon monoxide, including portable generators. 
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The new equipment and additional personnel allows CPSC co expand testing to a broader 
range of consumer products and to test a larger volume of products. in support of CPSC's 
expanded compliance activity, thus ultimately benefiting the American consumer. 

3) As you know, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act also prohibits 
th~ export to other rountrie.s or toys containing substances banned in the U.S. 
What resources has the Commission dedicated to enforcing this provision? 
Are you aware of any instan~ of toys containing banned substances being 
exported to another country since the new law was signed in August 2008? 

Response: 

The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) strengthened CPSC' s control 
of exports in several important ways. but it did not prohibit all exports of toys containing 
substances banned in the United States. The CPSIA added a new paragraph (15) to 
Section l 9(a) of the Consumer Product Safety Act. This provision now makes it 
unlawful to export/or purpose of sale a toy thac is or contains a banned hazardous 
substance. unless the Secretary of Treasury permits the export pursuant to section 17(c). 

This provision does not reach all toy~ containing substances banned in the United States: 
rather. the toy must be or contain a "banned hazardous substance within the meaning of 
section 2(q)<I) of the Federal Hazarclous Substances Act." Toys that contain lead above 
the limits prescribed by the CPSIA meet this description as a consequence of section 
I 01 (g) of the CPSIA. Section I 08. by contrast. did not characteli1.e all toys containing 
banned phthalates as banned hazardous substances. In addition, the CPSIA Iefc 
undisturhed section I 8(a) of the Consumer Product Safely Act thac makes the whole Act. 
including the new prohibition in section 19(a)(15}, inapplicable 10 any consumer product 
that is 111onufac111red for export. with certain exceptions. 

As section I 9(a)() 5) itself makes clear. even if a toy is a banned hazardous substance. its 
export is not always unlawful: rather. it is still possible to export such a toy for purposes 
other than sale. Also, the Secretary of Treasury has authority to allow the export a toy 
that is stopped at impurt, even if the purpose is for sale, 

A party chat wishes co export a toy (olhcr than a toy chat is manufaclurcd solely for export 
and never distributed in the Unilcd States) must notify CPSC at least thirty days in 
advance of a proposed export. Under the CPSIA, unless the destination country 
affirmatively agrees to the export. the Commission has authority co prohibit the shipment 
The resource~ dedicated to export control ase primarily involve{l wich this process rather 
than with attempting to find unauthorized exports more generally. 

The Office of Compliance staff has not identified any instance of loys containing banned 
substances being exported to another country since the CPSIA took effect. 
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Ranking Member Emerson 

Regarding the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008: 

I) Has there been suftlcient analysis to identify all the industries that may be 
impacted, and has their ~omment been solicited? 

Response: 

Many of lhe rules promulgated by the Commission pursuant ro the CPSIA have 
undergone a Regulatory Flexibility analysis. The purpose of this analysis is to identify 
the indus1ries that are likely 10 he affected and evaluate the impact or those rules on small 
businesses. Throughout this process. the Commission has been very sensitive 10 the 
concerns of small business and. in some cases. has explicitly solicited their opinions. 
One example of this is the December 2009 workshop the Commission conducted on the 
con1inuing lcsting rule and component pan tt:sting. Another example is a series of 
webinars that senior CPSC staff conducted on March 25-26. 2010, with members of the 
Etsy community and Handmade Toy Alliance to discuss how the CPSIA is being 
implemented and enforced. 

2) Has sufficient analysis been given to the consideration or industries that 
should be exempted? 

Response: 

Under the statutory framework of the CPSIA. the Commission does not have the 
authority or discretion to exempt entire industries or subclasses of industries. However. 
the Commission has given ex1ensive consideration to lhe issues faced by all industries in 
crafting regulations. 

One ex.ample of this is the lead determinations rule, which stated that certain products -
such as paper. couon and untreated wood - will never exceed the lead limits under 
section JO I of the CPSIA and, therefore, do not need to be tested and certified under 
section 102 of tht: CPSIA. Another example is our efforts in the context of the lhird
pany testing to allow component testing and certification by component suppliers in 
many cases rather than to require an third-party testing by the final product manufacturer. 

3) Has the regulation received adequate review in an effort to noid the 
unintended inclusion or industries that were not originally within the scope of 
regulation? 

Response: 

The CPSIA sets, by statute, the industries and products covered by its jurisdiction. 
However, in an auempt to give clear guidance to industry on which products are subject 
to regulalion. the Corrunission has promulgated a proposed interpretative rule defining 
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what constitute.~ a children's product and will soon issue proposed interpre1a1ive rules on 
what constitutes a children's toy and child care article These interpretative rules will 
help to give industry certainty and predictability in determining whether their products 
are subject to regulation. 

4) Do the industries affected have the expertise to be reasonably expected to 
have the ability to comply with the rei_:ulationtt without creating an undue burden? 

Response: 

As noted above. the Commission has undertaken substantial efforts to educate all 
industries - and especially sma!I businesses - on the steps necessary to achieve 
compliance wilh the requirements of the CPSIA. Some industries. however, will incur 
additional costs (such as outside technical expertise and third-party testing) to comply 
with the Act. 

S) Has there been adequate and appropriate consideration regarding the 
financial impact oft.he industries affected? 

Response: 

As noted above, 1he Commission has conducted a Regulatory Flexibility analysis on 
many of the new regulations required by the Act. and conducted significant outreach to 
affected industries. However, the Commission does nc>t have the resources to conduct a 
"glohal" analysis of any economic impact resulling from the CPSIA. The Congressional 
Budget Office (CHO} or the Government Accountability Office (GAO) would be more 
appropriately situated ((1 conduct that sort of economic analysb. 

6) Is there sufficient clarity of definition and arc the material resources readily 
available to those who are held aCl.'i>untable for compliance? 

Response: 

As seated in the response to question 1, the Commission has made every effort to reach 
out to small businesses and other industries impacted by CPSIA to make sure that the 
requirements of the Act. and regulations promulgated pursuant to the Act. are fair and 
clear to all stakeholders. It is likely. however, that some affected husincsses may require 
outside technical resources to comply with the Act. 
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Quest.ions ror the Record Submitted by Congresswoman Lee 

Question on Testing of lmoorted Products 

I) What percentage of imported products are currently tested and can we 
expect that someday soon every product sold on store shelves in America bas been 
to1ed for safety? 

Response: 

Before cnacLmenr of the Consumer Product Safely Improvement Act (CPSIA}. most 
consumer products imported into che United Slates were not required to be tested unless 
they were subject to one of about a dozen mandatory standards. The CPSIA strengthened 
testing requirements in a number of ways. First. il required testing for a much broader 
array of mandaLory standards. Second, it required CPSC to adopt many additional 
standards for which tesling will also be required. These include slandards for many 
different types of durable infant and lOddler products, as well as standards for toys and 
all-terrain vehicles (ATVs). Third, for children's products, the CPSIA required testing to 
be conducted by third-party test laboratories whose credentials have been recognized by 
theCPSC. 

CPSC has also increased the number of imported products it is screening and Lesting for 
compliance with mandatory standards. Last year, we sec the all-time record for import 
samples collected. As we begin to take advantage of our new laboratory in the near 
future, we expect to be able 10 expand our testing even funher. 

However. despite these factors expanding the number of products undergoing testing 
before being imported. there are still many consumer products that are not required to be 
tested. 

Questions on Fire Safety 

Of course I suppon the work of the CPSC in reducing the tragic impact of injury 
and death due to tires in America. but I am concerned about some of the chemical 
nre retardants currently in use. 

1) Are we replacing one danger, of fire, with another, of exposure to toxic 
chemicals, such as brominated flame retardants and other persistent organo
halogenated compounds and their descriptors, in our homes? 

Response: 

No. One of CPSC's ohjective.> in the area of fire safety is to provide reductions in 
product-related fire risks without imposing potemial health risks associated with flame 
retardant chemicals. This ohjective. along with mher factors. guided the CPSC staffs 
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development of the recenL flammability performance rules for mattress and (proposed) 
for uphol~tcred furniture. 

CPSC's flammability perfonnance rules neither require nor prohibit any fire safety 
technologies. including tlame cctardant chemical treatments. Halogenated flame 
retardants are not currently used in the U.S. to meet any existing or proposed CPSC 
flammability performance rules. 

2) Has the CPSC lested fire retardan~ for safety and the impact of long term 
exposure to retardant materials in furniture and clothing on children and adults? 

Response: 

CPSC has studied name retardant chemical (FRs) safety extensively. Recemly. in 
developing rules on mattresses and upholstered fumicure. CPSC staff reviewed many 
toxicity data reports. conducted laboratory experiments to assess potential exposure. and 
developed estimates of human health risks associated with FRs that could be used to 
comply with various alternative regulatory approaches. While developing the 
Commission· s 2006 mattress open-flame rule , CPSC staff conducted an exposure and 
risk assessment of possible fire retardant treated barriers that could he used to meet the 
Scandard. The assessment included conservative assumptions for the calculations used to 
estimate the risk of health effects to consumers, and was subjected to external peer 
review. The staff concluded that there were fire retardant treated harriers that could be 
used in mattresses that would not pose an unreasonable risk of health effects to 
consumers. 

In the case of upholstered furniture. the staffs evaluation of flame retardant fabric 
treatments (and a National Academy of Sciences report3 on the subject) concluded that 
the most likely treatments would not pose significant health risks. but that data were 
lacking for other candidate treatments; the staff's evaluation of flame retardant 
polyurethane foam treatments concluded that one currently used candidate was unlikely 
to pose significant risks. but that complete data were lacking. and another currently used 
candidate could pose a significant risk. In view of these conclusions and other guiding 
factors, the Commission·s 2008 proposed rule4 is crafted such thac neither fabric nor 
foam flame retardant treatments would likely be used as a method of compliance. The 
chosen approach would not result in consumer exposure to flame retardant chemicals. 

The flammability performance requirements for children's sleepwear5 do not mandate or 
prohibit any type of fabric or flame-retardant treatment~. Due to fiber characteristics. 

2 16 Code of Federal Regula1ions Part 1633. Srandard foe the Flammability (Open-Flame) of Maures.~es. 
~Toxicological Risks of Selected Aamc-Rl!tardan( Chemicals. National Research Council. NalionaJ 

Academy Press. Washington. DC. 2000. 
~ll .S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. S1andard for lhe Flammability of R~siden1ial Uphol~tered 

Furniture: Proposed Rule. 73 Fedcrol Register 11701: March 4. 2008. 
; 16Code of rederal Regularions Parts 161~ and 1616. 
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however. some synthetic fabrics pass the test, but untreated cotton fabrics generally do 
not. 

While not prohibited from doing so. apparel manufacturers have been reluctant to treat 
sleepwear fabrics with flame-retardant chemicals since the late 1970s. Sleepwear treated 
with flame-retardant chemicals, including the flame-retardant chemical tris (2.3 -
dibromopropyl) phosphate, commonly k.nown as Tris. was available in the 1970s. 
However. after it was detennined that Tris caused cancer in test animals, almost all 
children· s sleepwear garments treated with any type of flame-retardant chemical 
disappeared from the market.0 

ln 1996 CPSC amended the children's sleepwear flammability standards to ell.empt 
sleepwear sized for infants aged 9 months and younger and tight-fitting sleepwear for 
older children. 7 This allows parents to choose couon sleepwear for their children. as long 
as it meets the tight-fitting requirements. 

CPSC continues to monitor ongoing studies, including CPSC-requested chronic toxicity 
smdies by the National Toxicology Program of the Department of Health and Human 
Services, which will contribute to the overall level of knowledge about FR chemicals 
among scientists and regulators. 

3) Does the CPSC have plans to consider including the costs of chemical 
exposure in their calculation of the impact of product hamrds? 

Response: 

CPSC does plan to consider potential costs associated with potential heallh effects. 
related to chemical exposures or otherwise. in the context of specific rulemaking 
activities. In the ongoing proceeding on upholstered furniture flammability, for example, 
CPSC staff plans to consider potential health costs in its regulatory analyses. 10 I.he extent 
that FR chemical additive.~ could be used to comply with a rule or other alternatives. ln 
keeping with the agency's objective to provide reductions in product-related fire risks 
without imposing potential health risks, this rule wnuld not likely result in chemical 
exposures or attendant potential costs to consumers. In 2006 (the most current data). there 
were an estimated 2.280 deaths. 12,820 injuries and $6.3 billion in property loss 
associated with unintentional residential structural fires. 8 ·me estimated societal cost of 
these fire losses was approximately $20 billion. 

6 The CPSC banned bromina1ed Tris under the federal Hazartlous Substances Act and ii disappeared from 
lhe mark.et; the ban was later ov<'!numed. Subsequently, EPA issued and Significam New Use Rule 
(SNUR) for brominated Tris. 
'U.S. Consumer Produc1 Safety Commission. Standard for lhe flammabili1y of children's sleepwear: sizes 
0 through 6~; standard for the flammability of children's sleepwear: sizes 7 lhrough 14. Fetkral Regi.fter 
t996; 61 (l 75):47634-47649. 
• Miller. D .. Chowdhury. R. and Greeoe. M. 2004·2006 Residential Fire Los$ Estimates. U.S. Nalional 
E.s1im:11es of Fires. Deaths. Injuries and Propeny Losses from Unin1en1ional l'ires. U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Conunis.s.ion. Oc1ober 2009. 
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4) When considering the safety or materials like lead, phthalates, cadmium, and 
toxic chemical in products, what romideration is given to the impad on 
consumer safety when those products reach the w~'te stream and possibly 
cause unsafe ex~ure through the air or water? 

Response: 

While waste management and "end of life" product recycling is not within the 
Commission's jurisdiction, the CPSC docs consider chemical risks from children's 
products in the context of overall chemical exposure by a child. For example. section 
I08 of the CPSIA requires that we look at a wide pat!em of possible exposures in 
assessing the toxicity of children's pro<lucts containing phthalates. We also coordinate 
with other agencies with relevant jurisdiction over waste. and specifically tum to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for disposal guidant:e for products that contain 
toxic substances. 

Questions on Minority Hiring and Contracting 

l} Does the CPSC have a written diversity outreach, hiring and contracting 
plan in place? 

Rcsoonse: Yes. the CPSC outreach and hiring plan is detailed in our annual MD-715 
report to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. A copy of the plan is 
enclosed. CPSC also has a diversity outreach management goal to address under 
representation written into its strategic plan. The Office of EEO and Minority Enterprise 
serves as the small and disadvan1.age business agency liaison. This office responds in 
wri1ing to requests for infonnation. networks. and conduces outreach activities with small 
and disadvantaged business communities through conferences and workshops. 

2) Will you provide the Subcommittee with infonnation regarding the diversity 
of the professional full time employees at the CPSC broken down by job title or GS 
level? 

Response: Yes. a copy of career. professional full-time employees by job title and GS 
grade level is auached at Appendix A. 

3) What measures or procedures are in place at the CPSC to ensure that it is 
recruiting and hiring a diverse staff including from different race and ethnicities, 
for instance does CPSC recruit or have a internship progrruM at Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities and other Minority Serving Institutions? 

Response: CPSC has a diversity outreach management goal to address 
underrepresentation written into its strategic plan and conducts outreach activities with 
many organizations. including Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and 
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other Minority Serving ln~ticutions as well as vocational rehabilitation omces and 
veterans groups for agency vacancies. CPSC has recently sent recruitment memoranda 
and brochures to all HBCUs, Hispanic.: Serving Institutions. and Tribal Colleges 
promoting the agency as the employer of choice. 

When funding is available, CPSC works with the Hispanic Association of Colleges and 
Univcrsitie!> (HACU) to bring aboard a student engineering intern. CPSC has partnered 
with Howard University Law School to bring law interns into the agency. In addition. 
CPSC panicipates in job fairs including minority job fairs such as the recent Society of 
Hispanic ProfessionaJ Engineer. Blacks in Government job fair, and will participate in the 
Office of Peri;onnel Management Hiring Fair. for Schedule A appointees. 

We also take advantage of marketing our agency as an employer of choice through 
networking at conferences sponsored by Federally Employed Women, the Federal Asian 
Pacific Islander Council, the Urban League. the National Association for che 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). the National Council of La Raza. League of 
United Latin American Citizens (LULAC). and National IMAGE. Inc. CPSC also 
leverages its partnerships with other federal agencies. including using the National 
Council of Hi!;panic Employment Program Managers, to disseminate our vacancies in an 
cffon to achieve a diverse applicant pool. Finally. we attend local elementary and 
secondary school career day.~ and sponsor a career day and internships for a local high 
school. 

4) On the procurement and contracting side, can you also provide us with 
information regarding the amount and percent of contracts that the CPSC makes 
with small and disadvantaged business enterprises, particularly women and 
minority owned tinns? 

Response: CPSC awarded a tOtal of R86 contracts for $26,447,912.31 in FY 2009. 
CPSC awards for small businesses are shown in the table below. This data was compiled 
through the GSA Federal Procurement Daca System - Next Generation (FPDS-NG) (info 
website: hllps://www.fods.gov/fpdsng ems/). 

CPSC Small Business Awards 
Percent 
(total 

Tvne of BllSiness Actions Dollars contr.tcts )* 
Small Business 381 $11.402,341.69 43.1% 
Small Disadvant.u?ed 43 $7,532.679.89 28.5% 
8(a) Procedure 27 $7 ,368,054.68 27.9% 
Veteran Owned Small Business 14 $2.459.937.72 9.3% 
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small 
Business 7 $2.270,630.22 8.6% 
Women Owned Small Business 140 $4.059,857.76 15.4% 
Certified HURzone Small Business 14 $2,666.862.65 10.1% 
•Percents do not add 10 100% due 10 overlap among the categones. 
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5) What proactin steps is the CPSC taking to en.~ure a diversity of oompanies 
can compete for any contracts that you offer? 

Resoonsc: 

CPSC"s written directives on procurement encourage the use of set-asides, such as 8(a) 
set-asides and identification of 8(a) and other small business sources. These goals are 
funhcr clarified during face to face acquisition planning for specific procurements. 
Anticipated open market procurements ex.ceeding $25,000 are synopsized in FedBizOpps 
and arc available for all business enterprises to review. 

In addition, the agency sets aside all procurements for small businesses when two or 
more responsible small business sources have been identified. When possible, these are 
further set-asides for 8(a) small and disadvantaged business firms. We have had 
continued success in soliciting the participation of. and awarding contracts to. small 
businesses and small disadvantaged businesses. and veteran owned, service disabled 
veteran owned, women owned, and HUBzone businesse.~. 

Also, CPSC staff from the Office of EEO and Minority Enterprise has panicipated in 
small and disadvantaged business fairs. which included veterans. women, and minority 
owned businesses and has conducted presentations abou1 contracting opportunities for 
these groups. Additionally. this individual is exploring the establishment of a website 
link to a small business page that would describe and define opportunities for businesses. 
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UOCFOAll I U.S. Equal Emipl(IJmM!nf """"'11tlllty C°""'*8/on 
715-01 FEDERAL AGrncY ..,.,..UAI. 

PARTA·D EEO PAOGllAM STATUS REPORT 
... 

Fot PMiod c:ovaring 25!!!!!!: ', 2!!!!ll .10-....ma Diii 

PART A 1. Agiotey 1. us eon- P<Oduel S111ecycom"'1aoion 
Depa11ment 
orAg&ney 1 .a. 2!" level rep00;ng component NIA 
ldenlilying 
tntormation 

1 .b 3'" levill reporting component NIA 

1 .c. 4• levt0I rap0<1ing compone~t NIA 

2. Address 2. 4330 bat Weet HiQl>wav 

3. City, S1a1e. Zip COile 3. 8el""9do. MD 20614 

4. CPOF Code J 5. FIPS coae(sl 4.SKOO 1 s. 2403• 

PNITB I. Enter 1otal numller ol permaoenl lull-time and part·time employees •. 439 
Total 

El!'ployment 2. E.n1er lotar numoer o1 rempo,..y emproyees ?. 22 

3. Enter 101a1 n..nber emplO)'e&s paiij ltom non·approorrated lunl!s 3. 0 

4. TOTAL EMPl.OYlllENT [edd !IMO B 1 lhroUQll 3] '· 481 

PAATC 1 Head ol Agency t.1-Tenenbaum. ChairmBA 
A9/)f>C'f 

Otlic•aJ(s) 
Olllciar Title 

Resconsible 
fOIO•e•si~I 

2. Agency Head ~signee 2.NIA 

otEEO 
3. Pr.nc<par EEO Di•ec1tl<IO!liei31 3. t<athleen 111111i.v. DiteetOf, a;o anc1 Ml.-11y Enlefl)n ... Ptogram(sJ 
Ol1leial T11lelS<1r•esgcade GS·-15 

4. Title VII Alhrma1iw EEO 4, Ka-. Buttrey, Direc&Of, EEO and MlllOflty EntetpriM 
Program Ofllciaf 

5. SectrM soi "ffi•mative Aclion 5. Kalllleen Buttrey. Direct<><. EEO end Mlno<ity EnlerpriM 
Prog.am Ollicrar 

6. Comr:>loint Processing Prog•am 6. Dee>bie Wet•rman. EEO Speeiallat 
Manager 

7. 01her Flesponsiote f EO SldH 
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EEOC FOAM 

I 
U.S. Equal~ Opportitnlly~ 

11HI FEO!Ml AGENCY AHHUAL 
PMTA·D EEO PROGRAM STATUS MPORT 

PARTD Subotdlnal• Componem end lDcetion CPOFandFIPS 
l•S1 of Sl.lborOinale Companen!s Covered in This 4Cily/5Wte) codee 

Rllt)O:I 

None 

--
EEOC FOAMS and Oocumenls tnclcOOd Wilh Tllr.s RePol1 

'E>ecu:i~ Summa.., (F'ORM 71 S.01 PART x •opl>Otlal Annual Self·AS$$SStnel'I\ CMc~list Againsl EsGen1ial NA 
E). lltal n>Cl..aes: Elemenls (l"OAM 7\s.<J1PART G] 

8roe1 par agr31)1l CleSC1ibing lhe AQency's x ·eeo Plan ToAna;n the Essential E.1emen1s ot a Mooel EEO NA 
mi5'sioo and misstorwesaied 'uncttons Progtam {FORM 715.01PAFIT HJ for aach pr09rammatoc ess..,11a1 

elemsnt requinng ;mprovement 

Summary of rssulls ol Agency's amual x 'EEO Plan To E1"'1i<Wlle Identified 8atrier NA 
seK·aswss.,,..nt against M0·7!~ (FOFlM 7t5·01 PART t) lor each ;11en1ilieo i>arrier 
·essenlial E1~ents• 

Summaiy ol Analysis 01 Wort. Force x ·Special Pt()Qfam Plan lor ttie RecfUil~t. f-ltring, and NA 
Pro1iles inclUdlng net cha09e analysis anr1 
compa1isori to s=!CLF 

Advaw;emenr or lndMdue•s Will> Targeted D1sab~i~9S fo1 
age,,.,ios wilh 1,000 o< more Olllployees [FORM 71~.(ll Pt.AT JJ 

Summary"' EEO Plan cbjeclilleS ~lanned x •copy ot Wa1c.force Da1a Table$ as necessary to suppof't )\ 

to eliminate identi••ed bauiefS or coirect Ex8Clltive Summary 3ndi'or EEO Plans 
i program deficiencies 

Summa<y 1)1 EEO Plan Action •!ems x ·copy or r;1a1a Iron: 462 Ftegon a$ necessary to"'""°" ac110n NA 
1moremen1ed or a.ccompltShed ••ems related 10 Complaint Proces.s•n9 Prog'am cset.cieocies. ADR 

eHe<:!1~n&Ss. oc 01he1 eompi;ance ;ssves 

"Statement ot Es1aol1Sl"imen1 ot Continuir.g x 'Copy e>t Fac~;1y Aocess;t•~•y S"rvey r1>SUllS ••necessary lo NA 
Equal Eml)loymenl Op1>Ql1uni1y Programs <Support EEO Aclioo Piao tor building reno,,at1on pr0fetl$ I 
{FOAM 715·01 PART F] 

·cop~ ol relevani EEO Pol•cy x ·organl:ational Chart x 
Stalement(s) and'or excerpts horn revis~ons 
maao 10 EE.O Po4q Slalemenls 
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US Equal EmplOymeflt 01>Porhiniry Commission 
FEDERAL AGENCY ANNUAL REPORT 

US Consumer P!Dduct Salely CommlSsion 
For the period cow~og Octoller t. 20810 &plember 30. 2009 

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is an independent healtll and salety 
regulatory Agency. respoMible lor protecting the American public from unreasonable risks of 
injury and death from thousands of consumer products. 

CPSC's mission is to address unreasonable risks of injury and death from consumer products 
and to assist consumers in evaluating the comparative safety of consumer products. The CPSC 
has two major programs: Reducing product hazards to consumers and identifying product 
hazards. CPSC uses a variety of tools to reduce the risks of hazardous consumer products 
including (1) developing and strengthening voluntary and mandatory safety standards: (2) 
initiating recalls and corrective actions of hazardous products and enforcing existing regulations; 
and (3) alerting the public to safety hazards and safe practices. 

Under its work on sirategic management of human capital under the President's Management 
Agenda, CPSC established recruitment and training goals to strengthen the Agency's Equal 
Employment Opportunity (EEO) program. 

Summary of Agency's Annual Self·Assesament 

The Agency's annual self·assessment against the essential elements of a model EEO program 
reveals the following slrengths, weaknesses and plans to overcome identified weaknesses 
(bolded): 

• Element A - Demonstrated Commitment from Agency Leadership. 

The Chairman's policy fetters on Non·Discrimination in Employment and the Preven~on 
of Harassment were issued to the entire workforce via email on July 21. 2009. The 
Chairman wlll re-issue the EEO policy statement annually. 

New employees are provided a copy of the policy letters. along with other EEO related 
material. upon in-processing. EEO materials, including the Directive on Reasonable 
Accommodation, are posted on the EEO intranet site The Directive on Reasonable 
Accommodation is also posted on our public website. EEO has dedicated bulletin 
boards in the Headquarters building where materlals and information. including the 
counselor poster, policy letters and No Fear Act information. are displayed. EEO related 
materials are available in the personnel ottice. 

We conduct management training regarding their responsibilities under the procedures 
for reasonable accommodation as well as EEO policies and principles. We inform the 
workfo<ce of what behaviors are inappropriate and the penalties for unacceptable 
behavior through training, email, and one on one counseling. 

Through our Directive on EEO and procedures for filing complaints of discrimination we 
reinforce managers and supelVisors responsibilities to address concerns. resolve 
conflicts, and take appropriate corrective action. 

Managers and supervisors are evaluated on their support of EEO goals. 

E•ecutive Summary Page 1 
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• Element B - Integration of EEO Into the Agency'$ Strategic Mission. 

The Direct0t at EEO repons directly to the Chairman with clearly defined duties and the 
knowledge, skills and abilities to carry out the duties and responsibilities of the position. 
The Director has access as needed to the Chairman. Chief of Staff, and other senior 
managemenl officials to inform them of tile status of the Agency's EEO program on a 
regular basis. 

The Chairman. Chief of Staff, Commissioners, managers and supervisors were provided 
the opportunity to identify barriers. develop action items, and report on the 
accomplishments listed in this plan prior to its submission. Senior leaders were asked to 
review Agency recruitment, retention. and advancement within their organizations and 
identify any new barriers to equal opportunity and commit to an action item to overcome 
any current or new barriers. Additionally, each senior official received a copy of this 
report prior to its submission for information and review as part of the State of the 
Agency briefing report 

The EEO office works with selecting officials in developing outreach initiatives to ensure 
the widest possible applicant pool. EEO provides advice and assistance to managers 
and supervisors on employment related issues and concerns. 

The Agency has appointed a Disability Program Manager and in FY04 revised the 
Agency directive on the reasonable accommodation process. The directive is posted on 
the Agency directives and EEO intranet sites, and on the public web site. EEO staff 
work collectively and individually on a case-by·case basis with supervisors and 
employees on procedures fat reasonable accommodation. EEO works closely with the 
Office of Human Resouices Management (EXAM), Office of General Counsel (OGC). 
the supervisor and the employee providing assistance with accommodation issues. A 
central Agency fund exists for providing ergonomic assessments and equipment. The 
Agency has a memorandum of agreement with the Defense Computer and Electronic 
Equipment Program to provide other electronic and computer accommodations. In 
FY09. our bi-annual No FEAR Act training provided all employees training in reasonable 
accommodations. 

The Agency has appointed Federal Women's Program, Black Employment Program and 
Hispanic Employment Program managers. The Agency has three EEO Counselors. 

The EEO office is responsible for coordinating compliance with the Federal EQual 
Opportunity Recruitment Program (FEORP). Veterans Employment Programs and other 
special emphasis programs. 

EEO training and education programs are made available to all supervisors and 
employees through a variety of methods Headquarters training and programs are 
broadcast live and videotaped and posted on the EEO intranet site available to 
supervisors and employees teleworking full-time and for those HeadQuarters staff that 
may have missed the opportunity to participate. The EEO Director provides training at 
Field Managers meetings and regional employee meetings. Funding is adequate to 
support EEO program goals including funding for EEO materials, training, and the EEO 
complaints process. 

Execulive Summary Page2 
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This year. several EEO related training opportunities were conducted for employees, 
managers and supervisors including the ADA act of 2008, Ebbing the Tide of Reprisal 
Complaints, How to Stay Out of Legal Hot Water, Demystifying EEO (for employees). 
Workplace Harassment. and Conflict Resolution (Field Staff). A power-point refresher 
training on Mediation was provided to tOO"/o of the workforce. 

This past year, we have been able to fund training opportunities for collateral duty EEO 
counselors (EEO refresher training) and special emphasis program managers including 
the Blacks iii Government (BIG} and Federally EmploY9d Women (FEW) conferences. 
Training was funded for EEO full·time staff, including the Perspectives in Disability 
conference and the EEOC EXCEL conference. 

EEO officials are provided a copy of weekly staffing reports to identify anticipated 
vacancies for outreach activities. EEO officials participate in Agency selections for 
executive level training. Adcjtionelly. EEO is included in the review of Agency 
documents, policies. and directives that may affect EEO. 

• Element C - Ensuring Management and Program Aceountabillty. 

The EEO staff pro\lides regular reports to the Chairman and senior staff on the status ot 
the EEO program. The EEO Director regularly sends out EEO-related information to 
senior Agency staff. This information includes case law updates. reports on best 
practices, Government Accountability Office (GAO), Office of Personnel Management 
(OPM). Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) and other reports on EEO and di\lersity. 
This information is posted on the EEO Outlook bulletin board and on employee 
exchange. 

EEO meets weekly with the Executive Director, Deputy, Human Resource Director ane 
Office of General Counsel to discuss employee relations and EEO issues of concern. 

The Agency developed a training directive for supervisors. managers and executives. 
which include both substantive and procedural EEO training components. The Agency 
also developed a directive establishing a Federal Career Intern Program. In 2005, the 
Agency reviewed and updated it9 merit promotion policy and procedures. The 
EEO office provided input into this review. The Agency Is purchasing a Talent 
Management System that will assist managers in developing competencies lor job 
series and 9Ubsequent training plane to close any employee skill gaps. This 
system will help senior managers Identify leadership competencies to identify 
training plans to grow leaders at all levels. 

No findings of discrimination or breach of settlement agreements have occurred In !he 
Agency in the past year. 

There have been no instances of Agency noncompliance with Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), MSPB, Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLAA), 
arbitrators. and District Court orders. 

Execulive Summary Page3 
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• Essential Element D - Proactive Prevention. 

EEO staff and senior managers collaborated on the barrier assessment, analysis. 
objectives and accomplishments forming the framework of this plan. This assessment 
included trend analyses ot workforce profiles, major occupations. grade level distribution, 
compensatiOn and reward systems, and a general review of the effectiveness of 
management/personnel policies, procedures and practices by race, national origin. sex, 
and disability. 

Input is sooght regarding the workforce environment through several means. These 
include assessment of exit interviews. employee surveys, and the annual OPM Human 
Capital Survey. 

The Agency Includes annual EEO performance goals as pan of its performance and 
budget plan under the President's Management Agenda in the areas of targeted 
recruitment. EEO training, and diversity initiatives. EEO staff works with managers at all 
levels in successfully implementing these goals. The goals include conducting 
recruitment outreach initiatives and developing plans to increase representation of 
Hispanics and individuals with disabilities in the Agency workforce. The latter have 
included mentoring programs. awareness training. shadowing assignments, targeted 
outreach and partnering with a local high school. Jn FY09, we exceeded all these goals. 

The Agency has an effective Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADA) program with 
employees encouraged to consider participating in the process. When an employee 
requests ADA and it is deemed appropriate to offer ADA. supervisors and managers are 
required to participate. 

The Agency has revised its ADA directive to ensure incorporations of the suggestions 
made by EEOC in its August 4. 2005 letter to the Agency. That directive was signed by 
the Chairman in FY06 and distributed again to all employees via email notification. In 
FY09, the Agency conducted relresher training in Mediation for 100% of personnel via 
an intranet training presentation. 

Since 2007, CPSC has captured and reviewed applicant flow data through the 
Quick Hire system. This data captures ah race/national origin (RNO) groups 
including Native Hawaiian/Pacific lalandera and indlviduals with disabilities. 
Since August 2005, CPSC has captwed RNO data for Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander new employees using the revi88d SF181. In FY04 we developed a 
tool that Included Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander as well as other RNO 
groupings and resurveyed our entire workforce. 

• Essential Element E - Efficiency. 

EEO statf has the necessary training and experience to conduct the MD-715 analysis. 

ExeclJlive ~mmeuy Page 4 
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The Agency gets its personnel data base support from Department of Interior (001). 

The EEO Office conducts periodic assessments of data contained in the Human 
Resource dalabase against standard forms received and manual reports compiled as a 
quality control measure tor Race. NatiOnal Origin (ANO) and disabilily data. 

FY09 afforded the Agency the use of Quick Hire for recruitment purposes. Quick Hire 
has an elfectlve means of capturing or gathering applicant flow data including RNO and 
disability data on applicants for employment; recruitment trends, and targeted 
recruitment effort, which is used by the Agency. FY09 data indication' is 
addressed In the workforce analysis ponion of this report. 

The Agency uses a complaint tracking and moni1oring system that allows identification of 
the location, status. length of processing time at each stage. issues, bases. complainant. 
and involved management officials. 

The Agency also mooitors trends via the annual EEOC 462 report including the new 
complaint trend analysis. We also monitor the training of contract investigators and 
collateral duty counselors via this report. In FYOO, 80% of Individuals filing pre
complaints w.re offered consideration for ADR (3 of 5 individuals). Two of the 5 
pre-complaints were deemed not suitable for ADR due to the nature of the 
complaint is!iues. Of the three pre-complaints considered for ADR. the Agency 
re}eeted one as the complaint was outside the purview of the Agency to resolve. 
In FY09, of the 8 pre-complaints completed, 7 or 88% were offered consideration 
for ADA. Four of the seven Individuals offered ADR consideration rejected ADR 
and elected traditional counseling. Out of the 3 ADR attempts, 67% were resolved. 

Our complaint tracking system provides the benchmarks for comparison of the Agency's 
processing of discrimination complaints with 29 C.F. A. Part 1614. 

Given its size and personnel constraints, the Agency does everything within its power to 
ensure no conflicts exist with regard to legal sufficiency reviews, Agency representation 
in EEO complaints. and the neutral adjudication of EEO complaints. The Office of 
General Counsel and Office of EEO and Minorily Enterprise have established a working 
relationship that provides lor fair and timely review and consultation. 

• Essential Element F - Responsiveness and Legal Compliance. 

The EEO Director's performance plan contains elements ensuring the timely, accurate, 
complete and consistent reporting of EEO complaint data to the EEOC. In FYOO, EEO 
began developing new management controls which will include reporting of data and 
compliance with corrective actions and senlements as required. This process is on· 
going. 

In this reporting period, 100% of EEO counseling·s were completed within the applicable 
timeframes. The average days for investigation were 148 (well below the EEOC 
required number of days of 180 clays). The Agency issued no merit decisions in FY09. 

Executive SLJmma<y Pages 
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Summary of Analysis of Work Force Profiles 

At !he end of this reporting period, CPSC's workforce consisted of 439 full·time permaneot 
employees {95% of the total workforce) located at the Headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland, the 
CPSC laboratory in Gaithersburg, Maryland and those assigned to Field and Import positions. 

Of these, 425 were In the General Schedule (GS) and 14 .. in the Senior Exe<:utive Service 
(SES). The CPSC has no employees in the Wage Grades N/G}. The FYOO permanent 
workforce was 415 . 

.. One of the 14 reflected as a pennanent SES is a polilical appointee and should be reflected 
under temporary employees. This issue has been reported to the Human Resource 
Management Office. 

Hiring efforts resulted in gains across the workforce with a net change of 5.78% (24 employees) 
relative to our FY08 level in its permanent workforce. With the exceplion of African-American 
males (no change) and American Indian/Alaskan Native males (-68.8% or 2 separalions) all 
other categories had positive net changes in FY09. 

We experienced 28 permanent workforce losses. 

WMe Wli!e 8iad< Blad< I t<lt tiis AA.IPI AA/Pl Al/AN AV~ 

~le• Females Malos FOMak$ I Males F-s Msle& Females Males Femeles 

I Voluniary 4 3 2 1 
1 
Re1ir~en1 40% 30% 20% 10% 

. Disability 1 
Re1i<emem 

I 100% 
I T1ansfe110 2 2 4 1 2 , 

New Job 17% 17% 33% 8% 17% 8% 
Res1gn~tion 1 1 1 

33% 33% 33% 
Death 1 1 

50% 50% 
! CPSC09 
! CLF. 

35.1 30.0 4.8 15.5 2.1 1.8 5.7 3.6 .2 .2 

Minority losses due 16 1ransfer or resignation were 60% compared lo their workforce 
representation ol 35%. Fifty three percent of women were loss due to transfer or resignation 
compared1o their workforce representation of 51%. One voluntary retirement and one death 
were also individuals with a disability. A review of exit surwy results indicate that 56'Yo of 
the employees taking the survey would recommend CPSC to a friend as a good place to 
work. When asked what could be done to prevent the employee from leaving, of those 
that responded, opportunities for growth (training), promotion, and respect for abilities 
were the most frequent responses. When asked what CPSC could do better, those that 
responded said communication, deciaivenen, meeting time, empowetment, and 
telecommuting. 

Permanent employees who have identified themsel"les as individuals with a disability 
experienced a net change of 2.8% (1 employee) representing 8.4% of the permanent workforce. 
Individuals with targeted disabilities remained the same at 7 employees. 1 .6% of the permanent 
workforce which is 9till below the government high of 2.95%. 

Execulive Summilrv Pa~6 
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The Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) code identified in this report is that ot 
Montgomery County. Maryland. as that is where the headquarters is localed. 

However, many employees and applicants reside in the greater Washington, DC-MD·VA-WV 
Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area (PMSA). Additionally, approximately 30% of our workforce 
resides across the US and our applicant pool potentially draws from across the US. Therefore, 
both the Greater Washington OC-MD-VA·WV PMSA and National Civilian labor Force (CLFJ 
are used tor comparison purposes. 

CPSCFY09 35.l '300 48 155 
CPSC 35.0 i 296 s:r- 16.4 

i FYlle i 
I OC·MD·VP. ClF 312 t 277 t09 12.9 
I NCI.I" 39.0 I 33.7 4.8 5.7 

• AA/Pl = Asian American/Pacific Islander 
•• Al/AN ~ American Indian/Alaskan Native 

2 t 
1.7 

46 
6.2 

l.8 5.7 ; 3.6 1.2 I .2 I 
1.7 5.3 I 3.6 ~ .7 .1 I I ; 

' 3.5- 3.4 I 3.t 1.t : .t ; 

4.5 1.9 ! 1.7 i 3 1ij 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander Males represent .2"..1. of the workforce (increase ot 1 
employee over FY08 total of OJ and Two or more races males represent .5% of the workforce 
(increase of one employee over FY08 total of one employee) with females representing .5% as 
well (staying constant at 2 employees). 

ln FY09 minorilies represented 31% of permanent new hires. a decrease of 11% over 
permanent new hires in FY08. Black females and Asian males represented the majority ol 
minority new hires at 13% for Black females (7 employees) and 9.1% for Asian males (5 
employees). Asian females and Hispanic mares represented 3.6% with 2 employees in each 
category. Women represented 47% of all permanent new hires, a decrease of 2% over FYOS. 
Three FY09 new hires identified him or herself as an individual with a disability. No new 
individuals with targel disabilities were idenlified. We will continue 10 lry and meet our goal of 
one new hire of an individual with a largeted disability in FYtO. 

Pagel 
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01 lhe permanent workforce in FY09, 245 employees or 56% are in the Officials and Managers 
occupation category compared to 238 employees or 57% in FYOO. 01 these 245 employees. 
173 or 71% are non-supervisory. In FY09, 160 employees or 36% are in the Professional 
category compared lo 142 or 34% in FY08. In FY09, 5 employees or 1.2% are in the 
Technicians category the same as in FY08. In FY09. 22 employees or 5% are in the 
Administrative Support Workers category compared to 25 or 6% Administrative Support 
Workers in FYOS. Finally, in FY09, 6 employees or 1.4% are Service Worl<ers compared to 5 
employees or 1.2% in FYOS. CPSC has no employees in the Sales Workers. Craft Workers. 
Operatives. or Laborers and Helpers occupational categories. 

The percentage representation ol employee groups in the Officials and Managers 
occupational category (our largest employment category with 245 employees} reflects the 
following information. CPSC occupational series in this category include GS-0301, 0340, 0343, 
0501, 1102. and 1801. 

Officiate and Managers Data 

Whilt W11118 Black eiae- I-tis ~is A.M'I ·- -AA/f'I A~AN A~AN 
Males Females Males F""'olas Malas Fem,,. es Males Females M.ies Females 

CPSC 
FY09 

37.1 32.0 4.9 13.5 2.9 2.5 3.6 1.6 .4 .4 

CPSC 35.1 30.0 4.B t5.5 2.'1 1.8 5.7 3.6 .2 .2 I CLF 09 i 
! CPSC 37.0 32.4 5.0 13.9 2.5 2.1 3.4 1.7 .8 .4 I ! FYOS 
1 CPSC 
I CLFOS 

350 30.0 5.0 16.4 1.7 1.7 5.3 3.6 .2 .2 

I DCMelt0 42.4 29.5 7.0 9.8 2.3 1.9 2.9 1.9 .1 .2 
, CLF 
f NCLF 52.1 30.6 2.8 3.5 3.3 2.4 2.1 1.3 .2 .2 

Highlighted percentages indicate underrepresentation in that ANO category. In this category, 
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander males are .4% and two or more race females are .8%. 
Also. in this category. individuals with disabilities represented 9.8% of the permanent employees 
in FY09 compared to 9.7% of the permanent employees in FY08. Individuals with targeted 
disabilities represented .8% FY09, the same as in FYOS. Note that our Project Safety 
Investigator positions, which make up a good portion of our mld·level officials and 
managers group, have bona fide occupational physical requirements that may cause 
fewer individuals with disabilities to apply. 

The percentage representation of employee groups in the Professionals occupational category 
(our next largest employment category with 154 employees) reflects the following. CPSC 
occupational series in this category include GS-0110. 0180, 0201. 0405, 0415. 0510. 0801, 
0830.0850,0905, 1035, 1320, 1629, 1529. 1530.and2210. 

Executive Summaiy Page 8 
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Protualooph1 Dp1111 

wi.... ........ BIO<I< Blook - ~ .. Hi< AA/Pl AM>I AVAN AVAH ..... F.-naMe ....... Fema"" Malas f9Cl'leles Moles Females. - F•fTl81ea l 
CPSC 36.9 / 211.B 5.0 9.4 1.3 .6 9.4 7.5 0 0 I 
FY09 L...-_____ 

···- I 
CPSC 35.1 ! 30.0- 4.a 15.5 2.1 1.8 5.7 3.6 .2 .2 ! C~F09 

'CPsc 38.0 29.8 5.6 ! 10.7 .7 .7 9.2 7.8 0 0 l FVue 
CPSC 35.0 
CLFQ8 

30.0 50 i 164 1.7 1.7 53 3.6 2 .2 

DC M<!lto 35.8 32.9 6.7 10.4 1.8 1.9 4.8 3.5 .I .! 
Cl.F ; 

Nc~ -- 2-.~···-- .2 .3 37.1 42.3 2.7 4.9 2.3 2.8 3.2 

Higtllighted percentages indicate underrepresenlation in that ANO category. In this category, 
there are no Native Hawaiian or Other Pacilic Island employees and 2 (t .3%) employees 
iclet'l!ijled as two or more races (male). Also. in this category, indivielools with disabilities 
represented 5.63% In FY09. Ille same as FY08 permanent employees. Individuals with 
1erget&d disabilities represented 1.25% in FY09, a slight decrease over the FY06 percentage 01 
1.41. 

The majority ol lhe permenenl wor1dorce is concenlrated in tile GS· t2 and above grade levels. 

Fisc~IYear(FY) GS-12 GS·t3--···~-· GS·\5 SES 
.1-F=y"'09,.;.-..;..c...-'-"'--lf""1'°"0""2-=--.+:1::,:3<-1 -· 64 54 14 

Participation rates of Women, Hispanic males and females, Black males and females, Americao 
Indian ma~s and females and two or more races male and female in senior grade levels (GS 13 
- SES) fell be'ow 1heir rates in lhe CPSC permanent WOtidorce. .. - 1~· 1- Black ... ... : AA/Pl I A.NPI ! AVAN A'°'AN J 2.f Women ...... ,em8•$ Meleo Femafee I.tales f emala6 ~ Males J°'en"13freiS Male:$: f~ raoes 

i .. .,.. 
44.9 41.4 129.7 13.e 8.tl 1.5 .4 i 7.2 ]53 i 0 0 ! 0 

5•.46 35.0 ; 30.0 ! 4.S 15.S 2.1 1.8 157 13.6 I .2 .2 I .5 

' -·--· 
Highlighled perceniages inoicate underrepresentation in that ANO categoiy. There was litUe 
improYement in FY09 over FY08 in lhe repres&nta1ion or individuals in t"e senior grade revels. 
Women represented 45.2% In FY08 despite a worldorce participaUon rale of S2.1 %, Blad< 
females- 5.4% despite a workforce participa~Ol'I rate of 16.4%. 

However, in the 1801 eerio. (Officials and Managers), our rargeat Meder groups to the 
GS13 and above grllde J~I. 40 individuals are ;n career ladder positions at grades 7·12 
with the tar~ grade of GS13.. Ol lhoee, 22% are women, 52% minority, and 2% 
indlviduars with disabilities. Thia lnclucka 20% Black females, 10% Black males. 7". 
Hispanic females, and 5% 2+ race males and lernales. 

ExecLJINe Summary 
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CPSC ma;or occupational categories are: GS-343, Management and Program Analyst (30 
employees), GS-0905, Attorney (28 employees), GS· 1801, General Inspection, Investigation, 
and Compliance (137 employees) and GS-2210, Information Technology Management (28 
employees). 

In the GS-0343 series, Hispanic females. White males, Asian males, and American Indian 
lemales are underrepresented in comparison to the relevant civilian labor force. No change 
lrom FYOO. FY09 appllcant pool data shows that women and minorities were well 
represented and qualified but individuals with disabilities were lacking on referral lists. 

In the GS-0905 series. Hispanic females. White males. Black males. Asian/Pl Males, and 
American Indian males and females are underrepresented compared to the relevant civilian 
labor force. Due to a FY09 hire, Hispanic males are no longer underrepresented. FY09 
applicant pool data shows the women and minorities are well repreaented and well 
qualified, however there were no individuals that identified themselves with a disability 
on any referral list. 

In the GS- t BO 1 serie9. Hispanic males. White males, American Indian/ Alaskan Native males are 
underrepresented compared to the relevant ci\iilian labor force. fV09 applicant data shows 
well qualified women, minorities and Individuals with dlsabilltles in the merit promotion 
and DEU tnvestigatc>r hiring pools. In the Compliance Officer applicant pools, women 
and minorities are well represented and well qualified, however there is a lack of 
candidates with disabilities. 

In the GS-2210 series, Hispanic females, White males and females, and American Indian 
females are underrepresented compared to the relevant civilian tabor force. FY09 applicant 
data shows that women, minorities and individuals with disabilities are well qualified and 
well represented In the applicant pools. 

Individuals with two or more races are underrepresented across the major occupations. 

Individuals with disabilities are not represented in GS-0905 labor force. The 2210 series now 
includes an individual with a disability. 

Generally, a review of FY09 applicant pool data indicates that well qualified women and 
minorities are well represent•d in hiring pools across series. However, a review of 
internal procenes In selection of applicants may be warranted in some areas where 
minorities have not been traditionally brought Into the workforce. The data does indicate 
a greater need to focus on outreach to individuals with disabilities across series. 

In FY09, 23 competitive promotion actions were finalized. Minority candidates received 34.8% 
of competitive promotions (1 Black male. 4 Black females, and 1 Asian lemale). Female 
candidates received 30.4% ol competitive promotions. 

In addition to the promotions indicated above, CPSC hired at least 23 employees into 
permanent positions with career-ladder promotion polential as high as the GS-13 (30% 
minorities. 60"/o females). In FY 08. CPSC hired 27 employees into positions with career-ladder 
promotion potential as high as the GS· 13 (59°A> minorities. 56% females). 

E•ecutive Summary Page 10 
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CPSC reviewed statistical data that reflected accessions. separations. promotions. major 
occupations, awards, grade and occupational distribution, and changes in the wolktorce for this 
repOrt. We also reviewed Agency employee el(jt inteiviews, EEO complaint activity. applicant 
flow hire data, and the OPM Human Capital Suivey. 

Summary of EEO Plan Objectives to Eliminate Barriers or Correct Program Deficiencies 

The Agency conduoted a barrier analysis and assessment. Barriers and objectives to overcome 
identified barriers are identified below: 

• Recruitment - Present recruitment sources may not yield the expected rate of qualified 
applicants of all racial and national origin groups, both sexes. and individuals with 
disabilities who meet organizational needs. Fiscal constraints have limited CPSC's 
ability to pay recruitment/retention bonuses. relocation expenses. intefView travel 
expenses. cost of participation in job fairs or scientific meetings, and costs fcx job 
postings in scientific publications. job banks. or professional societies. 

Several initialives have been generated to increase CPSC visibility and target outreach 
activities to underrepresented populations. These included the direct-mailing to Hispanic
serving institutions of higher education of a recruitmenl brochure and materials with an 
introduction to the Agency and the nature of positions. (Completed) CPSC will compile 
statistical and contact information of the number of underrepresented groups graduating 
from colleges and universities with degrees In math, statistics, the sciences, engineering. 
and law so that recruitment efforts can be targeted. (Continuing) 

CPSC will also generate a list of contacts with professional, trade and alumni associations 
serving underrepresented groups for targeted recruitment efforts. (Completed) CPSC will 
pursue opportunities to expand the worker-trainee placement program by increasing the use 
of Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) interns and the wolldorce 
recruitment program for ooffege students with disabilities (Continuing) 

Report of Accomplishments and Modification to Objective 

CPSC hosted no HACU interns at our Laboratoiy facility in FY09. Funding exists to fund at 
least one intern in 2010. CPSC was able to use the Schedule A studenl appointments to bring 
on students in offices throughout the Headquarters. 

The Agency engaged in several other efforts to expand ils applicant pool and introduce the 
Agency as an employer of choice: 

~ Pursued participation in Operation Wartighter. Provided resumes to managers as 
potential intern candidates. In FY10, we hope to place at least one disabled veteran 
at CPSC for training. We will also participate In an Operation Warilghter briefing 
at Bethesda Naval Hospital and Walter Reed Anny Medical Center, and job fair. 

l> Participated in job fairs with Department of Agriculture and the Hispanic Association of 
Colleges and Universities (HACU). the University of Maryland, University College, 
Partnership for Public Seivice. and John Hopkins University. 

> Participated in career fairs at the Blacks in Government (BIG) and La Raza Conference. 
Sent a Public Affairs employee to the Urban League conference. 

F.'xecllli"'I Summary Page 11 
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l> Worked closely with the National Council of Hispanic Employment Program Managers 
and the National Association of Hispanic Federal Executives to advertise job vacancies 
to conSlituenty groups. 

l> Continued to utilize the Department of Labor EARN program to post job vacancies in the 
hopes of attracting individuals with disabilities. 

l> Forwarded Workforce Recruitment Program (WRP) resumes to Laboratory, Engineering, 
and Compliance. 

l> Conducted training for managers and supervisors on their EEO responsibilities. 
:.> Utilized ttie Partnership for Public Service Hot Jobs. 
l> Joined Call to Serve as a Partner Agency. 
,. Utilized Craig's list and other non-traditional sources for job postings. 
l> Provided recruitment brochures at the BIG and FEW conferences. 
l> Continued our partnership with Bethesda-Chevy Chase (BCC) High School providing 

tutoring, mentoring and providing students. who receive course credit, working 
internships in CPSC positions. We participated in the BCC Career Day. 

'i> Participated In the Sligo Creek Elementary School Career Day. 
> Partnered with Howard University Law school and recruited student legal interns. 
;.. Direct-mailed all Historical Black Colleges and Universities a recruitment brochure and 

materials with an introduction to the Agency and the nature ot positions. 
> Met with Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers regarding FY10 conference 

participation. 
:. Provided recruitment incentive bonuses and superior qualification determinatio11s to new 

hires including women and minorities for hard to fill positions. 
> Presented conference woii<shops, participated in conferences, and set on subject matter 

expert panels lor a number of science. engineering and statistical groups. 

Additionally. CPSC exceeded its three Quality and Management goals under the President's 
Management Agenda. These are: Target recruitment efforts to organizations serving 
under-represented populations; Conduct training sessions for employees in EEO/AEP 
responsibilities: and Promote representation of underrepresented groups. We accomplished 
the following: 

> Conducted targeted outreach recruitment efforts focusing on underrepresented 
groups for Property Management, Product Safety Investigator. Physiologlst. 
Toxicologist. Deputy Hazard Reduction, Mechanical Engineer. Electrical Engineer. 
Engineering Psydlologist. Assistant IG, Chemist, Fire Protection Engineer. Math Stat 
and Program Analyst vacancies. 

» Conducted training in the Conllict Resolution for Field Operation employees. 
~ Conducted ADA Act of 2006. Ebbing the Tide of Reprisal Complaints, How to Stay 

Out of Legal Hot water training Supervisors. 
'i> Provided Demystifying EEO training for employees. 
' Supported the participation of Agency employees in the Federally Employed Women. 

Blacks in Government. Urban League. Perspectives, EXCEL. and La Raza 
conferences. 

:;. Participated in career days and fairs. 
,. Conducted a CPSC wide Diversity Day. 

Execulive Summaty Page 12 
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• Employee Dwelopment and Training - Training and other developmental 
opportunities, including management and executive training. are ffmlted. Lack of 
formafized sY&ession planning inhibits career development planning (inciuding the 
opportunity te experience executive level decision-making} and mentoring of high 
polential employees. Fiscal constraints have inhibited available training funds. While 
CPSC adverti&es many job positions as career-ladder positions, intemal applicants do 
not always meet the specialized experience to qualify and advance. 

As appropriate, CPSC wHI create opportunities that will allow employees to receive the 
eXDerience and traiilrig necessaiy to qualify for higher graded positions within the Agency by 
modifying selected p0sitions for recruitment at the lowest possible grade level, thus ensuring 
internal applicants meat minimal quallficatlons and can be considered. CPSC will also establish 
internal training plans for these positions that will provide the experiences and oo-lhe-job 
training necessmy fet successful advancement to the next and subsequent grade levels. CPSC 
will develop •oodge~ positions in selective technical occupations affording administrative or 
clerical staff the abllty to apply and qualify tor In-house positioos. CPSC will form mentoring 
circles to assist employees at aM grade and experience levels in learning the organization 
hierarchy and provi{je opportunities for growth and development. CPSC wiU also use 
developmental detallS and shadowing assignments to provide career enhancing experiences at 
all levels of the organization. (Continuing) One management official expreeeed concern5 
regarding the proce$a of providing job deUlll• to emploY9ff and suggested a 1'8Yiew of 
this procee• in FY10. 

Report of Accomplishments and Modification to Objective 

CPSC was successful in developing career ladder professional positions and upward mobility 
positions for staff. Over 23 vacancies were announced as career ladder positions. We will 
continue to ee9't targets of opportunity to do the same In FY10. 

CPSC continues to recruit both product safety investigators (target Grade GS-t2) and 
compliance offic9rs (llirget Grade GS-13) at tile GSsn level in an effort to reach the broadest 
applicant pool possible and provide the opportunity for career growth and development. 
Investigator positions have comprehensive training plans for each grade level to ensure the 
employee achieves the necessary competencies to perlorm at the next higher grade level. 

In FY09, CPSC was able to provide the following developmenlal and training opportunities to 
staff either on site oi through our partnership with the Small Agency Council: 

Ji> Senior level management development training opportunities were made available to 
individuals in the GS14 and above grade levels and all nominees were selected for 
attendance at the training of their choice. This group of 10 individuals included 3 women 
and 2 minorities. 

> Leadership ESsentials 
l> Project Management 
Ji> Introduction to Financial Management 
Ji> Pow&rpoint 2007 
Ji> Intro to Excel 2007 
Ji> Word Intro 2007 
Ji> Positive Approaches to Difficult People 

ExeclJlive Summa~ Page 13 
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lo> Retirement Plans for FERS 
)> Intermediate Excel 
)> Introduction to Federal Budgeting 
)> Coaehing Skills tor Today's Leaders 
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)> Managing and Measuring Performance 
> Intro to Access 
> Advanced Word. Excel, Powerpoint 
:;,. Fundamentals of Writing 
> Leading Change 
l> Report Writing 
i> Effective Briefing Techniques 
i> Interpersonal Effectiveness for Managers 
:.> Managing a Virtual Workforce 
> Pre Retirement and Early Retirement for FERS and CSRS 
:» Behavioral lnferview 

FYOO 

Ewry Agency employee has desklop access to the Go LEARN training. This package includes 
over 100 on·line course offerings in personnel management, EEO, leadership and supervision, 
inlormation technOlogy. administrative management, the NO FEAR Act and other topics of 
interest to help employees develop new and career enhancing skills. 

Conclusion 

In FY to, CPSC will continue to focus on the two key barriers initially identified in the FY04 plan 
and affinned through this report process. This will Include continued expansion of our 
outreach efforts to ...ach individuals with disabilities for mid·level positions, review of 
Agency job detail9, and a flash mentoring program. 

ExeclJlive Summary Pa!)e 1~ 
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CERTll'ICA TION ol ESTABLISHMENT al COHTINUINO 
EQUAl ElllPLOYllEHT OPPOATUNm PROGRAMS 

Ka!NeenV. !lu!lr~. Ol1ec1or, EEO and MllllllilyEnlefp!ee, GS-~15 

(lnGell naiM abo"9} (lnMll dllcill 
U~&'8ettl!llllgruulbove) 

PnncipeJ EEO Dlrec:IOrl'OHfCial lot 1h8 US C-0-P~ Sale!y Co4Mllulon 

(1"""1 Agenc)"Cotn~ Name Oba..) 

amlhe 

The /qlrv:y has condllcleilJ1n annual tell--ent ol S.Cl<:in 717 and Sec1l<ln 501 Pf£911111' against lhe -•al 
elemenll u ~bed by EEO M0.71~. If en _,Iii! elemenl was l'Cll IUly complilf\f wllh 1118 _,_cl EEO M0.715. a 
further ·~was ~lad and. as apptq>rlale, EEO Plllrlll lcr Allalnilg Ille Eesentill ~ ot a Model EEO 
Progam. are lncM!ed wifl he Fedetal Agency Annual EEO PrOQram Slalu8 Recort. 

?lie Agency 118$ eJso lll#Yi!ecl tlS WOii( forc6 profil$S lllld oonoucl8d tleirlef ~ aimed al doltlleling wheOl&r erry 
management or pincnn«_liatcy, ~111 or Pfl!Cb ii Ol*lllng !O di96dvanla~ any group bueO on race, nallcnal origin, 
genc!111 or dslllllity. EEO P1"18 IQ Elitnlnata roenlified B&nM18, u appr0prl.ie. are lnciuoed wit1 U'ti• Federal~ Allnuai 
EEO~ SlatlJS ~ii. 

1nez Tanenbaum, ChlimWi 

Sl~ure of Agency Head in Agency Head o..;gnee 
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UNITl:D STATES 
CONSUMER PRoDllCT SAF"£TY COMMISSION 
W ASlllMCTON, DC 202&7 

Memoraadum 

Office oflhc: Chainnan 

TO : All CPSC Employeea 

FROM : Inez Tenenbaum 

Date: JIJl ! ! ~ 

~haiJtnan 
~~~.,. ~ 

SUBJECT : CPSC Policy on Non-Discrimination in Employment 

The Consumer Product Safety Commiaslon (CPSC) Is fully committed to 
ensuring equal employment opportunities for aN employees and applicants. No one will 
be denied opportunities ~of race, color. religion, sex, age, national origin, mental 
or physical disability, or reprisal or retaliation for opposing discriminatoty ptaCtices 
and/or participating in the discrimination complaints process. 

Unlawful employment practices, including those prohibited personnel plllCtioes 
based on sexual orientation, status as a parent, marital status, or political aftiilation, are 
detrimental to the accomplishment of CPSC's mission and to the morale of our 
wortctoroe and will not be tolerated. 

As CPSC seeks to position Itself to continue to attract, develop, and retain a 
highly skilled workforce that deliVelS results, I am committed to ensuring a qualified 
agency workforce reflective of our nation's diversity and one that includes opportunitios 
for women, minorities, people with disabUities, and disabled veterans. Thia irwolves 
providing a workplace free of discrimination with the necessary tools, training, and 
support systems that employees need to develop to their fullest potential. 

Employees at all levels are free to bring concerns they fvel aie 18levant to the 
EEO Director or EEO office at any time. No other employee shall attempt to dissuade 
en employee from making such contacts or take any action against them for having 
dona so. Such actlons can have a chilllng effect on the EEO process and are prohibited 
by law. Any employee found to have done so shall be subject to diseiptinary aetion .. 

We must al work together to demonstrate fairness, <X>OperatiOn, and respect 
toward our colleaguet and customers. Each of us is responsible for creating an 
environment in which every ernplOyee is nated with respect, dignity and 
professionalism. This Includes a collaborative effott to develop positive approaches in 
resolving employment problems at the lowest level post.ible. 

Questions and additional infonnation on this policy may be diracted to Kathy 
Buttrey. Director, EEO and Minority Enterprise, {301) 504-7771. 
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UNITE&> STA.TES · Q} CONSUMER PRODUCT SA.J'ETY COMMISSION 
W ASlllNGTOl'I, DC 20297 

Mcmonzad•m 

Office of the Chairman 

TO All CPSC Employees 

FROM : Inez T~um 

Date: .M. Z 1 •. 

~~ .... .J 

SUBJECT CPSC Policy on the Prevention of Haraument (S.lClllll and otherwise) 

Aa part of my commnment to the CPSC WOlkfolte, t -na to emptiasiz. my pledge to provaing 1 
wori< erwlronment for Ol$ employees and guests lhat Is lfH ft'om dillcrlminatlon. inc:ludlng all forms of 
harassing beheviot. 

Harassrnelll In Ille wortcpllce vtolatN federal laW and wlM not be tolerated wtlether the 
disetiminelOfy lntalment II baled on •• lwlletller Of not of 1 M>CUal nature), race. colcf, tellglon, national 
origin, age of 40 or older, l'llsability. or pro<eclvd activity under the antkllaclVninllion scatutes. 

Hanmment is dlllnecl as unwelcome vertat or phyeical conduct based Ol'I an'/ cllaraderislle 
protected by law which Iha oonduct has Ille purpose or effect of (1) unlUIOnably inteffeftng Wilh work 
periormanca ardJOf (2) c:rullng 1n hlllmkfatiftg. "°'* or o1rwl$IYt WOlfll environment Sexual 
ne...sment is mont apeclftcally defined by slalte end nigul8tlon • unwelcome aexual ach1ance1, 
requetts tor .._i favonl, and other~' or pllyslcai COllduct of a 18JCU81 nltu19 wlllc:h IS made a term 
or condition al a person's job, Ill ueed • a buls for ernplc))ment decisions lllhlcllng a pe190n, e<eates a 
llOsllle or abusMI ltlWonment, or imam.res with 1tle petfonnanol of a member of CPSC'1 wctkfolce. 
Hanming condU<:t may include. but Is not limited to, racill slll1$. demeaning or sexual jel(ff, negative 
stereotyping. offensi\19 wri!lerl materilll « elec*onlc media, or lnappt0priate unwanted touehi119. 

Ot'lensille conduct constitutes harassment If • 81tef111he ainditions of the vietim's employment 
eMer by culminating In a tangible employment lldiOfl or by being tuftlcienlly se_.. or pel'V8IMt a ID 
crea111 a hosUle wotlt environment. SupetVllCn "81111 a special rMf)Oftllbllly to exercise rusonable care 
so pllMW'lt and prompdy OOft9d 111y Mtulmanl In the woitplace. Al employeet have a refponslbility to 
avoid the pol8ntiel harm of hatanment by IJIOOlpCI';' t9p0ftlng sUCh behavior to lheW' supeMlcty chain 
and the EEO Olfioe. 

Eacti of you ii mpo1111ble for eneuring that CPSC maintains a protetslonal WOl1l envmiment 
free of all forms of haraament. M11nagen1 and MJpeMsol9wlltake1he INd in setllng the exampla of 
treatilg a!i people wftt1 mutual re&peet and d!vnlty. foetering a poUive climate, and taking &Jlllrop!lale 
action When con<lllct IS dlal\lptlve, prO'IOklng. OISc!lmlnatory, or othetwCM unprofenlonal. 

Incidents of hanissmenc should be reported to !he appropriate 1111pervlsor and the Equal 
Emp!Oyment Opporturuty OMce promplly. AlleglllOn• of hl-.nent will be dealt wilh swtftly, tairty, and 
conftdentially. If ha111111sment la foutid to occur, colT1K:live don. Including appropriate disciptinary 
menures. will be tallen. In addition, no person shall be subject to repriffl for opposing any prac:ttoe 
made unlswful by ttle antldi.:rlminallOn lllWI. or for filing or taking part In presenlif'O or processing 
dl$Crlmination complaints. 

Questions and adclltlonal lnfomlatlon on lhis pOlicy may be dlrecled to Kathy Buttrey, Dnctor, 
EEO and Minoray Enle!priae, (301) 504-m1. 
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Questions ror the Rt!COrd Submitted by Congressman Crenshaw 

Regarding X-Ray Fluorescence CXRF) 

I) During a recent conference, the CPSC's head of compliance called handheld 
XRF the "secret to our success ... Can you please dei;cribe for the committee how 
exactly the commi~ion is using XRF? 

CPSC lab and field staff uses XRF in a number of ways. In our Product Testing 
Laboratory. chemists employ ponable XRF as well as a research-grade XRF machine to 
analyze samples for elemental composition, including lead. cadmium, and many other 
clcmcnls. We screen products for lead. cadmium, and olhcr elements lo see if additional 
l~sting may be necessary, such as extractions for cadmium or total digcslions for lead 
content, 

We are also conducting research together with the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) to detenn.ine if XRF can he used, according to the CPSIA. for lead in 
painl testing. CPSC Field and Import Surveillance staff use portable XRF to screen for 
lead. cadmium, and other hazards potentially in products entering rhe country at our 
ports. or in retail stores or warehouses. TI1is screening allows our staff to casl a wider net 
and collect lhe samples mo.~l likely to present a ha:1:ard 10 consumers. 

2) Manufacturers, retailers & importers remain unclear about how exactly they 
can use XRF. Can you please describe in detail how companies are currently 
legally allowed to use XRF in testing their products? 

ResOOnse: 

XRF can be part of a "reasonable 1cs1ing program" for General Certificates of 
Conformity for products that may have lead in lhe subslrate. XRF can be used as part of 
in-house screening procedures for incoming materials and for spot-checking of products 
in-process. However. XRF cannot he used by any enlily as a hasis for official tests of 1he 
lead-in-paint limits or lead content in children's jewelry. 

3) Please detail how third party labs are allow(.'() to use XRF to test products in a 
non-destructive way? 

Response: 

Test Method CPSC-CH-E I 002-08 was published by CPSC staff in 2008 and provides 
guidance on the potential use of XRF 10 cesl for lead in polymers. Currently, there is nu 
requirement for third-party testing for such products, but where such testing is done. this 
provides guidance on the proper way 10 do such 1esting. There are many laboratories 
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whose accreditation has already been accepted by CPSC for testing of lead in nonmetal 
products by CPSC-CH-Et002-08. 

4) Finally, what future regulatory steps do you envision laking to pennit broader 
use of XRF technologies? 

Response: 

If the Commission determines thar x-ray fluorescence technology or other alternative 
methods for measuring lead in paint arc:: as effective. precise. and reliable as the 
methodology used by the Commission for compliance detenninations prior to the date of 
enactment of the CPSIA, the Commission may promulgate regulations governing the use 
of such methods in determining the compliance of products with pan 1303 of Title 16. 
Code of Federal Regulations, as modified pursuant to this subsection. CPSC is 
continuing 10 work with NIST to evaluate XRF and other non-destructive technologies 
that may lead 10 more efficient and enhanced methods. Furthermore. the Commission 
will be issuing regula1ions for third pany testing of lead in products other than paint and 
ehildrcn·s mcral jewelry. Such regulations may include provision!' for the use of XRF for 
detcnnining lead in plastic. such as described in Test Method CPSC-CH-EI002-08. 

14 



TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 2010. 

FISCAL YEAR 2011 BUDGET REQUEST FOR THE 
ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION 

WITNESS 

HON. DONETTA DAVIDSON, CHAIR, U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COM
MISSION 

Mr. SERRANO .. The subcommittee. will come to order. 
Mrs. Emerson will be joining us in a second, but she has given 

us the okay to proceed since that side is in great hands. 
Mr. CULBERSON. We are in good hands, yes. 
Mr. SERRANO. Today, we will hear from the Election Assistance 

Commission on its budget request of fiscal year 2011. We welcome 
back Election Assistance Chair Donetta Davidson, who is making 
her third appearance before the subcommittee. I think that is a 
record. 

As it is an election year, it is of particular interest for the sub
committee to hear how the EAC has prepared for the upcoming 
midterm elections, lessons learned from past elections, the main 
challenges the EAC must address in the lead-up to November, and 
what additional resources the Commission will need to successfully 
pe1form its mission. 

As l have. said many times,. the EAC is. a small agency with a 
significant responsibility. The Commission plays a critical role in 
giving guidance and information to election officials, providing reg
ulatory authority over the National Voter Registration Act, and di
recting Federal resources to support the conduct of open, fair, and 
accessible elections. 

More than $3 billion in Federal money has been appropriated 
over the past 7 years, including $93 million in fiscal year 2010, to 
help improve election administration and voting systems. Even 
with this commitment of resources, election officials continue to 
have critical unmet needs relating to the smooth conduct of elec
tions. 

For fiscal year 2011, the President's budget proposes $16.8 mil
lion for operating expenses,. a decrease of $1.2. million from fiscal 
year 2010. The President's request does not provide any funding for 
State election reform agendas, representing a $75 million decrease 
from fiscal year 2010. I am particularly interested to hear about 
how this cut in requirement payments will impact States. 

The 2008 election had the highest voter turnout in recent years. 
More than 132 million Americans voted. While perhaps not every
thing went perfectly, we did not see the same level of controversy 
that plagued other recent elections,. such as the 2000 Presidential 
election. We hope that this is a sign that the EAC, together with 
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State and local officials, are learning from experience and are mov
ing in the right direction. 

Finally, I strongly believe that the often intense debate over elec
tion issues is due to the passion we share when it comes to pro
tecting our democratic process in guaranteeing the right of every 
individual to cast a ballot in a fair, open, and honest election. Our 
goals should be to ensure that we count every vote and make every 
vote count. I hope this hearing wilJ help us to understand better 
what the EAC needs to help the Nation meet that goal. 

Testifying before us today is the chair of the Election Assistance 
Commission, Donetta Davidson. Ms. Davidson has served as the 
commissioner at the. EAC since 2005 and is now chair. of the. Com
mission for the second time. Prior to her service at the EAC, she 
was Colorado's Secretary of State; and she also has significant ex
perience administering elections in two Colorado counties. 

We are pleased to have her here again today, and the timing is 
so wonderfully well set in place because-and here is Mrs. Emer
son. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you. I am so sorry. 
Mr. SERRANO. No, no. It is okay. And I just finished my state

ment. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you very much for being here today. We 

are very grateful and look forward to your testimony. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. May I say something else? 
Mr. SERRANO. It is your statement. 
Mrs. EMERSON. I want to apologize to you for not being available 

to meet with you when you were in the office. I had something un
expected come up that I had to deal with. So my apologies. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Not a problem. Not a problem. 
Mr. SERRANO. You know how it goes. 
We ask you to limit your statement to 5 minutes. The rest of 

your statement will go in the record, and that will give us hours 
upon hours to grill you, although Mr. Culberson has agreed to stay 
within the 5-minute time limit, which is a major accomplishment 
for this. committee .. Please proceed. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I will try. Good morning, Chair Sen-ano and 
Ranking Member Emerson and committee members and the appro
priation committee for inviting me today. I want to thank you for 
your support. 

My name is Donetta Davidson, and I am a lifelong election offi
cial. I became chair of the Election Assistance Commission, or the. 
EAC from now on in my testimony, in J anuary this year. I serve 
alongside my commissioners, Gracia Hillman and Gineen Bresso 
Beach, who I thank for their hard work and dedication to the suc
cess of the EAC. 

The EAC is a small Federal agency with a big mission to improve 
administration of Federal elections. Today, I will discuss our fiscal 
year 2011 budget and how it will be executed to achieve our mis
sion . The EAC's budget request is 16.8, which will include 3.25 mil
lion to the National Institute of Standards and Technology. 

As EAC chair, I will focus on the following initiatives: improved 
service for military and overseas voters, the National Voter Reg
istration Act, and collecting and ensuring creative solutions in elec-
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tions like contingency planning in the States and counties and poll
ing place work recruitment. 

Let me describe a few budget items that are of great interest to 
the committee and the public, beginning with our grants and our 
requirements payments section. Our fiscal year 2011 budget re
quest includes 750,000 of college poll worker grants. Last year, 71 
organizations requested 5 times more funding than was available. 
This program has been very popular because we continue to have 
a shortage of poll workers throughout the Nation. 

Regarding how States are spending their requirement payments, 
since 2003, I cheated and I brought some charts with me today. 
The chart on my right is showing section 251 expenditures by year. 
As you can see, we saw a big spike in the spending in 2006. Then, 
on my left, the chart shows a comparison of when the funds were 
received by States versus when the funds were used. The majority 
of the funds were received in 2004 and 2005, as the orange and yel
low show. 

Again, we see most of the funds were spent, as you can see by 
the blue indication, in 2006. A small amount of the funds were 
spent in 2004, 2005, primarily due to the provisional voting imple
mentation and polling place information for voters. A few States 
had already purchased new equipment and were eligible for reim
bursement of HA VA funds. 

With these charts, it shows that it takes about 18 months of time 
before a State when the appropriation is passed and that the State 
receives them and spends the money. It takes about 18 months. 
There is two reasons for this. It is the State's ability to appropriate 
the 5 percent match and the State procurement process. 

In 2007 through 2009, HA VA distribution and expenditure rates 
slowed down. Most likely, these rates will continue to follow the 
typical 18-month cycle that we saw in previous years as we know 
that some States were unable to appropriate the 5 percent match 
in 2008 and 2009 due to budget constraints. 

So let us review some of the basic facts regarding the payments. 
Appropriated has been 2 billion six; through March of 2010, over 
2.4 billion has been distributed. States have reported spending 
about 80 percent of the funds through September 30, 2009. Twenty
one of our States have certified that they have met the compliance 
of Title III. 

Of course, managing and distributing HA VA funds is not the 
only main responsibility we have at EAC. We have certified four 
voting systems, and we are in the last stage of our next iteration 
of voluntary voting system guidelines. And, as a part of our respon
sibility under the MOVE Act, we just delivered yesterday a road
map to Congress which included a draft remote electronic voting 
system pilot program that we devised. 

I also want to make sure that you are aware that EAC has trans
lated the national voter registration form and also other material 
into five Asian languages, along with the Spanish that is available. 

There is not enough time to tell you about a ll of the work EAG 
is doing on behalf of the voters and the election officials, but it is 
always available at www.eac.gov, including the translation of vot
ers registration forms and other material in the six languages. 
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Before I conclude, I want to thank the EAC staff for their hard 
work . They are creative, industrious, and dedicated. I also want to 
thank you for your leadership to the EAC and to the American vot
ers. 

I will be happy to answer any of your questions. 
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Good morning Chairman Serrano, Ranking Member Emerson, and Members of the 
Subcommittee. I am pleased to be here oo behalf of the U.S. Election Assistance 
Commission (EAC) to discuss our Fiscal Year201 l budget request and the 
Commission's goals and activities. 

INTRODUCTION 

EAC is a bipartisan, independent Commission consisting of four members: Chair Donetta 
Davidson and Commissioners Gracia Hillman and Ginccn Brcsso Beach There is one 
vacancy on the Commission. 

EAC is a small federal agency with a big mission - to improve the federal administration 
of elections. To achieve its mission, EAC assumes a dual role of providing resources to 
help states make improvements and assisting election officials throughout the nation 
empower voters through access, collaboration and engagement. The commission has 
embraced the concept of collaborative governance and is working lo break down 
communication barriers between the federal government and America's voters. 

To ensure success, the Commission ha.~ established a solid internal foundation for 
managing personnel and resources, a~ well as a structure to ensure accowitability. In 
Fiscal Year 2009, EAC hired a chieffinam;ial ollicer and a.o accounting director, who 
achieved immediate results by aggressively finalizing financial management policies and 
procedures. Consequently, EAC received an "unqualified," or clean, opinion on its 
financial statements and Annual Financial Report. An "unqualified" or clean opinion 
indicates that the Commission followed all accounting rules appropriately and that the 
financial reports arc an accurate representation of the Commission's financial condition. 

To build upon EAC's actions to effectively manage resources, the Commission is 
working to foster a culture of accountability among staff by improving staff satisfaction 
ratings and achieve management excellence through improved internal controls and 
human resource initiatives. 

In addition to establishing a foundation of accountability, EAC has also instilled a spiril 
of creativity and innovation among staff to meet our mission aud maximize the use of 
available resources. Initiatives include applying technological solutions, establishing 
strategic partnerships and collaborating among program areas to eliminate duplication of 
effort, maximizing skill sets and strategically leverage talents and abilities throughout the 
Commission. For example, the EAC Design Team, consisting of administrative and 
program area employees, provide management with recommendations and input and to 
make sure the lines of communication remain open at every level of EAC. The Design 
Team will ensure that all EAC employees have a voice and a platfonn to offer solutions 
and suggestions, but also incoiporate strategics to create a healthy working environment 
and a solid foundation for the future. 

Tflis tnrorm.won 11 proptJrry or th• u. s. Etecrton A$$i$t8nce CommisS'lion, 
1225 New Y<>rl< AV&noe, NW. Solle 1100. Was11i11111on. OC 20005 

(202) 566-3100 (P}. (202) 566·31Z7 (f}. www.eac gov 
Page2 
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EAC believes its efforts to strengthen financial operations, promote synergy among staff 
and use technology to reach more stakeholders will enable the Commission to better 
manage and allocate its FY 2011 budget and ultimately serve more voters and develop 
more tools and resources to improve rederal elections. 

Below we discuss EAC's FY 2011 budget request and how the Commission plans to 
allocate resources to achieve its mission. 

BACKGROUND, MISSION AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
STRUCTURE 

In October 2002, Congress passed the Help America Vote Act (IIAVA). The law 
recognized the need for states to invest in their election infrastructure and set out a 
<:ornpn:hensive program of funding, guidance, and ongoing research. To foster those 
programs and lO promote and enhance voting for United States citizens, HA VA 
established the EAC. 

EAC is an independent, bipartisan agency. Four full-time Commissioners, appointed by 
the President and confirmed by the U.S. Senate, and three federal advisory committees-· 
the Standards Board, Board of Advisors, and the Technical Guidance Development 
Committee-· guide the EAC. Its mission is to assist in the effective administration of 
federal elections. EAC is statutorily required to: 

• Create a clearinghouse of infonnation for election officials and the public. 
• Distribute HA VA funds to states for election administration improvements. 
• Issue, and periodically review and modify, as necessary, Voluntary Voting 

System Guidelines (VVSG). 
• Accredit voting system test labs and cenify voting equipment. 
• Conduct periodic srudics of election administration issues. 
• Establish best practices and guidelines on election administration for state and 

local election officials. 
• Maintain the national voter registration fonn developed in accordance with the 

National Voter Registration Act (l'iVRA) of 1993. 
• Provide Congress with a bi-annual report to assess the impact of the NVRA. 

The Standards Board and the Board of Advisors provide advice and guidance to EAC on 
Voluntary Voting System Guidelines and other el~ction administration issues. In 
addition, the Technical Guidelines Development Committee (TGDC) assists EAC in the 
preparation of the VVSG. The VVSG sets the standards against which voring systems are 
tested. The Director of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) serves 
as the Chair of the TGDC an<l provides technical support to the Committee. 

T/1;s inform~tlott i& prop~rfy of ri'll'> U.S. ElitClion Assistanc9 Courmissiotl-. 
1225 N8W Yorl<A..,nue. NW, Svit~ 1100, W<t•hi.igcon, OC 20005 

(202) 566-3100 (PJ. (202) 566-3127 (I), wwwe.oc.gov 
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Additionally, HAVA specifics that NIST provide recommendations to EAC regarding 
voting system test laboratories. Since Fiscal Year 2004, EAC's annual appropriations 
have included funds for NIST support. 

The Senate confinned four Commissioners in December 2003 and EAC began operations 
in January 2004, within ten months of the date mandated by HAVA. Its Fiscal Year 2004 
oper-.iting budget was $1.7 million. At the close of the fiscal year, EAC had a ~taff of 18. 

EAC's focus in 2004 was to assemble staff, obtain office space, arrange for 
administrative suppo11 from the General Services Administration (GSA), establish a 
website, start clearingbou.~e operations, and distribute federal financial assistance to 
states. Io regard to federal financial assistance, Congress appropriated nearly $3 billion in 
Fiscal Years 2003 and 2004 for payments to states under Titles I and II of HA VA. States 
received the funds to upgrade their voting systems, establish a statewide voter registration 
database, train election officials, and educate voters. As EAC <lid not begin operations 
witil 2004, GSA initially distributed HAVA funds to the fifty states, Guam, Puerto Rico. 
the U.S. Virgin Island~. American Samoa and the District of Columbia on EAC's behalf 
in Fiscal Year 2003. 

In FY 2004, EAC appointed a statutorily-required General Counsel. During Fiscal Year 
2005, EAC appointed its other statutorily-required position, the Executive Director. and 
an interim Inspector General. EAC focus in subsequent years was on upgrading the 
VVSG, completing required research to promote effective federal elections and to present 
key data on election practices and voting, instimting a voting system testing and 
certi fieation program, auditing state use of HA VA funds, and providing infonnation on 
improving elections to its stakeholders. 

Jn FY 2007, the full·time equivalent staffing ceiling of24 was lifted. As of the end of FY 
2009, EAC had a full-time staff of 43 employees, including three Commissioners. Since 
its inception, EAC has received $2.5 billion in requirements payments for the states based 
on a formula of the number of digible voters, $14. 7 million in discretionary giant funds 
for Poll Workers, Mock Elections and Election Data Collection, and rransterred $17.7 
million to 1'IST. EAC is located in Washington, D.C. 

FISCAL YEAR 2011 HIGH PRIORITY GOALS 

Voters need easy access to up-to-date infonnation on where, when and how to vote. 
Leading up to au election year, election officials face an increase in activities to infonn 
voters and recruit and train Election Day poll workers. 

Federal elections are locally administered with a wide variety of practices and policies. 
Ekction officials work hard to conduct fair, accessible, accurate and secure elections by 

Thls information is property of the U.S. Election Assistance Comml&'&ion, 
1225 New YoN< Ave1>11<1, NW. Suite 110Q, Wa•hingron. DC 2~ 
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informing the electorate and properly training poll workctS. EAC assists states and local 
jurisdictions by providing tools and best practices to improve election administration 
practices, including pre-election testing and contingency planning materials, which 
promote a proactive approach to election management. 

As states look to new technology and practices in voting (including remote access voting 
for Uniformed and Overseas Citi7.enS Absentee Voting Act [UOCAVA] voters, vote by 
phone and accessible technology for disabled voters) and private sector manufacturers 
expand the number and type of voting systems available, EAC must be in a position to 
test the new systems against rigorous federal standards in a timely, efficient and high
quality manner. 

As part of the process to prioritize tasks, maximize existing resources and focus on 
mission-specific goals, EAC defined a limited number of high-performance priority goals 
consistent with the Commission's Fiscal Years 2009-2014 Strategic Plan. The high
perfonnancc priority goals will help EAC measure its ability to provide assistance to the 
public and voters as well as meet the mandates of HA VA. Our focus in FY 2011 will be 
on the following high-performance priority goals: 

1. Serve as a clearinghouse and provide election officials and voters with iofonnation 
regarding the process for casting a vote in the 2012 federal elections, including technical 
assistance and infonnation, poll worker recruitment and training, and basic information 
for voters such as links to states' polling place locators and voter guides about how, when 
and where to vote for the 2012 federal elections. 

2. Distribute materials designed to allow citi:tens who are not proficient in the English 
language to participate fully in federal elections to any jurisdictions covered by the 
Voting Rights Act Section 5 languages. 

3. Provide voluntary best practices for computerized statewide voter registration list 
·requirements and registration by mail guidance to the states. 

4. Ensure that voting systems and modifications of already-certified systems submitted to 
EAC program arc thoroughly and efficiently tested to federal standard;;. 

Implementation oftbe high-performaoce priority goals in FY 2011 

Goals la and lb 

1 (a) Serve as a clearinghouse and provide election officials and voters 
with nece.~sary informarion regarding the process.for casting a vote in the 
201 l federal elections. 

I (b) Provide election oj)icials with fonding. technical assistance and 
information, as appropriate to suppol't poll worker !raining, educate the 

Th;s inlorm8lic»J ;! properly of the U.S. Etecho,., Assislenctt Commi$Sio<>, 
1225 Nt; .. Vort< A~•u~. NW, Svile 1100, Washington, DC 20005 
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I ublic. and help provide voters with access to information such as when 
and where to vote.for the 2012 federal elections. 

The first of the high-performance priority goals is aimed at assisting voters so that they 
have the necessary knowledge to ca~t and have their ballots counted on Election Day. 
Three EAC program areas will be involved in implementation of the goals-the 
Research, Policy and Program, Communications, and Grants divisions-in partnership 
with state and local election officials, voler advocacy groups, voters and all other 
stakeholders. 

EAC will employ the following str<1tegies to implement the goal: 

• Increase the use and availability of EAC research products and teaching materials 
through the EAC clearinghouse and other electronic tools. 

• t:se the results of the 2010 evaluation ofEAC products to revise publications such as 
the poll worker training manual, poll worker recruitment guide, and voter education 
materials for 2010 and beyond. 

• Implement an annual research plan 
• Disseminate voluntary guidance on provisional voting pursuant to Section 311 of 

HAYA. 

Goal 2 

Support jurisdictions covered hy the Voting Rights Act Section 5 
lcmguages so that all jurisdictions have access to and use materials 
designed to allow ci1izens who are 1201 proficient in the English language 
to participate fulfv in federal elections. 

The aim of the goal is to ensure that all voters assigned to jurisdictions covered under 
Section 5 receive materials and support from EAC. These voters include persons who are 
Native American, A~ian American, Alaskan Natives or of Spanish heritage. It also will 
help in ensuring that limited and non-English proficiency vocers are able to cegister and 
vote. The lead EAC oflices responsible for implementing the goal are the Language 
Accessibility Program ofRt:search, Policy and Program Division, and the Granls 
Division. Partner~ in the effort include state and local election officials, voter advocacy 
groups and all other stakeholders. 

EAC's strategy to achieve the goal is to update and expand the resources available 
through the Language Accessibility Program. Recent deliverables include the translatiou 
of the National Voter Registration Form into Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Tagalog, 
Vietnamese and Spanish. The EAC Vu1ers ·Guide ro Federal Elections is also available 
in these seven languages, but the information needs to be updated. Based upon the 2010 

This infotm~lion is property of /he U.S. Election Ass;stsnco Comm'.ssioo, 
1225 New Yo.ic Avenue. NW, Suite 1100, Washingl<>n, OC 20005 
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Census results, EAC will provide other materials to jurisdictions dctennincd to be 
covered under minority language provisions of the Voting Rights Act and any other 
jurisdiction that may have a need based on their population. Resources needed to achieve 
the goal include funds for translations, publications and the expenses related to working 
group and roundtablc discussions with experts in these languages. These resources arc 
included in the 2011 Budget request for EAC Salaries and Expenses. 

Goal3 

Provide states with best practices for computerized statewide voter 
registration list requirements and registration by mail based on voluntary 
guidance provided by EACpursuant 10 Sectipn 3/J o/HAVA. 

The aim of Goal 3 is to work with the SO states, Pucno Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, the 
District of Columbia, Guam and American Samoa to adopt best practices that encourage 
increased voter pani1:ipation and more accurate voter registration lists. The lead EAC 
division for the effort is Research, Policy and Program, in partnership with state and local 
election officials, and voter advocacy groups, the public and all other stakeholders. 

HA VA requires states to "implement, in a uniform and nondiscriminatory manner, a 
single, uniform, official, centralized, interactive computerized statewide voter registration 
list. ... " Congress mandated that EAC issue voluntary guidance to assist the states in 
implementing the provisions of HA VA relating to statewide voter registration list 
requirements. EAC issued its first set of voluntary guidance in July 2005. 

In accordance with EAC's Fiscal Years 2009·2014 Strategic Plan., EAC contracted with 
The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) to conduct further research to expand upon the 
2005 voluntary guidance. Issued in 2009, the Improving State Voter Registrarion 
Databases report, included data gathered from the states about their databases and shon
term and long-term recommendations for improving and implementing them. EAC will 
use the NAS report as a basis to update its 2005 voluntary guidance for statewide voter 
registr.ition databases. 

EAC's updated voluntary guidance on statewide voter registration databases may include 
but is not limited to: matching protocols, maintenance of accurate voter registration lists, 
data collection and storage, online functionality, identification requirements for first-time 
voters, and interoperability and intraoperability of databases; and help states promote 
intergovernmental cooperation between their various agencies and departments. 

Goa14 

Ensure that modifications of certified systems submirred 10 EA C's 
1rowam are successfully and efficiently tesred to fedel'a/ standards. 

Th;s ;ntormatjon is propetfy of the U.S. Elecliott Aui.sra11c~ Commjssion. 
1225 New Yori< Aveoue. NW, Suit& 1100, W9shing1on, OC 20005 
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The goal is to ensure that modifications of certified systems submitted to EAC's Voting 
System Testing and Certification Program arc thoroughly and efficiently tested to federal 
standards in a transparent manner. 

The lead office for implcmentalion of the goal is the Voting System Testing and 
Certification with input from partners including the !';ational Institute of Standards and 
Technology and the TGDC. 

EAC has aligned its five Strategic Plan goals--Communicate; Fund and Oversee; Study, 
Guide, and Assist, Test and Certify; and Managc--with the offices responsible for 
implementing them. 

BUDGETS & PERFORMANCE MEASURES BY 
STRATEGIC PLAN GOAL 

EAC's Fiscal Years 2009-2014 Strategic Plan provides the public with the framework for 
the Commission's short and long-term goals in accordance with HA VA. The plan lays 
out an approach to create a receptive and productive Commission fully capable of the 
unique leadership role it has been given as a national clearinghouse for ele1:tion 
infonnation, a manager of federal financial assistance, certi tier of voting systems and a 
resource and huh of credible information for election officials throughout the nation. 

The plan provides the structure for EA C's performance-based budget approach. A budget 
allocation history as well as the FY 20 I I request accompanies each of the five strategic 
plan goals. 

EAC's offices have been realigned to address the goals in the Strategic Plan: 

• Goal I: Communicate is administered by the Office of Communications and 
Clearinghouse. 

• Goal 2: FWlds and Oversee is administered by the Grants and Inspector General 
Offices. 

• Goal 3: Study, Guide and Assist is aligned with the Research, Program and 
Policy unit. 

• Goal 4: Test and Certify is administered by the Voting Systems and 
Certifications unit. 

• Goal 5: Manage is aligned with the Boards, Commissioners, Executive Director, 
Chief Operating Officer, ChiefFinancial Officer and General Counsel. 

A cost allocation model distributing administrative costs to the goals was dcv.eloped and 
submitted to the financial statement auditors for review. Budgets tie to information in the 
financial statements. 

Thi~ ;otonnatjon ;s P'O(>'&tty of lhe U.S. Eletr;cm Ass;stence Comml$Si0t'I. 
1l25 Now Yori< Avenue. NW. Suit• 1100, Wsshington, DC 20005 
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Strateeic Plan Gual L Communicate timely and accurate information on the 
effrctivc administration of dcctiuns for federal office and on the operations and 
services offered by EAC. 

Outcome: The Congress. foderal agcnci.:s. state and hK<ll dection 
officials and th.:: pnhlic receive rdiahlc. accurate, ;md non-partisan 
information about administering. conducting and participating in tl:dcral 
dcdions an(l h(1w, where, and whc11 Americans vote. 

j1Y 2~!} FY 2010 FY201l 
. Enacted · · Eilaited · P~sident;s Bud et 

The Communications divisil>u is responsible for administration of the agency's websilc. 
www.eae.gov which contains OVl)r 1,000 documcuts with information ahout voting 
syst.:111 test plans. agcnry correspondence. and testimony from EAC monthly Public 
.\1cctings ancl hearings: and external and internal com111unications such as press releases, 
news articles and speeches, informational videotapes on the program~. a monthly 
newsletter ahout EAC acti\'itics and events to approximately 1,200 suhscribcrs. and a 
weekly email on internal operations. ThL- unit coordinates with EAC staff to 
communicate policies guidance. research, and other agency initiativ.;~ to lhc Public. 

The Communications divi~ion is instrumental in ensuring all st<rkcholdcrs rccci\'C 
information about the testing and ccnification program. EA C's Tcs1ing and Certification 
Voting Syst.:m Report,; ClcaringhouSL' is whl'rc Cvmmunication~ staff post and 
disscminalc voting sy~tcm reports and ,;iudics that have been <'Onductcd 01 commissioned 
hy a state or local government. 

ll~ing an inti:ragcm;y agreement with lhc lJ.S. Dcpal1mcnt of !\gricullure. the di,·ision 
produced poll worker and election official training videos, availabk on 1hc eac.gov 
website and on YouTubc. As we prepare for the 2010 federal election year. EAC plans 
on producing four new training videos at apprnximalcly $8.000. 

In 2009. in order to accelerate cstahlishmcnt of a Clcaringhous~ of information on federal 
elections and to ensure a cost-effoetivc contract, Fi\C rccom~lctcd its contract which 
includes the Clearinghouse and a restructure of the wchsite::. With lhc new contract_ EAC 
will continue to achieve our goal uf Sl'rving as the uusted source for infom1ation about 
clecrions and dectiou administration. In 20 I 0, EAC inrcnds to connect its ~takc:holdcrs 
to a new. separately identifiable Clearinghouse on lhc EAC website. The fixed price for 
lhc website contract in FY 2011 is S 130.000 wilh OJ'tional tilll<.) irnd materials task orders. 

Th;s mfcrma!ion i~ 1)1'0perty of :he V.S Election Assistance Comm1ss.·on. 
1225 New Yorlt Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Wash1t'lgfDtr, DC 20006 
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Goal l i~ administ.:red by a staff of three. Th~· unit spmds approximately S:'6,000 
to produce the mandatt~d EAC Annual Report. 

Strategic Plan Goal 2: Deliver and manage federal funds efft>cth·ely. 
Outcome: States and other rt.:<.:ipicnts promptly and accurntdy receive 
federal fonds administered by E:\C and use the funds appropriately to 
imprnvc the administration of dcctions for federal office. 

····T•'" FY 200~ FY 1010 FY .2011 
-------~--.:_E_n_a_ct __ ~ _ .. --~na~t!_4 _____ Jj~~.i~~.!!~ Budg~-

Grants Management 

OlG 

L,!! .965,8R9 Sl,914Jl69 Sl.406,639 

) 1,757.730 1,770,259 1.837.836 

._T_o_t_a_1 _____ ~1s_3~,7_2_3,~6_i9_·~-s~.1684.32.8 .__ · $.3;244,47S 

Goal 2 is admini.stt:rcd hy th<' < irants Management unit and the Office of !he Tnspcctor 
Gcnt.:>nil (OIG). 

In FY 2009, F.AC reorganized, creating a Grants Management division. The division is 
responsible for distributing, monitoring. providing technical assistance to states and 
grantees on use of funds, and reporting 011 requircmcnrs payments ;111d discretionary 
grants Iha! improve administration of elections for federal oflice. The oflkc negotiates 
indirect cost rates with gnmtees and resolves audit findings on use of HA VA fonds. 

With EAC's rcorgani:r.ation of the financial management functions. a new senior level 
grants director was hired in FY 2009. Tlio: director is emphasizing to:d1nical assi~tance. t11 

the states am! granteL~s. offering workshops and rraining sessions using distance learning 
tool~ and services of :i grant support contract. F.AC' will continue to work with the stales 
and grantees to clarify their n:sponsibilities they have in managing th.:: fonds they re.::eive 
or are awarded. 

A system to track audits and stat"' compkti<m of rnrw.:tivc al:tions will be cstahlish~d. 
Another goal is ro achicYc the performance 1<1rgds for limclincss in the Strategic Plan. 
su~h as n:soh·ing l 00 p<)rcent or audit findings. awarding grams in ··~rahlished 
timeframc.,, and submitting state plans to the Fcdcrnl R;:gistcr within Jt) days of receipt. 

Providing assistance lo state~ about HAV A S<:ction 251 liinds, or n.:quiremcnts payments. 
is the division's highest priority. A tolal of$2.604 billion in requiremi:nls p<tymcnts ha~ 
been appropriated 10 the states. These funds may be u.~cd to implcmi!nt provisional 
voting: provide infomiation lo voter.,: procUl'c votin!\ systems: implement a statewide 
voter rc-gistration dataha.~e, implement identification rcquircmenrs for firsHirne vmcrs 
who register 10 vole by mail; and other activiti~s to improve the administration of 
elections for fcd~ral offi<.:~. 

Tf1js ir,formatiott ;s prape1ry of me U.S. E.•ccrion Ass;s:ance Comm's~ino, 
!'225 N~w Vor/i! .AVIS'flUe, NW, Suirtt f 10(). w~sllir>gton, DC 200Ch 

(?02) S66-.J100 ((>}, (~O?.) 566-3127 fl). W•VlN.OM.gov 
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Rcc1uiremcnts Payments Appropriations & DisburSl'ments 

Requirements Payment Appropriated Amounts Disbursed 

Section 251 {2003 & 2004) 2.319,360.617 2,319,360,617 

Section 251 (2008) 115,000,000 80,450.626 

Section 251 {2009) 100.000, 000 51,969.214 

Section 251 {2010) 70,000,000 ______ ?JiQ~_l_7L 
Total Appropriations 2,604,360,617 2.4 58,388,634 

Percentage 

100% 

70% 

52% 

9.4% 

94.4% 

Based on aggr.:gatc linancial l'crorts from states reporting thrnug.h September 30. 2009. 
with 80% or states reporting. and using projections foT r~·maining states based on last 
year's spending rates. we can m;ikc se,•cral ob~crvatinns: 

\. It takes about l 8 months after a major disbursement ol' funds for states to begin 
spending funds. Thr. time lag is due to ~tat~ appropriation~ pmC<!SSC' needed to secure 
matching funds and procurement processes needed to spend funds. 

2. The implications for not disbursing funds in 2011 may he mitigated hy the fact states 
will have rec:cived funds for three years in succ~ssion prior to 2011. so there arc funds in 
pipl'iinc t(\ keep ;;tare processes moving forward. 

s2.s~.coo.oco · .·· 
$;,2$:;,ccc occ - · ·· 

$1.C>~•~.CCC,OOC 

$U'S<i,CC~.o~c •• · 

S!.S'):).000 onr, 

$.!.,HC.CC:C,U:JC -

.... ··--·· .. ·---·· --· -- ·-

Tn1,1I f.1t;o"n~~1t11ro'\ 

. F'0200llA:·1; •. ;t~ 

• F• l<•U!I A:t.\••~J 

• ~ .,, 201H Art .,•1~r 

'tF'i2(10d& D· ::: 

3. The aggregate IIA VA spending (Section I 0 I and Section 25 r) increast:d 
approximately $90 million from 2007 tn '.!OOX. Aft~r 2006, .~\ates arc spending less in 
non-electil)fl years. but lht:y arc spending funds at a '.!:I ratio to how mud1 i~ annually 
being appropriated. At this expenditure rate. Section .251 funds sh<>uld be completely 
expended in 3-5 year~. As of September 2009, 23 stales have ~pent 90% or more of their 
25 I fcd~rnl fonds. 

T/'11'!: jt1fom>Miot1 is p."Openy of rhe US. E.'ecrion Assis!ance Comm:ss-iL1r1, 
1'l25 New Yor:k A.-P.r>ue, NW, Sui!e 1100, Washing1on. DC 20005 
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Annual Section 251 Expenditures 

~1\11.nnl 

f«l)el'>~•h,feS 

4. Twenty-one out of 55 states (and Territories) have cenified as being compliant with 
Title Ill of HA VA, which includes meeting HAV A voting system standards (Section 
301). provisional voting and infonnation requiremenu and adopting computerized 
statewide voter registration systems. Of the 34 states that arc not yet certified compliant 
19 of those states have expended 90% or more of their foderal 251 HA VA funds. 

EAC's goal for 2010 is to better Wldcrstand how much it will cost for each of these 34 
states to become Title Ill compliant and how much it will annually cost to maintain that 
compliance. This information will be helpful for the 2012 budget process as we examine 
the continuing budget needs associated with helping states maintain compliance with 
HAVA. 

Our work in this area will include analysis of how much it will costs states to become 
compliant with the MOVE Act, which is relying on Section requirements payments. 
MOVE Ace costs were not contemplated during the time the 2011 budget was being 
developed. 

The Grants Oflice is currently staffed by the director and a grants specialist with 
contractor and temporary staff support. An estimated $303,000 will be needed to print 
State Plans and grants notices in the Federal Register. In FY 2010, EAC plans on hiring 
one full-time staff in lieu of FY 2009 contractor support. 

This infonnation Js property of the U.S. EJecti-On A$$;$1etne-t Commission. 
1225 New York Avenue, NW. Suits 1100, Washington, DC 20005 
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For FY 2011, the Office of the Inspector General initial request is $1,893,494. The 
President's Budget request is $1,837,836. The Inspector General has detennined that 
these amounts will suppon operations for FY 201 I. Of the total requested in the 
President's Budget, $25,000 is for staff training to meet the continuing education 
rcquiremenls applicable under Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards, and 
$4,534 is for support for the Council oflnspectors General on Integrity and Efticiency. 

OIG plans on increasing the number of HA VA funds audits from five per year to eight, 
and the number of reviews and investigations that an: conducted. OIG plans on 
conducting two internal audits/evaluations of F.AC programs and operations and an 
evaluation of its own operations in 201 I. 

As reported in the O/G Semi·Annua/ Repnrl to Congress, April I. 200910 September 30, 
1009: 

"Since the inception of the audit program, the OIG has completed audits of22 statcs
with audits of additional five states under way- and through the completed audils 
rcponcd findings related to states' expenditures of nearly $25.5 million. In the first 
several fiscal years. the OIG questioned a greater percentage of HA VA funds based upon 
their use. However, over the past fiscal year, the OIG has seen a reduction in the 
monetary findings associated with its HA VA funds audits. This is directly attributable the 
states' efforts to effectively monitor and document their use of federal fund.•. In fact, one 
state audited in the current reporting period received no monetary findings and one state 
audited during a prior period received a clean audit." 

An increase of one junior auditor was requested for FY 2010, in addition to the existing 
positions of the fnspector General. legal counsel, and senior auditor. OIG requests 3.5 
addi1ional staff - a director of audits, a journeyman auditor, an investigator, and a part· 
time administrative assistant - for 201 l to build two audit teams. The additional staff 
would be hired in lieu of a portion of the more than $900,000 in audit contracts awarded 
annually to increase flexibility to react to and further investigate questionable situations 
and potential audit findings. The staff would help m.a.nage contract audits to more 
efficiently review state and local government use of HA VA funds, expand grant auditS to 
include the discretionary grant programs, and evaluate EAC operations. 

Strategic Plan Goal 3: Identify and develop information on areas of pressing 
concern rei:arding the administration of elections for federal office and issue 
guidance, translations, best practices and recummended improvements as required 
by HA VA, and carry out responsibilities under the N alional Voter Registration Act. 

Outcome: As a result of this goal: l) the election community and other 
key stakeholders improve the administration of elections for federal 
office on the bases of pertinent, impartial, timely, and high·quality 

This information is property of the U.S. E/ecrton Ass1sranca Commission, 
t 2?.5 New Yot1< Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington. DC 20005 

(202) 566-3100 (p), (202) 568--Jf27 m, WVIW.ea<.gov 
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infonnation. re-commendations. guide~ and other loob on dcc1ion and 
voting issues and 2) digiblc citizens use the mail voter registration 
application t(> register In vote, register with a political patty. or report a 
change of name. addre.ss, or other infonnation. 

FY l!)09·· 
tnatted ·· 

· Fi'~oto 
En~cted · 

L __ J_U.2~~_Q___ij_l ,~5_44~,8_!_7~ __ S_l ._52_3~, 1_8_4_~ 

The Research, Policy and Programs division administers: 

I) The Election Management Guidelines Program to provide information on topics 
such as Ballot De~ign, Contingency Planning, Managing Change in an Election 
Office. Media aud Public Relations, and Developing an Audi I Trail for the 
verification of votes. to help election officials pmmolc secure. accurate. and 
accrssibk elections. 

2) The Language Accessibility Program to provide infonnational materials on the 
fodcral election process and election tcnninology in languages other than English, 
translate the national voter registration form, and gather infonuation from 
working groups to address the clcclion needs of voters with limited or 11<1 English 
proficiency. 

3) Pmvidcs materials to voters to facilitate successful participation in federal 
clcctiQn5 such as registering lt) vole. 

4) Conducts election rcsl,an:h on man<lakd topics. 

HA VA mandates that EAC issue studies on the impact of free absentee ballot return 
postage on voter participation. clcclrnnic voting and liniiormcd and Overseas Citizens 
Absentee Voting Act voters, the fcasibility of alternative voting methods, the voting 
experiences of first-time voters who register to vote by mail, and the foasibility and 
advisability ofidentilying voters by Social Security Numbers. 

Each year, staff present!' potential Ekction Management Guideline (E.MG) chapters and 
Quick Start Management Guide ideas to the Commissioners for their review and 
considera1ion. Ideas for new chapters and guides arc gathered by program staff from a 
variety of source~ in the dcctinns field. Once reviewed by the Commissioners. staff from 
the Research, Policy and Programs Department complete preliminary research for each 
nt-w agreed-upon chapter. 

E\1G chapt~rs arc vetted with the topical working group and made available for comment 
to the EAC's lloard of Advisors and Standards .Board through the Virtual Meeting Room. 

Thi.~ informaUon ts properly of the U.S. Elecrion Assistance Comm.•ss;,on, 
1225 New Yori< AVllnve. NW, S"1te 1100. Washing1on. DC W005 
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The final version of each EMG chapter is formally adopted by the Commissi<ln. Once 
this has occurred the chapter is disseminated by mail and the Internet to all local and state 
election officials 

In 2011, EAC will release a report on data collected in the 2010 dcctions and a report tu 
Congress a:>scssing the impact of the National Vllh:r Registration Art (~VRA) on the 
administration of dcctions for federal office. On August 28, 2009. the NVRA 
regulations were transfo1Tcd from the Federal Election Commission to EAC. The project 
will involve review of the current regulations. any proposed changes to the regulations. 
and consideration ofpuhlil: comments. Thi.) EAC will conduct hearing~ to ensure hroad 
participation in the rulcmaking process. Final regulations must be adopkd by a vote of 
the Commission following the public rulcmaki11g process and published in the Federal 
Register before taking effect Jn addition, EAC will update the Federal Election 
Commission's implementation manual to reflect any changes in the regulation~ and the 
additional requirements added by the passage of HA VA. 

EACs Board of Advisors and Standards Board assist in prioriti;.:ing research topics that 
are important and helpful to election officials. When new research projects arc idcntitkd 
as priorities to undertake, a working group is organized. The members of the working 

This i11fr;1m.a!ion i,"f. properr.y of the U S EJecsiort Assistance Comm1ss:o", 
1225 N"w Yori< Av&nue, NW, Sui!e 1100, Washington, DC 2000!'! 
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grnup provide feedback to Research staff about possible topics of study and arc subject to 
final approval by (\•mmissioncr$ as part of the annual research plan. 

Strategic l'lan Goal 4: Build public confidence in elections by testin~ and 
certit~·ing voting systems to impron system security, operation and 
accessibility. 

Outconw: Voting <!quipmcnl operates more reliably and ~1.·c:urely and is 
more accessible to the di~;iblcd. States use EAC t.:sting an,1 certification 
program lo ensure voting $y81cins 1ncc1 standards. 

FY 2009 FY. 2010 
Eii:~~~d Enacted 

.. $!A7.2.~06.J.~l_,8~1.QO§ 

FY 2011 
Xtesidelit's !ludget ·i 

.. $ !,82~,642 .. __ _j 

Under IIA VA, EAC is responsible for assi5ting states with improvcmcms to voting 
systems through the distribution of fcdcra [ funds and by providing a voluntary federal 
.:crtification program. The l\!dcral gowmment'., firs! voluntary Voting System Testing 
and Cenification Prog1·am for the states also provides the public the opportunity to r~view 
every aspect of ccrtilying voting c~1uipmcnt, such as voti11g equipm•·ut system 
infomtation, test plans and reports, and reports on irregularities. Comprehensive 
proc.:durc~ for the program arc detailed in EAC's Voting System Tc~ting and 
(' crti fication program. 

The division works on EAC's foll accreditation and l.'Crlifkation pwgram. Staifwol'ks 
with the National ltistitutc ot Standards and Technology ~lST) to evaluate and accrc-dit 
n1ti11g systl;)m te.~t laboratories and thl' management of lhc voting system certification 
process. The pmgram assi;;.ts states with voluntary ce1tification nf thdr systems. ;;upports 
local elections ofliciab in the an:a~ nf acceptance testing and pre-election system 
verification. increases quality control in voting system manufacturing. and provides clear 
procedures to manufacturers for the testing and certification of voting system~ to 
specified federal standards consistent with Che requirements of !IA \'A Section 2.l l (a)(I ). 

In FY 2009. EAC increased the Testing and Ccnification staff lo cxp~dite 1he voting 
sy;;tcm .:crtification process. An Ei\C certification means lhat a voting ~y~tcni has met 
lht! rcquiremenls oftht' fodt'ral standards hy passing a series of comprehensive tests 
conducccd by an EAC·accrcditcd rest labornrory. Procedural rcquimncms fi•r the: Voting 
System Test Laboratory Program are de1ailcd in EAC's Voting System Test LahoratflT)' 
:\1anual. Currently, six voting systems arc participating in EAC's Tt:~ting and 
Ccrtitkation Program. 

The additional staff hired in 2009 has improved the pro«cs.~ hy answ1.·ring t'cchnical 
questions of the election officials and wndors. helping test lab vendor~ understand how 

7r.;s infom,ation ls properry of :he U.S. Election Assisrance Cammi:\~rur:, 
1225 Nevi Yori< A~'er.ue, NW, Suire 1 tOO, WA~hington, DC /.00<)~ 
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to test specialized systems, reviewing test plans, tracking complaints, visiting the testing 
labs, and keeping the technical review and approval process moving forward. The staff 
has made a commitment to match the testing time schedules provided by the voting 
system test laboratories and manufacturer:;. Staff holds weekly teleconferences with the 
labs and manufacturers of all testing engagements underway. Staff holds kick-off 
meetings with the labs and manufacturers tu give the technical reviewers an opportunity 
to meet with the labs and manufacturers and ask them about everything they need to 
know about the systems for their reviews. 

In addition to staffing and staff efforts to streamline the voting system ce1tification 
process, EAC along with its Standards Board, Board of Advisors, and Technical 
Guidelines Development Committee (TGDC) (chaired by the director of NIST and 
comprised of 14 other members) work together to review voluntary testing standards. 
Efforts are underway to revise the 2005 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines. The 
revisions are aimed at aiding the creation oftest suites that promote wtiform, consistent 
and faster testing by eliminating bottlenecks in the testing process. Revisions will also 
provide clarification in key areas that may cause confusion and slow the process. 

In 2011, EAC plans on transferring $3,250,000 to NJST via inleragency agreement for 
activities required under Sections 221 Technical Guideline.~ Development Committee 
(TGDC), 231 Certification and Testing of Voring Systems, and 245 Swdy and Report on 
Elecrronic Voting and the Elecroral Process of HAVA. 

EAC and NIST seek to produce final reports by the second quarter of 20 I 0 related to 
UOCA VA initiatives oo Best Practices for Transmission of Election Material and 
Security Considerations for Remote Voting. NIST's interim report, .. A Threat Analysis 
on UOCAVA Voting Systems," discusses the need to balance security and privacy in 
electronic transmission of voting materials with ensuring UOCA VA voters get to vote in 
a timely mann~r. 

The Testing and Certification unit consists of six full-time staff, four part-time technical 
reviewers, and two contractual staff. Total cost of staff, reviewers, and contractors for 
FY 2011 is $1,254,941. Travel is budgeted at $280500; printing at $105,200; other 
services at $180,000; and SS,000 for supplies. Current plans are 10 begin pha.~ing out one 
of the contractual staff as new full-time staff are trained and can tak~ over the function. 

This infonna/jon ;s property of the U.S. Etocrion Assistance CommlSSt¢(1. 
1225 N•w Yor;. A••noo. NW, Soire 1100. Washillgton. OC 20005 
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How does a Voting System Get Certified by the EAC'? 

Step one: Voting sys1em manufacturers must register with the EAC. 

Step two: ?-Janufacturcrs must submit an application and select a federally 
accredited test laboratorv to begin the testing process. 

Step three: Test laboratory submils draft test plan to EAC for approval. 

Step four: EAC approves test plan. 

Step five: Voting system is tested to the applicable standards. 

Step six: Testing concluded; draft test report submitted to EAC for approval. 

Step seven: EAC approves test report and issues initial decision on 
ccnification. 

Step eight: Te~t laboratory rebuilds voling system in a trusted environment, 
otherwise known as a ''trusted build." 

Step nine: Manufacturer provides software identification tools to EAC, which 
enables election officials to confirm ust: of EAC-certified systems. 

Step ten: Manufacturer provides voting system software t() EAC repository, 
allowing EAC to capture an official record of the voting system it has tested 
and certified. 

Step eleven: Manufacturer agrees in writing to all EAC certification conditions 
and program requiremcnrs. 

Step twelve: EAC certifies voting system. 

Strategic Plan Gnal S: Achieve organizational and management excellence. 

Outcome: EAC Commissioners and staff proficiently carry out EA C's ~trategic 
objectives. 

Goal 5 consist~ of one clear-cut objective; to implement a high performance organization. 
Goal 5 is administered by the Commissioners, the Standards Boaid, the Board of 
Advisors, the Technical Guidelines Development Committee, Executive Director, Chief 

This informafjon is property of llle US. Election Assistanr.e Commission. 
1225 N<iw Yotft A-"e, NW, Su/le 1100. Wsshi11gto11. DC 20005 
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Operating Oflicer and Chief Financial Officer with support from the Offices of the 
General Counsel and Administration. 

In FY 2009, in response to the agency's first financial statement audit, EAC reorganized 
the agency structure and created a financial division. The division consists of a senior 
level grants director who administers HA VA funds, an accounting director who is a 
Certified Public Accountant, and a Chief Financial Officer who ensures that EAC is 
compliant with federal requirements and resources are used efficiently. 

The CFO department will continue to focus on resolution of issues identified 
in audits, setting up sound systems and policies and procedures. working with 
managers on the relationship between budget and performance, maximizing 
use of staff and financial resources, and training EAC staff on financial 
management processes and their responsibilities. 

Management is working to foster a culture of accountability among staff. The agency is 
seeking to improve staff satisfaction n1tings and achieve management excellence through 
improved internal controls and human resource initiatives. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

The Commission's information security program encompasses those measures necessary 
to protect the Commission's information resources_ These measures include providing for 
each project: the appropriate technical, personnel, physical, administrative, 
environmental and telecommunications safeguards; and continuity of operations through 
contingency or disaster recovery plans. The Commission's protective measures cover the 
following information resources: data, applications, software, hardware, physical 
facilities and telecommunications. The Commission's information security program 
assures that each automated information system has a level of security that is 
commensurate with the risk and magnitude of the hann that could result from the loss, 
misuse, unauthorized disclosure or improper modification of the information contained in 
the system. 

Currently, EAC depends on GSA for email, internet and information technology (IT) 
security services, and on a contractor for maiutenance of the website, www.cac.gov. 
Current EAC IT staff maintains personal computers and smartphones, provide software 
requested by EAC staff, and perform vulnerability scans. The agency has a shared drive 
but does not have an intranet where policies and procedures can be posted. 
EAC is GSA's last IT client agency. EAC's vision is to be responsible for our own 
infrastructure led by a qualified Cbieflnfonnation Officer (CIO). EAC expects to 
replace the acting ClO with a CIO in the second quarter of FY 2010. The CIO will work 
on integration ofEAC systems, upgrade the agency's email to MS Outlook from Lotus 
Notes, assist the directors with systems to capture performance metric data, and guide 

This infonnation is property of tfle U.S. Election Assistan;;e Commission, 
1225 New Y<>rl< Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005 
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FAC in implementation of an automawd Time and Attendance .~y~t.;m and an c· Tra\'e] 
~ystcm. Currently, EAC submits hard copy exception-based time sheets to GSA, where 
the Electronic Time iind Attcndam.:e Managemrnt Syst..:m is used. EAC submits hard 
copy Travel Authorii.'.ations and Voucher~ tn (iSA. 

Salaries and f:xpens~s 
(0t)llaJ!i ii\ thOUS;lJl.:1$) 

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS & APPROACHES 

Thanks roan innovali\'c and creative sraff. EAC has implcmL~lllcd ~t·vcral initiati\•Cs to 
use contractors more cflicir.mtly, ~ave money. leverage partnerships and incrrasc 
producti,·ity throughout the Commission. 

Procuremenl lnn1walions 

Reg inning in FY 2008. F.AC started the pruccss of hiring staff in lieu of contrnc1or.~ for 
its research and cvaluarion work. By FY 2009. EAC had phased out 12 contracts 
awanfoll by the D<..j)arnncnt oflntcrior on EAC's behalf and instead used staffro produce 
publicarions and n:porK 

In accordance with thl.' President's :Vlcmorandum ~'" liovemmcnt C:otllt'acting. issued on 
March 4. 2009, we reviewed EAC'~ existing conrracts and current ac:qui~ition practices to 
target achievable cost savings. The acquisition budget for FY 2010 is budgeted at $4.J 
million and FY 20 I J is approximately $3.3 million. The following items arc proposed to 
save 3.5 pcn.:c.nt ot'EAC's basdinc rnntract ;p<.'nding in FY 2010 and a further 3.5 
p.:t·ccnt in FY 2011 . 

!Acquisition Savings PlanN Steps co be Taken for FY201U/201 I .. 
! I) Perform an :maly~is of (•r~ani7.ati"ns within EAC to consider the continued need and cost· 

effel'tiveness ofout-~ourcing c:xpe11ise that ~·ould b~ stafl~d in-house. 
2·i Cost s~vings are projected by ~unverting rnrrent out-sourced rcsour("es to current or ti11ur~ 

in-house ~ta ff for ongoing work tic<l to growth prn,1.:.:tions (If EAC' . 
. ~) Re-compete.: two c11rnmt contract~ lo obt<1in cost r..:duclions: 

>- EAC Wchsitr.: Maintenance & Hostin£: Conlract. Savings in 2011: $235.000 
J;;-EAC Election Dav S11rvcv Arii!IY~S..~'.?.!!!raci: $130.000 in 2Q.~~------

Thjs 11>formation is pro.oerty of rhe US. (lectio,, Assrsrance CommiS;Si().":. 
17?5 New Yori< Averwe. NW. sw·le T 100, Wash;ngtcr~. DC ~')006 
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Partnenbips and Collaboration 

The federal government consists of a wealth of valuable rcsoruces, including experts in 
the an:as of policy, budget and technology. In recent years, federal agencies have 
experienced an increase in cross-agency collaboration, which has facilitated the sharing 
of resources and knowledge. For a small agency Ii.kc EAC, these federal resource hubs 
arc invaluable. EAC employees have joined federal organizations like the Small Agency 
Council, which oilers ways for agencies to share training costs and ideas. Through the 
Council, the participants pooled resources to fund training classes through the Graduate 
School (formerly the United States Department of Agriculture [USDA] Graduate 
School). Participants even share physical training space. Due to the cost savings and the 
small agency perspective provided by the trainings, EAC intends to continue being an 
a.ctive participant in FY 2011. 

EAC also participates in events sponsored by the Web Managers' CoWlcil, an 
intcragency group of senior federal government web maoagel's who collaborate to 
improve the online delivery of U.S. Government infonnation and services. The Council 
offers training courses at reduced prices and hosts a list-serve in which federal employees 
exchange ideas, ask questions and share solutions. EAC recently participated in training 
sponsored by the General Services Administration for www.data.gov. Communications 
Division employees will continue to draw upon the expertise of the group of lederal 
employees managing this new site, which is the designated location for high-value 
federal data sets. 

As part ofEAC's effort to develop and share best practices in election administration, 
EAC contracted with USDA, Office of Communications, Broadcast Media and 
Technology Center to produce training videos. The collaboration resulted in four very 
well received videos about polling place set-up, accessibility at the polling place, 
contingency planning and an overview about how the EAC tests and certifies voting 
systems. Videos are available at www.cac.gov as well as on EAC's YouTube pag~. Help 
America Vote. EAC will again partner with USDA to produce another series of videos, 
including one featuring a Mock Election Grant recipient's approach to forming a 
partnership with a local election office. 

An invaluable resource for EAC has been the Target Center at USDA. The Target 
Center's mission is to make sure that USDA employees have "safe and equal access to 
electronic and information technology by assessing, educating, and advocating for the 
integration of assistive technology and worksite accommodations." EAC reached out to 
the Target Center for assistance with making documents accessible. Consequently, the 
Center hosted a training session fo1· the entire EAC staff and continues to he available to 
us if we need assistance. 

Th;.< Information J
0
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EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION & SUPPORT 

Program and financial integrity depends on well-structured human resource policies and 
practices. Along with the Chief Operating Officer and Chief Financial Officer, EAC's 
Human Resource (HR) Director in the Office of the Chief Operating Officer is charged 
with improving program operations and tracking accomplishment of goals. In 2009, HR 
began the process of implementing policies and procedures to improve staff performance 
and to establish a human resource accouniability system. The system will ensure 
effective Human Resource management in support of the agency's Strategic Plan and in 
adherence to the federal merit systems principles, and other federal HR laws and 
regulations. 

EAC is committed to building a diverse, well-trained, high-performing workforce. 
Managers and supervisors are accountable fo1 efficient and effective buman resources 
management in support of the agency's mission and in accordance with merit system 
principles. Supervisors will Wldcrgo a hwuan resources management training program 
with the aim of enhancing managers' and supervisors' ability to accurately evaluate 
performance, recognize good perfonnance, and take corrective action a.~ needed to 
address identified performance deficiencies. They will be trained on effective 
pcrfonnancc management: the importance of providing feedback to employees 
frequently throughout the year, and of conducting regular fonnal performance appraisals 
with appropriate detailed feedback to help staff grow and succeed. The supervisory 
training program also includes modules on EEOC and sexual harassment, No Fear Act, 
teambuilding, ergonomics, and work/life balance. 

EAC has expanded the services provided under the Employee Assistance Program via a 
Memorandum of Understanding with Federal Occupational Health to include clinic 
services such as first aid and blood pressure checks and the WorkLifo4You Program. 
The Work/Life Program includes consultations for staff on such topics as child and elder 
care, adoption, career development, retirement planning, and services for adults with 
disabilities and illnesses 

Staff and supervisors will also be responsible for annual Perfonnance Plans and 
Individual Development Plans (IDPs) to help employees identify strengths and 
weaknesses, reach their potential and attain their career goals. The Perfonnance Plans 
will address not only accomplishment of strategic plan goals and how each employee 
contributes to achievement of the agency's mission and goals, but will also address core 
competencies and performance elements for each position. Development activities in the 
!DPs include in addition to fonnal training, mentoring, coaching, computer-assistt:d 
training, brown bag lunch-time learning groups. and formal feedback. 

In September 2007, EAC produced a Succession Management Framework to mitigate the 
impact of employee attrition. The plan outlines recruitment, selection criteria. 

This jnforma1jon is properly ot /he U.S. E1ttcrion Assistsnce Commisst0n. 
1225 New Yori< Avenw, NW. Suite f 10(}, Wa$hing1Qn, OC 20005 
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identification of agency-wide core competencies required, development of staff, and 
retention of staff by providing challenges and rewards. The acquisition budget for FY 
2010 is planned at $4.3 million and FY 2011 is appro1timately $3.3 million. 

INVESTING IN EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION & 
WELLNESS 

EAC plans on using employee survey findings to improve recruitment, retention and 
future ratings. We are developing an action plan to address the specific areas that 
employees have identified as needing improvement. One area identified as needing 
improvement is leadership and supervisory skills. As mentioned in the Internal Control 
section of this document, a Supervisory Development Program will be offered with 
courses in project cost management; EEO, sexual harassment and diversity; financial 
management, human resources management, and perfonnance appraisal. Further, the 
agency arranges team building exercises to improve intemal communication over and 
above the activities described in Goal I Communicate. 

The acquisition budget for FY 20 I 0 is planned at $4.3 million and FY 2011 is 
approximately $3.3 million. In an effort to promote health and wellness initiatives, EAC 
provides staff with an Employee Assistance Program via a Memorandum of 
Understanding with Federal Occupational Health. EAC has expanded the services 
provided under the ~OU to include clinic services such as first aid and hlood pressure 
checks and the WorkLife4You Program. The Work/Life Program includes consultations 
for staff on such topics as child and elder care, adoption, career development, retirement 
planning, and services for adults with disabilities and illnesses. In addition, EAC docs. 
not have to expend funds on offering a fitness facility as one is provided lo staff in the 
building to use free of charge. EAC participates in the Flexible Spending Account 
program, and provides flexible work schedules, telecommuting, and transit benefits. ln 
FY 2009, EAC pun.:hased automated external defibrillators for each of its three locations 
and provided cardio-pulmonary resuscitation training to approximately 12 staff on use of 
the machines through the Red Cross. 

LOOKING FORWARD 

FY 2011 will be a busy year for EAC as we prepare for a presidential election year. We 
anticipate that the technology investments and Web site enhancements will help us 
deliver and provide information 10 a larger audience, enabling more voters to have a 
successful experience casting their ballot. We will expand the onlinc re.sources provided 
to election officials, including an effort to collect best practices about contingency 
planning, poll worker training, pre-election testing and audits. 

This inlonnstion is property of lhe U.S. Election Assistance Commi$$iM. 
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EAC's Voting System Testing and Certification Division will be working towards the 
final adoption of the next iteration of the VVSG, as well as manage the resp<>nsibilities 
that will come from the EAC-certified voting systems operating in the field, many of 
them for the first time. Manufacturers are obligated under the terms of the program to 
report problems that occur in the field, and we must make sure we have the resources to 
thoroughly follow up. Efforts to work with the Federal Voting Assistance Program and 
NIST to develop a remote electronic voting system for overseas citizens and the military 
will continue. 

Staff will collect infonnation from the 2010 election for EAC's Election Administration 
and Voting Survey, including data about the rate of participation for overseas citizens and 
military voters. Almost simultaneously, they will begin developing the survey instrument 
for the 2012 election. 

To supp<>rt staff as they embark upon the many responsibilities ahead, EAC will continue 
to provide training, support services and make sure that the work environment is healthy 
and will promote productivity. Therefore, EAC will continue to focus inward to improve 
internal operations. The Design Team will continue to serve as a liaison between staff 
and management, making sure the lines of communication stay open. 

EAC will continue to form strategic partnerships within the federal government, employ 
the use of teclutology to broaden our reach and delivet information to more people, and 
be responsible stewards of federal resources. 

Tlli8 infblfl'letion Is profJ8tfyolthe U.S. Ei.etion Assistanc. Commission, 
1225 New Vorlc Avent.J<>, NW, Suito 1100. WB$11ington, DC 20005 
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Mr. SERRANO. Thank you so much. Thank you for your testi
mony. 

Two quick things come to mind that I didn't have prepared to 
ask. Refresh my memory. The five languages, the six languages, is 
that by law or is that- that is by law, right? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. That is correct. The National Voter Registration 
Act requires that the languages be available in certain areas within 
the United States underneath Title-I want to say Title V require
ments, but I am not sure that is right, and then there is that sec
tion of the National Voter Registration Act. 

Mr. SERRANO. Okay. And, secondly, just on a personal level, 
when we say you were a local election official, you did it all at the 
local level, right? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I was a local election official in a very small coun
ty, very rural county. And then also I was the election official
elected county clerk in both of them-in a very large county. So I 
had the rural and the metro experience, and they are very dif
ferent. 

Mr. SERRANO. I just think that every so often we should mention 
people in this society who don't get much credit. Having been in 
elected office for 36 years now, some of the folks that work at the 
local level never get any credit; and I am not talking just about the 
officials but the folks that get up at 4:30 in the morning, for in
stance, in New York to be at the poll site by 5:00 to have those ma
chines ready by 6:00, and then they are there until 9:00, and then 
they have to count. And years like last year, the count went on, 
just the lines of people outside and the whole thing; and they do 
it for very little money and with no fanfare. And so every so often 
in public we should give them a special thanks because, without 
them, it doesn't happen. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Absolutely. You are absolutely correct. They are 
really the vital source of our Election Day process. Without them, 
we couldn't conduct the elections. 

Mr. SERRANO. Right. Congress provided $115 million in fiscal 
year 2008 and $100 million in 2009 and $75 million for fiscal year 
2011 for grants to States for the purpose of helping them meet the 
requirements of the Help America Vote Act. What percentage of 
this funding has been distributed to States? What are the reasons 
for funding not yet being disbursed or used by the States? And, 
lastly, how fast are States spending HA VA funds relative to the 
rate at which this subcommittee has provided funds to them? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. The States in some areas-it is State by State. 
Every State is different. I need to make that statement, first of all. 

But we have appropriated all the funds except about $200 mil
lion of the funds, and that has been the later funds that have been 
given for us to appropriate to the county and-to the States, I 
should say, to the States-And the reason why they haven't been 
able to meet that 5 percent. We have been trying to work with the 
States to give them the flexibility. If they can meet part of that, 
we will give them the money that they-a portion of that 5 percent 
that they have met to give them that capability at drawing down 
some of their funds. But we do have some States that are. really 
under dire stress. 
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Mr. SERRANO. And this stress is caused by what, their own in
ability to absorb the funds , their inaction, resistance? Is there any 
resistance? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Mr. Chairman, there is no resistance. If the 
States had the 5 percent match, they have to go through their own 
legislative process to get the 5 percent and their budget or their 
budget process, and it usually is legislative. Some States, as you 
notice, it took them 2 years to be able to get their money. Some 
of our States only-their legislators only meet every 2 years. So 
that is one of the things that holds up them getting them money. 

And then the other thing is we have found that there is just as 
much problem out there with the States currently-the ability of 
meeting the financial needs, they just haven't been able to get the 
5 percent. States have asked us for special ability-like Florida 
asked us if they could use. their interest money to meet that 5 per
cent. We don't have that authority, obviously. So right now, no, we 
can't do that. 

Mr. SERRANO. This was the interest money on--
Ms. DAVIDSON. That they had made on RAVA and haven't spent 

today. 
Mr, SERRANO. l see, 
Now, on a personal note, I know that my State of New York had 

some problems catching up to date, I would say. From your point 
of view, are we ready to go in New York? I know what they tell 
me, but are they ready to go? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. New York, we are aware, has been spending 
money and buying equipment this last year. I think New York City 
was one of the last counties that actually purchased-or the city 
and county that actually purchased the equipment. So it is prob
ably being manufactured and delivered as we are speaking, and it 
should be utilized in this next election. 

Mr. SERRANO. Okay. That makes me a little nervous with Sep
tember primaries and November elections. Not that I have a spe
cial interest, but-

Ms. DAVIDSON. Well, I can tell you, Mr. Chair, that we found
as you stated in your opening st atement, it takes time for election 
officials to write new manuals when they get new voting systems, 
train their poll workers, train, obviously, their office staff and even 
training the voters to. vote on new systems. So we had more. prob
lems. When we put all of the systems in at one time nearly 
throughout the United States, there were more problems. And, as 
you have said, the problems seem to have ceased this last election, 
be a lot less. We are always going to be training new election offi
cials, but definitely we hope-and I know that they are working 
very hard at training everybody to make sure it is a smooth elec
tion for everyone. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Now, as you know, there are proposed budget cuts, a decrease of 

$75 million. We also know there are States that have the leftover 
dollars. So will all States be eventually impacted by the proposed 
budget cut in the elections reform program in 2011 ?. How will 
States continue to be compliant in the future? In other words, what 
do States need in the mid to long term to keep up with the HA VA 
requirements? 
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Ms. DAVIDSON. You know, as I said in my opening portion, every 
State is different. I really think that you need to talk to the indi
vidual States. Some States have spent all of their money. Others 
have spent a percentage of it. But, really, it is up to the State, 
every State. How they have run their elections and how they run 
them, because of their State laws, is much different throughout the 
Nation. So it is by an individual State-to-State need. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. I can't believe that the chairman stuck 
to the 5-minute rule. 

Mrs. Emerson. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Wow, I guess I better be- don't start the clock 

yet. How did the Yanks do last night? 
Mr. SERRANO. The Yankees were a t the White House yesterday. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Did you have fun? 
Mr. SERRANO. It was fabulous. I yelled out, 28, Joe. Not meaning 

his number, but 28th World Series, the next one. Arrogant on my 
part. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Did you have your picture made with everybody? 
Mr. SERRANO. No, they wouldn't let us near them. It was terrible. 
Mrs. EMERSON. When the Cardinals came from having won the 

World Series we got our pictures. 
Mr. SERRANO. And I am a Cardinal, right? 
The greatest time was when the President complained that the 

White Sox would probably never win a World Series again; and J oe 
Girardi, the manager, says, Mr. President, hold onto the Yankee 
trophy. He said, you better hold onto it because it will be the last 
time you touch a World Series trophy. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Sorry. We have this little baseball competition 
going here. My Cardinals won last night, too. 

Okay. Ms. Davidson, you said that the States are not allowed to 
use the interest money that they earn on the monies that they 
have received for purposes of their 5 percent match, correct? So 
what do they do with this interest money? What can they use it 
on? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. That is correct. If a State has not met the re
quirements of Title III, they can purchase more voting equipment. 
They can use it on a voting registration system or improving it. A 
lot of States are having to improve their voter registration because 
of the MOVE Act. They can also use it on the procedures on doing 
the-let me stop and think. There are four reasons: provisional bal
lots, and then educating voters, and putting the information up in 
the polling place, also. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, it seems to me, though, just looking at 
these numbers-for example, Missouri, which is my home State, re
ceived $44,914,650. They have spent 88.9 percent of their funds, 
which is-excuse me, no, that is plus interest--95. 7 percent of their 
funds. So that is good. They are still sitting on $3,878,000 plus. 
And it seems to me that it is somewhat advantageous for the 
States to just be sitting on this money and not spending it because 
they. are earning all this interest. So. it multiples and they have got 
more money to spend, correct? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Of course, they make a lot less. on the interest 
now. than what they used to. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. But New York is sitting on $22 million interest. 
Missouri is on almost $3.9 million. They make less on interest, but 
it is still sitting there, and it is growing a little bit. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. You are correct. That report is as of September 
30, 2009, So there could be more expenditures made since that 
time. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Since that time. Okay. 
Now, given the fact that for every other government program 

known to mankind, practically, the State or the local match is 25 
percent, 30 percent, even up to 40 percent, so 5 percent just doesn't 
seem a lot to me, given-and I am very sympathetic and under
standing of the financial positions States find themselves in, but I 
am still looking at this list of how much money all the States are 
sitting on and I am wondering why we are sending the States
they are sitting on nearly a billion dollars worth of unspent HA VA 
grant money; and, given that our deficit is projected to be $1.6 tril
lion this year, why would we be giving these States more money? 
Please tell me why. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Well, what I can tell you is every State is dif
ferent. Some of States have spent all of their money, including 
their interest money. There have been a few of those that have 
spent 110 percent. So that includes their interest money. Other 
States have spent an average of probably 80 percent. Some States 
are still holding on to probably about 50 percent of their money, 
and I imagine New York is in that category is shown there because 
they have just started spending the money this last year. So with 
the report being due in September of 2009, there is quite a bit of 
money to spend in that area since that time. But every State is so 
different. So it is hard for me to tel1 you why. 

I can tell you from history that States know this money is not 
going to continue, and they are afraid they are not going to be able 
to continue meeting the needs of the contracting, supporting their 
voting systems. They know that voting systems only last about 8 
to 10 years, and they know they are going to be up for a new allo
cation of money that has to be spent, and they are afraid where 
they are going to get that because they know the Federal money 
has not been appropriated for anything like that. 

Mrs. EMERSON. We keep giving them money, though, so it seems 
to me-I don't know. Do you think it would be better for us to take 
back the money that we have got and wait for them to apply for 
grants and you all just hold it in D.C., as opposed to leaving it 
there for them since they are not applying for the grants in the 
first place? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I really don't have an opinion on that. The States 
being able to have it in their funds and spend it at the time-I do 
know that when we have money that has been allocated to give to 
the States it takes them a great deal of time to first meet the 
HA VA requirements, have a State plan, how they are going to 
spend it and have that put in the Federal register and then also 
do. any type of expenditures they have to go. through their appro
priation that is required by State law. So it does take them about 
18 months to be able to, from the time it has been appropriated, 
to. be able. to receive it and spend it is what we are finding .. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Could you provide us with some updated figures? 
Do you have any beyond September 30, 2009? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I don't-the laws require them to report on that 
time. Now--

Mrs. EMERSON. Do you mean like quarterly? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. The reports are due September. So that is-
Mrs. EMERSON. Each year? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Each year. So I am trying to think if I could ask 

them to give us an additional report right away without going 
through the Paperwork Reduction Act. We do have to do that; and, 
as you know, that takes 3 to 4 months to get it through. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Could you just send them an e-mail maybe? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. I am sorry to say if I ask more than nine people, 

I fall underneath that. Even with an e-mail. But I will see if we 
have anything. I will report back to you. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That would be awesome. Thank you so much. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. I definitely will do that. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO. J ust as an aside, I am told that part of what is 

happening in the States is that the States are unsure what com
mitment the Federal Government will make to them as they move 
along. For instance, all the ones who are already on board now in 
10 years will have to replace the machines. In the meantime, ma
chines break down and so on. 

Then there is the other point, I am told, where funds sitting 
there may have already been obligated in some way. So it is not 
that they are not spent. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That is why I asked if we could get a midterm 
report by e-mail so we could keep the paper at a low level. 

Mr. SERRANO. I am for paper, but-yes. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. There is one thing that comes to light that has 

happened this last year, the MOVE Act. The MOVE Act has re
quired several elements for the States to meet that wilJ be addi
tional funding that they will be spending of their HA VA dollars. 
And one of those is to make their system where they can send out 
electronically to the overseas and the military any blank ballots 
and election mateiial. They also have to be able to track t hat bal
lot, the absentee ballot when it goes out and when it comes in and 
put that up on a Web site to make it available to the individuals. 

So their systems will need work; and every time that we even 
ask for a change of our report, that costs the States money. So I 
can tell you that much. When laws are changed, obviously, that 
costs money for them; and they can utilize the HA VA dollars in 
meeting those needs. 

Mr. SERRANO. Since I am lobbying my Republican colleagues for 
a bill that is on the floor on Thursday--

Mrs. EMERSON. He is being nice to us. 
Mr. SERRANO. Mrs. Emerson is one of the greatest ranking mem

bers in history; and now I yield to one of the greatest members in 
the. history. of the world, Mr. Culberson, under. the 5-minute rule. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
We really do appreciate your service, Ms. Davidson. Thank you 

very much. 
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When a State election voting system is certified as accredited, 
you are looking not only at the actual machinery and mechanism 
the State uses for people to vote but their entire voting system, cor
rect? You are looking at the way they conduct the election, the way 
that the State ensures it that people with disabilities or other lan
guage barriers. have access to vote,. that sort of thing. You are look
ing at the whole comprehensive system or just the machine? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I am sorry to tell you that I cannot meet your 
dream. It is just the equipment that we look at. We test it by the 
standards that have been set by the TGDC, NIST, and the EAC. 
So it is tested just to those standards. 

Mr. CULBERSON. As I recall-and I know all of us were. here after 
the-I think this law was initially passed in 2003, 2002-2002-in 
response to the problem with the Florida election and hanging 
chads and the punch card system. We are trying to find a way in 
Federal elections to make sure the votes are counted accurately 
and honestly, and I know that the money that the States are given 
as a part of the funding is to help them replace. their old punch 
card system, correct? And we ideally want States to be able to 
move to an electronic system that has been certified as accurate by 
the Election Assistance Commission, correct? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. That is correct. 
Mr. CULBERSON. You also, I notice in your repozt, have as a part 

of your responsibility, in addition to making-there. is a national 
voter registration form, some standards that if it is a Federal elec
tion-obviously, if it is a State election that is there, we, as the 
Federal Government, can't necessarily dictate to the States what 
sort of standards they are going to set in a State election. But if 
it is a Federal election, this national voter registration form, just 
a standard that was adopted apparently in 1993, that is also a part 
of your charge, is to make sure that States are registering and al
lowing people to vote that are qualified, correct? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. That form is utilized by anybody throughout the 
Nation, along with the State form. They are not required to only 
accept that form. I mean, they have to accept that form, but they 
also can utilize their own State form. They also utilize the Federal 
form that FV AP hands out. That is the overseas and military form. 
So they utilize all those forms, but it is not mandated that is the 
only form they can use. 

Mr. CULBERSON. What I am driving at is- and, also, I noticed 
you also help States with this funding they can also use to help 
keep their voter registration lists purged from people who pass 
away or are disqualified because of a felony conviction, et cetera; 
is that correct? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. That is con·ect. 
Mr. CULBERSON. What I am driving at is, how do we help ensure 

that States are registering people who are qualified, that are able 
to vote, and that we. are not voting people that are either. felons or 
otherwise disqualified because they are not a citizen, for example? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Everything that the Election Assistance Commis
sion does is voluntary except provide the form and the rules that 
we have to go through to develop that form. 

Mr. CULBERSON. But the States, by accepting the money, they 
are locked in to comply with the. requirements of the Act. 
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Ms. DAVIDSON. Remember, we are an assistance commission. We 
can give them all kinds of assistance. They are not required to ac
cept that. Even our testing that we do on equipment, that is a vol
untary process. The States can utilize equipment that has been 
tested and certified by the EAC or they can go out and buy equip
ment on their own and it does not meet our qualifications. 

Mr. CULBERSON. But once the State accepts the funding, they are 
not required to comply with any of the--

Ms. DAVIDSON. It is still an assistance commission. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Have any of the States rejected the funding? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. No, no States have rejected the funding. There 

was a couple of States that rejected the initial up-front funding to 
replace the-I believe that is the 102 money. The 102 money, they 
rejected that; and I think it was only one or two States that re
jected it, wanted to keep their same system that they had. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Who was that? What States? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Through the 102 money was to buy one piece of 

equipment for every precinct that met the needs. of the disability 
community to be able to vote openly and fairly and confidentially. 
That it had to meet those standards, also. 

Mr. CULBERSON. What, if anything, does the Commission do to 
ensure that the voter registration rolls are pw·ged of people that 
have passed away, become convicted of a felony, or that the voter 
registration rolls do not contain the names of people who are not 
eligible to vote because they are not citizens? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. We do not have any authority. We are not a regu
latory agency at all in that area. The only ones that really review 
that is the Justice Department. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Or the Secretary of the individual States-
Ms. DAVIDSON .. The Secretaries of States and also the Attorneys 

General within their own States, obviously. Yes . But I meant at the 
Federal level. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SERRANO. Just an editorial comment. If there is something 

I know about undocumented folks is that they really don't want to 
be found out. The idea of going to a register to vote is like in your 
face, here I am, and it is just the opposite. 

Ms. Lee, before you came in, I made a comment that I was being 
extra nice to all colleagues because I need your votes on Thursday. 
But you have been with me for a few years on that. I am still going 
to introduce you as the greatest Member. of Congress in the history 
of the world. 

Ms. LEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And that vote on 
Thursday, I think it is extremely important in terms of democracy 
building. 

Let me thank you for being here. I apologize for being late. I 
hope my questions are not redundant. 

Let me just say, Ms. Davidson, I, of course, come-my congres
sional district is in Oakland, California, northern California. But I 
was born in El Paso, Texas. So I come from a State where there 
was a poll tax and I went through the civil rights struggles and fi
nally got the right to vote, my family and friends. And so the pro
tection of the rights of voters in the election process is. very, very 
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dear to not only myself but members of the Congressional Black 
Caucus, to all of us. 

After the Bush versus Gore decision, I once again became very 
concerned about the protection of the rights of our voters and the 
election process, from ballot issues in Florida to voting machine 
dysfunctions. There. were real issues that needed to. be resolved. 

And since the right to vote is really at the core of our Constitu
tion and at heart of the civil rights movement, I guess I am very 
concerned about how the Help America Vote Act of 2002 is being 
implemented, especially as it relates to, one, the commissioners. 

Now, you can correct me if I am wrong. It is my understanding 
right now there are three. commissioners and there is. one Democrat 
on the Commission and the vacancy. I want to know how that af
fects the deliberations and the operations of the Commission in 
terms of the real imbalance in terms of political party affiliation 
and the important work that needs to be done. So that is my first 
question. 

Secondly, of course, you know, the lack of diversity among the 
37-member Board of Advisors and the 110-member Standards 
Board and the hundreds of election officers around the country, do 
you have a breakdown on the demographics of the Board of Advi
sors and the Standards Board? 

Of course, we have 50 percent women in our country, 65 percent 
white, 15 percent Hispanic or Latino, 12 percent African American, 
4.5 percent Asian American, 1 percent American Indian, point 2 
percent native Hawaiian and other Pacific islanders, and 1.7 per
cent persons who claim two or more races. So I think it is very im
portant to get it right because of the history of what we have been 
through in our country to make sure that diversity is there in a 
very clear way. So I would like to find out if you have that informa
tion. If not, could you submit to the committee? 

Ms. DAVlDSON. The first question on the three members of the 
EAC commissioners, we are a nonpartisan board. We act as a non
partisan board. There have been times when it has been one Re
publican and two Democrats with vacancy, is how it seems to work. 
But I have not seen that be a problem in any way, shape, or form. 

The other question, the Standards Board is two members from 
each State; and one is appointed by the Secretary of State for the 
State and then the local individual is appointed by the locality. I 
do not have a breakdown of that board at all, and I am not sure 
I would be accurate in trying to guess the diversity of the nation
ality of individuals. 

And, second, the Advisory Board is appointed by other people 
than the EAC, so we have never, ever had a breakdown there, ei
ther. I can tell you that the Standards Board is half and half Dem
ocrat and Republican. That is the only thing that the law made 
sure, that there wasn't a lopsidedness on that Board. 

Ms. LEE. Well, I guess, Mr. Chairman, I don't know if we could 
ask the Commission for the breakdown in terms of gender and race 
on these boards. Because, again, it may be fine. It may reflect the 
diversity of our Nation, and it may not. And I think it is important 
that we know the background and the race, ethnicity, and gender 
of people on the 37-member Board and the 110-member Standard 
Board. Because. if they didn't take. diversity into consideration, then 
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we may not have a Board that is diverse. Or if they did, we are 
fine. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I will be more than happy to try to collect that 
information, but, again, I will have to go through the Paperwork 
Reduction Act to be able to collect that information for you. 

Ms. LEE .. That is fine. Whatever it takes. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. It may take a while. But I would be happy to put 

that issue into action and be able to work on it. 
Ms. LEE. I really appreciate it and just let us know what you 

think in terms of time frame, however long it takes. But we need 
to know sort of the time frame it would take to get this. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I will try my best in as. short of time as possible. 
Ms. L EE. Thank you. 
Ms. LEE. Finally, let me ask you about the needs of Americans 

with disabilities and access to voting machines, written ballot, and 
other ways to verify that the vote that they believe they are casting 
is actually the one cast. How are we moving in terms of Americans 
with disabilities?. My sister has a disability, and I am very in tune 
with the needs of the disabled in terms of the voting machine 
issues and all the barriers that have been there for the disabled 
community. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. You are absolutely right. And with the Help 
America Vote, that was one of the main issues that was in that 
main legislation. 

We have done several things. The equipment that is out there, 
we have pushed very hard to make sure that we are meeting more 
and more disabilities. You have got to remember somebody could 
have more than one disability as they go to the polling place, and 
it is very important by law they be able to vote independently and 
privately. And so we. are working very hard on that. 

We also received an $8 mi1lion grant to move forward on a study 
for the disability community on equipment, and that grant is get
ting ready to go out. Part of that grant we are doing with the in
jured military voters, that we have about a $500,000 grant that 
will go for a tally vote either later today or tomonow, for the com
missioners to vote on. And that is to study what the needs are of 
our individuals returning back from the military with some type 
of-being injured and meeting that need. So that is part of that $8 
million grant. 

The rest of it will go out very shortly for study of disability issues 
and needs that we can improve upon in the future. So we are hop
ing that that grant is very popular and we get a lot of information. 

Ms. LEE. Great. That is very important. But it is hard to believe 
that we are just going to begin to study it. Don't we have the data 
already that show what the needs of the disabled are and how to 
effectively ensure that they vote-have access to voting? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. We did a roundtable in the last of 2009 with the 
community that was really all the community from the diverse 
community of disability. And what we found was that education 
was one of the things that we need to be doing more on as well 
as the equipment. The equipment that we have, the DREs, met 
more the needs of the disability, but that was the equipment that 
came up where the public felt-or some of the public felt that it 
was not as secure as it should be. 
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Ms. LEE. What happened to Diebold, parenthetically? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Diebold has been purchased by ES&S, and that 

is being reviewed by the Department of Justice, whether they can 
purchase that. It is an issue that is being- it is clearly not a com
plete decision that has been made on that, whether that purchase 
may go forward. 

Ms. LEE. Good. I am glad of that. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. But the direct record machines, there are still 

several States and localities that have that. They have in a lot of 
areas put paper with it to make it where the public feels it is more 
secure. 

Ms .. LEE. Thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Chair Davidson, what are the top priorities that need to be ac

complished before the 2010 midterm elections to ensure that the 
election is fair, open, and accurate? I said in my statement that you 
are not seen as a big agency, but you have a major responsibility. 
And these. elections. don't get boring in this country. They get more 
exciting all the time. And I expect these midterm elections are 
going to be heated, and you are going to see reports on TV saying 
that people are registered who shouldn't have registered and ma
chines are not ready and States are not ready. So what needs to 
be in place, in your opinion, to make sure that the right election 
is conducted in terms. of having every vote. counted properly and 
what steps are the States taking to prepare for the midterm elec
tions? What role are you playing with the States? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. First of all, the role we play is to try to provide 
as much as we can throughout the Nation of educating our election 
officials. When you stop to think about it, three-fourths of our elec
tion community, whether they are county or. municipalities that are 
running the elections, are small. They are small to medium size. 
We only have a few large. So being able to get the information out 
to them, even if it is on the Web site, we find not always do our 
municipalities and counties get this information and utilize it. 

Being able to share our information that we have developed is 
one of the biggest things I think that we. need to try to improve 
upon. We send it out, but it seems like it doesn't get into the hands 
of the people that really need it. 

It is on the Web site. We go to conferences. We will go to any 
State conference and talk about the information that is out there. 

I will say that I think that is being spread far more than what 
it had been in the past .. l was just at an election conference that 
was held in Seattle, and part of the presentations were even on our 
work that we do at the EAC, the type of information that we have 
to go out to those localities. And even in the audience they were 
talking about other portions of our program that we have done, 
whether it is laying out your ballot properly to make sure that it 
is not confusing to the voters, as well as information at the polling 
locations, hiring poll workers, recruiting, maintaining the poll 
workers. 

We have got to distribute about 22 different documents that have 
been placed upon our Website quick starts that will be really easy 
for the counties and localities to read and to be able to improve 
upon their elections. Security, testing. equipment before. an election 
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and also doing audits after elections, information there, how valu
able that is for them to know the process and to do it right. So get
ting the information out is very important to the Election Assist
ance Commission because that is information that would help every 
locality. 

The other thing is States are very dedicated, as you said, in your 
opening remarks. States and localities, they are very proud of their 
election officials and maintaining and running that election fair; 
and making sure that all of their citizens are able to. register and 
to vote and to have their vote counted is very important to all of 
our election officials. And they are learning more and more about 
pre-testing, L&A testing, and testing after the election to make 
sure the election was run accurately and without any problems. 

Mr. SERRANO. So, with that in mind, how reliable would you say 
were. the voting systems that were used in the 2008. election? 

And, also, I understand that the Election Commission always 
conducts a survey after an election, but since 2004 this survey has 
not collected information on voting system performance or malfunc
tions. So in the absence of a formal survey in 2008, did you receive 
reports of voting machines not working or possibly recording a vote 
inaccurately. and what, if anything, how extensive was this and 
what role have you played? How do you feel about the equipment 
that will be used this November? And, secondly, what kind of re
ports have you been getting about the past? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. First of all, I feel good about the equipment that 
is out there. 2008, the equipment ran very well. 

I will tell you we. do have one. open-ended question on our survey, 
because we thought they would fill that out and we would get more 
information on any type of anomalies they found within their elec
tion during the process. We never received any answers whether 
we had questions on there before or not. But we are finding States 
are reporting to us when they do any type of testing themselves, 
reports that they have. conducted within their States. Those are up 
on our W eh site. They have presented those, and they are up on 
the Web site. 

Now that we have certified equipment, it is also part of our pro
cedures and our manual; and a manufacturer has to do this just 
to keep his manufacturing capability, is he has to report if he has 
been certified by EAC any anomaly that takes place. in the. election 
process to the EAC immediately. So, in the future, that is how we 
will get it; and it will be more accurate and up to date than if we 
wait until a report after the election. We will get that immediately 
so we can notify our localities of any issue that they need to be 
aware of before Election Day, possibly, rather than aner the elec
tion and not notifying them. 

Mr. SERRANO. Did you get many reports in 2008 or were things 
much smoother than-I was going to say in 2000, but that is un
fair. Everything is smoother than in 2000. Well, it was--

Mrs. EMERSON. That is true. 
Mr. SERRANO. I think we all agree, right? They are still counting 

votes in some places. 
Mrs. EMERSON. They counted them twice in my place. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. We did not get any anomaly reports from the 

States. 
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Mr. SERRANO. You what? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. We did not get any reports from the States that 

there were problems in the 2008--
Mr. SERRANO. Okay. One of the areas that I am very excited 

about-and it is a small area-is mock elections. I really believe 
that education and civic engagement begins in a person's youth. 
The Mock Election Program is a grant program under the EAC 
that allows students to participate in simulated elections with ac
tual voting equipment, ballots, and poll workers. And I tell you, I 
wish there was one in every community in the Nation, because I 
think it is a great idea. 

Can you give us an example of one or two programs that have 
been implemented under the Mock Election Program and what 
kind of impact are you seeing, how are the grant recipients engag
ing the students? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I can. In 2008 and in 2009, we gave out each year 
$300,000 worth of grants. That was each year. Excuse me. Two of 
those that were so successful, one was in Miami which they are 
even this year having two schools a day teaching the students 
about election process and even allowing them to vote on voting 
equipment, and this will last for 3 months. So this should include 
educating students on election--

Mr. SERRANO. Is that the whole city of Miami, the school district, 
or what? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Miami-Dade County I believe is what it is called, 
a county. 

Mr. SERRANO. It is two schools a day? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. For 3 months. So that will contact many stu

dents. I cannot tell you exactly how many it wiJl. They have to re
port that after they get through with that grant, so we will have 
a report on that when it is finished. 

Mr. SERRANO. We would like to see that. 
Do you know offhand what the actual work with the students 

consists of? I mean, I remember about 25 years ago I set up a pro
gram in my district where I had the local- I found out that the 
local middle school, one of the many local middle schools in my dis
trict-at that time, my State assembly distri.ct was having a stu
dent election. I said, why don't I provide a couple of voting ma
chines and you will have inspectors and have a table and you will 
have to register ahead of time and register with a party and then 
you can vote for any candidate. And we took them through the 
whole thing. 

And we found out a few years later, according to the principal, 
that that graduating class eventually in high school had a very 
high participation rate in the local election because we had used 
those machines. 

So do you know what it entails, what it actually entails? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. I do. I do have that in front of me. 
The election department will run a Mock Election Program to in

troduce. to the high school students a new optical scan voting sys
tem. The mock election will be conducted as if the school were. an 
actual precinct. The school students will serve as poll workers and 
as judges. And that is. what they do on each one of them .. 
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We think this will be utilized by over a thousand students, and 
we are also going to do a video of this so that we can put this up 
on the Web site to educate other people that come into our EAC 
Web site to learn from that. 

Mr. SERRANO. I commend you for that, and I would hope that 
continues to grow. I think that is. very, very, very key. And at these. 
mock elections, Mr. Culberson, maybe you allow everyone to vote, 
just in case they become citizens later. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Don't ask, don't tell. 
Mr. SERRANO. Mrs. Emerson. 
Mrs. EMERSON. At least we have fun, right? That is a good thing. 

And I thank you. 
I actually chaired my college mock election probably back in-I 

didn't run for anything. I didn't want to run for anything. I am an 
accidental Member of Congress. It was a wonderful experience, par
ticularly for those of my fellow students who were not at all politi
cally involved; and they learned a lot. And one of my daughters did 
the same thing when she was. in college, too. So I commend you all 
for that. I think it is great. 

Let me ask you a little bit about staffing, if I might, please. You 
all are authorized for 50 full-time employees, and your budget is 
$17 million. How many staff people do you have on board right 
now? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I would say it is possibly 40, is what I am guess
ing. Forty-two is what I was just told. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Can you give me a sense or give all of us a sense 
of what percentage of your staff are involved directly in such activi
ties such as grant management, election studies, writing guidance, 
and what percentage play a strictly administrative role? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. The administrative role is 21 out of the. 42. 
Mrs. EMERSON. So then the other 21 are involved in the other 

sections. I am curious, because you are a small agency; and I know 
you have a big mission. But with 50 full-time employees, or the 
ability to have 50, and a $17 million budget, I think I am confused 
as to why you have an executive director, a chief operating officer, 
a chief financial officer, and an acting director. I mean, do you real
ly need all of those people at the top end of the administrative, as 
opposed to actually working in a liaison function with the State, et 
cetera? That is a tiny agency to be so top-heavy in management. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. You know, when I came to the agency, I believed 
the same way you did. But we went through our first audit over 
a year ago and failed it miserably. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That was because? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. That was because we were even told in our audit 

that we needed to hire these positions, get people that had exper
tise in there to be able to handle the job. We hired not only the 
CIO, but we hired the auditor. We came out this last year with a 
clean audit. In one year, we changed the way we were working. We 
had relied on other agencies, 

In our audit, also, it showed that we had not met anywhere near 
the needs of the requirement of developing procedures and guide
lines to meet the Federal requirements. We walked in there and 
started doing what RAVA told us to do; and, being a new agency, 
we didn't think about that we had to meet all of the requirements 
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and all of the rules and regulations that the Federal Government 
had set out. There wasn't a handbook on how to form an agency, 
and we weren't doing a very good job of it. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Who all gave you an audit, the GAO or who it 
was? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. No. We had to be audited because of the amount 
of money that we get in. We had to be audited by our Inspector 
General, and he had to go out to a special-it was a special audit 
because of the amount of money. So it was a higher audit. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Was it an outside contracted audit? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Yes, it was an outside contract that our IG went 

through to audit our agency. And the first one we did fail. But the 
second one we worked very hard at meeting all of the requirements 
of the Federal Government, and we passed that audit this last 
time, and we were very proud that we passed it. 

What we. found and what I have found to be personally-you 
know, to open up really with you, is, yes, we are a small agency, 
but we have to meet every requirement that the Federal Govern
ment sets out, no matter what size the agency is. There is no dif
ferent requirements for us than there are for others. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I understand. No, I understand that. It just 
seems to. me, when there are only 50 people~ to be top heavy that 
way, I mean, you wouldn't run a business that way. But you know 
that as well as I do, if you, in fact asked the same question. 

Now that you have gotten a clean audit and everything is 
squared away-I know that, over a year ago, the Commission inter
viewed and made an offer to an individual to backfill the general 
counsel position and then subsequently withdrew the offer; and I 
know that that person then took the issue to the Office of Special 
Counsel and claimed he was denied the position due to his political 
leanings. The Office of Special Counsel ruled in favor of this indi
vidual's claims that you all had wrongly denied him the position, 
and I am told that you all have now reposted the position. So have 
you identified anyone to backfill the general counsel's position and 
what will you do to make sure that the next candidate is handled 
in a fair and unbiased manner? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. EAC takes this situation very seriously, and we 
are working now to make changes to improve our hiring process, 
and we are committed to a fair and rigorous process in doing so. 

Currently, the applications process has. been closed .. They are 
being reviewed to make sure that every candidate meets the min
imum requirements. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So do you know when you might be hiring this 
person? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Hopefully very shortly. We are all excited, and we 
are ready to hire. We have. been without a counsel too long. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So then you are going to have an executive direc
tor, a CFO, a COO, an acting director, and a general counsel. You 
couldn't combine those position, huh? I am having issues with this 
many for a 50-person- and I understand, but I am not satisfied 
with the answer: That is the way the government tells me to do 
it. It is. not personal towards you. It is. just stupid, in my opinion. 
But I appreciate your commitment to trying to make this Commis
sion work properly. 
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Ms. DAVIDSON. And if I haven't answered it properly and the 
staff djdn't feel like I have, we will make sure that you get addi
tional information. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thanks. Thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO. My dear, dear friend, Mr. Culberson. 
Mrs. EMERSON. You didn't say my dear, dear friend, Mrs. Emer

son. 
Mr. SERRANO. I said the greatest ranking member--
Mrs. EMERSON. You then called her the greatest. You called. Bar

bara the greatest. 
Mr. SERRANO. She has been with me on that bill for 6 years now. 
Mrs. EMERSON. I see. If we go with you on the bill, that means 

we rise up in your esteem? 
Mr. SERRANO. You would be like the greatest of all time. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
It does look like the Attorney General- I was going back through 

the statute trying to refresh my memory, and the uniform and non
discriminatory election requirements in the Act, do you enforce 
those at all or is that entirely up to the Attorney General? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Would you repeat your question? 
Mr. CULBERSON .. This is. your enabling. Act, Title 42 of the U.S. 

Code, looks like it is section 15.401 in the following sections. Title 
III looks like the requirements for uniform and nondiscriminatory 
election technology, that the States have to have an accurate voting 
list, et cetera. The question I was asking you earlier, a State does 
have to certify it looks like to the Commission that they are in com
pliance with the requirements of the Help. America Vote Act and 
they file that certification with you, correct? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. That is correct. And we have 21 States that have 
filed that and met those requirements. And it is not only that they 
have to meet it. They have to continue to meet that yearly. That 
is even their precinct, whether they are accessible to the disability. 
It falls down to that level, as well as equipment and the voter. reg
istration. But it is a self-certification. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Right. You don't confirm the accuracy of the cer
tification? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. No, we don't. That is for the Department of Jus
tice. We have no authority underneath the law to do so. 

Mr. CULBERSON. You have no authority to. confirm the accuracy 
of the certification given to you by the States? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. What really happens is--
Mr. CULBERSON. That is implicit. I would think. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. If there is any indication that something is not 

right, we can ask our Inspector General to go out and audit the 
State and to. see,. and then his audit-he will review. that audit to 
see if they are meeting what he feels. That is the only thing we 
can do, is really turn it over when we feel that somebody hasn't 
quite met it or we ask for more information when they send in 
their certification. It is a pretty simple process for them to say they 
have certified, that they are compliant. 

Mr. CULBERSON. I notice there. is also a section in the enabling 
act that allows State election officials in Texas, the Secretary of 
State, to enter into an agreement with the Social Security Adminis
tration to cross-check the voter registration rolls, for example, in 
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Texas against the Social Security list and to try to ensure the accu
racy of the voting list. Do you have that information about which 
States have entered into an agreement with the Social Security Ad
ministration to cross-check their voter accuracy, the voter registra
tion list? Could you provide that to me? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. l don't think l have that. 
Mr. CULBERSON. That has to be a part of your jurisdiction. It is 

in your enabling act . 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Well, one of the things that they do is some 

States have an agreement with the Motor Vehicle Department be
cause they collect it, and they check it every time with them. So 
they get it through the Motor Vehicle-they don't get it just di
rectly through the Social Security. We have got--

Mr. CULBERSON. From the Federal Government, who makes sure 
that those-other than if you get a complaint, for example, and you 
perform an audit and in this case with the Social Security Adminis
tration cross-checking the accuracy, a list with the States, wouldn't 
that be within your jurisdiction, if there is such an agreement , that 
it is being carried out in a way that is accurate and fair and keeps 
the Social Security records confidential? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I will double-check. But we don't have any au
thority, I don't believe, at all in that area. But I will double-check 
and get back with you. Because if I am wrong, I don't want to give 
the wrong information. 

Mr. CULBERSON. I would like to know which States have that 
agreement and particularly in Texas. Do we have it in Texas? 

The problem is, in some jurisdictions, there has been a recurring 
problem with people who are deceased or felons or not eligible vot
ing. Now the computer technology has gotten so good it is possible 
to cross-check those lists, and the statute does authorize the State 
to enter into an agreement with the Social Security Administration 
to cross-check those lists. That is a really important way to confirm 
the accuracy of the voter registration rolls, and I would be grateful 
if you could tell me which States are doing so. 

Mr. CULBERSON. All of Title III then, what authority do you have 
to ensure that States are in compliance with the requirements of 
the Title III, the uniform and nondiscriminatory election adminis
tration requirements? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. We don't have any authority. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Any authority at all? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. No. We are just an assistance commission, and 

we don't have any authority. It is only the Department of Justice 
that has the authority to go out. If we see clips, we turn those clips 
over sometimes to our IG to go out--

Mr. CULBERSON. Clips? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Newspaper clips that there is a problem in some 

States how they are spending their money that possibly we don't 
think meets the requirements of HA VA. So we turn that over to 
our Inspector General. 

Mr .. CULBERSON. Do they take it to the Department of Justice? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. And then if there is something in our report that 

we feel that States are. not giving us, our full report goes to the De
partment of Justice, and they review it. 
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Mr. CULBERSON. Do you do anything or could you provide me 
with information on what enforcement actions the Department of 
Justice is taking? 

I notice at the end of Title III it does say that the Attorney Gen
eral-excuse me-in Title N , Section 401 of the Act, the Attorney 
General may bring a civil action against any State. or. jurisdiction 
for declaratory or injunctive relief, a restraining order or a perma
nent injunction to enforce the provisions of the Act. Is that some
thing you monitor or work with them? And could you provide us 
with a list of what civil action the Attorney General has taken, 
where and when? 

I am still trying to figure out-I have to. tell you, I tend to agree 
with Mrs. Emerson's comments about overloaded bureaucracy. You 
all have a lot of noble purposes, but it really just seems to me from 
first blush you generate a lot of paperwork, a lot of reports, a lot 
of paperwork and a lot of busywork. And it just doesn't seem like 
there is a whole lot of beef here, a whole lot of substance to what 
you do because you say you don't have. any enforcement authority. 

What can you tell me about what the Attorney General has done 
under Title N? Could you provide my with information on what 
civil actions the Attorney General has taken to enforce the Act? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I can ask the Attorney General to give us a re
port. 

Mr. CULBERSON .. You don't monitor. that? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. They do not give us information. They don't keep 

us up to date when they are going out to even look into a State 
or a county. They don't keep us in their- we have asked to be ac
knowledged and know more information. 

Mr. CULBERSON. The chairman has been very generous with his 
time. And you all have a noble purpose. Mr. Chairman,. there is 
clearly a need for Federal funds for some States to update the vot
ing machines to go from the punch cards. I don't know what pur
pose this agency has got. This might be a good place to look to save 
some money. 

Thank you very much. I appreciate it. 
Mr. SERRANO. It is interesting that you are bringing up the. issue 

of possible voter fraud. I recall we had an issue here a few years 
ago where the agency had hired a contractor to look at the issue 
of voter fraud and some very serious newspapers reported that in
deed the issue was not that there was voter- that voter fraud was 
not a problem, but voter intimidation was, and that some folks al
legedly at the. Justice Department got involved in what the final re
port should look like, and the final report said voter fraud was the 
problem when the initial draft report said voter intimidation was 
the problem, not voter fraud. 

Mr. CULBERSON. If I may recall, also, the Black Panther suit that 
was dropped by this Justice Department was a real concern be
cause there was. videos of these big thugs running people off from 
the polls. And the previous Justice Department pursued those 
guys, and then this Justice Department dropped them. That is a 
problem on both sides. 

And if I may share with you a story. It illustrates the problem 
with elections. My grandfather was actually a Federal election poll 
watcher in South Texas in Duval County, the famous. Box 13 in 
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Lyndon Johnson's election. This in the 1940s. And my grandfather 
noticed that a lot of the migrant voters were coming in that had 
a piece of string with knots in it. And they would come in to-this 
is why I am so interested in this. My grandfather-I grew up with 
this, the problem in South Texas and particularly--

You will love this story, Mr. Chairman. It is relevant to the Com
mission. 

But my grandfather noticed that these people would come in to 
vote, and they had a string with knots tied in it. And they would 
lay the string down next to the ballot; and wherever there was a 
knot, they would check off the ballot. And then they would take the 
string, and they would hand it to. the. next guy, and he would come 
in and lay it down. 

My grandfather as the Federal election watcher studied that for 
a minute, and he finally instructed the poll workers to hand them 
the ballot upside down. And because these poor folks were illiterate 
and they were using the string, they would lay it down there and 
it screwed up their whole. system. This is Duval County, Box 13. 

Mr. SERRANO. And you thought this was bad? From strings-that 
is before it became a palm card. Now you have got a palm card out
side the polling site telling you put a check next to Serrano, put 
a check next to Serrano, put a check next to-and don't vote-yeah, 
but--

Mr. CULBERSON. These guys can't enforce it. That is what wor
ries us. We want you to be able to-

Mr. SERRANO. I am just telling you that that might have been 
just the way to tell people how to vote. That happens all the time. 
They are called ads, too. 

But, anyway, I am not making light of it. I understand what you 
are saying. 

Let us move on for a second to Military and Overseas Voting Em
powerment, MOVE. What is the status of States implementing 
MOVE and can States use HA VA dollars currently distributed to 
address the new requirements of the MOVE Act? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. The States have been asked by our department 
to send us a letter if they are not able to get a plan in to how they 
are going to spend it under the MOVE Act. And we are supposed 
to be receiving those by May of this year. 

I would tell you probably we will receive every different way that 
you can think of meeting the MOVE Act because our States are all 
different. Can they use HA VA money? If they are Title III compli
ant, they can spend HA VA money as much as. they need to. If they 
are not Title III compliant, it depends on how they are going to 
spend the money. If it is a voter registration system, improving 
that, they probably could spend it under Title III and not be com
pliant. But there is about $350,000 that each State can spend on 
it without being compliant. So they can spend some, but they may 
not be. able to meet all their needs. 

Mr. SERRANO. I am just concerned that as we get closer to these 
elections and then to the 2012 elections, or any other, actually, for 
that matter, that we are not where we need to be with the military 
and the overseas voters. And that is key. I mean, we spend a lot 
of time in this country making great comments, as we should, 
about our troops. And then not to give them all the help they need 
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in making sure that they get to vote is just a shame. So I would 
hope that we continue to stay on top of that and make it possible. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. We also have a pilot program that the EAC has 
been working on for several months. Even before MOVE, we start
ed working with NIST and the Federal Voting Assistance Program 
to develop a pilot program that would be put into an area outside. 
of the country that voters could vote on. It would be a kiosk-type 
system and would have a backup of a paper. But it allows people 
to vote right there at their locality. 

Plus, the MOVE Act has added more time to the ballots to be 
out. Hopefully, that will help our overseas voters. 

We are continually trying to get information and putting infor
mation out to the States on how they can help their overseas and 
military voters. Many of the States have moved forward, putting a 
lot of the information up on their Web site and providing blank bal
lots to voters so they can vote early and get those ballots back in 
time. It cuts away that time of mailing a ballot out and getting it 
back in so they can get the. ballot to the voter. 

Mr. SERRANO. Well, I hope we really stay on top of that. That 
is of interest to all of us. I know Mrs. Emerson and I share the 
same thoughts on this. 

The impact of the census and redistricting. As a result of the cen
sus, 2012 elections will be the first year the States will face redis
tricting since the passage of HA VA. How. will the 2010 census im
pact State spending of HA VA funds? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. For the States, the census could affect them in 
several ways. If there is a locality that has growth in the commu
nity, they will have to have more precincts, more equipment. If 
they are bilingual, they will have to create their ballots and their 
voting information in the. languages that are required. We have a 
lot of that information that we have already done, but if there is 
also more languages added, obviously we will have to start working 
on that and getting it provided for them. There are also more 
judges that could be utilized and things Hke that. So it depends on 
how the census creates or breaks up a county or a municipality in 
their voting. It could make more. precincts .. Definitely, the census 
is something that the States are considering and knowing that they 
have got to work through. 

Mr. SERRANO. Now, I suspect that the census will show that we 
have become yet even more a diverse Nation, which will require 
special needs. Will States be able to use HAVA funds to address 
an increase in alternative language communities for. ballots, poll
ing, and place signage? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Yes, Mr. Chair, they will. They will be able to use 
HA VA funds to make sure that the signages are in all languages 
and the ballots and everything like that so they can use HA VA 
funds. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you .. 
Mrs. Emerson, my dear, dear, dear friend, Mrs. EMERSON. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. DAVIDSON, you may remember that Congressman Lungren 

and I recently raised concerns about some of the Commission's con
tracting practices; and we specifically raised questions concerning 
EAC's practice of awarding contracts. noncompetitively or in in-
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stances where you all only received one bid. We additionally asked 
to what degree you contract out positions at EAC that include in
herently governmental roles. So I have a few little questions about 
that. 

First of all, can you explain what you all are doing to make sure 
that this practice of awarding contracts on a. noncompetitive basis 
remains limited? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. When EAC was formed, there was a lot more con
tracts. Because we didn't have the employees to do the jobs, a lot 
of contractors were hired. Since that time, the contracts have come 
down. We are bringing the contracts down constantly in our agen
cy, and that is one. of the reasons why people were hired to do some 
of the work. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So how many contracts do you all have out
standing right now? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I am sorry. I don't have that right in front of me, 
but I will get it for you. 1 remember the letter that I sent and listed 
all the contracts, but they went back for 3 years. So I cannot tell 
you--

Mrs. EMERSON. If you can just get that information to me some 
time-you probably have it readily available. Someone in the staff 
does. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. 1 think that we do. So I can get that to you right 
away. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Right. Normally, I am not a big fan of con
tracting out inherently governmental functions. However, in some 
cases, if there is something temporary to be done, it makes less 
sense to hire someone permanently than it does to make the con
tract. So it is concerning. And if you could get that information 
from obviously how many contracts you all started, where you are 
today and whether or not some of these are inherently govern
mental roles and some are not. 

Let me ask you a little bit about grants. Your budget request 
shows an amount of $740,000 for grant funding in 2011. This is a 
reduction of $300,000 from 2010. What is the amount requested for 
each grant program for 2011 and what changes were. made for each 
program from 2010? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. What we have in that section is just the poll 
worker grant, over $700,000. The mock election, because we made 
those a 3-year grant in 2008 and a 2-year grant in 2009 knowing 
that money was tight, those are ongoing grants right now. We 
didn't ask for the $300,000 until the. mock election. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I see. Can you tell me how much of your grant 
money went to ACORN or any of its affiliates? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. We had two contracts underneath, that we had 
Project Vote that got money-I think it was 2007, maybe 2008. I 
am unsure of that. But there were two grants in 2006, it looks like. 
So it amounted to around $16,000 each. There were two of them, 
and they were given to Project Vote. We have asked our Inspector 
General to investigate that and to get a full report on if it was allo
cated to ACORN and how it was spent. So we have asked for an 
investigation. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Do you have measures in place now to assure 
that no grant moneys will go to ACORN or any of its affiliates? I 
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realize that a lot of ACORN has closed down, but they have also 
renamed themselves. So-

Ms. DAVIDSON. If we know the affiliates and we know-that 
would be something we would look at when grants come in. 

Mrs. E MERSON. But you don't have any specific measures in place 
right now with regard to that; is that correct? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Well, we ask for affiliates; and so that will help 
us in that way. But I don't know what kind of measures you are 
talking about. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Just a policy that says no money is going to go. 
We put it in law, but-

Ms. DAVIDSON. We are following the law. So that is where we are 
at. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Just because knowing or doing the research nec
essary to be able to recognize some of the new names of this orga
nization, I mean, that hopefully is ongoing among your staff. 

Let me ask you--
Mr. SERRANO. Excuse me a second. I am just confused, and I am 

not trying to be difficult. Didn't the court just rule that we couldn't 
have done that to ACORN? 

Mrs. EMERSON. I don't know the answer. 
Mr. CULBERSON. A district court did. It is on appeal. The statute 

still stands until--
Mr. SERRANO. Okay. All right. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Let me ask you, have you all ever considered con

ducting a study to determine the unique requirements of meeting 
the needs of voters in both urban and rural settings? I have a very, 
very, very rural, very rural district with 28 counties. I just want 
to make sure that all of my voters have the ability to vote, and I 
just am curious if you all have ever considered doing something. 
And then there are equal challenges in urban settings. One of my 
big issues would be transportation to get to a poll, if you will. And 
you might not have that in the city where there is public transpor
tation, but we don't h ave that. I am just curious if you all have 
ever thought about it. 

Ms. D AVIDSON. We are doing a study currently. We are just get
ting ready to start it. We are selecting people from localities that 
would be willing to serve on that. So if you have somebody in mind 
that is from your district, we would be more than happy to put 
them on that. 

You are absolutely right. It is very different for an urban county. 
And with money being tight, they close precincts. So it means fur
ther for them to drive. That also means, then, there needs to be 
consideration for those voters, how can they vote. Maybe early vot
ing where they could go to the poll when they go shop for groceries 
before the Election Day. Or absentee ballots given to individuals 
that live so far away from a polling place. It is a real problem. 

I understand where you are coming from and we do at the agen
cy. The cities have their issues and how they are meeting them. 
They. can meet it in some ways with technology> but that doesn't 
work for a small county. So we. are very aware that there are some. 
real needs for a study there,. and that is. beginning to. start. So I 
welcome if you would like to have. somebody put on that committee. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. That would be wonderful. I appreciate that offer, 
and we will definitely get back to you sooner rather than later. I 
am thrilled you are doing that study because-I mean, people who 
live in citjes can't imagine the issues that folks out in the rural 
area have and vice versa. So I am grateful that you all are doing 
that. Thank you. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Not a problem. I understand that well, because 
I have served different sizes of counties, and my job was completely 
different. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thanks. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SERRANO. I am going to introduce to everyone the immi

grant's greatest friend, Mr. John Culberson. 
Mr. CULBERSON. The legal immigrant's greatest friend. 
Mr. SERRANO. Try to ask a set of questions without immigrants 

in it. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Actually, this is about military personnel and 

following up on--
Mr. SERRANO. You don't have to be a citizen to serve in war in 

the mj}itary, right? 
Mr. CULBERSON. In fact, it entitles you to go to the front of the 

line to become a citizen, God bless them, if they serve in the mili
tary, which is really a wonderful provision of the law. 

I wanted to ask about military people, service members voting. 
I know in Texas, for example, if you mail in a ballot to vote, as long 
as the postmark is on or before Election Day, the clerk will count 
it. That is pretty standard, I think, nationwide, right? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. That is--
Mr. CULBERSON. In your experience in Colorado as well, if you 

received a ballot from someone voting by mail, if the postmark was 
on or before Election Day, you counted it? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. And the laws are changing throughout the Na
tion. A lot of the States have said that if the ballot was received 
up to 10 days after the election, it would be counted, if that was 
postmarked on Election Day. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Sure. A reasonable period after the election, 
right. But as long as the postmark is on or before Election Day. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. That is con-ect. 
Mr. CULBERSON. What surprises me actually in here, Mr. Chair

man, this is something we really ought to look at because this I 
think will disenfranchise a lot of military people. I didn't realize 
this was in the Act. But in Title VII of the statute in voting assist
ance programs for overseas voting materials, the Secretary of De
fense has to ensure that the measures implemented, da, da, da, do 
not result in the delivery of absentee ballots by service members 
to the financial destination after the date on which the election for 
Federal office is held. 

So that Federal law is inconsistent with, really, the standard 
rule across the country. I am sure it is true in New York and Mis
souri, that if you vote by mail and again the postmark is on or be
fore the date of the election, it is counted if it is received within 
10 days. 
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We probably ought to fix that, because I bet that results in 
disenfranchising a lot of military people that are serving overseas. 
I didn't realize that was in there. Would you agree? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I didn't realize it was in there, either. I would 
agree. Because I will tell you right now that--

Mr. CULBERSON. It says, if the ballot is. not received-the Sec
retary of Defense has to ensure that the ballots are received by the 
clerk-for example, you were a clerk in a county in Colorado, in 
Bent County, that the Bent County election clerk has to receive the 
ballots on or before Election Day or they are not counted. 

Mr. SERRANO. Right. Well, that is true for everybody else. 
Mr. CULBERSON. No, no. Actually, the. rule for everybody else is, 

if the ballot is received up to 10 days after the election, as long as 
the postmark is marked before-but he can't-even if he is deliv
ering ballots postmarked on or before the Election Day, they are no 
good. 

VOICE. Delivered to the soldier to cast the ballot by election. 
Mr. CULBERSON. No. The. statute says,. the Secretary shall ensure. 

that the measures implemented-his measures implemented under 
the statute result in the delivery of absentee ballots to the final 
destination of such ballots. The final destination is the clerk. 

So we have really got to fix that, Mr. Chairman and Mrs. Emer
son, because we are disenfranchising a lot of military people. 
Now~ the 10-day rule is reasonable. Obviously, if the guy's ballot 

comes in 6 months later, you don't want to count that. But 10 days, 
don't you think we probably ought to fix that? Because I guarantee 
that is probably disenfranchising--

Mr. SERRANO. If that is the way it reads, I would agree with 
that. If that is the way they are implementing. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Yeah. The way the. statute reads on its. face and 
as the commissioner says, the chairman says, it is-and it is your 
opinion as well as an election clerk, that would disenfranchise 
members of the military whose ballots were received 10 days or 
less after the election as long as the mail-in ballot were post
marked on before the election date, correct? That is an accurate 
statement? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. Yeah. Congressman, you are absolutely right. If 
that is the way the law reads-I mean, I think that everybody has 
been reading it to say that a balJot that is unvoted should not be 
sent to a voter after the election. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Sure. But that says the final destination, And 
the. final destination has to be. the county clerk .. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. If that is the way it is, that definitely needs to 
be fixed, because we don't want to disenfranchise any more of our 
military members. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Right. That is a bad problem. 
You also, I understand from reading the statute, have the au

thority, as Mrs. Emerson said, to. issue grants. to. nonprofit entities 
that are engaged in helping to organize voters or register voters, 
correct? Do you only issue grants to government entities or can you 
also issue grants to nonprofits or nongovernment entities? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. We can issue to nongovernment entities, but we 
cannot issue a grant on voter registration. 

Mr. CULBERSON. I understand .. Therefore, the question--
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Ms. DAVIDSON. It was through the mock election that this hap
pened, so that you are aware, a college poll worker. 

Mr. CULBERSON. If I could just follow up with some precision to 
get a really clear answer on Mrs. Emerson's question about 
ACORN. Because we did pass in an appropriations bill last year I 
think, after all this monkey business came out about ACORN, flat 
prohibition against any Federal money going to ACORN or to any 
of their affiliates. It is the law. It has not been overturned by a 
final judgment of an appellate court. So, therefore, it is the law of 
the land. What are you doing to ensure the enforcement of that 
law? 

Ms. DAVIDSON. We are making sure-
Mr. CULBERSON. That you are not issuing grants to ACORN. It 

is prohibited. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. To ACORN or anybody that affiliates with 

ACORN. 
Mr. CULBERSON. It is prohibited? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Yes .. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Have you issued any grants to ACORN or any 

of their affiliates? 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Not since the law was passed. That was in 2006 

that we did that. 
Mr. CULBERSON. You are sure of that? Because yow· answer to 

Mrs. Emerson was a little foggy. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. I am sure of it. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Okay. And we really do appreciate your service, 

and I thank you for your answer to our questions, and I appreciate 
the chairman's indulgence for the time. Thank you. 

Mr. SERRANO. We have your papers over here. We are looking at 
it. We are as concerned as you are,. and we will look at it and make 
recommendations. 

I have one last question, and then we wiJl let you go. How is 
that? 

I have heard that the job of-well, I know the job of an elected 
official is often challenging, ensuring that elections are fair, accu
rate,. and carried out officially with small staffs and limited re
sources. So in a tough budget year, I can imagine the job of an elec
tion official is particularly challenging. 

I understand that you have personal experience, as we said, 
working as an election official when you were county clerk and 
later as Colorado's Secretary of State. Can you relate some of your 
experiences to the challenges that election officials will face this 
coming year throughout the Nation? Every State has less money 
than they had before. How will this affect the running of these elec
tions? And how can we assure that local and State election officials 
have the resources they need to successfully oversee the elections? 

Think back to those days when you were sitting there wondering 
if you would ever get to testify in front of Mr. Culberson. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I think probably my knees would have been shak-
ing a little bit more than today. 

Mr. SERRANO. My knees are shaking right now. 
Ms. DAVIDSON. Oh, good. I am in good company then. 
Elections are difficult. They are not the same throughout the 

United States, as l have said before. Every State has their own 
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issues. Every county has their issues. Polling place workers are a 
tremendous- a scarceness. And our college poll worker program 
has been a big success because it brings in individuals with the ex
perience of technology, the energy to be able to carry those 8 
hours-not 8 hours but almost 18 hours sometimes of Election Day, 
but making sure. that they have the resources that they need. 

I would tell you in a county budget , as I was a county clerk, I 
found that I was the last one on the list of receiving money. It was 
always the potholes that needed to be filled, the police department 
that needed the money. We weren't thought about. 

But I will say since HA VA came on the forefront and the height
ened public interest in elections, it has been good because it has 
brought a lot of good ideas and a lot of things forward. And with 
the passage of HA VA and the Federal funds, it has helped the 
States to become more up to date, the voter registration list s and 
being able to have that throughout the States, to be able to control 
people being registered more than once. It is also hooked up with 
the deceased files and the motor vehicle files. It has improved the. 
election process. So the money that has been spent definitely has 
improved that process of Election Day. 

Also, the disability people being able to vote for the first time 
independently and privately has been an asset to all of those peo
ple. It is very hard to answer your question, how can we make sure 
that they have everything that they need, because we hear from 
the States when we go to their meetings that there are issues that 
they have that we haven't even begun to think about. So it seems 
like it is constant that there is always a new issue that they need 
to be considering. 

Our contingency planning is one of my pet ones, because when 
we think about what can go wrong on Election Day- somebody 
said, why is the election so hard? It is not rocket science. You know 
what? It is worse. Because we can't say 3 minutes or 2 seconds be
fore it is supposed to go up in the air that the rocket-that we are 
going to stop the process. We have to have Election Day. 

So training our election officials to be ready for that pre-certifi
cation and everything that goes on is very important. Every State 
has their own issues and their own needs. 

So for me to answer that, I am really not able to answer I know 
to what you really want. And I am sorry about that. Because it 
changes it seems daily even within the States and the counties. So 
I am not doing a good job for you, and I apologize. 

Mr. SERRANO. That is okay. I know it can become difficult at 
times. Always feel free after this hearing to supply us with any fur
ther information on any of the questions that were asked. 

Mrs. Emerson and I have some questions for the record. 
I want to thank you for your testimony today. We want to thank 

you for your service. We want to remind you again that, regardless 
of differences you may see. within the two parties on many issues, 
there is one issue where we don't disagree on and that is having 
fair and accurate elections. There will different interpretations as 
to what that means to some people in some areas, but certainly we 
understand on this subcommittee the importance to our democracy 
and to our system to have fair elections with full or as close to full 
participation as possible. 
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I am always amazed at how much you hear people say how much 
they love this country and how much they love our system and to 
the point-and this is only my comment-where sometimes we try 
to force our system down other country's throats, where they 
should be like us. And yet when it comes to election, we are not 
outraged when only half of the. people vote or we are not outraged 
in the past when we elected the President from both sides with 43 
percent of the people voting. 

So anything we can do to make elections better, to have more 
people participate, and to make sure that when that person voted 
for a certain candidate that that is pretty much- or should be actu
ally the actual result of that vote with no hanging anything in the 
future. So that is what we ask you to continue to look at; and, in 
the meantime, you will continue to have our support. 

I am sure if people were to do an analysis of this subcommittee 
they would find out that Mrs. Emerson and I treat everybody who 
comes here with respect. That is because we understand that ev
erybody who sits before us. has a major role to carry out, and we 
want you to be successful. Our patience is running thin on the Se
curity Exchange Commission. Other than that, we want to be sup
portive. 

Other people say his subcommittee meetings are like a love fest. 
Well, because we want to be supportive, especially you. You have 
a major, major role to play; and your agency has a major task to 
accomplish. So thank you for your work. Thank you for what will 
be your work, and keep us informed on anything that is going on 
that we should know. 

Ms. DAVIDSON. I would be more than happy to. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO .. The meeting is adjourned. 
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Questions ror the Record 
Submitted by Chairman Serrano 

HA VA Requirements Payments 

Jn the past three years, Congress has provided $290 million for grants to states for 
the purpose of helping them meet the requirements of the Help America Vote Act. 
Jn regards to the requirements payments, please indicate: 

• What percentage of this funding has been distributed to states? What the 
reasons are for funding not yet being disbursed or used by states? 

Requirements P1yment Appropri1ted Amounts Disbursed Percentage 
Section 251 (2003 & 2004) 2,319,360,617 2,319,360,617 100% 
Section 251 {2008) 115,000,000 81.206.590 72% 
Section 251 (2009) 100,000,000 52,626,574 53% 
Section 251 {2010) 70,000,000 9,274.223 13% 

Totals 2,604,360,617 2,461,468,004 95% 

Between May and November of 2009, EAC distributed over $85 million in 
Requirements Payments. We anticipate a similar amount of disbursements for 
2010 as states receive the 5% match from their legislatures and complete the 
HA VA Section 253(b) certification needed to receive funding. The 33 states (as of 
June .. 2010) that have not certified lo EAC that they are Title III compliant may be 
limited in the ways they can spend HA VA Section 251 funds; us such, they may not 
hq,re any use for additional funds until they can complete their Title III 
certification. 

Challenges with becoming Title III compliant are often not tied directly to 
availability of funds, but have to do with challenges in meeting all the 
requirements outlined in HAV A (for example, implementation of the state-wide 
voter registration system that meets HAVA specifications). Once these challenges 
have been met, states should be able to spend Requirements Payments to improve 
administrafion of federal elections at a faster rate. 

Two additional factors that affect whether states request remainingfimds are: I) 
slate appropriation cycle and ability to appropriate the 5% match; and 2) the 
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complex and lengthy state planning process required by HA VA for revising the 
HA VA-mandated state plan. which can take up to two years to complete. 

• How fast states are spending HA VA funds relative to the rate at which this 
subcommittee has provided funds to them? 

Beginning in FY 2007 through FY 2009, states are spending on average $203m per 
year in Requirements Payments funds. The average appropriation over fiscal 
years 2008-2010 has been $95m, which means states are spendingfunds on 
average over two times faster than funds are being appropriated 

• Will all states be evenly impacted by the proposed budget cut to the election 
reform programs in FY 2011 ? 

States will not be evenly affected by the proposed cut. The 23 states listed below 
have spent over 85 percent of their Requirement Payments fonds and accrued 
interest. The.~e states could experience a negative impact in the very near future by 
reduction of Requirements Payments. 

STATE Funds & Interest Expended 

NEBRASKSA SECRETARYOFSTATE 100% 

RHODE ISLAND SECRETARY OF STATE 100% 

NEW MEXICO SECRETARY OF STATE 99% 

NC STATE BOARD OF ELECTIONS 99% 

INDIANA SECRETARY OF STATE 98% 

IDAHO SECRETARY OF STATE OFFICE 98% 

OHIO SECRETAR.Y OF STATE 95% 

WYOMING SECRETAR.Y OF STATE 92% 

IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE OFFICE 92% 

UTAH STATE ELECTIONS OFFICE 92% 1 
LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF STATE 92% : 

GEORGIA SECRETARY OF STATE 91% 

TEXAS SECRETARY OF STATE 90% 

SOUTH CAROLINA SECRETARY OF STATE. 90% 
I WEST VIRGINIA SECRETARY OF STATE 89% 

I MONTANA SECRETARY OF STATE 88% 

I CONNECTICUT SECRETARY OF STATE 88% 
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MISSOURI SECRETARY OF STATE 

MISSISSIPPI SECRETARY OF STATE 

PENNSYLVANIA DEPT OF STATE 

COLORADO SECRETARY OF STATE 

MINNESOTA Sf CR ET ARY OF STA TE 

KANSAS SECRETARY OF STATE 
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• How will states continue to be compliant in the future? 

88% 

88% 
88% 
86% 

86% ! 
85% l 

Presently, states have several strategies for maintaining compliance with Title Ill 
as it relates to spending. The.first is to carefully manage existing HAVA funds; 
ensuring that they will last well into the julure. 

A second strategy is to rely on future HAVA support up to the level of funding 
autlUJrized in HA VA. States in this category may have operational challenges in 
2012 if 201 I Requirements Payments are not provided or alternative sources of 
fimd~ are not identified. 

Two states have taken a third approach by setting-up revolving funds so that 
cow1ties can borrow funds to purchase new equipment, paying back the state's 
HA VA election funds over time. 

Despite differences in short term strategies for maintaining Title III compliance. 
all states will eventually need to confront how to purchase the next generation of 
voting equipment they wUl need when current equipment becomes obsolete or 
needs to be replaced. 

• What do states need in the mid to long-term to keep up with HA VA 
requirements? 

The level of.funding states will require to maintain the reforms instituted under 
HA VA is an open question. Currently, states are spending on average $203.m per 
year in Requirements Payments to support the election infrastructure including 
statewide voter registration databases, voting systems and education and training 
associated with being compliant with Title /I/ of HA VA. 

I understand that in order to receive the Section 251 requirements payments states 
are required to provide a 5% match in funds. As you know, some states are facing 
severe budget shortfalls for FY 2011. 
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• Have you heard from any states whether they are having difficulty in 
providing the 5% match? 

EAC has heard informally from several states that match f or 2010 and 201 T 
will be a challenge to identify. While the percentage of funds required by the 
match is low (5%), states describe a hudget climate where every other state 
department is seeing large cuts to their budget, making it difficult to request 
additional funds for election purposes. 

• What will the consequence be for these states if they are unable to make the 
5%match? 

EA C will continue to hold funds until states can identifY and deposit the 5% 
match into their state election account. If match cannot be identified, states 
will not have access to Requirements Payments to support implementation of 
their state HA VA plan in that year. EAC is not in a position to predict 
whether or not lack offund~ would actually disrupt elections. 

The Help America Vote College Program 

1be EAC administers a grant program to recruit and train c-0llege students to 
become poll workers. 

• What have the results of this program been? 

Through FY 2010 EAC has awarded 89 grant.v totaling $3.1 million to 
recruit, train and place college poll workers since the program was 
established in 2004. The program has received appropriated funds in 2004, 
2006, and 2008-2010. 

According to EA C's Election Administration and Voting Survey, 46% of our 
nation's votingjurisdictions reported having difficulty recruiting poll 
workers during the 2008 election cycle. 

Approximately 8,000 college poll workers have been recmited, trained and 
served as election workers tht·ough this grants program. Student poll 
workers conduct a variety of crucial election administration tasks, such as 
setting up polling places, checking off names on the registry (the most 
common activity), checking voters ' identification. staffing information 
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hoolhs. demons/rating how tu use lhe machines, answering voters' 
questions, serving as election observers. acting as translalars, assisting 
voters with disabilities, securing the machines at the end of the du}~ 
counting votes, and transmitting unofficial results. 

All grantees use the EAC College Poll Worker Handbook. which has won 
praise from election officials for being comprehensive and easy to use. 

In addition lo successfully placing ''.ol/ege poll workers, the grants have 
facilitated· 

I) Institutionalization of the program on college campuses, including 
incorporation of poll worker service into college courses, which 
generates college poll workers after EAC grant support has stopped; 

2) Enduring partnerships between local election offices and colleges and 
universities which have created pipelines for new election workers and 
led to the creation of innovative, university-sponsored training material 
and pedagogies for training all poll workers in a given jurisdiction; 

3) Development of specialized curriculum to better equip poll workers for 
supporting voters that have disabilities and to recruit and train election 
workers that have disabilities; and 

4) Outreach to traditionally underrepresented groups through grants to 
historically black colleges and universities. Native American groups and 
an emphasis on serving both urban and rural population.~. 

EAC is also working to make the program more cost effective by 
encouraging development and use qf 

• Web sites to inform students about the program and allow students to submit 
their contact if!{Ormation; 

• Social-networking Web sites to create supportive communities.for promoting 
the program; 

• Automated, web-based training using avatars and virtual reality software to 
create contextualized, online training environments; 

• Videos to document training and post the awarding of certfftcates to a/tract 
future student poll workers; 
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• Use of email and text messaging to recruit students and campus 
organizations to take part in the program: and 

• Local television and radio advertisements to allow program directors and 
students to reach a broader audience. 

Accessible Voting Technology & Pre-Election Logic & Accuracy Testing 
Initiatives 

The FY 20 I 0 bill included $3 million for grants authorized by HA VA to carry out 
research on voting technology improvements directed at improving accessibility for 
voters with disabilities. The bill also included $2 million for a pilot grant program 
for States and local governments for pre-election logic and accuracy testing, and 
post-election verification, of voting systems. 

• What is the status of the implementation of these programs? 

The FY 2009 fund~for the Accessible Voting Technology research were 
combined with the $5 million appropriated in FY 2010 for the same purpose. 
EAC ha.v conducted extensive outreach, including hosting a day long 
roundtable with top researchers and polic.,y specialists in the area of 
technology research and disability policy, to support development of this 
important initiative. 

The first grant competition with these funds, the Voting Technology and 
Accessibility Research-Military Heroes Initiative will be awarded by the 
end of20/0. This $500,000 initiative will support research to better 
understand the needs of injured military personnel related to election 
processes, including: 1) documentation Qf current practices a.~sociated with 
voting activities at these.faculties; 2) identification of barriers that may 
prevent this population from voting privately and independently; and 3) 
reviews and assessments of new and innovative technologies.for assisting 
military personnel's ability to participate in the electoral process. 

The grant solicitation for the remaining funds is under development and will 
be submitted to EAC Commissioners for an initial review in July 2010. After 
an additional round of EAC Commissioner and public input on the draft 
funding solicitation, EAC will publish the notice by September 30, 2010. 

The FY 2009 funds for pre-election logic and accuracy testing, and post
election verification grants were combined with the FY 10 l 0 funds 
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appropriated for tlw samit purpose. The draft grant solicitation is currently 
posted for public input. EAC anticipates puhlishing the notice this summer 
with the goal of having grants in place prior to the 2010 general election. 

Military and Overseas Voter Empowerment (MOVE) Act 

The Military and Overseas Voter Empowennent (MOVE) Act was signed into law 
last October as part of the FY 20 l 0 National Defense Authorization Act. MOVE 
allows for electronic and mail transmission of voting materials and requires that 
states send out absentee ballots at least 45 days before an election, in addition to 
other improvements to make voting more accessible for Americans stationed and 
living abroad. 

• What challenges will the states face in implementing MOVE? 

One qf the most difficult challenges states face when trying to implement MOVE or 
improve services in general for UOCA VA voters are related to security concerns. 
EAC and its partners, FVAP and NIST, have made significant progress toward 
assisting election officials with providing services to UOCAVA voters, but these 
security concerns have delayed the implementation of general purpose personal 
computers for transmitting electronic ballots via the Internet. Therefore, solutions 
wjf/ require input and support.from a wide variety of stakeholders as we/I as 
frequent public updates. The following stakeholders must work together on behalf 
of UOCAVA voters: state and local election officials, computer science 
researchers, experts in fields such as usability and accessibility, industry 
representatives, and other federal agencies charged with improving the remote 
UOCAVA voting process. 

• What role is the EAC playing in assisting states in the implementation of 
MOVE? 

EAC is developing intermediate testable guidelines that leverage the successes 
achieved to date by jurisdictions with electronic absentee voting systems. These 
guidelines will be used to pilot remote electronic absentee voting syslems 
implemented as a manned kiosk with printable paper ballots for audit capability. 
Election jurisdictions and FVAP will be able to use these guidelines to run pilot 
programs for UOCAVA voters should they choose 10 do so. The information gained 
from the pilot projects will be used lo help inform lhe final guidelines development 
process by providing valuable information regarding the security and logistical 
challenges qf a remote electronic voting system. 
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EAC is working lo facilitate an inclusive approach and will continue to solicit 
input from its statutory board~ and the public, and will work with NIST and FVAP 
to ensure that the remote electronic absentee voting guidelines will provide the 
structure to successfally develop and test systems for UOCAVA voters. 

States will alw be able to use EA C's electronic absentee voting guidelines when 
evaluating electronic voting systems that facilitate the return of marked, or voted 
ballots. 

For more information about EA C's work to lead the effort to help states comply 
with the MOVE Act and improve services for UOCAVA voters, please see the 
attached Report to Congress on EAC 's Efforts to Establish Guidelines for Remote 
Electronic Absentee Voting Systems. 

Questions for the Record 
Submitted by Ranking Member Emerson 

Paper vs. Electronic Voting Systems 

Some individuals in Congress and elsewhere continue to claim that electronic 
voting machines can readily be manipulated and insist that States Nation should 
create a paper trail of recorded votes. But l' d have to question whether a paper 
trail would be more secure than an electronic record. In fact, a 2004 study by 
Carnegie Mellon University concluded that paper records do not address those 
risks. While a paper trail may be able to show voters that their choices were 
properly recorded, it offers no guarantee that their ballot was counted or that it will 
be when a recount or audit is conducted 

• Are you aware of any documented cases of voter fraud related to the use of 
electronic voting machines? Has there ever been a docwnented case of 
electronic voting equipment being hacked into during an election and votes 
being changed? 

EAC is not aware of any documented ca.~es ~f fraud related to the use of 
electronic voting machines and we are not aware of a documented case of 
electronic voting equipment heing hacked into during an election and votes 
being changed There have heen hacking experiments on voting systems in 
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controlled environments such as laboratories, hut we are not aware of a 
successful hacking attempt during an actual election. 

However, regardless of the voting system - electronic, paper. or hybrid - eve1y 
system is vulnerable if the appropriate procedures are not in place. That is why 
EAC developed the Election Management Guidelines program, a collection of 
best practices on everything from logic and accuracy testing to chain of cuslody 
procedures to ballot design. These materials were created with input from 
election officials to ensure they would be applicable in the real world of 
elections, regardless of what kind of voting system the state or local entity has 
in place. EA C continues lo receive positive feedback from election officials 
about !he Election Management Guidelines materials. 

Focusing on only one kind of voting system risk ignores large, known 
vulnerabilities in our election process. To successfully compromise a voting 
system - any voting system -- during an election, you must have two things -

o knowledge OF. and 
o access TO a system. 

• Are paper traiJs for electronic voting machines necessary? Can't paper 
ballots readily be manipulated, thrown away or forged? 

It is important to remember that whether we are discussing a ballot box, an 
optical scan machine or a touch screen - people (poll workers, election officials 
and voters) control whether an election is fair and accurate. The bottom line is 
that real security for any voting system comes from systematic preparation: 

o Prepare systems to PREVENT tampering; 
o Prepare people to DETECT tampering; 
o Prepare poll workers and law enforcement officers to REACT to 

tampering; and 
o Prepare election officials to RECOVER by auditing and investigating. 

• And more importantly, shouldn't we let the States decide which fonn of 
voting systems they would prefer to use as opposed to dictating that from 
Washington, D.C.? 

EAC recognizes that one-size.fits-all does not app~v to elections. For 
example, some rural areaf prefer to use mail and other regions prefer 
optical scan systems. Electronic voting machines bring advantages to large 
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cities with diverse popululions because they can make ii easier and cheaper 
lo meet language and accessibility requirements. States already choose 
voting systems thal bes/ meet the needs of /heir voters. 

Appropriate Role of the Federal Government 
in Election Administration 

The administration of elections is largely a State and local function. There have 
been calls over the last few years for Congress to legislate new election 
requirements and standards and to provide additional Federal funding to subsidize 
the cost of elections. 

• Can you discuss the role that Congress should play in assisting States? 

EAC ha.~ observed that in recenl years, the interest Congress has shown in 
election administration through not only legislation but also hearings has 
provided the public with valuable information abouJ how elections are 
administered .Issues such as pre-election testing, audit.~ and voting system 
cerlification h(ll!e been the subject of many Congressional hearings and 
have re.rnlted in election administration improvements among election 
officials and voters. The dialogue facilitated by Congress has brought 
awareness to the need to professionalize the election administration.field 

• Should Congress be legislating how the States administer elections? 

The Commission does not have an opinion regarding the role Congress 
should or should not assume in state elections. 

• Should Federal tax dollars be used to fwid the cost of elections that have 
traditionally been funded at the State and local level? 

Appropriations available through the Help America Vote Ac/ of 2002 were 
the first funds ever provided hy the federal government to the states fnr 
election administration. As the entity respo11vible for administering these 
funds, EAC can report that states have used these resourc·es to replace 
outdated voting equipment, implement statewide voter registration 
databases. provide accessible voting systems for people with di.~abiiities and 
make other key improvements to improve the elecJion administration process 
on behalf of voters. EA C tracks and reports annually how states are using 
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HAV A funds, and while the Commission does not have an opinion regarding 
the role Congress should pluy in election administration. EAC provides this 
i'?formation to assist Congress as it considers future election administration 
funding and other election administration-related legislation. 

Contr.acting 

Please provide the number of contracts and contractors that EAC funded in its first 
year and the current levels for each. How many of the current contractor positions 
fall into the inherently government category? 

During FY04, the EAC had a few small dollar purchase orders and GSA delivery 
orders primarily for Commission start-up support such as office equipment and 
miscellaneous supplies. There was one GSA Schedule Delivery Order service 
contract to Glynn Interactive, Jncfor $54,559 (EAC Web site). This contract was 
completed in FY05. Additional(v, there was one GSA Schedule Delivery Order 
supply contract to Kimball Office Furniture, Inc for $28, 781 (EAC Office 
Furniture). This contract was completed in FY04. 

A report the EAC provided on contracts shows a contract for nearly 250 thousand 
dollars with a company called Practical Strategies. That is a large contract for an 
agency with your budget, and I have a few questions about it. 

• What exactly is Practical Strategies doing for the EAC? 

Practical Strategy is providing technical support to EAC grantees, grant policy 
support services, and developing core competencies for HA VA fonds 
management. This includes state audit and resolution reviews, contact and 
assessment c>f needs with audit targets, review of!G audit plan.for 2010: 

review EAC and federal grant requirements, draft new grant policies, provide 
grant handbook reviews, unci draji recommendations; attend EAC meetings and 
two (2) national grantee meetings and workshops; develop self-assessment 

tools, templates, and processes,· and codify competencies and tools. 

• Looking at the company's web site, the only place I see the word "elections'' 
is where they list the EAC as a client. What qualifications does Practical 
Strategies have for its work for you? 

Practical Strategy is a small woman-owned business cmd a GSA Schedule 
Contract holder who has a GSA Mission Oriented Business Integrated Services 

13 
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(MOBIS) contrac:t (GS-IOF-0111 V). Under this GSA Schedule Contracl 
Practical S11·ategy provides specialized .~ervices Jo include Federal Grams 
Management and Consulting. (www.practicalstrategy.org) 

Employee Issues 

A recent report from the EAC Inspector General suggested some serious concerns 
about the EA C's performance evaluations of its employees. For example, the 
report said management claimed three employees had performance issues but there 
was no evidence management attempted to take corrective action. The report also 
cited an individual's perfonnance evaluation being reduced based on failure to 
retum two phone calls, another whose work was praised but who was denied travel 
after being told three individuals felt the person "did not know their place." 

• What, specifically, is the EAC doing to improve its employee performance 
management systems? 

EAC recognizes the importance of approprialely managing performance and 
discipline issues. As such, Slaff has been provided with ongoing training 
opportunities. Training has been provided to senior management, supervisors, 
mid-level and junior-level staff. Further, management supervisory training has 
been provided to EAC managers. Most recently EAC provided mandatory staff 
training addressing Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) requirements. 

With respect to the specifics of EAC 's performance management system, the 
system was approved in 2006 by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM). 
The ~ystem was implemented with the hiring of a Human Resource Director in 
2007. OPM evaluated the results qfthe system after it was implemented using 
the Performance Apprai.~al Assessment Tool (PAAT). Based on the results of 
the PAAT, EAC revised the performance management system in 2009. Each 
Division was briefed on the revisions, trained on how to develop critical 
elements and standards, and provided resource materials. The approved 
personnel m'1nagement system is currently in place and the performance period 
is January through December. 

14 



A report the EAC provided on contracts shows significant expenditures for temporary staff - $329K in 2008. 
$459K in 2009, and $359K in 2010. 

• What tasks have these temporary staff performed? Are they included in the total staff figures you provided? 

The chart below provides a detailed description of the tasks tem{JQrary staff performed and the associaled costs. 

FY 2010 - $359,000 
%of EAC Division Scope of Work 

Expeodllure 

91°/. Voling Systems Tesiing & Retired an nu ii.ant hrought through temporary employment services because of prior 
Certification work with f.AC as a NIST employee. Perfonns technical reviewer services for testing 

and certilication unit 

Retired annuitant (DOD) brought through temporary employment secvices because of 
elections experience with nlilitary and overseas voters. 

9"/o Research Continued data entry of contract infonnation and the training of newly hired program 
staffer to take over task. 

IS 

!--' 
co 
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FY 2009 - $459.000 
%of EAC Division 

[xpe11dit11re 

34% e lection Administration 
& Support 

25% Voting Systems Testing 
& Certification 

J6% Administration and 
Grants Division 

16% Vot ing Systems Testing 
& Certification 

9"/o Research 

Scope of Work 

Ret ired aonuilan! (former DOI IG detailed to F.AC in 2007) brought through temporary 
employment services because of ellpenisc with 'HAVA funding and govemment auditing 
standards. 

Retired annuitant brought through temporary employment services because of prior work 
with EAC as a NIST employee. Perfonns technical review services for testing and 
certification unit. 

Administrntion: 10 fill absences for Receptionists and Administrative Assistant. From 
12/08 - 5/09, Financial Management Specialist position was temporarily filled during 
recruitment proce!\S. 

Grants Division: Data entry operator to assist with grants award process. 

R<:t ired annuitant (DOD) brought through temporary employment services because of 
elections experience with military and ovcr..-ca~ voters. 

Data entry anti status reporting on contraL1s. 
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FY 2008 - $329,000 
•1. or EAC Divis ion 

E1tptmditure 

43•;. Administration. Office of 
General Counsel & 
Communications 

37% EJe,tion Administration & 
Support 

17% Voting Systems Testing & 
Certification 

3% Research 

Scope or Work 

Administration; temporary fill for 2 vacant positions during recruitment. 

Office of General Counsel; lo formation request for Congresswoman l..ofgrcn 
(generated 40,000 pgs) 

Communications: FOlA requests 

Retired annuitant (fonner 00110 dclailcd to EAC in 2007) brought through 
temporary employment services because of expertise with HA VA funding and 
government auditing ~tandards . 

Retired annuitant (DOD) brought through temporary employment services because 
of elections experience with military :ind overseas voters. 

Development of Contract Tracking System 
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9, 2010. 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION FY 2011 
BUDGET REQUEST 

WITNESSES 
JULIUS GENACHOWSKI, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS 

COMMISSION 

Mr. SERRANO. The subcommittee will come to order. Before we 
begin are there any numbers from the FCC as to. the ratings last 
night for the Nationals game? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I did some firsthand research, Mr. Chairman, 
and took my son to the game, and I can give a full report at a later 
time. 

Mr. SERRANO. Great. That is wonderful. The ratings must have 
gone through the roof. 

We are pleased to have Chairman Genachowski before us today 
to discuss the FCC's proposed budget for next year-and the Na
tionals game from last rught-on the Commission's Broadband 
Plan also. 

Rapid changes in communications technologies are giving con
sumers more options, even as it gives some providers more leverage 
for high prices. The FCC must run faster and faster to keep pace 
with these changes. We count on the FCC to regulate communica
tions so as to protect consumers without stifling innovation. 

Last March, the FCC issued its Broadband Plan that lays out the 
cuITent Commission's perspectives on the future. of communica
tions. As the Broadband Plan made clear, Americans increasingly 
rely on broadband Internet connections for delivery of fast, rich and 
reliable transmission of voice, text, Internet browsing, medical im
ages, entertainment or almost any other form of communication. 

Now, as you know, this hearing is on-line live as we speak, and 
I sent out. a Twitter message, I put it on two. Facebook pages and 
an e-mail. So we should get at least 10 people to watch. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Do you have your BlackBerry out so you can an-
swer or Twitter as we are going along. 

Mr. SERRANO. Yes. And we are being recorded. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Good. 
Mr .. SERRANO. J ust to make the point that we are up to date on 

some of the technology, although it is all very confusing to us still. 
As the Broadband Plan explains, wireless spectrum is becoming 

increasingly in demand as more communications go wireless and 
require more bandwidth. We face a crisis if we do not act soon to 
free up more spectrum for broadband. I applaud the FCC's efforts 
to. identify under-used spectrum for possible conversion to 
broadband applications. 

I am also pleased that the Plan recognizes the benefit to our soci
ety when almost everyone has access to broadband. More and more, 
access to broadband opens opportunities in education, job hunting, 
becoming an informed voter, and so forth , and lack of access to 
broadband closes opportunities. We must work to close the digital 
divide in access to broadband. 

Not long after the ink dried on the FCC's Broadband Plan, a rul
ing by the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 
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raised questions about the FCC's authority to regulate Internet 
service providers. As a recent New York Times editorial pointed 
out, it is essential for the FCC to have authority over the Internet, 
the dominant 21st century mode of communications. We are look
ing forward to better understanding your decision to launch pro
ceedings to bring ISPs under Title II. 

This subcommittee has also been concerned that almost 9 years 
after 9/11 and 6 years after the 9/11 Commission report our first 
responders still lack the robust interoperable communication sys
tem needed in the case of major emergencies. Your plan rec
ommends one approach that has been endorsed by both co-chairs 
and two members of the 9/11 Commission, but that approach has. 
been opposed by some organizations representing first responders. 
We look forward to learning how you propose to resolve this situa
tion so that we can move ahead. 

PEG channels that provide public, educational, and govern
mental information to cable TV viewers make a vital contribution 
to our civic society. As technology has evolved some of those PEG 
channels have become more difficult to access. Despite many peti
tions and comments for the record, the FCC has failed to fix this 
problem. I was disappointed that your 360-page Broadband Plan 
made no mention of the future of PEG, much less proposed a solu
tion. 

Finally, as you know, I have been concerned that Americans liv
ing in the Territories often lack communication services com
parable to those available in the States. Your report on communica
tion services available in the Territories shows dismal rates of 
Internet use in the Territories. I was pleased to see that your Com
mission recently gave the go-ahead for XM-Sirius to make the in
vestments necessary to operate effectively in Puerto Rico. I remain 
concerned about the availability of universal service funds there. 

I want you to be assured, Mr. Chairman, that it is in the best 
interest of this committee and this Congress for you folks to suc
ceed, but to succeed on behalf of the consumer, to succeed on behalf 
of strong technology for our future, to succeed on behalf of bringing 
us to where we should be as a nation, but never at the expense of 
leaving behind any community, inc1uding those folks who live in 
the Territories. 

And with that I turn to my colleague, my sister and the ranking 
member, Mrs. Emerson. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Chairman 
Genachowski, welcome. and thanks so much for being here. today. 

The FCC has an important regulatory role in the county's com
munications, television, radio, Internet and cable industries, and 
we all know these services touch nearly every American citizen and 
business daily. Ultimately you all have to find a balance between 
enabling technological progress and providing enough regulation 
and oversight to ensure that the American people have available 
communication services. It is a very challenging job, with many 
business technology and consumer groups watching your every 
move. 

I want to congratulate you on the development of the national 
Broadband Plan. Developing a strategic plan to provide every 
American with affordable access to broadband services is a worthy 
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goal. And I am very pleased because it has the potential to assist 
those Americans without Internet access to improve health care, 
education, public safety, access to government and the economy. I 
am still a little confused why we used-we were going to deploy 
rural Internet opportunities, or at least broadband opportunities, 
after which you were then going to do a new map, if you will. So 
perhaps the cart got before the horse, in spite of the fact that I do 
think that that is a good use of stimulus funds is the deployment 
of broadband, particularly since I have a hugely rural district. So 
it will end up helping my constituents a good deal. 

I will say, though, that I, like many others, have some concerns 
with your plan. As the chairman said, many in the first responder 
community are concerned with your strategy to implement a na
tionwide wireless first responder network, or at least the means by 
which you want to do it. And I am also concerned with your an
nounced plan to reclassify broadband as a phone service instead of 
as an information service. Many have questioned whether this re
classification will stand the scrutiny of the courts. 

In addition, my constituents, my very small providers, really be
lieve this action will reduce private sector investment and 
broadband expansion, which will obviously then hinder your goal 
of expanding affordable broadband access. 

Thanks for being here. I look forward to your testimony, and we 
will have lots of questions, I presume. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. You know the drill, Mr. Chairman. 
You give us 5 minutes, we will put your whole statement in the 
record, and then we will drill you to the point of exhaustion on our 
part, I am sure. 

Please proceed. 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Thank you. Good morning, Chairman 

Serrano, Ranking Member Emerson, Congressman Crenshaw. 
Thank you for being here. I am pleased to be making my first ap
pearance, so I am learning the drill. But I welcome this subcommit
tee's oversight and input and look forward to working with you to 
ensure that the Commission is able to perform its mission and that 
we get good input into all of the issues in front of us. 

I also want to take a minute to thank your staff, Lee Price and 
John Martens, who have taken considerable time and effort, a very 
healthy working relationship at the staff level, and I appreciate 
their work. 

The FCC's mission is to promote opportunity and prosperity for 
all Americans through communications, technologies, and net
works. To advance this mission we are focused on these goals: Pro
moting universal broadband that is robust and affordable for all 
Americans regardless of where they live; pursuing policies that pro
mote job creation, investment, competition, and innovation; pro
tecting and empowering consumers and families; helping deliver 
interoperable public safety communications networks with the best 
technology to serve our firefighters, police officers, and other first 
responders, and ultimately to save lives; advancing a vibrant media 
landscape that serves the public interest in the 21st century; and 
seizing the opportunity for the United States. to lead the world in 
mobile. 
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The budget we have submitted will considerably enhance the 
FCC's ability to achieve these goals. It will help ensure that we 
have the staff we need with the technical skills we need to support 
our work to promote investment, competition, job creation, public 
safety, our global competitiveness in this complex communications 
landscape. 

The budget request also includes investments in technology that 
will enhance agency operations, particularly in the area of public 
safety. My written statement contains more details on this. I ask 
that it. be included in the record. 

Let me briefly touch upon some key items before the Commis
sion, and I am sure we will have an opportunity for a good ex
change on these. 

First, as I am glad both of you mentioned, Congress directed the 
FCC to produce a national Broadband Plan, and we have now done 
so. and submitted it to. Congress and the President. It includes key 
recommendations to transform the Universal Service Fund from 
supporting yesterday's technologies to tomorrow's, recovering and 
unleashing licensed and unlicensed spectrum so that we can lead 
the world in mobile. It proposes ways to promote investment by 
cutting red tape, lowering the cost of deployment and accelerating 
broad deployment everywhere. of wired and wireless networks .. It 
proposes initiatives to foster vibrant competition and empower con
sumers who are often confused about this landscape. It includes a 
roadmap to tackle vital inclusion challenges so that everyone every
where, individuals and small businesses, can enjoy the benefits and 
opportunities of broadband, and it proposes concrete ways in which 
broadband can be deployed to help solve many of our Nation's 
major challenges, including education, health care, energy, and 
public safety. 

In April, the Commission released a detailed, extensive timetable 
for taking action on the Plan's recommendations. The Commission 
has since unanimously approved eight action items already, includ
ing a notice kicking off broad-based universal reform. In May we 
continued driving on this agenda by approving three more items 
from the Plan's recommendations, a notice to cut red tape in the 
E-Rate program and increase flexibility for schools to better serve 
their communities with the funds and the technology, and order a 
notice to foster competition in broadband deployment by improving 
access to pole attachments, part of the. blood and guts of this. area 
where if we get it right we can seek faster deployment of infra
structure, and an order enabling the use of 25 megahertz more 
spectrum for mobile broadband. 

Although many of the action items from the national Broadband 
Plan can be further reviewed and acted upon by the Commission, 
a few major recommendations require review and action by both 
Congress and the Commission, one of the most urgent being the 
creation of a nationwide interoperable public safety broadband 
wireless network. For far too long, as you said, Mr. Chairman, our 
Nation's first responders have lacked such a network. As part of 
the national Broadband Plan I tasked our FCC team, led by a bril
liant retired admiral with great experience in this area, with start
ing anew and developing a comprehensive plan for an interoperable 
broadband public safety network. The Commission staff has pro-
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posed a multi-part plan that will support the greatest benefits for 
public safety's day-to-day needs and provide essential redundancy 
and resiliency during the worst emergencies. The Plan confirms 
that the current 24 megahertz of spectrum identified by Congress 
and allocated to public safety is sufficient for public safety needs 
for. the foreseeable future. and that if necessary in dire emergencies 
public safety will be able to access and roam on adjacent commer
cial networks in the 700-megahertz band, including the D-block, 
which Congress has required the FCC to auction. 

It includes specific recommendations to get our mobile broadband 
public safety network built during a window that is closing of the 
rollout of commercial 4G networks. If we can get this done now, 
taking advantage of efficiencies that can happen by building out at 
the same time, we can both get it done and save a tremendous 
amount of money than if we wait. 

Second, with respect to our goal of ensuring that the U.S. leads 
the world in mobile, there is little debate that our Nation's spec
trum needs are rapidly increasing, with demand for spectrum very 
significantly exceeding the supply. If the U.S. is to lead the world 
in mobile services and technologies, we must address this looming 
spectrum crunch. I understand and share the concern that in pur
suing this objective that we take full account of viewers of free 
over-the-air TV as we pursue what we strongly believe is a win
win-win plan to benefit free. over-the-air. viewers, the broadcast in
dustry, our broadband future and American consumers. 

I look forward to working closely with this committee and Con
gress on a mechanism for a win-win-win auction to address our mo
bile spectrum needs and make sure that we take full accounts of 
existing services like free over-the-air TV. 

Finally. I remain focused on the importance of broadband to our 
Nation's economic growth, competitiveness, investment and innova
tion, huge opportunities here for the country. But as we heard, we 
face legal uncertainty now as a result of a recent court decision in 
the Comcast case. 

Comcast, although we argued to sustain the framework that had 
existed, the court disagreed and that decision cast real doubt on 
whether the legal framework the Commission chose for broadband 
Internet services nearly a decade ago is adequate to achieve core 
broadband policies such as universal service, public safety, and pro
moting investment and innovation related to broadband and ex
tending it to all Americans. 

In addressing this issue, I reject both extremes, the extreme of 
overregulation and the extreme of doing nothing. I believe that a 
light touch approach continues to be the correct one, and look for
ward to ongoing dialogue with Congress as the Commission seeks 
public comment on how best to ensure that our broadband policies 
rest on a solid legal foundation and that we foster a climate for ro
bust private investment in communications that benefits all Ameri
cans. 

As you may know, the chairman of our authorizing full and sub
committees have announced they will start a process to develop 
proposals for updating the Communications Act. I welcome their 
process and the opportunity to serve as a resource to them and 
Congress in their work, and of course I look forward to working 
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with the members of this subcommittee on these issues and all 
issues the FCC faces. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to discuss the FCC's 2011 
budget request and our work under the Historic Recovery Act. I re
spectfully request that the subcommittee consider granting the 
FCC's fiscal 2011 funding request, and I would be happy to hear 
comments and of course take any questions. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you so much. Thank you. Around here we 
always use the phrase "win-win." You say "win-win-win." Does that 
extra "win" mean you know something is going to happen? 

Mrs. EMERSON. It means the Cardinals and the Yankees and the 
Nationals are all going to get a win .. 

Mr. SERRANO. It used to be a situation where everyone asked 
how long before Serrano brings in Cuba and Puerto Rico into any 
kind of a hearing and now it is how soon the Yankees and the Car
dinals come into it. So we will see you in September. 

The court decision, the D.C. Decision, now, first of all, when you 
come before this. committee or any committee in Congress, and I 
am sure some of my colleagues are going to be upset with this, not 
in this committee, don't ever assume that Members of Congress 
know this issue through and through , because this is one of the 
more complicated issues that we deal with, and I am sure it is for 
you folks too. Now, the court decision kind of threw everybody for 
a loop. And the issue was, as we saw it, do you have the authority, 
existing authority, to move in the direction that many of us want 
you to move in. So what's your sense? 

Now, just as a little aside, if one looks at your biography, you 
have done enough in the past to have dealt with many issues on 
many levels, from the Supreme Court to Congress to the adminis
tration to the FCC. So you certainly have an understanding of how 
these things move. Did that court decision cripple you? Does it 
allow leeway? Does it give you leeway to do what you need to do? 
Where are we at now? How can you explain that to us? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. There is no question that the decision raised 
serious questions, created a problem that we have to solve. There 
had been a consensus that the FCC could adopt sensible rules 
around broadband for universal service, for public safety, for con
sumers, under a particular Title I approach. We defended that in 
court, we thought it was fine. We want to focus on what the Amer
ican people want us to focus on, which is extending broadband to 
all Americans, leading the world in innovation, driving tremendous 
investment, having this. be a platform for. job creation, and extend
ing the wonders of broadband and health care and education to all. 

Unfortunately, we didn't win the case. And in its opinion the 
court raised real questions about the consensus framework that 
had been used. We now have to solve that problem. As I looked at 
it, we bad two extremes in the debate. We had an extreme of ob, 
well, this is fine, the FCC doesn't need to do anything here at all, 
and we had what I believe is an extreme of oh, this is an oppor
tunity for massive regulation of this infrastructure. And I reject 
both those extremes. And I directed our staff to identify a strategy 
that would restore the status quo, that would restore the light 
touch framework that would allow the Commission to do what is 
necessary to promote investment, to promote public safety, to ex-
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tend broadband, not to do more than what is necessary. And the 
staff developed what we have called the third way approach that 
is modeled on the existing approach for how mobile voice is regu
lated and that we will continue to take public comment on and dis
cussion on, with our central goal being the litigation. The court de
cision created a problem, let's solve it so that we can tackle our 
country's broadband needs. 

Mr. SERRANO. And how do other members, I mean they are not 
here, but is there support on the Commission for that approach? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, I wouldn't want to speak for other 
members. I think we have healthy debate at the Commission, 
which is a good thing. I think each of the members of the Commis
sion has expressed their initial views. This is an issue of sufficient 
importance that we should have public comment, public discussion, 
and encourage everyone involved to roll up their sleeves with the 
Commission with an approach of problem solving. I don't think 
anyone disputes that there is a problem. And I am going to do ev
erything I can to work with all stakeholders, my. colleagues at the 
Commission, the great staff at the Commission, to tackle this and 
solve it so that we can focus on the core goals that I think are 
widely shared of promoting broadband for our economy and for 
solving major national challenges. 

Mr. SERRANO. And if I was to put you on the spot and say look
ing forward~ at what point date wise can you say. we have put this 
part aside and we are moving on now? I mean, I know you are 
moving on different fronts at the same time, but we have put this 
issue behind us, this has been resolved, what do you see? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, the first step is to start the proceeding, 
which we haven't done yet. It takes time to get it going. We will 
start the proceeding, we will encourage broad public comment and 
input, and we wil1 do everything we can to solve this problem while 
we continue to move forward simultaneously on key elements of 
the Broadband Plan. We can't slow down, it is too important for ex
tending opportunity to all Americans. And we have continued to 
move forward in the ways that I mentioned, we will keep on mov
ing forward, and we need to tackle this issue for many reasons, in
cluding the fact that the rest of the world is not standing still. 

Mr. SERRANO. Let me, I am going to be asking members after 
Mrs. Emerson speaks to stick to the 5-minute rule, so I will abuse 
it now and say the following. On your last comment, I don't know 
how briefly you can do this, but what happened to us, why did we 
fall behind, why are. we in so. many ways the greatest country on 
Earth and in this particular one we are trying to catch up, what 
happened to us? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. It is obviously a very good question. A lot of 
people disagree on why we are where we are, but I think there is 
broad agreement that we are behind where we should be. Perhaps 
one of the. drawbacks to having the infrastructure that we do is 
that we have to deal in this country with legacy infrastructure that 
in some cases slows us down. We have to reform the Universal 
Service Fund so that it applies to broadband, not just all telephone 
service. But I think what we focused on in the Broadband Plan was 
assessing what the current obstacles are and what we need to do 
to tackle them. 
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Mr. SERRANO. Mrs. Emerson. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thanks, Chairman. So Commissioners McDowell 

and Baker have stated that no evidence exists of systemic failure 
in the broadband market that would justify a new onerous regu
latory regime. So perhaps you can tell us, because we are the Fi
nancial Services. Subcommittee. and generally we. deal mostly with 
something dealing with financial services, and I will admit to not 
having a lot of expertise in this issue, but other than the Comcast 
case, which I actually kind of understand, what problem would be 
solved by increasing Internet regulation and is there evidence that 
Internet service providers are discriminating against certain cus
tomers? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. A couple of poin ts if I may. One is I don't 
support a new onerous regulatory regime. I oppose it. I support the 
restoration of the light touch regulatory regime that we have. 
There are a couple of different issues that get talked about together 
here. With respect to the basic authority issue, there is a broad list 
of problems we. have to. solve and they are detailed in the. national 
Broadband Plan; broadband for all of America, tackling public safe
ty, tackling privacy, promoting investment. All of these require the 
FCC to have basic authority with respect to broadband access. 

Another issue that gets discussed in this is the issue of pre
serving a free and open Internet. I do believe that we have some
thing very special in this country:. An Internet built on an open ar
chitecture that allows free speech, that allows innovators to reach 
a broad audience. It has led to the development and growth of 
small businesses across the country, huge benefits in terms of in
vestment. My view on this is that we need to preserve what we 
have and make sure that this platform remain open as we drive 
more and more. investment in. it so that the infrastructure can lead 
the world. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, are you concerned that a majority of Mem
bers of Congress in both parties oppose your plan? I think there 
were 171 Republicans and 74 Democrats who wrote you a letter ba
sically saying not to move forward with your plan, quite frankly be
cause it is. our responsibility to give you direction. as opposed to. you 
giving us direction. But you know we all are trying to work to
gether to help the American people. But does that bother you that 
the majority of Members aren't, on the House side anyway, aren't 
in favor of your plan? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, the concerns that Congress have of 
course I take very seriously. And I share many, if not all,. of the 
concerns that are in the letters. We need to find a way to make 
sure that we restore the status quo that exists, protect consumers, 
promote competition, promote investment, promote universal 
broadband to all Americans in a way that is a healthy framework 
that is consistent with the framework that we had. So I am looking 
forward to. ongoing discussions with Members. o( Congress. to devel
oping broader understanding of the options, of the approach that 
I have suggested, and I believe that this is an area where I hope 
and I think we should be able to achieve better understanding and 
enable us to move forward in a way that allows us to have a solid 
legal foundation that promotes investment so that we have a basis 
for making sure. we can take care of universal service, take care of 
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public safety, take care of small businesses and broadband, and I 
look forward to this process and I think our proceeding will help 
be a resource as we move forward. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, since your Broadband Plan assumes signifi
cant contributions or investments by the private sector, and if, I 
mean you just mentioned investment, but if investors are fearful of 
government's involvement in regulating the Internet, and you may 
not call it regulation but others do so, it is all a question of seman
tics, so how is that going to impact the expansion of broadband to 
all Americans if in fact you have investors who say, well, wait a 
minute here, this is overreach-overreach. And I realize that you say 
it is not, but some others would. think it is. 

Have you studied the question and the impact that that might 
have on how we do achieve at least the large goals in your plan. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I am committed to making sure that we have 
a framework that promotes investment. As Congressman Serrano 
mentioned, I spent many years in the private sector, including 
work as an investor .. This is essential. In this country private in
vestment will fuel our broadband networks, and we have to make 
sure that we achieve that. We are just at the beginning of tackling 
this issue. I would note just one thing, which is that the third way 
approach replicates the framework for mobile, which has been very 
consistent with investment, it has been widely praised. And I look 
forward to discussing this. with you and other members to. make 
sure that we have a framework to achieve our common goals with 
respect to broadband. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Are you having trouble with the authorizing com
mittee? This is something that everybody believes will somehow 
solve a problem that exists out here, at least, you know, according 
to you. Have you not talked to the. authorizing. committees to deter
mine whether or not a narrow bill could simply be written and that 
would preclude you from having to do it by regulation? People are 
very nervous about any regulatory body doing things by regulation 
in place of us legislating it because it is a little heavy, at least the 
perception is it is very heavy handed. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKL The chairmen of the authorizing committee 
on the House side and the Senate side have announced that they 
are looking at proposals to update the Communications Act and we 
will of course be a resource to that. So they are looking. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So in other words, you would not hold back and 
perhaps let Congress do what it is supposed to do as opposed to 
you all doing it instead? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I am looking for a solution that allows us to 
work together to promote our common broadband goals. And I put 
on the table a solution that I believe rejects both extremes that is 
modeled on regulatory frameworks that work, but I am focused on 
a solution and if Congress were to provide a solution that would 
be. welcome. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thanks. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. And now under the 5-minute rule, 

with a very nice gavel in my hand, I am honored to introduce the 
newest member of our committee attending his first hearing, the 
legendary gentleman from New York, a legend in his own time, 
Congressman Steve Israel. 
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Mr. ISRAEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, thank you 
for your hospitality. I have heard references to the Yankees and 
the Cardinals, but nothing about my beloved New York Mets, by 
the way, and I hope that changes. 

Mr. SERRANO. The chairman is a Yankee fan. 
Mr. ISRAEL. Mr. Chairman, although I am new to. the sub

committee, back in December I sent you several letters expressing 
concern for the deterioration of negotiations on retransmission 
agreements between broadcast companies and Comcast providers. 
Both parties have intended to do brinkmanship, but it is the Amer
ican people who hang in the balance. In Chairman SeITano's com
munity and my community about 3 million subscribers in New 
York, New Jersey, and Connecticut lost access to their ABC affil
iate 15 minutes into the presentation of the Oscars when it went 
dark until the switches were turned on. And in the letter I asked 
you to consider ordering carriage on an interim basis when this 
happens, ordering arbitration, other alternative dispute resolutions 
so that the American people don't hang in the balance. 

Two questions. One, what can the FCC do to ensure that there 
is not a repeat of this kind of brinkmanship and protect con
sumers? And second, I believe that this is just a tip of iceberg and 
as we move forward there are going to be more and more cases 
where the American people suddenly find themselves literally in 
the dark with respect to their access to programming. And so what 
are you planning to do in order to keep pace? The regulations that 
were promulgated in the early 1990s clearly are not keeping pace 
with the intensity of failed negotiations, and so what can we do 
moving forward to provide those consumer protections? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I share your concerns, particularly with re
spect to viewers, consumers who don't have a seat at the. negoti
ating table and can wake up and find out that what is expected of 
them doesn't make any sense. You mentioned the February/March 
issue. I remember back to December/January when there was a 
possibility that viewers might find out on the Friday before a holi
day weekend that they would lose their signal over the weekend for 
when there were high interest, in that case football programming 
on that they would want to watch. And at one level making sure 
if consumers have a real ability with sufficient time and notice to 
change providers that is debatable, that is something we can de
bate and think about. But the idea that a viewer would find out 
on a Friday that, oh, you can't watch some programming that is 
very important to you on a Monday unless. you go to a store that 
is closed and order a product that you can't get in time, that 
doesn't make any sense at all. So we have announced that we are 
looking at the retransmission framework, and it is largely a statu
tory framework that has been the same framework in place for a 
very long time. And we are running a process to see whether it can 
and should be updated. I do think that the private parties in this 
should have the ability to negotiate their own deals, but I think 
something-the consumers and viewers who are not at the table, 
their interests have to be taken into account as we analyze the 
framework and make sure that it fully serves the whole ecosystem. 

Mr. ISRAEL. And what is your timeframe for the review of the re
transmission process? 
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Mr. GENACHOWSKI. It is ongoing now. I believe we are in the 
public comment process, and our staff is having discussions with 
the various players to see what recommendations we can come up 
with to improve and update the process. 

Mr. ISRAEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. The distinguished Mr. Crenshaw. 
Mr. CRENSHAW. Is that all you have to say, Mr. Chairman? 
Mr. CULBERSON. That is all you get. 
Mr. CRENSHAW. Is that all I get? 
Mr. SERRANO. I spent the last year and 6 months praising you. 
Mr. CRENSHAW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you for 

being here, Mr. Chairman. 
One of the things that when I talk to my folks back home what 

drives them crazy is every time there is a rroblem Washington 
says we will either spend more money, we wil pass more laws, we 
will implement more rules, more regulations. And I guess I am try
ing to understand what the problem is that you are trying to solve, 
trying to understand why if Congress, if you have the chairmen of 
the authorizing committees saying they are trying to identify the 
problem, they want to solve the problem, that is kind of Congress' 
role. So when I look at the telecommunications industry it seems 
to be fairly innovative, it seems to be growing, there is a lot of pri
vate investment. And it would seem that I hear you saying you 
want to have a light touch, but it sounds like there is going to be 
more regulation and more regulation is going to bring more uncer
tainty. And I would like you to maybe just touch on a couple of 
things. One is kind of succinctly tell me what the biggest problem 
that you are going to solve, or maybe Congress is going to try to 
solve as well, tell me why it is important that you solve it through 
rules and regulations before Congress has a chance to. solve. it 
through input from their constituents, et cetera, more account
ability. And then the third thing, maybe can you tell us, because 
this committee is interested in the money that we are going to 
spend, what kind of expenditures are going to be necessary if you 
put in place whatever rules and regulations you think you are 
going to put in place. It would seem to me you are. going to need 
more people which would cost more money. So you know, and I 
guess you are also going to face a bunch of lawsuits and things like 
that. So can you highlight that as quickly as you can? I know that 
is probably not that easy to do quickly, but help me understand 
those three things. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Sure. First of all, l have been and the Com
mission has been very transparent over the last year on what pol
icy objectives we believe need to be pursued to advance our 
broadband goals as a country, I think a greater level of trans
parency and openness about that than anyone remembers. 

Mr. CRENSHAW. Now is that the problem, there is not enough 
transparency?. 

Mr. GENACROWSKI. Transparency at the Commission? No, no, I 
don't think that is the problem at all. What the court decision did 
and our reaction to it doesn't change at all, not one bit, the policy 
goals that we have articulated in terms of getting broadband to 
rural America and all Americans, dealing with public safety issues, 
addressing basic consumer protections, nothing changes with re-
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spect to our goals. What this uninvited, undesired court decision 
does is it forces us to look at the legal foundation underneath it, 
to go into the basement and say, all right, we need to do these 
things for the country, they really matter. Even though we liked 
the structure that existed, the court told us you got to go into the 
basement and fix the. foundation so that what you are doing for all 
these other things stands up. That is what we are trying to do. 

Mr. CRENSHAW. So that is the problem. 
Mr. GENACHOWSKl. That is the issue. 
Mr. CRENSHAW. Okay. And is that not being done now? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, that is the process . We believe we have 

an obligation at the Commission to say, look, this. court decision 
came down, it raises questions, we need to have a public, open, 
transparent process to identify what to do going forward. A lot of 
other people are looking at it, and I encourage that. This is an area 
where it is in our national interest to have all stakeholders come 
together, roll up their sleeves, get into the basement, get their tools 
out and fix this .. 

Mr. CRENSHAW. What needs to get fixed? What is the big, big, 
big problem? You got goals, you got objectives and some of them 
I guess are being accomplished. But is there one big thing that is 
not, that you got to fix? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, in terms of the legal foundation the 
court said, hey, your foundation is broken, we need to go fix it. 
With respect to the broadband policies and objectives, transforming 
the Universal Service Fund so that we can extend broadband to all 
Americans, a vital thing we have to fix. 

Mr. CRENSHAW. Is that not being done now? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. It is something we are working on very, very 

hard. The. court decision raises questions about the legal basis on 
which it can rest. None of us want to spend a long time working 
together to build consensus for universal service reform and then 
have the court say, oh, you weren't listening, we told you that you 
can't rest it on this part of the Communications Act. 

Mr. CRENSHAW. That is the big problem. All right. Now so you 
are working on that. Why are you working on that and not Con
gress working on that? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, I think we have an obligation as the 
agency that administers the Universal Service Fund to work on it 
and improve it. We have obligations with respect to public safety, 
obligations with respect to basic consumer protections. And as I 
said, all of these policy goals have been very transparent and open. 
And nothing about the litigation or this process that we are dealing 
with now to deal with it affects our policy goals, affects our desire 
to have light touch regulation, to promote investment, to cut red 
tape, to focus on consumers' real needs, to focus on broadband and 
education. 

Mr. CRENSHAW. Won't you end up with more regulation? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKJ. No. 
Mr. CRENSHAW. So you might actually reduce regulation, your 

new rules might be less restrictive than the rules you have now? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKJ. Our goal is to go into the basement, fix the 

foundation so we can continue to work on exactly the same house 
that we. have been working on and do that in a spirit of bipartisan-
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ship and consensus and global competitiveness in the United 
States. 

Mr. CRENSHAW. And what do you think the Congress' goal is? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKl. I am not sure that I would- I am not 

sure-
Mr. CRENSHAW. Would they be working on-I assume that Con

gress is going to-I don't sit on the. Energy. and Commerce Com
mittee, but I assume. somebody there is. As you say, the. author
izing committee chairmen are talking about fixing the tele
communications industry or rewriting laws or whatever. Is that a 
mutually shared goal they have with you? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKl. Yes. And I wouldn't want to speak for other 
Members of Congress, but we work closely with our. authorizing 
committees and have great respect for. the. chairmen of those com
mittees. 

Mr. CRENSHAW. So why don't you wait and let them do it? It is 
that urgent? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKl. I think success in broadband is urgent for the 
country, I do believe that. 

Mr. CRENSHAW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. Ms. Wasserman Schultz, the gentle

woman from the great State of Florida. 
Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 

And a lifelong Yankee fan I might add, having been born in your 
home State. 

I am going to be the fly. in the ointment among the members here. 
and tell you, and not be afraid to say out loud, that I don't really 
have a problem with your move towards light touch regulation and 
am very interested in seeing what benefits to the consumer we 
might have. I mean, we have been struggling with issues related 
to the Internet like net neutrality, like. how to make sure that we 
decide how much a company should be able to restrict access to a 
piece of network or control a piece of the network and package that 
and sell it. I would like to hear from you, to the degree you haven't 
already touched on it , what consumer benefits you think would 
come from light touch regulation. 

I also, though, would like you to touch on the whole issue of child 
pornography trafficking across the Internet .. That is. something that 
I have been very focused on since passing the Protect Our Children 
Act in 2008. I mean just to give you an example, last year a major 
ISP in the world tried to determine the magnitude of child pornog
raphy trafficking across their network in just one country, and it 
was a small country, fewer than 10 million people, something like 
the. size of New Jersey, they used known child pornography. identi
fiers, hash values from a registry provided for them by Interval. 
They determined that 120,000 transactions for receipt, distribution 
and possession of child pornography had occurred in one day in one 
country. If we were to extrapolate a similar demand on the United 
States it. would mean that there could be as many. as 3. million hits. 
for child pornography in our own country. 

I would like to know what the intended policy is toward anonym
ity on the Internet. Does the agency see a need to mandate that 
broadband providers keep and manage information like that? And 
I have a couple other questions related to that as well. But I know 
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the easiest thing in the world to do politically is to just stay away 
from the Internet, stay away from Internet taxation, stay away 
from Internet regulation. The Internet has been off limits to any 
suggestion of anything governmentally related in touching it since 
its explosion. And I think as far as the answer to the question why 
not leave this to Congress, I mean sometimes Congress leads and 
sometimes we are pushed. And to be honest with you, I am not 
sure, as much respect as I have for the chairmen working on the 
issue now, I am not sure that they would have taken the issue up 
quite as soon if the FCC had not begun exploring the avenues that 
you are exploring. So I would love to hear from you. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Thank you very much. Consumer benefits, 
the FCC has always promoted consumer benefits with respect to 
the main access to communications that goes into people's homes. 
And a lot of this issue is about preserving the ability to do, to take 
necessary steps for consumers. I will give you an example. We have 
been working recently on the issue of bill shock. There are con
sumers who get their bill in the mail for their mobile service and 
where they thought they were going to have a bill of $70, $80, $90 
they get one for $2,000 because they exceeded their limits and they 
just didn't know. Our survey found that as many as 30 million 
Americans are affected by this at some level. And there are some 
basic things that we are exploring that might be able to fix this; 
making sure that consumers get text messages when they exceed 
their limits, for example, number one. Number two, I believe that 
information technologies actually provide a whole new range of op
portunities to address consumer confusion, deal with basic con
sumer issues in a way that is lighter touch and more beneficial 
than in the past, because it is easier now to put in front of con
sumers of broadband access services information that will help 
them understand their speeds, their services. You know we found 
an international Broadband Plan that the speeds that consumers 
actually get for broadband are about half of what is advertised. 
Well, there are things that we ought to look at with respect to 
transparency rules that make it clearer to consumers. All of these 
issues are tied up in do we have basic authority to adopt sensible 
rules with respect to broadband access. 

With respect to preserving a free and open Internet, I believe 
that is a huge consumer issue. The ability of consumers to have 
choice, to access services that they would like, I think about con
sumers too as small businesses who want to have the opportunity 
to put a business on line and know that they can reach an audi
ence, I think it is a very, very big consumer issue. 

To your child pornography point I would say that that focus is 
about lawful content and services. And I feel very strongly that we 
need to preserve the freedom and the openness of the Internet for 
lawful communications, lawful business relations, but unlawful 
content and services are in a different category. And in fact I think 
for the success of our Internet in the future we need to recognize 
both the. need for openness and the. need for safety,. being very cog
nizant of the First Amendment and its vital importance. 

Ms .. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Can I just ask you, because you just 
described reasonable network management practices. Mr. Chair-
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man, if I can just finish this sentence and get an answer that 
would be great. Thank you. 

Does the FCC intend to allow ISPs to block, thwart and encour
age identification of legal content? I mean, during this light touch 
regulatory process I would think that that is something that you 
could take. up that would really protect children and address the 
explosion of illegal content that is being transmitted across the 
Internet. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKJ. Yes. Preserving a free and open Internet and 
making sure that reasonable steps can be taken to deal with un
lawful content or unlawful activities, we need to get that balance 
right, and I think we can. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Thank you very much. 
Mr. SERRANO. Let me just say that that is, and that was a great 

line of questioning, that is my biggest concern, that you allow the 
freedom that we Americans always love to enjoy and at the same 
time not allow the Internet to be used to destroy people or to com
mit unlawful acts. And that is a challenge and a half. because it 
has to be done carefully. And we can't do it every time there is a 
crisis. Because when we respond to a crisis we tend to go too far 
to one side. And so it is a balance. I don't envy the job you have 
to do, but we do remind you on both sides that this is a huge chal
lenge you have. 

Mr. Culberson. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Following up on Ms. 

Wasserman Schultz's question, and she is absolutely right, all of us 
are deeply concerned about the proliferation of child pornography, 
exploitation of children on the Internet, but the District Court of 
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, the Supreme Court in this most re
cent decision from the D.C. Circuit, you don't have ancillary juris
diction to regulate in areas that are not specifically authorized by 
the statute. I saw you were the general counsel of the FCC from 
1994 to 1997. And when you tell us blithely and broadly that you 
are going to go work on the foundation, you don't have the statu
tory authority to do what you are attempting to do. You have a 
unanimous decision from the D.C. Court of Appeals,. you have. 10 
years of precedent from the FCC in decisions and from the U.S. Su
preme Court that you do not have the authority or jurisdiction to 
do what you are attempting to do. And all that is necessary if you 
are, if you are passionate about this and concerned about it is to 
go to the authorizing committees and ask them to amend the Com
munications Act to give you authority to regulate information serv
ices. And I would suggest that what you need to ask for specifically 
is the authority to prohibit illegal content and in particular the 
abomination of child pornography. And anybody that traffics in it, 
promotes it, allows it to be transmitted ought to be boiled in oil. 
And you guys ought to be able to have authority to regulate that. 
And I am confident the authorizers would do so. But you do en
counter strenuous opposition from all of us in any broader effort to 
regulate lawful content on the Internet. You don't have the author
ity to do what you are attempting to do, do you? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well--
Mr. CULBERSON. Where in any court decision and where in the 

statute-you were the general counsel from 1994 to 1997-tell me. 
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specifically in what court decision and where in the statute does it 
explicitly give you the jurisdiction to do what you are attempting 
to do? It is not there, is it? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well-
Mr. CULBERSON. Where? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. With respect, I believe that the proposals 

that have been laid out-actually, by the different stakeholders in 
this there are many who agree that there are different ways under 
the statute to pursue broadband, and a lot of the debate is which 
is the best way. So we would be happy to provide a fuller legal
go on, please. 

Mr. CULBERSON. You can do i t I am sure off the top of your head. 
You were the general counsel for the FCC, you are an attorney, I 
am an attorney. Tell me specifically, sh ow me, just tell me where 
in the statute, what court decision is it that gives you the authority 
to attempt to regulate the Internet in the way that you are at
tempting to do? I don't see it, it is not there. Can you te11 me as 
the former general counsel and the Chairman, where in the statute 
and what court case gives you that authority. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Just one correction, I wasn't the general 
counsel. I was chief counsel to the Chairman. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Same thing. 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Yes. But nevertheless, the third way proposal 

would go back to the definition that the FCC had of broadband ac
cess providers as telecommunication service providers, the people 
who provide the pipe into your home for broadband access. 

Mr. CULBERSON. You would just issue a regulation that says they 
are telecommunication? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. The Commission had that in place in the past 
and then it adjusted that, and I think lawyers would agree we have 
the discretion to adjust it back. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Ancillary jurisdiction is what you are talking 
about and the D.C. Circuit said you don't have ancillary jurisdic
tion, and you would also be reversing 10 years of explicit decisions 
from the FCC classifying the Internet as information services, not 
telecommunication, right? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, if I could, there are people who believe 
we continue to have ancillary jurisdiction. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Despite the court decision? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Yes. But by the way, those are some of the 

carriers who would urge us to continue moving under Title I. With 
respect to whether the classification of broadband access can be 
changed there are many, many lawyers, our general counsel cur
rently at the agency believes that it is well within Supreme Court 
decisions and D.C. Circuit decisions to adjust that clarification. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Forgive me. My chairman is correct on the 5-
minute rule and I will have follow-up. Harry Truman used to say 
he always wanted to meet a one-armed economist so they couldn't 
say on the one hand and then on the other hand. There are always 
lawyers that can tell you that no. matter despite this mountain of 
Supreme Court decisions,. and this most recent explicit Court of Ap
peals decision, that you do. not have ancillary jurisdiction, and de
spite all these decisions. from the FCC over the. last 10. years that 
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you don't have the jurisdiction or authority to regulate the Inter
net, we are just going to do it anyway is what you are telling me. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. No, sir , that is not what I am telling you. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Sure. 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. We are not going to regulate the Internet. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Let me. just ask you again. Where in the law, 

what statute specifically gives you this authority and what court 
case gives you this authority explicitly when you have got a unani
mous opinion from the D.C. Circuit that says you do not have, 
quote, untrammeled freedom to regulate activities over which the 
statute fails to confer you that authority? 

If you don't have the authority, all you need to. do is go to. the 
authorizing committee, go to Mr. Waxman. As Ms. Wasserman 
Schultz suggests, child pornography is vile. I mean you ought to go 
in and just ask for authority to regulate illegal activity. You would 
get it. Ask for the authority. You don't have it in statute, you don't 
have it under court cases, do you? Tell me the case. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. With respect, I believe. we have authority. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Where? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Under Title II. Many believe authority under 

Title I. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Where? I have got it right here. Where? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Section 201, Section 202. 
Mr. CULBERSON. 201 and 202. Hold on. I will do my follow up. 

Where else? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. In general Title II applies to telecommuni

cations providers. 
Mr. CULBERSON. But telecommunication is not information serv

ices, that is my point. The D.C. Circuit said the Internet is infor
mation services. You are given authority to regulate telecommuni
cations, right? You are an attorney, come on. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Yes. I would be happy to continue this dis
cussion. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Don't dodge. 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. No, sir. I am trying to answer your questions 

directly. The question is. whether the provision of broadband access 
to consumers is--

Mr. CULBERSON. Is information or telecommunications. The 
chairman has been very generous. But Ms. Wasserman Schultz is 
exactly right, we need to absolutely shut down child pornography. 
Go to the authorizers. You don't have the authority to do what you 
are. attempting to do. Why don't you go to the. authorizers, will you? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I understand your point. We are in discussion 
with our authorizers. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You have been very 
gracious. Thanks for the indulgence. 

Mr. SERRANO. Were you a prosecutor? 
Mr. CULBERSON. I just feel as. strongly as we all do .. And my good 

friend Debbie Wasserman Schultz is right about this. I mean these 
people ought to be boiled in oil and it is inexcusable that this vile 
material is allowed to be broadcast. And we can find them and 
roast them. She is right, toas t them up. 

Mr. SERRANO. We all agree. 
Mr. Fattah .. 
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Mr. FATTAH. Mr. Chairman, just let it be for the record I would 
rather you go deal with the child pornographers and if someone 
wants to say you don't have the authority let them defend on the 
other side. But I want to pass this round to Congressman Ryan, 
and then I will catch him on the next round because he wants to 
do. something to facilitate us continuing in this particular. vein. 

Mr. SERRANO. Well, in that case-
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I feel like this is a basketball game be

cause I am going to pass to Ms. Wasserman Schultz so that she can 
follow up on her line of questioning. 

Mr. SERRANO. Right. Who is in charge here? 
Mr .. RYAN. I don't know. This. is. my first meeting. 
Mr. SERRANO. I was going to welcome the newest member of our 

committee, Mr. Ryan, who already has broken three other rules. 
Mr. FATTAH. I think the gentlelady from Florida is in charge. 
Mr. SERRANO. Of the time now I guess. Okay. Ms. Wasserman 

Schultz. 
Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. I will only take a couple of the very 

generous 5 minutes that my colleagues have tossed me. I actually 
agree with Congressman Fattah that to the degree that you have 
authority, whatever authority you possess today to restrict the 
transmission of child pornography and to be able to go after por
nographers who are transmitting content on the Internet and to be 
able to expose. them and deal with a telecommunications policy that 
prohibits them from being anonymous, then you should use all that 
authority and you should seek more. So if we can split the dif
ference and say that you may not have all the authority you need, 
but whatever authority you have you should pursue that. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. If I could say done, like many of us, I have 
three kids, including two young ones, and it is a huge, huge ter
rible issue that needs to be tackled very fully, and so I completely 
agree. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Good. And then the other g_uick ques
tion I had is just about the life line service, because life line has 
not, has traditionally been for land line services. Obviously it is 
very important now given how many people use cell phones. In 
September, Congresswoman Matsui, our colleague, introduced leg
islation that would require the FCC to establish a broadband as
sistance program for low-income people by expanding the life line 
program. Have you had a chance to review that legislation and are 
you supportive of it? 

Mr.. GENACHOWSKI. Yes and yes .. And our national Broadband 
Plan recommends that we move forward on it, and we have actu
ally begun the process in May looking at doing exactly that. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Does your fiscal year 2011 budget re
quest reflect it? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. It would be part of our overall Universal 
Service Fund reforms, it would be inside the Universal Service 
Fund. 

Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Which I guess if you had some light 
touch regulation you would be able to advance even further? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Yes. 
Ms. WASSERMAN SCHULTZ. Thank you very much for my col

league's indulgence. 
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Mr. RYAN. Thank you. I just have-it is me, right? I just have 
one question. The national Broadband Plan recognizes that we 
have this huge gap in funding, $24 billion. And we have similar 
issues with our transportation budget. We have a $1.4 trillion 
transportation infrastructure gap. And we are trying to come up 
with some creative ways. through transportation banks and 
leveraging private financing and those kind of things, creative 
ways to try to address this issue. 

Are you exploring some creative ways that we can address this 
issue, because we have got a lot of work ahead of us? And I think 
economic development and a lot of communities, not just rural but 
urban. centers. as well, who. are trying to regenerate and restore 
their local economies, for example, in the industrial Midwest where 
a lot of this stuff was steel, rubber, manufacturing that is now try
ing to move into some higher technology, biofuels, whatever the 
case may be, software, this is very important for us . And so the 
only question is, and if we can help you in any way figure out cre
ative. ways to. finance this. and then to. maintain it. over the long 
term. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. And I agree with the premise of your ques
tion completely, and there is always the opportunity for new ideas, 
and I welcome that. 

Transforming the Universal Service Fund, it is approximately an 
$8 billion a year fund that needs to be focused in a smart way on 
new technologies to benefit people all over the country. There are 
opportunities in thinking creatively about spectrum options, and so 
the kinds of policies that we have proposed, some of which require 
legislation, to recover and auction off new spectrum, it has this 
win-win-win effect, because it can free up more spectrum, and spec
trum is a form of infrastructure when it comes. to. wireless tech
nologies for mobile broadband in urban and rural areas, which can 
make a big difference. It can generate substantial funds for the 
Treasury, which can help funding across the board, and there are 
ways to do it that work and are wins from the perspective of enti
ties that hold spectrum licenses now. 

And so. there. are some creative ideas there around two-sided auc
tions, incentive auctions that we would be happy to follow up with 
you on because it is an important area where we do need to work 
with Congress to make sure that we have the spectrum infrastruc
ture that will allow us to lead the word. 

And to your earlier question, Chairman, about what the U.S. 
hasn't done. right in the. past, this is an opportunity in the. future 
for us to focus on our mobile infrastructure, on our wireless infra
structure to make sure we get it right for the next 10, 20 years. 

Mr. RYAN. Thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Ryan. 
Let me go into an area that is of great interest to me and I know 

to members. on both sides, and that is the treatment of the PEG 
channels. In 2008, this subcommittee held a hearing on Public, 
Educational, and Governmental, or PEG, access television sub
scribers. At that time, several companies were denying PEG chan
nels treatment equal to basic commercial channels. PEG supporters 
have filed petitions at the FCC to ensure fair treatment of PEG 
channels. 
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When I urged prompt resolution of those petitions at our FCC 
hearing last year, Acting Chairman Cox said, it is my hope-this 
is a quote-that the Commission will take whatever steps are nec
essary to ensure that PEG channels remain a vibrant and valuable 
service. 

One year later, the FCC has apparently. still. not resolved. the sit
uation. 

Now, some of us have been around long enough to remember 
that when this great bonus, cable television, went out, it was with 
an understanding that the local community would have access 
through these channels, and everything from the local Little 
League football team being able. to present their awards live,. or 
taped on a local channel, to the local church having a Sunday serv
ice to whatever cultural and ethnic groups wanted to go on the air; 
they could do it. 

And what has happened is that more and more, the people are 
making them-making it hard for them to function. And in some 
cases, we hear stories out in the West Coast. and other places 
where the channels now have moved from the first 15, 20, 30, 50 
channels to channel 800, and it is a dropdown menu, and making 
it almost impossible for you to get. 

Now, I think eventually, as we begin to trade off support, as we 
always do, where you have some issues that you want Congress to 
support you and Congress needs for you to do something, this little 
issue of PEG channels may become a very difficult issue, because 
on both sides, people support the fact that there is this public ac
cess, and it is important. 

So, before I ask you what is happening, I am telling you that this 
has to be dealt with fairly and strongly; otherwise, we are going 
to have some very difficult times. between this. subcommittee and 
the FCC, because we will not sit by and allow the FCC to alJow 
commercial carriers to just push these folks aside. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I appreciate the question. There has been 
some good news with respect to PEG, and there is also a lot more 
work that needs to be done. So one of the major disputes that ex
isted was one involving Comcast,. and that now has been, there has 
been a satisfactory solution there. We would be happy to review it 
with your staff and make sure it is satisfactory to you and your 
staff. But it is our understanding that the PEG community is satis
fied with how that was resolved, and that obviously involves many 
communities across the country. There is at least one other major 
provider where there is an ongoing dispute that has not been re
solved, and I can assw·e you that we will go back and make sure 
that it is on a track toward resolution. 

Mr. SERRANO. Now, do you feel that there is a concentrated effort 
to move them off the bands, if you will? Is there indifference by the 
major carriers, or is there a plan here? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, I don't know that I would be com
fortable characterizing their points of view. The issues tend to come 
up, as you know, in convergence to digital. And sometimes the con
versions are done to digital transmission of video services in a way 
that leaves PEG behind. That is what creates the issue. 

Mr. SERRANO. When you buy a house or get a car, you don't leave 
some of the members of the family behind. Right? You move them 
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all to the new place and you all celebrate. And I think that what 
has happened is that the FCC has not regulated these folks. And 
you do have the authority to do so on this particular issue, to say, 
this is part of the deal. And we remember the deal. I remember, 
in the Bronx, which took longer than most places, as you know, to 
get cable, that those were the agreements. Now, they have done. 
pretty well there, but in some places, they are totally forgotten. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. The issue remains, and we will work with 
you closely on this. My hope is that the successful resolution in one 
case can be a model for successfully resolving it in others. But 
there is no question that the rights of PEG channels to have access 
to systems and access to the audience have to. be honored and en
forced. 

Mr. SERRANO. Okay. Now, taking Mr. Culberson's approach of 
being more direct. You do have the authority. Do you intend to use 
it to make sure that they are not left behind? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. We intend to honor the statute here and take 
this very seriously and make sure that PEG channels are not left 
behind. 

Mr. SERRANO. Okay. I understand your desire to honor it. I am 
going to take it a step further. I hope you get angry. Because I 
think as we deal with bigger issues, or what some people perceive 
as bigger issues, these will be left off the table again. And we can't 
do that. 

Which brings me to my next question, which is another favorite 
subject of mine. And that is, why can't the FCC do what some of 
us would want to do with all Federal agencies, but since you have 
a broader understanding of a lot of issues, why do you find it so 
difficult to understand that we have 50 States and territories? Why 
do the territories always drag behind, lag behind in everything the 
FCC does? Why do we have American citizens who have the least 
access to the Internet in places like Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is
lands and Samoan and so on, why when we put forth a plan we 
always seem to say, for the States and the territories? 

And understand, this is a mantra of mine with every Federal 
agency. But l don't have oversight over all Federal agencies, and 
we do over the FCC. So why is it that at every turn the territories 
are always left behind? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, we take this very seriously. And in fact, 
in the universal service proposal that we put out last month, there 
is a specific discussion of territories and looking at a proposal to 
modernize. Lifeline and Link-Up to take. into account the unique 
situations of Puerto Rico and other territories. So it is something 
that we take seriously, that we are looking at. And I do believe the 
FCC has made progress over the last few years in thinking about 
the Universal Service Fund applying to everywhere, including the 
territories. 

Mr. SERRANO. But there are disparities, and you acknowledge. 
that. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Yes. 
Mr. SERRANO. Well, despite these disparities, you recently de

clined to set up an insular specific Universal Service Fund mecha
nism to provide wireline voice service in Puerto Rico, citing recent 
improvements in overall voice service. 
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In light of this, what can the FCC do to narrow this wide gap 
in Internet and especially broadband use in the territories versus 
the States, and make sure that a similar gap does not develop in 
the future? 

Because what is happening is you have got this gap that exists 
already. Then every time you move into a new area, you leave 
them behind again. And so they are not only catching up to what 
we have now, but they are already in line to have to catch up to 
what we will have a year or 10 years from now or 5 years from 
now. 

What is so difficult for the members of the Commission to under
stand that these folks are American citizens living under the Amer
ican Flag? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I believe that we do understand that. And in 
fact, this is why specifically in our proposals to modernize the Uni
versal Service Fund, we are focused on this issue. The biggest gap 
that we see and look forward to ongoing discussions with you on 
this is on the adoption gap. The adoption levels in Puerto Rico, for 
example, are well, well beneath national averages. There is no 
question that there is serious lagging behind, and of course, that 
affects people's ability to look for jobs, to get access to health care 
information, to be entrepreneurial and start businesses. And it is 
why this reform that we have proposed with respect to Lifeline and 
Link-Up to make significant progress on broadband adoption is so 
important. 

On the deployment side, we are looking at both wireline deploy
ment and wireless deployment, and we would like to see progress 
on both because they are both essential to participating in our 
economy, connecting with family and friends. 

And so we hear you on this. It is very important. I think the 
Commission is paying very close attention to this. 

Mr. SERRANO. In closing, before I turn to Mrs. Emerson, let me 
do a combination of Mr. Fattah and Mr. Culberson. 

Assume you had the authority, if you think you don't have the 
authority, go and make believe we have 55 States and not 50, and 
let Congress get upset at you later for treating all Americans 
equally. 

Mrs. Emerson. 
Mrs. EMERSON. I am not going there. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Let me ask you a question. Do other countries in the world have 

interoperable first-responder networks? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. It varies from country to country. I would be 

happy to get you detail. 
Our military has better interoperability than our first respond

ers. And one of the things that we have been trying to do is in
crease the best practices, the information, the knowledge that go 
from our military being able to solve some of the interoperability 
issues to our first responders. And I think that is an area where 
we can make progress. 

Mrs. EMERSON. But I am asking you, is there another country? 
Are you aware of any other country in the world that has an inter
operable network for public safety folks? 
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Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Countries that are comparable to ours in the 
sense that they have so many different local authorities, it is hard 
to find that level of comparability. It may be that countries that 
have one single communications force don't have the issues that we 
have. So the locally-based system that we have is very important 
to our country. It does create interoperability. issues that I think 
are somewhat unique to the United States. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, that may be well true. And it is pretty em
barrassing that it is this long after 9/11 and we still don't have a 
network. 

And, as a matter of fact, even after Hurricane Katrina within the 
military, the military itself, active-duty folks had a pretty dam 
good interoperable system, which has been much improved even 
since then. But the Guard and-the National Guard and the Re
serves couldn't talk to the active duty folks. And I don't know if 
that has been fixed since then, but it was very apparent during 
Katrina that they couldn't even do that. 

I know that- I mean, I am all for building out and securing a 
first-responder net\vork, and I know that you all have worked real
ly hard on getting that plan done. I guess I am a little bit confused, 
because on the one hand, your plan proposes to provide $6.5 billion 
in assistance to first responders to build out a network, but then 
the National Governors Association wrote and asked that your plan 
be amended to allow the D block to be allocated to public safety .. 
And then first responders say that they actually want to control 
the spectrum, and that priority access on-on a commercial net
work is insufficient in a crisis. And then we are told that all these 
different people are coming at it from different approaches. 

I guess I want some clarification from you, if you would, because 
I don't know, why would it be. preferable. to. auction the spectrum 
commercially and give first responders $6.5 billion, while hoping 
the industry will work with them? Why wouldn't you just allocate 
the D block to first responders without giving them the $6.5 billion, 
and then they can control the spectrum and establish their own re
lationship with industry to build out a reliable and a resilient net
work? 

It is all a little bit too many different competing interests here. 
And, you know, the bottom line is, we want a system that works, 
and I don't know why we would pay $6.5 billion for it if they could 
get it for free and then do it themselves. So I want to hear your 
reasoning behind it, if you wouldn't mind. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. A couple points. One is the goal of finally de
livering on the recommendation of the 9/11 Commission that we 
have interoperable communications, number one. And, two, that we 
have a mobile broadband first responders is absolutely vital. Two, 
we don't have the authority to do anything other than auction the 
spectrum. This was the allocation that Congress made, and for that 
to change, we couldn't do that on our own. 

In connection with the National Broadband Plan, we put together 
a team led by a retired admiral who is just completely dedicated 
to tackling these issues. And the team developed a multi-part plan, 
that there is no single thing that can solve this. But their biggest 
concern was that the record of the last number of years suggests 
that if spectrum is allocated for public safety, and there isn't a plan 
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to build the network, it doesn't get built. And there is spectrum out 
there that has been allocated. This isn't like other areas that the 
FCC deals with where private investors will come and invest in 
networks and they would get them built. 

And the conclusion of our staff on this was that if the funding 
issue isn't tackled directly, the towers and the equipment and ev
erything else that needs to get done won't get done. And that is a 
suggestion and a request that we have made to Congress, making 
the point that if this is done now while the commercial four G net
works are getting built out, the cost will be much, much less than 
if it is done in the future. 

There are a series of things that are part of the plan that need 
to be done to make sure that the network not only gets built but 
that it gets built in a way that is interoperable. And so we have 
set up an office for interoperability coordinating with Homeland Se
curity Department and the J ustice Department to make sure that 
we don't repeat the errors of the past, and that there are people 
looking at standards for interoperability, so that as the new net
work is built out, that can happen. 

And the team of course looked at the sufficiency of the spectrum 
as Congress had allocated it and came to the conclusion, dis
passionate staff just looking at the facts, that the issue wasn't 
quantity of spectrum; the issue was funding to get the network 
built. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Have the first responders even presented a plan? 
I don't know. I am really asking you, have you seen any kind of 
plan on the part of first-responder community? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. There have been many, many discussions be
tween the first-responder community and the agency. And I know 
from my own conversations with them that many parts of the plan 
they feel strongly represent real progress, as I think Chairman 
Serrano mentioned, on a bipartisan basis. The four members, two 
Democrats, two Republicans on the 9/11 Commission supported the 
ideas and the plan as the best thing that they have seen to really 
make progress on this. We will continue to work with the public 
safety community. 

Our goals are the same, and we look forward to working with the 
public safety community, with this committee, with other commit
tees to get this done for our country. It has not been a proud his
tory. We have made much less progress over the last 10 years. Dif
ferent people have different views on why that has occurred. But 
what is important to me was to set up the kind of team that had 
the right level of experience and could dispassionately look at it 
and make recommendations to Congress and for our own actions 
that we believe would accelerate interoperability and accelerate a 
mobile broadband public safety. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So let's just say we all agree with you. Hypo
thetically, we all agree with you, and you have the go ahead and 
you are going to get this done, and you will get your $6.5 billion 
to. give out, hypothetically. How. long will it take from start to fin
ish to put in place a nationwide public safety network that is going 
to. resolve. all the. communications. issues we faced during both 9/11 
and Katrina? 
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Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Two answers. Several years. And I would be 
happy to get back to you with something more specific. But I can 
tell you, it would be roughly built out on the same pace as the 
buildout of commercial networks. Because part of the idea is, as the 
commercial carriers are building up four G networks, let's take ad
vantage of that buildout; let's do one truck roll, not two. Let's have 
equipment go out at the same time. Let's take advantage of the 
same towers. So the pace would be the pace that is driven by the 
commercial buildout, and the cost would be much less than if we 
didn't move forward on this, allow the commercial networks to be 
built out, and then came back and said, okay, now let's do another 
set of truck rolls to put in the equipment for public safety. 

So I wish we could do it in 6 months. We can't. It will take sev
eral years. But it will be much faster than any other approach that 
we have seen. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So several years. Is that under 10? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Yes. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Is it more than 5? I am not-and I am not going 

to hold you to it. But just to give us a sense of- because we already 
have this other broadband deployment in place. I mean, I am 
happy to get EDGE in my district. You know? I mean, I am happy 
to get EDGE in some places. So what can I tell you, but nonethe
less, it is worrisome in deploying a system like that. I mean, I just 
watched the nightmares that all of these little companies are going 
through trying to get approval from either RUS/NTIA just to do the 
broadband deployment from the stimulus bill, let alone some major 
national network. So I appreciate your answer. Thanks. 

Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Fattah. 
Mr. FATTAH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I wish the Yankees 

well this year. 
Mrs. EMERSON. What about the Cardinals? 
Mr. FATTAH. But the Phillies are going to be the number one. 
Mr. SERRANO. I suspect it will be the Yankees and the Phillies 

again. 
Mr. FATTAH. I am with you. 
Welcome to the committee. And you have a recommendation for 

an increase of $19 million over your base from last year. Now, in 
part, you got some technology initiatives. There is also an addi
tional 900,000 you are asking in terms of the, I guess the replace
ment of the vehicles you use now to protect public safety networks 
from interference. Would those dollars over the long term be 
backed out in future year budgets, assuming we do the Nationwide 
D block plan? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I am not sure they would. The public safety 
work that we do, and I am very proud of this, we have developed 
technologies over the years that have the ability to identify spec
trum uses in different markets that has been of tremendous value 
to our sister agencies in government in dealing with disasters, and 
we would be happy to follow up with you and give you more exam
ples .. Some of them can't be discussed in a public setting. But they 
have been very valuable throughout the United States, especially 
with respect to disasters, and I think it is a program that has 
earned its. presence. 
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Mr. FA'ITAH. Another part of this increase request is to recruit 
and hire talent on it, on cybersecurity issues and some other 
issues. Right? So, now, I assume you do have authority to be con
cerned about cybersecurity. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. We are very concerned about-
Mr. FATTAH. This is on the Internet. Right? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Yeah. 
Mr. FATTAH. There was some debate about whether you had any 

authority to have interactions around the Internet. 
Mr .. GENACHOWSKI. It is a very significant challenge for the coun

try. As the FCC, as the expert agency responsible for communica
tions, we have an important role to play here. It is vital that we 
have the expertise, the engineers and others, who can play a role 
in our system with respect to cybersecurity. 

Mr. FATTAH. Now, in regards to one of your major goals of the 
agency, as you have. identified, is to advancing a vibrant media 
landscape. In this regard, one of the big concerns has been about 
making sure that we continue to advance the interests of owner
ship, both in the media for African Americans, Hispanics, Native 
Americans, women. And I am, wondering whether it would be, as 
your role as chair, you see any major initiatives in this regard 
given the dearth of interest over the last decade in this issue. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. It is a very important issue. And it becomes 
even more important as technologies change, as the next genera
tion is looking at new media channels instead of old media chan
nels. So we are both, with respect to older media, getting our arms 
around the data and pursuing initiatives to continue to encourage 
those goals with respect to older media. And I also. think it is vi
tally important that we look at a broad opportunity with respect 
to new media and new technologies. And in some ways there is an 
even greater opportunity to make a difference there because there 
are new entrepreneurs starting every day. And so it is one of the 
reasons, if I may, that I think preserving a free and open Internet 
is so important, because it gives the opportunity from anyone from 
any background to start a media company, start a business, reach 
an audience and have a realistic chance to succeed. 

Mr. FA'.ITAH. Well, I concur. And I want to thank you for your 
work. And I know there is a libertarian streak that we should
that free and open might mean unfettered. I mean, we have a Fed
eral highway system that is free and open,. but you do have to. be. 
moving on the right direction. You can't be coming up the opposite 
way. So I want to concur with my colleagues' interest in this child 
pornography issue, that we need to be clear that, even though we 
are very interested in a free and open Internet, we don't mean that 
in that context that people should be able to abuse children and 
feel as. though they can be anonymous. and out of the reach or. 
touch of the society in terms of addressing what is a, I think my 
Republican colleague said, an abomination. But we should be pas
sionate about addressing at every turn people who are involved in 
that type of activity. So thank you very much. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I totally agree. 
Mr .. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Fattah .. 
I want to echo his words. I think it has to be said again that, 

on behalf of all members of this committee, we do believe in a free 
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and open Internet, but not one that then has the ability to bring 
harm to people. And that is, again, that is your challenge. That is 
the challenge for all of us. But it is clear that, as he says, you can't 
use the highway going in the wrong direction. You shouldn't use 
the Internet to bring harm to people. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Absolutely. We have free and open commer
cial markets in our regular business, and we enforce the heJl out 
of our child pornography laws. And that should be the same ap
proach with respect to these new technologies. It is vital. 

Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Culberson. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
If I could throw out an idea that would allow you to very rapidly 

permit interoperability of our first responders and law enforcement, 
and I don't think it would cost much money, if any, and that would 
be to authorize the television broadcasters to use the currently un
used part of their digital spectrum, and let them become Internet 
providers. If you authorize television broadcasters to function as 
Internet service providers, they can use the digital spectrum they 
currently broadcast on, large portions of which are unused, to sell 
that spectrum to the public, number one. 

And then, number two, you can then also simply require them 
as they do, they have to carry public service messages and broad
cast the-PBS, for example, it would be probably within your au
thority under the statute to authorize the television stations to. pro
vide a certain piece of that spectrum to law enforcement commu
nity. And then you would have instant interoperability. The whole 
country has got television service and the towers are there; the dig
ital broadcast is there. That would work. And it is there, and you 
don't have to do anything other than change the rules and the mar
ketplace to take care. of it. Right? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Those are issues that we look at. There are 
some challenges. Broadcasting is a one-way medium; big towers 
transmitting in one way. And converting that infrastructure into 
something that works for two-way communications on a nationwide 
basis is-I wish it were easy. 

Mr. CULBERSON .. Sure. But the marketplace would solve it. If you 
authorize it-I guarantee you, I have talked to the television people 
about it because it occurred to me when I was looking at what they 
were doing, they have got big gaps. They have got big areas of the 
digital spectrum they are not using. I throw that out as an idea. 

Number two, I know that Puerto Rico and others have cellular 
phone service, have television service. The cellular service alone, 
Mr. Chairman, I know provides people with iPhone or BlackBeny 
access to the Internet. And the purpose of what you are attempting 
to do you say is to provide the country with greater access to the 
Internet, but the broadband plan, the National Broadband Plan ac
knowledges that 95 percent of the country already has access to 
broadband at 4 megabits per second, and that, by 2013, 90 percent 
of the country is going to have access at 50 megahertz per second. 
So the marketplace is already taking care of this. 

And, number two, I want to go back to your statement a minute 
ago. You said you are going to honor the statute. Now, if you are 
going to honor the statute, as we were just discussing, the statute 
does not give you the authority to regulate the Internet. You ac-
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knowledged that- and I am reading from the District Court of Ap
peals opinion-in this case, the FCC does not claim that Congress 
has given it express authority to regulate the Internet. You ac
knowledge that. It was stipulated. And you are an attorney; you 
know what that means. You don't even contest it. By the way, you 
did not even appeal this decision to the U.S .. Supreme Court. 

So, Mr. Chairman, Chairman Serrano, the FCC stipulated in 
Federal court that they do not have the authority to regulate the 
Internet. And when the District Court of Appeals said you don't 
have the authority to regulate the Internet, they didn't even appeal 
that to the Supreme Court. They didn't even appeal it. So what 
they need to do is. go to the authorizers and ask for statutory au
thority to do what you are attempting to do. 

The Commission, Mr. Chairman, Chairman Serrano, and I know 
you know this, Chairman Genachowski, the FCC has ruled that the 
Internet is not a telecommunications service. You have ruled that 
it is an information service. 

They simply don't have the authority, Chairman Serrano, to do 
what they are attempting to do. And it is not within the jurisdic
tion of this committee to fund unauthorized and, in this case, spe
cifically prohibited activity. 

So, therefore, Mr. Chairman, I don't think-we need to have-a 
hard part of our bill needs to say that none of the funds appro
priated by this act may be used by the FCC to regulate the Inter
net, because it is not authorized by law. 

I would repeat my question. Tell me, show me where in the stat
ute you have the authority to. 

Mr. FATTAH. Mr. Chairman, you have asked this question several 
times. 

Mr. CULBERSON. But he can't answer it .. 
Mr. FATTAH. But yeah, but that is fine. But we don't badger wit

nesses. 
Mr. CULBERSON. No, sir, I am not attempting to badger. 
I mean to make the point to the committee, Mr. Fattah and 

Chairman Serrano, and this is really important, that the FCC stip
ulated in court they don't have this authority. They didn't appeal 
it. When the District Court of Appeals said, you don't have thjs au
thority, they didn't even appeal it. So they acknowledged, you don't 
have statutory authority to regulate the Internet. 

Mr. SERRANO. Well, I understand that. But I know what you are 
trying to get at. But why don't you let him answer the question. 

Mr. CULBERSON. And the. question would be, where in the. statute. 
do you have the authority to regulate the Internet, when you stipu
lated to the D.C. Court you don't have this authority? And I just 
looked at title 2, section 201. That talks about communication serv
ices. These are the duty of every common carrier to furnish commu
nication services and to hook up other carriers. And then section 
202 of title 47, USC, again deals with communications services_ 
That does not give you the authority to regulate the Internet, and 
you stipulated in Court of Appeals that you do not have the author
ity to regulate the Internet, and the standing rules of the FCC say 
you do not have the authority to regulate the Internet. 

So my question is, where explicitly in statute or rule do you have 
the authority to regulate the Internet? 
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Mr. GENACHOWSKI. So, if I may. It has been a long time since 
I have been a practicing lawyer, so I would say a couple of things. 
One is, we have a great experienced legal staff at the FCC, and I 
would refer you to a long explanation of the legal issues that our 
general counsel has written. 

If I could attempt to summarize some of it .. The question of, does 
the FCC have the authority to determin e, not that the Internet, 
but that providers of broadband communication services are pro
viders of communications services under the provisions you men
tioned. I believe one that they do, and that the Supreme Court in 
the Brand X decision and other decisions confirms that we have the 
authority to do so. 

But we would be happy to provide a legal briefing for the com
mittee. I have excellent lawyers that I rely on for this, institutional 
lawyers of the FCC, who are committed to making sure that con
sumer interest, competition interest, promoting innovation and in
vestment are protected with respect to broadband communications. 

Mr. SERRANO. Your time is up. 
Mr. CULBERSON. He can't answer the question. It is not author

ized. 
Mr. SERRANO. No, no, he gave you an answer; but that you don't 

accept the answer. I understand that. 
Mr. CULBERSON. May I ask him one follow-up? I will do another 

round. 
Mr. SERRANO. One follow up. But let me preface your follow up 

by telling you that some members of this committee feel he has the 
authority to do so and the Commission does, and we are hopeful 
that they move ahead and do what they have to do, and then run 
in to trouble with Congress if that is going to happen on behalf of 
the American people and the consumers. That is a good confronta
tion that I am willing to be supportive of on the Commission side. 
I don't want them to sit around waiting to see if they h ave when 
they feel they have it, and many of us feel tha t they have it and 
should use it. 

Mr. CULBERSON. You are very gracious with the time, Mr. Chair
man. and I do appreciate it. You are a gentleman and a scholar. 
It is fun working with you. I really mean it. I appreciate the extra 
time. 

But I want to make sure Chairman Serrano and th e committee 
members understand that the FCC stipulated, you would agree, 
Chairman Genachowski- I am quoting from. the District Court of 
Appeals' opinion: In this. case, the FCC does. not claim Congress 
has given it express authority to regulate the Internet. 

That is your position in court. You did not appeal it to the Su
preme Court. And you do not have and have never claimed in court 
that you have the authority to regulate the Internet. Isn't that cor
rect? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. It is not, sir. 
Mr. CULBERSON. I am quoting from the opinion . 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I understand. We will provide you and the 

other members of the committee a full legal analysis. I will be 
happy to discuss it on an ongoing basis. But as I t ried to indicate, 
I think we disagree on these legal points. And I do have excellent 
counsel at the FCC that is focused on these issues. 
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Mr. SERRANO. They did not claim it. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Let me just say something, because one, we are 

talking about the Internet. Otherwise, we are talking about reclas
sifying the transmission component of broadband. And so it is not 
necessarily the same thing. So I just raise that as a question as a 
point of refereeing. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO. We don' t always claim what we think we are. You 

are the greatest Member of Congress. You don't claim that all the 
time. 

Mr. Fattah. 
Mr. FA'ITAH. Just to clarify. I agree with the. ranking member. 
What the chairman has said is that they have the authority to 

regulate the providers of broadband. And it is different from the 
question regulating the Internet, even though the broadband pro
viders are operating on the Internet. 

So we can play games here, but the reality is that I think the 
question has been asked and answered. There. has been an offering 
of a legal briefing. And none of us can assert what the law is. That 
is what we have the courts to determine, and that is why we have 
lawyers on all various sides of this. But let's proceed. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
And let's do this officially. Why don't we invite. your legal staff 

to come and speak to our staffs and to discuss this at length. Be
cause this chairman would rather you upset some Members of Con
gress when you defend the rights of the American people as con
sumers than to wait around to interpret totally whether you have 
one right or not. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Thank you. We will provide that briefing. 
Mr. SERRANO. Ms. Lee. 
Ms. LEE. Thank you very much. I apologize if this question is re

dundant due to my being late. I had things off the Hill I had to 
do. But good morning. Good to see you. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Good morning. 
Ms. LEE .. I know that you are concerned that the National 

Broadband Plan meets the digital future and is accessible to every 
American . 

We talked with the Congressional Black Caucus when you came 
in. So it is very important I think to continue this discussion as it 
relates to diversity in media ownership, management, access, how 
it is integrated into the National Broadband Plan .. Also, the fair 
and equitable contracting opportunities for minority- and women
owned contractors and subcontractors and the fulfillment of this 
national effort. So I just want to get a sense of how you are doing 
in terms of this, in terms of the diversity question and the inclu
sion question. 

And also, it is really important, and I wanted to ask you this be
fore, in terms of businesses and organizations that require people 
to submit their resume or information only through the computer , 
only through the Internet, they won't accept any other way of sub
mission, how is that fair to people who don't have access? I mean, 
the digital divide is alive and well, unfortunately. And so when 
people-and l know, in my district , say, look,. they won't accept my 
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resume unless I put it online. My God, can we stop that, at least 
until everyone has access to broadband and to the Internet and has 
enough money to buy a computer? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. It is such a powerful point and such an im
portant issue. The costs of digital exclusion today are so much 
higher than they were 10 years ago. Ten years ago, if you were 
looking for a job, you could get the newspaper and find a job and 
apply for it. Today, as you mentioned, more and more job postings 
are online only and job applications require on line submissions. 

Ms. LEE. But how can we stop that? 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, I am not sure that our authority ex

tends to address t he hiring practices of companies. 
Ms. LEE. Not hiring practices. 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. In the way they take applications. But we are 

very focused on tackling these digital divide issues as fast as we 
can. It is part of the urgency for moving forward on broadband, on 
the adoption issues, the inclusion issues, where there are clear 
gaps, low-income Americans, minority Americans, rural Americans, 
seniors are behind a level that is already too low. Students and 
others. So it is vital that we do this. 

We suggested a series of things in our plan. Reforming the Uni
versal Service Fund in a way that efficiently tackles this is vital. 
We suggested the creation of a digital literacy corps that would 
focus on the communities that are most behind and tackle that 
with a kind of energy that we are capable of as a country. And on 
the ownership entrepreneur side, we are doing a series of things 
working closely with the Small Business Administration to make 
sure that the programs that exist, the mentoring programs and 
others, are modernized to help small businesses, entrepreneurs 
from all communities take advantage of new technologies. 

There is no silver bullet here, as you know, but there are a series 
of things we can pursue with energy. Some of them are within our 
jurisdiction. We will pursue them. Some of them are suggestions 
we have made to other agencies and to Congress. But it is very im
portant, and I think the urgency is increased by the fact that the 
costs for jobs, for health care, for education, of not being online are 
much higher than they used to be, and they are getting higher 
every day. 

Ms. LEE. But can't the FCC send out an, I won't say directive, 
but a suggestion that organizations and businesses not require re
sumes and information to be submitted online only? That that 
could be discriminatory, and until everyone, every household is 
wired, that they have to or they should have other means of being 
able to receive submissions that are critical to people in terms of 
their lives? Because I think if the FCC just said that, you know, 
the country would listen. And I know, oftentimes, I talk to compa
nies and nonprofits even. I say, you guys are shutting out a whole 
population of people because you require online-only submissions. 
And they say, oh, yeah, we hadn't even thought about that. 

So. if the. FCC would think it through and talk about it a little 
bit and send out a suggestion that this stop until every household 
is wired, you know, we may see a bit more fairness in terms of this 
whole system now. 
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Mr. GENACHOWSKI. We will work with you on this. And I think 
we also would need to work together on the other half of it. More 
and more companies tell me that they need their employees to have 
basic digital skills and tools. 

Ms. LEE. Why sure. That is a given. You know, especially for 
many of our districts that are not wired and where the digital di
vide is huge. That is what we intend to do. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I agree. So working on the front end, as you 
said; this back end, we set goals in the plan with respect to schools 
and libraries in every community that are open to people to make 
sure that even as we try to get broadband into every home, that 
there is meaningful access in every local community to the ability 
to both have access to the Internet, and also to the digital skills 
and tools that one needs in order to have meaningful access and 
to be eligible for a lot of the jobs that more and more require dig
ital skills and tools. 

Ms. LEE. I look forward to working with you on that, because we 
have to send out that message that people can't be discriminated 
against because they don't have access to the Web and to the Inter
net and to broadband and to a computer. Okay. That is basic. 
Thanks a million. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Ms. Lee. 
I am going to try to wind this down. So I am going to submit 

most of the rest of my questions for the record. I have two quick 
ones, and then I will turn it over to the rest and wrap it up. 

On wireless contract termination, something we all deal with, I 
went in recently just to reduce my minutes and ended up with a 
new phone and a new contract. Don't ask me why. And they told 
me if I reduce my minutes, then I couldn't get my five friends and 
relatives on it or whatever. And if I did that-it was like a scene 
from Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World where they are all trying to fig
ure out how to get the loot, and Sid Cesar says, well, you were in 
the car, so you get one share for having a car and one share for 
being you. You were on foot, but you had two people, so you get 
three shares. And Jonathan Winters says, It doesn't matter, I still 
get less than everybody else because I was alone. So it is every 
man for himself. 

Have you ever tried going to redo your contract? It is where you 
reduce your minutes, you get less options. You get more options, 
then you are going to fall under this plan. You walk out of there 
and you say, I speak English, I speak Spanish, I don't speak this 
language. Very embarrassing. 

So what happens when a new generation of iPhones or a new 
version of an android becomes available? Providers increase their 
cancellation fees to prevent customers from changing service pro
viders. The FCC survey shows 43 percent of consumers have re
mained with their current service provider because of high early 
termination fees. What can the FCC do to restrict anti-competitive 
behavior so that consumers are not prevented from swapping serv
ice. providers as technology improves and options increase? 

And for the record, my explanation of my. own personal account 
is. not a stat ement about what I want done either. for me or for the 
industry. It is just that I pride myself on the fact that I do a lot 
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of these things myself and therefore I know what consumers go 
through. But I am not asking for any special favors from anyone. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Our surveys and our complaints show a tre
mendous amount of consumer confusion over many different as
pects of wired and wireless communications. It is a thing that we 
are very concerned about, because the more confused consumers 
are, the less they can make the market work and drive competi
tion. So whether it is speed of broadband, whether it is how early 
termination fees work, we believe that there are real opportunities 
using information technology to provide greater disclosure, greater 
transparency to consumers in a form that ordinary people would 
understand so. that consumers can help make. the market work bet
ter. And we are pursuing that around bill shock. We are pursuing 
that around early termination fees. We are pursuing that around 
broadband speeds. And I think this is a promising approach that 
should empower consumers to help make the market work. With 
respect to-and one of the things consumers are confused about 
what choices they have. with respect to different services and alter
natives to signing up for long-term contracts. 

We are also looking at the issue in general with respect to ETFs. 
We pay close to this. We are in active discussion with companies. 
On various occasions, we have seen things that have caused us to 
write letters to companies to ask them to explain some of what 
they. have done, and in some cases, those letters have caused some. 
of the companies to say, Oh, we didn't really mean that, and to ad
just behaviors in ways that were more consumer friendly. But 
there is no question, there is tremendous confusion here, and I 
think we can play a helpful role in increasing transparency and 
disclosure and lessening consumer confusion. 

Mr .. SERRANO. l hope you do. And l know that I speak for all 
members of the committee when I say that. I hope you move in 
that direction to make life a little easier for folks. And not only 
that, to give them a real chance to be able to make wise decisions, 
because sometimes you are lost. 

My last question. As you know, we are big-time baseball fans and 
believe that all American households should have regular. access to 
baseball games from both leagues. Currently, Time Warner and the 
Mid-Atlantic Sports Network, MASN, are engaged in a dispute over 
Time Warner's cable carriage in Eastern North Carolina. In the 
past, that cable franchise carried the MASN which shows games of 
both the Nationals and the Orioles, the closest teams to the area. 
l understand that there have. been two arbitration decisions in 
favor of MASN and that, in October of 2008, the media bureau of 
the FCC also ruled in MASN's favor. Time Warner has since ap
pealed the decision. In the meantime, baseball fans there are miss
ing out on these two teams. 

So I asked you the question last year, bu~I asked this question 
last year, but I understand there has. still not been a ruling. Is 
there a reason that it has taken so long? And do you have any 
sense of how long it will take the commission to make a final deci
sion so that folks in that part of the country will know where they 
stand? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. The Bureau is actively working on it, and we 
need to bring it to conclusion. The. issue of sports programing and 
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consumers and video carriage is one that occupies a good deal of 
our time. We adopted rules a couple of months ago that will make 
it easier for competitors to cable companies to get access to local 
regional sports networks. It had been both a real barrier to com
petition and also unfair to consumers who were signing up to the 
other networks. The retransmission consent issue that we talked 
about before, one of the areas where it tends historically has had 
some real impact on consumers is that that becomes a leverage 
point for negotiations between cable companies and broadcasters 
and consumers who want to watch the programming they want to 
watch end up getting hurt. And then there are issues like the one 
that you mentioned. So these are all activity on the plate of the 
FCC. On some, we have moved on, and I think we have made real
ly good progress. On this particular one, we still need to act, and 
I will make sure we do soon. 

Mr. SERRANO. Well, with that statement that you will move on 
it so that the folks know what is going on, especially with this kid 
in Washington who is going to keep striking people out. Okay. 

Mrs. Emerson. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thanks. I have some questions I would like to 

submit to the record, Mr. Chairman. And just on that--One little 
quick question again on that retransmission thing, because my 
smaller carriers who cannot necessarily afford it pay much, much 
higher rates than my larger carriers for retransmission rights. And 
it is problematic because they just can't compete; but yet, quite 
frankly, the larger cable companies don't come in there, anyway, 
into these communities because they are very rural anyhow. So it 
is really-and those are also the communities where folks aren't al
lowed, don't have the means necessarily to be paying outrageously 
high cable bills. And so, quite frankly, if you can figure out how 
to make that work. I realize you believe in negotiation between the 
parties, and I think that is grand. But for some reason, the little 
guys, because they don't have as many people over whom to spread 
their higher costs, it makes it really problematic. And I am just 
making that statement. You don't have to really respond, but just 
because J oe brought it up. 

Let me ask you a really quick question about Universal Service 
Fund, and you will have to forgive me, because I am actually late 
to be somewhere. How will this proposal- is it possible this pro
posal could increase the cost of phone service to customers living 
in high-cost areas? Number one. That is the first question. And 
how are you going to allocate the new funding? Is it going to be 
based on populations that are the most underserved or unserved? 
And is every State going to receive money? All sorts of things like 
that. 

I just-you know, I know these are questions that I have, and 
of course, where I live, people still have land-line telephones. So I 
don't know if that, how regular, old-fashioned phone service is 
going to be impacted as well. 

Mr .. GENACHOWSKI. The Universal Service Fund is one of our. 
most complex, challenging issues, but it also affects so many Amer
icans, and it is so important to get it right for our broadband fu
ture, especially when it comes to rural America. 
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In putting together the broadband plan, we made the following 
recommendations. One is we need to transform the fund to apply 
to broadband, as we have discussed, particularly for rural areas. 
Our recommendation was that we do this not in a flash cut because 
we are concerned about ongoing provision of telephone service as 
broadband is coming in, but also not in a way that goes on indefi
nitely. So we put out a multiyear plan. It is a 10-year plan to 
gradually move the system from telephone service to broadband in 
a way that doesn't increase the rate of growth of the fund, because 
someone has to pay for it; in these times, it is very important for 
us to be fiscally prudent. 

We have also suggested that there is a way. to. accelerate the 
transition. This is not something that we will do on our own, but 
we have suggested that Congress has the ability to authorize, ap
propriate essentially a bridge fund that would be sort of a one-time 
capital infusion into the Universal Service Fund that would allow 
the transition to happen more quickly in rw·al areas. And I would 
encourage the committee to look at that. We encourage Congress 
to look at it. We understand that it is a challenging time fiscally, 
but we wanted that option to be available because it would accel
erate the transition. 

And then, with respect to your question about unserved and un
derserved, the priority is unserved. It is getting broadband to the 
parts of the country that don't have it. So we are looking a t all the 
various ways we can cut and cap the existing fund to free up 
money as quickly as possible for the Americans who are most in 
need and who don't have service wherever they live. And it applies 
both to high cost and the Lifeline and Link-Up as well as the rate 
program and the rural health care program. 

Mrs .. EMERSON .. So where. you have unserved, that means, unfor
tunately, in my district, a lot of white, you know, on the red and 
white maps on TV in a lot of the white area. And I have so much 
National Forest and so therein lies part of the issue, so that parts 
of my district are totally unserved as far as any kind of broadband. 
On the other hand, I have underserved areas, too, whereby like one 
half of-for example, you have got a little. town, and on one side. 
of Main Street, it is dial-up; other side, it is not 3G, but it may be 
EDGE or something like that. So would that be considered under
served, and would only be in the main part of the town, but if you 
lived anywhere on the outlying areas, you are out of luck? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I would say the principle is every American, 
wherever they live, should have access to broadband infrastructure. 
And one of the issues that comes up, including in the 95 percent 
figure that we heard earlier, is that it often looks at things on a 
zip code basis, on a county basis, and it obscures some of the real 
issues inside, where a county might be counted or a zip code might 
be counted as having broadband infrastructure, even though 20, 30, 
40, 50 percent of the people inside don't have it. So we are going 
to be very practical about making sure that the Universal Service 
Fund goes to actually get people service where they need it. If you 
are part of the 20 percent that lives in a county or a zip code that 
doesn't have it, you shouldn't be penalized because you are in that 
zip code. We also have to figure out a way not to overfund areas 
that don't need it so we. can target the. money where it is really nee-
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essary. It is not easy, but we are committed to taking it on. And 
not to reintroduce the authority issue, but this is part of what is 
at stake. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I don't have as much of an issue with this part 
of it. And it is critically important, and it helps for lots of reasons, 
not the least of which is when you go to a. little. clinic and we. can 
do telemedicine- you don't need it in your district. You can do tele
medicine with MD Anderson, for example. That is pretty signifi
cant. And I would like for all of my constituents to have those same 
opportunities. 

So, anyway, best of luck as you get that whole system deployed. 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO. The last question goes to Mr. Culberson. However, 

the singular ruling does not allow him to ask anything about au
thority. 

Mr. CULBERSON. If I could just ask Mrs. Emerson if you have got 
television service in all parts of your district, broadcast, where they 
can put rabbit ears. 

Mrs. EMERSON. No, I do not. There are parts of my district where 
you have to use satellite in order to get television. And it is not 
necessarily local. 

Mr. CULBERSON. But it is all digital now. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Yes, it is. 
Mr. CULBERSON. The way to do this, I am serious~ if you would 

consider just granting television stations the ability to be Internet 
service providers, the marketplace will take care of this. And they 
can install the equipment, let them charge a fee for it, and through 
the satellites or through the transmission towers, they could pro
vide Internet service on that unused portion of their digital spec
trum to the country. Just consider it. Try to think outside the box, 
you know? 

And a couple of foUow ups, Mr. Chairman, because it is truly not 
a matter-and I am really not-this is not a matter of interpreta
tion on my part. The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in the first 
week of April just handed down this decision in the Comcast case. 

And if l could,. Chairman Serrano, during. the last part of my 5 
minutes here, the remainder, just a couple of sentences. Let me 
quote for the record that the D.C. Court of Appeals says: In this 
case, we must decide whether the FCC has authority to regulate 
an Internet service provider's network management practices. The 
FCC acknowledges, Mr. Chairman, that it has no express statutory 
authority over such practices. And the commission relies. on section 
4(1) of the Communications Act which authorizes the commission 
to, quote, perform any and all acts and make such rules and regu
lations and issue such orders that are not inconsistent with this 
chapter as may be necessary in the execution of its functions. 

Sort of like the necessary and proper clause, Chairman Serrano, 
of the Constitution, which has been interpreted very broadly to give 
Congress authority in areas that the Founders did not intend. 

But here, the D.C. Court ruled explicitly you do not have author
ity to regulate the Internet service providers, regulate the Internet, 
not only because the statute doesn't allow you to do it, and you ac
knowledge that the FCC stipulated in court that you don't have 
this. authority expressly in statute, but you are. relying on this nee-
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essary and proper clause. And the FCC has repeatedly ruled that 
the Internet is information services, not telecommunications serv
ices. Everything I have just said is accurate. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I disagree with you, sir. We will provide a 
full legal briefing. 

Mr. CULBERSON. I just quoted from the D.C. Court .. Did I mis
quote the D.C. Court of Appeals? I just read it to you. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I don't have it in front of me. I don't think 
you misquoted it. But the issue of whether transmission services by 
broadband providers is inside the Communications Act under its 
various titles is one in which many lawyers, including the career 
staff at the FCC and our excellent general counsel,. believes that, 
under Brand X and other decisions, there is clearly the authority 
to move on it. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Therefore, let me just quote you. This is the 
D.C. Court of Appeals: The FCC acknowledges that you have no ex
press statutory authority over the regulation of the Internet. I am 
quoting from the D.C .. Court of Appeals' opinion .. That was your de
cision in court. Are you telling this committee that your position 
today on June 10 is different from the position you had in the D.C. 
Court of Appeals in April? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. You are raising issues around definitions of 
information services, transmission services, telecommunication 
services that. are. very. complex. We would be happy to-

Mr. CULBERSON. I am quoting from the Court of Appeals' opin
ion. You told the Court of Appeals you don't have authority. Have 
you changed that position? 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. The Court invalidated the approach that the 
Commission had taken. It did not invalidate other approaches that 
are now on the table for consideration. I would have preferred the 
other approach. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Well, of course. You are an attorney. 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. But because the court disagreed with the 

mechanism that the FCC had used to protect consumers, promote 
competition, particular form, and the reasoning. 

Mr. CULBERSON. I understand. My time is. very limited .. And. for
give me for interrupting, and the chairman is very gracious with 
the time. 

But, Mr. Chairman, it is a fact, and Chairman Genachowski can
not disagree that the FCC has standing rules that the Internet is 
information services, and he has not disagreed that the FCC stipu
lated, told the Federal Court of Appeals that. the. FCC has no-and 
I am quoting from the opinion-has no express statutory authority 
to regulate the Internet. 

He can't quote me the statute. You haven't changed your position 
that you had in court. So, therefore, you, the FCC, has no express 
statutory authority to regulate the Internet. 

So what my point is,. Mr. Chairman, is that we need to. have an 
amendment- and I will be offering an amendment-that none of 
the funds appropriated by this committee can be used to regulate 
the Internet. Because that is the ruling of the Court of Appeals; 
that is the ruling of the FCC. 

And you have not appealed this to the Supreme Court. Have 
you? 
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Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Well, I look forward to working with you and 
others making sure that we can pursue investment on a broadband 
future for all Americans, because that is what is at stake in this 
debate. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Leave that to the marketplace. 
Mr. GENACHOWSKI. I disagree with you on the. legal interpreta

tions, but we will provide a full legal briefing, and I look forward 
to ongoing discussions about it. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Mr. Chairman, you have been very gracious, 
and I appreciate the time. 

Mr. SERRANO. I shouldn't alert you to what my comeback would 
be in committee. when you propose that amendment. But my come
back will be, for the record, that what you are proposing also will 
not allow him to do anything about pornography if that is the case. 
And I am not a lawyer, but that is the way I would read it; that 
he could not move on anything, including something that we all 
agree he should be moving on this afternoon. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Could we work together on an amendment to let 
him have that on the pornography? 

Mr. SERRANO. See, I am not chairman of this committee to take 
power away from this committee only in the case of Washington, 
D.C., which I have stated I don't want to supervise Washington, 
D.C. So I am not going to be sending him to the authorizers to get 
powers I think the. Commission has. to carry out their duty. It is 
a matter of interpretation: Does he have all the total powers? 
Maybe not. Does he have enough powers to move on some very spe
cific issues? Absolutely. And so as long as they are fighting on be
half of the American consumer and allowing the digital divide to 
be na1rowed and done away with, I take-and maybe it is because 
I am not a lawyer and I take irresponsible stances-that some peo
ple say, stop, you can't do that much on behalf of the consumer. 
That would be a great day in America when people tell them to 
stop and tell the commission to stop. That is what I want to see 
happening. Thank you. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Could I offer a suggestion? I would love to work 
with you on the amendment with Ms .. Wasserman Schultz. 

Mr. SERRANO. I always work with you. But we are not going to 
work on an amendment that says they cannot move ahead and do. 
That is something you will have to do on your own, because I think 
they should move ahead and do as much as they can. 

Mr. CULBERSON. I was going to suggest a very narrow one to give 
them the. authority to regulate child pornography. and keep it off 
the Internet. We could work one up together with Ms. Wasserman 
Schultz and target that rifle shot authority in that one area, and 
otherwise-

Mr. SERRANO. Well, this is not the time. 
Mr. CULBERSON. I would love to help you with that. 
Mr. SERRANO. I think they should move on everything. 
Mr. Chairman, thank you so much. I think it is clear to you that, 

notwithstanding the fact that the average American may not know 
what FCC stands for, that certainly this committee understands 
the major role you play. And from the unemployed person carrying 
a cell phone to the folks who sit at the major corporations, you can 
affect them all. And I think at the. end of the day, just my personal 
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position, the ones who need the most protection are the ones at the 
bottom of the totem pole who get ripped off a lot of times. We are 
not here asking you to do a number, if you will, and not support 
major corporations in their desire to make the industries grow. You 
know, it is all for the country. But this whole issue of consumerism 
is very important to us .. 

But I think you have noticed that while we all agree on most of 
the issues and the approaches to them, we have certain interests. 
So Ms. Lee reminded you of diversity and how important it is, and 
it is something we all subscribe to. I would be very happy if I saw 
communications coming out of your office saying the territories are 
treated equally and that an American citizen with a need for the 
Internet in the Virgin Islands has the same right as one in L.A. 
and in Chicago and in D.C. 

You have agreed to-and you are going to hate me for this. You 
have agreed to bring the legal team here, and I invite the gen
tleman to join the staff. That is the part you are just going to hate 
me for. Every member is always allowed to join the staff. 

Mrs. Emerson spoke about the rural areas. With all the problems 
we have in the inner city, and God knows we have a lot of prob
lems, it is hard for me to understand how you can be in a place 
where you can't get a telephone signal at all. And I don't mean an 
apartment in the Bronx or a television signal. So those are issues. 

And, lastly, we all want you not to wait for. any court ruling, but 
to move on the pornography issue. 

We commend you for your work. We will support you in your 
challenge. And understand that, notwithstanding at times the tone 
of this committee, it wants to be a partner with you in moving 
ahead and resolving all of these issues. And thank you so much for 
your testimony today. 

Mr. GENACHOWSKI. Thank you very much. 
Mr. SERRANO. And this hearing is adjourned. 
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Questions £or the Record 
Submitted by Chairman Serrano 

Auctioning of Spectrum now Held by Broadcasters 
The Broadband Plan proposes that broadcasters be allowed to give up some oflheir 
spectrum in return for some of the auction proceeds. The broadcasters strongly 
objected to the possibility that some of their valuable and underutilized spectrum 
might be taken away involuntarily. 

I. Could you describe the extent to which this spectrum is underutilized 
and why it is valuable? 

RESPONSE: 
The spectrum currently used by television broadcasters, particularly in the UHF 
band between 470 MHz and 698 MHz, is ideally suited for mobile broadband uses 
for a number of reasons. First, the propagation characteristics of this band allows 
for wide coverage areas, which reduces the need for dense ni::twork builds that 
require many towers, and therefore reduces the cost of deployment. Second. this 
band allows for better in-building penetration, which also simplifies the network 
build and provides a betcer consumer experience. Third, the UHF band is wide 
enough to configure into nationwide blocks, which is the optimal configuration as 
data traffic increases dramatically in the coming years. 

I believe that some of the UHF spectrum can be put to a higher and better use for 
wireless broadband for a number of reasons. Use of the mobile Internet and other 
mobile applications continues to increase at a rapid rate, whilt: television viewing 
over the television spectrum has been declining since the late 1980s. Indeed. nearly 
90% of Americans do not rely solely on over-the-air as the means for receiving 
television programming. In addition many broadcasters have:: not yet taken 
advantage of the additional capacity afforded to them by the digi!al transition -
either through multicasting. high definition television or mobile DTV - and thus 
some portion of this valuable spectrum remains unused. My aim is to find wuys to 
ensure the vitality of broadcasting while improving the efficient use of this 
precious resource. One possible solution to this is channel-sharing. Chanuel
sharing takes advantage of the benefits of the DTV transition while also making 
most efficient use of television spectrum by enabling two television stations to 
operate on one 6-megahertz channel. while preserving their ability to broadcast in 
HD or broadcast multiple streams, iucluding mobile streams. Another efficiency 
enhancement resulting from our incenlive auction proposal is che planned post-
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:iuction repacking, which will result in a much more efficient allocation of 
television spectrum, and correct some of the legacy inefficiencies that have 
historically plagued the band for the past many decades. 

2. What are the prospects and timeframe for implementing this proposal 
in the Broadband Plan? 

RESPONSE: 
We have proposed and are seeking Congressional Authority to implement a 
voluntary program by which only those broadcasters that want to contribute 
spectrum to the auction would do so, and would be able to exchange their spectrum 
for a portion of the auction proceeds. If granted by Congress we can move 
expcdiiiously to implement a completely voluntary program in the next few years. 

Small Business 
There is a huge digital divide in this country. Even small business owners, 
especially those in disadvantaged areas, may not be as technology savvy as they 
need to be in order to promote their goods and services and transact business 
online. The Broadband Plan includes a digital literacy initiative that promotes 
partnership between SBA's SCORE program and private sector partners to provide 
education and training to small businesses. 

3. What are the major impediments to faster implementation of IT 
among small businesses'! 

RESPONSE: 
The challenges that small businesses, located in disadvantaged areas. face in 
utilizing broadband to grow their businesses certainly include. but are not limited 
to, insufficient digital literacy. Many of the areas where such small busine&ses are 
located lack access to high-speed internet. Where infrastructure is lacking digital 
literacy becomes a moot point. It is not uncorrunon for at-risk communities to be 
the last on the list to receive advanced cable, fiber optics or enhanced telephone 
services. In most rural counties. nearly 50% of businesses lack assess to 
broadband at speeds of 4 Mbps or higher. 

In areas with high-speed connectivity, many small businesses find their broadband 
communications services to be too slow and they lack choices to select alternative 
hardwire or wireless service providers. Finally, small businesses pay an average of 
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three times more per employee than large businesses for comparable broadband 
services. 

Broadband Service in the Tu-rltories 
During the hearing I asked about your decision to decline to institute an insular 
wireline program. I understand that part of the reason for this decision was the 
recent increase in telephone subscribers in Puerto Rico, which has presumably 
been largely driven by new wireless service. This is wonderful news for telephone 
service. 

4. As we move forward with implementing broadband for a!J Americans, 
including equal service for those in the territories, do you think that 
broadband will require wire line service? If so, how do you plan to 
address the ongoing lack of sufficient wired infrastructure in Puerto 
Rico? 

RESPONSE: 
1 am committed to ensuring that all Americans. including those in the territories, 
have access to high-quality broadband and voice service. To achieve this goal, the 
National Broadband Plan recommended that the Commission create a Connect 
America Fund (CAF) to directly support broadband and voice service in areas that 
are unserved, as well as areas that are currently served with the assistance of high
cost universal service support. Consistent with the principles of competitive and 
technological neutrality, the Plan further recommended that any hroadband 
provider that can meet or exceed the specifications set by the FCC for the 
provision of broadband and voice service shouJd be eligible to receive support 
under the CAF. This could include wire line, wireless, and satell ite broadband 
providers. 

I have committed to initiate a rulemaking in the near tenn that would seek 
comment on these issues, among other things. I also antic ipate that we would seek 
comment on whether unique circumstances exist in insular areas and how any 
unique circumstances should be taken into account, as we did in the April 21, 2010 
rulemak.ing that initiated reform of the high-cost uni versal service program. 
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Questions for the Record 
Submitted by Ranking Member Emerson 

Emergency Response Interoperability Center 
Your budget request proposes a $1.5 mill ion increase to establish an Emergency 
Response Interoperability Center to ensure the operability and interoperability 
public safety wireless broadband conununications. Several other Federal agencies 
work with public safety agencies on interoperable corrununications including the 
National Institute of Standards and Technologies, the Department of Justice and 
the Depnnment of Homeland Security. 

• What work will this Center perform that is unique to th~ FCC's mission? 
• How will you ensure that the Center's efforts are well coordinated with 

Justice, Homeland and NIST! 

RESPONSE: 
The Commission established the Emergency Response Interoperability Center 
(ERIC) in connection with its ongoing rulema.king proceeding to establish a 
nationwide, interoperable public safety broadband network in the 700 MHz band. 
The mission of ERIC is to ensure that the public safety broadband network will be 
fully operable and interoperable on a nationwide basis, both day-to-day as well as 
during times of emergency. To accomplish this mission, ERIC is tasked by the 
Commissiun with implementing national interoperability standards and developing 
technical and operational procedures for the network. The Commission has 
jurisdiction to implement these requirements and procedures under Sections I, 4(i), 
4G), S(b), 5(c), 20 l(b) and 303(r} of the Communications Act of 1934, as 
amended. 

In terms of coordination, ERIC is already actively working with the Department of 
Justice, the Department of Homeland Security, and the Department of Commerce, 
including the National Institute of Standards and Technology and the National 
Telecommunications and lnfoonation Administration. ERIC has established a 
weekly meeting with these Federal partners to ensure that work to further the 
development of the interoperability framework for the publk safety broadband 
network is well-coordinated. In addition, ERIC is performing regular outreach 
with each of these Departments. The Commission is also in the process of 
finalizing Memorandums of Understanding relat ing to ERIC with several of these 
federal partners to furt her the coordination effort . 

On April 23rd, the Commission ruinounced the establishment of the Center. 
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• If the Center is heing established this year instead of in fiscal year 2011, do 
you still need a $1.5 million increase for fiscal year 2011? 

RESPONSE: 
Yes. The FCC established ERIC in 20 I 0 because it was critical that ERIC begin 
its work as soon as possible. The Cmrunission has recently granted authority to 21 
state and local jurisdictions to begin broadband network deployment. In order 10 

ensure that these deployments are interoperable from the outset, and will support 
nationwide interoperability in the long run, ERIC must establish initial 
interoperability requiremencs starting in the next few months. To date, however. 
ERIC has been staffed with existing resources, and current staffing levels will not 
provide sufficient resources for ERIC co fully perform its important role after this 
fiscal year. Further, the current FCC budget does not account for the necessary 
travel and other expenses that will be required for ERIC to work with the public 
safety community, equipment vendors. and Federal partners to perform its mission. 
Therefore. increased fiscal year 2011 funding is critical if ERIC is to have an 
impact on the recently auchorized state and local efforts. 

Consolidated Out-Dated IT Licensing Systems 
Your budget request proposes a $1.4 million increase to continue work begun in 
fiscal year 2009 to consolidate and upgrade your licensing systems. I understand 
that many of these systems are more than l 0 years old. 

• How many years will this consolidation take and how much total funding do 
you estimate will be needed? 

• Do you have experienced IT program and contract management staff in 
place to successfully implement a multi-year and multi-million IT project? 

RESPONSE: 
Full consolidation of the licensing systems is anticipated to take approximately five 
years. The implementation of the new system is being pursued in phases so that 
existing legacy systems are replaced on a rolling basis beginning in Fiscal Year 
2011. The full acquisition cos! for the system is approximately $22 million; 
however. most of the funds will be provided through offsets from deferred system 
and lifecycle maintenance on the existing legacy systems. As such, the 
Commission has only sought a net increase in $4.5 million over the fiscal years 
2009 through 2011 - $1.5 million in this year's budget submission. As legacy 
systems are retired in FY 201 l. future year acquisition funds will be supported by 
the cost savings derived from the new, more efficient licensing placform. 
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The FCC has several experienced IT Program Management and Contract 
Management staff in place to successfully implement a multi-year and multi
million IT project. Many of the IT Managers currently employed by the 
Commission have previously developed and deployed large information 
management systems comparable to that being pursued in this consolidation effort. 

Staffing Increase 
Your budget request proposes 75 additional staff. I am interested in learning more 
about the work that these additional staff would pcrfonn. 

• Can you tell us how many staff would be engineers or technology experts 
that would provide assistance to first responders, local governments and 
service providers? 

• How many additional staff would be attorneys working to implement 
controversial new regulations? 

RESPONSE: 
The additional staff will be devoted primarily to implementing the National 
Broadband Plan, increasing our openness and transparency, and strengthening our 
role in government and industry cyber-security preparedness. The specific 
allocations hy occupation ha.ve not been finalized, but will include engineers, 
attorneys, economist/econometricians, statisticians, business and market analysts 
and data analysts and architects. One example of how we propose to allocate these 
additional staffing resources includes a projected increase of more 1han 30 
positions in the areas of public safety and homeland security. To support our 
expanded public safety and homeland security goals, we will need attorneys with 
expertise in privacy law and homeland security compliance requirements us well as 
engineers and data analysts able to understand the technical needs of the public 
safety communities nationwide. 

Cyber Security Certification Program 
Recently, the Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry seeking input on the 
est.iblishment of voluntary cyber security certification program to encourage 
communications service providers to implement a full range of cyber security best 
practices. I am pleased chat the Federal government is increasing its efforts to 
address cyber security. As our use of broadband and mobile technologies increase, 
more and more of our personal information is vulnerable to criminals and 
espionage. However, the Depanment of Homeland Security is the lead Federal 
agency addressing cyber security in lhe United States. 
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• What unique role does the FCC play in the area of cyber security? 

RESPONSE: 
The FCC's role is to promote "a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire 
and radio communications service" to the American public. Among the 
Commission's statutory purposes for carrying out this role is doing SQ "for the 
purpose of national defense Land) for the purpose of promoting safety of life and 
property through the use of wire and radio communication." In times of 
emergency, the Commission's primary mission becomes more focu!ied on these 
purposes. i.e ., ensuring that essential communications networks and services are 
operable, reliable, and quickly res tored. Given its statutory role, the FCC has a 
unique role to play in adopting rules and policies to strengthen the critical 
communications infrastructure, and in maintaining the reliability and security of 
communications networks. 

Most cyber a ttacks are not an attack on the communications infrastructure bul an 
attack through it. Targets are more often the information systems that lie across the 
communications infrastructure from attackers, and the communications 
infrastructure is merely an unwilling enabler. The communications infrastructure 
is not immune to cyber attacks, though. and a successful attack on this critical 
infrastructure could be crippling to our nation's way of life. The FCC. in concert 
with other Federal agencies and in cooperation and partnership with the private 
sector. has a role to play in preventing cyber attacks and mitigating their effects 
when they do occur. The Conunission's unique role in this team effort is on the 
protection of the c ritical communications infrastructure against cyber attadcs. We 
do, of course, stand ready to support our Federal partners in efforts to respond to a 
cyber attack. 

The Conun.ission is considering several measures to strengthen the security of the 
nation's critical communications infrastructure to prevent and withstand cyber 
attacks. The National Broadband Plan, which the Commission released in March 
after gathering and considering a substantial record, includes reconunendations to 
strengthen the cyber security of the cri tical communications infrastructure. 
fo!low ing up on these recommendations, the Commission is actively considering: 

• Establishing a voluntary cyber security certification program to create 
additional incentives for industry implementation of important security 
methods and procedures. 

• Creating cyber security infonnation reporting systems to help us monitor the 
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health of the network and provide us with data with which to work with 
corrununications providers on preventative measufes. 

• Taking steps to improve the communications infrastructure resiliency, 
thereby mitigating the effect of cyber attacks. 

• Discussing cyber security issues with international organizations and the 
regulatory authorities of other nations. 

• Finally, the Corrunission is formulating a roadmap, in coordination with the 
Executive Branch, that will identify the five mos t critical cybersecurity 
threats to the conununications infrastructure and its end users. including a 
two-year plan for the FCC to address these threats . 

Moreover, the rCC chartered a new federal advisory committee, the 
Communications Security. Reliability and Interoperability Council (CSRlC), 
which held its fi.rst meeting Dec. 7, 2009. The Council is expected to recommend 
actions to enhance the security, reliability and resiliency of America's 
communications systems. 

• How are you coordinating your efforts with the Department of Homeland 
Security'! 

RESPONSE: 
To ensure that our cybersecurity efforts are effective, the FCC is building 
successful policies and programs, while coordinating with the White House Cyber
Security Coordinator. Howard Schmidt, and with the Department of Homeland 
Security (OHS). The FCC staff has met not only with Mr. Schmidt but also with 
several members of his staff. We have also met with Rand Beers, DHS Under 
Secretary, National Protection & Programs Directorate; Philip Rcitinger, DBS 
Deputy Undersecretary of National Protection and Programs Directorate; and Greg 
Schaffer, Assistnnt OHS Secretary fur Cybersecurity and Communications. We 
have discussed with them what the FCC is doing at sector-specific coordinating 
councils hos ted by OHS. Moreover, the FCC staff participates in interagency 
groups, such a'i !he DHS National Communications System (NCS). to coordinate 
government cyber security and other communications network security policy, and 
the Joim Telecommunication Resources Board (JTRB), which provides expert 
counsel and recommendations on communications issues to the Director of the 
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). Further, our staff 
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monitors daily appropriate sources of information (e.g., tnitle joumals, professional 
newsletters, the Federal Register, etc.) for any developments within our sister 
agencies that may have an impact on the FCC cybersecurity efforts. 

• Will your efforts create confusion among service providers and consumers if 
multiple agencies are working on similar programs to address the same 
problem'! 

RESPONSE: 
Currently OHS does not have an effort that is similar to the voluntary cyher 
security certification program or other programs thal the FCC is considering . Also. 
as mentioned above, the FCC's focus has been on cybersecuring the critical 
conununications infrastructure, which has not been the primary focus of other 
agencies. In this respect the Commission has not been working directly with 
consumers. but rather with their communications service providers. Typically, 
these service providers have a very sophisticated understanding of the FCC's role 
in promoting safety of life and property through the use of wire and radio 
communications. Virtually all of these providers are acutely aware of the major 
cybersecurity problems that confront the nation, and their efforts are to be 
commended as many are making security software available to their customers, 
frequently free, in their efforts to protect their customers' computers from 
malware. Recognizing this difficult challenge, many providers welcome the 
Commission' s efforts to secure cyberspace. 

Retransmission Consent 
This spring I met with several small cable providers who expressed concern 
regarding existing retransmission consent regulations. Many of these operators are 
paying significantly higher rates for the same content !hen larger operators, and I 
share their concerns that small companies and their customers (my constituents) in 
rural American are being overcharged for ~ervice. I understand the FCC is 
reviewing the retransmission consent issue. 

• Could you update Conunittee regarding the status of this review? 

RESPONSF.: 
Given rccenl concerns raised chat the Commission's current retransmission consent 
policies need a fresh look, I directed the Media Bureau to begin a review of our 
retransmission consent regulations to determine whether the existing framework 
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continues to be effective or whether reforms may be necessary to protect 
consumers and ensure fairness to all parties. 

Subsequent to the conunencemt:nl of the Bureau's review, a coalition representing 
a number of MVPDs and public interest groups submitted a Petition for 
Rulemaki11g seeking to refonn the retransmission consent rules. Among other 
things, the Petition proposes that the Commission establish new mechanisms that 
provide for mandatory arbitration when a MVPD and the broadcaster are not able 
to reach a retransmission consent agreement, continued carriage of broadcas1 
signals during the negotiation or dispute resolution process, and the adoption of 
rules to address the practice of tying broadcast programming to the carriage of non
broadcast services. The Media Bureau is~ued a Public Notice inviting public 
comment on the proposals and issues discussed in the Petition. The comment 
period recently closed and we received comments from a broad range of interested 
parties, including consumers, programmers, broadcasters and MVPDs that serve 
small and rural areas. The Media Bureau currently is reviewing the record 
compiled in the proceeding and will draft recommendations regarding how the 
Commission should proceed. 
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Questions for the Record 
Submitted by Congressman Culberson 

You have asked for a significant increase in your FY' 11 budget for personnel- 75 
FfE's which would represent a 10% increase (185 FfE's) over five years. While I 
understand the needs that are represented by the implementation of the broadband 
plan, as stewards of the taxpayer's dollars, I think we should be wary about adding 
employees to the federal payroll. 

• As you yourself have noted, we arc transitioning to a broadband world, so 
rather than hiring additional staff, could you examine re-tasking current 
employees? 

RESPONSE: 
Not since the enactment of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 has the FCC been 
charged with such an ambitious new set of requirements. At the time of the 1996 
Act, the FCC had increased its staffing level from a low of 1753 FfEs in 1993 to 
2112 FfEs in 1995. This influx of new talent and expertise allowed the FCC to 
implement the complex requi rement11 of the 1996 Act fully and on time. Today, 
the FCC is charged with an equally ambitious agenda bu! with a much smaller 
work-force lacking the needed skills. Our current workforce of l830 FTEs at !he 
end of FY 2010 is fully engaged with our ongoing COIIllttitmenls, and therefore not 
available for retasking. The addi tional positions are essential to the completion of 
our additional requirements such as implementing the National Broadband Plan, 
examining the future of media. increasing our openness and transparency, and 
strengthening our role in government and industry cyber-security preparedness. 
Even with these new position!i, our siaffmg will sti!I remain well below historical 
levels. 

I am concerned about how much resources the FCC will use up as it attempts to 
regulate broadband instead of trying to encourage broadband adoption and 
deployment. 

• How long was it between the time that the FCC decided the C01m:ast-Bit 
Torrent case and the time it was reversed by the Coun of Appeals? 

RESPONSE: 
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The FCC issued the Memorandum Opinion and Order at issue in Comc.ast Corp. v. 
FCC on August 20, 2008. The D.C. Circuit issued its decision in Comcast Corp. 11. 

FCC approximately a year and a half later, on April 6, 2010. 

No one doubts that if the FCC decides to regulate broadband. those new rules will 
be challenged in court. 

• Assuming this challenge goes to the Supreme Court, how long would that 
take? 

RESPONSE: 
Historically. when the Supreme Court has reviewed a Commission order, its 
decision has been issued appruximately two co three years after the FCC order. For 
example: 

• On November 6. 2006, the Commission released an order finding that 
utterances in two awards shows broadcast on television were indecent. See 
Complaims Regarding Various Television Broadcasts Betw1ten February 2, 
2002 and March 8, 2005, 21 FCC Red 13299 (2006). The Uni ted States 
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit vacated the Commission's order. 
See Fox Television Statio11s, Inc. v. FCC, 489 F.3d 444 (2007). The 
Supreme Court reversed the judgment of the Sec.'.ond Circuit and remanded 
Che case on April 28, 2009, roughly two years and s ix months after the 
Commission released its order. 

• The Commission released a declaratory ruling classifying cable modem 
service as an infonnation service on March 15, 2002. See Inquiry 
Ccmceming High Speed Access to rlie Internet Over Cable and Otlter 
Facilities. l 7 FCC Red 4798 (2002). The Supreme Court upheld the 
Commission's ruling three years and three months later, on June 27. 2005. 
See NCTA v. Brand X Jmemet Services, 545 U.S. 967 (2005). 

• The Commission released its Local Competition Order, which implemented 
provisions of the Telecommunications Act of l996, on August 8, 1996. See 
lmplemenration of the Local Competition Provisions in the 
Telecommunications Act (?( 1996, 11 FCC Red 15499 (1996). The Supreme 
Court upheld the Commission's order in part two years and five months 
later, on January 25, 1999. See AT & T Corp. v. Iowa Utilities Board, 525 
U.S. 366 (1999). 
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It should be noted that if the Commissiun were to alter its legal framework 
for broadband Internet services, the ensuing court challenge to that change 
might well be completed years earlier than the alternative path of litigating 
the Commission's jurisdiction to issue various substWltive orders on a case
by-case basis under the current legal framework and the recent Cnmcasr 
decision. 

• How much taxpayer money will be spent defending the FCC's new rules? 

RESPONSE: 
Any defense would be perfonncd by existing FCC staff which is funded by 
regulatory fees. Regulated companies and other imerested persons routinely file 
lawsuits challenging final FCC actions (as well as non-final actions, which are not 
properly rcvicwable by the cuurts). Lawsuits are filed regardless of whether the 
Commission comes out one way or the other, and it is impossible to quantify the 
incremental cost of adopting one particular legal or policy approach, as opposed to 
an alternative path. As noted above, if the Commission were to alter its legal 
framework for broadband Internet services. the ensuing court challenge to that 
change might well be faster and less expensive than the alternative path of 
litigating the Commission's jurisdiction to issue various substantive orders on a 
case-by-case basis under the current legal framework and the recent Comcast 
decision. 

• Can you plea.-.e explain the specific problem you are trying to address with 
your proposal to dramatically increase the level of regulation on Internet 
Service Providers'! 

RESPONSE: 
The recent decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C:. Circuit in 
Comcast v. FCC casts doubt cm whether the legal framework the Corrunission 
chose for broadband Internet services nearly a decade ago is adequate to achieve 
widely supported broadband p<Jlicies, which prior Commissions thought they had 
legal authority ro implement. To evaluate its options, the Commission adopted a 
Notice of Inquiry at its June 17 Open Meeting to initiate a public discussion on 
how the Commission should proceed in light of Comcast. The Notice does not 
propose to increase regulation on internet Service Providers. Rather, the Notice 
seek.~ comment on al! options, and invites any ideas for how the Commission 
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should proceed. including: maintaining the current "infonnation service" 
classification of service~ such as cable modem and DSL Internet access; 
classifying broadband Internet connectivity service as a "telecommunications 
service" to which all the requirements of Title II of the Communications Act would 
apply; and a "third way" - similar to the highly successful approach that has been 
used for 1.:ell phone services since 1993 - under whi1.:h the Commission would 
identify the Internet connectivity service that is offered as part of wired broadband 
Internet service as a telecommunications service and forbear from applying all 
provisions of Title II other than the small number that are needed to implement 
fundamental universal service, competition and market entry. and consumer 
protection policies. I am enclosing a copy of the Notice for your information. The 
reply comment period closed on August 12 and the Commission staff is currently 
reviewing the Large volume of responses in the record. 

• What industry wide problem exists today among Internet service providers 
that warrants the government having unfettered ability to regulate Internet 
rates and micromanage network engineers? 

RESPONSE: 
Neither the Open lntemet Notice of Proposed Rulemaking nor the recently adopted 
Nc,tice of in<Jitiry propose regulating Internet rates or micromanaging network 
engineers. The Notice of Inquiry is not about unbundling and price regulation. 
Rather. it is about fixing the basic legal foundation for broadband policy, which 
will enable us to accomplish widely supported goals, including reforming universal 
service to ensure all Americans can enjoy the benefits of broadband. The Open 
I me met Notice of Proposed Hulemaking proposes high-level rules of the road to 
provide greater clarity regarding network management practices and preserve 
Internet openness, while protecting broadband providers' ability to reasonably 
manage their networks. 

• Will you consider the concerns of churches and other wireless microphone 
users as you continue to deliberate interference protections for wireless 
microphones? 

RESPONSE: 
In a pending Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking the Commission is 
considering how to revise rules concerning the use of wireless microphones. The 
Commission will review all of the infonnation in the record in deciding how to 
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best address rhe concerns of the many wireless microphones users, including 
houses of worship, schools, libraries, museums, theaters, and concert halls. In 
many of the bands in which these wireless microphones operate, there also are 
other important uses of the bands, and wireless microphone users are required to 
share spectrum with such users, including television broadcasters and · 
unlicensed TV band white spaces devices. The Commission must carefully 
balance the important interests among all of these users before it adopts final rules 
for wireless microphones. 

• Will you consider the language in H.R. 4353. which provides for 
geolocation database protections for I3 specific classes of professional 
wireless microphone users, including Houses of Worship, arenas, theaters, 
restaurants, stadiums. and museums? 

RESPONSE: 
The Commission recenlly adopted a Second Memorandum Opinion and Order that 
revised the rules unlicensed devices oix:rating in the TV White Spaces. The rules 
included several provisions to minimize the risk of harmful interference wireless 
microphones. Two TV channels will be reserved in every market that can be used 
by wireless microphones and are available for used by TV White Space devices. 
These two channels can accommodate at least 12 to 16 wireless microphones at 
any given location. which should be sufficient for most uses. In addition. many 
other TV channels will not be available for TV White Space devices at any given 
location. These channels will be identified in a publicly accessible dala base and 
can be used for additional wireless microphones without concern of interference 
from TV White Space devices. 

The Commission also recognized that certain venues and events. such as the kinds 
you describe, use many wireless microphones and cannot be accommodated in the 
reserve channels and other channds thal are not being used by TV White Space 
devices. The Commission established a process where these venues and events can 
be included in the data base oflocations and channels where TV White Space 
devices may not operate. The TV White Space fixed tnmsmittcrs and ponable 
transmitters must be located at least l 000 meters and 400 meters away from these 
sites. 

We believe that these measures strike an appropriate balance in accommodating 
existing users of wireless microphones while creating opportunities for innovation 
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and investment in new devices and services and making more efficient use of the 
TV spectrum. 

The National Broadband plan recommends that "States should reduce impediments 
and financial disincentives to using commercial service providers for Smart Grid 
corrununications." 

• What more can be done to ensure/motivate utilities to leverage commercial 
technologies for their Smart Grid applications? 

RESPONSE: 
A beginning point towards the goal of encournging utilities to leverage commercial 
1echnologies for Smart Grid applications is to ensure a thorough understanding of 
lhe evolving communications requirements of electric utilities. As an input to the 
NBP plan, the FCC solicited public comment on Smart Grid technologies, and a 
number of utilities filed detailed responses. Many utilities declined to comment, 
however, and others underscandably declined to reveal confidential or sensitive 
infonnation in public filings. Thus, the NBP recommends that DOE, in 
collaboration with the FCC, conduct a thorough study of the communications 
requirements of electric utilities, including, but not limited to, the requirements of 
the Smart Grid. Building upon the FCC's research and development in the NBP 
proceeding, DOE should collect data about utilities' current and projected 
communications requirements, as well as the types of networks and 
communications services they u:;c. Such an analysis will bring to light barriers 10 

utilities' adoption or deployment of commercial technologies for their Smart Grid 
applications. The DOE has already begun to implement this recommendation, by 
issuing a RFI on utility Smart Grid communications. 

• What activities are specifically recommended for reIIl.()ving financial 
disincentives and who is undertaking them? 

RESPONSE: 
The NBP recommends that state public utility commis:;ions (PUCs) review 
regulatory requirements applicable to electric utilities to ensure that utilities' 
financial interests do not lead them to reject the use of commercial networks. 
thereby ma.king suboptimal communications and technology decisions. 
Specifically, as rate-of return regulated utilities, large utilities typically cam 
guaranteed profits on the assets they deploy-including private communications 
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networh-but only receive cost recovery if they use conunercial networks. The 
NBP recommends that state regulators carefully evaluate a utility's network 
requirements and commercial network alternatives before authorizing a rate of 
return on private communications system~. Consistent with the Energy 
Independence and Security Act of2007 (EISA), the plan recorrunends that PUCs 
also consider letting recurring network operating cost~ qualify for a rate of return 
similar to capitalized utility-buih networks. California is currently considering this 
question. 

Moreover, in many states, electric utility incentives are still oriented toward 
deploying assets and selling more power, not selling less or cleaner power. While 
this structural problem is outside the scope of the National Broadband Plan. despite 
its explici! Congressional mandate to address energy efficiency. a national strategy 
to support the growth of the Smart Grid must recogni1..e that many large electric 
utilities have inherent financial incentives to deploy regulator-approved 
communications systems but have mixed-to-poor incentives to use these systems to 
deliver energy more efficiently. 

• Why should utilities be allocated or re-allocated spectrum (as they have 
requested) if there is existing infrastruclure via commercial technologies that 
will be utilized for other critical applications like public safety? 

RESPONSE: 
Utilities will need greater communications across the grid, and many are 
increasingly using wireless technologies, which are often more cost-effective that 
wired facilities in reaching wide areas or distributed assets. These wireless 
networks include licensed commercial networks, licensed private networks, and 
private networks operaling at power levels where FCC licenses arc not required. 

Developing a Smart Grid is national policy set forth by EISA 2007, and the NBP 
recommends that the federal government continue to explore the issue of providing 
spectrum, rcconunending that "NTIA and the FCC should specifically explore 
possibilities for coordination of Smarc Grid use in appropriate federal bands. Any 
new broadband network built in the identified spectrum should be required to meet 
standards of interoperability. customer data accessibility, privacy and security. Use 
of this spectrum should not be mandated, so that legacy systems are not stranded 
and !hat co11Dnercial, other shared networks and unlicensed wireless networks can 
be used where appropriate." 
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Dedicating spectrum for the Smart Grid could have advantages and disadvantages. 
Potential advantages include: I) providing another mechanism for the federal 
government to drive national interoperability standards and best practices of cyber
security, privacy, and consumer data access; 2) vendor standardizalion and 
competition, which could lead to lower equipment prices or more functionality; 
and 3) a possible acceleration of sman grid deployments. Risks/disadvantages to 
dedicating spectrum include: t) possible sub-optimal use of spectrum; 2) fewer 
applications and users on corrunercial networks to drive down the cost for all users; 
3) the opportunity cost to the U.S. Treasury of not auctioning off the spectrum to 
commercial broadband users; and 4) a near-term effect of "freezing the market" 
while companies re-evaluated their Smart Grid technology road maps. 

It should be noted that the NBP has a number of general spectrum 
recommendations that will also benefit the Smart Grid. lm:reasing spectrum 
transparency, promoting incentives to improve the secondary market, and 
providing more opportunities for unlicensed uses - all of these have the potential to 
be benefii:ial to S1Tlll.lt Grid networks, including both conunercial and private 
networks. Recent FCC ntlings lo unlock spectrum - such as the clarification of 
WCS rules - can also benefit the Smart Grid. Specifically, WCS licensees can 
now satisfy their build-out requiremen!s by serving utility customers in fixed 
applications; i.e. Smart Grid applications. 

• Will this encourage the build out of duplicative networks that stick the 
American energy consumers with the bill'! 

RESPONSE: 
A variety of possible models could be employed to provide spectrum to the 
industry and avoid the possible build out of duplicative networks that impose 
further energy costs on American consumers. For example, utilities could share 
spectrum with federal users or with public safety networks (also recommended in 
the NBP). Other models might result in a private network for electric utilities, by 
dedicating spectrum to utilities with specific build-out requirements or auctioning 
spectrum for critical infrastructure uses (which includes the Smart Grid, but could 
also include natural gas and water management, among others), thereby supporting 
applications with a high level of reliability. such as those for grid control and 
protection. The costs and benefits to American consumers - in financial, public 
safety, and homeland security tenrn - must be weighed, whatever the model. 
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Ultimately state regulators and ulilities wil! need to choose the networking strategy 
that is the most appropriate and cost-effective for their ratepayers. 

The National Broadband plan recommends "The Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) should start a proceeding to explore the re liability and 
resiliency of commercial broadband communications networks." 

• Will these reliability standards be applied to the private technologies that 
Utilities ure currently deploying and considering for their CIP Smart Grid 
Applications? 

RESPONSE: 
There are over 3,000 utilities in the U.S. that serve customers across very different 
topologies and regulatory regimes. There is not a single solution or a 
"representative" network for the Smart Grid. Many utilities use a mix of 
commercial and private networks in the Smart Grid and will concinue to do so. 

Although, electric utilities traditionally prefer to build and maintain private 
networks for mission critical communications, some utilities do use commercial 
networks for mission critical communications today. Commercial networks can be 
made secure and resilient, as demonstrated by their use in the federal government 
(DoD, OHS, etc.). For some smaller utilities, the lack of internal networking 
expertise and personnel might have driven the decision to use commercial 
facilities . 

The NBP recommends chat the FCC start a proceeding co explore the reliability and 
resiliency of commercial broadband networks (Rec. 12. l). As noted in the NBP. 
commercial broadband networks, and wireless broadband networks in particular, 
can serve more mission-critical and wide-area utility communications needs as 
service providers adopt measure:s to improve the reliability and resiliency of these 
networks during emergency scenarios. Because 97.8% of Americans are already 
covered by at least one 3G network, a hardened conunercial wireless data network 
could serve as a core part of the Smart Grid. The benefits of a more reliable 
commercia l broadband network are much broader than enabling !he Smart Grid 
alone. A more reliable network would also benefit homeland security, public 
safety, businesses and consumers. who are increasingly dependent on their 
broadband communications. including their mobile phones. Today, more than 22% 
of households in America do not subscribe to fixed-line telephone service. 
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The North American Electric Reliability Corp(iralion, an organization under the 
U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (FERC) authorily, has been 
responsible since 1968 for the reliability of the bulk power system. NERC 
develops and enforces reliability standards. As of June 18, 2007, FERC granled 
NERC the legal authority to enforce reliability standards with all users, owners, 
and operators of the bulk power system in the United States, and made 
compliance with those standards mandaiory and enforceable. 

• Does having a double -standard for reliability and resiliency testing 
indirectly support the adoption of "sub-optimal choices" (see section 12.2 
page 270) that are being made due to financial incentives (guaranteed 
profits/rate of return for proprietary buildou!s of duplicative network 
technology)? 

RESPONSE: 
Reliability and resiliency standards should be consistently applied, regardless of 
the nature of the network-· private or conunercial. Thus, for example. the NBP 
recommends that the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), the 
organization under FERC' s authority responsible for the reliability of the bulk 
power system, should revise its security requirements to provide utilities more 
explicit guidance about the use of commercial and other shared networks for 
critical conununications. In future versions of the Critical Infrastructure protection 
(CIP) standard, NERC should clarify whether such networks are suitable for grid 
control communications. NERC should also clarify how its CIP requirements will 
coexist with the cybersecurity standards of the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST). The perceived ambiguity on CIP requirements appears to be 
slowing utility decision-ma.king and stifling the deployment of some Smart Grid 
applications on commercial networks. 

• What is the FCC doing to ensure that ALL technologies being considered for 
Critical infrastructure meet the same high standards for reliability and 
resiliency? 

RESPONSE: 
The FCC will work closely with FERC, DOE and orhcr applicable organi:r.ations to 
ensure that all technologies being considered for critical infrastructure meet the 
same high standards for reliability and resiliency, thereby removing incentives-
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financial or regulatory - to the deployment or use of suboptimal technologies or 
networks. 
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H.R. 1796, THE RESIDENTIAL CARBON MON
OXIDE POISONING PREVENTION ACT, AND 
H.R. 4805, THE FORMALDEHYDE STANDARDS 
FOR COMPOSITE WOOD PRODUCTS ACT 

THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 2010 

H OUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,. TRADE, 

AND CONSUMER PROTECTION, 
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE, 

Washington, DC. 
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:07 a.m., in Room 

2322 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Bobby L. Rush 
[Chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding. 

Members present:. Representatives Rush , Schakowsky, Sutton, 
Matheson, Barrow, Matsui, Castor, DeGette, Radanovich, Whit
field, Terry, Gingrey and Scalise. 

Staff present: Michelle Ash, Chief Counsel; Robin Appleberry, 
Counsel; Timothy Robinson, Counsel; David Kohn, Press Secretary; 
Will Cusey, Special Assistant; Daniel Hekier, Intern; Brian 
McCullough, Minority Senior Professional Staff; Jerry Couri, Mi
nority Professional Staff; Shannon Weinberg, Minority Counsel; 
Robert Frisby, FTC Detailee; and Samuel Costello, Minority Legis
lative Analyst. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON.. BOBBY L. RUSH, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 
Mr. RUSH. The subcommittee will come to order. 
The Chair wants to thank all the members and the witnesses on 

both panels for your participation in this. hearing this morning. 
This subcommittee is here on H.R. 1796, the Residential Carbon 
Monoxide Poisoning Prevention Act, and also H.R. 4805, the Form
aldehyde Standards of Composite Wood Products Act. The Chair 
recognizes himself for 5 minutes for the purposes of an opening 
statement. 

The subcommittee. is. holding today's. hearing on two. introduced 
bills that would protect scores of consumers from highly dangerous 
and lethal carbon monoxide and formaldehyde emissions. The first 
bill we will take up, H.R. 1796, the Residential Carbon Monoxide 
Poisoning Prevention Act, was introduced by Mr. Matheson of 
Utah. The Consumer Product Safety Commission reports that car
bon monoxide poisoning is the leading cause. of poisoning deaths in 
the United States. Carbon monoxide poisoning claims the lives of 
over 400 people each year, hospitalizing another 4,000 individuals 
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and it causes 20,000 individuals to seek emergency medical treat
ment. H .R. 1796 would amend the Consumer Product Safety Act to 
require that residential carbon monoxide detectors meet current 
voluntary safety standards. Warning labels would have to be 
placed on portable generators advising consumers that they should 
not be used inside residential and dwelling units. And H.R.. 1796 
would authorize the Consumer Product Safety Commission to es
tablish a grant program to assist the States in training fire code 
enforcement officials and educating the public about carbon mon
oxide risks and the proper use of carbon monoxide detectors. 

Through these simple actions, H.R. 1796 will enable consumers 
to better protect themselves. against carbon monoxide. exposure and 
poisoning, and I want to take this time to commend Mr. Matheson 
for his tireless work to prevent these outcomes, many of which are 
avoidable, and I look forward to hearing from our first panel of wit
nesses and our ensuing discussion on this important bill and this 
important matter. 

The second bill before us is H .R. 4805, the Formaldehyde Stand
ards of Composite Wood Products Act. This legislation will achieve 
two very important goals: protecting American consumers and pro
tecting American jobs. H.R. 4805 will amend the Toxic Substances 
Control Act by establishing a federal standard based on require
ments already set by the State of California to limit the amount 
of formaldehyde that can be emitted from composite wood products. 
Because this standard will apply nationally, the legislation will re
sult in greater protection for all Americans. It will also ensure that 
we do not have a repeat of the disaster with FEMA trailers that 
were used for emergency housing following Hurricane Katrina, 
which I might remind all of us, the thousands sick unnecessarily, 
and it would make. all of our consumers much safer. 

Mrs. Matsui's proposed legislation will level the playing field for 
American manufacturers. Currently, importers do not have to meet 
these standards except to the extent that they conduct business in 
California. As a result, badly needed manufacturing jobs are going 
overseas and American consumers are less safe. And I want to 
again take. this moment to applaud my colleague from the State of 
California, Mrs. Matsui, for championing this legislation and work
ing hard on this legislation and ensuring that we are doing every
thing that we can for both consumers and businesses. 

With that, I yield back the balance of my time and recognize the 
ranking member, Mr. Whitfield, for 5 minutes for the purposes of 
an opening statement. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ED WHITFIELD, A REPRESENT
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF KEN
TUCKY 
Mr. WHITFIELD. Well, thank you, Chairman, and I certainly want 

to welcome all the. witnesses today. We do. look forward to your tes
timony, your expert testimony on both of these bills, and I certainly 
want to thank Mrs. Matsui for her bringing to our attention the 
formaldehyde issue with her legislation, H.R. 4805, which is the 
Formaldehyde Standards for Composite Wood Products Act. 

I don't think there is any question that all of us recognize the 
concerns with formaldehyde, and the purpose of these hearings of 
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course is to bring out issues that are of concern to us, and one of 
the concerns that I have about this particular bill, which does not 
mean I am opposed to it in any way, but it does not write an actual 
standard into law and it does not direct the scientists at EPA to 
investigate this matter .. Instead, it explicitly cites a State regula
tion that was adopted in California and it refers to the California 
provision. The California regulation has not been fully phased in 
yet. We cannot get a complete picture of any incremental improve
ments in public health or how smoothly businesses subjected to it 
have transitioned and whether consumers, particularly low-income 
Americans, have been able to have. access to affordable products. 
On top of those concerns but no less importantly, I do always have 
a concern when we set a federal standard that there is not federal 
preemption, and I know that one of the witnesses, I believe maybe 
it was Mr. Tom Julia, although I am not 100 percent certain, ex
pressed concern about their only concern about trying to push for 
federal preemption was. that it might slow down this process. So I 
think that is a couple of issues that we can explore today in this 
hearing. 

And then I certainly want to thank Mr. Matheson for R .R. 1796, 
the Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Prevention Act, which we also rec
ognize is a real problem. I suppose that one issue that we will want 
to explore in this hearing as well relates to right now. I guess about 
25 States have voluntary standards on this issue and I believe this 
legislation makes it mandatory, and it is my understanding the 
Consumer Product Safety Act that the Commission can invoke a 
mandatory standard but it has to be under certain conditions and 
whether or not those are met in this situation, I am not sure. 

One other concern that I have, particularly with our current fi
nancial situation in America with a $14 trillion debt is starting a 
new grant program, and I don't remember precisely how much 
money is authorized for this per year but my recoJlection was 
maybe it is a couple of million a year, but those are issues that you 
all are going to help us address and so I want to thank you for 
being here, Mr. Chairman, and we look forward to their testimony 
today. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Utah, the 
author of the bill that is currently under consideration, Mr. Mathe
son, for 2 minutes for the purpose of opening statements. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JIM MATHESON, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF UTAH 

Mr. MATHESON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for 
holding this hearing. I do look forward to hearing from the wit
nesses and look forward to hearing from my colleagues because 
that is the purpose of these legislative hearings. We try to look to 
work together to build more consensus, and I am certainly not wed
ding to the specific text of the initial draft of the bill. I think that 
is why we are here today is to learn and improve on that to deal 
with what I think is a really important issue. We have roughly 500 
deaths a year in the United States from carbon monoxide poi
soning. An additional 15,000 people are hospitalized due to this. If 
there are efforts we can make that are prudent to. create greater. 
awareness of prevention, I think that is a worthy cause to take up, 
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so I am glad that this subcommittee has scheduled this hearing on 
this legislation. 

Just real quickly, there are three basic components to the bill. It 
codifies current voluntary standards for carbon monoxide detectors 
into law. It mandates labeling standards for portable generators 
and establishes a grant program for States that want to raise 
awareness and provide carbon monoxide detectors. 

Again, Mr. Chairman, I do appreciate you calling this hearing. 
I hope it is a productive hearing for all of us and we look to im
prove on this legislation as we move forward. I yield back my time. 

Mr. R USH. The Chair thanks the gentleman. The Chair now rec
ognizes Dr. Gingrey for 2 minutes for the purposes of opening 
statement. 

Mr. GINGREY. Mr. Chairman, I thank you and I would like to ask 
unanimous consent to submit my prepared remarks for the record. 

Mr. R USH. So ordered. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF. HON. PHIL GINGREY, A REPRESENT
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Mr. GINGREY. I want to spend my 2 minutes, Mr. Chairman, re
lating something anecdotally, and I hope you will bear with me. It 
was 53 years ago that I was a 14-year-old kid and my mom and 
dad owned a small mop and pop motel at the state line between 
South Carolina and Georgia, and in Georgia, it was permitted to 
drink at age 21 but in South Carolina it was permitted to drink 
at age 18. So a lot of the soldiers at Fort Gordon would come across 
the river on the weekends and stay at our motel for a couple of 
nights for relaxation and yes, of cow·se, to go across the street and 
drink a little beer. On a cold March night on a Satw·day night, we 
had three soldiers in one of the motel rooms. Sunday morning my 
mom and my two brothers and I, all Catholic, went to Mass, and 
when we came back to the motel, we were shocked to see Army 
hearses in the parking lot from Fort Gordon, Georgia. And what 
had happened is, those three soldiers in that motel room died from 
carbon monoxide poisoning that night because of a faulty heater. 
My dad has been dead for a long time. I wish he were alive today 
so he could know about Mr. Matheson's bill and be here and listen 
to what we discuss today because he never got over that emotion
ally. It wasn't his fault but of course as I say, he felt to blame for 
the deaths of these 18-year-old and I believe one 19-year-old soldier 
from carbon monoxide poisoning. Their bodies were found right 
next to the door trying to get out of that motel room. They almost 
made it but not quite. So I have very strong feelings about this and 
I told my staff that instead of reading the great written remarks 
he had prepared that this really means a lot to me and it all comes 
back. It is like it happened yesterday. 

So this is serious business and I really commend Mr. Matheson 
and I commend my good friend, Mrs. Matsui, as well. I look for
ward to the testimony from the witnesses and discussion from my 
colleagues, and Mr. Chairman, with that I will yield back. 

[The prepared statement of Dr. Gingrey follows:] 
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Rep. Phi l Gingrey 
Opening Statement for HR 1796 & HR 4805 Hearing 
Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection Subcommittee 
March 18, 2010 

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you fo r calling today 's hearing on two pieces of 
legislation - H.R. 1796, the Residential Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Prevention Act and 
H.R. 4805, the Formaldehyde Standards for Composite \Vood Products Act. I also want 
to commend you for moving these bills through regular order. I believe that both pieces 
of legislation fall into important areas of the jurisdiction of the Subcommittee. 

Mr. Chairman, l am pleased that we are going to be able to hear from both panels of 
witnesses on each bill so we can get a closer look at the need for federal action in this 
arena. On both bills, there are already mechanisms in place with the Consumer Product 
Safery Commission to potentially address these matters, but the question that I hope these 
wi tnesses will address is whether or not there is the need for further federal regulation. 

Let me be clear, both carbon mt)noxi<le and formaldehyde present problems to consumers 
that have led to disease and in a number of cases - particularly with carbon monoxide -
death. H.R. 1796, introduced by our Subcommittee colleague. Mr. Matheson ofL'tah. 
will mandate the current voluntary standard for carbon monoxide detectors and require 
warning labels on portable generators. One concern that this poses is that it may not have 
an impact on reducing the unfortunate fatalities that have resulted from carbon monoxide. 

Mr. Chaimian, H.R. 4805 - introduced by our Subcnmmittee colleague from California, 
:vis. Matsui - seeks to codify that the California s tandard on formaldehyde standards in 
composite wood products be applied at the federal level. As will be discussed throughout 
this hearing, this standard 1>.·-as only recently adopted in California. and I v.:ould like to get 
more infonnation from the panel as 10 the impact it will have on hoth safety and the 
economy before we move forward on this legislation. 

Mr. Chairman, I believe that we can all agree that there arc a number of important issues 
that will affect consumer safety that will be discussed today. Again, I applaud you for 
allowing us the opportunity tn fully discuss these issues in this hearing. I look forward to 
hearing from our panels. and 1 yield back the balance of my time. 
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Mr. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes the gentlelady from Cali
fornia, Mrs. Matsui, for 2 minutes for the purposes of opening 
statement . 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DORIS 0. MATSUI, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 
Mrs. MATSUI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you very 

much for calling today's hearing. l wou]d also like to. thank the 
panelists for appearing before us today and I look forward to hear
ing your views. 

The legislative proposals being discussed will help industry 
achieve consistent standards of compliance, create jobs, protect 
public health, boost consumer confidence and reduce harmful emis
sions. It is for these reasons that. Congressman Matheson is to be 
applauded for sponsoring H.R. 1796, which will require the United 
States Consumer Product Safety Commission to enforce stronger 
standards to protect people nationwide against the deadly dangers 
of carbon monoxide. As we continue to discuss ways in which cer
tain products impact American consumers, it is critical that the 
federal government adopt approaches that are. stimulative, effec
tive, innovative and efficient. It is equally important, however, that 
we ensure that our Nation follows best practices and adheres to the 
toughest production standards in the world. 

Toward that end, I have partnered with Congressman Ehlers to 
introduce H .R. 4805, which would establish national standards for 
formaldehyde in domestic and imported composite wood products. 
The emissions of formaldehyde, which is a chemical widely used in 
a variety of composite wood product applications, are known to 
have adverse effects on human health and resulted in cases of tox
icity for those storms victims provided FEMA trailers following 
Hurricane Katrina. 

H.R. 4805 would apply the rule. recently adopted by the Cali
fornia Air Resources Board, otherwise known as CARB, in collabo
ration with industry, regulatory authorities and public interest 
groups to lower limits for formaldehyde emissions in those com
posite wood products. ln doing so, the bill would direct the EPA to 
accept the standard that is already being practiced by our domestic 
industries and ensure that ongoing economic recovery efforts con
tinue. I urge my colleagues to favorably consider this bipartisan, bi
cameral legislation which is publicly endorsed by industry, environ
mentalists, labor and health care advocates, and I commend Sen
ators Klobuchar and Crapo for offering the Senate counterpart and 
for their leadership on jobs and consumer health issues. 

Mr. Chairman, I thank you again for. calling today's hearing and 
I yield back the balance of my time. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Louisiana, 
Mr. Scalise, for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE SCALI SE, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF LOU
ISIANA 

Mr. SCALISE. Thank you, Chairman Rush and Ranking Member 
Whitfield for having this hearing today. 
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I believe it is important that our subcommittee continue to exam
ine chemicals and substances that are used in our everyday lives 
as well as the laws governing their use in commerce. It is our obli
gation to ensure that consumers are properly protected. As I have 
said before, we must also find the appropriate balance between pro
tecting our health and the environment and protecting jobs in this 
economy and the manufacturers who make the products that we 
enjoy. 

Of particular interest to me and my constituents for this hearing 
is formaldehyde. It is a chemical that is widely used but one that 
unfortunately my constituents are all too familiar with. In 2005, 
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita destroyed more than 300,000 homes 
and displaced approximately 700,000 people. As a result, FEMA 
and its contractors shipped over 200,000 mobiles home, travel trail
ers and other temporary housing units to our region. These tem
porary units helped meet the critical housing need following the 
2005 hurricanes. Only later did we find out that some of these 
trailers contained formaldehyde and had exposed people. to health 
risks associated with this chemical. According to the Department 
of Homeland Security's Inspector General, approximately one-third 
of the units had "significant potential formaldehyde problems." 
This led to many people experiencing health and respiratory issues 
and some even had to move out of the trailers. 

Given the challenges. we. have faced, formaldehyde is an issue 
that we take very seriously in south Louisiana. That is why I am 
pleased to see some of my colleagues focusing on this issue and in
troducing legislation aimed at setting standards for formaldehyde 
in composite wood products. However, I do have concerns with the 
legislation and would like to see changes made. My office has dis
cussed this legislation with a number of organizations and busi
nesses involved in the composite wood industry and they have all 
echoed support for these changes. Chief among these is preemption. 
As many members have already said, I am afraid that without pre
emption, businesses will face a myriad of different state regulations 
that will only make it more difficult for them to conduct business. 
If California is. essentially setting the national. standard, what is to 
prevent them from changing the standard again, thereby creating 
different requirements and compromising the national standard? 

I am also concerned about the timjng requirements and restric
tions that could be placed on businesses. It is my understanding 
that implementation was delayed in California because of the chal
lenges business faced in meeting the requirements .. I hope that we 
would look at these issues and the potential unintended con
sequences that could result from this bill. 

Again, Mr. Chairman, formaldehyde is a serious issue that has 
impacted many of my constituents and I am pleased that we are 
having this hearing. I do hope that we will fully examine the legis
lation and proceed carefully when debating the possibility. of imple
menting the prescriptive requirements of one State across the Na
tion. I look forward to hearing from our panelists on their views on 
H.R. 4805, particularly on whether preemption would improve the 
bill. I yield back. 

Mr. RUSH. The gentlelady from Ohio, Ms. Sutton, is recognized 
for 2. minutes. 
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BETTY SU1TON, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF omo 
Ms. SUTTON. Thank you, Chairman Rush, and thank you for 

holding this hearing on these two bills. that. are critically. important 
moving through the subcommittee .. I am proud to be a cosponsor 
of these initiatives. and I commend Mr. Matheson and Mrs. Matsui 
for their leadership on these very important safety issues. 

The Residential Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Prevention Act will 
require all manufacturers to meet widely accepted standards for 
carbon monoxide detectors, and the Formaldehyde Standards for 
Composite Wood Products Act will protect the health of American 
families from high uses of formaldehyde in common household 
products like flooring, paneling, cabinets and doors, both important 
objectives. 

Carbon monoxide poisoning is the leading cause of poisoning 
death in the United States and formaldehyde has been recognized 
as a carcinogen. National standards will certainly enhance safety 
for consumers. and will level the playing field between foreign and 
domestic manufacturers. Currently, foreign manufacturers who use 
unsafe levels of harmful toxins like formaldehyde are able to un
dercut domestic manufacturers who put safety above profit. Every 
year, countless Americans are injured, sometimes fatally, by harm
ful products that have been manufactured abroad and imported 
into. the. United States. 

I recently introduced the Foreign Manufacturers Legal Account
ability Act of 2010 to protect American consumers and businesses 
from defective products manufactured abroad. It is our job to pro
tect American consumers. The American people expect and demand 
that the products that they are sold are safe for themselves and 
their fammes. When they install a carbon monoxide detector, they 
expect that it will warn of dangerous levels of carbon monoxide, 
and when they install a new countertop or paneling, they expect 
that the wood products are harmless, and we must ensure that 
that is the case regardless of where products are made. Dangerous 
products are dangerous products, and those who would profit over 
the safety of the American people must. not escape accountability 
simply because they manufacture unsafe products abroad and ship 
them to the United States for our use, and I yield back. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes the vice chairman of the 
subcommittee, the gentlelady from Illinois, Ms. Schakowsky, for 2 
minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JANICE D. SCHAKOWSKY, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLI
NOIS 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am proud to be 
a cosponsor of the Residential Carbon Monoxide Prevention Act, 
which would establish a mandatory. safety. standard for all carbon 
monoxide detectors and requires warning labels on portable gen
erators, a major source of carbon monoxide poisoning. I can't think 
of more dramatic and compelling testimony than we heard from 
Representative Gingrey about how important this legislation is, 
and I am not going to try and elaborate on that. 
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We do know, according to the Illinois Department of Public 
Health, however, that infants are even more susceptible to carbon 
monoxide poisoning because their hemoglobin binds with carbon 
monoxide better than adults do, so this is a special problem for 
children. The highest rates are among seniors because they are 
most likely to mistake the. symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning 
for the flu or general fatigue. So I am very happy to join my col
leagues in H.R. 1796. 

The Formaldehyde Standards for Composite Wood Products Act 
is another very impor tant bill, and I would ask my colleague, Rep
resentative Matsui, to add me as a cosponsor of the bill to establish 
a strong standard for emissions of formaldehyde from the covered 
products, which are very common in usage and in most of our 
homes and backyards. But I think it is important to emphasize 
that Congress is being forced to act on this measure because the 
Environmental Protection Agency hasn't been able to do so under 
the existing Toxic Substances Control Act. This is another reason 
why we will turn our attention to reforming TSCA later this year. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Nebraska, 
Mr. Terry, for 2 minutes. 

Mr. TERRY. Waive opening statement. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks t he gentleman. The Chair now rec-

ognizes the gentlelady from Colorado, Ms. DeGette, for 2 minutes. 
Ms. DEGETI'E. I will put my opening statement in the record. 
(The information was unavailable at the time of printing.] 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks the gentlelady. The chair now rec

ognizes the gentlelady from Florida, Ms. Castor, for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. KATHY CASTOR, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

Ms. CASTOR. Thank you, Chairman Rush, and good morning, ev
eryone. 

It is a good day when we can come to a hearing and discuss bi
partisan legislation that will put more Americans back to work and 
make families and communities safer. I am supportive of both of 
these bills because there is no doubt they will save lives and jobs. 
When industry and public health can agree that new Jaws are in 
the best interest of all involved, that is very positive. However, I 
want to stress that these bills should be viewed as just steps in the 
path to where we really need to go. They don't really bring us 
across the finish line. 

Now, H.R. 1796, the carbon monoxide bill, requires that the vol
untary standard for carbon monoxide alarms be made mandatory, 
as many of you know, carbon monoxide, it is the leading cause of 
poisoning death in the United States each year so the urgency to 
pass this bill is particularly acute for Floridians because we are be
ginning to plan for hur ricane season, and besides bottled water and 
batteries, Floridians are going out to buy generators, and when the 
big storms roll up through the Gulf or the Atlantic, they lose power 
and start their generators, and these generators, they will put 
them in the garages and the gas is colorless, odorless, and this poi
son can kill them while they sleep and we have had some very sad 
occasions there .. So we need to pass this uniform standard. This is 
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going to protect all of us. It is a good start but what we really need 
to do is pass comprehensive TSCA reform so that we don't create 
more loopholes with piecemeal chemicals legislation. We need to 
give EPA the authority to regulate harmful chemicals in many of 
the products that are. being dumped on us. from overseas. 

So in closing, I strongly support both of these bills and encourage 
my coJleagues to vote for them as well. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks the gentlelady and the Chair 
thanks all the members for their opening statements. 

It is now my privilege to welcome our panel of witnesses before 
this. subcommittee. It is indeed an esteemed panel, and I will intro
duce each panelist beginning on my left where we find Mr. Robert 
J. Howell, Jr., who is the assistant executive director of the Office 
of Hazard Identification and Reduction for the U.S. Consumer 
Product Safety Commission. Seated next to Mr. Howell is Dr. Eric 
Lavonas, who is the associate director of the Rocky Mountain Poi
son and Drug Center, and he is an emergency physician at the 
Denver health Medical Center in Denver, Colorado. And seated 
next to Dr. Lavonas is Mr. John Andres, who is the director of en
gineering for the Kidde Corporation. And seated next to Mr. An
dres is Mr. Mark Devine, who is the vice president of marketing 
for First Alert, which is an outstanding and illustrious company 
from my. home State of Illinois. located south of Chicago in Aurora, 
Illinois, where I visited many times, and First Alert is indeed an 
excellent Illinois corporate citizen. 

I want to welcome all of the witnesses today, and I want you to 
know that it is the practice of this committee that each witness 
must be sworn in, so would you stand and raise your right hand? 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. RUSH. Let the record reflect that the witnesses have all an

swered in the affirmative. 
And now we will invite Mr. Howell to present his opening state

ment. Mr. Howell, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT J. HOWELL, JR., ASSISTANT EXECU
TIVE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND 
REDUCTION, U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMIS
SION; ERIC LA VONAS, M.D., ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN POISON AND DRUG CENTER, EMERGENCY PHYSI
CIAN, DENVER HEALTH MEDICAL CENTER; JOHN ANDRES, 
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING. KIDDE RESIDENTIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL DIVISION; AND MARK DEVINE, VICE PRESI
DENT OF MARKETING, FIRST ALERT 

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT J. HOWELL, JR. 

Mr. HOWELL. Good morning, Chairman Rush, Ranking Member 
Whitfield and members of the Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, 
and Consumer Protection. My name is Robert Howell and I am the 
assistant executive director for the Office of Hazard Identification 
and Reduction at the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. 
I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you this morning re
garding H.R. 1796, the Residential Carbon Monoxide Poisoning 
Prevention Act and t he overall dangerous of carbon monoxide poi
soning. 
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Before I begin, I would like to note for the record that the testi
mony that I will give this morning is mine and reflects the views 
of my technical staff. The testimony has not been reviewed or ap
proved by the Commission and may not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Commission. 

Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless and poisonous gas that 
results from the incomplete combustion of fuels such as natural 
gas, gasoline, oil, coal and other fuels. The health effects related to 
carbon monoxide depend upon its concentration in the blood, which 
in turn depends upon its concentration in air, the duration of expo
sure and each individual's general health. 

Some symptoms of CO poisoning may mimic common illnesses, 
such as influenza or colds, opening up the opportunity for an initial 
misdiagnosis. Patients are frequently unaware of exposures to car
bon monoxide, and health care providers may not always consider 
carbon monoxide poisoning as a cause of such nonspecific symp
toms. 

CPSC staff estimates that there were 180 unintentional, non-fire 
carbon monoxide poisoning deaths in 2006 associated with con
sumer products with 71 percent of these deaths occurring in homes. 
Gas furnaces and boilers have historically been a leading cause of 
carbon monoxide deaths associated with consumer products. How
ever, portable generator-related have increased more than 350 per
cent in recent years from an average of about 16 deaths per year 
from 1999 through 2001 to about 75 deaths per year from 2004 
through 2006. But regardless of the type of appliance involved in 
the incident, CPSC data show that carbon monoxide poisoning and 
death are much more likely to occur in homes with no functioning 
carbon monoxide alarms. 

CPSC recommends that every home have a carbon monoxide 
alarm in the hallway near the bedrooms in each separate sleeping 
area. These alarms should be battery operated or plug-in with a 
battery backup. CPSC publishes annual press releases on the im
portance of maintaining home heating systems using carbon mon
oxide alarms, meeting the requirements of the UL 2034 standard 
and installing carbon monoxide alarms outside every sleeping area 
in the home. We also issue our rapid response media alerts when 
an oncoming storm is likely to spur power outages, as happened in 
this winter's historic snowfalls. The Commission has also taken ac
tion to warn consumers of the specific danger posed by the im
proper operation of portable generators. In January 2007, the Com
mission issued a final rule making a portable generator labeling re
quirement mandatory on units manufactured after May 13, 2007. 

The Commission has also directed staff to investigate methods to 
address the carbon monoxide hazard associated with portable gen
erators. CPSC staff is working expeditiously and making excellent 
progress to develop and demonstrate a proof of concept for tech
nology that would lower the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning as
sociated with portable generators. To date, the work has yielded 
promising. preliminary results. such. as prototype. generators which 
would significantly lower emissions rates. than found in today's 
marketplace. However, it likely will take another 2. years of addi
tional testing and modeling before the. Commission is ready to con-
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sider a proposed rule to regulate carbon monoxide emissions from 
portable generators. 

CPSC staff supports the goals of H.R. 1796. Carbon monoxide 
alarms save lives by warning consumers of the presence of carbon 
monoxide before the onset of its debilitating effects. CPSC staff be
lieves that the current edition of UL 2034 is. an effective. standard 
and that products meeting those requirements provide adequate 
protection against carbon monoxide poisoning. Making conformance 
to UL 2034 mandatory will establish a minimum acceptable per
formance standard for carbon monoxide alarms and will give CPSC 
greater authority to keep non-complying carbon monoxide alarms 
out of the U.S. marketplace. 

CPSC staff also supports the provisions in H.R. 1796 for a state 
grant program for carbon monoxide alarms. Reportedly, only 35 to 
50 percent of U.S. households have carbon monoxide alarms. Work
ing with state and local authorities is critical to amplifying our 
message on the dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning. Getting car
bon monoxide alarms into more American homes,. both existing and 
new construction, will save lives. We believe the passage of H.R. 
1796 along with our work to reduce or eliminate carbon monoxide 
emissions at the source, alerting consumers to the presence of haz
ardous carbon monoxide levels if they occur, and educating con
sumers to the hazards posed by carbon monoxide will provide a 
comprehensive approach to addressing the risk to the American 
consumer from carbon monoxide. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for the opportunity to testify on 
H.R. 1796 and the overall issue of carbon monoxide dangers. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Howell follows:] 
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Good morning. Chaim1an Rush. Ranking Mem~r Whi1fidd. and Mcmhcrs of thc 
Sub.:ommincc 1m Commerce. Trade and Consumer Pmtcc1ion. My name is Robert J. 
Howl~ll. and I am th(~ Assistant Executive Director for the Office of Hazard lden1ifka1ion 
and Rcduc1ion al lhe U.S. Consumer Product Sakly Commissi\m ("CPSC''). I appr~·ciatc 
the opportunity to tcslify befort: you thi~ morning regarding H.R. 1796. 1hc Residential 
Carhon Monoxide Poisoning Prcvc.:nlk>n Acl. and the overall dangers of carbon monoxide 
p\JiSl)ning. The testimony that I will give this morning is mine and reflects the views of 
my 1cchnical staff. The lcslimony has not been reviewed or approved by the Commission 
aml may 1101 m:ccssarily rctlc~·11he vh:ws of lhc Commission. 

In my role a1 CPSC. I oversee the technil'.al work of the agency within the directorates for 
Engineering Stiences. Epidemiology. Economic Analysis. Health Sciences and 
Labornwry Sciences. My offo:e is responsihle for the collt-'(.·1ion and analysis of dcalh 
and injury data associated with consumer producls. which indudc fuel-burning producls 
such as heating systems. engine driven tools. gas appliances. and portable gencrator8 and 
related prodLJcts. includinj! carbon monoxide alarms. My office also is respnnsible for 
analy1ing product .safety pcrfonnan..:e. developing 1cchnolo£ical solutions to address 
producr safety concerns. and working with those stakeholders involved in developing 
volumary standards designed to improve consumer product performance. 

I. Carbon Monoxide: The Silent Killer 

Caroon monoxide (CO) is a colorless. odorless. and poisonous gas 1hat resul!s from the 
incomplete combustion or fuels such as natural or liquefied petroleum (LP) gas. gasoline, 
oil. wood. coal. and other fuels. The health effects related lo CO depend upon its 
con..:cmr:uion in hlmxl. which in mm depends on its cnncentralion in air. the duration of 
expo.~urc, and each individual's general heahh. 1 

Some symptom.~ of CO poisoning may mimic common illnesses. such as intluen7.a or 
colds; thus. there likdy is a high incidence of initial misdiagnosis tiy physicians and 
vic1ims. Patients are frequently unaware (lf exposures to CO. and heallh care providers 
may not always consider CO pois11ning a~ a cause of sul·h m'n-spccific symplnms. 

For example, picture an apartment complex wi1h a faulty furnace. As CO seeps inside oi 
thal apartment C)r home.>.. the residems will begin hi fed sick. At fim. mayt>e they will just 
hclicvc they arc coming down wi1h the llu. as they experience mild nausea and 
headache~. The sympt.oms then worsen as the CO cominue~ 10 concc.mrate and diainess 
and tlisorienta1ion ~d in. This is the ~·rilic.:al mom~·m. If the re.~idcnts do not exi1 their 
dwellings and !)Ct In lre~h air. 1hcn unconsdousness is the next stage. If 1hc furnace does 

1 
CarbC>11 mon.,xiJt> t·Dmhint's wi1h h~moglobin 1Hh! wi1h :in affinity :1hout :!50 limes that of oxygen. 

forming ~arhoxyhemoglnhin CCOHbl and inicrfcring with (>xyg~n 1r:m5por1. ll~li,·cry ar1J utilizacion. 
Gcntr:illy. 1hcr~ a~ no percep1i!>IC' he;1lth cff~<'.l~ or symptom~ in h~ahhy individual;. at C'OHb l~vds b~low 
10 p~rccnl. Symptoms assodat~d with hl0<id levels at o,. aho-.~ to p(·r.-.. nc COHb include headache. 
fa1igu". nausc•a. an<! cognitiv,- imp;1irm<'lll. Loss of cons.:1ousness. coma. and death can occur at COHb 
levels gr.,aler 1h:m 20 percent. althoug.h for hcalchy aduh;. CO fotaliues typically require k•ds above ~O 
rer~cn1. 
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nol shul down. or a carh(>n monoxide alann fail~ to wam the ocrnpanis. serious injury or 
dea1h is likely ro occur. Thal is why properly operaling CO alarms should he installed in 
all res idenccs. 

II. CO Poisoning Incidents: Recent Trends 

CPSC s1aff estimates thal there were 180 unintentional non-fire CO poisoning deaths in 
2006 assfx;ialed with consumer products wilh 71 percent of these deaths occurring in 
homes. Consumer produ~·ts often assodalcd with CO farnlitics include fuel-burning 
appliances such as furnaces. portahlc gcncrnlors. portahlc propane heaters. gas range~. 
gas water healers. and charcoal and gas grills. 

Gas furnaces and boilers have historically heen a leading cause of CO deaths associated 
with consumer products. From 2004 10 2006, they accounted for almosl half (43%) of 
the estimated 69 CO deaths associaled wilh the gas fueled appliances. 

However. a signifo:am increasing 1rend in consumer product-related. non-fire CO 
iaialities irom 1999 10 2006 is attrihut::ihle 10 generators. Portable generator-related 
dcmhs have increased more lhan 3.50 pen:enl in recent years. from an average of about 16 
deaths per year. from 1999-WO I. 10 ahour 75 dealhs per year in 1he period 2004-2006. 
During the three-year period 2004-2006. 41 percent of consumer pmduct-rdated CO 
poisoning deaths (an average of about 7.5 deaths annually) were generaror-rclatcd and .l'i 
percent (an average of 63 dcalhs per yearJ were heating system-related. 

Rcgan.lless of the type of appliance invulvcd in 1hc incident. CPSC data also show that 
CO poisoning and dealh arc m1Kh more likely to occur in homes wilh no functioning CO 
alarms. 

Ill. CPSC Response to CO Poisoning from Consumer Products 

To address the non-generawr rdated CO hazard. CPSC staff has employed a 1hrec-fold 
approach: (I) redul'.ing or eliminating CO prodwtion al the source. (2} alerting 
consumers w the presences of hazardous CO levels ii I hey occur; and (3) educating 
Cllllsumcr to che hazards posed by CO. 

In its efforts m reduce CO deaths. CPSC staff has taken the approach of limiting CO 
levels in the home to the lowest possible Je,·ei achievable taking into account the 
limitations of combustion appliance technology and the dett"ction capabilities oi low-cost 
CO alarms. Avoidance of nuisance appliance shu1dow11~ and alarm activations has been 
a primary cnnccm. Hislorkally. we have had good success. hut more needs to be done. 

When conking l)r heating appliances arc kepi in good working order. they produce lit1lc 
CO. Improperly operating appliances can produce fo1al CO con..:entrations in lhc home. 
Proper installa1ion. operation. and maintenance of fuel-burning appliances in the home 
are the most important factors in reducing lhe risk of CO poisoning. In additkm lo the 
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prnper use and upkeep of appliances that arc potential CO sources. CO alarms providt>. a 
valuable second line of protection. 

CPSC rccommcmls that every hmne have a CO alarm in the hallway near the bedrooms 
in each separate sleeping an:a. The CO alam1s should be: baucry-operated or plug-in wich 
battery back-up. The CO alarms should be certified ll' the requirements of che most 
recent Underwriters Laboratories il!L) standard for CO alarms. Consumers should test 
CO alarms frequently and replace hancrics annually. CPSC reaches out to the media and 
cnnsumers about the dangers of carhon monoxide through many venues. Twice a year 
CPSC remind~ consumers to check their CO alarms when they adjust their docks for 
daylight saving lime and 10 change 1he alarm baneries annually. 

We alsn puhlish annual press rckases on the impmtance of maintaining home heating 
systems. using CO alarms m~-cting the requirements of the UL 2034 standard. and 
installing CO alarms outside every sleeping area in the home. Our "rapid response" 
media alcns are issued when an oncoming storm is likely lo spur power outages. as 
happened in the recent hisloric snowfalls here in the Northeast. We also have several 
puhlica1ions on our Web .site aimed at warning consumers about carbon monoxide 
poi~oning. Consumers may download these publications llf order free copies. 

In addition. this year we are developing a poster l'Ontcsl for middle school students. 1he 
collectit>n of cor11es1 submissions is anticipated in 2011. The goal is to educaie studems 
and families and generate awareness across the country about poisonous carbon 
monoxide. 

The Commission has also taken action to warn consumers of che specific danger posed by 
the improper operation of portable generators. In January 2007. che Commission issued a 
final rule making a portable generator labeling requircmem mandatory on unics 
manufactured on or after May 14. 2007. The mandatory warning laoel infonns 
purchasers that ·Tsing a generator indoors CAN KILL YOU IN MINUTES: ''Genera!or 
exhaust conrnins caroon monoxide. This is a poison you cannot see or smell:" "NEVER 
use inside a home or garage. EVEN IF doors and windows arc open:" "Only use 
OUTSIDE and for away from window~. doors and vents.'' The warning lahd also 
indudes pk'tograms indicating the danger of CO emissions from portable generators for 
consumers who may not understaml 1hc written warnings. However. lahcls are only pan 
of the answer: vigorous action is needed to limit the amoum of carbon monoxide 
produced hy ponahle generators. 

To lower 1he CO poisoning risk. associated with portable generators. the approach lhc 
agency is taking is similar to the approach CPSC takes with many other products. which 
i~ t() reduce the risk at ils source. In December 2006. the Commis~ion directed staff to 
investigate methods to address the CO hazard associated with portable generators and 
published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking ( ANPR I. 

CPSC staff is working expeditil)Usly and making cxcelli:nt progress to develop and 
dcmPnstrate a "pn•of nf concept'' for technology that would lower the risk of CO 
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poisonin~ asso.:ialed with portable g~nerarors. Under a conlracl with the University of 
Alabama (LJA). CPSC and UA srnff have worked to develop two prototype portable 
generators. The first prototype i~ designed to opcra1c with significantly reduced CO 
emissions in the exhausl Thl· prototype d..:sign incorporates dcctronic fuel injection 
(EFI>. which i~ a pmven. well-understood tcchnnlogy. The prototype generator was 
subjected to a durahility test program to ensure it would perform while achieving the 
desired emissiun rates thmughout the entire advertised u~cful Jifc of the generator and nOI 

adversely affect generator perfonnancc. 

A scrnnd proto1ypc was developed that uses the same CO-emission reduction strategy as 
the durability-tested unit hut incorporatcs programmed logic that can distinguish when 
engine performant·e is affected by opl·rnti\>n in an enclosed space and shms the engine 
off. Thi~ is a tamper-proof safety feature intended 10 iurther limit consumers' exposure 
to CO when rhc pnxluct is used in an enclosed area. 

In tandem with the University of Alabama t·nntract. we arc also working with our federal 
partner - the: National Institute of Siandards and Technology (NIST) - to devdop the 
requirements for a potential prop()SCd rule limiting CO emissions from portable 
generators. the criteria for which will be: hased t)n health effects. To do this. NIST is 
1csting the two University of Alabama prntotype generators in a garage attached to a 
house sci up to measure how CO moves from the garage into the rest of the house. This 
set-up. with 1he generator operating in an attached garage, is a common fatal consumer 
incident scenario. The results from these and other tests. conducted by NIST. will ~ 
used by CPSC staff to evaluate the efficacy of the prototype!., and compared to tests run 
with off-the-shelf commercially available generators. in creating survivable conditions 
for occupants in the house. 

To dale. the W<)rk on prototype generators that can reduce the risk of CO poisoning has 
been very promising. However. it likely will cake anoiher two years of additional testing 
and modding hc:forc lhc Commission is read)' 10 consider a proposed rule to n:gulate CO 
emissions from poriahle generators. 

IV. H.R. 1796 

CPSC staff suppons lhc goals of H .R. 1796. CO alarms save Ii ve.~. They do that by 
.,,.arning consumers of the presence of CO bcfQ.i:i.: rhe onset of i1s debilitating effect~. 
CPSC staff helieves tha1 1he currt.·nt edition of UL 20.\4 i~ an effective standard. and that 
products mec:ling 1hose requiremenls pnwide adequate pro1ec1ion againsl CO poisoning. 
CPSC staff worked closely with UL on the: developmenl am.I sub~cqucnt revisions to UL 
2034. Making conl"irmance 10 UL 2034 mandatory will provide a kvel playing lldd lor 
CO alarm manufacturers and will give CPSC greater authority to keep non-complying 
CO alarms out of the l.i.S. markc:t. 

CPSC staff also supports the provisions in 1-1..R. 1796 li.)r a state grant program for carhon 
monoxide alarms. Reportedly. only 35 percent to 50 percent or U.S. households have CO 
alarms. CPSC i~ a small agency wilh a big mission. Working with state and local 
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authorities is critical to amplifying our message on the dangers of ,·arhon monoxide 
poisoning. Getting CO alarms into rnnre Amc::ri<:an homes - b(1lh existing and new 
cons1ruction - will save lives. 

However. I should stress that our suppon of H.R. 1796 does not diminish the need for 
manufacturers of generators and gas appliances to design and build products in a manner 
lhat provides the greatest level of protection to consumers from CO exposure. We will 
continue lO pursue our current initiatives to ensure that this is accomplished. We helie\'C 
lhe.~e initiatives. along with pa~sage of ltR. 1796, will pmvidc a comprehen.sive 
approach to addressing the risks to the American consumer fmm carbon monoxide. 

* * * * ~ 

Mr. Chairman. thank you again for the opportunity to testify on H.R. 1796 and the owrall 
is~uc nf CO dangers. CPSC continues to work aggressively to reduce deaths and injuries 
associated with carbon mt)noxide poisoning from con~umcr products under our 
jurisdiction. and we appreciate the Suhcommiucc' s awareness of this .:ritkal issue. 
would b~ happy to answer any qucslil)ns at this time. 
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Mr. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes Dr. Lavonas for 5 minutes 
for the purposes of opening statement. 

TESTIMONY OF ERIC LA VONAS 
Dr. LAVONAS. Good morning, and thank you. I would like to 

thank the. committee and particularly Mr. Rush and Mr. Matheson 
for inviting me to be here today. As Mr. Rush said, I am an emer
gency physician and a medical toxicologist from Denver. I am one 
of Ms. DeGette's constituents. Thank you. I am the associate direc
tor of the Rocky Mountain Poison and Drug Center, which is the 
State-designated poison control center for five States, and also a 
faculty member at the. University of Colorado .. 

As Mr. Gingrey said, this is serious business, and I am pas
sionate about this, probably for the same reason that Mr. Gingrey 
is. Carbon monoxide poisoning is the leading cause of unintentional 
poisoning death. That is after you subtract out deaths related to 
complications from drug abuse. The most recent data from CDC re
ports 562. unintentional deaths caused by carbon monoxide poi
soning. That was in 2004. That is not counting fire-related deaths 
nor is it counting another 1,200 deaths due to suicide. There are 
approximately 20,000 people treated in America's emergency de
partments each year because of unintentional carbon monoxide poi
soning. Again, that is not counting suicide attempts. As Ms. Scha
kowsky pointed out, infants and the elderly are at increased risk, 
as are women. Surprisingly, there is not much variation around the 
country. North, south, east or west, this is still a big problem. Of 
those 20,000 or so people treated in emergency departments every 
year, about a quarter will have lasting brain damage, and that is 
even with the best available medical treatment. This is a major 
public health problem in the United States. 

So Mr. Gingrey stole my thunder. Statistics are important but 
sometimes it helps to understand two or three deaths instead of 
562. In November 2008, we had an incident in the Colorado moun
tains in which the Lofgren family from Denver won use of a ski 
house in their kids' Presbyterian school charity auction. Unfortu
nately, a vent pipe in the heating system of that home had come 
unglued, apparently well installed but some glue failed. A pipe was 
disconnected. Parker and Caroline Lofgren, their 10-year-old son, 
Owen, and their 8-year-old daughter, Sophie, never woke up the 
next morning. 

In January of 2009, we had a winter storm blow through Denver, 
as it is wont to do, and it loosened the chimney cap on an apart
ment building near the University of Denver . So the building super 
went up on the roof, tightened the cap down as you should do, and 
accidentally killed a 23-year-old graduate student named Lauren 
J ohnson, who was found dead in her apartment the next morning. 

But let me tell you a success story, and these kinds of success 
stories are why I am here. So when I was in Charlotte, North Caro
lina, we helped to pass and then strengthen a residential carbon 
monoxide alarm ordinance. The Charlotte ordinance requires a car
bon monoxide alarm in every dwelling unit in the county. So this 
January, about 2 months ago, a woman, presumably a single mom, 
for reasons that I don't understand decided to use a charcoal grill 
inside the house to cook a meal for herself and her three small chil-
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dren. Now, the landlord is a good landlord and he complied with 
the law so there was a carbon monoxide alarm and a smoke alarm 
in every dwelling unit in the building. Her carbon monoxide and 
smoke alarms went off but she knew the building wasn't on fire. 
She didn't understand about carbon monoxide and presumably she 
pulled the batteries. A few hours later, the carbon monoxide alarm 
in the upstairs apartment went off. The upstairs neighbor recog
nized the problem, went downstairs to check on his neighbor. He 
could hear people moving inside the apartment but nobody could 
answer the door, so he called Charlotte Fire Department. They 
gained entry to the apartment, found the mother semicomatose on 
the floor and the children severely ill. Happy ending. So if you 
want to know why am I here today, there are five very good rea
sons why I am here today. We had a good landlord spurred by a 
good law. 

The impact on the survivors is meaningful. For example, I took 
care of an international- this is a patient I treated, so I can't use 
his name but an international building business consultant who 
flew back from wherever he flew back from, got home to his apart
ment, dropped his bag on the couch , went to bed. In the middle of 
the night his carbon monoxide alarm went off. He had to crawl 
down the steps to get help but we were able to treat him. He ini
tially made what looked like a good recovery and then subse
quently developed some problems with concentration. I lost track 
of him after we had referred him to brain injury rehab but he was 
unable to work, unable to perform his job. 

So as you have heard, carbon monoxide poisoning is called the 
silent killer. This poison has no warning properties. You can't see 
it, you can't smell it. It mixes freely with air. The first signs that 
you are being poisoned feel like the flu: vomiting, diarrhea, 
achiness, fatigue, headaches. Doctors miss this diagnosis a lot, 
sometimes with tragic results. 

If we are going to do something about this, we need three things: 
source reduction, early detection and public education. Now, I am 
sitting next to an expert from the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission so it is silly for me to talk about source reduction. I am 
not an engineer. Public education is important and both CDC and 
CPSC are doing aggressive messaging for public education. We can 
always do more. But we are here today to talk about early detec
tion, carbon monoxide alarms. Even if you could control the behav
ior of 303 million Ame1icans, there are 127 million households in 
this country and things break. I have had a carbon monoxide leak 
in my own home, and my home is 2 years old. Carbon monoxide 
alarms are inexpensive. They are about 20 bucks, and the price 
keeps going down. The sensor reliability for modern alarms is very 
good. We tracked our false alarm rate in Charlotte and found that 
about 60 percent of the time when Charlotte Fire Department got 
called for CO alarm activation, they found CO in the home. 

As Ms. Castor said, this bill is a small step towards an important 
goal and 1 support the goals of this bill, and would look forward 
to an opportunity to. come back with something even more effective 
and impactful in the future. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Dr. Lavonas follows:) 
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Eric Lavona~. MIJ 
As~ociate Din:ct<>r, Rocky Mountain l'oison and Dnig Center 
Denver Health and Hospital Authorily 
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Appearing before the: 
Subcommince on Commerce. Trade, and Consumer Protection 
Commillcc on Energy and Commerce, L:nitcd States !louse of Represcntach·cs 
March I~' 2010 

Regarding: 
H.R. 1796. the Residential Carhon Monoxide Poisoning Pr~vcntion Ace 

Good morning. I'd like to thank 1hc Committee, and pattieularly Representatives Rush and 
'.\1athe~on. for inviting me to speak with you today. Ry means of inlroduction, I am an 
~tm.:rg.·ncy physician and medical toxicologist from Denver. Colorado. I work for the Rocky 
:\foumain Poison and Drug Center, lhe nation"s busiest poison control center. serving th.: states 
of Colorado. Nevada. Montana. Idaho. and Hawaii. We arc part of the Denver H~alth and 
Hospital Authority. J"m also on the facuhy of the Univcrsily of Colorado School of Medicine. I 
have worked actively in the prl)vention and treatmclll of carbon monoxide poisoning for ten 
years. I have worked with slltte and local govcnmienl hl design and cnacl carbon monoxide 
alam1 laws. perfom1cd research with the Centers for Disease Collll'Oi and Prevention to study the 
cffccti\'cncss of these laws. and serve on the l.Jndcrwritcrs Laboratories! American ~ational 
Standard;; Institute S1andards T~ehnical Panel 2034. which sets the voluntary standards for 
carbon monoxide alarms. Before coming lo Denver, I worked in Charlotte. North Carolina. 
where I ran the hyperharic oxygen unit that took care of most of the ~erious carbon monoxide 
poisoning cas.:s in wcst.:m Nonh Carolina. 

I am passionat.: about this is~uc bccau~c. dc~pite all our efforts. carbon monoxide poisoning 
remains the third leading cause of unintentional poisoning death in the United States. Poisoning 
is second only lo motor vehicle era.'<hcs as a c<1usc of death du.: to injury in the Unit~d States. 1 

Excluding deaths due to drug abuse. more than half of all unintentional poisoning deaths in the 
United States arc due to carhon monoxide poisoning.~ The most recent data from CDC reported 
562 unintentional deaths caused by carbon monoxide poisoning in 2004. That docs not count 
deaths that were firc-1·clated. nor docs it coum another 1,200 deaths due to suicide. More than 
20.000 peoph: arc treated in America\ cmcrgem;y departments each year because of 
unintentional carbon monoxide poisoning. 1 Rates arc slightly higher for women and small 
children. )rs surprising, but there isn·1 much variation between regions of the country. Even with 
the best possihlc treatment. about a quancr of these survivors develop brain injuri.:.s. many of 
which arc pcrmancnt.4 There is no question that carbon monoxide poisoning is a major public 
health problem in lhc linitcd Stales. 

E. Lavnnas - Testimony r&: HR 1796 - 18MAR20t0 Page 1 of4 
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Statistics arc imponant. hut they don't do enough to convey the imponancc or this prnhkm. L<!t 
me giv..: you thTce recent examples. I should stress that. although I have some connection ro each 
of these stories, all the information rm sharing comes from public sources: 

In November. 2008. thc Lofgren family of Denver, Colorado, won the use ofa ski home 
in Aspen in their childn:n's school charity auction. Unfortunatdy, a vent pipe in the 
heating ~ys1cm had become disconnected. Carbon monoxide poisoning killed Parker and 
Caroline Lofgren. their I 0-yc.ar-old son, Owen, and their ~-year-old daughter. Sophie.' 

In January of 2009. a winter storm loosened the chimney cap on an apartment building 
near the University of Denver. A repairman tightened the cap duwn. The following 
moming, a 23-ycar-old graduate student, Lauren Johnson. wa~ found <lead in her 
apanmcnt from carbon monoxide poisoning! 

Just this January. we had a success story in Charlotte. North Carolina. A family in a 
duwnstair~ apartment used a charcoal grill to cook dinnc:r and wam1 the home. Charloltc 
has a carbon monoxide alarm law. and the landlord had installed a carbon monoxide 
alam1 in every apartment in the building. It appean; that, when the alaim went off in the 
<luwnstairs apartment. the mom pull<!d out the hartcry. A few hours later. the occupant of 
the upstairs apartment was awakened when his carbon mnnoxidc alann went off. Ile 
heard people in5idc the downslairs apamncnt, knocked on the door, and then called 911. 
The Charlotte Fire Dcpartmcnl forced entry. and found the molher and three small 
children i>c."mi-comatosc and vomiting on the tloor. Polentially kthal levels of carhon 
monoxide were present in both apartments. lfit wasn't for a good landlord who followed 
!\.1ccklenburg County's carbon monoxide alam1 law, at least five pe<lplc would have 
died. 7 

To give you a hclll'r idea of the impact of carbon monoxide poisoning on smvivors. lct me tell 
you about a few of the patient's I've personally tn:aled: 

An international business consultant flew home from Europe. dropped his bag on the 
couch. and went to sleep. Several hours later, he woke up with a horrible headache, 
vomiting, and troubk walking. He had to crawl down his stairs to gc1 help. Even after 
trcatmcm with hyperbaric oxygen. he had difficu\ly with concentration and complex 
thinking. and was unable to work. The last l heard, he was applying for pc."nmmcnt 
(!isabil ity. 

A general contractor just happened to have a generator in his truck when an ice storm 
took out the power to his neighborhood. llc's a pr~1ty smart guy, .so he set up the 
generator in his unfinished basement. opc11t:d all the windows and doors. and went to bed. 
Reing a contractor. he had a carbon monoxide alarm in his home. The alann woke him 
up, and he stumbled around the house to shut off the generator. The next morning, the 
paperboy found him passed out on his front lawn. Like the previous patient, he looked 
good after treatment. but thc-n devdopcd trouble ('.Onccntrating. The last tim1: I spoke with 
him. he was still unable to work, and his husinc.~s 111a5 falling apart. 

E. Lavonas - Tes1imony re: HR 1796- 18MAR2010 Page 2 of 4 
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Carbon mon<ixidc poisoning is often ca lled " the ~ilcnt ki ll.:r," because it gives littlt: warning. 
('arhon monoxide is colorless. odorkss. and mixes freely wi th a ir. C:arhon mom1xidc is prc,scnr 
in nearly every home. Everything thal bums fuel. including aulumobilcs, gas app lianc~. 
fireplace.<. grills. and electr ical generators. produces some carbon monoxide. The renson more 
people don '1 get sick is a combination uf guod design, ~m:h as furnaces that vent to the 1iutsidc, 
.ind good behavior, such as not running a gcncrator inside the house or garage. 

Three pillars of carbon monox idc poisoning prevention arc source reduction. early deteeti<)ll, and 
public education. 

Sourc!,'. rcdu(;tjon is basically good engineering: Designing, in.stalling, and maintaining 
equipment to minimi:i:c the amount of carbon monoxide that is produced and to Nafoly route the 
gas out and away from people. The CPSC and EPA have good people working on that. Other 
than 10 say that they need more resources, l" tn not go ing to talk about that any tilrtber ttid<iy. 

Public c<{\JClltion is cmeial as wdl, for 11hvious rea~1ms. The CDC and CPSC have put a lo r o f 
energy and fo.:us into this area. and HR 1796 addresses this a bi t wi th generator warning lahcls. 
However, pcopk often don '1 follow written warnings. Changing behavior requ ir~ a rn<.-ss.~gc 
that is timely. relevant, and repeated o ften. We can do much more to !rain the public nm 10 

accidentally poison themselves. hut that's a 1,;1,mvcrsation for another day. 

We arc not going to make much hcadway in the fight against carhon monoxide poisoning 
without early 1ktt!ction, and that means carbon monoxide: alarms. In our nation of 127 million 
households. th ings break' This can happen to anyone; I've cwn had a carbon monoxid.: leak in 
my own home. Unfortunately, it's easy to mistake the early signs of carbon monoxide poisoning 
li>r fo~i<l poisoning. a headache. or ''thc tlu.'' Doctors miss the diagnosis, too. When carbon 
monoxide leaks into a home. the best way to prevent ~crious carbnn monoxide poisoning i$ a 
carbon m(1noxide a larm. 

Caroon monoxide alam1s arc inexpensive. They currently cost about $20, and the price continues 
to drop. Although s.!nsor reliability was a problem in the past, modem sensors are quite g<'>od. 
The Charlotte Fire Department tracks its false alarm rate. About 60'% of the time. when they 
respond to a carbon monoxid~ alarm activalilin. the a larm i> right. Both the >.'ational Fi re 
Protective Assor.iati<)n and the International Code Council have placed carbon monoxide alarm 
requirements into their residential build ing code~. s.~ lkc11usc building code requirements 
gc::ncrally only kick in when a h<Hnc is build or undergoes substantial renovations. it will tak~ 30 
years or more to .~olve ibis public hc.ilth problem through building codes. Currently, 24 states 
have some l(>rm ofrcsidcmial carbon monoxide :ilann law.'" This is a growing national standard. 
and the ~tatcs arc leading the federal government. 

To my knowledge, 11 R l 796 and its companion, Senate Bil I 1216. arc the fi rst pieces of national 
legislation to direct ly address th~ problem of carbon mono.~ide poisoning. HR l 796 is a small 
step in the right direction. Its goals are llll'l<lt.:.'t: To ensure lhat generators have appropriate 
warning labels. as currcmly required by the C: PSC. to ensure that all carbon monoxide alanm 
sold in this country meet widely agreed-upon industry standards, and to authorize block grams 10 

help the st~tc.~ that choose to tlo so implement carhon monoxide alarm programs. 

E. Lavorias - Testimony ri:>: HR 1796- 18MAR2010 Page 3 of 4 
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In addition to the provisions in llR 17%. I would encourage the Committee lo consider these 
"ncxl steps" for foturc legislation. 

First, n:quirc that carbon monoxidc alarms he: installed in any housing subsidiicd by the federal 
government, including HUD housing, VA-subsidit,cd housing. and government-controlled 
hou~ing such as military and diplomatic housing, The cost would be about 50 cent~ per dwelling 
unit per month. including batteries. That's money wdl invested in tcnns of lives saved. and 
would be largely (lllM by health care costs avoided. 

Second, fond positions within the CDC dedicated to addressing the problem of carbon monoxide 
poisoning, Currently, the Air Pollution aml RcspiratNy llcallh Branch of the CDC's l"alional 
Center for Environmc11tal Health has no positions funded for carbon monoxide poisoning work, 
The agency has done excellent work in recent years. hut each CDC official has to do this work in 
bi:twccn other project.~. The EJ>A, which regulates carbon monoxide in aulOmobik cl\hau~t. and 
the Consumer Products Safety Commission an; al~o trying to do this work on a shoestring. I 
can't think of another prnhlcm that kills 1.700 Americans each year and has so little federal 
support, 

Thank you for taking the time to meet with me today, I will do my best to answer any questions. 
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Mr. RUSH. Thank you. The Chair recognizes Mr. Andres for 5 
minutes. 

TESTIMONY OF JOHN ANDRES 
Mr. ANDRES. Good morning. I am John Andres, director of engi

neering for Kidde Residential and Commercial Division located in 
Mebane, North Carolina. Thank you, Chairman Rush and members 
of the committee, for the opportunity to contribute to the discussion 
on the prevention of carbon monoxide poisonjng in the United 
States. 

Kidde Residential and Commercial Division is part of UTC Fire 
and Security, a subsidiary of United Technologies Corporation. We 
are a proud leader in designing and manufacturing lifesaving resi
dential carbon monoxide alarms and other fire safety devices and 
are committed to strict compliance to industry standards. 

Kidde supports enactment of H.R. 1796, the Residential Carbon 
Monoxide Safety Act. The Centers for Disease Control and Preven
tion report each year unintentional CO poisoning kills more than 
400 Americans, requires 20,000 more to seek emergency medical 
attention and causes more than 4,000 hospitalizations. H.R. 1796 
is a strong first step toward preventing these tragedies. I commend 
Congressman Matheson for his leadership in elevating this public 
health and safety issue. 

H.R. 1796 would focus much-needed federal attention and re
sources toward ending accidental carbon monoxide poisoning, The 
bill's provisions to create a grant program supporting residential 
CO alarm laws are especially important. However, for the purposes 
of today's hearing, my comments will focus on describing the car
bon monoxide hazard and how CO alarms operate to provide warn
ing and on explaining why it is necessary to establish mandatory 
federal product safety standards as laid out in H.R. 1796. 

Known as the silent killer, carbon monoxide is a byproduct of in
complete combustion. Potential sources are gas-burning appliances 
such as a furnace, water heater, stove and grill as well as other 
fuel-burning devices like fireplaces and engines. If such devices are 
improperly installed or malfunction, carbon monoxide can build up 
inside a home. Carbon monoxide easily mixes with the air and can 
quickly reach dangerous levels. Because one cannot see, taste or 
small carbon monoxide, the only safe way to detect the gas is to 
install working carbon monoxide alarms. Kidde and fire safety ex
perts such as the National Fire Protection Association recommend 
placing carbon monoxide alarms outside each bedroom and on 
every level of an occupied dwelling. 

When inhaled, carbon monoxide bonds with the blood's hemo
globin to form carboxyhemoglobin, which then deprives cells of oxy
gen. The CO alarm works by measuring CO concentrations over 
time to ensure that an alarm will sound before a person's blood 
level reaches 10 percent carboxyhemoglobin. Below. this level, a 
normally healthy adult will not experience symptoms of CO poi
soning. 

Two key attributes of carbon monoxide alarms are accuracy and 
reliability. These form the cornerstone of Underwriters Labora
tories UL standard 2034, an independent third-party standard for 
which carbon monoxide alarms are voluntarily tested and listed. 
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UL 2034 is an American National Standards Institute, or ANSI, ac
credited standard that combines input from medical experts, ap
proval bodies like UL, government agencies such as the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act, the National Fire Protection As
sociation, users and manufacturers in order to create a robust 
standard of pe1formance. First published in 1992, UL 2034 has 
gone through several revisions, each of which is based on years of 
field test data intended to progressively strengthen the standard. 
Kidde supports this standard because it specifically tests the prod
uct design for electrical safety, mechanical robustness and the ac
curacy of CO detection over time and in different environmental 
conditions .. UL 2034 is. continually reviewed by a standards tech
nical panel in order to keep pace with technological advances and 
past lessons learned. This revision process has led to the creation 
of CO-sensing technology that is more advanced, stable and reliable 
than past generations. 

To date, 24 States have enacted laws requiring CO alarms in res
idential dwellings, and while most mandate that CO alarms meet 
UL 2034, there is no uruform requirement. More States will likely 
adopt similar legislation in order to avoid confusion among regu
lators, consumers and the industry. State lawmakers need a con
sistent standard to define what constitutes an approved alarm. 
Without such a reference, conflicting regulations arise that counter 
one of the CPSC's objectives, which is to develop uniform safety 
regulations for consumer products and to minimize conflicting 
State and local regulations. 

In closing, each week we hear families whose lives have been 
saved through the use of carbon monoxide alarms. Having a CO 
alarm can make the difference between life and death. A federal 
standard would provide an umbrella of protection for all consumers 
in the United States as we11 as increased awareness and save lives. 

Again, I thank the committee members for their consideration of 
H.R. 1796 and for raising awareness about CO dangers. Congress
man Matheson, we look forward to working with you to pass this 
important legislation expeditiously. Thank you for the opportunity 
to contribute to the discussion. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Andres follows:] 
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Good afternoon, I am John Andres. Director of Engineering for Kidde's Residential and 
Commercial Division located in Mebane, North Carolina. Thank you, Chairman Rush and 
members of the Committee, for the opportunity to contribute to the discussion on the 
prevention of carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning in the United States. Kidde Residential 
and Commercial Division is part of UTC Fire & Security, a subsidiary of United 
Technologies Corporation. We are a proud leader in manufacturing life-saving 
residential carbon monoxide alarms and other fire safety devices. We are committed to 
leading the industry in product safety and strict compliance to industry standards. 

Kidde supports enactment of H. 1796, "The Residential Carbon Monoxide Safety Act." 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports that each year. unintentional 
CO poisoning kills more than 400 Americans, requires 20,000 more to seek emergency 
medical attention, and causes more than 4.000 hospitalizations. H.1796 is a strong first 
step toward preventing these tragedies. I commend Congressman Matheson for his 
leadership in elevating this critical public health and safety issue. 

H.1796 would focus much-needed federal attention and resources toward ending 
accidental carbon monoxide poisoning. The bill's provisions to create a grant program 
supporting residential CO alarm laws are especially important. However, for the 
purposes of today's hearing. my comments will focus on describing the carbon monoxide 
hazard and how CO alarms operate to provide warning, and on explaining why it is 
necessary to establish mandatory federal product safety standards, as laid out in 
H.1796. 

Known as the "silent killer," carbon monoxide is a by-product of incomplete combustion. 
Potential sources are gas-burning appliances such as a furnace, water heater. stove. 
and grill, as well as other fuel-burning devices like fireplaces and engines. If such 
devices are improperly installed or malfunction. carbon monoxide can build up inside a 
home. Carbon monoxide easily mixes with the air and can quickly reach dangerous 
levels. Because one cannot see, taste or smell carbon monoxide, the only safe way to 
detect the gas is to install working CO alarms. Kidde and fire safety experts such as the 
National Fire Protection Association recommend placing CO alarms outside each 
bedroom and on every level of an occupied dwelling. 

When inhaled, carbon monoxide bonds with the blood's hemoglobin to form 
carboxyhemoglobin, which then deprives cells of oxygen. A CO alarm works by 
measuring CO concentrations over time to ensure that an alarm will sound before a 
person's blood level reaches 10-percent carboxyhemoglobin. Below this level, a 
normally healthy adult will not experience symptoms of CO poisoning. 

Consumers must have confidence that a properly installed and maintained CO alarm will 
warn them about the presence of dangerous CO levels, and avoid nuisance alarms. This 
need for accuracy and reliability is the cornerstone of Underwriters Laboratories (UL) 
2034, the independent, third-party standard to which U.S. carbon monoxide alarms are 
voluntarily tested and listed. 

UL 2034 is an American National Standards Institute - or ANSI - accredited standard 
that combines input from medical experts. approval bodies like UL, government 
agencies such as the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), the National Fire 
Protection Association, users and manufacturers in order to create a robust standard of 
performance. 

2 
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First published in 1992, UL 2034 has gone through several revisions. each of which is 
based on years of field test data intended to progressively strengthen the standard. 
Kidde supports this standard because it specifically tests the product design for electrical 
safety, mechanical robustness and the accuracy of CO detection over time and in 
different environmental conditions. UL 2034 is continually reviewed by a standards 
technical panel in order to keep pace with technological advances and past lessons 
learned. This revision process has led to the creation of CO sensing technology that is 
more advanced, stable, and reliable than past generations. 

To date. 24 states have enacted laws requiring CO alarms in residential dwellings, and 
while most mandate that CO alarms meet UL 2034, there is no uniform requirement. 
More states wilt likely adopt similar legislation. In order to avoid confusion among 
regulators, consumers, and the industry, state lawmakers need a consistent standard to 
define what constitutes an "approved" alarm. Without such a reference. conflicting 
regulations arise that counter one of the CPSC's objectives, which is "to develop uniform 
safety standards for consumer products and to minimize conflicting state and local 
regulations." 

In closing, each week we hear of families whose lives have been saved through the use 
of CO alarms. Having a CO alarm does make the difference between life and death. 
Consumers must have confidence that their CO alarm will work reliably and accurately. 
A federal standard would provide an umbrella of protection for all consumers in the US. 
as well as increase awareness and save lives. 

Again, I thank committee members for their consideration of H.1796, and for raising 
awareness about CO dangers. Congressman Matheson, we look forward to working 
with you to pass this important legislation expeditiously. Thank you again for the 
opportunity to contribute to this discussion, and I will be glad to answer any questions. 

3 
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Understanding the standard for carbon monoxide alarms 
and why it should it be mandated 

What is the Standard for carbon monoxide alarms? 
Underwri1ers Laboratories (UL) 2034, is the independent third-party test and 
performance standard to which U.S. carbon monoxide alarms are voluntarily tested and 
listed. This American National Standards Institute (ANSI) recognized standard 
combines input from medical experts, approval bodies such as Underwriters 
Laboratories, government agencies such as the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSCJ, and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPAJ, users and manufacturers. 
This group of interested parties is referred to as the Standards Technical Panel (STP) 

What is the purpose of the UL 2034 standard? 
The purpose of UL 2034 is to describe and set-forth an orderly process for ensuring CO 
alarm designs perform to critical performance requirements. For example, the UL 
standard covers electrical safety and mechanical robustness of design for CO alarms 
and also requires tests of the alarms at various CO levels to ensure they activate 
according to the requirements set forth in the standard. 

Why is it important to consumers that such a standard exist? 
CO alarms continuously monitor the home's environment. They are designed to sound 
before a healthy adult would feel the effects of CO poisoning. The only sate way to 
detect this odorless, colorless and invisible gas in a home is with a working CO alarm. 
Consumers should have confidence that their properly installed and maintained CO 
alarm will function appropriately in the presence of dangerous CO levels. while avoiding 
unwanted nuisance alarming that may otherwise cause them to doubt the accuracy of 
the alarm. The UL 2034 standard accomplishes these goals. 

How has the UL 2034 standard evolved? 
UL 2034 was first published in 1992 and has since gone thru several revisions. Each 
revision is intended to strengthen the standard, and each revision is supported by years 
of field test data. Alt currently manufactured CO alarms approved by UL must meet this 
updated standard. 

The UL 2034 standard is reviewed by the STP in order to keep pace with technological 
advances and past lessons learned. In accordance with ANSI rules, any member ot the 
STP can recommend a revision in order to improve product performance or reliability. 
This revision process has led to the creation of CO sensing technology that is more 
advanced, stable and reliable than prior generations. 
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Why should the Federal Government set a mandatory federal Consumer Product 
Safety Standard for CO alarms? 
Today, it is voluntary for a manufacturer to test and certify its CO alarms to the UL 2034 
standard. While most states with laws requiring residential CO alarms mandate that the 
alarms meet UL 2034. there is no uniform requirement. By setting a mandatory 
Consumer Product Safety Standard, the federal government would provide a consistent 
standard of protection for all consumers in the US. This has been done in the past 
involving such standards for garage doors, bike helmets, ATVs, toys, cribs and pool 
drains. 

To date. 25 states have enacted laws requiring CO alarms in residential dwellings, and 
more states are likely to adopt similar legislation in the coming years. In order to avoid 
confusion among regulators. consumers and the industry. state lawmakers need a 
consistent standard to define what constitutes an "approved" alarm. Without such a 
reference. conflicting regulations may arise, which would directly run counter to one of 
the CPSC's guiding objectives "to develop uniform safety standards for consumer 
products and to minimize conflicting state and local regulations." 

2 
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Mr. RUSH. Mr. Devine is recognized for 5 minutes. 

TESTIMONY OF MARK DEVINE 
Mr. DEVINE. Thank you very much, and good morning. As the 

chairman indicated, 1 am Mark Devine, vice president of marketing 
for. First Alert and BRK Brands in Aurora, Illinois. I would like to 
first take this opportunity to thank all of the members for bringing 
this important issue in front of us all today. I would like to also 
thank Chairman Rush for his kind words regarding our company. 
We do enjoy being in Illinois with you, sir. In addition, I would like 
to thank Mr. Matheson for really representing this whole event in 
front of us today. 

First Alert is a whole-home safety company with a foundation in 
fire safety, carbon monoxide safety and extinguishing products. 
Our name is very synonymous with alarms, and like Mr. Andres, 
we also take pride in our quality, innovation, engineering and our 
manufacturing. We are also a leader in our industry in terms of 
public outreach and collaboration with all t he fire safety organiza
tions. 

I speak for First Alert when I say that we are concerned about 
protecting and preserving human lives. That is the primary reason 
that we support in its entirety the Residential Carbon Monoxide 
Poisoning Prevention Act, H.R. 1796. As we understand it, this bill 
would require carbon monoxide alarms to be installed in residential 
dwellings and places where people sleep. This provides an effective 
way to reduce the incidence of carbon monoxide poisoning. 

The need for such federal regulation is strong. Carbon monoxide 
continues to be the number one cause of accidental poisoning in the 
United States. Each year, tens of thousands of people as we have 
heard are. driven into the medical care facilities as well as over 400 
lives are lost each year. We are keenly aware of how many fatal 
CO poisoning incidents occur in this country. Another example is 
just recently Amanda's Law took effect in the State of New York. 
This was named for Amanda Hansen. She died of CO poisoning at 
age 16 while sleeping at a friend's house. The law requires that 
New York State residents take necessary precautions to protect 
themselves from the silent killer. Amanda's father, Ken Hansen, 
has become a vocal proponent of measures that would require con
sumers to protect themselves from carbon monoxide poisoning. 

Moreover, each year we receive hundreds of calls, letters and e
mails from individuals whose families have been saved, and I 
brought just a few examples today of the literally hundreds of ex
amples that we receive from people who purchased alarms and who 
have had unfortunate incidents but the alarms saved their lives. 
These people take the time to literally write in, call in , e-mail, send 
photographs because they feel so compelled after they have had the 
saving incident from the alarm, so it is a strong testimonial as to 
why I am here today is to help. more individuals understand the 
necessity for alarms within their homes. 

To better ascertain consumers' knowledge about carbon monoxide 
and their awareness, we conducted a survey in 2009 where we 
spoke to 1,000 adults across the United States. The survey that we 
conducted, we found some very startling statistics. Forty-seven per
cent of households still do not have carbon monoxide alarms. These 
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products have been in existence for well over 10 years, a lot of edu
cation, a lot of information, but again, nearly 50 percent still do not 
have alarms. We also asked consumers do you understand the im
portance of carbon monoxide. Seventy-three percent of those indi
viduals said yes, they do understand carbon monoxide is very haz
ardous and it is. very important to them that they have protection 
but yet they are not going out and purchasing products to protect 
themselves. We also learned that 23 percent of those individuals 
who have purchased alarms have never replaced them. These prod
ucts, as you stated, have been in existence for well over 10 years. 
They do need to be replaced as time goes on, just like any elec
tronic device within your home. So the message is not fully pene
trating the American public at this time. 

With this said, we can also confidently state that education can 
work. In 2002, there was a study that indicated that 40 percent of 
households claim to have a carbon monoxide alarm, but in our re
cent study that number has only increased in 7 years by 9 percent. 
So there. are still many homes that are unprotected .. Because of the 
effectiveness of education, we do support earmarking grant money 
for additional public education efforts. We believe this will further 
curb the rate of accidental carbon dioxide poisoning. We greatly are 
encouraged by the number of States and municipalities who have 
enacted legislation. We also are grateful to legislators like your
selves who are now working hard to gain that federal support. 

Again, I want to thank all of this committee and the chairman, 
Mr. Rush, for allowing us to be here today to provide this testi
mony. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Devine follows:) 
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Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 
House Committee on Energy and Commerce 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable Ed Whitfield 
Ranking Member 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 
House Committee on Energy and Commerce 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairman Rush and Ranking Member Whitfield: 

)n behalf of First Alert, a trusted name in consumer home safety products and a leading 
manufacturer of carbon monoxide detection and notification devices, I am writing to formally 
convey our company's support for the Residentia 1 Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Prevention Act 
(H.R. 1796), introduced by Representative Jim Matheson. We join Representative Matheson 
and the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) in their concerns for protecting 
and preserving human lives and in their confidence that carbon monoxide alarms installed in 
residential dwellings, and other places where people sleep, provide an effective way to reduce 
the incidenc.e of CO poisoning. 

Each year, we receive hundreds of calls, letters and emails from individuals and families whose 
lives have been saved by our carbon morioxide alarms. Still, CO continues to be the number 
one cause of accidental poisoning in the United States, claiming nearly 400 lives each year and 
driving ll!ns of thousands of others to seek medical attention (American Medical Association). 
In far too many cases, these incidences could have been prevented with proper detection and 
notification devices. 

last year, we conducted two nationwide surveys• related to the consumer use and 
replacement of residenti<1I carbon monoxide alarms. The findings were alarming. Nearly half of 
Americans (47 percent) do not have CO alarms in their homes. Equally disturbing is the fact 
that nearly a quarter (23 percent) of those who do have CO alarms at home have never 
replaced them, and five percent haven't replaced their CO alarm(s) in more than five years, the 
recommended replacement timeframe. 
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We are greatly encouraged by the numerous states and municipalities that have enacted 
legislat ion requiring CO alarms in residential dwellings. We also are grateful for legislators lik1 
yourself and Representative Matheson who are w0<king hard to gain federal support to prote 

all Americans from the dangers that CO poses in homes. 

Carbon monoxide poisoning is a threat to everyone. However, we believe bills like the 

Residential Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Prevention Act coupled with education and awarenes 
will help to reduce the number of accidental poisonings from this "silent killer." We 
enthusiastically support H.R. 1796 and thank you for your attention to this life-threatening 
issue. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Devine 
Vice President, Retail Marketing 
First Alert 

cc: The Honorable Jim Matheson 

'The First Alert survey results are bosed on the responses of J,000 adults in rhe Urtited States who answered 
relephone surveys condvcted Jan. 29 through Feb. 1, 2009 ond July 31 through Augu~t 3, 2009. Resulrs ore 
auvrote to +/·3 percent points with o 95 percent confidence level and can be generalized to the entire U.S. odult 
populotion. 
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Mr. R USH. Thank you. The Chair thanks all the witnesses, and 
now the Chair recognizes himself for the purposes of asking ques
tions of the witnesses, and the Chair recognizes himself for 5 min
utes. 

I am going to begin with you, Mr. Howell. In your testimony, you 
state that a properly functioning carbon monoxide alarm should be 
installed in all residences and currently many States and localities 
require that carbon monoxide detectors be installed in homes to 
protect against carbon monoxide poisoning. The question that I 
have, actually four questions, I will ask them all in consideration 
of the time that I have and you can answer them, and if anybody 
else. wants to chime in, please. The first question is,. have. these 
State and local regulations generally been effective in protecting 
people from harmful exposure to carbon monoxide, and are there 
any inconsistencies that give you concern? Should some form of 
these State and local requirements be adopted at the federal level, 
and lastly, States and localities also have regulations on fire detec
tion. Are there efforts being made to ensure that the two detectors, 
fire and carbon monoxide, that they work together or be combined 
in some way? 

Mr. HOWELL. Thank you, sir. In regards to the first question, as 
far as the effectiveness of State and local codes in requiring alarms, 
they certainly are effective. Given the fact that our data shows that 
35 to. 50 percent of homes. have no. alarms at all, I think I need to 
emphasize that there is an urgent need to get an alarm in every 
home, so whether it be a federal requirement or a State or local 
requirement, any move that would put an alarm in every home 
would certainly be effective in reducing the number of incidents, 
death and injuries, from carbon monoxide poisoning. As far as the 
question regarding a need for a federal requirement versus State 
and local, you know, I represent the technical arm of the agency 
and that truly would be a pohcy question. From a technical per
spective, once again, regardless of what the source of the require
ment was, any move to get an alarm in the home would certainly 
improve the odds of the American consumer surviving if exposed to 
hazardous levels of carbon monoxide. 

Mr. RUSH. And what about combining fire and--
Mr. HOWELL. There are combined smoke alarms and CO alarms. 

You know, at this point in time as technology advances, you know, 
certainly there be an opportunity to combine those but the sensing 
technologies required for those devices are certainly unique and we 
want to ensure that the performance standards for each device re
flect the particular hazard that is trying to identify an alarm to. 

Mr. R USH. Dr. Lavonas, do you have any response to that? 
Dr. LAVONAS. Certainly. In answer to your first question, I abso

lutely agree with Mr. Howell. The State and local laws are gen
erally effective. They are a patchwork quilt of some strong and 
some. weak provisions .. However, every step in the. right direction 
gets you one step further in the right direction. There are inconsist
encies, and I would love to see a federal standard on this, but that 
would be a much longer discussion than what we are prepared for 
today. 

In terms of the combinations, in my home I have two combina
tion dual-head smoke-carbon monoxide alarms,. three wire. nuts to 
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switch them. I dropped down the existing smoke head, three wire 
nuts, put up a smoke-carbon monoxide combination head. That 
takes advantage of the interconnect system that is part of smoke 
alarms in the code. Both of the major building standards, code-set
ting organizations have adopted carbon monoxide alarms. It is in 
the most recent version of both the international residential code 
and the National Fire Protection Association 720 code. However, 
building codes only trigger when you build or renovate a structure 
so if we are going to use building codes to solve this problem, it 
will take a good 30 years. We are losing people every week, so I 
would love to see a strong federal initiative on this question. That 
is my opinion. 

Mr. RUSH. I am going to now recognize Mr. Whitfield for 5 min
utes. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you 
all very much for your testimony. 

Mr. Howell, I want to start off with you, a couple questions. I no
tice in your testimony that you said that the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission supports the goals of H.R. 1796. Do you all sup
port this specific legislation? 

Mr. HOWELL. We do certainly, and this is from a technical staff 
perspective. Technical staff certainly supports the intent of the leg
islation. We believe that there is a need to work together on the 
language of the warning label, but beyond that, certainly putting 
a smoke alarm in every home, a grant program and, you know, 
making the UL standard for carbon monoxide alarms mandatory, 
we certainly support that language. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. So on the technical side, the warning label is 
just one area that you would like to-

Mr. HOWELL. And it is really a minor issue. Warning labels are 
a tricky science and we have human factor experts that would cer
tainly be willing going forward to work with committee staff to de
velop the appropriate language for a warning label. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. And would there be any other technical areas 
that you would be concerned about? 

Mr. HOWELL. No, sir. 
Mr. WHITFIELD. Now, one other question I wanted to ask you. 

Under section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Act, you all have 
the authority to promulgate a safety standard if two conditions are 
met. Do you have the authority to mandate the standard of alarms? 

Mr. HOWELL. Section 7 of the CPSA requires the Commission to 
rely upon voluntary consumer product safety standards rather than 
promulgate a consumer product safety standard whenever compli
ance with the voluntary standard is adequate or would eliminate 
or adequately reduce the risk of injury and it is likely that there 
is substantial compliance with the standard. At this point we be
lieve that the standard is indeed adequate to reduce or eliminate 
the risk of injury and we also believe that there is substantial com
pliance. 

Mr .. WHITFIELD .. So that would prohibit you from making it man
datory? 

Mr .. HOWELL. Yes, sir. 
Mr .. WHITFIELD .. Thank you. 
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I notice in the legislation on page 4, and Mr. Andres, have you 
read this legislation? 

Mr. ANDRES. Yes, I have. 
Mr. WHITFIELD. It says, "Paragraph 2 does not apply to any car

bon monoxide detector not covered by the standard as provided in 
section 1.4 of the standard." What is that referring to? 

Mr. ANDRES. We actual1y read through that and we were a little 
bit confused by some of the language in there, and I think we need 
to work with Mr. Matheson to look at some of the language. I think 
the way that the provision is written right now, there is a lot of 
confusion between the term "detector" and "alarm" and they use 
those two terms interchangeably, and technically they are actually 
two different devices. So I think there is some language adjust
ments that need to be made to c1ean that up because honestly I 
didn't really understand what they were referring to in that sec
tion. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. Yes, so I think it is important that we remember 
alarm and detector. are two separate things, correct? 

Mr. ANDRES. That is correct, and oftentimes a different UL 
standard would be applicable. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. And on page 3 where they make this a manda
tory standard, it says "mandatory consumer product safety stand
ard, the American National Standard for single and multiple sta
tion carbon monoxide alarms." What is. that safety standard in lay
man's terms? What is that? 

Mr. ANDRES. Well, UL 2034 is the standard for conformance 
so-

Mr. WHITFIELD. For performance? 
Mr. ANDRES. It not only looks at performance but also has re

quirements for design characteristics, so Underwriters Laboratories 
would actually accept a manufacturer's, a number of their alarms, 
and that particular standard would be used to test the design char
acteristics of that. When it comes to carbon monoxide alarms, they 
are going to look at not only electrical and mechanical safety but 
they are also going to look at specificity to detection of carbon mon
oxide. They are. also going to look at the accuracy. of carbon mon
oxide detection, which is very important, and they are going to look 
at the accuracy over time. So the UL 2034 standard has evolved 
over the years and it is actua1ly a very good standard now. It has 
gone through a number of changes that h ave made it a very robust 
standard. 

Mr.. WHITFIELD .. I know that we. have an issue in the United 
States of not enough people have these in their homes, but how 
many alarms would you say are being sold in the United States 
today that do not meet this standard that is set out in this legisla
tion, or would you have any idea? 

Mr. ANDRES. I actually think today we are fortunate that most 
alarms that I am aware of are actually listed to this ANSI stand
ard. I am not aware of any right now that are not. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. Even imported alarms? 
Mr. ANDRES. Correct. 
Mr. WHITFIELD. OK. I see my time has expired, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Utah, 

the author of the legislation, Mr. Matheson, for 2 minutes. 
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Mr. MATHESON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Howell, you may have referenced this a little bit in your 

opening statement but there is a Senate version of this bill, as you 
are aware, and in the Senate version, it includes a provision that 
mandates the use of a shutoff switch, it is my understanding, on 
portable generators, where. the machine would-you know, there is 
detection of carbon monoxide level at some point and it would dis
able the generator. And I understand the CPSC has been working 
in conjunction with the University of Alabama in looking at the de
velopment of this type of a device. Could you just give us a quick 
update on the progress of this study and how effective the shutoff 
switch has been in reducing the dangers of carbon monoxide. poi
soning? 

Mr. HOWELL. Yes. CPSC staff investigated two approaches to the 
concept of a gas-sensing shutoff device to shut off an operating 
portable generator before it created a hazardous CO exposure. Both 
methods pose significant disadvantages. One approach was that of 
a shutdown system in which the CO-sensing device was mounted 
on the generator to detect the level of CO in the vicinity of the gen
erator. Staff found that a disadvantage to this approach was a pro
pensity for false shutdowns when the generator was operated in a 
ventilated outdoor environment but where the exhaust tended to 
accumulate around the generator. Staff also is concerned about the 
sensory reliability and life which may be comprised when exposed 
to the door environmental conditions, engine vibration, combustion 
products and heat. 

The second approach the staff investigated involved a CO-sens
ing device located in a remote location away from the generator 
where occupants in the house might be that would shut down the 
portable generator using wireless technology if unsafe CO was de
veloping inside the house. We conducted a demonstration using off
the-shelf components including a residential CO alarm, a radio fre
quency receiver and transmitter, and a portable generator. One dis
advantage, and I want to say a major disadvantage of this ap
proach was that it required the consumer to properly locate the re
mote sensor in the occupied area in order for it to work successfully 
and therefore it could be easily defeated by the consumer. 

Mr. MATHESON. I appreciate that. 
Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to get the Consumer Product Safety 

Commission's understanding of those difficulties because that is 
one of the differences between the House and the Senate bill, and 
the reason we did not include this. language in the House version 
was because of these concerns about how well a shutoff switch 
would work, and I will yjeld back. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
The Chair now recognizes for 2 minutes the gentleman from Ne

braska, and the Chair acknowledges the fact that the gentleman 
waived his opening statement so if you require an extra 2 min
utes--

Mr. TERRY. I appreciate that. My questions will be short. I am 
not sure about the answers, though. 

Let me first attack, or not attack but talk about the standards 
for both the detectors and the alarms. You need to help me work 
through why we. need to have Congressional law. to. mandate the 
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standard when it seems to me that that isn't really what the issue 
is. The issue is that too many homes don't have CO detectors. 
Which one of you said that you actually had incident in your own 
home? Was that you, Doctor? 

Dr. LAVONAS. That was me, Mr. Terry. 
Mr. TERRY. Yes, we. have had the same thing in our home. I have 

got three little kids, and we had our CO detector go off and found 
out that there was some crack in a part of the furnace, and so I 
am a believer in having those, but malting the standard that every
one seems to agree on is adequate today mandatory, I am not sure 
we need to do that. 

Mr. Howell, you are on the technical side. Explain to me why the 
voluntary standard that two of you have already said seems to be 
adequate needs to be made mandatory. 

Mr. HOWELL. Mr. Terry, the decision to make this standard man
datory certainly would be the prerogative of the Congress. CPSC, 
as I indicated, not only is not currently involved in a move to make 
this standard mandatory but the CPSA actually prohibits us from 
making it mandatory as long as we feel like there is substantial 
compliance and that the standard adequately protects the Amer
ican consumer. 

Mr. TERRY. So if there wasn't compliance to this voluntary stand
ard and that was inadequate, then you could make it mandatory? 

Mr. HOWELL. We could make it mandatory or we certainly could 
promulgate a standard that was more stringent than the current 
UL standard. 

Mr. TERRY. But you think that the current voluntary standard is 
adequate, if I buy a CO detector that is going to meet the stand
ards? 

Mr. HOWELL. Absolutely. Having said that, if I may, making this 
standard mandatory would give CPSC greater authority to keep 
any non-complying carbon monoxide alarms out of the U.S. market 
should they try to enter the market. 

Mr. TERRY. Have you found instances of noncompliance? 
Mr. HOWELL. At this point we have not. 
Mr. TERRY. And then the other is on the warning labels. and pic

tograms on portable generators. I think Jim has done a good job 
of showing why I think we probably need to do that, but the ques
tion then is begged, why does Congress need to mandate that on 
you? And that would be your-sorry, Mr. Howell. You get to rep
resent the agency that has the authority. 

Mr. HOWELL. That is not a problem .. As. I indicated before, in 
2007 CPSC actually mandated warning labels on portable genera
tors and on the packaging, and very clearly identified the risk to 
the consumer and the correct behavior. Our label clearly states 
using a generator indoors-and this part is in bold and caps-can 
kill you in minutes. There are also pictograms that indicate the be
havior that we wanted to discourage. It says never use inside a 
home or garage even if doors and windows are open, and then it 
also illustrates the correct behavior. Only use outside and far away 
from windows, doors and vents. The Commission upon staffs rec
ommendation and the development of this label by ow· human fac
tors experts felt like this was a good label and served the purpose. 

Mr. TERRY. Thank you very much. Yield back my 4 seconds .. 
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Mr. RUSH. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 
The Chair wants to apprise members that the staff has just in

formed me, or reminded me, rather, that there are 5 minutes under 
the committee rules for questioning, 2 minutes for opening state
ments and 5 minutes for questioning, and those who have gone be
fore, if you require more-you are. OK for now? All right. Well, 
thank you very much. 

The Chair now recognizes the gentlelady from California, Mrs. 
Matsui, for 5 minutes. 

Mrs. MATSUI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Andres, the CPSC has estimated that 180 unintentional non

fire carbon monoxide poisoning deaths occurred in 2006. and were 
associated with consumer products. Of these deaths, 71 percent 
took place in homes. The data also showed that carbon monoxide 
poisoning deaths are more likely to arise in homes with no func
tioning alarms. To reduce deaths, CPSC has attempted to reduce 
carbon monoxide levels in homes by examining the limitations and 
detection capabilities of low-cost carbon monoxide. alarms. Mr .. An
dres, I want to know how industry has worked with the CPSC and 
other stakeholders to develop voluntary standards to improve con
sumer product performance. 

Mr. ANDRES. Yes. In fact, as outlined in some of the ANSI proto
cols to develop a recognized standard, there is a technical com
mittee that is formed. We refer. to it as the standards technical pat
tern, and in fact, the Consumer Product Safety Commission often
times participates in technical discussion on the performance of 
carbon monoxide alarms, and I have personally attended a number 
of these technical panel reviews over the years, and if anybody 
were to look at the amendments that have been made towards UL 
2034, you would. see that the standard has evolved into a very ro
bust-type standard. Some of the major changes that have been 
made toward the standard are, number one, a requirement to dem
onstrate whatever sensing technology you are employing that that 
technology be proven to be accurate, not just accurate on day one 
at the time that the Underwriters Laboratory engineering is going 
to test the product, but certainly accurate years down. the line. We 
have at Kidde, for example, over 10 years of ongoing test data that 
is third-party witnessed by Underwriters Laboratories. At the same 
time, Underwriters Laboratories has imposed environmental tests 
so that sensing technology is proven to be accurate under high hu
midity extremes or low temperature extremes or high temperature 
extremes .. The Consumer Product Safety Commission has. partici
pated in many of these technical discussions and they have also 
raised issues in the past about performance of these sensing tech
nologies, brought those into industry so that we could all discuss 
it, and that has led to the evolution of much better sensing tech
nology today. 

Mrs. MATSUI. I think that many of us have. been made aware, 
particularly some of the testimony here, about the tragedies that 
occurred, and I think some of us have experienced this historic 
storm that we had in February where many of us lost our power 
and our heat sources, and once again we were reminded about the 
dangers of carbon monoxide. And it is unfortunate that things like 
that have to happen for us. to be. reminded of that, and. that is why, 
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you know, I look at some of the data about the deaths and injuries 
that might occur. Do you believe that you are at a point where you 
don't need the stronger regulatory law? I mean, can we reduce 
more deaths or risks of deaths if we have a stronger regulatory law 
or reduce the risk of carbon monoxide as source? 

Mr. ANDRES. Alarms. have evolved to a point where you can buy 
an excellent alarm for an $18 price tag that covers you for multiple 
sources of CO source. You know, we talked about generators but 
it is beyond generators. There are fireplaces, charcoal grills, at
tached garages with running cars, water heaters. I mean, for a $20 
device being able to protect against all those individual sources, 
that is just a fantastic deal.. I mean, the. same time we look at what 
we are doing here today. I mean, this is National Poison Preven
tion Week. We are having a very good discussion on, you know, a 
very pertinent point, carbon monoxide. Anything we can do to raise 
awareness will naturally leave to saving additional lives, so we are 
going to raise the awareness to the American public. They are 
going to react to that, many of them, and purchase. carbon mon
oxide alarms. What you are doing here today will help raise that 
awareness. 

Mrs. MATSm. And I just wanted to comment, I think that, you 
know, we are looking at these things sometimes in silos. We are 
looking at the alarms right now. But you mentioned the other as
pects of it, you know, the generators. and all of this. that are really 
a greater part of it too. So in a certain sense, we have to address 
some of those concerns and how they might affect as being the 
source of this and so I think that you are right, it is absolutely im
portant to do this but I also think that we need to look beyond this 
also because this is-partly it is education but part of it is also the 
interconnectedness of all of this,. and I think that is really the im
portant thing. So with that, I yield back my time. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes now the gentlelady from Colo
rado, Ms. DeGette, for 5 minutes. 

Ms. DEGETTE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I want 
to give an official welcome to Dr. Lavonas, who is my constituent, 
and almost as. importantly works. for. Denver Health, which this 
committee has heard me sing the praises of many, many times and 
does such a wonderful job not just with providing health care to 
folks but with some of these public health issues throughout our 
region. I want to welcome you, and Mr. Matheson and I both 
agreed that the entire panel provided excellent testimony and in 
particular you, Doctor. 

I just want to ask a couple of questions of the panel. The first 
one, as we know, the legislation provides for grants to States and 
localities to assist in certain activities related to preventing carbon 
monoxide poisoning. Dr. Lavonas, do you think that the grants are 
a helpful way to address this issue? 

Dr. LAvoNAS. Yes, I do. I have. been through-this is my third 
time working with a governmental body on questions regarding 
carbon monoxide alarms, and so I have heard from my previous ex
perience the barriers that they face. The biggest barrier that the 
State of Colorado faced was cost. It costs money to implement a 
standard, particularly if there is government-owned housing or gov
ernment-imposed requirements that are going to require training. 
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I think this bill does address that. I think that it may be helpful 
to allow the States to use this grant money in some additional 
ways as well as they see fit, for example, to allow the States to 
apply for grant money to put alarms in State-controlled housing or 
to fund alarm programs to provide subsidized alanns for low-in
come communities. But fundamentally, cost is a barrier. Every 
State in the Nation is struggling with their budget this year. 

Ms. DEGETTE. Yes, and also the local governments, many of 
which like Pitkin County which passed a law after that tragic 
death in the family that you described and many other counties, 
they are struggling with their budgets too. So what you are saying 
is, if we are going to do a grant system, be sure we give maximum 
flexibility so that that money can be used as wisely as possible. 

Dr. LAVONAS. Yes, ma'am. 
Ms. DEGETTE. I wanted to ask you, one struck me during your 

testimony about the patient that you had who had brain injuries 
from carbon monoxide poisoning because we do hear, there are 
these tragic deaths. Mr. Devine has letters from people who sur
vived. But my question is, we have the tragic deaths but we have 
many more people who have the poisoning who are somehow res
cued. What are the long-term health impacts on folks who have 
survived from these poisoning episodes? 

Dr. LAVONAS. These impacts can be significant. About three
quarters of survivors do OK About a quarter of survivors develop 
a brain injury that sometimes can get worse for a few days after 
the poisoning. The problems have to do with-everybody is a little 
different but problems with concentration, problems with what is 
called executive processing like can I read a map, can I follow in
structions, problems with short-term memory and problems with 
movement, tremors, similar to somebody with Parkinson's disease. 

Ms. DEGETTE. And do we have any sense annually about how 
many of these lasting brain injuries there are as a result of carbon 
monoxide poisoning? 

Dr. LAVONAS. Well, we know there are- if you add the suicide 
and the unintentional exposures together, probably about 45,000 or 
50,000 people who visit an emergency department for carbon mon
oxide poisoning each year. We know from good research that about 
a quarter of these, perhaps more, will develop a lasting brain in
jury. 

Ms. DEGETTE. Mr. Howell, I am wondering if you can tell me, as 
you know, the bill requires the CPSC to publish the existing vol
untary Underwriters Laboratories 2034 standard for carbon mon
oxide alarms as a federal mandatory standard. Do you know how
can you tell us-I am sure you know how- the Underwriters Lab
oratories standard for carbon monoxide detectors was determined? 

Mr. HOWELL. If you are asking how the standard came to be, it 
certainly is a gathering of technical experts, industry, stakeholders 
and of course CPSC is represented. Performance standard design 
criteria is developed and it is balloted and approved by technical 
experts. that work to develop these standards .. 

Ms. DEGETTE. Do you think it will sufficiently protect the public? 
Mr. HOWELL. At this point our indications are that it is adequate 

to protect the. public from the risk as we. see it today. 
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Ms. DEGETIE. OK. Just one last question. What proportion of 
carbon monoxide alarms currently available on the market conform 
to that standard? 

Mr. HOWELL. I do not have an exact number but it is our indica
tion that there is substantial compliance with the UL 2034 stand
ards. 

Ms. DEGETTE. Mr. Devine, do you know? 
Mr. DEVINE. At this time we really understand that all the 

alarms that are available at retail establishments for consumers to 
purchase are compliant to the UL 2034 standard. Essentially all of 
the major retailers require us as manufacturers to have compliance 
to. this. standard today. 

Ms. DEGETTE. Thank you. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. R USH. The Chair thanks the gentlelady. 
There was a question that came to mind, so the Chair will enter

tain any requests for one additional question from the members 
here, and the Chair recognizes himself for. 1 minute. 

Can anybody provide any information on the threat of carbon 
monoxide poisoning in any other place other than homes? And I am 
particularly concerned or interested in any evidence of carbon mon
oxide poisoning in automobiles. 

Mr. HOWELL. Let me take the question as it began, which is any 
place outside of homes. CPSC actually. has recorded incidents of 
people in outdoor environments, campers and tents, whether either 
through the use of generators or other fuel appliances that are 
used to either heat or cook have resulted in deaths to those from 
carbon monoxide poisoning. 

Mr. RUSH. Anyone else? 
Mr .. DEVINE. Yes, Mr. Chairman .. In addition to. outside. of the 

residence, also concerning to us is the hotel-motel while people are 
traveling. There have been occurrences, unfortunate incidents 
where people have had carbon monoxide poisoning while they are 
in a hotel-motel from a variety of different sources as well. 

Mr. RUSH. Thank you. 
The Chair recognizes the ranking member for 1 minute. 
Mr. WHITFIELD. Thank you. 
Mr. Howell, I wanted to ask you a question. You didn't come up 

to testify on H.R. 4805, the formaldehyde bill, which applies to 
hardwood, plywood, medium-density fiberboard and particleboard, 
all of which are products, and since you are the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission, are you familiar with this formaldehyde legis
lation? 

Mr. HOWELL. I am aware that it was there. I have not actually 
studied the legislation at this point. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. I was just thinking that these are products and 
you all deal with products and whether or not maybe your agency 
should have the. jurisdiction over this formaldehyde. issue, but we 
can talk about that later. I was just curious if you had looked at 
it. Thank you. 

Mr. R USH. The Chair wants to thank the witnesses. You have 
really been providing an invaluable service to this committee with 
your testimony and your answers to the questions. The Chair 
would like. for you to know that we. will keep the record open for 
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2 weeks, and if there are any members of the subcommittee who 
are not present who would like to submit questions to you in writ
ing, would you please respond to those questions promptly within 
a 2-week period. Thank you so very much, and thank you for your 
time and your investment in the future of America. Thank you so 
much and God bless. 

The Chair wants to thank the members of the second panel for 
their participation in this hearing and wants to introduce the sec
ond panel of this hearing for a discussion on the other matter that 
is before this subcommittee, the bill introduced by Mrs. Matsui. 
The Chair wants to thank all the witnesses for. your investment of 
your time in this hearing. 

The Chair wants to introduce beginning at his left Mr. James J. 
Jones, who is the deputy assistant administrator for the Office of 
Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances of the U.S. EPA. Seat
ed next to Mr. J ones is Mr. Tom J ulia, who is the president of the 
Composite Panel Association. And seated next to Mr. Julia is. Mr .. 
Andy Counts, who is the CEO of the American Home Furnishings 
Alliance, and Mr. Don Ryan is sitting next to him, who is of the 
Sierra Club and a founding board member of the National Center 
for Healthy Housing. And next to Mr. Ryan is Dr. Melvin E. Ander
sen, who is the director of Program in Chemical Safety Sciences at 
The Hamner Institutes for Health Sciences. Again, we welcome all 
of the witnesses. 

It is the practice of this committee to swear in the witnesses, so 
will you please stand and raise your right hand? 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. R USH. Please let the record reflect that the witnesses have 

all answered in the affirmative. 
The Chair now recognizes Mr. Jones for 5 minutes for the pur

poses of an opening statement. 

TESTIMONY OF JAMES J. JONES, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMIN
ISTRATOR, OFFICE OF PREVENTION, PESTICIDES, AND 
TOXIC SUBSTANCES, U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY; TOM JULIA, PRESIDENT, THE COMPOSITE PANEL 
ASSOCIATION; ANDY COUNTS, CEO, AMERICAN HOME FUR
NISHINGS ALLIANCE; DON RYAN, SIERRA CLUB, FOUNDING 
BOARD MEMBER, THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTHY 
HOUSING; AND MELVIN E. ANDERSEN, CIH, PHD, DABT, DI
RECTOR, PROGRAM IN CHEMICAL SAFETY SCIENCES, THE 
HAMNER INSTITUTES FOR HEALTH SCIENCES 

TESTIMONY OF JAMES J. JONES 
Mr. J ONES. Thank you, Chairman Rush, Ranking Member 

Radanovich and members of the subcommittee. Thank you for the 
opportunity to speak with you today regarding the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency's efforts on formaldehyde and the poten
tial legislative action in Congress. 

Formaldehyde is a widely used chemical and may be found both 
indoors and outdoors. It is used in building materials and house
hold products and also produces a byproduct of combustion.. In 
homes, the most significant sources of formaldehyde are likely to 
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be pressed wood products made using adhesives that contain urea
formaldehyde resins. 

Inhalation of formaldehyde can cause irritation of the eyes, nose, 
throat and skin as well as inflammation and damage to the upper 
respiratory tract. Additionally, there is growing evidence that form
aldehyde exposure. may impact pulmonary function and increase 
respiratory symptoms, asthma and allergic sensitization in chil
dren. In 1989, EPA classified formaldehyde as a probable human 
carcinogen. 

EPA is currently engaged in a reassessment of the potential can
cer and non-cancer risks of formaldehyde that will be entered into 
EPA's Integrated Risk Information, or IRIS program. As a result 
of this reassessment process, EPA is reexamining its conclusions 
regarding the cancer and non-cancer effects of formaldehyde. This 
assessment will be ready for external review soon. The agency has 
also asked the National Academy of Sciences to provide inde
pendent external scientific peer review, and EPA will offer opportu
nities for public comment on the underlying science. 

The recent focus of formaldehyde in the Office of Prevention, Pes
ticides, and Toxic Substances resulted from a March 2008 petition 
to adopt the California State regulation concerning emissions of 
formaldehyde from three types of composite wood products. They 
petitioned EPA to exercise its authority under TSCA section 6 to 
adopt and apply nationally the California formaldehyde emissions 
regulation for these composite wood products. In response, EPA an
nounced on June 24, 2008, that it was partially granting and par
tially denying the petition. While the agency denied the specifics of 
the petition request, EPA announced plans to issue an Advanced 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to initiate a proceeding to assist us 
in obtaining a better understanding of the available control tech
nologies and approaches, industry practices and the implementa
tion of the California regulation. 

The ANPR was issued on December 3, 2008, and describes EPA's 
initial steps in that investigation and requested comment informa
tion and data relating to formaldehyde emissions from pressed 
wood products. 

The challenge of regulating chemicals under our current TSCA 
authority is worth noting. As Congress moves toward TSCA reform 
legislation, we have stated in previous hearings that as a result of 
the legal and procedural requirements TSCA places on EPA to col
lect data, there are large, troubling gaps in the available data and 
state of knowledge of many widely used chemicals in commerce. 
Chemical producers are not required to provide EPA the data nec
essary to fully assess a chemical's risks. In cases such as formalde
hyde where EPA has adequate data on a chemical and it wants to 
protect against well-known risks to human health and the environ
ment, there are legal hurdles that prevent quick and effective regu
latory action. 

In regards to formaldehyde, the agency noted in its 2008 ANPR 
that EPA does not have sufficient information to evaluate whether 
the CARB standard would likely be the least burdensome alter
native necessary to protect adequately against such risks. This 
finding illustrates the inherent difficulty the agency faces in regu
lating chemicals under TOSCA even for a chemical such as form-
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aldehyde where data and information are available regarding its 
health effects. 

Restoring confidence in our chemical management system is a 
top priority for EPA and an environmental priority for the Obama 
Administration. This Administration's principles for how TSCA 
should be revised and modernized call for stronger and clearer au
thority for EPA to collect and act upon critical data regarding 
chemical risks. Under a reformed TSCA, EPA should have the nec
essary authority and tools to quickly require testing and obtain 
other information from manufacturers that is relevant to deter
mining the safety of chemicals and should also have clear authority 
to take risk-management actions. when chemicals do not meet safe
ty standards. 

EPA currently anticipates being able to make a determination on 
whether to pursue regulatory action on formaldehyde in 2011. If we 
were to propose a new regulation at that time, a final rule could 
be anticipated 1 to 3 years later depending on the comments we re
ceive. and additional analysis and consultations. which may be re
quired in order to finalize. 

As this committee considers legislation on formaldehyde, we 
agree that formaldehyde is a hazardous chemical and support the 
goal of legislation in reducing the risks of formaldehyde in pressed 
wood products. Reducing formaldehyde emissions in pressed wood 
products should be. an important public health goal. California has 
made a valuable contribution to formaldehyde emissions reductions 
through it standards and is providing a clear model for addressing 
the problem. 

We look forward to working with this committee as it moves for
ward to reduce exposure to formaldehyde from these products. It 
is our hope that Congress will also be able to act on TSCA reform 
since the Administration believes it is important to work together 
to quickJy modernize and strengthen the tools available in TSCA. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present EPA's views, and I am 
ha_Epy to answer any questions the subcommittee may have. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Jones follows:J 
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Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

before the 
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Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 
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United States House of Representatives 
March 18, 2010 

Chairman Rush, Ranking Member Whitfield, and members of the Committee, thank you 

for the opportunity to speak with you today regarding the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency's efforts on formaldehyde and potential legislative action in Congress. 

Formaldehyde is a widely-used chemical and may be found both indoors and outdoors. 

It is used in building materials ar>d household products and can also be produced as a by

product of combustion. In homes, the most significant current sources of formaldehyde are 

likely to be pressed wood products made using adhesives that contain urea-formaldehyde (UF) 

resins. Pressed wood products made for indoor use include particleboard, plywood, and 

fiberboard .1 

Inhalation of formaldehyde can cause irritation of the eyes, nose, throat, and skin, as 

well as inflammation and damage to the upper-respiratory tract.2 Additionally, there is growing 

evidence that formaldehyde eJ<posure may impact pulmonary function, and increase 

respiratory symptoms, asthma, and allergic sensitization in children.3 There is evidence that 

some people can develop sensitivity to formaldehyde.' In l 989. EPI\ classified formaldehyde as 

' Formaldehyde (missio:is From Pressed Wood Products, Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 73 FR 73620, 
at 73622 (December 3, 2008) 
'ATSDR ToxFAQs. htto://www.~t~(Jt.(.dt.gov/tfa(t~.llh!itml; O.SHA .Safety fact Shee!, http://www.osha
safety.org/osha •. formaldettyde.asp 
l ~lcGwinn, Gerald. Jr, Jeffrey Licn~r. 3nd John I K~nnedy Jr ..• r;_n~i.~011.m~nJ~!Hs;i.l!h.t~t'il'.~-~Ji~j. Vol!&& 
(Kumber 3 ). March 20 I 0. 
•Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Toxitologicat Profile for Formaldehyde. 1999. 
t.llQ:/ fwww.a1sdr.cd(.g~~L!f>l>P.f.Qfl~~Lt.ilJlJ t\;;m: 
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a probable human 1:.m.:in~1gen. At that time, there was sufficient evidence in animah <ind 

limited evidt!ncc in humans from a set ct 28 epidemiology studiE's. '.' In 2005, the International 

Agency for Rese<irch on Cancer (IARC) concluded that there is sufficient evidence in humans 

and sufficient evidence in experimental animals for the. carcinogenicity of formaldehyde.'5 

EPA recognizes that since 1989 there has been additional research into the 

health effects of formaldehyde. EPA is currently engaced in a reassessment of the potential 

cancer and non-cancer risks of formaldehyde that will be entered into the EPA's Integrated Risk 

Information System (IRIS) program. As a result of the IRIS reassessment process, EPA will be 

reexamining its conclusions regarding the cancer risk of formaldehyde after considering the 

currently available scientific information, including human data. EPA will also be evaluating the 

non-cancer health effects of inhalation of formaldehyde. 

The recent focus on formaldehyde in the Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic 

Substances resulted from a March 2008 petition from 25 organizations and approximately 

5,000 individuals to adopt the California state regulation concerning emissions of formaldehyde 

from three types of composite wood products: 1) hardwood plywood; 2) particleboard; and 3) 

medium density fiberboard They petitioned EPA to assess and reduce the risks posed by 

formaldehyde emitted from these products by exercising its authority under TSCA section 6 to: 

adopt and apply nationally the California formaldehyde emissions regulation for these 

composite wood products; and to extend the regulation to include composite wood products 

used in manufactured homes. 

In response, EPA announced on June 24. 2008. that it was partially granting and 

partially denying the petition. While the Agency denied rhe specifics of the petition request, 

EPA announced plam to develop and issue an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) 

to initiate a proceeding to assist us in obtaining a better understanding of the available control 

'IRIS File for Formaldenyde, http://www.epa.gov/iris/subst/0419.htm 
• IARC Mor>ogr aphs on r/1e E~aluoriorr of Corciru)genit Ri~•• ro Humans {see 
312: f I moMgraph~. ;arc. fr [ll!G iMonO.fil.fil2.l).s.L'!Q!~M.11o~~:P.lw. and h!tp://monograpos.iardr /f NG/Meei ings/88-
f ormaldehyde .pdf l 
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technologies and approaches, industry practices, and the implementation of California's 

regulation. 

The ANPR was issued on December 3, 2008 and describes EPA's initial steps in that 

investigation and requested comment, information, and data relating to formaldehyde 

emissions from pressed wood products. The notice also announced a series of public meetings 

to obtain additional stakeholder input which took place in early 2009. In 2009, the 

Administration conducted an additional meeting in New Orleans to provide an opportunity for 

residents of the so-called "FEMA trailers" to offer their views. 

As I noted, EPA is working towards an updated IRIS cancer and non cancer assessment 

regarding health effects of inhalation exposure to formaldehyde, and this should be ready for 

external review soon. The Agency has asked the National Academy of Sciences to provide 

independent external scientific peer review and EPA will also offer opportunities for public 

comment on the underlying science. Also, we are conducting an exposure assessment this year 

and will focus on exposures in communities with environmental justice conceros. In addition. 

we are developing an industry survey to characterize the current industry practices, control 

technologies and the extent to which the industry has adopted the California standards. 

The point of these efforts is to gain a greater scientific understanding of the potential 

health risks associated with the use of formaldehyde in pressed wood products. In turn, this 

vital information will inform the regulatory approach EPA will take on formaldehyde, as we 

consider whether it is Olppropriate to use our authority under TSCA to ban or restrict the use of 

formaldehyde in pressed wood products. 

The challenge of regulating chemicals under our current TSCA authorities is worth 

noting. As Congress moves toward TSCA reform legislation, we have stated in previous 

hearings that as a result of the legal and procedural requirements TSCA places on EPA prior to 

collecting data, there are large, troubling gaps in the available data and state of knowledge on 
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mctny widely used chemicals in commerce. Chemical producers are not required to provide. 

without further action from EPA. the data necessary to fully cissess a chemical's risks. 

In the cases where EPA has adequate data on a chemical and wants to protect the public 

against well-known risks to human health and the environment, there are legal hurdles that 

prevent quick and effective regulatory action. Meanwhile. the public may be exposed to 

chemicals for which we nave little understanding of the consequences. 

As has been frequently cited, after years of study, EPA issued a rule in 1989 phasing out 

most uses of asbestos - a chemical whose health effects had been exhaustively studied and 

demonstrated to cause lung cancer. mesothelioma and asbestosis in humans. Yet. a Federal 

court overturned the rule because EPA failed to clear the hurdles imposed under TSCA before 

existing chemical risks can be controlled. In regards to formaldehyde, the Agency noted in its 

2008 ANPR that • 

.. On the basis of the significant differences in the legal standards applicable to the 

California Health and Safety Code (H&SC) and TSCA section 6. and the insufficiency of 

the information available to EPA for purposes of conducting the TSCA section 6 analysis. 

EPA is not granting the specific request in the petition to commence a proceeding under 

TSCA section 6 to impose the CAflB formaldehyde ATCM nationwide. Even if the 

information available to EPA were sufficient to support an evaluation of whether 

formaldehyde in composite wood products presents or will present an unreasonable 

risk, petitioners have not provided sufficient information, and EPA does not otherwise 

have sufficient information, to evaluate whether the CARS ATCM would likely be the 

least burdensome alternative necessary to protect adequately against such risk." 

This finding illustrates the inherent difficulties the Agency faces in regulating chemicals under 

TSCA. 

4 
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Restoring confidence in our chemical management system is a top priority for EPA and 

an environmental priority for the Obama Administration. This Administration's principles for 

how TSCA should be revised and modernized call for stronger and clearer authority for EPA to 

collect and act upon critical data regarding chemicals risks. Under a reformed TSCA, EPA should 

have the necessary authority and tools, such as data call in, to quickly and efficiently require 

testing or obtain other information from manufacturers that is relevant to determining the 

safety of ch~micals, and should also have clear authority to take risk management actions when 

chemicals do not meet the safety standard, with flexibility to take into account a range of 

considerations, including children's health, economic costs, social benefits. and equity 

concerns. 

EPA currently anticipates being able to make a determination on pursuing regulatory 

action on formaldehyde in 2011. lfwe were to have the information and data necessary to 

propose a new regulation at that time, a final rule could be anticipated one to three years late,, 

depending on the comments we would receive and the additional analysis and consultations 

which may be required in order to finalize. 

As this Committee considers legislation on formaldehyde, we agree that formaldehyde 

is a hazardous chemical and support the goal of legislation in reducing the risks from 

formaldehyde in pressed wood products. Reducing formaldehyde emissions in pressed wood 

products should be an important public health goal. California has made a valuable 

contribution to formaldehyde emissions reductions through its standards and is providing a 

clear model for addressing this problem. We look forward to working with this Committee as it 

moves forward to redu~e exposure to formaldehyde from these products. It is our hope that 

Congress will also be able to act on TSCA reform, since the Administration·believes it is 

important to work together to quickly modernize and strengthen the tools available in TSCA. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present EPA's views, and I am happy to answer any 

questions the Subcommittee may have. 
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Mr. RUSH. Mr. Julia, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

TESTIMONY OF TOM JULIA 
Mr. J ULIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman , Ranlting Member Radano

vich, members of the subcommittee, and thank you in particular to 
Mrs. Matsui for taking the leadership to introduce this important 
piece of consumer legislation. 

I am Tom J ulia, president of The Composite Panel Association, 
a not-for-profit association representing more than 90 percent of 
the North American production of particleboard, medium-density fi
berboard and hardboard. We are representing manufacturers of 
two of the three products regulated under this. legislation, and we 
are here to offer to our strong support. 

Composite panel products used in construction materials, fur
niture. cabinets and for hundreds of other uses are a major world
wide industry. In the United States alone, panel mills employ thou
sands of workers and the sale of our product affect hundreds of 
thousands of manufacturing jobs, typically in small rural commu
nities throughout the Nation. We are among the greenest indus
tries in the world, and most U.S.-made products use 100 percent 
recycled residual or post-consumer wood. CPA itself is a world lead
er in quality assurance, product testing and certification and spon
sorship of voluntary industry standards. 

I am proud to say today that nearly 100 percent of U.S. produc
tion capacity of particleboard and MDF is compliant with the Cali
fornia standard phase I and in many cases phase II, the levels that 
would be required under this legislation. Our sister trade associa
tion, the Hardwood Plywood Veneer Association, represented in the 
audience today, can tell you a comparable story for hardwood ply
wood products, the other product regulated under this bill. 

None of this happened by accident. It took a long-term commit
ment to lower emission levels, a major and ongoing capital invest
ment in new technology, and an early commitment to the Cali
fornia rule and to meeting its deadlines. We wish that everyone 
would share this strong commitment to. product stewardship and 
lower formaldehyde emissions, especially some of those making 
products overseas that are bound for American markets .. Fortu
nately, most of the U.S.-based trade associations. representing off
shore producers have. strongly committed themselves to supporting 
this bill and responsible importers are meeting the CARB rule. But 
there is still too much product entering the U.S. market made by 
companies who don't participate in trade associations, who don't 
get their products tested and certified, who don't sell into Cali
fornia and who often sell low-priced goods to the most vulnerable 
of our citizens. These are the bad actors that H.R. 4805 will reach 
while at the same time ensuring a consistent standard of compli
ance and enforcement throughout the United States. 

By establishing national requirements, you will give the Amer
ican public full confidence that panel producers are doing every
thing possible to minimize the environmental footprints of our 
products, that a rigorous federal standard stands behind these 
products and that compliance doesn't just happen some of the time, 
it happens all of the time. We submit to you that is good for public 
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health, this is good for domestic jobs and this is good for the Amer
ican consumer. 

We are here today at a rare moment in history when industry 
and environmentalists, labor and health care groups can come to
gether and support a common result. This is also a day to think, 
as we heard earlier today, about the emergency. housing units pro
vided to victims of Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Rita. Had 
there been a national emissions standards in place and third-party 
testing and certification to validate compliance, it is very possible 
there never would have been a FEMA trailer problem, at least one 
related to formaldehyde emissions from composite wood. And by 
passing this. bill, you can make a statement that says. we will never 
let it happen again. 

I cannot say enough about third-party testing and certification. 
Responsible industries around the world are embracing it and it in
deed has become our industry's equivalent to what President 
Reagan called trust and verify. It is also the key to the success of 
this bill. 

In closing, I urge you to take what California has called the 
toughest production standard in the world and make it America's 
standard too. Earlier today there were some questions about pre
emption and the impact of this bill on the States, and I would be 
happy in my responses to questions to address those, Mr. Chair
man, or at this time. Thank you so much. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Julia follows: ] 
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US HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMM ERCE, TRADE AND CONSUM ER PROTECTION 

LEGISLATIVE HEARING ON HR 4805 
THE FORMALDEHYDE STANDARDS IN COMPOSITE WOOD PRODUCTS ACT 

MARCH 18, 2010 

STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. JULIA 
PRESIDENT, COMPOSITE PANEL ASSOCIATION 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee for this 
opportunity to address you today about a bill with significant implications for 
American consumers. 

I am Tom Julia, President of the Composite Panel Association (CPA), a trade 
association celebrating its 501

"' anniversary of service this year. The CPA 
represents companies responsible for more than 90% of the North American 
production capacity of particleboard, MDF and hardboard . We also represent 
most of the companies making wood-based decorat ive surfacing materials, 
as well as others affiliated with the composite panel industry. 

The CPA represents manufacturers of two of the three major products that 
would be regulated under HR 4805, and I am here today to offer our strong 
support for this legislation. 

Composite panel manufacturing and the use of our products in both 
construction applications and home and office furnishings, is a maj or 
worldwide industry. I n t he US alone our mills~ employ more than 20,000 
workers, and affect more than 350,000 additional jobs, typically in small 
rural communities through the nation. 

We pride ourselves as being among the greenest industries in the world, as 
almost all of our members' panel products are made with 100% recycled, 
residual or post-consumer wood. Indeed our industry is predicated on 
recycling and always has been. The CPA itself is a world leader in quality 
assurance, product test ing and certification, sponsorship of voluntary 
industry standards, and development of technical data about industry 
products. Moreover, we have shared our technical expertise with 
organizations throughout the world, even assisting several international 
consumer product testing organizations who today are testing panel 
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products in China that are bound for the US. We believe this it is a good 
think that the consumers have high confidence in the composite wood 
products in their homes and offices regardless of the source, and we are 
committed to supporting global manufacturing too, even though our 
members' markets are exclusively domestic. 

I am also proud to say that virtually 100% of both US and Canadian 
production capacity of particleboard and MDF is already certified to meet or 
exceed the CARB Phase 1 emissions levels, and many are already meeting 
the Phase 2 limits that go into affect for our products beginning next year. A 
sister association, the Hardwood Plywood Veneer Association, reports similar 
success for hardwood plywood products, the third of the three products 
regulated under HR 4805. 

None of this happened by accident. It took a long term commitment to 
lowering emission levels, a major capital investment in technology, and an 
early commitment to the CARS rule and to meeting its deadlines. In no 
other part of the world has there been such a commitment and urgency to 
product stewardship and regulatory compliance, even for US markets where 
the CARV rule is not enforceable. 

For decades CPA has operated the largest and most stringent third party 
testing and certification program for composite panels in North America. It 
includes monthly audits and random testing to assurance compliance with 
both formaldehyde emission requirements as well as physical properties. 
We operate a state-of-the-art International Testing and Certification Center 
in Leesburg, Virginia, where we can test to even the exceeding challenging 
tolerances of CARB Phase 2 emission requirement as well as other ultra-low 
emitting criteria. 

The third party testing and certification requirements embedded in 
California's emission rules are based in large part on the CPA's Grademark 
Certification Program, and we were the first organization worldwide to be 
recognized and approved as a CARB-approved Third Party Certifier. 

In short, we know a lot about composite wood products and about the use of 
formaldehyde based adhesives, and we have a demonstrated record of 
helping industry achieve and document increasingly lower emission profiles 
for its products. 

2 
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We are convinced that it is imperative that our customers and the American 
public have full confidence that panel producers are doing everything 
possible to minimize the environmental footprint of our products and -
equally important - full confidence that a rigorous, reliable testing and 
certification program stands behind our products, as mandated by federal 
law. 

We wish everyone felt the same way and would demonstrate the same 
commitment, especially some of those responsible for the massive influx of 
composite panel products entering the United States from overseas. While 
things have improved since the CARB rule went into effect, and US-based 
trade associations representing many of these producers have strongly 
committed themselves to compliance with the CARB rule, there is still too 
much product that enters the US market without any regulatory oversight. 

These are the bad actors that HR 4805 will enable the EPA to reach, while at 
the same time ensuring a consistent standard of compliance and 
enforcement not only in California but also throughout the United States. 
To be clear, not all importers are of the same mind, and not all products 
manufactured offshore are suspect. Indeed many companies have a long 
track record of product stewardship on a global scale, and many others have 
moved quickly to make sure their products meet the CARB rule as well as 
any prospective national standard. But there are, and a Congressional 
directive can help EPA make sure that compliance doesn't just happen some 
of the time but rather all of the time. That means putting in place the first 
ever federal standard governing emission levels from composite panel 
products- no matter where they are made in the world if sold in the US, and 
no matter where they are sold in the US. 

With CPA's considerable experience, we know that in the rare instances 
when products are found to emit high levels of formaldehyde, they are most 
often products made without regard to industry standards, international 
accreditations or in-house testing. 

Beginning with HR 4805, and its counterpart in the Senate, the Congress has 
a chance to change this. I submit that your real challenge is not whether to 
move ahead and direct EPA to enact a sensible rulernaking but rather how 
quickly and comprehensively they can do so to effect meaningful change. 

A lot of eager lawyers and expert consultants are waiting in the wings, 
hoping a multi-year extravaganza that costs the federal government and 

3 
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American taxpayers millions of dollars, that costs industry even more, and 
that bogs EPA staff down for years before a federal rule is adopted . 

Who would be served by this? Certainly not the American consumer, nor the 
domestic composite panel industry - nor public health itself. 

Last summer CPA submitted comments in response to the Sierra Club's 
petition for rulemaking by the EPA. We said yes, fill the void and establlsh a 
national standard. We said base it on the work done by the California ARB 
over the past seven years to formulate its Air Toxic Control Measure for 
Composite Wood Products. No more, no less. We said resist the urge to go 
down the path of a complex TSCA 6(a) rulemaking approach and find a 
better way. We said this is a moment in history when industry, 
environmentalists, labor and health care groups can come together all 
support the same approach. 

Last but hardly least, we were are still cognizant of the allegations of high 
formaldehyde emissions from the emergency housing units provided by 
FEMA to victims of hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The Sierra Club has it right 
on th is one: had there been a nat ional standa rd in place and a third party 
testing and certification regimen to validate compliance, its likely there 
never would have been a FEMA trailer problem, at least not one related to 
formaldehyde emissions from composite wood products manufactured here 
or abroad. 

I am here today to urge Congress to give direction and urgency to EPA, and 
not permit the agency to be drawn into a long, complex and expensive 
rulemaking. Instead, I urge you to memorialize what Califo rnia has done and 
take the "toughest production st andard in the world" (CARB's words, with 
which we agree) , and make it America 's standard too. Do it now, do it this 
year and give the American people the full confidence that what's in our 
homes and offices has been subject to rigorous in-mill quality assurance, to 
third party testing and certification, to verifiable chain of custody 
documentation, and to an enforcement regimen with teeth. 

CPA is pleased to be part of a coalition supporting this bill that includes the 
American Home Furnishing Alliance, the Business and Institutional Furniture 
Manufacturers Association, the Hardwood Plywood Veneer Association, t he 
Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association, the American Forest and Paper 
Association, the APA-Engineered Wood Association, and other major 
business groups. We are equally pleased that this coalition includes the 

4 
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Sierra Club, the National Center for Health Housing, the United Steelworkers 
Union and other influential environmental and public health advocates. We 
thank and commend them for their early leadership on this matter, and note 
that many are represented on the panel or in the audience here today. 

I will close be addressing two questions that have sometimes been raised 
during our discussions with members of Congress and others since last year, 
and that bear repeating. 

The questions are why not pre-emption in this bill, and why not give EPA the 
opportunity to establish emissions ceilings that are different than those 
established by California. 

While the CPA might support pre-emption, the typical reasons for desiring it 
do not necessarily apply here, and so we do not believe it is essential. This is 
not the case of asking EPA to develop an entirely new regulation that is 
unfamiliar to the 50 states. Rather, compliance with the CARB rule is already 
being practiced by industry throughout the United States, though perhaps 
Jess by some than others. Indeed, California's rule is becoming a de facto 
national standard, so the incentive for any state to do anything different is 
not there. If Congress directs the EPA to establish a federal standard based 
on California's parameters, this will only help ensure that other states are 
not tempted to initiate a rule of their own, and will ensure the certainty that 
all stakeholders look for in a regulatory outcome. 

Our reasons for not making pre-emption a condition of passing this bill are 
also pragmatic. Indeed, the breadth of stakeholder and Congressional 
bipartisan support for this legislative approach to date has been the result of 
consensus. If pre-emption were to be made an issue now we beleve that 
consensus would unravel. 

As to the levels themselves, the formaldehyde emission ceilings called for 
under the CARB rule are already exceedingly low, and the rule incentivizes 
the manufacture of what are termed Ultra Low Emitting as well as No Added 
Urea Formaldehyde adhesive systems. This is memorialized in HR 4805, and 
the American ingenuity -· and the free market - is already responding by 
manufacturing dramatically lower emitting products over the past two years. 
This the appropriateness of once again addressing formaldehyde emissions 
from industry products again down the road is becoming moot. A federal 
standard based on CARB's approach will boost this positive direction and 
given everyone the assurance that at least the wood products sector is in full 
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compliance. Thus while we appreciate the desire to continue to address 
health related concerns about formaldehyde exposure, we submit that the 
levels of exposure that are possible under the CARB rule and a 
corresponding national standard are significantly below any reasonable level 
of concern. Moreover, the t hird party testing and certification requirement of 
the rule Is the mechanism that will provide full confidence to the 
marketplace if implemented properly by the EPA. 

Thank for again for holding this hearing and for the opportunity to address 
you today. CPA looks forward to continuing to support the work of the 
Congress on this important matter. 

More . information: tiulia@cpamail.org or 703.724.1128 ext. 243, or 
703.405.5502 (mobile) 
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Mr. RUSH. Thank you. 
The Chair recognizes Mr. Counts for 5 minutes. 

TESTIMONY OF ANDY COUNTS 

Mr. COUNTS. Good morning. I am Andy Counts, chief executive 
officer of the American Home Furnishings Alliance .. I would like to 
thank Chairman Rush, Ranking Member Radanovich, members of 
the subcommittee for this opportunity to testify. I would especially 
like to thank Congresswoman Doris Matsui for her leadership 
along with Congressman Vern Ehlers for. advancing this important 
legislation. 

The AHFA is the world's largest trade association, serving the 
home furnishings industry. Member companies comprise an exten
sive global network of manufacturers who produce home fur
nishings or component parts constructed of composite wood prod
ucts. 

AHFA supports the regulation of formaldehyde emissions from 
composite wood products, and we support H.R. 4805. We believe 
that a national approach is crucial in order to avoid conflicting 
State standards and allow for the harmonized distribution of prod
ucts and supplies. 

AHFA along with wood products industry, environmental, health 
and labor organizations worked for more than 7 years with the 
California Air Resources Board to establish formaldehyde emission 
limits for composite wood products. These new emission limits are 
the most stringent in the world. Outside these emissions. limits, 
however, there are several aspects of the California rule that can
not be implemented nationally. H .R. 4805 provides EPA the. plat
form and flexibility needed to address these issues and modify the 
California approach, providing a commonsense, pragmatic national 
regulation. 

Of critical importance will be the inclusion of adequate compli
ance timelines and sell-through provisions. Due to the unprece
dented economic conditions of the last few years, inventory levels 
remain high. Unlike in California where noncompliant inventories 
could be moved to other markets, adequate sell-through provisions 
are needed nationally to accommodate increased inventories and 
slow inventory turns. We request a sell-through period of 36 
months finished products following the compliance deadline for 
composite wood products. 

It is important to note that the California formaldehyde standard 
and the national standard proposed under H.R. 4805 regulate emis
sions from composite wood products and not the finished products 
that contain composite wood components. In fact, the value-added 
steps associated with finished products such as lamination and fin
ishing have been proven to lower emissions of composite wood com
ponents. EPA must focus compliance and enforcement where it be
longs: at the point of manufacture and process control. The regula
tions should not contain any provisions for the testing of finished 
goods such as. furniture or cabinets .. If the raw board component 
parts. are properly regulated, downstream users of these products 
will be required to purchase them and to only use or resell these 
safe products to consumers .. This. ensures. the overall safety of the 
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global supply chain and the citizens who purchase home fur
nishings. 

AFHA applauds the efforts of our global suppliers that have 
worked tirelessly to comply with the California standards. We 
stand ready to educate the industry on the new national standard 
and provide the tools necessary to ensure compliance on a global 
basis. We also look forward to working closely with EPA during the 
development of this regulation. 

Thank you for this opportunity, and I look forward to answering 
any questions you may have. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Counts follows:] 
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Good Morning. I am Andy Counts. the Chief Executive Officer of the American 
Home Furnishings Alliance (AHFA). I would like to thank Chairman Rush, 
Ranking Member Stearns and Members of the Subcommittee for the opportunity 
to testify. I would especially like to thank Congresswoman Doris Matsui for her 
leadership, along with Congressman Vern Ehlers, for advancing this important 
legislation. 

The AHFA is the world's largest trade organization serving the home furnishings 
industry. Member companies comprise an extensive global network of 
manufacturers who produce home furnishings or component parts constructed of 
composite wood products. AHFA supports the regulation of formaldehyde emissions 
from composite wood products and we support H.R. 4805. We believe that a 
national approach is crucial in order to avoid conflicting state standards and allows 
for the harmonized distribution of products and supplies. 

The AHFA along with the wood products industry, environmental. health, and labor 
organizations worked for more than seven years with the California Air Resources 
Board (CARB) lo establish formaldehyde emission limits for composite wood 
products. These new emission limits are the lowest anywhere in the world. Outside 
these emission limits there are several aspects of the California rule that can not be 
implemented nationally. H.R. 4805 provides EPA the platform and flexibility needed 
to address these issues and modify the California approach providing a 
commonsense. pragmatic national regulation. 

Of critical importance will be the inclusion of adequate compliance timelines and sell 
through provisions. Due to the unprecedented economic conditions of the last few 
years inventory levels remain high. Unlike in California where non-compliant 
inventories could be moved to other markets; adequate sell through provisions are 
needed nationally to accommodate increased inventories and slow inventory turns. 
We request a sell through period of 36 months for finished goods following the 
compliance deadline for composite wood products. 

It is important to note that the California formaldehyde standard and the national 
standard proposed under H.R. 4805 regulate emissions from composite wood 
products and not the finished products that contain composite wood components. 
EPA must focus compliance and enforcement where it belongs, at the point of 
manufacture and process control. The regulation should not contain any provisions 
for the testing of finished goods, such as furniture or cabinets. If the raw board 
component parts are properly regulated, downstream users of these products will be 
required to purchase only these regulated products. and to only use or resell these 
safe products to consumers. This ensures the overall safety of the global supply 
chain and the citizens who purchase our products. 

AHFA applauds the efforts of our global suppliers that have worked tirelessly to 
comply with the California standards. We stand ready to educate the industry on the 
new national standard and provide the tools necessary to ensure compliance on a 
global basis. We also took forward to working closely with EPA during the 
development of this regulation. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to share our views on this important issue and I 
look forward to answering any questions you may have. 
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Mr. RUSH. Mr. Ryan is recognized. 

TESTIMONY OF DON RYAN 

Mr. RYAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Radanovich and Rep
resentative Matsui. My name is Don Ryan. It is my pleasure to tes
tify today in strong support of H .R. 4805. I testify on behalf of two 
organizations: the National Center for Healthy Housing and the. Si
erra Club. The. National Center is dedkating to. ensuring that all 
Americans' homes are healthy and safe through proven and prac
tical steps. The National Center is concerned about formaldehyde 
because of the enormous body of scientific evidence documenting 
formaldehyde's human health risks. Formaldehyde is an irritant, 
an allergen, a cancer risk, and composite wood products are a sig
nificant source of exposure, and just as importantly, an opportunity 
to significantly reduce exposures. 

The Sierra Club is one of the Nation's oldest and largest environ
mental organizations. It is committed to protecting public health as 
well as natural resources. And it was the Sierra Club that first 
called the Nation's attention to the dangers of high formaldehyde 
levels in FEMA trailers after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The. 
primary source was manufactured wood products with formalde
hyde glue, most of which apparently came from overseas. 

The painful story of formaldehyde and FEMA trailers is not yet 
over as just last week the federal government announced the sale 
of 120,000 of these travel trailers. I am concerned about the. sale. 
at several levels. The trailers may pose formaldehyde hazards. 
They may pose other health hazards. Some of these trailers may 
come to be occupied as permanent homes, even though that is not 
their designed intent, and there is a chance the warning labels may 
be removed before the resale to future buyers. What I want to drive 
home is that all these health hazards, these headaches, these 
heartaches could have been completely avoided, and that is why 
H.R. 4805's enactment is so important. 

I want to applaud Representatives Matsui and Ehlers for intro
ducing this bill. I want to thank this subcommittee for holding this 
hearing and moving it forward. 

I also want to take a minute to salute the staff of the California 
Air Resources Board because the opportunity before. us today to ad
vance public health across the Nation is due to their hard work 
over the past 7 years to carefully craft the standard that is protec
tive, that is practical, that is enforceable. But there are limits to 
what one State can accomplish when it comes to a worldwide mar
ket for products such as composite wood products. As we have. seen 
with other consumer products, with drywall, with dog food, with 
children's toys, ensuring compliance by overseas manufacturers is 
absolutely critical and often very difficult. The California formalde
hyde standard is the toughest production standard in the world. 
The standard has already taken effect. The standard is already 
working. Manufacturers are already complying. 

So at the. most basic level, what H.R. 4805 does is two. things, 
It extends the California standard's public health protections 
across the country as quickly as possible, and number two, it 
strengthens enforcement to level the playing field so that unscru
pulous manufacturers cannot undercut responsible manufacturers. 
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So this bill is a giant step forward for public health. It has the sup
port of environmental, health, labor and consumer advocates and 
this bill is a giant step forward for responsible manufacturers be
cause it levels the playing field. It will create green jobs for Amer
ican workers. 

And finally, I want to note this bill is a big win for the American 
taxpayer because it avoids the complexities and the clumsiness of 
TSCA by directing EPA to issue its regulation without delay. 

So I would urge this subcommittee's support of the bill. I think 
it deserves your bipartisan support. I hope it wins your unanimous 
support, and I ask each of you to urge the full Energy and Com
merce Committee to recommend this bill's early approval by the. 
fulJ House. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ryan follows:] 
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Chainnan Rush and members of the Subcommittee. l thank you for the opportWlity to testify in 
support ofH.R. 4805 as a representative of the Sierra Club and the National Center for Healthy 
Housing. Both organizations wholeheartedly support the bill and applaud the leadership of 
Representatives Matsui am.I Ehlers in introducing this important legislation. 

The National Center for Healthy Housing is the nation's leading organiz.ation dedicated to 
creating healthy and $afc homes for children through proven and practical steps. NCHH 
conducts research and provides training to health and housing pwfessionals ucross the United 
States and promotes policies lhal make homes healthier. As one of the National Center's 
fowiders and a member of its board, I want to a.~sure you the healthy homes community believes 
this bill takes our nation an impommt step clo~r to making homes healthier for all. 

The Sierra Club is one of the nation's oldest and largest environmental organizations. For over 
113 years, the Siena Club has been dedicated to protecting our nation's natur.d resources and 
public health. Sierra Cluh, on behalf of its members, works to protect and enhance the health of 
the environment throughout the cowttty. The Sierra Club has over 1.3 million members and 
supporters living throughout the United States. 

Sierra Club has taken the lead nationally in lighting lhe battle to protect people from high levels 
or fonnaldehyde exposure. As a gra~sroot~ organi7ation, Sierra Club got involved in this issue 
when the Club's Mississippi chapter began getting reports of serious ro:>-piratory problems from 
Hurricane: Katrina and Rita swvivors who were living in FEMA trailers. The Chapter chair, 
Becky Gillette. learned that formaldehyde may be a cause and bcgM sampling the trailers for 
formaldehyde. The tests showed very high levels that - the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention conceded years later - were serious enough lo warrant quick evacuation of the 
resident~ from these FEMA trailers. Wood products made with formaldehyde glue appeared to 
the primary source. While lawsuits may eventually resolve who was at fault, it appears that 
much of the wood involved was imported from overseas in the rush to meet the huge demand for 
FEMA trailers, and that little or none of it was subject to compliance with any federal or even 
voluntary industry standard. A national standard on formaldehyde emissions could have 
prevented all of this. 

The Siena Club and NCHH remain con~med about the long·tenn health impacts of the 
residents who unwittingly were exposed to such high levels of formaldehyde. We also remain 
concerned that last week. the federal government sold 120,000 of these trailers with only a 
simple warning in an effort to recover pennies on the dollar. As Ms Gillette told the Washington 
Post.. "What if Toyota ordered a recall, then simply put a sticker on its vehicles saying they were 
unfit to drive before reselling them? There's a double standard for the government." 

1 
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Beyond looking backwards to clean-up the mistakes from HUJTicane Katrina and Rita, the Club 
looked forward to prevent future tragedies. For years. it had been tracking rulcmaking by the 
California Air Resources Board to protect Californians from fonnaldehyde as a toxic air 
contaminant. In April 2007, California established aggressive technology-based standard~ to 
reduce formaldehyde from hardwood plywood, particleboard and medium-density fiberboard. 
'lllese regulations set the most protective standards in the world through a practical, tcchnology
based approach. More importantly, the standard!> included rigorous third party testing and 
certification to ensure compliance. 

The North American manufacturers of the wood products responded immediately by committing 
to full compliance with the California rules. While they believed that California overstated the 
risk of formaldehyde, they saw the value in reducing the formaldehyde emissions and in being 
responsible stewards of their producL<1. 

Unfortunately, there are limits to State leadership when it comes to a worldwide market for 
products such as composite wood prodU£ts. While California's use of third parties lo certify 
compliance with the rule allows overseas manufacturers and importers to comply with the rule, it 
is especially difficult to enforce their compliance. And as we have seen with consllPler products 
such as drywall, pet food, and children's toys, ovcrsca11 compliance i!I critical-· and difficult to 
ensure. 

Therefore, the Sierra Club drafted a petition to a~k the lJ.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to exercise its authority under the Toxic Suhstanccs Control Act (TSCA) and enact a 
national standard on fonnaldchydc emissions from composite wood products based on 
California's approach. More than 20 organizations joined in signing onto this petition. And, to 
its swprisc, in less than a week more than S,OUU individuals representing every state signed the 
petition too. 

The Club submitted the petition to EPA in March 2008. Three months later, EPA decided to 
hold a series of public meetings ac~s the country. It eventually held seven hearings with the 
last hearing held in New Orleans in March 2009. 

While reading the comments submitted by the industry, the Club realized that the manufacturers 
were committed to resolving the problem dt:spite their opposition to the specific request in the 
Club's petition. It reached out lo the key association - the Composite Panel Association - and 
through extensive discussions. NCHH and the Club realized that there wa.~ common ground for a 
legislative solution that would accomplish three goals: 

• Set a framework for EPA rulcmaking that gives stakeholders confidence that the outcome 
will be reasonable, timely, and effoctivc 

• More quickly level the playing field for North American producers to the benefit of public 
health 

• Avoid a prolonged regulatory and legal battle over the risks presented by formaldehyde by 
relying on a technology-based approach that, while aggressive, can be achieved using current 
technologies 

2 
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l'or the next year, Sierra Club and NCJ:m negotiated joint consen:;u.:; legislative language and 
broatlcm:d the consensus tu include the key i.odustrics that rely on composite wood products, 
such as furniture and cabinets. 

Senators Klobuchar and Crapo introduced S. 1660 in Septembet'2009. Under their leadership 
and the leadership of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, final lzmguagc has 
been crafted that all stakeholders can support. 1be National Center for Healthy Housing and the 
Sierra Club fi.tlly support this compromise language. 

H.R. 4805, which mirrors S. 1660. represents a careful crafted compromise balancing many 
competing interests. It builds on the excellent work of the California Air Resources Board. Ct 
will not single-handedly address all issues related to fonnaldchyde, but it takes a major step 
forward by addressing one of the most significant S()urces of formaldehyde emissions in a way 
that is responsible, enforceable, and is already being accomplished by most of our domestic 
manufacturers and some others around the world. Therefore, NCHH and the Club fully support 
this legislation. We thank Representatives Matsui and Ehlers for introducing it, and encourage 
the Subcommittee and the full Committee on Energy and Commerce to support this bill and 
recommend its early approval 1hc full House to give EPA clCM direction. 

-- End --

3 
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Mr. RUSH. Thank you. 
Dr. Andersen, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

TESTIMONY OF MELVIN E. ANDERSEN 
Mr. ANDERSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning. I am 

Dr. Mel Andersen, director, Program in Chemical Safety Sciences, 
The Hamner Institutes for Health Science. 

I completely applaud the legislation. I think it is important for 
the American people, and I am here actually to take objection with 
the scientific basis of the California risk assessment that has been 
used to support the emissions standards. 

My professional career spans 40 years and five or. six employers. 
My primary area of expertise is pharmacokinetics, how chemicals 
get to target tissues in the body, what they do there. In 1998 I 
served as a peer reviewer for an alternative risk assessment other 
than the California risk assessment that was developed by an orga
nization, the Chemical Industry Institute of Toxicology, peer re
viewed in Canada. l was a peer reviewer for that process. 

The Hamner is the successor to CUT. I have worked at The 
Hamner since 2002. Before that I was a professor of environmental 
health at Colorado State University in Fort Collins, Colorado. Over 
the past 5 years, I have conducted research at The Hamner funded 
by the Formaldehyde Council to understand the changes in genes 
and gene expression in the nose when rats. are exposed to formalde
hyde. More recently, we have been studying this area called phar
macokinetics of formaldehyde in the nose. 

I want to stress that today I am here neither representing the 
formaldehyde council nor The Hamner. I am here representing a 
40-year practitioner in toxicology and risk assessment. 

You, me, all of us have. substantial amounts of formaldehyde in 
every single cell in our body. The number actually is 12,000 parts 
per billion. It is part of normal metabolism. We have to have it. 
Formaldehyde causes toxicity when inhaled concentrations increase 
the levels in the tissues in the front of the nose to cause toxicity, 
cell death, regeneration and ultimately cancer at high concentra
tions. 

Our studies show that at 100 parts per billion, there is no in
crease in the amount of formaldehyde in tissues in the nose com
pared to background levels, background physiological levels. But 
formaldehyde is a carcinogen, yes. It is a nasal irritant, yes. In 
trailers where people are closed, it has irritant properties. It could 
cause asthma. And we need to protect against it and this. legisla
tion is a good legislation to help us protect people who are in these 
trailers, people who live in all kinds of homes. 

My comments really come down to just two points. The Cali
fornia risk assessment is extremely conservative using what are 
now antiquated approaches from the 1970s. They have not been up
dated by a better understanding of the biology. of formaldehyde, its. 
effects on tissues or a better understanding of cancer biology now 
that we have moved into the 21st century. They are technologies 
that are quite old. The CUT assessment that was done 10 years 
ago is still in some ways outdated. It is better. It actually predicts 
risks that are probably 2,000-fold lower than estimated by the Cali
fornia risk assessment but it is still outdated. Neither one of them 
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take account of the fact that there is a good bit of indigenous form
aldehyde. 

I provided two visuals, one a table showing this comparison of 
the risks from what is an EPA risk assessment, almost equivalent 
to the California one, and one is the CUT assessment. I provided 
a table that shows as a function of concentration different effects, 
different exposures going from 5 to 10 parts per million in outdoor 
air to higher concentrations, and then ones in which we have 
irritancy, 300 parts per billion, the threshold limit value of the 
American Conference of Government Industrial Hygienists, and 
then on to concentrations which are clearly toxic. 

The proposed legislation sets limits on emission rates from build
ing products. I am an industrial hygienist. Among all the letters 
after my name, CIH is certified industrial hygienist. As a certified 
industrial hygienist, it makes good sense to me to limit off-gassing 
of formaldehyde from these products by good manufacturing proc
esses and to protect people from irritation, from a likelihood of 
asthma and from respiratory distress. However, I am here. today 
because I find it, in my professional judgment, I find it objection
able that this decision is being taken based on outdated biologically 
deficient risk assessment, an assessment that neglected a broad 
body of research on formaldehyde carcinogenicity, on formaldehyde 
toxicity, ignores the attributes of biochemistry of cellular formalde
hyde, a physiological material in our bodies, and it creates the im
pression that formaldehyde a t concentrations only several parts per 
billion poses a substantial, quantifiable cancer risk in people. That 
is the piece of the legislation that I find most worrisome that you 
are indirectly agreeing when you accept this-that levels of form
aldehyde well below any that would cause any significant changes 
in formaldehyde in the. body will cause cancer in some definable 
number of people in a population. 

This legislation should endorse the reduction in emissions, clear
ly. I applaud the legislation. I applaud the people who have 
brought this legislation to the committee. I wish it could be done 
without endorsing the questionable risk assessment from California 
that significantly overestimates the risks of inhaled formaldehyde, 
and I believe in public concerns about some particular end points, 
especially cancer. 

Thank you very much for this opportunity to provide this per
spective on House 4805 and to visit a panel of this kind for the first 
time in my career. Thank you very much. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Andersen follows:] 
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Introduction: Good morning. I am Dr. Melvin E. Andersen, Director, Program in Chemical 

Safety Sciences, The Hamner Institutes for Health Sciences, Research Triangle Park, NC. I am 

very pleased to be here today to offer brief personal comments on the science used to assess 

the risk of inhaled formaldehyde by the State of California. The California risk amissment, 

dating from 1992, provided the rationale for decisions about acceptable formaldehyde emission 

rates from various building materials. These acceptable emission rates have found their way 

into H.R. 4805 ·the bill under consideration. The 1992 California risk assessment used methods 

that date back to the 1970's when our knowledge of cancer biology and of the steps in cancer 

causation were very primitive. Their approach over-estimates cancer risks of formaldehyde at 

low exposure levels. 

My Background: My professional career, spanning nearly 40 years, has focused on 

understanding how chemicals enter the body, how they make their way into cells and tissues, 

and how they affect tissues to cause toxicity. My resume' lists nearly 400 published papers and 

book chapters. The goal of my work has been to make the l:iest use of contemporary science in 

improving chemical health risk assessments. J am regarded as an international expert in the 

area of pharmacokinetic (PK} modeling, i.e., a discipline describing the processes by which 

chemicals reach tissues at sufficient concentrations to cause toxicity. Among my papers are six 

thiit describe aspects of toxicology and risk assessment challenges with formaldehyde. In 

addition, in 1998 I served on a multi-stakeholder panel- US EPA, Health Canada, CllT and TERA 

· conll1!ned in Ottawa, Canada to peer-review an alternative formaldehyde risk assessment that 

more adequately considered the extensive toxicological data base on formaldehyde and nasal 

cancer. CllT here refers to the Chemical Industry Institute of ToKicology - the organization that 

developed the alternative risk assessment. TERA· Toxicology EKcellence for Risk Assessment -

organized the peer-review process. Aspects of the CllT risk assessment were published in 2003 

and 2004. 
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Current Hamner Research with Formaldehyde: CUT was the predecessor organiz;ition to the 

Hamner where I have worked since 2002. Scientists at CllT first discovered the nasal 

carcinogenicity of formaldehyde in rats about 30 years ago and have conducted a diverse array 

of studies to understand the changes in nasal tissues caused by inhalation of various 

concentration of formaldehyde and the role these changes play in nasa I cancer. Over the pa st 5 

years, The Hamner has been involved in research supported by the Formaldehyde Council to 

look at the changes in expression of genes in the rat nose after lorme1ldehyde exposures and 

especially to see the differences in gene expression for different levels of exposure. Gene 

expression patterns differed markedly for concentratiom causing nasal cancer in rats, above 

6000 ppb, and those where no nasal cancers occur, 2000 ppb and below. Two papers from this 

research, by me and by my colleague Dr. Russell Thomas, received awards from the Risk 

Assessment Specialty Section of the US Society of Toxicology. Over the last 3 months, we have 

extended our formaldehyde research program at The Hamner to examine the manner in which 

inhaled formaldehyde enters nasal tissues and increases concentrations of formaldehyde in 

epithelial cells at the front of the nose. This newest portion of our formaldehyde research, 

focusing on pharmacokinetics, has not been supported by the Formaldehyde Council. tt has 

been self·funded by The Hamner. It also bears some emph<1sis that today I am representing 

myself and my professional opinions. I am neither representing the Formaldehyde Council nor 

The Hamner. 

You, me and formaldehyde: Formaldehyde is not simply a commercial chemical. It is present 

in every cell in our bodies-your certs and mine· at substantial concentrations. Formaldehyde is 

formed during normal metabolism and participates in important cellular functions. Cells in the 

body have specialized chemical processes to deal with formaldehyde, keep its free cellular 

concentration low, and stay healthy. Formaldehyde toxicity occurs when inhaled 

concentrations lead to a significant increase of tissue formaldehyde in the epithelial cells in the 

front portion of the nasal airways. Our current studies, in an area called pharmacokinetic 

modeling, show that formaldehyde inhaled at concentrations of 100 ppb or below would not 

increase cellular formaldehyde in cells in the nose significantly over physiological 

concentrations. This aspect of formaldehyde biology, i.e .• its presence in all cells as a natural 

met<1bolite, was not considered in either the 1992 California assessment or in the 1998 CllT

assess.rnent. Table 1 compares the relationship between exposure levels in ambient and indoor 

air with inhaled concentrations that lead to specific biological or pharmacokinetic responses. 

Formaldehyde and Nasal Cancer In Rats: Formaldehyde unquestionably has the potential to 

cause toxicity when inhaled concen!rations become sufficiently large. When people breathe 

formi!ldehyde at 1000 ppb, it causes burning and irritation of the eyes and tissues in airways. 

The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) has recommended an 
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occupational exposure for formaldehyde of 300 ppb as a ceiling - a concentration that is not to 

be exceeded in the workplace. In rats that breathe formaldehyde for 6 hrs per day every week 

day for two years, higher concentrations, 6000 ppb and above, caused squamous cell cancer in 

the front of the nose. At 15000 ppb, over half of the exposed rats developed nasal cancer. It is 

my professional judgment that formaldehyde is likely to be a 'high dose' human carcinogen: it 

would cause cancer if you or I were exposed to 15000 ppb, which is a highly irritating, locally 

corrosive concentration, every day for most of our I ife. However, a large body of research now 

shows that nas;il cancer from formaldehyde in rats is closely associated with epithelial cell 

toxicity and with the recurrent scarring and healing processes that go on in these two-year 

exposures. The CUT-risk assessment was based on a better understanding of the relationship 

between cellular tol!icity of formaldehyde, the repeated damage and healing, and cancer, My 

professional judgment, similar in principle to the conclusions of the CllT assessment and shared 

by many other toxicologists/risk assessors, is that formaldehyde only poses a cancer risk if 
concentrations are high enough, above 1000 ppb, to kill cells in the nose. Differences in the 

estimated risks based on the older methodology versus the CUT risk assessment are captured in 

Figure 1. The California risk assessment, similar to the EPA assessment dating to 1987, 

indicated that 100 ppb exposures over a lifetime would result in 700 cancers in a million 

exposed individuals. The CUT assessment indicated a risk of only 0.33 cases in the same size 

population. 

Recommendations: The proposed legislation sets limits on em1ss1on rates from building 

products. Setting the limits based on reductions of off-gassing compounds into breathing zones 

is a good public health practice. As a certified industrial hygienist, it makes sense to me to 

follow good manufacturing practices to keep emission rates low. However, it is highly 

objectionable to take this decision based on an out-dated, biologically-deficient risk assessment 

- an assessment th;;it neglects a broad body of research on•formaldehyde carcinogenicity and 

toxicity, ignores key attributes of the biochemistry of cellular formaldehyde, and creates an 

impression that formaldehyde at concentrations of only several ppb poses a substantial, 

quantifiable cancer risk in people. The legislation should endorse the reduction in emissions 

without endorsing the questionable risk assessment. 
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Table 1: Comparisons of humon formaldehyde exposures, including the occupational exposure 
limit of 300 ppb, with the formaldehyde concentrations associated with increases in tissue 
formaldehyde in the nose, alteration in gene expression in nasal tissues, and rat nasal cancer. 
PK stands for pharmacokinetics; TLV is Threshold limit Value, a trademark of the American 
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. 
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Figure 1: The graph shows the estimuted upper-bound excess lifetime 
cancer risk levels for continuous long-term exposure to 100 ppb 
formaldehyde in the air. At this exposure level, EPA's published 
assessment from 2004 predicted an additional cancer risk of 1.6 in one 
thous;ind people. The CllT assessment estimates the cane.er risk level to 
be 3.3 in ten million people. The 1992 California assessment estimated a 
risk of about 0.7 in one thousand, dose to the EPA ORD assessment. This 
figure was adapted from the ACC-LRI Perspective- September 2004. 
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Mr. RUSH. Thank you very much, and I thank all the witnesses. 
The Chair recognizes himself for 5 minutes for the purposes of 
questioning the witnesses. 

There are a number of questions that I might raise, and I guess 
in consideration of the limited time that I have, I really want to 
focus on this proposed sale. that you alluded to, Mr .. Ryan and Mr. 
Counts and others. This sale of these FEMA trailers and mobile 
homes, is this a wise undertaking by the federal government and 
are these mobile homes and trailers safe, and what course of action 
do you recommend that the federal government consider? I want to 
ask Mr. Jones and Mr. Counts and Mr. Ryan this question. 

Mr .. JONES .. I don't feel it is appropriate for me. as an EPA official 
to comment on FEMA, Homeland Security. We have briefed the of
ficials from FEMA about our assessment and so they have aware
ness of how we view the risk associated with FEMA but it really, 
I think, is up to FEMA and Homeland Security to respond specifi
cally to the appropriateness of their actions. 

Mr .. RUSH. Mr. Counts or any other-Mr. Ryan, Dr. Andersen, if 
you have any comments, I have 3 minutes. 

Mr. RYAN. I would note the FEMA trailers present a vexing prob
lem. We certainly can't say they are safe. FEMA can't say they are 
safe or EPA or CDC. In fact, the trailers arn being sold with a 
label, a cautionary label that is intended to warn future buyers. 
The trailers are not intended as. permanent housing units. but we. 
have a housing crisis in this country and almost certainly some of 
them will come to be occupied and used as housing, and there is 
a concern in the resale of those homes, whether the warning label 
may fall through the cracks. 

Mr. RUSH. Mr. Counts. 
Mr .. COUNTS. I feel I wouldn't be qualified to respond on the. 

FEMA trailers. Our members are not in the trailer business nor do 
they supply to that industry. So I will--

Mr. RUSH. Mr. Julia, Dr. Andersen raised some serious disagree
ments on concerns about the California standards, and what per
centage of your membership are affected by the California stand
ards? 

Mr. JULIA. Mr. Chairman, it is fair to say that virtually the en
tire U.S. industry is affected by the California standards, and in
deed we believe that even prior to California our industry was 
manufacturing using exceedingly low levels of formaldehyde and 
emissions levels are exceedingly low, and once perfected under 
phase II of California and under federal law will be truly de mini
mis standards. Moreover, the California rule as this federal bill 
does incentivizes industry to develop even lower, what are called 
ULEF and NAUF adhesive systems which indeed would do exactly 
what I believe public policy should do which would be to promote 
technological innovation and capital investment in lower-emitting 
technologies. But it is fair to say that the California regulation has 
become a de facto law of the land. It is indeed practiced almost 
throughout the United States by vfrtually every significant manu
facturer or user of composite panel products. The problem with the 
California rule is that it is only enforceable in California. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair's time is expired. The Chair recognizes Mr. 
Radanovich. 
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Mr. RADANOVICH. Thank you, Chairman Rush, and I appreciate 
the testimony of all the witnesses. 

Mr. Andersen, I am going to ask you a question. As I understand 
your testimony, your research in the weight of the current scientific 
evidence on formaldehyde shows that emission levels significantly 
higher. than those permitted in California would not pose a health 
risk. Give me an idea of why you object to the standard set in Cali
fornia but also if you can give me an idea of the consequences of 
an emittance level that is set dramatically low. 

Mr. ANDERSEN. I think the consequences from my point of view 
is that California law is based on causing cancer. It is based on an 
observation of cancer in rats at high doses. when formaldehyde is 
corrosive. I mean, formaldehyde would cause cancer in you or I if 
we let ourselves be exposed to levels which were corrosive in our 
nose for our whole lifetime. We would walk away from it. But that 
is the basis. So they use that to make projections of very low-dose 
cancer risks, levels where the contribution of the formaldehyde is 
minuscule~ absent to. natural formaldehyde. That is the first. The 
second consequence from my opinion is the stress on trying to set 
the standard based on cancer. The FEMA trailer issue was one of 
irritation, respiratory distress and asthma. The levels should be 
based on asthma recognizing that formaldehyde doesn't pose a low
dose cancer risk. That is my professional opinion, which is shared 
by. a large number of individuals. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Does formaldehyde air out? If you open the 
trailers in Louisiana for a certain amoun t of time, will that level 
diminish? 

Mr. ANDERSEN. It will diminish, depending on how long this
there is so much in the wood and it will come out for a period of 
time and the. concentrations. in the air will continually diminish . 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Thank you. 
Mr. Ju1ia, I appreciate your testimony. Your association comes 

out with a statement saying that the California standard is way too 
high and yet in your testimony, you support the bill and the legis
lation that sets it at the California standard. As I understand it, 
your association doesn't agree with what you. are. saying there. Do 
you want to reconcile that? 

Mr. J ULIA. I am not sure what is inconsistent, Congressman. 
Mr. RADANOVICH. In March 1, 2002, in wood products, there was 

a belief that risk assessments upon which formaldehyde is being 
considered for regulation by the CARB in California are outdated 
and greatly overstate the potential for formaldehyde-related health 
problems. This was in a testimony on March 1st under Wood and 
Wood Products by Chris Leffle, who is the senior vice president for 
Composite Products Association. 

Mr. J ULIA. That is absolutely correct. When this regulation was 
introduced at the very end of 2001, it called for a de facto ban on 
our products, a de facto. deselection of wood products, which we. felt 
would have been a dramatic overreach and was initially linked to 
a very great degree on what we believe were challengeable health 
findings. In the 7 years as that evolved, California through signifi
cant evaluation of economic conditions or economic performance of 
our industry, technical capabilities of our industry and a whole lot 
of public workshops, I then came to be persuaded that their regula-
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tion should be guided and I would have to therefore respectfully 
differ a little bit with the conclusion of my colleague on the panel 
here. California's decision, and indeed, I was in every one of those 
workshops, has been guided by technology, not by perceived cancer 
risk. Certainly they did that research and we have never said 
that-we have never acquiesced and said that we agree with those 
conclusions but their conclusions on the levels that they set in Cali
fornia were based on technological capability. It is, as they have 
characterized it, a "technology-driven regulation" and we think that 
is a very important distinction, one that is preserved in this legisla
tion so it does not become a battle or a presumption that somehow 
current industry practices or current industry. products present a 
health risk. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Julia. 
Mr. Andersen, that is kind of in conflict with what you were 

mentioning a little bit earlier, that it is a cancer risk assessment 
process and that your statements earlier mentioned being outdated 
and--

Mr. ANDERSEN. I think the cancer--
Mr. RADANOVICH [continuing). Less scientific. Go ahead and re

spond to that. 
Mr. ANDERSEN. I think the cancer risk assessment from 1992 

fails to take into account a great deal of information about form
aldehyde, its toxicity, its biology and it is outdated in that context .. 
It is my understanding as I look through this legislation, and I 
have only been aware of it for a brief period of time in background, 
that the presumed risks from formaldehyde in the air were linked 
to this cancer model to develop emission rates. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair
man. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes the gentlelady from California, 
Mrs. Matsui, for 5 minutes. 

Mrs. MATSUI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I have a question for Mr. Julia. H.R. 4085 would build upon the 

CARB rule by establishing national technology-based limits found
ed on the technological feasibility of the standards on formaldehyde 
emissions from most composite wood products. Now, industry has 
had a longstanding commitment to lowering emission levels, invest
ing in technology and working co11aboratively with regulatory au
thorities and public interest groups to set limits on emissions. Now, 
despite the strong commitments from domestic producers to volun
ta1ily comply with the CARB rule, unacceptable levels of composite 
wood products are entering the U.S. markets without meeting our 
standards. 

Mr. J ulia, what are your estimates for the kind of economic pro
ductivity that heightening formaldehyde emission standards for 
composite wood products would create? 

Mr. JULIA. Well, when the State of California first introduced its. 
regulation, I think I was quoted at one of the first public hearings 
as saying that this was going to be the law of unintended con
sequences, that if in fact it didn't address trade issues, and indeed 
care and ensure a level playing field for domestic production, that 
we would in fact have the law of unintended consequences, that in 
fact domestic producers would be. required to comply with a poten-
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tially very onerous regulation whereas offshore producers would 
perhaps not have to comply with it, and indeed more of that prod
uct, the very product that California was concerned about, would 
enter the U.S. marketplace. 

I think what we have seen is a significant evolution over 7 or 8 
years, particularly in the offshore industry, which are represented 
by at least one individual here in this room such that they have 
come to make, I would say, a significant commitment among the 
responsible ones to comply with this regulation. I can tell you a 
story, a brief story of one of the largest home furnishings manufac
turers in the world which does a tremendous amount of sourcing 
in Asia, and it has reduced over the past 2 to 3 years its number 
of suppliers by almost 75 percent. It really becomes a survival of 
the fittest sort of the thing where they have taken a look at the 
ability of their sources to meet the expectations not only in Cali
fornia but throughout the United States of the stewardship that is 
required in the California rule and would be required here and 
they have made the internal decision that for a matter of public 
policy, for a matter of corporate policy and for a matter of liability, 
they will only be sourcing for companies who can verify indeed that 
they produce products to lower formaldehyde levels. 

And if I may, just in closing, return to the testing and certifi
cation part of this legislation. That is indeed the key because on 
all these issues, if you get to what level is. the right level, what 
level is the lowest level, how do we enforce against imports, how 
do we enforce against domestic products, the secret to aU of that, 
I believe, is to have third-party testing and certification whereby 
nobody is going to try to test every single table, every single chair, 
every single nightstand. That is physically impossible to do. No
body is. going to go into every store, nobody is going to go into every 
furniture mil1 whether for the federal government or the state of 
California or anybody else. That would be prohibitive. But you can 
verify all that through third-party testing and certification and cre
ate a chain of custody and a label where you can track every prod
uct all the way up to the testing agency that actually performed 
the initial testing. 

Mrs. MATSUI. Mr. Julia, I take it you have no concerns about the 
implementation of the CARB rule nationwide at all? 

Mr. JULIA. Concerns? 
Mrs. MATSUI. Yes. No concerns about this implementation of the 

CARB rule nationwide? 
Mr.. JULIA. Well, I do have concerns. I think quite frankly there. 

are 49 States in which you cannot enforce the CARB rule. The 
CARB rule-you know, I draw my analogy, the earlier comments 
today about carbon monoxide. Like Congressman Gingrey, I have 
a personal experience where my daughter was exposed to carbon 
monoxide poisoning at Virginia Tech 21/2 years ago and nearly died, 
and I understand that in the State of Virginia we have no regula
tion of carbon monoxide. I understand that in the State of Mary
land there is a very significant regulation on carbon monoxide de
tectors. The ability to simply say that because you have a rule in 
California which industry is embracing that that somehow solves 
the problem, I would submit to you, Congresswoman, that it does 
not solve the problem because you don't have a patchwork of dif-
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ferent States doing things. In fact, you have nobody else doing any
thing. There is not a single State that is able to enforce that rule. 

Mrs. MATSUI. That is why we are here today in actuality. So I 
don't have much time so I would yield back until-unless we have 
further time later on? 

Mr. RUSH. The. Chair will consider that. 
The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Louisiana, Mr. 

Scalise, for 5 minutes. 
Mr. SCALISE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a few questions, 

first for Mr. J ulia. 
You had stated that if Congress directs the EPA to establish a 

federal standard. based on California's parameters, this will only 
help ensure that other States are not tempted to initiate a rule of 
their own, and so I guess what I want to know is, do you know 
where specifically in the bill are other States prevented from pass
ing different laws and regulations? 

Mr. JULIA. Congressman, they are not. There is nothing in this 
bill that calls for federal preemption, and obviously that has. been 
an issue of concern to a lot of folks. We would say perhaps in a 
typical situation, federal preemption is something we would sup
port. This is a unique circumstance in which you have a State reg
ulation where there has never been a federal regulation, there has 
never been any other State regulation, there is no other State that 
we are aware of thinking about a regulation, that California spent 
an awful lot of time working on and indeed a regulation they 
thought they would take a year or two to do. It took them 7 years 
to do, largely because they had a lot of input from stakeholders. 

Mr. SCALISE. And it hasn't been fully implemented. 
Mr. JULIA. It is in the process of being implemented. By the time 

this. federal schedule. kicks in, it will be fully. implemented other 
than the sell-through periods of it. 

We believe that because of the unique situation here and because 
of the difficulty of reaching accommodation within the Congress on 
this issue of preemption or not preemption, if you take a look at 
the particular facts and circumstances that really make this situa
tion unique, you have a rule that the regulatory community, you 
have a rule that all of the industry stakeholders throughout the 
supply chain have embraced, that the environmental community, 
health care and labor community have embraced. We would argue 
that, you know, there is-I would pose the question, the rhetorical 
question, where else would California or any other State go at this 
point if the federal government stepped in and said we are going 
to take that model, we are going to make it apply to the entire 
United States. Essentially I would say problem solved. There is 
really no other place for a State agency, California included, to go 
at that point in terms of regulating our products, and that is cer
tainly our hope and intention. 

Mr. SCALISE. Mr. Counts~ you had stated that "We believe that 
a national approach is crucial in order to avoid conflicting State 
standards and allow for the harmonized distribution of products 
and supplies." Yet of course, this legislation doesn't do anything to 
stop other States from enacting different or conflicting regulations. 
Would you be concerned if other States enacted different laws or 
regulations? 
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Mr. COUNTS. It is certainly a concern. Any time you have to cre
ate different products for your supply chain in different States, it 
would be very cost prohibitive. It is our thought that this is the 
most stringent standard in the world and there is no incentive for 
other States to follow and develop their own formaldehyde stand
ard if we have a national standard that is in place. 

Mr. SCALISE. Thank you. I yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair wants to announce that we will have addi

tional questions of the witnesses. The Chair recognizes himself for 
up to 3 minutes and the Chair will allow 3 minutes for each mem
ber to ask additional questions. 

I want to clarify something for the record. In your written state
ment, Mr. Julia characterized the legislation as not giving EPA the 
ability to establish emissions limits that are different from those 
set by California. Mr. Jones, doesn't the legislation permit EPA to 
set formaldehyde standards at a given level after the initial rule
making required by the bill? 

Mr. J ONES. Chairman Rush, the bill initially requires the agency 
to set formaldehyde standards that are the functional equivalent of 
the CARB standard. That is what the provision itself does. That 
wouldn't take away EPA's existing authorities under TSCA section 
6 to regulate formaldehyde if it could make the findings required 
under section 6. So that authority would remain intact despite im
plementation of the bill that is before the Congress right now. 

Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes the ranking member for 3 min
utes. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Julia, I recognize the national standard sounds good. I recog

nize your industry's concern about the bad players on composite 
wood. But does the industry also have a concern about a standard 
that is set unnecessarily low as it relates to the cost of the product 
that you are trying to produce? 

Mr. JULIA. We absolutely would have such a concern, and at very 
many of the workshops in California this is exactly the argument 
that we made because if you look at the record, the initial pro
posals coming out of California were indeed very different than 
what ended up being the California rule and we felt that over a pe
riod of years and education and working cooperatively with the 
staff of the California Air Resources Board, they cam e to appreciate 
the technological capability of the industry, the curve that we have 
been on of lowering, lowering, lowering our emission levels. We 
have never said either prior to the California rule or since then 
that anything that we make is in any way, shape or form dan
gerous to public health. We have never addressed in those hearings 
that issue of the perceived r isk. 

We believe it is a legitimate inquiry but we don't think it bears 
on the issue here in that the levels tha t we are talking about in 
this legislation are so low we don't believe that they rise to the oc
casion of asking the health concerns and the exposure concerns 
that some. parties would like to bring to the table. 

Mr .. RADANOVICH. Yet Mr .. Andersen, your conviction is pretty 
firm that the. standard could be 10. times. higher and not pose a 
risk. 
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Mr. ANDERSEN. I believe that, but there is another significant 
concern I have, this idea that we are going to be conservative based 
on cancer and then talk about numbers of cancers people will have. 
I think this is a disservice to public health. It is a disservice to my 
neighbors, who only hear that this can cause cancer when it is not 
a significant carcinogen. It needs to be regulated based on the right 
reasons, and these regulations and assessments need to take in the 
body of information. I guess you are hearing a purist here that we 
have to do this for the right reason, and we shouldn't be scaring 
people. Right now we scare people with these conservative esti
mates that say you are going to have cancer. One in a million will 
have cancer. All people hear is, you will have cancer. And espe
cially for things that aren't legitimate carcinogens at realistic 
human exposure levels. This is terrible public health policy. That 
is my professional judgment. 

Mr. RADANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Andersen. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RUSH. Mrs. Matsui is recognized for 3 minutes. 
Mrs. MATSUI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I have a question for Mr. Counts. You know, we understand that 

this has been a long process and I think it has been addressed be
fore-at the beginning of the process there was wide disagreement 
but through the process, I guess took about 7 years or so, there be
came a cooperative effort here between industry, the regulatory au
thorities and the public interest groups. And I think that is some
thing that you have to look at, the fact that this wasn't done over
night and it really took people working together. But after years 
of review and rulemaking, CARB finalized the rules establishing 
these standards, the first phase of which went into effect on Janu
ary 1, 2009. Now, we know H.R. 4085 will apply these standards 
nationwide. Now, Mr. Counts, do you believe that manufacturers of 
composite wood products outside the United States will be able to 
comply with this proposed standard? 

Mr. COUNTS. I am confident that if they are given the appro
priate compliance times and sell-through provisions that they will 
be able to comply. They have had to comply with stringent Euro
pean and Japanese standards for several years now. The biggest 
hurdle with California was a brand-new testing requirement that 
international labs were not familiar with, but they are getting up 
to speed on that and compliance is coming along very aggressively. 
So I am confident that on a national basis, given the proper 
timeline, they can comply. 

Mrs. MATSUI. Does AHF A anticipate any issues maintaining ade
quate supply levels once the regulation is promulgated? 

Mr. COUNTS. Well, the United States is the largest market for 
home furnishings in the world, and this is the most stringent 
standard in the world, so as we get to phase II of the California 
levels on a national basis, there is going to be some trial and error 
from our panel suppliers to make sure that they are complying. 
Unless. the. economy improves greatly, there is going to be a lot of 
inventory out there that is not compliant. We have to. make sure 
we have adequate time to sell through all that product and work 
through the kinks but hopefully that will not be a major issue. 
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Mrs. MATSUI. And what steps has industry generally and AFHA 
taken to reduce formaldehyde emissions over the years? 

Mr. COUNTS. Well, we have several members that distribute na
tionally and they are embracing the California standard on a na
tional level. We have some members that do not sell in California 
and they are. finding it harder and harder to find panel that would 
not be compliant with California. So we are instructing them that 
the national standard is very likely and they need to move forward 
in that direction, and we are providing education and tools to make 
that happen. 

Mrs. MATSUI. Thank you, and I yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. Mr. Scalise .. 
Mr. SCALISE. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 
A couple of questions for Mr. Jones. Some of the panelists lament 

the perceived length of a section 6A rulemaking process. If in at
tempting to apply the CARB standard, if EPA used the quality con
trol order provisions in section 6B instead, are there such concerns? 

Mr. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Scalise. Section 6B under TSCA al
lows the agency to do facility-by-facility regulation. For some indus
tries where there may be two facilities, it might be more expedi
tious to go in that manner. In the case of formaldehyde in pressed 
wood, I believe there are hundreds of facilities and so it may actu
ally be longer using 6B going facility by facility than just having 
a national standard under 6A. 

Mr. SCALISE. It seems to me that the major issue is imports. 
What can EPA do under all the existing legal authorities to ad
dress the issue of wood products with higher formaldehyde levels 
that are coming into our country from other nations? 

Mr. JONES. So if there were a federal regulation either because 
we acted under 6A or this bill became law, it would apply to im
ports. 

Mr. SCALISE. But what can you do under your current legal au
thority? Are there more things you can be doing right now to ad
dress those imports that are coming in from other countries that 
have higher levels of formaldehyde? 

Mr. JONES. We. would have to have a regulation in place, either 
one that we init iated or that was initiated because this bill became 
law before we could do anything related to imports, and right now 
there is not a federal regulation--

Mr. SCALISE. Clean Air doesn't give a ny kind of ability to you? 
Mr. J ONES. I don't believe that a hazardous air pollutant regula

tion would have any ability to influence imports, but that is some
thing we can confirm . 

Mr. SCALISE. All 1ight. Thanks. I yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. The Chair will recognize himself for just a couple 

more questions. Any other member who has additional questions, 
you will be recognized. 

Mr. Jones, if EPA were to. set different standards in the future , 
they would have to be issued under TSCA. Is that correct? 

Mr. JONES. That is correct, Chairman Rush. 
Mr. RUSH. But EPA has found it exceptionally difficult, if not im

possible, to use that statute to regulate chemicals like formalde
hyde. Would you agree that the inherent limitations of TSCA raise 
serious legal obstacles for EPA on this or any other issue? 
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Mr. JONES. I would agree with that. The agency is pursuing a 
formaldehyde assessment that may well lead to a regulation but it 
is going to be very difficult and tricky for us to get over the hurdle 
of least burdensome, the potential permutations that you need to 
analyze before you could be affirmative in your determination that 
you picked the least burdensome. It has proven to be very difficult 
for the agency. And so we are probably 3 to 4 years away from hav
ing a formaldehyde regulation in place but we are going to try to 
work with the existing statute to see what we can do. 

Mr. RUSH. Mr. Ryan, do you have any comments on this issue 
that I raise? 

Mr. RYAN. l would just endorse. Mr. Jones' comments in terms of 
TSCA authority and the clumsiness of TSCA in getting to an early 
solution to the public health opportunity at hand. 

Mr. RUSH. Thank you very much. 
The Chair thanks the witnesses, all of you. You have been very 

sacrificial in terms of your time and we really appreciate it. The 
Chair wants to thank the members who were. present and those 
who have remained present. The Chair wants to note that we will 
have hearings of this type in the future, and now the Chair an
nounces that the committee is hereby adjourned. 

[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.] 
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:] 
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Statemcnl uf the Honorable .foe Harton 
lfanking Member, Committee on Energy and Commerce 

Legislative Hearing on H.R. 4805 
And H.R. 1796, the Residential Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Prevention Act 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 
March 18, 2010 

Thank you for holding this hearing 1oday to discuss these two hills. I am told there is a 
consensus behind the formaldehyde legislation wc arc considering today. Mr. Chainnan. 
nothing is quite as intoxicating as feeling that you are part of a "consensus deal.'" And, 
nothing is as deflating as realizing the unintended ramifications of an ill-considered 
·'consensus deal. .. 

I know, because I felt the euphoria when we passed the precautionary Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act and. now, I feel the pain of seeing the major unintended 
consequences that law has wrought. 

There are probably sensible reasons to support the provision~ of this legislation. I think 
it is important, however, that we dissect what our committee is being asked to enact, and 
explore its implications rather than accepting. at face value, pleas to simply ratify a 
11ego1iated product as-is. 

The overarching purpose of this bill is to codify the State of Califomia's air emissions 
regulatory standard for formaldehyde in furniture and composite wood board. The bill 
uses explicit references to the state regulation -·something that not even the elected 
officials of California enacted. 

I am troubled by this approach for two reasons: First, press articles around the time that 
California developed its regulation indicate that many people questioned the very risk 
assessment that was used to .support the regulation. Indeed, many people believe that 
several subsequent .studies. which bring the latest science to bear, actually refmc 
Califomia'5 conclusions about the role nf formaldehyde emissions and their ham1 to 
humans. We should never use outdated science to regulate, particularly when both 
economic and human health are at stake. Second, the California regularion has been folly 
phased in yet. We don't yet know if it has resulted in an incremental impruvement in 
either public health or affordable product~. I regret that the State of California is not here 
as a witness to answer obvious questions about how this regulation is working. 

This hill claims to be about EPA handling formaldehyde under the Toxic Substances 
Control Act (TSCA). But I am not sure why we would have the EPA regulate consumer 
products through TSCA rather than gi\'e that authority lo the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC') which is tasked with protecting the public fmm unsafo consumer 
products. Structurally, I think we need to know why TSCA is the appropriate venue 
when the Consumer Product Safety Act or the federal Hazardous Substances Act might 
be better authorities for this elfort. 
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Beyond the issue of blindly codifying one state's regulatory standard and applying it to 
49 more states. the provisions ofH.R. 4805 are all the more curious since TSC.I\ has 
existing procedures for EPA to take the actions C(>ntemplatcd in this bill. In fact, EPA is 
considering a petition filed on March 24, 2008, by 25 organi1.ations and 5.000 individuals 
to adopt as Federal law the same California regulation that H.R. 4805 contemplates. 
Given the cnntroversy surrounding the risk assessme1\t studies used in California, I woidd 
hope that EPA gets the science right this time. \.foreover, l question whether the quality
control orders under TSCA Section 6(b), rather than TSC!\ generic regulatory authority 
under TSCA Section 6(a), might be a more efficient way to effectuate a change it needed. 
I hope our witnesses can explain this aspect of the debate to me. 

I also have serious concerns about the lack of Federal pre-emption under this bill. I am 
told this legislation has been constructed to avoid the pre-emption section ofTSCA and [ 
am quite concerned about the implications this has for interstate commerce. Jn panicular, 
because (>f the way this bill is drafted. the states could create and endless loop of new 
regulations and laws that makes selling these products in multiple markets a nightmare. 
This is terrible prL>ccdcnt and bad policy. lfthe weigh! of high-quality scientific study 
shows the problem to be serious enough to warrant federal intervention, we should have a 
meaningful national standard to address it. We should not send the message to 
Sacramc>nto or other state capitols that we think they should be setting SO difl"erent 
ix11ieics in 50 different places . 

.\1y last point about this bill is about the delegation of legislative powers to the Executive 
Branch. H.R. 4805 gives EPA the puwer to modify by regulation the standard we are 
create by statute. This is a recipe for trouble. We should write clear definitions about 
what Congress means. If EPA docs not think that the law is doing what it should, then 
the Agency should come hack up here and tdl us what needs to be changed. We should 
not give the Agency a blank-check to do our job. I hope we will change that feature of 
this hill if we intend to mark-up this legislation. 

[have reserrntions about H.R 1796. the Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Prevention Act. as 
well. As a principle matter, Congress should not simply pick and choose which voluntary 
safety standards should become mandatory. The CPSC is fully empowered to 
promulgate mandatory standards if the voluntary standards are inadequate or industry is 
not complying \\ith those voluntary standards .. Neither is the case with CO detectors. 

Similarly. this Committee travelled this path fi.ir a number of diffen:nt existing standards 
in the previous Congress. We set a bad precedent and we are repeating the mistake. 
Industry has developed good standards. My Democrat colleagues acknowledge as much 
because they have plucked those standards and attempted to write them into Jaw. But if 
we continue down this path. industry stakeholders are unlikely to continue lo pa1ticipatc 
in the voluntary standard development process. And if that happens, the burden will fall 
to the CPSC alone and turn the CPSC into nothing more than a rulc-\\Titing agency for 
tens of thousands of consumer product~. The CPSC will not be able to focus on 
enforcement. And that will not improve product safety. 
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finally. I rcspt·ct !he sponsor of the legislation for his interest in promoting safety, lmt a 
grant program co states directing them to enact this policy is neither warranted nor 
appr<ipriate. Twenty five states have already enacted laws requiring monoxide detectors 
in homes, generally as part of state building safoty codes and pcnnits. While the grant 
money may be a small am{1unt by Washington standards. every taxpayer penny counts. It 
i~ our obligation to ensure that grant money is not used by the states as essentially the 
marketing ann of private companies to promote detectors. I think the responsibility for 
advertising should foll on the companies that make them. 

I welcome our witnesses and look fonvard lo their testimony. Although 1 have been 
critical in my opening remarks, I keep an open mind·· it's just going to take some seriou~ 
convincing. I remain concerned that dealing with the issues these bills raise may be 
compromised by a desire not lo disrupt a "dear· that private stakeholder interests have cut 
amongst themselves and other legislators. I hope this Committee will address these 
problems in a worthy manner. 

I yield back the balance of my time. 
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Associa.le Director 
Rocky Mo1111tain Poi3on & Drug Ce:nter 
777 Bannocl:. Str\'Jet, MC 0180 
Denvc't, CO 80204 
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AA.."lkl~.IG MEM13EA 

Thank you for appearing ~fo"'· lhe Suhcommi~ on Commerce. l 'rade, and Consumer 
Prot«tion Ori Marcli 18. 2010, al lhe hearing entitled ·'H.R. 1796. tl>e Residen1ial Carbon 
Monoxide Poh:oning Prevention Acl, aod H.R. 4805. the Fcmnaldcbyde Standards ror Composit.e 
Wood Products Act." 

Pursuant to the Committee's Rule~, l!l'la<:hcd are written questions for the record dir~cted 
to you from certain Members of the Committee. lo preparing )'llut answm. please address yotll 
resp<mse co the Member who submitted the questions. 

Please provide your n.'SpOllSCs by April 28. 20!0, to Earley Glftn, C.hiefClerk. via <'·mail 
to F.arlev.Cirqn:@mail.hpusc.goy. Please conlael Earley Green or Jennifer Bcrenholz at (202) · 
225-2927 if you lla•-eany quesiion&. 
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;: 1~5 Ravbum l11>t1sc ()flicc f!uikling 
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Trnnsmined ckci1\>nically 

................ 

Arri I >>. 201 o 

RE: HK 1796. the Ucsidc11tial Carhnn :\fono~idt Pnisi>nini; Pr«»mlion Act 

Thar.k you for your inl~rcs\ in HR 17'>6. I am happy co ans"cr your qu~stions. and a;1ofogi1~ for 
my brief dd:sy in doing ~o. I do n~ed lt.• !'tac .. · that th<: opinion$ I am about to cxpre~s are my 
o"n. and do at>\ ne~c~i>.11'ily represent the vic>1s ,,f the Dc·ny~r I kahh and tlospiml Amhority. 

The U.S. Con$umtr Product S~fcty Commission (CPSC) has employed a thrw-part 
approach to address CO 1>nisonin~ from consumer produrt.s that: (I l rrduccs or rliminar .. 
CO production :ti tbc source, (2) alerrs custumtr. lo CO h11:i:ndo11s le•'ds, & (3) tdunle~ 
<:Onsumers tu lhc dangers pos~d by CO. 

1. Is it 1>ossible or m1rthwhilc tu cxpwnd this o&pproach? 

A~ ~-ou com'clly poinl out, :iny cffoctiw plan!<> reduce d~ath~ Lluc to CO poisoning will require 
1hrec: clements: 1. l) som·ce reduction. (:!J .:arlr ,fc1~,·ti(>n and warning. a11d ('.))public cuuc:otion. 

The CPSC h3~ l•k,·n p1>si!i»c sleps iu ~ach of th~sc dimensions. Using a •lata-dri,·en aprro~ch. 
lh,·y huvc idc . .-n•ified the type of t'(ln!'-Unl<."r prod!t\:l r ... ~::ponsiblc for· the hsrgc..·st uumba of f,CYiC'J'\!' 

CO pt.lis.:.lnifig 1.'tlses t~lcctrical £t"ner.::ltms) :.m<l pri(lrili:ccd this product fol' cnglni:cring 1:~:intruJ~ . 
. ->tudi<-s of auco1natCc shut-off dc\·iccs. and mandaWJ} \\aming lahels. 

\la1li112 \lliJrPS.• 77'7 \bnn •. d. ~IN"l. \l:~h '.':Jc ··1tS.:!.• • l.>.01;\(:r ( •.) 1';1~•1.~~~11:: 
1 ...... 1icof1; 11:>·.· i•,,P.n~,\ ~ut.:i. n~11u:1 ~:•.• ll:\~•1·~·""~1'> 
·1·; .:::.~. ~ .~•l-1 •1•1• •I·: .~ .. ~··'1'f· I I ll:I 
\• .. W.T1•111'-'t,lU'~ 
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1 ·ho stn·ngth 11f 1his approach is that Cl'SC: has engineeri1ig and tisk-co111munica1i1•n ~.~f1'·11b,-. 
and ~nows ho\\' en \\l,rk with induslJ} to drive! cHC:cth·c ch~nge, l suppClrt du.' CPSC efforts lU 
da1e. and hl'pc tiles~ ~fforts "ill ,·ontinu.:. 

°J11erc arc limitations "hi ch CPSC c:mn()t (l\·cr.:omc. even with an <'~pandcd ( 'l'SC-ba~ed 
~tratcgy. These limi1a1i.m;; "ill ha'c 10 he addrc$$ct.I t>y :moch~r mc;ins. 

First. cc>nsumer pr0ducts m·e m1ly responsible for about hnlf the uninl•·ncional ( ·o p<>iS<>nini; in 
th.: US. and only a small frartion oftftc anempt1•d suiride by CO poi~oning. :\fotor '~hides 
cau~c mt1rc CO pc.•isoning 1..kaths o\·craU than cornmm~r produ.:ts. t\.1ofor vi.:hidc cniissi<ins ~m.: 
regulat~d h~ EP:\. n<•I Cl'$(', C:l'SC: h not pcnniucd to work ••II CO pois,,nim.; rcbtcd to nwwr 
rd1ic]c exhaust. rht: ~truclurc and ''USl<•ms 1•f federal !,!O\'Cflllllellt ''PCl'J.tions make it di01~uJt for 
topic cxpc11s to work ltJg""thi:r acro~s 1igcrn.·y Jinc$ (.'TI :mythintz but the most tnform~l ha~t~. 

Sc,·ond. thcrc is a practical limit to chc ability of each dcmcn1ofchc Cl'SC appr0ach. Although 
enHim,:~ring con1rt,Js c::::11 greatly r1:.·ducc the amnunl tlfC'O proUuc1:d by a new item (~Cth.'ril.!l)r. 
:..lo\'e, furn:1c1:. 4 . .'k'.). item~ eventually wear otll. go out of ~1djustrm:nt. nr simrl~· hreak. Pc(lpli:! 
routinely igm\:-c sat~f~ warning;; an\t actjvely dcfoat s~foty di.'\ ice~ t:ngincc-r..:(i tneo ,;-on~unicr 
ptodu .. 1s . .'\hhoui;li w~'d •II like to sec 3 CO d~1cc1or couple.I to an autnmatic shU\·(•ff clcvic.- on 
dcctric::I generator~. my understanding i~ that rcliahtc tcchnC'liogy ju.i;.t isn't thc.-e Y"'t. 

11 i~ pt•Ssibk and wnnhwhilc for CPSC' to expand the :1ppro;ich 1hc~ .. ,·c taken wi1h gencratNs to 
nthcr consum~r produd~, (n pankular. priority should he gin:u to (.:nglJ1<.·edng studjc.; of CO 
det~etioni!tl<irm'shut-nff J<:vi~es ir.tegr;1l to home healing sy;;rems. In ad.Jitil•n. I w1mld JlTOJ'OSe: 

(I) The creati<lnand t\m.fi.jm: ofa CO poi•oning Qnmrwilhin th~ CIX'. With 3-5 J~dieat~<l 
FT~:~ "nJ a modi!sl rescarch/imp[cmcrit:ltiun hudg~L 1(,r C'O poisl)ning prevention. the Air 
Polluti"" and Rc<pirnt<"Y Health Hranch <lf1he CDC's Na1iun•I ('<nrcr 1~1r EnYironmental 
Health could foc11~ on thi~ issue and finalJy make rcaJ progress on rcdut:ing death and 
di.;atiiHty due tll CO poisonlng. 

c:n A..~1=l~Cmcnt fr<•m (\mgrcs,~ dj1·e('tjne Fcdernl il£1.!tH:-ics to imprf.WC int'9ragcnc\· Cf'00C'IiJ.li~'J1. <.>n 
(.'() Ll0i50lling lll"!'_~:~r,!!inn issul!~. rhi S nl.!c:d UN C'O~t m<\tll'Y: \\'.._, ju::>t rn:t.•d CO give •:laff at 
CPSC. !-.f'/\. CDC. llUD. cl~ .. permission I<• w()rk with each 01he1· mrt1·c clusdy. 

(3} J\ directiw fr<'"' Cirni;":~§ ch>l the 1-'.l'f\ cstahlisb a Manuard tor • .CO k,·..Js in indoor air. 
Ahhou{!h OSHA has workplon· ,,tan<l:mls J<•r inJ01•r air. I•> my knowleJse ihc·rc i~ no 
regulatory ~•~ndard for indoor afr in genetal. 

I r~wgnizc chat !hes,· proposals go beyond the wording of 11. R. 1796. I W<lttld be ha pry te> work 
with tho C.t>llllllillcc or int~re5ted Rcprc>entati\'es to r'plorc th,·s..· or olher idea; in rnc)Tc .k•ail. 
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2. In addition to supporting 11.R. 17%. which industry has lall!.cl~· done, what other wa~·s 
could stakrholders he helpful to cumpn-hensi.-.h· addr••~ the problem of CO 
poi~oning? 

Of th~ lhrr~ appro3ches dc>'<:rihed ah11\'c. I think that th~ ··1ow.ha11ging fruit" i~ ~arl~· Jct•-ction 
h~· the wid~spread us~ <>f CO alal'lll~. The fo~test way 10 reduct the Licarh and dbatiilit}· num\ler~ 
i:i; 1n increa5l' the munher of home~ and huslnesses wjth working CO alarms. 1\lthough rm m.H 
discoumin~ the ''alue of impwved engineering and public ed11<·ati<lrl cam1iaigns. (0 alanns ate 
somcthi111_! that we c"n impkmcm rapidly and at low ,·ost. 

In an ideal \WrlJ. I "11uld like 10 !'('<:a r<quir~mcnl for CO almrns in all occupied structure>. 
~imi:ar to the current ,;mok~ alam1 n:q11ir<mcnt. J\ltlwul/.h wc·n gel th~rc e,·entually (both the 
International Rc-si1kntial C't>dc - 2iJ09 ;inJ the "\atiou;1I Fire ProtccliYe :\~sodation Standard 
7~0-200'> require CO alarms). th~ (\mgress c1>uld s;we hundreds of I iYCs ~ml prc•'en! Lh<lusand~ 
uf «ascs of se,·~1~ CO p<>isoning c::dt year by taking this step. 

Shon of such• lmltl 111<»»~. ~""' p:.rtiJI .-reps might inciude: 

(I l &.~.!l.\!lring CO alam1s in all h1iusin,; unils naid for tw rhc federal eovcrfill.l~.Ql, Eadt a~e11cy 
(JIU). DoD, Par~ S~r1·ice. Stare Dcrartnic·r:t. etc) :ilrc:idy has a list of minimum 
requirements. including ,;m(lkc alarms. Congress co11ld dir.·cc •·ach ag~ncy 10 adJ CO alarms 
ro this lis1 of requircmcms. thcl'cby s:iving the li\·c, tlf HU) bcncliciarics. fetieral employees. 
and th~ir fomili•$ and reducing fcdc:·aJ !l~alth rnrc CMts used to 1re:lt CO pois•.ming in th<:s" 
victim:\. 

(~) Requirinl! CO alatrn.! in da)' car£ centers. dornii1orics. "!'J other places where Jame mim!.>~~ 
t>f chilJren sleep. Cul'fcnt mandat~s roquil'c s1111>kc alarms, hul not CO alarms. Children ar~ 
unable Lo L"k" p,·m11rnl sicps Ill prevent CO poisoning. and must rely 1111 adul1s It• do so on 
their hcfl3ff. ('t1ngr<ss COUit! require that aoul\s providt• (.'Q ill<tflll$ (ti JllHl«CI «hil!lrcn, 

(3) Rrquiring C'O ~l3rm> in hf.!!!:'.!:<. moL;:Js. and u1h~r places where tra,·elcl'.5...~!~ Curm1t 
mantlalcs rc~u;re sm(>k\! a]arn1~. but nuc CO alarms. Rt:Cl"nl n:scarch s.hows. that S<'C'iou~ CO 
poir,oning e,·t:nts in h·••ds. 11101ds. and ri;osort~ ar~ too common to ignore. i TT3h.•lc:rs ar~ 
unable 10 cake pt>rf,C'Jl~\I stel's to prcvt.·nt CO pohmning. and must rely on f\t't•pt:rty owners <md 
m3nagcrs L<l do s<> on chdr l>ch3lf. Congre>.> could rct111i re lhal prnpcn~· owners pr<wide CO 
alanns to pn.)tCt:I LraYckr:::.. 

( 4) £eovi<ling funding to the states to defra\' thcjr. i:_o.$1~ associated wi1 b implementation ,,f CO 
alann programs. Wh"n stmes cnacl CO alarm Jaws. llw}' haw co pay 1,, install alarms i11 
pmp1:r1y 1h..:~· own and manage-. such a~ dormitvri\.·s. pri~\mS. and official n.'sitlC'nCt!s. This 
cost is a liarri~r to the passage of stmc CO ~larm laws. :\!though 11.R. 1796 provid.:s ~orn.: 

·. \\ c.1-..·e1 LK. Dt1'l1 K. Cu•bor. ~.:Jm.lx;d1.:pl>i~oni:l[?.at motl.!l:t. lt<)tt::ls, and K"!.url!-. Am,·ric,111.Joarn11/ u/Pr~TL''llin: \(,•;fi, me ;oo::i~ 
33fl). 2J-7. 
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funding. ch~ amount of mom::-· is pn)hahly insufficient lo have e Jargc impact. ( ·ongrc:o;s '""'uld 
~nppl•n $~ah:s that wtsh tt' lmpleml.!nt CO aJarm j)t'\'lgram~ by as!ii:\ting. \\ ith thl*:-,l* t·osts. 

On~c again. I r.-cngniz~ th:u tho~c rwi>osals go beyond the ;;urrclll wording ofl l.R. l 796. I am 
h;il'l'Y lo cspl<>r<: th~~" (>1' nth,·r id~as in m<'rc detail. either fnr this bill or future k!,\i~lation. 

Thank you vcr> muc·h ll'r t<1kin!; tim,· IC) Jc;iru rnnr~ ul><>lll CO poisoning. and for taking ~teps m 
r~dUl'C' tht- tmmhl!r of .'\m..:rkans hl1nned ... ·ach yc;,1r. I am happy to ;.tddrcss any forthcr questi(lns. 

Sinc~;,tly. 
i: 
'I 

\.~L/ 
faic\1:avom1s. :YID. FACF.P. F,\CMT 
,:\~social ... 1 >in.~clor 
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~,~n t.ed Y~tf.~~~n~.nf.~i~fr.~> · .. ·. 

ANS\\'F.KS TO QUESTIONS FOR THI': RH:OIH> 
l'ROVIUJ:ll KV 

.1011!'11 • .\l"DRES, DIREC'l'OR ot' [~Gl~U:Rl:>IG, 
KIDDE RESIDENTIAL A~D COMMEIKJAL 

ON 
(:ARBO~ MONOXIDE POISOMN(; PREVF.~TION 

APRIL 27, 2010 

l. f11"v has iodus1ry "orkt.-.:1 "'i1h The Cl'SC and other staketmkkr~ t'1 dewlop \\ilunmry ~1a11dards to imprm·e 
consumer prnduct llL·rfurn1'tnC1:".~ 

Ans\\'cr: Via th~ st:indanl's rc~hnk'1l pan<.'1. indus1ry kaders and The Cl'SC 1·cmain ill contat•t regarding new 
studit'S. tcchnol,1t-:y aJvanc,·s. :mti other crill•ria m ensure quality product ~rformancc. In addition. hmh panit·s 
rrn\'ided iup111 in10 th~ ~,·olution of L: I.. 20:;.i, the third-p'1rty standard to which CO a!am1s arc \'olunrnrily tested 
~ml liskd. In the 18 y~;1rs since first king published. !he ~1a11dard ha~ gone through ~c,·cral rc1·isit'll~. c~h nf 
which is t>•·~~d ''II } rars of fidd trsl d:i!a int<'ndcd to progi·cssivr!y strengthen th~ ;.1a11dard. 

~. Mow will analyzing preoduct ~afrty performance eof CO alarm~ hdri fost.:r pri\'atc sc..·tor immrntion anli ~rcat~ 
jobs Sn our t:c\momy'.' 

.·\nsw<r: As the standard for CO alarm quality become~ mancla1ory. Chere will be pt>lenlial for n~w businesses to 
cY(llvL· ~urn1unding ~P'-'dlic indus.lry needs. Jn addirion. th~ awarenc~~ of the ~tandard could kild wan increm:~ 
in tcchnolo¥r inrn.wation. whkh would s.<cm from entrepreneurs and f>thcl' hu~incss dcY~lopoicnc. 

:; . I$ le po~~i blc co r~ducc t.1caths and injudes as~ociated wich f'O l°)~)r.c;oning h:i1h,mt a scrongrr regulato~· law or 
reducing the risk of CO at its source'! 

Answer: \'es. it i~ p<.'ssi~k '" mlucc ('() \lQiSt>ning deaths und injuries with•'"' scrnng._.r r~gul<tlOI)' laws. This 
h.ill. we hl'!ie\'e, appropri.ltdy stn.:ngth<.·ns the n:gufatory requircmc1\t and offers gram~ lo n1isi.: i.:duca1ion and 
a\\:tflmess. \V\! believe that both sfrongi.:-r rcgu[ati'-ms nnJ ~doc.:ation arc critkaJ. ~ .. tost st3.tc h~\\$ J'l'tllliting (:() 
aJ:im1s do not haw.~ $trict compftancc measures ri.)r hmnt:l'n ncrfi. amf Ollicials:'nonproiif organiz=itions:fu·e 
dcparunents rdy <•a ~ducation and awarenc~s to ~nc<•Ul'~l,\e th~m teo install CO alanns. Without funding to 
<'<lu,·at~ the puhlk about the d•ng«rs (>f('O an,\ th,· nc«d fL'r CO alarms. a rcduc1i(1n in CO poisonings will he 
limit~d. 

-1. Whal ar~ your estimates for the kind nf ~CQll•»nic prt1-luc1i,·ity chat designing and h11ildin!! products in a 
t11;,mner that wonld ensure gr(.'akr consumer prol<.·c.·lion from CO expo:\urc ,,:ouJd i.:r\.'lllc'~ 

An~w~r: We ~stimn1c th;it the n~c:d for ~ater pl'Odncts could rcsul l in a<lditional positions in ~~r.·ice and 
inno\'atlon mar~~t~;. as well as J'rompt nev. husint.!:ss d..:vclopu~t.·nt. 
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iConf;HS'B of tbe ©ni.ttl:i ~tatt:; 
l!::.u5°1' i::f i-\tVW:\'Otilt ibrt-

.~Jr. Toin Juli& 
P:-~:-;ith:nt 

·1n"~ Compo~itl' 1•:.meJ .~\ssocia~ll'll 
\ 94(>5 l>Nrlkld ,\\enur. Sui« 306 
1,(·csbur~ . VA ::!1) t "!(> 

iN:\f .\fr. Julia: 

April 14. 20 ili 

; ... ~" : · ... ·:: •',' 

Thank yuu for ~rig brfore 1h<: Subcoinmili~-c en C<>mm~. Tr:ldc. """ Con~Ur.JCT 
Pro:""'1i11n \)f i ) 1it1 ('h !S. ~010. af tht l~urinµ cntu?t:d-f~.R. 179ti. th~ Ri:~irlC'n;i.d ('d:-f,,n 
\.fr,rn~~ick~ p._"ljs\)1lin~ Prt.'\·~n1i1m :\'-"ti unJ JU<. 4-80S. ~b: F,-.nna~di;hy;J..: SianLt:ud~ fr~r ('c·mr.\1~i1t 
\\:C>,)d Pri..>JUCl~ :\:..•t.'' 

l'vrsuuni ~ · ) the Commirn .. ~·s Ruic~. :111uchcJ :U\.' w:it\-:.·n qu.,.·>(titH1~ 1•1nh. . .: r.:c0r .. i dfr.: ... ·1.;\! 
h• )>.•ti fn.'m \.'.::r1ui1l f'.kmh,·r:, ~>f ch.: C<•HHHtllc~. ln t1rc]1aric!~) (rt:r ~:n~,,·,;~. pk~;;\~ :lJJ;e."ls ;,H~r 

!"\.'spvti~ tn chi.' f\h.'mbl.!r ,,·)J,1 "ul:\rnilh.-tl th~ qu1.:sliuns. 

l'Jc.lse rro.-ilk your f"'-j)tlMcs by .'\r.ril 28, '.!fl li1. 111 1'.ark ) ( i"'•"n. Chioit'l~cK. 'i" •·-mai! 
:,, 1::1;1' .. ·' (ir,,)"jl i! n1aiLh1..'U~.:: ~·,·. 1>1"·.a..."4.' ~\"i1t,t1.·t l~:rl..·~ G:,·l·n \'' J ... ·m1ifcr (krcnh,,~I/ "' {~:i~J 
~15-19::7 if ) \>U h~•V(; M)'qu~i,,n~. 

SinCf.Ti.:fy. 
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COMPOSITE PANEL ASSOC!ATION 

April 28, 2010 

Honorable Henry Waxman, Chairman 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Chairman Waxman: 

1 ·~4.~5 )t••.'•~iL•:r.1 A<v<.~"•;r.: $.11!{' JO!o I <"••.'!<.l":,:·~1. ·, r.J :" ~ :l.0 • f~, 
·~i 7C·3.~:'-.• l28 ~,.~~.(.:::>",..r;::~~~ts · r<.:x .:.:::~ :1• !.'>.'!3 

Than!< you for the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on Commerce, 
Trade and Consumer Protection on March 18, 2010. The Composite Panel 
Association (CPA) represents companies that are among those most impacted by 
H .R. 4805 and we strongly support passage of this bill. 

H.R. 4805 has significant value to American consumers and public health generally, 
as well as to the competitiveness of domestic wood products manufacturers and 
hundreds of thousands of American jobs. 

My responses to the questions posed in your letter dated April 14, 2010, are 
provided below. 

Rep. Barton questions on pre-emption. 

The bill as introduced contains no pre-emption provision that would prevent a state 
from initiating a rute of its own covering formaldehyde emissions from composite 
panel products, but CPA believes this is highly unlil<ely. This is because California 
enacted an exceedingly comprehensive regulation in early 2008 after more than six 
years of work with a wide range industry stakehOlders. CPA spearheaded this 
industry dialogue with CARB through the broad based California Wood Industries 
Coalition (CWIC), which included both California-based and national organizations 
and companies. California's regulation was enacted with broad support, and there 
is no incentive for CARB or any other state agency to replicate or expand on this 
approach. Moreover, this rule has filled a vacuum and become a "de facto" national 
standard, since there never has been a comprehensive federal regulation in this 
area. 

Affected parties throughout the U.S. and around the world have quickly seized on 
California's rule as their means or assuring environmental compliance regardless of 
where they sell products in th<! U.S .. and H .R. 4805 creates a further disincentive 
for a competing approach by California or any other state. Also, the "third party 
testing and certification" (TPC) mechanism called for by California's rule embraces a 
stewardship approach already widely practiced in the U.S. and Canada, and now 
around the world too. 

C.t:.NA[)A 
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The CARS rule is working, and this result has made a positive contribution to 
product quality assurance and to fair trade. The long term result could be good for 
domestic jobs and manufacturing, as well as for public health, and the prospect of 
any other state coming up with its own regulatory approach is remote. 

The problem with California's rule is that it cannot be enforced in any state except 
California, and that there is a risk of harm to domestic industries for this very 
reason. A federal standard modeled on the CARB approach would remedy this form 
the standpoint of nationwide enforceability. It would also provide additional 
assurance that no other state might seek to develop a different enforcement 
mechanism of its own. 

If any state were to develop a regulatory approach inconsistent with what CPA 
hopes the federal government will do, we would strongly oppose such an effort and 
expect to be supported by a broad coalition of industry, environmental, labor and 
health care groups, all of which have come together in an unusual way in support of 
H.R. 4805 and its counterpart S. 1660. 

Rep. Matsui question on economic productivity. 

H.R. 4805 will go a long way toward successfully addressing concerns about 
formaldehyde emissions from wood products, and toward providing further 
consumer confidence in industry products sold in the U.S. regardless of where they 
are made in the world. Most concerns that have arisen over the years about 
formaldehyde emissions from wood products relate to finished goods made offshore 
and those that do not comply with even the voluntary industry standards that have 
overwhelmingly embraced tor decades by American manufacturers. Composite 
panel products are made almost exclusively from highly "green", recycled and 
residual raw materials, and by effectively addressing concerns about formaldehyde 
emissions from these products (including incentfvizing the use of non-formaldehyde 
based adhesive systems}, H.R. 4805 will have a positive impact on the 
competitiveness of these products in existing and new markets. That's good for 
American jobs and economic productivity. 

Rep. Matsui questions on jobs, innovation and compliance by offshore 
manufacturers. 

As conveyed in these responses and in previous CPA testimony before CARB, EPA 
and other public bodies, there are important direct and ancillary benefits to having 
a national standard on formaldehyde emissions whereby Congress ensures that 
offshore and other non-u.s. manufacturers are covered by the same ruels as 
American manufacturers. 
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Beyond the direct considerations of public health and consumer protection, there 
are positive domestic jobs and fair trade aspects to this legislation. It is unfair for 
American manufacturers to be expected to compete in a global marketplace when 
our industries embrace, invest in and are held to high standards of product efficacy 
and safety, if at the same time those who export competing products for sale in the 
U.S. are not held to the same standards. 

This consideration is not unique to H.R. 4805. Rather it is a profoundly important 
one in any such Congressional mandate - i.e., there should be equity when it 
comes to the economic impact of such a regulation so American manufacturers are 
neither kept nor placed at a competitive disadvantage insofar as manufacturing and 
regulatory compliance costs. Passage of H.R. 4805 will contribute to global fair 
trade and to the expansion of domestic, green jobs as well as to continued capital 
investment and green product innovation by domestic wood products 
manufacturers. These are all good things for the American economy. 

Rep. Matsui question on third part testing and certification. 

Third party testing and certification (TPC) is key to the success of California's rule 
and will be for the effective enforcement of a federal standard. Self-certification 
will not work, especially for many offshore manufacturers. The U.S. industry has 
known this for decades and has overwhelmingly embraced a stringent third party 
testing and certification component to its business practices, long before there was 
a CARB rule. A rigorous TPC approach is essential if the federal standard 
contemplated by H.R. 4805 is to be credible, enforceable and effective. It should be 
based on internationally recognized criteria and accreditations, as is California's. 
There is nothing protectionist about this approach, and the evidence of international 
acceptance is compelling even in the first 16 months of the CARB rule. 

H.R. 4805 asks the EPA to embrace a stewardship approach being used in California 
and already widely practiced in the U.S. and Canada, and around the world too. 
California has already approved 33 TPC agencies around the world, and they in turn 
have recognized 753 manufacturing facilities as qualified to meet the formaldehyde 
emissions requirements that are called for in H.R. 4805. The numbers are 
impressive: 

33 CARS-approved TPCs 
• 13 in Europe 

9 in North America (all in US) 
• 9 in Asia 
• 2 in Australia/New Zealand 

753 CARB-certified composite panel mills worldwide 
• 474 in Asia 

148 in Europe 



I 09 in North America 
16 in South America 
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• 6 in Australia/New Zealand 

Rep. Matsui question on actions by other states. 

4 

CPA believes no state will develop a regulation to compete with California's if H.R. 
4SOS passes. Moreover, California is now in its second year of experience with its 
own regulation and will have no incentive to change or expand it if H.R. 4805 
succeeds, even without a pre-emption provision. If the bill is unsuccessful though, 
there could be such a temptation even before the US Environmental Protection 
Agency completes action on its own planned rulemaking. See also the response to 
Rep. Barton's questions, above. 

Please let me know if there is any additional information CPA can provide to the 
Committee. 

Very truly yours, 

Thomas A. Julia 
President 
tj ulia@cpama i I .m:g 
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cor..,~t ... ;.::··:t:·~ G!\ ENE=iG 'r' ANI) (;()h'ih·~Er~cc 
·~: :~l Rx··::.· . .r~· .. H,:}::::·: O, :.:._:t. ~ :•._::;:;, .. 

Mr. Andy C.:ium~ 
CH> 
. \meik:m Hurne l'umishir.~$ .'\I I iancc 
3 i I West llish A"<'llll~. l!lih Fl<•or 
Hii;Ji Poinl. NC 27160 

:.· ...... 

April 14. ::om 

111ank ~<•u for appearing befor<: the Suhl!cmimit!w (•n Cvmmcrco. TraJc. and (\l1B111n~r 
~,!l'k~~1ion \•n 1'.forch 1R.10 J 0. :u thl· hcarim.! i.·ntltkd ··Jt.R. ~ 7\l6. th~ Rt·~!d1.·nl~:...! ('~tr!:-L•r. 
:v1or.<.lXid"' P,1is'-'niog Pr..:•:t"ntif~n .-\ct. ;::nJ •i~ .. }{. .4803. the Fonnal:.lch)'tk Standa~.Js for Compos.CH~ 
\\ .. tl\)d P1'L)ducr.s A~1. •· 

Pursuant lo ~h-:: Ct'mniith~c· $ Ruh.·s. arrndre<l are \\Tiltt'n tlUC:stt(\>:s l~'r th"· r~CL\fd dk .... cr~J 
tl• yoH from c~n~:n M..:rn~cr~ <:t' the: Conunht~1.'. In prci~:U'il"!r.= your answ"·rs. ptca..~l' aJdn.-ss }tJLir 

rt:!>('Lm~c 10 1hc \1..:rnbcr who submiUcd th~ qu~stion~. 

i'k·""' pn\\·idc y"ur r•~ponscs hy :\pril 1~. '.'lllu. l<> Eodo:. Cir~cn. Chkt'Clcrh, ,.;, e-lllail 
~ ... ~ !:.J.ric' .t.!n.·"~n:ii·m:t!l.h\-ius..:.cHr\·. J'Je'-'!-IC 1.·011~t:t:t !:atk~ Gn.:c:1 <~r .1...:nnts\·r B1..·1·1.·11hL'h!' :11 (2.~l~) 
~~5-~927 if ~·(•u h.,vc ~n~ ~u..:~tion~. 

StOlWCI). 

~;:::1-·:. -.J..f...~ 
lk~. Wa.~nt.'lll 
Clmi:mJn 
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AHFA 
The Honorable Doris Matsui 

The State of California. in a cooperative effort between induslry. rcgulalory 
authorities. and public interest groups (environmental, public health. and labor 
organizations), recently established limits on fonnaldchyde emissions in most 
composite wood products. In 2008. after several years of scientific review and 
rulcmaking, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) finalized rules establishing 
higher standards in composite wood products. the first phase of which went into 
effect on January l, 2009.11.R. 4805 would apply Cr\Rtrs rule nationwide by 
establishing emissions standards for formaldehyde in domestic and impoited 
composite wood products. 

1. Do you believe that manufacturers of composite wood products outside of the 
linitcd States will be able to comply with the proposed standard'? 

The AHF'.4 belie1•es mam!facturers of composite 1mod products outside the 
United Swtes will he ahle ro comply wirh hmh Phase I and Phase 2 of the 
Calffim1ia ATCM or II. R . ./R05. Tiu: >:lobal compo.~ite wood i11d11s11:1· has 
s11ccess.fi1/ly worked through the challenges (If reformulating ,::lue resin 
.~rstems and prod11'·tion 111od!fications. C11rrently. tht·re are 33 CARH 
apprm•ed domestic and international 'Third Party Certifiers· (1J'C). J11e Tl'C 
prm·ide Jesting. certificmion and documentation lo the 111a11ufi1c1t1/'c!rs of 
composile 11'ood producls (CWP) sourced hyf£1hricators anti impol'ler.1· ihat 
bernme component parts o(flnished products. Whifr the challenge will ahrny.1· 
he adequare lab ·space· AllFA belieres these 33 tubs htm: suffident spt1ce to 
accommodate the potemial increased sourdnr. demand created by a 1wtional 
standard. 

2. Does ,.:\HFA anticipate any i~sues maintaining adequate supply levels one<! the 
regulation is promulgated? 

Sourcing isrnes will always be the. critirnl c/1(.1/lenge of maintaining an 
adequate supply <~f complianr composite wood produc1s. C11rre111ly thae are 
750 TPC ,.f~rtffied CWP ·mills' {mam1/acrurers) ~lobally supplying the 
sourcing need~forfahricators and importers o(linished products co111aining 
CWP component parts. 11iese 750 ~wt(fied mill~ II<.11'1! the £'apability and 
capacity to supp~v Phase I. Phase 2. :VAF (110 addedformaldehydej and 
ULEF (iJ/tru low e111iuingfurmaldeh,vde) composite wood prod11d!i. It i!i 
imperafit'C that .wmrci111< and supply issues are addressed to ensure an 
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adr:q11we supp{y o(compliwu composile wood prod11c1s. While the ( 'alifi.1rnia 
A l'C:\f has hecnmt? the 'de facto· intenuuional standarcl and most 
fabricators.'importers we sourcint:. rnmpliant hnardjlJr products .sold in ~W/e! 
out.~ide Cllli/(wnia, demand mu.vi be mm1iwred 011,·e there is a ·national 
s1a11dard ·There mu.w be a su/ficiellf supp~1· of Phase:! hoard and 1/w irood 
prnducts iml11st1:v mus1 l'tmtinue workinJ! 10 impfrmem emerging resin 
tedmologies. 7luc 1ra11.vi1ion.fi·o111 a ·calif(m1ia 011~r · sw11d11nl w a national 
s/a11dard 11111.<t he st•amless with 110 11ni111ended ·ho1(/enech' that would 
impede th(? .rnpp~1· 1!(c11mplianf composite irood pmduc/s. 

3. What steps has industry generally and AHFA specifically taken to reduce 
fomialdchyde emission~ over the years'? 

l/i.worica/~1" 1'1e 1•·ood products industry has worked wi1h glue rl!.si11 suppliers 
a11d CWP suppliers f<> steadi~v reduce polenlialformaldehyd,,: emi.~!'ion.v. 
BeKin11i11i: with rhe volunrary Hf. if) slt.mdard ( ! 985j. the twod prod11c1.~ 
indus11:v hus worked wilh ASTM and ANSI 10 deri!lop 1es1i11g standard1· ro 
p1·opc?rll' idcmify 1:1mi.vsiom. ernl11111e a baseline anJ he1!i" reducing 
.fi.w111aldehydc emi.~sirmsfrom our products. AHf.~1 member companies hm'e 
11·orkeJ 1l'i111 thdr supplh•rs lo sm1rn• glues (II](/ composill! wood product.~ Iha! 
meel rhe currenr emission requin•11w111s. A HF.4 par1idpa1e.1· a.v a membl!r o( 
!he AS7JfANS! sla11dcml1· rule making ·wm'as' "nd has bee11 at flue 1able 
from tliE' incep1ion 11i1h CARO. El'A a11d thej(~dera/ legislature as a key 
swk,, holch•r. 

The Honorable Joe Barton 

I. In your \\'Cittcn testimony you ~tale: ··we believe that a national approach is. crucial in 
order to avoid conllicting state standards and allows for the hannoni;i:ed distribution of 
products and supplies.'' Yet this legislation doc,; nothing to slop another state from 
cnacling differeni or conflicting regulalions. Would ynu be conccmed if other states 
enacted differing laws or regulation~? 

711e AHFA beliew!s thar '' 11(//ional approach is crucial in ord;•,. ro al'Oid a 
/>111c:hwork quilt' olc011/liC1il1!{ Slalt! s1c111dards and allow.1fol' 1he harmoni:.ed 

dis1rib111ion 1~(produel.~ and .tiipplies. J!itltiplc sW/e .vt1111dard~ lt'Oll/d be a 
co11c<•rn b111 in• he/ie1'e stal<?..1 wuuld not /um! "'~v i11centi1·e 10 dew/op 11 spec(f/c 
stc.mdard ifa national one was in plan•. ( 'al(fiwnia expomded considerable lime 
re.1·011rces lo de1·e/o11 rhc ATCM. Time and res1111rces 01her Slafl!S do not hal'e or 
are willing lo ulloc:we 10wetrd thi! derelopmellf of a specific slate rnlt! that 1ro11ld 
he dr1111wticall1' d{(ferem. 
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C'NE H !; NOAEO £1.EVENlll co:·IGRESS 

Congresf) of tbt' ijlnitrll ~tate.S 
J!lou9r ot 1'r~nsmtatillr.S 

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCl: 
2i2!:1 RAv~vt•N Hl)u~ Qp;·:~i: t3t.11LV1NO 

Wr.~1<1.o;clYO"I. PC 20515-6115 

!•':;n·'l ... '!·.mns..n~7 
\0,,)"11(~ •• : • '.!: ~ '.!(~' 

April I ~. 2010 

Dr. Melvin F.. Andmcn, CIH, PhD. DA.BT 
Director. J>n1gram in Chemical Safety Science' 
Tile Hrunn"r Jns1iru1es fot Health S< i"ncc~ 
Six Davis !Jrive l'O Oox 12JJ7 
Research Triangle Park. KC 27709-~ 137 

... .:.:::Ii.··°' ' "' "· H.>::.~-i 

Tlunk you foe appearing before the Sub.:ontmitree oo U>tnmcn;(;, Tmde, 3lld Consumer 
l'iotcclion on Marek IS. 2010, at the hearing entitied .. H.R. 17%, the Residcnlial Carbon 
l\fonoxidc l'ohoning l'r"'~ntion .'\,·1. and H.R. 4805. the Fl>rmotdch~·dc S1anJarrl, for Comro•ite 
Wood Prn<IWIS Ac1:·· 

Pursuan1 10 the Committee's Rules . attac~d are wrincn question~ for the rcco!li dircctro 
to you from <>:rlain l\krnbcrs of the Committee. la preparing. your nnsw~rs. please :1ddrcss yow 
response t'• 1hc Mcmb.:r who submin<:d ~ qwstiurt~. 

Plea.~ pro\'i<k! your respons<:s by April :?ll 2010, to Earle~ G=n. Chief Clerk. ,;s e-mail 
k> Eatk'-'.Ci~ccniwm.A!L~.go .... Pkase COll!>ICI F.arlcy Gr.x.., err Jem1ifor lkTenhol<. ai (202) 
225-2Y2? i1' you have'"') Gt1estions. 

Sincerely, 

Henry A. Waxman 
Chairman 
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The Honorable Doris Matsui 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
2125 Rayburn Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-6115 

Dear Congresswoman Matsui, 
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Aprll 27, 2010 

In the email and letter from Henry Waxman, Chairman of the House of Representatives Committee on Energy and 
Commerce dated Aprll 14, 2010, you asked me t o address the following question: 

"Formaldehyde Is a chemical known to have adverse effects on human health. II has been recognlted by the 
International Agency for Research on cancer and by the Environmental Protection Ageocy (EPA) as such. This chemical 
can cause difficulty In breathing In some humans exposed at elevated levels (above 0.1 parts per million). In addition, 
Inhalation of formaldehyde can cause nose and throat irritation, burning sensations In the eyes and throat, and nausea. 
Other effects Include coughing. wheezing. chest pains, bronchitis, and severe allergic reactions. 

1. While I fully recognite that formaldehyde is a natural product, would you ooncur that efforts to lower exposure to 
formaldehyde emissions would protect public health, bolster consumer confidence, and benefit our economic recovery 
efforts?" 

My response follows. 

A stated in my prepared remarks, I believe lowering emission standards within reason would protect the public from 
excessive formaldehyde exposures, bolster confidence by Insuring that products with excess formaldehyde would be 
removed from the market. and benefrt recovery by assuring that US corporations following good manufacturing 
practices would not face competition from unregulated foreign manufacturers. My main concern is that you and your 
colleagues have generated a good law based on a faulty premise, I.e., the formaldehyde cancer risk assessment 
conducted by the State of Galifomia that does not acknowledge the bac'kground of formaldehyde in each of our cells. It 
seems all too likely that the benefits provided by the law will soon be forgotten and the precedent set by acceptance of 
the faulty risk assessment will live on and influence other bills and policy decisions In coming years. My purpose in 
testifying was to support the legislation while asking that the legislation d istance itself from endorsement of the 
canfornia cancer risk assessment. Your comments above on the respiratory Irritation from formaldehyde are accurate 
and indispuUlble. The cancer r isk assessment and conclusions that formaldehyde Is a human carcinogen at lower levels 
of e~posure, however, are highly questionable. I believe them to be Incorrect. 

Sincerely, 

Director, Program In Chemical Safety Sciences 
The Hamner Institutes for Health Sciences 
Tel: 919-5S8·1205 fax: 919-558-1300 
MAndersen@thehamner.org 
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14, 2010 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee met at 2:30 p.m., in room SD-138, Dirksen 

Senate Office Building, Hon. Richard J. Durbin (chairman) pre
siding. 

Present: Senators Durbin and Collins. 

CONSUMER PRODUCT. SAFETY COMMISSION 

STATEMENT OF HON. INEZ TENENBAUM, CHAIRMAN 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD J. DURBIN 

Senator DURBIN. Good afternoon. This hearing of the Financial 
Services and General Government Appropriations Subcommittee 
will come to order. 

And I've got to report that Senator Collins will arrive momen
tarily. She'll miss my opening remarks. It will be devastating, but 
she'll recover. 

Today's hearing is on the President's fiscal year 2011 budget re
quest for the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). And 
testifying is Chairman Inez Tenenbaum. 

Thank you for being here. 
The Consumer P roduct Safety Commission is the Federal regu

latory body tasked to protect children and families from unsafe con
sumer products. Every day, infants sleep in cribs, children don bike 
helmets and ride bicycles, and adults purchase medicines. We rely 
on the Consumer Product Safety Commission to make sure that in
fants aren't strangled by the slats or sides of the cribs, that chil
dren don't sustain head injuries while biking, and that parents 
don't worry that their children will open the child-resistant pack
aging. 

Two years ago, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(CPSIA) was enacted, giving the CPSC new authorities and re
sources, and significantly strengthening its ability to protect Amer
icans from defective and unsafe products. Many people. deserve 
credit for that, and I want to single out Senator Mark Pryor of Ar
kansas. What a great job he did bringing us all together for a bi
partisan bill to authorize and empower your Commission. 

(1) 
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For example, lead content levels for cribs, bunk beds, infant rat
tles, and children's jewelry have been reduced. Levels must be cer
tified, based on independent third-party testing by a CPSC-recog
nized laboratory. Tracking labels will soon be on children's prod
ucts, accompanied by product registration cards. And a publicly 
available, searchable database with safety information on consumer 
products is being established and will be. operational early next 
year, we hope. 

While the new lead limits are among the most s tringent in the 
world for some. children's products, the Commission voted to defer 
enforcement of testing and third-party certification requirements 
until February 10, 2011, in order to increase the number of avail
able testing and certification facilities. 

What a difference a few years can make. The Consumer Product 
Safety Commission has been transformed from a quiet, modest. lit
tle agency with mostly voluntary enforcement powers to a more ro
bust and proactive agency with enhanced enforcement authority. 

Staffing, at a low of 385 in January 2008,. is. now. at 502 and will 
grow to more than 530 by the end of this year. The budget this 
year, 2010, is double what it was 6 years ago. The first foreign of
fice in Beijing has been opened, after all of the publicity that came 
out about products that were being exported from China into the 
United States. The need-now, this is a significan~f all the sta
tistics-the need for toy recalls has declined 75 percent from 2008 
to 2009, including an 80-percent decline in toy recalls due to lead
content violations. 

For fiscal year 2011, CPSC is requesting $118.6 million
$400,000 more than t he fiscal year 2010 enacted amount of $118.2 
million, and a staffing level of 576, which is an increase of 46 
FTEs. 

I'm not going to go through all the details of t he budget request. 
They're going to come up during the course. of our questioning here. 

I'm looking forward to the testimony of Chairman Tenenbaum, 
and I am going to introduce her after I defer to my colleague here, 
Senator Collins. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR SUSAN COLLINS 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And thank you for calling this hearing .. 
While the Consumer Product Safety Commission is a relatively 

small agency, as your statements pointed out, it has a critical mis
sion of keeping the public safe from dangerous products. We all re
member the alarming and too frequent tragic stories of hazardous 
toys that demonstrate the need to strengthen protections for con
sumers,. particularly for children, as the chairman has. pointed out. 

In 2008, we acted to strengthen the laws governing the safety of 
goods entering this country and to provide much-needed additional 
resources to intercept unsafe products by passing the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act. This new law included provisions 
resulting from a 2007 product safety investigation that I conducted 
in my role as the. ranking member. of the Homeland Security and 
Governmental Affairs Committee. That investigation produced pro
visions that included better coordination and information sharing 
between the Commission and Customs and Border Protection 
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(CBP) so that inspectors at our Nation's ports can focus their re
sources on the most risky shipments, targeting products, manufac
turers, and importers with poor consumer safety records. And I'll 
be interested today to hear more about this improved import sur
veillance plan and the efforts to improve coordination with CBP. 

While it is crucial for the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
to implement regulations to protect children from lead and other 
hazardous materials, we do want to ensure that the regulations do 
not prove overly burdensome or costly to small businesses, such as 
thrift shops and those who produce handmade crafts, clothing, and 
toys. The Commission needs to consider these small, often home
based businesses when issuing its rules. and guidance, particularly 
for third-party testing. 

Again, I very much look forward to hearing from the Chairman 
today, and appreciate our chairman, as we consider the budget re
quest for the Commission. 

Senator DURBIN. Thanks, Senator Collins. 
I'm pleased to welcome Chairman Inez Tenenbaum,. the ninth 

Chairman of the Consumer Products Safety Commission, sworn 
into office on June 23, 2009. Previously, Ms. Tenenbaum was elect
ed as South Carolina's State superintendent of education, where 
she served two terms. She has extensive experience in legal, legis
lative, administrative, and regulatory matters and served on nu
merous. task forces. that provide oversight on children and family 
services. 

Thanks for being here. I look forward to your testimony. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Good afternoon, thank you-thank you. I'll 

start all over again. 
Good afternoon, Chairman Durbin and Ranking Member Collins. 

Thank you so much for this opportunity to appear in front of you. 
I am pleased to be here today to discuss the U.S. Consumer 

Product Safety Commission's fiscal year 2011 budget. During the 
past 9 months as Chairman of the CPSC, I have had the oppor
tunity to see firsthand the great work that the Commission under
takes every day. From new regulations to ensure the safety of 
cribs,. to enforcement action against children's. jewelry with harmful 
levels of lead, cadmium, and other toxic metals, the CPSC is once 
again an agency that means business when it comes to protecting 
the safety of the American consumer. 

Much of this progress would not have been possible without the 
reauthorization of the Commission through the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act of 2008 and the. additional funding re
ceived by the agency in fiscal years 2009 and 2010. I greatly appre
ciate the increased resources that members of this subcommittee 
have supported over the past 2 years, and can assure you that 
these resources have been put to good use through increased staff
ing and improved import surveillance and enforcement efforts. It 
has. also provided the. resources necessary for the Commission to 
develop robust responses to new and emerging hazards, such as 
contaminated drywall, that has caused serious problems for thou
sands of homeowners. The results of this new commitment to the 
CPSC are already very encouraging. 

One concrete example of this increased staffing and resources at 
the agency: During 2008,. the number of CPSC full-time employees, 
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FTEs, had dropped to only 385. This was the lowest level in the 
agency's history and down from a high of 978 in 1980. Section 202 
of the CPSIA required the agency to increase the number of FTEs 
to at least 500 by the end of fiscal year 2013. And I'm very pleased 
to report that we've already reached that milestone and currently 
have 505, as of April 9, dedicated FTEs at the CPSC. 

But, employee numbers are only one indicator of change. Another 
key metric is results. One concrete example of that is our ability 
to stop dangerous products before they enter the stream of com
merce. In fiscal year 2007, the CPSC collected approximately 750 
samples of suspect products entering our country. In 2009, that 
number rose to almost 1,600. At the same time, we started to see 
a commensurate decrease in the number of voluntary recalls, from 
563 in fiscal year 2008 to 466 in fiscal year 2009. The Commission's 
proposed 2011 budget requests $118.6 million-and it's designed to 
accelerate this forward momentum by continuing internal mod
ernization and rebuilding efforts. 

As noted in my written statement, the proposed 2011 budget is 
only $400,000 over our cun-ent 2010 level, but it will allow the 
Commission to support the key areas of emphasis by reallocating 
$13.9 million in funds used in 2010 nonrecurring activities. Specifi
cally, the proposed budget will allow the Commission to pursue 
new and enhanced initiatives in four key areas: 

The first is the Commission's compliance initia tive. Since the 
passage of the CPSIA, the Commission's staff has worked diligently 
to promulgate and implement the numerous rules required by that 
law. In 2011, the CPSC's work will shift from developing rules 
mandated by the CPSIA to enforcing those rules, both within our 
borders and at ports of entry. To further facilitate those efforts, the 
CPSC's 2011 budget requests approximately $4.6. million and an 
addition of 41 full-time employees to support additional responsibil
ities associated with three key elements of the compliance program: 
regulatory enforcement, import surveillance, and defect investiga
tions. 

The second area is information technology modernization and 
Commission implementation of a searchable public database of con
sumer product safety information. Section 212(b) of the CPSIA re
quires the Commission to upgrade its information technology sys
tems and to develop a database that allows consumers to submit 
incident reports that can subsequently be reviewed by all members 
of the general public. 

In response to this mandate, CPSC is developing a single, inte
grated, Web-based environment. The Consumer Product Safety 
Risk Management System, or RMS, will change the way the Com
mission receives and analyzes data. With the new RMS, the CPSC 
will be transformed. The Commission will have one powerful data
base for the input and analysis of multiple sources of data. Overall, 
this new capability has the potential to uncover more defect pat
terns for staff to examine and to triage. This, in turn, could lead 
to an increase in recalls of defective products and the prevention 
of injuries and deaths. The Commission has already allocated ap
proximately $20 million to fund many of the initial planning and 
design costs of the RMS and deeply appreciates this subcommittee's 
past support of the program. 
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In 2011, funding resources-requirements will largely shift from 
design-and-build costs to maintenance items. Therefore, the 2011 
budget requests $1.8 million for a staffing combination of eight 
FI'Es and contract positions to maintain the system and comply 
with OMB's requirements for information technology governance, 
cybersecurity, and privacy. 

The third area is consumer outreach and education. Providing 
consumers with recall and product hazard information that helps 
make families and communities safer is one of my top priorities. 
Over the past year, the Commission has made great strides in con
sumer outreach by reestablishing our presence on network tele
vision, in the national newspapers, and on the radio. The agency 
also launched CPSC 2.0, a social media initiative that is reaching 
out to tens of thousands of consumers. via YouTube, Twitter, Flickr,. 
the OnSafety blog, and our own recall widget. This year and in fis
cal year 2011, the Commission plans to accelerate efforts to conduct 
grassroots education and advocacy in hard-to-reach and vulnerable 
populations. We will also continue to focus on public education and 
outreach efforts to prevent drownings and entrapment involving 
children in residential and public pools. 

Fourth, the 2011 budget proposes an additional $2 million for the 
CPSC to. support the National Nanotechnology Initiative. In the 
last few years, there have been increasing public concerns over po
tential health impacts associated with this technology. Although 
nanomaterials may have the same chemical composition as non
nanomaterials, at the nano scales, they may demonstrate different 
physical and chemical properties and behave differently in the en
vironment and the human body. The $2 million proposal will allow 
the Commission to conduct exposure and risk assessments of nano
technology materials, allow for database updates to properly flag 
reports of nanotechnology incident with consumer products, and 
conduct consumer outreach efforts, such as public meetings. 

PREPARED STATEMENT 

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for the opportunity to testify on 
the. proposed 2011 budget for the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission, and I look forward to working with you and other 
members and Ranking Member Collins on this subcommittee, and 
will be happy to answer any of your questions. 

[The statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF INEZ T EN'ENBAUM 

Good afternoon, Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member Collins, and Members of the 
Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government. I am pleased to be 
here today to discuss the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) fiscal 
year 2011 budget request. 

During the past 9 months as Chairman of the CPSC, I have had the opportunity 
to see fast-hand the great work that the Commission undertakes every day. From 
new regulations to ensure the safety of cribs to enforcement action against chil
dren's jewell'y with harmful levels of lead, cadmium and other toxic metals, the 
CPSC is once again an agency that means business when it comes to protecting the 
safety of American consumers. 

Much of this progress would not have been possible without the reauthorization 
of the Commission through the Consumer Product Safety [mprovement Act of 2008 
(CPSIA), and the additional funding received by the agency in fiscal year 2009 and 
fiscal year 2010. I greatly appreciate the increased resources Members of this Sub
committee have supported over the past 2 years, and can assure all of you that 
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those resources have been put to good use through increased staffing, improved im
port surveillance, and increased compliance activities. It has also provided the re
sources necessary for the Commission to develop robust responses to new and 
emerging hazards such as contaminated drywall that has caused serious problems 
for thousands of homeowners. 

The results. of this new commitment to the CPSC. are already very encouraging. 
One concrete example of this is increased starting and resources at the agency. Dur
ing fiscal year 2008, the number of CPSC full-time employees (FTEs} had dropped 
to only 385-the lowest in the agency's history. Section 202 of the CPSIA required 
the agency to increase the number of FTEs to at least 500 by the end of fiscal year 
2013. I am very pleased to report that we have already reached that milestone, and 
have 502 FTE positions filled at the. CPSC as of April 1, 2010. 

But employee numbers are only one indicator of change. Another key metric is 
results. One concrete example of that is our ability to stop dangerous products be
fore they enter the stream of commerce. In fiscal year 2007, the CPSC collected ap
proximately 750 samples of suspect products entering our country. In fiscal year 
2009, that number more than doubled to. almost 1,600. At the same time, we started 
to see a commensurate decrease in the number of voluntary recalls from 563 in fis
cal year 2008 to 466 in fiscal year 2009. 

The Commission's proposed fiscal year 2011 budget request of $118.6 million is 
designed to accelerate this forward momentum by focusing on modernization efforts 
that will flag emerging hazards and help us keep those products out of our country 
and the hands of children. 

While this request is only $400,000 over the fiscal year 2010 level, it \vill allow 
the Commission to increase the FTE level by 46 in fiscal year 2011 (for a total of 
576 FTEs), fund a broad new compliance initiative, implement the second phase of 
the Commission's continued Information Technolo~ (IT) modernization, continue to 
improve consumer outreach, and direct $2 million m support of the Fede1·al National 
Nanotechnology Initiative by reallocating $13.9 million in funds used for fiscal year 
2010 nonrecurring activities. 

THE OOMM1SSION'S COMPLIANCE INITIATIVE 

Since passage. of the CPSIA, Commission staff has worked. diligently to promul
gate and implement the numerous rules 1·equired by that law. In 2011, the CPSC's 
work \vill shift from developing rules mandated by the CPSIA to enforcing those 
rules-both within our borders and at ports of entry. 

To further facilitate those efforts, the CPSC's fiscal year 2011 budget requests 
$4,647,000 and the addition of 41 full-time employees (FTEs) to support additional 
responsibilities associated with three key elements. of the compliance. program: regu
latory enforcement, import surveillance, and defect investigations. 

Regulatory Enforcement 
Experience shows that enforcing new rules takes considerably more resources 

than enforcing an existing rule that has been in place for a number of years. The 
number of new rules mandated by the CPSIA during fiscal year 2009 and fiscal year 
2010 are more than double the number of rules promulgated by the Commission 
since 1990-and will result in a dramatic increase in enforcement responsibility. 

The fiscal year 2011 budget, therefore, 1·equests $1,647,000 and 15 FTEs to en
force the new rules. This includes four new compliance officers, live lield investiga
tors, three lab testing and other technical specialists, two attorneys, and one FTE 
to coordinate \vith state and local authorities. 

Import Surveillance 
The Commission's import enforcement workload will also increase as investigators 

ramp up efforts to verify testing certifications and collect increasing numbers of sus
pect product samples. at our Nation's ports .. The. need for more staff and better. co
ordination with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) was specifically high
lighted in an August 2009 Government Accountability Office (GAO) report. Mr. 
Chairman, I know this. is an area of critical interest for both you and Ranking Mem
ber Collins, and the Commission is eager to fully address this issue. 

Accordingly, the fiscal year 2011 budget requests $1,965,000 to expand coverage 
at the. ports, verify third-party testing certifications, collect samples. o[ suspect prod
ucts, and-most importantly- stop unsafe products from entering the country. This 
request wilJ suppo1t an additional sixteen FTEs dedicated to impo1t surveilJance 
(five investigators and analysts that will be. stationed at ports, two compliance offi
cers to process additional import samples, and nine FTEs for lab testing and other 
specialties), as well as $100,000 for the destruction of goods refused at the ports by 
CPSC. 
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Defect I nuestigations 
The number of product incident reports the Commission receives almost doubled 

between fiscal year 2003 and now. With the rollout of the searchable public data
base by March 11, 2011, we expect that the number of incident reports will grow 
exponentially. These reports often provide critical information and data to the 
CPSC. However, with cun-ent resources, CPSC staff is only able to thoroughly. inves
tigate a very small number (approximately 10 percent). of the total reports received. 

Increased resources are needed to enhance our defect investigation capability, and 
ensure that the Commission can adequately review and process the rapidly increas
ing number of product incident reports. Therefore, ihe fiscal year 2011 budget re
quests $1,035,000 and ten additional FTEs (three compliance officers, five field in
vestigators, one technical specialist, and one attorney) to support this critical effort. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MODERNIZl\TION 

Section 212(b) of the CPSIA requires the Commission to develop. a database that 
allows consumers to submit incident reports that can subsequently be reviewed by 
all members of the general public and upgrade its information technology systems. 

As noted above, the searchable public database will be launched in less than 1 
year, and I look forward to working with Members of this Subcommittee to ensure 
that your constituents know how to access and use it. In the course of completing 
the database, we are also working to solicit extensive public input and establish 
clear rules for how the database will operate and how CPSC wilJ interact with con
sumers and manufacturers. 

In order to support the data that will be generated by the database and meet the 
information technology modernization mandate, CPSC is developing a single, inte
grated, web-based environment, the Consumer Product Safety Risk Management 
System (RMS), that will change the way the Commission receives and analyzes 
data. Cun·ent systems at the Commission a re fragmented, and information flows 
often have to be manually sorted by staff to identify new and emerging hazard pat
terns. 

CPSC will be transformed with the new. RMS. The Commission will have one pow
erful database for the input and analysis of multi.pie sources of data. This capability 
will be absolutely critical as data streams from the new public database start flow
ing into the Commission. In addition, the system wi.11 have new predictive "data 
mining'' tools that will allow the CPSC to compare new incidents electronically with 
all prior incidents. Overall, this new capabili ty has the potential to uncover more 
defect patterns for staff to examine. This, in tum, could lead to an increase in re
calls of defective products and the prevention of injuries and deaths. 

The Commission has. already. allocated approximately $20 million to fund many 
of the initial planning and design costs fo1· the RMS, and deeply appreciates this 
Subcommittee's pas t support of this program. In fiscal year 2011, funding require
ments will largely shift from design. and build costs to maintenance items. There
fore, the fiscal year 2011 budget requests $1.880 million for a staffing combination 
of eight FTE. and contract positions to. maintain the system and comply with Con
gressional and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requirements for informa
tion technology governance, cybersecurity and privacy. 

CONSUMER EDUCATION ANO OU'l'REACH 

Providing consumers with recall and product hazard information that helps make 
families and communities safer is one of my top priorities. Over the past year, the 
Commission has made great strides in consumer outreach by re-establishing our 
presence on network television, in national newspapers, and on the radio. We have 
also re-established the trust of consumers that CPSC is putting their interests first. 

The agency also launched "CPSC 2.0," a social media initiative that is reaching 
tens of thousands of consumers via YouTube, Twitter, FlickR, the OnSafety blog, 
and ow· Recall Widget. This year the Commission plans to further accelerate this 
initiative by expanding the platforms we use to include cell phone text messages. 

The Commission also plans to accelerate efforts to conduct grassroots education 
and advocacy in hard-to-reach and vulnerable populations. In August 2009, the GAO 
released a report recommending that the CPSC increase its focus on reaching mi
nority populations. Since becoming Chairman of the CPSC, I have directed Commis
sion staff to explore additional outreach efforts to underserved populations. In car
rying out a special Minority Outreach initiative, we will increase our use of existing 
tools, such as the Neighborhood Safety Network (NSN) program-that provides vital 
information to more than 5,600 community organizations and leaders-as well as 
use new tools, such as targeted, grassroots programs for Hispanics, African-Ameri-
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cans, American Indians, and other minority groups. This will also remain a key pri
ority of the Commission in fiscal year 2011. 

One of the most tragic subjects the Commission deals with are drownings and en
trapments involving chilck en in residential and public pools. I am pleased to note 
that the fiscal year 2011 budget contains $1,000,000 specifically for continuing pool 
and spa safety education .. This funding will build on the previous funding of $8.l 
million in fiscal year 2009 and fiscal year 2010, and continue to help the agency 
drive down the 300 child ckownings each year and increase compliance with the Vir
ginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act. 

NANOTECHNOLOGY 

The CPSC's fiscal year 2011 budget also proposes $2 million to support the Fed
eral National Nanotechnology Initiative,. and seeks to collect additional data and ex
plore environmental, health, and safety issues related to the increasing use of nano
technology in consumer products. 

In the last few years, there has. been increasing public concern over potential 
health impacts associated with this technology. Although nanomaterials may have 
the same chemical composition as non-nanomaterials, at the nanoscale they may 
demonstrate different physical and chemical properties. and behave differently in the 
environment and in the human body. 

The $2 million proposed will allow the Commission to conduct exposure and risk 
assessments of nanomaterials,. allow. for database updates to properly. flag reports 
of nanotechnology incidents with consumer products, and conduct consumer out
reach efforts such as public meetings. Perhaps even more importantly, it will also 
allow the Commission to take a very. proactive approach to this emerging issue, 
rather than merely reacting to incident reports after they are received. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for the opportunity to testify on the proposed fis
cal year 2011 budget for the U.S. Consumer Product. Safety. Commission. lt provides 
the funding necessary to continue the transformation of this agency from what some 
have described as a "teething tiger" into the world's leading lion of consumer protec
tion. 

I look forward to working with you and other members of the Subcommittee on 
the Budget Request , and would be happy to now answer any questions you may 
have. 

STAFFING INCREASES 

Senator DURBIN. Thanks, Chairman Tenenbaum. 
And I might note that the increase-or, should I say-the res

toration of employees at the Consumer Products Safety Commis
sion, we thought, was warranted, because of the massive numbers 
of products that come your way, and particularly the increase in 
imports into the United States, which created a brand new chal
lenge for us. And so, just for the record, that was our thinking be
hind the increase in full-time equivalent employees. 

I want to discuss about five issues, and Im sure I won't get into 
all of them. 

LEAD STANDARDS 

So, let me ask about lead, because we were concerned, when we 
wrote the bill, as to whether or not we came up with a reasonable 
standard for lead in toys. And before the bill was written, there 
was no lead limit at all for children's products. In February 2009, 
permissible lead levels in children's products were reduced to 600 
parts per million . By August, the lead limit in children's products 
were to come down to 300 parts per million. In those coated with 
paint, the limit dropped to 90 parts per million. 

A stay of enforcement on third-party testing requirements was 
granted by the Consumer Products Safety Commission in February 
2009 for 1 year because there was "substantial confusion," in the 
industry, regarding specific requirements related to the applica-
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bility, as well as testing and certification. An extension of that stay 
of enforcement was granted in December of last year on testing and 
certification for many children's products for 1 year, until February 
2011, while the CPSC continues to accredit third-party-testing labs. 

Now, I want to make sure I understand. If we have written this 
law in a fashion that makes it difficult for you to either understand 
or enforce-when I read the word "confusion," I want to make sure 
I understand what's behind that-then it's our responsibility to 
step forward and correct any errors that we've made there. If, how
ever, this is a question of just setting up the mechanism for en
forcement, that, to me, is a different question, and I can under
stand it takes more time. So, could you address the lead issue in 
toys and children's products first? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Yes, we did stay the enforcement on certain products while we 

put in place the specific testing requirements for those products, so 
that we could have laboratories who knew how to go about testing 
those products. But, third-party testing and certification was never 
stayed on lead in paint, which now is at 90 parts per million. We 
are also enforcing full- and nonfull-sized cribs; pacifiers; small 
parts; and lead content on metal children's jewelry. What we 
stayed was lead content in nonmetal, not in children's jewelry or 
in paint. So, it could be lead content in brass or something else, but 
not children's jewelry. 

But, we've also realized that the strict levels under 101, which 
says that you can exempt articles where the lead is inaccessible to 
the child or if you can show that, through normal and foreseeable 
use and abuse, any lead is not absorbed into the body. So, it's that 
"any lead," where you might have very small levels and contact 
with the children's product is very infrequent. For example, bicy
cles and all-terrain vehicles (ATVs). 

Senator DURBIN. We heard about that. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. So, we stayed the bicycles and the ATVs, in 

terms of testing, until we could work this out, and also certain 
books. The newly printed ordinary children's books do not contain 
lead, but, the children's books printed before 1985 do. We had a 
problem with exempting those. So, if we had more flexibility 
around section 101 for any lead, then we would be able to work 
with the products as they came up for our consideration. 

We have proffered a discussion around functional purpose. It 
would require industry to come to us and say, ''We need this lead 
in our product for the functional purpose. If it's an ATV, we need 
it to make the ATV stronger. The contact with lead components on 
the ATV will be infrequent. It will have no adverse health effect 
on the user ." And so, then, we could give the ATV or the bicycles 
an exemption. 

So, it's a narrow class of products that, if we had a functional 
purpose amendment to the CPSIA, then we would be able to ex
empt those products, like ordinary children's books. 

Senator DURBIN. But, do you think that's going to. require an 
amendment to the law? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We do. 
Senator DURBIN. Okay. So, we ought to look at that. 
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Now, let-and to make it clear, the stay does not apply to lead 
paints, small parts, or children's jewelry. We are talking about 
functional products and ATVs and the like. If--

Ms. TENENBAUM. And we stayed enforcement of the lead in ATVs 
last year. 

Senator DURBIN. Okay. 

OTHER TOXIC SUBSTANCES 

Now, I'm going to go 2 extra minutes and give Senator Collins 
the same time, because I wanted to ask, as a followup-and we're 
finding that there were replacements by some who are sending 
products into the United States-replacing lead with cadmium and 
antimony. And are you regulating those, as well? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, I issued a stern warning to Chinese man
ufacturers, in a speech to the Chinese, back at the beginning of this 
year. I was unable to attend the conferenc.e in China, because I had 
a hearing in Congress. But, we gave a stern warning. And our 
counterpart in China, the AQSIQ, issued the same stern warning 
to manufacturers and said, "Do not substitute any of these metals 
for lead." Now, we really don't think that that is occurring, that 
they're intentionally substituting. But, we think they're being care
less in not realizing that you cannot use these metals in children's 
products. 

Under the ASTM F963 standard, which is the toy standard, the 
surface coating on toys is regulated. 

Senator DURBIN. But, I understood--
Ms. TENENBAUM. Also, children's jewelry is regulated under the 

Federal Hazardous Substance Act. We could call a toxic metal a 
banned hazardous substance. And right now, we are doing our re
search to establish the level of what we will allow for cadmium and 
other metals in children's jewelry. 

Senator DURBIN. So, I understood that the children's pets-Zhu 
Zhu pets out of China, there was-they found some evidence of an
timony in those. Are you saying that--

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, the company--
Senator DURBIN [continuing]. They did or didn't? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. The company who manufactures the Zhu Zhu 

pets came to the CPSC, just days after one nonprofit organization 
announced they had found the antimony, and showed us all of their 
laboratory tests. We did our own testing, and then we established 
that the antimony was not at harmful levels to children. And we 
put that press release out that there were no harmful levels of an
timony in Zhu Zhu pets. 

Senator DURBIN. Okay. 
Senator Collins. 
Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Obviously, our first priority is to make sure that all products, in

cluding toys for children, are safe. There has been an issue with 
small home-based businesses finding it very expensive to comply 
with the standards in the new. law. They obviously. do. not want to 
be selling products that aren't safe, that are not-that would in 
any. way endanger our children. But, the cost of third-party testing 
can be prohibitive. 
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And I want to give you an example. Last year, I met with a 
woman who owned a business called The Little Hat Company in 
South Berwick, Maine. And she produced children's hats. And she 
had this network of women who made the hats out of their homes. 
It worked so well for them, because they all had young children 
and they could stay home with the children, yet be able to make. 
some money. Well, the combination of the cost of third-party test
ing for the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act plus the 
economic downturn has forced this business to close up altogether. 
And that affected not only the business owner, but all of these 
part-time sewers whom she employed who were producing these 
cute little. caps out of their homes .. 

As a result of this concern, last year we included language in the 
report accompanying the omnibus bill noting the concerns of these 
very small manufacturers-seems even odd to call them "manufac
turers"; they're really craftspeople-regarding the third-party test
ing requirements. And we urged you to consider these types of 
home-based businesses when you issue your rules and your guid
ance on third-party testing, because we really need to find a way 
that allows them to ensure their products are safe, but doesn't put 
them out of business when, in fact, their products are safe. 

What efforts have you made to address the concerns of these 
small businesses? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Senator. 
We have been extremely sensitive to the concerns of small busi

nesses and crafters throughout the implementation of the CPSIA. 
In fact, we wrote a guidance on the CPSIA for small businesses, 
resaler crafters, and manufacturers of children's products. And over 
the last 9 months, the Commission has had four actions which pro
vided relief to small businesses and crafters. And here are the four 
rules that we promulgated to do this: 

First of all, tracking labels. The CPSIA required that children's 
products have a tracking label. We decided that there was no "one 
size fits all" and for small crafters, that was very important to 
them. 

Two, lead determinations proceeding. This was a rule that we 
wrote, and we said products made out of cotton, paper, untreated 
wood, to name a few, do not-will never have-contain lead. There
fore, businesses like The Little Hat Company, if it was a cotton 
hat, would not have to have third-party testing. And we put that 
out to tell people that you do not even have to have a certificate, 
which would save them a tremendous amount of resources. 

The third thing was component-part testing. If the hat was made 
of cotton, the hat would not have been testing, but if they had but
tons sewn on it to make it decorative, if they bought buttons from 
a company that could certify they were lead-free, then The Little 
Hat Company would not have had to do additional testing. And so, 
if you could just test the component, then you would not have to 
test the whole product. 

And the fourth is, we continue to stay enforcement on testing 
and certification for many children's products, giving people time to 
understand this law, and also to let the component-part testing 
market develop. Groups like the Handmade Toy Alliance have rec
ognized our work, and they continue to work with us. We, for ex-
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ample, just last month, we had two Webinars with the ETS4 com
munity, which is the handmade toy and handmade crafters, on 
eBay, and the Handmade Toy Alliance, so that we could talk to 
them about what the CPSIA requires and make sure they under
stood how to comply with the law. 

We will continue to keep small manufacturers in mind as we go 
into. our rulemaking. And we. also want to make. our small business 
ombudsman, which is a part-time job, a full-time job, and expand 
this into education and outreach, so that we can have regularly 
broadcast Webinars. for small businesses and answer their ques
tions individually to allay their concerns with compliance. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. Those sound like very worthwhile 
and protective moves on the Commission's part. 

This women's business was cotton hats. And she did ornamate 
them, at. times, with buttons, and was concerned about having to 
test the buttons. And I remember raisin!? with her, "Well, wouldn't 
that be the button manufacturer's job? So, I'm very happy that 
you've clarified that. And I will relay that information to her, in 
the hopes that, when the economy improves, she can get back in 
business and not have to wo1Ty about adding what really is a tre
mendous cost to a very small business. 

I'd like to, in my remaining moment , just ask you a little more 
about the small business ombudsman, since I did note that you 
plan to establish a full-time position. How would you ensure that 
this position is truly going to be able to assist small businesses? 
How are you going to inform small businesses that it even exists? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we've had a small business ombudsman 
for a number of years, and most recently the small business om
budsman was located in the Office of International Programs and 
Intergovernmental Affairs, and the duties were only part time. 

We are working with Booz Allen Hamilton to write a new stra
tegic and operational plan for the Commission. And we are already 
beginning to realize that one of our primary functions should be 
education and outreach. So, we could place this full-time small 
business ombudsman in a larger Office of Education Outreach, 
where we would work with colleges and universities. We could in
vite professors to participate. We could work with nonprofits. And 
also, we would have a regular curriculum,. where we would regu
larly host workshops. Since I've been the Chairman, we've hosted 
two workshops. One was a workshop for the database and another 
one was for continued testing. And we reached out and reserved a 
block of seats just for the Handmade Toy Alliance and small busi
nesses. And so, we will continue to be very sensitive to small busi
nesses in that regard. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ADDRESSING HARMFUL CHEMICALS/ELEMENTS IN PRODUCTS 

Senator D URBIN. I want to ask you about a couple of issues that 
raise a larger question: the relationship of the CPSC to some other 
agencies of the. Federal Government, when it comes to particular 
hazards. 

The first one is known as BPA-I'm going to mispronounce this
Bisphenol A, which is, as I understand it, a plastic coating that 
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may be in virtually every canned product we buy and shows up in 
other things-baby bottles and sippy cups, sometimes; maybe pac
ifiers. And it's been linked to heart disease and cancer in humans 
and abnormal development in animals. 

The EPA, Environmental Protection Agency, listed BPA as a 
chemical of concern. Although some products are labeled BPA free, 
they're still found to contain this chemical. So, to what degree does 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission feel a responsibility, 
under the law, to verify labeled contents or claims, such as "BPA 
free" in consumer products? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We feel very responsible. In fact, we work regu
larly on interagency committees with the EPA, with the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), with the National 
Science Foundation (NSF), and the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH). And the research that all of these agencies do, we read and 
take very seriously. So, we are tracking the research on BPA and 
other chemicals. We track all the nanotechnology research. And 
then, our scientists will make determinations and recommenda
tions, and we will eventually go into rulemaking if we think that 
it's necessary. 

We also can take the information and begin voluntary recalls or 
mandatory recalls. 

Senator D URBIN. Have you done that in relation to BPA yet? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Let me get back with you. I know we have done 

extensive work on BPA. And before I misspeak today, let me get 
you a full report on what we've done on that. 

[The information follows:] 

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMlSSION ACTIVITY ON BJSPHENOL-A (BPA) 

Overview 
Bisphenol-A (BPA) is used in the manufacture of polycarbonate plastics and epoxy 

resins. Small amounts of BPA can migrate out of products made out of 
polycarbonate (such as reusable bottles and food containers) during their normal 
use. BPA is considered an endocrine disruptor .. BPA has also been shown to cause 
reproductive and developmental effects in animals at high doses. However, there is 
a lack of scientific consensus over whether BPA causes these types of effects at low 
doses. 

Regulatory1 Jurisdiction 
Jurisdiction over BPA is split between two agencies: The Food and Drug Adminis

tration (FDA) and the CPSC. 
- BPA used in food containers or. surfaces that come in contact with food is con

sidered an unintentional food additive and is subject to the jurisdiction of the 
FDA 

- Polycarbonate is also used in bicycle helmets and safety glasses, which is under 
CPSC jurisdiction. These products are made of polycarbonate because that ma
terial is very hard. The hardness of the polycarbonate in these products. is bene
ficial in terms of the safety provided to the user, and CPSC Health Sciences 
staff does not believe the exposures from these products would be significant 
compared to products under FDA jut;sdiction that come into contact with food 
or liquids. 

-If BPA is used in children's products that are intended for children to mouth 
or which children could mouth, that would also fall under CPSC jurisdktion. 
In such products, staff would have to look at the hazard, the exposw·e and the 
subsequent risk posed by any. BPA present. 

-Severn! Federal agencies (the National Institute for Environmental Health 
Sciences (NIEHS), FDA, the National Toxicology Program, and the U.S. Envi
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA)) ai·e cunently conducting research on the 
safety of BPA, especially at low levels of exposure. CPSC staff is monitoring 
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these studies and are participating, as appropriate, to provide technical input 
and peer review. 

Current Efforts Inuoluing CPSC and Our Federal Partners to Further Study BPA 
CPSC's Heath Sciences staff recently participated in an Office of Management and 

Budget (OMB) coordinated Federal agency review of the EPA draft Notice of Pro
posed Rulemaking (NPRM) to establish the Concern List under section 5(b)(4) of the 
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). This list included BPA. 

Health Sciences staff are also cun-ently participating in the activities of the revi
talized President's Task Force on Environmental Health and Safety Risks to. Chil
dren. One of the reasons for revitalization of this task force is to create a high-level 
group that can ensure coordination across agencies that. are dealing with common 
chemical concerns. CPSC was specifically recognized as. a key partner on this group. 

Staff from EPA's Design for the Environment CDfE) project recently invited CPSC 
stalT to participate in a group being organized to look at BPA alternatives in ther
mal paper .. CPSC staff has. participated in meetings with that working group. 

Senator DURBIN. So, now let me raise another question, another 
issue, involving other Federal agencies, from a slightly different 
perspective. The first example was a claim that a product was BPA 
free. And, as I said, it could have contained a chemical of concern, 
and the manufacturer said, "No, it doesn't." And you're saying that 
you accept the responsibility to test to make sure that it doesn't. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We would. 
If it's within our jurisdiction as a consumer product, we would 

follow the research and we would ask for copies of the reports. Our 
scientists also sit on numerous committees with the other Federal 
agencies. 

Senator DURBIN. So, let me give you another example that comes 
at it from a different angle. Recent research has questioned wheth
er Triclosan-I hope I'm pronouncing it correctly-an antibacterial 
chemical widely used in home products, such as liquid soaps, hand 
sanitizers-I probably put it on my hands 10 times a day-dish
washing liquid, shaving gels, toothpaste, some clothing and toys-: 
may disrupt the body's endocrine system-so, that explains my 
problems-and whether it helps to create bacteria that are resist
ant to antibiotics. Now, the Centers for Disease Control has found 
that the chemical is so pervasive that it has been found in 75 per
cent of Americans. 

This. chemical is regulated by three agencies: Food and Drug Ad
ministration (FDA), Environmental Protection Agency, and the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission. The FDA now says that re
cent research raises valid concerns about the possible health effects 
of this chemical, and EPA is also reexamining it. 

So, what-in light of that situation, where no claim is being 
made that it's free of Triclosan, but there have been questions 
raised by other Federal agencies about its safety and impact on hu
mans-what is the CPSC's responsibility, and what have you done, 
related to this? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We saw the same article and were discussing 
it on the way over here. And again, we will receive the research, 
work "vith our colleagues in the other. agencies, and if their con
cerns are such that we think consumers are endangered, then we 
will take action either to issue a safety warning, do a voluntary re
call, or write regulations. 

Senator DURBIN. So, here's what I'm getting at, Madam Chair
man. Assume, hypothetically- I won't mention this particular 
chemical-but, assume the set of circumstances I just described for 
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chemical x. But, assume that the industry says, "Well, you're just 
wrong. It doesn't create these problems. And we have our sci
entists, who come to a different conclusion." What is the threshold 
at which the CPSC says, "Here is what we're looking for. We are 
looking for an assertion- a credible assertion by a certain Federal 
agency that puts. us on notice that we. have to be sensitive to and 
look for this certain chemical. It can be litigated in court, it can be 
disputed in laboratories, but we are looking for this threshold." 
What is that threshold on a chemical, such as Triclosan, as to when 
the CPSC says, ''We are sufficiently warned that it could be dan
gerous that we are going to step forward and try to protect Ameri
cans. from exposure"? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. The threshold would be whether or not it 
causes harm or the threat of harm to a consumer. 

Senator DURBIN. Who makes that decision on--
Ms. TENENBAUM. We would on our products. For example, in this 

year's-in the 2011 budget, we're requesting $2 million so that we 
can work with the National Nanotechnology Initiative to get the 
agencies who are doing the research on nanotechnology to test our 
consumer products so that we will know, firsthand, what we have 
to do with those products, regarding nanotechnology. 

Senator DURBIN. So, you aren't looking to the FDA or the EPA 
or the Centers for Disease Control. You're basically establishing 
testing standards to establish whether there's a danger to humans, 
and then regulating, based on your conclusions. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We have our own scientists who draw the 
threshold. In fact, they are working right now to come up with a 
threshold, in children's jewelry, for cadmium and any other metals. 
So, we will look at what the research other agencies have done. We 
would not duplicate it .. But,. if we feel like-that the. work is good 
science, good solid data, then we can act on it. 

Senator DURBIN. Do you take into consideration if States have 
decided to regulate? For example, BPA, if I'm not mistaken, has 
been regulated- I th ink it's in California, maybe even in Con
necticut. Do you take that into consideration? 

Ms. TENENBAUM .. We. do. And, in fact, when I became Chairman,. 
I asked the Office of General Counsel to have quarterly meetings 
with all the States' attorneys general. We wanted to not have an 
adversarial position with them. We felt like they were our partners, 
because we're a small agency. We need our attorneys general in all 
50 States-and I came out of State government-to work with us. 
And in the. last meeting we had, nearly every one of them attended 
either in person or by conference call they or their representative. 
So, we feel like California, for example, is very aggressive when it 
comes to consumer products, and they give us information on what 
they find. 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you. 
Senator Collins. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Illinois' attorney general is also very proactive. 
Senator COLLINS. Madam Chairman, I want to go back to an 

issue I raised in my opening statement, and that is, I authored pro
visions of your new law that were intended to bring about better 
coordination and information sharing between the Commission and 
Customs and Border Protection. I was alarmed to learn that CBP 
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had so little authority, prior to this law, to actually seize and de
stroy dangerous consumer products. So, what was happening is, a 
lot of times, the products were turned back at one port and then 
would be shipped through another port. 

So, we were trying to close that port-shopping hole, if you will. 
The bill authorized CBP to seize and destroy these products that 
are entering our ports, rather than just refusing them. But, the 
success of that depends on close coordination with the Commission, 
and the Commission was charged with developing a comprehensive 
risk assessment so that there would be better targeting of the in
coming shipments for inspection. So, the idea was that the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission was supposed to. target the ship
ment, and then CPB would go inspect that, and could actually de
stroy the products, rather than just refusing them. 

That is why I was disappointed when the Government Account
ability Office (GAO) reported, last August, that not as much 
progress been made in this area as I would have held-hoped. The 
Commission, for example, it says, does not have access to key CBP 
import data that it could use to target the incoming shipments. It 
said that it-the agreements hadn't been updated between the two 
agencies, that there still was not the kind of information sharing 
that's absolutely essential for this to be successful. 

Why hasn't there been more progress made in this very impor
tant area? Because this is really critical to keeping dangerous prod
ucts from ever coming into our country in the first place. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. You are so right. And actually, the GAO report 
helped propel us to having even closer coordination and cooperation 
with the CBP. 

On March 25 of this year, we submitted our concept of operation 
to define our plans for using the International Trade Data System 
to the CBP. And that will help us look at the types of products and 
the names of importers, to help us quickly and more proactively 
identify potential risk and provide more timely responses. 

And we're also asking for resources, in the 2011 budget, so that 
we can have the capacity for our IT system and CPB's to talk to 
each other; we need to be. able. to data-mine between the two agen
cies. 

We are working with the CBP and have piloted enforcement pro
grams that are developing new and streamlined import procedures 
with them. So, we already have pilot projects going. We have 
placed a full-time employee at the Commercial Targeting and Anal
ysis Center (CTAC), right here. in Washington, which is. CTAC,. 
which allows us to look at pre-arrival manifest systems, so that our 
people know what is coming in on the shipments. We can target 
whether or not our products-consumer products-are on that ship
ment. 

We also have developed a repeat-offender listing and work with 
the. CBP to identify and stop potentially hazardous shipments. 
Also, we work with them to have specific targeting operations 
which have proven that, when we can target shipments, we're find
ing a very high percentage of products that are violative of the 
standards. 

We have the Operation Guardian Program, which we use the 
CBP's resources, and they will go ahead and identify. violative holi-
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day lights, Christmas lights, children's upper- and outerwear with 
drawstrings, and seize those products. 

Right now, we're waiting to have the memorandum of under
standing (MOU) between the two agencies signed. Once that MOU 
is signed, then we hope that we will have access to their automated 
targeting system. And once we have access to their system, we will 
have greater knowledge and potentia l information on how to im
prove further targeting methodologies. In fact, we will have a risk 
assessment methodology, and we're. asking for fundin~ in the 2011 
budget to help us with this project, because then we 11 be able to 
have information to develop a full-risk assessment methodology so 
that CBP and the CPSC can share data and collectively target in
coming ships. 

Senator COLLINS. Well, I'm pleased to hear of that progress, a lot 
of which is quite r ecent . I think it might be helpful, after 6 months 
or so, if the Chairman and I ask the GAO for a new assessment 
on how that relationship is working. 

I just have one final issue that I wanted to raise with you , and 
that's the Chinese-made drywall problem. Now, I feel fortunate, be
cause my State, fortunately, did not, apparently, get a lot of the 
Chinese-made drywall that has produced such problems. in 37 other 
States. What concerns me is, there were some 3,000 reports from 
residents of 37 States related to problems with this drywall, includ
ing health concerns, noxious fumes, metal pipe corrosion- signifi
cant problems. What can CPSC do to better anticipate and prevent 
problems like this? It seems like you shouldn't have to get to a 
point where you have 3,000 complaints before. a problem is identi
fied. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, let me start by saying that I understand 
the anxiety and stress that the families that have had the impacted 
drywall have gone through. I've visited homes in Florida and Vir
ginia, and I saw, firsthand, the impact that they had on people's 
lives. Young families, where all their equity was tied up in this one 
home, had to move out and move in with relatives. Some of them 
had to file for bankruptcy. And it was a crisis that I walked into 
when I became the Chairman last year. 

There have been more resources spent on this-over $3.5 mil
lion- than any other investigation we've ever undertaken at the 
CPSC .. It's taken longer than we h ad liked for it. to, but, we. were 
also pioneering protocols and testing to validate a new science. 

We partnered, last year, with other Federal agencies to do a 51-
home study. We were able to find out that certain gases were being 
off-gassed in the homes. With that information, we then went to 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories. We recently released the findings 
of those chamber tests, in whjch we found that the Chinese drywall 
was off-gassing hydrogen sulfide at 100 times greater limits than 
domestic drywall. 

Now, not all Chinese drywall was off-gassing the hydrogen sul
fide. In fact, there were over 6 million pieces of Chinese drywall 
imported into the country after Hurricane Katrina, and not all of 
it had the problem. What we a re able to do working with the De
partment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), is to develop 
an identification protocol to determine if you h ave the off-gassing 
in your home. We've just come out with our own protocol for reme-
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diation, which basically is, remove all the Chinese drywall, rewire 
the house, and remove the pipes. This is the only way to make the 
homeowner able to move back into the home. 

Now, we provided all of our research to the multidistrict litiga
tion, which was a Federal lawsuit in Louisiana, and the judge in 
that case, last week, even went further. There was a company- a 
Chinese company, called Taishan, which did not respond to the 
complainant. It was a damages hearing tried in their absence, in 
which the judge awarded $2.6 million to seven Virginia home
owners. In that case, he said, "Take out all the drywall, Chinese 
and non-Chinese. Take out all the wiring. Take out all the cabinets 
and appliances, carpet .. And essentially take. the home down to the 
studs, and rewire. So, it was more extensive than what we said 
was the remedy. 

And now we are wrapping up studies. We have one study ongo
ing on long-term corrosion. How much would this corrosion result 
in any kind of fire hazard, for example? And that's what the long
term corrosion is. But, this. was. an anomaly, the off-gassing of hy
drogen sulfide, because it wasn't found in all the Chinese drywall, 
just some out of parts of China. 

So, the next step is, how can homeowners find resources to reme
diate? There are really four ways. 

In some cases, the builder has gone back in- I've seen this in 
Florida and in Virginia- and torn out the drywall, torn out the wir
ing, rewired the house, put in new drywall, and moved the home
owners back in. And that has happened in both States. 

In other cases, there have been civil suits. We have the multidis
trict suit, down in Louisiana. There have been other civil suits 
where builders, retailers, manufacturers on up the chain of com
merce are. being sued. 

A third way is to try to find some kind of public funding. I know 
that the Director of HUD has sent a letter saying States can use 
the community block grant funding. If that funding is available, 
that funding can be used. 

And then, the fourth way is to try to get some participation from 
Chinese manufacturers. We have told the AQSIQ and the. Chinese, 
from the Chinese Ambassador to all the people with whom we deal, 
that we are going to work with the Chinese companies to try to 
find a just and fair solution. We want them to participate in some 
way, financially. And so, we will begin those talks relatively soon. 

Senator COLLINS. Thank you. 
Senator DURBIN. I had the same issue on my list. to bring up, and 

I'm glad Senator Collins did. And I think her question, though, is 
one that I still want to try to probe a little more. 

After 3,000 complaints, we knew we had a problem. The question 
is, when it comes to children's products and toys, we're basically 
trying to reach a point where we have a certification of testing be
fore. they arrive in the United States. So, let me ask about a prod
uct like drywall, here. Is it your impression that there is any re
quirement for testing in China of such things before they are ex
ported to the United States? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. The regulations relating to drywall in the 
United States have to do with the strength, in terms of how much 
weight it can bear. We did not have regulations which said, ''You 
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cannot off-gas hydrogen sulfide." It was a novelty. And so, there
fore, we had to build the protocols. We had to start from the 
ground up and work through getting the test designed to even fig
ure out what was coming off the drywall. 

Senator D URBIN. So, look at it prospectively. If there was another 
shipment of drywall being manufactured in China for export to the. 
United States, would it be subject to testing for this hydrogen sul
fide? 

Ms. T ENENBAUM. Not right now. And it was only after Katrina, 
when we needed more drywall than we could manufacture domesti
cally, that we started importing the drywall. We were handling our 
own needs just in the United States,. and we did not have the prob
lem. 

Senator DURBIN. Well, I would say--
Ms. T ENENBAUM. But, the other thing is, we have started requir

ing labeling. We want tracking labels so that we know the company 
and the area of China in which the drywall was manufactured. And 
we also have worked with the CBP,. where they have. stopped ship
ments into the country. In fact, they found a shipment coming in 
from San Francisco, and they notified us. And then we went out 
to check on it, and it was not gypsum. 

Senator D URBIN. Well, I can tell you that-whether it's this situ
ation with drywall or the melamine spiking into the pet food, which 
showed up as a higher level of protein, and therefore, was worth 
more-nominally worth more, until they discovered it was dan
gerous. It really might be beyond us to imagine how many possible 
things could happen from products coming in from a place where 
there are very few standards being applied at the source of manu
facture. 

I'd like to close by asking about one of your beloved retirees,. 
whom we talked about over and over again in this subcommittee. 
And I don't even remember his last name, but his name was Bob. 
And Bob was the toy-tester. And some of our staff went out with 
their cameras and took pictures of Bob's workshop, which consisted 
of a table with toys stacked up on them. And Bob had made some 
marks on the wall at certain levels- 4 foot and 6 foot-and then 
would drop the toys from those levels and see if they busted into 
little pieces that kids could swallow. And it didn't strike most of 
us as the kind of sophisticated testing most Americans would ex
pect from an agency with your reputation. Now, Bob has retired, 
God bless him. And I know he did a good job for us while he was 
there, with the. resources available. But, please tell me what the 
world of toy testing looks like at CPSC after Bob. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, thank you. Bob the toy-tester has retired. 
And we do not have just one person testing toys. Our staff esti
mates, depending on the workload, that toy-testing involves up to 
20 staff from the Office of Hazard Identification and Reduction at 
any given time, including the laboratory, the engineering. human 
factors, and health scientists. 

In addition, our field and import surveillance staff tests or screen 
toys at the port and the field. For example, investigators at the 
port have XRF machines, and they can screen for lead and other 
metals. If the toy fails XRF screening, it's sent to the laboratory for 
further analysis by our toxicologists and our chemicals. And if the. 
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toy fails on the small-parts screening, then it's sent to human fac
tors to conduct an age determination to identify the age of the child 
for whom the toy will be purchased and is most appropriate. And 
based on this age determination, the laboratory and health sci
entists test the toy for small parts and sharp edges. 

For toy hazards that fall outside of a specific toy regulation, 
many other CPSC technical personnel conduct product safety as
sessments on the specific toy in support of compliance activities. 

And if you give me a moment, I'd like to tell you about our new 
lab. We brought pictures of the new lab. After 35 years at our cur
rent antiquated lab space, the CPSC will open a new modern test
ing facility in Rockville, Maryland. We're leaving Gaithersburg. 
And we will open it in December 2010. And this facility has 63,000 
square feet, and we will be able to hold 100 staff and guest re
searchers. in our laboratory. And for the first time, we'll have all 
of our technical personnel involved in testing housed under one 
roof. 

This building was built by a private company as a laboratory. 
And it's very impressive. And we invite you, when we open the lab 
later on this year- you might want to wait til January 2011-to go 
with us out to see our new lab. 

Senator DURBIN. Only if you invite Bob. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. All right. We'll bring Bob back. 
But, we want to show you-this is our new lab, and this is the 

old lab. The old lab has 37,000 square feet, as compared to the 
63,000 square feet. And these were nine buildings that were 1950s
era buildings,. all over that campus .. And it only was able to. hold 
42 people. And we would have to do one test and then take the 
equipment down to reassemble it to do another test. This new lab 
allows us to test multiple products at one time. It enhances our 
ability to look at the children's electrical, combustion, sports, rec
reational equipment. We will have a dedicated space for children's 
testing. So, we'd love to. show it to you, when we're ready. 

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS 

Senator DURBIN. Chairman Tenenbaum, we're going to send you 
some more questions in writing--

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. 
Senator DURBIN [continuing]. And open it up to other members 

of the subcommittee who might like to do. the same .. 
Keep the record open until Wednesday, April 21, at 12 noon for 

subcommittee members to submit statements or questions. 
And I thank you very much for your testimony. 
I thank Senator Collins for joining me today. 
[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were 

submitted to the. Commission for response subsequent to the. hear
ing:] 

Q UESTIONS SUBllITTl'ED BY SENATOR RICHARD J. D URBIN 

CHINESE PRODUCTS 

Question. How are things progressing with the safety of Chinese products? 
Answer. Recalls of product manufactured in China have begun to decline. After 

increasing steadily for many years, from a low of 121 in fiscal year 2003 to a high 
of 346 in fiscal year 2008, the number of recalls of consumer products manufactured 
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in China dropped to 230 in fiscal year 2009. Through June of fiscal year 2010, we 
have recorded 80 recalls of these consumer products, indicating a rate that should 
put the China recalls well below 200 for fiscal year 2010. 

In general, we find the Chinese government cooperative in pressing its industry 
to coITect specific issues. However, while the government bas publicly stated its pol
icy that. industry should comply with best manufacturing practices for making safe 
consumer products, it needs to put more resources. behind that policy .. 

Question. Have the Chinese disseminated information on standa rds and manufac
turing processes throughout China and are their toys being tested and certified? 
How does the process work? 

Answer. The Chinese government has stated that its own laboratories that inspect 
toys for export under Chinese rules must adhere to the safety requirements of the 
expor't market. We have conducted training foi· these laboratories on numerous occa
sions. CPSC also has made a significant amount of information about toy safety re
quirements available in Chinese on our web site and Chinese toy industry publica
tions have picked up our material and reprinted it for their readers on several occa
sions. 

All toys imported from China (and elsewhere) are subject to the CPSIA mandate 
that they be certified compliant with U.S. regulations and tested for compliance by 
an independent third party conformity assessment body (lab) accepted by CPSC. Im
porters typically select a lab from CPSC's list and instruct their Chinese suppliers 
to have the product tested by the lab. Alternatively, they permit the Chinese sup
pliers to select the lab from our approved list. 

Question. In October 2009, the Chinese CPSC (AQSIQ) agreed to take immediate 
action to eliminate the use of lead paint in toys. Have the Chinese banned products 
with lead paint? What about _products with lead? 

Answer. There is an AQSIQ directive in place prohibiting the practice. AQSIQ has 
been aggressive in taking COITective action with manufacturers who attempt to use 
lead paint on toys exported to the United States. Overall, we have seen a substan
tial decrease in cases of toys with lead paint level exceeding cwTent limits. 

Question. When is your next meeting with Chinese officials and what do you hope 
to accomplish? 

Answer. I will participate in a trilateral U.S.-EU-China Product Safety Summit 
in October 2010. AQSJQ will participate at the ministerial level and the European 
Commission will send their Commissioner responsible for product safety. Both the 
CPSC and our European partners view the event as an important opportunity to 
impress upon AQSIQ the need to get Chinese manufacturers to rely on best manu
facturing practices for producing safe consumer p1·oducts. 

Question. Have any other countries followed suit to make their products safer? 
Answer. The European Commission is a close partner with CPSC in our work 

with China. We have conducted joint training for manufacturers and continue to co
ordinate our messaging on product safety to the Chinese government. 

BEIJING OFFICE AND AC1'1Vl'l' I F~S 

Question. I understand. that at the end of last year, you established CPSC's first 
overseas office at the U.S. Embassy in. Beijing. and hired a. Product Safety Specialist 
to work there. What are the responsibilities of this individual? 

Answer. The Product Safety Specialist-
-acts as. a. pro-active resource. distribution point for Chinese suppliers and gov

ernment officials who need U.S. consumer product safety compliance informa
tion; 

-serves. as a liaison with AQSIQ to ensure timely exchange of critical regulator
to-regulator information; 

- reports regularly to CPSC, in writing, on China's regulatory implementation of 
product safety measures and the effectiveness of Chinese product safety reform 
efforts; 

- works closely with the CPSC Office of International Programs and Intergovern
mental Affairs' China Program Coordinators to facilitate implementation of the 
U.S.-Cltina Product Safety Work Plan (i.e., personnel and information ex
changes); 

-proposes and coordinates monitoring and evaluation activities to determine. the 
impact ofCPSC product safety initiatives for Chinese suppliers; 

-analyses data from Chinese government and industry sources regarding safety 
and quality of consumer. products; 

-provides information to CPSC and the Beijing Embassy Economic Section on 
changes in Chinese practice, regulations, laws, or structures associated with 
product safety; 
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-translates relevant product safety documents and ve1ifies document trans
lations; 

- coordinates visits to China of CPSC officials a.nd assists with visits to CPSC by 
Chinese officials; 

- with approval from CPSC headqua1-ters and using fully cleared materials, pro
vides selected Chinese audiences with b1iefings on U.S. requirements for con
s umer products; 

- upon specific request by CPSC headquarters, visits production facilities and test 
labs, by arrangement with, and at the invitation of Chinese government officials 
and facility managers, in order to observe specified operations and verify spe· 
cific activities. 

Question. What are your plans to hire a Regional Product Safety Officer? What 
will be the responsibilities of that individual and what counti-ies will be overseen? 

Answer. The recruiting announcement for the Regional Product Safety Officer was 
listed on USAJOBS.gov on August 6, 2010. The deadline for applications is Sep
tember 6, 2010. 

The Regional Product Safety Officer will have the following responsibilities in the 
Asia-Pacific region: 

-act as a pro-active resource distribution point for Asia-Pacific regional regu
lators, suppliers, and other stakeholders, who should understand U.S. consumer 
product safety compliance information; 

-serve as a liaison with regional regulators to ensure timely exchange of critical 
regulator-to-regulator information; 

- report regularfy to CPSC on important regulatory implementation of product 
safety measures in the region and the efTectiveness of national product safety 
programs; 

-speak at appropriate events in the region to brief key tai·get audiences on U.S. 
requirements for consumer products. 

- with CPSC headquai-ters approval, visit regional production facilities and test 
labs, by arrangement with, and at the invitation of local government officials 
and facility managers, in order to observe specified operations and verify spe
cific activities; and 

-supervise the local hire Product Safety Specialist working in Beijing. 

STAFFING 

Question. Your 2010 operating plan states that staffing will remain at 530 FTEs 
in 2010, however, our enacted fiscal year 2010 conference repo1t language states 
that the increased funding we provided shall support new stafT hires, including at 
key ports of entry. May I have your assurances that you intend to hire additional 
staff in 2010? What will your FTE goal be? How many part-time and full-time em
ployees ate currently employed at the Commission? 

Answer. The Commission continues to aggressively hite key staff during the re
mainder of fiscal year 2010. As of July 28, we have made 96 new. hires since the 
start of the fiscal year 2010, which represents a 21 percent increase in ovel'all agen
cy staffing. During the current fiscal year, we have hired four additional employees 
at ports of entry for our Import Surveillance Division, and currently have five addi
tional hfres pending in this Division. 

To date in fiscal year 2010, the CPSC has had 38 resignations and retirements. 
As a result, we project that we will average about 490 "annualized" FI'Es for. the 
fiscal year. This is a 13 percent increase over the annualized FrE usage for fiscal 
year 2009. The current FTE ceiling target we have given managers for fiscal year 
2011 is 576 FI'Es. This is the FI'E number funded in the fiscal year 2011 CPSC 
budget request. 

As of August 7, 2010, CPSC employment stood at 520.4 FTEs. This number in
cludes approximately 25 temporary student hires that count against our FI'E limit. 
As of August 7, 2010, we also have 15 pending hires and over 69 active vacancy 
announcements. 

Questioii. I am awai·e that a number of long-time, well-qualified and knowledge
able staff have left t he Commission. What are you doing to fill the gaps left by these 
important staff members? Are you having difficulty recruiting the highly technical 
staff that you need? 

Answer. Our attrition rate has remained steady and is 5.9 percent thus far in fis
cal year 2010. We continue to hire in all of our technical areas to handle the work
load, provide for expertise in each technical area and ensure the transfer of knowl
edge as staff leave. 

We have had difficulty filling positions for a few technical areas such as Mathe
matical Statisticians, Engineering Psychologists, Fire Protection Engineers, Toxi-
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cologists, and Chemists. To maximize hiring potential in these areas, we have uti
lized the full range of recruitment flexibilities and incentives available for these po
sitions, includjng recruitment and relocation bonuses, annual leave service credit, 
superior qualifications appointments, and telework opportunities. We have also 
opened many of these positions at both the entry grade level and at the senior jour
neyman level to ensure opportunities for appljcants with varying degrees of edu
cation and experience. 

The CPSC has also sought to expand the pool or qualified applicants by attending 
ta1·gcted job fairs, posting ads in professional journals and engaging in outreach to 
colleges. and universities with a concentration in the technical areas we. are recruit
ing. 

WORKLOAD 

Question. The reauthorization placed many new requirements on CPSC along 
with deadlines for achieving those milestones. How is CPSC managing the balance 
of meeting its long-standing responsibilities with the new mandates placed on the 
agency by the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act? 

Answer. In the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA), Congress set 
an aggressive regulatory agenda for the CPSC over the course of the first 2 to 3 
years after enactment. While the CPSIA mandates 42 separate action items for the 
Commission to undertake, that number understates the agency workload that re
sults from each of those mandates. For. example, that count does not include any 
interpretative rules, such as the defirution requirements for "child care article" and 
"toy" under section 108, 

To put this in context, mandatory rulemaking activity averaged less than seven 
per year from fiscal year 2000 through fiscal year 2008, wi th the number of rule
making projects per year ranging from a low of one in fiscal year 2005 to a high 
of 10 in both fiscal year 2007 and fiscal year 2008. With the passage of the CPSIA, 
rulemaking activity has increased significantly, averaging about 26 substantial rule
making activities each year for fiscal year 2009, fiscal year 2010 and proposed fiscal 
yea1· 2011. The Commission also conducted an additional 15 activities suppo1ting 
rulemaking proceedings in fiscal year 2009 and 15 to date in fiscal year 2010, 

The work required by the CPSIA is in addition to the Commission's ongoing regu
latory activity in a variety of areas, including upholstered furniture, portable gen
erators and cigarette lighters, as well as our ongoing compliance work in evaluating 
and recalling products that present hazards to consumers. 

Timely implementation of the CPSIA is the agency's top priority, but we have also 
tried to prioritize our work in a way that maximizes effectiveness and provides fl exi
bility if new hazards emerge. One example of this flexibility is the Commission's on
going investigation of contaminated drywall, which is now the largest investigation 
in the history of the CPSC. 

Question. How is the Commission prioritizing work associated with new respon
sibilities as a result of the reauthorization act? What criteria are being used to 
prioritize this work? 

Answer. The CPSIA established a schedule of mandatory rulemaking activities, 
and these requirements have been placed on the Commission's rulemaking agenda. 

In addition, the CPSC has a regulation entitled ''Policy on Establishing Priorities. 
for Commission Activities," (16 CFR § 1009.8). that guides its efforts to prioritize the. 
work of the agency. A description of the process for prioritizing Commission action 
can be found in our semi-annual regulatory agenda/plan submission that summa
rizes the regulation cited above and lists following general criteria: frequency and 
severity of injuries; causality of injuries; chronic illness and future illness; cost ben
efit of CPSC action; unforeseen nature of the risk; vulnerability or the population; 
probability of exposure to the hazard; and any additional criteria. 

Completion of congressionally mandated task& is a key agency priority and re
sources have been allocated accordingly. Other work, such as the investigation o( 
contaminated dt-ywall and other potential emerging hazards are also allocated pri
ority resources as necessary. 

Question. In what areas do you feel that CPSC has been slow to act due to the 
complexity of issues and why? 

Answer. The development of a draft proposed rule addressing the third-party test
ing requirements under CPSA section 14(dX2) has been extremely complex and in
volved thousands o( hours of staff resources. This pr·oposed rule has the potential 
to offer families a vital new layer of safety and reassu1·e U.S. consumers that toys 
and other children's products are free of many known hazards. On the other hand, 
the rule also impacts tens of thousands of manufacturers and importers across all 
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of the various industry sectors producing children's products, including small busi
ness entities. 

Given the complexity of the global supply chain and the numbe1· of various indus
tries affected by these requirements, CPSC staff has sought extensive public com
ment from all interested stakeholders to further inform development of the proposed 
rule. On December 10 and 11, 2009, the Commission held a Testing Policy Work
shop and invited public comment on aspects of section 14 of the CPSA, as amended 
by. the CPSIA. Staff presentations were given, a nd breakout sessions were. held on 
the following topics: Sampling and Statistical Considerations~ Verification of Third
Party Test Results; Reasonable Test Progi·ams and Third-Party Testing; Challenges 
for Small Manufacturer/Low Volume Production; Component Testing and Material 
Changes; and Protection Against Undue Influence. 

A draft Federal Register notice for the proposed rule was published April 1, 2010, 
and the comment period expired August 3, 2010. Work is progressing, with the final 
rule scheduled for completion this year. 

PORT SURVElLLANCE 

Que.~tion. How many full-time CPSC staff work at how many U.S. ports? 
Answer. The Import Surveillance Division currently staffs 11 U.S. ports with 14 

on-site compliance investigators. The 11 U.S. ports with current on-site CPSC staff
ing include: Buffalo, New York; Denver, Colorado; Houston, Texas; John F. Kennedy 
International Airport, New York City, New York; Los Angeles/Long Beach, Cali
fornia; Miami, Florida; Newark, New Jersey; Norfolk, Virginia; San Francisco, Cali
fornia; Savannah, Georgia; and Seattle, Washington. We a1·e cw·rently recruiting for 
four additional locations (Chicago, Illinois; Laredo, Texas; Detroit, Michigan; and 
Port. Everglades, Florida). and expect to have. staff in place in those. locations by. Oc
tober 30, 2010. 

CPSC has also co-located staff in the Commercial Targeting and Analysis Center 
(CTAC). located within the. Office of International Trade at U.S. Customs and Border. 
Protection in Washington, DC. 

Question. How will your fiscal year 2011 budget request augment this? 
Answer. The fiscal year 2011 budget request proposes to increase the number. of 

personnel in the Import Surveillance Division to 23 FTEs. Of those 23 FTEs, 19 
would be stationed in ports of entry. 

Question. In what ways are you working with Customs and Border Patrol? 
Answer. CPSC has partnered with U.S. Customs and Border Prntection (CBP) on 

a series of efforts focused on increasing surveillance of imported consumer products. 
In March 2010, CPSC submitted to CBP our revised Concept of Operations that 

defines CPSC's plans for using the International Trade Data System. This plan in
cludes defined processes to create screening and targeting criteria and the overall 
automation of import enforcement mechanisms. By doing so, we have identified 
touch points between the agencies where cooperation a nd coordination can be devel
oped. 

On April 26,. 2010, CPSC was the first agency to sign an. in te ragency Memo
randwn of Understanding (MOU) with CBP al lowing CPSC personnel to co-locate 
at the Commercial Targeting and Analysis Center (CTAC). This MOU will greatly 
improve upon our interagency communication and information sharing. 

This month, CPSC also formally executed an MOU with CBP that will give CPSC 
access to information in the Treasury Enforcement Communication System (TECS). 
This. will assist CPSC. investigators in the ports. by providin~ them access. to. infor
mation that will improve local targeting and product interdiction activities. 

CPSC is also actively involved in supporting the Importer Self Assessment-Prod
uct Safety (ISA-PS) program that is currently being piloted by CBP. The ISA-PS 
is envisioned to be a partnership among CBP, CPSC and importers to maintain a 
high level of product safety compliance to prevent unsafe imports. The ISA-PS is 
a voluntary approach to product safety compliance and will allow the agency to di
rect ow· resow·ces to those companies with higher risk. 

Questioii. For the future, do you envision locating a testing laboratory on the west 
coast. so that many of the nation's imports can be tested at, or. near their point of 
entry? 

Answer. It does not appear that funding will be available in the near future for 
an additional CPSC testing laboratory on the west coast. However, CPSC and CBP 
have been in discussions for several months on utilizing CBP laboratories to test 
samples collected by CPSC at import. Training of select CBP laboratory personnel 
has. been completed and beginning September 20, 2010, targeting will begin for an 
operation at several ports of entry focusing on potentially violative imitation jew
elry. 
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Products collected as part of this operation will be sent to both CPSC's lab and 
a CBP lab for analysis. This pilot analysis program will enable us to determine if 
the results obtained at a CBP lab are comparable to those obtained at the CPSC 
lab. If the pilot confirms that the results are comparable, the anticipated next step 
is to begin having CBP labs test CPSC. samples independently, with Compliance re
lying on those results to make admissibility determinations. When implemented, the 
use of CBP labs will increase the number of import samples that can be collected 
and tested. 

GAO REPORT ON CPSC'S OVERSIGHT OF IMPORTED PRODUCTS 

Question. A GAO report from August 2009 found that CPSC didn't have access 
to key Customs and Border Patrol import data that could be used to target incoming 
shipments for. inspection. Further, the report found that CPSC's activities. at U.S. 
ports could be strengthened by better targeting incoming shipments for inspection 
and by improving CPSC's coordination. with CBP. What is being done to address 
these issues? Are you revising your agreements with Customs and Border Patrol? 
Please address the additional key issues raised in the August 2009 GAO report 
(GA0-09-803) on CPSC's Oversight of Imported Products, and discuss steps taken 
to address these concerns. 

Answer. As noted in a previous response, CPSC is now an act.ive participant in 
the Commercial Targeting and Analysis Center (CTAC) that has been developed by 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection <CBP) to spearhead the coordination of the ef
forts of the various Government agencies responsible for import safety enforcement. 

On April 26, 2010, CPSC and CBP signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) for the exchange of information within the CTAC. This document gives both 
agencies authority to share information, combining for the first time CBP entry and 
advance cargo data with CPSC violator information. This partnership has enhanced 
information exchange, improved targeting decisions, and assisted in development of 
risk analysis capability. 

In addition, CPSC and CBP just executed an MOU that gives CPSC access to in
formation in the Treasury Enforcement Communication System (TECS). This will 
assist CPSC investigators at the ports by providing them access to information that 
will improve local targeting and product interdiction activities. 

NANOTECHNOLOGY 

Question. Your fiscal yeru· 2011 request includes $2 million to support the Federal 
National Nanotechnology Initiative data collection activities and environmental, 
health and safety research, related to consumer products. Why are nanomaterials 
of concern? \Vhat kinds of activities will CPSC undertake as part of the National 
Nanotechnology Initiative? 

Answer. The National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) has developed a definition 
of nanomaterials that specifies that these materials have a specific s ize range in the 
nanoscale, 1-100 nm (a nanometer (nm) is one-billionth of a meter), and unique 
physical and chemical properties that differ from other materials not in that specific 
size range. Because of the small size and unique properties of nanomaterials, there 
is a concern that they may cause health effects in humans or organisms in the envi
ronment. In particular, there is concern about nanomate1·ials incorpornted into con
sumer products, and the potential risk of nanomaterials entering the bodies of 
adults and young children who use products that contain these materials. 

As part of the NNI activities, several Federal agencies, including the CPSC, have 
worked together to identify and prioritize the questions that should be addressed 
and the types of research to be conducted to ensure the responsible development of 
nanotechnology and the safe use of nanomate1;aJs. These research priorities are list
ed in the Federal environmental, health, and safety research plan that is cw·rently 
undergoing revision by several Federal agencies. (A copy of the plan is available on
line at http://www.nano.gov/NNl_ EHS_ Research_ Strategy.pdO. 

There are also international efforts, including the OECD Working Party on Manu
factured Nanomaterials (WPMN), to prioritize the testing needed for nanomaterials, 
sponsor health effects studies, and share information on test results. The CPSC staff 
participates in the international efforts along with several Federal agencies. 

CPSC staff is aware of its role in the national and international efforts to address 
nanomaterial health and safety concerns, and has proposed a number of projects for 
fiscal year 2011 that address the identified needs outlined in the Federal strategy. 
In fiscal year 2011, CPSC plans to establish agreements \vith a number of agencies 
including the Environmental Protection Agency <EPA), National Institute for Occu
pational Safety and Health (NIOSH), the National Institute for Standards and Tech
nology (NIST), and the National Science Foundation (NSF) to develop testing meth-
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ods and conduct studies to quantify the releases of a va1iety of nanomaterials from 
several classes of consumer products. The information derived from these studies 
will be used in evaluations to determine if there are any potential risks associated 
with identified releases of nanomaterials from tested products. The CPSC also in
tends to work with other Federal agencies to increase the availability of information 
about nanomaterials in publically available databases and literature. 

CHINESE DRYWALL INVESTIGATION 

Question .. I understand that CPSC and HUD have now issued guidance to home
owners with problem drywall, instructing that all problem drywall and wiring be 
eliminated and replaced. Is your guidance the culminaUon of xour work on thfa sub
ject or what are the next steps with regard to Chinese drywall? 

Answer. CPSC and HUD have provided the public an effective means of identi
fying homes with problem drywall and of remediating those homes through the 
issuance of our interim guidance. In our remediation guidance, we have rec
ommended the replacement of all possible problem drywall , all fire safety alarm de
vices, all electrical components and wiring, and all gas service piping and fire sup
pression sprinkler systems. CPSC and HUD expect to fin e-tune our guidance docu
ments as we analyze the results of our scientific studies as those studies wrap up. 

While our scientific investigation is wrapping up, the CPSC continues to vigor
ously pursue avenues for relief for consumers as we continue to monitor private liti
gation and remain engaged with AQSJQ. 

LABORATORY STATUS 

Question. I believe you were scheduled to move into your new laboratory space 
thfa year but the contract award process took longer than expected and you now ex
pect to move at the end of the year. What activities \vill occur at the new laboratory 
space? 

Answer. The CPSC Laboratory supports the overall CPSC mission to reduce un
reasonable risk of injury associated with consumer products. This function requires 
selecting, procming, calibrating, operating, and maintaining sophisticated labora
tory equipment by knowledgeable and skillful personnel. Work results must be com
petent in order to withstand the scrutiny of litigation. 

The new laboratory Y.ill house facilities for the testing and evaluation of products 
for hazards under Sections 7, 8, 12, or 15 of the Consumer Product Safety Act. This 
includes facilities for testing of regulated products such as childi-en's sleepwear, gen
eral wearing apparel, mattresses and futons, and carpeting. 

The flammability test laboratory will include a 2-hour fire-rated burn room for 
l ar~e- and bench-scale ignition test , various hoods and test chambers for small-scale 
igmtion tests, and a chemistry laboratory and chemical hood for fiber analysis and 
specialized (plastic film, chemicals and solids) nammabi li ty testing. 

The chemistry laboratory will house all the analytical instrumentation used by 
the chemists to evaluate children's and consumer products and household chemicals. 
This laboratory will contain four separate laboratory testing cells used for sample 
preparation where solvents and acids are used, the analysis of total acids and bases, 
testing for flash point and viscosity analysis and extractions such as those used in 
the phthalate plasticizer project. 

The Instrumentation Laboratories will house the inductively coupled plasma spec
trometer, which is used for analysis of metals, two Gas Chromatograph Mass Spec
trometers, a Fourier Transform Infra-red Spectrophotometer, and two small indoor 
air quality exposm·e chambers. 

CPSC's combustion products and appliances laboratory will contain three special
ized and highly sophisticated chambers and instrumentation for testing a range of 
residential appliances including furnaces, stoves, ovens, gas-fueled fireplace sets, 
unvented space heaters, and camp stoves and heaters. A temperature- and humid
ity-controlled carbon monoxide gas chamber used to test CO alarms will also be sit
uated in that space. Adjacent to these chambers, we plan to install the apparatus 
of the mechanical test laboratory: a large fatigue cycle test frame, a 14-foot tall 
monorail head-form drop tester for helmet and playground surface testing, two ten
sile/compression strength testers for evaluating mechanical support structures (such 
as bicycle frames), and a hydraulic pressw·e test facility for evaluating fire suppres
sion sprinklers. 

The elect1;cal and mechanical test Jaborato1ies will be used for testing various 
consumer products, such as ATVs, small electrical household appliances, c1ibs, baby 
walkers, and t-0ys. We will also have fireworks laboratory space to test some of the 
characteristics of Class C pyrotechnic devices for compliance with Federal regula
tions. 
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Question. I understand that the new facility does not allow for fireworks testing? 
Are you not testing fireworks then? 

Answer. CPSC is not able to conduct the full range of fireworks testing at our 
current laboratory and will not be able to conduct tlie full range of testing at our 
new facilit>:. We conduct testing to evaluate fireworks fuse burn time, functionality 
and reliability of the. fuse to. ignite the device,. launch tube integrity, functionality 
and location of the aerial effects, and other characteristics at the Blossom Point Re
search Facility in southern Charles County. 

SEARCHABLE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY TNCJOEN'.I' DATABASE 

Question. In less than a year, the public will be able to access a CPSC database 
that will allow an individual to report an incident or injury from a product and also 
a llow an individual to research safety information about a product. \¥here is the 
Commission, at this point, in developing the system? 

Answer. In September 2009, funds were apport ioned by the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) for the development of the public database. Since that apportion
ment, CPSC staff has worked diligently to complete the tasks required to implement 
the. database by the March 2011 deadline. 

In J anuary, public workshops were held with consumer groups and industry to 
solicit comments and suggestions about how to best meet the requirements of Sec
tion 212 of the CPSIA In April, the Commission proposed a rule specific to the im
plementation of the database. Comments received through this implementation pro
ceeding have been used to help develop the system. 

With strong support from agency executives, much of the development work has 
been completed and internal and several external focus groups have reviewed spe
cific parts of the application. CPSC has also taken advantage of opportunities for 
presentations at meetings held by the Consumer Federation of America, the Inter
national Consumer Product Health and Safety Organization, and with the National 
Association of Manufacturers. Comments have been positive. 

Later this fall, CPSC plans to hold more workshops \vith industry and consumer 
groups to garner more feedback. CPSC's Office of Public Affairs is also coordinating 
the development of the public awareness campaign consistent \vith the release of the 
database in March 2011. Overall, development work for the public consumer product 
safety incident database is on target and we anticipate a successful release in March 
2011. 

Question. What types of issues are you grappling with as you envision the sys
tem's development? 

Answer. CPSC has not run into significant issues with the development of the sys
tem. During the public workshops held on the database many useful comments and 
suggestions were provided by industry and consumer groups. The Commission a lso 
received close to 50 comments in response to the proposed rule. These comments are 
currently being analyzed in preparation of the final rule. Although some of the tech
nical details of the database design may be affected by the adoption of the final rule, 
the possible changes are manageable within the implementation timeframes. 

Question. What types of input or assistance are you receiving for this type of un
dertaking? 

Answer. As noted above, CPSC held public workshops with industry and con
sumer groups to help provide input for the design and functionality of the system. 
Meetings with other stakeholders and external focus group testing in recent months 
have also proven useful. Additional workshops are planned, along with more exten
sive use of the Commission's saferproduct.gov website to provide more information 
to the public as updated information becomes available. CPSC will continue to work 
as closely with industry and consumer groups well in advance of the launch of the 
public database to ensure its success. 

STATEMENT SUBMITl'ED SUBSEQUENT TO THE HEARING 

Senator D URBIN. Subsequent to the hearing Senator Mary Lan
drieu has requested that a statement she has submitted be in
serted into the record. 

[The statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR MARY L. LANDRIEU 

Thank you Chairman Durbin and Ranking Member Collins for calling this over
sight hearing on the Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC's) budget for fis
cal year 2011. The Consumer Product Safety Commission continues to. do great work 
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to ensure that consumers protected against hazardous products. Of particular inter
est to me and the state of Louisiana is the CPSC's ongoing investigation into defec
tive drywall made in the People's Republic of China. As homeowners in my state, 
and nationwide face possible health and environmental risks from Chinese-made 
drywall products, it is my hope that the CPSC will be able to provide a definitive 
solution in the investigation into this issue facing impacted consumers in the near 
futme. 

According to published reports, since 2006 more than 550 million pounds of 
drywall have. been imported to the United States from. China. This is. enough to 
make tens of thousands of homes. However, these products may have come into the 
country as far. back as 2000 and could be. in over 100,000 homes. nationwide. This 
is because since 2004, builders have turned overseas for materials because our own 
U.S. suppliers could not keep up with demand created by the U.S. construction 
boom, as well as a series of hurricanes and other natural disasters. This would in
clude the 2004 Florida hun·icanes, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita of 2005, and other 
disasters. The drywall entered the United States through numerous ports, including 
the Port of New Orleans. As I understand it, Florida was the number one destina
tion for these products with over 3 million drywall boards. Louisiana was next with 
almost 660,000 drywall boards. In Louisiana alone, this could be as many as 7,000 
homes .. Overall to date, the. CPSC has received about 3,082 incident reports from 
37 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and American Samoa. This problem 
spans the country, from California in the West to right here. in the. District of Co
lumbia and Virginia. It is not just an isolated issue for homeowners in the Gulf 
Coast-Chinese drywall is a nationwide problem. 

It is my understanding that the CPSC received its first consumer incident report 
from Florida in December 2008. In Louisiana, we began to see repo1ts from home
owners in southeast Louisiana in late February of 2009. These reports were similar 
to those seen in Florida homes: a "rotten egg" smell within homes; health issues 
such as skin irritation, persist.ant cough, bloody noses, hair loss, and asthma at
tacks; lastly homeowners noticed blackened and con-oded metal components in their 
homes, According to the Louisiana Depa1tment of Health and Hospitals, 990. calls 
have been received regarding defective drywall, and 551 of those callers have com
pleted the DHH survey. The majo1;ty of these reports were centered in New Orleans 
and surrounding parishes in southeast Louisiana. From Orleans Parish, 151 calls 
have been received, followed by St. Tamman1 Parish with 118 calls, and Jefferson 
Pa1ish, St. Bernard Parish, and East Baton Rouge Parish follow close behind. Just 
to give you an example of how widespread this issue is in my state, we have seen 
hundreds of homeowners ranging from St. Bernard Parish Fire Chief Thomas Stone 
to New Orleans Saints Head Coach Sean Payton report this product in their homes. 
Many parents have been seeking answers on what might be making their kids sick 
or, now that more details are coming out, how they should safely remove this prod
uct from their homes. This defective Chinese drywall represents a.n attack on these 
families and presents another obstacle on our road to Gulf Coast. recovery. 

In response to these reports, my office has heard from countless constituents on 
the need for consistent, scientifically-based information on the product, as well clear 
guidance. on the public safety,. health, and environmental impact .. Families have 
asked for information on which Federal or State agencies to contact, in addition to 
any updates we have on the health risks posed by this product. Many families also 
called concerned about the impact of defective drywall not just. on their children but 
also on pets. To address these questions, on April 23rd, my office issued a fact sheet 
for homeowners updating them on the Federal/State response, providing key contact 
information, and answering frequently asked questions. My office updates this docu
ment regularly as new information becomes available. 

On the state level, it is my understanding that the calls which the Louisiana De
partment of Health has received have ranged from. homeowners requesting home in
spections, advice on home evacuations, in addition to inquiries on specific health in
formation to provide their primary care physicians and veterinarians. A key ques
tion is that. of remediation or possible financial assistance in order to. deal with this 
problem. Many of my constituents received either Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) or Small Business Administration CSBA) disaster assistance to re
build these homes following Hurricanes Katlfoa and Rita of 2005, These families 
spent months in FEMA trailers and rental units following these disasters, they paid 
out of pocket or took on debt to rebuild. Now they find their rebuilt homes in worse 
shape. than these post-disaster temporary units. In this. situation, families are look
ing for answers and a timeline for when more information will be known on the de
finitive health impacts of this product. 

In response to these concerns from my constitucnts
1 

I have. been working closely 
\vith Senators whose states contain contaminated arywall. Along with my col-
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leagues, l have sent letters to va1;ous agencies requesting appropriate assistance for 
homeowners and I have filed S. 2731, the "Small Business Administration Disaster 
Recove1·y and Reform Act of 2009." S. 2731 includes a provision, which with restric
tions, would authorize SBA to make disaster home loans for the repair and replace
ment of Chinese drywall. Senator Nelson has co-signed, and I look forward to push
ing for this bill to become law to provide relief to homeowners. 

Earlier this year, CPSC and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment (HUD) issued a protocol to help identify problem drywall in homes. Further, 
interim remediation guidance was released by these agencies on Ap1u 2 based on 
CPSC's ongoing scientific research. These guidelines a re a positive step to relief for 
affected homeowners, and the coordination of the CPSC and HUD is to be com
mended. However, it is important for all Federal agencies to better coordinate with 
CPSC and HUD in an effort to better assist in the remediation and recovery efforts. 

While I understand the need to be thorough and build a case that might stand 
up to future legal scrutiny, and I understand that accurate scientific testing takes 
lime, my constituents need definitive answers now. Parents carin.g for s ick children 
or pets need answers, workers removing these products from homes need to know 
potential health risks, and local health officials need to know what environmental 
impact may occur if this drywall is dumped into landfills. Though results which 
have been released and interim remediation protocol are great leaps, I must stress 
the importance of a final solution. 

In closing, I believe that the scope of this problem is huge because it touches on 
so many different stakeholders. The first thought is on the impact to homeowners 
and renters, as it should be for a health risk of this nature. However, medical pro
fessionals and veterinarians are also dealing with this issue as families report 
health problems. The possible public safety impact also d.raws in fire marshals, con
struction workers, and environmental inspectors. So this defective product is not 
just a concern for homebuilders or homeowners, but is a concern for many other pro
fessions in both the public and private sectors. That is why the testing of this haz
ardous material is so important-we must ensure that there is a timely and effec
tive Federal response in cooperation with local health authorities. I look forward to 
working closely with my colleagues to support additional efforts to address this c1;t
ical matter facing our homeowners. 

I thank the Chairman and ask that a full copy of my statement appear in the 
record. 

SUBCOMMITTEE RECESS 

Senator DURBIN. And this meeting of the subcommittee stands in 
recess. 

[Whereupon, at 3:26. p.m., Wednesday, April. 14, the. sub
committee was recessed, to reconvene subject to the call of the 
Chair.] 
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H.R. 4678, FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS LEGAL 
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT, AND H.R. 5156, 
CLEAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MANUFAC
TURING AND EXPORT ASSISTANCE ACT 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16, 2010. 

H OUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, TRADE, 

AND CONSUMER PROTECTION, 
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE, 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:00 a.m., in Room 

2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Bobby L. Rush [chair
man of the subcommittee] presiding. 

Present: Representatives Rush, Sarbanes, Sutton, Stupak, Bar
row, Matsui, Braley, Dingell, Stearns, Whitfield, Terry, Murphy, 
Gingrey, Scalise, and Latta. 

Also Present: Representatives Sanchez and Turner. 
Staff Present: Angelle Kwemo, Counsel; Felipe Mendoza, Coun

sel; Michelle Ash, Chief Counsel, Commerce, Trade, & Consumer 
Protection; Peter Ketcham-Colwill, Special Assistant; Althea Greg
ory, Intern; and Elizabeth Letter, Special Assistant. 

OPENING STATEMENT. OF HON. BOBBY L. RUSH. A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 

Mr. RUSH. The subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Con
sumer Protection will now come to order. 

The purpose of today's hearing is to hear testimony on two bills, 
H .R. 4876, the Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act, 
and H.R. 5156, the Clean Energy and Technology Manufacturing 
and Export Assistance Act. 

The chair recognizes himself for 5 minutes for an opening state
ment. 

I want to thank the members of the subcommittee for partici
pating in this important legislative hearing. As I stated before, we 
will be considering two important bills. 

The first bill deals with products manufactured overseas that are 
flooding the U.S. market and aren't safe for American consumers. 
And the second bill deals with access to global markets by Amer
ican manufacturing new products. Both bills aim at protecting 
American jobs and American consumers. And I would be remiss if 
I didn't commend Congresswoman Betty Sutton and Congress
woman Doris Matsui for attempting to lean on both of these very 
critical issues for the safety of the American people. 

(1) 
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Last year we were saddened by the tragedies caused by the toxic 
effects of Chinese drywall on consumers. The victims sometimes 
from areas still reeling from the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, 
finding themselves suffering as a result of serious health problems. 

More saddening is the fact that it is. very difficult, if not impos
sible, to hold accountable the foreign manufacturers of those prod
ucts. H.R. 4876, the Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability 
Act, will fix that loophole and allow suppliers of foreign-made prod
ucts to be sued for defects in those products used here on U.S. soil. 
And I must also say that while the U.S. market is open to global 
manufacturers, the contrary is not always the case .. 

Our next bill illustrates the need for green technology and the 
need for necessary remedies. Last year, the subcommittee held a 
hearing on how to increase the export of green technology products. 
We heard about the challenges U.S. manufacturers are facing in 
overseas markets despite the fact that U.S. technology is unques
tionably one of the best .. 

We all agree that clean energy is a vast, untapped market. There 
is a large world demand for U.S. goods. But our market share in 
2008 dropped in from 14 to 9 percent. Even emerging economies 
are rising and trying to replace the U.S. in its current position as 
global leader in manufactured goods. It wilJ happen if we don't as
sert our long-recognized and long-held leadership on this particular 
matter. 

H .R. 5156, the Clean Technology Manufacturing and Export As
sistance Act will help our industry do that and will strengthen the 
manufacturing industry's capacity and also provide them with the 
tools they need to boost their exports. 

We have, on several occasions, highlighted the importance of 
having a strong domestic policy to allow the manufacturing indus
tries to be confident enough to penetrate the international markets. 
We are aJl aware that the events currently taking place in the Gulf 
of Mexico is another real concern. It reinforces the need for envi
ronmentally friendly technologies. This is where our future lies. 

As I said before, and I will repeat it again, we. must seize every 
opportunity or fall drastically behind. And I want to thank all of 
the witnesses again for being here, and I look forward to your testi
mony on the bills we are considering today. 

And now I am going to recognize the ranking member for 5 min
utes for the purposes of an opening statement. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ED WHITFIELD, A REPRESENT
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF KEN
TUCKY 
Mr. WHITFIELD. Chairman Rush, thank you very much and we 

certainly appreciate the witnesses being with us here this morning 
as we explore two pieces. of legislation that I think all of us would 
agree have great intentions, and I think it's important because this 
legislation is so important that we listen to some experts today 
about some concerns that certainly I have about this legislation, al
though I agree with the intent of the legislation. 

For example, on 4678, which holds foreign manufacturers ac
countable in the U.S. for selling products that comply with our 
safety standards and require them to have an agent for service of 
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process, I don't really have any problem with that. But I think we 
have to explore, for example, in 2002, the Congress passed the Pub
lic Health Security and Bioterrorism Act, and under that Act, 
under certain circumstances, certain companies had to have reg
istered agents. The U.S. Customs law already requires agents for 
companies that do business in the U.S. in certain instances. 

We are signatory to the Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act, and we 
know that in many countries around the world like China, a lot of 
those companies are owned by the government and it raises the 
issue even if you have a service of process you obtain the judgment 
can you really collect on it, because of sovereign unity and so forth. 
And then we have the Hague Convention on the Service Abroad of 
Judicial and Extra Judicial Act and what will the impact of this 
have on that? 

So we have a lot of mechanisms already in place through the 
government to ensure the people of America that we are dealing 
and consuming and using safe products. Now, I am not saying that 
those are enough. But I also know that if we adopt this kind of leg
islation, we might also expect that other countries may also adopt 
it, which could have some negative impact on our small exporters 
that are trying to open up foreign markets, and I know that Presi
dent Obama, one of his goals is to significan tly increase our ex
ports. 

So all of these are issues that I think we have an opportunity 
to work together here, but I trunk it is important that we explore 
the ramifications of this legislation. And so we look forward to the 
witnesses' testimony on that issue. 

On the clean energy technology manufacturing export assistance 
fund, I think all of us are certainly interested in exporting green 
technology or clean technology, and I know already the Department 
of Commerce has an extensive assistance program to encourage ex
ports of U.S. products. And it appears that this legislation would 
simply be carving out clean energy technology, which is fine. 

But as I was reading this legislation, just to give you an example 
of one thing I was concerned about because I am from a coal State. 
Coal still provides 51 percent of all electricity produced in America, 
and I don't think anyone believes that renewable energies or wind 
power or anything else, I guess they are one in the same, over the 
immediate term will come close to providing our electricity needs. 

But if this bill became law, for example, I would like to see some 
assistance given to carbon capture sequestration technology be
cause China is using more coal every day than the United States 
even thinks about. And right now, they are just burning coal, low
grade coal, and polluting the environment and if we can export 
clean coal technology to them, that would be great. 

But as I read this legislation, it says to be eligible for this pro
gram, the project or the entity has to do one of the following: Gen
erate electricity. Well, carbon capture sequestration does not gen
erate electricity but it removes carbon dioxide. Second thing, sub
stantially increases the. energy efficiency of buildings, industry, or 
agricultural processes. Well, I am not sure that carbon capture se
questration would meet that criteria, or it substantially increases 
the energy efficiency of the transportation system. 
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So those are some questions that I think we need to explore be
cause this is very important legislation, it has great goals, and I 
think we have an opportunity here to explore a lot of these issues 
and come up with a proposal that all of us can agree to. I yield 
back my 14 seconds. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Whitfield follows:l 
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Statement of the Honorable Ed Whirlield 
Ranking Member. 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade. and Consumer Protection 
Hearing on H.R. 4678. the Forc:ign Manufacturers Legal Accountability /\ct. and 

11.R. 5156 

• H.R. 4678 seeks to hold foreign manufacturers accountable in the U.S. 
for selling products that comply with our safety standards. That is a 
worthy goal I believe we all share. 

• Reading this legislation, I do have concerns whether this is the best 
policy approach that will achieve the desired result while at the same 
time not inflicting hann on US companies. 

• This legislation prohibits foreign manufacturers from introducing, 
selling, or holding to sell or distribute merchandise in commerce 
unless the manufacturer has a registered agent in the United States 
authorized to accept service of process for all civil and regulatory 
matters in State and Federal courts. 

• It is my understanding that the importer or customs broker is often the 
manufacturer of record under the Consumer Product Safety Act and 
certain liability attaches to that role. 

• I will be interested to learn from our witnesses what improvement a 
registered agent will provide over current law? Is there a mechanism 
to force foreign manufacturers to appear in court and abide by 
judgments? 

• The good multinational companies will likely comply voluntarily, but 
it is easy to imagine the fly-by-night night companies that 
manufacture shoddy products in foreign countries may simply 
disappear and reconstitute themselves to sell under a new company 
name. 

• If the registered agent is the importer or customs broker, it is not clear 
how the registered agent will be selected by manufacturers that use 
multiple importers or brokers. 
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• Turning to H.R. 5156, the Clean Energy Technology Manufacturing 
and Expo11 Assistance Act of 20 lo··, this legislation provides a new 
$75 million promotion and assistance program for "clean'' energy 
within the Department of Commerce's Intema1ional Trade 
Administration. 

• I do find it interesting that we are having a hearing on this proposal, 
after a series of hearings we've held in the Subcommittee on Energy 
and Environment, looking at so-called "green" jobs. 

• I know that the President and others have touted green jobs as a 
tremendous oppo11unity for the United States, but I am not as 
optimistic. and in fact there was a study conducted by a university in 
Spain, which itself has promoted a green jobs economy, which 
showed an actual loss of traditional jobs for new green jobs created, 
and which forecast that for every 4 jobs created in the renewable 
energy sector, the United States should expect to lose nine jobs. 

• While I want to see U.S. innovation rewarded through gro~th of 
commercially viable technologies I do believe the approach in this 
legislation presents serious concerns because it appears to put the ca1t 
before the horse. 

• The biggest obstacle to increasing our exports of new energy 
technology is making sure foreign markets are truly open to U.S. 
manufacturers. The Administration recognizes this and I commend 
them for focusing their energies on opening these markets and 
ensuring strong protections for intellectual property exist and are 
enforced. 

• Until tariffs and preferences in some countries for their own domestic 
manufacturers are eliminated, all our promotion efforts will be in vain. 

• If our companies can increase their exports through expanded market 
access, this new legislation will be justified. However, to gain foreign 
market access, we will be called on to reciprocate and open our 
energy markets. As a result, our current domestic markets will likely 
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face stiffer competition which could limit job grow1h. Such outcomes 
must be carefully evaluated. 

• With that said, the goal to increase exports is best achieved through 
continued efforts to negotiate free trade agreements or ensuring our 
existing agreements with our trade partners permit equal access. 

• My concern with this program is that it appears to subsidize the efforts 
of businesses that want to export their goods. Traditionally, private 
enterprises must develop these competencies internally or contract 
expert consultants to provide these services. Viable companies can 
and will invest in their export capabilities and should not rely upon 
taxpayer funded subsidies. 

• Further, while more government jobs would be created at taxpayer 
expense, it would likely displace private sector professionals that 
provide the same or similar services. 

• Finally, if we are concerned about long term job growth, we have to 
be concerned with the overall trade picture and how sensitive issues 
such as the transfer of intellectual property to developing countries 
affects America's long term competitiwness. 

• I yield back. 
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Mr. RUSH. The chair thanks the gentleman. 
The chair recognizes the gentlelady from Ohio, Ms. Sutton, for 2 

minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BETI'Y SU'ITON, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF omo 
Ms. Su'ITON. I thank the chairman for holding this hearing, and 

I think both of these pieces of legislation are important. I am proud 
to be the sponsor of H.R. 4678 along with 61 cosponsors from both 
sides of the aisle. 

I am going to keep my remarks limited to that at this point. 
Every year many Americans are injured,. sometimes fatally, by 

dangerous products that have been manufactured abroad and im
ported into the United States. Recent examples include toxic 
drywall, faulty infant cribs, lead paint in chjldren's toys and defec
tive tires. These products not only hurt American consumers, they 
hurt American businesses. 

U.S, manufacturers are responsible for insuring that the prod
ucts that they put on the market are safe, yet it is extremely ilif
ficult for injured parties to hold foreign manufactw·ers accountable 
because they are unable to serve process or establish jurisiliction. 
As a result, American consumers and businesses are forced to en
gage in cost-prohibitive and time-consuming international legal 
battles rarely receiving the redress they. deserve, 

The Foreign Manufactures Legal Accountability Act would re
quire foreign manufacturers doing business in the U.S. to identify 
a registered agent authorized to accept service of process on behalf 
of that manufacturer. Registering an agent would constitute an ac
ceptance of jurisdiction of the State in which the agent is located. 
This bipartisan bill would help protect American consumers and 
businesses from defective products manufactured abroad, would 
level the playing field for American manufacturers, and provide 
U.S. consumers with the necessary tools to seek proper redress. 

And I want to thank my colleague and cosponsor Representative 
Mike Turner who is here this morning for his work and support on 
this legislation. 

I also want to thank Representative Linda Sanchez. for her lead
ership and work on this issue, and she may be joining us as well. 

I look forward to hearing from the witnesses and to working 
through whatever concerns that the ranking member may have to 
a solution on this very, very important work. 

At the end of the day, this is about fairness and justice. Amer
ican consumers. and businesses deserve both, and this legislation 
will help us achieve that. 

Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes the gentleman from Ohio, 
Mr. Latta, for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT E. LA'ITA, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF omo 
Mr. LATIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Whit

field. Thank you for holding this hearing today on these two pieces 
of legislation both related to manufacturing. My congressional dis
trict is heavily based in manufacturing, and I am constantly advo-
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eating for ways to assist these manufacturers to remain in business 
and to continue producing goods. 

According to the National Association of Manufacturers, my dis
trict is the largest manufacturing district in the State of Ohio, the 
20th largest in Congress. When I was first elected in December of 
2007, I represented the ninth largest manufacturing district, and 
in two years it dropped to 20th. The current unemployment rate in 
Ohio is just under 11 percent, and there are many counties in my 
district that have over 12 percent unemployment. 

In looking at these two pieces of legislation, the subcommittee 
needs. to ensure that it does nothing to. hinder further economic 
growth to put further restrictions on U.S. manufacturers. It is im
portant that Americans have safe products for use and that compa
nies comply with U.S. safety standards. However, I have several 
concerns with H.R. 4678 and that will have unintended con
sequences on American manufacturers. 

They are concerns that under this bill the U.S .. companies that 
have contracted with foreign manufacturers for parts will be the 
ones responsible for establishing a registered agent on behalf of the 
foreign supplier. In addition, I have concerns that other nations 
will reciprocate similar laws that would impose additional compli
ance regulations or liability exposure to U.S. exporters abroad. 

The manufacturers in my district can not withstand either. of 
these scenarios. Many of these companies are still holding on by 
their fingernails in this troubled economy and will not be able to 
withstand further government mandates or increased exposure to 
liability. I have concerns that this legislation could inadvertently 
lead to an increase in lawsuits on our manufacturers. 

My district is also home to many facilities relating to alternative 
energy sources. Clean energy technology manufacturing is an im
portant piece of the puzzle for America's energy independence. As 
with all of our manufacturing products, exporting is a key to the 
U.S. to remain a world leader. However, I do have concerns with 
H.R. 5156 and its creation of another new government program ad
ministered by the International Trade Administration within the 
Department of Commerce. At a time when our national debt is sky
rocketing, I do not believe in expanding our government but should 
be trying to limit it. 

There are also concerns that this new grant program duplicates 
other programs that have already been created through the energy 
stimulus bills. 

I look forward to the hearing today. 
Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes Mrs. Matsui for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DORIS 0. MATSUI, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 

Ms. MATSUI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for call
ing today's hearing. 

I, first of all, want to applaud my good friend, Betty Sutton, for 
introducing H.R. 4678, and I support her legislation. I would also 
like to thank the witnesses for being with us here today. And I par
ticularly want to welcome our witness from the Sacramento area,. 
Jack Crawford, CEO of Jadoo Power. 
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Under Jack's leadership, Jadoo Power is a leader in manufac
turing clean energy technologies and providing hybrid fuel cell 
power for military, government, and commercial applications. Jack 
has a wealth of expertise in the clean energy sector, and I look for
ward to hearing from him today. 

As he can attest, the Sacramento region is well positioned to be 
a leader in producing clean energy technologies with more than 110 
clean tech companies that focus on production of fuel cell tech
nology, biofuels, solar , wind energy, and others. 

To continue growth, the U.S. clean energy sector, particularly 
small and medium-sized firms, need manufacturing expert assist
ance to boost their competitiveness in the. international market
place. In fact, our Nation's clean tech industry is. lagging behind 
many of its competitors in exports, including Germany and China .. 
This is simply unacceptable. The U.S. must be a leader in manufac
turing and exporting clean technologies. That is why I, along with 
Chairmen Rush and Dingell and Representative Eshoo, introduced 
H.R. 5156, a bill to boost the competitiveness of American-made 
clean tech products both here in the United States and around the 
world. 

The bill will create a fund to develop and sustain a national 
clean energy technology export strategy to provide U.S. clean tech 
firms with expert assistance and finding and navigating foreign 
markets to sell their goods and services to new customers. 

The President has laid out a laudable goal to double U.S. exports 
over the next 5 years, and this legislation will ensure clean energy 
exports are at the forefront of the national export strategy. The bill 
will also strengthen America's domestic clean tech manufacturing 
industry. 

Ultimately, H.R. 5156 will enhance our standing in the race to 
be the global leader in clean energy. The BP oil spill only under
scores the need for leadership in the clean energy market, and this 
spill has sent a st rong message t hat America is serious about being 
the leader in producing and exporting these technologies. 

I look forward to working with my colleagues on the committee. 
to. achieve this goal, and I thank you, again Mr. Chairman, for 
holding today's hearing. 

Mr .. RUSH. Dr. Gingrey is recognized for. 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PHIL GINGREY, A REPRESENT
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

Mr .. GINGREY .. I want to thank you for holding today's. hearing on 
two pieces of legislation, H .R. 4678 and 5156, to. allow us to hold 
a discussion on important issues facing consumers as we strive to 
create jobs. I believe that both of these bills are well intentioned 
as they attempt to assist consumers and improve the clean tech
nology trade deficit that we currently face. 

Unfortunately, I believe that both bills will have unintended con
sequences that could prevent them from accomplishing their re
spective goals. 

Mr. CHAIRMAN, H.R. 4678 seeks to rectify the problems that have 
been associated with foreign product recalls. While I am saddened 
by what has occurred to the victims-one of whom is on our first 
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panel of witnesses- I fear that H.R. 4678 will not fully address the 
underlying issue. 

The purpose of this legislation is to hold foreign manufacturers 
responsible for the products that come to the United States. How
ever, unintended consequences many times domestic companies 
contracting with foreign manufacturers will likely be. responsible 
for establishing registered agents, thereby putting American com
panies at risk as opposed to their foreign counterparts. 

I have similar concerns with H.R. 5156. During the budget win
dow of this bill, we provide $75 million in funding instead of tack
ling two of the biggest problems with our clean technology trade 
deficit. 

Mr. Chairman, the first deals with the raw materials available 
domestically to support innovation in clean technology. The min
erals needed to commercially manufacture these products are ei
ther not abundantly available in U.S. or current policies prevent 
them from being mined properly. 

The other problem is. the issue of trade. Without access to. mar
kets, without burdensome tariffs, we will continue to trail our com
petitors when it comes to clean technology products. Unfortunately, 
I do not believe that H.R. 5156 will ultimately alleviate the trade 
deficit that we face in this area. 

Mr. Chairman, despite my concern about these bills though, I do 
look forward to hearing from both panels of witnesses so they can 
provide us with their expertise on these matters. 

Mr. R USH. The chair now recognizes the chairman emeritus for 
the full committee, the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Dingell, for 
5 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. DINGELL, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICID
GAN 

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I thank you. I commend you for 
holding today's hearings on H.R. 4678, the Foreign Manufacturers 
Legal Accountability Act, and H.R. 5156, the Clean Energy Tech
nology Manufacturing and Export Assistance Act .. 

The former will help ensure foreign manufacturers are held ac
countable for injuries their products may cause to American public 
health and safety. And the latter will bolster the Nation's exports 
in the growing sector of green technology. Both are important, and 
I support efforts such as these and will welcome the input of our 
witnesses. 

Before concluding my remarks, I wish to say a few words in sup
port of H.R. 5156 which you, Mr. Chairman, Congresswoman Mat
sui, and I are original sponsors. 

There is broad agreement that the United States lags behind 
other nations in terms of exports. Whereas exports can now ac
count for 49 percent of Germany's GDP, t hey. account for only 9 to 
13 percent of our own. More alarmingly, while Germany exported 
$19.6 billion in clean technologies and services between 2004 and 
2008, the United States exported only 7.7 billion. 

In brief, the United States consumes far more than it produces 
and in so doing, is squandering not only our valuable resources, our 
moneys, but our opportunity to be a leader in green technology ex-
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ports. H.R. 5156, by establishing a modest support mechanism for 
the export of such technologies by U.S. manufacturers will signifi
cantly help remedy this matter. 

Moreover, the tax revenue generated from these exports will pay 
more than the bill's cost over a 5-year period. The bill should enjoy 
bipartisan support and must be recognized as a critical component 
of our Nation's economic recovery. 

And to return to H.R. 4678, it should be noted that had such leg
islation been in effect, our troubles with the matter of Toyota vehi
cles and their safety consequences would have been handled much 
easier. 

Mr. Chairman, I thank you. and I yield back the balance of my 
time. 

Mr. RUSH. The chair recognizes the gentleman from Louisiana, 
Mr. Scalise. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE SCALISE, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF LOU
ISIANA 
Mr. SCALISE. I would like to focus my comments on H.R. 4678, 

the Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act, a bill that is 
relevant to my State and district because of the problems we are 
experiencing with toxic drywall. 

To date the. Consumer Product Safety Commission has received 
over 3,300 incident reports related to toxic Chinese drywall from 37 
States. Twenty percent of these reports are from Louisiana, which 
is second only to Florida. And my office continues to receive com
plaints from constituents affected by toxic drywall. 

Last week, a resident of New Orleans contacted my office at a 
loss for what steps to take. or what to do for. help. Like many oth
ers, her family was forced to move out of her home because of toxic 
Chinese drywall, and they can no longer afford to pay the mortgage 
on the home they aren't occupying while paying rent for temporary 
housing at the same time. 

The CPSC has been investigating toxic Chinese drywall for over 
a year and a half, and it has sufficient evidence that toxic Chinese 
drywall manufactured by Chinese companies is responsible for the 
severe damage we have seen in thousands of American homes. Last 
month, the Commission even identified 10 drywall manufacturers 
whose products emitted high levels of hydrogen sulfite in labora
tory testing. Unfortunately, no action has been taken against these 
companies. 

We must hold the manufacturers of toxic Chinese drywall ac
countable, and I have continued to push for this including request
ing that the Department of Homeland Security pursue any and all 
options available to the department including the seizing of assets 
being shipped into the United States against those entities that 
manufacture toxic Chinese drywall and have been found liable for 
the damages associated with the contaminated products. 

These foreign manufacturers bear responsibility for serious dam
age for thousands of homes across the country and have caused 
homeowners significant financial hardship and in some cases, phys
ical harm. Even more concerning is that they have done so without 
repercussion. We must take action to hold accountable those who 
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are responsible for the damages caused by toxic Chinese drywall 
until they settle with the affected victims or comply with the rul
ings of U.S. courts. 

Given the challenges we are facing in doing this, I am pleased 
to see some of my colleagues recognizing this issue. The goals of 
H.R. 4678 are good, but I do have questions about whether its im
plementation will accomplish its intentions. While it can be argued 
that this bill would make it easier to prosecute foreign manufactur
ers in the U.S., foreign courts would still be under no obligation to 
enforce such judgements. We would still be dependent on the good 
will of foreign courts to enforce those judgments. 

My constituents and others around the country who have been 
affected by toxic Chinese drywalls deserve answers and solutions, 
and this subcommittee must work with the intergovernmental task 
force on problem drywall to help deliver that. 

Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes the gentleman from Georgia, 
Mr .. Barrow of Georgia for 2 minutes. 

Mr. BARROW. I thank the chairman, and I will waive opening. 
Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes Mr. Braley for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BRUCE L. BRALEY, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF IOWA 
Mr. BRALEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this important hear

ing. 
And as chairman of the Populist Caucus, I am proud that the bill 

known as H.R. 4678, the Foreign Manufacturers Legal Account
ability Act, is part of our America Jobs First platform. This bill re
quires foreign manufacturers doing business in the United States 
to identify a registered agent authorized to. accept service of process 
on behalf of the manufacturer. 

And one of the reasons I support this legislation is because un
like a lot of people at this hearing, I have actualJy tried to hold for
eign manufacturers accountable for their defective products in U.S. 
State courts. It is virtually impossible. There are companies mar
keting products in this country who put the word "U.S.A." in their 
company logo and put out publications that say "in an industry 
dominated by foreign competition, we are proud of the fact that our 
products are manufactured right here in the United States," and 
yet when those products gave rise to a defect and suit was pursued, 
they turned around and said these products, in fact, were not made 
in the United States. They were made in China. Which then dumps 
you into the bottomless pit of attempting to get suit on an entity 
that may be a part of the Chinese government who is manufac
turing that defective product. 

So you can imagine how difficult it is when you have to translate 
that document into the native language of the country of where the 
suit is being served, then get help from a government entity that 
may be unwilling to subject its manufacturers to liability in U.S. 
courts. And after all of those delays, nothing happens. 

And I have heard some of my colleagues express concerns about 
U.S. companies being exposed to increased litigation. They are not 
well founded concerns because the reality is right now in many 
States if you cannot find the manufacturer of a defective product 
and hold them accountable, then some of the immunity that goes 
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to the distributors of those products, if the manufacturer is avail
able and can be pursued in that State court go out the window and 
then the U.S. distributors and manufacturers are the one on the 
hook. 

So this bill actually is a great thing for U.S. manufacturers. It 
levels the playing field and gives them the same oppor tunities to 
compete with foreign manufacturers that U.S. companies have. 

That is why I support it. And I yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes the gentleman from Florida, 

Mr. Stearns, for 2 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CLIFF. STEARNS, A REP· 
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA 
Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. 
Having chaired this committee when the Republicans were in the 

majority, we tried to wrestle with this problem of reciprocity be
tween countries where there is fraud, abuse, and incompetence and 
intentional mislabeling and things like that. Mr. Braley mentioned 
some of the problems. We were never able to get to the point where 
we were able to get together a bill that would deal with this very 
serious problem. It affects not only manufacturing, but also the 
Internet, how to go after people that are fraudulent on the Internet 
or basing their companies outside the United States. So I think the 
bill is well intended. I think the hearing will be worthwhile listen
ing to. 

But I have to tell you that I don't think the problem that Mr. 
Braley talked about is going to be solved here because this agent 
is going to like a cardboard agent where he wm deliver all of these 
documents that are in English, and he will just dead file them. 

I think this registered agent will be there, but I think we might 
even have to explore other ways to have reciprocities between coun
tries because that is the larger issue because a lot of these coun
tries are going to just stonewall us. 

Can we hold foreign manufacturers accountable for harmful 
products? Foreign courts are under no obligation to enforce U.S. 
judgements. So I welcome this hearing, Mr. Chairman. I look for
ward to what they have to say. 

I just conclude with H.R. 5156, the Manufacturing and Export 
Assistance Act, clean energy technology. This is going to cost us 
money. This is questionable. I would think all of this, Mr. Chair
man, was in the cap-and-trade which passed out of the House. Per
haps it is also in the stimulus bill. So, you know, I think we have 
to realize that if we didn't get everything together in that cap-and
trade I would be very surprised. There were hundreds of amend
ments and we discussed it for weeks. So I think a lot of it was 
there. 

I just conclude where are you going to get all of this clean energy 
technologies bit parts from. 

So I think it is worthwhile to have these hearings on these two 
bills. I just think that perhaps when we mark this up, we might 
have to make it a little bit stronger. 

Mr. RUSH. At this time I am going to entertain a unanimous con
sent request that two members who are not members of the sub-
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committee for the purposes of this hearing. And those individuals 
are Ms. Sanchez of California and Mr. Turner of Ohio. 

Hearing no objections. So ordered. 
I will recognize Ms. Sanchez recognized for 2 minutes for the 

purposes of an opening statement. 

OPENING STATEMENT. OF HON .. LINDA T .. SANCHEZ, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 
Ms. SANCHEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished 

members of the committee, and I appreciate you allowing me to 
participate with the subcommittee today. And I apologize. I am not 
going to be able to stay for the entire time, but the committee I 
serve on is currently holding a hearing as well. 

I want to share my support for the Foreign Manufacturers Legal 
Accountability Act that was introduced by my good friend, Con
gresswoman Sutton from Ohio. I am an original cosponsor of this 
piece of legislation, and I introduced similar legislation in the last 
session of Congress, and we held hearings on that in the Judiciary 
Committee as well. 

I have long been alarmed by the steady stream of toxic or defec
tive foreign manufactured foods or products that harm U.S. fami
lies every year. Beyond the risks that these products pose to our 
health and welfare, I am also concerned that many foreign manu
facturers have gained an unfair advantage over U.S. manufactur
ers by avoiding liability for the injuries and deaths that their prod
ucts cause. 

Because of the difficulties associated with serving process on and 
establishing jurisdiction over foreign manufacturers, many Ameri
cans that are harmed by defective foreign-made products have no 
recourse. They literally never get their day in court. 

The Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act amends 
current law to facilitate service of process on foreign manufactur
ers. Quite simply, it just requires manufacturers who want to put 
their goods in our stream of commerce to establish a registered 
agent in the United States who then can be served process. 

That simple requirement just making sure that they are servable 
if injuries should arise will level the playing field for U.S. manufac
turers by eliminating the unfair competitive advantage enjoyed by 
foreign manufacturers. This would essentially put them on equal 
footing making sure that all companies, whether foreign or domes
tic, are held accountable for the harm that they cause to American 
consumers. 

I want to thank the chairman for calling this hearing, and I am 
pleased that the subcommittee has taken the time to discuss H.R. 
4678. 

And again, I appreciate the invitation to come. And I yield back 
my time. 

Mr. RUSH. I now recognize Mr. Terry. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LEE TERRY, A REPRESENTA
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA 

Mr. TERRY. I appreciate that. 
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I am concerned. I am also going to discuss the Foreign Manufac
turers Legal Accountability Act as one of the original sponsors and 
worked a little bit with Ms. Sutton on this. 

I think this is an important piece of legislation in protecting 
American consumers from defective goods manufactured outside 
the United States in the sense that if they don't have any presence 
within the United States, there may be very little ability for the 
victim to be compensated or justice to occur which then falls then 
mostly on the taxpayers instead of the foreign entity. And all this 
does, and Cliff is correct, the gentleman from Florida, that this 
doesn't really correct that problem but you can't get to the second 
hurdle and the third hurdle in this process without being able to 
effectively hand the petition to a representative of that country. 
And so this is just setting up the first step here. 

We do need to continue the dialogue on this. But this seems to 
be kind of the first step, the easy, noncontroversial, or for the most 
part, the least controversial part of the process. 

I want to thank the chairman for holding the hearing on this 
matter. I am anxious to hear from the witnesses and their input. 

And I yield back. 
Mr. RUSH. Mr. Murphy. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. TIM MURPHY, A REPRESENTA
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENN
SYLVANIA 

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have now reached 
a point where China is the largest foreign holder of U.S. debt at 
$900 billion, and more than 2.3 million manufacturing jobs have 
been displaced to Chinese companies that sell products like drywall 
that causes terrible illness, lead in toys, and fungus in diapers and 
toxins in baby bottles. 

I am thankful we are having a hearing on how to hold better 
manufactures of a harmful product liable, but the larger issue is, 
how we are going to pursue policies that are going to invigorate 
American manufacturing in a fair playing field. And if we are going 
to tame an economic dragon like China, it is not going to be about 
lofty theories or more government spending, but how to make sure 
that it is a level playing field. I know that along with Congressman 
Tim Ryan of Ohio, he and I have introduced H.R. 2378, the Cur
rency Reform Fair Trade Act, which stops some of the unfair trade 
practices of China, particularly some of their currency manipula
tion, which we consider vital. 

As we are looking at legislation that tries to find ways to help 
promote American businesses, I believe that often times we do not 
need American businesses to get more ideas on bow to wade 
through complex trade laws, but make sure that we have trade 
laws that are fair and they are fairly enforced. Recently the Steel 
Caucus, which I am vice chair, has pushed for and been successful 
in getting some findings where China has dumped pipe and in the 
past steel, rolled steel in unfair trade practices. This is what manu
facturers want to see. But we also want to make sure we have a 
system whereby we are not setting up laws here such as cap-and
trade and light bulb laws which basically turn our. jobs over to 
China. 
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I am looking forward to hearing some insight today from this 
panel today to make sure we do have fair trade laws and make 
sme what we are doing. Not just to tell American companies how 
to wade through this complexity but make sure they are able to use 
their ingenuity, their creativity and their manufacturing skills to 
bring back American jobs. 

And I yield back. Thank you. 
Mr. R USH. The chair now recognizes the gentleman from Ohio, 

Mr. Turner, for 2 minutes . 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL R. TURNER, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF omo 
Mr. TuRNER. Thank you, Chairman Rush and Ranking Member 

Whitfield. I thank you for allowing me to participate in today's 
hearing on H.R. 4678, the Foreign Manufacturers Accountability 
Act of 2010. I am an original cosponsor of H.R. 4678, and I want 
to thank my Ohio colleague, Betty Sutton, for her hard work on 
this important piece of legislation. Representative Sutton has been 
a steadfast advocate for her communjty and for manufactures in 
Ohio. 

I also want to thank the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, who has 
been working with both my office and Representative Sutton's of
fice on H.R. 4678, and I look forward to the continued collaboration 
as we move forward with this important legislation. The Chamber 
has expressed concern about a provision that may permit jurisdic
tion in U.S. courts for non- U.S. matters it is an unintended con
sequence and both Betty Sutton and I are looking at language that 
could adjust that. 

In this hearing I know there could be other unintended con
sequences, and I look forward to those being addressed. But mostly 
I appreciate the manner in which Representative Sutton has 
worked on this in a bipartisan manner and worked with the Cham
ber to ensure that the bill will protect consumers while at the same 
time avoid jurisdiction in U.S. courts concerning matters that have 
not caused injuries in the United States. 

The State of Ohio has faced many chalJenges as it transitions 
from being a manufacturing-based economy. Many of our local 
manufacturers have worked to remain competitive but find them
selves in an uphlll battle with foreign manufacturers because of 
unfair trade practices. One way in which foreign manufacturers are 
given an unfair advantage is by their ability to often times avoid 
the American judicial system. Because service of process in estab
lishlng jurisdiction is difficult with these products, maintaining a 
registered agent in the U.S. will assist American consumers in 
their ability to redress injuries. How does it do this? By estab
lishing agents, it allows U.S. courts to have jurisdiction over the 
foreign entity and thereby allow them to render a judgment includ
ing the issue of seizing assets. 

And it will also help level the playing field for domestic manufac
turers as they also have to avail themselves of the American judi
cial system. I want to thank you again for the opportunity to par
ticipate and for holding thls important hearing. I look forward to 
reading the testimony from the witnesses today and hearing the 
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comments and working with Congresswoman Sutton for drafting 
this important legislation. 

Mr. RUSH. The chair thanks all of the members of the sub
committee for their opening statements. 

It is now time for us to hear from the policy experts, our wit
nesses who have been invited to testify before this hearing. And let 
me again welcome you and thank you so much for extending your 
valuable time to this subcommittee. 

And I want to int roduce you all beginning on my left, Mr. J eremy 
Baskin, who is with the Office of the General Counsel for the U.S. 
Consumer Product Safety Commission .. Seated next to Mr .. Baskin 
is Ms. Ami Gadhia. She is a policy counsel for the Consumers 
Union. Next to Ms. Gadhia is Mr. Bill Morgan. He is the victim of 
defective Chinese drywall. And seated next to Mr. Morgan is Pro
fessor Andrew Popper, and Professor Popper is a professor of law 
at the American University in Washington. And next to Professor 
Popper is Marianne Rowden. She is. the President and CEO of the 
American Association of Exporters and Importers, or the AAEI. 

The chair again welcomes you. And it is the practice of this com
mittee that all of the witnesses be sworn in. 

So will you please stand and raise your hands. 
Let the record reflect that all of the witnesses have responded in 

the. affirmative. 
And now we will have 5 minutes of opening testimony from our 

witnesses beginning with you, Mr. Baskin. 

STATEMENT OF JEREMY BASKIN, OFFICE OF THE GENERAL 
COUNSEL, UNITED STATES CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY 
COMMISSION; AMI GADHIA, POLICY COUNSEL, CONSUMERS 
UNION; BILL MORGAN, VICTIM OF DEFECTIVE CHINESE 
DRYWALL; ANDREW POPPER, PROFESSOR OF LAW, AMER
ICAN UNIVERSITY WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF. LAW; 
MARIANNE ROWDEN, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF EXPORTERS AND IM
PORTERS (AAEI) 

STATEMENT OF JEREMY BASKIN 
Mr. BASKIN. Good morning, Chairman Rush, Ranking Member 

Whitfield. My name is J eremy Baskin. I am the general attorney 
who works. with the. import surveillance. division of the Office of 
Compliance of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. 

I am pleased to be here today to discuss the U.S. Consumer 
Product Safety Commission's efforts in the area of import surveil
lance and H.R. 4678, the Foreign Manufacturers Legal Account
ability Act. Before I begin, let me first note that the testimony that 
I give this morning is mine and has not been reviewed or approved 
by the Commission and may not necessarily represent the views of 
the Commission. 

From 1998 to 2007, the volume of consumer products imported 
into the United States increased over 100 percent. During that 
time period, imports from China nearly quadrupled and now con
stitute over 40 percent of all consumer goods .. The shift in specific 
product areas has been more pronounced. 
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In 2002, approximately 60 percent of toys purchased in the 
United States were imported from China and Hong Kong. By 2008, 
that number had risen to almost 80 percent of the U.S. market. 

In response to the rapid increase in consumer product imports, 
the CPSC has taken several steps to inspect products entering the 
country to ensure that they comply with applicable safety stand
ards. In 2008, the Commission announced its import safety initia
tive and established a new import surveillance division within the 
Office of Compliance. The establishment of this new division al
lowed the CPSC to collocate permanent full-time compliance inves
tigators at key ports of entry of the United States. 

In 2009, the division had 10 full-time employees, FTEs, dedicated 
to port surveillance. That number is scheduled to rise to 14 FTEs 
by the end of fiscal year 2010 and 19 by fiscal year 2011. In addi
tion, the division can call on the. resources. of the entire. Office of 
Compliance which has over 100 FTEs when necessary. 

The CPSC has also sought to enhance its relationship with larger 
agency partners such as the Department of Homeland Security. 
Through the operation guardian program, CPSC partners with U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection, CBP, staff in order to leverage 
joint. resources. In addition, CPSC recently assigned two FTEs. to 
CBP's new commercial targeting and analysis center, called to 
CTAC, and executed a memorandum of understanding with CBP 
that allows the agency direct access to pre-arrival cargo data. This 
allows CPSC inspectors to target suspect shipments before they ar
rive, and most importantly, before potentially dangerous goods can 
enter the. U.S. stream of commerce. 

We have also conducted training programs with CBP to educate 
both government personnel and the importing community on CPSC 
and CBP product detention and seizure authorities. So far, the re
sults of these initiatives are encouraging. 

In fiscal year 2007, CPSC collected approximately 750 samples of 
suspect products entering our country .. In fiscal year 2009, the 
number more than doubled to almost 1,600. At the same time, we 
started to see a commensurate decrease in the number of voluntary 
recalls from 5,063 in fiscal year 2008 to 466 in fiscal year 2009. 

In most cases, CPSC has been able to work with domestic part
ners of foreign manufacturers such as importers or retailers on en
forcement activities to obtain relief for. consumers without resorting 
to adjudicative proceedings. In a few cases, however, the lack of a 
registered agent for service of process has hindered the Commis
sion's ability to develop information that would help us provide re
lief to consumers. 

One example of this is the CPSC's effort to provide relief to U.S. 
homeowners impacted by. problem drywall imported from China. In 
a number of cases, CPSC staff attempted to send requests for infor
mation to Chinese drywall manufacturers only to have these re
quests returned to the Commission refused and unopened. 

The lack of registered agent for service of process has also been 
recognized by Chinese industry groups and some local lawyers in 
China have provided legal advice seeking to. exploit this situation. 
Thankfully this type of sentiment appears to be rare. However it 
is foreseeable that additional attempts to stymy or obstruct com
mission efforts to obtain information voluntarily from manufactur-
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ers outside of U.S. legal jurisdiction and that could occur in the fu
ture. 

Any such recalcitrance could impede commission efforts to assist 
consumers with potentially defective consumer products. Additional 
authority allowing CPSC to require that foreign manufacturers 
designate a U.S. registered agent for service of process. could be. 
helpful in some cases, particularly those involving administrative 
requests for documents or information. 

On January 15, 2010, CPSC chairman Inez M. Tenenbaum noted 
in a statement accompanying a report to Congress that helpful 
changes to existing statutes might include service of process re
quirements for foreign manufacturers. so the agency can more eas
ily pursue recaJls. 

Currently, any action against an identifiable foreign manufac
turer would require service of process using The Hague convention. 

As the subcommittee moves forward however some additional di
rection would be helpful with regard to the range in size of manu
facturers that would be subject to the registration process. In addi
tion, it might also be helpful to involve the import safety working 
group in this process to ensure that appropriate jurisdictional and 
operational details are addressed. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for the opportunity to testify. I 
would be happy to answer any questions at this time. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Baskin follows:) 
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Good moming. Chainnan Rush. Ranking Mcmlxr Whitfidd. and Members of the 
Subcommittee on Commerrc. Trade and Consumer Protection. My name is Jeremy 
Ba~ldn. and I am a general attorney who works wi1h the lmpnn Surveillance Didsion of 
the Oftkc of Compliano.:c at the U.S. Omsumer Product Safety Commission !CPSC). 

I am pleased 10 be here today tO discuss the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's 
efforts in the area of import 5urveillam:e and H.R. 46 78. the ''foreign Manufacturers 
Legal Accountahility Ac't." The testimony that I will give this morning is mine. and has 
not Ileen reviewed or approved by the Commi~sion and may not necessarily represent the 
views of the Commission. 

I. CPSC Efforts to Increase Oversight of Imported Products 

From 1998 to 2<Y.J7. the value of consumer products imported into the United States 
inrn:ased liver I 00 percent. During that time period. impom from China nearly 
quadrupled - and now constitute over 40 pcn:ent of all imported consumer goods. The 
shifl in specific'. product areas has been more pronounced. In 2002. approximately 60 
percent of toys purchased in the U.S. were imported from China and Hong Kong. By 
2008, that number had risen tl) almost 80 percent of the U.S. market. 

In response m the rapid increase in consumer pmduct imports, the CPSC has 1aken 
several steps to inspect products entering this country to ensure that they comply with 
applicable product safety standards. In 2008. the Commission announced its Impon 
Safety Initiative and established a new Import Surveillance Division within the Of!ice of 
Compliance. The establishment of this new Division allnwed the CPSC to co-locate 
pennanent. full-time compliance invescigators at key pt)rts of emry into the United Scates. 
In 2009. the Division had ten full time employees (FTEs) dedicated to port surveillatKC; 
that number is scheduled to rise to fou11een FTEs by the end of fiscal year (FYJ 2010. and 
nineteen FTEs in FY 2011. In addition, the Division can call on the resources of the 
emire Office of Compliance. which has over one hundred other FTEs. when necessary. 

The CPSC has also sought lo enhance its relationships with larger agency pa11ners. such 
as the Department of Homeland Securicy. Through 1he Operation Guardian program. 
CP.SC par1ners wi1h U.S. Cusloms and Border Proce..::1ion tCBP) staff in ordcrto leverage 
jc,int resources. In addition. CPSC recently assigned two FI'Es !ti CBP's new 
Commercial Targeting and Analysis Center t CTAC J and execured a Memorandum of 
Undersr:rnding with CBP that :illows the agency direct access to pre-arrival cargo data. 
This allows CPSC inspi=ctors to target suspe.:t shipments before they arrive and - most 
irnportamly - before polentially dangerous goods can enter the U.S. stream of commerce. 
We have also conducted training programs with CBP to educate both government 
personnel and the importing community on CPSC and CBP pwduct detention and seiwre 
authorities. 
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So far. the results of these iniciacives are ~·m:nuraging. In FY 2007, the CPSC cnllectcd 
approximately 750 sample.~ of rnspcct product;; entering our country. In FY 2009. that 
number more than doubled to almost 1600. At the same 1ime. Wt~ s1arted to see a 
<~0nunensurn1<~ dc(:reasc in the number of volunlary recalls from 563 in FY 2008 to 466 in 
FY 2009. 

II. WNkinl! with Foreign Manufacturers 

In most cases. CPSC has been able to work wilh domestic partners of foreign 
manufacu1rcrs. such as importers or retailers. on enfon.:ement activities to obtain relief for 
consumers without resorting to adjudicative proceedings. One example of this is a 
$50.000 senkmcm with a Hong Kong corporation with (lffices in the United Scates that 
imported 1oy~ manufactured in China that violated the Commis~ion's lead paint han. 

In a fow cases. however. the lack of a registered agent for service of process has hindered 
the Commi~~ion ·~ability to devdop information that would help us to provide relief to 
Clmsumers. One example of this is the CPSC's effons Eo provide relief to U.S. 
homeowners impacted by problem drywall imported fmm China. In a number of cases. 
CPSC staff has attempted w send requests for informa1ion w Chinese drywall 
manufacturers. only to have the$e rcques1cd returned 10 the Commission - refused and 
unopened. 

The lack of a registered agent for service of process has also hcen recognized by Chinese 
indumy groups. and s<>me local lawycn. in China have provided legal advice seeking to 
exploit this situa1ion. In fact. the Chinese Building Material Industry website. in 
discussing U.S. court judgments. recently featul'ed the following :id vice from a local 
attorney: 

!low shall these building materials companies face 1he litigation and sentence of 
the U.S. court'~ Ii these companies don't have any business operation in the 
United Stares. and refuse to pay the compensation. then it"s impc,ssible 10 
implement the sentence by the federal t·ourl.1 

This ty~ of se.ntimt,11t appears rare. Howe.ver, it is foreseeable that addilional attempts co 
stymie or obstruct Commission efforts ro obtain information voluntarily from 
manufacturers outside of U.S. legal juri~diccion could tlCcur in the future. Any such 
recalcitrance could impede Commission efforts to as$iSl cunsuml!rs wi!h potemially 
defoctive consumer prNlut'lS. 

., 
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Ill. 1-1.H . .t678, the Foreign Manufacturers Legal 1·\\:countabilit.y 1kt 

Additional authority allowing the CPSC ro require foreign manufacturers designate a 
U.S. registered agent for service of process could bc hdplul in 5omc cases - particularly 
those involving administrative requests for documents or infonnatinn. On January 15. 
2010. CPSC Chaim1an Inez. M. Tenenbaum noted in a statement accompanying a rcprnt 
to Congress on the progress of implementing the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
ACI of 2008 that helpful changes to existing statutes might include "service of process 
requirements for foreign m:mufacrurers SQ the agency can more easily pursue recalls.'' 
Cum~mly. any actiQn against an identifiable foreign manufacturer would require service 
of process using the Hague Convention. 

As the Subcommittee moves forward. however, some additional dir«tion would be 
helpful with regard to the range and si7.e of manufacturers that would be 5ubject to the 
registraLion process. In addi1ion, it might also he helpful to involve the lmpt)rt Safety 
Working Group in lhis process to ensure that appropria1e jurisdktional and ~1pmitional 
details arc addressed. 

Mr. Ch:lim1:lll. thank you again for the opportunity to testify on H.R. 4678 and the 
Commis5ic1n's overall dfom to increase oversight of impor1ed consumer products. 
would be happy to answer any questions at this lime. 
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Mr. RUSH. Thank you, the chair now recognizes Ms. Gadhia for 
5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF AMI GADHIA 
Ms. GADHIA. Thank you, good morning, Chairman Rush , Ranking 

Member Whitfield, and members of the subcommittee. My name is 
Ami Gadhia, and I'm policy counsel with Consumers Union, the 
nonprofit publisher of Consumer Reports Magazine. We appreciate 
the opportunity to testify the today in support of the Foreign Man
ufacturers Legal Accountability Act. I offer my testimony on behalf 
of both CU and the Consumer Federation of America. My full com
ments are contained in my written testimony, but I will summarize 
them briefly here. 

H.R. 4678 is necessary to ensure that consumers who are harmed 
by unsafe products can obtain redress no matter where the product 
is manufactured. It will also create a level playing field for all man
ufacturers, both domestic and foreign, by holding the responsible 
party accountable when consumers are injured. CUA and CFA 
have long fought for legislation and regulation that will result in 
safer products on our store shelves. But in the event that an unsafe 
product makes it into the marketplace, consumers should be able 
to pursue all remedies for the harm they suffer whether the manu
facturer of the unsafe product is a foreign company or a domestic 
one. 

The products that Americans use every day are increasingly 
being manufactured overseas. According to the Toy Industry Asso
ciation in 2007, toys made in China made up 70 to 80 percent of 
the toys sold in the U.S . 

Of the products recalled by the CPSC since 2006, more than 75 
percent of products were. manufactured outside of the U.S. 

We have too many frightening examples in recent years of dan
gerous or deadly foreign made products melamine, which is toxic 
to animals, was blended into pet food to give artificially high pro
tein readings. Diethylene glycol, potentially lethal to humans, was 
substituted for its higher cost cousin glycerin, in the manufacture 
of toothpaste. Tires were. manufactured with either a minimal or 
missing gum layer needed to prevent catastrophic tread separation. 
Toxic lead paint was substituted for the paint that was originally 
approved for popular children's toys presumably to save money. 

These are all cases were unscrupulous business practices have 
jeopardized the health and safety of the consumer. 

This. legislation would assist our Federal agencies as well in their 
ability to recall consumer products manufactured by foreign enti
ties. 

The following example is illustrative in May 2001, the CPSC re
called a home soda machine manufactured by Drinkmaker of Swe
den. Components inside the soda machine broke apart and went 
flying, and there were reports of lacerations, fractures and contu
sions caused by the machine. However, the manufacturer, 
Drinkmaker of Sweden AB, either could not be contacted by the 
Commission or would not cooperate with the voluntary recall. For
tunately, a responsible company, the Soft Drink Company of Se
attle, Washington, agreed to conduct the recall of these machines 
with the. CPSG and to repair the Drinkmaker. 
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It is untenable, however, to have a system of accountability that 
relies upon this kind of altruistic and rare behavior. By requiring 
that foreign manufacturers have registered agents in the U.S., H.R. 
4678 will make considerable strides in assisting CPSC, FDA and 
EPA in holding the appropriate entities responsible for the prod
ucts that they introduce and sell to U.S. consumers. 

If foreign entities have the benefit of selling products and making 
profits from sales in the U.S., they should be accountable if the 
product causes harm. 

While in some instances, U.S. retailers and other entities have 
shouldered the burden of the foreign manufacturers for the prod
ucts they sell, this cannot be relied upon and is not always fair. 

Domestic manufacturers who make safe products should not be 
undercut by foreign manufacturers who are not prioritizing safety. 
If a foreign manufacturer knows that they cannot be held respon
sible in U.S. Courts for the dangerous products they sell, this 
knowledge has a likely significant impact upon the manufacturing 
decisions. Did they use the stronger more expensive component? Do 
they ensure that the product meets safety standards? Holding man
ufacturing entities accountable in our civil justice system acts as 
an important deterrent to unethical and potentially harmful busi
ness conduct. 

Deterring wrongful conduct is a significant attribute of our civil 
justice system and it does not make sense that foreign manufactur
ers who sell products in the U.S. Should be outside tha t system. 

We have a modest suggestion for an improvement to the bill. In 
section 3(a)(3) of H.R. 4678, the minimum size of the foreign manu
facturer is left to the discretion of the applicable agency. At a min
imum, the heads of each agency must coordinate the definition of 
which companies would fall under the bill's scope, and ideally there 
will be a consistent definition. It would be confusing and counter
intuitive if a manufacturer were to produce some products that fall 
under the scope of this bill and some products that do not. 

Further, a consumer could be killed or seriously hurt by a prod
uct made by a manufacturer of any size. Our groups understand 
that it may be necessary to make a determination about which 
manufacturers fall under the bill but ensuring that consumers can 
obtain redress should be prioritized. 

We want to prevent companies from purposely using the size lim
its to evade responsibility to purchasers and users. 

Finally, we oppose efforts to weaken aspects of t his legislation in
cluding efforts to shift cases from State to Federal courts. Efforts 
to limit access to State courts have negative consequences for con
sumers. Corporations that violate State laws are less likely to be 
held accountable for their wrongdoing when a Federal Court hears 
the case rather than's State court. Further corporations now seek 
to avoid responsibility under State law as States enact laws ex
panding consumer and environmental protections. 

When a case is based solely on a violation of State law as many 
product liability cases are, no compelling reason exists. for stripping 
State courts of the ability of enforce that State law. 

Consumers Union and Consumer Federation of America support 
the Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act and we look 
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forward to working with you to ensure that this bill becomes law. 
Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Gadhia follows:] 
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I. Introduction 

Chainnan Rush. Ranking Member Whitfield, and Members of lhe Subcommittee. my name 
is Ami Gadhia. Polky Counsel with Consumers Cninn. he non-profit publisher of Co11.rnmn
Nepor1s1Jf magazine. 1 We apprcci11tc tlu: opponunity to testify in support of the Foreign 
Manufoetun.'l's Legal Accountability Act of 2010 .. I ofter my testimony today on hehalfofhoth CU 
and the: Consumer Federation of America (C.FA).' 

1-1.R. 46 7!< is nC1:cssary to cn~urc the foimc~s of our civil justice system and to ensure that 
c:(msumers who arc harmed by unsafe products can obtain redress no matter where the pmduct is 
m;lnufocturcd. 11 will also create a level playing field for all manufactun.>rs .. both domestic and 
foreign - hy holding the responsible party accountable when ce>nsumers arc injured. 

CU and CF A have long fought for legislation and regulation that will result in safer product~ 
on our store she I vcs. and that will r~quirc importers of record t(l post a bond t<• ensure 
<lCCotmtability for recalls and defcc1ivc producls. In the event that an unsafe product makes it into 
the marketplace. hnwcvc..-r. consumer.-; should he ah le to pursue all remedies for the harm they suftcr, 
whcthL-r the manufacturer of the unsafe producl is a foreign company or a domestic <•nc. This 
lcgi~lation wi II help consumer~ lo pursue remedies against foreign manufacturers and producers of 
unsafe pwdu<:r~. 

II. Importance of the Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act 

T11e Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Acl dirccls the Food and Drug 
Adminis1ration (FDAI. the Con~umcr Product Safety Commission (CPSC}. and the Environmental 
Pmlection Agc..'TI~Y (EPA). with respect to pn>ducts undt.-r each agc..-ncy's jurisdiction. to require 
liircign 1nanufacturers and producers of such products. in excess ofa minimum value or quantity. IO 

c~tahlish a rcgisterc..'11 agent in the Unit(l(I States wh<.i is authorized to acccpl service ofpwcess on 
their behalf liir rhe purpose of all civil and regulatory actions in state and ft:deral courts. The Act 
ti.inhcr requires the registered agent to be located in a state with a substantial connection to lhe 
importation. distribution. or sale of the produc1s and directs the Secretary of Commerce to establish. 
maintain. and mak~ available to the public a registry of such agents. The Act also prohibit~ 
import;itilm into the lJnitcd Slates ofa covered product or eom~lonent part if the product o .. any part 
of the prNluct was manufacturc<l or produced outside the United States by a manufaclurcr or 

' Consumers Union ~f l;niE<!d S1ah~s. lnc .• put'lfo1her elf ( :r1m.umer Rcpon~·:i:i:•. ;s a nonpmfil membership <1rganii'.at1C1n 
cha11er..:J in J'>3610 pHl'-'i<ic C('l11SU•ll(!n:. widl informatitlU. cduca1ion. aod r.Qum:d ahnut go('lds, .;.crviccs. h<.·alth and 
pcr~oo~I finan..:c. C<ln~umcrs l.:n1on ·~ publicacions and s~n·icc"' have a cf1mh1ncd paid drculatic-n of approximately ~. 3 
~nmic,n. Tlu:~c publicati,,ns regularly earl')' a.nick~ (ln C ou:-:umcnr; Union':-: own pruducr l~t<Olmg: on health. µr0du1.:t 
safoty. amJ mark~rpl.ac .. • \"\:<momic::: am.I on le~i~Ja1ive.jurlCdaJ. and re~ulaLory act~ons Chae aOect consum<!r wcUitrc. 
( ·,m~umcr:-> Union· s incetrn1,,• rs solely derived frum the saJc of (.'1.)n~umcr Repnns~~. its flthcr puhlicati<1n~ and scrvjcc~. 
foe:-. n(lncornmcrdaf t:on1ribut;-0ns and granL.;. ConsunR*Ori ljn~ou's publi:::atinn~ and !-'cn·lcc~ carry no out~1de 
a<.kcrth•ing aud rccctvc no CL)mmercial ~upport. 
1 Com•um.;r ('. cderatlou (lf America (Cf A) a noo-pr<.lfit as~1cia1in.n of m(ln: than 2~0 pm·.;c.msumcr grt)tlp~. with a. 
CC.lmhim:d mcinbcr~hip of 50 miliion pcoph:. CF/\ wa!'- founded jn 1'168 to ad,·anC4." tht" cum:urner imt~rt'~l throug.h 
adv'''-'4lt:)' am.l ~ducatl<.'n. 
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produ.:cr who do"s nol have a registered ag.,'tlt whose authority is in effect on the date of th..: 
importation. 

A. Many Consumer Products are made by Fo.-eign Manufacturers and hnve been the 
Subject of Ri:calls 

This Jaw is important for several rca<ons. First. more and more consumer pr<'dut:t5 arc hcing 
made ahroad. Whether the products arc tnys. dryw:~ll. dog food, pharmaceuticals or t(>othpa~lc. the 
consurncr products that Americans us~ everyday art! increasingly being manufactured overseas. For 
example. ;1ccording to the Toy Industry Association, iri 2007, roys made in ('hina made up 70 to 80 
percent of the roys sold in the U nitcd Statc:s. J 

In :!009, the CPSC recalled 465 products; 563 products in 2008: 472 in 2007: and 467 in 
2006. In 2006. of prndu.:ts recalled. 24% were manufactured in the United States: in 2007. 18 % 
were manufactun:d in the vnitcd Stales: in 2008. 17%; and in 2009, 22% were made in the United 
States! This means that inorc than 75 percent of producls recalled since 2006 were mimufa.:turcd 
outside of 1he United States. 

Unfonunalely products made oversea' have posed great risl:s to consu1m .. -rs. In 2006. 
Consumers Union testified about these issues: 

High profile recalls of 2006 involv<.'d safety prohlcms with Chinese imports were 
characterized by deceptive <•r dishonest business practice$ in an effort to cue costs. 
Melamine. which is toxic to animals. was hlemlcd into pet food t<• give artificially high 
protein reading.,. Dicthylcn-.:: glycol, potemially lethal to humans. was substituted for its 
higher-cost cousin, glycerin. in the manufacture of toothpaste. Tires were surreptitiously 
manufactured with either a minimal or missing gum layer needed to prevent catastrophic 
tn:ad separation. Toxic lead paint was sul>stilutcd for 1hc paint that was originally appro\·ed 
for popular children ·s toys. presumably to save money. 111esc arc all cases where 
unscrupulous busi11css practices have jeopardized the health and safety of the cnn~umer. ~ 

Agencies in the li.S. government were ablr.: to recall these products. which is critical for 
getting the unsafe products off of store shelves and out of consumer's hands. Thcso: rc.:alls also 
focused our nation· s attention on product safety and highlighted the weaknesses of our product 
,;afcty system. Ou1· federal agencies with jurisdiction over these products. including the Ci'SC. the 
FDA. and NliTSA. were in need ofi11crcascd auth\lrity and increased resources to prevent the~e 
problems and to protect American .onsumers. 

' .. A< 'l.1t•rc T<>y• Ar~ Recalkd. Trail .Ends i11 China:· hy Eric S. lip1on and David flarboza. Nr Time.<. .lune 19. ~007. 

~ 'l tu~ infonnaticm v;a$ prov•dcJ hy the U.~. Con~umcr Product Safety Cotnmission. h is (In file \\•Lth Cl: and CFA. 
=' Te~ln»<.'U.Y o( ()('IJ) ~1ay$. Serik>r l>irect('lr. Product Safoty PJann.ing & Tcchnica1 Adminisrr.ttion. (onsuml·rs Union. 
··1.,n~t1rfr1g the Safety of Chioe~c Import~: Oversight and Ana]y!',i~ (If th~ Federal Rc~p<111~c" Bctbrc the li.S. Scn:w.· 
Comnun~c tin Comnu:rcc. Science. &. Tran:r-ptlrtatmn. July I~. 100t\. 

2 
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B. rrcvious Legislativt: Effort~ Havt: ~01 Fol.'used on Brin~ing Foreign Manufacturers 
lnlo Our Civil Justkl' Sysll!m 

Regarding the CPSC. Congress acted and passed the Consumer l'n,ducl Safety lmprovcrncni 
Act in /\ugu~t of 2008. Consumer groups suppnr1ed this Jaw and hailcc.l its passage as the most 
significant impmvcments to the CPSC since the agency was established in the 1970-s. The 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 is making consumer products safer by 
requiring that toys and infant products be tested before they are sold. and by banning lead and 
phthalatc~ in toys. The law also creates the first comprehensive. publicly accessible c~msumer 
cnmplaint datahase. gi,·es the CPSC the resources it needs to protect tht.: puhlic. inm:ascs civil 
penalties that CPSC' can assess against violators nf CPSC' laws. and protect~ whistlchlowers who 
report pmduet sa!Cty detects. 

While this law has made great strides in improving producl safety. and will continue to do so 
as its implcmcntatiou continues. the Cl'SlA focuses on improving safoty by requiring that children·~ 
products subject to mandatory standards be tested to ensure compliance with the standard. ·inc law 
docs not address !Hinging foreign manufacturers into our civil justice system. llowcvt-r. ro fully 
prolect consumers from unsafe products, wherever they are made. American consumers must be 
able l(' hold manufacturers accountable when they arc hanncd - no malt~'T where the products arc 
made. 

C. This 1.1.'gislation Would Improve Rcg11latOQ' Efforts lo Protect Consuml'rs From 
Unsafe Products 

This legislation would positively impact an agency's ability to recall consumer products 
manufactured by foreign entities when the manufacturer docs not have a registered agent in the 
l:nitcd Stales. From what we know. the CPSC. for example. has been abk t(• wnduel recalls of 
produ1:ts made by foreign manufacturers in many circumstances. CPSC has been able to collaborate 
with foreign entities w get unsafe products off the shelves. The CPSC has alsQ been able to find 
creative ways to ensure that products arc recalled when the foreign manufacture has not agn:ed to a 
rc,·all. Bui our federal agencies need a formal and consistent methl•cl to protect U.S. consumers 
against dangerous products when those products arc made hy a fi.ircign manufacturer. 

The need for legislation is illustrated by the following example. In May of2001. CPSC' 
recalled a home S(lda machine manufactured by Orinkmakcr ofSwcrlen. According to CPSC .. s pres~ 
release.'' th<.-rc were three rcpor1~ ofin.iurics caused by this producl: a i·ycar-old boy required 
hospitalizations due to lacerations; a 44·ycar old man sulk-red multiple fractures and lact.-ratiom to 
hi~ right hand: and a 52· year old man suffered lacerations. fractures and contusions. Components 
inside the ~Clda machine brnkc apar1 and post:<! serious risks of lacx.-ration to those individuals struck 
hy flying hmken parts. However, the manufaclurer, Drinkmaker of Sweden AB. either could not be 
.:omactcd hy the Commission or would not cooperate with the voluntary recall. 

Fortunately. a responsible company. The Soft Drink Company nfScaulc Washington. 
~iirecd to .:onduct the recall of these machines with CPSC ~ind also agreed to offer lhc remedy fo1· 
c~;n~umcrs, which wa~ t(\ repair the Drinkmakcr. In this case, the CPSC effectively worked with a 
1.:.s. cnmpany that stepped up to the plate to accept responsibility f<•r the safety of these product~. 
llowcvcr. ii is untenable to have 11 system ol acC<\untahility that relies upon this kind of altruistic 

"Cl'S(' Pres~ Ro lease. ··CPSC. Dnnkmaker of !>wcdcn AD Annnwocc Recall of Honie Soda M•chmc.:· May 1 0. ~00 I. 
a"ailahlc on the w<'h a1 Imp:· '"'·\\.q>'° ·<'"" Cl':<Cl'U1:1•Rf'Rl l 1•rl!1n oln l (ii I.' l.h:rnl. 
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and rare behavior. We must have a system that enables the kderal ,\;<•vcmmcnt to prolccc U.S. 
citizen~ consistently. By requiring thal ft,reign manufacturers must have rcgist(..'t'cd agents in th.:: 
t:nited Slates. Ji.R. 4678 will makC' considerable strides in assisling CPSC. FDA and El'A le> hold 
the appropriate entities responsible for lhc pr<>ducts they introduce and sell to U.S. consumer~. 

D. Fairness and Accountability 

If foreign entities have the tiencfit of selling products and making profits from sale~ in the 
l'.S .. they should be aecoLJntable ifthe product c3uses hann. While in some instances. U.S. retailers 
and other entities have shouldered the burden of the foreign manufac1urers for producrs lhey sell. 
this cannot tic relied upon and is not always fair.11.R. 4678 will place resp<msibility on the 
appropriate entity. Importantly, lhi~ tiill does not eliminate responsibility or liability for domestic 
numufacturer~ 11r rctaik-rs if they share responsibility for thc product. Faimcss dictatt~ that 
responsible entities should be accountable and this law strives to accomplish that. 

In addition. the foci that foreign emicies withoul contacts in the Unites States cann<'l be held 
accountable for the unsafe product they sell to American consumers has significant adverse ctlccts 
upon the consumcrs who arc injured by those products, as well as domestic manufacturers who 
make safe product~. Con~umcrs who arc injured by prodLJcts, no mailer where they are made. 
dc~cl'VC legal redress when they suffer harm. Domestic manufacturers who make safe pwducts 
should not be undercut by foreign manufacturers who arc not prioritizing safety. Our current 
.-y~tem fails to providr. this importalll prolcction to our ci1izens at great cosls to individuals and to 
our society. 

E. Deterrence 

lfa foreign manufacturer knows that they cannot be held responsible in U.S. courts for the 
prnducts they sell, this knowledge has a likely significam impact upon their manufacturing 
(kcisions. Do they use the slrongcr. more expensive component? Do they ensure that the producl 
meets the safety standards'! Do they prioritiie safety if they know they arc not accountable to t;.S. 
consumers in U.S. courts'! Holding manufacturing cnritics accountable in our civil justice system 
ad~ as an imporiant deterrent 10 unethical and potentially harmfal business conduct. Deterring 
wrongful conduct is a significant al!ribulc of our civil justice systt.'m and it doe~ not make ~cnsc that 
foreign manufacturers who sell products in lhc L:.S. should be outside of that system. 

Ill. Modest Suggestions for Improvement 

Our group~ .~upport this bill and its proposed method for ensuring thal manufacturers arc 
hdd rcsponsihlc for the products thc:y sell in the l.:nitcd States. This bill includes pr(•ducts regulated 
hy the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, the Food and Dtug Administration and the 
Environmental Protection Agency. We support the inclusion ofproduc1s under lhc authority c>f 
thc~c three agencies bul also suggest thai the National Highway Traffic Safety Adminislr:uion be 
included in the scope of this legislation. In 2007. tires manufactured in China were recalled because 
th1:y posed significant ha:t.ards ro consumers. 7 The company sold its tires lhrough a small family 
owned importer in New Jcr~cy but the company not only denied that the tires were hazardous but 

"Chinese Tire Rceall lo S1art Monday:· CNN. June 28. 2007, at 
hlli':· llh'l':<.'y . ..:m: ·~·nm ·:00·7:(lf) ·.;:7.;JU\U~·dtn~s(.' _!ir~_L..:-..;:.tU inch''.\.hcm and '"Chines~ Tires Are Ordered Recatlcd." by 
Andrew :'Yl•rtin. AT font'.<. June 26. ~007. 
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al~o lacked the funds lo cover the costs of the recall. Thus. issues involving forcib'Tl manufo.cturt.-rs 
can involve automobile parts and we suggest that prntlucts regulated hy NHTSA he included within 
the ~c<•pc of this legislation. 

In Section '.\(a)(3) of H R. 4678. the minimum size of the foreign manufacturer i~ lcfl l<l lhc 
discrctil>n of the head of the applicable agency with.jurisdiction over the specific product. At a 
minimum, the head~ of each agency must coordinate the definition of which companies w<•uld foll 
under 1he hill's scope and ideally there will be a consistent definition. It would be co11ti1sing and 
counterintuitive ifa manufacturer were to produce some products that fall under the scope of this 
hill and s<>mc products that do not. Further. a consumer could he killed or seriously hurt hy a 
producl made hy a manufacturer of any si1.c. Our groups understand that it may be necessary to 
make a detem1inati11n abvut which manufacturers fall within the hill based upnn, hut ensuring that 
con~umers can t>btain redress shQuld be prioritized. We want to prevent companies from 
purpnscfu\ly using lhe size limits to C\'adc responsibility lo purchas<;:T~ and users of their products. 

IV. Trade lmplitaticms 

Some concerns have bet.TI Tai~cd about whether the foreign Manufacturers Legal 
Accountability Act violates World Trade Organization (WTO) 3!-'fe~~nents. WTO vi<>lation~ occur 
when foreign entities arc treated differently than dome~tic ones under U.S. Jaws. This legislation 
seeks to do the opposite. This legislation actually creates an equal playing field by holding all 
manufocturcrs. no matter where there are based, responsible for the safety of the prc>ducts they sell 
in the llnitcd States. Manufacturers as well as the Jlroducts produced and ~old in the U.S. would be 
treated equally under this legislation. 

V. We Oppose [fforrs to Weaken This Legislation 

We oppose .:ffom to weaken a~pc.:ts of this legislation, including efforts to shift ca~cs from 
~talc to federal court~ that benefit from the provisions of this bill. Efforts to limit consumer's access 
to $late courts have negative consequences for consumers. Corporations that violate state laws arc 
less likely le> be held accountable for their wrongdoing when a federal court hear:; the case rather 
than a state court. Further. corporations now seek to avoid responsibility under stale law as slate~ 
cnac1 laws expanding consumer and environmental pmtections. When a ca8c is ba~e<l solely on a 
violatil>n of state law. as many product liability cases are. nv compelling reason cxisls for stripping 
slate i;,>uns •>f thl.! .abilitv to cnforcl.! that ~tat<; law. In addition, state courts shoultl be given the 
opportunity to develop their own stale law in emerging areas by hearing these types of cases.~ 
\'I. Conclusion 

Consumer~ linion and Consumer Federation of Amcrio:a support the Foreign Manufacturer~ 
Legal Accountability Acl. This law is necessary to ensure the fairness of our civil justice system and 
to ensure that consumers who are harmt.'CI by unsafe products can obtain redress no mailer whel'C the 
prnduct is manufactured. This legislation creates an equal playing fidd for all manufacturers by 
holding the responsible party accountable. We lo"k forward lo working with you to ensure thal this 
hill become~ law. 

1' Ba!'cd on the principle:>. of t(dcrnH~m. foderal ~av.· di1o:c<1uragcs federal jud~t.~ fmm expanding liabrnty undi.:r ~L.a1c law. 
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Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes Mr. Morgan for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MORGAN 

Mr. MORGAN. Chairman Rush members of the subcommittee, 
thank you for allowing me to come here and testify. Thank you for 
allowing me. the opportunity to come here. and share. my experi
ences with you here this morning. My name is Bill Morgan. I'm a 
retired police officer after having served the City of Newport News, 
Virginia for 24 years. My wife, Deborah, is a school teacher. She 
and I have been married 27 years. We have two daughters and our 
first grandchild was born a couple of weeks ago. 

My wife and I bought our dream home in July 2006 .. It was a 
beautiful home on a comer lot in Williamsburg, Virginia with a big 
yard. Both Debbie and I fell in love with the home. It was the per
fect home for our family. We paid a little under $400,000 for the 
home. 

After my wife experienced multiple episodes of nose bleeds and 
headaches and after our. house had a series. of failures with the air 
conditioning and electrical systems, we discovered our had been 
built with defective drywall imported from China. We learned that 
this drywall contains high amounts of sulfur and that corrosive sul
phur gases were circulating in our home corroding our electrical 
and mechanical equipment. My home was built with almost 200 
sheets of 4 foot by 12 feet Chinese drywall. 

After a hearing in front of Judge Eldon Fallin in New Orleans 
earlier this year, he found that the electrical and mechanical sys
tems in my home had been completely destroyed and needed to be 
replaced. The only solution to this extensive damage is to strip my 
house back down to the studs and completely rebuild it. I can't af
ford that .. 

The corrosive gases have also damaged my computers, televisions 
and other electrical and electronic devices in my home. We were 
scared for our family's health and concerned about the risk of fire. 
We moved out of the house in June, 2009 last year. Since having 
to abandon our dream home, I've been unable to pay the rent on 
the place where. we. are currently living and my mortgage. I have 
lost my home in foreclosure, and I have had to fi le for personal 
bankruptcy. 

The company that manufactured the drywall in my home was 
called Taishan. This company is located outside of Beijing in China. 
Although the Chinese company sent enough drywall into Norfolk, 
Virginia to build several hundred homes, it has refused to. take any 
responsibility for its defective product. In the complaint that was 
filed on my behalf, it was necessary to have a lawsuit translated 
into Mandarin with special process service flying to China utilizing 
a time consuming and expensive process. 

The Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act would 
streamline. this process and give victims of defective foreign prod
ucts a more speedy and equitable procedure to have their claims 
addressed. My lawyers have advised me that they spent well in ex
cess of $150,000 serving foreign drywall manufacturers for victims 
like myself. 

It's not unusual for these foreign authorities to sit on the law
suits for 6 months before serving them on the defendant manufac-
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turers. The average American, like myself, cannot afford this ex
pensive time consuming and frustrating procedure. 

Foreign manufacturers should not be allowed to sell products 
which destroy homes and make people sick with impunity. Unless 
these companies require to make themselves amenable to being 
sued in U.S. Court,. they should not be allowed to sell their prod
ucts here. 

U.S. businesses are required to abide by our laws and foreign 
businesses that profit off of U.S. consumers should do so as well. 

I look forward to answering any questions you folks may have, 
and thank you for allowing me to come here and share this experi
ence with you here. today. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Morgan follows:] 
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Chairman Rush, and members of the subcommittee, thank you for allowing me the 
opportunity to share my experience with you this morning. 

My name is Bill Morgan. I am a retired police officer having seNed the city of Newport 
News for 24 years. My wife Debra is a teacher. She and I have been married for 27 
years and have lwo daughters and our first grandchild was born a couple of weeks ago. 

My wife and I bought our dream home in July 2006. Our home was beautiful--on corner 
lot with a big yard in Williamsburg Virginia. Both Debra and I fell in love with it as the 
perfect home for our family. We paid a little under $400,000 for the home. 

After my wife experienced multiple episodes uf nosebleeds and headaches, and arter 
our house had a series of failures with the air-conditioning and electrical systems. we 
discovered that our home had been built with defective drywall imported from China. We 
learned that this dryi.vall cont<:iins high amounts ol sulfur, and that corrosive Slllfur gases 
were circulating in our home corroding electrical and mechanical equipment. 

My house was built with almost 200 sheets. 4' x 12', of this Chinese drywall. Aflm a 
hearing in front ol Judge Eldon Fallon in New Orleans earlier this year. he found that the 
electrical and mechanical systems in my home had been completely destroyed and 
needed to be replaced. The only solution to this extensive damage is to strip my house 
back down to the studs. ancl rebuild it. I can't afford that. The corrosive gases have also 
damaged my computers <'ind televisions and other electronic. and electric.al devicE'ls. 

We were scared for our family's health, and concerned about the risk of fire. We moved 
out of the house in June of 2009. Since having to abandon our dream home, I have 
been unable to pay both the rent on the place where living now and my mortgage. I've 
lost my home in foreclosure, and I ha(! to file for personal bankruptcy. 
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Th" company that manufactured the drywall in my home is called Taish;:in (pronmmced 
''tie-shan".) This company is located outside of Beijing in China. Although this Chinese 
company sent enough drywall into Nortolk Virginia to build several humtnxl t1ornes. it 
has refused to take responsibility for its defective product. In the Complaint that was 
filed on my behalf. it was necessary lo have a lawsuit translated into Mandmin. with 
special process servers flying to China utilizing a time-consuming and expensive 
playbook. 

The "Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act" would streamline this process. 
and give victims of defective foreign products a more speedy and equitable procedure 
to have the!r cla!n1s addressed. ~.4y !avvyers have advised m~ th;~t the~r\re ~pent •.11.1e!~ in 
excess of $150,000 serving foreign drywall manufactures for victims like myself, and 
that future service costs are expected to clouble that number. Even after these 
expensive translations. it is not unusual for the foreign authorities lo sit on the lawsuits 
for six months before serving them on the defendant manufacturer. The average 
American cannot afford this expensive. time-consuming and frustrating procedure. 

Foreign manufacturers should not be allowed to sell products which destroy homes and 
make people sick with impunity. Unless these companies are required to make 
themselves amenable lo being sued in a US court, they should not be allowed lo sell 
their products here. US businesses are required lo abide hy our laws and foreign 
businesses that profit off US consumers should do so as well. I look forward to 
answering any questions you may have about my experience, and lhank you <':!!Jain for 
allowing me the opportunity to testify this m<irning. 
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Mr. RUSH. The Chair recognizes Mr. Popper for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF ANDREW POPPER 
Mr. POPPER. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and a special hello to 

Congresswoman Sutton from my alma mater Baldwin-Wallace in 
Berea, Ohio. 

H .R. 4678 is a straightforward appropriate essential step. It is, 
as far as I can tell, constitutionally sound, beneficial to consumers, 
beneficial to U.S. businesses and consistent with the laws and prac
tices in many of our trading partners. It is as far as all of the wit
nesses seem to understand, a way to level the playing field. It 
strips foreign manufacturers of an unfair advantage. It closes an 
understandable loophole in our legal system. And that is not a 
loophole that is illegitimate. There is a constitutional basis for it. 
But there is also an answer for it. And the answer is this legisla
tion. 

It begins at least in terms of how we think about these things 
with the obvious need, and I don't think any of us could say it bet
ter than Mr. Morgan just did. When you place into the stream of 
commerce millions of products, and we are talking about millions 
of products with toxic levels of lead, drywall that is destroying a 
home and a family, cribs that present a risk of strangulation, aqua 
dots that are coated with date rape drug as part of their paint, con
taminated toothpaste and seafood and honey and pet food, you got 
a problem. 

And you might want to think that there are nice ways to get 
around this or our existing system of laws will account for it, but 
you really need to take the bull by the horns here. 

This is a very wise, very simple piece of legislation. The idea of 
designating an individual for service of process, and by that des
ignation, establishing consent is, as I think we all said, it's a log
ical, simple, appropriate and constitutional approach. 

Imagine the scenario that was just presented by Mr. Morgan re
peated over and over and over again. The majority of our most 
common pharmaceutical products are manufactured abroad, crash 
helmets, manufactured abroad, and the. list, as you see from my 
testimony, goes on and on and on. 

Here is a bill that deals with the problem finally of the difficulty 
of haling into court-an interesting term-a foreign entity that oth
erwise has a minimum contact and reasonability basis for resisting 
service of process. 

Here is. a bill that actually solves. the problem. 
And we all recognize what the problem is. If you don't have an 

agent or officer in this country, if you don't own property or have 
a representative in the United States, it becomes difficult under 
our current system, under our current jurisprudence to establish in 
persona jurisdiction. Now with one simple bill that mimics legisla
tion in other fields. that seems fair. that seems a legitimate quid pro 
quo, a condition for doing business in the United States that is 
mimicked in many other areas, you solve the problem. 

There were other solutions that people thought of, the aggregate 
of contacts suggestion that comes from the concurring opinion and 
the plurality opinion in Asahi is a legitimate answer. It's just com
plicated. 
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This is simple. This is right. And this is the moment to do it. 
You have foreign producers who are creating a risk and are now 

being given a simple choice. I like to think of this legislation in 
terms of that word. This is choice. This is party autonomy. You 
don't have to do business here. If you choose to do business here, 
then you're subject to our laws. If we are Lucky enough under the. 
other legislation that is being considered or in any other area to 
have our wonderful manufacturing community able to market its 
goods abroad, do you think that they would get a free pass from 
other countries? China has just adopted a comprehensive tort law 
with strict liability, punitive damages, do you think that China is 
going to. recognize a minimum contacts theory and not impose on 
our companies who do business there the same responsibi}jty that 
we ought to be imposing on companies who do business in the 
United States? 

I don't think so. I don't think so. 
On the question of trade, and on the question of whether this 

creates an unfair advantage, there was a case. involving artificial 
Christmas trees that catch on fire in the United States District 
Court about 2 years ago. And that product was manufactured in 
China. And the court held as follows, in this age of WTO and 
GATT, it is only reasonable that companies that distribute alleg
edly defective products to regional distributors in this country an
ticipate being haled into court. 

Well, of course it's reasonable. Of course it's normal, it is a condi
tion of doing business here. And yet a loophole exists. Close the 
loophole. It's not that complicated. This is leveling the playing field. 
This is getting rid of a free pass that we are giving foreign manu
facturers, a free pass that our manufacturers don't get. 

The law of the. land in this country, the law of the land in vir
tually every common law country is lex loci delicti. You apply the 
law to the place of the wrong. The place of the wrong is here. This 
is where the manufacturer is harmed. Give the manufacturer the 
access to our courts, give the harmed individual access to our 
courts and let our system of justice work. 

This is good legislation. It's going to produce. fair result. It isn't 
perfect. No legislation is. The Constitution isn't perfect. That's why 
we keep amending it. 

I ask that you give consideration to this bill. Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Popper follows:] 
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I welcome the opportunity to testify on H.R. 46 78. The Furf!i?,n ;\l<muji1ct11rers 

l.e>:al ,km1111tabilit_i1 Act and am honored by your invitation. 

I am a faculty member at the American University, Washington College of Law 

and have taught torts and administrative law for the last 31 years. I have ·written and 

spoken in those fields on a number of occasions and have submitted my resume to the 

Committee. 

A tier review and analysis. H.R. 4678 strikes me as a strong bill that is 

constitutionally sound, beneficial to consumers, beneficial to U.S. businesses, and 

consistent with the domestic laws and practices of many of our major trading partners. It 

levels the civil liability landscape, stripping foreign manufacturers of an unfair 

advantage. It addresses a powerful but understandable loophole in our legal system, 

facilitating access 10 the courts by injured consumers. 

By making possible litigation against those who place into the stream of 

commerce d<:a.ugerous. defective, and even deadly goods, the bill triggers corrective 

justice incentive mechanisms of the tort system. When you create the realistic possibility 

for liability, you activate incentives to make safer and more efficient products. 

H.R. 4678 is a simple. elegant. appropriate, and essential step forward. I believe 

this bill will make good law and effectuate a positive. highly beneficial change in the 

civil justice system. 

This statement begins with a simple summary of the bill. Next, I address the 

nature of the problem and the necessity for the legislation. In the following section, I 

discuss some of the procedural and jurisdictional challenges in this field and the way in 

which the bill meets those challenges. The next section raises briefly the constitutional 
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minimum contacts and rcasonability n:4uiremcn1s and concludes that the bill is 

conslilutionally sound. Thc:realler. I discuss the confom1ily of this legislation to currcnl 

trade law. 

I. A Simple Summary 

There are three central features in this bill: 

I. Designation of an agent for service of process. H.R. 4678 requires foreign 

manufacturers of ccnain products and component parts1 to designate a registered U.S. 

agent to accept service of process for civil or regulatory actions. The agent should be 

located in a state where the manufacturer has a substantial connection either through 

imponation. distribution, or sale ofits products. The hill prohibits importation of 

products or components manufactured by companies who fail to designate a registered 

agent within 180 days of the regulation. 

2. Delineation of affected products or comooncnt pans. Three federal agencies1 

will dl:lennine those products and component parts subject to the tcnns of the bill. Each 

agency will also establish the minimum quantity or value required to trigger the tenns of 

1he bill. 

1 The produc1s or components affected by this bill include drugs. devices. and cosmetics. as 
defined by§ 201 of the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 32 I): biological 
products as defined by§ J51(i)oflhe Public Health Service Acl (42 U.S.C. 262(i)): consumer 
products as defined by§ 3(a} of the Consumer Pr(lduct Safety Act (15 ll.S.C. 2052); chemical 
substances as defined by§ 3 of the Toxic Substances Control Act ( 15 U.S.C. 2602); and 
pesticides as defined by§ 2 of the Federal Insecticide. Fungicide. and Ro<len1icide Act (7 U.S.C. 

136). 

1 food and Drug Administralion, Consumer Product Safocy Commission, and Environmenral 
Protection Agency. 
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3. Consent lo the jurisdiction_gf sta.tc and fog~_fil_courts. Establishment of a 

registered agent in a state constitutes con.~e/11 to jurisdiction by the foreign manufacturer 

in the courts of that state and in federal courts. 

II. The Nature of the Problem and the Need for Legislation 

Foreign manufacturers and distributors of defective goods sold in the United 

Stales should be liable for the hann they cause. When sellers place millions of toys in the 

stream of commerce with toxic levels of lead, children's play-beads containing deadly 

drugs. and poorly designed cribs that to give rise to the prospect of infant strangulation, 

they must be held accountable. 

Freed of the obligations, incentives, and corrective justice effect of the domestic 

civil justice system - the tort system - to make products safe, foreign manufacturers and 

distributors have created an intolerable risk to U.S. consumers and placed a grossly unfair 

burden on domestic distributors and retailers. 

Consider this scenario: foiling to c:xercise that reasonable level of care demanded 

of every U.S. manufacturer, a foreign producer exports to the U.S. a child's toy, 

pharmaceutical product (e.g., heparin). motorcycle crash helmet. building materials. 

animal food (for house pets or livestock). or seafood (for human consumption). As a 

direct and proximate result of IL~ing the product, a U.S. consumer suffers an injury or 

dies. The consumer (or the grieving family) attempts to hold accountable in a U.S. court 

the foreign producer only to learn that while our legal system would impose liability on 

any U.S. company under these circumstances, a foreign producer cannot be sued·- i.e., 

cannot be "haled .. into court. 
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h is both the current state or the law - and wholly unacceptable -- that a foreign 

producer cannot readily be held accountable in the above scenario even if (a) the product 

was unquestionably dangerous and detective. (b) the harm to the victim was foreseeable, 

and (c) the foreign producer has sold large numbers of these products in the U.S. in the 

past. 

H.R. 4678 provides a logical, necessary, and constitutionally sound response that 

will help close this gaping loophole in our civil justice system. 

I started writing - and first testified - about this several years ago:1 At the time. 

as I focused on the frustrating nature of the jurisdictional and constitutional issues, I 

began to explore the magnitude of the problem. How often did the above scenario take 

place? What was - and is - the magnitude of the problem? 

Here is my conclusion: Conservatively, there are tens of millions of defective, 

dangerous, and in some instances deadly goods produced abroad for sale in U.S. markets. 

Well over 80% of the products regulated by the Consumer Product Safety Commission 

are manufactured abroad- and many of those producers are not subject to tort liability 

regardless of the fact that their products are dangerous and are likely to be sold in the 

U.S. 

While this hearing is devoted to the legal issues raised and the powerful and 

.i Popper ... Defective Foreign Products in the United States: Issues and Discussion," 37 PRODUCT 
SAPETY AND LJ,\BILITY REt>ORlER 4S, January. 2009; Popper. "Unavailable and Unaccountable: 
A Free Ride for Foreign Manufacturers of Defective Goods .. , 36 PRODUCT SAFETY AND 

LIABJl.ITY REPORTER 219 (No. 9. March 3. 2008); Popper, "Holding Foreign Manufacturers 
Accountable for Defective Products." Before the United States House of Representatives, 11 Oil> 
Congress. I" Session. Committee on the Judiciary. Sub-Committee on Commercial and 
Administrative Law, November 15, 2007, published at 
hl!!i://judiciarv.house.gov/oversight.aspx'!ID~J9S. 
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simple wisdom of the proposed legislative resolution under the bill. consider some of the 

goods prodm:ed abmad that have been recalled in the last two y<:ars: 1 

(Designed for children): Daiso children":; jewelry (China) excessive levels of 
lend: Wendy Bcllissimo Hidden Hills Collection Cribs (China) crib-slat strangling 
hazard: Mini Chef Complete Toy Kitchens (Thailand) choking hazard: 
Mind\Varc"s Animal Tracking Explorer Kit {China) no warning about calcium 
hydroxide: The Adventure Play Set (China) weak chains; Camoullage Pajama 
Sets (Vi.:tnam) excessive levels oflead: Playsafe Spinning Quad Merry-Go· 
Rounds (China) unsafe seating design: "Hip Charm" Key {China) excessive levels 
orlcad; Ardine Cribs (China and Vietnam) head injury/potential stangulation: 
Cadence-Lea and Trio-Lea Girl's Sandals (China) choking hazard: 2nd Nature 
Built to Grow Cribs (Slovenia) strangulation hazard; '"Thunder Wolf' Remote 
Controlled Indoor Helicopters (China) fire han:ard; Jackets t'rom Coolibar 
(China) strangulation; Taggies™ Sleep'n Play Infant Gannents (China) choking 
hazard; "'It's a Girl Thing" Bracelets (China) excessive levels of lead; LaJolla 
Boat Bed and Pirates of the Caribbean Twin Trundle Beds (China) strangulation; 
Children's Necklaces with Ballet Shoes Charms (China) excessive levels of lead: 
Children ·s Chann Craft Kits (China) excessive levels of lead; ''Faded Glory·• Lip 
Gloss (China) excessive levels of lead; It's My Binky's Personalized Pacifier 
(Maylasia) choking hazard; Bright Starts Ring Rattles (China) choking incidents; 
Clussic Horseshoe Magnets (China) excessive levels of lead: U-shaped Magnets 
Bar Magnets (China) excessive levels of lead. 

(Products for general use): The Topsy-Turvy Deluxe Tomato Planters (China) 
instablity; SoundStation2W Wireless Conference Phones (China) fire risk: 
"Remy•· shag rugs (India) fire risk; HP Fax 1010 and IOIOxi Machines (China) 
fire risks: Shopko and Boseov TV stands (China) instability; Din Devil Vacuums 
Power Brush Attachment Tools (China) shatter haz.zard; Santorini Chairs 
(Taiwan) faulty welding/chair collapse: Arctic Cut All-Terrain Vehicles (Taiwan} 
defective speed control mechanism; All-Terrain Vehicles from K YMCO and 
Kawasaki (Taiwan) design/loss of control of the vehicle; Paintball Gun Remote 
Line Adapters from Real Action l'aintball (China) overtightening could cause an 
explosion; SLJ\90 Youth All-Terrain Vehicles (China) lacked front brakes. a 
manual fuel shut-off, and proper padding; Amsterdam Bicycles (Taiwan) faulty 
chain derailer; Infra-Red Sauna Rooms (China) overheating hazard: Bosch 
Hammer Drills (Malaysia) operates in off" position; Crafters Square Hot Melt 
Mini Glue Guns (China) fire risk: Bench Scale Adapters (China) tire hazard: 
Cuddly Comfort Pillows (China) pillows contain small metal fragments. 

'Id. This list was presented in a white paper I delivered at an American Association for 
Justice/American University. Washington College of Law program, Danf<l!rom Praduct.f: From 
l.rtad Toy.f to fointed Drugs, A Discu.uionfor Consumer Protcction Pr~/essionals and the ;Wedia, 
Washington. DC. November 14. 2008. 
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This list barely scratches the surface of the problem. The child's toy. Aqua Duts. 

was recalled aller it was alleged tu be contmninated with a '\late rape·· drug. Litigants in 

Florida allege that Chinese drywall installed in their homes is dangerou~. malodorous. 

and contaminated with high levels of sulli1r. There are allegations n::garding 

contaminated toothpaste, seafood. pet food, honey. and claims regarding product integrity 

dcficiencit:s in steel pipes and automohile tires. While countrit:s outside the U.S. claim 

they can insure product siifoty, the record suggests a very different result.5 

Every U.S. manufacturer of any product is subject to the U.S. rule of law, the U.S. 

civil justice system. and U.S. regulatory mandates. That foreign entities and individuals 

profit from the sale of goods - on occasion. dangerous or even deadly defective goods -

and are somehow outside this system is offensive, dangerous, and unfair. It is time to put 

an end to this injustice. 

III. H.R. 4678: A Simple, Elegant, Appropriate, and Essential Change 

H.R. 4678 provides a remarkably elegant and simple solution to the jurisdictional 

and constitutional challenges that have thwarted scores of victims in the past. 

5 After the tainted pet food debacle a few years ago, China. the source of tens of millions of 
dangerous goods, claimed it would implement 10,000 new safety regulations. As of the date of 
this testimony, many of those regulation~ are not in place. More legi.~lution to Comhat Shoddy 

Products, FINANCIAL T!Mf.S. January 9. 2008. 

/t1Jl1i/'\ ww. legal info. gov .cn/engl ish/News I /contenli2009-
0I120/coment I 024166.httll?J!.Qdc=7§.Q4; Chinese Officiu/s Dealing With New Pesticide fointed 

Food Crop. March 3. 20 I 0, http //chinadigitattimes.nel/20 I 0/03/.:hinese-officials-d~aling-with
new-pesticide-tainted-foo.Q.:<;.rQPL; Melamine Reprise: Who Knew Wh{ll When?, 

hnp:f/ch inadi gitahi mcs.nct1i_Q.Hl.LO I /IT)clam ine-reprise-who-knew-\• hat-when/, January 20 l 0. 
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We all recognize the lt:gal issue: assertion of jurisdiction over an im.lividual nr 

l.)lltity presents a challenge when the entity's conrncts with state are limited or minimal. 

Not surprisingly. many foreign manufacturers do not have an officer. agent, 

representative, employee. ollice. or property (indicia of more than minimal contact) in a 

particular state where their products cause harm. At present. such manufacturers cannot 

readily be hakd into court if their contacts fail to meet the constitutionally compelled 

'"minimum contacts'' requirement. Notwithstanding the presence of n citizen injured by 

an overtly defective product manufactured by a known (hut foreign) defendant. U.S. 

courts have. to date. been unreliable fora. 

In the absence of the ingenious solution presented in H.R. 4678, access to 

justice is limited or denied. To hale a foreign manufacturer into court, a victim must 

show that the foreign entity has "purposefully established 'minimum contacts" in the 

forum State."'~ In addition. the assertion of judicial power must be consistent with 

notions of fair play and substantial justice, fundamental fairness. and reasonability - for 

the defendant. Asahi Metal Industry Co., ltd. v. Superior Court of California. Solano 

County .1 "Jbis test requires courts to assess the burdens the defendant faces in having 

to defend a claim in the U.S .• including an assessment of whether the defendant 

"'purposefully availed" itself of the rights and obligations of the forum state. a 

Foreseeable presence ,>fa product alone is unlikely to meet these requirements. 9 

6 Burger King Corp. v. Rudz!'wicz, 4 71 U.S. 462. 474 ( 1984). 

7 480 U.S. 102. I 13 (1987): lnternmional Shoe v. Washin~ton, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945). 

3 A.~tthi Metal lndu.Hry Co .. lid v. Superior Court o/Calijiimia. Solano County, 480 U.S. 102. 

113 ( 1987): Burnham 1•. Superior Court of California. 495 lJ.S. 604 ( 1990). 

'' World-Wide Volkswt1gen v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286 ( 1980). 
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Justice O'Connor's plurality opinion in A.~ahi requires contacts that go beyond 

the "mere act of placing the product into the stream'' of commerce such as advenising, 

marketing, or designing a product for the forum state. 10 Justice Brennan concurred in 

Asahi. suggesting a more fundamental •·stream of commerce" approach - a simple 

m11ion involving the foreseeable presence of the product - hut his view has not been 

followed in most state couns. In the void created by Asahi and similar ca:;es. couns are 

-·at best - unsure about the most basic exercise of power over foreign manufacturers 

who produce goods that harm U.S. consumers. 

Do not accept the assenion that the constitutional and jurisdictional riddle 

presented by the As(l/ti case is insoluble. 

First, in what has become a rather well-known footnote. Justice O'Co1mor 

speculated whether ·'Congress could. consistent with the Due Process Clause of the Fifth 

Amendment, authorize federal coun personal jurisdiction over alien defendants based on 

the aggregate of national contacts, rather than on the contacts between the defendant and 

the State in which the federal court sits."11 The footnote simply posed the question and 

could be seen as an invitation to the Congress to solve the jurisdictional and 

constitutional question by a legislative declaration that the minimum 

contactslreasonability/faimess requirements are met when there is an aggregation of 

national contacts (though the approach was limited to federal courts}. The aggregation of 

national contacts approach requires definitions of the volume of activity. It is not the 

basis of H.R. 4678. 

10 Asahi, at 111-112. 

11 Asahi at 113. 
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H.R. -t678 is in purt predicated on a more fundnmcntal notion - choice or party 

autonomy. 12 If a foreign producer chooses to sell products in the U.S .. as a condition of 

doing business. the producer or its domestic distributor must consent to the jurisdiction of 

the U.S. courts and designate a registered agent for service of process. Consent to 

jurisdiction, much like agreements regarding the body of law to apply in a particular 

Clmtractual transaction, is common, understandable. and effective. I.\ 

This is a wonderful step forward both in protecting consumers and leveling the 

playing fidd in this area. 

IV. HR 4678: A Constitutionally Sound Proposal 

Foreign manufacturers are subject to the jurisdiction of domestic courts if there 

are sufficient minimum contacts with the forum state and if the proceeding comports with 

our notions of fairness. justice, and rcasonability. While As"hi requires judges to take 

into account the unique burdens a defendant faces in a foreign legal system, if a 

manufacturer reaps the benefits of a distribution network. it should not be able thereafter 

12 The "choice" aspect of this bill is not absolute since it is coupled with the notion of meaningful 
contacts. However, for large producers and distributors. this can be akin to generalized notions of 
party autonomy. Support !Or the notion of party auronomy is 1101 a mam:.r of controversy. See. 
Louise Ellen Teitz. J11e Htt~ue Choice of Court Cv11vemion: Validating Party Autonomy und 

Providing an Alterna1ive IO Arhilration. 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 543 (2005) Michael Whincop & 

Mary Keyes. Putting the "Private' Back into Private l11ternatinnal I.aw: Default Rules and the 

Proper law of the Contract. 21 Melb. U. L. Rev. 515, 542 (1997); Michael E. Solimine, For11m
Se/ec1ion Clauses and the Privati;:atio11 of l'roc.:dure. 25 Cornell Int'! L.J. 51. 52 ( 1992). 

1J In the automobile safety area, the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. 49 U.S.C. 
30164, requires non-U.S. manufacturers selling vehicles in the United States to designate a 
permanent resident of the U.S. as an agent for service of process and for purposes of 
administrative and judicial proceedings that might result if the product turns out 10 be 
problematic. A clarification of those rules issued in August, 2005 (Fed. Reg. August 8, 2005, vol. 
70. no. 151). 
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to deny the forum court's jurisdiction. 14 

;\I their core. these dual requirements (minimum contacts and fairness) involve 

notice and a relationship with a forum state. Designation of an agent in a state where 

there are substantial contacts (as mandated by H.R. 4678) meets those requirements. 

In the absence of H.R. 46 78. the problems with the current state of the law will 

remain unsolved. Two years ago. I studied dozens of case where jurisdiction was denied 

even though the products in question were made with the purpose of being sold in the 

U.S.15 While there are some cases that find it "fundamentally unfair'' to allow a foreign 

manufacturer to insulate itself from the jurisdiction of the court SQlely by the use of a 

distributor, they are not the norm.16 

The minimum contacts puzzle is not complicated. The more a defendant 

purposefully avails itself of the rights and obligations of the forum state, maintains 

facilities. bank accounts. 01,1,ns property, pays taxes. has employees, agents, advertizes. 

establishes communication with consumers online or otherwise. the less minimum the 

contact become. All these features infer notice and "relationship" with the forum state -

and H.R. 4678 actually requires both. 

Constitutional concerns are often framed in terms of two other tenns: service of 

1
·• Th is paragraph and much of materials in this section are drawn heavily from my articles, 
Popper, "Defective Foreign Products in the United States: Issues and Discussion," 37 PRODUCT 
S.<\l'ETY ANO LIABILITY REPORTER 45, January, 2009; Popper. "Unavailable and Unaccountable: 
A Free Ride for Foreign Manufacturers of Defective Goods," 36 PRODUCT SAFETY AND 

Lll\Rll.ITY REPORTER 219 (No. 9. March 3. 2008). 

1~ Saia v. Scripw-Tokai. 366111. App. Jd 419; 851 N.E.2d 693 (2006). ,·erl. denied 550 U.S. 9J4 
t2007): Cu1111inj!ham v. Subaru o/Americu. Inc. 631 F. Supp. 132, 136 (D. Kan. 1986)(finding 
avoidance of accounrnbilicy "fundamentally unfair" for certain foreign manufacturers who 
produce goods designed for sale and sold in the U.S.). 
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process and reasonability. On its face. H.R. 4678 provides s statutory solution for service 

of process. As to a reasonability assessments ba<>ed on the fifth Amendment and 

Fourteenth Amendments. 17 one approach is to look at the policies underlying the statutes. 

the interests of the state. the ease of litigating a claim. and fundamental fairness. A 

state's interest in having a producer or distributor of defective goods held accounrable. 

particularly when the producer has an agent in the state and has consented to the 

jurisdiction of the state. seems a straightforward matter. 

Some courts have simplified the reasonability matter and held that once 

purposeful availmcnt is found. the reasonability requirement is satisfied ("reasonableness 

... i~ presumed once the court finds purposeful availment. .. ")1
K Consent to jurisdiction 

imposed by law and the presence of a registered agent in the state would satisfy the 

reasonableness analysis. However, without H.R. 4678, the reasonability calculus 

becomes complex. 

Typical ofreasonability cases is Bou-matic, v. Ollimac Dairy19 which relied on 

seven factors to assess reasonability: I) The extent of purposeful interjection; 2) the 

17 Fifth Amendment (for federal) and Fourteenth Amendment (for state) considerations still apply. 
The ques1ion becomes whe1her chose considerations arc addressed in a statute that mandates an 
agent for service of process and requires consent to jurisdiction. 

18 8011-matic v. 01/imac Dairy, U.S. District Court, Eastern District of California. 2006 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 14543. March 15. 2006 citing Ballard v. SavoKe, 65 F.Jd 1495, 1500 (1995). which cites 
Sher v. Johnson, 911 F.2d 1357, 1364 (9th Cir.1990)("once a court finds purposeful availment, it 
must presume thatjuris<liction would be reasonable"). The Bou-Matic court noted that. ''(wjhen 
such a presumption operates, the burden of proving unreasonableness shifts to defendant. .. who 
must "present a compelling case that the presence of some other considerations would render 
jurisdiction unreasonable." (citing) Ballard. 65 F.Jd al 1500 (and quoting Burger King, 471 U.S. 

at 477. supra. note 6)). 

1'> Id. 
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burden on the defendant to dcfond in the chosen forum: 3) conflict with interests of the 

sovereignty of the defcmlant's stale; 4) the foreign state's interest in the dispute: 5) the 

most dticicnt forum for judicial resolution of the dispute: 6) the importance of the chosen 

forum to the plaintiffs interest in convenient and effective relief: and 7) the existence of 

an alternative forum.!0 The court also noted that one must look broadly to the 

connections the manufacturer has with the United States. not just to the forum state.11 

H.R. 4678 would greatly simplify this type of inquiry. 

11.R. 4678 can be analogized to various registration statutes.22 While such 

statutes often facilitate service of process. they have not always resolved in personam 

jurisdiction.Hand have been only part of a faimesslreasonability due process analysis. 24 

11 Id. at 16. 

~~ E.8·· National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 49 U.S.C. § 30164; 49 U.S.C. § 10330 
(requires every interstate carrier su~ject to the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission to designate an agent for service of process in each state which it operates in); 
Foreign Corporation Act. Minn.Stal.§ 303 et seq.: Tex. Bus.Corp. Act Ann. art. 8.IO(A): 10 
Del.Code § 3114 (upheld. Arm.,rrong v. Pomerance, 423 A.2d 174 (Del.1980). Cf various state 
single-act motorist statutes. e.g. Hess v. !'t1lvwski. 274 U.S. 352 ( 1927) (discussing what was then 
Mass.Stat.1923. c. 431, § 2). 

?J See 1:.J{ .. Applewhite v. Metro ,tvit1tion. Inc .. 875 F.2d 491. 494 (Sth Cir. 1989) (service was 
pro~per but did not resolve personal jurisdiction.) but cf Burnham v. Superior Court, 495 U.S. 604 
( 1990) (personal service of process over an individual is sufficient for personal jurisdiction). 

~· See, Scan K. Hornbeck. Commmt, Transnational Utigmin11 and Persnrnal Jurisdiction over 
Furt!ign Defendants. 59 ALB.LREV. 1389, 1433-1436 ( 1996) ("Unless otherwise indicated, 
courts wi II read statutes containing such service prov is ions as including an authorization for a 
national contacts test.") and ('"The Ni111h Circuit construed "worldwide" or national service of 
process provisions as legislatively authorizing both service abroad and the use of a national 
contacts tests for purposes of asserting personal jurisdiction over foreign defendants.") (internal 
citations omitted). (citing (jo-Video. Inc. v. Akai £/ec. Co., lid .. 885 F.2d 1406 (9th Cir. 1989) 
(upheld a statutes authorizing international service of process using a "national contacts" 
approach): P:u-rish, Sovereig111y. Nor Due rnx:e.u: rer.w11al Juri.~dic1ion Over Jurisdiction Over 
N1mre.~iden1 Alien De/'e11dants. 41 WAKE FORF.ST l.REV. I. 21. FN (2006}(dis<:ussion of 
personal jurisdiction issues). 
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However. a designated agent plus a legislative declaration of consent to jurisdiction 

provides a solid basis for declaring satisfied the reasonability requirement. even when 

characterized as simple registration.~~ An entity that consents to jurisdiction gives up 

right to challenge it, even if compelled to consent~6 by statute.27 

V. H.R 4678: Consistent with Globalization and with the Legal Systems of 

U.S. Trading Partners 

In .Jones & l'ointe v. Roto,28 a foreign manufacturer sold artificial Christmas trees 

in Virginia. derived profits from those sales, and maintained a website that invited 

inquiries regarding the products in question.2q This information was available to any 

person and the design of the website inferred no limitations on the areas where the site 

!S There is some disagreement about the effect on in per.wmam of simple registration statutes. 
Compure Knawlton v. Allied Jlan Lines, Inc .. 900 F.2d 1196, 1200 (8th Cir. 1990)("0nc of the 
most solidly established ways of giving such consent is to designate an agent for service of 
process within the Statc.")and Shapiro v. Sourheaswrn Greyhound lines, 155 F.2d 135, 136 (6th 
Cir. 1946) ('·Service upon an agent so designated in conformity with a valid state statute 
constitutes consent to be sued ... The fact that the consent was given under a valid federal statute 
rather than under a state statute does not detract from the force and legal effect of that consent."), 
with Wenche Siemer v. Learjet Acquisition Corp .. 966 F.2d 179, 183 (5th Cir. 1992) ("the mere 
act of registering an agent [ ... J does not act as consent" and fact that Learjet sold I% of national 
business in Texas not enough to establish general jurisdiction) and Rat/iff v. Cooper 
Laborurorie.v. Inc. 444 F.2d 745 (4th Cir. 1971). cert. denied404 lJ.S. 948 (1971) ("The 
princi pies of due process require a firmer foundation than mere compliance with state 
domestication statutes."). 

~6 See Knowlton .s11pru note 25 at 1200 {"The designation of an agent, in accordance with federal 
law. also operates as consent to the personal jurisdiction of the Minnesota courts.") 

~;See K11owlto11 .mpru note 25, at 1199-1200 ("Such consent is a valid basis of personal 
jurisdiction, and resort to minimum contacts or due-process analysis 10 justify the jurisdiction is 
unnecessary.'') (quoting /n5. Co. of Jrelund. Ltd .. v. CompuJ>:nie des Bauxites de Guinee. 456 Ll.S. 
694 ( 1982)) . 

. ~• ;198 F. Supp. 2d !!22. 829 (E.D. Pa. 2007). 

~9 Id. at 829. 
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was to he acu:ssed or the products sold. Accordingly. the court held that ''in this age of 

WlO and GAIT [the General Agreement on Tariffs and TradcJ one can expect forther 

globalization of commerce. and it is only reasonC1ble 1ha1cumpanies1ha1 distribute 

(ll/eged~y defective products through regionul dis1ribu1urs in this country . .. "nticip(1/e 

being haled into court by plaint!{/.~ in their home stale.~ [emphasis added] . .-Jo H.R. 4678 

resolves the question of"home state" and is fully consistent with evolving trends and 

expectations in our increasingly globalized economy. 31 

In terms of the WT0~2, H.R. 4678 does not create an undue barrier or obsracle to 

trade. It imposes on foreign manufacturers the same responsibiliries and obligations of 

domestic sellers and producers. 111e WTO concept of trade without discrimination 

requires a somewhat level playing field for domestic and non-domestic market 

participants and H.R.4678 does just that. 

Moreover, while I do not teach in the international trade area, it appears that many 

of the primary U.S. trading partners (including China and most of Latin America) do not 

give U.S. companies doing business in their countries a "free pass" from their legal 

systems.33 It is only logical, therefore. that foreign companies within the U.S. are 

10 Id. at 831 (citing Bczrone v. Rich Brother.f Firework'. 25 F.1d 610, 615 (8th Cir. 1994). 

-'
1 I discuss some of the special challenges plaintiffs face when trying to pursue claims against 

foreign defendant in my anicle in the Produc1 Safer,v cmd liability Repor/er (supra, note 3) For 
this testimony. I will only no1e that Central Authority es1ablished by the Hague Convention on the 
Service of Process Abroad of Judicial and Exm~iudicial Documenls in Civil and Commercial 
:'Yfaners is the likely means of serving process on a foreign defendant (there are other 
mechanisms, e.g., letters rogatory, that are unreliable at best). Time, costs, and inconvenience 
plague this process. The abi I ity to secure service of process through a domestic.: designated agent 

set fonh in H.R. 4678 should case some of the burden on injured U.S. consumers. 

)~For general information about the World Trade Organization. see. www.w10.org 

"Yu Shanshan, P.~.</. China Her.~ Turi Laws. Oh. A11d They Are Relevant For Foreign1trs, April I, 
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likewise subject to the jurisdiction of U.S. courts. 

More than a century ago, the Supreme Court recognized that the U.S. legal system 

did not operate in isolation. H As the 19th Century drew to a close. an international vision 

of commerce emerged. Part of that visi()n. however, was the understanding that there are 

rules to follow both in terms of international law and the country-by-country application 

of domestic law predicated. inter alia, on protecting the "right:; of [a country's] own 

citizens or of other persons who arc under the protection of its laws:·J-' H.R. achieves 

precisely that objective: without creating any unusual burdens. it gives U.S. consumers 

access to the civil justice system. 

The short of it is that H.R. 4678 aligns the U.S. with our trading partners. It does 

not create unique or extraordinary trade harriers. Moreover, the general rule in tort law in 

almost every country regarding forum is lex loci delecti - the law of the place of the 

wrong. H.R. 4678 is folly consistent with this construct. 

VI. Conclusion 

H.R. 4678 is important not only in terms of injured consumers but in terms of 

20 I 0. hllp:!/www.beijing1o<la.!£Q!!1£!.li.!ag,'toi:t-la~ {on the application ofChina'!I New fort law): 
Peter Neumann and Calvin Ding, Chinu's New Tort l.uw: Dawn of fhe Product liability Era. 
~.!:fp;i/_c.hi1.i.ahusinessrt:v iew. netip11bl ici 1003/neumann .html, June 20 IO: John F. Molloy. 
Co11fer1mce Report. Miumi Conference Summury o/Presentulions, 20 Ariz. J. INn. & COMP. 
LAW 47, 59-63 (2003){describing the strategic and practical consi<lerations relevant to U.S. 
companies sued in Latin America countries) 

q Hilton v. Guyot. 159 U.S. 113 (1895) . 

.13 '"But it is the recognition which one nation allows within its territory to the legislative. 
executive or judicial acts of another nation, having due regard both to international duty and 
convenience. and to the rights of its own citizens or of other persons who are under the protection 
of it5 laws." Id. at 164. 
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U.S. business interests. When foreign entities (through their products) arc in the U.S. and 

are uutside the reach of the U.S. court system. a market distortion occurs. Quite simply. 

foreign entities (and their domestic distributors) are al a distinct cost advantage over their 

domestic competitors who must both avoid liability by exercising higher levels of care 

and must insure again.st the chance of product failure. 

In other areas of law (e.g., antitrust36
) entities kicated abroad that affect and cause 

hann to interests within the U.S. bear responsibility for those consequences in U.S. 

courts. Entities doing business here - selling goods directly to consumers - should abo 

be no less accountable in our cowts. 

H.R. 4678 levels the playing field and protects consumers. It is constitutionally 

sound and consistent with trade law. It is a straightforward and essential change, giving 

injured persons access to the civil justice system. 

I have had the honor of testifying on matters pertaining to tort law and tort reform 

on many occasions over the last 25 years. Almost every hill I considered during that time 

raised troubling questions about the protection of consumers. My testimony supporting 

H.R. 4678 is a first for me. 

This is good legislation that will produce fair and just results. l ask respectfully 

;i. See /!.e11erally, Aniclc 5(3) of the Brussels I Regulation applicable to EU countries. See. Boast 

and Pennington. F.xtraferritoriu/ Application of US. Antitr11st law: An Overview, 
http://www.ahl!.•1~!:.!-!fl:ll1l.ntitrusti111-commi1tees/a1-ic/pdl7spring/OS/boas1.pdf; Roger Alford, fhe 
Exrruterriwrial Application of Ant1mm Laws: A Posucript m1 Hartford Fire ln.vumnce Co. v. 
California, 34 VA. J. INT'L L. 213 (1993) 
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that you adopt H.R. 4678.37 

" My ~rent thanks lo American University. Washington College of Law students Katie Leesman, 

Lucia Rich. Jon Stroud, and Allyson Valadez for their invaluable assistance. AFP 
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Mr. RUSH. Ms. Rowden, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF MARIANNE ROWDEN 

Ms. ROWDEN. Thank you, Chairman Rush, Ranking Member 
Whitfield, and members of the subcommittee, my name is 
Marianne. Rowden, and I'm president and CEO of the American As
sociation of Exporters and Importers. AAEI has been the voice of 
the InternationaJ Trade Community since 1921, and we represent 
the entire spectrum of the trade community. AAEI greatly appre
ciates the opportunity to testify today. Our written testimony sub
mitted for the record raises five points, but I would like to con
centrate on two fundamental issues .. 

Since enactment of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Act, product safety has become an integral part of trade compli
ance. This new responsibility follows the trade community adopting 
new practices to enhance supply chain security since 9/11. 

Our experience over the last decade has been that regulating 
goods produced outside of the. United States requires two things: 
First a wholistic risk management system; and two, implementa
tion of product safety legislation, which would eliminate the need 
for H.R. 4678. 

Let's turn to the chart entitled A Multi-Layered Approach to 
Wholistic Risk Management. 

This chart categorizes. companies. based on risk characteristics .. 
This solution will allow the government to spend its limited re
sources efficiently and effectively to prevent defective products from 
entering the commerce of the United States, secure the homeland 
and increase trade compliance. 

We would like to highlight the companies who joined CPSC's vol
untary partnership program with CBP, the importer self-assess
ment program for product safety would fall into the ultra low risk 
category as a result of their demonstrated commitment to ensuring 
the integrity of their imported products and the safety of U.S. con
sumers. 

This wholistic risk management approach is critical to the imple
mentation of product safety laws enacted by Congress. First, with
out information about the integrity of imported products, we will 
continue to see defective products. AAEI is working with CBP, 
FDA, CPSC and other Federal agencies to leverage the data al
ready collected by CBP to assess risk. 

Congress has chosen different methods for dealing with risks 
posed by different products. For consumer products. Congress has. 
directed CPSC to require certifications demonstrating that the 
product meets applicable safety standards. 

For food drugs and devices, Congress chose to require foreign 
manufacturers to register with FDA because of the risks posed to 
the public health by potential bad actors seeking to compromise the 
integrity of these. products. 

These laws need time for implementation and evaluation of their 
effectiveness before adding more legislative requirements. 

Finally, AAEI remains concerned that if Congress chooses to pass 
H.R. 4678, similar requirements will be placed on U.S. companies 
exporting to foreign markets. We believe it will be difficult for 
small U.S. companies to expand export opportunities and create. 
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jobs in the United States if they are required to appoint a reg
istered agent in foreign countries to defend lawsuits. 

We thank you for the opportunity to testify today, and I'm happy 
to answer the subcommittee's questions. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Rowden follows:] 
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Statement of Marianne Rowden 
President & CEO, American Association of E>1porters and Importers 

Testimony on ~H.R. 4678, Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act" 
before House Energy and Commerce 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 

June 16, 2010 

A. Introduction and Overview 

Chairman Rush, Ranking Member Whitfield and Members of the Committee, good morning. 
My name is Marianne Rowden and I am the President and CEO of the American Association 
of Exporters and Importers (AAEI). AAEI appreciates the opportunity to offer its comments 
on H.R. 4678, the "Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act of 2010." 

It is a privilege to appear before you today at this hearing, and we are honored that the 
Committee has invited AAEI to provide our expertise about the impact of H.R. 4678 on 
international trade and the U.S. trade community. We hope that AAEI's testimony provides 
the Committee with a broader perspective on the ripple effects tilat legislation suct1 as H. R. 
4678 can have on the global trading system and U.S. companies importing products into the 
United States as well as those seeking to export to foreign markets as well. 

AAEI has been a national voice for the international trade community in the United States 
since 1921. AAEI represents the entire spectrum of the international trade community 
across all industry sectors. Our members include manufacturers, importers, exporters, 
wholesalers, retailers and service providers to the industry, which is comprised of brokers, 
freight forwarders, trade advisors, insurers, security providers, transportation interests and 
ports. Many of these enterprises are small businesses seeking to export to foreign markets. 
AAEI promotes fair and open trade policy. We advocate for companies engaged in 
international trade, supply chain security, export controls, non·tariff barriers, import safety 
and customs and border protection issues. AAEI is the premier trade organization 
representing those immediately engaged in and directly impacted by developments 
pertaining to international trade. We are recognized as the technical experts regarding the 
day·to·day facilitation of trade. 

B. H.R. 4678 Will Not Enhance Product Saftllt 

AAEl's testimony on H.R. 4678 addresses five areas of concern regarding the impact of this 
bill on the international trade community: 1) AAEI favors a risk management approach to 
product safety issues; 2) the U.S. importer of record Is the entity which bears the legal 
responsibility for legal and regulatory action in connection wit'1 imported products; 3) recent 
legislation by Congress already reQuires many foreign manufacturers in highly-regulated 
industries to register with U.S. federal agencies; 4) U.S. federal agencies are working with 
foreign governments to monitor and prevent defective products from being exported to the 
United States; and 5) requiring foreign manufacturers to appoint a registered agent in the 
U.S. will negatively impact U.S. exporters, particularly small-medium enterprises. 

AAE! believes that Congress is at its best when it enacts legislation that provides a 
framework and toots to achieve certain outcomes rather than mandating processes to 
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achieve a pa rt1cula r result. Conyress htis ueyu n enacting legislation to deal with product 
safety problems resulting from imported defective products. AAEI believes that Congress 
should continue its work on product safety legislation for goods which pose a health or 
safety risk to the American public, and to let the various current pieces of legislation affect 
change before adding any new requirements. 

1. Risk Management for Product Safety 

Over the last decade, the international trade community has had to deal with a variety of 
nsks as a result of global sourcing for the U.S. market as well as U.S. companies expanding 
their sales to foreign markets. These risks include ensuring the integrity of shipping 
containers to protect the U.S. homeland from a weapon of mass destruction being shipped 
through the global supply chain as well as ensuring the integrity of the product in the 
shipping container to protect against defective products which may harm the health and 
safety of the American public. 

R.isk management has been the policy adopted by U.S. Customs and Border Protection a~er 
the attack on 9/11 to regulate the global supply chain. Congress has ratified this policy by 
basing CSP's risk-based account management program, the Customs-Trade Partnership 
Against Terrorism (C-TPAT), in section 211 of the Secure and Accountabihty for Every Port 
Act (SAFE Port Act}, P.L. 109-347 (October 13, 2006). 

Congress has followed this risk management approach for product safety as well in passage 
of the Consumer Product Safety rmprovement Act (CPSIA). Specifically, section 222 
provides that; 

(a) RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY.-Not later than 2 years after the 
date of enactment of this Act, the Commission shall develop a risk 
assessment methodology for the identification of shipments of consumer 
products that are-

( 1) intended for import into the United States; and 
(2) likely to include consumer products in violation of section 17{a) 

of the Consumer Product Safety Act (15 U.S.C. 2066(a)) or other import 
provisions enforced by the Commission. 

See, 15 U.S.C. § 2066. The heart of risk management must be account-based 
management, which is essentially a pre-entry assessment of a company's risk profile and a 
post-entry assessment. of its ilCtual compliance with U.S. customs and product safety laws. 

AAEI has designed a chart entitled "A Multi·Layered Approach to Holistic Risk Assessment" 
which categorizes importers by risk based on certain characteristics. For example, 
companies which are "ultra-low risk" are those who join public-private partnership programs 
(such as C-TPAT or ISA) because they work with CSP on a continual basis to ensure that 
their compliance level is high. Importers which import cargo from low-risk countries stiould 
be designated as low-risk, whereas importers that have high-risk characteristics or import 
from high-risk countries are medium-risk, and unknown importers with infrequent 
shipments from the highest risk countries pose the highest risk for both trade compliance 
and supply chain security. However, such assessments can only be made using an account
based system whereby CBP develops a risk-based methodology to create a company profile 
for CBP to determine tt>e appropriate tools for the level of risk posed by the company. 

CBP and CPSC have developed an account·based risk management program, the Importer 
Self-Assessment (ISA) for Product Safety. CSP has found a correlation between companies 

2 of 6 
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with goud internal conlrols and hiyhly compliance rate with U.S. customs laws. It is this 
correlation which forms the foundation of ISA, and can support the development of account· 
based management programs. Companies join ISA in order to be removed from the annual 
Focused Assessment audit pool so that they can devote the resources necessary (e.g., 
compliance personnel) to conduct the periodic self·audits required by ISA. !SA requires 
companies to document these periodic audits. Unfortunately, only two companies have 
been accepted into the ISA for product safety program. AAEI supports ISA's risk-based 
analysis of companies' business processes, and supports the development of "risk 
assessment" methodologies, such as those required by the CPS!A, for product safety. 

2. Role of the U.S. Importer of Record 

Under U.S. customs law, the U.S importer of record {i.e., the owner or purchaser of the 
goods) is the entity which has the legal responsibility to ensure that the goods are entered 
with "reasonable care" and in compliance with an federal laws. See, 19 U.S.C. § 1484(a}. 
Only entities who can demonstrate their right to make entry, that is show that they have a 
financial interest in the goods as an owner, purchaser (or in some cases, a license customs 
broker on behalf of an importer) have the right to make entry. 1 

As the owner or the merchandise, the U.S. importer is the entity over whom the United 
States exercises legal jurisdiction since generally enforcement actions by federal agencies 
relating to the imported goods are by their nature in rem actions (i.e., actions against the 
goods). Moreover, implementation of H.R. 4678 would require CBP to develop another 
complex layer of regulations to determine who the actual manufacturer is for purposes of 
appointing a registered agent. We believe that such determinations may be difficult to 
make depending on the particular manufacturing process (e.g., mixtures and compounds) 
or the variety of commercial relationships {e.g., third-party contract manufacturing). 

3. Legislation Already Requires Registration of Foreign Maoufa~~i.U .... !::J.iqh Ris_k 
!.!1-C!J.l~tries 

In 2002, Congress enacted the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and 
Response Act of 2002 (the Bioterrorism Act), which President Bush signed into law June 12, 
2002. The Bioterrorism Act was passed to protect the U.S. food and drug supply from an 
act of terrorism. In order to make the food supply more secure, Congress mandated that 
"any facility engaged in manufacturing, processing, packing, or holding food for 
consumption in the United States" be registered with the Secretary of Health and Human 
Services (through the Food and Drug Administration). See, section 305 of the CPSIA. In 
addition to the registration requirement, the statute also mandates: 

for a foreign facility, the owner, operator, or agent in charge of the facility 
shall submit a registration to the Secretary and shall include with the 
registration the name of the United States agent for the facility. 

See, 21 U.S.C. § 350d(a){l)(B). 

1 CBP has is.sued a number of Headquarters Ruling Letters. (HRL) concerning who has the 
right to make entry. See, HRL 222020 dated August 1, 1990; HRL 223904 dated November 
4, 1992; HRL 224015 date November 18, 1992; HRL 225357 dated December 22, 1994; 
HRL 114894 dated June 20, 1997; HRL 115110 dated November 2, 2000; HRL 115808 
dated October 8, 2002; HRL 115805 datea January 7, 2003; HRL 116024 dated August 14, 
2003; HRL W563380 datea May 27, 2006. 

3 of 6 
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Similarly, the Bioterrorism A<.:t rf;.'quirf:.'s fureign manuracturers of drugs and medi<.:<il devices 
to register as well: 

( 1) Any establishment within any foreign country engaged in the manufacture, 
preparation, propagation, compounding, or processing of a drug or device that 
is imported or offered for import into the United States shall, through 
electronic means in ;u;:cordance with the criteria of the Secretary-

(A) upon first engaging in any such activity, immediately register with 
the Secretary the name and place of business of the estabhshment, 
the name of the United States agent for the establishment, the name 
of each importer of such drug or device in the United States that is 
knowr> to the establishment, and the name of each person who 
imports or offers for import such drug or device to the United States 
for purposes of importation; and 
{B) each establishment subject to the requiremerots of subparagraph 
(A) shall thereafter-

21 u.s.c. § 360(i). 

(i) with respect to drugs, register with the Secretary on or 
before December 31 of each year; and 
(ii) with respect to devices, register with the Secretary during 
the period beg inning on October l and ending on December 31 
of each year. 

Since federal law already requires the registration of foreign manufacturers of food, drugs, 
and devices, we believe that H.R. 4678 is unnecessary and would simply duplicate existing 
federal law. 

Instead of requiring the registration of foreign manufacturers, Congress decided to take a 
different approach for consumer products: 

(1) GENERAL CONFORMITY CERTIFICATION.-Except as provided in 
paragraphs (2) and (3), every manufacturer of a product which is subject 
to a consumer product safety rule under this Act or similar rule, ban, 
standard, or regulation under any other Act enforced by the Commission 
and which is imported for consumption or warehousing or distributed in 
commerce (and the private labeler of such product if such product bears a 
private label) shall issue a certificate which-

( A) sh al I certify, based on a test of each product or upon a 
reasonable testing program, that such product complies with all 
rules, bans, standards, or regulations applicable to the product 
under this Act or any other Act enforced by the Commission; and 
(B) shall specify each such rule, ban, standard, or regulation 
applicable to the product. 

15 U.S.C. § 2063(a). Thus, Congress chose to require a certification regime rather than 
require the registration of foreign manufacturers because it was concerned with the 
prevention of defective products entering into tt1e commerce of the United States, rather 
than post-entry recall. 

Because chemicals are used in a wide variety of industries, they are regulated by multiple 
federal agencies (e.g., EPA, FDA). In the case of chemicals used in the production of 
pharmaceuticals (e.g., active pharmaceutical ingredients). the chemicals company may be 
subject to the Bioterrorlsm Act. For imported chemicals subject to the Toxic Substances 
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Control Act (TSCA), the certificate serves as a product declaration to identity whettler the 
chemical is listed in EPA's inventory. Therefore, we believe that enactment of H.R. 4678 
would be disruptive to the existing regulatory regime for tt1is highly r<!gulated industry. 

4. U.S. Working with Foreign Governments 

In addition to the foreign manufacturer registration requirement under the Bioterrorism Act 
of 2002, Congress empowered the Secretary of Health and Human Services to engage with 
foreign governments to prevent defective products from being imported into the United 
States. Specifically, the statute states that: 

(3) The Secretary is authoriz.ed to enter into cooperative arrangements 
witt> officia Is ot foreign countries to ensure that adequate and effective 
means are available for purposes of determining, from time to time, 
whether drugs or devices manufactured, prepared, propagated, 
compounded, or processed by an establishment described in paragraph 
{l), if imported or offered for import into the United States, shall be 
refused admission on any of the grounds set forth in section 381 (a) of this 
title. 

21 U.5.C. § 360(i)(3}. 

As a result of the product safety issues resulting from imported products with melamine, the 
United States has embarked on a number of bilateral and multi-lateral arrangements to 
cooperate on product safety, such as through the Security and Prosperity Partnership of 
North America, the U.S.-China Strategic Economic Dialogue (SED). the U.S. - European 
Union (EU) High Level Regulatory Cooperation Forum, the Transatlantic Economic Council, 
and the Global Health Security Initiative. See, Import Safety • Action Plan Update issued by 
the President's lnteragency Working Group on Product Safety (July 2008), which may be 
found at http: //archive. hhs. gov I irnports11fetvLr~port/actiQD.!illQ.?L~~L!:!.Ctiqn pla nu pdate . .1;1.(!J. 

A number of federal agencies (e.g., CPSC, FDA, and HHS) have entered into memoranda of 
understanding (MOU) with their counterparts in the People's Republic of China to cooperate 
on product safety matters. Within the U.S. government, CBP has recently signed an MOU to 
allow CPSC personnel to access CSP commercial automated systems for import safety risk 
assessments. AAEl believes that this collaborative work among government agencies 
should continue. 

5. Impact on U.S. Exporters 

AAEI is particularly concerned about the impact H.Ft 4678 would have on U.S. exporters if 
this bill is enacted by Congress. The President has made it a priority to double U.S. exports 
over the next five years, particularly through his National Export Initiative. Jn particular, 
the Administration seeks to increase exports among smal1·medium size enterprises since 
these are the companies which generate the most job growtti. 

If the United States enacts H.R. 4678 requiring foreign manufacturers to appoint a 
registered agent to receive service of process, we must anticipate that our trading partners 
will enact similar measures. It will be difficult and expensive for American SMEs to maintain 
registered agents in all the foreign markets to which it exports. Moreover, having a 
registered agent. in foreign markets increase the likelihood that these companies will be 
subject to litigation before foreign courts in countries with legal proceedings which are less 
transparent than the United States. SMEs have fewer resources to dedicate to trade 
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compliance, and having to m;iintain a registered <1yent in other countries will simply ;idd 
another disincentive to export to foreign markets due to a lower return on investment 
because of the risks associated with potentia I foreign litigation. For these reasons, AAEI 
believes that the policy underlying H.R. 4678 is ultimately counter-productive to the goals of 
U.S. trade policy. 

Finally, we raise certain other legal issues which the Committee should consider before 
voting on H.R. 4678. In particular, we note that the United States either has existing 
statutes or is a signatory to a number of international treaties which may be affected by this 
bill: 

Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act: We note that many foreign companies are 
owned, in whole or in part, by the government (e.g., Airbus, China). While 
U.S. law has recognized "commercial activity" as a general exception to 
jurisdictional immunity of a foreign state, this Committee should be aware 
that our trading partners may react negatively if H.R. 4678 Is passed. 

Hague Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extra-Judicial 
Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters: This treaty provides for signatory 
countries to designate a "central authority" to accept service of process from 
a foreign person or entity on behalf of a domestic individual or entity. (See, 
also, the Inter-American Convention on Letters Rogatory.) 

Hague Convention on Foreign Judgments in Civil and commercial Matters: 
We note that the United States is not a signatory to this treaty, which has not 
been widely accepted and thus is not considered "international law· due to 
lack of accession by many countries. Nonetheless, even if H.R. 4678 was 
enacted and foreign manufacturers appointed registered agents, there is no 
method by which a judgment for money damages rendered in a U.S. court 
could be enforced against a foreign corporation with assets outside the United 
States. (See, however, the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement 
of Foreign Arbitrat Awards and the Inter·American Convention on 
International Commercial Arbitration, which the U.S. is a signatory. See, 
also, Foreign Judgments Act.) 

We do not believe that this is an exhaustive list of potential legal issues which may arise if 
Congress enacted H.R. 4678. Rather, AAEI believes that there are a myriad of policy 
reasons noted above to dissuade this Committee from moving forward with this legislation. 

C. Conclusion 

Jn conclusion, we wish to thank the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Trade, 
Commerce, and Consumer Protection for its invitation to provide our observations, 
comments, and suggestions on H.R. 4678, the ''Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability 
Act." We greatly appreciate the Committee's consideration of this bill to deal with the 
consequences of defective products. We hope that our testimony will provide practical ideas 
for the Committee to explore in developing legislation on product safety, and we are happy 
to answer any additional questions you may have or provide further clarification and 
information on any of the ideas described in our testimony today. AAEI looks forward to 
working with this Committee concerning product safety issues. 
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Mr. RusH. The chair thanks all of the witnesses for their opening 
statements. And the chair now recognizes himself for 5 minutes for 
the purposes of questioning the witnesses. 

Mr. Morgan, I must begin with you, your story of you and your 
family, the tragedy that you had to endure was heart wrenching. 
There is not one of us that wasn't moved by your story that you 
provided us. And I want to thank you for your willingness to share 
your story with us today. The story of defective Chinese drywall in 
what you thought was your dream home has, you said, made your 
life turned upside down, forced into bankruptcy and forced you to 
lose your home. And I can't think of anything that would be as hor
rible as having someone to lose their home under these kind of cir
cumstances. 

Your story demonstrates quite clearly to all of us that the ex
pense of foreign defective products on the American consumer can 
be enormous and can be life altering. 

We are not only moved emotionally, but we are also outraged by 
what happened to you and your family, and what is happening to 
not only you and your family but to thousands of other American 
consumers who are victims of thjs defective drywall, and other 
products, I might add, foreign manufactured and defective that 
come in from overseas. 

We are just very, very moved by the results that Americans have 
to suffer from the circumstances. 

I guess this might be kind of an interesting elementary question, 
but can you share how you feel about that and say why you sup
port this legislation? 

Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir. I bear no ill will to China or the compa
nies, 14 months ago, my life was perfect. We had no concerns, no 
issues, and in 14 months, I'm here today talking with you good la
dies and gentlemen. Just hold them accountable like anybody else 
in this country. I don't think they should be placed on a higher 
standard. Just put them, hold them accountable like everybody 
that does business in this country is. As a police officer, my wife 
being a school teacher, we always had to obey the rules. It's just 
our nature. And I think that is probably the most frustrating thing 
is they are not being made to obey the rules of doing business in 
this country. 

Mr. RUSH. Since your story has been made known to the public, 
have you been able to identify or share your stories with other 
American citizens who have had a similar story? 

Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir. And my story is very typical. The sad 
thing is it took almost 2 years for our home to start to display the 
problems. In other words, we built it brand new in 2006 and it was 
around 2008 we started experiencing the problems with the elec
trical systems, the air conditioning, my wife had the nose bleeds 
the coughing, the headaches, all those types of things. And the 
homes that were built last year , there are a lot of people that have 
it in their homes and they don't know it yet. Anything I can do, 
and that's one reason I wanted to come here today, anything I can 
do to bring awareness to this~ it's hurtful to sit and tell people that 
I've had to file bankruptcy. May 17th my. home went into fore
closure. 
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My "vife and I were always the type of people, our mortgage 
check was there on the first because we were afraid if it was a day 
late they were going to come take the house. Here again, we have 
always done what we're supposed to do, and that's just what I hope 
anybody that does business with this country will be held to the 
same standards as those of us that live here and work here. 

Mr. R USH. Again, I want to thank you and members of this com
mittee, our hearts go out to you and we are highly motivated to 
solve this problem. 

Mr. MORGAN. Thank you, chairman. 
Mr. R USH. The chair is extending this time now, the chair now 

recognizes Mr. Whitfield for 5 minutes. 
Mr. WHITFIELD. Thank you very much, and thank you all for 

your testimony. 
When we talk about safety of products in the U.S., of course one 

part of it is we have a mechanism where we can recall certain 
items and then what this legislation really is about is giving an in
dividual or a legal entity an opportunity to get a defending party 
into court. And let's take Mr. Morgan's example, and Mr. Morgan, 
I also would like to convey my very much concern about you and 
your family and what has happened to you and other people caught 
in the same circumstance. 

But if this law had been in effect, the one that we are talking 
about, and Mr. Popper, if we if we were able to serve, get the serv
ice of process on the Chinese company that provided this drywall 
and if we obtained a judgment in a court in the U.S., whether Fed
eral or State, whatever, how difficult would it be to actually obtain 
the funds to collect to the judgment? 

Mr. POPPER. I guess the best way to answer that would be to say 
that you would never get to that question unless this legislation is 
adopted. Because you would never get to having that manufacturer 
in court. 

Mr. WmTFIELD. I understand that. If we are going to try to really 
help people like Mr. Morgan, we can help get service of process 
very easily. But what can we do to collect on the judgment? In his 
case for example? 

Mr. POPPER. The potential of liability changes behavior. The po
tential for civil liability is one of the most powerful forces in the 
American economy. Selling a product in the United States and 
knowing that you don't get a free pass or a dodge but that you can 
be haled into court and that you can haled, found liable, I think, 
creates an incentive that is worthwhile. That is the whole theory 
behind the tort system. That is the corrective justice effect. I don't 
mean to avoid your question. But you start with the fact, you asked 
me how this could happen or how this could be avoided? That is 
one way. The second way is we position--

Mr. WHITFIELD. How do we collect the money? 
Mr. POPPER. You go after the manufactw·er and if the manufac

turer doesn't cough up the money on the judgment, or if the manu
facturer makes it difficult to secure that judgment under The 
Hague convention, then you have to go after the distributor. But 
you don't get to do any of that right now .. None of those, none of 
those values are. there. 
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To be clear, this legislation doesn't solve every problem in the 
civil litigation system when you're dealing with a foreign manufac
turer. It does give you a valid starting point. This bill wasn't de
signed, as I read it to facilitate the collection of foreign judgments. 
It allows for the entry of the judgment. Now potentially, you have 
got a judgment creditor, you have a company that is in trouble,. you 
have an enforcement mechanism through the Department of Home
land Security--

Mr. WHITFIELD. Mr. Popper, thank you, I appreciate that. I only 
have 1 minute and 50 seconds left. Thank you for that. 

But the importer of this product, Mr. Baskin, this tainted wall
board. that was used in Mr. Morgan's house, would. there be any 
mechanism through a treaty or otherwise that a lawsuit could have 
been filed against the importer or the distributor of the product in 
the U.S.? 

Mr. BASKIN. The importer is responsible for obligations that the 
Tariff Act puts on him with regard to importation, but the importer 
would not necessarily be responsible for paying money. damages. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. Mr. Morgan did your employers sue the importer 
of the product? 

Mr. MORGAN. Not yet, no, sir. 
Mr. WHITFIELD. Have they had talked to you about doing that? 
Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir, I know all things are being looked at, and 

I would have to. defer any. additional questions like that to them. 
Mr. WHITFIELD. So they have not made a final decision yet. OK. 

But they are looking in it. 
One other question I would like to ask, and I'm not an expert in 

this certainly, but some experts have told us that this legislation 
may run afoul of WTO requirements for similar treatment of for
eign and domestic products that if the bill passed foreign manufac
turers would face the penalty of exclusion of their goods from com
merce for failure to have a registered agent and thereby accepting 
the specific jurisdiction of the State court. However domestic manu
facturers do not face this significant penalty of banishment from 
commerce for any similar violation. 

Is there any argument there that WTO would look at this. as a 
discriminatory type action? 

Mr. BASKIN. I would have to defer to Customs and International 
Trade Commission for an answer like that. CPSC wouldn't be in a 
position to answer that. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. But Mr. Popper, you had indicated that recently 
China had changed their tort law. Is that correct? 

Mr. POPPER. My understanding, and it is in my testimony that 
China adopted a new, what they call a new tort law to take effect 
July 1, 2010. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. Have you had an opportunity to look at that yet? 
That law? 

Mr. POPPER.. It has been in the making for 8 years, and I have 
looked at the components parts of it that are available online. I 
haven't read it in its native tongue. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. May I ask one other question and I know we 
have other people. 

But Mr. Baskin, does the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
have. a position on this bill? 
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Mr. BASKIN. Yes. We support the concepts of the bill. But as I 
noted in my testimony, there are some issues that we would have 
with regard to the range and size of manufactw·ers that would be 
subject to the process. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. You do support the concept? 
Mr. BASKIN .. Yes. 
Mr. RUSH. Thank you. Ms. Sutton is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Ms. SUTTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Baskin, in your testimony, you stated that earlier this year 

Chairman Tenenbaum sent a letter to Congress, and in the letter 
noted that helpful changes to the existing statutes might include 
a service. of process requirements for foreign manufacturers so. that 
the agency can more easily pursue recalls, is that correct? 

Mr. BASKIN. Yes. 
Ms. SUTTON. And so this legislation could be helpful to the Con

sumer Product Safety Commission as well as to providing redress 
for injured consumers, correct. 

Mr. BASKIN .. Yes. 
Ms. SUTTON. Ms. Gadhia, thank you very much for your testi

mony as well. 
The CPSC has a number of tools as we have heard here today 

intended to prevent unsafe consumer products from entering the 
market. And you testified that this bill will make considerable 
strides in assisting CPSC. and other. agencies in holding appro
priate entities responsible for products that they introduced and 
sell to our consumers. 

Could you elaborate about how this would work together and 
complement the CPSC's activities? 

Ms. GADHIA. Absolutely. As has been noted, there are mecha
nisms. on the front end such as. the CPSIA and other statutes in 
place that hold all manufacturers to certain safety standards that 
their products have to meet before they are sold in the U.S. 

And there are mechanisms once those parts come to our borders, 
through the good work of CBP and Department of Homeland Secu
rity to screen those products. But there are two issues with regards 
to that, one,. not every company is going to follow the safety stand
ards. You're going to have unscrupulous products, manufacturers 
and products, dangerous products coming through. And wi.th the 
resources that CBP and others have, they are not able to screen 
every single one of the products at the border. 

So the end result for a variety of reasons is that there are going 
to be dangerous products on the market, despite everyone's efforts. 
And so this is yet another mechanism on the other side of things 
to address the harm when it does occur and allows consumers 
when they are injured and go through the devastating cir
cumstances that Mr. Morgan and his family have gone through to 
try to begin to obtain some redress for that. 

Ms. SUTTON. Thank you. And of course, Professor Popper~ you 
were just explaining the benefits of also having this kind of legisla
tion pass so that we can give an incentive to those who produce 
products to make them safe. Would you like to elaborate on that 
and how this is a useful tool up front as well as providing redress? 

Mr. POPPER. I think that there is no question that the potential 
for liability changes behavior. It means both making sure in the 
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production process that you have exercised reasonable care and 
that in the distribution and sale process you provide adequate in
formation and warning. You know that liability is down the road. 
Whether as has been suggested, you may have difficulty selecting 
the judgment is a very separate question. 

The other piece of this. is that once you interject the. CPSC into 
the equation and the way the consumer product safety improve
ment legislations worked is, you end up with findings of regulatory 
violations where you don't have the collection of judgments a prob
lem. Those findings become facts that constitute a violation, they 
constitute a breach of a duty of care and they are readily imported 
into our legal system. It's the way U.S. manufacturers function. 
They work both the front end and back end. It's what creates safer 
pr.oducts. Why not do that with foreign manufacturers? It seems 
fair to me. 

Ms. SUTTON. I appreciate that very much. Mr. Morgan, thank 
you so much for being here and for testifying for sharing your expe
rience with the committee in an effort to. try and improve the situa
tion for others. 

I'm very sorry to bear about what has happened to your family. 
I'm sorry to hear about the toll that it has taken and the time that 
you have had to deal with in pursuing some kind of effort at re
course. 

To the. questions that some of my colleagues have raised about 
enforcement, I have some ideas about enforcement too so I look for
ward to pursuing those. 

But I just, I'm struck and I think that it was professor Popper 
who indicated that your words frankly summarize it when you say 
foreign manufacturers should not be allowed to sell products which 
destroy homes and make people sick with impunity or the. list of 
any of these other products that come into our stream of commerce, 
and frankly it will improve safety of products not just for American 
consumers, but for all consumers. And so I would advise and en
courage folks to look at the list of items, Professor Popper, that is 
contained in your testimony I believe about things that are coming 
in to this country. 

And I don't have much time left, but I would just because I'm 
not very familiar, Ms. Rowden, with exactly with your entity that 
you are representing but I believe you said you represent the inter
national trading community in the United States. And you support 
what I believe you described as fair and open trade policies, did 
you all support, did your organization support then things like 
NAFTA and CAFTA and NPTR? 

Ms. ROWDEN. Yes, traditionally, we have supported free trade 
agreements. 

Ms. SUTTON. So you support all those things? 
Ms. ROWDEN. Yes. 
Mr. RUSH .. The chair now recognizes Commander Murphy. 
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and thank you to the 

panel. Professor Popper, a question for you, I just want to make 
sure I have a proper summary of your testimony, so if we use these 
products, you can be poisoned, strangled, choked, fall, crash, 
burned, bruised, cut or die but you can't sue? 

Mr. POPPER. That's correct. 
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Mr. MURPHY. Then given that, then I have a couple of follow-up 
questions there. And you pointed out that when one has to face the 
responsibility of litigation or the chance of litigation, it is a 
motivator for companies to make sure they keep an eye on their 
products because they are going to be held responsible for that. 

Does that add to the cost of products made in America such that 
products made in other countries that don't bear that responsibility 
use that as a mechanism to actually undercut the cost of products 
and sell them cheaper in the United States? 

Mr. POPPER. I'm not sure I understand exactly your question, but 
I believe in my testimony what I stated in the written portion of 
it was that foreign manufacturers who are freed of this responsi
bility bear lower costs because they don't have to observe the due 
care responsibilities and they bear lower insurance costs and com
panies in the United States do have to observe due care respon
sibilities, do have to observe statutory obligations, do have to en
sure against harm, and do spend more money. Consequently, the 
U.S. companies are definitely at a disadvantage. 

Mr. MURPHY. That is what I wanted to know if you have any 
kind of dollar figure percent figure you have that it is one of those 
things that foreign companies may actually, we know they manipu
late currency, they do a number of other things to subsidize or ma
nipulate taxes, but I'm wondering along these lines too if we have 
any. kind of dollar figure. of what it is that they. may by bypassing 
us actually undercut the cost of products. 

Mr. POPPER. It's actually a very wonderful question, and it's very 
volatile because it is what is referred to in the United States from 
time to time as the tort tax. If you listen in the tort reform debate 
to people who don't necessarily agree with me on some of the 
issues, and they complain about the imposition of liability what 
they do is they place a percentage number on what it costs to 
produce good and safe products in this country and comply with 
our tort system. And I'm going to estimate that it is somewhere in 
the neighborhood of 15 to 20 percent. 

Mr. MURPHY. But that is a significant number-
Mr .. POPPER .. Massive. 
Mr. MURPHY. And companies are saying we will just build in 

China and send it over here, and we don't have to pay that extra 
15 to 20 percent and we manipulate cun·ency which puts another 
40 percent savings on, it's hard to compete with those countries. 

Mr. POPPER. It's hard to compete with those countries and with 
those products so. long as. those products are not subject to. the U.S. 
legal system. 

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you. Mr. Baskin, I have a question, too, on 
your testimony. Does the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
have sufficient personnel to screen these products before they even 
get over here? 

Mr. BASKIN. That would be a question t hat would be outside of 
my range of knowledge here. 

Mr. MURPHY. I know you mentioned about the number of people 
who were involved in this and you have increased the number of 
screening, which is good news, but, even before they enter our 
ports, or I don't know where you feel that it's more important to 
check them before they leave the country of origin or when they 
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come to our country, it's one of those areas that in order to protect 
consumer safety, if someone from your agency could get back to us 
because it's an important question to know what we would need to 
do with that. 

Mr. BASKIN. Certainly, certainly. 
Mr. MURPHY. Can someone also answer. the question of what 

happens to U.S. Products in a foreign country? So if we sent some
thing to a foreign country and it is deemed to be unsafe or some 
other problem, what happens to those products from foreign coun
tries, anybody know? 

Mr. POPPER. I will just give you a quick answer. 
Footnote. 33 in my written testimony, I refer to a couple of pieces, 

one on the new Chinese tort law, and the other a piece pertaining 
to South and Central America and the imposition of liability on 
U.S. companies doing business in foreign countries. And the record 
varies. But for the most part, I have come to stand behind lex loci 
delicti. If you're in another country and you commit a wrong, the 
idea that the. United States State Department is going to come in 
and bail you out when you're being subjected to civil liability, as 
far as I know, doesn't happen. 

Mr. MURPHY. One final question then, do the importers of prod
ucts in this country, do they mislabel products in terms of country 
of origin, content, anything else? Is that showing up anywhere, Mr. 
Baskin, in your. findings? 

Mr. BASKIN. That is always an issue. I have spent some time in 
Customs, and that is always a violation that customs would find. 
It would be no less applicable to CPSC. 

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much. 
Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes Mr. Braley for 5 minutes. 
Mr. BRALEY. Mr. Morgan, I had the opportunity at the height of 

the Chinese drywall publicity to inspect some homes in Delray 
Beach, Florida, and I got to see first hand exactly what you were 
describing in your home, the corrosive effect on the wiring and the 
materials, the overwhelming smell of sulfur in there. And it was 
eye opening for me because the homeowners were devastated about 
what was happening to homes that they put a lot of money and 
we1·e very proud of. And then I went back to Iowa where I live, and 
I was sick for about the next 6 weeks with respiratory problems. 

Have you or your family had any types of health-related prob
lems because of being exposed to this Chinese drywall that we were 
talking about? 

Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir, my wife experienced nose bleeds for a long 
time, persistent coughing and headaches. After we moved out of 
the Chinese drywall house into our rental home she had nose 
bleeds for 2 days and she hasn't had one since. 

Mr. BRALEY. You're the perfect example of what foreign manufac
turers who aren't subject to having a registered agent available in 
the. United States. do manipulate and that is they know that the 
long period and cost of trying to hold them accountable for what 
whatever they do, people will get frustrated and give up because 
at some point you have to move on with yow· life and you can't 
wait for that magic solution when you have got bills to pay and 
people are pushing you into bankruptcy. Has that been your experi
ence? 
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Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir, I mean just the cost just to do the trans
lation, you know, $150,000, to myself or people like me it might as 
well be $1 million. It's just money that we don't have, we can't af
ford, and being a police officer, I hate to say in public, thank good
ness for attorneys. They have been a real lifesaver for us in trying 
to get some. of our life back. It's just been a maddening process. It 
really has. 

Mr. BRALEY. Mr. Popper I want to follow up with you. I have a 
very clear memory of a front line program talking about the trade 
imbalance between China and the United States, and they showed 
the Port of Long Beach with shipping container after shipping con
tainer come. in with finished consumer products, a lot of them elec
tronics, you name it, coming in and then they showed what was 
leaving the Port of Long Beach and it was recycled scrap metal and 
cardboard. That was the extent of what was going on in terms of 
the bulk of the shipping coming in and out of that port. 

And you talked about the practical aspects of enforcing a judg
ment against a foreign manufacturer. 

When you have got a judgment, all it is is a piece of paper. It 
means nothing whether you're suing a domestic manufacturer or 
foreign, but it gives you the right to enforce a judgment, and if you 
have got assets available in the United States, through a domestic 
manufacturer, you pursue that. If they refuse to pay, or if they are 
not insured, you can levy on those assets, you can attach them~ you 
can have them sold, and then those proceeds can be used to satisfy 
a judgment, correct? 

Mr. POPPER. That is correct. 
Mr. BRALEY. The same thing applies with foreign goods that 

would be in this country coming in through our ports that are 
owned by a foreign manufacturer, those are tangible assets. that if 
need be, could be levied upon to satisfy a judgment if you can trace 
them back to the owner of the manufacturer, and they are doing 
business in the stream of commerce in the United States, right? 

Mr. POPPER. That is correct. 
Mr. BRALEY. So it is not like we are developing a remedy without 

a payoff. It's just that it's. very difficult,. given the relationships 
with these foreign manufacturers and their ability sometimes to 
hide their assets overseas that makes it difficult for people who 
have been injured by these defective products to actually get a pay
out at the end. 

Mr. POPPER. Yes. 
Mr. BRALEY. Would you agree with that? 
Mr. POPPER. I would agree with that. 
Mr. BRALEY. Ms. Gadhia, one of the things I want to talk to you 

about is why this is so important? Because when you talk about 
something as massive as what we've seen with Chinese drywall, 
the average individual consumer, by themselves, are typically pow
erless against these large. foreign manufacturers many of whom are 
hard to identify, because when you go into your Lowes or your 
Home Depot, they may have a product there that looks on the sur
face like it's a domestic product, and in reality, it was imported by 
a distributor, and being sold under their name rather than the 
original manufacturer. Why is it so important to consumers that 
we move. forward on this legislation? 
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Ms. GADHIA. It's incredibly important because, first of all, I think 
consumers have an expectation, and rightfully so, that the products 
that come into their homes regardless of where they come from are 
safe and it's only fair to domestic manufacturers that the rules that 
they play by should also apply to foreign manufacturers. 

You also need a mechanism that works on the other end of this 
entire supply chain in this system, where when you have got stand
ards in place and you have got border protection in place, but you 
still have unsafe products coming through, sometimes you have a 
situation where you didn't know that this product was going to be 
problematic. I don't think anybody could have foreseen that you 
would have a children's toy with a chemical on it that turned to 
the date rape drug. I don't think you could have foreseen years ago 
that you would have sulfur coming out of drywall and causing 
these kinds of horrific problems. You have a lag time between these 
products coming in sometimes and the problems they cause, and 
you need that redress on the other side for consumers to be able 
to be made whole. 

Mr. BRALEY. Thank you. I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RUSH. The chair recognizes Mr. Sarbanes now for 5 minutes. 
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you to the wit-

nesses for their testimony. 
I always feel at these hearings, and in particular, committee, 

that I'm always sitting here saying you mean we don't already do 
that? Whatever the topic is, whether it's regulating chemicals, or 
in this case, whether consumers are going to have recourse when 
these foreign manufactured products come into the country, be
cause I think the average American probably expects that this is 
already being done. 

And in that respect, I want to thank Congresswoman Sutton for 
this legislation because I think as four out of five of you testified, 
it makes absolute common sense to pursue it. 

I once argued in the Fourth Circuit a case on minimum contact. 
So I'm very familiar with the frustration, of a case called Eloquent 
Machine Corporation. And we were down to trying to make the 
case that faxes and other communications that were coming into 
the State of Maryland were sufficient to establish minimum contact 
for the purpose of exercising personal jurisdiction, I don't know if 
you're familiar with that case or not. But in any event, it makes 
absolute sense to try to fill this, or close this loophole as you have 
described it. And I wondered, though, if you could, Mr. Popper, re
spond to Ms. Rowden's arguments about whether we sort of don't 
need to go there yet, but it's really just a matter of improving the 
oversight through CPSC and other measures that we can take and 
that this is just kind of a extra layer that is unnecessary at this 
time. If you could respond to that, I would appreciate it. 

Mr. POPPER. I think about 2-1/2 years ago when we started 
learning about the problems with pet food and the entire country 
seemed to mobilize around the issue, your question was answered. 
Were you dealing with isolated incidents, isolated problems and 
you had a solid regulatory structure in place, it might be worth 
waiting to allow that system to mature. 

I think that is not the case. I think you are looking at a remark
ably broad problem when you're talking about 80. percent or more 
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of the goods regulated by CPSC, the vast number of our pharma
ceutical products, goods throughout the United States that we use 
in good faith. You started out your comment about why don't we 
already do this, I think as a country, one of the best things about 
us is that we operate in good faith, we operate in trust. We believe 
that when we buy a product sold by a reputable seller that we can 
rely on its safety and its efficacy. And we have learned with foreign 
manufactured products we can't do that. The regulatory system 
needs to be bolstered. The civil liability system needs to be bol
stered. 

I certainly understand the desire to maximize our trade position. 
I think that is correct at every level. But requiring companies doing 
business in the United States, whether they are domestic or for
eign, to follow the same set of laws strikes me as not inconsistent 
with that goal. It strikes me as perfectly consistent with it. 

And from my perspective as a law professor, I thank you for say
ing lawyers are, from time to time, heroes. They are. But you can 
be a good lawyer and representing a client who has a serious. prob
lem and run into exactly what you ran into in the Fourth Circuit, 
and there is nothing you can do about it. And when that happens, 
the concerns that we might have about some of our trading part
ners being miffed about the impositionaJ liability strike me as not 
particularly the dominant concerns that one ought to have. 

Mr. SARBANES. I appreciate it, and I think, Ms. Gadhia, you 
made the point that even a very rigorous regulatory oversight re
gime doesn't mean that you're going to completely be able to pre
vent harmful products from coming into the stream of commerce. 

Ms. GADHIA. Correct. 
Mr. SARBANES. And you need other ways to create deterrence 

and/or create some. remedy or recourse should that happen. 
Ms. GADHIA. That is absolutely correct. And in addition, as I 

mentioned in my testimony, this type of registered agent can also 
help agencies like the CPSC that are trying to conduct recalls with
in that regulatory scheme to do so in a proper fashion. 

Mr. SARBANES. I have got 15 seconds. One last question for you 
Mr. Popper. And that is. you spoke a little bit about what other 
countries have in place. Can you speak about what is happening 
with Chinese products going into certain other countries in terms 
of the way they are handling, because China has obviously been a 
focus of our discussion here. 

I mean, are we sort of in good or bad company, however, you 
might want to. characterize. it, in terms of the way we. are equipped 
to handle these products coming in from China when we look at 
other countries or are others ahead of us on that? 

Mr. POPPER. To the best of my knowledge, we provide a remark
ably generous environment for foreign manufactw·ers by not impos
ing liability. I believe in the EU countries and in Latin America 
and in South America they are. treated the same as their. domestic 
companies. And so I think what we are doing is both domesticalJy 
and internationally leveling the playing field. 

And if I might add just in terms of the regulatory obligations, 
keep in mind that as effective as regulatory systems are, they do 
not provide individual personal injury remedies. They provide a 
regulatory recourse, that affects the broad population, but the indi-
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vidual affected adversely by the violation of a safety regulation 
doesn't have recourse before the agency. The agency isn't an Article 
3 court. It doesn't provide those remedies. 

Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes Mr. Stupak for 5 minutes. 
Mr. STUPAK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, thank you all for your 

testimony. Mr. Morgan, sorry, about your. problems there. and un
fortunately your problems are duplicated many times throughout 
this country. Just a question though, you said you had your house 
built, right. 

Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. STUPAK. Did your builder charge you the going rate for 

drywall or did you get a lesser cost. 
Mr. MORGAN. I don't know. I would like to know what the cost 

difference was. 
Mr. STUPAK. I would like know that too. You might have a per

fect claim right there against your builder. 
Let me ask Mr. Baskin or Ms. Gadhia, what happens when prod

ucts come into the United States like this drywall, let's say, come 
came in right now from China high in sulfur, what would happen 
to it? You discover it at the border. 

Mr. BASKIN. Luckily it's not. So that is a good thing in that
Mr. STUPAK. But if it did, what would happen. 
Mr. BASKIN. If it did, it could be detained at the border. 
Mr. STUPAK .. It sits there, right. 
Mr. BASKIN. Yes. 
Mr. STUPAK. Why don't we shove it back to the shipper? 
Mr. MORGAN. The authorities allow that eventually. 
Mr. STUPAK. They do? 
Mr. BASKIN. Yes. 
Mr. STUPAK. Well, then we. had the inferior steel coming in from 

China, we had a couple of schools collapse in California because of 
inferior steel, they are telling us they have no authority to return 
it. In other words, it comes in, if they test the steel, it doesn't have 
the proper strength, they set it aside, tag it, set it aside, and it sits 
there, or whoever ordered it comes, picks it up, they are told they 
can't use. it, say, for construction of a school, but. it sits there or 
they take it use it for some other use in theory. So while you have 
authority to detain it, do you have specific authority to send it back 
to China. 

Mr. BASKIN. I don't know about the steel situation. 
Mr. STUPAK. How about drywall? Right now if bad drywall came 

in,. you had the right to detain it at the border. 1 agree with you, 
but do you have a right to send it back to China? And if so, who 
pays for it. 

Mr. BASKIN. Good questions all. I would have to defer an answer 
to that, get that question in writing and we can get back to you 
on that. 

Mr. STUPAK .. Ms .. Gadhia, you indicated, and Mr. Sarbanes, that 
the registered agent could help in a recall. How would a registered 
agent help in a recall underneath this legislation. 

Ms. GADHIA. The border would help is that you have got an enti
ty here in the U.S. that should the agency need to get information 
from the agency about the scope of the product and when it was 
manufactured, the. dates. that they believe the. defective product 
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was manufactured, where the product went, how it was distributed, 
you have got an actual agent here that is, as the agent for service, 
of process, a contact domestically for the agency so they aren't try
ing to chase an entity overseas. 

Mr. STUPAK. But sure but 464 7 just requires you to have a reg
istered agent here to accept process. You don't have to know any
thing about the product. You just have to be able to accept process 
so you don't have to send it to China and try to chase someone 
down where the central government holds it for 6 months before 
they give it to the manufacturer. How would a registered agent 
help? There would have to be more in the legislation wouldn't there 
to be able to really help in a recall .. 

Ms. GADHIA. I think what it would do is it gives the agency one 
more option, one more entity to try to get that information from 
rather than sending it to China and having it sent back. 

Mr. STUPAK. I agree if you're going to bring a lawsuit, you have 
a person or individual or entity you serve the process to and that 
manufacturer in this case is drywall would be considered served, 
but I don't know if I have a registered agent how that would help 
in a recall because they are not required to know manufacturing 
location, physical location, they just have to be a registered agent 
for a company, right? 

Ms. GADHIA. I might defer on the details of what the CPSC 
would be looking for as far as information the recall process to the 
agency. But I think it would depend on the case. It would depend 
on in some situations the agent for service of process might be an 
entity that has that information. In some cases you're right it could 
be simply and agent that accepts the paperwork. 

Mr. STUPAK. So in this legislation shouldn't we expand the role 
of the registered agent more than just a person or entity that ac
cepts service? Shouldn't they h ave greater knowledge of at least, if 
it's going to help in a recall. 

Ms. GADHIA. I think it could certainly help to do that, to expand 
it. 

Mr. STUPAK. So do you suggest we put that in this legislation. 
Ms. GADHIA. I would respectfully take a minute to, I would re

spectfully respond that I would think about that a bit and get back 
to you on the record, if that's all right. 

Mr. STUPAK. Please do. Mr. Chair, when we are in Oversight and 
Investigations, we see this all the time, whether it's melamine or 
whatever it might be, and a registered agent doesn't do anything 
to help you. In fact, all it is is. a point of contact here in the United 
States. 

Ms. Rowden, why doesn't the American Association of Exporters 
and Importers just volunteer to be the registered agent for all these 
importers? 

Ms. ROWDEN. Oh, gosh. 
Mr. STUPAK. Oh, gosh? I mean--
Ms. R OWDEN. Our members are importers and exporters of goods. 

Often it is the U.S. importer who has the legal responsibility under 
U.S. customs law to deal with product safety and also will en
sure-

Mr. STUPAK. Are you saying that the importers are certifying 
that the. product is safe when they bring it in this country. 
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Ms. ROWDEN. They have the obligation to make sure that that 
product meets all U.S. laws. 

Mr. STUPAK. Really? Under what law is that. 
Ms. ROWDEN. All laws, not only U.S. Customs law, the FDA-
Mr. STUPAK. So Mr. Morgan should just sue the importer. 
Ms. ROWDEN. He. can. The question is I'm not a trial attorney, 

but whether that would, the causation would be there for the U.S. 
importer to be liable. I just don't know. 

Mr. STUPAK. So the fact that they may have it, it's not real liabil
ity that Mr. Morgan could look to the importer of this drywall and 
say aha, you imported this, you had a responsibility and duty to 
make sure it met U.S. standards. and if not, therefore, Mr .. or Ms. 
Importer, you are subject to our courts and jurisdiction. 

Ms. ROWDEN. Certainly, the U.S. importer is subject to U.S. law 
as a U.S. entity. They are subject to all the regulatory require
ments. 

Mr. STUPAK. But doesn't the law require them to knowingly 
know that they imported a defective product. and the burden of 
proof is really on Mr. Morgan , not on that importer to show that. 

Ms. RoWDEN. That would be a normal trial law. 
Mr. STUPAK. So it's really useless. But going back to my question. 

Why wouldn't you just be the registered agent? All you're doing ac
cepting process, so therefore you could cut down on all the ex
penses, the fear of Congress putting forth regulations that you fear 
in your statement here, it could be resolved by your agency, just 
being the registered agent. All you're doing is accepting process 
and we could short circuit this, get right to the court and see who 
has liability here. 

Ms. ROWDEN. But our association has no commercial relationship 
with foreign manufacturers. 

Mr. STUPAK. You don't have to have a commercial relationship. 
All you have to be is a person who is present in the United States 
over usually the age of 21 and be willing to accept the process. You 
don't have to be an attorney or anything. All you have to be is a 
person, you are a point of contact to begin that process so Mr. Mor
gan doesn't have to run all over China to find his manufacturer. 

Ms. ROWDEN. It is not our role as a trade association to serve as 
that function, because that is a legal function. 

Mr. STUPAK. Well, if you're trying to promote trade, why wouldn't 
you do that? Because you're promoting trade, you're providing a 
service for people importing or exporting in. I would think that 
would be the service you would want to do. 

Ms. ROWDEN. I doubt that our membership would support that. 
Mr. STUPAK. I doubt that too, but good argument. I yield back, 

thank you. 
Mr. Ross. The chair thanks the members, and also the chair 

thanks the witnesses for your outstanding and extraordinary con
tribution to this hearing. And with that in mind, again we thank 
you for the valuable time, you allowed us to utilize your valuable 
time. 

This first panel now is dismissed. Thank you very much for com
ing. And Godspeed to each and every one of you. 

Mr. Morgan, this committee does stand in support of you and 
your family. Thank you very much. 
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Will the second panel please be seated. 
We certainly want to welcome members of the second panel to 

this subcommittee hearing. And again, I want you to reemphasize 
to you how extraordinarily grateful we are for your sacrifice of your 
time and energy to be here to help make. a contribution to the hear
ings that the subcommittee has to deliberate on the important mat
ters. And I want to recognize each and every one of you by name. 

And to the members of the subcommittee on my left, is Mary 
Saunders. She is the assistant Secretary for manufacturing and 
services for the international trade administration. Seated next to 
Ms .. Saunders is. Ms . Deborah Wince-Smith .. She is president and 
CEO of the council on competitiveness. 

And next to Ms. Wince-Smith is Mr. Owen E. Herrnstadt. Mr. 
Herrnstadt is the director of trade and globalization for the inter
national association of machinists and aerospace workers. 

And then next to Mr . Herrnstadt is Mr. Jack Crawford Junior. 
He is the. chief executive officer of J adoo Power. 

And Mr. Anthony Kim is seated next to Mr. Crawford. He is the 
policy analyst for Heritage Foundation. 

Again, welcome to each and every one of you. It is the customary 
tradition of this committee to swear in the witnesses. So would you 
please stand and raise your right hand. 

Mr. RUSH. Let the record reflect that all of the witnesses an
swered in the affirmative. 

We will begin with you, Ms. Saunders. You have 5 minutes for 
an opening statement. 

STATEMENT OF HON. MARY SAUNDERS, DEPUTY ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY FOR MANUFACTURING AND SERVICES, UNITED 
STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE; DEBORAH WINCE
SMITH, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, COUN
CIL ON COMPETITIVENESS; OWEN E. HERRNSTADT, DIREC
TOR OF TRADE AND GLOBALIZATION, INTERNATIONAL AS
SOCIATION OF. MACHINISTS & AEROSPACE WORKERS; JACK 
CRAWFORD, JR., CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, JADOO 
POWER; ANTHONY KIM, POLICY ANALYST, HERITAGE FOUN
DATION 

STATEMENT OF MARY SAUNDERS 
Ms. SAUNDERS. Chairman Rush, Ranking Member Whitfield, 

thank you for the opportunity to speak to. you today about the im
portant topic of clean energy technology and export assistance. 

As you are well aware, clean energy is one of the greatest eco
nomic opportunities of the 21st century, and promoting the devel
opment, production and energy efficiency technologies and services 
is the highest priority for the Department of Commerce. These 
technologies are important to economic growth in the United States 
and locally. 

At the International Trade Administration or ITA, we have iden
tified significant overseas market opportunities for U.S. firms in 
these technologies surfaces areas. 

For the record, I will not be commenting on H.R. 5156, but rath
er, my testimony will provide a prospective on the issues, chal
lenges and opportunities within the clean energy technology and 
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services sector today, as well as highlight some of the many pro
grams that ITA has put in place to support U.S. industry competi
tiveness on this front. 

ITA is the lead export promotion agency in the Federal Govern
ment. Our mission is to create prosperity by strengthening the 
competitiveness of the U.S. industry, promoting trade and invest
ment, and ensuring fair trade compliance with trade laws and 
agreements that enhance the ability of U.S. firms and workers to 
compete in the global marketplace on a level playing field. 

At his State of the Union Address this year, President Obama 
announced the National Export Initiative, or NEI, with the goal to 
double U.S. exports. in years in support 2 million jobs. The. Presi
dent also emphasized that the Nation that leads the clean energy 
economy will be the Nation that leads the global economy. 

Clean energy technologies are a key way to meet global and eco
nomic development needs, mitigate climate change and capture the 
high value of innovation of jobs that this sector offers. Within ITA, 
we are responding to the NEI and to the President's emphasis on 
clean energy by hiring trade specialists in emerging growth mar
kets, supporting small and medium size enterprises to broaden 
their exposure to international markets and developing outreach 
and trade mission programs to improve exports in high growth re
placement clean energy. 

U.S. clean energy technologies and services companies. face fierce 
competition in international markets. I want to highlight three fac
tors that have a strong effect on international competitors: The 
strength of the domestic industry, the availability of international 
markets that offer U.S. companies a fair opportunity to compete, 
and the ability of U.S. companies to access the resources and mas
ter the skills required to export. 

The United States currently has a relatively small share of man
ufacturing capacity for clean energy-related industries. Neverthe
less, there are clear opportunities for the U.S. To lead the world 
in high technology for clean energy manufacturing. We can lever
age the R&D and innovation being pursued by companies, univer
sities, and the Department of Energy national. labs .. 

Just turned on the microphone. Sorry. 
U.S. clean energy exports cannot increase if protection and rules 

and policies prevent open competition. Many countries have adopt
ed policies that make it more difficult for foreign firms to compete 
in their markets. These include favoring their domestic industry 
through preferential tendering criteria and burdensome certifi
cation requirements. 

In addition, concerns regarding adequate protection of intellec
tual property rights hamper some firms from entering foreign mar
kets. 

Intense foreign competition from State-owned enterprises poses 
another. challenge for U.S. companies, particularly in the civil nu
clear sector. 

And the final challenge to increasing clean energy technology ex
ports that must be addressed is the willingness of U.S. firms to ex
port. In the clean energy sector in particula1·, companies face chal
lenges to exporting that are not market or policy based but are in
ternal to that particular company's knowledge and comfort with the 
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export process. Issues include a shortage of available capital or fi
nancing, complex domestic and foreign regulatory requirements, 
lack of knowledge, and comfort in local financial institutions to fi
nance innovative clean energy products and difficulty in finding a 
local partner or distributor. 

ITA has multiple clean energy initiatives to support the Presi
dent's NEI and works in close collaboration with other agency part
ners. We have initiatives focusing on susta inable manufacturing 
energy efficiency for U.S. companies as well as a civil nuclear trade 
initiative that identifies the sector's most pressing trade challenges 
and opportunities and coordinates public and private sector efforts 
to address them. 

We are leading a trade promotion coordinated committee effort to 
develop an export strategy for renewable energy and energy effi
ciency technologies and Secretary Locke recently established a re
newable energy and energy efficiency advisory committee for indus
try to advise the Department directly on pressing trade promotion 
activities . 

ITA is actively promoting U.S. Clean energy solutions in overseas 
markets through trade events, foreign buyer programs at major re
newable energy trade shows. We have brought delegations from all 
over the world to these events. We have organized numerous trade 
missions focused on clean energy. 

Most recently, the Secretary led a clean energy business develop
ment mission to Hong Kong, other cities in China and Indonesia. 
We have a number of reports and helpful resources, and I have 
brought copies of several of them. They provide a useful resource 
for small and medium-sized enterprises in the clean energy tech
nology industry. 

And we recently released a small renewable energy assessment 
report on Indonesia and have continued to hold informational 
webinars on diverse topics. 

Lastly, I wanted to highlight the market development coopera
tive program which allows nonprofit groups or universities to pro
pose projects to develop global markets for specific technologies. 
Last year, we awarded three awards in the clean energy sector. 
This year we have received numerous applications for MDCP re
wards and are currently reviewing them. 

In closing, I would like to thank you, Chairman Rush, Ranking 
Member Whitfield, and members of the subcommittee for the op
portunity to highlight what ITA is doing to help U.S. Companies 
compete in markets for clean emergency technologies and for all 
kinds of U.S. goods and services around the world. 

Expanding opportunities to export clean energy technologies will 
not only maintain the competitiveness of U.S. companies, but will 
create jobs and generate economic growth. In addition, it will in
crease the reliability of our energy supply. 

American businesses have the technology, the expertise and the 
experience to help countries around the world reach their climate 
and energy goals and this an extraordinary opportunity and a win-. 
win for everyone. 

I welcome any questions you might have. 
[The prepared statement of Ms .. Saunders follows:J 
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'.\-tAiff SAUNOERS 
PRINCIPAL OEl'llTY ASSJST1\NT SECRET,\ RY 

FOR ~IANUFACTURl:"iG A~D SERVICES, 
MANUFACTl!RING AND SERVICES 

INTF.RNATIONAL TRADE AOMINlSTRA TION 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

TESTIMONY BEFORE THF: 
HOt;SE COMMITTF.E ON F.NF..IWY AND COMMl':RCE, 

SUBCOMMITTEE O~ COMMERCE, TRAl>F. AND CONSIJMER PROTECTION 
for a hearing entitled 

Introduction 

"C/ea11 E11erxy Ted1111•/of:y E.\p11rt As.~isu111ce" 
.June 16, 20IO 

Chairman Rush. Ranking Mc1T1ber Whitfield. and mcmf.crs of the Subcommittee. thank you ti.1r 
the opportunity to spc<1k before you toda: about the important topic of clean energy t~'j;hnology 
export assistance. 

As you arc wdl aware. dean energy is one of the greatest economic opportunities of the 21" 
century. and proniming the development. product ion. and dcploymem of dean energy and 
energy .:ffkiem:y technologies and services remains a high priority at the U.S. Dep<irtm.:nt or 
Commerce. These technologies arc important to economic grow1h in lhc United Slates and 
globally. At the International Trade Administratil>ll -· othl'rwisc kn<wm as lTA - wc have 
idcntifo:d signiticant O\'erseas market opportunities for U.S. firms in these techn<llogy and 
st>n-iceg areas. 

for the rci:l•rd. I will nor he commenting on H.R. 5156. but rather my testi1n<>ny will pro,·ide a 
perspecli\"e on 1hc issues. dmllcnges. and oppo11unitics within the dean energy technologies and 
services sector today. as well as highlight some of the man; programs !TA has put in place to 
support U.S. enterprises competing for market opportunitieg associated with 1he deployment of 
these lcchnologics and scn·ices around the "orld. 

ITA is the lead expl•11 promotion agcnc: in the l'ederal government. The mission of ITA is to 
create prosperity by strengthening the competili\"eness or U.S. indus1ry. promoting trade and 
in\"estmcnt. and ensuring fair lradc and compliance\\ ith trade laws and agreements that enhance 
the ability of U.S. llrms and workers to compete in the global mark~·tplacc on a level playing 
llcld. This mission is critical lo enhancing Amcrica·s gk,bal competitiveness and expanding 
commercial oppl•rtunitics for Amcri..:an manufacturers. farmers. :md service workers 1hrough0u1 
the wt>rld. 

ITi\ ·s four units arc dedicated to expanding cxp<'Tl opp,lrtunities thnlugh a variety or means: I) 
The U.S. and Foreign Commer.:ial Service ( l.iS&J'CS) dcsig11s and executes program~ thac 
provide companies\\ ilh practical advice and assistanc.: for exporting: 2l l\.1arkel Access and 
Compliance (M:\C) focuses on (lpening foreign markets. monitoring and working. wilh the 
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Offo.:c (>fthc li.S. Trade Rcprcscr11ative to enforce trade ag1·eemenls. strength.:ning intdb:tua1 
pmpcn~ right~ cnforci:rncnt. <md funher reducing or elimin;iting barriers to trade and in,cstment 
O\'<:r~ells: _\)Manufacturing and Serviees lMAS). the unit whc1·e I work. prtwides in<lus1ry 
expertise. research and policy anal: sis used by policy makers to develop an<l implcmc11t 
dom€.'~tic: and intcrnati<>nal policies that enhance the glot>al compctitivt:nl·ss nf U.S. lirms: and 4) 
hnpNt Administration (IA) identifies. moni101·s. and works" ilh the U.S. Trade Rcprcscmati\·e to 
address unfair foreign sub~idiz:ition that impedes C.S. expNtcrs· ability In wmpetc in foreign 
markets. as well as assisting ll.S. exp(>rlcrs imnlwd in foreign antidumping ca~cs that may limil 
\.I .S. exports. 

Within !'v1AS. we prnvidc co\'cragc nf all industrial sectors. ln-dcplh cornragc of the d.:;111 
energy sector i:> a priorit}'. Our Office 0f Energy and Environmental lndustrie~ prO\·ides industr~ 
cxpcrtist· and trade policy supp0rt for a variety of cli:an energy technol()gics and services. 
including renewable energy. dc:an C(>al. energy efficiency. nuclear power. smart grid. <ind 
cn,·ironmenlal h~chnologic:s. 

Our work to promote ckan cnerg)· technok1gies and services focuses on four am1s: first. as the 
go,·emmenfs indus1ry ;1Jvocatc. we make sure that industry'.~ views arc taken inlo account when 
policymakers formulaic economil; and trade p()licy: second. we nclp U.S. business represent their 
\'iC\\S at inlcmalional medings alfocting the clean energy technologies industry: third. we 
coordinme with industry to eliminate trode barriers: and l'burlh. we undertake industry. 
t•conomic. and lradc policy analysis on issues impacting the glohal competitiveness of the t:.s. 
clean cnc1·gy technologies and service industries. 

The President's '.'iational Export lnitiath·e 

Al his State <lfthe Union Address this year. President Obama announced the National Export 
lnitiatiYc or .. NEI .. with the goal to help double U.S. cxpo11s in 5 years and support 2 million 
jnhs. Since the NEI was announced. the President has signed an Executive Order and formed an 
export PrornNion Cabinet that consists of top leaders throughom the Administration. including 
from the Departments ol Commerce. Labor. State. and Agriculture. the Exp(>rt-lmport Rank. the 
Office of the U.S. Trade Rcprcscntati\'c. and the S1m1ll Business Administration. Thi! NE! 
focuses on expanding trade opportunities for U.S. l·o111p<mics. particularly small- and medium
"i7ed ent.:!1·p1·ises. increasing ac..:css t<l credit for U.S. businesses. and enforcing existing lrn<lc 
t;iw~ and obligations. 

In addith>n. in that S:lml.! State of the Union Address. the President emphasi.1.ed that .. The l'ation 
that lead" the clean i:ncrgy crn11omy will be the nation 1hat leads the global economy:· The 
President has come out in strong suppon of clean energy tech1wlngics as a way to meet gloha I 
encrg) ;ind economic de,'elopmcnt n<!cds. mitigate climate ehangi:. and ca~llnrc the high-,·aluc 
engineering. imto\·ation. and jobs this sector offers. 

Within ITA. Wt" an: responding to the N El and lo the Prcsideni"s c111phasis 011 clean energy by 
hiring 1rnd.: specialists in emerging growth markets. s11pp<1r1ing sm::ill- and medium- sized 
enterprise;; to broaden their exposure 10 internalional markets. and developing outreach and trade 
mi~,;i,,n pn,grams tn improve cxpons in high·gro" th st!ctors like d..:an energy. 
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Srccitkally. th•' Dcpartmcnt ofCorrnn..:rc.: anJ the Department of Energy are co-leadi11i; an 
interngency r.:ff(lrl l<> draf\ a Nati(1nal Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Exp11rt Strategy 
"ith lhe g<•al of douhling expo11s in these t"o ~cctors by 2015. The Strategy will coordinat..: 
li.S. government programs Ill bcltc1· supporl l~.S. clean energy companies wishing to compete 
ahrnad. The Strategy will ti>cus on increasing expor1s in elt:.:11·il:ity generation :md dcmanJ 
rc~pon~c. including g()ods and ser\'ice~ related to renewable energy. large-scale stornge. and 
energy efficiency. A Federal Register NClticc has been issued requesting input from private 
businesses. trade associations. academia. 13bor (lrganizations. non-governmental organizations. 
and 11ther stakclwldcrs. 

Global Challenges and Opportu11ilie.~ 

President Obama has set a goal ()fthe Unilcd States hec.:oming the leading exporter of clean 
energy technologies. Sp..:citicall). he has called for new plllicic~ to .. advanc.:c a cleaner 
cn"ironmcnt. a stronger 1·csponsc w the challenge of climate change and more sustainable natural 
resources and energy supplies:· Reaching this goal requires effort by both industry and 
go\'crnment. It is a priority of'the Oharna A<lmini~1ration and of the Deparlmcnt of Commerce to 
corninue strengthening U.S. competith·cncss in this sector and enhance the ability of U.S. llrms 
to export clean energy technol<1gics. However. we haw a lot of work to do to meet that g(1al. 

h1r ex:implc. the l:nit~d States is. ti\ erall. the wol'ld"s largcsl produc.:er of electricity from wind. 
Sl1lar installations arc incrcasini; as well. However. we currently imporl roughly three times the 
n:m:wable energy equipm.-nt. such as wind and solar. as we export. GE installed the largest 
percentage of wind turbine capacity in the Uniled Stmes in 2009. but foc.:s in~rcasing 
compcti1ion from Europcan and Asian compnnic;;. 

Tht?re is a Int we don·1 knoK. These statistics do not chart our trade in services. This is a crucial 
blind spot that needs remedy. While manufacturing clearly needs U> be part of the di;;cussion, the 
United States is a leader in highly skilled service;; which make up a greater prnporti<>n <>f 
rencwahle energy jobs than manufocturing. 

Wi1h gn:at d1allengcs c<1me grcal opportunities. Global demand fo1· de:m energy technologies is 
g1·0" ing rapidly. as <1rc cxpl•rt opportunities l<.1r U.S. companic~. t\nd cxpo1ts of clean c11c1·gy 
technologies. like any c::xporl. wilt abo benelit the U.S. econo111y by creating and susrainingjobs 
here at home and by increasing re\'cnues. For instance. global in\ estrncnl in renewable energy 
and enr:rgy elfo:iem:y was S 145 billion in 2009. having incrc:1scd every y~ar since 2002. 
Ci1wernmcnts ha"e all<1cat~d an additional $ l 80 billi()n to renewable energy and energy 
cflicicncy in the stimulus bills that wc1·c pas~ed by many countries last year. 

l .. (>oking forward, lhe polcmial global market for civil nuclear good~ and ser\'ices is rnlucd at 
$400 billion over ne:-:t 15 ye;irs. The projected demand for U.S. clean coal technology 
equipment in key global 111arkets which utili1.e coal for power generation is esti1nated al $36 
billion through 2030. And, according to some reports. the pr~jected global smart grid markc1 is 
cxpec1ed to increase frnm $90 billion in 2010 tn $171 billion in 2014. The Dcpar1111cnt <'f 
Encrg~ estimates that $40 billion per yc:u in incr.:ascd ~xports of clean energy technolligics 
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W(iuld gen.:rntc up. tn 750.000 green jl1hs hy 2020. Our ability''' realize this potential depends 
on achit:\ ing U.S. leadership in the field. 

The r.s. Cle;m Energy Industry :md Factors Affecting their Compctili\'CRCSS 

l.l.S. dean cncrg; tcchnoli1gics C:t)mpanies fac:e fierce C<'mpctition in international rnark;;ols. 

Beyond macrc>economic issues of laror prices. currency valuation. health expenses. etc .. thre.:: 
<'lhcr foctors han~ a sining .:tli:ct on inlcrnatinnal competiti,·en~ss: (I) the strength of the 
dnmes1ic industry. (2l the an1ilahility ,,rintcrnatinnal markets that offer li.S. companies a fair 
opporlunity to compt:tc. and l3) the abilit~ of U.S. companies to access the 1·;:sources and masler 
the skills required ;1f cxpNting. 

I wi II discus~ cac h i fl turn. 

I. Creating a Strong Dmncs\ ic I ndustrv 

I\ strong domestic industry is a prerequisite tor e~pnrts. The Pnitcd States is in fierce 
competition for nc\v markets in devdopcd countries as well as in developing countries. such as 
China and India. which h:l\·e set ambitious national targets for ramping up clean energy. 
Enforced national targets or rt'newabk portli1lio standards gi•e companies certainty in the long
term presence of demand. 

The Uniwd Stales h:1s a rdatf\'ely small share ofworld"·ide manufacturing capacity for clean 
cncrg.y-rclatcd industries such as\\ ind and solar. In 2008. the t.:ni1ed States had 16% of ~Johal 
wind lllanufacturing i:apacity :md 6% of global solar manufacturing capacity. Neve1thclcss. 
there is a clear ''rportunity for the United State.~ 10 lead the world in high-technolog). clean 
energy manufacturing. The R&U and innovations being pursued by companies. uni\·crsitics. and 
the Depm1111ent of Energ~ .. s national lal:>s will he key t(' that leadership role. 

The American Recovery and Rcin,·cslmcnt /\cl (ARRA) provides signi licallt support for 
ad vane ing clean cncrg.}' technologies within the United States - a torn I of $36. 7 bi 11 inn n f federal 
funds. These investments. most of which arc matched by the award recipients. sern: to stimulate 
''ur cc,,nnrny. dcn~lop ne" jnbs in our manufacturing. service. and R&D sc<·tors, and foster 
farther i:kan encrg:-- investments b~ the priv<1lt' sr:ctor. 

Approximatdy scYcnty pl'rccm of,1ur nation·s Clean l'.nergy Stimulus Program is allocated to 
energy eflkieni:~-. renewable l'ncrgy. and s111art grid devdopmcnt irnd deployment. Spccilkally. 
S 16.8 billion of stimulus funds have g,1nc towards cncrg: cmcicncy and renewable energy 
program~. S4 billion is allocated for rcm:wablc energy loan guaranl~cs. $-1.5 billion is dircded I<> 
dc1·clnping and deploying a fully-inwgrate<l smart grid system throughoul thc Uniled States. and 
S3A billion has been allocated to advance the commercial deployment of' carbon capture and 
storage {CC'S) lcchnologics. In additi<'ll. the S2..l billion manufacturing lax credit included in the 
Am~rican Rcl·o,·ery and Rcin\'cstment Act (ARRA) was an important st~p for the \f.S. li:dcral 
g(wc:rnment to provide national incentives that compete with foreign competitors. 
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To ~ns11r•· that the l :nitl.'d States c.mtinucs to foster the c111crgcncc of smart grid technolt)gics. the 
:\dmini~tration has established a Suhcommiucc nfthc National Science and Technology 
Council·s Committee on Technology lo wo1·dinatc agency involvement in this bsue and de,·dop 
a comprehen~in: policy frmncw(>rk. 

2. Opening 0\•erscas Markets 

Despite the flood ofnc\\s about fast-growing clr.:an energy technology 0pportunitics in foreign 
markets. U.S. clean energy lcchnol{lgy c:-.:ports cannot increase if protectionist rules ;md policies 
prevent open competition. 

The i:onnei:tion betw.:.:n dean energy ti:l.'hnok)gics and green jnhs has h:d many cou11trics. 
dcwloping and devclllpcd alike. w ad11p1 pnlicics that make it lll(•rc difllcult l()r foreign tirms rn 
compete in their market;;. Many coumrics - either implicitly or explicitly··· favor their domestic 
industry through preferential tendering criteria (China) and burdensome certification 
requirements (Korea. Japan). In addition. concerns regarding adequate protection of intellectual 
property rights also hamper some fiml$ from entering foreign markets. This is an area 
particularly critical 10 new. small- and medium-sized dean energy compm1ies whos<: sur\'ival 
might depend on a snwfl munber of critical pah:nls. 

Intense foreign competition from state-owned c1m:rpri.>cs poses another challenge for U.S. 
companies. primari\~ in the civil nuclear sector. foreign firms have enjoyed significant 
gO\·crnmcnt support. ranging from direct government ownership and management. to 
concessionary financing. industrial coordi natit•n. suppo11 for manufacturers and nuclear liabi I ity 
protection. Also. for thi: civil nuclear industry. a l<1i:k or <in eflecti"e global nuclear liability 
regime poses signiticanl i:o11ccrn$. 

Thc final challenge tn incrcasi11g clean energy tech111,logy exports that must he addrc~sed is the 
willingness of U.S. clean energy firms ro expo1t. The Ec1Jnomist rcc~ntly reported that only 4% 
of 1111 LS. i:ompanics export. 

In the dean energy sector in paniculur. 1:ompanics face challc11gcs to exp<•rting that arc not 
market 11r polky-b:1s.-d. but arc internal w that parti.:ular company·~ knowledge and comfort 
with rhe export pwccss. Yiany companies Ii.ice ;i shortage of available capital or finan.::ing. 
which hampers their ahility to increase their manufacturing capacity to meet global market 
demands. Complex domestic and foreign regulatory r.:quircments also pose issues fr,r 
companies. Local financial institutions that traditi11nally focilitatc deals inv<•lving ll.S. exports 
hick the knowledge and comfor110 tinancc imllwativc .:lean energy products. :vlany U.S. 
companies. particularly small and medium-sized companies. struggle 10 under~tand lhe local 
.:ust0ms and business culture in foreign m;1rkc1s. Likcwisc. many companies find it difficult to 
tind a local partner or distributor without a keen undcrswnding of local C(>11tpanics· ability. 
Finally. small companic~ frc,1ucntly lack a hasic underslanding of the export process. Often 
these companies do not u11dersta11d fordgn tariff s~stcms. rnrrcncy .:om·crsion. m patenting 
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requirement~. Fear or intdleetual prope11y righb viol:11ion$ in pankuhir ~an hinder l.'.S. 1:kan 
energy .:ompanics from s.:ci..ing opportuniti.:' ovcrscas. 

ITA 's Role in Supporting U.S. Compt-titinncss through Exports and Various Clean 
f;ncr~y Jniliath·cs 

I. Clean l~ncrgv lnitiativcs 

IT/\ has multiple cle~n energy initiatiws in place and has organized industry pr.,motinnal C\"ents 
and reh:ascd a numt>cr ofpuhlications or cducatinn:tl mah:rials lo support exporters. We also 
~ngagc in bilatl'ral. rl"gicmal and multilateral negotiations. Recent examples of' programs 
administered by IT A that supp,)rt the dean energy industry. either directly or indin:ctly. indude 
the following: 

• Last year. ITA launched an En~TJ?:Y Efficicnc~· Iniliativc {EEi} to assist U.S. manufacmrcrs 
to impnwe the energ~ cl1icicncy of their opcrntil>ns as wdl as to promote the development 
and deployment ()f energy ellkient tcch1wk>gies. The EEi is fo~used on the industrial energy 
efficiency and comprises three pillar.~··-- I) market dc\"dopment. :!) trade polic) and 
prn111otil111. and 3) oum:ach and rcsOLm:c dcvdopmenr. The EEi targets America ·s ~ight 
high-energ: ;;onsumi11g industric~-Alurninum. Metal Casting. Forestry Products. Mining. 
Chemicals. Petroleum Refining. Cilass. and Stc.-el. 

• Activilics to date include an Energy E{ficie11c:1• in Mam!fiic111ri11g H.oad Show to Tt>ll'do. Ohio 
and a Forum on Enc.-rgy Etlicicncy in l\fanufocturing in Washington. DC both of "hid1 I 
hom:d last fall: a ( "hedli.,·1.fiw CnrJ1om1e F.[lii:ien<.:1·: a Department p11per 011 !he global 
compctitin~ncss of the industrial energy ctlicicncy technologies sector (being dewlopcd). a 
primer ~>n financing <1p1ions. a smart grid wcbinar series: and a recent Sman Grid 
M:mufacturers Forum in St. Paul on June 9111 organi1.ed in partnership with DOE. the State of 
\1innes•.•ta llnd the Uni,·ersity of Minncs<•la. 

• We administer a Cil"il ~uclear Trade lnitiath·e the goal ol'which is 10 str;:ngthcn the 
c<•mpetitin·m:ss of the Ll.S. nuclear industry as it endeavors to rebuild its manufacturing hasc 
by capmring opportunities abroad. The lnitiati\"c. dc.wlop<!d and administered by :V1AS. 
identific_, the industry's most pressing 1radc challenges and opportunities and coor,1inaics 
public and pri\"atc sector efforts to address them. As pan of this initiative. ITA l.'nder 
Secretary Fraucbcn SanchcJ: will be leading approximately tc1t U.S. civil nuclear c<•mpanies 
on a lrade policy mbsion to Poland. Czech Republic and Slovakia in mid July ( 11-17). 

• ITA rcc~ntly held ;1 (;recn finandng Roundtabk (May 21 ")which brought together 
stakeholders and relevant g<l\'crumcnt agend.:s to irnpro,·c awareness of existing green 
finance market space. trends. opportunities. and obstach:s fodng U.S. financial servi.:cs firms 
in\"csting in wind. solar. hiofucl. hiom:iss and waste. cncrgy-dfo:icnt technologies and other 
emerging energy options. 
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• We ha,·e (>rganized several events aimed at ti.)th informing industry of the Jatc~t 
de' clopmcnts in the intcmational ,·Ji mate d1:mgc negotiations and eliciting their focdtiad 
(i.e .. recent national climate chani:e wcbinar hosh:<l by Secretary Lnckc). 

• We also h;1,·e estal>Jishcd an i11teragenr~· Workin~ Group on Renewable Enerl!y and 
F..ncri,~· F:rtidcn~· under the TPCC. as 110tcd earlier. to focus 011 coordinating cxpon 
promotion a1.·tivitics of the U.S. Ci1.1vcrnmcnt within the,;e sector~. 111 April. this working 
group agreed H> drnfl a national strategy In help double U.S. e:.;porls in those two key sectors. 
In addition to an in-depth look at the glob11J competitiveness nfthcs'-1 sectors, the ensuing 
report" ill contain cn111rni1mcnts by USG agencies relating to these sectors. We have 
published a Federal Register NNice requesting public comments. 

• Secretary Locke rcccmly cstahlished a Renewable F:ncrgy aml Energy Efficiency lndustr,· 
Ad\•hory Committee in Ol'dcr for industry rn advi~e !he Dcparlmcnt dircctly on pressing 
trade promotion and p<>licy issues. 

• F.xporTech wa:s developed and is delivered in partnership with Manufacturing Extension 
Program (SIST-MEP.) It is designed to assist new-rn-export companies. primarily in 
manufac1uring. "ith de,·cloping an international g.rowtl1 plan cusromizcd 10 the busim:sses 
specific exporting otijeclin~s. Since its inception. the initiative has seen a 600 percent 
increase fn)m three pr<1grams in 2007 to 21 in 2010. lo dale O\Cr ::!00 companies in 18 states 
ha,·c panicipa1cd in Exp1wTcch programs. The ExporTech pl'Clgram enables small and 
medium-.~iz.ed compa11ics. including clean cnl.'rgy firms. to accdcratc or expand their growth 
in tone"· niarkcts and to cr.:ate and refine an intcrnatinnal growth ;;trnt~gy. 

• Sustainable Manufactul'ing lnitiati\'e - IT A ·s Sustainabl.: Manufacturing lnitiati\'e 
addresses green tcdmology implementation as a component Of business C(llTipctitiVCllCSS. 
The Initiative encourages U.S. C•)mpanies to use sustainable practices that imprm·c their 
l>ottom line. This can make them more competitive in the global marketplace, and therefore. 
potentially more intcrestl'd in e:o.poning. A compon~·nt of this Initiative is SMART 
Sustainable Manufoeturing American Regional Tours. ITA has held 7 "S1\-IART'' TOURS 
(Scali le. Rochester. Grand Rapids. St. Louis. Seattle. Atlanta, and Bdlsville) - The ncxr 
S\1ART 10ur. which" ill focus on energy efficiency in the forest prnducrs sector. will be 
held in September in Ridmmnd. VA. NIST-MEP cemcrs ha"" beh~ecn an integral partner 
on this front. 

• Man11facture America - This summer. l\ icolc Lamb-Hale. Assi;aant Secretar:· fi.n 
Manufacturing and Services. "ill lead a series of road shows to help dcmonstrarc U.S. 
CJovcmment rcs(lurces to help manufacturers rctonl tneir lilcilitics to eogagc the growth 
industries of the 21st century. creating and preserving.jobs in some otthc hardest hit 
cnmmunitic~ around the country. The R>lld shows" ill ht:lp link manufacturers ro glnbal 
demands that provide export oppnrmniti~s. sudt as clean energy. and meet President 
Obama's goal ofdouhling cxpons in live years. NJST-MEP <:enters will also provide a 
suppc>rting rnle here. 

2. )!1dustrY Promotional Events 
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rl A b a~·1in:ly prnmoling l !.S. ckan cncrg~ soluti<>ns in \\\'crseas markets. We have hdd lraJc 
cwnls and fr1rcign huycr pmgrams al major renewable energy trade show;. and l"lrought 
d;:lcgatio11s from all 1wcr the worlJ to these C\'Cnts. IT/\'s aggrcssi-.! clean energy tcclmok1gy 
prnmnti(1n program indudcs over 90 trade events held worldwide la;.1 year and man~ more 
planned l~'r 1hc rest of20JO. These an: in additi1>n to the day-m-day services we offer l.'.S. 
c1,mpanics. such a~ tailored matchmaking and consulting service:>. international company 
profiles. and intcrm1tiom1l par1ncrship searches. We now have a new Green Tech \\'d>sic~· th<it 
aggrcg111es all nf our c:>.port promotion programs in a single place. providing easy indu~tr~ access 
(" '"'' .buyusa.g(>\ igrccn) 

In the past year. IT!\ has h..-Jd International Buyer Program (IBP) events at t\\'O nrnjor e11crgy 
m1dc shv\\S. The IBP hosted nearly 1100 delegates at 1hc 20 l 0 Ofhh1)re T cchnology 
Conference in Houston. Tcx:i~ and 13 dck·g,atcs at th.; 2010 Electric Power Show. In December. 
an IRP \dll he held at l'owcr Gen lnlernacional in Orlando. Florida. the largcsl power gcncrnlion 
1rade show in the world. In :Vlay 20 I I. ITA wil I hold an IBP event :it the American \\'ind 
Energy Ass<>eiati()n Windpower Conforencc & E:o.po in Anaheim. California. 

ITA hus als11 <•rganizcd trade mis~ions focused on clean energy: Solar Energy Trade Missions to 
India (~1arch 2009 and February 2010} with 14 co1np;mics par1kipa1ing: Energy Etlkicncy 
Trndc :Vlission w India tN<>vemhcr 2001l). led hy Deputy Chief of Staff Rick Wade. with 16 
companies par1icipating: :ind mosl recently. the Secretary-led Clean Energy Business 
De' ell'pnwnt Mission to Hong Kong. :ind othc:r cities in China and Indonesia (May 2010}. 
fo.:using on solar. wind. power g;:ncrntion and distrihution:smart grid. green building. and ~·nergy 
information ser\'ices. "ith 24 companies participating. 

Last year. ITA also led a Clean Energy Policy Mission w lnd1)ncsia t(,cusing on geothermal and 
Nhcr forms of renewable energy. We also organized a five-city Green Uuild Road Show -- lo 
Pittsburgh. Denver. San Franl·isco. San Jose. and Phoenix -- to help t:.S. companies take 
ad\'antage of the $975 billion cons1n1c1ion m:1rkct in Europe. 

During the Dc..:cmbcr 2009 Copenhagen negotialions on climate changc. we hosted "Brighi 
Green." an exhibition of U.S. technology thal can help light climate change. and arc likely lo 
host a similar even• at the ncxl lJ1'fCCC 1111.:eling in Cancun. We hosrcd a l!.S. industry 
promotional c\·cm at the IAEA Oeneral (\mforence in Vienna lasl fall with the U.S. civil nuclear 
po" er induslry. We cxpc.i to ho~t this program again !his September. 

J. Publi~tions and Ed1Kational Mat~rials 

As I memioncd earlier. in su~>porl of the President's National Export Jniti:iti\·c. we arc working 
\\'ith our intcragcncy parincrs 10 develop a l'ational Renewable Energy :ind Energy Eificicncy 
Expo1t Strategy. Wr; are <1lso working on a rompclitivcness report 011 small modular nuclear 
n:actors. We ha,·e ramped up our cffo11s to pronwle the c1>m1m;rcialization and export of clean 
«nergy te.:hnolngics 1hrough incrcas1:d outread1 t() induslry on hesl practices and markets. 
technical assistance and capacity-building e>ents. and helping dc\'clop trade policies that 
pwmote cleaner technologies. 
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In 2009. ITA rd eased :1 number •>f rep< WIS a11d helpful resources includin~ a ( •1teeklis1.fi,,. 
( "orpoml<' J.;,.,.,~, F,f/ici<'111:r and a fr11d£' Fi111111n.- U11ide. which sen·cs as a us(.'fo] resource for 
sm:ill- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the gr<'<'11 h:l·hm>log) industry. We abo han· 
puhli~hcd dean energy cxponcrs' guidcs lbr China and India. prodding valuahlc planning 
information to companies in1t:res1.:d in exporting green technologies tl' tl1csc growi11g 111;1rkcts. 
The guides contain mmkct on:n i.:ws. analyses ()fthe clean l'ncrgy markets in these C\>Untrl~·s. 
markct oppo11unities for trad<! and im·cstmcnr through 2020, and res<>ur..:.:s <irnilahlc to U.S. 
businesses to help t'ntcr these markers. We 1'Cccntly released a sm;ilh:r rcncwatile cn.:.-rgy mark~t 
asscs~ment rcpnn on Indonesia and hm·c continued 10 hold i11fonnati<>nal wcbinars 011 topics as 
diverse as ~mart grid and hi•>mas~ fonding opportunities. 

4. Domestic Regulaton· Prol!r;un 

The mh: nf ~1:\S"s Regulatory Alfair» Program i~ lo rcprcsem the competiliwn.-ss intcrc~ts <11' 
U.S. companies and induscrics in lhe Federal rcgulat(lry re,·iew process. MAS conducts 
economic analyses lo suppl>rl regulatory reform and re\'it?ws co$t-bcncfit analyses prepared b) 
otht"r Federal <1gcm:ics. Mr\S"s primary \'alue added arises from its unique industry and 
i11terniitional trade l.'xpcrli;;c. 

The MAS Ri.:guhil<>ry ,i,flilirs Prngr:m1 has par1iciparcd in intcrngency discu~~ions for ;1lmo~t 
three dozen rules since the program started in 2006. including rules from the Occupational Safoty 
and Health Aclministrati(ln (OSI-IA). the rm·ironmcmal Pro1ectio11 Agency (EPA}. and the 
Department of Homeland Security tDI IS). Through this program. we continue II' rc,·iew key 
rulcmakings that could polcntially affocl !he expor1compe1i1ivcncss0f1he U.S. dean en.:rgy and 
other industries. 

5. I3 il:1tcral. Rel!ional & Mu Iii latcra l Dialogue~ 

IT..\ has a\s,1 hccn active in organizing events to spur the exchange (•fb~sc practic.cs" ilh fon:ign 
governments and foreign indus1ry. Such program;; ha' e rangl:?d in focus fwm helping 1rading 
partners reduc..: gr;:-,..nh'1use gll;; crnis~ion~ in ccmc111 manufocmring I<> ;;:.;plaining whal 
in\'C~tmc111 framcv. ork has been dc\'eloped H> atm1ct im·e~lmcnt to the rcnc'\ able encrg.y and 
e11ergy et1idcn~) sc\.:l<ws. 

ITA has wl1rk.:d on dean energy issues under the U.S.-Eli Framework for Adv;mdng 
Transall•mlic Economic h11cgration and the U.S.-Brazil C\m1mcrd<1I Dialogue. and ass\!sses the 
impac1 of foreign regulations. sud1 as lh.: Europt"an dir<.'cti»c nn energy-using products. on U.S. 
interest~. Wi: ha,·c many similar C(lllllllcrcial dialogues with <'I her cmmtries induding Cl1ina. 
India and other~. 

Along with 1he Depart111ent of State and other agencies. !TA works within the G-8. <i-20 and the 
. .\sia-Pacilic F.rnnomic Cooperation fonun. where (.:limalc change is t>cc.oming a pril,rity issue. to 
represent the inu:rcsts nfthr: Unil~·d States. with a fo..:us nn ("Conomic and industrial L«>ncern~. 
!TA monitors foreign govern1ne111 clima1c- and cnergy-rdatcd programs and propl'Sals for 

potcnlial .:otmh:r»ailablc or WTO-ineonsis1cnl subsidies. 
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6. \-1arkct Dcvdopmc11t Cooperator Prni;rnm 

Lastly. I wanted to highlight the :Vlarkct lkn!lnpmclll Cooperator Program. which l'v1 AS 
manages. The program alll)\\'S non-pm fit gH'Ops m univcrsilics to pmpo~c prnjci:IS to open up 
forcil,!n markets to lJ.S. c\p(lrts. In :?009. we ;nvanh:d three MDCP awards in lhc clean energy 
sector. Tnis :car. lh~ Dcparum·nt has rccei\·i:d numerous applications for MDC'P a\\ards and is 
O:lHTCTltl) reviewing !hem. 

The MDCP ha~ been an cffccti\'c means to pr0mntc U.S . .::-;p,)rts ahmad. especial!: in the ..:lean 
ctic:rgy sc~·tor. One particul;1r example rd like to highlight is the International Distrkt Em~rgy 
Association (IDEA). which has partnered with the IJepartm.:nt as a coop~rator in the MDCI' 
since 2005. Our MDC'P awards to IDEA during this time have contributed to the export of$26.~ 
million nfl!.S. clean energy technologies. principally to Middle East markets. 

Conclusion 

In •:losing, I would like to thank you Chairman Rush. ranking !\kmber Whitfield. and \fombcrs 
(ifthe Subc(>mmittee for the oppommity to highlight what ITA is doing to hdp U.S. con1panic~ 
rnmpete in markets for ckan energy technologies and for all kinds of IJ.S. goods and services
arnund the world. I w(lu]d like to make one final point. however. before ans\\cring a11y 
qwstions Yllll might ha,·c: 

Expanding opportuniries lO cxpor1 clean energy technologies will not only maint:iin the 
competitiveness of U.S. companies, but will create j(lbS and gcncrale economic growth. In 
addition. it will increase the reliability of Ntr energy supply. American businesses have the 
tcchnoll'gy. the e:-;pcrtise and the c:>.pcrience ro help countries around the world reach their 
climate and cnr:rgy goals. It is :rn c:-;rraordinary nppom111ity and a win-win for everyone. 

Thank you for your time today. I wdcome an~ queslions )'(•U may h;wc. 

SENSITIVE AND PRIVILEGED: DO NOT COPY WITHOUT PERMISSION 
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Mr. RUSH. The chair recognizes Ms. Wince-Smith for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF DEBORAH WINCE-SMITH, PRESIDENT AND 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, COUNCIL ON COMPETITIVENESS 

Ms. WINCE-SMITH. Chairman Rush, thank you for inviting me to 
testify today on the Clean Energy Technology Manufacturing and 
Export Assistance Act. This legislation acknowledges the pivotal 
role that the emerging clean energy industry will play in ensw·ing 
America's economic competitiveness and in our national security 
going forward. 

The growth and vitality of this industry depends upon the devel
opment of a robust domestic market coupled to access to a bur
geoning global market for these essential technologies and services 
that will take us to a low carbon economy, energy security, and ad
dressing climate change. 

Since 1986, the Council on Competitiveness has brought forth 
creative solutions to America's most pressing competitiveness chal
lenges. Comprised of leaders from industry,. academia and orga
nized labor, the Council is unique in its abilities to build synergies 
and consensus across a wide span of organizations and interests. 

Next week on June 23rd, our chairman, Samuel Allen, the CEO 
and chairman of John Deere Corporation, will be launching with 
our members a new flagship initiative on U.S. manufacturing com
petitiveness in the 21st century. 1 submit for. the record a summary 
of this initiative. 

The Council, with our partners in government and the private 
sector, will deliver a national manufacturing strategy to the admin
istration and Congress at a national summit in 2011. And energy 
and the clean energy revolution will be at the heart of this agenda. 

Our energy security innovation and sustainability initiative 
where we outlined a very robust plan last September, clearly sup
ports an alliance with the objectives of the Clean Energy Tech
nology Manufacturing and Export Assistance Act. 

As the 20th century drew to a close, rising global competition, 
the opening of global markets, challenged U.S. manufacturers rais
ing concern about the export of U.S.-made. goods, offshoring of our 
manufacturing production, the Joss of skilled U.S. manufacturing 
jobs, and a rising account deficit, currency manipulation and distor
tion. With the growing strength and consumer demand of the 
emerging economies, competitors such as China, India, South 
Korea, and Brazil, now there are many that feel that U.S. manu
facturing will spiral into further decline .. 

The Council believes that no Nation can be a technology and eco
nomic leader without a robust multi-sector manufacturing capacity. 
And the stakes are extremely high. Our roadmap for energy secu
rity sustainability and competitiveness highlighted that revenue in 
just three clean energy sectors-wind, solar and biofuels-is pro
jected to nearly triple over the next decade. and markets. for clean 
technologies and their attendant services will expand exponen
tially. 

These markets and the jobs and economic growth that will bring 
our country to the forefront require a set of enabling policies and 
programs in research and development, in manufacturing and com
mercial deployment here in America. So. we believe. that H.R. 5156 
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is an important policy step in addressing this challenge, and I am 
pleased to be here today to voice our support for this proposal and 
legislation. 

But there are many more policy steps required to ensure a vi
brant ecosystem that supports America's capacity. For next genera
tion R&D, and battery storage, carbon capture sequestration, and 
nuclear reactors, to increasing energy productivity and efficiency. 
We must engage in this intense global competition in Asia, Europe, 
the Middle East and the Americas. 

As an example of what is at stake, within the past decade, the 
United States has fallen from first to fifth among top solar manu
facturing companies and now imports solar cells from the EU and 
Asia. China now is doing assembly work for solar cells in the 
United States. 

I cannot emphasize enough the importance of taking a systems 
approach to our energy sustainability and economic policies. We 
have to understand the linkage between policies and how we inte
grate them into a holistic strategy, everything from domestic tasks 
and fiscal policies to regulatory issues to, of course, global stand
ards and trade policy. 

Let me highlight quickly four areas in our energy sustainabili ty 
repo1t that captures the essence of what you are trying to accom
plish in this legislation with respect to expanding U.S. exports. 

The first is that we must remove tariffs and non-tariff barriers 
for sustainable energy products and services while not creating a 
dual track for preferential trade liberalization. We have to ensure 
that tariff reduction and removal of barriers a re transparent, recip
rocal, and provide access to all national markets where strong 
worker and consumer protections are provided. 

Two, we have to ensure intellectual property rights for all indus
trial products and services, copyrights and sustainable energy solu
tions are protected. This is a huge issue with China, India, and 
Brazil and other parts of the world. 

Three, we must ensure our continued U.S. technological leader
ship for the breakthroughs and commercializations. The Council 
has proposed that we need a long-term stable source of funding. 
And in the future , we argue that 30 percent of any revenue from 
carbon pricing should be allocated to R&D including the dem
onstration of clean energy technologies. 

And four, to insure that the technologies of tomorrow will be 
manufactured in the United States, we should allocate 40 percent 
of revenues derived from any future carbon pricing program to 
manufacturing initiatives, Federal, State or local clean manufac
turing zones, pilot projects as well as immediate expensing and de
preciation of the costs of retooling for production and qualified 
products, and dedicating high-performance computing assets to the 
clean energy manufacturing revolution. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the Council believes that the trans
formation to a low-carbon economy will unleash American innova
tion, it will create new industries, revitalize and rebuild manufac
turing jobs across our Nation and keep. and grow. high-skilled jobs 
for. this generation and the next. But we have to. come together 
around an integrated manufacturing policy and to accelerate this 
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growth, stewardship, and security for all. Thank you, and I am wel
come to answer any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Wince-Smith follows:] 
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Statcn1cnt h~· 
Deborah Wincc·Smitlt 

President 
l'.S. Council on Compctith·rn•~· 

hrforc th• 
tlollSt' Subt·ommiUt•e on CommetC£'. Tradr. ~uul Con!u1mcr rrof«"(ioH 

J11nc 16. 20111 

lnlroducli<m 
l~hairrn~m Rush. Co11grcs.;man \\'hiUield iUH.i i.~thi.:r tHstingui~hcd rn~mbc~ nfch~ 
suh.:nmmi111.:c. chank you for invitinl! me Lo h:!:-.tify •l,day (\J\ Ehc "Cl~an Encr~ 
Tt:'t:hndl{1g~ ~·fanufacturing and Exp<'lrt ,.\sshtancc :\c1··. Thb li:gislati(m acknowli:dges 
the impC'llt:mt r(llC that the emerging ckan i:ncrgy iuduscry \\ill pla~ in cn~uring 
:\mi.:rka · !'- 1xnn.m1k ,;ompi.:Liti\·t·nl.!~~ an<l muh)nal ~ccurity going forward. The health 1.)f 

this indu:'tf)- d-.:pends Up<)n th~ \k\·elc.,pmcot nf ~t n'h.U~I cinmcstic market and aCCl'~s le' a 
burg<.'1H1ing. gl(1hal markd for Lh~sc csscneial tcchnofogics and scr\·k~s. 

It i~ «riti,.,tl tha1 the l. uii<'d State' ~rcltc th~ 1·i!!IH ~ondili"ns for bl'e:tklhr<>u!:h i1rnQv;itio11' 
ou;ro~:> 1hc manu foc:turing \."C.'O·s~ ~i1~m. i:spcL·i3tly in the fidd l,r dcau L'nL'r!:!Y. Perhap~ 
more.: imp~'t'Lantl~·- \\ ~ nc~J m ensure dt~ c.-nrironmcnt c~i~t~ here fi.)r manufac1Uri11g al 
&cak in 1.xdcr t(' create high·,·aJu1..• ji.~bs and ..:nhanc..: our n~tlional rml~pcrlty. 

Council on Competitivrncss 
1 · <l lik.: to ~tart by pro\ id ing a little 1'<1~kgrmmd abom the Council on Com1...:t iti»en.:ss • 
''ho''..: ~re. ~md Ii\.''' w..: (lpcratc. 

Sinci: 1986. 1h..: Couu..:il hai brought ti.1rLh cr~ath·c ;olutions to .-\mi.!riL·~f ~ m.:ist pc'cssing 
comp~titi\1.'U~~s chttUcng~~. t"ompo~~d ofkadcrs f('(lm indus.1r:·. ~rc~1demia an'-i or~ani;-..:d 
lahl)r. th1.· Council i!'> uniqut· in its .i:tbility to tiuild ~~nl'1'git::!> :tnd ._;a.~ns.i"l\SllS a1.:ros~ n wide 
span of <lrganj;lativns and imcrc~ts. Our ~~')pt: tlf is . ..;uc .... rt•fl4.'i..'ls m:my fat·wrs that ~fl~..:t 
our nacLrnf~ .:ibiliCJ• l(l l"OJ11pc1c; rnnging fi'nm the bu~:inc~s Cll\'ir,inmcm. iHlhWtttion. 

~1"h~mdng ki:~ t:nahHng lc'.:hnol._,~k·~. huil<ling a \\Ptld-das!oi ''L)rlfr~rce and lgnillng 
n•gll'nat inn,wat;fln thrNlgh i..'1'11'1.~pr"'mcurship. 

By leveraging iH esccptk~nal ..:oov..:11ing pmH:r. Lhc (·oundl atlrm;ts th~ ~i!~r mind!-.. ;Uthe 
right timi.! ti., th~ right i~!'<ti~s. ~k•I rc.~prcsentiug a .;.ingular jnfcrcst. tht· Cnundl npcr!tr..:s at 
th~ lt..•vd ufthc national inlt:r..:sL rat..ing ~l s>sl\!11l~ apptnach in fr.:uning pr<"lhlcms and 
dC\'<'loping solutions. Thi.: (\,un~i1 pn>a..:Lin:J~ engage~ all p1.·rsp~di\c~ and forges tritkaf 
panncr.~hips with sttJk.:hol<lc~ in lh~ public.· and prhat~ s"~cll""J'S, 

Thr (\.,undt is fonunatc 1(1 fi;.1Yc :;tlmi: ,lf Ami!rii!J·~ lfll\ lt:'adi!r5 5crve •.lll our ll<"la.rd of 
Dln:..:Lnr'<i.: 

CO\;r~1ron 
C<>tr.G<'~1~, .. ~.,.~~s 
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Our Chairman i' S<imlld R. /\ lkn. Chairn1an & CEO. l>c\'rc & Cn111p;111y 
• Our lnduslry Vlt:c Chair is Mkhai:I J. Splinter. {'hainn:m. Prcsi<l~n• & C'EO. 

,.'\llf.'I ied Material~. In,-. 
• Oor l'11ivcrsi1y Vi,·c Ch.air i< '>hirlt'y Ami fa•~se>n. rr.-sidcn1. Rcnsscln<'r 

J'u I~ r..·dmt;; lnsriL11Cc 
Our l.ahor Vk•· Chai,. is Ed""'"' J. Mcf:lroy. Chid'l'xctu1i'c O!Ticcr. I !1.1.ICO 
Inc. 
( )ur ( ·halrm:m J ·:mahus is { 'harlcs O. ~ hl(fofay. Jr .. F orma ( 'h:Jirm:m. l)11Pt111t 

Th~ Coundl continue:!~ h> be at Lhc for..:fronl in lackJinl! the: kcv i:h:-tllcnQCs fal'in~ U.S. 
cnmpctith('n\!ss. Nc~t "ed~. 0n June ~.;..s. \Y~ wiU fr1~nally l;unch a n;w tl.'.lg.~J;ip 
initiatt\·c (lll l i.S. \.hmufacluring Compctilit~n-.'SS in the ~l::l ...:entury an<l r submit for lh~ 
1·•~<>rd a stm1111ai1 ,,r thi; ini1ia1i' c. Th~ Com1dl "ill prepare and ,1~1;, er a National 
rvhmu1:.t~HJd11~ Strah.·gy 10 th~· /\drnjnislration. Chi: ( · ('n~n.~'s am.I its mcmb..:rs ac a nati(m~d 
.)ummi• \.'t1n\.:n<.'d in l;,l,t· 1011. \Vith rhL! adY,...:c. purtidpation anc.l ~ur .. in from a ,\jd~ 
range (lf stakeholder~ - th is sttatcg~: \\tu cncrgi1.c a \·ihranl. divt.!r~ifi\'d and 
1cchnologicctU~· adranccd ma nu focruring \·alue we!). rc~uhi ng in Ameri-::m jL'l:i~. 
t.'L.l>rh'nlk gr.:n,th. t•ncrg} .'>l1s1ai11al,ilir~ :nH.J naticmal :r-el'uri(y. 

The: manufot·turing iniiiati'~ n·ill ~uHd on the Council's other iniliathe~ and our k1ng
standin,€! focus -.:m 1c..;hnolop.~ and inn(lvatk"n to drive pri..,ducch·it~· :md c0rnpcttti\'\! 
:H.h:tntagc: 

The !\·•Uional lrmt)\·::tti0n lnilia1h·c. 100~ 
Encr~) S~curity. Jnno\'ntion and SL~~tainabilit~ lnittatin.-. ~009 
Tcdmnl(lgy l...:\H.kr!>h ip and Strategy lnitial h'L". Lm ... goi 1lg 
t ligh Performant·c Ci.,mputlng lnhiative. on-g.Llillg 
Skills and \\.' orkt{lrcC I nitiath·c. f~n-goin~ 

TL'day. J \\ i 11 r.pcak di rc~cl~ to our new manufacturing in itiati\ c and the find iugs <'If our 
t:ncrgy Se~uri'~· fnno":tti,,n Jnd Su~rninahillt~· lnitia•h·c "hich :-.upp~'n the ohjl'i.'•i'"·~ (lf 
tht· "(.JL!an Enagy Technology \l:mul~tL'Wring and 1-:xpnrr :\ssh.tan~!! ,·\t•t ... 

l.~.s i\·1a11ufaeturint <.:ompcli1h·e11l·~s in lit&? 2 l:d Ct"11luQ· 
:\~th~ ~Och c;..:ntur~ drt..''' ma ..:lose. rii-ing ~Johal t'..:lm~)L.'tition and Liu: ~mad <lfX:uing t.ll' 
glob:d nrnrk(tS .:haU<.!n~i:d U.S. manufacturer~ . .:\s a r1.·sult. there ha~ hcen ..:oncinuil1~i 
c<m~l'l'n ah'-'nt ch..:- cs.port <lf l i .S. made ~('li.'lch. off-~J10ring of l} .S. manufacturing 
product;on :md 1hi.: l(lSS of(: .S. rnanufocrnrin~ ,iohs. \\ .. ith ;I'}~ grnwing ~trcngth ('f new I~ .. 
dt·,·dc.•ping li.n' -"'i.>!-t c1.'111pditL)r:\ sth.'h ~ts China. luJia. South K<W<.';l ~nd Brazi L there ::are 
many who t~·ar lhat l J .S. m~nu fa.:turing wil I splral in co further Jc-dine. Orh"·rs bd il.!v~ 
that chc t I ,S. can impro\·c nati(lnal pJ'ospel'it~· through ~t~n i1:.·..: indu~trics al<.,nc v.:tlh'.Hlt a 
r('bu..:.c m~nulltc.:turing s"·dor. 

The Coun~ i I bdicv\!.;; th~u nCI nation c:-in ht" :l tccflll~"IL'~v and ~con om ic lcada with<.'Ut a 
rl)bu~t muhi·~ct~.,r m:mufat·turi11g i;ap..i..:ity. rh~ gJu~at "·ompctitivc land~capl' fc'r 
ma nu faL:turing is und.:1·gc,iug a 1ran~form:11i0naJ :'h itt th;Jt , .. m reshape the drivers of 

C~:.;l'l':ilri,, 
G.>ro::i..•:1~·~-r.1~·;:, 
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'rildl·. <.'..:Pnomit: gnm th. jnh l.Tl*~ifion. uatiom1l prosp1.·rjt~ om<l n<lEional !'>l«:urhy. 
Mm1ufacturing is :ind will con1im11.• to be <Ul cssc-mial path ftu :•ttra..:tin~ <l.nd rccaiuing 
high \:alul;" inn~.;hn~ms. ~purring Cnno\·atioll. increasing t>'.lr.Pl'rlS and ._;rc.•atiug high \aluc 
.hihs. De\ d'lpcd amj cmi:rging nation~ an: in hcatt·J C<.lmpclitfr~n ro crca1c lhc most 
tllmpdling c.\rrnrtunirCc-!- t\\ inn<w:ul". hulfd a highly-~ktllcd "orkfr•rcc. iinpr«H:i.! 
standard~ l''lf livlng and ~nhan.;l: n:lttonal . .;~.:urity. 

Srn:mg c~p<''lrc gn'''·th \\ill c·nahlt· thL! { lnill..-d State-!' tt• maintain ac1.·cptahk c~otll'lnk 
Y,fi)'' th rnt1::-o. impnwc producth it). cncourat!C innovation and ~r~atc good-paying jobs. 
Exp"ucs of nnmufo(.:tun:d g<.lo,t~ th.ml Che l ! .S. gri:w at an 3\ crngc: iinmml pace .._._f almost Q 

pl'fl't'n1. bC'l\\~c.·o ~002 and 200& dtnh'n~'rating the-rt:! i!- ~onsid..:!rahlc wf1dd"idc- d\:nl:\nJ 
lf.)r l :.s. goc,<ls. Y~r. rhc U.S. 'Sh~r-.: nf ''<.lrld m:mulitctured cxp<.111~. as (lf:?008. droppc.:d 
10 onl~ 'l.Z p~1·cent. down frt>m almost [.I pc1·~c111 in 2000.1 The lli<ht dram,11ic change 
,,·a~ th.: rise t.•f China to I)\ 1,:rcak.c.: the Unikd St~ilc~ a~ a l~a<ling c:xporh:r of rnanufacturC"d 
ptndu..::ts. l'hi~ is a wt)rris1mh.: Lrc.·nJ c.·spc.:d~tll~ in dean L"ncrgy an<l oth~r .J(.h:ani;cd 
le-c.:hnolo~ics. Just Cl'lliijdc.·t' that 1hc folk~wing al'e no tongcJ' numufoctul"\.'d in lhe t i1tited 
Srnl..:!S at ~ tim~ "hc.·n ".: ari: cn:msiti,ming tn a lo"' carhnn worJd: 

l.i11:imn·ion. li1himn rol~·mcr and :-<i\.1M ~attcri.-s for crll rh<>ncs. porlJl•k 
C-Ol1$Umcr de .. ~rn:inics. laptop:-. ;ind po'"' er too1s 
,.\d,·:inccd rcd1:irgcabtc h;,mcril!:> lbr hyhrid vehicles 

• C1·ystaUinc ~nd 1wl~cr) stallinc >ili«on s,11ar cells. inn·ncrs and 1><>1•cr 
~\:mi..:-011ductors for ~olar panels 

Hi:;.hc-r cmpJoyc.·c \\~g~~ and C:\(l1lr\S go h3nd-in·hand. Employc:l!s in ch~ 1110~1 tr.aJc .. 
intcosh·c i1ldustri1:s where ~<'lmblned cxp1'1'iS and iml,l'"rts amount tu at least 70 pe~enl 
l)fthcir tl•.\tm:~cic Lndu~Irial nuLpuc-·,·oim an annual i:<.m1pcn:'>;.,tt,m pad~a,gc that a\\:rois\.'S 
abom S86.ll00. This is H perccllt 1,!'ll'rc thJn a1 crag~ <'<1mp~n;.ati<"1 in th~ least lr:1Jc-
4.'11g:.gcd se:.·..:u:~r.,. ·~f rnamrfocturing. -

L<.mg·knn nation'1J and t.:'..:onum ic.· S<.\:tirity in th.: C nilt.!J Sturc:s critil:aUy de.: pends oo llUf 

ha\ ill!! 1rml"Vath·c and agik~ nunufncturing .:.·apabilitic-s. Curn.·nt ctonomic condhiun!-i 
:md c:m:rgy s~·i:urit~· challenges ha,·c onry hr:lghtene<.i the need w a..:ccreratc ~ompcti1ivc 
adv~mt:tg .... , Hw l i.S. 1n~nufa.:turin~ ci..'snpanie~ in the gt"lllal marl-..c.·tpla~t:. ~·lanufocnirers 

wi 11 m<tilltain th"~jr gl,ibal k3dcr~hip po$ition thn"'ugh cc.;hnologki1 I <liffl~rcmi.ati\"'11. tlL)t 
thr(lugh labor ~Of.I ;uh·~mt.agc. 

11 '' t<'11tur~· ma11ufow1ring spans ideas. produc1s and scrv i~es: "'~ll bcycmd th~ 
rmJw.:lic'n of c.'nly goods as in the 1011: .::cnrury. This ~11ts\·indu ... trial manufa ... ·turiug 
''C1..l~~ sh:m nqm.:scnL ~a complex a.ud highly int\.·gratcd gr<.,ba1i7cd Y.1Juc.- \\ cb. Thi:; web 
in~ludl'l'> ~uuiug-"·dgc: st:ic.·ncc and kdumlogy .. inrH)\·ation .. Lali:nL !'-usraiu::abl<.: design. 
sy.:;tc-ms cngin .... cring •. :..upply <"hain c.-xc~J lc-n<..'e and a '';de range ..,,f smart ~er\· ices: as 
well :.1~ \.'l'l<.:rgy c11icicnt. sust<tiriaNc and l('IW c.·:trbo11 inm111f:tctnrl1l~. 

: h:~··.•· e1,'•r;•1: '-'''d'r'! IJ<1m(:C:l·(flri•!'I.! .~·!.111:,Jl.•/•m. \1. \l'I ~~1l:,11~;1I. \:.:;c>~·i.11i11;1 ,,fM,1u:1!:i.:1t11\.'>S. ~{lu». 
' i~id . 

Co-.ii:cilf)I\ 
Ccrr.pt1~·1 .. ·c,,e:o:: 
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Ri;;,ing \.'nt.:'Tt-:Y d1:mand, di111:i11; \Ol~ullity and n:s•lur-.:1,.· drnUcng~s n.:~uir;: 
Cr>.m~fr\rniati<.m~t manufo1i:h1ri11~ tc.·l·hn<.lloci<.~~ :inJ svs.h~H\~. Odll·r na1 i<""~ ar," q in::?. for 
mar~ct "'hare in gn.:1.·n rnanufa~~uring and .. dean 1:n<..'rg)· imJuslrk·s. To tlri\'c ci.:c~nrn~it· 
~:-o"·rh. <..'ompc-tich1.'n\!s~ andji.'b Cl'C.)rion. America mur.t re-gain mark"1 lcadcrship t~·,r 
ll:(.'hnnlogi.:s lost 1(' nthcr n:gif111s and al':'o lc:id the wnrld in cnc:r~) dlidcnt. ~u,.tainalilc 
and lln\ 1.·arlmn m:mufoc..·LLirfn~. Th..: c~a111~1lc~ l ,ft .i .S. gi.!m.:rak<l k:chnologic..·s treating 
\3hH.' and .io1':' t·ls~\\·herc are gro"ing: ~e'ramic L)Xides. semkonductor memory d"·vCcc~ 
and prndu..:tl<m cquipnwnt lithium 'r~n hmrcri<.·s. flat p:.md di!i-pl:1) ti>. ' idc.:ot.:a!'~cue 
n·1.·(1n.J ... ·r.-. ,'mtl intl'i.l<:Ci\ c cllx·1r(l1~li.: g~mc~. 

The global chalrcngcs demand tha• \\C act now aud nol allow fur1h\!r crosit1n and atrophy 
of1h<.· US. im.Juscd;tl t.~~L'. /\mcrk:a must ..:ran omd m<lllnt a srraccgit· rcf>ponsc tel pr<•\·jdc 
.i1."hs fr1r (lllr ~it izcns in the :? bt ..;~mnrry. \\.' c need an Cllgo.t~cd and ~k111cd work for.;~. 
r:lpid dt"ployml·nl of frc•nli~r sci~ni:..: and tl·chnl,h~gy. Jeep pt"Ol!-i l 'i ri~k capital. a 1norc 
global markl't '-'~l'icuh'•<l ::-aphal <.'Ost ~tructurc.• and r~gutat(lry environment. and 2 ht 
c.·c.:ncur) ph~ ..;ii.:~tl and\ ir1u~l infra~trm.:lun.:s (hat will <1riYt.: 1\mcrica 's C(,mlp1:tith·<.· 
advaniagc. 

Alnl•ric.·a.n ruhii.; ntli.::ial:;, opininn 1c. .. 1::1.Jt.•rs aucJ in\CS(M~ al~o nccd 1'• unJ~·rst:lmJ :\nJ 
\'tg.orl""HSI~ 5Uppo11 lh~~c dtangl.!s if "care to regain and retain our incernatiPnal 
leadi:r~hip pn~ition. r f A mcrka fails to a<l~tpl. w~ rh;k losing thl~ ~ritkal undcrpjnning of 
our e.;om.\111y and failing t<1 n:-ap the \·.:tfuc from th~ l1westin~nts in ncs.t gcncratt<.lu cncr~~ 
rcdmologi~.~- ,.\nwrica·s Cd!:.: lii:s whh t<.,rward loa.)king. high~' ltlue snanufo(:turintz, ttlat 
k1ol.s \\ d I b~~ ~)nd cr~ufol,lnal as"'~mhly and 1:'"1.hrication r~f produi.:lS. 

The Crili<:.il :111J Tra11sformational Roi~ of lll'C in '.\<1a11ufatluri11g 
Thl· use.· ofhtgh pcrllmn:mcc cc•mputing fhr mndl'liny. "iimulalton. and amt~~sis has 
afrc.ld~ pri.wid\'.:d a compcti1h e :td"-anca~e for man) of the manufa.;turing F vrrunc SO. 

Thc.·sc c.·nmpm1lcs t:mpkt) in .. housc.· :tdvanc.·(.·d compu1 ing ~me.I han: ~Kt'css to high 
f)~rforman.;c C(llnpUting hardwar~ .. c,oflwaJ'e. and tcdmical rc::;ourccs Lhrough partnerships 
wi1h natii.m:ll lal:'i<lrawril;!';\. ~fany .. ~r~hc;;e l'Olllp~u1i1:s rcco1nm\.·nd that adoplilm of 
nwdC'ling.. simutati('n. and acJ, (tncl"d c-omputlng he ~cc.:.·h:-ratcd through,~ut tht~ U.S. 
manufa;:turing 'i-l'Ct\lr. Fm· example. J>;r~m:i.:r Hi·fhc.·d. a Duf(ll1t i.'<•mpany. us..:s UPC tn 
m~m;tgl· :.md ;.mal) 1.i.: m~s."i.in· am.lUlll ~of nl('k~u lar. plant. t.'n\ inmml·nruJ and farm 
managt."ml'lll data. o,ll('Wing 1hc.•m Ci.) m:ikc produl.:'t de!ndopmcnr d..:cis(.lns much tas111.·r 
than by using craditio11al cxr,'rimcms auJ 1ost ing a lc>nc. for Piorw.:r. th~ rcsu II has been 
fasli:r imprnh:mcnl in 111:\\ scl·d pn)(tu~ls. slaying ah~aJ tlfdn: l!ompcchi(•n. a m~~iur jump 
in inno,·~tti('n <ttld productiYit~ .. and the abilit~ 1'.' help nwc1 some nr1hc \\,lrld's most 
prcs~ing Jt·m~mJ~ regarding the a\·alktl\ilit) oft0<.1d. fo1:d. fu\!1. :ind mar~rials, 

:'\ sulis1~mlial d'forl tov.ard \\ rdcr mfoplinn of mnJ~(ing ::snd simulntion rt.'qtlifCS lhe 
t.::L)inroitincnl of inrcl ll·dual i.':\pic:.I. C{lmput..:-r hard,.,.art' and snfh\ nl'e for complex 
pri..._hlem s<,.h ing. and other resources fi'om am(lng rhc di' \!rse <1(.k;mc.·~d c(11nputin~ as!' .. ·ts 
li.pn:ad nl·n l'i.S ch-: nation· s rl..'gion . .;,, scatl..'s. ~mJ U(kant:l·d L:Omputi11g ~~ntl!r~. ·1 his trul~ 
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~li..:ci.!~~fi.tl national initiatl\'C will k\i:ra~c the~\!\ i'~tl r.:soun:...:~ rn.lm a nc'' puhlk-prh ak 
p:tru11.:rshi1 .. to hol:-:Lcr tht· l i .S. m:mu fo .. :curCng :.e~t<.lr. 

rn Jl11.·s.: ends. dn: 1Cc.kr;1I !,!\l\Cmmcnt should h~sue a "C:lll lt) Jccion'* lL) U.S. 
manufo1.·turinc SC'l':ti..'"I' l~ad;r~ and crc:tfi.! a nati1.1naJ maimfa,;curinl.! •ni1i:tt5,·c \..'n:thl<:d hr 
ad,·unccd Cf'n~putin~. Thc~c kadt•rs iu ach ~m\.:.:d c:omputcr .. cnabl~·<l Jl·sign ~n<l -
manuf:.tclln-lng shi,uld hi: ~isled ltl le\ Crag~ their es.pcrti:-e in mtldeling. ~imulatlon. and 
;m~1I) si:-. and rartn..:-r vrith the 1fderal gn' ernmC'nt m improYt.'" U.S. manufacturing 
1:~.'mpctitin.mcss. The out._:omc of~his can lo ai;tion wiH he tn ac~.:k·rati! anJ hroaJi.:n 1h..,· 
usi: i.lfrr11:uh.·ling :md ~inmlitlion. to int:TL'asi: ~lL'nccrali(lll c,fthcsc tmlls tnt\'1 ~malJ~r 
t<'1111J'l~uliL":-: c pu~hi11g th<.·~c h"IOf!- further dowu into tht..' supp]~ ~hain t to S\l(V\! the l'iggc:;t 
l.:'~llllpk\: p1\·,Mcl1ls \\ ith 1hc ~ati:st ~c.-i.:hniqm:s, and i:nmpclc thmugh imto\·ativn. 

Thrnui;h The mH;<m;.ll i~thoJ~1trn·y ;;y~tcm. thi: fodL!rnl gcwcmmcnl (lffors chc grcatc!-it 
~..:i1.·ntifi,; ;.m<l .. :ngin1.·cring. r1.·~ouri;C'!\. ~on1puter asset!-. and 1·cs~ar..;h ~iJftwar~ to b<.' 
dcpk>)Cd for 1hc i11i1imivc. lmp01·1a111ly. whik th~ t.:oit~d <;1utcs ;uid .l<1pa11arc1hc only 
si!;nificanl ma nu 1a1.·turi:rs of J 11'(' rnadiln\.!s - an im.·rl.'dlhlc ad\·antagc thal nw~t be 
utilized for t•rnoomic tltl,\\ th -· china js noc far hchi nd • Tn succc~d. th~ initi:nh·c sh<,uld 
also ~all upon. h1·ing t<~gcthier. and kt·cragi: (a 11 ot) the nat;<m • s mo'$t ttdvan.:eJ coinputing 
n.:.~l)Urci:s-stalc w slate, r1.·gii.m 1o rcgfr~n. ('cnfcr to 1.:e11t~r. 

~ t1.xlt..·I ing <ind siinulati<:~n :ire ...:ritk~tl tools n1.·cdt·d hy m:mufactm'l'n> of all ~i:rcs. Th('~ 
tool!' ar~ ~:-p.:cialJ~ \·aluable for the design. d~\ elvpment and depl{lymt:'nt of dean cnerg) · 
tcdmologks and ,lnl:r 1inns a sigoHkant cnsl ad\·anhtg('. 

F.ncr~· Securit~-. lnno ... ~lion ~nd Sus1ainahili1,· 
rh~ Cc.,uncil hdfe\ C'S th~t (!IH!l'll,V ~e~urit\• and SU!'fatn~bilit\• are C\\O or the dcJininiz and 
imc11win~d ,;hal lcngcs of <UJr ,ir;1.:. For ~ lrLUal ly cn·ry i.:lH~nlr~. aCC('sf.i ll> affordahlt: 
t•n;:rg~ is ~ hm.i(' n('1..~ for t:t·,momic growth. :,ociaJ dercl0pmcm. tmpr<wcd standards of 
Ii\ inc. .. :md increa~inc.lv for nationcll ~c~u1·h\·, HO\\C\~r. ll-:hh1:r ctn affordabk ll\lr a 
rd ia~k supply nf L!ll~rg~ is a giv~n for :ill) -..,.,,unlr~·. ;\s C(llmnltll·c mcmh~rs well knt\,,·. 
e'en a:-. a nation ,,·j~h a.1 immense "''"allh of nmur:tl resources.. v. c fo~~ soaring energy 
dcm:md. prk..: vor:uitity, and supply insl:tt'ti1il}. ;\\ thi! s:nn.:: time. pn."SMtrc f:-: ln<)unting 
~m~tllld fhc \\\lrld to ntlti~at ... • grccnhcms.: gas cmissitlflS fl\'m fossH fod~-with d11.' 
p1\V•P'-"Ct vf a 4~'!·~ il"ll'ft"a'"" it1 cmh•~i;)llS hy ~O~O. JriH·n alnH,sl cnrird~ h) dc\·ch,ping 
<.'{llHHri<:~.~ 

\\.ithout acc:es.s H' ~05t~efttc1in: 1,;kan~r ..:111.:rgy solutions. JcYd(lping ci:cmomit:s "ill 
h~H ~ nn :ihernaal\ e but to increas<' thdr dependence (ln Th,-: most l'Ud isncntary fo~si 1-fud 
Lcchnol('gks. (.',111trihuling ~ignificanll~· co int'rc..-a~ct.I f){'IJiuLfon anti <.'O\ irtlnrncnt~I damage. 
To swnmari1.e, Ehl.! ..:urrcnt tr~k~t(lry of global cn~rg,y trends is unsustai11ablc 
cm ironmcntally. s.a.-..dall) and el'"i.'11\'IJn lcalJ~. Thi:y arc imp~ti:ting: 

~<>:•"·.1;1)1\ 
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• lh<.~ fi.md;,unl·ntal ahHity of .~m""'rkan indu~try to <..'l'Hnrl"T~ in the g.h,bat 
ci;nnom~ 

• 1hc politf..:al :ihility ,>four go\c.·rnm(.·nt l'l pb~ an inh.:m;ni<•nal lt.·ad\:rship roll! 
• th<: capa~it~ of pur mililar~ co carr, ''ut it!-i rni~~if•n:.: 

1 :m:rg) sc..:nri•y ttnd SU!>i.Caina~1foy :tr..: new. firs\·ticr L!CtHhlrni.:. n;,tdc•ni'.Jl sc..:urily. and 
rompetiti\t'n~s> <'C>ll~crn<. It i~. th~r~for~. ine•ital,le 1ha1 the '-'Orld will und<'l'l,:O a 
sy~ll'lllS tr:msfonnatit'•tl in Ith:' \\:i:-i· we.: use and pn,,th1n· ..:n..:rg~. A~ lhis c'lunlry mcwc..·s 
rowanJ ~u~taimll'ii<." t:ru:rg,,\ pt·,lid~s ::1nd p1'l'lgrain:t. the f: ouni:it do'l!S rh)l t-.clic,·c th~rc i:; :i.n 
um1Y,,id~bl1: trade-off ;.unong cconomk gnlw~h. energy ~a'· in~~. and c1wironm~ntal 
intL·r.:st!'-. Jndc1.·J. 1hc pending sysrL·ms 'ran:-.fi.>m1ait~m c,ffcrs ~m opponunity lu inl<..'~rak 
cn~r~y ~t't:Ul'iC). Sll!'tainabilic}. and CL"mpetiri\'ener,s. 

\\.'c abo km~w that '\i: ha\.: :s tr<..·111<;ndt'US opr1 )rum it~ h1.·forc us. In foct. thc..;e \.:hal h.:n~~s 
hav\! .:rco.ued a pedC-.Ct !<>le-rm for i1mtW~ltlL'Cl. \\·c ('all nw\·c to a n~w ~ra l)ftt.'Chnolog,..:al 
a(kanccs. ni~rket npp1.,J1uni1y. and ifldu5trial 1r:ms.t()r1nmjo11 if,\~ car1 ~ucccs~fbit~· 
'nll~a~h the inn.·stm1.~1H anti imm,.:Uic.-n pNl.'."ntial L,fthe pJ'h ate ~d0r10 Jlh.'el the 
cha Henges :md M.·ize the l'PP(1rtunitic:;: ~ri :'ing from thi:~c new puhl ic-privatc parmerships. 

\\'·..: 1nu51 tic P('iscd to deplo> new idea:-. and inm.wations that come from the :;:ignifo:~mt 
n1.•\\ inu·~hnl"ut ;11 ..:111:rg.y n.:~ean.:h into scalat-.lc pr,ldutls. go,1ds and ~er,· kc~. Rc!-ic.::m;h 
must be 'iewed .'.l~ en..;om~>as-:;iug ba~k. applied. dcrelopnwm mill re~t b~ds. If" c dn n<'lt 
ha,·c in ~1Jat.:C the in ti-a~trUCtun: ;o reap l·ilhll! from C\UT inn:~tlUCnt, y(,U Call T~~t a"'SllrC'd 
an<>thcrc<>11111ty "ill. And "hen chal happens. thej<>hs:u1d imdlcctual prnpcrty "ill h<: 
lost: as W\'U a£.. the component subsystc-mft lcai.1ing t(I a hollowing nut of th\: i nn0vnli1..'n 
1.'nlt.:rpris..: . 

.'\s W(.' (.•n1cr a U(.'\\ (.'l"'.J. of tc~:hnorogical inntH ati,m. dri,·..:n hy the Ewin chaUcngi?s \lf 

enl.'.'rgy sei:urit~ and climate change. we mu:-l he vigila1lt in cnr,udng that we :,upp,.,rt these 
nasi.:1.·nt indusLdcs hL.'rL.' al hnmc. \'v'L.' tfo n(•l \'-ant Lt) rep..:~Ll th\! ~rrors nf ClUr pa.'il wht:n 
d<'spitc ha,.in~ a~hic1 ~d sdcmi lk and techm1l,1gy breakthroughs in liquid crys1al. plasma 
and Cllht·r flaL p.:md dt.spl3} tc.:.:hnl,logi1.·~. wt· l'Cdl.'<l markd fl'ac.kr~hip to t·,1untrfcs Hh· 
Japan and Knr~a- as th~y rapidl~ scaled up 1hcir high quali1y manufoccuring. ahility and 
1.:apturetl th~ globaJ di~play nu1rfr..~t. 

We haw learned 1hat ••c cannot diwwc <111r i11w~lm<'m< i11 R& () ti'r.>m our effom to 
snpr(lrC t•ad1 !-ita~t: .;lfCht: m:mufat·turin~ l'Onciuuucn. \V~ must Jc:.ign~in manufa..:turing 
.;nn,;.ilkrnti(,llS. upfr('nt in the rnno\'ation pr<1c(.·.,~. \\'..: mu:-.t ensure.: th~u W(.' hi:J,·c the 
app1\'-priate rcgulat11t;· and finan~ing fra•tl"\\ ork in plai;,~ ,l., aU0'\ out en1rcp1·eneur'S f(I 
nll·\, c: agilcl~ from tC!)ting nnd pi INs tn manu factudng and laJ'ge ~calc.: s~ St(!m 
dt:ploymcru. 

Cit an f.nerg~· Technnlol).y '.\fan bfachtrini: 
"C.S. mamifacturjng flf clean energy tcduwfllgic~ lags h;.,.~hind its i11Lcrn;ui1..~nal 
.:<1mpcticors on almost all fronts. The U11i1cd Stoics is imlpac~d h~ at least <•n< r>f it~ 
:\.1;.i:m i.:ompcLil<lrs ~n tht· production of sol:~r ~l.'."lls. wjnd turbin<.·s. and Cl'-mponents for 

,, 
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nndl·ar Pl'''l'r pJant'.'.. ;,md ~:urrl'ntl} h.:ls no df1n'lc~ttc hi~h-~pi.'t.:'-i rail manufacruring 
1;apa..;ity, Thi." l .:nj1cd Statr . .-s is abn in dans1.•r tlf falJin~ hchinJ in th..: de\ 1.·lop1m.:ut ~·I' 
("("S ;,md acham.:cd \chide tl'dtnc'l''gy and is already a laggard in •h~ production of 
adY~nc<" h:mcrk'> tt~r hyhrid <md clt:ctric \..:hides.·-~ 

1 t, R, ~I :'6 ; .. an intp<'lll:mt Pl'I ii.;~ ~tcp in :idJrcs~ing Lh(.'Sl' 1.·h~tlh.:ngcs :.md l am pfc.•ast'-1 h'1 
he: h..:r..: cuJa) to Vl>i1.·1.~ ,,ur f>upport for chis propos;t). But th~r~ arc man~ more p(lfl.;~· 
steps requir1.•d to cnsurl.! a vi~r:uu c.;(1·$~ stt.!m 1hat fuUy supports Amcrka 's ..:apadty co 
nl·<ttc. make ~1nd marlcc d•~·ntfol dean cncrg~ tc.'\.:hnc"lngi .. ·s to lhc." \\Odd. 

The (.\1unclr :o vi<"'' son the r:rn:r!j) ·..:omrn:• ith ~ncss rdati,,nsh ip have hccn '' dt-ddinl'd 
o\·cr ih1.· pa~r t~·,\ y1.·~trs. \A'c :iec cn..:rgy a~ the lifr.hk"od of ('lUr <'1.xinomy :md ,,.'° b~lit:"Y\! 
that :\m\!rka' s ~ump..:ririv~n::sc; cann{lt be scparn11.·1I from t•nt:rgy issu ... ·s. 

In dl"\ ek1ping new indusrrit-~ f.,.._ ~uppi) ·the sustainat'llt: cnl!rg~ and n:lalc..'t.J SL.'f\ it·.:s nct·dc..'.:I 
hc-r\.' l.nJ i.lhn.,~td. Antt·ril'a .:.·an t.irh«.' \!tonomk growd1. create mim .. m~ of n4."W j(lh::; and 
enh:m.:.·c 1h..: t•om1wlirh ..,·ncss :ind pro~p1.:ri(~· (lf rh~ i!tlEin.: n~ui1•n. 

The Uni11.:J Statt·s mu~t im csc. ::r4..':ltl.?. Cl'nuncrda lize and market the new pJ'udu~t5 and 
~Cf\ k~S Of Che low-carh(ll1 energy fotUTl!, \\/..: UlUS[ actlYcJ} cnga~L.' in the in,cn~t· ~loh:ll 
... ·i•m~"di1ion \\1.·ll und1.·r"~> in .~\si:i.. l'.Lirt)pe. the \1iddk [as( .:md thl~ ,·'\mcrk:-.s w cal'tU?'t> 
the ~CL~llOHl i1: ,·al uc. job~ and gkibal tnarh·t shar(.' for these n\:w tndusLrit·..; and 
infraslructur\..'. 

:\s an t::\am pl;.: of what i~ at stak<.·. withtn the past decade lhc United Stah.'S has foUcn 
froan tit'st to tiith among top :;ol~1r m:tnufot'Luring L!(1un1ri~s and n«~w im~lc~n~ solar ccJ!..; 
fn)n1 the LutL)p1.•an Union and .:\sf~\. 

Re\ 1.~nut:' ill Jusl thr"e dean '°ncr~y sccTl'f~ ···wind. sobr :tn,t bi<.1foeJ~-- i~ pro.ki.:1cd 10 
nc>rl~ Lripk owrihc n«.xt d<cad~. from Sl-15 hitli,,11 in 20\l8 to '!)_;.g billion in 20 l 9.' 
i\·farJ..c.>tS for ~ lc,'lll \('~hn,)k1gics like carbt:>Sl C\tf.lTUTC and St!(llh:Slrtuinn for coal plants \\ ;n 
expand cxr~m"·nti:JU~· as Jcm~nd for th is abund:i.111 ent:'rgy r~sour~c l'<~nc inuc:; to grow. 

rln.·sc markt·L!' and Lh4..' cmplL,ymcnl ~ln<l ..:.·t:i.\nOnlk gn.h,Lh th~y hrinf! .;an be our~ ifw1.• ::ict 
now wi~h th~ right S4.'t ,,fpolicies ::.nc.l programs to L!at~1l~·1.C' n.:Sc..·arl'h Hnd dtvcll)(IJ\11.•nt 
(R&l>). inn!shnent. manufacturing and ... ·ommcrci:tl deployment. 

ln Jul~ 10{J7. the ( 'ounci I (ln ( '{•ntpl·S ith t:'n~~:{ launched the Encrg.y s~uJ'i~. hmov:ui<.'11 
& Sustainabitity (FSIS) h1iTiati\t.: in n.:t:ognition l•fth~ t·ritkal linkog~:\ ::unt)ng these dn·c-e 
is~ut:'s ao<l thc:;r pwfound impact on fomre U.S. pn.l~iu~th·icr. stan\tard of fiYing: anJ 
gt~1hal marh·t s1h.: ... ·c~s. 

1 l?iJiu~ l •~<.·1·.< .. '\flVl'iux ';,am . J:dd.•I ScUimr.< ,·,·110 l >omi•::ir.t 1/r\• C 'J,:.m 1:m•1·1~· .~;;, ·~: f~r ( )ut-fow,·tiw.! 
rill·~ ni1~·d \)ar~·,·. B1c:,kchn-1u~h !n!ltit~t.: ~tnd h1forrnl:l1il)rt T i.:..:h11ulog.y .lnd lnm1~·;\folu ro1111da1f,1n. 
~\w~mlx-r ~{1~19. 

't ·,'l'•JI: J:1}c•1'.S..")· Jrord<. Ck;m Edg.<-'. April ~(lf(l 
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l.>r.J\\ing UJ'"'n (\\Cr a ~l~ar·5' '''-'rk of inquhy and rc>\l-tirru; rcs1:ar..:h and analy~is. tmd in 
amkip•llion of the new o\imrnhcratinn. 1h<.· Coum:il i:-:su.:d l'rioriti=,:: A Jf.JO.J){{l. r.:111.:rKY 
Action /1lw1.f;:w lhc .1./1/, / 1n.:sidc:111 ,~flh<· l.'11i1t•d S1,11<·.t in Scpt<>rnbcr 2008. Thr pl~n 
idcntifo;d ~ix ··pillar~*' ::is inlCf!Tal to lLS, encrg~ transformaci<Hl omd ~s lnp prinriLic:-: f1.\r 
pn.·!iidt:nti:.11 :wtrlm upon l~lking c'nii:c. 

:\t that lime. the C'ou11cll ~trcssi.·d rhut the a~tiPn plan retom:ncmJ{,,:d in f'ril>n'li:c· 111arkt.!d 
1h~ hl~ginninf!. 11lH the <.'nd. C'lf a concerted commitment h,l cusur..: Lhc (.;nir.:d SUtt ... ·s 
~chic':'-'s -;.:n.:r11-Y s..:..:urh~ in a susrainatik m.:mn~r. "hill· ~n~urlng the t..:t.'lll(>l"lith·c.·oe~:-: of 
its 'n1rk('r,.. int.lustrlcs and ct ... '11l\'11HY. 

In St·ph .. ·mh(:r :!00'). al a 'Nat~(lllal En~r~y Summit th:it d1c C'oun~il <..'L)n\·eni'd h<"r~ tn 
\\:a~hlngton. D.C .. we rclca:;cd Drfre· .4 < 'ampre/i(•ntfr•• Rm1tl11u11110. tt·hh•t'(~ f:u .. •J:'.!J· 
.\'f('ur.:1y, .. '·i'u.uc1inahili~r aml <. '11mpt•1i1i,·1·uc.H. /)rin· ~uiJcls upon dH~ .:ncrgoy :~..::ti('ln plan ln 
Prioriti:c' and f.il.'ls fhrLh th<.· n('xt S<.'C oftntcc.r:itcd huildinn. blod~s li.'r ,.\mcrka*s cncrl?,. 
tr3n~t0nnark1r1. su~t:tinal,.H't) :mJ i..'Ompcriti\.t.'lh . .'."i.S in a l<~\-C~trhPn \1io·c .. rld. ... 

I i:am><l1 cmphm;izc: enough the.· irnpmtanc.: ..,,ftakin~ a S) s1~ms appn~ach to our energy. 
~ust~linaOi lit~ <ind ccom1mic (JOlicics. 

l.~t rm~ also t1:tg for ch~ ('ommittee a select cnnnbcr of our re\..,)mm~ndations that bi.!m' 
dire~tl~· up011 the illlcnt of HR 5156. th<1l \\l>uld in foct oompkmc111 :111d cnh;111cc 1hc 
d'fk<tcy nl';ht• rmn i~ion..; ilfrhis lcgisl:ttinn. \\:'tth rl!spil!d tt• a<.:t('~Sing 1<\ global l'll3rl.:ct~ 
the Couud l recommends 'hat \li.'C~ 

1. Rc1now tariffs and 11on-1ariff barriers for s11slainablc r.ncr:zy products and 
$t'n·ict's \\hiJc m.)t t'rt::ating a dunl tr:lc" ti.'t prcfor~nti:iJ trade lil,erali1.ati0n. The 
\\'<'!·Id T1·ad~ Orga11i1.ation sh<1uld re-launch tho D • .iha R(>uu(l llrtr><k t•lks wi1h the 
leadership of ch; Group ofTwl~nty C<.j-20) T'inan..;c i\·linistcrs and C~ntmJ Bank 
01,,)\ crnors ;o cn~un: thm t~uiff n:dm.:Liuns and rcmoYat l>f non·tarCff h~rrlcrs arc 
transp3rr:-nt. reciprncnl and pro\ ide ace CS$ to an natit .. na 1 mctrk1;"t~. \\here str.:.m~ 
\\l'rk~r and \:Onsuml'f proki:Cions arl· pr.;," iJl·<l. 

' As<urc i11tcllrct111d proper~· ri1?ltl• (ll'R) for all industrial 11rodue1s and scn·iccs. 
top)· rights a 11d su~tainablc: eR~r~)' solutions.. nu: Secretary {•I' Stale: ~hDtdd 
~l'Ord iuare '' ith th"~ l ! .S. Trade Rcp1·c~'·ntatin~ H.' obmi1l slroo.~ rPR prot.:a:tklll fiw all 
inr.:rn;.iticmat R&I) ~oopl·ratln: programs and tci.:hmltogy lrans1Cr :.l£n.'l'1ll('nt~ for 
~us1ai>~abk~ \!nergy and c3rbo1i 111 i•h~.at ion . 

.). To ~nsure con1inut•d t:.s. rl•chnofo~ical kadcr~hip. \\\,,• ne,~ ... l t(\ gu~1rantcc a long
t('rni. ~tat-.Jc ~(ltm::c \'1ffonding. [nth<.! ti.1ture. 30 pcr..:(mc ('lf::tny r-.:vt!nue thnn "·art-inn 
pl'king ~hould be aUoc::it~d tC'l R&D. i odud ing 1 h.: J ... ·mnn~Lr::1Li,m pf..: k::1n t:nl·rgy 
tt:...:h110Jogic~. Thn:~ h;chnol1..lgic.-s-a:ncrg~ ~wr:t:;.~ ini:luding batt~ri~s. c:irbnn ~apture 
;uid slttra£..: and ud,·oinL·t·d nu\:Jcar rcacb>I'~··· ··~I"\! enabling t<'chn(\logics that ar~ ~riti.;al 
h l d.:,·dt1r tf \\.: arc ll• folly cs.pk"il (1ut renl:'''ahll! • ...:oal and nut: lcar rcsou('(:c:s. 

~c:.r.1::iron 
C~;i~t•~, .. ~"•: .. :: 
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Scn:r<.tl Lkrm111~1ratiL)Jl~ at ~onunc1·cial ~.;.ah.· <lf L'.:J.:h lc..:hnology should he fo:-.t tr:K~Cd 
\\ ith ~<:l <.line!\ t(\r timl.'ly c~'mplctt(ll1. 

~. To cnsur<' fhat fh(' t('Chnoloi:i•~ of tomorrow .,;u he manufa('lurl'd in th<> l:nited 
S1a1cs. a "'"·Jdy ~lrc;,m1 of tinandng support sh,,uld be pro\·iJcd. indttding 40 pcrcie"' 
ofltn: rC.:\t.'mlt·s <lc!i\cd lh•m an~ fllture c.·~trh<'n pri .. ;i1'~ progr:lm. Supponcd p1i,lgTarn::; 

~houlJ indt1d~: t~"dcral. ~ra1c or lc,cal ... ·k~m manufo1t'furin~ initiati\cs: the crcalh·,n 1\f 

dCiUl .:m:rgy dt'Y<..'l\lptn~nl r.onc~: financial \l~!-i~l.3flC\! t0r fhc tt~1 two lo thrc:~ 
L'flmmer.:-ial rnanufa~turlr•g fad I il ie~ for cucr~y lc'-°hntll\)~ics: the C:\p~nsing of the 
1:'1st~ l"f 1~t0t .. ting 1i. 'l' 11r,1~tu..:' ion of qu.31 iti~d proc.Ju~ts. e<1uipmcm <.lr cn~rg..,v (lption~: 
(lpCr3Lin:;. Hl·gi(.m~J ~ lanufacturing. C(."U\crs lo prOll'll)tC ad\ (Ul...:\:'d m:.H'lll n1..:turi11~ 
t1.·chne.)le.)g.y: and dt:~dka1iug a hi~h pcrfi,rmilncc t:c'mputing (l{P('l c~nt~r ft)r d~~m 
cnt:r~~ m~mufat·turing. 

\Vi" he lie\ t.! ~hat the n:1.x'lnmH.mdati('n~ pn.:~..:nh:d in /)n\·t." ,,.iJJ unl~ash a new era of 
.'\m\!ricau i1111(n:1ti1.m. \,·n .. ·atc Ill*\\ im.Ju!\lrie~. rc,·jt:di1c and re-build rnanufocturtne iobs 
a..:ross ('UI' nation. 1..~t"P :tn .. 1 grow higha$k i lll·d .h)hs f~ 'f th is gcnCJ'alion aud thl~ nt!.;i ·and 
a..:..:dcracc c:.:onnmi~ pro:\pcric~ for alJ Amc1·kans a':i we lead µl('b~t1 gr,;.l\ .. lh. 
~n\·ironmt'nHtl sh.~'' aJ'd~hi~) and ~i:curlty. 

Condusiou 
Thank you :Jgain for thi:; oppe.)rtunit~· to prtn idc lL."~ti1mm} on this im11,wLant to~.,;c l('r 
/\mrrkan rnc:nutb<:[urjng ..:L)nipcliti\·cnc~s. \\.'c supp<.lL1 lhe intent of the ··Clean Energy 
rc\.:hn(\lo~y \1;mufacturing and ['.\~lOn Assis1an~c :\<.:'I'*. while rc\.:o~;i,i1.ins then: is a lot 
rnor~ to be done. rt i; ~ritica 1 that tht' Uni1l·d Slak..; ,;n.:aac lh~ rig.ht (.'Olld it ions. for 
llrcakchrough innovatinn~ a..:rns!-i the nrnnufacturing cco-s~ stem. <.·spcdally ill the tield ,lf 
1.:ll'.'an cnt'rg). Perhaps more importantl~. we need to l'nstm: Lh..: cn,·fromncnt C'.\i~a lk"re 
for l'llam1 fa"turing al scale in or.;.kr to crcatl! high-' afuc job~ and <!nh:lncc our 1'lt1lional 
pn.lspcrlt~. 

(",():.1r>,:1t"" 

tc;:->)<:":1u:11~:0:; 
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U.S. Manufacturing Competitiveness Initiative 
For American Jobs, Growth and Security 

Vision for U.S. Manufacturing in the 2151 Century 
The United States needs a vision and goals for manufacturing. We must seek to 
generate multiples of high-value JObs as American products-synonymous with high 
quality. lean and green manufacturing-are in high demand around the world. The 
United States will enjoy the highest level of labor. capital and resource productivity 
among the world's leading economies, ensuring a sustained competitive advanlage 
iri the global economy. Vibrant regional innovation ecosystems. and smart networks 
of lean and agile small manufacturers will drive the U.S. manufacturing sector. By 
2020. the United States will be the decisive leader in frontier research in new 
process technologies and manufacturing productivity, including advanced modeling 
and simulation. Clean and advanced manufacturing technologies will be widely 
deployed across the economy, as the risk and cost to commercialize and produce 
them at scale has been substantially reduced. 

Initiative Goal 
At a national summit convened in 2011, deliver to the Administration and the 
Congress a realistic and comprehensive solutions roadmap-with the advice. 
participation and buy·in from a wide rarige of stakeholders-that will energize a 
vibrant. diversified and technologically advanced manufacturing value chain, 
resulting in American jobs, economic growth and energy and national security. 

Initiative Core Premises 
Manufacturing, tong a cornerstone of U.S. competitiveness. faces intense and 
acce/eratmg competition from all corners of the globe. The U.S. share of the global 
market for manufactured exports declined from 19 percent in 2000 to 14 percent in 
2007, while the Chinese share rose from 7 percent to 17 percent.' 

The manufacturing ecosystem represents a value stream lhBI spans from ideas to 
products. 21st century manufacturing goes well beyond production of saleable 
ob1ects. It also includes cutting-edge science aJ'd technology, sustainable design 
and systems engineering, supply chain excellence and a wide range of smart 
services-as well as lean and green production. 

Manu(acruring is ber1Jg reshaped by new forces. Half of middle class consumers will 
tive outside the United States by 2030. 2 The rise of new consumers and capabilities 
in emerging economies will challenge American preeminence. The fast pace of 
technological change doubled the topple rate for established companies in the 20 
years to the mid·1990s, ~and today's global innovation networks diffuse frontier 
research and technology allowing competitors to leapfrog their competition. 

'. !"acts 1>00111 Modern Manuft>ctoring 8/h Ed:lion, MAPl1Nat:onal Associa!icn of Manufacturers. 2009. 
' 1'1>e E<panditJg Middle: Tile Exploding Middle Class and Falling Glolml ln<>qo'11ity Goldman SachS, 
2CDo 
"Huyetl. Wilham I end S Patrick Viguerie. ''Extren1e Compct1!·on," McK1nsey Quarterly. FebrJary 
20Q5 

~? Cour.c1I or. Compe1it:veness 20~0 
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I t.1J:1 K S.·n·~ !\!'It"~' 

S11111·~~.:; 
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.1'1sing energy demand. climate volatility and resourc:e challenges reqwre 
transformational manufacturing technologies and systems. Other nations are vying 
for market share in green manufacturing and clean energy industries. To drive 
economic growth, competitiveness and job creation, America must regain market 
leadership for technologies lost to other regions and also lead the world in energy 
efficient. sustainable and low carbon manufacturing. 

The global challenges demand Iha/ we act now. America must craft and mount a 
strategic response to provide jobs for our citizens in the 21st century. We need an 
engaged arid skilled work.force. rapid deployment of frontier science and technology. 
deep pools of risk capital, and 21st century physical and virtual infrastructures that 
will drive America's competitive advantage. 

Initiative leadership 
CEO-Level Leaden;hip Council and Steering Committee 
The Committee, led by Council Chairman Samuel R. Allen, is comprised of chief 
executives from industry. academia. organized labor arid national laboratories, and 
will frame the critical questions. provide the strategic directio11 and create the policy 
solutioris that will ensure a vibrant, resilient and sustainable manufacturing base 
upon which America will grow. 

Council Board 
Samuel R. Allen. Chairman and CEO. Deere & Company; Chairman, 
Council on Competitiveness 
Michael R. Splinter, Chairman. President and CEO. Applied Materials. Inc.: 
Industry Vice Chair. Couricil on Competitive11ess 
Shirley Ann Jackson, President, Rensselaer Pofylechnic Institute: 
University Vice Chair, Council on Competitiveness 
Edward J. McElroy. CEO, ULLICO, Inc: Labor Vice Chair, Council on 
Competitiveness 
Charles 0. Holliday, Jr., Former Chairman, DuPont: Chairman Emeritus, 
Couricil 011 Competitiveness 
Deborah L. Wince-Smith. Presiderit and CEO, Council 011 Competitiveness 

Industry Lead 
James H. Quigley. Chairman and CEO. Detoitte Touche Tohmatsu: 
Executive Committee Member. Council on Competitiveness 

Academia Lead 
Susan Hockfield. President. Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
Executive Committee Member. Council on Competitiveness 

Labor Lead 
William P. Hite, President, United Association of Pipe Fitters arid Plumbers; 
Executive Committee Member, Council on Competitiveriess 

National Laboratories Lead 
George H. Miller. Director, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory: 
Executive Committee Member, Council on Competitiveness 

::i Council on Competitivenes.s 201 O 
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Executive and Expert Advisors 
An equally diverse ;md expert Advisory Committee is being formed to help shape 
lhe substantive aspects of the project, as well as provide ongoing counsel and 
support to Steering Committee Policy Solutions Groups and Council staff. 

Distinguished Member and Affiliate Partners 
As a broad-based. rion-partisan organization committed to advancing U.S. 
competitiveness in the global economy. the Council cultivates partnerships with 
leading national organizations on issues of mutual concern. In bridging the interests 
and insights of many, the Couricil brings multi-disciplinary analysis arid systems 
thinking to its work. The Council is proud to be partnering with several distinguished 
organizations on the U S. Manufacturing Competitiveness Initiative. 

Public Sector Engagement 
Policies affecting the U.S. manufacturing environment emanate from many quarters 
of the executive and legislative branch. To foster a holistic and integrated policy 
roadmap, the Council is proactively engaging policymakers from across the 
Administration and Congress iri the launch of this Initiative. Congressional staff from 
both parties have agreed to serve as advisors to the Council to ensure that the 
forthcomirig recommendations are aligned with Committee jurisdiction and 
legislative timelines. 

2010 Calendar of Events 

June 23, 2010 

Dc1obertNovember 2010 

December 8-9, 201 O 

January 2011 

October 2011 

January 2012 

Why the Council 

Public Release of Council/Deloitte CEO Survey: Ranking 
Manufacturing Competitiveness by Country 

National Launch of rnitiat•ve. Council Executive Committee 
Meetrng and Inaugural Manu!acturing Steering Committee 
Meeting 

Steering Cornmittee Meeting; Scenarios Released and 
Develop Preliminary Recommendallons 

Council Leadership Unveils Initial Findings and Steering 
Committee Recommendations 

CEO·Led Policy Solution Groups Commence Work 

Steering Committee Meeting and Release of 
Comprehensive Solutions Roadmap at National 
Manufactumg Summit 

Finat Proceedings 

Since 1987. the Council has brought forth creative solutions to America's most 
pressing competitiveness challenges. Composed of leaders from industry, academia 
and organized labor, the Council is uriique in its a1>1lity to build synergies and 
consensus across a wide span of organizations and interests. By tevefaging its 
eKceptional convening power, the Council attracts the best minds. at the right time 
to the right issues. Not representing a singular interest. lhe Council operates at the 
level of the national interest. taking a systems approach in framing the problem and 
de11eloping solutions. The Council proacti11ely engages all perspectives and forges 
critical partnerships with stakeholders in the public and private sectors. 
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U.S. Manufacturing Competitiveness Initiative 
Structure 

Goals 

Tne 1rut1ative will bring together a cross-section of America's top pr1vare sector leaders 
to· 

• Develop a shared vision for 21" century manufacturing across the entire 
manufacturing value chain. 

• Stiarpen our understanding of changes within the global economic environment and 
how they are impacting U.S. manufacturing competitiveness 

• Creale and advocate for a comprehensive set of policy sollltions that w1U make the 
Uniled Slates the most fertile and attractive environment for high-value 
manufacturing. 

Counc1ion 
Competitiveness 

; '· ·, ·, •. ~;. . ~ ;•:: 

....... ! ··~·· .. 
: .. "' .:. ·' .. : .~:· 
, ' ;~ ~:.~< ., I:.;, 
\ .. ,, ..... . 

Why? America's national arid economic secunty--and our ability to create wealth and new jobs
depend upon a robust and adaptive manufacturing ecosystem !hat supports the generation and 
translation of ideas into high-value goods and services that serve U.S. and global markets. 
Manufacturing accounts for the majority of the research and development and productivity growth in 
the U S. econorny, and contributes a large share to total gross domestic proel1.1ct. The United States 
ca Mot be a global economic and technological leader. nor fully recover frorn recent economic 
crises, absent a strong manufacturing base. 

Process 

A CEO-Level 
Leaelership Council and 
Steering Comminee-
comprised of chief 
executives from 
industry. academia. 
organized labor and 
national laboratories-
will frame the critical 
Questions, provide the 
strategic direction, and 
develop a 
comprehensive set of 
actions to ensure a 

ere i..u~~·-;·1 ~ c::.:.;r?~.: ~~.~ 5~<;>-;:·,t;~ c.~~,.~.1~('t .... ~ . 

laltr.t 

vibrant manufacturing base for America's future over the next 24 months. 

Members of the Steeriog Committee will organize and lead Policy Solution Groups (PSGs) lo 
develop recommendations that aodress specific elements of the manufacturing ecosystem
includ1ng talent. techr>ology, inveslment and infrastructure. Each PSG will study oiscrete issues and 
produce an interim and final report for the Steering Committee·-lhat will. in turn. summarize key 
f,ndings and policy recommendatioris. The Steering Committee w111 integrate all of the PSG reports 
and findings into a final plan that they will present at a National Manulactunng Competitiveness 
Summit in 2011 CEO chairs will dedicate approp(iate staff and executive support to the task. 

The Steering Committee will also receive support and advice from an Executive Advisory Committee 
composed of manufacturing and thought leaders from business. academia. labor and non
governmental organizations. 

©Council on Competitiveness 201 o May201C 
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Mr. RUSH. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Herrnstadt. 

STATEMENT OF OWEN E. HERRNSTADT, DIRECTOR OF TRADE 
AND GLOBALIZATION, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
MACHINISTS & AEROSPACE WORKERS 
Mr. HERRNSTADT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The International Association of Machinists & Aerospace Work

ers. is one of the. largest manufacturing unions in the United States 
representing thousands of workers who produce goods for exports 
every day. We strongly believe in the importance of the clean en
ergy industry and we welcome the opportunity to appear before you 
today. 

Support for domestic manufacturing goods related to clean en
ergy is a critical component for our economic recovery, and it is ur
gently needed. U.S. workers continue to be mired in the economic 
crisis while the official unemployment rate hovers at around 10 
percent, the unofficial unemployment rate is approaching 20 per
cent. Some 81/2 million workers have lost their jobs since December 
2007 with a significant number directly working in manufacturing. 

Today, there are. over 15 million workers who. are unemployed. 
Almost half of all of those who are unemployed have been without 
work for over 6 months. 

The IEM continues to argue for the adoption of comprehensive 
policies that will address this jobs crisis. In order to be effective, 
we urge that these policies establish a framework for rebuilding 
our manufacturing base. and ensuring its sustainability for the fu
ture. 

H.R. 5156, the Clean Energy Technology Manufacturing and Ex
port Assistance Act of 2010 represents one element of an overall 
program that is so desperately needed. If enacted, the bill would 
assist U.S. companies in exporting clean energy products and serv
ices. The. bill would also require the. Secretary of Commerce to sub
mit a report to Congress which would assess the extent to which 
the program has been successful in creating jobs in the United 
States. 

While H.R. 5156 represents an incredibly important step towards 
addressing the need to support manufacturing jobs in the clean en
ergy sector, we urge an even more aggressive. approach to ensure 
that Federal support for companies to export clean energy tech
nology and services does, in fact, result in the creation or mainte
nance of jobs here at home. 

A direct verifiable requirement that Federal support for clean en
ergy exports results in the creation of U.S. jobs is essential. It ap
pears that some. companies. are only too. willing to produce clean en
ergy goods and equipment in other countries. For example, as re
ported in The Washington Post, BP announced this spring that it 
would be laying off 320 workers and closing its solar panel manu
facturing plant in Frederick, Maryland, the final step in moving its 
solar business out of the United States to facilities in China, India 
and other countries. In making the. announcement, BP's CEO stat
ed that BP was "moving to where we can manufacture cheaply." 

We offer four specific suggestions for moving ahead and for build
ing on H.R. 5156. 
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One, detailed employment impact statements should be a re
quired factor in any decisionmaking process for government assist
ance. The employment impact statements would contain informa
tion pertaining to employment that would be mandated, created, or 
lost if the program in question were approved. We also suggest that 
capital equipment related to production as well as goods to be ex
ported must be domestically made and contain domestic materials. 

Strong domestic content requirements uniformly implemented 
and enforced could be specifically contained in current legislation. 

Export assistance should also be sought by the U.S. Export-Im
port Bank who has also developed expertise in these areas. 

And last but not least, domestic production for exports must be 
based on a fair and level field of global competition. 

Clean energy exporters must be able to prosper, and they can 
only do so if they are able and are able to compete fairly. That 
means trade barriers removed when dealing with countries like 
China. Those barriers must be challenged and removed. Demands 
for. transfer of technology and production in return for market ac
cess must also be curtailed. Currency manipulation must be for
mally recognized and addressed, and relatedly subsidies to the in
dustry by other countries like China should also be challenged in 
a number of forums, including trade complaints. 

As mentioned at the outset, U.S. manufacturing workers are in 
a crisis and not, coincidentally, so is our country's economy. Pro
moting U.S. clean energy companies to export domestically manu
factured goods with U.S.-made materials and products represents 
one important solution to this crisis. 

Again, we very much appreciate the opportunity to appear before 
you today and we would obviously be happy to answer any further 
questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Herrnstadt foJlows:] 
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TESTIMONY OF 
OWEN E. HERRNSTADT, DIRECTOR OF TRADE AND GLOBALIZATION 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS ANO AEROSPACE WORKERS 
BEFORE THE 

Introduction 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, TRADE, AND CONSUMER PROTECTION 
JUNE 16, 2010 

The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, (IAM) AFL-ClO, represents 
several hundred thousand active and retired members throughout North America 1 Our members work in a 
variety of industries including aerospace, manufacturing, electronics. defense, transportation, shipbuilding, 
and woodworking to name a few. Our members also work in the energy sector manufacturing equipment 
and products. We have argued for many years that the heallh of our economy rests on our ability to 
develop technology that can contribute to domestic manufacluring opportunilies. Clean energy and all of 
the goods and services related to the industry can serve as a significant factor in providing much needed 
manufacturing jobs to U.S. workers. Given our unique position as one of the largest manufacturing unions 
in the U.S, representing thousands of workers who produce goods for exports and as a firm supporter in 
the importance of the clean energy sector, we welcome the opportunity to appear before you today. 

Support for domestic manufacturing goods related to clean energy is a critical component for our 
economic recovery. It is urgently needed U.S. workers continue to be mired in the economic crisis. While 
the offtcial unemployment rate hovers at around 10 percent. the unofficial unemployment rate is 
approaching 20 percent. Over 8.5 mimon workers have lost their jobs since December 2007, with a 
significant number directly working in manufacturing. Today, there are over 15 million workers who are 
unemployed. Almos: half of all of those who are unemployed have been withoul work for over six months. 

The IAM has urged the Administration and Congress to adopt comprehensive policies that address 
this job crisis. In order to be effective, these policies must go well beyond a band-aid approach: they must 
establish a framework for rebuilding our manufacturing base and ensuring its sustainability tor the future. 
:--! R 5156, the Clean Energy Technology Manufacturing and Export Assistance Act of 2010, represents 
one element of an overall program that is desperately needed. ff enacted, the Bill would assist U.S. 
companies in exporting clean energy products and services. The Bill would also require the Secretary of 
Commerce to submit a report to Congress which would assess. "'the extent to which the program ... has 
been successful in creating jobs in the United States." 

While H. R. 5156 represents an important step toward addressing the r.eed to support 
manufacturing jobs in lhe clean energy sector, we urge an even more aggressive approach to ensure that 
federal support for companies to export clean energy technology and services does in fact result in the 
creation or maintenance of jobs here at home. A direct. verifiable requirement that federal support for clean 
energy exports results in the creation of U.S. jobs is essential. since it appears that some companies are 
only too willing to produce clean energy goods and equipment in other countries. For example, BP, 
announced this spring that ii would be laying off 320 workers and closing, "its solar-panel manufacturing 

' !'orfons of t~is testimor.y are !aken from :he witnesses' article, "Green Jobs With Strings Attached". Economic Pa!icy lostirute, 
~;>1212009. 
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plant in Frederick (Maryland), the final step in moving its solar business out of the United States to facilities 
in China, India and other countries. "2 In making the announcemenl, BP's CEO. Tony Hayward slated that 
BP was .. moving to wflere we can manufacture cheaply.··~ 

As concluded by the Investigative Reporting Wori<stiop (IRW), "(Mloney from the 2009 stimulus bill 
to help support the renewable energy industry continues to flow overseas. :• The IRW had previously 
reported about an announcement by a consortium of American and Chinese companies, "to build a S 1 5 
billion wind farm in Texas, using imported Chinese wind turbines". The IRW report noted that wilh respect 
to this project "[C)ompany officials said they planned to collect $450 million in stimulus grants for the 
project.'; 

Federal incentives such as those provided by the H.R 5156 could result in convincing companies 
in the clean energy industry lo build and maintain domestic production to export goods, but only if that 
support is directly tied to domestic job creation. We are especially concerned that some companies could 
receive support for the export of capital equipment to other countries, while other exports could contain 
significant percentages of non-domestically produced parts, components, or materials. Transferring 
production equipment to other countries. and reinforcing foreign supply chains can, if not properly reviewed, 
result in creating additional global capacity and competition \hat could be harmful to U.S. workers. Using 
taxpayer money to facilitate this offshoring of work is unacceptable for any industry. In light of this hearing. 
it is particularly objectionable with respect to domestic manufacturing for the clean energy industry which is 
critical for our economic future. 

In order to ensure that federal support for exports of clean energy goods and services will in fact 
;esult in the creatio;i of jobs here at home, we offer the following suggestions: 

1. Require employment impact statements (EIS). Detailed employment impact statements (EIS) 
should be a required factor in any decision making process for government assistance. The results 
of the EIS should be a significant !actor in the final determination concerning the project or 
transaction under consideration. The EIS would contain information pertaining to employment that 
would be maintained. created, or lost if the program in question were approved. It would also 
contain in detail the duration wage, location, and category of those jobs. The jobs analysis would 
also e~amine the impact on domestic jobs if lhe transaction involved lhe e:.:port of capital 
equipment. 

To assure that the EIS is accurate and that 1'1ey are fully and effectively implemented, federal 
agencies such as the Department of Commerce should submit annual reports to Congress 
summarizing the methodology used to calculate the number of jobs supported by federal programs. 
The reports would also furnish Congress and the Administration with valuable information about 
how its programs regarding clean energy technology manufacturing and export assistance are 
assisting wilh the creation and maintenance of jobs here at home. In terms of HR 5156, such 
information could be included in Commerce's report as provided under Section 2(d). 

'BP closir.9 Ma1y/a11-:l solar manufacruring plant. T~e Was1t1ngto11 Post. 3i2712010. 
; Id. 
' Russ C~oma. /?enewab/e energy money slil/ 9oi11g abf'Jad. despi/e crtlicism from Congress. 2i8l2010. 
"]!l. TM announcement an<! subsequent controversy ~as led to a number of discussions and at least one legislative proposal 
offered by Sena:or Sch~1ner. 

·2· 
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2. Equipment used for manufacturing goods, as well as the goods themselves, must be 
domestically produced. Capi!al equipment related to production as well as goods and services to 
be exported must be domestically manufactured and contain domestic materials. Current domestic 
content requirements that are in effecl ttiroughoul government can be vague and present several 
questions. For example, how is domestic content measured and applied? What factors are 
ir.cluded in determining content? Is the calculation limited to raw materials. production assembly 
and maintenance. or are intangible items like the value of researcti and development. marketing. 
and the value of intellectual property rights, which can be used to inflate domestic content 
included? How will the origin of components and sub-components be considered? Strong 
domestic content requirements, uniformly implemented and enforced should be specifically 
contained in HR 5156. 

3. Export Assistance should also be sought through the U,S, Export·lmport Bank. The U.S. 
Export-Import Bank's objective is to assist companies in financing exports that will support U.S. 
jobs. Ex-Im has well-developed expertise in export assistance for short, medium. and long.term 
transactions. Special expertise has also been developed in the energy and environmental sectors. 
HR 5156 could adopt provisions seeking specific coordination between Commerce and Ex-Im. 

4. Domestic production for export must be based on fair and level global competition, Clean 
energy exporters must be able to compete on fair playing field with producers in other countries. !f 
the domestic clean energy sector is to prosper and result in more U.S. manufacturing jobs, trade 
barriers that exist in other countries like Ctiina must be challenged and removed. Demands for 
transfer of technology and production in return for market access must be curtailed. Currency 
manipulation must also be formally recognized by our own government and addressed, Relatedly, 
subsidies to the industry by other countries, like China, should also be challenged by trade 
complaints. Moreover, subsidies which may take the form of artificially created cheap labor cosl 
derived from !he failure to recognize and enforce fundamental human rights must also be 
challenged and remedied. 

As mentioned at the outset, U.S. manufacturing workers are in a crisis, and not coincidentally, so is 
our country's economy. Promoting U.S. clean energy companies to export domestically manufactured 
goods with U.S. made materials represents one important solution to lhls crisis. 

We very much appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today and would be happy to 
answer any questions you might have. 

,3, 
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Mr. RUSH. Mr. Crawford, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF JACK CRAWFORD, JR., CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER, JADOO POWER 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Thank you, Chairman Rush, Ranking Member 
Whitfield, members of the Committee on Energy and Commerce for 
inviting me. to speak here. today about ways to. increase global com
petitiveness of small and medium-sized clean technology compa
nies. I would also like. to thank Representative Matsui for her kind 
welcome and applaud her efforts to boost competitiveness of clean 
technology companies in Sacramento, in the Sacramento area and 
the Nation. 

I am Jack Crawford, J r ., the CEO of Jadoo Power, a small alter
native energy technology company based in Folsom, California. I 
have the experience of starting and investing in and growing sev
eral technology companies in my career. I would like to talk about 
the challenges facing a clean energy technology startup and its ef
forts to market its clean products internationally. 

Jadoo Power is an industry leader in advanced power and energy 
storage solutions. Jadoo has used its technology to develop and de
liver demonstration products to the military, government and com
mercial sectors such as portable power for medical devices to sup
port wounded soldier in war zones, emergency response commu
nication solutions, and surveillance and security applications. 

Fuel cells such as those manufactured by J adoo also advance this 
other advancement of other clean technologies such as solar, LED 
lighting and wind power solutions. Whatever the energy source, 
fuel cells save energy and reduce emissions. 

Jadoo's technology is being productized for military and commer
cial uses and additional support to scale or manufacturing will en
able. us to deliver a future large volume. order of our products. 

It has been the case. for many years that American science and 
engineering has been pre-eminent in the. world. The. U.S .. is the un
equivocal leader in energy innovation just as we have been in such 
sectors as semiconductors, biotechnology, and the Internet. 

As we strive to become a global leader in clean technology, one 
area of innovation where our advantage is most threatened is man
ufacturing. While breakthrough technology occurs here in the U.S., 
we are losing out to countries like China and Germany when it 
comes to energy manufacturing and exporting in part because 
these countries are providing hosts of tax incentives and export fi
nancial incentives and advantages for their clean technology com
panies. 

Selling our clean energy companies to foreign markets will be im
perative to the future growth and sustainability of the clean tech
nology industry in America. 

Like all other sectors of our economy, small businesses are the 
cornerstone of the clean technology industry. However, when it 
comes to exporting products and services, small businesses are at 
a disadvantage. Unlike large U.S. companies, small- and medium
sized clean technology companies do not have the financial re
sources, the expertise, or the relationships to navigate through and 
succeed in foreign markets. 
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According to the trade promotion coordinating committee, about 
30 percent of nonexporting small- and medium-sized companies 
would consider exporting if they had more access to international 
market information and assistance in pursuing export opportuni
ties. J adoo Power is one of those companies. 

This legislation being discussed today will help clean energy 
technology place clean energy technology at the forefront of our na
tional export strategy and help small businesses find new cus
tomers and markets abroad. 

A greater level of support from the U.S. Federal Government 
would level the playing field, particularly for small- and medium
sized businesses and accelerate the ability of U.S. clean technology 
companies to meet global demand and better compete in the clean 
energy marketplace. 

I commend Representative Doris Matsui of Sacramento, along 
with Bobby Rush, John Dingell, and Anna Eshoo for introducing 
H.R. 5156, the Clean Energy Technology Manufacturing Export As
sistance Act of 2010. This bill sets out a national strategy to assist 
U.S. clean energy technology companies with export assistance to 
find new markets for their products and services and to better com
pete in the international marketplace. 

This bill also provides domestic manufacturing assistance to find 
new ways to reduce production costs and increase productivity in 
the clean technology sector. 

For Jadoo, H.R. 5156 would provide tangible benefits as the com
pany works to advance its manufacturing clean technology prod
ucts and secure access and growth in the international market
place. 

In addition to providing a robust business environment for J adoo 
Power, the Sacramento region is well positioned to be a national 
leader in producing clean energy technology. Along with Jadoo 
Power, there are more than 100 other Sacramento-based small- and 
medium-sized clean technology companies that would benefit from 
H.R. 5156, as well as other clean technology companies in Cali
fornia and around the U.S. 

Representatives Matsui and Lungren, Governor Schwarzenegger 
and Sacramento's mayor, Kevin Johnson, have been actively sup
portive of clean technology companies both locally, Statewide and 
their continued support will be important to this emerging industry 
along with new support of government policies. 

The emerging global market for clean energy products is ever 
growing, and it is now time we look to market and sell our U.S. 
made clean energy products to foreign markets. With a clear oppor
tunity of clean energy technology, the United States can catch up 
and be a leader of the world with technology in American-manufac
tured products. 

As we look at innovation and entrepreneurship in our country, 
it is time for us to go green and go global. 

Thank you for inviting me to today's legislative hearing and al
lowing me to present my perspective. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Crawford follows:] 
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Testimony of .lack C.:mwford .. Jr. 
("f.0 of .fadoo Power 

Folsom. California 

llcforc thl' 

Subcommil1ec on Commerce. Trade and Cn11sumcr Prnlcction 

l!11ited Stall' House of Reprcscntatin~s 

Wcdncsd:iy,.lunc H1, 20IO 

Thm1k }OU C'hairma11 Rush. Ranking Member Wl1i11icld. and mcinbcrs (If the Committee .111 Energy and 

Cllmmcrn· for in\'iting me to spc:1k here toda:y about\\·~~ s lo incrCa$C the ..:ompetiti»encs~ of ;mall and 
medium ,;l.ed dean technology companies in 1,xlay's ..:ompelilivc international markclpla..:c. lhc d"an 

encrf!y technnlosy indu~try rcprcst•nts a tremendous opportunity for cntrcprt>ncurs and invcsl(>rs. and th~ 
hattlc for global leadership is l'Jl!i11g. The U.S. i~ in a fa~rc~ compdition to dcvdop companies 1ha1 
.:nab le us 10 gcn,~ra1c ~nd ut i I i1.c energy more cflic iently and to do this cheaper and cleaner than ou1· 

compt·lilllrs. Nothing less 1h~n .iur gl.il'>al lcadcr~hip i~ at stake here. Th.:.- couu1ry th:n su<:ccc<l~ itt 

innovating and cxponing clc:m •~chnology products and sen· ices ''·ill be the global cco11Llmic leader and 

.!L!b crcawr in the !inure. 

l :Im .111<~k C ta\\ li.)rd .. Ir .. the C'EO of Jadoo Power. which i 5 a smal I alrcrnali\·c encrg~· tcclmology 

,·ompany based in Fols('tll. California. I la,·ing had the experience or ~tarting up. inve~1i11g in. and 
gr(lwing sc,·cral cnmpanics in my ,·arccr. l bring Sl>me amllunl of understanding lo lhc challl:ngcs facing 

a dean cncrg~· 1cch11ol,1gy starmp co1npany. and rec(>gnii.c lhe particular set of problems facrd by my 
''" u Ct>mpany in this economy in its clforl to market our clean 1cch pn'tlu.:ls intcrnalionally . 

.1 ad1•0 l'owcr is an industry leader in advan-=cd power and en erg~ sloragc solutions. Our system$ 
prn\'idc h~·brid fuel t·.:ll pow ff for g<,wrnmcnl. m ii itary :ln(I commercial applkations. The iodustry j, 

C\'O]\ing and Jad,>n Power is at the forcfront--modng tmrnrd lhc ncxl cn1lu1io11 of superior pot\ Cr 

solutions that will gr;:atly surpas~ current technologies ;ind contribute''' a healthier ,,·rn·Jd c:nvironm~nt. 

.lad''" Pow<:r continues w cnhanc~ !Ucl t·dl p.:rtl>nnun~c. ;i.1vimcc: l'uo:I dcl'Clopmcnts. h~bl'idizc with 
(>t her clean cnc1·gy l<.'chnolng ies. imp rove manu lacluring processes. and rcJucc costs. 
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We arl' tal:in!? h1.:I cdJ advam·cmenls intn tlw fulurc •.klh c1·i11g 1>n11ahk co111111crcial applkation~ 
indutling C<•mpkm.,mary snlar and Ll::U tccJ111,>lnl() 1ha1 will c<1ntinue '" rn1t-pcrform ,•:-;iscing 

capabili1i"s :m<I pro1 idc l-cttcr O\'crall solmions. 

With the cmissi<,ns i'f gn:cn hl>U~•· g.as'c~ fn11n con1·e111ional mN•>rs. gencral1>rs and engines. anJ 1hc 

limitc<I powcrcapal'>ilitics and toxic chemicals nfc,1n1cnti<>nal l>ancric<. ach·:mccli ti1cl cell tcdm<1logy 
nt1ers the promise <'fprn1ahlc. clean. LC:f<' Cntis;.ions power. Pholn\'oltaic solar panels and \\'ind turbine' 

can prOI idc utility scale P''"Cr. hm there c1>ntinues lo he a m·,•d ihr deim. dfa:icm JlO"Cr st>urccs that 
an: small. pl•rtahle and mnhilc so that S(>lllC pollmion·pn><lucing engines can he eliminated. Jadoo's tiid 
cell tedmolngy and alternatil'c energy rcs~arch and clevclopmrnt program$ prnl'idc the potential for 

1Jhiqu itous ,. ka11 .:ucrg~· st<ll'age a nil prndu.:1 inn . 

. lado<> ]',mc1· i~ solving some nftoday·s .:nergy challenges :•5 "ell as \\'•>rking roward the n~xt 

gcncrnlion uf P'"' er deman,ls that will deli\·cr heller energy ~olutions. grcally surpassing current 
1edmnlogics and contribuling tn a healthier rnvironmcnt thrt)llgh rcducctl pollutants. Fud cells. such as 

thos" m:mufoctured by .hodc•o. ad\'anec th.;- integralion ,,f rcncwahles. such as .,olar and wind pO\\'Cr. into 
the eleCfl'ieity grid hy enh:im:ing their st:tbilily. \\'hat.:vcr lhc source. !lid cells saH' cneo·:iy and reJucc 

~n,ts:>i,:ms. 

T(\ thar end. fodo,, j~ \\Orking to 1·calizc SC\'.:ral ol~kcliw.,, rhcse <ibjccti1·('S includc: 

Enhan,·ing fuel cdl pcrformartcc 

11) bridii.ing foci cells\\ ith solar and LED tcchnol0gy 

Reducing product inn co,;ts and impro\'ing manufoc1tll'ing and intcgrminn prrn:c,;scs 

C't•ntinuing to build key custnme1· and partner rela\i,mships in military. gOl'Crnmcnt. a11d 
C(•111mcrci;1l markds 

Thrnugh these elT<•ns . .l:td<>l• will continue f(> take fuel cell ~d\'ancements into the future •md dcliwr 
C<'lllm~rcial applications that oul-pc:rform existing capabilities and provide betti;'I' power snluti(111s. 
,\s a Jcade1· in fud tell •~chnology and next g~m.:riltion power s~'~t..:m:s~ Jadoo Po\vc1··s j')J'()dUcl~ arc 

1)J'oviding hybrid fod cdl P""'"r in military. government and commcrcbl application~ . 

. hi<l<•o has us,·d its technology to dcwlop anJ deliwr pr11lnlypes to the miliiary. gl"·cmmcnl. ~11el the 
commercial sectors. in the following application ar('as: 

• 1'011able anJ \'lohilc Po\\ er for portable rnpid response medical de\' ices supporting wt>umkd 

soldiers in war zones 

Zcr<' cmissi<ms back-up power fol' both inilc><>r and outdoor operation 

• Kc)' c,11nmunication appli,·ations for l'm•Tgcn~) and First Responder Solutions 

• l!nmanned aerial \'t:hicks. rOl:i(>ti<:. and Slll'\·cillancc applications in the military. gol'ernmcm 

and h<'m~land sccurit~ ~pplications 
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:"li"ed for Clean T ... ch11oloJ,?y Ma11uract11rin1? :rnd t:xporl A~sisllm•-.· 

I commend Keprcs(•nta1ivc Doris Mmsui of Sacl'ilmcnto. ~long" ith Hcpt'<!Scntati\·cs lll>bh,v l{ush. fohn 
Dingell. anti !\nna !:shoo for intmducling H.R. 5156. the Clean Energy Tech11olngy Ma11ufocmrin(: and 

Fx1'<'rt ,\;.,i~t3ncc .'\cl of 2010. Thi., bill ~"Is out a natil>nal ~lralq;y lo a"ist 1.:.s. clean .:1wrgy 
lcdml>l•·g~ cnmranics "ith c.'.port assistan.:c l•' tind llC\\' markets for their products and s..:n·kc~ I<> 

l>cner compete in the imcmational marketplace. The hill abo provides dom~s1ic 111:111ufocturing 
as.,islanc,• w lind new ways to n;,fucc product ion co~t~. and promnle innovation. im·cstmcnt and gr•·atcr 

proJucti' ily in the clca11 tcchnolngy scctnr. 

Jadoo P.:,, .. cr. a<t a i:krm cncr~) technology cnmpany. is a mcn1bc:r ,~f <1 very prmni~ing 11('\\ car~gorJ of 
husinc.,s that is <?njoying parti..:tili1rl~· sirong gr,m•th in tc111s of number of companies and e1111Jloycc <:<•uni 

in 1hc l' .S .. and in pa1·1icular in Ca I ifornia. and in th.: Sarn1mcnw area "here Jad<'Jo itscl f is 
hcadquancr.:'d. The Sacramento reg inn has 1m>rc than I 00 clean technology compa11ies. and i~ wcll
pnsitinneJ I<> lie a natil,nal leader in pr<'dttcing dean cne1'!!Y tcchnolog). Since 1995. th~ Sacram•·nto 
area has seen tremcndonsjoh gr\•\\ th in "grren,iobs" increasing by more than 87%. The entire state of 

Califomia showed an incre3~c in green joh.~ ,,f 36'Y•. or ~~.000 in this same peril•d. <is ..:omp:in:d to an 
,wcralJ j<>b !!rcm·th in this pcri,id nf 13% in California. \':uion\\ idc. clean cncl'g)' tcchnol<:>gy ha~ h~~n 

atlding employees aT the a\'emge rate 9% per year. as of2008. for~ Iola! ol'approxima1dy 770.000 .iobs 
in this fi~ld (1 ). J\' rccc111I~ stated by industry trndc,iournals. thc U.S. has the pol~nti:il to capture 
::!.50,UOO jot>s in the nc:>.1 I 0 year' 1mking. installing and .•crvicing fut!! l'clls {2). Clearly. the clean 
~nergy t~d1m1logy sector represents man) pro111i~it1g employmcm gr<mth opportunities in the future. 
and with the proper ~uppl1rl from scale and lbderal goyernmc11ts. this fumrc gr0w1h J>•llcntial ~an be fully 
rcalilcd. alo11s, wilh c,,m~~ponding product re\'enucs and in~n:as.;s in suppor1ing busi11csscs such as sut>

.:l1ntractors and sen·iccs ~ompanies. 

Jadoo has recognized thal it ha~ $upcrior 1cchm1lc:>gy That is i111surpasscd domestically. as \\'ell as 

internationally. and is now b<-ginning to inwstigate lww 10 scale the company's sales an,\ 111anufacmri11g 
L'apabil•tics in \>r,kr lo ~upp1) b<Hh lht" d<'nlC~Ck and international m41rket~ .. hu.ioo hnpcs tn become 

c,>mpctiti\'c in the international market. tlowcwr. man~ small clean energy companies. like .ladon 
Po\\ er. dl) not have the knowle<li;e nf foreign mark<'t~ or :1 full ur1ders1andin!l how the expC'lrt pr\>ccss 
"·orks. That hcinl:( said. Jadoo recogni1-cs som~ c•l'thc challenge~ of com1leti11g in international m:ll'k<"Ls. 
ht many case~ frll'eign .,uppliers thm mlly ha\·,· tc:.:lmi"dl~ infori0r produ~ts hut have suhsidic; and 
supp0rt t\>r expnl'!~ from their (1" n go\'crnments whid1 creates a non·k'\·.!I playing tleld. Similar 

~halkng~s await 01h~r domcslil: clean tech ..:<imp:mics indudini; some in the SacrarnenTO rcgi,>n like 

Wl:\Dcnsity. a disiributccl "ind fl(l\w1· and foci cllki.:ncy pn>dul'.t company. With C-"IT:tl1rdinary 
oppc>nm1itics in i111~rna1irnrnl markcls. chc key for This C•)tllpan~· is also to scale manufacturing and 

ilknti1·~ cfliciem ac~es~ 10 inTernational markecs. 
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In a<l<lition to li,r.:ii;n <'<>mpctitors that ha\'c subsitlic~ and suppun fr(l[n 1heir "" 11 g,wcmmc111s. the lad, 
of .:nforcemcnt ofintcrnatil>nal imcllct·tual 1m>pcrt~ rights funhcr inhit>its 1hc cnlranc<: of l.'.S . 
.;,·01npan;cs lnlo ll)r(,·ign markt.:t~. 

l''inandn!( and Manufaclurin!( Cbalkn::es 

( iro"ing a dean 1c,·h c1,mpany is a challenge. WE· are breaking into :i hcavil) rcguh11cd indu~try "ith 

"ell c~tablisht'd play~rs "h'' c:in S4.'mc1in1cs be 1tm:at~ncd by iJ1J1cwa1ors upsetting lhc status quo. Bui 
thllSe challenges aro: min<>r iu co1nparisnn lo the finan..:inµ challenges we face when we seek h' ad\'ancc 
,,ur technology. !!-row our comp:tn). anti build:. ,lcmonstralion plant or a Ill's\ cornrncrcial plant. The 
fonding gap 1hat exists at this phase is somctim~s rcforrcd to :1s a .. v:1llcy l>f death:· 

The li.S. is the Ull<XJllVOdal lea.fer in energy inon\'ali<in. just as we have been in such sc..:l<•rs as 
scmi~omluctors. biok.:hnolog). :ind the Internet. As \\C ~trhc tl' bccnmc a glC1bal leader in ckan 
tl.!chnnlogy. one area ofinm1v:Jtl<'ll wh~n: rncr a<h~mlage i~ 1110.1o;t thre,dcncd i~ in manufacturing. 
Whereas brcakthwugh tcchnc)log~ ,1ccm·s her~ in the U.S .. w.: arc losing out to coLuurics like China. 
C'icnnany and :vlala~ sia_ when it comes to cbm rn.:rgy manufacturing. in pm! bc~ausc those countries 
arc pro\·iding a host oflax i11ce11ti\'CS am1 other recruitment ~d\'antages tn lure compani,•s away. l'ir5t-of
a-killd capital in1cn~ivc manufacturing facilities arc l'Bcn not ahlc lo si:curc tradicil>nal bank ll•ans. tlu~ 
the ris~y nature ofthos.: hms :llld rhc lack ofhanl J$5CTS in rhc c<,mp;m~. 

,.\s Jad,,o and other C<'tllpanics beg.iu to sc3lc up thdr manufat·turing ca11ahilitics. in Mder m r.-ducc 
pr.•duct costs and addn.:ss foreign markets. these eompimics need assistance in developing and scaling 
manufacturing faciliti~s that will allow them to •·ompelc int~mationall~. notjust<fomestically. Th.: 
emerging l1.S. marl.cl for clean cri~rgy products is grcl\\·ing and it is now time we IMk tc• ~di our l'.S. 
ma<le d.-im energy pr<'ducts to foreign mar~cts. A greater level ()f sup~i,lrt from the federal giwcrnmclll 
- in addition to- l<>cal and ~talc go,·crnmcnls will le\·cl thc playing field and accderate the ability nf LS 

dean rcchnnll>g)' companies to huild and opcralc compliant :md cost dfocli\'c manufacturing. 

11 has been the cJs.: fol' many }cai·~ that Amel'ican sdencc and engineering has been pre-eminent in lh.: 
"l'rld. ,.\s a result of our pioneering techn,,logics. \\'C madt! cntir<' new industries possible and we 1wcd 
ro Lie vigilant in ,1ur appreciation ;md adoption ofnc\\ and i1111<>\·ati\'e technologies. The !'resident has 
~stabli~hed a g<>al h) double 1.:.s. cxpo1·ts mw the next fiw years. H.R. 5156 I\ ill pla.:i:- l'lc:in cni:rg~ 
1cd111e>log~ pr<l<IU<;ts a11hc fore from of our national clean tech export strategy. 

lJnl(,r!unately. many times the U.S. has n01 bec11 ahlc to reap the benefits of this ne\\· tcchnok,gy with 
glol>al sales of ,.\mcrican made products. leaving <>!her countries In hendit from our t~.:hnology kaJ. 
We ht1pc that this time. wi1h the clear L>ppommit~ ot' ..:k'an energy tcdmology. the l 1nitcd Slates will 
kall the \\orld with (>ur ll~ch110Jogy. and als,1 be able ro benefit fnm1 lh.: Jisnibmion of Am~rican 
manufactured dc~n energy products because of the >upp<>rt for a U.S. dean energy technology 
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manufacturing has1:. Along'\ llh providing gn.:al~r l'llcrg~ S\!\.'Urity and ..:n,·iromn~ntal Sl'Curily. 1.lUr 

..:ountry·s j(,cus on dean tc..:hnotog) manufacturin~ companies will prnddc f:!rl'atcr cconomi~ ~"'~~urit~ 

h~ L'rc:•ling anJ 'ustai11i11g 111illin11,; nl nc"· t\1ncri<'<lll j1)bs. 

\\·ith proper surpon and ~~~isl<mcL'. Jado,, is an c~amplc of a ~ompany that could be wdl posiliom:d I<• 

~xpand its manufa.:turing fociliti~s and g.rnw "tll\!cm ~ollar" johs. chcrch~ Jllaintaiuing 1hesc jnh' in the 

li.~. With H.R. 51:\6 and 01hcr sud1 poli~ic:;.. fad(•O is likely'') increase ii~ cmpl<iycc ba"' many fold a' 
it scaks its manufocturing capability to addrcs.• hoth domestic and inlcmatic>nal sales opf><>rtunitic.,. It is 
.fadl'll's bdkfthat. likc man~ other :'lmcri.:an dean encl'g~ technology ct>mpanics. it is ;i ,10111cstic 
leader in clean cncr(!y. ~nd it can lieco1nc a global 1.:adcr in manufacturing. ~elliug clr:a11 energy 
prt>(lucts "ith th~ app1'>pria1c sci of g<wcrnmcnt pol ic ics :ind ;uppNI. 

We l:>clic\·c that th~ Dcp~nrncnt •>ITommcrcc's l111crna1io11al Trade /\dministration (IT;\) can pla~ an 
impc,rtant role for U.S. C<)mpanics thac arc sdling 1>t<'duo:ts IC, for~ign huycrs. ITA has a wealth ,,f 
experience in export pr<>motilln. helping .'!nail and m.:dium si:lcd companies find and m11 igatc !(,reign 
marh•K 

l.;u·ge. e$tahli~hccl domestic monufoc1111·c1·s arc lil.:dy 10 han~ 1hc tracl.< record. critical 1nas$ and ahilit~ w 
rai~e capit:tl from O:L)llUncrcial banks for new cflicicnt manufocturing capabili1ic$ rc<1uin::d for su..:ccsstul 
inwrnatinnal sales, hut ;mall hu.<in~sscs do 1101 haw that ahility. Prcscmly. the gnwmmcnt docs not 
ha1·c 311 appropriate program for ,mall manufac:nir~rs such as JadoL1r,1wcr10 pnwi(lc crilicial export 
<llld manufa~mring assistanco:. 

ln summa~._ we .<trongly suppon the goals ofl LR. 515(> and ~11ppNl the Crt'ation (lftargcted policies 
that 1vill cnal:llc American companies that have leading dean cncrg)· technologies !Cl 1ransla1c lhosc lcac.b 
inio n>busl imcrna1ional prnducl shipment though the suppo11 ol'thc creation ofglol:>ally comp<·titi\·t' 
111:111ufacturing capahiliti~s. With capital le> grmv manufa~turing capabilities a~ well as access t<' 
intL'rnational markets of customers. many US·l:>aml small and medium siLcd clean tcchnoloi;~ 
manufacturing c<!mpanies "ill t>~('<•me large co111panir:.s that arc glt,bal kadt>rs in their indu~lry. 

Thank you ihr inviiing me It' to.Jay's kgblariv.: hearing. and allowing mr t<' pre,;rnl my l'<"rspective. 
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){cforcnccs 
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Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes Mr. Kim for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY KIM, POLICY ANALYST, HERITAGE 
FOUNDATION 

Mr. KIM. Chairman Rush, Ranking Member Whitfield and mem
bers of the committee. It is my privilege to testify today concerning 
the Clean Energy Technology Manufacturing Export Assistance Act 
of 2010. My name is Anthony Kim. I am a policy analyst at the 
Heritage Foundation. The. views I express in this testimony are my 
own and should not be construed as representing any official posi
tion of the Heritage Foundation. 

In recent years, clean energy has become a shorthand sum for 
the bold policy today on how to achieve green growth and enhance 
our energy security. The proposed legislation offers a timely oppor
tunity to discuss better ways to. trigger. innovation in our clean en
ergy technology sector. 

Recognizing the urgency of developing a more competitive Amer
ican clean energy technology sector, the proposed legislation in
tends to encourage innovation, investment and productivity, par
ticularly via Federal subsidies. However, for the United States to 
regain economic. leadership in the. global clean energy industry, our 
strategy must be driven by real market conditions-not by govern
ment financial assistance that may serve as a temporary feel good 
action and delay more meaningful advancement of the clean energy 
sector . 

Government-mandated funding has often resulted in unbalanced 
development and lasting government interference. in the private 
sector which dampen dynamic growth and innovation. It also in
vites the question as to whether government has the expertise to 
effectively help private companies navigate through rapidly evolv
ing clean energy markets. 

The proposed bill also fails to acknowledge that there are exist
ing government resources and market incentives to. increase pro
duction of efficient or tentative clean energy. 

In advancing the competitiveness of our clean energy sector, 
there are more practical policy alternatives that can and should be 
implemented. At the top of the list should be further globalization 
of international trade. Free trade fosters economic efficiency, and 
economic efficiency is. the. basis. for innovation, growth, and com
petitiveness. 

Over the past decades, the most practical improvements in en
ergy efficiency and protecting environment have not come from gov
ernment mandate funding. As chairman of the analysis of the Her
itage Foundation's index of economic freedom, most progress has 
been driven by advances in freer trade and economic freedom. 
These unleash greater economic opportunity generating a purchase 
cycle of investment, innovation, and dynamic growth. 

Comprehensive globalization provides the most efficient export 
promotion strategy. Such trade globalization can be achieved by ad
vancing freer trade through multilateral as well as bilateral trade 
pacts. Free trade agreements have spurred competition and eco
nomic growth. In recent years, the FTAs cuITently enforced ac
counted for more than one trillion in two-way merchandise trade. 
FTAs also include provisions that safeguard American businesses 
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from discrimination and protect and enforce intellectual property 
rights for U.S. firms. 

The pending FTA with Colombia, Panama, and South Korea will 
result in significant new market access and lower types for Amer
ican businesses, including our clean energy producers. 

There is. no doubt that accelerating. innovation and production of 
clean energy technology has become an economic necessity for our 
future. The best strategy to make this happen is not through spe
cial subsidies, but rather through dynamic leadership in opening 
markets and spurring innovation technology. 

In conclusion, I want to emphasize that we need a strategy that 
conforms to. conditions in the international marketplace, not one 
that struggles against it by subsidizing technologies that cannot 
stand on their own. We know one sure way of doing this, and that 
is through open markets, not closing them with protectionist meas
ures. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify before this com
mittee today. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kim follows:) 
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Clean Eun!;:_\' Technology :\lanufacturin:! aod E~purt .-\ssistanC'e Act of 2011.1 

Testimony before 
Httusc C1rn1mi1tec on J::orrgy and Cttmmcr« 

Subcommittee on Commerce. Trade, :md Consu mer Protection 

June Iii, 20 10 

Anthony Kim 
Policy Analyst 

Center for lntcrnational Trade and Economics 
The ll ~rita::c Foundation 

Chairman Rush. Ranking \.foinber Whitfield. ood members of the Commince. ii is my privilege 
anti honor 10 lt:~lily before you roday concerning lhc Clean Energy Technology Manufnctt1ring 
and E,xport !\ ssi;tancc Art of20 l 0. 

~1y name i~ Anthony Kim. I am ;1 policy :iMlyst in the Center for lntcm~tional Tnodc anti 
E..:on(>ll1it:s at The I !critag.c Found;:uion. The views I expr<:ss in this tcstil\h)llY arc my own and 
;;hould nOI he c~111strncd a~ representing any \)fticiol po~ition of The llc1itage Foundation. 

The Clean t-:ncrgy Technology \4anufocturing and Export 1\ssistancc /\ct aims to create a 
gnwrnmcnt fund in an cffo11 to a>sisl American clean tech firms in advancing their 
competitiveness in lhc glob<il markc1. ,\ s a matter of focl. in rt..-ccnl yc:<1rs. "clean energy" lws 
become a sho11hand tem1 for the broad policy debate on how to achieve gR-en growth and 
enhance our energy security in the future. II is encouraging lhut the proposed legislation offers 
aMthcr timely (1pportunity to discuss better wuys 111 hoosr the deveh1pmcnt of clean energy 
technology ;ind trigger innovation in the: American clean energy in<lustry. 

Indeed. th..: global clean energy industry prcs~n ts an im110rtant market opportunity for the United 
States, one that could lead to dyriamic exports and job creation. !'riv;n~ invc:,;tme111 in d ean 
technology i~ estimated ro reach $4SO billion unnually by 2012 and over $600 billion by '.?020 on 
a global scale. and potentially much larger if rct·cnt market oppom1ni1y esti11111te~ are r~~li~c:d. 1 

1 \\ ·<'lrlJ f.C\ll'K.'fllir Forum. '"(in-..~ lnn .,.ting: Toward a (1~·an EJ,.;r~y lufras1m1:tun: .- J;mmny :?Ot)C). '' ' 
hll/, .,l~t'h h ' \ 1 r/1Jrt1m.01J!.-;11.ff!dimc11c.·'Cirt~t.·11.p:ff. 
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Shortcmuin~s of the Clean En~rg_,. Technology Manufaeturini: and Expol't A~sistanl·e Al"f 

Rt.:cognizing the urgency of the need t(I develop a more competitive ;\nwrican clean em:rgy 
sc<:H•r 1hat can capitalize nn such global market opportunity, lhc proposed legislation i111c11ds to 

"encourag.: innllvation. in\'cstment. and pmduclivi1y .. in the si.:ctor, particul;irly via t<:d.:ral 
,;ubsidics. by ..:swblishing a $75 million fond over the next live fiscal years that will he 
administcrcd through the International Tr::idc Adminimation. 

II owe\· er, for the United States to regain cconomi~ lcadcr;hip in the global clean energy 
indu~try. our strategy nmsl be driven by real rnark.:t Cl•ndisiou~. 1101 by go\·crnmcnt financial 

assiMancc that s~rvcs as a momentary foel-gc•od action and delays a more meaningful 
advancement nfth~ clcmt energy s~><:tor. 

Govcrnmem-mandatell fonding has resulted in unbahrm.:cd go\·en11111:111 sub:;idics and lasting 
government intc-rfcrem:e in 1hc private sccll•r. which dampen dynamic gro\\th and innovation of 
the sector. It aJs,l invites the question as 10 whether the l; n ited StatC'~ go,·cnuncnt has the 
expertise am! qualifo.:<llions to effectively help private companies navigate through rapidly 
cYolving dean em:rgy fim:ign 1m1rkds. 

The pmpo:;cd l~gisiaEi<>n fails to identify specific policies to be pursued and ri~ks becoming little 
mnl'e than a financial subsidy grab bag for politically connected special inEcrcsts. The proposed 

hill also ncglcc1s to acknowledge that 1hcrc are existing government resoun:cs and market 
incentives for the pri1·:uc ~ccmr 10 inve~t and de\'elop te.:hnological solutions to increase 
production of cfliriem alternati\'c clean energy. If this hill becomes Ja11-. taxpaycr rnoney will be 
wasted in g<ivcm1m:nt bureaucracy. 

The American pC<)ple desen ca government that spends every taxpayer dollar with as muc:h care 
as taxpayers spend their own dollars. In fact. in response 10 rising puhlic uneasiness about !he 
widening federal deficit. White Hou;;c Chief of Slaff Rahm Emanud recently not~d that 
President Obama·s goal now is "t<l change Washington's fo.:us from figuring ou1h('w10 spend 
money to how to save money:·= It seems th:it the currently proposed bill is more in line with 
"spending." not "saving:· 

1-"reer Trade: Key lnj!redicnt in :\hking Our Clean Encr:!y s~·ctor More Compt-tith·e 

In ad"ancing lhc compctivcness or our dean energy h:r.:hnology ~cctor. there are more practical 
p(IJicy al1t.)matives that ~·an and should be imple111e111~d. t'\t tltc top of the list should be further 

liberali-..ation or internalion<tl lradc. 
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When a l'Ounlry lower.'- ils harriers 10 lr:llk. it opens its C«onomy to .:ompclilin11 <1nd a wider 
variety uf goods and services than was prc\·iously availahlc. Compclition spms the mm·cment of 
lahllr and capital frnm industric~ that cannot compete to thos.: that can. enabling a nation both lo 
produce more t!rticiently and to auracl new inn~stmenl··-··critic;ll demcnts of any long-term 
.:conomic growth and compelitin~nes~ strategy. 

The need 10 llllhc:rc to sud1 <1 strntcgy is rm less important today than before.: Free trade fo~tcr~ 
economic efficiency. and economic efficiency is the basis for innovation. growth. and 
compctitivcncs~. Undcniahly. 1radc has opened markets around the \\'orld to U.S. goods and 
scrvicc:s and h<•~ cn:aled a level of compctilion that leads lo innovation. bcucr and less cxpensi\'c 
products. higher-paying jobs li•r A1ncrirnns, and the inn~stmenl needed for long-tcnn economic 
growth and continuc11 prosperity. 

Indeed. the success of America·s growth and 1·ising prosperity over the past decades i> based on 
reducing the state's role in !he economy. breaking dow11 barriers to international trade and 
investment. and stre<imlining !he mies and regulations that shape and define long-term 
cnmpctitivcnc~s. Tariff~. quotas, go\'ernment subsidies. and .:heap 1,~ans to businesses. outright. 
nationalization of indusuy. and other policy mechanisms 1101 only serve to distort prices and 
reduce international nwrkets lbr g(lods <md services, but also ha"c a chilling effect on privatc 
inwsuncm and do liulc hl b<>ost bu>ine>s confidence. 

Thcsi: r:~·(•nomic facts of lifo apply tu the dean energy techno](lgy sector the same as they do to 
any other. The energy seclor also needs fre~r trade. In facl. freer tradc and advm1cing dean 
energy technology can go hand in hand. being mutually supportive. 

Freer 1'radc• I.~ Key f() Greem Growth 

In remarks on World Environment Uay. the Uircctor-Gcncral of the Wol'ld Trade Organization 
(WTOl. Pascal Lamy. pointed out that .. Trade opening bas much to contribute in the fight against 
climate ch<mgc and I(• the protection of the ;:11\'iro11me11t.'' Indeed. 1hr: mos1· prnctical 
improvements in energy efficiency and pr<>lccting the environment thrnugh clean energy 
t~chnology over !he past decJdes hawn 't stcn1mcd from g0Ycmmcnt-1mmda1cd funding or 
regulations. As shown in the analysis of The llcrit:igc Foundation ·s Index llEc.·0110111ic Freedom. 

the mo>! progress has been clri \'C:n by advmwes in frc~r rradc and cconomi c freedom. These 

~ YL·t. \\hili: the l.i.S, ha:-.1<.mg Cicen :.t l<-ading ;,tdvoc:uc for op~·n 1mrrkc1~ :.tnd tr~•<.k libcrnH¥alion. •he r<>ccnt lin~mcial 
<.'rls(~ :mJ g.lL)hal l'conomtc <lt1wn,um han: IC'd S<.Hll<.' io i.jUl'Stit'lrl thl' wurlh of rh·,li;;lc-s t•h .. 'aling rnon: tradL· frct'(lom. 
F oc:using preduminanrly nn ll('gativ~ impa~t of tradt' on our 1.,t·unomy. proh .. "ctkmisb chal'gt.! 1hat rraJl' is unfairco 
u .S. finu~ ;mJ cmpht~ t:'l'"'· l:ufortuna(t.•Jy. Lhcy :0-Cl' Ufl 1)' a '."Hlal1 ]Ji1rl or 11tl' :;lt\I')•. Balant:L!cl aga•nst any Lr0>dc-rclat\.-d 

i.?i.:on~:nui.:.: parn nlu~L hL· du.: tlV.: .. all im.:ri:a~ in U.S. t:mp,_1~·rm:ut. prntluctiYity. om,i wag..: roih:s that :;h.:m:; from an 

opt·u. lih<.'r<tl tr;uiiug ~.-m·in:~nrnt·n1 
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unlc;ish ~rcatr:r c~·onomi~· llpportunity and prospcri1y. gencr:ning a virtuous cyd.: nf i11vc;.tcnc111, 
innovation. and dynamic ec(>nomic growth. 

l:choing the s;m1e message. the WTO chict' fonher noted: 

The entire world is well :iwan: of th.: environmental dangers posed to our planer. Bur the 
ahilily of g1wernmcn1s to respond to ihcsc d;1ngcrs is tied cklscly to 1be resoun:cs at their 
disposal. CN1ntrie~ which have had success in alh:viating po,·crty and raising \h·ing 

~ta111fards tend to he mnrc adept at crc:aring th~ cnn.litions for a cleaner environment. 

Economic Freedom ;and Stan<llrd of Living 

S28,00I ·:.:.0fJ (X!f ·~JC,.!j f.'J· f.:.Ch 
rn~e~~r .:) !t'< :,..;;~) lnde:x 
of [(":):'V11K rn?~A:-:i, •I"• 
c.,;.·:~:-c ... ~ 2:)~:; :J 5. d-;::'.'vs 

S6.S;<J 

I 

Trade FrHdom and Etwircnmental Ptrform~nce 

II 
S9\l~h ~o:"'•''::~r ::·,ji·~.r: ;.;·(···,..· .. , .. :)).·, .• ~ ,•;::1;·)1r,;·:•,.•:)."c~' 

;·:, };h, ·,:" .,· ~·( -, .. :.-i~1•,;~~·r· -~ \.l:•:;:., ~ <·. ~~· ..... ·~· ... ~·:,:~(.ii·'• : ~· .• ~:'[i 

~;~~~f ~~g.:.::~;.~~-;.~~:~~!.:~~::;:·~ ~::~ ~~~~~~~ ~·:::/~:r:;~;,;~: ;.~ 
;;:.:·;· .. :::.:~··.~~~ ;·:~:~· :~:. ::~-i :-: i'"• S>:•~: ;i~ :~;;.' ";».:· .1;,:.·.4,;r-,.-:'°'' ,. • 

Policy cffons aimed at imposing striclt>r environmental s1andards through a national or global 
regulatory body run great risk of being not only fruittcs~. but also counterproductive. They 
undercut the economic growth and effi~·iem:y inrlispcn~ablc to cffccti,·c cffons to protect the 
cm·iromm:nt. Such regulation~ arc likely to be little more that f~d-g0<)d net ions. 

The fondament:il llaw of those favoring new govcmmcm directives is the fallacy that there mu~t 
be a trade-o.ffhetwecn ccom>rnic growth and environmental protection. They seem to think that 
to get more of one. you have t(• have less of the other. The truth is just the opposite: To get more 
environmental protection. you need more growth, not less. 

It i;: encouraging that many A1m:ri,all$ ;;ec that tmlh. As a :-.farch 20 I 0 Giillup sur"ey re,·eal~. 
more Americans believe 1h;1t economic growth should take priority l•vcr environmental 
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proc~ction when the two goals collide. with fo\n:r willing 10 suppl.Ir! .:nvimmm:ntal measure~ that 

may have a negative economic impact. 

i"ri!er 1'rt1de, ;\'(Jf Nutio11ul E.:pt1rt /11itiatfre. Hm>lt.~ U.S. Clean £11erJ:.I' Ted1m1/111:.r 

Chainm.m Emcritu~ Di11gell. n co-sponsor ofrhe Clean Energ,y T o:dmHlogy Manufacturing and 
Export 1\;;sistancc Act. pointed om that the proposed kgislalion is "parl ;ind parcel to the 
l'r..:sident'> goal ofdouhling expl>rt> in live years :ind gives wonderful inr.:c111i1·c to Amcric;1n 
cmnpanic' 11) design ;md manufa,·mrc 1h..: cnvironmcn1111ly friendly technologies of tnmmTo"""" 

The National t.:xpo1t lnitiath·c (NE!). Prc,;idcnt Obama's trade plan th:i.t was unveiled in the '.!010 
State of 1hc Union address. aims to h(llstcr U.S. illlt'l'll<itional competitiveness by creating an 
export prom(ltion cabinet th:lt will oversee the cxpansi<•n of both govemment programs and 
~pedal financing. for tirms and farmers seeking oversees market opportunitics.5 

Recognizing the key r<•lc of exports in . .<\mcrica ·s economic strength WHS an important first step 
in fonning an d!ective U.S. tr:idc policy. l lowewr. the tn11h is that it is only part of a winning. 
comprehensive American trade str;itcgy. Our economy needs a plan that addresses al/ aspects of 
trndc. For America to cxcd in the W•)rld marketplace. U.S. trade ol1ji.·cti\'<:'S need to he: clear and 
consistcllt with the open-market principle> Ameri..:a ha5 Jong promoted and. indeed. demands 

fr<•m other na1io11s. 

As a maucr of f'act, e)(po1t promotion via cumprchensivc trade liberalization provides the most 
cfticil'lll. market-based cxpon pron10tinn strat..:gy for U.S. interest~. Such trade liberalization can 
be achieved hy :i.d,·aneing freer trade through i1 compn:hcmiv.:? and suhstanti\'c conclusion to !he 
Doha Round of trade negotiation~ and ratifo:ation of the three pending free trade agreements 
with Colombia. Pa11a111a. and South Kore:i without fimher dcl;iy. 

/\<.:cording to the WTO, glohal rnlks on free trade in Cll\'ironm~ntal goods and services that will 
have spi:.:ial tnrntmcnl in a new global 1radc dl·al arc recording progress." In April, U.S. Trade 
Rcprcscnlati\'c Ron Kirk asked the U.S. hucniational Trade Commission to invi;::;tigatc lhi: 
economil· benefit of eliminating U.S. tariffs on i1n~K>r11:d environmental goods and determine 
h(lw much L:.s. ~n,'ironmenlal goods exporters mig,ht bcm:fil frt•m 1r;1dc lihernlizati,,n.7 

' ~c'' ~ rdt';l!-~ ... .\larsui. Rush. Dingell. Esh<.'<.' lnLrodm.·.:.· LL·~i:..latton tu Bol~CC"J' U 5. C"k:m T i:-ch (odu~try:· Oni..:c • ,f 
Ct>ngl'~>sman John Dingdl. :\pril ~7. ~Ol(I, al 
http:.:. 'wn ·11·.iwll"i'. f!<W (1pp.\' :/i' r.11r;,,'."·'·.:mj 15. diug,,ll.:. HdfsuiRushDitrgt·i/Eshooburoft•gr,,fr(J/stcr( 'h,•,·.m Tee ·h.slum!. 
~ Prc-ss rctra~c ... l:'.\ccmh·c Ord"~r NaLional Ex~-.rnt lnttiati"-·<-•.*' Offo.·<> ,,fth<! rn:~~ Sci:rc:rar~._ rhc ".:hfr\! ffousc. 
:\tuch 11, :!O lO. ;U h11p: .. /H ~nl'. H'ltirC'ho''·"'-' gm·.1lre·1w,,s ... :-<!(1',~_;·exc.·cMin'-otd('1'-uurimw/-c·.\7mrt~i•1i1i,Hi''.,'. 
"J,>lm .'\dll't', "\\TO'> Lamy Secs Trade Paci Bll,isling (ic~cn G .... .b.'' RcutN,. \lay 20. ZOIO. at 
Imp: ·:n WH'.t'<'llh 'I'.\'. n>m ·,irri(·h·:·idf "S/.J)FfS4.J / 31/21) I rm5 ~f/. 
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Th.: li.S . .:an and should spur global cconomi.: growth by k<.tding th.: Doha Round to a 
succcs~flll and ambitious cnndusion. The :ihscnc,• ot a new. c0mprd1c11;;i"c trade pacl reduce~ 
countries· discipline in keeping a rein on protectionist measures designed lo prop up inefficient 
dotm;slil' l'Ompanics during today's ei:onomi.; slump. Mnrel••l·r. without the new market access a 
muhilatcrnl deal would bring. it will he 11\(>)'C difliculr for firms that arc struggling domestically 
w export instead. 

In order to open up foreign markets for om clean energy sector more practically. America should 
~·nhancc existing relationships with important trade and investment allies. NAFTA and other free 
trndc agn:cmenis iFTA~l the U.S. has in ph1~·c ha•r: spurred l:ompetition.job crealion. and 
economic grnwth. These agr.:cments have an important rok in maintaining A1m:rican 
Cl>mpctitivenc~s and prosperity.• In 2008. the FTA$ currmiiy in force accounted for more than 
SI trillion in lwo-way n1crdrnndi>e trade. which is ahout .~5 pcr1:cnt of U.S. trade worldwide. 

U.S. FL\s go beyond winning lower tariffs on American manufacturing and services exports. 
FT As include provisions that sa!Cguard investors from discrimination. increase regulatory 
trnnsparenc.:y. combal corrupt prncli<:es. and protect am\ enforce intdlectual property right>. U.S. 
tr:ule agreements include trnnsparcnt dispute resolution a11d arbitration mec:hanisms to guaranlce 
that the agrcem~nts arc upheld and fully respect the rights of U.S. finns and consumi?rs. 

Thl" pending FT/\s with Colombia. Panama. and Sou1h Korea will result in signi1ican1 new 
m;irkct ;1cccss and lower tariffs for Amerirn"s busin..:~scs: Most Colombian and Panamanian 
pf(lducts already enter the U.S. duty-free unJer various preference programs. Bc<:aus.: these 
coumric~ ha\'C already had preferential access to U.S. marke1s. any impacl 0111!.S. jobs from 
impo11s from those countries has already occurred. Instead. these agreements will result in new 
c<:onomic opportunity for America's exporters mid the l.J.S. businesses that ~upport them·· 
c)pportunity 1ha1 will grow over 1i1ne as thcsl) 1:011n1rie~ .;ontinue lo dcvdop through trade and 
mature into larger. more sophisticated markets more closely integrated with the l;.s. econnmy. 

Conclusion 

There is no doubl 1hat accclcrnting. U.S. dean energy technology innovation and production has 
hccome an cc1,nomic necessity for America ·s future. The he.~t stratc~y to help lhis happen is not 

Oflke oftl"• Secmary. U.S. Internacional Trad~ (\1mmissi<>11. s\pril 1-1.20\0, at 
/Jf rp;/:h'~l'lo.,,ltS ill.'.f!m' .,'CSt•,wch _and_ cUUt/rsi'i..'(11,•going:',1.~] ) / 6 .. rt'(HH'\·J __ h•n,·r.JU~~: 

·' !\~ i>f1hc beginning 11f~CllCl. th,· lJ.S. had I I ~TA.> with :7 c<>untries. Cw1g1·css ha~ a!'!''"l"~d I-Tl\~ \.\-ith the 
fr'lllowln~ ll:ltJl\US: [~.-ad: C:u\ad~t and M~.\icO cN.·'\flA>~ Jnn.Jan: Singa~~'rt:: ('hilt:. Aus1r~•Jia: ~ilWOi.:..:u: the 
Dominican Republic. Cist:i Rict. El Sal\·:1<l<>1'. Guatemala, Hondurns. am.I Nkaragua1DR CAl'TAi: ll;ihrain. 
Om:m: aml mo~• n.',,'L'mly. P-:ru. 
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thrnugh special subsidies or tax hreaks for specitic Am~riran firms. but rather through dyn<nnic 
leadership in opening markoets and spuiTing global compel ii ion so tha1 the most prodm:livc <ind 
innm·a1in: t<'chnologics can rise to the rop. 

We n.:.:d" strmcgy that conforms to r.:ondition:; in the intcmatiom1l marketplace. not one that 
strngglcs against it by encouraging and subsidizing technologies that can ·1 stand on rheir own. 
We know l'lle surt) way to do this. and that is through opening m:irket$. not ~·losing them with 
protectionist measures. This bilL unfortunately. takes the other path. 
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The J leritagc Foundation is a public p<1licy. re~earch. and educational organization opcrntinj! 
under Section 50 I (C)(3). It is privately supported and receives no funds from any govemmenl al 
;my level. nor dncs it perform any government 01 01her conlrnct work. 

The llcri1age Foundlltion i~ the mo~t hroadly supponcd think tank in the United States. During 
:!009. it had 581.000 individual. f(lundation. and corporate ~upporters representing c,·;:ry state in 
tlw U.S. hs :!009 income l'amc from the following sources: 

Individuals 
Foundation~ 

Corpor;ltions 

The top five cor1mrate givers prtl\'idcd The Heritage Foundation with 1.6% of its 2009 income. 
The Meritage Foundation's book;; are audited annually hy the national accounting firm of 
McGladrey & Pullen. A list of major donor.~ is av;iilahle from The I Jeritagc foundation upon 

l't:l)UCS!. 

Mcmhi:r.; of The Heritage Fnundacion staff testify as indi\•iduals discus~ing their own 
independent rcscard1. The view:; cxprc~scd are th~ir own and do nnt relkc:t an instituiional 
position for The Heritage Foundation or its hoard of trustee~. 
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Mr. RUSH. The chair thanks all of the witnesses for your testi
mony, and the chair recognizes himself now for 5 minutes for the 
purposes of asking questions. 

And I am going to ask all of the witnesses to answer "yes" and 
"no" to the following questions. I only have 5 minutes. If you could 
please restrict your answer to "yes" or "no," that would be. appre
ciated. 

Seizing clean energy export opportunities accelerate U.S. Recov-
ery and become an engine of growth. 

You answer "yes," or "no." 
Beginning with the first witness, Ms. Saunders. 
Ms. SAUNDERS. Yes. 
Ms. WINCE-SMITH. Yes. 
Mr. HERRNSTADT. Yes. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes. 
Mr. KIM. Yes. 
Mr. RUSH. Dollar for dollar, clean energy investment will create 

more jobs than investments in conventional energy. sector. 
Ms. SAUNDERS. I can't answer that officially. 
Ms. WINCE-SMITH. It depends on how you define "clean energy." 

I am on the edge. 
Mr. HERRNSTADT. I don't know. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Can you ask the question one more time? 
Mr. RUSH. Dollar for dollar, clean energy investment will create 

more jobs than investments in conventional energy sector. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. I agree it is difficult to answer without specifi

cally defining "clean energy." 
Mr. KIM. It depends. Potentially yes. 
Mr. RUSH. With new jobs created in the clean energy sector will 

create. new jobs and provide good wages. Yes or no. 
Ms. SAUNDERS. Yes, in particular to export-related jobs which 

pay more than the average job. 
Ms. WINCE-SMITH. Yes, because they take new skills and new ca-

pabilities. 
Mr. HERRNSTADT. I hope so. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes .. 
Mr. KIM. Yes. 
Mr. RUSH. Outside the U.S. borders, there is a promising market 

for U.S. green products. 
Ms. SAUNDERS. Absolutely. 
Ms. WINCE-SMITH. Yes. 
Mr. HERRNSTADT .. Yes. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes. 
Mr. KIM. Yes, sir. 
Mr. RUSH. Trade barriers are not the only obstacles to increasing 

exports of American products. 
Ms. SAUNDERS. Yes, I agree. 
Ms. WINCE-SMITH .. Yes. 
Mr. HERRNSTADT. Yes. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes. 
Mr. KIM. Yes. 
Mr. RUSH. Last question. Other countries, especially our main 

competitors like China and other European countries and J apan, 
have a more aggressive export policy platform. 
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Ms. SAUNDERS. Typically exports account for a la rger percentage 
of those economies, and I would agree they strongly support the ex
ports. 

Ms. WINCE-SMITH. Absolutely. 
Mr. HERRNSTADT. It appears so. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes, and it's leading to a significant advantage 

for them. 
Mr. KIM. Yes. I think they are in favor of free trade. 
Mr. RUSH. You also have policies that protect their domestic pro

duction .. 
Ms. SAUNDERS. In specific areas, that is correct. 
Ms. WINCE-SMITH. Yes. For instance, China's new policy on in-

digenous innovation is very worrisome. 
Mr. HERRNSTADT. Yes. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes. 
Mr .. KIM. Yes. and no .. 
Mr. RUSH. The U.S. needs to have a more robust export assist

ance policy to its manufacturing industry. 
Ms. SAUNDERS. We are operating within our current appro-

priated levels. 
Ms . WINCE-SMITH. Yes. 
Mr, HERRNSTADT. Yes, 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes, particularly for small- and medium-sized 

businesses. 
Mr. KIM. Yes, but to get there it is open to debate. 
Mr. RUSH. Compared to other countries, the U.S. pays far less on 

export promotion. Yes or no. 
Ms . SAUNDERS. It is hard to take an overall average compared 

to specific areas. The European Union, for example, that is correct. 
Ms. WINCE-SMITH. Yes. 
Mr. HERRNSTADT. Yes. I think particularly with some countries. 

I am not an expert on the others. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes. 
Mr .. KIM. Yes, but I think it depends. 
Mr. RUSH. Thank you very much. 
The chair now recognizes the gentleman from Kentucky, Mr. 

Whitfield. 
Mr. WHITFIELD. Thank you, and I thank all of you for your testi

mony. We appreciate you being here today. 
Ms. Saunders, I was. just curious, you have been so generous 

with your time today and you have testified that you didn't testify, 
you said you were not going to make any comments about this leg
islation. I was just curious why is that or why was that? 

Ms. SAUNDERS. The administration has not taken a position on 
H.R. 5156. 

Mr .. WHITFIELD, So you have no position . 
Ms. SAUNDERS. No position. 
Mr. WHITFIELD. Mr. Crawford, I noticed in your testimony you 

were talking about, particularly in clean energy companies, par
ticularly in manufacturing, it is very difficult to obtain financing; 
is that correct? 

Is that one of the reasons you support this legislation is because 
of the grant program that it would establish the $75 million grant 
program? 
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Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes. I feel like as a country between the venture 
capital investments and the stimulus, we have seeded innovation 
in R&D around clean technology. We have gotten to demonstrable 
products. And now the next logical steps are to scale manufac
turing and begin to sell those protects both here and abroad. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. This legislation on page. 3 says. specifically that 
the Secretary shall administer the funds to promote policies that 
will reduce production costs. Is that-it seems odd to me. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. That is a significant issue for small and medium
sized companies, and here's why. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. I thought that you said that primarily you need
ed it for financing. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Part of investing and financing in the manufac
turing process is to reduce the overall costs of producing those 
products. And so as you deliver demonstration units, they are of
tentimes pretty expensive to manufactw·e and the logical next step 
is to invest and finance the manufacturing process to reduce the 
costs. of those parts. so you can compete in those commercial mar
kets. 

Mr. WHITFTELD. Mr. Kim, I noticed in your testimony that you 
seem to be diametrically opposed to what Mr. Crawford is saying. 
Your general testimony seems to be you don't think the govern
ment should be involved in providing funds for private enterprise. 

Mr. KIM. That is correct~ sir. I think government. can play a 
much bigger role through free trade, through enhancing free trade 
agreements via multilateral or at a bilateral level. So there are 
things they can do, but not through Federal subsidies. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. So you think the free trade agreements will play 
a vital role? 

Mr. KIM. l think free trade is vital. For example,. the current 
pending U.S.-South Korea FTA. South Korea has a huge market 
for green energy technology. 

Mr. WH1TFIBLD. You said the proposed legislation fails to identify 
specific policies to be pursued and risks becoming little more than 
a financial subsidy grab bag for politically connected special inter
ests. 

Mr. KIM. There is no monitoring mechanism that we can follow. 
So I think we will have to see how this bill is actually implemented 
and then the entire process regarding this will be processed. But 
there is a political risk and then it can invite other problems, too. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. Mr. Herrnstadt, I notice that you all-certainly 
your union certainly favors the intent. of this. legislation, but I 
think you are specifically saying that it does not go far enough. 
And one of the things that you mentioned that needed to be done 
was to any grant that goes to any company that there be an EIS, 
as you call it, an employment impact statement, which actually I 
think is a pretty good idea. 

Have you all been successful in getting EIS requirements in 
other government programs? 

Mr. HERRNSTADT. Not yet. But we're still trying. I think it's a 
really commonsense solution to what we're talking about. It really 
started off with an idea dealing with government procurement and 
the billions we spend on it. The government should know what it 
is getting for its money, and if a specific. program is. directed to-
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wards creating jobs, we need to calculate that with precision and 
that's something I am not sure the Commerce Department is doing 
yet. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. That sounds like that would certainly improve 
this bill from your perspective. 

Mr. HERRNSTADT. It is one area that would, but I also want to 
point out that the bill itself is a real acknowledgment that there's 
a link between clean energy and U.S. jobs and I think that by itself 
is a real step forward. 

Mr. WHITFIELD. l know I only have 3 seconds. 
Mr. Crawford, the XM bank is very much involved in exporting 

technology, environmental technological products abroad. Has your 
company utilized the XM bank for--

Mr. CRAWFORD. We haven't. My perception is the difference here 
is we're talking about a focus on one particular industry sector 
that's of critical importance to our country and small- and medium
sized businesses so the combination of those two things with this 
policy would not only provide us with access to greater expertise 
focused on our company but also set up relationships that could be 
helpful in getting traction in the international marketplace. 

Mr. RUSH. The chair now recognizes the author of the bill, Ms. 
Matsui, for 5 minutes. 

Mr. MATSUI. Thank you all for being here today. 
As I mentioned in my opening statement, my home town is Sac

ramento, is home to 110 clean tech companies, many of them are 
small. And medium-sized companies are just now supporting ways 
to expand their businesses by exporting their products to foreign 
markets. But as you know, like large companies, they don't have 
the resources, time, and manpower to effectively promote their 
products abroad. And they do need assistance, and I do doubt that 
many of them have asked for help with Depart ment of Commerce 
and small business and other entities that we can all think about. 

But I particularly have a question, several questions for Mr. 
Crawford with you being a small business person. Is J adoo Power 
currently looking to expand by exploring ways to explore tech
nology products abroad? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. We're looking at new markets. In particular, 
international markets. 

Ms. MATSUI. What are the current barriers you face in exporting? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Access to expertise in how best to export rela

tionships and effectively resources, the time. 
Ms. MATSUI. So how do you go about it now? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Right now it is independent market research. It 

is trying to identify people who have expertise in international 
market places. It's consultants. It's research on the Internet . Those 
types of efforts. 

Mr. MATSUI. As you know, this legislation authorizes about $50 
million a year for 5 years. Now as a small business person who is 
really concerned about expenses and resources, do you feel that 
this. legislation, this amount of money. is a responsible use and so 
that this country can actually establish a national clean tech export 
strategy to. boost the competitiveness of small and medium-sized 
businesses? 
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Mr. CRAWFORD. As a small business owner and taxpayer, I think 
you can make the case that this is one of the best case uses of tax
payer money. What we're talking about with regard to our com
pany and others across the country is something that can impact 
our energy security, our environmental security and have a positive 
impact on our economy. Those are driving issues in our country 
today, and this is the type of bill that could have a positive impact 
on taking small companies effectively that are the cornerstone of 
our economy and growing them. 

So my question actually is why aren't we, as a body, considering 
10 or 20 times the amount because this is something that's ad
dressing all of the relevant issues of today. 

Mr. MATSUI. Thank you. 
Ms. Saunders, do our international competitors, like in the EU 

and Asia, help their small and medium-size businesses, particu
larly clean tech businesses, facilitate exports to the U.S.? 

Ms. SAUNDERS. Yes, they do. 
Mr. MATSUI. How. do they do that? 
Ms. SAUNDERS. They do that through export promotion programs 

very similar to the ones we operate out of the Department of Com
merce and other trade agencies. 

Mr. MATSUI. But they have more emphasis on it? 
Ms. SAUNDERS. As I said earlier, specific countries in the Euro

pean Union and other parts of the world have exports that are a 
larger part of their economy and they allocate a large portion of 
their government resources to promoting those exports. 

Mr. MATSUI. If this legislation were enacted, what are your 
rough estimates on the amount of increased Euros clean tech ex
ports in dollar amount or in other measurements? 

Ms. SAUNDERS. We can always do more with more resources .. We 
believe we're actively servicing this industry as a current priority 
of the Secretary and the administration. As far as dollar amounts, 
it is difficult to speculate as technology and services and actual 
products being exported have different values assigned to them. I 
would say generally from the International Trade Administration 
we have data that estimates that for every dollar invested in Inter
national Trade Administration programs, we generate $56 worth of 
exports. 

Mr. MATSUI. Ms. Wince-Smith, now the President has repeatedly 
stated that he wants the U.S. to be the leader in exporting clean 
tech to other Nation's. However, international competitors like 
China and Germany are exporting substantially more clean tech 
energy products. I know I look at solar fuel cells and all of that. 

In your opinion, would this legislation provide the tools and re
sources to boost clean tech for its competitiveness in exporting 
their products and services? 

Ms. WINCE-SMITH. Like my colleagues, I believe it's a very impor
tant first step, and many of the provisions in the legislation in ad
dition to the grant program that's been mentioned are really to ac
celerate the tools, the practices, the networks that small, medium
sized businesses need. 

I think one of the other issues that we really have to address still 
is how do we stimulate the production in the United States on a 
viable scale that it can go out globally .. And you know that is a 
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very, very serious part of thls because in order for these new clean 
tech innovators to have a scale, they really have to have access to 
deep equity and debt capital and that gets into a whole broader set 
of issues. 

Ms. MATSUI. Understood. And I think Mr. Crawford has been ex
periencing that himself. 

But as a small business person, you are excited about the fact 
that we are having a focus on clean tech exporting as I understand, 
because it does-it is part of the picture so to speak, it is not the 
complete picture obviously, but it is part of the picture. 

Anyway. Thank you very much and I yield back the balance of 
my time. 

Mr. RUSH. The chair thanks the gentlelady. 
The chair thanks all of the witnesses who have participated in 

today's hearing, and the chair particularly thanks Ms. Saunders. 
You have been very patient with us and you have been very giving 
of your time and your contributions as it relates to your expertise. 
And some of your statements are very provocative and certainly we 
will take all of your statements to heart as we proceed with this 
legislative process. 

The chair thanks you and appreciates you very much. Thank you 
and God bless. 

[Whereupon, at 12:49 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:] 
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Congressman Gene Green 
House Committee on Energy and Commerce 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 
Hearing on the Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act (Sutton) and Clean Energy 

Technology Manufacturing and Export Assistance Act (Matsui) 
June 16, 2010 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing and thank you ro my colleagues Ms. Sutton 
and Ms. Matsui for introducing these important pieces of legislation. It is important that we 
closely examine the issues that these bills raise. 

As a cosponsor of the Sutton bill, I have considerable concerns about the quality of our 
imports. I am disturbed by the recent significant increase in imported products that have 
been found to pose a risk to consumers and have resulted in recalls. In 2007, the CPSC 
recalled the highest number of products in 10 years. Of those recalls, 82% of them involved 
imported products. Of these recalled imported products, 74% originated in China. As a direct 
result of poor quality control by foreign manufacturers, primarily in China, our nation's 
consumers are placed in peril and our federal regulatory agencies, such as the CPSC must 
spend already scarce resources to protect us. 

While challenges remain to encourage our trading partners to implement stronger safety and 
quality standards, those affected by these dangers are left with little recourse in our court 
system. Victims have little ability to provide service of process, aside from pursuing the costly 
and time consuming method laid out in the Hague Convention on Service Abroad of Judicial 
and Extrajudicial Documents, and jurisdiction is difficult to establish in our courts. 

This bill fbces these shortcomings and provides a way to hold foreign manufacturers 
accountable. It accomplishes this by insisting that foreign manufacturers and producers that 
import products designate a registered agent who is authorized to accept service of process 
here. When an entity registers this agent, it is accepting the jurisdiction of the state and 
federal courts of the state in which the agent is located. If a foreign manufacturer fails to 
designate a registered agent, the Act prohibits their products from being imported to the 
United States. 

The other bill we are examining today, the Clean Energy Technology Manufacturing and 
Export Assistance Act, addresses the alarming rate with which clean energy jobs are moving 
overseas. As our nation, and the world, moves toward using more diverse sources of energy, 
It is critical that we seize this opportunity to spur domestic job creation. We must pursue 
increasing our domestic manufacturing capabilities to produce clean energy technologies for 
use in this country and to export to others. 

Currently, there is a staggering imbalance between the level of clean energy technology 
products and services exported by our country and other countries such as China and 
Germany. Additionally, few of the leading clean technology companies are based in this 
country. Without a doubt, this justifies some scrutiny of this issue. And, I believe legislative 
action is necessary to help our clean technology sector grow and create jobs in Te)(as and 
across the country. As President Obama correctly noted last night, "countries like China are 
investing in clean energy jobs and industries that should be here in America." 
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Ms. Matsui's bill takes necessary steps toward accomplishing this. It creates a fund 
administered by the International Trade Administration within the Department of Commerce 
to encourage growth within our domestic manufacturers of dean energy technologies. 

I am pleased that these panels of el(pert witnesses have agreed to testify today. I believe that 
they all provide valuable perspectives on these bills. As the Committee moves ahead in 
addressing the issues raised by our witnesses and these bills, I look forward to working with 
my colleagues to craft legislation that will accomplish the goals that are in the best interests of 
our constituents, workers, and our economy. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for your leadership on these issues. I look forward to hearing 
the testimony of these witnesses. 
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Statement of thr Honor11bk Joe R11rton 
Ranking Member, Committee on 1<:neri:y & Commerce 

Subcommith:c on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Prot<>rtion 
Hearing on 

H.R . ..J678, the "Foreign ;\;Janufacturl.'r Accountability A\'t of ZOIO" 
and 

H.R. 5156, the "Clean Enl.'rgy Tt·chnolo!{'' '.\1anufacturing and t:xport Assistance Acf' 

Thank you. Mr. Chainnan. 

The first of two bills we will discuss today is H.R. 4678, the "Foreign 
Manufacturer Accountability Act of 20 IO." This legislation would mandate that 
foreign manufacturers consent to jurisdiction under U.S. courts, and establish a 
registered agent to receive service of process in order to sell their goods in 
America. 

First, let me say I think we can all agree that in a perfect world everyone should be 
held responsible for their wrongdoing, no matter where they arc. Although this bill 
was written with that goal in mind, I have s~·rious concerns about the practical 
effect of the bill. I tear it may actually undermine U.S. companies involved in 
international trade. Consultation with industry has indicated that American 
importers and customs brokers. not their contacts abroad. will most likely be 
responsible for meeting the bill's registered agent requirements .. The bill would 
simply create another layer of bureaucracy and higher compliance costs for U.S. 
industry and their suppliers. 

Aside from increased compliance costs and administrative burdens, I question 
whether the bill will have any significant impact on foreign manufacturers' 
compliance with our laws or their availability to our citizens in court. Although 
the bill would force foreign manufacturers to consent on paper to our laws, our 
courts could still not force foreign companies abide by lhc judgments of U.S. 
courts. 

I also think we should examine how this law would affect our exporters if we were 
to encourage other countries to pass similar laws. Some of our trade partners are 
less scrupulous than others and we should be prudent in considering whether our 
trading partners will reciprocate, and what reciprocity would mean for U.S. 
exports. 
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Finally Mr. Chairman, I believe we should <:<msidcr the legality of this measure. 
Aller speaking with experts, l understand this legislation could nm afoul of WTO 
regulations for equal treatment of foreign and domestic goods. 

The second bill we will explore today is 11.R. 5156, the "Clean Energy Technology 
Manufacturing and Export Assistance Act.·· As with H.R. 4678, I believe this bill 
was designed with the best of intentions - narrowing our trade deficit in the clean 
energy technology arena - but this measure, also like H.R. 46 78, misses the mark. 

Mr. Chairman. there arc three primary reasons we have a trade deficit in this area 
and none of them would be impacted by this allocation of$75 million in taxpayer 
funds. We have a trade deficit because of the cost of labor in other countries 
versus ours, because we lack access to the necessary natural resources - such as 
rare earth minerals - in the U.S .. and because other markets have erected barriers or 
are simply closed to our energy products. 

l think it's a fair observation that the dramatic gap in labor costs is the chiefreason 
companies move their work overseas. This bill, however, simply ignores the fact 
oflifo that workers in China make less than a $1 per hour and U.S. workers make 
$30 an hour. As that isn ·t likely to change soon, spending $75 million we don't 
have for something we can't get just doesn't seem 1 ike a sound idea. 

This fund also caru10t create natural resources in the U.S. that are used in these 
products. And nothing in the bill makes it easier to open a new mine and extract 
the resources we do have. If we do not increase access to those domestic 
materials we can lind here, this fund will only serve to subsidize our competitors 
by forcing domestic vendors to purchase mawrials and components from 
intemational firms. In the end, this scheme could actually widen our trade deficit 
rather than narrowing it. 

Fundamentally, Mr. Chairman, I believe in our market and the capitalist system on 
which it is based. I don't believe we need to create a government program to 
replace what private finns now capably do on their own. I agree the government 
has a role in increasing exports, but it is the job of the Federal government to tight 
against protectionist barriers and to pry open foreign markets to our products. 
Unfortunately. the Obama administration seems markedly unenthusiastic about any 
of the pending trade agreements. 

The unhappy truth is that t11is fund cannot make up for the ahsence of a serious 
trade policy. . Unless we actually open markets through successful trade 
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negotiations, '"e will have fewer and fewer places outside the U.S. where our 
companies can sell their products and services. For markets that may he open to 
U.S. compank·s, our government must eliminate tariffs and other trade barriers or 
we can •t expect to be compeliti\'e market participants. 

I look forward to hearing from our two panels of witnesses today and exploring 
these questions tilrther. 

Thank you. Mr. Chainmm. I yield back. 
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''Legislati.-<> lll'aring on H.R. 4678. the Foreign Manufacturers Lei;:al Ao.:countability A<:t" 
C'ommitte<> on Energy and Commerce 

Suhcommiftce on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection 
Junt 16, 2010 

Responses of Mr. Jeremy Baskin to Questions for the l~ccord from 
Ranking Member Joe Uarfo111 

I. Yes or No please. Do you believe Amtrican companies that sell their products abroad 
should submit to th•' legal authority offoreign courts? 

&fillonsc: Yes. if there is redprocity. CPSC defers to the work of lhe Office of 1he U.S. 
Trade Representative. lhe Depar11nen1 of State. the Depamncnt of Co111merce, and other 
responsible agencies in negotiating agr~ements with foreign govemmcnts on this issue!. 

2. You mention a number of cases where the CPSC was requtsti11g illformation from 
Chinese drywall manufadurcrs, and the requests were returned denied and unopened. 
Would this bill allow the CPSC to force foreign companies to comply with information 
requests? 

Response: The proposed kgislation would provide CPSC with a mechanism to put pr.~ssure 
on a domcs1ic pany to seek this informa1ion from tht' foreign manufacturer. 

3. Do you have a ballpark estimate for how man)' foreign manufadurcr8 of consumer 
products chis bill would apply to? Whal other means doei; the CPSC have available to 
ensure only compliant products arc sold in the U.S.? 

Response: C l'SC docs not current! y maintain a registry of foreign manufacturers of 
consumer products. Therefore, CPSC is unable to provide a cunent estimate of how many 
indi,·idual foreign entiti<:>s would be covered by lhe proposed legislation. 

CPSC currently has authority to stop noncomplianl articles al the ports and require their 
exportation or destruction. h has recall authority lo remove noncomplia.nt products from the 
supply chain. In addition. the Commission has stringent civil penalty pro\'isions to pursue 
against panics who would sell or distribute noncompliant products . 

..J. Scam arlists will evade the law and reconstitute themselves. For smaller ny by nighc 
manufacturers in foreign countri1:s, would this legislation stop them from starting a 
new business with a new name? 

; Thi~ is a staff dncun1en1. ~nd has not b~en revi~wed or appnwed by. and may not n~cessarily re flee( the views of. 

individual CPSC Commissk,ncrs. 
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R..!::.S.P-<ill.~: The legislation cannot stop 1ha1 praclice (no !egisla1ion .:an). but it will make 
those individuals more easily idcnliliablc. Each new foreign manufacturing entity con:red 
by the proposed law W(luld be required to appoint an agent to accept ser"i~·e of pro1:ess. 
Otherwis<'. that business would not be able to imrort its prvducts into the United S1a1es. 
Furthermore. domestic agents eng.aging in due diligence could identify these companies and 
decline to do business with them. thereby making it more difficult for them 10 import. 

a. You state it i.~ rare sentiment for cootpanies to refuse to pay compensation 
impnsed by 11 court, despite the legal advice of one Chinese allorney. How big a 
probltm is the lack of a regisrtrcd agent in the US'! Even if the company had a 
registered agent, is there anything to compel them to pay court ordered fincs or 
penalties'! 

.B~l!Q..1)~1'.: Having the registered agent will not serve to compel the rnmpany to pay fin('S 
or penalties. but no1 having the agent will bar that compan)' from importing. Requiring 
the agent can serve as an incentive to submit to IJ.S. legal authorities and come forward 
and pay leg.ally assessed fines and penalties. 

5. Importers or distributors in the l!.S. arc considered the manufacturer for purpoSl'S or 
compliance under the Consumer Product Safety Act. What liability aftal·hcs to thl' 
importer or distributor? 

Response: Importers and distribulors can incur civil monetary penalties of up to $15 million 
under the CPSA. Jmporlcrs ar~ rcquircJ to have bonds as a condition to import. If importers 
distribule noncompliant imponed produ1:ts. they can incur money damages under 1hose bonds 
in addition to civil monetary penalties that might be assessed and collected. CPSC can ask 
CBP to sci~c and forfoit noncompliant imported produ1:1s. 

6. Do you believe that this bill will have a significant improvement on product safety? 
Please Pxplain. 

Response: This new powers contained in this kgislation would pro•ide an additional tool in 
the arsenal of CPSC's compliance measures. This. in tum. permits greater oversight over 
imported products. 

7. Do you have any estimate for what threshold the CPSC might establish for the 
minimum size rcquirenu•nts in the bill'! 

Respons~: Not at this time. This iss11" would require <:arefol regulatory consideration by the 
foll Commission and should be resol•ed in collal:>oration with ~)tho:r agencies that will have 
this service of process requirement. 

2 
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N. Scrtion -4 of the bill requires foreii:n manufacturers who make "any part" or a ro\'Cred 
product or ·'any pan'' of a rornponcnt part of a covered product lo have a registered 
agent in the United States before said rnvcred product or component part can be legally 
imported. How far down the supply chain would this requiremrnl stretch'? 

a. Could companie~ producing the raw materials that a covered product is made 
from be required lo have a registered agent in tht' U.S. before the covcn:d 
1•roduct can be imported'? 

Respol)~J:!: The Department of Homeland Security (DHS} is c::mpowerc::d to 
promulgate the regulations govi:minl! this sedion. CPSC cannot speculate on how 
DHS would interpret this provision. 

b. Pkase describe how the breadth ofthe registered agent requiNment could affecl 
the U.S. export and import industries as well as global trade relations. 

Rcspon~: CPSC is not in a position to speculate on the impact of the legislation on 
global trade relations. 

9. Holding manufacturers accountable - whether they are domestic or foreign - is a 
worthy goal. 

a. How docs the legislatfon change the current applieablc l:lws that make 1he 
foreign company more accounlablc in the U.S.? 

Response: As noted in the responses to question 4, having the registered agent will 
not serve to compel the company to pay fines or pt>naltie.s. but not having the agent 
will l>ar that company from importing. This will provide an incentive to accede to 
U.S. legal authorities and come forward and pay le~ally assessed fines and penalties. 

b. If a judgment is rendered against a foreign manufacturer, what does ii take to 
enforce the judgment? Can a judgm1mt against a company be enforced more 
tasily because of this legislation or will it still requirr a rompany to be a 
rcsponsibfo parry? 

Response: Currently, service of process against a foreign manufacturer is usually 
affected under the Convention on the St"rvice Abroad of Judicial and Extr<lciudidal 
Documents in Civil or Commercial Maners (commonly called th.: "Hague Scrvi1:c 
Com·cmion ""). In many cases. service under this convention is a cumbersome and 
time-consuming pTocess. 

This legislation docs not affect the Hague Service Convention. In addition. 
enforcemC'nl of the judgment in a foreign country will not be affected. Howcvl'r, the 
legislative may provide an incentive for foreign manufacturers to submit to U.S. 
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jurisdiction by tying dt,signation of an agent and accepting $ervicc of process to the 
continued future ability to import products into the United States. 

c. How often do lari:c foreign companies that sell products in the U.S. avoid legal 
proc<.-cdings? Can they continue to sell in the U.S.? 

Rcspo_i:i~: Cl'SC does not currently ancmpt to track the number of foreign consumer 
product manufa1.:turcrs that seek to a,·oid ~cl'\·icc of procc~s in domestic civil 
litigatiun. 

10. ls it fair to say this legislation is targeted at the companies with no U.S. presence? 

B.~spon~~: Depending on how the kgisl:nion is implemented. it could include companies 
that have no or little U.S. prescm:e. 

a. The more a company depends on the U.S. market for its business, isn't it more 
likely they will need to respond to a US judgment if they want to continue 
business in this country? If that is the case do you need lo require an agent for 
service of process? 

Response: Yes. Requiring the designation nf an agent to a1:cepl servi1:e of process 
will act as incentive for those companies with little or no presence in the U.S. to 
~ubmit to jurisdiction 50 that they will be able to legally impon products in the future. 

4 
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4Jrongress of tbr llnttcll ~tatrs 
1f;ons1 of l"-r1.1nsmt.1t1i.H's 

COMfflTTEE ON ENEflGY AND COMMERCE 

.luly 13. :::oio 

110 l 17th Str.:ct. N \V. Snitc 500 
Wa;;hington. DC 20036 

Dc:ir Ms. Gadhia: 

Thank you for arpcaring lx:fr•re the Sub.:ommittcc Oil C'onuncrC<'. Trade. and Consumer 
Pr\1\ccril.rn 011 Jun.: 16 .. 2010. at th~ lcgisl:1ti\·e hl'arini; on llR. -1678. th" ''Fon:ign ~fonufocturers 
Legal /\ccountahili1y Act:' and !LR. 5156, the "Clean En,-rgy T,·dm(>k)g) !\•tanufacturing and 
h;porl A~:;i$Wnc<· ,\ct." 

Pumwm H• the Cnmmince's .Kules. a11achcd an~ 'uiilcn qncs;i,•ns for th<' record dircckd 
to you from c..:rtain Members of the Commi111:c. In preparing your un;;w1:rs, pk;~~c :iddre.,s your 
rc-sponsc to lhc Mcmb.:r who submitt;;-d the qucstil>nS. 

Picas'' provide yonr r~sp<>n.<e,; by .Inly 2i. 2010. to E:1rlcy (jrccn. Chid'Clcrk, via e-mail 
lo l'.arli:•'.Gr.:;.-!1·li'-rn:1il.hou~e.1:tw. Please <:<intact I:arl.:)' Grt:en nr Jc11nift:r 13x'Jenhol<. 3t {202J 
~2:'-2917 if you h<l\'C an~ questions. 

Sin.:·~r.:ly . 

. b~"~--
Chairm:lll 

Alt<i.:hm\'111 
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Ccmsuml·rs {;nion/Consumcr Federation ot' America Responses lo Questions for the Ke<'ord 
rrom lhe Honon1ble .Joe Barton, re: H.R. -'678, The Foreign Manufac1urcrs l-l'!!al 
Accou nta bilin· Act 

I. Y cs l)r No picas(.'. Do y11u bclie,·e American co1np<mi~~ !hat sell lhC"ir products abroad should 
submit to the kgal authnrily nf foreign ..:1>ur1s·> 

lfth~] arc 11vailing thcm~cl'"es ~1fthc tC.in:ign m;ll'kct. yes. 

., (;iven thut there is no method to cnfol'cc U.S. court _judgments: to \\'hat degree will thi~ hill 
increaw the ability of,-,,nsumcrs to be c:o1npcnsa\t:<I if they still l1nly havc access 10 thc as~cb 
of U.S. based .:ompanies? 

Depending upon the rclati0nship of the l.l.S-bascd company Ii' the foreign manufacturer. it is 
possible that a consumer may be able to enforce a judgment against tnc l).S.-hased entily. The 
l.!.S.-l:>ased entity. again depending upon its legal relationship with the foreign company. could 
then be rcimburs.:d for 1ne judgment by the l\1rdgn .:-ompany. The l\1reign country may also help 
~nJi1rcc: 1he j11dgm.:nt. 

3. You testified that the inability of consumers to l'litain compensation from forcig11 
manutiu:turcrs hurts industry. because liability factors into their cost of business for U.S. 
companies. hut not for foreign ones. Will this hill change lhis situation. considering th<.11 
o;·(111stu11ers will still only haw enforcement po\H~r to obtain compensation frnm 1\mcri.:-an 
companic.~'? 

This bill will change this situation. Currently. foreign manufacturers arc. in many cases • 
.:ornpktcly "scot·fr<!e·· fn,111 any respon~ibilil} to our civil justice and rcgula101-y sysrcm. The 
kno" ledge that they cannot he hailed into i:ourt. or brougtu before a l!.S. agency. facrors intO 
I heir !>usim:ss plans - they can use toxic materials. or t:ike other dangerous shorrcllls. all to .:ut 
costs because 1hcy know they do not have to submit to U.S. jurisdi.:tion. By requiring foreign 
manufaclur.,rs lo submit l(1 such jurisdiction in thc U.S .. you arc ensuring that U.S. 
manufai:turcrs who do not cm corners to save money d,, no Jose ou1 to foreign Cl,mpanies rhal 
sell their P~'lcntially dangerous products at [(1wcr prkes. American <:ompanies will aclually ha\'C 
a lighting .:hancc to compete with foreign manufacturer~. 

-t You ~tatcd in your testimony that it is umenable to have a system of a•countability that relics 
llPl'll allruistic and rare behavior. Isn't that similar to the system for enforcement oflJ.S. 
judgments it' this bill pass~d- l:tivcn thal 1h.:r~ is nv mechanism for c11forci11g U.S.judgmcnls 
<.1bw11d? 

Enfon:ing a 1 i.S. judgment would not ~imply b.: a ~asc l>f relying on altruistic and ran: bcha\'ior. 
Somt'times. th<! foreign C('unlry may hdp enforce lh~ judgmen1. Th~ U.S. wssels ,,fa foreign 
cc1mpany doing business in the U.S. may al;;o be ~ul~icc110 seizure in orderto salistY a juJgrncm. 
Bill n:gardlcss of how enforcement occurs. !he fact that a .iudgmcnl has been rendered against a 
foreign manufo<:turcr help;; put the <:ompan~ on notice to make ~aler prodm:ls. The U.S. legal 
s~·stcm is also pu1 on notice.-~ that future i111po1ts from that .:ompany may trigger restrictions or 
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future unsalC products mll'hin[! U.S. consumers. This kgi.,lation doc., n<'! directly 1nud1 
cnf<.,rcc111cru ofjuJgmcnt~ (dnir1g. so may he a WTO violation). but docs lessen some of the 
jurisdi,·1iom1\ <md bureaucratic hurdle~ a consumer must overt'<>mc hdi1rc hem she can l'\·cn gee 
a .i udgmcnt entered against a negligent fon:ign m;m u facturcr. 

5. It'~ my understanding Iha! the U.S. im\Wrtl·rs ''"ho purchase ior<.'ign goods and brings them 
inlo the U.S. w<.1uld he the 01ws t·a1>ablc of and rcspon~ible for facilitating a recall. ~k1weq:r. 
you mentioned in >Our lt'Stimony that the bill's provisions mandating rcgistcrcd agc1ns for 
foreig.n manufacturers would help the CPSC "ilh recalls. Could you expand on that'? 

Requiring a foreig11 n1an11li1cturcr '''register an agent for service of process and for n:g:ulatory 
issue~. such as ~afoty recalls, will cnslU'C th;1t the right 1:ntily is c<.1nta,·1cd by the agency for a 
recall. In some cases. the imp<lrtcr may be the entity in the best position to facilitate a re.:all <ll' a 
fon:ign-madc produt·t. but in other cases. the importer may not be the best part~. The importer 
may ;1lso be a ··ny-by-night" operatnr. wh0 may have changed names in the weeks. n1~1nths. or 
years between the impnrta1i.in of a product and tbc need for a safdy recall. Tr3cking this 
impnncr might thcrL·fort• prnve diflicult. ;\ rcgistL·red agent for service of process. 011 the either 
hand. w(luld ha"e more up-io-datc informatit'll ah.)ut how best lo contact a foreign manufaclur..:r 
for the purpllSl'> of a recall. 

6. You mcnti()m:d that this bill could acl as a deterrent against irresponsiblt: foreign 
manufacturers. Howc,-cr. if a foreign manufacturer is going to -willingly or recklessly make a 
de!Ccti\'e product. a11d lhen:l:>y do signilicant damage to their business reputation. whal i~ lhe 
likdihood that they will be deterred by a courl with no real pOWl'r over them·~ 

Right"'"''- our t'Ottrts have absolutely nn powe1· over foreign manufacturers. because the 
manufacmrcrs arc not ~ubje.:t 10 jurisdiction here in 1he U.S. Therefore, under current law. a 
consumer injured by a dclCcti,·c or dangemus product has no chance at holding the foreign 
manufacturer n:~pon~ihlc. Bui the bill will change this. and give courts - and injun:d co11~u111ers 
- a ;;ha1icc to ll(lld these companies responsible. because <:onsumers ;md fo<leral ag1.>ncics will at 
least be able to hail these companies into cou11. Even after a vcrdic1 again~! them. it is p,>ssiblc 
for a fon:ign - <11· (/ dome.~lic -· manufo.cmrcr to nagrantly ,·iolatc our laws. and to try and c1·adc 
paying a judgment against them. 8ut this legislatil111 wnuld at least give injured consumers lhe 
al>ility to bring suit against lhcsc 111a11u!U1:1un:rs. so they ha,·c a charn.:c m obtainin~ ;1 judgment to 
enforce - a _,lcp farth~r lh:in is ;i, ail:ibl<) today. 

7. Section .t of the bill requires foreign mauufactun:rs "ho make "any pan" ofa eo1·~red 
pm<luct or "any part" of a component part or a cil\'CTl'd prnduct to ha,·c a registered agent in 
the t:nilcd Slates b.?for<? said covered pr0duct or component parl can be legally imported. 
How for d0wn the supply chain would this requirement stretch'? 

a. Could companies producing the rnw materials that ;1 cmwcd product is made from be 
requir~d to have a registered agt•nt in lh~ U.S. before the wvcrcd producl <:ao be 
imponcd'! 
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The inl<:nt of the lcgish1tinn its we understand it is a hasic principle of foirnt·ss: if a t·ompany is 
going lo ;n·ail thcmsches of the L".S. consumc1· market. tllcn the) slwuld pl:l) by 1h.;- ~ame rule~ 
th:ir American companies pby hy. That means heing a part of our civil justice and rcgulal<>r) 
systems if their produds injure people. If a wnsumcr is i11iurcd by a fini~hcd ~lroduc1. or it' ;1 

fe<kr<il agency i~ recalling <1 finish~d pwduct. but th~ finished pH1duct manufacturer disa,wvs ;111 
n:spongihilily l(>r lhc de foe live pw,1111.:t and daim thal a raw material or component manufoclurcr 
is responsible. it \\nu ld be a pcr\'crsc Nllconw if the consumer M the fodcral agency could 11(11 
11,,\d the right pany re~ponsiblc simply because componcm parls were 11ot C<"·ercd b) the 
lr:gislation. 

h. Please describe how 1hc breadch of the rcgistt'n'd agmt rcquircmcm C\1uld affe\'t che 
li.S. cxpnrl and imp,1rt industries as wdl as global trade rclatio11s. 

We bclic,·c that 1his legislation "ill P('si1ivcly impac1 American manufacturers. because Cht'y ,,.ill 
be able to rnmplcte on a Jen-I playing licld '' ith foreign manufacturers. /\m.:rican companies 
will nm lose \•ut. e.g., t>ll selling drywall to 'omraclors b~t·ausc theirs is 1J1ore e.xpensi,·e than 
foreign-made dry" all because the American manufacturers refused In take safety shor1euts. 
Strongt'r Arn.·rkan i.'<>mpanic~ could concci\'ably be better able to take part in export markets 
art11111d !ht' gk>bc. 

St>me 'oncc1·ns ha\·c bcc11 raiscd about whether this bill violates World Trndr: Organiza1io11 
{ WTOI agreements. WTO \'iolations n.:cur \\'hen foreign entities arc treated differently than 
d<>mcstic ones under U.S. laws. This legislation scch to do the opposite. lhis legislation actual!~ 
crl'atcs an equ;il playing licld by h()lding all manufocturcrs. no matter where there are based. 
rc;;ponsiblc for the safory of the products they sell in the United States. Manufacturers as \\·ell a;; 

the pniduc:ls pn•duced mid sold in lhc U.S. would he treated e4ually under this legislati(>n. 

8. ll0lding manufacturers accounlablc - whether they <ll'C domestic 01· foreign - is a worthy 
gt.l:.JI. 

a. 11\•w does the legisl;ition change rhc ;;urn.mt applkank- laws that make the foreign 
company more accnumahlc in the U.S.'! 

We de.• not bt'lieq: lhat ;;une111 applit'ahk laws 111ake fbreign companies more ac.:ountablc in the 
L;.s. 1\s foreign O:\•mpanics arc not sul1iect lo jurisdiction here in the U.S .. it is primarily their 
good" ill that currcntl~ makes thcrn accountable to U.S. consumer~. 

b. Jfa.iudgmcnt is rendered :'lgainst a foreign manufoclurcr. what docs it lake lo enforce 
the judgment? Can a judgmcn! agains1 a cl1mpany be enforcc\l more easily because of 
this legislation m· will ii still ri;-\JUire ;1 comp;my to be a n:sp(lnsiblt: party'? 

Sometimes. lh<: fo .. eign country 1m1y hdp enforce the judgment The U.S. assets of a foreign 
company doing business in lhe l:.s. may also he: subject w seizure in orderto satisfy ajudgmcnl. 
But regardless of how enforcement occurs. the fact that a.it1dl,\mc11t has t>cen rcndel'cd againsl a 
foreign manufacturer helps put the comp;my on m•tice lo make safor prt•Jm:ls. The l!.S. leg.al 
.sy.slem is abo rut ,,11 noticc. S() rhal fu111re imp\)r!S from that company may trigger restrictions of 
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t'ulun' unsafe producls reaching l 1.S. cnnsumcrs. This k-gisl:uion d''CS not directly 1ouch 
cnfo1·cerncnt ofjudgmcnl5 (doing so may be a WTO violalionl. hut d<•cs less1:n snrnc of the 
jmisdicti•)llal and burcaucra1ic hurdles a ct>nsumcr must overcome before he or she can c\·.:n get 
;i j11dgmcnt entered against :1 negligent foreign manuti1<.:lurcr. 

c. How often do brgc fnreig.n cc>mp:rnics 1hat sell produels in the l.l.S. a\'oid k'gal 
pro>:eedings"? Can they <.:ontinue In sdl in the l!.S.'? 

Sc>mc l:irgc foreign companies with a LS. presence delay and make leg.al pmccedings 
unnecessarily expensive for harmed U.S. consumers by claiming lh3t their p:ircnt company -
located overseas - was rcsponsil>lc for the design c>r manufacturing defect of a product. For 
example. we have heard ,,fmany inslan''"'·' ofwcll-kn,mn 1;,ircign car manufoctun:rs fon:ing U.S. 
consumers to scn·c process through the Hague Convention (spending lens of thousands of dollars 
ex1ra) to t>c able to rcad1 their overseas 1>a1·e111 company. and then having to litigate fllrthcr that 
lhcn:: is <1ppropri;lle jurisdiction o\'er that ct>mpany he fore these Ctlnsumcrs even gel lhcir day in 
court. Though lhese comranies have well-established l!.S. subsidiaries. their ahili1~· to C\Udc 
liability and mak;: injured l>r hanned consumers ju1np lhruug,h pwcedural hoops allows them to 
i:nntinuc pro1i1ing off of U.S . ..:onsumcrs "hilc at the same tim~ skirting the very U.S. law~ by 
\\ hid1 their U.S. counterparts must abide. 

9. Is it lair to say this legislation is targeted at the Cl•mpa11ics with no U.S. presence'! 

a. The more a company depends on the U.S. markc1 for its business, isn·t it more likely 
they" ill need to rcspl•nd to a U.S. judgment if1hcy want to co11tinuc business in this 
co11111ry'? If that is the case do you need to require :111 agent for scr\·icc ofprocc~s'! 

Y l'U do st i JI need to require an agcnl t4.w sc1·vke of pwccss. because foreign companies m:iy st ii I 
attempt"' take shortcuts on safety if they l\mm there will never he con,;equences-i.e .. being 
brought imo our civil justice and regulatory systems ··· l<:>r their actions. Even ir a company is 
availing itselfof'thc U.S. market. as you dcscril>I.!. they will newr be legally reachable if they do 
not have an agent for service of process here i111hc U.S. An ag.mt li.>r service of pr<>ccss i~ a 
;;implc but \'ital prerequisite for being held rcspl'llsiblc for following li.S. laws. 

4 
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llon('lrahlt: Bari Slupak 
2268 Rayburn !louse Ollie..: Building 
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Thi5 leller is i111·csponsc !('I your iciquiry during a hearing before the I louse Energy & Commerce 
Suh.:nmmitrec (>n Commerce. Trade. ;md Consumer l'ro1cctio11 on Juru: 16. 20 I 0 regarding 11.R. 
4678. The foreign Manufoclurers Legal Accountability Act. During the hearing. you asked 
whc1hcr. io ~ddition 10 requiring foreign manufocmrcrs to have a U.S.-ba~cd agent for scn·ice of 
process. it w('lu)d also mak.: sense for foreign manufocturcrs 10 have an cnthy i11 the l!.S. who had 
substantive knowkdge of its prllducls in order ro aid Ll.S. agencies in the event ofa recall ofa 
product covered hy H.R. 46711. 

Consum~rs t:nion belie,·e.> that such entities could in fact assist the lederal agen.:ies \\·hosr: produ•·ls 
arr: the suhject lo the hill's requirements to more cffoc1in~ly and dlkicntly C(>nduct rc.:alls. We 
further hdic\'e that Committee repon language accompanying 1-1.R. 4678 c.iuld address this point; 
we \\·ould be happy I<' assist lwwc\'cr \»e can regarding the drafting of such report language. 

Sin.;~rel~. 

Ami V. Gadhia 
Policy Counsel 
Consumcl's l.'nion 

Cc: Honornbk Henry Waxman. Chair Honorable Joe Uarton. Ranking Mcmhcr 
I louse Energy & Commcrct) c,1mmiHt'C 

Honorable Bobby Rush. Chair I lonorablc Ed Whitfield. Ranl;,ing Memb~'r 
Suhc(1mmittce on Commerce, Trade. & Consumer l'ro1cc1ion 

lfouse Energy & (\im1m:iw Committee 

lfonorablc Beuy Suti<'ll 
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(ongrrss of tbr. Qllnitell ~tmrs 
1.!)ousc of l-\rprrsrntJtlllcs 

COM!\lilTTfE 0!'1 E;\ERGY N\iD COMMEnCE 
2125 RA·c~ .. 'i·" ~-b:_.;;~. 0: ;"=.:.;. 8:.111.:;i~:.;. 

\;\':,:o··d'-:-..: :·""'· DC :2C515---5115 

Andrew F. Pnppcr 
J>rofc;;;or <>f LPN 

Washington College l)fl..aw 
.'\m<:rican Uni,·crnity 
480 I !v1assachuscits A ,·,·nuc 
W~1shington DC. 20016 

Dear Proh:~s<•r Popp~r: 

.... . ·" .~· :z::~·· :: :, . 

Jnly 13. '.!010 

'lll•tnk you for appearing before 1hc Sulxommiuce on (\1mmcrcc, Trade, and Consum.:r 
Pni\cction on June 16, 2010, at the legislmivc hearing on M.R. 4678, the "FoP~ign Mam1t'ac10rcrs 
Lc~al Acc,1untability ,\c1:• w1d H.R. 515(\. th<: "Clt!;:in Energy Technoll•gy :'vlanufo(•\t1rin<'.! and 
Export Assistance Ad ... 

Pursuant 10 the C(lmrninel!'.> Ruic:-, auachcJ arc written question$ for the n:cord dircct.:d 
t<' yl>ll frnm t'crtain \-femhers ofthi: C(munitt~c.-. In pn!puring your MS\\crs. please address your 
r.:sp1.m~c 10 the !'vkmbcr \\ho ;:uhmin.:d tlw 1.1ucs1ions. 

Pkas.: provide ynur r1."spo!1scs ti~ July }j, 2010. to Earley Green. Chief Clerk. via e-mail 
io Earl;:v.<.irccn'ii:mail.huus<.>.t!OV. P!.:as.;' contact E;irl"'Y Gr,;cn ~>r .lennikr Ekrcnholz at (202) 

22:'>-::!927 if ~''l' have any qu.:stions. 

1\11aclu11c:111 

Sinl·crdy. 

~c:~ 
I k-nry ,~\v:ix:rnm 
l'hairma11 
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1. Yt•s or No ph:asc. Do you bclit•vc American companies that sell their products 
abroad should submit to the legal authority offonign courts'~ 

Since you requested a ycstno response. the answer is ··yes.'· Ohviou~ly. there art' 
great 'ariations in foreign legal systems and a one-word answer docs nor encourage a 
discussion or those factors. 

As noted in scwral answers below. principles of comity are of wnsequence in all 
foreign atfoirs -- especially trade - and outright rejection of all non-U.S. legal systems 
(or a "no·· response to your question) by all companies doing business abroad doe:> 
not sc.:ms a wise approach ... nor a sufc: generalization. 

In a number of counties where U.S. products are sold, U.S. ('<nnpanics are already 
su~jcct to 1he domestic legal system of the place the injury o~·eurs. In tha1 sense. H.R. 
4678 \\Ould dose a loophole in the \J.S. legal system by creating accountahility 
0bligations consistent with those that exist ahroad. 

For exampk. consider the new Chinese tort law which is modeled, in part. on ihc law 
t1fscvcral l.LS. states. Articles 43. 45. and 47 establish both punitiH: damagc.s and 
strict liability which. commentators report. will hu\'c "signilicnnt ramifications for 
companies doing business in China ... :· Roy Zou and Xi Liao, ··China Enacts 
Systematical Ttwt Law:· 
hllp:!.'.~~~'.:~~ .lcxol<).fil:,C0111:Jihr;in!~lctail.a~px'?!!H -H4%26h-c 7')<)--161 h:h I cc.: 
.i;;J.,i~~~~i;!C~l (site visited July 19. 2010): 
Sec: "Psst. China Has Tort Laws. Oh. And They Arc Relevant for foreigners:· China 
Law Blog ··China Law For Businc:sscs 
h11p: 11\\ \\ \\ .d1inala\\ blnl!.Comi20 I QJ.l~!J1~~L~h.ill;ij}{lS !\1f.Um~LQb an.l}tm! 
(sill' visited July 19. 20 I 0). 

U.S. firms arc already advising their clients about thi~ reality: 

China ·s m:w Tort Liability Law. another step in the Chinl.!:>C 
government's strarcgy for dealing with China's legacy of 
cm·irnnmcntal damage, represents a shili toward a t11ughcr 
Western-style tort system. The law is in fact harder on defendants 
than laws inmost places around the glohe. including the U.S. and 
Europe. Tlwse doin}! b11si11f!.~s in China irill m.:d 10 111ul11r.wa11d //1e 
poielllitd/(Jr inc:re"S<?,/ fiahili~r and the poremi(.(/ lll!ed to <'Xpw1d 
cm·e1'a}!e by the time the law go.:s into ~'ffcct July 1. "China lntmduecs Tough 
New Ton Laws:' 
h!tn;i im\ w. \\HI is. com!clf~g)ncnts!1mh I il-ationliiScn icesil mcrnationali20 l (J'l11t 
J_,::_\.l_.;rL.~.bi!w '.\c~~:_]J)J.~J_l.<!~H?.df(Sitc visited .tuly 19. 2010) (emphasis 
added) 

The Tort Liahility law is a new developm~nt in China·s envimnmcntal laws 
and 1d// ha\'I! signifirn111 ra111{/irntim1 011 L'Oi11J'Clnie.~ doi11~ husim'ss in China. 
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Companies should be aware that th..:y may foce hcightcm:<l exposure lo 

cnvininmcnial to11 claims notwithstanding full compliance with China·s 
cn\'ironmcntal laws and regulations. and defonding against such claims can be 
costly. How Chinese com1s will interpret and enforce the T()rt I .iahi\ity I .aw 
remains to he Sl"i..~n. but an incrl·ase in environmental tmt claims in lht' future 
can he expected. J\.akhcn Xu, ··China Adopts Environmental T,lrt Law:· 
http:/1'''''"·nmm.c(!.•.n/Jl~\\Sr~~Q.mimil~.£<1UQl1.:il~P.~?.Qtt°!:'.':2;!.l (Site ,-i~tcd July 
19. 2010}. (emphasis added) 

ITlhc staled purpo~e of the law is "prokcting the lawful rights and inlcrests of 
civil law parties. explicitly defining tort liability. prc\'cnting and punishing 
lrn1s, and pnmmling social harmony and stability." ( 'ompanies 1JC:tfre in the 
( 'hi11a market ,aul 1lwir insurers s//ou/J re1•isit imuranet' policies and 0//1''" 
risk 111wwxe111enf 11u·a.1·11res i11 ligl11 of'this imponant tlen.>lop111e111. ··China 
Passes To11 Law: A Brave New World of Punitive Damages?" 
I.I! tp) !,~y1\1y,gtl11)\,c.<•m!Nc'~.s.l.~_yfntsf.r!!hlicJl!i!!!.12!!'.~l_o;-rts'! lind · · J 3 2 305 
(Site visited July 19. 2010) (emphasis added} 

For the Paul Wt:iss ad\'isory, sec. "J\ew Ton Law in China:· 
1l!tp_~[.~w1y~1.paylw~"_iS).C()m!fil('.s/P1lh!.ic.a.\i<,)11f.1)9~~t4c34:al c~.:.-!~9-9a8.b: 
db68hcd81~33/Prcscntationil'ublicationr\H.\W1rn.tc11tH!24.±~):±~~.~H:~;.~o,.-.~>~1:!.t:: 
g!!..]_J9<1'gh!J.Q1P\.\.'.:i:\.!.Ji!.!.)-.5.pJf (Site visited July J 9, 20 I 0) 

h•r the Taylor Wessing advisory (which has an elaborate di,;cussion of the law and 
encourages foreign companies doing business in China lo secure in-country product 
liahility insurance). see. lngo Vinck & Yimin Chen. "Milestones: China's !\'cw Law 
on Tort Liability ... 
ht ti~:! •11 '\'' . ta~. ((•JI\ cs~i.m.\sJ•.rn/.rn;.~.v.~k.!.~~.rf.tli.illiU.lI£ hi 1 c!c hi na-alcner-apri 1-
2 0 IO! mi \cS[l)llC.S-chilia~i1i;.~:l.m~~~Q.U-.lprHj ;1.~! I j t~:, lgml 
(Site Vbited July l 9. 2010) 

European countries follo"·ing Article 5(J) of the- Brussels I apply lorl law constructs 
to l.l.S. companie~. 

In Japan (pursuant to Article 15(1) of1he Code ofCi\'il Procedure). there is an in
country jurisdictional hasc· for persons injured by products manufactured abroad. 

Thus. 11.R. 4678 is in-skp \\ith our major trading pa11ners and docs not impose legal 
obligations on foreign manufacturers any more than {a} are imposed on domestic 
,;ellers. and (b) any more than arc imposed on li .S. companie:; doing business ahroad. 

2. It is my understanding that there is currently no method to enforce li.S . 
. iudgmcnts abroad other than 'good will'. Keeping that in mind, how much 
accountability do JOU believe this bill will as.~ign to foreign manufacturers 
considering that it cannot be enforced? 
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I do not agree with the premise of the qut:>stion: then: is more to enforcement than a 
"good will hope .. nf compliam:c. Thus. I helicvc that 11.R. 4678 will generate a 
meaningfol measure or aceountahility ... 1rhid1 .~trikes mt' as tlw main rea.wnfi1rei.~11 
mw11!/i1ct11r<'l'x arc.figh1i11g this lexisla1io11. 

Mnrcon::r. it makes perfect sense that this hill is not focused on enfnrceinent CJf 
judgments against foreign manufacturers ··the first step is tog.ct them into cou11. 
Thus far. fi.m:ign manufacturers have e::vadcd the U.S. legal systl'm. It ·s time to put 
that to a stnp. 

After this hill hccomcs law. a nnmber of things arc likely to happen. all of which 
henclir lJ.S residents. 

First. fnrt'ign companii.'s will havC' In give thought to making their products safer -
which is. in the end. the driving force behind the tort system. The cum:nt sy~tcm 
gives foreign manufacturers a free pass - and the results speak for thcmsel\'es: freed 
of any obligations under our system of civil liability. there have l>ccn a ~·onsistcnt and 
dangcrnus llow or unsafo fort·ign products. 

Second. injured U.S. consumers or business who seek to hold accountable a foreign 
manufal·turer will not ha\'C to waste time and resources sc::rving process through the 
Hague Convention. The potential for reasonable access to cm111 at a rea.w11wbh· cos1 
has a great incentive rnluc in tcnns of the quality of goods and services. 

Third. as jurisdi~·tion is secured and judgments arc entered undt·r the terms of this bill. 
the prcmi~c of this question will be tested. Enforcement of judgments mar require 
cooperation with foreign legal systems - but I would not assume such cooperation 
will he denied. 

Well-established principks or comi1: essential ro the entire diplomatic proees,; 
actually suggest the oppm;itc result. Morco\'cr, large cntitic:s doing husincss in the 
ll.S. oft.:n ha\'e assets in the li.S. ··and those assets can be seized to cnfor~·c an 
unpaid judgment. This is a po\,·erful incentive to comply with the terms of a 
judgment. 

Finally. cm.~ int.::rpretation of this question presupposes that if a judgment is 
unfullillcd. it has no value. That is a false assumption. A judgment is a public record 
and can have jl()Werful rnnse4uenecs for the forc::ign provi<lcr. Market perception and 
market \'aJuc arc sensiti\'e: a finding against a manufacturer and entry of a judgmi::nt 
affects public perception of the valu.: and safoty of n prodm:t. This is powerful tool in 
creating inccntin~s for safer. more:: eflicienL and more reliable products. 

J. You testified that there arc "tens of millions of defectin~, dangerous, and in 
some instances deadly goods produced abroad for sale in U.S. markets." If true that 
is an alarming figure. What time scale is that production fiii;u1·c O\'cr, and what 
studies are you referencing'! 
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I began research on the question of the range and nature of the prohkm of ddc·ctivc 
g(1ods in 2008. I rdcrcnccd in my tcstimciny my article in the Procl11c1 Sak~1' and 
!ioMli~r Neporlt!r from 2009 "'hich lists some of the ddcctive products. lfanything . 
.. tens of millions· is an understatement. FORBES MAC<AZINE. not exactly a forum for 
the consumer voice·· and not gh en tu hyperbole - has called the numt>er of defective 
prodw;t:; colossal. 

!'resident George W. Bu~h·s lnteragcncy Working (imup (m Import Safety. 
established in 2007. reported there arc $2 trilli<1n ·worth of products imported int<, the 
t:.S. and that then~ is a need to raise safety standards fi:>r foreign pwducts and for 
estal>lishing idcntitication and t•nforcement mechanisms for foreign products. 

The numh~·r of fordgn manufactured defective products sold in the l; .S. is. I suppose. 
subje<:110 debate. HO\\Cver. the notion that it is less than "lens of millions" simply is 
1101 true. It is more ·· far more. To gi' ea scn;;e of the magnitude of the prnhlcm. I 
han~ listed below a\ <'ry small number of on line pieces from detailing certaitt 
detective gllods. 

Jmn;J /w\\ 1v. hk 1Jc.wm!info/1 pia!._c_t_(]s.;i:nf..1i;( l'lXPfaZQfr< )!China
Tr~sk'.(: PS.r.: Recal b-V <irious· Prnductl'.~~:1.;is!;;:\11:M<ti11!m14:.Q1iD;!Jl!.m 

<JJuly~OIO 

CPSC' Recalls Various Products :V1ade in Mainland China 

The CPSC has announced th<.>. following recalls of products made m 
mainland China. 

Baby Walkers. Suntcch Enterprises Inc. has recalled ahou1 8.400 baby 
witlkcrs bccaust> they can tit through a standard doorway and fail to han: 
sufticicm protection to prevent falls downsrairs. The rccalkd baby walkers 
lum: a plastic frame supported by four whcds and eight hrake pads. They 
were S(lld in blue. pink and green with a white activity tray and a patlcmed 
'inyl scat. Item number WK 11 (} or WK 112 is printed on the side Clf the 
packaging. These hahy walkers were sold at small juvenik product stores in 
('a\ifomia. lllinnis. New Y nrk and Texas from January 2007 through 
Deccm her 2009. 
!l.!!lrf.i.\.\'\ ny. c.PW~ ~m· ;c nsc puti pr.: rd.'PJ:ll!!lli .. \.llJ <12. ()t~. lJ!JJJ) 

Cribs. Seven manufacrnrcrs (Child Crail lndw;tries Inc .. Delta Enterprise. 
l'.\'enflo. Jardine Enterprises. Lafohi. Million Dollar Baby and Simmons 
.luYcnilc Products Inc.) have issued separate n:calls affecting some 1.2 
million cribs to addrC!SS dmp-side h::izards and other hazurds thal aflect the 
salC:ty or young d1ihlrcn. Details on the recalls ani.•cting mainland Chinese 
merchandise arc pnwided below. 
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Delta Enterprise has recalled about 747.000 dmp-sidt· cribs and an 
indcterminatc numb<'r <•f thed and drop-side cribs using \\OOden stabiliser 
bars. These <:ribs wcrc made in mainland China. Indonesia. Thailand and 
Croatia and sold at children's product stores nationwide and on-line from 
January 2000 through May 2009. 
fil!n:ii~Y\l~ISPSC..g\l\;CP~".{l!IJ:>i11rcrc\ip1:htlll1J.QLl_(.!_n.Y.html 

henllo is recalling some 750.000 Jenny Lind cribs with modd numbers 
012614. 0126141. 012615. 012616. 012617. 014614. 014615. 014616, 
014617. 015614. 015615. 015616. 015617. 0161614, 0161615 and 0161617. 
These cribs were made in mainland China and Mexico and sold by 
children's product stores and various other retailers nationwide from 
January ~000 through Nowmher 2007. 
h!m:by\~ \,,~ m£.,ili'" ! cp,;cpub j}rt.:rcl iprhtml 1O!I02 7.:L!!!m! 

Jardine Enterprise Ltd. has recalled about 103.000 drop-side cribs with 
mCldcl numb~rs 0102800 (Natural Olympia Single), 0102POO (Black 
Olympia Single). 0108COOWP (White Capri Single). 01081.00WP (i\ntiquc 
W:ilnut Capri Single). 011 SSOO (Rubbed Black Claremont Single). HC-33 
(Dark Pinc .3-1 Convertible}. BC·66 (White 3-1 Convertible), DA0930B 
(Walnut Single), D/U338C (Natural Madison Single}. DA616BC (Dark 
Pinc Sicra 2 in I). DA616B:-J (Natural Sicra 2 in 1), DA61SBC (Natural 
Hampton). DA8.33BC (Natural Madison Single). DV601BC (Dark Pine 
Windsor Single). DV621BC (Chmy Windsor Single) and UV628BC 
(White Windsor Single}. Thcst' cribs were manufactured in mainland China 
and Vietnam and sold at Babies "R" Us, Toys "IC l!s. Geoffrey Stores and 
Kids World slures m1tionwidc from January 2002 through June 2009. 
h1tp:[f.w~~·~:,_(J!SC. !!O \ !c pscpu l~i_nrcr.c Jiprhlm 11011 o~ 7 5.~b!.ml 

La.lobi has announced a recall for approximalely 306,000 Bonavita. Babi 
Italia and ISSI drop-side cribs. The cribs have drop-side hardware that 
contains metal or plastic pegs that are rt:ccssed inlo either the dnip side or 
the headboard and footboard of the crib. A label on the headboard of the crib 
identities the manufacturer as La.Jobi. These cribs were made in mainland 
China. Italy. Vietnam. Thailand and th.;- United States and sold at children's 
prodm:t !'tores and by various other retailer~ nationwide from May 19CJ9 
through May 2009. 
!11.m/~\V.\\\\.CPS.C,goy/q1_,~t.:.[lJl.~::m~J\!!!D.r.!rnnl.lil!J.Sl2_7.6.htrnl 

Million Dollar Baby has recalled about 156,000 dwp-side cribs under the 
brand name~ lv1illion Dollar Baby. Baby Mod and Da Vinci. The model 
names included in this recall arc Alexandria. Alpha, Bailey, Caleb. Jenny 
Lind. Lauren, l\aomi. Oxford. Pi1w Canopy. Sleigh. Twinkle. Anastasia. 
r\nnabcllc. Kendall. Kirsten. Leonardo. Michelangelo, Robin. Roxanne and 
Sc-rcna. These crihs were made in mainlund China and Taiwan and sold by 
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childrcn·s product stores and ollll'r n:1ailcrs nationwide from fanuary 2000 
lhrough March 2010. 
hJm.:.,'.)\~rn .rn~.1,;. g(iy! l'.D'.<f1'~1h'pn:r c Jiprhw.U \U.<l~7.Z. h•n.i 1 

Simmons .luwnik Pwducts has issut:d a recall for about 50.000 dmp-sidc 
nihs with model numbers 011641. 011671. 011941. 01534L 016061. 
016771. 016821. 016831. 017201. 017211. 017351. 018500. 018501. 
018502. 018510. 018511. 018512. 026261, 028061. 02!!081. 0281!!0. 
02906 l. 29062. 029071. 029 l 80. 02956 I. 029562. 029571. 034060. 0~4560. 
039180. 044091. 053091. 065071. 068261. 068271. 068561. 201060. 
202060. 201080. 102180. 2021 XI. 20.'.W60, 204060. 204180. 205060. 
206060. 207060. 209560. 211060. 211080. 212060. 214060. 214080. 
215060. 216060. 216070. 21601!0. 216180. 21611!0. 216570. 218060. 
219560. 220180. 220181. 221060. 221070. 221070. 221077. 222060. 
222070. 224060. 225060. 225070. 225080. 227560. 228060. 229060. 
230060. 231070. 236180. 236187. 236188. 236189. 238060, 238069. 
239180. 239187. 239189. 240060, 248069. 251060. 251069. 257060. 
261060. 053091A and 25!060M. These cribs were manufactured in 
mainland China, the United States, Indonesia. Cwatia and Canada and sold 
by children· s product store~ and other retailers nationwide and on-line from 
January 2002 through F..-:bruary 2007. 
h!!!!i:'.ww.12: .. ~f. .. gp_~g1~gn1bi11n.·rd 'nrhtm 11 Oi I O:::! '(~. ht1n) 

Youth Tiaras. Wihon Industries Inc. has announced a recall for about 7.300 
childrcn·s tiaras because they contain high lead levels. This recall involves 
the Wilton Youth Tiara with a SKlJ number of 120-2:?.X. The tiara is silvcr
coloured with cl.:ar crystals. They were sold by Pany City. Jo-Ann Fabrics, 
Hen Franklin Stores. Ama.1.:on.cnrn and other retailers nationwide from June 
2009 1hrnugh April 2010. 
IJ.!H~t~~'~.~Lfl'SC ~fill~SJ?~C:i'l!.J:l! Jl!}T~ I! Pf.h!rn.!19.0_ 0 2 7~>. h!ml 

Fireworb. Big Fireworks has n:·called about 4.700 Super Lighting Rockets 
becimse they arc overloaded with pyrotechnic composition, \'iolating the 
federal regulatory standard for this product. This recall involves stick-type 
rockets with a 1.5-wide engine that is mou11ted on a 32-inch wood stick. The 
engine is wrnpped in blacl; paper with a hackground of the solar system and 
the writing "'Super Rocket"" in asso11ed cnlours. The recalled rncl;ets were 
sold in packs of four and have item mnnber GCR3 I 50 printed on !he front 
of lhe package and on lhe rockd engine. They were sold at fireworks stands 
and stores in Florida. Indiana. Pennsylvania and Michigan from Nov.-mbcr 
2009 thrnugh June 2010. 
http:!/w\\W.cpsc.g~w/cpscpub!pn:rd!prhtml l 0/1028 l .html 

Pnwcr Adapters. Radio Systems Corporation i;; recalling about 20.000 
p<mer adapters for heated pt:I he<ls hecausl> they can cause arcing ht:tween 
!he coil ~pring and the metal connector \\hen the connector is remo\'cd from 
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the bed. This rernll involn:s Lhc Ch1ss 2 transformers thal w..:r..: sold with 
l'ctSati: llcatcd Wellness Sleepers. The adapters arc idi.:nlilicd by thc 
marking~ .. Pl.l!G IN ('I.ASS 2 TRA'.\ISFORMFR:· .. \10DEL NO: K12-
800 .. and have a spring coil covering th..: k•ngth of the elcclrical wire thai 
goes from the sleeper. Power adapters without spring coils arc nnt afti;~·ted 
hy this recall. The recalled adapters were sold at pel sp..:cialty ~Imes and by 
catalogue and on-line retailers nationwide from September 2006 through 
i\pril 2010. 
http://www.cpsc.g<lvlq>scpub/pren.:lfprhtml I 0110283.html 

Notl'hO(lk Computers. Sony Elcctwnics Inc. is recalling about 233.000 Sony 
V :\IO notebook computers because they can overheat and pose a hurn 
hazard lo consumers. The recalled products arc VPCF I I series and 
VPCCW2 scric~ notebook computers. These compulcr~ an~ available in 
many colours and ha\c .. VAIO'. on the front outside panel. They \\ere made 
in mainland China and the Lnilcd States and sold at Best Buy. Costco. Frys. 
Amazon.com and Sony Style retail stores and sonystylc.com as well as by 
other clcclmnics retailers and business suppliers nationv.-ide. The recalled 
Cl>mputt·rs were shipped to consumers :md resellers bctm!cn January and 
April 20 I 0. 
lmp:!\rnwxpsc .l.(o\/cpscpub1prcrcl/prhtml 1 q; I ()"!~:!~him! 

Children's Jewellery. SmilcMakers Im:. has issued a recall for about 66.200 
chann hracclcls and 2.200 rings because the metal substrate in this jev.-ellcry 
contains high levels of cadmium. This recall involves "Happy .. charm 
bracelets and football rings. The .. Happy .. charm bracelet is composed of 
colourful beads on a small elastic band to which a metal charm in the shape 
of a butterfly, moon or sun is attached. The football ring is a small 
adjustable metal band to which a metal fontball chann is attached. Thcsc 
i rems were distributed at doctor aud dclll ist o lfo:es nationwide from June 
:!005 through March 20 I 0. 
http:' !~\·\~~.~,mK~w!m'iS.mil':'.m:~re!!nr.h!.m I I Oi I 02.~7. html. 

Drill Presses. Southern Tcchnulogies has recalled about 500 Pow.:-rtcc drill 
presses because wires in the motor housing can he pinched. posing a risk of 
electrical shock to con!':umcrs. This recall involves Powcrtce eight-inch drill 
presses with an /\C powered laser. The model number is DP800 and can be 
found on the product specitlcatinn lahel located above the handle on the 
right side of the 1m1chine. The rccalled drill presses were sold cxclusiYcly at 
Blain's Fann and Fleet swrcs nationwide from :-llwcmbcr 2009 through 
February 2010. 
hrru;~~:~~.rn~.:£filirn~1~im:.IT.~!:.!!1:!lunl. l O! i.si2irn111rnl 

Bicycles. Felt Bicycles has recalled approximately 2. 100 bicycles because 
the bicyclc"s fork skcr tub..: can break. causing th.: rider to lose control, fall 
and suffer injurit:s. Th(; recall im:ludes all 2009 Ft:lt mmlcl B 12, B 16 and 
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S32 road hicyclcs. BI~ hicycks an: gl"ss silvcr/c:1rbnn and luivc curbmi 
lihn: frames with c:1rbon fibre forks and aluminium steer tubes. Bl6 
bicycles are matte black!rcd and have carbon fibre frames \\ ith carhon lihn: 
forb and aluminium stl'<:r lubes. S:12 hicycles arc availahlc in gloss 
''hitcircd and have aluminium frames with carbon tibrc fork~ and 
aluminium steer tubes. The recalled bicycles \\Crl' .sold al bicycle specialty 
stnn;s nationwide from October 2008 through May 20 l 0. 
Jrn1.,_;_'.:'.:~~~xp,;c.!_!(l\ 1c1N:puh1prt•rd'prh1ml l O! I o;~>-<J.,b.~m) 

1.aplop 11attcrics. Tckkc<in Inc. has i~sucd a recall for aboul 500 cxtcmal 
laptop hmtcrics because the battery cell can short-.:ircuit and (lVl'rhcat. 
posing a tire hazurd to <.:onsumcrs. The myJ>Qwcr ALL Plus External Laptop 
Battery is a unhcrsal rechargeable battery used to power l<iptop computers. 
MP3 playt'rs. mobile phones. DVD players and other ponabk' devices. It is 
black with .. Tekkeon .. printed on the front and model number MP3750 
printed on a label on the hack. Thesl· batteries were sold by Amazon.com 
and other on-line retailers from Septcmbi:-r through Uecember 2009. 
hn11.;!..''~''~'~P,'if ,,t;~~-~l2tll'!:':P~!m~r.~l!.ctlll.m!JJY IO? -1..J. html 

Coin Purses und Jewellery. Daiso California Ll..C has recalled 
approximately 190 children's coin purses and jewellery 1-ecause surface 
paint on the zippers of the coin purses and the clasps of the jewellery 
contain high lead le,·cls. This recall in\'Clh cs coin purses with rainbnw 
stripes and earrings and necklaces that huvc blue. pink_ red. white and 
yellow coloured droplets ... The Coin Purse .. and --Mobile Case Coin Purse .. 
are prinkd on the tag attached to tho;; purse. ·-c\ilorful Drop Accessory 
BracclcC is printed on the front of the necklace packages and .. Colorful 
Drop Acees!'mry Pierce .. is printed on the front of the earring pad~ages. The 
lag and packaging have "Prnduccd for Duisu Japan .. on either the front or 
hack. These items w.;-rc made in mainland China and South Korea and sold 
at Daiso stClrcs in California and Washington from May through De.:eml:>er 
1009. 
h!!n;f;\\l'U.><.cns.:.go\k~.llilfu1wch1rh1111WL.l9.;.t'.~.htt11! 

I !ere is a CPSC circular with more infonnation pe11aining to dcfoctivc 
foreign goods: 

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission - January 20, 
2010 

Graco Recalls Strollers Due to Fingertip Amputation and 
Laceration Hazards 
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Name of Product: Grace's Passage n.•. Alano™ and Spree'" Strollers and 
Travel Systems 

Units: About 1.5 million 

Manufactured in: China 

l krc is some additiom1l onlinc information on lhe volume or dcfrc1h·c 
goods flowing in to the U.S.: 

- On the recall of900,000 Simplicity Crihs from China 

- On lead paint: 

!lun;!..::'.~\~~\~ ,r..:.u.~c1)._crnn!.artic k'!id t.rs \\'!:)-<.19.!}2.{lQ 7.1 ii.~~. 
"IJ.S. Recalls More China-made Products for Lead in Paint" 

"NEW YORK (Reuters) · ;\ skw of products made in China ranging from 
children's jc\\'l'lry IQ cake decorations \\'CfC rcclll l<:d llll Thursday hecause 
they cm11ain cxccssi\'e amounts of lead .... The recall of roughly 665,000 
items announ~'cd by the Consumer Product Sakty <.\immission (CPSC) 
includes about ~8.000 Go Diego Go Animal Rescue Boats from Mattel Inc's 
Fisher-Price division ... :· 

- On childr;:n'sje"lery: 

Jlm,:1:'\'.'w ... r~1~8.c<1m!n~ws.:'.~~~~·:1.!.;_\\s-tccn-j~y,:\;.\>:y:.r£!:all.Q,_l 228.!it~lli.D: 
··Atiout 137.000 pieces of impnrted children's jewelry sold al two swrcs 
popular with prctc<:n girls - Jus1icc and Limited Too - were recalled 
Tuesday for hig.h kvcls of cadmium. the lak'SI in a series of recalls 
in\'o)ving the toxic metal. 
!he rnluntary recall. annuum:cd by the U.S. Consumer PrnducL Safety 
Cmnmission. was the sixth callhack since The Associated Press first 
rdca~ed findings of an investigation int(l cadmium in children's jewelry." 

- llt.>rc is the Fo1nws pierc mentioned .:arlicr: 
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http: f \\ \\'\~ \(!fhC~.comi20Q ?..~I 0 I I 11 srnrhlll' k s-dl i n;1~ rc~,1JJ.~::tllil!:h.<:Li:.~~::: 
C'\_ml_ \01 !_lni.:_ir.k~l~2<> html 
"The t:.S. Consumer Pwduct Safoty CommissiQn has a m:w hl'cf wi1h 
China. 
The CPS(' rckascd a stateml'nt on Tuesday annoullcing a \'(1\unlary recall or 
Starbucks (nasdaq: SB!JX - m:ws ·people ) children's plastic cups. The cups 
reportr:dly fracture easily, leaving sharp edges an<l broken pieces that pose a 
choking or h:ic·eration hazard 10 children. 

Starbucks has received seven n:pmts of the cups breaking. and in f\\·0 

instances children began to choke on the broken pieces. Though nn injuries 
haw been rcponcd. Starbucks has asked that the products he taken away 
from l{)f:>. and will uffcr a complimentary hevernge as an inccntiw to return 
the faulty products. 

The Scattlc·bascd coffee c{)mpany's stock has dripped .8%. or 22 ct'nts. to 
$2655 in Wednesday trading .... The Starbucks incident is just one 0f a 
""Iona/ group of CPSC recalls over lhc piist fow months due to more 
dctectinn of defective and contaminated pwducts manufactured in China. 
On September 11. the U.S. and Chinese Product Satety Agencies announced 
an agn:cnwm to improve the quolity and safety of imported c{)nsumcr 
good~. but since then many more recalls have been made. (See: Nothing 
Abstract About Rig ffad) Chinese-made prnducts ranging from Cub Scout 
badges. light fixtures. glitter candles. air purifiers. aluminum water bottles. 
key chains and baby cribs ha,·c oll been rccallc.-d hy the CPSC in recent 
weeks. ( empha~i s added) ... :· 

- On massive quantities of dangerous and dcfcclivc drywall: 

litt.r.;!/~\~\w. manl!!].1c1\!ring,!~J!1~~-\\,S:P~!'o;c_li.>.:~::.LIJ.incsc· !2~ Hits~ 
11 QllWQ\YU~n:-1 nsuram:c-1 OJ~'!.Q.2Jb'!l1~ 

The websites ahovc arc from a very brief search on this tllpic ct111ducted on July 15. 
2010. These sites. as wdl as my research leading 1<1 the article cill'<l I my testimony. 
confirm the statements madl" in the hearing. 

~. As I understand it, this legislation subjects foreign companies lo the 
jurisdiction of t:.S. courls, but lacks any associated enforcement power. Gh·en that 
it doesn't increase liability for the assets ofany foreign company, won'I plaintim 
still go after U.S. companie~. i.e. those with the accessible deep pockets? 
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This question is answered in pan in my response to Question 2. 

Currently. p111dm:t liabil ity ca5cs can and d<' result in liability of' domestic companies 
- if the hill becomes law. that liability \\(lllld eitho:-r be transforrcd to or shared \\ith 
foreign manufac luTers and not oomc ~oldy hy· the U.S. company. 

The qucstilln presumes that no foreign company will respect the jurisdicli<m o l' l.i .S. 
courts nnc.J that every foreign country will refuse to assi~I in the implcmenmti<rn of 
l.f.S. l::iw. I do not bclicv..: !hat is a cnm:'Ct assumption. At the most basic level. U.S. 
assets or a foreign company doing business in the U.S. would be su~ject to seizure to 
sati!: t~· a judgment. 

Even if cnfnrcemen1 of judgments becomes an issue. I helieve that the passage ol'this 
hill will force fort.>ign entities In ~ive thought to making their products safer - 1~·hich 
is (as mentioned earlier) the d1frin!:\ force hehin<l the tort system. 

Finally. as noted in response 2. a judgment is a puhlic record and can have powerful 
consequences for the foreign provider. Market perception and market value arc 
i;cnsi tiw: a finding against a manufacturer and entry of a judgment aftCct~ puhlic 
perception Qf the 1 alue and safoty of a pl'l)duct. This is powert'ul tool in creating 
incenl i1es for sakr. rnorc ctfa:icm. and more reliable products - an<l will re lieve 
pressure ( lll l.! .S. manufacturers. 

5. How can LS. judgmmts against foreign companies he enforced if this bill 
p:.isscs'! 

Sec responses to questiotL<; :! an.I 4. 

In addition tl~ the pCllcnt force of sei"£ing domestic as.'>Cts of foreign companies .. the 
pm f'oun<l impact of a judgment on the m;irket value or reputation of a product. and the 
well-cst::iblishcd principles of comity that suggest that judgments will be enforced. 
there arc other factors lo consider. Om:c a judgment is entered. the who!~ of the U.S. 
legal system is on notice - and that im:ludi:-s regulation of impo11s. An unsalislied 
j udgment - coupled with a finding of dc lh~t -- may ll'Cll trig.g,'r restrictions that \\'Ould 
limit or prohibit the import nl a presumpti\'ely unsatc product. 

In dealing with the very re-al problem l' f unsnti.> foreign g0ods coming. into the L'..S .. 
Pn:!siuent Bush's 20007 lntcrag.:ncy Working Group on Import Snlcty recMnnwnded 
the increased use of electronic trnck and tr.lee 11.'chnologies to identify the pn1J uct 
source and point!' of distrihulion. (R1-'POrt to the President page .39) Couple notice of 
dt:focts with notice of unpaid j udgments and the incentive on foreign manufadurers 
increases to become acc(luntahle and w ll\'Oid 5clling dangerous products (again. u 
primary foaturc of the tort system}. 
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If there is an cnfun:cmcut mechanism, does it worl')· you how similar pro•·isions 
pass"d h~- ford~n countries might affect LS. importers'! 

That docs nnt seem a dominant consideration. U.S. companies arc already suhjcct lo 

foreign laws in a number of coumrics (sec answer to question 1 ). 

I <lo not sec U.S. importers atfoctcd meaningfully by this hill - but I do sec 1.1.s. 
consumers linally having their <lay in court. The capacity to hold accountable the 
seller ol a d~fective and dangerous product is the real consequence of this hill - nm 
the con.icctural impact on lJ.S. companies selling goods al-road. 

6. lndustl')· has informed us that U.S. importers will likely have to shoulder the 
compliance burden for establishing registered a1tcnts on behalf of their fordgn 
counterparts. Keeping that in mind, wouldn't this bill hurt U.S. importers, instead 
of lc,·eling the playing field as you stated in ~·our testimony? Additionally, if forci~n 
countril's rl'ciprocate, won't that place an additional compliance cost on lJ.S. 
exporters? 

As to the tirst qucsti{)n. ··no:· This has been answered in 2. 4. and 5. 

In addition. domo:stic importers will he able to require foreign manufacturers to 
designate a foreign agent in the Unih:d States. The C.S. companies will be relieved 
nr liability - not ha\ c it increased. 

,\s to the st.·cond question in\'olving reciprocity or retaliation. pkasc see an~wcrs to l . 
.'.!. 4. and 5. 

2. In your testimony you illustrated a scenario where a foreign producer cannot be 
sued or "'hall'd" into court. My understanding is that once sen ice of process 
requirements are met a court is authorized to move forward with a suit. It is also 
my understanding that the Hague convention on Scn•icc of Process, and failing 
that, Letters Rogatory can be used lo serve procl'ss to generally all our major 
trading partners. Considering this, how prevalent currently is the scenario you 
dl'scribed'! 

I would characterize the scenario from my testimony as common and trouhling. 

The problems with the Hague Conn:ntion and Lelters Rogatory include inetlicicncy. 
time-consumption. and cxpcnse. Designation (ll a lJ.S. agent is simple and a regular 
part of doing husim:ss for all domestic companies. Today. foreign companies {)l)cn 
use the Hague rules as a delaying strategy. e,·en \\here they have sufficient prcscmx 
here and could have been served with process. 

I lR -16 7l! allow~ ctmsumcrs and businesses to bypass these oh~tacks. Requiring 
foreign entities to register their appropriate corporate identity together with the 
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products shipped to this country and to conscm to jurisdiction in the C .S. would gi\ c 
injured con~umcr.; their right to th.:ir day in coun and \\lH1ld short circuit compkxity 
and ineflidcncy in the I lagm: modl'I. 

7. Section 4 of the bill requires fon·ign manufacturers who make "any part" of a 
coHrccl product or "any part'' of a component part of a cowred product to haw1 a 
registered aiz;ent in the United States hcforc said covered product or component part 
can be legall~ imported. How far down tht' supply chain would this requirement 
stretch? 

The legislation requires federal agency findings of volume and product designatinn. 
That is the process that will he usc:d to determine which products or finished. 
processed. and/or assembled component parts are within the reach of the bill. should 
it become law. Compom.·nt part liability is a n:gular and important pan or tort law in 
the U.S.-· there arc instances where the component pm1 pro,·idcr is found liable and 
those where the emity asscmhling the product bears foll responsibility and the 
component part provider is indemnified. It is safe to assum.: that body oflaw will he 
used (in C\lnjunction with agency designation) b> dctcnnine "{h)ow far down th(: 
supply diain this r~~quimm:nt would stretch ... 

a. Could companies producing the raw materials that a covered product is 
made from bt' required to haw a registered agent in the U.S. before the 
cowrcd product can be im1•ortcd? 

No. I do nnt think that is the purpose of the hill (assuming ··raw prnduct .. 
means unfinished. unprocessed, and unassemhlcd and not a final pmduct 
intended for ~al..: "as i!; .. to a uscriconsumer in the l.1.S.) 

b. Please describe how the brl.'adth of the registered agent requirement could 
affect the U.S. export and import industries as \\ell as global tritclc 
relations. 

I do not believe there \\ould be a di~ccmible effect on l!.S. compani.:s 
.:ngagcd in import and export other than relieving U.S. domestic seller~ or 
responsibility properly bQme by their foreign ~upplicrs. 

The registered agent requiremcm is designed to hold foreign manufacturers 
accountahlc for the products they sell in this .:xtrt:mdy lucrative market 
without having an array of cxp~'nsivc and unnecessary pwccdural defenses 
which complicate. limit. and in some instances block the protection of 
American consum..:rs. The likelihood that many foreign manufacturers woulJ 
forego sales in a $1 trillion market because of the need lo have a registered 
agem seems remote. 
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8. Holding manufacturers accounh1hle - whether they arc tlomt~stic or ford~n - is 
a worth~· goal. 

a. How docs the legislation change the current applicable la\\s that make 
the foreign company more accountable in the lJ.S.'? 

The substantive law Wtml<l be applied to foreign manufacturers on the same 
basis it is applied tn ;\m.:rican manul'actun:rs. Tht: t!itlcrcnce would hl' that 
this legislation would make the foreign firms me>re identitiabk and nwrc 
accessible to jmisdil·ti(>n in American court~. It would merely deprive them 
of costly and protracted procedural dckn:;cs \\'ithout depriving them of any 
defenses that ar.: m·ailahk to domestic manufacturers under American Jaw. 

b. If a judgment is rendered a~ainst a foreign manufacturl'r, what docs it 
takl' to enforce the judgment? Can a judgmmt against a company be 
enforced more easily because oftl1is legislation or will it still require a 
compan~' to be a rt>sponsible party? 

Sec answers to :?...t. and :'. 

c. How often do large foreign companies that sell products in the lJ.S. arnid 
legal proceedings? Can the~· continue lo sell in the U.S.? 

In my aniclc in the I'rod11cl Safi!1y and l.iahility R'•porh'r. I detailed dozens of 
cas.:s where foreign entities were able lo resist lhe jurisdiction of L'.S. courts -
and that is a small sample. 

Large foreign companies that sdl products in the U.S. an>id legal proceedings 
regularly. I looked through many. many r.;-pons and a1ticlcs on Chim:sc 
companies sdling defective g.m,ds in the U.S. and I chink it is safe to say that 
this is not a dcbatabk point. 

Tho~c companies 1hal are the subjccr oflawsuits today delay the process and 
force U.S. consumers and businesses to go through substantial prncedural 
bureaucracy - requiring lranslation of papers and a foreign go,·ernmcm to 
serve process·· before they will admit that proct:ss has been :>erved. often \\·ith 
no consequences for the harm thl:y caused. 

The bill changes that inequity. It docs not prohibit s;tles - it makes sellers 
accmmtahle and creates incenti\'es for limiting and eliminating the great mngc 
and nature of dangl'mus or JcfcctiYt: proJm:ts currently in the stream of 
commerce. 

9. Is ii fair to say 1his legislation is targeted at the companies with no U.S. 
presence'! 
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This k~islation is targct<:d at any company that benelits from the lucrative L.S. market 
and i~ (!<>day) able to dt:lay and avoid litigation and accountability. If the companies 
have a substantial in-sl<1lc lJ.S. presence. they arc already subjcl'l ln the jurisdiction of the 
courts. The problem (noted in my testimony and in my Prod11c1 Safi:ry and Uaf>ili~r 
Rt'porter article) is that the .. minimum contacts" rcquircmi:nt is difficult to meet - and is 
nol satisfied by high pro tits. significant impact. or even the uncontested as!:'crtic>n thitl the 
product was intended for sale in the C.S. 

a. The more a compan)· depends on the U.S. market for its husinl~Ss, isn't it 
mo1·c likely they will nct>d to respond to a U.S. judgment if they want to 
continue husinc~s in this country? 

Yes. Sci: :rnswers to questions 2-5. 

b. If I hat is the case do you need to require an agent for scn·ice of process'! 

Ahsolutely. As noted in my testimony and my article. the problem of securing 
i11 pi!rso1111111 jurisdiction over foreign companies is widespread. It frustrates 
just and foir results. limits accou111ability. and denies persons in the U.S. 
access to the courts. In the absem:e o!' an agcm. these probkms will continue. 

Moreover. this bill docs more than require designation or an agent - it gi\'cS 
clear and understandable notice to all that doing business in thr: U.S. means 
being subjcc1 to ll.S. law. This is required of every domcs1ie company·-· and 
it should be required of every foreign emity doing business here as wdl. 
Consent to jurisdiction (mandated in the bill) is not an undue ad' nntagc - it is 
the law for e'<'ry l.'.S. business. 

The potential to serve a foreign company that benefits from U.S. sales and 
from the l.'.S. legal system at many level (in tenns of banking. currency. 
credit. etc.) and the U.S. infrastn.u:turc (broadly defined) is fair, just and 
n~asonablc. h1jured consumers should not be tonncntcd by our legal :>ystcm -
they should be served by it. An agent in the U.S. makes that possible. ll.S. 
consumers injured in their home slates by products on which they rely 
justifiahly should not be met with massive expenses and no reasonable 
assurance that the \\rnng.s they sustained will l:>e redressed. 

This bill is a chance 10 give consumers and businesses the basic and 
straightforward opportunity w rcse>lvc pcact'fi.11ly disputes in a court of\aw 
and to secure remedies 'hhere they haw been wronged. Designation of an 
agent is a remarkably simple. elegant. and wise step forward. 
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€i:in~r.t55 of the i;:hntcb $tlltc5 
Jl)ousc oi :l'r.µrt..Scnt.Hii.lr!> 

co~,1MiTTEE l)N ENEP.GY AND CO!\M\1E1'.lCE 

July 13. 2010 

:\m.:rican As~o.;iativn ,,r Expvm:r> and lmp•)rt.:rs i:\1\EI.1 
I050 17th Street. NW. Sui!.: 8!0 
\\'ashing.ion, DC :200.36 

D.:ar Ms. J~owdcn: 

Thank )"JU forarr.::aring before th.: Subcl'lllminee trn Commeix..:. Trade. ant! ('('ll~umer 
Prutcctien on foue 16. :'.OIO. at th~· legi~k•tiH' hcaring on M.R. 4678, the "for.:ign Manufocture1:s 
Legal :\ccounwbiliiy !\ct.'' and I I.It 5156. th.: "Clean Enl'Tgy T.:-..:hnology ~·fonufactwing and 
Exp<lrt ;\s;;istanl'<' Act:· 

Pursuant w 1he C.:immiuee's Ruks. auat:hi:d :.ire writkn qu.:stions for thi! re1:(1rd direc1ed 
to ~t>u from .-crlain '!\frmbers <1flhe Commillc~. In prep<!rin;; your answt'rs. please address y<n1r 
re~ponsc tn lhe \.kmber who ~ulimincd lhc quC$tions. 

Pka~.: provjdi: your r('sponsc:~ l:>y July 27. 20 I 0. 10 Earley Gn.•,·n. Chil.'r' Clerk. ,·ia e-mail 
cu L1rkv.(in.:cn·,/ mafl.hous<:.go\'. l'le<tsC cuntm:t Earle~· Grc~n Qr Jennii<.·r [kreuholz at (202) 
2~5-'.!927 if you haw •~ny qu..:stioris. 

Anm:hmcm 

Sim:~·rcly. 

/ l!.. , .. l 
~<MC.·w~ ... 

11..:nryq::. \'>':ixnmn 
('hairman 
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/\Ml:RICA:--.J ASSOCIATION Or EXPORTERS AND lMPORTFRS 

Via E-Mail: Earley.Green@mail.house.gov 
Rep. Joe Barton 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 

July 27, 2010 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington D.C. 20515 

ATTN: Earley Green, Chief Clerk 

Re: Hearing on H.R. 4678, the "Foreign Manufacturers Legal Accountability Act" -
June 16. 2010 

Dear Congressman Barton: 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the American Association of 
Exporters and Importers (AAEI) concerning H.R. 4678. t respectfully submit the 
answers below in response to your written Questions for the Record (QFR). 

1. Section 4 of the bill requires foreign manufacturers who make "any part" 
of a covered product or "any part" of a component part of a covered 
product to have a registered agent in the United States before said 
covered product or component part can be legally imported. How far 
down the supply chain would this requirement stretch? 

We understand section 4 of H.R. 4678 would require the U.S. importer to review 
its list of imported components (called a "bill of materials'') to determine two 
things: 1) whether the component will be incorporated into a finished product 
covered by the law; and 2) whether the foreign manufacturer or producer of that 
component has a current registered agent on file as of the date of importation. It 
is unclear to us whether, for example, section 4 requires the U.S. importer of a 
finished engine from a foreign manufacturer to obtain the name of the producers 
of the components of that engine (and the name of their registered agents) in 
order to satisfy the requirements ot section 4. 

a. Could companies producing the raw materials that a covered 
product is made from be required to have a registered agent in the 
U.S. before the covered product can be imported? 

Because such a wide variety of products are covered by H.R. 4678, we do 
not know the degree to which Congress intends to have producers of raw 
materials appoint registered agents. For example, an automobile covered 
under NHTSA, we believe that the legislation could very well cover the 
rubber in the tires being covered by the statute. In the case of chemicals, 
we do not know whether the legislation would require the producers of 
polymers used to make a final chemical product appoint a registered 
agent. Additionally, AAEI could easily envision active pharmaceutical 
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ingredients ("APls") which give drugs their medicinal properties being 
covered by the legislation, but we are unsure about whether molecules 
utilized to develop biologics (covered in section 2(3)(B)) necessitate a 
company appointing a registered agent. The broader the scope of this 
legislation, the more expensive products are ultimately going to be for the 
American consumer. without corresponding increase in safety, security, 
functionality or even legal recourse. 

b. Please describe how the breadth of the registered agent 
requirement could affect the U.S. export and import industries as 
well as global trade relations. 

The breadth of the registered agent requirements does four very 
damaging things to U.S. export and import industries: 

First, it moves the United States closer to a general import license regime 
in that importers would, for all intents and purposes, be required to seek 
government permission to import goods from "registered" suppliers 
limiting their sourcing ability, 

Second, it destroys the U.S. position as a "value added" economy whereby 
low value components are sourced outside the United States and brought 
into the country for the high-value processing that can justify U.S. labor 
costs. The chemical and pharmaceutical industries are among the most 
heavily regulated and highly compliant companies who are net exporters 
for the U.S. regardless of where their headquarters reside. As a result, 
many of these high-paying jobs currently in the U.S. will simply move 
overseas as companies will avoid the "hassle factor" that this legislation 
imposes on U.S. manufacturing. This requirement exacerbates our trade 
relations because it adds another "U.S. centric" requirement while 
companies are seeking raise and standardize manufacturing processes 
across the globe. Also, this requirement punishes highly compliant and 
complex multinational companies by casting aside alt of the infrastructure 
they have put in pli3ce in the United States to manage this marketplace by 
reaching through the corporate structure to pull the umbrella company 
into the United States' legal system. Many of the companies that this 
legislation seeks to reach are in countries that have at least partial state 
ownership of a significant percentage of all businesses. These businesses 
may not be subject to these rules because of the sovereign immunity of 
foreign governments. 

Thirdly, the registered agent requirement adds another layer of 
enforcement at the time of entry and release from CBP custody, which can 
easily impede the flow of commerce. 

Fourth, this legislation may very well lead to retaliatory mirror legislation 
being enacted by some of our trading partners. Not only will this directly 
harm US companies, but it could lead to trade wars with our current trade 
allies. Finally, even if the United States were to enact this damaging 
legislation, it would do little more than provide a false sense of peace for 
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wronged American consumers, because we are not party to any treaty 
that would allow for enforcement of any judgments that may or may not 
arise out of this legislation. 

2. Holding manufacturers accountable - whether they are domestic or 
foreign - is a worthy goal. 

a. How does the legislation change the current applicable laws that 
make the foreign company more accountable in the U.S.? 

Because many U.S. state have tort laws with "joint and several liability" 
(i.e .. each entity may be liable for the full amount of the liability), AAEI 
does not believe that this legislation will make the foreign company more 
accountable (or liable) in the U.S. nor does it reduce the liability of the 
U.S. importer. 

b. If a judgment is rendered against a foreign manufacturer, what 
does it take to enforce the judgment? Can a judgment against a 
company be enforced more easily because of this legislation or will 
it still require a company to be a responsible party? 

AAEI does not believe that HR. 4678 will advance a U.S. citizen's ability to 
collect on a judgment for money damages rendered by a U.S. court. 
Based on our preliminary review of the Hague Convention on Foreign 
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters, AAEI believes that two 
necessary prerequisites would need to be in place before judgment can be 
rendered against a foreign manufacturer: 1) the country in which the 
manufacturer resides would need to be a signatory to the Hague 
Convention or by some other legal instrument recognize a judgment from 
a U.S. court; and 2) a foreign court must exercise its authority over the 
foreign manufacturer by requiring the payment of money damages in the 
judgment or seizing the assets of the foreign manufacturer in satisfaction 
of the U.S. judgment. It is important to note that the United States is not 
a signatory to this particular treaty, and we are unaware of any effort to 
sign on. 

c. How often do large foreign companies that sell products in the U.S. 
avoid legal proceedings? Can they continue to sell in the U.S.? 

It is AAEI's experience that large foreign corporations generally do not 
avoid legal proceedings in the U.S. for several important business 
reasons: 1) to protect the company's brand and goodwill which are 
important business assets in the United States and abroad; 2) to continue 
its access to the U.S. market which remains among the most lucrative in 
the world; 3) reputable world-class companies want to be good corporate 
citizens because it is in the best long-term financial interest of the 
company. Because the industries covered by H.R. 4678 are so heavily 
regulated now by the federal government, U.S. regulatory agencies 
already possess the regulatory tools to block a foreign company's access 
to the U.S. market. 
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3, What would you recommend as the best method to hold foreign 
manufacturers accountable in the U.S.? 

If the United States wants a long-term solution to ensure that U.S. citizens 
harmed by defective products manufactured by foreign corporations can get 
redress for their injuries, the United States must pursue a "holistic approach" 
comprised of three components: 1) commercial; 2) regulatory; and 3) legal. 

The commercial component would comprise of working with our trading partners 
to set high international standards for product safety through standards-setting 
bodies such as the International Standards Organization (ISO). These standards 
would be uniform on a multi-lateral basis to ensure that companies can meet a 
single standard rather than a patchwork of standards. The commercial incentive 
for companies to comply with one international standard is that it lowers costs 
whereas a national standard which drives up the cost of producing goods for 
markets with different standards. 

Second, the United States must continue to develop a robust regulatory regime 
that can handle globalization since most of our safety laws were developed at the 
turn of the 2oih Century for goods produced and consumed in the U.S. market 
only. An important aspect of the regulatory component is sharing of data 
between regulatory agencies to oversee and audit corporate quality control, and 
take immediate action when defective products are detected before they get into 
the global supply chain. 

Third, the legal component would be used as the system of last resort when 
corporate quality control and regulatory surveillance fails. If the United States 
became the leader in supporting international quality standards and promoted 
regulatory dialog as part of international trade agreements (e.g., the Doha Round 
at the World Trade Organization or through bilateral and regional free trade 
agreements), then more countries would probably become signatories to the 
Hague Convention on Foreign Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters or 
other instruments recognizing and enforcing U.S. judgments because they will be 
looked upon as anomalies rather than simply a hazard of the U.S. legal system. 

a. Does our current system have any accountability built into it? 

Yes, the U.S. regulatory regime imposing all legal and regulatory 
responsibilities on the U.S. importer, which is typically a U.S. company 
with assets in the United States, currently makes that entity as 
accountable as if the produce was made in the United States by a U.S. 
corporation. Thus, U.S. Importers are legally responsible today for liability 
of imported products and additional financial guarantees (e.g., bonds) can 
be added to address concerns about financial solvency. 

4. What benefits - if any - do you see from this legislation? Do you have 
any concerns about how U.S. companies might be affected by similar 
laws in foreign countries, especially if those countries have less 
scrupulous legal systems than ours? 
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AAEI sees no benefit to this legisliltion - it neither compensiltes past victims of 
defective products nor does it provide a realistic avenue for relief to future 
victims of defective products made by foreign corporations. Moreover, we 
suspect that other countries will develop similar requirements to block U.S. 
corporations from accessing their markets. Other countries may also be 
encouraged to take arbitrary regulatory actions or justify taking legal actions 
against U.S. companies to harass them enough so that they exit the foreign 
market or force a U.S. corporation to sell its product through a foreign 
"middleman." 

5. Could this bill complicate the ability of U.S. importers and exporters to 
conduct business globally? 

Yes, this legislation will impact global traders in an extremely negative way. H.R. 
4678 has the effect of "micromanaging" business decisions better le~ to 
corporate managers. This legislation will limit the sourcing options of globally 
competitive businesses which have manufacturing facilities in the United States 
and will reduce the attractiveness of the United States as a place where these 
companies can make products either for the U.S. or North American markets 
from globally sourced components. 

6. You mentioned that there is no method by which a U.S. court judgment 
against a foreign manufacturer for money damages could be enforced 
abroad. If this bill passed and hypothetically could be enforced abroad, 
how would that affect your members and U.S. trade relations? 

The enforcement of a U.S. court judgment requires, at a minimum, legality and 
practicality. Quite often, enforcement also entails considerable legal expense and 
a protracted period of enforcement. For legality, the United States needs some 
instrument (either international treaty or bilateral arrangement) whereby the 
U.S. judgment is viewed as valid as if it were a judgment rendered in that 
country. More importantly, satisfying a judgment requires practicality of getting 
that foreign corporation to either pay the judgment or finding property (e.g., real 
estate, inventory, bank accounts, etc.) which can either be sold or liquidated to 
satisfy the judgment by order of a court in the foreign country. Unfortunately, all 
of these things are reactions to an incident relating to an unsafe product. AAEI 
recommends that U.S. efforts are better focused on preventing the entry of 
unsafe products, rather than improving our reaction to what may happen after 
they enter the commerce of the United States. 

For large multi-national corporations which have large-scale business operations 
in the United States and other countries around the world, AAEI is concerned that 
unintended consequences of H.R. 4678 may result in states seeking tax revenue 
from non-resident foreign corporations who have "consented" to jurisdiction of 
the state complicating the relationship between parent and subsidiary (or related) 
corporations). However, for small-medium size businesses (SMEs) which do not 
have market leverage with foreign suppliers, we anticipate that they will increase 
prices due to a smaller pool of foreign suppliers willing to appoint a registered 
agent in the United States. Moreover, we could envision a scenario whereby a 
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foreign supplier could require the small-medium size U.S. importer to 
contractually obligate itself to pay the legal fees of the foreign supplier or even to 
"hold harmless" the foreign manufacturer for the payment of any U.S. judgment 
enforced abroad against the foreign manufacturer. (In an extreme case, the U.S. 
company could be forced to pay the judgment twice if a U.S. court finds the U.S. 
importer and the foreign manufacturer severally liable, and the U.S. importer 
pays the judgment by authority of the U.S. court and the foreign manufacturer 
requiring the U.S. importer to pay its share of the judgmer1t by contract.} Since 
we already have a legal regime that holds the importer of record liable for the 
products they import, this bill would do nothing but needlessly complicate trade 
for the most vulnerable members of the trading community - SMEs. 

7. In your testimony you touched on the progress U.S. regulators are 
making with foreign countries to enhance the safety of our imports. How 
would this bill affect those relationships? 

AAEI believes that some foreign countries may cease cooperation with U.S. 
regulatory agencies out of fear that any information they provide could become 
subject to discovery proceedings in U.S. litigation as a way of determining which 
foreign manufacturer may have made a defective product or component which 
resulted in an injury to a U.S. plaintiff. We believe that a reduction in this 
information sharing among U.S. and foreign regulatory agencies will result in the 
government "flying blind" where they will not have sufficient information to 
pinpoint anomalies so that they can prevent defective product from coming into 
the United States and recalling defective product that is already in the U.S. 
Market. In addition to this lack of cooperation harming current business 
relationships, the United States Customs and Border Protection's data 
requirements (ISF, the 24 hour rule, etc.) already MANDATE that U.S. companies 
work with their foreign suppliers to produce the data required for entry. This 
legislation may de facto bar imports from some uncooperative suppliers and 
irreparably harm small businesses in America. 

8. Some have testified that foreign manufacturers need the incentive of tort 
liability in order to make safe products? Would you say that is true, and 
if not, what other incentives and systems are already in place to help 
ensure imported products are safe for Americans? 

While tort liability has worked in some areas in making products safer in the 
United States, we must recognize that countries have different business cultures. 
Nonetheless, all companies must make a profit (with the exception state owned 
or heavily subsidized companies), and thus the most effective and efficient 
method to get companies to make safe products is a financial incentive - that is, 
making quality products is good business. A good example is supply chain 
security. After 9/11, companies feared that the U.S. government would shut 
down ports of entry through which goods are imported. U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP) worked with U.S. importers to develop the Customs
Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT}, a voluntary program whereby CBP 
provided commercial incentives (e.g .. fewer inspections} if member companies 
assessed and improved their global supply chain and also requested that 
members get their business partners (including foreign corporations} to adopt 

(• 
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good supply chain security practices. As a result, belonging to C· TPAT and 
adopting security procedures became an important commercial credential in the 
global trading system. Such practices have been adopted worldwide in the form 
of Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) programs. C·TPAT alone has over 9,800 
members, but security procedures have been adopted by thousands of foreign 
companies, many of whom belong to their national AEO program. 

CBP is working with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) to 
develop a Product Safety Importer Self·Assessment Program whereby U.S. 
importers do an assessment of their internal controls for quality and safety in 
exchange for certain benefits from CBP and CPSC. This program is in the pilot 
stage, but could be ramped up if Congress gave its imprimatur in statute. (Many 
companies were reluctant to join C·TPAT because they feared that investments in 
a voluntary regulatory program could be either eliminated or diluted by 
subsequent statute or regulation. Thus, Congress recognized C· TPAT as a 
voluntary program in the SAFE Port Act, and enrollment in C·TPAT has nearly 
doubled since enactment of the statute.) It is extremely important to note that 
with any voluntary program, benefits must be guaranteed, well-defined and 
relative to the time, effort and resources companies are asked to spend on the 
set up and maintenance of the program. 

9. Some have talked about the issue of the "tort tax". If this bill is passed, 
could U.S. businesses be exposed to a similar new "registered-agent" tax 
in other countries where they do business? 

Yes, we believe that it is highly likely that other countries will adopt a similar 
measure aimed at U.S. corporations, which would harm our ability to meet the 
President's export initiative to double exports in five years. 

10.The issue of the "tort tax" is a concern to some, where U.S. businesses 
are liable for foreign products, but foreign manufacturers themselves are 
not held accountable. Considering that there is no method to enforce U.S. 
judgments abroad, would this bill actually address that issue? 

AAEI believes that because the United States' legal system operates on a 
territorial basis whereby a court has authority over a company with some 
physical property in its jurisdiction or an intentional presence in that jurisdiction 
via the stream ot commerce, this legislation simply does not address the inability 
of U.S. courts to enforce judgments by demanding that money judgments be paid 
in cash or through a judicial lien on real property or tangible assets of the foreign 
corporation to be held accountable for harm to U.S. consumers. Therefore, we 
believe that U.S. importers will continue to bear sole responsibility for damages 
resulting from defective goods even if H.R. 4676 is enacted into law. 
Furthermore. we feel that the result of this legislation will be to lull U.S. 
consumers into a false sense of security about the liability of foreign 
manufacturers. 
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I hope that these QFR responses are helpful to you and the Subcommittee in 
considering H.R. 4678. 

Sincerely, 

Marianne Rowden 
President & CEO 
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The llm1oraltle .Joe Ba rt on 

I. Increased exports promise more johs here at home. Gi\'ell that, which will han greater 
economic impart and l!Cncralc more juhs: the clean h~ch export fund proposed in 11.R. 
=-15(1 or the FTAs on which this Congress has failed lo Act'! 

C\,mmercc · s support fr,r 1 he ~ ational bpon I nit iat in! w i 11 he Ip create and sustain j0bs by 
increasing U.S. ~xpor1s acn•ss a nurnbl·r of impor1ant sectors. induding in clean energy 
h:d111ology. This effort. combined with implcmcnr:uion of pending U.S. FTAs tlwt offer 
signilicanl inum:diak tariff rcdudion. would hdp support mid position the United Sl<1tcs for 
grn\1 th in a sector" ith cnonnous export potential going forw;ml. 

2. ITA 's website· stales that the Manufacturing and Scn·ices unit strin'S lo ""ork wit'h 
industry and go,·ernmcnt agencies lo reduce coses of rc~ulation :md ocher !(O"'~rnment 
policies". 

a. What policies or regulations ha\·c you worked on to reduce costs to U.S. 
manufarturcrs'! 

The \fanufocturing and S..:r\'ic.:s (MAS) Regulatory Affairs pwgram has parlicipated in 
intcragrncy discussions for 3lntost thn:c Jo1-.:11 nilcs sini:e the program started in 2006, including 
rules from the Occupational Safi:ty and Health A<lminislralil)ll. the Em·ironmt!ntal Prntcction 
Agency. and the IJcpartmcnt of J lomcland S1:1.:urity. A li~t or rules w~ hav<! worked on can he 
14.nmd onlinc at hnp:iiwww,lradc.go,·imasiianiindumyregulationmasinput/indcx.as~>. Oul' most 
signilicant .:onlributions includt> work OSHi\'s w,)rkcr Exposure to 1 lexavalcnl Chromium Ruic 
and DHS's Importer Sc.:urity Filing Ruic. 

h. If the lt:gislation we considered regarding t;.S. hascd registered agents for 
ser\'ice of process were rcplic:ttcd by other \'Ountries and imposed on our 
exporters, would you work to rt>duee the costs of thost' rc~ulations'! 

The AJmini;;tratinn has rwt yet issued an ofticial position 011 this l.:gis\atilm. Funher. DAS 
Saunders did not 1cstilY on that particular piece of l~gislation <1nd thus c:<1n11ot appropriately 
~1ddrcss this quc;;tion. 

c. Would suc-h regulations on U.S. \'ompanies help their 1•rospects or incrcasi11g 
exports? 

Tht! Administratil)ll has not yet issued an oflicial position on this lcgislati()n. Further. DAS 
Saunders Jid nor tes1ify on that pani..:ul;ir piece of legislation and thus cannot appropriately 
add1·ess this question. 

3. According to lhe Overseas Prirnte lnvcstm\·nt CorJ)oration (OPIC) website, 
"ln\'cstmenl prospects for renewable cneriu· sector:< arc indeed mas~i""· A 2009 re11ort 
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hy lhc l~cncwabk F.ncri:y Policy l'l'.ctwork. bchncn 2004 and 2008. stated that solar 
photcm1ltaic capacity inncascd sixfold, wind power rnpadf)' increased 2S0 1•~·r..:ent, and 
tolal power capacity from new re11ew.1bles increased 75 rcrccnl. Global 1·c,·enues for 
solar photo,·oltaics, wind power, and biofuels ex1,a1uled from S76 billion in 2007 to SJ IS 
billion in 2008." 

a. If the industry is hurgconini: and capital is flowing lo it, why do we need the 
i:ovcrnment inrnlved to suhsidile their proccssc~'! 

D<.'spit~ the flood of news about fost-growing elcau energy technok,gy upporllmities in f(m:ign 
markets. Ll.S. ckan energy rechnolo~y exports ca11nC11 i11ercase ifpmlc1:tiunist rules and policies 
prcn:nt open cClmpctition. 

The connection between l·lean en~rgy tci:hnologic~ and green jobs has led many countries. 
developing and devclt)ped atik<!. to adopt pnlidcs that make it more ditlicult f\lr foreign firms to 
i:ompctc in their markets. \1any countries··· either implidtly or explicitly - favor their domestic 
industry rhmugh prell:rcntial tendering criteria (China) and burdensome certilicatinn 
rc4uircment!> (Korea. Japan). In additiM. concerns regarding adequate prot~·ction of intellectual 
property rights also hamp.:1· some tirms from entering forei!,;11 mari-ets. This is an area 
particularly· critical tu new. small- and medium-sized clean energy companies" hose st1rvi.,al 
might depend •)n a small number of i:ritical patents. 

h. II' these businesses are capablt' cnou~h to denlop their produ<'ts. shouldn't they 
also be rapable or expanding their own 11rospccts or hiring t~onsultants to help 
them identify and na,·igaie new ex1lnrt orportuuitics? 

The m~jor·ity of U.S. clean energy companies arc small companies that alien find it difficult to 
finance their nwn c~p•111sion in foreign markcts. U.S. government resources that assist in 
identifying and navigating new export opportuniti~s arc pro\'idcd. in part because comparable 
private sector .~crvices arc oftcm beyond the means of many new clciin energy companies. 

c. Isn't subsidizing efforts for only a few select com11anies harmrul to the U.S. 
competitor'$ who ha"e already labored tu become sucCL-ssful exporters and 
dt'n•lopcd their ow11 expertise'! 

E:1.porl assistanl·c is ofl~r~d to exporters ac1·o~s industric~. A few select prog.rams target the 
.::lean energy s..:ctor because standard husinl!ss mo1fob do 1w1 lit the industry. for· cxllmplt-. dean 
energy. such as rcncwuble energy and nm:lc;1r power. requires high up from capital invcsuncnr. 
while the energy ~avings accrue nvcr the lil<:time of the project. To compensate. lhc OF.CD has 
amhorizcd exp<>11 credit ag.·rii:ies. ,;uch as the lJ.S. Export-Import Flank. ft) extend loan 
r~payment pcri(>ds to eighteen years. 

4. Rather than a general aprro11riation contained in H.lt. !"156 10 fond the prog1·nm. 
shouldn't exporters have to pay user fees to romrensate the ~o\'ernment for the cost of 
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s~·rvkcs the~· use? Othcrn·isc isn't the pm:,:n1m ~imply sociali:r.in~ thl.' costs while 
prh·afo:c the 2ains'! 

J\ hh<1ugh. the Administration has nor yet issued an ofiici:1l position on this l~gislation. l·urrcnt 
[:-;p,>n promotion programs ~)lforcd hy the U.S. Conuncrdal Servkc opernle on a l·ost rcC\l\·ery 
ap1n<•ach. Conwanics pay a user fee ro cover up to th.: foll cost of scn·kc~ pr<"·i,lcd. 

5. DOE recently announced a rc<1ucst ror information (RFI) on rare earth metals and 
other m11frrials used in the cner~· sector - specifkally lhosc m:nerials used in clean 
cncr1,~· lcchnolngies such as wi11d turbines, hybrid vehicles, solar panels, and energy 
cflicicnt li~ht bulbs. Rccoj!;nizi11~ domestic supply and demand may not he equal. 1hc 
puq1osc of the Rl'l is to help de\'Clop a .. clean cncr)!y future" plan. The responses were 
due on .lunl.' 7. 

a. How important is the acquisi1ion cost of these minl.'rals to the ability to 
manufacture products here in the U.S.'! 

The perc~ntagc nfthc c,1s1 ,)fthcsc matc:l'iab relative to lhc c,ist ()fthl! final product usually is 
.~mall. The issue is that for many nftlH:ge cud u:<e applicati<>ns. 1hcrc is n11t an adequate mineral 
sut>stitulc for the ran: earth clement,;. Therefore rare earth mineral access and aq1ilat>ility are 
concc:rns for non-C'hina based manufacturing of clean energy technologies. induding the 
mag11ets u scd in hancrics and in \Vind turbines. 

b_ If China possesses many of the minerals we need, thm aren't 1.1.S. 
manufacturers subject to China's willingness to sell us those minerals'? Would it 
be more efficient for \;s com11anies lo manufacture their produets in close 
proximit~· to where the minerals are lo("atcd -such as in China? 

Ran~ earth 111ctals arc found in many countries. including the United Stales. C.mada and 
Australia. The Lnitcd States was the li:ading produi.:er of these metal.~ as recently as :!O years 
ago. Howe\•cr at p1·cscnt. China pro<lui:es o,·er 90 percent of the gtotial supply of rare c:mh 
clements but the U.S. has \·cry little 1:urrcm downstream capabili1y. ThcrciOl'e. even material (in 
the oxid~ form) prnduccd in the U.S. must get exported to China for processing. manufacturing 
ol\:ompC111ents. and ini1ial asseml:ily. Yc1. if the U.S. were m build a much larger dome,;til· 
manufacturing capacity in applications using rm1gncts (e.g. \•ind energy·) than in the near term. 
the C.S. manufo<:turers would be reliant on Chinese suppl~. 

In the interim. China C<)ntinucs lCI reduce export q1mtas l(>r rare eanh clements. therchy reducing 
tbc quantities of rare earth elements a\'ailahk· for users our;;idc nt'China. induding 1.:.s. 
manufoctun:rs. The U.S. e.;,ivcrnmcnt continues to urge China lo eliminate these rare earth 
c:-;po11 restraints in order 10 ensure that there is a level playing. field for all 1:01npc1i1ors in this 
imporlant seclor and that China Jives up to its imcmatiLinal trade commilmcnts. 

China·s strategy in doi11g so is to :tttract 1hc ,·aluc-addcd downstream i11dus1rii:s to mainland 
China. HClwcver. the Ob;nm1 Administration cor1tinue~ tn promote growth in th.: manufa<:turing 
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sc..:l<l .. imd i11 1.k1ing th i ~. more opportun itics for ;\ merkan cnm panic!'. \(> gww here in tl1c l:. S. 
have hcrn1m: a~ailahlc. ~uch as the DOE new Battc1·y grnnt for h~ brid technology ;111d wind 
turbine manufacmri11g. Whether or n(>t ii W(•uld lie more ~·t'licicnt for 1.1.S. wmpanics 10 
manufacture in China depends l•n their business models. But. there is evidence that fornrablc 
focd~tock prices. cstablishcd supply chains. arid l••w ~·osi of ~·;tpilal is attracting multi-nationals to 
k•cate mmrnfoctming in China. 

c. llow docs our export of clean cncrg~· products affect our trade h:ilancc when 
many of the raw m:1lnials need lo he imporkd? 

As 1>11c 0fthc mn~t inn,w:nh·c and competitive ~ectors of the U.S. economy. rcncwabh: energy 
and energy efficiency tedmolngics and services an: expectt"d 10 be among the maj(lr .::-;p(•rt 
markets C\\'Cr the course of !he President';; National Export lnitiati\'c. While rcstrio::ted a.:-c<?ss to 
timely and cost-compctilivc raw mat.:rials could impede the gro"th in U.S. manufacturing and 
export of some clean encrgy products. the l.l.S. Govemnienl is committed ll) helping L.S. 
co1np;u1ics meet these challenges by addrc;;s foreign glwcrnmc11t practices that impede trade in 
rare ca11h~. Again. as mai·k.:t d.:mand for rare earths increases. we expect to ~ec the reopening of 
some lJ.S. rare earths mine;;. and 11cw mi11it1g dc\'t:lopmcm in third cNintrics th:it could reduce 
the tightness in globitl supply of'thcsc 1m\!crials, 

6. Encr~· tradt- ha!> always hl'cn a difficult sector to nc~otiah: free tradl' and npcn access. 

;1. How opcu arc dc,·clopini: countl'ics lo our cx11orti;? 

Average tariff data on products related to energy for the developing world as a wlmlc is currently 
unm·ailable. and the dat;1 that arc available ti1r key rmffkets are n1ixcd. For cncrg) subscctt>rs 
(coal. petroleum. 1·cnewablcs. etc.} in key ,tcvdoping country U.S. e:-;porl markets. such as 
China, India and Brazil. an:ragc tari fh are fairly low (het\\·ecn 0 and 12 pcrcclll) hut the rnriff 
range i.~ \\ idc. For example. China has tariffs 1ha1 range from 0-3:> pcrccnl and Bra;dl hlls a 
range of0-20 pcn:em l•ll pwducls related lo rcne"·ahle cncrg)·· 

In addi1ion. rcct'ntly. a number of countries have been considering pulling in place local i:ontcnt 
requirements in the energy sector. These could effectively create new barriers lo U.S. exports by 
mandating the u;;<' of Jo,· al gN•d~ and scrvicl~S. The Administration is worki11g with foreign 
govcrnmcms to address these potential barriers. 

b. What is the Administration doing to open foreign markets a11d reduce barriers? 

On the global le\ cl. the !\drninistration conti11ucs IO sec" bwad tarift\:uts in agriculture and 
indusuial g0ods through the WTO Doha Round ru:gotiations. These negotiations arc also 
addressing scn·ices libcrali.r,ation. as well as climi11a1ion tlfrelcva111 non-tariffbarric1·s in th.: 
WTO ~(>n-Agricuhural Marl\ct Ac..:e~s (NAM!\) ncg,ltiations. Th.: Adrnini~tralion will also 
..:ontinuc to press for a n'bus1 outcome in liberalizing trade in ..:nviro11mc11tal go(•ds and ser\'ices. 
including £N'ds and scn·iccs related ll' renewable r.:nc1·g.y. On a regional level. the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP) also presents significant opportunities for increased market a1:cc~s in th•· 
energy sei.'IOI'. and nt:gntiations with TPP countri..:s are currently undcl'way. 
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7. Soml' induslry participants cumpl11in furcil!n markets usc-s domestic prefon:nccs for 
their gon·rnmcnl projects. Do ~·ou agree:• 

[}(>mcstic prclcrcnces arise in hoih gm·crnmcnt pt'l)curcment n:quircments and in other 
g(wcrnrnenl pmgr;m1s. Sud1 domestic prcl'ercnce;, arc well documented in the clean energy 
scct<>r. t;mil rel·cntly. China required that largc \\·ind farms in China use wind turhinl'S th::U rnct 
a 70% 1(1.;-al content rcquircrncnl. China agreed to rcmo\·c this rcquirt>ment at the No\·cmhcr 
2009 U.S.-China Joint Cornmis5ion on Commerce and Tr:idc high fcYcl meeting. co-clmired on 
the U.S. ~idc by the Dt:partmcnl nfC0111mcn;.., and the Office ot'thc U.S. Trade Rcpn:scntali»e. 
Canada's Ontario Pr(wincc has imp1>scd local content rc<1uin:111cnts that companies must meet to 
cake advantage 1>fncw renewable energy feed-in tariffs which will impact U.S. rcncw:1blc energy 
suppliers' market access. Bra;dl levies a 14% tariff on imported wind tmbincs. 

India has placed for reaching. local content requirements on implementation of its .la" aharlal 
Nehru National Solar Mission (NSt\I) which targets the in~tallation of 20 giga\\·atts of ;;nlar 
cnt:rgy by 20::2. The NSM will he conducted in three phases. During the lirst phase ir will be 
mandat0ry for projects ba~cd on cry~tallinc silkon 1edmok1gy to use modules manufactured in 
India. During the second phase. it\\ ill be mandatory li>r all prf'.iccts w use cells and moduh:s 
manufactured in India. These rc:~trictions will significantly limit U.S. t:Xp<>11 pol.,11tial. 

The United Stares is a party to the plurilateral WTO Agreement Oil (iovcrnment Procurement 
(GPA) and bilarcra( ::ind regional Free Trade Agreement~. These agreements rcquin: the 5:: 
countries that arc p<tnics to <>nc of' the agreements to to not apply buy local preferences with 
respect to the p<inie~ and procurement covered under the ag.rccmcnts. The p:irti~s arc also 
n:quircd t~• appl~· to fair tran5parcnt and competilivi: pro•:unm1cnt procedures fo1· purchases 
>ubject to thnsc agreements. Countries that arc ooi party to either al: .S. fTA or to the GPA IHI\'<'. 
made no commitments to the Unilcd States h) nnt enact domestic prclercnces 10 mecl spe..:ille 
ec.>nClmic ot>.icctives. li.S. Buy American provisions apply to U.S. procurements th;ir arc not 
:,;ut>_jccl 10 CJPA ''ran !'TA. Among our lop priorities is expanding gmcrnmcnr pwcurement 
opportunities in foreign markets for U.S. businesses ::Jnd rheir workers by cxpa11ding the 
countries that ;ire part~ to the GPA and including, similar ct•mmitrne111s in futurc FT/\s. 

8. Arc then~ any concerns that U.S. encrg~· markets m~i:cl to be opened to further 
competition as a reciprocal trallc ne:!otiation? 

The foir :ind reciprocal opening of market m.:cess between two c1>unt1·ics ha~ gt:nerally had a net 
positive impact on the econwnics •>fhoth ce>untrics. rcg~rdlcss of the sector. 

a. If our markets open to comrNing energy products, such as ethanol, how will 
that affect our net track balance a11d jobs in the energ~· scclor? 

Any impact on the U.S. energy SCl'10r would rcllcct the r~eipro..:a\ na1ur~ of trade negotiations. 
not just the f1111hcr opening of the U.S. market. and can only be ass.:ssi:d i111hat c(lntcxt. 
Sp.:~ulating on rhe spccilic illlpact of a h)p<>thctical rradc policy change is di!licult. particular!~· 
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"ith 1·c~pcct I<> a ~pci:ilk produd. I lowc\'er. lwar 111ind Iha! the ultimate g1,al in any tl'.ide 
negotiation is lo incrc:1sc producti\'ily. "mkcrcompens:uion a11d living shmd:mb in tht• l!nit.:d 
States. and, in 1irn~·s 1>fhigh uncmp!Clymcnt. o:onlrihule to j(•b rcc<>,·cr~ with gro"th in ..::1.p<>n· 
suppNIL'd .iohs. 

b. Arc jobs in the ~rican tecl111olo~,., additin• or substitute of existin:,: jobs'! 

It is unch:ar wh<it the question :issumcs is "clean tcch1wlogy". While it is difficult to drn" a 
direct ,·orrclalion between Ilic addition of jobs in one scet(lr and the reduction in a difforem 
sector. in gencrnl investments in i.'lean energy lcchn(ih)gics arc a nel positive job crcall>r due to 
the foct that clean energy lt:..:hrn>logics have a higher labor intensity than traditional energy 
:;oun:i:s. To dctcnuinc the dcgrt'c 1\·ould re<Juire an in deprh smdy on the spccilk dc:m cn.:-rgy 
tcchrwlngy and it~ role in the broader pmdut'ti(ln and C(lll~umption of i:ncrgy. 

c. At what point do dean terhnology jobs eliminate cxisling cner~' job!\ and fail to 
be a net positi\'C job creator? 

To answer thi~ quc:stion would rcquin: evaluating a specific in\'csuncnr in clean energy. In 
general. i11ws1ments in dean t:nergy rcchnologics al'e a net P<)Siti\'e job creator due tn the fact 
that ckan energy 1cchnnlogics have a higher labor intensity than traditional energy sources. 

d. If clean tcchnolog_v cx1>orts increase to S40 billion and generate up to ?S0.0011 
jobs by 2020 as you state the Department of Energy estimates, what will be the 
loss of existing jobs cannibalized by the dean technology companies? 

It is 1wt ck·ar h''" the c:-.p:insinn nf exports wnuld kad 10 a cannibali<ali<>n of existing domesric 
jnbs. 

9. Of the SJ6.7 billi<on in Fcdcr11I funds ust-d from tbe American RecoH~ry and 
Rcim·estmcnt Act directed towards clt•an energy technologies, how many nrw jobs were 
created? How many of the new job~ l'lln cn11tinue without conti11ued taxpa~·er support? 

The Department of Energy a<hninistcrs lhc dispersal l•f ARRA funds directed towards ck-an 
energy. We wn11fd ha1·c ro dcl~r this quest inn 10 rhe Department of Energy. 

10. Your unit works to cnh:rncc the global competilh•eness or ll.S. firms. What arc the 
biggcst harriers to our firms being globally compctitin:? (c.~ .. regulatory, tax. labor 
costs, intelkctulll properly rights/protection. etc.'!) Whal domestic 1·ulcm11kings most 
affect our companies' global competitiveness? 

The barriers to rnmpetitivcnc;;s rnry hy indus1ry. so it's ditlicult to cite one lW a fow barriers 
whose removal would help all L.S. firms b<.:..:<llllc mon: compc1i1i"''· One of the ways the 
government can impro\'c compclitivcncss in an~ indusrry i$ 10 address markc1 failures where they 
occur so that markers lilnction the way they should. Hl)\\\~vcr. addressing, market failures (for 
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example. thr,)ugh l'\:gulatinnsl can have unanlicipated side et1ccts. MAS' Rcgul:i1nry· ;\!fair~ 
program works within the i111eragcncy pmccss tn ensun: I hat the goals of such rcgulalions arc met 
\\ ithoul unnc,·cssaril~· liurdening U.S. competitiveness. 

Wilh respect to the U.S. clean energy industry in particular. barriers tt' competitiveness include 
lack or consistent d0mes1ic r~)lky incentives lo deploy clean energy technologies. lack of 
intellecllml property prNection in key marker,. foreign incemivcs to manufacturers locating 
abroad. and generous g<ivcmmcm support for !()reign exporters. As an example of the impact of 
this. the early Jc-ad that the t:nit<:d States held in rcncwahil· cncrg~ innovation in the 1970., and 
1980s wa~ lost to European amJ .lapanesc companies that benefittcd from strong dome;;tic 
markets. 

I 1. Are our clean Pnergy technology markets open to forci11n l;'Ompetilion and WTO -
consistent? 

Commerce \\(irks hard To help ensure that l.!.S. clean energy policies and programs arc structured 
and implemented in a manner eonsisll:nt with U.S. law and U.S. obligations under the WTO. 

a. Do any forei~n go,·ernments ha,·c energy related policies thal are potentially 
counten·ailable or that ha\'C WTO-inconsistent suhsidics? lfso, which 
l;'Oltntries'! Whal is the Administration doing about if! 

/\s part tifthc Natio11al 1'.xpor1 Initiative. Commcn:c has redoubled its commitment rn u1ilizc lhe 
tn•* at it;; disposal u11dcr U.S. law to confront unfair and illegal trade prnctii:es, including 
foreign suhsidies practi;:cs thal i1~jurc U.S. workers and companies. Commerce's l111~10rt 
Administration (IA) investigates polenlially countcrvailablc ~ubsidies. including those that rt"late 
to a foreign govemmcnfs energy policies.\~ hen it receives a properl) alleg1.-d and supported 
allegation of such subsidies. consistent wilh. U.S. law, by a \JS pctitinning industry in the conlcxr 
of a counlerrniling duty (C'VO) petition or i1wcstigati<'n. 

IA ha;; rcc«ived <md investigated such allegations in CVD cases. Some recent i:xamplcs. 
in,·olving invc~rigations of suf'>sidi1.ed pwdu,·ls from China. include the government provision of 
sub~idil'.cd ..:lectricily lo manufocwrcrs. and the provi~ion of loans and R&D assistam:e to 
promote cnerg.) ·Cflici<.'nt manufacturi11g pl\1ccsst<s. In i1ddilio11. IA has a Sulisidics Enforcement 
staff dedicated 10 idcntil~·ing and monitoring foreign subsidy practices. including those rclalcd to 
energy policies. to detcr111inc whether such practices arc WTO-incousislent nr othern·i~e 
ad,·erscl~· i111pact th.- interests of U.S. com panic~ and workers. 

IA is currently Tracking clean <.'ncrgy lechnok1gy-relatcd initiatiws in various countries, 
including India. Canada. China and the EU. Wor~ing closely \\ith the l.!.S. Trnde 
Rcpn.:sentaliw's Oflkc. I/\ pursues rc~olution nf such foreign practice~, as appro~1riatc. through 
a numb~r (1f informal and formal means including. for example. bilateral goq~mmcnHo
governrncnt discussions. 111orc formal engagement tmderthc WT(>'s subsidy notificatiort and 
monitoring procc.~s. or thn,ugl1 a fonmi l comp 111 i11t und.:r the WTO dispute .~crtlemclll 
mcd1anis1n. 
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12. To qualify for a11 ITA-lcd trad<' missio11, do<'s a business need to he ora certain si:r.c and 
mai11tain c.dsti11g exports to other countries? If so. docs that imlicatl!' tllat the businesses 
has the rompeten('J' to na,·il?alc foreif;!n m:irkcts on their own? 

The criteria fo1· participation vary by trndc mi«sion. The trade mission statement always 
sped lies the applicable .:ritcria. The primary criteria for participati0n in Department of 
Cl•mm..,rc.- trad.- missions arc suitability of the U.S. cxponcr·s product or scr\"il:c to the 
mis~ion ·s goals: th~ir potential for business in the target mai·kct. including likc:lihood (lf c:-;ports 
resulting from the traclc mission: and consistency Llfthc applii:anl°s g(lals and objccti\·cs with the 
stated scop.: orthc trade mis~ion. (km:rnlly. a t:.S. company need n~)I he (lf any specific size to 
be eligible to apply. Export cxpcriem:c rc411iremcnts may \·ary. f'N some missions. hased on the 
targeted sectors and markets. prior export cxpcrien.;c has been required. Other missions ha\"C 
specilically cm.:ouraged p•1rtkipalion h.y new-to·~xport cnmpanics. Prior cxpcricnci: in one 
market docs nor m:ccssarily 1ransl<ile to abilily hl en1er :i. ne\\" c:-;port market easily and 
independently. 

13. You ha,·e staled rhat many lirms face complex domestic regulatory rcquir,·mc1m. What 
are these requirements and ltow can we reduce lhcsc burdens? 

U.S. businesses must compl) with a numb~r of rcgulatif•ns promulgated by agencies in the 
~x~cuti,·c branch. including 1hnsc related to health. environment. safoty, and sel·urity. MAS· 
Regulatory Affairs program wMks within the intcr;igency process t(> ensure that 1he goal;; of ;;uch 
regulati0us arc met without unnecessarily burdening U.S. C(>mpetiti,cness. 

Renewable energy firms in partkular foce an array of federal. ,;Cate and local regulations 
concerning siting. pem1i1ting. and clcctri<:it: intc:rconncction requirements. C1·cming 
standardized inc"nli,·es. streamlined permitting requirements. and int.;orconncction rcquin:mems 
would sp~ed the depl<l}'lll~nl <lfckan cncrg~ tl·chnnlogics. 
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The Honorable Deborah Wince-Smith 
President & CEO 

C.:ouudl on Compctitin-m:ss 
Questions for the Record 

Clean Energy Technolog,· :\'lanufacmring and Export Assistance Act 

The llonornblc .loc Barton 

L Increased exports promise more jobs here ;II home. Given that, which will ha•'\' i:rcatcr 
economic impact and i:cnnatc more job~: 1hc dean tech export fond proposed in H.R. 
5156 or the l'TAs on which this Congr<?ss has failcd to act'! 

The clean lcch export fond proposed in 11.R. 5156 oilers signilic.ant job gro\\th potcmiaL 
how.:-vcr it cannot work in isnlatinn. lo maximize clean tech job gro\\1h. l.1.S. 
manufacturers must gain gl'l'atcr access lo for~ign markets. tl'As an:- a k..:y way 11) 

pcnctrat1: these nuirkcts. and bro11dcn Amr:rican manufa1:turers· consumer hasc beyond 
our own borders. The clean tech export fund must be understood in the greater context or 
U.S. trade ag1·cemcnts :111<1 the geopolitical realities governing intcrnation<il lradc. Job 
growth will occur as a result of the comhinl·d .,1Torts (If passing FTAs and ath·ancing 
ideas like the dean tee h ex port fund. 

2. You disruss in )·our fe~timony the imporlancc of crcaling the right cm·ironment lo 
m1mufa\"lurc at scak. But we all know that the t:nitcd States has lost manufacturini: 
jobs to foreign competilors in sectors ranging from textiles to consumer electronics. 
What makes you helien we ran be comp<?titivc in the clean tcchnolog_l· scclor and thal 
we will not lo~c jobs to countries with cheaper labor? 

Produetil)ll line manufacturing ha,; been \'anishing for decades from the American 
employment lm1dscapc for a numbers of' rcas(•ns including greater efticicncy ::md 
tcdmology deployment. llowcvo;.'r. the clean tech sector demands a \\dl-cdui:atcd arid 

highly skilled workforce. the type which will no\ be ~<1sil~· exponed. In the recent 
Coum:il-Deloittc Global Manufacturing C<•mpetitivcncss Index. CEOs around the world 
id~ntili..:d calo;.-nt dri,·cn innovation a~ the number one compctiti\'cncss driYCI'. Though 
off·sfll1ring may he tempting. for low-wage low ~killed m<111ufocturing positit>ns. world 
dass !inns c:annm <.>asily t>xpol1 high-skill clean techjol->s. 

3. You've stress<?d the need to capimlizc on our posilion as a leader in high pt·rformancc 
computin~. How Ion~ will it b<? before 1:on1petition threal<'ns our leadership position in 
thi~ area'! 

l:.S. lc<idership in HPC i~ being chall.:nges now. As of .lune. China possesses one of the most 
powerful supercomputers in the world. sc.:ond only !\l thl' Cmy .laguai· at Oak Ridge National 
Lib in T .:nncssec. Failun: to not only relain. hu1 actiH'ly expand our IIPC capacity. l->oth in 
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k'nns of dc\'clnpmcnt and <leplnyml·nt. will signiti~imtly inhihit America's al:>ility 10 1akc 
a<lYimlagc of the most ad,·,um:d modding. simulation and computing capacit~ .. 

~- You ha,·c kstilkd that wc need lo han tbc infrastrueturc in pl:icc to nap tbc \';due 
from our in.-cstmmts. Can ~·ou explain what ~·ou mean and ~·our recommendations for 
c11pt11rin~ that nluc'! 

lnfrastruct11rl' aftcc1s the al:>ili1y of tinns ol all size$ 10 C()Jnpetc and driv.:-~ "sitt·-ing" 
decisions from the smalks1 ~tan-ups to th~ larges! mulli-nalional enterprises. i\ world clas~ 
infra~tmemrc must he a part of the American wmpctitivcncss equation. S1~citkally. 
increased clt>ctrkal capacity and deployment nf smart-g,1·id tcchtllllogy an: csscmial to the 
long-tcm1 compclitivcncss outlook t0r the U.S. With cnc .. gy demands on lhc rise annually. 
m~ mus11akc the ;;1cps n<m t<l ensure our dcctrical capacity is ahlc to meet our nation's 
incr~asing n~cds. 

Transportation ~md tckcommuni•ation infrascruc.:turcs arc equally import<ml 10 our 
compctiti\'C <)Utlook. as they are ess.:-nli<it to mon~ l'llr nation's citil.'.Cns. products and idea~. 

We must have 1hi;: ht•st mads, railways and td..:communication networks to meet the needs of 
chi! proft-ssionat and priq1tc sectors. and to allrnct the rest and brightest workers. tirms and 
industl'ics. Our global cnmpeti1ors arc aggr..>.ssivety developing world-class infr<is\ruccurcs. 
and \W foi:c the Wl'Y l'cal risk ol IMing talent and indu~tr!f to countries who can simply offer 
a beuer set of \(>ob with which to operate. 

:;. You have stated thal we nerd to incorporate manufacturing d~sign into our 
con~idcrations upfront in the inno,·ation process. Do our labor and en\·ironmenlal 
reitulations permit such new m11nufacturin~ rapabilitics·! 

fa,wable rcgulatol'y cnvironmcms arc key drivers of innovation, and comril:iutc to the 
inn(Wation ccosysh:m which must be in place to foster the most advanced. cutting cdg,, 
technologies and gnods. lm:orponiling manufacturing. design is mon: a !Unction of 
recognizing. the cYolving nature of\\ hat manufacturing is_ rather tli.tn the m:ed for an1 
spccillc rcgulutory change. 

6. \'our lestimon~· qunles I hat "ltS_ manufaclu ring or clean energy technologies lags 
behind ib internatiou:1I rompelilors on almost all fronts." The quote goes on lo 
referenrl' that we ha\'C no capacity in high speed rail manufacturing. Ilowen?r. isn't 
lhat jusl one example of a trrhnology we han~ been unable to fully utilize for a numbu 
of 1·cason~ that has left it as an unviable meaus of transportation? 

Y cs. And thcic arc a numhcr of similar ~:-;amplcs. 

7. Why han we fallen from first to lifth among top solar manufacturing .:ountries and 
now import solar tells from lo:urope and ANia? 
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Our <:ountr} doc~ not foster manufocturing solar .:dis at scale. nor docs it inccntivi£c th•· 
deployment of ~olar tcdmology into our existing ek<:trical infraslructurc. The lx1rricrs <ire 
tno great. und the costs arc lo high h• mon: :«>Jar l.,:IJs from d<:n~lopmcnl I<) pr<>du<:iion. 

8. If rt>\'enue i~ expected to triple within the dt>cade for wind, solar, :md biofuds, "h~· do 
we nct>d to subsidi1.c it in the U.S:! 

To ..:apitalizl' \lll the apparcnl honn from ahcmath·c rncrgics. we mu~t culti,·<itc an 
environment that all\lw~ them to he Je,·clopcd and manuliK:lllred domestically. S.:<iling C<lsls 
for any ofthl' afi.>rt>mcnliom:d ccchnologie~ make unil;u.:ral pri,acc-sc<:tor ;1cli(>n cost 
prohibitive. 

~1nrl' iilam1ing. however. is thc fact that olhcr nations arc embracing !he~c t.:dmologics with 
increasing frcquen.:y and in1cnsity. Through subsidies and favorable regulatory poli<:i.:s. 
11ations like China arc 11urw:1ing 1hc companies ;md scientists capable of driving the 
advancement ,)f these teehn.)logics. The nations who lay the groundwork for\\ iJespr~ad 
manufacmrin~ of alternative energies in 2010 will he the ones reaping the economic ht'nelits 
in 20~0. 

9. To what cxlcnt docs the lack of strong IP protection threaten our ability to ~row our 
nport~'! 

/\s th•' global leader in inntwation. strong IP pro1ection means protecting one of our greatest 
as~cr:;;. IP fom1s the foundations upon which products. and in 1um fin11s and industries arc 
built. Failmc to prot-·cc this knowledge h::a\'cs our innm·mors and entrepreneurs \'lllnerahlc to 
for.:ign competition; cnmpctition which seeks to capitalize on the significant intellectual and 
financial resources we ba,·c i1westcd at home. 

10. You ~upporl the continuation of tht> Doha Round while ~imultant>ously working to 
n·mo,·e tariffs and non-tariff barriers without crc1ding a dual track of trade 
liberalization. How do you suggc~t we do this and what hope do ~·ou ha,·e for the floha 
round to be re,·iwd? 

Advancing greater trade liberalization through the Doha talks is imper:iti\'e for lnng-tcrm 
economic grnw1h in the Cnitcd States. To compete with China. lndia and other population 
giants. we muse have acc..:s~ to for.:ign consumers. A rc,·iqil of the Doha round and remonl 
of existing trade ba1Ticrs . .:,·.:n in the absence of tlual-1mck 1radc liberalization. arc rclati\·cly 
straightforward mean> to reach thi~ end. and <irt' Illll mtllually exclusive. My hopes for a 
rcYi1·al of the Doha wund arc pirm.:J to the incrc;1sing r.:alization in the America and around 
the wt•rld. that trade lit>erali:t.ation is csscntii1l 10 reiiwig(•rar.ing the 21 ;t century gJ(lbal 
cco1wmr in a signilkam and mt>aning!Ul way. 

11. You haH~ lHh·ocatcd foi· financing support dcriwd rrom 30"!., of carbon tnus. Wouldn't 
such a poli~~· simply b~ sltiftini: wealth from current 10 potential futul'C manufacturers'! 
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A pri1:c· on carbon "ould hr.: a dual innoqili<•n stimulant. hy cncnuraging curn:nt 
manufa.:turcrs IO sr.:r.:k new carb<.1n 111itiga1ing wclinnl<)gics and prnvidiug fonding for ~1;u1-11p 
.:nterprisi.:s \\ho" ish to culr.:r the manufacturing ~pac~. 
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1Cnngrcs5 of t1Jr 'Q;l nitcb ~tatrs 
l)oust of l \rµ r<srntiltillcs 

CG::MlTTEE o:'I/ ENER(3Y AND COMV!ERcr:. 
2125 R.:.:··:;._:!·'N H:·) : ;~i' Or-r..r:-r 8'.ii! ~\,:·.;;:; 

VI/,-,,.,,, ' · · '•·r-~ . DC 20515 .. 51~ 5 

: .. , : : ... , .. ~. :·: ;. ··. ·: . 
:.-: 1.' .... ,;.· • • "11· ·~: . 

.lu!y IJ . :?Olll 

Oir,·c;ll>r <•f Trade and Globalization 
hllcmiiti\>nal Association of 1\-fai:hir.i~IS & :\ cro$pacc: \\\ irl.:crs 
91)0(1 M:ithini ~l~ Place 
Uppa Marlbor(l. t-·JD 21)772 

Dc-ar Mr. l'k1Tns1uJ1: 

Thank you IC>r app.:a1i 11g before the Subcommiuec: on Commcrc.:, TraJc, 1u1J Consumer 
l'rmc:ctiun on Jurn: i6. 2010. a11.fa: kgi.>lativt' hc;iring till H.R. 46i8. the .. Fon:ign Manufocturer.; 
Legal /\c .... oumability AcL .. anJ 11.R. 5156. the ~clean Em:rgr h-chnoll"eY Mitnufocturing ru1J 
Exporl A$!'i:<~mce ;\cl.., 

Pursumll to the C ocnmitte<· · s Ruic~, attac;h\·J arc \Willen •1u.:s1ions li.lr the rc.:urd dir .... ..:teJ 
to you fre>m cl..'nain f\-1cmb~r.s of the Commitll:c. In prc:p;uin~ your am"·crs. pl.:asc adJr.:.s~ Y<' llf 
l'l:sponsc to the :Vkmb<:r wh~, suhmitt.:J the qu;;~tii>n~ . 

Pli.:asc provide )\lllr response:~ by July 27. '.!OIO. to Earky Gr~n, Chief Clerk. via e-mail 
to 1-:arlcv.Grecn-!tmail.bouse.uoY. !'h;a~c contact Earky Cir.:cn or knnii'cr Bcrc:nhob,-. ot 1.'.!0'.!) 
2'.!5-2927 if you hav..: anv qu,'stions. 

Sin~·ero::!y, 

Ch11irman 
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I. Increased exports prnmisc more johs here at home. Giwn that. which will haq; gr.:atcr 
ci:onnmic impact and gl'ncratc mor,·jol>s: thl' rkan tc-rh cxporl fond proposed in 11.R. 5156 
or lhc FTA~ nn which this Congr.:~s has faikd lo acl'> 

.-1 L'(Jl'l!fi1l and <'omprehe11sirc mwfpis should hi: conducted h.1· gon>r/1111<!11! 
lril/1 resp<!cl to HR 5156 a11cl all Fl:~s. i11d11dini: 1/10w 1hv1 ore propos,•d 
likl! KORUS and !hose 1ha1 are 1111'<'(}(~\' i11 .fi"""'· The '1ml~t'-•i.• _,f;ou/cl 
include c'11'1!.fill c111e111io1110 dc1ami11i11g the 1111111h<'r cmd lci11<J ot'domfslic 
jo/ls 1/i111 ll'ifl he land hal'I! bl!l!ll) direcl~I' and i11dirf<'f~r i111p11c:ted. w· lrd/ 
11s I heir /omt ion and dura1io11. 

"' You raised Sl'"cral g.(l()d poinb in yo\lr tcstinwny. many of which you heard touched upon 
during opening slltlcm~nls. For inswncc. you high\ightt!d 1bc unlcvcl playing fidd nn which 
our domestic !inns play in other wuntri..:s. 

a. You testified that the gon·rnmcm mttsl W<)l'k to rcmo\'c lradc barriers in foreign murkcts. 
Could you l'Xpand (lll this p1)im and make rccnmmcndations on how this can be 
accomplished'? 

O/J1a !!<ll'<'l'l///11'11/S /l(ll'<' sophis1im1ed <?//.'el polich·s 1har l'C!l/ttin· !hi: 
u·a11.~fi'r 1!t'1irod11<'iio11 an<l'iW 1edmofoj!y in l'<'/111·11,Ji1r a sale. 111c: ( '.S. 
shoufd he •mrki11g 111ul1ilmem/~1· and bi/111cra/~\' /0 cunai/ t/1c 11.w: <!/ th<!.vc 
market distoning lll<'dwni.•m.'" 

b. If foreign markcls remain closed ro our products. thc-n will this $75 million titnd provid<' 
any bencfil as we'll ba' c no place lo sell our goods'? ls this :m example of puning the 
cmt before lhi: horse'! 

H'i1rkin~ loward ''fJ''11i11g mark!!/.< and 1he gools 011ili11cd in HR 5156 ca11 
hf! 1111d<•r1a/.:,~n a11J,,. "'mw liml!. 

3. We'q;; heard from s..:,·i:ral 1:xpcrls that many of the raw materials necessary for clL'an-tech 
manufacturing arc citl1c1· Jimitcd or non-cxisto::nt here in lhc U.S. i:or ins1ance. we ha,·c only 
(111c rare .:arth mine in the LS. and it sal idle or tmdcr-pr<>Jut:<:d f'or many years pending 
gon~rnmcnt <1ppm,·al to rc~tart opcrnlions. \Ve abo have liuk to no domestic ~ourccs of 
hca,·y rare .:arth mincrals. In your tcs1im(ln). you raised a concern which I shan:-that 
unless wc han: access to domestic ~ourccs of these materials. \\C may simply subsidi1.e our 
foreign comp~titors. 

a. If this is tht: cas.:. ho\\' do we avoid llsing thesl! ia.xpayer dollars to ··facilitate lhis oft~ 
shoring of work." as you phrased the problem in your testimony'? 

1hc kc.:t· is Iv 11.w mxp,~1·er llWll<',\' lo crea/I! i11ct'lllil"I!.< .fiJr prod11clim1 of' 
111111111fi·1c1111·i!d go•>d• lwre ut li<m11· w ... >i1011fd afro l!Xaminl! our Clll'/'1!111 
polid<!s 10 mah> CL'l't11i11 1hm lfC W'l' 1101 11si11~ 111x1>t~\'f/I' money to 
e11com·agc t~.(6.:horing. 
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b. Again. ir our natural rcsoun:es ar.: ~iihr.:r nonexistent or limilcd (<luc 10 either 1wlural 
occum:ncc or administrati,·c banicrs). how would w1: <l.:lcnnin.: what dotm·sli• <'l>ntcnl 
rcquircmrnls should be a~ you have <1dn1c<1tc in your kstimony'? 

.·Is reflcc1ed in 11~1· IL'.rfi1110>U'. ill<' cle.fiili1io11 and implc111e111a1icm o( 
domrstiL' nmlt!111l'<'<[llin·me/1/J1lwo11glw111 gol"<'l'/11111'11/ are 11of tr<111.1pan:111 
w11l 11m w1ifim11. fl"e .vlmufd f>o?gin hr 11111ki11g certain that clo111eslic co111e111 
a.» ''f'!'lii:d is .,11-h'l~I' d<:fi111:d so 1ha1 1·ariabh>.v rhut arc rdatire(r easy 10 
111e111ip11lc11e, .»ucll as mark<'fillf! ro.»ls. ill"<' no/ i11d11dcd in d<1111c'slic ,:0111c11/ 
rnf,,ufations. 

4. In }OUr 1es1imnny you urg~J t.:.s. comp;inies to make use of the :issisrance of the Ex-Im 
Bank. What vllluc-ad<l.:<l will this new fonJ!progratll hllH' ov1:r and above what the Ex-Im 
Bank and the ITA pw\idc? 

The lm.<u·a dep<'11d~ on hou· 1!1efi111d ;., sci up (llld i111ph'llll!lll<!d. 

5. Y nu snggc;;t that ··jf enacted. the Rill wnuld assist lJ.S. wmpanics in cxp(lrling clean cnagy 
products and scr\ ic.::s." Yet. if natural r~sourccs arc limited or non-existent and foreign 
marh-ts arc ck•scd to us. how will this l:>ill increase our exports'? 

I am 1101 ,·,•rfain ihal / 11/l/Jer.'w11d 1hc 1111esfirm .. Uy 1csli111011_1·j(1cm·ed <Ill 
Jome.Hie ll/(illllfiu·111ri11~. The q11e.,1io11 may he hi!..\°/ dirfffcd 1<1 1!11: Bi{{\
spm1sors. 

6. Recent reports indicmc China intends to restrict exports nfthe vital rnrc eanh clement~. In 
dning so. it will reduce supply while demand dimb~. thus pushing costs higher. En'tt if the 
Federal go\'crnmcm flcgins to break down trade harriers to foreign markets. do you lrn»c 
thoughts 011 bow domestic 1irms can bec,lmc and maintain cnmpditivc pricing given rising 
component cost~. particularly combined with the signilicant lnliM c0st differential? 

l.'S. rnmp,mie5 should hi! imrking 10 s11ppor1 1'1<• Fed<'ru/ ~u1·cr111111m1 i11 

di111i11U1in~ /rad<' harrii!I'-' lh(){ hw·e hefn C'l'l'(l/rd by o;lu:r ~·ou111rk~ a11d 
in coopr!rming with 1rad<' e11finnmw111. L'.S. n1111pa11ies .<'1011ld also bl! 
cxer1i111-: ih<?ir ir1jlllen,·11 10 make ce/'lai11 rhat na1io11al fal1'.< reth-"1 and 
a1fi1ra the /LO-.~ nin• hd1ar .Hmulards. 

-~ -
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Ja.:k C r;rw ford Jr. .lad"'-' l'lm er 

The Honorable Joe B:irton 

1. Jncrcas.:J exports prnmis..: mor.: jors hen· at home. (iiYcn that, which will hav.: greater 
.;.·wnomic imp<1ct and gt!ncrntc nwn: jt1bs: the cl.:an tech export fund proposed in 11.R. 5156 
l•r the FL\;; on which this ( 'ongrcss has failc:d to act? 

( 'rawfi1rd: I rn111101 .my 1rhid1 /1<11'<' "~''<'<I/fr t•cm1omit:: impa<·t or i111pac1 onfob 
crl!{lfioll. l/om:rer. in tl!rm.v o(sp<'cific aflin·f 11po11 smalf h11sinesse.1 prod11ci11_e 
c/e,1111:11L'l'J:.Y ptod11c1.1. l hdicw 1/u11 lh<' c/e(/11 f<•ch <'Xp<wljimd will {i/.:1!~1· hal'e a 
greal<'I' l!cmwmic impacr l>ecattse ii is_f(1c11s<0cl spedfin1/~1· on rl1i.1 Sl!C/01'. Eren 
with.fi'l!I!. rradl! agrel!111<»1ts. we wi/f not Jwn· {i:wtrugl!d 1he i111w1·a1ions <111d 
prod11c1s 0(011r sm(l/I h11si11<'-'-'I!-' i:f(1:clin·ly 10 take ad\ 0(111/agl! o(tho.fl! Fl>ls. I 
hdiew u/(1,·u., on dean /<·ch e111r1:pn·ne11nhip is a priori1y mul 11111.<1 nJ111,·_tir.w 
fi>i· "·" M hr! s11<·cesstitl id!lt expol'liltJ!. 

You tc~titicd tliat this bill will pn11·idc cnmpanics with export assistance to find new market~ 
for clean energy prodm.:1~ and ~crviccs. Many trade cxpc1ts identity trade barriers t(I foreign 
mmlet a.:ccss as one ol" the chief underlying causes (If the trade ddicit in this arcna. 

a. If there is linle 10 no aeccss to open markets. and there arc few to no kYel playing 
tidcJs in market~ that may re •lpcn 10 us. will the provisions <'f this bill create any 
signilicam henelits? Could tax payer money be bd ter spent'! 

( 'r<1u:Fml: I agree rhat trade harril!l's 1ofiwcif!•1111arke1s w·t~ a11 i111pi::di111<'11f. bu1 
£>.q1ot1 assisia11<'<' i.~ a hcmefit w small co111pc111ics wirlio1111hl! re.wurc:es lo idemW· 
·'P<'l'ific.fi1r!'ig11111arket.r els a.fir.H sf<~JI. 

b. Arc we putting the cart ahead of the horse if,1·1:: do not addn:ss market a1.:c:css tirst'! 

( 'ra11fi>rd. :Vo hecau.<£' 11'£' 11e1?d assisrancr.: IO tra11sf(m11 i11110\'(i/i1111 inlo produc/s 
l>c:fi)rl! m.' L'(1Uf(1r11111/111e a pJc>hal go-to-markel .\'/1'£1/egy. 

c. lfow will this bill address the prnblcm l'ftrndc barrier~'? 

Cm1rf(ml: Jr wi/11101 dii'<!l'/~1· addntss the prohlem 1!f'1radf! barril'I'.\'. J/ou·,•1'ff. 
fwl"ing small c·o1111wnies 11·1.'ll />Osi1io11ed 1<1 <'l/f('1'.f(1ro:i/!.11 mark.:ls '1'ill pmride 
1he111 wi1h direc1im11111dfi1<:us 10 acldrc.1s 1/t,· 1rade /)((rrier iss111!. !!'we l1a1:e 
dome.•tic companies 1/tat an:. 1101 ('(/ltiJlp('d to addressfiw<?ig11 nl(lrkt•fs. we h<1n• 
liule w f!.llinfi·o111 rl!mm·ing trad<' l>1m·i ... 1·s. 

·" You 1cs1iticd thal ch< bill will pro' i.fo l:s tinus with assiscancc w find n.:w ways to r<ducc 
produclion .:c>sls. and proinolc innovation. i1wcsl111cnt and g:i-catcr pwduc1ivi1y. Yee. you also 
h:stilit:d about your <'"·n suc.:ess in tni:,;.: :ucas as a small altcrn<ilin: energy con1p;111y. 
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Ja~k Cra" Ii.ml Jr. Jadoo Pow..:1· 

a. Why shou\J ,,.e spend taxpayc1· dollars on rnmp;mics that do not posses:; th,, creative 
1akn1~ that art' th~· k<"ystone of su•·..:cs~. tlwsc talt'nt~ that t:nmpanii:s such ;is~ ours 
possess" 

( 'nrn:f(ml: By a.uisti!IK small h11.1·ine.«it!S 10 red11ce production c:os/.1', pro11101e 
im1on1tio11. incrca.1·<! im·estmt'111. and improre productiri~\', 1herc ll"i!I he 
addilio11al 11101iratio11and111mm•1111m1 behind effiwrs lo orercome 1he ~~71ical 
dm/11:11~1'-' '!/111'11' 11uwkd oppmw11itie.'" U1·i11g 1he !11t1'rnl't as a11 <'X1m1ple. 
lll\"/)1~\:l!r dollars supported !hr: early p•ur.\· o/'i11nov,11if111u11el111111· 1h<· CS lead' 
!he world wi1/t produas and ·'•'ITiCl!s in this 11e11· marka /1 's dew lo me tlmJ the 
US has 1flis sm11e opponu11i~1· with clea11 lt!<'h .. -<md 1h1111he f<>adaship 1rill l'Olllc 

.fimn .rnwll t't1111pa11i<!S //ml }!l't/11' info hig crJ111pw1io.?1-, II was 1'<!/111/l't!·hack••d 
i11111>l'a/ors like <loogle. fohoo. wul Fa«c·hook that led 1/ie 11'</,I' with "'11e11· media" 
i11 lhe /11ten1<'f .'<'<'/Or 1101111£' !urge established media <:0111pa11ies. I hefi<·1·e th<·re 
c1111/d h<' g/o/1a/ J.·aders creured i11 lhl! I 'Sfilcnwd m1 resid11111ial •'lt<'rgy s/Orngl! . 

.:0111111aci11l~r distributed wi11dg<'l11'1'111io11. ponahle solar. 11111l.fi1el-<'ell P"""'rt!d 
··/.!r«c·11" f!<'l>l'rt1/or" i11 the comin}! _l'<'ar». 

!>. Are we ~imply suh~idizing companies that :ire not the fittest in a survival of the fittest 
l\l~rkcl'! 

Crawford: .\fwff ,·lm<'l'i<'Clll COlll/Nt11ies hcn·e pl'()d1tcts 1'1111 could he gloh11l~1· 
,·0111p1t1i1il'e. h111do1101lwre1!1e ahili1y to idemi.fj; and c11/dr<'.~.~.ti>reig11 mark1!f 
011por11111i1ics. /11 my opi11i011. (/u: /a<.'k a/'m:cess t11Jd 1·1?so11rces 10 111/dressfiJ1·eig11 
11wrke1s does 1wr eq11t11i· lo l11cki11:.: ':filn<!s~· 10 s11rl'i1'C? ''. The sfi11111/11s.fi111di11~ has 
fWOl'ided 1remendm1"· mpporf '"dean tech i111101·,11io11 <11ul 1his hill 11·il/ hdp 11·i1fr 

producti:ing and sale.~ in ill<' g/ofta! l!cono11~1-. 

c. You tcstitied tho.I i'on:ign suppliers may ha,·c interior pwdm.:ts but h<m: subsidies and 
<1thcr go,·emmcnt support. Cl'l.'ating an unlevcl playing field for ynur prnducts. A long 
those lines, 'wn 't thi~ fund just i:nd up subsidi"ling your domc~tic compctit<1rs that do 
not possess the innovati\'c spirit your company has dcm<)nstratcd'? 

( 'rau:/i1rd: f)m11es1iL' compe1i1or.; llC!<'d 10 11111 onfy ha1·e occess tofi>rt'i!f.11 murk!!ts 

hut They 11111.1·1 ulsu poswss mperiol' prod111:1~" Tfiisfi.l/ld l1'i!l 1101 f1dp C'CJ11t(Jt111ies 
wilh i11fi!rior prud11c1s compl!te infin-dg1111wrkcts ii 1.-i// hal'e 11.filtt'l'ing prol'L'.U 
1h111C!llt1h!e.;1hc: idl'111ificmio11 of'Jlw /1e.w prod11c1s and c11111pa11ies i111he c.:s. 

4. We h:t\'C heard much ahoul m:ce.,s lo natural rcsl.>LlrC<.'S being a spc<.'d bump ('11 this .:lean 
cni:rgy road. lfwi:- do not increase access t<l those domestic sourc.:s that ,·xist. arc11·1 we 
i:sscntially subsidic.ing, y(lur cnmpctilors hy forcing foH~ign sourcing'? 

C 'rmr/i>rd: I hclio!1'<' 1hur n•1·1<1in 11C1/11rol l'l!Smirc!!s .rnd1"·''11<'fl({n11i11111 ll'hit'h i.~ 
"""" fO £'1'1!11/e high per/orman<'<' l'l<'clric 11101ors and g<'IU!'N//ors ar•• mos/ 
<1!111mlt1111 in C<'ffoi11fi>1·c>i:.:11 "1'11f//ri.'.\', and 1·co1wmi«al(1· 1'i<1/l/1' domes/it' 
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.lw;k Cr;.m li•rd Jr. 

alkmutil'l!S tll'I! pr<'.•£'111(1' not k11ow1110 exist. l~xpandiil~ doml!stit: l!xplora1ionti1r 
1111kllmrn d1!po.vi1s o(sud1111a1erials might lie a more 11.vl!fi1/ ohiec1fre. 

). Frnm your wrin,·u ti:slimony. it SL1tmds like your chief concern b a lack of understanding on 
how thi: .:xprn1 prnci:ss wnrb. Wh;1l \\l>ukl this ne"· progran1 do to ~<luca!c firms such as 
yours that IT/\ docs 1\0I already do? 

( 'r,1u:timf: Our chit:f eom·nn is .-reaii11g o /i•\•t•{ phiyingjield so that l 'S 
.:fl/lll'Wli•'S hat'I! '"'' Slll'l/C: adl'(lnl<IJ!t'S in C/'l'illin}? f/Wll/.1fi1cttll'ill~ cop11/tili1k~ (IS 

do our.fi1rdr;11 ,:0111pt'ti/m·.,, IH1ile t'd11c11tio11 is aho11t f{i,· expon procl!s" is 
impm·fCJlll. ""'do 1101 .<et· ii 11." 1'11! primary hene/il o(the 11<'1•' h'Kis/111io11. l lmt'<'l'l!t'. 
If<' are hope/id 1ha1 a porlion of/he 11en· le~i.<lmio111rill dirl!cr some cd11caiimwl 
rc!.1ow·c.?s t<• small dt•w11<'d1 companies. 

6. Y<>U and many industry obsenws have ~:-;pressed concern owr the shill: <lf intellectual 
property rights tIPR) and rro1cc1ions in other countries. At the s;um: time. a numt>.:r of 
adn•c(ltcs ~uggt•st this type of technology should simply ht' transfcm':d lo di:vcloping 
C1)llllll'iC.~. 

:i. Do you have any 1l10ughts on how tcchnnlogy transfer cnuld imp<lt::I domestic dean 
energy produccr$'! 

( ·ra1rfi!l'{f: /'he simple lmnsfi'r 0(011r tedmoloio• to fi,,·ei~n cm111u111it•s ll'011ld 1101 
hdp do1m•stit' dt'ml enl!l'gy produn:rs. ln110\'(//ion prole<'tl!:d 1'.I' illlt?llec//Ja/ 
1iro1u!rty rig/us is o/i<'ll the.tinmdatio11 muljustifit:a1im11hat auract.~ .reed ct1pi1al 
10 11£'\I' compwtif!.r .. ·Is Jo111c·.,1it- compw1ies .:xplort' sidli11g tlieil' /l/'Oducts 
i111ema1ional~r. a recurring concern is The fock <~fpro1ectio11 against a.fiweig11 
c·o111pm1r l't"l'<'l'SC' engineaing and repli<'a1i11g their product. WI! CJ/'<' s1ro11g~r in 

.f(,,.11r o/'111.:as111v., thal 11·c•11ld hdp 10 s1r1mglhc11 IPR i11 (J('1e1· cou111ries. 

h. I),, you have any thought:; on how we can :1ddrcss lh.: concerns over IPR'? 

Cmn:ford: l·fr 11eed to creme agr.·e11w111s 11·i1hfi1r<'iMl1co11111rics1hal require iht•m 
10 110/ on(r enact s1ronMer Ii' f>l'Ol<!l'lion lall'S h111 also l'f!c/1tire proper c11Jiwce111ml 
o/tlwse II' r,,.ot<'rfion lmrs. /11 so111.: 1n~1" in· 11c:,·d /0 11101inllC!.fc>rei~11 ro111pa11if!s 
who s'1ip produrts 101he. US. 10 l!ncouragc 1hd1· mr11 goren1111<'111.1 m strl!n};!.the11 
1hc!ir IJ> htn'.,. and c•11/(wc,m1e11t proc<:d11re.~. 
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Anthony Kim, Polify Analyst. The Heritage Foundation 

Follow-t:p Responses Conrerning 
.lu111? 16 Hearing on C/ea11 E1tel'Jl.I' 1'edwology Ma1111factr1ri11g and Expo/'/ A.ni.~ta11ce Act 

The Honorahll? .Joe Barton 

I. I11creascd export~ promise more jobs here at home. Gi\'1!11 that, which will ha,•e jlrcalcr 
economic impact and generate more jobs: lhe dean tech cxporl fund pro1>0scd in II.R. 
:; I :;6 or the FT As on wh i~·h I his (' ongnss has failNI to act'! 

Free trndc agrwmenls will be for more cffccti~·c in crc;lling mon; dynamic am\ meaningful 
.iobs in America lhan the proposed Ck·an Tech Export Fund. Our trade "'ng<tgem.:nt "·ith 
dit'lercnt part> of the wNld via three pt:nding FTAs ("ith l'am1.11m. Colombiu. and Soulh 
KNea) ~nsun:s Iha\ ,-\mcrican t:timpanics compt:tr: in the ,·iv<id()US g\ot>al market ;md expand 
th..:ir market shares. 

Th.: Ckan Tech E:-;port Fund proposed in ll.R. 5156 ignores and ~upprcsscs more practical 
1rade polit:ics that will tran~form solid c:conomic oppor1uni1ics into real gain. The bill se.:ins 
10 be ra1hc1· shnn-siglncd and wishful. only adding more g'wcrnment meddling imo the 
privat<." cn.:rgy sccH>r. Perhaps. a few johs would t>c: created in Sacramento CA. thi:- "clean 
c1wrgy ci1pil<'l olthc Ls.:· but the bud: is likely I<> stop !here. 110111ble It' spur mon: 
sustainable cc<'nomic gr(iwth I hat would generate vibrant job creation. 

2. Would the S7~ million dedicated in this hill he better sen·ed on trade missions de,·oted 
lo opening foreign markets? 

:\bs(,[utcly. The bil\"s \'ague and ambiguous language does not specify where the mon.:y will 
actually end up and will possihly "aste the taxpayers· motwy. Furthemwrc. lbc: bill will 
likely haYc minimal effect on the creation of American jobs. By contrast. if the money wete 
to be spent on tmde missions devoted to opening for.:ig,n markets via freer trade. it l.:nds 
itsdf lo a much broader cflccts. Free trade lc;ids to e~onomic growth. This c:conomic growth 
"ill spur job cre;itiun mid its t·fl~cts are nut limitc:J. 

The propo~ed hill may only create: $75 million ofj<ihs. products. etc. The: end n:sult rnuld be 
$75 million dollars spent and probably link proliH'r economic i;nrnth will incur as a result 
<'f lhc hill. On tlw other hand. opt:ning foreign markets via ratifying the cum~ntly pending 
FTAs will hi1\'c mm:h more extensive anJ dymimk dli:~ls. The possibility of cco1wmic 
~J'0\\1h and job creation will exceed far more than $75 million. Tb.: long 1crm. posirh·c 
~fleets ,,f w~taincd crnnomic growth lhn,ugh tra<k will far (>lll"dgh tho;- 111i11inrnl short term 
gains in .inh growth in a partit·ular Sl'Ctor. 

3. You lcstilied thal "our ~tratcgy mus1 he drh·cn by r('al market conditions, not h~· 
government financial assistanc~." 

a. Can ~-1111 please expand on what ~-ou mean by "rral market conditions'?" 
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Anthon~· Kim. Policy Analy~t. The Ht'rila:i,c t•oundation 

Follow-Up Responses Conccr11in11. 
.Tune 16 Hearing on Cll!tlfl l::11ergy Ted11111/11f:J' Ma1111fu<·t11ri11g und Ei:port A.uiMa11ce Aa 

A strategy driwn by "ri:al market conditions" fmrnc;;~cs the po,1·er or free markets ~o 
that huycr~ and sdli:rs ma)· make deals \vithour ~o,·ernmcnt intcrH:n:m:c. Real market 
conditions cncompa~s a free markrt system in which decision makings regarding 
prnduclion. consumpti<>n. resource allocalion. and price lc1·cls an: conducted hy 
natural market interactions hascd on supply :md demand. 

This 5pur~ competition. innovati<111 and new products. Additionally. th.: syslt:m 
naturally idcnlilics markets thal con~umers want a11cJ could he tapped intn. Minimal 
gm·cmmcm imcrl'cnti(ln encourages rnmpclition and greater innovation. hcnclilling 
both pr•>duccrs and consum.:rs. Hisl<•ry shows us that free market syst<."ms me highly 
rff'cctivc in promoting 1·ihrant ci:onomic grov,·th. 

b. Please explain wh~· this new fund is not compalibk with eith<>r "real markt't 
conditions." 

The proposed Ck·an Tech Export Fund is not c<1mpatih.le with these real market 
conditions because it docs no! encompass n1an~ aspects listed above. Government 
allocation of funds intcrfi:n:s with the l'ull realization olthc power of free markets. 
Subsidies. which would im:,·itahly he the focus of the fonds. often lower incenti,·es 10 

inm:a~c fhe suhsidi;o:d Iim1 · s competitiveness (i.e. become more innovalin~ and 
lowc1· prices). making them more dcpcndcm on suhsidic~. Choosing to ;1ward ~·e11ain 
companies with government fonds di;;criminatcs against potentially more inn~wative 
linns lhal would otherwise han~ been eflcctive sources or crnnomi~· gr<•wlh and job 
cn:ation. 

4. You referenced exisling go,·ernmcnt resources for in.-estmtnt, ttrhnolo~y denlopmcnt, 
and exports. What are !hose cxistini: r~sourees and who offers them? 

A rnricly of agencies help companies in the prf\·a1c sc<:lor to inrn:asi: technological 
,k,·dopmems. invcs1me111s. and cxp(llts. For example. some efle<.:1i,·e government rcsour<.:cs 
already exist in lhc Department of Commerce. V :uious tcdmic<il assistance programs on the 
promolinn of export and investment is a\'ailablc in the dcparlmt.'nt. The U.S. Commc1·cial 
Sc1·,·icc gives Amcri<.:an <.:<1mpunies a stat.:-by-s1atc :md city-by-city Expo1t Assistance 
Center. This ~ector of the lkpamncm ol l'ocmm:rcc is ~oldy fr•r the purpose of helping L'.S. 
<.:t)lllpanics to export. They provide consulting. rrn;1rki:1 research. t1·ade finance. adYo<.:ac~-. and 
hdp companir:~ lind potential customers ;md parlm:rs. 

5. What ,·aluc-adtl will this new fund han over and abo,·e what the Ex-Im Bank and the 
ITA pro,ide'! 

The Ex-Im Bank prm·idcs tinancing to suppon U.S. exports. and its support for 
cnvirnnmenl<tlly benclicial cxpor1~ has been of lnni;-stamling <.:ongrcssional intcrcst. 
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Anthon~· Kim, Policy Analy~I. The lkriti1~e l'ouudation 

Follow-Up Rc~punscs Cum:crning 
.June 16 Hearin~ un Clem1 E11ergy Tecl11w/t1g,I' M1mufi"·t11ring 11111/ Exp11rt A.ui•t111"'"' Aa 

Cum:ntly. Congress Jireets the Ex-Im Bank to allocate 10 pcrccnt ~if its annual tinancing to 
n.:m:wabk energy, energy cnicicm end· use 1cchnologics. and otbcr cnvironmcmally 
bcm:licial exports. 

The ITi\ is commincd t.1 helping U.S. inJu~tric~ amt linns (>nhancc their competiti,·cncss in 
;;·xporting green technologies. From working with l IS nrnnufaclurcrs IO improve th.: en..:rgy 
cflicicm:y ofthi.'ir<1perali<>ns h) hosting induWy .. mmls on low carbon energy sour~.::s. The 
!TA is adiY€.'ly iin\1]ycJ in as;;is1ing ll.S. interests a~piring to take advantage of the green 
energy market. 

The proposed Clean Tceh Export Fund seems to be redundant in the sense that bnth the Ex· 
Im Bank ;md the !Tr\ addrc~s relatively the same interest lhat the fund aims to focus on. 
\\'ith1,ut adding any mca11ingful ,·alul!s. the fund intcn<ls to offer linancial assis1ancc to 
American clean .:cwrgy firms. perhaps more specially than the Ex-Im llank or 1hc IT,\. 
fhl\n.>vcr. ii 1:annol he denied thal lhc similar assistance is also reflected and in1plicd in lhc 
function~ <lf hnth the Ex-Im Bank and the !TA. 

6. You testified that liberalization of trade is one of the keys to decreasing our lrade deficit 
in this arena. 

a. What are the most common trade harriers'? 

The mosc common trade harriers include basic tariffs and nomariff harriers that 
im:lu<lc quotas. import licensing. 1:xpo1t subsidies. and other numerous 
custnms/administn:nivc impcdimi:nts 10 free trade. 

b. Whal is our go\'ernment currcntl~' doing tu address such barriers? 

Through n.rious trade pacts over the years. the I.! .S. has hccn tr~·ing to di~mantlc 
various trade harriers. At the same time, the U.S.. like other countries. utilizes other 
mcd1a11ism~ in the World rradc Org.anizatinn in order It' address trade imp,·dimcnts. 

c. Do you ha"e any recommendations on what we should du to addres1< those 
barril'rs? 

Thi: l.' .S. needs to "c mol'c proactivcly inrnlYcd in dismantling trade harrii:rs hy 
demonstrating l.:aJi:rship in global fr<.'i: tratk. GcHini; rid of pricc-dislorti,·c subsidies 
is certainly a right step tow;mls ensuring frc .. ·r tr;idc. 

7, In addilion to dosl'd foreign nmrkt'ts, \H' han ht•ard the twu utht'r primary stumblin~ 
blocks lo iurreased exports arc diminished or no access lo domestic natural rt'suurccs 
mid the si~nificant trnde differential betwt'en the U.S. and forcii:n competitors. Cuuld 
you pkasc expand on those points? 
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Anthony Kim. rolic~· Anal~·st, The llcrita~r Foundation 

Follow-l'p Rc.sponscs Conccrnin~ 
.June 16 llrarin~ on Clea11 EmtrgJ' Ted11111/11g_r Ma11ufi"·111ring and E.\JUJrt As.~itt1111ct• Act 

The go,wnmcm has impn~cd many onerous rcgulaiions that n:slrkt our ability Ill tap into our 
ll\rn nmur:il resources. Because of the restrictions imposed by the gowmm.:nt. domestic 
prndm:tinn that requires those narural resources has bccomt• more costly. The United Swtcs. 
thoug.h hh:ss('d with enormous .<upplics of na111ral gas. oil. and other energy soun:cs. suffer~ 
from high prii:cs t>ccause of gnvernmcnl imposed restrk1ions. Whcn thcse prices become rc•o 
high. ,.\merit:an firms turn to <1 cheaper source: foreign resources. Since we cannot use our 
(•wn r<?sourccs dwl'.lply. w~· in1pl'l1 them from other countries and force our~clvcs to become 
more dependent nn them. This not only inncascs impons. but has also undermined fotur.: 
economic grmqh. ullimatdy creating domestic joh loss. 

8. If we tlo not incrcas~· access to domestic sources of natural resources - at kast th11sc that 
exist in the V.S. - rc1111ircd by so many· of the clean cncr~y technologies, d11 we risk 
essentially subsidiiing our foreign competitors by forcing foreigu sourcing? What is the 
likely net effect of this scenario on the trade ddidt in this arena'.' 

If we do not im:rcase a~·ccss to domestil: sourl·es of nawral res<~urc.:.qequil'cd by so many of 
[l\c dean cnngy technologies. we absolutely l'isk sul'>sidizing our fbrcign compctito1·s by 
forcing foreign outso\ll'cing.. It government restrictions l'i:suh in outsoun:ing to fon:ign 
competitors. ,,ur trade deficit will gn>w. A clean energy technology C(•mpany re~1uircs natural 
1·..:sourccs in order to function. They musl get thi:m s<•mcwherc. Govcmmcnl restrictions 
inhil>it domestic rc~otm:c procurement. caming prices to irn.:rease. U.S. co111panies import 
fo1·.:ign n:stium:s t>ccm1sc Ibey me the cheapest oplion. Fvcn if el<?an energy companies will 
t>.: able w expot1 their pr<>dui:ts "'q:ntuully. they will han~ to impMl the resources necessary 
lo i:reak tho: linal pwdui.·ts. B.:..:au~c cnergic~ such as oil and naiural gas arc more el)icicnt 
than c:uiTcnt clean energy. the current trend of importing. namral t'Csmu·ccs will wmim1c until 
the value of clean energy is g.re:ller than traditional fossil foe;]~. Only th~ free markt'I c<1n 
signal this relationship 1lm1ugh prii:cs. and sut>~idi;-ing green cncrl:?y interferes with these 
mark.:! force~. 
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OVERSIGHT OF THE 
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION: 
PRODUCT SAFETY IN THE HOLIDAY SEASON 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2010 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER P ROTECTION,. PRODUCT 

SAFETY, AND INSURANCE, 
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION, 

Washington, DC. 
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room 

SR-253, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Mark P ryor, Chair
man of the Subcommittee, presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARK PRYOR, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM ARKANSAS 

Senator PRYOR. I will go ahead and call our hearing to order 
here, in the Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insurance 
Subcommittee, on the oversight of the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission. 

I want to join my-I want to thank my fellow Senators for join
ing us today-and I want to join all my fellow Senators in thanking 
the Commission and the other witnesses for being here today. We 
really appreciate your time and your attention to these. very impor
tant issues. 

This is a timely discussion, in light of the current holiday shop
ping season, a time when the safety of products on store shelves 
is paramount. 

I'd like to express my gratitude to Chairman Rockefeller for al
lowing me to hold this hearing, and to his excellent staff for all the 
great things that they've done in preparation of this, and also, of 
course, of the minority staff, because they've been great to. work 
with, as well. 

Each year, billions of toys are purchased by consumers and end 
up in the hands of children. Unfortunately, not all these toys are 
safe. Last year, 12. children died as a result of injuries related to 
toys, and thousands ended up in emergency rooms. While it's dif
ficult to prevent all such injuries, it is. the mission of the. Consumer 
Product Safety Commission to protect the general public against 
unreasonable risk of injury and death associated with toys and 
other consumer products, and to assist consumers in evaluating the 
comparative safety of those products. 

Each year, on average, over 28,000 deaths related to consumer 
products under the agency's jurisdiction occur. Researchers esti

(1) 
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mate the cost of deaths, injuries, and property damage associated 
with consumer products totals more than $800 billion annually in 
the United States. Consequently, the importance of this agency and 
the efforts to reduce these statistics while building safer commu
nities and a safer marketplace cannot be overstated. 

I welcome. the new leadership of the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission. Chairman Tenenbaum took the helm in June 2009, 
and, since then, she's demonstrated impressive initiative and en
ergy in implementing the law and addressing product safety prob
lems. I look forward to hearing her testimony and exploring activi
ties under her direction. 

Just last week, the Commission voted to adopt a final rule. estab
lishing the CPSC's publicly available product safety information 
database, as mandated by Congress. A repository of consumer com
plaints and incident reports, the database is designed to grant all 
of us timely access to critical product safety information, allowing 
us to scan for trends or patterns of potentially hazardous product 
in the marketplace. 

As one of the lead authors of the database revision and the law, 
I support the Commission's final rule, and I'm pleased that the 
Commission has crafted the rule in a manner that will make this 
information available widely to the general public. In particular, I 
endorse the Commission's effort to empower all consumers who 
have verified information regarding a product safety hazard to re
port that incident. 

I applaud Chairman Tenenbaum's leadership in this area, which 
is in keeping with congressional intent behind the provision to 
maximize reporting of product safety incidents and to make this in
formation accessible to the general public as quickly as possible. 
And I look forward to its official launch in March 2011. 

Just as a reminder: Before the Congressional overhaul, the CPSC 
was an agency in distress. Its staffing levels and funding levels had 
been choked, over time. On numerous occasions, it lacked a full 
quorum of commissioners, inhibiting its ability to conduct impor
tant official business. Public notification of public hazards was in
adequate. The marketplace was replete with dangerous and, in 
many instances, toxic products that were compromising the safety 
of American families, not least of all our children. By 2007, news 
reports were exposing millions of defective toys in the stream of 
commerce: lead-tainted children's jewelry; tiny magnets posing in
gestion hazards; Aquadots that converted to the date-rape drug, 
once ingested. The CPSC was slow to act to protect Americans, and 
it was only after newspapers shown a spotlight on infant deaths 
and injuries that the Commission chose to take action. 

Congress, and in particular this committee, responded to the cri
sis in product safety by overhauling the agency, granting it essen
tial new tools and authorities to enable it to properly execute its 
mission and protect members of the public. The Consumer. Product 
Safety Improvement Act was the first significant overhaul of the 
federal Consumer Product Safety laws since the CPSC's inception. 

I'd like to now turn it over to the Ranking Member, my neighbor 
and friend from Mississippi, and say that we look forward to revis
iting the CPSIA over the course of this next Congress. And we al
ways have open doors to listen to industry and advocacy groups, to 
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talk about some of the-maybe some of the things we got right and 
some of the things maybe we didn't get so right when we passed 
the legislation. 

But, Ranking Member Wicker, thank you for being here. Look 
forward to your opening statement. 

STATEMENT OF HON. ROGER F. WICKER, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM MISSISSIPPI 

Senator WICKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you for 
that concluding statement, which I think is very valuable and help
ful. And I do look forward to revisiting this issue during the next 
Congress, should you and I be allowed to continue. in this. capacity. 
And thank you for holding this hearing. 

The CPSC is a small agency with a large but important mission: 
to regulate more than 15,000 consumer products, keeping the pub
lic safe from preventable injuries and deaths caused by unsafe and 
defective products. As the title of our hearing suggests, we are es
pecially reminded of the importance of this charge during the in
creased consumer buying that comes with the Christmas season. I 
thank the Chairman for taking this opportunity to provide over
sight and for his commitment to consumer safety. 

The CPSC is currently involved in many areas that affect Amer
ican consumers. From its efforts looking into dangers in certain 
types of cribs to the continuing investigation into tainted drywall 
that has significantly impacted many of my constituents, there are 
many Commission activities which deserve our attention. However, 
for the last 2 years nothing has dominated the Commission more 
than the implementation of the CPSIA. The CPSIA was enacted in 
August 2008, largely in response to concerns over numerous toy re
calls for violations of existing lead limits in paint. It represents the 
most significant changes to the Commission's regulatory environ
ment since it was first created. 

The intention was a noble one that I think we all support efforts 
to improve safety. The law attempts to do so by tightening the reg
ulations over children's products, focused primarily on reducing the 
content of lead and phthalates. Unfortunately, despite the hard 
work that. was put into the law and the Commission's efforts to im
plement it,. the result has not been what was intended .. 

The last 2 years have seen this law increase costs and create un
certainty for businesses, requiring significantly increased compli
ance requirements and unnecessary testing of "safe" products. 
Some affected businesses report that, prior to the CPSIA, they 
were responsible for complying with less than 200 pages of rules, 
but now that number has grown to nearly 3,000 pages. From 200 
to 3,000. This will continue to increase as more rules are imple
mented and rewritten. 

For many small businesses, the burden is overwhelming and the 
cost of trying to comply is simply too much to bear. During a time 
when unemployment, nationally, hovers near 10 percent, our gov
ernment should be doing everything possible to promote job cre
ation along with safety. This law has had the exact opposite effect, 
particularly on small business. The CPSIA has reduced the ability 
of many businesses to make a profit and create new jobs. 
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Our second panel today includes Jill Chuckas, who will testify on 
behalf of the Handmade Toys Alliance, the HTA, about the impact 
on their members. The HTA provided us with a document called 
CPSIA Business Casualties, which lists 24 small businesses that 
cited CPSIA as their reason for closing down, and 11 others that 
cited the. CPSIA as one. of the factors in their decision to close. 

We will also hear about the numerous other businesses that have 
barely been able to continue operating under the bill's require
ments, many of whom will be forced to close in the next year as 
different provisions of the law come into effect. Further, the CPSIA 
has reduced the incentive to innovate and invest in new markets, 
because it increased the cost of doing business. through burdensome. 
and expensive testing requirements. 

Another list, compiled by one business feeling the burden of this 
law, shows 22 different small businesses that have dropped chil
dren's product lines because of this Act, limiting computer-con
sumer options and eliminating jobs. 

Neither of these. lists includes every business that has been af
fected. They are simply a small representation of the negative ef
fect of the CPSIA on businesses. These numbers are particularly 
troubling because the impact has mostly been felt by businesses 
and products that are not, and have never been, a threat to child 
safety. 

One of the primary concerns with the bill remains its removal of 
the Commission's ability to use risk assessment in their determina
tions. Even if the Commission determines that a product is not 
harmful, no exemption for a product that could result in the ab
sorption of "any" lead, can be used. 

I'm concerned with the upcoming end to the stay on third-party 
testing and the next reduction and retroactive application of the 
lead standard. Both of these will have significant impacts on small 
businesses. 

I also hope to discuss, with Chairman Tenenbaum and Commis
sioner Northup, certain decisions that the Commission has made in 
implementing the law. In some places, where the law actually does 
allow flexibility to provide needed relief, the. Commission has in
stead chosen to expand the law's reach and requirements, further 
complicating an already confusing set of rules and regulations. The 
application of third-party testing under certain general product 
safety rules the definition of a "children's product," and last week's 
implementation of the database are three such examples. 

While. concentrating on the Act,. it is easy to forget that, along 
with these mandates, CPSC must still fulfill the rest of its charges 
and address other defective products that appear in the market
place. We need to make sure that the Commission's resources are 
being used appropriately and are not being forced to focus solely 
on implementing this law, to the exclusion or detriment of the 
Commission's other important work. I'm very interested to hear 
how the CPSC is coping with this challenge. 

So, thank you all. 
And thanks, to our witnesses, for agreeing to appear today and 

sharing their expertise with us. 
I look forward to a productive hearing. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman .. 
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STATEMENT OF HON. TOM UDALL, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW MEXICO 

Senator UDALL. Thank you, Chairman Pryor. And thank you 
very much for holding this hearing today, and for your leadership 
in consumer protection. 

I think all of us remember the notorious. "summer of recalls" and 
all the problems with imported toys. And, thanks to your efforts, 
and especially the landmark 2008 Consumer Product Safety Im
provement Act, parents can have more confidence, this holiday sea
son , that their children's toys are safe. 

While we still had plenty of other recalls this summer, I'm 
pleased that there is a new emphasis on consumer protection and 
new leadership at the CPSC. 

It's good to see CPSC Chairman Tenenbaum here, and Commis
sioner Northup, who I served in the House of Representatives with. 
I think they're both here for the first time since Senate confirma
tion . And it's good to have you here today with us. 

I look forward to hearing about the implementation of the 2008. 
consumer safety legislation. 

There is one issue, though, that I would like to focus on, and I'll 
be more indepth on it in my questioning, but I wanted to raise a 
pressing safety issue affecting millions of young athletes. And 
that's the issue of football helmet safety. It's an area where I think 
the. CPSC could help improve children's safety. And I'll get-as I 
said, I'll get into more detail of that in my questioning. 

But, I want to thank our witnesses today, and thank Senator 
Pryor once again for this hearing. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Senator Udall. 
Both of our witnesses on the first panel have long and very im

pressive resumes. But, what I'd like to do, with the Committee's. in
dulgence, is dispense with the reading of those resumes and just 
stipulate that they're very well qualified and we're very honored to 
have them here today. But, we have chairman of the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission, Inez Tenenbaum; and then we have 
one of the newer commissioners, Anne Northup. 

So,. Chairman Tenenbaum,. would you mind leading off? 
Thank you. 

STATEMENT OF HON. INEZ M. TENENBAUM, CHAIRMAN, 
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Good morning, Chairman Pryor and Ranking 
Member Wicker, members of the Subcommittee. on Consumer Pro
tection, Product Safety, and Insurance. 

I'm pleased to have the opportunity to testify before the Com
mittee and share with you what the CPSC has done over the past 
year to make this holiday shopping season safe for families and 
safe for children. I will provide more details later in my remarks, 
but parents and consumers. should know that there are new safe
guards in place that give them more confidence in the children's 
products for sale, and that they have fewer hazards than in the 
past. 
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Since becoming the Chairman of the CPSC in June 2009, I have 
focused on specific goals that I want to share with you: 

The CPSC has focused on fair and effective implementation of 
the CPSIA. In less than 2 years, the Commission has published 
more than 50 rules and interpretive policy statements imple
menting the CPSIA. 

Strategic planning. We recently released the Commission's new 
5-year strategic plan, which lays out our goals and objectives that 
will allow the CPSC to establish itself as the global leader in con
sumer product safety. 

The Commission has created a new Office of Education, Global 
Outreach, and Small Business Ombudsman to provide various 
stakeholders, domestic and international, including manufacturers, 
retailers, resellers, small business, and foreign government, more 
information. We will have a full- time small-business ombudsman, 
who will be dedicated to serving the nation's many smaller manu
facturer, in the area of product safety. 

The Commission's import surveillance division is working more 
closely with Customs and Border Protection to keep dangerous 
products out of the United States. The CPSC has increased the 
number of employees at the ports of entry from 5 to 19, loca ted in 
15 different ports. 

In addition to these efforts to expand the overall capabilities of 
the CPSC, we have also focused substantial resources on several 
specific hazards. 

One of the most important is addressing hazards in the infant 
sleep environment. By the end of this year we will have a new cribs 
safety rule that will prohibit dangerous drop-side cribs from ever 
being sold again in the United States. The new standard requires 
higher quality wood and hardware. 

We also have continued our efforts to implement and enforce the 
Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act. Earlier this year, 
the CPSC kicked off its Pool Safely education campaign, as part of 
a national effort to reduce child drownings and entrapment in pools 
and spas. During this past year alone, there have been more than 
100 million views of broadcasts and print materials relating to the 
Pool Safety campaign. 

The CPSC is also aggressively continuing efforts to provide relief 
to homeowners impacted by contaminated drywall. Since becoming 
the chairman, I have personally visited impacted homes in Florida 
and Virginia and know the frustration these homeowners are fac
ing. To deal with this, the Commission has conducted the most ex
tensive investigation in history. And I look forward to sharing that 
with you later on in our question and answer period. 

Finally, we have redoubled our efforts to provide rapid response 
to new and emerging hazards; we have taken aggressive action to 
police the market for children's products that may contain harmful 
levels of cadmium. And we will also be glad to share that in detail 
with you later. 

IT modernization. In March 2011, we will also unveil our new 
public database on the safety of consumer products, which was 
mandated by the CPSIA. The database will provide. a powerful 
source of information for consumers, allowing them to. quickly de-
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termfoe whether the products they already own or are considering 
purchasing are associated with safety hazards or recalls. 

In this holiday season, the true measure of our success at the 
CPSC is how we can help a young mother or father, who's out 
shopping for toys, a crib, or a highchair, find safe, reliable con
sumer products. Here's what the CPSC can promise them: that the 
toys they buy are now covered by mandatory safety standards; that 
the lead content and lead paint limits for toys and children's prod
ucts are among the lowest in the world now; that children's prod
ucts are now required to be tested for lead by an independent, 
third-party laboratory; that the. infant bath seats and baby walkers. 
they buy are now covered by mandatory safety standards; that the 
most durable in infantJtoddler products, such as cribs, strollers, 
and play yards, now have to have postage-paid registration cards 
so that the consumers can fill out and return to be automatically 
notified for future recalls involving these products; that all chil
dren's products, to the extent practical, now have to have tracking 
labels that make it easier for parents to determine if a product is 
subject to a recall, even long after the packaging is thrown away. 

And, Mr. Chairman, in the past 18 months, we have made the 
CPSC into a regulatory agency that consumers can trust. We are 
putting the. interest of families first in making sure that the public 
knows. that the CPSC stands. for safety, 

Thank you again for allowing me to provide this testimony today. 
I now look forward to answering any questions that you or mem
bers of the Subcommittee may have. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Tenenbaum follows:] 

P REPARED STATEMENT OF H ON. INEZ M. TENENBAUM, CHAIRMAN, 
U .S. CONSUMER P RODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Good morning, Chairman Pryor, Ranking Member Wicker, and members of the 
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, Pi·oduct Safety, and Insurance. I am pleased 
to be here today to provide an update to the Subcommittee on the specific actions 
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has taken over the past 18 
months and the progress we have made to protect American children and families 
from both existing and emerging product safety hazards. 

In August 2008, Congress passed the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
of 2008 (CPSIA) by overwhelming bipartisan majorities. Passage of the CPSIA sent 
a strong message to both the Commission and the consumer product manufacturing 
community: the old, reactive approach to consumer product safety was not working. 
Instead, CPSIA directed the Commission to pui·sue a new proactive approach fo
cused on keeping harmful products out of this country and-most importantly-out 
of the hands of infants and children. 

Chairman Pryor, I know you and many other members of this Subcommittee 
spent untold hours working on this landmark legis lation. Since assuming the Chair
manship of the C-Ommission in July 2009, l have worked diligently to implement the 
CPSIA and use that Act's new authorities in a manner that is both highly protective 
of consumers and fair to industry stakeholders. In addition, I have focused on 
changing the CPSC's internal business processes, so that the agency is more asser
tive and more capable of addressing safety challenges presented by thousands of 
types of consumer products imported from all over the world. 

Here are some specific examples of these efforts: 

CPSIA Implementation: In less than 2 years, the C-Ommission has published 
more lhan 50 rules and interpretive policy statements implementing the CPSIA. 
These rules included the implementation of several significant provisions of the 
CPSIA, such as new durable infant and toddler product standards, new product 
registration cards that accompany many juvenile products, and implementation 
of new mandatory toy safety standards. As part of this process, the Commission 
has also issued several policy statements designed to provide additional infor-
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mation on CPSIA requirements to the regulated community, including small 
businesses. 
New CPSC Strategic Plan: During my confirmation hearing last summer, I 
noted that one of my key goals for the Commission was to align its priorities 
to the challenges we face in the global economy. To address this, the CPSC 
launched a comprehensive strategic planning initiative earlier. this. year to up
date the Commission's outdated 2003 Strategic Plan. Out of this effort, we re
cently released the Commission's new 2011- 2016 Strategic Plan, which lays. out 
five key goals and also details programmatic objectives that will a llow the CPSC 
to establish itself as the global leader in consumer product safety. 
New Office of Education, Global Outreach and Small Bw.;iness Ombudsman: As 
Chairman, I have heard from many small businesses and crafters who have 
asked for additional outreach and support from the Commission as they work 
to produce safe products and comply with the requirements of the CPSIA. I take 
these concerns very seriously, and have made providing support and outreach 
to small business entities and other industry stakeholders a key priority .. 
On September 22, 2010, the Commission voted to create a new office to coordi
nate and provide outreach to various domestic and international stakeholders, 
including manufacturers, retailers, resellers, small businesses, and foreign gov
ernments. Within this office, we have a full-time Small Business Ombudsman 
who is dedicated to serving the nation's many smaller manufacturers in the 
area of product safety. In particular, special attention \vill. be given to devel
oping information tailored to small businesses and small batch manufacturers 
so that they can understand and comply with new standards. 
Hazards in the Infant Sleep Environment: The overall safety of cribs and the 
infant and toddler sleep environment is a c1;tical concem of the CPSC and a 
personal priority of mine. Parents across the country expect cribs to be a sanc
tuary for their children, regardless of price or size. Unfortunately, that is not 
always the case. In the past 9 years, there have been at least 32 deaths attrib
uted to drop-side crib failures. That, in and of itself, is a tragic number. How
ever, the majority of ci;b deaths are still directly linked to the use of soft bed
ding in the crib. 
To address this, I directed Commission staff to embark on a two-prong action 
strategy .. The first prong was to recall old, dangerous drop-side cribs in the mar
ketplace and promulgate new mandatory, crib safety rules that will prohibit 
dangerous drop-side cribs. from ever. being sold again in the United States. 1 am 
pleased to say that the Commission is currently in the final process of reviewing 
a new mandatory crib safety rule, and it should be approved by the end of the 
year. This is a promise I have made to parents across the country. 
The second prong of this initiative is education: teaching parents and caregivers 
how to keep the inside of cribs free from suffocation risks like stuffed animals, 
comforters, and pillows. In partnership with the American Academy of Pediat
rics and a child advocacy group called Keeping Babies Safo, we have a wonder
ful new Safe Sleep video that we are working to have shown in maternity wards 
and pediatrician's offices around the country. This video is currently available 
on the CPSC's website, and I urge Members of the Subcommittee to view the 
video and see its powerful message. 
Import Surueilla.n.ce: Traditionally, the Commission has spent the bulk of its re
sow·ces investigating harmful products in the marketplace. This will always 
form a substantial part of the CPSC's activities, but I believe the more effective 
approach is ensuring that harmful products. never even enter the country .. 
To that end, I have taken a number of steps to add additional technological and 
human resources to the Commission's Import Surveillance Division. This Divi
sion works directly with the Department of Homeland Security <DHS) and Cus
toms and Border Protection (CBP> to keep dangerous products out of the United 
States. 
On the technological side, the CPSC recently executed two interagency Memo
randums of Understanding (MOUs) with CBP that allow us to access additional 
"real time" importer information, and target the most da ngerous incoming ship
ments. The first of these MOUs, signed in April , allows CPSC personnel to work 
at CBP's Commercial Targeting and Analysis Center (CTAC) in Washington, 
D.C., and access manifest entry data collected by CBP. This, in tw·n, allows. Im
port Surveillance Division personnel at the ports to target high-risk shipments 
prior to their entry into the domestic stream of commerce. 
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The second MOU, signed with CBP this past August, gives the CPSC access to 
information in the Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS). This 
will assist CPSC Import Surveillance staff at the ports by pr·oviding them with 
additional information to improve local targeting and interdiction of dangerous 
products. 
The CPSC is also actively involved in supporting the Importer Self Assess
ment-Product Safety (ISA-PS) initiative that is currently being piloted by 
CBP .. The ISA- PS is intended as a partnership between CBP CPSC, and im
porters to ensure product safety compliance. It is based on a voluntary approach 
that provides meaningful benefits. for importers who. demonstrate readiness. to 
assume additional responsibility for managing and monitoring their own prod
uct safety compliance. 
We have also taken steps to increase CPSC's physical presence at ports of entry. 
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2008, the Import Surveillance. Division only had five full
time employees (FTEs), and of those only three FTEs were actually stationed 
at ports of entt·y. During FY 2010,. we expanded staffing. in the. Division to 18 
FTEs, with 14 FTEs actually stationed at ports of entry. I am verypleased to 
announce that, as of November 11, 2010, the Division now has 25 FTEs, with 
19 FTEs collocated at 15 different ports of entry. Subject to appropriations, we 
hope to put CPSC staff at even more ports of entry in the future. 
Putting more "cops on the beat" has already yielded substantial positive results. 
Jn FY 2010, we performed 6,953 screenings at/orts.z. collected 1,776 samples for 
testing, and of those found 987 that violate CP:::sC standards. At the same 
time, we have also seen the number of recalls start to drop-from 563 in FY 
2008 to 428 in FY 2010. Maintaining those positive trends is a key goal for the 
upcoming year. 
Pool and Spa Safety: Earlier this year, the CPSC kicked off its "Pool Safely" 
education campaign as part of a national effort to reduce child drownings and 
entrapments in pools and spas. As part of this campaign, we partnered \vith 
families who lost their children in pool and spa accidents and Members of Con
gress at events in Florida, Texas, Minnesota, and Washington, D.C. to spread 
the word that simple safety steps can save lives in and around the water. We 
also unveiled a new website, PoolSafely.gov, as well as new public service an
nouncements to provide the public with infor·mation aimed at preventing child 
drownings and entrapments, as well as educating public pool and spa operators 
about the requirements of the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act 
(Pool and Spa Safety Act). During this past year alone, there were more than 
100 million views of broadcast and print materials related to the Pool Safely 
campaign. 
In addition to education and outreach, we have also conducted an extensive se
ries of inspections to verify compliance with the Pool and Spa Safety Act. In 
2010, the CPSC entered into contracts with local health departments in a num
ber of states, including Florida, Missouri , Kentucky, and Washington, to con
duct public pool inspections. Under these contracts, 2,440 pools, s pas, wading 
pools, and water activities at 1,557 sites were inspected. I am pleased to an
nounce that the compliance rate observed was app1·oximately 89 percent, which 
is higher than the rate observed last year. It also demonstrates that the Com
mission's outreach, education, and enforcement efforts are having a meaningful 
effect in the overall effort to prevent pool and spa deaths and injuries. 
Contaminated Drywall Investigation: The Commission is aggressively con
tinuing its efforts to p1·ovide relief to homeowners impacted by contaminated 
drywall. Since becoming Chairman, I have personally visited impacted homes 
in Florida and Virginia and know. the frustration that these homeowners are 
facing. 
To deal with this issue, the Commission has conducted the most extensive in
vestigation in its history. As a result of the science produced by this investiga
tion, the Commission, working in conjunction with the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development, released impacted home identification guidelines in 
January as well as interim remediation guidance this April. These guidelines 
have allowed some of the impacted homeowners to start repairing their homes 
and rebuilding their lives. 
To assist in those efforts, the Commission worked with the Internal Revenue 
Service on a recent Revenue Ruling declaring that contaminated drywall is eli
gible for a casualty loss. The CPSC's scientific data was also used as part of 
a recent partial settlement agreement in the Drywall Multi-District Litigation 
(MDL) in New Orleans, Louisiana .. Under the terms of the partial settlement, 
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a demonstration remediation p1·ogram has been established that wilJ remediate 
problem drywall for up to 300 homes in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mis
s issippi that contain drywall produced solely by Knauf Plasterboard Tianjin. 
At the same time, however, I know that these initiatives will not help all of the 
impacted homeowners. For that to happen, we need the foreign manufacturers 
involved to come to the table and do the right thing to assist homeowners. On 
October 26, I personally discussed this issue with Zhu Shuping, Minister of Chi
na's General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine 
(AQSIQ) during the Second Triennial United States- European Union~China 
Product Safety Summit in Shanghai, and remain optimistic that Chinese manu
facturers will come to the table to resolve this matter. I also appreciate the ef
forts of several members of this Subcommittee,. including. Senators Nelson,. War
ner, Wicker, and Vitter, to provide assistance on this issue. 
Rapid Response to New and Emerging Hazards: The Commission has. increased 
its efforts to provide a rapid response to new and emerging hazards. One exam
ple of this response is the CPSC's efforts. to stop the. use of toxic metals in chil
dren's products. Earlier this year, it came to our attention that some foreign 
manufacturers might be using cadmium or other toxic metals as an e ffort to get 
around the lead limits for children's products. I sent a strong message to Asian 
manufactw·ers and regulators that this was unacceptable and that we would 
not allow there to be an influx of products with cadmium like we saw a few 
years ago with lead. The Chinese government sent out a directive a few weeks 
later on cadmium that used language similar to mine. It appears that we have 
stayed ahead of this issue. 
Despite this early success, however, the Commission will remain vigilant in this 
area. In response to the possible threat, the CPSC has taken aggressive action 
to police the market for children's products that may contain harmful levels of 
cadmium. In addition, Commission staff recently released a guidance document 
providing Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI} limits for. cadmium. We also sent. this 
document to several standards setting bodies-including the Committee that 
oversees the ASTM F963 toy. safety standard-with instructions to take action 
on this issue. In the coming year, we will a lso look at the use of other toxic 
metals such as barium and antimony, and the CPSC will not hesitate to take 
further action in this area if voluntruy efforts prove insufficient. 

The year 2010 has been extremely busy for the Commission, but we are not done 
with our work. As we enter the heart of the holiday shopping season this year, we 
\vill remain vigilant to identify hazardous products in the. marketplace. In Decem
ber, we also hope to roll out the fo·st part of our new and improved CPSC.gov home 
page, which will make it easier than ever for consumers. to ftnd information on prod
uct recalls and common sense tips to keep their families safe. 

In March 2011, we will also unveil our new publicly avai lable database on the 
safety of consumer products, which was mandated by section 212 of the CPSIA. This 
database will provide a powerful source of information for consumers, allowing them 
to quickly determine whether products they already own, or are considering pm
chasin,g, are associated with safety hazards or recalls. It will also allow cons umers 
to play a critical role in safety by empowering them to report potential product haz
ards directly into the database. 

I recognize that the rollout of this. database. has caused concern among some in 
the manufacturing community who believe that it wil l present "unfiltered" informa
tion that. will be. harmful to the bus iness community. l want to assme this Sub
committee that CPSC staff has worked tirelessly to address these concerns and to 
ensure. that the. database is fair to all stakeholders while also fulfi.Uing the. inten
tions of Congress. 

First, the database will not include reports of harm submitted anonymously. Any 
reports filed must include contact information for the CPSC's internal use. Second, 
the CPSC will give the product manufacturer 10 business days to respond to a re
port of harm, to provide comment on the report, and to let the Commission know 
if the submission contains confidential or materially inaccurate information. The 
rule also requires the Commission to remove or conect information in the database 
it has determined to be materially inaccurate within 7 business days. Manufacturers 
also have the right to comment on the reports and to have those comments as part 
of the publicly accessible record. 

At the same time, however, I think it is important to provide a reminder of just 
how critical a resource this database \vill be for consumers. Rather. than use my 
words, I would like to repeat the words of Lisa Olney, whose daughter died in a 
defective portable crib just after her first birthday in 2002. Ms. Olney posted the 
following on the Kids in Danger web blog: 
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On December 19, 2002, my daughter Elizabeth, just 13 months old, died in a 
poorly designed play yard. I live my life often looking back through "what ifs" 
and "should haves," but I've learned ta give most of that up in order. to save 
myself from being a horribly miserable individual. Instead, I realize the impor
tance of focusing on efforts to protect our children so that no parent has to suf
fer. what I have, along with too many other. victims of unsafe children's prod
ucts. The CPSC database is going to protect millions of children, because it pro
vides a place to go when considering the choices parents make when purchasing 
products, especially those products intended to be beneficial to our children's 
safety. 

This database will prevent injuries and save lives. Congress recognized this when 
it added section 212 to the CPSIA, and I look forward to seeing this important tool 
implemented next March. 

Finally, I realize that a lot of the issues I just discussed are fai rly technical and 
involve internal Commission operations. In the end, I know the true measure of suc
cess is. how. each of these items will help the young mother or father find safe, reli
able consumer products as they are out shopping this holiday season for a crib, high 
chair, or toys. 

Here's. what the CPSC promises them: 

• the toys. they buy are now covered by mandatory safety standards; 
• children's products are now required to be tested for lead by an independent, 

third-party laboratory; 
• the infant bath seats and baby walkers they buy are now covered by mandatory 

safety standards; 
• most. durable and infant toddler products, such as cribs, st.rollers, and play 

yards, now have postage paid registration cards that consumers can fill out and 
i·etw-n so they can be automatically notified of any future recall involving these 
products; 

• all children's products, to the extent practicable, now have tracking labels that 
make it easier for parents to determine if a/roduct is subject to a recall-even 
long after. the packaging is thrown away; an 

• our inspectors will be hard at work in the ports and at retailers, looking for 
hazards like high levels of lead paint on toys or small parts that can break off 
and pose a choking hazard. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for allowing me to provide this testimony today. 
I now look forward to answering any questions you or other members of the Sub
committee may have. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Commissioner Northup. 

STATEMENT OF HON. ANNE M. NORTHUP, COMMISSIONER, 
U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman Pryor and Ranking 
Member Senator Wicker. I'm delighted to be with you today. 

This is, of course, my first visit since I had the confirmation 
hearing, about a year and a half ago, and I have learned a lot and 
have been very impressed with the work of the CPSC. It certainly 
is incredibly important. And our Chair has, just, managed and jug
gled a lot of responsibilities, assessing emerging hazards and set
ting up a customs program that-Customs and Border Patrol-that 
intercepts, before they ever get to our shelves, products that might 
be hazardous to families and children. 

Bu t, today I feel like I would be remiss if I didn't focus most of 
my comments on what is preoccupying the overwhelming amount 
of money and time at the Consumer. Product Safety Commission
and that is the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act- and to share wit h you some of the unintended 
consequences that we have been asked about, both by Members of 
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the Senate and by Members of the House, certainly by the public, 
and give you an idea of, sort of, the challenges that we face. 

Let me start with the question of lead. We all know that lead is 
dangerous if it is absorbed by a child. That means in paint, that 
means in dirt that was-that gasoline-lead-based gasoline got into 
the dirt, tracked into a house, a child can absorb that lead. We. 
know that it's dangerous if it is a lead charm that is small enough 
that a child can swallow; and, in fact, it can be fatal. 

But, we can't treat all lead alike. And that's the problem with the 
CPSIA. It treats every component that contains lead exactly the 
same. It is not dangerous for a child to have lead in their handle
bars. It is not dangerous for a child to have lead in a screw that 
provides strength and machinability and it makes that a more se
cure product. And so, what we have done in this law, by estab
lishing a lead limit in every single component of every single child's 
product, is to equate lead in paint with lead in things that are not 
dangerous. 

This has caused a huge disruption of the marketplace. First of 
all, it has cost jobs. Senator Wicker mentioned some of those, but 
I would be happy to submit for the record a list of businesses that 
have closed entirely, businesses that have left the children's prod
uct market, and businesses that tell us that, when we lift the stay, 
in February, for third-party testing and tracking, that-and label
ing-that they will be closing their doors. 

Senator PRYOR. Without objection. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you. 
The-it has also caused a huge disruption in choice. 
Parents cannot go into stores they went into before and see all 

the items, many that have been on our shelves for years and are 
not-have not been dangerous to children, but have not either been 
able to be remade with lead-free components or the people that 
make them have just decided to sell them in stores alJ around the 
world, including the EU, which has very high standards, but just 
not endure the expense of complying with our limitations. And let 
me just say that none of these- many of these companies that have 
left, have left because they ever had a risky product on the market .. 

When I was confirmed, Mr. Chairman and all the members of 
this committee, when I spoke with you, you talked about flexibility 
and looking for flexibility in the law. But, I can tell you that, in 
many parts of this law, there simply is no flexibility. And even in 
the areas where there is some flexibility, usually by a 3-to-2 vote, 
the Commission has chosen not to exercise that flexibility, out of 
caution. And so, without changes by the Congress, this law is going 
to continue to be-to cost jobs, choice, and raise the cost to con
sumers. 

When I was confirmed, I promised you that I would work every 
day at the Consumer Product Safety Commission as if I were pro
tecting my own six children. And today I have four grandchildren 
that I'm also thinking of every day. And, while many of the initia
tives that our Chairman just delineated for you will make an im
portant difference in our children's and our grandchildren's safety, 
the-many of the provisions in the CPSIA that are so costly, so 
complicated, and that are costing jobs, would not be things that I 
would have welcomed for the sake. of my children. And if my hus-
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band or I had lost our job because of a business that closed their 
doors for no-without any regard to safety, I would be heartsick. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Northup follows:) 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ANNE M .. NORTHUP, COMMlSS!ONER, 
U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Chairman Pryor and Ranking Member Wicker, thank you for the opportunity to 
provide testimony to this Subcommittee regarding oversight of the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission (CPSC). This Commission has a proud history of assessing 
risk and providing leadership in consumer product safety issues across a variety of 
industries. 

As a Commissioner since August of 2009, I now have a tremendous appreciation 
for the work that goes on in an agency, including the time and effort that agencies 
expend implementing the laws Congress passes. It is not a simple task, and my col
league, Chairman Tenenbaum, has put in countless hours to ensure that the Com
mission meets its deadlines and fulfills the difficult tasks it has been given. 

Chairman Tenenbaum has been a strong advocate in working with ow· partners 
in China to elevate the priority of product safety and to ensure that manufacturers 
can implement safety measures as far back in the manufacturing process as pos
sible. She has made progress in our import safety objectives, including an agree
ment with Customs and Border Protection to allow our staff to view shipment docu
ments earlier in the process before potentially hazardous shipments enter the 
United States. The Chairman's staff also continues to find creative, useful ways to 
use social media outlets to advertise product safety messages for families and par
ents. These achievements are impressive. 
CPSIA 

Despite aJ"eas of progress, I would be remiss as a Commissioner if I failed to men
tion that the central focus. of the agency's time and resources in both. 2009. and 2010 
has been on implementing a law that has almost nothing to do with improving safe
ty-the Consumer Pl"oduct Safety lmp1·ovement Act of 2008, or CPSIA. Although the 
Commission is a relatively small agency (FY 2010 funding of $118 million), its budg
et has grown by nearly 48 percent. since the law's passage in 2008, with both old 
and new resources shifted away from more risk-based priorities to implement the 
arbitrary, non risk-based priorities of the. CPSIA, including. the leadin-substrate 
ban, phthalates ban, consumer database, and third-party testing, certification and 
labeling requirements. Today's hearing provides an excellent opportunity to shed 
light on many of the unintended consequences of this law, its. impact on ow· agency 
and, more importantly, the economy. 

As a bit of background, while we know the context in which the CPSIA was 
passed in 2008, Members of Congress on both sides of the aisle today acknowledge 
the need for the law's reform. Both Democrat and Republican Members of Congress 
have introduced bills to fix the CPSIA. The House Energy and Commerce Com
mittee held a hearing earlier this year on potential CPSIA amendments, and the. 
Appropriations Committees of the House and Senate requested a Report from the 
five Commissioners back in January on ways to amend the CPSIA to avoid its many 
unintended consequences .. (See the following link for the Report to Congress and the 
Commissioners'. five. statements: www.cpsc.gou I about I cpsia/ cpsiareport01152010 
.pd(>. Thus, to say that the law enjoys the broad support it held in 2008 is simply 
untrne. 

The Commission continues to hear from manufacturers, retailers, and Members 
of Congress that the CPSIA has impacted products that no one anticipated would 
be affected and which this Commission would not consider unsafe. For example, the 
law impacts furniture, bikes, recreational equipment, books, rugs, nuts and bolts 
used to make these products, clothing, school equipment and supplies-and a host 
of other categories that fall under the rubric. of "children's products.". The law has 
caused companies to have to reengineer products to be lead-free (with no measur
able benefit to safety) to leave the children's market, or to close altogether. I have 
brought. with me. a list of such businesses which l will submit for the record. 
Risks Associated with Lead 

It is important to clarify the risks associated with lead. Some advocates, including 
witnesses in your second panel today, will say that "there is no safe level of lead" 
which implies that none of us can ever spend enough time and money to reduce or 
eliminate lead everywhere. However, an important fact to follow up this statement 
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would be that there exists an unsafe level of lead, which has been established by 
our leading scientific agencies, the National Institutes of Health, the Centers for 
Disease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency. The fact is, lead that is 
"absorbable" at greater than minimal levels is dangerous, especiaJly to children ages 
five and under. 

In order to determine risk, it is necessary to make a distinction between lead that 
is absorbable and lead that. is not absorbable, at least not in meaningful amounts. 
In many other laws relating to absorbable lead levels, standards exist to allow for 
such minimal absorption. For example, the Food and Drug Administration allows 
for 0.1 microgram of lead in a one-gram piece of candy. 1 The Safe Drinking Water 
Act. declares "zero lead" to be the objective for the a mount of lead in water,. but the 
pipes themselves are permitted to be 80,000 parts per million (8 ~ercent) lead- al
lowing for negligible, trace amounts to exist in the water we drink. California Prop
osition 65 3 as well as the European Union 4 allow for a negligible amount of absorb
able (or soluble) lead in children's products. People ot'ten are surprised to learn that 
a ll children are born with a certain blood lead !eve\ depending on the blood lead 
level of the mother. Some additional amount of leaa (roughly one microgram per 
kilogram of body weight) 5 is then taken into the body every day through just the 
food we eat and the air we breathe. 

So what lead is actually risky? Lead is. risky when it is absorbable into the blood
stream at significant levels. The experts at the CDC and NIH have found that lead 
paint. in old houses as well as. lead in dirt s near old gas. stations can be very dan
gerous for small children (http: //www.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/. ) In other words, the risk 
of absorbability with lead paint in an old home that becomes chipped and may be 
inhaled or ingested is quite high. In the same vein, a lead-laden metal charm or 
piece of jewelry that can be swallowed presents a danger since such an item could 
get caught in the stomach and absorbed. However, none of these agencies, including 
the CPSC, has ever found that a child touching a brass musical instrument, touch
ing a vinyl Junchbox, or riding a bicycle, could ever rub off enough lead, day after 
day, year after year, to affect his or her health. 

Now let us look at the CPSIA's. lead requirements. in comparison to these. known 
lead hazards in the environment today. The CPSIA's arbitrary lead content limits 
(currently 300 ppm, and moving to 100. ppm by next August) 1·emove the ability of 
the Commission to assess risk, or the absorbability that exists for a particular prod
uct. In other words,. the Jaw's. lead content levels dictate that the metal handle. bars 
of a bike that pose no health risk to a child be outlawed right alongside lead paint 
or a solid-lead charm on a piece of children's jewelry that is dangerous. 

The effect of the CPSIA has been to outlaw children's books published before 1985 
that are likely to have lead in the inks, for example, which both the Commission 
and Congress now feel was an overreach because children a re not likely to eat the 
pages of old books or ingest more than miniscule amounts of lead after touching 
their pages. Likewise, youth ATVs and bicycles are outlawed or must be reengi
neered even though the lead that is in the hood, handlebars, or hubcaps will not 
become ingested and. absorbed at any discernable level (from hand to. mouth touch
ing where miniscule amounts of lead may rub off- not from actually eating the 
hood, handlebru·s. or. hubcaps). Other everyday products such as school lockers, the 
hinges on a child's dresser, or jackets with zippers a nd buttons are outlawed if they 
contain tiny levels of lead in the substrate. Even ball point pens may be outlawed 
if they have a toy or game attached to them and are marketed to children, due to 
the brass found on the tip. 

1 "Supporting Document for Rooommended Maximum Level for Lead in Candy Likely To Be 
Consumed Frequently by Small Children," Food and Drug Administration, November 2006: 
http: / / www.fda.gov I Food/ FoodSafety I FoodContaminantsAdulteration / Metals I Lead /. 
ucm.172050.htm. 

2Environment.al Protection Agency, Safe Wat.er Drinking Act, Fact Sheets: http:// www.epa 
.gov/ safewater /sdwa / basicinformati.on.html. 

3Califomia Office o( Environment.al Health Hazard Assessment <OEHHA), Proposition 65-
http://www.oehha.org/ prop65.html, Children~9 Health at OEHHA-http://oehha.ca.gov/pub
lic i11fo/ public / kids/ schools041707.html. 
•~uropean Committee for Standardization <CEN), EN 71- 3 Safety of Toys-Part 3: Migration 

of certain elements. CEN, Brussels, Belgium, 1994: http://ec.europa.eu / e11terprise /policies/ euro
pean·standards I docume11ts I harmonisedst~111dards-leJ[islatio11 / list-refere11ces I toys / . 

6 Centers for Disease Control , Agency for Toxic Substances and 'Disease Registry, Toxic Sub
stances Portal: Lead: http://www.atsdr.cdc.gou / PHS/ PHS.asp?id=92&tid=22. 

6 Although lead in dirt is a proven hazard for small children nearby to old gas stations that 
used leaded gasoline or certain pesticides, it is notable that the Environment.al Protection Agen
cy standard for lead in soi l is 400 ppm. http: // www.cpa.gov/le(ld /. This standard for safety is 
less strict than the current lead content standard provided in the CPSIA for children's products, 
which is 300 ppm and scheduled to fall to 100 ppm in August of 2011. 
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Finally, chjldren do. not live cooped up inside of their. rooms. surrounded only by. 
"children'sjroducts." Children live throughout the house, run arnund outside, and 
are expose to lead in their everyday environment. [n fact, they are surrounded by 
it: in the car (adult seat. belts, window cr·anks) and in their. homes. (pots. pans, fur
niture knobs, door handles, appliances, lamps). These products do not threaten a 
child's health because the lead in them is not absorbable. Hence, it makes little 
sense that the CPSIA bans products with higher than 300 ppm lead content in such 
products as children's furniture, children's rugs, toys and children's clothing- while 
children themselves are likely to spend more time outside their room handling the 
TV remote (an adult product), playing on their parenls' furniture, or. playing with 
just about anything else. 
The Costs to the Economy 

While there have been no tangible benefits resulting from the CPSIA's arbitrary 
lead limits, the costs to businesses. have been tremendous-and continue. to pile up. 
In March 2009, the Commission estimated that the economic costs associated with 
the law would be "in the billions of dollars range." 7 [ndustry associations from fur
niture. and mattress. manufacturers to handmade toy makers have told us how they 
will be saddled with enormous costs. s ince. every component of every product they 
make {down to the screws in the furniture) will have to be sent to a third-party lab 
to. be tested for. lead and all other applicable standards. We have heard from busi
nesses that have had to cut jobs to be. able. to afford the new. testing and compliance. 
costs, reduce product lines, leave the children's market completely, or close-all of 
this, when the full effects of the law (and I would argue, the. most costly mandates) 
have yet to be. felt.s. 

The entire process companies must go through to produce a toy or children's prod
uct has. drastically changed. Take, for instance. a child's doll. To be compliant with 
the Jaw, a company must pay to have the. doll's body, hail', each color of paint on 
the lips or eyes, and the doll's clothing tested in an independent lab for lead con
tent-and soon will have to. do the same for phthalates and to every applicable. com
ponent of the ASTM F-963. toy standard. According to a bric( small business anal
ysis by our agency, the cost to test one toy could range from $3,712 to $7,348-not 
taking into account that the toy will likely change to stay. competitive for the next 
Christmas season, or. sooner, and every material change triggers a whole new set 
of tests.9 These costs also do not include the cost to add a tracking label, to certify 
to. these third-party tests, and to. maintain the. data and paperwork to be able to 
trace each and every component and material back to its specific test and lot num
ber. All of these steps are required by the CPSIA \vithout any regard for the actual 
risk of a product. 

In fact, while the costs to. companies to reengineer products to. meet the lead lim
its has been steep, many tell us that the ongoing costs to third party test, label and 
track every component. have. been much higher-and. without any. measurable ben
efi t. For example, one furniture manufacturing company informed us they spent up
wards of $13 million putt ing together a testing, tracking and labeling system for 
their children's. furniture while discovering that not. one of their components was. in 
violation of the new lead ljmits and needed to be replaced. There. was clearly no 
safety benefit, yet they have faced enormous costs. Large and small companies alike 
have to hire. a lawyer or other. outside. expert just to ensure they understand the 
extent to which their products may or may. not be impacted by various. provisions 
of the law. 10 This is what happens when regulations do not have to be cost-benefit 
justified. 

The CPSIA fails to make any distinction between large and small businesses, or 
foreign and domestic manufacturing, thus giving an obvious competitive advantage 
to. large manufacturers. who produce items overseas, where manufacturing and test-

7 Letter from Acting CPSC Chairman Nancy Nord to Representative John Dingell , March 20, 
2009. 

scurrently, the Commission has put in place a stay on the lead content testing requirements 
until February of 2011- A stay was first enacted in February of 2009 following the confusion 
that ensued after the law's passage. The Commission voted 5-0 in December of 2009 to continue 
the stay for another year (until February of 20ll). Additionally, the Commission has yet to ac
credit labs for wst~ to the phlhalaws ban or the toy standard, which will impose even greawr 
wsting burdens. While these three major testing requirements have not even kicked in, many 
businesses have been forced to plan ahead for. the new. costs and have already determined they 
cannot maintain their business and a lso comply with the CPSIA. 

9 Regulatory Flexibility Analysis: Testing and Labeling Pertuining to Product Certification, 16 
CFR Part 1107, Notice of Proposed Rulernaking, CPSC Docket No. CPSC-2010-0038. May 20, 
2010. 

IO"Matlel Finds CPSIA to be a Challenge," Product Safety Letter, November 9, 2009. 
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ing costs are cheaper. As a result, large toy manufacturers have turned a comer 
to become supportive of the new regulations and clearly see the competitive advan
tage that the law gives them over their smaller competitors. Meanwhile, the back
bone of our economy, small businesses-from screen printers to manufacturers of 
chemistry sets for. schools-are being forced to. cut jobs or take other drastic. meas
ures due to the cost of compliance. Given the urgency of our economic situation, this 
Commission would benefit today from hearing from Members of this Committee on 
whether these results. are what. you expected .. 
Role of the Commission 

While the Commission has the authority to provide nexibility regarding the fre
qu.ency of third-party testing requirements under the law, it does not have the abil
ity to exempt companies altogether from burdensome testing requirements that do 
not improve safety. More specifically, the Commission lacks the authority to exempt 
manufacturers of otherwise safe products from the following: (1) the initial, third
party test of every product or component to the law's lead, phthalates and other 
mandatory standards; (2) a new, third-party test of any product or component after 
any "material change" in the product; or (3) the cost to certify, provide tracking la
bels, and maintain the data t.o trace each and every component. Without changes 
lo the statute, the Commission's hands are tied in addressing these arduous require
ments, the main CPS/A costs burdening small busin.esses. 

When I was confirmed, every Senat.or with whom I met asked me to look for flexi
bility in the CPSIA in order to reduce the impact of the law where safety was not 
compromjsed. I have taken those conversations to heart. However, given that the 
majority of Commissioners so far has interpreted this law in an even more sweeping 
manner than required, I now believe that our ability t.o reduce the law's economic 
impact has waned. It is imperative that we inform you of these challenges and en
courage the Congress to alleviate any unnecessary economic impacts on small busi
nesses and families. 

Thus, in this Committee's consideration of reforms to the CPSIA, I would rec
ommend various ways to give the Commission authority to provide needed nexi
bility, including: (1) allowing for de minimis, absorbable lead in children's products, 
which, as mentioned previously, would by itself remove harmless products from 
most all of the bw·densome requirements of the law (and would allow us to har
monize our standards with the European standards)- (2) allo\ving small businesses 
the option of a "reasonable testing program" rather than a third-party test; (3) pro
viding discretion to the Commission to determine the need for any third-party test
ing or tracking label requirements at all for various product categories; and (4) 
lower the age range for the types of products impacted by the law to focus on age 
groups (e.g., under age 6) at risk of meaningful lead exposure. Any of these reforms 
would improve the existing law and allow the Commiss10n to focus its energy where 
we know the risks lie. 
Costs to. the Commission 

Not only has the implementation of the CPSIA continued to burden small busi
nesses. and derail job growth, but. the. law clearly has taken us away from our core 
mission of safety. As a result, this Commission is spending millions in limited re
sources in implementing and enforcing a law that. is not helping consumers-a wor
risome situation given the state of our economy and the need for all of us to find 
ways to reduce Federal spending. 

A prime example of wasted taxpayer resources-$29 million worth in fact-will 
be the consumer database that the Commission. is tasked with implementing early 
next year. The CPSIA requires that the Commission establish and maintain a data
base on the safety of consumer products that is publicly available and searchable 
on the Commission's website .. Unfortunately,. the majority. of the Commission adopt
ed a rule just Last week that will make the database useless or worse. Among other 
problems, the rule defines consumers to include just about everyone, so that reports 
of harm can be submitted by people with ulterior motives rather than just the. ac
tual consumers who suffered harm and have firsthand information about the con
sumer product. In addition, the rule has interpreted a 10-day deadline in the statute 
to requii-e agency staff to rost reports. of harm even though the agency has received 
credible claims of materia inaccuracy, even if the stafT has not had time to resolve 
those claims yet. Finally, since groups with ulterior motives (trial lawyers, competi
tors, groups wanting to sell a "remedial". product, or. an association wanting to lobby 
Congress for a new mandate) can submit reports into this database without pro
viding the consumer's name, it is unlikely that the Commission will be able to ascer
tain critical facts related to a product. Such blatant disregard for. accurate data will 
undermine the whole purpose of the database-to assist consumers trying to pur-
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chase safe products. It will also raise prices, kill jobs, and damage the reputations 
of safe and responsible manufacturers indiscriminately. 

Chairman Henry Waxman's Pi·oposal to Add a "Functional Purpose" 
Exemption 

It is important to note that Chairman Waxman of the House Energy and Com
merce Committee has proposed a very limited "fix" to the problems of the CPSIA, 
known as a "functional purpose" exemption. Specifically, the proposal would entail 
giving the Commission authority to exempt a company's products from the CPSIA's 
lead limits if the company can show that the lead in the product serves a "functional 
purpose." Unfortunately, this "fix". would do more harm than good. 

Adding a "functional purpose" exemption to the. Commission's authorities would 
not provide the kind of broad exclusion flexibility that the Commission unanimously 
sought in our January Report to Congress. The concept is too narrow, expensive, 
and uncertain to provide much relief, particularly for small businesses that are un
likely to have the resources available to determine available lead substitutes or even 
to put together as successful petition to a Federal agency. Most companies will not 
have the in-house expertise (metallurgic, etc.) to make the kind of showings that 
would be required to meet the burden of proof for an exception. So just as the exor
bitant testing costs of the CPSIA favor large companies (who manufacture overseas) 
over small ones, so too will the exemption process favor the large companies with 
greater ability to spread their costs. Furthermore, forcing a component-by-compo
nent review of exceptions to the law does nothing to enhance safety,. and it converts 
the Commission from a safety oversight agency. (like the FAA). into a product ap
proval agency (like the. FDA). That will slow the. pace of innovation and dramatically 
increase the cost and lead time for bringing new products to market. 
Conclus ion 

Today, Americans still enjoy a marketplace. that is brimming with new p1·oducts 
and a variety of choices. in color, cost and complexity-but we. are steadily dimin
ishing these opportunities. As a Commissioner, I strive to maintain and expand the 
type of marketplace that Americans consumers want--vibrancy, choice, and the con
fidence that consumer products are safe. All of this is possible in a successful mar
ket, where consumers demand ever more innovative products from a variety of 
sources and businesses look for opportunities to meet those demands. However, the 
CPSIA has and will continue to drastically reduce the number of inherently safe 
products available in our country. I hope the Congress will restore. the responsibility 
of assessing. risk to the experts at the. CPSC. and allow us to keep. our. markets both 
safe and dynamic. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee for calling this over
sight hearing and for inviting me to testify today. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Chairman Tenenbaum, let me start with you, if I may. And I 

know you've really had your hand full- hands full with the imple
mentation of the CPSIA, and it's just been more than a full-time 
job for you and the Commission and all of your staffs, and I would 
say, overall, I think people understand the effort that you put into 
this, and you guys have done a great job. Not that everybody al
ways agrees on everything, but you guys have worked very, very 
hard to implement the law. 

But, I would like to ask you, Madam Chairman, about your Safe 
Sleep campaign. And I'm curious about what prompted that, and 
how it's going, and what kind of results you're. seeing around the 
country. 

Ms .. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Mr .. Chairman. 
The. Safe. Sleep campaign was. an effort that we created because 

of the numerous cribs that were. recalled because of the drop-sides. 
And, getting further into the data, it wasn't just the drop-side cribs 
where children were being suffocated. The number-one reason why 
children are suffocated is because of soft bedding, not having any
thing to do with the product. People fill up a baby bed with com-
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forters, toys, and pillows, and the child can roll into these items 
and suffocate. 

So, what we wanted to do was to create this Safe Sleep campaign 
along with having a new crib standard. 

We created a new Safe Sleep team, at the Commission, in the 
wake of all of the recalls, because the drop-side problems were 
going back years, even before I came into the Commission. And 
what this Safe Sleep campaign did was notify the public of 32 
deaths reported to the CPSC in the past 10 years attributable to 
the drop-side. In less than 9 months we negotiated the crib manu
facturer and retailers to bring about 18 voluntary crib recalls 
across all kinds of companies . 

So, this month, in December, we will have a new crib standard. 
We have not had a new one in 20 years. There will be no more tra
ditional drop-sides, those are banned now; we will have new wood 
strength ; mattress support requirements, so the mattress won't fall 
down; and stronger hardware requirements. 

We also joined with the American Academy of Pediatrics and 
Keeping Babies Safe, a nonprofit organization, and we made a 
video. J oan Lunden, who used to be on the Good Morning America, 
hosted the video. The video discusses how to keep your own child 
safe, not only from a defective product, but also safe bedding. We 
launched this video last month in New York at one of the hospitals. 
We'd like to continue to seek private funding so we can have this 
video in physicians' offices, pediatricians, anyplace-in airports, 
where you have video playing constantly-so people will know how 
to keep their own baby safe. 

Senator PRYOR. Commissioner Northup, you mentioned, in your 
testimony a few moments ago, that many parts of the law, of this 
CPSIA law-many parts of the law have no flexibility in there. 
Now, you spent some time on lead. What else, in your opinion, has 
no flexibility with it? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, let me get to, specifically, one of the ques
tions that I believe you asked me, and also questions that the other 
members of the Committee asked. And that is about absorbability; 
it goes to lead. But, you provided exclusions in the law for products 
that could contain lead. And one of them was lead that was in 
products where the- where lead could not be absorbed. This would 
be handlebars; this would be ATVs for example. 

Senator PRYOR. Right. 
Ms. NORTHUP. And what the Commission has decided is that 

there's not one single product that would benefit from that exclu
sion; that the fact that you could rub your hands on a handlebar 
and get one molecule on your-and that one-tenth of a percent
of 1 percent of that molecule is lead, then you could put it-your 
hand in your mouth- that that would be absorbability. And so, ab
solutely no component would qualify for that flexibility. 

Now, I guess I presume that, when you write-when you wrote 
that exclusion into the law, you meant for it to actually mean 
something~ that there actually would be components that would 
qualify for that exclusion. But, the majority has decided that not 
one single component does qualify. And that's why every snap, 
every spoke of a bicycle, every hinge on a dresser, every--
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And let me just carry that a little further and point out that a 
child doesn't stay in a bubble in-with children's products. They 
get in a car and-for millions of dollars, they refashioned the car 
seat so that the buckle no longer has lead in it. It provided 
strength and protection, so reengineering it was very expensive. 
But, the child can reach right down on the seat and pick up the 
adult seatbelt and play with it, and it's loaded with lead. And a 
child is going to crawl right out of their room into the--0nto the 
carpet of the house, into the kitchen, open the drawer, with door 
handles that have lead on them. And none of this raises our con
cern, because when lead, in very small amounts, is embedded in 
metal, it's not going to be. absorbable at any measurable. level. So, 
that would be one of the areas. 

Senator PRYOR. Right. Well-but, my question was-
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. Let me give you--
Senator PRYOR. You covered lead--
Ms. NORTHUP.-another one. 
Senator PRYOR. You covered--
Ms. NORTHUP. Definition of a "child's product"-
Senator PRYOR. OK 
Ms. NORTHUP.-would be another one. All of the requirements of 

the CPSIA are extremely expensive; not just that you have to com
ply with the lead, but also that you have to third-party test, that 
you have to. certify to. those third-party tests, that you have to pro
vide tracking labels that make sure-that show every single test 
that was relevant. So, when it comes to carpet and all these other 
thin1p, the question is, are you going to put a fence around chil
dren s products that capture as many products as you can, includ
ing lamps, including, say, something that spins on the ceiling the 
child could never touch, or are you going to put a fence around 
fewer products that would be determined to be children's products? 

And I guess I felt that we should-if there was no risk involved, 
that we should have put that fence around the definition of a "chil
dren's product" more narrowly so that things like-beyond the tests 
that are required in the CPSIA-tests for flammability of rugs, 
tests for other components-now not only are people that make 
children's products going to have to test them to all the lead/ 
phthalate standards- coating standards- they're now also going to 
have to do third-party tests for any other applicable standard, that 
wasn't really clearly mandated in the law. And now we have cap
tured as many of these products as we possibly can in this trap by 
setting a very broad fence instead of a more narrow fence that 
might have just focused on risky products. 

Senator PRYOR. All right. Let me ask one more thing about your 
testimony. And I'm-I've overstayed my time, here, but I would 
like to ask one more question and--

In your written testimony, on page 2, you said that, '1t's a law 
that has almost nothing to do with improving safety." And, to me, 
that's an astounding statement, because when we've added staff 
there-don't you agree that that has to do with improving safety? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Let me say that I think that the CPSC has done 
a fabulous job in--

Senator PRYOR. Now, answer-
Ms. NORTHUP.- improving safety. 
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Senator PRYOR.- my question. 
Ms. NORTHUP. The CPSIA
Senator PRYOR. Answer-OK, yes. 
Ms. NORTHUP.-in particular, what we are working on, which 

is-we haven't even gotten to phthalates-which is lead, it has not 
been focused on risk. There's no focus on risk. 

Senator PRYOR. Well, that's not what you said here .. You said, "a 
law that. has almost nothing to do. with improving safety." And my 
point is that part of the CPSIA was to increase the staff level so 
that the Consumer Product Safety Commission staff could do more 
research--

Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. 
Senator PRYOR.- to improve your facilities. I would think that 

you would agree with me. that that improves safety. To do all the 
things that the CPSC is now authorized under the CPSIA to deal 
with imports-we were-we've been flooded with imports in this 
country, and many of those have not been safe. And the Commis
sion has taken the lead role in the world to go and make sure that 
those products coming into the U.S. are safe. And I know you may 
disagree. with some of the lead issues, but, stil1, those are designed 
to improve safety. In fact, part of the CPSIA is the ATV rule, which 
probably predates you being on the Commission, I know, but to get 
some of these cheap imported ATVs off the market that didn't meet 
any safety standards that the other ATVs met. I think all of that 
has. to do. with improving safety. But, in your statement, you said 
this. law has. almost nothing to do with improving safety. 

Ms. NORTHUP. I probably should have clarified that. I agree, that 
is not a well worded statement. 

And let me just say that almost every provision in the law was 
meant to address a real risk, and I recognize that. And I think that 
the agency has done. a good job at addressing risks. But, when it 
comes to. technically implementing the components of this law be
cause of some of the very narrow language or the narrow interpre
tation, what we're doing has less to do with safety than complying 
with very regimented requirements that gets away from risk, gets 
away from an agency that is-has such a proud history. I mean, 
every night, we get the overnight incident reports of children that 
have died. And you do. see trends and you do see. ways of spending 
our resources in intervening. And the chair, with the Safe Sleep, 
has been very creative in this. But, that's not what the CPSIA pri
marily is focused on. It's focused on very regimented requirements 
that--

You know, I'll give you one other example with the Safe Sleep. 
The. drop-side. cribs is- has been masterfully. handled, in my opin
ion. It did risk children's lives. And we did recalls. It 's been a very 
step-by-step implementation. Unfortunately, when we did recalls of 
drop-side cribs, every single daycare center had to replace, imme
diately, their cribs that they used that were drop-side cribs. So, 
they have. brand new cribs. Sixty days after. we pass this new 
standard, or if we. give them an extension in a year-up to. a year, 
which we possibly might do-they're going to have to carry those 
brand new cribs out the door and throw them in the trash, be
cause-even though there's no determination that any of them are 
unsafe-because the bill has an immediate effect rather than say-
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ing ''just what's purchased in the market or what has been deter
mined to be risky." I sort of wonder if that's what you intended. 
That is hundreds of thousands of cribs that will be obsolete the day 
it goes into effect. 

Senator PRYOR. Well, I don't know how that's going to play out, 
but what-I've overstayed my time-but, we-the. CPS! did have 
a-CPSIA did have a mandatory rulemaking on cribs, and I appre
ciate you all doing it. But, we need to probably talk about this, you 
and I, offline at some point. And I know the Ranking Member and 
I have talked about this before, and we mentioned it a few mo
ments ago, about-we recognize that, you know, this law on the 
books probably needs to be looked at again .. And. there are probably 
some areas that, you know, maybe we should give some more flexi
bility to CPSC. And the Chairman and I have talked about that a 
few times. And I know that she's had discussions on the House 
side. And I actually talked to Joe Barton yesterday about a little 
bit of this as well, assuming he's the Chairman over there. It's 
something that, you know, we will work through. 

But, anyway, I've over-
Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you. 
Senator PRYOR.-overstayed my time. So, Senator Wicker. 
Senator WICKER. I actually don't mind at all that the Chair over-

stayed his time, because I thought it was a very interesting and in
formative line of questioning. 

I want to talk about the budget, the "appropriations" level that 
you've requested over time, and see what we can do about that, in 
light of the federal government's deficit, during the past fiscal year 
of $1.3 trillion. In 2 short fiscal years, this government has added 
over $3 trillion to the national debt. There is a hue and cry from 
the public for us to do something about that. And I think every 
agency's going to have to be involved in that. There was a Debt 
Commission report yesterday that should trouble every American 
and every policymaker. 

During the last 2 years, the appropriation for CPSC has in
creased 47 percent. And I know the Chairman and Ms. Northup 
talked about personnel; I assume that was a large part of that. 
But, the Fiscal Year 2008 appropriation was $80 million. That in
creased some $25.4 million, to $105 million, in 2009. The figure 
reached $118.2 million Fiscal Year 2010. And there is a request for 
another $400,000 more. 

With that thought in mind, I'd like to ask both of you what sug
gestions you can give us. of ways the CPSC can actually reduce. its 
budget and be a part of the solution of reducing our federal deficit. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you-
Senator WICKER. Ms. Tenenbaum? 
Ms. TENENBAUM.-Senator Wicker. One of the things that was 

brought about when the Congress passed the CPSIA was the fact 
that the CPSC was cut so many times that it was unable to fulfill 
its statutory duties. And so, rather than just have three commis
sioners, it was decided that five commissioners would be funded, 
and that we would have a higher authorization, and we would also 
be encouraged to hire more people. 

In fact, our FTE goal this year-and every time I have testified 
in front of Congress, people want to know,. "Where are you?"-was 
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to be at 530. We are now at 520 FTEs and we have 19 conditional 
hires. That is because we had the new law, the CPSIA. Not only 
were we required to pass all these new rules, we also are required 
to enforce them. 

We also needed a new laboratory, and we are opening that new 
laboratory in April. And we'd love for you and your staff to come 
tour the new laboratory. 

Senator WICKER. I'll certainly do that. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. OK, please. Thank you. 
We also need more outreach into China. The FDA has put people 

in China because so much of our food is coming from China. We 
just opened our office at the U.S. Embassy in China, and have two 
staff members. working with the Chinese on products. 

We've asked to be held harmless, in terms of budget cuts, be
cause of the fact that we are just now implementing this very com
plex law. And we are now seeing a reduction in the number of re
calls. Our presence in the ports has gone from 5 people at the ports 
to 19 peorle at the ports. 

But, al that said and done, we realize that we're a small agency 
and that we have to contain our budget. And so, what we've done 
is be much more. creative in working with other agencies .. Our rela
tionship with Customs and Border Patrol is closer than ever before. 
We work with them to stop products from coming into the United 
States. 

We also are reaching out to colleges and universities. I've made 
visits to one university- we're going to another one-to ask them 
if they could work with us on research, and providing professors to. 
train manufacturers in foreign countries so that they will know 
what the rules are for products coming into the United States. 

We have identified certain line items that could be cut if we need 
to be cut, and we'll be glad to provide that to you-for you and your 
staff. We can send it--

Senator WICKER .. Could I--
Ms. TENENBAUM.- after--
Senator WrcKER.- ask that you provide it for the record? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Sure. We will provide it for the record. We have 

already sent it--
Senator WICKER. When-
Ms. TENENBAUM.- to OMB. 
[The information referred to follows:] 

UNlTED STATES CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
Bethesda, MD, December 2, 2010 

Hon. ROGER F. WICKER, 
Ranking Member, 
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and insurance, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, DC. 

Dear Ranking Member Wicker: 

Thank you for your questions at today's hearing regarding the U.S. Consumer 
Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) budget priorities, implementation of the Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 {CPSIA), and ongoing activities to 
reduce injuries and deaths caused by defective or unsafe consume1· products. 1 ap
preciated the opportunity to discuss these issues with you, and the progress we have 
made strengthening the Commission over the past year. 

As discussed at the hearing, I believe that any reduction in the amounts proposed 
in our Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 budget request would be detrimental to the agency's 
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mission, and that the CPSC should he "held harmless" in this year's budgetary proc
ess. Actual full time employee (FTE) staffing levels at the Commission dropped from 
a high of 978. in 1980 to a low of 396 FI'E equivalents in 2008. This decline in staff
ing, combined with annual funding, was devastating to t.he agency's overa!J effec
tiveness- as was illustrnted by the "Summer of Recalls" in 2008. 

In the last 2 years, the agency has made great strides. rebuilding and working to. 
ensm·e that the consumer products used by American families are safe. We are ex
tremely grateful for the funding increases provided by the appropriators and have 
used this funding wisely and judiciously. While our proposed FY. 2011 funding level 
is still almost 30 percent below the 1980 level (adjusted for inflation), I believe the 
current level positions the agency for success in the future. 

Although we. have exercised fiscal restraint, 1 am keenly aware that Congress 
may consider across-the-board cuts for agencies. Therefore, pursuant to your re
quest. attached please find a list of preliminary FY 2011 budget items that Commis
sion staff have identified should any across-the-board cuts be implemented by Con
gress. I would note that these items were identified by staff, and have not been ap
proved by the full Commission. 

Thank you in advance for your support of the CPSC. Should you or your staff 
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or Christopher Day, Direc
tor of Congressional Relations. 

Very truly yours, 
I NEZ M . T ENENBAUM, 

Chairman. 

FY 2011 CPSC Budget Request Summary 
Adjusted to Reflect Potential Mandatory Across the Board Cuts 

(Dollars in Thousands) 

2011 Req111tst 

Reduction• in 2011 Current Services Changes: 
Federal Pay Increase with Rewted Benefits 
Consumer Hotline 
IT Help Desk 

ReductioM From Base 
Operating. Expense. 

Total Pote11tial Mandatory Across the Board C11ts 
Total Potentwl Revised Requil'>!ments 

($937) 
($266) 
($266) 

(S225l 

$118.6()() 

($1,694) 
$116,906 

Senator WICKER.- do we normally get those, Mr. Chairman? 
Senator PRYOR. We can hold the record open for as long as we 

want. But, if we want to try to get something-
Senator WICKER. How soon could you provide that-
Ms. TENENBAUM. We could--
Senator WICKER-list, Ms. Tenenbaum? 
Ms. TENENBAUM.- this today. 
Senator WICKER. OK. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We can provide-
Senator WICKER. Wonderful. 
Ms. TENENBAUM.-it today .. 
Senator WICKER. Ms. Northup, I wonder this: What if every 

agency asked to be held harmless? We wouldn't be able to do any
thing about the budget deficit, would we? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, I'm reminded that you and I sat next to each 
other on appropriations committees for years, so I'm not surprised 
I got this question. 

Let me make a creative suggestion. I would- if- here's sort of an 
off-the-wall suggestion: Go from five commissioners to one adminis
trator. I have so much faith in Inez Tenenbaum's ability to chair 
this agency. I'm probably the only person who will come before you 
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and suggest putting me out of a job. But, each one of us have a 
staff. And it is- the rulemaking is very, very complicated. But, 
what happens is that we find ourselves, you know, investing greats 
amount of time and effort and research, and ow· staffs are involved 
in how to research, say, this rulemaking. On the other side, the 
Democrats are involved in the same way. And so, rather than the. 
chair being able to just work with the general counsel and the pro
fessionals that are at the agency, she is pulled by the Democrat 
mayor-members to one side; we pull to the side of flexibility. And 
so, there's great polarization. 

And I actually think that her ability to balance the initiatives, 
all the. ones that she has brought up, are probably the things that 
have had the-made the most difference in safety. They are the 
things that she is able to do individually, as opposed to the rule
making. And I think the rulemaking would go smoother; and, quite 
honestly, I think it would have been more balanced, had it not been 
five commissioners. 

So, I would just say that you have a chance. to. debate the pros 
and cons of every single bill. You have people that-on both side 
of the aisle, that have different opinions, and people that come 
from different perspectives. Once you write the bill, I'm not sure 
it's so helpful to have four more commissioners that are debating 
these same things for hours and hours and hours, hiring their own 
staff, taking up a lot of office space, keeping the. office of the. gen
eral counsel and the professional staff busy answering all of our 
questions, when maybe the Administrator should be charged with 
that responsibility. 

Senator WICKER. How large is your staff, Ms. Northup? 
Ms. NORTHUP. I have three people to-one that's paid $150,000 

a year, one. that's paid $100,000 a year, and one that's paid $50,000 
a year. 

Senator WICKER. Well, I've followed the Chair's example and 
overstayed my time. Let me just say this. We hear a lot of talk 
about moving the appropriation level back to the 2008 level of ex
penditure. What the Chair, Chairman Tenenbaum, has suggested 
is that this agency be exempted from that. Ms. Northup has. sug
gested what I think would probably amount to modest savings. 

I just have to say this. If we're going to be serious about this, 
and if there are ways that we can provide flexibility, keep people 
employed in the private sector, and quit talking about products 
that have never been unsafe and toys that have never caused a 
problem and lead-containing handlebars that have. never harmed 
one single human being in the history of their manufacture, then 
we need to think about those solutions. And, if we don't, we're 
going to have a real problem with doing the simple things of cut
ting back on discretionary expenditures, much less the excruciating 
and much more difficult issue of the entitlements. 

And I thank you, Mr. Chairman .. 
I thank these witnesses. 
Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Senator Udall, I believe, has to leave here-
Senator UDALL. Thank you. 
Senator PRYOR-in a few minutes. So-
Senator UDALL. Thank you .. Well, thank you, Chairman Pryor. 
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And it was a very good exchange. But, I think one of the impor
tant things, Ranking Member Wicker-when we talk about safety 
and talk about budgets at the same time, I think it is very impor
tant that we give the agency the budget they need in order to pro
tect consumers and to protect safety. And I think that's what the 
Chairwoman is talking about. 

Let me thank you, Chairman Tenenbaum, for your testimony 
today, and CPSC's work to protect consumers from unsafe prod
ucts. And I have some additional questions for the record, but I'd 
like to focus on the safety issue that I brought up in my opening 
statement. 

Senator UDALL. You know, fall is. football time in America. And 
every year, more than a million high school kids put on their gear 
and take to the gridiron, including about 8,000 in my home state 
of New Mexico. This weekend, in fact, teams from our larger high 
schools will compete for the State Championship. 

Football is a uniquely American tradition. But, football is a con
tact sport, and thousands. of student athletes. are injured every 
year. Many of those injwies are concussions. For young people be
tween the age of 15 and 24 years old, playing sports is the second 
leading cause of traumatic brain injury, second only to motor vehi
cle crashes. 

New Mexico actually has one of the nation's best school sports 
concussion laws. We require athletes-and it was authored by a 
fine young state senator, named Senator Michael Sanchez-we re
quire athletes who suffer a concussion to si t on the sidelines for 
one week and until a medical professional approves their return to 
play. 

But, I'm concerned that our young athletes may not be using the 
best safety equipment. Traditional football helmets-I had a couple 
here, but I don't want to bring-first, I was just going to bring one 
up, and then my staff said, ''Well, you"-this is our-two-college 
football--

rLaughter.] 
Senator UDALL.-and you can imagine, they compete with each 

other. And so, they- and I said, "Well, we jus t need one.". And they 
said, "No, you can't put up one without putting the other." New 
Mexico-University of New Mexico and New Mexico State. So, any
way--

Senator KLOBUCHAR. And where's the Gopher? 
Senator UDALL.-these helmets--
Senator KLOBUCHAR. The Gopher. 
Senator UDALL. Where's the-
Senator KLoBUCHAR. Minnesota Gophers. 
Senator UDALL. Well, these are Lobos. These
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Yes. 
Senator UDALL. You got a--
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Yes, I know. But-
Senator UOALL.- Lobo and an Aggie
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Yes, well-
Senator UDALL.-right here. So, yes. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR.-you know-
Senator UDALL. OK. 
Senator KLoBUCHAR.- we. should expand. 
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Senator UDALL. You can bring your helmets in-
Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK. 
Senator UDALL.-if you want. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank you. 
[Laughter.] 
Senator UDALL. These helmets are primarily designed to prevent 

serious injury from a severe direct blow that can crack one's head 
open. However, football helmets are designed to a safety standard 
that specifically addresses the dangers from less severe impacts 
and indirect hits that can cause a concussion. More advanced foot
ball helmet designs are available, but the voluntary industry stand
ard has not kept up with the latest technology. The current helmet 
standard is also a one-size-fits-all approach, from kids playing Pop 
Warner, the youngest kids, to the pros in the NFL. So, one size fits 
all. 

I believe that the CPSC has. a responsibility to ensure that foot
ball helmets meet safety standards that address concussion haz
ards and reflect the state-of-the-art helmet technology. And there's 
a lot of discussion out there with neurosurgeons and other experts. 

And really my question to you-I guess I have two questions: 
Will you review whether the voluntary football helmet standard 
and certification practices adequately protect. high school and 
younger athletes from concussion? And will you follow up with the 
football helmet standards organization, NOCSAE, to make sure 
they address these safety concerns, especially complaints that the 
standard is out of date? 

Please, go ahead. 
Ms .. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Senator Udall. I. completely share 

your concerns. And I want to provide you and the rest of the mem
bers of this subcommittee with some specifics on what we are going 
to do on this issue going forward. 

First of all, in keeping with this mission of protecting consumers 
from unreasonable risk of serious injury or death from consumer 
products, including sports equipment such as football helmets, 
CPSC is committed to working within the standards development 
community to improve helmet safety standards and testing. More 
specifically, I felt that it was vital for the CPSC staff to establish 
contact with the personnel of NOCSAE, the standards-setting body. 
And we've already made contact with them, and we will continue 
working with them. 

So, based on this initial outreach, the CPSC technical staff will 
be joining NOCSAE's standards development process in J anuary in 
order to monitor and help accelerate their efforts to update the ap
propriate standards. So, we have already started that. 

In addition, we continue to consider other avenues to augment 
this effort. I will use the bully pulpit as Chairman of the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission, and we will do all that we can to make 
sure that the standards-making organization is looking at all the 
best engineering and science. 

Every man in my family played football. I still have pictures of 
my father, in high school and college, wearing his leather football 
helmet. And we are great football fans .. We're. looking forward to 
University of South Carolina playing Auburn for the SEC Cham
pionship on Saturday. 
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But, I'm very concerned, as you are, about the safety of people 
and the number of concussions. I've followed the news stories about 
how many people are hurt, and particularly high school students 
who are just learning how to tackle and can get hurt more seri
ously. So, we are with you on this and want you to know that we 
will keep you updated periodically on our progress. 

Senator UDALL. Thank you very much. And I went over, a little 
bit, in my time-

Ms. TENENBAUM. I did, too. 
Senator UDALL.-so, I appreciate the courtesies from the Chair

man .. 
But, I really appreciate you moving ahead aggressively, and 

doing what you've done already, and really look forward to working 
with you and all of the people, out there across the country, that 
I think have a great concern about these serious safety issues. 

Thank you. Thank you very much. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. 
Senator PRYOR. Senator Klobuchar. 

STATEMENT OF HON. AMY KLOBUCHAR, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM MINNESOTA 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. Thank you very much. 
Thank you, to both of you, for your service. 
I just remember, back in the early days, when I got here, which 

is not that long ago, and the issues, as I know Chairman Pryor re
members, with the CPSC, and our frustrations with a lot of the 
toys that were coming in from China. We had everything from the 
Aquadots, that were making kids go into a coma, to the little 
charm that was swallowed by a little boy in Minneapolis; a 4-year
old boy, whose mom had gotten a pair of tennis shoes, swallows the 
charm and dies. And when they tested the charm, it was 99 per
cent lead. That kid didn't ask for that charm. The mom didn't ask 
for that charm. It was given free with a pair of tennis shoes. 

And so, we realized, at that point, that we need to update our 
statutes. And I think, at the same time, with legislation as detailed 
and sweeping as the CPSIA, it should come as no surprise that cer
tain clarifications and adjustments need to be made, especially as 
many small manufacturers, retailers, secondhand stores, as well as 
ATV/bicycle enthusiasts, have been trying to comply with the law, 
and that there are issues that need to be handled in a pragmatic 
way. 

I know that the Commission granted a one-year stay of enforce
ment of the testing requirements, and a two-year stay of enforce
ment for the lead-content limits on youth-model ATVs, snowmo
biles, and motorcycles. And so, that is where some of my questions 
are. 

I guess the first one would just be a general question for you, 
Chairman Tenenbaum. How would you compare the safety of toys 
today versus in 2007, before the bill was passed? And what kind 
of information do you think parents should now have available as 
they go into the holiday season? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, thank you, Senator Klobuchar. 
We have worked very hard to impress upon manufacturers that 

they need to get lead out of children's products. And we are seeing 
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the number of recalls decline; we've seen the number of recall prod
ucts with lead decline. And that is why we think that given the re
sources and the renewed vigor that you've provided in the CPSIA, 
you're going to see even more improvements over time. 

I'll focus on just your question and not the issue of lead content. 
In my earlier statement,. I said consumers are safer .. One, we have 
third-party testing. It is onerous for people to have to third-party 
test. But, you have products coming in from China; 80 percent of 
all the toys that we sell in the United States are manufactured in 
China. I have toured factories in China, with American brand 
names-and they said, "We need the third-party testing because we 
have a complex supply chain, and it protects us and removes our 
risk." 

Two, we now have tracking labels. We didn't have a one-size-fits
all approach. We took into account small manufacturers. But, 
tracking labels will help a consumer, a parent, know where that 
product was manufactured, if there are problems with them. 

We also. have worked very hard with small businesses, we've pro
vided seminars, we've had outreach. I have an open-door policy. 
The first year of my tenure, I had meeting after meeting with all 
kinds of industry to hear their concerns. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. You know, and-could I just follow up on 
that a bit? Because, again, I appreciate the work that has been 
done is- there were a lot of businesses involved in getting this law 
done, including the ATV industry, which is major in my state. And 
they actually, as Chairman Pryor mentioned, were very concerned 
about some of the imports that were coming in from other countries 
that didn't meet our safety standards. But, what they didn't expect, 
because of some provisions added at the last minute, that this bill 
was going to. cover , like, thinking kids were. going to, like, suck on 
brake pedals or something. So, I just want to get to some of those 
concerns--

Ms. TENENBAUM. OK. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR.- as well- as you know, I was supportive of 

this bill, in general. But, I'll start-maybe I'll start with some of 
the ATV. issues. And l do appreciate the. stay, with regard to en
forcing the CPSIA, against ATVs built for the youth market, until 
this April. But, what has happened now is, four out of eight major 
manufacturers have, nonetheless, removed themselves from the 
youth market. And maybe some people think that's good, but the 
problem is that I'm afraid that kids are going to ride adult ATVs 
now .. And even the CPSC's own studies show that 90 percent of 
ATV-related injuries to children occur while riding the larger 
ATVs. 

And so, what do you think we can do to get a permanent solu
tion, here? I know the electronics industry got itself exempted out 
of this. ATV was supportive of this bill, because of the import issue, 
and it's ironic, indeed, that there. isn't some way to resolve. this. 
And do you think we need legislation? Or what do you think we 
need to do to fix this? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, on a temporary basis, we've asked the 
ATV industry to provide us with information, because the stay for 
testing does lift in May for A TVs and bicycles. And we asked them 
to provide us information on how they intend to. comply. If these 
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manufacturers believe they're not going to be able to comply with 
the requirements, then they can submit a petition to the Commis
sion asking us to extend the stay. But in meeting several times 
with the ATV industry, they need a permanent solution. 

And so, what-when we all work together-and Commissioner 
Northup and I disagree on this approach , on a. functional-purpose 
exemption. Under the Federal Hazardous Substance Act, we had a 
functional purpose exemption. So, if you came with a chemistry set, 
you had to have types of chemicals in the set in order to make it 
a functional purpose. So, you were given an exemption by the 
CPSC, under the FHSA. 

We want a functional-purpose exemption. Instead of just whole
sale gutting the CPSIA, let's do some surgery on it. Under the 
functional-purpose exemption, if you came in with an ATV and 
said, "Look, we need lead in this machine to make it stronger. Chil
dren are not going to mouth or swallow any of these components. 
And it's not going to pose a risk to the health of anyone who rides 
it, in terms of lead exposure." We could give. you an exemption, a 
blanket exemption for the whole industry, a blanket exemption for 
bicycles. However , we do not want-to make it more complicated
and Commissioner Northup has pointed this out-you don't need 
regulations on this. If we have to write rules to have a functional 
purpose, it will bog us down, and we'll have to go through all this 
extensive rulemaking. 

J ust let us give the exemption. We don't have to make it overly 
burdensome. We don't want people to have to spend thousands of 
dollars coming up with this petition and proving to us that it's too 
costly to have something else in the market. Just file the petition, 
we'll look at it, we'll make a determination. 

And that's how we thought we. could get ATVs and bicycles and 
products that are not a high risk out of the lead requirements. But, 
if you make us do the rulemaking and make it overly burdensome, 
it's going to be too expensive for industry to comply with the 
CPS IA. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK 
I know Ms. Northup wants to respond. And were we going to 

have a second round here? Because I have-
Senator PRYOR. I wasn't going to-
Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK 
Senator PRYOR.-but why don't we let her respond-
Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK All right. Northup. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Let me say that I think our goal is the same here, 

some sort of realistic- allowing the lead content to be whatever it 
is that's necessary to hold the ATV or the bike or whatever to
gether. But functional- purposes, as it has been proposed, any pro
posal I have seen for it, has said, "if there is another-no alter
native material that11 provide this same thing, if there's no harm 
to the children." 

Well, first of all, I'd just say, if there's no harm to the child, why 
would there be any other reason anyway to out law this screw, nut, 
bolt, whatever. But, it means that big industries, like ATV-and I 
respect how important it is to you, particularly-they can summon 
the money and the metallurgical studies to show that there's noth
ing that meets that standard, or whatever. But,. small businesses 
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or businesses like-that make school science kits, they don't have 
the number of products and the price range in order to spread out 
the cost of a petition, and especially for toys or for science kits that 
may evolve. 

You know, the ATV may get an exemption across the industry, 
but, so. many other companies, this would be far too complicated, 
far too expensive for them to file a petition, to wait until we can 
act on it. The petitions we've acted on so far have taken months, 
and we've turned every one of them down. 

So, I would just say, there are people that believe you should 
never give an exemption, if there is any possibility you don't have 
to, regardless of risk and-because. of the precedent-setting. And 
you're going to continue that debate if it's just a functional-purpose 
exemption. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. And I know the Chairman wants to re
spond, but I am heartened somewhat; you both have the same in
tent to try--

Ms. TENENBAUM .. We do. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR.- to be pragmatic about how to respond to 

this. OK 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We do. And Commissioner Northup gets into, 

"If it's not a risk, then just exempt it." You can also exempt it. If 
you want to exempt ATVs out of a piece of legislation-or bicy
cles-you have. the power to do. that. If you ask the Commission to 
go back and look at risk of every product to determine whether or 
not there's any lead absorbed and whether it changes the blood 
lead level, we will be back where we were before the CPSIA. 

You decided, in Congress, that you would go with a content 
standard-300 parts per million, it's going to be reduced to 100 
parts per million. You did not do a solubility standard, because 
there were so many variables and there are no known safe levels 
of lead. An article in this morning's Washington Post, was about 
the lead pipes here in Washington D.C. There is no blood lead level 
that is considerable safe for children. And so, that's where we are. 
We go back and forth about, "Well, this isn't a risk." Well, if it's 
not a risk, and manufacturers have to have. it in their product, 
then we will give them a functional-purpose exemption. We don't 
have to make it expensive or complicated. 

But, you chose the total lead limit instead of solubility, for sev
eral reasons. One, bioavailability, which Commissioner Northup 
talked about, on how much lead you can get by rubbing a bicycle 
depends on the child .. Every child is different. If you're a young 
child, you're going to absorb more lead. If you're a--

Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK 
Ms. TENENBAUM.-malnutritioned child-I'm sorry, I'm using 

your time. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. No-
Ms. TENENBAUM. It also depends on the. product. Vinyl degrades 

with age and produces more lead, and also the viability tests are 
diverse. And so, there-

Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK Now--
Ms. TENENBAUM.-were so many variables. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. But-
Ms. TENENBAUM .. And that's. why you stopped at 300--
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Senator KLOBUCHAR. So-right-so, is there some degree of, until 
we solve this, which approach we want to take here to address 
these pragmatic concerns? And is another extension a possibility, 
then? And that's what we'll--

Ms. TENENBAUM. It is a number-a strong possibility-
Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK. 
Ms. TENENBAUM.- if we can start this conversation in Congress 

about making these changes to the law. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK-
Ms. NORTHUP. Let me--
Ms. TENENBAUM. It is a strong 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. OK-
Ms. TENENBAUM.- possibility. 
Senator KLOBUCHAR. Why don't we-do you want to-what I'll do 

is put some questions in writing, so that we can continue this dis
cussion, and maybe in my office as well, because l know we have. 
another panel waiting. And then I also had some follow-ups, which 
I can do in writing, of the-Dan Marshall, from my state, is the 
owner of Pea Pods Natural Toys and Baby Care store, in Saint 
Paul. They obviously have some concerns with the third-party test
ing and how that applies to small businesses. And I will raise those 
in writing, as well. 

Senator KLOBUCHAR. And then, the last thing that I wanted to 
follow up on was, again, to thank the Commission for its work on 
the Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act, something I worked 
very hard on, Senator Pryor worked hard on. 

And I know that we're seeing some good compliance rates with 
the Pool Safety Act, and I wanted to thank you for that, both of 
you and the Commission, and the work that's going on. It's a very 
important thing. We had a little girl die in Minnesota, and that bill 
has meant a lot to the people of our state and that family. 

So, thank you. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. 
Senator. PRYOR. Thank you, Senator Klobuchar. Thank you for 

being here. 
And our time for this panel is up, so what we will do is, we will 

leave the record open, because I have some follow-up questions as 
well, and I know Senator Klobuchar does, and, I want to say, Sen
ator Wicker and a few others that couldn't be here because there's 
a lot going on today in the Senate .. They have the Armed Services 
Committee hearing, but lots of other things, as well. 

So, we'll leave the record open, and we will send you written 
questions and- how long will we leave it open-we'll leave it open 
for 2 weeks, but we'd love to get those responses as quickly as pos
sible. 

Senator. PRYOR, And, as we alluded to before, there'll probably be 
some other dialogue that happens here, not just in the next couple 
of weeks, but over the next few months, I'm sure. 

But, anyway, thank you all for being here. 
I'm going to go ahead and introduce our second panel, but
Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Senator--
Senator. PRYOR.-thank you both--
Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you--
Senator PRYOR- very much--
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Ms. TENENBAUM.- Mr. Chairman. 
Senator PRYOR.- for your time and your service. 
The second panel, I'm going to go ahead and just read their 

names and give a super-short introduction for them. 
Like the first panel, they all come with great credentials and a 

great background. But, what I will do, as the staff is rearranging 
here, and as the folks are coming and going here-

Our first panelist will be Ms. Rachel Weintraub. She's Director 
of Product Safety and Senior Counsel at the Consumer Federation 
of America. Second is Mr. Steve Lamar. He's Executive Vice Presi
dent of American Apparel and Footwear Association. Third is Dr. 
Garry Gardner, American Academy of Pediatrics Chair, Committee 
on Injury Violence and Poison Prevention. And, fourth, Ms. Jill 
Chuckas, Board Member, Handmade Toy Alliance and, I believe, 
the Owner of Crafty Baby, LLC. 

So, what I'd like to do is just do a 5-minute introduction for each 
one of you all. Then we'll have questions .. 

So, Ms. Weintraub, you want to lead off, here? 
Thank you. 

STATEMENT OF RACHEL WEINTRAUB, 
DIBECTOR OF PRODUCT SAFETY AND SENIOR COUNSEL, 

CONSUMER FEDERATION OF. AMERICA 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. OK. Thank you. 
Thank you, Chairman Pryor. 
I'm Rachel Weintraub, Director of Product Safety and Senior 

Counsel with Consumer Federation of America. CF A is an associa
tion of nearly 300 nonprofit consumer organizations that was estab
lished in 1968 to advance the consumer interests through research, 
advocacy, and education. 

I offer this testimony on behalf of CF A as well as Consumers 
Union, Kids in Danger, and the U.S. Public Interest Research 
Group. 

Thank you very much for inviting me to testify before you today. 
Today is the first day of Chanukah,. Christmas is just 23 days 

away, and the holiday buying season has officially begun. Our 
country's tradition of gift-giving provides a useful perspective 
through which to comment on the Consumer Product Safety Im
provement Act in particular, and the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission in general. 

While consumers. should think about how. the child interacts with 
the product, if there are other children in the house, or whether the 
product has been previously recalled, before a product is purchased, 
there are some issues that no amount of planning or thought can 
detect. It is this realm of hidden hazards that the CPSIA and the 
CPSC have sought to detect and to prevent. 

Before. passage. of the CPSIA, Congress undertook a year-long 
process to consider the implications of this Act, and the leadership 
of this subcommittee was an essential and important part of that 
process. The CPSIA's passage followed a period of a record number 
of recalls of hazardous products that injured, sickened, or killed 
vulnerable consumers and sought to repair a weakened oversight 
agency that failed in its meager efforts to protect public health and 
safety. 
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In response, Congress passed the CPSIA, which makes consumer 
products safer by banning lead and phthalates in toys, creating a 
publicly accessible consumer incident database, giving the CPSC 
more resources, increasing civil penalties, and requiring that toys 
and infant products be tested for safety to strong standards before 
they are. sold and in our children's. hands. This proactive approach 
will benefit the public as well as manufacturers by avoiding costly 
recalls. 

There have been numerous successes in implementing the 
CPSIA. The mandatory crib standard, close to being finalized, 
that's required by Section 104, is an important example. We ap
plaud the. CPSC for prioritizing the safety of infant sleep environ
ments, in light of the deaths of many children due to poorly de
signed cribs, bassinets, and cradles, which have led to the recall of 
more than 7 million cribs over the past 2 years. Only since passage 
of the CPSA-CPSIA-has an effort been made to strengthen crib 
standards. 

Another success of the CPSIA is. last week's passage of the final 
rule implementing the Consumer Product Safety Information Data
base. As a result of the CPSC staff's leader ship and commitment, 
consumers will have access to lifesaving information. And the agen
cy will more nimbly be able to identify and act upon safety haz
ards. The final rule is consistent with Congressional intent, respon
sive to the public-interest need for disclosure, and protective of a 
manufacturer's effort to protect their brand and confidential busi
ness information. 

When consumers purchase toys for children online this year, the 
same choking-hazard warnings that appear on toy packaging will 
also appear online. That's an important consumer protection, con
sidering today's shopping trends .. The CPSIA requires. that infant
durable products, such as cribs, strollers, and highchairs, include 
a product registration card in their packaging and provide an op
portunity to register online. This will give manufacturers informa
tion necessary to directly communicate with consumers, the con
sumers who bought the product, in the event of a recall or other 
product safety. And this. will greatly increase recall effectiveness. 

Since passage of the CPSIA there have been challenges: a CPSC 
that initially moved slowly and gave out confusing information, an 
economic downturn that has affected businesses, the realization 
that lead and other heavy metals, such as cadmium, are more per
vasive in consumer products than had been expected, as well as 
concern about the laws implementation consistently raised by man
ufacturers, small businesses, cr afters, and thrift stores. 

CPSC has been managing these challenges. They've held numer
ous public meetings and hearings. CPSC has provided clear infor
mation to stakeholders, through numerous publications. In addi
tion, CPSC is establishing a new Office of Education Global Out
reach and Small Business Ombudsman to carryout. education/out
reach activities to stakeholders. The CPSC also issued an interim 
enforcement policy, related to component testing, that should be fi
nalized soon. 

But, some efforts in response to these challenges go too far and 
would open a series of gaping loopholes in the CPSIA that would 
allow more lead into a host of children's products. 
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First, some have argued, or some will argue, that the CPSIA's 
scope should be limited to children under 6, from what it-it's now 
12 years and younger. The reality is that children of younger ages 
play with their older siblings' toys all the time, and the voluntary 
standard goes up to 14. Many companies are already applying with 
those voluntary safety standards. 

Second, some have proposed that risk analysis be applied for reg
ulating lead in products. Requiring a piecemeal approach for lead, 
which is a known toxin, would be wasteful of taxpayer money and 
government resources. It would reverse the presumption for safety 
of products and allow all products to be sold and be exempt from 
testing for lead unless CPSC finds otherwise. This would be a re
turn to the state of the law before CPSIA was passed. CPSC would 
not act until a child had been harmed by a lead-laden product. This 
would result in an unreasonable risk to children. 

Cadmium has been another challenge. And there. is now a vol
untary standard that is moving, that hopefully will be proactive. 
And if that is not proactive enough, CPSC should move on a man
datory standard for cadmium. 

We thank you, Chairman Pryor, for your important leadership. on 
product safety issues. We look forward to working together to pro
tect the public from harms posed by hazardous products. And I 
wish everyone a happy and safe holiday season. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Weintraub follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RACHEL WEINTRAUB, DTRECTOR OF PRODUCT SAFETY AND 
SENIOR COUNSEL, CoNSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA 

Chairman Pryor and members of the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, 
Product Safety and Insurance, I am Rachel Weintraub, Director of Product Safety 
and Senior Counsel at Consumer Federation of America (CFA). CFA is an associa
tion of nearly 300 nonprofit consumer organizations that was established in 1968 
to advance the consumer interest through research, advocacy and education. I offer 
this testimony on behalf of Consumer Federation of America as well as Consumers 
Union, Kids in Dan.ger, and the U.S. Public Interest Research Group. Thank you 
for inviting me to testify before you today. 

Today is the first day of Chanukah, Christmas is just 23 days away, and the holi
day buying season officially began last Friday. The holiday season, with our coun
try's tradition of gift giving, provides a useful perspective through which to observe 
and comment on the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA) 
in particular and the Consumer Product Safety Commission in general. Whenever 
we make a purchase for our family and friends, most people assume that the prod
uct they are considering is safe. While purchasers think about what the person 
would like, what they want or need or what they requested, an underlying assump
tion is that the product we are choosing will not cause harm. While consumers do 
need to think about how the child interacts with the product, if there are other chil
dren in the house who may play with the product, or whether the product has been 
previously recalled, there are some issues that no amount of thought or planning 
can detect. It is the realm of hidden hazards that the CPSlA and CPSC have sought 
to detect and prevent. 

The bipartisan Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act passed overwhelm
ingly in the House on July 30, 2008 by a vote of 424-1, in the Senate on July 31, 
2008, by a vote of 89-3 and was signed into law by President Bush on August 14, 
2008. Before this law passed, Congress undertook a year-long deliberative process 
to consider the implications of this act: there were approximately 15 hearings and 
markups in the House and Senate covering issues and products related to the 
CPSIA, and once each chamber passed its version of the bill, there was a conference 
in regular order between both Houses of Congress. The leadership of this sub
committee was significant and much needed as this law was moving through Con
gress. This law institutes the most significant improvements to the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission (CPSC) since the agency was established in the 1970s. 
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CPSIA's. Significance, New Requirements and Implementation 
The CPSIA's passage followed a period of a record number of recalls of hazardous 

products from the market that injured, sickened, or killed vulnerable consumers. 
The bill's passage was also in response to a weakened Federal oversight agency that 
failed in its meager efforts to protect the public's health and safety. 

Before the CPSIA was passed, CPSC's past as well as its futurn was bleak. In 
1972, when CPSC was created, the agency was appropriated $34.7 million and 786 
full time employees (FTEs). Before the CPSIA passed, the agency's budget had not 
kept up with inflation, had not kept up with its deteriorating infrastructure, had 
not kept up with increasing data collection needs, had not kept up with the fast
paced changes occun-ing in consumer product development, and had not kept pace 
with the vast increase in the number of different types of consumer products on the 
market. CPSC's staff had suffered severe and repeated cuts during the last two dec
ades, falling from a high of 978 employees in 1980 to just 401 in 2007- a loss of 
a lmost 60 percent. 

For example, CPSC's 2008 Performance Budget document painted a grim picture 
of the CPSC's future work. The budget document was full of statements such as, 
"while the CPSC has thus far been successful at facing these new and evolving chal
lenges with diminishing resources, the 2008 funding level will challenge the Com
mission's ability to maintain its existing level of standards development, enforce
ment, public information, and international activities." 1 The 2008 Performance 
Budget document was replete with staffing cuts, limitations to programmatic goals 
and the absence of previous goals and projects. CPSC's efforts to reduce product 
hazards to children and families were hindered by the forced reductions in FTEs. 

In response to this dismal picture, Congress infused the CPSC with new authority 
and more resources. It has been over 2 years since the CPSIA was passed. This rel
atively new law will make consumer products safer by requiring that toys and in
fant products be tested for safety before they are sold, and by banning lead and 
phthalates in toys (although implementation of the testing requirement has been 
twice delayed by the CPSC). The law also autho1;zes the first comprehensive pub
licly accessible consumer complaint database due to be launched next March; gives 
the CPSC the resources it needs to protect the public, such as enabling it to hire 
additional staff; increases civil penalties that the CPSC can assess against violators 
of consumer product safety laws; and protects whistleblowers who report product 
safety defects. 

Many consumers believed that products were tested before they were sold- that 
some entity issued stamps of approval for products before they were sold in the 
store. However, that was never true. Before passage of the CPSIA, the CPSC for 
the most part had authority only over products after they were sold. If a problem 
was identified as posing a risk of harm to consumers, the CPSC could recall the 
product, but that was only after the hazardous product was already in consumers' 
homes and in their children's hands. The CPSIA significantly changes the reactive 
nature of the CPSC by requi ring that children's products s ubject to mandatory 
standards be tested for safety before they are sold. A proactive safety system should 
benefit the public as well as manufacturers by avoiding costly recalls. 

CPSC and CPSIA Successes. 
Mandatory Crib Standard 

While there have been challenges there have also been successes in implementing 
the CPSIA. One of the most notable examples is the mandatory crib standard that 
is required by. section 104 of the CPSIA. The CPSC is close to finalizing the final 
rule for cribs. We applaud the CPSC for prioritizing the safety of infant sleep envi
ronments in light of the deaths of many children due to poorly designed cribs, bassi
nets, and play yards. Pervasive design flaws have lead to the recall of more than 
7. million cribs over the past 2 years. It was essential that the CPSC place safe sleep 
environments at the top of their mandatory standards-setting list as part of that 
initiative. 

Recalls and corrective actions for cribs have been issued for non-compliance with 
safety standards; strangulation haza1·ds; risk of head entrapment when side rails, 
spindles, and slats in side rails become loose; risk of suffocation; choking hazards; 

1&& U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 2008 Pel'formance Budget Request, sub
mitted to Congress, February 2007, page vii. On the web at http://www.cpsc.gou /CPSCPUB / 
PUBS! REPORTS/ 2008plan.pdf 
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risk oC falling; and danger of laceration when fingers become trapped in folding drop 
gates.2 

While the current voluntary crib standa1·ds ban the drop-side design in new cribs, 
only since passage of the CPSIA has there been an effort made to strengthen the 
voluntary and mandatory standards and require testing and verification of new 
cribs. The final CPSC crib standard incorporates many provisions that consumer ad
vocates have been supporting for years that replicate the real world use of cribs, 
such as durability tests, mattress support tests, and tests for the effectiveness of 
hardware. The resulting proposed CPSC standard is a strong one and is a successful 
consequence of the CPSIA .. In addition, Chairman Tenenbaum. and her staff have 
been successfully reaching out to consumers through the Safe Sleep Campaign and 
have made. it clear to all stakeholders that creating. safe. cribs and s leep environ
ments is an imperative. 

Section 104(c) of the CPSIA seeks to address hazards posed by older model cribs 
by removing them from the market. This section applies to cribs sold new and used, 
cribs used in child care facilities, and cribs used in public accommodations such as 
hotels and motels. The application of this provision means that older cribs that pose 
significant risks to children will be taken out of the stream of commerce. This provi
sion is based upon laws already in existence in numerous states including: Arizona, 
Arkansas, California, Colorado, Illinois, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, Vermont and Washington. This provision extends the protections pre
viously offered in just these states to the entire nation to ensure that children sleep 
in cribs that meet the most recent and most protective crib safety standards. 

We support the CPSC's current language in its proposed crib rule 3 regarding a 
six-month effective date as it applies to manufacturers. The customary 6 months 
gives manufacturers adequate time to comply with the new crib standards. In addi
tion, we \vill support an additional 6-month compliance period for child care facili
ties, allowing them to phase in replacement of non-compliant cribs over the course 
of 1 year following the publication of the final rule. 

Database 
Another success of the CPSIA is last week's passage of the final rule imple

menting the. consumer. product safety information database. CPSC. is requfred by 
Section 212 of the CPSIA to establish the database. As a result of the CPSC staffs 
leadership and commitment to the effectiveness of the database, consumers will 
have access to lifesaving information and the agency will more nimbly be able. to 
identify and act upon safety hazards. CPSC staff worked hard to formulate CPSC's 
final rule in a manner that is consistent with Congress' intent, responsive to the 
public interest need for disclosure, and protective of a manufacturer's. effort to pro
tect their brand and confidential business information. The database includes more 
checks on the information and more opportunities for a manufacturer to comment 
than other similar. databases .. 

Consumers have been in the dark about the dangers of products regulated by 
CPSC. CPSC cw-rently collects incident data from consumers in a manner similar 
to. how it. will be collected. as part of the new database. However, the. difference is 
that now, when consumers go to CPSC's website to look for information, it is not 
available. All that they can usually find relates to a previous recall. If the Commis
sion has been alerted to the dangers of a product but has not. conducted a recall, 
the product's hazard may never be known to the public. 

The database will help change that. Public access to information is vital to safety. 
Simply allowing consumers access. to the safety record of products will increase safe
ty and encourage the speedy removal or redesign of unsafe products. Making it sim
ple for consumers to report into a single database the problems they encounter with 
products will also help the Commission to do its job o( protecting the. public from 
unsafe products more efficiently, which can help save Commission resow·ces. 
Online Toy Hazard. Warnings 

When consumers purchase toys for children online this year, because of the 
CPSIA, the same choking haza1·d warnings that appear on the toy packaging will 
also appear online. This is an important consumer protection considering today's 
shopping trends. For years, consumers who purchased toys online were at a safety 
disadvantage because they did not receive aJJ the information they would have re
ceived, had they made the pw·chase in a store. This c-0ncern has been solved by the 
CPSIA. 

2 Kids in Danger, http: I I www.kidsindanger.org I prodhazards I recalls I crib.•.asp . 
3 Safety Standards for Full-Size Baby Cribs and Non-Full-Size Baby Cribs; Notice of Proposed 

Rulemaking; Proposed Rule," Federal Register Vol. 75, No. 141, July 23, 2010. 
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Product Registration 
The CPSIA requires that infant durable products, such as cribs strollers and high 

chairs, include a product registration card in their packaging and provide an oppor
tunity to register online. This. will give manufacturers information necessary to. di
rectly contact consumers in the event of a recall or other product safety issue. 

The requirements for the product registration cards and an online registration 
program are contained in Section 104 of the CPSIA, which incorporates the Danny 
Keysar Child Safety Notification Act. Danny, whose parents founded Kids In Dan
ger, died in 1998 when the portable crib he slept in at a child care center collapsed 
and strangled him. The crib had been recalled 5 years earlier, but no one at the 
child care center, including the mom who donated the crib, had heard of the recall. 
Too many consumers never hear about a recall of a product that they have in their 
home. Registering products is an important step that will increase the number of 
consumers who hear about a recall. 

?Mandatory Toy Standards 
Despite the fact that many conformity assessment bodies. have not yet received 

accreditation to conduct full-scale testing, with the expectation of tighter enforce
ment down the road, many manufacturers are already adopting robust testing pro
cedures and the safety of toys has been enhanced. The CPSC continues to work on 
ways to help small manufacturers who have raised concerns about the costs associ
ated with such testing ensure that their toys are just as safe. 

Reviewing Past Data 
CPSC has also been reviewing old records and taking long-overdue action. Earlier 

this year, CPSC announced the recall of two million Graco strollers: the Quattro TM 

and MetroLite TM because of entrapment and strangulation risks. CPSC and Graco 
had "received four reports of infant strangulations that occwTed in these strollers 
between 2003 and 2005. In addition, CPSC was aware of five reports of infants be
coming entrapped, resulting in cuts and bruises, and one report of an infant having 
difficulty breathing." 4 While these strollers should have been recalled years ago, we 
applaud CPSC for taking the right action now to remove these potentially hazardous 
products from the market. 

CPSC and CP SIA Challe nges 
Since passage of the CPSIA, there have been many challenges to implementation: 

a CPSC that initially moved slowly and gave out confusing information; an economic 
downturn that has affected businesses; the realization that lead and other heavy 
metals such as cadmium are more pervasive in consumer products than had been 
expected; and concerns about the law's implementation consistently raised by manu
facturers, small businesses, crafters and th1;ft stores. 

The current CPSC has been managing these challenges. The CPSC has held nu
merous public. meetings and hearings about issues such. as the consumer product 
safety information database and product testing. CPSC has sought to provide clear 
information to various stakeholders through publications such as the Guide to. the 
CPSIA for Small Businesses, ReseIJers, Crafters and Charities and the Handbook 
for Resale Stores and Product Resellers. In addition, CPSC is establishing a new 
Office of Education, Global Outreach, and Small Business Ombudsman to "coordi
nate and carry out education and outreach activities to domestic and international 
stakeholders, including manufacturers, retailers, 1·esellers, small businesses, foreign 
governments, and consumers."5 

The CPSC also issued an Interim Enforcement Policy related to component testing 
for lead content and lead in paint last December and is working on finalizing the 
"component part" rule as part of the Testing and Certification Rule that should be 
finahzed next year. The components fart rule would especially benefit small manu
facturers by allowing the use o certified component. parts. ln Chairman 
Tenenbaum's statement on the Proposed Rules for Testing and Labeling Pertaining 
to Product Certification and Component Part Testing, she stated that "the Commis
sion is unanimous in its desire to see this rule provide significant relief from testing 
requirements for both small and large manufacturers while simultaneously moving 
safety upstream in the manufacturing process. By allowing testing to be performed 

·• U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission Press Release, "Graco Recalls Quattro Thi and 
MctroLite TM Strollers Due to Risk of Entrapment and Sb·angulation, Four. Infant Strangulation 
Deaths Reported," October 20, 2010, available on the web at http://www.cpsc.gov/cpscpub / 
prerel/prhtmlll / 11015.html. 

&CPSC Press Release, "CPSC Creates New Office of Education, Global Outreach, and Small 
Bus iness Ombudsman," September 23, 2010, available on the web at http://www.cpsc.gov / 
CPSCPUB I PREREL / prhtmllO / 10352.html. 
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by component part suppliers and designating component part. certificates as certifi
cates issued under section 14 of the CPSA, the Commission has provided great in
centive for manufacturers to start utilizing component pa1"t testing. At the same 
time, the Commission has established safegua1·ds such as requiring a ll component 
parts to be traceable to their original manufacturers and expressly requiring that 
manufacturers exercise due care when relying on component part testing certifi
cates." 6 

The CPSC has been. responding to the concerns ra ised by. stakeholders. 

Responses to CPSIA Challenges 
Some responses to these. challenges, however, go. much too far. and include two. 

proposals that if implemented, would serve to considerably weaken public health. 
They would open a series of gaping loopholes in the CPSIA that would allow more 
lead into a host of toys and. other. products meant for. children. We reject these. ef
forts to weaken the CPSIA. 

Protections Must Remain for Children 12. and Younger. 
First, some have argued that the CPSIA should not apply to children's products 

for children 12 years and younger but rather s hould cover only those products for 
children 6 and younger. This approach was rejected by Congress when it passed the 
CPSIA. Congress embraced the belief that there is a "shared toy box" in many fami
lies' homes. We agree with this view, as it reflects the reality of what we know to 
be true in many homes across the United States. Children of younger ages play with 
the toys of their older. siblings. Younger children mouth their older siblings' toys 
with frequency. Further, the voluntary standard for toys- ASTM F 963-includes 
an even broader scope to cover toys intended for children 14 and younger. This 
means that. many companies are already complying with voluntary. safety standards 
that encompass toys intended for children 14 and younger. Thus, the reality that 
children's toys and products are often shared by children within a family, plus the 
fact that many within the industry are al ready complying with a higher age stand
ard, requires the. scope of the CPSIA to. remain as it is. 

No Known Safe. Leuel of Lead 
Second, some have proposed that a risk analysis be applied for regulating lead 

in products. Requiling the CPSC to conduct risk analysis for lead is not acceptable. 
In this era of criticism over "government waste," requiring a piecemeal risk analysis 
for lead, a known toxin, would be a. wasteful and inefficient use of taxpayer money 
and government resources. 

Significantly, a risk analysis would reverse the p1·esumption for the safety of prod
ucts and allow all products to be sold and be exempt from testing for lead unless 
the CPSC finds otherwise. This would mean a return to the state of the law before 
the CPSIA was passed- i.e., CPSC wouldn't act unti l a child had been harmed by 
a lead-laden product. As we witnessed in the years before the CPSIA, the record 
number of lead-laden products that were recalled from the market proves that thfa 
approach resulted in an unreasonable. risk of injury. to. consume1·s. I t. will amount. 
to. a waste of Commission. resources, has. been rejected by Congress previously as 
not being sufficiently protective of public health, and fa1- exceeds the fl exibility that 
the CPSC requested to regulate lead. 

The American public demands that children's products not pose risks for the chil
dren who will play with or sleep in those products. Lead is a well-documented 
neurotoxin that has a wide range of effects on a child's development, including de
layed growth and permanent brain damage. There is no known safe level of expo
sure. As a society, we have spent years trying to reduce lead levels in our air, soil 
and homes. We must continue to work to reduce lead in other products where it is 
not necessary. While some might argue that we should seek to remove lead from 
all household products, Congress in the CPSIA focused on the products most likely 
to. be in contact with children_ Nearly all toys. and infant durable products do not 
require lead, should not contain lead and can be made. efTect.ively without. lead. In 
the rare. instance that children's products require lead, the CPSIA provides. for a tar
geted exemption for functional purpose. This exemption is drafted tightly to ensure 
that children remain protected from harms of lead exposure. We would have grave 
concerns if any of the limiting factors were removed. 

6Statement of Chairman Inez M. Tenenbaum on the Proposed Rules for Testing and Labeling 
Pe1taining to Product Ce1tification and Component Part Testing, May 5, 2010, available on the 
web at http: I I www.cpsc.gou I PR I tenenbaum05052010.pdf. 
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Cadmium 
Cadmium has been recently identified in numerous children's products beginning 

in January 2010. CPSC has issued five recalls and one warning about six products 
that contained high levels of cadmium.7 Five of these recalls/warnings involved chil
dren's jewelry while one involved a drinking glass. 

According to. the Agency for Toxic Substances. and Disease. Registry, cadmium af
fects the. following organ systems:. Cardiovascular (Heart and Blood Vessels}, Devel
opmental (effects during periods when organs are developing), Gastrointestinal (Di
gestive), Neurological (Nervous System}, Renal (Urinary System or Kidneys}, Repro
ductive (Producing Children), and Respiratory (From the Nose to the Lungs).8 

Toxic materials like cadmium should not be present in children's products and 
children should not be exposed to dangerous heavy metals when they play with toys, 
drink from a glass or engage in dress up play. 

Earlier this year,. CPSC issued a guidance report on cadmium and urged ASTM 
to. issue a voluntary standard for cadmium beyond paints and surface coating. By 
relying on ASTM to develop appropriate standards to address cadmium hazards in 
toys and children's jewelry, it allows many stakeholders to participate in the stand
a rds-development process. 

CPSC should be involved in the voluntary standard-setti ng process and should 
issue a mandatory standard limiting the cadmium content in children's products if 
the voluntary standard fails to be adequately protective of children's health. A man
datory standard enables CPSC to use enforcement tools to ensure compliance with 
the standard. Finally, mandatory standards provide clear rules for industry to follow 
as they seek to comply with CPSC rules. 

The scope of CPSC's efforts to ban the use of cadmium should be focused on chil
dren's products as defined in the CPSIA. Initially, as CPSC begins to limit cadmium 
in consumer products, CPSC should focus on product categories that are known to 
be of risk to children: children's jewelry, children's dinnerware, and children's toys. 

In addition, the ban on cadmium should be based upon a total cadmfom level (not 
solubility}, which, similar to the lead regulations, offers cluity and consistency to 
manufacturers, CPSC, and testing bodies and offers public health protections to con
sumers. 

CPSC should examine efforts in states such as California, Washington, Con
necticut, Illinois, and Minnesota that have restricted cadmium in children's jewelry. 
Whjle these laws tend to focus on solubility standards ra ther than total cadmium 
content and also focus on children's jewelry rather than children's products, they 
serve as a useful guide. Since laws have passed in five states and with bills pending 
in at least five other states, it is clear that consumers a re asking for mandatory 
rules to limit cadmium in children's products. 

Finally, we urge CPSC to utilize the work it is undertaking to ban cadmium to 
address bans of other toxic heavy metals in children's products . We hope CPSC ef
forts effectively stem the tide of substituting one heavy metal for another and curb 
the use of heavy metals in the manufacturing of children's products. 
Congress Must Support CPSC's Mission 

CPSC plays an incredibly crucial role in ensuring that consumer products are safe 
and is responsible for implementing the critical protections of the CPSIA. It is im
perative that the. agency be appropriately funded at all times to do its job properly. 
Diminishing CPSC's budget or its authority at this time would hamper the agency 
from carrying out its primary mission to protect consumers from unreasonable risk 
o( injury caused by hazardous products. 

We thank Chairman Pryor for the important leadership role he has played on 
product safety issues and we look forward to continuing to work together to protect 
the public from harms. posed by hazardous products .. 

I wish everyone a happy and safe holiday season. 

Senator P RYOR. Thank you. 
Mr. Lamar. 

7 See, CPSC Press Releases announcing recalls of products with excessive levels of cadmium: 
http:l l www.cpsc.goul CPSCPUB IPRERELl prhtml!Ol lOl62.11tml; http:l l www.cpsc.goulCPSC 
PUB I PREREL I prhtmll 0110297.html; http: 11 www.cpsc.gov I CPSCPUB I PRE REL I prhtmllO 110 
287.html; http://www.cpsc.goul CPSCPUB I PRERELi'rhtmlTOl 10227.html; http://www.cpsc 
.gov I CPSCPUB I PREREL I prhtmllO 110257.html; an http: 11 www.cpsc.gov I CPSCPUB I PRE 
REL/ prhtmlJ0/ 10127.html. 

8Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, toxic substances-cadmium, available on 
the web at http: I I www.atsdr.cdc.gov l substancesltoxsubstance.asp?toxid= 15. 
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STATEMENT OF STEPHEN LAMAR, EXECUTIVE VICE 
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN APPAREL & FOOTWEAR ASSOCIATION 

Mr. LAMAR. Hi. Good morning. 
My name is Steve Lamar. I'm Executive Vice President of the 

American Apparel & Footwear Association. We're the national 
trade association of the. apparel and footwear industry and its. sup
pliers. 

Thank you, Chairman Pryor, for providing us this opportunity to 
appear before you on this important topic. 

At the outset, let me state our very strong support for a product 
safety regulatory system that ensures that only safe and compliant 
products are designed, produced, marketed, and sold. At AAFA, we 
take our role in product safety education and advocacy efforts seri
ously. We view this obligation as key to. the success of the. industry, 
not only because such an approach is the right thing to do, but be
cause we're also consumers and parents and grandparents our
selves. 

I'd like to focus my remarks on the Consumer Product Safety Im
provement Act and offer several recommendations for the Sub
committee to consider in the weeks and months ahead. 

The CPSIA was a dramatic overhaul to the nation's product safe
ty. regulatory regime. While. this had a positive impact through in
creased funding and awareness, it has also led to many unintended 
consequences that have caused confusion, created compliance bur
dens, and adversely impacted the business community. Tight dead
lines, rigid definitions, retroactively applied standards, require
ments that do not reflect risk, and a one-size-fits-all approach are 
among the many problems that have made CPSIA implementation 
challenging. 

AAFA, as with others in the. regulated community, has actively 
worked the regulatory process to make sure the rules can be under
stood and implemented. We've had some success in working with 
the CPSC to use the limited regulatory flexibility that the CPSIA 
does permit to make some important determinations. In my written 
testimony, I detailed one such example- the determination that 
there is no lead in textiles-but, I also pointed out how the fix is 
still incomplete, and it came at considerable expense to prove what 
everybody already knew. 

The more common experience is that relief is either denied or 
that the regulatory process proves too burdensome to achieve a 
truly commonsense result. The stays of enforcement on testing and 
certification have provided some relief .. And we would strongly en
courage that they be continued while the rules and a path forward 
are still being worked out. But, it is becoming clearer every day 
that Congress needs to step in and make some legislative fixes to 
address the many concerns that have been raised from all across 
the private sector. And, because the timetables mandated by the 
CPSIA are. unforgiving, Congressional action is needed imme
diately. 

A number of legislative fixes have been proposed over the past 
2 years by stakeholders across the business community, by Mem
bers of Congress from both parties and both chambers, and even 
by commissioners and CPSC staff alike. They include changes to 
the lead and phthalate rules, the definition of "children's. product," 
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more flexible testing and certification provisions, stronger preemp
tion to prevent proliferation of contradictory rules at the state 
level, and clearer mandates for the public database. I could go on. 
It's our hope that Congress can immediately begin work with all 
stakeholders to fully identify and implement these fixes. 

With a nod toward Chanukah, which began last night, I would 
like to make eight recommendations for the Subcommittee to con
sider going forward: 

Number one, ensure that all product safety decisions are based 
on risk and supported by data. 

Number two, give the CPSC more flexibility to interpret the 
CPSIA. 

Number three, ensure that new regulations do not contradict ex
isting ones .. 

Number four, ensure prospective application of all rules. 
Number five, establish deadlines that permit and encourage com-

pliance. 
Number six, publicize all pending regulatory developments. 
Number seven, avoid one-size-fits-all approaches. 
And, finally, number eight, remember that there is more to the 

CPSC than CPSIA. 
The most effective product safety system we can have is one that 

recognizes that the regulated companies are active partners of the 
CPSC. But, if these companies are constantly subjected to burden
some, costly, and, in some cases, silly requirements, that partner
ship is severely strained and the public's interests are not served. 
Ultimately, product safety takes a blackeye. 

Mr. Chairman, the CPSC and the regulated community have 
come a long way since Congress passed the CPSIA. Thanks to your 
leadership, we now have five commissioners and an agency that is 
more fully funded. The CPSIA was, indeed, a wake-up call for the 
agency and for many in the business community to tighten their 
own product safety regimes. But, the CPSIA also created extraor
dinary problems for companies who were already doing the right 
thing in ensuring product safety. In many cases, those problems 
came with little gain for public safety. 

With an eye to maximizing public health and safety, it is our 
hope that, with a legislative amendment, continued Congressional 
oversight, and continued dialogue between the agency, industry 
and other product safety stakeholders, we can create a stable, pre
dictable, risk-based regulatory environment. 

Thank you again for providing us this opportunity to testify. I'm 
available to take any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lamar follows:) 

P REPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN LAMAR, EXECUTfVE VICE PRESIDENT, 
AMERICAN APPAREL & F OOTWEAR AssOClATION 

QQod morning. 
My name is Steve Lamar and I'm Executive Vice President of American Apparel 

& Footwear Association (AAFA)-the national trade association of the appa1·el and 
footwear industry, and its suppliers. Thank you for providing us this opportunity 
to appear before you this morning on this important topic. 

At the outset, let me state our very strong support for a product safety regulatory 
system that ensures that only safe and compliant products are designed, produced, 
marketed, and sold. At AAFA, we take our role in product safety education and ad
vocacy efforts seriously. We view this obligation as key to the success of the indus-
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try, not only because such an approach is the right thing to do, but because we are 
also consumers, parents, and grandparents ourselves. We believe very strongly that 
we should only wear safe and compliant clothes, shoes, and other products. At the 
end of my testimony I included additional information about AAFA and some of our 
product safety initiatives, including our extensive global education efforts. 

Although product safety is a year-round job, it is approptiate to have this over
sight hearing as we enter the holiday season. The focus on consumer spending dur
ing the holidays is a natural time to reflect on product safety and compliance. Fur
thermore, as Congress begins to think through its agenda for the next 2 years, this 
is a good opportunity to identify what changes can be made t,o ensure that our Na
tion's product safety regulatory system is operating effectively. As this is the first 
oversight Subcommittee heating on the Consumer Safety Product Commission 
(CPSC) since passage of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) in 
2008-and with more than 2 years of industi·y experience with implementation of 
this important law-I'd like to focus my remarks on the CPSIA and offer several 
recommendations for the Subcommittee to consider in the weeks and months ahead. 

The CPSIA was a dramatic overhaul of the Nation's product safety regulatory re
gime. Its passage put a spotlight on product safety concerns, propelling consumers, 
regulators and businesses to refocus on making product safety a top. priority. Among 
other things, the legislation provided the CPSC-long an underfunded agency- with 
much-needed resources to carry out product safety enforcement and educational ef
forts. It mandated the CPSC to work with other agencies like Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP) to develop risk assessment methodologies to efficiently target and 
block potentially unsafe imports. It also ensured that an five CPSC leadership posi
tions were filled- for the first time in years-in an effort to secure a renewed dia
logue and healthy debate on how to effectively and efficiently approach and enforce 
safety regulations. Finally, new content and testing reguirements have helped com
panies better. understand the chemicals used in children's products and evaluate 
and improve their quality control processes to ensure that only safe products are 
sold. It goes without saying that industry, consumer advocacy groups, bloggers, the 
media, and vaiious other stakeholders across the spectrum have become more en
gaged than ever in product safety. 

Regrettably, the legislation also mandated a series of controversial changes to the 
Nation's product safety rules that have created endless confusion, extensive bur
dens, huge costs, job losses, and irreparable damage to the business community. In 
many cases, these adverse consequences have come without improvements in prod
uct safety or public health. Among other things, the law mandated very stiict lead 
and phthalate content restrictions. It required certifications of compliance for all 
consumer products for all safety standards, mandating third-party testing for those 
standards involving children's products (defined as 12 and under). It created a pub
lic database of product safety incidents. lt authorized enforcement by state attor
neys general and created whistleblower provisions. While many of these provisions 
reflect good intentions, the language of the CPSIA makes many of them difficult, 
if not impossible, to implement and enforce .. Tight deadlines, rigid definitions, retro
actively applied standards, requirements that do not reOect risk, and a "one-size
fits-all approach" are all among the many problems that have made CPSIA imple
mentation challenging. 

AAFA, as with others in the regulated community, have actively worked the regu
latory process to make sw·e the rules can be understood and implemented. We have 
had some success in working with the CPSC to use the limited regulatory flexibility 
that the CPSIA does permit to make some important determinations and offer some 
clarifying opinions. And while we commend the Commissioners and the staff who 
have worked tirelessly for more than 28 months to craft regulations that reflect 
"common sense," many problems either have not or cannot be fixed through the reg
ulatory process. The surrogate for some of these fixes has come in the form of a se
ries of stays of enforcement. And while these stays have provided welcome relief, 
and should remain in force, they cannot provide a Jong term solution. 

Let me offer one expetience-related to the lead substrate standard- to illustrate 
these points. 

Per the CPSIA, the lead restiiction applies equally to any component of a chil
dren's product. Initially, this was interpreted to include all the fab1ics, yams, 
threads, accessoties, and trimmings even though it was commonly understood, and 
has been known for decades, that there is no lead in textiles and only isolated occur
rences of lead in other components, such as buttons, snaps, and zippers. Eventually, 
and after input from the industry and other stakeholders, the CPSC issued a deter
mination that indeed there is no lead in textiles, regardless of whether the fabric 
is dyed. And while we were pleased with this determination, please consider the fol
lowing: 
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• The determination required the submission of thousands of test results costing 
hundreds of thousands of dollars. Including the tests that were not submitted, 
but which companies had to perform because their customer·s were insisting 
upon them as a result of their understanding of the CPSIA, the cost rises into. 
the millions. 

• The determination was not made until more than 6 months after the initial ret
roactive lead standard took effect and several weeks after the second (and cur
rent) lead standard took effect .. 

• Since most garments are not made entirely of just fabric, most garments still 
have to undergo testing for possible lead in most trimmings, even though tests 
from pre-CPSIA inventories showed that lead occurred in these components in 
only 3-5. percent of the time. Moreover, in many of these cases the positive lead 
tests occurred with components that present no risk, but which are nonetheless 
covered. The example often cited is the zipper stop at the bottom of the fly in 
a child's pair of trousers. 

• The determination is not complete. Even though the determination applies to. 
dyed fabrics, it does not apply to ce1·tain kinds of after treatment processes, 
such as prints. Yet some of the print processes excluded by this determination 
have the same non risk of lead as dyes. 

• The dete1·mination depends on a component part testing rule to operate effec
tively. That rule, while proposed, has not yet been finalized. 

• Testing relief that companies are cuJTently using to navigate through these 
rules goes away once the stay of testing and certification has been lifted because 
a company's. own reasonable testing efforts-such as. the use of XRF style ma
chines-will be insufficient to meet third party requirements. 

• These requirements exist along side other rules that were created by the CPSIA 
or which were strengthened by the CPSIA. So while the fabric in a child's pa
jama may not have to. meet lead testing rules for fabric, it does have to meet 
requirements for flammability, lead substrate testing in zippers, lead in paint 
testing for any coatings, and possibly phthalate testing for the non-stick sur
faces on the pads of the feet. 

• State rules impose a myriad of additional, and contradictory, requirements that 
are not preempted by these determinations. 

It is for this reason that we have been strong supporters of Congressional initia
tives to amend the CPSIA and to ensure the proper implementation of the CPSIA. 
And because the timetables mandated by the CPSIA are unforgiving, Congressional 
action is needed immediately. 

Many throughout the stakeholder community have identified a number of provi
sions in the CPSIA that need to be amended through either a "tweaking" or through 
"major surgery." It would appear that many in Congress, the Commissioners, and 
the CPSC professional staff also share this view to different degrees. During the 
lllth Congress, several hundred Senators and Representatives from both parties 
and both Chambers have written letters or sponsored legislation that seek amend
ments. to the CPSIA. A provision in last year's omnibus. spending bill asked the. 
Commission for its advice on legislative changes. Commissioner Nord, dw·ing her 
tenure as Acting Chair, forwarded to Congress a list of professional CPSC staff rec
ommendations for CPSIA changes. 

Some proposed changes have focused on specific industries-such as books or 
ATVs or small batch manufacturers. Others have sought to provide broader industry 
relief, such as provisions that would apply next year's tighter lead restriction in a 
prospective manner or which would permit inaccessible components to be exempt 
from phthalate limits. An incomplete list of other changes needed involve revisiting 
the definition of children's product, more flexible testing and certification provisions, 
stronger preemption to prevent proliferation of contradictory rules at the state level, 
and clearer mandates for the public database. 

This is not an exhaustive list. But it is important to note that, with more than 
2 years of CPSIA implementation and experience, the regulated community and the 
regulators have both found significant problems with the law. There appears to be 
a growing consensus that the CPSIA created many unintended consequences that, 
if left unaddressed, ,vilJ continue to do damage to the very entities that bear the 
burden for compliance. Our hope is that Congress can immediately begin work with 
all stakeholders to fully identify and implement these fixes. 

Going forward, I would like to make 8 recommendations. Many of these. ,vilJ re
qui re specific legislative changes or clear direction from Congress that the CPSC 
shall interpret the CPSIA, using its existing authorities, with more flexibility. Aii 
these suggestions. are intended to strengthen product safety and public health .. 
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1. Ensure that all product safety decisions are based on risk and supported by data 
The CPSIA makes a number of product safety mandates that simply do not reflect 

risk. Prohibitions against lead in the spokes of a child's bicycle is just one obvious 
example. Not only does this contradict common sense but it undermines an effective 
product safety regime and creates confusion among the regulated communjty and 
consumers alike. If all products, regardless of the risk, are deemed equally haz
ardous, valuable resow·ces and time will be spent validating and regulating already 
safe products. Businesses will not understand which hazards they are trying to pre
vent if the regulations appear arbitrary, as they currently do under the CPSIA. 
Moreover, consumers will become so overwhelmed by product safety warnings that 
they will tune out when real and legitimate concerns do appear. A better approach 
would be to focus time and energy on those products, components, and materials 
that do present risk of injury, harm, or death. Then, based on the fact pattern be
hind that risk, we can construct a regulatory regime to erase or mitigate the hazard. 
In this vein, the public database scheduled to go live in only a few months raises 
significant problems because it will inundate the public with erroneous and unsub
stantiated claims instead of legitimate product safety problems. 
2. Give the CPSC more fiexibility to interpret CPSIA 

At numerous points during the past 2 years, the regulated community has heard 
that the CPSIA ties the Cask's hands. In these cases, the professional staff, and 
even Commissioners, agreed that a particular outcome is not correct but pointed to 
the law as the source of their helplessness to address the issue. In some cases, the 
agency has resorted to contorted opinions or guidance that, although well intended, 
have often complicated the business community's understanding of the law. The 
CPSC should be able to respond, quickly, to imminent threats and respond smartly 
and appropriately to longer term and fact based concerns. In all cases, the rules 
should be easy to understand sa they can be effortlessly implemented and commu
nicated up and down the supply chain. Currently, CPSIA, as interpreted by many 
at the CPSC. and others, does not allow this flexibility. 
3. Ensure that new regulations do not contradict existing ones 

The CPSIA mandates new testing and certification requirements that alter exist
ing regulations that pre-date the CPSIA, that have worked extremely well and 
which the industry understands. For many of these standards (including those ad
dressing flammability, small parts, and sharp points and edges), pre-existing quality 
control programs and regulations were crafted in such a way that they did not 
hinder the ability of companies to make safe and compliant products. But because 
the new CPSIA mandates do not efficiently plug into the existing regulatory require
ments, considerable confusion has been crealed with regard to these regulations. 
This will only be exacerbated as the now delayed 15-month rule and the new third
party testing requirements begin to take effect. On a similar nole, incomplete pre
emption language in the CPSIA means that Federal ru les and state rules often work 
at cross purposes. 
4. Ensure prospective application of all rules 

The CPSIA imposed new lead and phthalate requirements in a retroactive man
ner. This caused untold chaos, confusion, and costs as companies were forced to can
cel orders, reformulate products, and destroy inventory. Regrettably, the CPSIA's 
retroactive mandates continue to create chaos. For example, some products lawfully 
produced today under the CPSIA 300 ppm standard will become banned hazardous 
substances if they are sold after August 14, 2011, when the standard drops to 100 
ppm (and is applied retroactively). Regulations should take effect prospectively, and 
implemented only after the Commission publishes clear and comprehensive regu
latory guidance. The retroactive application of regulations unfairly punishes busi
nesses for making products in good faith, especially when they. were made in compli
ance with a previous product safety standard. Jt also goes against sound business 
practices which build product safety. requirements into the design at the beginning 
of the production process rather than treat them as an afterthought at the end. 
5. Establish deadlines that permit and encourage compliance 

The CPSIA's mandate to the CPSC to undertake dozens of rulemakings in a short 
period of time has been challenging for both the agency and industry. In many 
cases, the changes were tied to specific deadlines that have proved hopelessly unre
alistic. A proposed 15-month rule, which was supposed to provide some relief in the 
form of component part testing, is now more than a year late and has been delayed 
indefinitely. Other deadlines have had t-0 be delayed or stayed. Rather than rely on 
strict deadlines, the CPSIA should recognize that well thought out and 
implementable product safety rules take time. A single garment can take nearly a 
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year to travel down the supply chain. New regulations must give industry enough 
time to adapt these long supply chains so all parties can understand and clearly 
communicate changes to all their. partners involved in production. Fwthermore, 
time is necessary so the regulatory agency can work with the affected industry to 
properly develop and implement the regulations. 

6. Publicize all pending regulatory developments 
The regulated community continues to have a difficult time understanding when 

various rules and regulations are due to be developed under the CPSIA. The agency 
is currently in the process of lifting of the stay of enforcement of testing and certifi
cation for the children's product safety standards. Yet th is is being done in a man
ner that is catching many by surprise. Product safety standards that work best are 
those that are created through a transparent and predictable process, especially 
when they involved technical testing and certification protocols. The product safety 
community involves a range of stakeholders, a ll of whom need to pa1ticipate. If one 
15roup appears shut out, the final result may not be c1·edible or. accepted by all. This, 
in the long run, leads to a product safety regime that is not sustainable. 
7. Avoid "One-Size-Fits-All Approaches" 

One major problem is. that the CPSIA treats all products, components, and compa
nies equally, even though there are different risks involved. Product safety rules 
that were in effect before the CPSIA recognized these differences by tailoring the 
rules to those products and consumers where the risk of injury or death are great
est. Similarly, while all companies, regardless of size, should be subject to product 
safety rules, different sized companies can demonstrate compliance using different 
methods. Not recognizing these differences continues to be one of the major flaws 
of the CPSIA. 

8. There is more to the CPSC than CPSIA 
The CPSC should be commended for the enormous amount of work they are doing 

in implementing the CPSIA. But we are concerned that the resources and time 
spent on implementing the CPSIA has detracted from other important product safe
ty initiatives, including enforcement of existing standards. Giving the CPSC. flexi
bility to properly implement product safety priorities in the CPSIA will inevitably 
free. up time. for. the agency to focus resources on the. rest of its product safety mis
sion. 

Conclusion 
Over the past 2 years, AAFA and others have worked closely with the CPSC to 

implement the CPSIA and we applaud the agency's efforts to work with and educate 
industry during the rulemaking process. 

The most effective product safety system we can have is one that recognizes that 
the regulated companies are active partners of the CPSC. But if these companies 
a1·e constantly subjected to burdensome, costly, and, in some cases, silly require
ments, that pa1tnership is severely strained and the public's interests are not 
served. Ultimately, product safety takes a black eye. 

Mr. Chairman, the CPSC and the regulated community have come a long way 
since Congress passed the CPSIA. Thanks to your leadership we now have five Com
missioners and an agency that is more fully funded. The CPSIA was indeed a 
"wake-up" call for the agency and for many in the business community to tighten 
their own product safety regimes. But the CPSIA also created extraordinary prob
lems for companies who were already doing the 1-ight thing in ensuring product safe
ty. In many cases, those problems came with little gain for public safety. 

With an eye to maximizing public health and safety, it is our hope that with a 
legislative amendment, Congressional oversight and continued dialogue between the 
agency, industry and other product safety stakeholders, we can create a stable, pre
dictable, risk-based regulatory environment. 

Thank you again for providing us this opportunity to testify. r am available to 
take questions. 

APPENDIX 

Background on AAFA Product Safety Initiatives 
AAFA is the national trade association for the apparel and footwear industries, 

and their suppliers. Our members own, produce for, or market hundreds and hun
dreds of brands of clothing and footwear. AAFA has about 400 member companies 
who own, produce for, or market more than 700 brands of clothing, footwear, and 
other fashion products. Nearly all stakeholders in the industry supply chain are rep
resented in our membership, including large, medium, small, and micro businesses; 
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retailers of all sizes; designers; manufacturers; importers; wholesalers; private label; 
brand owners; and suppliers of inputs and services. AAFA members produce and 
sell in virtually every country in the world. 

Educating the apparel and footwear industry supply chain on. product safety com
pliance initiatives has been a top priority for AAFA for decades. The AAFA Product 
Safety Council, which addresses specifically with product safety issues, is one of our 
more. active Committees .. It now boasts over 400 members .. AAFA uses the Product 
Safety Council to distribute information, develop industry positions, create best 
practices, and keep members up to date on the ever changing product safety land
scape .. 

AAFA is an active participant in legislative and regulatory initiatives involving 
product safety. Since the passage of the CPSIA, AAFA has participated in numerous 
regulatory proceedings focused. on the apparel and footwear. industries, or affecting 
the broader regulated community. 

Over the past 2 years alone, AAFA has conducted nearly a hundred webinars, 
briefings, conferences and trainings, throughout. the United States. and on four con
tinents on the CPSIA, restricted substances, and other product safety topics. Just 
last month, AAF A conducted a CPSIA training session with over 200 factory and 
compliance. personnel in Ho. Chi Minh City, Vietnam. AAFA will be returning to 
China in April of 2011 for ow· 6th compliance program in that country. 

Since 2007 AAFA has published a free, publicly avai lable, peer-reviewed, indus
try-wide Restricted Substances List (RSL) that helps companies. understand inter
national product safety standards and implement a chemical management program. 
The RSL is updated once every 6 months to ensure the most current information 
is available for. companies. in a manner that is digestible. and easy to implement. 
The 7th release of the RSL was most recently published in Vietnamese to coincide 
with the recent product safety seminar held in Vietnam. Future editions ,vilJ be 
published in other languages, including Spanish and Chinese. The RSL is available 
on the AAFA website-www.apparelandfootwear.org-where AAFA staff also post 
extensive product safety compliance information on the CPSIA and other product 
safety initiatives, such as REACH and individual state laws, including California 
Proposition 65. Keeping this information updated is a never ending challenge, par
ticularly in the past several years in light of the rapidly changing regulatory envi
ronment. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Mr. LAMAR. Thanks. 
Senator PRYOR. Dr. Gardner. 

STATEMENT OF H. GARRY GARDNER, MD FAAP, ON BEHALF 
OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF P EDIATRICS 

Dr. GARDNER. Good morning. 
My name is Dr. Garry Gardner, and I am proud to represent the 

American Academy of Pediatrics at this hearing today. 
The AAP was pleased to work closely with members and staff of 

this committee and subcommittee over the course of the develop
ment and passage of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Act. Over a period of close to 2 years, the AAP provided expertise 
and input on a range of child health and safety issues, including 
the proposed limitations on lead content and the definition of a 
children's product. As passed, the CPSIA ultimately rejuvenated a 
flagging CPSC, gave it additional tools and authority to achieve its 
mission, and helped improve the safety of consumer. products for. 
children. 

Let us take a moment to reflect back upon the state of product 
safety and the CPSC during the 2007 holiday season. Our nation 
had just experienced a flood of product recalls, including several in
volving some of the best known and most loved brands and toys. 
Many Americans were shocked to learn that the majority of toy 
safety standards were voluntary and not mandatory, with few or no 
consequences for violations of those voluntary standards. The 
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CPSC was struggling to perform its mission with limited statutory 
authority and atrophied staff and a budget of only $62 million
less than one-quarter of what Congress had allocated for the 
Hubble Space Telescope, and slightly less than what was spent on 
Pacific coastal salmon habitat restoration. 

Three years later, the. state. of consumer product safety is. very 
different. The CPSIA has already created a range of new safety 
standards for toys and other children's products, including strict 
limits on lead content in all materials. The CPSC has increased its 
staff, and its budget has almost doubled. Manufacturers will soon 
be required to test for, and document compliance with, a range of 
safety standards, giving retailers. and consumers. a high degree of 
confidence in the safety of these products. Unsafe cri.bs have been 
recalled and dangerous drop-side cribs will soon be banned. 

These new safety standards are having a meaningful impact on 
the lives of children and families, though sometimes in all but in
visible ways. We cannot readily see that a toy is now lead-free or 
that a dangerous feature on a stroller has. been reengineered to be 
safe. It may seem, perhaps, that these are unimportant changes 
that cause only minor or incremental improvements in safety, but 
it would be a mistake to fall into the trap of believing that these 
small changes cannot also be significant. These changes save lives 
and prevent life-altering injuries . The loss of a few IQ points across 
the child population has marked impacts. on educational spending 
and future potential. 

Over my 37 years in practice, I have seen a dramatic change in 
the injuries suffered by my patients due to unsafe products. Many 
of the injuries that used to be relatively common simply do not 
occur anymore. As a pediatrician, I am grateful to Congress and 
the CPSC for your ongoing work to make products. safer for our 
children. 

I'd like to offer some very brief comments on the subjects of lead, 
Safe Sleep, cadmium, and emerging hazards. 

The AAP has been supportive of CPSC's efforts to implement 
Section 101 of the CPSIA, which set the first-ever comprehensive 
limits. on lead in children's products. The new lead limits are being 
phased in over 3 years to allow manufacturers and retailers suffi
cient time to ensure that their products comply with the new rules. 
The AAP looks forward to the completion of the standard's imple
mentation when the total lead limit drops to 100 par ts per million 
in August 2011. The CPSIA, and Section 101 in particular, is truly 
a significant step in protecting children from the real hazards of 
lead. 

Safe Sleep. The AAP is pleased to have partnered with Chairman 
Tenenbaum and the CPSC on its Safe Sleep initiative, a multi
faceted campaign aimed at reducing deaths and injuries associated 
with unsafe sleep environments. As part of this campaign, the 
CPSC. collaborated with the AAP,. Keeping Babies Safe,. and jour
nalist Joan Lunden to produce a video, to be aired in hospital and 
physician waiting rooms, providing recommendations and informa
tion to parents and families on safe sleep practices. AAP supports 
and has submitted extensive comments on rulemaking processes to 
establish new mandatory safety standards for bunkbeds, cradles, 
bassinets, and full-siz.e and non-full-size cribs. 
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Finally, the AAP has consistently recommended that parents not 
use sleep positioners. And we fully support CPSC and FDA's recent 
warning to parents about the dangers of these products. 

Cadmium. Recent press reports have brought to light the poten
tial danger of another heavy metal in consumer products: cad
mium. It appears that some manufacturers have begun adding cad
mium to children's products because the CPSIA limited the use of 
lead. This is clearly a case of abiding by the letter , but not the spir
it, of the law. Congress hardly intended for companies to substitute 
one poison for another. 

The AAP urges the establishment of a systematic, transparent 
process by which CPSC should review the literature and data, con
sult with experts, and update each of the heavy-metal standards 
found in the ASTM F 963 toy standard. This process should not be 
delegated to nongovernmental entities or be inaccessible to the 
public or stakeholders. Moreover, the standards established should 
apply to all children's products, and not just toys. The AAP looks 
forward to engaging with the CPSC throughout such a process and 
making our members' expertise available to the agency. 

And finally, emerging product safety hazards. Ensuring the safe
ty of consumer products. requires constant vigilance as the market
place changes and new products, and sometimes new hazards, are 
created. Small powerful magnets continue to be a concern, as they 
can cause serious injuries if more than one is swallowed. The 
AAP's Committee on Injury is also learning of increasing numbers 
of reported injuries caused by children's ingestion of so-called ''but
ton batteries." The AAP is interested in working with the CPSC 
and industry to require secure closures on devices that require but
ton batteries, as well as appropriate packaging. 

In conclusion, the AAP appreciates the opportunity to offer testi
mony today. We commend you, Chairman Pryor and the sub
committee, for your leadership on consumer product safety issues. 
And we look forward to working with you to. ensure. the health and 
safety for all children. I'll be pleased to answer any questions you 
may have. 

[The prepared statement of Dr. Gardner follows:] 

P REPARED STATEM.ENT OF H. GARRY GARDNER, MD FAAP, ON BEHALF OF THE 
AMERICAN A CADEMY OP P EDIATlllCS 

Good morning. I appreciate this opportunity to testify today before the Commerce, 
Science, and Transportation Subcommittee on Consumer Protect.ion, P roduct Safety, 
and Insurance at this hearing, "Oversight of the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion: Product Safety in the Holiday Season." My name is H. Gafl'y Gardner, MD, 
FAAP, and I am proud to represent the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), a 
non-profit professional organization of more than 60,000 primary care pediatricians, 
pediatric medical sub-specialists, and pediatric surgical specialists dedicated to the 
health, safety, and well-being of infants, children, adolescents, and young adults. I 
chair the AAP's Committee on Injury, Violence and Poison Prevention, which is re
sponsible for advising the Academy and drafting its policies on a wide range of in
jury prevention issues, including consumer product safety. I have been in private 
ped iat1ic practice since 1973 and am a Professor of Clinical Pediatrics at North
western University Feinberg School of Medicine. 

Creating Safe, Healthy Products for Children 
The AAP was pleased to work closely \vith the Members and staff of this com

mittee and subcommittee over the course of the development and passage of the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA). Over a period of close 
to 2 years, the AAP provided expertise and input on a range of child health and 
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safety issues, including the proposed limitations on lead content and the definition 
of a children's product. As passed, the CPSIA ultimately rejuvenated a flagging Con
sumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), gave it additional tools and autho1-ity to 
achieve its mission, and helped improve the safety of consumer products for chil
dren. 

Today's hea1-ing provides a valuable opportunity to discuss the CPSIA 2 years 
after its signature into law. Many of the directives under the law have already been 
implemented, either in whole or in part, while others remain to come. The AAP ap
preciates this opportunity to reflect on the successes of the CPSIA lo date and op
portunities for improvements in the coming months and years. 

Let us take a moment to reflect back upon the state of product safety and the 
CPSC during the 2007 holiday season. Our nation had just experienced a flood of 
product recalls, including several involving some of the best-known and most-loved 
brands and toys. Many Americans were shocked to learn that the majority of toy 
safety standards were voluntary, not mandatory, with few or no consequences for 
violation of those voluntary standards. Even for a highly toxic substance Uke lead, 
the Federal limjt was an unacceptably high 600 parts per million, and applied only 
to paint on children's products. The CPSC was struggling to perform its mission 
with limited statutory authmity, an atrophied staff, and a budget of $62 million
less one-quarter of what Congress allocated for the Hubble Space Telescope that 
year, and slightly less than was spent on Pacific coastal salmon habitat restoration. 

Three years later, the state of consumer product safety is very different. The 
CPSIA has already created a range of new safety standards for toys and other chil
dren's products, including strict Umits on lead content in all materials. The CPSC 
has increased its staff, and its budget has almost doubled. Manufacturers will soon 
be required both to test for and document compliance with a range of safety stand
ards, giving retailers and consumers a high degree of confidence in the safety of 
these products. Unsafe ciibs have been recalled, and dangerous drop-side c1-ibs will 
soon be banned. 

These new safety standards are having a meaningful impact on the lives of chil
dren a nd families, though sometimes in all-but-invisible ways. We cannot readily 
see that a toy is lead-free, or that a dangerous feature on a stroller has been l'e
engineered to be safe. It may seem ferhaps that these arn unimportant changes 
that cause only minor or incrementa improvements in safety. But it would be a 
mistake to fall into the trap of believing that small changes cannot also be signifi
cant. These changes save lives and prevent life-altering injuries. The loss of a few 
IQ points or a small increase in the proportion of children with behavioral problems 
in the population of U.S. children has marked impacts on educational spending and 
future potentiaJ.l Over my 37 years in practice, I have seen a dramatic change in 
the injuries suffered by my patients due to unsafe products. Many of the injuries 
that used to be relatively common simply do not occur a ny more. As a pediatrician, 
I am grateful to Congress and the CPSC for your ongoing work to make products 
safer for our children. 

The CPSIA has allowed the CPSC to make strides in two particular areas I would 
like to highlight: lead and Safe Sleep. Additional work remains to be done with re
gard to cadmium and other heavy metals, as well as emerging hazards. The Amer
ica n Academy of Pediatrics would like offer the following comments on each of these 
subjects. 

Limiting Children's Exposure to Lead 
Lead is well-established as a potent neurotoxin and a particular threat to the de

veloping brain of the fetus, infant, and young child, with documented negative ef
fects on behavior and permanent Joss of IQ points. Studies have shown that lead 
has no normal function in the human body, and that a "normal" blood lead level 
is zero. There is no "safe" level of lead exposure; no threshold for the toxic effects 
of lead has been identified. When lead accumulates in the body, it is tightly bound 
to bones and then released slowly over years or decades. Therefore, exposures that 
may be separated by significant gaps in time have an additive effect on the body's 
bw·den of lead. 

Damage done by small amounts of lead may be hard to measure and even harder 
to understand. Children who accumulate lead in their body may not have any phys
ical symptoms, but low lead levels cause a wide array of negative effects, including 
cognitive, motor, behavioral, and physical harm.2 The vulnerability of children to 

1 Bellinger DC. What is an adverse effect? A possible resolution of clin ical and epidemiological 
perspectives on neurobehavioral toxicity. Environ Res. 2004; 95(3):394-405. 

i sellinger D. Lead. Pediatrics. 2004; 113(4 (Supplement)):1016-1022 .. 
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lead poisoning during development of their brain and nervous system bas been 
amply demonstrated, and the literature is very consistent. On average, children 
whose blood lead levels (BLLs) rise from 10 to 20 micrograms per deciliter (mcg/ 
dL) lose two to three IQ points. More recent studies have shown an even greater 
impact on IQ of BLLs under 10 mcg/dL. The effects of lead on health do not stop 
once the child's brain and nervous system mature or the BLL falls. A recent study 
found that in a group of 7-year-old children exposed to. lead before the age of 3 
years, IQ continued to fall even after the BLL had declined.3 

The AAP has been supportive of CPSC's efforts to implement Section 101 of the. 
CPSIA, whfoh set the fixst-ever comprehensive limits on lead in children's products. 
The new lead limits are being phased in over 3. years. to allow manufacturers and 
retailers sufficient time to ensure that their products comply with the new rules. 
As of February 2009, products designed or intended primarily for children age 12 
years and younger could contain no more than 600 parts per million (ppm) of lead. 
This standard was then lowered to 300 ppm in August 2009. The AAP looks forward 
to the completion of the standard's implementation when the total lead limit drops 
to 100 ppm in August 2011. Any children's product on the market that does not 
comply with the new lead standards will be considered a banned hazardous sub
stance. The CPSIA, and Section 101 in pa1·ticula1·, is a truly significant step forward 
in protecting children from the hazard of lead in toys and other products designed 
for children. 
Creating Safe Sleep Environments for Infants and Children 

Cribs, cradles, bassinets, and other infant sleep environments are designed for a 
parent or caregiver. to leave a baby unattended safely for hours at a time. Unfortu
nately some sleep environments may pose a se1;ous threat to a child's health and 
safety, thereby negating their intended purpose. Between November 2007 and Ap1;J 
2010, almost 150 fatalities and 1,675 injuries associated with full-size cribs and 6. 
fatalities and 28 injuries associated with non-full-size cribs were reported to CPSC. 
Since 2007, CPSC has issued 40 separate crib recalls involving more than 11 million 
products. Parents deserve the confidence of knowing the crib they. purchase is held 
to the highest safety standards possible. The AAP has worked strenuously to reduce 
iaju1;es and deaths from unsafe sleep environments by establishfog guidelines for 
parents to use in evaluating these products. and we fully support CPSC's efforts to 
establish strong, mandatory safety standards for cribs. 

The AAP is pleased to have partnered with Chairman Tenenbaum and the CPSC 
on its Safe Sleep Initiative, a multi-faceted campaign aimed at reducing deaths. and 
injuries associated with unsafe sleep environments. As part of this campaign, CPSC 
collaborated with AAP, Keeping Babies Safe, and journalist Joan Lunden to produce 
a video to. be aired in hospital and physician waiting rooms providing recommenda
tions and information to parents and families on safe sleep practices. In the video, 
AAP President 0. Marion Burton, MD FAAP shared AAP's strong recommendation 
that. all babies. be put to. s leep on their backs, which. has helped reduce the rate of 
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) by 50 percent over the last 20 years. In ad
diti.on, Dr. Burton highlighted the importance of never placing pillows, bumpers, 
sleep positioners, blankets or. other fluffy items in cribs, and the need for cribs to. 
have firm mattresses with tightly fitted sheets.4 

Over the past year, CPSC has undertaken rulemaking processes to establish new 
mandatory safety standards for bunk beds, cradles, bassinets, full-size and non-full-. 
size cribs, among many other categories of children's products as part of the Safe 
Sleep Initiative and as dii·ected by Section 104(b) of the CPSlA. AAP stron,gly sup
ports. CPSC's efforts to establish mandatory safety standards. for. infant and chil
dren's sleep environments and has submitted extensive comments on each of these 
proposed rules. 

The AAP. has. encouraged CSPC to make mandatory the new. voluntary ASTM 
standard for full-sire and non-full size cribs, which includes a requirement that 
sides of a crib be fixed in place, effectively banning drop-side cribs, (a crib design 
where the side o( the crib can be raised and lowered). The AAP is extremely_ pleased 
that CPSC has proposed adopting this standard, as failures in this product design 
have resulted in numerous infant inju1;es and fatalities. If this proposed rule is 
made final, it will be unlawful to sell, lease, or otherwise provide a full-size or non
full-size crib that does not meet mandatory CPSC standards. As a 1·esult, many es-

3Chen A, Dietrich KN, Ware JH, Radcliffe J , Rogan WJ. IQ and blood lead from 2 to 7 years 
of a11c: arc the effects in older children the residual of high blood lead concentrations in 2-year· 
olds'! Enuiron Health Perspect. 2005; 113(5):597~01. 

•Video available online at http: 11 www.healthychildren.org I English/ news/ pages I A-Safe
Sleep-for-Babies.aspx. 
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tablishments will be required to purchase new cribs and/or eliminate their inventory 
of noncompliant cribs, including child care centers (including family child care 
homes), hotels, motels and inns, resale and consignment shops, and crib retailers. 
While the AAP recognizes the demands the new safety standards may place on child 
care centers, retailers, and others, these conside1·ations must be balanced against 
the cost to children, families, and society when preventable injuries and deaths 
occur in these cribs. The AAP supports CPSC in implementing the new mandatory 
safety standards in an expeditious, but sensible, timeframe. 

Finally, the AAP was pleased that CPSC and the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) recently issued a warning to consumers urging parents not to use infant sleep 
positioners.5 Infant sleep positioners are flat mats with side bolsters or inclined 
(wedge) mats with side bolsters used to prevent an infant from roll ing or turning 
while asleep. Over the past 13 years, CPSC and FDA received 12 reports of infants 
who died when they suffocated in sleep pos itioners 01· became trapped between a 
sleep positioner and the side of a crib or bassinet. These products represent a seri
ous risk to the health and safety of sleeping babies. Sleep positioners do not prevent 
SIDS and in fact can increase the risk of infant suffocation. Manufacturers typically 
claim these products aid in food digestion to ease colic or the symptoms of 
gastroesphageal reflux disease and prevent fl at head syndrome; however, these 
claims have not been reviewed and approved by the FDA. AAP has consistently rec
ommended parents not to use these products and we fully support CPSC and FDA's 
efforts to prevent further deaths or injuries as a result of using infant sleep posi
tioners. 

Limiting Cadmium. and Other Heavy Metals 
Recent press reports have brought to light the potential danger of another heavy 

metal in consumer products: cadmium. Cadmium is a soft heavy metal used in a 
variety of industrial and consumer applications. Like lead, with which it shares cer
tain properties, cadmium causes a range of well-documented adverse human health 
effects. Oral exposure to cadmium is associated with effects on the kidney, liver, 
bones, immune system, blood and nervous system. Acute cadmium exposure can 
lead to vomiting, diarrhea and other effects. Long-term exposu1·e to cadmium can 
cause kidney disease, developmental and neurological deficits, and bone fragility. 
Cadmium is a known cai·cinogen. 

It appears that some manufacturers have begun adding cadmium to children's 
products because the CPSIA limited the use of lead. The presence of cadmium at 
high levels has been found in a range of children's products, most notably toy jew
elry and drinking glasses. This is clearly a case of abiding by the letter but not the 
spi1'i t of the law-Congress hardly intended for companies to substitute one poison 
for another. 

The ASTM's F-963 toy safety standard currently contains voluntary standards for 
eigh t heavy metals known to be highly toxic: antimony, a rsenic, barium, cadmium, 
chromium, lead, mercury and selenium. As part of the CPSC's review of the adop· 
tion of the F-963 standard as a mandatory standard, each of these standards • 
should undergo rigorous review, along with the associa ted testing protocols. The 
AAP w·ges the establishment of a systematic, transparent process by which the 
agency should review the literature and data, consult with experts, and update each 
of the heavy metal standards. This process should noi be delegated to non-govern
mental entities or be inaccessible to the public or stakeholders. Moreover, the stand
ards established should apply to all children's products, not solely toys. The AAP 
looks forward to engaging with the CPSC throughout such a process and making 
our members' expertise available to the agency. 

Emerging Product Safety Hazards 
As Americans prepare to exchange gifts this holiday season, we should all be able 

to have confidence in the safety of toys and children's products. As a pediatrician 
and injury expert, however, I also find myself anxiously awaiting the next emerging 
product safety hazard. Ensuring the safety of consumer products requires our con
stant vigilance as the marketplace changes and new products-and sometimes, new 
hazards-are created. 

Small, powerful magnets continue to be a concern, as they can cause serious inju
ries if more than one is swallowed. These abdominal injw'ies tend to mimic stomach 
ailments or other minor iJlnesses, and can be difficult to properly diagnose. The 
CPSC is aware of this hazard and has recalled numerous sets of magnetic toys. 

& Announcement available online at http: I I www.C/Mc.gov I cpscpub/ prerel/ prhtmlJO I 10358 
.html. 

• Not including lead, which is al ready covered by. the CPS!A. 
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Given that these magnets are being used in increasing numbers of children's prod
ucts, however, continued attention to. this problem is necessary. 

AAP's Committee on Injury is also learning of inc1·easing numbers of reported in
juries caused by children's ingestion of so-called "button ba tteries." Roughly the size 
of a dime or nickel, these batteries closely resemble a coin when seen on scans .. Un
like a swallowed coin, however, a battery must be removed from the body imme
diately to prevent serious harm. If lodged in the esophagus, severe tissue damage 
can occw· in as little as. 2 hours. Button batteries. have been identified as the cause 
of 13 deaths. Between 1990 and 2008, 8,648 battery ingestion cases were reported, 
of which 62 percent were button batteries swallowed by children under the age of 
6. years. Among children in this age group, 12 percent of those who ingest a 20 to 
25mm battery can be expected to experience serious complications or death.6 The 
AAP is interested in working with the CPSC and industry to require secure closures 
for. devices. that. require button batteries as well as appropriate packaginl;l'. 

In conclusion, the AAP deeply appreciates the opportunity to offer testimony today 
on the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008. 
We commend you, Chairman Pryor, and the subcommittee for your leadership on 
consumer product safety issues, and we look forward to working with you to ensure 
the health and safety of all children. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Ms. Chuckas. 

STATEMENT OF JILL CHUCKAS ON BEHALF OF THE 
HANDMADE TOY ALLIANCE 

Ms. CHUCKAS. Good morning. 
Thank you, Chairman Pryor, for having me before this committee 

today. It's an honor. 
My name is Jill Chuckas, and I own a small handcrafted chil

dren's. accessory business, located in Stamford, Connecticut, called 
Crafty Baby. 

For the last 12 years, I've been crafting children's products from 
my home-based studio. When Congress first spoke of toy safety leg
islation, I applauded your efforts. In December 2008, though, I 
began to read the fine print. I became acutely aware that this law, 
meant to regulate large multi-billion dollar companies that had be
trayed the country's trust, could effectively put me. out of business. 
Not because my products are unsafe, but because I simply cannot 
afford the mandatory third-party testing and labeling require
ments, which disproportionately affect small-batch manufacturers 
and specialty retailers. I quickly joined a rising grassroots effort to 
amend the CPSIA and took on a leadership role within the. newly 
formed Handmade Toy Alliance .. 

So, today I come before you to speak, not just for myself, but as 
a board member of the Handmade Toy Alliance, an organization 
that owes its very existence to the CPSIA. The HTA now rep
resents 592 member businesses, including specialty retail stores, 
toymakers~ and children's product manufacturers from across the 
country. I'm here. today with fellow board members Kate Glynn of 
a Child's Garden and Impish, in Massachusetts, and Randy 
Hertzler of euroSource, in Pennsylvania. 

The deadline for third-party testing is February 10, 2011, just 10 
weeks from now. After that point, our member businesses face ex
tinction .. Although many of us have already paid for XRF testing 
of our products, we simply cannot afford to. pay for. the. services of 

6 Litovitz, et al. "Preventing Battery Ingestions: An Ana lysis of 8648 Cases." Pediatrics 2010; 
125:1178-1183. 
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a CPSC-certified lab. Throughout the last 2 years, we have slowly 
witnessed many of our members close their businesses or change 
their business models as to not include children's products. 

I have with me today a few examples of these businesses: 
First, you see a wooden toy airplane. This toy, made by our mem

ber, John Greco, in New J ersey, is made solely from wood. The 
coming requirement for ASTM testing, in the CPSIA, makes it eco
nomically impossible to produce items like this in small batches. 
Rather than continue to make children's products, Mr. Greco de
cided to close that aspect of his business this past September. As 
he shared with me, "I was never looking to get rich making wooden 
toys. I did it because I enjoyed making toys that made kids happy." 

Second, you see an award-winning, custom-designed fabric toy 
monster created by Stephanie and Michael Estrin, owners of Curly 
Q Cuties, in Texas. Children and their parents can go online and 
design their own personal monster. After much research, Curly Q 
Cuties found that they could never afford to test each unique de
sign to ASTM standards, and decided to close their business at the 
end of this year. Ms. Estrin cites the reason for the company's clos
ing due, "a law that does not address our particular manufacturing 
scenario." Put simply, the CPSIA makes no allowances for one-of
a-kind items. 

Third, my fellow board member, Randy Hertzler's family busi
ness focuses on often hard to find toys, primarily imported from the 
European Union. These toys, that represented 44 percent of his 
sales in 2006 to 2007, have disappeared from the U.S. market alto
gether , because of the CPSIA's lack of alignment with European 
standards. Many quality European toy companies will no longer 
sell to companies- to American retailers, like Randy. He fears that 
he will have to liquidate and close in 2011. 

We find it hard to believe that it was Congress's intent, with the 
CPSIA, to remove products and businesses like these from the mar
ketplace. 

While the HTA has worked closely with the CPSC, submitting 
comments on pending rules, attending CPSC-sponsored workshops, 
regular e-mail and phone contact with CPSC staff, we feel strongly 
that the current legislation does not grant the CPSC the flexibility 
to address our members' needs. 

We have offered a number of suggestions that we feel will ensure 
the safety of children's products, yet amend the CPSIA to be more 
workable for the businesses we represent. We are more than happy 
to further discuss these suggestions throughout the day, today. 

Two needed changes I'd like to bring up at this time include 
granting the CPSC the authority to use risk analysis to allow en
forcement flexibility of third-party testing and hazardous content 
limits. High-risk items, like paint or metal jewelry, should be held 
to higher verification standards than low-risk products, like bike 
valve stems and brass zippers on children's garments. And, just as 
the Senate included language in the new food safety bill to exempt 
small farmers making under 500,000 per. year, we ask that Con
gress make similar allowances for manufacturers who. produce in 
small batches,. exempting them from the third-party testing re
quirements. It's. important to. point out that these manufacturers 
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would not be exempted from the standards themselves, only from 
the third-party testing protocol. 

Over the last 2 years, we've been told countless times that the 
CPSIA was never meant to adversely affect our businesses. We 
have worked tirelessly, along with many others, to enact common
sense changes within this legislation, always holding onto the fact 
that the products we create are safe. 

On behalf of our members, I thank this committee for addressing 
this important issue, and urge you to quickly pass meaningful re
form of the CPSIA, correcting these unfotended consequences. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Chuckas follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JILL CHUCKAS ON BEHALF OF 'l'HE 
HANDMADE Tov ALLIANCE 

Hello. My name is Jill Chuckas and I own a small hand crafted children's acces
sories business called Crafty Baby. For the last 12 years, J have been crafting chil
dren's products from my home based studio in Stamford, CT. When Congress first 
spoke of toy safety legislation, I applauded your efforts. In December of 2008, 
though, I began to read the fine p1fot. I became acutely aware that this law, meant 
to regulate large, multi billion dollar companies that had betrayed the countries 
trust, could effectively put me out of business. Not because my products are unsafe, 
but because I simply could not afford the mandatory third-party testing and labeling 
requirements, which disproportionately affect small batch manufacturers and spe
cialty retailers. I quickly joined a rising grass roots effort to amend the CPSIA and 
took on a leadership role. within the newly formed Handmade Toy Alliance. 

So today I come before you to speak, not just for myself, but as a Board member 
of the Handmade Toy Alliance, an organization that owes it very existence to the 
CPSIA. The HTA now represents 592 member businesses, including specialty retail 
stores, toymakers and children's product manufactw·ers from across the United 
States. I am here today with fellow Board members Kate Glynn of A Child's Garden 
and Impish in Massachusetts and Randy Hertzler of euroSource in Pennsylvania. 

The deadline for third-party testing is February 10 of next year-just 10 weeks 
from now. After that point, our memoer businesses face extinction. Although many 
of us have already paid for XRF testing of our products, we simply cannot afford 
to pay fol' the services of a CPSC-certified Jab. Throughout the last 2 years we have 
slowly witnessed many of our members who manufacture products close their busi
nesses, or change their business models as to not include children's products. These 
equate to lost jobs, not because the company couldn't make safe product, but be
cause the companies couldn't navigate the costly and burdensome regulations the 
CPSIA puts forth to prove that tlieir products are safe. I have brought with me 
today a few examples of these businesses. 

First, you see before you a wooden toy airplane. Thfa toy, made by ow· member 
John Greco in New J ersey, sold for $110 and is made from Cedar, Oak, Poplar, 
Birch, and Maple. It is unfinished, so it doesn't need to be tested for lead, but quotes 
from labs to perform ASTM F963 Use & Abuse testing makes it too costly to con
tinue makjng. Just one round of testing requires 12 toys to be sent to the lab for 
destructive. testing, resulting in $1,320 in lost gross sales-and this does not include 
shiJ?ping and lab fees. Rather than continue to make children's products, Mr. Greco 
decided to close. that aspect of his business this past September. As. he. shared with 
me, "I was never looking to get rich making wooden toys-I did it because I enjoyed 
making toys that made kids happy." 

Second, you see before you an award winning custom desi_gned fabric toy monster 
created by Stephanie and Michael Estrin, owners of Curly Q Cuties in Texas. Chil
dren and their parents can go on line and design their own personal monster. After 
much research, Curly Q Cuties found that they could never afford to test each 
unique design to ASTM standards and decided to close their business at the end 
of this year. Mrs. Estrin cites the reason for the company's closing due to "a law 
that does not address our particular manufactu1ing scena1io." Put s imply, the fact 
that this is a one of a kind item, makes it impossible to adhere to all the stipula
tions within the CPSIA. 

Third, my fellow board member Randy Hertzler's family business focuses on often 
hard to find toys, primarily imported from the European Union. These toys, that 
represented 44 percent of his sales in 2006-2007, have disappeared from the U.S. 
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market because of the CPSIA's lack of alignment with European standards. Many 
quality European toy companies will no longer sell to American retailers like Randy. 
He fears that he will have to liquidate and close in 2011. 

While the HTA has worked closely with the CPSC-submitting comments on 
pending rules, attending CPSC sponsored workshops, regular e-mail and phone con
tact with CPSC staff-we feel strongly that the cun-ent legislation does not grant 
the CPSC the flexibility to address our members' specific needs. This was most re
cently shown by the CPSC definition of a children's. product. The final rule was 
issued in 63 P._ages of text that we now understand to mean "if it can be construed 
as a chjJdren s product, it is." Our view was that the CPSC could have offered relief 
to countless small businesses, but the ambiguity of their definition, rathe1· than ex
empting product categories and providing guidance, has only served to create adili
tional market confusion. 

We have offered a number of suggestions that we feel will ensure the safety of 
children's products, yet amend the CPSIA to be more workable for the businesses 
we represent. The majority of these ideas were outlined in our January 2010 letter 
to the CPSC. We are more than happy to. further discuss these suggestions through
out this hearing. 

Most importantly, Congress should grant the CPSC. the authority to use. risk anal
ysis to allow flexibility of third-party testing requirements and hazardous content 
limits. High risk items like paint or metal jewelry should be held to higher 
verification standards than low-risk products like bicycle valve stems and brass zip
pers on children's garments. 

Second, the definition of what is a children's product should be changed to items 
intended for children 6 years or younger, except where the CPSC identifies a prod
uct requiring a higher age limit based on risk analysis. 

Third, educational products intended for use in a classroom environment should 
be excluded from the definition of a children's product. 

Fourth, harmonize CPSIA standards with the European Union's EN- 71 standards 
to remove. the regulatory trade ban-ier which the. CPSIA created between the U.S. 
and the EU. This would include changing the lead content standa1·d from an unten
able total lead standard to an absorbable lead standard. 

Fifth, exempt manufacturers who make less than 10,000 units per yeru· from all 
third-party testing requirements and allow them to comply instead with the 'reason
able testing program' requirements which apply to manufacture1·s of non-children's 
products under the CPSA. This would protect small batch manufacturers and spe
cialty product manufacturers, including companies that make adaptive products for 
children with disabilities. These manufacturers would not be exempted from the 
standards themselves, only from the third party verification requirements. 

Sixth, tracking labels should be voluntary except for durable nursery items and 
products which are most likely to be passed down to. younger siblings or resold 
where the CPSC's risk analysis determines that tracking labels would be most likely 
to prevent harm. Manufacturers who choose to implement tracking labels. would 
benefit from a lesser burden in the event of a recall. 

Seventh, instruct the CPSC to not lower the lead content limit from 300 parts per 
million to 100 parts per million, a standard so low that it multiplies the difficulties 
of compliance. 

Over the last 2 years, we have been told countless times that the CPSIA was 
never meant to adversely affect my business 01· the member businesses the HTA 
represents. We have worked tirelessly, along with many others, to enact common 
sense change within this legislation, always holding on to the fact that the products 
we. create. are safe. On behalf of our members, l thank this committee for addressing 
this important issue and urge you to quickly pass meaningful reform of the CPSIA, 
correcting these unintended consequences. Thank you. 

A full list of our 592 member businesses can be found at http: / I www.hand 
madetoyalliance.org. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Ms. Weintraub, let me start with you, if I may. 
On our first panel, we had some discussion about budgets. And 

folks pointed out some of the concerns with the CPSIA and, you 
know, some of the bumps in the road on how we drafted it or how 
it's trying to be implemented. But, you know, one thing, I think, 
that was missing from that discussion was a context of what life 
was like before two things happened: before we passed the CPSIA 
and before Chairman Tenenbaum came on board. 
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Could-do you mind, sort of, painting-just very briefly, kind of 
painting a landscape for us of what it looked like before those two 
things happened? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. Sure, I'd be happy to. 
I described what CPSC had suffered as "death by a thousand 

cuts." The CPSC's budget had been decimated and had never been 
restored. In 1972, when the CPSC was first created, the agency 
was appropriated $34.7 million; they had a staff of 786 full-time 
employees. The agency's budget, since that time, did not keep up 
with inflation, did not keep up with its deteriorating infrastructure, 
did not keep up with the changes in consumer products, and did 
not keep up with the increasing data-collection needs. The agency 
suffered repeated and severe cuts during the last 2 decades, falling 
from a high of 970 employees, in 1980, to just 401, in 2007, a loss 
of almost 60 percent. 

So, what we were all faced with as we were looking to make 
CPSC more robust was a beleaguered agency that was starved of 
resources, of legislative authority, and appropriate. resources. to do 
what it needed to do to protect the American public. And it's only 
with CPSIA that the Commission has been given a boost of all of 
these things. 

Senator PRYOR. Let me ask about one of the things, in the 
CPSIA, that they're still in the process of doing. They're getting 
closer on it. But, it's. the database .. What is your perception of how 
that has gone? And what the-how useful the database might be, 
come, what is it, March of next year? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. Yes. The database, thanks to your leadership 
and the leadership of your staff and this committee-subcommittee 
and full Committee-will be implemented in March 2011. It is a 
very important resource for consumers, because-again, looking at 
the state of the product safety world before CPSIA passed, con
sumers were, and right now are, in the dark. Because of Section 
6(b) of the Consumer Product Safety Act, which is still in effect, 
CPSC, unlike any other government agency, has to basically ask 
permission from the manufacturer of a particular product before 
they can disclose information about that product to the public. That 
has hampered the agency. That has kept critical safety informa
tion, that affects life and death, out of the hands of consumers. And 
it has really put consumers under a veil of ignorance. 

What this database will do, because it is out of Section 6(b), will 
provide a very useful resource that--consumers, when they have a 
problem, they can report it, as they do now. However, they can re
port it online, and it will be public. 

Importantly, as was prescribed by this committee and by Con
gress generally, there's very specific criteria that is required before 
a posting can be made. So, the concerns that have been raised 
about the definition of a "consumer" being broad, all of that is nar
rowed very much by the fact that, if there. is. not essential informa
tion about the product, about the harm, then the posting will not 
be available. 

So, I think that the impact of this database will be profound. 
Senator PRYOR. I must say that yesterday I went on the NHTSA 

website to look up-I have a 19-I mean-excuse me-I have a 
2003 Ford Taurus. And I had looked it up on the. NHTSA database, 
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on their website, because I was having a problem with it, and I 
wanted to see if others were having the same problem, and if they 
could give me some direction. So, I found that very helpful. 

Dr. Gardner, let me ask you something that-follow up on some
thing that you said in your testimony. You talk about how, you 
know, you've been a physician, I think you said, for. 37 years-

Dr. GARDNER. Yes. 
Senator PRYOR.- Co1Tect?-and that you're seeing different types 

of injuries today. Or, I guess what you're saying is, there were inju
ries that you used to see in children that you just don't see much 
anymore. Could you elaborate on that? 

Dr .. GARDNER. Yes,. let me give you a specific example, and that's 
the issue of walkers. A while back, walkers had wheels, they were 
small in size, they were mobile. Children loved them, because it 
made them mobile. Parents loved them, because it was hands
free-they could turn their back on the kids for a minute. The 
problem was that toddlers are drawn like magnets to stairs. An 
open stairway is a magnet and pulls them forward. And, unfortu
nately, when they're in a walker, they'll just go down the stairs in 
their walker, and often land on their head. 

It was very common for me to see significant head injuries, not 
just concussions, but skull fractures, intracranial bleeds. And the 
most common cause of head injuries in toddlers- this was several 
years. ago-was, clearly, walkers. And we were forever warning 
parents that the walkers were dangerous and that they should al
ways supervise, and preferably just never have their child in a 
walker. 

So, that's one example where now walkers are no longer either 
mobile. They're a stationary object that the child can bounce and 
play in, but it's not going to. move anywhere, or they're so wide that 
they won't fit through a doorway and allow them to go down the 
s tairs. We still would prefer children not to be in walkers, but they 
don't create the risk of head injury that they did several years ago. 

Senator PRYOR. Right. So, based on, you know, your area of prac
tice, are you seeing fewer injuries to children, based on children's 
products? Or, can you say that? 

Dr. GARDNER. It keeps changing. And I referred to that, a little 
bit, with emerging hazards. I think we see new risks, and we need 
to be aware of that. For example, the button battery. There's this 
new generation of lithium button batteries--

Senator PRYOR. Right. 
Dr .. GARDNER- that children perceive as toys or-they swallow 

coins, and they are very easy to confuse on an X-ray, with a coin. 
If this lithium button battery is entrapped in the esophagus for a 
minimum of 2 hours, it causes irreversible damage to the esoph
agus, can perforate the esophagus or cause bleeding, and that's dif
ficult to recognize. The leading source of those batteries is the TV 
remote. The TV remote is. dropped, pops open, and the battery falls 
out. That's the leading source of ingestion for children . That's an 
injury I never saw before. And that's just an example of a new 
emerging hazard. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Ms. Chuckas, I'm really interested in what you said a few mo

ments ago. And it may be hard to believe, but we did try to, you 
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know, draft legislation in a way that-we were trying to find the 
balance of-just because a small company, a craftsman, maybe one 
person, maybe makes one toy at time and just sells them at, you 
know, crafts fairs, et cetera, or maybe they sell them in retail 
stores-but, just because it has made by one person in a-his or 
her shop, doesn't mean that it's automatically safe. I mean, that 
toy can injure a kid, just like something made by, you know, one 
of the big companies. 

So, we're trying to find that balance of, you know, How do we 
provide a safe marketplace and children's safety, but also under
stand that-you know, we try not to make this too burdensome on 
smaller companies. And I'm not sure that we got that balance ex
actly right, but we have tried to do that. And your testimony has 
been very important. 

Also, I was going to ask you-and you may not know, there may 
not be any way to answer this question-but, I understand, in this 
very difficult recession, some of these small companies are going to 
go out of business anyway. Do you have a sense of how many are 
going out of business because of the economy, versus the changes 
in the consumer protection laws? Can you gauge that? 

Ms. CHUCKAS. It is a hard thing to gauge, because certainly the 
economy of everything has been a factor within these businesses, 
as well. But, I think what has happened is that the drive to con
tinue to try to do what one loves has left, because the over
whelming sense of this legislation is something people can't get 
past. So, it becomes the "straw that broke the camel's back" kind 
of thing. 

Senator PRYOR. Yes. 
Ms. CHUCKAS. It was just one more thing they couldn't deal with. 
Senator PRYOR. Now, the CPSC has a list of, you know, products 

that say-they know don't contain lead. And it's- my under
standing is that you don't have to do any third-party testing. And 
wood, I think, is one of those. You-am I wrong on that? 

Ms. CHUCKAS. For the lead content, you're correct. 
Senator PRYOR. OK. 
Ms. CHUCKAS. The issue with the toy is the ASTM safety stand

ards. I submitted, within my written testimony, some quotes 
from-this wooden toy, for example, sells for $110. When John con
tacted a CPSC-approved lab, which-it was difficult for him to find 
a lab, actually, that he could work with, to begin with, in the 
United States. He found one. He had to send 12 of this toy. He 
made 20 of them. So, 12 of them had to be sent, in order to comply 
with the toy safety standard aspect. And so, that was roughly 
around $1,300 worth of inventory he wasn't going to get back, in 
addition to the shipping, in addition to the lab fees, which-he 
didn't even get that far with them, what the actual lab costs would 
be for the multitude of tests that would have to be done on this 
wooden toy airplane. 

Senator PRYOR. When you and your members contact the CPSC 
about this issue, is it your perception that they're listening, that 
they're. trying to work with you? Or, maybe do they give you a 
sense that their hands are tied because of the law? I mean, how's 
the-how responsive has. the-
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Ms. CHUCKAS. Extremely responsive. We've spoken directly with 
four out of five of the commissioners. Chair Tenenbaum, Commis
sioner Northup, Commissioner Nord, and Commissioner Adler have 
made them all-have made themselves readily available. Their 
staffs have been readily available. And, within a week after they 
appointed the new small business ombudsman, we had a con
ference call with him. Very readily available. They've been great 
working with us. 

Senator PRYOR. Has it translated into action, though? Or relief? 
Ms. CHUCKAS. To some extent. We're waiting, still, on the compo

nent safety certification rules to come down. We had really hoped 
that that would have. been done a long time ago,. but we recognize 
the massive rulemaking undertaking that is. 

So, we feel that they are listening to our concerns. It hasn't al
ways articulated itself into a ruling that was going to be helpful. 
But, we do feel that they're listening. They're trying. 

Senator PRYOR. Yes. OK, good. 
Mr .. Lamar, let me. ask you, if I may-kind of follow up on that 

same question. I know that your industry has had a lot of contact 
with the CPSC. And I'm curious about, you know, if your percep
tion is that they've been receptive and willing to listen. And, even 
if they have, do they, kind of, come back and say that their hands 
are tied? So, it's the same question. 

Mr. LAMAR. I think they've been extraordinarily responsive. I 
would agree with Jill, we've had conversations-multiple conversa
tions with commissioners or staff. Several of the commissioners 
have come and presented at training workshops that we've held 
throughout the United States and around the world. They've been 
very eager to help out when they can. Many times the reaction we 
get is, "You raise some good points, we don't know if we can go that 
far," or, "You've raised some good points, the legislation doesn't 
allow us to accommodate it the way you might request so you have 
to recalculate your proposal." 

Sometimes, even when they want to be responsive, they're not 
able to be as responsive, because there are a lot of other industries 
asking the. same question. Behind me, there are a ton of industry 
representatives, representing everybody from books to ATVs to 
science kits to, you name it, and they're all asking the exact same 
questions; many times, on the same kinds of issues. And there are 
only so many people at the agency, and I think their ability to re
spond to all of these questions coming in makes it difficult for them 
to. be as. responsive to everybody as quickly as they probably could 
be. 

Senator PRYOR. Right. 
Let me ask-you said-one reason I wanted to ask you that ques

tion is, you said-in your written testimony, you said, "Product 
safety standards that work best are those that are created through 
a transparent and predictable process. If one group appears shut 
out, the final result may not be credible or accepted by all." And, 
from that, I guess I was inferring that you guys felt like you'd been 
shut out or had not been listened to. 

Mr. LAMAR. No. I think what I'm trying to describe there is sort 
of their Nirvana. I think that you want to have a situation where 
everybody has an opportunity to comment.. I think Chair 
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Tenenbaum mentioned, when she was discussing the cadmium ap
proach-is that they were going to work with the voluntary stand
ards-setting community, so that everybody would have an oppor
tunity to participate, that would focus on the products and the spe
cific risk, rather than trying to create something that's out there. 
I think that kind of goes back to the comments I made before in 
some of those eight points. 

Senator PRYOR. And one of the things I think you've talked about 
is zipper testing. Have there been problems with zippers having 
high lead content? Has that been an issue, either now or in the 
past? 

Mr. LAMAR. Yes. I'm glad you asked that question. There's a lot 
of confusion. We presented a lot of data to the agency-5- or 6,000 
test results, I think it was- it came out to. This was when we did 
our determination that there was no--or , were seeking the deter
mination that there was no lead in textiles. And, in addition to 
proving that there was no lead in textiles, we found-and this was 
pre-CPSIA inventory, so this was inventory that had been produced 
before people knew what the new lead rules were going to be, even 
before they even knew that they were being discussed-and the in
cidents of lead in things like zippers, buttons, snaps, other kinds 
of accessories on clothing, was about 3 to 5 percent. So, what we 
found was that it's not in textiles. It may be, in a very, very small, 
isolated, rare set of circumstances, in some kinds of components. 
Moreover, what we found is, if it were, like, in a zipper, it might 
be in the stop at the bottom of the zipper; it wasn't in the pull, the 
slider, the teeth, all these other aspects of the zipper machinery or 
equipment. So, you found these very isolated, rare circumstances. 

The problem is, this translated, as implementation began- is 
that the zipper stop, for example- and I brought a pair of pants 
that illustrates it-might be violative. If that was above the 600 
parts per million, then that meant the entire zipper was above 600 
parts per million, which meant the entire pair of pants was above 
600 parts per million, which meant a whole shipment might be 
above it. So, it's kind of in a- in a reference to the old children's 
parable, you know, "For want of a nail, the kingdom was lost"
for want of the zipper stop that was compliant, the entire shipment 
and the order was lost. And so, a lot of inventory had to get de
stroyed, because you might find that, in one zipper stop, there was 
a problem. And that was a significant problem that we had in our 
industry. 

I think, as people knew these rules, they've now started to 
produce zippers that are compliant. They're going through making 
sure that the metal used, the processes used, in the future and for 
future shipments, is going to be compliant with that limit-with 
the 100 parts per million now, because you're looking down the 
road. 

Senator PRYOR. We actually saw that as we were working on the 
CPSIA through the process. Some of the companies-manufactur
ers~ retailers- were already making, changes, in anticipation of 
the-you know, the law taking effect. And, you know, hopefully 
what it does is- in Dr. Gardner's world, it helps create a safer 
place for everybody. 
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But, Dr. Gardner, let me ask you about something that was 
touched on more in the previous panel, but a little bit here, about 
lead. There was a lot of discussion, in the first panel, about lead. 
And I assume that you would say that there is no safe level of lead. 
I mean, we've kind of talked about that before. But, is the real 
issue. with lead solubility or,. you know, what-if we're looking at 
some modification of the existing CPSIA, when it comes to lead, 
and maybe giving a little more flexibil ity or a little more direction 
on this- you know, I guess I-from your standpoint, what are the 
two, three things we need to know about lead? 

Dr. GARDNER. Yes. I think the most important thing for people 
to realize about lead, in very simple terms, is. that it's. a neurotoxin 
that, in simple language, causes brain damage that's permanent 
and irreversible. The other important medical aspect of lead is that 
it's accumulative. 

Senator PRYOR. It's-does that mean children are more suscep
tible to it? 

Dr.. GARDNER. Yes. Particularly younger children, as their brain 
is developing and they're acquiring their skills, and early brain de
velopment. There's a long-lasting impact on their subsequent devel
opment and behavior and IQ and function. 

Senator PRYOR. Righ t. So, tell us about the cumulative aspect 
of--

Dr.. GARDNER. Part of the issue is that lead stays in your body 
for many years, if not decades. And it accumulates. So, one of the 
difficult issues is that an exposure to a small amount of lead, in 
and of itself, may not be harmful, but as that adds on, and it's ad
ditive, and it continues over a period of time, you can easily reach 
levels that are harmful, even though those individual exposures are 
small. 

The other thing that's hard to monitor and measure is the start
ing point of a child's lead exposure. If they're starting with a blood 
lead level of 8, and they're exposed to sma11 amounts that, over a 
period of time, take them over 10-as opposed to the child that 
starts with a blood lead level of 1 and goes to 3. Bioavailability or 
the absorption is a moving target, in terms of how much is being 
absorbed and stored over time, and what the vulnerability is of 
that child or adolescent , or even adult, absorbing that lead. 

Lead is a poison. And it's very difficult to talk about safe levels 
when there, essentially, isn't one. 

Senator PRYOR. Right. It has been a difficult topic within the 
CPSIA and the CPSC, trying to. implement this, because, you know, 
there's a lot of lead in products out there. And, you know, some 
products, it's just a necessary ingredient, and it's been used for dif
ferent things at different times. And, you know, some of these parts 
are not accessible at all. And the CPSC has really been struggling 
with this and working through a lot of these issues, over time. So, 
we'll continue that discussion with all of you all--. 

Dr. GARDNER. There's background lead-
Senator PRYOR. Yes. 
Dr. GARDNER.-as well. 
Senator PRYOR. Right. 
Dr. GARDNER. And you can't eliminate all of the background 

lead--
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Senator PRYOR. Right. 
Dr. GARDNER- so that's adding just the ''lead load," if you will. 
Senator PRYOR. But, I guess the idea would be, if you can lessen 

the load, especially in children's products
Dr. GARDNER. Yes. 
Senator PRYOR- that's a good thing to. do, because they do have 

this other--
Dr. GARDNER. It's essential. 
Senator PRYOR. Yes. 
Well, listen, you guys have been great. I want to thank all the 

panelists. 
We're going to leave. the record open for 2 weeks. We, I'm sure, 

w.ill have lots of follow-up questions, because I have several more 
pages. I just don't want to keep you all day. But, I'm sure we'll 
have some follow-up questions and other ques tions from the Com
mittee members who couldn't be here today. 

So, I want to thank all of you all for everything that you do. And, 
like. we said before, as we go through 2011,. we. will continue. this 
dialogue, whether it be here in the Subcommittee or in, you know, 
our offices or just informally, or whatever. But, your input is very 
important. 

We appreciate all of you for being here, and thank you. And have 
a great holiday season. 

LWhereupon, at 12 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE PRTNTTNG 
MANUFACTURERS' INSTITUTE, INC., AND 
PUBLISHERS, INC. 

Office of the Secretary, 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 
Bethesda, MD. 

l NDUSTRTES OF AMERICA, BOOK 
THE AsSOCIATION m' AMERICAN 

PETITION 
December 16, 2010. 

Re: Request to Extend the Current Stay of Enforcement for Certain CPSIA Testing 
and Certification Requirements for Books and Other Printed Material Chil
dren's Products 

Dear Mr. Stevenson: 

The Printing Industries of America,1 the Book Manufacturers' Institute, Inc.,2 and 
the Association of American Publishers 3 (hereinafter "Joint Requesters") hereby re
quest the Consumer Product Safety Commission to extend its current stay of en
forcement for certain provisions of Subsection 14(a) of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act ("CPSIA") for books and other printed material children's products 
for an additional 12 months from the February 10, 2011 expiration date of the cur
rent stay. 

An extended stay is necessary because the Commission to date has not completed 
several pending rulemaking proceedings, specifically the Testing and Labeling Per
taining to Product Certification (75 FR 28336) and Conditions and Requirements for 
Testing Component Parts of Consumer Products (75 FR 28208) rules, that are re
quired for implementation of and compliance with Sections 101, 102, and 108 of the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 ("CPSIA") before the current 
stay expires. Even if the Commission were to publish the fin a l rules today, the effec
tive dates of the rules would not allow for s ufficient time for companies to imple
ment these provisions properly. 

Over the course of the prior and cun-ent stays, the Commission has worked in a 
determined manner to implement CPSIA, including the publication of more than 50 
rules and interpretive policy statements implementing the law. 'l'he Commission has 
also issued several policy statements designed to provide guidance to industry. How
ever, serious implementation problems still exist, particularly in the application of 
CPSIA to books and other printed children's materia l, even as the clock ticks down 
to the current stay's expiration date. 

1 Printing Industries of America (PIA) is the world's largest graphic a rts trade association, 
representing an industry with approximately one million employees. It serves the interests of 
more than 10,000. member companies involved in every stage of the printing industry. from ma
terials to equipment to production to fulfillment. Over 80 percent of the printing operations in 
Printing Industries of America's. membership have. less than 20 employees, which makes. print
ing a prime example of small business involved in manufacturing. 

• The Book Manufacturers' I nstitute, Inc. (BMl) is the leading nationally recognized trade as
sociation of the book manufacturing industry. Our membership is comprised of 80 companies 
ranging in size of those with Jess than a hundred employees to those employing thousands. BMI 
member companies annually produce the great majority of books ordered by the U.S. and Cana
dian book publishing industries. While our members produce the majority of books used in all 
publishing markets, our members do manufacture over 95 percent of the books used in the ele· 
mentary school market. 

3The Association of American Publishers (AAPJ is the principal national trade association for 
the U.S. book industry, representing some 300 member companies. and organizations that in· 
elude most major commercial book and journal publishers in the United Staws, as well as many 
small and non-profit publishers, university presses and scholarly societies, AAP members in
clude large and small publishers of children's books in the consumer marketflace, as well as 
publishers of instructional and assessment materials for students at all levels o education. 

(63) 
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For more than 2 years, the Joint Requesters have been enga~ed in meetings, dis
cussions and other communications with the Commission and its staff in an effort 
to clarify the applicability of the requ.irements in the various sections of CPSIA to 
books and other printed material children's products. These efforts. have involved 
the exchange of letters, development and provision of online access to a test results 
database, and multiple in-person meetings with the Commission's technical, legal, 
and enforcement staff. 

The Joint Responders' interaction with the. Commission has been productive in a 
number of ways, including an August 26, 2009 final rule announcing determinations 
(74 FR 43031) that certain component materials, such as paper, animal-based glues, 
and any product printed with four color process inks (CMYK) and others, used in 
books and other printed material children's products are not required to be tested 
for lead content under Subsection 102 of the CPSIA. 

However, to date many other component materials included in the initial request 
for determinations made by the Joint Requesters have not received determinations 
for exclusion by the Commission. These include spot inks, saddle stitching wires, 
and laminates, among other components. 

The Joint Requesters understand the significance of such dete1·minations and 
deeply appreciate the efforts of the Commission staff to work with us on our addi
tional exclusion determination requests. However, since the typical components of 
most books and other printed material children's products are comprised of the ma
terials that did not receive exclusion determinations from the Commission, the prac
tical result is that any of these children's products that includes a component of 
non-excluded material will have to be tested for certification under the statutory re
quirements. As a result, the needed relief from the accredited third-party laboratory 
testing requirement is unavailable for virtually all such products. 

Other aspects of CPSIA, such as the stringent conditions that must be met in 
order to demonstrate the "non-accessibility" of certain component. materials as. a 
basis for their exclusion from the Section 102 testing requirement, as desc1;bed by 
the Commission in its final rule issued on August 7, 2009 (74 FR 39535) have prov
en too restrictive for virtually any books with covers to avoid the testing require
ment and remain problematic. 

Yet another example of the practical limitation of the current exclusion deter
minations for component materials involves textbooks. Almost every textbook cover 
is laminated to maintain product quality and longevity. Since laminates are not in
cluded in the list of component materials determined to not have lead contents that 
could ever exceed the statutory linlit, every textbook must be tested for lead content 
to support the required certification. Considering the millions of textbooks printed 
each year and the lead-time required to test and deliver them to students in a time
ly manner, this presents an unrealistic situation for the companies represented by 
the Joint Requesters. In addition,. a large percentage of soft-cover books, which in
cludes the testing books that are required under the No Child Left Behind Act, are 
printed with spot inks. All of these would also require testing to support the re
quired certification. 

CertainJy, all stakeholders are aware of these and other examples that have prov
en challenging in the implementation of CPSIA. In its January 2010 "Report to Con
gress," the Commission stated it believed it could "more effectively fulfill its. man
date under section lOl(a) if it were allowed greater flexibility in granting exclusions 
from the section lOl(a ) lead limits," particularly as the regulation related to "ordi
nary books." The report also highlighted the Congressional statement of managers 
attached to the FY 2010 omnibus bill, in which the Conferees noted their belief that 
CPSIA may not have been intended to subject ordinary children's books to certain 
provisions of the law .. 

Congress has also taken action to address the implementation and compliance 
challenges suITounding CPSIA In the llOth Congress, legislation to amend CPSIA 
was introduced by. both Democrat and Republican Members of Congress. The House 
Energy & Commerce Committee held a hearing on potential revisions to CPSIA 
April 29, 2010 and the Appropriation Committees of the House and Senate re
quested the "Report to Congress" referenced above, which was designed to solicit 
suggestions from Commissioners on possible ways to amend CPSIA to avoid unin
tended consequences and make the law work in a practical way. 

The most recent Congressional examination of CPSIA was on December 2 in a 
Senate hearing held by the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 
At this hea1fog, Chairman Rockefeller acknowledged that the Commission "con
tinues. to grapple with a few outstanding issues" and stated that the Senate is "tak
ing a hard look at those concerns and recommendations." The Joint Responders are 
encouraged by this statement, but realize that such action is not reasonably likely 
to occw· until after the 112th Congress convenes next month. 
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Industry, too, continues to develop for submission additional information sup
porting further exclusion determinations for component materials used in books and 
other printed material children's products. For· those component materials that will 
ultimately require testing, extension of the stay would allow. the necessary time to 
develop and implement a sampling and testing program, based on the yet to be 
issued final regulations, that would minimize. product. delays and burdensome. costs. 

With this in mind, we are asking the Commission to extend the stay on enforce
ment of the testing and certification provisions for. books and other printed material 
children's products, until February 10, 2012. Taking such an action now will provide 
the Commission, Congress, and industry ti.me to work together to develop additional 
revisions, policies, and interfretations that maximize the prospects for a useful and 
cost-effective solution for al stakeholders. During the period of the extended stay, 
the prohibition against commerce in children's ?,roducts containing total lead con
tent exceeding the prescribed statutory limits will, of course, remain fully in force. 
Extending the stay with respect to ordinary paper-based children's books and other 
p1·inted material children's products will in no way endanger the health and safety 
of children, as the total lead content of such children's. products currently is well 
below the most stringent statutory limits and publishers and printers wiJI continue 
to ensure that it remains so. 

During the extended stay of enforcement, the book printing, manufacturing, and 
publishing industries-represented by the Joint Requesters-wil l continue to work 
with the Commission and its technical staff on additional exclusion determinations 
for certain component. materials that. are. used to manufacture books. and other 
printed material children's products, and with Congress as it seeks to remedy unin
tended consequences of CPSIA. 

We would be happy to. respond to any questions. that the Commission or. its staff 
may have about this request. 

Respectfully submitted, 
LISBETH A. LYONS, 

Vice President of Government Affairs, 
Printing Industries of Ame1;ca. 

DANIEL N. BACH, 
Executive Vice President, 

Book Manufacturers' Institute, Inc. 

ALLAN R OBERT ADLER, 
Vice President for Legal and Government Affairs, 

Association of American Publishers. 

RETAIL INDUSTRY LEADERS AsSOCIATION, 
Arlington., VA, December 2, 2010 

Hon. MARK PRYOR, Chairman, 
Hon. ROGER WICKER, Ranking Member, 
Senate Commerce. Committee,. 
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insurance, 
Washington, DC. 

Dear Chairman Pryor and Senator Wicker: 

The Retail Industry Leaders Association (RILA) welcomes the Committee's hear
ing on oversight of the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and product 
safety in the holiday season, and we appreciate this opportunity to showcase the 
steps that our members are taking to ensme product safety and integrity all along 
the supply chain-during the holiday season and throughout the year. RILA mem
bers place the highest priority on the safety and quality of the products they sell 
to their customers, particularly toys and other children's products. RlLA also sup
ported the s weeping Consumer Product Safety. Improvement. Act. (CPSIA) when it 
was enacted in 2008, and our members have worked aggressively to implement the 
law's many new requirements. While implementing the CPSIA, it has become ap
parent that there. are some provisions in the law which that do not. coincide with 
best practices and have resulted in unintended consequences. As Congress begins 
to consider its agenda for 2011, RlLA hopes the Senate Commerce Committee will 
make it a priority to advance legislation to facilitate better implementation of the 
CPS IA. 

By way of background, RILA promotes consumer choice and economic freedom 
through public policy and industry operational excellence. Our. members include the 
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largest and fastest growing companies in the retail industry which together provide 
millions of jobs and operate more than 100,000 stores, manufacturing facilities and 
distribution centers domestically and abroad. 

RILA/British Retail Con sortium Consumer Product Standard 
Retailers have vigorous quality assurance programs and enforcement mechanisms 

for their suppliers. In addition to these efforts and implementation of the CPSIA, 
RU.A is seeking to advance product safety efforts by partnering with the British Re
tail Consortium <BRC) to implement a factory capability assessment of suppliers of 
consumer products sold in North America. This effort will create a harmonized 
standard that will be consistently evaluated by a third party-assessed scored audit. 
RU.A believes the. RILA/BRC standard will effectively promote global product safety 
by seeking to ensw·e. that suppliers receive a detailed measurement of their quality 
management systems. 

Improvements to the CPSIA 
While RILA recognizes that the CPSIA has had a profound impact in reinvigo

rating the Consumer. Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and enhancing consumer. 
product safety, RILA also believes the 2008 law. could be improved. Most impor
tantly, RILA strongly supports the unanimous preference of the CPSC Commis
sioners to prospectively apply the August 2011 100 ppm lead limit. As cun-ently in
terpreted by the CPSC, the CPSIA will make it unlawful to sell products that ex
ceed a 100 ppm limit after August 2011, regardless of when the products were man
ufactured, unless the CPSC determines that the lower limit is not technologically 
feasible. The retroactive application of this provision creates substantial p1-oblems 
for manufacturers and retailers with large inventories of children's products, as well 
as for resellers such as charitable th1;ft; stores, and leads to wasteful destruction of 
safe products because confirmation of compliance for products already on retail 
shelves often cannot be done in a cost effective manner. Retailers will incorporate 
new safety standards into thefr guidance to suppliers so as to ensure compliant 
products, but it is very difficult to implement new standards on the basis of a sell
by date, particularly when there. is uncertainty on whether the. CPSC could make. 
a determination that 100 ppm is not technologically. feasible. There is significant 
historical precedent to implement new safety standards on a prospective basis, and 
RILA has urged the CPSC to implement the August 2011 lead limit on a prospective 
basis. Nevertheless, Congressional action to clarify its intent for a prospective appli
cation would be very helpful for smooth implementation of the law. 

RILA also believes the CPSIA should be modified to clarify that inaccessible com
ponent parts are excluded from the law's phthalate rest1;ctions. Section 101(b)(2)(A) 
of the CPSIA cla1ifies that the lead limits do not apply. to any component part of 
a children's product that is not accessible to a child throu~h normal and reasonably 
foreseeable use and abuse of such product. Section 108 of the CPSJA does not cur
rently make a si milar exception for inaccessibili ty for phthalates, and RILA under
stands this omission was inadvertent. RILA believes the prohibition on phthalates 
should only apply to accessible parts similar to the lead policy. As an example of 
the problem, phthalates are used in the plasticized coating of internal wiring in elec
tronic toys, such as remote controlled helicopters. The phthalates help to keep the 
plastic coating soft and pliable to better encase and protect the wires, but does not 
present a risk of exposure to. a child playing with the helicopter because the. wires 
are inaccessible. An clarification that inaccessible component parts are excluded 
from the phthalates limits would prevent the need for costly and unnecessary test
ing, and confirm that the remote-controlled helicopter would be CPSIA compliant. 

R.ILA also believes the CPSC should be granted expanded authority to except cer
tain products or mate1ials from the CPSIA's lead limits based on functional purpose 
of the lead in the product or component whenever the CPSC can also determine that 
the presence of lead will not affect public health and safety. 

1n conclusion, retailers work tirelessly. to ensure. the safety and quality of the 
products they sell, and to fully implement all the new requirements under the 
CPSIA. We also hope the Congress will advance legislation in early 2011 to improve 
the effectiveness of the CPSIA and reduce unnecessary costs for businesses that do 
not provide additional product safety benefits. We look forward to continuing to 
work \vith you on this and other important product safety issues. 1f you have any 
questions or concerns, please contact Stephanie Lester, Vice President, International 
Trade. 

Sincerely, 
STEPHANIE LESTER, 

Vice President, International Trade. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. W OLDENBERG, 
CHAIRMAN, LEARNING R ESOURCES, INC. 

As an operator of a small business making educational products and educational 
toys, I have had a front row seat for. the implementation of the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act of 2008 {CPS!A) by the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion {CPSC). On the occasion of your CPSC oversight hearing, I want to highlight 
the economic damage wrought by the CPSIA without achieving any material im
provement in safety statistics. I also want to bring to your attention the open hos
tility of the CPSC toward the corporate community in the implementation and en
forcement of the CPSIA, and conclude with my recommendations for legal reforms 
to restore common sense to safety administration without reducing children's safety. 

Children are our business. As educators, as parents and as members of our com
munity, we have always placed the highest priority on safety. We would not be in 
the business of helping children learn if we didn't care deeply about children and 
their safety. The CPSIA has dramatically impacted our business model, reduced our 
ability to make a profit and create jobs, pared our incentive to invest in new prod
ucts and new markets, and generally made it difficult to grow our business. We 
would gladly accept these burdens if the law made our products safer, but the fact 
is that it hasn't. Our company, Leru·ning Resources, Inc., has recalled a grand total 
of 130 pieces since our founding in June 1984 (al l recovered from the market). Our 
management of safety risks was highly effective long before the government inter
vened in our safety processes in 2008. 

The precautionary approach of the CPSIA attempted to fill perceived "gaps" in 
regulation by making it illegal to sell children's products unless proven safe pdor 
to sale. Yet the law has yielded few quantifiable safety benefits other than a reduc
tion in recent recall rates. for lead-in-paint {already illegal in children's products for 
decades). fronically, this progress in reducing recalls has taken place in a 27-month 
period in which, like the time before the CPSIA, testing of children's products prior. 
to sale was not mandatory. Consumer confidence wasn't dented by the lack of man
datory testing. The justifications for the over-arching and excessively expensive 
CPSIA regulatory scheme just don't hold water. 

In any event, the reduction in recall rates is only a minor t riumph and was not 
due to mandatory testing or harsh new lead standards, but most Ukely a {hyper) 
energized regulator and a great deal of publicity. Recall statistics can be highly mis
leading because the rat.e and number of recaUs depend on many factors and do not 
generally correlate to injuries to children. In other words, product recalls are not 
tantamount to. childhood injuries. The purpose o( the CPSIA is. to reduce injuries, 
not product recalls-yet CPSC recall statistics show that there have been almost no 
reported injuries from lead or phthalates in. children's products in the last decade 
(one death and three unverified injuries from 1999-2010, all from lead or lead-in
paint). The billions of dollars now being spent by the corporate community annually 
on testing and other compliance activities have not reduced injuries-there weren' t 
any to reduce. \Vhatever peace of mind has been generated by lower recall rates 
comes at a very high price. 

The CPSIA significantly broadened the reach of Federal safety regulation well be
yond what was needed to deal with the lead-in-paint toy violations of 2007 and 
2008. Under the CPSIA, the definit ion of a "Children's Product" subject to regula
tion now encompasses ALL products designed or intended primarily for a child 12 
years of age or younger (15 U.S.C. § 2052{a){2)). This definition ensw-es that vir
tually. anything marketed to children will be subject to the restrictions of the Con
sumer Product Safety Act (CPSA), irrespective of known or quantifiable risk of in
jury. Put another way, this definition ensures that many proauct categories with a 
long tradition of safety are now subject to the withering requirements of this law 
for the first time simply because they fall within the overly broad definition of a 
Children's Product. The affected safe products span ihe U.S. economy books, t-sbirts 
and shoes, ATVs, bicycles, donated or resale goods, mus ical instruments, pens and 
educational products. The CPSC declined to use its discretion to narrow this defini
tion in its recent "final rule" interpreting "Children's Product," thus ensuring contin
ued mru·ket chaos and economic waste. 

The consequences of the change in the consumer safety laws to a precautionary 
posture has had notable negative impacts and promises to create further problems, 
namely: 

a. Increased Costs. The new law creates a heavy burden for testing costs. From 
2006 to 2009, ow· company's testing costs alone jumped more than eight-fold. 
We estimate that our testing costs will tdple again after the CPSC {as antici
pated) lifts its testing stay in 2011, and could multiply again if the CPSC enacts 
(as anticipated) its draft "15 Month Rule" on testing frequency and "reasonable 
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testing programs." Testing costs are often thousands of dollars per product. 
Having employed one person to manage safety testing and quality control for 
many years, we now have a department of five, including me, plus an outside 
lawyer on retainer. These jobs are funded by discontinuing sales, marketing and 
product development jobs-the CPSIA is NOT an ersatz stimulus program. Per· 
sonnet, legal and. other out-of.pocket safety expenses (besides. testing). have more 
than quadrupled in the last 3 years-{Jll without any change in our super-low 
recall rates or injury statistics. 
b. Increased Administrative Expenses. The CPSIA requires that all products in
clude tracking labels on both the packaging and the product itself. Rationalized 
as "analogous" to date labels on cartons of milk, tracking labels are in reality 
nothing but pure economic waste as applied to the vast array of "Children's 
Products" under the CPSIA. As noted, our company has a virtually unblemished 
26-year track record of safety so tracking labels promise to add little value in 
the event of recalls that are unlikely to occur. Ironically, with the strict new 
t'Ules governing product safety, we believe the already low chance of a product 
recall has been reduced further. As noted above, the money to pay for all this 
administrative busy work comes from foregone business opportunities. We are 
being forced to shrink our company to apply tracking labels that no one will use. 
An equally frustrating bureaucracy has sprung up around recordkeepin,g under 
this law. Burdensome requirements spawned by the government's new involve· 
ment in ow· quality control processes forced us to make large new investments 
in information technology with no return on our investment. In addition, the 
pending CPSC draft policy on component testing promises to convert the simple 
task of obtaining a complete suite of safety test reports into a major record
keeping chore. We will now be forced to manage each component separately, 
tracking test reports on each component one-by-one. This promises to multiply 
our recordkeeping responsibilities-and the related risk of liability for failing to 
comply-by more than an order of magnitude. 

c. Reduced Incentive to Innovate. The increased cost to bring a product to mar
ket under the CPSIA will make many viable-and valuable-products uneco
nomic. To cover the cost of developing, testing and safety-managing new prod
ucts, the prospective sales of any new item ("hurdle rate") is now much higher 
than under prior law. This means that low volume "specialty market" items are 
less likely to come to market and many new small business entrants may find 
themselves priced out of the market. The CPSJA makes it much harder to start 
a new business serving the children's market because the rules so heavily favor 
big business. Because of CPSIA transactional costs, high volume items now 
have a huge cost advantage over low volume items. This will hurt many small 
but important markets like educational products for disabled children. Our com· 
pany, with its 1,500 catalog items, is probably now a dinosaur under the CPSIA 
-the law provides a strong economic incentive to rest1·ucture our business 
around 50- 150 items and to focus on high volume markets only. Schools would 
suffer from the loss of niche educational products. 
d. Crippled by Regulatory Complexity. Our problems don't end with testing costs 
or increased staffing. We are being crippled by re~latory complexity. Almost 
28 months after passage of the CPSIA, we still don t have a comprehensive set 
of regulations. Please consider how mindboggling the rules have become. There 
were fewer than 200 pages of safety law and CPSC rules that pertained to our 
business until 2008. These rules clearly defined our responsibilities and could 
be taught to our staff (in fact, many were rarely applicable to us). Today, the 
applicable laws, rules and interpretative documents exceed 3,000 pages. As a 
practical matter, it is simply not possible to master all of these documents
and yet it's potentially a felony to break any of these rules. Sadly for us, the 
rules and CPSC staff commentary keep changing, are still being written and are 
rarely if ever conformed. How can we master and re-master these rules and 
teach them to our staff while still doing the full-time job of running our busi
ness? Ironically, the recalls of 2007 and 2008 were never a "rules" problem
those famous recalls were cleady a compliance problem. Imagine what will hap· 
pen now with an unmanageable fifteen-fold increase in rules. No small business 
"ombudsman" can make that pr·oblem go away. 
e. Small Business Will Certainly Suffer. The CPSlA was Wl·itten in response to 
failings of big companies, but hammers small and medium-sized companies with 
particular vengeance. Our small business has already lost customers for our en
tire category on the grounds that selling toys is too confusing or too much of 
a "hassle." This is our new reality. The highly-technical rules and requirements 
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are beyond the capability of all but the most highly-trained quality managers 
or lawyers to comprehend. Small businesses simply don't have the skills, re
sources or business scale to manage compliance with the CPSIA. For this rea
son, small businesses bear the greatest risk of liability under the law, despite 
being responsible for almost no injuries from lead in the last decade. The double 
whammy of massive new regulatory obligations and the pros pect of devastating 
liability are driving small businesses out of our market . 
In implementing and administering the CPSIA, the CPSC. created a harsh regu
latory environment for the business community over the past 28 months. Con
s ider the following: 

l. Unjustified Recalls. In June, in response to a n inquiry by a Congressman 
and followed up by media inquiries, the CPSC pressed McDonalds to recall. 
12 million Shrek glasses for "high" cadmium content, despite the agency's 
admission on Twitter that the glasses were not toxic. The recall effort was 
justified as being done "out of a n abundance of caution", a fri ghtening regu
latory standard when applied to products acknowledged to be safe by the 
regulator itself. McDonalds lost millions of dollars as a result, not to men
tion s uffering from widespread and persistent bad publicity .. 
2. Unjustifi.ed Penalties and Coercive Tactics. The CPSC assessed a $2.05 
million penalty against a hapless Japanese dollar store chain <Daiso) for 
five separate tiny recalls involving 698 units and 19 items. These items sold 
for between $1 and $4 each. There were no reported injw·ies from sales of 
the Daiso trinkets. Ms. Tenenbaum bragged about this extraordinarily ex
cessive prosecution in a speech in March 2010 to the Consumer Federation 
of America: "We secured an injunction that completely stops Daiso from im
porting children's products into the country .... Daiso has a very high 
hurdle to jump over to ever get back in the import business again." Regu
lated companies take stunning examples like Daiso as a warning that out
sized and disproportionate force may be used by this agency with little 
provocation. The regulated community has also expressed alarm over the 
threatened use by the agency of unilateral press releases "to warn the rub
lic" about alleged dangers in specific products as a way to coerce 'vol
untary" recalls. Such threats have been used where facts may be in dispute 
to justify a recall. Under the law, the CPSC may only implement manda
tory recalls subject to a court order, a s low process perhaps but also expen
sive and labor-intensive. ''Voluntar( recalls can be much quicker and 
cheaper, only requiring "agreement' between the agency and the s ubject 
company. In more than one case, CPSC has thi-eatened unilateral releases 
to try to "convince" a fixm to undertake a "voluntary'' recall but a fter the 
firm took the risk of standing up to the staff and the staff conducted further 
investigation, the CPSC decidea that recalls were not even necessary. Not 
all firms can bear the expense of s uch a process or take the risk of calling 
the staffs bluff because issuance of a release would likely damage the firm 
and their brand, possibly irrevocably. Many supposedly "voluntary" recalls 
have resulted. Abusive tact ics of this nature have severely damaged trust 
between the CPSC and the regulated community. 
3. Disregard of Public Comments . The agency has garnered considerable 
criticism for overlooking or disrega1·ding comments from the corporate com
munity solicited in its. public 1·ulemaking proc.esses .. Ignoring or. dis
regarding inconvenient public comments contrary to the agenda of the con
troll ing party makes a mockery of the legally-ma ndated public comment 
process. Notable instances include. the recent approval of interpretative rule 
on "Children's Products" and the rules implementing the public database of 
safety incidents. The database debate was so fouled by the majority's re
fusal to entertain the legitimate concerns of industry. that the. two minority. 
Commissioners proposed their own draft rule-which the CPSC at first re
fused to post on its website. 
4. Unjustified Hostil.e Rul.emakings. The CPSC has implemented rules gov
erning the public database that adversely affect the Constitutionally-guru·
anteed due process rights of our businesses. There is no adequate public 
policy justification for the erosion of the remarkable civil rights that distin
guish the American legal system among all international legal systems-yet 
the Commission voted 3-2 to allow falsehoods to be posted without recourse 
in a database the CPSC will maintain. In other cases, the agency has pub
lished draft rules (yet to be acted on) which could force companies like ours 
to spend as much as $10,000 per item per year to meet arbitrary rules on 
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testing frequency or "reasonable testing programs"-notwithstanding strong 
evidence that these rules are wasteful, unnecessary and financially irre
sponsible. The pendency of rules like this creates destabilizing market un
certainty and forces business decisions that have no basis other than fear 
of future regulation. For instance, Wal-Mart has a lready instituted a 100 
ppm lead standard months ahead of the possible implementation of the 
standard by the CPSC- simply because the CPSC has been so slow to act. 
The CPSIA went off track by taking away the CPSC's authority to assess 
risk. If the CPSC were again required to regulate based on risk, safety 
rules could focus on those few risks with the real potentia l to cause harm 
to childxen . All risks were not created equal. 

l recommend several steps to reduce cost, liabili ty risk and complexity all 
without sacrificing children's product safety: 

A.. Mandate that the CPSG base its safety decisions,. resource allocation and 
rules on risk assessment. Restore to the Commission the discretion to set age 
and product definition criteria for the 300. ppm lead standard and phthalate 
ban. Freeze the lead standard and lead-in-pa int standard at thei r current levels 
unless the CPSC determines. that a change. is. necessary to preserve public 
health and safety. 
B. The definition of "Children's Product" should not include anything primarily 
sold into or intended for use in schools or which is used primarily under the 
supervision of adults. Other explicit exceptions should include apparel, shoes, 
pens, ATVs, bicycles, rhinestones, books and other print materials, brass and 
connectors. Exclusions from the definition should take these products entirely 
outside the coverage of the CPSIA (including mandatory tracking labels). 
C. Lead-in-substrate and phthalate testing should be based on a "reasonable 
testing program," not mandated outside testing. The tenets of a reasonable test
ing program should be set by the reasonable business judgment of the manufac
turer. Resellers should be entitled by rule to rely on the representations of man
ufactw·ers. Phthalate testing requirements should explicitly exempt inaccessible 
components, metals, minerals, hard plastics, natural fibers and wood. 
D. Definition of "Children's Product" should be limited to children 6 years old 
or. younger and should eliminate the. difficult-to-apply "common recognition". fac
tor of Section 3(a)(2)(c) of the CPSA. Defini tion of "Toy'' (for phthalates pw·
poses) should be limited to children 3 years old or younger. and should explicitly 
refer only to products in the form used in play. 
E. Eliminate CPSC certification of laboratories (rely on the market to provide 
good l'esources). Fraud bas only very rarely been a problem with test labs and 
is already illegal. 
F. Impose proceduxal limits to insure faimess in penalty assessment by the 
CPSC under the CPSIA. Completely reformulate penalties to restrict them to 
egregious conduct (including patterns of violations), reckless endangerment or 
conduct resulting in serious injury. 
G. Rewrite the penalty provision applicable to resale. of used product so. that vio
lations are only subject to penalty if intentional (actual knowledge or reckless 
endangerment) and only if the violation led to. an actual injury .. Eliminate the 
"knowing" standard with its imputed knowledge of a reasonable man exercising 
due care .. 
H. Mandatory tracking labels should be explicitly limited to cribs, bassinets, 
play pens, all long-life "heirloom" products with a known history of injming the 
most vulnerable children (babies or toddlers). 
I. Public injury/incident database should be restricted to recalls or properly in
vestigated incidents only. Manufacturers must be given full access to all posted 
incident data, including contact information. The "due process" civil liberty in
terests of the corporate community must be protected. 

I urge your committee to address the fundamental naws in the CPSIA to restore 
order to the children's product market and to protect small businesses from further 
damage. I appreciate the opportunity to share my views on this important topic. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL C. VITRANO, GENERAL COUNSEL, 
MOTORCYCLE I NDUSTRY COUNCIL 

Chairman Pryor, Ranking Member Wicker and distin{{Uished members of the Sub
committee on Consumer Protection, Product Safety and Insurance, thank you for the 
opportunity to submit this testimony on the need for amendments to the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). My name is Paul Vitrano. I am the Gen
eral Counsel of the Motorcycle Industry Council. MIC is a not-for-profit, national in
dustry association representing nearly 300 manufacturers and distributors of motor
cycles and all-tenain vehicles;. motorcycle, ATV and recreationa l off-highway vehicle 
parts and accessories; and members of allied trades such as insurance, finance and 
investment companies, media companies and consultants. 

The CPSIA was intended to protect children from ingesting lead from toys. How
ever, the lead provision has had unintended. consequences and we are pleased to 
submit testimony about one of those unintended consequences. The CPSIA has effec
tively banned the sale of many age-appropriate youth ATVs and motorcycles be
cause. of the lead content of certain components. As a result of its broad reach,. the. 
Act has inadvertently crippled an indush'y unrelated to the toy manufacturers that 
were the intended target of the lead provision. Jn addition, the unintended ban has 
resulted in unsafe. situations for youth off-highway enthusiasts. 

Tt is estimated that over 13.7 million Americans enjoy riding off-highway motor
cycles and over 35 million enjoy riding ATVs. Safety of our riders- particularly our 
youngest riders-is a top priority of the powersports industry. Vehicles, helmets and 
other gear and accessories are specially designed for youth riders to allow them to 
safely enjoy this family-friendly form of outdoor recreation. 

In February. 2009, however, ATVs and motorcycles designed and primarily in
tended for youth riders aged 6 to 12 became banned hazardous substances under 
the CPSJA because small amounts of lead-that pose no risk to youth-that arc 
imbedded in metal parts of those vehicles to. enhance. the. functionality of those com
ponents. 

As you know, the CPSC concluded that the language of the CPSIA prevented it 
from making common-sense decisions and resulted in the. CPSC denying the 
powersports industry's petitions for exclusion from the lead content provision. The 
exclusion was denied despite the fact that the CPSC's own staff acknowledged that 
there was no measurable risk to. children resulting from. lead exposw·e from these 
products. 

The CPSC tried to temporru·ily address the ban by issuing a stay of enforcement 
of the CPSIA's new lead content limits in May 2009. Unfortunately, this stay of en
forcement has proven unworkable. Due to the risks of selling under the stay, many 
manufacturers and dealers are no longer selling youth model off-highway vehicles, 
and there is now a limited availability of these. products for consumers. Half of the 
major ATV manufacturers are no longer selling youth models despite the stay. 

The CPSC has acknowledged that the ban on youth off-highway vehicles creates 
a compelling safety issue because it likely wi ll result in children. 12 years of age and 
younger riding larger and faster adult-size vehicles. For example, CPSC studies 
show almost 90 percent of youth ATV injuries and fatalities occur on adult-size 
ATVs. Again, the CPSC's staff scientists acknowledge. that. the presence of lead in 
metal alloys in these youth models- needed for functionality, durability and other 
reasons that are safety critical to the components-docs not present a health hazard 
to. children. The Commission also acknowledges. that children riding these. vehicles 
only interact with a limited number of metal component parts that might contain 
small amounts of lead, like brake and clutch levers, throttle controls, and tire valve 
stems. 

As a result, for over 18 months, MIC, its members, their dealers and many of the 
millions of Ame1;cans who safely and responsibly ride their off-highway motorcycles 
and ATVs. with their children have urged Congress to amend the CPSJA to stop this 
unintended ban on youth motorized recreational vehicles. Off-highway vehicle stake
holders have sent over one million electronic messages and thousands of hand 
signed letters and made. numerous calls and personal visits to Capitol Hill to advo
cate for a legislative solution to the ban. 

Since the CPSIA ban took effect on February 10, 2009, we collectively have urged 
Congress to act for three important reasons: 

First, the lead content in metal. parts of ATVs and motorcycles poses no risk 
to kids. Experts estimate that the lead intake from kids' interaction with metal 
parts is less than the lead intake from drinking a glass of water. 
Second, everyone agrees that the key to keeping youth safe on ATVs and motor
cycles is having them ride the right sized vehicle. The CPSIA has unintention-
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ally put kids at i;sk because youth ATV and motorcycle availability is limited. 
Unavailability of youth models results in what CPSC has described as a "more 
serious and immediate 1;sk of injury or death" than any risk from lead exposure 
from these products- youth riders operating larger and faster vehicles designed 
for adults. 
Finally, the CPSIA is unnecessarily hurting the economy and jobs when every
one should be trying to grow the economy and create jobs. MIC estimates that 
a complete ban on youth model vehicles would result in about $1 billion in lost 
economic value in the retai l marketplace every year. 

In recognition of the need to end the unintended ban on youth ATVs and motor
cycles, CPSC Chairman Tenenbaum and the other Commissioners unanimously 
asked Congress to provide the Commission with flexibili ty to grant exclusions from 
the CPSIA lead content provisions, specifically noting the need to address youth 
ATVs and motorcycles. 

As a bipartisan group of 15 Senators wrote to the CPSC in 2009, "[CPSIA] has 
created a well-documented safety hazard for children, severe and unwarranted dis
ruption to families who recreate together, and a deleterious effect on youth amateur 
racing. Additionally, the inclusion of OHVs has created an economic disaster for an 
industry which is already reeling from the recession, is facing countless lay-offs and 
is estimated to be. losing three million dollars per day due to the Act." 

Senator Jon Tester introduced the "Common Sense in Conswner Product Safety 
Act" (S. 608) in 2009 that would end the ban by amending the CPSIA so that vehi
cles designed or intended primarily for children 7 years of age or older are not con
sidered children's products for purposes of the lead content provisions. 

We believe that Congress never intended to ban youth model motorized rec
reational vehicles when it passed the CPSIA. MIC urges the Committee to stop this 
unintended ban by either granting a categorical exemption for ATVs and youth mo
torcycles; or l?assing legislation to limit the parts of the vehicle deemed "accessible" 
and thus subject to the lead content provision of the CPSIA. In either case, we also 
urge the Committee to provide as much clarity as possible so that the CPSC is left. 
with no doubt about Congress' intent to ensure the continued availability of these 
youth model moto1;zed recreational vehicles. 

Thank you. 

RESPONSE TO WRITI'EN QUESTIONS SUBMIT'l'ED BY HON. MARK PRYOR TO 
HON. INEZ M. TENENBAUM 

Question 1. Is the marketplace safe for shoppers this holiday season? 
Answer. Overall, I believe the consumer product marketplace was safer for con

sumers. this holiday season. This is. the second holiday shopping season that manu
facturers, importers, and retailers of children's products have had to comply with 
some of the most stringent lead and phthalates limits in the world and mandatory 
toy standards. Thanks to you and your fellow Members of Congress who crafted and 
passed the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA), CPSC has 
more authorities and influence in overseas markets, at the ports, and in the U.S. 
marketplace. The effect has been increased confidence fo1· parents as they shop for 
their children. 

Question 2. Has the agency seen a dramatic. decline in toy. recalls since 2008? 
Answer. The number of toy recalls has dropped over 70 percent from a high of 

172 in FY 2008 to 44. in FY 2010 .. Toys. accounted for 31. percent of all recalls in 
FY 2008 but only 10 percent of all recalls in FY 2010. The number of toy unjts re
called declined by over 3.8 million from FY 2008 to FY 2010. 

Question 3. Has the agency seen a decline in the number of deaths of children 
under the age of 15? 

Answer. Yes. The numbers of consumer product related deaths for ages 0 to 15 
have dropped by over 17 percent, from 3,225 to 2,658, over the period 1985 to 2007 
(the latest year of complete death date). Adjusting for changes in the population 
count, the rate of death for this age group, per 100,000 resident population, has 
dropped from 6.3 deaths per 100,000 to 4.4 deaths per 100,000. 

Questwn 4. What advice can the CPSC offer. to parents to help. keep. their kids 
safe from any potential product hazards this holiday season? 

Answer. During the 2010 holiday shopping season CPSC issued guidance to par
ents noting that while recalls and deaths have declined, toy-related injuries. are in
creasing. In 2009, there were an estimated 186,000 emergency room-treated injuries 
related to toys with childt·en younger than 15, which is up from 152,000 injuries in 
2005. Frequently these. injuries involved lacerations, contusions, and abrasions that 
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most often occurred to a child's face and head. Importantly many of the incidents 
were associated with, but not necessarily caused by, a toy. 

To help keep the holiday season happy, safe, and incident-free, CPSC encouraged 
consumers to adopt a three-pronged safety approach: 

l. Which Toy for Which Child?- AJways choose age appropriate toys. 
2. Gear Up for Safety-Include safety gear whenever. shopping for sports-related 
gifts or ride-on toys, including bicycles, skates, and scooters. 
3. Location, Location, Location-Be aware. of your child's surroundings during 
play. Young children should avoid playing with ride-on toys near automobile 
traffic, pools or ponds. They also should avoid playing in indoor areas associated 
with hazards such as kitchens and bathrooms and in rooms with corded window 
blinds. 

Some additional safety steps that CPSC advised consumers to follow include: 

• Scooters and Other Riding Toys-Riding toys, skateboards, and in-line skates 
go fast, and falls could be deadly. Helmets and safety gear should be worn prop
erly at all times and be sized to fit. 

• Sm.all Balls and Other Toys with Small Parts-For children younger. than age. 
three, avoid toys with smalJ parts, which can cause choking. 

• Balloons-Children can choke or suffocate. on deflated or broken balloons. Keep 
deflated balloons away from children younger than 8 years old. Discard broken 
balloons at once. 

• Magnets-For children under age six, avoid building or play sets with small 
magnets. If magnets or pieces with magnets are swallowed, serious. injuries and/ 
or death can occur. 

Once the gills are opened, CPSC always advised parents t.o: 
• Immediately discard plastic wrappings or other packaging on toys before they 

become dangerous play things. 
• Keep toys appropriate for older children away from younger siblings . 
• Supervise children while charging batteries. Chargers and adapters can pose 

thermal burn hazards to young children. Pay attention to instructions and 
warnings on battery chargers. Some chargers lack any mechanism to prevent 
overcharging. 

Question 5. Would you describe. to the. Committee what spurred this campaign in 
the first place, progress made to protect children from unsafe cribs, and a status 
update on the Commission's efforts? 

Answer. Between November 2007 and April 2010 there were 36 deaths reported 
to the Commission associated with crib structural problems. Of those, 25 occurred 
when crib components (often associated with the drop-side hardwa1·e portion of the 
crib) detached, disengaged, or broke ending in the strangulation death of the infant 
in the crib. 

In the wake of these. and other tragic incidents involving children's sleep environ
ments, I dfrected and the Commission supported the creation of the Safe Sleep 
Team. This. team has worked diligently to. prevent consumers from being harmed 
by cribs and infant sleep products and has also contr ibuted to the creation of new 
standards and regulations for these types of products. Pursuant to the direction con
tained in section 104 of the CPSIA, I also announced early in 2010 that the Com
mission would adopt new, mandatory crib safety standards by the end of that year. 
On December 15, 2010, the full Commission voted unanimously to adopt new crib 
safety standards. that, among other things, prohibit the use. o( traditional drop-sides. 
in newly manufactw·ed cribs. 

Under the rules, the sale, resale, lease or other placement in the U.S. stream of 
commerce of old cribs that do not meet the new safety. standard will be prohibited 
effective June 28, 2011. The rules \vill also prohibit the use of old, noncompliant 
cribs "by child care facilities, family child care homes, and places of accommodation 
affecting commerce." The Commission, however, recognized that child care facilities 
and places of public accommodation would require a period of time to pw·chase new, 
compliant cribs for use in their facilities. Accordingly the rule gives child care pro
viders and places. of public accommodation that use cribs until December. 28, 2012, 
to purchase and start using new compliant c1ibs in those facilities. 

Question 6. When do you expect the Commission \vill issue a final rule on crib 
safety? 

Answer. As noted above the Commission voted unanimous ly to adopt the new crib 
safety rules on December 15, 2010. The rules were published in the Federal Register 
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on December 28, 2010. (See Consumer Product Safety Commissioni "Safety Stand
ards for Full-Size Baby Cribs and Non-Full-Size Baby Cribs: Fina Rule," 75 Fed. 
Reg. 81,766 (Dec. 28, 2010)). 

Question 7. I'm certain you and your staff spent countless hours working on the 
final rule. that the Commission recently adopted establishing the Publicly Available 
Product Information Database. Do you believe the publicly searchable database is 
a victory for American consumers? 

Answer. Yes, I believe the. rollout of the Database. will be one. of the most. signifi
cant steps to advance consumer product safety awareness taken in the history of 
th is agency. First and foremost, the Database will function as an early warning sys
tem for dangerous and potentially dangerous products by allowing members of the 
public to share information about product hazards as quickly as that information 
becomes known. This is a very positive change from the current system (generally 
referred to as "section 6(b). procedure"), where the. Commission is. required to. consult 
with manufacturers and seek their advance approval before warning the public of 
potentially dangerous items. 

The. Database will also allow the Commission to use the most modern and effec
tive technology to collect information from consumers and better manage that. infor
mation internally. This will allow the Commission to monitor the safety of products 
out in the marketplace in "real time," and also accelerate the issuance of recalls and 
other corrective actions where necessary. In the end, I think this is a "win-win" for 
both manufacturers and consumers, because it will alert manufacturers of potential 
defects much faster than under the current system and get potentially dangerous 
products out of the hands of consumers as soon as possible. 

Question 8. How will this Database serve to protect the public from dangerous 
products in the stream of commerce? 

Answer. As noted above, the Database will serve as an early wru·ning system for 
consumers. Product safety incident reports will be available on SaferProducts.gov 
soon after they are filed by consumers who have learned of a dangerous or poten
tially dangerous product. This represents a very substantial change from cwTent 
procedure where consumer complaints are often withheld from public access for 
months or even years due to the "section 6(b) process." 

The Database will also use the most modern IT technoloipr to "data mine" the re
ports for new and emerging patterns of product defect. This should allow Commis
sion staff to react faster to new and emerging hazards-and reduce injuries or 
deaths that may be caused by those product hazards. 

Question 9. Do you think the CPSC's recent final rule establishing the publicly 
searchable database properly balances timely disclosure of important consumer pro
tection information with the need to. address. legitimate. business concerns? 

Answer. Yes, I do. Our implementation of the Database has built-in protections 
and procedures that will allow a manufacturer to have its perspective included in 
the Database record. In cases where a manufacturer believes a report is either. ma
terially inaccw·ate or contains confidential information, the company can ask that 
we correct the record or redact the confidential information. 

In addition to providing manufacturers. with the right to comment on reports, the 
Database also requires all reports to can-y the following disclaimer: "The Commis
sion does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents of 
the Consumer Product Safety Information Database, particularly with respect. to the 
accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of information submitted by persons outside of 
CPSC." 

The. result of this. is a balanced approach that will allow for the correction of 
faulty information without requiring the Commission to withhold reports from the 
public untiJ they are endlessly vetted by outside parties. 

Question 10. Is the Database on track to be launched in March 2011? 
Answer. Yes, the Database is currently on schedule for a fully functional launch 

on March 11, 2011. 
Question 11. Does the Commission intend to consider extending the stay of en

forcement for the. third-party testing requirement? Do you think it is necessary. to 
extend the stay of enforcement? 

Answer. The Commission is currently considering several petitions and requests, 
including one from the Handmade Toy Alliance (HTA), for a continuation of the stay 
of enforcement for third-party testing of lead content. In considering these requests, 
the Commission will carefully consider the views and concerns of all impacted stake
holders. 

Question 12. Within the third-party testing regime, where is the Commission in 
its efforts to promulgate rules outlining appropriate testing protocols? 
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Answer. On December 28, 2009, the Commission issued an interim enforcement 
policy, "Interim Enforcement Policy on Component Testing and Certification of Chil
dren's Products and Other Consumer Products to the August 14, 2009 Lead Limits," 
regarding component testing and certification of children's products and other con
sumer products to the 90 parts per million (ppm) lead in paint limit and to the 300 
ppm lead limit for children's products established in section 101 of the CPSIA. 

This interim enforcement policy permits, as part of a domestic manufacturer's or 
importer's certification of a children's product as being in compliance with the. 300. 
ppm lead content limit, the domestic manufacturer or. importer. to rely on a test re
port showing passing test results for one or more components used on the product, 
based on testing either of them has commissioned from a recognized third-party test 
lab. The domestic manufacturer or impoi·ter may also rely on a certificate from an
other· person certifying that a component complies with the 300 ppm lead limit, pro
vided the component certificate is based on testing of a representative sample of the 
component(s) by a recognized third-party test lab. 

On May 20, 2010, the Commission published a notice of proposed rulemaking, 
"Conditions and Requirements for Testing Component Parts of Consumer Products," 
16 CFR Part 1109. This proposed rule set forth, for Commission consideration, the 
conditions and requirements under which the Commission will require or accept the 
results of testing of component parts of consumer products, instead of the entire con
sumer. product, to meet, in whole or in part, the. testing requirements of sections 
14(a), 14(b), and 14(d) of the CPSA. 

On May 20, 2010, the CPSC also issued a proposed rule that would establish re
quirements for a reasonable testing program and for compliance and continuing 
testing for children's products. The proposal would also address labeling of consumer 
products to show that the product complies wit.h certification requirements under 
a reasonable testing program for nonchildren's products or under compliance and 
continuing testing for. children's products. The proposed rule would implement sec
tion 14(a) and (d) of the. Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA), as amended by sec
tion 102(b) of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA). 

CPSC staff are currently reviewing and drafting responses to the over 300 com
ments received on these two proposed rules. Based on the comments and further 
stafT analyses, the proposed rules will be updated and draft final rules submjtted 
to the Commission for consideration in the first ha lf of calendar 2011. 

Q1,estion 13. Has the Commission proposed a rule allowing for component part 
testing? 

Answer. Yes. On May 20, 2010, the Commission published a notice of proposed 
rulemaking, "Conditions and Requirements for Testing Component Parts of Con
sumer Products," 16 CFR Part 1109. This proposed rule set forth, for Commission 
consideration, the conditions and requirements under which the Commission will re
quire or accept the results of testing of component parts of consumer products, in
stead of the entire consumer product, to meet, in whole or in part, the testing re
quirements of sections 14(a), 14(b), and 14(d) of Lhe CPSA. 

In advance of the propose rule for component part testing, the Commission issued 
an interim enforcement policy, "Interim Enforcement Policy on Component Testing 
and Certification of Children's Products and Othe1· Consumer Products to the Au
gust 14, 2009 Lead Limits," regarding component testing and certification of chil
dren's products and other consumer products to the 90 parts per million (ppm) lead 
in paint limit and to the 300 ppm lead limit for children's products established in 
section 101 of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 ("CPSIA"). 

This interim enforcement policy, issued on December 28, 2009, permits, as part 
of a domestic manufacturer's or importer's certification of a children's product as 
being in compliance with the 300 ppm lead content limit, the domestic manufacturer 
or importer. to rely on a test report showing passing test results for one or more 
components used on the product, based on testing either of them has commissioned 
from a recognized third-party test lab. The domestic manufactw·er or importer may 
also rely on a certificate from another person certifying that a component complies 
with the 300 ppm lead limit, provided the component certificate is based on testing 
of a representative sample of the component(s) by a recognized third-party test lab. 

Question 14. As you know, this year's reports of cadmium in children's products 
are very troubling. The CPSC has the authority to respond to emerging hazards in 
the marketplace. Has the Commission reached a final determination as to whether 
the toxicity of cadmium is sufficient to be considered toxic under· the FHSA? 

Answer. CPSC staff have. concluded that the data concerning the toxicity of cad
mium are sufficient for cadmium to be considered toxic under the FHSA due to ef
fects on multiple organ systems and toxic endpoints, including kidney dysfunction. 
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The conclusion that a substance is toxjc is only the first step in the Commission's 
assessment under the FHSA. 

The FHSA is. risk-based .. To be considered a "hazardous substance". under the 
FHSA, a consumer product must satisfy a two-part definition. (See 15 U.S.C. § 1262 
(0(1)(A)) .. First, it must be. toxic under the. FHSA or present one of the other hazards 
enumerated in the statute (see statement above). Second, it must have the potential 
to cause "substantial illness or injury during or as a result of reasonably foreseeable 
handling or use." Therefore, exposure and risk must be considered in addition to 
toxicity when assessing potential hazards under the FHSA. 

Question 15. You noted in a letter you sent to me earlier this year that you were 
working with "standards determining orgaruzations" to figure out whether "current 
standards governing the use of toxic metals in surface coatings or the substrate of 
toys [were] sufficiently protective of children's health and safety." What has been 
the outcome of those deliberations? 

Answer. The evaluation of the cuJTent ASTM F963 toy safety standard, made 
mandatory by the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, is an ongo
ing, multifaceted effort by CPSC technical staff, including toxicologists and chem
ists. Staff has. completed toxicity and dose-response. analysis of the chemicals regu
lated by the standard. An external peer review of the analysis is also currently 
being prepared. In addition, staff is evaluating test. methods specified in the stand
ard for their suitability in accw·ately identifying potentially hazardous products. 

Recently the ASTM toy safety subcommjttee established a work group to consider 
aligning the current standard with international standards for accessible soluble 
heavy metals in toys. The proposed changes in the ASTM standard would expand 
the requirements for toys, includmg the scope of the standard, with respect to chem
ical substances, includffig cadmium. CPSC staff is actively involved in the discus
sions and generally supports the expansion of requirements for metals in toys. 

Questi-On 16. I was the lead author of the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa 
Safety Act here in the Senate, a law that established strict pool safety standards 
as a response to too many tragic accidents and insufficient safety standards. I un
derstand the CPSC has launched a robust pool safety campaign. Could you update 
us on the Commission's efforts to protect. the public from pool and spa hazards? 

Answer. In 2010, CPSC launched the most expansive information and education 
campajgn in its history, which was aimed at preventing child drownings and drain 
entrapments. Below is. a summary of our Pool Safely: Simple Steps Saue Lives multi-. 
media campaign: 

• CPSC awarded a contract to Widmeyer Communications to develop and imple
ment an information and education campaign to fulfill the requirements of Sec
tion 1407 of the Virginia Graeme Baker. Pool and Spa Safety Act (VGB Act). 
The comprehensive Pool Safely campaign teaches pool and spa safety steps that 
stress prevention of drowning and entrapment by enga~ing stakeholders as 
partners at the national and grassroots levels .. Chi ld safety experts work on 
public and residential dro\.\'lling prevention programs for parents and children, 
and industry organizations share VGB Act compliance information with pool 
and spa owne1·s and operators. 

• The Pool Safely campaign messages totaled more than 250 million views, which 
were generated from print articles, online stories, local television broadcasts, 
and epublications through the CPSC's website. This goal was exceeded due to 
the exceptional exposure generated by Widmeyer Communjcations through the 
production and dissemination of a high-value TV PSA. ln addition, numerous 
print articles, radio stories, and online stories were generated in 2010, which 
reached millions of readers and listeners. Sigruficant additional views were 
made via Twitter, Flickr, and YouTube. Metro transit stations in the District 
of Columbia displayed five illuminated posters, which generated 1.7 million 
views in September 2010. Billboards with Pool Safely campaign messages were 
placed on streets and highways in Arizona, California, and several other states. 

• CPSC staff worked with a contractor on events targeting minorities and high-
1isk families. These events included focus groups, program announcement press 
conferences, and events in minority communities in Houston, TX, and Wash
ington, D.C. At these events participating groups included organizations such 
as. Safe Kids, American Red Cross, the YMCA, and local organizations like 
Bria's House, which provides s\vimming lessons to underprivileged children. 

• A professional Web design services company was contracted to redesign and ex
pand PoolSafety.gou. mto a state-of-the-art, interactive Web resource using the 
campaign name www.PoolSafely.gou. The new site was launched on September 
27, 2010. This site has interactive links to all content developed as part of the 
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Information and Education campaign with special sections for families, indus
try, state and local officials, and the media. 

• Finally, CPSC staff developed and awarded six contracts to leading organiza
tions to create and deliver educational and training programs nationally. Con
tractors representing top national industry. expe rts were retained to. execute 
training materials for pool owners and operators, manufacturers, and retail out
lets, and local and state regulatory entities. Using a combination of live events, 
webinars, and prepared educational training video programs, each contractor 
will address issues related to drowning and entrapment prevention fot• their 
s pecified audiences. 

Question 17. Could you discuss the issue of the additional layer of protection for 
pools with only a single main drain? 

Answer. CPSC supports the use of layers of protection in and around pools and 
spas. From fences to door a larms to safer drain covers to suction detection devices, 
CPSC believes. that a system of safety is. needed to protect children from drowning 
and entrapment hazards in and. arnund public and private. pools and spas. 

As required by Section 1404 of the VGB Act, all public pools and spas that have 
a blockable drain operating on a single main d1-ain system must install a secondary 
layer of protection. Pool and spa operators can use one of five options to meet this 
requirement: a safety vacuum release system, an automatic pump shut off system, 
a suction-limiting vent system, a gravity drain system, or no drains. 

The Commission voted three to two in 2010 to allow for the use of unblockable 
drain covers to be. placed over blockable sized drains on single main drain systems 
to exempt public pools. and spas from having to. comply with the. secondary protec
tion system requirement. I voted against this decision because I believed that a sec
ondary system was contemplated by the statute for pools with a single main drain 
and to provide the highest level of protection possible in such pools. 

Question 18. Many months ago, an ABC news article reported a pool drain cover 
safety risk and suggested that despite discontinued manufacturing of certain models 
of drain covers, consumers were not notified of potentially dangerous drain covers 
already purchased and installed in pools across the country. Is the Commission 
aware of this concern? 

Answer. Yes, the Commission is aware of this. concern. 
After learning of possible anomalies in the testing of certain pool drain covers, the 

Commission took several steps to investigate. On September 3, 2010, the Commis
s ion issued s ubpoenas requesting test data from three independent labs involved in 
drain cover testing, rating, and certification. This request produced over 17,000 
pages of technical documents for staff review, which is cunently underway. 

CPSC also contracted with a third-party testing laboratory to have the identified 
suction outlet. covers tested (CPSC Contract #. S-10- 0108). CPSC laboratory staff 
witnessed the testing to observe the test facility, the test procedures, and the meth
odology of different technical staff conducting the tests. The results of testing have 
been reported by the contractor and staff is reviewing the report. 

These results will be used to discuss any ratings issues with manufacturers of the 
identified product whose rating is questionable. In the event that testing results for 
certain covers indicate. any substantial product safety hazards, the Commission may 
pw·sue a recall or other con-ective action against the manufactw·er of the specific 
cover. 

In addition, the. CPSC laboratory is. also. conducting its own independent testing 
of the identified suction outlet covers and will compare results with those obtained 
by the contractor as well as those obtained by the original third-party certifying lab
oratories .. These results and review o( the procedures wi ll also be used to develop 
guidance for future testing and rating of suction outlet covers by third-party certi
fying laboratories. 

R ESPONSE TO WRITI'EN Q UESTIONS SUBMITI'ED BY H ON. MARIA CANTWELL TO 
H ON. INEZ M. TENENBAUM 

Question 1. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has three different product 
classifications for toothbrushes: (1) toothbrush, ionic, battery-powered; (2) tooth
brush, manual; and (3) toothbrush, powered. The. FDA classifies all toothbrushes as 
Class I medical (dental) devices. My understanding is that such Class I devices are 
regulated by the FDA. Under current law, does the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission (CPSC) have any authority to ensure. the safety of toothbrushes, even those 
that are clearly marketed to children? 
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Answer. Section 3(aX5) of the Consumer Product Safety Act ("CPSA") defines 
"consumer product" as "any article, or component part thereof, produced or distrib
uted: (i) for sale to a consumer for use in or around a permanent or temporary 
household or residence, a school, in recreation, or othenvise, or (ii) for the personal 
use, consumption or enjoyment of a consumer in or around a permanent 01· tem
porary household residence, a school, in recreation, or otherwise ... " However, sec
tion 3(aX5)(H) of the CPSA expressly excludes, from the definition of "consumer 
product," "drugs, devices, or cosmetics (as such terms are defined in sections 201(g), 
(h), and (i) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act)" ("FFDCA"J. 

Thus, a toothbrush, as a "device" under section 20l(h) of the FFDCA, cannot be 
a "consumer product" and, therefore, is not subject to regulation under the CPSA. 

However, the Federal Hazardous Substances Act ("FHSA") does not contain an ex
ception for devices. (It expressly excludes "foods, drugs, and cosmetics subject to the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.") Consequently, CPSC could use its authority 
under the FHSA to address hazardous substances in devices. 

Question la. Do you believe that all toothbrushes should be classified as medical 
devices or should some be classified as a consumer product? 

Answer. Because the. FHSA permits us to exercise jurisdiction over toothbrushes 
under the FHSA regardless of their classification as a medical device, they receive 
coverage under both FDA's. jw-isdiction and the CPSC's. with regard to. their chem
ical content. 

However, toothbrushes are not subject to. the. CPSIA's new testing and certifi
cation requirements for children's products since they fall outside the definition of 
"children's. product" as. described above. As a medical device, toothbrushes. may be. 
subject to the FDA's regulations known as current good manufacturing practices. 
However, we. defer to FDA on whether such regulations would apply to tooth
brushes. 

Question 2. There are a number of battery-powered toothbrushes in the market 
that have children's cartoon or live-action characters painted on to the body of tooth
brush or attached to the body of the toothbrush (i.e., the on-ofT switch in the shape 
of the cartoon character), and are marketed to children. Does the CPSC consider 
such toothbrushes to be a "children's product''? Should the CPSC classify these 
toothbrushes to be a children's product as they are marketed to children 12 years 
of age and younger? 

Answer. As noted in the response to question 1, a "device" cannot be a "consumer 
product" under the CPSA. Section 3(a)(2) of the CPSA defines "children's product," 
in relevant part, as "a consumer product designed or intended primarily for children 
12 years of age or younger." (Emphasis added.) Thus, because a device cannot be 
a "consumer product" under section 3(a)(5) of the CPSA, neither can it be a "chil
dren's product" under section 3(a)(2) of the CPSA. 

However, if CPSC staff age grades a toothbrush for use by children, we could as
sert jurisdiction to regulate the toothbrushes under the FHSA and take appropriate 
action should they contain a hazardous level of heavy metals in either the surface 
coating 01· the substrate. 

Question 2a. Does the FDA have any standards for the levels of heavy metals al
lowed in toothbrushes? 

Answer. This question involves interpreting FDA rules and policies, and we must 
respectfully refer you to that agency for a response to this question. 

Question 2b. Hypothetically, if it is reported that lead was found in the colored 
bristles of a toothbrush with a cartoon character painted on the body of the tooth
brush, how would the CPSC respond? Would the. FDA have absolute jw·isdiction? 
If the FDA chooses not to investigate the report, does the CPSC have any authority 
to investigate. such. a claim independently? 

Answer. Under current laws the toothbrush would not be subject to the lead lim
its. in section 101 of the CPSIA because, as stated earlier, the product would be ex
cluded from the definition of "children's product." CPSC might be able to assert au
thority under the FHSA if the product met the. definition of a "hazardous sub
stance." CPSC has the authority to investigate and, if after investigation, including 
the analysis of testing of the toothbrush, the Commission dete1·mined the toothbrush 
contained a "hazardous substance" it could pursue the remedies set forth in the 
FHSA and take. the appropriate action. 
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS SUBMITI'ED BY HON. FRANK R. LAUTENBERG TO 
H ON. INEZ M. TENENBAUM 

Question 1. The Consumer Product Safety Commission appl'oved a new mandatory 
crib safety rule on December 15, 2010. Although the new rule acknowledges that 
"extra bedding in cribs accounted for. the maj01;ty of infant deaths in cribs or other 
sleeping products," it claims "there are no performance requirements for cribs that 
can address this issue." What are yom· plans for expanding existing education ef
forts to address the hazards of extra bedding and s leep positioners? 

Answer. CPSC is focusing on the inOuence of video to inform to new parents and 
change behaviors when it comes to preventing suffocation risks in a baby's s leep en
vironment. In the aftermath of a joint press announcement with FDA in late Sep
tember urging parents to stop using sleep positioners, CPSC produced an edu
cational video on the dangers associated with these products, which is now posted 
on the. agency's YouTube site, and available at the following link: www.you 
tube.com/USCPSC#p/f!0/3xudPpKJoMc. 

Although the dangers associated with drop-sides have ~amered most of the media 
attention related to cribs in recent years, soft bedding, including pillows, blankets 
and comforters, cause the most child fatalities. To educate new. parents in the recov
ery room at the hospital or in the waiting room at their pediatrician's office, CPSC 
teamed up with the American Academy of Pediatrics, Keeping Babies Safe, and re
nowned journalist Joan Lunden to produce a special Safe Sleep for Babies video. 
This video demonstrates visually and informs orally that a crib should be as bare 
as possible due to the suffocation risk that soft bedding poses to newborns and in
fants. This video can be viewed at the following site: www.cpsc.gov / CPSCPUB / 
PREREL/ prhtmlll / 11021.html. 

Shorter versions of the video directed at minority and other underserved popu
lations are. posted on our YouTube channel. All of these videos are. being dissemi
nated through our Safe Sleep partners and are being highlighted by the agency 
when conducting media interviews. 

Quesli-On 2. Although the cr;b safety rule will be effective 6 months after publica
tion, child care. providers will have a total of 24 months to replace non-compliant, 
potentially dangerous c1ibs. What are your plans for protecting the safety of chil
dren in child care. until dangerous cribs are removed from these facilities in 2 years? 

Answer. The safety of cdbs used in child care facilities will continue to be care
fully monjtored by CPSC and state child care licensors. First and foremost, it is im
portant to clarify that child care facilities are prohibited by law from using "re
called" cribs unJess a repair (provided by the manufacturer as part of the recall rem
edy) has been installed. CPSC staff monitors a ll incoming crib incident reports, in
cluding incidents which may have occurred at child care facilities and assigns inves
tigators to conduct in depth investigations of such incidents. In addition, CPSC 
maintains a comprehensive contact list with state child care licensing departments. 
CPSC will be providing its state partners with information about the new Federal 
crib rule, recalls, safety alerts, and other crib safety information. 

Question 3. You have indicated that the Consume1· Product Safety Commission 
will work with the National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equip· 
ment (NOCSAE) on developing new standards for football helmets. NOCSAE has 
not made significant changes to its helmet standard in 37 years. What is the 
timeline for the development of a new standard and what steps will you take. to. en
sure the standard incorporates the latest science on concussion prevention for youth 
and adults? 

Answer. I take the issue of helmet safety very seriously, particularly with regard 
to helmets. used in school and youth athletics. To that end, CPSC staff has fully en
gaged NOCSAE in furtherance of our monitodng of their voluntary standards proc
ess. As part of this effort, I directed one of our CPSC staff engineers with significant 
experience. in helmets standards, as well as a senior counsel from my staff, to attend 
the publicly-available portions of the January 20-22, 2010, NOCSAE board meeting. 
Overall, I believe CPSC's oversight has already begun to bear fruit. In particular, 
I was encom·aged by two developments that relate. directly to the important issues 
you raised. 

First, Dr. Robe1t Cantu, NOCSAE's vice president, presented to its board seven 
re<:ommendations recently made by. a group of medical experts (including Dr. Cantu) 
that met late last year at the request of NOCSAE. Three of the medfoal expe1ts' 
re<:ommendations addressed areas of research these experts believe are vital to iden
tifying ways to potentially improve the standard for new football helmets in a mean
ingful way. An additional recommendation touched on the need for research related 
to a youth football helmet standard. We not only agree with the need for the re
search these. experts identified, but also. believe all seven of their recommendations 
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should be acted on by NOCSAE in a timely fashion. Ensuring NOCSAE moves for
ward on these fronts is incorporated into our larger oversi~ht effort. 

Second, NOCSAE announced at its board meeting that 1t will be creating a stand
ing scientific advisory committee to direct its concussion-related research. Moreover, 
NOCSAE invited CPSC to participate in the work of this committee. We are in the 
process of determining how, and in what way, CPSC can be involved with the Com
mittee in a manner that would further our oversight function of NOCSAE and allow 
the Commission to be certain that NOCSAE is committed to ensuring the key re
search occurs as quickly and efficiently as possible. 

RESPONSE TO WRIT'rEN QuES'l'IONS SuBMJ'rI'EO BY H ON. AMY KLoBUCHAR TO 
HON. INEZ M. TENENBAUM 

Question 1. Does the CPSC support adoption of the product standards for carbon 
monoxide alarms and detectors as mandatory consumer product safety rules, as re
flected in S. 1216/H.R. 1796? 

Answer. CPSC staff supports the goals of the bills to encourage the use of CO 
a larms in residences. CO alarms save lives. They do that by warning consumers of 
the presence of CO before the onset of debilitating effects. 

Question la. What additional resources, if any, would be required by CPSC to im
plement the legislation if it were enacted? 

Answer. CPSC staff believes that the current edition of UL 2034 is an effective 
standard. Making UL 2034 a mandatory standard will level the playing field for 
manufacturers and give CPSC greater authority to enforce compliance with the 
standard. Staff believes it will also make it easier for states to adopt installation 
requirements. 

The July 29, 2010, revision of H.R. 1796 <from the lllth Congress) would make 
mandatory both UL 2034 and UL 2075. Thus, the scope of the House bill goes be
yond CO alarms intended for residential dwellings. UL 2075 detectors or monitoring 
devices may be appropriate for locations outside of residential dwellings, such as in
door parking garages, commercial buildings, testing facilities, or furnace rooms. In 
addition, because the scope of UL 2075 includes gases other than CO, CPSC staff 
would need to review the performance requirements for each gas within the scope 
of UL 2075 to ensure that it adequately addresses hazards to consumers. CPSC re
sources would be required to thoroughly review the scope and technical provisions 
of ANSI/UL 2075 related to applicable consumer products. In addition, CPSC staff 
would need to compare the standards to ensure the CO alarms test conditions and 
performance requirements in ANSI/UL 2034 preside and coincide with those in 
ANSI/UL 2075. 

That version of H.R. 1796 also states that both ANSI/UL 2075 and 2034 be pub
lished in the Federal Register as mandatory consumer product safety standards and 
take elTect 180 days after Federal Register publication. CPSC stalT suggest that 
first, the ANSI/UL 2034 be reviewed and implemented as the mandatory consumer 
product safety standards in the Federal Register with the associated timelines. Staff 
suggests that after the ANSI/UL 2034 FR time frames, sta ff can begin the work as
sociated with ANSI/UL 2075, as the effort to evaluate and define the scope of rel
evant consumer product safety portions of ANSI/UL 2075 may require a significant 
commjtment of resources. 

S. 1216/HR 1796 includes provisions for a grant program for states that adopt CO 
alarm installation requirements. Additional resources would be required to admin
ister and support such a grant program. 

Question 2. Are you aware of any residential CO alarm products being sold on the 
market that do not comply with UL 2034? Are you aware of any. manUfactw·ers of 
CO detectors who manufacturer CO alarm products that may exceed UL 2034? 

Answer. CPSC staff is aware that there are low levels CO monitoring devices on 
the market that claim to exceed the ANSI/UL 2034 alarm criteria and aim to. protect 
the population most sensitive to the lowest levels of CO. As designed, these low-level 
monitors do meet the "do not alarm" requirements in ANSI/UL 2034 that protect 
against srurious low-level alarms. The ANSI/UL 2075. standard or registration as 
a medica device may be appropriate for these low level CO monitors. However, 
CPSC staff is not aware of these devices being certified to any standards. 

Question 3. Jn previous yeai·s, CPSC has identified "Carbon Monoxide" as a stra
tegic initiative. In its 2011- 2016 Strategic Plan, carbon monoxide is no longer iden
tified as its own initiative. How do you see CPSC's elTorts to raise awareness of car
bon monoxide dangers and to promote carbon monoxide detection fitting into the 
five key goals identified in the Commission's 2011-2016 Strategic Plan? 
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Answer. While carbon monoxide (CO) is no longer identified as its own initiative, 
it is still very much a part CPSC's new Strategic Plan through CPSC's work on safe
ty standards, improved consumer information and hazard identification. In fact, 
CPSC's activities to reduce CO dangers and to promote CO detection are fo und for 
three of the five goals in the Strategic Plan. 

CPSC's strategic goal, "Commitment to Prevention" focusing on engaging public 
and private sector stakeholders to build safety into consumer products, we drive for
ward our commitment to the prevention of CO-related incidents. The CPSC will 
work to protect consumers from the dangers of CO poisoning by promoting the pro
duction of safe products and the development and implementation of safety stand
ards. This will enable industry compliance with safety standards at various stages 
of consumer product development and distribution. By encouraging industry leaders 
and foreign safety agencies to focus on safety early in the global supply cha in, the 
CPSC will help prevent hazards from entering consumer markets . 

CPSC's strategic goal, "Raising Awareness" promotes a public understanding of 
product risks and CPSC capabilities. Under this goal, we seek to gain the attention 
of consumers through increased awareness of the hazards associated with CO and 
gas-fired appliances and engine-driven tools and generators. Consumers, advocates, 
industry, and partner government agencies each desire useful and timely informa
tion about consumer product safety issues in order to make informed choices. How
ever, these audiences have different information needs, and each responds best to 
difTerent methods of communicating information. With the rapid increase in tbe use 
of social media and Web-based communications, the options for conveying consumer 
product safety information continue to grow. 

Tbe CPSC will use a wide array of communication channels and strategies to pro
vide the public with timely and targeted information about CO-related safety issues. 
This information will empower consumers to make informed choices about the prod
ucts they purchase and how to safely use them, to be aware of hazardous products 
in the market, and to act quickly if they own a recalled product. Additionally, the 
information will make industry aware of the hazards they must address to maintain 
safe products. 

Finally, CPSC's strategic goal "Rigorous Hazard Identification" focuses on accu
rate and timely determination of all hazards posing the greatest risk to consumers, 
including CO-related deaths and injuries. StafT completes two annual reports, one 
on CO fatalities and one on incidents associated with associated with generators 
and engine-driven tools. Both reports help identify new or emerging issues within 
those sub-areas. 

Question 4 .. Please describe the CPSC's experience in managing Federal grant pro
grams. 

Answer. The CPSC has not awarded grants in the last 10 years, and currently 
does not have the staff and resources available to independently award Federal 
grants . ln 2008, however, Congress passed the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa 
Safety Act (VGB Act). The VGB Act authorized CPSC to award grants to states and 
was funded in the Fiscal Year (FY) 2009 Omnibus Appropriations Bill. 

In order to comply with the requirements of the VGB Act, CPSC contracted with 
the Center's for Disease Control (CDC> to develop the required funding announce
ment, issue the announcement, make the awards, monitor the award performance 
and finally report on the results, all following Federal grant regulations . The cost 
of this service by CDC is estimated at 20 percent of the total grant amount. 

Question 4a. To date no grants have been awarded because no states meet the 
statutory requirements the VGB Act grant program. What unique challenges would 
S. 1216 pose to the Commission, if any, in administering the proposed grant pro
gram under this legislation? 

Answer. First, the Commission still does not have grant expertise so we would 
likely contract again \vith another Federal agency Hke CDC. Thus, the funding for 
the 20 percent contract costs must be obtained by reducing I.he grant amounts ($2 
million annually) or from specific appropriation. 

Second, while we are aware that approximately 25 states have CO alarm legisla
tion, we do not know whether the requirements of that legislation match the re
quirements of S. 1216. Therefore, it is not whether any state will be immediately 
eligible to apply for a grant. Accordingly, it may be necessary to spend funds ini
tially in conducting outreach to the states about the grant program's specific eligi
bility requirements, and then awarding grants in the latter years of the program. 

Third, under the VGB grant program, we learned that if the appropriations lan
guage funding the grants does not always mirror the authorization language regard
ing the return of unexpended and unobligated funds. Additional harmonization be
tween the authorization and appropriations language would be helpful in the future. 
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Question 5. I undexstand that implementing effective third-party testing and 
tracking processes may be difficult, and that after 2 years many companies are still 
trying to figure out workable solutions. I have talked to very small businesses from 
Minnesota. They are very concerned about implementing the specific third-party 
testing and certification requirements. Have you given any thought as to whether 
it is really workable to begin enforcing these requirements against very small busi
nesses. when the stay ends this. February? 

Answer. The third-party testing requirements of the CPSIA have been commu
nicated to the business community. Since August 2008, CPSC staff have met with 
various industry associations numerous times and provided multiple training semi
nars and webinars on the new requirements of the CPSIA in an at tempt to help 
industry prepare for the changes brought about by the CPSIA. As one example, on 
December 10 -11, 2009, the Commission held a two-day workshop to discuss issues 
relating to the testing, certificat ion, and labeling of certa in consumer products pur
suant to section 14 of the CPSA (see 74 Fed. Reg. 58611 (November 13, 2009)). 

As both Ms. Jill Chuckas and Mr. Steve Lamar stated in response to questioning 
from Senator Pryor at the December 2, 2010 hearing, CPSC Commissioners and 
staff have. been fully engaged with industry,. providing training workshops around 
the. U.S. and the world, and being. responsive to the issues. and concerns. facing in
dustry as they move forward with meeting the. requirements of the CPSIA .. The 
Commission is committed to continuing to meet with and educate manufacturers 
and importers as the remaining CPSIA regulations are developed and implemented. 

Having said that, the Commission continues to be very sensitive to the concerns 
of the small business community and is currently considering several requests, in
cluding one from the Handmade Toy Alliance CHTA) for a further continuation of 
the stay of enforcement. 

Questi01i 5a. Have you considered the possibility of another extension for these 
businesses? 

Answer. As noted above, the Commission is. currently considering several re
quests, including one from the HTA for a continuation of the cw-rent stay .. The Com
mission is carefully considering the views of all stakeholders and will rule on the 
petitions and requests as soon as possible. 

Question 5b. Have you considered ways to make it easier for very small busi
nesses to comply with the CPSIA? 

Answer. The Commission has always maintained an open door policy to listen to 
the concerns of industry and small businesses, and the establishment of the new 
full-time Small Business Ombudsman is the latest way that the Commission has 
sought to listen to and address the concerns of small businesses. As CPSIA does not 
distinguish between the sizes of businesses that must comply with the law, the 
Commission does not have plenary power to take actions that may alleviate the bur
dens of compliance on small bus inesses specifically. 

Nevertheless, the Commission is required to conduct regulatory flexibility anal
yses on each significant rule, which assess the potential impacts of the rules on 
small businesses. The Commission has,. and will continue, to look at areas like the 
limited lead exemptions and the component part enforcement policy rule noted 
above to assist small businesses and others where possible and discretion allows. 

Question 6. There are certain fibers in apparel that are exempted from flamma
bility testing, including polyester and nylon. Spandex was not in widespread use 
when the flammability regulations were promulgated, but today it is found in innu
merable apparel products. Many have claimed that Spandex has the same fl amma
bility properties as fibers that are already exempted. Does it not make sense for the 
CPSC to investigate adding spandex to the list of fibers that are exempt from flam
mability testing? 

Answer. The Commission issued the Standard for the Flammability of Clothing 
Textiles (16 CFR part 1610) in 1975 under the authority of the Flammable Fabrics 
Act (FFA), wltich prohibited the importation, manufacture for sale, or sale in com
merce of any article of wearing apparel, which is "so highly flammable as to be dan
gerous when worn by individuals." The Standard, as originally written, did not in
clude exemptions for any fibers or fabrics. 

In 1984, the Commission issued a rule amending the Standa1·d to include exemp
tions. based on weight and fiber content. The Commission based these exemptions 
on years of previous industry and government testing (See 40 Fed. Reg. 48,568; Dec. 
14, 1984). The exemptions are as follows: 

(1) plain surface fabrics, regardless of fiber content, weighing 2.6 ounces per 
square yard or more; and 
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(2) alJ fabrics, both plain surface and raised-fiber surface textiles, regardless of 
weight, made entirely from any of the following fibers or entirely from combina
tion of the following fibers: acrylic, modacrylic, nylon, olefin, polyester, wool. 

Many plain surface fabrics. containing spandex fiber are already. exempted from 
testing due to fabric weight. 

In apparel fabric,. spandex fiber usually appears. as a small percentage of total 
fiber and it is typically used in combination with othe1· fibers to add "ease" or form 
fitting properties. The extent to. which spandex fiber may affect the flammability 
performance of garments constructed of otherwise-exempt-fiber fabrics is unknown; 
the industry bas not provided sufficient data from their own flammability testing 
to justify amending the Standard to. include spandex in a fiber exemption. The Com
mission does not have evidence to support the inclusion of spandex as an "exempt 
fiber~' and would welcome new data if the industry can provide it. If the Commission 
were. to determine that there was a need for a study on the flammability of spandex 
fiber in combination with the other exempt fibers, it could direct the staff to proceed 
with s uch an investigation. 

RESPONSE TO WRITIEN QUESTIONS SUBMJ'l'TED BY HON. TOM UDALL TO 
HON. INEZ M. TENENBAUM 

Question 1. Ms. Tenenbaum, given that CPSC has fewer than 500 employees and 
that the agency is. charged with ensuring the safety. of over 15,000 types. of con
sumer products, I would like to know your thoughts on how CPSC can leverage its 
resources. You note in your testimony that the CPSC is working with other agencies 
such as. the Customs and Border Protection on ensuifog the safety o( imported 
goods. As a former attorney general, I would like to ask how you are working with 
state attorneys general to help ensure compliance with consumer product safety 
rules. One. idea that Commissioner Robert Adler mentioned during his. Senate con
firmation process was having CPSC potentially host regional conferences of state at
torneys general to raise awareness about product safety issues. Are any such con
ferences or regional meetings planned? 

Answer. Shortly after both Commissioner Adler and I joined the Commission, the 
CPSC hosted in October of 2009 a conference of representatives of the state attor
neys general responsible. for consumer protection o( product. safety issues. At. that 
meeting we agreed to hold a monthly conference call to share information and raise 
awa1·eness regarding Commission product safety priorities. Those conference calls 
have been successful and will continue in FY 2011.. We also recently. held a training 
session for interested state AG offices on investigating children's products for lead 
and cadmium hazards. There is a second in person follow-up meeting planned for 
early Spring 2011. 

Question 2. Do you have other ideas about cooperating in other areas to ensure 
consumer safety? 

Answer. In September 2010, the Commission voted to create the Office of Edu
cation, Global Outreach, and Small Business Ombudsman, an office I envisioned in 
my first year as Chairman. The office will make the CPSC more accessible to stake
holdm·s and will play a vital role in helping the CPSC fulfill its mission of protecting 
the public from unnecessary risks of death and injury from consumer products. The 
principal function of the office will be to coordinate and provide education and out
reach activities to various domestic and international stakeholders, including foreign 
governments, manufacturers, retailers, small businesses, and consumers. To carry 
out this mission, the new office will invite partnerships with colleges and univer
sities, state and local governments, nonprofit organizations, standards making orga
nizations, and others to enhance the CPSC's ability to provide research and training 
for stakeholders on regulatory and safety standards and best practices, which in 
tw·n will result in safer products. 

The CPSC has been working with the states and others to come up with creative 
ways to raise awareness about product safety issues. For example, we have worked 
collaboratively with the American Academy of Pediatrics to produce a video on crib 
safety for use with new pru·ents in hospitals and pediati;cians offices. I would also 
like to work with the states to ensure that day care licensing codes are revised to 
require recall checks to ensure products used in those facilities have not been re
called. 

Question 3. Chairman Tenenbaum, since passage of the landmark CPSIA legisla
tion, does the CPSC now have the resoui·ces, authority, and cooperation from other 
agencies that it. needs. to protect ow-. children from har·mful and tainted products im
ported from foreign countries? 
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Answer. In the last couple of years the CPSC has received a substantial increase 
in appropriations, and I am extremely grateful for these additional resow-ces. Since 
my arrival at the Commission these resources have been put to work of a number 
of critical initiatives, including increasing CPSC Import Surveillance Division staff 
at ports of entry, a new CPSC testing facility, and investigating several new and 
emerging areas of potential consumer. product safety hazards. 

Having said that, it is important to note that the CPSC is still only has half the 
staffing that is possessed at its peak in 1980. We have made great strides since pas
sage of the CPSIA, but additional resources would be welcomed. 

Question 4. Chairman Tenenbaum, thank you for your assurance that the CPSC 
\viil carefully review the issue of football helmet safety, particularly for young chil
dren and high school athletes. 

In addition to the fact that no football helmet standards exist for youth helmets 
and fo1· addressing concussion risks, I am concerned that some safety warning labels 
for helmets are not clearly visible and legible. For example, new and used football 
helmets are sold with warning labels placed underneath padding inside the helmet 
where they are not fully visible. My understanding is that the CPSC has provided 
clear guidelines about the content, legibility, and visibility of safety warning labels 
for othei· children's products and consumer products. Will you include a review of 
the adequacy of current warning labels as you look into the issue of football helmet 
safety? 

Answer. As indicated during my oral testimony, CPSC has fully engaged 
NOCSAE in furtherance of our. monitoring of theii: voluntary standards process. La
beling is certainly included in the areas we are exploring. We sham the desire that 
labels, both in terms of substance and location, provide meaningful and effective 
warnings. 

R ESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY H ON. KAY BAILEY H UTCHISON TO 
H ON. INEZ M. TENENBAUM 

Questi-On 1. As you know, Section 103(a) of the CPSIA requires the placement of 
tracking labels on all children's products and their. packaging, ta the extent prac
ticable. In its July 2009 Statement of Policy regarding enforcement of this provision, 
CPSC staff indicated that products sold through bulk vending machines would not 
need to be individually marked, though the package or carton the products are 
shipped in would. The Statement of Policy further: noted that "the Conference Re
port [accompanying the CPSIA] recognized that marking each individual product in 
such circumstances may not be practical. See H.R. Rep. No 787, llOth Cong., 2d 
Sess. 67 (2008)." However, the Commission has not provided any explicit regulatory 
exclus ion from Section 103(a) for bulk vended products. Will the CPSC pursue en
forcement actions against bulk vendor suppliers, operators or retail establishments 
for the absence of tracking labels on bulk vended products? Fwther, can you please 
assure the Committee that the CPSC will maintain this position should any state 
attorney general or other entity seek to enforce Section 103(a) against bulk vended 
products? 

Answer. In the July 2009 Statement of Policy, CPSC staff stated that bulk vended 
products would not have to be individually marked. The Office of Compliance is fol
lowing this policy as stated. Staff will consider enforcement action, however, if outer 
containers were not appropriately marked with the required information. 

Question 2. According to an August 2010 ABC news report, the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) found that earlier test results for 4 pool drain covers by 
3 brands-Aquastar, Paramount, and AFRAS-were unreliable and that use of the 
covers could result in serious injury or death to consumers. In the article, the CPSC 
commented that it was investigating the matter. Please provide an update on the 
investigation and what. the Commission has found to date. 

Answer. After learning of possible anomalies in the testing of certain pool drain 
covers, the Commission took several steps to investigate. On September 3, 2010, the 
Commission issued subpoenas requesting test data from three independent. labs in
volved in drain cover testing, rating, and certification. This request produced over 
17,000 pages of technical documents for staff review, which is currently underway. 

CPSC also contracted \vith a third-party testing laboratory to. have the identified 
suction outlet covers tested (CPSC Contract # S-10-0108). CPSC laboratory staff 
\vitnessed the testing to observe the test facility, the test procedw·es, and the meth
odology of different technical staff conducting the tests. The results of testing have 
been reported by the contractor and staff is reviewing the report. 

These results \vill be used to discuss any ratings issues with manufacturers of the 
identified product whose rating is questionable. In the event that testing results for 
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certain covers indicate any substantial product safety hazards, the Commission may 
pw·sue a recall or other corrective action against the manufactw·er of the specific 
cover. 

In addition, the CPSC laboratory is also conducting its own independent testing 
of the identified suction outlet covers and will compare results. with those obtained 
by the contractor as well as those obtained by the original third-party certifying lab
oratories. These results and review of the procedures will also be used to develop 
guidance for future testing and rating of suction outlet, covers by third-party certi
fying laboratories. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN Q UESTIONS SUBMI'l'rEO BY HON. ROGER F. WICKER TO 
HON . I NEZ M. TENENOAUM 

Question I. What can you tell us about the impact of the CPSIA on small busi
nesses? Even though the CPSIA did not require the Commission to perform cost
bcnefit analyses of the rules it promulgates, many of the concerns raised from small 
businesses and from Members of Congress since the law passed have been based 
on the need for this very information-specifically, the law's economk impact and 
unintended consequences. Does the Commission have quantitative data to deter
mine what the impact has been, and what the impact will be in the future as more 
requirements under the law come into effect? 

Answer. While it is true that CPSIA does not contain a separate cost-benefit anal
ysis provision. the Commission is still required to perform a regulatory impact anal
ysis (pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility Act) of each significant new CPSIA rule 
presented for the Commission's consideration. In some cases, the stalT has concluded 
that the rules could have significant adverse impacts on substantial numbers of 
small businesses. In fact, CPSC quantitative data on the use of cribs in child care 
facilities and/ublic accommodations (many of which are small businesses) was re
cently utilize by. the Commission to decide how to. best apply the new. rule on man
datory crib standards to child care facilities and places of public accommodation as 
required by the CPSIA Assisted by this data, the Commission gave child care facili
ties and places. of public accommodation 18 months. after. the effective date of the 
new crib safety rules to come into compliance with these new standards. This 18 
month compliance period will help to ensure that children benefit from safer cribs, 
while at the same time preventing a serious impact on these kinds of small busi
nesses and causing a potential shortage in available child care for working families. 

The Commission is certainly cognizant of and sensitive to the impact of the 
CPSIA on testing and compliance costs for. small businesses. To that end, the Com
mission has sought to ameliorate the financial burdens through the exercise of 
sound discretion where the Commission believed that Congress had provided the 
Commission with that ability and where such accommodations could be shown not 
to have an impact on product safety. 

One example of these efforts is the Commission's regulation exempting certain 
types of products from mandatory lead testing. In this case,. the. Commission met 
with the business community, examined their specific claims that certain categories 
of pure products-like certain woods, texti les, and inks-would never contain viola
tive levels of lead in them, and granted exemptions for. those. categories after inde
pendent CPSC analysis. Another example is the Commission's enforcement policy 
concerning lead in surface coatings and lead content that allows for the use of prop
erly tested and certified component parts in lieu of final product testing. Both of 
these examples have provided some relief for small businesses in their sourcing and 
manufacturing of products. 

Question 2. Does the Commission have any plans to assess the negative impacts 
of the law, and to take necessary actions to alleviate these burdens before they 
eliminate any more jobs? 

Answer. The Commission has always maintained an open door policy to listen to 
the concerns of industry and small businesses-and the establishment of the new 
full-time Small Business Ombudsman is the latest way that the Commission has 
sou~ht to listen to and address the concerns of small businesses. As CPSIA does not 
distinguish between the sizes of businesses that must comply with the law, the 
Commission does not have plenary power to take actions that may alleviate the bur
dens of compliance on small businesses specifically. 

Nevertheless, as noted above, the Commission is required to conduct regulatory 
flexibility analyses on each significant rule, which assess the potential impacts of 
the rules on small businesses. The Commission has, and will continue, to look at 
areas, like the limited lead exemptions and the component part enforcement policy 
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rule noted above, to assist small businesses and others, where possible and discre
tion allows. 

Question 3. You mentioned at the hearing the creation of a fuU-time Small Busi
ness Ombudsman to serve the Nation's small manufacturers in the area of product 
safety. How wiU this new position address the concerns of small businesses? Do you 
believe that this will be enough to alleviate their expressed concerns? 

Answer. The full -time Small Business Ombudsman is addressing the needs and 
concerns of small businesses in many ways. As you heard on December 2, 2010, 
from Ms .. Jill Chuckas of the Handmade Toy Alliance, the Small Business Ombuds
man has already been working very closely with small businesses and representa
tives of small business. 

The Ombudsman will serve small businesses through the provision of regulatory 
and technical guidance to small business inquiries in a timely manner. Further
more, the Ombudsman will develop educational materials to provide plain English 
explanations of Federal consumer product safoty requirements. The Ombudsman 
has already fielded many inquiries where he has been able to provide concise, clear 
guidance as to the regulatory requirements and the response from those businesses, 
and the business community in general, has been very. positive .. 

The Ombudsman has also made himself accessible for small businesses and their 
representatives. to raise their concerns with the knowledge that the Ombudsman 
will follow up with the appropriate agency employees to seek a solution. We believe 
that the creation of the Ombudsman position will be helpful for the Commission to 
be kept current of small business issues and to find new ways of partnering with 
the small business community to develop creative and effective solutions within the 
confines of the law. 

Question 4. The Commission's stay. on third-party testing for lead content is 
scheduled to lift in February. Is the Commission prepared to move forwa1·d with lift
ing this stay of enforcement? 

Answer. The Commission is currently considering several petitions and requests, 
including one from the Handmade Toy Alliance (HTA), for a continuation of the stay 
of enforcement for third-party testing of lead content. In considering these requests, 
the Commission will carefully consider the views and concerns of all impacted stake
holders. 

Question 4a. Do you believe that the health of children has been at greater risk 
because of this stay of the third-party testing requirements? 

Answer. Commission staff has no data at this time to suggest that the risk to the 
health of childJ"en has changed either positively or negatively as a result of the stay 
of the third-party testing requirements . 

Question 5. Do you believe that businesses have been given the information nec
essary to comply with this requirement? Have they been given enough time to incor
porate necessary changes to comply with the requirement by the February deadline? 

Answer. The third-party testing requirements of the CPSIA have been commu
nicated to the business community. Since August 2008, CPSC staff have met with 
val'ious industry associations numerous times and provided multiple training semi
nars and webinars on the new requirements of the CPSIA in an attempt to help 
industry prepare for the changes brought about by the CPSIA. As one example, on 
December 10-11, 2009, the Commission held a two-day workshop to discuss issues 
relating to the testing, certification, and labeling of certain consumer products pur
suant to section 14 of the CPSA (see 74 Fed. Reg. 58611 (November 13, 2009)). 

As both Ms. Jill Chuckas and Mr. Steve Lamar stated in response to questioning 
from Senator Pryor at the December 2, 2010, hearing, CPSC Commissioners and 
staff have been fully engaged with industry, providing training workshops around 
the U.S. and the world and being responsive to the issues and concerns facing in
dustry as they move forward with meeting the requirements of the CPSIA. The 
Commission is committed to continuing to meet with and educate manufacturers 
and importers as the remaining CPSIA regulations are developed and implemented. 

With regard to industry being given enough time to incorpo1·ate necessary changes 
to comply with the lifting of the stay in February, it should be noted that the initial 
stay of enforcement was issued on February 9, 2009, to allow industry time to make 
the necessary changes. For those products that have been covered by CPSC's stay 
of enforcement, there has always been a requirement that the products be in full 
compliance with all applicable product safety rules. 

Furthermore, the only way to know that a product complies is to test the product 
or the components of the product. Many manufacturers and importers have been 
testing childl'en's products, at the request of their customers, for many months. A 
full 24 months will have passed when the Commission takes up the matter of lifting 
the stay in February 2011. 
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Question 6. Is the Commission going to consider extending the stay in order to 
ensure that the affected businesses are adequately prepared and that there are 
enough resources to prevent a negative impact on the businesses affected? If so, 
when do you plan on doing so?. 

Answer. As noted above, the Commission is currently considering several re
quests, including one from the Handmade Toy Alliance (HTA) for a continuation of 
the current stay. The Commission is carefully considering the views of all stake
holders and will rule on the petitions and requests as soon as possible. 

Question 7. The CPSIA draws a clear distinction between general product safety 
rules and children's product safety rules. Yet the. Commission has chosen to. apply 
the requirement of third-party testing to all children's products under the general 
product flammability rules. Can you tell us why this decision was made? 

Answer. The Commission has been consistent in its application of third-party test
ing requirements to children's products subject to consumer product safety rules. 
The phrase "children's product safety rule" is clearly defined by Congress and has 
been consistently interpreted by the Commission to include rules of general applica
bility as well as those rules that specifically address hazards unique to children. 
Substituting the actual definition of "children's product safety rule" into the lan
guage of section 14(a)(2) of the Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA) best dem
onstrates the statute's direction to the Commission. 

When read with the definition of "children's product safety rule" inserted, section 
14(a)(2) reads: 

[B]efore importing for consumption or warehousing or distributing in commerce 
any children's product that is subject to "a consumer product safety rule under 
this Act or simil.ar rule, regulation, standard, or ban under any other Act en
forced by the Commission, including a rule declaring a consumer product to be 
a banned hazardous product or substance," every manufacturer of such chil
dren's product . . . shall submit sufficient samples of the children's product 
. . . to a third-party conformity assessment body . . . to be tested. 

This explicit definition of "children's product safety rule" referenced in section 
14(a)(2) of the CPSA is plain and unambiguous in that third-party testing is re
quired for any children's products covered by a consumer product safety rule, includ
ing standards of general applicability. This is consistent with the Commission's 
unanimous decisions to require third-party testing of children's all-terrain vehicles, 
bicycles, and bicycle helmets. These three regulations are also rules of general appli
cability, and the Commission has voted unanimously to require third-party testing 
for children's versions of these products. Thus, in addition to the. clear definition of 
the statutory term "children's product safety rule," it is also inconsistent with the 
Commission's unanimous votes requiring third-party testing for genernl standards 
pertaining to youth all-terrain vehicles, bicycles, and bicycle helmets to not also re
quire third-party testing for children's products subject to the general standards 
pertaining to flammability. 

Question 8. The flammability standards have been in place with testing protocols 
for adult and children's products for some time. Yet the Commission has chosen to 
apply this additional third-party testing requirement to children's products under 
those rules. Is there any evidence that the products affected by this ruling, such as 
carpets or vinyl plastic, were unsafe under the prior testing regime and needed to 
be subjected to third-party tests to protect children? 

Answer. CPSC's 2005-2007 Residential Fire Loss Estimates, dated August 2010, 
presents estimates of consumer product-related fire losses that occurred in U.S. resi
dential structure fires attended by the fire service. The estimates were derived from 
data for 2005 through 2007 provided by the U.S. Fire Administration's (USFA) Na
tional Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) and the National Fire Protection As
sociation's (NFPA) Survey of Fire Departments for U.S. Fire Experience. 

The estimated residential structure fires attributed to floor coverings (as item first 
ignited) such as carpets and rugs, averaged 4,700 from 2005 through 2007. The esti
mated residential structure fu-e deaths attributed to floor coverings (as item first ig
nited) for: this period averaged 100, with injuries averaging 280. The estimated resi
dential structure. fire property loss attributed to floor coverings (as item first ig
nited) for this period averaged $151.4 million. It should be noted that the Commis
sion's residential fire data do not differentiate children's product vs. non-children's 
products for carpets and rugs, mattresses and mattress pads, or apparel. A special 
study would be needed to try to obtain information on the involvement of adult 
versus children's versions of these regulated products as the first item ignited. 
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Question Ba. Is there any evidence that children's versions of rugs or other af
fected products are in more danger than adult versions of those products to neces
sitate this additional testin!f standard? 

Answer. The Commissions residential fire data do not differentiate between chil
dren's product and non-children's products for carpets and rugs, mattresses and 
mattress pads, or apparel. A special study would be needed ta try to obtain informa
tion on the involvement of adult versus children's versions of these regulated prod
ucts as the first item ignited. 

Question 8b. Isn't an adult version of an affected product more likely to be sub
jected to a cigarette or some other. igniting source? 

Answer. The Commission does not have data to support this assertion. 
Question 9. As I noted in my opening statement, I have many constituents who 

continue to suffer from the effects of tainted drywall that was installed after Hurri
cane Katrina .. Mississippi has the third highest number of reported cases in the Na
tion. I know the Commission has been involved in the research into the health im
pact of this drywall. Can you update us on the status of the Commission's health 
investigations, and what determinations you have been able to make to this point? 

Answer. The most frequently reported symptoms are irritated and itchy eyes and 
skin, difficulty in breathing, persistent cough, bloody noses, runny noses, recw·rent 
headaches, sinus infection, and asthma attacks. Since many consumers report that 
their symptoms lessen or go away when they are away from their home, but return 
upon re-entry, it appears that these symptoms are short-term and related to some
thing within the home. 

The staff of the CPSC and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
agree that the levels of sulfur gases detected in the affected homes in the CPSC's 
fifty-one home study were at concentrations below the known irritant levels in the 
available scientific literature. It is possible, however, that the additive or synergistic 
effects of these and other compounds in the subject homes could potentialJy cause 
irritant effects to consumers. It is also possible that other exposures exist in these 
homes that could be causing these complaints independent of the drywall. 

Our own investigation into deaths of consumers associated with homes that were 
reported to contain problem drywall found no evidence, based on the limited data 
available, to support a connection between drywalJ and the deaths. CDC also con
ducted an independent review of this limited data, which consisted of available med
ical records. We have received a report from CDC on their review, and will release 
it as soon as CPSC staff have reviewed the report. We have also requested the CDC 
to undertake a comprehensive study of any possible long-term health effects result
ing from exposure to problem drywall. I would refer you to CDC for any questions 
regarding any further work by that agency in this area. 

Question 10. What are the Commission's plans for future involvement with taint
ed drywall and the affected homeowners? 

Answer. The Commission is continuing to engage with the Chinese government 
and Chinese manufactw·ers to reach a fair and equitable settlement for American 
consumers that have been impacted by contaminated drywall produced by Chinese 
manufacturers. On October 25, 2010, I met personally \vith my Chinese counterpart, 
Mr. Zhu Shuping, Minister, General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspec
tion and Quarantine (AQSIQ) in Shanghai and spoke with him about the need for 
fw-ther dialogue and movement in this area. On January 10, 2011, I had another 
follow-up meeting with the AQSIQ Minister. in Beijing, and again restated my call 
for a fair and just resolution of the issue by the responsible Chinese manufacturers. 

We are also continuing to engage with private parties involved in the Chinese 
drywall multidistrict litigation (ll;IDL) in New. Orleans, Louisiana. I was pleased that 
the Federal court and the parties relied on our scientific findings to help develop 
a demonstration program paid for by the responsible manufactw·er to remediate at 
least 300. homes in the Southeast. This demonstration program was part of a partial 
settlement agreement reached on October 14, 2010, and I am hopeful that it will 
be expanded in the near future to cover other impacted homeowners. 

As the lead Federal agency in this investigation, we will also continue to work 
with our sister agencies as they examine any possible long-term health effects of the 
problem dJ:ywall and as our sister agencies and other interested stakeholders work 
with the private sector to develop more commercialized remediation methods. 

Finally, we are working with ASTM International, a voluntary standards develop
ment organization, on development of standards to address the corrosive emissions 
from drywall and on affixing tracking labels to ensure that drywall is more easily 
identifiable. We believe that both standards \viii help to protect against future oc
cw-rences of this type and, if they were to occur, to quickly address any issues in 
a targeted and expeaitious manner. 
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Question 11. At the end of November the Commission passed the final imple
menting rule for the public database required under the CPSIA. While the law spec
ified who can submit reports of harm, the Commission's rule expands this list by 
defining consumers and public safety entities as essentiaUy anyone who wants to 
submit a report-even if the submitter does not know who was harmed, the par
ticular product involved, and did not see the incident occur. Therefore, as opposed 
to the list created by the statute, submitters are no longer limited to people who 
could have first-hand knowledge of the incident. Why was this expansion done? 

Answer. In section 212 of the CPSIA, Congress gave the Commission the ability, 
in implementing the Database, to fill the gaps in delining statutory terms such as 
"consumer" and "public safety entity." Based on how the CPSIA amended the CPSA, 
I believe that Congress intended the public to have access through this Database 
to as much information as possible concerning the safety of consumer products. 

To have narrowly defined those categories in the fin al rule, particularly in the 
way stated in the alternative proposal offered by Commissioners Nord and Northup, 
would have been contrary to the statute and the overall /oal of consumer access. 
For example, the alternate proposal would have disallowe groups such as the Na
tional Association of State Fire Marshalls from reporting incidents in the database. 
These groups are often technical experts in public safety matters, and often gather 
extremely valuable information concerning product safety incidents. It also would 
have prohibited anyone, including the parents of Danny Keysar (who. was strangled 
in a defective portable crib in 2008) and the child care facility workers where he 
tragically died from reporting his tragic death through the Database. I strongly be
lieve that this type of valuable data, from these kinds of reliable sources, should be 
available to the public through the Database. 

Questio1i Ila. How will allowing individuals who do not have first-hand knowl
edge of the incident improve public safety and increase the reliability of information 
in the database? 

Answer. As stated above, the alternate proposal put forward by Commissioners 
Nord and Northup would have disallowed many public safety groups with years of 
technical experience in public safety reports from making reports. In addition, the 
proposal may have also restricted the ability of parents whose children are injured 
by consumer products in environments outside of the home (such as schools and 
child care facilities) from making reports just because they did not directly observe 
the specific incident leading to the injury. Additionally, it would render the ability 
of physician and first responders, from whom we currently receive much reliable 
data, and who fall under certain of the categories of submitters Congress expressly 
included in section 212, from making a report because they did not directly observe 
the specific incident leading to the injury .. I do not believe such a result was in
tended by Congress or contributes to overall public safety. 

Question 12. The intention of the database is to provide useful information to con
sumers. Commissioner Northup's substitute amendment included provisions to im
prove the accuracy of the data submitted by requiring the inclus ion of additional 
information. This amendment was rejected by a majori ty vote of the Commissioners. 
Can you explain your opposition to adding more required fields to the database in 
order to improve the data's accuracy and usefulness? 

Answer. The information requirements for submissions to the Database were care
fully crafted to ensure the accuracy of Database submissions without creating bar
riers that are unduly burdensome to consumers. Overall, [ believe the Commission 
struck the correct balance in requiring the information fields that were detailed in 
the final rule. 

Question 13. A central concern with the CPSIA remains that it takes away the 
Commission's ability to assess the risk presented by a product. The law focuses on 
the content of lead in a product, not the risk of negative health effects from even 
limited exposure to that lead. Do you believe that there is a risk posed to the health 
of children from exposure to many of the products that are affected by the lead lim
its in the law, such as ATVs, books, pens, school desks, furniture, or furniture hai·d
ware (i.e., the nuts and bolts that hold the furniture together)? 

Answer. Lead is a potent neurotoxin that can cause permanent and irreversible 
brain damage in children. The scientific and pediatric community has thoroughly 
studied the issue of children's exposure to lead and is near unanimous in the opin
ion that there is "no known safe level of lead." Even low-level lead exposw·e has 
been shown to affect brain function, lower intelligence, and cause behavior problems 
and poor school performance. 

Throughout my tenure as Chairman of the CPSC, I have w·ged manufacturer's 
of children's products to "get the lead out." The presence of lead in children's prod-
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ucts is controllable and where lead is not necessary, it should not be included in 
a children's product. 

Question 14. You voiced support for a functional purpose exemption to the lead 
standard at the hearing, yet you also pointed to literature that says there is no safe 
level of lead. How do you reconcile these conflicting viewpoints? 

Answer. As stated above, I believe-based on a ll available scientific and pediatric 
literature-that there i.s no safe level of lead for children. At the same time, how
ever, I have learned that there are some circumstances where the exclusion of lead 
below the levels permitted by section 101 of the CPSIA is problematic. Accordingly, 
I have stated that it would be helpful for Congress to create a new exclusion to the 
section lOl(a) lead limits that would allow some nexibility in cases where lead is 
required for a functional purpose and the elimination of lead in a specific component 
is not practicable or possible. 

The fundamental tenet underlying a "functional purpose" type exclusion is very 
simple: where lead serves no purpose and can be practicably removed or made inac
cessible in children's products, the lead should be removed or made inaccessible to 
children. 

Question 14a. Do. you believe a legislative fix is needed to. allow exemptions from 
the lead content standard for all products that do not pose a health risk for chil
dren? 

Answer. As stated in my above response, 1 believe a functional purpose exception 
to the cw·rent section lOl(a). lead content limits would be. helpful. 

Question 15. The crib rule was mentioned briefly during the hearing. Can you 
please elaborate on the impact of the crib rule on child care centers due to the retro
active effects of the law? 

Answer. On December 15, 2010, the Com.mission adopted mandatory safety rules 
for full-size and non-full-size cribs. Between November 2007 and April 2010, there 
were 36 deaths associated with crib structural problems, and I am confident that 
these new rules will stop further tragedies from occurring in the future. 

At the same time, however, the Commission was very cognizant of the impact that 
adoption of these rules might have on child care facilities and other places of public 
accommodation. Duriog consideration of the rules, I urged building enough time into 
rule enforcement milestones not only to allow new crib inventory to reach the mar
ket but also to allow affected entities sufficient time to purchase new cribs. 

Under the fmal rule cribs sold in commerce must comply with the new require
ments by June. 28, 2011. Child care facilities and other places of public accommoda
tion required to comply with the rule will have an additional 18 months to come 
into compliance-or until December 28, 2012. In the unanimous Commission deci
sion adopting these rules and compliance dates, I believe the Commission struck the 
right balance. to ensure that children will benefit from safer cribs, while. at the same 
time working to prevent a serious impact on smaller entities and a potential short
age in available child care for working families. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. JOHNNY ISAKSON TO 
HON. INEZ M. TENEN13AUM 

Question. Under your stewardship and that of Commissioner Nord, you have both 
put forward stays to the so-called third-party testing and certification requirement 
under the CPSIA. It is now due to take effect in February of 2011. The final rules 
for testing and certification are still not published, but I am hearing from my con
stituents that there. is. confusion in the industry how to implement these require
ments. This level of confusion, combined with the 2/11 date, will in my opiJiion add 
major new costs to manufacturers in the United States and this will likely lead 
them to move their operations overseas or even close, at a time when we are at near 
10 percent unemployment. Wouldn't it make sense to adopt another one year stay 
of this requirement and work with Congress and the stakeholders to develop a 
workable testing regimen that the impacted industries can effectively work with 
that would NOT drive manufacturers. out o( business or. overseas?. 

Answer. As noted in my above response to Senator Wicker, the Commission is cur
rently considering several requests, including one from the Handmade Toy Alliance 
(HTA) for a continuation of the cunent stay. The Commission is carefully consid
ering the views of all stakeholders and will rule on the petitions and requests as 
soon as possible. 
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RESPONSE TO WRITI'EN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY H ON. MARK PRYOR TO 
H ON. ANNE M. NORTHUP 

Question 1. Is the marketplace safe for shoppers this holiday season? 
Answer. The safety of every product on the market at any given time is unknow

able, and the complete elimination of all unsafe pr·oducts for all time is 
unachievable. The CPSC's mission is to spend its resources as efficiently and effec
tively as possible to identify and remove from the marketplace consumer products 
that present a demonstrable risk of injury. Data available to the CPSC to identify 
unsafo products and to measure changes in product safety over time can help it 
gauge the success of its efforts, and to reallocate its resources when necessary. But 
the utility of such data is limited. One reason is that many injuries that occur while 
using a product are uru·elated to a product's safety. Another reason is that it takes 
years to gather data, and comparisons over time periods can therefore only support 
tentative conclusions. Certainly the avai lable data does not s upport the conclusion 
that the CPSIA has made products safer. Rather, directing greater resow·ces toward 
identifying and removing actual risks, rather than regulating to fixed standards un
related to actual risk, would be more effective. 

Toy-Related Deaths and lnju_ries 
The Commission touted its annual report on toy fatali t ies and injuries as evidence 

that toys are safer this holiday season.I Unfortunately, this press release was quite 
misleading. Data on toy-related deaths and injuries illustrates. the difficulty in 
drawing conclusions regarding changes in relative risk. 

First, the Commission's data on deaths related to toys is not complete, and always 
lags by several years. As you can see in the first set of footnotes on page four of 
"Toy-Related Deaths and Injuries, Calendar Year 2009" (http: / / www.cpsc.gou/li
brary/ toymem.o09.pdf), the death certificate data for 2009 was only 37 percent com
plete. For that matter, the death certificate. data for 2007 was. only 85 percent com
plete, as of 2009. The number of deaths has always increased in the out years as 
further data is collected. Thus, it is simply too early to tell what the number of 
deaths related to toys will be for 2009, or how it will compare to previous years. 

Second, it is important to remember that the incident data reflects toy injuries 
and deaths that are "associated \vith, but not necessarily caused by" toys. In other 
words, the hazard may have nothing to. do with a consumer product .. For. example, 
in the tables on pages four and five of the 2009 report, the data on deaths related 
to toys show that a number of deaths for children age 15 and under involved drown· 
ing related to. tricycles or powered riding toys. These deaths likely occuned around 
a pool or other body of water while the child was using the toy, but it is unlikely 
that the toy was defective and caused the accident. Thus, while such incident data 
may point to the broader hazard of drowning, it does not establish that tricycles and 
motorized toys are unsafe. So while the data collected on these broad areas of con
cern are impo1tant for the Commission to understand as we direct resources toward 
public relations campaigns and enforcement efforts, it is much less relevant in judg
ing whether toys are safer. 

Third, this 2009 report shows that there were an estimated 250,100 toy-related 
injuries treated in U.S .. hospital emergency departments that year, which is signifi
cantly higher than the annual average of 228,200. So while t he incomplete, prelimi· 
nary data for deaths shows a decrease, the numbe1· of reported injuries associated 
with toys has actually gone up. The estimated number of emergency department in
juries for 2008 is 235,300. Additionally, the statistics indicate that the injuries in 
2008 and 2009 may be slightly more serious. Ninety-six percent of the injury victims 
were treated and released in both the 2009 and 200a reports, whereas in 2007, 
slightly more (97 percent) were treated a nd released.2 Thus, the changes in injury 
data from 2007 through 2009 do not support the theory that toys are safer today 
than a few years ago. 

CPSIA 
There is no evidence that the CPSIA will significantly contribute to increased 

product safety. This is because the major requirements of this law are not related 
to risk. Recent modifications to products due to the CPSIA may have made the prod
ucts more expensive, but have not necessarily made them safer. For example, while 
lead-free zippers may be more readily available in the marketplace today than a few 
years ago due to the cunent 300 ppm lead content standard, there is still no evi-

I http: I I www.cpsc.gou I cpscpub I prerel I prhtmll 1I 11042.lttml. 
2Risana Chowdhury. "Toy Related Deaths and Injuries, Calendar Year 2007," Consumer Prod

uct Safety Commission. Pg. 6: http: / /www.cpsc.gou/library / toymemo07.pdf-
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dence that touching or mouthing the stay of a zipper with a lead content higher 
than 300 ppm poses a lead risk to a child. 

The interim ban on certain phthalates (§ 108(a)(l)), which are used to make plas· 
tics soft, is another requirement that is unrelated to risk. The Commission has al
ready determined that the phthalates most commonly used in toys today (those in
cluded under the interim prohibition) did not pose a danger to children and, there
fore, should not be federally regulated. Nonetheless, the. CPSIA requires. yet another 
Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel (CHAP) to study the issue de novo. And pending 
this new. study-which could well obtain the same results as prior tests-the law 
bans them both prospectively and retroactively. Thus, a chemical that the Commis
sion has studied and determined not to pose a risk,. and that will now be studied 
again, is already banned from all toys and child care articles-a step cleal'ly man
dated without regard to risk. 

It is prematurn to gauge the safety impact of the CPSIA's requirement, effective 
early 2009, that the toy standard (ASTM-F963) become mandatory. The full scope 
of this requirement has yet to be implemented, because the Commission has not 
issued a Notice of Requirements to accredit labs that will test to this standard. Once 
the requirement is implemented, toy manufacturers will be obligated to send each 
component of each toy to a third-party lab to be tested to all applicable parts of the 
toy standard, potentially requiring numerous extra tests beyond lead and 
phthalates. But it also appears that the delay in implementation of these third
party testing requirements has not caused toys to be more unsafe than in previous 
years. So it may be preferable to forgo these costly testing requirements for toy 
manufacturers unless or until the Commission can actually show that they are ben
eficial in addressing a known risk. 
Changing th e CPSC's Mission 

As a Commissioner, I am concerned that we are spending so much time. devel
oping regulations unrelated to risk under the CPSIA that our attention will be di
verted from focusing on genuine safety hazards. Our agency is charged with "pro
tecting the public from unreasonable risks of serious injury or death" from consumer 
products-but we cannot fulfill this mission if our time is spent primarily enforcing 
the CPSIA, including its complex, non-risk-based, testing and certification require
ments. 

Because the CPSIA's new requirements are not risk-based, manufacturers are 
spending time and money simply on "compliance," rather than on improving their 
products to. the benefit of consumers. In fact, many of these requirements amount 
to massive new paperwork and tracking systems, rather than actual modifications 
to the products themselves. The American Home Furnishings Al liance writes in a 
letter to Commissioners: 

". . . there has not been a corresponding benefit in the improved safety of chil
dren's fwniture for children. All the representatives told you that their respec
tive companies have not had to change a single material they use in the manu
facturing of their. children's product lines since they began testing to CPSIA in 
2008 .... The testing is simply being done to attempt to prove a negative."!! 

Similarly, some industry associations have had very few, if any, safety violations 
and yet have to comply with onerous third-party testing, certification, tracking and 
labeling requirements that will not improve safety. The American Apparel and Foot
wear Association writes in their public comments on the Component Parts rule: 

"As the CPSC continues to issue specific compliance requirements, manufactw·· 
ers become increasingly wrapped up in ensuring compliance over ensuring prod
uct safety. All AAFA members. have. had long-standing. quality control programs 
in place that have developed based on the product's, production of the product's 
and the manufacturer's unique circumstances. These programs are effective an.d 
do n.ot need to be changed. To demonstrate. only .0084 percent of all apparel 
and footwear sold in the U.S. in 2008 were involved in a recall. Moreover, most 
apparel and footwear recalls have been drawstring violations-a compliance 
issue that results. from Jack of information not lack o( testing." 4 

Given the Executive Orders issued by President Obama on January 18, 2011, di
recting agencies to roll back onerous regulations that have no safety benefit, I hope 

3 Letter to Commissioners from the American Home Fumishings Alliance. November 8, 2010. 
"American Apparel and Footwear Association. Request for Comments. Docket No. CPSC-

2010'"'°037 & CPSC-2010-0038. August 3, 2010 .. 
6 http: I I www.whitehouse.gov I the-press-office 12011 I01 I 181 improving-reg11latio11-and-reg11lato 

ry-review·executive·order. 
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the Majority at least will consider approaching Congress to remove the law's third
party testing, certification and labeling requirements that are entirely unrelated to 
risk. The Commission always maintains the authority to impose in the future new 
testing requirements on any products where a true risk arises. 

Question 2. Has the agency seen a dramatic decline in toy recalls since 2008? 
Answer. 

1'oy RecaHa by Fl~cAI YeM 

Number 
n' of. <rrv. 

Rec.all ll 

10 44 8,389,276 

09 50 1,785,626 

08 172 12,246,170 

07 63 26,37&,370 

TOTAL Recoils by Piacal Y£>ar 

Numbtr 
FY of 

Rootll• 
QTY 

10 428 124,700,000 

09 465 229,500,000 

08 563 60,700,000 

07 472 102,200,000 

A perennial question for this Commission has been whether it is good or bad to 
have fewer recalls. A 2004 report by. Kids. in Danger asserts that a decline in recall 
activity between 2000 and 2003 did not indicate that products were becoming safer. 
Rather, the consumer advocacy organization surmised that the decrease was due to 
changes in enforcement policy under then CPSC Chairman Hal Stratton. According 
to Kids in Danger, the decrease in recalls resulted from lax CPSC enforcement that 
"increase[ed] hazards as the dangerous products stay on the shelves, and in 
homes."6 

But today, a decline in recall activity is suddenly a good s i~n-and much better 
than the increase in recall activity that took place unde1· Actmg Chainnan Nancy 
Nord prior to the passage of the CPSIA. Thus, it would appear. that the significance 
of the agency's number of recalls is entirely subject to interpretation. 

In reality, recall data alone cannot conclusively establish whether products are 
safer. or less safe than in previous. years. On the. contrary, one of the. main reasons 
that the Commission's toy recall data was so high in Fiscal Year 2008 was the 
media attention surrounding several high-profile recalls. As a result, both industry 
and the Commission were aggressively testing every toy within their reach. As a 
result, more violative products were discovered and recalled. 

Today, our activities related to enforcement are focused much more broadly. Thus, 
the difference. in recall numbers. between FY 2008 and today. prove only. the obvious 
fact that the more resources the Commission expends searching for non-compliant 
products, the more such products it will find. The same is true for any law enforce
ment activity, whether. it is the number of hours a roliceman watches for speeders 
or the number of tax returns audited by the Interna Revenue Service; the more re
sources allocated, the more violations will be discovered. 
Increased Activity at the Ports 

The Commission's new enforcement initiative at ports may be contributing to a 
decrease. in recalls. Starting in Fiscal Year 2008, the Commission launched its. Im
port Surveillance Division, which placed staff at U.S. ports to work closely with U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to identify and examine imported shipments 
of consumer products. Also, the Commission has embarked on several steps to im
prove our coordination with the CBP and to combine resources. Since that time, the 
number of imported products barred from entering the United States has increased. 
This. does. not necessarily mean that the decrease in recalls is due to an increase 

6 Safety Shortcuts: Children's Product Recalls in 2003. Kids in Danger, February 2004. Pgs. 
2, 11. http: I I www.kidsindanger.org I publications I reports I 2003 recallreport.pd(.. 
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in the quantity of harmful products stopped at the ports, but increased vigilance on 
our part can only have a positive impact. I therefore applaud Chairman Tenenbaum 
for the oversight and direction she has provided in the Commission's efforts to bet
ter secure our. ports. against the importation of unsafe products. It is more effective 
and drastically more efficient for consumers, industry, and the government, for the 
CPSC to stop harmful products before they enter the. country .. 

Question 3. Has the agency seen a decline in the number of deaths of children 
under the age of 15? 

Answer. Regarding the recent data on toy-related deaths, it is too early to tell 
what the number of deaths related to. toys will be for 2009 and whether this number 
will be significantly different from previous years. As mentioned in the first answer, 
the Commission's 2009 data on deaths related to toys is only approximately 37 per
cent complete. 

However, according to our staffs National Center for Health Statistics data, the 
number of consumer product-related deaths for ages 0 to 15 dropped by over 17 per
cent, from 3,225 to 2,658, between 1985 and 2007. Adjusting for changes in popu
lation, the death rate for this age group has dropped from 6.3 to 4.4 deaths per 
100,000. 

Question 4. What advice can the CPSC offer to parents to help keep their kids 
safe from any potential product hazards this holiday season? 

Answer. Based on my experience as a CPSC Commissioner and as a mother of 
six, I am keenly aware of the dangers children can face from consumer products. 
One of the saddest parts of this job is the overnight incident reports that we receive 
on injuries and deaths of children. 

I would advise parents to be aware of the Commission's www.recalls.gov website 
or to sign up for recall updates through e-mail. It is also important to provide age
appropriate gifts to. toddlers and young children, to supervise their. play, and to re
member that most incidents can happen in a split second. 

Some of our most common incident data include drowning, which can happen not 
only in pools, but in bathtubs, hot tubs, toilets and even buckets of wate1·. Drowning 
prevention is an important focus of the Commission, and I am proud to have partici-

fated in one of the Chairman's Pool Safely Campaign events in Washington, D.C. 
hope that the Commission's education campaign on drowning prevention may ex

tend to settings beyond just swimming pools. 
There a.re a number of other common haza1·ds reported to the Commission and 

of which I would advise. parents to be aware, such as. choking. hazards. for. children,. 
including coins and batteries. Additionally, the Chairman launched a "Safe Sleep 
Campaign" to help educate. more parents on crib safety,. which I strongly. support. 
Soft bedding placed inside of a crib is a significant hazard, because infants' neck 
muscles are not strong enough to adjust and they can suffocate. I have supported 
the Chairman's efforts to focus not only the safety of the structure of cribs but also 
the other,. common hazards related to infant sleep. 

FinalJy, a database limited to first-hand accounts of verifiable incidents involving 
consumer products would provide an additional, valuable resource for parents. Un
fortunately, as I. explain in the answers. that follow regarding the database, the rule 
passed by the Majority goes in the opposite direction. a nd will instead make the pub
lic database mandated by the CPSIA of little use to consumers. 

Question 5. Do you support the Commission's safe sleep campaign? 
Answer. Yes. I support the Chairman's efforts to increase the Commission's focus 

on crib safety and to use our communications resources to educate the public about 
safe sleep for infants. In particular, I have been supportive of the Chairman's efforts 
to broaden the campaign to include not only education on the structure of cribs and 
dangers of drop-sides, but also the more general, unforeseen hazards not related di
rectly to the crib's structure and hardware, such as soft bedding. As we reach new 
audiences with information about our recalls and the dangers of drop-side cribs, i t 
makes sense to raise awareness of ALL the common dangers related to infant sleep. 

Question 6. If so, what role have you played in supporting the Chairman's initia
tive? 

Answer. I have often urged the Commission to do more to educate the public on 
broad-based safety hazards and through social media. One of my first suggestions 
as a Commissioner was to. broaden our messaging by using posters. in other lan
guages, such as Spanish, and working through non-traditional groups, like churches, 
to increase our outreach to minorities and harder-to-reach populations. The Chair
man's staff has done an excellent job using social media (online videos, text mes
saging, twitter, etc.) and other creative ways to broadcast the Commission's many 
safety messages, including the Safe Sleep Campaign. I continue to s upport these ef
forts. 
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Question 7. When do you expeet the Commission will issue a final rule on crib 
safety? 

Answer. The Commission, with my support, passed a final rule on full-size and 
non-full-size cribs on December 15, 2010. 

Question 8. Do. you think it is important. for safety advocacy groups or day care 
centers to be able to submit to the CPSC for inclusion in the database product safe
ty complaints or incident reports? 

Answer. It is important for individuals with first -hand knowledge of incidents in
volving consumer products to be able to submit reports of harm to the new database. 
Groups or individuals with no direct knowledge of the incident, did not see it hap
pen or do not even know the person that was harmed, should not be permitted or 
encouraged to submit incident reports to the. database .. There a re several reasons 
why first-hand knowledge is. essential, but the. primary reason is accuracy. A data
base full of inaccurate reports from individuals who have second or third-hand infor
mation is not remotely helpful to consumers using the database. to. determine. which 
consumer product they should purchase. 

Day care centers at which an incident of harm has occun·ed certainly should be 
permitted to report to. the database .. Day care centers and other child service pro· 
viders also would have been permitted to. submit reports under. the alternative data
base rule that I introduced. Additionally, consumers of the product in question, 
health care professionals who treat the injured person, or emergency first respond· 
ers at the scene should all be permitted to. submit reports of harm to the database
and the statute requires all of these categories of submitters. 

However, advocacy groups and other. second and third person reporters are. not 
listed in the law as allowable submitters to. the database, nor shou_ld they be. If they 
are not themselves consu_mers of the product that caused the incident of harm, or 
otherwise a first-hand witness (per the. list of submitters in the. statute), advocacy 
groups have. no business inputting to. a public database information that is intended 
to be a resource for consumers. Not only is adding advocacy groups as submitters 
contrary to the statute, but it invites dishonest, agenda-driven use of the database-
diluting its usefulness. for consumers. Advocacy groups, tiial lawyers, other non
governmental organizations and trade associations, all of which the Majo1ity has 
added as allowable submitters, must serve their own agendas. and lack an incentive 
to. prioritize product accuracy in. their reports. of harm. By inviting. s uch groups to. 
input reports of harm (none of which have to be verified for accu_racy), this Commis
sion has all but guaranteed that the database will be a tool for. policy agendas, law
suits and trade. complaints that will drown. out information about product safety 
that is useful to parents. Why even have a taxpaye1·-funded database (at a price tag 
of $29 million, so. far) that will be no more. useful than an "Amazon.com" or. any of 
the otbe1· hundreds of websites where. anyone can. s ubmit comments on a. product? 

There are many advocacy groups and associations that serve a role in public pol
icy, but may have no. incentive to provide accurate information on a public database. 
For. example, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) s upports ~ovemment
mandated sprinklers in new homes, a controversial policy. One cause of house fires 
is the use of cigarette lighters, which are consumer products .. Thus, the. NFPA has. 
a strong incentive to add all reports of house fires caused by lighters to the Commis
sion's public database. The more incidents in our database, the better case they can 
make that new fire prevention technology- which their membe1·s sell-should be 
mandated in homes .. 

But what incentive does NFPA have to ensure that it correctly identifies the 
brand of lighter. in an incident report: A lighter may appear to be the branded prod· 
uct or a particular manufacturer, but instead be a cheap counterfeit. The NFPA is 
interested solely in reporting house fire incidents; the particular cause is not rel
evant to its goal of promoting sprinklers. Meanwhile, the company identified in the 
report as the manufacturer of the cigarette. lighter must defend countless inaccurate 
(or at least u_nverifiable) claims about its product. Such inaccurate and u_nverifiable 
information is. of no value to a consumer seeking information on the safest type of 
lighter. 

I explained in my November 24 and April 22, 2010 statements that the Majority's 
interpretation of the statute is flawed because it has greatly. expanded the list of 
allowable submitters to the database. This expansion goes against the statutory pur
pose that the database be "useful" for consumers, and does not comport with 
Congress's discussion on the purpose of the. law prior to. its passage.7 Indeed, the 

7 On the Senate floor, during consideration of the CPSIA on March 5, 2008, Senator Pryor 
stated: "We have tried to find something that is balanced, that provides information, but also 

Continued 
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Majority has expanded the list of submitters to such an extent that anyone. can sub
mit reports of harm-thereby rendering meaningless the statutory language listing 
permitted submitters. 

The problems caused by the overly expansive list of submitters could have been 
reduced if repo1ts of harm had to be verified, or simply verifiable, before being pub
lished. But unfortunately, the Majority rejected the proposals contained in my alter
native database rule that would have made these reports more verifiable. 

One of my unadopted proposals would have required reporters of harm to include 
the victim's identity and contact information with a report (to be held confidential, 
as is current practice). Commission staff could then at least follow up with the vic
tim in response to a manufacturer's claim of a materia l inaccuracy, in order to verify 
the report. 

In my alternative rule, I also included such additional required fi elds as the ap
p,roximate date of purchase of the product and whether the product was purchased 
'new" or "used." This information would have allowed consumers using the database 
to gauge the age of the products and know whether the product in question was the 
one currently in stores or is similar to the model they own. These proposals were 
not adopted by the Majority. 

Finally, while submitters to the database must check a "self-verification" box to 
assert accuracy, this will do little to discourage or prevent inaccurate reports of 
harm. The final database rule merely asks the submitter of a report of harm to 
check a box stating that the report they are submitting is accurate "to the best of 
their knowledge." The "best" knowledge of someone with no first-hand knowledge is 
of little value. An individual or group \vithout first-hand knowledge will likely not 
have the full story of what happened- including the exact type of product, the re
cent history of the product, or even the precise cause of the incident. 

Question 9. Do you think it is important for consumers to be able to scan for 
trends and patterns of potentially hazardous products in the marketplace by access
ing this database so they can protect themselves and their families? 

Answer. It is important for Commission staff to be able to scan for trends and 
patterns of hazards, as they do today through our internal databases and other 
sources of information. After all, Commission stafT is tasked with enforcing existing 
Federal standards and determining the need for new standards. What is important 
for consumers is to have access to accurat~ information. Consumers already have 
a variety of resow·ces available to them on the Internet with a ll types of information 
on products for sale. More importantly, scannin~ for hazards \vill not be possible 
with this new database given that the Majority's database rule ensures that the 
database will not be an accurate source of information. 

There are a number of ways in which the new database could be unhelpful or mis
leading for consumers. Consider this scenario: Company A sells five million high 
chai rs and Company B sells 5,000 high chairs. Company A has six incident reports 
on the database and the other has one incident report (all of which are unverifiable). 
Thus, a consumer could falsely conclude that Company A's high chair is less safe, 
even though simply due to the number of uni ts it sold, it is more likely that people 
own that high chair-and more likely that reports on that high chair would make 
it into our database. Or, it is also possible that some of the reports about Company 
A's high chair actually pertained to older models of the high chair that are no longer 
for sale, which means the information may be entirely irrelevant for people using 
the database to look for safety information about current products on the market. 

As a consumer and a grandmother, I do virtually all of my research on baby prod
ucts (e.g., regarding safety, quality and price) at the point of sale-usually on the 
website from which I am ordering, such as an "Amazon.com." The hundreds of com
ments on these websites cover a broad array of useful information. But for most 
products, I would not slow down my research to look onto a government website for 
additional, equally unverifiable, information-particularly when I can see safety in
formation right alongside all of the other information I am looking for (wear and 
tear, usefulness, and warranty information) at the point of sale or the retailer's 
website. All of these factors a1·e useful to a purchaser. 

Trial lawyers or other groups with self-serving motives will use the Commission's 
database to look for potential trends and patterns of hazards. Under the Majority's 
database rule, these same groups may also submit to the database false and unveri
fiable reports to fuel a lawsuit. It is no coincidence that these groups are strongly 
in favor of this public database and of the Majm;ty's interpretation of the statute, 
which expr·essly allows them to submit reports of ha rm. 

has some filtering so we make sure erroneous information is not disseminated. But the goal of 
this provision is that the public has the right to know when products are dangerous." 
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Because the Majority's database rule all but guarantees that the database will be 
flooded with inaccurate reports of harm, it wiJJ be less useful for Commission staff 
in determining hazard patterns than are. the. current, internal databases we have 
today. Frankly, this is one of my greatest fears-that Commission staff will be over
whelmed by inaccurate reports (or the reports that get picked up by. the. media) and 
unable to use their expertise to search objectively for genuine hazards. As the data
base is swamped with misleading or inaccurate reports, they will drown out the ac
curate ones. 

Question 10. Did you advocate. for limitations. on the information that could be in
cluded in the da tabase? If so, why? 

Answer. As discussed above, I sought to limit the sources of information to those 
likely to be reliable; and, I sought to increase the scope of information that could 
be provided, in order to facilitate verification of the incident reports. The only area 
where I advocated temporarily withholding information received from an appro
priate submitter concerned claims of confidential or inaccurate information. 

In the latter regard, I supported a valid and more useful interpretation of the 
statutory 10-day time-frame for evaluating claims of material inaccuracy. Under my 
interpretation, the brief 10-day window presents a strong incentive for manufactur
ers to submit any claims of material inaccuracy quickly, and for the information to 
go. up. on the. database as soon as possible-that is, following the 10th day as long 
as there has been no claim of inaccuracy. However, if a manufacturer submits by 
the 10th day an adequately supported claim of inaccuracy, the Commission can and 
should withhold that incident until the claim is resolved. Under this interpretation, 
data is not limited in the database but better verified before it is posted. I refer you 
to my November 24, 2010 statement for further details. 

Notably, the Commission's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on the database origi
nally included an interpretation similar to mine. For example, § 1102.26 of the NPR 
states: "If a request for determination of materially inaccurate information is sub
mitted prior to publication in the database, the Commission may withhold a report 
of harm from publication in the Database until it makes a determination." 8 75 FR 
29180. That language could not have been included in the NPR without a legal opin
ion supporting the permissibility of the policy choice. That the agency apparently 
believed at one time that this approach is legally permissible renects, at a min
imum, statutory ambiguity regarding the point. 

Not surprisingly given the NPR, many if not most of the commenters assumed 
that incidents would not go into the Database pending the determination of a mate
rial inaccuracy claim. Although at least one commenter expressed the policy view 
that reports of harm should go up on the 10th day even when s uch claims are unre
solved, no one-not even consumer groups-argued that the statute legally prohibits 
the agency from withholding reports from publication for the duration of its inves
tigation. To the contrary, several commenters proposed a more detailed protocol for 
addressing claims of material inaccuracy, based on their understanding that reports 
would be withheld from publication while under review for accuracy. And yet the 
Majority's final rule now forbids delaying publication in those circumstances, and 
fails to establish any specific protocol for handling requests for determinations. 

Finally, it is helpful to remember that the Commission obtains information in ad
dition to that which will be submitted to the public database such as emergency 
room data, death certificates, etc. It is acceptable (and probably preferable) for the 
Commission to continue to absorb as much information on consumer products as it 
can- and this includes reports from advocacy groups, trial lawyers and trade asso
ciations. However, it is not necessary nor is it statu.torily required that such infor
mation, particularly that which is neither accurate nor verifiable, also be posted on 
the public database. This is one area where my position on the database differs 
starkly from that of the Majority. I believe inaccurate information in a public data
base (with the official backing of ".gov"} is. not safety information; on the. contrary, 
it is simply misinformation- and a waste of taxpayer resources. 

Question 11. Within the third-party testing regime, where is the Commission in 
its efforts. to promulgate rules outlining appropriate testing protocols?. 

Answer. On May 20, 2010, the Commission issued Notices of Proposed Rule
making on (1) Testing and Labeling Pertaining to Product Certification (75 FR 

8The preamble of the NPR contains analogous language: "If a request for determination of 
materially inaccurate information is submitted prior to publication in the database, the Commis· 
sion may withhold a report of harm from publication in the database until it makes. a deter
mination." 75 FR 99, at 29161. And this: "We propose that in cases where a claim of materially 
inaccurate or confidential information is unde1: review, the Commission, in its discretion, may 
withhold a report of harm in part or in full until such a determination is made." 75 FR 99, 
at 29170 (Response to summary 26)(emphasis added). 
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28366), and (2) Conditions and Requirements for Testing Component Parts of Con
sumer Products (75 FR 28208). These proposed rules- referred to by the CPSC as 
the "15-month rule" and the "component testing rule"- address, inter alia, the pro
tocols that will govern third-party testing of children's products, including random 
sampling methods and the availability of component parts testing as a means to en
courage compliance further up the supply chain and to provide manufacturers with 
more options. The Commission is just beginning to consider. the final versions of 
these rules. 

The delay in finalizing these rules is. of concern, because the Commission's pre
vious stays on lead content testing were implemented principally based on the rec
ognition that manufacturers would be unable to comply with the third-party testing 
requirement until both the 15-month rule and the component testing rule had been 
in effect for a reasonable period of time. If the stay is lifted prematmely, many 
small manufacturers, in particular, wi ll be unable to afford to comply independently 
with the third-party testing requirement, and will stop making ce1tain products or 
go out of business entirely. 

This link between finalization of the 15-month and component testing rules and 
the lifting of the stay was recognized by Commissioners of both parties. As ex
plained in the Commission's Feoruary 2009 Federal Register notice, the stay on 
third-party. testing of children's products. for lead content was fi1·st. implemented in 
response to "confusion as to ... whether testin~ to demonstrate compliance must 
be conducted on the final product rather than on its. parts prior to assembly or. man
ufacture ... and what sort of certificate must be issued and by whom." 74 FR 6396 
(February 9, 2009). The stay was thus intended to provide the Commission time to 
promulgate new rules addressing, inter alia, "production testing of children's prod
ucts subject to third-party testing and certification . . . includirig random sampling 
protocols," so that "the right tests are run on the right products without unneces
sary and expensive testing." 

Du.ring the December 2009 public briefings to consider whether to Ii~ the stay, 
CPSC staff 1·eported that the apparel component manufacturing sector was reluctant 
to initiate component testing while the breadth of the. requirement remains unset
tled, and that smaller manufacturers were unable to obtain component parts testing 
because suppliers. were reluctant to undertake the tests until the final rules for com
ponent testing and certification are in place. In the face of this evidence, Chairman 
Tenenbaum acknowledged that she "would never agi·ee to Uft the. stay" until the 15-
month and component parts rules are in place. She voted to extend the st.ay "in 
order to allow component testing adequate time to develop and to give our stake
holders adequate notice of new requfrements." Commissioner Moore a lso recognized 
the need to "give the small manufacturers, who often buy their supplies in small 
amounts at retail outlets rather than through bulk purchases from wholesale dis
tributors, sufficient time to find sources of lead compliant materials." Du1ing the 
December 16, 2009 public briefing on the stay, Commissioner Adler also conceded 
that the 15-month rule should be in effect before tho stay. is lifted. Although he re
tracted that view the following day in his written statement explaining his vote to 
extend the stay, Commissioner Adler predicated his changed position on his belief 
that "[n]ow that companies know they can rely on. component suppliers for compli
ance with the law, they should be able to plan production and control costs in a rea
sonable manner." 

Consistent with the views of all five. Commissioners, the Commission "determined 
that testing of children's products for lead content by a recognized third-party test
ing laboratory and certification based upon that testing should begin on the prod
ucts manufactured after February 10,. 2011, to a llow component testing to form the 
basis for certifications for lead content ... " 74 FR 68588 <December 28, 2009). 

A year has now passed, but in the absence of final 15-month and component test
ing rules, component testing. still cannot form the basis for certifications. for lead 
content. Rather, small manufacturers continue to report to the CPSC that compo
nent suppliers are refusing to test altogether or are refusing to supply certifications, 
and that certifications are. unavailable from the. retail outlets where many small 
manufactw·ers obtain component parts. Under these circumstances, a continuation 
of the stay would be consistent with the stated views of all five Commissioners. 
Commissioners Northup. and Nord, and Chairman Tenenbaum all expressly linked 
the lifting of the stay to at least the finalization of the 15-month and component 
testing rules. Commissioner Moore supported extendin~ the stay to give small man
lLfacturers "sufficient time to. find sources o( lead compliant materials,". and Commis
sioner Adler predicated his willingness to delink finalization of the 15-month rule 
from the stay on his expectation that small manufacturers would be able to "rely 
on component suppliers for compliance with the law." Given that component part 
suppliers remain unwilling or unable to provide component part certifications in the 
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absence of final rules, there is no factual predicate for the Commission to support 
lifting the stay. 

It is also important to emphasize that publication of the proposed rules has not 
provided the regulated community with any certainty regarding the content of the 
final rules. Indeed, the CPSC's record of rulemaking over the past year. dem
onstrates that a final rule can change materially from its proposed version and can 
impose more onerous requirements. It is therefore not surprising that component 
parts suppliers remain unwilling to incur the expense of providing certifications 
under a proposed regime that may change substantially before it is finalized. 

I therefore intend once again to urge the Commission to vote to continue the stay 
of enforcement on third-party testing and certification of lead content in children's 
products until one year after publication of final 15-month and component testing 
rules .. Considering the lead time necessary for. manufactw·ers between design and 
production, allowing one year after the two testing rules are finalized is necessary 
for manufacturers to benefit from the rule. Doing so would comport with the expec
tation created among regulated industries through the Commissioners' and the 
Commission's public statements that the stay would not earlier be lifted. 

Moreover, lifting the stay before the final 15-month and component testing rnles 
are published would place manufacturers in the untenable position of trying to com
ply with the proposed rule, while anticipating a potentially much different final 
rule. This would provide manufacturers with insufficient time within which to mod
ify their compliance management processes once the final rule was issued, and 
would cause needless disruption to business planning, supply chain management, 
test lab contracting, and other aspects of product manufacturing, due. to. the rapidly 
changing requirements. 

Finally, a reasonable time after publication of the final rules is necessary in order 
to afford the regulated community time to come into compliance. Otherwise, it may 
be too late for many small manufacturers to benefit from the component testing 
rule. In this regard, it is essential that the Commission retain in the final compo
nent parts rule the proposed provision, § 1109.5(g)( l ), affording component parts cer
tifications "cunency" to allow them to be reasonably relied upon by downstream 
manufactw·ers without the need for duplicative testing. 

Question 12. Has the Commission proposed a rule allowing for component patt 
testing? 

Answer. As explained above, the Commission has proposed a rule on comronent 
testing (75 FR 28208). If this rule is finalized as it is written today, it wil allow 
for compliance with the CPSIA by some manufacturers that otherwise may have 
had no chance to survive under the law's onerous, unnecessary testing and certifi
cation requirements. This is because component testing has the potential to allow 
considerable flexibility under the CPSIA's testing regime for both small and large 
manufacturers. But it will not offset all of the unintended costs nor eliminate all 
of the negative consequences of the CPSIA. It may not even be available soon 
enough to benefit some small manufactw·ers. 

I have been a strong supporter of the policy, and therefore hope that absent a full 
repeal of the CPSIA's testing and certification requirements, the Commission pro
mulgates a final component testing rule. Until the rule is finalized and has the force 
of law, however, it is highly unlikely that any suppliers of components like zippers, 
buttons, or even raw materials will make the investment to become component sup
pliers. In other words, it is incorrect to assume that a proposed rule (or ow· previous 
enforcement guidance allowing component testing) is sufficient to lay the ground
work for component testing to take hold. 

Component testing can successfully increase efficiencies and safety up the supply 
chain, only if children's product manufacturers have absolute certainty that they can 
rely on the certificates received from component part certifiers. If a component part 
certifier (e.g., a button manufacturer) third-party tests, certifies, and fulfills all con
tinued testing requirements for its buttons, but the doll-maker that receives that 
certificated component is still held fully liable for the compliance of the component, 
the doll-maker \vill always have to re-test every component just to be sw·e. This cre
ates layers of unnecessary, duplicative testing. 

That is why in § 1109.5(gX1) of the proposed component testing rule, the Commis
sion allows component part certificates to have "cutTency" to be passed through the 
supply chain. Specifically, this provision allows component part certificates to be 
treated the same as final certifications issued in accordance with section 14(a) of 
the Consumer Product Safety Act. While finished product manufacturers relying on 
component parts certificates still could be liable for a recall , for example, if any com
ponent is found non-compliant, they would not be held liable for a civil penalty for 
a violative component if they relied, with due care, on a component part certificate. 
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The question of liability is central to the ability. of component testing to work. 
Manufacturers already have a strong incentive to work with reliable suppliers in 
order to prevent unnecessary reputational damage or a costly recall should any un
safe product make its way onto the market. However, if a manufacturer is also lia
ble for a civil penalty associated with a certified component part found still to be 
non-compliant-they simply have no incentive to demand certified components at 
all. Today, they would still have to re-test any components they receive because 
§ 1109.5(g)(l) of the proposed component testing rule has not been finalized. More
over, give the Commission's recent history of changing the direction of its rules be
tween the proposal stage and final stage, there is even. more uncertainty sur
rounding component testing. 

For all of these reasons, I strongly support linalizing. a ll. of our· testing rules prior 
to lifting the stay of enforcement on lead content testing or issuing any more Notices 
of Requirements to accredit labs for future CPSJA standards. 

Question 13. How does Europe handle cadmium content in children's products? 
Are the E.U.'s safety standards governing. cadmium. content in children's products 
more stringent than our own? 

Answer. International toy safety standards, including the European standard EN 
71-3, cover cadmium in toys. Like the ASTM F963 toy safety standard in the U.S., 
EN 71-3 limits migration of cadmium from paints and surface coatings. The Euro
pean standard also includes limits for migration of cadmium from materials other 
than paints and surface coatings. Additionally, the E.U. restricts the amount of cad
mium in parts of vehicles, and electronic and electrical products (with exemptions). 
It has also announced that it will consider recommendations to restrict the cadmium 
content of jewelry, 

An important distinction between our requirements and Europe's is that Europe 
does. not. have the third-party testing and certification requirements that. American 
manufacturers now have in the United States due to the CPSIA. Because the law's 
mandates (almost none of which are based on risk) make the cost to. manufacture 
children's products much higher for manufacturers selling in the U.S., the law gives 
a strong competitive advantage to foreign firms over U.S.-based firms. Also, similar 
to Europe's lead content standards, enforcement of cadmium limits varies signifi
cantly country to country- with some countries enforcing the limits more than oth
ers. This uneven enforcement of the EU's mandatory limits also makes it quite dif
ficult to compare our standards in the United States to those in the EU. 

Imposition of the CPSIA's testing costs on products manufactured for sale in the 
U.S. also disadvantages American consumers. Maj_or European toymakers have de
cided to stop selling in the U.S., to avoid the CPSIA's. Lestmg. costs. But their prod
ucts are still available to consumers in Europe and other countries.9 The absence 
of these European children's products in the American market is not because. their 
products are unsafe, but because these companies choose not to pay for the law's 
unnecessary costs to reengineer, third-party test and certify a ll of their products. 

We tend to focus more on the costs of the CPSIA to businesses, rather than to 
consumers. But as a mother of six, I have an appreciation for the impact on the 
consumer. Parents have certain expectations when they shop for their children, in
cluding that: (1) products they purchase are safe; (2) at least some products are af
fordable; and (3) a vibrant market exists with new and different toys and children's 
products throughout the year. When I shopped for my children, I did not want the 
same dolls and games in the same. colors that I purchased the. year before. Unfortu
nately, the high cost of compliance with the CPSIA, without regard to safety, has 
meant. reduced choices for consumers (including reduced product lines. and "de
spec'ing" of products to reduce colors and accessories)-and the effects are likely to 
become worse as the Commission continues. implementing. the law's testing require
ments. 
Harmonization 

Recently, the ASTM toy safety subcommittee established a work group to consider 
aligning the U.S. and international standards for accessible soluble heavy metals in 
toys. If adopted by the ASTM toy subcommittee, the new standards would then need 
to be approved by Commission vote, because the CPSIA made the ATSM F-963 
standard mandatory, effective 2009. 

That the Commission could be an impediment to the ATSM's efforts to harmonize 
its standards with international norms illustrates how mandatory, government im
posed, standards can inhibit the harmonization of international. product. safety 
standards. ASTM F963 had been a voluntary standard before the CPSIA made it 

9 http: I I www.zrecommends.com I detail I breaking-news-selecla·to-cease-u.~·distrib1tlio1L-due-to
cspia /. 
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mandatory in early 2009, and it is quite complex. In theory, the greater efficiencies 
achieved through hannonization should benefit manufacturers and consumers. 
When I was in China last summer visiting factories. and American companies, I saw 
that they perform three or. four different "small parts" tests, all from different 
heights, simply because of the requirements of different countries. Harmonization 
would reduce that burden, but the CPSIA's requirement that toys sold in the United 
States satisfy ASTM F963 has tied the Commission's hands in its negotiations to 
"harmonize" with the Europeans. Overall, locking in the ATSM F-963 standard has 
severely limited the potential for improvements to safety and efficacy that would 
otherwise be achievable by learning from and adopting where a ppropriate the toy 
safety standards of other countries. 

Unlike. the mandatory toy standard, there is no. Federal standard for. jewelry at 
this time in the United States. American companies that serve on the ASTM jewelry 
standards Committee can therefore negotiate freely with our international counter
parts. Harmonization for this product category is still possible. 

Question 14. Are children more susceptible than adults to the adverse health ef
fects of cadm.ium exposure? 

Answer. Our staff has found little information tha t children a re more susceptible 
than adults to the effects of cadmium, although few studies have focused specifically 
on health effects in children. 

However , CPSC staff has focused on children in its risk assessments, because chil
dren engage in behaviors more likely to expose them to any cadmium found in con
sumer products. In particul:u, children tend to have significant mouthing behaviors, 
and occasionally may swallow- accidentally or intentionally-small objects. Chil
dren also tend to place their fingers in their mouths after touching objects. All of 
these behaviors increase the chance of migratable material being introduced into the 
mouth, where it can be swallowed and absorbed by the body. 

Question 15. Do you believe cadmium should be declared toxic by the Commission 
under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act? If not, why not? 

Answer. The. Commission staffs conclusion is that the data concerning the toxicity 
of cadmium is sufficient for cadmium to be. considered toxic under the FHSA due. 
to effects on multiple organ systems and toxic endpoints, including kidney dysfunc
tion. However, the conclusion that a substance is toxic is only the first step in the 
Commission's assessment under the FHSA. 

The FHSA is risk-based. To be considered a "hazardous substance" under the 
FHSA, a consumer product must satisfy a two-part definition. 15 U.S.C. 
§ 1261(f)( l )(A). First, it must be toxic under the FHSA, or present one of the other 
hazards enumerated in the. statute. Second, it must. have the. potential to cause 
"substantial personal injury or substantial illness during or as. a proximate result 
of any customary or reasonably foreseeable handling or use, including reasonably 
foreseeable ingestion by children." Therefore, exposure and risk must be considered 
in addition to toxicity, when assessing potential hazards under the FHSA. 

It is important that the Commission's assessments be tisk-based and that the 
Commission explain and clarify the genuine risks associated with metals like cad
mium, particularly when talking to the media. Unfortunately, some articles on chil
dren's products have reported that cadmium is a carcinogen, infe rring that it. could 
be a carcinogen when present. in children's products. However, the route of exposure 
of a substance is as important as the type of substance when determining its health 
effects. If cadmium is inhaled, as in a mine or similar workplace environment for 
adults, it is a known carcinogen. For this reason, OSHA has strict standards on cad
mium inhalation in industrial workplace settings. However, touching, mouthing, or 
swallowing an object with a high level of cadmium content is an entirely unique 
route of exposw·e with unique health effects. As such, cadmium in the substrate of 
toys, in drinking glasses, or in jewelry is not a known carcinogen, 

Question 16. Could you discuss the issue of the. additional layer of protection for 
pools. with only a single main drain? 

Answer. The additional layer of protection for pools and spas provided by the Vir
ginia Grahame Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act CVGBA) is an important issue, and 
I was proud to support the bipartisan interpretive rule that this Commission pro
mulgated to implement the VGBA. 

Under the VGBA, all public pools and spas must be equipped with anti-entrap
ment devices or systems. VGBA § 1404(c)( l )(A)(i), To further reduce the risk of en
trapment, the VGBA also requires public pools and hot tubs with a single main 
drain to have either an "unblockable drain" or a "system[] designed to prevent en
trapment." VBGA § 1404(c)(l)(A)(ii). Thus, one question beforn the Commission was 
how to define an "unblockable drain." 
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The Commission's interpretive rule determines that a drain fitted with an 
unblockable drain cover is an "unblockable dr·ain" within the meaning of the VGBA. 
I supported the majority's interpretation for the following reasons: (1) I believe that 
a drain made. unblockable via an unblockable drain cover reasonably satisfies the 
plain meaning of the. statutory term "unblockable drain"; (2) I believe. an 
unblockable drain system is equally if not more effective than other "systems de
signed to prevent entrapment" and; (3) I am convinced that the staffs recommenda
tion to accept unblockable drain covers wiJI save the most lives and prevent the 
most injuries. 

It. makes. sense. to treat drains fitted. with unblockable drain covers as unblockable 
drains under the statute. Drains made unblockable through their design or through 
use of an unblockable drain cover function equally well to maintain the suction flow 
of water at a safe level when blocked by a person's body, so we s hould treat them 
the same. In either case (e.g. , an unblockable drain 01· a drain with an unblockable 
drain cover), if the drain cover is removed, the drain ceases to be unblockable-so 
the issue of an unblockable drain cover dis lodging is irrelevant. If unblockable 
drains do not require back-up systems, then neither should drains fitted with 
unblockable drain covers. 

Even if I were not convinced that the term "unblockable drain" includes drains 
fitted with unblockable drain covers, § 1404(c)(l)(A)(ii)(VJ) of the statute authorizes 
the Commission to determine whether other systems are "equally effective as, or 
better than, the systems described ... at preventing or eliminating the risk of in
jury or death associated with pool drainage systems." Based on the Commission's 
public hearing and briefing by staff-and for the reasons discussed below- I would 
determine that unblockable drain covers are at least equally as effective in pre
venting or eliminating injury or. death from drain entrapments as the. other systems 
described in the statute. 

Finally, it appears to me that unblockable drain couers promise f.-0 saue more liues 
and prevent more injuries th.an other anti-entrapment systems. An unblockable drain 
cover with the appropriate flow rating is the only solution that prevents all five 
types of entrapments identified by the staff (limb, hair, body, evisceration, and me
chanical-related). The back-up systems mentioned in the Act only address some of 
the potential scenarios. For example, some of the back-up systems deal with suction 
body entrapment and some. limb entrapments, but would not release hair, mechan
ical,. or evisceration entrapments. Given the prevalence in the mortality. data of hair 
entrapments, that failing poses a real danger. Moreover, preventing entrapments in 
the first place is the best solution to the threat of entrapment drowning. Back-up 
systems require an entrapment incident to begin to occur before they respond, and 
they may not prevent the entrapment depending on what kind it is and what type 
of drain system is involved. 

I would like to add a few words about the apparent conllict of interest of certain 
advocacy groups lobbying this. issue .. Just as. health. insurance. companies lobby Con
gress and. Federal agencies for healthcare solutions that benefit their bottom line,. 
it is not surprising that people who develop and sell back-up systems created an 
association to promote the use of their product. In fact, the founder of the Pool Safe
ty Council, a group that has lobbied Congress and other organizations to require 
that all pools have back-up system technology, was the President of a back-up sys
tem manufacturer until only this past February.Jo 

The Pool Safety Council promoted their petition by claiming the CPSC "reversed 
their guidance of the [VGBA), removing important entrapment. prevention require
ments." However, as noted previously, unblockable. drain covers. are the safest form 
of protection against entrapments. They are the only safeguard against al l five types 
of entrapment and the only choice that prevents entrapment from occurring in the 
first place. 

The Council's petition goes on to say, "The reversal brings into question the influ
ence representatives from the pool industry have in CPSC's decision-making proc
ess." In fact, no group has pressured CPSC more than the Pool Safety Council. 
Speaking for myself, l have. had no. communication from any. pool representative. ex
cept. for those that have a financial interest. in requiring back-up systems. The Pool 
Safety Council lobbies for a tighter definition of unblockable drain because pools 
with unblockable drains are not required to buy their product. I consider it a tri
umph of safety over special interests that, despite all the pressure from those who 
have a financial interest in requiring back-up systems, the CPSC decided to adopt 
a new, safer technology. 

10 http: I I www.poolspanews.com/ 2010 /022 /022n _ surs.html. 
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Question 17. The Commission recently voted on rules to implement the public 
database mandated in the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008. The 
Commission issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) regarding the database 
on May 24, 2010, with a comment deadline of July 23, 2010. After. the comment. 
deadline but before the Commission voted on the database rule, you and Commis
sioner Nord released an "Alternative Database Rule Proposal" and requested com
ment from the public. Such action is highly unusual with respect to a rulemaking. 
Is there precedent for members of an independent regulatory. agency to issue alter
native rule proposals and seek public comment separate from an agency released 
NPRM? 

Answer. Although I am unaware of another alternative rule being publicly vetted 
du!'ing a rulemaking process, it is certainly not uncommon for members of rule
making bodies to express publicly their views on pending rei.'Ulation. In fact, the 
Chair routinely expresses he1· view on pending regulation and is often quoted in the 
press. 

Question 18. How does the release of the alternative proposal and the submission 
of comment impact the rulemaking proceeding? Did the release of the alternative 
proposal potentially create grounds for a legal challenge to the rule adopted by the 
Commission? 

Answer. The release of the alternative proposal and the solicitation of "feedback" 
from the public did not create. grounds for a legal challenge. to the rule adopted by 
the Commission. 

With respect to the publication of an alternative rule, the APA does not require 
that. agency decisionmakers shield from the public their deliberative processes, in
cluding the consideration of alternative language. Moreover, the pubUc interest is 
arguably better served when an agency's decisionmaking is made more transparent 
by such action. The fact that the Majority reposted my alternative on the CPSC 
website following a thorough legal review confirms that its publication was deemed 
to be lawful. 

The request for public. feedback on the alternative rule also did not make the final 
rule adopted by the Commission vulnerable to legal challenge. So long as all com
ments considered by an agency in its rulemaking process are made public, the inspi
ration for. a comment, whether it is a formal Federal Register notice, or otherwise, 
is not material. Indeed, we routinely l'eceive comments outside of a notice period 
and publish them on our website. Fol' instance, unrelated to my alternative rule 
posting, a comment in response ta the database NPR was received after. the official 
deadline for submitting comments, and was posted at CPSC.gou. 

Ex parte communications that form the basis of agency action and are not made 
a part of the public record can jeopardize a rule's enforceability. But my request for 
feedback was public, and it was always my intent that, like any late fil ed comment, 
responses would be posted on CPSC's website. As it turns out, my alternative rule 
was not considered by the majority commissioners, and the majority commissioners 
d id not review the letters 1 received in response to the alternative rule. They thus 
did not form the basis for CPSC action and have not been made public. 

Question 19. Do you anticipate releasing more alternative rule proposals in the 
future? 

Answer. I promoted an alternative database rule, because I believe the rule sup
ported by the majority-and ultimately promulgated- is irredeemably flawed. It is 
my hope and expectation that in the future, the Commission will be better able to 
work toward compromises that will obviate the need for the formulation of com
prehensive alternative rules. I am unwilling, however, to commit to never publi
cizing durio.g the rulemaking process policy views that differ from those of the ma
jority. Doing so helps the regulated community better understand the Commission's 
policy choices. 

Question 20. On numerous occasions, you have posted comments, artwork, and 
pictures on your blog questioning legislative proposals by Members of Congress and 
urging the public to reach out to Congress about the CPSIA. Your comments arn 
often questionable in tone and tenor. Do you believe that a post with a pictw·e of 
individuals drowning next to a ship called the "S.S. Waxman" befits the office of a 
Commissioner of the Consumer Product Safety Commission? 

Answer. I believe that as a Commissioner and citizen, l have the right and duty. 
to articulate my pubUc policy views in whatever manner I deem most effective. And 
I am troubled by the tone of your question, which appears designed to silence criti
cism of competing policy views. 

I published the "SS Waxman" graphic to illustrate the point explained in the ac
companying text posted with it on my blog. This was that Senator Waxman's pro
posed legislation to provide relief from the burdensome costs of complying with the 
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CPSIA was too narrowly drafted. As graphically illustrated, it was designed to pro
vide relief only to the ATV industry, thrift stores, and very small manufacturers. 
The costs associated with obtaining a "functional purpose" exemption would have 
been prohibitively excessive for all but the largest manufacturers. In addition, the 
exemption for low-volume manufacturers had the potential to provide relief to only 
a small slice of the manufacturing community. 

These are legitimate criticisms of the proposed legislation that contributed to the 
public debate. My role as a Commissioner in no way limits my. right to. make such 
observations. Indeed, I would be negligent not to. contribute the perspective gained 
through my position to advance the cause of CPSIA reform. 

More generally, I believe that my blog serves an important purpose. It provides 
a venue for the exchange of information and opinions relevant to the fu.lfillment of 
the CPSC's mission. Commissioners o~en receive letters from the regulated commu
nity expressing general concerns about the CPSIA. In addition to ci ting the obvious 
finan cial burden of compliance, manufacturers of children's products have reported 
that the third-party testing requirement is likely to result in reduced product va1i
ety. Most importantly, they explain that these consequences are not born of any im
provement in safety. These companies are already making safe products; the CPSIA 
merely requires them to prove it before continuing to sell the same products or in
troducing product variation. But notwithstanding this input, we lack sufficient spe
cific examples and hard data to allow us to fully understand or to quantify the prob
lem, I therefore use my blog to solicit input from both the regulated community and 
consumers, in order to better understand the issues facing them, so that I can be 
a more effective and responsive public servant. 

My blog also allows me to communicate my views to consumers and industry. 
When I was a Member of Congress, I was struck by the degree to which the CPSC 
and other Executive Branch agencies appeared to regulate without regard for its im
pact on the regulated community. I often heard from businesses who were frus
trated that their voice was not being heard or considered in the regulatory process. 
My blog allows me to reassure consumers and the businesses subject to CPSC regu
lation that I understand the issues facing them and am working to find and promote 
the regulatory flexibility necessary to ensure product safety \vithout unnecessarily 
stifling economic growth and consumer choice. 

Question 21. Given your comments regarding the CPSIA, are. you able to imple
ment the law in a fair and impartial manner, even with respect to a provision of 
the law with which you disagree? 

Answer. Agreement with a law is not a prerequisite to the recognition of a statu
tory duty to cany it out. Indeed, if every executive agency board and commission 
member was required as a condition of office to agree with every policy choice re
flected in all of the statutes they administer, few, if any, would be left to serve. I 
swore an oath to uphold the law and that is what I have always done and will al
ways do. I will also. continue to help the. Commission iden tify flexibility in the. Jaw 
that can alleviate its devastating impact on American business, and to focus on the 
CPSC's core mission of assessing and reducing risks to consumer safety. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN Q UESTION SUBMJTTED BY H ON. KAY BArLEY HUTCHISON TO 
HON. ANNE M. NORTHUP 

Question. As you know, Section 103(a} of the CPSIA requires the placement of 
tracking labels on all children's products and their packaging, to the extent prac
ticable. In its July 2009 Statement of Policy regarding enforcement of this provision, 
CPSC staff indicated that products sold through bulk vending machines would not 
need to be individually marked, though the package or carton the products are 
shipped in would. The Statement of Policy further noted that. "the Conference. Re
port [accompanying the CPSIA] recognized that marking each. individual product in 
such circumstances may not be practical. See H.R. Rep. No 787, llOth Cong., 2d 
Sess. 67 (2008)." However, the Commission has not provided any explicit regulatory 
exclusion from Section 103(a) for bulk vended products. Will the CPSC pursue en
forcement actions against bulk vendor suppliers, operators or retail establishments 
for the absence of tracking labels on bulk vended products? Further, can you please 
assure the Committee that the CPSC will maintain this position should any state at
torney general or other entity seek to enforce Section 103(a) against bulk vended 
products? 

Answer. As you know, the Commission's July 2009 Statement of Policy on Track
ing Labels states the follo\ving: 
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"If a product is sold through a bulk vending machine, the item does not need 
to be individually marked but the package or carton in whlch such products are 
shipped to the retailer should be mar·ked. The Conference Report recognized 
that marking each individual produc:t in such circumstances may not be prac
tical. See H.R. Rep. No. 787, llOth Cong., 2d Sess. 67 (2008)." 

The Office of Compliance is. follo,ving this policy as stated. Staff will consider en
forcement action if the package or carton in which such products ai·e shipped is not 
appropriately marked with the required information. 

A State Attorney General technically may still pursue companies for violating any 
part of the CPSIA, in spite of enforcement guidance published by the Commission. 
Providing absolute certainty for bulk vendors or any other manufacturers in this re
gard would require an act of Congress amending the CPSIA. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN Q UESTIONS SUBMITTED BY H ON. R OGER F. WICKER TO 
HON. ANNE M. NORTHUP 

Question 1. What can you tell us about the impact of the. CPSIA on. small busi
nesses? Even though the CPSIA did not require the Commission to perform cost
benefit analyses. of the rules it promulgates,. many o( the concerns raised from small 
businesses and from Members of Congress since the law passed have been based 
on the need for this very information-specifically, the law's economic impact and 
unintended consequences. Does the Commission have quantitative data to deter
mine what the impact has been, and what the impact will be in the future as more 
requirements under the law come into effect? 

Answer. The CPSIA has been devastating for many small businesses, and it has 
increased costs for Iru·ge businesses. Product Safety Letter reported the following on 
a November 2009 public meeting with Mattel: 

[a] lawyer for Mattel with the law firm Jones Day in Washington D.C., said hls 
client is finding the CPSIA difficult to decipher. The law, he said, is unclear on 
what products the company needs to test, how often it needs to test them, and 
how many samples need to be tested. "It's a lot of work. I don't know how small
er companies do it," Biersteker told Commissioner Robert Adler. 
Despite Mattel's large team of in-house lawyers, he said, the company needed 
to hire outside lawyers to help understand the CPSIA. He said Mattel holds 
weekly conference calls on the issue, discussing how to comply with the act 
while remaining "cost competitive." l 

Small businesses have by far borne the greatest impacts of the law. Attached, you 
will lind some examples of businesses that have closed their doors, reduced product 
lines, or. abandoned the children's product market due to tho CPSIA. I submitted 
this information for the record during my opening statement. 

This Commission has received a considerable amount of anecdotal evidence from 
companies and trade associations regarding tho costs to test at independent labs, 
as well as the cost of certification, tracking labels, continued testing, record keeping, 
testing to product standards, and the potential reputational and litigation costs due 
to the upcoming public database. Our staff has compiled some sample testing costs 
for toys and bikes, as part of a Regulatory Flexibility Analysis for our Testing and 
Labelmg Rule. For example, our staff estimated that the cost to test a toy with a 
moderate number. of colors. and interesting accessories could range. between $3,712 
and $7,348. The cost to test a bike under our proposed testing rule could be between 
$7,350. and $18,600.2 As a result of much of this. anecdotal data and the pressure 
on the Commission from industry, the Chairman elected to create a full-time Small 
Business Ombudsman position at the agency-something that I do not believe will 
address industry's concerns, but nonetheless represents an acknowledgement of the 
p1·essures and concerns we have felt from the small business community. 

However, you have asked whether we have quantitative data regarding the costs 
of this law, and unfortunately, we do not. So far, we have continued without fully 
studying or trying to reduce the impact of the regulations we ru·e promulgating. 
With the anecdotal data we have from manufacturers and trade associations, and 
requests from Congress asking the. Commission to try to mitigate the law's unin
tended consequences, both Commissioner Nord and myself have requested that we 
allocate funding to do a full cost-benefit analysis of the rules we are promulgating. 

1 "Mattel Finds CPSIA to be a Challenge," Product Safety Letter, November 9, 2009. 
2 Rc11ulatory Flexibility Analysis of the Commission's proposed Testing rule, pg. 103-108. (Pro

posed Rule; Testing and Labeling Pertaining ta Product Certification-Draft Federal Register. 
Notice-April 1, 2010 (Part 1) http: 11 www.cpsc.gou /library I foia /{oia JO I brief! prodcertl.pdf. 
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Given the disruption in the marketplace and the current state of our economy, 
it has been disappointing that the majority of the Commissioners have not agreed 
to focus more heavily on providing Congress with quantitative data on the economic 
effects. Even Representative J o Ann Emerson, currently the Chairman of the House 
Financial Servi.ces Appropriations Subcommittee, has requested that the Commis
sion initiate a cost-benefit analysis of the rules we promulgate and quantify the ef
fects on small businesses. Unfortunately, this Commission has not produced any 
cost-benefit analyses to date.3 

Furthermore,. this anecdotal data does not reflect the full breadth of the law's re
quirements, because the most onerous requirements have yet to go into effect. The 
widest reaching mandate in the law-requiring third-party testing of all children's 
products for lead content- has been stayed since February of 2009. Currently, the 
Commission is considering whether to extend the stay further. We have not imple
mented the requirement to third-party test fo1· lead, phthalates, or to the toy stand
ard-whlch alone may require a considerable number of new tests and certifications 
for toymakers.4 

The categories of children's products impacted by this law seem endless. But let 
me illustrate the cost versus benefit impact by considering two examples: fu.rnitw·e 
and toys. 

A company making fw'lliture for children's rooms would need to: (1) determine if 
its product is "primarily intended" for children 12 and under- which they may not 
know for sure, and for which the Commission has provided ambiguous guidance; (2) 
submit for testing to a third-party lab every part of every piece of fwmture that 
may be used on a children's product, including nuts, bolts, and varnishes (one piece 
of furniture may have fourteen different coats of finish); (3) certify each component 
based on each of these tests; (4) add tracking labels to each piece of children's fur
niture with a lot number that can trace each component to its specific certification 
and test; (5) maintain records for all tests and certifications for a ll parts of each 
children's product; and (6) start this process all over again, if they decide to change 
a color or varnish, or some other part of the product--or if there is any other mate
rial change. One furniture company reported to us that they have already spent $13 
million on tests, new systems and tracking processes, despite the fact that every sin
gle component they were using on children's furniture already complied with the 
cw-rent lead standard. So in this case, the cost was $13 million and the benefit (i.e., 
improvement in safety) was zero. 

All toys must be tested for lead and phthalates at third-party labs, and all are 
subject to the toy standard, ASTM F963, which the CPSIA made mandatory. As a 
result , a doll maker wiU be required to send to a third-party lab to be tested for 
lead, phthalates and any applicable rules under the toy standard, every component 
part, including each paint color used on the eyes, each button, the hair, and all of 
the accessories. Companies tell us that these requirements stifle innovation and 
product variety by erecting significant cost ba rriers to adding to dolls new acces
sories, new colors, or other variations. For example, a large toy manufacturer told 
us that his company has had to "de-spec" certain toys in order to afford the law's 
new costs, which means removing accessories, moveable pieces or other parts-or, 
in the manufacturer's words, "taking the fun out of toys." 

Also, the scope of the toy standard is quite broad, as seen in the list of sections 
below. Not all toys must be tested to all parts of the toy standard, but any one toy 
may be subject to numerous requirements, and satisfying each requirement involves 
one or more separate tests: s 

3Tbe CPSIA does not direct that rulemakings (even "major rules") be promulgated under &-c
tion 9 of the CPSA, which requires a oost-benefit analysis and would normally preclude the 
Commission from promulgating rules. whose benefits are. not e~ted to bear. a reasonable rela
tionship to their costs. However, the Commission is not prohibited from doing such studies. So 
far, the only analysis that many rulemakings have received has been a perfunctory, small busi
ness regulatory flexibility analysis, as required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act. The reg-flex 
analysis to acoompany the Testing rule (see footnote 2) provides hypothetical examples of testing 
costs. but no quantitative data. 

• J ill Chuckas testified for the Handmade Toy Alliance on the second panel of the December 
2, 2010 oversight hearing before the Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Consumer Protection 
regarding the high costs of testing to the toy standard (ASTM F963): http:l lcommerce. 
se11ate.gov I public I index.cfm?p=Hearings&ContentRecord ida 799a2c9d·f48a-4284 -add2-la9099 
961431&Statement_ id=fb4d696e-c471·4bdl-be39-d9fb7f34f56a&Co11tentType id=l 4/995b9·dfa5 
-407a-9d35·56cc7152a7ed&Group id=b06c39a{-e033-4cba-922 I ·de668ca J978a&MonthDisplay=. 
12& YearDisp/ay=2010. 

0 http:11 www.astm.org I Standards I F963.htm. 



Scope 
Referenced Documents 
Terminology 
Safety Requirements 
Material Quality 
Flammability 
Toxicology 
Electricalfrhermal Energy 
Sound Producing Toys 
Small Objects. 
Accessible Edges 
Projeetions 
Accessible Points 
Wires or Rods 
Nails and Fasteners 
Packaging Film 

'l'itJe 

Folding Mechanisms and Hinges 
Cords a.nd Elastics. in Toys 
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Stability and Over-Load Requirements 
Confined Spaces 
\Vheels, Tires, and Axles 
Holes, Clearance, and Accessibility of Meehanisms 
Simulated Protective Devices 
Pacifiers 
Projeetile Toys 
Teethers and Teething Toys 
Rattles 
Squeeze Toys 
Battery-Operated Toys 
Toys Intended to be Attached to a Crib or Playpen 
StuJTed and Beanbag-Type Toys 
Stroller and Carriage Toys 
Art Materials 
Toy Gun Marking 
Balloons 
Certain Toys with S1>herical Ends 
Marbles 
Balls 
Pompoms 
Hcmisph01;c.Shaped Objects 
Yo Yo E lastic Tethe1· Toys 
Magnets 
Jaw Entrapment in Handles and Steering Wheels 
Safety Labeling Requirements 
instructional Literature 
Producer's Markings 
Test Methods 
General 
Testing for Hazardous S ubstance Content 
Met.hod to Dissolve Soluble Matter 
Tests for Cleanliness and Pl·eservative Effectiveness 
Normal Use Testing 
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Your question focuses on cost-benefit analyses. The law imposes onerous require
ments on small businesses that are hurting the economy, without any evidence of 
a safety benefit. The CPSIA's lead content standard, interim-ban of phthalates, and 
all third-party testing requirements are not based on risk. The CPSC has the au
thority to impose these types of requirements on any product or. industry, if it deter
mines that a risk exists and these costs a1·e necessary to reduce or eliminate the 
risk. 

This Commission never concluded that the components of children's products con
taining either 300 ppm lead content or the interim-banned phthalates pose a safety 
risk to children. And until directed to do so by Congress in the CPSIA, the Commis
sion saw no reason to make ASTM F963 a federal standard, or to require all toy 
manufacturers to send their products to third-party labs to test to this standard. 
Regarding lead, 2007 data indicates that one percent of children tested nationally 
showed a dangerous blood lead level as established by the. Centers for Disease Con
trol (CDC). This number was down from nearly 8 percent in 1997,6 and is likely 
attributable. to the. elimination of lead in gasoline, as well as. lead paint education 
and abatement. The CDC and the Environmental Protection Agency have issued 
guidance for reducing children's exposure to. lead,. and its focus is not on children's 
products. It has never been suggested that this new law, with all of its costs, will 
lower the number of children reaching the "tipping point" of having an elevated 
blood lead level. For further information on the risks associated with lead, I refer 
you to my answer under the "Lead Standard" questions below. 

Finally, there is a cost to consumers-not only in the loss of jobs in a struggling 
economy, but the loss of choice. Many manufacturers can afford the costly mandates 
of the Jaw only by reducing theit- product lines, leaving the children's product mar
ket,, or "de-specing" their toys- with no offsetting improvement in safety. As a moth
er of six children, I remember Christmas shopping for new and different products 
at affordable prices, and I expected a creative and vibrant market all year-round. 
Parents expect the products they buy to. be safe. But they also expect them to be 
creative, and ther are entitled to a marketplace that encourages new ideas and the 
next "must have' toy of the season. Instead, the costs of complying with the CPSIA 
will discourage newcomers to the market and choice will be reduced, even as prices 
increase. Some international toy makers have even decided to leave the American 
market due to the costs imposed by the CPSIA, although they arc still offering their 
products to European consumers.7 

Given our economic situation and the mandate from the American people to 
shrink the size of government and reduce the numbers of unnecessary regulations, 
I believe some of the CPSIA's requirements could easily be scaled back. Job growth 
in the United States comes through the growth of small businesses-and the 
CPSIA's regulations directly hamper that growth. 

Question 2. Does the Commission have any plans to assess the negative impacts 
of the. law, and to take necessary actions to alleviate these burdens before they 
eliminate any more jobs? 

Answer. To my knowledge, there are no plans to assess fully the impact of the 
CPSIA or even the regulations we are scheduled to promulgate .. 

Regarding action by the Commjssion to alleviate the law's unnecessary burdens, 
I no longer believe that this is likely. Before my Senate confirmation hearing, I was 
asked by. both Democrat and Republican Senators to "find flexibility" in the law 
wherever possible, because the law had resulted in many unintended or unforeseen 
consequences. Once confirmed as a Commissioner, I took this request seriously. 

However, the. flexibility that I have found in the follo,ving rules was rejected by 
a majority of Commissioners: 

a. Absorption exclusion- I argued that the absorption exclusion under Section 
101 was actually intended to exclude certain products from the lead limits 
(rnther than be meaningless), and therefore that the term "any. lead" in that 
section may be interpreted to mean a de minimis, harmless amount of lead in 

6 http: I I www.cdc.gov I nceh I lead I data I national.him. 
7 One American importer of 1:-0ys lists on its web.site the European brands that it no longer 

offers for sale in the United St~tes due 1:-0 the CPSIA: http:/ / www.e11rotoyshop.com / 
getEndangeredToys.asp. 
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a children's product. If the Commission had accepted my interpretation, lead in 
the substrate of ATVs, bicycles, and brass axles on toys would be legal-since 
lead in the substrate of these products is not har·mful (See answers under "Lead 
Standard" below). Because the Commission rejected thjs interpretation, it voted 
to reject the petition of a manufacturer of toy cars, even though the car's brass 
fitting contained less absorbable lead than the. Food and Drug Administration 
deems to be acceptable in a piece of candy.a 
b. Civil Penalties Factors- In the Commission's interpretive rule. on Civil Pen
alties Factors, I proposed a number of changes to provide more certainty for the 
regulated community and to. ensure. that,. while the overall civil penalty ceiling 
was raised, "technical" violations, such as incorrect paperwork, would not be 
treated the. same. way. as more serious violations, such as. failures to meet safety 
standards. This is one area of the statute that was not too prescriptive, and a 
middJe-ground could have been reached/' Unfortunately, a majority of the com
missioners did not want to provide that leeway. 
c. Definition of Children's Product-The. CPSIA applies to. all "children's prod
ucts", statutorily defined as products "primar·ily intended for a child 12 years 
of age or younger." The comments that the Commission received following the 
proposed rule. made clear. that the parameters. we. had tried to set in the pro
posed definition were not helpful to most manufacturers that produce children's 
products intended for the 10-12 or pre-teen age groups, or that straddle the age 
limit of the statute. The. entire reason for defining the term was to provide guid
ance to these types of manufactures, who need certainty to know how to deter
mine if their products fall under the purview of the CPSIA. After receiving 
these comments, the. Commission had a chance to put a much narrower "fence" 
around the scope of covered products-or to at least define clearer boundaries. 
Unfortunately, the Majority chose to leave the definition vague whenever pos
sible, which helps neither the. CPSC staff, 10 nor the regulated community.11 
d. "Children's product safety rules"-1 offered a valid, alternative interpretation 
of the statute with regard to the requirement to impose third-party testing on 
all "children's product safety rules.". A clear. distinction can be made between 
"children's product safety rules" and more general "consumer product safety 
rules" promulgated well before the passage of the CPSIA. Unfortunately, be
cause the Majority chose. to view all consumer product safety rules of the. Com
mission as potential "children's product safety rules," it imposed an unneces
sary, additional layer of testing (at third-party labs) on manufactw·e1·s of car
pets and rugs, vinyl, clothing textiles. and mattresses-all of which are subject 
to consumer product safety ruJes. The Commission did not have to take this 
step- and there is no risk associated with these products that necessitates new 
third-party testing requirements. 12 

e. Database- As. described below in the. questions on the. database, l proposed 
an alternative database rule that would have responded to a number of manu
facturer concerns and made the database a more accurate source of information 
for consumers. Unforttmately, the Commission's Majority. passed a rule that 
went well beyond the statute's requirements, allowing "anyone" to s ubmit re
ports of harm-even advocacy groups, attorneys and random bystanders that 
may not have firsthand knowledge of the incident .. In total, the Commission Ma
jority's database rule ensures that the database will be lilled with inaccurate 
reports of harm that will be useful only to advocacy groups and trial attorneys, 
and will be time consuming and costly to manufacturers- particularly. small 
businesses. Due to the inaccuracy of reports on the database, it will be a waste 
of taxpayer resources and will not be useful to the consumers it was intended 
to help. 

Finally, regarding the upcomin~ rule on Testing and Labeling Pertruning to Prod
uct Certification ("15 month rule ), it is important to keep in mind that the statute 
does. not permit the agency to exempt any manufacturer from the law's testing re
qufrements. Exemption from the testing requirement is the main change sought by 
small manufacturers. Because we cannot exempt companies from the illitial third
party test that every manufacturer must do to. every component of their. product-

8http://www.cpsc.gov /pr/ northupl 10409.pd{ 
9http://www.cpsc.gov I pr I northup03102010.pdf. 
'°Justin Pritchard, "Feds dismiss need to recall lead drinking glasses,"Associated Press .. De-

cember 11, 2010. http://news.yahoo.comls/apl2010121I lap on he mel us_ cadmiwn_ lead 
glassware. 
1 1 http: 11 www.cpsc.gov I pr I northup09292010.pd{ 
,. http: I! www.cpsc.gov I pr I northup07.12201 O.pdf. 
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even if the product poses no risk-I hope that the Commission will at least alleviate 
the burden through the "continued testing" requirements of the statute and the test
ing protocols, where we do have some flexibility. However, removing the costly. re
quirements of third-party testing and certification will require an act of Congress 
amending the CPSIA. 

Question 3. Chairman Tenenbaum mentioned the new Small Business Ombuds
man. Do you believe that this Ombudsman will alleviate the expressed concerns of 
small businesses? 

Answer. Although I appreciate the underlying objective of increasing Commission 
outreach to stakeholders such as small businesses, I do not believe that creating a 
brand new office for this purpose will address such stakeholders' ongoing frustra
tions with Commission actions, add value to our core mission of product safety, or 
represent a wise use of taxpayer dollars. 

In particular, I disagree with the implication that the new outreach to small busi
nesses will help those who are struggling with the CPSIA. Small businesses are not 
clamoring simply for more information from the Commission about how to comply 
with this law- they are asking for relief from this law because it is killing them. 
Also, as the witnesses in the Second Panel of the December 2 hearing indicated, 
while the Commission has been open to listening to their concerns, this openness 
has not translated into more helpful rulemaking. 

The solution for small businesses is not more government; it is repealing the por
tions of the CPSIA that impose tremendous costs without increasing safety. Further
more, no matter how successful this new office may be, small businesses will still 
have to hire their own lawyers to fully grasp their particular obligations under the 
complex, far-reaching new regulations being promulgated by the Commission. In 
that respect, creating this office is like offering a Band-Aid TM for a problem that 
requires major sw·gery. 

If we really wanted to help small businesses, this Commission would do every
thing in its power to mitigate the unintended consequences of the CPSIA through 
its rulemaking-something I have continued to argue for with limited success. It 
would add clarity and factor risk into our policies as much as the statute allows. 
Even better, we would unanimously approach Congress and ask that the law be re
formed or repealed in a meaningful way so that only risky products are impacted
since the CPSIA has clearly taken us away from our core mission of product safety. 
Anything short of these steps will not help the small business community or a floun
dering economy. 

Finally, I am concerned that creating a new office to govern the "education and 
outreach" responsibilities to industry stakeholders may complicate 01· even overtake 
the outreach we already perform under other offices such as our Office of Compli
ance. Right now, if a small company needs to know if its pl'oduct falls under the 
purview of a particular regulation, it can call the Office of Compliance for advice. 
It is a key function of that office to assess products every day in the course of its 
enforcement responsibilities. By creating a new office in cha1·ge of "outreach" duties, 
we create unnecessai·y complications and risks in our communications with the pub
lic, including: (1) having two offices that could answer the same question differently; 
and/or (2) moving the agency away from its pure enforcement responsibilities and 
instead providing something akin to product pre-approval sel'vices. The latter course 
could potentially turn a relatively small CPSC into a behemoth more like the Food 
and Drug Administration. It is depressing to think it is even remotely possible we 
could have a government office dedicated to "pre-approving" al l consumer products 
before they go to market. 

Question 4. The Commission's stay on third-party. testing for lead content is 
scheduled to lift in February. Is the Commission prepared to move forward with lift
ing this stay of enforcement? Do you believe that businesses have been given the 
information necessary. to comply with this requirement? Have they been given 
enough time to incorporate necessary changes to comply with the requirement by 
the February deadline? 

Answer. On May. 20, 2010, the Commission issued Notices. of Proposed Rule
making on (1) Testing and Labeling Pertaining to Product Certification (75 FR 
28366), and (2) Conditions and Requirements for Testing Component Parts of Con
sumer Products. (75 FR 28208). These proposed rules-referred to. by the. CPSC as 
the "15-month rule" and the "component testing rule"-address, inter alia, the pro
tocols that will govern thit-d-party testing of children's products, including random 
sampling methods and the availability. of component parts testing as a means to en
courage compliance further up the supply chain and to provide manufacturers with 
more ottions to come into compliance. The Commission is just beginning consider
ation o the final versions of these rules. 
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The delay in finalizing these rules is of concern, because the Commission's pre
vious stays on lead content testing were implemented principally based on the rec
ognition that manufacturers would be unable to comply with the third-party testing 
requirement until both the 15-month rule and the component testing rule had been 
in effect for a reasonable period of time. If the stay is lifted prematurely, many 
small manufacturers, in particular, will be unable. to afford to. comply independently 
with the third-party testing requirement, and will stop making certain products or 
go out of business entirely. 

This link between finalization of the 15-month and component testing rules and 
the lifting of the stay was recognized by Commissioners of both parties. As ex
plained in the Commission's February 2009 Federal Register notice, the stay on 
third-party testing of children's products for lead content was first implemented in 
response to "confusion as to .. . whether testing to demonstrate compliance must 
be conducted. on the final product rather than on its. parts prior to assembly or. man
ufacture . ... and what sort of certificate must be issued and by whom." 74 FR 6396 
(February 9, 2009). The stay was thus intended to provide the Commission time to 
promulgate new mies addressing, inter alia, "production testing of children's prod
ucts subject to third-party testing and certification ... including random sampling 
protocols," so that "the right tests are run on the right products without unneces
sary and expensive testing." 

During the December 2009 public briefings to consider whether to lift the stay, 
CPSC career staff reported that the apparel component manufacturing sector was 
reluctant to initiate component testing while the breadth o( the requirement re
mains unsettled, and that smaller manufacturers were unable to obtain component 
parts testing because suppliers were reluctant to undertake the tests until the final 
rules for component testing and certification are in place. In the face of this evi
dence, Chairman Tenenbaum acknowledged that she "would never agree to lift the 
stay" until the 15-month and component parts rules are in place. She voted to ex
tend the stay "in order to allow component testing adequate time to develop and 
to give our stakeholders adequate notice of new requirements." Commissioner Moore 
also recognized the need to "give the small manufacturers, who. often buy their sup
plies in small amounts at retail outlets rather than through bulk purchases from 
wholesale distributors, sufficient time to find sources of lead compliant materials." 
During the December 16, 2009 public b1;efing on the stay, Commissioner Adler also 
conceded that the 15-month rule should be in effect before the stay is lifted. Al
though he retracted that view the following day in his wt·itten statement explaining 
his vote to extend the stay, Commissioner Adler predicated his changed position on 
his. belief that "[n)ow that companies know. they can rely. on component suppliers 
for compliance with the law,. they should be able. to plan production and control costs 
in a reasonable manner." 

Consistent with the views of all five Commissioners, the Commission "determined 
that testing of children's products for lead content by a recognized third-party test
ing laboratory and certification based upon that testing should begin on the prod
ucts manufactured after February 10, 2011 to allow component. testing to form the 
basis for certifications for lead content .. . " 74 FR 68588 (December 28, 2009). 

A year has now passed, but in the. absence of final 15-month and component test
ing rules, component testing still cannot form the basis for certifications for lead 
content. Rather, small manufacturers continue to report to the CPSC that compo
nent suppliers are refusing. to test altogether or are refusing. to supply certifications, 
and that certifications are unavailable from the retail outlets where many small 
manufacturers obtain component parts. Under these circumstances, a continuation 
of the stay would be consistent with the stated views. of all five. Commissioners. 
Commissioners Northup and Nord, and Chairman Tenenbaum a ll expressly linked 
the lifting of the stay to at least the finalization of the 15-month and component 
testing rules. Commissioner Moore supported extending the stay to give small man
ufacturers "sufficient time to find sources of lead compliant materials", and Commis
sioner Adler predicated his willingness to delink finalization of the 15-month rule 
from the. stay on his expectation that small manufacturers would be able to. "rely 
on component suppliers for compliance with the Jaw." Given that component part 
suppliers remain unwilling or unable to provide component part certifications in the 
absence of final rules, there is no factual predicate for. any of the Commissioners 
to support lifting the stay. 

It is also important to emphasize that publication of the proposed rules has not 
provided the regulated community with the any certainty regarding the content of 
the final rules. Indeed, the CPSC's record of rulemaking over the past year dem
onstrates that a final rule can change materiaJly from its proposed version and can 
impose, more onerous. requirements. It is therefore not surprising that component 
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parts suppliers remain unwilling to incur the expense of providing certifications 
under a proposed regime that may change substantially before it is fuialized. 

I therefore intend once again to. urge the Commission to. vote to continue. the stay 
of enforcement on third-party testing and certification of lead content in children's 
products until one year after publication of final 15-month and component testing 
rules. Considering the lead time necessary for manufacturers between design and 
production, allowing one year after the two testing rules are finalized is necessary 
for manufacturers to benefit from the rule. Doing so would comport with the expec
tation created among regulated industries through the Commissioners' and the 
Commission's public statements that the stay would not earlier be lifted. 

Moreover, lifting the stay before the final 15-month and component testing rules 
are published would place manufacturers in the untenable position of trying to com
ply with the proposed rule, while anticipating a potentially much different final 
rule .. This would provide manufactw·ers with insufficient t ime within. which. to. mod
ify their compliance management processes once the final rule was issued, and 
would cause needless disruption to business planning, supply chain management, 
test lab contracting, and other aspects of product manii.facturing, due to the rapidly 
changing requirements. 

Finally, a reasonable time after publication of the final rules is necessary in order 
to afford the regulated community time to come into compHance. Othe1·wise, it may 
be too late for many small manufacturers to benefit from the component testing 
rule .. In this regard, it is essential that the Commission retain in the final compo
nent parts rule the proposed provision, § 1109.S(gXl), a ffording component parts cer
tifications "currency" to allow them to be reasonably relied upon by downstream 
manufacturers without the need for. duplicative. testing. 

Question 4a. Do you believe that the health of children has been at greater risk 
bee.a use of this stay of the third-party testing requirements? 

Answer. No. Neither the lead standard(s) of the CPSIA nor the third-party testing 
requfrements of the law are based on i;sk, so the absence of either of these require
ments also does not create or denote a risk. I refer you to my answer under the 
"Lead Standard" questions for more information on the risks associated 'vith lead. 

Question 5. Is the Commission going to consider extending the stay in order. to 
ensure that the affected businesses are adequately prepared and that there are 
enough resources to prevent a negative impact on the businesses afTected? If so, 
when do you plan on. doing so? 

Answer. Because the Commission has yet to finalize the rules we intended to pub
lish before passage of the original stay in February 2009, which provide the "in
structions" regarding what. manufacturers. need to. test, how often, and other details, 
I would vote to extend this stay to a future date, pending the finalization of these 
rules. However, the decision rests entirely with the Majority, since it would take 
three votes. for the date of lifting of the stay to be changed and. for such a change 
to be conditioned on the completion of the Commission's testing rules. 

Question 6. The CPSIA draws a clear distinction between general product safety 
rules and children's product safety rules. Yet the Commission has chosen to apply 
the requirement of third-party testing to all children's products under the general 
product flammability rules. Can you tell us why thjg decision was made? 

Answer. The Commission, by a 3-2 vote along party lines, decided to ignore the 
distinction between children's product safety rules and consumer product safety 
rules, and to require third-party testing of children's products to all the rules. Thus, 
general "consumer product safety rules," such as our fl ammability regulations for 
carpets and rugs, are now also "children's product safety rules" under the CPSIA. 
Manufacturers of carpets and rugs (as well as vinyl, wearing apparel and mat
tresses) already must adhere to a strict testing protocol for their products. This deci
sion means that whenever they create a children's version of a product, they will 
have to do additional third-party tests to certify the agency's flammability standards. 
I opposed this decision, because these new third-party testing requirements were 
never part of the original standards promulgated by the Commission, and will not 
address a known risk. In fact, this was another area of the statute that allowed the 
Commission flexibility to prevent unnecessary new testing requirements and costs 
in a struggling economy. The Commission easily could have distinguished between 
"children's product safety rules" and more general consumer product rules of the 
Commission, and thereby avoided additional third-party testing requirements, 
whe1·e they are neither required by the statute nor risk-based. 

Of all of the votes we have taken at the Commission, I had hoped that this would 
be an easy one. After all, it is unlikely that Members of Congress were anticipating 
adding third-party testing requirements to the 2007 mattress standard, the 1970 
standard for carpets and rugs, and others when the CPSIA was passed. Unfortu-
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nately, I believe it will now take an act of Congress to reverse these requirements 
and to prevent future "consumer product safety rules" from being caught up in the 
CPSIA's third-party testing regime. 

I would also note that due to. the Commission's. vague "children's product". defini
tion, it is likely to be difficult for manufacturers to distinguish between a "children's 
rug". or "children's carpet" and a general-use carpet or rug. This difficult distinction 
also illustrates the absurdity of requiring carpets and rugs with children's decora
tions to be sent to a third-party, CPSC-accredited lab for testing (beyond the normal 
testing requirements of the standard), when the carpet and rugs in the hallway or 
in the living room of a home, where children also play, are no less safe without 
these added third-party testing requirements. 

Question 7. The. flammability standards have been in place with testing protocols 
for adult and children's products for some time. Yet the Commission has chosen to 
apply this additional third-party testing requirement to children's pl'oducts under 
those rules. Is there any evidence that the products affected by this ruling, such as 
carpets or vinyl plastic, were unsafe under the prior testing regime and needed to 
be subjected to third party tests to protect children? 

Answer. No. And the Commission did not even consider whether these products 
presented a risk when it decided to require additional third-party testing to the 
flammability standards. 

Question 7a .. Is there any evidence that children's versions of rugs or other af
fected products are in more danger than adult versions of those products to neces
sitate this additional testing standard? 

Answer. No. The original flammability standard did not contemplate a difference 
between adult and child rugs, and the Commission does not even collect flamma
bility data distinguishing between adult and child carpets and rugs. 

Question 7b. Isn't an adult version of an affected product more likely to be sub
jected to a cigarette or some other igniting source? 

Answer. The Commission does not collect data on this question. However, l be
lieve parents who smoke are more likely to do so in common areas of the house than 
in their. child's room. l would also presume that candles are more. likely to be. found 
in common rooms or adult rooms than in a child's bedroom or playroom. Moreover, 
the kitchen is traditionally the room with the greatest risk of fire, and is an unlikely 
location for a children's rug or other product. So it hardly makes sense to requfre 
more rigorous and costly testing for a child's room. 

As I said in my opening statement \vith regard to lead, children do not live cooped 
up inside of their rooms surrounded only by "children's products." Children live 
throughout the house, run around outside, and are exposed to lead in their everyday 
environment. In fact, they are surrounded by it: in the car (adult seat belts, window 
cranks) and in their homes (pots, pans, fw-niture knobs, door handles, appliances, 
lamps). These products do not threaten a child's health because the lead in them 
is not absorbable. Hence, it makes little sense that the CPSIA bans materials with 
higher than 300 ppm lead content in such products as children's furniture, chil
dren's rugs, children's lamps, etc.-whj)e children arc likely to spend more time out
side their room handling the TV remote (an adult product), playing on their parents' 
fumiture , or playing with just about anything else. The same can be said for the 
flammability of "adult" vs. "children's" cai·pets and rugs. The fact is, these addi
tional testing requirements (or lead content requirements) have nothing to do with 
improving safety. 

Question 8. At the end of November, the Commission passed the final imple
menting rule for the public database required under the CPSIA. While the law spec
ified who can submit reports of harm, the Commission's ruJe expands this list by 
defining consumers and public safety entities as essentially anyone who wants to 
submit a report-even if the submitter does not know who was harmed, the par
ticular. product involved, and did not see the incident occur. Therefore, as opposed 
to the list created by the statute, submitters are no longer limited to people who 
could have first-hand knowledge of the incident. What are your concerns with this 
expanded list of submitters? 

Answer. The statute provides a list of submitters to the database, all of which are 
groups likely to have first-hand knowledge of the incident. Day care centers at 
which an incident of harm has occurred, for example, should be permitted to report 
to the database. Additionally, consumers of the product in question, health care pro
fessionals who treat the injured person, or emergency first responders at the scene 
should all be permitted to submit reports of harm to. the database-and the statute 
requires all of these categories of submitters. 

However, as I explained in my November 24, 2010 and April 22, 2010 statements, 
the Majority's interpretation of the. statute is flawed because it has greatly ex-
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panded the list of allowable submitters to the database. This expansion goes against 
the statutory pw·pose that the database be "useful" for consumers, and does not 
comport with Congress's discussion on the purpose of the law pr·ior to its passage.13 
Indeed, the Majority has expanded the list of submitters to such an extent that any· 
one can submit reports of harm- thereby rende1;ng meaningless the statutory lan
guage listing permitted submitters .. 

It is important for. individuals. with first-hand knowledge of incidents of harm in
volving consumer products to be able to submit reports to the new database. How
ever, groups or individuals with no direct knowledge of the incident, did not see it 
happen or do not even know the person that was harmed, should not be permitted 
or encouraged to submit incident reports to the database. There arc several reasons 
why first-hand knowledge is essentia l, but the primary reason is accuracy. A data
base full of inaccurate reports from individuals who have second or third-hand infor
mation is not. remotely helpful to consumers using the. database to determine which 
consumer product they should purchase. 

Advocacy groups, attorneys and other second and third person reporters added by 
the Majority's database rule are not listed in the law as a llowable submitters to the 
database, nor should they be. If they are not themselves consumers of the product 
that caused the incident of harm, or otherwise a first-hand witness (per the list of 
submitters in the statute), advocacy groups have no business inputting to a public 
database information that is intended to be a resource for consumers. Not only is 
adding advocacy groups as submitters contrary to the statute, but it invites dis
honest , agenda-driven use of the databas~iluting its usefulness for consumers. 
Advocacy groups, trial lawyers, other nongovernmental organizations and trade as
sociations, all of which the Majority has added as allowable submitters, must serve 
their own agendas and lack an incentive to prioritize accuracy in their reports of 
harm. By inviting such groups to input reports of harm (none of which have to be 
verified for accuracy), this Commission has a ll but guaranteed that the database 
will be a tool for policy agendas, lawsuits and trade complaints rather than a place 
where parents can search for useful information about product safety. Why even 
have a taxpayer-funded database (at a price tag of $29 million, so far) that will be 
no more useful than an "Amazon.com" or any of the other hundreds of websites 
where anyone can submit comments on a product? 

There are many advocacy groups and associations that serve a role in public pol
icy, but may not have the incentive or ability to provide specific and accurate prod
uct identification information to the Commissions database. For example, the Na
tional Fire Protection Association (NFPA) supports government-mandated sprinklers 
in new homes, a controversial policy. One cause of house fires is the use of cigarette 
lighters, which are consumer products. Thus, the NFPA has a strong incentive to 
add all reports of house fires caused by ligh ters to the Commission's pub]jc data
base. The more incidents in our database, the better case they can make that new 
fire prevention technology- which their members sell-should be mandated in 
homes. 

But what incentive does NFPA have to ensure that it correctly identifies the 
brand of lighter in an incident report: A lighter may appear to be the branded prod
uct of a particular manufacturer, but instead be a cheap counterfeit. The NFPA is 
interested solely in reporting house fire incidents; the particula r cause is not rel
evant to its goal of promoting sprinklers. Meanwhile, the company identified in the 
report as the manufacturer of the cigarette ligh ter must defend countless inaccurate 
(or at least unverifiable) claims about its product. Such inaccurate and unverifiable 
information is of no value to a consumer seeking information on the safest type of 
lighter. 

The problems caused by the overly expansive list of s ubmitters in the Majority's 
database rule could have been reduced if reports of harm had to be verified, or sim
ply verifiable, before being published. Unfortunately, the Majority also rejected the 
proposals contained in my alternative database rule that would have made these re
ports more ve1ifiable. 

One of my unadopted proposals would have required reporters of harm to include 
the victim's identity and contact information with a report (to be held confidential, 
as is current practice). Commission staff could then at least follow up with the vic
tim in response to a manufacturer's claim of a material inaccuracy, io order to ve1ify 
the report. 

ia On the Senate floor, during consideration of the CPSIA on March 5, 2008, Senator Pryor 
stated: "We have tried to find something that is balanced, that pr·ovides information, but a lso 
has some filtering so we make sure erroneous information is not disseminated. But the goal of 
this provision is. that the public has the right to. know. when products are. dangerous." 
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In my alternative .rule, I also included such additional required fields as the ap
proximate date of purchase of the product and whether the product was purchased 
"new" or "used." This information would have allowed consumers using the database. 
to gauge the age of the products and know whether the product in question was the 
one cun·ently in stores or is similar to the model they own. These proposals were 
not adopted by the Majority. 

Finally, while submitters to the database must check a "self-verification" box to 
assert accuracy, this will do little to discourage or prevent inaccurate reports of 
harm. The final database rule merely asks the s ubmitter of a report of harm to 
check a box stating that the report they are submitting is accurate "to the best of 
their knowledge." The "best" knowledge of someone with no first.hand knowledge is 
of little value. An individual or group without first-hand knowledge will likely not 
have the full story of what happened- including the exact type of product, the re
cent history of the product, or even the precise cause of the incident. 

Question 9. The intention of the database is to provide useful information to con
sumers. A substitute amendment included provisions to improve the accuracy of the 
data submitted by requiring the inclusion of additional information. These sugges
tions were rejected by a majority vote. of the Commissioners. How would the sub
stitute have improved the database for consumers? 

Answer. In addition to limiting submitters to only. those. enumerated in the stat
ute, and adding required fields to improve the reliability of reports, my alternative 
proposal also acknowledged the. Commission's discretion to withhold reports of harm 
from publication where a valid claim of material inaccuracy is pending. 

In the latter regard, I supported a valid and more useful interpretation of the 
statutory 10-day time frame for evaluating claims of material inaccuracy. Under my 
inte1·pretation, the brief 10-day window presents a strong incentive for manufactur
ers to submit any claims of material inaccuracy quickly, and for the information to 
go up on the database as soon as possible-that is, following the 10th day as long 
as there has been no claim of inaccuracy. However, if a manufacturer submits by 
the 10th day an adequately supported claim of inaccuracy, the Commission can and 
should withhold that incident until the. claim is resolved. Under this interpretation, 
data is not limited in the database but better verified before it is posted. I refer you 
to my Nouember 24, 2010 statement for further details. 

Notably, the Commission's Notice of Proposed RuJemakin,g on the database origi
nally included an interpretation similar to mine. Fo1· example, § 1102.26 of the NPR 
states: "If a request for determination of materially inaccurate information is sub
mitted prior. to publication in the database, the Commission may withhold a report 
of harm from publication in the Database until it makes a determination." 14 75 FR 
29180. That language could not have been included in the NPR without a legal opin
ion supporting the. permissibility of the policy choice. That the agency apparently 
believed at one time that this approach is legally permissible reflects, at a min
imum, statutory ambiguity regarding the point. 

Not surprisingly f·ven the NPR, many if not most of the commenters assumed 
that incidents woul not go into the Database pending the determination of a mate
rial inaccw·acy claim. Although at least one commenter expressed the policy view 
that reports of harm should go up on the. 10th day. even when such claims are unre
solved, no one-not even consumer groups-argued that the statute legally prohibits 
the agency from withholding reports from publication for the duration of its inves
tigation. To the. contrary, several commenters. proposed a more detailed protocol for 
addressing claims of mate1;a1 inaccuracy, based on their understanding that reports 
would be withheld from publication while under review for accuracy. And yet the 
Majority's final rule now forbids delaying publication in those circumstances, and 
fails to establish any specific protocol for handling requests for determinations. 

Finally, it is helpful to remember that the Commission obtains information in ad
dition to that which will be. submitted to. the. public database, such as emergency 
room data, death certificates, etc. It is acceptable (and probably preferable) for the 
Commission to continue to absorb as much information on consumer products as it 
can-and this includes reports from advocacy. groups, trial lawyers and trade asso
ciations. However, it is not necessary nor is it statutorily required that such infor
mation, particularly that which is neither accurate nor verifiable, also be posted on 

••The preamble of the NPR contains analogous langu~e: "If a request for determination of 
materially inaccurate information is submitted prior to publication in the database, the Commis· 
sion may withhold a report of harm from publication in the database until it makea a deter
mination . ., 75 FR 99, at 29161. And this: "We propose lhal in cases where a claim of materially 
inaccurate or confidential information is unde1: review, the Commission, in its discretion, may 
withhold a report of harm in part or in full until such a determination is made." 75 FR 99, 
at 29170 (Response to summary 26)(emphasis added). 
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the public database. This is one area where my position on the database differs 
starkly from that of the Majority. 1 believe inaccw-ate information in a public data
base (with the official backing of ".gov") is not safety information; on the contrary, 
it is simply misinformation-and a waste of taxpayer resources. 

Q11estion 10. What are your concerns about the accuracy and reliability of the in
formation that will be provided? 

Answer. As stated in the previous questions, I have many concerns with the accu
racy and reliability of the new public database, and l proposed an alternative data
base rule to try and address these central concerns. 

Because the Majority's database rule all but. guarantees that. the database will be 
flooded with inaccurate reports of harm, it will be less useful for Commission staff 
in determining hazard patterns than are the current, internal databases we have 
today. Frankly, this is one of my greatest fears-that the Commission staff will be 
overwhelmed by inaccurate reports (or the reports that. get picked up by the media) 
and unable to use their expertise to search objectively for genuine hazards. As the 
database is. swamped with misleading or. inaccw-ate. reports, they will drown out the 
accurate ones. 

There. are a number of ways in which the new database could be unhelpful or mis
leading for consumers. Consider this scenario: Company A sells five million high 
chairs and Company B sells 5,000 high chairs. Company A has six incident reports 
on the database and the other has one incident report (all of which are unverifiable). 
Thus, a consumer could falsely conclude that Company. A's high chair is. less safe, 
even though simply due to the number of units it sold, it is more likely that people 
own that high chair-and more. likely that reports on that high chair would make 
ii into our database. Or, it is also possible that some of the reports about Company 
A's high chair actually. pertained to older models o( the high chafr that are no longer 
for sale, which means the information may be entirely irrelevant for people using 
the. database to look for safety information about. current. products on the. market. 

As a consumer and a grandmother, l do virtually all of my research on baby prod
ucts (e.g., regarding safety, quality and price). at the. point of sale-usually on the 
website from which I am ordering, such as an "Amazon.com." The hundreds of com
ments on these. websites cover a broad array of useful information .. But for most 
products, I would not slow down my research to look onto a government website for 
additional, equally unverifiable, information-particularly when I can see safety in
formation right alongside all of the other information I am looking for (wear and 
tear, usefulness, and warranty information) at the point of sale or the retailer's 
website. All of these factors are useful to a purchaser. 

Trial lawyers or other groups with self-serving motives will use the Commission's 
database to look for. potential trends and patterns of hazards ... Under the Majority's 
database rule, these same groups may also submit to the database false and unveri
fiable reports to fuel a lawsuit. It is no coincidence that these groups are strongly 
in favor of this public database and of the Majority's interpretation of the statute, 
which expressly a llows them to submit reports of ha rm. 

Question 11. A central concern with the CPSIA remains that it takes away the 
Commission's ability to. assess the risk presented by. a product. The law. focuses on 
the content of lead in a product, not the risk of negative health effects from even 
limited exposure to that lead. Do you believe that there is a risk posed to the health 
of children from exposure to many of the products that are affected by the lead lim
its in the law, such as ATVs, books, pens, school desks, fw·niture, or furniture hard
ware (i.e., the nuts and bolts that hold the furniture together)? 

Answer. No. 
Regarding the risks. associated with lead, I included much of this information in 

my opening statement. I believe it is important to clarify the risks associated with 
lead. Some advocates say that "there is no safe level of lead," implying that none 
of us can ever spend enough time and money to reduce or eliminate lead every
where. But there is, in fact, an unsafe level of lead that has been established by 
our leading scientific agencies, the National Institutes of Health, the Centers for 
Disease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency. Only lead that is "ab
sorbable" at greater than minimal Levels is dangerous. especially to children ages 
five and under. 

In order to determine risk, it is necessary to make a distinction between lead that 
is absorbable and lead that is not absorbable in meaningful amounts. lo many other 
laws relating to absorbable lead levels, standards exist to allow for such minimal 
absorption. For example, the Food and Drug Administration allows for 0.1 
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micl'ogram of lead in a one-gram piece of candy. 15 The Safe 0l'inking Water Act de
clares "zero lead" to be the objective for the amount of lead in water, but pipes car
rying the water are permitted to be 80,000 parts per million (8 percent) lead- allow
ing for ne11ligible, trace amounts to exist in the water we drink. 16 California Propo
sition 65 1 ' as well as the European Union is allow for a negligible amount of ab
sorbable (or soluble) lead in children's products. People often are surprised to learn 
that all children are born with a certain blood lead level, depending on the blood 
lead level of the mother. Some additional amount of lead (roughly one microgram 
per kilogram of body weight) 19 is then taken into the body every day through the 
food we eat and the. air we breathe. 

So what lead is actually risky? Lead is risky when it is absorbable into the blood
stream at greater than minimal levels. The experts at the CDC. and NIH have. found 
that lead paint in old houses and lead in dirt 2o near old gas stations are the main 
SOUl'Ce of environmental lead presenting a danger to sma ll children (http:/ I 
www.cdc.gov I nceh/ lead/). In other words, the risk of absorbability from lead paint 
in an old home that becomes chipped and may be inhaled or ingested is quite high. 

In the same vein, a heavily lead-laden metal charm or piece of jewelry that can 
be swallowed presents a danger, because such an item could get caught in the stom
ach and absorbed. However, none of these agencies, including the CPSC, has ever 
found that a child touching a brass musical instrument or a vinyl lunchbox, or 
riding a bicycle, could ever rub off enough lead, day after. day. year after year, to. 
affect his or her health. 

Consider the CPSIA's lead requirements in comparison to these known lead haz
ards in the environment today. The CPSIA's arbitrary lead content limits (currently 
300 ppm, and moving this August to. 100 ppm or. the lowest achievable level between 
100 ppm and 300 ppm) remove the ability of the Commission to assess risk, or the 
absorbability that exists for a particular product. Thus, the law's lead content levels 
dictate that the metal handle bars of a bike that pose no health risk to a child be 
outlawed 1;ght alongside lead paint or a solid-lead charm on a piece of children's 
jewelry that actually is dangerous. 

The CPSIA has led to a ban on children's books published before 1985, because 
the ink in them is likely to contain lead above the allowable level. Some at the Com
mission and many Members of Congress have expressed dismay that books have 
been affected, because. children are. not likely to eat the pages o( old books. or. ingest 
more than miniscule amounts of lead after touching their pages. Likewise, youth 
ATVs and bicycles. are outlawed or. must be reengineered even though the lead that 
is in the hood, handlebars, or hubcaps will not become ingested and absorbed at any 
discemable level (from hand to mouth touching where miniscule amounts of lead 
may rub off-not from actually eating the hood, handlebars or hubcaps). Other ev
eryday products such as school lockers, the hinges on a child's dresser, or jackets 
with zippers and buttons are outlawed if they contain tiny levels of lead in the sub
strate. Even ball point pens are outlawed if they have a toy or G'ame attached to 
them and are marketed to children, due to the brass found on the tip. 

Finally, as mentioned earlier, children do not live cooped up inside of their rooms 
surrounded only by "children's products." Children live throughout the house, run 
around outside, and play with adult products such as pots, pans, furniture knobs, 
door handles, appliances and TV remotes. For. example, the new costs associated 
with this law will affect a young child's lamp (usually turned off and on by the par
ent) but not the la.mp in the den or the. living room that a child is. as likely to turn 
off and on. These products do not threaten a child's health due to their lead content, 

•&"Supporting Document for Recommended Maximum Level for Lead in Candy Likely To Be 
Consumed Frequently by Small Children," Food and Drug AdminisLration, November 2006: 
http: / / www.fdn.gov I Food/ FoodSafety I FoodContaminantsAdulteration/ Metals I Lead / ucml7205 
0.htm, 

16 Environmental Protection Agency, Safe Water Drinking Ac~. Fact Sheets: http: //www.epa 
.gov/safewater /sdwa / basicinformati.on.html. 

17 Caljfornia Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment <OEHHA>. Proposition 65-
http://www.oehha.org/prop65.html, Children's Health at OEHHA-http://oehha.ca.gov/public 

info I public I kids I schools041707.html. 
18 European Committee for Standardization CCEN), EN 71-3 Safety of Toys-Part 3: Migration 

of certain elements. CEN, Brussels, Belgium, 1994: http://ec.europa.eu /enterprise /policies/euro
pean-standards I documents I harmonised-standards-leg1slation I list·refere11ces/ t<Jys / . 

10 Centers for Disease Control, Agency for Torie Substances a nd Disease Registry, Toxic Sub
stances Portal: Lead: http: 11 www.atsdr.cdc.gou I PHS I PHS.asp?id=92&tid=22. 

2<l Although lead in dirt is a proven hazard for small children nearby to old gas stations that 
used leaded gasoline or certain pesticides, it is notable that the Environmental Protection Agen· 
cy standard for lead in soil is 400 ppm. http: // www.cpa.gov / /e(ld /. This standard for safety is 
less strict than the current lead content standard provided in the CPSIA for children's products, 
which is 300 ppm and scheduled to fall to 100 ppm in August of 2011. 
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because the lead in them is not absorbable. This further illustrates the absurdity 
of the CPSIA's requiring the unnecessary reengineering of children's products with 
lead, while children are just as likely (if not, more likely) to play with everything 
else in the house. 

Question 12. The idea of a "functional pw·pose exemption" was discussed at the 
hearing. Can you please explain in greater detail your objections to such an idea? 

Answer. The primary proposal put forth by the Commission's Majority and by 
Ranking Member Henry Waxman to amend the CPSIA has been to create a new 
"exclusion" from the lead limits in the law for products that need lead in the sub
strate to serve a "functional purpose." This exemption is too complicated and costly, 
and would result in subjective exemptions and be of little use. to the smaller. manu
facturers that need it the most. Under the proposed exemption, a manufacturer 
would need to petition for a product-by-product (or component by component) deter
mination by the. Commission. prior to selling their product. 

This exemption does not provide the broad exclusion flexibility that the CPSC 
unanimously sought in its January 2010 Report Lo Congress, and presents endless 
uncertainties and a number. of unnecessary elements of proof. For example, one cri
terion for the exclusion was that the product "will have no measw·able adverse ef
fect on public health or safety." But if a product, component part, or material will 
have no. measurable adverse. effect on health or safety, then what reason does. a gov
ernment safety agency have to regulate it? Whx must a company also then show 
that the item "requires the inclusion of lead''? Why show that it is "not practicable 
or technologically feasible to manufacture" with lower amounts. of lead when the 
cwTent level already poses no safety risk? Why demonstrate that "making the lead 
inaccessible" is not practicable or technologically feasible? Isn't the mere fact that 
an item will pose no lead risk to children sufficient. to allow its use?. 

Requiring such costly and complicated petitions would result in the continued pro
hibi tion of many products that pose no risk to children. The goal of the exemption 
to reduce the burdens imposed by the CPSIA's non-risk based proscriptions, could 
not be met under these circumstances. Piling on such crite1fa makes it more difficult 
to apply for exclusions, and raises the question whether deten;ng petitions for safe 
products is. precisely the point. The usefulness. of the proposal is further reduced by 
the cost of petitioning a Federal agency, which is high even without these exacting 
requirements. And large businesses, with their in-house legal staffs, have an obvi
ous advantage over. small manufacturers, who would likely. be. unable even to afford 
to petition for relief under the exemption. Finally, even a manufacturer \vith the re
sources to pu1·sue such a petition could not bring a product to market until CPSC 
staff analyzed the petition, the Commission took the time. to consider it, and the ma
jority granted it. Considering the substantial time it has historically taken the Com
mission to rule on pending petitions, this amendment was completely unhelpful. 

Instead of creating an exemption from the. law that requires prn-approval by the 
agency, the CPSIA should be amended so that products not posing a lead risk do 
not have to come before the agency at all. The Commission will stiJI retain the right 
to recall and/or regulate any product that is unsafe, includini; those containing un
safe levels of absorbable lead. And manufacturers remain obligated to report to the 
agency any products that do not meet agency standards or which pose a nsk. 

Question 13. Can you elaborate on and further explain the following statement in 
your testimony: " ... the central focus of the agency's time and resow·ces in both 
2009 and 2010 has been on implementing a law that has almost nothing to do with 
improving safety- the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, or 
CPSIA." 

Answer. As Chairman Pryor pointed out during the hearing, some provisions of 
the CPSIA, such as the ATV Standard, may effectively address known risks. Also, 
making it unlawful to sell a voluntarily recalled product enhances the agency's en
forcement powers and promotes consumer safety. 

However, the bulk of the law's requirements and their attendant costs to the regu
lated community ai·e not risk-based and wi.11 have a negligible impact on consumer 
product safety. Moreover, an overwhelming proportion of the Commission's time and 
energy since passage of the CPSIA bas been spent implementing the new law. Nu
merous rules have been promulgated and many more are still to come. And with 
each rulemaking, the Commissioners must debate the same questions regarding the 
meaning of the new statutory language and the scope of the new requirements. Lost 
in all of these debates and rulemaking is the agency's mission to protect consumers, 
and especially children, from unsafe products. Instead, the agency's discretion to al
locate resources and focus enforcement efforts to address risk has been replaced by 
a mandate to regulate to fixed and largely arbitrary standards that bear little rela
tionship to risk. 
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A sample of CPSIA requirements and the CPSC's recent rulemaking illustrates 
these points. 

• Lead content limits: The CPSIA sets limits for. lead content in all consumer 
products, without regru·d for the absorbability of the lead in any particular prod
uct. But lead in a product's substrate that is not absorbable in meaningful 
amounts does not create a safety risk. For instance, lead in paint or in a solid 
lead charm is hazardous, because in each case the lead can be ingested and ab
sorbed into the system. The lead in bicycle handlebars or the brass spokes of 
a toy wheel, in contrast, is part of the metal's substrate, is not absorbable, and 
therefore presents no safety risk. Moreover, lead is an important element that 
adds strength, machineability, weight and other traits that can be difficult to 
replace. As a result,. companies have been required to. spend millions re
engi neering products to eliminate lead from components that contain li ttle to 
no absorbable. lead, and were therefore never. harmful in the first place. The 
CPSIA third-party testing, certification and record keeping requirements simi
larly create a substantial financial burden with no commensurate improvement 
in safety. 
The Commission is. now beginning to consider. lowering the permissible lead 
limit in chilcfren's products to 100 ppm, as the CPSIA requires. The limit must 
be so lowered "unless the. Commission determines that a limit of 100 parts per 
million is not technologically feasible for a product category." CPSIA 
§ 10l(a)(2){C}. In any event. the. Commission must set the limit at the lowest 
level between 300 ppm and 100 ppm that the Commission determines to be 
"technologically feasible." CPSIA §10l(aX2XD). But the law does not require or 
even allow the. Commission to first consider whether a lower lead limit better 
protects children's health. This is a radical departure from the CPSC's tradi
tional role of using its expertise to first assess a safety r isk and then regulate 
it to the extent required to protect the public. There is no. scientific basis for 
reducing the lead limit in a product's substrate to 100 ppm as a means to pro
mote safety. The Commission should be empowered to make that determination 
before American businesses are. crippled by unnecessary costs. 

• Phthalates bani interim ban: The law properly bans certain phthalates that are 
known hazards. But it overreaches by banning additional phthalates for which 
the CPSC has already concluded there is insufficient scientific evidence of risk. 
The law called for a new Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel (CHAP) to re-study 
these additional phthaJates, but bans them in the interim. This has required 
manufacturers to reengineer products and third-party test to the interim 
phthalates ban when the CHAP may determine once again that a risk does not 
exist. 

• Database: This agency has already spent $29 mill ion through FY 2011 devel
oping a new public database for consumers. The agency's recent database. rule 
ensures that the database will be populated with unverifiable and likely inac
curate information. It will be no more helpful than a website with consumer re
views or complaints, such as Amazon.com or yelp.com, yet more misleading, be
cause it is implicitly endorsed by the Federal G-0vernment. Inaccurate informa
tion in a database for consumers is not "safety information"- it is simply 
misinformation. See the questions above on the database for more. information. 
Drafting the rule for the database put enormous pressure on staff resources. 
Now, the costs will balloon as the agency fulfills its obligations to convey every 
single incident report to the manufacturer within 5 days, process responses 
from those manufacturers, and then post the incident after 10 days. Considering 
only the decision to allow "data dumps" into the database, the database could 
swrunp the Commission's resources very quickly. One conservative estimate is 
that it will take twenty-two new FTEs to handle the case work generated by 
these requirements, and that does not include complicated cases requiring the 
investigation and resolution of a mate1;a1 inaccuracy charge by a manufacturer. 

• Third. party. testing and certification requirements-Section 102 of the. law re
quires third-party testing to all children's product safety standards, including 
lead paint, lead content, phthalates and ASTM F963. The Commission majority 
has extended this. requirement to. previously. passed "consumer product safety 
standards," including flammability standards for carpets and rugs, mattresses, 
and vinyl. However, none of these third-party testing requirements are nec
essary to. address a risk.. These requirements. simply add burdensome costs to 
manufacturers, who will either pass the costs on to consumers, or reduce prod
uct lines or close, because they cannot afford them. The Commission maintains 
the authority to pose mandatory testing requirements on manufacturers where 
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necessary to address a risk, but the CPSIA's testing requirements by and large 
are unnecessary, wasteful and crippling to small manufacturers. 
The Commission has already spent days discussing the rules that will govern 
the implementation of a certification system that will be effective and efficient. 
The hours dedicated by the. staff over the past 18 months to draft these rules 
are incalculable. 

• Tracking labels: All children's products, regardless of the risk they pose, must 
include a tracking label. After the cuITent stay is li~ed , these labels will become 
much more complicated because they will have to correctly reflect the finished 
product's unique lot number and that of each tested component of the product. 
If so little as one component part's certification is changed, the finished product 
label wi ll also need to be changed. Similar to Section 102, this provision adds 
unnecessary costs to small and large manufacturers, without regard to whether 
their products pose a risk. 

• Increase in Lhe maximum civil penalt.y levels: The CPSIA increased the max
imum civil penalty for a violation of a Commission standard from $1.25 million 
to $15 million, an unprecedented increase for any agency. While this provision 
was driven p1imarily by the toy recalls of 2007, which involved one of the larg
est toy companies, the bar has been raised for all manufacturers. This increased 
exposure to large fines accompanies the CPSIA's new, complex regulations that 
already significantly raise the cost to bring a new product to market. Again, thjs 
new burden has nothing to do. with increased risk and threatens businesses and 
jobs by its very existence. The Commission could have reduced this burden by 
providing in its guidance that tecbnjcal violations (such as a compliant product 
with a paper work violation) would be penalized at lower levels. But the major
ity of the Commissioners declined to w1ite that reassurance into their guidance 
document. 

• Enforcement by state attorneys general: Section 218 of the CPSIA authorizes 
state attorneys general to bring lawswts against a manufactw·ers for violating 
the CPSIA-a law whose standards are, again, not based on risk. This provision 
invites lawsuits from state attorneys general and thereby exposes la1·ge and 
small manufacturers to a needless, increased 1;sk of liability. It may also re
qufre manufacturers to incur additional costs to protect against the application 
of connicting standards. For instance, a manufacturer can avoid any risk of a 
CPSC enforcement action for lead content by admiruste1ing the lead content 
test recommended by the CPSC. But this would not insulate the manufacturer 
from a claim by a state attorney general based on the results obtained using 
a different test. A manufactw·er could protect against this risk only by testing 
the same products repeatedly using dilTerent methodology, a large, unjustified 
expense. In other cases, the mere fact that a state attorney general could en
force a particular standard imposes a burden that the CPSC has judged to be 
unreasonable. Specifically, the Commission occasionally exercises its discretion 
to stay enforcement of standards that it deems cannot reasonably be met, based 
on the availability of laboratory resources or other factors. Yet a CPSC stay is 
not binruog on a state attorney general, who could nonetheless bring an action 
based on the failure to adhere to the same standard. These sorts of inconsistent 
and conflicting burdens and risks are precisely why many Federal regulatory 
standards and enforcement mechanisms preempt state action. The same should 
have been done here. 

Question 14. You stated that one example of cutting the Commission's budget 
would be to put the agency under one Administrator, rather than 5 Commissioners. 
Can you please elaborate on the benefits of this proposal? 

Answer. I believe. the CPSC could be run more efficiently by one Administrator, 
rather than a Commission of five or even three. Managing a small agency simply 
does not require more than an Adrnjnistrator. Additionally, I have confidence that 
Chairman Tenenbaum (or a future Administratorl would be able to. run the agency 
much more efficiently without the pressures from her Democrat and Republican col
leagues, who wish constantly to influence her actions in one direction or another. 
Reducing from five Commissioners to. an administrator would save the substantial 
costs of office space, Commissioner and staff salaries, and any travel for all five 
Commissioners. 

The Chairman is already solely accountable for all of the agency's core functions, 
including setting the rulemaking agenda, pubUc relations, human resources duties, 
and budgeting. The other four Commissioners may be asked to sign olf on these 
things from time to time as a formality or to. provide input, but ultimately all ac
countability lies with the Chair. 
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Rulemaking involves the participation of five Commissioners. However, I would 
argue that this "participation" rarely involves more than duplicative analytical ef
forts-all of which usually result in a 3-2, party-line vote. This also means five dif
ferent Commissioners, all their staffs (12 people), plus dozens of technical staff and 
lawyers are reviewing, editing and analyzing the exact same rule-making document. 

Despite my efforts, I have. been unable. to meaningfully influence. the rulemakings 
we have considered. In fact, divided along party lines, the Chair is often pushed to 
align her. position with the other two Democrat Commissioners. For example, the 
Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on the Definition of Children's 
Product that was so ambiguous we might just as well have not defi ned the term 
at all. In response, the Commission received many excellent comments from manu
facturers and retailers illustrating how the parameters of the definition provided 
very little, if any, certainty for products that fell around the outer edges of the law's 
age limit. Then, after weeks of review by technical staff, the Office of General Coun
sel, and all Commissioners' staffs, the final rule approved by the Majority was worse 
than the proposed rule, in that it unjustifiably broadened the parameters so that 
even more products fell under the purview of the. CPSIA .. Without four other Com
missioners pulling her in opposite directions, one Administrator would be solely re
sponsible for fair, well-thought-out rulemaking decisions .. 

Having five Commissioners also means that many day-to-day activities of the 
Commission must happen five different times, which can drain stafT time. Moreover, 
each Commissioner needs his/her weekly briefings on rulemakings and other issues 
with professional staff Unfortunately, it is not useful to combine most meetings 
with other Commissioners, who may have alternative agendas. Nor is it even legal 
under the Sunshine Act for more than two Commissioners to meet privately to dis
cuss substantive matters. As a result, professional staff spend most of their weeks 
in repetitive meetings and away from other core duties. They also spend live times 
more time than necessary answering Commissioner and Commissioner staff ques
tions, when they could be doing so for one Administrator. 

The CPSC. still remains a relatively. small agency, despite the new rules it has 
promulgated and its responsibility to enforce those rules. Other independent com
missions, such as the FTC and FCC, might need five Commissioners. but those 
agencies' budgets aJ"e more than double ow·s. 

I am not aware of another independent commission that is under one Adminis
trator. However, other regulatory agencies, such as NHTSA and FDA are run by 
Administrators that are accountable to Cabinet secretaries and the White House. I 
could imagine a similar arrangement for the CPSC. 

Question 15. Do you have any othe1· budget-reduction recommendations th.at 
should be considered? 

Answer. J have two recommendations on how to reduce the budget and at the 
same time, increase the Commission's ability to fulfill its safety mission: 

l. Defund the public database:. The first budget-cutting measure I recommend 
is not to publicize the Commission's new database. I understand that the agen
cy's internal IT improvements have been beneficial, particularly combining our 
separate internal databases of information. However, there is simply no safety 
need to make all of our incident reports public, particularly those that are likely 
to be inaccurate. If this Commission is to have a public database funded by tax
payers, it should be different and better than any source of information that al
ready exists in the public domain, such as websites like Amazon.com or 
Yelp.com. Unfortunately, our public database will be no more useful than simi
lar sites that are already available to the public today, and will, in fact, be more 
misleading to the public, given the likelihood of inaccurate reports and the lack 
of ability for anyone. to verify them. 
Further, the Commission has limited resources for enforcement, and the public 
database will divert resources from addressing genuine risks to monitoring and 
processin~ the likely increase in reports to the agency. Additionally, because in
accw·ate. mcident reports. will be indistinguishable from accurate ones. the. me
dia's attention may focus on inaccurate reports, pressuring the agency to 
prioritize its efforts based on publicity rather. than risk level. The agency has 
yet to estimate the number of new FTEs we may need, year after year, to ad
minister the public database. However, as stated above, one conservative esti
mate is that it will take twenty-two new FTEs to handle the case work gen
erated by these requirements, and that does not include complicated cases re
quiring the investigation and resolution of a material inaccuracy charge by a 
manufacturer. 
As it is cw·rently designed, and given the Commission's database rule, taxpayer 
dollars. will be supporting a public database with inaccurate and unverifiable. in-
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formation that unnecessariJy harms manufacturers, and is not useful to con
sumers. Many believe the public database, if left. unchanged, will be useful onJy 
to trial lawyers or advocacy groups that will be able to populate it with unverifi
able, second-hand information for their own purposes. 
2. Reform the CPSIA to allow the agency to focus on risk: The best way to allow 
the agency to pe1form its core functions-to assess and reduce risk-would be 
to reform the CPSIA's non-risk based mandates, such as the lead content stand
ard and third-party testing and labeling requirements. There are many ways 
the Jaw could be reformed to provide the agency with nexibility not to impose 
all of the. law's requirements on products tha t do not pose any risk. Such re
forms would free up agency resources to focus on known hazards and to better 
prioritize our. regulatory agenda. It would also free. up. business resources to ex
pand, build new products and stay compet itive with what the marketplace is 
demanding in the future. Many of these reforms have been discussed in my 
statement to accompany the agency's Report to Congress in J anuary of 2010.21 
I would be happy to follow up with further deta il, as necessary. 

Question 16. The crib rule was mentioned brieny during the hearing. Can you 
please elaborate on the impact. of the crib rule on child care centers due to the retro
active effects of the law? 

Answer. I supported the Final Rule on Full-Sized and Non-Full-Sized Cribs, whjch 
was passed by a vote of 5--0 on December 15, 2010. I was also pleased that the Com
mission provided needed nexibili ty for child care centers and places of public accom
modation to allow extra time, a full 2 years, to come into compliance with the regu
lation's reqwrernents. 

However, when the rule takes. effect, the law's retroactivity provisions will still 
cause tremendous, needless waste for all child care centers natiomvide-something 
that this agency does not have the ability to. prevent. In fact, with the passage. of 
thls regulation, every crib in this country has become obsolete ouemight and unabl.e 
to be sold-regardless of whether that crib was ever subject to a recall or ever con
sidered unsafe. Although most articles since the rule's passage have focused on the 
fact that drop-side cribs can no longer be sold or used in child care centers, they 
fail to mention that the agency's new standards also impact all other types of cribs. 

The consequences of the retroactivity of the crib rule are immense. First, any 
young family who invested in a new crib over the past year 01· who will buy one 
in the next six months before the new ones are on the market, will not be able to 
sell it. or donate it. to a. thrift store after. it has been used, even if the crib has fixed 
s ides and is safe. Also, retail stores and thrift stores can no longer sell safe, fixed
side cribs cw·rently in their inventories. Families often invest in second-hand cribs 
or hand them down to another family member, due to. the hlgh. cost of new cribs. 
While the Commission advises consumers not to use any crib that is over 10 years 
old, the fact remains that the safest place for a baby to s leep is in a crib. It is tragic 
tha t the unjustified destruction of the second-hand crib market. may. compel some 
fam ilies to opt for an alternative, unsafe sleeping arrangement for their infants. 

Furthermore, the law goes far beyond prohibiting tne sale of cribs. It expressly 
forbids cribs that met the previous standards but do not meet the new standards 
from being offered for use by places of public accommodation or child care centers. 
Day care centers and hotels across the country are required to throw out their cur
rent cribs and purchase new ones,. even if they bought a crib. earlier thls year that. 
met the previous ASTM standard (less than a year old) and is completely safe. Thls 
will be a tremendous waste of money for families, day care centers, and the public 
fisc, which funds. many day care centers. 

The law's retroactivity provision also mandates that these standards become retro
active every time they are updated in the future. In other words, once the mandatory 
standards are. modified in the future to respond to. changes in the market, new inno
vations, or new hazards, all the new cribs that meet the Commission standard this 
year will become obsolete once again, cannot be resold, and day care centers once 
again will be forced to buy another set of new. cribs. This situation \vill be disastrous 
for families and day care centers that depend on the availability of affordable cribs. 
I am not convinced that Congress intended such a drastic result. 

Of cow"Se, crib. companies are. thrilled by the law's retroactive effects. While. com
panies certainly ,viJJ lose current inventory that does not meet the new standard, 
they will also reap tremendous financial rewards, because every family and day care 
center will be forced in the near future. to purchase a brand-new. crib. They will not 
have access to any safe, used cribs in the resale market. Even if they have recently 
disposed of their drop-side cribs, as this Commission has advised for many months, 

'll http: I I www.cpsc.gov I pr I northupOl 15201 O.pdf. 
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the new, fixed-side cribs they just bought will also be obsolete and unable to be re
sold. In fact, American families may not ever have access to much of a resale mar
ket if the mandatory standards for cribs continue to be modified periodically. Each 
time the standard is modified in the future, yesterday's ctib will become outmoded, 
unable to be resold by families, and unable even to be used by such places as day 
care centers and hotels. (This alone provides quite an incentive for crib. companies 
to continue proposing changes to the mandatory standard!) 

The most economically vulnerable sectors of the market bear the brunt of over
regulation. In this case, young families, those of moderate resources and many day 
care centers will be negatively impacted by this crib rule. I supported this rule be
cause it was required by the CPSIA and it provided at least some time for day care 
cente1·s and families to prepare. I believe the Commissioners should share the con
sequences with Congress and give its Members time to change the law to avoid un
necessary costs. I am hopeful that Congress would be open to amending the law to 
address these unforeseen consequences. 

RESPONSE TO WRI'ITEN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. JOHNNY ISAKSON TO 
HON. ANNE M. NORTHUP 

Question l. In your written testimony you outlined many problems that busi
nesses are having in complying with the third-party testing and certification re
quirements of CPSIA. Given the state of the economy, the lack of detailed CPSC 
regulations and the fact that the stay on the third-party testing and certification 
requirements expires on February 10, 2011, wouldn't it be best to extend this stay 
another year? 

Answer. Given that the Commission has not finalized its testing rules so that 
manufacturers will know what is required of them, I believe it is prematw·e to lift 
the stay of enforcement on lead content testing. The delay in finalizing these rules. 
is of concern, because the Commission's previous stays on lead content testing were 
implemented principally based on the recognition that manufacturers ioould be un
able to comply with the third-party testing requirement until both the 15-month rule 
and the component testing rule had been in effect for a reasonable period of time. 
If the stay is lifted prematurely, many small manufacturers, in particular, will be 
unable to afford to comply independently with the third-party. testing requirement, 
and will stop making certain products or go out of business entirely 

As you may know, on May 20, 2010, the Commission issued Notices of Proposed 
Rulemaking on (1) Testing and Labeling Pertaining to Product Certification (75 FR 
28366), and (2) Conditions and Requirements for Testing Component Parts of Con
sumer Products (75 FR 28208). These proposed rules- referred to by the CPSC as 
the "15-month rule" and the "component testing rule"-address, inte1: alia, the pro
tocols that will govern third-party testing of children's products, including random 
sampling methods and the availability of component parts testing as a means to en
coui·age compliance further up the supply chain and to provide manufacturers with 
more options to come into compliance. The Commission is just beginning to consider 
the final versions of these rules. 

A year has now passed since the stay was first extended, but in the absence of 
final 15-month and component testing rules, component testing still cannot form the 
basis for certifications for lead content. Rather, smalJ manufactw·ers continue to re
port to the CPSC that component suppliers are refusing to test altogether: or: are 
refusing to supply certifications, and that certifications are unavailable from the re
tail outlets where many small manufacturers obtain component parts. Under these 
circumstances, a continuation of the stay would be consistent with the stated views 
of all five Commissioners. Commissioners Northup and Nord, and Chairman 
Tenenbaum all expressly linked the lifting of the stay to at least the finalization 
of the 15-month and component testing rules. Commissioner Moore supported ex
tending the stay to give small manufacturers "sufficient time to find sources of lead 
compliant materials," and Commissioner Adler predicated his willingness to delink 
finalization of the 15-month rule from the stay: on his expectation that small manu
facturers would be able to "rely on component suppliers for compliance with the 
law." Given that component part suppliers remain unwilling or unable to yrovide 
component part certifications in the absence of final rules, there is no factua predi
cate for the Commissioners to support lifting the stay. 

It is also important to emphasize that publication of the proposed rules has not 
provided the regulated community with the any certainty: regarding the content of 
the final rules. Indeed, the CPSC's record of rulemaking over the past year dem
onstrates that a final rule can change materiaJly from its proposed version and can 
impose more onerous requirements. It is. therefore not surprising that component 
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parts suppliers remain unwilling to incur the expense of providing certifications 
under a proposed regime that may change substantially before it is finalized. 

I therefore. intend once again to urge. the Commission to vote to continue the. stay 
of enforcement on third-party testing and certification of lead content in children's 
products until one year after publication of final 15-month and component testing 
rules. Considering the lead time necessary for manufacturers between design and 
production, allowing one year after the two testing rules are finalized is necessary 
for manufacturers to benefit from the rule. Doing so would comport with the expec
tation created among regulated industries through the Commissioners' and the 
Commission's public statements that the stay would not earlier be lifted. 

Moreover,. lifting the. stay before the final 15-month and component. testing rules 
are. published would place manufacturers in the untenable. position of trying to com
ply with the proposed rule, while anticipating a potentially much different final 
rule. This would provide manufacturers with insufficient time within which to mod
ify their compliance management processes once the final rule was issued, and 
would cause needless disruption to business planning, supply chain management, 
test lab contracting, and other aspects of product manufacturing due to the rapidly 
changing requirements. 

Finally, a reasonable. time after publication o( the final rules. is. necessary in order 
to afford the regulated community time to come. into compliance. Othe1·wise, it. may 
be too late for many small manufacturers to benefit from the component testing 
rule. In this regard, it is essential that the Commission retain in the final compo· 
nent parts rule the proposed provision, § 1109.5CgXl ), affording component parts cer
tifications "currency" to allow them to be reasonably relied upon by downstream 
manufacturers without the need for duplicative testing. 

Questum 2. If another stay is granted, what could Congress, the Commission, and 
industry do together duifog that year to help the CPSIA fulfill its mission without 
driving responsible manufacturers out of business? 

Answer. 

Congressional Action 
The best opportunity manufacturers and cons umers will have to be rid of the non

risk-based, costly testing and certification requirements of the CPSIA and to allow 
the. Commission to refocus its enforcement. efforts on genuine 1·isks, is for Congress 
to amend the law. There are many ways the law could be reformed to provide true 
flexibility to the agency so as not to impose unnecessary reengineering and testing 
requirements on products that do not pose any risk, including: (1) exempting prod
ucts with de minimis absorbable lead from the law's requirements; (2) reducing the 
age range of the law to focus on children in the years when they are most likely 
to be exposed to harmful levels of lead; and (3) el iminating the costly third-party 
testing, certification and labeling requirements of the law, except where the Com
mission finds such requirements. are necessary to address an actual risk. You may 
find more information on some of these proposals in my statement to accompany the 
Commission's Report to Congress in J anuary of 2010: http: I I www.cpsc.gov I pr I 
northup01152010.pdf Such reforms would free up agency resources to focus on 
known hazards and to better prioritize ou1· regulatory agenda-and bring us back 
to our core mission of safety. 

It is also helpful to keep in mind that the statute does not permit the agency to 
exempt any manufacturer from the law's onerous testing and certification require
ments. Exemption from the testing requirement is the main change sought by small 
manufacturers. Because we cannot exempt companies from the initial third-party 
test that every manufacturer must do to every component of their product-even if 
the product poses no risk- I hope that the Commission will at least alleviate the 
burden through the "continued testing" requirements of the statute and the testing 
protocols, where we do have some flexibility. However, removing the costly require
ments of third-party testing and certification will require an act of Congress amend
ing the CPSIA. 

Commission Action 
Regarding action by the Commission to alleviate the law's unnecessary burdens 

(absent reforms to the law by Congress), I no longer believe this to be likely. Before 
my Senate confirmation hearing, I was asked by both Democrat and Republican 
Senators to "find flexibility". wherever it is possible in the law, because the law had 
resulted in many unintended or unforeseen consequences. Once confirmed as a Com
missioner, I took this request seriously. 

However, the flexibility that l have found in the following rules 01· decisions was 
rejected by a majority of Commissioners: 
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a. Absorption. exclusion- I argued that the absorption exclusion. under Section 
101 was actually intended to exclude ce1tain products from the lead limits 
(rather than be meaningless), and therefore that the term "any lead" in that 
section may be interpreted to mean a de minimis, harmless amount of lead in 
a children's product. If the Commission had accepted my interpretation, lead in 
the substrate of ATVs, bicycles, and brass axles on toys would be legal-since 
lead in the substrate of these products is not harmful. Because the Commission 
rejected thjs interpretation, it voted to reject the petition of a manufacturer of 
toy cars, even though the car's brass fitting contained less absorbable lead than 
the Food and Drug Administration deems to be acceptable in a piece of candy.1 

b. Civil Penalties Factors-In the Commission's interpretive rule on Civil Pen
alties. Factors, I proposed a number of changes to provide more certainty for. the. 
regulated community and to ensure that while the overall civjl penalty ceiling 
was raised, "technical" violations, s uch as incorrect paperwo1·k, would not be 
treated the same way as more. serious violations, such as failures to meet safety 
standards. This is one area of the statute that was not too prescriptive, and a 
middle-ground could have been reached.2 Unfortunately, a majority of the com
missioners did not want to provide that leeway. 
c. Definition of Children's Product-The CPSIA applies to all "children's prod
ucts," statutorily defined as products "primarily intended for a child 12 years 
of age or younger." The comments that the Commission received following the. 
proposed rule made clear that the parameters we had tried to set in the pro
posed defmition were not helpful to most manufacturers that produce children's 
products intended for the. 10-12 or pre-teen age. groups, or. that straddle the age 
limit of the statute. The entire reason for defining the term was to provide guid
ance to these types of manufactures, who need certainty to know how to deter
mine if tbefr products fall under the pumew of the CPSIA. After receivinlf, 
these comments, the Commission had a chance to put a much narrnwer "fence' 
around the scope of covered produc~r to at least define clearer boundaries. 
Unfortunately, the. Majority chose to leave the definition vague. whenever pos
sible, which helps neither the CPSC staff,3 nor the regulated community.4 

d. "Children's product safety rules"-1 offered a valid, altemative interpretation 
of the statute with regard to the requirement to impose third-party testing on 
all "children's product safety rules." A clear distinction can be made between 
"children's product safety rules" and more general "consumer product safety 
rules" promulgated well before the passage of the CPSIA. Unfortunately, be
cause the Majority chose to view all consumer product safety rules of the Com
mission as potential "children's product safety rules," it imposed an unneces
sary, additional layer of testing (at third-party labs) on manufactw-ers of car
pets and rugs, vinyl, clothing textiles and mattresses- all of which are subject 
to consumer product safety rules. The Commission did not have to take this 
step- and there is no risk associated with these products that necessitates new 
third-party testing requirements.5 
e. Database-I proposed an alternative database rule that would have re
sponded to a number of manufacturer concerns and made the database a more 
accurate source of information for consumers. Unfortunately, the Commission's 
Majority passed a rule that went well beyond the statute's requirements, allow
ing "anyone" to submit reports of harm-even advocacy groups, attorneys and 
random bystanders that may not have firsthand knowledge of the. incident. In 
total, the Commission Majority's database rule ensures that the database will 
be ftlled with inaccurate reports of harm that will be useful only to advocacy 
groups and trial attorneys, and will be time. consuming and costly. to manufac
turers-particularly small businesses. Due to the inaccuracy of reports on the 
database, it will be a waste of taxpayer resources and will not be useful to the 
consumers it was intended to help. 

Because the Commission's majority has largely. refused to find flexjbility. where it 
is possible under the statute, I am no longer optimistic that, without Congressional 
action, the situation will improve. 

1 http:l l www.cpsc.gov l prl northupl 10409.pd{ 
2http:11 www.cpsc.gov I pr I northup03102010.pdf. 
3Justin Pritchard, "Feds dismiss need to recall lead drinking. glasses," Associated Press. De-

cember 11, 2010. http:l/news.yahoo.com/ s / ap /20101211 /ap on he me/us_ cadmiwn_ lead 
glassware. 
4 http:11 www.cpsc.gov I pr I northup0929201 O.pdf. 
0 http: I I www.cpsc.gov I pr I northup07122010.pdf. 
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ATTACHMENT 

Economic Impact of the CPSIA-Examples 
2009 and 2010 

Costs Associated with the. CPSIA 
1. In a letter from the CPSC to Representative Dingell in March 2009, the Com

mission indicated that the overall economic impact of the CPSIA would be in the 
"billions of dollars range." The Commission also acknowledged that the testing and 
certification costs will fall disproportionately on small-volume businesses. (Letter 
from Acting Chairman Nancy Nord to Representative DinfJ.._ell, March 20, 2009) 

2. "Major Rule"-CPSC acknowledges in its FY 2011 ~egulatory Agenda that its 
main rule pertaining to the CPSIA's testing requirements (CPSC Docket No .. CPSC-
2010-0038) is a "major rule'' under the Congressiona l Review Act, resulting in, or 
likely to result in: (1) an annual effect on the economy of $100,000,000 or more; (2) 
a major increase in costs or prices for consumers, individua l industries, government 
agencies or geographic regions; or (3) significant adverse effects on competition, em
ployment, investment, productivity, innovation, or the ability of U.S.-based enter
prises to compete wi th foreign-based enterprises. 

3. In an article entitled "Makers Are Pushing Back on Toxic-Toy Law" (Wall 
Street Journal, March 5, 2009 http: I /online.wsj.com/ article I 8812362135762983 
5121.html), J oe Periera reported the following loss statistics: 

• ~odwill Industries to destroy $170. million. in merchandise. 
• Salvation Army expects to lose $100 million in sales and disposal costs. 
• The Toy Industry Association estimates inventory losses at $600 million. 
• Members of the Coalition for Safe and Affordable Childrenswear lost $500 mil

lion. 
• The California Fashion Association estimates troubled inventory at $200. mil

lion. 
• The Motorcycle Industry Council expects to lose 50,000 motorized bikes and 

four-wheelers worth at least $125 million. 
4. On March 11, 2009, Playthings Magazine reported updated data from the Toy 

Industry of America (see http: I I www.playthings.com/ article I CA6643505.html), in
cluding: 

• From a pool of nearly 400 manufacturers and 220 retailers, the TIA estimates 
losses. of $2 billion in retail. value. 

• More than $1 billion in already shipped merchandise has been returned or is 
being withheld for return. 

• More than $800 million in compliant merchandise is at risk of return. 
• 40 percent of all respondents plan to eliminate jobs to pay for the CPSIA, with 

more than 1200 jobs reported to be in jeopardy. 
"TIA: Safety Act puts $28 crimp in toy biz" 3/11/2009 

5. Separately, the Motorcycle Industry Council advised that total losses from dis
ruptions in its members' businesses could total $1 billion. See: http:/ I 
www. l st5ive.com I harley-davidson/ motorcycles 1200910212452 /new-lead-rule-could
cost-motorcycle-industry- 1-billion-annually. 
Examples of Businesses Closed Due to CPSIA 

Most names provided by the Handmade Toy. Alliance 

1. Whimsical Walney, lnc.-Santa Clara, CA 
2. Fish River Crafts- Fort Kent, ME 
3. Kungfubambini.com-Portland, OR 
4. Baby Sprout Naturals-Fair Oaks, CA http:/ /www.babysproutnaturals.com/ 
about/ 
5. Gem Valley Toys-Jenks, OK 
6. Angel Dry Diapers-Michigan 
7. Abracadabra Educational Craft. Kits for Kids-Bend, OR 
8. Hailina's Closet-Ellensburg, WA (thrift. store) 
9. Eleven 11 Kids 
10. Perfect Circle Consignment-Bremerton, WA 
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11. JenLynnDesigns-http:/ / waytobow.blogspot.com/ 
12. A Kidd's Dream-Conway, AK 
13. Storyblox-New Vienna, OH 
14. Phebe Phillips, lnc.-Dallas, TX 
http: I I www.phebephillips.com I shopnow.htm 
15. Pops Toy Shop-mountains of Tennessee, Virginia, North & South Carolinas 

Bus inesses That Have Stopped Production of Children's Lines Due to 
CPSIA 

Most names provided by the Handmade Toy Alliance 

1. Creative Artworks-Greenwood, AK 
2. Craftsbury Kids- Montepeliar, VT 
3. "Pockets of Learning" Special Needs Products Being Driven from Market By 
Testing Costs- Rhode Island 
4. Creative Learning Connection 
5. Giverny, Inc/Mini Me Geology 
6. HABA 
7. Challenge & Fun, Inc.- http: //online.wsj.com/article / SBJ0001424052748703 
478704574612573263963560.html 
8. Hands and Hearts Far East History Discovery Kit-Greenwood, SC 
9. Moon Fly Kids-Las Vegas, NV 

Businesses That Closed and List the CP SIA as. One of the Factors 
Most names provided by the Handmade Toy Alliance 

1. Due Maternity-San Francisco, CA 
2. Frog Kiss Designs-Fairfield, CT 
3. Waddle and Swaddle-Berkley, CA 
4. Lora's Closet-Berkley, CA 
5. Baby and Kids Company-Danville, CA 
6. Baby and Beyond- Albany, CA 
7. Obabybaby- Berkley, CA 
8. Bellies N Babies-Oakland, CA 
9. Oopsie Dazie-http: / /www.oopsiedazie.com/ 
10. Bears on Patrol- not a business, but program by police departments to hand 
out stuffed animals to scared children- http:/ / learningresourcesinc.blog 
spot.com/ 2009 / 10 I cpsia-cpsw-casualty-of-week-for.html 
11. Simple Treasures 

Other Companies Hurt by Retroactivity of the CPSIA's Lead Content Ban: 

1. Gymboree-"change in safety requirements related to levels of phthalates 
rendered about 1. 7 million of its inventory obsolete" 

i. http: 11www.reuters.com/ article /idUSBNG44760220090305 
2. Constructive Playthings, Inc- "'We have millions of dollars worth of mer
chandise s itting in 30 40-foot-long trailers waiting to be hauled out to a landfill 
somewhere," says Michael Klein, president of Constructive Playthings Inc .... 
The banned products include beach balls, inflatable toy guitars and blow-up 
palm trees.' 

i. http:/ /online.wsj.com/ article / SBJ23621357629835121.html 
Businesses No Longer ExporHng to the U.S. Due to the CPSIA 
Most names provided by the Handmade Toy Alliance 

1. Hess-Germany 
2. Selecta-Germany http: 11 www.zrecommends.com I detail I breaking-news-selec. 
ta-to-cease-us-distribution-due-to-cspia / 
3. Finkbeiner- Germany 
4. Saling-Germany 
5. Simba-Germany 
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6. Bartl GmbH dba Wooden Ideas-Germany 
7. Woodland Magic Imports- France 
8. Brio 
9. Helga Kreft-Germany 
10. Eichorn-Germany 
11. Kapla 
12. Kallisto Stuffed Animals 

EuroToyShop- On this company's homepage, ~ou will find links at. the. bottom 
with a list of "endangered toys" or "extinct toys' that are still sold to children in 
Europe but which the company will no longer be able to sell in ihe U.S. due to the 
CPS IA. 

Endangered Toys The CPSIA (Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act) has 
unintended consequences . Now, some European toys are no longer available in 
the USA. http: I I www.eurotoyshop.com/ 

Associations That Have Voiced Concerns to the Commission Regarding CPSIA's 
Costs (list is not exhaustive): 

Association of Home Appliance. Manufacturers 
International Sleep Products Association 
Retail Industry Leaders Association 
Specialty Graphic Image Association 
American Coatings Association 
The Carpet and Rug Institute 
National Retail Federation. 
Association of American Publishers 
Consumer Healthcare Products Association 
Toy Industry Association 
Glass Association of North America 
American Honda Motor Company, Inc. 
Society of the Plast ics Industry, Inc 
American Home Furnishings Alliance 
Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association 
Handmade Toy Alliance 
Consumer Specialty Products Association 
Footwear Distributors and Retailers 
Fashion Jewelry Association. 
Craft and Hobby Association 
National Association of Manufacturers 
Halloween Industry Association 
American Apparel and Footwear Association 
Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association 
National School Supply and Equipment Association 
National Federation of Independent Business 
Promotional Products Association International 
Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 

Killing Small Businesses: 
CP SIA in the News, Letters and Public Comments 

Higher Costs for Schools: 
January 11, 2010 

"NSSEA members sell educational supplies, equipment and instructional mate
rials to schools, parents, and teachers . . . 

. . . the costs to schools, municipalities, libraries, and others of identifying and 
replacing such books would be extremely high and there is no reason to impose 
such costs given the lack of identifiable risk. 
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... While we applaud the efforts the CPSC has made to find solutions for 
small businesses ... we believe the CPSC could do more if given more discre
tion by Congress. The alternative is the elimination of many valuable edu
cational toys and products, some manufactured in low volume for niche markets 
(such as the deaf, blind, or otherwise difTerently-abled children) and typically 
not supplied by the huge multi-national toy. manufacturers.". 

Letter from the NSSEA (National School Supply and Equipment Associa
t ion) to Commissioner Northup, January 11, 2010 

Higher Costs for Products with No Lead Risk: 

October 13, 2010 

"The government wants to regulate Hannah Montana CDs and DVDs .. The bu
reaucrats at the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) insist that the 
discs marketed to children be tested for lead, but when the same young. starlet 
churns out raunchier material under her real name, Miley Cyrus, they will es
cape scrutiny. Never. mind that the same 10-year-olds will likely end up. buying 
both products. 

" ... Never mind that Hannah Montana's fans aren't likely to eat their DVDs, 
the latest red tape makes no distinction between products where lead is likely 
to be consumed and those where it isn't." 

http: I I www.washingtontimes.com I news I 20 I 0 I oct I 13 I bureaucrats-way-out
of-tune / "Bureaucrats way out of tune," Washington Times, October 13, 
2010. 

Punishing Small Businesses, While Mattel and the Big Guys Squeeze out 
the Competition: 

June. 17, 2010 

"Now Mattel is testing and making toys without any trouble at a.II , and those 
of us who were never the problem are in danger of losing our businesses," says 
Hertzler, who runs EuroSource, based in Lancaster, Pa., with his wife and two 
sons ... 

"Nearly 2 years after the safety law was enacted, Congress and the Consumer 
Pl:oduct Safety Commission are still struggling to reduce its burden on small 
businesses while eliminating the risk of lead and phthalates in children's prod
ucts." 

http: I I www.usatoday.com/money/industries/ retail/2010- 06- 17-
productsafety17-ST-N.htm "Lead testing can be costly for mom and pop 
toy shops," USA Today, June. 17, 2010 

Bordering on Ridiculous: 

June 17, 2010 

... "What the law should be about is ensuring safe products," says Edward 
Krenik, a spokesman for the children's product alliance. ''We've crossed over 
into ridiculousness." 

http: I I www.usatoday.com I money I industries I retail 120 I 0-06-17-
productsafety 17 st_ n.htm "Lead testing can be costly. for. mom and pop. toy 
shops," USA Today, June 17, 2010 

Regulation for Regulations' Sake 

Nouember 8, 2010 

"Regulation for regulations' sake, where there is no inherent change to a bill 
of materials, a process or a product indicated after extensive, statistically sig
nificant testing across multiple points of input and verification, is simply waste
ful." 

American Home Furnishings Alliance 
November 8, 2010-Letter to Commissioners 
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Mattel Finds CPSIA a Challenge-How Much More for Small Busin esses? 
November 9, 2009 

"Officials of the toy. manufacturer, Mattel, met separately with two CPSC com
missioners. November 3. to talk about how challenging it. was for. Mattel. to com
ply with the. CPSIA . . . 

Peter Biersteker , a lawyer for Mattel with the law firm Jones Day in Wash
ington, D.C., said his client is finding the CPSIA difficult to decipher. The law, 
he said, is uncleru· on what products the company needs to test, how often it 
needs to test them, and how many samples need to be tested. "It's a lot of work. 
I don't know how smaller companies do it," Biersteke1· told Commissioner Rob
e rt Adler. 

Despite Mattel's large team of in-house lawyers, he said, the company needed 
to hire outside lawyers to help understand the CPSIA. He said Mattel holds 
weekly conference calls on the issue, discussing how to comply with the act 
while remaining "cost competitive." 

"Mattel Finds CPSIA to be a Challenge," Product Safety Letter, 
November 9. 2009. 

Commission Action Adds to CPSIA's Problem s: 

August 16, 2010 

"The latest dictates from the Consumer Product.. Safety. Commission (CPSC). will 
drive up the cost of manufacturing products intended fo1· children. The agency 
adopted a pair of new mies in July and August implementing the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, but as drafted, these regulations will 
force companies to waste time and money on redundant testing progrnms solely 
for the. entertainment of buxeaucratic busybodies . 

. . . The redundant examinations, mostly checking flammability, can be pro
hibitively expensive. For instance, the regulations could require a manufacturer 
to build a queen-sized-bed prototype of a baby's crib just so it can be tested in 
an independent lab. Yet each of the component parts-the crib-sized mattresses, 
blankets and. all other component pa1ts-already are. individually tested for the 
same hazards when manufactured.". 

Editorial: "The Red Tape Stimulus," Washington 1'imes, August 16, 2010 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2010/aug/16/the-red-tape-stimulus/ 

Even the New York Times Spotlights the Unintended Consequen ces of the 
CPSIA: 

September 28, 2010 

". . . a new federal crackdown on dangerous toys has left some in the industry 
crying foul and not wanting to play." 

" ... Critics point to provisions in the la w that they deem ludicrous. For in
stance, a paper clip that is included in a science kit for schoolchildren would 
have to be tested for lead. But a teacher can walk into any drug store and buy 
a box of paper clips that would not be subject to the same testing. 

Siroilru·ly, a lamp that is festooned with cartoon characters would have to be 
tested, but a lamp without the characters would not." 

http: I I www.nytimes.com I 2010 I 09 I 29 I business I 29toys. html "Toy Makers 
Fight for Exemption From Rules," New York Times, September 28, 2010 

Science Kits Are "Not Banned"-but the Tools Used Inside Them Are! 
October 1, 2010 

"The science kit makers had asked for a testing exemption for the paper clips 
and some other materials. On Wednesday, in a close 3-2 vote, the commission 
declined to give them the waiver. they sought.." 

" ... After the science kit vote, CPSC Chairman Inez Tenenbaum sought to re
assUJ"e people that, "There is nothing in this rule that bans science kits." 

Right. But while the commission vote doesn't ban the kits, manufacturers say 
it may crimp the supply of kits for elementary school childl"en." 
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http: 11 www.lvrj.com I op in.ion I goodbye-to-chemis try-sets· I 04139059. html 
"Goodbye to chemistry sets," Las Vegas Review Journal , October 1, 2010. 
Editorial. 

Furniture. Manufacturers Faced with Added Costs, Zero Safety Benefit to 
Children: 

November 8, 2010 

" . .. there has not been a corresponding benefit in the improved safety of chil
dren's furniture for children. All the representatives told you that their respec
tive companies have not had to change a single mate1·ial they use in the manu· 
facturing of their children's product lines since they began testing to CPSIA in 
2008 .... The testing is simply being done. to attempt to prove a negative." 

American Home Furnishings Alliance 
November 8, 2010- Letter to Commissioners 

Furniture Manufactw·ers Faced with Added Costs, Forced to Cut Jobs: 

November 8, 2010 

"The majority of the annual costs will be in the record keeping requirements 
because none of the companies have the requisite TT infrastructure to handle 
the tracking of test reports per batch . . . Hooker estimates that it will cost 
them from $350,000 to $400,000 per year. Furniture Brands International said 
this will cost them over $4.5 million per year which is more than the profits 
from their best quarter in the last 2.5 years. In addition, this company must 
invest an additional $2 million in startup costs for setting up the production 
testing, programming computer systems to. work with existing systems, and hir
ing and training employees for the administration of the CPSIA." 
To offset these new costs, the company is forced to consider these choices: (1) 
shut down a small domestic plant which will mean the loss of 64 full time and 
30 temporary U.S. jobs; (2) shut down a larger domestic plant which will mean 
the loss of 384 U.S. jobs; (3) significantly increase prices to offset the loss in 
revenue making them less competitive; (4) offer a lower quality product ... or 
(5) shut down all domestic production which incorporates an)' finishing proc
esses, which will mean the loss of approximately 460 U.S. jobs. 

American Home Furnishings Alliance 
November 8, 2010- Letter to Commissioners 

No More Mom and Pop Toy Sales: 

July 7, 2010 

"The second program involves making wooden toys that are given to the church 
and other charitable organizations in the county for distribution to needy chil
dren throughout the year especially at Ch1·istmas. Last year we created over 
700 toys. The idea that we now are required to have these handcrafted toys cer· 
tifi.ed will bring the program to a halt." 

Dupage Woodworkers, Downers Grove, IL (July 7, 2010, Public Comment, 
Testing rule) 

R ESPONSE TO WRITTEN Q UESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MARJA CANTWELL TO 
RACHEL WEINTRAUB. 

Question 1. The. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). has three different product 
classifications for toothbrushes: (1) toothbrush, ionic, battery-powered; (2) tooth
brush, manual; and (3) toothbrush, powered. The FDA classifies all toothbrushes as 
Class I medical (dental) devices. My understanding is that such Class I devices are. 
regulated by the FDA. Under current law, does the Consumer Product Safety Com· 
mission (CPSC) have any authority to ensure the safety of toothbrushes, even those 
that are. clearly marketed to chil<h-en? 

Answer. Under current law, the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) 
has jurisdiction over consumer products. In 15 U.S.C. § 2052(aX5), a consumer prod
uct is defined as, "any article, or. component part thereof, produced or distributed 
(i) for sale to a consumer for use in or a1·ound a permanent or temporary household 
or residence, a school, in recreation, or otherwise, or (ii) for the personal use, con
sumption or enjoyment. of a consumer in or around a. permanent or temporary 
household or residence, a school, in recreation, or otherwise;" The term specifically 
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excludes a number of products including, (H) drugs, devices, or cosmetics (as such 
te1·ms are defined in sections 201(g), (h), and (i) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cos
metic Act (21 U.S.C. 321 (g), (h), and (i)])." Thus, medical devices are explicitly ex
cluded from CPSC's jurisdiction. 

Further, the Food and Drug Administr·ation (FDA) has jui·isdiction over tooth 
brushes as medical devices. Tlie FDA classifies toothbrushes as Class I devices in 
different product classifications, as you suggested. For example, FDA classifies man
ual toothbrushes under section 872.6855 and powered toothbrushes under section 
872.6865. 

Thus, since medical devices are explicitly carved out of CPSC's authority over con
sumer products and FDA has authority over medical devices which include tooth
brushes, under current law CPSC does not have authority over toothbrushes, while 
FDA does have authority over these products. This remains the case whether the 
toothbrushes are designed for children or adults. 

Question la .. Do you believe that all toothbrushes should be classified as medical 
devices or should some be classified as a consumer product? 

Answer. I believe that toothbrushes should be considered a medical device and 
that FDA should retain jurisdiction over these products. I have not been made 
aware of information or claims from consumers indicating that toothbrushes should 
not be considered medical devices. IF CPSC or any other government agency has 
knowledge or information that would be helpful to FDA in exercising jurisdiction 
over toothbrushes, we would urge FDA to work with that entity. 

Question 2. There are a number of battery-powered toothbrushes in the market 
that have children's cartoon or live-action characters painted on to the body of tooth
brush or attached to the body of the toothbrush (i.e., the on-off switch in the shape 
of the cartoon character), and are marketed to children. Does the CPSC consider 
such toothbrushes to be a "children's product''? Should the CPSC classify these 
toothbrushes to be a children's product as they are marketed to children 12 years 
of age and younger? 

Answer. In an advisory o~inion written by CPSC General Counsel, Cheryl A. 
Falvey on November 5, 2008, the General Counsel states in a response to a manu
facturer of preventative dental caries that, "Products that are medical devices do not 
fall within the definition of "consumer producl" and, therefore, the definition of 
"children's product" does not include medical devices." 2 Based upon this advisory 
opinion, I conclude that CPSC does not consider these types of toothbrushes to be 
children's products. I agree with this determination and do not believe that CPSC 
should have jurisdiction of these medical devices even when marketed and sold to 
children. FDA has expertise in regulating these and other medical devices and 
should retain this juiisdiction. 

Question 2a. Does the FDA have any standards for the levels of heavy metals al
lowed in toothbrushes and other dental devices? If not, should the FDA develop such 
standards? 

Answer. To the best of my knowledge, FDA does have standards for the levels of 
heavy metals allowed in toothbrushes and other dental devices but these standards 
are not in the form of a bright line total lead content limit. Rather, FDA requests 
complete material composition data from medical device manufacturers and if the 
presence of heavy metals is indicated, FDA requests further data about the heavy 
metal. In addition, FDA focuses on whether the heavy metal contained in the device 
can leach into the bloodstream. 

Question 2b. Hypothetically, if it is reported that lead was found in the colored 
bristles of a toothbrush with a cartoon character painted on the body of the tooth
brush, how would the CPSC respond? Would the FDA have absolute jwisdiction? 
If the FDA chooses not to investigate the report, does the CPSC have any authority 
to investigate such a claim independently? 

Answer. If it is reported that lead was found in the colored bristles of a tooth· 
brush with a cartoon character painted on the body of the toothbrush, CPSC would 
not respond. Rather, FDA would have jurisdiction. I would hope that FDA would 
consult with CPSC if CPSC's knowledge and familiarity with lead exposure from 
consumer products would be helpful to FDA. If the FDA chooses not to investigate 
the repo1t, we would hope that FDA based its review and determination upon an 
extensive review of the facts of the particular case and would urge FDA in any case 

1 The advisory opinion can be found on CPSC's web page at ltttp: 11 www.cpsc.gov ! library I 
foia I advisory 1319.pdf. 

2Advisory Opinion of Cheryl A. Falvey, General Counsel, U.S. Consumer Product Safety Com· 
mission, November 5, 2008, available on the web at http:/ / www.cpsc.gov/library/foia/adui
sory 1319.pdf. 
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involving lead exposure to make determinations based upon the extensive body of 
research indicating that lead is a known neuro-toxin and that there are no safe lev
els of lead exposure. Since, CPSC does not have jurisdiction over medical devices; 
CPSC would not have authority to investigate such a claim independently. 

RESPONSE TO WRITI'EN Q UESTIONS SUBMI'l'TED BY H ON. TOM UDALL TO 
RACHEL WEINTRAUB 

Question 1.. Could you give us your thoughts on how this database can improve 
consumer awareness of product recalls? 

Answer. This database will improve consumer awareness about product recalls be
cause consumers will see information about recalls as they are looking up product 
information on the database. For a consumer who went to the database to look up 
a specific product, and was not even thinking about the potential of a product recall, 
recall information would be available and visible and enrich the person's knowledge 
about the product by including applicable recall information. 

In addition to the database, the CPSIA is improving consumer awareness of prod
uct recalls by requiring that infant durable products be accompanied by a product 
registration card and a means to register the product on line. This is important be
cause with this information, consumers will be directly notified by the manufacture 
if a product they own has been recalled. Direct consumer notification of product re
calls is one of the most effective ways to increase consumer awareness of product 
recalls. 

Question 2. I am concerned that consumers who have already purchased harmful, 
recalled products may still not know whether their consumer product has been re
called. How can the database and other computer or online tools help with that? 

Answer. Consumers who have already purchased a potentially harmful product all 
too often do not find out that the product that they own has been rncalled. It is 
problematic. The database \vill help consumers who own a previously recalled prod
uct if they go to the database and search for the product. Even if the consumer is 
not specifically looking for recall information, recall information will be accessible 
and visible to the consumer. 

In addition, CPSC has a list serve announcing the most recent product safety re
calls that it sends out to consumers and others who sign up. Consumers can sign 
up to receive information about specific types of products. We urge consumers to 
sign up for this list serve. To sign up, a consumer should go to: https: / I 
www.cpsc.gov I cpsclist.aspx. 

Another tool that will help consumers find out about whether an infant durable 
product they own has been recalled is product registi·ation. This is required for in
fant durable products. Critically, a consumer must fill out the card accompanying 
the product or fill out the information online. 

Once the consumer communicates the informat ion to the manufacturer, if there 
is a recall, the manufacturer will directly notify the consumer of the recall. This is 
a hugely positive step that will improve consumer knowledge about recalls of prod
ucts they own. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. R OGER F. WICKER TO 
STEPHEN LAMAR 

Question 1 .. In your testimony, you stated that companies are required to comply 
with "silly" requirements. Please elaborate on what you mean by this and provide 
examples. 

Answer. The CPSC has been very stt;ct in interpreting the CPSIA's requirements 
and as a result, businesses have had to comply with various regulations that have 
been extremely burdensome but have amounted to zero improvements in consumer 
[>roduct safety. For example, the CPSC initially interpreted the General Conformity 
Certification (GCC) requirement to be a paper certification that would physically ac
company each shipment of products. Not only would this have been a logistical 
nightmare for companies, but the certifications would be useless to regulators who 
would have had to search shipments to find them. Only on November 10, 2008 (two 
days before the GCC requirement went into effect) did the CPSC issue final GCC 
regulations claJ;fying that the certification could be in electronic format. In another 
example, the CPSC initially interpreted the third-party testing requirement to be 
product-based. This meant that if a company chose to use the same button on five 
different styles of pants, the company would have to send in each different fully as
sembled style of pant of to test the button five times. 
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While many (not all) of these issues have been addressed, companies are still 
dealing with duplicative t.esting, unnecessary paperwork, burdensome and confusing 
regulations, and conflicting int.erpretations on what the regulations mean. For ex
ample, retailers often still require third-party testing be done with specific testing 
labs resulting in duplicative. testing for manufacturers. The. most recent draft of the 
so-called "15 month rule" requires that GCCs, which are often created abroad by lab 
technicians be in English and stored in the United States. And the definition of 
"component" has been broken down to the sub-component level meaning components 
like zippers are now subject to seven tests. 

Because the CPSIA is so rigidly written, tho "solutions" we are able to develop 
sometimes end up creating more problems. 

Question 2. The CPSC is currently working on third-party nammabili ty testing for 
products such as fabrics and sleepwear. Please describe your indus try's experiences 
with. this requirement. 

Answer .. On August 9, 2010, the. CPSC issued a Federa.l Register notice entitled, 
"Third Party Testing for Certain Children's Products; Clothing Textiles: Require
ments for Accreditation of Third Pa.rty Conformity Assessment Bodies, August 9, 
2010." We have experienced several issues with this provision. 

First, we disagreed with the CPSC's assessment that this standard- a general 
product safety standard that applies to all products- is even covered by the third
part;r testing requirement. We submitted comments to the CPSC and have yet to 
receive a reply. 

Second, we raised significant concerns- that are still unanswered-on the fact 
that this new third-party testing requirement was being imposed on a regulation 
that was working properly and which had been subject to full dress rulemahng. In 
fact, about a year ago, the CPSC published technical changes and updates to that 
rule following years of industry consultation and comment. We find it inappropriate 
that a rule that was developed in such a manner can be significantly altered outside 
the proper regulatory process that is laid out in the underlying Flammable Fabrics 
Act (FFA) with no stakeholder input. We are closely monitoring to identify any prob
lems that emerge as the new CPSIA reasonable testing protocols intersect with the 
FFA testing protocols that have worked well during the 50 year life of this safety 
standard. 

Third, the manner that the CPSC has used to lift the stay for products governed 
by the FFA has been confusing, non transparent, and subject to apparent ad hoc 
consideration. For example, the CPSC used the Augusts 9 Federal Register notice 
to announce it was lifting the stay. However, the title of that notice (see above) 
made no mention of the stay being lifted and seemed to only address technical 
issues relating to third-party testing certification. Moreover the actual phrase lift
ing the stay was bmied deep within the notice itself. the CPSC stated, "As the factor 
preventing the stay from being lifted in the December 28, 2009, notice with regard 
to testing and certifications of clothing textiles wa.~ the a.bsence of a. notice of require
ments, publication of this notice has the effect of lifting the stay with regard to 16 
CFR pa.rt 1610." As a result, many children's apparel manufactu1·ers did not realize 
that the stay of testing and certification had been lifted for children's products sub
ject to the flammability standard for textiles. We would note that the extension of 
the stay of testing and certification was announced with great fanfare. Many compa
nies mistakenly thought the CPSC would announce the lifting of the stays with 
similar public statements. 

Fourth, moreover, many were extremely confused as to whether the stay of certifi
cation lifted for adult's products as well. In fact, the CPSC was similarly confused 
and were not able to clarify when asked. In response to our inquiries, the Commis
sion only just announced the status of certification for adult's products subject to 
the flammability standard on December 28. 

Fifth, AAFA petitioned for an additional 60 days because we felt there was insuffi
cient diversity to ensure no capacity problems. In fact, when the stay for children's 
clothing was lifted, there were no third-party testing facilities certified for Vietnam, 
the second largest source of apparel (and a major source of kids clothing). As of the 
end of 2010, we have not yet received an answer to this request. 

Sixth, with respect to sleepwear, AAFA and several stakeholders have been pro
viding information to the CPSC on seemingly non compliant sleepwear that is being 
sold. Many of those complaints appear to go unanswered since the non compliant 
sleepwear continues to be sold year after year. Requiring additional testing, when 
the CPSC does not appear to be enforcing the existing rules, is not only frustrating 
to those companies who are in compliance with testing requirements and underlying 
standards, but also acts as a deterrent to ensure compliance by those companies 
who are ignoring the current law. The third-party testing regime doesn't address the 
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main (and only) problem that exists with respect to this standard-the apparent 
lack of enforcement. 

CPSC officials have explained that the move to third-pa1·ty testing for FFA 
seemed logical since much of the industry is already using third-party. facilities to 
test for compliance. We would note however that there is a significant difference be
tween third-party accredited facilities and third-party facilities. Many companies 
naturally assume their labs are accredited with the CSPC without realizing that 
that accreditation may still be. pending. Similarly, the flammability standards reflect 
detailed product safety regimes that are not easily amended. We remain very wary 
of unintended consequences yet to mate1·ialize as the CPSIA requirements are lay
ered on top of existing programs. At a minimum, we a re concerned that we will see 
duplicative testing and paperwork burdens. 

Question 3. In your testimony you said the retroactive nature of many of the rules 
in CPSIA creates huge problems for industry, with no discernible benefit to improv
ing product safety. Why do you believe there is no benefit to safety? 

Answer. The retroactive nature of the CPSIA forced many companies to spend 
considerable resources to test inventory and to dispose inventory that was perfectly 
safe to children. Before February 10, 2009 (the date the lead standa rd went into ef
fect), the apparel and footwear industry had to test a ll products on the shelves to 
determine and show compliance. These tests were done prior to the issuance of the 
CPSC's. "Children's Products Containing Lead; Determinations Regarding Lead Con
tent Limits on Certain Materials or Products" rulemaking that stated components 
like fabrics. would not exceed the. 100. ppm lead standard. As a result, companies 
had to spend money testing components that were of little to no risk of exceeding 
the lead standard just to prove product compliance. Moreover, as noted in my testi
mony, only about 5 percent of the hard components (like buttons, zippers and embel
lishments) were found to be not compliant with the lead standard. Most of these 
non compliant components were items such as the zipper stopper in the fly of chil
dren's pants that do not/resent any risk to children's health and safety. 

As a result, we ende up with weird outcomes. Clothing that did not meet the 
lead standard, could be not be sold on February 10, 2009 s ince it was a banned haz
ardous substance. However that same. clothing could be. sold on February 9, 2009 .. 
Moreover, the CPSC did not force a recall of any clothing sold on February 9 or be
fore. Clearly. if it were dangerous it would be recalled .. FUrthermore, the CPSIA cur
rently permits a company to make a product with a component that contains 250 
ppm. However,. on August 15, when the new retroactive lead limit takes effect, that 
exact same/roduct becomes a banned hazardous s ubstance. Once again, while it 
can't be sol after August 15, i t is not subject to a recall . The safety of a product 
doesn't depend on the date when the product is sold. 

Question 4. Could you please elaborate on what. you think the impact will be on 
your members this February when the stay on third-pa rty testing for lead content 
lifts? Have. your members. been provided with the. information they will need to com
ply with these requirements? 

Answer. When the Commission granted the stay a year ago, Chairman 
Tenenbaum wrote. "The extension of the stay was needed in order to give the agency 
more time to promulgate rules important to the continued implementation of the 
CPSIA and for the agency to educate our stakeholders on the requirements of those 
new rules.". That continues to be the case. The "15 month rule" has yet to be final
ized, and there remain serious questions with the draO. rules that need to be re
solved. Moreover, with a year's worth of reasonable testing under our belts, it is be
coming. increasingly clear that the third-party testing environment is an unneces
sary burden on businesses. Continuing the stay gives all stakeholders more time to 
create a stable, logically consistent, well thought-out, and well understood regu
latory system. It also avoids a damaging job killing cost that will be imposed on 
bus inesses with zero gain in public safety. One of our members recently reported 
this to me with respect to the lifting of the stay. 

Currently we use an XRF machine that we bought to do our lead substrate test
ing for our products. We deliberately buy comporumts from trusted suppliers that 
are lead free. They rely upon process controls and XRF testing as well. There 
is some third-party testing done but most is done in house under XRF. Once the 
stay is lifted all that testing moues 01ttside-either by us or by our suppliers. We 
haue about 1,000 styles that haue components that need testing-<in average of 
abo1tt 7 components in each style (since zippers can be as many as 3 compo
nents). Many of those components are unique to each style so we can be looking 
at 7,000 tests at $50 a test for $350,000 of third-party testing. When you add 
in third-party testing for lead coatings-screen print-<ind flammable fabrics you 
p1tsh us well ouer $1 million. These extra lab costs are occurring as everything 
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else-including cotton which is at near record leuels-<Zre climbing. The XRF 
machine still has some use for screening but it mostly becomes a $25,000 paper
weight. 

Question 5. You identified the CPSIA mandated public database. as. one. area 
where your industry has concerns. Please explain what your concerns are with this 
database. 

Answer. Above all, we believe the database must be a reliable source of credible 
information that appropriately reflects its "dot gov" web address. As Chairman 
Tenenbaum stated in her February 17, 2010 ICPHSO address, " ... Don't believe 
everything you read on the Internet, except what you read on websites that end in 
dot gov." By this statement, Chairman Tenenbaum is pointing out that government 
websites are held to the highest standards as public resources. People expect gov
ernment websites to provide credible information and the data base should be no dif
ferent-even with a disclaimer. Materially inaccurate information serves no one, can 
be detrimental to. businesses, will ultimately damage both the credibility and overall 
success of the database and damage the credibility of the a!!ency itself. The final 
rulemaking does not go far enough to ensure. the credibili ty of the. information post
ed to the database and the CPSC must take steps to guarantee that the posts are 
both reliable and in the public interest. 

Question 5a. Would you please tell us more about the resources that you believe 
your members \vill be forced to. devote to following the database in order to address 
potential reports? 

Answer. Members will have to devote time and resources to tracking information 
and allegations that are made on the website. Since the CPSC is under no require
ment to actually remove materially inaccurate information, and yet is vested with 
the sole authority of determining what is materially inaccurate, companies are so 
far unsw·e if their efforts to coITect the record (such as providing information that 
a particular product is a counterfeit) 'viii even result in removal of offending entries. 
Especially with the advent of the CPSIA, product safety professionals have found 
even more demands on their time. Requiring them to also track a public database
especially one with the imprimatur of the Federal Government-to respond to ill in
formed and inaccw·ate allegations \vill result in even less time to. devote toward ac
tual product safety management. 

Question 6. Where do you believe the CPSC can act to alleviate these concerns, 
and where do you think a legislative fix is necessary? 

Answer. The CPSC has limited flexibility to a lleviate. our concerns with the data
base without a legislative fix. Most significantly, the CPSIA's database provision 
does not do enough to ensw·e. the material accuracy of the reports of harm. While 
timely dissemination of information is important, materially inaccurate information 
is extremely damaging to businesses and will never benefit consumers. The legisla
tion puts into place a very strict timeline for the CPSC lo lransmit the report of 
harm to a manufactm-er within 5 days and then post the information onto the 
website within 10 days of transmission- regardless of whether an investigation for 
material inaccuracy is pending. The database provision must be amended to require 
the Commission to not post information should the repo1-t of ha rm potentially con
tain materially inaccurate information. 

However, the agency can take some regulatory. actions. as well since the CPSC's 
database rulemak:ing created several additional concerns for businesses. For exam
ple, the CPSC expanded the list of those who can post to the. database well beyond 
the scope of the CPSIA's finite list. Including these additional categories of submit
ters will dilute the effectiveness of the database as. more materially inaccurate infor
mation wilJ likely be posted. Many of these categories of submitters will not have 
first hand knowledge of the incident, have access to the consumer product involved, 
and may have ulterior motives in posting information on the database. 

Limiting the scope of the database as much as possible upon implementation will 
be fundamental in the database's success. This approach will limit mistakes, mini
mize the impact of the mistakes, and give the CPSC more flexibility to make 
changes to the database as it develops. 

Question 7. Chairman Tenenbaum and Commissioner No1-tbup discussed budg
etary issues related to the CPSC. What impact do you believe that the CPSIA has 
on the effective utilization of resources by the CPSC? 

Answer. The CPSIA has directed many of the CPSC's resources away from impor
tant safety regulatory activities. and focused the agency's. limited 1·esow·ces. on bw·
densome rulemak:ing activity. These rulemakings, while important to industry's 
compliance efforts and understandings, have had little impact on improvement of 
consumer product safety. The predominant problem with the CPSIA is that the 
agency is not allowed to prioritize based on actual product safety regulatory need 
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and is forced to issue dozens of rulemakings on a very short, rigid timeline. More
over, finding solutions for CPSIA compliance issues has been an extremely onerous 
process as the CPSIA leaves the agency little flexibility to provide necessary relief 
to businesses. For example, in order to determine a component or material compli
ant with the lead standard, the agency has had to spend months of time and signifi
cant resources analyzing products and mate1;a1s that are of little to no risk to con
sumers and children. As noted in my oral comments, starting in 2008, AAFA worked 
closely with the CPSG to. show there. is no lead in textiles. AAFA and several retail
ers sent in thousands of test reports showing that lead would never appear in fabric. 
The textile. determination was not finalized until August of 2009. While. the deter
mination has been very helpful for industry as now manufacturers do not have to 
test textiles for lead, we believe Congress should revisit the CPSIA to enable the 
CPSC to make these determinations more quickly. We further believe that Congress 
needs to give the agency more flexibility to consider risk so the CPSC can appro
priate their funds to real product safety concems. 

Question 8. You expressed concerns with the CPSIA's lack of clear preemption 
with regard to state and local laws in your opening statement. Please clarify what 
your concerns are with regard to preemption. Do you have any specific examples? 

Answer. A common-sense product safety regulatory approach is to have a strong 
Federal regime that preempts state regulations. Logic tells us that a product cross
ing state lines does not make it safe or unsafe. It follows that product safety regula
tions should be uniform throughout the United States. Complying with various la
beling requirements and chemical content standards is confusing and burdensome 
for companies. 

California Proposition 65, which is specifically exempted from preemption under 
the CPSIA, presents a whole range of challenges. Among other things, it relies on 
different compliance and enforcement mechanisms that often mean companies have 
to work toward separate CPSIA and Proposition 65 compliance targets. 

Even the CPSC battles with these issues. Just recently, the news reported about 
a mother in Georgia finding a product with a California toxic substances warning 
label on it (see http: / / www.wsbtv.com / news/ 26334677 / detail.html). CPSC spokes
person Scott Wolfson responded to the. mothe1Js concems with, "We respect Cali
fornia law, but parents should know that the safety of their children is not nec
essarily at risk if they see that label." 

Question 9. Chairman Tenenbaum discussed the idea of a "functional purpose" ex
emption to the lead standard. What are yow· thoughts on that proposal? 

Answer. \\'bile we agree that the CPSIA exemption standard is too sttict, a "func
tional purpose" test is not an appropriate solution. The CPSC's job is to assess the 
safety of products-not to determine whether lead is a necessary component of the 
product or material. Adding the additional "functional purpose" test would result in 
the. CPSC wasting too much time and resources on an evaluation that does not help 
answer the real, relevant question: is the product safe? We should grant the CPSC 
the autho1;ty to make simple determinations based on their assessments of whether 
a product or a class of products presents a tisk of lead absorption. We recommend 
Congress look at Commissioner Northup's statement accompanying the Commission 
Report to Congress Pursuant to P.L. 111-117, Conference Repo1-t 111-366 on Rec
ommendations to Amend the CPSIA. She suggested Congress look at amending the 
lead exemption standard to allow for a "de minimis" amount of bioavailable lead in 
products. In her words: 

The point of a de minimis bioavailability or absorption exceftion is to con
centrate the enforcement resow·ces on the real problems as we! as. to avoid ob
taining negligible benefits at enormous cost ... A pa1ticular. virtue of the de 
minimis approach is that it would not require product-by-product approval by 
the agency, because manufacturers could determine for themselves whether 
their products meet the standard (subject to penalty and liability for errors) 
without having to petition the agency for an exclusion. 

Question 10. In your testimony, you identified eight recommendations for changes 
to the CPSIA and CPSC. Your eighth point was that "there is more to the CPSC 
than CPSIA." Please explain what you meant by that statement. 

Answer. Overall, it seems as though the CPSC has spent the majority of their re
sources in the past two and a half years on CPS.IA-related activity. Be it writing 
interpretive. rulemakings, explaining to. businesses how. the. regulations will apply to 
them, hosting workshops or simply carrying out the. mandates of the legislation
implementing the CPSIA has been the priority of the agency to a point where other 
equally important functions have languished. The agency has not been able to keep 
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up with the press of work from the CPSIA, and in so doing may have not spent 
adequate attention on other key enforcement and regulatory priorities. 

Moreover, the legislation forces the CPSC to spend extraordinary amount of time 
rehashing old issues. In my oral statement we discussed our effort to show that 
there is no lead in textiles-a fact well known to a ll. In another example,. the legis
lation requires the agency study the toxicity of phthalates-a study the CPSC con
ducted many years ago already. The CPSC determined that phthalates were not a 
risk to children and so to. require the CPSC. to conduct the same study is an ineffi
cient use of resources. Giving the agency the flexibility to aJlocate their resources 
to address real safety and public health needs is crucial so Lhe agency can deal with 
new chemical and product. concerns as. they arise. 
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A REVIEW OF CPSIA AND CPSC RESOURCES 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2011 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATNES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, MANUPACTURlNG AND 

TRADE, 
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE, 

Washington, DC .. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 11:30 a.m., in room 

2322 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Mary Bono Mack 
(chairwoman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Bono Mack, Blackburn, Harp
er , Lance, Cassidy, Guthrie, Olson, Pompeo, Kinzinger, Barton, 
Upton, Butterfield, Dingell, Towns, Schakowsky, and Waxman (ex 
officio). 

Staff present: Gary Andres, Staff Director; Jim Barnette, General 
Counsel; Mjke Bloomquist, Deputy General Counsel; Paul 
Cancienne, Policy Coordinator, CMT; Andy Duberstein, Special As
sistant to Chairman Upton; Robert Frisby, Detailee, CMT; Brian 
McCullough, Senior Professional Staff Member, CMT; Jeff Mortier, 
Professional Staff Member; Gib Mullan, Chlef Counsel, CMT; Katie 
Novaria, Legislative Clerk; Michelle Ash, Chief Counsel; Felipe 
Mendoza, Counsel; and Will Wallace, PoJicy Analyst. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. The subcommittee will come to order. I would 
ask members to take their seats. 

As we begin to work this year, I would like to thank all of the 
members on the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and 
Trade for your participation, especially the new ranking member, 
Mr. Butterfield. I would also like to congratulate Mr. Upton on his 
chairmanship of the full committee and to thank hlm for entrusting 
me with the chairmanship of this very important subcommittee. 

As you know, the Energy and Commerce Committee is the oldest 
standing committee in the House of Representatives, dating back 
to 1795. Its original name was the Commerce and Manufactures 
Committee and our subcommittee continues to focus on the core of 
our original jurisdiction. The chair now recognizes herself for an 
opening statement. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARY BONO MACK, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF. CALI
FORNIA 

Mrs. BONO MACK This is the first hearing of our subcommittee 
for the 112th Congress. Over the months ahead I plan to look at 
a wide range of issues that deeply affect Americans in their daily 
lives. One of the most important as well as one of the most vexing 
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issues we face today is how do we get our economy back on track? 
How do we create new jobs? How do we bring jobs which have been 
lost to foreign countries back home and how do we make "Made in 
America" matter again? I believe it is part of our job to take a close 
look at what is working and what is not working and then see how 
we can work together to make a real difference in peoples lives .. 

Today's hearing is about the Consumer Product Safety Improve
ment Act, affectionately known as CPSIA. This legislation was 
truly a landmark in efforts to improve consumer product safety. It 
was the first reauthorization of the CPSC in 17 years and it mod
ernized and strengthened the agency in many different and mean
ingful ways. While CPSIA has. many virtues, there. are some unin
tended consequences of the law as well. We have a responsibility 
to the American public to review those specific provisions of the 
law that have proven to be problematic and to fix them. Admit
tedly, it is a careful balancing act and we have to be certain as the 
old saying goes, "not to throw the baby out with the bathwater." 

For thousands of businesses. who. strive to be responsible let us. 
do what is best for consumers. CPSIA has consumed and inordinate 
amount of their time trying to understand how each new regulation 
and standard will affect them. Unfortunately, many have gone out 
of business, attributing their demise to some of the burdens of com
pliance with the many provisions of the new law. We need to strike 
a careful balance. As a Nation, we simply cannot afford to lose. jobs 
or to stifle innovation because of unnecessary regulations. Frankly, 
many businesses never even heard about this law until well-after 
it was enacted. Most were shocked to learn of the onerous require
ments it would impose on them if they manufactured or sold any 
children's product even though they had never done anything 
wrong and never had a single product recall .. 

It began with the best of intentions. In 2007, the widely pub
licized toy recalls for violations of existing lead paint standard gave 
way to new prohibition on lead content in children's products. As 
interpreted by the Commission, this category goes far beyond just 
toys to cover sporting goods, library books, ATVs, educational prod
ucts, CDs, clothing and many other items. The. goal was a noble 
one, making products safer for our kids but within just months of 
passage both the Commission and the Congress realized that prob
lems with the new law would need to be addressed. 

The Commission recently announced yet another stay of enforce
ment, at least five now by my count that it deems necessary to 
avert potentially disastrous. results. What is more, during the last 
Congress numerous bills and legislative drafts were introduced in
cluding one by Mr. Barton to remedy some of the problems we al
ready know about. I hope our new members can quickly get up to 
speed on these issues and working together we can come up with 
a commonsense solution that is a win-win for everyone. 

Today the Commission has jurisdiction over literally thousands 
of different types of products. It is critically important that they 
should be able to prioritize their resources to address the products 
that pose the greatest risks to consumers. As a mother, I have very 
strong, passionate feelings about protecting all children but as a 
former small business owner I know all too well how unnecessary 
regulations, even well-intentioned ones can destroy. lives too .. This 
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is a rare opportunity to put aside the differences that often divide 
this great body and put our heads together to make a good law 
even better. It is up to us now and as we begin this important de
bate, I am going to encourage everyone to remember what we all 
tell our kids growing up, keep your eye on the ball. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Bono Mack follows:J 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. MARY BONO MACK 

This is the first hearing of our Subcommittee for the 112th Congress. Over the 
months ahead, I plan to look at a wide range of issues that deeply affect Americans 
in their daily lives. One of the most important- as well as one of the most vexing 
issues we face today- is how to get our economy back on track. How do we create 
new jobs? How do we bring jobs which have been lost to foreign countries back 
home? How do we make "Made in America" matter again? I believe it's part of "our 
job" to take a close look at what's working and what's not working, and then see 
how we can "work" together to make a real difference in peoples' lives. 

Today's hearing is about the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act or. 
"CPSIA." This legislation was truly a landmark in efforts to improve consumer prod
uct safety. It was the first reauthorization of the CPSC in 17 years, and it modern
ized and strengthened the agency in many different and meaningful ways. 

While CPSIA bas many virtues, there are some unintended consequences of the 
law, as well. We have a responsibility to the American public to review those spe
cific provisions of the law that have proven to be problematic and to fix them. Ad
mittedly, it's a careful balancing act, and we have to be certain-as the old saying 
goes-not to throw the baby out with the bath water. 

For. thousands of businesses, who strive. to be responsible, "let's do what's. best for 
consumers"-CPSIA has consumed an inordinate amount of their time trying to un
derstand how each new regulation and standard will affect them. Unfortunately, 
many have gone out of business, attributing their demise to some of the burdens 
of compliance with the many provisions of the new law. We need to strike a careful 
balance. As a nation, we simply cannot afford to lose jobs or stifle innovation be
cause of unnecessary regulations. 

Frankly, many businesses never even heard about this law until well after it was 
enacted. Most were shocked to learn of the onerous requirements it would impose 
on them if they manufactured or sold any "children's product"~ven though they 
had never done anything wrong and never had a single product recall. 

It began with the best of intentions. In 2007, the. widely publicized toy recalls for 
violations of the existing lead paint standard gave way to a new prohibition on lead 
content in children's. products. As interpreted by the Commission, this category goes. 
far beyond just toys to cover sporting goods, library books, all-terrain vehicles, edu
cational products, CDs, clothing, and many other items. 

The goal was a noble one: making products safer for our kids. But within just 
months of passage, both the Commission and the Congress realized that problems 
with the new law would need to be addressed. The Commission recently announced 
yet another stay of enforcement-at least fi ve now by my count-that it deems nec
essary to aver t potentially disastrous results .. What's more, during the last Con
gress, numerous bills and legislative drafts were introduced- including one by Mr. 
Barton- to remedy some of the problems we already know about. I hope that our 
new members can quickly get up to speed on these issues, and- working together 
-we can come up with a common sense solution that's a win-win for everyone. 

Today, the Commission has jurisdiction over literally thousands of different types 
of products. It's critically important that they should be able to prioritize their re
sources to address the products that pose the greatest risk to consumers. 

As a mother, I have very strong, passionate feelings about protecting all children. 
But as a former small business owner, I know a ll too well how unnecessary regula
tions-even well intentioned ones-can destroy lives, too. This is a rare opportunity 
to put aside the differences that often divide this great body and put ou1· heads to
gether to make a good law even better. 

It's up to us now. And, as we begin this important debate, I'm going to encourage 
everyone to remember what we all tell our own kids growing up: Keep your eye on 
the ball. 

Mr. Butterfield, you are now up to bat. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Mr. Butterfield, you are now up to bat and the 
gentleman from North Carolina, the ranking member, Mr. 
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Butterfield is now recognized for 5 minutes for his opening state
ment. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. G.K. BUTTERFIELD, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH 
CAROLINA 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Let me thank the chairman for convening this 
very important hearing today and I certainly thank the witnesses 
for their anticipated testimony. We received a copy of your ad
vanced testimony and I read most of it last evening but though I 
did not read all of it and so I look forward to your testimony today. 

Today marks our first hearing and I want to thank the chairman 
of this subcommittee for calling this hearing and for her friendship 
and for her anticipated leadership on this very important com
mittee. I reached out to the chairman and she has reached out to 
me and we have created a friendship and I look forward to working 
with her as we go forward. I can certainly say that the early signs 
are encouraging. 

As today's hearing demonstrates, the issues before this sub
committee often have a real and direct impact on the daily lives of 
the American people. From the toaster they use at breakfast, to the 
dishwasher they load as they head out the door, to the dolls and 
the toy trucks their kids play with, people reasonably expect the 
consumer products they bring into their homes will be safe. Unlike 
many of the issues we deal with, consumer product safety is non
partisan or at least it should be. In fact, a poll released just yester
day by the publisher of Consumer Reports found that 98 percent 
of American consumers agree that the Federal Government should 
play a prominent role in improving product safety. I. am hopeful 
that we will be able. to find common ground and move forward in 
a bipartisan manner on consumer. product safety. It is clearly what 
the American people want and expect. 

This is an obvious choice as our. first hearing. We. all understand 
the challenges that the Consumer Product Safety Commission has 
faced in implementing the CPSIA, the law that we all know so 
much about. I also understand that we are likely to see some legis
lation on this issue in the coming weeks. While no complete agency 
overhaul is likely to be perfect, the CPSIA has provided some cru
cial changes to strengthen and modernize the consumer product 
safety system, particularly with respect to children's products. The 
law established basic safety standards for limiting the amount of 
lead and phthalates in children's products. It also introduced a 
product testing system designed to ensure that all children's prod
ucts and other products subject to mandatory safety rules are safe, 
and it gives the Commission new resources and authority, and re
established a five-member commission, two of whom are sitting in 
front of us, allowing it to proceed in an unfettered way with its de
cision and rulemaking authority. 

Consumers had long believed that if a product made it to the 
store shelf that it must be safe. Unfortunately, that was not the 
case and is not the. case and the. millions of toys. recalled in the. 
summer of 2007, illustrated this frightening trend and these 
weren't just recalls because of high lead levels. Many were due to 
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design-related safety defects that could have led to bums and chok
ing and strangulation among other potentially fatal dangers. 

Parents were concerned and outraged, as were the members of 
this committee. As a result, we resolved that our children would no 
longer be the frontline for measuring the risk to their health and 
safety from toys and other products they. use. These. manufacturers 
would have to prove their products were safe before they made 
their way into the hands of our children. 

I understand that implementation has been a challenge for the 
Commission and for the small and large manufacturers working to 
comply with the new law. Today I hope to hear about how the law 
is working as well as the new challenges. and as some say the unin
tended consequences that may have been created. I also hope to 
learn how the Commission allocates its resources between imple
menting this law and its many other important responsibilities. I 
also look forward to hearing why key provisions of the law still 
aren't being enforced. That is very important and why some con
gressionally mandated rules. still have. yet to. be fina lized. 

I look forward to the hearing from all of the witnesses and as I 
said earlier , I thank you for coming today with your testimony. 

Mr. BUTIERFIELD. I am going to yield my last minute that I have 
to any member who would like to consume. Ms. Schakowsky, you 
have my remaining time. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I thank the. gentleman very. much .. 
I want to congratulate Chairman Tenenbaum for restoring the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission to its proper role of pro
tecting consumers. And consumers do believe when they go and 
pick items off the shelf, they already think that somebody some
where is protecting them, and thank goodness the CPSC is doing 
that just now. Before this landmark bill passed, there were 170 
items of children's jewelry containing lead at high and dangerous 
levels . This legislation did something about that and finally, when 
we did our annual toy safety bill there were fewer items that we 
said were dangerous on the shelf. 

The Commission has already shown its flexibility in dealing with 
some. of the problems of implementation. But the bottom line issue 
of protecting consumers and particularly children, that is the prop
er role of government and that is our proper role that we will exert 
today. We are going to protect our consumers and our children. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Chairman Upton yielded his 5 minutes for his 
opening statement to me in accordance with committee rules. As 
his designee, l now recognize Mr. Barton,. chairman emeritus of the 
committee and conferee on CPSIA for 1 minute. 

Mr. BARTON. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and it is good to 
see you in the chair. I look forward to participating with you and 
the other members of this subcommittee as we have a very profit
able next 2 years. 

It is. good to see. our two. witnesses, the. honorable chairwoman 
and of course Commissioner Northup who I actually remember as 
congresswoman. Anne Northup, it is good to see you. 

I was a conferee on the consumer product safety, whatever it 
was, information act 3 or 4 years ago. Mr. Dingell was the chair
man of that conference. Ms. Schakowsky was on it and Mr. Wax
man was. on it, and I think Mr. Whitfield and Mr. Stearns. on our 
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side. Senator Boxer I remember and Senator Inouye on the Senate 
side. We had a good conference. We reported a good bill. Unfortu
nately, we put some language in at the very end of the conference 
that has turned out to be very difficult because it doesn't really 
give the CPSC the flexibility that they need to show some discre
tion for some of our smaller manufacturers and in some cases, indi
vidual producers of some of these products. We introduced a reform 
bill in the last Congress. We were never able to get consensus on 
it and I hope that under the leadership of Chairwoman Bono Mack 
that we can get that consensus in this Congress. 

And with that I would yield back and say I again look forward 
to working on this issue. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. 
Now, I would like to yield a minute to Mr. Pompeo, one of our 

newest members, 1 minute. 
Mr. POMPEO. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. Thanks to the 

witnesses for coming out this morning. I look forward to the hear
ing. 

A little later today on the floor or perhaps it will be early tomor
row morning I will offer an amendment of having to do with the 
public accessible database information. CPSC is set to roll this 
database out in early March as called for in CPSIA in 2008, but 
unfortunately the database's final role in my view. has created and 
will create far more harm then good that it will do. The statute in 
my view has been interpreted to mandate the posting of materially 
inaccurate information and the agency has created a database that 
will both direct consumers away from safe products to relatively 
less safe ones and damage the reputation of very safety-conscious 
manufacturers. 

I hope this amendment will pass this afternoon and we will get 
the time to reflect and review and give this committee the chance 
to do oversight so that we can get a better role, a better database 
that will more effectively accomplish the important objectives of the 
statute. Thank you. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. And I have one more speaker but at this point 
she is not here. I would like to yield to Mr. Waxman for his open
ing statement for 5 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. WAXMAN, A REP· 
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. I want to thank Chairman 
Bono Mack for holding this hearing and congratulate her on h er 
new chairmanship of this important subcommittee. 

Until recently, our product safety system and especially our toy 
safety system was terribly broken. In 2007 and 2008, we saw 
record recalls and a total loss of consumer confidence in the safety 
of all products. Children were killed and horribly injured by defec
tive and dangerous products. The Consumer Product Safety Com
mission had limited statutory authority. Only two of the three com
missioner slots were filled and its staff numbers and resources had 
thoroughly atrophied. This situation alarmed families across the 
nation and Congress responded. In 2008, Congress enacted truly 
historic product safety legislation that vastly improved our chil-
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dren's health and safety. Now that we are a few years away from 
the recalls and the most dramatic stories have left the front pages 
some suggest that we didn't really need to enact such a strong law 
but I believe that is wishful thinking. The fact remains that the 
system we had in place was a failure. This law was necessary to 
protect kids and families across the country. 

Let me just mention a few of the law's successes. Today toy re
calls have dropped from 172 in 2008, to 44 in 2010. Today we have 
strong mandatory standards for cribs and CPSC has finished cre
ating a publicly accessible consumer incident database which as far 
as I know is a very useful database and we ought to get a chance 
to review it. 

Today CPSC has increased its staff and resources. It increased 
surveillance at ports, five commissioners as well as a new IT sys
tem and laboratory. To retreat now from the proven consumer pro
tections achieved under this law would be a huge mistake. 

This morning an important new study was published. It shows 
that between 1990 and 2008, nearly 200,000 infants and young 
children went to emergency rooms for injuries related to cribs and 
playpens. And a new poll for the Consumers' Union documents 
Americans want a strong federal regulator to protect children from 
these dangers. 

As legislators we know that legislation is not flawless. Although 
the Commission has made great strides in carrying out this law, 
we have heard from a number of stakeholders that certain provi
sions of the law may need adjustment and we need to take these 
concerns seriously. Over the past 2 years we have met repeatedly 
with stakeholders affected by the new law to understand their con
cerns and to craft an appropriate legislative response. I see that 
some of these stakeholders are represented on the second panel of 
this hearing and I welcome them. As I have stated to them in the 
past and I will repeat today, I am committed to working with them, 
the Commission and members of this committee to strike a delicate 
balance between the need for targeted changes to the law and the 
need to preserve the most important public health accomplish
ments of the law. P roduct safety should not and has not been a 
partisan issue and it is my sincere hope that this committee will 
work quickly to resolve these issues once and for all. 

I look forward to hearing the testimony. I look forward to work
ing with the new subcommittee and committee leadership as we 
continue our commitment to protect an consumers, especially chil
dren. 

And I yield back the balance of my time. 
Mrs. B ONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. 
Today we have two panels before us. Each of the witnesses has 

prepared an opening statement that will be placed in the record. 
Each of you will have 5 minutes to summarize that statement in 
your remarks. 

On the first panel we have and we welcome the Honorable Inez 
Tenenbaum, Chairman of the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion. Joining her on the first panel is Commissioner Anne. Northup 
and our former colleague. Thank you both for being here today. 

Chairman Tenenbaum, you are. recognized for 5. minutes. 
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STATEMENTS OF INEZ TENENBAUM, CHAIRMAN, CONSUMER 
PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION; AND ANNE NORTHUP, COM
MISSIONER, CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

STATEMENT OF INEZ TENENBAUM 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you and good morning, Madam Chair
man, Ranking Member Butterfield and members of the Sub
committee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade .. 

Since assuming the chairmanship of the Commission in JuJy, 
2009, I have focused on three key objectives. First, I have worked 
diligently to implement the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Act and use that Act's new authorities in a manner that is both 
highly protective of consumers and fair to industry stakeholders. I 
recognize that some of these rules have caused concern in the regu
lated community and I have worked to provide appropriate relief 
whenever possible. However, it is also important to point out that 
the vast majority of the CPSIA rules and requirements had been 
adopted unanimously by the Commission and widely accepted by 
the industry consumer groups and families across the country. 

I am pleased to report to the subcommittee, we are on time and 
on budget to launch the public database on the safety of consumers' 
products mandated by Section 212 of the CPSIA and this launch 
is on March the 11th. This database will empower consumers with 
information allowing them to quickly determine whether products 
they already own or are considering purchasing are associated with 
safety hazards or recalls. I want to assure this subcommittee that 
CPSC staff has worked to ensure that the database is fair to all 
stakeholders while also fulfilling the intentions of Congress. Over
all, I strongly believe that we have reached the right balance of ad
dressing the manufacturers' legitimate concerns while also ensur
ing that the. public has access to critical consumer product safety 
information. This database will prevent injuries and it will save 
lives. Congress recognized this when it added Section 212 to the 
CPSIA and I look forward to seeing this important to fully imple
mented in just 3 weeks from now. 

Second, I have focused on changing the CPSC's internal proc
esses so that the agency is more assertive and more. capable of ad
dressing safety challenges presented by thousands. of types of con
sumer products imported from all over the world. In the last year 
the Commission has released a strategic plan that establishes a 
plan to make the CPSC the global leader in consumer product safe
ty. We have established a new office of education global outreach 
and small business ombudsman that has already begun to provide 
outreach to small businesses and crafters. We have embarked on 
a substantial upgrade of our information technology system which 
has formed the backbone of the database and our new CPSC.gov 
homepage. 

Third, I have focused on proactive prevention of consumer harms 
identifying emerging hazards and keeping those products out of the 
stream of commerce. We. have taken a number of steps to increase. 
the surveillance of potentially harmful consumer goods by signing 
several information sharing agreements with Customs and Border 
Protection and increasing our physical presence at the ports of 
entry. The Commission's safe sleep team has also made great 
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strides to rid the marketplace of dangerous cribs, usher in a new 
generation of safer cribs and to educate parents about the impor
tance of maintaining a safe sleep environment for infants and tod
dlers. A key component of this was the mandatory crib safety 
standard. These standards were designed through many hours and 
staff working collaboration by the Commission resulting in a unani
mous vote in favor of the new standards on December the 15th, 
2010. And particularly, I am extremely proud of the Commission's 
staff and the work they have done to implement the bulk of the 
CPSIA and create a safer consumer product marketplace for all 
Americans. 

The Commission has received increases in appropriations over 
the past 3 years. These resources are making a difference. They en
sure that we can get the message out to families after a hurricane 
or an ice storm that the use of portable generators in homes can 
result in carbon monoxide poisoning and tragedy. They also allow 
us to do public outreach to new mothers so they will not place their 
newborns into an unsafe sleep environment that could result in a 
tragedy. Some will say that these resources are solely to promul
gating rules under the CPSIA. This is untrue. 

In 1980, the Commission had almost 1,000 employees and an in
flation-adjusted budget of $150 million. By 2007, the Commission 
had fallen to 385 employees and was barely able to carry out its 
core functions. We simply cannot return to those dark days. 

In the coming months I look forward to discussing possible target 
improvements to the CPSIA with this subcommittee. On January 
15, 2010, I reported a unanimous report of the Commission re
questing some additional flexibility on some key requirements. I 
recognize that some want to go further than this and reopen the 
entire act. This would be a mistake. Calls for a return to a com
pletely risk-based lead paint and contents standard are one exam
ple of a proposal that is seriously ill-advised. Lead is a contaminant 
and a powerful neurotoxin. It is a particular threat to the devel
oping brain of a fetus, infant and a young child and with docu
mented negative effects on behavior and permanent loss of IQ. 

During my tenure as chairman, my message to manufacturers 
has been simple. Get the lead out. If it absolutely has to be in your 
product, we have sought the authority to address it through a func
tional purpose exception. We have made substantial progress in 
this area since the passage of the CPSIA and parents should never 
have to wonder and worry about whether the model train or the 
toy they purchase for their child is leaded or unleaded. 

Thank you again for inviting me to provide testimony before the 
subcommittee today. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Tenenbaum follows:] 
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Good morning. Chairman B•)OO Mack. Ranking Member Butterfield. and Mcmh<:rs of lht.~ 
Suhcummiuee on C{1mmcrcc. Manufacruring and Trade. I am pleased to he here roday 10 

provide an upda1c to th<:' Subrommitlcc on actions the: U.S. Consumer Prndul.'t Sa!C1y 
Commission 1CPSC) has iaken over the past 18 months and the progress we have made 
lo protccl 1\mcrican children and families from ooth ex isling and emerging pnxluct safely 
hazards. 

Since as~uming !he Chairmanship of the Commission in July 2009, I have focus ... '<l on 
thr.:e key objcccives. FiN. I have worked diligcnily to implcmenl the Consumt.'r Produc1 
Safety lmpnwcmcnt /\ct of ~008 (CPSIAJ and use 1hat Act's new aulhl)Titics in a manner 
1hat is ho!h highly pn,1cctivc L'f consumers and fair 10 industry srakeholders. Second. I 
have focused on changing ch.:- CPSC',; in1emal proces.~es. so thac the agency is more 
a~scnivc and more capaMc of addre.~sing ~afety challenges presented by thousands of 
types nf consumer products imponcd from all over the world. Third. I have focused on 
proactive prevention of con~um.:-r harms: identifying emerging hazards and kc.:-ping 
those products out uf the stream of commer~·e. 

Fair and Effective Implementation of lhe CPSIA: 

Children's Product Safety Provisions: In Augus1 2008. Congress passed the 
CPSIA by overwhelming bipartisan majorities. Passage of the CPSIA sent a 
slrong message to both the Commission and the consumer product manufac1uring 
community: that the old. reactive regulatory approach was no1 working. and rhal 
che puhlic will n<>I accc.pt another "Sununer of Recall~." 

In the lasl two years. Commission staff have worked diligently and successfully 10 
implement almost all of the main provisions of 1hc CPSlA. As part of lhis 
procc~s. we have dealt with a few sc..:tions that h:ivc caused <:onccms in some 
segments of the regu lmcd l'Ornmunity. The CQmmission has been responsive lo 
lhosc rnni:cms and provided appropria1c relief where ne<:essary. One e.umple of 
1his is the Commission's recent <kcision w extend the current .~tay of enforcement 
implementing third-party testing for lead substrate in children's produ<·ls until 
[)ecemhcr 3 I, 20 l I. 

lt is critical to nor{:. howcwr. that the vasr majority of CPS IA mies and 
requircmcms have been adoplcd unanimously hy 1hc C<.Jmmission - and widely 
accepted hy industry, cnnsuml'r~ l!roups. and families anoss the coun1ry. Thc~c 
rules include: 

• New durable infant and toddler product s1andards. so that we never again 
have lo hear of an infant tha1 drowning in a ddec1ivc bath scat or a roddler 
who is paralyzed hy ;1 poorly designed baby walker that tumbles down a 
flight of >lairs: 

• Product registra1ion card.~ 1hat now accompany many juvenile products, so 
parents who register ~·an rccciw proac1ive notification of recalls: and 
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• The inclusion oftrad<ing labels. lo the ~xtent prac1icabie. on children's 
products so thal parents can identify who made rhcm - even long aflcr the 
packaging is thrown away. 

The Public Searchable Database: In March 2011. we will unveil our new 
puhlicly available daiabase on the safc1y of consumer products. which was 
mandated by section 212 of the CPSJA. This database. which is an important 
clement ol the Commission's overall effort to upgrade its antiquated Information 
Technology systems, will provide a powerful source of informa!ion for 
consumers. allowing tllem 10 quickly determine whether products they already 
own. or are considering purchasing, arc associated with safety ha7.ards or recalls. 
II also will allow consumers to play a cricical role in safety by empowering them 
to submil information about potential pmduct hazards fur inclusion in the 
database. 

J recognize that che rollout of this database has caused concern among some in the 
manufacturing community who believe that it will present '·unfiltered" 
infonnation thal will be harmful to the business community. I wan1 10 assure this 
Subcommiuce that CPSC staff has worked 1irelessly 10 address these concerns 
and to ensure that the darahasc is fair to all stakeholders while also fulfilling the 
intentions of Con g.rcss. 

First, 1he database will not include reports of harm submitted anonymou.~ly. Any 
reports filed must include contact information for the CPSC's internal use. 
Second. the CPSC will give the product manufacturer 10 business days to respond 
to a re.pon of hann. 10 provide romment on 1he report, and to let the Commission 
know if 1hc suhmission contains confidential or materially inaccurate information. 
The rule requires the Commission co remove or correct infonnation in the 
database within seven business days that it has determined to be materially 
inaccuralc. Manufacturers also have the right to comment on the reports and to 
have those comm.:nrs posted as part of the publicly accessible re1:ord. 

At the s:ime time, however, I think it is important to provide a reminder of just 
how critical a resourt·e 1his database will be for CQnsumers. Rather than us<! my 
words. I would like to repeat the words of Lisa Olney. wh<)SC daughter died in a 
defective portable crib just after her first birthday in 2002. Ms. Olney posted the 
following on che Kids ill Dangt!r web blog: 

011 December 19. 2002. m.v daughter l::li~abeth. just I J months old, died in 
a poorly de.signed play yard I Jive my life often /ooki11g had: thmugft 
"what ifs" a11d "should ha~·es, ·•hut I've teamed 10 give most of that up in 
order to save myself from hei11g a horribl.v miserabh! individual. Instead. I 
reali~e tht• imponance off ocusing 011 efforts to protect our (:hildren so that 
no parem ha.~ to suffer wha1 I haw~. along with too many orh,•r victims of 
u11safe children's products. The C/'SC database is going 10 prntecr 

2 
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mi/lio11s of children, because iI provides a place 10 go when considerin1: 
the choir.cs parents make when pun:husing products, especit11ly those 
pmducts intended to be beneficial to our cliildre11 ',, safet_v. 

This datahase will prevent injuries and save lives. Congress recognized this when 
it added section 212 to the CPSIA. and I look forward to sc::eing this important 
tool fully implemented this March. 

A Reinvigorated Commission: 

New CPSC Strategic Plan: During my confirmation hearings in the summer of 
2009. I noted that one of my key goals for the Commission was to align its 
priorities with 1he challenges we face in the global economy. To address this, !he 
CPSC launched a comprehensive strategic planning initiative earlier this year to 
update the Conunission's ou1da1ed 2003 Strategic Plan. Out of this effort. we 
recently released the Commission's new 2011-2016 Strategic Plan, which lays out 
live key goals and also details programmatic objectives that will allow the CPSC 
lO csrnblish itself as the globa I leader in consumer product safe! y. 

New Office of Education, Global Outreach and Small Business Ombudsman: 
As Chairman. l have heard from many small businesses and craflers who have 
asked for additional outreach and support from the Commission as they work to 
produce safe products and comply with the requirements of the CPSIA. I take 
lhese concerns very seriously and have made providing support and outreach to 
small business cntilics and other industry stakeholders a key priority. 

On September 22, 20 IO, the Commission voted co create a new office to 
coordinate and provide outreach to various domestic and international 
stakeholders. including manufacturers. retailers. resellers, small businesses. and 
foreign govcrnmems. Within this office. we have a full-time Small Business 
Ombudsman who is dedicated to serving the nation's many smaller businesses in 
the area of product safety. In particular, special attention will be given lo 
developing "plain English" information tailored co small businesses and small 
batch manufacturers so chat they can undcrsc;md and comply with new standards. 

New CPSC Website: As part of the Commission's ovcrnll lnfonnation 
Technology improvement projl)Ct, the Commission also launched a new updated 
CPSC.gov home page last December. and currently is in the process of upgrading 
the entire website. The5c improvements will allow consumer~ to more easily 
search for recalls. report safety incidenls and injuries, and view videos on keeping 
their families safe from product ha1ards. In addition. the new website will 
provide indus1ry. and particularly small businesses. with increased access to 
resources on how to produt·c safe products thal comply with applicable safety 
standards. 

3 
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A New l''ocus on Preventiun: 

Import Surveillance: Traditionally. the Commission has spent the bulk (1f its 
n;s(mrccs investigating harmful products in the marketplace. This will always 
fonn a >ubs1antial p:irt of the CPSC's activities. but [believe the more effective 
approach is ensuring that hannful prnduc1s never even enter the country. 
To that end. I have taken a number of steps to add additional technological and 
human resources to the Commission's Import Surveillance Division. This 
Division works directly with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and 
Customs and Border Protcc1ion (CBP) to keep dangerous products out of the 
United States, 

On the technological side. the CPSC recently executed two intctagency 
Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) with CBP that allow us w access more 
"real time" imponcr infonnation and target the most dangerous im:oming 
shipmcms. The tirst of these MOUs, signed in April 2010, allows CPSC 
personnel lo work at CB P's Commcrdal Targeting and Analysis Center (CT AC) 
in Washington. DC. and access manifest entry data collected by CBP. This. in 
tum. allows Import Surveillance Division personnel at the pons to target high-risk 
shipments prior to their entry into the domestic stream of commerce. 

The second MOU. signed with CBP in August 2010, gives the CPSC access to 
information in the Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS). This 
will assist CPSC lmpon Surveillance staff at the ports by providing them with 
additional information lo improve local targeting and interdiction of dangerous 
product$. 

The CPSC is also actively involved in supporting rhe Importer Self Assessment -
Product Safety (!SA-PS) initiative that is cuJTently being piloted by CBP. The 
ISA-PS is intended as a partnership between CBP, CPSC. and importers to ensure 
product safety compliance. It is based on a voluntary approach that provides 
meaningful benefits for importers who demonstrate readiness to assume 
additional responsibility for managing and monitoring their own produc1 safety 
compliance. 

We have also taken steps to increase CPSC's physical presence at ports of entry. 
In fiscal year <FY} 2008. the lmpon Surveillance Division only had five full-time 
employees (FfEs), and of those only three FfEs were actually stationed at ports 
of entry. During FY 2010. we expanded s1affing in the Division to 18 FfEs. with 
14 FTEs actually stationed at ports of entry. I am very pleased to announce that. 
as of November 11. 2010, thc Division now has 25 FTEs. with 19 FTEs 
collocated at 15 different pons of entry. Subjec1 to appropriations, we hope to put 
CPSC staff at even more ports of entry in the future. 

4 
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Putting more "cops on lhe beat" has already yielded subslantial posi1ivc results. 
In FY 2010. we ~rform('.d 6.953 scr.:enings ;11 pons. collecled 1,776 samples for 
1cs1ing. and of those found 987 that violated CPSC standards. At 1hc same time. 
w.: have al.so seen the number of recalls start to drop - from 563 in FY 200l'l to 
428 in FY 20 I 0. Maintaining those positive trends is a key goal for the upcoming 
year. 

The Safe Sleep T~am: The overall safely of cribs and the infanl and toddler 
sleep environment is a critical concern of the CPSC and a personal priority of 
mine. Parents across che country ex peel cribs to be a sanctuary for their children. 
rcgardlc'>s of price or size. Unfortunately. that is nol always the case. In 1hc past 
nine years. !here have been at least 32 deaths attributed to drop-side crib failures. 
That, in and of itself. is a 1ragic number. However. the majority of crib deaths arc 
still dinx:tly linked to the use of soft bedding in the crib. 

To address this. l directed Commission staff to embark on a two-prong action 
strategy. The first prong was to recall old. dangerous dnip..sidc cribs in 1hc 
markc1placc and promulgate new mandatory crib safety rules that will prohibit 
dangerous drop-side cribs from ever being sold again in the United Stales. I am 
pleased 10 repon that the new mandatory crib safely mlc was approved by the 
Commission is a unanimous vote lln December 15. 2010. 

The second prong of lhis initiative is education: teaching parents and caregivers 
how to keep the inside l)f cribs free from suffocation risks like stuffed animals. 
comfoners. and pillows. In pannership with the American Academy of Pediatrics 
and a child advocacy group called Keeping Babies Sak, we have a wonderful 
new Safe Sleep video that we :ire working 10 have shClwn in maternity wards anJ 
pcdia1rician's oflkes around the country. This video iHurrently available on the 
CPSC\ ~bsitc. ~nd I urge Member~ of the Subcommiuee to view th..:: video and 
sec its powerful messag1:. 

Rapid Response to New Hazards: The Commission has increased its efforts 10 

provide a rapid response to new and emerging hazards. One example of this 
response is the CPSC's efforts to stop the use of mxic metals in children's 
products. Earlier this year, it came to our ancntion that some foreign 
manufacturers might he using cadmium or other toxic metals as an effort 10 gel 
around the lead limits for children's products. I senl a S{rong mes~age lo Asian 
manufacrnrers and regulator.; that this was unacceptable and that we would not 
allow there to be an influx of products with cadmium like we saw a few years ago 
with lead, The Chinese govemmenr sent out a directive a few weeks later on 
cadmium that used language similar to mine. II appears that we have stayed 
ahead of this issue. 

Despilc this 1:arly ~uccess. however. che Commission will remain vigilant in this 
area. In response to the possible threat. 1hc CPSC has 1aken aggressive action 10 

police the market for children's produl'ls 1hal may contain harmful levels of 
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1.:admiurn. In additi(in. Commis~ion staff recently released a guidance document 
providing ACt'Cplable Daily Intake (Al.)() limils for cadmium. We also sent thi.~ 
documcnc 10 ~vcral standards sctring bodies - including the commiuce chat 
oversees the ASTM F963 toy safety standard - with instructions to take action on 
1his issue. This year. we will also look al the use of ulhcr loli.ic metals such as 
barium and an1imony. and lhe CPSC will not hesitate to take funher ac1ion in chis 
area if voluntary efforts prove insuffo.:ienl. 

Moving Forward: 

In the past eightccn monchs. the CPSC has implemented 1hc bulk of CPSIA and mQved 
towards a more responsive. proactive approach to consumer safety. In particular. I am 
extremely proud of the Commission's staff - and the work 1hcy have done 10 create a 
safer consumer product marketplace for all Americans. 

111c Commission has received increases in appropriations over the past three years. On 
Monday the President released the Administration's Fiscal Year (FY} 2012 Hudgct. 
which rnntinues this commitment to rebuilding th<.: Commission by requesting $122 
million for expenses - a slight increase over the FY 2010 level. l dl)Cply appreciate the 
continued investment in the Commission and have made every effort to ensure that the.~e 
funds are spent wisely and judiciously - by putting more personnel in ports. expanding 
ou1reach. and responding to emerging hazards like drywall. 

These resources arc making a difference. They ensure that we can get the message out to 
families after a hurricane or an ice storm that use of a portable generator in home can 
result in carbon monoxide poisoning and tragedy. They give us the resources 10 put out 
remcdia1inn guidance for families with contaminated drywall. They also allow us to do 
public outreach to new mothers - so they do nol place their newborns into an unsafe sleep 
environmenl that could result in tragedy. 

Some will say that these re.~ourccs arc solely devoted to promulgating rules under CPSIA. 
That assen ion is false. In 1980. the Commission had almost I 000 employees and an 
inl1a1ion-adjus1cd budget of over Sl50 million. By 2007. lhe Commission had fallen to 
385 employees - and was barely able 10 carry out ics core functions. This led to the 
"Summer of Recalls" and public ouicry 10 reinvigora[e and properly fund the CPSC. We 
simply cannot return to those dark days. 

In the coming months I look forward to discussing possible targeted improvements tQ the 
CPSIA with the Subcommiuee. On January 15. 2010. I supponcd a unanimou!> rcpon of 
the Commission requesting some additional flcxibilicy for certain requirements. 
Specifically. I supported a "functional purpose .. exception to che section IOI lead 
suhstratc requirements where lead ahsolutcly has to be in a children's product. 
pwspec1ive application of the IOO parts per million (ppm) lead limit "step down" set to 
occur un August 14, 2011. and targeted relief to address small manufacturer and ,,;rafter 
concerns with regard to the lhird-party testing and ccnilication n.'<!Uircmeots in section 
102. 

6 
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J recognize some want to go further 1han this. and reopen lhe entire Act. Thai would be a 
111is1ake. Calls for a rc1um 10 a completely "risk-ba~cd" lead paint and content standard 
arc one example of a proposal thal is scrfously ill-advised. Lead is a contaminant. and a 
powerful ncurn1oxin. 11 is a particular threat to the developing brain of the fetus. infant. 
and young child. with documented negative effects on behavior and pcm1anent loss of rQ 
poinls. 

The scienrific community is almost entirely in agreement that there is no "safe" level of 
lead. This is not a new finding. In May 1936, Consumer Repo11s published an anidc 
entitled "l..ead Ha7.ard in Toys," and noted that: 

Jhe hazard is especially great because lead is a poison which 
accumulates in the body. and can do great damage in amounts 
a!mosl infinitesinwlly small. Sol11(' medical authorities believe that 
lead presents mu.> of the gravest risb of childhood, being re.tpo11sible 
for ma11y obscure ailmmts whiC'h ,_·a11 be diag11osed 011/y with 
tile gret1tes1 difficulty. 

During my tenure as Chainnan, my message to manufaclurcrs has been simple: get the 
lead out. If it absolutely has 10 be in a product, we have sought the au1hority to address it 
through a "func1ional purpose .. exception. We should noc. in any way. slow or reverse 
the removal of this toxic contaminant from children's products wherever possible. We 
have made substantial progress in this area since pa.~sagc of the CPSIA. and parents 
should never have 10 go back to wondering - and worrying - about whether the model 
train or toy they purcha~c for their child is "leaded'' or ··unleaded ... 

Thank you again for inviting me co provide testimony before the Subconunittec today. 
now look forward to answering any questions you may have. 

7 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the chairman and recognize Commis
sioner Northup for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF ANNE NORTHUP 
Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you, Madam Chair, and let me congratu

late you. I know you are the first woman that is a subcommittee 
chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee and as a former 
member I know that those achievements are so important to all the 
women that come behind us. It is very exciting to the women on 
Capitol Hill to see you as the chair so I congratulate you, and also, 
Ranking Member Butterfield, thank you for having me here today. 

I appreciate the opportunity to come and talk a little bit about 
the CPSIA. I certainly want to acknowledge what the. chair. said 
and that is. that. most of our votes have been five to nothing. They 
are bipartisan. There is a wish across the Commission to make 
sure that our children are safer. I feel that if I had been still in 
Congress when the CPSIA had come before me that I would have 
voted for this bill. And understanding it as I read it as I was nomi
nated by the President to this Commission and then went through 
the confirmation process, I had an opportunity to visit with most 
of the Senators who had been on the subcommittee and the com
mittee, the Commerce Committee. And overwhelmingly I heard 
from them that there were unanticipated consequences of this bill 
and told me that they believed in the bill that there was a flexi
bility for us to both protect children and to avoid these unintended 
consequences and I promised them that I would do that .. 

And like I said as I read the bill, everything seemed so straight
forward and so reasonable. It was only then when I was sworn in 
that I found out that the Commission had come to certain conclu
sions about portions of this bill, especially the absorb ability exclu
sion that have. rendered whole sections of the bill meaningless. In 
other. words, our Commission has. found on a partisan majority that 
that section of the law is totally meaningless, that it does not apply 
to one product. So I am here today, not to be the naysayer because 
I think it is important entirely. I think it is important to recognize 
that our chair has instituted some things that have modernized 
this Commission and have made it possible for. us. to intercept 
things at the border and. to advance our technologies that will 
make an enormous difference and help us protect children. 

So I am here though to bring to your attention some of my con
cerns. It has been shocking to me the number of businesses that 
we have entirely caused to go out of business, the number of busi
nesses that have left the children's product arena completely be
cause of this bill,. the number of choices that parents no longer 
have. Everyday I hear from businesses who tell me we use to make 
this many versions of this product. Today we make one because 
any additional components will cause us this many more thousands 
of dollars of testing, this many more thousands of dollars of paper
work and tracking and concerns. that we have, and we heard it just 
at the. toy fair. this. weekend. Almost universally, people estimated 
their cost and increase the price to parents 20 to 30 percent and 
the fact that they have reduced the bells and whistles of their toys. 
They have, as one major manufacturer told me, we have taken the 
fun out of toys because we don't want to put multiple colors. We 
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don't want to put the sound in it. We don't want to put the extra 
additions to it because we have to-it is just so complicated to 
abide by the law. 

Specifically, the law requires that yes, everyone meet the lead 
standard and that means whether the lead is absorbable to not, 
even though in the law it said that items where the lead was not 
absorbable where exempted from the law. So we have applied it so 
that everything is affected by that even when it is not absorbable. 
So people that make ball bearings and connectors and things like 
that have no way to make those products and still comply by the 
law. Or they are using, as somebody told us in testimony, sub
stitutes that are even less safe, like antimony, a known carcino
genic. So we need to address that exclusion. 

I want to use the rest of my time to talk about the database. 
Right now you can go on Amazon.com, decide you are going to 
order a highchair for your child as I did for my grandchildren and 
the brand that I chose, I put in a brand, 147 different highchairs 
they make and some of them are $54 on the first page, one is $148. 
Today our database, somebody puts in an incident and all they 
have to do is give that brand name. They do not have to say wheth
er it was the $54 chair or the $148 chair. They can be 
misidentifying it as we find people misidentify things in incidents 
everyday. That kind of information is not helpful to consumers. If 
accw·ate information is helpful, inaccurate information can drive 
people away from the safest product and it is not helpful to us who 
have to enforce the law. I know we wilJ have a chance to talk about 
this further in the questions and answers but I did want to bring 
that to your attention. 

Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Northup follows:] 
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Chairman Bono Mack and Ranking Member Bunerfield, thank you for lhc:: opportunity lo 
provide testimony to this Subcommittee to inform your review of the Consumer Product 
Safoty Improvement Act of2008 (CPSIA) and the resources of the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission (CPSC). This Commission has a proud hisrnry of assessing risk and 
providing leadership in consumer product safety issues acros~ a variety of industries. 

As a Commissioner since August of2009, I now have a tremendous appreciation for the 
work that goes on in an agency, including the time and effort that agencies expend 
implementing the Jaws Congress passes. It is not a simple task, and my colleague, 
Chairman Tenenbaum, has put in countless hours to ensure that the Commission meets its 
deadlines and fulfills the difficult tasks it has been given. 

Yly testimony today will focus on the devastating impact the CPSIA is having on 
Amc::rican businc::ss growth and competitiveness, as well as the strain it imposes on the 
Commission's resources, all with little or no offsetting improvement in product safety. 
will also propose four specific actions Congress can take to ameliorate these cffocts. 
Congress, through the appropriations process, could immediately (1) prohibit the 
Commission from expending any funds for the purpose of undertaking any further 
regulatory action without first performing a full cost-bendit analysis and making a 
finding that the cost of the action is justified by its expected benefits; and (2) prohibit the 
Commission from expending any funds for the purpose of launching the Public Database 
until the Commission's regulations ensure that the information contained in a report of 
harm submincd to the Database is verifiable, and the Commission has established an 
effective procedure for resolving a claim of material inaccuracy before a report of harm is 
put on the Database. Two longer term solutions that would require amending the CPSIA. 
include (I) changing the language at CPSIA § 10 l(b)(l) to exclude products or materials 
with a level of absorbable lead that the Commission determines not to be harmful to a 
child's health; and (2) eliminating ihird-party testing, certification and tracking labels of 
all children's products, allowing the Commission to retain its authority to impose such 
requirements only where necessary to address a risk with a specific product or material. 

J. Background on the CPSIA 

As you may know, the CPSIA was passed following a number of high-profile recall:; 
involving lead in paint found on children's toys imported from China. While the law 
passed with broad support in 2008, its many unintended consequences have since led 
both Democrat and Republican Members of Congress to introduce bills reforming the 
law. Last year, this Subcomrninee held a hc::aring on potential CPSIA amendments, and 
the Appropriations Committees of the House and Senate requested a Report from the five 
Commissioners in January of2010 on ways to amend the CPSlA. (See lhefallawing link 
for 1he Report to Congress and the Commi.Ysioners 'jive statements.· 
www.cpsc.gov!ahoutlcpsialcpsiarewrtOJ 152010.pdl). Thus, the law no longer enjoys the 
broad support it received in 2008. 
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II. Economic Impact of the CPSIA 

' .l 

Jn March 2009, Commission staff reported that the economic costs associated with the 
CPSIA would be "in the billions of dollars range.'" 1 Industry associations representing 
manufacturers of furniture, mattresses, spons equipment, children's clothing and 
handmade toys, just to name a few, have all told us that they will be saddled with 
enormous costs, first to reengineer their products to satisfy the new standards imposed by 
.the law, and then to third-pany test every component of every product they make to 
demonstrate compliance with all of the applicable standards. Small businesses without 
the market clout to demand that suppliers provide compliant materials have been hit the 
hardest. Many report that the new compliance and testing costs have caused them to cut 
jobs, reduce product lines, leave the children's market completely, or close. Attached is a 
sample list of businesses impacted by the CPSIA, as well as other economic data. 

This anecdotal data docs not reflect the full breadth of the law's requirements, because 
the most onerous provisions of the law have yet lo go into effect. The law's widest 
reaching mandate-third-party testing of all children's products for lead content - is 
stayed until Decemher 31, 2011. In addition, the Commission has yet to implement the 
law's mandate to third-party test to the phthalatcs or toy standards. When the CPSC is 
fully implemented, the entire process companies must go through to produce a toy or 
children's product will have drastically changed. Under the law, all toys must be tested 
at third-party labs for lead and phthalates, as well as to the toy standard, ASTM-F963, 
which the CPSIA made mandatory. As a result, a doll maker will be required to send to a 
third-party lab to be tested for lead. phthalates and any applicable rules under the toy 
standard, every component part, including each paint color used on the eyes, each button, 
the hair. and all of the accessories. After the components are fully assembled, the 
finished product will need to he sent back to a third party lab for additional testing and 
certifications related to the toy standard. Companies tell us that these requirements stifle 
innovation and product variety by erecting significant cost barriers to adding to toys new 
accessories, new colors. or other variations. For example, a large toy manufacturer told 
me that his company has had to "de-spec" certain toys in order to afford the law's new 
costs, which means removing accessories, moveable pieces or other parts - or, in the 
manufacturer's words, "taking the fun out of toys." 

According to a brief small business analysis by our agency, rhe cost to test one toy could 
range from $3,712 to $7,348-not taking into account that the toy will likely change to 
stay competitive for the nex.t Christmas season. or sooner, and every material change 
triggers a whole new set of tests." And these costs do not include the cost lo certify to 
these third-party tests, to add a tracking label, or to maintain the data and paperwork so 
that every component and material can be traced back to its specific test and lot number. 

1 Letter from Acting CPSC Cnainnan Nancy Noni 10 Representative John Dingell. March 20. 200Q. 

~Regulatory FlcKibility Analysis: Testing and Labeling Pertaining to Product Cmificati<ln, 16 CFR Pan 
1107. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, CPSC !Jocket No. CPSC·2010-0038. May 20.2010 
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All of these steps are required by the CPSIA without any regard for whecher the product 
presents a .s;i fet y risk. 

4 

In fact, while the costs to companies ofreenginecring products to meet the lead limits has 
been steep, many tell us that the ongoing costs to third party test, label and track every 
component have been and will continue to be much higher-all without any measurable 
benefit. A company making furniture for children's rooms would need to: 1) determine 
if its product is "primarily intended" for children 12 and under·---an issue for which the 
Commission has provided ambiguous guidance; 2) submit for testing to a third-party Jab 
every part of every piece of furniture that may be accessible on a children's product, 
including nuts, bolts, and varnishes (one piece of furniture may have fourteen different 
coats of finish); 3) certify each component based on each of these tests; 4) add to each 
piece of children's furniture a tracking label containing a Jot number that can trace each 
component to its specific certification and test; 5) maintain records for all tests and 
certifications for all parts of each children's product; and 6) start this process all over 
again, if they decide to make a material change to the product. including a change of 
color or manufacturing process. 

One furniture manufacturing company reported that it spent approximately S 13 million 
putting together a ksting, tracking, and labeling system for its children's furniture, even 
though not one of its components exceeded the new lead limits or otherwise needed to be 
replaced. There was clearly no safety benefit, yet the company has faced enormous costs. 
Large and small companies alike must hire a lawyer or other outside expert simply to 
ensure they understand the extent to which their products are impacted by various 
provisions of the law .1 

The CPSIA fails to make any distinction between large and small businesses, or foreign 
and domestic manufacturing, thus giving an obvious competitive advantage to large 
manufacturers who produce items overseas, where manufacturing and testing costs are 
cheaper. Meanwhile. the backbone of our economy, small businesses-from screen 
printers to manufacturers of chemistry sets for $Chools--are being forced to cut jobs or 
take other drastic measures due to the cost of compliance. 

The CPSIA third-party testing requirements and lead c()ntent .standards are far more 
stringent than the requirements governing products sold in the EU, Japan and other major 
markets. As a result, preexisting rules governing the export of domestically 
manufactured products that do not satisfy United States product safoty standards erect a 
significant barrier to domestic manufacturing growth. A company wishing to sell a 
product in a foreign market can only manufacture it in the United States for export if the 
product has never been in commerce before, and if it undergoes a lengthy pre-approval 
process by both the CPS<: and the receiving country. The CJ>SIA's new onerous 
requirements, combined with the difficult process for exporting products not meeting 
United States product safety standards, will encourage more businesse.s to move their 
manufacturing operations overseas. The CPSIA thereby undermines the economic 

l "Mane) finds Ci'SIA to be a Challenge," Product Safety lmcr, No~ember 9. 2009. 
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imperatives of increasing both employment and exports, and is incunsistt:nt with 
President Obama's exhortation that American companies relocate their manufacturing to 
the Li nited States. 

III. Impact of the CPSIA on the Commission's Resources 

s 

In both 2009 and 20 I 0, the agency focused its time and resources principally on 
implementing the CPSIA. Although the Commission is a relatively small agency (FY 
2010 fonding of$1 l8 million), its budget has grown by nearlv 48 percent ~ince the law's 
passage in 2008, with both old and new resources shifted away from more risk-baml 
priorities to implement the arbitrary, non risk-based mandates of the CPSIA, including 
the lead-in-substrate and phthalates hans, the Public Datahase, and the third-party testing, 
certification and labeling requirements. Over the last two and half years, the Commission 
has issued an estimated 3,500 pages of regulations and guidance documents as a result of 
the CPSIA-a large portion of which must be read and understood by every affected 
company in order for them to grasp the Jaw's complex requirements. 

The diversion of the Commission's resources to CPSIA implementation reduces our 
focus on genuine safety hazards. Our agency is charged with "'protecting the public from 
unreasonable risks of serious injury or death" from consumer products-but we cannot 
fulfill this mission if our time is spent primarily enforcing the CPS IA, including its 
complex, non-risk-based. testing and certification requirements. 

Indeed, since 2008, there has been a significant delay in progress on actions m address 
many genuine safety hazards, such as promulgating standards to reduce the risk of death 
and injuries caused by cigarette lighters, table saw blades and portable generators. 
These issues would be front and center on the Commission's schedule if it were not for 
the CPSIA. 

The new Public Database also will be a substantial drain on Commission resources. By 
the end of fiscal year 20 I l, the Commission will already have spent $29 million to 
develop the Database. And while we have not been able to estimate future costs, it is 
likely that the costs to maintain the Database will continue to strain Commission 
resources for years. 

IV. Proposals to Immediately Ameliorate the CPSIA's Effects 

A. Prohibit the Commission from expending any funds for the purpose 
of undertaking any further regulatory action without first performing 
a full cost-benefit analysis and making a finding tha1 the cost of the 
action is justified by its expected benefits. 

This Commission has received a considerable amount of anecdotal evidence from 
companies and trade associations regarding the costs to test at independent labs, as well 
as the cost of certification, tracking labels, continued testing, record keeping, testing to 
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product standards, and the potential rcputational and litigation costs that will result from 
the upcoming Public Database. Our staff has compiled some sample testing costs for 
toys and bikes, as part ofa Regulatory Flexibility Analysis for our Testing and Labeling 
Rule. But the Commission has never conducted a full cost-benefit analysis of any 
regulation we have promulgated under the CPSIA. 

6 

I believe such analyses would reveal that much of our CPSIA mandated regulation cannot 
be justified. To begin with, there is no scientific evidence suggesting there is any benefit 
from many oflhe Jaw's requirements. For instance, no government health agency, 
including the CPSC, has ever concluded that the components of children's products 
containing either 300ppm lead content or the interim-banned phthalates pose a safety risk 
to children. And until directed to do so by Congress in the CPSIA, the Commission saw 
no reason to make ASTM-F 963 a federal standard, or to require all toy manufacturers to 
send their products 10 third-party labs to test to this standard. Regarding lead, the 
Rnvironmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 
report that in 1978, about 13.S million children ages 1-5 had elevated hlood lead levels. 
However, by 2007-2008, this number had declined to about 250,000 children. 4 Similarly, 
2007 data indicates that one percent of children selected for testing across the country 
showed an elevated blood lead level as established by the CDC. This number was down 
from nearly eight percent in 1997,' and is likely attrihotable to the elimination of lead in 
gasoline, as well as lead paint education and abatement. The CDC and the EPA have 
issued guidance for reducing children's exposure to lead, and neither has ever suggested 
that parents take away a child's bicycle because of the lead in the substrate of the metal 
comprising the spokes, pedals or handlebars. !'Jor has it ever been argued that the CPSJA, 
with all of its costs, will lower the number of children reaching the '·tipping point" of 
having an elevated blood lead level. 

Because the CPSIA's new requirements are not risk-based, manufacturers are spending 
time and money satisfying arbitrary standards, rather than on improving the safety of 
their products to the benefit of consumers. In fact, many of these requirements amount to 
massive new paperwork and tracking systems. rather than actual modifications to the 
products themselves. The American Home Furnishings Alliance writes in a letter to 
Commissioners: 

[T]here has not been a corresponding benefit in the improved safety of children's 
furniture for children. All the representatives told you that their respective 
companies have not had to change a single material they use in the manufacturing 
of their children's product lines since they began testing to CPSIA in 2008 .... The 
testing is simply being done to attempt to prove a negative. 0 

Similarly, some industry associations have had very tew, if any, safety violations; yet, 
they are required to comply with onerous third-party testing, certification, tracking and 

• httn:/!w"'.~cma .. gi1.UP.P!:~o,l~~bfi:bi!Y!£!!l~~4L.hurde11.$·'.h.l ·graph.h'ml 
' hnp:!lwww.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/data/national.h1m 
'Lenertn Commissioners fr(lm the American Home Furnishings Alliance. November S. 201 O. 
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labeling requirements that will not improve safoty. The American Apparel and Footwear 
Association writes in their public comments on the Component Pans rule: 

As the CPSC continues to issue specific compliance requirements, manufacturers 
become increasingly wrapped up in ensuring compliance over ensuring product 
safoty. All AA.FA members have had long-standing quality control programs in 
place that have developed based on the product, production of the product and the 
manufacturer's unique circumstances. These prngrams are effective and do not 
need to be changed. To demonstrate, only .0084% of all apparel and footwear sold 
in the lJ .S. in 2008 were involved in a recall. Moreover, most apparel and 
footwear recalls have been drawstring violations - a compliance issue that results 
from lack of information not Jack of testing. 7 

The law imposes on small businesses onerous requirements that arc hurting the economy, 
without any evidence of a safoty benefit. The CPSM 's lead content standard, interim
ban of phthalates, and all third-party testing requirements are not based on risk. The 
CPSC has the authority to impose these types of requirements on any product or industry, 
if it dctcm1ines that a risk exists and these co~ts are necessary to reduce or eliminate the 
risk. 

Finally, there is a cost to consumers-not only in the loss of jobs in a struggling 
economy, but the loss of choice. Many manufacturers can afford the costly mandates of 
the law only by reducing their product lines, leaving the children's product mark.et, or 
"de-specing" their toys - with no offsetting improvement in safety. The costs of 
complying with the CPSIA will discourage newcomers to the market and choice will be 
reduced, even as prices increase. Some international toy makers have even decided to 
leave the American market due to the costs imposed by the CPSIA, although they are still 
offering their products to European consumers. g · 

There is thus overwhelming anecdotal evidence suggesting that the costs, both economic 
and intangible, to the economy, businesses and consumers far outweigh any minimal 
improvement in safety that could be attributed to the CPSlA. Congress could prevent 
further harm by prohibiting the Commission from eKpcnding any funds for the purpose of 
undertaking any Curther regulatory action wilhoul first performing a full cost-benefit 
analysis and making a finding that the cost of the action is justified hy its expected 
benefits. 

B. Prohibit the Commission from expending any funds for the purpose 
of launching the Public Database until the Commission's regulations 
ensure that reports of harm submitted to the Database contain 
~ufficient information to permit verification, and the Commission has 

r American Apparel and Footwear Association. Request for Comrnen1s. Docket No. Cl'SC-2010-0037 & 
CPSC-2010-0038. August 3. 2010. 

9 One American importer of toys lists on its website the European brands that it no long.:r offers for sale in 
the United Stales due to the CPSIA: hnp:i/www.curotovshop.com1gc1F.ndangaedTovs.as.11 
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e.~lablisbed an clTei.:tivc procedure for resolving a claim of material 
inaccuracy before a reporl of harm is published on the Database. 

Seclion 212 of the CPSIA requires the Cl~mmission, subjecl to the availability of 
appropriations, to establish and maintain a public, web portal accessible Database on the 
safety of consumer products. The statute identifies five .~ources from which the 
Commission shall receive reports of harm. These are (I) consumers; (2) local, state, or 
Federal government agencies; (3) child care professionals; (4) child service providers; 
and (5) public .~afety entities. CPSIA § 212(b)(l)(A). 
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Each of these categories of submitters is I ike ly to have first-hand knowledge of the harm 
reported. They can therefore be expected to provide accurnle and reliable information that may 
be useful to consumers seeking product safety information. 

Notwithstanding the stature's clear language, the Commission's Majority adopted a rule that 
greatly expanded the list of allowable submitters to the Database. For example, the 
Commission's regulalion defim:s "consumers" to include "attorneys'', and "public safety 
entities" 10 include "consumer advocates or individuals who work for nongovernmental 
organizations, consumer advocacy organizations, and trade a~sociations." 16 C.F.R. § 
1102. IO(a). This expansion goes against the statutory purpose that the Database he "useful" for 
consumers and not disseminate erroneous information." Indeed, the Majority has expanded the 
list of submitters to such an extent that anyone can submit reports of harm-thereby rendering 
meaningless the statutory language listing pe1mitted submitters. 

It is important that individuals with first-hand knowledge of incidents of harm involving 
consumer products be permitted 10 submit reports to the Public Database. However, groups or 
individuals with no direct knowledge of the incident, who did not see it happen or do not even 
know the person that was hanned, should not be permitted or encouraged to submit incident 
reports to the Database. There are several reasons why first-hand knowledge is essential. but the 
primary reason is accuracy. A Database fu II of inaccurate reports from individuals who have 
second or third-hand information is not remotely helpful to consumers using the Database to 
determine which consumer product they should purchase. 

Soliciting information from sources seeking to promote an agenda unrelated l<.l simply sharing 
first hand information invites dishonest, agenda-driven use of the Database--<liluting its 
usefulness for consumers. Trial lawyer.~. uns1.:rupulous competitors, advocacy groups and other 
nongovernmental organi:r.ations and trade associations serve their own agendas and lack an 
incentive to prioritize accuracy in their reports of harm. 

Trial lawyers or other groups with .self-serving moti1'es will use the Commission's Database to 
look for potential trends and patterns of hazards. Under the Majority's Database rule, these same 
groups could also submit to the I>atabase false and unverifiable reports to fuel a lawsuit. It is no 

'On the Senate Ooor, during consideration of the CPSI A on :v!arch 5, 2008, Senator Pryor stated: ''We 
h.-e tried to !ind sornething that i& balanced. rhat provides information, but also has some filtering so we 
make sure erroneous information i.~ not disseminated. Bui the goal of this provision b that Inc public has 
the righ1 10 know when products are dangerous:· 
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coincidence that these groups are strongly in favor of this public Database and of the Majority's 
inlerpretation of the statute, which expressly allows th~m to ~ut>mit reports ofham1. 

There are many advocacy groups and associations that serve a role in public policy, but may not 
have the incentive or ability to provide specific and accurale product identification information 
to the Commission's Database. For example, the l'ational Fire Protection Association (Nl'PA) 
supports government-mandated sprinklers in new homes. One cause of house fires is the use of 
cigarette lighters, which arc consumer products. Thus, the Nfl'.<\ ha~ a strong incentive 10 add 
all reports of house fires caused by lighters to the Commission's pul;>lic Databa~e. The more 
incidents in our Database, the belter case they can make that new fire prevention technology -
which some of their members sell-should be mandated in homes. 

But it is not important to the N FP A whether it correctly identifies a brand of lighter in an 
incident report. A lighter may appear to be the branded product of a particular manufacturer, but 
instead be a cheap counterfeit. The NFPA is interested solely in reporting house fire incidents; 
the particular brand oflighter is not relevant to its goal of promoting sprinklers. Meanwhile, the 
company identified in the report as the manufacturer of the cigarette lighter must defend 
counties.~ unverifiahle and potentially inaccurate claims about its product. Such inaccurate and 
unverifiable information is of no value to a consumer seeking information on the sarest type of 
lighter. 

By inviting trial lawyers, consumer advocacy organizations and trade groups to input reports of 
harm, the Commission has all but guaranteed that the Database will be a tool for lawsuits. policy 
agendas and anti-competitive activity. Under those circumstances, it cannot also serve its 
intended function of providing a reliable re.~ource for parents seeking useful information about 
product safety. A Database populated with such information will be no more useful than 
"Amazon.com", "Yelp.com", or any of the other hundreds ofwcbsi1es where anyone can submit 
comments on a product, and does not warrant tax payer funding. 

The problems caused by over expanding the list of submitters to the Database could have 
been reduced if reporis of harm had to be verified, or at least verifiable. before being 
published. llut the information solicited on the Database is inadequate to this purpose. 
With respect to the submitter, the Database requires that a "self-verification" box 
attesting 10 the report's accuracy be checked. Rut this will do little to discourage or 
prevent inaccurate reports of harm. Self-verification in the context of the Databa~e rule 
means only that the repori is accurate "to the best of the submitter's knowledge'', The 
"best" knowledge of someone with no first-hand knowledge is oflittlc value. An 
individual or group without first-hand knowledge will likely not have the full story of 
what happened-· including the exact type ofproducl, the recent history of the product, or 
even the precise cause of the incident. 

The scope of product information solicited on the Database under the Majority's rule is 
also inadequate. The only product information required is the identity of lhe 
manufacturer, the name of the product and the approximate date of the incident. This 
information is patently insufficient to permit reliable verification that the manufacturer 
and specific product are correctly identified. For example, a recent search of 
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Amazon.com for high chairs manufactured by one particular company produced a list of 
137 different high chairs ranging in price from $54 - $148. Given the broad range of 
identically named, yet distinctive products available from the same company at a single 
snap shot in time, a report ofhann relating to a particular manufacturer's high chair. with 
no reference to the model, date of purchase or other more specific ideniifying 
information, would be of no value. 

Carrying this example one step further, consider a scenario: Company/\ sells five 
million high chairs and Company B sells 5,000 high chairs. Company A has six incident 
reports on the Database and Company B has one incident report (all of which are 
unverifiable). Thus, a consumer could falsely conclude that Company A's high chair is 
less safe, even though simply due to the number of units it sold, it is more likely that 
people own that high chair-and more likely that reports on that high chair would make it 
into our Database. Or, it is also possible that some of the reports about Company A's 
high chair actually pertained to older models of the high chair that are no longer for sale, 
which means the information may be entirely irrelevant to pe<)ple using the Database 10 
look for safety information about current products on the market. 

The Majority rejected proposals contained in an alternative Database rule I offered that 
would have minimized such confusion and would have aided in the verification of reports 
of.harm that arc challenged by manufacturers as materially inaccurate. I proposed 
requiring that (1) reporters of harm include the consumer and/or the victim's identity and 
contact infunnation with a report (to be held confidential, as is current practice), so that 
the Commission could obtain additi()nal infonnatkm to evaluate a manufacturer's claim 
of material inaccuracy; and (2) th~ Database include fields for subminers to provide the 
approximate date of purchase of the product and whether the product was purchased 
"new" or "used", thereby allowing consumers to gauge the age and bener identify the 
1;pecific model. 

The Majority also rejected my proposal that the Commission withhold reports of harm 
from publication pending the evaluation of a substantiated claim of material inaccuracy. 
Instead, reports about which there is an adequately supported claim of material 
inaccuracy are posted on the lO'h day after they are submincd, unless the Commission can 
somehow resolve the claim in the brief intervening period. As of today, the Commission 
does not even have a procedure in place to evaluate claims of material inaccuracy, let 
alone one that could result in a determination in I 0 days. 

Notably, the Commission's Notice of Proposed Rulcmaking on the Database originally 
included an interpretation similar to the one I recommended. For example, § 1102.26 of 
the NPR states: "If a request for detennination of materially inaccurate information is 
submitted prior to publication in the Database, the Commission may withhold a report of 
harm from publication in the Database until it makes a determination."w 75 FR 29180. 

10 The preamble of the NPR contains analogous language: "If a request for determination of materially 
inaccurate in formation is submiued prior to publication in the Database. the Commission may withhold a 
report of harm from publication in the Database until it makes adetennination." 75 FR 99, at 29161. And 
this: ··we propose that in cases where a claim of materially inaccurate or confidential infonna1ion is under 
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That language could not have been included in the NPR without a legal opinion 
supporting the permissibility Qflhc pulic.:y c.:hoice. Thal the agency apparently believed at 
one timi:i that this approach is legally permissible. reflects, at a minimum, statutory 
ambiguity n:garding the point. 

Xot surprisingly given the NPR. many irnot most of the commenters assumed that incidents 
would not be published to the Database pending the determination of a material ina1:curacy 
claim. Although at least one commenter expressed the policy view that reports of harm should 
go up on the 10th day t.wen when such claims are unresolved, no one-not even consumer 
groups-argued that the statute legally prohibits the agency from withholding reports from 
publication for the duration of its investigation. To the contrary, several commentcrs proposed a 
detailed protocol for addressing claims of material inaccuracy, based on their understanding that 
reports would be withheld from publication while under review for accuracy. And yet the 
Majority's final rule now forbids delaying publication in those circumstances. and fails to 
establish any specific protocol for handling requests for determinations. Moreover, our agency's 
fiscal year 2011 appropriations request did not include even a single new FTE to resolve pending 
claims of material inaccuracy. and our fiscal year 2012 request does not provide sufiicient 
r.:sources to account for an anticipated increase in rcpons. These facts alone make clear to the 
business community how low the CPSC prioritizes its responsibility to resolve claims that 
reports of harm contain false or misleading information about products. 

Because the Majority's Database rule all but guarantees that the Database will be flooded with 
inaccurate reports of harm, it will be less useful for Commission staff in determining hazard 
patterns than are the 1:urrcnt, internal Databases we have today. Frankly, this is one of my 
greatest fears-·-that Commission staff will be overwhelmed by inaccurate reports (or the reports 
that get picked up by the media) and unable to use their expertise to search objectively for 
genuine haziirds. As the Database is swamped with misleading or inaccurate reports, they will 
drown out the accurate ones. 

The flood of potentially inaccurate reports that will be difficult, and onen impossible, to verify 
also imposes a tremendous burden on manufacturers. Substantial private ~cctor man hours will 
now be dedicated to understanding and responding to incident reports containing incomplete and 
often mistaken information. Manufacturers, who might otherwise view the Database as a means 
10 stay ahead of the curve in their ongoing cffons to improve the safety of their products, will 
have nothing but vague reports and guesswork on which to rely. The resources spent by a 
compai1y chasing down unverifiable information to avoid reputational darn age, W('uld he better 
dedicated to reviewing incidents known to relate to the company's products or otherwise 
promoting safety innovation.~. 

Congres~ could prevent the irreversible damage that unverifiable and materially 
inaccurate information will cause American businesses. and ensure the creation of a 
Public Database that is a useful tool for 1:onsumers, by prohibiting the Commission from 
expendi.ng any funds for the purpose of launching the Database until the Commission's 
regulations ensure that reports of harm submitted to the Database contain sufficient 

•evkw. the Commission, in its di~cretion, may withhold a repon of harm in port or in full uulil such a 
determination is made." 75 FR 99, at 29170 (Response to summary 26)(emph3Si$ added). 
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infonnation to permit verification, and the Commission has established an effective 
procedure for resolving a claim of material inaccuracy before a report ofhann is 
published on the Database. 

V. Proposals to Amend the CPSIA 

A. Amend CPSIA § lOl(b)(A) to exclude products or materials with a 
level of absorbablc lead that the CPSC determines not to be harmful 
to a child's health. 

Prior to enactment of the CPSIA, the regulation oflead in consumer products was based 
upon the Commission's general authority and expertise, exercised for over 35 years, to 
assess and reduce risk by evaluating scientific and human factors data. The CPSV\, for 
the first time, imposed specific lead content limits for all consumer products intended 
primarily for use by children. without regard for the nature of the product or the way in 
which the product is used. CPSIA § lOl(a). 

Because such a sweeping one-size-fits-all requirement would have decimated whole 
industries and eliminated from the market numerous products presenting no safety risk to 
children, Congress recognized three exceptions to the lead limit requirement. These arc 
(l) products containing lead that is inaccessible to a child through normal and reasonably 
foreseeable usc and abuse: (2) electronic devices for which it is not technologically 
feasible to meet the lead standard; and (3) products containing lead that will not result in 
the absorption of·'any" lead into the human body. CPSIA § JOl(b). 

The Commission has promulgated regulations creating meaningful exclusions from 
coverage by the lead limit for products meeting the first two exceptions. But it has 
interpreted the word "any" in the lead absorbability exclusion in a way that no product 
containing lead could ever satisfy. Because Congn:.ss dearly intended all three 
exclusions to have meaning. and in light of the Commission's decision to write the lead 
ab~mrbability exdu~ion completely out. of the law, it now falls to Congress to clarify its 
intent. The CPSIA should be amended to exclude products or materials with a level of 
absorbable lead that the CPSC detennines not to be hannful to a child's health. 

Drawing the line at the level ofabsorbable lead that is harmful to a child's health is 
consistent with the findings of our leading scientific agencies, the National Institutes of 
Health, the Centers for Disease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency. Only 
lead that is "absorbable" at greater than minimal levels is dangerous, especially to 
children ages five and under. Thus, the experts at the CDC and NIH have found that lead 
paint in old houses and lead in dirt near old gai; stations are the main source of 
environmental lead presenting a danger to small children 
(hnp://www.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/). In other words, the risk of absorhabili~V from lead in 
dirt that is eaten or lead paint in an old home that becomes chipped and may be inhaled or 
inges1ed is quite high. Notably, the Environmental Protection Agency standard for lead in 
soil is 400 ppm (http://www.epa.gov/lead/). This standard for safety is less strict even 
than the current 300ppm lead content standard provided in the CPSIA for children's 
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products, let alone the lowest technologically feasible level between 300ppm and lOOppm 
that the CPSIA will require in August of201 I. 

In many other laws relating to absorbable lead levels, standards exist to allow for 
unharmful absorption. For example. the Food and Drug Administration allows for 0.1 
microgram oflead in a one-gram piece of candy. 11 The Safe Drinking Water Act 
declares "zero lead" to be the objective for the amount of lead in water, but pipes 
carrying the water arc permitted to be 80,000 parts per million (8 percent) lead - allowinf 
for negligible, trace amounts to exist in the water we drink. 12 California Proposition 65 1 

as well as the European Union14 allow for a negligible amount ofabsorbable (or soluble) 
lead in children's products. PeQplc often arc surprised to learn that all children are born 
with a certain blood lead level. depending on the blood lead level of the mother. Some 
additional amount of lead (roughly one microgram per kilogram of body weight) ;s is then 
taken into the body every day through the food we cat and the air we breathe. 

Unlike these rational rules, the CPSIA, as interpreted by the Majority, has led to the 
banning or substantial reengineering of many producL~ that pose no risk of harm from 
lead. For example, the CPSIA has led to a ban on children's books published before 
1986, because the ink in them is likely to contain lead above the allowable level. Some at 
the Commission and many Members of Congress have expressed dismay that books have 
been affected, because children are not likely to eat the pages of old books or ingest more 
than miniscule amounts of lead after touching their pages. Likewise, youth ATVs and 
bicycles are outlawed or must be reengineered even though the lead that is in the hood, 
handlebars, or hubcaps will not become ingested and absorbed in meaningful amounts. 
Other everyday products such as school lockers, the hinges on a child's dresser, or jackets 
with zippers and buttons are outlawed if they contain tiny levels of lead in the substrate. 
Even ball point pens are outlawed if they have a toy or game attached to them and are 
marketed to children, due to the brass found on the tip. Because there are still negligible 
amounts of lead detectable by scientific equipment that may be wiped off by touching a 
bicycle handlebar, the CPSIA treats these items in exactly the same way it treats products 
that truly could hurt a child by increasing the blood lead level. 

However, none of our health agencies, including the CPSC, has ever found that brass 
musical instruments, vinyl lunchboxes or bicycles, all of which contain lead in the 
product's substrate, should be avoided even when a child's blood level is at or near the 

""Supponing Document for Recommended Maximum le,,el for lead in Candy Likely To Ile Consumed 
Frequently by Small Children." Food and Drug Administration, November 2006: 
hnp:/iwww.fda.gov/J'oodif' oodSafety/F 00dContam inan1s/\duherati<)l1''Me1alsiL~ad/ucm I 7 :!050. ht m 
12 Environmental Protection Agency, Safe Water Drinking Act. Fact Sheets: 
hnp:itwww.epa.gov/safewatcrtsdwa/t>asidnfonnation.html 
"California Office of Environmental Health Huard Assessment (OEHHA). Proposition 65 -
hnp:l!www.o.,hha.org/prop65.html. Children's Health at OEHHA. 
hup:ih>chha.ca.gov/puhlk infoipublictkidslschools04 I 707.html 
1
• European Committee for Standardization (CF.NJ. P.N 71-3 Safe!)' of Toys-Pan J: Migration of certain 

elements. CEN, Brussels. Belgium. 1994: http:i/ec.europa.eu/cnterpriseipolicicsieuropran· 
standards/documen1s1harmonisotd-standards-Jegi slatio n!Ji.~t -ref crenccsltoys.! 
1 ~· Centers for Discas<.: Conlrol, Agency for Toxic Sub~tances and Disease Registry, Toxic Substances 
Portal: l .ead: http:/1w11-w.atsdr.cdc.:,:o•il'HSiPHS.asp·?id~92&tid=22 
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"tipping point" for leaq poisoning. The Commission's interpretation of the CPSIA's 
absorbability exclusion requires the Commission to focus solely on lead limits and causes 
absurd consequences-such as banning products that pose no risk to children and forcing 
the agency to spend more time and attention on children's products with 350 ppm of lead 
than it does on riskier products or emergent issues like cadmium. 

Finally, children do not live cooped up inside of their rooms surrounded only by 
"children's products.'' Children live throughout the house, run around outside, and play 
with adult products such as pots, pans, furniture knobs, door handles, appliances and TV 
remotes. For example, the new costs as~ociated with this law will affect a young child's 
lamp (usually turned off and on by the parent) but not the lamp in the den or the living 
room that a child is just as likely to turn off and on. These products do not threaten a 
child's health due to their lead content, because the lead in them is not absorbable. This 
ti.irthcr illustrates the absurdity of the CPSIA's requiring the unnecessary reengineering 
of children's products with lead, while children are just as likely (if not, more likely) to 
play with everything else in the house. 

The primary and best way to restore the.agency's capacity to address "real risk" in the 
setting of its regulatory priorities and to align them with the existing standards of other 
federal agencies and around the world would be to amend the CPSIA to ensure that the 
agency can considcnhc absorbability (or bioavailability) of lead, and not just the total 
lead content of a given material. The CPSIA should therefore be amended to exclude 
products or materials with a level of ah~orbahle lead that the CPSC determines not to be 
harmful to a child's health. 

B. Eliminate third-party testing, certification and tracking labels of all 
children's products, allowing the Commission to retain its authority to 
impose such requirements only where necessary to address a risk with 
a specific product or material. 

As discussed above, the CPSIA's requirement that all children's products be third-party 
tested to the lead, phthalatcs, ASTM-F963 toy standard and all other applicable standards 
has and will continue to have an enormous economic impa~t on American manufacturers 
with no commensurate improvement in product safoty or compliance. Furthermore, the 
Commission has other new and more effective enforcement mechanisms that are more 
reliable than requiring manufacturers to cenify to having performed third-party test~. 

Today, the Commis~ion intercepts non-compliant toys through its extensive border 
control efforts, application ofx·ray technology to identify violative lead content, 
computer databases that flag previous offenders for greater scrutiny, the imposition of 
higher penalties of up to fifteen million dollars, and the threat of lawsuits and loss of 
reputation in the market. Notably, even prior to these improvements, the Chinese 
manufactured toys containing lead paint that were the impetus for the CPSIA were 
themselves identified and intercepted using the Commission's traditional methods. The 
company responsihle faced a class action lawsuit and a massive fine. 
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More importantly, the imposition of a third-party testing and certification 1equiremen< 
does not reduce the likeliho~>d of non-compliant products entering the country. 
Manufacturers were required to perform their own tests to be able to ensure compliance 
long before enactment of the CPSIA. Third-party testing will therefore not make 
violations by the honest companies who seek lo comply \.liith the law any less likely. 
Such companies already manufacture to all applicable standards, and will now merely 
incur greater costs to continue doing so. On the other hand, the truly bad actors who 
would knowingly violate the law are not likely to be reformed by the third-party testing 
and certification requirement. They will simply falsify certifications, and lhe CPSC will 
need to rely upon its other enforcement mechanisms to protect consumers from their 
products. The only difference will be that now some of the resources that could have 
been dedicated to more effective methods will be employed in the fruitless exercise of 
checking whether products entering the country are accompanied by the required 
certifications. And there will be more incentive to cheat, because the pricing advantage 
from not complying with the much more expensive third-party testing requirement will 
be that much greater. 

While the Commission has the authority to provide flexibility regarding thejrequencp of 
third-party testing requirements under the law, it does not have the ability to exempt 
companies altogether from burdensome testing requirements that do not improve safety. 
More specifically, the Commission lacks the authority to exempt manufacturers of 
otherwise safe products from the following: I) the initial, third-party test of every 
product or component to the Jaw's lead, phthalates and other mandatory standards; 2) a 
new, third-party test of any product or component after any "material change" in the 
product; or 3) the cost to certify, provide tracking labels, and maintain the data to trace 
each and every component. Without changes to the statute, the Commission's hands. are 
tied in addressing these arduous requirements, which are the main CPSIA costs 
burdening small businesses. 

l therefore recommend that Congress eliminate the third-party testing requirement 
entirely. Companies will still be required to test to ensure compliance, and the 
Commission will retain its new and longstanding enforcement mechanisms, as well as the 
authority to impose third-pany testing and other requirements where necessary to address 
a risk with a specific product or material. 

VJ. The alternative of adding a "funclional purpose" exemption should be 
rejected. 

Ranking '.'vfember Henry Waxman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee last 
year proposed a very limited "fix" to the prohlems of the CPS IA, known as a "fonctional 
purpose" exemption. The proposal would authorize the Commission to exempt a 
company's products from the CPSIA's lead limits if the company can show that the lead 
in the product serves a "functional purpose." This "fix'' would do more harm than go<Jd. 

Adding a "functional purpose" exemption to the Commission's authority would not 
provide the kind of broad exclusion flexibility that the Commission unanimously sought 
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in our January 20 I 0 Report to Congre~s. The concept is too narrow, expensive, and 
uncertain to provide much relief, particularly for small businesses that arc unlikely to 
have the resources available to determine available lead substitutes or even to put 
together as successful petition to a federal agency. Most companies will not have the in
house expertise (metallurgic, t:lc.) to make the showing that would be required to meet 
the burden of proof for an exception. So just a~ the exorbitant testing costs of the CPSlA 
favor large companies (who manufacture overseas) over small ones. so too will the 
exemption process favor the large companies with greater ability to spread their costs. 

Furthermore. forcing a component-by-component review of exceptions to the law does 
nothing to enhance safety, and ir converts the Commission from a safety over.;ight agency 
(like the FAA) into a product approval agency (like che FDA). That will slow the pace of 
innovation and dramatically increase the cost and lead time for bringing new products to 
market. Requiring separate exemptions for each product is al~o a very inefficient way to 
regulate safety. Even under the functional purpose exemption, the product cannot be a 
safety haz.ard. So if the amount of absnrbable lead in a particular material is determined 
to be safe and necessary to a product's function, the material itself should be exempted. 
Otherwise, multiple companies will be required to incur the same costs to establish the 
material's safety. and the CPSC will repeatedly make the same safety determination for 
different producrs. 

VII. Cooelusioo 

There is bipanisan agreement that the CPS TA has caused and wilt continue to cause 
tn:mendous harm lo the American economy in the form of lost jobs and failing businesses, 
with no offsetting improvement in product safety, The law has also diverted the bulk of the 
CPSC's resources toward regulating to the arbitrary mandates of the law and away from its 
more effective tools for protecting consumers from unsafe products. I urge this Committee to 
consider carefully my proposals to at least begin to ameliorate the harm caused by the law, 
before more business owners and their employees suffer nccdle5sly. At a time of anemic job 
growth and the continued flight of manufacturing away from the United States, relieving the 
economy of the unnecessary burdens of the Cl'STA would be an important step toward 
recovery. 

Thank you, Madam Chairman and Members of the Committee for calling chis hearing and for 
inviting me 10 testify today. I look forward to your que.~tions. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE CPSIA - EXAMPLES 
2009 and 2010 

Costs associated with the CfSIA 

I. In a letter from the CPSC to Representative Dingell in March 2009, Commission 

staff repor1e<l that the overall economic impact of the CPSIA would be in the 

"billions of dollars range." The Commission also acknowledge<l that the testing 
and cenification cost!> will fall disproportionately on small-volume businesses. 

(Leller from Aeling Chairman Nancy Nf>rd IO Repre.5entative Dingell. March 20, 

2009) 

2. '"MAJOR RULE" - CPSC acknowledges in its FY 2011 Regulatory Agenda that 
its main rule pertaining to the CPSIA's testing requirements ([PDF) CPSC 
Docket No. CPSC-2010-0038) is a "major rule" under the Congressional Review 
Act resulting in, or likely to result in: 1) an armual effect on the economy of 
$100,000,000 or more; 2) a major increase in costs or prices for consumers, 
individual industries, government agencies or geographic regions; or 3) 
significant adverse effects on competition, employment, investment, productivity, 
innovation, or the ability ofU.S.-based enterprises to compete with foreign-based 
enterprises. 

l. Jn an article entitled "Makers Arc Pushing Back on Toxic-Toy Law" (Wall Street 

Journal, March 5, 2009 

http://lmlinc. wsi-com/article/SB J 23621357629835 I 2 I .html), Joe Periera reported 
the following loss statistics: 

o Gootlwill Industries to destroy llZ!! !!!.illifil! in merchandise. 

o Salvation Anny expects to lose SlOO million in sales and disposal costs. 

o The Toy Industry Association estimates inventory losses at S600 million. 
o Members of the Coalition for Safe and Affordable Childrenswcar lost 

$500 million. 
o The California Fashion Association estimates troubled inventory at $200 

.mill.im!· 
o The Motorcycle Industry Council expects to lose 50.000 motorized bikes 

and four-wheelers worth at least $125 million. 

4. On March I I, 2009, Playthings Magazine reported updated data from the Toy 

Industry of America (see http://w\~w.plavthings.comianicle/CA6643505.html), 

including: 
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o From a pool of nc:arly 400 manufacturers and 220 retailers, the: TIA 
e:;timates losses of $2 billion in retail value. 

o More than $1 billion in already shipped merchandise has been returned or 
is being withheld for return. 

o More than $800 million in compliant merchandise is at risk of return. 
o ~of all respondents plan to eliminate jobs to pay for the CPSTA, with 

more than 1200 jobs reported to be in jeopardy. 

"TIA: Safety Act put~ S28 crimp in toy biz" 
311 li2009 . 

5. Separately, the Motorcycle Industry Council advised that total losses from 
disruptions in its members' businesses could total $1 billion. See: 
http:i/-wv.w. l stSiv~,com/harley-davidsonlmotorcycles/2009i02i2452/new-lcad
rulc-could-cost-m~nt;m;;yck:i!ldUstrv-l-billion-{IJ111Ual ly 

F.xamples of businesses closed due to CPSIA 
Most names provided by the Handmade Toy Alliance 

I. Whimsical Walncy, Inc. - Santa Clara, CA 
2. Fish River Crafts - Fort Kent, ME 
3. Kungfubambini.com - Portland, OR 
4. Baby Sprout Naturals - Fair Oaks, CA ht1p:J/www.babvsproutnaturals.con:i@..!2~1J.lf 
5. Gem Valley Toys - Jenks, OK 
6. Angel Dry Diapers Michigan 
7. Abracadabra Educational Craft Kits for Kids - Bend, OR 
8. Hailina's Closet - Ellensburg, WA (thrift store) 
9. Eleven 11 Kids 
IO. Perfect Circle Consignment - Bremerton, WA 
11. JenI.ynnDesigns - http:/iwaytobow.blogsP.ot.cQm/ 
12. A Kidd's Dream - Conway, AK 
13. Storyblox - New Vienna, OH 
14. Phebe Phillips, Inc. - Dallas, TX http:i/www.phebephillips.com/shopnow.htm 
I 5. Pops Toy Shop - mountains of Tennessee, Virginia, North & South Carolinas 

Businesses that have stopped production of children's lines due to CPSIA 
ltrfost names provided by the Handmade Toy Alliance 

l. Creative Artworks - Greenwood, AK 
2. Craftsbury Kids - Montepeliar, VT 
3. "Pockets of Learning" Special Needs Products Being Driven from Market By 

Testing Costs - Rhode Island 
4. Creative Learning C.onnection 
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5. Givcmy, Jnc I Mini Mc Geology 
6. HABA 
7. Challenge & Fun, Inc. -

http://online.wsj.com/aniclc/SB 1000 l 4240527487034787045746 I 25 73263963~§. 
.Q,_IJtm! 

S. Hands and Hearts Far East History Discovery Kit - Greenwood, SC 
9. Moon Fly Kids- Las Vegas, NV 

Businesses that dosed and list the CPSIA as one of the factors 
.Hott names provided by /he Handmade Toy Alliance 

1. Due Maternity - San Francisco. CA 
2. Frog Kiss Designs - Fairfield, CT 
3. Waddle and Swaddle - Berkley, CA 
4, Lora's Closet - Berkley, CA 
5. Raby and Kids Company- Danville, CA 
6. Baby and Beyond- Albany, CA 
7. Obabybaby - Berkley, CA 
8. Bellies N Babies -- Oakland, CA 
9. Oopsie Dazie - http://W\-\w.oopsiedazie.com/ 
I 0. Bears on Patrol - not a business, but program by police departments to hand out 

stuffed animals to scared children -
hnp:/ /lea mi ngres9.!1fccsinc.blogspot.comi2009/ I O/cpsia-cnsia-casual~..Y:Qf-week
for .html 

11. Simple Treasures 

Other companies hurt by retroactivity of the CPSIA's lead content ban: 

1. Gymb<Jree - "change in safety requirements related to levels of phthalates 
rendered about 1.7 million of its inventory obsolete" 

i. ~ttp://~_utsi:s.com/article/idUSBNG447602200<>0W2 

2. Constructive Playthings, Inc - '"We have millions of dollars worth of 
merchandise sining in 30 40-foot-long trailers waiting to be hauled out to a 
landfill somewhere," says Michael Klt:in, president of Constructive Playthings 
Jnc .... The banned products include beach halls, inflatable toy guitars and blow-up 
palm trees.' 

i. http:/{<;inlin~. wsj.com/article/SB I 2362135 762983512 ! .html 

Businesses no longer exoorting to the U.S. due to the CPSIA 
i'Host names provided by the Handmade Toy Allian,·e 

I. Hess -- Gennany 
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2. Sclt:cla - Gennany http://www.:t.r..-commcndsxum/dctail/bri::aking-ncws-selccta~ 
10-c.£aSt;?:Us-distribution-duc-to-cspiai 

3. Finkbeiner - Gennany 
4. Saling-Germany 
5. Simba - Germany 
6. Bartl GmbH dba Wooden Ideas - Germany 
7. Woodland Magic Imports - France 
8. Brio 
9. Helga Kreft - Germany 
I 0. Eichorn - Germany 
II. Kapla 
12. Kallisto Stuffed !\nirnals 

EuroToyShoo - On this company's homepage. you will find links at the bottom with a 
list of"'endangercd toys'' or "extinct toys" that arc still sold to children in Europe hut 
which the company .will no longer be able to sell in lht: U.S. due to the CPS!!\. 

Endangered Joys The CPS/A (Consumer Product Salm.Jmprovemenl Acri has 
unintended consequences. Now, some F:uropean toys are no longer available in 
the USA. 

hltp:i/w°"'w.curqt9Jfil:!9.P..CQ[IJL 

Associations that have voiced concerns to the Commission regarding CPSIA 's costs (list 
is not exhaustive): 

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers 
lntcmational Sleep Products Association 
Retail Industry Leaders Association 
Specialty Graphic Image Association 
American Coatings Association 
The Carpet and Rug Institute 
National Retail Federation 
Association of American Publishers 
Consumer Healthcare Products Association 
Toy Industry Association 
Glass Association of North America 
American Honda Motor Company, Inc. 
Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc 
American Home Furnishings Alliance 
Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association 
Handmade Toy Alliance 
Consumer Specialty Products Association 
Footwear Distributors and Retailers 
Fashion Jewelry Association 
Craft and Hobby Association 
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Halloween Industry Association 
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J\merir.an Apparel and Footwear Association 
Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association 
National School Supply and Equipment Assodation 
National Federation of Independent Business 
Promotional Products Association International 
Bicycle Product Suppliers Association 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the witnesses for their testimony and 
I am going to recognize myself for the first 5 minutes of ques
tioning. 

And my first question is to Chairman Tenenbaum, while well-in
tentioned, CPSIA is clearly flawed in many, many respects. What 
needs to be done to make it more workable? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Last January 
all of the Commissioners submitted a report to this committee and 
to Congress and it was a unanimous report in which we asked for 
four things. First of all we asked for greater flexibility to granting 
exclusions from the Section lOl(a) lead limits and that is now it 
is 300 in parts per million. In August it will be 100 parts per mil
lion. We asked for exclusions for ordinary children's books. We 
asked for a perspective application when we go to 100 parts per 
million so that compliant inventory now in the stores or are being 
shipped to the stores would not have to be recalled. We only want 
100 parts per milljon applied prospectively. And we wanted some 
relief and some flexibility for small manufacturers and crafters and 
so that was what we asked the Committee for. Mr. Waxman pro
posed a bill and that was discussed on both sides of the aisle. Mr. 
Barton had a bill and a number of members submitted bills but 
Congress did not take any action last year. So we are hopeful that 
this year we can have. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you for those suggestions. Let me move 
on to the next question because 5 minutes goes by so quickly. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I am sorry. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. That is OK. If you could clarify something for 

me though, in terms of lead exemptions you favor the so-called 
functional purpose exemptions. What do you mean by that and 
doesn't this threaten to bog down the Commission in making case 
by case determinations? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, under the Federal Hazardous Substance 
Act which is the act which used to govern the way we dealt with 
lead before they passed CPSIA, there was a functional purpose ex
emption. For example, if you had a chemistry set, you had to label 
what the chemicals were but we did not recall chemistry sets be
cause t he chemicals were needed for the functional purpose of the 
chemistry set. It was our thoughts, several of us that we could say 
if you have an ATV and you need the ATV or the bicycle lead in 
it to make it stronger or have greater machine ability when you are 
making an ATV or bicycle, then that is your functional purpose, 
and if it doesn't harm children then we could exempt you. We 
never envisioned this being a very complicated exemption process 
but as it was talked about in Congress it became very complicated 
and then it really sunk under its own weight. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. It seems to me that the Commis
sion's priorities get out of whack at times and you spend so much 
time focusing on trace amounts of lead but what about dangers 
that actually result in kids being hurt? According to one of my 
hometown newspapers, 20,000 children a year under the age of 5 
are injured in shopping cart accidents. Under CPSIA, things like. 
doll clothes must be approved by third-party testers. Are the lock
ing wheel devices on shopping carts tested? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, thank you so much for that question. My 
staff has made me aware of the problems with shopping carts and 
we have been engaged with the ASTM which is the voluntary 
standards making organization to look at shopping carts so that we 
can expedite the issues with those carts. I would have to note 
though because we. have increased resources we are able to. look at 
emerging hazards faster and that is why any cuts to our budget 
will knock us off course in terms of our ability to respond to emerg
ing hazards like shopping carts and lithium battery buttons and so 
forth. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, I can see. 
Ms. NORTHUP .. Madam Chair, first of all the functional purpose 

the way it was written would have been very difficult. It said that 
anybody applying for it would have to prove that there was no sub
stitute and as we heard in testimony yesterday, there is always a 
substitute. The fact is you will end up with a $7,000 bicycle. So its 
not that there is not substitute. But if a ball bearing for example 
and it is made of brass. is important in a bicycle, why is it not also 
important in a Tonka truck and the other items and so yes, bicy
cles might have the financial wherewithal to apply. They have to 
prove that there is no other practical substitute. They have to 
prove it doesn't hurt a child. I think that the minority of the Com
mission believes that if we exempt a material for one manufac
turer, we. ought to exempt that same material for. all because if it 
meets the bar that it is not going to harm a child then why is there 
any other reason for us to address it. And as far as yes, this has 
completely absorbed the Commission's time. There are things that 
have gone unmet. Things like table saws. There is technology that 
addresses this. There are 10 fingers that are cut off a day in this 
country. Carbon monoxide poisoning, 500 people die a year from 
that because of generators. These are things that are way overdue 
in the rulemaking that we have not taken up because there simply 
is not the time to do that. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the witnesses and now I would like 
to yield 5 minutes to Mr. Butterfield for his questioning. 

Ms. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
Let me address my questions to the chairman of the Commission 

and the chairman is right, 5 minutes goes very quickly so I am 
going to try to get through this. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I am trying to be. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. It is clear that the manufacturers have be

come critical of the Commission in implementing the database. and 
we have just talked about that. Even your colleague, Ms. Northup, 
has been somewhat respectfully critical of the database. Just last 
week in written testimony to the House Oversight and Government 
Reform Committee, the National Association of Manufacturers' 
president, Mr. Timmons, stated that, ''The final rule creates a de
fault for. immediate publication before any meritorious claims re
garding trade secrets or material inaccuracies are resolved." In 
your testimony today, you point our several safeguards in the final 
rule to protect manufacturers and I know this is an issue that the 
drafters of the act gave a lot of thought. If you have ever read or 
even glanced at this section of the law, you can see it is rather 
lengthy. In fact, the statute provides more procedural safeguards 
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then any other public database at a federal agency including 
NHTSA and FDA, and so I appreciate that the critique of the data
base provided by a witness on today's second panel is a bit more 
careful then what came from the manufacturers last week. None
theless, it seems to me that there is some amount of misunder
standing and misinformation about the database. I. would like you 
to help us clear up that with a few yes or no questions. Number 
one, is it correct that anyone who submits a report must provide 
to the Commission their name and contact information? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Mr. BUTI'ERFIELD. Is it correct that anyone who submits a report 

must complete a verification that the information is true and accu
rate? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Is it correct that within 5 business days of re

ceiving a report the Commission will transmit the consumer report 
directly to the manufacturer? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Mr. BUTI'ERFIELD. Madam Chairman, is it correct that the Com

mission will not publish that report until the tenth business day 
after transmission to the manufacturer? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Is it correct that during the 10-day waiting pe

riod the. manufacturer is given a chance to do three things?. Num
ber one, claim parts of the report are materially inaccurate. Num
ber two, claim parts of the report contain confidential information 
and three, submit its own comments to be made public along with 
the consumers report. Is that true? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, that is true. 
Mr. BUTI'ERFIELD. Is it correct that the Commission as prac

ticable will attempt to expedite that is expedite review of material 
inaccuracies where the manufacturer has limited the length of its 
submission? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is true. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Is it correct that the Commission will review 

all inaccuracy claims and will correct or remove any inaccurate in
formation published in the database? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Is it correct that the database will contain 

only reports of harm from a product and not general complaints or 
reviews about a product? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Is it correct that the Commission will seek 

criminal prosecution through the Department of Justice where it 
identifies repeated instances of false submissions? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Finally, and we are within the 5 minutes, let 

me quote from the final rule on this one: "The Commission will as. 
a matter of policy, redact the allegedly confidential information 
from a report of harm before publication in the database until it 
makes a determination regarding confidential treatment." Does 
that really mean what it says? Is it correct that no information 
claimed by a manufacturer to be confidential will be made public 
until this is resolved? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. That is true. 
Mr. BUTIERFIELD. All right, thank you, I don't know about you 

but those safeguards strike me as very adequate and I am very 
pleased with your responses. Thank you. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Would the gentleman yield for a second? 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Yes, I will yield to the gentlelady from Illinois. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you. 
I wanted to raise just the issue that our chairwoman raised 

about-oh no, it was Ms. Northup raised about products not being 
clearly identified, that there may be what? 

Ms. NORTHUP. One hundred forty-seven, that was it, yes. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Yes so that is there something in the regula

tions that makes sure that we are clearly identifying the actual 
product line that the product itself precisely so there isn't that kind 
of confusion so it is not just a brand name but that it is which ex
actly of the items? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, you have to give the product name but 
you don't have to give the model name. But you have to give the 
product name. You have to give the manufacturer, the date you 
purchased it, your name and verification and several other things 
but we are not required to do the model. But we are hopeful that 
people will give the model name to be more clear and we certainly 
will investigate. If we investigate we will find out what the model 
name is. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I think that is a reasonable thing to ask. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Ma'am, if we can move on before we get 

around to a second round of questioning hopefully. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. All right, OK, excuse me. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. But members the time is involved by the votes 

on the floor so I would like to recognize Mr. Harper from Mis
sissippi for 5 minutes. 

Mr. HARPER. Thank you, Madam Chair. 
I would like to ask, if I could, Commissioner Northup a couple 

of questions on some of this. What provisions of CPSIA do you 
think do not warrant the cost or regulation? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, first of all there have been no cost benefit 
analyses so there is we don't even know what the cost of these reg
ulations are. We estimated in 2009, billions of dollars. I have at
tached a list of companies that we know have gone out of business. 
Companies that we know have cut back. Companies that have left 
the market, the number of employees that have been cut off but 
there has been no broad study of that. But I would, the one. that 
we have stayed right now, the testing and third-party certification, 
because we have advanced technology we are better at the border 
then we have ever been. Our ability to get Jogs of what is coming 
into this country we know who the people are that maybe have a 
bad record, who has a good record. We have the ability to scan an 
enormous amount of products instantaneously as they come in. Our 
level of penalties we if something comes in and it doesn't comply 
the entire shipment is destroyed and so those threats have created 
an enormous pressure on the manufacturers overseas to verify and 
re-verify and check. The third-party testing and then the certifi
cation on top of that is creating a nightmare of paperwork because 
you have to track every nut, bolt, screw. Bicycles, 141 different 
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components so every time it changes in the manufacturing process 
you have to change the lot number, you have to change the 141 cer
tification numbers, you have to retest and they just, you know, 
they what it is old technology this sort of third-party testing. And 
if I may say, the people that are going to break those rules do you 
think they are not going to put in a new shipment. of snaps. and 
not change their certification or keep using the same lot numbers? 
We have such incredibly advanced ways of scanning materials com
ing into this country now that the cost of just that alone is going 
to be billions of dollars and it is on every single product even 
though the vast, vast, vast majority of them because of the fact, 
their products will be destroyed as they come in at. the. ports are 
fine. Let me just say that the database, we have spent $29 million 
on it. Yes, Representative Schakowsky is exactly right. It has the 
manufacturer's name. It may say a Graco high chair. It does not 
say which Graco high chair. It does not say the day it was pur
chased. You are supposed to say the approximate date of the acci
dent but I will just use the example of Thanksgiving, three grand
children. One is the new Graco high chair, one is the one I brought 
up from the basement that is 30 years old, one of them is the an
tique I have sitting by the fireplace. I could enter that as an acci
dent if the leg fell off of one of those. The manufacturer has no 
idea. Is this a 1990s high chair or is this today's high chair? Do 
I need to. conduct a recall today or do I have a product that years 
ago was produced? And by the same token, the parents who might 
go online and say OK I am going to buy a high chair. What data 
is in the database? They are not going to know. Is this a product 
that is on the market today? And finally, it allow anybody, not first 
person knowledge but it can be third-party. We are even inviting 
any organization to. download all their. data into. our database. So 
the manufacturer gets a report, a red Schwinn bicycle that the 
wheel fell off. Schwinn says I don't make a red Schwinn bicycle but 
you have to give your name if you are the entrant and you can be 
a bystander. You can be a third-party organization. You can be the 
Consumers Union. So we have no way to go back to the consumer 
and say can you help us figure this out. They. don't make a red bi
cycle and then we find out it wasn't. I had today a major company 
that sent me about eight examples of where there were two, one 
where a child died. It took 30 days for us and them to ascertain 
that it was a hoax. That is the kind of information. Those are 
things that come in everyday into our database. They are now 
going to. be public within 15. days of when they are entered and no
body is going to be able to verify because they are not going to 
know who the consumer is. 

Mr. HARPER. Thank you, Madam Chair. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. I would like to yield 

5 minutes to the gentlelady from Illinois, Ms. Schakowsky. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. My certain, OK, sorry .. 
I wanted to ask the chairwoman, is $29 million the cost of the 

database? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, that is not true and we have repeatedly 

said it is not true. We were charged when we were given new funds 
to upgrade our whole IT system. The database is around $3 mil
lion .. The IT system was. to get a data warehouse. We have five dif-
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ferent silos of data that couldn't talk to each other. Our database 
couldn't talk to CBP so we had done extensive upgrading of our 
whole IT system and the database cost about $3 million of that. 
Now, we have had a soft launch of the database and of the 900 in
cidents we have had in February most of them had the serial num
ber and the other thing we only out of that 900 we only had four 
material inaccurate claims and we had 723 businesses who signed 
up to have a business portal so they can get the information within 
5 days of us receiving it. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you. So actually you did. How were 
those four discovered that were inaccurate, or whatever word you 
used? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, the business portal when you sign up, the 
723 businesses sign up and we send them the report, they come 
back to say this information is materially inaccurate. Now, the law 
requires us to post the report of harm before we make the deter
mination of whether or not it is true. We are going to try our very 
best to determine if it is materially inaccurate and the company is 
right and not put it on the database within 10 days. But if we 
haven't received the information or haven't had the time to re
search it and get to the bottom of it if it is a very complex labora
tory issue and testing issue then we will have to post it and that 
is what the rub is. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. OK but I wanted to get to this issue of verified 
or firsthand. Here is my concern, one of the things that really in
spired me to work on this law was the death of a child, Danny Kai
ser, and his mom, Linda Ginzel who created Kids in Danger and 
became a great advocate over this tragedy. Well, she wasn't there 
when her son died in the crib. Would she be then ineligible to re
port on her son's death because she had not been at the daycare 
center or a parent who is not in the room when a child dies in a 
crib? How are you going to distinguish? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Actually I wrote an alternative database and ab
solutely the daycare center can put this information in, the parent 
can put this information in. Nobody wants people that don't have 
firsthand information not to be able to put this information in. The 
issue is more a question of third parties that are sometimes fourth
and fifth-hand information. Let me just say one of the things I 
have seen at the Commission is that organizations that have par
ticular safety agendas, marketing agendas want to use information 
of accidents to come to you and say there are 10 examples of this. 
You ought to pass a law. I will give you an example. The fire mar
shals, they want sprinklers in all buildings. We are not involved in 
that issue but they often put into fires in homes the fact that it 
was a BIC ]jghter. Well, it may not be a BIC lighter. In fact, BIC 
lighter has come to us and say please make them identify these 
better because what they really are is the cheap foreign knockoff. 
The problem for the company is if it says a BIC lighter. They are 
subject to a class-action lawsuit. They are subject to running 
around trying to. prove that it is not a BIC lighter. And we don't 
even have the name of the person whose house burned down. All 
we have is the person that entered the incident. the Fire Marshals 
Association. 
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Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I get what you are saying but I think that the 
organjzations that represent they become a portal for people who 
have been hurt. Also have tms, you can trace back tms informa
tion. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Many of them don't. We often have information 
where we cannot get back to who it was that was harmed and I 
would just say, as a parent that I knew what the product was that 
was at hand and, the question is would a bystander have that in
formation? This is really important information to have. If you as 
the chair. said I have never seen our agency be. able to. resolve. a 
question of material inaccuracy in 10 days, ever. There are ones 
that are still dangling out there that are 9 months old that we still 
haven't ruled on. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I yield back. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Good, the gentlelady's time has expired. 
The. chair. recognizes the gentlelady from Tennessee, Ms. 

Blackburn, for 5 minutes. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Thank you, Madam Chairman, and I want to 

welcome the two of you and thank you for being here and thank 
you for getting your prepared testimony to us. 

I think that we have in front of us CPSIA is sometmng that most 
people are just not real happy with. And I found it very interesting 
and, Commjssioner Northup, I want to ask you what you think 
about the results of that Consumer Union poll that Mr. Waxman 
sent around yesterday and a dear colleague and also would like for 
you, if you will, to continue to talk about some of the unintended 
consequences. You have mt on the absorb ability problems and the 
miscues. that are. there, businesses. closing. Of course we hear a lot 
from our charitable organizations about their ruspleasure with 
what we are seeing in the implementation of this law. Price in
creases we have talked about the database problems and then of 
course you were just beginning to touch on what I think is very 
dangerous for many of our American manufacturers and that is the 
fraud and infringement on their copyrights and the fraudulent 
merchandise, the pirated merchandise that makes it way and they 
found out about it later. This Schwinn bicycle is a perfect example 
of that. And so if you will talk about those unintended con
sequences that are coming into you and then touch on that Con
sumer Union poll because I don't think people are in favor of this. 

Ms .. NORTHUP. Well, I was. amazed at. the. poll. It rud say-first 
of all if you had polled me and said do you think the Federal Gov
ernment should be involved in consumer safety, wouldn't every one 
of us in this room say yes? I was pretty shocked only eight or nine 
out of ten said yes. What I was even more surprised is that only 
half of those that said yes said they are very much supportive of 
that. The other half said just somewhat supportive of the Federal 
Government being involved. But mostly I would say that the poll 
was written in such a way all of us do polls politically and we know 
if we want really accurate information we have to make the poll 
so that it doesn't slant the question. You could also have written 
it that says do you trunk the Federal Government should require 
businesses to. test every component of their cmldren's product in an 
outside lab increasing the price 20 to 30 percent for materials that 
are not even dangerous to them. What sort of results do you trunk 
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you would have gotten? Here is another one. Do you think the Fed
eral Government should have spent $29 million? Let me tell you, 
this whole database is we could have continued operating on the 
database we had. It was it only had to be changed because it was 
going up on a database where certain incidents that are not 
verifiable and can be entered trial lawyers,. consumer advocates or 
competitors was false information could be posted about legitimate 
companies. You know, what sort of poll do you think you would 
have gotten? I don't think either those questions or the questions 
in the poll give you the real truth that we need to if you really if 
what you are trying to do is poll the American people you need to 
actually give them this is better .. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK, and let me move on to the unintended 
consequences. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Yes, the unintended consequences I would just tell 
you that it was a month after being at the Consumer Product Safe
ty Commission. I was actually depressed because I thought that 
when I passed laws when I was. in the. General Assembly of Ken
tucky and in Congress and I sent them over to agencies and I 
thought they would make them rational and that they had more 
leeway. This law does not have a lot of leeway but we have heard 
from Members of Congress. Senator KJobuchar sent us a letter and 
said this law clearly was meant to exempt items that aren't where 
the lead is absorbable. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK let me stop you right there. 
Madam Chairman, do you think the agency's overreach in trying 

to implement this law the way they have overreached on some of 
these rules has attributed to some of the jobs loss that we have 
seen in the manufacturing sector in this country? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I don't think we have overreached. l think we 
have implemented it based on the plain language of the statute 
and the issue here is the statute gives three exemptions. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK, let me stop you right there because I want 
to move on to the question on the database, $29 million is what you 
have spent total on this database? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, we have spent $3 million on the database. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We also received funds and that is the whole 

$29 million, $3 million of which were the database which we did 
IT modernization. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Did you carry that out in-house or did you con
tract it out? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we had some contractors and some insid
ers. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK and the timeframe that it has taken you 
to get the database? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We had when I came to the Commission July 
29 we had not received the money from OMB because we. had not 
qualified to bring the money down so we started in July of '09 and 
that is when the money came in. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. But you still have problems with it both from 
the entry and the information side? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, we don't. We just did a soft launch. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Yield back. 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Yes, the lady's time has expired. 
The chair recognizes the gentleman from New York, Mr. Towns 

for 5 minutes. 
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much, Madam Chair. 
And also let me say it is good to see you. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you. It is great to see you. 
Mr. TOWNS. Happy to know there is life after Congress. 
Ms. NORTHUP. I have missed you. 
Mr. TOWNS. Let me just begin-first of all I want to clear up 

something. I keep hearing $3 million. I keep hearing $29 million 
on this database. I mean how much does this database really cost? 
Let me put it on the record here. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Three million. 
Ms. NORTHUP. The IT modernization cost $29. This is the first 

time I have ever heard the figure $3 million ever but it was nec
essary in order to have this public database so that everything 
could talk to each other but let me just say going forward this year 
we do not have additional FTEs in the budget to handle the cases 
that come in but after this year we do. So the cost is going to grow 
because we are going to have to manage all the questions of 
verification when, you know, the. verification that is part of the in
take of an incident is only a self-verification where you say to the 
best of my knowledge this is true and we know as we take in cases 
right now that sometimes people have the wrong product. They 
have, you know, so the verification that the litigation that is in
volved all of that will take more FTEs. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Mr .. Towns, we had five separate databases or 
silos. They could not talk to each other so if someone sent us an 
e-mail on CPSC.gov and said my stove caught on fire, it was this 
manufacturer and this model number we would then manually 
have to put into our incident report on computers but we had all 
five. We didn't have a data warehouse where one system could talk 
to the. other system. We needed an upgrade in our hardware in our 
computers. We needed an upgrade in software. So we could not 
even share information with CBP because our systems wouldn't 
talk together so all of this is a larger effort to get our technology 
up-to-date and that we have people who have said they have re
peatedly told Mrs. Northup that it is $3 million. It is not $29 mil
lion and so it is $3 million. The database is $3 million. It is not 
$29 million. 

Mr. TOWNS. OK, thank you. In 2008, CPSIA passed with broad 
bipartisan support. In fact I voted for it and was signed into law 
by President George Bush. According to your testimony, Commis
sioner Northup, this legislation has had unintended consequences 
you were talking about earlier. to small businesses because. of new 
testing standards. Would implementation of a component part test
ing rule benefit small businesses? 

Ms. NORTHUP. We hope so. What we would hope is that there 
would be there were developed on the market suppliers that would 
provide pre-tested, pre-certified components. The snap, the zipper , 
the. component so that somebody that say. makes a child's outfit 
could go to Michael's or whoever, the hobby shop and pick up these 
components pre-tested and pre-certified and then depend on those 
in their final certificate as, they would have currency. We would ac-
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cept those pre-certifications and certificates in the final product. It 
will help. It does not take away the fact that many small suppliers 
also had very small lots. They make things to order. They make 
things- for example at the toy fair I met a woman who makes 
things for the blind. She has to have buttons for the eyes because 
just painting them on doesn't give you the tactile benefit. We have 
educational toys that are very small lives and so all these seeking 
out these certification numbers, these pre-certified products then 
doing a final certificate that picks up all of those. Every time you 
go back to the store and you pick up another lot you have to change 
your final certificate. You have to change what your tracking label 
is so that it reflects a new certificate .. It is. a lot of paperwork and 
the small businesses are telling us that is why we are going to 
make one thing or we are going to get out of the children's product 
bus iness. It is very, you know, Ashley Furniture was probably the 
best example. They spent $13 million testing. They have 14 layers 
of primer and final product. They have every screw, nut and bolt. 
Not one product, not one component violated the lead limit but it 
was $13 for them to get the tracking and the component testing 
done so far. 

Mr. TOWNS. Thank you, Madam Chair. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. The gentleman's time has expired. 
I would like to recognize my new colleague from Kansas, Mr. 

Pompeo, for 5 minutes_ 
Mr. POMPEO. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
Chairman Tenenbaum, you said that there has been no cost ben

efit analysis performed at all, is that correct? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Under the CPSIA the Commission had manda

tory deadlines and also the CPSIA did not require the Commission 
to do cost benefit analysis. Now, under. the Federal Hazardous Sub
stance Act and no under CPSA which is our general act we do cost 
benefit. 

Mr. POMPEO. But there has been none on the database? So when 
we are talking about $3 million or $29 million that has been spent, 
I mean the real cost of this t hing isn't what we are paying for the 
database. It is the hundreds of millions of dollars this is going to 
cost small business but we don't truly have any idea, is that cor
rect, no analysis? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well , the Commission has not done that be
cause it is not our role to but we would certainly support any other 
agency that wanted to do one. We would provide them with the 
data. 

Mr. POMPEO. Thank you. I appreciate that. You said, "The rub 
is that we have to post it." You have to post it. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We have to post within 10 days. 
Mr. POMPEO. So would you support this committee recom

mending that we provide flexibility at your agency that you don't 
have to put it on that you can make a decision about whether. it 
is accurate and the right thing to do? Today you say we have forced 
your hand. Would you prefer that we gave your agency more flexi
bility? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I think we need to stay to a limit where we can 
get information out as quickly as possible to consumers. I have 
heard of too many deaths, Danny Kaiser, other deaths of children 
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because parents did not have the information and we need a quick 
turnaround if a product is a problem. We will make the best faith 
effort once it is given to us that it is materially inaccurate to make 
a determination. 

Mr. P OMPEO. I appreciate that. I think this, I am an engineer. 
I love data but I also and I run for office and I know what people 
put online exactly. 

Mrs. B ONO MACK. Will the gentleman yield for briefly? 
Mr. P OMPEO. Yes, of course, yes, ma'am. 
Mrs .. BONO MACK .. First day jitters, opening night. jitters up here .. 

We forgot to start the clock so we would like to point out that your 
time will expire at 2 minutes. 

Mr. P OivIPEO. That is great. I assumed it was my first day jitters 
that you were referring to. 

Mrs. B ONO MACK. That is right. It was your first day jitters. You 
had it right. 

Mr. POMPEO. That will happen as well. I just think this is a 
plaintiffs bar dream and I think the cost of litigation will be enor
mous. 

Ms. Northup, do you think it would make sense to delay the im
plementation of the database to let this committee work out some 
of the challenges to make sure that we get good information to the 
public and we don't end up causing all the problems that have been 
alluded to this morning? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Absolutely, as I walked around the toy fair in 
New York, one person after another raised this issue to me. Some 
already had issues that had come in on the soft launch and said 
there is nobody that knows what the facts are. on this. They don't 
have to give enough facts that you can possibly know what the 
product is. They don't have to give enough specifics that you can 
possibly know what went wrong with it or even if it is they can't 
even make the claim it is materially inaccurate because they have 
no way to correspond with us and have us be able to go back to 
the. source who. might have. firsthand information.. I think that 
when you consider the jobs in this country and you consider the 
fact that we are going to have manufacturers running around terri
fied about how they are going to answer a database question when 
maybe it is not even their product. Maybe it is a product that is 
not even on the market anymore. It is 20 years old. And consumers 
if I might say the benefit to consumers. I think of the ladders ad 
where you have two people playing tennis on the tennis court and 
all these people come running down to t he point where it is crowd
ing out the legitimate game of tennis. If you have all these data 
dumps from these organizations in here, the legitimate firsthand 
benefit that you can get from this database is lost and I might see 
that company X had a problem .. It might not be there. product. It 
might be a product from 20 years ago. I might think, OK I don't 
want to buy that product so I buy a different product and guess 
what? Really that was the safer product. So it is even misdirecting 
people to what is a hazard and what isn't a hazard, just some of 
the questions to stay within the timeframe. 

Mr . P OMPEO. Thank you, Commissioner Northup. 
I yield back my time. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. I would thank the gentleman. 
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I would and it is an honor to recognize the chairman emeritus 
and author of the original Consumer Product Safety Act as well as 
the conferee on CPSIA and the chair would recognize Congressman 
Dingell for 5 minutes. 

Mr. DINGELL. Madam Chairman, I thank you and I appreciate 
your courtesy in recognizing me and I com mend you for this hear
ing. 

As my colleagues some of them will remember and the members 
will remember we passed with the support of the unanimous sup
port of this committee a unanimous bill on this matter. It was an 
excellent piece of legislation. It got to the United States Senate and 
it got screwed up. And then we went to conference and the screw
up was worsened and it wasn't very long before I was being called 
by industry inquiring why a bill which had passed the House 
unanimously, come out of this committee unanimously had been 
turned into such a sad caricature. 

So I have some questions for the Commissioner and I want to 
welcome the Commissioner and I want to welcome you particularly, 
Commissioner Northup. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you. 
Mr. DINGELL. And I want you to understand this hearing is not 

critical of you but it is of the United States Senate and those peo
ple that screwed this up and we are going to try and figure out 
what it is we can make the matters right and help you to do your 
job. And I speak with particular outrage because years ago John 
Moss and I wrote the original legislation which created this your 
Commission in this room right here. It was a great success until 
the Senate got its hands on it and some members of the conference 
assisted actively in that screw-up. 

Yes or no to both Commissioners, Section 101 of the CPSIA per
mits the Commission to exempt certain materials and products 
from the ax lead limit? I believe that is so narrowly written as to 
be useless. Do you believe that Section lOl(b) needs to be amended 
in order to permit the Commission a more reasonable degree of dis
cretion in granting exemptions, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUl'vI. Yes. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. To both Commissioners, similarly given widespread 

concern about the feasibility of retroactively applying CPSIA's re
quirements to existing inventory, do you believe the applicability of 
such requirements should instead be limited to products manufac
tured after the act's effective date or the effective date of regula
tions promulgated by the Commission pursuant to the act except 
in instances where the Commission decides that exposure to a 
product causes a health and safety risk to children, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, for a hundred parts per million. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes, for all parts. If they are not dangerous we 

should allow them to still be sold. 
Mr. DINGELL. And you ought to have waiver authority, isn't that 

right? 
Ms. TENENBAUM .. Yes. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL .. That makes for intelligent regulation .. 
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Now again to both Commissioners, likewise I am concerned that 
the age limit for children's products defined in CPSIA unneces
sarily subjects certain products such as bicycles to more rigorous 
standards then otherwise necessary. Do you believe the age limit 
used in the definition of children's products should be lowered, yes 
or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. We have got a division. Do you believe that the 

Commission should have authority to deal with the question of 
waivers on that matter where it makes good sense, yes or no? 

Ms .. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes, except I worry about the big companies hav

ing the resources to ask for a waiver and for the exact same prod
ucts small ones won't. 

Mr. DINGELL. The little guys don't. 
Do both Commissioners, I am also concerned that the blanket ap

plicability of certification and tracking label requirements could be 
when required unduly cumbersome especially for small businesses. 
Would an exemption for small businesses like the one contained in 
the Food Safety Modernization Act be feasible in the case of con
sumer products, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I would like to study that more. I don't know. 
I didn't read the food act. 

Mr. DINGELL. That is a fair answer. 
Ms. NORTHUP. I would support that but I would support doing 

away with third-party testing and certification and just let the ad
vanced technology we have today. All the new tools that you gave 
us are plenty adequate to make sw·e that companies comply with 
our laws. 

Mr. DINGELL. Now, to both commissioners I will expect that you 
wilJ if you see fit make additional remarks for the purposes of the 
record and I sorry that I am so constraining you. Again to both 
commissioners, do you believe that the Commission's problems in 
implementing CPSIA can be remedied solely by administrative ac
tion by CPSC, yes or no? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No. 
Mr. DINGELL. Commissioner? 
Ms. NORTHUP. We could make some significant changes if we 

made the absorb ability exclusion mean something and I think 
there is we could have the majority of the commissioners didn't so 
it will take. your action to change that. 

Mr. DINGELL. I thoroughly agree. We have made a fine mess out 
of this. It has to be rectified legislatively. 

Again to both Commissioners, if not do you support amending 
CPSIA to address these problems? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Ms .. NORTHUP. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Would you assist the committee in our effort to do 

so? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. I will be submitting additional questions to the 

record to allow the. Commission to expand on these. matters and I 
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will ask Madam Chairman unanimous consent that my letter of 
March 4, 2009, to Commissioners Nord and Moore as well as their 
respective replies be entered into the record. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Without objection. 
[The information appears at the conclusion of the hearing.] 
Mr. DINGELL. And members of the. Commission, I just want to 

ask this one additional question. Do you believe that implementa
tion of CPSIA has overburdened the existing CPSC staff and re
sources? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Does. CPSC have adequate resources. with which to 

implement CPSIA as well as to carry out its other duties? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, if we are not cut. 
Mr. DINGELL. Commissioner? 
Ms. NORTHUP. No, I don't think we do but we could change the 

law and it would be sufficient and I am delighted to see you again, 
Representative Dingell. 

Mr. DINGELL. Well, you are welcome back here, Commissioner. I 
am happy to see you and I am sorry we are seeing you under these 
circumstances and just maybe we can fix this mess. Thank you. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman's time has expired. 
The chair would recognize the gentleman from Kentucky, Mr. 

Guthrie. for 5 minutes. 
Mr. GUTHRIE. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I appreciate the op

portunity to be here and I have to follow up Chairman Emeritus 
Dingell. To the other committee and back so I might have missed 
this but I know the ranking member asked questions about the 
database and Congresswoman Northup, my fellow Kentuckian, or 
Commissioner Northup, you were going. to. answer .. You may have 
since I was gone. They went through a series of questions on the 
database and did you agree with the security that it is a secure 
database and they did clear up all the problems or if you have 
mentioned that then we will move forward. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Let me just state again I think it is so important 
because this database is. going to be turned on that first of all the 
database rule that was written there was great divi sion within the 
Commission. It is one of the few things that has divided us so seri
ously. I just I want to reiterate that there are a lot of things that 
we agree with and that the chair has really done a magnificent job 
in coordinating with Customs and implementing so much of this 
law. It is a shame. that we. are sort of here on the biggest debate 
issue but it is going to be turned on in 3 weeks. It is going to allow 
anyone to input, anyone, any organization, third-hand knowledge, 
hearsay information and the type of things that we see everyday. 
We see a Facebook where somebody talks about Pampers and 
about that they are causing a huge problem. Suddenly we got in 
500 or we. get in all these. cases as I have to be careful I don't talk 
about what is confidential but I think we have made public state
ments that to date we have not been able to find that there is any 
problem with Pampers. But we haven't even finished providing a 
final statement on that. 

Mr. GUTHRIE. OK, I want to get to another question. Go on for 
just a minute. 
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Ms. NORTHUP. For the companies that then would be running 
around because somebody collected some information on Facebook 
and at this point the person that owns the Facebook account could 
transfer every one of those incidents into our database. They do not 
have to know who it happened to. They put it in as their entry. 
That is. legal. That is what they are supposed to do. It is the name. 
and contact information of the person entering it, not the con
sumer. 

Mr. GUTHRIE. Right, I just wanted to ask another question real 
quick. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. 
And,. Chairman Tenenbaum, and actually we met a long time ago 

when I was a State legislator and you hosted us for the Southern 
Regional Education Board in Charleston and you did a great job. 
Thanks but I am a manufacturer, my background, and like the Ad
ministration we are looking to create jobs and the ability to export, 
not just importing, increase our imports and my understanding is 
that CPSIA is that American manufacturers won't be. allowed to. 
sell their goods abroad unless they meet the lead standard that we 
just heard the Chairman Emeritus say we have got to fix. So and 
also they won't be able to sell abroad unless their goods have not 
been sold in the United States and never will be sold in the United 
States. So if they have never been sold in the United States or 
won't be they won't be able. to sell abroad unless they compete with 
this law that we just heard other comment we think is unworkable. 
Do you think this puts American manufacturers at a disadvantage 
to or we couldn't make something here and send it somewhere else 
to go into a product and then come back here? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, American manufacturers have to meet the 
standard which is 300 parts per million right now and 90 parts per 
million for lead. 

Mr. GUTHRIE. Well our point is that it is difficul t to do that and 
as the chairman emeritus has said the whole law we need to fix 
that. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, yesterday we heard testimony. Excuse me, 
I just interrupted you. 

Mr. GUTHRIE. No, go ahead. Go ahead. No that is fine. We are 
trying to get all of this in before we are out of time. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I am sorry but this came to mind but we heard 
testimony about one of the largest testing laboratories in the world 
and they said they tested over 90,000 data points and they found 
that 97 percent already comply with the hundred parts per million 
lead and so people are already going to that standard. And the 
other thing is that domestic manufacturers and importers have to 
comply with the 300 parts per million lead content and 90 parts 
per million. 

Mr. GUTHRIE. Part of it is the labeling too. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Right and Canada has already dropped their 

standard for lead content to 90. The EU has 90 but it is the solu
bility standard but it is roughly comparable and but it is so world
wide people are dropping their lead standards. Because I have an 
article from May 1936, which talks about the harm lead can do to 
children and just this article says even infinitesimal amounts can 
bring down the IQ. It is a potent neurotoxin. It can cause brain 
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damage and there is no de minimis standard known. There is no 
safe level of lead known. 

Mr. GUTHRIE. I am going to let you go. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Let me just say that we have health agencies that 

tell us about what is an unsafe level of lead. The CDC, the NIH, 
the EPA all tell us a child's lead level needs to be under 10 parts 
per deciliter of blood. Right now only one percen t of all children 
reach that and in every case even the consumers, I mean the 
American Association of Pediatrics tells us that if a child doesn't, 
they don't say it is their bicycle handlebars to take away those 
toys. They tell you it is because of lead in paint, lead in gasoline 
and what to do to offset those. No one has. ever. suggested in the. 
health community that your bicycle handlebars and things like that 
have anything to do. In fact, we allow more then that amount of 
lead, the FDA in a child's piece of candy can have more lead. 

Mr. GUTHRIE. As a manufacturer I can tell you if you agree with 
everything and it all works like it is supposed to, the traceability 
side of that because I have an automotive supplier. and he. said if 
he had to trace everything came in and went on, that is a real cum
bersome thing for our American manufacturers, I think. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman's time has expired. 
The chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Olson, for 

5. minutes. 
Mr. OLSON. Thank you, Chairwoman, and thank you to our wit

nesses for coming in. I greatly appreciate your time and your ex
pertise. 

I want to follow up on a comment you made, Commissioner 
Northup, and I will quote here, "We are better at the border then 
we have ever been." 

Ms. NORTHUP. I was talking about products coming in. 
Mr. OLSON. Yes, products coming in. Exactly. No, no, yes, yes, 

not yes but we don't want to open that. No, ma'am. 
I represent the Port of Houston which is the largest port in for

eign products here in America and you all know that the Panama 
Canal is being widened and deepened and it is expected to be 
opened in 2015. When it is these very, very large cargo ships that 
right now are coming to the western coast of Mexico, the western 
United States are going to punch through the canal and come to 
the Gulf Coast. Any my question is are you working right now with 
DHS with the Customs people to make sure that we have the re
sources that when these ships get through if not were going to 
have some of these toys and all the things we are concerned about 
that you can verify and test these things and get ahead of this 
curve so they don't come to the pier , get off the pier and go into 
our economy? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Really the person who has done so much on this 
is our chair and I feel like I ought to let you answer first because 
you have a lot you can say. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, first of all thank you. First of all, last 
year we were the first agency to sign a memorandum of agreement 
with Customs and Border P rotection whereby we get to see the 
manifest data. We have two people located at CBP and the CTAC 
office and we look at data on ships as it comes to. the United States 
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before it is even import before it is unloaded and we have also just 
finished a study on a risk management study so that we can target 
shipments and we are very, very accurate. Last year we, I had the 
numbers but we were able to have at least the targeted shipments 
that we stopped we found at least 50 percent had already violated. 
So we are working so that companies that don't have history of 
non-compliance can have a safe lane and those that we need to tar
get and monitor closely we will have information well ahead of 
time before they get into the port. Because I visited the Port of Sa
vannah and also the Port of Charleston and I understand that we 
need to get the shipments unloaded. 

Mr. OLSON. Yes, ma'am. 
Ms. Northup, any comments? 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes, only that it is so sophisticated it is so impres

sive. I think when you consider how advanced it is and the fact is 
one of the reasons we have so many fewer recalls is because we are 
intercepting things at the port and it does add to my claim what 
I believe is a reason why third-party testing and all the certifi
cation and tracking of every single component is goi ng to be obso
lete in compared to the new ways we have to survey what is com
ing into our ports. 

Mr. OLSON. Yes, ma'am. Thank you very much for those answers. 
I would encourage you to keep working with the Customs and Bor
der Patrol because this is will be big all a long the Gulf Coast . 

Ms. TENENBAUM. They are our strongest partners. 
Mr. OLSON. I mean it is not just the Port of Houston. It is all 

the ports along the Gulf Coast are going to be impacted by this and 
obviously we need to stop these products from getting in as quickly 
as we possibly can. 

The other question I have is about the impact of CPSIA on sort 
of the charities. Under the lead content test requirements right 
now is it a violation to donate clothes, toys or other items to chil
dren 12 and under if the items have not been tested and certified 
in compliance with law? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, it is not a violation for you to give clothes 
to Goodwill or Salvation Army or any other cha1ity. We have 
worked with all the charitable organizations and worked with 
States. We had a handbook. We have done an extensive education. 
We know that there are certain items that pose the largest risk. 
Children's jewelry could have cadmium or lead. Painted toys, items 
made out of vinyl because vinyl degrades quicker and lead can be 
exposed and there. have been high amounts of lead in vinyl clothes, 
in vinyl clothing. So we have worked with them on things they 
need to check and not resell. Also it is illegal to sell a recalled prod
uct under CPSIA so if a crib has been recalled or playpen you 
shouldn't sell it. But we work really hard with the States and the 
organizations to try to educate them on what are the high-risk 
products. 

Ms. NORTHUP. It is almost impossible to resell any children's 
product. As Goodwill told me in Kentucky they have lost a million 
dollars in sales in the first 4 months that this went into effect be
cause the fact is they actually paid $35,000 to buy an XRF gun. 
They hired somebody and trained them. By the time they found a 
button that passed they had spent more money then they would get 
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on a blouse for example, a child's blouse and they found that so all 
of those things went out. All the new standards we have made for 
durable goods make every other durable good that is in the market
place whether it is a car seat or a bath seat or you cannot sell them 
secondhand. So while it is not against the law for you to donate 
them. it is against the law for them to sell anything that doesn't 
comply. 

Mr. OLSON. Thank you, ma'am. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman's time has expired. 
The chair recognizes Congressman Lance for 5 minutes. 
Mr. LANCE. Thank you very much, Madam Chair, and good after

noon to you both. I am new to the ful1 committee, therefore new 
to the subcommittee and it is my honor to meet both of you and 
I look forward to working with both of you. 

As I understand that you have stayed portions of the law for sev
eral years in a row. I also understand that some manufacturers 
might still be worried that state attorneys general might enforce 
the requirements even though those requirements have been 
stayed and I would request your comments as to perhaps whether 
or not your stay should be effective with the States as well. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, the stay will automatically lift December 
31 of this year. Now what we have not and that is just for testing 
and certification for lead content, not lead paint. We didn't stay it 
but lead content. 

Mr. LANCE. Yes. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. And so but you still have to comply. So we 

didn't stay enforcement. Any manufacturer has to comply with lead 
paint limits, total lead content, limits on certain phthalates, small 
parts, magnets, and F963. Now, that means that attorneys general 
may enforce the law just as we might enforce the law. and the large 
manufacturers as well as the large retail, if you go into any retail 
establishment you will find that their products have been tested 
because they require before the Wal-Marts, the Toys R Us, Target, 
if they require you to show a third-party test and that is why many 
people are already testing. So the attorneys general are not stayed 
from enforcement and neither are we. 

Mr. LANCE. And bas that occurred in any situation with which 
you are familiar? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Sure we have several attorneys general who 
are very active in consumer product safety and you can as well as 
some States who have lower lead limits then we do. Illinois has a 
40 parts per million lead limit. Proposition, I mean California has 
had Proposition. 

Mr. LANCE. But do you know what? I do not. Do you know what 
it is in New Jersey? I do not know. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, but I can look it up. 
Mr. LANCE. Commissioner Northup, your comments? 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes, well first of all the attorneys general one of 

the things that the law did say is that attorneys general can en
force the law even though it is a federal law can enforce it at the 
State level and it has caused a lot of angst among manufacturers 
and, you know, even though Illinois has a 40 parts per million, it 
doesn't say that you can't sell it. It just says you have to label it 
saying it might cause lead poisoning in your child .. 
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Mr. LANCE. I see. Thank you, I did not realize that. 
A philosophical question, sometimes perhaps in all cases laws we 

pass here and that are passed at State capitols with which I am 
familiar have unintended consequences and then it is our responsi
bility to try to address them. Do you believe and I would address 
this to both of our distinguished witnesses. Do you believe that un
intended consequences might on occasion result in overreaching? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well here is the law that was passed-allows 
to exempt products. If we cannot exempt a product if normal use 
and abuse of the product results in any lead being absorbed into 
the human body, any lead. So that is why when you had bicycles 
and ATVs and books the any lead standard kicked in and that is 
where we say we need flexibility. 

Mr. LANCE. That would require modification of the statute in 
your opinion? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. It would require us to have some flexibility and 
that if there is no harm to the child or to the person using it then 
we could have a waiver or an exemption. We can grant an exemp
tion. 

Mr. LANCE. Ms. Northup. 
Ms. NORTHUP. I think by far the simpler thing and the thing to 

give certainty to the providers, the businesses is to have an exemp
tion that makes the absorb ability exclusion mean something. 
There were three exclusions. There were electronics. There was the 
inaccessible. We have made both of those two exclusions mean 
something considerable but we have decided that not one thing 
qualifies for the absorb ability. If you changed it to say no amount 
of lead could be absorbable that would cause any material change 
in a child's lead level we would totally rationalize this bill. 

Mr. LANCE. Would you suggest that this be done at your level or 
through by statute? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, I do make the argument I have a legal brief 
that I think that it did give us that because I believe that Congress 
when they passed it meant for that section of the law to mean 
something and there is a lot of statutory past interpretation that 
shows that you can't just write off a whole section of the law. But 
the majority of the Commissioners decided that we couldn't and so 
it will take a change by you. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. First of all that was. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman's time has expired and we need 

to move along but I would like to thank both witnesses for appear
ing today. 

I also urge both of you moving forward to reexamine how the 
Commission prioritizes risk. Let us focus more on real dangers fac
ing our children which may be going unaddressed at the present 
time and not perceived ones. Again thank you both very much. I 
look forward to working with you on fixing as Chairman Emeritus 
Dingell said all that is screwed up. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Thank you all. 
Ms .. NORTHUP. Thank you. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. We will just give a few moments for the sec

ond panel to get in place. 
The. subcommittee will come back to order. 
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On our second panel we have fow· witnesses. I would like to wel
come them all. 

Our first witness is J olie Fay. Ms. Fay is the founder of chil
dren's product company called Skipping Hippos based out of Port
land, Oregon. She is also secretary of the Handmade Toy Alliance 
which she also represents today. 

Our second witness is Wayne Morris. Mr. Morris is the vice 
president of Division Services for the Association of Home Appli
ance Manufacturers representing manufacturers of all sizes and 
various consumer products. 

Also today, we have Rick Waldenberg. of Chicago, Illinois. Mr. 
Woldenberg is the chairman of Learning Resources, Incorporated, 
a children's product manufacturer and direct mail retailer that spe
cializes in educational toys. The company is a small business but 
employs over 150 people. 

And finally, we will hear from Nancy Cowles, Executive Director 
of Kids. in Danger also based in Chicago. Ms .. Cowles is testifying 
on behalf of Kids in Danger, Consumer Federation of America, and 
Consumers Union. 

Again, welcome to all of you. You will each be given the 5 min
utes and to help you keep track of time, I am going to make him 
remember to keep track of time and when the light turns yellow 
before. you in the little box please. try to sum up. your remarks so 
that when the light turns red you are ready to stop. And with that 
we will welcome Ms. Fay for her first 5 minutes and just ask that 
you turn on the microphone and bring it close to your mouth and 
you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENTS OF JOLIE FAY, FOUNDER, SKIPPING HIPPOS 
AND SECRETARY, HANDMADE TOY ALLIANCE; WAYNE MOR
RIS, VICE PRESIDENT, DIVISION SERVICES, ASSOCIATION OF 
HOME APPLIANCE MANUFACTURERS; RICK WOLDENBERG, 
CHAIRMAN, LEARNING RESOURCES, INC.; AND NANCY A. 
COWLES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, KIDS IN DANGER 

STATEMENT OF JOLIE FAY 

Ms. FAY. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank 
you for inviting us here. 

I make children's ponchos in my home in Portland and I am tes
tifying today on behalf of the Handmade Toy Alliance members. We 
are the people knitting hats on the train and we. are the mothers 
in line with you at the store. We are the people from your home
towns who have grown up in families that craft and we are your 
neighbors and your families and we are constituents, and we need 
your help to bring commonsense changes to the CPSIA. Our busi
nesses were born from the desire for safe children's products. We 
make them with care and attention and most often from materials 
purchased from our local craft stores. Our dreams are to build her
itage products that will be cherished and remembered and saved 
for generations. 

Our broad membership experience is the unintended con
sequences of the CPSIA in different ways. Micro-sized businesses 
that craft and retail toys and children's products make up half of 
our membership. Often these are one-person businesses who 
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produce and sell in very small batches. The CPSIA makes no provi
sions for these businesses to be able to operate. People crafting in 
their homes are expected to third-party test the same way as a 
mass-market manufacturer. The cost of third-pa1ty testing for lead 
and ASTM standards are prohibitive in very small batches. Track
ing and labeling requirements are too burdensome and people find 
the law and its requirements too complex to understand and apply. 

At the Hollywood Senior Center in Portland, Oregon there is a 
small retail shop that sells items made by the seniors. They live 
on an incredibly small fixed income and would never be able to af
ford a single ASTM third-party test. The workmanship that has de
veloped over a lifetime helps contribute a small but very substan
tial supplement to their monthly income. These are artisans and 
this law makes them criminals. 

Another segment of small-batch businesses producing multiple 
items and selling in boutiques and online are also not able to ab
sorb the testing costs for their products and are treated equivalent 
to mass-market manufacturers. Companies who create only 20 or. 
so products producing in batches in 10 and 20 units simply cannot 
afford these testing costs and expect to be able to charge the same 
price or even a reasonable price. 

A third group hurt is in the specialty toy retailers. These are the 
mom and pop toy shops in towns across America. The CPSIA re
moves the ability for them to sell most safe and local products and 
many international products. Loss of specialty toys from Europe 
particularly tilts the children's marketplace in favor of mass pro
duced items and removes the opportunity for special retailers to 
differentiate themselves. Without the ability to offer unique items 
to sell in their store, there is nothing that can set them apart from 
their competitors. 

Finally, toy importers represent two percent of our membership. 
It is a small percentage but a big component of the culture of spe
cialty toys in America. Within this melting pot culture that we live 
in they provide access to many safe products from our ancestors 
and countries of origin enriching the value of play and helping the 
culture survive. The CPSIA treats these small-scale importers as if 
they were mass-market manufacturers and they suffer alongside 
the U.S. small-batch manufacturers. 

I grew up in Wyoming, where my great-grandparents were home
steaders. For generations my family has made toys and clothes and 
saddles for children. I cherish these items because they are from 
my family and they were. made. with care, just like what I make. 
Our members are people just like me from all across the country 
making safe products that we cannot afford to third-party test. I 
am here today because I want my children to continue this tradi
tion and to understand and learn from ow· entrepreneurial spirits. 
Crafting gives them joy and selling it gives them reward. 

While the HTA has worked closely. with the CPSC, we feel 
strongly that the current legislation does not grant the CPSC the 
flexibility to address our members' needs. Our membership is in 
need of a legislative fix that only you in Congress can give. Solving 
the problems of the CPSIA is not only for our members' immediate 
financial relief but will save generations of future handmade prod
ucts. For thousands of years cultures have been studied through 
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their handcrafted toys. In museums around the world there are ar
tifacts of handmade toys connecting the cultw·es of the past to soci
eties of today. What will the legacy be if the CPSIA destroys our 
generation's ability to share this piece of history? 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Fay follows:J 
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Good afternoon, my name is Jolie Fay. I am the owner of Skipping Hippos. I make 
children's ponchos in my home in Portland, Oregon. I am testifying on hchalfofthe 619 
Handmade Toy Alliance members. We are the people knitting hats on the train, we arc 
the mothers in line with you at the store, and we are the people from your church and 
home towns who have grown up in families that craft. We arc your neighbors, your 
families and your constituents and we need your help to bring conunon sense changes lo 
the CPSIA. 

Our businesses were born from the desire for safe children's products. We make them 
with care and attention, most often from materials purchased from our local craft stores. 
Our dreams were to build heritage products that will be cherished and remembered, and 
saved for generations. 

Our broad membership experiences the unintended consequences of the CPSIA in 
different ways. 

Micro-sized businesses that craft and retail toys and children's products make up half of 
our membership. Often, these businesses are family or single owner businesses with no 
employees who produce and sell products in very small batches. The CPSIA makes no 
provision for these businesses to be able to operate. People crafting in their homes arc 
expected to third party test the same way as mass market manufacturers. The costs of 3rd 
party testing for lead and ASTM standards are prohibitive in very small batches, tracking 
and labeling requirements are too burdensome and these micro-businesses find the law 
and its requirements too complex to interpret, understand and apply. 

For example, at the Hollywood Senior Center in Portland, there is a small retail shop. 
The items in the shop are exclusively made by their members. Handmade trucks and 
planes arc made by retired loggers in their 70's and 80's. They arc on an incredibly small 
fixed income and would never be able to afford a single ASTM laboratory test. The 
workmanship that has developed over a lifetime helps contribute a small, but very 
substantial supplement to their monthly income. These projects keep them active and 
give them meaning to each day. These are artisans. but this law makes them criminals. 

Another segment ofHTA members are small batch businesses. producing multiple items 
and selling in boutiques and on line. They also are not ahle lo absorb the testing costs for 
their products as the CPSIA makes no provision for these entities 10 continue to be 
economically viahlc after absorbing the costs of full CPSIA compliance. Again, they are 
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treated equivalent to mass market manufaccurers. Companies. who crealc only 20 or so 
products, producing in batches of I 0 and 20 units. simply can not absorb the testing costs 
and still expect to charge a reasonable price for the added expense. 

Representing 19% of our membership. a third group hurt by the CPS IA is small specialty 
toy retailers. These are the "mom and pop" toy stores tucked into towns all across 
America. The CPSlA removes the ability for them to sell almost all of the safe local 
products and many international products. Loss of specialty products from Europe, 
particularly, tilts the children's products marketplace in favor of mass produced items and 
removes an opportunity for specialty retailers to differentiate themselves. Without the 
ability to offer products uoique, which sets their store apart from the competition, there is 
little reason for the existence of the small specialty toy retailers. So the CPSIA limits 
consumer choice unnecessarily and creates a regulatory barrier to intemati<mal small 
batch manufacturers. 

The final group is specialty toy importers. representing 2% of our membership. It is a 
small percentage, but a big component in the culture of specialty toys in America. Within 
this "melting pot" culture that we Jive in, these importers provide access to many safe 
products from our ancestors' and countries of origin, enriching the value of play and 
helping the specialty market survive. The CPSIA treats these small scale importers as if 
they were mass market manufacturers and therefore they suffer alongside USA based 
small batch manufacturers. 

I grew up in Wyoming, where my greac grandparents were homesteaders. For 
generations, my family has made clothes, toys, saddles, and belts for their children. 
cherish these items because they are from my family, and they were made with care, just 
like what I make. Our members are people like me, from all across the country, making 
safe products that we simply cannot afford lo third party test. I am here today because I 
want my children to widerstand and lcam from our entrepreneurial spirits. Crafting gives 
them joy, selling it gives them reward. 

While the IHA has worked closely with the CPSC ··submitting comments on pending 
rules, attending CPSC sponsored workshops. regular email and phone contact with CPSC 
staff - we feel strongly that the current legislation does not !,'tllnt the CPSC the flexibility 
to address our member.~· needs. Our membership is in need of a Jcgislati ve fix that only 
you, in Congress, can give. 

Solving the problems of the CPSIA is not only for our members' immediate financial 
relief, but will save generations of future handmade products. For thousands of years, 
cultures have been studied through their handcrafted toys. In every museum arowid the 
world, there are artifacts of handmade toys -connecting the cultures of the past to 
societies of today. \\lhat will our legacy be if the CPSIA destroys our gener.itions' ability 
to share in this piece of history'? 
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Thank you for the opportunity to speak before you today. Please note that in my written 
testimony, I have shared some of our ideas to rectify the unintended consequences of the 
CPS IA. 
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About the Handmade Toy Alliance 

The Handmade Toy Alliance represents small toymakcrs, children's product manufacturers. and 
independent retailers whose businesses cannot survive without repairing the C<)nsumcr Product Safety 
Improvement Act (CPSIA). We are lobbying for meaningful reform of the CPSIA to aid small 
businesses caught in a snarl of unintended consequences. We need meaningful. common sense refonn 
to preserve the heart and soul of small batch specialty toys and children's products. 



Handmade Toy Alliance Platform 
The Handmade Toy Alliance (l-ITA) represents a broad spectrum of small businesses involved in 
production, retailing and importing of children's products. Our membership experiences the 
burden of the unintended consequences of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(CPSIAJ in different ways. Our platform outlines these issues for each business category along 
with the solutions and remedies desired by the HTA. 
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% Memu~rs' IHUft caused bV the CPSIA so1ut1~r.~ l4Hcleci· · · ·· 

Mlt.ro-buslness 
children's product 
crafter - retailer 

(single owner or small 
group, no employees, 
molcing toys or 
children's producrs In 
very small botches) 

48% The CPSIA ma~es no provision for micro
businesses to be able to operate - they 
are treated equivalently to mass market 
manufacturers 

• Cost of 3"' party testing for lead and 
ASTM F963 not economically 
feasible 

• Tracking, labeling and recordkeeping 
requirements burdensome 

• The law and its requirements are too 
complex to interpret, apply and 
attempt compliance 

• Provide an exemption from all 
3'd party testing, certification 
and from labeling requirements 

t For ew:amo•e; small family bu$ints1 producitig toys for l'et1t1 at craft s.howi or or-lioe, sole proprietor produ!in& unique chiidren·~ produ~s for retafl loc.al...,, a 
retired senior who 9toduC.t$ 20 wooden toys annually, • homemaker producil'lil artist«: chttdren's prodYcts and re-tailina through euy.com. 
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Handmade Toy Alliance Platform 

Business Type 

small-business 
children's product 
manufacturer 

{less than 10 
employees making toys 
or children's products 
in small batches Of as 
one-of·o·kind) 

...... 
%Members 

15% 

Issues Caused by the CPSiA 

The CPSIA makes no provision for 
these entities to continue to be 
viable businesses after absorbing the 
costs of the CPSIA - they are treated 
equivalently to mass market 
manufacturers 

• 3rd party testing and 
certification for lead content is 
too costly in small batches 

• 3rd party testing and 
certification for ASTM F963 is 
too costly in small batches 

• Tracking, labeling and 
recordkeeping requirements 
burdensome 

2 When .,nd it certified compolltrit parts art re.adily avail.ab!.-. 
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Solutions Needed 

• Allow compliance with lead content 
standards with less ei<pensive 
alternative$ like XRF scanning and 
component part certification1 

• Make ASTM F963 testing voluntary 

• Tracking labels become voluntary 
except for durable nursery items. 
Manufacturers implementing 
tracking labels benefit from a lesser 
burden in the event of a recall. 
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Handmade Toy Alliance Platform ~~ 

eus1nits5 fvpe : ' -~,% M~~;; " is;u~~'·e&~e'it b~ the lJsfi<P--: · · Solutions Needed 

Speclalty toy 
retailers 

{less than lO 
employttes retailing 
specialty children's 
products} 

i:~C!O.\f ·( ' ~:",;: P.•": ~~· 

19% The CPSIA makes no provision for 
speci1lty retailers to have access to a 
myriad of safe international 
products while simultaneously 
depressing the market for 
domestically produced specialty 
items 

• loss of specialty products from 
Europe tllts the children's 
products market in favor of mass 
retailers selling mass produced 
items 

• Loss of specialty pnoducts from 
the USA removes opportunity 
for differentiation with mass 
retailers 

• limih consumer choice 
unnecessarily 

• The CPSIA creates a regulatory 
trade barrier to international 
small batch manufacturers 
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• Recognize European Union safety 
standard EN-71 as an a!temate for 
CPSIA 

• Direct CPSC to monitor international 
standards in childrert' s products and 
recognize acceptable standards as 
alternates for CPSIA 

• See two previous categories for 
restoring access to domestically 
produced specialty products 
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Handmade Toy Alliance Platform 

Business Type % Members Issues Caused by the CPSJA 

Specialty toy 
Importers 

(less than 10 
employers importing 
specialty children's 
products) 

2% The CPSIA makes no provision for 
small scale importers I distributors 
of foreign children's products. They 
are treated equivalently to mass 
market manufacturers. 

• 3rd party testing and 
certification for lead content is 
costly in small batches 

• 3rd party testing and 
certification for ASTM f963 is 
costly in small batches 

• Traci<ing, labeling and 
recordkeeping requirements 
burdensome 

_-,. 

Solutions Needed 

• Allow compliance with lead content 
standards with less costly 
alternatives like XRF scanning 

• Make ASTM F963 testing voluntary 

• Tracking labels become voluntary 
except for durable nursery Items. 
Manufacturers implementing 
tracking labels benefit from a lesser 
burden in the event of a recall. 

• Recognize European Union safety 
standard EN-71 as an alternate for 
CPSIA 

For our membership and all Americans, the CPSIA regulations usher in a sea-change in the culture of children's products in 
the USA. Unless Congress ilcts, the accessibility of unique, small batch toys and children's products will significantly 
diminish. The children's products heritage of the neKt aeneration wlll be mass produced with little uniqueness. Save our 
members and save the culture. 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentlelady. 
And now we will hear from Mr. Morris for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF WAYNE MORRIS 

Mr. MORRIS. Thank you, Chair Bono Mack and members. of the 
subcommittee. Thank you for inviting the Association of Home Ap
pliance Manufacturers to testify on this important matter. 

AHAM supports the creation of a public database to assist con
sumers with easy access to relevant and accurate safety informa
tion, and it is important that that situation be properly funded. Of 
course there are many private Internet sites. that play the same 
role and so it makes little sense for the Commission to expend 
major resources to create a competing website unless it adds value. 
A critical part of that value proposition is that the information 
should be of high quality, accuracy and utility. 

Unfortunately, the Commission's current database design 
hinders the publication of accurate information. It places unreason
able burden on manufacturers and it does not require timely reso
lution of good faith material inaccuracy claims. We need the data
base to be news we can use. With a few changes the accuracy of 
the information can be improved. Nothing we are proposing inhib
its in any way the Commission from pursuing reports it receives 
from consumers or anyone. else. to see if a corrective action is nec
essary or a violation of the standards has occurred. 

Our testimony here is limited to what is placed on a public, inci
dent, Internet-based database. We have three points. 

One, the Commission should resolve claims of material inaccu
racy. According to the CPSC material inaccurate information is a 
report of harm in a report which contains "information that is. false 
and misleading and which is so substantial and important as to af
fect a reasonable consumer's decision making about the product." 
This includes misidentification of the product, manufacturer or pri
vate labeler, or the harm or risk of harm. 

The manufacturer has the burden of proof and must provide spe
cific evidence and describe. how the report is wrong and how it 
should be corrected. It is in every legitimate party's interest that 
the Commission post only accurate information to the database. 

Under the current regulations, all harm reports except for the 
ones of outstanding confidentiality claims have to be posted to the 
database within 10 days of transmitting the report to the company 
no. matter what. Accordingly, even if a company meets the Commis
sion's burden of proof and responds within the short 10-day period, 
by submitting substantial evidence of material inaccuracy the Com
mission will post the complaint to the database before resolving the 
material inaccuracy claim. The Commission actually has no obliga
tion to resolve the material inaccuracy claimed by any particular 
time. As we. all know, once. information has been published on the 
Internet even if it is revised or retracted later, it stays in cyber
space forever and may already have done damage. 

We believe it is wrong for the Federal Government to allow com
panies and their brands to be unfairly characterized, even slan
dered without evaluating the company's claim. Because of the ex
tremely limited timeframe to receive. the. information, analyze it 
and develop a response, we believe that it is unlikely that many 
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companies will comment on a high percentage of reports of harm 
and the chairman spoke earlier of the soft launch proving what we 
say. If a company does respond, basic fairness requires that the 
government decide before the data is publicly released. 

Two, the eligible reporters to the database should be limited to 
those with direct information. The CPSIA lists those who may sub
mit reports of harm to the inclusion of public incident database. 
The Congressional specificity of these groups was purposeful to en
courage their involvement and to make clear that those who are 
the consumers, their representatives, first responders or care pro
viders to consumers should not participate in the database for their 
own ends. This applies to trial lawyers, consumer groups and even 
trade association like mine. Remarkably, the Commission is now in 
the final database rule shoehorn certain non-governmental organi
zations into a definition of public safety entity. Congress should re
instate the original intent of the legislation. 

The database ought to be limited to those people who purchase 
the product, use the product or cared for someone who has suffered 
an injury. Otherwise the database is simply a blog and there is no 
reason for the Federal Government to displace or compete with pri
vate blogs. 

Three, the Commission should require a registration a model or 
other descriptive information. There are thousands of categories of 
consumer products, manufacturers and brands where there are nu
merous models of a product. Although the Commission encourages 
submitters to provide more detailed information which will allow 
the public and manufacturers to identify which particular product 
was subject to alleged incident, it does not require that informa
tion. This is a mistake which Congress should remedy. 

The suggestions that we have made do not prevent a useful, ac
cessible public database. Rather, we believe our proposals enhance 
the utility of this new mechanism. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I would be glad to an
swer questions. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Morris follows:) 
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Association (If Home Appliance Manufacturer8 
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Hearing on Review ofCPSIA and CPSC Resources 
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Chair Bono Mack and m~bcr.; oflhe Subcommillee, thank you for inviting the 

Association of llomc Appliance Manufacturers to testify on this important matter. 

Al!AM represents manufacturers of major. portable and tloor ~arc home appliances, and 

suppliers to the industry, AHAM's membership includes over 150 companies throughout the 

world. In the U.S., AHAM members employ tens of thousands of people and produce more than 

95% of the household appliances shipped for sale. The factory shipment value of these products 

is more than $30 billion dollars annually. The homt: appliance industry, through its products and 

innovation. is essential to the US consumer lifestyle. health, safety and convenience. Through its 

technology, employees and productivity, the industry contributes significant number of U.S. jobs 

am! economic security. 

For over JO years, AHAM has been at the forefront of product safety through consumer 

education, support of safety standards and promoting good safoty practices in the United States 

and throughout the world. We have worked with the Commission closely in a number of areas, 

including. for example, advocating improvement in safety dcsigJt. manufacturing and practices in 

China. We supported passage of the CPS!A (albeit we advocated significant amendments) and 

·"2 
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greater Commission funding. R<.'Contly. 111c supported lhe use of the Commission's new 

authority under CPSA section I S(j) with respect to hair dry<.'l's. 

All throughout my career. I have been engaged in a variety of safety activities. I oversaw 

product safety for several appliance manufacturers, helped mimage <• lcadin~ safely testing 

laboratory. and since having been aE AHAM, have led our efforts with the Commi~~ion and 

safoty standards organizations in the United States and intemationally. I serve on the board of 

the lntem<1tional Consumer Product Health and Safety Organization. I hope that my friends and 

colleagues at the CPSC and consumer groups unden;tand that AHAM's and my motivation is to 

support product safety in the context of a reasonable and fair regulatory system. I also want t(l 

clarify that my comments are not a criticism of the hardworking and dedicated employees at the 

CSPC' with whom I have worked for many years and who do their best even under difficult 

circumstances. The Commission and its staff have done an excellent job of making sure I hat 

viewpoints from industry have been heard. There have been several meetings, open hearings, 

and web meetings to allow for questions and comments. The process has been quite open. 

In addition, I currently serve as the Chairman of1he Industry Trade Advisory Committee 

!\:umber 16 on Standards and Technical Trade Barriers to the U.S. Department of Commerce and 

the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative. In this work. our FACA Committee looks at 1he 

openness, transparency and national treatment oftcclmical standards and testing work that is 

done around the world. Jn addition. our committ .. e advises Congress on trade agrel!mmts. 

AHAM supports the creation of a public database and we also support the funding 

necessary to execute this endeavor properly. Even before the enactment l•fCPSIA. the 

Commission had authority to creal..: such a d3tahasc, and we recognize that many wnsumers are 

p3 
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interested in easy access to relevant safety infonnation. Of .:ounoc, there arc many privale 

internet sites that play the same role so it makes little sense for the Commission to t:l\pend major 

resources to create a competing website unles~ it adds value. We believe that a crilical part or 

that value proposition is that information should bt of reasonably high quality. accuracy and 

utility. Otherwise. the application of significant CPSC resources is redundant and wa.~teful. 

Unfortunately. in several respects. the Commission has made a policy choice or a legal 

interpretation to ~tructure the design and operation of the website to dccrca•c the quality and 

accuracy of information. to place unreasonable burdens on manufacturers, and not to require 

timely resolution of good faith material inaccuracy claims. 

Fortunately. a few changes in the statute will make the operation of the database more 

fair, reasonable and accuraic without undercutting the program. AHAM would like i:o make sure 

that the database contains "news you can use." The database will never be perfect but at least 

where there are motivated manufa<..1urcrs who want to ensure more accun1te entries, this 

participation ought to be supported. 

I want to preface our specific recommendations by being clear that nothing we arc 

proposing inhibits in any way the Commission from pursuing reports it receives from consumers 

or anyone else 10 sec if a corrective action is n<..-ccssary nr a violation of standards has occurred. 

Reports of serious or potentially serious injucy or ham1, and even reports without a lot of detail, 

can still be reported to and pursued by Commission. Our tcslimony here is limited to what is 

placed on the public incident, internet-based database. 

These comments are consistent with President Obama·~ new executive order on 

regulatory review which requires tailored, balnm:ed rules. OMB has urged independent agencies 

to comply with the executive order and memoranda. 
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I. Information Should Not be Released to the Public Databa~c While Then- is a 

Pending Claim of Material Inaccuracy 

Commission's decision under CPSA Section 6A(c) (4) regarding material inaccuracy 

claims is dismaying. 

According to CPSC, materially inal.'.curate infonnation in a report ofhann is a report 

which contains "information that is false and misleading.. and which is so substantial and 

important as to affect a reasonable consumer's decision-making about the product." This 

includes misidentification of the product, manufacturer or private labeler or the hann or risk of 

hann. The manufacturer has the burden of proof and must provide specific information and 

evidence and describe how the report might he corrected. 

To meet su..:h a high standard of proof. companies need sufficient time to investigate the 

claim. In this regard, we think rhat the I 0-day requirement is unreasonable and provides 

substantial challenges for the responding companies. Surely, since thousands of reports will be 

posted to the database every year (most unchallenged), if Congress increases the 10-day 

resrcmse, it would cenainly not undermine the benefits to consumers and, as noted, would have 

no impact on the Commission investigating serious allegations. 

A slight increase in time would also deal with the problem of CPSC not allowing brands 

10 be registered. The extra time need.~ to he used by the brand owner to notify the manufacturer 

or importer. A retailer may have brands of the same product built by several manufacturers. 

Panics who raise frivolous allegations should be s:m<.1ioned (as should reporters of harm). 
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Moreover, it is in every kgitimatt: party's interest that the Commission does not post 

materially inal.<¢urate infonnarion to the database· there is no value in inaccurate or misleading 

information. Under the current regulation, all harm-reports (except for the ones with outstanding 

confidentiality claims) have to he posted to the database within ten days of transmitting the 

reports to the companies. Accordingly. even if the companies meet their burden of proof and 

respond within an incredibly short period (I 0 days) to a notice of a proposed posting and submit 

colorahle and substantial evidence of material inaccuracy. the Commission will post the 

complaint to the database even if it is has not resolved the material inaccuracy claims. Indeed, 

there is no specific obligation under the regulation for the Commission to resolve the material 

inaccuracy claims by any particular time. Yee. as we all know, once information has been 

published in the public, internet database, even if it is revised or retracted later. it stays in 

cyhcrspa~c foTever and may already have been used and disseminated to many orher sites and for 

many purposes. 

It is wr<>ng for the federal government to allow companies and their brands to be unfairly 

characterized, even slandered, without the govenuncnt evaluating a company's claim. Further, it 

is unwarranted 1hat the Commission has as much as seven days to remove the complaint from the 

database, even after it determines that the report was materially inaccurate. 

The law should be changed so that it is clear that no infonnation may be published on 1he 

database if there is a pending claim ofmalerial inaccuracy. lfthe Congress wants a foderal 

program that provides valuable infonnation to consumers, while not unnecessarily burdening or 

hanning US industry. then this simple due process should be required. 

Because of the extremely limited timcframc II> receive the infonnation, raise it with the 

appropriate personnel within the company. analyze it, and develop a response, it is unlikely that 
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many comp<mies will be able to re:;pond in a timely manner to a significant percentage of reports 

ofhann. lf a company, however, docs go through those lengths in such a sh<irt period of time, 

basic fairness requires that the government respond before the data is publicly released. Note. 

we are not advocating extra time for litigation or appeals. just a basic administrative decision. 

2. The Eligible Reporcers to the Database Should be Limited, as Congress 

Intended, to those with First Hand Information about the Harm or with a 

Relationship to the Consumer. 

CPSIA Section 6A(b)( l)(A) lists those who may submit reports of harm for inclusion in 

the public incidenl database: (i) consumers; (ii) local, state vr federal government agcm:ies; (iii) 

healthcare prnfessionals; (iv) child service providi:rs: and (v) the public safety entities. The 

Congressional specificity of these groups was purposeful: to encourage their involvi:mcnt and to 

make clear that those who arc not the consumers, representative of the consumers, first 

responders or care providers to consumers should not participate in chis database for their own 

ends. This applies to trial lawyers, consumer groups and even tr.1de associa1ions. Remarkably, 

originally the Commission proposed an "other" category, but then recognizing that that wa~ 

clearly uoauthorizccl, has now in the final Database rule shoehornccl ccrtaiu oon-govcmmcntal 

organiwtion8 into the definition of''public safety entities." This action also i.s impr(>per. 

Congress should reinstate 1hc intent of the legislation. 

Whatever value the database will have will not be because of mmor. speculation, misuse 

or "salting" of the datahasc. Groups with a variety of motivations should not be allowed and do 

not need to place their often unwarranted opinions in a federal govcnuncnt database; there are 

countless intemct sites for that purpose. The database ought to be limited to those who purchase 
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the product, usc tht: product or cared or treated those who may have suffered from injury related 

to the product. Otherwise, the datahase is simply a blog, and there is no reason for federal 

government to displace or compete with private hlogs. 

3. In the Interest of Accuracv, the Commission Should Rcguirc Registration of 

Model or Other Descriptor Information. 

There are thousands of cat~·gories of consumer pniducts. manufacrurers and brands where 

there 11rc numerous models of a product within a general family of products. Although the 

Commission provides space and encourages submitters to provide more detailed information 

which will allow the public and manufacturers to identify which par1icular product was subject to 

the alleged incident or harm, it does not require that information as long as it is confident that it 

is a produ1:t covered hy CPSC. This is a mistake which the Congress should remedy. 

In most cases, more specific information is available to the consumer, which includes not 

only the manufacturer or brand but also the model number or other descriptor. Yes, there arc 

consumer products (like rubber balls) where it is doubtful that the consumer will be able to 

provide much infonna1ion beyond a name or brand, but where such information is available, the 

Commission should require it to be reported. The far.:t that such a requirement caMot always be 

adhered to i$ no reason not to apply it as much as possible. This action, which the Commission 

has resisted and in which our own thinking has evolved, will incrca~c the usefulness of the report 

to reviewing consumers and will enable manufacturers a better chance to respond to the alleged 

repor1 or to at least evaluate it for need to improve the product or take other actions. 

.oa 
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We do not believe the totality of these suggcstinn~ prev1.mts a useful, accessible puhlic 

datahase. Rather, we believe that these proposals enhance the utility of this new mechanism. 

Improving the quality and fairness of the program will help prevent improper, unverified 

infonnation from being publicized by the federal government. 

Thank you for this opportunity to testify, and I will be glad to answer any questions. 

----------------------·----·-----.... 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you , Mr. Morris. 
And, Mr. Woldenberg, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF RICHARD WOLDENBERG 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Chairman, Ranking Member Butterfield and 
distinguished members of the. subcommittee, thank you for the op
portunity to testify this morning. 

My name is Richard WoJdenberg. I am chairman of Learning Re
sources, an Illinois-based 150-person manufacturer of educational 
materials and educational toys. I am accompanied today by my son, 
Ben, and my daughter, Alana. This is my second appearance before 
the subcommittee to testify about the. CPSIA. 

Three years after its passage, the high cost of the CPSIA, its 
overreaching and intrusive nature, its non-existent impact on in
jury rates and its depressing effect on the markets is beyond dis
pute. What remains a mystery is why we did this to ourselves in 
the first place. 

The crisis, such as it is,. seems. like. a media-fed hysteria. CPSC 
recall statistics reflect only three unverified injuries and one death 
attributed to lead from March, '99 to April, 2010, out of literally 
trillions of product interactions by tens of millions of children. No
tably, there was only one recall of phthalates in U.S. history, 40 
little inflatable baseball bats in 2009. 

The possibility of injury is real but what is the. probability of in
jury. Supporters of the CPSIA have never proven a causal link be
tween the reported hazard in children's products and actual cases 
of injury. This is a very serious indictment of this law. 

Children can take lead into their bodies in many ways including 
through the air, water and food everyday. The CPSIA places all of 
the blame on children's products without any substantive proof of 
cause. Lead or phthalates poisoning may seem so frightening that 
no price is too high to pay. In our panic, the absence of proof that 
children's products are causing injury hardly seems to matter. But 
in the wake of Toyota, is jumping to conclusions about causation 
still acceptable? Is it responsible government to simply argue that 
the CPSIA doesn't harm children and that businesses will just ab
sorb the costs? 

The harm inflicted by the CPSIA has been brought to the sub
committee's attention time and again over the last 3 years. First, 
absurdly high compliance costs. We have experienced a 10 times in
crease in costs from 2006 until 2011, all without any change in the 
safety of our products because they were safe. to. begin with .. This 
cost jobs and curtailed business expansion opportunities. 

Second, rules mania. Doubt over the interpretation of CPSC rules 
is widespread. No wonder the rules and law applicable to our busi
ness now balloon over 3,000 pages and counting. Several customers 
respond to this uncertainty by instituting their own safety rules. 
One even insisted that we test for lead in paint even if the. item 
had no paint on it. 

Third, absurd complexity. The explosion of safety rules makes it 
difficult or impossible to know how to comply. In the context of a 
real product line there is just too much to figure out. What is a 
children's product? What isn't? What is a toy? Which materials 
need to be tested or retested?. In practical terms, it is a nightmare. 
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Other rules make us look stupid to customers. Consider for in
stance this warning on one of our rock sets. "Caution, federal law 
requires us to advise that the rocks in this educational product 
may contain lead and might be harmful if swallowed." This is a 
form of humiliation. 

Fourth, liability risk deters cooperation. Under the CPSIA the 
CPSC has become a coercive enforcer of rules with little mercy or 
sense of proportion and no exercise of judgment. This environment 
certainly contributed to a lack of cooperation by component manu
facturers who won't test for CPSIA compliance and subject them
selves to CPSC persecution. Trust has been destroyed in so many 
ways. 

Congress must restore to the CPSC the responsibility to assess 
risk. My top five recommendations are that first, the CPSC should 
be mandated to base its safety decisions, resource allocations and 
rules on risk assessment. Second, the definition of children's prod
ucts should be limited to children six-years-old or younger and the 
definition of toy for phthalates purposes should be limited to chil
dren three-years-old or younger. Third, lead in substrate and 
phthalate-testing should be based on the reasonable business judg
ment of the manufacturer, not mandated outside testing. Resellers 
should be entitled by rule to rely on the representation of manufac
turers. Fourth, mandatory tracking labels should be explicitly lim
ited to long-life heirloom products with a known history of injuring 
the most vulnerable children. And fifth, the public injury incident 
database should be restricted to recalls or properly investigated in
cidents only. Manufacturers must be given full access to all posted 
incident data including contact information. 

In conclusion, I urge your committee to address the fundamental 
flaws in the CPSIA to restore order to the children's product mar
ketplace and to protect small businesses from further damage. I ap
preciate the opportunity to share my views here today and I am 
happy to answer your questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Woldenberg follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. WOLDF..NBl:RG 
Chainnan, Li:aming Resource~, Inc. 

Vernon Hills, Illinois 

As an operator of a small business making educatio11al product~ and educational 1oys. I have had 

a front row seat for the implcmcntalion of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement A..:t of 2008 

(CPSIA) by the Consumer Product Safety Commission (C'PSC). On the occasion of this oversight 

hearing, I wam to highlight the economic damage \\Tought by the Cl'SIA lead and phthalate rules without 

achieving filll'. material improvement in safety statistics. I also want to draw attention to pending rules or 

rules currently bc:-ing implemented with the potential to put additional pressure on manufacturers and 

retailers. all without benefit to children. Finally, I offer my suggestions on how to fix the Cl'SIA. 

Children arc our busint·ss and the safety of children is our number one priority. Hie CPSIA. 

unfonunately, purportedly to protect children from vaguely-defined dangers. has dran1atically impacted 

our business model, reduced our ability to make a prolit and creace jobs, pared our incentive to invest in 

new prot.lucts and new markets, and generally made it more difficult 10 grow our business. Given these 

considerable sacrifices, I wish I could say the Jaw made our products safer, bul the fact is that it hasn't. 

Out company, Leaming Resources, Inc., has recalled a grand total or 130 pieces in a single recall since 

our founding in June 1984 (these products were all recovered from the market). Our managcfllcnt of 

safety risks was highly effective long before the govcmment intervened in our safety processes in :?00~. 

The government's "help" has noc raised our safety game but i1 has reduced our bottom line and cost some 

of our employees their jobs. 

The precau1iom1Ty principle of the CPSIA attempced to fill perceived "gaps'' in regulation by 

making it illegal to sell children's products unless proven safe prior to sale. Yet the glacial 

im)llemelllation of this law by tht: CPSC has tested and disproved the case for mandatory tesung. 

Mandatory testing for lead·in-subsrrate and phthalatcs (the bulk of the testing requirements under the 

CPS! Al has not been implemented by the CPSC yet recall rates for lead in children's producrs have 

collapsed. [Notably. there has only been one recall for phthalatcs in U.S. history - a tiny recall of 40 
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inflatable toy baseball bats m 2009.) Since August 2008, U.S. manufacturers and retailers have faced 

rigorous new lead content limits withoul the obligatnm to irnlcpcmlcntly test their products prior to sale. 

There is no sign of a Jack of consumer confidence as a consequence. despite dire predictions by consumer 

groups. The fall in recall rates suggests that c lcar standards and a 101 of industry engai,>ement produces 

good safety results. The last 30 months were a test of the theo'Y behind the CPSJA - and the theory 

failed. 

The CPSIA significantly broadened the reach of federal safety regulation well beyond what was 

needed to deal with the lead-in-paint toy recalls that made headlines in 2007 and 2008. Under the CPSlA. 

the definition of a "Children's Product" subj~-ct to regulation now encompasses ALL produces designed or 

intended primarily for a child 12 years of age or younger (IS U.S.C. §2052(a)(2)). This definition ensures 

that virtually anyihing marketed to children will he subject 10 the restrictions of the Consumer Product 

Safety Act (CPSA), irrespective of known or quantifiable risk of injury. Put another way, this delinilion 

ensures that many product categories wi1'1 a long lf'adi1io11 of sr1f1:1y a~ now subject to the withering 

requirements of rhis law for the first time simply because they fall within the overly broad definition of a 

Children's Product The affected safe products span the U.S. economy - books, t-shirts and shoes, ATVs, 

bicycles, donated or res a le goods. musical instruments. pens and educational products. The popular 

assertion that the "common toy box" justifies this mighty li&t has no factual support but condemns these 

product categoric• to CPSIA's punishing jurisdiction. No one keeps their ATV. t-shirts, carpets, pens and 

toys in a big box. The absence of widespread actual childhood lead injuries caused by children's products 

sugg~·sts that the "common toy box" is matter of a parental supervision and 110 concern of the federal 

government. 

The consequences of the change in the consumer safety Jaws to a precautionary posture ha$ had 

notable negative impacts and promises to create further problems, namely: 

a. Increased Cost~. The new law creates a heavy burden for testing costs. From 2006 to 2011, our 

company's testing costs jumped ten-fold. We estimate that our testing costs will rise further 

when the crsc (as anticipated) lifts its testing stay at the end of 2011. and could multiply again 
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if lhc CPSC enacts (as anticipated) its draft "15 Month Ruic'' on testing frequency and 

"reasonable testing programs". Testing costs arc ollcn thousands of dollars per product. Having 

employed one person to manage safety testing and quality control for many years, we now have a 

department of 5.S plus an outside la\\o')'er on retainer. We fund lhcsc jobs by di~continuing profit· 

producing sales. marketing and product deve loprnem jobs - the CPS IA is NOT a stimulus 

program. Personnel. legal am/ 01her out-of-pocket safef>• e.xpe11ses (be.vide.< testing) Ii.we more 

them quadrupl<!d i11 thr! fast 1firee years - all without improving our alrcady <?Xemplary safety 

record. 

b. Increased Administrative Expenses. TI1e CPSJA requires that all children's products include 

tracking labels on both the packaging and the product itself. Rationalized as ··analogous" to date 

labels on cartons of milk. tracking labels are in reality nothing but pure economic waMc as 

applied to the vast array of "Children's Products" under the CPSIA. In our case, we have 

estimated 'that we will spend $50,000 in CPS!/\ tracking label expenses for every dollar of 

hypmhct1cal recall cost "saved". Ironically. with the strict new safety regime in place, we believe 

the already small chance of a product safety problem has been n·duccd further - making our 

investment m tracking labels vinually worthless by definition. The money to pay for all chis 

administrative busy work comes from foregone business opportunities. We are being forcc1/ to 

liqufrlate 011r compa11y w llpply tracki11g labels 1ha1 no one will ew!r use. 

An equally frustrating bureaucracy has sprung up around recordkeeping under this law. 

Burdensome requireme111s spawned by the govenimenl's new involvement in our quality control 

processes forced us to make large new investments in infonnation technology with no possible 

return on investment other than to make the federal government happy. In addition, the pending 

CPSC draft policy on component testing promises to convCJ1 the simple task of obtaining a 

complete suite of safety test rcpoiu in10 a byzamine recordkccping nighmtare. We will now be 

forced tn 111anage each componellt separately, tracking test reports on a component-by-component 

basis. Our produ<:t \in~ of 1.500• products may have tens of thousands of CPSlA components 
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managing so many components separately is a mindhogglmg undertaking. It all sounds good on 

paper - but just try ac1ually doing it. The system will collapse of its own weight or will he 

ignored. Will 1his make cluldren safer'/ 

c. R~duc~d Incentive lo lnnov111e. The increased cost 10 bring a product lo market under the 

CPSIA will make many valuable - and economically viable -- products uneconomic. To cowr 

the cost of developing. 1cs1ing and safely-managing new products. the prospective sales of any 

new i1em ("hurdle rate") is now much higher than under prior law. This means that low volume 

"specrnlty market"' items, such as producls serving blind or deaf children. are less likely 10 come 

to market and many new small business entrants may find themselves priced out of the market or 

unable to finance a start-up. It also means thal mass market companies will gain yet anolher 

market advamage over their small business competitors. The experience of being regulated by 

the CPSIA depends very much on the scale of your business -· the smaller you are, the worse il 

ge1s until i1 i~ utterly suffocating. Many small but important markets will be hurt, like 

educational products for disabled children. 

d. Crippled hy Regulatory Complexity. Our problems don't end with testing costs or increased 

stafting. We are being crippled by 1·egula1ory complexity. More than 30 months after passage of 

the CPSJA. we still don'l have a comprehensive set of regulations. Please consider how 

mindbogg\mg the rules have become. There were fewer 1han 200 pages of safety law and C.PSC: 

rules that pertained to our business uniil 2008. These rules clearly defined our responsibilities 

and could be 1aught to our staff. Today, the applicable laws. rules and interpl'ctative documents 

e~cccd 3,000 pages. As a practical matter. ii is impossible to mas1er all of these documents - and 

yet it's polemially a felony 10 break any individual rule. The rules and CPSC staff commentary 

keep changing. are still heing "'Ti1ten and are rarely if ever conformed 10 prior versions. How can 

we n•astcr and re-master these rules and 1each lhem to our staff win le still doing the foll-time job 

or running our business" lronica lly, 1he famous recall~ of 2007 and 2008 wt-re never a "rules .. 
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probkm -· th<:y were clearly a compliance problem. Imagine what will happen now w11h an 

unmanageable fiflecn-fold increase in rules - and a seemingly infinite increase in C:PSC penalties. 

c. Small Business Will Certainly Surfor. The CPSlA was written in response to failings of big 

companies, but hammers small and medium-sized companies with particular vengeance. Our 

small business has already lost customers for our entire category on the grounds thac .<clling toys 

is coo confusing or 100 much of a "hassle". ·mis is our new reality. The h;-pcr-technical rules and 

requirements arc beyond che capability of all but the most highly-trained quality managers or 

la wycrs to comprehend. Small businesses simply don't have the skills. resources or business 

scale to manage compliance with the Cl'SJA. !'or this reason, small businesses bear the greateM 

risk of liahtlity under the law. The double whammy of massive new regulatory obliga1ions and 

the prospect of devastating liability are driving small bus.inesscs out of our market. 

In its cominuing efT011 10 implemem the CPSIA 30 months after passage. the CPSC is considering 

changes or new rules likely to make mailers worse for 0111· market. Consider the following: 

I. 100 rmm l.ead-ln-Substrace Standard. As required by the CPSIA, the Cl'SC is cons.idenng 

whether or how to reduce the curr.,nl standard for lead-in-substrate from 300 ppm to I 00 ppm. 

As the law is currently written. the new standard will be implemented on August 14, 2011 if lhc 

CPSC does nol act to change it or without Congressional intervention. Many issues ahoul this 

standard remain unresolwd - and the corporate communily has had to respond. Some retailers 

have implemenied lhcir own 100 ppm standard with immediate effect because 1he CPSC has yec 

to act decisively. The hearing on 100 ppm mandated by the CPSIA is scheduled for February 16, 

2011. less than six months before lhe lcgislati vc deadline. The anticipated market disruption is 

being exacerbated by this s.lack regulatory response. 

In addition. the polentia\ reduction in lead standards sends entirely the \\.TOng message to 

the market. T11c purpose of the federal lead standard is tu induce the "tight" behavior by 
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manufacturers and retailers, NOT to specify a threshold for health or safety. In removing the 

margiu of error for mariufac1urers, not only has the standard introduced new and uncontrollable 

economic risk into the manufacturing procc~~. but public perceptions of safety have been 

significantly altered. While no one has dcmonstcatcd that a reduction from 300 ppm to IOO ppm 

in Jead-in-subslrate in children ·s products will have any measurable or dctectible impact on health 

or safety. the new standard encourai;cs the pubhc to believe that their satety depends on never 

being exposed to products with lead in excess of I 00 pp1n in even a single component. The 

general public naturally takes the legi~lative process as a form of endorsement of 100 ppm as a 

health standard. This changini; attitude toward lead is reflected by a November 20 I 0 l'IR(.i report 

which commented on a lab test .•howing 87 ppm lead in a piece of children ·s Jewelry: "While this 

does ~OT violate the CPSIA standard for lead in surface coatings. scientists have not identified a 

·sar ... · level of kad exposure for children." In other words, the new standard for lead is now zero. 

We fully expect to be unable to sell merchandise with IOI ppm lead in it under the new rule -

meamng that the marginal 1 ppm of lead over the standard makes our product "dangerous" in the 

eyes of the Jaw and the market. Who will be able to withstand this kind of ~ordinarv 

regulatorv excess? 

2. 15 Month Rule. Since passage oflhe CPSIA. the CPSC has been working on the so-called "15 

Month Rule" continuously without success. Last summer. the agency finally released a draft of 

the rules on .. n:asonablc testing progmms" and testing frequency which generated a tire~torm of 

negative comments. Since then, the agency has been silent. leading to co1111nuing doubt abou1 

which rules should be implemented in our ~upply chains 10 ensure compliance with CPSC 

requireme1ns. The rules themselves represented an unprecedented intrusion in the daily affairs of 

manufacturers of innocuous items like !·shirts, books, magnets. shoes, A TVs, pens, musical 

instruments and so on. The expense illlplicd by the over-arching requirements of these unrealistic 

rules can be best illustrated by my calculations (using CPSC tcsring figures in the draft rule) 1ha1 

our company will have !O spend $IS million per year on test mg - $10,000 per product per year -

·6-
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lo comply with CPSC requirements. This far exceeds our annual profit. The scale of the 

problems created by this rule exceeds lhc space available here. The 15 Month Tulc hangs over the 

head of the market like the Sword of Damocles. 

3. Puhlic Database. The CPSC rule implementing the CPSIA 's public injuryiincidt'nt database 

crcat~s a database likely to be filled with erroneous or malicious incident reports. The rules arc 

wriucn so lhal even erroneous information t·annot be prevented by manufacturers from being 

posted 10 the da1abase. llie rule adopts a post·it-and-forget·it approach, buc manufacturers and 

retailers are unlikely to be as sanguine about the contents of the database. The slanderous 

destruction of brands and cherished products can be anticipated. 

Other problems rdatc to the flow of infom1ation under the rule. The agency's promise to 

widely promote use of the database suggests that consumers will be encouraged to communicate 

with manufacturers via che database, rather than directly. The restriction on provision of incident 

data to manufacturers (such as the contact information of the filer or photographs of the im:i<lcnt) 

means that manufacturers will have a sharply reduced ability to investigate incitknts and make 

nt<c:cssary changes. This will make kids less safe and expose manufacturers to far greater 

liability. In addition, the short timclinc for circulating incident daca prior to publica11011 means 

that the datahase is likely to divert a great deal of allemion from the day-lo-day administration of 

our businesses. This is yet another government-induced "crisis of the hour'". We cannoc afford 

this kind of"help''. 

I recommend several steps to reduce cost, liability risk and complexity all without sacrificing children's 

product ~afety: 

A. Mandate that the Ci'SC base its safety decisions, resource allocation and rules on rid: 

assessment. Restore to the Commission the discretion to se1 age and product definition criteria lbr che 

300 ppm lea<! standard and phthalate ban. Freeze the lead srandard and \cad-in-paint standard al their 
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"'rrcnt kvds unless the CPSC dcl!.:nnin~s that a change is m:.·css11ry to preserve public health and saf1:1y 

ba5ed on risk assessment analysis. 

B. The definition of"Children's Product" should not include anything primarily sold into or 

imcn<lcd for use in schools or which is used primarily under the sup<:rvision of adults. Other explicit 

exceptions should include apparel, shoes. pens, ATVs, bicycles, rhinestones. books and other print 

materials. brass and connectors. Exclusions from the definition 5hould take these products entirely 

outside the covcrag<:> of the CPSIA (including mandatory tracking labels). 

C. Lead-in-substrate and phthalatc testing should be based on a "reasonable testing 

program". The 1e11e1s of a reaso11able 1es1i11g pro!(ram .<hould be set by the reasrmable b"~ittcss judgme111 

<!fthe numufac/lm>r, The mandatory third pany testing requirement should he revoked. Reselkrs should 

be entitled by rule IO rely on the representations of manufacturers. Phthalate testing policy should be 

clarified to exempt inaccessihle components, metals, minerals, hard plastics. natural fibers and wood. 

0. Definition of"Children's Product'' should be limited to children six years old or younger 

and should diminatc the difficuh·to-apply "common recognition" factor of Section J(a)(2)(c) of the 

('PSA. Definition of "Toy'' (for phthalates purposes) should be limited to children three years old or 

younger and should explicilly refer only to products in th.: fonn used in play. 

E. Ehmmate CPSC certification ot' laboratories (rely on the markcl to provide good 

resources). l:'raud has only very rarely hcen a problem with test labs and is already illegal. 

F. Impose procedural limits 10 insure fairness in penalty assessment hy the CPSC under the 

CPSIA. Completely reformulate penalties to resrrict them to egregious conduct (includmg patterns of 

violatiom), reckless endangennent or conduct re5ulting in serious injury. 

G. Rewrite the penally provision applicable to rcsalc of used product so that violations are 

only subject to penalty if imentional (actual knowledge or reckless endangerment) and only if the 

violation led to an actual injury. Eliminate the "knowing" standard with its imputed knowledge of a 

reasonable man c,,;crcisrng due care. 

-8-
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II. Mandatory tracking labels should be cxpliciily limited to cribs, bassinets, play pens, ;111 

long-life ··heirloom" products with a knov..n history of injuring the mos1 vulnerable children (habics or 

toddlers). 

I. Preempt state consumer "right to know·· Jaws as they apply to lead or phthalatcs. 

Regulation of lhcsc subsran~·cs should be the exclusive domain of federal law. In addition, myriad state 

rcgu \at ion of these substances depresses inlerstate commerce. 

J. Public injury/incident database should be restricted to recalls or properl)' investigated 

incidents only. Manufacturers must be given full access to all posted incident data, including comae! 

information. The "due process" civil liberty interests of the corporate community MUST RE 

l'l:WTECTED. 

l urge your committee to address the fundamental flaws in the CPSI A to restore order 10 the 

children's product market and to protect small businesses from further damage. I appreciate the 

oppo11u111ty to share my views on this important topic. 

-9-
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. 
Ms. Cowles, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF NANCY A. COWLES 
Ms. COWLES. Thank you. Thank you chairman, ranking member, 

and other subcommittee members for. allowing us to testify here 
today. 

I am Nancy Cowles. I am the executive director of Kids in Dan
ger. KID was founded in 1998, by the parents of Danny Kaiser who 
you have already heard about today, who died in a very poorly de
signed and inadequately tested portable crib. A portion of the Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act is in fact named. after 
Danny. His parents and our organization are moved that lasting 
improvements to the safety of juvenile products wiJI always be as
sociated with his name. 

Contrary to how it has been portrayed, CPSIA was not a 
slapdash attempt to address new reports of lead-painted products 
from China and bad press. in the Chicago Tribune. Many sections 
of the law were previously introduced bills including mandatory 
standards and testing for juvenile products, a ban on using unsafe 
cribs in childcare, product registration, Internet labeling and lead 
limits. 

KID has been reporting on the problems of lead in children's 
products and looking for a limit for those elemental lead since 
2004. Even with delays and incomplete implementation, CPSIA has 
already shown success in making children safer. My written testi
mony does go into much greater detail but here are just a few 
areas. 

Over the past 4 years we have seen 10 million cribs recalled in 
this country. That is a lot of cribs. and we know from past history 
on recalls, many babies are still sleeping in those cribs that are 
dangerous. A report released just today by the American Academy 
of Pediatrics shows that 26 children are rushed everyday to hos
pital emergency rooms because of injuries caused or taking place 
in a crib. 

CPSIA finally gave CPSC the. authority to end a decade of inac
tion in the voluntary standard setting process on cribs and address 
real world hazards that have killed dozens of children. The CPSIA 
also requires that infant-toddler durable products such as cribs, 
strollers and highchairs include a product registration card to give 
manufacturers the ability to contact consumers in the event of a re
call or product safety issue .. Danny's mother has. testified before 
this former body that she firmly believes her son, Danny, would be 
alive today if the product that killed him had come with one of 
those simple cards. 

One of the most significant improvements in safety will be the 
database which goes live in March. It will both help individual con
sumer's research purchasing decisions as well as. report when they 
have a safety problem with a product. In addition, it will help spot 
injury patterns and emerging hazards. The CPSC has put in place, 
as we have heard, many safeguards to keep the information accu
rate and useable. 

We have also heard that before the CPSIA was passed, CPSC's 
ability to protect the. public had been dramatically weakened. In 
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1972, when it was first started the agency was appropriated would 
be $176 million in today's dollars and had 786 full-time employees. 
Over the next 2 decades it dropped by almost 60 percent. 

CPSIA infused CPSC with resources exactly where they had been 
lacking in the preceding years. Through the CPSIA and the appro
priations process, CPSC has taken a number of important steps to 
protect consumers. They have a strong team in place to address 
safe sleep for infants. They have updated their internal data man
agement in preparation for the new database and they have rein
vigorated industry setting standard bodies. CPSC is a stronger 
more effective agency today because of the Consumer Product Safe
ty Improvement Act. Consumers including children are safer. Im
plementation will have real safety results across all of CPSC's work 
and CPSC has in addition continued to address emerging hazards 
such as Chinese drywall, cadmium batteries, and more. 

There have been delays and problems with implementation espe
cially in the areas of testing for lead and other hazards. We fully 
support the Handmade Toy Alliances call for clear rules for reason
able testing for micro-manufacturers of children's products includ
ing the component testing procedures that are underway. But no 
matter where they make their purchases, parents deserve to know 
the products they buy for their children are safe, whether it was 
made in someone's garage, a small workshop, or a huge factory in 
China. 

How do you know that the wheels on the baby's toy truck won't 
come off if you aren't testing it? How can we be sure products don't 
contain lead if they or their components aren't tested? Parents cer
tainly can't ascertain the presence of lead. It is a known neurotoxin 
whose effects are permanent and irreversible. The damage is cumu
lative so every exposure simply adds to what the child has already 
been exposed to. And it has been suggested that we move to an ac
cessible limit or use the risk analysis on every product but as we 
are talking here today about CPSC's resources, I do not believe 
that this product-by-product analysis of accessibility and risk would 
be useful and in fact would tie up most of CSPC's time and re
sources. We know lead is dangerous and we know it shouldn't be 
in children's products. 

Thank you for your time. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Cowles follows:] 
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Testimony of Nancy A. Cowles 

To the House Sub-Committee on Commerce, Manufacturing and 

Trade, HA Review of CPSIA and CPSC Resources," 

February 17, 2011 

Thank you, Chairman Hono Mack, Ranking Member Buuerfield 

and Subcommittee members lor this opportunity to testify before you 

today regarding the Co11sumer Product Safety Improvement Act and 

IJ.S. Consumer Product Safoty Commission resources. I offer this 

testimony on behalf of Kids In [)anger. Consumer Federation ol America 

and Consumers Union. 

KID is a non profit organization dedicated to protecting children 

by improving children's product safety. The organization was founded 

in 1998 hy l.inda Ginzel and Boaz Keysar, a~er the death of their son 

nanny Kcysar in a poorly designed and inadequately tested portable 

crib. A portion of the Consumer Produce Safety Improvement Act 

(CPSIA) is named after Danny. His parents and our entire organization 

are so moved that lasting improvements to salety of juvenile products 

will always be assodated with his name. As Danny's mother, Linda 

f.in7.el said when she te~tified heforc the House Subcommittee on 

Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection in 2004, "improved 

children'.< 11roduct safety will he Panny'.< legacy." 

Contrary to how iC is often portrayed, CPSIA was not a slap-dash 

attempt to address new reports oflt>ad·tainted products from China 

and had press in thE.' Chicago Tribune. Many sections of the law were 

previously introduced bills. including the sections in the Danny Keysar 

Children's Product Safety Notification Act. Thl'se provisions includE.' 

mandatory standards for durable infant and toddler goods, a ban on 

1 Hi W. IHir."i~ SS1w1, $ulh: St 
Ct:icigo. IL 606 iiJ'4SXl 
312·S9S·064~t Pt-ont 
.'~c>·S9'>-0').\? Fa,, 

www.kid~nO:?nset.OfF. 

"«""°'""td.;lnO~n!('r.Q=l( 
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selling recalled products or using unsafe Cl'ibs in child care, and product registration 

as well as internee toy labeling and lead limits. KID reported on the problems otlcad 

in children's products hack in 2001.1 At chat time we asked CPSC to establish a limit 

for lead content in children's pr<1ducts. 

CPSIA Successes 

F.ven with delays and incomplete implementation, CPSIA has already shown 

tremt·ndous success in making children safer. I'd like to highlight a few of these 

areas: 

Safer Infant Sleep E11vironments 

Pervasive design flaws have caused the recall of more than 10 million 

cribs over the past four years. Recalls and corrective actions for cribs have been 

issued for :Uln·compliance with safety s:andards and because of serious risks 

posed to babi~s. The CPSIA requirement for a strong mandatQry LTib standard 

gave CPSC the authority to persuade the voluntary standard setting body. the 

l\STM International Crib Subcommi1tec, to end a decade of inac!ion and 

strength~n the standard 10 address rL•al world hazards that have killed dozens of 

children. The final Cl'SC crib standard incorporat~s provisions that replicale the 

everyday use of cribs. such as durability tests. mattress support tests, and tes~ 

for the effectiveness of hardware. The resulting CPSC standard is a successful 

result of the CPSIA. And I'm sure we can all agree that the crib, the only product 

intended for us to leave our babirs in unattended, must be as safe as possible. 

Product Regiscr.ition for Juvenile Products 

The CPSJA also require~ that infant and toddler durable products, such as 

cribs, strollers am! high chairs. include a prndud registration card in their 

; l'lnJ·U.g ,,,;1h Pob.u.: lend /'oilMiAg Hal.llrd.10/ Childti!tt'.< PMd•cl Reta/I.<, 1990.WIU. Augu•I 2004, 
Kid! Jr, D:mgor(Chicogo). 
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packaging and µrovidc an opportunity to register online. This gives 

manufacturers the information necessal'y to directly contact consumers in the 

event of a recall or other product safety issue. Too many consumers never hear 

a bout a recall of a product that they have in their home and as a result continue 

to use recalled products. This registration program will increase the number of 

consumers who hear abo11t a recall. Today, most manufacturers have both nr.linl.' 

registration sites and include the ords. KID has evaluated 157 manufacturer 

wP.b ~ites and found that almost all have online sites that consumers can use to 

register infant durable products. Children are safer because of this. Again, from 

her testimony in 2004, Linda Gim;el stated that she firmly believes that her 

beloved son Danny would lJe alive today if thF:.' Playskool Travel LitF:.' had come 

with this simpl~ registration card. 

Mandatory Toy Standards 

Despite the fact that conformity assessment lJodies have not yet received 

accreditation to conduct full-scale testing to the mandatory toy standards, with 

the expectation of tighter enforcement do'l'.'11 the road. some manufacturers are 

aiready adopting robust testing. With conformity assessment bodies receiving 

accreditation we anticipate more significant safety enhancement~ in the futurn. 

Internee Toy Labeling 

When consumers now purchase toys for childrnn online, the same choking 

hazard warnings that appear on the toy packaging will appP.ar onlinc. With so 

much purchasing done onlinc these tlays, I his allows parents to see' the warning 

before they buy a ~l!'oduct. This new safety benefit is a result or the CPSIA. 

3 
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Consumer Product Safety Incident Database 

When the new publically available Cousumer Product Safety Incident 

Database goes live in March, it will be a great new resource for the Commission, 

consumers. manufacturers and retailers. The database will help individual 

consumers research purchasing decisions as well as report when they have a 

safety problem with a product. for the Commission, Congress, consumer groups 

such as KID, CU, & Cl' A, manufacturers and retailers, it can help spot injury 

patterns and emerging haiards, allowing product design changes and recalls 

pcrhars before an injury or death. 

CPSC's Budget History 

Before theCPSIA was passed. CPSC's ability to protect the public had been 

dramatically weakened. In 1972, when CPSC was created, the agtmcy was 

appropriated $34.7 million (ahnost$176 million in today's dollars2) and 786 full 

time employees (FTF.s). CPSC's sraff suffered severe and repeated cuts during the 

last two decades, falling from a high of978 employees in 1900 to just401in2007-

a loss of almost 60%. 

Any changes to CPSC appropri<1tions during the period from 2000 to 2008 

were marginal at best and some year.~ were actu~lly a decrease. given the increase 

in CPSC's mandatory expenses. This allocation forced CPSC to cul back on its start 

and limit its programmatic goals. CP~C's 2008 Performance Budget document, for 

example, paint!!d a very bleak picture of the agency's work for the future. The 

budget document co11talned statements such as, "While the C:PSC has thus far been 

successful at facing these new and evolving challenges with diminishing resources, 

the 2008 funding level will challenge the Commission's ability to maintain its 

existing level of standards rlevelopmenl, enforcement, public information, and 

international activities. The 2008 Performance Budget document was replete with 

~ J~Up;//www.wate~.com/inOution 
4 
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staffing cuts, limitations to programmatic goals and th~ absence of olher goals and 

projects. 

CPSC efforts to reduce product ha?ards to children and families were 

hindered by the forced N!ductions in FTEs. One of CPSC's hazard recluction strategit 

goals was to reduce the death rate from fires by 20 percent However, Cl'SC was 

forced to cul 6 employees from its fire team. CPSC also had to wt 8 employees from 

its staff who work on children's and other hazards. Given the changing product 

safety market, this was incredibly limiting. 

CPS!A's Direction of CPSC Rc.wurces 

CPS!A prioriti?.ed issues at Cl'SC and infused CPSC with resources exactly 

where they had been lacking in the prncedir.g years. The Chicago TribuneJ 

highlighted the !laws in the agency's operations • ignoring reports of injuries. a 

CPSC chairman who tes@ed that he would take a dangerous toy away from his own 

children. but not have CPSC take any action to stop the sale of the known haiard. 

and an acting C:hairman who denied any need for additional funding, even at the 

tim~ her agency was unable to keep up with injury reports. data analysis and testing 

of ha?.ardous products. 

Through the CPSIA and the appropriations process, which provided for 

additional resources and staff, CPSC has taken a riumber of important steps to 

protect cons11niers: it has developed a strong warn to ~ddrcss safe sleep for infants 

- perhaps our most vulncrabk consumers; il ha~ updated inl~rnal data management 

in preparation fort he riew Database launch: and it has lit a fire under sometimes 

iacklustcr iudustry st'andard·sclting bodies that have rcsult"d in stronger standards 

for many products. CPSf. is a stronger, more effective agency today because of 

CPSIA. Most importantly. consumers, i11cluding children. are safer. While the deaths 

'".Kid~ at Rl~: loyJ.. Ctlb.~. C~r Seat~. Lead~ Chicag.ottihun~.('om.'' Cif;cn1:vt1ib:mt.t{Jm, Chicago 
Tribune, Sept. 2007. Web. t 4 Feh. lOt I. <.)\ttp:liwww.chieago1ribune.cor.tir.ews!chi·s•fe1y.chil:t-hamd1-
m•i~,O, 712?923.spo.~·ial>. 
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and injurif!s averted may not make the front pa~es the same ways !hat the lives lost 

did, the CPSIA was a long-overdue overhaul of what the CPSf.can do to proteci our 

children from product hazards. 

CPSC is intently focused on CPSIA implementation now, as it should be. As 

with the start of any new program or initiative, resoun:cs will he focused on that 

effort to get it off the ground. Cl'SlA implementation will have real safety results 

across all of CPSC's work. CPSC has at the same lime also been addressing emerging 

hazards - Chinese drywall; unsafe sleep products such as sleep positioncrs that 

were not covered by CPSIA, cadmium, batteries and more. The agency is making up 

for lost time. and is restoring balance to its work on children's safety. 

CPSIA Challeni:i:s 

Much of the negative CQverage of the CPSIA has come from implementation 

issues for testing for lead and Qther hazards. We support the Handmade Toy 

Al!iancc's call for clear rules for te~ting for micro·rnanufocturcrs of children's 

products, including component testing. 

But !lo matter where they make their purchases, J>arcnts deserve to know the 

products they bt1y for their children are safe, whrther it was made in someone's 

garage, a small workshop or a huge factory (or garagr.) in (:t1in~. l\ow do you know 

the wheels on yourroy 1ruck for a toddler don't come off unless you tcsl it? How do 

you know that the bottle propping device thJt looks like a pillow tied around a 

baby's neck is safe unless it meets some standard for products for infants? 

And perhaps most troubling- how can we be sure products don't contain 

lead if they or their components aren'l tested for lead? Parents ccnai11ly can't 

ascertain the presence oflead. Over the years. the American Academy of Pediatrics 

has testified numerous times about the dangers of lead. It is a known nt'urotoxin 

whose effects are permanent and irreversible. The damage is cumulative, so even 

though the largt>st source is old housing stock and pollution, any other amount 

6 
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added by a toy or school math mat adds ro rhe damage. There are no parents who 

would choose a lead-laced toy over one without lead if they have that information. 

'The CPSIA uses a total lead measure for its requirements. Th~rc has been 

much talk about moving to an 'ar.cessible' limitor using 'risk analysis' to lessen the 

testing requirements on business. But, as we arc talking here today about the use of 

CPSr.'s limited resources, this type of product by product analysis of accessil:tility 

and risk wou!d rl!rtainly lie up much of Ci'SC's time and resoul'ces. We know lead is 

dangerous, and we know it shouldn't be in children's prod~1cts. The time spent on 

this further analysis serves no safety purpose. 

Specifically for lead and in general for saf('ty regulations, there has been talk 

about 'cost·benc!it' analysis. Kl() urgt·s Congress to carefully consider the 'benefit' 

side of that equation. For instance, AAI' estimates that costs from lead-tainted 

jewelry recall~LI in 2007 and 200B could top $209 million in lost income alone. 

In conclusion, KID. CFA, and CU foel that the C.PSIA is a str<'ng safety measure 

for toys, nursery products. and other childreu's rrotlucts. It allows parents to have 

confidence rhat the cribs and strollers they huy for their cilildnm won't strangle 

them or cut off Ehe rips of their fingers. That the toys they buy are safo for th~ir 

child - no parts wili break off a rattle or split arart from a puzzle for a toddler, 

causing a choking ha7.ard; a known ncurotoxin such as lead will not taint roys or 

other producrs their r.llildren ase regularly. And if tl:ey have safety concerns ahnut 

a prod~ct in their home, they can rnport it to th<! Cl'SC online, or search for similar 

complaints from othel' consumers. CPSIA has effectively made all products safer. 

but especially the products we buy for our most vulnerable consumers. 

Again, !hank you for allowing ns to testify here today. Our groups have been 

working to l<eep children safe for decades ~nd we will continue that work into the 

futu1·e. 

1 
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Kids In Danger is a nonprofit organization dedicated to protecting children by 
improving children's product safety. KID's mission is to promote the development 
of safor children's products, advocate for children arid educate the general public 
about children's pmduct safety. l..eam more at www.KidslnDaneer.org. 

Consumer Federation of America (CFA) is an association of nearly 300 nonprofit 
consumer organizations that was established in 1968 to advance the consumer 
interest through research. advocacy, and education. CFA's web site is 
.~~consumcrfed ru:g. 

Consumen; Union of United States. Inc., publisher of Consumer Reports®, is a 
nonprofit membership organization chartered in 1936 to provide consumers with 
information. education. a:id counsel a bout goods, services, health and personal 
finance. Con .. umers Union's puhlkations and services have a combined paid 
circulation of approximately !J.3 million. These publications regularly carry articles 
on Consumers Union's own product testing: on health, product safety, and 
marketplace economics; and on legislative, judicial, and regulatory actions that 
affect consumer welfare. Consumers Uoion's income is solely derived from the sale 
of Consumer Reports®. its other publications and services, fees, noncommercial 
contributions and grants. Consumers Union's publications and services carry no 
outside advertising and receive no commercial support 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the witnesses for your courtesy in hon
oring the red light and would like to recognize myself 5 minutes 
for the first round of questions. 

First, Ms. Fay, welcome again to the Committee. I appreciate it 
very much. I think as a member of Congress every time I get the 
opportunity to see. how our laws. matter at home. in our districts. it 
is very important and sometimes very eye opening for what we do 
here. Just a very quick question, you are a crafter and your inspi
ration for your crafts is your own children, correct? 

Ms. FAY. Correct. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. So the items you make, your children are the 

first to try them out to test them out? 
Ms. FAY. Always. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Well, thank you and, Mr. Mon-is, you men

tioned briefly the comparing the database to your fear of it becom
ing a blog and I think we all have concerns and we recognize the 
changing nature of the Internet and that everyday we find new in
formation there or new ways. to. learn about information. I too have 
some concerns about the database but how can you even begin to 
investigate a complaint if your folks don't know who it came from 
how to contact the complainant? 

Mr. MORRIS. Well, you are right, Chairman. The issue with the 
database is one that has been troublesome to ow- manufacturers 
since the very. beginnings. of it. I believe that when this particular 
body, this committee considered the database originally, in the 
House it was a study bill and it became a situation with the re
quirements when it was added in the Senate. The issue of having 
invalidated information is very concerning to manufacturers whose 
real primary I guess you could say their real value is their brand 
name. That tends to be in many cases these. days the primary ac
tivity that they operate. So any time that we have the ability to 
investigate further to take a little bit of additional time and cer
tainly to contact the consumer would be a help to everyone in gain
ing accuracy to this database. It is really not much of use to anyone 
if it contains just allegations that have not been proven. 

Mrs .. BONO MACK. Thank you. 
Ms. Cowles, in terms of safety who would you regard as the best 

couple of children's product manufacturers? 
Ms. COWLES. Well, you know, what we tell parents who call us 

with that same question of what crib should they buy, what stroll
er, is that any manufacturer, you know, needs to meet the stand
ards that are out there and that you can't necessarily go by brand 
name. So I think that what we are looking at here is that there 
are parents need to know that go to the store that any of the prod
ucts on the store shelves whether it be a big name store or yow
small local retailer or someone selling at a craft fair that the prod
uct is not going to hurt their child and so I mean we don't. 

Mrs .. BONO MACK. So you don't actually help them with the. an
swer when they call you for a specific help on their question? 

Ms. COWLES. No, we certainly don't recommend one brand over 
another. No, we don't. We don't do any marketing for the brands. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Is there any company that has no safety prob
lems at all? 

Ms. COWLES. No. 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Would you favor a CPSIA amendment that al
lows the Commission to decide if the crib standard is revised again 
whether childcare centers have to buy new cribs or not? 

Ms. COWLES. For the next revision you mean not this current 
one? Yes, we do favor. We do not believe that it needs to continue 
to be retroactive. We think at this point with the number of dan
gerous cribs out there it is good to get rid of them now at this point 
and they do have the 2 years but I think any further changes be
cause this was such a dramatic overhaul, any future changes could 
be perspective from the date of manufacturer so we do support 
that. 

Mrs .. BONO MACK. Mr. Woldenberg, how do you keep track of all 
of the federal and State requirements that apply to yow· business? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. We work pretty hard. It is a lot. We have a 
staff of five-and-a-half people including myself, plus an outside law
yer on retainer and we have been working at it for 3 years. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. And then, Ms. Fay, how big is your staff to 
try to comply with the. same requirements? 

Ms. FAY. It is just me. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. And, Mr. Morris, in the case of and I have got 

to be brief, in the case of youth ATVs, CPSC has made the judg
ment that the risk of lead exposure to children is outweighed by 
the risk that children face if youth ATVs are not available and they 
ride. adult-size. ATVs instead. Can you briefly say does. inaccurate. 
information in the database pose the same problem? If the data
base sounds a false alarm about one product couldn't consumers be 
scared into buying a more dangerous product instead? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Chair Bono Mack, I won't try to explain on all 
terrain vehicles because that is really not our product category but 
you address the issue of the materially inaccurate information in 
the database and I believe that is one of the things that we believe 
very strongly that there is time that needs to be added to this se
quence within the CPSC to resolve these types of issues and to 
make sure that the information that has been put onto the com
ment by the consumer is in fact accurate. That the model number 
is. there, it treats. that particular model number. It gives that infor
mation to the consumer or to others so that they can deal with it 
directly. It is also a problem that if these reports are made the 
Commission itself is going to seek to try and do an investigation. 
If they don't know, they will be running around trying every type 
of product. I think that we need to try and narrow that down. 
Thank you. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. I just appreciate-I am new with 
a gavel but I hold it and you guys stop and that is a pretty power
ful feeling without having to pound it. 

But I would like to recognize Mr. Butterfield for his 5 minutes 
of questioning. 

Mr. BU'ITERFIELD. Thank you. Madam Chairman .. 
Ms. Cowles, let me start with you. Your group as well as other 

groups that you are representing today seems to be acquainted 
with the dangers of lead. 

Ms. COWLES. That is correct. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. I think you have spent a lot of time reading 

about and studying and getting familiar with. As you note in your 
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testimony, you tried to raise the profile of the problem with lead 
in children's products some years ago, a few years before the mas
sive recalls in '07 and '08. I am told that you even asked the Com
mission to act using its authority to establish lead content limits 
for children's products and I assume that the Commission didn't re
spond favorably. Can you speak to that please? 

Ms. COWLES. Yes, in fact I have the study here that we released 
in 2004 looking at lead in children's products. We call it Playing 
with Poison and we were surprised and I think that actually the 
CPSIA has reaffirmed our surprise at just how pervasive lead is 
and so we are very concerned not only with lead in paint but the 
lead content. It is an irreversible damage. that it does to a child. 
Well under the hundred parts per million limit that we are looking 
at is enough for a child to be exposed to and lower their IQ one 
point. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Do you have advocate for a total lead content 
limit? 

Ms .. COWLES. We do and we support the. total lead that is in the 
CPSIA. We think it is the most straightforward, the simplest way 
to test as well as we believe less expensive then the soluble test. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. All right. 
Mr. Woldenberg, let me just briefly address something to you as 

well. You pointed to a label a few moments ago on the toy that said 
something. Would you repeat that again because we didn't see that 
in your written testimony? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. OK, I apologize, it says, "Caution, federal law 
requires us to advise that the rocks in this educational product 
may contain lead which may be harmful if swallowed." It goes on 
to say, "We stand behind the safety of all of our products" and 
gives our phone number. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Did you manufacture that product? 
Mr. WOLDENBERG. Yes, it is a box ofrocks for schools. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Unless we are sadly mistaken we are not 

aware of any federal law that requires that label to posted on the 
toy. 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. We are unable. to determine whether those 
levels of rocks, this is an educational product. There is an exemp
tion in CPSC rules that allows us to label products as possibly con
taining lead if they are for educational use in school and that is 
why we did this. We did this. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. But you take the position that it is required 
by. federal law? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. It is required by the CPSC. We didn't want 
to do it. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. All right. 
Let me go back to you, Ms. Cowles, if I can and talk about the 

database. There has been a lot of conversation about that. Some 
people say. data and some say data. I am a southerner,. I guess I 
say data. 

Ms . COWLES. Well, I am from South Carolina so I go with you. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Yes, yes, Ms. Cowles, Mr. Morris in his testi

mony takes issue with the Commission including certain NGOs in 
the definition of public safety entities. I assume he means the in
clusion of consumer advocacy groups in that definition. Do you be-
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lieve that groups like your group should be able to submit reports 
of harm for the database and if so please explain why? 

Ms. COWLES. I do believe that there are instances in which a 
group like mine would have information about a case about an in
jury and in order to make sure that it was included in the data
base, might want to enter that into the database. And I can give 
you-I have been working on this issue for 10 years now and while 
we talk about the database as a new thing, as we have said the 
CPSC has always had this way to provide information to them. 
They have always had an online forum. They have always had 
their own database. The difference is that now the consumers now 
will have access to that public information. I have only once re
ported an incident to CPSC and that was because it was from a 
family who had already lost one child to an unsafe product and did 
not want to deal with CPSC again. That was the only incident in 
which I did it so I do believe there are instances where it will be 
done. I do not believe there is going to be this flood from groups 
like ours. I can assure you the parents that I deal with who call 
me about a problem, they have already reported it to the manufac
turer but they are calling me or the CPSC so that the manufactur
ers who say they don't have the information, I have never found 
that to be the case. 

Mr. Bu'M'ERFIELD. I believe Mr. Morris calls it salting the data
base. Have you ever salted a Federal Government database? Do 
you know any group that has? 

Ms. COWLES. Do you mean put false information in it? 
Mr. BU'M'ERFIELD. Yes, recklessly done so. 
Ms. COWLES. No, I certainly do not. I think we look forward to 

access to information. Now when a parent calls me about a child 
who has been injured or killed it takes me months to get that infor
mation from CPSC to see if there were other incidents or if there 
is a standalone incident. I am looking forward to having access to 
information that can keep chHdren safe so I do not think and I will 
not be spending my time putting false information about anybody's 
products in it. 

Mr. BU'M'ERFIELD. Do you understand you could go to jail for 
doing that or anyone could? 

Ms. COWLES. Well, I wouldn't do it either way. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Anyone could. 
Ms. COWLES. Yes. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. All right, thank you very much. 
My time has expired. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. 
The chair recognizes the vice-chair of the subcommittee for 5 

minutes, Marsha Blackburn. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
Ms. Cowles, do you know how exposure to lead occurs in a child? 
Ms. COWLES. I know there are many different ways that expo-

sure occurs. 
Mrs .. BLACKBURN. Well~ according to the CDC it is. direct inges

tion such as. swallowing paint chips, house dust or. soil contami
nated by leaded paint or through hand-to-mouth activities such as 
placing fingers or other objects in their. mouth putting them in con-
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tact with lead paint or lead dust. Do you know what today's major 
source of lead exposure is today according to scientists? 

Ms. COWLES. Yes, I do. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. And what is that 
Ms. COWLES. That is old housing stock and the environmental 

lead. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. According to the CDC the major sources of lead 

exposure among U.S. children are lead contaminated dust, deterio
rated lead-based paint and lead contaminated soil. Do you know 
what scientists attribute this 91 percent drop-well let me go up 
here first? Do you know what the average blood lead level of a 
child under 5 was in 1970? 

Ms. COWLES. No, but I am sure it was much higher than it is 
today. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. The average and this is according to the EPA, 
the average BLL of a child under 5 was 15 micrograms per liter. 
Do you know what the current level of concern is according to the 
CDC? 

Ms. COWLES. You better tell me. I have a guess but, right. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. In micrograms do you know the average blood 

lead level, the BLL of a child under 5, do you know what that is 
today? 

Ms. COWLES. No. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK, it according to the EPA in '07 and '08, the 

average of a child under 5 was 1.4 micrograms per deciliter . So 
that I think gives you a pretty good idea of how we are doing with 
the lead. What do you think has attributed to this 91 percent drop 
in the blood lead level? 

Ms. COWLES. The banning of lead in paint, the banning of lead 
in certain products, the very extensive abatement efforts on the 
part of cities, States. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Well, the CDC says i t is the result of the r e
moval of lead from gasoline as well as from other sources such as 
household paint, food and drink cans, and plumbing systems, so 
just some items t here for the record. 

Mr. Woldenberg, can you tell us what your annual testing costs 
are under CPSIA? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. We are projecting for, I am sorry. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK and also I want you to tell me how this 

has affected your business plan following the adoption of the rules. 
Let me see where it is now and what kind of changes you had to 
make. 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Group-wide we are projecting costs far in ex
cess of $1 million up to $2 million for this fiscal year and we expect 
that to increase if the 15-month rule is implemented as currently 
drafted by the agency. The impact on our business is that a tre
mendous amount of money has been removed from our business at 
an extremely inconvenient time. Our head count is down about ap
proximately 30 percent from peak. It is, of course, not entirely due 
to. this law. There was the recession but it greatly depleted our re
sources. We have deferred on opportunities to expand our business 
range into younger child ages educational products simply because. 
we don't want to be exposed to the risk. 
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Mrs. BLACKBURN. How many jobs do you think that would have 
created had you been able to move ahead with that expansion? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Well, $2 million goes a long way especially 
when it is moved from your profits so I am hoping a couple dozen 
and we have about five people in quality control to compensate for 
that. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK so you are lacking a couple of dozen jobs. 
Mr. WOLDENBERG. I would say so. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Ms. Fay, welcome. I am glad you are here. 

Talk about the unintended consequences of CPSIA affecting small 
business owners like yours and I want you to talk in terms of jobs, 
prices and consumer choice in the marketplace. 

Ms. FAY. We can't afford the third-party testing. We can't. It is 
not just the lead. It is the ASTM testing and the phthalate testing. 
I don't know anyone especially now this has been going on for so 
long and we have been fighting this for so long that none of us can. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. So it will shut you down? It will shut your 
fleece fabrics and things, it will shut you down. So instead of cre
ating the environment in which government creates the environ
ment for jobs growth to take place, you see this as something that 
is completely restricting your ability to do business? 

Ms. FAY. Yes, I am still the only inventory I have. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Direct and indirect jobs, how many jobs would 

that be costing? 
Ms. FAY. It is mine, and it is every other crafter out there. If we 

can't continue selling our stuff, we are dead in the water. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Well and I think that is everyone wants to 

make certain that we are handling the problems that are in front 
of us but I think we are all concerned when we look at the unin
tended consequences. 

I yield back. 
Mrs. BONO MACK I thank the gentle lady. 
The gentlelady from Illinois, Ms. Schakowsky is recognized for 5 

minutes. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Mr. Woldenberg, you have written that there 

are no injuries as a result of products with h igh lead levels and my 
colleague was just talking about lead. I am really confused here. 
Is there some argument here that protecting our children from lead 
in toys is an unreasonable direction to go in, Mr. Woldenberg, that 
this is not a problem? Do you have scientific data that would back 
up that there are no injuries as a result of products with high lead 
levels? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Well, the source of my information is the 
CPSC and I went through every recall they did from '99 to 2010, 
line by line and what I have said consistently is that there are 
three unverified injuries in their reports and one death attributed 
to lead in recalls of children's products since '99. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. And so you are concluding that lead in toys, 
that that is OK? That it is not a problem. 

Mr .. WOLDENBERG. Oh no, I would never say that. It is not in 
doubt that lead is dangerous but the real question isn't whether 
lead is dangerous but the real question is whether our products are 
dangerous and the consequence of. 
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Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I am really not following that. If lead is in 
toys and sometimes at very high levels and in trinkets and things 
like that how then and you believe that it is dangerous then how 
can the product not be dangerous? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Well, I believe that Representative Blackburn 
cited that it is soluble lead that the. CDC and NIH and EPA cite 
as the cause of blood lead levels rising and what is at issue I think 
largely today is the regulation of insoluble lead that is lead bound 
into substrate and I believe that is, you know, not nearly the cause 
for concern because we can't identify people who have been injured 
by it. We are a conscientious. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. All right, thank you .. 
Ms. Cowles, let us talk about the different tests and your com

ments are what Mr. Woldenberg has said. 
Ms. COWLES. Well, I think that that the statistics from CDC do 

not differentiate between soluble and insoluble. It is lead dust. It 
is lead. That lead could be the total lead in the product. A child 
can transfer it from its hand to. their mouth, you know, if you 
watch a child at play. If you were to put purple ink on a child's 
hand and have them be unaware and come back an hour later and 
see all the purple ink around their mouth. Even children you think 
are too old to mouthing you would see that they are ingesting 
whatever gets on their hand a child is going to ingest even older 
children then the. up to three that we have talked about in terms 
of mouthing. In terms of the product itself and the testing, the total 
lead test that CPSIA requires the under 300 parts per million 
going to 100 parts per million, is a very straightforward test that 
can be done. You can screen for it using an XRF gun so that you 
can see if it has some lead in it then you are going to need to do 
the test and so we believe that that is much more straightforward. 
You get more reliable results from that then a soluble test where 
you have to sort of figure out using different methods how much 
how your much of the lead will actually come out using different 
amounts of acids for different periods of time. Those tests often are 
very different. You get different results at different times and they 
aren't as straightforward I don't think as. the total lead. l think the 
total lead actually simplifies it and makes it easier for people to 
comply. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. The other thing I have a real problem with is 
that somehow this notion of a cost benefit analysis in a tradition 
way. I mean what is the value then of a child's life or a child's IQ 
point. Ms. Cowles, if you would comment on the use of this the no
tion that we should have some sort of a cost benefit analysis. 

Ms. COWLES. And I think if we are going to look at cost benefits 
let us look very closely at the benefit side. It is true as Mr. 
Woldenberg said there are not body bags of children who have been 
injured and killed by lead but there is testing that shows that a 
small exposure to lead is going to lead to a reduction in a child's. 
IQ point. You are not going to be able to measure that. The parent 
isn't even necessarily going to know but we can show that that has 
an impact on future earnings. We have seen reports that, Rep
resentative Blackburn, you mentioned the changes in the '70s. 
There are reports that indicate that the drop in crime that we have 
seen could be because of the reduction in lead at that time .. So to 
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say that simply because a child doesn't have an acute case of lead 
poisoning does not mean that there is not chronic lead poisoning 
that could be affecting both their future earning and our economy. 
So if we are going to look at cost benefit, we need to look closely 
at the benefits of children and how they are protected and what 
impact that has. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. And thank you. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentlelady's time has expired. 
The chair recognizes the gentleman from Mississippi, Mr. Harp

er, for 5 minutes. 
Mr. HARPER. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
Ms. Fay, I would like to ask you just a couple of things. Of 

course, you know, we all want to make sure that th e products that 
the kids use are safe. How do you ensure that your product is a 
safe product without testing? 

Ms. FAY. Before the February 10, 2009, I rented an XRF scanner 
and I tested for 15 hours in my basement with this x-ray gun. I 
tested every fabric and every trim and I tested possible trims on 
sample cards that I might use in the future and in 15 hours every 
test result I had was no lead detected. 

Mr. HARPER. What was the cost for you to rent that device, if you 
recall? 

Ms. FAY. To rent it, it was for 5 days, $2,500 and I shared the 
cost with four other companies and I know that many of the hand
made toy lines members across the country were having testing 
parties where they would get big groups of people to also use an 
XRF scanner so that everyone knew that all of their products were 
free of lead. And I also know in Oregon you are allowed to take 
your products to the Housing Development Department and they 
test them with an XRF scanner for free. 

Mr. HARPER. I am just curious that you found no problems in 
what you spent the 15 hours with. 

Ms. FAY. I found no problems with any of my products. 
Mr. HARPER. And the four other companies that shared this with 

you or the 5-day rental cost with you, did they find any problems 
that you were aware of? 

Ms. FAY. I am aware of some problems with shoes and mostly on 
the soles of the shoes, sometimes companies had like a colored dot 
that helped recognize their brand and that dot on the sole of the 
shoe sometimes had lead that I know of. 

Mr. HARPER. And do you know what that particular company did 
in reaction to that, if you know? 

Ms. FAY. They threw them all away. 
Mr. HARPER. OK and is it your desire that you produce and man

ufacture goods that are safe? 
Ms. FAY. Yes and it was for most of the handmade toy lines it 

if not every single one of us, we started our businesses because we 
wanted safe products for our kids and we felt that if we made them 
with our hands and we knew that the time and attention going into 
this. product was there, the products would be safer. 

Mr. HARPER. When you shared this cost for this and you said 
$2,500 for this device for the. 5-day rental, have you been given a 
cost estimate of what the third-party testing would be for you? 
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Ms. FAY. At the time, I had just sold my house and I took almost 
all of our money, invested in my business so I had $30,000 worth 
of product and my testing costs were $27,000. 

Mr. HARPER. OK, thank you, Ms. F ay. 
Mr. Woldenberg, if I could just ask you on, you know, how do you 

without doing the testing what do you propose? What is a reason
able response to what we are seeing here? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Well, we have always tested and there is no 
way to know if you comply with a standard without testing. We 
also can't use an in-house testing lab. We are not big enough and 
aren't prepared to manage one so, you know, what we want to do 
is manage to a standard. Set a reasonable. standard and then the 
government shouldn't get involved in telling us how to meet it. We 
know well how to meet it and we have been doing it more then 2 
decades successfully. 

Mr. HARPER. So do you see a greater burden on small volume 
businesses with this possible requirement? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. What I just articulated or what exists? 
Mr. HARPER. Yes. 
Mr. WOLDENBERG. What I just articulated would be far easier. 

You know, Ms. Fay just described wasting thousands of dollars 
testing stuff that everyone knows is safe. That is just a terrible 
burden on any business whether it is a single business or a busi
ness with 150 people. 

Mr. HARPER. OK, thank you. 
Madam Chair, I yield back the balance of my time. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman yields back. 
The chair recognizes Dr. Cassidy for 5 minutes . 
Dr. CASSIDY. Ms. Cowles, I am sorry, how do you pronounce your 

name? I am sorry. 
Ms. COWLES. That is all right, Cowles. 
Dr. CASSIDY. Cowles. I have to admit I started laughing when 

Mr. Woldenberg said he has to label rocks as a potential threat for 
lead poisoning if they are swallowed. Does that seem reasonable to 
you? 

Ms. COWLES. I don't think that is part of CPSIA and l don't 
think he is saying it is either, the labeling of his rocks. 

Dr. CASSIDY. OK, so OK, so that is however that is interpreted 
because I think you felt as if you had to correct? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. That is the only way we can sell products 
with lead is we had to find an exemption. There is an exemption 
for educational products and the cost to us. is we. have to put the 
word lead on our product. We don't believe anyone will buy things 
that say lead on them if they are for children. Who wants to buy 
a product that says it has lead in it? It is death. That is what is 
going on in Illinois right now with the lead labeling law which is 
essentially oveniding your legislation. 

Dr .. CASSIDY. But I think there is a dispute as to whether or not 
you are actually required to put that on. 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. We hired counsel and had a 1-hour conference 
call and whether or not this product was saleable under U.S. law 
without this label. I very much opposed putting a label on it. I was 
overruled by my outside counsel. 

Dr .. CASSIDY. OK, I can only imagine what that cost you. 
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Mr. WOLDENBERG. Exactly. 
Dr. CASSIDY. Now, the next thing is I am new to this committee 

so I have kind of an open mind but Ms. Fay do you have a logger 
making a little wooden airplane? 

Ms. FAY. I volunteer at a senior center. 
Dr. CASSIDY. Hang on, hang on, decorating with a non-lead based 

paint? 
Ms. FAY. No, there is no paint on it. 
Dr. CASSIDY. OK, that has to be tested for lead content? 
Ms. FAY. Yes and not the lead. It does not if it is not coated with 

anything other then natural materials but the ASTM testing. 
Dr. CASSIDY. Which is what? I am sorry to be so ignorant? 
Ms. FAY. They call it S963 and it is the required under the 

CPSIA that any toy has to go through a series of tests depending 
on what type of toy it is. 

Dr. CASSIDY. OK. 
Ms. FAY. So for example, you have to-we pay someone to hold 

an object from shoulder height and drop it to make sure. That is 
a laboratory test that they would have to pay. And the logger at 
the senior center, he is a retired logger. 

Dr. CASSIDY. So this guy kind of doing a handicraft has to pay 
a third-party engineering group to hold it out by hand and drop it 
to see if it shatters? 

Ms. FAY. If he wants to sell it. 
Dr. CASSIDY. Because I mean I am just asking what would your 

comments be about that? 
Ms. COWLES. I think I said in my testimony that we, you know, 

since the time this law passed we are very receptive to the prob
lems of one-of-a-kind items, very small crafters such as Ms. Fay is 
talking about and are open to looking at reasonable testing pro
grams. We are not-we would not say that those toys do not need 
to be tested in some way because again it doesn't matter to the 
child whether the nice gentleman at the senior center is making it 
or if it is brought in from China. If a wheel is going to fall off and 
cause a choking hazard for a very young child the parent should 
still know. 

Dr. CASSIDY. Well, let me ask you I don't know, again I don't 
know this. I am learning in this committee. Obviously, I have 
young children. They always put things in their mouth, a little bit 
older now but you could swallow a ball and that could choke. Is a 
ball , let us say a ping-pong ball or is a rubber ball on a paddle, 
is that covered under this? I mean clearly they could die from 
dying swallow a small little rubber ball. 

Ms. COWLES. Yes, they can and they do, yes. 
Dr. CASSIDY. Is that covered under this legislation? 
Ms. COWLES. Yes, balls would be covered because they are a toy 

so those products and again the choking hazard is for products for 
children under the age of 3. So those products usually small balls 
and the paddles you are talking about are not made for children 
under. 3. 

Dr.. CASSIDY. Now, but as I have been reading the. testimony and 
the stuff applied that is not applied, the common toy. box concept 
does not apply to. those sorts of toys? 
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Ms. COWLES. That is dealing with lead and things more than the 
choking hazard. There are additional labeling requirements for toys 
for children over 3 but under 6 to indicate once again that a child 
under 3 should not have them but the common toy box we are talk
ing about is the lead issue. 

Dr. CASSIDY. Now, I actually think if you are speaking of a com
mon toy box, just thinking of my three children, that a ball would 
be more likely to be taken from one of them then an ATV and so 
if there is a common toy box, they will grab the older child's ball 
and try and put it in their mouth and hopefully nothing bad hap
pens but it could. If we are going to accept the rationale, the com
mon toy box means that you have. to. limit exposure to some of 
these toys I don't see the rationale for limiting it to what we limit 
it to. 

Ms. COWLES. Well, I think that because even for the child over 
3, lead is still a neurotoxin and it is still going to hurt that child 
if they do mouth it and so there is no reason for lead to be in chil
dren's toys. 

Dr. CASSIDY. Mr. Woldenberg, you were shaking your head. 
Mr. WOLDENBERG. Well, small parts are not illegal for children 

over 3 and there are many cherished childhood products such as 
Legos would be illegal if they were so if yow· observation is there 
are lots of small parts out there that children could be putting in 
their mouth, it is absolutely true, and it is a risk that is solved by 
parental supervision. 

Dr. CASSIDY. OK, I yield back. Thank you. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman's time has expired. 
The chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Olson. 
Mr. OLSON. I thank the chair and I thank our witnesses for com

ing today. It is pretty obvious that this is a matter. of great impor
tance because of the emotions that are being felt here in this com
mittee and because as a father of a beautiful 14-year-old daughter 
and a 10-year-old son, all I want for them is to be healthy and 
happy. 

And, Mrs. Fay, I just want to tell you, you are not alone and I 
want to prove that to you because I am going to read a letter that 
I received from one of our Texans back home. And her name is 
Celice William Jackson and she is the owner of Mommy's Heart
beat and she just makes clothing for little babies in her home and 
here is what she wrote. "This bill, we are talking about CPSIA, re
quires manufacturers of any product intended for children 12 and 
younger to test their end product for lead and phthalates. The way 
the test is performed is by testing each component of the product 
in order to say whether it passes or not. For example, if I make 
a diaper and I have pink snaps, thread and fabric, when I send my 
diaper to be tested they will test the snaps, thread and fabric. But 
say I run out of pink thread and I use blue then I have to send 
in the diaper to be tested again which means that the fabric and 
snaps will be retested just because I used a different color of 
thread. By the way, it is nearly impossible for non-metallic thread 
to contain lead. I believe we can both agree that this testing is 
wasteful and redundant. I am a work-at-home mom to a beautiful 
9-month-old daughter. If CPSIA stands as is, I will be forced to 
stop doing business. I cannot afford the hundreds of dollars re-
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quired just to test one product. The economy is in bad enough 
shape as it is without having thousands of small businesses closing 
their doors and the cost of children's good skyrocketing." 

My question for you, are you aware of more businesses that in 
your shape, Ms. Fay, out there in Oregon. 

Ms. FAY. We get e-mails from companies. all over. the country 
talking about how this law is affecting them and we have compiled 
a list of businesses that have already closed due to the CPSIA. 
However, this list is small in comparison to what will happen if the 
CPSIA is fully implemented without changes . We know that if the 
stay of enforcement, if third-party testing is allowed to expire after 
December and no amendment has fixed our. problems, 90 percent 
of our membership will have to close their businesses. 

Mr. OLSON. Yes, ma'am, and again we need to fix that up here 
in the House of Representatives. 

Ms. FAY. Please. 
Mr. OLSON. That is something we can fix and something we 

should fix .. 
A question for you, Mr. Woldenberg, and just sort of the cost for 

your business here and how much of the cost of CPSIA impacted 
your business, your product lines. I mean your testimony states 
that your business costs of compliance have increased ten-fold, ten
fold. 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Well, I can illustrate that for. you . You know, 
if we tested every one of our products once in destructive testing 
and all of our testing is destructive, we would have to test 1,500 
products. Right now hanging over our head is the so-called 15-
month rule which should be called the 30-month rule and this is 
a picture of what I would have to test. This is 81,000 units. This 
is what they look like. All of this would be destroyed and I have. 
to pay for that. And it is a huge, huge distraction as well. There 
is just no end to the threats that come from this law. 

Mr. OLSON. So you have to destroy 81,000 units? 
Mr. WOLDENBERG. Yes, that is what it looks like. 
Mr. OLSON. J ust for testing and those are units that you could 

be selling, making money and growing your business?. 
Mr. WOLDENBERG. Right, this is a shipment of 81,000. I wouldn't 

get to do that. 
Mr. OLSON. Well, yes, sir. I mean I know that back home in 

Texas there are a lot of old boys who would like to destroy 81,000 
cartons there but that is not the way we are going to grow our 
economy. We. need to get the regulatory. burdens off your back. 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Thank you. 
Mr. OLSON. And anything we can do to help you, we are going 

to do it. 
Mr. WOLDENBERG. Thank you. 
Mr. OLSON. Thank you very much for your time. 
Yield back. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman yields back. 
The chair recognizes Mr. Pompeo for 5 minutes. 
Mr. POMPEO. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
I just have a couple questions for Ms. Cowles. The American 

Academy of P ediatrics testified at the Commission's one hundred 
parts. per million technological feasibility yesterday that there. is a 
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point where we go from the sublime to the ridiculous when it comes 
to treating all products as presenting the identical, the same risk. 
In your judgment, have we reached the ridiculous when we treat 
a bicycle or a geology kit or a jewelry charm precisely the same 
way? 

Ms. COWLES. I don't know that I would call it ridiculous .. I think 
that it is not really treated the same way. The charm is obviously 
going to be, you know, has definitely caused harm. I think we are 
looking at the way that lead is addressed in those different prod
ucts but the effect of lead in each of those products if the child is 
able to ingest it is going to be the same. 

Mr. POMPEO. Right and but we still have. got the same hundred 
parts per million standard for each of those items and you think 
that is appropriate given the variance in the product and the prod
uct's usage and the product's contact with human beings? 

Ms. COWLES. You know, I think that we should certainly look at 
inaccessible lead so that if there is lead in products that there is 
no. way that the child is going to touch, that is. one issue but l think 
that the way I look at it if you want to simplify it is as Rick said, 
parents do not want to buy products that have lead in them for 
their children. We had a lab testify yesterday at that same hearing 
that said most of the products that they are testing are already 
well below the hundred parts per million. I think we can do this 
and we. can make. these products without lead .. It is what parents 
want and we can quibble about how bad the effect will be but I 
think that as Rick said if you tell the parent there is lead in it they 
really are not going to want to buy it so why don't we get the lead 
out of it. 

Mr. POMPEO. In your judgment, Mr. Woldenberg showed us a pic
ture of some product that will have to be destroyed. In your judg
ment, should the Federal Government make him destroy that prod
uct? 

Ms. COWLES. I think he is talking about destructive testing. He 
is not talking about he is destroying it because it has lead in it. 

Mr. POMPEO. But no he is talking about destructive testing. Do 
you think that he should?. 

Ms. COWLES. I am not familiar with his testing process as to why 
all of that would have to be destroyed. 

Mr. POMPEO. Mr. Woldenberg, you were going back with my col
league, Congressman Butterfield, a few minutes ago about whether 
the label there was necessary or required and your counsel over
ruled you and told you it was. Has. your counsel told you how many 
more hours he is going to get to bill once the database comes on
line? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. The database is going to be a full employment 
plan for our outside counsel. 

Mr. POMPEO. And so, Ms. Fay, you don't have inside counsel? 
Ms. FAY .. Can't afford it. 
Mr. POMPEO. And we have heard different testimony this morn

ing about the risks and problems potentially with that database 
people have different judgment. Commissioner Tenenbaum was 
pretty clear in 10 days she feels like she is required to publish it 
regardless of its merits. Do any of the three of you involved in the 
manufacturing process think that makes sense? 
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Mr. WOLDENBERG. I do not. We can't evaluate the information 
that we are given because we are not given full access to the infor
mation and one of the biggest concerns that I have about the data
base is that by the government getting into the business of a safety 
blog they are training our customers not to call us. I want to talk 
to them directly about problems. 

Mr. POMPEO. I really want and that is actually where I was 
headed. I appreciate that. Do any of you ever fear that your cus
tomers when they are not happy with your product won't call you? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. That is my biggest nightmare. 
Mr. MORRIS. Certainly in our industry, Congressman, the manu

facturers get lots of calls from their consumers and they find vital 
information very well and very thoroughly because the consumer 
when they call usually has the model number, they have the exact 
information in front of them and that is the best way to get the 
information. 

Mr. POMPEO. Until 45 days ago I was involved in and I was run
ning a manufacturing business and my customers when they 
weren't happy often were pretty successful at locating me. I also 
felt like we had an incentive to respond to that in a way that was 
meaningful to the customer and conected any potential problems 
with product that we may have made. Do you all feel like you have 
adequate incentive already to address customer concerns about 
problems with your products? 

Mr. WOLDENBERG. Absolutely and it is how a conscientious man
ufacturer has to behave. It is our responsibility. 

Mr. MORRIS. That is why in many cases the claims that a manu
facturer will make about materially inaccurate information is 
largely going to be that is not my product. It needs to be resolved 
and there is no reason that the Commission can't take an extra 
couple of hours to read a report and make sure that is accurate. 

Mr. POMPEO. I appreciate it. Thank you all for coming today. 
I yield back my time. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman yields back and no other mem

bers are present to ask questions. 
Without objection, the chair is going to insert five additional 

statements for the record of our hearing that have been submitted. 
We have previously shared these with the minority and believe 
that they will improve the hearing record. So ordered. 

[The information appears at the conclusion of the hearing.] 
Mrs. BONO MACK. And so in conclusion of the hearing, I would 

again like to thank all of our witnesses today. We all appreciate 
your time and the stories that you shared with us. We all want 
safer products for our children . There is no question. But we also 
want to stimulate and encourage businesses rath er than stifle 
them with unnecessary regulations that have little to no impact on 
safety. Our challenge is to figure out how to strike that balance 
and this is only the first of our discussions on that topic. I would 
like to most especially thank the Ranking Member Butterfield for 
his. help today and his. support and offer an open door. to him as 
we work through all of these policies and to each and everyone of 
you I believe that we. can do great things. if we work together and 
that is my intention to. do it that way. 
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So thank you to the audience for your kindness today and that 
concludes-oh wait, wait, oh just a little business. I remind mem
bers that they have 10 business days to submit questions for the 
record and to ask that the witnesses please respond promptly to 
any questions they may receive. The committee is now adjourned. 

[Whereupon , at 2:08 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:) 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON .. FRED UPTON 

Thank you, Chairman Bono-Mack, for holding this, your first hearing as Chair of 
the Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade Subcommittee, on the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). I think we all agree that there are significant 
problems with this law that need to be addressed urgently. I am also interested in 
hearing about the eCfect of this law on the resources of the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission. 

The Energy & Commerce Committee worked on the CPSIA on a bipartisan basis 
under the leadership of then-Chairman Dingell and then-Ranking Member Barton. 
The bill passed the House. on a nearly unanimous basis. The Senate. did not proceed 
with the same bipartisan approach, but in conference we nevertheless went along 
with some of their. provisions. Some of our conferees have exeressed regret on that 
score. In any case, not long after the President signed CPSlA into law, serious prob
lems emerged. 

We all ca1·e deeply about our children and their safety - nearly every one of us 
on this dais has a child or grandchild. No one wants to put little children at risk. 
But this law may be doing exactly that. By dictatin~ so much of the Commission's 
work, in too many cases we have shifted its attention to products that pose little 
or no risk and away from more sil?llificant issues. At the same time, we have de
prived the Commission of the flexibility to develop common-sense solutions to the 
problems of implementation. The retroactive effect of the law has. caused the Salva
tion Army, G-Oodwill Industries and thrift stores across the land to destroy used 
products, including even winter clothing that is sorely needed by millions of Amer
ican children. 

While we have seen little evidence of imP.rovement in children's safety, there has 
already been an extreme impact on the children's product market • particularly for 
small- and micro-sized businesses. The Commission has pushed off the day of reck
oning for some businesses by postponing, again and again, the expensive require
ments for third-party independent laboratory testing of children's products. But the 
Commission has already told us that it believes. its hands are. tied-it can do nothing 
more to exempt products from this costly testing, even when the risk, if any, is 
minute. and the burden to small business is gargantuan. In fact, the. Commission 
is now working on regulations that would require even more testing-regulations that 
will pile on even greater costs in this terrible recession. 

In short, it is up to us to fix the problem. We have no time to waste. This sum
mer, the lead limits are set to drop again, to even lower levels. Again the effect will 
be retroactive, so our retailers and thrift stores will once afain be destroying inven
tories of products that are already the safest in the world. want to make clear that 
we do not intend to undo everything we did in the CPSIA, but we have every inten
tion of fixing the law so that it works and the Commission can get back to its job 
of protecting our. children. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. EDOLPHUS TOWNS 

Thank you Chairman Bono-Mack and Ranking Member Butterfield for holding 
this hearing today on the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act and Consumer 
Product Safety Commission resources. The CPSIA was passed in the llOth congress 
to help protect consumers against dangerous products that may do them harm. This 
legislation affects a broad spectrum of ouT economy, from the manufactures of toys 
to the children that play with them. Our constituents want to know that we are 
doing everything in our power to make sure their children are kept safe. 

I'm also interested in hearing from our witnesses today about how and more im
portantly when CPSIA's new rules will be finalized and implemented, As it cur
rently stands the new rules have been in limbo due to concerns with-in the industry 
about unintended consequences. While I sympathize with. the cost concerns of small 
businesses the safety of our nation's children should be our first priority. 
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I look forward to working with industry and consumer groups to make sure 
CPSIA's new rules and data base system are properly implemented and adhered to. 

Thank you and I yield back the balance of my time. 
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Commissioner 
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Dear Acting Chairman Nord and Commissioner Moore: 
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As an author of the original CotL<ruroerProduct Safety Act in 1972 and a long
~tanding advocate for better protections for our Nation's consumers, I wholeheartedly 
suppon o. stronger regulntory framework to ensure the safety of children's products. 
Nevertheless, I share the reasoned concerns of my colleagues, House Committee on 
Energy and Commerce Chairnian Waxman, Subconunittee on Conuneroe, Trade, and 
Consurncr Protection Chairman Ru.~h. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation Chairman Rockefeller, and Subcommittee on Con..-umer Protection, 
Insurance, and Automotive Safery Chairman Pryor, about the implementation of the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (PL 110-314, "the Act"). In particular, I Bm 

troubled that the Act inci:Jces wuealistic dead.lines for rulemakings and compliance, as 
well as too little implcmentotion di~crction for the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSC). both of which are exacerbated by CPSC's lack ofadequate resources, both in 
terms of funding and slllff. 

!11 describing the implementation of the Act, Acting Chairman 'l\ord's January 30, 
2009, letter lo the Congress maintains, "the litnelines in the law are proving to be 
W'.realiSlic, and [CPSC] will not be able to continue at this pace without ai real risk of 
promulgating reglllations 1.'iat have not been thoroughly con.•idered." Morcov~r. the 
lencr Slates, "Although [CPSC] staffha:s been directed to move as quickly as possible to 
complete its work, short-circuiting the rulemaking process gives short shrift to the 
analytical discipline contemplated by the statute." In light of these statemen1S, I would 
~pprocia1e your candid responses to !he following questions, which will assist me and my 
colleagues in our consideration of common-sense ar:d workable solutions to some of the 
more pressing problems that have arisen during the Act's implementation: 

TNI~ MA:llt.1() WAS PREPAllEO, PU91.ISH!O. AND MA~LlD '°':'TAXPAVEFI O'P'ENSE 
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I. To what extent has ro!iust imple1:ientarion of the Act been hillnpered by CPSC's 
lack of resources? What levels of funding and staffing does CPSC believe 
necessary for proper implementa~ion of the Act? 

2. Given the pMamount importance of ensuring children's safety and !he overall 
mission of CPSC, to what extent are the deadli.-1.es in tl:e Act practicable for CPSC 
and industry to meet acting with all Jclibcratc speed? If these dead.lines are not 
practicable, what revisions to them docs CPSC suggest? 

3. Does CPSC have quantitative data concerning any negative impact of the Act 
(i.e., the lead ami ph:halatc limits and testing requirement.•) on small 
manufacturers of children's products, and if so, would CPSC please provide 
them~' What information docs CPSC have on a..'ly s:.rcb negative impact of a more 
anecdotal nature? 

4. Does CPSC have any suggestion for how to mitigate any such economic impact 
of the Act on small m1111ufacturers of children's products (e.g., component testing 
for lead and phthalate content) that, in accordance with the intent Clfthe /\ct and 
the CPSC's mission, will not compromise the health and safety of children using 
them? 

5. What information has CPSC received about the impact of the Act on the 
availability of second-hand productS for children, especially clothing'? It is my 
understanding that many second-hand stores now refuse to sell children's 
products. Does CPSC have any suggestions for how to mitigate any negative 
effects of the Act on second-hand stores fo1 children's products, especially in 
li&ht of the recent economic downturn and the consequent increased need for low
cost source.~ of children's clothing? 

6. Does CPSC believe that the age limit contained in the Act's definition of 
"cl-.ildren 's products" (i.e., 12 years a:id under) is appropriate? If not, what 
should the age limit be? Further, should CPSC have :he discretion to lower the 
age limit for cenain groups of children's proc!ucts for which the ri~k of bann from 
lead or phthalarc exposure is r~mole to :mu-existent (e.g., snaps or :zippers on 
children's clothing)? 

7. Although se1mc youth ell-terrain vehicles (ATVs) and youth motorcycles ai:e 
intended for use by children ullder 12 years of age, does CPSC believe it is 
necessary that these products b~ •~t~d for lead and phthalate content? Similarly, 
docs CPSC believe that these products present a risk to children for ihe absorption 
of phthalates or Jead'r 

8. In iight of recent court decisions that the lead and phthalate content restrictions 
are retroactively ap;ilicable, does CPSC have conccms abo"!lt the effect on the 
environment of the disp1lsal of inventories of non-compliant children's products? 
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9. r understand that, since early Decembet 2008, CPSC has hlld a~ces~ to a latge 
number of lead content tes1 results for finished "otdlnary books" (i.e., booh 
published ir: cardboard or paper by conv·entional methods and intended to be read 
by or to children age 12 or under) and their component materials (i.e., paper, 
paperhoatd, ink, adhesives, laminates, 3lld bindings). Have CPSC staff reviewed 
those test re.<U!ts? What do those test results indicate about such ordinary books 
and component materials in coMection with the statutory lead limits prescribed in 
Section lOl(a) of the Act? Does CPSC have any recommendations regarding 
how to mitigate the burdens that the testing and certification requiremenUi of the 
Act, and especially the retroactive applicability of those requirements to 
inventory, could otherwise irr.pose en publishers, printers, ar.d retail sellers of 
such ordinary books, as well as on libraries, schools, chatities and other second
hand distributors of such ordinary books, including those published before 1985? 

I 0. In general, <loes CPSC believe that the Act was written with too little 
implementation discretion fortbe Commission? If this is the case, for which 
issues (e.g., third party lesting requirements) does CPSC req:lire more discretion? 

Please p:i:wide your responses to my office by no later than the close of busine.u 
oo Friday, March 13, 2009. I intend to work with my colleagues in the House and 
Sellllte to resolve the~e issues, as well as call on Cha.innan Waxman and Chairman Rush 
to hold hearings on problems arising from Act's implementation. Your respons.es to 
these questions will be invalui1ble in preparing Members of Congress for a frank 
discussion about several of the Act's apparent shortcomings. Should you have any 
questions, please feel free to contact me or Andrew Woelfl.ing on my staff at 202-225-
4071. 

With every good wish, 

ingcll 
Chairman Emeritus 
Com..."littee on Energy and Commerce 

cc: Representative Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Representative Steny Hoyer, Mi1j\lrity Leader 
Representative Henry A. Waxman 
Representative Rick Boucher 
Representative Frank Pallone, Jr. 
Representative Bart Gordon 
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Representalive Bobby L. Rush 
Representative Anna G. Eshoo 
Representative Bart Stupal< 
Representative Eliot L. Engel 
Representative Oene Green 
Representative Di~na DeGerte 
Represe.'ltativc Lois Capps 
Representative Mik:e Doyle 
Representative Jane Harman 
Repre~entative Jan Schakowsky 
Representative Charle..• A. Gonzale.: 
Representative Jay lnslce 
Representative Tammy Baldwin 
Representative Mike Ross 
Representative Anthony D. Weiner 
RepreSt,ntative Jim Matheson 
Representative G.K. Butterfield 
Representative Charlie Melancon 
Representative John Barrow 
Representative Baron P. Hill 
Representati•'<> Om'i• 0. Matsui 
Representative Dotmn Christensen 
Rcp,esentative K:tthy Castor 
Representative Jolu: Sarbanes 
Representative Christopher Mw-phy 
Representative Zachary T. Space 
Rzprcsentatiw, Jerry McNemey 
Reprcsenta:tive !Jetty Sutto!l 
Representative Bn1ce Braley 
Representative Peter Welch 
Reprcsentetive Ioe Bartcn 
Representative Ralph M. Hall 
Representative Fred Upton 
Representative Cliff Stearns 
Representative N•lhan Dt1a\ 
Representative Ed Whitfield 
R<'p!e~11tt1tive Johr: Shimkus 
Representative J ohr. B. Shadegg 
Representative Roy Blunt 
Representative Stev" Duyer 
Representative Gcor~c Raclanovich 
Representative Joseph R. Pitts 
Representative Mary Bono Mack 
Representative Gregg Walden 
Representative Lee Terry 
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Representative Mike Rogers (MI) 
Representative Sue Wilkins Myrlck 
Representative John Sullivan 
Representative Tim Murphy 
Representative Michael C. Burgess 
R'-'Presentative ~arsha Blackb·.irn 
Representative Phil Gingrey 
Representative Steve Scalise 
Senator Hariy Reid, Majority Leader 
Senator John D. Rockefeller, N 
Senator Daniel K. Inouye 
Senator John F. Kerry 
Senator Byron L. Dorgan 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator Bill Nelson 
Senator Maria Cantwell 
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg 
Senator Mark Pryor 
Senator Claire McCaskill · 
Senator Amy Klobuchar 
Senator Torn Udall 
Senator Mark Warner 
Senator Mar.le Begich 
Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison 
Senator Olympia I. Snowe 
Senator John ErtSign 
Senator Jim DeM£nt 
Senator Johr. Thune 
Senator Roger Wicker 
Senator Johm1y Isakson 
Senator David Vitter 
Senator Sam Brownback 
Senator Mel Martinez 
Senator Mike Johanns 
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lhe lll1norabt.: John D. Ding.di 
Chairman Em.:rilus 
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March 20. 2009 

Hou~c J:urrgy and Commer<:.: Commincc 
Jfoom 2321! 
Raylium HtiuSl' Offa·c Buikling 
\\'<L~hi11~ton. D.C 2051S·2~lS 

l.k ar Cha irinan Dingc JI; 

Th:mk ~ou for y(IUT lcth?r <>f March 4, 2009. regarding the Cummission's irnplt:mcntation 
of I h.: ( \1nsumcr Product Safety Improvement Act of .2008 (CPS IA). 

!"early mo years a~o I stated thal the C'PSC wu~ al a Cl"l.l'>Srt•mb. Wt: \\(Hold cilhcr l(Cl 

morr funding .u1<l more staff or we would conlinuc a dt-clinr that would C'\'Cntually result in the 
agency c.:a.-.i11g 10 ~an dfec.:tive force in consumer safc1y. At that ~ami: 1im.:. wave atkr wa\'« 
vf press stt•rirs :1bout hazardous product' lhat the: a~enc.' haJ purporrcJI> nnt acted on in a 
tinwly rn~nn.:r w~n: appcarin1.: and t<'cali after rccall invulving lead "crc being announcl·•t. In 
n:sporisc. Congress. anJ the: cilizc:ns ii l'Cprcscnts. decidr.xl that not on!~ should the agenc~ 
snT\·i''<' but ii should regain its lost staturc. Through th.: CPSIA "e were gi"e11 n.:w cnforccmcnl 
t•'o"- manuf;to.:lurcr~ wcrt- rcquircu ro pmv.: that their products mcl nationat s<ifcty 1<1andards and 
Iii.: <1gt'n<')' "a~ g.1v.;n d1c resources (after a decade of s~>cking 1hcm) !o build :m IT S}'Stcm that 

"'ill pull all of our disparate pieces ,,fhazard data into one coinpr!!hcnsivc. searchable database 
th:tt \\ill enable the agency to ~pot emerging h:v;.;r<l~ in a much limdier fa.,hion. 

·1 h.: CPSL\ presents hoth orrortunitics and challengt's for our staff Despite the fact thal 
:he agency did not ~ct the immediate incrca:;c in fonding thal the Acl cnvi~iom:d. 01u· s1aff ha~ 
done a 1·r.:markat>lc joh <•f mccling the J\1:t's <kadlinc~ (in some cas··~ mm1y nwnth~ ~fol'c lhc 
:\cl 1t'(jt1ircd !hem lo bt- met). Staff has Jon<." this with an agency 1ha1 only has two 
C.\>111mi;;sinru:rs who do 1wt view the <\ct in th<· $anlc light :ind who do not al\\':lys agrc~ nn the 
..\•·(; 1rn.:;ming. 'J'hig h;i~ 1..-ft the ~taff11nsu!'c in ~omc instance~ ahoui ltnw In prricec?d and cau~ed 
Jd.:iy, in r.rcwiJing g,11id1uu:c- an,1 in pri,•riliLin~ the a~<·nc.:) 's wi>rk. 'fhat is aho why thcr.: is nn 
Cr 1111mi".~ iw1 rcs1Jons•· !t\ your q ucsthms. The .•inl,\k mog1 imporram ~t1.:p that nccd~ to b.: taken in 
farthernnc..: of the impleincntation of the CPSIA at the: agrn.:y 1s to have the third ('c1111mi.ssionr.:r. 
who \~ould also he the C:h;iinnan. al'pointcd to lead the agcnC}. Thl'n tho: C1,mmissio11 would Ile 
able lo i:ivc the'. ,i;,ff dirct:tion and auenJ 10 various .:<mcem:; 1hat ha\·e gonc unaddresscJ. !'hi:; 
w1111ld also eliminate the thr•·al ()f yet ;u1othcr loss of quorum. which ha8 happ1:ncd twk·c ~incc· 
fol~ t>f 2006. and which w11uld sc\'crcly harnp.:r the continm:d implc:mcntation (If th.: Cl'SI A. 
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Cnngrel's has emru~ted this agency with a large and imp<>rtant mission. The pa~~agc of 
the CPSIA was a huge ,·01c of confidence for 1he agency and dcspile the hue and cry {>f some in 
the hu~inc~~ community who will never be happy with the closer scrutiny and a<:countability 
required hy the Acl. ii is a m:i!or accomplishment of the hist \1mgress. and Nie that Y•lUr 
Jcad.:rship "'a~ instrumental in achieving. 

1 do agree with staff that additional lime to implement certain of d1c Ac1's provisions 
r~uch ris the om: tha1 made nearly :ill of the voluntary requirements in ASTM's .l-'963 mandatory) 
"ould ha\'C been prefon1blc. llvwcver, I thin!.; lhat when th.: agency gets the third 
Commi~sioncr. we will be better able to addre~s some oft11c concerns voiced by staff and hy 
industry. l lntil then any legisla1ive "fixes.- arc premature.:. Only the Commi.•sio11 should 
recommend wha1, if any, changes .">hould he mad<: to the CPSIA and no <L~sumptions ~hould be 
111adc that then: arc no other solution~ than legi~lalih~ ones until all three Commis:<ioncrs ha"~ a 
•<•ict: in the maucr. 

cc: :\cling Chainnan Nanl'.'y Nord 
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U.S. CONSUMt:R PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4330 E"-Sr WEST H•GHWA.Y 

l°'o!ANCY A NORD 

J\C TIN<; CliA.IHMAN 

'11\e Honorable John D. Dingell 
U.S. House of Repn:sentatives 
2328 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Representative Dingell; 

B~TttESOA, MO 206l4 

Man:h 20. 2009 

TE..L. C301} ~04··/!)01 

F"' ... )( (~OiJ 5-04•0057 

Thank you for yo\lr lener of Man:h 4, 2009, regarding the U.S. Consumer Product Safo:ty CommissiC1n's 
(CPSC) implementation of lhe Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008. Recognizing and 
respccting the knowledge that lhe CPSC career staff has acquired in implementing this new law. I asked 
them to prepare answers 10 the important questions that you asked in your lcner. Their responS<.'S are 
•'flclosed. 

Si11ce its pass11se last August, the CPSC staff has been working tirelessly to irnph:mcnt this comprehensive 
legislation in 1he most efficient and effective manner possible given the limilS of out resources and the lime 
constraints mandated in the law. As you will note in their responses, they have identified some proposed 
refinements to lh1: law based on their fron1-Jine experience with it. 

We share your commitment to:i beuer prntcction o:if our nation's consumers, and we very much appreciate 
your long-standing advocacy and SUpj)Ol'I or d1C CPSC. After reviewing the staffs responses, plcll.SC: let me 
know if you have additional questions or commenlS. 

Sinccn;ly. /l 
lb'--1 ~L 
Aeling Chainnan 

Enclosure 

·cc: Commissioner Thomas Moore 
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Page 2 
Representative Dingell 

Representative Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Representative Steny !foyer, Majority Leader 
Representative Henry A. Waxman 
Representative Rick Boucher 
Representative Frank Pallone. Jr. 
Representative Bart Gordon 
Representative Bobby L. Rush 
Representative AlUla G. Eshoo 
Representative Bart Stupak 
Reprei;entative Eliot l. Engel 
Representative Gene Green 
Representative Diana DeGette 
Representative Lois Capps 
Representative Mike Doyle 
Representative Jane Hannan 
Representative Jan Schakowsky 
Representative Charles A. Gonzalez 
Representative Jay lnslee 
Representative Tammy Bald"in 
Representative Milce Ross 
Representative Anthony D. Weiner 
Re~sentative Jim Matheson 
Re~sentative O. K. Butterfield 
Representative Charlie Melancon 
Represeotative John Barrow 
Representative Baron P. Hill 
Representative Doris O. Matsui 
Representative Donna Christensen 
Representative Kathy Castor 
Representative John Sarbancs 
Representative Christopher Murphy 
Representative Zachary T. Space 
Representative Jerry McNemey 
Representative lk-rty Sutton 
Representative Bruce Braley 
Representative Peter Welch 
Representative Joe Barton 
Rt.>pn.-sentative Ralph M. Hall 
Representative Fred Upton 
Representative Cliff Steams 
Rcpre5entalive Nathan T>ea} 

Rcpn:scntative Ed \Vhitfield 
RepresenUSJ.iv1: John Shimkus 
Representative John B. Shadegg 
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Representative Dingell 

Representative Roy Blunt 
Representative Steve Buyer 
Representative George RadJIJlovich 
Representative Joseph R. Pitts 
Represenlalive Mary Bono Mack 
Representative Greg Walden 
Representative Lee Terry 
Representative Mike Rog<..'TS (Ml) 
Representative Sue Wilkins Myrick 
Reprcsenllltive John Sullivan 
Representative Tim Murphy 
Representative Michael C. Burgess 
Rcpresmtative Marsha Blackbum 
Representative Phil Gingrey 
Representative Steve Scalise 
Senator Hany Reid, Majority Leeder 
Senator John D. Rockefeller, IV 
Senator Daniel K Inouye 
Senator John F. Kerry 
S1..-nator Byron L Dorgan 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator Bill Nelson 
Senator Maria Cantwell 
Senator l'rank R. lautenht.Tg 
Senator Mark Pryor 
Senator Claire McCaskill 
Senator Amy Klobuchar 
Senator Tom Udall 
Senator Mark Warner 
Senator Mark Bcgich 
Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison 
Senator Olympia J. Snowe 
Senator John Ensign 
Senator Jim DeMint 
Senator John Thune 
Senalor Roger Wicker 
Senator Johnny Isakson 
Senator David Viner 
Senator Sam Brownback 
S<..-nator Mel Martinez 
Senator Mike Johanns 
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li :-.i rn:1> s rcni:s 
C:Ol\l~ll!\tt:N PROln:(T SAH n Co~'Ml~SIO"c 

4330 EAST w•sr ltlli It WA\' 

IJF.Tlll:Sl>A, MU 20814 

Dale: March 20. 2009 

TO Acting Chairman Nancy Nord 
CQIJlmissioner Thomas Moore 

FIWM General Counsel l' AF f', """'{ 

Assistant Executive Dire~1or for Compliance~,., .. / 
Assistant Executive Director for Hazard Identification and Reduction~ 
Assistant Executive Director for Financial Management, Planning and 
Evaluation edQ_ 

SUBJE('T : Responses to Letter from the Honorable John O. Dingell 

Chairman Nord has asked us to respond to the questions recently received from Representative 
Dingell. The following responses have been prepared by career staff at the U.S. Consumer 
Product Safety Commission (CPSC). 

I. To "''"''extent ha.s rob11St implementalion of the Act been hampered l>y CPSC's la<"k of 
rtso11n:es l What lewis of funding ond staff mg does CPSC believe necessary for proper 
impte1n11t1alion of the Act? 

The CPSC has made implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) 
our highest priority. Since August 2008, the agency lt<W initiated and advanced over 20 
rulema!Ong activities required by the CPSIA which is an unpn:cedented number for this agency 
or any other of this size, published enforcement guidance and policies to enhance complian~ 
with the new law, conducted numerous meetings with stakeholders. developed a special website 
dedicated tc.i the CPSIA, responded to questions from the public numbering in the thousands, and 
generally focused the agency's limited scientific, legal. technical, edU<:ational, training and 
adminislrativc resource3 on CPSIA implementation requirements. 

Because requested funding for implementation of the new law was not forthcoming during the 
critical fint six months when many of the CPSIA requirements needed to be initiated or 
completed, implemeniation of the CPS IA has impacted our on!!(ling safety mission by delaying 
and dclCrring worl< in many other areas. While work has been deferred or delayed on these 
activities - such as rulcmak.ing activities on portable generators and voluntary siandards work on 
clecltical, fue, mechanical, chemical and children's hv~:s -- some ofCPSC's ongoing safety 
work such as hazardous product investigations and recalls could not be defe1Ted. This has 
limited ow ability to advise you on how tu fully reallocate existing staff resources to 
implementation of the C PSIA. 

Moreover, issues related to the accreditations of laboratories and the increasing number of 
requests for exclusions from the Act's provisions have caused unanticipated additional demands 
on staff resources, ar the S<llllC time that the staff has been implementing the Virginia Graeme 
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Baker Pool and Spa Safoty Acl (whic.:h became cffoclive in December 2008). and the Children·s 
Gasoline Bum Prevention Act (which became ctfoc1ivc in January 2009). This has scverclv 
overstretched the agency staffaml has begun rcsulling in delays in implementation that will 
continue until we are alile to fully hire and otherwise maximize the resources that have just been 
provided to lhe aµcncy l~)r the second half of fiscal year 2009. 

Three examples of the burden and complexity pre~enh:d by the work on these issues are: (I) the 
continuing need lo process ahd review applications for laboratory accreditation, including 
applications from govt:mment and proprietary firewalled laboratories, a process initiatl.-d by the 
CPSIA and one that the agency is handling for the first time in its history; (2) the need for further 
refinement of guidance on the scope of the phthalat~ ban and, in p~rticular, defining a testing 
method and dealing with compliance questions regarding the chemistry and carbon chain 
branching that determines whether a product contains a banned phthalate; and (3) the 
engineering issues raised by the Pool and Spa Safety Act and the noed to reconcile srate 
regulations on health and safety issues such as waler quality with the need 10 replace drain covers 
as required by lhat Act. The Commission staff o.:annot address these and similar matrers all at 
once. yet delay has serious t.~unomic impacts on the affected parties which no one anticipated 
would happen at the same time as the current economic downturn. 

As we implement each new requirement, we arc seeing ummticipated issues arise, and we are 
learning more of the far-reaching effects of the CPSlA and there will undoubtedly be more ro 
leitm. In August 2008 following passage of the Act, staff estimated that it would require a full 
annual increase ofS21.1 million and 59 FTEs to begin implcmen1ing the new legislation in 
Fi:1cal Year 2009. ·mat same month, the Commission submitted an amendment in this amount to 
the then-pending President's Budget Request through the Otlice of Managemenl and Budget, as 
well as directly 10 Congress. In November 2008 a revised amendment was provided to Congress 
to rellect CPSC" s requirements for only the second half of the fiscal year. Through the first si11 
months of implementing the CPSIA, none of this additional funding was received by [he 
Commission. 

The funding amount in the Commission's revised amendment has just been approved by 
Congress. While we will use these funds to immediately and aggressively hire and train new 
staff. the six-month delay in funding will cause continued di:forral~ until sue!\ time that the 
agency fully absorbs the new appropriarion. For Fiscal Year 2010 the Commission has requested 
additional funding 10 continue implementation of the CPSIA. 

1. Given tht! paramount importance of ensuring children's .~afety and the o\ltrall mi.\'5ion nf 
the CPSC, to what extent are the deadline.~ in thl! Act practicable for CPSC and indu.~try to 
mett '"'ting with all deliberate .~peed? I/ the.~e deadlines are not practicable, what revi.~ion 
dPt.f CPSC suggest? 

Mandated Deadlines: Effect on Safety Priorities and Staff Workloads 

In the CPSIA, Conbrrcss set an am,'fessive regulatory agenda for the CPSC over the course of the 
first two to three years after enactment. The work required by the CPSIA is in addition to lhc 
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Commission's ongoing regulatory activity in a variety of areas. including uphulslercd furniture. 
portable generators and other important Slilndards development activities. as well as llUf ongoing 
compliance work in evaluating and recalling products that present hazards to consumer.;. As 
with any IC!:,'lllatory agency. CPSCs safety work must be prioritized to deal with the most 
significant risks; however, the deadlines mandated in the C'PSIA have jcopatdi~ed our abilit:tJQ 
meet Commission pri<1rities and proven to be too much for a relutively small agcncv to handle all 
!!.L!!.!l!<l<, Timely implementation b important. but the nexibility to prioritize our work to deal 
with the most serious risks is equally important to maximize effectiveness and do the greatest 
good with the resources that we have been given. 

While the CPSIA mandates more than 40 separate action items for the Cummission to undertake, 
that number understates the agency workload that results from each of those mandates. For 
ci1ample. there is no requirement lo udopl an interpretative rule defining "child care article" and 
.. toy" under section 108. Yet the Commission has been inundated with thousands oforoduct 
specific inquiries about what types ofproducls fall within those definitions, from shoes to 
sporting goods to electronic games. An interpretive rule is our recommended wciy to address this 
issue and adds to our rulemaking burden. 

The acrion item count also does not include acting on requests for exemptions from the lead 
limits provision, nor docs the list contemplate making "detcnninations" on classes ufmaterials or 
products not covered by the ban on lead in children's products. Because the statute did not 
pcnnit the agency to exempt products from the scope of the definition of children's product, the 
staff has been engaged in a process of narrowing the scope of materials likely lu incl1Jde lead in 
order to provide relief to small businesses and home crafters faced with crippling costs of1es1ing 
and certification requirements. Many of those businesses arc now asking the Commission to 
begin the same process of e11emp1ion of materials with reg:ird to phthalates. As another example, 
consideration of component testing is not a part of the list of rnlemaking activities in the CPSIA, 
yet it is a challenging issue tu consider in implementing its requirements. 

There are other acrivities required of the Commission in the CPS IA that require resources and 
time that are not evident in the list of required rulemakings. The resource needs have been 
cnonnous. ranging from projects so basic as educating headquarters and compliance field staff 
on the scope of the new regulatory requin."ments of1he Act to the more complex work of 
updating the Commission's regulations to pennit lhc use ofits new authorities with regard to 
refusing admission of imports. Updating our regulations and coordinating wirh Customs and 
Border Protection to allow for a process for a hearing upon refusal of admi~sion requires 
sib'llificant agency resources, as docs developing a process for bonding shipments lo cover the 
cost of destruction and related import activilies.. 

Suffice it to say that each of the various initiatives in the Act -- whether ii be the lead and 
11b!hala!~s limit.s, the testing and certification regime. the import provisions, or the new database 
and information technology upgradl!S -- will require significantlv more time to implement than 
anyone originallv anticipated. Having all of that done simultaneously would have taxed the 
agency even if we had been givl'n addilional funding from the start. Moreover. the agency has 
s i,gnilicant ungoi ng work that rcmai ns. as well as two other new statutes that it must implement 
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this yc;ir, the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and ::>pa Sal'Cty Act and the Children's Gasolim: Bum 
Prevention Acl. 

The deadlines have proven lo be impracticable for our staff to meet and arc presenting significant 
problems for the agency to solve. The Commission staff must have some relief from the 
deadlines imposed. 

Practical Solutions: Prioritizing Workload Ba~ed on Risk or EKtending Deadlines 

The following suggestions, ideally in oombioation. would help ameliorate the issues discussed 
above. 

o Use of Risk Assessment to Establish Priorilies 

Vse of risk assessment methodology would allow the Commission lo establish priorities, provide 
for common sense exemptions, and sc:t CPSIA implementation deadlines. Congress took this 
approach, to some degree, when setting the initial testing and certification deadlines. Using 
recall frequency and, to a lesser degree, the severity of possible injuries, Congress determined 
th<tt cribs. pacifiers, small parts. lead in paint. and lead in children's metal jewelry would lead the 
children's product testing and certiticatiun effort. 

However, by this June the Commission musl accredit laboratories for third-party testing to ru.! 
other children's product safety rules, which includes any new or previously e11isting rule 
applicable 10 a product intended for children 12 years of age or younger. The agency will be 
pushed to meet that deadline as the staff will need to issue accreditation procedures, and all 
related testing procedures. for the many rules applicable to children's products at that time, 
including the enormously complex requirements of the ASTM F963-07 Toy Safety Standard. 
All of this will take place simultaneously with work we are doing to open CPSC's new 
laboratory focilitics. 

Example.~ of Inefficiencies: Furthermore, inefficiencies have been created given the tight 
timeframes of the Act. For example, under section I 02 of the CPSIA. the Commission is 
required to publish 11ccreditation procwurcs for laboratories testing baby walkers. bouncers and 
jumpen; by March 12, 2009. However, the existing regulations for baby walkers and bouncers 
are outdated. The Commission through its enforcement actions has been requiring com pl iancc to 
the voluntary standard rather than the outdated regulations, and for the most part industry is 
complying with the voluntary standard. It is inefficient for the staff to accredit laboratories to 
test to outdated re~'\llations. 

The baby walker standard will be one of the first two rules the Cum mission handles under the 
series of new consumer product standards required for durable in font products under CPSIA 
section 104, and therefore, the most efficient (and common sense) resource allocation would be 
to accredit bboratorics for testing when we announce the new baby walker standard in February 
2010. Because the statute was wrillcn without such flexibility. we must develop an appro<ich !o 
deal with the outdated baby bouncer. walker. and jumper standard, which may include 
withdrawing the outdated standard to avoid accrediting laboratories to standanls no one follows 
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and lo darify that there is no need for industry tv lake a .step backwards to test to standards that 
will be upd:ued in a m1Utcr of months. 

From our standpoint. an ideal solution to these challenges faced by our s1affwould be for 
Congress to let the Commission decide what level of testing is required for which products, 
allowing the Commission to prioritize based on risk and tackle any problems that need to be 
addressed in the most ctlicient manner. Allemativcly. Con1:,'l'ess could continue to require 
ccrtiticalion and third-party testing for alt children's products but allow the Commission to 
prioritize as to when the testing to each children's product safety rule will begin, so that it can 
roll those out on a timetable that is based on its discretion and expertise. To do this right, we 
need to: 

• provide our stakeholders with a list of all standards that arc applicable to a children's 
product; 

• identify which children's products need to comply with which standards; 
• define the test methods for each stlllldard and whether they make sense for all of the 

different products covered; 
• accredit the laboratories for testing to each standard; and 
• develop a process for inspecting certificates. 

All of that takes time and the ten months the CPSIA gave us to accompli~h this task has not 
proven tu be workable. 

The wholesale release of"all other" children's product standards in June 2009 may turthcr stress 
manufacturers, importers, and retailers while providing marginal improvement in children's 
safety for many of the products. A methodical, pragmatic approach to the release, based on 
priorities dctcnnincd by CPSC staff. would facilitate a smoother rollout while addressing first the 
products presenting the greater risk to children. This allows CPSC staff the fle1tibility to 
prioritize tasks, manage our workload, and assure greater safety without an unneccssari ly 
burdensome impact on product sellers. 

o Extend Deadlines 

Another alternative is to move certain of the dates for implementation in the CPSIA to allow the 
Commission the time to provide additional implementation guidance. The most challenging 
deadlines for compliance were those that went into effect on February 10. 2009, requiring 
retroactive compliance to the new lead and phthalate content I im its. The breadth of products 
covered by the definition of children's products covered by the lead limit. i.e., any product 
designcd or intended primarily for a child 12 vean> of age or younger, implicated numerous 
industries that had not understood that their products would be subject to the new lead 
provisions~ 

The question asks us to comment on the impact of the deadlines on induslcy. Whether it be 
makers of books. bikes. or baschall bats. every industry needed more time to determine which, if 
any, of its products were covered under the definition of children's product. test those produ1:1s 
li-r compliance. and develop new methods of manufacture to eliminate the lead it' it was present 
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in lhc product. The scope of products covcn,,-d by the new regulation and the amount of 
inventory implicated WCllt well beyond what many may have cont~mplah:d. Our information is 
im:ompletc but we arc told that millions of products w11it in slOTage warehouses for return and 
destruction. Relailcrs have indicated that most of these products do not contain accessible lead, 
and a real question cl\ists in our staff's mind as to whether lhey contain accessible lead in a 
sufficient amount to be anything other than a de minimis risk but simply were unable to meet the 
standards that took effect in F cbruary. It will be even more di Oicult for these products to meet 
the stricter standards to come. These challenges faced by industry have a direct impact on CPSC 
staff resources and our ability to meet deadlines given the need to respond to their inquiries. 

Another approach to the deadlines is to allow the Cummission more discretion to move an 
effective date for a given product or class of products in certain circumstances. Tflc CPSIA docs 
not permit the Commission to delay the effective date of any of the new standards to deal with a 
problem such as the kad in bike tire valves where the risk to a child is cl\ceedingly small but still 
measurable, and the economic impact is substantial. In cases such as tht.-se, some reasonable 
amount of lime should be allowed to reenginecr the product to develop an allemativc that can 
mc:et the new lead limits . 

. 1. Does CPSC have qu1mtitalive 4utll concerning any negative imp4Ct of the Act (i.e., the lead 
and phthafate limits and testing requirrmen~) on .~mllll manufllcturer.~ of children'.~ products, 
and if.~o. would CPSC plea.te provide them? Whllt information doe.<t CPSC have on any .~uch 
negative impact of a mf1re rmecdf1taf nature? 

CPSC staff does not have data on the Iota! value of impacted inventories, Jost sales, disposal 
costs, and other cos1s likely to he incurred by small manufacturers because of the CPSIA: 
however, infonnation of an anecdotal nature. thar has nor been verified by CPSC staff, puts the 
impact in the billions of dollars range. 

Industry Estima1es 

For example, the Motorcycle Industry Council reported in a February 26, 2009, pres~ release that 
the new lead rules would result in an annual impact of$1 billion on their industry. In a request 
for a moratorium on the retroactive application of tbe lead ban, the American Chamber uf 
Commcr~-e in Hong Kong estimated that the impact on their members producing children's 
wearing apparel would run in excess of$300 million. In a letter to the CPSC. counsel 10 a major 
mass retailer stated thal a client estimated their cost to test inventory at $1.4 million and 
projected inventory losses of$30 million. Anotlu:r dient estimated the value of their unsalable 
inventory at S7 million. It was also reported in a March S. 2009, article in the Wall Street 
Journal, that the Toy Industry Association estimated inventory losses valued in the range of$600 
million 

CPSC Tes_ting Estimates 

CPSC staff has eslimatc..-d that the cost for third-party tcsling of product for lead and phthalatcs 
would range from several hundn:d dollars to several 1housand dollars per product tested. 
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depending 11n the number of product components requiring testing. Based on infonmllion 
ohtained from testing laboratory price lists and quotes, the cost to test for the lead content of a 
substralc appears to range between about $50 and S\00 per tested component. In a recent public 
meeting. industry represcntali\'es staled that testing of the 233 various components of a bicyde, 
valued at $50. cost one of their members appruJ\imately Sl4,000. Less infonnation is available 
about the cost of testing products for phtha\ates. but the limited information obtained from price 
quotes and laboratory presentations to CPSC staff suggests the best estimate for the cost of 
phlhalate testing at this time ranges from $300 to $500 per tested component. The cost to test for 
phthalates appedrs to vary widely from market 10 market. In a recent CPSC public meeting on 
phthalates, one participant told of receiving quotes for the testing of a product tanging from 
$7,000 in Asia lo $22,000 in the United States. Because these tests tend to be destructive, 
manufacturers also bear the expense oflost material. labor, and overhead lll;S-Oci11ted with 
production of the products tested. 

Economies of sc11le provide 11n advantage to larger volume manufacturers, relative; to their 
smaller volume cuunterpa11s. as they can absorb these testing costs over a larger production 
volume. Spread over this larger volume. the incremental increase lo the cost of each product is 
much smalkr for the large manufacrurer versus the much smaller manufacturer. Jn shon, the 
heavier burden falls to the smaller volume business. When the Commission establishes random 
sampling requirements (as pan of the requiroo rulemaking on periodic testing in Section 102(bl), 
testing cost~ will in(.Tease over current levels for manufacturers of all sizes. 

The exclusion or most fabric from the third·pa11y testing requirements will provide only limited 
relief for apparel manufacturers. including small manufacturers. In a public meeting with CPSC 
staff. several apparel retailers reported finding virtually no lead in fabric, but they did find lead in 
about 2% of the tests on hard items, such as buttons, zippers, snaps. and fasteners. Since most 
apparel items have some non· fabric items, there will still be testing requirements for most 
apparel item!!. MoTe<wer, under the new restrictions the presence of lead in fasteners used on 
clothing has had a negative impact on the second.hand market for children's clothing in the 
Unitt.-d States. 

Although testing children's products. as applicable, for lead and phthalatc:s has received the most 
attention, many products will be subject to additional third·party testing requirements. For 
example, cribs must be tested for compliance to the crib safety standards at 16 CFR pa11 I 508. 
Toys aTe also subject to testing for compliance to applicable pmvisions of the Toy Safety 
Standard. including testing for additional heavy metals, such as arsenic, cadmium an<l chromium. 
We have n11 quotes for these tests; however. it is probable that the major factor in the cost of the 
tests will be the labor time n:quired to conduct the tests. Once again, given the destructive nature 
of the testing, the manufacturer will also bear the Cllpense of lost material, labor, and overhead. 

It is imoortant to keep in mind the wide c11panse of goods falling undL'T the definition of 
"cJiildrcn.'.s products" and subject therefore to third·party u:s1ing rcguiremeots. Beyond toys and 
durable infant and toddler products. items such as books, bicycles. clothing, youth·sizcd 
motorized oft:road vehicles. school supplies, and Seoul ~xruipmcnl and accessories are subject to 
lead and/or phthalatcs testing. Likewise. all products for children 12 years of age or younger that 
arc madt: by crans people. ~tay·at·home moms or dads, charitable church groups and the like, 
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mus! meet 1hc new limits and b.: h:slcd for compliance or 1hdr products arc banned. This has 
completely upset the business model for many of those small businesses and charitable 
organizations. Because of the retroactive nature of the regulations. many retailers began turning 
back pro<luct with more tha11 600 ppm well in adva11cc of February IO. 200<l. in order to ensure 
their shelves were free of non-compliant product. As a result. many small manufacturers, who 
failed lo recognize the true scope of the law or were unprepared for the retailer~· reaction 10 the 
CPSIA, now find !hey have inventory they cannot sell. 

Retailers Acct?lcrating Deadlines 

Retailers continue !o move well ahead of the deadlines cst11blishcd in the CPSIA. For eJ1ample. it 
is Ntaffs understanding that Wal-Mart stopped receiving product with more than 300 ppm lead in 
January 2009. These actions have stranded inventory that may be compliant today but will be 
bnnncd in Auh'llSt ns the lead limit drops to 300 ppm. In addition to the risk that these products 
may become obsolete and will need to be reworked or destroyed, manufacturers of all sizes are 
incurring expenses to hold this inventory while they docide how to muve their product. The cost 
to cany this inventory varies by business, but typically runs about 25% of the on-hand inventory 
value. 

As retailers pull product from their shelves, many consumers have also been negatively 
impacted. For example, CPSC staff have received numerous emails from consumcr5 stating they 
could no longer purchase parts for their child's youth model motorcycle because of retailer 
concerns over the lead content of the parts. More than one consumer has noted the possibility of 
consumers' purchasing vehicles sized for older children or adults if they could no longer service 
their current motorcycle or A TV. This reaction potentially places these children in a situation of 
increased risk of injury or death. 

Solution: Risk-based Assessments That Consider Age and Exoosure 

It may be too late to mitigate the significant economic impact of the February 10, 2009, ban on 
children's products containing more than 600 ppm total lead content. by weight, for any part of 
the product. However, some relief could be provided to deal with the impact on thrift shops and 
second-hand sales, and Congress still has time to act 10 prevent the even greater impact that will 
occur when 1he !~ad limit drops to 300 ppm in August 2009. For ellample, toxic substances 
I imits are better regulated based on the possihi lily or exposure in relation to age. Foreseeable use 
data, combined with mouthing and ingestion data at various ages, would define the group at ri~k 
for any given product. 

This approach would exclude items such as bikes and ballpoint pens from the discussion and we 
could focus on ilem~ like metal jewelry and other objects likely to be mouthed or ingested. By 
granting the CPSC the flexibility to determine the relevant haiards, flexibility in determining 
exemptions based on assessment of risks, and the discretion to adjust the age limit for certain 
groups of products where the exposure is low. resources can be proper! y focused on areas of 
greater risk. yielding m11ximum reductions in consumer risk of death and injury. 
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4. Dne ... thl! CPSC have any suggt>.~tinn.~ fnr hoK• to mitigate any .~uch economic impact of the 
Acl un .~mall manufacturas 11f children·.~ product.~ (e.g., ('flfnponent te~tittg ft1t lead "nd 
phthalate content) that, in accordance with the intent of the Act and the CPSC'11 mi.~.vion, will 
not cmnprnmise the health and safety of children u.~ing them 'I 

In light of the concerns expressed by small business owners and employees, CPSC staff has been 
consid1.'Ting what relief might be provided for them without compromising sufety. The til'!lt 
challenge was to define what is meant by "small bu~iness" in the oonlcl't of the manufacture of 
children's products. 

For exumplc. with regard to children's apparel, there arc not good statistics difft'l'Cntiating tho~e 
firms 1hat make all apparel versus those finns that make apparel intended only for children 12 
years of age or younger. With regard to toys, the analysis of those businesses that ore focusoo on 
the manufacturing of products solely for children is more reliable. Bureau of the Census (2006) 
data shows that there arc 776 firms that manufacture dolls, toys. and games (NAICS 33993); 403 
of those fim1s (51.9%) have fewer than 5 employees, 632 (81.4%) have fewer than 20 
employees. and 963 (98.3%) have fcwo..'T than 500 employees which is the standard definition of 
a small business. Only I'.\ of the firms (I. 7%1 thl!!_P.roducc toys would not be considered small 
businesses by the Small Bysiness Admin~ All (or almost all) of lhcsc firms 31e likely to 
produce children·~ pn>ducts and all are affected by the current economic downturn. 

Another group significantly impacted by the CPSIA is small craftcrs of products for children, 
many of whom work out of their homes. Based on a 2000 survey conducted by the Craft · 
Organization Directors Association, there were an estimated 106,000 to 126,000 crarhpeople in 
the United States. Additionally: 

• The average gross sales revenue was $76,000 per 1.-raftsperson. 

• The median household income of craftspeople was $50,000 per year, with about half 
coming from craft activities. 

• 64% of craftspeople worked alone, 18% work with a partner or family member, and 
only 16% had paid employees, 

Component Ccnification 

The cost of testing and certification is a huge burden on these small businesses and a robust 
component certification prob"am would be el\tremely helpful. However, any component testing 
rule would have to apply across the board to iill businesse.!I, small and large. and to our global 
trading partners in compliance with international trade Jaws. Furthermore, we have to design a 
program we are confident will avoid 1hc switch of components during manufacture which is the 
very problem that Congress was intending to Ii~ by requiring 1esti11g of children's products in the 
CPSIA. Component tes1ing prnsents real ch~llengcs since many of the components used in 
children's products arc not children's·products on their own and do not require lhird pany 
testing. Snaps could be used 011 a hand knitted swealer tha! were not produced primarily for use 
in children's products. and we ~annot be sure given the expense of testing, that a market will 
develop for ccrti fi ed comp I iant materials for usc by .:rafters . 
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Polcnlial Solutions 

Recognizing thal the CommissiC>n always has the ahilily to lake action to address unsafe producls 
in the marlcc1placc, Congress could take many difti:rcnt approac.:hes to mitigalc the ctlccts on 
small businesses. Congress could apply the new lead and phlhalales limits prospcclivcly to 
miligatc the impac.:t on inventory existing prior lo enaclmcnl. II could allow for a more tlc11iblc 
exception process based on b:ilancing of risks against the burdens of the cosls of testing and 
certiticalion bul thal could oveiburdom staff. Another option would be to allow the Commission 
1hc tle:o;ibility lo decide whal children's products require tcs1ing and certilication. 

5. Whlll information has CPSC reeeived about the impact of the Act on the availability of 
second-hand products for children, especially clothing? It is my understanding that many 
ucond-hand stores now refuse to .~ell children's product$. Does CPSC have any .fuggestions 
for how to mitigate any negative effecti< of the A ct on second-hand stores for children's 
prod11cts, especi"lly in light of the economic downturn and the cqn,,equent increased need for 
low-cost sources of children·.~ clothing? 

Cl'SC staff has only limited, anecdotal iofonnation concerning the impacts of the Act on second
hand stores. Major resellers such as Goodwill Industries and the Salvation Amiy have es1imated 
impacts, inc.:luding both lost sales and disposal cos.ts, totaling hundreds of millions of dollars. 
Many smaller resellers have indicated that under present circumstances, they cannot afford to 
continue selling children's toys or apparel, which account for much of their revenue~. Even 
church bazaars and neighborhood yard sales are adversely affected. 

The major problem for second-hand stores and other resellers is that the CPSIA prohibits the 
sale, distribution or export after February JO, 2009, of any children's products exceeding 1he 
applicable lead or phthalate limits regardless of when they were made. Second-hand stores are 
typically selling items that were manufacturtld yean: earlier. Thus, a large percentage of a 
reseller's currenl inventory of children's products may have been manufactured long before the 
stringent new limirs took effect, and it may now be impossible to dispose of such items lawfully 
except by deslruction (which itself may be costly, particularly for non-profit organizations). To 
make matter~ more difficult. there is often no co~t-effective way to determine which products 
can lawfully be sold and which cannot. 

Unlike other retailers. resellers generally have lilllc or no control over the compliance of the 
goods that they obtain. Most are donated. Even where they have regulat donors, resellers cannot 
prac1ically establish specifications for children's producls as major retailers .:an for their regular 
suppliers. Testing everything they receive is not a practical solution either. Like ~mall. home
based manufacturers, resellers cannot spread testing oosts :icross many units of the same lype; at 
any given time, they would usually have on hand no more than a few items of the same lype. 
The standard tests for lead and phthalatc content arc destructive, so ifonc 1esls a single item 10 
determine whether it can be sold, one no longer .:an scll 1ha1 ilem. 
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Screening devices. such as x-ray tluorescencc: (XRF) machines. can help in W\.-eding out 
children's products that have excess lead, without destroying products that comply, but the new 
technology is still el(pcnsive. No such screening device yet cllists for identifying phthalates. 
Even if such technology can be developed quickly, it remains a disproportionate burden to test 
every unique item in inventory. Some internet resellers and auctioneers do not even have access 
to the products that are offered for sale by third parties on their website and so could not feasihly 
test th\.'lll by any method. 

The second-hand store problem will get worse fur several years before it may ultimately gct 
better. The lead content limits will drop to JOO parts per million in August 2009 and to I 00 ppm 
in August 2011 (unless the Commission determines that such limit is not tet:hnologically feasible 
for ii class of products). Products manufactured after these dates will be in use for some years 
before they arc donat~-d to second-hand stores. So, it will probably take many years before 
children's products that comply with these stringent limits make up a sizable majority of the 
products for sale at second-hand stores. 

Potential Solutions 

Under the circumstances, merely postponing the effective date of the lead or phthalate limits for 
everyone, while this would help alleviate some problems we are seeing, would no! be very 
helpful to resellers because: it would allow products with excess lead and phthalates to continue 
being made, and thus add to the number of noncompliant products that may eventually find their 
way to resellers and so postpone the day of reckoning. 

The most effective way to help resellers is lo address the issue of retroactivity. requiring that 
manufacturers meet the statutory limits for products manufactured after the etli:ctive date but 
!hat ret<tilc:rs and reseller~ be allowed to continue sale. If this suggestion were adopted, it would 
be important to note that resellers could not sell recalled products and that the Commission 
retains its authority to stop sale ofnny product if it finds an ellposure that presents an 
unreasonilble health and safety risk to children. 

A law like the CPSIA that outlaws sales of previously lawful products will, by its nature, hurt 
retailers more than manufacturers and hurt resellers even more than other retailers (given the fact 
that products are typically in consumers· hands for several years at least before they reach 
second-hand stores). While dealing with retroaetivity ai:ross the board would be the most 
effective way to deal with the inequities presented by the current law, other suggestions include 
such things as establishing a &eparatc rule for resellers. For example, the ban on selling 
childrcn's products with exct."SS lead or phthalate content could take effect 111 a later date for 
second-hand sellers than for retailers generally. Or, resellers (or some subset of them. such as 
individual consumers or non-profit resell<:rs} could even be exempted entirely from the provision 
that makes it a prohibited act to sell products containing more than trace amounts oflead or 
phthalates. Children's products that would have bc:-en banned under prior law should not be 
exempted in any ca~e. and there may be categories of products. for ellample, children's metal 
jewelry. that should be handled more strictly. While consumers arc accustomed to the notion 
that used goods an: ~mid "as is," it might be appropriate to require a label or other type of 
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warning at 1he point of sale if resellers arc allowed to continue to sell older children's products 
thal do nol comply with the new limits. 

l1..-st there be any qucsti~m. crsc staff docs not favor exempting second-hand sellc~ from the 
prohibition against selling recalled product~ (including children's products thal arc recalled for 
excess lead paint, or excess lead or phthalatc content). The st:iffbclieves that resellers can 
reasonably be expected to ki.-ep abreast ofCPSC recalls by signing up to receive CPSC's recall 
press releas1..'S and to rcmuve any recalled products from their shelves. Similarly, where 
Congress has unambiguously directed application of new regulatory requirements to a discrete 
class of used children's products, such as cribs, CPSC stuff believes that resellers no less than 
others must take steps to comply. even ifthat means deciding not to sell the products in question. 

The Commission has adopted an enforcement policy on lead limits and has issued other guidance 
to second-hand stoTes to address maoy of the rccumns issues. Jn thestafrs view, however, the 
core problem is caused by the Tetroactive nature of the law and is beyond the agency's authority 
to solve. 

6. Does CPSC believe that the age limit contained in the Ai:t 's definition of "children 's 
pr"durts" (i.e., I Z years and under) is appropriate? If not, what should the age limit be? 
Further, should CPSC have discretion to lower the age limit for certain groups of children's 
products for which the risk of harm from lead or phthalate exposure is remote (e.g., .~naps or 
tippers on children's clothing)'! 

The term "children's product" has significance for several different provisions of the CPSIA. It 
specifies which products ai-e subject to the lead content limits. Indirectly, it plays a role in 
defining which products arc ~ubject to the phthalate limits. It governs the scope of products that 
require certiticatiun based on third-party testing and those that will require tracking labels '"to the 
i::xte11t practicable." 

CPSC staff believes that for purposes of defining which products are subject to lead limits, the 
boundary age could ~asonably be lower than 12. at least in most cases. The Senate bill ( S. 
2045) deemed age 7 a satisfactory upper limit. CPSC staff understands that 1he conferees ended 
up agreeing to age 12 primarily because of the so-called "common toy box problem" -i.e., the 
com:crn that a product intended primarily for older children might nonetheless be available lo 
younger ones in the same home. This choice had the effect, however. of applying the lead limits 
to a much larger population of products, including many that arc not toys and even including 
outdoor products such as dirt bikes or A TVs that would rarely be accessible to younger children 
under any circumstances. 

CPSC's Regula1ions Es1ablished Age Limits by Product Class 

CPSC's own regulations have used a variety of different ages to define what group of children's 
products will be subject to a standard or ban. and these precedents may be useful to consider. 
For example. tl>e small parts ban applies to products that are inrended for children under 3. Toys 
that are intended for ages 3 throu!;(h 5 arc allowed 10 have small pans. provided that rhcy have 
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cautionary labels 10 wam that they arc not suitable for youngsters under 3. In ~encral, toys that 
arc int~'lldeJ for .:hildren 6 and older do not require c:iutionary labeling except in a !Cw specific 
c;ases such as balloons and small halls. The lead paint ban ( l 6 CFR part 1303) applies to 
children's products without a specific age deliniti1>n. Despite this bro11d applicability, the scope 
of the lead paint ban has rarely if ever, generated controversy. This is probably so because it is 
limited to children's products that have paint or similar surface coatings, and such products are 
much fowcr in number and more easily identified than children's products generally. 

Both the likelihood of ci<posure and the route of exposUTC are factors to consider in deciding 
what products should be subject to lead limits. I.cad presents an acute hazard when direct 
ingestion is possible. For this reason, CPSC staff has long treated children's metal jewelry as 
warranting special concern. Jn other applications. hrass and many other metals often have some 
lcud content, particularly to improve workability, corrosiun resistance and other propenies .. 
Where such objects can be mouthed but not swallowed, they generally pose a lesser risk, and 
objects that can be licked but not mouthed pose still less risk. There are some products where 
mouthing or licking is unlikely but where some lead exposure may result from touching and 
inadvertent transfer oflcad from hand to mouth. A child's exposure to lead from zippers and 
snaps will depend on the type of gannent and.the child's age, among many other factors. 

Practical Solution: Commission Discretion 

One way to address these issues would be to give the Commission more discretion to grant 
exclusions from the lead or phthalate limits. Under the law as currently written, a material 
having more than 600 parts per million lead cannot be excluded wiless touching the product will 
not result in the absoquion of any lead. Taken as a whole, the language of section IOI appears to 
rule out treating even very low levels of absorbable lead as negligible. Congress could modify 
this exclusion criterion to allow de minimis levels of absotlltion or to change the focus to 
preventing any significant increase in blood-lead levels of a child, particularly for children who 
are of the age of the intt:nded user. 

Giving the CPSC discretion to lower the age limit for certain classes of products might he more 
efficient than dealing with many requests for exclusion, which is a resource-intensive process. 
Ano1hcr resource conserving approach would be for Congress to lower the age limit across the 
board and give the CPSC di$cretion to set a higher age for certain materials or cla..~scs of 
products that pose a risk to older children or to younger ones in the same household. 

7. Although :mme youth all-terrain whicles (A TV.•) and youth mot11rcyt:les are intended far 
u.~e by childrtn under 11 years of age, does CPSC belie"e ii is neces.«ary th1u these products be 
tested for lead and phthalate content? Similarly, doe.~ CPSC belie11e that t/1ese product.( 
present a risk to children for the absorption of phthalates or lead? 

CPSC staff is aware that many different parts of youth ATVs and youth motorcycles have lead 
content, some of which may exceed the 600 or 300 ppm level. Some of these parts arc 
inaccessible, and some parts may qualify forthc higher limits applicable to cenain electronic 
components. Other parts. however, ~ppcar to be :icccssiblc and may not qualify for any 
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exclusion under scctivn I 01 of the CPSIA. These youth vehicles may also have some phthalatc 
content, but they do not appear to be covered by the section I 08 bans, which arc limih:d lo 
certain toys and child care aniclcs. 

The possibility that children will suffer sii.'llificant lead exposures !Tom these classes of vehicles 
appears I() be remote at best. First, the vehicles arc generally stor<.-d outside the home, where 
younger children would rarely be allowed unsupervised access. The vehicles arc generally 
design<."'1 for children of at least 6 years of age and older. These children are far less likely lo 
ingest or mouth components of a motorized vehicle- even those that arc physically exposed -
than something that fits readily in the mouth, such as a jewelry chain or chann. Children may 
still be exposed to some lead as a result of touching scats. handle bar grips or other places and 
then inadvertently tnmsfcrring some of the lead to their mouths from lheir hands, either directly 
or indin.-ctly, as for example while eating. For most children, however, this type of e11posure is 
not likely to result in significant 11bsorption of lead. This is particularly true where children are 
wearing appropriate protective riding gear, such as gloves and helmets. 

Broadening the Exemptions for Metals 

In scc[ion 10l{b){4), CongrL-ss recognized lhat it might 001 be technologically feasible for certain 
electronic devices 10 meet the lead limits applicable to childn.'ll's products generally and gave lhe 
CPSC authorily to adopt other requirements for such devices. The Commission has exercised 
this authority on an interim basis and established higher limits for certain elec1ronic componenls 
w ht:re ii concluded that such parts cannol be made inaccessible and it is not te<:hnologically 
feasible to substitute other ma[crials at this time. These include metals such as sleel, aluminum 
and copper alloys as used in electronic devices. In adopting lhese allcmative limits. the 
Commission made reference to exemptions recognized elsewhere, such as the European Union 
directive 2002/95/EC known as RoHS. It is worth noting that in Europe, the RoHS exemptions 
are equally applicable 10 non-electronic uses of these metals, but the staff believes I hat section 
101 gives us no flexibility to apply the same exemptions outside 1he realm of electronics. This 
means that children's products containing these metals and metal alloys manufactured for the 
U.S. market cannot employ recycled metal to the same extent as they can in Europe; rather, the 
manufacturers for the U.S. market must obtain supplies of primary metal. forcing vastly higher 
energy consumption and higher costs, or they must quickly switi:h to substitutes whose 
propenies are poorly understood and may even pose more significant safety risks to 1.:hildren. 

Under the current law, CPSC staff believes that an exclusion for youth ATVs would be very 
ditftcult to justify. Some have argued that if youth-sized ATVs cannot be sold for an extended 
period of time. owing to lead limits, then more childn:n may end up riding adult-sized ATVs. A 
child using an adult A TV as a substitute would face a far graver and more immediate risk than 
that of the possible lead exposure from the youth ATVs. 

Pot~-ntial Solutions 

The ATV situation is illustrative ofa numhcr of product classes that may not qualify for an 
exclusion. Conb'TCSS could moderate thi~ situation in several different ways. These include one 
or more of the following (not in priority order): (I) postponing the deadline for sales (not 
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manufacture) of childrcn·s products containing lead ahove the new limits; (2) IDwering lhe age 
limit for children's products (as dis.:ussed in the response to question 6); (3) exempting some or 
all childrcn·s products that arc usually nor kept in the house, such as bicycles and ATVs: (4) 
giving the CPSC greater discrction to exclude from compliance with lhe lead limits any materials 
or products that pose a negligible risk lo children (as discussed in the response to question 6); or 
( S) allowing m;itcrials that :ire eligible for special treatment when used in electronic dc.,.iccs to 
receive similar treatment in other children's products when thejustificalion is equally 
compelling. 

8. In light of rft:tnt t:oflrt decisions that the lead a11d phthalate content restrictions are 
retroactively 11pplicable, doe.• CPSC have concerm about the effect on the enwronment of the 
di.~pofa/ pf inventor/e.• of non-cnmp/itmt children 's products 't 

This issue lies within the authority and expertise of the Environmental Prorection Agency (EPA). 

9. I understand that, sinu early December 1008, CPSC has had access tO a large number of 
lead content re.~ulrs for finished "ordinary books" (i.e., books publithed in cardboard or paper 
by conventional methods and intended to be read by or to children age I Zand under) and their 
component materials (i.e., paper. paperbo11rd, ink, adhesives, laminate.~. and bindings). Has 
CPSC staff reviewed those test results? What do those test results indicate about such 
ordinary books and component materialv in connection with the statutory lead limits 
pre.tcribed in .fectlon I0/(11) of the Act? Does CPSC have any recommendations regarding 
how to mitigate the l>urden.v that te!1ting and certljlcatinn requirements of the Act, and 
especially the retroactive applicability of tho.ve ,.equirements to Inventory, could otherwise 
impose ()n publishers, printers, and retail .tellers of such ordinary books, as well as on libraries 
S(hools, charities and other secondhand dlstributor-s of.~uch ordinary books, including those 
published before /98J? 

Lead Testing and Printing Ink: The rublishing Industry's Challenge 

Given the hreadth of the definition of children ·s product in the CPSIA, the Commission received 
thousands of questions over the past six months regarding the srope of applicabi lily of the 
retroaclive lead limits and the required third-party testing of such products. At rhe same lime, 
retailers began demanding certificates of compliance for products likely to be on their store 
shelves on February I 0. 2009. The publishing industry claimed to have been unaware that the 
definition of children's product .would encompass books until relailers started asking for 
ceniticates of compliance and we posted a response to one of the frequently a.<ked qucslions 
regarding rhc applica!ion of the CPSIA to books intended or designed primarily for children. 
B~-causc of the variety of colors of inks used in making children's books printed on paper and 
cardboard, the requirement of testing for compliance to lhc new lead limits proved costly and 
onerous. Some retailers were demanding ~eparate certificates of compliance for each book ride. 

The issue oflead in printing ink and other products used to make a book is nor new. Indeed, in 
2007 lhc publishing industry issued a st11tcmenl on lead in books lo respond lo any concerns 
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raised about books related to that year's toy recalls foe excessive lead in paint. (SL'C AmL-rican 
Booksellers Association statemenl of November 29. 2007. Booksdling this Weck: Gelling the 
Lead Out: Consumers Question Books Made in China, found on March I 5. 2009 at 
l.)!m;.::j~.h<>5>kwch.nrg/11cws, 56<J5.h11nl.) The Commission has occasionally recallt.-0 such 
products for excess lead; for example, a recall was conducted in Fcbniacy 2008 for el(cess lead in 
paint on the colored spiral metal bindings of several sketchbooks. In July of2004, the 
Commission issued a waming regarding the hazards of lead in candy wrappers that contain lead 
or bearing lead-containing ink. 

The "Ordinary Book" faemption 

The Commission staffwantod to provide some relief to the book publishing industry given the 
extraordinary impact of third-party testing for lead and because the publishing industry 
maintained that the Commission had never considered ordinary children's books to be a health 
ha,..ard. However, given the requirements of the CPSIA, the staff felt that they needed some 
rcprescntarive data upon which to base a decision to el(cmpt children's books from the 
requirements. The number ofrcauests for relief from 1heretroactive effect of the CPSlA was so 
high that the staff felt that in fairness. any determination that the law did not apply to a material 
or class of products should be based on science and supooned by test results. 

It is not the case (noted in your question) that the Commission staff has had access to a "large 
number of tests on fini~hed 'onlinary books'," but rather we have had access 10 u very limited 
diita set on which the publishers have based their request for an industry-wide exemption from 
testing to the new lead content limits. The publishing industry association provided the staff 
with 152 separate entries representing testing done on approximately 157 hooks conducted 
anywhere from 2004 to 2009. The books tested range from the ordinary books to books with 
handles. stickers, kits or other accessories. The staffrcviewod !hose test results, and initially 
concluded that many of the tests were done for European standards and/or did not test for total 
lead content as required by Section IOI of the CPSIA. The staff oflhe CPSC asked the industry 
to provide more data for total lead content and demonstrate that the data submitted was 
representative of all of the millions ofordinary books sold to children 12 years of age or 
younger. 

The additional data submitted suggests that modern book publishing using offset lithography 
does not result in books with lead levels in excess of the 300 ppm limit that goes into effect in 
August of2009. However, the Commission staff has not had the time or resources to look at the 
issue completely or comprehensively and has been hopeful lhal mon: data would he submittCd by 
industry particularly with respect to hooks published in the 1960s and 70s. The Commission 
staff has been assured that the publishers now all use inks that result in children's books that fall 
below the statutory limits tor lead. While the staff does not have a st11tistically valid basis for a 
whole~ale eM:lusion of children's books at chis time, its dctennination to exclude them fi-om 
testing and certification does not mean that any children's book can exceed the lead limit. All 
children's books must meet the lead limit. 

Making a dctcnnination that ordinary hooks cannot and will not exce~d the lead limits appeared 
to be the only means of providing immt:dialc relict: Such an exempti<ln from resting also should 
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provide relief from the retroactive application of the standard to all books in scho~1ls and libraries 
1hat are provided to children for their use. In the meantime, the publishin1:1 industry was given a 
conditional enforcement waiver on the testing and Ct.-rtificati<>n requirements for lead. pending 
stall's review vflhe data and any additional dara that may be submilted. That exemption was 
limited to books manufactured after 1985 because the publishing industry has not provided any 
test data on books pub I ished in the 60s and 70s. Instead, the industry has pointed to the fact that 
lead was removed from printing operations in this country due to federal srntutory restrictions on 
worker exposure to lead in printing oper:itions which went into cfft--ct in the late 70~. The very 
limited testing the Commission staff has done indicates that the lend content of these older books 
con occasionally exceed the 300 ppm limit that goc:s into ellect in August 2009 but that data may 
not be representative. At this time the Commission staff has not had the time or resources to 
prove that books made more than twenty years ago do not exceed the lead limits as staff hQS 
needed to focus its resources on irs investigation.~ of deaths and injuries to children and other 
emerging risks and health hazards. 

Library Books and Used Book Resellers 

The retroac1ivi1y of the lead provision is particularly problematic in the area of books and other 
printed materials. We have done wry limited testing of books from the 60s and 70s. It suggests 
that the lead content hovers a.round the 300 ppm mark. Anecdotal evidence received by the 
agency suggests that on occasion books from this earlier period may contain lead in excess of the 
lead limits in their binding materials. The only way to detennine the total lead content in these 
books is to test them. 

Under the CPSIA, however, sellers of used children's books, including used book stores and 
thrift shops, are not required to test or certify that children's books meet the new lead or 
phthalatcs limits. The CPSIA does not require resellers to test children's products in inventory 
for compliance with the lead limit before they arc sold. However. resellers cannot sell children's 
books intended prima.rily for use hy children that exceed the lead limit. 

The Commission had hoped that an exemption for "ordinary books" plus its announced 
enforcement policy for lead would alleviate this situation. Based on information received from 
the trade associations with infonnation regarding books in libraries and schools, the Commission 
staff understands that most textbooks in schools are less than ten years old. Likewise, the 
information received suggests that most library books lent to children are recycled approximately 
every 18 lending cycles or three years. Thus, it appears that few of the books being provided to 
children in their schools and from libraries would be more than 20 years old. 

Potential Solutions 

Staff has considered children's behaviors with books and concluded that after about 19 months 
of age. children may occasionally put part of a book in their mouths, but they typically are taught 
lo care for their books so that they can continue to be ust."<l for reading and learning. This 
information suggests that any exposure to lead from contact with books diminishes as children 
ai;c. We hclievc an exemption is the only way to provide relief under the CPSIA. Congress 
could limit the resting of books to only those picture books provided to children much younger 
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than 12 since this is the popula1ion of children that would he mos! likdy to interact with their 
books in a way that could c>1posc th1:m to inks with higher lead content. Lowering the uge limil 
would be extremely helpful to staff in dealing with books and many other products by narrowing 
the scope or prooucts covered. Lowering the age limit would also provide relief to schools who 
face retroactive application of the lead provisions not just with regard to books but al.so the wide 
variety of other educational materials they provide to school-aged children. 

The CPSIA cslablishcs that any children's product no matter when it wos made is a banned 
hazardous product if it exceeds the lead limits and the law does not hove an exemption procedure 
other than one based on scientific proof that there will not be absorption of any lead. One 
solution would be for Congress to create a waiver process allowing the Commission to 
"grandfather .. in pmducts made prior to the date of enactment if the Commission concludes those 
products present only a de minimis e11posure level and, therefore, a negligible risk. This could be 
used to solve the problem of used books as well as other products commonly sold second-hand 
such as used clothing or youth bicycles. It creates an administrative burden that the Commission 
may not be able to handle without some delay, but it would provide rdiefwithout having to undo 
lhc retroactive effect or the law altogether. 

I 0. In general, does CPSC believe that the Act was written with too little implementation 
discretion for tlte Commission? If this is the case, for which Issues (e.g •• third party testing 
requirements) does CPSC require more discretion? 

The CPSJA provides too lirtle implementation discretion for the agency. One of the major 
problems with implementation has been the statute's reach across a variety of industry sectors 
quickly and simultaneously by virtue of its broad definition of"children's produc1." The lead 
limits reach literally every product intended or designed for a child 12 or younger. The breadth 
of the statute's reach has made it difficult lbr the Commission to address industry speci fie 
concerns in the few areas where the agency has discretion. The Commission needs room to 
address toy industry concerns separately from those of the apparel industry, from tho~e or the 
publishing industry, and separately again from those of industries that make outdoor products for 
children such as motorized recreational products, playground equipment and bikes. 

The lead limits and lesting and ccrtifiealion provisions could be implemented much more 
smoothly if the Commission had the discrelion to roll out those requirement$ on a product class 
l:>asis. The same will soon be true for tracking labels where each industry has specific conc~"111S 
about how addilional labeling requirements will work given existing and multiple other labeling 
requirements. Con~>rcs~ can direct the agency as to how to tlclcrmine priorities and work to a 
.,pccific schedule us evidenced by section I 04 which gave some tlexibility to the Commission in 
pursuing the congressional mandates for new durable infant product standards. A simiiar 
approach to implementing all of the Act's new rules and requirements would case the 
implemcnlation burden. Indeed, the stay of enforcement of certification and testing was lhe 
agcncy·s only means to get 1he breathing room it needed to deal with the various unanticipated 
issues that arose given 1hc breadth of the industries uflccted. 
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Some have argued that the Commission should have a more relaxed appruach to exclusions from 
the lead limits. However. the lead provision of the CPS!/\ restricts the agency's dis.:rction al a 
variety of points in the statute. It allows for exemptions in three limited circumstances described 
in section lOl{b). That section allows exclusions for inaccessible component parts of children's 
products and also allows the Commission to exempt electronic devices where lead is necessary 
for their funclionality and cannot be made inaccessible. Beyond those exclusions. however, the 
statute leaves very li!llc flexibility. Section I 0 I (b)( l) of the CPSlA provides that the 
Commission may. by regulation, e)(cludc a specific product or material that exceeds lhe lead 
limits established for children's products under§ IOl(a) of the CPSIA if the Commission. after 
notice and a hearing. determines on the basis of the best-available, objective. peer-reviewed. 
scienti fie evidence that lead in such product or material wi II "neit!!£t.r..qult in ,the absoiption of 
any lead into the human body," given reasonably foreseeable use and abuse of such product, 
including swallowing, mouthing. breaking or other children's activities or the aging of the 
product, "nor have any other adverse impact on public health or safety." (Emphasis addaj.) 

The clear language of the statute is rigid: an assessment of whether there is absorption of"any 
lead" cannot be based on a risk based assessment btlCause that language does not appear to allow 
any amount of lead. no matter how insignificant. to be absorbed in the human body. While the 
courts have occasionally upheld agencies applying a de minimis standard and exempting trivial 
risks from regulation. that has been permitted only when Congress has nol unambiguously 
denied agencies lhat authority.' Herc the act specifically limits the exclusion to an application 
supported by p~r reviewed science supporting a dcmonstrntion that there caMOt be absorption 
of any lead, Moreover, section I Ol(e) appears 10 restrict the agency's ability lo use enforcement 
disl.Tetion while ex.clusion requests arc pending. by stating lhat a pendency of a rulemaking to 
consider a request for exclusion "shall not delay the effect of any provision or limit ... nor shall 
it stay general enforcement" of the lead limits. 

Those who argue that common sense exclusions are permitted by the CPSIA would have to 
ignore sections IOl(b)(I) and IOl(e). Yet as the unanticipated consequences of the rctroaccive 
effect of the law have demonstrated, some ability to provide for de minimis exclusions would he 
helpful in implementing ofthe Acl. The effort to deal with the de minimis risks given the 
speculali\'e yet conceivable routes of exposure presented by certain products such as bike !ire 
valve stems distracts attention from more serious health and safety problems that the agency 
must address. Recently proposed legislation banning BPA recognizes lhe need for such 
flexibility to provide relief when 11 manufacturer cannot comply because it is not technologically 
feasible to do ~o in the timerrames pennitred, Yet such a waiver or exemption process coul~ 
prove t~ be too n:source intensive and divert agency resources to handling thousands of 
excmmion requests when staff should instead be dealing with other risks that deserve attention 
such as idcnti IVing emerging hazards. 

"Comp,,,·,· I..-. v R,.i/(,.. 963 F. 2d 985 (9'" Cir. I 992) and l'uf>lic Citi=en •. Yaung. 831!'.id1108 (D.C. Cit. 1987) 
with Ohir> v £!'A, 992 t'.2d 1520, 1534-35 (D.C. Cir. 1993). See al.w Hahn and Sun•lcin. .. 1 Nt•w fa<•<·uti1-.• Os·J,.,. 
,/Qr /mfJIYwing Fe<l<·•·u/ R.-g11lutiun' /)'"'/'<'''mu/ Wiil.·r Cv«t·B<'n<:fit Analv.<1,,, U Chicago Law & Econoniic~. Olin 
Working Pap~1 No. I SO. This p•per can be downloaded wilhout d•argc at: 
;o~r· \\W\\.lil•' dlk.,~~l'> L·tlu J:m·\\:~m inJL'' h1mL 
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The CPSIA forsakes the core strengths of the Ci>SC's original statutory framework which has 
from the beginning allowed the Commission to prioritize its regulation of consumer product~ l'>y 
an overall asscssm~'llt of all the risks at stake, the magnitude of those risks and the actual 
consequences of the ha7.ard. Coni.'Tess should pcm1it the agency tu exempt certain products from 
the limits established by the CPSIA, to case the burdens of lesting and certification on products 
unlikely to present me>rc than a ncgligihlc health risk, and to regulate on a timetable influcnc<XI 
by the seriousness of the actual risks not artificial deadlines. A more flexible c;11ception process 
would avoid regulation of de minimis problems both nrospectivelv and retroactively. 

Moreover, this would allow the CPSC to consider the impacts of the regulatory requirements of 
the CPSIA. like the balance between the adverse effects on second-hand sales of children's 
clothing or bicycles and the potential risks from ex~isure in such products, which is especially 
important during the current economic crisis. It should also allow the Commission to balance 
risks such as balancing the risk of possible lead exposure to a child riding a youth· sized A TV 
against 1he risk to the child from riding a larger and more powerful adult ATV. Given that 
exceptions would be made on a notice and comment basis, the underlying analysis and support 
for any exceptions will be public allowing for transparency and accountability. Finally, relaxing 
certain deadlines in the Act will allow for better priority setting which 'l<ill allow Commission 
resources to be put towards the most serious health risks first. 

• • • 

CONCLUSION 

The staff has set forth in its answers to specific questions above numerous approaches to dealing 
with the issues raised. In our view, we have been confronted with three major issues in 
implementing the CPSIA: (I) the retroactive application of requirements to inventory; (2) the 
broad reach of the legislative mandates given that "children's product" is defined as a product for 
children 12 years of age or younger; and (3) the impact of the new testing and certification 
requirements for all consumer products and the third·party testing requirements for children's 
products. You have askc<I us to consider possible solutions to the problems raised in the \euer, 
and make our best recommendation as to productive solutions recognizing that these are 
ultimately policy decisions for others to make. We conclud.:d 1hat the following three changes 
would resulve many of the major difficulties identified above: 

• Limit tho= applicability of new requirements to products manufactur~d after the effective 
date. except in circumstances where the Commission decides that exposure to a product 
presents a health and safety risk to children. 

• Lower the oge limit used in the definition of children's pwdu~1s to better reflect exposure 
and give the CPSC discretion to set a higher age for cenain materials or classes of 
produ~ts that pose a risk 10 older children or to younger une~ in the same household. 
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• Allow the CPSC to address certification, tracking labels and other issues on a product 
class or other logical basis. using risk-assessment methodologies tu cstabli~h need. 
priorities and a phase-in schedule. 

As discuss\.-d above, there arc many ways to address the challenges of implementation and meet 
the important goals of the statute. Regardless of the path chosen. some legislative changes 
would be helpful to allow the agency to set risk-based priorities given the finite resources 
available to the Commi.~sion. 
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0:1 bchaif Qf the Motorcycle lm:fustry Council (Ml('). its nearly 300 \•chick manufactu= and 
aieimarlcet members. their thousands of Jeal1.,-rs, and the millions of Americtt11s who safe!}' and 
rcspc>nsihly ride their off-highway vehicles (OllVs) with their families, thank you for holdin11 the 
hcadng "A Review o fCPSIA and CPSC Resources" on February 17, 20 1 l . I am writin!!. tO \l!ge 
you \u amend lbc C <>nsumer Producl Safety lmprovt'lncn\ Act lt> s top the ban on youth ATVs 11n<i 
Jl1(ll(ltcydcs. 

The Cl'SIA w~ intended to protecl ch ildren from ingcsting lead fi'otri toys. However, the lc:ad 
content provision hns had un intended e-0ns.:quence.~. The CPSIA hn~ effectively banned the ~ale 
of age-appropriate youth A TVs and motorcycles because of t he lead content of ccrtain metal pan><. 
,\s a result of its broad reach, the Act h11.~ in11dvc11cn11y crippled rui industry unrelated to tl1e toy 
manufacturers 11\at wo.'TC the intended target oftl\{' !l·ad provisioo. In addition, U'le ban has rcsultcci 
;,, un~afc situations for youth OHV riders. 

It is cslimalc:d that over 13 million Americans enjoy riding off-highway motorcycle~ and over 3S 
milli,)n enjoy riding. ATVs. Safoty of our riders - particularly our youngest riders - is a top 
priori ty of the powcrspon.' industry. Vehicles, helmets and other gear and accessories are 
•-pecially d~signt<d for youth riders lo allow them to :«1fely enjoy this family-mo.-ndly form of 
outdoor recn:~tion. 

In Fe\>ru;iry 2009. howcwr, A TVs and motcircyclc:s do:signetl and prim11riiy intended for youth 
rid.:r~ ag<!d 6 10 12 became banned bazl\fd,)US products under the CPSJI\ because small amount$ of 
!cud - that pose no risk to youth · are iml>cddt.'<i in metal parts of the vehicles to enhance Htl! 
functionali ty ~i f those component~. 

As you know, the C:PSC concluded that the language of the Cl'STA prev<'nted it from mak ing 
cornmon-simse decisions and resulted in 1b~ C PSC denying the powerspon~ industry's petitions 
for c.xclusion from the k•:ld content provision. The exclu~un wa.'> denied despite the fact that the 
CPSC's own s10.ff a~knowlcdgcd that there wns no measurable risk 10 ~hildren resulting. from lead 
e~poSUf(' U'Offi these.: products. 

The Cl'SC tried t() tcmpornril)' address the ban by issi.ing a srny ofcnfor~~mcm oftbe CPSll\' s 
!tad content li mits. 1.!nfor.unately, the s tay nfcnforceme11t has proven unworkable. Due w the 
nsks <lf sdliug under the ~t:iy, man y cnanufacrun:.'rs and dealer!< h11~c.: stopped ~elling youth tlh)dd 
O H Vs, and there is now a limited availubility of thcs~ products for consumcp;. In 2011, le~s than 
2~% of the mnior mRn ufal·turer.; are even nm,lucino thP. <m~llr<I vo"th ATV< 
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The Cl'~C ha~ c.:xµl .. in.:d 1t;a1 !he ba11 on youth 01 l Vs creates a .:ompclling safoty issue bccau£c it 
likely "·i!I rcsull in chil<lrcn 12 years of age and younger riding larger and fos1cr adull-~izc 
vehicle~. F"r e~amplc, CPSC studie.~ show aJmost 90% of youth injuries and fatalitic~ occur on 
i:dult-size ATVs. Agai11. the CPSC's stuff scicnti~l~ acknowledge th<1t the prc~cnCl~ <•fleRd in 
metal alloys in 1hcsl) youth models - needed for functionality, durability and other reason~ that arc 
safety critical 10 the component$- does not present a health hazard to chilJren. The Commission 
also nv11.-s that children riding tht,se vehicles only interact with a limited number of melal 
component parts that might oon1ain small amounts of lead, like brake and cluwh lever~. thl\ltt\e 
controls. and tin! valve stems. 

Form-er two yl·ars. MIC. its membt.TS, theirdealcrs and many of the millions of Americans who 
~afllly and r(•sponsibly ride th~-ir off.highway motorcycles and ATVs with their children ba\C 
urfcd Congress 10 amend the CPSI A to stop tbis unintended ban on youth motorizt:d recreational 
•·chicks. Ofl~highway vchidc stakeholders have sent over one million ele<.1r0nic messages and 
thousands of hand sig:nccl ktters and made numo:rous calls and r<:rsonal visil~ to Capitol Hill tn 
advocate for a lcgtslath·c solution 10 the ban for three impor1a11t reasons: 

First, the lead content in metal pans of ATVs and motorcycles poses no risk 10 kids. E,.perts 
estimRte that the lead intuke from kids' interaction wi!h metal parts is less than the lead intake 
from drinking a glass of w:m:r. 

Second. C\'cryone agrees that the hly to keeping youth safe on ATVs and motorcycles is having 
them ride the right sii.ed vehicle. The: CPSIA has unintentionally put kids at risk because youth 
A TV ond motorcycle availability i~ limited. Unavailability of youth models rcsulL~ in what CJ>SC 
has dcscri bed as a "more serious and immediate l'isk of iajury or death" than any ri~k from lead 
c:xpo~'Ure from these products. 

Finally, the CPSIA is unnecessarily hurting the economy arid jobs when ev~onc is trying to 
i."row the economy and crealc job~. In 2009, MIC <'stiinated that a complete ban on youth model 
vehicles would result in about SI billion in lust economic value in the retail marh1place every 
year. 

As Repn.::ctcntativc Rehbe1g stated when imroducing H.R. 4 l2 lO stop the ban on ATVs :md 
motorcycles,"~ law mcant 10 imprcwc children's saf.:ty is actu'111y being .:nforccd in a .-·ay 1h111 

puts kids in more danger than ever, while dcstro_i.fog jobs to b-Ool.'' 

We believe that Congress never intended to ban youth model motorizell rel,'TCarional '"'midc~ 
when it passtld the CPSIA. We urg(: this Ct•mmittee to stop the unintended ban by either lowering 
the age range of''childrcn's produc1s" to age ti and under or grnnlin~ a categorical exemption for 
youth ATVs and motorcycles, as pnwil!cd in H.R. 412. In citherca~e. we urge the Cvmmincc to 
Ir.ave CPSC with no dollbt abilut Congress' intent to ensure the continued availabilily ofthe~e 
youth model motorized recreational vehicles. 

Respecrfully ~ubmittcd. 

j] y rJ../ 
i,,. ... ,,,, r.;. 

Paul C. Vi1rano 
General Counsel 
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Testimony Submitted for the Record 
U.S. House of Representatives 

House Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection 
April 29, 2010 

Mr. Chaim1an, Ranking Member, and members of the Subcommittee, on behalf of 

Goodwill Industries International@ (Gil), thank you for this opportunity to provide testimony for 

the public record about lhe Consumer Product Safef)' Enhancement Ac1 of20/0. Last spring, 

Goodwill worked with the Committee and ils staff to d1:velop draft language for inclusion in a 

discussion dr.1ft of the Consumer Product Safety Enlumcement Act. Goodwill believes that the 

draft included effective provisions that would address Goodwill's concerns about retroactively 

applying the CPSIA's sales ban on children's products manufactured before the law's 

implementation. Goodwill believes that the provisions in Section 3, pertaining to the selling of 

used children's products, would have allowed Goodwill to continue supporting its mission 

through the ~ale of used children's apparel within the letter and spirit orthe law. 

Goodwill Industries International (GU) represents 158 local and independent Goodwill 

agencies in the United States that help people with barriers to employment to participate in the 

workforce. One ofGoodwill lndustrics' greatest strengths continues to be its entrepreneurial 

approach to sustaining, its mission. In 2009, the Goodwill network raised nearly SJ.7 billion 

through its retail, contrac1s, and mission services Clperations. ;.:early 83 percent of the funds 

Goodwill raised in 2009 wen~ used to supplement government investments. Today more than 

ever people rely on Goodwill. In fact, in 2009, Goodwill collectively served almost 2 million 

people. This number represents a 26 percent increase compared to 2008. With the economy 
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continuing to be sluggish. we expect that we will continue to see the number of people who tum 

t~) Goodwill for assistance tn increase dramatically. 

The roots of today's Goodwill began as a simple idea in 1902 when Rev. Edgar Helms 

set om to help poor immigrants in Boston's South End by collecting clothes and housenold items 

from wealthier Brn;tnnians to provide clothing and household items for the struggling 

immigrants. He discovered. to his surprise, that the immigrants were too proud to simply accept 

the items. So he l<)Ok hi" idea a step further hy enlisting volunteers to repair. clean. and sell the 

items at n:asonablc pri1:cs. He u8cd the revenue to provide wages to the workers - and the first 

Goodwill store was born. 

Especially during such difficult economic times, Goodwill is very proud of its long 

history ofht:lping people to lind jobs and advance in careers. As the nation struggles to recover 

from the woM recession sim:e the Great Depression and unemployment stubbornly hovers near 

10 percent, Goodwill remains committed to partnering with stakeholders at the federal, state, and 

local levels by contributing the Tesourccs and experlise of local Goodwill agencies in support of 

public efforts ancl investmetlls. 

Goodwill's first priority is and has always been the safety of its customers and the people 

it serves. Goodwill has a long history of working in g1)()d faith with the Consumer Product Safety 

Commissil)n (CPSC) to prevent unsafe products from being sold in its stores. Local Goodwill 

retail professionals check the CPSC's pmduet recall lists to identify any recalled and donated 

products. Those found to have been recalled are not placed on stores· shelves for sale and are 

taken out of circulation. ln addition, agencies avoid selling known high-risk items. such as metal 
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jcwdry and painted toys. Wt: continue lo work closely with the CPSC 10 pursue our common 

goal of preventing pt:oplt: from purchasing unsafe products. By continuing thest: efforts, we 

bcli!lve amending the CPSIA - by exempting the sale by charitable organizations of used 

children's clothes from the C'PSlA's sales ban - would allow Goodwil\ ston:s to sell used 

children's apparel while protecting our customers' children. 

I'd like to spend a moment of our time to discuss Goodwill's business model, since it is very 

di!Terenl than I hat of a traditional retailer with a national lbotprint. First, it is very important to 

keep in mind that Goodwill's footprint in the U.S. is actually 158 local and independent 

community-based organizations' footprints that collectively make up the Goodwill network in 

the U.S. Each local Goodwill agency's autonomy allows it to be a true community stakeholder 

and partner. For example, in 2009, the Los Angeles Goodwill invested millions of ils own 

earnings to subsidize one-stops that serve over 59,000 people. Over 4,000 went to work to 

suppon their families and impro\'c the economic well being of their communities. 

Second, the nature of the donated goo<ls business means that most of Goodwill's products 

are each indi.,,idually supplied through the generosity of people who donate unwanted clothes. 

household items, and filmishings. Inventory control systems that allow national retailers to 

purchase inventory; plan for its sale; and provide product specifics and information simply do 

not exist in the donated goods retail business. Before donated products can be placed for sale in a 

Goodwill store, they must he sorted and their pric.e must be determined. In addition, our retail 

professionals check product recall lists to identiry and dispose of any donated items that have 
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been recalled -·therefore ensuring that these dangerous items are removed from the consumer 

marketplace. 

We believe the nature of the dn11ated goods charity model supports th.i need for 

legislation to exempt human service organi:tations that sell used children's apparel, among other 

products, from the CPSJA's retroactive sales ban. (.ioodwill absolutely agrees that children 

should not be exposed to products that have 1lang1m1us lead levels. This is a moral value 

Goodwill holds, yet it also makes good business sense. Doing anything less would have 

1monnou.s potential to damagt: the Goodwill hrand, thus hindering Goodwill's ability to provide 

the employment and training services to people with employment challenges. 

Goodwill has worked in collaboration with the CPSC to develop constructive solutions to 

this important issue, exploring potential courses of action that would allow local Goodwill 

agenci<!s to demonstrate a good faith effort to comply with the new law, while selling used 

children's products at a reduced risk to our customers and our agencies. The result was an 

enhanced partnership with the CPSC' to educate the public, and inform and train our retail 

pTofessionals. Goodwill believes that these efforts demonstrate thi;i gold standard of good faith on 

the part of both Goodwill and the CPSC toward accomplishing our mutual goal of protecting 

childTcn. Goodwill also recognizes that the long-term solution requires Congress 10 take action. 

Conclusion 

Goodwill has deeply apprcriatcd the opportunities that it has been given to develop draft 

legislation that would address the CPSIA 's unintended consequences on charitable organizations, 

such as Goodwill, that resell donated items, including children's products, to support the deli very 
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of mission services. Goodwill looks forward lo 1:onlinuing its work with mcmhcrs of this 

Subcommittee and staff to <lcvel~>p provisions that would allow Goodwill stores to support 

Goodwill"s mission through the sale of used children's apparel within the letter and spirit of the 

law. 

Members of the Subcommittee, again I thank you for the opportunity to discuss these 

concerns with you, and for pausing briefly to hold this hearing with Goodwill and other 

~takcholdcrs to ensure that the final bill protects children from harm while enabling local 

Goodwill agencies to support their efforts to annually serve nearly 2 million people in local 

communities nationwide. 
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February 17, 2011 

The Honorable :-.iary Bono Mack, Chairman 
The Honorable G.K. Butterfield. Ranking Member 
House Energy and Commerce Committc.: 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade 
2322A Rayburn I louse Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

o~ar Chairman Bono :-.1.ack and Ranking Member Buucrficld: 

W'NW~:l,A t)S<i'.; 

The Rt:tail Industry Leaders Association (RILA) welcomes the oppo.nunity lo submit written 
comments on the unintended consequences of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(CPSlA) and on CPSC resources and its ability to protecl consumers. RILA members place the 
highest priority 011 the sal'ety and quality of the products they sell lo their customers, and we 
supported the sweeping CPSIA when it was enacted in 2008. Nevertheless, while implementing the 
CPSIA, ii has become apparent that there are some provisions in the law that do not coincide with 
be~t practices and have resulted in unintended consequences. RILA hopes the Hous.: Energy and 
Commerce Committee \\'ill make it a priority 10 advance legislation 10 facili1atc bcucr 
implementation of the CPSIA. 

By way of background. RILA promotes Cl)nsumcr choice and economic freedom through public 
policy and industry operational excellence. Our members include the largest and fastest growing 
companies in lhe retail induslry which together provide millions of jobs and operate more than 
I 00, 000 slor~s, manufacturing facilil ics and dis1ribu1ion cenlers domes£ ically and abroad. 

While RILA recognizes that tile CPSIA has had a profoiind impact in reinvigorating the Consumer 
Produc1 SatCt}' Commission (CPSC) and enhancing consumer produc1 safe1y. RILA also believes the 
2008 law could he improved. 

Prosp«ti\ie Applicalion of IOClppm lead limit 

RILA strongly suppo.ns the unanimous recommendation of the CPSC Commissioners 10 
prospcctivcly apply the August 2011 I OOppm lead limit. As currenlly interpreted by the C'PSC, the 
CPSlA will make it unlawful to sell pruducts that exceed a IOOppm limit after August 2011, 
regard less of wh<!n the products were ma nu fac1ured, unless the CPSC determines that the lower limit 
is not technologically feasible. 

Moreover, RILi\ notes I hat ''feasible" does noc equal "practical" when considering the I 00 ppm limit. 
When discussing lead limits at these very low levels, RILA believes the CPSC should also have 
discretion to use risk as a fa•tor. 

The rctroac1ivc application of this provision creates substantial problems for manufacturers and 
retailers with large inventories of children's products, as well as for re~cllcrs ~uch as charitable thrift 
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slurcs, and leads to wast<:ful deslruction of sate products because confirmation of compliance for 
products already on retail shelves often cannot be done in a cost effective manner. Retailers will 
incorporale new snli::ty standards into their guidance to suppliers so as to ensure compliant prutlucts, 
but it is very difficult to implement new standards on the basis ofa sell-by date, particularly when 
there is uncertainty on whether the CPSC could make a determination that IOOppm is not 
technologically foasible. There is significant historical precedent to implement new safoty standards 
on a prospective basis, and RILA has urged the CPSC to implement the August 2011 lead limit on a 
prospectivt: basis. Nevertheless, Congressional action 10 clarify its illlent for a prospective 
application would be very helpful for smooth implementation of the law. 

Inaccessible Component Pans for Phthalates 

RILi\ also believes the CPSIA should be modified to clarify that inaccessible component parts are 
excluded from the law's phthalate restrictions. Section 10l(b)(2)(A) of the CPSIA clarifies that the 
lead limi1s do not apply 10 any component rart ofa children's product that b nol accessible lo a child 
through normal and rca~nnahly foresceahlc use and abuse of such proJuct. Section 108 of the CPSIA 
does not currently make a similar exception for inaccessibili1y for phthalates, and RILA understands 
this omission wa~ inadvertent. RILA believes the prohibition on phthalatcs should only apply to 
accessible pans similar to the lead policy. As an example of the problem. phlhalates are used in the 
plasticii.ed coating of internal wiring in clcc1ronic toys, such as remote controlled helicopters. The 
phthafates help to keep the plastic coating soft and pliable to bcncr encase and protect the wire$, but 
does not present a risk of exposure to a child playing with the helicopter because the wires arc 
inaccessible. l\ clarification that inaccessible component pans arc excluded from the phthalalcs 
limils would prevenl the need for costly and unnecessary testing. and confirm thar the remole
.:ontrolled helicop1cr would be CPSIA compliant. 

Increased Authority for CPSC tu Exclude Products from CPSIA limits 

RILA also believes the CPSC should be granted expanded authority to except certain product classes 
or materials from the Cl'SIA's lead and phthalates limits based on funClional purpose oflhe lead or 
phthalates in the product e lass. product, or component whenever the CPSC can also determine that 
the presence oflcad or phthalatcs presents no significant risk of exposure or harm. Examples of 
product classes that may contain lead or phthalates which ~erve a functional purpose include pen~. 
bicycles. all-terrain vehicle~. and remote-controlled items. 

'.\'lodifications lo Reasonable Testing Program Requirements 

The CPSC's proposed rule for rca~onablc testing programs (RTP) includes several burdensome and 
unneces;ary provisions that Rll.A believes the Congress should con;ider. For example, under the 
CPSC'& proposed rule. the burdens of record keeping for a RTP are enormous and costly. In 
particular, the requirem~nt lo have faclory-bascd records in US and in English is burdensome and 
unnecessary because. recordkceping and the language and location of records do not meaningfully 
increase th~ saf~ty of products. 

In addition, Congress shlluld clarify that the random sampling language in the statute docs not 
nec~ssarily mean sta1istical sampling but rather to show conipliance and avoid the "golden sample." 
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Also. ionplcmcntation oflhc RTP should be prosp~tive to apply to products as they are developed. 
Companies should not be requin:d 10 do retroactive testing, production tesl plans. ~pccitication~ or 
rccurd keeping tor producls already produc~d. The RTP requin:mcnts should apply only to products 
commencing product ion on the effective date. 

[)cfinilion of Children's Product~ 

The CPSC has interpreted the definition of children's products in an overly broad and confusing 
manner. RH./\ bdievcs it would be helpful for Congress to provide clarify and common sense on this 
issue. 

For example, there should be a greater weight on the manufacturer's intent whether a product is 
desigm:d primarily for children. · 

The four (evenly) weighted factors do not lend themselves to determining the manufacturer's intent. 
It is currently unclear how retailers should apply the rules, especially for general use products lhat 

are used in a child's room. Instead. the rules should tale into account risk and exposure. For 
example, a ceiling fan does not pose a risk to a child, even if ii has "cartoonish" features. 

The CPSC's rule effectively negates the wonis "designed or intended primarily". The same fan that 
h11ngs in a living room or ()VO player in the den could be miraculously transformed into a children's 
product by the addition ofSpiderman and a Hello Kiny decal. 

One possible solution is to qualify the definition with something like "decorative embellishments thal 
do not affect the functionality of the product .•hall not be given substantial consideration in the 
determination of a product as ,1 children's product unless there is no reasonably likely general usage 
of th~ product in its um:mbcllishcd form." 

The CPSC should also have authority to adopt a risk evaluation in determining whether a product 
should be considered a children's product. For example, the definition could include. "In adopting 
rules interpreting the definition ofa children's product, the Commission shall cake imo account the 
risk of substantial in.jury to children 12 years of age or younger." 

Public Database 

RlLA believes that the veracity of information available on the CPSC's public database is critical. 
Thus. RILA heli<!vcs thal on\)· those persons who have direct knowledge of an incident as either a 
victim, witness, or first responder should be eligible to provide information rega1·ding the incident. 
This suggestion is to help to mak.: sure lh.:rc is suffici•ml information available to properly assess a 
report. 

In addition, R!LA llclicves tha1a30 or60 day period for manufacturers and rc1ailcrs to object co 
complaints prior to publication on the database would be helptul 

Co11ch1sion 

In conclusion, retailers work tirelessly to ensure the safely and quality of the products they sell, and 
to fully implement all the new requin:mo:nts under the CPSIA. We also hope the Congress will 
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advanct- legislation as soon as possible to improve the effectiveness of the Cl'SIA an<l reduce 
unnccc~sary co~ts for businesses 1hat do nol provide additional product safety hcncfits. 
We look forward to continuing 10 work with you on lhis and other imponant produc1 salccy is~ues. If 
you have an)" quesliuns or cunccms, please contact me at ~ICJlh<111il'.!~~11:r·.i.1•rihwrg or 703.600.2046 
or Jim Neill, Vice President. Product Safety at j)!11,tJc_i!D.t!:i.lao1~ or 703.600.2022. 

Sincerely. 

Stephanie Le~ter 
Vice President. International Trade 
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Rep. Denny Rehberg (MT-AL) 
Statement for tbe ReC'ord 

Knergy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade 
Hearing on a Review of CPSIA and CPSC Resources 

Mr. Chainnan, thank you for the opponunity to submit this Statement for 1he R~ord on the 
hearing entitled "a Review ofCPSIA and CPSC Resources"" and to share my specific concerns 
\\oith an aspect of the law that was passed in 2008. 

As you know. the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). while well-intentioned, 
created a situation in which off-road vehicles lhat are manufactured and marketed exclusively for 
children under the age of twelve; including all-terrain vehicles. off-highway motorcycles and 
snowmobiles, have been effectively banned due to the Consumer Product Safety Commission's 
(CPSC) interpretation of the lead content provision. Although the Commission has issued a stay 
of enforcement through December of this year. permanent action to exclude these products from 
the CPSC's interpretation is sorely needed. 

Under the CPSC's imerpre1ation, engines, brakes, wheels and Sll~pension pans would not receive 
an exemption from the CPSIA 's lead testing provisions and must conform to the strict provisions 
included in the legislation. As I have expressed to the Commission and to my fellow Members 
of Congress before, it would be exucmely difficult for children to physically handle these parts. 
many of which aren't easily accessible to even the most experienced mechanics. Quite simply, 
these pans should not be included in the CPSC's interpretation of the hill. 

I have again introduced legislation this Congress, H.R. 412, to exempl youth-model off-road 
vehicles from the CPS!A and I ask the Commit1ee to include its language in any efforts to reform 
and improve the CPSIA. A full categorical exemption is the best way to clarify Congressional 
in1ent and ensure that children have access to the properly-sized vehicles that will keep them 
safe. This issue is of utmost importance to outdoor enthusiasts and small business o\\oners across 
the country that base their livelihood on the sale of youth products. 

I appreciate your attention to this issue and please do not hesitate to lei me know if I can be oi 
any assistance moving forward. 
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UNITF.D srATES 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4'.J30 ~:AST WEST HIGllWAY 

RETH ESDA. MD 20fl 1 4 

CHAIRMAN INEZ M. TENENBAUM 

Mardi 2.l 20 l l 

The Honorahle Mary B(lno Mad 
Chitirman 
House Commincc on Energy and Commerce 
Suhcnmmittcc on Commerce. Manufacturing. and 

Trade 
2125 Hayburn House Office Building 
Washing1on. DC 20515 

I>car Chainnan Ron<) Mack: 

Anachcd please iind responses ro 1hc wrincn questions for the record submiucd by you 
and certain other ~1cmhers oftllc Sub..:omrnittc::c in connection with the February 17, 201 I. 
h<'aring emi1led ''A Review or' CPS IA and CPSC Resources." An dcclronic vcr.sinn of these 
responses will al~o be pwvided t<l Katie Novaria, Lcgisla1ivc Clerk for 1hc Subc<>nm1irn:c. 

Thank. Y<)U agaio for the opportunity lu 1cstify before th..: SubcommilCee. Should you 
have :my quesri<>ns or re.quire additional informal ion. plc:isc do no1 he$ilalc:: lO contact me (Ir 
Christopher Day. Director of Congr~ssional Relations. at (:1011 504-76t'l0 l'1 hy e-mail al 
J;g,;iy~~<:pSl'. \!OV. 

V cry truly j'QUrs. 

Inez M. Tenenbaum 

:'\ltathmcnt~ 

CPSC HMlino. 1·ROO·s:lll·CPSC121721' CPSC's Wf:D S<te· Mp·l/www cpsc.gov 
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House Committte oo EnerlO' and Commen·e 
Suhcommitle~ on Commerce, Manufao::turing, and Trade 

.. A Review of CPSIA and CPSC Resources" 
February 17, 2011 

Responses of Chainnan Inez M. Tenenbaum to Questions for the Ret•ord 

Questions from the Honorable Mary Bono Mac:k 

I. On what dace did the "soft launch" ofCPSC's complaint database begin? 

The soft launch b~gan on January 24. 2011. 

2. Have all product safely complaint~ C'oming 10 the Commission since that day been 
processed a~ part of the .. snfl launch"? If nnl. how many ho"e been processed as 
part of the son launch? 

All potential! y eligible repons were processed :is pan of !he soft launch. Re pons 
•>riginating through certain sour,·es-nrws repons. dCJlh certificates. and incidents 
repllncd 10 CPSC under S<'ction 15(h) of the CPSA. Section 102 of the CSPA. or 
n:ported through CPSC s voluntary retailer/manufac1urer reponinJ? pr,igram-are 
incligiti!c for the public <la1ahasc and wen~ fil)I considered for inclusion. From fanuary 
:;J. :!OJ I. through March 8. 201 I. 2.656 po1en1ially cligil>lc reports were received througl: 
soft launch. 

3. Of all the rnmplaints recei'l'ed by the Commission since the start of the .sof'l launch: 

a. How many provided ennugh informatinn to •1ualify as a "report of harm .. 
under lhe (:ommission's rule'.' 

One thousand sixty-1hrce of th.:. rep1)rts n:ceived hdwc:en Jar.uary 24. :!011. and 
March 8. :?OJ I. have qualified a~ "repo11s of harm." Mos1 reports rccci\'.:.d hy 
mail. phone. and fax have nol included consent and \'erifica1ion and ha\'e had to 
rx~ rt~lum.x! 10 the submiller so they may indica1e his or h~r conscm prdcrcnces 
and verify the accuracy of the informa1i1)n in the report. 111c numt>cr of 
qualifying reports from this rime period will 1hl·rdorc likely increase o,·cr lime as 
t'onscm forms arc returned. 

b. lfow many were submitted by consumers who aclually used the produd thal 
was che subject or the "report of harm'"? Who else: has submitted 
complaints? 

We ~oll~I the category of 1hc submiuc:r (consumer. loeal. state. or l~<leral 
govcmmem agl!ncy. hcalt h ,·art' professional. child scr\'ice providl~r. l)f put-I ic 
safecy cn1i1y.1 and. on some replms, 1he submi11er has idcmi1fod the rdation~hip of 
th.: submiuc:r 10 1hc vic1im. Rdarionship is not a rei.1uir.:d field. howe\·~r. and is 
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llnly collected on rcpom whcrc the category uf ~ubmittcr b -\:onsumct'' and the 
suhmi:icr indicalcs thal there was an incid<!nt. We d,i "'"t t•lllcct information on 
whether the suhminer a.:iually usr.:d the producl. The 1wo lal:ilcs bckiw ;how the 
di~trihution of category of sul:>miucr and of the relationship of th<: sul>miucr to tht~ 
victim. Each tafllc indudt:s a second dimension that shows whether or not the 
report qualifies as a rcpon of harm. Rcp.)11S for which we Jo "''' yet havt· 
verification and/0r <'llnscnt. prcfcr•·nc<'S arc dc>ignatt<.J in the tabks t>cl.1w as 
.. awaiting <'.•ln;;cnl. .. 

Qualified as Rcpon ,)f Hann by Carc2ory of Submitter 
Received January 24, :?011, thmu!!h Man.:h !!, 2011 

l4l6! ; 

.u i J" ~ 1~40 i 
.~1_.1_:~~'-'~~~~-1~5~~~~6561 

Oualillcd as Rep<>rt <li Harm hy Rdationship of Subminer t<l Victim 
whi:rc Category of.Subrniucr is Consumer 

Received January 24. :?011, lhn)ugh March 8. 2011 

c. Hnw many of the complainh included model number(s)? 

Nine hundred fifty-six <Jf lhc reports chm qualified as reports of harm contained an 
input in ch~ modd fidJ. A mung all potentially c Jigit>Jc rcpol1$. !.·HO r.-pons 
('Onlained an input in the model fidd. 

4. Of the l'Omplaints that qualified as "repnrb or harm.'' how many were transmith:d 
to the product manufa~'turer within fhe business days'! 

Oi the Ul6.'I reports rccci"t'J l>etwecn January 24. 101 I and March 8. 2011. that lmc 
4ualificd a~ rcpons of hann. 1.004 rcpo11s were forwarded to manufacturer.; and 59 
rep~,rt~ wi!rc under revit>w. Of the. l.()(J.t reports forwarded. 75'J rcp<)l'IS wen~ forwarded 
wi1hin five day,; aik~r 1he. rt~f".111 was dclcrmincd 10 lie a qualified rcpon of harm and 245 
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rcpon;; were forwardr.d m0rc 1han five days :i.ftt'r the rep,)n was dctcmtim:.J 10 he J 

qualified report •lf harm. 

Durin!! soft launch 1hc processin!! of some repons was somewhat slower rhan current 
processing speeds due 10 coruinuC'<l system 1esli11g and staff adjustment t1.1 the review 
process. Since then pm:c,;sing s~d~ have improved suh~tantially. which was~'!!<: Qf the 
purpo~cs of lhe soft launch. 

S. Of the "reports of harm'' that wett transmitted to a product manufacturer: 

a. How many were sent 10 a manufacturer who had preregistered with the 
Commission? 

Through March 8. 2011. CPSC no1ificd businesses of 696 reports oi harm that 
were digihk for the database. or these, 529 werr ddivcrcd 10 registered 
husinc;;ses 1hrough CPSC' s l•usin.:ss portal. 

b. How many elicited comment~ to the Commission from the product 
manufacturer within ten business days? 

Through Mari:h 8. 201 I. 158 general comments were received through CPSC's 
husincss portal in response ro the 1.004 rcporrs nf hann 1ransmitted to hu~in..:sscs. 
Of these. 14.~ were rC1.·dvcd within JO "usines,; days. Approximately 30 
addi1ional gt•11crnl c0mme11ts wen: received hy email. fax. or posral mail. 

c. How many provided the producr manufacturer with the contact information 
for the complainant? 

Ei~h1 hundred rhirty-sc\'en of the 1.004 reports of harm "·ere provided c0 

"usinesses with the sut>mincr's contact information. 

6. or the ·'reporlS of harm" to which manufacturers responded: 

a. How many did the manufacturtr claim wt~re ''materially inaccurate .. in some 
way? 

Through March R. 201 I, CPSC received 12 claims ui materially inaccurate 
information. 

h. How many did the manufacturer claim cnntained confidt-ntial busines~ 
informalion? 

Through Man:h 8. 201 l. Cl'SC had not recei1:ed any claims of Cl>nfidential 
information. 
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7. Of the r~ports of harm as lo which a manufacturer claim«! some "material 
inacrura<"y."' how many were investigated by lhe Commis.~ion? Please pro~ide the 
date lhe investigalil)n was opened, the date it "as completed and lhe rnmlution of 
the inv(l;tlgation. 

lnn:scig;iJ.i.O!l.!i R5!!atec! To Materil!]Jy Jnacr.:urate lnforma1ion ~laims 

Fwm January 24. 2011. through March 8, 2011. we received 12 claims of maccrially 
inaccura1c information lhrough the busim:ss portal Cln SafcrPrnducts.gov. All of thc~c 
claims have l>cen reviewed and n:;,olved. Nine of these claims allcgctl thal the wrong 
manufacturer or pri"aie lahelcr was identified in the rcplll1 llf harm. Arter invcstiga1ion. 
all nine of these claims were accepted hy the CPSC staff and any erroneous information 
was rnrrrctcd. We do not 1rack a date when an investigation bcgim. We track che date a 
claim i~ riled and the tlatc the daim is rc~olvcd. meaning the CPSC notil'icd the 
manufacturer of its dctcnnination on the claim. Fc:ir a claim involvinf! a wrung 
m:mufac·turcr. chc investigation generally l'.<tn~isb of wrifying the manufaclUrcr's daim. 
primarily using an internet ~carch. Once staff reviews the claim. ic can typically b.: 
quickly resolved in arproximatcly 15 minutt!s. Thus. for the nine wrong manufacturer 
claims received. all hut one were resolved in two hu~iness Jays or Jes~. as shown t>clow. 

Wrong Manufac:mrer Claim~ 

! Number or Wronl( I Number . of Business [-::Cb..··-___ s_~_-1-1 ~-1 _a_s_· •_o_R_c_so_h_·c-~ 

·--+-1 ~---1 
Wrong M:mufa.:turcr Claims 

... 
Dale Manufiu·111rer Dal~CPSC 

-, 

Submitted Claim Resolved I 
...L 21212<)11 2/4/2011 

, .. ,..~ 
--··-·.J 

2 , 21si21ijL-:::·:--· 2/912011 ' 
3 ! 2/1112011 

-··· 2/J 712011 I 
4 2/:?212011 2'24f2()1 J 

~ 5 2i2-l/20l J I 2125/i1)TI .. 
..!._ 2125/2011 ! ~/21\/2011 
7 1 2/ J.8/20 I I i 311/201 J 
H ! JtJr!o 11---······ ···---1 

3/J/~011 i 
" L.!._l]g_1"!._0_11 ________ ~i -·"-~_12_0_11 ' ..... _ __J 

Three claim$ alleged that information in a report was materially inaceura1c. other than !he 
idt:ntification of a manufacture or private lal:iclcr. Pursuam io the final rule. 1h~ hurden of 
proof is on lhe firm alleging 1hat a ma1crial inaccumy c~ist~. Claimants arc expected 10 

provide CPSC with sufficient informaliLln for us m m<tk.:: a determination on its daim. 
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Alier inv.,~tigation. the CPSC dc1cm1ined 1ha1 <lOC claimam failed 10 mccr its l:mrdc;11 <lf 

proof to drmonstrat<~ that a report l~Ontaincd materially inaccurarc infor111a1inn. Two 
reports were determined lO c-onlain at leasr one picc;c of information thal met the 
ddiniti(ln of marcrially inacc:uratc infonnarion. With regard lo the first report. a model 
number was corrected. In 1he St!(OnrJ ins1a11ce. 1he ~p<!lling of the name oi rhc prodm:t 
was corrcctc.1. The length of an in..-cstigation depends on the amount of information 
prov idcd. Where a firm has not met it~ burdrn of proof. or has 0ffen:d little or no 
infom1ation for review or considcracion. the Cl'SC's rcvkw tkies mit cake long 10 

compktc. 

Mat~rially lnlccuratc Information Claims 
(fa.eluding Wrong Manufacturer) 

Number of 
Claim5 

! Number or nusiness I 
l>.i ·s to Resol..-e -
7 I I 

12 
_-:-.-· i 6_-_----------~ 

Material! y Inaccurate lnforrnalion CI aims 
tExcluding Wr<ing Manufacrurcr) 

.---r.::-·-··-------.--::-----------. 
l •i l>atr Claim Date CPS(: 

Submitted Resolved 
' I I 2/H/201,..;1:_____ 2fl7/20 __ l_J ____ _ 
~L 212.~201! 2;~si2011 
~-~3~_~/_8_/L_0_1_1 _____ .._Jl_l_&_21_H_l ____ ___J 

8. Of all the report~ of harm submiUed to CPSC during the sofl launch, how many 
were investigated by the Commission? 

Thr<>ugh March 8. 2011. 11 ~ or the rcpuns 1hat qualify a$ rcpom <>f harm have been 
assign.:d for invesrigarion tiy CPSC field slaff aml I9R of all potentially elirihlc rcpl>r1~ 
have ticen a~signcd for invcsrigacion. 

9. Is the Commission aware of any cases. either before or after the date or the soft 
launch, in which fraudulent complaints were filed with the Commission? Is the 
Commission aware of any cases in whkh a particular type of consumer product was 
the subject of two or more fraudulent complaints? Has the Commissilm pursued 
sanctions in any of these cases? 

CPSC staff i~ aware of one instan..:e of false dat:i. sul:>milted in a report late la~t year. This 
~ul:'lmission. hl)wcvcr. was nOI provided through the putilic datat>ase r<:pl\rt prl.lc:c:ss. which 
did not t>cgin soft launch uni ii January 24. :2011. Staff investigated the repon in a timely 
m:inncr. found l'.\'itlcn,·c and information that the rcporr was fabricated and forwnrllr.d ii 
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to CPSC's h.:gal team for review and po;sibk action. As of this date. the l'as~· remains 
open and b under a.~1ivc irivestigation. 

10. Approximately huw many product safety complaints is the Commission staff able 
to in\itstigate each year? For complaints that are investigated. what is the a,·crage 
time from when the complaint is tiled with the Commission to when tht' 
in\·e.stigation is 1.'0mplete? 

Current staffing levels pcnnit apprnximatcly 5.000 in-depth investigations per year. 111e 
daps.:<l timc lietwecn romplaim tiling and comple1ion of the invtsti.gation varic$ greatly 
depending on the urgem:y of rhe invesli!!ati1>n. the complexity of the product. and any 
specific testing thal may be require.cl as pa11 of the investigation. The av~ragc time: 
elapsed between assignment of an invesrigation and completion in fiscal year (17Yl 2010 
was -13 days. 

11. Does CPSC intend to allow information on Che database to be downloaded without a 
disclaimer as co iCS accural"y? When <.~PSC determines that infonnalion previously 
included in the database is "materially inaccurate," how will it notify parties who 
ban Prt'''iously downloaded the inaccurace information? 

No. T<l date. the CPSC has nm prnvidcd a means for downloading data from 
SaferProdu..:ts.gov. l>ecause no reports hav.: been posted yc1. When the dataha~c has been 
p1)pulated with reports of harm. the CPSC intends lo provide a means r.1 download 
infonnation. Informarion downloaded from the da1al\asc will contain the statutorily 
required disclaimer as the first piece of information in every data file:. Hollicvcr. CPSC 
cannot guaram.:e. nor docs the statute require, 1hat u~ers and aggregatnr$ of this 
information retain this disclaimer. 

Additinnally. the datahase is a dynamic rnmputer system. lnfonnation may .:hangc 
hccau!.e a r~pon is fottnd lo~ materially inaccura1c. or l>ccausc the rnr.~umer revis~d his 
or h.:r report ll) indude additional informati<•n. Users that download thi;. 1la1a nlllSt ~ 
mindful w updare data on o.."Ca~ion. w cnsurl' 1ha1 wrrcct..:d information is captured. 

12. What obstacles (other than staff resources) dllt's the Commission face in 
completing investigations mure quickly? 

Prior to the completion of Phase I of the Information Technology (IT) modcmiza1ion. 
mosr of the CPSC's business processes used many small. di~conncctcd info1mation 
sysiems. Commission ,;raff were unable to efficiently and effectively pull together 
required data t>ecause of thc:sc "s!OY<' piped" system;. Staff stored and manually 
maimaincd too much l'ritical information outside. of the legacy sys1ems-a si1ua1ic>n that 
pliices an unwarranted dependency on a small number of key program an.~a staff with 
ex pen knowledge in a panirnlar field and suppl)r1ing data. 

We needed w improve our business prorcsses and the C11mmission's IT systems needed 
10 support 1hosc improvements. These lmpr,1vcmcnts arc int<·n<led 10 diminate rn~oual 
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pro;;csst:s and tedious stalus n:poning and cx.pcditc hazard identification am! .. elated 
managt:me-nt decision making. The IT modcrnizatic>n component of ('PSIA St"A:li<ln 6A is 
designed to make these improvements. 

J3. Pleasr provide an explanation nf the $..'\ million ligure cited by Chairman 
Tenenbaum as the cost of the public database. What is included in the ('OSl? Was 
that t!.1imate previously provided to Congress or tu lhe other Commissioners? 

Since the ti..)ginning llf the statutorily mandated Con~u~r Product Safely Risk 
Management System (CPSRMSJ project in FY 2009. the CPSRMS c,1st ha~ bt'en 
included in the CPSC's annu:il budget, which is prcst'nted Ill and \(ltcd lln by the 
Commission. The l'>udgcr i~ also presented 10 th~ Oflkc of Management and Budget 
(0MB} and 10 the c,ing.rcss. Starting in Scplcmhcr 2009. Commission staff have 
pat.lishcd an OMB Exhibit )00 including :i summary of hi~totical. currcnl. and plannt:d 
expenses for the CPSRMS program. An cxam~)Jc can be found at: 
hllp://www.cpsc.~uv/CPSCPUAIPUj'\S/REPl)RTS/cpsnns.odf. 

~fowevcr. in prcmlting its hudgc:'t and in the OMB Exhihit :mo, the Commission did not 
separJtc ihc cost of the publk tl:u:ihasc from the overall CPS!{~lS information 
tc~·hnl•logy modernization co~ts. 

Below is :in estimate of the work dont• within 1hc CPS RMS project ro develop the puhlir.: 
da1at>ase. This estima1e was cs1:ihlishcd in hindsight ar.:cording 10 the scope of the puhlic 
database. 

PQ.i:t.i~in uf the C:onsumcr Pruduct Safety Risk Management Sys1cm Costs 
Oedk'.l,lled lo the Public Datahase 

i FY200\I FY2010 IFY2011 FY2012 FY2013 lfotal I 
i-~ -=l)-e-ve-,.l<-•p_m_e-nt---1f-c$,.-,l-A:-:::l-::-0---+-::$-:-1.-::-000-:-:---+----f----+----+-,$-2·.-45ol 

1---------0------+------+--,-----+----·-·-+----+-----I 

I 
Operations SO 400 j $0.050 $0.050 $0.050 $0.550 r 
anJ i 1 

· M1tin1tnan(e 1 I' ' j 
j Tocar·---=.= ·_·$_i __ 45_o __ ~_$J_.4_oo __ _,__$0_.o_s_o __ J $0.0~?. ... __ so.oS-O (!:i.<M~J 

Plca~c note that the costs (in millil1nsJ ahove include contracted goods and servkcs by 
fisl:al yc:IT Costs in fiscal years 2009 and 20!0 are ba$l"<i on a<.1u:il ohligations. Costs in 
fis<.·al years 2012 and 20 U arc for planning purpose~. Co>ts in fi seal year 2011. while 
r.:urrently undc:r continuing rc~olutinn. ar.., a combin;ition oi actual obligations and are for 
planning purposes. 

Since De.:cmbcr 20!0. Commissioners Alder. Nord. and Northup have n:.ccivcd briefings 
regarding CPSRMS costs, per their rcqul~$1. 
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14. Pie~ provide an t!.1imate ot' the rnsr to operate the database for one year. Please 
pro"ide an estimate of the costs incurred by manufacturers in responding to 
reporL~ of harm during tht: soft launch. 

As noted in the chart ahovc. the CPSC's opcra1inns and maintenance cosrs 5p<x:ifa: to lhe 
CPSJA S<)ction M ruhlic database r~uircmcnts arc PY :!010: $.t00.000. FY '.!011: 
$50.000. FY 2011: $'.50.000. FY :!012: $50.000. an<l FY 20ll $50.000. 

With regard 10th.: COM that may havt: b.:cn incurred tiy manufactures during ~oft launch 
this wou Id have depended l)fi the behavior (>f an indi vidua 1 manufacturer. 

IS. Lead limits-Books 

a. You have indicated that you fa\'or an exemption from the lead limits for 
ordinary children's books. In your view, what is the rationale for such an 
enmption? 

Modem books an~ typically made of materials known 10 not comain lead at levels 
rhat el\cccd the limits required hy law. ~uch as paper products and four·color 
process !i.e .. CvlYI<) inks. In the Statement of Managers Accompanying P.L 
I I 1-l 17. the Conforecs noted their relief thar rhe CPSIA rn11y not have b<!cn 
inu:.nded 10 suhjcct ordinary children·~ honks to the sccti<•n IOl(a) lead rnntent 
limits. In response. rhc Commis~ion unanimously stated in its J:maury I~. 2010. 
~cport kl Cungrc>s l't1Nuant to the Statement of Manager~ Accompanying P.L. 
ll l-117 (hereinafter .. Rcpon to Congress") th:it "Congress may. with some 
limitatiom. choo~e w consider granting an exdusion for ordinary children':; 
hooks and other diildrcn's paper-based pnntcd materials ... 

b. In your conception, would an exemption for books also cover older books, 
such as lh~e loaned by public libraries or sold by used book stores? 

Ordinary children's hooks 5hould im:lu<lc the same materials as dc>crihed in pan 
a. of this question and therefore Congress may. with ~ome limita1ions. choose to 
('(Insider graming an c.~.:Jusion. In the past iic .. prior to the early 191!0~). inks 
coruaining lead were sometimes ust~d for certain colors in children·~ hooks. 
Howc,·.:r, many 1)f 1tie~c hooks (prc·l985) arc generally rnnsidcrcd ''vincJge" or 
.. collcc1ihlc" hooks. and as ~uch would not lie intended primarily for USl~ tiy 
ctiildrcn. 

c. Should the exemption cover other printed maCrrials? 

The Commission unanimously s1at<.:d in its Report 10 Congress that Congre~s may. 
1vith some limitations. choose 10 consider granting an cxdusion for other 
children·s papcr·haseJ printed material~. 
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d. Would the rationale for hooks extend lo other types of products? 

Products that arc exdusivcly made of 1hc ma1eri;1J dc·rennined lo nol rnntain lead 
pumrnm 10 rile Commission·s August 26. 2009. lcad del<!rmination~ rule (74 Fed. 
Reg. 43.0.H). and arc otherwise unaltered. C1>uld he exempted. Also. as ;1a1ed in 
rhc Report 1.:1 Congress. I toclicvc we could more effoclivdy implement s.:<:tion 
1()1{ a) if we were al11>wed some additional Oc,11 it>ility in granting cx.dusit>ns from 
th.: secrion IOl{aJ lead limits. 

16. Lead limits-Electronics Polky 

a. CPSIA authoriud you to set less stringent lead limit.~ ror certain electronics 
parts. You have exercised that authority to set such limits for various metals, 
adoptin~ limits that are the same as, or similar to, those allowed in the 
European Cnion. In the F.U, however, these more relaxed limits apply to 
metals whethE-r used in electronics or in other types or consumer products. 
Would you favor a change lo the law that gives the Commission the 
discretion to extend the exemption.~ granted for metal~ used in electronics to 
t'Over those same metals when used in other types or children's produds? If 
not. what justifkation is there for giving eledronics exceptional trtalment? 

If rhc Conunission were 10 have some additional discretion 10 extend exemption\ 
from th.~ lead CO!llt~nt limits. we would he able ro exclude pruduc1s such as A TVs 
and hicydcs and other children·~ products where it is generally not pra{~!icahle or 
tcchnologkally feasible to remove rhc l<:'.1d. till~ products 3Jc not mouthed or 
swallowed. and grnnling su.:h an l'Xcmption would present :i. very low likelihood 
nf e.~posure. 

A similar approach was taken by Maff in the Janaury 20. 2010. final ruk for the 
exemption of cenain t:lectrnnk devices Imm the sccti.)n IOl(al lead limils in 1he 
CPSI/\. (75 Fed Reg .. ~154) lltis rule. which was based on rhc specific criteria 
in scctkin 104(h)(4l of the CPSJA provided for exemptiwts from the lead limits 
"for J limited numhcr of cnmpone111s of electronic devices that must toe 
manuiao:turcJ u~ing lead'' and where '"staff dctcnnincd that it [was) nm 
1echnologil'ally feasible for certain compvncnis in electronic devices 10 meet the 
kad content limits under 1hc CP.Sf.A. because !he presen.:e \lf the lead {wasl 
ncce;sary for proper lunctillning of ccnain component parts in ele\:tronic 
devices." In addition. staffs review showed that ·'lead containing compon<~nls 
that lwcrcl exempre-<l are components that <>nc would not cxp.:ct children 10 

mouth. swaliow. or handle for significant periods under normal and reasonably 
foreseeable conditi,)ns." 

b. Did lhe Commis~ion, in establishing the more relaxed limil" for ('.l'rtain 
metals used in electronks, pe.rform any •~sling 10 determine how much lead a 
child might, be exposed lo from these products'! 

9 
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We based our limits on lhc m1utory criteria set fonh in ~cction !Ol(b)l.4l ot the 
er.SIA. EU dire<:lives. and r<~vicw of 1hc type' of prodU('tS or (.'<Jmponr:nt p~r1s 
which were aco:cssiblc that might Ix· suh.iccl to the altema!c limits. sul'h as 
headphone jacks 3nd dertrii:al plugs. We also :isscsscd whether a child wnulJ 
have extensive com~•:I with surh parts lia~cd on staff's previous cxµ.:riem:e 
Ec~ting produ.::ts made of varying malr.:ria\s. which showed 1hat "the [el\emptedJ 
lead containing components ... are component~ that one would nQc cKpcct 
l'hildren w mouth. swallow. or handle for signilic:m1 perkxts under normal and 
rea~onal'.'ly f1,rese~ah\c. conditions." 

c. How variahle is the lead content of metals. particularly metals that are 
wmmonly or repeatedly n.'Cycled, such as aluminum'.' Can manufacturers 
predict the highcsl lead level likely to be reached in a particular grade of 
metal. even if the usual level is much lower? 

According 10 CPSC siaff. for some all•)ys. the maximum level of lc:id can be 
>pccificd when plating the order for rhc alloy desired. As with any marc:rial or 
proct·.ss. manufacturers must be min<liul of tht. re.quiremcnts and chomc materials 
and supplit:rs cardull y. 

Thl':fC are some steel ~lloys (e.g .. free mai:hining I 2Ll4 steel and leaded 
hardcnablc alloy 4 llAD steel}, aluminum ai11)y~ (c.g . AA 2011 J. and bra~S¢S 
(e.g .. C300(l0 wrought copper alloys) 1har have intentionally added amoums of 
lead for chip breaking. and improved tool "'ear during machinin!! and surface 
finishing of pans. Uses for the inclusi<>n of lead are: machinaliility. &urface 
finish. screw machines. and lubrication/hearings. 

The Amcrkan Iron and S!eel Institute has providi:d Cl'SC with wriuen comments 
rhat stcd alloys wirh le:JJ l<~vels l'ielow t 00 ppm are rcchnologirally fe:i.sihlc: for 
both virgin and recycled >tcel hccausc ihe high temp~raturcs nec:essary during the 
mclling. of steel tends to vaporize :iny lead in rhe molrcn sreel. Funhcnnore. 
customers ran spe.cify that a spccilk low kad level when ordering a Med alloy. 
and i I will N: met fort hat order. 

Aluminum alk1y$ do not nonnally comain lead. Lead eontclll should be minimal 
from n: .. ·yded sources. There is one wrought aluminum alloy ~011 that purp1l$e\y 
contains lead for machinability and strength. Casi aluminum series 2)(:-l.!I Al-Cu. 
and 3x.x.x Al-Si-Cu ancl/or Mg for gasolin.~ engine cylinder heads and pistons 
generally do not contain lead. 

Zinr alloys !Spc.:ial High Grade) ust>d for zinc die-castings should haw a lcaJ 
content below 30 ppm. while other 'im: alloys ~11nil a higher amoum. for 
cl\ampk. Prime Western Grade allows a maximum of 14000 ppm lead and High 
Cira1lc allows 3 maximum of .lOO ppm. 

JO 
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l.oppcr alloys con~ist of brass. whi..:h is ~·oppcr alloyed wi1h zinc. and bronic. 
which i~ .:opper alloyr.d wilh tin. (although 111any l:t>ppcr-i.in.: alloys an· referred 
to a~ bron1csJ. Br.iss alloy~ such as C68010 bras~ r(>nt3in less than I 00 ppm lc:ad. 
TI1cre arc many copper alloys where lead is imcn1ion<Jlly added tup 10 6 percent 
hy weight) for machinability and surf:Ke finish Lead can tie an impuri1y in 
rcportoo concentrations of 500 ppm to 700 ppm 10 1500 ppm. 

Tin and alloy~ wiih lin arc also used in con~uml.'.r produC'ts. There arc only a few 
applications when: unalloyed 1in is u~~:d. Tin is used in l in-coaled steel for tin 
cans. h~adcd and lc~d-fn:e solders. modern pewter without lead. and rl>pper-tin 
true bron1.cs. 

17. tead limi~Common Toy Box. CPSIA defines the term "children's product .. lo 
include pniducts intended for children os old a'> 12. The juslilicalion for this age 
stems. in part, from lh(' conrern that younger children, who are more likely 10 put 
things in their mouth. may have access to toys and other products that belong lo 
oldl'r children. 

a. Has lhl.' Commission conductt'd or sponsort'd any rese-..trrh to determine hnw 
much mouthing of producL<> children do at differenl ages? If so. please 
provide appropriale documents. 

As par1 of ii~ cvalna1ion 1)f phlhalates in poly.,,inyl chloride. espe.:ially diis(>nonyJ 
phthalate (DINP). CPSC staff undertook an cxlensive obst~rvational sludy of 
several hundr.:d children under age six. years. A rcporl of this s1udy ... A moulhing 
obscrvarion study of children under 6 years:· written by CPSC Slaff and dated 
November 2001 is availahk~ as Tall Fin 1hc staff brieting package for Pctiti11n HP 
99-1 Requcsling R:in of Us~: of PVC: in l'ruducg · Intended for Children Fi 't: 
Y c3rs of Ag~. a vai I able at: 
http://w .. ww.cpsl:_,gpvllihrarv/foia/foia01'brieffhrio:fiog.html. 
hHp:/lwww.cpsqov/UB RARY /FOi A/FOIA():?fbrief/Fi vcycamt I . pdf 
http://w"' w .cpsc. gov/I .IBRt\RY ffOINFO JA02/hrief/Fiwwarot7..ru!f 

Prior to 1he c~ic::m;ivc (lbscrv31ional study. staff also conduclcd a pilol study of RO 
children between one and eight yt'>lr~ nf age in child care and SL'hool 
l'nvironments. A copy of 1ha1 study is inrluded sc::parau: from 1hese resp..>n.~es. 

h. \\'hat data were used tu justify the age limits :tpplicable lo the Commission's 
"small parts" ban? Do those age limits remain appropriate in your view? 

TI1t; small pan5 ruk wa~ dcwlo~d using CJ'sc·s National Elt>.:1ronic Injury 
Sun·t:illanl'c System (NEISS) c~timatcs. death .:cniiicalr: review. and acriden1 
and injury dala 1bc CPSC staff L'Ompilc:d data fr<>m its own files and from those 
of an independent death 1:cnifk~tc and injury report on tL1ys. There has not been a 
formal MuJy to indicate !hat the age limi1s an.: not appmpriale 
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lhc meth1ld for idcn1ifying toys and other articles inlcndcd for use by children 
under three years of 3gc that prescnl choking. aspin1tion. or inges1ion haianJs 
hcraosc or srnall parts. was finalized June 15. 1979, and went into cffe..~1 January 
I. 1980. 

c. For some types of products, the "common toy box" justification might be 
inapplkable. For example, it may be that infanlo; and toddlers would have no 
opportunity to mouth educational products lhat are used in school 
classrooms. particularly more expensive products like muskal instruments, 
specialty produclo; that are intended for children with special netds, or 
sophisticated scientitic instruments such as telescopes or microst·opes that 
are often kept under lock and key. Similarly. such youn2 children would 
rarely have an opportunity to mouth produds 1h111 are kepi in garages or out 
or doon; such as all·ll'rrain vehicll'li, bicycles, snowmobiles. and lhc like. 
Would you favor granting the Commission flexibility to treat these products 
differenlly from loys for purposes uf the lead limil~? 

As the Commission n{•t~d in its January 15. 2010. Re~10rt IO Congress. additional 
11cxihility is 3(lprnpriat~ for some produ(·ts. such as you1h all-icnian vehicles 
1A TVsJ and bicyde~. and ~imilar outdoor products where it is genernlly not 
pra.:tirable or technologically feasible to remove 1he lead. the products arc not 
mouthed or swallowed. and granling such an exemption would present a very low 
likelihood of exposure. 

II!. Retroactivity. 

a. The Commission unanimuusly recommended treating the 100 ppm limil as 
prospective only. This would ht' helpful to many retailers who otherwise 
mi~ht have to destroy inventory again this summer (as many did before when 
the lead limit dropped rrom 600 ppm to 300 ppm}. It would bi: of lilllc help, 
however. to sellers of second-hand children's products that were nut subject 
to lmy lead limits when made. Would you fa\'OT legislali"e c-hanges that 
provide i:realer nuibility to such resellers? 

With rcg:ird tu some products. addi1ional flexibility may h.e helpful. For 01her 
pwducls. such as children ·s mccal jcwdry. painted children· s toys. 3nd vinyl 
plastic produ.:cs. lle~il:>ility m;.1y pose a potcmial health risk. Additk,nally. the 
Commission should re1ain 1hc: abili1y h) Jc~ignaic additional products where there 
may tie a (lolential ho:alth risk and rc1roa.·1i w 3pplica1 ion of a sp.:ci ii.: siandar<l 
may be appmpriale. 

b. The new crib standard essentially bans lraditional drop-side cribs. which 
ha\'e been the subject of many recalls over the last few years. Why should 
child-care farililies lhal ha\'e purchased cribs without drop sides ha\'e to 
throw them away at lhis point even if lhey ha"e never been the subject of an 
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investi~atio11, let alone a recall? Would you favor legislative chani:e.~ lhal 
grant the crsc additional flexibility in this rtgard? 

Upon laking over as Ch~irman of 1he Commission. I obs.:rvcd 1hat the~ w3; an 
alam1in!! pancm of failures of crib h:irdware and component parts. particularly 
related to drnp·sidc: ,·rihs. The si1ua1i1,n required meaningful short·knn and long· 
rcrm s1n.11cgics 10 uddrcss lhis 1rend. According 10 our data. he1wc:en l'ovcmt>cr 
2007 and Apri I :!O IO. thc:re were 36 dcJths as sodatcd wi1h crih strucmra l 
pmhlcms. Thirty-fiv.: oi those fatalities o.:currcd when rrib rnmponcrm 
detached. disengaged. or hnikc:. ending in un~peakable tragedy. 

Combined with our sumincd and ongoing efforts to rid the mark.e1place of older. 
defective crih~. 1he development and passage of new mandatory crib standards is 
part of our responsible and holistic approach to giving ronsumcr.; inm~a~.:d 
confidence in the >afcty of their cribs. This includes older cribs Ehat may not have 
a drop-side. but may ha\'C other hardware issues and ha\·e not been tcstcd 10 

current standards. 

I deeply ap~1rcda1c 1he impac1 vf this rule on ~m:i.ller entities. particularly child 
care facilities and places of public :1ccommoda1ion. To address 1his concern 3nd 
better ,•nsurc: widespread availability of compliant cribs and an orderly and 
successful transition to the use of c,1mp!ian1 cribs by child c3re providers and 
places of public a,·commodation. !he Commission h3s adopted a two-step phase in 
•>f the mle. First. lor all manufacturer~. distrihutors. and retailers of full-siie and 
non-full-si1.: crihs. the tinal rule will become cftectivc Jun.: 29, '.!011. Second. 
c:hild care centers. family child care homes. ;md places of public accommodation 
with then have: an addilional 18 months 10 ..:omply {Deccml>er 28. 2012). 

This will ensure: th:u all infams and toddlers in .:hild-care facilities will have ch..: 
safest possible sleep environment that is free of both drop sides and t'tllcr 
pL)!Cntially dang.:rous hardware and componcn1 pam m'r tested to new. pro1cc1ivc 
standard~ 

19. Budget. 

a. Please provide a breakdown, by ofli« and division. of CPSC slaff at the time 
yBu were confirmed as Chairman and as or February 17, 2011. 
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C'PSC Stall Emvloymcnr on June ~6. 2009 and .fctiruary 2. 2011 

-------·--·-
-· - L~lovm~ot -----1 

CPSCOffic• 1612712009 211212011 .... 
21 Commissioners IO -----

C'1m2n~ss1tmal RelatJl>ns !O :i 
General Counsel I,., . _, --

~9 
ln'SO<-·e:,c;r GeiiC!ai----· - · 5 ti 
>-~al Employn11:nt Opponuni1v"-----=f2· ----· .. 2 
Execllli\'e Director 4 J 
lntt-rnalillnal Programs and 
hllergo•emmcnL"IJ Affairs 4 6 
Human Resourws 10 l~ -'informanon Tcchnolog~ !i£~_:ices 56 6) 

Financial Manai:ement 28 29 ---··- -----. Information and Publi.: Affairi; s ll . . ·----~-----1----·---·~ 

18.1 ~ompliam:e 156 
Ha1.ard ldeniilicalion and Rcduc1ion 14i 161 I 'J'ntal 451 

--
539 

Note: Tiie new office of Educati<>n. Glohal Outreach, and SmJll Businc.~~ 
Ombudsman i~ in the prnccss of being established and i~ not included ah.ovc. 

b. Whal was the total cost of dl'velopini: CPSC's new S1rategic Plan? Is an} 
additional outside work being contemplatl'd in this area? 

·1hc tmal outside cosc for the overall Strategic Plan and Operational l{c\·icw 
rnntract with 8001. Alkn Hami\tnn. Inc. was $1.R96.2~6. 

Below is a hreakdown of the costs contained wi1hin the conlract. 

L,!'.nvironmental Scan $408.171\ 
I Strah: •ic: Plan ! $77:t067 
0 eralional Review --·-f$714.99i 

At this time we do no! .:xpec1 any additional oucside work being ~rformcd in this 
area. 

l'., \\-'hen do you estimate the Commission staff will ht able to occupy &he new 
laboratory? 

We projf'Ct to occupy the new labor:11ory in May 2011. 

20. Cadmium. Some media, in reporting on cadmium levels in consumer product'>. hafe 
stated that cadmium is a human carcinogen. ls CPSC aware of anv scientific 
evidence indicating that ingl'sliun of c<1dmiuin (as opposed to Inhalation} will cause 
cancer in humans? 
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At this time !here is i11suflicic111 evidence rn ~·oncludc whclhcr .:ad111iuu1 is a human 
carcin()gen thn•ugh 1he oral mute ()f C:\posure 1.ing('s1ion). 

21. CPSIA created new exccplions to section 6(b) of the Consumer Product Safety Acl. 
including an exception that would permit public disclosure of consumer products 
that are stopped at the ports on the grounds that they "iolate a CPSC mandi1tory 
standard or ban. Do you believe this information would he useful to the public? 

Yrs. The clisdosurc of violative products slopped ~I ports may be bcndldal w both 
c·onsumcr~ and industry. 

22. Has the Commission made any delerminalions as to which State toy standards are 
exempt from pret-mption under CPSIA section 106(h)(2)? 

Section J06(hl(2l of the Consumer Product Safe1y Improvement Act of 200S (CPSIAl 
allows stales or political suhdivi~ions of a scale to continue in effect a safety rcquircmen1 
applicahle 10 a my or olher <'hildr.:n's produ.:t thal is designed to deal with the sJmc risk 
of injury as ASTM F%3. "Consumer Safely Specifications for foy Safoty." ii 1hosc state 
rix1uirem<'nt~ were in effect on August 13. 2008. as long as 1he state or political 
suhdivisicm has filed the applil;ablc rcquircmt:nls with the c.immission within 90 days 
af!er the CPSIA ';;enactment and in such form and in su.:h manner as the Commi5sion 
may require. 

The Commi5sion has prescribed the form and manner for submission of state laws on ics 
wehsi1e. Ariwna. California, Illinois. and New York. suhmincd laws that they assencd 
were designed to deal with the same risk of injury as ASTM F963. Section J06(h)t~J •ll 
the CPSIA docs not require the Commission rn lake funhcr ac1ion on the sMc or political 
subdi\'ision submissions received 1.in rnntrast to ~~tion \06(hl(IJ of the CPSI/\, whirh 
r~uircs the Commission. after no1ice and opponunily for oral prcst:ntation of views, co 
ron~ider a rulcmaking Ill exemp1 any prop,)scd safety standard or regulation!. Then:fore. 
no further action hy the Commission is pending on the slate submissions. 

23. What CPSC standards, bans or similar rules would potentially apply to a cloth 
poncho made for young children'! What other statutory req11irements might apply? 
What standards, bans, rules or statulury requirements would potentially apply to a 
pondto made for a child's doll? 

Ponchtl: The applicahlc ~iand3rd is 16 CFR 1610. Stamfard for lhe Fl:lmmahility of 
Clothing Textiles. Depending on the dolh and any embclli.~hmcnts or •'.Olor lrcatmcnt. it 
may need to be tested for lead ronc1;n1 or kad in surface! coatings. require tra.:king 
infonnation. and cer1ifkation 10 the applicable s1andards bas;:d on tcs1ing by a lhir<l-party 
a~·r:rcdit~d hll'li)ralory. 

Doll dotht"s poncho: The poncho would probably not have an ag.: grade on il if ii w,:,re 
sold separa1dy fmm a doll. Any cmbdlishme111s on the pvneho would hi.' subject ro 
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asscs~mcnt to the small pan~ requirement. 16 CFR I .)01, for purpose~ of the .:hoking 
wamin(;!S al lo CFR 1500.1 ') (.~omr: dolls are for children um1er th~ and ~omc an: for 
l'hildrcn fmm three through six or older). The poncho would he sul'>jcct lo 16 CFR 16!0 
bc~:ause of the requirement in the toy standard for tny textile~ to meet the tlammahility 
requirement ::ind would require tracking informJtion. Dq><•nding on the pr(>dOl't used 10 
l'1>lor the fahric. it may re<JUire third-pany testing and l'l~l1ilka1ion a~ 10 lead ronu.·m and 
lead in surface coaling requirements. 
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Qutstions rrom lhe Honorable G.K. Butterfield 

I. The Consumer Product Safety lmpro\lement Act (CPSIA) dir~ts the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission ((:PSC) lo esti1blish and maintain a publicly available 
database on the safety uf c:un.~umer products that contains reporL~ of harm from live 
different catei=ories of reporters, including "l·unsumers" and "public safety entities." 
The statute dues not define those terms. nor dcies it impose any requirements 
rci:uding the rt'llllionship of the reporter to the harmful event. 

CPSC in its final rule establishing the database defines "consumers" to include 
"users of consumer products. family members. relati.-es. parents. ~ardians. 
friends. attorneys. investii:ators, professional engineers. agents of a user of a 
consumt-r product, and observers of the consumer product~ heing used. The final 
rule dt'fines '"public sllfely entities .. to include "police, (ire, ambulance, emergenq
medical services. federal, state, i1nd local law enforcement cntilies, and other public 
safet)· officials i1nd profes~ionals, including con~umer :idvocates or indi~iduals who 
work for no11governmental organi:talinns, consumer advocacy orj!aniUttions, and 
trade 8.'>Sociations, so Jong a.~ they have a public safely purpose." 

a. Please eJCplain why the CPSC believes it is important. and a faithful 
interpretation of the CPSIA, to allow a broad range of consumers and public 
safety entities lo submit reports for the database, including those who may 
no! have directly witnessed the harmful event. 

The Commission det~·rrnine{! that a broad interpretation best effectuates Congress' 
intention that lhc Conunission ccreives ccports regarding useful and reliable 
information about product safety incidents fmm a wide-rang~ of submitters.. Th.: 
Commission rcquir..:s all n:pons 10 wmain t:igh1 data scls 10 cnsurt~ n:pom 
contain enough inforrnation lo b.:- helpful tn otlwr consumers. In addition. the 
required datJ S<'IS require contact information ior the submilter. as well a,; 
vcrilkation tha1 information provided is !rue and accurate Ill the tx-s1 of the 
submittcr's ·'knowledge. infomMion. an<l belief.'' If intentionally fraudulent 
n:pons arc detected. the Commission has also indicalcd tlm ic will 1a~e all 
appropriat.: a,·1ion against a party filing such a rqx,rt. inr.:luding possible n:krral 
to the U.S. Depanmeni ni Justke for l~gal actinn. 

b. Is tht' CPSC aware of any attorney or consumer advocate knowini;:ly 
submitting false or inaccurate information to the CPSC's existing incident 
reportinr: website or hotline? 

No. If we were to discover art attorney. a consumer advocate. <•r anyone dsc: who 
knowingly provided false infonnatiou in a n:pon or in a manufacturer comment. 
we would not nnly address ;my materially inaccurate infonnation comaincd in the 
datallase. but aim. where .:ir..:umstanccs warranted. would s~ek legal n:mc<lies 
against 1ho>c in1:1,l11ed. 
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2. The CPSIA lays out a specirK' timeframe for the publication of report~ of harm and 
proce~ts to prevent publkation or or provid11 for removal of materially inaccurate 
informoition in the database. The statute requires lhc CPSC to triinsmit a report of 
harm to the relevant manufacturer no later than 5 business days after receiving it. 
The manufacturer is then given the opportunity to provide romments for 
publication with the report of harm and to contest information therein on the 
ground that it is materially inaccurate. The statute requires the CPSC to publish the 
report ol' harm no later than IO business days after trans.mission of the report to the 
manufacturer. 

a. Do you believe requiring resolution of all material inal·curacy claims before 
puhlieation of' repons of harm would affect the ustfuh1ess of the database to 
consumers, including negatively impacling the availability or useCul 
information in a timely manner? Please explain. 

Yes. To do Sil would undcnnine Congress' overall intent t>ehind the creation of 
the database. which was to provide a fa•ler and freer tlow of safc1y info1macion 10 
l'onsumers than permillt~d by other provi~ions of 1he CPSA. Accordingly. the 
rules for the database were carefully crafted wi1hin the l'Onfincs of the law to 

~trike a fair balance for all parties in the in1~rests of ensuring con~Unll'C'S have 
access 10 this infonna1ion in a timely m:inner. 

The result is :i balanced apprnach Ihm will allow for 1hc correction of faulty 
informa1ion and will no1 require the Commission to withhold reports from the 
public until vetted to perfection_ Requiring resolution of all material inaccuracy 
daims before publication could mull in substantial delays in the sharing of 
rcpons of hann-thereby poknlially placing 1he purlic at serious risk of injury, 
illness. or de:ith. 

b. Do you bt:licve requiring resolution of all material inaccuracy claims before 
publication of rcporls of harm would drain CPSC lime and other resources? 
Pleai>e explain. 

II mi!!ht if •here were an i11crc<1sc in malcrially ina.-curace information claims. 
especially if made for lhe purpose of delaying publicatil'O of consumer incidcm 
repom. 

c. l>o you belie ... e requiring resolution of all material inaccurary claims before 
publkation of reports of harm would cnale an incentive for manufacturers 
lo cnntest a grealer number of reports of harm lhan would otherwise bt 
contested'! 

It is hard co predin the impacl that such a change would have. II is my hope th3c 
rcsponsiblt'. manufacturers would nol file claims simply 10 delay publication of 
reports of llann but lhat cenainly is a po~~ihility. 
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3. The Cl'SC has stayed enforcement of the third·party testing rc-quircments lor lead 
1:ontent, phthalates content, and ASTM f"-963. However, some t'.hildren's products 
are already required lo undergo third-party lestini: due to nther applicable safety 
standards of the CPSC. Tbese include, among others: painted children's product<; 
manufactured after August 19, 2009 for the 90 ppm limit for lead in point; pacifiers 
manufactured after .January 20. 2009; metal component~ of children's metal jewelry 
manufactured after March 23, 2009; bicycle helmets. bunk beds, and rattles 
manufactured after February JO. 2010; and bic:ycles manufactured after August 14, 
201U, with regard lo certain desiJ,.'11 elements. 

a. Plrase rxplain any issues or rhallenges that manufacturers of children's 
product.~ already subject to third-party testing requirements have 
encountered in complying wilh this n•quiremtnt? 

The major potenlial .:hallrnges faced by manufacmrcrs of childrcn·s products 
subject to third-party testing requirements likely include rnnveniently locating 
and ('S(ahlishing busin.:s~ rclatinnships with CPSC-recognizt'd te~ting 
lal>oratories. im:rea~cd t<'-sting-rclatcd cxpen~es. :rnd lahoratory testing lead times. 

h. Is lhc CPS(' aware of any disruptions in lhe market for children's products 
already subject to third-party testing that are rtlated to this re(jUircment? 

Although there is a stay of enforcement l'f 1he lead content and third-party 1cs1ing 
requirements for yomh .ATVs. 1here h:ive been claims of some disruption in the 
youth ATV market by renain trade associations due to manufaclllrer. importer. 
and dealt!r rnn.:cm ah..lut these requirements. 

The Motorcycle Industry Council tMICl and the Specialty Vchidc lndumy 
Association (SVIAJ ha\'C slated 10 Commission staff that youth A TVs have b<:cn 
and continue to be withheld from lhc market due h) conccrn5 abo111 meeting the 
kad content rc.quircments. 

Chinese manufacturer$ of ATVs have imlicat~d 10 CPSC staff th:u imports or 
ATVs lo 1hc l.:oil~'<I Stales dropped 5harply in 2009. CPSC. howevcr. bas not 
verifi"'d data indicating whl!lhcr this drnp was diret·tly correl3tcd wi1h ll!ad 
content rt>.quiremenis or larger macrocronomic ronccms. 

c. Is tbe CPSC aware of any ne2ative impacts to manuracturers of children's 
products already subjed to lhird·party testing requirements that are related 
to this requirement? 

CPSC has no data on possihle nrga1ivc impac1s to manufacturers of d1ildrrn·~ 
produt1s subject ro third-pany t~stint? n:4uircments. Howc"cr. it is likely that 
many haw. t:~peril!nl:cd Jn increase in 1c:sting-rcla1i:d c.~penses. 
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4. Manufacturers of childn:n·s product~ already l'Ubjcct to third-party testing must 
al'o satisfy the requirement for continuing compliance and testing despite the so
rnlled "'15 Mnnlh Rule"' not yet heing finaliz.ed. 

a. Please t?~plain how manufacturers or childn:n's products already subject to 
third-party testing arc able to meet the requirement for continuing 
compliance and testing \\ifhout the final 15 Month Rule? 

Until the Commission approves a final rule (10 testing and labeling. there is no 
requirement for m~nufa.:turers or children's product~ 10 C(loduct additional testing 
10 .:nsurc cominued compliance with the a1Jpli<:ahle .:hildrcn's product safety 
stand:mls. outside of any testing they may conduct in their nQrmaJ course <if 
business h) ensure thdr products c~1mply with all appli1:able U.S. laws and 
regulations. 

b. Do you believe it i.~ possible ror manuracturers of children's products who 
would be subject to third·party testing for lead content to ~gin testing and 
satisfy the requirement for rontinuini: rnmpliance and testin~ without the 
final "15 Montie Rule"'? 

As rncmioncd. until the Commis~ion approves a final rult: on testing and labeling. 
there is no r~uiremcnt for manufat·turcrs of children's products to conduct 
addiliunal testing. H(lwcvcr. manufacturers are expected to cn~ure compliance 
with all applicable laws and regulation~. 

S. The CPSIA phases iu incn:asiugly stringent lead content limits for children's 
products. The last coqgressionally-mandated lead content limit is set at 100 part~ 
per million and takes effect this August. The statute. however, also provides that if 
the CPSC determines that it is not technologically feasible ''for a product or product 
category" to meet that limit, it can set the lowest limit below 300 ppm that is feasible 
for that "product or product category." 

CPSC last July requested comments and infom1ation related to this determination. 
The notice directed that the l:omments address a "product or material.'' The notice 
for the February 16. 2011. public hearing nn this issue again specifically asked for 
information about the sourcing and extent to which lead is found in malrriols. 

In 2009, t'.PSC exercised its general au1hori1y 10 issue n'jlulations as necessary to 
implement the CPSIA to exempt from the lead limits and third-party te.stin(.l -
requirement certain materials sut:h as wood and cotton that have inherently low 
lel'els of lead. 

a. Is the CPSC now consid~rini:, under its authority to make a technologkal 
feasibility determination for a product or product category, a blanket waiver 
from the 100 ppm lead contenl limil for all products with materials sul:h as 
·'metal, glass, or ceramics"'? If so, can you explain how the (~PSC is taking 
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into c:onsideration sat~ and unsafe uses of those mall!rials in 1:hildren·s 
prnducts•! 

CPSC is gathering a~ much infonnatit'n as 1111.~sil:ole w detennin~ what type of 
dct.:m1ination is m1uired to limit any undue stress to manufa.:turi:rs while 
supporting thi:: intent of the statute. 

CPSC is considering the question of tC<:hnological feasibility and t·omm.:rcial 
availat>ility vf products and materials with rc~pcct to the I 00 ppm limit. a;. well as 
thi: hcallh implications to children who might use producrs with lead cont~nt less 
than .~00 ppm hut more th:m I 00 ppm. 

b. Do you believe that itranting a blankel waiver from the 100 ppm lead content 
limit for all producls with materials such as metal. Klass, or ceramic.~ would 
remove the inct>ntin underlying the statutory lead content limits for 
manufacturers lo movt away from lead-mntaining materials and toward 
lower-lead or nu-lead alternatives? 

No1 11c,cssarily. hut we arc 'ardully ~tudying any potential impact. 
Manufacturers of children's product~ now arc required 10 mc~t 1hc 300 ppm lead 
~c>ntcnl kvcls for produc1s wi1h materials such as metal. glass. or ceramks. The 
Jeacl limit i~ already at a lcvc;l where it is unlikely that lead is dclihcratcly hcing 
added to any materials or lO the manufacluring process. Accordingly. lhc 
in~·cntivc underlying the move away from lead-containing matcri:ils and toward 
lower-lead or no-lead alternatives docs exi~t now. 

The Commission held a hearing on February 16. 2011. 10 evaluate whelhcr there 
is any product or product categories for which ii is not technologically feasibk tl1 

med the JOO ppm !cad content limit Al the hearing. several !Jboralories 
indir;itcd that a high percentage of childrcn·s products lCsu:d are in c(1mpli:mcc 
with the IOO ppm lead .:ontcnt limit. However. several manufacturers indicate.d 
1hat testing results arc not always c:on~i~tent due m material variability. We arc 
still reviewing the h<=aring rcl-ord. 

6. The drartttrs of the CPSJA intended that the feasibility determination allowing a 
product or product t>ategory to excettd the 100 ppm limit be made on a case-by-case 
ba~is at the request of the manufacturer. The burden was not supposrd to he on 
CPSC to i:o out and find those products eligible for the exception. 

a. Has the CPSC: put a petition process in p(a(·e for manufactuttrs to s~ek a 
feasibility determination? If not, does it intend to put such a process in 
place? Whtn? 

While the Commi~~ion has set fonh procedures and n:quircmem.> for making 
deti::nnin:nions regarding lead content of materials or products under thi: 
fommi~~ion ·s regulations at 16 CFR. § l ~00 89. those procedures arc O\'l 
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applirablc 10 determinations on product or product categories that exceed the 100 
rrrn limit ba~cd on 1echnological feasibility. The CPSC Jid nnt cstahlish a 
petition pr0<.·cs~ for individual manufa..:turcrs to seek pmdu,·t or producl category· 
spccilk determination bC<'ausc there was insutficicnt time under lh<! s1acu1c for 1hc 
Commission 10 make ~ui:h case-by-ca5e dc1crmina1ions. 

Unlike the pm:edurcs for lead conlcnt dctcrminati<ins. whi.:h arc made nn an 
ong1)iug basis. scc1ion IOl(al(2)(C}of the CPSIA provides that th.: JOO ppm limic 
will go into cffc..:t aulomali..:ally on Augusl 14. 2011. unless !he Commission. 
after notice and hearing. finds that such a limit is not technologically ka~iblc. 

The pt•titiun pruccss is a lengthy one. Even if pro<:t:dures had been in place. 
manufacturers would ha \'C 10 gather all of the rclcvam infonnation and supporting 
1k•~umentation necessary for CPSC staff co evaluate each product and make a 
d~tcrrnina1ion regarding thal pwduct prior to August 14. 2011. The Commission 
is then required to prov idc notice and hearing for each ~1roduc1 or product 
ca1cgory. Once a determination was made as lo the lcchnologkal feasibili1y of 
mcc1ing the 100 ppm lead con1cnt limit for the pr1•duc111r product c:ucgory. the 
Commission would then tx: required to. hy regulation. impose an alternative lead 
limit by August 14. 2011. Given the- amount of time it would 1akc to engage in 
nmice and hearing for each pc1iti0n. and the subsequent length of lime it would 
rnke to i~s11e a final mlc. ii was not feasil:>le for tht~ Commission to issue these 
rulings on a c:isc-hy-case hasis prior tc1 August 14. 201 I. 

Moreover. section JOl(el of the CPSIA provides that the Commis~ion may not 
delay the effo;1ive da1c of the limit rclared to tcchnological feasibility during the 
p.:ndcncy of a rulcmaking. Thus. even if the Commission began a rulemaking 
pro.:ccding. the !imil would go into cffec1 regardless of whclhcr lhc rulcma~ing 
process was rnmplctcd prior IO August 14. 2011. 

t\ccordingly. to ensure tha1 all of the interested parties had a meaningful 
opponuni1y lo prcscn! <!Vidence and testimony for 1he record. the Commis>ion 
held a hearing <1n fchruary 16. 201 J. to evalua1c whether there is any producl or 
produc1 categories for whkh ii is nol tc.:hn()Jogically fcasihlc to meet lhc lOOppm 
lead ..:omcm limit. W<! are still reviewing 1he hearing re.~ord. 

7. The CPSC on August 26, 2009, issued a linal rule that detemuned that most textiles 
made of natural and manufactur(.-d fibers do not e.u'eed any of the lead ,·onknl 
limits in the CPSIA, and therefore do not nttd to he lhird·party tested for lead 
content. Specifically, the final rule stated the fnllowini: textiles would not exceed the 
lead limil~: "Textiles (t-xcluding after-treatment applications, including screen 
prints. transfers, det:als, or other prints) consisting of: (i) Natural fibers (dyed or 
undyed} including, but not limited to, cotton. kapuk, nax, linen, jute. ramie, hemp, 
kenaf. bamboo, coir. sisal, silk, wool (sheep). alpaca, llama, goat (mohair, cashmere), 
rabbit tani.:ora), camel. horse, yak, vit:una, qh·iut. j!Uanaco: (iiJ Manufactured fib.:rs 
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(dyed or undyed) including, bul nol limiled to. rayon, azlon. Iyocdl, acetate. 
triacelak, rubber. poly~ter, olefin. nylon, acrylic, modacrylk, aramid, spandex. 

a. If the fabric or thread used to make a cloth diaper consists of natural or 
manufactured fibers, does the fabric or thread nl'ed lo he tested for lead? 

No. 

b. If the rabric or thread used to make a poncho consists of natural or 
manufadured fibers, does the fabric or lhread need lo be ksled for ll'ad? 

In general. no As stated in the Commission's lead delcflTlinations Mdcr (74 Fed 
Reg. 43.0.~ I). natural tihers and fabric made from those fibers 1ha1 is dyed or 
undycd docs not have lo be lcsled f(lr lead. Also. manufactured tib<:rs and tilt: 
fahrics made from lhosc fibers arc: not required to he tested for lead. If the fabric 
is [reatcd with an application. including. a screen print. transfer. decal or other 
process it would no longer be excluded from testing as noted in the \k:tcm1ina1ion 
tfocument. A poncho made from the above would fall under the same 
das~ilkatkm~. Th;:refurc. unless the poncho was treated with an after treatment 
applicati(ln that .:hangcs the c~1ndition of the fabric. ii Wtluld m11 be sutijcct 10 the 
lead testing and ccnili.:a1ion requirement~. 

c. Al least as early as 1993, plastic soda boltles have been recycled into material 
idcntitied by clothing manufacturer as polar neece. These plastic bottles are 
made almost cxclusi\·ely from polyethylene lcrcphtbalate <PETl: therefore 
polar fleece is made from PET. In addition. plastic bottles can be broken 
down by ncyclers and rt·fashioned into a wide rangt- of goods, from 
playground equipment Co toy telephones. 

i. Can you please ll'll me wb~ther lead or lead compounds art used in 
the production of PET? 

With respect to soda bo1tlcs or other product intended for use with foods. 
ti!~ use of lead and other chemical.~ is restricted by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration. For other types of products. lead compounds arc 
sometimes used for t'ulor tir other appli~·ations. Lead pigments. ho.,.ever. 
arc not suitahlc for applicaiions that require clarily or transparenq. such 
as transparent b01tks. 

ii. Can you tell me if lead or lead compounds are introduced during the 
recycling of pla~tic bottle.~ madl' from PF..'f; eilher during lhe actual 
manufacturing process that turns the bottles into tihers or during the 
disposal process when the bottle is thrown into a recycling bin and 
combined wilh other items determined eligible to be recycled? 
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Tu the bc~t of our knuwkdge. no lead is used in recycling or processing of 
plas1ic bottles: 1hc 1ranMer from other possibly lead-containing cominglcd 
materials i~ expected to be minimal. 

TI1e m(•St comm1m polyester for fiocr purposes is pt)Jy (ethylene 
tt:r~phthalate>. or simply PET Recycling PET bottles by remelting th..: 
PET and extruding il a~ PEI' fiber save~ valuable petroleum raw 
mat1,,'fials. reduces energy consumption. and eliminates solid waste sent to 
land!llls. Lead or lead ..:ompoumJs are not introduced during the pf(lce~s 
of converting bottle flakes lo recycled polyester tit>er. Ther.: could 
conceivably be trace amounts of lead. however. in the Jntimony catalyst 
ust".d in !ht! production of PET. 

iii. Oo you oonsider fibers made from recycled PF:T a manufactured fiber 
in Che polyester ramily and lhcrerore excluded from the third·parcy 
l~tini:t Tequirement foT lead conlent? 

Ye~. The Fedt·ral Trade Commission defines polyester fiber as a 
manufactured fiber in which the fiber fonning ~ubstance is any long-chain 
,ymheti..: polymer composed uf at le;isl 85 percent by weight of 11n c:~tcr of 
a substituted .i.roma1ic carboxylic acid. including but nor rc>1ric1ed w 
substituted lcrcphthali(; units. p(-R-0-CO·C6HJ·CO·O· ), and 
parasubstilUtcd hydmxy·bcnwatc units, pl -R·O·CO-C6HA)·).. Polyc~tcr 
fiber made fwm recycled J>F.T is polycst.:r (PET) fihcr. 

iv. Does the fact that a manufactured fiber is made from recyck-d 
materials change: CPSC's determination that the fiber will not exceed 
the lead limil.5 and therefore be excluded from the third-party testinfi,t 
requirement for lead cont~nt? Did the CPSC consider the issue of 
recycling in its determination "ith respect manufactured fibers? 

No. CPSC stafi has not found inforrmnion that indicates that fib.!rs or 
fabrics made from recycled materials would contain !~ad abnvc the lead 
limits CPSC staff did 1K•C cxplkilly comider recycling. although it found 
no informa1ion th~t indicat~'d that recycled mate.rials shouid he considered 
separately from simi\Jr. non-recycled materials. 

~-. Is it correct lhal tht- CPSC is aware of \'hildren's products madt- from 
rt-qded pla~tk that excei:d the lead cfintent limits'! Please provide 
examplt'S and if so, can you idenlily whether those products contained 
PET'? 

The Commis~ion's Divi~ion of Health Sciences is not aware of specitic 
products that arc made with rc.:ydcd materials and that comain lead in 
c.~cess of the lead contenc limits. 
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8. CPSIA's authorization lenls have been followed up wilh increased appmprialions 
for the agency, which have allowed Che CPSC to inl·rease its staffing levels. In 
particular, the CPSC has b~n able to increase the number of staff dedicated to 
sereening consumer products at ports of entry and intercepting dangerous products 
before they hit store shelves. In 2008, CPSC had only 3 employees ~tationed at porl~ 
of entry. Today the number stands al 19 employees at 15 ports or entry. 

This intervention strateizy bas kd lo some good pr~ress toward slopping dangerous 
prodUl'ts at the border. However. Commissioner Northup in her testimony 
described the CPSC's efforl~ at the border as "extensive." I understand there an~ 
327 official ports of entry in the United State~. The CPSC has staff at IS of them. 

a. Can }"OU pro\ide infom1ation about the percentage of consumer producl~ 
coming into the U.S. that get screened for compliance "ith CPSC safety 
sUtndards'! 

The current 19 port inspc..:tors st~tioned al ports with occasilmal suppon from 
CPSC ticld investigators are at>lc 10 inspcx1 approximately 7.000 prnduc1s per 
year. Of lho,;c in~pectinns. about 1.750 pro.ducts :ire sampled from shipmenis chat 
arc held. However. this .:,,Jli<:atcd ~taff <.:twcrs only 15 or 4.6 pcn·enc of 1hc 327 
U.S. ports where goods cmcr commerce. 

b. Do you oonsider t:l'SC's current efforts to stop dangerous produc.ls al thl' 
border "extensive"? 

No. That said. the CPSC has attempted to maximize its pon coverage through 
scrarcgi.: po~i1ioning of Sl3ff and by lcwraging 5omc existing Cu~torn~ and Border 
Protection cCBP) rcsoun-cs through Memorandums of Undemanding iMOlls) 
with 1na1 agcn<'y. Additional resources. however, would be hdpful w fu11her 
expand port co~erage. 

c. Do you agn:c that CPSC's ability to intercept dangerous products at the 
border does not, on its own. cur~ntly provide a sufficiently strong layer for 
protecting consumers rrom dangerous produrts. especially with respel1 to 
children's products? 

Yes. A.s "aced above. CPSC's lmpon Surveillance Division ~tafl altcmpcs to 
leverage all resources availahk 10 slop d:mgerous products t>eforc they enter the: 
U.S. stream of commerce. However. limited tmdget and srnff resources <•nly 
allow us ll' inSpl"<.'l a fraction t•f the products entering chc country. As :,-our 
4ucstion implies. !lor<lcr detection alone is 1101 sufficient lt' protect ccinsumc:.rs. 

d. Do you agree that the tirst layer for protecting consumers from dani:erous 
products. espedally with respect children's products. should be the 
manufacturer and that Wl' should not first expo~ children to risk to 
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delermine whelher that manufacturer is meeting its obligations? 

Yes. The CPSA. CPSIA. and implementing rules and regula1ions put the burden 
of c.ompliar.c~ on lhc manufaclurcr of a regulated pmduct. Throughnul my h:nurc 
as Chainnan. I ha\'C r0ntinue<l to urge manufacturers to .. build safety .. into 
products. and not take sl:iortculs or use producl substitute~ {~uch a~ cadmium 
instead uf lt:ad) that could put consumers. especially children. at risk. 
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Question rrom lhc Honorable l,eonard Lance 

I. At the hearin2 I pointed out that some manufacturtrs are concerned thal State 
Allorneys General might enforl-e cerl3in su1tutory requirements even thoui:h they 
have ht-en .stayed by the Commission. You indicated that the Comniission did not 
stay enforcement of the lead l'Ontent limits but only testing and certification 
requirements. As I read lhe Commission's announl·cmcnts, however. it Sl!ems to me 
that the Commi!.'>ion ha~ in fact stayed enforcement of the lead content limits for 
~rtain children's products, such as bicycles, youth all-terrain vehicles and other 
motorized products and rct-cntly extended those stays through DeU!mber 31, 2011. 
In light of this additional information I wanted lo follow up with my original 
question again: Can the State Attorneys General enforce the lead content limits in 
these ~·ases even lhough the Commission has determined that it will nut? Also. to the 
extenl that testing and cenification requircmt>nts have been stayed by the 
Commissiun, can the S1ate Attorneys General continue to enforce the certification 
and testing requiremenu in lhe meantime ur are they prohibited from doing so by 
the stay? Thank you very rnul·h for reviewin~ my queslion. 

Y cs. 1hc state alll'mey~ gencr~I could enforce t"ither !he lead c,inrcm limits against 
bicycks and youth all-1crrain vehicles or the testing and C(':rtificati<m requirement> for 
leaJ t:ontcnt limils even though the Commission has ~tayed enfon:cmcnt. In addition. 
mue :morneys general also have 1hc power w enforce indcp..:ndcm Slate content limits w 
the ex trnt applicat>Jc. 

We have es1at>lishcd a Slrong working rclaiionship. however. with the sr.:11e allomcy~ 
general offices and sponsor monthly 1clephone conforcn~·cs ro explain the rationales for 
our decisions and m W0Tk on coordinacing our a..:tivities. T..., date and ro 1he ht:st ol our 
knowledge. the stare auomcys general havt' not enforced the lead limits as ro bicydt.'.s or 
yl1u1h alJ.lerrain vehicle~ nor have they enforced the testing and ccnific3tion 
requirements for k3d content. 
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Questions from the Honorable Mike Pompeo 

J. If Congress provides the agency more Oexihility in implementing the CPSIA. do 
you trust the agenL-y's experts to be able to devise rules thal proltd the health and 
safety of children'! 

The Commission has a very taknte<l staff that works extremely hard to keep harmful 
products LIU! of the U.S. stream of commerce and out of the hands <If consumcn'. If 
Congress amends the CPSIA. Commission staff will continue to work dilig,~ntly to 
implcmem rcgulati\ins that arc fair. effe.:tivc. and prolcclive of public hc;11lh and safety. 
Statulory changes thJt require the Commission to ma.kc numerous case-hy-casc 
determinations. h(>wcvcr. will likely have the effect of diverting re~ourc.:s from 0thcr 
Commi~sion priorities. suL·h as the investigation int(I problem drywall and efforts to 
prevent cilrbon monoxide poisoning deaths. 

2. Do you think !hat the agency's pre-existing rules governing ~inyl plastic film and 
carpeL<; and rugs were already doing a very effectin job ot' tnsuring the safety of 
consumer products in these categories? How many rt:calls has the agency conducted 
in the past 30 years hased on violations of lhe vinyl plastk fibn and lhe two carpets 
and rugs product satt.ty standards'! 

Th.: Standards for the Flammah.ilily of Vinyl Plastic Film. 16 CFR 161 L and the 
Standard~ forthe Flammahility of Carpets and Rugs. 16 CFR 1630 and 1631. have done 
an adequate job at protc:cting con~umers from the risk of injury and fire Jo;;s. We have 
had very few failures <>f the vinyl pla~tic film standard over the years. Considering the 
linear yards of Carp<!ting thal arc in the U.S. rnarkcl in almost every horn.: in the United 
Sta!cs 1hc numfler of re .. ::alls associated with .:arpe1s. n1gs. and wall· co-wall carpeting. 
compliance l•f this i11du~1ry appears 10 be positive. 

CPSCs clcctm11ic r~l1rd' sy,t..:m l:icgan in Augusl of 1995, limiting our al:iility to go b;i.:k 
30 years. Over the past 16 years. however. CPSC has complc1cd "cotal of I. I SR regulated 
recalls. Of thcisc regulated recalls. there are a wtal of 21 vinyl plasti.: film and rarpcc and 
rug related recalls as shown llc!ow: 

Viol:ttion Descriotion Total Violation.~ 

Carnet Flammability l'ailur" 14 

Cam.'1 Fllrnmabili1v Lat:-eJing 4 

Och"r CarDcl I 

Ca.met S1anda1Js Ceriifi.;;ic" V1olati,>r1 u 
CarDet and Rue Rehlled Rt-,·all.~ Subtotal l'I 

Vinvl Flammahili1v Failun' 0 
Other Vinvl Film :> 

Vin\11 Pla.•tk Film Related Recalls Subtotal 2 

Total 21 
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J. I understand that you lhought tlte McDonald's Shrek glasses recalled lasl year 
contained amounts of cadmium that were too high. Bui when the agency's scientisrs 
c:ime out with a cadmium sbndard later in the year, it turned out the cadmium in 
tlte glasses was lower than the agency's recommended limit. How muc.h did t.hat 
mistake mst McDonald's? \\'liy did you lei the headlines get ahead of the science 
there? Can you promise this Committee that you will wait for the science to come in 
before you ad next lime? 

On June 4. 2010, McDonald's Corporation. in ronjunction with the CPSC. ~nnouncr.:d a 
n1luntary recall of approximately 12 million glassc~ hased on <·cnain preliminary 
radmium wipe test data that was provided by !he Commission. This matter was jointly 
and rnoperntivcly discussed wi!h McDonald\ hased on lhc best scicntillc data available 
The CPSC has no information regarding McDonald's internal decision process rcgar<lin~ 
that re~all or any ws1s incurred as a result 

4. Do you think paper dips pose a significant threat to children? Do you think it makes 
sense for the <:ommissioTI lu require testing a paper clip in a sci(:JlCC kit but not 
when attached to a child's Work.~heets? Do you think it makes sense ror the 
Commission to require testing bras:. in a child's OOdside lamp hut not in a child's 
musical in.~rument? 

Section JOila) of CPSIA rC4uircs children's producl~ (those consumer produc1s primarily 
in1cnded for c·hildrcn lwclvc and und.:r) to meet renain t0tal lead limit requirements. 
Sc,·ti<ln 102 of the CPSIA reqLJircs testing and t:ertitkackm of children's requirements to 
ensurr chat lhcy comply with CPSIA requirements and mandatory product safdy rules. 

The CPSIA docs not require testing and Ct."rtifkation of e•ery general use pn•duct that a 
child intera.:ts with (such as a paper dip :maehed to a child's worksheet or a musical 
ins1rumcntJ. Ins1cad. 1he law require~ testing and <'crtifka1ion ~)r thl•Sc produ.:ts 
"designed (•r intended primarily for children l 2 years 11f age ('r younger." 

S. Should new federal product safety requirements for cribs. portable l·ribs, and play 
yards mean that ramilies who own products lhat complied with previous standards 
not be allowed lo sell them on I.he secondary market even though the produl·IS were 
never found to be defedivt! nor shown to be unsafe? 

Upon laking over a~ Chairman of the Cl)mmission. I ohscrvcd tha[ There was an alarming. 
pattem of failures of .;rib hardware and component parts. particularly related to drop-side 
cribs. 111e situation r~uircd meaningful shon-tcmi and k•ng-1em1 s1ra1egics to address 
1hi.~ trend. Acrnrding 10 our data. be1wccn :"hwernll\:r 2007 and April 2010. 1h,~re were 
.l6 deaths asmciatcd with crib ssnirtural prohl.:ms. Thirty-five of those fatalities 
occurred when crih components deta<:hed. disengaged. or hrok~. ending in unspeakable 
tragedy. 

Combined with our su~taincd and ongoing efforts ro rid the marl:erplacc l)f <'Ider. 
dcfoctivc cribs. 1hc development and passage of new mandalt•ry crib standards provides a 
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resp..>n~iblc and hofo1ic appn>ad1 10 giving consumers increased conlldenn\ in the ~afety 
of their crihs. This indtu.ks (•Ider cri\ls thal u1ay not have a Jrvp-s1dc. but may have 
C'thcr hardware issues and have Mt l>ccn tesred lo currcnr 5tandards. 

I deeply appreciale the impact of this ruk on smaller .:nlities. par1kularly child care 
facili1ies and placc5 of public acconunl>datit>n. To addre~s 1his con<.:ern and ocucr ensure 
widespread availability nf compliant crihs and an orderly and SU<'<.:cssful transilic>n 10 the 
use t>f wmpliant cribs by d1ild care providers and place;; of puhlic accommodation. rhc 
Commission has adoplrd a two-step phase in of lhe rule. First. for all manufactur.:rs. 
dbtrihutl>rs. and relailcrs l>f full-size and non-full-sii:c: cribs. 1hc fioal rule will hecome 
cffcc1iv.: June '.!9. 2011. Sr.cond. child care centers. family child ..:arc hl•rn..:s. and places 
of publi<· accc.1mmt1dation wilh 1hen have an additional 18 months tn comply (December 
28. ::!012). 

'Thi~ will ensure Iha! all infants and IOddlcrs in child care facililics will h:ivc the ~ali::st 

pos~iblc sleep environment free (>f holh dr(lp-sidcs and ocher potentially dangl!rous 
hatd\var\~ and Cl>mponcnl pans 1101 teslcd lt' O<'W. pro1cc1ivc ~•andard~. 

6. \\'hen you say anonymous database complaints are nut allowed, does the name and 
cuntad information for the actual person who wa~ harmed h:l\·e tu be provided to 
the Commission? E"en if the person harmed is the one reporting, dO<'sn't that 
person have the option of rcmaininl? anonymous to the manufacturer? Must the 
person who is reporting have first-hand knowledge? 

When Y"" .~ay anonymor1s dalabase complaints are not allowed, does the 11ame attd 
mntact iftf onnation for the actual person who was harmed have Ill be prt!l'idtd tn the 
Commissi011? 

!\lo. contacr infom1a1ion for a pL'fSOn who was harmed is not n:quircd for puhlicatk1n of a 
repon hy either the slatute or the final rule. ScctiQn 6 . .\(h)(~)(8)(iv) of the CPSA 
requires that in order for a r.:.port !O be eligible for publicalio11 io lhc database. it must. al 
a minimum. include 1hc "contact infommion for the pers.111 submitting 1he repon.'' The 
Commission's final ruk rndilied this requirement a1 16 CFR I I02.10(dl!6). Moreover. 
pursuant 10 scc1ion 6AigJ of the CPSA ... hann" indud.:s a risk of harm. A~:contingly. 

many rcpons that arc eligible. for !he datal:>ase will not involve a person who was accually 
harmed. 

l)uiing rulemaking the Commission deducd not io require victim cpmact information on 
a rcpon because such infonnation may be lacking (where a rc(X>rt describes a risk of 
harm}. considered private or confidcnlial. C>r prohibi1cd from disclosure. For e.xamplc, 
parenls completing rcpt1ns involving their children may no1 mind including informarion 
abc>ut 1hc age and gender of their child. whiit' not waming 10 ir.dude !heir child's first :ind 
last name. Als1). medical professit>nab and 01hers 111ay have tllhcr statutory requiremenls 
nm 10 disclose <'Ontac1 infc>rmation for thdr pa1ie11ts. Sectk1n 6A(b){ I )I Al of the CPSA 
specifically provides that m..:dical profcs,ion:i.ls and public ~afcty c:iliti.:s may indude 
reports in !he da1abasc. R.:<.1uirin[! victim cont:ict infonna1ion w1>uld cvim:rate lx11h 1he 
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abili1y to include io the i111aba~c reports invllhing a risk <tf harm and rcpofts frnm 
medical pmfcssi~inals where rn11ain pr~)kssional~ arc slalulorily ~·liligah:d not to disc:ll)se 
1hi~ infonnation. 

/;"ve11 if thr person hamttd is the one rtporti11g, doesn't thal person l1avt the optim1 of 
remaini1111 anonymous to the mantifaclurer? 

Yes. this is a $ta1u1ory requirement. Section 6Acb)<6) c>f the CPSA prohil:iiis the CPSC 
from di~closing the name. acldrcss. or other comae\ infonnation for submincrs of rcp1ms. 
The only exception 10 this general pmhihition is that the CPSC may provide co111ac1 
information 10 !he manufacturer or pri vatc lal:>elcr if the submitter has given ex press 
wriltcn consent. Accordingly. while submiUcrs must provide their conract infomiation tc> 

the CPSC in order include their H~J'<'n in the datat>asc. submiucrs arc gi•·en a choice 
whdher lhcy want !he f.PSC 10 share their cuntacl infonmuion with rhe identified 
manufm:tur<"r or priva1e lal>clcr. 

M"st lhr person wh11 is reporting have jirsl-lrand knowledgt? 

No ... First-hand knowl.:dge." as a <.:<•ncc:pt is not r~quircd by 1he s!atute or 1he nnal rule. 
Instead. both the statute aod the rule require that 1hc suhmincr include certain minimum 
information ah<>UI 1hc produc1 and the inrident for a rcpon to be included in tile databa~e. 
S<:.:tion 6i\!b)(2J(t>) of the CPSA ~ets a n1x•r for the type l•f information that a submincr 
must pe>ssess in order for a repon lo qualify for inclusion in the database. This sla!utory 
tll>or inchuJes: 

(il a de;crip1ic>o of 1hc consumer product: 
(ii) idcmi1icati1•n of !he manufocturcr or priva1c labeler of the pmduc1: 
(iii) a Jesi:rip1iun of the harm or risk Cit' ham1 relating lo tl·K~ use l)f !he cc>nsumer 

produ.:1: 
<iv) contact iniom1a1ion for the sullmiuer <•f the repNt: 
(v) verification 1hat the comcnts of the r~pon art! tru¢ Jnd accurate to the bi:st of !he 

subminer's knowledg¢: 11.nd 
(vi! rnn.~en1 to include the rcpon in the da1al:iasc. 

The Commissi\)ll's final nilc includes two additi(lnal piCC(.'S of information. an in«idcut 
dale. <>r approximarion. and 1hc ~·a1e!?t)ry of subminer <i.e .. consunM. health care 
profes~iunal. public safety entity" c1c.). 

When you say anon.~mo11s databaSI! complaints are ttot allowed, does the 11amt a11d 
co111art i11f onnalion for the a('f1ta/ perso11 who was hannfd ha1•t to be providtd to the 
Com111issio11? E~t11 if the per.~011 liarmtd is th" 011e rtporling, doesn't thal person havf 
the option of remai11ing aJ1011y111011s to the manufucturer? 

Rcpons ~uhmiued anonymously will bi.: atl'Cpt~d by the CPSC. By law. howc\cr. 
anonymou~ly submincd n:pons rnnnot he published on SafcrProoucts.gov. 
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l\lth(lugh the comacl infnnnalil•n llf a submiucr of a n:pon is required for publication. 
CPSC will 111Ter IJ{lSt this inf0nn,ui<•n in the dat~hasc. When n!ports arc submiucd with 
wn1a<:1 infom1ation. other r.;1>nsumc15 can see amt t>cncfit from seein!!- th<' repun. but wilt 
nol be lble to sec whu submitted the rcpon. We discourage c00~umcrs from suflmiuing 
reports anonymously so that rcpNts can be included in the database. an<l .~o rhat the 
CPSC may contact suflmiucr~. if m:cessary. tn follow up regarding their reports. 

The suhmiHcr's name and wntacr inform11ion will never appear in the database. Ry law 
we can pm~ide thi5 informatil'" to th~~ manufa.:turcr only if 1hc suflmi:ter has given u; 
written ~rmission 10 do sn. 

7. Companies only get JO business days after a report of harm is sent to them before it 
is posted to the database under the agency's rule. ls that enough time for them lo 
investigate'.' Do they get enough information abuut the incident to l>e able to tell 
whether the report is true or not? Are they allowed to follow up ~ith the ,·ictim lo 
see what really happened? Are manufacturers ablr to identify reports titat do not 
contain enough information to assess whether or nol they are materially at·curatc? 
Can they require more information from a reporter of hann? 

CQmpa11ie.~ only gt'f JO burine.u day.t ofter a report of harm is sem to lhe111 bejQre iii.~ 
posted to the database u11der the agency's rule. ls that enough timt for them to 
im·rstigate? 

The CPSC is not in a position lo opine on whether l ()business <lays is sufficienl time f{lr 
all businesses receiving a report to review it and respond. Over 15.000 difforen1 types <•f 
wnsumer products tall within our jurisdiction. .Moreover, the size and ability N 
busint!sses to respond varies grea1ly, as dCl the length and complexity· of rcpons. 
Providing I 0 bu~incss days for a manufacturer or private labeler 10 respond to a rcp(irt 
was a decision made by Congress and i~. however. generally consis1ent with 1hc current 
infonnatic•n disclosure requircme.nt~ under ~ctkin 6(t'>l l'f the CPSA. which r1:quircs a 
company ll• respond 10 a report within I) caler.dar days. 

Also. the stalute dl•cs not provide that businesses will be given JO full business day~ lO 
respond to reports. Section 6/1.(c)t:l)IA) of the CPSA provides tha1 lh.: CPSC shall 
publish eligihle reports in the database "1101 later tl11m the 1enlh husincss day after the 
dale on which 1hc Commi5sion transmils the report , .. [co the manufaclurcr or pri"atc 
labeler]... <emphasis addcdJ. Accordingly. CPSC could 1ransmir reports tn the 
manufacturer or private labekr an<l post th,~m in the database on the »ame day. The 
CPSC. in its discretion. however. is pro\·iding businesses the full JO business days co 
rL·~pond before pu!Jiishin~ eligible reports in lhe uataba~e. 

Do they get e11011gl1 infom1arn111 ahout the incid11111 to bt able to tell whetl1er the report 
is true or not? Are lhey ol/olt'ed lo follow up with the 1•icli111 to see what really 
ltappened? .<ire manufacturers able to idmtify reports that do not co11tain mough 
inf onnalio11 lD a~sen 1<>•l1etl1er or not the.v are materially acc11rate? 
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faery report will <'1>ntain diffon:nl types <•i information. Depending ~·n the pr!lduct anJ 
the incident businesses may need to know more or less infonnation. so this IJUL~>tion 
cannot he anrnwcd fM ;;very rcp(>rt and for every husincss. It is likdy that mo;;t rcpl1rts 
will Cl)ntain suftkicnl information for a busine~~ to undersland the pmducl and lhc 
ini.:idcnr tmcd cin 1hc inf<)m1ation ~uhmiued during soft la\Jn('.h. 

For example. 90 pcn:cnt (1f the reix)rts tha1 were submiued during sofl launch lhrougtl 
March 8. 2011. and would have been eligible for inclusion in the database. include 
information in the modd numlicr field. 

Cat1 they require more i11fonnatilm from a reporter of harm? 

No. ihe abilily 10 ff•llow up with suhrniucrs is nol tantamount to legal process. Although 
a business may ask a suhmilter to provide morn information :ihC1ut an incident des.:ribed 
in a report. businesses cannot rt,q11ire a sul:>millcr to answer their questi(lns !Ir m provide 
more infolTtlalion for a repon. 

R. llndn the agency's rule, reporls of harm go up afler 10 days whether the inaccurate 
information in them has been corrected or not. There is no requirement for the 
agency to act on every report within a certain timeframe, is there? If a company 
believes that a report is not about their product, are they allowed to inspect the 
product? Or even necessarily follow up \lilh the consumer? What does a company 
do lo respond within JO days if a ton of information is dumped into the databaw. all 
al OO('C'.' 

U11der the agency's rule, reports of hami go up after JO day.~ ll'hether the i11acc11rate 
information i11 lhmt has hem corrected or not. There is 110 requirement for the agency 
to act 011 every report within a cet111i11 timeframe, is there? 

Neither the ~tatutc or lhc rule impose a deadline for the CPSC to make detcnninations on 
claims L)f materially in~ccurat.: information. hut the sta!Llle impo,es a deadline for posting 
rep.:irts in the datatiasc. Both the statute and the rule require repons 10 be postc:d no la1er 
than 1hi: tenth husiness day after transmilling a repon to the manufaccurcr or private 
labeler idcntilied in 1hc report. The 1)nly exception 10 this deadline is in sec1iun 
6A(c)(4J(Aj of the CPSA. which provides that th.: CPSC mus! cLme<'I materially 
inaccurate information before posting a report in the database if the agcnl'.Y has aln:•tdy 
determined 1hat it contain~ a material inaccurncy. 

If a compa11 y believes that a report is 1wt about their product; are they allowed to 
im~ct the product? Or l!l'tm 11ecessarily fi1/lo"' up wizh the con.tumer? 

Y cs, if a cmnpany hclicves that i1 ha;; ticen rnisi<lc111ific<l in a report. and the submitter has 
conscrucd to providing his or her wntact information 10 the manufacturer (lf pri\'ate 
labeler. that company may contact 1hc subminer lo verify th<: infonnation in the repon. If 
tht' suhmitter has the product. a company inay inspc:el lhe pw<lu.:t if lllc submiuer 
cCln~..:nts. 
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What does a company do 111 re.tprmd within HI days if a ttm of i11fam11ali.o11 is dumpfd 
it1l(1 the databa.(t all at once? 

In the past. companies have Qlkn deall with high volumes of product safety incident 
report~ forwarded to them hy the Comrnissi,ln. In additfr'n. companies also g~ncrally 
respond to rcp('rts from calls and e-mails directly to th<.? company. a.~ well as (lther 
indt:pcndcnt sources {~u..:h as the media. hk•g~. and state anomcys gcncrall. This is likely 
10 be the case in the future. regardless l,f the ex istencc: nf the datahase. Tl'K~n!fore. 

companies should be prepared to respond to numerous produn complaints as they always 
have. regardless nf lhc cxist.~ncc of lhc darnha~c-

If :he samc type of claim is bt:ing made hy many different submiucrs. and the company 
would like tti ~uhmit the same conllT!cnt for every report. or is ahlc to file a materially 
inaccurate informa1i,>n claim tha_I applies to mor~ than one rcpon. they may i:om:ict the 
CPSC to determine whether we can assisl them to do chis in wr system. At this point. the 
business poml hantlles comnu:nts and claims \'Tl a one-to-one ratio with a repor1. 

9. How would something like last year's Pampers investigation be affected by lhe 
dalabase? You could have children's medical records and photographs in there 
forever couldn't yuu? Even once the agency ha~ exonerated a produce like Pampers 
DryMax diapers. the medical rerords and pictures would stay because the agency's 
rule does not require their removal, d~s ii? 

Re.pons that arc not dett'nnincd lo he fraudulent or materially inaccurate will ti.; 

maintained in the datahasc because we learn about emerging product hazards over lime. 
To the cxccnt !hi! CPSC ha~ conducted an in,·estigation !hat relates t\\ reports submiUcd t(• 
the database. the Cl'SC s press releases. putilic safety alcns. and/or recall infomlation. 
will alway~ appear in the search results hcfflrc the rcptirts arc listed. so that consumers 
will sec. thi> information first. 

10. Will the agency adjudicate accuracy hased on claim~ of causation? Ir not, why no1? 
If a consumer claim~ that a particular brand of diapers caused autism, will that go 
up on the databa.~e? 

The CPSC has n<!ver. and will not now. adjudicate causation in reports ~uhmill<'d to our 
dalahasc. It is suffkient for inclusion in the database if a repon describes an illn.:ss. 
injury. or death. or risk of illness. injury, or death rdated w tile use of a consumer 
pmduct. First. the Cl'SC do<~> not have ch,~ resources to adjudicate causatit'n in every 
rt:pon. It is unlikely that any federal agency would have the resources co adjudicate 
l'ausation in the numhcr uf reports rcceiwd on a yearly hasis. Second. evt:n if the CPSC 
did ha"e such res1,urccs, !1 would unnccc~sarily impede the agency's primary mis~ion to 
protect ct,nsumers from unre:tsC1nabk ri~ks of hann rcl:U<:d 10 the use of consumer 
products. It is unnece~sary to adjudicate causation in rcpon.s for chem w be useful to the 
CPSC and lo cnmumers The Cl'SC relie-s on the cnlleclion of thc;c inci<lt.!nt reports It• 

evaluate emerging product hazaHls. lo conduct in-tleplh invt:stigations. and co negotiate 
\'11l11ntary recalk Consumers l'an search r.:ports and f(;view hoth the repon and the 
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m;mufacturer's wmmems tu make m,uc informed choices abou1 the products they 
purcha!>l'. 

11. How does the database deal with the small numbers problem? For example, a 
widely-circulated product may have more complaints on the database than a 
product that is less ~idely-circulated. However, the less ~idely-circulated (and less 
rornplained about) product may actually be less sale. In such situations, will the 
database drive consumers to Jess sare products bec:ause it does not rompan' the 
number of products in c:irr11lation? 

The dataha~e ilsclf will nut addrc>s lhis issue. although CPSC may i~sue recalls 1ha1 
address lhis type of information. Information from recall press releases will be displayed 
in the daiabasc before repons in a search. Addilion:tlly. all manufacturers an: able lo pos1 
infonnatiou abour the overall safely record of lhcir product alongsidl! wmplainls in 1hc 
database. 

12. Can a manufadurer hring a materially inaccurate nport to the agen<'.y"S attention 
without posting a comment on the database? How does a manufarlurer do that? 

Yes. A manufacturer or private labdcr does not have to respond to a report at all. If i1 
chooses lo do so a business may rcSJXlnd in one or more of three wa:ys: make a !leneral 
comment. make a materially inaccurate information claim. and/or make :i. .:onfidcn1ial 
information d:iim. Comments arc the only type of response that can he made vi~ihlc on 
Saforl'roducts.gov. A manufacturer or private labdcr must affirmath·cly rc~ucst lhat a 
n•mmcnl be published. For example. a husint!ss can submit a conunem thai is visible 10 

the: public while at the same lime file a materially inaccurate infnrmath'n claim that is m•I 
visihlc ro the public. A business could fill! two commcnis. one 1ha1 is vi~ihle on lh.: 
database and ''nc that is not. Or. if rhc CPSC determines that a report docs not contain 
rnatrrially inaccurate information. lhe bnsinc~s C:ln n:suhmit the claim with addi1iooal 
evidence. Neither claim wtlUld be visible on SaferProducts.gov. Busine~ses can submit 
wmments and/or claims through the husiness portal. through e-mail. or postal mail. 

13. Was the information in the soft Jaun<~h madl' publicly available? If not, then how 
docs it count a~ any kind of test of the problems with the database? Until the data is 
publicly available, there is no int·1mtin for anyone to i:ame' or 'salt' the database. 
\' ou have stated that only 4 out or 1000 reports of harm in the soft launch were 
challenged as 'materially inaccurate.' Were manufadurers allowed to identify 
reports that lacked enough information for them to know whether they were 
materially inaccurate or not? llow many sut·h reports were so identified? 

Was the infonnation in the soft launch mtfde publicly available? If not, thtll how doe.t 
it count flS any kind of te.tt of the problem.~ with the database? 

Repons .and comments submillcd to !he CPSC during soft launch will only Ix disdosc<l 
to lhc pul:>lic pursuant 10 scclitln L'i(h) ol tht~ CPSA. Thus. S(>mt:tln<: would have lo submit 
a Fn:i:dom of l11formalion Act (FOIAi request to review this informatkm. 

J5 
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Dcspitt! the fact that the infc>rmation will only t>e disclose.d pursuant to section fifb) of 1hc 
C:PSA. sofl launch provided an excellent opportunity for the C'PSC' to test the database 
software for: 

• entering reports onlinc u~ing the new reporting form: 
• rc:gistcring businesses to use the new husincss portal applkatil'n on 

SaferProJucts.gov; 
• alJ(lwing businesses to enrer comments and claims regarding reports (>n the 

husiness portal; and 
• wnrking through internal CPSC processes ft•r handling reports. including 

assessment of the minimum requirements for publication, notifying hu~incssc~ 
about rep<)rts. and dealing with manufocturer comments and daims. 

Jn addition. soft launch gave CPSC's Maff the ability to identify certain areas where slight 
lcchnical eorrcctions would improve the overall operational stability of the database 
he fore the 1.ifficial Mareh 11. 2011. lannc h date. 

lir1til the dala is publicly available, thae is no incentive for miyone 111 game' or '.(air' 
the database. 

CPSC did not conducl soft launch to de1erminc whether somcooc wuuld ·game· or ·salt' 
the datahasc. But if someo11e had a nefarious intent to ·salt' the CPSCs databa~c. he l•r 
she could have d<'ne Stl heforc now. lncidt!n1 reports have been available to the public 
through a FOIA requcsl since the inception of lhc agency. W.: dci rcali7.c. however. that 
having. more immediate access IO informati1.1n on the internet may increase someone'~ 
incentive 10 cmcr false data. If \\"C determine that infonnacion in the tlatabasc is 
fraudulcn1. w~· will remove the information and review nur 0[llions ro prost>.cute the 
offender. 

l'ou have staJed thal only 4 ouJ of 1000 reports of hann in the soft la1mch werr 
challenged as 'malerially irfaccurale.' Wt're manufacturers a/lot.•ed w identify reports 
thaJ lacked enough informalio11 for them to know whether they were materiaJly 
inaccurate or not? How many such ritports were so idmtified? 

Manufa~·turcrs can choo5e to make a comrn~nt visihlc to the public. and stale that tht!y do 
not have sufficient information ab\1u1 rhe incident to make a suhstantivc response. We 
have not tracked this inform:uion to date_ 

14. Doos the a~ency in~nd to allow information on the da!aba~e to be downloaded 
without a disclaimer? If so, why is tht' agency ignoring the statutory requirement 
for a disclaimer on such data? How will the agency correct data that has l>E:en 
downloaded by third parties when it makes l'Orrections to the database? 

When the database ha~ been pC1p11la1cd wirh R~pons oi harm, th~· CPSC imends to provide 
a means lo download information. lnfom1ation downloaded from the database will 
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comain 1hc statutorily rcquirl!J disdaimcr as lhc ilrsl piece of inf(lmtati,in in every data 
fik. 

Section 6A1h)(.'\) of the Cl'SA requires 1hat the Commission provide "dear and 
ron~pic1111u~ .. no1icc 111 dmahase users that 1he Conunission doc:s not guarantee 1he 
"Jccuracy. compktcness. or adequacy of the rnntcnis of lhe database." Nothing in the 
s1atutc requires that this disdaimcr ~ included on printed or downkiadcd materials. 
l..)espi1c this facl. 1hc Commission requin:s in scctkm 1102.42 of the final rule that the 
disclaimer be displayed ~'n lhc Jatal:lase and on all infonnation printed Imm the dal:ibasc. 

CPSC cannot guaranlL'C. nor does the statute require. that users or aggn:ga1ors of the dala 
will re1ain this dlsdaimer. however. 
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Questions for the Record: Chairman Mary Bono~Mack 
March 24, 2011 

Commissioner Anoe M. Northup 
LS. Consumer Product Safety Commission 

1. Why do you anticipate that adding a "functional purpose exemption" to the 
lead content limits would weigh down agency resources if adopted? 

The functional purpose exemplion proposed by Chainnan Tenenbaum and Ranking 
Member Henry Wa"man would grant to the Ccimmission the authority to exempt from 
the CPSIA's lead limits products in which the lead content serves a "functional purpose'' 
so that it is ·•not practicable or nol technologically feasible" to remove the lead in each 
product or componenr, and provided that such lead "will have no measurable adverse 
etfoct on public health or safety." Notably, this fonnulation was designed to exempt 
certain products from lead limit:> that were arbitrarily set by Congress without regard to 
risk in the first place. 

First, this exemption would be complicated and costly. To implement the exemption, the 
Commission would need to promulgate regulations defining ·•functional purpose'' and 
·'measureable adverse effect,'' and to establish standards to govern its review of 
manufacrurer petitions seeking the exemption. Once in place, the exemption would 
require the Commission to make produce-by-product detenninations in respcmse to 
petitions filed by manufacturers. Petitioning a government agency requires substantial 
resources, including legal and technical assistance to make 1he necessary showing. Thus, 
this petition process likely will be available to only the largest manufacturers that could 
afford it. Small busine%es. again, would be at a real disadvantage. 

Commission staff has expressed the view that such an exemption could gcneracc a large 
number of complex petitions. As a result, substantial Commission resources would be 
directed toward the pre-approval of a potentially unlimited number of products whose 
lead content does not have a measurable adverse effect on public health or safety. This 
pre-approval regulatory role is neither one previously assumed by the CPSC, nor one for 
which it is currently funded. The Food and Drug Administration is charged with pre
approving products before they are marketed, and it is responsible for a much smaller 
universe of products than is the CPSC. Yt:11hc FDA ·s annual hudget is in the billions of 
dollars, whereas the CPSCs FY :!012 budget reque:>t is SI~:! milliun. It is safe to assume 
that adding an FDA-like pre-approval function to the CPSC through a functional purpose 
exemption wonld rum the agency's safety mission on its head and require unnecessary, 
expan:>ive resources to pre-approve products that do not even pose a lead risk to children. 

I am also concerned that this exemption will be applied subjectively and with prejudice. 
This concern is reinforced by statements other Commissioners have made that seemingly 
prejudge the application of the functional purpose exemption to particular produces. such 
as bicycles, without any supporting analysis. Ironically. this would result in arbitrary, 
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mm-sciem:e based exemptions to a lead limit and a restrictively consnucd absorhabilily 
exclusion that arc them~elves without a scientific, risk-based foundation. For example, 
the lead in crystals on a child's jacket serves a "functional purpose" because it makes the 
crystals shine, but the crystals pose no risk because the lead is not soluble (that is, 
absorbable or bio-available). However, no mailer how low the level of lead in such 
crystals, it is dear that the mj\jority of Commissioners would not support a petition for a 
functional purp{>se exemption to pennit crystals on children's jackets. Without even 
seeing a petition and/or having the benefit of a company's cost analysis, substitute 
materials evaluations. etc., those supporting the "functional purpose exemption .. routinely 
assume that only specific industries would be helped. 

There is something contradictory about the Majority Commissioners· casual attitude 
toward the need to award ''functional pwpose·• exemptions while also interpreting the 
law's absorbability exclusion in the strictest manner possible, prohibiting any product 
with accessible lead from meeting this exclusion. It begs the question: "Are metals that 
contain small amounts oflead that arc not bio-available dangerous to children?" lfthe 
answer is ·•yes," then clearly there should be no exemptions regardless of the functional 
purpose of the lead in the product- ·including no exemptions for ATVs or bicycles. lf the 
answer is "no" because, in fact, such small amounts of lead do not pose a risk to children, 
then all metals where the lead is not soluble or bio-availablc should be pcnnittcd. Thi$ 
would allow manufacturers 10 continue to achieve the benefits that lead brings, such as 
strength, machinability. shine and other uses. This effort lo construct a new exemption 
that does not take into account the science behind the risks of lead reinforces my concern 
that science will be less of a i,ruide in granting a petition than a preconceived notion of 
who should or should not be granted such an exemption. 

For example, one of the criteria in the Waxman proposal for granting a functional 
purpose exemption is that it would not expose a child to risk, that is, the inclusion of the 
item in the product would not raise a child's blood lead level. If a component does not 
pose a risk to a child on one product, then why would that same component not be 
acceptable on any other item'! The very argument at the basis of the functional purpose 
exemption is that there are many materials where the lead does not pose a risk to a child 
that are currently banned Why not acknowledge this and fix the law so that we only ban 
materials that are acn1ally risky? 

That is why I have argued in my testimony that the Absorbability Exclusion in the law be 
amended S(J that it is meaningful. This exclusion can be amended so that products that do 
not contain lead that is absorbahle, or bio-available, tn a child in any amount that could 
be harmful would be exempt from the law's requirements-and $Uch an exclusion could 
be drafted in a way that the agency would not need to review or approve such products 
before they are sold. Lamps, school desks, children's sizes of brass musical instntments, 
bnoks, A TVs, bicycle::;. toys and all other products that do not contain lead that is 
absorbablc in harmfol amounts would be able to be produced and sold. The same 
industries envisioned to he assisted by the functional purpose exemption will achieve 
relief under this provision. as will any other industries that produce safe product;;. or 
course, ~uch a change would still not allow the sale of products containing dangerous 
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amounts of ab:>orbable lead, such as those with lead based surface coatings and solid-lead 
children's jewelry. 

2. Before CPSIA was enacted, many pointed to the public database maintained 
by the National Highway Traffic Safety Admini~tration (NHTSA) as a model 
for the CPSC's public database. Can you explain how these two databases 
are similar and bow they are different? Is it true that CPSCs database 
contains more protections for manufacturers to ensure accuracy than 
!'(HTSA 's database? 

The intention of both databases is to provide accurate and actionable safety information 
to the general public. Apart from the fact that both databases require some description of 
the con;;wner productlcarietc. and the approximate incident dale, there is very little that is 
similar about the two. NHTSA requires a vehicle owner to provide specific detailed 
information abt)Ul the vehicle to uniquely identify and distinguish it from all others. Such 
infonnation includes the component name and the category, make, model and model year 
of the vehicle. In contrast, the CPSC database does not require submitters to provide 
infonnation that is sufficient to distini,ruish the subject product from a myriad other 
products. The only required identifying infonnation is the manufacturer, the "product 
type", including such broad category options as "toys, kids & baby'', and an open ended 
field for the "product description" Unlike the NHTSA database, the CPSC database docs 
not require the model, date of purchase, identification number, or any other uniquely 
descriptive information. 

The NHTSA and CPSC databases also differ markedly in their solicitation of information 
necessary to ensure repor1s can be adequately verified and investigated. The NHTS/\ 
database requires "vehicle owners" to provide their first and last names, daytime phone 
number and address. Moreover, it is unlikely anyone other than a vehicle owner would 
possess all of the required information about the vehicle necessary to submit a report. 
Although the CPSC website also requires submiuers to provide contact information, the 
contact inforn1ation of the victim or product owner is not required. As a result, the 
submitter of the repor1 does not need to have firsthand knowledge of the product or 
incident in question, and may not even know the contact infom1ation of the actual 
consumer andior victi111. Thus, when a manufacturer needs to clarify which product is the 
subject of an incident report, or when the veracity and accuracy of a report is suhjcct to 
question, CPSC staff will be unable to follow up with a party that has knowledge of the 
incident and product. The absence of adequate informalion in the incident report will also 
preclude bolh the manufacturer and the CPSC from conducting an investigation to 
determine if a product has a fundamental problem and shuuld be recalled. 

As discussed in greater detail below, the other supposed "protections" cxclu,;ively 
available on the CPSC database are of little or no value. This includes the manufacrurcr's 
right to challenge a material inaccuracy, since a challenge does not preclude the CPSC 
from publishing the report after 10 days, and, given the absence of information necessary 
to adequately investigate the report, will often not result in the removal. redaction or 
correction of a materially inaccurate repon. Similarly, a manufacturer's opportunity to 
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engage in an 011-line dispute with a consumer over the safety of its product is more an 
invitation lo a public relations disaster than an opportunity to ameliorate the harm fr0m 
an inaccurate report that disparages a prnducl. 

Finally, NHTSA's database pertains to automobiles and components of automobiles-a 
finite universe of products and manufacturers. Car manufacturing is heavily regulated 
and car manufacturers almost always are large businesses. However, die CPSC regulates 
everything from household chemicals made by large companies to toasters, jewelry, and 
children's clothing made by small manufacturers or hand-made cratters. Simply given 
the scope of product:> covered. ii is misleading ro compare the impact ofNHTSA 's 
database with that <lf a new public dataha~e covering over 15,000 different types of 
consumer products-some of which may never have had a reason to be familiar with the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission. 

3. During the hearing, Ranking Member Butterfield asked Chairman 
Tenenbaum a series of questions regarding tbe CPSC database. Do you have 
any comments on those questions or the Chairman's answers? 

I have provided my own answers to the following questions: 

I. ls it correct that anyone \\'ho submits a n·por/ must provide to the Commissio11 
their 11a111e and comae/ infol'matio11? 

All submitters must provide their contact information, but the contact information of the 
actual victim or £2!IB!!!!~ who experienced the risk of harm is not required. In other 
words. the submitter of the report need nol have firsthand knowledge of the incident in 
question, nor docs he or she have to submit the contact information of the person who 
docs-which brings into question che accuracy and reliability of the report. le also may 
prevent our own staff from following up directly with the consumer or owner of the 
product, should the Commission need to verify che report's accuracy. 

t;ndcr the Maj0rity's database rule, groups or individuals with no direct knowledge of the 
incident, who did not sec it happen or do not even know the person that was harmed, are 
permilled to submit incident reports to the Database. In fact. the Majority's rule 
specifically names consumer advocacy groups, trade associations and attorneys as 
allowable submitters to the database. None of these groups is likely to have firsthand 
knowledge of an incident. Moreover. for these groups, the accuracy of the incidents 
reported may be secondary to their own agendas, giving them no incentive to avoid the 
posting of false or misleading information. 

Accwacy is essential to a public database of incidents on which consumers may base 
their purchasing decisions. While accurate information is helpful to consumers. 
inaccurate information in a public, ".gov·· database is simply misinfonnation---and not 
helpful to anyone. To allcvialc this concern, I proposed an alternative database rule that 
would have encouraged only those with firsthand information of an incident to submit 
reports ll) the database. Unfo1tunately, my proposal was not adopted. 
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.., ls it cat'l'ect llwt anyone who submits" r<•pnrt mus1compl<:u:11 \'t'r{ficario11 tlt<1t 

the in.fimnation is true a11J accurate? 

Submitters to the database must check a "self-verification" box affirming that the report 
they arc submitting is accurate "to the best of their knowledge." But the "best" 
knowledge of someone wi1h no first-hand knowledge is of little value. An individual or 
group without first-hand knowledge will likely not have the full story of what happened -
including the exact type of product, recent history of the product, or even the precise 
cau~e of the incident. As a result, the "self-verification·· requirement will neither 
discourage nor prevent inaccurate reports of hann. 

3. Is it correct that withi11 5 husiness days of receiving a repm·t tile Commission will 
transmit the cnm1111wr reporI directly to the manufactun'r? 

Yes, provided the manufacturer ha,; previously registered on the database system. A 
manufacturer that has not registered on the databa~e is unlikely to receive notification of 
the report within five days. Moreover. unless a manufacturer makes a material 
inaccuracy claim and the Commission completes its investigation and determines that the 
report is materially inaccurate - all within the ten days following transmittal of the report 
to the manufacturer- the report will be published on the I l'k day. Because the time 
period runs from the date of transmittal, not receipt, a manufacturer receiving the report 
by mail is unlikely to avoid publication of a materially inaccurate report. 

lmponantly, the promise that a report will be transmitted to the named manufacturer 
within five days of posting is no help to other entities who may also be banned by a 
materially inaccurate report. The system is designed to provide automated no1ice to only 
a single party. the enlity identified in the "manufacturer" data field. \1oreover, the 
database does not currently permit an enlity to register in its capacity as non
manufacturing licensor ofa trademark used on another manufacturer's product. As a 
result, notice may not be provided to licensors and other parties who could be hanned by 
a report or may have valuable information concerning the material accuracy of the report. 
This includes, in addition tu licen~ors, retailers and manufacturers identified in the 
narrative portion of the report but not the manufacturer field. 

4. Is it c:o•Tcc11ha1 the Commission will not p11blish that report until 1he tenth 
business day tifier trammis.vinn to the mam.ifacturer'! 

The Commission will not publish a report until the 1 o•h day after sending notification to 
the named manufacturer. But the report will be published at that time even if the 
manufocturer has made an adequately supported claim that the report is materially 
inaccurate and the Commission has not completed its investigation of the claim. As a 
result, materially inaccurate information can remain on the site until the Commission 
completes its investigation and makes a determination. And because there is no fixed 
period within which the Commission must complete its investigation, inaccurate 
infonnation can remain on the site indefinitely. Meanwhile, the Commission's cffort!O to 
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in"estigate claims <>I material inaccun1cy are hamstrung by its failure to require the 
identification of victims of hann or firsthand witnesses of incidenL~ raising a risk of harm. 
There are therefore likely lo be many cases where a manufacrnrcr will have good reason 
to believe a reported incident is either completely false or materially misrepresented (and 
companies nJutinely receive these types of mistaken or fraudulent claims). but neither 
the manufacturer nor the Cvmmission will he able lo obtam the infonnation necessary to 
resolve the claim. Under those circumstances. the manufal.'ture will be unable lo meet its 
burden and the ch<illengcd. but unverified and unverifiablt: rep<)rt. will remain on the 
database forever. 

Recognizing this problem, I supported a valid and more useful interpretation of the 
statutory I 0-day time frame for evaluating claims of material inaccuracy. Under my 
inrerprelation, reports submincd to the database would be published following the 10-day 
window. provided no claim of inaccuracy is made within thal pi:riod. Reports that are 
1he suhject of an adequately supported c.laim ofmalcrial inaccuracy made within 10-days 
of a manufacturer's notification would not be published umil the Commission 
investigated and resolved the claim. No reports de~med not materially inaccurate would 
be witW1dd from the database; their publication would simply be delayed. Consumers 
would have the benefit of an effective tool for gauging the safety risk ofpn1ducts, rather 
than a database populated with unreliable and misleading information. 

:-.lotably, the Co11Unission's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on the database originally 
included an interpretution similar to mine. For example,§ 1102.26 of the NPR slates; "If 
a request for determination of materially inaccurate infom1a1ion is submitted prior to 
publication in the dutabase, the Commi~sion muy withhold a report of harm from 
publication in the Database until it makes a determination."' 75 l'R 291 RO. That 
lanb"llage could not have been included in the NPR without a legal opinion supporting the 
penni~sihility of the policy choice. That the agency apparently believed at one cime that 
this approach is legally permissible reflects. at a minimum, starutory ambiguity regarding 
che point. 

l'ot surprisingly given the NPR, many if not mosl of the commentcrs assumed that incidents 
would not go into the Database pending the determination of a material inaccuracy claim. 
Although at lease one commenter c.~pressed lite policy view that reports of haTT11 should go up on 
the l 0th day even when ~uch claims are unresolved, no onc--nol even consumer groups argued 
that the statute legally prohibits the agency from withholding reports from publication for the 
duration of its investigation. To the conuary, several commenlers proposed a more detailed 
protocol for addressing claims ofmat~rial inaccuracy, based on their understanding that reports 
would be withheld from publication while under review for accuracy. And yet the Majority•s 

· The preamble ot 1he '-I PR cun1ains analogous language: "If a reque!<t for dctcrminati()n of materially 
inaccurate information is submined prior to publica1ion in the database. the Commission may withhold a 
~eportofharm from pul>lication in rhedatabase until it makcsadercnnination:· 75 FR 2CJ161. And this: 
"We propose that in cases where a daim of materially inaccurate or confidffltial informarion is under 
review, the C'ommission. in i1s discretion, may withhold a repon of harm i11 I'<'" or i11 full un1il .;uch a 
de1emina1ion is made.'' 75 rR ~9170 (Resronse to summary .:?t>)(emphasis added). 
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final rule now forbids delaying publication in those circumstances, and fails to establish any 
spccilic protocol for handling requests for d.:tcrminations. 

Finally. it is helpful to remember that the Commission obtains infonnation in addition to that 
which will be submitted to the public database, such as emergency room data, death certificates, 
etc. his acceptable (and probably preferable) for the Commission to continue le> absorb as much 
infom1ation t>n consumi:r produc:rs a~ it can-and this includes repons from advocacy groups, 
trial lawyers and trade associations. However, it is not necessary tlt)r i.~ it statutorily required 
that such information, particularly that which is neither accurate nor verifiable, also be posted on 
the public database. This is one area where my position on the database differs starkly from that 
of the Majority. 

5. ls it co,.rer.t that d11ri11g rlic 10-da.v wt1iting period the mamifact111·er is gfre11 a 
clian,·e to do three things: I) claim pllrts 1~{1/w rquwt al'e material~v inaccurate; 
2) claim parts of the report contain confidential i1!formario11: and 3) submit its 
ow11comments10 be made public along with the co11s11mers report? 

This is correct. bu1 1hcsc safeguards arc meaningless in 1hc absence of sufficient 
information to pcnnit a manufacturer to gauge the accuracy of the report. lnfonnation 
essential lo thi8 purpose that is nol required 11) he contained in the repon, includes: the 
model numb<.'r of the product; 1he date it was purchased: the UPC code; or, any other 
unique identifying information that would distinguish one product of a particular type 
from the potentially dozens of others that are of the same general lype but are materially 
different. For example, a recent search of Amazon.com for high chairs manufactured by 
one particular company produced a list of 137 diflerenl high chairs ranging in price from 
S54 - Sl48. Given the broad range of identically mimed, yet di~tinctive produt:ts 
'"'ailable from the 8ame company al a single snap $hOI in timt:, a report ofhann relating 
to a particular manufacrure1"s high chair, with no refercm;c to the model. dale cif purchase 
or other more specific identifying infonnation, would be of no value. And C\'Cn in those 
cases where :i victim or person with firsthand knowledge is identified in the report. unless 
a waiver is expressly given, the manufacturer will not have access to the infonnation. 

As prc\•iously discussed. even where repon·s contain sufficient information to identify a 
material inaccuracy, the value of notifying the Commission within I 0-days is greatly 
diminished by the Commission's policy of publishing the information pending its 
determination. 

With regard to manufacturers· having the opportunity to add comments to database 
reports. that supposed benefit is al~o of questionable value. As many manufacturers and 
their legal rcpre8entativcs have suggested, engaging in an op.:n. on-line dispute wich a 
customer over the coments of a report of alleged hann is not in a manufacturer's interest, 
and could cause a manufacturer to unwiningly increase its ellpo.>sure to a products liability 
lawsuit. l\or is a forum for a "he-said, she-said" exchange ofopinion about unverifiable 
allegations likely to assist viewers of the site in their search for useful product safety 
information. 
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6. Is it cori·n·t th(J.t tht• Commis.~ion as pra,·ticahle will attempt to expedife rnfrw of 
material i11accuracies where the mm111/acturer lw.y limited the length <fits 
submission~ 

Yes. the Commission has committed to trying to expedite its revicw of material 
inaccuracies where a manufacturer can make a strong case through evidence and 
argument. However. as previously explained, this is small solace to a manufacturer 
provided with insufficient information even to ;issess 1he report's accuracy, let alone to 
support a daim of material inaccuracy. 

7. Is it co1.,.ect tha1 tlu: Commissio11 will review all inaccuracy claims and will 
correct or re111011c a11y inaccurate i11(orma1io11 pub/i.~hed in the database? 

In those cases where a report contains sufficient infonnation for a manufacturer to 
support a claim of material inaccuracy. and the Commission has sufficient infonnacion to 
conduct an adequate investigation of the claim, the Commission will correct or remove 
any information it detennines w be inaccurate. Pending the Commission ·s investigation 
- for which there is not even an aspirationul deadline - the pOt\..'1llially inaccurate report 
remains on the database. Once the change is made. consumers who have already relied 
upon the materially inaccurate information to sele-ct products to purchase will derive no 
benefit from chc change. 

8. ls ii correct that the database will comain on~v reports offia,.mfi·om a pmduct 
and nut general complaints or reviews about a product? 

The goal of the database is to include only reports of hann, but it is difficult in practice t() 
distinguish between reports of actual incidents or risks of harm and other categories of 
consumer complaint. 

9. ls it correcr that rhe Commission will seek criminal pmsi:cu1io11 thl'ough rlit· 
Depanment of Jus1ice where it identifies rep<'ated i11s1anci:s of false s11bmissions? 

The Commission has made that statement. However, bel\veen fiscal years 2004 and 20 l 0, 
the Commission referred for criminal prosecution to the Depanmcnt of Justice only one 
case that did not involve illegal fireworks. Moreover. the difficulty of proving that a 
repon is not "true to the best of {the submiuer"sj knowledge .. makes it unlikely any 
action would he taken. Even a con:;umer advocacy group in the habit of submitting 
reports based on third and founh hand infonnation heard '"1hough the grapevine .. is still 
submitting a report to the best of its knowledge_ Finally, assuming the Commission even 
concluded that a report failed to meet this lax standard, the choice to prosecme would be 
made by the Department of Justice. l would be shocked if the Department of Justice, 
o\'erwhelmcd by significant casci; cfkcting the national interest, would exercise its 
discretion to dedicate its resources to litigation over whether someone really didn't 
believe something they heard about a consumer product. 
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JO. Tlie.{inal rnl<! stat<!s: ''U1t! Co111111issio11 will as a maller ofpolicy. r.•dact llil' 
allegedly c·onfidential i11fonna1io11.fiw11 a nport uffwrm bef(Jrl! p11blicatim1 i11 tlu: 
da1ub11se 11111il it makes a Ji•tenninario11 regardi11R c<111(idenlial 1reatr•w11t." Do('.t 
1hat real~v mean ..-hat it .mys? Is it correct that 1w i11fonnatio11 claimed l~v a 
mom1fact11rrr to he CO•!fidenrial will be made p11blit: 1111/i/ //1i.~ is resolved? 

lt is true that information claimed to be confidential by a manufacturer will not be 
published until the Commission makes its own determination as to the confidentiality of 
the information. However, once the Commission has done so, rcgardkss of the 
manufacturer's j)(l>ition, the inforrnati''" will be published. It will then re01ain on the 
database unless and until the manufacturer prevails in court. 

4. You cxplaint'd during your testimony that CPSC's rules ror the public 
database do not require that submitters identify the exact product involved 
in the incident. In your example, you explained that one manufacturer of 
childrcn·s highchairs makes over 100 different models, and that reports to 
CPSC can be included in the public database without specifying which of the 
100-plus models was i11volved in an incident. However, Chairman 
Tenenbaum also stated later that she is hopeful that people will give the 
model name and that the Commission staff certainty will investigate. Does 
that resoh·e your concern? 

~o it does not resolve my concern. "Hope'" that people will provide the minimum infonnmion 
necessary to ensure the accurdcy of reports ofha1m is not a substitute for requiring such essential 
information. Moreover. th~ promise nf an investigation is illusory when the Commis~ion does 
not rr.quirc the identification and contact infortnation of a party with firsthand knowledge of the 
product and incident. Requiring precise product information or the identity of a party with 
firsthand knowledge would have given the ConunissiQn at least a chance of ensuring the veracity 
and accuracy of repons. Requiring neither has produced a system 1hac i~ more harmful than 
hdpful. 

Because the Majority· s database rule all but guarantees that the database will be flooded with 
inaccurate repons of harm, it will be less useful for Commission staff in determining hazard 
paUems lhan are the current. imemal database8 we have today. It will also hann consumers by 
driving their purchasing decisions with unreliable infonnation - potentially steering them from 
sate product~ to unsafe ones based on the false and unverifiable information populating the 
database. 

S. You explained durlog your testimony that a Component Testing rule will 
help small husinesses to be able to comply with the law's testing 
requirements. If the Component Testing rule will b(' helpful, why arc small 
businesses still asking for relief from this law? 

If lhc rul~ on component testing (75 FR 28208) is finalized as it is written coday, it will 
allow for compliance with the CPS! A. by some manufacturers that otherwise may have 
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had no chance to survive under the law·s costly, complicated testing and certification 

requirements. This is because component testing has the potential to allow considerable 

flexibility under the CPSIA · s testing regime for both small and large manufacturers. But 
it will not ()ffi;et all of the unintended costs oor eliminate all of the negative consequences 

of1he CPSIA. 

To begin with, promulgation of the final component parts rule will not instantly create a 

market for component parts available lo all small manufacturers.· While the rule will 
make such a market possible. it will still be up to component parts manufacturers to 

detennine whether they can profit from voluntarily incurring the expense ofcesting and 

certifying the component parts that they sell. Jt is questionable whether certified 

component parts will ever be available for sale at the craft and hobby retail outlets such 

as Michaels Stores or Joanne's, where many very small manufacturers purchase the 

maccrials they use to fabricate their products. Assuming such a market develops. it may 

not be available soon enough to benefit some small manufacturer~, who will already have 

been driven out of business by the cost of third-party testing. And even with the benefit 

of pre-cenified component pans, sm11ll businesses will still have to shoulder the 

enormous rccordkeeping burden created by the Commission's rule. 

In addition, even a rohust market for component parts will not relieve small children·~ 

product manufacturers of the other costly requirements of the CPSIA. I urge the 

Committee to review the Commission's proposed rule governing testing and certification 

(75 fR 28366) to gain a better understanding of rhe tremendous burdens imposed by the 

CPSIA. Small manufacturers will still be required to do an initial third-party tesc of e\·ery 

compnnent of their product and a third-party test following any material change to the 

product or component, regardless of whatever flexibility the Commission determines i,; 
possible within our testing rules. Some Commission safety standards require dcs1ruccivc 

testing of the finished product. The cost burden associated both with testing and the 

destruction of salable product will remain substantial for low volume producers. The 

extensive record keeping requirements and the disruption to production caused by the 

obligation to test products or components periodically 11fter initial cenification will also 

continue to burden small manufacturers. Moreover, some retailers have reported that 

there is unlikely to be sufficient third-party laboratory capacity to meet the increased 

demand that implementation of the third-party testing requirements will produce, 

particularly given that n1maround times at labs have already innea~ed. 1\s a result, small 

manufacturers can look forward to long delays waiting for labs to finish tescing the 

products of the larger and more valued players who will likely be given priority, as well 

as increased testing prices as supply and demand market forces bid up the cost. 

Meanwhile. the sunk costs of product development and production c11pacity will remain 

economically unproductive while the small manufacturers await testing. 
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6. CHO you clarify your $29 million estimate for the cost of the database as 
compared to the SJ million estimate provided by the Chairman? Arc you 
familiar with the basis for the $3 million estimate'? 

I first heard the S3 million dollar estimate during the hearing. After checking with my 
staff, it was clear that no one in my otlice had ever seen or heard that number previously. 
and that there was no written, public or confidential paper available to me where that 
number appeared. Prior to then. l understood from the Commission's FY 2012 Budget 
Reque5t that the CQmmission had estimated the cost of both the public database and IT 
modernization to be $29 million, and that it was impossible to distinguish the funding for 
the rwo initiatives because they are inseparable.2 

Following the hearing, I learned that a variety of cost estimates for the database (or 
database plus TT modernization) have been provided by various sources, including: 

• A statistic cited in Commissioner Bob Adler's January 14, 201 L Supplemental 
Statement on the Public Database: "In fact, according to CPSC stall~ the cost of 
the database is only a small part of the $9 million spent on the first phase of the IT 
modcmi;:ation:·) 

• An estimate communicated urally by CPSC staff that the database might cost 
between eight and ten million dollars. 

• An estimate reported by the Associated Press on February 25, 2011: ''The 
database was ordered by Congress as part of a 2008 product safety law aimed at 
removing lead and other dangers from toys, and last April the commission 
estimated it would rnsl about S20 million. That estimate included a major 
technology upgrade of antiquated computer systems that the agency said at the 
time was essential to providing a foundation for the ~carchablc database."' 

In order to resolve the confosion sun-ounding thi~ issue, I recently requested from the 
CPSC Budgeting Office fi~'Ures reflecting the exact cost of the database. In response. our 
budget office was unable to separate funds allocated to "IT modernization" from tho!'.e 
associated with the creation of the database. 

I was then referred to (lur IT staff, who provided me for the first time with written 
documen1ation supponing the $3 million figure. Notably, the document is a 
memorandum dated March 8, 2011, over two weeks qfier Chairman Tenenbaum 

~Commissioners hegan their review of the 2012 Budg~t Request in tall :?010. The documem states at Page 
5: "By the end of 201 I. tlte Commission will have spent $29 million in coniracted work for 1he puolic 
databa~e and IT modernization." hnp:i/www.cp~c.gov!cpscpuhiollbs.i~ports/20 l 2plan.pdf 
; huv:, """·cpsc.govipr:adlcr0114201 l.c>df 
·'Jennifer Kerr. "'Jew L!nsafc Products database Under Fire on Hill:' Associatc·d l'rcH (Fcl>ruary 25, 2011). 
http:: hoste-d2.ap.or{Al'DEf ALLTiSQac8247ahe84Q3fac~·l4ll55~6eQal aa,Ariidc 2011 ·0.2.:.~~-
I >an "cm1."•1r.~Ol'roduc1~ itl-eZ0609a 7 la I d4 t7 4af1f?h!M.J.!!.fLd.~ .. n~ 
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annoWlced the $3 million figure at the Committee hearing. A copy is attached for your 
reference.~ 

The March 8 memorandum speaks for itself, but I find it to be an extremely confusing 
and loosely drafted post hoc justification for the $3 million figure. Its effort to separate 
the costs associated with creating the public database from expenses associated with 01her 
tcclmology improvements is difllcult to follow and unpt:rsuasive. Indetxl. before 
launching into its rationale for the precise delineation, the memorandum ·s author 
concedes that .. {bJecause modernizing the Commission's business processes and 
supponing IT systems is required in conjunction with deploying the public database, it is 
challenging to draw a bright line between these efforts:· But the thrust of the argument 
appears tCI be that all of the funds used to create the database should not be included in its 
cost, because the accompanying IT modernization improvements and certain foarurcs of 
the database have uses beyond facilitating the public':; submission and search of 
consumer product safoty repo11s. 

For example, the memorandum states at page 2 that "regardless of whether a report is a 
candidate for publication·· the agency wants to: (I) drive the public from reponing 
incidents via the hot line or U.S. mail to an online form on the database; (2) change its 
standard C()mmunication method with businesses from paper forms to online forms via 
the business portal of the database; and (3) otherwise share with the public through the 
database valuable information in addition to the rcpons posted to the database by the 
public. Through this logic, the creation or upgrade of a public portal to facilitate 
consumer incident reporting and searching online is 1101 e11tire~v a cos! of the public 
database, because the CPSC would have wanted somt• of this upgrnde, regardless of the 
statute's requirements. 

While nicely supporting the Chair's goal of minimizing the apparent cost of the database, 
I believe 1his carve out is unwarranted. It amounts to writing off a portion of the 
database· s cost simply because certain of irs features can also be used to accomplish other 
agency goals. To illustrate this point, imagine a vacuum purchased for $500 with the 
intent to clean a floor. The vacuum is then used for cleaning blinds, removing cob webs, 
and even blowing leaves from the driveway. Does this mean chat the vacuum actually 
cost S300 because $200 was saved that could have been spent to perform the additional 
work'? The same foully lo£ic - fonnuhned in hindsight to reduce the apparent cnst of the 
database- underlies the reduction of the database's cost from $29 million to $3 million. 
The feature:> of the database that serve functions beyond facilitating public reponing and 
searching, including much of the IT modernization work that was an essential 
prerequisite to the creation and functioning of !he database, have t>cen deducted from its 
cost. But the fact remains that none of the database's features and their uses, nor much of 
the underlying IT modemizacion. could have been achieved had the Commission not 
received and spent funding to design and program the database. 

'CPSC Staff Memorandum. March 8, 2011, Subject line: "Esrimaled Cm.is of Put>lic database 
Developmen1.·· 
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~citably, the agem;y has always promoled its IT modernization and database plans as 
inseparable on the grounds that the fonner is essential to having a more efficient 
database. This argument was intended to reduce the risk that the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) or Congress would seek to cul the budget by eliminating funding for 
either IT modernization l)r the database. Since 2009, OMB has requested not only our 
Exhibits 300 and 53 on the database costs, but also a Spend Plan for the Consumer 
Product Safety Risk Management System ('·Database Spend Plan") laying out in more 
delail the arumal costs of the database. In none of these documents docs the agency 
attempt to separate 1he funds allocated to IT modcmizalion from those dedicated to the 
public database. On the contrary, a single combined figure has always been presented. 
The cnntracts the Commission has let to execute its IT modernization plan and co create 
the public database also do not distinguish between the two. 

The fact that the agency·s broader IT modernization efforts have only just begun also 
indicates that much of the money spent to date directly supported the database. The 
database became public on March 11, but the work necessary to achieve [be IT 
modernization goals the Chairman discussed at the hearing will not be tximpleted for 
several years. This includes integrating our different infonnation silos, so that our staff 
can search across incident reports, field investigations and standards work, and perfonn 
more complex statistical searches. So far, we have standardized the way we intake 
data -a laudable accomplishment considering the agency's multiple internal databases. 
We have also begun a website redesign, and a plan to hegin standardizing incoming data. 
However, the "IT modernization .. piece, even if it could be broken out completely from 
the public database, is nowhere near complete---even after incurring over $29 million in 
contract and uther costs. 

While your question implicitly assumes that either the $3 million or S29 million figure is 
accurate, I believe that even the $29 million es1imate understates the real cost of the 
database. The $29 million lib11ue represents only the estimated contracting cosls through 
FY 2011. It does not include the hours CPSC staff dedicated to developing the database 
and preparing for its launch, including managing contracts. Agency projections for the 
fun1re cost of the database are also misleadingly low. The FTE cost estimates in the 
CPSC's Database Spend Plan only acwunt for IT employees. ignoring the additional 
s1aff needed for data intake, invi:stigations, and legal wurk associatt.xl with the new public 
database. le also appears to discoum the expected increase in incident reports, material 
inaccuracy and confidentiality claims, and other work likely to be generated by the 
existence of a searchable public portal for the reporting Qfproduct safety incidents and 
is~ues. 

The Commi~sicin's WJ 2 Perfonnance Budgel Request also discounts 1hese expenses. 
According to that document, the .. New and Reallocated Resources·' dedicated to "Data 
Intake. lncidcnc Review, and Investigation'" is derived from ;m extrapolation of the 
growth trend line for reported incidents and investigations dating back to 2003. If. as is 
likely, this projection is proved to be too low, the assigned staff will be unable 10 timely 
manage all of the information reported through the database. As a result, Commission 
staff will be even less likely to resolve claims of material inaccuracy within chc ten-day 
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period prior to tJ1e posting of unverified infonnation. The Commission will then either 
request and be provided additional funding in subsequent years, or preside over an 
increasingly misleading database. 

7. On February 16, 2011 the Commission held a public hearing on the 
technological feasibility of lowering the lead content limit for children's 
products to JDO ppm this August. Unfortunately, we did not have time on 
February 17 to discuss the results of this hearing. Overall, did 
manufacturers and other witnesses provide evidence that they will be able to 
make the transition to 100 ppm this coming August? 

Evidence was presented at the hearing on two issues: the reliability of testing products for 
lead content as low as I OOppm. and the economic feasibility of actually manufacturing 
products to that level. With respect to testing, the reliability of lead content testing, as 
measured by the repeatability and reproducibility of test results, diminishes as the lead 
levels measured arc decreased. However, representatives from several labs testified that 
they were able to measure lead levels down to IOOppm. albeit with an approximately 
10% margin of variability. This mc::ans that the lead in a product might need to be 9 lppm 
in order to he consistently measured no higher than IOOppm. In addition. a single ponion 
of a material may have different lead levels at different locations. Thus, a I 5 foot steel 
rod might produce five different lead level readings if measured at five different locations 
on the rod. This fact also reduces the reliability of testing for lower lead levels, because 
there is a greater likelihood that lead levels along a single object could rise above or fall 
below a low threshold. 

\1anufacrurers testified that it was po.uihle to obtain source materials with I OOppm of 
lead or Jess, hut that such materials could not be obtained without increasing a product"s 
cost to the point that it is priced completely oul of the market for pr<>dm:ts of its type. 
For instance, most bicycles on the market today arc manufactured from steel comprised at 
least in pan from recycled materials. Such s.te.cl could not satisfy a IOOppm standard. 
But alternatives ro recycled steel are available for rhe manufacturer of bicycles, including 
virgin slt:el and carb'1n based alloys. The problem with these alternatives is that lhey 
increase the cost of the product substantially. Virgin steel was estimated to increase the 
cost of a bicycle ·s manufacture by approximately 25%. Bicycles constructed of carbon 
sell for thousands of dollars. 

t.:nder the CPS IA. the 1 OOppm lead limit is cechnologically foasible if"a product that 
complies with the limit is commercially available in the product category." A common 
sense interpretation of the "product category" must take into account the market price M 
the product. Thus, rhe fact that a bicycle that costs$ I 00 when made using recycled steel 
with 300ppm lead can also be manufactured and sold for $2000 if made from carbon 
containing 50ppm lead does not mean that the latter bicycle is a commercially available 
substitute for the former. They are different product catergories. Congre;;s· mandate that 
the CPSC consider technological feasibility should therefore prevent the CPSC from 
destmying the market accessible to Americans of modest means for bicycles or any other 
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products, where reducrion to I OOppm of lead would meaningfully increase the product's 
price. 

Another relevant issue presented at the hearing is che absence of safer alternatives to lead 
for obtaining the essential characteristics lead contributes to a metal alloy. Lead 
increases lhc tensile strength of steel, pennitting it to btmd and bear greater pressure 
without breaking. Lead also adds to the machinahility of metal alloy, allowing the 
punching of small hoks while otherwise maintaining the integrity of the material. Lead 
is also an effective lubricant to reduce the friction of two metals nibbing together, and has 
therefore traditionally been used in the manufacture of ball bearings. Other substances 
can also contribute these characteristics to metal alloys, but they arc either untested or 
known to be as d<tngerous cis lead, including antimony. 
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Commissioner Anne M. Northup 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 

I. Do you think paper clips pose a significant threat to children? Do you think it 
makes sense for the Commission to require testing a paper dip in a science kit but 
not when attached to a child's worksheets? Do you think it makes sense for the 
Commission to require testing brass in a child's bedside lamp but not in a child's 
musical instrument? What can Congress do to return the agency to one that 
regulates based on risk? 

While the CPSIA has forced the Conunission to re1,'Ulate children ·s products withQut 
regard to risk, I believe the Commission's rulemaking has unnecessarily compounded the 
problem. 

As your question sugge:-1ts. the Commission's final interpretive rule on the definition of 
children's prodm:l is a good example. ll imposed 1he full scope of the burdensome 
CPSIA regime applicable to children's products - including the requirements that 
products be reengineercd to remove levels oflead that pose no risk ofhann, third party 
tested, certified and accompanied by tra.:king labels - on many more products than 
required by the statute, and many that pose no risk lo children. 

Under che Commission's final interpretive rule on the definition of a children's product. a 
paper clip contained in a child's science ki1 is a children's product and therefore must be 
third party lested to CPSlA lead limits. The same ubiquitous paper clip that secures the 
papers in every elementary school class room in America is deemed by the Commission 
to be a "general use product" because it is an office supply th.at is not primarily intended 
for use by children. It therefore need not be third party tested and is not required to meet 
the law's arhitrary lead limits. Obviously, the paper clip is no more likely 10 pre.sent a 
danger lo a child in the one setting lhan the other. Indeed, younger children, who lend to 
mouth objects, are much less likely to encounter a paper clip in a science kit designed for 
older children. 

But most importantly, the paper clip presents a danger in neither setting. This is because 
any lead contained in the item is locked in its substrate and doe!,; not pre~ent the 
ahsorbability potential that defines the real risk of lead to children. 

The CPSC's differing 1reatment of lamps decoraced for children and brass musical 
instruments f\inher highlights this disconnect between ac1ual risk and CPSlA regulation. 
The CPSIA as construed by the majority requires the reengineering and testing of 
children· s lamps for lead conten1, while s1andard-size. brass musical instrumenls are 
cons.ider~d general use products not suhject to reenginecring and third-pany testing. But 
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standard-size brass musical instruments are often used by children, and brass typically 
contains lead well exceeding the statutory limits. And both an:, in fact, equally hamilcss 
because any lead is locked in the product's metal ~uhstrate and cannot he absorbed in 
unsafe levels. Moreover. musical instruments arc de.signed to be handled extensively, 
whereas a child might touch the brass in a bedside lamp only rarely if ever. There is 
therefore no logical reason for treating them differently, and both should he excluded 
from the law's requirements under the absorbability exclusion. 

These two examples merely scrape the surface of the absurd distinctions the children's 
product definition has made. Children, especially afler the age of six, do not live in an 
isolated world populated only by children's pmducts. They tum on lamps all over the 
house, open drawers in the kitchen and elsewhere, handle keys for the door, and help 
plant flowers using garden tools. Each of these everyday objects is loaded with lead but 
pose no risk co a child because the lead is not ab~orbable. There is no logical reason to 
impose arbitrarily all of the burdens{)lne CPS IA requirements on one of set uf products 
and not the other, when none pose a risk ofhann. 

Congress can prevent these absurd outcomes and permit the CPSC to once again regulate 
based on risk, rather than arbitrary limits. by amending the law's absorbability exclusion 
so that it is meaningfi.11. This exclusion can be amended so that products that do noc 
contain lead that is absorbable, or bioavailablc, to a child in any amount that could be 
hannful would be exempt from the law's requirements-and such an exclusion could be 
drafted in a way that the agency would not need to review or approve such products 
before they are sold. Lamps, school desks, children·s sizes of brass musical instruments, 
books, A TVs. bicycles, toys and all other products that do not contain lead that is 
absorbable would be able to be produced and sold. Of course, such a change still would 
not allow lead in paint, solid-lead children's jewelry, or other harmful products to be sold 
that do contain dangerous amouncs of absorbable lead. 

Additionally, Congress could simply eliminate all third-party testing requirements from 
the law. The Commission has ocher new and more effective enforcement mechanisms 
that are more reliable than requiring manufacturers to certily to having perfonncd third
party tests. Today, the Commission intercepts non-compliant toys through improved and 
expanded bord.:r control effons, application of x-ray technology to identify violative kad 
content, computer databases that tlag previous offenders for greater scrutiny, the 
imposition of higher penalties of up to fifteen million dollars. and the threat of lawsuits 
and loss ofrcpucation in the market. 

Notably. even prior to these improvements, the Chinese manufactured toys containing 
lead paint that were the impetus for the CPSIA were themselves identified and 
intercepted using the Commission· s traditional methods. The company rt!Sponsible faced 
a class action lawsuit and a massive fine. 

Following the elimination of mandatory third-party testing. the CPSC will retain its new 
and longstanding enforcement tools, as well as the authority to impose third-party testing 
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and other requirements where rn."Ccssary to address a risk with a specific product or 
material. 

2. Do you think Congress should delay implementation of the Consumer Product 
Safety Database Rule in order to allow this subcommittee time to revisit the statute 
and clarify whatever language led the agency to adopt a rule that puts materially 
inaccurate data into the database? 

3. If Congress allows the database rule to be implemented 'as is,' do you think the 
rule will increase costs for consumers? Drive some safe products from the market? 
Increase companies legal costs? Distract the agency from genuine long-term risks 
with the 'headline of tht' day'? 

This answer responds to your questions number 2 and 3, 

I believe the Commission should be prohibited from expending any funds for the purpose 
of launching the Public Dat11base until Congress amends the law to ensure that (I) reports 
ofhann submitted to the Database contain sufficient information to clearly identify the 
product in question and permit verification; and (2) there is an effective procedure for 
resolving claims of material inaccuracy before a report ofhann is published on che 
Database. 

Section 2 I 2 of the CPSIA requires the Commission, subject to the availability of 
appropriations, to establish and maintain a public, web portal accessible Database on the 
safety of consumer products. The statute identifies five sources from which the 
Commission shall receive reports ofhann. These are (I) consumers; (2) local, state, or 
Federal government agencies; (3) child care professionals: (4) child service providers; 
and (5) public safety entities, CPSIA § 2l2(b)(l )(A). 

Each of rhese categories of submitters is likely to have first-hand knowledge of th.; harm 
reported. They can therefore be expected to provide accurate and reliable infonnacion that 
may be useful to consumers seeking product safery infonnation. 

Notwithstanding the statute's clear language, the Commission's Majority adopted a rule 
that greatly expanded the li;;I of allowable submirters lo the Database. For example. the 
Commission's regulation defines "consumers" to include "atlomeys ... and "public sal't:ty 
entities" to include .. consumer advocates or individuals who work for nongovernmental 
organizations. consumer advocacy organizations, and trade associations." 16 C.F.R. § 
1102. JO( a). This expansion goes against the starutory purpose that the Database be 
"useful" for consumers and not disseminate erroneous infom1ation. 1 Indeed, the Majority 
has expanded the list of :;ubmittcrs to such an extent that anyone can submit reports of 
hann· thereby rendering meaning.less the statutory language listing pennitted submitters. 

1 On the Senate floor, duringconsirleration of Che CPSlA on March 5. 200!\, Se11a1or Pryor stated: "\Ve 
ha\'e tried to find something 1hat is balanced. that provide~ information. bul also has some filtering so we 
make ,;urc cn·oneou~ information is not dis,;emina1ed. But the goal of1hi~ provision is that the public has 
1hc righ110 know when products are dangerous." 
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It is imponant that individuals with first-hand knowledge of incidt:11ts of harm involving 
consumer products be permitted to submit reports lo the Public Database. However, 
groups or individuals with no direct knowledge of che incident, who did not sec it happen 
or do not even know the person that was harmed, should not be pcnni!lcd or encouraged 
to submit incident reports to the Database. There are several reasons why first-hand 
knowledge is essential, but the primary reason is accuracy. A Database full of inaccurate 
repons from individuals who have second or third-hand information is not remotely 
helpful to consumers using the Database I(> delermine which cunsumer product they 
should purchase. 

Soliciting infomtation from sources seeking to promote an agenda unrelated to simply 
sharing first hand information invites dishonest, agenda-driven use of the Database
diluting its usefulness for consumers. Trial lawyers, unscrupulous competitors, advocacy 
groups and other nongovernmental organi:i:ations and trade associations serve their own 
agendas and lack an incentive to prioritize accuracy in their reports of hann. Trial 
lawyers or other groups with self-serving motives will use the Commission's Oataba~c to 
look for pmential trends and patterns of hazards. Under the Majority· s Database rule, 
these same groups could also submit to the Database false and unverifiable reports to fuel 
a lawsuit. Jt is no coincidence that these groups are strongly in favor of this public 
Database and of the Majority's interpretation of the statute, which expressly allows 1hem 
lo sul,mit reports ofhann. 

There are many advocacy groups and associations chal serve a role in public policy. bu1 
may not have the incenlive or ability to provide specific and accurate product 
identification infonnation lo the Commission's Database. For example, the National Fire 
Proccction Association (NFPA) supports government-mandated sprinklers in new homes. 
One cause of house fires is the use of cigarette lighters, which are consumer products. 
Thus, the :-,if PA has a strong incentive to add all reports of house fires caused by lighters 
to the Commission's puhlic Database. The more incidents in our Dalabase, the better case 
they can make that new fire prevenlion technology - which some of their members sell
should be mandated in homes. 

But it is not important to the NFP A whether it correctly identifies a brnnd of lighter in an 
incident report. A lighter may appear to be the branded product of a particular 
manufaccurer, but instead be a cheap counterfeit. The NFP A is inlerested solely in 
reporting house fire incidents; the particular brand of lighter is not relevant to i1s goal Qf 
promoting sprinklers. Meanwhile, the company identified in 1he repon as the 
manufacturer of the cigarcne lighter must dcfond countless unverifiable and potentially 
inaccurate claims about its product. Such inaccurate and unverifiable informalion i8 of no 
value to a consumer seeking information on the safest type oflighlcr. 

By inviting trial lawyers. consumer advocacy organi:i:ations and trade groups to input 
reports of hann, the Commission has all but guaranteed that the Database will be a tool 
for lawsuits, policy agendas and anti-competitive activity. Under those circumscances, it 
cannot also serve il~ intended function of providing a reliable resource for parents 
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seeking useful information about product safety. A Database populated with such 
infonnation will be no more useful than "Amazon.com", "Yelp.com ... or any of the other 
hundreds of websiles where anyone cun submit commcms on u produc1, and docs not 
warrant tax payer funding. 

The problems caused by over expanding the list of submitters to the Dalabasc could have 
been reduced if reports ofhann had to be verified, or at least verifiable, before being 
published. But the information solit:i1ed on the Database is inadequate to this purpose. 
With respect to the submitter, the Database requires that a "self-verification" box 
attesting to the report's al'curacy be checked. But this will do little to discourage or 
prevent inaccurate reports of harm. Self-verification in the context of the Database rule 
means only 1hat 1he report is accurate .. to the best of the submitter's knowledge ... The 
"best'" knowledge of someone with no first-hand knowledge is of little value. An 
individual or group without firs1-hand knowledge will likely not have the full story of 
what happened·- including the exact 1ype of product, the recent history of 1he product, or 
even the precise cause of the im:idt:nL 

The scope of product infonna1ion solicited on the Database under 1he '.\fajority's rule is 
also inadequate. The only product infom1ation required is the identity of the 
manufacturer, the name of the product {such as, ''highchair") and the approximate da1e of 
lhe incident. This information is insufficient to permit reliable verification that the 
manufacturer and spcdfic product arc correctly identified. for exampk a recent search 
of Amazon.com for high chairs manufaclured by one particular company produced a list 
of 137 different high chairs ranging in price from S54 - $148. Given the broad range of 
identically named, yet dislinctivc products available from the same company at a single 
snap shot in time, a report of hann relating to a particular manufacturer's high chair, with 
no reference to the model, date of purchase or other more specific identifying 
information. would be of no value. 

Carrying this example one step further, consider a scenario: Company A sells five million 
high chairs and Company B sells 5,000 high chairs. Company A has six incidenc reports 
on the Database and Company B has one incident report (all of which are unverifiable). 
Thus, a consumer could falsely conclude that Company A's high chair is less safe, cYcn 
though simply due to the number ()funits it sold, it is more likely that people own thal 
high chair-and more likely that reports on that high chair would make it into our 
Datahase. Or. it is also possible that some of the reports about Company A ·s high chair 
actually pertained to older models of the high chair that are no longer for sale, which 
means the infonnation may he entirely irrelevant lo people using the Database 10 look for 
safety infonna1ion about current products on the market. 

The Majority rejected proposals contained in an alcemative Datahase rule I offered that 
would have minimi:i:ed such confusion and would have aided in the verification of reports 
of hann thal are challenged by manufacturers as materially inaccura1e. I proposed 
requiring that ( l) repor1ers ofhann include 1he consumer and/or the victim's identity and 
contact information with a repott (to be held confidential, a~ is current practice), so that 
the CC"mmission could obtain additional informalion to evaluate a manufacturer's claim 
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of material inaccuracy; and (2) the Database include fields requiring submitters to 
provide exact product infom1ation, such as model number, the approximate date of 
purchase of the product. and whether the product was purchased ··new" or "used"', 
thereby allowing consumers to gauge the age and better identify the specific model. 

The Majority also r~iected my proposal that the Commission withhold reports of harm 
from publication pending the evaluation of a substantiated claim of material inaccuracy. 
Instead, reports about which there is an adequately supported claim of material 
inaccuracy are posted on the 10th day after they are submitced. unless che Commission 
can somehow resolve the daim in the briefimervcning period. Notably, the 
Commission's NQtice of Proposed Rulemaking on the Database originally included an 
interpretation similar to !he one I reconunendcd. For example,§ 1102.26 of the ~PR 
states: •·If a request for determination of materially inaccurate information is submitted 
prior to publication in the Database, the Commission may withhold a rcpon ofhann from 
publication in the Database until it makes a detennination:·! 75 FR 29180. That 
language could not have been included in the NPR without a legal opinion supporting the 
pt..'rmissibihty of the policy chl)ice. That the agency apparently believed at one time that 
this approach is legally pennissible. reflects. at a minimum, statutory ambiguity regarding 
the p(>int. 

:-Jot swprisingly given the NPR, mosr of the commenters assumed that incidents would 
not be published to the Database pending the determination of a material inaccuracy 
claim. Although at least one commenter expressed the policy view thac reports ofhann 
should go up on the l 0th day even when such claims are unresolved, no on~nol even 
consumer groups argued that the statute legally prohibits the agency from withholding 
reports from publication for the duration of its investigation. To the contrary, several 
commenters proposed a detitiled protocol for addressing claims of material inaccuracy, 
based on their understanding that reports would be withheld from publication while under 
review for accuracy. And yet the Majority's final rule forbids delaying publication in 
thQse circumstances. Moreover, our agency's fiscal year 2011 appropriations requesc did 
not include even a single new FTE to resolve pending claims of material inaccuracy. and 
our fiscal year 2012 request doc;; not provide sufficient resources to account for an 
anticipa1ed increase in reports. These facts alone make clear Lo the business community 
how low the CPSC priorili:i:es its responsibility 10 resolve claims that reports of harm 
contain false or misleading information about products. 

Because the Majority's Database rule all but guarantees that the Database will be flooded 
wich inaccurate reports of ham1. ic will be less useful for Conunission staff in detenuining 
hazard patterns th:m ar.: the current, internal Databases we have today. Frankly, this is 
one of my greatest frar.::-that Conunission staff will be overwhelmed by inaccurdle 

1 The preamhle of the ~PR contains analogou~ language: "lfa request for determination of materially 
inaccurate infonna1iC'n i~ submined prior to puolication in the Database. the Commis~ion may withhold a 
rerort of harm from puhlication in the Database un1il it makes~ determination." 75 FR 29161. And this: 
"We propose rhat in c~ses wh~re a rlaim ofmatcri~lly inaccnr~te or contidential information is under 
re\'iew, !he Commission, in its lliscrction, may withhold a report of harm i11 pan or in full until such a 
determination is mack." 75 FR 2.<>! 70 (Response to summary 26)(cmphasis adtlcJi. 
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reports (or the reports 1ha1 get picked up by the media) and unable to use their expc11ise 
10 search objectively for genuine hazards. As che Database is swamped with reports thal 
inadequately identify the product and are misleading or inaccurate, such reports will 
drown out the accurate ont:s. The Hood of reports with potentially inaccurate or 
incomplete product information. which will be difficult. and often impossible, to verify. 
will also impose a tremendous burden on manufacturers. Sul:-stanlial private sector man 
hours will now be dedicated to understanding and responding to incident reports 
containing incomplete and often mistaken information. Manufacturers, who might 
othen...-ise view the Database as a means to stay ahead of the curve in their ongoing 
efforts to improve the safety of their products, will have nothing but vague reporu and 
guesswork on which to rely. The resources spent by a company chasing down 
unverifiable infonnation to a\·oid reputational damage, would be better dedicated to 
reviewing incidenls known to relate to the company's products or otherwise promoting 
safety innovations. 

Congress could prevent the irreversible damage that unverifiable and materially 
inaccurate information will cause American businesses, and ensure the creacion of a 
Public Database that is a useful tool for consumers, by prohibiting the Commission from 
expending any funds for the purpose of launching the Database until (I) the 
Commission's regulations en.sun: that repor1s ofhann submitted to the Database contain 
sufficient infonnation to identify the specific product and to permit verification when 
there is a pending claim of material inaccuracy: and (2) the Commission has established 
an effective procedure for resolving a claim of material inaccuracy before a report oi 
harm is published on the Datal:-ase. 

4. How could we salvage this database that the a~ency has already speot $29M in 
taxpayers• money on in order to make it useful? 

The Database could be an effective tool for consumers if it were redesigned to ensure that 
reports arc submitted only by identified individuals with direct knl•wledge of the reported 
incident, such submitters arc required to provide contact information and clear. specific 
product identification, such as the model number, and, in the case of a claim of material 
inaccuracy, a report may not be published until after thl" completion of an investigation 
concluding that the rcpon is not materially inaccurate. 

5. Should oew federal product safety requirements for cribs, portable cribs, and 
play yards mean that families who own products that compiled with previous 
standards not be allowed to sell them oo the secondary market even though the 
products were never found to he defective nor shown to be unsafe? 

Regardless of the steps that were taken to bring us to a place where traditional drop·side 
cribs will no longer be made {a place reached largely aside from the CPSIA 's mandates), 
the CPSTA required the Commission to issue a mandatory retroactive standard for ctibs
not just for new cribs, but for used cribs as well. Such a provision is unlike the 
mandatory ~tandard requirements for other durable nursery goods, such as toddler beds, 
play yards, or cradles. For cribs alone, the Commission's mandatory standard that goes 
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into dfect this summer will make every• crib ;,, this country obsolete overnigllt and 
unable to be .... old-regardless of whether thal crib was ever subject to a recall or c\'Cr 

considered unsafe. 

Whal are the consequences of1his provision of the Jaw? Firs1, any young fumily who has 
bought a new crib over 1he past year (not a small investment) will not be able to sell it or 
donate it to a thrift store atler ii has been used--even if the crib has fixed sides and is 
~afe Working families often depend on second-hand due tu the high cost of new cribs. 
While 1he Commission advises consumers not to use any crib that is O\'er ten years old, 
the fact remains that the safest place for a baby 10 sleep is in a crib, and the secQnd-hand 
market for cribs remains a lifesaver for many families. 

Unfortunately, once this provision of the law becomes effective. retail stores and thrift 
stores will no longer be able to sell fixed-side, sate cribs-a waste not only for those 
s1ores but for families in need of affordable cribs la1cr this year or next. 

Furthcmmre, the Jaw goes beyond just a prohibi1ion on the purchase of new cribs. It 
expressly forbids cribs that do not meet the new mandatory standard (and the CPSC has 
yet rn confirm that a single crib on the market today meets that standard) from being 
offered/or use by places of public accommodation. Once the new standard becomes 
effective two years after issuance of 1he Commission's final rule, day care centers and 
hotels across the country will have to begin using bnmd-new cribs that meet the 
Commission-approved mandatory standard·· even if they bought a crib earlier this year 
that meets the previous AST~ standard (less than a year old), has fixed sides and is 
completely safe. This is not an insignificant number because of the large number of crib 
recalls in the past year. Many daycare centers have just recently replaced those cribs with 
new, sate cribs thal will have to be discarded in the nex1 two years. This represent,; a 
tremendous waste of money for families, day care centers, and taxpayer dollars that help 
fund many day care centers. 

6. When database defonders say anonymous database complaints are not allowed, 
does the name and contact information for the aclual person who was harmed ha,·e 
to be provided to the Commission? Even if the persu n harmed is the one reporting, 
doesn't that person have the option of remaining anonymous to the manufacturer'? 
Must the person who is reporting ha,•c first-hand knowledge? 

The report submitter must include contact infom1ation. But lhe report submitter need not 
have any firsthand knowledge of the product, hann or risk of ham1. As a result, requiring 
the contact infonnation of only the submitter is nol much different from permitting the 
submission of an anonymous rcpQrt. Tn both cases, the Commission has no means to 
verify the accuracy of the report or to obtain supplemental information relevant 10 

detennining the existence and scope of an alleged product hazard. Without access to a 
direct witness to an alleged incident, the CommissiQn may al:>o be unable to determine 
whether a repon contains a material inaccuracy. Where a lack of infonnaiion and 
inability to contact 1he producl owner or a witness prevents the Commission from 
di:tem1ining the existence of a ma1erial inaccuracy, a dubious report will remain on the 
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databast:. 

All reponers of harm. including those who repon hann to themselves or their child, are 
pem1itted to remain anon:rmous to the manufacturer 

7. Companies only get 10 business days after a report of harm is sent to them before 
it is posted to the database under the ai.tcncy's rule. Is that enough time for them tu 
investigate'! Do they get enough information about the incident to be able to tell 
whether the report is true or not? Are they allowed to follow up with the victim to 
sec what really happened'? Are manufacturers able to ideutify reports that do not 
l'ontain enuugh information to assess whether or not they are materially inaccurate? 
Can they require more information from a reporter of harm? 

In many cases, ten days is unlikely to be sutlicient lime for a manufacturer to detcnnine 
whether a report identifying its product contains a material inaccuracy. 

This is panly bt:cause many reports will not contain sufficient detail about the product 
and incident to guide a manufacturer's investigation. lnforrnalinn essential to this 
purpose that is not required to be contained in the report, includes: the model number of 
the product; the date it was purehast:d; the UPC code; or, any other unique identifying 
infom1atio11 that would distinguish one product of a particular type from the potentially 
dozens of others that arc of the same general type but arc materially different. For 
example. a recent search of Amazon.com for high chairs manufactured by one particular 
company produced a list of 137 different high chairs ranging in price from S54 - S 148. 
Given the broad range of identically named, yet distinctive products available from the 
same company at a single snap shot in time, a report of harm relating to a particular 
manufacturer's high chair, with no reference to the model, date of purchase or other more 
specific identifying infonnation, would not permit the manufacturer even to identify the 
specific product, let alone to gauge the accuracy of a repon about the product. 

E\'en a manufacturer provided sutlicient information to identify a specific product may 
not receive enough detail about an incident to understand the role its product played in 
causing an alleged i11jury. Moreover. there may be no way to ascertain the truth in those 
case.~ where the manufacturer is cenain that its product could not have caused an injury in 
the manner alleged. This is because a third-person reporter is not required to identify the 
victim or product owner, and access to a firsthand observer of the incident is necessary to 
reso Ive issues of fact. 

A manufacturer foiwarded a vague report has tew options. Even where a firsthand 
observer is identified in the report, th~ manufacrurer is not entitled to such individual's 
contact information. Without lhe ability to follow-up with a witness, lht: manufacturer 
must ha~c its assertion of material inaccuracy upon the content of the report. In many 
cases, the report may 1101 contain sufficient information for the manufacturer to ascertain 
whether it contains a material inaccuracy. 

Even with adequate info1mation. I 0-days will often be too little time. Obvious cases of 
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manufacturer misidcntili1.:ation may be disccrnable within the available window ol time. 
Rut many products of a more generic nature will be very difficult to distinguish without a 
much more excensive investigation. l have spoken with manufacturers who have needed 
t>\'Cr 30-days 11fter receiving a consumer complaint lo conclude that the subject product 
was not their own. t\nd those were cases where tht: company had access to the product. 
IO-days will dearly be insufficient in many cases, and as ci n:sult, materially inaccurate 
infonnation will remain on the public datahase well heyond that point. 

8. Under the agency's rule, reports of harm go up after 10 business days whether 
the inaccurate information in them bas heen corrected or not. There is no 
requirement for the agency to act on every report within a certain time frame, i~ 
there? If a company believes that a report is not about their product, are they 
allowed to inspect the product? Or even necessarily follow up with the consumer? 
What does a company do to respond within 10 days if a ton of information is 
dumped into the database all at once? 

The Commission will nN publish a rcpon until the l01
h business day after 5ending 

notification to the named manufacturer. Rut the report will be published at that time even 
if the manufacturer has made an adequately supported claim that the repon is materially 
inaccurate and the Commission has not completed its investigation of the claim. As a 
result. materially inaccurate information can remain on the site until the Corrunission 
completes its investigation and makes a determination. And because there is no fixed 
period within which the Commi.ssi<ln must complete its investigation. inaccurate 
information can remain on the site indefinitely. Meanwhile, the Commission's efforts to 
investigate claims ofmatcrial inaccuracy are hamstrung by its failure to require the 
identification of victims of harm or firsthand witnesses of incidents raising a risk of harm. 
There are therefore likely t(> be many cases where a manufacturer will have good reason 
to helieve a reported incident is either completely false or materially misrepresented {and 
companies routinely receive these types of mistaken or fraudulent claims), but neither 
the manufacturer nor the Commission will be able to obtain the information necessary to 
resolve the claim. Under those circumstances, the manufacture will be unable to meet its 
burden and the challenged, but unverified and unverifiable report, will remain on the 
database forever. 

The manufactun:r has no right to inspect the product. In those cases where contact 
infonnation for the product owner i.s neither provided nor obtainable from the third-party 
subminer, it would be impossible even for the Commission to inspect the product. 
Similarly, there would be no opportunity for the Commission to follow up with the 
consumer under those circumstances. The manufacturer is not entitled to the contact 
infonnation of a product owner who chooses to remain anonymous. 

/\. company required co respond in a short period of time to a large number of reports 
about its products would presumably either divert resources to the task or risk the long 
term publication on the database of inaccurate infom1ation about its products. 
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9. How would something like last year's Pampers investigation be affected by the 
database? You could have children's medical records and photographs in there 
forever couldn't you? Even once the agency has exonerated a product like Pampers 
Dr~·J\.1ax diapers, the medical records and pictures would stay because the agency's 
rule does not require their removal, does it? 

It is my understanding that inflammatory or inappropriate photographs will not be 
included with published web postings. However, there is no mechanism for the redaction 
ofphotogmphs or medical infonnation published on the database. except where the entire 
posting is removed following a detennination of material inaccuracy. The Commission's 
evaluation of a repQn's accuracy docs not entail consideration of whether the product 
actually cauml the harm that a submitter has associated with the product. There is 
therefore no plan or procedure for removing postings linking panicular products with 
hann. regardless of any conclusions the Commission may reach regarding causation. 

Your Pampers example is therefore an apt one. Were the Database an available conduit 
for consumer complaints at the time of the DryMax scare, it would presumably have been 
inundated with repons of diaper rashes attributed to the product. :--lotwithscanding the 
Commission's failure to find any link between the diapers and the rashes experienced by 
some children, those reports would have remained on the Database. Notably. it took the 
Commission months afrer it initiated an investigation to state publically that it found nu 
link between the new DiyMax product and an increase in diaper rash cases, and that 
public statement also inconclusively reported that the CPSC was still m1dying the 
question. The Commission's DryMax experience is not anomalous. Indeed, if history is 
any indication of the future. it would be rare for the Commission to conduct any 
investigation and resolve it in ten or fewer days. 

10. Will the agency adjudicate accuracy based on claims of causation? If not. won't 
there be lots offalsc causation information on the database to mislead consumers? 

As noted in response to Question 9, the Commission will not consider implied or direct 
anribution of causation in its evaluation of claims of material inaccuracy. As a result, il 
is reasonable to ex peel that there will be a substantial number of reports that expressly or 
implicitly attribute an injury or illness to a product defect where no imputation of 
causation is warranted under the facts. This is one more reason that I believe the 
database being built by the majority will mislead consumers and mistakenly hun the 
reputation of quality producls and safety-conscious manufacturers. 

11. Docs the ~oft launch show that the database will be successful'! If not, why not? 
Does the fact that only 4 reports of harm out of 1000 were claimed to be materially 
inaccurate necessarily meao that the other reports were accurate'l Or did many of 
thMe report~ fail to contain enough information for the companies to even aness 
w hcther the report was accurate or not? 
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12. Did the agency learn about any unsafe products during the soft launch that it 
would not have learned about a11yway? Will it recall anything faster than it would 
have anyway? 

It is premature to read much into the numbers, content and outcomes of the reports 
submitted durin~ the soft launch. Generally. it is my understanding that the numbers of 
reports coming in have not exceeded the totals traditionally received during a similar time 
pt:riod through other available portals, such as the 1-800 hotline. There is therefore no 
reason to believe that the agency has learned through the Database of any unsafe products 
at>out which it would not otherwise have learned. Similarly, I can think of no obvious 
reason why the source of a report would impact the speed with which the Commission 
investigates and. where appropriate, recalls a product. ln foct. when the database is 
launched, the Commission intends an aggressive puhlic campaign to increase its use. If 
the campaign succt:eds in soliciting a greater number of incident reports, the Commission 
will likely be unable to investigate them at the current rate 

1 agree that it is reasonable to assume that there may be few claims of materially 
inaccurate infonnation because many reports contain in~ufficient infonnation to pennit 
an assessment. However. no data has been reported to me that either proves or disproves 
the asscnion. 

Another potential explanation for the small number of claim:> of material inaccuracy is 
that the reports received on the database during the soft launch will never be made public. 
Some manufacrurers may have chosen not to expend their resources challenging as 
materially inaccurnte reports that will never be made public. 

13. How much of the agenc)·"s recent budgets have been derntcd to wasteful 
spending like designing a new logo or hiring an editor? How murh ofa cut in the 
agency's budget would be justified in these economic times? 

The Commission has spent $5,3:!9 on a contract for the design of a new agency logo. 
Once the logo is finalized, it is likely that the Commission will incur additional costs to 
replace business cards, stationary, signs and other on-going items which typically hear 
this logo. 

The agency hired an editor as a GS-14 at a salary of$105,'.!l l. Given the large amount of 
regulations, b'llidance and other public documents we issue 0n a regular basis, I would not 
consider this to be a waste of agency funds. 

More irnponantly, I am concerned with the ability of our agency to utihie all of the funds 
it has been given, and believe that the funding we are unable to spend should be cut in the 
next Continuing Resolution or retumed to the t.:.S. Treasury. The Commission already 
faced such a dilemma in fiscal year 20 I 0. In June 20 JO, our agency determined ic had 
S7. l million in extra funds for the year (including approximately $5. 7 million unspent for 
salaries). This amounted to ~i~,J;>ercent of our entire annual budget. J 
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I opposed the majority's decision to reprogram this funding for other purposes and 
instead requested that it be returned to the Treasury to help pay do~11 the deficit. Our 
agency was on a steady clip to fulfill its hiring goals, but I did not believe that the 
Commission·s inability 10 spend its c11tire annual budget (all $118 million) as originally 
planned required it to invent other ways to s.pend the money mid-year. Given our 
massive national debt and a clear desire by the American people to reduce federal 
spending, reruming $7.1 million to the Treasury seemed like a straightforward request. 

I have the same concerns with regard to fiscal year 20 I I and thereafter- not only for the 
CPSC but for all federal agencies who do not complete all of their new hiring at the 
beginning of each fiscal year. Agencies generally are provided lilnding for new FTEs 
(full-time equivalents) for the entire.fiscal .vear, but may not bring those new employees 
on board until mid-year or later. The resulting unused salary funds could he recouped in 
the following ways: 

I) In the next Continuing Resolution, Congress could provide only 5.5 months worth 
of salary funding for any new FTEs that have not begun their employment with 
the agency - and only the exact portion of salaries necessary 10 fund all other 
FTEs hired during the middle of the fiscal year. 

2) In 1he next Continuing Resolution, Congress could simply prohibit the 
Commission and all agencies fmm reprogramming any money, such as unspent 
salaries. for other uses-and ensure that this money is returned to the Treasury. 

In the midst of a recession and our on-going fiscal crisis, it would be prudent to ensure 
that all agencies spend only the money they need-and only for the purposes originally 
appropriated. 

14. I undrrstand you voted against the agency's rules treating vinyl plastic film, 
carpets and rugs, §mall carpets and rugs, wearing apparel, and mattresses as 
children's products. Is that because you belie,•e, as I do, that Congress did not 
intend every consumer product safety rule to be treated as a children's product 
safety rnle'! 

The Commission, by a 3·2 vote along party lines, decided ro ignore the distinction 
hctwccn children's product safety rules and consumer product safety rules. and lo require 
third party testing of children ·s products to all the rules. Thus, general "consumer 
product safety rules;· such as our llammahility regulations for carpets and rugs, are now 
also "children's product safety 111Jcs" under the CPSJA Manufacturers of carpets and 
rugs (as well as vinyl, wearing apparel and mann:sses) already mlL~l adhere to a strict 
testing protocol for their products. This decision means that whenever they create a 
children's i•ersion of a product, they will have to do additional third-part)' tests to 
certify the agency's flammability standards. I opposed this decision, because these new 
third-party testing requirements were never part of the original standards promulgated by 
the Commission, and will not address a known risk. Jn fact. this was another area of the 
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statute where the Commissiun ii:,'llored the tlexibility in the CPSIA to prevent 
unnecessary new testing requirements and costs in a struggling economy. The 
Commission easily could have distinguished becween "children's product safety rules" 
and more general consumer product rules of the Commis~ion, and thereby avoided 
additional third·pany testing requirements. where they arc neither required by the statute 
nor risk-ha.sed. 

Of all of the votes we have taken at the Commission. I had hoped that this would be an 
easy one. After all. it is unlikely that Members ofConb'feSs were an<icipating adding new 
third-party testing requirements to the ::?007 manre£s standard, the 1970 standard for 
carpets and rugs. and others when the CPSIA was passed. Unfortunately, due 10 the 
makeup uf the Commission, I believe it will now take an act of Congress to reverse these 
requirements and tll prevent future "consumer product safety rules'" from being caught up 
in the CPSIA 's third-party te~ting regime. 

I would also note that due to the Commission's vague ··children's pmduct" definition, it 
is likely to be difficult for manufacturers to distinguish beiween a ''children's rug" or 
"children's carpet" and a general-use carpet or mg. This difficul! distinction also 
illustrates the absurdity of requiring carpets and rugs with children's decorations to be 
~cnt co a third-party. CPSC-accrcdited lab for testing (beyond the nom1al testing 
requirements of the standard). when the carpet and rugs in the hallway or in the Jiving 
room of a home. where children also play, are no less safe withouc these added third
party testing requirements. 

15. How do you answer tbc statement: ''There is no safe level of lead"? 

I believe it is important to clarify the risks associated with lead. Some advocates say that 
''there is no safo level of lead"', implying lhat we can never spend enough time and money 
lo reduce or eliminate lead everywhere. But there is, in fact, an 1msafe level of lead that 
has been established by our leading scientific agencies, the National Institutes of Health. 
the Centers for Disease Control and the Environmental Prol<!ction Agency. Only lead that 
is "absorbable" at greater than minimal le\·els is dangerous, especially to children ages 
five and under. 

In order to determine ri5k, it is necessary to make a distinction between lead that is 
absorbable and lead that is not absorbablc in meaningful amounts. In many other laws 
relating lo absorbable lead levels, standards exist to allow for such minimal absorption. 
For example, the Food and Drug Administration allnws for 0. 1 microgram of lead in a 
one-gram piece of candy.·' The Sate Drinking Water Act declares "zero lead'" to be the 
ubje1:1ive for the amount of lead in water, but pipes carrying the water are pennitted to be 
80,000 pans per million (8 percent) lead allowing for negligible. trace amounts to exist 

' "Supponing Document for Rei:ommcmktl Max irnum Level for Lead in C:antly Likely To Be Consumed 
rrcqucmly by Small Chiltlrcn'', Food and Drug Administration. Novcmher 2006 
(hew'·""\\·. f Ja. govT lll•tU" Ol>d Sakty'F oot1Conlaminar.1sAdultcra1icwMecalsT.e3df ucm I 72050 .htm ). 
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in the waler we drink. 5 California Proposition 65'' as well as the European Union' allow 
for a negligible amount of absorbablc (or soluble) lead in children's pmdm.:ts. People 
often are surprised lo learn that all children arc born with a certain blood lead level, 
depending on the blood lead level of the mother. Some additional amount of lead 
(roughly one microgram per kilogram of body weight)" is then taken into the body every 
day through the food wc eat and the air wc breathe. 

So what lead is actually risky? Lead is risky when it is absorbable into the bloodstream at 
greater than minimal levels. The experts at the CDC and NIH have found that lead paint 
in old houses and lead in dirt~ near old gas stations are the main S(iurce of environmental 
lead presenting a danger to small children (http:/iwww.cdc.gov/nceh!lcad!). In other 
words, the ri.~k ofabwrhahili~v from lead paint in an old home that becomes chipped and 
may be inhaled or ingested is quite high. 

In the same vein, a heavily lead-laden metal charm or piece of jewelry that can be 
swallowed presents a danger, because such an item could get caught in the stomach an<l 
absorbed. However, none of these agencies, including the CPSC, has ever found that a 
child touching a brass musical instrument or a vinyl lunchbox, or riding a bicycle, could 
ever rub off enough lead. day after day, year after year, to affect his or her health. 

Consider the CPSIA 's lead requirements in comparison 10 these known lead hazards in 
the environment today. The CPSLA. 's arbitrdry lead content limits (currently 300ppm, and 
moving this August to IOOppm or the lowest achievable level between IOOppm and 
300ppm) remove the ability of the Commission to assess risk, or the absorbability that 
exists for a particular product. Thus, the law's lead content levels dictate that the metal 
handle bars of a bike that pose no health risk to a child be outlawed right alongside lead 
paint or a solid-lead charm on a piece of children's jewelry that actually is dangerous. 

The CPSIA has led to a ban on children· s books published before 1985, because the ink 
in them is likely to contain lead above the allowable level Some at che Commission and 
many Members of Congress have expressed dismay chat books have been affected, 
because children arc noi likely 10 eat the pages of old books or ingest mon: than 
miniscule amounts of lead after wuching their page:>. Likewise, youth ATVs and hicycles 

'En\'ironmemal Prcitection Agency. Safe Water Drinking Act. Far.t Sheets: 
hnp:.:/www.c.")1~1.g(w. ~\~cw:.ucr:~Jw:s/ha~idnformation.html 

~California Office ofEn•ironmcntal Health Hazard Asse~sment (OEHHA). Proposition 65 -
:111r:;·w\l'\\'.Oehha.l)rg1~r<>rio~.h11r.I: Children's Health at OF.HHA -
http:':oehha.ca.go'"JHlh 1 ii:_ info'pu hlic'k id~ ·sdioCll~O~ I 707.himl. 
7 l:'uropcan Committee for Slandardization iCE:-:). EN 71-3 Safety ofToy~-Pan 3: Migra1ion ofcenain 
element~. CF.\!, Rrosscls. Relgium. J 994: h!!p:1'.'c,~.curupa.~·u1":nk·q,rise·polic1es;european· 
:.tandards,tt..i~umcms: harm0ni~~d ·SitlTld ard~· I\~~ isla1 i on.:I i~t-ref crcncc~ ·to}'~,: 
8 Centers for Disea~e Concror. Agency for T,ixic Substance:; ~nd D1seJS1: Registry. Toxic Sub.,tances Portal: 
Lead; hu p :."" \\'\\'.atsdr .cdc .g.iViP f IS· P llS.>t'p"id~'l~&tid=· 2 ~ 
"1\lthough lead in din is a proven hazard for small children nearhy 10 old gas s1alions that used leaded 
gasolim: or c.;nain pesticides. it is notable that 1he Environmental Pro1ec1ion Agency standard for lead in 
Sl)il is 400 ppm. $,;~ l!!ll'.~~ \\)'i,e[l.~,gtl\J.N<J'.. This safety sland~r..l i~ less ~Irie\ than the cum:nt lead 
content slandan.I pro•·idcd in 1hc CPSIA for children's products. "hid., is ~OOrpm ancl sch.:dulcd to fall to 
JOOrpm in Augu,1 of:?.011. 
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are outlawed or must be rccnginecrcd even though the lead that is in the hood, 
handlebars, or hubcaps will not become ingested and absorbed at any disccmable level 
(from hand to mouth tom:hing where miniscule amounts of lead may mb off-not from 
actually eating the hood, handlebars or hubcaps). Other everyday products such as school 
lockers, the hinges on a child's dresser, or jackets with zippers and buttons arc outlawed 
if they contain tiny levels of lead in the substrate. Even ball point pens are outlawed if 
they have a toy or game anached to them and arc marketed to children, due to the brass 
found on the tip. 

Finally, children do not live cooped up inside of their rooms surrounded only by 
"children's produc!s.'' Children live throughout the house, run around outside, and play 
with adult products such as pots. pans, furniture knobs, door handles. appliance~ and TV 
remote:>. For example, the new costs associated with this law will affect a young child's 
lamp (usually turned off and on by the parent) bu! not the lamp in the den or the living 
room that a child is as likely to tum off and on. These products do not threaten a child's 
health due lo their lead content, becall~e the lead in them is not absorbable. This further 
illustrdtes the absurdity of the CPSIA 's requiring the unneccs~ary recngineering of 
children's products with lead, while children arc just as likely (if not, more likely} to play 
with eveiy1hing else in the hl)use. 

16. If we amend the law to eliminate third party testing and rcrtificatioo. bow will 
we be sure companies and other manufacturers comply with our law!>? 

Thanks in pan to the CPSV\, the Commission today has enforcement tools vastly 
improved over those available even a few shon years ago. Today, the Commission 
intercepts non-compliant toys through its extensive border control efforts, application of 
x-ray technology to identify violative lead content and computer databases that flag 
previous offenders for greater scrutiny. The CPSIA also increased the incenti\•e for 
compliance through the threat of confiscated and destroyed violative products a! the 
border, by authorizing che Commission to impose higher penalties of up to titleen million 
dollars. and by streamlining its authority to seek criminal penalties. Notably. even prior 
to these improvements, the Chinese manufactured toys containing lead paint that were the 
impetus for the CPSJA were themselves identified and intercepted using the 
Commission's traditional methods. The company responsible faced a class action lawsuit 
and a massive fine. Today, retailers, private labelers, importers and manufacturers are 
collaborating to in!iure against violative products to protect themselves from lawsuits. 
damage !O their reputations, the cost of recalls and loss of inventories. 

It should ali;o be noted that the requirement that all children's products be third party 
tested and certified irrespective of risk is an extremely wasteful way to promo!e 
compliance, and draws both industry and public resources away from more effective 
means. The CPSC is charged with "protecting the public from unreasonable risks of 
serious injury or death'. from consumer products-bm we cannot fulfill this mission if 
our time is spent primarily enforcing the CPSIA, including its complex., non-risk-based, 
testing and certification requirements. 
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Because the CPSIA 's new requirements arc not risk-hascd, manufacturers are spending 
time and money simply on "compliance''. rdther than on improving their products lo the 
benefit of consumers. In fact, many of these requirements amount to massive new 
paperwork and tracking systems, rather than actual modifications to the products 
themselves. The American Home Furnishings Alliance writes in a letter to 
Commissioners: 

" ... there has not been a corresponding benefit in the improved safoty of children· s 
furniture for children. All the representatives told you that their respective 
companies have not had to change a single material they use in the manufacturing 
of their children's product lines since they began testing to CPSIA in 2008 ... The 
testing is simply being d()ne to attempt to prove a negative:·'!? 

Similarly, some industry associations have had very few, if any, safety violations and yc1 
have 10 comply with onerous third-party testing, certification. tracking and labeling 
requirements that will not improve safety. The American Apparel and Footwear 
Association writes in their public comments on the Component Parts mle: 

''As the CPSC continues to issue specific compliance requirements, manufacturers 
become increasingly wrapped up in ensuring compliance over ensuring product 
safety. /\II AAFA members have had long-standing quality control programs in 
place that have developed based on the product's, production of the product's and 
the manufacturer's unique circumstances. These programs are effective and do 
1101 need to be cha11ged. To demonstrate, only .0084% of all apparel and footwear 
sold in the t;.S. in 2008 were in\'olved in a recall. Moreover, most apparel and 
footwear recalls have been drawstring violations - a compliance issue that resuhs. 
from lack of information 1101 lack oftesting." 11 

17. Would you suppon the functional purpose exemption? If not. why not? 

The functional purpose exemption proposed by Chainnan Tenenbaum and Ranking 
Member Henry Waxman would grant to the Commission the authority 10 exempt from 
the CPSIA ·s lead limits products in which the lead content serves a ·'functional purpose" 
so 1hat it is "'not practicable or not lcchnologically feasible"' to remove the lead in each 
product or component, and provided that such lead "will have no measurable adverse 
effect on public health or safety.'' Notably, this formulation was designed to exempt 
certain products frClm lead limits that were arbitrarily set by Congress without regard to 
risk in the first place. 

First, this exemption would he complicated and costly. To implement the exemption, the 
Commission wQuld need to promulgate regulations defining "functional purpose" and 
'"measureable adverse effect," and IL) establish standards to govern its review of 

'~ '.'liol'ember !!. 2010. Leuer to Commissi<mers from the American Home Fwnishings Alliance. 
11 

American Apparel anll Footwear Association. Request for Comments. Docket No. CPSC-:!010-003 7 & 
Cl'SC-2010-0038 (Augus1 ;\. 2010). 
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manufacturer petitions seeking the exemption. Once in place, the exemption would 
rc4uirc the Commission to make product-by-product dctenninations in response to 
petitions filed by manufacturers. Petitioning a govenunem agency requires substantial 
resources, including legal and technical assistance to make 1he necessary showing. Thus, 
this petition process likely will be available to only the largest manufacturers that could 
afford it. Small businesses, again, would be at a real disadvantage. 

Commission staff has expressed the view that such an exemption could generate a large 
number of complex petitions. As a result, substantial Commission resources would be 
directed toward the pre-approval of a potentially unlimited number of products whose 
lead content docs not have a measurable adverse effect on public health or safety. This 
pre-approval regulatory role is neither one previously assumed by the CPSC, nor one for 
which it is currently funded. The food and Drug Administration is charged with prc
appro\'ing products before they arc marketed. and it is responsible for a much smaller 
univer~e of product,; than is the CPSC. Yet the FDA 's annual budget is in the billions of 
dollars, whereas the CPSC's FY 2012 budget request is S 122 million. It is safe to assume 
that adding an FDA-like pre-approval function to the CPSC through a functional purpose 
exemption would rum the agency's safety mission on its head and require unnecessary, 
expansive resources lo pre-approve products that do not even pose a lead risk co children. 

I am also concerned that this exemption will be applied subjectively and with prejudice. 
This com.:em is r<!inforced by statements other Conunissioners have made that seemingly 
prejudge the application of the functional purpo~e exemption to panicular products, such 
as bicycles. without any supporting analysis. Ironically, this would result in arbitrary. 
non-sdence based exemptions to a lead limit and a restrictively construed absorbability 
exclusion that arc themselves without a scientific, risk-based foundation. For example, 
the lead in crystals on a child's jackcc serves a "functional purpose .. because it makes the 
crystals shine, but the crystals pose no risk because the lead is not soluble (that is, 
absorbablc or bio-availablc). However, no matter how low the level of lead in such 
crystals, it is clear that the majority of Commissioners would not support a petition for a 
functional purpose c:xemption to pennit crystals on children's jackets. Without even 
seeing a petition andior having the benefit of a company's cost analysis, substitute 
materials evaluations, etc., those supporting the "functional purpose exemption" rnutinely 
assume that only specific indusrries would be helped. 

There is something contradictory about the Majority Commissioners· casual anitudc 
toward the need to award "functional purpose" exemptions while also interpreting the 
law·s absorbability exclusion in the strictest manner possible, prohibiting any product 
with accessible lead from meeting this exclusicm. It begs the question: .. /\re metals that 
contain small amounts oflead 1hat are not bio-available dangerous to children?'' lf1he 
answer is ·'yes," then clearly there should be no exemptions regardless of the functional 
purpose of the lead in the product-including no exemptions for ATVs or bicycles. If the 
answer is "no'' because, in fact, such small amounts of lead do not pose a risk tu children, 
then all metals where the lead is not soluble or bio-available should be pennitted. This 
would allow manufacturers to continue to achieve the hcncfits that lead hrings, such as 
strength, machinability. shine and other uses. This effort to construct a new exemption 
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thal does nnl take into account the science behind the risks of lead reinforces my concern 
that science will be less ofa guide in granting a petition than a preconceived mllion of 
who should or should not be granted such an exemption. 

For example. one of the criteria in the Waxman proposal for granting a funcriorud 
purpose exemption is that it would not expose a child lo risk, that is, the indusion nf the 
item in the product would nor raise a child"s blood lead level. If a componem does not 
pose a risk to a child on one product, then why would that same component not be 
acceptable on any other item? The very argument at the basis of the functional purpose 
exemption is that there are many materials where the lead does not pose a risk to a child 
that are currently banned Why nol acknowledge this and fix the law so that we only ban 
materials that are actually ri~ky'? 

That is why I have argued in my testimony that the Absorbabiliry Exclusion in the Jaw be 
amended so that it is meaningful. This exclusion can be amended so that products that do 
not contain lead that is absorbable, or bio-available, to a child in any amount thal could 
be harmful would be exempt from the law's requirements ·-and ~uch an exclusion could 
be drafted in a way that the agency would not need to review or approve such products 
before they are sold. Lamps, school desks, children's sizes of brass musical instmments, 
books, ATVs, bicycles, toys and all other products that do not contain lead that is 
absorllable in hannful amounts would be able to be produced and sold. The same 
industries envisioned to be assisted by the fonctional purpose exemption will achieve 
relief under this provision, as will any other industries that produce safo products. Of 
course, such a change would still not allow the sale of products containing dangerous 
amounts of absorbable lead, such as those with lead based surface coatings and solid-lead 
children's jewelry. 

18. Do you think that the agency's pre-existing rules governing vinyl plastic tilm, 
carpels and rugs, wearing apparel and mattresses were already doing an t'ffecti\·e 
job of ensuring the safely of consumer products io these categories? Will treating 
them as children's product safety rules disrupt the pre-exi~ting (effective) testing 
requirements? 

These mies have been in place !or decade:> and have done an eftective job without third
pany testing. For example, there have been no recalls of youth carpets and rugs in the last 
36 years of the agency's existence. There is absolutt:ly no reason to change a system that 
has worked. Carpets already have to meet the flammability standard, they already get 
tested in house, and rhey can obtain general confonniry certificates on that ba5is, Third
party testing will not improve children's safety. Nor does it make sense to treat so-called 
youth carpets differently. No child stays entirely in hi~ own room and crawl5 or plays 
exclusively on his own mg. Children's rugs do nul need different flammability protection 
than adult mgs. Indeed, every other rug in the house is more likely to have a cigarette 
dropped or candle tipped onto it than the carpet in a child's room. If this testing made 
sense. why would we not also require third-party testing for all carpets being laid in 
dementary schools, day care centers or in babies' rooms? If a wall-ro-wall carpet installer 
arrives ar a job to find a crib set up in the ro(1m and a mother far along in pregnancy, why 
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should third-party testing tum on whether the carpet has a juvenile design or not? 

There is no doubt that CPSlA regulations treating cinching textiles and mattm•scs as 
children's products disrupts a preexisting effective testing regime. The clothing textile 
rule involve:; a long-standing and successful guarantee prngrnm that is unlike any of the 
rules promulgated under the CPSA. That regime effectively splits responsibility for 
detennining the compliance of certain fabrics in a way that is not readily amenable to 
third-par1y testing. 

In particular, the agency recently revised the mattress rule in a painstaking process that 
carefully weighed the benefits and costs entailed in that regulation. As part of that 
process, the agency delennined that the rule would have an impact of greater than SI 00 
million on tht: economy. making it the rule with the single greatt:!'t t:conomic impact in 
the history of the agency up to that time. Requiring third-party testing based on an overly 
literal interpretation of a part of the CPS IA-for which there is absolutely no evidence lo 
suggest it applies to the martress rule--upset:> the careful balance that the mattress rule's 
design struck. The oddity of overlaying third-party testing and certification on this rule 
can be seen fwm the fact that the rule will now require the burning of a queen-sized 
prototype mattress in an accredited third-party lab to prove the inflammability of a crib 
mattress several times smaller. 1

:. 

19. Do you think the agency's overreach in treating rules as children's product 
safety rules has caused job losses and otlter harm to the economy? What about 
other rules the agency bas promulgated under CPSIA? Which other rules that the 
agency is still working on pose the greatest threat to jobs? 

In :\1arch 2009. Commission staff reported that the economic cost associated with the 
CPSlA is "in the billions of dollars range." 13 Industry associations representing 
manufacturers of furniture. mattresses. sports equipment, children's clothing and 
handmade toys, just to name a !Cw, ha\·c all told us that they will be saddled with 
enonnous costs, first to reenginccr their products to satisfy the new standards imposed by 
the law, and then to third-party test every component of every product they make to 
demonstrate compliance with all of the applicable standards, certify based on those tests. 
attach tracking labels that correspond to all the cohon d.-w regarding testing, and 
maintain complicated data for years. 

Small businesses without the market clout to demand that suppliers provide c.ompliant 
materials have been hit the hardest. Many report that the new compliance and testing 
costs have caused them to cut jobs, reduce product lines, leave the children ·s market 
completely, nr close. A sample list ofhusine.~scs impacted by the CPSIA, as well as other 
economic data was attached to my tesiimony. 

i! !'ote thal 1win-si7.ed mattress.:~ woutJ not require third-party testing, bccau$e chey are not primarily 
d~igned or inrentled for children 12 years of age or younger. A~ clarified in chc definition of a children's 
product. a twin-sizetl manre11s is an example of a product typically purchased for a child under 12 but that 
"-Ould conrinuc to be used all through the teenage years and even beyond. 
'~ March ~O, 2009. letter from Acting CPSC ChairmJn l'ancy Nord to Representative John Dingell. 
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This anecdotal data does not rcllect the full breadth of the law's requirements, because 
the most onerous provisions ofihe law have yet to go into effoct. The law's widest 
reaching mandate-third-party testing and certification of all children's products for lead 
con1enl - is stayed until De..-;ember 31, 2011. In addition. the Commission has yet to 

implement the law's mandate to third-party test to the phthalates or toy standards. When 
the CPSC is fully implemented, the entire process companies must go through to produce 
a toy or children's product will have drastically changed. Under the law, all toys must he 
tested at third-party labs for lead and phthalates, as well as to the toy standard, ASTM
F963, whkh the CPSIA made mandatory. As a result. a doll maker will be required to 
send to a third-party Jab to be tested for lead, phthalat<!s and any applicable rules under 
the toy standard, every component pan, including each paint color used on the eyes. each 
button, the hair, and all of the accessories. After the components arc fully assembled. the 
finished product will need to be sent back to a third party lab for additional testing and 
cenifications related to the toy standard. Companies tell us that these requirements stifle 
innovation and product variety by erecting significant cost barriers to adding to t0ys new 
accessories, new colors, or other variations. For example, a large toy manufacturer told 
me that his company has had to "de-spec'' certain toys in order to afford the law's new 
costs, which means removing accessories, moveable pieces or other pares - or, in the 
manufacturer's words. "taking the fun out of lOys:· 

According to a brief small business analysis by our agency, the cost to test one toy could 
range from S3,712 to $7,348-not taking into account that the toy will likely change to 
stay competitive for the next Cluistmas season. or sooner. and every material change 
triggers a whole new set of tests. 14 And these costs do not include the cost to certify to 
these third-pany tests, to add a IJ'llcking label, or to maintain the data and paperwork so 
that every component and mate1ial can be traced back to its specific test and lot number. 
All of these steps are required by the CPS TA without any regard for whetherthe product 
presents a safety risk. 

In fact, while the costs to companies ofreengineciing products to meet the lead limits has 
been steep, many tell us that the ongoing costs to third pany test, label and track every 
component have been and will continue to be much higher---all without any measurable 
benefit. A company making furniture for children's rooms would need to: l) detcnnine if 
its product is "primarily intended" for children 12 and under--an issue for which the 
Commission has provided ambiguous guidance; 2) submit for testing to a third-pany lab 
every pan of every piece of furniture that may be acces:>ible on a children· s product, 
including nuts, bolts, and varnishes (one piece of fumirure may have fourteen different 
coats of finish): 3) cenify each component based on each of these tem; 4) add to each 
piece of children's furniture a tracking label containing a lot number that can trace each 
component to its specific cenification and test: 5) maintain recol'ds for all tests and 
ce11ifications for all pans of each children• s product; and 6) start this process all over 
again. if they decide lo make a material change to the product, including a change of 
color or manufacn1ring process. 

:• Rei,'1.Jlarory flexibility Analy~is: Tes1ing and Lahcling Pcnaining lo Producr Certification. 16 CFll f'an 
1107, 1'oticc of Propllsed Rul~makini;. CPS(' Do~kcl No. CPSC·2010·0038 (May 20. 2010). 
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One forni1urc manufacturing company reported that ii spent approximately S 13 million 
putting logether a teliting, tracking., and labeling system for its children's fumilure, even 
1hough not one of its components exceeded the new lead limits or otherwise needed to be 
replaced. There was clearly no safety benefit, yet the company has faced cnonnous costs. 
Large and small companies alike must hire a lawyer or <ltber outside expert simply lo 
ensure 1hey understand the ex lent to which their products are impacted by various 
provisions of the law.'~ 

The CPSL\ fails to make any distinction between large and small businesses, or foreign 
and domestic manufacturing, thus giving an obvious competilive advantage 10 large 
manufacturers who produce ilcms overseas, where manufacturing and testing costs are 
cheaper. Meanwhile, the backbone of our economy, small businesses-from screen 
printers to manufacturers of .;hemistry sets fo~ schools--arc being forced to cut jobs or 
lake other drastic measures due to the cost of compliance. 

The CPSIA third-party testing requirements and lead content standards are far more 
stringent than the requirements governing products sold in the EU, Japan and 01her major 
markets. As a result, preexisting rules governing the export of domestically 
manufacn1red products that do not satisfy United States product safety standards erect a 
significant banier co domestic manufacturing growth. A cumpany wishing to sell in a 
foreign market a product that is in compliance with foreign standards but not CPSIA 
standards, can only manufacture it in the United Stares for export if the product has never 
been in commerce before, and if it undergoes a lengthy pre-approval process by both che 
CPSC and the receiving country. The CPSI.<\ 's new onerous requirements, combined 
with the difficult process for expo11ing products nC"I meeting United Stale:> product safety 
standards. will encourage more businesses to move their manufacturing operation~ 
overseas. The CPSV\ thereby undermine~ the economic imperatives of increasing both 
empkiyment and exports, and is inconsistent with President Obama 's exhortation that 
American companies relocate their manufacturing to the United Stales. 

20. Should rules promulgated under the CPSIA be evaluated uoder a cost-benefit 
analysis? Is it too late Co do that? 

The Commission has received a considerable amount of anecdotal evidence from 
companies and trade associations regarding che costs to h:st at independent labs, as well 
as the cost of certification, tracking labels, continued testing, record keeping. testing 10 
product standards, and the potential repu1ational and litigation cosls 1hac will result from 
the upcoming Public Database. Our staff has compiled some sample resting costs for toys 
and bikes, as part ofa Regulatory .Flexibility Analysis for our Testing and Labeling Ruic. 
But the Commission has never conducted a full cost-benefit amilysis of any regulation we 
have promulgated under the CPSIA. Moreover. the Cl'SC may lack the expertise to do 
~o for complex rei:,'lllations like our Testing and Labeling Rule, and such analyses should 
therefore be perfonned by qualified contractors. 

'
5 ··'-'latt~J Find~ CPSIA to be a Challenge", P1·od11l't Suf'e~v U:tte1'. November 9. 2009. 
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I believe such analyses would reveal that much of our CPS IA mamlated regulation cannot 
be justified. To begin with, thert' is no scientific evidence suggesting there is any benefit 
from many of the law's requirements. For instance, no government health agency, 
including the CPSC, has ever concluded that the components of children's products 
containing either 300ppm lead content or the interim-banned phthalates pose a safety risk 
to children. And until directed to do so by Congress in the CPSIA, the C(•mmission did 
not make ASTM-F 963 a federal standard. nor require all toy manufacturers to third-party 
test to this standard, because the Commission did nol believe ~uch actions would reduce 
1he risk to children. Regarding lead, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) report that in 1978, about 13.5 million children ages 
1-5 had elevated blood lead levels. However, by 2007-200~, this number had declined to 
about 250,000 children. 1 ~ Similarly, 2007 data indicates that nationwide, one percent of 
children selected for tc!iting (and only high risk children were selected) showed an 
elevated blood lead level as established by the CDC. This number was down from nearly 
eight percent in 1997, 17 and is likely attributable to the elimination of lead in gasoline, as 
well as lead paint education and nba1ement. The CDC and the EPA have issued guidance 
for reducing children's exposure to lead, and neither has ever suggested that parents take 
away a child's bicycle because of the lead in the .substrate ofthe metal comprising the 
spokes. pedals or handlebars. Nor has it ever been afb'Ucd that the CPS!A. with all of its 
costs. will lower the number of children reaching the "tipping point" of having an 
elevated blood lead level. 

Because the CPS TA 's new requirements arc not risk-based, manufacturers arc spending 
enomtous amounts of time and money satisfying arbitrary standards. rather than on 
improving the safety of their products to the benefit of consumers. In fact. many of these 
requirements amount to massive new paperwork and tracking systems, ra1her than actual 
modificatiQns to the products themselves. The American Home Furnishings Alliance 
writes in a letter to Commissioners: 

(T]here has not been a corresponding benefit in the improved safety of children's 
furniture for children. All the representatives told you that their respective 
companies have not had to change a single malerial they use in the manufacturing 
of their children's product lines since they began testing to CPSIA in 2008 .... The 
testing is simply being done to anempt to prove a ncgativc. 1

R 

Similarly. some industry associations have had very few, if any. safety violations; yet, 
they arc required to comply with onerous third-party testing. certification. tracking and 
labeling requirements that will not improve safoty. The American Apparel and Footwear 
Association writes in their puhlic comments on the Component Pans rule: 

As the CPSC continues to issue specific compliance requirements, manufacturers 

10 http:iiwww.epa.govfopccdwcliichildrcn1body _ burdcns!b I ·graph.html 

.,- hnp::'www.cdc.govfncdlflead/data!national.htm 

is "l)l•cmocr 8. 2010. 1..:tll:r to Comrnis~ioncrs from the Amcric3n Home furnishings Allian,·c. 
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become increasingly wrapped up in ensuring compliance over ensuring pmduct 
safety. All AAF A members have had long-standing quali1y control programs in 
place that have developed based on the product, production of the pmduct and the 
manufacturer's unique circumstances. These prClgrams arc effective and do not 
need to be changed. To demonstrate, only .0084% of all apparel and footwear sold 
in the U.S. in 2008 were involved in a recall. Moreover, most apparel and footwear 
recalls have been drawstring violations·· a compliance issue that results fmm lack 
of infonnation not lack t)f testing. l'J 

The law imposes on small businesses onerous requirements that are hurting the economy, 
without any evidence of a safety benefit. The CPSit\ 's lead content standard, interim-ban 
of phthalates. and all third-party testing requirements are not based on risk. The CPSC 
has the authority lo impose these types of requirements on any producl or industry, if it 
dctennines that a risk exists and these costs arc necessary to reduce or eliminate the risk. 

Finally, there is a cost to consumers-not only in the Joss of jobs in a struggling 
economy, bul the foss of choice. Many manufacturers can afford the costly mandates of 
the law only by reducing their product lines, leaving the children's product markc1, or 
.. de-specing" their toys - with no otfactting improvement in safety. The costs of 
complying with the CPSIA will discourage newcomers to the market and choice will be 
reduced. even as prices increase. Some international toy makers have even decided to 
leave the American market due 10 the costs imposed by the CPSIA. although they are :>till 
offering their products to European consumers. ~0 

There is thus overwhelming anecdotal evidence suggesting that the costs. both economic 
and intangible, to the economy, businesses and consumers far outweigh any minimal 
improvement in safety that could be attributed to the CPSIA. Congress could prevent 
forthcr harm by prohibiting the Commission from expending any funds for lhe purpose of 
undertaking any further regulatory action without first performing a full cost-benefit 
analysis and making a finding that the cos1 of the action is justified by its expected 
benefits. 

1
' American Apparel and Footwear Association, Request for Commenrs. Oockc1 No. ('l'SC'-20 I 0-00:17 & 

C'PSC'-2010-0038 (August 3, 2010). 
''One Americ;m imp<>ncr of toys lists on its wcbsi1e the F.uropcan brands thal it no longer offer.; for sale in 
the l 1nited Stales due to the C'PSIA: h11p:i'"ww.euro1oy~hop.conl/getEndMgcrcdToys.asp 
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UNITED STATES 

CO!"Sl!MER PROPl!C:T SAFET\' COl\l)tlSSIOl'I 

4330 EAST WEST HIGHWAY 
Bnm:sDA, MD 20814 

Memorandum 

Date: March 8, 201 I 

TO 

1 ------z ... 
FROM .......... 
COPY ·-----· .. 
SUBJECT : Estimated Cos1s of Public Database Development 

The purpose of this memorandum is to describe the major cost components of the Consumer 
Product Safety Risk Management System program (CPSRMS) in both functionality and cost 
including our estimate of the costs for the public database. 

Backgrouod: 

Section 212, Section 6A of the Consumer Safety Improvement Act consists of two major 
rcquiremcms: I) the implementation of the public facing database, and 2) the modernization of 
the Commission's information teclmology systems. 

Prior to the completion of the modernization, most of the CPSC's business processes use many, 
small, disconnected information systems. Commission si:a!T are unable to dliciently and 
effectively pull together requiced. available data because of these "stove piped" systems. Staff 
must store and manually maintain too much critical infom1ation outside of the legacy systems; A 
situation that places an unwarranted dependency on a small number of key program area .staff 
\\ith expen knowledge in a particular field and supporting data. 

IT Modernization Scope: 

The modernization will improve our ability to make effective use of all of ('Ur available 
infonnation. It will enable Commission staff to re1:eive data from and communicate with 
consumers, businesses, retaih:rs, and professionals (e.g., fire marshals. medical examiners) with 
unprecedented speed and cffcctivcnt:ss. It will improve data quality. reduce or eliminate manual 
and redundant processing, and make better use of the collective knowledge of the sl.'.lffin a way 
that helps the Commission learn about emerging hazards quickly. 

During the initial CPSRMS phase we have improved how we collect reports from consumers and 
professionals. The quality of those reports has improved because of a better incident report 
process and forms on SaferProducts.gov. Since soft launch, online consumer reports, hot line 
calls, press clippings, and death certificates go in via the same "front end" and are coded 

CPSC HoUine: 1~00-638-CPSC (2772} • CPSC's Web Sile: t:ttp:l.lwww.cpsc.gov 
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consistently regardle~s of their ability to be published in the datahase. We have eliminai.:d many 
of the redundant and inefficient steps required to code and share this infonnation v.-ith 
businesses. And. we have begun to improve the way that that the information is analyzed by 
providing better tools lo make more data available. 

We have also improved how we interact 1.\-ith businesses. Prior to this modernization, too much 
staff interaction with consumers and businesses was transacted by U.S. mail. For ex.ample, 
incident reports requiring 6C comment are batched and mailed to businesses for comment once a 
month. The h\L<>inesses correspond by U.S. mail in a slow process not conducive to 1ime
se11sitivc safety related work. With our recent soil launch, businesses and Commission staff are 
able to securely exchange infonnaiion electronically regarding potentially publishable reports. 
Businesses may provide general comments and make claims of material inaccuracy or 
confidentiality. In future releases. we plan to expand the business portal to cover Section I 5. 6C, 
and other common correspondence. 

We are bringing the Commission's home page, CPSC.gov. in line with the times to improve 
public outreach and education. A critical component of this project is cleaning up the thousands 
of published documents to help the consumers and businesses find what they arc looking for 
much faster. 

Finally. business and infonnation technology changes have significant risk of failure. We have 
implemented IT governance improvements including improvements in contract management, IT 
budget management, Capital Planning and Investment Control, Enterprise Architecture, 
Information Assurance, Project Managc:mcnt Office, and Independent Verification and 
Validation. Most of these efforts arc focused to improve the CPSRMS program. 

Public Database Scope: 

The major IT functionality unique to Section 6A include~ 1.) replacing our prc-CPSIAonline 
incident reporting form "'ith 6A compliant fonn (e.g .. requires mandatory questions), 2.) 
providing businesses with a portal where they can register, view report~, and comment, and 3.) 
providing public search that includes reports that meet the 6A 1.:riteria for publication. Because 
modernizing the Commission's business processes and supporting IT systems is required in 
conjunction with deploying the public database, it is challenging to draw a hright line between 
lhese efforts. Three examples illustrate this. 

First .. regardless of whether a report is a candidate for publication, we wantto drive the puhlic 
from reporting incident8 via the hot line ur U.S. mail to an online form that will, as far as 
possible, pre-code infom1ation to make it more accurate. Second. regardless of whether a report 
is a candidate for publication, we want lo 1.:hange our standard communication method with 
bu.~inesses from paper forn1s sent in via U.S. mail to cheaper, faster, and more accurate online 
forms via the business portal. Third. the CPSC has a lot of good information lo share with 
businesses, consumers. and professionals. Our website. search e11gine. and currently published 
information should be cleaned up and redesigned to improve this information sharing regardless 
of 6A 's requirement to make certain reports of harm publically searchable. 

-2-
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Cost Brea.kout: 

The Office of Management and Budget released funding for the CPSRMS program in September 
2009. CPSRMS hus been executing for three fiscal years and is on schedule to shift largely to 
cipi:rati<>ns and maintenance in fiscal year 2013. The table be.low is from our mosl rccrnl O~IB 
Exhibit 300 and summarizes CPSR.\1S spending hy fiscal year. 

CPSRMS Costs 
(Includes IT Modernization and Puhlic Dataha.<e) 

. . .. ~·~1:.s~:~~=:_:;~~~. . . . . '. . . 
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The CPSRMS pro:,'Tarn described in the spending table above includes several component5. 
Below arc some common questions and answer.~. 

l&.'95 
$0. .. 1 

Ol~i 

Q: How much money have we spent on the CPSR.\1S program as of lhc public database laundt 
in March 2011? 

A: We have obliga1cd approximately $23.2 million from lhe end of FY 2009 to now for the 
entire CPSR.VIS program. 

Q: I low much IT money has ~en sp~nt on the public databast! and what are ils future projected 
IT operations costs? 

A: We do not breakout the costs of the public database from the other CPSRMS phase 1 project 
costs (much of which ha\'e to do with IT modernization). The estimate below of the work 
within CPSRMS IQ d1:velop the public daUibase has been done in hindsight according to the 
scope of lhe public database scope above. 

CPSRMS Custs fo1• Public Databasc: 

IT.1ll.!1.2 
Devclcipmcnt S 1.450 

Operation~ and Mainten~ncc 
Total S 1.450 

FY2010 
- $1.000 

S0.400 
s J.400 

$0.0SO 
s o.o~o 

$0.0SO 
s 0.050 

$0.050 
$ 0.0~0 

:rota! 
s l.450 
s 0.550 
s 3.000 

Please note that the costs (in millions) above include con1racted goods and services by fiscal 
year. Costs in fiscal years 2009 and 2010 are based on actual obligations. CostS in fiscal year 
2012 are for planning purposes. Costs in fiscal year 2011, while currently under continuing 
resolution, arc a mix of the two. 

__ ,_ 
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Q: When are y~)U finished with CPSRMS development and what will this devi:lopment co.~t'! 

A: CPSRMS development ends in fiscal year 2013 at an estimated cost of$32.887 milliun. The: 
program completes shifting to operations and maintenance with continued costs of 
approximately SJ million per year. 

Q: What are you working on in the CPSRMS program after the public databi1se is launched in 
March 2011? 

A: When we comply with 6A in March 2011, we shift the remainder of our work to improving 
the operational processes and supporting IT systems described under "IT Modernization 
Scope" al:>ove. 

-4-
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Questions for the Record 

Wayne Morris, Vice President 

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers 

Questions on the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 

Public Incident Database 

March 21, 2011 

Questions from the Honorable Mary Bono Mack: 

Question 1: How could the database provisions be revised to make them more 
workable without giving manufacturers the ability to game the system and block 
all complaints? 

We believe that the database could be revised in several ways that would ensure 
greater accuracy and would not allow manufacturers to ·game the system." 

a. Manufacturers should be allowed more time to respond to the initial incident. 
It is extremely difficult lo gather and analyze the necessary information from a 
variety of sources relating to a consumer's complaint in 10 days. 

b. The initial reports should be restricted to those individuals that have direct 
information on the incident or a care-giver for that individual. CPSC should 
not have created the opportunily for non-involved parties such as trade 
associations. consumer activist groups, or trial lawyers to add information to 
the database 

c. We have already seen. during the soft launch, instances of consumers stating 
mere opinions about whether a product is safe. unrelated to an alleged 
incident, and CPSC doing nothing to restrict from the database highly 
inflammatory comments without merit or even any evidence.. CPSC should 
be required to limit database postings to actual reports of harm or of near
harm situations and not someone's mere opinion on a product. 

d. Information and reports should not be released to the public database until 
claims of material inaccuracy are settled. At present, CPSC has said it will 
"try" to resolve these claims but feels bound to publish a report 10 days after 
the manufacturer has received it. The CPSC Chairman said in her testimony 
that out of over 700 reports in the soft launch only 4 have resulted in claims of 
material inaccuracy. This indicates that, as AHAM testified, there likely will 
be relatively few reports about which manufacturers will claim material 
inaccuracy but those are critical to resolve fairly and expeditiously. CPSC 
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should be required to finalize those determinations before publishing the 
reports. 

e. CPSC should require the reporting of model numbers or other distinct 
identifiers where applicable and available. In this manner, reports can be 
linked together, information can be made specific to the item in question, 
manufacturers who may not be allowed to have customer identification may 
have some opportunity to evaluate the allegation ,and consumers ultimately 
will be better served with itemized information on the products. As it stands 
now, consumers could register an incident about a Brand X dishwasher. when 
the issue probably resides, if at all. with only one model or model type. 
Without this critical information, the database will serve no useful purpose lo 
the consumer or to the manufacturer trying to search for like incidents and to 
discover what a root cause may be. 

Question 2. You indicated at the hearing that retailers may sell brands of the same 
product made by different manufacturers. Does this pose a problem for 
manufacturers under the CPSC's rules for the database? 

Yes, we believe that consumers will likely report on a Brand of a product, without the 
necessary information on the model or model type. As we mentioned above. without 
that specific information manufacturers may often not be able to ascertain if the alleged 
incident even applies to a product they manufacture and ultimately the database loses 
its original purpose of assisting consumers and manufacturers in tracking down and 
evaluating safety issues. Likewise, Brand owners may choose not to make the effort to 
timely send the reports to the actual manufacturer. We believe that both Brand owners 
and the manufacturers associated with that Brand by model or platform of models 
should be able to register with CPSC which should transmit that information to both 
parties. If multiple manufacturers are building two or more models under a particular 
product type, it is important to identify the specific model and manufacturer where 
feasible. Time is of the essence in this reporting sequence. It is important that 
manufacturers have the information about potential problems as quickly as possible so 
that they may search and evaluate, other similar reports. for example. Without the 
specific model information, the database truly becomes just a "complaint" forum, which 
we are already seeing in the soft launch. 
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Rkk Woldeoberg's Responses for the Record 
February 17, 101 I ((}mmerce, Manufaclllring, and Trade Subcommittee: 

"A Re1•icw of CPS/A and CPSC Resources" 

Congressman Mike Pompeo 

I. Did your company bave to buy a copy of the f'-963 standard? Wh~·? How much did 
that rost? 

Our company has purchased several copies of ASTM F963 over the years. According to 
the J\STM lntemational website (h11p;!iwww.astm.org/StandardsiF963.h1m). the current 
cost of F963 is $62. or $74 (redlinc version). (This means that 1hc ASTM literally 
chiirgcs companies EXTRA to figure out what changed in this legally-manda!ed 
standard.] To my knowledge. this standard is only available from the /\STM. Ironically. 
even lhe CPSC is unable to provide access to this document (as acknowledged in this 
CPSC Powerpoint presentation hllp:hvww.cpsc.goviBUSINFO!inllitovwcb2 en.pdD 
whi('h casts douht on i1s ability to guide companies attempting to comply with the law. 
The lack of access and cost of access to this standard certainly makes compliance 
burdensome for small businc$Ses. 

The F963 standard has been updated regularly over the years, and we need 10 have access 
to the current version of the standard at all times. Until the CPSIA was enacted, 1he F963 
stllndard was the tacit equivalent of a mandatory standard because the toy industry 
adopted it as a "voluntary" standard with the encouragement of the CPSC. At one time, 
vol11n1ary standards were the prefi:rred way the agency regulated many indu~tries. 

including our industry. We have always used 1hc F963 standard as a reference in product 
dcvclopmcnl and safety administration and frequently tested for compliance with the 
~tandard. 

2. You've been dealing with all of the agency's rules for the last few years. By my 
reckoning, an entrepreneur with, say, a good idea for a board game would have to 
pa}· to buy a copy of F-96'.l from AST\\1 (not a small price to pay for some small or 
start-up toymakers). Theo, bKa11se the standard is literally dozens of pages long of 
densely spared text, he'd have lo hire a lawyer to tell whirh parts of the standard 
apply to his produd. Theo, h11'd have to find a third-party test lab to test aud 
certify a raodom sample of his actual production lioe for compliance with all of the 
F-963 requirements. And, if any prod11ct fails, you are basically bark to the 
drawing board. Aud, of c<Jursc, he'd have to do all this before C\'Cr selling a single 
toy. Do you think the next hoard game entrepreneur (e.g., Trivial Pursuit) might 
ha,•e a hard time getting off the ground under this regime? Has tbis agency 
effectively killed entreprene11rship in th11 toy market? Does a start-up company 
stand any chance of being ahle to navigate the CPSC's new rules and regulations on 
its own? 
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The CPSIA has had the effective of creating new harriers of entry in lhe childrl·n · s 
pmduct market, once one of America's most entrepreneurial industries. The burdens arc 
heavy in the toy industry but even worse in rdatcd industries like juvcnilc products. 
Large companies with steady cash flow enjoy considerable and valuable advantages over 
entrepreneurs who must pul large sums of money at risk in their initial investment in 
compliance costs before receiving their first dollar of revenue. The effect of the CPSIA 
is one of picking winners and losers in affected markets. I quesiion whether this is the 
appropriate role of the federal government in our markets. 

\Ve believe that these heavy costs will discourage investment in new produces, by new 
entnmls. by existing players and espedally by small businesses. Re1.:ently. al lhe CPSC's 
hearing on the looming 100 ppm lead standard. representatives of the bicycle industry 
noted that in the wake of the 300 ppm lead standard, many :;mall bicycle manufacturers 
have already left the market and large companies cut their product lines considerably. I 
have long predicted a reduc1ion in product diversity as a necessary consequence <•f the 
CPSIA. Other evidence of market contrac!ion exis1s. as well. At this year's ICPHSO, 
CPSC Aeling Director of lhc Office of Compliance and Field Operations Robert {"Jay") 
Howell noted the CPSC's challenge in identifying a test lab that has or will agree to equip 
ils.:lf as a certified test lab for A TVs. Why? So many A TV manufacturers have stopped 
producing youth model ATVs under the effective ban by the CPSIA 's lead standards 1hat 
testing Jabs can't justify the capital investm.:nc to prO\'ide CPSIA compliance testing. 
Product diversity is declining all over the children's product market. 

Toymakers will experience the same depressing effoct and yes, that means that the next 
Trivial Pursuit inventor may be washed out. We may never know hecause the absence of 
a new 1oy or novel game will be hard to detect in the ad-driven, promotional toy market. 
It is dear, however. that entrepreneur;; are free to deploy their capital wherever they want 
- they are seeking returns on their capital • so the combination of high CPS!.'\ 
compliance costs, high regulatory risk, high legal costs and a generally hostile regulatolj' 
environment seems unlikely to attract new entrants to the toy market. War stories will 
also discourage new entrants · the well-know11 experience of toymakers who have 
suffered under this regulatory regime. 

As a practical matter, the rules and regulations put out by the CPSC to implement the 
CPSIA for loys are incomprehensible, not to mention incomplere. We are now 31 
months into the CPSIA era, yet the CPSC has yet to promulgate a final phthalate smn<lard 
or certify even one phthalates testing lab. EACH and EVERY coy must tic "phthalate
free" bul the CPSC has yet to tell us how to know it has achiel'Cd this goal. This means 
we are subject to the risk that lhey will invalidale all the work we have done since ~008. 
While this regulatoiy delay is simply outrageous, it i~ more likely proof of the defects in 
the CJ>SIA than a sign of failure by 1he CPSC. Even the largest companies have 
complained to the CPSC about the t>lin~ard of rules and intcrprclations. One of great 
frustrations in attempting to comply with che new rules is that many CPSC legal 
interpretations have been given in private leners, orally in speeches or even in the fonn of 
voicemails. Access to such infonnation may be critical but is obviously inaccessible to 
anyon~ not obsessively watching every minute of every video, reading every letler. 
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anending every meeting or hearing and talking 10 every stakeholder in an attempt to 
m<Jster th~ breadth of this ever-morphing regulatory scheme. 

3. Docs the existence of a small busine$s ombudsman at the agency solve the 
compliance prubl~m? 

The office of the Small Business Ombudsman serves a useful purpose as a friendly point 
of contact and possible advocate for small business within the agency. That said. there is 
no evidence that the office has power to make decisions. change policy or offer its own 
definitive interpretation of rules. For small businesses totally at a loss, the ombudsman is 
a good place to tum to for plain English answers to basic questions about rules. Notably. 
lhe office is not permitted to make decisions on behalf of lhe agency. The Ombudsman 
does not have the authority to make pmblem.~ .. go away... For this reason, thi: 
ombudsman function appears to he the regulatory equivalent of a shoulder to cry on. The 
cummt ombudsman, Neil Cohen. has been a good friend to the small busine~s 
community, bul unfortunately, he doesn't write the rule.;. 

4. What problems do you aoticipale occurring as a result of the public database? 

We know that lhc puhlic database will be administered on a post-it-and-forget-ii l:>asis. 
Based on our dealings with the agency, I believe thal the agency will post all incidents 
unless a mistaken identity can be pmven. As a con~e{\uence, we anticipate thal the 
database will he allowed 10 be filled up with "incidents" thal are conjectural, misleading 
or even proven WRONG. In the firsi and only filing againsl our company, an anonymous 
complaint accused one of our products of posing a small parts hazard. That accusation 
was hascd on an image viewed on a website - there is no indication that the filer had ever 
handled our product. Consequently, the filer bad no reasonable basis for the small parts 
d<tim. As a matll:r uf fai.:t, we routinely test for small parts and have done so for years. 
and when we presented a valid CPS!A test report under F963 (and EN7l, the Eul'l.'pean 
standard), we were told by the General Counsel of the CPSC lhat the daim would 
nevertheless be eligible co be published under current rules. Thus. we KNOW thal lhe 
false and misleading filings will KNOWINGLY be published by the CPSC even if 
PROVEN false. We believe llri.~ .flagra11tly vio/a/C!s our l>asic riglrt 10 d11C! process a11d 
cr,·a1e;; rite pu11:111ia/.for damaging ·:feedi11gfr1.mzict" f/1ar m11 conmmc 011r producrs a11d 
brmuls. 

Other claims may relate to "hazards'' which affccl a wide swath of products already wcll
known by regulalors and industry. This presents many risks to indusuy and to brands. 
What will a con:mmer make of a "report of hann" relating to a general hazard and only 
one particular product'~ Is this a minor incident or a harbinger of a real risk? Should they 
stop using the product? Should they stop using the panicular model or brand which is 
subject of rhe cnmplaint? Given that many products may prescnl the same hazard (for 
instance. that an eleclrical cord could pose a strangulation hazard), how does this 
information help consumers? Will consumer.> actually understand the issue and he ahle 
to put it inro some son of perspective? And when incidents accumulate, as they are likely 
to do. presumably the brands and models with the largest numbers in distribution will 
have more incidents even though, ironically, they may be better constmcted and "safer" 
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than the altcmarivcs. Will consumers falsely conclude that the models with more 
incidents arc less sate and tum to something thin really is'? 

Responding to this type of complaint obviously creates a new and tcniblc dilemma for 
manufacturers. Should they c~pend resource:; to rt:spond'? Do they need to lay out "a 
brief' about the nature of the failure and why their product is named'.' Will people just 
view whatever they say as unreliable. self-serving infonnation or will they really t>e able 
to internalize the data') As noted above, most people will not be able to put these 
incidents in any kind of perspccti\·c. The only thing we know for certain is that brands 
and companies will be the losers. 

The public portrayal of the darabasc belies rhc un,·erilied nature of the filings. 
Notwithstanding the disclaimers made by the agency, even esteemed media outlets like 
Tiu: New York Times rcfor to the database as a "database of unsafe products'". Unsafe" 
Thal lube! presumes sClme kind of jud~ment or Ii Iler prior to filing, which even The New 
fork Times musl assume is being provided by lhe CPSC. Ironically, the CPSC is doing 
evef)1hing possible to avoid providing that service. The result may be disastrous for 
American manufacrurcrs. imponers. private labelers and retailers of children's products. 
It will be yet another self-inflicted economic injury. 

5. What can <:ongress do to return the agency to one that regulates on tbe ba~is of 
risk? 

Congress should mandate that the CPSC use principle:; of rfak assessmenl to make all 
decisions relating to regulation of children's products. The legislatively-mandated use of 
judgment and proportionality will likely lead to better rulemaking and more regulatory 
common sense. It is the legislative banishing of the exercise of judgment that led lo the 
devastation of the bicycle industry, the elimination of youth model ATVs from tbc 
market (even though those products owe their very existence to a concencd effort by the 
CPSC to protect children from injury on adult-sized ATVs). the banning of all products 
made. of brass, the senseless and almosE neurotic banning of rhinestones as 
embellishments on children's clothing, shoes and jewelry, and so on. NONE of these 
changes in rules have heen tied to even ONE avoided injury. 

CC111grcss should also mandate the us~ of principles of cost-benefit analysis by the agency 
in its rulcmaking processes. under the CPSIA, all considerations of cco"omics have 
flown out the window with predictably disastrous results. We can operate our 
govenunent better according to hasie common sense notions of cost-benefit analysis. 
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KlD 
Responses to questions from the Honorable G.K. Butterfield 
Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade ·'A Review ofCPSlt\ and l.PSC 

Resources .. 
From Nancy A. Cowles, Kids In Danger 
March:!l.:!011 

Can you p/11ase explai11 1/ie mo111lii11.s,: behaviors of infimts. mddlers. )'Ou11g d1ildre11 and not s<1 
young cliildre11 and how lead in :ippers, snaps. and other 11m1-tcxti/c closure.< or cmflellislmu!llt.~ 
rnn he i11ge.Hed by i1!fa11ts, rodd/1!,.s and other young chi/d,-en? 

The main pathway for lead ingestion is getting lead on the hands and then putting hands into the 
mouth. Lead can be transferred from a surface to the hand and then to food or other objects put 
into the mouth or the hand directly put into the mouth. One panicularly good quality study 
involved observation of children playing in a yard and video-observed their hand-to-mouth 
behavior and cvaluatc:t.1 relationship of oral behaviors to children's blood lead levels. Children 
with higher hand-to-mouth occurrences had correspondingly higher blood lead levels. 
Investigators video-observed children ages 1-5 years putting a hand in their mouth 7 rimes hourly 
(maximum 6 7 timcsibour) and an object or food in their mouth 17 time huurly (maximum 125 
t1mes'l10ur).1 Embellishments on children·s clothing arc very likely to be handled hy the child in 
dressing, playing. admiring the outfit"s embellishments, etc. 

Cm you plea.<e discuss an.v scie1u:e-lu1sed studies showing i11c1w1scs i11 d1ild1w1 's blood lead 
levelsfl'Om mouthi11~ or lia11d to mo111h conrac1? 

A review of reports that describe children· s mouthing was published by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency in :!009.;, The EPA report has a significant quantity of similar data, with 
frequency of oral hehaviors and minutes'day of mouthing. The amount of lead that would be 
transferred to a child may depend on mouthing hchavie>J (rimcsihour and minutes/day) and 1he 
transfer rate oflcad from the object to the hand {if the object is touched and not directly 
mouthed). Children as old as 10-12 years put their hand in their mouth an average of 4 rimes 
h0urly. This rnte is much higher among younger children, and cxposmcs from mouthing 
behaviors can occur for ;;everal hours daily per child. Even for adult workers. hand lead is 
associated with blood lead lc\•cl.;" 

In addition, the Centers for l>isease Control and Prevention's Monality and Morbidity Weekly 
Repon (CDC MMWR) has puhli~hcd cases of lead 
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poisoning not related lo ingestil•n or object~. Most recently, the MMWR published a case study 
of a toddler poisom:d by a metal chami on a necklace he wore and mouthed regularly.'~ The 
MMWR has also published cases of lead poisoning from eating off lead-tainted dishware:' lead 
dust contamination of family vehicles;" and exposure to led al a tiring range among adolescenl 
members of a shooting team:·ii 

Can you p1YJ1>idc a11y i1!fiJ1watio11 regar<li11g tlte e:xtell/ to whid1 lead has heen found i11 =ippen. 
s"aP"· and oth<!r 11011-tcxtile closure" or embellishments used,,,, children's products? 

From 2002 to present, KID indentified 19 examples of clothing pToduc1s or accessories recalled 
by CPSC because of lead in the fasteners orcmbellishmen1s'"'. It should be noted lhat pti(lr to 
passage of the CPS!A in 2008. testing for lea<l in pmducls was nOI required ··· therefore it is 
likely that many prodm.:ts might have contained lead, but only these were discovered. In 
addition. the testing requirement in CPSIA has been stayed, so even cumnl cl<llhing may still 
have lead-tainted fa~tencrs (>r embellishments that have gone undetected. 

'K.o S. Schaefer I'. Vicario C, Binn5 H, Safer Yards Project. Relationships of video as~cssments 
of rouching and mourhing behaviors during outdoor play in urban residential yards to pan:ntnl 
percep1ions of child behaviors and blo(ld lead levels. J l:\pv Sci E111!iro11 Epidemiol. 2007 Jan: 
I i(l ):47-57. 
hnn:!iwww nchi.nlm.nihgov!puhmed!l 6941017 
"L.S. l:nvironmen!al J'Tote1.·1ion t\g<'llcy. (hild-Sp"cific Expo~urc Factors Handbook. Augusr .'.!009. (F.PA11;00!R· 
08/IJ.5). 
'"Rodrigues c, Virji M, McClean M, Weinberg J, Woskie S, Pepper L. Personal exposure. 
behavior, and work site conditions as determinants of blood lead among bridge painters. J 
Occ11p E1wiro11 Hyg, 2010 Fet>;7(2):80-7. 
''Lead Poisoning ofa Child Associated with the Use ora Cambodian Amulet-New York City, 
2009 .ifMWR . .January 28, 2011. 60(03);69-71. 
hitp:! ;www.cdc.gov imm" r/pre\' icw !mm wrhuulimm6003a:!.htm 
'Childhood Lead Poisoning from Commercially Manufactured French Ceramic Dinnerware -
New York City. 2003. MMWR. July 9, 2004. 53(26);584-586. 
hnp: 1 iwww .c<lc.gov !11unwri1m:vio:wimm wrhnnllmm53 ~6a4. him 
.; Childhood Lead Poi~oning Associated with Lead Dust Contamination of Family Vehicles and 
Child Satt:ry Seats - Maine, 2008. MMWR, August 21, 2009. 58(32):890·893 . 
.h!m.:_1 /www .c.dc. !!ov!cnmw r!prcv icw ! mm wrhtmllmm58J 2a2. hun 
,;; Lead Exposun: from Indo<1r Firing Ranges Aml~ng Students on Shooting Teams- Alaska, 
W02-2004. MMWR, June 17. 2005. 54(23);577-579. 
http:'.'www .cdc.g<1\·immwr!nrevi~w !m111wrhtmlimm 54.., 3a 1. htm 
,.,, C'PSC' Recal I Database a1 hup:i/\\ "'" .cp~c.gol'icpsl'i)tobmrercJIDrerel.hronl'!tab"Tccalh. 
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...... ,-......... ,, .. ~ ..... ,,..,,., ... ,., .................. ~ ..... ,.,._., . .,,.,. ........ , ... , .. 
Date Manufacturer Product · Location of lead : Ur.its I 

71261201G Brine VIP Laerosse Gloves ; Screen printing j 7.000 ~ 
! ink on triad 1099 ____ ··----· 

i 6117i201() farQel Children's belts i Belt buckles : 190 I 12/16/2009 The Timberland Co Classie Sculfproof aooisT0gost3mpid I 21.000·----I 
into insoles • 

I 31111200~ Nordstrom Gifl'sshces I Sur1ace pai11I01'1 31.000 ! 
the outer S(")lc ! 

311112009 Pronto Sports Inc DBX Glide llaY" Ice Sk•lc~ Surfa~ painl un 600 ! the ice s~alcs 
! 31312009 ~ Alpargatas USA tnc Children's flip flops Painl on the sol{? ! 210,000 ! 
'-·-···---·;_ _____ .•.... , __ . 

-Children's Sunglasses-
~9!lli~-1----·-·--! 

I 111512009 ' A•iom International .~:;::~~~ ~'.l -~·:'.'._ _ _J ~ --8/f2i2ooa · - -ttieisea ~\cott Cid -sunsmafiieiiaiildren;s · Pa·nr oo the skirt 60Cl i 
' Bo.lrd Skirts orommets 

6i10i2008 The Children'• ! C.>mouRage Pajama Sets Ser~~ pnnl on 28,000 
Place Rela•I Stores shir1 

413/2008 StylaMark Inc C~oldren's Sunglasses Orange leUenn9 144,000 
on !he lemples 

·211i200l FGX ln1emalional C'>ildren's Sungl,.sses I Surface paint 260,00Q I 

Inc i 
• 1/6i2007 0o1:ar General Children's Fashion 

1 
Y cllow surface 51.000 

Stores imported by Sunglasses paint 
Doloencoro lnc i 

\019/2007 KahDDI Produc!s Cub Soout• TDlerr Badg"s Surface p2ii1t I 1,&00.000 

------- Inc ! ~--- ..... 
5/t6/2007 ""Triiy-Bilt imported Budding Gardener Comple1e - Stamp-~ain1ed so 

bv MTO ?roducls Gardenino Set !Gloves\ looo on gloves •n 

2113/2007 S<1mara llrothers HeavvweiQht Jackels Snac closures B,000 
11512007 Samara Brothers. Starting Ou: Shirt and Coaling on 200 

11,C Overalls snaos 
911i2005 Walt Disney Parks Red Sunglass.csfToddler Cap Paint 

.. 12900-~ . __!!nd Resoris LLC Set ···- .. 
2/15i2005 HIS International Deoim Jumoer Sel Paint on buttons 6,700 1 
12/20102 Wear Me Apparel Infant Girls' Garments Paint on "smiley 3,000 

. IB~.tl~!~C4' c~-· -----···---·····----···· J.ac.e.:.~EP.~!:P.U!.! . 
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AND GENERAL 
GOVERNMENT APPROPRIATIONS FOR 2012 

F RIDAY, F EBRUARY 11, 2011. 

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

WITNESS 
DAVID C. WILLIAMS, INSPECTOR GENERAL 

Mrs. EMERSON. We will come to order. And I want to thank ev
erybody for being here. Good morning. 

Good morning, Inspector General Williams. Thank you so much 
for being here today. We are happy to have you. 

And I want to welcome my colleagues, our ranking member, J oe 
Serrano, from the Bronx, New York. 

And you haven't been here to hear our repartee about the Yan
kees and the Cardinals. We will refrain from that. We did a little 
bit yesterday. And, actually, I have a Kansas City Royals fan down 
here, but I do have another Cardinals fan, so that is pretty nice. 

Mr. SERRANO. The Cardinals are still in the league? 
Mrs. EMERSON. That is a good one, Joe. We are going to have to 

have running bets on Pujols, all right? 
And Mr. Diaz-Balart. 
So, anyway, thank you so much for being here. And you have a 

tough job, a really tough job. And I know that a lot of my col
leagues are not familiar with the way that the Postal Service works 
and don't know that it is the largest civilian Federal agency, with 
599,000 career employees and operating a total of about 37,000 fa
cilities nationwide. 

The Postal Service has annual spending expenses of approxi
mately $75 billion and, in fiscal year 2010, had an $8.5 billion def
icit. 

With few exceptions, the Postal Service operations are self-fund
ed and not in our jurisdiction on the Appropriations Committee. 
We only provide $75 million for mail for the blind and people with 
disabilities and for overseas voting. An additional $29 mmion is 
provided in our bill for reimbursement of insufficient appropria
tions to the Postal Service for fiscal years 1991 through 1993. 

While the committee has limited jurisdiction over the Postal 
Service, it does provide $244 million for the Office of the Inspector 
General, of which $98 million is for audits to improve USPS oper
ations and $147 million is for investigations into waste, fraud, and 
abuse. 

With one of the largest inspector general budgets in the Federal 
Government, we do want to understand how you all are using your 
resources. Additionally, with the Postal Service facing long-term fi

(1) 
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nancial challenges, we also want to know how you all are using the 
resources we give you to improve Postal Service operations and 
identify inefficiencies. 

I look forward to your testimony. 
And, with that, I would like to recognize the subcommittee's 

ranking member, Mr. Serrano, for any opening statements you 
wish to make, Joe. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you so much. 
I would also like to welcome you, Inspector General David C. 

Williams, to this hearing of the Financial Services and General 
Government Subcommittee. I am looking forward to hearing your 
testimony and having the opportunity to ask questions about your 
ongoing investigations. 

The Postal Service plays, as we all know, a very important role 
in the lives of all of us who are dependent on timely mail delivery. 
I also understand that, because of declining mail volume, the Post
al Service is now facing a significant budgetary shortfall. 

In 2010, the postal OIG published a report addressing questions 
of whether there were possible overpayments made by the Postal 
Service to the Civil Service Retirement System pension fund. I look 
forward to discussing the results of this. study and other. issues 
with you at today's hearing. 

I also want to mention how pleased I was with the 2009 report 
entitled, "U.S. Postal Service Electrification of Delivery Vehicles," 
which concluded that the use of electric vehicles would be oper
ationally feasible, but requires a way to address the significant 
front-·end cost issue. I will discuss this issue with you further dur
ing our question period. 

So we thank you for the testimony you are about to give us. We 
thank you for your service. We know that the Postal Service is one 
agency we all want to be supportive of; we just, in all honesty, 
don't know how to deal with this major problem. But something 
will have. to. be done unless we. just wrap it up, and I don't see that 
happening. So it continues to be one of the most dramatic chal
lenges that we have around here. 

So, once again, thank you for being before us today. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you, Joe. 
I also want to recognize Ms. Barbara Lee from Oakland, Cali

fornia. 
Now I will recognize you, Inspector General Williams. If you 

wouldn't mind keeping your statement to 5 minutes so that we 
have as much time as possible for questions and answers. Thank 
you. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Madam Chairman, Mr. Serrano, and 
members of the subcommittee. 

The Postal Service's situation is serious. Its leadership antici
pates running out of money in September. Mail volume has 
dropped by 20 percent since 2006. And the monopoly no longer fi
nances universal mail service for the Nation. 

The situation is the product of an oversized postal networks, 
crippling payments for benefit funds, the lingering recession~ and 
the disruption of the digital age. Lastly, the Postal Service's mis
sion to bind the Nation together through a common communication 
infrastructure is evolving faster than the Postal Service can adapt. 
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Burdensome and flawed benefit payments have contributed to al
most 90 percent of the $20 billion loss in the past 4 years. This has 
raised the cost of the infrastructure, postage rates, and forced the 
Postal Service to incur debt. My office has produced a series of re
ports highlighting the exaggerated estimates, enormous over
charges, and excessive prefunding levels that plague the retiree 
pension and health-care systems. 

To continue contributing to funds that now appear to exceed the 
100-percent funding levels is even more egregious when compared 
against benchmarks in the public and private sector and OPM's 
levels. I agree with Senator Susan Collins's call in September 2010 
for OPM to change, under the current law, its calculation of Postal 
Service CSRS pension fund payments. 

In the near term, the Postal Service and Congress should con
sider halting further payments to benefit funds until the surplus 
is used, funds restructured, and mistakes corrected. The Postal 
Service can use this time to learn how to live below or within the 
Consumer Price Index, shed its debt, and find its role in the digital 
age. 

The Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act incentivizes the 
Postal Service to adopt a leaner, volume-driven infrastructure to 
assure readiness for the 21st century. This will require optimiza
tion of the network of post offices and plants; conversion to evalu
ated letter carrier routes to allow effective management; flexible 
work rules to match the ebb and flow of maH; a comprehensive de
livery point strategy that maximizes curbside delivery and cluster 
boxes; simplification of mail acceptanc.e and pricing; and evaluating 
the need for 74 districts, 7 areas, and 2 law enforcement agencies. 

I mentioned earlier the disruption of the digital age as contrib
uting to the Postal Service's instability. The digital age and 
globalization have put America on the cusp of a new age. Techno
logical advances have given America low-cost instant communica
tions, sophisticated data organization, search engines, hyperlinks, 
impressive mobility, and more. 

However, the twin forces of the digital age and globalization 
grew at an unbridled pace. And as they leave their infancy, we see 
insecure platforms for financial transactions, a lengthening trail of 
American digital refugees, lack of confidentiality for communication 
content, predatory practices in the conversion of digital cash to cur
rency, patterns of invasive digital profiling by infrastructure opera
tors, emerging issues associated with Net neutrality, and a shock
ing loss of privacy. 

These practices and others are unwelcome by many Americans. 
The Nation has not fully explored the respective roles of the pri
vate sector and governmental entities in addressing these issues. 

Additionally, substantial elements of the Nation's communica
tions infrastructure have passed from governmental to corporate 
hands. This transition has important positive aspects, but such 
sweeping change suggests the need for thoughtful examination to 
ensure. that segments of society are not excluded and America's 
leading edge continues to advance. 

Postal products and technological solutions are imperfect, but 
joining the two together might address some of the shortcomings 
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of each and provide a set of solutions and serve as a bridge to the 
21st century. 

I have outlined the need for substantial change to increase the 
readiness and recognize the Postal Service's role in positioning 
America in the communications revolution. The engine for this 
transformation is innovation, and the Postal Service needs to 
strengthen its systems for innovation. Innovators collaborate with 
customers, take risks, make mistakes; stop failures quickly and 
replicate successes. The Postal Service's success depends on em
bracing this environment. 

Federal financial raids on the Postal Service have to be halted; 
and the Postal Service. should be. taken back off-budget as. origi
nally designed, and the benefit funds restructured. We will need 
strong collaborative efforts to enable the Postal Service to serve 
Americans in the 21st century. 

Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
[The information follows:] 
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Madam Chairwoman and members of the subcommittee, the Postal Service's 

situation is serious, its leadership anticipates running out of money in September, 

mail volume has dropped by 20 percent since 2006, and the monopoly no longer 

finances universal mail service for the nation. This situation is the product of 

oversized Postal Service networks, crippling payments for benefit funds, the 

lingering recession, and the disruption of the digital age. Lastly, the Postal 

Service's mission to bind the nation together through a common communication 

infrastructure is evolving faster than the Postal Service can adapt. 

Burdensome and Oawed benefit payments have contributed to almost 90 percent 

of the $20 billion loss in the past 4 years. This has raised the cost of the 

infrastructure. postage rates, and forced the Postal Service to incur debt. My 

office has produced a series of reports highlighting the exaggerated estimates, 

enormous overcharges. and excessive prefunding levels that plague the retiree 

pension and health care systems. To continue contributing to funds that now 

appear to exceed the 100 percent funding levels is even more egregious when 

compared against benchmarks in the public and private sector and OPM's levels. 

I agree with Senator Susan Collins' call in September 2010 for the OPM to 

change, under current law. its calculation of Postal Service CSRS pension fund 

payments. 

• In the near term, the Postal Service and Congress should consider halting 

further payments to benefit funds until the surplus is used, funds 
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restructured, and mistakes corrected. The Postal Service can use this 

time to learn how to live below or within the Consumer Price Index, shed 

its debt. and find its role in the digital age. 

The Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act incentivizes the Postal Service 

to adopt a leaner volume driven infrastructure lo assure readiness for the 21 sl 

century. This will require: 

• Optimization of the network of post offices and plants; 

• Conversion to evaluated letter carrier routes to allow effective 

management; 

• Flexible work rules to match the ebb and flow of mail; 

• A comprehensive delivery point strategy that maximizes curb side delivery 

and cluster boxes: 

• Simplification of mail acceptance and pricing; and 

• Evaluating the need for 74 districts. 7 Areas. and two law enforcement 

agencies. 

I mentioned earlier the disruption of the digital age as contributing to the Postal 

Service's instability. The digital age and globalization have put America on the 

cusp of a new age. Technological advances have given America low cost instant 

communications, sophisticated data organization, search engines, hyper links, 

impressive mobility, and more. 

2 
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However, the twin forces of the digital age and globalization grew at an unbridled 

pace and as they leave their infancy we see: 

• Insecure platforms for financial transactions. 

• A lengthening trail of American digital refugees, 

• Lack of confidentiality for communication content. 

• Predatory practices in the conversion of digital cash to currency. 

• Patterns of invasive digital profiling by infrastructure operators, 

• Emerging issues associated with net neutrality; and 

• A shocking loss of privacy. 

These practices and others are unwelcome by many Americans. The nation has 

not fully explored the respective roles of the private sector and governmental 

entities in addressing these issues. Additionally, substantial elements of the 

nation's communications infrastructure have passed from governmental to 

corporate hands. This transition has important positive aspects, but such 

sweeping change suggests the need for thoughtful examination to ensure that 

segments of society are not excluded and America's leading edge continues to 

advance. 

Postal products and technological solutions are imperfect, but joining the two 

together might address the short comings of each. provide a sel of solutions. and 

serve as a bridge to the 21 &t century. 

3 
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I have outlined the need for substantial change to increase readiness and 

recognize the Postal Service's role in positioning America in the communications 

revolution. The engine for this transformation is innovation and the Postal Service 

needs to strengthen its systems for innovation. Innovators collaborate with 

customers, take risks, make mistakes. stop failures quickly, and replicate 

successes. The Postal Service's success depends on embracing this 

environment. 

Federal financial raids on the Postal Service have to be halted; and the Postal 

Service should be taken back off-budget as originally designed, and the benefit 

funds restructured. We will need strong collaborative efforts to enable the Postal 

Service to serve Americans in the 21" Century. 

4 
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Mrs. E MERSON. Thanks so much, Mr. Williams. 
There are lots of questions to ask and lots of different areas to 

cover, but let me start with an easy one, perhaps an easy one, at 
the beginning. 

As you are well aware, we are doing our very, very best to find 
ways to reduce Federal spending. And we have to,. in our Financial 
Services and General Government Subcommittee, at least try to get 
our numbers back to 2008 fiscal year levels. 

Your Office of Inspector General is the largest civilian IG office 
and has the largest budget, at $244 million. So, have you all actu
ally scrubbed your budget to identify savings and efficiencies that 
we will see in the. next round,. in the 2012 budget proposal? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. We have in the pas t, and I promise you that we 
will in the future. And if I may, I wilJ give you a couple of high
lights. 

Cuts to our office have not begun recently. It is something we 
have taken seriously from when I stepped on the property. We 
have never had a budget that matched inflation; it has always been 
lower than inflation. 

In 2006, we took over enormous new jurisdiction from the Inspec
tion Service. Seven hundred people were supposed to travel with 
that. We left 387 on the table for savings to the Postal Service and 
tried it with a much smaller number, and it has succeeded so far. 
We have been able to. pick up the slack on that. 

In 2008, we cut $5 million; in 2009, $10 million. And then last 
year, we cut 60 more positions, and that had $8 million associated 
with it. 

Probably the thing that is coming up next, and I alluded to in 
the testimony, was whether or not the two law enforcement agen
cies should come. together. That would eclipse all of the savings 
that have occurred in the past. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Why don't you describe for my colleagues, some 
of whom are new to this subcommittee, precisely what those two 
law enforcement agencies do. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. The postal IG is targeted toward internal kinds 
of problems at the Postal Service. Our. largest areas of investiga
tion, for instance, that takes the bulk of the resources, as you 
pointed out in your opening statement. Embezzlement and finan
cial fraud and health-care fraud, both on the part of claimants but 
also on the part of providers, which is big business at the Postal 
Service. Mail theft, unfortunately, is something where we need to 
have a nationwide presence to combat .. 

And contract fraud has been-we have delivered some of the 
largest cases in the Federal Government in the area of contract 
fraud because of the huge portfolio that the Postal Service has. We 
do about $13 billion of new business every year, and the ongoing 
portfolio is closer to $50 billion. 

The Inspection Service looks outward. and they look more at the 
victimization of people by fraudsters that are using the mail in 
order to complete the fraud. And they also look at mail theft not 
done by postal employees or postal contractors but by criminal 
groups in the neighborhoods. 

So they are more focused outward, we are more focused upon the 
Postal Service .. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. So, do you think it is possible to merge these and 
perhaps do more with less? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. What I see in terms of-the early experiment, the 
one where we lost all those hundreds of people and still maintained 
a level of service, gives me hope. We are trying to migrate more 
toward automation and data-mining and the kinds of things that 
make the investigations shorter and richer. So I am hopeful that 
there is still more out there for that. 

I think that having two law enforcement agencies in a depart
ment whose mission is not law enforcement is, in my mind, a little 
unusual. I was also the inspector general at the Treasury Tax Ad
ministration. And there, the law enforcement agency, the Inspec
tion Service there, became the IG. So that, I have to say, is in my 
mind, that it is a possibility for achieving economies and effi
ciencies. 

We do have two sets of offices and of the managers and of mis
sion support functions that could be made more lean. And we could 
focus a bit more resources on postal-related matters. Some of the 
mail frauds tend to stray a bit from the mission of the Postal Serv
ice. We could curtail those. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. I appreciate that. And this is a portfolio 
that most people wouldn't anticipate that comes underneath you. 
So that is why I wanted you to explain it. And I really do appre
ciate it. 

So then, as part of your mission, how are you using your re
sources, to identify waste and fraud and abuse in the Postal Serv
ice? And you were very general about the types of crimes and fraud 
that you all are encountering, but give us a few more examples of 
that. 

So, two separate questions. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thanks. 
One large area for the auditors is the preparation of the financial 

statement. We work with Ernst & Young to do that. We provide 
most of the fieldwork, and then they examine that and come up 
with an opinion. So we end up doing the lion's share of the hours 
that are expended, which is a good deal for them, the government. 
We are far less expensive. 

It is an unusual financial statement, too. For most departments, 
it is just the execution of the budget, but we are watching the 
money come in as well as go out. So it is a large effort. 

We have aligned the rest of the audit resources to each of the 
major enterprises of the Postal Service, whether it is the delivery 
of the mission and the plants and post offices and delivery, or mis
sion support, such as engineering the new automated tools that are 
coming in. 

So we have those aligned-we have fairly small audit teams 
aligned to each of those that are normally headed by a postal vice 
president. And that has been very useful. They undergo the learn
ing curve. And they have it when they walk into the audit; they 
can begin quickly. 

On the investigative side, we have to have a nationwide pres
ence .. You mentioned the 37,000 locations. So the auditors can be 
aligned to the. issues, but the investigators have to be geographi-
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cally aligned to where the crimes are occurring, the space in which 
the crimes are occurring. 

In the contract area, which has been very large, we have done 
a number of investigations that have focused on-a particularly 
vulnerable area is a multitude of transportation contracts with 
small firms. There has been a lot of dishonesty that we have dis
cerned. 

Mrs. EMERSON. These are third-party contractors instead of Post
al Service employees who deliver mail from point to point to point? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, ma'am. They move the mail across the coun
try, and then the postal workers largely take over once it arrives 
for. local distribution .. 

Mrs. EMERSON. And that would either be-well , I guess it could 
be by rail, by plane, by truck? 

Mr. WILLIAlVIS. Increasingly, it has been migrating more and 
more to truck. And I think there are some concerns on the home
land-security side with regard to air cargo, including mail. So there 
has been a fairly substantial migration to trucks. 

Also, trains tend not to go to where we have the mail distribution 
places. So trucking is a very attractive alternative. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Don't you share resources with Federal Express, 
though, in a lot of the delivery? I mean, as a matter of fact, in my 
district, I have a person who owns, a regional air carrier, I guess 
you would call it, who works for FedEx, but they actually carry 
USPS mail. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Much of what remains in the air, we have worked 
with FedEx and others to transport that. They are in the air cargo 
business as opposed to passenger, which is much less of a concern 
for the area of terrorism. 

Mrs. EMERSON .. Okay. Thanks. 
Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Can you take a moment to explain to us in some detail how you 

reached the conclusion that there was $75 billion of overpayment 
by the Postal Service to the Civil Service Retirement System pen
sion fund and your thoughts on how this can best be resolved? 

And, secondly, this is clearly a complicated issue with huge budg
etary impacts on both sides. In the current economic environment, 
what is your advice for getting this matter resolved? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, sir. 
We began studying the funds early on after my arrival, and we 

began to see things that didn't make sense. One of them was the 
moment in which the Postal Service received its own health funds 
and own pension funds. 

They were shifted over in 1970 and 1971. At that point, the Of
fice of Personnel Management said that, "In the future, you ought 
to collect these fees. We will pay for everything in the past; you pay 
for. everything in the future." 

What we discovered had happened is that, in 1971, when that 
began, the exact same contribution began to be made. But OPM de
cided that they would pay-your final pension is a product of the 
number of years you work and your final salary. They decided that 
they were going to cut off that salary at the 1970 levels instead of 
the retirement levels. 
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Now, they were collecting fees in order to pay at the final salary, 
so there was a huge windfall from them when they stopped. We 
began looking at that and realized, for example, if someone worked 
15 years for the Postal Service and 15 years for the Federal Gov
ernment, the Postal Service would pay 70 percent of the retirement 
and the Federal Government only 30 percent. Obviously, that 
ought to have been 50-50 given the provisions of the plan. 

So we looked at that and issued that report. And we worked with 
actuarial firms for that expertise. 

The Postal Regulatory Commission came in and looked at it a 
second time, working closely with the committees on the Hill. They 
came up with a very similar conclusion, that that ought not to have 
occurred. OPM collected a full contribution and only paid a partial 
benefit. That, over those years, resulted in a $75 billion overpay
ment. 

I think it is going to be difficult to know how best to return those 
funds where they ought to have been. It is commingled Postal 
money and people's private money. But what I would recommend 
is that the money be used-until the surplus is gone-and there is 
a large surplus-they be used to make our annual payments until 
they are gone. That would result in relief to the Postal Service-

Mr. SERRANO. And the annual payments are how much? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. The annual payments, all together, are over $10 

billion. So that would pay that entire amount for some years. 
That $75 billion is the largest of the segments, but there are 

other segments of overpayments that have occurred. And they-
Mr. SERRANO. By the Postal Service or by other agencies? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. By the Postal Service. For instance, our FERS is 

overpaid by $6.8 billion. And we really need to stop doing that. It 
is causing the infrastructure that is intended for businesses and 
people to be clogged up with extra expenses. 

Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Williams, to your knowledge-and I know that 
you are here to answer questions about the Postal Service, but, to 
your knowledge, have other agencies overpaid, other departments 
in the Federal Government? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. We took a look in the FERS area, which is the 
one I mentioned, the new retirement system that we have overpaid 
in, and it appears as though they collected exactly the right 
amount of money. And we have been unable to solve the mystery 
of how it is that we overpaid and others paid about the right 
amount. 

Mr. SERRANO. And yet, if we were to, say, arrange the fair thing, 
which is return that $75 billion, or use it at this rate to pay dues, 
if you will, the premiums for the next 10 years, it would probably 
then break the system, because other people are living on that, I 
mean, so to speak. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Both systems were intended to ride separately, 
primarily because, at the moment that they did it, the administra
tion was fearful that the Postal Service would be using Federal em
ployees'. money. 

Mr. SERRANO. Right. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. It turns out that that is not the case. Actually, 

the reverse is. more the danger today. 
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They are not supposed to be commingled. They are both supposed 
to stand alone and be collecting and expending responsible 
amounts. The Federal side, something is going on there, and I 
think the IG over there is studying it now. But it ought not to be 
commingled with this other fund. It was set up so that it not be 
commingled. 

Mr. SERRANO. Right. 
I have one more quest ion, Madam Chair, in this round. 
Without significant intervention, the Postal Service will hit its 

statutory borrowing ceiling of $15 billion and will not be able to 
borrow or pay this year's contributions to the Retiree Health Ben
efit Fund. 

What is the impact this September 30th of this impending insol
vency? I mean, we keep talking about doomsday, but what will 
doomsday really look like? Do they have to close shop? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. We are anxious to. see what that looks like our
selves. No one has ever experienced it before. 

But come September, when we make those payments to funds 
that appear to be overfunded, we won't just be at zero, we will be 
in the hole by $2.7 billion. And all of the money will have been bor
rowed. So it becomes very serious at that point. 

I think discussions have occurred and probably need to occur 
with regard to whether to make those payments or not. If they are 
not made, it will allow time to resolve the issue. If they are made, 
it gets very serious. 

I am sure that the Postal Service will try to pay its people for 
as long as possible, but payments to vendors-and, predictably, if 
you look at other companies, payments to vendors begin to get 
stretched out and all sorts of measures begin to occur once that 
level of catastrophe occurs. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. 
Mrs. EMERSON. I am sure we are going to have lots more ques-

tions about this, Mr. Williams. 
I am going to call on Mr. Womack to start the next round. 
Mr. WOMACK. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
And thank you, Mr. Inspector General, not only for your service 

to the Postal Service, but the litany of other high-ranking, high
achieving positions that you have held, including service to our 
country through the United States Army. So thank you very much 
for your service to our country. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you. 
Mr. WOMACK. And I may have some other questions later, but 

there are a number of things that rush through my mind when we 
are talking about the fiscal condition that you articulate. And I 
suppose. that, at that 30,000-foot level, I think of the impact of this 
new technological age on, say, the use of landline telephone service 
and how it is diminishing over time with cell phone usage. And I 
look at the impact of the media, the new technology on a lot of 
other issues. And, certainly, I believe that this technological impact 
is showing up in your business, as well. 

Maybe this question is more appropriate for Mr. Donahoe. or. an
other person in the administrative chain of command, but what are 
we doing to get ahead of change so that-it is almost like we are 
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fighting old age. You can fight it and you can fight it and you can 
fight it, but at end of the day it is going to happen. 

So what are we doing to get out ahead of change so that we can 
reverse the trend that not only plagues the U.S. Postal Service but 
also plagues every other agency in the United States Government? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is probably the. area that I care. most about 
and I am most excited about. 

There has been a hesitancy, and it has been a good bias on the 
part of the government, not to interfere with the technological ad
vance, the march of advance through things. And it has been tre
mendously disruptive but also tremendously promising and excit
ing. 

I can't answer for all those other enterprises. I know a lot of in
dustries have been devastated and changed and evolved. With re
gard to the Postal Service, though, as I said, I think there are
we need to understand this. And we need to become part of that. 
It is not the enemy. The future is not our enemy. But it is mis
understood. And it has been disruptive to. date. 

I think there are a lot of things we can do to develop a symbiotic 
relationship between digital technology and physical networks and 
infrastructure of the Postal Service and of others. We need to ex
plore that, though. And we have been standing back for fear of in
flicting harm on-and that is a good bias to have. But, at this 
point, somebody needs. to begin to study, what is the role of the 
Federal Government in looking out for Americans? We can sort of 
figure out where it is headed now, and we need to do something 
about it. 

At the Postal Service, we haven't been very good with innovation. 
Ow· customers have some great ideas, and people that are in the 
digital business have. some great ideas .. We need to sit with them, 
and we need to make space for innovation. It has been very dif
ficult for someone with an idea to come to the Postal Service. They 
have been rejected. And if they can somehow get in the system, it 
has been lost. We need to make space for innovation. 

And we need to imagine how best-I can give you a couple of ex
amples-how best to work with the. digital age. to make-this really 
isn't about whether the Postal Service survives. It only matters 
what America needs. And I think they have some needs in the dig
ital age. I mentioned a few of the problems. We can address some 
of those at the Postal Service, if we will engage with them. 

Debt collection would be an easy one. Debt collection is very 
time-sensitive. If you don't collect it in the first 100 days, you may 
not collect that debt. Bills are being sent out digitally. It would be 
a good strategy if someone would understand that the best com
bination, the most effective, is to send out a bill digitally, and if 
there was a delay in the payment, to send it out by letter. Because 
we know that is much, much more effective than digital billing, in 
terms of causing debt to be paid. 

Hybrid mail, where you send it digitally to the point of delivery 
rather than transport it, with all of the problems associated with 
that, and have it printed and delivered locally would save so much 
and be so good for the United States. 

This is not quite that, but right now we have-we made a deci
sion a long time ago that every train would not have. its. own rail-
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road tracks in the United States. There would be a set of railroad 
tracks, and it would do so much good. We probably should consider 
last-mile delivery as a decision like that, where all of the deliveries 
go on a single truck. We shouldn't be taking huge trucks into every 
neighborhood of the United States every day. It is dangerous, it is 
wasteful, and it serves no end. 

So there is a Jot that can be done. There is nothing more exciting 
than what is coming at us. But we haven't been ready for it, and 
we need to suddenly become ready for it. Our entire organization 
is set up for physical mail. We need to make some space for the 
arrival of the digital age. It is late, but it isn't serious if we will 
do it .. 

Mr. WOMACK. My other question is related to the people nature 
of your business. Obviously, with-I think the number is 590,000, 
almost 600,000 employees, it is an extremely expensive enterprise, 
from a people perspective. 

And this question may, indeed, show my ignorance on the sub
ject, and if that is the case. then so be it. But my experience has 
been, when an organization that has a lot of people, particularly 
those that are represented in collective bargaining agreements, be
gins to hemorrhage, that there are renegotiations or discussions 
about benefits. 

And I have always held the position that, boy, it is best to have 
a job, as opposed to trying to maintain some level of benefit that 
you are used to having, and to run the risk on losing that job as 
a result of some kind of default or fiscal peril. 

Are we renegotiating some of our benefit programs, and are we 
appealing to the people in your organization to help us achieve 
some of the solutions that go right to the heart of our fiscal gap, 
if you will?. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Currently and next year, the labor contracts are 
being negotiated. It would be a very unusual role for me to enter 
into that picture, and I have not done so. But I know that there 
are some exciting ideas being brought to the table by the unions 
and by management. 

With regard to making the infrastructure smaller, that has been 
a huge part of the recent past. We have 112,000 fewer employees 
than we did a couple of years ago. Eleven billion dollars has been 
cut out of the budget. 

And I would say much more of that-we are poised to engage in 
a lot more of that, where we make sure that the plants are care
fully aligned to volume and the post offices are carefully aligned to. 
demand within the post offices. We know that if you do that, we 
are too large. And I know that there is aggressive planning under 
way to right-size that, to make that a lighter, leaner infrastructure. 

And I know that that is probably going to be the most dramatic, 
visible sign of Postal Service action on that front. But I know the 
labor leaders. One of the gentlemen is here today. And I know that 
they care a lot about this, and they are committed to giving the 
Postal Service and the American public the very best they can. 

Mr. WOMACK. Well, later this month, I will attend a hearing in 
Fort Smith, Arkansas, regarding the consolidation of mail-sorting 
operations to another area. And it becomes a major turf battle. And 
that concerns me, that we should applaud an organization that 
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looks for efficient ways of doing the same amount of work with per
haps fewer people so long as you do not disrupt the timeliness of 
delivery or some of the guarantees. And I know the Postal Service 
has certain guarantees for overnight delivery, this sort of thing. 

So I truly appreciate and respect those. But I do worry about the 
turf battles that we seem to want to fight every time we try to. con
solidate and become a more efficient organization, which I believe 
gives government the bad name. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thanks. 
That has been difficult. And that is a very human instinct. This 

isn't about good people and bad people. I think that those interests 
need to be. expressed and put on the table. But we do need to go 
forward, and we haven't always done that, with the action that is 
best for the American people. 

I know that people locally feel very strongly, but you are abso
lutely right, that, to some degree, we have to be resistant to any
thing other than serving the Americans. And that is going to call 
for some. tough decisions with regard to consolidations and creating 
the proper structure and the right-sized structure. 

Mr. WOMACK. Thank you for your response. 
And, Madam Chairwoman, I may have additional questions, but 

I yield back. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thanks, Mr. Womack. 
Ms. Lee. 
Ms. L EE. Thank you very much, Madam Chair. 
Good morning. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Good morning. 
Ms. LEE. First, let me just say, my grandfather was the first Af

rican American letter carrier in El Paso, Texas. This, of course
! saw pictures of him- this was. before. my time,. I mean, when he 
was carrying mail by horseback. And he was--

Mrs. EMERSON. The Pony Express days. 
Ms. L EE. Pony Express, yeah. And he spoke fluent Spanish. 
And I remember- of course, when I was born, he was retired. 

But I remember his retirement checks coming. And I remember 
how happy we were,. I think it was. the first of the month, once a 
month- I don't know how often they come now-because that re
tirement check helped take care of our family. And so, I shudder 
to think of what would happen or what could happen if the health 
and pension benefits somehow get stuck in this mess, the budget 
mess. 

And so I hope that at the top of your priorities, the. top of all of 
our priorities is to make sure that pensions are preserved, health 
benefits are preserved, and that people get their due when they re
tire. 

Having said that, let me say a couple of things. One is, tough de
cisions are going to have to be made, but I certainly hope we don't 
talk about cutting back hours and cutting back staff. Given the eco
nomic crisis and the job crisis we have, we need to keep that really, 
I think, off of the table. 

You know, and as we move into-and I know we are behind in 
terms of the digital age, but-and I think about grocery stores now. 
As we move into this new age of technology, you know, they have 
now the computerized checkouts. 
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Right. 
Ms. LEE. Well, I refuse to do that, because I know that is a job 

or two or three that is gone. And so, as we talk about comput
erizing and coming up into the 21st century, I think we have to 
make sure there is that balance and that we don't get to the point 
where we are wiping out all of our postal workers and employees 
because we have so embraced technology that people don't matter 
anymore. 

And so, I know that is a delicate balance, and I know we have 
to get to where we need to get in terms of technology. But I hope 
there are other ways to do that than to shortchange, you know, our 
postal workers and our letter carriers and our. employees. 

I wanted to ask you about-well, first of all, stamps keep going 
up, the cost of stamps. I mean, I still go to the post office and I 
buy stamps, because I want to make sure I support the Postal 
Service. But I think the public wonders and I am wondering every 
time I am in the post office, how in the world are we--

Mrs .. EMERSON. Would the gentlewoman yield? 
You should buy Forever Stamps. Then they stay forever at 44 

cents. 
Ms. LEE. But I am trying to support the Postal Service, though, 

so a few more pennies I am willing to pay. 
But I think the public is going to get to that point, where they 

are. going to. say. we keep paying more and more and more. for 
stamps, and we keep hearing all of these stories about the budget 
deficit and the budget crisis at the Postal Service. So, somehow you 
alJ are going to have to figure out how to let the public know what 
is really going on as the price of stamps continues to rise. 

And so let me ask you about how you see preserving, though, as 
we move forward, postal services for the most vulnerable popu
lations. There is still a huge digital divide in our country. And we 
can't forget about these people, because these people who don't 
have computers, many senior citizens, you know, many low-income 
individuals, many people in communities of color, they just haven't 
had the resources yet-schools haven't been able to catch up. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Right. 
Ms. LEE. So how does the Postal Servke intend to preserve the 

valuable services for communities based on what we now are wit
nessing in terms of the digital divide? 

And then my second question is, in terms of minority vendors 
and minority contractors, how are you doing? Do you have a plan? 
I know Congressman Fattah had requested a diversity plan, in 
terms of the advertising contracts as it relates to minority subcon
tracting opportunities. I know you do a lot of that. And I would like 
to get some information on how you are doing in terms of con
tracting with companies-African American, Latino, and Asian Pa
cific American companies. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. I am sorry. I just had a senior moment, I think .. 
Can you give me the first question again? 

Ms. LEE. Regarding the digital divide. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thanks. 
Ms. LEE. How are you going to preserve services for the most 

vulnerable populations, who are still stuck with the problems 
around the digital divide? 
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thanks. 
I think the Postal Service might be best situated. Today, I do 

worry about people in small towns and rural areas and also in 
large cities, in neighborhoods that are underserved by banks and 
by digital kinds of services. I think the Postal Service might be the 
best hope for making- well, l am sorry, I worry about them today. 
Tomorrow I worry about a much larger group of people. We are not 
sure where this is all headed. 

But the Postal Service's primary mission of binding the Nation 
together and remaining inclusive and making sure nobody is left 
behind is going to become very, very important. It has always been 
important, but I t hink it is going to. be crucially important. 

Increasingly, I think people in service jobs and at the lower end 
of the income spectrum are going to be paid with value-stored 
cards. There is not capacity, particularly in those areas, rural and 
urban areas, for turning those into cash. I would love to see the 
Postal Service expand its current money-order enterprise in order 
to make banking available to people that have no banking. 

I also think that it is important that we remain--
Ms. LEE. As long as we don't charge 20 or 30 percent like payday 

loan scam artists do. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. In my statement, I alluded to predatory practices 

that are seen now. I think those are going to seriously expand if 
something is not being done. If there was an alternative and we 
were that alternative, that would serve-efficient market forces 
would cause that kind of predatory practice to disappear. 

With regard to multichannel communications, I think, as the dig
ital age begins to shut down and darken the possibility of receiving 
your bills in the mail and so forth, it becomes important for the 
Postal Service to be there to make sure that people have choice, 
and also, particularly where their choices are limited, that we are 
there for them. 

And so I think we are about-I hope we have always been impor
tant, but I think we are about to serve a very important role with 
that lengthening trail of digital refugees. It is just in its infancy. 
We don't know where it is going. And I love. the leading edge, but 
I care about the people that are left behind. And that could be 
something that we are important in helping. 

Ms. L EE. And minority contracting? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Minority contracting, I know that the Postal Serv

ice is not subject to either small business or minority contracting. 
I know that voluntarily they have turned to. that, they have adopt
ed some of the practices that the departments have with regard to 
attention on that. 

I know that they have a fairly good record, certainly with regard 
to the other departments, with regard to our hiring and promotion 
practices. We focus mostly on that. The-

Ms. LEE. But you spend a lot of money in advertising. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, there is. There is a tremendous amount. And 

it hasn't always been a competitive process. So there is progress 
that ought to be done there. 

If we may, so that we understand better, we would like to come 
and meet with your staff, and we will engage in a body of work 
that focuses on your question. I have to admit that it hasn't been 
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an area where I have gained a lot of knowledge. It is also possible 
someone in my office knows more about it than I do, and we will 
send you a note. But I have a feeling that what we really ought 
to do is a body of work for you. And, if we may, we will contact 
your staff. 

Ms. LEE. Okay. I would love to work with you on that. And thank 
you very much. Good to meet you. 

Mr. WrLLIAJ.\ilS. Yes, ma'am. Good to meet you, too. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thanks. 
Mr. Yoder. 
Mr. YODER. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I appreciate the op

portunity to have a chance to have this conversation with the in
spector general. 

I do want to note, Madam Chair, that I was just sitting here for 
a second reminding myself of 1985 and the World Series. If you will 
recall, the Kansas City Royals and the St. Louis Cardinals played 
a seven-game series. And I don't quite remember the outcome--

Mrs. EMERSON. I was going to say, how old were you? 
Mr. YODER. I don't quite remember the outcome, but I wondered 

if the chair could remind the committee what the result was. 
Mrs. E MERSON. I know. I do have a husband who is from Kansas 

City, so I hear it all the time. Yes, the Cardinals lost, and barely 
lost, but that is beside the point. 

Mr. YODER. Thanks for reminding us of that, Madam Chair. 
Mr. SERRANO. That is one way of making money, if you do a 

stamp for the Kansas City Royals. 
Mr. YODER. There you go. We will do it. 
Sir, I appreciate your comments and your testimony today. And 

I have been listening to the dialogue from the members of the com
mittee. And I take particular note of the debt that the Postal Serv
ice is under. And it appears, in 2010, there is a deficit of $8.5 bil
lion. 

I guess I would like a little bit more information on how this def
icit-how it works, what the process is, what the accumulation is, 
is there an overall debt that is accumulated over time, what the 
procedure is for having that paid back, and who is ultimately liable 
for that debt--

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. YODER [continuing]. As we go forward. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. In a word, the entire debt was accumulated be

cause of the mischarges made against the Postal Service to its ben
efit funds. I believe 90 percent of the $20 billion came directly from 
having to pay those funds , which were not owed. 

Here is how the debt accumulated. It began in earnest in 2008, 
where we went $2.8 billion; in 2009, $3.7 billion under; 2010 was 
the worst, $8.5 billion. And we are looking at a shortfall of $6.4 bil
lion this year. Our payments into that fund are $10 billion, so I 
think you can see how I got there. 

It is important to try to maintain some sort of a liquidity, as 
welL The Postal Service's aim is to try. to have 30-day liquidity, 
which is $7 billion. The leading experts-and J.P. Morgan did a 
great study. on this- is about 50 days. So it is quite modest. We 
haven't had that for a while, and it is. going to get very serious. 
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We have a lending limit of $15 billion. We are going to hit that. 
We are over $13 billion now, and during the year we are going to 
hit the max. We can legally borrow no more money. 

If somehow you closed your eyes and opened them on a Postal 
Service that was gone, we would easily be able to pay that back. 
In fully depreciated property, we have $20 billion. So the money is 
not at risk, but it is very, very serious with regard to continuing 
the operation as a going concern. 

Mr. YODER. Well, how does it get paid back going forward? We 
are not going to liquidate all the property of the Postal Service. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, no. 
Mr. YODER. So, clearly, it is secured by those assets. But how do 

those last few years actually get paid back? Are you looking for 
congressional legislation that would fix the overpayment of bene
fits? Is that what we need to do here? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. There are a number of pieces of legislation, some 
from your committee, that are aiming at correcting this. 

The Postal Service needs to be saved from the Federal Govern
ment. And I can't imagine anybody except you that is going to do 
that. We are being victimized. We have to get out from under it. 
It has now caused the price of stamps to go up, it has caused the 
system to break down. We can't borrow any more money. And it 
is all about that. 

Mr. YODER. Well, and that is interesting, because we had some 
dialogue here about the innovation and the efficiencies that need 
to be gained. And it sounds like, regardless of the $8.5 billion def
icit, there are going to be moments in the future where, regardless 
of the pension situation, that the Postal Service is going to have 
to change how it operates. Is that correct? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I strongly believe that. I talked about some 
of the measures that need to occur in my testimony. Optimization, 
right-sizing the organization for the amount of mail coming 
through and the number of people coming into our Post Offices are 
important also. 

Mr. YODER. But is there a projection, unrelated to if the pension 
overpayment was fixed, are there projected deficits moving for
ward? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. The new Postmaster General is working on a plan 
now that will allow the cuts to zero out the losses that are occur
ring. It can't occur tomorrow, though. I think his efforts are di
rected at a further horizon. It is very timely, it is very strong ac
tion. The early actions he has taken are very decisive. So that is 
all going to help. 

But, really, what we need is for that infrastructure to be as lean 
as possible. Regardless of whether we are making money or losing 
money, we need to get that down as lean as possible for the sake 
of the businesses and the citizens. 

Mr. YODER. I guess that is what I am trying to understand. We 
have the pension deficit, or the deficit that is created by the pen
sion overpayment. But if that matter were to be fixed, what are the 
projected deficits that require the post office to innovate?. 

Because my assumption is, if their books are balanced, that there 
is not going to be a necessity that would create the need or the. de-
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sire to change how business is done. So is there a projected deficit 
after this retirement concern was fixed? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. If the retirement issue was fixed, there would be 
no deficit. As a matter of fact, for some time there would be addi
tional funds available to address the debt. And then, beyond that, 
I think you need to combine it with some other actions, just be
cause we want to be the best that we could possibly be. But cor
recting the benefit fund overcharges and raids would remove the 
problem in the near term and allow us to pay back the debt. 

We do need to optimize. We need the right number of post offices 
and plants. We need a delivery point strategy in the United States 
where, instead of all these historic accidents with regard to how 
your mail is delivered, if there was a strategy for either delivering 
mail to the curb or in collected housing areas to a cluster, that 
would be several billion dollars. There are all kinds of levers we 
could pull, and are in the process of beginning to pull, that would 
make this much better. 

But we also need that last digital piece. We need to come into 
the 21st century. 

Mr. YODER. Well, as the Postal Service looks to reduce expendi
tures, you know, there have been closures in our community of 
postal offices. The chairwoman noted the 37,000 facilities nation
wide and the 590,000 employees. What do you see as the optimal 
amount of facilities and the amount of employees? 

And is that 590,000 and are those 37,000 facilities, where do 
those rank in terms of-you know, how has this gone over time? 
Are we at a high point, or have we eliminated facilities over time 
and that is a lower point? 

And the same thing with the postal employees. Is 590,000 a high 
point, or have we been higher than that? And what does the future 
hold for the amount of Federal employees we need to disseminate 
the mail service in this country? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. It was much higher than that. There was a time 
in which I believe I am right in saying there were 800,000 employ
ees. So it has come down. I would say, by the time we arrive at 
the proper number, it will come down further, almost certainly. 

With regard to the reduction of the plants for sorting, there has 
been a fairly vigorous removal of the small facilities that surround 
our large sorting facilities, which are called P&DCs. There hasn't 
been much progress in closing P&DCs, but I would say that that 
is coming. We have done many studies of the throughput of the 
mail. We know how many that is going to require. And I would say 
that there is plenty of room for further reduction of those plants, 
while assuring that the service to the public remains the same or 
better. 

With regard to the post offices, we think probably about a third 
of those need to be validated with regard to whether they ought to 
continue or not. Generally, in the smaller areas, it appears that we 
have too many in certain places. They are stacked a mile away 
from one another .. In the. cities,. there appears to. be about the right 
number,. but they need a few more windows. 

So we need to make some adjustments, but, at the end of the 
day, it is going to be smaller .. It ought to be .. If you look at other 
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people in the business- drug stores, grocery stores-it is very in
structive, and it is a much more compact infrastructure. 

Mr. YODER. And lastly-and I appreciate you, sort of, helping us 
understand this-there has been some concern or there has been 
discussion about 6-day delivery. People ask me about this issue a 
lot, or it comes up from time to time, I guess. 

Is that being actively discussed in the Postal Service, moving to 
a 5-day delivery? What is the prognosis on that? And what would 
be your recommendation? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. They are looking at it right now at the Postal 
Service, but we stood back from looking at it because it has gone 
to the Postal Regulatory Commission for examination. The kind of 
examination that we would normally do is by legislation given to 
the Postal Regulatory Commission. 

They are very close to issuing their report on the issue of 5 days, 
whether to allow it or r ecommend against it. 

Mr. YODER. And do we know what their report is going to be? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. We do not. 
Mr. YODER. And who ultimately makes that decision? Is that a 

decision that Congress has oversight over, or is that a decision that 
the Postal Service makes? 

Mr . WILLIAMS. I am going to have to refresh my memory with 
regard to whether there is a final congressional approval required. 
But I know that the Postal Rate Commission-a lot of deferral is 
being made to the Postal Rate Commission's decision on this. And 
I would say that a lot of the action is going to surround that. 

After that decision- I have a great staff here-after that deci
sion, it will require congressional action. 

Mr. YODER. It will require congressional action to change from a 
6-day to a 5-day delivery? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. And if I may, I will send you kind of a detailed 
note concerning that and exactly what would be required. 

Mr . YODER. I would appreciate that. Thank you, sir. 
Thank you, Madam Chair. 
Mrs. EMERSON. I might inform our colleague from Kansas that, 

traditionally, our bill contains a rider preventing the Postal Service 
from going to a 5-day from a 6-day. And your chairperson is in 
favor of keeping it 6-day for the moment. 

And I am going to interrupt, beca use I know it is Mr. Bonner's 
turn. But here is a problem. There are so many ways, in looking 
at the organizational chart of the Postal Service-and I want to go 
over this with you- there is so much room for efficiency. Too many 
high salaries, too many layers of management, that does not im
pact your customers and should be addressed before any kind of r e
duction in service, particularly when you think about the fact that 
there is so much mail-order pharmacy, for example, that if there 
is a 3-day holiday and you all aren't delivering mail on the Monday 
for that holiday, and I am a senior citizen and I am waiting to get 
my 90-day supply of medicine, we got big trouble here because I 
can't get it if lam going to run out on that Monday. 

And so, how do you deal with those types of issues? And, unfortu
nately, there is no other way other than through the Postal Serv
ice. 
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But, anyway, I want to ask you about those, and I will let Mr. 
Bonner go. Thanks. 

Mr. BONNER. Thank you, Madam Chair. 
Mr. Williams, I think we all associate with Mr. Womack's earlier 

comments, in reading your bio, not only for your distinguished 
service, Bronze Star in Vietnam, but I think, by. my staffs unoffi
cial count, some 10 different Federal agencies and departments 
that you have worked in, many in senior positions, as you are in 
today. Thank you. It was incredibly impressive. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, sir. That is kind of you. 
Mr. BONNER. I am going to try to focus on three quick questions 

that I would just like your experience on. 
Having been at these different departments and agencies, and 

now in the senior position that you are in with the Postal Service, 
how do the problems and the challenges of the Postal Service differ 
from some of the other government agencies and departments that 
you have served in? And are these differences of kind or differences 
of degree, or are they both? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. There were two departments that are very like 
the Postal Service, in my mind: the Social Security and the Inter
nal Revenue Service. 

They both have ranks of senior people that have been with them 
their entire careers. I think all of them could probably benefit from 
the introduction of new. people. into their. ranks. Now~ true, there 
is a very difficult learning curve also, particularly at the IRS and 
at the Postal Service, for newcomers. But the infusion of new ideas, 
I think, would be something that would help all three of those de
partments very much. 

There is a surrogate for that. You can begin active dialogue with 
the stakeholders and bring them in and get ideas from the entire 
world. It has never been easier. And the digital age is part of the 
reason. You can have blogs and forums; you can have people come 
in. You can have a very strong, clear way of inviting outsiders in 
to bring in new ideas and the best ideas. 

And I think that probably the Postal Service is in that category 
of depending too much on "if it is. not invented here, it can't be 
worth anything," and of throwing their arms open to other people 
in the digital business and among our own customers, in looking 
at new product lines. It would make things a lot better. 

We are not in the business of protecting and defending the exist
ence of the Postal Service. We are in the business of taking care 
of Americans .. And if we forget for even a second,. we have missed 
the entire point of our existence. 

Mr. BONNER. Well, that is a great lead-in to my second question. 
How receptive has the Postal Service been to your and your staff's 
suggestions and recommendations over the years? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. They have been more receptive than any place I 
have ever been. Usually~ there is sort of an arm's length~ here I am 
sort of being dragged behind the rapidly moving vehicle. 

When we complete studies of the plants and we look at closures 
and consolidations on the part of Congress, the Postal Service takes 
it to the bottom line before we can put it in writing. And they are 
constantly demanding that we look at important issues. I have 
never. been so. close. to the heartbeat of an organization. 
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And I think it is probably because of the cns1s. I don't think 
those other people were bad and these people are angelic or any
thing, but they do business here. They can't spend any money if 
they don't make that money. And so, there is a very different feel 
here with regard to its auditor. They want to cut costs; they want 
to look for new opportunities. 

And I have enjoyed it here, I obviously have. I have stayed for 
a while, and I never do that. 

Mr. BONNER. Well-and I don't mean to cast a blanket critique. 
That is not fair when people do that of Congress; it is not fair to 
do it of the Postal Service. I would love, though, for the tone upon 
which you have responded just to this panel's questions, the assur
ance you gave Ms. Lee about getting back in touch with her, and 
other Members, I would love to think that that customer service, 
that we exist but for the taxpayers of this country, were more read
ily noticeable. 

I will give you a quick example. And, again, this isn't fair. It cer
tainly doesn't fall under. your purview. But my wife and I were 
going to take our children on a trip overseas. I am from Mobile, 
Alabama, the greatest city in the world, other than the great cities 
that are also represented at this table. 

And so my wife took the passport applications to the Postal Serv
ice window at the downtown post office in Mobile. And after wait
ing in line. for 45 minutes, there. was only one other person in front 
of her. The clerk took a break, came back, and said, ''Well, where 
is the father of these children?" And she said, ''Well, the father is 
not here today." And she got into about a 20-minute argument 
about the fact that I needed to physically be there to sign a piece 
of paper or to vouch that the children were there. Well, guess 
what? I was here .. I wasn't there. 

So the answer that the postal clerk gave to my wife was, "You 
know what, ma'am, you just need to calJ the congressman." And 
she said, ''Well, actually, I sleep with him, so I will be happy to." 
I am not trying to emban·ass anyone back in Mobile, I am not try
ing to embarrass my wife on Valentine's weekend. 

But the point is this .. I spent a day with one of the other package 
delivery firms-I won't call their name. As unpopular as Congress 
is, they might not want us saying that we spent a day with them. 
But it was fascinating, unloading that cargo, those packages, off 
the plane at 5:00 in the morning, getting in that truck, putting on 
the uniform with shorts and brown socks--

Mrs. EMERSON. I did that, too. It was. fun .. 
Mr. BONNER [continuing]. And driving all over. But down to the 

point of knowing how many right turns they are going to make so 
that they can more efficiently manage their gas and make sure 
that their timing is right and that they get back in. 

I would love to think that, both from a customer service spirit 
and also an efficiency, when you have the. kind of deep. hole. that 
the Postal Service is in financially, that there would be a new es
prit de corps that would be coming from the top down and from the 
bottom up that would say, this is a really-as you noted in your 
testimony and in answers to the questions, the challenges of the 
digital age and coming into it, the Postal Service can either em
brace. it and lead on it and become. a vibrant part of the fabric of 
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this country for the next 100 years, or it can go the way of the di
nosaurs down at the Smithsonian Institute. I think we all hope 
that it is the former, not the latter. 

But I really do salute you for the example that you have shown 
today. And I hope that others in this room and others around the 
country see that this is not an individual, but this is a reflection 
of an attitude that needs to be adopted at all levels of government, 
not just the Postal Service- certainly here in Congress, as well. 

I promise you one thing. If my staff told a constituent who called, 
"Well, you need to call the Senator's office; we can't help you," then 
these 2-year terms would end much sooner for us than they do 
for-anyway, thank you very much. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. 
If I might very quickly, that is a very disturbing story. The new 

Postmaster General has set out the customer experience-he set 
out as a goal to substantially improve the customer experience. 
And it is problematic in places. 

And there are many other instances. where the opposite is the 
case. During Katrina, postal workers from their own funds fed and 
made sure water was supplied to elderly customers and things. It 
is all over the board. 

But he is committed to make that steadfast and much improved. 
The other thing is, we have too many post offices. As those come 

together, we want them to be more full-service. We don't want post
masters to go to lunch together and close the place down for 2 
hours. So that is a goal, too. 

With regard to the trucks that-Pat Donahoe has just asked that 
we begin looking at smart trucks, ones that can be part of the dig
ital age and can operate with unparalleled efficiency. Someday, we 
hope our competitors come and compare themselves to us in that 
area. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you all. You did do a great job, I roust 
say, on the Christmas commercials with the flat-rate boxes, I must 
say. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thanks, I liked those, too. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Hopefully the advertising agency did not charge 

too much, but it really was quite good. 
Let me ask you one question and then I want to get back to the 

whole management structure within the Postal Service. So, on the 
retirement fund issue, your office says that it is a $75 billion prob
lem. And the Postal Regulatory Commission says it is a $50 billion 
to $55. billion problem, and that is a fairly significant difference. 
Are you all basing those on different actuarial bases? Why is there 
such a discrepancy? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. The regulatory commission acknowledged that the 
way we computed it, they could see how we would get there. I 
think they were trying to adopt a middle ground and one of mod
eration. That is- I think that the Postal Service is trying to do that 
as well. And so a lot of the savings are revolving around the Postal 
Rate Commission's more moderate figure of the 55. 

I do want to point out, though, that that is not the only problem 
that exists. FERS, as I mentioned, is overfunded by some $6 bil
lion. And then the rate of inflation we believe that OPM has set 
is much more aggressive than the private sector and other govern-
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ment entities. The delta is 5 versus 7 percent, which is another $6 
billion. There are a lot of corrections that need to be made. 

What I would most like to see is that the Postal Service make 
a proposal to Congress with regard to its pension and health funds, 
rather than have it imposed by OPM. When we benchmarked pen
sions, we discovered that the gold standard was 80 percent, not 100 
percent prefunding. And for health, it was 30 percent, not 100 per
cent. And if you look at OPM's own prefunding, it is only 40 per
cent. It is far below the gold standard for pension and it is zero for 
health. I am always suspicious of someone saying I have a fabulous 
idea for you, but I don't want any part of it. That is basically what 
we are suffering under. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I am going to play the devil's advocate and ask 
you this question. That is, I believe, that the Congress has passed 
legislation twice within the last decade- 2003 and 2008-to ad
dress obligations, health benefits funding and the like, but yet here 
we are back again. So what promises could be made that hypo
thetically if we were to-okay, arrive at some figure of overfunding 
and it was fixed, how can you assure us that is not going to happen 
again, since we have already dealt with this twice in the last 10 
years? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Actually, what we are seeing are a series of errors 
on the part of OPM that are quite serious and congressional action 
earlier addressed those errors. We hope they were errors. We hope 
they were not intentional. But we were seriously overcharged ear
lier. When I arrived, those had already occurred. But we saw that 
things still weren't right. 

I don't know if there is more there or there is not more there, 
but no one is asking for- no one is asking for relief or a bailout 
or a penny to be given to us. The Postal Service is trying to look 
for a competent way to run its benefit plans, which we care very 
much about, as does Congresswoman Lee. That has not been the 
case. I am wondering if it is time for OPM to step away from the 
plate and let someone come in here that is able to construct a 
model of a world-class pension and health care fund, because I 
know it would be much more reasonable than it is today. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Do you believe that OPM actually has the au
thority to recalculate? Because OPM does not think they do. But 
you all believe that they can do this without legislative action? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. I do. I don't know if they ever said they didn't 
have the authority. They said they didn't want to; that there are 
lots of ways to do those things and they are doing it one way, and 
if someone wants them to do it differently, then they should be 
told. Not to try to do it on their own. They are awaiting instruc
tions from legislation. I believe they do have the authority. 

Congress has now, based on this bad information that they had 
received, the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act did struc
ture payments, and that would require congressional action to stop 
those once we realize that an error has been made. 

With regard to correcting the error, I think all of us feel that 
OPM can-I believe OPM does, too. The difference is whether they 
will and should. They are telling us they: would rather be told to 
do it rather than do it on their own. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. That is something we need to explore more 
fully with the authorizing committee. 

Back on the whole management structure, I was pleased to hear 
in your testimony that the Postal Service was going to reduce the 
number of regional offices from 74-I don't know how many they 
plan to have, but I still don't understand why we don't have one 
per State and one for each of the territories. I just want you to no
tice that I have begun to use "the territories" every time I mention 
the States for the last 2 years. 

Mr. SERRANO. And I appreciate that, really. 
Mrs. EMERSON. You really do get used to it and that, I think, is 

a very important distinction that we all should make, Joe. 
Mr. SERRANO. Yes. And let me say publicly that you were very 

supportive the last 4 years when it real1y started. We started push
ing that in the last 4 years. We have all of these folks, and when 
I look at-

Mr. WOMACK. I didn't know the Bronx was a territory. 
Mr. SERRANO. And here I was going to. praise. you. l was going 

to say that no one more than those who have been in the military 
understand and respect the folks in the territories, because they 
served side by side with folks from the ten·itories. So that is one 
thing, you know, that we always ask around here: How are you 
treating the territories? Because they seem to be an afterthought. 

But I am still praising you. The Bronx is. a State all by itself. 
Mrs. EMERSON. So anyway, the idea of having 74 offices to me 

is ridiculous. And somehow I think that there are much more effi
cient models. For example, we have two in Missouri. I have one in 
Kansas City and one in St. Louis, and even though my district is 
closer to St. Louis, Kansas City has jurisdiction over all but one of 
my counties .. It is ridiculous, it is stupid, and it is inefficient. 

And just the management structure at the local level, it is crazy 
as far as too many different people trying to tell people what to do, 
instead of having just much more defined reporting assignments. I 
spent a lot of years in the private sector so I am sensitive to that 
sort of thing. 

And then at the D.C. headquarters, I am aware that a lot of the 
senior management folks who are out in the field have been 
brought back to management so that senior management at the 
D.C. headquarters will say, yes, we have reduced the number of 
people out in the field. And so it just seems to me- I wanted to 
ask, have you all actually looked at organizational structure? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. We. did a study of the. areas and districts. And 
also if you looked at this structure, it is going to remind you of the 
government. And it did go back to a time when we were part of 
the government, particularly with the area structures. 

We did a study and we said that the number of districts ought 
to be-the districts are the lower level, the areas are the higher 
level-that the. number of districts needed to be looked at, and we. 
recommend that we have sort of a modest and increasingly aggres
sive reduction in those numbers. 

With regard to the areas, those are a bit of a historic artifact, 
and we recommended that some thought be given to whether those 
could all be brought back to Washington and joined together for 
messaging. For one thing, it invites fiefdoms, and everybody does 
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it in a different way, which is as expensive as it can be. And it is 
personality based, where based on somebody's code of ethics, they 
are treated differently than they ought to be. 

So the reason for them has been, of course, command and con
trol. It is a huge organization. It is still 600,000. But we see that 
a lot of the messaging that goes down and that goes up. could be 
automated, and we think that if the data, the performance data 
were automated, many of the physical things that occur, and the 
meetings that occur, and the time that it takes from postmasters 
and from plant managers would be reduced if it was an automated 
environment. 

Mrs .. EMERSON .. Well, and certainly with the digital age, if you 
w.ill, and the sophisticated machinery that you use for sorting and 
the like, certainly I believe those area offices are probably obsolete. 

Do you happen to know how many people work in the Govern
ment Affairs Department of the Postal Service headquarters here 
in Washington, D.C.? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. I am going to look to. the staff and ask them. It 
is about 50 people. 

Mrs. EMERSON. And how many-and what do those 50 people do? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. The job of the office is to manage correspondence 

and then visits to the-
Mrs. EMERSON. And how many pieces of correspondence does the 

Government Affairs Department average a year? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't have that information. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Can anybody tell me? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. We can't tell you today, but we will do-if we 

may, we will come and sit with you and look at that. We have not 
looked at it and we would be happy--

Mrs .. EMERSON .. I would appreciate it, given the fact, just to give 
you an example, I think we are pretty lean and mean in ow· offices 
and we average 1,500 e-mails or letters a week. And I have three 
people and a quarter to do that, to answer them within a turn
around time of, I don't know, 3 to 4 weeks, because sometimes we 
get backed up. And all of those people attend all of my committee 
meetings. 

I guess my point is 50 is outrageous, because I bet you you all 
don't have as much mail as I have in my office on a monthly base
on a yearly basis. I would bet that. So I would really appreciate 
you getting back to me on that. It is a little thing, but it is annoy
ing, because to me your face is out there, out in the public in our 
communities .. And I love my post offices,. and I love most all of the 
people who work at them, and the people who deliver the mail, et 
cetera. But that is where you really need to be. Obviously, you 
have got-but I think you are real heavy here, and I would cer
tainly like to see much more management efficiency here to start 
helping to reduce costs there. And go ahead. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. We will be happy to undertake and will meet with 
your staff right away to do that. To be fair, I should say in the 
early hours of the new postmaster general's time after coming on 
board, he reduced the number of direct reports that he had. He re
duced the layering of Senior Vice Presidents overseeing Vice Presi
dents. He did away with that. And he also tried to, in addition to 
making the place more. lean, he. did try to align the place more to 
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the mission and to the customers, to make it clear that that align
ment was strong. So it has been started. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That is good. And he is a very nice man and I 
know he has got a tough job to do. But there was a job I think ad
vertised-you have a head of Government Affairs, and suddenly 
somebody was. going to get hired above her. at $250,000 a year. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is true. That is--
Mrs. EMERSON. She was perfectly good at what she did. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. That clearly is a piece of the solution to this. 
Mrs. EMERSON. That is why a very, very detailed and close exam

ination. And I know at one time PriceWaterhouse or somebody 
came in and tried to do something to make it more lean and mean, 
and I thought it was still excessively bulky. But that is from per
sonal experience. 

I also recommend, and I know that Steve will be happy if I say 
that, if you look at the way that Wal-Mart does its distribution sys
tem and it moves things around this country. They do it in a very 
cost-effective way, but a lot of what they do is what you do. And 
so there are some lessons to be learned that to me would make 
good sense just for purposes of trying to save money. 

Because the easy things are, yeah, we will go to 6-day delivery. 
Okay. We will close all of these rural post offices that are the heart 
and soul of a community, when, quite frankly, if it cost $100,000 
a year to run, you got people making 800,000 bucks a year at the. 
Postal Service, and so let them take a pay cut and leave a post of
fice open. I just don't think the decisions-you are/icking easy
not you specifically, but easy things are being picke ; but the hard 
decisions are it is way too top-heavy with management, just from 
what I have seen of your organizational charts. 

Mr .. WOMACK. If the gentlelady would yield for. just a minute .. 
Good point, Ms. Emerson. 

A few years ago, while serving as a mayor of a city of about 
50,000 people, we had a catastrophlc failure on an automation plat
form system involving our courts. It was a serious issue. And rath
er than being tempted to throw a lot of money at the problem from 
my job as a mayor into a major IT fact-finding mission and poten
tial solution, I turned, as the gentlewoman has just recommended, 
I turned to the private sector. And in this case it was J.B. Hunt 
Trucking, not because of the heavy computer assets involved in a 
logistical perspective, but I turned to the J.B. Hunt Corporation, to 
people in that entity, and asked them if that was their problem, 
how would they solve it. And I was able. to fix a problem a lot fast
er because the private sector knows how to do this stuff in a much 
more efficient way than we in government ever hope to be able to 
do that. 

And that is why I think that she is on to something here. That 
when we are looking for solutions, are we indeed looking into the 
private sector. to. people. who have these logistical frameworks al
ready established that do some of the same things you do? And are 
we, shall we say, plagiarizing some of that effort1 

Mrs. EMERSON. No need to reinvent the wheel. Stealing good 
ideas is smart business in my opinion. You know, not intellectual 
property, but rather if somebody has a good idea, it saves me from 
having to trunk about the idea. 
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I want to ask you one more question. And-oh, I want to know 
if it is true. Is it true that the Postal Service actually has vehicles 
made specifically for it, as opposed to buying platforms from Gen
eral Motors or Chrysler or Ford? Does it actually design and have 
trucks and/or other vehicles made for it, as opposed to-not any
more? Okay. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. The idea is to build the box on top of an-
Mrs. EMERSON. Of an existing platform? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Ford or General Motors. 
Mrs. EMERSON. When did they stop actually having them made? 

Do you all know? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. About 20-I arrived after that occurred. As long 

as I have been there they have used--
Mrs. EMERSON. They have actually used the existing platform. 

All right. That is good. Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. If I may, I would like to say that my office-and 

a lot of it has been at the request of Pat Donohoe, having engaged 
in benchmarking, and UPS and FedEx have both been great about 
joining in that. Target department stores have some fabulous in
ventory techniques along with Wal-Mart. There is a lot to be 
learned, and they have done great stuff and we are trying to under
stand it. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That is good to know. Seriously, it really is easi
er, because they will give you advice for free and you don't have 
to pay an expensive consultant to do it. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. They have, and sometimes they are more real 
world than the consultants are. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Consultants just want your money. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I think you might be on to something there 

as well. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. The good news is that President Mubarak has 

stepped down. I don't know whether to believe that or not. He steps 
down more times than Jack Benny celebrated his 39th birthday. 

Mr. WOMACK. He is probably scuba diving in Sharm el-Sheikh. 
Mr. SERRANO. Yes, probably. Every so often in these hearings, we 

say something which brings about another discussion. And so after 
hearing you and after hearing Mr. Womack comment on the pri
vate sector, I guess it is my duty to say, yes, I think we have to 
always consult with the private sector. I mean, be supportive of it 
so it grows. And we have to consult with academia and make sure 
that they are included. 

But I think what we have to be careful about, especially in the 
next couple of years as we get more and more folks who say that 
the private sector is the way is that while the private sector has 
played a major role in building the country that we have today, it 
wasn't the private sector that said that children should not work; 
it was government who said that there should be a child labor law. 

It won't be the private sector that will care at times too much 
about whether the. rivers are clean or who is dumping into them .. 
It was government that stepped in. It was not the private sector, 
for the most part, who said you shouldn't work more than 40 hours 
a week and you should have. certain pay. It certainly wasn't the. 
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private sector who, on their own, volunteered to treat minorities 
and women better; it was government. 

So I think it is important, perhaps more than ever, to say the 
private sector and our universities have to play a role. But you 
know, there is something for government to do. And which invites 
me to. say something l have been rehearsing recently, I want to try 
it on you. I am sick and tired of hearing TV reporters saying, Go 
up to a businessman and say if you ran your business the way the 
government runs theirs, what would you have? And then they 
would say, We would be bankrupt. 

Well, if they ran their business the way we run ours, they would 
have a business. that has. been around since 1776, that has been 
the envy of the world, that played a major role in stopping Hitler 
and the Nazis from taking over the world, that every so often 
checks on itself, looks back and corrects past injustices, and whose 
doors are still being knocked on a daily basis by people who want 
to come into this place. 

So government has problems. But you know, for. a couple of hun
dred years now, we have created a pretty good place that a lot of 
people want to be a part of. In the process of making it better, let's 
not throw out government. Because if you let the other guys do it 
alone, it could be a mess. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. SERRANO .. Sure. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Please note that I was not at a ll talking about 

changing the governmental function of the Postal Service. I was 
suggesting that they get free advice from a distribution system that 
actually works as to how to make themselves more efficient. So it 
was not replacing the government with the private sector. 

Mr. SERRANO.. l understand that. And I understand Steve 
Womack's statement, which I take very seriously, that he had the 
ability and the vision to say it doesn't have to be government; let 
me go see how they do it. And he accomplish ed it. I just know that 
there is a sense in this country right now, by a small group but 
a very vocal group, that we don't need a government. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well,. I disagree. I agree that there is a group 
that are--

Mr. SERRANO. There are people that are asking a President to 
step down because they want a government that looks like ours. 
Trust me. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Joe, I don't disagree with your statement. You 
did a nice job on that statement .. I liked t hat .. You practiced it well. 

Mr. SERRANO. I did. I have a Spanish version of it, too. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Let's see, we are willing to listen to that too. 
Mr. SERRANO. Before I ask my last round of questions here, in 

defense of the Postal Service, my understanding is as to Mr. 
Bonner's statement, my understanding is that the Postal Service 
basically carries out the. instructions given out by. the State Depart
ment on how to handle it. That is my understanding. They set the 
rules for how you get a passport, and then the Posta l Service just 
does what they are told. That is my understanding. 

Anyway let's get to one of my favorite issues. This report that 
came out about electric trucks. I know again it is a small thing, 
small in the sense that it may take. a while to. go to that point of 
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having a full fle.et. And not everybody in this country is sold yet 
on the idea of moving in that direction. Lastly, that they are not 
$10,000 trucks. They are quite expensive. 

So what can you tell us about that report? And what can you tell 
us about the possibility and the feasibility of the PostaJ Service 
moving in that direction? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. We were very-actually, you asked us to do that. 
We were very excited at the results though. I am not sure we 
would have thought of it on our own, which is not good. We should 
have thought of it. Today-the technology is getting better all the 
time, but today an electric truck that could carry our load could go 
40 miles very, very reliably. That covers all but 3 percent of our 
routes. Only 3 percent would begin to test the outer limits of that. 

So it would seem that we would be a very good candidate for 
that, in addition to, of course, there not being fuel consumption and 
there being exhaust in all the neighborhoods of the United States. 
It seemed to be a very forward-looking, great initiative to under
take. 

The Nation is also about to go, as you told us and we verified, 
to taking the electric grid and reducing it-or expanding it, rather, 
to allow vehicles to be plugged into it, the batteries of vehicles to 
be plugged into it. There is a requirement that electric utilities 
maintain a certain margin of excess in order to assure that we will 
all receive electricity when we need it. 

With vehicle-to-grid, V-to-G, it allows, rather than us to manu
facture more of that by burning coal or oil or nuclear solution, it 
allows them to rely on the dormant batteries of vehicles. We are 
really well positioned for that because we don't drive our vehicles 
at night. That could be a huge fleet of vehicles that would take care 
of a national issue and allow for a national economy. It would also 
jump-start a new technology and create new jobs and it would 
allow those-the price of those vehicles to come down, as all tech
nologies do when they are finally embraced. 

We were tremendously excited about what you did and what we 
found. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. And just for the record, to remind the 
chairwoman that this was something that we asked for in the com
mittee, and this report came back. And I understand that part of 
the problem is you have 146,000 delivery vehicles which average 10 
miles per gallon; am I right? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is correct. 
Mr. SERRANO. Is that a huge problem? And we always talk about 

our dependency on foreign oil and we seem to do little. Although 
I see more happening, certainly in the last 5 to 10 years. Where 
is this at? You did your report. Is there any desire on the part of 
the Postal Service to move in that direction? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. It is also a fleet at the end of its life. So to intro
duce this, whether it is in our trucks now or whether we would do 
new vehicles-I ought to have added that at the end-I think there 
was. concern on the part of postal management, but I never had a 
clear statement of how they received this. But there was some con
cern that the technology was new and they wanted to select a ven
dor that they were confident would be around, because the vehicles 
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last a very long time. I think that was the things that concerned 
them. And I think there was also interest in this. 

I think with each year that passes, as you said, sometimes 
progress is slow. But the arc of the progress seems to suggest that 
this is a very promising direction and route that you have em
barked the Postal Service on. We have a new postmaster general. 
I will be glad to express to him-remind him of what we have done, 
and express your desire and interest in the area. 

Mr. SERRANO. I have, Madam Chair, just one more question and 
then we can submit some for the record. Under the heading of in
novation, is there anything you think or that has been suggested 
that the Postal Service could be doing to sort of help themselves 
acquire more revenue? I am not suggesting that they sell T-shirts 
in the lobbies of the Postal Service. But you wonder if e-mail-and 
we are all guilty of it-if e-mail has taken away from the Postal 
Service-I am not trying to be funny, but should the Postal Service 
get into the business of being another AOL where it provides e
mail service to the public? I know that sounds crazy, but you 
know-no, nothing that I say sounds crazy. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, it does not. 
Mr. SERRANO. What could they be doing? Is there, you know, are 

there five people sitting in a room somewhere at the Postal Service 
trying to figure out where we could go? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. At this point I would say all the near-term efforts 
are the ones that I outlined. And I think there is an openness to 
this idea, but we need there to be an excitement about it and we 
need to run to it. 

I think some of the time was lost dreading it and fighting, and 
some in the past were chagrined over its arrival. There are some 
wonderful opportunities. There could be a symbiotic relationship 
between the various communication vehicles, whether they are 
physical or digital, that could be combined, that would place Amer
ican businesses and American people in a much stronger position 
than they have ever been. 

And there are all of those difficulties I said that need to be ad
dressed with regard to the digital age, too. The Postal Service could 
be part of that solution. We need to aggressively engage with the 
other players in the digital area and our own customers, and also 
the people who are not our customers but they ought to be. And 
we begin to need a very vigorous dialogue with regard to that. And 
we need a very disciplined process with regard to inviting innova
tion, triaging the ideas and designing them, and then implementa
tion. 

I have seen some really great ideas that we stumbled on on im
plementation of them in the field. But there are wonderful ideas for 
products out there. I think people would love to see an integration 
of their digital mail and their physical mail on the same list, for 
instance. Sort of a reverse hybrid. Hybrid mail is clean, fast, and 
it is the future. I would love to see us be a part of that. 

I think we need to guard against giving middlemen money for 
nothing. It isn't just hard to the. Postal Service. It is picking win
ners and losers. And that is. not something that is a very American 
idea for an infrastructure. There is a ton to do. We need to create. 
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processes for that. We need to clear out some space to meet the fu
ture and to embrace it. 

Mr. SERRANO. One quick question. Do we make money, does the 
Postal Service make money on those commemorative stamps every 
time we honor someone? And please understand that I am not 
knocking it. I attended the Frank Sinatra stamp ceremony in New 
York and it was wonderful and what a great ceremony that was. 
An.d there were people from all over the city, stamp collectors and 
fans. Does it make money? I know that a lot of these things just 
kind of tap a little bit into the problem. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. I think the idea behind the commemorative 
stamp-there have hardly been any. Of course,. the breast cancer 
stamp was certainly the most dynamic and important of those ini
tiatives. The Postal Service makes the usual amount of money, and 
the charity receives anything above and beyond the Postal Service's 
normal income. So it is split. 

Mr. SERRANO. It is split? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. It is,. sir. Yes. 
Mr. SERRANO. Okay. All right. Just in closing, let me thank the 

chairwoman for reiterating our position. And it was our position be
fore, and I am glad it is still going to be our position this year that 
sometimes it is easy when you look at the Postal Service to take 
the easy shot. And the easy shot is 5-day delivery, without thinking 
of what that does for service and. in all honesty. what it does for 
jobs, even part-time jobs. And this is not the time to be cutting jobs 
anywhere. 

So I think the message that she is sending is the message that 
I try to send. Let's focus on the hard decisions and not go after the 
easy one, which is 5-day delivery. I thank you for that. And I thank 
you for your testimony and your service, and that concludes my 
questions. 

Mrs. E MERSON. Thank you. Mr. Womack? 
Mr. WOMACK. I have nothing further, Madam Chair. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Are you certain? 
Mr. Williams, thank you. I do want to ask you one more question 

and that has. to do. with closing and consolidating post offices. I 
know as part of the Postal Service's action plan, they want to cJose 
or consolidate I think about 2,000 retail facilities. You alluded to 
that in your opening statement. 

I understand that the Postal Regulatory Commission is actually 
investigating whether the Postal Service has been improperly using 
reasons such as lease expirations to suspend service. And obviously 
this impacts us, and it would be more in Mr. Womack's and my dis
tricts rather than Joe's, just because we have very rural popu
lations. So have you all examined this issue as well? 

And then my follow-up question would be, do you think the Post
al Service is taking responsible steps in its efforts to restructure 
those operations? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Actually, early on-I am unfamiliar with the 
PRC's work in the area. It is actually early on. There haven't been 
many that, of course, closed that I am aware of. But we are obvi
ously right at the edge of an aggressive initiative in the area of the 
2,000. And there are also about 400 that are in process, so it is ac
tually a bit larger than that. I am unaware of those, but I talk and 
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interact with the PRC all the time. I would be glad to find out 
what concerns they have. And I will also keep an eye out for it with 
regard to that. 

The process around this is new. They recently developed a way 
that is far more expedited than in the past. We are about to review 
on that and the moment we are. done with it, we forward it-if we 
find something disturbing--

Mrs. EMERSON. I would be appreciative. I am sure all of us 
would. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. It is a new process. We will be glad to watch that 
and report back to you. 

Mrs .. EMERSON .. "New" meaning it just started or "new" meaning 
it is a different type of process than what you have done? 

Mr. WILLIAMS. It is going to be an aggressive effort. I am cer
tainly not against that effort. As I indicated, I think probably the 
network is too large. But 2,000 is more than we have ever done. 
And there is also a new process with regard to expediting and put
ting it in a more automated environment. That is. the one. that we 
have embarked on studying, now that it is complete. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Any information that you can get to us as soon 
as possible would be great. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. We will. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Especially any in conversations with the PRC as 

well. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. I will meet with them before they are out of the 

room. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Terrific. Thank you so very much for being here 

today and for your patience. You did a great job answering ques
tions and we will look forward to working with you in the future. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. I do as well. And thank you so much for having 
me. 
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financial Services and General Government Subcommittee 
FY 2012 Budget Hearing for the lnspector General of the U.S. Postal Service 

Questions for the Record From Chairwoman Jo Ann Emerson 

.REDUCING COST/IMPROVING EFFICIENCY AT USPS 

Mrs. Erner.son: Delivery is the Postal Servicc·s largest rost segment-accounting for about nne
third of total costs. Your otlice ha$ issued several reports about how the Postal Service could 
improve etlicicncy and reduce costs in this area. 

Has the Postal St:rvice taken action on your recommendations and what more needs to be done to 
reduce delivery costs and improve efficiency? 

'.\fr. Williams: The Postal Service has taken action on many of our recommendations involving 
standardization of operations, optimizing and elimination of routes, reduction of office time for 
carriers, supervision of carriers, and mail address hygiene. In FY 201(}, the Postal Service 
reduced work hours in city delivery by over 16 million hours (nearly 4 percent), and rural 
delivery workhours by almost 4 million hours (about 2 percent). 

The Postal Service needs to continue to retlucc delivery costs and improve efliciency in the 
following areas: 

PW'Suc workforce flexibility to better match workload with the workforce, including 
evaluating increa~ed use of flexible and part-lime workers to b~ttcr address declines in 
mail volume. 

• Consider changes lo service standanls in cases where customer needs could be met at 
lower costs. 
Centralize delivery modes - develop and implement a strategy to move from door to 
curbside delivery and, where practical, from curbside to cluster box, which could result in 
multi-billion dollar ~avings annually. 

Mrs. Emerson: In your view. Mr. Williams, what are the major clements needed by the Postal 
Service as a solution to their financial problems? 

Mr. Williams: I sec the critical points of a Postal Service 8olution as three-fold: 
l} address the overpayments and puniti vc prefunding into the retiree benefit fonds, 
2) optimize and simplify current operations, and 
3) innovate for the digital age. 

First, in the near tenn, the Postal Service and Congress should consider hailing further payments 
to benefit funds until surpluses are used, and mistakes arc corre .. 1cd. The Postal Service can use 
this time to learn how IO live below or within the Consumer Ptice Index, shed its debt, and find 
its role in the digital age. The Postal Service should be taken back off-budget as originally 
designed. Otherwise, scoting makes it impossible to correct errors in retirement funding. 
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Second, the Po.stal Accountability and Enhancement Act inccntivi;:es the Posta l Service to adopt 
a leaner, volumc-<lri vcn infrastructure to assure readiness for the 21" century. This will require: 

Optimization of the n~work of pos t offices and plants; 
Conversion to evaluated letter carrier routes to promote more effecti ve management; 
Flexible work rules to match the ebb and flow o f mail: 
A comprehmsive delivery point stratc8y that maximizes curbside delivery and cluster 
boxes; 
Simplification of mail acceptance and pricing; and 
Evaluating the m:t..'I.! for 74 districts, 7 Arens, and two law enforcement agencies. 

Pimdly, the Postal St..'TVice needs to strengthen its systems for innovation. lnnovatorn collaborate 
with customers, take risks, make mistakes but stop failures quickly, WJd replicate successes . The 
Postal Service's s uccc:>s in the new digital age depends on embracing a culturn vf innovation. 

WORKER'S COMPENSATION 

Mrs. Emc.'JWn: Your office recently reported on the Postal Service's workers compensation 
liability of about$ l 2 billioo at the cod of fiscal year 20 l 0 and has issued numerous rc.>port.~ on 
Po~ta] Service safety and worker~· C(>mpensation issues. 

What more can the Postal Service do to reduce the risks and costs related to workers 
compensation·-.. ·llnd in doing so reduce these major costs? 

Mr. Williams: The Federal Employee's Compensation Act (FECA) provides a variety of benefits 
to employees injured in the pcrfonnance of duty. As currently structured, l'ECA provides 
d isincentives fo r employees to roturo lo work. For example, the hase rate for FECA 
compensation is 66 2/3 percent of the injun:d employees' salary for employees without 
dependents or 75 percent for th<lSe with dependents. FECA compensation is tax-free nnd there 
is no age or time limits on benefits as long as a physician certifies the wori- related condition or 
the disability continues. 

Between 2003 and 2006, we issued several rcpor1s covering workers compensation issues. and 
rcponing thousand~ of dollars in overpayments and underpaymentS in the program. The Postal 
Service, u~ing a database we developed to identify potentially fraudulent billing schemes. 
identified more than SJ million in duplicate medical payments. Additionally, in 2005, we issued 
a whitepaper identifying broader issues that if addressed, could result in significant savings. 
Subsequent to our issuance of that paper, the Department of Labor notified the 010 that they 
took ex.ception to the OIG auditing these programs on behalf of the Postal Service, and our 
access to Po!ltal Service data held by the Department of Labor was restricted. 

Significant improvements and savings could be achieved if the Postal Service were permitted to 
make broader reforms to its workers' compensation program. such as moving from the 
Department of Labor to a third-party administrator to admini~1er its workers' compensation 
program. selecting physicians for injured employees. and providing offers of settlement for more 
permanent cases. All of these solutions would require legislative changes, but would likely result 
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in significant savings from reduced administrative ti:es, improved service, better case 
management. and reduced fraud in the workers' compensation program. 

We arc currently working on a project to further evalm1te i~ues with the workers' compensation 
program at the Postal Servi1.:e aml update prior work conducted in this area. We can provide your 
staff a copy of that report when it is issued. 

Mrs. Em1,'TSon: Additionally we have heard that 1,mployces well past retirement age continue to 
get worker's compensation benefits. Is this appropriate"? 

Mr. Williams: Although allowed by the current law, we do not believe this is appropriate. 
Disabled retirement-eligible employees have a choice between FECA benefits and fodcral 
retirement benefits. However. neither the employee nor the Po~lal Service paid into the 
retirement system while the employee was on workt..-rs· compensation. Consequently, most 
employees choose to remain on workers· ~1mpensation because it results in a higher payment 
and signifil·anl tax in~-cntives. and there arc no age or time limitations in the current law. 

FECA was never intended lo be a retirement program. We issued a report covering this area in 
2003, and we are currently working to update the results. We can provide you a copy of this 
report wh~'fl it is issued. 

EXPAl'DING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

Mrs. Emt..'T's<m: Jn your testimony you mentionoo the long-term challenges facing the Postal 
Service as mail continues to shift to electronic communication in an increasingly digital age. The 
Postal Service's action plan proposed introducing uew products and additional services for 
customers. The Postal Service is asking Congress to allow them additional flexibility in their 
ability lo introduce new products. Currently, every new potential product requires review by the 
Board ofGovemorn and the Postal Regulatory Commission. 

In your view, s hould Congress seek lo amend the c urrent regulatory framework, broadening the 
defin ition of postal products, co give the USPS added tlc)(ibility to innovate and incorporate new 
products and service:;'.' 

Mr. Williams: The exploration of non-postal products should be considered once the latitude 
currcmly allowed under the existing regulatory framework for ancillary products is fully 
explored. Anc illary products could move the Postal Service into the digital age and allow for an 
update of the mission within existing legis lation. This may provide a gr~at deal of tlexibility for 
innovative products and services to allow the Postal Service lo be a product platform for 
government, postal, and commercial services available to all. 

~ew anci llary products should reflect the evolving universal service obligation to ·'bind the 
nation together" in a new world where people are increasingly communicating digically. For 
example, the Po.~ta l Service 1."0uld provide digital currency exchange to complemen t its existing 
money order business. Another possibilily is a digi tal platform that facili tates communications 
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and commerce, !hat could provide a physical address linked lo an electronic mail box for every 
resident and business. 

Both the digital and physical wvrlds arc imperfect; they each have their own shortcomings. A 
digital platform provided by the Postal Service could bridge the physical-digital divide and help 
address some of the privacy, sc..~urity. and confidentiality issues associated with the current 
digital age. 

Mrs. Emerson: Should USPS he allowed to offer new nonpos1al products and services that 
w111pctc with private-sector firms7 

Mr. Williams: Certain non-postal products could prove useful in providing additional sources of 
revenue to keep unpmfitahle posl ofliccs open for universal service. These products could also 
serve the underservcd segments of society that the private sector may not be currently imcrcstcd 
in serving. These pmducts could be limikd to rural areas, thus reducing the likelihood of 
competition with businesses and providing welcome and needed products for more remote 
populations. 

Mrs. Emerson: How would the Postal Service finance such initiatives? 

Mr. Williams: If the retirement fund overpayments arc solved, a portion of the no longer needed 
annual retirement benefit fund payments could he used to finance initiatives. Otherwise, the 
Postal Service would have to cut off old investments to fuel new investments and redirect less 
profitable investments to more profitable investments. To the extent possible, these initiatives 
should be self-financing, so that the return on investment will cover the costs. In many cases, 
fonding already being expended to pay for the current work.force could he leveraged to pruvic.le 
these additional services. 

FLtET MAlNTEl'A'.'JCE 

Mrs. Emerson: The Bowles Simpson Fiscal Commission recommended large reductions to funds 
budgeted fc.1r travel, vehicles and printing. I am aware that the Postal S<.'1Vh:c must maintain a 
large delivery fleet as part of its day-to-day operations. 

ln your view, are th&c steps the Postal Service can lake to reduce costs spent on its delivery 
fleet? 

Mr. Williams: The most effective way to minimize fuel costs for postal owned trucks and 
contract carriers is to optimize volume capacity per trip and reduce the number of transportation 
trips. Additionally, providing the correct incentives (such as cost and risk sharing arrangements) 
to its large fleet of contracted carriers also creates the potential for significant savings. Finally, 
the Postal Service can reduce fuel costs through development of, and compliance with, national 
acquisition and consumption strategies aimed at reducing the cost and usc of fuel, such as an 
expansion of mobile fueling for city and rural delivery units. 
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When consi<foring the acquisition oftraikrs. c.argo vans, and other transportation vehicles. the 
Postal Savicc: should perform a comprehensive lease versus buy analysi:., to compare the total 
cost oflea.~ing lo the total c.ost of ownership. The Postal Service should also establish ~chc..-tlulcs 
for its intcmal drivers that match employee work hours with workload and increase overall 
util ization and combine or eliminate unnecessary hip.~. Additionally, once faci lities arc 
optimized for mail volume there cx1u ld be savings fiom reduced inter-facili ty trans portation 
routes. Finally. the adoption of alternative fuel vehicles, such as electric vehicles. should help 
reduce delivery costs for fuel and maintenance. 

Mrs. Emerson: What is the Pt,stal Service doing to make its delivery fleet more green and 
efficient. and improve the longevity of its fleet'! 

Mr. Williams: The Pvstal Service has the world's largest fleet of alternative-fuel vehicles with 
over 44,000 altem~tive fuel vehiclo:s, including compressed Natural Gas, Propane, E-85, Hybrid, 
F..lectric &nd Fuel Cell vehicles. 

The Postal Service is testing diflCring models o f hybrid vehicles to include sport utility. 
mini-vans and step-van vehicles. Test results indicate that until hybrids hecomc more 
competi tively priced and replacement batteric." arc more affordable. it is not 
recommended as an option for carrier vehicle replacement 

• Engineering is working with potential suppliers on prototypes to convert fi ve e)(i~ting 
carrier vehicles to run on dectricity. Data is currently being collected on range, 
maintenance costs, and other general diagnostics. These vehicles will be tested for one 
year and the results of the tc.~ts will he published. 

• The tc~ting on two hydrogen fuel cell delivery vehicles ended in February. Fuel cells 
p resent several challenges such a~: 

:i Hydrogen production 
o Hydrogen storage 
o Infrastructure, and 
o Fuel Costs 

In 2009, at the request of Representative Jose E. Serrano, Cbainnan. Subcommittee on 
Financial Sc:rviccs and General Government. Committee vn Appropriations, we conducted a 
study of chc potential for electric vehicles within the Postal Service. Our report suggested that 
the Postal Servil:e could offer a unique test-bed for n broad implementation of electric vehicles 
in the delivery environment. Signilicant fuel cost savings could be achieved through such a 
program, but initial investments would have to he made to support such a strategy. 

Regnrding fleet longevity, the Postal Service h11s maintained their carrier vehicles in safe 
working condition for over 20 years. This is aurihutcd to a robust preventive maintenance 
program. Vehidc:s are serviced and repaired at USPS vehicle maintenance facilities and in many 
commercial garages throughout the country. Vehicles ure kept in a safe and operable condition, 
while meeting established standards ao<l requircmoots. However, we have found i nstau~ in 
which the cost to maintain a subset of the vehicle fleet i~ more than it would cost to replace them. 

s 
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Oucstion8 for the Record From Representative Barhara Lee 

Ms. Lee: Mr. rnspector General, it has been reported that mail volume is rising slightly from the 
lows caused by the recession. 

Would any disruptions or abrupt price hikes ac the USPS caused by a failure to solve financial 
shortfalls at the Postal Service interrupt this recovery in mail volume'? 

Mr. Williams: A natural disaster such as a hurricane or terrorism event could have a significant 
impact on mail volume rt:covcry. In addition. the financial shortfall could limit capital 
expenditures that if made. might have decreased future costs or provided for revenue generating 
opportunities or additional services in high-growth areas. 

REPORTING O~ DIVERSITY 

Ms. Lee: Arc you able to pro"ide the Subcommittee with infom1ation regarding the diversity of 
professional full time employees at the Office of the Inspector General, broken down by job title 
or GS level? 

'.'Ar. Williams: The chart below shows the diversity of professional full time employees at the 
Office of the Inspector General. 

C'olumn I identifies the joh title and che GS equivalent level. 
Columns 2 and 3 break down the total workforce by g~nder. 
Columns 4 through 14 break down the total workforce by Race, and each of these 
categories is broken down by gender. 

The totals and percentages for each workforce category are shown at the bottom of the report. 
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Ms. Lee: What is your office doing to ensure that it is recruiting aud hiring a <ii VL'fS~ SIHff? Docs 
your ollicc recruit or have an internship program at any Historically Rlack College/$ and 
Universitylics? 

:"vlr. Williams: To ensure that the OIG recruits and hires a diverse staff, the agency currently 
advertises positions through the following sources: 

Historically Black Colleges aml Uni vcrsitil:s 
Historically Asian Colleges and Universities 
Colleges for the Hearing lmpairLoJ. 
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'Ilic OJ(j routinely rccrnits at Women in 1-'t.'<lcral Law Enf(m;emenl conferences, and participates 
in local and national job fairs for the Natiom1l Society of I li:,;panic Professionals. 

We also support the following law enforcement organi7.alions through individual memberships 
an<l allcn<lancc at spons11rcd event~. 

Federal Hi.~panic Law Enforcement Officers Association 
Hispanic American Police Command Officers Associati(>n 
~ational Organiwtion of Black Law Enforcement Executives 
Women in Federal Law Enforcement 

Further, the OIG ensures that a dedicated telephone line is available for applicants requiring 
handicap accommoda1ions. 

PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTING 

\.ls. Lee: Are you able to provide us with infonnatiw1 regarding the amount and percent of 
.;ontracts with small, disadvantaged businesses that are female or minority-owned? 

\ilr. Williams: The Postal Service, as an agency that docs not operate on appropriated funds, doe!. 
not have to set and report on goals for contracting with small and disadvantaged businesse~. 
l-lowcvcr, the Postal Service has u program supporting small, minority owned, and women 
owned businc8ses (SMWOB) that has won awards. Thc~e awards include America's Top 
Uovenunent Agency for :vtuhic.:ultural Business Opportunities in 2006 - 2009, 2011. and in 2010 
1hey Wt.Te rated second. 

The Postal Service has a sup11licr outreach program lh:H participates in over 25 outreach events 
annually. The Postal Service also ha,,; mcml>crships and/or partner.ships with advoca.:y b'Toups 
and councils. 

The Postal Service Supplier Diversity Program cstabfo:hed goals for providit•g contracting 
opp<>rtunitie~ to SMWOB in 2006. The goals currently set are comparable 10 those set in the 
Federal sector. The Postal Services achievements against its goal~ arc noted in the chart below. 

s 
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2, 2011. 

U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION 

WITNESS 

CURTIS W. CRIDER, INSPECTOR GENERAL, U.S. ELECTION ASSIST
ANCE COMMISSION 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you so much for being here, Inspector 
General Crider. We look forward to hearing your testimony. As you 
may know, this committee is committed to reducing nonsecurity 
discretionary spending to fiscal year 2008 levels, and so we have 
asked several Inspectors General to meet with us so that you all 
can help us identify savings where we can, in fact, achieve it. 

Your. oversight is valuable, not only to ensure. that taxpayer dol
lars are used in the most cost-effective manner possible, but also 
to determine whether the Commission is contributing to the integ
rity of our Federal elections. While the Election Assistance Com
mission has taken on a number of roles, it was specifically estab
lished to help States meet new voting standards and the overall en
hancement of election administration called for under the Help 
America Vote Act. 

In order for our democracy to thrive, people must be able to place 
complete confidence in the integrity of our Federal voting system. 
In general, I am interested in hearing your perspective on the 
Commission's operating expenses, the necessity of having so many 
high-level administrative staff, as well as the Commission's overall 
management practices. While it appears that the Commission has 
matured since it was first set up, my observation of some of its de
cisions and activities suggests that the EAC still has a lot of work 
to do. 

In addition, I continue to find it interesting that so many of the 
States that received grant funding under RAVA have yet to spend 
significant amounts of the funding provided to them in spite of the 
fact that it has been available for a number of years. I would like 
to hear your views on the Commission's management of those 
funds. 

I look forward to your testimony and to gaining a better under
standing of your efforts to hold the Election Assistance Commission 
accountable. 

I would now like to recognize my good friend, Ranking Member 
J ose Serrano. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you so much. 
I would also like to welcome Inspector General Crider to this 

hearing today. The Inspector General's Office has the important job 
of reducing waste, fraud, and abuse not just at the Election Assist
ance Commission but also among the States and tenitories that 
have received and used Help America Vote Act funds. 

(47) 
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As you know the Help America Vote Act was passed in the wake 
of the 2000 elections. The goal of the act was to help States to up
grade their voting equipment and election administration, to help 
develop an ongoing series of testing standards and best practices 
in these areas, and to create a clearinghouse of information for 
States to use. I am looking forward to hearing more about how well 
the EAC has done this job and what they can do to improve their 
efforts . In addition, I am interested in learning more about how 
States have used their Help America Vote Act funds to improve 
their voting systems and election administration. 

From your testimony, I understand that you are concerned about 
the amount of money the Election Assistance Commission spends 
on management activities. While I think this should be an area of 
concern, I would like to point out that many of these activities, in 
particular, the public meetings and advisory board activities, are 
mandated by law. These are activities that improve the EAC's 
transparency and accountability to the States it provides assistance 
to and to the public as a whole. As we move forward with the fiscal 
year 2012 budget request and as we continue to work on the con
tinuing resolution for 2011, I would hope that we remember that. 

I always like to say that the Election Assistance Commission is 
a small agency with a big job: to help ensure that our elections are 
open, accessible, and secure. The IG's Office plays an important 
role in ensuring that the EAC performs its work to the best of its 
ability. I look forward to your testimony. 

Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you, Joe. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Mr. Crider , we will now recognize you for your 

opening statement. If you would be so kind as to try to keep it to 
5 minutes, that will give us more time to ask questions. Thank you. 

Mr. CRIDER. Good morning, Chairwoman Emerson, Ranking 
Member Serrano, and members of the subcommittee. Thank you for 
inviting me to come today to talk to you about the U.S. Election 
Assistance Commission and our operations in the Office of Inspec
tor General. 

My office is an independent office in the EAC. Our role is to re
view EAC programs and operations with an eye toward helping the 
agency be more efficient and more effective. We also audit the 
funds distributed by the EAC to ensure the money is spent for the 
right purposes and in keeping with Federal rules. 

A large portion of our resources have been dedicated to auditing 
the Help America Vote Act grants that have been given to the 
States. The EAC has distributed $3.3 billion in funding to the 
States for election equipment and procedures. To date, we have 
completed 31 audits of 28 States covering $1.3 billion. We exam
ined State expenditures to determine if they were made for appro
priate purposes, were properly charged to HA VA grants, and were 
supported by appropriate and sufficient records. 

Our audits have shown that, by and large, States use HA VA 
funds. for appropriate purposes and that they have the. needed doc
umentation to support those charges. We have identified $31.3 mil
lion in questioned costs. and additional program income in our 31 
audits. 
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The EAC has also distributed $50.9 million in discretionary 
grants in the six smaller programs. We have only audited a few of 
these smaller grants. However, those audits have raised some con
cerns about these funds and the manner in which they were used. 

In 2009, we received a congressional request to audit two small 
grants. under the Help America Vote College Program. We began 
what we believed would be a very simple, straightforward audit of 
$33,000. What we found was that the grantee did not have records 
to support his charges to the grant. We questioned all of the costs 
charged to the grant, and the grantee is in the process of repaying 
those funds now. 

The second major focus of our work was on EAC operations. We 
oversee the annual audit of the EAC's financial statements and fis
cal compliance reviews which is done by outside contractors. In ad
dition, we have issued seven reports covering six reviews and one 
investigation of EAC operations. 

Our reports have revealed the good and the bad about EAC oper
ations. Not all of our reports are negative. We conducted reviews 
of the EAC's Internet usage and the use of appropriate funds for 
settlement. We determined the EAC had proper controls to prevent 
access to adult content, gambling, and shopping sites. That is what 
our report says. We also found that the EAC followed the laws in 
using its funds to settle a prohibited personnel practices claim. 

Our reports have also identified areas where EAC can improve. 
its operations. For example, in 2008, we issued a major report on 
the assessment of EAC's financial and program operations. We 
found that the EAC did not have internal controls or policies and 
procedures in place to guide its programs and operations. We made 
29 recommendations related to needed policies and procedures. The 
EAC has implemented the vast majority of these recommendations 
and adopted policies and procedures in most of its programs. 

We also found a situation where EAC did not violate law or regu
lation, but where better choices could have been made in the use 
of Federal funds. One such example was our review of the EAC 
purchase of T-shirts. While this was only a $7,000 purchase, the 
EAC bought 5 shirts for each of its. employees as. an employee in
centive award, and they still had about 200 shirts in inventory. 
While this purchase was not illegal, it was just not a good use of 
taxpayers' funds. 

Our investigation in the EAC's operating environment also 
showed no violation of Federal antidiscrimination laws or whistle
blower laws but did reveal employees fear retaliation for making 
complaints or identifying wrongdoing. It also showed that employ
ees believe that it was an "us versus them" atmosphere at the 
EAC. 

In the failure of the EAC's employee service in 2007, 2008, and 
2009, they showed that an information divide exists between man
agement and staff. The 2010 survey results are now in, and the. 
EAC is in the process of evaluating those. Those results should be 
available the middle of March, and we are hoping that there is sig
nificant improvement in the results of the sw·vey. 

The EAC's fiscal year 2012 budget request seeks $13. 7 million, 
with $3.25 million being transferred to the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology. The EAC proposes the operating budget 
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of $10.45 million. This is a 27.7 percent reduction from its oper
ating budget in 2010. The OIG takes its fair share of that cut. Our 
portion of the EAC budget will be $1.56 million. While this is a 
sizeable reduction from our previous budgets, we will continue to 
conduct audits and investigations, albeit just a few less than we 
have done. in previous years. 

We know that members of this committee have previously raised 
concerns about EAC's overhead and management costs. This budg
et would appear to verify those concerns. More than 51 percent of 
the EAC's fiscal year 2012 budget is dedicated to overhead and 
management charges. The EAC should take a hard look at its man
agement and overhead costs to determine if savings could be 
achieved to bring management costs more in line with program 
costs. 

The EAC has committed to doing this analysis. In their trans
mittal with the budget justification that was provided to Congress, 
they have indicated they are willing to do a study and make the 
necessary changes to. bring the costs in line. We think this com
mittee should hold the EAC accountable to its word, make sure this 
analysis is conducted and whatever changes that need to be made 
are made by the EAC. 

Our role is to make recommendations that improve the EAC and 
to protect the taxpayers' investment in our Nation's election proc
ess. We will continue to work with the. EAC and this. committee to 
make the EAC's programs and operations economical, effective, and 
efficient. 

It is my pleasure to be here today, and I will be more than happy 
to answer any questions you have. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you so much, Mr. Crider. 
[The information follows:) 
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TcmMONY Of THE U.S. ElECTION A~JHAlllC[ COMMISSIOlll O~HC~ o~ INSPECTOR GENERAl 

8£FORE THE HousE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCIAl SERVICES AND GENERAL GoveRlllMeNT 

MARCH 2, 2011 

Chairwoman Emerson, Ranking Member Serrano, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank 
you for inviting me to testify today. I am pleased to be here this morning to discuss the 
activities of the Office of Inspector General (OIG) and to provide insight into the economy and 
efficiency of the programs and operations of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission {EAC). 

INTRODUCTION 

The EAC is a bipartisan Commission created and authorized by the Help America Vote Act of 
2002 (HAVA). The OIG is an independent division of the EAC required by HAVA and the 
Inspector General Act of 1978 (IG Act) and created by the EAC in 2005. Our office is comprised 
of three full·time staff: the Inspector General, the Assistant Inspector General for Audits, and 
Counsel to the Inspector General. We also contract with two independent accounting firms for 
audit support and use the investigative services of other Federal agencies. when necessary. 

The OIG's mission is to promote economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the EAC programs. To 
accomplish this goal, the OIG conducts regular audits of recipients of grant funds distributed by 
the EAC, annual financial audits of EAC's operations, and periodic reviews and audits of EAC 
program operations. In addition, the OIG helps to identify waste, fraud, abuse and 
mismanagement in EAC programs and operations by conducting investigations of complaints 
against the EAC, its grant recipients, or third parties involved in EAC programs. 

GRANT AUDITS 

The EAC administers several formula and discretionary grant programs. The EAC has 
distributed $3.2 billion in funding under the formula grants established in titles I and II of the 
HAVA. In FYs 2003, 2004, 2007, 2008 and 2009, the Congress appropriated funding to these 
programs totaling $3.3 billion. Approximately $56 million is left to be distributed. In addition 
to these grants, the EAC has distributed $14.9 million in discretionary grants under the 
following grant programs: Help America Vote College program, Parent Student Mock Election 
program. Election Data Collection grant program, and Military Heroes Initiative. last, the EAC 
has S 11 million in funding yet to be distributed under two discretionary grant programs: the 
Pre-election Logic and Ac:curacv Testing and Post-election Audit Initiative and Accessible Voting 
Technology Initiative. 1 

1HR1 would rescind $5 million from the funding availabl<! for these programs. 

This infotmotion is property of the U.S. Election Assistonce Commissiorr Office of Inspector Genet0f 
1225 New Yo'* Avenue, NW, Suite l !00, Washington, DC 20005 

(20Z) 566·3125 (p), (101) 566-0957 (/), www.eac.qav 
Poge J 
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TESTIMONY or T~E u. s. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION OFFICE Of INSPECTOR GENERAL 
BEFORE THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS COMMlrnE, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL SERVICES ANO GENERAL GOV£RNMENT 

M .. RCt< 2, 2011 

Over the past five years, the OIG has focused on auditing the large sums of money distributed 

to and spent by the states to improve the election infrastructure and procedure. These grants 

were available for limited uses. The uses of these funds include: 

HAVA Section Approved Uses 
101 Comply with title Ill of HAVA; improve the administration of elections for federal 

office; Voter education regarding voting procedures. voting rights, and voting 
technology; training election officials, poll workers, and election volunteers; 
develop the state plan required in title II of HAVA; improving, acquiring. leasing. 
modifying or replacing voting systems; improving accessibilirv of polling places; 
and establishing a hotline for voters to use to report voting fraud and voting 
rights violations, obtaining election information and information about the 
voter's status, polling place location and other relevant information. 

102 Replace punch card and lever voting systems that were in use during the 
November 2000 election 

251 Purchase or lease voting equipment that meet standards established in Section 
301 of HAVA; implement a progr;~m of provisional voting; provide specified 
information to voters at the polling place; develop and implement a single, 
statewide list of registered voters; and identify first-time voters in keeping with 
the requirements of HAVA. 

Section 102 funds were available for a limited period of time.2 At the end of the period of 

availability, mites must return any unspent funds or funds associated with precincts that still 

use punch card or lever voting systems. Section 251 funds required states to submit a state 

plan and to appropriate matching funds equal to five percent of the combined state and 

Federal shares. All funds must be deposited into an interest bearing account ("election fund") 

wherein earned interest could be used for the types of activities allowed urtder Section 251. 

We audit the HAVA funds expended by the Mates. Our audits examine whether the funds were 

spent for approved purposes, whether expenses were made in keeping with HAVA and Federal 
guidelines for the use of grant funds, whether expenses were properly documented, whether 

the state met its matching requirement, and whether state and Federal funds were timely 

deposited into the election fund. We have completed <1udits of 28 states. These audits covered 

St.3 billion and resulted irt $31.3 million in questioned costs or <1dditional program costs. Some 

common audit findings were: 

1 The deadline was originally the Novembe< 2004 election. However. states were permitted to reque.t a waiver 
until January l. 1006. This deadline was subseque11tly e.iended. The most recent change made the deadline 
November 2010. 

This information is ptoperty of rhe U.S. Elecrion A5sistonce CammiS$ion Office o/ lnsper;tor General 
1125 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005 

(101) S66·J125 (p}, (201} 566·0957 (/}. WWW.\'Oc.qov 
Pagel 
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• Failure to maintain adequate time records for persons whose wages/salaries are paid 
from grant funds: 
Failure to maintain property control/inventory records for equipment purchased with 
Federal funds: 
Failure to appropriate sufficient matching funds; 
Failure to timely deposit matchir>g funds or interest earned on HAVA funds; and 
Errors in reports filed with tile EAC. 

There have been state and/or Federal investigations in three states regarding the use of HAVA 
funds. In one instance, former state officials and contractors have been indicted on charges of 
money laundering, kickbacks and tax evasion. 

We have ten state audits in progress.3 Those audits cover $800 million in HAVA expenses. final 
reports 011 these audits will be available by the end of the current fiscal year. Appro~imately 
Sl.3 billion of the $3.2 billion distributed by the EAC under the HAVA grant programs is vet to 
be audited. 

Below ls a chart detailing the HAVA funds that have been subject to audit by the OIG. The chart 
aggregates the amounts received and audited under the three HAVA grant programs. The 
amount audited also includes interest earned on HAVA funds as of the date of the respective 
audit. 

Required 
State Match TotalHAVA 

onHAVA Funds Avallable Unaudited 
HAVAFunds Funds Excluding TotalHAVA HAVAFund 

State Received Received Interest Funds Audited Balance 

Alabama $40,907,194 $1.887.711 $42, 794.905 530.330,539 $12,464,366 

Alaska $18,021,803 $685,358 $18,707,161 $0 $18.707,161 
American 
Samoa $3,319,361 so $3.319.361 so $3.319.361 
Arizona $52,532,244 $2,395,615 $54,927,859 so $54,927,859 

A;kansas $30,396,S69 $1.275,456 $31,672,025 $28,205.912 $3.466,113 
California $380,356,043 $15,562.763 $395,918,806 $213,941,386 $181,977,420 

Colorado $45,784,267 $2,039,309 $47,823.5 76 so $47,823,576 

• Theie 3Udits cover some uates that have gr(!Viously bc<?n audited. Th~ OIG r.efected thtse states for re-audit due 
to the large amount of money that had been spent since ~he s.t.ues· prior audits. 

This in/01mat;on i< tJfoperry r:>f the U.S. flection Assisfonce Commiss;,,n Office of Inspector General 

1125 New Ya1k Avenu.t, NW, Svire 1100, Washington. OC 20005 

(1021566-3115 (p), (101) 566·0957 (f), www.eac.gov 
Page.3 
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MAOC~ 2. 2011 

Requited 
State Matd1 Total HAYA 

011 HAYA Funds Available 
HAVAFunds Funds E>ccludln11 Total HAYA 

Received Received Interest Funds Audited 

$34,0Sl,608 $1,530,611 $35.612,219 $34.168.003 

$16,596,803 $610,358 $17.207,161 $0 

$16,596,803 $610.358 517,207,161 $0 

$170,641,293 $7.611.176 $178.252,469 $110,187,888 

$83,231,168 $3.719,705 $86,950,873 $63,562,054 

$3,319,361 $0 $3,319,361 $0 

$16,596,803 $610,358 $17,207,161 $11,331,064 

518,021,803 $685.358 $18.707,161 $0 

$155,480,687 55.818,213 $161.298,900 $148,093,384 

$70,193,158 $2,865,278 $73,058,436 $61,430,159 

$31,633,492 $1,401,763 $33,035,255 $28,834,907 

$29,022,04.5 Sl.264,318 $30,286,363 $24.666.652 

$42,070,094 $1.942.192 $44.o12,286 $20,349,296 

$49,051,620 $1,936,238 $50,987,858 $50,673,813 

$16,596,803 $610,358 $17,207,161 $0 

$53,646,392 $2,440.634 $56,087,026 $27 .683.205 

$65, 115,060 $3,000,273 $68,115.333 $0 

$104,274,292 $4.659,773 $108,934,065 $69,309,457 

$49,254,670 $2.312.678 $51,567.348 $42.303,899 

$30,603,916 $1,323,814 $31,927,730 $0 

$62,262,661 $2,363,929 $64,626,590 $52,632,344 

$18,021,803 $685.358 $18,707,161 $1S,380.S63 

$20,021,034 $790,581 $20,811.615 $0 
$23,144, 727 $954,986 $24,099. 713 $19.631.090 

$16,596,803 $610.358 $17.207,161 $0 

$84,904,403 $3,582,S05 $88,486,908 $45,136,106 

SW.599,671 $821,035 $21,420,706 $14,123,471 

$238,095,934 $9,0S2,510 $247,148,444 $140,722,926 

$82,203,337 $3,864,304 ~86,067,641 $59.042.030 

Unaudited 
HAYA fund 

Balance 

Sl.444,216 

$17,207,161 

$17,207.161 

$68,064,581 

$23,388,819 

$3,319,361 

$5,876.097 

$18,707.161 

$13,205,516 

s 11,628,277 

$4,200,348 

$5,619,711 

$23,662.990 

$314,045 

$17,207,161 

$28,403.821 

$68,115,333 

$39,624,608 

$9,263,449 

$31,927,730 

Stt.994,246 

$3,326,598 

$20.Stl,615 

$4,468,623 

s 11,207 .161 

$43,350,802 

$7,297,235 

$106,425,518 

$27,025,611 

Th;s informar;on ;s propenv of the U.S. Elec.tion Assistance Commiss;on O/ffce of Inspector General 
1215 New York Avenue, NW. SUite lIOO, Washin9too, OC WOOS 

(102} 566-3125 (p), (102} ~66-0957 {j}, www.eoc.gov 
Poge4 
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State 

Nonn Dakota 

Onio 

Oklahoma 

Oregon 

Pennsylv~niat 

Puerto Rico 

Rnode Island 

South Carolina 

South Dakota 

Tennessee 

Texast 

Utan 

Vermont 

Virginia 

Virgin Islands 

Wa$hington 

West Virginia 

Wistonsin* 

Wyoming 

Sll8COMMln£E ON FtNANCIAL SERVICES Af':O GENERAL GOVERNMENT 

l\/IARCH 2. 2011 

Required 
State Match TotalHAVA 

onHAVA Funds Available 
HAVAFunds Funds Excludl11g TotalHAVA 

Received Retelved Interest Funds Audited 

$18.021.803 S6SS,358 SlS,707,161 so 
Sl43,076,0S9 $5,369,656 $148,445, 715 $114.741,683 

$35,200, 723 $1,589,512 $36,790,235 $0 

$36.421.250 $1,599,722 $38,020,972 $19,!B7,966 

$147,009,727 $5,935.242 $152,944,969 $159,099,053 

$9,004,545 $308,074 $9,312.619 $0 

$18.021,803 $685,358 $18,707,161 $17,078.956 

$43,185,727 $1.913,989 $45,099, 716 $35,165,678 

$18,021,803 $685,358 $18.707,161 so 
$54,714,608 $2,433,481 $57,l48,0S9 $27,601,101 

$203,631.823 $9.481,879 $213,113,702 $168,206,340 

$26,804,496 $946,669 $27,751,165 $28,076,877 

$16,596,803 $610.358 $17.207,161 so 
$69,121,820 $3,025,756 $72.147,576 $33,270,545 

$3,319,361 so $3,319,361 $0 

$65,825,930 $2,785,681 $68,611,617 $42,474,187 

$22,043,424 $879,836 $22,923,260 $21,340,794 

$54,013,843 $2,474,263 $56,488,106 $44,043,079 

$18,021,803 $685,358 $18, 707,161 $7,967.787 

Unaudited 
HAVAFund 

Balance 

$18,707,161 

$33. 704.032 

$36,790,235 

s 18,083,006 

$0 

$9,312,619 

Sl.628.205 

$9,934,038 

$18,707,161 

$29.546,988 

$44,907,362 

so 
$17,207, 161 

$38,877,031 

Sl,319,361 

$26.137,430 

$1,582,466 

$12.445,027 

$10,739,374 

Total $3,195,25:1,076 $13:1,610,789 $3,3?8,873,865 $2,030,744,194 $1,104,609,467 
•Audit in ro r p g ess 
tSecond •udit in progreS$ 
AAudit pl~nned for ~V 2011 ·--·---··-I 

Tne OIG has completed an audit of two of the Help Ame(ica Vote College Program grants. Both 
grants were given to a single grantee and totaled $33,750. Due to a lack of supporting records. 
we questioned all costs and the grantee is in the process of repaying all $33, 750. Tne OIG also 
has an ongoing audit of one of the five grants distributed under tne Election Data Collection 
grant program. That grant is in the amount of $2 million. The audit is expected to be 
completed in 2010. 

This informori{)n is pmperty of the U.S. fJ~ctiOfl Ass;S(at'IC'e Commission Office of Inspector Gcnerol 

1115 New York A.e11ue, NW. Suire 1100, Washington. DC 10005 
(101) 566·.3115 (p}, (21J1J S66-09S7 (/}, www.eat.gov 

Pages 
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AUDITS, EVALUATIONS, AND INVESTIGATIONS OF EAC 

The OIG oversees annual audits of the EAC's financial statements and compliance with the 
Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA). These audits are conducted by an 
independent public accounting firm. The E'AC received an unqualified opinion on its FY 2010 
financial statements. The EAC has shown dramatic improvement in its financial management 
processes since its first financial statement audit in FY 2008, which resulted in a disclaimer. The 
FY 2010 audit of EAC's FISMA compliance also demonstrated vast improvement and substantial 
compliance with FISMA. Prior audits had noted significant deficiencies in meeting FISMA 

requirements. 

ln addition to these annual reviews, the OIG has conducted six reviews of EAC programs and 
operations and one investigation into the working environment at EAC. Two of those reports 
found favorable conditions at the EAC and resulted in no recommendations. In each of the 
other reports, we made rec:ommendations to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
EAC programs. 

These reports form the basis of our annual report on the EAC's top management challenges. 
For FY 2010, the OIG reported on five management challenges facing the EAC: performance 
management and accountability, financial management and performance, information 
technology and security, human capital management and records management. We resolved 
the financial management and performance challenge as the EAC had taken steps to implement 
all of the recommendations that had been made in the past financia I statement audits and 
obtained an unqualified opinion on its current audit. The other four challenges remain open as 
EAC has yet to implement all recommendations made in various reports to improve its internal 
control structure, information technology and privacy act information security, working 
environment issues, and records management. 

We consider the performance management and accountability and human capital management 
challenges to be the most significant. In 2008, the OIG issued its Assessment of the U.S. 
Election Assistance Commission's Programs and Financial Operations. In that report, the OIG 
issued numerous findings related to the need for documented policies and procedures. These 
recommendations touched nearly every division then existing at EAC, including 
communications, research, testing and certification, finance and administration, and programs 
and services (grants). While the EAC has made significant progress in developing policies and 
procedures, work remains to be done to complete policies and procedures for all of EAC's 
operations. 

This information is property of rhe U.S. flecrion Assistartce Commis.sio11 Office of Inspector General 

1125 New Yo1k Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Woshingro~. DC 20005 
(201} 566·3125 (p). (1011 566-0957 (JJ. www.eac.gov 

Poge 6 
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The absence of documented policies and procedures has created and exacerbated other 
problems at the EAC. One example is the disclaimer that EAC received in its first financial 

statement audit. Also, failure to implement policies and procedures has left an information gai;i 

and a lack of understanding of expectations on the part of EAC employees. This information 
divide is evidenced in EAC's employee surveys. In 2007, 2008, and 2009, the employees 

reported a lack of undemanding of the goals and priorities of the organization as well as the 

expectations on them as individu<1I employees. Based on the 2009 survey, less than half of 
respondents believed that: 

• Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization (45%); 

• Leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce (42%); 

• Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes 
(34%); 

• Promotions are based on merit (34%); 

• Employees understood what they had to do to achieve a certain performance rating 
(41%); and 

• Pay raises are dependent on how well a job is performed (28%). 

Employee Survey 2009, questions 15, 18, 20, 26, 29, and 31. 

These employee concerns were echoed in our 2010 investigation into the EAC's working 
environment. The investigation was spurned by 15 complaints from confidential and 

anonymous sources alleging infractions from cronyism to retaliation. The investigation was 

conducted by another Federal Office of Inspector General on our behalf. It revealed that the 

EAC did not have a hostile working environment as defined by Federal statute and no actual 
retaliation occurred. However, it did open a window in to the fears and concerns of EAC 

employees. the existences of an "us/them" environment, and potentially inappropriate 
activities at EAC events. 

We referred the investigative report to EAC management for follow up under our human capital 

managt?ment challenge. As a part of that challenge, we admonished the EAC to address 
expressed concerns with performance measurement. Employees who are performing should 
be rewarded, and those that are not should be disciplined. ln addition, we noted that EAC must 

ensure that people with appropriate skill sets are tasked to perform critical functions. The EAC 
has hired a number of competent and trained personnel to assist with its financial and other 

administrative needs. The EAC has significantly increased the total number of employees and 

its corresponding administrative costs. In these tight economic times, the EAC must take a hard 

look at its workforce and resources to ensure that needed skills are retained. 

This infotmation is ptopetTy of the U.S. Election Assistonce Commission Office of Inspector General 
1225 New York Aventtc, NW. Sttitc J 100. Washington. DC 10005 

(ZO:Z} 566-3115 (p}, (201) 566-0957 (f}, www.eoc.gov 
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EAC'S OPERATING BUDGET 

The EAC's FY 2012 budget request totals $13.715.665. which includes a transfer of $3.Z5 million 
to the Department of Commerce National Institute of Standards and Technology. EAC is left 

with an operating budget of $10.465,665. This is a significant reduction over its FY 2010 a11d FY 
2011 continuing resolution operating budget of $14,459.000. In its submission accompanying 
the President's budget request, the EAC disburses the $10.465.665 as follows: 

-Managementt $5,406, 718* 

Communications 5669,583 

OIG $1,!i62,346 

Research $1,137,025 

Testing & Cert $1,307,493 

Grants $372.SOO 

FY 2012 Budget Request 

•Communications, 

.•Management 

•OIG 

•Research 

aTe~ting and 
Certification 

Granes 

t Management includes expenses for the following offices and activities: Commissioners, advisory 
boards, Executive Director, public meetings. General Counsel, Cl'1ief Operating Officer. and Chief 
Financial Officer. We believe that the management a11ocatlon also includes il'lfrastructure costs such as 
rent that could be allocatecl to the programs. 
Hhe SS.406, 718 proposed by the EAC for its management expenses is understated by S 10,000. The 
sum of the line items in the management section total $5.416, 718. For purposes of this testimony, we 
will use tne numbers as presented by EAC despite their errors. 

The OIG's portion of the FY 2012 budget is proposed at $1,562,346. With these funds. the OIG 
expects to continue to audit states and EAC programs, albeit at a reduced level. We will 

continue to work with three fuU·time staff and contract auditors. 

I his in/01motirm is property of the U.S. Heccion Assistance Commission Office of Inspector Generot 
1215 New York AvP.rou•, NW, Suite llOO, Washington, DC 20005 

(202) 566-3115 fp), (202) 566·0957 (/), wwweac.qo• 
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The FY 2012 allocatioris result in reductions to all programs but at different levels. Below is a 
chart showing the amounts allocated to the EAC programs in FY 2010 and the percentage 
reduction to the programs in the FY 2012 proposed budget. 

£AC Program FY 2010 Allocation FY 2012 Request · % RedlKtl<ln In FY 2012 

: Management $6,520,094 $5,406,718 17.1% 
' Testing and Certification i $1,861.008 $1.307,493 29.7% 
, Research : $1.544.817 $1.137,025 26.4% 
I Communications ·----·-r-----··s84s.7s2 -----·s·&69,5a3 21.1% 
r-'Grants $1.914.069 $312.500 80.5% 

Office of Inspector General $1,770,2594 $1.562,346 ll.7% 
·Total $14,458,999 $10,455,655 27.7% 

We believe that the EAC's FY 2012 budget request demonwates a contiriuing concem that this 
Committee has voiced regarding EAC's operation: that the EAC's overhead is too high. EAC uses 
$5,406.718 to manage programs totaling $3,486,601.:; lri its FY 2012 budget submission, the 
EAC stated a commitment to developing structural reorganiiation scenarios that would allow 
the agency to meet its statutory obligations with fewer resources. We would urge the EAC to 
take a hard look at its overhead and infrastructure in comparison to its program costs. We 

believe that there are cuts to be made and efficiencies to be accomplished in its administrative 
operations, winnowing away at what has become a bloated bureaucracy. We also would urge 
this Committee to hold the EAC to its word. The EAC must be accountable to this Committee 
and thereby the taxpayers of the United States as to their use of Federal funds. 

However, we must caution that change may come slowly at the EAC. The EAC is operating with 
only two of the four Commissioner positions filled. With only two Commissioners, the E.AC 
lacks a quorum and cannot vote or act to make policy and strategic changes. We hope that the 
Administration and Congress will act swiftly to fill these vacancies. 

CONCLUSION 

As you are aware, some of your colleagues would propose to do away with the EAC. 
Representative Harper has filed a bill to abolish the EAC. While the Office of Inspector General 
functions as a part of the EAC, it is neither our job nor our prerogative to urge the abolishment 

•Th" FY 2010 Presiden:'s budg.,t r•quest for the EAC inctud<!d $1,1188,900 for the OIG, while th" EAC allocated 
Sl,770,259. The $1,562,146 requested in the FY 2012 President's budget is actu•llv a 17.3% reduction from the FY 
2010 President's request. 
'The program total excludes tt>e fund;ng for the OIG as th" EAC pro•ides no management function over the OIG. 

This informotion i.< property of the U.S. f/ection Assisi once Commission Office of Inspector General 
121S New York Avenue, NW, >uife l 100. Washington. DC 20005 

{101}566-3115 fp), {202} 566·0957 (/). www.cac.gov 
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or the salvation of the EAC. Rather, it Is ours to work with EAC and this Committee to make EAC 
operations more effective and efficient and to ensure that t he money dedicated by Congress 
for election reform is spent for its intended purpose. 

I appreciate the opportunity to come before the Committee today and share with you our work 
and our thoughts on how to improve EAC programs and operations. I would be pleased to 
address any questions that you may have. 

--·--- - --....... ····-··-·--··-···-- ---- --···----···--· .. ··-·"" 
This information is properry of lhe U.S. E:leciion Assistonce Commis.sion Office of Inspector Gt'neraf 

1125 New York Avenve, NW, 5uite 1100, Warhingron. DC 10005 
(102) 566-JUS (p), (102} 566-0957 (/1. www.eoc AA• 
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Curtis Crider 
Inspector General 

U.S. Election Assistance Commission 

Cul'tis CJ"idcr was appointed as the lnspt'Ctor General for the U.S. Election 
i\ssistimel' Commission in August of 200(i. Mr. Crider has a:'i ye:us of auditing 
cxperiem:e in the Federal government. Mr. Crider i!-1 a 1 H75 graduati.• of Cl(•mson 
University. He is 11 certified public ac:c:ountnnt 11nd a cc>rtified internal auditor. 
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Mrs. E MERSON. As you are well aware, our country's debt is 
about $14 trillion, and we in Congress are soon going to have to 
face the hard decision of whether or not to raise the debt limit. Our 
committee has a responsibility to address the unsustainable debt 
by reducing spending, and certainly I intend to do my best to make 
sure. that the. reductions we make in our budget are reasonable. and 
sustainable. We are looking for any cost savings we possibly can 
find. 

While I am pleased to note that the EAC requested $4 million 
less for fiscal year 2012, which is a 24 percent reduction- and it 
would be good if all agencies could reduce their request by that 
much-I wonder if you believe that they could reduce costs by oper
ating more efficiently; and, if so, what specific areas of their oper
ations would you highlight? 

Mr. CRlDER. The management administrative costs in particular 
are something that need to be looked at. It is that they have a very 
large management staff at EAC, and that is an area where I think 
that some savings could be generated. As I stated earlier. the EAC 
is committed to doing that type of an analysis, but I would think 
this committee should hold them accountable for that, to make sure 
that it does in fact get done. 

There are opportunities to contract certain activities out to other 
Federal agencies such as human resources, accounting; procure
ment to other Federal agencies, such as the Bureau of Public Debt. 
Now, there will need to be resources on the EAC side to manage 
those functions or to make sure those functions are performed 
properly. But there are agencies that do this for other Federal 
agencies; like I said, the Bureau of Public Debt. That might be an 
area where we could take a look at in terms of okay, what do we 
need to do in-house and what can we. let somebody else do for us? 

When we have a contract in the IG's Office that needs to be let, 
we use the National Business Center to do our contracting because 
I don't have a contracting officer. We used the EAC to do one con
tract for us, but for all intents and purposes, we contract that func
tion out to another Federal agency. 

When we need an investigation done-I don't have. an investi
gator on staff, and for a small agency like EAC, that may not be 
practical-I contract with another Federal agency to perform those 
services for us. So there may be areas like that that they could 
take a look at in terms how we can conserve some funds there. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I appreciate that. The Bowles-Simpson Commis
sion Report- I don't know whether you have read the whole thing 
or not- recommended significant reductions in government travel, 
printing, and other administrative costs. I believe the EAC should 
be able to achieve reductions or savings in those areas. 

There have been some reports that the EAC has sent numerous 
representatives to conferences around the country, where simply a 
few staffers or perhaps one might have sufficed .. Do. you believe 
that the EAC could further reduce its costs in areas recommended 
by Bowles-Simpson? 

Mr. CRIDER. It is my understanding the EAC is taking a very 
hard look at that. In terms of the printing costs, there was a pro
posal put forward in terms of not printing the State plans in the 
Federal Register, which would save a fairly significant amount of 
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money in terms of the EAC. And it is my understanding from talk
ing to staff at the EAC, that they are taking a very hard look at 
the number of people that are going on this travel and trying to 
see whether they can reduce it. But I do think those are areas that 
need to be looked at. Like we don't travel. We do everything by con
ference call that we possibly can in order to cut our travel costs, 
and I think that is something the EAC should be looking at also, 
and I believe that they are looking at that. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I appreciate that, and I also appreciate the fact 
that you are finding significant savings within your own office by 
using other parts of the government who have expertise in those 
areas. 

It is my understanding that the EAC actually determines how 
much funding your office should request in the annual budget proc
ess, and I find that troubling given the fact that you are an inde
pendent office, given your oversight of the Commission. Do you find 
that that arrangement limits your ability to seek the level of re
sources you all need to accomplish your mission? 

Mr. CRIDER. I put my budget in separately in terms- I submit 
a separate budget package to the EAC detailing how much money 
that we need. The cut that we are taking this year is at the direc
tion of OMB. The cash drawer is empty, and we all have to con
serve money. We all have to understand that there is not near as 
much money as we would like to have necessary for operations. 

We are not a line item in the budget. The budget is then allo
cated back by the EAC, back to my office. We have not had any 
major problems in the past in terms of getting those funds back, 
but it is an area that could-it is just a matter of time before I irri
tate the agency again because that is just the nature of my work. 
They could take that out and say, okay, we are not going to give 
you any finding, or we are going to cut your funding. And my only 
recourse at that point in time would be to go to OMB and then to 
appeal to our oversight committee saying, they are doing this to us. 
But if nobody stepped up and said, okay, you can't do this, then 
they could, in fact, do that. 

So we are concerned about it. We would like to be a line item 
in the budget to protect that funding, and I think that would give 
us-that would help our independence. It is just something we 
would like. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Are there any other agencies whose IG budget is 
not a separate line item? 

Mr. CRIDER. Yes, there are a number of them, okay. We are 
small. We are considered a DFE, a Designated Federal Entity IG, 
and a number of us are very small. And like I said, we are not nec
essarily line items. We would like to be a line item. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. I appreciate that. Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Before I ask you a couple of questions, something comes to mind 

that I just think we need to remember. You know, if we are think
ing only about cutting budgets-and that is. what we. are doing 
now-this statement could be true for every agency that we. face on 
any subcommittee, which is that we have to try to balance what 
we do with the. services that are rendered by those agencies. 
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One of the characteristics of human beings is that we tend to for
get-and we are looking now at the EAC-it is a small agency that 
may have problems and that a lot of people are not ready to stand 
up and support during difficult budget times, and it may disappear 
in the future. The law may be one of those that also doesn't get 
fully implemented, unfortunately. 

We forget HAVA came about because in 2000 we had a very, 
very, very difficult election result; and when I say difficult, that 
count that went on and the uncertainty and the pain, and the gen
tleman's State went through a very difficult time, and it doesn't 
matter what side of the equation you are on, Bush or Gore. It was 
painful for our country, and HA VA came about because. of that, to 
try to remedy that. 

And I think as we move forward we have to remember that. We 
shouldn't forget that that was the reason the EAC was created, to 
hope that in the future we never have a situation like the one we 
had. Because when you see folks all over the world clamoring for 
systems that look a lot like ours,. then you have to make. sure you 
keep reinforcing ours and give everyone a chance. It is not enough 
to say we have the greatest system on Earth of any kind. The ques
tion is, is everyone participating equally? Is everyone getting the 
opportunity to participate? And that is what HA VA is supposed to 
accomplish. 

Inspector General, the last page of your testimony. sums. up what 
I believe is one of the biggest challenges facing the EAC today. 
Only two of the four commissioner positions are filled. Without a 
full Commission, the EAC cannot vote or act to make policy and 
strategic changes. Understanding that these vacancies are not the 
most pressing issue before Congress right now, what can the EAC 
do to address your concerns right now?. Without the other two com
missioners, what is realistic? 

Mr. CRIDER. The agency can function, according to the General 
Counsel's Office. They can perform a lot of their duties and respon
sibilities. While they cannot set policy, they can undertake some of 
the other actions t hat might be warranted at this point. We agree 
we would like. to see the commissioners appointed. l think that 
would be a very beneficial thing for EAC to stabilize the organiza
tion, get the new commissioners in, and let the agency move for
ward if it is to continue to exist. 

But we do agree with you, we would like to see the two commis
sioners appointed, but they can still do a lot of stuff. They can 
award grants. They can conduct oversight. They. can continue. with 
their testing and certification programs. Their research projects can 
continue. So the EAC can continue to function on an operational 
level. 

Mr. SERRANO. And you don't feel that not having the commis
sioners fully in place may leave open challenges where people say, 
well, the Commission was not fully put together. when it made that 
decision? 

Mr. CRIDER. I would- there is that possibility. Like I said, we 
would like to see the two commissioners appointed, because I think 
that would be best for the organization, and it would forestall any
thing like that. There was another small commission that had only 
2 commissioners. They continued to operate, and the Supreme 
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Court basically set aside a lot of the work that they had done be
cause they did not have a quorum. And like I said, we obviously 
want to make sure that doesn't happen at the EAC. 

Mr. SERRANO. Okay. We all want our tax dollars to be used effi
ciently and effectively. That is not an issue of disagreement, and 
we all want open, fair, and accessible elections. With that estab
lished, what are the most important steps that you believe the EAC 
should take to increase efficiency? 

Mr. CRIDER. We would like to see them not only to take a look 
at the administrative and management side to see, okay, can we 
streamline this, can we move some of the money back into the pro
gram side to help the programs perform their mission and objec
tive? That is the issue in the human capital management at the 
EAC, or areas where we would like to see aggressive-things being 
addressed aggressively so that the EAC can move forward. 

The EAC is a very good organization. I think it has a mission to 
perform, but it needs to be managing itself efficiently and effec
tively. 

Mr. SERRANO. Now, how does that balance with my comments in 
my opening statement that some of these decisions, if not all, are 
mandated by law? 

Mr. CRIDER. There are only a few positions mandated by law. 
Mr. SERRANO. Okay. And the rest you think are just fat that 

could be removed in some cases? 
Mr. CRIDER. I don't want to use the term "fat". This is where 

they need to do their analysis to determine what resources level 
they need and what skill-sets they need. We are not necessarily 
talking here about numbers of bodies, we are talking about skill
sets. What skill-sets are needed by the agency and do we have 
those skill-sets, and can we then trim in terms of anything that we 
don't feel is a success at this point? 

I realize we are talking about human beings and their jobs, but 
in the tight budgetary times that we have, we have to be efficient 
and effective. 

Mr. SERRANO. But your suggestion is, trim it and then use it for 
programmatic--

Mr. CRIDER. If there are ways we can trim it, and can we move 
the funds now to the program side? 

Mr. SERRANO. One last question for this round. The President's 
budget for the EAC for fiscal year 2012 is $13.7 million, of which 
3.25 million will be transferred to the National Institute of Stand
ards and Technology. This leaves EAC with $10.5 million for fiscal 
year 2012, which is $4.2 million below the fiscal year 2010 level in 
terms of operating expenses. Isn't the reduction in budget for the 
EAC proof that this agency has, in fact, found efficiencies already? 
Are you advocating for further reductions in the budget? 

Mr. CRIDER. The budget reductions have not-are just now start
ing to occur, and the EAC has got to look at its operations in terms 
of how much money we are going to have and how we are then 
going to get the work done. And this is. where we. think they need 
to look at the administrative side, because they are still operating 
at $17.9 million in terms of the. continuing resolution. So. this is 
going to be a very drastic reduction in 2012, and we think that 
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they need to start planning for that now, looking at their adminis
trative side and determining what resources they do need. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Mr. Diaz-Balart. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you very much, Madam Chairwoman. 

How are you, sir? Thanks for being here .. 
Do you know approximately how many States that have HA VA 

grants, how many of them are yet to be audited? 
Mr. CRIDER. There are 55 jurisdictions, and we have completed 

audits of 28 States. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Any idea what the timetable is of the comple

tion of those that have not been completed? 
Mr. CRIDER. There is still a fairly significant amount of money 

out in the States that has not been spent; in excess of $800 million. 
So a lot will depend upon, in terms of how fast the States spend 
those funds. I mean, they control how fast they spend it. So a lot 
will depend on how fast they spend it. 

We are able. to do-this year, we have 10. audits underway right 
now and covering another $800 million in costs, which will bring 
our total audit up to about $2 billion, and that will leave about 1.3, 
$1.4 billion still out there to be audited at that point. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Eight hundred million dollars that still has not 
been spent. That is quite a substantial amount of money. Do we 
know why is. it- -

Mr. CRIDER. I don't know the answer to that, sir. The EAC may 
have a better understanding of that. When we go out, we just look 
at how much they have spent. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Great. It is my understanding that your office 
did an audit of two EAC project vote grants--

Mr. CRIDER. Yes, we did. 
Mr. DrAZ-BALART [continuing]. Which funds subsequently went to 

ACORN? 
Mr. CRIDER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. And it is also my understanding they provided 

no records of where the money went. Is that correct? Is my under
standing correct? 

Mr. CRIDER. Yes. Yes, it is. 
Mr. DrAz-BALART. Any ideas of how to prevent similar situations 

like that one from happening in the future? 
Mr. CRIDER. Well, audit is one. By going out and doing audits is 

how we find this stuff, so I think audits are very important. But 
I also think oversight- is that when we looked at the records. at the 
EAC, is that we found they should have had some additional 
records that they did not have, and I think that would have helped 
them. But you know, when you go out and grantees do what they 
do, and usually you find out after the fact in terms of whether or 
not the records are adequate or not. Like I said, that is where audit 
comes into. play. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Absolutely. That is why it is crucial you are 
there to do your job. Is that an unusual situation, where no records 
are found to follow the money? 

Mr. CRIDER. Unusual. Like I said, we thought we would be in 
and out in a couple of weeks. It is not that much money involved. 
So we were a little bit dismayed when we found that they had no 
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records. I hope I don't find we are in that situation again. Now, we 
run into problems with States periodically where their records are 
inadequate, but usually we work through the issue with the State. 
But in this particular case, like I said, there were just no records. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Who is responsible so that that doesn't hap
pen? You know, are the States the ones who are responsible for 
that? Who is supposed to be tracking that at the time? Obviously 
you go back and you do audits afterwards, but at the time, who is 
responsible? And the reason for my question is: Is there any ac
countability for those who are responsible; or is there a clear, you 
know, chain of responsibility in a case like that? 

Mr .. CRIDER. The grantees are required to maintain their records. 
So that is where that responsibility lies. As the grantor, the agency 
has limited ability at times to go-because that is what audit is all 
about. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. True. I think I know the answer to the next 
one, but I have to ask it. In the fiscal year 2012 budget request for 
your office, I believe it shows 50 percent of your proposed funding 
will go to management expenses compared to 10.9 for research and 
12.5 for testing and certification. You know, in a vacuum, one 
would say, wow, that is a lot of money for management. I think you 
have kind of addressed that, but I think it is important that we 
hear it from you as to why those numbers look like that, because 
obviously if you looked at it in a vacuum, it wouldn't look that 
good. 

Mr. CRIDER. There is no doubt we are concerned about the 
amount of overhead at the EAC, and as Ranking Minority Member 
Serrano indicated, it is a small agency and there are certain func
tions the EAC has to perform. They need to look at ways to be 
more efficient and more effective, and that is what we are asking 
them to do. Like I said, as a part of their budget package, they 
have indicated their willingness to do that. I talked to the person 
doing the analysis this morning. They are doing the analysis, and 
hopefully we will have some results here shortly in terms of what 
the analysis shows. 

But I think it is important for this committee to. also monitor 
that to make sure, in fact, it does get done; and if reductions are 
identified, that those reductions, in fact, do occur. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Right. Because, again, in a vacuum, if you 
looked at an agency where it is 50 percent management and then, 
what, 12.5 and 11 for testing and certification and research, it gets 
to. the point where you think, again, they. are small-I understand 
that-but it gets to the point if they are that small and they are 
spending this little on research and testing, and then are they real
ly even doing what they are charged to do? It may not be their 
fault because they don't have enough budget, but the fact may be 
the same that they are basically spending all their money, in es
sence, on management and not doing much else. 

Mr. CRIDER. And that is what our concern is, okay, and that is 
why we think it needs to be looked at. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
Mrs. EMERSON. This is interesting because when we had the 

Commission members, or at least the Chair, before us last year, 
and we. brought up the management issue, we were told that they 
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needed all the management staff. Of course, now we know that 
other agencies, whether it is GSA or the Debt Commission or 
whomever, can perform those functions for the smaller agencies, 
and it is an interesting contrast. 

Mr. CRIDER. What happened was they were over here and then 
they got over here .. The. answer is somewhere in the spectrum here. 
in terms of where they need to be, and I think they are starting 
to recognize that themselves and they are willing to look at it. And 
I think it is a very positive step on their part that they are willing 
to look at it. We just need to make sure they do it. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I appreciate that. Ms. Lee. 
Ms. LEE. Thank you, Madam Chair. Good morning. Thank you 

for being here. 
Let me ask you how the EAC carries out its core mission of en

suring the voting systems are in place and are accessible for every
one; also, to count both quickly and accurately and to ensure that 
any contested elections can be resolved so that we don't face the 
uncertainty of the 2000 elections again. 

I don't believe, and correct me if I am wrong, that you asked de
tailed questions about the specific failure of electronic machines. 
And so if you don't do that, how do you measure the performance 
of voting systems that you certify if you don't ask States how the 
voting systems are performing or failing to perform in actual elec
tions? I think all of us know the difficulties and some of the prob
lems with voting machines in the past, and so we thought that 
probably the EAC would be able now to assess their performance 
and know what the States are doing as it relates to these ma
chines. 

Mr. CRIDER. Congresswoman, I am going to have to punt back 
to. the agency. The EAC is the best one to. be able to. answer that 
question for you. I am not in a position to provide that information. 
So I think you need to go to the EAC for that. 

We have put an audit in our work plan for 2011 to go out and 
try to do an operational review of the testing and certification pro
gram. We will have to contract that audit out because we do not 
have the wherewithal internally to do it .. The !G's Office is only 
three people, and it is a fairly technical review. We have actually 
had some conversations with GAO about the review and actually 
tried to get GAO to do it because they have already done-they did 
two policy reviews of the EAC testing and certification program. 
We are not going to be able to do that audit in 2011. Due to budg
etary situations, we can't award a contract. Like I say, we. have to 
contract the review out. We won't get it done this year, but we do 
agree that the program should be looked at. So if you guys would 
like to request GAO do that, we would be more than happy to help 
GAO on that. 

Ms. LEE. So you think it should be looked at? 
Mr. CRIDER. It should be looked at, okay. The program is moving 

now into actually testing equipment, certifying equipment. Now is 
the time to do operational review and say, okay, is it working prop
erly? In order for us to get the voting public confidence in this 
equipment, we have to make sure the certification program is 
working properly, and I think that will help people get some con
fidence in our voting process, and like I said, we just don't have. 
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the wherewithal to do it right now, but we do think it needs to be 
done. 

Ms. LEE. Well, have you requested that it be done or requested 
us to ask for it to be done? 

Mr. CRIDER. Well, this is our first opportunity to testify before 
this committee .. So, like I said, you know, we. have talked to GAO 
and they have indicated that they don't have-they have got a Jot 
of requests, too, and we did talk to House Admin last year about 
maybe trying to get them to get it done, but it hasn't been done 
yet. Like I said, it is something that needs to be done, and if you 
would like to get a letter from us indicating--

Ms. LEE. I would like to do that because we have been asking 
for quite a while. There seem to be roadblocks and we would like 
to get a letter. 

Mr. CRIDER. Okay. 
Ms. LEE. And then I would definitely pursue how we can get that 

done. 
Mr. CRIDER. Okay. Thank you very much. We. appreciate the. 

help. 
Ms. LEE. Thank you again. Can I ask one more question? When 

you do these audits, do you do them-when you contract out with 
minority women-owned audit companies and accounting compa
nies-or how do you make sure that the audit functions are inclu
sive of diversity in the industry? 

Mr. CRIDER. The first contract we awarded for our grant audits 
was a straight competitive procurement, and we tried to make sure 
that the solicitation was sent to some minority firms. The firm that 
was selected to do the financial audit is a minority firm. We tar
geted small businesses, minority firms for that particular award, 
because it is. perfect. And so like I say, we had it split. 

But we are very cognizant of those goals and we try to make sure 
that we do make sure that when we do have a solicitation it goes 
to all appropriate problems. 

Ms. LEE. Do you use the SA program through SBA? 
Mr. CRIDER. No, we do not. We have not used it in the past. We 

use the GSA schedules,. and like. I said,. we did target this one for 
a--

Ms. LEE. Well , if you have a breakdown of the money that you 
use, the money that is spent on audit services and the breakdown 
of the contracts or the companies, I would like to see that. 

Mr. CRIDER. Sure. We can provide that to you. 
Ms. LEE. Thank you very much. Thank you, Madam Chair. 
[The information follows:] 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Mr. Womack. 
Mr. WOMACK. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and I apologize 

for my late arrival. 
You are a CPA? 
Mr. CRIDER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WOMACK. So numbers mean something to you. When I look 

on the management side- and I know in response to Mr. Balart's 
question a minute ago, you talked about that-I want to drill down 
just a little bit further on it-$5.4 milJion. to. manage programs to
taling $3.4 million; is that correct? 

Mr. CRIDER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WOMACK. How do you justify that? 
Mr. CRIDER. That is something you need to talk to the EAC 

about, okay, in terms of what their justification for that is. We 
share your concerns. 

Mr. WOMACK. Now, I heard you use the "hope" word just a 
minute ago in response. I think it was to some audits or account
ability. I was taught a long time ago in my military service that 
"hope" is not a method. And I think from hearing colleagues here 
talk about these very problems, that we are looking for solutions, 
real solutions, and more importantly. than that, we are looking for 
some benchmarks and for some timelines, suspense dates, when 
certain things are going to be fixed or this can gets kicked down 
the road. And so I am hopeful, hopeful, that the words actually 
mean something and they are not just an appeasement to us at the 
committee level. So, your response. 

Mr. CRIDER. I. agree with you. That is why I would think this 
committee's oversight in terms of making sure the EAC does what 
it needs to do is very, very important. One of the reasons is that
we got the recommendations implemented from our assessment re
port that we issued in 2008-was that Congresswoman Zoe Lof
gren, when she was the chair of the Subcommittee on Elections as 
part. of House Admin, required that. the. EAC report. to her on a 
monthly basis in terms of where they were at in implementing 
those recommendations. That congressional oversight I think was 
extraordinarily valuable and critical in terms of getting those rec
ommendations implemented. And I think that is a very valid ap
proach for this subcommittee is to request that type of information 
from the EAC to make sure they do what they are. supposed to do. 

Mr. WOMACK. What would happen if there is a bill pending that 
you reference in your testimony from Representative Harper about 
abolishment of the EAC. And I realize, you know, you can't speak 
to do that, but what would be the net effect in America if the EAC 
and its programs went away? 

Mr. CRIDER. I can't speak necessarily to the EAC side of the 
house in terms of their programs and operations. But I can speak 
to my operation in terms of what it would mean for us, or what 
it would mean , is that those funds would not be audited that are 
sitting out there unless the audit function was to move to another 
Federal entity, which is possible. That is doable, okay. It happens. 
So we would like to make sure that those type things and make 
sure that there is an opportunity for States to draw down their 
money. The States need to know where to file their financial re
ports. And the audit function, whether or not that should continue, 
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whether or not it is moved to another Federal agency or stays in 
the EAC is somebody else's decision. 

But in terms of the implication on the rest of the Nation, they 
are talking about moving the testing and certification program to 
another Federal entity. I think the EAC would be in the best posi
tion to address. your concerns, sir, in terms of what impact that 
would have. 

Mr. WOMACK. That is fair. Thank you for your testimony. 
Mrs. EMERSON. I want to go back to the grants just a little bit, 

if you don't mind. While I understand the funding has left the Fed
eral Government coffers and is being held by the States, is there 
any realistic way that you can see for us to return some of that 
money to the U.S. Treasury since the States aren't using it? 

Mr. CRIDER. No, ma'am. I don't think so. Chairwoman Emerson, 
GAO issued an opinion on this matter last year or the year before. 
These are considered formula grants, and that the money is obli
gated based on law, and that the States have a legal right to those 
funds at that particular point. So getting the money back does not 
seem to be a legal, viable option, in my view. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. So, in light of that, what is your assess
ment of the EAC's management of that funding? 

Mr. CRIDER. They really don't-they send the funds out. The 
funds go out up front. The States have to put up their match and 
they have to file. their certifications. and then the States are able 
to draw down their funds. They then file annual financial reports 
to the agency in terms of what they spent the money on. The 
States then are allowed to-the States do come in and request peri
odic guidance and things of that nature, but we have never really 
looked at their management and administration of those funds. 
Like I said, we. have been focusing on the States at this point. 

The EAC has just now developed policies and procedures for 
most of its operations as of September 2010. So we have somewhat 
held off on issuing the same report over and over again until they 
got their structure in place. And we couldn't see making the same 
recommendation multiple times: You need policies and procedures. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. So to what degree have you examined the. 
manner in which the States are spending this funding? Have you 
uncovered any instances where the funding has been spent in a 
manner inconsistent with the intent under HA VA? 

Mr. CRIDER. We have questioned $31 million in costs that we 
have audited, which is not a huge percentage of the amount of 
money we audited. 

Now, we have had a situation down in New Mexico where the At
torney General's Office of the State of New Mexico is actually pros
ecuting four individuals related to a contract that was awarded by 
the State for educational training and advertisements of the public 
media campaign, and the Attorney General's Offic.e is prosecuting, 
like I said, four individuals, and two of the individuals have been 
indicted for Federal income tax evasion charges. 

So, I mean, we do have situations, like I said, and we have had 
two inquiries from the FBI on two grants in two localities. With the 
FBI, they get information from you and they don't always tell you 
what they do. But like I said, we have a couple cases where things 
have happened. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Have you actually found fraud in looking at the 
grants yourself, or has the FBI found out separately. How has that 
worked? 

Mr. CRIDER. The New Mexico situation came out of one of our au
dits, okay. We had been requested by the new Secretary of State 
to come down several years ago and. take a look at that program. 
And based on the results of the audit is that the State then picked 
it up from where we finished and followed the money all the way 
through. We went to the contractor. They took the money from the 
contractor after that point, and that is where it seems to be most 
of the activity occurred according to the indictment. That could 
have. come out of one of our audits .. 

We have actually been very impressed with the States. I mean, 
they want to do the job right. They want to make sure the money 
is spent properly. They want to make sure they have adequate doc
umentation. So, I mean, we are very impressed with the States. 
They have a very-they are very dedicated to the program. Like I 
say, they want to make sure they do it i;ght, and we have had I 
think a fairly good working relationship with most of the States. 

Now, one of the things they do do is sort of an interesting- is 
that when we publish a report, they all read that report and say, 
okay, do we have this problem? So a lot of times when we go out 
there, they have already fixed things that they had done that 
might have. been questioned, and we welcome that .. We think that 
is a wonderful mechanism in terms of trying to make sure the pro
gram is run properly. 

We also publish a semiannual newsletter where we try to put out 
results so people are aware of what is going on. So, you know, if 
they have a problem in their program, they can fix it. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That is. good. Let me shift gears. for just a minute 
to some contracting issues. 

Chairman Lungren of the House Administration Committee and 
I have both raised concerns in the past with regard to the Commis
sion's contracting eractices and, specifically, we raised some ques
tions concerning the EAC's practice of awarding contracts non
competitively or in instances where they received. only one. bid. Ad
ditionally, we questioned the degree to which EAC contracted out 
positions that contain inherently governmental roles. Have you 
looked into their contracting practices; and if so, what rec
ommendations have you issued in response? 

Mr. CRIDER. We have had that particular view in our work plan 
for 2 years running now, but because of resource. limitations, we 
have not been able to get to it. But we do think it is a review that 
needs to be done, but we just haven't had an opportunity to get to 
it. We looked at, well, should we contract the review out in order 
to get it done? That is something we are looking at this year in 
terms of possibly contracting it out, but due to budgetary situations 
we have not been able to get there yet. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I guess that begs the bigger question, then: do 
you think it is more cost effective for EAC to hire contractors for 
many of the missions it is responsible for, including you? 

Mr. CRIDER. You have to look at each situation specifically in 
terms of what is being done and what is inherently governmental 
and what the results- what their accomplishments. are. There. is no 
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blanket answer to that one because there are certain things that 
are inherently governmental that you can't contract out. 

Mrs. EMERSON. All right. I appreciate that. Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you so much. You know, we talk about 

budget cuts and budget cuts, but I see from the proposed budget 
that you are asked to take an 11.7 decrease, your own office, from 
fiscal year 2010 to 2012. How will this affect you? What are you 
planning to do? Will you reduce the number of contractors that you 
use? 

Mr. CRIDER. Yes, that is exactly it. We won't do a couple of au
dits, possibly. That is how we will do it. We will absorb it through 
our contracting. 

Mr. SERRANO. You still feel confident that you can do the job, ac
complish your mission? 

Mr. CRIDER. Well, we contract our grant audits out, and that is 
where we will take the cut. We just won't do a couple grant audits. 
Will it extend the audit cycle? Yes, it will, but I have to live within 
the parameters of the budget that we are given because, like I said, 
the money is tight. 

Mr. SERRANO. Now, in your testimony, you point to the fact that 
the EAC has made strides in several areas. They showed improve
ment in financial management processes and in compliance with 
the Federal Information Security Management Act. Can you tell us 
about these improvements? 

Mr. CRIDER. Yes, sir. Whenever we did the first financial in 2008, 
the EAC received a disclaimer which is not unusual for a first-year 
audit, but they were not able to produce the records that the audi
tors needed to conduct their audit. There were a lot of internal con
trol issues identified. There were a lot of problems in terms of their 
financial reports. They actually had to hire somebody, a contractor, 
to come in and help them figure out how much money they had left 
to spend. So there were a lot of issues involved. 

They have subsequently gotten an unqualified opinion. They re
ceived an unqualified opinion on their financial statements last 
year, which is extremely good. So they made a tremendous amount 
of steps and improvements in that area, and I do want to give them 
compliments for that. They went from being in total disarray to 
having an auditable financial system. 

In terms of the FISMA, they actually had no FISMA- they had 
no IT security program at all when I first got there, and we were 
issuing reports on an annual basis: You have no IT security pro
gram. They now have an IT security program. They are starting to 
address the PII data in terms of security. So they have made a lot 
of steps in that area, also. Like I say, they should be very pleased 
and very proud of what they have accomplished. 

Mr. SERRANO. Let me ask you a quick question. Our chairwoman 
was asking you whether those dollars that went to the States and 
are not being used, can they be returned, and you said no. 

Mr. CRIDER. Right. 
Mr .. SERRANO. I don't know if you answered this part or if she 

asked. Why would the. States not be using the money or what is 
the problem locally? 

Mr .. CRIDER. I don't know the. answer--
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Mr. SERRANO. And you are hearing this from a person who rep
resents a State that we almost had to drag into submission at one 
point. Probably will not go well back home that I said that. But you 
know, folks, there is money here, can we get it going, you know; 
and I think we were the last ones to use the scanning machine and 
so on, which I thought was kind of cool because you could see the 
whole ballot. 

You know, I don't know how it is in your State, but in New York, 
you are placed on the ballot based on the size of your district. So 
if you represent the whole borough of the Bronx at a local level, 
you will appear on top of a Member of Congress because that is a 
smaller district. So on election day when you look at our numbers 
and you see lower numbers than the other parts of the country, 
some of the reasons are I have one of the youngest districts in the 
Nation, I have a lot of, as you know, a lot of immigrants, poor folks 
at times, but it is line number 24 to find Serrano. I mean, it is 
very--

Mrs. EMERSON. So, small physically. Is that what they are talk
ing about? 

Mr. SERRANO. Yes. So, for instance, we have a position called 
Bronx borough president-I am not mocking that. It is like county 
executive, except it really isn't. So that person represents the whole 
county of the Bronx. If we got on the ballot the same year, that 
person would be higher than the Member of Congress. Yet the Sen
ator goes on top. So you see Schumer and Gillibrand, and then you 
have to go through a thousand judges and everybody else to get to 
your local Congressman. You know, very painful and very difficult 
for your ego, you know. Don't you know I am a Federal official, 
Federales, you know? 

I don't know, I don't know what the question was, but if you can 
answer it. 

Mr. CRIDER. Well, Ranking Member Serrano, I think you have a 
valid question, but I don't have an answer for you in terms of why 
the States are not spending their money. Maybe the EAC would be 
able to give you some perspective on that, but I don't know. But 
it is a good question, and I wish I had an a nswer for you. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. Incidentally, nothing-a great sense of 
pride in the Balart family who would understand this, but my son 
is a State senator. So, in addition, try in a primary Jose Serrano 
for Congress and then you have underneath Jose M. Serrano for 
State senate. You have a heart attack until they count the votes. 

Mrs. EMERSON. You ought to try running twice in the same elec
tion like I did the first time in two different parties. That was even 
more interesting. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Mario. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. I am fine. 
Ms. LEE. Well, I do have to follow up on this whole issue of unex

pended funds in the States. I am just looking at my State, for ex
ample. What is it, $181 million California has. not--

Mr. CRIDER. Right. 
Ms .. LEE. What precludes States with budget deficits. from using 

this money? And I know there are. Federal strings attached that 
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have to do with, you know, RAVA; but what precludes them from 
back-filling, using this to backfill budget deficits? 

And then, secondly, if they are not using the money, why don't 
we give them a waiver to use it for other efforts? If they don't use 
it for-if everything has been completed as it relates to RAVA, 
then what is the problem? 

Mr. CRIDER. Well, what prevents them from using the money for 
other purposes is me. 

Ms. LEE. Is what? 
Mr. CRIDER. Is me. When I go out and do the audits, that is what 

we look for: Are you using the money for its designated purposes; 
are you using it for RAVA purposes, and of course with the law? 
That is what we do, and so that is where the benefit of audit comes 
into play. 

Now, there are always activities related to some improvement of 
Federal elections in terms of there are always things that probably 
can be done. Now, if the Congress wanted to give them waivers to 
allow them to use the money for other purposes, that would would 
be up to the Congress. That is a legislative thing but that is a con
gressional initiative. 

Ms. LEE. But if they are not using it for HA VA, are they given 
suggestions on-maybe they haven't completed the work. Is that a 
possibility why these funds haven't been expended? Are they hold
ing it for the next election, or what could be some of the reasons? 
I know you haven't had- goodness, if we cut your budget, how are 
you ever going to find out? 

Mr. CRIDER. Like I said, that is something you try to direct to 
the EAC and see if they have any knowledge as to why these 
States are not expending their funds, but they are facing, as you 
pointed out, tough budgetary times, too, and some of this equip
ment at some point in time will have to be replaced. This is elec
tronic equipment, and we are seeing some States are now having 
to replace some of the equipment. 

I think Florida did it, and they were allowed to use the Federal 
funds for that. So, I mean, there will be a point in time where this 
equipment has to be replaced. It is electronic. So there are future 
expenditures that may be required. 

Ms. LEE. So they could be holding them for future kinds of ef
forts? 

Mr. CRIDER. The money is in an interest-bearing account, and 
the interest can be used by the State for program purposes. Now, 
that is a unique aspect of the HA VA law is that most States, when 
we have Federal funds in an interest-bearing account, the interest 
goes back to the Federal Government. HA VA was unique. It al
lowed the States to use those funds. 

Ms. LEE. Only for program purposes relating to RAVA, though. 
Mr. CRIDER. Yes. 
Ms. LEE. That is good. So the States that haven't expended their 

funds, we don't need to assume they are using it for other pur
poses. 

Mr. CRIDER. Right. 
Ms .. LEE. Also that they don't need it; they probably do. need it 

for future expenditures. 
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Mr. CRIDER. Like I say, maybe the EAC will have a better per
spective on that than I do. Okay, I am sorry I am not really able 
to address that for you. 

Ms. LEE. Well, is there a way we can find out? 
Mrs. EMERSON. We can have a meeting with the EAC commis

sioners if you would like. We. could do a hearing, but we might get 
more out of a meeting. 

Ms. LEE. I think that would be a good idea. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. I am happy to do that. 
Let me ask you, Mr. Crider, you have investigated a number of 

questionable management practices within the EAC. Would you do 
me a favor and elaborate on some. of the issues. and the rec
ommendations that you have offered to address them? 

Mr. CRIDER. When you go back and read our assessment report 
in 2008, like I say, it contained 29 recommendations about policies 
and procedures and changes and strengthening internal controls. 
And that was a very significant report. 

In the financial audit in 2008, we. issued a number of rec
ommendations there in terms of how to tighten the financial man
agement system, how to improve the internal controls over the fi
nancial management. 

The investigative report, we did not make any recommendations 
in the investigative report that was done by the Department of the 
Interior for us on the. hostile work environment, because that was 
something that I think I should be held responsible for. We should 
have made recommendations in that report, and I did not. There 
are a number of issues in that report I think the EAC needed to 
address in terms of how its employees felt about managers, the em
ployee appraisal system, things of that nature, that we should have 
made recommendations to them that we did not .. 

We just did a little review on an incident that h appened at the 
Christmas party. We made recommendations in that report for ad
ditional EEO training for all of its employees, make sure super
visors were aware of their responsibilities regarding EEO, and if 
they see something that happens, how they needed to address it. 

Mrs. EMERSON .. Have you seen any cultural or management 
changes in the past several months that have been made there at 
the EAC? 

Mr. CRIDER. They have a new general counsel on staff, and I 
think that he brings a perspective to the organization that will be 
very beneficial to the organization. He is the one that is doing the 
analysis of the administrative. workload at the EAC,. and I think 
that he recognizes that certain things need to be done at the EAC 
in terms of EEO training and EEO processes. And I am very hope
ful that his leadership will be very beneficial to the EAC in helping 
them move forward in some of these areas. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Will you be able to report back to us in about 3 
months. and let us know. how that is going?. 

Mr. CRIDER. We \.vill do that, yes, ma'am. 
Mrs. EMERSON. All right. I would appreciate that very much. Mr. 

Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. See, here is the concern that I have. Again, I think 

the EAC is an easy target for people who want to cut budgets, and 
when I say "people," everybody wants to cut budgets,. some people 
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want to cut more than others. And at what point do we know if 
the States are set up to conduct elections with less or perhaps none 
of the concerns that we had in 2000 that brought us to create the 
EAC to begin with? 

Mr. SERRANO. As I said before, these discussions go across the 
government. You know, I just came from a hearing. of the Interior 
Subcommittee with the EPA. And you know, the discussion by one 
side, or 11/2 sides of both aisles, will be when you cut, you know, 
how much do you cut EPA's ability to look after our water and our 
air and so on? What is the future going to be? 

So, what is within your mechanism, within your setup, to tell 
Congress, you or someone else in the future,. you know, States are 
doing what you wanted them to do or what you hoped would be ac
complished by these grants and by this kind of oversight and this 
involvement? Because, you know, we-and again, this is just a 
statement for the record; everyone in this room can make the same 
statement. 

We speak about the budget. We speak about the system. We 
speak about the future of the country. But at the center of all of 
that is this great ability we have to go to the polls in November 
and pick the people who will lead us at the local level or a t the 
Federal level. So, to me, this agency is small but extremely impor
tant. Is there a setup, an ability to tell the Congress, to tell the 
American people we have. reached a point where things are going 
well at the local level? 

Mr. CRIDER. It is a changing target. A lot of these officials at the 
local level are elected. Most secretaries of state are elected. So 
there is turnover there. There is change. So I am not sure how you 
will ever get to that point where you are saying, yeah, everything 
is going to work perfectly, because it probably. won't. Elections are 
a very complicated, very difficult process. There are going to be 
problems periodically. And whether or not those problems rise to 
the level of a national crisis, I don't know the answer to that. I 
don't have a good answer for you, Ranking Member Serrano. I 
don't. 

Part of it is a political decision on the. part of the United States 
Congress: Do they feel like we have gone far enough or not gone 
far enough or whatever they think needs to be done? I don't have 
a good answer for you. 

Mr. SERRANO. Just for the record, the reason I asked you, be
cause I don't have an answer at all. So don't feel bad. 

Madam Chair, I have a couple more questions that l would like 
to submit for the record. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Absolutely. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Mr. Diaz-Balart, do you have any questions? 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. No, Madam Chairman. I am looking forward, 

though, to getting some answers on the other issue of the unspent 
funds. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I think it is a great idea for us to have a meeting 
with the Commission members. 

Mr. Crider, just to follow up with what Joe asked you, are you 
in a position to tell us whether or not the EAC actually provides 
States with useful information on voting technology and on admin
istration? 
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Mr. CRIDER. Not at this point. We have not looked at those par
ticular programmatic areas. And like I said, we would like to take 
a look at the testing and certification program because I think that 
is the linchpin program of EAC. That is their flagship. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, I certainly think this does warrant us to 
have a meeting. 

You touched on this in your testimony and this is my last ques
tion, and I have a couple to submit for the record as well. We didn't 
pursue it, but you said the secretaries of sta te and State election 
officials are, they are. calling for the dissolution of the EAC, and it 
confounds me. Do you have some thoughts on this? 

Mr. CRIDER. We have talked about it. We don't have an answer 
as to why they want to have EAC abolished. You know, it would 
be nice to know if there was an inherent problem or an issue that 
we need to address internally at the EAC or whether or not i t is 
just a political decision or what it is. l don't have an answer for 
you. EAC may have a better feel for that than I do. 

Mrs. EMERSON. All right. Well, certainly we have given the Com
mission these funds , and perhaps it is just "you have given us the 
money and now let us do our job" attitude. Who knows? But it cer
tainly is something that we need to pursue. It is just puzzling to 
me, if nothing else. 

With that, we will submit the rest of our questions for the record. 
Mrs. EMERSON. And we thank you so very much for being here 

today. 
(The information follows:] 
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T UESDAY, MARCH 8, 2011. 

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

WITNESS 

.KAREN G. MILLS, ADMINISTRATOR, SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRA
TION 

Mrs. EMERSON. The subcommittee will come to order. Good after
noon to my colleagues, especially good afternoon to you, Adminis
trator Mills, and welcome to our subcommittee. We appreciate your 
being here. and greatly appreciate all the work you do on behalf of 
our small businesses around the country. We all know because of 
our districts-whether Joe's or Rodney's or mine-that small busi
nesses are critical to improving the health of our economy. And 
with unemployment a wee bit better but still almost at 9 percent, 
job creation is the most important goal that we have. 

America's small businesses account for half of the country's 
Gross Domestic Product, and we are responsible for creating 65 
percent of net new jobs between 1993 and 2009. And I believe very 
strongly that the. Federal government must find innovative ways to 
assist small business development and expansion. And I think you 
all are doing a good job. 

And because of the critical role you play in assisting small busi
nesses through capital- giving them opportunities to compete for 
government contracts and for all the work that you do with regard 
to technical assistance, I know that without SBA, an awful lot of 
businesses in my district would probably not even be there, so we 
are grateful to you. 

The President's fiscal year 2012 budget request for the Small 
Business Administration totals $985 million, $161 million, or an 
approximately 20 percent increase over fiscal year 2010. This in
cludes a $132 million increase in the 7(a) lending subsidy, and a 
$90 million increase in administr ation for the disaster loans ac
count. And I am worried about flooding. Heaven knows we are 
going to have some real challenges with regard to the whole dis
aster loan account. 

I do understand that carryover from prior year supplementals. 
previously supported costs associated with administering the dis
aster loan account and that this funding has run out. 

I would like to see the administration find better ways to use the 
SBA to provide small business assistance instead of burderung en
trepreneurs with additional tax and regulatory hurdles. And I am 
also concerned that in implementing massive new regulations on 
the health care and financial industry, the administration is over
regulating our small businesses and slowing their. ability to expand 
operations and create new jobs. 

(83) 
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With that being said, I am very interested and I know my col
leagues are too in really listening to yow· ideas on how to stimulate 
job growth. I look forward to your testimony. I know you all are 
working tirelessly to help all American small businesses and we 
are grateful for your efforts. 

Let me recognize our ranking member. Mr. Serrano, for his re
marks and then we will go to you. Joe. 

Mr. SERRANO. Could you do me a favor? Could you bang that 
gavel once? 

No, no, no. Bang it. Elections have consequences for the chair
woman, and I want you to use that gavel with all your strength. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I have. been using it on the House floor quite a 
bit. 

Mr. SERRANO. Yes, you have. If you have analyzed what I just 
said, in some weird way, it is a compliment. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, I appreciate that. And it helps get rid of my 
frustrations, because I actually was thinking about who I was 
smashing. 

Mr. SERRANO. Once I got the gavel I used it well. 
Mrs. EMERSON. You did indeed, I agree. 
Mr. SERRANO. If it comes back again, I will use it very hard. 
Mrs. EMERSON. We will do our best to make sure that doesn't 

happen. 
Mr. SERRANO. l am sure. 
Mrs. EMERSON. As much as I love you. 
Mr. SERRANO. You and a lot of other folks. Thank you and we 

welcome you, Ms. Mills, to this hearing today. Because of the cru
cial part that small businesses play in job creation in our continued 
economic recovery, the SBA has a very important role in promoting 
job growth. SBA facilitates small business development, training, 
technical assistance and company programs, government con
tracting programs and advocacy. The agency also helps businesses 
and homeowners affected by disasters through its disaster loan pro
grams. 

The agency's budget request for fiscal year 2012 is $985 million 
in new budget authority. And I look forward to discussing this re
quest with you during our questions. I am disappointed, however, 
that once again, this budget request underfunds some small busi
ness assistance programs that specifically help low income popu
lations. 

For example, Microloan Technical Assistance, a program that as
sists our smallest business owners, would be cut by $9.2 million 
from fiscal year 2010. 

Zero funding was requested for the Program for Investment on 
Micro Entrepreneurs, or PRIME. Thjs program provides grants to 
help with training and technical assistance for disadvantaged busi
ness owners, particularly those in very low income areas. Particu
larly during difficult economic times these are not the programs. we. 
should be targeting for cuts. 

I look forward to talking to you today about these programs and 
learning more about the progress you are making in some of your 
newer efforts. Again, we welcome you and we thank you for your 
service to this agency and to our country, thank you. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Administrator Mills, please go ahead. 
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Ms. MILLS. Well, thank you very much, Chairwoman Emerson 
and Ranking Member Serrano and members of the committee. I am 
pleased to testify before you. Small businesses, as the chairwoman 
said, are the backbone of the economy, they create two out of every 
three jobs. And more than half of working Americans own or work 
for a small business. The SBA is a small agency, but we have a 
big mission. We put the maximum possible resources directly into 
the hands of small businesses, focusing on the 3 Cs, capital, coun
seling, contracting. 

Last year we helped over 50,000 small businesses get the capital 
to grow and hire. We helped put about $100 billion in Federal con
tracts in the hands of small businesses, and we counseled more 
than a million small businesses across your districts and through
out the country. 

We put these resources in their hands while providing taxpayers 
a big bang for their buck. For example after credit froze in 2008, 
the Recovery Act and the Small Business Jobs Act sup{>orted more 
than $42 billion in SBA loans at a subsidy cost of $1.2 billion. 
Many small businesses suffered greatly from the recession. Our job 
is to support them as they grow and create jobs, and this job is not 
done. 

The President's proposed fiscal year 2012 budget for the SBA of 
$985 million, will support up to $27 billion in loan guarantees, as 
well as many other tools and resources to help ow· small businesses 
across the country. 

At the same time, this budget reflects a commitment to tighten 
our belts, to streamline our processes, and to eliminate duplication. 
This includes some of your ideas. For example, we looked hard at 
our technical assistance programs, and as a result, we do propose 
eliminating the PRIME program that the ranking member ref
erenced. 

With the work of our microlenders and some new efforts to re
cruit community-based lenders, we can continue to provide tech
nical assistance just in a more cost effective way. In addition to the 
process reengineering, our disaster loan operations are now much 
more efficient. We can preserve our level of preparedness, with 
steady state core staff levels of 850, instead of 1,000, along with 
our 2,000 reservists. 

The largest increase in our budget reflects the fact that we have 
reached the statutory limit of fees that we can assess. We request 
additional subsidy because losses, including those from loans ap
proved when collateral such as real estate was inflated, have 
pushed up subsidy costs. We also request a legislative fix to return 
to near zero subsidy. We also request incremental increases for our 
new women's contracting program, and continued efforts to remove 
fraud, waste and abuse in contracting. 

Overall, our priorities are twofold. We placed a focus on SBA pro
grams that put money and support directly into the hands of small 
business owners in the places where they live. And we will con
tinue to invest in oversight, to preserve the integrity of these pro
grams, and to protect the interests of taxpayers. 
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I look forward to working with all of you, to continue to insure 
that small businesses are succeeding, because as you know, when 
they succeed, America succeeds. 

Thank you very much, I would be happy to take your questions. 
[The information follows:] 
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Ci1airwoman Em~rson, Ranking ).frmbcr Sc1rnno. and member.; of the Committee. I'm pleased 
to 1est.i fy be fore you. 

Small businesses are the backbone of our economy. They create nearly 2 of every 3 new privacc 
sector jobs. And more lhan f1alfofworking Americans either O\\TJ or work for a small business. 

The SBA is :1 small agency but we have a big mission. We put the maximum po:;sible resources 
directly into the hands of small business, focusing on the three "(8" of capital. contracts and 
counseling. 

Last year. we helped <)Ver 50,000 small businesses get the capital tu grow and hire; we helped 
put about SlOO billion in federal contracts in the hands of small btL~incsses; and, we counsdcd 
more than a million small businesses across your districts md throughout the country. 

Over the pasl two years, we provided taxpayers with a big bang for their buck. One example: 
Since credit markets froze in 2008, we supported more than $42 billion in small busines~ 
lending. 1 We still h::ive work to do to help small businesses create the jobs we need. and tile 
President's proposed FY 12 budget for SBA is $985 million. 

\lany small businesses suffered greatly from :he Recession. Our job 10 support them as they 
!,'TO\\. and create jobs is not don.:. 

Th.: President's proposed fY12 budget for SBA of$985 million will support up to $27 billion in 
lnan guarantees as well as many other tool~ and resources to help them do just that. 

1 For rnnte information •l>nul SH,\'.< cn.·Jil prngram.s, ~~e th<" 2012 Hudgefs CreJit Supplemem. 
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At the sam,• time. this hudg.et reflects a commitment to tighten our hclts, streamline our 
processes, and diminate duplication. This includes some of your ideas. For example. we looked 
hard at our technical assistance programs. As a. result. we propose eliminating the PRIM[ 
program. With the woTk of our Microlcml.:rs aud new efforts to recruit community-based 
lenders, we can continue to provide technical assistance in a more cost-effective way. 

Also, we reduced the request to support Small Business Development Centers by $1U million. 
This wns a tough choice, but we helieve it is re<1sonablc due lo additional fomling in the Small 
Business Jobs Act. 

In addition, due to process recnginecring, our dis:isler loan operations are now much more 
cflicient. We can preserve <>ur level of preparedness with a steady-state core staff level of 850 
ins1ead of 1,000, along with our 2,000 reservists. 

The larges! increase in H1is budget rcflccls 1hat we have reached thtl statutory limit for fee~ lhat 
we can assess. We request additional subsidy because los~cs · including those from loans 
approved when rnllateral such a.~ real estate was inflacoo ·- have pushed up subsidy costs. We 
will also rcqucsl a legislative fix to reduce or eliminate the. need for credit subsidy. 

We also request a sustainable kvcl of supporl for administrative costs in our db;astcr loan 
program. as w.:11 as incremental increast:s fo1· the new women's cnntracting program and 
continuoo efforts to remove waste, fra1.1d and abuse in contrncting. 

Overall. vur priorities arc twofold. We have placed a focus on SBA programs that put mom.:y and 
suppon directly into the hands of small business owners where they live. And, we will contiuue 
10 in•esl in oV<,>rsight to preserve the integrity of these programs and to protect the interest. of 
taxpayers. 

1 look forwan:I In Wt•rking with all of vou to continue to ensure that small businesses are 
succeeding. Because <ts yo~ know, when tl1ey succeed, America succeeds. 

2 
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

Funding Highlights: 

Provides $985 million. a 45 percent decline rrom 2010 enacted funding, which included $962 
million in supplemenlaf approp,iations. Excludir.;:; supplemental funding. the 2012 request 
is $161 million higher primarily d\Je to increased estimated credit subsidy costs. Funding for 
admi11istrat1ve costs and Small Business Development Centers will go down as a result of 
liscal restraints. 

Supports $27 billion in loan guarantees for small businesses to enable them to invest expand. 
and create jobs. 

Promotes impact investment in economically dislrossed regions. 

Helps innovative small businesses obtain early-stage financing. 

Encourages business development and economic growth !hrough funding for technical 
assistanc;e, including competitive grants to develop business leaders in underservod markets 
and to help businesses benefit from regional economic strategies. 

Continues implementation of Small Business Jobs Act initiatives. promoting technical 
assisllince and small business exportir.g. 

Provide~ long·rcrrn disaster recovery loans for homeowners, renters. and bu~inesses or au 
sizes. 

Strengthens lender and procurement program oversight to protect taxpayer dollars. 

Upgrades the Agency's financial m;:inagcment systems to improve the financial integr:ty and 
efficiency of S!3A credit programs. 

Sm<t!l businesses play !l vital role in job ere· included silo(nifo:ant ,;uppleniental app'l'oprn•· 
ation, P.~onumic recovery, global competitivcncs~, tiuns for fee l'cductions anci cl'(>dit prugrams. 
and ~.h~ long-ter·m .strength of the ~at.ion. The Small business lonn guarantees are funded in 
Small BusinP.ss Admini~tration's tSBA} mi~· 2012 at hi:;1:<1rical fee .and guarantee Jeveli<. hut 
.sion i;; :o help Americans start, build, and grow rellecl higher eRtirnat<~<l ioss rates. ,-\.., part of 
bu~inc>se~. To rleli'\'er on thi.~ promise, th~ Ad· thll Oov!!rnment-wide effon to reduce spcnd
mmi;t.ralion proposes S9Bfi million, n substan· ing, fundinl;( fo1· adm inistrati"e costs and Sm nil 
t.ial dC'cline from 2010 enacted funding. which Bnsin1•ss DwclopmE'nt Cenl:ers will decreas•'· 

159 
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J..§Q__ __________________ ----"S""l\""'lA"'J"".J,,__,R"-l:"'·.1s"'. l""'NF-:ss A!HtL'li!STKA't'ION 

ln.ve11l11 in. Amt<1'ica's Busines11es to F<>Sler 
Ecmwmic Growth and Competitiveness 

Spurs Job Creation by Enhancing Small 
Busines.s Access to Credit. Small bu~in<!S~c~ 
al'e t.llo; engiut of cwnomic growth anrl job <'re· 
:ttion. Thnt is.: why tbeAclmiu..istralion i~ t.akini,: a 
~eries of 5lepc. to imprnve the accc;;s to capital for 
small b'1~inesses. First. ihe Administration sup
port.< $16.5 billill.u in i(a) luan guarantees. which 
.,-ill help small busine~~e!'- op..~rri:.c: and expand. 
Thi• includes an e"timated $H.5 billion in t.<'ml 

l'lan~ and 82 billion in revolving line~ of cr~dit; 
the littler are expe<·ted to support $48 billion in 
t-0\ai ewnum;c activity through draw>' 21nd repay· 
ments over the lifo of the gu;1rant""· The Admin· 
istration also supports $7.5 billion in gu1:1ranwcd 
lending for commercial n•:il c•tat•.• development 
anti nca\y r.inchinery purchases; ll:l billioll in 
Small Busin"•~ luvtl.!<trnen~ Comp:my !.SBJCi de· 
bcntures to support new bu•ine.~.>e~ and new job• 
through early-stage anrl mcz7.anin~ i$m111l bu8i· 
m~~! tinancing; and S25 rnillion in rlorcct Micro
i<>an~, for intermediaries t.o provide small loans 
to .. merging entn>preneurs and other borrowers 
unable to receive credit el~ewhere 

Promotes lmpat't Investment in Economi· 
cally Distl"<'ssed Regions, for Disadvan
taged Group~. and in Sections of !llntional 
Significance. Deginnin!: in :!012, SBA will be 
iE'VE'rsging the SJ3lC debenture µrogJ"am lo 8U{)• 

1.oortS200 :nilli<m u11nually overtbe nrxt five years 
in impact investments that are "plac.i-b~s.;>d" (lo
cated m or em11loying l'eoiclents of economically 
dh-itre~!-t~d reJ,'1on:;;J: '"p<:<•plc-ba~a~l!:I {ownr.d or 
managed by wom~n. vetet'an~. or a memher of a 
~ocially or t>cono111ically disadvantaged group•: or 
'5ect,.ir-based" l~ector$ that have be~o idemified 
a$ nat.innol priorit.i.,~). Two other initiativP.S-·
t.he Small Loan Advant:ige and Coir1111unit.y 
Ad .... antage 11rograms----will increase lhe number 
of SEA 71a) loans going Lo small businesses and 
~:>tr('J'r"n"urs ;n underserved communitil~s. 

Helps Innovative Small Businesses Obtain 
Early-Stage Financing. SBA will 11lso create 
within the SBIC debenture program a new vehi
cle-the !Jmovntion Fund-to ::iddres~ the capitiil 

.1:ap n1any sir.rt-up~ fooc bC'twr.(:n ·ani,.•l'I irwP.<tr.>r" 
financing nnd lat.er-~tal(c venture capital financ
ini,r. Over each <1f the n~xt live Y"'lr~. up to $200 
million in guarantees for mxto;hing funds will ~ 
a"·ailable lo in\:cslors a!ming t.o suppurt innmn.a
tivc companies seeking to ramµ up their opPrJ· 
tinn~ ;ond create new job.s. 

Helps Sniall Businesses Grow Sn11u1er. 
Entr~preueur.s can IJC found in f.."'<l!'Y part of the 
Nat\on. Howcv<!r. som~ ntcd ,~,,_~iM.anr.c to dcv~·I·· 
op their i<lea fully into a growin~ lrusiness an<l 
start hiring new cmployres. ThRt is why the 
Administration includes $15 million for competi
tive technical assistance g.-ants to rnpport 8l::IA'.;; 
Emerging Leaders initiative and Lo enhance 
~mall b~siness ;iarticipatioo iii regional E!<'.onomic 
clusters. Tlte Emerging Lea<lcrs initiative pro· 
vi des im~n~ive technica I ns~istance to compani~s 
that have high growth potential and at'e located 
jn distressed economic areas. such ao inner ci:ies 
and ~ativc . .\m~'ricnn communities, and cunnccts 
them to regional busine~s network~ to acceleratt
cconomic and job growth. SBA wili also promotC! 
small business participation in regional economic 
duster~ by awarding cnmpetitive grants to fa
cilitate greater coordination of .resource~ such as 
btL•ine~s counseling. tr11ining, and mentor-protege 
partnel'ships. 

Fully Funds and Reforms Long-Term 
Disaster &covery. Th" Administration sup
ports $1. I hilli<>n in rliroct loaols. th" normalized 
10-yeur a"erag<;1, for hQmeowners and hLl>ines•es 
who.>e property is damio~<!ci by m'tun1l dis.as· 
t""'· Tim Aclmi11istn1i.ion al~o prnpus"d $167 nlil
lion for disa,;;ter-loa.n administrative expenses. 
SB<\ will streamline staffi11g and op<'ration• to 
u~e aaministrativl:' fund$ in lhe most effective 
and <:ost-effici1ml mnnn11r, which is ei1pected t.o 
pn1vide- oa'l'ing:; relative- to operating le,·els in 
recent y~ar:>. 

PMnritize!'< lksoW"ces by Reducing Over· 
lapping Funding and •:~tending Tax Breaks. 
In 2012, <mall husino~·'"" will cc111tilll.1t! to hcnclit 
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TH~: BLJJJGET FOR FJSC'/\L Y ~AR 2012 

from t('chnical a~~i~tanl'" funded by the Small 
Busine8s Jub.> Act. which for the 201 l and 2012 
f1eriod provided $50 rn.illion to Sruall Busin""" 
Devel•Jprncnt Centers :8BDCi:l and $60 million 
for ~,,·ant.-; to States and lo('alities to help sm~I 
l>usine"""' e~port. Givon the avaflnbility of these 
funcii: and fi~''al constraints. the Bud~et propos
es mode.•t red11r.1 ions in the level of additional 
SBD(.~ fu11rling rnqu1:sted for 2012. The Act also 
pre>vided a vari~t.y of 1>thcr credit program expan
sion.< and ta11 ch:tngcs that arc si,:nificanUy ben
efiting sniall businHS•cs, ;md th" Adminisiration 
propose~ to pP.tmanently exiend tho Act's provi· 
;;ion eliminating all capit:il gaiM t.'l.'<P.S on invest
mi;1nt:> in ~mall business $LO('k iu order Lu tmh:;1nce 
the lfow of capital to i:mall businP.s&ei". 

Help" Make the Guaranteed Loan Pro
gram SeH-Sufllcient. Du~ to the economic 
downturn and highi>r defa11lt~ on prior loan-., 
SRA's guar;mteed loan prngr"m~ arc rewrding in 
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2011 a $3.7 billivu incnia~t: in los~es and sub~idy 
costs on their oulsW.nding loan portfolios, .,xduo
ing interest, particularly on iruarantcc:; made 
betw<1en 2004 and 2008. To strength~n th('S<) 
pmgr:un"' loni:-tr.rm economic foundation, th" 
.A.J.rninisLraticm will submit a legislative pack
~i.re to ()tovide SBA lhe flexibility to adju~t fees in 
these pmgr:uns lo enable them t.o be self-sustain
irig over time. The~e chang{"" in the progr.1m's 
foe structurP wouhi b.icorr1e "fff!ctive for loans 
originated i11 2013. 

Strengthens Core Agency Capabilities. 
The Admiufatration provides llic resources nt><.·<l
r,d io upg-r·adc the agency'~ financial mana:i;ement 
sy>1l.em~ in order lo i mtJrovc the financial integ
rity and ~fficiency of it.• loan operations. SBA is 
aloo modifying its procurem.,nt slrat"!.'Y for thr. 
Loan Management anci Accounting SysLE!ll! t() 
bl'ttur em;ure the dy;;wm delivr.rs result~. 

Small Business Administration 
(Jn 11iflions of OO!lars) 

Spending 
o;scretiona1y Budget Aulll()r'ly; 

Salar'es and Exper.se~ 
Business Loaos: 

loan Subsidy ....................................................................................... . 

Ac!ual Eslimlle 

2010 2011 2012 

434 42i 

83 215 
loa1 Admi":S1ra1ion ............................................................................... ---=-------.:...:,; 153 148 

Sul>Tota!. 9usiness Loans ........................................................................ . 236 363 
o:saster Loans: 

Loan Subsidy ....................................................................................... . 

loanAdmir.is:ration ....................................................... ., ...................... ---=------~ 76 1a1 

Sub!Dla!. Disas1e! Loans .......................................................................... . 78 167 
Ofli:e ct the tnspecior General ................................................................ . 16 18 
Office oi Mv-~cac-1 .................................................. . 9 
S~rety Bono Revolving Fune:! ................................................................... . 

59 t;nreQuesre:l Proiects ............................................................................... ---=-------
TolaL Disc1e1;,,nary budget authority ............................................................... . 824 993 985 
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SMALL BUSINF.SS ADMINISTR!}'.1'10!\' 

Small Business Administration~ 
(In mlloo~ ol dolars) 

Ac!ual EsHm1te 
2010 2011 2012 

Memorand<1m: 
Bodgel authority !rom supplementals .................................... ........................ . 962 

Tclai. Discr9li()nary outlays ............................................................................ . 1.453 1.504 1,212 

Mandatory Outlays: 
Business Loan Subsidy Aees\imates .. . ................................ ................. .. 4.472 4.SlO 
Disaster Loan StJoslCfyReeslimales .... -......... .•....... - ..... ....................... .. 2 11 192 

~ -a -7 l iqudaltig C!W;t Acroonts " ··--·- ··- ········· .. ····- ······- .. - ................... _. .. ---"-----"----"' 
TOia!. Maooaiory ounays ............. _ ................... - .. - .. - ·- ........ .. ·- ······· 4.675 4.71 4 -7 

Total. Outlays ........................................ .............................. ........ . 6.!28 6.218 1.205 

Credit acUvity 
Di:ect Loan Disbu1serr.en;s: 

O'rect Disaster Loans ........................... ................................................... . 388 1,100 l,lOO 

Direct Business Loans .......................................... ... ............... .................. ----'=---...i:.:..----= 32 37 33 
Tota~. D11e<t loan disbursements ........................ ......... .... ............. ................. . 420 1,137 1.133 

Guaranteed l oan Comm~men1s: 
Guaran!eed Busi-iess Loans ............. .......... ........................................ ... . 14.156 23.900 23,900 

Guaranoeed Disaster loaRS .. ....... ........ ..... ..... ......................... . 19 63 

TOlai, Gui!!illlleed loan cO'IYllilme!ts ··- ··--········ ···- ···- ··- ·-··- ·- ···-······-···· ··· 14.156 23.919 23.963 
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Karen G. Mills, Administrator 
U.S. Small Business Administration 

Karen Gordon Mills was swom in April 6, 2009, as the 23rd Administrator of the U.S. Small 
Business Administration. She leads a team of more than 2,000 employet::> whose mission is to 
help entn:preneurs and small business owners grow and create jobs by providing greater access 
to capital. counseling, and federal contracting opportunities. The SBA also provides loans to 
business owners, homeowners and renten; affected by disaster. 

Mills earned an A.B. in economics from Harvard University and an M,B.A. from Harvard 
Business School where she was a Baker Scholar. Since then, her career has involved counseling, 
managing, mentoring. and investing in businesses of all sizes across a number of U.S. states. 

During the recession of the early 1990s, Mills helped several small manulacturers increase 
efficiency in order to improve their competitiveness and ultimately survive the downtum. This 
included producers of hardwood llooring. refrigerator motor manufacturers, plastic injection 
molding companies, and more. More recently, she worked in management ronsulting for 
businesses in sectors such as consumer products. food, textiles, and industrial components. 

In 2007, she was appointed by Maine Gov. John Baldacci as chair of the state's Council on 
Competitiveness and the Economy. where she focused on attracting investment in rural and 
regional development initiatives. She also served on the Governor's Council for the 
Redevelopment of the Brunswick Naval Air Station. 

She is a leading voice for American competitiveness and an expert on new approaches to 
business growth such a.<: "regional innovation clusters:· Before becoming Administrator, she 
worked to Conn a cluster of boatbuilders in Maine, helping them compete around the world by 
leveraging composite technologies at a local university. 

Already, at the SBA. Mills' has helped ~trengthen SBA lending. increase small business· share 
offederal contracts, and reinvigorate the SBA's network ofabout 14,000 affiliated counselors. 

She has also served as a member of the Council on Foreign Relations and has been vice 
chairman of the Harvard Overseers. 

Mills and her husband, Barry Mills, president of Bowdoin College, live in Brunswick. Maine. 
They have three sons. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you, very, very, much. I will go ahead and 
start the questions, and welcome to Mr. Womack too. 

As you have heard, as you have seen, at least with the con
tinuing resolution that was passed a couple of weeks ago, the 
House majority is committed to reducing non-security discretionary 
spending to fiscal year 2008 levels. And for this subcommittee, that 
represents a 17 percent reduction. Though I will readily admit I am 
not sure that a reduction to 2008 levels is good for the SBA with 
employment at 8.9 percent, we are still asking agencies to tell us 
what it would look like to live at that 2008 level. So hypothetically, 
hopefully hypothetically, what is the impact of a 17 percent reduc
tion to your agency's operations? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, that would be a tremendous impact if we went 
back to 2008 levels. As you know, we are a small agency, and as 
I described, we have a big mission, and it is a most difficult time 
to this day because small businesses have not recovered completely 
from the recession. 

So it would have an enormous impact .. For. instance, we would 
run out of money in our loan program. Because of the subsidy 
issues that I described, we would not be able to make loans after 
the money ran out, and that would curtail what has been a very, 
very effective program to provide access and opportunity to small 
businesses as the capital markets froze. 

In addition,. we would curtail the tremendous. progress. that we 
have been making, or reduce the level of the progress we have been 
making in curtailing fraud, waste and abuse. And finally, of great 
concern, is our preparedness would go back to Hurricane Katrina 
levels which is unacceptable for the level of preparedness that we 
need to support our small businesses and homeowners in times of 
distress and disaster. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So-
Ms. MILLS. From the point of view of small business, it would be 

a real setback. 
Mrs. EMERSON. And if you couldn't reduce the budget or we 

didn't feel that it was appropriate to reduce the budget by the 17 
percent to go back to 2008. levels, the cuts that you all have. self 
directed, do you think that you have gotten to the bare bones at 
this point in time, in order to fulfill your mission? We talk about 
the subsidy levels and that is why you have asked for an increase, 
et cetera. I mean, because if we can actually come up with a figure 
that works, I mean, we can sell it on our sides of the aisle. Joe has 
the luxury of- isn't that the. luxury of supporting increases from 
2011 levels? 

Mr. SERRANO. I have the responsibility of not destroying govern
ment. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, in this case we are leveraging for the pri
vate sector so this is kind of one of those in between agencies as 
far. as I am concerned. I think 17 percent impacts your mission, I 
will readily admit that. My other colleagues may not agree, I think 
it does. 

You know, I was at-on Friday, at a small business that is 
owned by a 23-year-old woman who started this clothing store in 
a place where there were no sort of fashions for the 25- to 40-year 
olds. She. had this dream, 21 years old, she saved a lot of money, 
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then she was able to get some help through an SBA loan and co
signing. I think the grandparents may have cosigned. 

However, she is making a lot of money, she is 23 years old, and 
a half, I think. And were it not for that SBA loan- I mean, it is 
remarkable, and I can't imagine being and being willing to take the 
risk. especially because she kind of started in a down economy, but 
by God, she has got it figured out. So I am obviously a huge fan. 
Nonetheless, we really have to be realistic. I am not going to make 
you answer that question. 

But Bowles Simpson recommended lots of reductions for things 
like travel, and vehicles, and printing. Do you all think that you 
can make savings, at least in those types of categories? Does that 
impact your mission very much? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, as you know we are a smalJ agency and much 
of our activity happens on the ground helping small businesses one 
by one. You have described, I think, the great joy of this job, which 
is supporting entrepreneurs because it is the entrepreneurs and the 
small businesses that actually create the jobs. 

When we have looked through our budget, we have submitted a 
budget that has difficult cuts in it for us, that streamlines oper
ations, that eliminates duplication and that reaJly tightens our 
belts. And we are trying to do that while preserving the two prior
ities. The priority is to get the money into the hands of the small 
businesses, through our system out where it is helping them, either 
as a loan or counseling or a government contract or disaster assist
ance. When we do spend money, we want to make sure that it is 
to oversee taxpayers interest in terms of oversight and eliminating 
fraud, waste and abuse. 

Mrs. EMERSON. When your staff travels to visit with small busi
nesses around, people who are trying to either expand their busi
ness and perhaps need an SBA loan guaranteed, for example, or 
something to just make the bank feel a little bit more comfortable 
and others. I mean, I have to believe that your s taff gets faced with 
the same questions that we get faced with with regard to regula
tions and more and more government, not necessarily regulations 
through the SBA, but rather other types of policies, whether it is 
greenhouse gas emissions, financial regulatory reform, health care. 
And how does your Office of Advocacy help them, or does it, be
cause I think that is what their mission is to navigate through end
less regulations. How exactly does it work? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, we share a goal, I think, that is very much a 
bipartisan goal, which is to reduce the regulatory burdens. on small 
businesses. And that is part of the agency's goals and activities 
across the board and through our ombudsman activity, and also 
part of the Office of Advocacy which is our independent operation 
that is highly focused on that. 

As you know, the President has issued a memorandum in Janu
ary on regulatory. flexibility, small business and job creation where 
he says that reinforcing the need for Federal agencies to consider 
ways to reduce, to reduce regulatory burdens on small business. 
And talks about requiring agencies to provide justifications when 
those flexibilities are not included in the proposed regulations. 

So across the administration, the President has led the charge 
that we have. long been fully committed to, which is to reduce the 
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unintended consequences of regulation on small business. We are 
active in a day-to-day manner, both through advocacy and our own 
internal ombudsman on that front. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So how does that information get fed into like the 
Domestic Policy Council or people at the White House? Do you feed 
through OMB, for example? You have your. SBA regional person for 
region 7, which I think is me. Anyway, that person is out among 
lots of djfferent businesses, and they are talking and they are hear
ing, 75 percent of the people say this isn't going to work and this 
isn't going to work, or this really is going to make doing business 
far too expensive. So they feed that into you, somehow I am sure. 
But then how does that get fed into the White House decision
makers? Is it through OMB? I mean, I am just curious more than 
anything. 

Ms. MILLS. Yes, it is through the OIRA function of OMB, and we 
have a series of ongoing roundtables conducted by our ombudsman 
and our regional network where we invite small businesses and 
talk about these regulatory issues on an ongoing basis. And we 
have just announced, an eight-city tour, I believe it is, on regu
latory issues and barriers to entrepreneurs and high-growth busi
nesses. And we kicked off the first one of those in Dw·ham last 
week on Thursday. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, hopefully I think you all have the appro
priate sensitivity to all of this. I hope that it is appreciated and/ 
or understood by the folks at the top who are making decisions like 
at OMB. I mean, because even when we were in charge of the 
White House, we were driven crazy by OMB. 

Ms. MILLS. There is a top-level commitment behind this. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. I appreciate that. Joe. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you so much .. And you are right the minor

ity party gives you- the status gives you the ability to say let's do 
this and let's do that, and you have to come up with the final deci
sions. But it is a joint thing, joint decision. 

My concern is exactly as you said that there's a contradiction 
when you set out to cut, cut, cut, cut without analyzing. Maybe 
there isn't enough time to analyze as much as I want. Two things 
come to mind, when you say to the Small Business Administration, 
we are going to cut you 17 percent perhaps, if we do everything 
across the board, you devastate an agency which is then a con
tradiction to the majority party's and the minority party's claims 
that we want to help small business. 

If they are overregulating, that is one issue. But to cut them 
where they can't help people help set up a small business and cre
ate jobs, that is a contradiction. There is something else that is 
happening in this Congress and has been happening for the last 10, 
12 years, which is a dangerous thing for me to say. I hope it doesn't 
affect anybody on this panel, but there seems to be a movement in 
the country of electing people, and you take great pride in electing 
Members of Congress who have never held public office before, that 
is a great thing. I think that is a terrible thing. 

I believe you were a mayor, right? We may not agree, Mr. 
Womack, on cuts exactly where they go. But when you tell me the 
Federal Government treats mayors this way or the Federal Govern
ment treats localities this way, I have to listen because you were 
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there. I was in the State legislature for 16 years, you were a 
mayor. We understand each other before we got here. Some folks 
who got here, with all due respect to them, in the last couple of 
months, have never served before and that is why we are different, 
and we are going to cut everything. Well, you just can't cut every
thing, you have to think, stop. for a second .. We are not. going to cut 
everythjng. There are some places that we are just never going to 
touch. 

I want to say something, I speak for myself, I don't speak for my 
party. I am a believer that if you get into a little debt because you 
are saving the people after Katrina and trying to put them back 
on their feet, so be it. If you have to get into a little debt to build 
the best school system in the world again, so be it. Do you have 
to get into debt looking for weapons of mass destruction that never 
existed? I am not sure. But certainly in supporting the troops, you 
get into debt, and so what? Some things you have to do. 

So the word "debt" sounds horrible, but not all debt is bad. After 
all, we have to behave like the. American people who balance their 
checkbook every month. Not true. They all have a mortgage or they 
have a car payment that they are going to pay for a long time. 
They are borrowing too. I am not suggesting that we continue to 
get into debt the way we have been, but I am suggesting that we 
can't just cut, cut, cut. And we certainly can't contradict ourselves. 
If we are going to create jobs, then you have to be supportive, your 
agency has to be supportive. 

If it is about overregu]ating, I am open for discussion, but just 
cutting across the board and enjoying this statement that I never 
served in public office before, therefore I am the greatest. No, he 
is a better Congressman because he was a mayor, you know. And 
when you used to come. here. without public. service. before, you 
didn't brag about it, you just kind of kept that to yourself. Now it 
seems to be like a badge of honor. Well, I did 16 years of budgets 
in New York State and I t hink that helps me on this committee. 
That is my speech for the day. Now a question. 

What are you seeing in terms of lending to small businesses? 
Has the. Recovery Act and the extensions of its funding been effec
tive in unfreezing the credit ma1·ket for small businesses? And 
what do you think has been more helpful , the fee reductions or the 
guarantee increases? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, thank you to this Congress and to this com
mittee for its support in the timeframe where really all credit had 
frozen, October 2008. We were able to step up, thanks to the Recov
ery Act and the multiple extensions that you granted with $42 bil
lion in money that went into the hands of small business. The sub
sidy cost on that was $1.2 billion. So a pretty good, as I said ear
lier , bang for the taxpayer's buck. 

We were able to raise our guarantee to 90 percent and reduce or 
eliminate our fees. I spent. a lot of time traveling all over the coun
try and I asked that question many times, and I got both answers. 
To some, it was a 90-percent guarantee that allowed the bank to 
step up and take the risk because they only had to put up 10 per
cent of the capital and this was a business they wanted to fund. 
And other times it really was that people saw, well, there is an in
centive here, and maybe I will invest in that next piece of equip-
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ment and hire that next person, and maybe this is enough incen
tive to get that economy rolling. So both were very, very critical. 

We had the largest quarter in SBA lending in the quarter ending 
in December. We did $11 billion in loans, and those were just crit
ical in filling the capital gap. We now know that there is some re
covery, but that there are. still holes,. there are still gaps that exist. 
One is in underserved areas, and the other is in smaller loans, and 
that is why we introduced our Small Loan Advantage program and 
our Community Advantage program, two things that operate with
in, without incremental funding, but they are targeted to fill the 
continued gaps, particularly in underserved markets where the ac
cess and opportunity is the last to. return .. 

Mr. SERRANO. Now you said this was your largest quarter ever, 
or in the last year or so? 

Ms. MILLS. Largest quarter ever. 
Mr. SERRANO. Now we get unemployment numbers, we get eco

nomic recovery numbers, we get all those numbers. What do those 
numbers. tell you if it was the best quarter that people feel free to 
set up a business to invest? What does it mean? 

Ms. MILLS. We are seeing the rate of business formation and en
trepreneurship go up. We know that some of the best businesses 
were actually started in recessions looking back. We see encour
aging signs from our small businesses in that they are taking ad
vantage. of things like. accelerated depreciation to buy that piece. of 
equipment and hire someone, but they are not out of the woods yet. 
The economy is still fragile. Small businesses took a tremendous 
hit, and they still very much need to be supported with access to 
capital, which the capital markets are not fully functioning and not 
fully back beyond the SBA, the traditional capital banking mar
kets. 

And they need the opportunities to provide access to government 
contracting, and they very much need our counseling and advice 
because that shows that there are greater success rates when you 
have a long-term counselor and you hire more people. 

Mr. SERRANO. May I ask one more question? 
Mrs. EMERSON. Sure .. 
Mr. SERRANO. You are requesting a $161 million increase over 

the fiscal year 2010 level for the SBA and of this amount, $131.6 
million, to a 7(a) loan program to cover subsidies which has not 
been the case in the past. Now in the past, as you know, it was 
zeroed out and then we would kind of force you guys to take the 
money in a way. What does this funding cover and why is it needed 
now? What is the difference this time? And how much of the reg
ular 7(a) appropriation for fiscal year 2010, which was $80 million 
has been spent thus far? 

Ms. MILLS. The request, the largest increases as I said in our 
budget, go to subsidy. And the reason is that we have fully used 
our fees and brought them to. the fee caps. The subsidy rates are 
up because of losses that we are seeing from the 2005 to 2008 co
horts. In that time period, as you know, small business owners 
used their real estate as collateral, and their house or their build
ing had inflated values in that time period, 2005 to 2008. 

So as we look now, we see that those values are not there, and 
they are creating loss. rates that have gone up as have rates for tra-
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ditional lenders, our subsidy rates and our loss rates have gone up. 
Those subsidy rates calculations, when applied to the 2012 budget, 
require incremental funding that we cannot cover with our fees be
cause we have maxed out to our statutory fee limits. We have 
asked for the ability to adjust fees and have flexibility in 2013, be
cause. we believe. that if we can, we should move our loans to zero 
subsidy. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you, Joe. Mr. Alexander. 
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Ms. Mills, it is 

good to see you. You mentioned something about preparedness pro
gram, and you mentioned something about Hurricane. Katrina. Can 
you tell us what that means? 

Ms. MILLS. I am sorry, I didn't quite hear the last part. 
Mr. ALEXANDER. Preparedness program, you said something 

about it in relation to Hurricane Katrina, and you were hoping to 
do better than we were prepared during Hurricane Katrina. 

Ms. MILLS. As you know, we have completely. revamped our. dis
aster loan program in the post-Katrina era to significantly elevate 
our state of readiness, and our commitment has been significant. 
In Hurricane Katrina era, we had 366 seats at our processing cen
ters. And it took us 70 days to process loans. 

Right now, we have 1,750 seats, and it takes us 7 to 10 days to 
process. loans. We operate a new. technology system that allows us 
to have 10,000 concurrent users on it versus 800 in the Katrina 
level. And we have 2,000 ready reservists, they are not on payroll, 
but they are on call. So actually, when we call them up, following 
a disaster, they will go from the ice storms in Maine, and then they 
will travel to the wildfires in California, and then the flooding in 
the Midwest, and then the tornados, and then the hurricane, and 
then they do it again. So our staffing levels fluctuate up and down 
depending on the need. 

Our commitment is to maintain that level of preparedness. And 
what we have done is look for cost savings. In this budget, we de
liver to you $8 million of cost savings by taking our steady state 
of readiness down to 850 permanent staffing or steady state staff
ing versus 1,000. And we have done that by process engineering 
and streamlining our centers, not by reducing our level of readi
ness. 

Mr. ALEXANDER. Okay. In your opening statement, you said over 
the past 2 years we have provided taxpayers with a big bang for 
their buck .. The Transportation Department argues that for every 
dollar spent, we benefit by $3. Can you compare what you mean 
by big bangs for their bucks compared to the Transportation De
partment? 

Ms. MILLS. In the one example I gave there, the subsidy costs of 
ow- SBA loans was $1.2 billion, and the amount of money that ac
tually. went into people's hands, because we provide guarantees, 
was $42 billion. But this is true across our various programs. We 
have partnered with the private sector and others in our Small 
Business Development Centers, in our SBIC programs, so that we 
really try to give a lot of activity off of a smaller budget number. 

Mr. ALEXANDER. Okay, out there in the public when some of the 
banks that we hear about who are denying loans, there is an ap-
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peals process that one can go through. Do you all have a similar 
process? If a loan is denied, is there an appeals process? 

Ms. MILLS. Yes, and we do review loans, multiple times. We have 
lots of ways that small businesses can get help. I will give you one 
statistic which is in our North Carolina center. We were able to 
take those who were. denied loans, and we got 60. percent of them 
funding by working with them in counseling and on their business 
plan and then bringing them back and introducing them to banks 
who, you know, were interested in making loans in their particular 
area. 

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
Mrs .. EMERSON. Are. you finished for this. round? 
Mr. ALEXANDER. I am. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Mr. Womack. 
Mr. WOMACK. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. It is good to see 

you, Ms. Mills . I appreciate the work that your agency does and 
continues to do for small business and job creation. I just have a 
couple of questions, and then I have. to step out; I have. got to go 
to the floor here in just a minute. 

But one of the things that the gentleman from across the way, 
Mr. Serrano, has indicated that I am a former mayor and a former 
small business man. So I think my background is pretty unique in 
terms that I have seen it from virtually every side. 

I think I would look at it this. way; one of the. things. that I have 
always been in favor of is the capacity to leverage public dollars, 
that too often we get caught up in the notion that we are going use 
someone else's money in total, and to try to accomplish some de
sired outcomes in small business or whatever the case is. I am 
huge on the leveraging piece of it. 

In other words, I like to see more than one person, i.e. Our Fed
eral Government, have skin in the game when we are talking about 
making major investments in small business. I certainly agree the 
facts speak for themselves, that our way out of this economic mess 
is through the creation of jobs in the private sector. 

So what are you doing to encourage the leveraging of the support 
that comes through your agency in the public-private arena to en
sure that the Federal Government's not absorbing all of its cost? 
Instead, that we have our stakeholders in the game? That is a big 
question, that is a broad subject area, so you can probably go a lot 
of different directions with it, but I am curious about your re
sponse. 

Ms. MILLS. We share your objective of using public-private part
nerships to get more leverage for the small businesses that are out 
there. And Jet me just give you a couple of examples. In our SBIC 
program, small business investment companies, they actually run 
at a zero subsidy level because we provide the debenture guaran
tees for other partners, and we are able to put billions of dollars 
out into. small and growing businesses, all across the country and 
with zero subsidy cost. 

We also have a program we call SCORE, and there we use pri
vate sector individuals, 12,000 of them, who are volunteer small 
business people who have had the experience of growing their own 
business. And they counsel, for free , small businesses that we put 
into their network. 
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A third quick example, we have just announced something called 
Startup America, which is going to be led in the public-private 
partnership by Steve Case, a fabulous entrepreneur who started 
AOL. And a number of companies have joined this public-private 
partnership to help in Entrepreneurial Mentor Corps and other ac
tivities which are going to grow our small high-growth businesses 
that are really one of the most important job. creators for the. coun
try. 

Mr. WOMACK. How active is your agency, say, in some of the 
business-directed institutions on campuses of higher education? 
How do you interact with different schools of business? 

Ms. MILLS. We have multiple interactions with different schools 
of businesses. I was just informed this morning that we have a 
joint partnership with one of the. top, top-tier. business. schools who 
is helping us establish an entrepreneurial center in partnership 
with our small business development center. So we do everything 
from work with them in our emerging leaders, entrepreneurship 
education program to our local guidance and counseling and advice. 

Mr. WOMACK .. It goes back to my question of leveraging, because 
I really think that all the major stakeholders-health care, edu
cation, higher education, government, business industry, I think, 
there are unlimited opportunities for us to work through a lot of 
those stakeholders in bringing formations of capital and expertise, 
counseling, et cetera, to the table. And I would like to see a lot 
more. of that. 

The last thing I want to ask, and this is as close to editorializing 
as the gentleman a few minutes ago was doing and issuing some 
opinions. You have an impressive background in consulting and 
management and helping small business. What are you hearing 
right now about what I believe is one of the single biggest barriers 
to the growth of jobs, particularly in the private sector, the over
reach of our government into areas that just cause the potential en
trepreneur to throw his hands up and say, it is just not worth it, 
it is just not cost effective. 

It will cost me a lot more to do this than it is worth. What won
derful opportunities are we throwing away because we just live in 
such a terrible. and inefficient, burdensome regulatory environ
ment? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, I thank you for the question and the kind com
ments. I did grow up in the world of small business, and we travel 
around the country and listen to small businesses all the time, talk 
about this issue of the unintended consequences of regulation. I 
will say I am very, very happy that across the administration in 
OMB and OIRA, and the President himself have made. very strong 
statements in support of small business and making sure that they 
don't have unintended consequences from this excess regulation. 

We have been proactive. We have our day-to-day operations and 
our ombudsmen and our advocacy. But we have been even more 
proactive in recent months by initiating an effort to. go. around the 
country. and listening to small businesses in the. high-growth entre
preneur area, talk about specific barriers that they have. 

And it might be regulatory barriers, it might be can they get paid 
on time. But whatever those barriers are, this forum, which is 
under the Startup America Initiative, is explicitly designed to lis-
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ten and then take action on those kinds of barriers and concerns. 
The goal is to help entrepreneurs, put some wind at their back, and 
let them do what they do best, which is grow their companies and 
create jobs. 

Mr. WOMACK. I represent the third district of Arkansas, and once 
upon time back in the 1960s, there was a very small business, it 
started ironically enough, the first- and you know where I am 
going with this probably-the first store happened to be, Mr. 
Serrano, in Rogers, Arkansas. That is where the very first Wal
Mart store happened to be located. I can take you to the site just 
around the block from my city hall. 

Mr. Walton is not here to confirm or deny this opinion that I will 
give, but it is in my strong opinion that that small business, which 
later would become one of America's most famous companies and 
certainly one the largest in the world, may not have ever survived 
a regulatory environment quite like we have right now. And if 
small business people are ever going to be able to live that Amer
ican dream, I don't know how they survive. A lot of the things that 
the unfunded mandates and the demands that we are placing on 
small businesses. 

And so with that said, my question for you would be when you 
make your travels and when you hear back from these organiza
tions-these entrepreneurs-that your agency tries to help. And 
you hear, I am sure, of many horror stories about the problems as
sociated with developing small business, up-start businesses under
capitalized in a regulatory environment like we are, do you have 
direct access to the P resident's ear? Do you-I know you have 
quoted the President as saying he wants to solve this regulatory 
burden that we have right now-but do you have direct access? Do 
you have his ear on these important matters? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, first, I have to say that I appreciate your com
ments about the small businesses born in Arkansas. And I actually 
have traveled there quite a bit. I have been in Arkadelphia recently 
with all the loggers, I have been in Bald Knob, I have been in 
Heber Springs, and I have been in Searay, and really appreciate 
that we have fabulous small businesses throughout the State. 

Mr. WOMACK. Well, if the gentlelady would yield, let me just say, 
since I mentioned Wal-Mart, let me just throw Tyson and J.B. 
Hunt Trucking, there are three major ones in my district, three big 
ones that I don't think would have survived the regulatory environ
ment we are in today. 

Ms. MILLS. But the answer to your question about the President 
is yes, I have had discussions about this with the President. I know 
he is committed. The memorandum that he issued on small busi
ness and regulation is a very strong statement to all agencies on 
exactly the issue that you described in support of making sure that 
they produce more flexibility for the smaller business who doesn't 
have the staff and the time and the money to really deal with those 
regulatory burdens. And while preserving the health and safety 
issues. to make sure small businesses can also operate. 

Mr. WOMACK.. Did the Health Care Patient Protection Affordable 
Care-I never get that right. 

Mrs. EMERSON .. Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. 
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Mr. WOMACK. Patient Protection, yes, thank you. Has that come 
up in your discussions with small business entrepreneurs? 

Ms. MILLS. Yes, and I will say we have supported a very impor
tant amendment that I know is under discussion. We are very 
much in support of the repeal of the 1099 provision which does 
place an undue burden on small business. 

Mr. WOMACK. But stop there? 
Ms. MILLS. The other aspects actually provide great benefit to 

small businesses particularly in the tax credits that are available 
as we speak. The 2010 tax credits are available to potentially 4 
million of the 6 million small businesses. And as I travel, I am see
ing small businesses coming to us now for information because they 
are getting dollars back in their pocket and there is nothing a 
smaJI business likes better than dollars in their pocket. 

Mr. WOMACK. Thank you for your testimony. Madam Chair
woman, I yield back. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Mr. Yoder. 
Mr. YODER .. Thank you~ Madam Chair. I appreciate. the. oppor

tunity to be here. And I, too, have to head to the floor shortly. So 
I will ask just a couple brief questions. I appreciate your service 
and appreciate your work here today. And I want to maybe follow 
up on the questions from my colleague from Arkansas. 

Everyone, including yourself, spent a Jot of time talking to small 
business owners. Our focus, I think, my. focus. and many of my col
leagues, is to try to figure out how we get innovators and entre
preneurs back borne, creating jobs and expending and growing. I 
mean, that is the key. We know that no matter how many dollars 
and trillions of stimulus dollars are spent in Washington or how 
many rules and regulations or how many new bureaucrats we hire, 
it is not going to help that American somewhere that has. a dream 
to start a small business if they can't get off the ground and get 
moving. 

So I hear a lot of same things probably my colleagues do. And 
I guess wanted to trail backward. 

Mr. Womack was going here, and related to a word I didn't see, 
at least in. your report, you might kind of discuss your feelings on 
this, and that is related to uncertainty. Almost every meeting I 
have been in with the small business, they have brought up the un
certainty in Federal policy uncertainty in tax policy, uncertainty in 
rules and regulations, inability to borrow money. So many things 
that are related to, what I believe are poor government policies 
that the instability and uncertainty that many. of them either can't 
expand, or feel they shouldn't expand because of the risks that are 
involved. 

And so I have been heading down the pathway, along with many 
others, trying to figure out how we create that stability and cer
tainty for small business owners. And I note the discussion about 
regulations, and I note. that your comments. regarding the. Presi
dent's positions of trying to review some of those, but there is a 
mountain of rules and regulations heading to small business own
ers. I meet with community banks, and I meet with small business 
owners; they feel inundated. 

And 1 don't know if this is what you are hearing when you go 
out and talk to them, but the third district of Kansas they feel 
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overwhelmed and inundated with so many new things coming their 
way. They are completely overwhelmed by what the health care bill 
may mean to their bottom line. I can't tell you the amount of small 
business owners I have talked to that have said, because of that 
bill, I am not going to hire anybody until I see what the impact is 
on our bottom line. 

So I see a real bottle neck coming, not from a statement the 
President might make that we should go review these rules and 
regulations, but from all the rules and regulations coming from the 
health care bill, all the rules and regulations coming from the 
Dodd-Frank Act, all the rules and regulations that are still coming 
from EPA and OSHA and so many different organizations, that I 
can't tell you the amount of times I talked to a small business that 
feels overwhelmed. And they don't say, well, if you could give a lit
tle bit more money to the SBA, we would be back at it. They say 
stop, change the rules of the game. Stop sending so many rules and 
regulations our way. Let us create jobs. 

And so I guess I really want to get at what the SBA is doing or 
how you are advocating, what is your position on that? Do you 
agree or do you think the rules and regulations are helpful to those 
innovators and entrepreneurs who are trying to get their busi
nesses moving? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, as you know, we do a tremendous amount of 
traveling around the country listening to small businesses as well 
in these roundtables. And explicitly in the roundtables that we 
have just announced, we are going to be asking entrepreneurs to 
come and talk about those specific regulations on which they have 
concerns. So when they talk about specific regulations, they men
tion 1099, which we have come out to ask for repeal. And when 
they talk about specific regulations, we have the ability with our 
ombudsman to go back to those issuing agencies and help work 
with those small business through them. 

Overall, when small businesses talk about uncertainty, which 
they don't do in a generalized sense, they are referring to the un
certainty they see in the economic environment. Small businesses 
do feel that the recession is not over. They do feel that they want 
now to fulfill that next order. They do come to us for counseling 
and advice on what is available to them. And one of the things I 
would hope that we might be able to do to help your small busi
nesses is to bring them into our counseling operations. 

We have 900 small business development centers, we have 
12,000 SCORE volunteers, and they have access to bring a small 
business owner to those things that will benefit them, whether it 
is a tax credit. We have 17 tax credits that have been enacted for 
small business. Now it is tax time, we need to make sure that 
those small businesses know what is possible for them. And then, 
I just wanted to mention that those services are free. 

Mr. YODER. I appreciate you highlighting that. How many small 
businesses are there in the United States, do you have an idea? 

Ms .. MILLS .. Yes, just under 30 million small businesses. in the 
United States, of which 6 million have employees. 

Mr. YODER. And how many small businesses have received serv
ices. from the SBA in the last year? 
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Ms. MILLS. We have many, many ways that we deliver services, 
but some of the highlights are that we had 50,000 businesses that 
we gave capital to, and loan guarantees. There are about $100 bil
lion of contracts that we put into their hands. I don't have the 
exact number of small businesses, and we counseled more than a 
million. 

Mr. YODER. So 30 million sma11 businesses, and you have coun
seled a million. How many do you think you could reasonably 
touch? So of all of our districts and all the small businesses that 
we have talked to who share with us maybe a little different per
spective that you are sharing today, that the health care bill is 
making it difficult for them to feel like they should risk capital 
right now until they see how that all plays out. 

The impact of the Dodd-Frank bill and its regulation of the small 
community banks and their impact and their ability to borrow 
money, that. those things from the EPA and other organizations or 
other entities in Washington that are unpredictable that don't go 
through the democratic process, that are coming through the execu
tive branch, those things, how many small businesses can you sit 
down with to allay those concerns so that all those things that are 
coming their way, and all that uncertainty that they talk to me 
about, how many of those. folks. can the. SBA effectively resolve so 
they don't have the uncertainty anymore? And what do we do 
about the other 29 million? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, we hope more and more of them will be able 
to. But I think if you want to help them with some of these issues, 
we can. And I would just put in a small plug for our redesigned 
Web site, sba.gov. And we have. millions and millions of visitors to 
that Web site. We are helping everyday provide access and oppor
tunity to things that small businesses need, and what we call the 
3 Cs, capital, counseling, contracts, those we help in our disaster 
operations as well. 

Mr. YODER. And then one small question and I have got to move 
here. But regarding trade, what do. you do. to. help a small business 
owner in my district that might want to figure out if there are 
international partners they could trade with? Anything the SBA 
does or where would I direct a business that brings a question like 
that to me? 

Ms. MILLS. I am sorry you have to go, because this could be a 
very long answer. We have an intensive program. One of the most 
important things we can do now is achieve the mission of the Na
tional Export Initiative, which is to double our exports over the 
next 5 years. Small businesses are 30 percent of exports, but they 
are the fastest growing element. And there are only 250,000 of 
those millions of small businesses that I described that actually ex
port. And most of them, 60 percent of them, only export to 1 coun
try. 

So we are working on two things: We are working on bringing 
more into the funnel, and this is where there are lots of rules and 
learning curves on exports. So we have a whole set of how can you 
become an exporter tools on our Web site and in our district offices. 

And if you bring them into us, have them registered at ex
port.gov, and we will send them what the available online and in
person contact possibilities are, because it is our mission to help 
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them find a way to connect them to all the resources that might 
be available because that is how we are going to create jobs here 
at home. 

Mr. YODER. Great. Thank you, Madam Chair. I yield back. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you, Mr. Yoder. Mr. Diaz-Balart. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. Madam Ad

ministrator, it is good to see you. By the way, I think of some those 
small business that export probably a lot of them are in south F lor
ida I would imagine. A big chunk of those have to be in south Flor
ida, because I run into them all the time. And I also must tell you 
that I have been involved a couple of times when people from your 
outfit have been out there, and you have got some good people that 
do a good job explaining some of the programs. 

The questions that I have are a little bit more limited. And that 
is that a recent investigation by the GAO identified 14 companies 
that received, I believe it was $324 million in set-aside contracts 
through the 8(a) program for small and disadvantaged businesses. 

The GAO director of Forensic Audit Investigative Services testi
fied that officials of 13 of those firms, "Misrepresented their eligi
bility for the program to finally acquire or maintain set-aside sta
tus and obtain Federal contracts awarded with limited or no com
petition." 

Now, GAO's investigation showed that the SBA staff allegedly re
sponsible for assessing annually the firm eligibility allegedly al
lowed three firms to remain in the 8(a) program and receive con
tracts despite evidence-and they say clear evidence-provided by 
the company officials during that review period that show that they 
were no longer qualified. Here are the questions, if that is the case, 
why were those three firms al1owed to remain in the program, first 
question? 

Ms. MILLS. So I am glad that you brought up this issue, because 
we have a very terrific program. Probably the largest program for 
small business across government, is our government contracting 
program. And our goal is to make the goal, which is over $100 bil
lion into the hands of small business. But in order to do that, the 
program must have integrity. And therefore, we went after fraud, 
waste and abuse in these programs. This is an issue that the GAO 
report and other reports had brought up. I believe the report you 
were referring was issued approximately a year ago. 

We took this issue face on and we instituted a three-pronged 
strategy for getting rid of fraud, waste and abuse in these pro
grams, making sure they had integrity. The first part of it is effec
tive certification, making sure that the program benefits are get
ting to the intended recipients. And this, I think, was one of the 
issues, flagged in that report. We have done a whole series of 
things across all programs, not just 8(a), to tighten certifications 
and to ensure that we are screening those potential program en
trants. 

The second is continued surveillance and monitoring, which is 
conducting. increased exams. And the third is robust and timely en
forcement. 

To your question on enforcement, we have now quite a substan
tial record on prompt and proactive enforcement .. Every single case 
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that h as been in an IG report or a GAO report we can show you 
the follow-on activity and documentation. 

We will respect due process. There is a due process activity that 
happens for each of these small businesses. But we will go after the 
bad actors, and we have now a very strong track record in this 
front . 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Good. Now, Jet me ask you, obviously you have 
got the bad actors who, you know, who did a fraudulent applica
tion. Now, the GAO,. I guess claimed that some on staff knew that 
there were some bad actors potentially that didn't qualify. Is there 
any disciplinary action to those, the people ins ide your organization 
who may have- I am not saying, you know, obviously willingly, 
that missed seeing this? I mean, you know, because disciplinary ac
tions have to not only be for those that apply, which is a problem, 
but. if there were those who saw it and either missed it or what
ever. I mean, what action can be taken or has been taken inter
nally about those individuals? 

Ms. MILLS. I am not aware of any staff issues to this regard. In 
each of those cases, in every GAO report, there were follow-on ac
tivities. In addition, there is a new suspension and debarment task 
force throughout our. agency, whkh has made even more robust ac
tivities around the suspensions . We h ave had over 100 suspensions, 
debarments and activities throughout our programs, and this is a 
great acceleration. We are serious about this. All of the staff has 
come forward and put tremendous effort into the more intensified 
certification activities, the continued surveillance activities and 
monitoring and the enforcement. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. And I understand that. And I appreciate that. 
And I think it is important. And I commend you for, obviously, 
your passion on that, which is important, because as you said, 
without that integrity, obviously we are in serious deep trouble. 

However, I just want to make sure that my point is clear, that 
obviously there. is always two sides of this issue. There are two cul
prits. There is the one who applied and then there are those who 
may have not caught it when maybe they should have. And I am 
not saying that is the case. My understanding is that the GAO
and I may be wrong, talked about staff allowed three firms to re
main in the program and received contract, despite, I guess, what 
they claim are clear. evidence provided by company officials during 
the review that show they were not eligible. So I just want to make 
sure that it is-I commend you for your efforts, I do. And I just 
want to make sure though that one of the things that people get 
frustrated about, whether it is true or not by the way, is a lot of 
people claim or think, well, there are no consequences for those in 
government who may have either made the wrong choice or just 
didn't do an adequate job and that is really what I am going to as 
well, because you clearly answered one very well, but--

Ms. MILLS. Well, in this particular circumstance I would look to, 
also, the due process activity. And in terms of our personnel, our 
performance management standards have been augmented to be 
very clear about what is expected. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Good. And if you can keep us informed on just 
what those actions are and how you are doing that, because I un
derstand that, I guess, are you asking for increased funding for 8(a) 
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program? I believe you were, or you are. And again, as you were 
stating before, and I agree with that, we have got to make sure 
that that integrity is there, particularly if you are going to be ask
ing for any more money. 

Ms. MILLS. Yes, we are asking for 24 more positions, largely 
around, 18. of them, around fraud, waste and abuse. and enforce
ment in our contracting area; 10 for the implementation of the 
women's business rule. 

Mr. DrAZ-BALART. What is that? I am sorry, the last one? 
Ms. MILLS. The women business rule. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Okay. 
Ms. MILLS. Which we just brought forth on February 4. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Okay. And lastly, I guess there was a little bit 

of conversation about the health care bill a little while ago, about, 
I am not going to ask you to-I am not going to put you on the 
spot on this. But you must have heard from some small businesses 
that have some concerns, right, about the health care bill and how 
it affects them. I mean,. because you mentioned that obviously if 
you hear about specific regulations, and commend you for your sup
port of the 1099 changes. But have you not heard any concerns 
about the health care bill, about particularly, for example, busi
nesses because I get it all the time from a number of businesses. 

I am just wondering if we just live in totally different worlds. 
Particularly those that are maybe 46. employees, about what hap
pens when they reach 50. And have you, do you not get a lot of 
concerns about- you explained the positive things. But do you not 
get concerns from small businesses about the effect of the health 
care bill on their bottom line or on their future availability to grow, 
particularly if they are not at 50? 

Ms. MILLS. Here is what I hear from small businesses. The. num
ber one concern of small business is access to affordable health 
care. It has been that in the NFIB survey since 1986, number one 
concern. And small businesses want to provide health care. The 
first thing that I have heard from them is that they are benefiting 
from this tax credit. Probably there are 6 million small businesses 
that have employees. We estimate. that up to 4 million may poten
tially be eligible for tills tax credit, which kicked in in the 2010 
year. 

So that is the first thing that they want to know is, can I get 
some, you know, money back on my health care, or might this 
make it affordable, because small businesses want to provide 
health care .. They just can't get a quote. And that is where the sec
ond piece comes in. The second piece they ask about are the ex
changes. Right now when small businesses want to get a rate 
quote, they have to call two or three or four brokers before they can 
get even someone to bid on their business. Small businesses pay 18 
percent more for health care, just because they a1·e small and they 
have a smaller pool. And if somebody gets sick their rates go up. 
These exchanges will pool those risks and they know that. And the 
next thing they said is when are they coming? How do I get more 
access to an affordable quote? 

There is no mandate for small businesses who are over 50 to pro
vide health care. There is no mandate in this. So they have not
when they look at the. facts of what is in there and what their con-
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cerns would be, they have not expressed concerns about those be
cause there is no mandate. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. So you are not hearing a lot of concern. I just 
want to make sure that I get this right. You are not hearing- I am 
sure you are hearing a lot of concerns about a lot of different 
things. You are not hearing a lot of concerns about the health care 
bill. 

Ms. MILLS. I am hearing-and this is from, you know, small 
businesses that we go out to talk to about other things, credit. One 
of them said, you know, when I was able to now provide health 
care for my employees, that was the day that I considered my busi
ness a success. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. I appreciate that and thank you for being here. 
Again, I am just wondering, because I do also meet with small 
businesses, maybe not as many as you meet with, but there seems 
to be a lot of concern about, as one of my colleagues said, about 
the uncertainty, if nothing else about the health care. But I am just 
surprised because. I hear it all the time, unsolicited .. I recently had 
meetings with, about, I don't know, 25 manufacturers, Madam 
Chairman, in my district, by the way, which I was even surprised 
existed that many in South Florida. And one of the issues that al
ways comes up is concerns about that bill. 

So I am just interested that I guess you haven't heard that. But 
that is interesting. Maybe it is just that they are talking to you and 
they are talking to me and they will say different things. But I 
clearly hear it a lot. Thank you so much for being here. Thank you, 
Madam Chairman. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Of course, Mr. Diaz-Balart, she is the lender and 
they don't want to tell them too much, I mean, I am convinced of 
that because l hear it all the time too. It is. just absolutely nonstop, 
nonstop. 

Let me ask you a question. How does the SBA define a small 
business? Because we are always having all these arguments about 
what is a small business. And so, define a small business for me, 
number of employees. 

Ms. MILLS. In the numbers that I quote when I say there. are you 
know, so many small businesses, the general break-off is 500 em
ployees or more. And that is done in the Office of Advocacy data. 
We actually have different definitions for every industry category 
because a manufacturer who has 100 people may be small, but an 
accounting firm that has 100 people might be big. 

Mrs .. EMERSON. And so,. but it is. generally employee-driven, num
ber of employees driven as opposed to profit margin or anything 
like that? 

Ms. MILLS. There are actually a number of complicated pieces to 
it. It can be also some things to do with revenues and net worth 
as well. 

Mrs .. EMERSON .. It just occurs to me that since we are always 
fighting among ourselves, whether it is the House, the Senate, the 
executive branch, whomever, or even the private sector, and I used 
to work in small businesses myself and larger business, so I have 
kind of been all the way around. There was never a definite exam
ple. The number, you could pick any number to suit your purposes. 
And to me, that is kind of duplicitous. 
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I wish we could just arrive at a number, you know, whether it 
is more specific as you go down through categories or not. But that 
way, it is not always gotcha. But that is just a pet peeve of mine. 
Jus t a second on the business loans because we talked about why 
are the subsidy costs increasing, should fees be increased, et cetera. 
Tell me,. what is. the. process that you use to monitor risk to. make 
sure that your loans are going to creditworthy businesses? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, we have a complicated and robust, you know, 
credit process driven largely through our private sector partners, 
the banks. And banks use their credit processes, and then we pro
vide credit guarantee over them. But the first screen is the banks 
credit process. There are a number of factors that occur. in that un
derwriting, and it is different by loan product. But I do know that 
we pay quite a bit of attention to loans and that the loans at issue, 
as I described earlier, are really coming from the 2005, 2006, 2007, 
even 2008 cohort where the market was very hot and banks were 
making lots and lots of loans. And now we see that our credit 
scores on our new loans since 2009 are actually higher. They are 
actually higher. 

Mrs. E MERSON. Interesting. I am just really curious about that. 
But then again, the whole drop in real estate prices just had a 
huge impact on everything. All right. Now that I am very, very con
cerned about floods, and I live, my whole eastern border is the Mis
sissippi River, so everything that flows from North Dakota, Min
nesota on down goes right by our area. And I know that you have 
asked for $167 million for administrative costs, which is $90 mil
lion more than 2010. But you haven't requested a subsidy appro
priation for fiscal year 2012. So I know that the administrative in
crease looks very large, but this is because-if I understand cor
rectly, it is. because the fiscal year 2010. appropriation was. partially 
offset by carry-over funds appropriated for prior disasters. 

And now there is no more carryover. We are done. So for fiscal 
year 2011, most of your disaster administration funds, or expenses 
rather, were funded through reprogramming of $126 million in dis
aster subsidy. So, what assumptions do you all use to arrive at the 
requested level of disaster loan administrative. expenses? I mean, 
how do you determine what those are going to be? 

Ms. MILLS. In 2012, our request reflects an $8 million savings in 
disaster loan administration, and this is the result of the re-engi
neering in our disaster loan centers that I described. So instead of 
operating at a steady state level, remember, our disasters staffing 
actually goes up and down, up and down. But on average, the 
steady state funding that we have been using is 1,000 people. And 
we are able to provide, by 2012, the same at this time of readiness 
with a steady state staffing of 850 people. And that is, you know, 
some efforts that we have done to streamline and re-engineer and 
improve our processing operation, that is a continuous process that 
we feel is our responsibility to. pursue aggressively and to provide 
those savings in these tough fiscal times. We believe that we need 
to be at that level of readiness. We also have 2,000 ready reserve 
on top of that. So if something happens, we do have those staff that 
we can bring into the system. But the cost level that we are asking 
for is that. For subsidy level, we have no year money reserves that 
we are using. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. So what do the ready reserve people do on a day
to-day basis? Do they work in banks, or are they small business 
people, or who are these people? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, they are all kinds of people actually. And I have 
met a number of them. I have been out in our disaster centers 
when we. had the. flooding in Nashville. I met a number of them. 
And when we went to the Gulf in the BP oil spill, a number of 
them came in. And they are from all walks of life, from all kinds 
of operations. And we have a system by which, you know, we ping 
them and say, are you ready, are you available. And they come 
back. So we try to keep a full complement available. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That is interesting, and very nice to have those. 
people who want to help. So what happens if we have a large dis
aster, say, another Nashville or heaven forbid, a Katrina-like epi
sode? Do you have enough subsidy carryover to support the pro
gram level that you need to be able to respond to such a thing? 

Ms. MILLS. We have built a substantial capability in the post 
Katrina era, in our physical activity. So as I said before, we went 
from 366 seats in the processing center. We have the people. We 
need someplace to put them. Now we can seat 1,750. We couldn't 
put them all on the computer system. We could only get 800 con
current users. Now we can put 10,000 concurrent users in so we 
could even staff up more aggressively. And we maintain our ready 
reserve. 

We have made an electronic loan application now so that 30 per
cent of our loans actually come in electronically. We were able, last 
year, to operate in over 40 regions concurrently because we stay for 
a bit of time so as we're finishing up, you know, the flooding, we 
are deploying down in the Gulf. And we can stay for up to 9 
months. So we. can service numbers of locations concurrently and/ 
or a large location. 

The other thing that we have done to prepare for a very, very 
serious disaster, besides simulating it, is we have engaged our full
time district staff members who do not operate on the disaster op
erations to be linked on the ground in cases such as Nashville or 
BP oil spill or any other large-scale disaster so that we. have not 
only our disaster operating people, but we have our core SBA dis
trict office people coming to the assistance and lending their sup
port, our SBDCs, our SCORE people, everybody is on the ground. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So from the money standpoint, how much in dis
aster subsidy do you have in reserve? 

Ms. MILLS. We can get you an answer to. that. But we have a 
number of years of disaster subsidy in reserve. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So presumably then, if, let's just say, you can get 
us the numbers and it amounts to 5 years or so, then could we pos
sibly look to disaster loan subsidy funds to pay for the 2012 dis
aster administrative expenses if necessary? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, the issue there is the level of preparedness. and 
the level of risk that we want to take on. Our commitment has 
been to be prepared for intensive disasters, and that was the com
mitment we made after Hurricane Katrina. Nobody really knows 
what the future will bring in terms of hurricanes and earthquakes 
and other issues. And we have seen around the world that they do 
come .. So we have a level of preparedness now that we think we. 
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can handle it, and we want to make sure when we go into the field, 
that we also have the loan subsidy so that we can execute the 
loans. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I would thank you and appreciate and thank you 
in advance for getting us those numbers if you could. One quick 
question, then I will turn it over to Mr. Serrano. Our current con
tinuing resolution is set to expire, I guess, week after this. What 
day i.s today, the 8th? Okay. So 10 days. I don't think a shut down 
will occur,. in spite of the. hype. 

I mean, hopefully we will be able to work out our differences and 
keep the government running. But do you all have a plan for oper
ating during any kind of government shutdown? And if so, then, 
can you tell us just generally speaking what kind of activities and 
which personnel would be considered essential? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, everyone is working very hard, I know,. on 
averting a shutdown. The President has said, and we agree, that 
a shutdown would hurt the economy and would hurt small busi
nesses. Since 1980, every agency has been required to have a plan 
that would go into effect in case of a shutdown. We are on an ongo
ing basis updating that plan. We are committed, I know across the 
bipartisan effort, to. work on making sure. there is funding for 2011. 
The activities that would or would not be shut down are actually 
governed by law. There are rules around it. There is one thing I 
can tell you, which is that our disaster operation will not be shut 
down. That is considered an essential operation and it would not 
be part of an appropriation. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I appreciate that. I don't know that it is. pre
sumptuous for me to ask, but would it be possible to get a copy of 
your plan? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, we are updating the plans on an ongoing basis, 
and at this moment, I know that things are so fluid that, you 
know, we are sort of in the continuous update mode. 

Mrs. EMERSON .. So. would it be possible to get last week's plan? 
Ms. MILLS. Well, we know--
Mrs. EMERSON. J ust to give us a sense. I mean, it is not to give 

to the press. It is really for our own, for our own sense. All right. 
We can have further discussion on this. I will pass it to Mr. 
Serrano. 

Mr .. SERRANO. Thank you. Boy, you really want that plan, don't 
you? 

Mrs. EMERSON. Yeah. I do. 
Mr. SERRANO. So do I. Wouldn't it be nice if a government shut

down meant a real government shutdown like the war ended, like 
the troops would have to come home immediately. 

Mrs. EMERSON. But you would be stuck here in Washington. 
Mr. SERRANO. No. No. I could go for that. I could be supportive 

of a shutdown if all the troops just had to pack up and leave, the 
war is over. But something tells me that would continue. We would 
find money. 

Let me ask you a question. The fiscal year 2012 budget calls for 
a reduction in the small business development centers, $10 million, 
and proposes to eliminate the prime technical assistance program. 
For micro loans, the budget proposes a cut citing the funding re
ceived in the recovery act. Can you explain your rationale for cut-
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ting technical assistance to small businesses, both through micro 
loans, the prime program and the small business development cen
ters, and how do you intend to serve small disadvantaged busi
nesses without these resources? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, as you know--
Mr. SERRANO. I mean, I must tell you that, anticipating what I 

think you knew, the cuts that would be proposed, why any agency 
is on their own cutting is beyond me. I know that sounds irrespon
sible, but if you knew what was coming, why would you propose 
any cuts? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, as a part of being part of this fiscally respon
sible. process, we all are tightening our. belts. We are. a ll stream
lining our operations. And that really makes us make some really 
difficult choices, as you just pointed out. We have a program, as 
you described, prime, which gives tech nical assistance in commu
nities that are involved with our micro loans. What we have done 
is try to look at places where we can streamline without losing the 
value of that technical assistance. So. we have. initiated a very 
strong overall activity around underserved markets. In it, we have 
made some changes to our loan programs and opened our 7(a ) pro
gram to our micro lenders and CDFis, (Community Development 
Financial Institutions that meet certain qualifications that will be 
responsible to our program). They provide technical assistance for 
those loans at their own cost .. 

What they want from us really is the availability of the loan sub
sidy, the loan guarantees. So we are looking at ways we can do 
what we do best, open more access and opportunity to the loan 
guarantees, and encourage our partners to provide the technical as
sistance which they do best. That set of activities, I think, will give 
a robust set of help to the small business because technical assist
ance is a critical part. And we are looking forward to working with 
our partners to boost their capability to give loans and then also 
to give that technical assistance from their capability. 

The SBDCs you asked about are also very important partners to 
us. I just wanted to point out one piece, which is that half of the 
reduction in the SBDC funding does not r elate to their base level. 
We have been able to reduce prior special purpose counseling 
grants, which takes account of about just over half of the proposed 
reduction. 

Mr. SERRANO. Well, let me just, for the record, tell you that you 
mentioned the CDFi s. That is part of this subcommittee, and they 
are being devastated too, so. you may not have. the. partner you 
think. But the part that confuses me, even after your explanation, 
is in answer to one of the early questions, you said that if there 
were a couple of shortcomings in the Agency, it was the inability 
to do more in low income communities. 

So why would you voluntarily cut those programs that affect 
those communities?. I know that I mix my questioning with an at
tempt at humor at times. I really think that Members of Congress 
sound too serious. We should be serious, but we don't have to 
sound serious all the time. But I am very serious when I tell you 
that all agencies should be aware that the plan here is to cut to 
the bone. So yes, it is important to be fiscally responsible, but don't 
give up the house before half the house is taken away from you. 
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Ms. MILLS. If I might clarify, I think what I was referring to is 
that the gaps in the market are in the area of underserved commu
nities. The market has not come back to provide access and oppor
tunity to those underserved communities. At the SBA we have ac
tually intensified our efforts around the underserved market. We 
just actually announced a council that is going. to be. led by Cathy 
Hughes, a fabulous entrepreneur who founded Radio One. And we 
are working, across all of our programs to increase access and op
portunity in the underserved markets because that is a really im
portant role that we play and that the markets don't. So as we go 
forward, we have developed this program called community advan
tage. And this is going to bring the CDFis. into. our activity as lend
ers in our traditional 7(a) product. This is something that they 
have been eager to do and asking for for quite a bit of time, and 
I think will help us get what we want, which is more points of ac
cess in these underserved communities with lenders who under
stand those small businesses. 

I don't need to tell you that these are the people who hire in 
these communities. Across the board, our government contracting 
programs, our 8(a), our Hub Zone and other programs, our coun
seling operations also are going to be part of this underserved 
council and underserved effort that we have. Because the role of 
government, I think, is to provide access and opportunity. We at 
the SBA are three to. five times more likely to. make. a loan to a 
minority-owned business or a woman-owned business than a con
ventional lender. So this is the place where we see our participa
tion to be critical. 

Mr. SERRANO. As an extension of that, how are we doing at meet
ing the contracting targets for women-owned businesses? 

Ms .. MILLS .. Well,. as I say to everybody, the goal is to. make. the 
goal. And we had a very good experience in the Recovery Act where 
we were able to exceed not only our 23 percent goal, we were over 
30, but we made every single sub goal. In the past, we have not 
made our women's contracting goal and we have fallen short. And 
every percentage point you fall short in government contract is $4 
billion that is not in the hands. of that constituency. We have been 
able to implement, this year, the women's contracting rule. This 
was a rule that was passed in the year 2000, but was never imple
mented until we came on board and made it a priority. 

And finally, through the efforts, fabulous efforts, of a whole set 
of committed people across the agency and outside and across gov
ernment, that rule. went live on February 4. There are, 1 can get 
you the number. It is more than 1,000 small businesses that have 
uploaded their data, certification data into our certification data 
bank, and we are hopeful and determined to make sure that this 
new tool allows us to make the goal. 

Mr. SERRANO. Let me ask you something about these regional 
clusters. 1 know you received 173 applications and you funded 10. 
Can you tell us a little about the winning proposals and how you 
see this program evolving in the years ahead, especially this year? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, as you said, this was a very highly competitive 
process. We had very high demand, huge demand from the small 
business community. And we were able to fund some really ex
traordinary initiatives. The closest example to where you are is. the 
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Connecticut Hydrogen Fuel Cell Coalition, which includes New 
York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine and others. In the Gulf 
Coast, for instance, a geospatial solutions innovation cluster. I was 
just in Northwest Ohio, in Cleveland, where Nortech won, which 
does flexible electronics. That is electronics that you can put on a 
piece of flexible material, so it has circuits, but it bends and you 
can put it anywhere, on a helmet, on anything. 

We have a Carolina nuclear cluster. We have an agricul tural 
cluster in California for agricultural innovation. We have a defense 
cluster. What these clusters do is they a llow small businesses, who 
don't have the power individually, to access the resources that big 
business do. When they cluster together they can access university 
research, community college curriculum and that gives small busi
nesses in these high growth sectors the ability to transform the re
gion. They are what I call the link, to leverage and align money 
on a regional basis that create new economies, and therefore trans
form those economies, create jobs at a pretty good bang for the tax
payer buck. 

Mr. SERRANO. I have one last question and then I will submit a 
couple for the record. How has the emerging leaders program been 
implemented so far? And again, sounding like a big spender, with 
$3 million requested, what is it that you do that would have an im
pact? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, this program has an extraordinary impact. This 
is specialized training for entrepreneurs, largely in the inner city 
and underserved communities. We have expanded it to the Native 
American community with great success. And just a couple of sta
tistics. We track and measure the metrics very heavily on this. 
Half of the participating businesses, after they went through this 
program, had an increase in revenues. They secured nearly $10 
million in financing. They also secured nearly 500 Federal state 
and local contracts, which were over $100 million. And 60 percent 
of them have hired new workers. 

So we know that this program creates the intended effect, which 
is to help entrepreneurs learn how to grow their businesses. And 
that we have an expanded list of cities where we are able to bring 
this program; it is proven, we have actually been running it for 
quite a bit of time. And we know that in each of these communities 
we can really build a new core of successful entrepreneurs. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you . And actually, I stand corrected here. 
Myself. There is only one question I am submitting for the record. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Perfect. So how would I become an emerging 
leader if I had a small business? How would I become part of that 
program? J ust because it is fascinating to me so I would like to 
know how. 

Ms. MILLS. Yes. I believe it is a competitive process. We run a 
curriculum-based program, so you come into a class with a cohort 
and that cohort is designed to work so there is thought placed on 
the different kinds of businesses to have together in that cohort. 
And the trainings are pretty intensive. I will say that we have had 
some good success also expanding this in the Native American com
munity where there has been significant unemployment and we are 
doing it in Albuquerque. We are doing it in Phoenix, we are doing 
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it in Portland, Oregon, in California and Seattle and Oklahoma and 
Ohio and St. Louis actually. 

Mrs. E:MERSON. So if you are a small business person, or you own 
a small business, then you would actually make application. 

Ms. MILLS. You would make application in one of the cities. We 
put out a call for applications. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I see. Okay. So would that be advertised in the 
newspaper or does it go to local Chambers of Commerce? How do 
you put out a call? I mean, I am just curious since I don't have a 
small business myself. 

Ms. MILLS. I will find out for you, but I would imagine it is all 
of those,. yes. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I would love to know because I certainly know a 
few people who could take advantage of that. But that is why I 
want you to come to the district so we can tell people about these 
good programs that you have. 

So I recently read a rather scary report, and I am sure that Joe, 
if you read it too, you would think it was pretty scary, that the. 
GAO did duplicative government programs. As a matter of fact, I 
was anticipating being, at least having several people yell at me 
about those sorts of things over the weekend, which surprisingly 
they didn't. So I was pleased about that on the one hand. But I did 
know that in economic development, in the economic development 
category, there are about 80 different programs. at four agencies. 
being investigated, with y'all included, I guess, to assess the poten
tial overlap and to the extent to which agencies collaborate to 
achieve a common goal. And so since you mentioned in your testi
mony about your efforts to streamline processes and eliminate du
plication, tell us how you actually coordinate the SBA's efforts with 
other economic development agencies to make. sure that, number 
one, everybody knows the opportunities available from the SBA 
and perhaps other areas or other programs in the government to 
do economic development. And then, after you tell us that, tell me 
how do you actually ensure that Federal agencies aren't duplicating 
one another? 

Ms. MILLS. As you know,. we. operate on the. ground. And I will 
say, I think we have done a really extensive job at collaborating 
across agencies. The President said, no silos, and we have worked, 
particularly at the SBA, across numerous agencies to make sure 
that we are linked, leveraged and aligned and not duplicating ef
fort. Let me just give you two examples, and I could actually give 
you many. But one. is. the Veterans Administration. 

Early on, we did a collaboration with the Veterans Administra
tion to make sure that every veteran service operation was also 
telling the veterans about our loan programs. We have special vet
erans loan programs and counseling operations and we wanted to 
make sure that they knew about the access to ow· programs. And 
we, on the other hand, became more educated as to. what was. avail
able to veterans through traditional, avenues or at least how to in
tegrate them back, and we have worked to make sure our Web 
sites are linked, that we have cross links. If you come on ow· Web 
site as a veteran you can get back to other VA programs. A second 
place that we have actually formalized an MOU, as well, is with 
Tom Vilsack and the Department of Agriculture. 
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We operate in rural areas and we operate in very close collabora
tion at our district office levels with the USDA operations, so that 
we can find out which loan program is right for a particular bor
rower. And we are always referring back and forth between our 
programs and their programs to make sure that we guide the small 
business to that which is right for them. We collaborate extensively 
across multiple agencies on exports. We coordinate with the Export 
Import bank. We have joint programs with them. We coordinate 
with Commerce on a daily basis, on all of these activities. And we 
coordinate as well in an interagency effort in clusters. 

And as I said, I could go on. We are fortunate to represent small 
businesses and to be, I think, a powerful force now in making sure 
that those small businesses find their way to the resources that 
they need. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So you had a very successful professional career 
in small businesses and sort of bringing innovation and the like. 
So taking off your SBA hat just for a second, and thinking about 
it from the perspective of an entrepreneur or someone who is help
ing entrepreneurs, what recommendation do you have to us as 
Members of Congress, how do we sort of figure out what is duplica
tive and what is not, and how do we best streamline it? I mean, 
obviously, y'all should be doing that at SBA, or SBA, you are not 
working there anymore, just temporarily here, while we're talking 
about this, so SBA, you know, has the expertise to do small busi
ness, anything with regard to small business. And you know, I 
don't know what other agency, if there are any, who do it. But I 
do know there are about, at least eight agencies that do renewable 
energy, including the USDA, I might add. How do we take this pro
gram and leverage off each other and streamline it, as opposed to 
having eight different sets of rules and regulations and therefore, 
we get nothing done. 

So what do you recommend, how can you help us do our job bet
ter, having been in the arena yourself? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, as you know, there are lots of different kinds 
of small businesses. And they have different kinds of needs. So 
Main Street small businesses, they need capital, contracting, coun
seling, but it is a different kind of capital perhaps than a hjgh im
pact small business. So I think the first thing that we have thought 
about, I think quite effectively now, across the Federal Government 
is what are the needs for the high-growth, high-impact small busi
ness. And that is Startup America, t he interagency effort around 
both removing barriers and providing the tools that a small busi
ness needs. 

So I think the best place to see strong examples of effective elimi
nation of duplication and even more than that, coordination of all 
the assets that are avaHable, are in some of these interagency ef
forts , and in some of the electronic information one stops that we 
have been able to do. If you look on SBA.gov and business.gov, you 
will see that we leverage other agencies' activities in order to make 
sure. that the small business gets an opportunity to navigate to 
what is right for them. And we can continue, we plan to continue 
to do. that to make those. pathways even more easy to find for small 
businesses. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Are there other agencies that horn in on any of 
the work that you are doing? 

Ms. MILLS. Well, we invite them in. 
Mrs. EMERSON. That is different. That is not what I asked. I 

said, are their agencies who somehow try to get in and do your, do 
what do you? Because if there is, that is what we need to know be
cause obviously, y'all have the expertise and perhaps other agen
cies, well, rural development may well actually be one that would 
horn in, or as you were saying, you should work actually more col
laboratively I would think. 

Ms. MILLS. We do not find extensive duplication in the respect 
that we operate on the ground and we tend to be the agency that 
lives on the ground, helping small businesses one by one by one by 
one. And I think we are able to bring a tremendous set of assets 
in the interagency activity, and our role is generally that we do a 
lot of the groundwork. We do the heavy lift in direct contact with 
the small business day by day, one by one. And I really have to 
just take the moment to commend our staff that does that on the 
ground. They have a real love of small business and that is how 
we help them. 

Mrs. EMERSON. And I would attest to that, working, you know, 
my staff works extensively with your folks on the ground. But 
hopefully the other agencies with whom you collaborate will jump 
as fast as you do so that if there is a whole package and you are 
only doing part of it, they are doing their piece simultaneous to 
yours. And that would be my frustration. 

Actually having worked in an administration many, many years 
ago, that was my frustration. It was because there was a lot of 
interagency work that had to be done and we did our part and the 
others didn't. I am not asking you to make a comment. But that 
is a very frustrating reality sometimes of unwieldy government. I 
have got a bunch of questions that I want to actually, and I also 
have one from Mr. Walden of Oregon who has asked me to submit 
a question for him, which I am happy to do. There are things that 
I want to, questions about 504 loan refinancing, particularly since 
you all are not actually asking for any subsidy costs, but is there 
something that we ought to know about in case something hap
pens? 

Might there be a cost associated with those 504 loan 
refinancings? These are the types of questions that we are going to 
submit. And if we could get an answer back. Some of these are 
pretty critical. If we could get an answer back within 10 days I 
would be very grateful. We will rank them many. And Joe, you 
want an answer back quickly too? 

Mr. SERRANO. Yes, to my one solitary question. I do have a ques
tion for you. Do you think the Senate is a duplication of the House? 
Because that would solve a lot of our problems. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, on the one hand it could solve some prob
lems. On the other hand, sometimes the Senate is able to act-well, 
they. frustrate me. a great deal because it takes so long to. do things. 
Sometimes they can, perhaps, bring a little balance. 

Mr .. SERRANO. Madam Chair. I am joking. I expect them to save 
us. from H.R. L 
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Mrs. EMERSON. I guess that is what I was trying to say in a more 
diplomatic way, given the fact that this is all on record. 

Mr. SERRANO. Listen we have been doing stand up here at times 
and it is all on TV too. 

Mrs. EMERSON. All right. We won't keep you any longer. Thank 
you. Thanks so very much for all you do. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you for your service. 
Mrs. E MERSON. Thank you for all you do and a ll that your staff 

does. You all really are the front lines and we need to keep you in 
the business of doing just that. 

Mr. SERRANO. And you know my mantra, don't forget the terri
tories. 

[The information follows:) 
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The Small Business Administration's Answers to 
QFRs submitted by 

Financial Services and General Government Subcommittee 
Regarding 

Hearing on the Small Business Administration FY 2012 Budget 

questions for the Record Submitted by Chairwoman Jo Ann Emerson 

DISAST£R lOAN PROGRAM 

The fiscal yeor 20ll budget request for the Disaster program includes $167 million far 
administrative costs which is on increase of $90 million aver fiscal yeor 2010. You haven't 
requested a subsidy appropriation for fiscal year 2012. While the administrative increase looks 
very large, I understand this is because the fiscal year 2010 appropriation was partially offset by 
carryover funds appropriated for prior disasters and that all of this carryover has been 
expended. For fiscal yeor 2011, much of your Disaster administration expenses were funded 
through a reprogramming of $126 million in Disaster subsidy. 

Do you hove enough subsidy carry-over to support the program level that SBA needs to be able 
ro respond to a forge disaster? 

It is estimated that SBA will carry over $539 million in disaster subsidy from FY 2011 into 
FY 2012. This amount of carryover is more than sufficient to cover the estimated 
subsidy usage of $135 million in FY 2012 which is based on an estimated ten year 
average program of $1.l billion based upon "normalized" activity adjusted for inflation. 

How much in Disaster subsidy do you have in reserve and how many years of reserve does that 
equate to? 

It is estimated that the disaster subsidy carry over into FY 2012 from FY 2013 will total 
$414 million. This amount of subsidy equates to a reserve of 3 years assuming an 
estimated ten ye<1r average program of $1.1 billion based upon "normalized" activity 
adjusted for inflation. 

What are your thoughts on looking to the Disaster loan subsidy funds ta pay for fiscal year 2012 
Disaster admin eKpenses? 

The President's FY 2012 Congressional request does not propose a reprogram ming of 
disaster loan subsidy funds to pay for FY 2012 disaster administrative expenses. 
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LOAN MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS 

SBA launched a multi-year, $250 million project to create o loan management and accounting 
system in 2006 to upgrade your outdated IT systems that track tens of billions of dollars in 
outstanding loans. After mur;h time ond cost overrun, I understand that you have hotted that 
pion and hove token a much more incremental approach to addressing these critical IT 
upgrades. The President's budget requests $14.l million for this purpose in fiscal yeor 2012. 

What assurance con you give that the projer;t is being properly managed moving forward, is on 
time, within budget and meeting stakeholder expectations? 

There have not been any cost overruns on the SBA's planned projects to upgrade the 
loan Management and Accounting Systems (LMAS). The SBA modified its lMAS 
strategy in order to address its business needs faster and at lower cost with less risk 
than a traditional long-term, high-cost IT system replacement. Specifically, this strategy 
achieves more than $113 million in cost-savings and an estimated delivery timeframe of 
30 months rather than the nine years initially scheduled. 

SBA is confident that this approach will keep the project on time and within budget. 
Instead of treating LMAS as a single large project whose success or failure depends on a 
final delivery that is far in the future, the SBA divided the LMAS program into smaller. 
separately funded projects intended to provide meaningful deliverables and decision 
points. This approach enables the SBA to adjust project plans in "real·time" and to 
identify and implement corrective actions, as needed. Additionally, this strategy 
provides flexibility to incorporate lessons learned, changing circumstances, and funding 
levels. 

Stakeholders have been engaged in defining the incremental improvement projects, 
which have been prioritized to deliver necessary improvements earlier than had been 
anticipated under the original LMAS project. A comprehensive communications plan 
that keeps stakeholders informed and involved irt the projects improves accountability 
for project delivery times and product quality 

2 
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What activities and upgrades will these resources be used for? 

The FY 2012 funding request includes the following projects: 

• Accelerate the migration of user interfaces from the legacy platform (Unisys) to the 
Agency's current application infrastructure (i.e. ColdFusion I Java I Oracle). 
including additional electronic loan application capability 

• Port the batch COBOL systems from the legacy platform (Unisys) to a more up-to
date and platform independent COBOL environment 

• Migrate the Agency's legacy Sybase systems to the Agency's current database 
infrastructure (i.e. Oracle) 

• Analyze remaining issues and develop plans to prioritize additional projects to 
address the Agency's most important business needs. 

3 
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NEW PROGRAMS SMALL BUSINESS INTERMEi>IARY U:NlllNG l'ILOI PROGRAM 

You've proposed funding for a number of new initiatives, while at the some time decrease 
funding for progrDms that have a proven track record of helping disadvantaged small 
businesses (like Small Business Development Centers} and keep many others at flat funding. 

Under the proposed 5moll Business Intermediary Lending Pilot Program 20 intermediaries will 

be loaned Sl million each ro make loons of up to $200 thousand to small businesses. The 
intermediaries will not hove to repay these loans for a period of two years and then the interest 
payment is one percent. Basically, this program could wind up making loans to exactly 
100 businesses (with each intermediary making $200 thousand loans to five businesses) and my 
understanding is that the purpose of this program is to alleviate the lack of credit availability to 
small businesses? With some 28 million smoll businesses, is this a good use of resources? 

The Intermediary lending Pilot (ILPI Program was authorized by the Small Business Jobs 
Act of 2010 ("Jobs Act"), which was signed by President Obama on September 27, 2010. 
The Jobs Act directs SBA to establish a program that will provide direct loans of up to St 
million to eligible intermediaries that will use those funds to make loans of up to 
$200,000 to startup, newly established and growing small businesses. 

The SBA will make ILP loans to no more than 20 non-profit lending intermediaries per 
year. In order to maximize the impact of this program, however. SBA has propo~ed draft 
regulations that will require intermediaries to re-tend their SBA funding rather than 
allow it to lie dormant. Based on similar programs at other federal agencies, as well as 
discussions with potential participants. we expect that each dollar will be loaned out 
approximately 2.5 times; therefore, we expect that the program will support 
significantly more than 100 loans. 

The Jobs Act also provided direct appropri;itions for the program in FY 2011 and FY 
2012. SBA believes the program offers an additional point of access to capital for smaU 
businesses and entrepreneurs, but will monitor program performance before deciding 
whether to request appropriations for the program in FY 2013. 

The budget proposes to redur;e the Smoll Business Development Center pragrom from 
S112 million to $103 million and eliminate the Drug Free Workplace program. Why ore these 
reductions proposed and how will they impact small businesses? 

Considering the current budgetary environment, SBA has had to take a serious 
look at our budget and make some tough decisions. The Agency has reviewed all 
of tne agency's non-credit programs in order to ensure that budget reductions 
are implemented in an appropriate and equitable manner. 

It is important to stress that the SBDC program is a fundamental part of the 
Agency's portfolio as it is on the front line of small ~.usiness counseling. 
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f urthermore, SBA is mitigating the effects of reductions in the SBDC program by 
using the $SOM in additional grant funding provided by the Small Business Jobs 
Act. 

The Drug Free Workplace program had uncertain impact and we believe is 
duplicative of programs carried out by other federal agencies and private sector 
organizations. SBA is still working with ONDCP to provide support for its 
efforts/website. 

5 
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Rl:G IONAL INNUVA I ION CLUS I l:HS 

In fiscal year 2010, SBA received 510 million to develop regional innovation clusters and the 
fiscal year 2012 request includes $12 million ro expand the existing cluster program. I 

understand the idea behind a cluster is to estoblish partnerships between entreprenevrial 
education programs, industry ond trainmg programs to all work collaboratively on a common 
roadmap to improve a region's economy. 

How many job.s hove been created to dace as a result of this program? 

Results from cluster work are typically viewed over long-term periods. We are tracking 
certain metrics in the short-term and others in the long-term. We will have data on the 
number of jobs created at the end of the fiscill year. Once the data has been collected 
the Agency wilt be ilble ta brief the committee. 

Looking at the bvdget request, it's difficult to say whether those clusters would have formed 
without any assistance or whether the clusters will continue to exist with or without assistance. 

Do communities really need the Federal government to give them money in order to 
collaborate? 

One of the criteria of our clusters initiative was that applicants already be existing 
clusters. !>BA funds a re used to augment the small business capacity of these existing 
clusters. 
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!>04 lOAN REFINANCING 

I understand that the economic downtvrn and the subsequent decline in the value of real es tate 
hos had a significant, negative impact on many small businesses with mortgages maturing in 
the next few years. Even small businesses that are doing well and making their payments on 
time could face foreclosure because of the difficulties in refinancing and restructuring their 
mortgage df:'bt. You just launched a new initiative last month which will allow smolf businesses 
to use o version of SBA's 504 loon program, which traditionally serves small bvsinesses requiring 
brick and mortar financing, to refinance their mortgage debt. 

Con yov tell me a lfN/e more about this program ond how you expect it to work? 

The Small Business Jobs Act authorized SBA to approve up to $15 billion in loans for 
re financing projects under the 504 loan program over the next two years: $7.5 billio n in 
each 2011 and 2012. The program will requi re no subsidy as it will be funded through 
addltional fees to borrowers. SBA estimates t he new program could help as many as 
20,000 businesses. 

Debt refinanced under the 504 loan program will be structured as a standard 504 loan: 
typically 50 percent of the loan is provided by a commercial lender, up to 40 percent is 
provided by an SBA-approved Certified Development Company (CDC) with funds 
provided by an SBA-guaranteed debenture, and the remaining 10 percent or more is 
cont ributed by the borrower in equity. 

Is this program only eligible for small businesses with existing 504 loans or are other smalf 
businesses also able co take advantage of this program? 

Government-backed loans or 504 third-party loans are not eligible for refinancing under 
this program. 

How has the response been sc for to this new program? 

SBA began accepting applications on February 28, 2011. It traditionally takes several 
weeks for new loan programs to see signifrcant lending volume. Industry interest in the 
program has been high. The trade association for SBA CDC lenders, NADCO, held a web· 
based seminar in early March that attracted over 2,500 participants-by far the largest 
training ever held by the organization. 
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SMAll BUS INF.SS INVE:STMENl COMPANY 

To become licensed as a 58/C, an applicant must go through a two phase licensing process. 
Currently it is taking almost 6 months for SBA to begin the revif?w of the application. Is a 
6-month delay reasonable? 

Our goal is to complete the initial review within 8 weeks of receipt of an accurately 
completed Management Assessment Questionnaire (MAQ}. With the increased interest 
in the program, a large number of MAQ's were received within a short period of time, 
thus creating an instant backlog. We are oddressing this backlog by reassigning 
resources from other arl!as. 

What is the SBA doing to increase the efficiency of the licensing process to address the many 
new investment funds which ore currently interested in the program ond applying for a license? 

We are now offering a weekly "pre-screening" call for potential applicants that would 
lilce an opportunity to speak with our Program Development staff about their 
qualifications prior to filing a MAQ. In addition. we are using the time after a green 
light l!!tter has been issued, and prior to receipt of the application to conduct further 
analysis on the prospective fund. 

On Jonuory 3l" the Administration announced as part of the Startup America lnitiotive that the 
SBA will create within the SBIC debenture program a new vehicle - the Innovation Fund - to 
address the capital gap in the market for early stage investing. How will the Innovation Fund be 

paid for? 

Using eKisting authority, with no new cost to the taJCpayers, the SBA will commit SIB 
over five years to early-stage funds. 

Will it operate at zero subsidy? 

Yes, it will operate at zero subsidy. 

Will the licensing standards be lower? 

No. Licensing standards will not be lower. 

What safeguards does SBA hove in place to ensure that the Impact Investment Fund will not 
lower the standard for existing SBIC funds? 

Impact fund managers will apply for an SBIC license and up to two tiers of SBA leverage 
according to the ste1nd;ird requirements of the SBIC program. 
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SMALL BUSIN!:SS St l-AStOI:. 

The SBA administers the small business set oside program which ensures thot smoll business 
lumber mills wilf be able to buy a fair proportion of the timber sold by federal agencies - mainly 
the forest service ond the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). This program has enabled small 
business mills to survive in small rural communities. 

Recently this program hos seen its alreodv small staff reduced further. The program is down to 
only three field representatives to cover the entire country. There is no longer any field 
representative in Portland, Oregon, even though Oregon hos the largest concentration of 
federal timber sole programs. The SBA hos eliminated the central director for the program in the 
notional office. We are told that these staff cuts have hurt communication between the SBA and 
small business mills it is obligated to help. 

How is the SBA coordinating with the forest service and BLM? 

What ore the SBA 's plans for communications with small business mills to ensure that they will 
be able to buy a fair proportion of the timber sold by federal ogencies? 

How does the SBA pion to address staffing of field representatives and heodquorrer positions for 
this program? 

The program has had st.iff reductions due to employee retirements. The Industrial 
Specialist (Forestry} position in Atlanta (which was vacant before the Portland position) 
was filled last fiscal year. While we have not filled the position in Portland, we are 
providing coverage and support usillg the Industrial Specialist (Forestry) in Seattle. 

Recently the SBA HQ Senior Timber Program representative briefed the Under Secretary 
(Forestry) at the USDA on several issues impacting timber sales, the "Stewardship 
Timber Sales Program", and "Appraising set-aside sales to the nearest small business 
mill". 

Part of the normal SBA lndu~trial Specialist (Forestry) duties is to review Forest Service 
timbers sales, and when small business set-aside sale are warranted, the SBA 
representative con~ults with the small business timber community prior to the offering 
of the sale. Recently the SBA provided consultation to the small business industry on 
the recent re·computation of small busines~ timber purchase shares (percentages) that 
will be in effect for the next S years. With the current SBA Timber Program staff, we are 
providing coverage for all of the 148 Market Areas (Forest Service and Bureau of land 
Management) . and we coordinate our effort$ with each of the Forest Service Regions 
through their Regional Timber Staff Officers. 
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SSA has established a headquarters Senior Representative for the Timber Program who 
is responsible for the day-to-day operations of this National Program and the point -of
ce>ntact to the Department of Agriculture, U. S. Forest Service, Bureau of land 
Management, Department of the Interior, and the Fish and Wildlife Service (and any 
other Federal agencies who sell timber on Federa l lands) on all issues involving this 
Program .. The current t imber staff is providing coverage for all areas of the program. 

10 
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Questions for the Re<:ord Submitted by Ranking Member Serrano 

COMMUNllY ADVANTAGE PROGRAM 

The budget proposes that the Community E1<press program tronsform into the new Community 
Advantage Program, which opens up funding to CDF/s and CDCs. 

g.. Please explain how you are changing the old Community Express program ond when yov 
e1<pect to be reaching out to CDF/s to make the transition. 

The Community Advantage pilot program makes SBA's traditional 7{a) loan program 
available to 'mission-based' financial institutions it was not previously open to, including 
Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFls). These organizations have <1 

strong track record of lending in underserved communities. Community Advantage will 
increase the number of places small business owners can go to get an SBA loan. while 
also ensuring that those borrowers who need it have access to technical assistance arid 
counseling to help better ensure their success. 

SBA began accepting applications from organizations interested in participating in 
Community Advantage on February 15, 2011, and a number of COFls have already 
applied. (The first Community Advantage lender. a CDFI. was admitted to the program 
on March 16.) In addition, SBA has conducted a number of working sessions with CDFI 
leadership to discuss the transition, and plans to continue its outreach efforts. 

11 
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Conmssworm1n lee 

7{a) COMMUNITY ADVANTAGE 

Many Members Dre commitred to maximizing the impacr of SBA programs in their loco/ 
communities. 

How is the new Commvnity Advantage program different from Community Express? 

Community Advantage was designed around several elements that will allow SBA to 
avoid the performance issul!s exhibited in Community Express. First, the Advantage 
processing method requires documentation and underwriting that, while streamlined 
from our typical 7(a) loan process, is more detailed than that typically used by 
Community Express lenders. 

Second, the mission-focused lenders participating in Community Advantage have a 
pro11en t rack record of success in underserved communities, including providing quality 
technical assistance and coumeling that borrowers sometimes need to help better 
ensure that they succeed. 

How can the SBA help Members of Congress and community groups in their loco/ Dis tricts 
inform their loco/ small businesses about new opportunities that the Community Advantage 
program might provide? 

SBA is always interes1ed in working with Members of Congress to promote SBA 
programs, including Community Advan tage. The agency has District Offices in every 
state that regularly conduct outreach events to encourage lenders to participate in SBA 
lending; these offices welcome the support of Members or their staffs. 
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8(a) PROGRAM 

I believe that it provides critical business development assistance, managl!ment and technical 
ossistance, occess to capital and other farms of financial assistance and provides disadvantaged 
small businesses access to sole source and limited competition Federal contract opportunities. 

Given how cri tical a role that the B(a} program plays I om concerned about exactly how the new 
regulations will be implemented and carried forward in the coming years. 

The new S(a) Business Development (BO) program regulations became effective on 
March 14, 2011. lhese regulations are now the governing guidance followed by SBA 
Field and headquarters personnel in the administration of the program. To ensure 
effective implementation of the changes reflected in these new regulations and 
improved program administration, SBA will provide tra ining to its 8(a) BO workforce in 
April and June of 2011. Additioni!lfy. to com~iment this training and to ensure ongoing 
consistent application of t he regu lations, SBA will revise its internal operating 
procedures manual which will provide the neceS$ary guidance and direction to assist its 
8(a) BO workforce in carrying out their day-to-day program administration 
responslblllties. 

What plans does the SBA have in place to ensure the rapid and fair adoption of the new 
regulations? 

As noted above, the new 8(al Business Development program regulations became 
effective on March 14, 2011 and are the current governing guidance for the 
administration of the program. Also as previously noted, SBA will train its S(a) BO 
workforce In April and June, 2011, and will revise its internal operating procedures 
manual, as appropriate. 

i s it possible far you to give the subcommittee a sense of the impact of the regulatory changes 
on the small businesses that qualify for the program? 

These regulations are intended to ensure that the benefits of the 8(a) BD program flow 
to the intended individuals. The impact of these changes on eligible small businesses is 
varied. While strengthening some program participation requirements, the regulations 
also enhance business development opportunities. Notable impacts include dosing 
loopholes that have had the unintended consequence of allowing large businesses to 
inappropriately receive program benefit; ensuring that 8(a) firms that enter into joint 
venture agreements or Mentor-Protege Agreements receive the intended benefits of 
these relationships; <1nd, recognizing the growth in the size of Federal contracts by 
increasing the levels required for competit ion in t he program and the need for greater 
personal capital to help sustain business operations. 
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Hos the SBA improved or enhanced data CQ//e<:tion uround the B(a) program in the lost year? 

We h;ive made> ent\ancement~ to our internal data collections systems as this as an 
ongoing priority for the SBA as it continues to identify continuous improvement 
opportunities. 

How con members work with the SBA to en.sure that businesses in their home Districts ore 
informed and hove access to the necessary technical assistance that may be available 

surrounding the changes ta the B(a) program? 

The SBA delivers its programs through its 68 rli.strict Offices (at least one in each State) 
and its extensive network of resources partners (e.g., Small Business Development 
Centers, SCORE, and Women Business Centers). The SBA District Offices serve as a 
conduit for the services provided by our resource partners and are the key point of 
contact for member constituents to learn more about SBA programs and the many 
training and management and technical assistance opportunities that are available. 

Will there be any training or technical assistance available for taco/ small businesses? 

As noted before, training and manageme"t ilnd technical assistance will be available for 
atl local small businesses through SBA's District Offices and its network of resource 

partners. 

INTERACTION WITH THE NEW OFFICES OF MINORITY ANO WOMEN INCLUSION 

As the new Offices of Minority and Women Inclusion begin their work across the financial 
services agencies, will the SBA support their work and shore their eKpertise on how to maximize 
the impact of Minority and Women Inclusion:> 

SBA is committed 10 fost<!ring the development of all small businesses. Minority and 
women owned companies continue to be some of the fastest growing components of 
our economy. The Agency is committed to helping those companies succeed. 

Will the SBA hove a role in establishing best practices for how regulated financial services sector 
companies do more to ensure fair and equal opportunities /or Minorities and women? 

SSA is a vocal advocate of minority and women owned smatl businesses. Expanding 
opportunities for these companies is fundamental to SSA's mission. 
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DIVERSITY GOALS IN PRIME CONTRACTS/ IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESS GOAlS 

Currently diversity and inclusiveness goals in subcontracting that are included in contracting 
proposals tie any included bonus structure or threat of liQuidoted damages only to cm overall 
goal of meeting o small business sub contracting opportunity target. 

Setting goals that foil to tie financial consequences to meeting minority owned, veteran owned, 
women owned, or historically disadvantaged businesses in separate and discreet categories 
allows true diversity targets to go unnoticed and unfulfilled with little or no c:onsequence on the 
prime contractors. 

What con the SBA do to promulgate more effective diversity goofs in contracts and apply more 
refined and di~aggregoted small busine.~s goofs in future contracting proposals? 

SBA is committed to implementing and running the small business contracting programs 
designed and put into statute by Congress. This includes providing increased 
contracting opportunities to small businesses, including those owned by underse<ved 
communities. Additionally, this includes working towards achieving the statutorily 
mandated goals of 23% of eligible federal contracting dollars being awarded to small 
businesses, as well as the following socio-economic goals for prime and subcontractors: 

• 5% for small disadvantaged businesses 
• 5% for women-owned small businesses 
• 3% for Historically Underutilized Business Zone businesses 
• 3% for service-disabled veteran-owned small businesses 

JS 
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Congressman Bonner 

INDEFINITE DELIVERY, INDEFIN1TE QUANTITY 

Many experienced acquisition managers question the adverse impact Indefinite Delivery, 
Indefinite Qvantity (IOIQ) c-ontrocts hove on small businesses·· as the smoller specialized 
businE>sses cannot compete with forger firms to be awarded 10/Qs ond ore thus forced to partner 
with a larger firm to deliver their goods and services when the agency elects to procure using an 
IDIQ. How does the SBA assess the 'value added' of IDIQ contracts and the impact of 10/Qs on 
small businesses? 

IDIQ contracts, also referred to as task and delivery order contracts, allow agencies to 
award an umbrella contract for a range of products and services and place orders for 
work as needs arise. They are used when a federal agency cannot predetermine the 
precise quantities of products or services that will be required over a fixed period of 
time. Agencies often make multiple awards under the umbrella contract and conduct 
streamlined competitions among the contract holders before placing orders. Multiple 
award IDIQ contracts have become increasingly popular over the past 15 years, as h<we 
the Federal Supply Schedule contracts managed by the General Services Administration 
(GSA) (which is a form of a multiple award contract) because all of these vehicles allow 
agencies to use competition simply and quickly to keep pace with mission demands. 

With proper agency leadership, management attention, and guidance, agencies can use 
IDIQ contracts both to tap into the creativity, innovation and technical eJCpertise that 
small businesses offer and save resources. There are many examples of agencies 
combining the benefits of streamlined order competition under multiple award 1DIQ 
contracts with access to a cadre of prequalified small businesses to support ongoing 
needs for goods and services. The Small Busiriess Alliant contracts managed by GSA ;ire 
just one example. That said, opportunities for small businesses are being lost because 
policies and practices regarding the application of set-asides to placing orders under 
multiple award IOIQ contracts has been unclear. 

The President's lnteragency Task Force on Small Business Contracting (created in April 
2010) recommended that government-wide acquisition policies and regulations be 
updated to provide clear guidance on when and how set-asides and related tools can be 
used on multiple award IDIQ contracts to increase opportunities for small businesses. 
On September 17, 2010, the President signed into law the Small Business Jobs Act. 
Section 1331 of that Act, when it is implemented in regulation, will give contracting 
officers the ability to use set asides on multiple award contracts. SBA is working closely 
with the Office of Federal Procurement Policy and the acquisition community to ensure 
regulations and policies related to IDIQ contracts appropriately balance the need for 
efficiency with the need to maximize opportunities for small businesses. 
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Whot is the estimated 'poss through' cost of customi?ed & speciulized products and services 
delivered by small businesses through /D/Qs and subcontracts that could be directly contracted 
with the smol/ businesses? 

The Civilian Agency Acquisition Council and the Defense Acquisition Regulations Council 
(Councils) revised the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) to implement section 866 of 
the Duncan Huriter National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for l'iscal Year (FY) 2009, 
to minimize excessive pass-through charges by contractors from subcontractors, or from 
lower tiers of subcontractors, that add no or negligible value, and to ensure that neither 
a contractor nor a subcontractor receives indirect costs or profit/fee (i.e., pass-through 
charges) on work performed by a lower-tier subcontractor to which the higher-tier 
contractor or subcontractor adds no or negligible value. 

The data required to estimate tl'le 'pass through' cost is not collected or maintained by 
the Government in the contract award data repository, FPDS-NG. In addition, this type 
of data is not reported by large businesses as part of their subcontracting reporting 
requirements for their prime federal contracts in eSRS. 

What percentage of business would go to small businesses if the government acquisition agents 
were to directly contract work which is now a 'pass through' to larger firms? 

It is not possible to "extract" data relative to what small businesses can supply if those 

products/services were broken out from a large business prime contractor since that 
data is not readily available from either federal contract reporting systems or from large 
business federal prime contractors. Further, FPDS-NG, the repository forfederal 
contract awards does not capture whether a small or large business is the manufacturer 
or non-manufacturer of the items furnished to the Government. However, the Small 
Business Administration continues to work in collaboration with the Office of Federal 
Procurement Policy to ensure there are increased opportunities for small business 
contracting and to remove barriers to entry for small businesses. 
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In the projessionul sport~, construction, film and several other complex industries, prudut.:ttr:> 
contract directly with specialized jirms to deliver specialized sub-systems and services -- and hire 
on expert small management firm to direct and coordinote the joint efforts of thesE> firms 
working in concert toword delivering a common complex system. Ooes the SBA see value in this 
'professional team consortium' opprooch -- and how would the SBA propose establishing 'pilot' 
programs to prototype and assess the value of this approach across government acquisition 
programs in the other deportments and agencies? 

This type of approach described in the question is already in use within the 
Government, where a prime contractor (large or small) coordinates the delivery of 
supplies or the performance of services tor multiple vendors. 

The recommendation~ that came out of the President's Small Business Task Force as 
well as the passage of the Small Business Jobs Act has certainly brought to bear the 
need to focus efforts on maximizing opportunities for small businesses in the tederal 
marketplace. Once regulations are in-place, our continued oversight of agencies 
achievements in reaching <1nd achieving their small business goals will continue to allow 
small businesses to increase their footprint in the federal arena. 

Two significant events took place in 2010 to increase the number and amount of federal 
contracts awarded to small businesses. The first was on April 10, 2010 when the 
President issued his Memorandum on the lnteragency Task Force on Federal 
Contracting Opportunities for Small Business (Task Force). The purpose of the Task 
Force was to ensure that small businesses, including women-owned, minorities, socially 
and economically disadvantaged individuals, and service-disabled veterans, have fair 
access to Federal Government contracting. The Task Force was co·chaired the Secretary 
of Commerce, the Director of the Office of management and Budget and the 
Administrator of the Small Business Administration. With the help of our major buying 
agencies. who were represented by officii!fs from both the acquisition and small 
business offices in those agencies. the Task force developed a set of recommendations 
to darify small business contracting policies, enhance training of the acquisition 
workforce on small business issues, and improve the use of technology. Several of the 
Task Force's recommendations dovetail with ongoing efforts to increase interest in 
federal marketplace and the potential for competition. For example, all agencies are 
working to improve their outreach efforts and increase small business awareness and 
interest in agency contracts that may fit their capabilities. As an additional step, the 
Administration recently launched the ~mall Business Central Event Listing on 
FedBizOpps, where small businesses can search for information on upcoming agency 
matchmaking, business development and training events. This tool will help small 
businesses more easily navigate the federal marketplace and participate in more agency 
competitions. 

The second event was on Sept. 27, 2010 when President Obama signed into law the 
Small Business Jobs Act, the most significant piece of small business legislation in over a 
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decade. 1 he Small Business Jobs Act contained 19 provisions that will help small 
businesses compete more effectively for federal contracts and subcontracts. Highlights 
of the contracting-related provisions of the Act include: 

1) Equal treatment across federal contracting programs. The law reaffirmed "parity" 
among federal small-business contracting programs. When awarding contracts that are 
set-aside for small businesses, contracting officers are free to choose among businesses 
owned by women and service-disabled veterans, as well as businesses participating in 
HUBZone and B(a} programs; 

2) More opportunities for small businesses. The law eliminates the ucompetitiveness 
Demonstration" program, which limited opportunities for small contractors in 11 
industries where they excel, such as construction, landscaping and pest control. This will 
build on the $24 billion small businesses won in these industries in Fiscal Year 2009 
!effective January 31, 2011} 

3) Focus on unbundling contracts. The law makes it harder for agencies to "bundle" 
contracts, a practice that makes it more difficult for small businesses to compete 

4) Combating fraud, waste and abuse. The law establishes a legal standing of 
"presumption of loss" when a business misrepresents its ownership status or size in 
winning a government contract. This allows a federal agency to claim a loss on tne 
purchase, enabling those agencies. including the Department of Justice, to vigorously 
pursue fraudulent firms 

5) Subcontracting accountability. The law holds large prime contractors more 
accountable to their own subcontracting plans by requiring written justification when 
plans aren't met and when small business subcontractors aren't paid on time. This helps 
eliminate "bait-and-switch" tactics that occur when large primes - after winning the 
prime contrilct - don't follow through with their own plans to give subcontracts to small 
businesses. 

SBA is in the process of working with the Office of Federal Procurement Policy and its 
agency colleagues to implement both the recommendations of the Task Force and the 
provisions of the Small Business Jobs Act of 201 O. 
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Are the quotas for smalf-bvsiness ser-osides realistic? If not-· why not? 

We believe the goals set forth in the Small Business Act to build the capacity of our 
nation's small business contractors (which Congress appropriately labeled as goals, and 
not quotas) are attainable and this Administration is taking significant steps to help the 
government meet the goal of awarding 23% of federal contracting dollars to small 
businesses, including: 

o 5% for small disadvantaged businesses 
o 5% for women-owned small businesses 
o 3% for Historically Underutilized Business Zone businesses 
o 3% for service-disabled veteran-owned small businesses 

An indicator of whether this is an appropriate goal is the historical small business 
utilization that agencies report into the Federal Procurement Data System. In fiscal year 
2008, 21.5% of eligible federal contracting dollars was awarded to small businesses and 
in fiscal year 2009, that number grew to 21.9%. The fiscal year 2010 numbers are in the 
process of being finalized and are expected to be over 22%. 

What additional support does the Congress need to give the SBA to eKpand the scope and 
amount of government program work being done by small businesses? 

SBA continues to work collaboratively with Congress to provide updates on changes and 
improvements to our programs, as well as share ways to increase federal contracting 
opportunities For small businesses. Additionally, SBA's budget proposal outlines and 
provides rationale for the resources, funding and support required to provide small 
businesses opportunities to participate in the federal procurement process, including 
additional funding to combat fraud, waste and abuse and to effectively run the new 
Women-Owned Small Business Federal Contract program. 

Con you detoil the odministrotion's position regarding ensuring adequate funding for all HUB 
Zones:> 

SBA has outlined the necessary funding and resources, as well <1s the rationale, to 
operate the HUBZone program in its Congressional Budget Justification. 
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Most contracting officers seem to hove their own list of 8 (a) eligible companies and many small 
businesses have difficulty making inroads to utilized these set asides. What recommendations 
do yov hove for new small business owners, who ore 8 (a) eligible, for getting a consideration by 
contracting officers? 

SBA is committed to ensuring the benefits of the S(a) Business Development program 
flow to eligible recipients. The S(a) program offers participants many benefits including 
federal contracting opportunities and technical assistance .. To successfully leverage the 
benefits of the program, participants shou Id work closely with their local SBA District 
Office. Tlirough the local District Office, participants can gain ac:cess to the many 
resources available to assist them in their efforts to successfully compete in the federal 
marketplace, such as gaining introduction to federal contracting officials and Agency 
program managers; receiving assistance through Procurement Technical Assistance 
Centers (PTACs); participating in Federal Contract Fairs; receiving direct assistance from 

SBA's Procurement Center Representatives; and receiving training and assistance 
through SBA's 7ij) Management and Technical Assistance program. 
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THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 2011. 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

WITNESSES 

INEZ MOORE TENENBAUM, CHAIRMAN, CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY 
COMMISSION 

ANNE NORTHUP, COMMISSIONER, CONSUMER P RODUCT SAFETY 
COMMISSION 

Mrs. EMERSON .. This. hearing will come to order. I want to. wish 
everybody happy opening day of baseball. Go Cards. Joe. 

Mr. SERRANO. It is opening day because the Yankees are playing. 
Mrs. EMERSON. And who are the Yankees playing today? 
Mr. SERRANO. The Yankees are playing the Tigers. And we are 

going for number 28. That is arrogance, is it not? If I was not a 
Yankee fan I would be. upset that they can buy every player in the 
world. 

Ms. EMERSON. So now we are trying to find out if I have a Car
dinals cap here, and we are going to decorate the dais, do you have 
one in your office, Steve? Not yet. 

Mr. WOMACK. All my Cardinals caps are soiled with sweat and 
grease. 

Mr. SERRANO. You realize the Tea Party is outside listening to 
all of this, right? 

Mrs. EMERSON. All right, anyway, I guess we will get serious. I 
am hoping that the Yankees and the Cardinals win today, in fair
ness. And I want to welcome our witnesses, Chairman Tenenbaum 
and Commissioner Northup. Thanks. for beinEf here and testifying 
on the Consumer Product Safety Commissions fiscal 2012 budget 
request. You all at the CPSC have the daunting task of overseeing 
tens of thousands of consumer products. These products are used 
by all of us daily. It is important that the CPSC lives up to its mis
sion of protecting consumers from unsafe products while at the 
same time not promulgating rules that are unnecessarily onerous 
for American businesses and manufacturers. 

Of particular interest to me is the Commission's effective and ef
ficient use of its resources. As you know very well , the current 
spending levels are unsustainable. There has been much interest, 
and there has been concern expressed to me by many people, about 
your product complaint database, so I am interested in hearing 
both of our witnesses' thoughts on that, and particularly because 
I tried using it myself yesterday, just to see how easy it was to 
work. But then I realized I did not have a complaint, and I could 
not submit things that were not true. I have concerns with its tan
gible impact on dangerous products, and perhaps some of the unin
tended consequences. l do want to get into that because I did go 
on it and saw how it worked, and I looked through and saw some 
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of the complaints that had been made, most of which seemed quite 
legitimate to me. 

But on the other hand I do want to explore further problems that 
could arise. It just worries me about over-regulating business in a 
very fragile economy. Certainly we do not want higher prices for 
consumers,. but nor do we want American businesses to. close or not 
even try to grow due to regulations that make it too hard for them 
to comply. In addition, I do have concerns about the amount of tax
payer money that is going into this database. Hopefully we will dis
cuss this, because as you remember, during the debate on HR- 1, 
there was an overwhelming vote to not fund the consumer com
plaint database. I suspect that this is. not going to be. the last we 
hear about it from colleagues, and perhaps we can work together 
on trying to figure out how to best make people feel comfortable 
about it, or changes that need to be made. I want to thank you all 
so very much, and look forward to your testimony. I want to recog
nize my very good friend and Yankees patron, Mr. Serrano. 

Mr .. SERRANO. I wish I was a Yankees. patron. I cannot even af-
ford the tickets now. 

Ms. EMERSON. How much are the tickets? 
Mr. SERRANO. Top ticket to Yankees Stadium is $1,250. 
Mrs. EMERSON. To go to a game? Who would spend that kind of 

money? 
Mr. SERRANO. It was. built with Wall Street in mind, but that is. 

another story. That was before the crash. Do not get me going. 
Thank you, Madam Chair, I too would like to welcome Inez 
Tenenbaum, the Chairwoman of the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission, and Commissioner Anne Northup, a colleague is al
ways a colleague, to this hearing of the Financial Services and 
General Government Subcommittee. This agency has a vital role. to 
play in all of our lives, as it is responsible for making sure that the 
products we use every day are safe. For fiscal year 2012, the budg
et request for the Consumer Product Safety Commission is $122 
million. Your agency has important and ongoing responsibilities in 
making sure that hazardous products are recalled, imported prod
ucts are safe, and that our children are protected from dangerous 
toys and other baby products. 

I am particularly interested in learning more about your ongoing 
efforts to implement the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Act of 2008. I am also pleased that you have launched your new 
Consumer Products Safety Information Database, which will give 
consumers an important tool as they use or. purchase new products. 
Finally, I look forward to discussing your efforts to address safety 
issues with respect to imported products. We must make sure that 
we continue to provide for a strong Consumer Products Safety 
Commission, and I am hopeful that today's hearing will give us an 
opportunity to learn more about your ongoing programs and the 
progress that you are. making in some of your newer initiatives. 

Again, we welcome you. And we have a delicate balance, here. 
And that is that it is obvious that there will be some serious cuts 
across the board in this year's budget, and in future budgets. That 
is the mood in many places, and that is ceitainly the mood in the 
House. Ow· challenge is to make sure that as we apply these cuts, 
especially in this agency, that they are done in a way where we. do 
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not hurt the effort that we should be making on behalf of the 
American people. Our Chairwoman said we have to be careful that 
we do not over-regulate. I agree with that. But my statement is we 
have to be careful that we do not under-protect the American con
sumer. And there is the balance. Do not over-regulate, do not 
under-protect. If we can strike. that balance, the American people 
will be well-served. Thank you. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thanks, Mr. Serrano. Chairman Tenenbaum, we 
will recognize you for your opening statement. If you would not 
mind keeping it to five minutes, it gives us more time for ques
tions. Thanks. 

Ms .. TENENBAUM. Good morning, Chairwoman Emerson, Ranking 
Member Serrano, and members of the committee. I am pleased to 
be here today to update the subcommittee on the positive changes 
we have made at the agency. Since my last appearance before the 
subcommittee a year ago, I have focused on three key objectives. 
First, I have worked diligently to implement the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act,. the CPSIA~ and used that. Act's new au
thorities in a manner that is both highly protective of consumers, 
and fair to industry stakeholders. On March 11, we officially 
launched our new publicly available Consumer Product Safety In
formation Database. The database, now available at 
saferproducts.gov, will empower consumers with information, al
lowing them to quickly. determine which products. they already 
own, or are considering purchasing, are associated with safety haz
ards or recalls. Second, I have focused on changing the CPSC's in
ternal processes, so that the agency is more proactive and more ca
pable of addressing safety challenges presented by thousands of 
types of consumer products imported from around the world. 

In the last year, the. Commission has. unanimously adopted a 
five-year strategic plan that establishes a plan to move CPSC clos
er to becoming the global leader in consumer products safety. We 
have established a new office of education, global outreach, and 
small business ombudsman that has already begun to provide out
reach to small businesses and crafters. And we have embarked on 
a substantial upgrade of our information-technology. system, which 
has formed the backbone of our database, and our new cpsc.gov 
homepage. Third, I have focused on proactive prevention of con
sumer harms, identifying emerging hazards and keeping those 
products out of the stream of commerce. We have taken a number 
of steps to increase our surveillance of potentially harmful con
sumer goods by signing several information-sharing agreements 
with customs and border protection, and increasing our physical 
presence at the ports-of-entry. The Commission's Safe Sleep team 
has also made great strides to rid the marketplace of dangerous 
cribs, usher in a new generation of safer cribs, and educate parents 
about the importance of maintaining a safe sleep environment for 
infants and toddlers. A key component of this. was the. mandatory 
crib safety standards, which was unanimously adopted by the Com
mission. In addition, the Commission's staff has already worked 
very hard to address new hazards, such as the potential use of 
toxic metals in children's products, and the Commission's con
tinuing efforts to provide information and outreach to homeowners 
impacted by problem-drywall. 
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Overall, I am extremely proud of the Commission's talented staff, 
and the work they do every day to create a safer consumer product 
marketplace for all Americans. Our proposed fiscal year 2012 budg
et reflects these priorities, and will give the Commission the staff
ing and resources it needs to respond to new hazards and keep con
sumers safe. In fiscal year 1980,. the commission had about 100 
full-time employees, and an inflation-adjusted budget of over 150 
million. By 2007, the commission had fallen to 385 full-time em
ployees and was barely able to fulfil1 its core mission. Full-time 
staff now stands at approximately 550 employees. As noted earlier, 
these resources allow us to staff several ports-of-entry, and lever
age cooperation and information sharing with CBP to. keep dan
gerous products out of the country, staff our new lab facility, sched
uled to open in May, and test potentially dangerous products, and 
allow us to respond more rapidly to emerging hazards like toxic 
metals and problem-drywall. I am highly cognizant of the desire for 
fiscal restraint that has been expressed by the administration, the 
Congress, and the American people. Yet I believe that CPSC is, dol
lar-for-dollar, a great investment to the taxpaying public. There 
are, however, several areas of critical need that the Commission 
must address in fiscal year 2012 to maintain our forward progress. 
Accordingly, the fiscal year 2012 CPSC budget requests $122 mil
lion; a slight increase from the $118.2 million funding level the 
Commission is cuITently operating under. the continuing resolution, 
and the $118.6 million request for fiscal year 2011. 

If enacted, this level would allow the agency to hire an additional 
34 full-time employees to fill areas of c1·itical need, such as rapid 
review of incident reports, and increased defect investigations. 
These resources will allow us to continue our rebuilding efforts, im
prove outreach to. consumers, and most importantly, prevent inju
ries and save lives. Madam Chairman, Ranking Member Serrano, 
Mr. Womack, thank you for inviting me today to provide testimony 
before the Subcommittee, and for your support of the CPSC. And 
I would like to share with you a reflection of the statement, a chart 
that reflects the CPSC resource history from 1974 to 2012. 

l The information follows:] 
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As you can see, in the 80s, we were almost to 1,000 employees, 
and adjusting our budget to inflation, we had about 150 million. 
And as the cuts were made in the Clinton Administration and the 
Reagan Administration, we went down, and this right here is when 
the year of the recall occurred, when Congress directed us to hire 
500 people by October 1, 2010. That was in the CPSIA. And that 
is when we started climbing, when we got that direction from Con
gress in the CPSIA. It said, The Commission shall increase the 
number of full-time professionals employed by the Commission to 
at least 500 by October 1, 2010, subject to t he availability of appro
priations. So, thank you, Thank you for letting us use the charts. 

[The information follows:) 
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Ciotid morning. Cha1rwoman Emt~rs\ln. Rani-in!! Mcmticr Serrano_ :ind Members of the 
Suhr.:01runi1te<' on Finam;ial Scrviccs anJ General Govcnirn<!nt. I am plcas..:d tn he ht>rc 
1nday 10 ilbcuss the U.S. Consumer l'rodul'I Safety Commission ·s tCPSCI signifo:<ml 
activi1i,:, ovcrthc pa'I y<~a1. a~ well as 1he Commbsion's !heal year tFY) 2012 tiut.lgt'l 
rcqucs1. 

Since my last appearance: bdorc the Subc(muniucc almos1 12 months ago. l hi1ve fol:uscd 
\ln 1hrcc kC'y ohjcctivcs a! lhc CllIIHTli~sion: fair and effective implemen1ation of the 
C,)nsumcr Pwdun Sak1y lmpnwcmcm Act •)f 2008 (CPSIA ); reinvigora1ion of th<~ 
Commi~sion's llu~int~ss process.:~: and expanding our pr1)gram <)f (:arly interdiction oi 
dangerous pn1dul:!s and prewntion. 

Fair and F.ft'et·tin~ Jmplementalion of the CPSIA: 

<:hildrcn·s ProdUl'I Safety Provisions: In lhc ra~t !WO years. Commission Slaff 
h;1.~ workl'<l <!iii gently and socccssfu l ly to impl.:ment almost all maj11r provbions 
l)fthc Cl'SIA. with parliculart:mpha~i~ llfl inf;Jnt and children's saf<'ty prnvbions. 
As pa11 of this procc~s. the Commi~sion has soughr w implement t:criain ~r:ctivns 
of thc law in ;l manner that rc<·ognize~ and is ri:'.Sponsivc 10 the cvncems c.xprcs~cd 
by ~ome sl!gments of the rcgulatl'.d community. One c:xampk of this is the 
Commi~ . .;inn's !l~ccnl dedsion to extend the rnm~ni stay of cnfon:t:ment for third· 
party test Ill!<! anti l'.er1ification fc1r lead suh.~1ra1e in children's products umil 
o,:,·,'.mb,·r "". 2011. 

It is imponant 10 nme, however. chat Lhc majority of C:PSIA mies <md 
rcl1uiri.:mcrus have bt'Cn adopted om:inimously by the Commission and widely 
acc~ptcd by indusuy. consumers groups. and families a.:ros~ the country. Th~sc 
provision~ indudc: 

• new durabl~ infant and toddler prodUl:t s1antlanh. so that we never again 
h;ivc to hear of an infant who drow1wd in a baby hath scat or a tuddkr who 
i~ par:ily:i:~d by a poorly designed baby walker 1hat tumbles 1fown a flight 
of ,,tair-.: 

• product n~gi~tr;i11on cards that now ac-cl'mpany many juvcnik prndm:rs. so 
par.:nts wht) regist~r can receive difl~n n•>tificalion and rcsp,1ncl to rec:ills: 
and 

• the inclusion of tra;.;king labels. to the cx1cnt prnctic1blc. on children·~ 
pwtluch so that par<:nts can itll'ntify who m:1de th~m--cvcn long after the 
packaging h thrown aw;iy. 

The Public Searchable Database: < )n March I I, 2011. we n.ftkially launched 
our new puhlh:ly avaib.hlc t'Onsurm:r prl)(J11ct safoty information database. whi~·h 
was manda1ed by sectinn 2 I 2 of the CPSIA. This datat>a~. avaitahlt~ onlinc a1 
ww111.SafcrProduc1s.gov and through the Commission's homep;:tgc at 
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www.CP.SCgov.is a powe11'ul source oi information tor consumers. allowing 
them to determine wht:thcr produus they already own. or are com;idcring 
purchasing. att". a~so.~ialed wi1h sakty ha1ards or rc::call~. The SaforPrnducb.gov 
sil<~ ahn ha\ an enhanced repor1ing wol. $0 that consumers can tdl CPSC about a 
rnnsuml·r pfCldUL'l that caused harrn or ha.~ thl~ poh:ntial to cause hann. CPSC has 
us..:d lhc launch of the database ro t•ncouragc more H~porting 10 CPSC Increased 
rcpon ing will help nur agency respond faster co product dang<~rs and will. for the 
first time. empower C(\nsumers wilh onlinc acce~s to 11ital salcty infom1ation. 

I recogniu: that the rollont of 1his dillabasc has caused concern among some in lhe 
m<lnufacturing community. Sevaal incorrect claim~ have hecn made abou1 the 
da1atiaxe. including asscnions 1hat the database rules :illow anonymous 
unverifi:ihlc rcpom and lhflt manufal~lurt~rs do not have adequate lime lO re.~pond 
to report~ comaining '"materially inaccurate .. infomlation. Let me fC$pOnd to 
lhusc claims upfront. 

Firsr. the database tloes nm and will noi include reJXlrtS of harm $ubmitted 
anonymou~ly. Each submitter is required to provide eight pieces oi information. 
indudin~ a tkScrip1ion OT the producr: identity of lhc manufacl\lrcr. privale labdcr 
or importer: de~cription oi the hann: incidt>nt date or approximation: cal~gory of 
suhmit1cr: ~ubmiucr's Ctlll!<.lel information: consent to include rhc report in the 
database: and a verillcation lhal 1hc information prnvided in !he report is .. ,rue and 
accurate .. w 1hc hcst of the .submincr's "lnowlt~d~~e. informa1ion. and l:>elief." 
Any reports fikd lha1 do not include the minimum required infonnaLil)O
induding the suhmiuds contact informatilm-arc 1101 t'ligiblc for po~till!l on 
S;i ferPrnducl s .11ov. 

St'<:oud. the d:11ahase mies were d{'.,;igm:d to provide manufacturers with the 
ability to challenge any poll~nlially ina(·curalc inform::uion in a report and"' p1>st a 
1:omment ah1iu\ the l~•)nsumcr's repon. For a qualifying rcpon that contains the 
minimum required information. Cht:! Commissiun has five business tl:iys, where 
prnclicahk. lO send it w 1hc manufacturer. For manufacturers registered wi1h the 
Commis~ion. the rcp<)rts are sent by e-mail and arc rccciwd <lhno.sl immediately 
hy 1hc manufoc1urcr. Onee a rcpor1 is .scnl 10 the manufacturer. it has JO husincss 
days ll• prcwidc. if it wishes. comments on the rcpMt. or I<) make claims of 
materially inaccurate or confidl~ntial informa1ion pril1r lo the posting of !he rcp1)rt. 
For rhosc husinesscs rcgiSlcrcd with the Commission. !hey can provide commcms 
or make claims through the SaforProdm.:t~.gov Businl'SS P(>rral. 

If a manufaoun~r provides crnnmenr within the IO hu.siness day period. the 
CVlllflll'.OI mo~l likely will h1~ posit~d with the incidcm report when !he rcpon iirsl 
appears on lht• database. J\ manufacrnrcr is also alll)Wetl il) provide an unlimiled 
number oi additilllrnl comments on a report al any rime. If a rnanufac1urcr 
~ubrnits a daim of materially inaccurate information. 1h~ Commission will 
cndl'avnr to determine the dairn before th~ report puhli~hes. For example. if a 
business niah·s a d:iirn ()J mat~rial inaccuracy slating that ii ha~ been im:orra:1Jy 

2 
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id(~lllilied as rhe manufacturer. the CPSC will quickly derermine the mcrib of the 
claim and, if accepted. will n~mtWl: 1hc husincs.~·s name from thl~ report. 
lnfo1111a1ion identified by :i company as ~·onlidcntial within the JO business day 
p1~riod will ne\l~r he posted publicly. Overall, I belie~·,: this strike.~ an appropriate 
balann: bctwl:,~n due prOCC$~ for manufacturers :md consumers· right lo know 
aborn potentially dangerous products that rnuld c:iu~e harm or injury. 

Furthermore. I belit'VC it is imptlrtant to provi<.le a reminder of just how powerful 
a r\~st1urre this database will be for consumt'r~. Rather than use my won.ls. I 
would like 10 repeat che words of Lisa Olney. whl)Se daughter died in a dl~tCctive 
ponahlc cril'> just after her first birthday in 2002. Ms. Olm:y posted the following 
on lhe Kids in L>angn web bk>i_?: 

011 Den>m!wr 19, 2002. mv daughtfr F:li:;:.abP1h. j11st 13 momhs old. dit'd ir1 
ll J'OOrly designed pla1• yard. I lil'f' mv lijt• o,/len looking back thro11gl1 
''wlwt ~/.~ .. and "should hm.-1·~. ·· bu1 / 've /eom1!J to i;ii·t' mu.1·1 of thai up in 
ordn 10 savt' mysl'iffrom bei11g a horribly misaab/t> indi1•iduaf. lmrm1J, I 
re11/i~1· the i111porrn11u ofF•cusi11g 011 1?.Jj(>rts to protect our ('hildrn1.w1Jwr 
110 p11re11t has w s"j]er orlwr I Jun·~'. along 11·irh wo many 01/u•r •·ictims of 
1111.<a/1• rhi/dre11 ·s produas. Thi• CPSC daraba.i-t! is going 10 prornt 
111il/itms of children, bea1us1• it providl's a plill'e 10 go whn1 ro11sid<'l'i7lfi 
tht· .-Jroiccs porems mak<' when purchasint< products. e.~pel'ia/Jv those 
prod11crs illfend1·d w be· benejicial to oto· l'hildre11 's s<ifim'. 

This databa~c will prevent injuries anJ save lives. C1•ngrcss recognized lhis whl~n 
ii add~J -;ection 212 w the CJ>SIA and I hop..~ you will rnn1inuc to supplm this 
very powerful. and potentially lifesaving. open soun:c ui consumer informatic•n. 

A Reinvigorated Commission: 

New CPSC Slrate~c Plan: l.A1st year. the CPSC lauuched a comprehcn~ive 
suatcgic planning ini1ia1ivi: tu updarc lhc Commission·~ ou1dawJ 2003 Slratcgi~· 
Plan A~ a fl:sult ot this eliort. the Commission unaninlQusly :ipprovcd the 
a~cnl·y's new 2011-2016 S1rategic Plan. which lays out five key goal~ anti ab11 
Jeiails programma1ic nhjecti\'CS lhat will allow the CPSC to mtWc closer to 
l>ecomin~ thl~ global leader in i.:onsumcr pmducl safely. 

~cw Oflicc of'Edm:alion. (;lobal Outr(>a~~h. and Small Business Ombudsman: 
On Sq1tcmh(T 22. '.!(! l 0, thc Commi,sion V(•led ro cre•ue a new office rn 
n1ordina1c and proviJc. outreach to va1i1>11s domt~,1ic and in1ematic1nal 
srakd1t)ldcr~. including manufacturcl's. retailers. resellers. small busincs~c~. and 
foreign i;ovcrnmcms. Wi1hin lhis office. we have a full-time Small Busines, 
Ombud~man who i~ dedicated lo st:rving the nati<m·~ many smaller bu~incssc~ in 
the :m~a of product safety. In partkular. sp.:-cial att~ntion will tie given to 
<kvdoping "plain Eni:!lish" infonnali<>n lailor .. d m small l>usinc.,~cs and small 
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ba1ch manufanurcrs ~o that they nm umkrstand and comply with new and 
exi!-ting ~.lfe1y .standards. 

New CPS(' Website: As part oi the Commi~sion's overall lnformati1)n 
Technology improvement prnjcct. rhc: C1lmmis:;ion al~<> launched a new 11pda1c:d 
CPSCgn11 home p;tgl'. last Dt·ccm~r. and cum~ntly bin 1he pr01.·c~i. tlf upgrading 
the cnlirL~ wdi"ile. As of now. the n:sl of the revi~c:d Cllntenl on the new wC'hsite 
is sdit~doll•d lo go live in Scptemher. 

Thc.~t~ imprnv1:mcnts will allow consumt•rs 10 more ca~ily search for safoty 
informaiion and view videos on ke<ping their familic~ safo from pro<lu~·t ha1anb 
In addi1ion. the nC'w wct>site will pro~idc industry. and pankularly small 
hu.,incss.:s. with increased acccs~ lo re~ourc.:s on h;iw 10 pmdu,·e safe !lroducts 
rhat <\)lnply with applicahlc ~ati.~1y st:111Jards. 

An htl'.re.ast>d Commitment to Early Interdiction and Prnention: 

lmporl Suneillam:e: Tradilionally thl' Commission ha.; ~11<:111 th<~ bulk of its 
r.:sourct:s lnwsti~:uing hannful 1m1ducts in the rnarkNplaci.>. This will alway~ 
fom1 a suhstantial pan of ihc CPSC's :ictivities. t>ut I tidicvc the more:. .:t'foc1ivc.: 
appr(•;tc/1 is t'il~uring that hannful products never even enter the country. 
T<) tku end. I have takt•n a numl'ler t)f s!t'ps 10 add additional tc(·hnolo!'!ical 
rt'sourL·c.s and 1x:r~onnd to the Commi%ion's lmport Survdllance l>ivision. This 
Divisi<lll works Jire.:tly with the Oepartmcnt of H1lmt:Jand Sccuri1y (DHSJ and 
Cusmmo. and lfordcr Prorcction iCHPi 10 1;,:,,p dangerous products out of the 
! lnill~d Stall's. 

On thr.: tcchn<>iogical side. the CPSC recently cxt"cutcd two intcrag.ency 
f\kmor:im.lums of Undcrst:tnding <MOLis) with C'BP that allow us 10 a<X'.C:>S more 
"real time" importer information ;.md targ~~t the most dang~~rous inwm.ing 
shiprncm,. The fir~t of these MOLis. ,igm:.d in April 2010. allows Cl'SC 
pcr~orind to work at CBP's Commercial T;irrc1in~ and Analysis Cemcr 1C'TACJ 
in Washington. DC. and access real 1im<~ manifest t'Olry data c11llc1:a:d hy CHP. 
Thi~. in turn. :illow), lmp1)n Surveillance Division perstmncl at the port.~ to targ.~r 
hi)!h-ri~k :.hipmcnts pri11r 10 their entry inlo tht' domestic stream of cnmm<:rcc. 

The sccnnd MOU. signt'd with Cl3P in August 2010. gives the CPSC access 10 
infonnalinn in th('. Treasury Enfo1ccmcn1 Communieation~ Syswm iTECSl. l11is 
will assisl CPSC lmp<>rt Surveillance staff JI the p<1rh by providin!? lh<~m with 
addi1il)nal information to improve local tilrl?ecing and in1crdk1k111 tif dangerous 
pro1!UCIS. 

The Cl'SC i!> :ilsll ac1ivcly involved in supp..•rting Lhe lmponer Sdf A~;;cssmcnt -
Produ~·t Saf,~1y (ISA-PS) initiative that is currently being piloted hy CBP. The 
ISA PS i.' inf<•ndcd a' a panncr.ship ;1mnng CBP. CPSC. and importers to ensure 
produL·t saicty compliance. It is hJscd on a voluntary approach !hat provides 
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meaningful benefits h1 imponcrs who dcmonslrale readiness Lo assume additional 
responsibility for managing and monitoring Lheii own p1oduc1 safety compliance. 

We have also taken steps lO increase CPSC's physical presence at po11s of (~ntry. 
Jn FY :?.008. !he Import Surveillance Division had only five full-time l~mployccs 
(Ffb). and uf those only three FTEs were acl!rnlly stalioncd at l)Orts of entry. 
Through f-Y 20 I 0, we. expanded staffing in the Di vision to 18 Ff Es. with 14 
FTE~ aclually ~tationcd at pons of entry. I am very pleased ll• note that. as of 
March 2~. ~Ol J. the Divi~ion no\\i has 25 FfEs. with 19 FfEs rnllocatcd at 15 
tlifferent pons of entry. 

Putting more "cops on the beat'· has already yielded substantial positive results. 
In FY 2CllO. we performed 6.953 snccnings at ports. rnllcctcd 1.776 samples for 
testing. and of those found 987 chat violalcd CPSC standards. At the :,amc time. 
wc have also ~een the numhcr of recalls start to drop--from 563 in f-Y 2008 Ill 
428 in FY 20IO Maintaining those positive trends i:> a key goal for the U!)('•)ming 
year. 

Th~ Saft' Sleep Team: The overall safoty of cribs and the infant and toddler 
sleep environm{~nt is a critical {·om:rn1 of 1hc CPSC and a personal priori1y of 
mine. Parents aaoss the country expect cribs to be a sanctuary fort heir children, 
n.~gardles, of price ur size. l infortunatdy. 1ha1 is not always th~ ca~e. In the past 
nine years. thc>re haw bet·n at least 32 deaths attributed to dmp-side crib failures. 
This numht~r is tragic. The majorily of crib deaths. however. are slill directly 
linktxl to rhe use of soft bc<lding and pill~lWS in tlw crih. 

To ;iddrcss this. I directed Commission staff w embark on a I wo-prong strategy. 
The first prong was to recall old. dangerous drop-sidt~ cribs in tht" marke1pb1ce and 
prnmulgarc Ul'W mandatory crih :,afoty rules that will prohibit dang~rous drop-side 
cribs from l~Vl'r being sol<l again in the United States. I am pleased to rep<lrt to the 
Member!> of this Subcommi!lcc that the new m:in<latory t'ril-> safely rule wa!' 
:ipprovcd by lhc C.>mmissi1)11 in a unanimou~ vote on Dt':ccmber l 5. 20 IO. 

The secllnd prong of this initiative is education: teaching pnrcnt.s and c:m:givc:rs 
how Lu kcq> the inside of crihs trcl~ from suffocation risks like stuffed animals. 
c1)mfo11er~. and pillows. In partnl'lship with Lhc Antt:rican Academy of Pediatrics 
and :i child :1dvoc:icy group called Kcc1)ing !fahic., Safi.~. we have a wonderful 
new Safe SleqJ vidco thal is being shown in maternity wards and pediatrician.~' 
oifin:~ around the country. This video i~ currently avail;1hlc on lhc CPSCs 
wcbsi1c. and I urge Members of lhc Sutx:ummittet.- to view the video and :;cc:: i!:io 

p1Jwerful mcssapc. 

Rapid Rl'sponse to New Hazards: 

Tm.:k Metals in Children•s Products: The Commission has increased its 
cifor1s to provide a rapid response to new :ind emerging hazards. One 
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l·xampJe of lhis response is the Cl'SC~ cffons to slop the use of t(JXic 
metals in children's products. Earlit"r this year. ir. came to our all~~mion 
thm some foreign manufadurcrs might be using cadmium or 01her 10xic 
mer a ls as a substitute for lead due to rhe Commission· s lead limits for 
children's products. 

l sent a strong message to Asian manufacrurers and regulators that thi.s 
was umu.:ccptahlc and that we would not allow there lo he an influx of 
pr0duch with cadmium like we saw a few years ago with lead. We have 
also asked scwral st:mdanls SL"lling bodie~ - inclu<lin!? the commiucc that 
oversees the ASTh1 F963 toy safety .slam.lard- to improve satety 
standard!> in this area. rn addition. Commi.~sion st.aff is closely examining 
the use of other rox k metals in children· s products. such as harium and 
antimony. and 1he CPSC will not hesitate to takl~ further action in this area 
if necessary. 

Prohlem Drywall: I have personally visited several hom<.'.S and met with 
a number of homeowners impacted hy prol'llcm drywall. I am kct~nly 
awart• of the pain and frustration many families have faced in dcalin!! with 
1his issue. and the CPSC has devoted more rc~ourccs--<1vcr $5 million in 
the pas1 two year~ - to investigate this issue lhan for any other product 
invcstigalion in the Commission's history. As a key smnegy of the 
inwsrigatil)n. we haw worked collaboratively with !>t~veral other agencies. 
indudin!:! the U.S. Department ot Housing and Urban Development 
1.HUDl ltJ formulate ~uidanee that potentially impacted homeowner.~ can 
u.~c LO identify whether a hornt~ t'Ontain~ probll~m drywall and. if so. a 
remediation pro10 ... ·tJI for repairing the irnp~1ded dwelling. 

On .January 28. 2010. CPSC and HUD iss11t~d preliminary guidan~·c on 
h1>w t1> idemify the presence of mclal corrosion as well as other indicator~ 
of problem drywall in homes. Thi~ was followed on April 2. 2010. hy 
prelimin;iry rcm~diation guidance. which detailed s1cps that homeowners 
t:ould lake to add1css pt)tcmial safoty ha1.anJs in homes with probkm 
drywall. When the remediation prolut:t~I wa.~ rdcast~1I. CPSC :m<l HUD 
sintl noted that 1ht~ protocob would he updated based on further scientific 
studies conducted hy Sandia Natio11al Lahoratoric~ ($:1ndia1 and the 
N::u1onal ln:;titutc of S1andanJs and Technl)log.y (NIST) to analyze the 
long-lenn impact of dcclrit:al <:mnpont~fll. clcc1ric wiring. and fire alam1 
cxposurt· to rhc g:iscs cmiucd by prohlcm drywall 

On March I~. 2011. CPSC and HUD released a new remediation protocol 
hascd on an in-depth srudy at Sandia 1hat simulated the long-term 
expo.~urc of wiring and other dectrical componcnl:> to hydrogen sulfidt~ 
gas. which is associatL"d with problem drywall. In the study. Sandia staff 
simulated 40 }'<'.ars of c1.1rmsivc L·onditions 1hat could exist in problem 
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drywall hnmcs. a.nJ did m•t 11hscr,·..-. :lily acute or long-term dt~ctrical 
safely c:-vcnt~. such as smoking or tire. 

The nl:w guidance ~hould pr,>ve hdpful to many homeowners who wi,;h to 
n.:mcdialc th('ir houi.~~. In ad<1i1ion. I abo horx: th:l.t the ~11idancc will 
rnntinue 10 provide actionabk ni1..:ria for other federal. ~tat.:. and private 
entiti..:s considcrini:i possihlc financial rdict' fnr hnmc(•wncr~. as has t.:.c."n 
th,~ rn,;c wilh earlier vcrsiou>< l)f thl' guidance. 

(:PSC'.s Proposed FY 2012 Budgel: 

01c past thi<>e year.; have hccn a peri(1d of rchuilding for the Commissi<>n. a.itcr decades 
of reduced fun1ling and staff n:!luction~ that 'kc1matcd the agency's ability tO carry out its 
critical publk safety mission. [n FY Jl)ISO. the Commission had ahmm 1.000 full-lime 
t:mployct'.S and :in inflation-adju~te<l budgd •>f over $150 million. Ry 2007. the 
Commissi<)n had falkn IO J85 full-time cmploy~cs-and wa~ b11rcly abk to nirry our its 
.:ore iunctit..,n,;. 

A~ a result of thl~ increased re~ourCl'.S provided by Cllngre~s over the rasi three years. we 
have tx~o:n able to rebuild. Full-time staff now stands al approximately 550. As nolcd 
abovt'. lhcse rcs,)urr.:t-s have :illowed us 10 staff several pons of emry and incrca~e 
t.:<•Opt>ration with CHI' 10 keep dangerous pruduct~ out of the .::oun1ry. They will allow u~ 
tc• inncasc:- st.1ff ;u our new laboratory facility. ~chedulcd to <>pen in May. to tesl 
pot<:ntially d:injlerous product~ that ctiuld injure or kill l'Ousumcrs. including infants and 
young children. And !hey will aJh,w us t<~ stay on top of emerging halard~. likt.: problem 
drywall and t(1xic metals in toys. 

Thi.~ incrcas('d funding also allows us t') l'Onduct outrcad1 directly LO con~umcrs. It 
cnsur<~' rha1 we ..:an )!Ct the message out to families after a hurricane tir ice ~tom11.hat 1hc 
us.: of a ponat-lc gcncrawr in a home can rc~ult in ..:arbon monoxide poisoning and 
tra,!!edy. II also allows us to reaeh OU[ to new molhcrs-so that they clo nn1 place their 
ncwhoms imo an unsafe sleep .:nviwm11crll 1hat could result in lragedy. 

I a111 highly rngnizant of the desire for fi.~<'al cons1raiut that has t>een cxprcs.~ed by the 
t'\dministra1i.m. the Congrc~~. ;md the American pcopk. 'frt. I belie\'e the CPSC is a 
great rclllrn 011 invcMml·nt to the wxpaying puhlic. In allocating fum.ls. we have 
::mcmptcd t(• m:t"<imize cxhLin!). n.:~nurces 10 thL~ grcarr.st c:xtcnl possible. TI1crc ar('. 
hl•Wl~ver. .~en· .. ;il art'a~ of crirical n<--.:d [hat the Commis.,i1111 must address iu FY 2012. 

The proposed FY 20 l 2 hu<lgc1 rcqu~~l~ $122 million - a :>light increase from the $118 2 
millic>n funding level th<: Commission i.~ currently opcrnting under. anl1 thl~ $118.6 
mi Ilion rcl1uc.~1 1<1r FY 2011. If cn:il:tcd. this level would alk1w the agency u.' hire •m 
addition.ii .1.1 l·TEs r.o 1111 areas of cri!ical nel'd. In addition. it will allow us lll shift 
rt'sourccs frnm cxpcn,es a~SlX:iated wirh IT modernization ant.I CPSIA rulcmaking 10 
inn,~;\s~d i11ve,,1igati,>n and cnfor~·,·ment acti vitics. 
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fl' Modernization Cost Savings Section 212 of 1he CPSIJ\ l'Ontained two major 
components: I} modcmizalion of the Commission· s IT systems; and 2} 
impkm~ntation of the searchable l'Onsumcr product safety infc>rmalilin database 
Ov.:r 1hc pa.s1 two years. much ,.lf 1hc IT '!X~nding has fncuscd on infras1ruc1Urc 
and s1aff 10 support the <ivcraJI IT modernization. By the end ol FY WI I. 1he 
bulk of 1hc capital upgrade will be nm1plete. and ch..: Commission's ncl~ds >hi ft 
main! y 10 rnaimenance costs. 

Accordingly. !he FY 2012 1'udr...i n~qucsl includes a dccrcasl' of $1.104 million 
for l'O~ls as~1iciated with IT i:apit:il and dcvdnpmcnt. Thi~ dcnt~asc is partially 
l)ffact hy ::in inl:rt:a~c of .$1.44 million ro hire four new FfEs and three contractors 
10 mainiain the nl~w IT systems. This rc~ult~ in a m:t dt:creasc in this area from 
the FY 2011 proposal 1)f $ l. M mi I lion. 

Increased Jm:ident Revi~w and 1nw,.,ti~ati1)n: In rcl'.Cnt yt•ars. the CPSC h~l~ 
cxpcrienc..:d a sub;;tamial inrn~·ase in 1he nUJnticr of pwduct incident reports tiled 
by ,:onsumcr:. In 2001. for instance. thl~ C(.nnmi:.sion received sllglllly more than 
22.tl<JO report~. By 2009. 1hat number bad jump<:d 10 alrn1i~t 50.000. At the same 
tim<'.. however. the number of invt•stigati<)ns conl1ucte.d a-; a pc.rccnt Qf t(ital 
reports n:•,·eived dropped from approximately 20 p.:rc,'.nt in 21Xfl to less than 10 
jlCrt'Clll j n 2()(1<.I 

This is a !rend that we mu:.1 reverse. To address this chal lcnJ!C. lht: FY 2012 
budget propt>scs an increase oi approximalcly $3.08 million l\) hire four nc::w 
FTF.s and four conlrac1ors IO assi~I with data intake activities. 14 new FTEs w 
;1ssbl with rapid incident review. and six lll'W J-TEs to investigate the inncasing 
numbn '·'f incidcm rcpons rc::..:civcd. WithoUE this new staff. thc agcu..:y will ..;cc a 
furlht·r n:duc1i1in in 1he p.:rcc::magc of im:idenl rept•rts inlit:Stigaku - and 1hi~ will 
n~du.:c our <llliliLy IO respond to emerging haz.ird~. 

IT Capital Replacement funds: Cum•ntly. CPSC alil)cates approx imatdy $I 
million each year for capital replaccmcm of cquipmcnr and s0flwarc. However. 
n:ccm gww1h in agency pi!rsonncl and inlTcasl"d reliance on tcchnology has 
inrrca~cd the a!!cncy's rl~(fuircmcms in thi,.; area. /\crnrdingly. the l'Y .!012 
budg.:t n.•,1ues1s an :ulditional 5500.tKXl I for a tut al with basdinc:: funding of S 1.5 
m1llionJ for capital IT r.•placement. 

Otlke of f.dU('alion. Global Outreach. and Small Business Ombudsman: As 
dctaikd earlier in my testimony. th.: Commission rccenrly voted to crcalt: an 
Officl~ OI Educ:iti(>n. Global Outreach. and Small Business Ombudsman. Mo~t of 
thl' staff in the office will i.:otni.'. from c.xis1ing l·'l'Es lransfcm:d from other offices. 
Howevl·r. 1he FY WI?. budg<'I prnpost'.~ an additional $400.000 to suppmt 1hc 
:lddition of two FTEs: a dire~'l\)f Hl dcvdop thi: officc auJ a senior .~mall busine~s 
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omt>uusman dcdkatcd w assisting :.mall tmsine:ss cmiti(·.~ in the area of con~umcr 
pn-..Jucr safely. 

Financial Management. Oversight and IG Support The FY 2012 hudget 
H~qucsr" $66S.OOO fo1 rlirc·c FTEs (an accountant. a t.udger analyst. and a senior 
in1crnal ~~ontrols officer) 10 support enhanced financial management ovcrsighl and 
:.uppon. The hudgd also n.:qucsb $204.000 for rhc lnspcnor G~:neraJ's office(() 
hire an independent lc:gal counsel. consistent wi1h the l..r1~~ctor General Reform 
Acl. 

l\.faJame Ch:iirwom:in. thank YL'U again for rhc opponunity w cesrify on the proposed FY 
2012 bud~cl for thl: l!.S. Consumer Produc1 Safety Commis~ion. 

I Jool; forward !ii work in!,! with you and llthcr members of 1hc Subcomminec on 1hc 
budgi~r nx1urs1. and wnuld h<! happy((\ now answer any qucstiL111~ you may haw. 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you so much, Chairman Tenenbaum. I 
would now like to recognize Commissioner Northup. Try to keep it 
please to five minutes. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Yes, thank you. Is it on? Yes. I am delighted to 
be here. Congratulations, Madam Chair, for your position as Chair
man of this committee, and Mr. Serrano, I am delighted to see you 
again as you said, Once a colleague, always a colleague. This is an 
opportunity to come before you and share some of the perspectives 
that I have since being a Commissioner at the Consumer Products 
Safety Commission since August of 2009. I appreciate the challenge 
of this committee to fund essential services, and the trade-offs that 
occur even in the best of years there. were trade-offs that always 
had be made. And it is with that in mind that I come before you 
today. As our Chair said, we have grown from 80 million to 118 
million since 2008. We have gone from 385 employees to 549. And 
if we complete our hiring for this year, our targets, and we get the 
increase that we are requesting, we will be at 600 by the end of 
the 2012 fiscal year. 

With that in mind, I wish I could tell you that all of this money 
that has been spent has been a good investment. Certainly, our 
Chair has done a wonderful job at reaching out and looking for bet
ter ways, and new ways, to accomplish what the CPSC is required 
to do. However, the overwhelming amount of time, energy, and 
money, is being spent on implementing the CPSIA. And while the 
CPSIA had important, new, good safety requirements that it put in 
place, some of what we spend our time on, and much of what busi
nesses have been required to do, have absolutely nothing to do with 
risk. There was never an assessment made that what we were pre
venting was risky to children in the first place, nor is a lot of the 
requirements in order to comply with the law based on risk. 

However, we get weekly, sometimes daily, information from asso
ciations, from individual businesses, from people all across this 
country that tell us about the fact that they have closed their busi
ness, or they have left the child products area of their business. 
The number of small businesses that we put out of business has 
to be in the lOOs .. It was estimated by our agency back in 2009. that 
the cost to businesses is in the billions of dollars. And when you 
hear these stories individually, people that come and talk about 
businesses that they have grown, where they have hired people, 
the ideas they had, and they are simply unable to comply with this 
law, and so they are leaving, many of them, trying to sell to a larg
er. company because they just simply cannot absorb the cost and 
the overhead that it has added. It has really been very sad. 

I hope we will have a chance to talk about some of the challenges 
that they have, but I can tell you on the market that besides the 
loss of jobs, the loss of businesses, particularly in this country, be
cause small businesses are the ones that have the biggest prob
lems, the biggest companies that make toys do not make any of 
them here in this country. They make them in China. They make 
such a large number that they are at least more able to spread the 
cost of complying with this law over many more products. But it 
is also the cost in the marketplace, the number of toys and prod
ucts that are no longer being sold in this country. We used to have 
the most vibrant market. Now there are Websites to which you can 
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go, where they say, Not sold in the United States. Whole compa
nies, a Swedish company, a German company that are no longer 
selling any of their toys in our market; ones that were very popular 
with parents. There are also people that sell to small markets, to 
our schools, small number of products that say they simply cannot 
abide by all the responsibilities of this. Act. If it were related to 
risk, of course, I would strongly endorse these regulations. But in 
many cases, risk is not even something that we are allowed to con
sider. 

I am here to ask you to do two things as the Appropriations 
Committee where I think you can make a big difference. The first 
is simply do not let third party testing and certification go into ef
fect. To the Chairman's credit, she endorsed delaying the imple
mentation of that until December. But businesses tell us that that 
is a staggering cost to them. Not only the cost to do third-party 
testing, but also to certify and to track every single component of 
every single good and the certification number, and label every sin
gle product, so that that cohort of information is available. is a stag
gering price. And it is unnecessary. 

The Chairman, in my opinion, has been so creative in estab
lishing much better border procedures that ways to intercept viola
tive products, ways to test in a more efficient way. We have compa
nies it is not the same world as 2007. The companies that were vio
lative have. all come in and told us about the new. production over
sight companies that have responded to us, have all talked about 
their ISO labs that are inside their production facilities all over the 
world today. And so, they themselves because of the cost of the 
penalties that increase, the chance of a class-action lawsuit, Mattel 
settled the class-action lawsuit because of their toys for $14 mil
lion, and so the. need to avoid those. sort of costs, the ability to 
intercept violative products here, we do not need the old-style com
mand and control formula that was in that bill that is going to 
stagger the products that fall into under this regime. 

And finally, I know we will talk about this more, I beg you to 
stop the funding of our database. It is a database right now. There 
are 12 of our top people in our agency. Everybody from the General 
Counsel, her top assistant, the person in charge of compliance, 
their top people meet every day Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs
day at 8 a.m. in the morning to incident by incident go over every 
single one of these, and it is those multi-group teams that you will 
be funding in the additional request that is just counterproductive, 
both in terms of fairness to our businesses, fairness to the public, 
and giving accurate information to the public, which is the only 
reason Congress stated for the database. So those two things 
defunding would, I think, not only create a better agency but also 
be a better expenditure for money. Thank you. 

[The information follows: ] 
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Chairman Emerson and Ranking Member Serrano. thank you for the opportunity to 
provide testimony to this Subcommittee regarding the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission's 2012 Performance Budget Request This Commission has a pwud history 
()f assessing risk and providing leadership in consumer product safety issues across a 
variety of industries. 

As a Commissioner since August 2009, I now have a tremendous appreciation for the 
work that goes on in an agency. including the time and effort that agencies expend 
implementing the laws Congress passes. It is not a simple task, and my colleague. 
Chainnan Tenenbaum, has put in countless hours to ensure that the Commission meets its 
deadlines and fulfills the diflicult tasks it has been given. 

As you know, f did not support the Commission· s overall 2012 budget request of $122 
million. because it calls for an increase in $3.8 million over current funding levels. I 
believe we can be doing much more with less. Given the imperatives uf reducing the 
national deficit and controlling federal spending, we as Commissioners have a 
responsibility to cut programs or advocate for refonns that will ensure that we arc using 
our resources elliciently and not straying from our core mission of safety. 

In that regard. my testimony today focuses upon the ways in which Commission 
resources have been wisely spent lo improve safety outcomes for Americans, and areas 
where I believe there could he vast improvement. In particular, my testimony will focus 
on the Consumer Product Safety Improvement /\ct (CPSIA), a law that largely is not 
hased on risk and whose implementation has overwhelmed the time and resources of this 
agency since August 2008. Because the CPSIA's lead. phthalatcs, and testing and 
certification standards are not risk-based, the enforccrncnl of such standards diverts the 
Commission from focusing on real risk. The law has strained the Commission's resources 
and has had a devastating impact on American busim:ss growth and competitiveness. all 
with little or no oftSctting improvement in product safoty. 

Effective Uses of Commission Resources: 

Improved Enforcement Tools 

Today, the Commission has enforcement tools vastly improved over those available even 
a few short years ago. Since the advent of our agency"s Import Surveillance Division in 
2008. we have continued to grow our full-time presence of CPSC investigators at key 
t.:.S. ports. We have also expanded cooperation with Customs and Border Patrol to 
maximize our ability to screen for products at all U.S. ports. Today, the Commission 
intercepts non-compliant toys through more extensive border control efforts, application 
ofx-ray technology to identify violative lead content, and computer databases that flag 
previous offenders for greater scrutiny. The CPSIA also incre;iscd the incentive for 
compliance through the threat of cQnfiscatcd and destroyed violative products at the 
border, by authorizing the Commission to impose higher penaltie~ of up to fifteen million 
dollars. and by streamlining its authority 10 seek criminal penalties. 
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I support the agency's investments in expanding these emerging enforcement methods 
because l believe they can grow to become a mon: sophisticated am.I tedmologically 
advanced method of deterring the entry of hazardous products into commerce. Notably, 
cv.::n prior to the Commission's improved enforcement tools, the Chinese manufactured 
toys containing lead paint that were the impetus for the CPSIA were themselves 
identified and intercepted using the Commission's traditional methods, The companie:; 
respon:;ible faced a dass action lawsuit and a massive fine. Today, rc-tailers. private 
labelers, importers and manufacturers are collaborating to prevent violative products 
from entering commerce, in order to protect themselves frnm lawsuits, damage to their 
reputations, the cost of recalls and the loss of inventories. 

Consumer Education and Outreach 

Providing safoty infonnation to American families is a top priority of the Commission. 
have urged the Commission to do more to educate the public on broad-based safoty 
hazards in concert with any new mandatory standards we arc required to issue under the 
CPSIA. Additionally. I have long advocated for broadening the Commission's messaging 
through non-English language posters, and by working with non-traditional groups, like 
churches, to increase our outreach to minorities and harder-to-reach populations. 

The Chainnan's staff has done an exccllentjob using social media (e.g .. online videos, 
text messaging. Twiller) and ulher creative ways to broadcast the Commission'.s many 
safety me.ssages. In fact, a~ of last fall, there is now a downloadable "app" available for 
the Android phone that allows consumers to monitor and search recalls from the CPSC 
and other agencies: h1tp:'1rn1p~.!!hlg~'Y'nr~~~luc1-1-..:.\:;llJ~2. I continue to support these 
efforts. 

lncff~ctive Use of Agency Resources: CPSIA 

The law's non-risk based reguiremenls 

In both 2009 and 2010. the CPSC focused its lime and resources principally on 
implementing the CPSIA. Although the Commission is a relatively small agency (FY 
2010 funding of$118.2 million), its budget has grown by nearly 48 percent since the 
law's passage in 2008. with both old and new rt:soun;es shifted away from risk-based 
priorities to impll'men! 1he arbitrary, non risk-based mandates of the CPSIA. including 
the lead content and phthalates bans, the Public lJatabas.:, and 1he third-party testing, 
certification and labeling requirements. Over the past two and one-half years, the 
Commission has issued an estimated 3,500 pages of regulations and guidance documents 
as a result of the CPSIA-a large portion of which must be read and understood by every 
affected company in order for them to grasp the law's complex requirements. 

The diversion of the Commission's resources to CPSIA implementation reduces our 
foe-us on genuine safely hazards. Our agency is charged with "protecting the public from 
umcasonablc risks of serious injury or death" from consumer products-but we cannot 
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fulfill 1his mission if our time is spent primarily enforcing the CPSIA. including its non
risk-based lead content and testing requirements. 

Indeed, since 2008, there has bcc::n a significant delay in progress on actions to address 
many genuine safety hazards, such as promulgating standards to reduce the risk of death 
and injuries caused by cigarette lighters, table saw bladc::s and portable generators. 
These issues would be front and center on the Commis.~ion's schedule if it were nol for 
the CPSIA. 

Small Business Ombudsman 

The creation of a new Office of Education. Global Outreach, and Small Business 
Ombudsman to assist small businesses will also likely end up a waste of Commission 
resources. Thi:; office was created last fall with an unspecified budget and stair si2e. 1 

The stated purpose of the new office is to provide additional information to small 
businesses and other industry stakeholders through a "coordinated approach to education 
and outreach activities.·· 

But this purpose could he fulfilled under existing Commission offices, and does not 
address small businesses· real concerns with the CPSTA. Small businesses arc not 
clamoring for more information about how to comply with this Jaw; they arc asking for 
relief from this law because it is killing them. 

The solution for small businesses negatively impacted by the CPSlA is 10 repeal the 
portions of the law that impose tremendous costs without increasing safety. Furthermore, 
no matter how succcssfi.il this m:w office may be, small businesses will still need to hire 
law-yers to understand their obligations under the Commission ·s far-reaching and 
complex regulations. 

To date, the Small Business Ombudsman has focused on responding to CPSIJ\-rclatcd 
questions posed by small handcrafters. This limited service to a small minority of 
manufacturers docs not begin to assist the vast majority of small businesses - with grearer 
numh"rs of employees and a much larger impact on the economy ·• suffering under the 
CPSlA. If the Commission really wanted to help all small businesses, it would use its 
rulemakings to mitigate the unintended consequences of the CPSIA, and propose 
meaningful legislative reforms to Cnngress. It is wastefol and counterproductive to 
inslead create:: a new Small Business Ombudsman office to perfom1 limited outreach to 
micro-businesses when an exis1ing agency oflice could perfom1 the. ~amc service. 

1 The agency has moved around existing employees to fill vacancies in this new office, including an Aeling 
Small l:lusiness Ombudsman. The 2012 budget request includes two n~w FTEs to allow the Commission to 
hir~ a Director to develop the ollice and a permanem Sm al I Business Ombudsman. 
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Public Database 

The new Public Database will also unjustifiably drain Commission resources. According 
to the Commission's 2012 budget request, by the end of fiscal year 2011, the 
Commission will have already spent $29 million on IT moderni7.ation and to develop the 
Database-two expenses lhat arc interlinked. But the official $29 million figure 
understates the real cost of the database. It docs not include the hours CPSC staff 
dedicated to dcvdnping the database and preparing for its launch, including managing 
contracts. 

Moreover, the S29 million figure represcnls only the estimated contracting costs through 
FY 2011. And while we have not been able to estimate foture costs. it is likely that the 
costs to maintain the Database will continue to strain Commission resources for years. 
Fur instance, the agency has yet to estimate the number of new FlEs we ma}' need, year 
after year, tn administer the !'ublic database. including new Compliance investigators and 
la...,-yers w handle claims of material inaccuracy. The Commission's 2012 Perfonnance 
Budget Request discounts these expenses. According to that document. the "New and 
Reallocated Resources" dedicated to "Data Intake, Incident Review, and lnves1igation'' is 
derived from an extrapolation of the gro\\1h trend line for reported incidents and 
investigations dating back to 2003. If, as is likely, this projection is proved to be 100 low, 
the assigned staff will be unable to timely manage all of the information reported through 
the database. As a result, Commission smff will be even less likely to resolve claims of 
material inaccuracy within the ten-day period prior to the posting of unverified 
information. The Commission will then either request and be provided additional funding 
in subsequent years. or preside over an increasing!)' misleading databa~c. 

Additionally, the Commission did not perform a cosr-benelit analysis of their Database 
Rule. I believe the rule that was passed by the Cornmission·s Majority is tremendously 
flawed and will result in a public database that is full of inaccurate or unverifiable 
information and therefore helpful 10 no one.2 If this Commission is to have a public 
database funded by taxpayers, it should be different at1tl better than any source of 
information that already exists in the public domain. such as websites like Amazon.com 
or Yelp.com. Unfonunately, due w the agency's regulation, our public database will be 
no more uscfol than similar sites that arc already available to the public today, and will, 
in fact, be more misleading to the public, given the likelihood of inaccurate reports and 
the lack of ability for anyone to verily them. Many believe the public database, if left 
unchanged, will be useful only 10 trial lawyers or advocacy gmup~ that will be able to 
populate it with unverifiable, second-hand information for their own purposes. 

2 
The Commission Majority's database rule suffers from three major infirmities: I) ii inlerprcted th~ 

statute to allow 1Jnyonc to report incidents to lhc database ···even consumer advocacy groups, trial lawyers. 
and others with ultc1·ior motives and who may not have firsthand knowledi;e of1he incident: 2) the rule fails 
to require enough information ti'orn submitters >o 1ha1 reports are even verifiable; and 3J thc rule requin:s 
that all reports will b" mad" public on the Io•• day following rransrninal to 1hc manufacturer, r"gardlcss of 
wherher there's a pending, valid claitn of material inaccuracy. 
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Further, the Commission has limitt:d resources for enforcement. As a result, unverifiable 
information in 1he Database will divert resources from addressing genuine risks to 
monitoring and processing the likely increase in reports to the agem:y. Additionally. 
because inaccurate inciden1 reports will be indistinguishable from accurate ones, the 
media's attention may focus on inaccurate reports. pressuring the agency to prioritize its 
efforts based on publicity rather than risk level. 

CPSIA: Impact on the Economy 

The lack uf cost-benefit analyses 

In March 2009, Commission staff reported that the economic costs associated with the 
CPS!A would bt! "in the billions of dollars range.'"\ Industry associations representing 
manufacturers of furniture, mattresses, sports equipment. children's clothing and 
handmade toys, just to name a few. have all told us that they will be saddled with 
enonnous costs, first tn rccng.ineer their products 10 satisfy the new standards imposed by 
the law, and then to third-party tesl every component of every product they make to 
demonstrate compliance with all of the applicable standards. 

This Commission has received a considerable amount of anecdotal evidence from 
companies and trade associations regarding the costs to test al independent labs, as well 
as the cost of certification, tracking labels. continued testing, record keeping, testing to 
product standards, and the potential reputational and litigation costs that will result from 
the upcoming Public Database. Attachell is a sample list of businesses impacted by the 
CPSIA. as well as other economic data. Our staff has compiled some sample testing 
costs for toys and bikes, as part of a Regulatory Flexibility Analysis for our Testing and 
Labeling Rule. But the Commission has never conducted a full cost-benefit analysis of 
any regulation we have promulgated under the CPSJA. 4 

I believe such analyses would reveal that much of our CPSIA mandated regulation cannot 
be justified. To begin with, there is no scientific evidence suggesting there is any benefit 
from many of the law's requirements. For instance, no government health agency, 
including the CPSC. has ever concluded that the components of children's product~ 
containing either 300ppm lead content or the interim-banned phthalates pose a safety risk 
to children. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) report that in l 978, about l 3.5 million children ages 1-5 had elevated 
blood lead levels. l lowever, bv 2007-2008, this number had declined to about 250.000 
children. 5 Similarly, 2007 da1; indicates that one percent of children selected for t~sting 
across the country showed an elevated hloo<l lead level as established by the CDC. This 

3 Lener froll1 Acting CPSC Chairman Nancy Nord 10 Represen1a1ivc John Dingell, March 20, 2009. 
''.11!0~101'1he CPS!A mandated regulations arc nm required 10 be promulg~letl under Seccion 9 of the 
Cl'SA. which nonnally would email a cost-benefit analysis. However. it aho does 11olprohibi11he agency 
from doing so. if1he Commission recognizes a need for ~uch analyses. 
'h:111" \rn •I cp;1.~n,·;<>p.i.:_~-~~b ·c11ildre11 !.>1>.\1..1..Jhfhl~oi:~.!.,;;rap!UJ!l!l.l 
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number was down from nearly eight percent in 1997, 6 and is likely attributable to the 
elimination of lead in gasoline, as well as lead paint education and abatement. The CDC 
and the EPA have issued guidance for reducing children's exposure to lead. and neither 
has ever suggested that parents take away a child's bicycle because of the lead in the 
substrate of the metal comprising the spokes, pedals or handlebars. Nor has it ever been 
argm:d that the CPSlA, with all of its costs, will lower the number o! children reaching 
the "tipping point" of having an elevated blood lead level. 

Burdensome Testing and Certification Requirements 

Given the available tools of manufacturers to determine compliance and our own 
improved enforcement methods,! du nut believe the complex, third-party testing and 
certification requirements of the CPSlA arc necessary or helpful in ensuring compliance 
with the law's new requirements. In fact. relief from the law's testing requirements is the 
number one request of small businesses, many of whom may be able to comply with the 
law's lead and phthalates limits but still cannot afford the mandatory third-party testing. 

Ry requiring all manufacturers of children's products to send their products to be tested at 
a third-pany Jab, regardless of risk, the law disproportionately hurts companies with 
robust in-house testing programs, those with more creative and effective ways of 
ensuring compliance internally, as well as domestic American companies who have never 
had a violation. Tbe CJ>SIA 's micromanagement of a company· s le.sting, certification 
and tracking nt' each and every component or a product is entirely unnecessary-and in 
fact, will be less helpful than the sophisticated internal controls manufacturers are 
currently using and continue to develop and perfect. Furthermore, a ''bad actor" with a 
casual attitude toward safety standards compliance will be just as casual about 
maintaining accurate records to suppon CPSIA-mandiitcd certifications. 

The CPSIA also requires the creation of massive new paperwork and tracking systems, 
often without any safety enhancing product changes. A member of the American Home 
Furnishings Alliance reported that it spent $13 million dollars on tests. new systems and 
tracking processes, de.spite the fact that every single component it used on children's 
furniture already complied with the current lead standard. The company wa~ therefore 
not required to change a single material used in its manufacture of children's furniture, 
and there was no corresponding benefit in the improved safety of its children's furniture 
to justify the COSIS. 

Similarly, some industry associations have had very few. if any, safoty violations: yet, 
they arc re-quired to comply with onerous third-party testing, ce11ilication, tracking and 
labeling rcquircmen1s that will not improve safety. The American Apparel and Footwear 
Association writes in their public comments on the Component Parts rule: 

As the CPSC continues to issue specific compliance requirements, manufacturers 
become increasingly wrapped up in ensuring compliance over ensuring product 
safety. All AAFA members have had long-standing quality comrol programs in 
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place 1ha1 have developed based on the product. production of the product and the 
manufacturer"s unique circumstances. These programs arc effective and do not 
need to he changed. To demonstrate, only .0084% of all apparel and footwear sold 
in the U.S. in 2008 were involved in a recall. Moreover, most apparel and 
footwear recalls have been drawstring violations · -a compliance issue thal results 
from lack of infomiation not lack of testing. 7 

The testing and certification requirements of the CPSIA have yet to be fully 
implemented. This Subcommitlec can therefore prevent the law's onerous testing 
rcqui~mcnts from coing into effoct by withh<1lding in any upcoming appropriations laws 
funding from the Commission for the pumost: of promulgating regulations to implement 
the third-party_tcsting and.certification requirements of the CPSIA. This would allow the 
Commission's House and Senate authorizing Committees to fulfill their pledge to refom1 
the CPSIA before it can further undennine the nation's economic rcc()very. 

Recommendations to Reform the CPSIA and Reduce the Budget : 

l) Reform the Cl'SIA's major requirements to be risk-based: 

Reforming the CPSIA so that the law's principle requirements are based on risk, 
would greatly relieve the pressure on agency resources to have 10 implement. 
enforce and monilor non-risky products-and allow the agency to use its limited 
resources more effectively to fulfill its safety mission. This can be accomplished 
in a variety of ways: 

;;.. Amend the law's Absorbability Exclusion §lO!('b)(l)(A) so that it is meaningful: 

The CPSIA included three .statutory exclusions from the lead limits. But the 
Commission has meaningfully interpreted only two of them. The law's third 
exclusion. based on lhe absorbahility of lead in a product. has not excepted a 
single product from the CPSIA · scope. The CPSl1\ should therefore be amended 
to exclude products or materials with a Jevel of absorbable lead that the CPSC 
determines not to be harmful to a child's health. 

Drawing the line at the level of absorbabh: lead that is ham1ful to a child's health 
is consistent with the findings of our leading scientific agencies, the National 
Jn~titutc~ of Health, the CDC and the EPA Only lead !hat is .. absorbable" at 
greater than minimal levels is dangerous, especially to children ages tivc and 
under. Thus. the experts at the CDC and NIH have found that lead paint in old 
houses and lead in dirt near old gas stations are the main source of environmental 
lead presenting a danger lo small l:hildrcn (http://www.cdc.gov/ncdi/lead/). In 
other words. the: ri.fk of ah.rnrhabiliry from lead in dirt that is tracked into a home 
or lead paint in an old hnmc that becomes chipped and may be inhaled or ingestt:d 
is quite high. Notably, the EPA standard for lead in soil is 400 ppm 

'A111crican Apparel and footwear Associ3tion. Rcqucs1 for Commenl~. Dockc1 No. CPSC-2010-0037 & 
CPSC-2010·0038. Aug.ust J. 2010. 
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(http://www.cpa.gov/lead/). This standard for safoty is less strict even than the 
current 300ppm lead content standard provided in the CPSIA for children's 
products, including bicycle handlebars where any lead is embedded in the metal 
substrate and cannot be absorbed. 

Unlike other Commission rules. the CPSIA, as interpreted by the Majority, has 
led to the banning or substantial reengineering of many products that pose no risk 
of harm from lead. For example, the CPSIA has led to a ban on children's books 
published before 1986, because the ink in them is likely to contain lead above the 
allowable level. But children arc n<Jt likely to cat the pages of old books or ingest 
more than miniscule amounts of lead after touching their pages. Likewise, youth 
ATVs and hicycles are outlawed or must be recngineered even though the lead 
that is in the hood, handlebars. or hubcaps will not become ingested and absorbed 
in meaningful amounts. Other everyday products such as school lockers, the 
hinges on a child's dresser, or jackets with zippers and buttons are outlawed if 
they contain tiny levels of lead in the substrate. Even ball point pens are outlawed 
if they have a toy or game attached to them and are marketed tO children, due to 
the brass found on the tip. Because there arc still negligible amounts o.f lead 
detct·table by scient(fic <?quipmcnt that may be wiped off by touching a bicycle 
handlebar, the CPSIA treats these items in exactly the same way it treats products 
that trnly could hurt a child by increasing the blood lead level. 

If the law is amended 10 unambiguously exclude products with a level of 
absorbable lead that is not harmful to a child's health, the scope of the CPSII\ will 
be considerably narrowed, and the Commission can focus its limited resources on 
real risks to children. 

> Lower the age-range of products impacted by the law: 

Under the CPSIA, a "children's producr· is any product intended primarily for 
use by children twelve years old or younger. The CPSIA thus treats all products 
intended primarily for use by children under thirteen the same, regardless of 
whether they arc intended for one-year olds or twelve-year olds. Recognizing the 
substantial difference in risk presented by the same products to different age 
groups, CPSC staff have .suggested to the Commissioners that lowering the age 
range of products impacted by the CPSIA would be one of the most efficient ways 
to amend the law in order to exclude those products which many believe should 
nol be impacted. 

The 12-and-under age range atfocts many products that are also used by 
teenagers, thus creating enforcement difficulties over marginal products. 
Producers argue that the produ<.:ts are primarily intended for children age thirteen 
and older, and the Commission examines marketing and other faccors to asses the 
claim. Some blurring of the age lines will happen regardless of the age cut-off, 
hut there arc many more products suhjcct to this uncertainty for "twecns" (e.g., 
certain sporting goods, apparel, etc.) 
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In addition to enforcement difficulties. the benefits of the law arc vastly reduced 
as applied to products for older children who are well past the age when they 
mouth things or constantly put tht:ir hands in their mouths. Thus, Congress could 
amend the statute to apply only to products primarily intended for children uncler 
age six, while giving the agency discretion to raise that age limit for particular 
materials or categories of products that arc found in the future to pose a risk to 
older children. /\nd in any event, the CPSC would retain the authority to issue a 
stop-sale order or to recall any product determined to po~c ·'substantial product 
hazard" under the FHSA. 

) Eliminaw third-partv testing and certification requirements: 

As stated previously, the law's third-party testing, certification, tracking and 
labeling requirements arc the most burdensome for small manufacturers. They 
are also unnecessary for verifying compliance. particularly given the agency's 
improved traditional enforcement tools. As a result, Congress could eliminate 
current third-party testing and certification requirements all together, allowing 
manufacturers to test in-house and/or in the best way they know how to detennine 
compliance. The Commission would retain the discretion to impose third-party 
testing requirements on products with a risk that such testing would address. 

At the same time, this Subcommittee can also prevent the law·s onerous testing 
requirements from gt)ing into effect by withholding funding from the Commission 
for the purpose of promulgating regulations to implement any further third-party 
testing and certification requirements of the CPSIA. 

2) Eliminate the 5-mcmber Commission and put the agency under one 
Administrator: 

I believe the CPSC could be run more efficiently by one Administrator. rather 
than a Commission of fiw or even three. In fact, similar proposals have been 
considered in the past: hup:ifwww.g:l(l.gO\ipm~~!~-T-l ll\l)-~Z:H- Managing a 
small agency simply does not require more than an Administrator. Additionally. I 
have confidence that Chairman Tenenbaum (or a future Administrator) would be 
able to run the agency much more efficiently without the pressures from her 
Democrat and Republican colleagues, who wish constantly to influence her 
actions in one direction or another. Reducing from five Commissionel':.i to an 
administrator would save the substantial costs of office space, Commissioner and 
staff salaries, and all other expenses associated with a Commis:;ioner's office. 

The Chaim1an is already sulely accountable for all of the agency's core functions. 
including setting the rulemaking agenda, public relations, human resources duties, 
and budgeting. The other four Commissioners may be asked to sign off on these 
things from lime to time as a formality or to provide input, hut ultimately all 
accountability lies with the Chair. 
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Rulcmaking involves the participation of five Commissioners. However, I would 
argue that this "participation" rarely involves more than duplicative analytical 
efforts-all of which usually result in a 3-2. party-line vote. This also means five 
different Commissioners, all their staffs (12 people), plus dozens of technical scaff 
and la""}ers are reviewing, editing and analyzing the exact same rule-making 
document. Moreover, despih: hours of effort by me and my stall~ many ufthc 
Commission's largest regulations approved by the Majority have actually become 
worse through the process rather than more balanced-·simply because at the end 
of the day, the Majority's vote rules on any contentious, policy votes. 

3) Public Database - require reforms to the Database Rule to ensure that 
incident reports arc verifiable and useful. 

Finally, the Commission's Database Rule could be revi~ed in order to ensure that 
incident repons going up on the new, public database arc verifiable. Potentially 
inaccurate and unverifiable infonnation is of no value to the Commission in its 
enforcement efforts. and useless to consumers seeking actionable product safety 
infonnation. 

Several features of the Majority's rule guarantee a database populated by 
inaccurate information. The Majority has broadly defined the statutory 
categories of submitters to the Database to include groups and individuals with no 
direct knowledge of the incident or the person harmed. Such groups include 
consumer advocacy groups, trade associations and attorneys, for whom the 
accuracy of the incidents they report may be secondary to their O\\on agendas, 
giving them no incentive to avoid the posting of false or misleading infonnation. 

The Database Ruic also docs not require sufficient information from the submitter 
to ensure that Commission staff or consumers can tell one type of product from 
another. Only the minimal amount of infom1ation is required, including 
manufacturer name and a "description of the product" which could include simply 
·'baby stroller.·· But one company may produce dozens of difforcnr models of 
baby strollers, some of which may no longer he in production. As a result, the 
limited product information required is insufficient to pennit the Commission to 
investigate the claim, and of no value to a con:;umcr seeking to identify a safe 
model of baby stroller. 

The problems created by pem1itting inadequate product identification and 
allowing individuals and groups without firsthand knowledge to report alleged 
incidents of harm, are compounded by the rule's failure to require the 
identification of the victim or product owner who experienced the risk of harm. 
As a re.suit, the Commission's staff may be unable 10 verify the accuracy of the 
report hy speaking to the only party with actual knowledge of the product and 
incident. Moreover, because manufacturers' bear the burden of proving a 
material inaccuracy, the Commission will publish a report that contains the 
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minimal required information, even where inadequate product identification or the 
absence of victim contact information leaves the report unverified. There arc 
therefore likely to be many ca~cs whert~ a manufacturer will have good reason to 
believe a reported incident is either completely false or materially misrepresented 
(and companies routinely receive these types of mistaken or fraudulent claims), 
but neither the manufacturer nor the Commission will be able to obtain the 
information necessary to resolve the claim. Under those circumstances, the 
manufacture will be unable to meet its burden and the challenged, but unverified 
and unverifiable report, will remain on the database forever. 

Inaccurate information will likely also be posted on the database - at least 
temporarily - even when there~ sufficient information to eventually confirm the 
truth. That is because the Majority's rule requires the Commission to publish an 
incident report on the public database by the to'h day after sending notification to 
the manufacturer, notwithstanding that a manufacturer has adequately supported a 
claim that the report is materially inaccurate. Unless the Commission can 
conclude within I 0 days that the report is materially inaccurate, it is published on 
the I I 1h day and remains on the Database while the Commission completes its 
investigation. And because there is no fixed period within which the Commission 
must complete its investigation, inaccurate infi.irmation can remain on the site 
indefinitely. 
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Killing Small Businesses: 
CPSIA in the News. Letters and Public Comments 

A MESS OF A LAW: 
Marcli JI, 2011 

.. President Obama has been on a campaign to shake his antibusincss reputation. so a good 
place to start would be to revisit the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, a mc~s 
of a law that has put new burdens on small businesses ... ·· 

!llip:fionline ~ .. ~Q.1ni;1rti~!SB J 000 I 42'!fl~27487034086045 7(, J 6451020289049 
~Jl!.!l.11 "Get the Lead Oul. Sir.'' l1u! Wall S1ree1 Journal. March 11. 2011. 
Editorial. 

HIGHER COSTS FOR SCHOOLS: 
Ja11uary I 1. 2010 

"NSSEA members sell educational supplies, equipment and instructional materials lo 
sth\,ols, parents, and tt:achers ... 

. . . 1he costs to schools, municipalities. libraries, and others of identifying and replacing 
such books would be extremely high and there is no reason to impose such costs given 
the lack of identifiable risk . 

. . . While we applaud the efforts the CPSC has made to find solutions for small 
busim:sscs ... we believe the CPSC could do more if given more discretion by Congress. 
The ahcmativc is the elimination of many valuable educational toys and products. some 
manufactured in low volume for niche markets (such as the deaf, blind, or otherwis~ 
differcntly-abled children) and typically not .~upplied by the huge multi-national toy 
manufacmrers. ·· 

Letter from the NSSEA (National Schc•ol Supply and Equipment Association) to 
Commissioner Northup, January 11. 2010 

HIGHER COSTS FOR PRODUCTS WITH ND LEAD RISK: 
October JJ, 2010. 

"The govcnunent wants to regulate Hannah Montana CDs and DVDs. The bureaucrats at 
tht: Consumer Product Se1fety Commission (CPSC) insist that the discs marketed to 
children be tested for lead, but when the same young starlet churns out raunchier material 
under her real name. Miley Cyrus. they will escape scrutiny_ Never mind that the same 
I 0-ycar-olds will likely end up buying both products. 
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" ... Never mind that llannah Monlan<t's fans aren't likely io cat their OVDs. the latest red 
tape makes no dbtinction betv.-ccn products where lead i:; likely lo be consumed and 
those where it isn't." 

hup:/jw\\ w. w;ishi n@~mimr;s.~u:iinews120 I O!oct! l 3ihurt'aucrals-wav-out-of-tunc1 

"13ureaucrats way oul <1ftum.:," Wmhington Times, Ociobcr 13, 2010. 

PUNISHING SMALL BUSINESSES, WHILE MATTEL AND THE BIG GUYS 
SQUEEZE OUT THE COMPETITION: 
Jun/! 17, 2010 

"Now '.\folld is testing and making toys without any trouble at all, and those of us who 
were never the problem are in danger of losing our businesses." says Hcn:dcr. who runs 
EuroSource, \lased in Lmcaslcr. Pa., with his wife and two sons ... 

"~early two years alkr the safety law was enacted, Congress and the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission are still struggling to reduce its burden on small busines~es while 
eliminating the risk of lead and phtha\a1es in children's products." 

h!!P.:i/ww~ .... usatodiw .cnrnimon~viindustricsirgtaili20 I 0-06-17-
prnducis~? S L..i~htm "Lead testing can be costly for mom and pop toy 
shops:· USA Tod1~v. June I 7. 20 I 0 

BORDERING ON RIDICULOUS: 
June 17, 2010 

... "What the law should be about is ensuring sate products." says Edward Krenik, a 
spokesman for the children's product alliance. "We've crossed over into ridiculousness." 

Imp:/ /w~;itoday,i;2f!1/.nw.!!9'fimlustricsircrai ![)O I 0-06-1 7 • 
produc1safotv 1-7 ST N.ht1n "Lea.J testing. can be costly for mom and pop toy 
shops," USA Toda11, June 17, 2010 

REGULATION FOR REGULATIONS, SAKE 
Novembers, 1010 

"Regulation for regulations' sake, where there is no inherent change to a bill of materials, 
a process or a product indicated after extensive, statistically significant testing across 
multiple points of input and verification. i~ simply wasteful." 

Amc1ican Home Fumishings Alliance 
Novemb~r K, 2010 - Leuer to Commis~ioncrs 
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MATTEL FINDS CPSIA A CHALLENGE - HOW MUCH MORE FOR SMALL 
BUSINESSES? 
N1ll'et11her 9, 2009 

''Officiab of rhc toy manufacturer. Mattel. mc1 separately with two CPSC commissioners 
November 3 10 1alk about how challenging it was for Mattel rn comply with the CPSIA ... 

Peter Bierstckcr. a lawyer for Mattel with the law fim1 Jones Day in Washington DC .. 
said his client is finding the Cl'SIA diiticull to decipher... "It's a lut of work I don'I know 
how ~mailer companies do it." Bierstekcr told Commissioner Robert Adler. 

Despitl' Mattel's large team of in-house lawyers. he said. the company needed 10 hire 
outside la\\'}'ers to help umler~tand the CPSIA. He said Mattel holds weekly conference 
calls on the issue, discussing how to comply with the act while remaining "cost 
competitive." 

":v!attd Finds CPSI/\ to he a Challenge:· Prod11c1 Safery leuer. November 9, 
2009. 

COMMISSION ACTION ADDS TO CPSIA'S PROBLEMS: 
Aug11st 16, 1010 

''The latcsl dic1a1cs from the Congm~r_fl'ocl£r;~<ili:D:.Con.m1~~ioq (f,'PSC) will drive up 
the cost of manufacturing produces intended for children The agency adopted a pair of 
new rules in July and August implemenling the Consumer Produl:t Sal~ty lmproverneot 
Act of2008. but a:> drafted. chesc regulations will force companies to waste cimc and 
money on redundant testing programs solely for the emcr1ainment of bureaucratic 
husybodies . 

. . . The redundant examinations, mostly checking lhmmability, can be prohibitively 
expensive. For inslancc, the regulations could require a manufacturer to build a quccn
sizcd-bed protOlype of a baby's crib just so it can he tested in an independent !ah. Yet 
each of the component parts - the crib-siz"d mallresses. blankets and all 01her component 
parts - already are individually te.~ted for chc ~amc hazards wht"n manufactured.'' 

liditorial: "The Red Tape Stimulus," Washington Times, 1\ugust 16, 2010 
ht!J!;0.,.~:~~~i ngtm1tiJn.i;:~.corn!news/2 QI Oiaug/ l 6ithc:rcd.:111pc:-stimul1~'. 

EVEN THE NEW YORK TIMES SPOTLIGHTS THE UNINTENDED 
CONSEQUENCES OF THE CPSIA: 
September 28, 2010 
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a new federal crackdown on dangerous ((>ys has lei\ some in the industry crying foul 
and not wanting to pl<1y:• 

·· ... Critics point 10 provisions in the law that they deem ludicrous. For in~tam.:c. a paper 
clip that is included in a science kit for schoolchildren would have to be tested for lead. 
But a teacher can walk into <1ny drng store and buy a box of paper dips that would nor be 
subject to the same testing. 

Similarly. a lamp that is festooned with cartoon characters would have to be tested, but a 
lamp without rhc characters would not'' 

Jilln;;:'i~~"-~m:!i.nm .. ..:stm!~OIOiOIJi~9!busincssi2%m.htmJ ·•Toy Makers Fight 
for F.xcmptivn From Kules:· New York 7'imes. September 28, 2010 

SCIENCE KITS ARE "NOT BANNED" - BUT THE TOOLS USED INSIDE 
THEM ARE! 
OL·tober I, 2010 

''The science kil makers had asked for a testing exemption for the paper clips and some 
other materials. On Wednesday. in a dose J-2 vote. the commission declined to give 
lhern the w<1iver lhey sought.'' 

" ... After the science kit vote, Cl'$C Chairman Inez Tenenbaum sought 10 reassure people 
that. "There is nothing in this rule thal bans science kits." 

Righi. Fllll while the commission vote doesn't ban the kits, manufacturers say it may 
crimp the supply of kits for elementary school children" 

h!!£;i ~~~~ .. ill£9Jn~~.Pit!i9.n/.£9.1.~<lb..Y.~::!Q.:.~h~.llif!.U'::."-t.;l;i:.J Q.iU~~9 .ht.ml. 
"Goodhyc to chemistry sets,'' La.t Vegas Rerit'w Journal, October I, :!O I 0. 
Editorial. 

FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS FACED WITH ADDED COSTS, ZERO 
SAFETY BENEFIT TO CHILDREN: 
N(>vember 8, 2010 

" .. there has not been a corresponding benefit in lhe improved safety of children's 
rumirnre for children. All the representatives told you that their respective companies 
have not had to change a single material they use in the manufacturing of their children's 
product lines since they began lesting to CPS IA in 2008 .... The testing is simply being 
done 10 attempt to prove a negative." 

American Home Furnishings Alliance 
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FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS FACED WITH ADDED COSTS, FORCED 
TOCUTJOBS: 
l\'ovember 8, 2010 

"The m~jority of the annual costs will be in the record keeping requirements because 
none of the companies have the rcq11isite IT infrastructure to handle the tracking of test 
reports per batch .. .I lo<>kcr estimates that it will cost them from :i>JS0,000 to $400,000 per 
year. Fumiture Brands International said this will cost them over $4.5 million per year 
which is more than the profits from their best quarter in the last 2.5 years. In addition, 
this company must invc::st an additional $2 mi Ilion in sta11 up costs for setting up the 
production resting.. programming comp1.ncr system~ to work with existing ~yskms. and 
hiring and trninin~ employct:s for the administration of the CPSIA.'' 

To offael these new <.:osts, the company is forced to consider these choices: I) shut down 
a small domestic plant which will mean the loss or 64 foll time and 30 temporary t.:S 
jobs: 2) shut do'-"TI a larger domestic plant which will mean the loss of 384 US johs; J) 
significantly increase prices to offset the loss in revenue making them less compclitivc; 
4) offer a lower quality product ... or 5) shut down all domestic production which 
incorpora1cs any finishing processes, which will mean the ll'SS of approxima1cly 460 l.iS 
jobs." 

American Home Furni8hings Alliance 
:"ovcmber 8. 2010 -. Letter to Commissioners 

NO MORE MOM AND POP TOY SALES: 
Ju~1· 7, 1010 

"The second program involves making wooden toys thm arc gil..-en to the church and 
other charitable organizations in lhc county for distribution to needy children throughout 
the y.:ar especially al Christmas. Last year we created over 700 loys. The idea that we 
now arc required to have these handcrafted toys certified will bring the program ro a 
halt." 

IJupagc Woodworkers. Downers Grove. IL (July 7. 2010. Public Comment. 
T ~sling rule) 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE CPSIA - EXAMPLES 
2009 and 2010 

Costs associated with the CPSIA 

1. In a letter from the CPSC to Representative Dingell in March 2009, Commission 

staff reported that the ovemll economic impact of the CPSIA would be in the 
"billions of dollars range ... The Commission also acknowledged that the te8ting 
and certification costs will fall dispwp()rtionately on small-volume businesses. 
(Letler.fi·om Acting Chairman Nancy Nord to Reprt!Sentative Oinge/l, March 20. 

2009) 

2. "MAJOR RULE" - CPSC acknowledges in its FY 2011 Regulatory Agenda that 
its main rule pertaining to the CPSIA 's testing requirements <!PDF! CPSC 
Docket No. CPSC-2010-0038) is a ·'major rule" under the Congressional Review 
Act. resulting in, or likely to result in: I) an annual ctfoct on the economy of 
$I 00.000,000 or more: 2) a major increase in costs or prices for consumers, 
individual industries, government agencies or geographic regions; or 3) 
significant adverse elTects un competition, employment. investment, productivity. 
innovation. or the ability oflJ.S.-bascd enterprises to compete with foreign-based 
enterprise~. 

3. In an article entitled "Makers Are Pushing Back on Toxic-Toy Law" ( Wllll Stret•t 

Journal, :vtarch 5, 2009 
h!m:i /t~n I inc. w:;j.c<imi artidc/S B 12'.l6213 S 7 6298 3 5 l 2 l .htn1!). Joe Periera reported 
the following loss statistics: 

o GClodwill Industries to destroy $170 million in merchandise. 

o Salvation /\rmy expect:; to lose SIOO million in sales and disposal costs. 
o The Toy Industry Association estimates inventory losses at $600 million. 

o Members of the Coalition for Safe and Affordable Childrcnswear lo~t 
$500 million. 

o The California fashion Association estimates troubled inventor)' at S200 

million. 
o The Motorcycle Industry Coum:il expeds to lose 50,000 motorized bikes 

and four-wheelers worth at least $125 million. 

4. On March 11, 2009. Playrhings A1agazine reported updated data from the Toy 

Industry of America (see http:ilww,y,plavthil'!gs.co111fm:1id~/C~)6643505.html), 

including: 
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o horn a pool of nearly 400 manufacturers and 220 relailcrs. lht: TIA 
estimates losses of $2 billirm in rel ail value. 

o More than SI billion in already shipped merchandise has been returned or 
is being withheld for return. 

o More than $800 million in Cl}mpliant merchandise is ai risk of return. 
o 40% of all respondents plan to eliminate jubs to pay for the CPSIA. with 

more than 1200 jobs reponed to be in jeopardy. 

"TIA: Safety Acl puts $26 crimp in loy biz,. 
3/11/2009 

S. Separately, the Motorcycle Industry Council advised that total losses from 
disruptions in its members· businesses could total $1 billion. Sec: 
b.t.illJ::'.~.YYill'.J.fil.~ivc.cmnlharlcv-d<ividsonimnton:vclcs!200.9i02!2452i11~~:lcad.: 

ru le-1.:ould-cost -motorcvdc-ind u~!n'-1-bi 11 ion-anrnm!h 

Examples of busincsse.~ closed due to CPSIA 
Most names provided by the Handmade Toy Alliance 

I. Whimsical Walney, lnc. - Santa Clara, CA 
2. Fish River Crafts - Fort Kent, ME 
3. Kungfubambini.com -- Portland, OR 
4. Baby Sprout Naturals - Fair Oaks, CA h!.t.Q;~~~babys.,ru:outnaturals.com/abou1/ 
5. Gem Valley Toys- Jenks, OK 
6. Angel Dry Diapers - Michigan 
7. 1\bracadabra Educational Crati Kits for Kids·· Bend, OR 
8. Hailina ·s Closet - Ellensburg, WA (thrift store) 
9. Eleven 11 Kids 
I 0. Perfect Circle Consignment - Bremerton, WA 
11 . .lcnLvnnDesigns • http:l/wavtobow.blotrspot.cQm/ 
12. A Kidd's Dream -Conway, AK 
13. Storyblox - New Vienna, Oil 
14. Phebe Phillips. Inc. - Dallas. TX http:i/w""w.phebephilliP.s-C.QD.1/shnpnow.htnt 
IS. Pops Toy Sh('(l- mountains ofTcnncs~ee. Virginia. Nonh & South Carolinas 

Businesses that have .stooped production of children's lines due to CPSIA 
Jfost names provided by the Handmade To.v Alliance 

I. Creative Artworks - Greenwood, AK 
2 Craftsbury Kids ··· Montepeliar, VT 
3. "P<~ckets nf Learning'' .\i•ecial ,\·e<!ds l'mdue'fs llci11g /)rfr,•n fi·om Marker R.\' 

frs1i11g Cos1s · Rhode Island 
4. ('re: al i \e l.c:arnin g C nm11~.:1 ion 
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5. ()i\erny. h1.: i Mini lltk G1!olngy 
6. lli\BA 
7. Challenge & Fun. Inc, -

btfil:i/t>nlim.•. w~j.com/article!SB I 000 \ 424.Q2TI48(034 787Q1}746 I 257.l~39<~35{! 
Q,_htmJ 

&. Hands and Hearts Far East History Discovery Kit - Greenwood, SC 
9. Moon Fly Kids - Las Vegas, KV 

Businesses that closed and list the CPSIA as one or the factors 
,\4ost naml!s provided by the Handmade Toy Alliance 

I. Due Ma!emity- San Francisco. C1\ 

2. Frog Kiss Designs-· Fairfield, CT 
3. Waddle and Swaddle - Berkley, CA 
4. Lora's Closet -Berkley, CA 
5. Baby and Kids Company - Danville. CA 
6. Baby and Beyond··· Albany, CA 
7. Obabybaby- Berkley, CJ\ 
8. Bellies N Babies - Oakland. CA 
9. Oopsie Daz.ie - http://www.oopsicdazic.comi 
l 0. Bears on Patrol - not a business, but program by police departments to hand out 

~cuffed animals to scared children -
hllp :I /learn i ngresoun:esinc. bl ogspot.com/2009/ l 0/ cpsia-c psia-casualt y-o f-week· 
for.h\ml 

11. Simple Tn::a!>urcs 

Other companies hurt by retroactivity of the CPSIA's lead content ban: 

I. Gymborce - "change In s:ifoty n:q\1ir;:mcnts rdalt'd to levels,)( rhdml:ites 
rcndert·d ahout 1.7 million of i1s inv.:ntory oh;;oletc" 

1. http :Ii www .rcuter!i.com/articlt:'idll S l:!N G44 7 6022009030 S 

2. Constructive Playthings. Inc - '"We have millions of dollars worth of 
merchandise sitting in JO 40-foot-lung trailers waiting to be hauled out to a 
landfill somewhere," says Michael Klein, president of('.tmstruetive Playthings 
Inc .... The banned products include beach balls, inllatablc toy guitars and blow-up 
palm trees.' 

i. htrp:/ionlinc. wsj.comiartick/SB I V6'.! 1357tk!.2S.35 l2 I .htm1 

Businesses no longer exporting to the U.S. due to the Cl'SIA 
Most names provided hy the Handmade T<~y Alliance 

l . Hess - Gcmrnny 
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2. Sclecta - (1cnuany !l!.1Q:i/':!_~'"~'..ZLC£llill!!£,I1ds&.w..Lflct<i.iJf.brcaki11..g:fil'.~~d:;~t1!: 
!.'!:f~~.-us-di stri t>ution-dmHo-r.:spiai 

3. Finkbeiner - Gcm1any 
4. Saling - Gcnnany 
5. Simba - Germany 
6. Hartl GmbH dba Wooden Ideas- Germany 
7. Woodland Magic Imports - France 
8. Brio 
9. Helga Kreft - Germany 
JO. Eichorn - Germany 
l I. Kapla 
12. Kallisto Stuffed Animals 

F,uroToyShop- On this Ct)mpany's homepage. you will find links at the bottom with a 
list of·•endangercd toys·· or "extinct toys" that are still sold to children in Europe but 
which the company will no longer be able to sell in the U.S. due to the CPSIA. 

Endam:ered fors The CPS/A (Consumer Product Safety lnmrm•emem Acri hm 
unintended consequences. Now. some European toys are no longer available in 
tht? USA . 

. Associations that have voiced concerns tp the Commission regarding CPSIA's costs (list 
is not exhaustive): 

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers 
International Sleep Products Association 
Retail Industry Leaders Association 
Specialty Graphic Image Association 
American Coatings Association 
The Carpet and Rug Institute 
National Retail federation 
Association of American Publishers 
Consumer Healthcare Products Association 
Toy Industry Association 
Glass AsS(>Ciation ofNonh America 
American Honda Motor Company, Inc. 
Society of the Plastics Industry. Inc 
American Home Furnishings Alliance 
Sporting Got1ds Manufacturers Association 
Handmade Toy Alliance 
Consumer Specialty Products Association 
Footwear Distributors and Retailers 
Fa~hion Jewelry Association 
Crafi and Hobby Association 
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National ."-ssociation of :Vlnnufacturers 
ti;11lowccn lndu~try i\ssociatiLm 
.l\merican Apparel am.I Foot"-'Cilr Association 
Juvc[lik Produ•ls ManufacturL' .. S Association 
~111ion<1l School Supply and Equipment Association 
:--:ational Federation of Independent Husine~s 
Promotional Products Association lntemi1lional 
Bic;rclc Product Suppliers Association 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Anne Meagher Northup, Commissioner 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 

Anne Meagher Northup served the Third Congressional 
District of Kentucky, representing the Louisville district in the 
United Stales House of Representatives as a Republican from 
1997 -2006. Before her tenure in Congress. Northup served in 
the Kentucky House of Representatives for nine years. from 
1987-1996. 

Soon after taking office in 1997. Northup was appointed to the 
House Appropriations Committee. the committee that 
considers all federal spending bills. She sat on the labor, 
Health and Human Services, and Education; Transportation, 
Treasury, HUD and Independent Agencies; and Military 
Quality of Life and Veterans Affairs Subcommittees. 

Throughout her tenure in Congress. Northup was recogni~ed 
for her straightforward. honest style in taking on 1ough issues. 
She is a pro-trade, pro-economic expansion Republican 
focused on issues that create a better erivironment for 
competition. growth. and wo<ldwide commerce. She is a 
proponent of permanent tax relief for all American tal(payers. 

expanding affordable health insurance, cutting red-tape and making sure government programs are 
measured based on results. 

Congresswoman Northup is the 1ecipient of numerous legislative awards. In 2003. she received the 
presbgious ·Adam Smith Award." which is presented annually to one federal elected official who exhibits 
an exemplary commitment to economic freedom. 

Congresswoman Northup has been an aggressive advocate for education reform. Jn March 1998, she 
founded the House Reading Caucus, a bi;:>artisan caucus that raises awareness about the growing 
number of children who are failing to learn to read. She introduced legislation commissioning the National 
Reading Panel. the findings of which were incorporated into the "Reading First Initiative .. of the 2001 No 
Child Left Behind education law. 

Additionally, Congresswoman Northup was a member of the Congressional Coalition on Adoption and 
was an instrumental proponent of legislation P<Omoting adoption. As co-chair of the coalition in 2002, 
Northup traveled to China to work on eliminating the growing bureaucratic obstacles between the United 
States and China that were threatening to reduce the number of Chinese orphans available to American 
families for adoption. In 2003. Northup inU'Oduced legislation that resulted in extended paperwork 
deadlines for families adopting children from China who were impacted by delays due to the SARS 
epidemic. Northup and her husband are the parents of two adopted children. 
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lo February 2005. Northup was elected by a committee of her Republican House colleagues lo chair the 
GOP's Retirement Security Public Affairs Team. As chairman of lhe group, Northup was front and ceriter 
in the effort to strengthen Social Security for younger generations of American workers. 

Congresswoman Northup has been highlighted by the national press for her pragmatic approach lo public 
policy and her ability to effectively communicate the priorities of Congress. She l'las ap~ared on such 
shows as Meet tl\e Press, Fol( News Sunday, CBS Evening News with Dan Rather. Larry King Live. CNN 
& Co .. The News Hour with Jim Lehrer and Hardball with Chris Matthews and Lou Dobbs. 

Congresswoman Northup graduated from Saint Mary·s College in 1970 with a Ba<:helor of Arts degree in 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you so much, Commissioner Northup. I 
want to welcome Mr. Diaz-Balart, the Vice-Chair of our committee 
today. Chairman Tenenbaum, can you do me a favor and have 
somebody pull that chart up again that you just showed us before. 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. These are full-time equivalents. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. Do you have budget numbers? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. It was 150, but that is what the equivalent 

was. I can give you that budget number. We had 978 FTEs. And 
then, in 2007, when we had the year of the recall which prompted 
the CPSIA, we had 393 workers. And that is why, in the CPSIA, 
the language was put in that we had to hire 500 by October 1, 
2010. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Right. Here is what is interesting to me, and now 
that I think about it, how is it that we ever arrived at having you 
all having to hire 500 people? How would we have known how 
many people have had to. hire?. Do you recall? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I was not here during that. 
Mrs. EMERSON. I know you were not. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. I think that they looked at the agency, and the 

second part of that law said, Ports of entry, overseas inspections, 
as part of the 500 full-time employees required by Paragraph one, 
the commission shall hire. personnel to be assigned to duty stations 
at United States ports of entry, or to inspect overseas manufac
turing facilities. They envision that we go to China, subject to the 
availability of appropriations. And one of the things that is so in
teresting, and it affirms what Commissioner Northup just said, is 
here are our imports. 
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As you can see, the red line represents China and Hong Kong. 
So it starts off in 2000 at roughly just under 100 million. And now 
before the recession it peaks in 2000. 

But look at that, 80 percent of all the toys that are imported in 
the United States come out of China, just like she said, and 42 per
cent of all consumer products come out of China. Our second larg
est importer has flat lined, that is Mexico. Canada is the green, 
and then you have J apan and Korea. We both made visits to 
China, and we are I am glad to tell you that we opened up our first 
overseas office in China, and Ambassador Huntsman allowed us to 
be in the building right next to his residence. In fact, every time 
I go to China, he has always met with me personally at the resi
dence, because it is so important for him to keep up with our 
issues. And if you want me to show you these other charts, I can. 
They have to do with FTE's. 

Mrs. EMERSON. All right. Tell me what the impact would be, be
cause I know you all have had to plan for it, or at least noodle 
ideas around, about what a return to Fiscal 2008 finance levels 
would mean for the CPSC? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I have that right here. If we go back to 2008, 
which would put us back at 80 million, and it would be a 32 per
cent reduction, we would have to furlough staff for 92 days, or four 
out of the last six months of the year, effectively shutting down the 
agency. We would have only available 340 FTEs versus the 576 
that was planned for 2011. A strict hiring freeze would prevent fill
ing critical vacancies. We would also have to not do our nanotech
nology project. We would be stopped from implementing the CPSIA 
in terms of the durable nursery equipment rules that we are sup
posed to write. We would have to close the Beijing office, and we 
would have to stop our hotline where consumers can call and tell 
us about their experiences. The Virginia Graham Baker Pool and 
Spa Safety Act, which is about swimming and drowning preven
tion, would be cut. And we would have to slow down our mod
ernization of our technology overhaul at our agency. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay, thanks. Mrs. Northup. How would you ad
dress those two questions? F irst, the FTE question, and, secondly, 
going back to 2008 budget levels? 

Ms. NORTHUP. First of all, Madam Chair, I have to ask for a clar
ification. I thought that the law said we were to go to 500 by 2013, 
not by 2010. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. It was 2010. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Was it 2010? If somebody could just clarify that. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. It was 2010. 
Ms. NORTHUP. In any event, we are of course approaching 600 

employees, and I would just say that I think you see what happens 
when you have a very complex bill, and you have to implement it, 
and it has a lot of regulations. The regulations are horrendous. Any 
business, just about any small business, when we talk about the 
ombudsman, the ombudsman is primarily dealing with micro-busi
nesses. with crafters with people that are one-person businesses .. If 
you are a small business, you are going to. have to. hire a lawyer 
to make sure you comply with all the new regulations that we. have. 
written .. 
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I would just point out that, when we were at the low point, that 
is when the recalls happened, and that in a sense you could make 
the argument the system worked. They caught the toys coming in, 
the agency was able to do a sweep of all toys, and while it is true 
that there were somewhere, I think in the area of 78 toys that were 
recalled,. it means that there were thousands upon thousands that 
complied with all the paint specifications. And so we were able to 
do that, and to implement a system. We assessed very serious pen
alties for those companies that broke the law, Mattel was the lead
ing one. They paid about a $1 million, $1.5 million I think, maybe 
$1.8 million but they also settled the class-action lawsuit for $14 
million. And there. is no evidence that any child was hurt by those 
products. Obviously, lead in paint is dangerous, unlike lead in han
dlebars, I might point out, of a bike, or a peddle or the other things 
where the law went way beyond what was risky. But the law 
worked, and we did catch those toys, and they were removed from 
the market. And the companies were penalized and that is what 
set into motion these companies establishing far more oversight 
over their plants in other countries, putting in in-plant labs. So, 
you could make the argument that the CPS, being out of compli
ance in 2007 with 380 employees, that the system did work. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I have a correction to make. Commissioner 
Northup was right, it was 2013. 

Mrs. EMERSON. The 500? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, my notes say 2010, but it is 2013. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Okay, thank you, so we are already 100 over that. 

We are going to be 100 over that if you fully fund us, and we are 
still a year out from 2013. So the bureaucracy that is growing, it 
is staggering. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay, I am going to turn it over to. you Mr. 
Serrano, we have lots of questions and I have to let my colleagues 
have their shot too, thanks. 

Mr. SERRANO. So far, Chairman Tenenbaum on the implementa
tion of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, we are talk
ing about numbers. How are you working to educate manufacturers 
about their new responsibilities under the law,. and also with re
gard to the improvement act, since the commfasion has delayed 
until 2011, its enforcement of testing and certification require
ments for many children's products, how can consumers be assured 
that the law is being followed and that children's products are safe? 
What are you telling the business community about this, and what 
are you doing about the children's. products? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Okay, thank you Mr. Serrano. We have held 
workshops for the business community as early as 2008, before I 
came to the commission. The staff pulled together all stakeholders 
to teach them about the CPSIA and what the requirements are. We 
also have made a new Office of Education, Global Outreach, and 
Small Business Ombudsmen. For almost 20 years we have had a 
small business ombudsman at the CPSC, but it was only part time. 
And Commissioner Nord and I talked, and she argued that we real
ly need to go fulltime again to a small business ombudsman. We 
have had a wonderful time young attorney who is working with 
small businesses, taking the Plain English Act and writing sum
maries of our regulations of frequently asked questions for the 
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business community. We frequently go to trade shows, we work 
with the major manufacturers to tour-businesses. 

I think that what we really need to celebrate is the number of 
American manufacturers that have extremely high-quality quality 
assurance programs, that they are state of the art. That they are 
keeping risk away from people. That they. have been testing using 
third party testing for ten years. Many of the people, once they 
have gone into China, determine that since it was a global market, 
it was a supply chain they could not keep control of, they needed 
to test, even before they left China, the raw materials that went 
into the product before it was sent to the United States. And once 
it gets to the United States, the manufacturers retest .. 

I have been to manufacturers who tell me what they do to make 
their product safe, and it is extraordinary. So, many of the larger 
manufacturers have been complying with third party testing and 
testing for chemicals and lead. Recently, I went to the toy fair in 
China and met with the top five Chinese companies that manufac
ture probably. most of the toys made in the. world. And they have 
worked with their industry to develop a chemical database, so that 
every chemical that you use in a toy is listed in that database. And 
you can keep up with every chemical that is in that toy, so that 
if you have a recall, the batch and the lot number, and you can pull 
that toy even before it is sent. 

In terms. of what we have done. we have implemented the Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act. Although we stayed en
forcement for some of the products until December of this year, we 
did not stay compliance. So you still had to comply with the lead 
limits, the small parts, the phthalates, and F963. We did not stay 
compliance. And that is why so many people have already com
plied, because you have to comply. with the lead paint limits, 90 
parts per million, total lead content, 300 parts per million, limits 
on phthalates, small parts, and ASTM, which is the major toy 
standard. We only stayed testing and certification. 

Mr. SERRANO. Right. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. And most people already do that already. 
Mr. SERRANO .. Right. Yes? 
Ms. NORTHUP. Third party testing and certification is just a giant 

step different from what is currently being done. When we pro
posed the rule, we have hundreds of pages of comments coming in 
from small and large businesses alike, telling us that when we ac
tually go, when they actually have to comply with the paperwork 
requirements of that, when they have. to comply. Third party test
ing, some businesses use it, many businesses have brought in ISO 
labs inside their companies. That is my point. They are very eager 
to make sure that they comply with all of our regulations. 

But the command and control requirements of the law in the 
CPSIA, and the tracking of that information, and the way it is 
being implemented at the CPSC. is a gigantic step in a different di
rection than what they are asking for. And if it were true that they 
were all doing it, you would not get, universally, and it is uni
versal, from small and large businesses, saying this is going to be 
horrific. It is going to be costly and impossible in many cases. 

Let me also say that I am glad we have a Small Business Om
budsman. Unfortunately, this. office is going now. from one to-now 
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we are requesting two more, which was a reason I did not support 
it. Small businesses are not asking us for more information. They 
are asking for changes in the law. They are telling us it is killing 
them. And they are saying, it is not more information they are ask
ing for, yes, crafters are, but small businesses that have 10, and 
15, and 20, and 30 employees? They are. hiring. their own lawyers 
en mass. And even people like Mattel told us that they had to hire 
a huge cohort of new lawyers, internally and externally, because 
what they had was simply not enough for them to comply with the 
law. They said in a public statement that was printed, they did not 
know how a small business could comply with this law. 

Mr. SERRANO. Well, when you two speak to us here today, we see 
what the problem is. And I am in, it must be because it is opening 
day, I am in a, baseball opening day. 

Ms. NORTHUP. You are in a good mood. 
Mr. SERRANO. I am in a, let us find common ground and the mid

dle ground here. Now, you walk into, and I hate to mention names. 
You walk into Toys R Us, staying on the issue of children. Sure, 
it is a business. And they want to make money. But I do not think 
they are irresponsible people, the people who own Toys R Us. They 
know what impact they have on children. So there has to be test
ing. There has to be some government oversight of those products 
coming into the country. 

But at the same. time,. since I am in this great mood today, there 
should not be something that strangulates the economy and the 
business community. So what is it, to both of you, that the business 
community is willing to comply with? And what is it that bothers 
them? Because if you tell me, I mean, let us be honest. You served 
with us. You know that there are some colleagues of ours who want 
no oversight of anything, no regulation;. they are. all. good people, 
and they will take care of the American people. That is not how 
it works. 

Ms. NORTHUP. No. 
Mr. SERRANO. Right? 
Ms. NORTHUP. And you see that every day when you are at the 

Commission .. 
Mr. SERRANO. Exactly. So what is it that is squeezing them too 

much, and what are they willing to do on their own? Because one 
of our big complaints, besides, China owns all our economy, or 
whatever, all our debt, is, all these products come from China. And 
we cannot just accept them as they are. So just briefly, can you tell 
me, where is the. middle ground here?. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, last year , we sent a report to Congress 
saying that we needed four things changed in the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Improvement Act. First of aU, we needed greater flexi
bility in granting exclusions for the lead limits. For the lead limit, 
CPSC only allows three exemptions: one if it is an inaccessible 
part, two, if it is certain electronic parts, and the third thing. is, by 
use and abuse of the product, any lead is not absorbed into the 
human body. So we wanted greater flexibility, because we had 
ATVs and bicycles where the child is not going to mouth the han
dlebars, and we wanted to be able to give them an exception. 

The second thing is we wanted an exclusion for children's books. 
In August, the lead limits. go to. 100 parts. per million. And we also 
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said, Do not make this retroactive like CPSC did for the 600 parts 
per million. Only make it prospective, so people will not have to get 
rid of their inventory. And we also wanted relief for small manufac
turers and crafters. In fact, we are working on a rule called Peri
odic Testing. We are looking at carving out an exception, that, if 
you make. 10,000 units or less, you do not have. to periodically test .. 
You have to initially test, but you do not have to periodically test. 

We also came up with a component part rule. So if you made 
children's dresses, you did not have to test the whole dress, you 
could just buy buttons that were already tested, from the button 
maker, and you were compliant. We made rules that say, if you 
had cotton, untreated wood,. if you were. a handcrafter and made 
things out of untreated wood, you never had to test. So those are 
the things we have done to be creative, to exempt people from test
ing and certification. 

The common ground is that we need flexibility. But to do away 
with third party testing really goes against what I have seen in the 
marketplace. And I think that it is. to whom you speak. I went to 
see a major children's clothing manufacturer, and they told me, 
just two weeks ago, that when they started manufacturing in 
China 10 years ago, they started doing third party testing because 
they wanted to make sure they met the flammability standard and 
that the fabric did not contain toxic metals. 

Mr. SERRANO .. Madam Chair, I do. not want to go over. my time, 
but I would like the commissioner to comment because she did say, 
she did. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Yes. 
Mr. SERRANO. I was pleased to hear that you say you see it every 

day at the Commission. So you are not one of those who says get 
rid of the. Commission. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Let me just say that every day we get the over
night incident reports. And there are children that have died, there 
are cases. We see products that catch fire; we see products that are 
harmful. There is no question that there is a very important re
sponsibility at this agency. However, what has been a tidal wave 
of focus of this agency has sort of swamped everything, is the im
plementation of the CPSIA. I have to tell you, Mr. Serrano, had I 
been here, and I was not in 2008, I feel sure I would have voted 
for that bill. 

And because in reading it, it seems as though it is logical. But 
of the three exceptions to the lead limit, the question of inacces
sible electronic components,. the. third one is absorbability. The ma
jority of the commissioners have determined that this is in conflict. 
But they have interpreted that to not apply to one single thing: not 
a button, not a snap, not a zipper, not a handlebars, not any part 
of a toy, not the screw in your crib. None of those things can have 
300 parts per million of lead. Now, you could absorb lead in paint. 
We know what you can absorb lead in. We know if you can swallow 
a charm that has lead in it, that your body will absorb it. 

But we also know that if you lick the handlebars all day or the 
screw in your crib, that has slightly more than that but has more 
strength, it has machineability. I mean, lead also contributes cer
tain things that you are not going te>-there are just going to be 
an unregisterable amount in a child's. blood lead level.. 
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Europe has had lead levels for years. They are based on the 
absorbabiJity. They call it bioavailability, whether or not that lead 
can be extracted out and into a child's body. We should make that 
absorbability mean something. And then finally, the testing, I 
would just say that I do not believe that I have heard from one 
plant that said, I am sure I have not, that said, Oh, yes. We think 
third party testing, outside of our plant, the way it is written in 
this law, is going to be good. 

Do they use third-party labs? Of cow·se they do, because they 
care about it. But they do it for their own check and recheck, not 
so that they then have to change the label every time they have 
the red paint runs out one day. Now, you have a new set of red 
paint. It has a new certification level. Now, the final certificate has 
to change the number on that. Now, the label has to be batch #107 
instead of 106. An hour later, the yellow paint runs out. You have 
to stop the presses. You have to change every single thing all the 
way through. The next minute, the snaps run out and you have a 
new batch of snaps .. You have a new lot number, so you have a new 
certificate number. All of that has to be reflected in the label. 

This is chaotic and Ashley Furniture came in and told us they 
had spent $14 million on third-party testing and setting up a sys
tem by which they could track all the layers on a piece of furniture 
and everything. Not one single component of this furniture violated 
the lead limit. They were in compliance. They. still did not know 
how, once we applied this, once we put in testing, third-party test
ing, and that they were going to be able to comply. So you got no 
benefit in safety and 13 or $14 million and cost. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. Thank you, Madame Chair, for allow
ing me to go over my time but it has been quite a while since I 
have heard this kind of very direct testimony. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Oh, and it is excellent. 
Mr. SERRANO. So informative. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. And it is very helpful, very helpful for us. Mr. 

Womack. 
Mr. WOMACK. Wow. Where do I begin? I was a mayor for 12 

years and I spent a great deal of my time fighting my own bureauc
racy. And it has been my experience that when you hire a lot more 
people, those people start trying to justify their existence. And so, 
my first question is, when the law was passed, that pegged 500 as 
the number of people, where did we get that number? How did we, 
all of the sudden, decide 500 employees was the magic number? 

Ms. TENENBAUM .. Well, I will show you two things that probably 
prompted Congress to do that. 

[The information follows:] 
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The blue line are the full time equivalents. As you can see, in 
2004 we were a little over 500. And then, in 2005, we were at 500, 
and then we dipped. And this right in here was the year of the re
call. If you look here at the number of recalls, they spiked. They 
spiked a little around 2007. 

So what Congress, in looking at this data, determined, is that 
with the less people you have doing port surveillance, working in 
China to make sure manufacturers understand our regulations, the 
more recalls you are going to have. Recalling costs money for man
ufacturers. 

Mr. WOMACK. Do you have a chart that shows the competency 
level of those employees? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We hire people who are competent. And we hire 
really good people. 

Mr. WOMACK. I will give you that. I am sure you do on paper. 
The point I am making is, can we just simply conclude, based on 
a numerical chart, that the spike in recalls was directly related to 
the fact that we had a fewer number of people. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, we only had 393 people and we did not 
have enough people. We had five people at the ports. Now we have 
19 people at the ports. We are working with Customs, and have 19 
people at 15 ports. We work with Customs and Border Patrol. We 
were the first agency to sign a memorandum of agreement with 
them and, we get all the pre-arrival manifest data. We go through 
all of that data, and we target now shipments before they are even 
unloaded. Products like fireworks and electrical products, we pull 
them so they do not get on the store shelves. 

Mr. WOMACK. Well, Madame Chairman, everywhere I go in my 
district and look, I have got a major retailer that is in my back
yard. A small five-and-dime named Walmart. And they sell a lot of 
toys. 

Everywhere I go in my district, I hear people telling me about 
pushing jobs overseas,. moving jobs overseas. Is it possible that 
maybe part of our problems is that we continue, the reason we 
have so many imports of toys, is our tax policy and our government 
bureaucracy is so big, so reaching, so much into the private sector 
that there might be some other quantifiable data that might yield 
a different conclusion about pegging the number at 500. I am just 
using that as a thought process because it always bothers me when 
somebody says, Golly! We are in trouble. We need more people. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I have been in plants in China. And people in 
China make $1.50 an hour. They live in dormitories and they may 
or may not get food in those dormitories, and they also do not have 
air-conditioning in some of the dormitories. So, if you look at tex
tiles, my state, South Carolina, was a major textile state. And now, 
textiles and toys have moved. And the chart I showed you, 80 per
cent of all the toys coming into the United States come from China. 
Forty-two percent of all the consumer products come from China. 
And they make $1.50 an hour. 

Here. is another thing that Congress. looked at when they passed 
the CPSIA. Here are the number of investigations. And you can 
see, in 2003, we. were over 50,000 investigations. And we had 
dropped to below 30,000 by 2009. Here were the number of pro-
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jected incidents, and this is before we even implemented the data
base-the public database that people have been talking about. 

So, we are able to only investigate about 10 percent of all the 
claims of injury that consumers send us. Ten percent. And one rea
son that we are asking for 24 more people this year is because we 
have so much data and so many reports. from emergency rooms, 
coroner reports, the newspaper, and we have our public database, 
that we cannot even investigate because we do not have the people. 
This is where the majority of the new people were going, is to in
vestigation. And our new employees have gone into our laboratory 
as well as in Compliance and Enforcement. 

Mr .. WOMACK.. I would like for Ms. Northup to comment. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Well, I think your question is, Can we do more 

with less? And I think I would like to say, first of all , that I have 
been exceedingly impressed by the people that work at the CPSC. 
They work hard. They are talented and they are well-trained. They 
know what they are doing. But they have been given a responsi
bility to implement a law, and all these rules. and regulations are 
very involved. They are very complicated. 

But I would tell you this, all of the new ways of screening things 
coming in work with the Border Patrol Customs and Border Patrol. 
That is a new way of doing more with less. And so that is why I 
have asked, please, do away with the requirement of third-party 
testing and tracking and certification, because both within busi
nesses and the huge investment they have made and our invest
ments at the port, this is an emerging world where new tech
nologies are available that were not available or were not used pre
viously, and we could do a lot more with less. 

And finally, I would just like to say that the rules that we have 
implemented, the ones. that affect businesses. the most have. been 
written and there has been division between the majority and the 
mfoority. Where we could have made it apply to fewer items, we 
made it apply to more items. Where we could have allowed fewer 
tests, we have interpreted it in the most severe manner. And now, 
yes, much of the regulations and investigations is going to be inves
tigating whether or not people complied with the certifications, 
whether they complied with the third-party testing, as opposed to 
whether or not the item is compliant. 

And finally, just the very fact that every single lab that uses a 
third-party test, we have to certify the lab. We have to take in that 
information. These businesses know what third-party labs they can 
trust, but you create. a bureaucracy that stretches back .. It is not 
just any third-party lab, it is a third-party lab that is ISO certified? 
No, it also has to be certified by us. And so, even though that 
seems like it is not a lot of time, everything is incremental. When 
every single child's product, every component of it has to be third
party tested in a lab that we have certified, you are talking about 
an enormous process of just doing that .. 

Mr. WOMACK. That raises costs. And I just want to make this 
comment for the record, that my question about competency was 
not related or not in any means directed at the quality of your 
staff. I realize you have a quality staff. What I am simply asking 
is, are there other measurable criteria that could point to other fac
tors. that may contribute to the. incidents, or the investigations, or 
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the complaints. And that is merely the line of direct thinking I had 
at that stage. 

Finally, let me just ask this. Are we sure that we are doing ev
erything we can to mitigate the impact on small business? As my 
colleague from the Bronx said just a moment ago, we do not want 
to under regulate, but we really do. not want to. over regulate. And 
I would like to know where that line is in an ideological sense, as 
to when this organization is going too far, trying to do much, and 
exponentially raising the price of goods in an attempt to try to re
move all risk from the public. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, thank you, M1·. Womack. And one thing 
I want to clarify is we will only have. one small business ombuds
man. I created this office of Education, Global Outreach, and Small 
Business Ombudsman, and we put three offices in there together. 
We put the International office, the Inter-governmental office, and 
the Small Business Ombudsman. And so, the two new positions in 
that would be to hire an Executive Director for that office. But let 
me. go back to what we have done for small businesses .. We want 
the full-time Small Business Ombudsman because we are working 
so that people do not have to hire a lawyer. We are doing seminars, 
we are going to trade shows. Our Small Business Ombudsman 
gives his card out to people at seminars, and they call him person
ally. He answers questions for them. But we also have done other 
things. When we. were debating tracking labels, we decided that 
one size did not fit all, that the small businesses did not have to 
have the same compliance as the large companies. We developed 
component part testing guidance and that is so that the small busi
ness, we were hopeful, could buy component parts already tested 
and would not have to re-test their products. 

The. third thing we did was determinations, that if you were a 
small business and you were making children's clothing or hand
made toys, that there were certain materials that never had to be 
tested, like untreated wood, textiles, and gem stones. So those are 
the kinds of things we look at. We also have the Regulatory Flex 
Act. We look at how it is going to impact small businesses before 
we come up with a rule. And. so, Reg Flex Act is. something we look 
at and point out the impact. But we are very mindful of small busi
nesses. But, under the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, 
everyone had to test third-party testing, regardless of the size. 
That is why we were hopeful that component parts would be devel
oped so that people could buy those, could go in a hobby store, or 
buy them from the manufacturer already tested, and they would 
not have to re-test. 

We also hope that thls year, that the House and the Senate will 
give us more flexibility so we can allow companies, if we do not 
think there is a likelihood of mouthing the product, or swallowing 
the product, that we can give them flexibility and they will not 
have. to test. 

Mr. WOMACK. I yield back. 
Mrs. EMERSON. It seems to me that you are the perfect agency 

to make sure that the President's call for cost-benefit analyses of 
regulations actually comes to be, because obviously some things are 
so onorous. There is no way that you can say they are not. It ap
pears that if we do not understand the impact. at the end of the 
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day in a very fragile economy, we may be cutting our nose off to 
spite our faces, in which case there is no businesses to have to reg
ulate anyway. I do want to come back and talk about cost-benefit 
analysis of regulations. So far, I have not seen any federal agency 
in this government who is capable of doing that. 

Mr. SERRANO. Would you yield for a second? 
Mrs. EMERSON. Yes. 
Mr. SERRANO. I am sorry. I usually do not interrupt. In listening 

to our new colleague, Mr. Womack, I think the balance here is that 
we are appropriators. We are not authorizers, although on many 
occasions we behave as authorizers. 

Mrs. EMERSON. And we have. 
Mr. SERRANO. We appropriate. And we have to. We keep them 

in check. This is a law that is in place already. The question is, 
Do we fund it and to what extent do we fund it? And that is the 
balance, because if we get back to 2007, and you see people, kids 
actually being hurt because maybe for insufficient funding, or fund
ed to a point where they function. And that is not how they author
ized it. They passed that law. It is on us. That is the delicate bal
ance that we have to reach. So we do not over regulate, but as I 
said, do not under protect. And that is the challenge. 

Mr. WOMACK. Which I think feeds it directly into Madame Chair
woman's request, that a cost-benefit analysis probably fits this 
agency as well as any in government. 

Mr. SERRANO. Absolutely. 
Mrs. EMERSON. And thank you all. So with that, it is time for 

Mr. Diaz-Balart. 
Mr. SERRANO. Of the Florida Marlins. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Who did beat the Yankees, if I recall, a few 

years ago in the World Series? My memory is not very good, but 
did not that happen recently? 

Mr. SERRANO. I think that was your moment of glory. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Madam Chairman, you see how he cannot 

admit it. It just hurts him to admit it. It hurts him. 
Mr. SERRANO. All right, it hurts me. It hurts me. 
Mr. DrAZ-BALART. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. It is good to 

see you the both of you. You know, if I may, I have some questions 
on Chinese drywall. But Mr. Womack really peaked my curiosity. 
So if that is all right, I would like to submit the ones on Chinese 
drywall in writing later on, because I do want to go back to what 
our colleague was asking. 

One of the things that we have to be careful in government not 
to do is get stuck with that kind of weird logic of, Since cheese is 
round and the moon is round, so therefore the moon must be made 
of cheese. And I think sometimes, when you look at these charts, 
it is not always the case, but sometimes we get stuck in that syn
drome about, Oh well, if we had a spike and we only had 300 peo
ple. So if we have 500 people, we would not have a spike. Is it just 
because of the products that all of a sudden are manufactured dif
ferently, because of technology, because of whatever. And again we 
just need to be. very careful about that. If I may, kind of, follow up 
on my colleague's line of questioning. By the way, before I do that, 
when was. the. hotline created? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. We have had the hotline for years. It is the 
publicly searchable database that was mandated that we created 
under the CPSIA in 2008. So we just launched it in March. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Madame Chairwoman, when you mention 
about the things that you would have to get rid of or cut if we went 
back to 2008,. you mentioned the hotline. But it was. there before. 
It was there in 2008. So why, all of a sudden, if you could do it 
in 2008, and it was there before 2008, when we had less money, 
more money; I am not quite sure. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Because what we are trying to do is increase 
the number of investigations and increase our rate of compliance 
in investigations that we are able. to do .. When we are asked to 
make cuts, we look at what are some items that are discrete that 
we can cut. And so that was one of the t hings that would have to 
be cut. The fact that we had more money also allowed us to spend 
the $5 million that we have done on the drywall investigation, 
which is the most expensive inquiry and investigation we have ever 
done in the history of the Commission. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Okay. Let me go back to what Mr. Womack 
started talking about. We have heard a lot about some of the issues 
that may be onerous to business owners. Specifically what are the 
things that you are doing that are actually helping business be 
more competitive? Because, obviously, with technology and every
thing else~ there have got to be areas. where. you look at ways. to 
be less onerous, less expensive to business, and you can go to them 
and say, Hey, look, right now you are required to do A, B, and C. 
Let me show you a way that you can do that and you can reach 
the same level of safety without having to go through the expenses. 
Are there specific recommendations like that, that you all are going 
to the private sector on and saying, Here. is. where we. can help you 
streamline, that you do not have to do certain things that you were 
doing before because technology has changed. What are some of the 
specifics that you are doing in order to help business be more com
petitive? 

When I looked at that chart of the number of Chinese toys, and 
again, now I am going back to the same analysis that. really kind 
of frightened me, was the fact that there was at one time in our 
history when we manufactured a lot of those toys. There were a Jot 
of reasons why; clearly labor costs is one of them. But if labor cost 
was the only issue, we would not be doing anything in this country 
because labor costs are a lot less expensive in a lot of places, and 
yet we are still competitive in a number of different areas; obvi
ously, toy manufacturing is not one of them, unfortunately. 

But what are the areas, specifically, that you all are looking at 
to be more competitive where you can cut cost for business? Some 
specific areas like that that you are bringing forward? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, education is a service that we can pro
vide, and businesses tell me. that helps them tremendously. If we 
educate them on what our requirements are, then they do not 
make mistakes. They can build safety into the product. And that 
is why when I came here I wanted to create the Office of Education 
Global Outreach and Small Business Ombudsman and put three of
fices together so that we could have a targeted, standardized ap
proach. We could work with colleges and universities, trade asso-
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ciations, other government agencies, so that we can help people un
derstand what the requirements are, thereby saving them money 
so they do not have their products recalled. Recalls are not the best 
way; it hurts industry; it hurts their brand. We want to get ahead 
of that. 

Another thing is counterfeiting. We get complaints on counter
feiting. The largest problem on counterfeiting in China that we find 
is electrical products. And so the good people want us to catch the 
counterfeiters. And we are constantly working with AQSIQ, letting 
them know when we find counterfeiters. 

Another thing we have is called the 15J Rule, which means if it 
is a standard that the industry is complying with, and it is visible 
to the eye, we can then stop products that are not compliant, so 
that the good people and the compliant people get to sell their 
products. We have done this on drawstrings, hair dryers-the bob 
on the. end of the hair dryer that is the circuit breaker-if we see. 
one coming in the country that does not have that, we stop that 
at the port. So one way that we help industry is by helping the 
compliant have their share of the market and remove the people 
who do not comply. 

And the other day, Diane Sawyer did a piece where she went 
into a home and took out all the furniture that was. made. in China 
and replaced it with furniture made in the United States. And the 
cost of the furniture was essentially the same. I am going down 
next week for two days in North Carolina to go to the furniture 
market. A lot of furniture is still an industry that the United 
States has a large market share in. Next year we need to go and 
create an upholstered fabric standard; the industry has asked us 
for it. We worked on the standard for 16 years. 

We also work with standards-making bodies, such as the UL, 
which are the electrical products bodies, as well as ANSI, and 
ASTM. We work with them when we see a product that is not 
working. And with the staff working with industry on these com
mittees, we come up with a standard that improves the product 
and reduces everyone else's risk. And those are voluntary stand
ards. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Let me see if I can give the Commissioner a 
shot at that, too. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, first of all, let me just say that there is no
body that wants recalls less than every business. And that is why 
they are more efficient and better at putting in prevention ways: 
ways to test their own things, internally; ways to make sure that 
they are in compliance. For us trying, without manufacturing expe
rience, being in the plant, and knowing what is going on, it is im
possible that we could ever provide the sort of expertise that busi
nesses are able to hire and provide for their own businesses. 

In the rule-making, first of all, the rule itself, the law itself, said 
that absorbability would be one of the exclusions. If you could not 
absorb lead. If that had actua1ly meant something, and I presume 
when you passed it in Congress you meant for it to mean some
thing, much of our problems would not exist today. But the major
ity of the commissioners decided that if you rub the handlebars and 
a fraction of a fraction of a fraction of a molecule comes off, of that, 
and one percent of it is lead, the fact you could put your hand in 
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your mouth, that meant that nothing could comply with the 
absorbability standard. Even though in the world, and in Europe, 
it is an absorbability standard, if you suck on the handlebars and 
you cannot get the lead out, it is not what they call bio-available, 
they exempt all of those things. 

So when the Chair talks about, we exempted materials like cot
ton, it is the smallest, it is a list of about eight things and they 
are mostly materials. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Is there an issue in Europe with lead? 
Ms. NORTHUP. No. And more importantly, let's look at our own. 

We have CDC, NIH, EPA, that all talk about lead issues. First of 
all, one percent of the. children tested in this country reach what 
we call the tipping point of lead. They are about one and a half 
years old. They are crawling around on the floor; they are picking 
up dust that has lead in it; it is either from chipping paint, or it 
is tracked in from outside because lead was in gasoline, it was in 
the dirt; it gets tracked in, it gets on the floor. 

We do not have to research that; they tell us where children are 
impacted by lead, and how they get impacted by it. And none of 
them say, Take away your child's toys; take away their bicycle. 
None of them say, Change the screws in the cribs. And yes, there 
are some groups: the American Academy of Pediatric wants us to 
make it 60 parts per million. But when you look at their website, 
about what they recommend for children that start to have an in
crease in blood lead level, and maybe are approaching the tipping 
point, they do not say one word about it being in their toys, in the 
furniture. And why would they? Think about it. We are requiring, 
much to my dismay, and something I think the law would have al
lowed us to do differently, we are going to say that a lamp in a 
child's. room that has a child's,. say a fairy for a little girl's room, 
every single component of that is going to have to be third party 
tested: the brass; none of that is going to comply, because it all has 
lead in it. 

But that child is going to walk around the rest of the house and 
turn on the lights. And no one would say, Do not let your child 
touch a lamp. There is a ludicrousness in this .. And a lack of rea
sonableness that we could have not required it in carpets. We have 
a requirement on flammability and testing of rugs and carpets. But 
we decided that we still had to apply this third party testing re
quirement to rugs in a child's room. If they have a child's rug, say 
a star in the middle of it, that would be bought at Pottery Barn, 
you can go to Pottery Barn and buy the exact same thing with solid 
color with a yellow outline, and do not have to third party test it. 
If it has a star in the middle of it, then you have to third party 
test it. And so, do you think there will be that right? And what is 
the difference? And in the meantime, the child is going to crawl out 
of the bedroom, into the living room, into the mother's bedroom, 
none of which is tested. It does not make common sense to me. In 
places where I think we could have written the rule so we could 
have exempted out products where we already have protocols and 
they are in general use; we did not. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Yes, well, that does not pass this. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. First of all, when Congress was considering the 

CPSIA, they heard testimony from scientists, from physicians, who 
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told them there is no safe level of lead. That is why Congress put 
it in the statute that you could not let a product be used, or that 
we could not get an exemption if any lead could be absorbed. So 
it was not the majority that came up with this ruling, it was the 
plain language of the statute. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Are. you going to. come back with. recommenda-
tions to change the statute, then? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We did last year. 
Ms. NORTHUP. But not that. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. And we also wanted more flexibility in letting 

out certain products where we knew the exposure was very low. 
But in August we will go down to one hundred parts per million. 
Canada already set its lead limit for content in children's articles 
to 90. So Canada is already below us. We are seeing remarkable 
progress where industry is getting the lead out. You see lead com
ing out of zippers for children's clothing, for buttons, for toys, out 
of vinyl, you see it out of rhinestones and bling. The market is get
ting the lead out of children's products. And we do not want an 
amendment to this that will take us back so we have to test every 
article, because the CPSC does not have the capability. 

You are talking about more staff, Mr. Womack? If we had to test 
everything for solubility, when solubility depends on the child. A 
child that is deficient in calcium will absorb more lead. Lead is a 
powerful neurotoxin. There is no safe. level. It reduces the. brain 
functions and it interferes with the brain functions and the IQ of 
children. It is well-documented. So it is something that Congress 
did hear plenty of testimony about, when they said, we want the 
lead out of children's products. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Let me just, in the interest of time, thank you, 
Madame Chairman, you are being very generous. Allow me. to say 
that this is, frankly, one of the most informative hearings that I 
have been in, in my years here because we are actually beginning 
to talk about the issues. 

There always seems to be, and the legislation is part of that, an 
increase in regulation. Could you tell me what decreases in regula
tions you are either doing or you are proposing, again,. because of 
changes in technology, because the need is not there, because the 
cost is too much, or the cost is too much for the gain? Are there 
any areas where you are looking at decreasing regulation, decreas
ing activism or activity, in the private sector? 

[The information follows:] 
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Response of Chairman lnt:-z Tenenbaum to Question from the 
Honorable Mario l>iaz-Halart 

The Cc1n11nission is always .~ceking new scienlific appma1:hes a11d rcgubrory pathways 
that can dcl:n:ase the llurden on the r..:gulatcd Cl>mmuni1y. while at the ~ame time 
maintaining a high lcvd of bcahh and safety prolec:tion for consurncrs. One very n;:ccnt 
example of the Commission·s effort to case regulalory requirements whr;;:re appropriate 
involves tile testing requirements for determining compliance with lhe standard for lead 
( PbJ in painl and olhcr similar surface Cll<'.llings. s,•e Third Parry Te.,1in~for Cer1<1i11 
Childre.11 ·s l'rud11e1s; Nmict' of Rrquiremmrs for /\l'Creditatio11 of Third Parry Co1~formil\' 
Ass1•.1.rn1e111 Bodies· Lead Pf1i111. 7f> Fnl. l?''M· 18.645 (April 5. 201 lJ. 

The previous CPSC ~taff test method for determining IOlal lead in paint recogni1.cd a 
"wet chemi.~try .. method that invnlved removing p;iinl from a product by scraping or 
using a solvem. tlissolving the painl scrnpings in nitric :icid. and analyzing the acid 
solulion by spcc1r.1scopk me:rns. such as inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
speclromwy (ICP-OES). inductively coupled plasma mass spcc1rometry (ICP-'.\-1Si. 
Ila me atomic absorption spcctro1rn.·1ry (fl.AA J. ur graphite furnace atomic absorption 
spectr01m:1ry (GFAA }. 

Thes..: analytical k"l.'hniqlli:.s used in "wet ..:hemislry" are capable 1Jf yielding precise and 
accurate resulls and have low enough de1ec1iC1n limilS lO measure lead in paim at the new 
Ii mils of 90 mglk!,!. 

However. this test m..:1hod is time consuming. and typically requires several hours to 
prepare and analy1..: !'>arnplcs. and is sample destruc1i11c. ln~ufficicnt quan1itics of paint. 
such as sample~ from an item with a thin C1)ating nf paint in a small area. also can impact 
me of 1his procedure. For example. this le . .;! method rcn•mmends that a minimum ol 5 
mg nf p:.iint be collected. Colkcting al lca~t 5 mg (lf painr from produc1s with small 
painted areas can be diffkult. sLimctiml~S rn4L1iring compositing llf like paints from 
mullipk item~ ro obtain sufficient material for analysis. 

As a less burdcnsl)me alternative. thl' Cornmis~ion recently recognized the use of XRF 
t.:chnoln!(y. in addition l<J the "w('.t chemistry'" method. to test for lead in paint and either 
similar surface rnalings. Th{'. main advama~l~S of urili1.ing XIH' over rhc currcn1 
digcqion/ICP meth()d im~: 

I! XRF analysi$ is often nondcstrucrivc. and 1hc p<1il1! can be 1cs1ed in J·iru on the 
item. 

21 Lillie to no 5amplc preparation is n:.quired. whkh grea1ly reduces the analy,;is 
time and cost. Sample times for XRF i11 siru analysis ar.: typically less than live 
rninures. It takes several hours 1<1 Cl)llcct. digest. and analyze p:iint scrapings using 
the· "we! chl:mis1ry'" test method. 
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J l XRF has ihc potential h> dirc.:tly 1cs1 small painted areas. without the sometime, 
diffo.;u\t task of removing enough paint from a ~mall area 10 quantitatiwly an:ilyzc 
using the <~urrent digestion and ICP method. XRf- analyzers equipped with video 
camera~ can he used to ::ma! yzc spol si zcs l)f a few mi Iii mt:tcrs. 

4) Scm1e XRF analyzers arc portable, allowing for fidd-scrcening or produces. 

A~ resources pcrmi1. the CPSC is ;ilso cnnsidcrin~ whether to rcinitiatc a program .. ~tani;:d 
in 2004. to cond111.:t a sys!cmaric review of its cuncnr substantive regulations. The 
primary purpose of the review is to assess the degree tu which the rt·gulations under 
rnicw remain wn,istcnt wilh the Commission's program policies. 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. I want to go back and talk to our laboratory 
and our scientists to give you a complete answer. We regularly 
meet with standards-making bodies. In fact, the law is plain that 
we cannot write a mandatory rule unless the voluntary rule is 
shown to be inadequate to protect the consumer. So the great ma
jority of our rules. are. voluntary standards. The UL writes stand
ards for electrical products, for example, and most of the rules that 
the industry uses to make products are voluntary. We only make 
a rule if it is not adequate. So we will get back to you. 

Going back to the President's executive order. The order asked 
all agencies to look at significant rules. Significant is defined as 
having a certain financial, I want to say, $100 million; is that cor
rect? $100 million? 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. I think it is $100 million. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. So it has to have the impact of a $100 million. 

The only rule that we have implemented that rises to that level, 
since I have been the Chair, has been our new crib rule. And we 
worked together to give the industry time to. manufacture those, 
and also public accommodations to purchase those. But I will send 
you a list of those. But I just want to clarify, the rule-making, 
mostly, are voluntary rules that industry uses. 

Ms. NORTHUP. If I could just correct, Canada left many of their 
things at 600 parts per million lead. It was the things that were 
swallowable that they lowered to. 90 parts per million. And, again, 
I think that anything that is risky, we can ban. We have that au
thority. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, and the AAP really wanted 40 parts per 
million, not 60; so the American Academy of Pediatrics wanted us 
to set our limits not at 100, but at 40. And the compromise was 
100 when they passed the CPSIA. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you all. 
Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. Before I start, I will preface my com

ment. You spoke, Madame Chair, about the cost benefit analysis. 
And I think it is fine, in some cases, when we talk about paper
work or regulations. But cost benefit analysis can never be accept
able in terms of a child's life or safety. And I think that is where 
we have to be careful. When we study how much we are spending, 
it can never be at the risk of having a child, or any person, but 
certainly children, who were the most affected in 2007, so that is 
important. 

Which brings me to the question of the new product. testing lab 
that is slated to open very soon, compared to the CPSC's current 
laboratory. How will the new one enhance the work, and how will 
consumers ultimately benefit? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Serrano. Our lab opens in May, 
and we would like for all of you to visit the Jab with your staff, if 
you so choose. The lab is going from 37 ,000 square feet to 63,000 
square feet, and we can now perform, in the lab, many more tests 
than we were able to perform. We have a new testing laboratory 
for fireworks , for example; we have our own chemical laboratory, 
toy testing laboratory, and it will be a huge improvement over the 
laboratory that we have been operating in for so many years. So 
we appreciate the funding that Congress has provided to us. It. is 
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a $19 million project. We purchased a used building that was al
ready built for a lab, and remodeled it to fit our needs, and we hope 
that you will come out and see it. It is in Rockville, Maryland. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. And that will launch when? In May, 
you said? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. May of this year. And we would love for you all 
to come out. 

Mrs. EMERSON. That would be a good field trip, I think we 
should do that. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, please do. 
Mr. SERRANO. We can bring some Republicans' items, some 

Democrats' items, have them tested. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. You are right. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Great idea. 
Mr. SERRANO. We could bring the Federal Budget, test and see 

how much harm the cuts will cost. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Very clever. 
Mr. SERRANO. I could not help that. Every so often, you see a 

perfect example of the differences around here. It seems there are 
a significant number of Members of Congress who would like to get 
rid of the searchable database. But the public likes it. What do we 
need to know about how it is working? What is, in yow· opinion, 
the strength? What is, in your opinion, the weakness? Only to be 
fair, I think there are no weaknesses. But if someone wants to say 
there is a weakness, we certainly will hear that. But it seems to 
me that the ability for someone to get on a website and know that 
there are items they should be looking out for, cannot hurt anyone. 
We put all our legislation up on the Internet and people comment 
on it; and some love it, and some hate it; and some love us, and 
some hate us; and that is fine; that is public information. 

First of all, who is complaining about the database, other than 
Members of Congress? And what is the strength? And to be fair, 
if you want to comment on its weaknesses. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we had a spirited debate when we were 
debating the rule on the public database. But I want you to know, 
even though we televise our debates and we have open and trans
parent meetings, 86 percent of all of our decisions are unanimous. 

Mr. SERRANO. Eighty-six percent? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Eighty-six percent. But this is one where we 

had different views, and we argue our views passionately; and I 
think that is a good way to be. And once it is over, a lot of times 
we go to lunch, and we remain cordial to each other and friendly. 
But that was a very tough decision. And it was a spirited debate. 

Let me give you a little background on the database. First of all, 
the CPSC has had a website where people report data to us for a 
number of years. In fact, we receive over 17 ,000 a year. However, 
that Website is not searchable by the public, nor do we have a por
tal so that manufacturers can go on and side-by-side and give us 
their comment on what someone said about their product. In fact, 
we are the only federal agency that has a manufacturers' portal. 
NHTSA does not have one, and the other. agencies like Agriculture, 
who may have a website, do not allow manufacturers or people to 
comment side-by-side. 
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But let me give you some numbers, too. The database is a part 
of a risk-assessment system that Congress mandated that we cre
ate under the CPSIA. We have spent $23 million so far to create 
the risk-management system, and $3 million for the database. All 
the money that has been given to us has been spent because we 
launched the database. in March. 

We receive each year 458,664 reports from consumers. The ma
jority of these come from emergency-room data. We purchase emer
gency-room data on injuries people sustained from products. That 
is 397 ,000 out of the emergency room. Like I said, the website 
yields about 17,000. We collect mortality data. We get 8,000 death 
certificates, 550 medical examiners. reports or. coroner's reports. We. 
look at the newspaper every day. Commissioner Northup spoke 
about the daily reports; we find out through the newspaper who 
has drowned or who died because of a product, and that is 6,554 
reports. 

We also get a little over 163,000 reports on the hotline, but only 
5,531 are actually reports of harm from a product. A lot of people 
just call and ask us questions. Retailers such as Wal-Mart, Target, 
Sears, Home Depot, Amazon: we get about 23,000 reports from 
them, because we have got a retailers' reporting program. If they 
have a problem, they call us and let us know immediately. 

We also have a substantial product-entry hazard under Section 
15 of our statute. If the. manufacturer knows, or the importer 
knows, that their product has a defect, they have to call us. So we 
get thousands of reports, about 20,000 reports from them each 
year. So anyway, to make a long story short, you add all those up 
together, we get about a half a million reports every year on con
sumer products. 

Now let's go to the publicly searchable database. Remember, I 
said we get about 17,000 each year from our website anyway, but 
it is not searchable and it does not have the manufacturers' portal. 
Since we started in March 11, we have 436 reports of harm in the 
database. Of those, we have notified 306 manufacturers. Of those, 
we only had 17 reports that the report was materially inaccurate, 
and most of the time, 13 of the 17, the. manufacturer has said,. We. 
are not the manufacturer. We are the private labeler. And we keep 
a database on labels, so we are working very hard to track down 
who is the actual manufacturer. 

And one thing that Commissioner Northup said was every three 
days a week our attorneys and everyone sit down to go over this 
data. The reason they scrub it so hard is. they are making decisions 
now that will be our policy in terms of will we allow it on the data
base or will we not? We have 2,368 manufacturers who have reg
istered: 2,368. Now, 2,115 have been processed so that we have no
tified them. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Let me interrupt you just for a second. All right, 
let's just say I am John Q. Smith, and I have a complaint to. make 
because my baby's zipper on their jacket caused a rash on the 
baby's neck; and so that might be something that I would think 
that the zipper could have caused. And so I can go on the database 
and I can fill all of that in. I went on there; I know exactly what 
you can put in, and all the things that you require because you 
only have red stars on certain things that are definitely required. 
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Anyway, it seemed to me, unless I just felt horribly guilty about 
sending a fake report in because I could not do that just because 
there was that little signature thing at the end, but there are peo
ple who could do that. If I made my complaint, does that imme
diately get popped onto the database? Because obviously, you could 
only. search the recalls on the database,. as. of yesterday. I guess to
morrow is the launch date for all of the consumer types of reports. 
So if I put in that complaint about the zipper causing the rash on 
my baby's neck, would that automatically show up, or does it get 
sifted through by you all first? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. First of all, we would look at that and make 
sure you filled out all the data points. 

Mrs. EMERSON. But it would have kicked it back to me if I had 
not fi lled it out, right? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Right, and we would not put it on the database 
if you did not give complete information, and if you did not check 
that you verified that the information is accurate and to the best 
of your knowledge. 

And then have five days after you put that in there to send that 
to the manufacturer. And the manufacturer could say, First of all, 
it is materially inaccurate because we ai·e not the manufacturer, 
and here is who has manufactured it. It might be a private labeler, 
but anyway that is confusing it. You could say that you are not the 
manufacturer~ and then we would not post the report if you were 
not the manufacturer. We would find out who was, and notify the 
manufacturer. But we would send it to the manufacturer, and the 
manufacturer said, You know, the zipper does not touch a child's 
neck if you wear it appropriately, and why do you have the zipper 
around the child's neck anyway? 

Mrs. EMERSON .. Well if it comes up and it is. one of those types. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Okay, all right; you are right. Then they would 

say, We will take a look at it and see, or they could say, We tested 
it before we put it on the market. We tested it on 2,000 children, 
and no one had a rash. Maybe yom child has a sensitivity. 

Mrs. EMERSON. But my point is, or my question really is, if I 
make. that complaint and I just made it up to cause harm to a com
petitor, would that get posted on the website? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, if it is a competitor, then it would not be 
a true. 

Mrs. EMERSON. In other words, is it possible that false data could 
be put on the website? 

Ms .. TENENBAUM .. If we find out that it is false data,. we will turn 
it over to the Justice Department. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well I understand that. Is it possible that false 
data could be put on? Because I went through the whole thing; I 
could have made up anything on there last night and at least sent 
it, but that is what worries me. After I pushed the Send button, 
does it pop up on the. database? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No, we have to send it to the manufacturer 
first. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Right, but it is possible, though? 
Mr. SERRANO. But the manufacturer would have a right, prior to 

posting it to say, This is not true. 
Ms .. TENENBAUM. Right, they would. 
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Mr. SERRANO. You know, we go through that. We have a meeting 
and people get up and say, You did this and you did that, and we 
say No we did not. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. And anyway, if we find out that it is false, it 
is against a federal statute to give false information to an govern
ment agency. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well of course I know that, but there are some 
people who do not care. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well first of all, of course the manufactw·er can 
say, We tested it, it did not happen. They would not say that they 
tested it on 2,000 people. I mean, you think they tested a 
sweatshirt on 2,000 people? So they would probably say it complies 
with all the norms, and that comment could go up if it wanted. But 
the point is, yes, it would go up on the database. 

The problem with the database is a number of things. First. of 
all, you do not have to have firsthand information about an inci
dent in order to put information in. Now let me just say, as a moth
er of six children, I can tell you that many, many products over the 
course of my children's lives got altered. You know, somebody 
bumped into one of the kids bikes, and Oh, it bent it when we were 
trying to fix it,. the. screw broke, so. we got. another. screw. I mean, 
you put things back together. So let's say the bike broke and my 
child broke their arm. I go to the hospital and the hospital reports 
it, and it goes in and it says the child broke their arm. I mean, I 
know that the bike was altered. I would be willing to tell the man
ufacturer that the bike was altered. But the incident on the data
base is not going to show that. 

Mr. SERRANO. But are we not, in a way, Commissioner, being 
picky, perhaps? I mean, there is always that danger. There is a 
contradiction going around this country now. We have got to return 
government back to the people. We have got to give information to 
the people. The people, the people, the people. I am all on board 
with that. But yet in this particular case where the people have an 
opportunity to say something is wrong and then you have an oppor
tunity to see if indeed that is cotTect, and yes you run the risk that 
some information is incorrect, I would think that this should fall 
right in line with this new belief, or thjs renewed belief to give 
more power to the people. I mean, here the people can go online 
and say, I was. affected by this. Will you check it out? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, Mr. Serrano, let me just say that as a mat
ter of fact, I use that information all the time. 

Mr. SERRANO. And one last point. Since it is one of those few 
agencies that allow the manufacturer to say, Not true, which I 
think is pretty fair, well, what is really the problem? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, the problem, first of all, is that it does not 
require enough information that comes in. Right now, American 
people have all of that at their fingertips. If you go on Amazon.com 
and you say you want to order a Graco highchair, you will get a 
choice of over a hundred products. They will be from $55 to $148. 
And you can also check that you want to see what consumers say 
about it, and they will tell you whether it was hard to put together, 
whether they sent the wrong item, whether they thought it was 
overpriced, and yes, much of it is safety information. So there is 
already in the market, without us spending this enormous amount 
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of money, and we can talk about the amount of money later, there 
is all that information available to the American people. What is 
important about what comes into the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission is that we are expected to take action about products, 
and so it is important that we have accurate information. 

Now, if you go on, let's say I buy that highchair, and then Ama
zon.com sends me an e-mail and says, Why do you not comment 
about this highchair? And if I click on that link, it takes me right 
back to the highchair I bought, so we know exactly what the prod
uct is. What comes into us, you say who the manufacturer is, 
Graco. You say it is a highchair. You do not have to say which one 
of the 120 items it is. Maybe you have not even thought about that, 
and you say the leg broke. WelJ, how does Graco know which one? 
Is it the $55 highchair, or is it the $148 highchair? How do we 
know which one it is? 

The person putting in the incident has to give their name and 
address. That is fine. But we already have third-party groups put
ting in data. What if it is Consumer Reports?. What if it is a trial 
lawyer trying to make a class-action suit? This is what is terrifying 
the manufacturing community, the fact that without enough infor
mation, how do they comment on it if they do not even know which 
highchair? And if it comes in through a third-party organization 
that does not know who the consumer is, they got the report, then 
we cannot even verify it ourselves if we want to do safety informa
tion. So the first problem with this is is that it does not require 
enough information. 

Let's say a highchair broke at my Thanksgiving dinner. Is it the 
highchair I lugged up from the basement that is 30 years old? Or 
is it the one I bought last year when my first grandchild was born? 
Or is it the. antique I have sitting next. to the. fireplace? None. of 
that has to be given. 

Mr. SERRANO. I understand. At the beginning, if I recall cor
rectly, you said, Do not fund the database. Right? Now you are say
ing, Make the database better. I mean, I am not putting words in 
your mouth. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, let me just say, I would say do not fund it 
until you can make it better. But having been on appropriations 
and knowing that you cannot legislate on appropriations, that is 
one of the problems. There are other problems with it too, but I 
think you can improve it. I actually wrote a rule that I thought 
would have made the database something really good for con
sumers,. and really good for us .. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. And we used a lot of the points made in it. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Not the big ones. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, here is another thing too. We do not re

quire the model as a required field, as you saw yesterday. But we 
do have it as a field that we want people to provide. 

Mr. SERRANO .. Why did you not require. the. model?. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. The product might have burned up, it might 

have been destroyed. But 90 percent of the people are putting the 
model in, so we do have a lot of information on the model. It could 
have been a cause of a fire in a home. I turned on my microwave 
the other day and flames shot out. Had I turned it on and walked 
outside, it could have caught the kitchen on fire. 
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Mr. SERRANO. This happened to you, you are saying? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, it did. 
Mr. SERRANO. Sue. No, I am only ltidding. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, I threw it away because I said, This thing 

is old, and I did not report it. So I just took it to the recycle place 
and did not let anybody use. it. 

Mr. SERRANO. Right, I understand. I was only kidding. 
Mrs. EMERSON. My husband did it by putting silver foil or alu

minum foil in the thing, and blew up a brand new, never used 
microwave. And it was time to get a new one. 

Ms. NORTHUP. He did not want to cook, did he? Clever. 
Mr. SERRANO. On behalf of men all over America. 
So what are you hearing from manufacturers that are close with 

that? Because I know that there is a concern, but let me preface 
my comments by saying that I think this is one of the better items 
that we have in the federal government, the ability of the public, 
the consumers, to come and state their case, and the idea of having 
the manufacturer's side-by-side comment. Can it be fixed,. can it be 
made better, can it be more efficient? Absolutely. But I am worried 
about your initial statement, Do not fund it. I like your later state
ment, Do not fund it until you make it better. I do not like the Do 
not fund it at any level, but this is a good thing and if it can be 
made better, of course. But this is one power we have given to the 
people that we should not take away. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, what I am hearing from manufacturers is 
that manufacturers are signing up for the business portal, 2,368, 
and they are taking this very seriously. Another thing is we had 
a workshop for manufacturers and all of our stakeholders before we 
even wrote the rule on the database, and that was extremely help
ful. After the databases rule, we had a separate workshop for the 
manufacturers. We want manufacturers to feel confident that we 
are going to do everything to find the actual manufacturer, and 
that we are going to work with them to ensure that only truthful 
information is on the database. And as Commissioner Northup 
said, we are meeting every Monday morning for a few hours be
cause the decisions. we make now set precedent. 

But if I could say about the entire IT modernization, that has 
been so important, because we had five different silos of data at the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission. The CPSIA required us to 
modernize our whole IT system so that all of the data can be 
tracked through the agency so that we can have case management, 
so everyone, whether you are. in the legal department or in the lab
oratory or are in compliance, can look at the same cases at the 
same time. This vvill revolutionize and allow us to intervene early 
on emerging hazards. And so I wanted to please give that informa
tion, because our people have worked so hard to modernize our IT 
system. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Ms. NORTHUP. If I may, please do not interpret our meetings 

with manufacturers as saying that there is not universal angst 
over this. And I agree with you, information is powerful, but I 
would also tell you that if identifying, for example, let's say the 
Graco highchair. If that is given information to consumers to go 
buy a different kind of highchair that may be less. safe, because 
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maybe Graco swamps the market, there are five billion of those out 
there. If accurate information is helpful, inaccurate information is 
not only unhelpful, it could be dangerous, and the idea that requir
ing the model number, and also the approximate date it was pur
chased so that is it something still on the market or is it something 
that was made 30 years ago? These were amendments that were 
offered by those of us, is ways to make this a more useful database, 
and they were turned down by the majority. So there is great dis
agreement about this. 

And finally, if today, we get a comment from a manufacturer say
ing, We do not see how this could happen, this does not seem like 
a leg could have broken off the highchair, whatever they say, in 
other words, a question about materially inaccurate. How much 
chance of one of the incidents going up tomorrow? They have no 
transparency and no confidence that we will be able to resolve that 
material inaccuracy before tomorrow. And what this rule said is if 
we have not resolved the material inaccuracy, it goes up. So if I am 
GE, and somebody puts in something and we cannot resolve the 
material inaccuracy, it goes up. That is wrong. That is wrong. 

Mr. SERRANO. All right, well my time has come up. Let me just 
make one comment. And we are not here knocking the business 
community, but I am still waiting for that day when the business 
community says, Why do you not regulate us on this? Why do you 
not supervise? Why do you not check into us? I suspect if tomorrow 
we said, Government will not issue one rule for the next year. You 
guys regulate yourselves on every subject, a year will pass, and 
probably not one rule will come out of the business community say
ing, We should not do this. And so we did not get to be the great 
country we are by just allowing everybody to do as they please. We 
set in place some things to protect people, and to protect workers, 
and to protect the consumer, and to protect the business commu
nity, and so on and so forth. Thank you. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you, Mr. Serrano. Mr. Womack. 
Mr. WOMACK. Are fewer recalls good or bad? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, for industry, fewer recalls are good, be

cause it means that their brand is not called into question. And 
that is what we want to get ahead of. We want to make sure that 
we can work with industry to be proactive so that they understand 
what the requirements are, and they can build safety into the prod
uct so that they will have fewer recalls. For all products in fiscal 
year 2008, we had 564 recalls. In 2010 fiscal year, we had 428. For 
toys, 2008 was 172, and fiscal year 2010 was 44. So recalls are, we 
say, are declining. And most of our recalls are voluntary, the com
pany calls us and says, We have a problem and we want to work 
with you to recall the product. Which we do. There is a fast-track 
So, we work with industry when they have a problem to go ahead 
and get the product off the market. But we would like to see fewer 
recalls because it costs companies a lot of money. 

Mr. WOMACK. Well, in previous administrations, like during a 
Republican administration, fewer recalls might be looked at, and 
probably were looked at, as a sign that we were not doing our jobs. 
And yet, we are going to ask for more people so we can push for 
fewer recalls. So which is it? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, what it is, is that we have put the new 
people, a large number of the staff, in import surveillance. And we 
are working with CBP so that we look at that pre-arrival manifest 
data, and we can target products before they are unloaded. But 
now we have an office in Beijing, and with our Office of Education, 
Global Outreach, and Small Business Ombudsman, we will be able 
to form partnerships and train more people in China, in Vietnam, 
and in other areas. When I went to Vietnam, the government of 
Vietnam was so appreciative of us visiting. I think if we could have 
stayed longer, they would have extended our visa, because they 
wanted to ask all kinds of questions, because they had government
operated labs. And if I could have had our staff stay there to make 
sure that their laboratories were running the tests that we were 
requiring that they ran, they would have appreciated it. So we are 
looking for ways to educate governments as well as educate busi
nesses. Every time we go to China and meet with the Chinese, we 
put on a seminar. We did one on training on ATVs, and what the 
requirements. are for ATVs. We had 150 people attend that sem
inar. American manufacturers who manufacture their products in 
China welcome the idea that we will work with them to educate 
manufacturers and their workers. So, where I am headed, is in pre
vention. I want to help manufacturers. I want to help them have 
fewer recalls. 

Mr. WOMACK. Ms. Northup. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Well, measuring whether or not we are effective 

by the number of recalls is just spin. I mean, when we had a lot 
of recalls-like I said, it happened in 2007; it happened under the 
lowest budget, but it happened because when they thought there 
was a pattern, the agency sprung into action, and so did all the 
businesses spring into action. This is. similar. to what our Chair has 
done with regard to cribs, with regard to strollers. When we see 
that a strolJer cuts off a finger, what she has done, and she has 
really initiated this as part of the proactive work she has done, she 
immediately requires that we look at strollers that have exactly the 
same hardware to make sure we are not going to have more fingers 
being amputated tomorrow. And they end up being recalled .. And 
so yes, we would like to decrease the recalls, and companies want 
to decrease the recalls, too. They are putting in place their own 
safety, and prevention, and tracking, and so forth. But the agency, 
here, is good and, I believe, has gotten better at being proactive 
about looking at something that is a real critical issue and imme
diately stretching out beyond that .. 

Mr. WOMACK. One of the concerns I have, as a new member of 
Congress and when I talked to people in advance of being elected, 
it was the concept of government underwriting risk. At some point 
in time, you just cannot eliminate all risk. It is just fundamental. 
It is part of life. You cannot write a code for every circumstance, 
and you cannot craft a law to prevent something bad from hap
pening. And when you interject the human factor into our everyday 
lives, things happen. We had a case in northwest Arkansas this 
year involving a kid. It was a very unfortunate tragedy. A young 
man was crushed to death by a soccer goal that came over and hit 
him. It was very unfortunate; one of my constituents. But the an
swer on the. state level was to change the law and require that all 
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soccer goals are made by a certain licensed company doing certain 
things, when we all know that the issue was not the construct, it 
was the anchoring. And so, fortunately, Arkansas got it right and 
changed the law to require anchoring. 

But the point I am making is we just cannot eliminate all risk. 
The balance I am looking for, as a legislator, is: At what point do 
we get into diminishing returns in our desire to want to protect the 
public? Diminishing returns meaning that we are going so far into 
the regulatory process that we are killing jobs, ruining our econ
omy, but boy, look at the things that we are doing to protect hu
mankind from some things that are nothing more than just bad 
judgment and misapplication, a poor build out of the product, be
cause they did not go by the complicated diagram that came with 
it-and I am the master at that-so I am philosophically saying 
that I want us to be very careful that we do not get into a situation 
where we are throwing the baby out with the bathwater. Now, for 
the record, I would like for your agency to provide the breakdown 
of additional personnel in your ramping up, and where those per
sonnel are going to be assigned; to which office they are going to 
be assigned. 

How many of them will go to the Chairman's office? How many 
will go to the Office of the Executive Director? How many will be 
in Public Affairs? The point here is that I want to see if the 
ramping up of personnel is going direct to the operational functions. 
of the organization, deployed out to the areas where they actually 
can make a difference, and not just serve to add a few more layers 
of administrative, bureaucratic red tape within the agency. That is 
one of my concerns. 

[The information follows;] 
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And then, finally, I want to ask this question: Madam Chairman, 
do you actually go to the toy manufacturers? Mattel has been men
tioned already, and it has been a while since I have bought a lot 
of toys, but go to the shelf at Toys R Us. Do you go to those manu
facturers as part of your outreach and sit down with the CEOs and 
the. General Counsel of these organizations, and actually ask, What 
can we do better with our agency as it concerns your capacity to 
deliver goods to your consumers? What can we do better? And I am 
not talking about the Ombudsman's program. I am just talking 
about: What have you done, as the Chairman, what has your Com
mission done to go out here and see how we can create jobs in this 
country, making these products for the benefit of the. people that 
are consuming? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you for that question, Mr. Womack. And 
yes, I do sit down with CEOs. I recently went to China and met 
with the five CEOs of the largest Chinese toy manufacturers. And 
they are Chinese. I have met with them twice now since I have 
been Chair. And they were telling us, and told me personally, what 
their concerns were with certain rules. They were also very proud 
that they had created a chemical database so that they are going 
to track every chemical that goes into a child's toy, and they would 
have software that recorded that. I have been, personally, up to 
New York to visit with the CEO and the leaders of Hasbro. I have 
worked with Mattel. And in fact, Kitty Pilarz, who is in senior 
leadership at Hasbro, Chairs the Toy Standards Making Com
mittee for ASTM. So we meet with them and have interaction with 
them regularly. When we put rules out, we provide for a period of 
comment, and we write down every question, and we provide an 
answer to every question we receive, and we have comments on 
rules. So we. work closely with the industry. to develop voluntary 
standards, as well as mandatory. And I do make it a part of my 
job as Chairman to meet with people. 

Mr. WOMACK. Same for apparel and strollers? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. Last year, when the American Apparel 

and Footwear Association had their meeting, they asked me to 
come over and speak. And they said, You are coming into the lion's 
den. And I said, That is fine. And I not only gave a speech, I an
swered questions. I have been to children's apparel companies in 
China as well as the United States, to their distribution centers. 
I have gone to China and watched the testing that companies do 
on strollers and that is what I said earlier. We ought to be telling 
the. great stories of what our American companies do to ensure the 
quality and the safety of their products. It is extraordinary. When 
you see that a stroller gets on a treadmill and for days is run over 
and over again through that treadmill so that it is durable and be
fore its release, it is remarkable what our companies are doing to 
ensure the safety of people and that is the good story we ought to 
tell. 

And they are working hard to get the lead out. We had a hearing 
the other day on what would be the impact on industry when we, 
in August, go to 100 parts per million. We have asked that Con
gress change the law so it is only prospectively applied. We had one 
of the largest third-party testing laboratories testify that they had 
already tested 90,000 units. of products and have found that over 
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90 percent, in fact, I think it was 94 to 95 percent already are of 
less than 100 parts per million. 

And so the industries have complied, they are moving forward. 
I am person whose glass is always half full. My husband and his 
family were in the steel business for a number of years, and I know 
that steel had to meet many requirements, and I never heard them 
complain about the requirements that steel had to have, the stand
ards. But I am also positive when I see what American companies 
are doing to ensure the safety and remove the risk for customers. 

Mr. WOMACK. I just want to make sure when those conversations 
are taking place, it is not, I am from the government and I am the 
bad guy; or, I am perceived to be. the bad guy,. and there. is a reason 
for that because we can be your worst enemy if you are not doing 
certain things. I want that to be a good open line of communication 
because I think that is the way back to get regulation out of the 
business of stopping this dilemma we have called lack of job cre
ation. Mr. Chairman, I will give it back. 

Mr .. DIAZ-BALART .. Thank you, Mr. Womack, and again, I apolo
gize, but we are all kind of going back and forth to other hearings. 
I hope that some of these issues that I am going to bring up, maybe 
if they have already been addressed, just let me know. The IT mod
ernization issue, when the private sector does IT modernization, 
they usually then are able to shrink the size of the personnel. How 
many less people are. you going to. need if you do. go forward with 
the IT modernization? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, the IT modernization goes back to the 
fact that we had all of this data coming in. I do not know if you 
were here when I talked about the amount of data; it is almost half 
a million from various sources. And we had them in separate sys
tems so that when we wanted to look across all these systems, our 
people had to manually go through system after system. And when 
Congress asked us to modernize our IT system, it wanted the 
CPSC to have one system that you would put all those systems in 
a data warehouse, and so that you could see emerging hazards. Ev
eryone in the agency could pull up the same system and would 
have the. data in there. IT modernization will go on into govern
ance, case management, finances; our whole system will be mod
ernized. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. So it will be more efficient? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. It will be more efficient. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Right, but if you are going to be more efficient, 

and you just mentioned about how right now people. have. to do. it 
manually, that hopefully will not be the case. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we do not want to just investigate 10 per
cent of all the claims we have. This is our investigation rate. These 
were projected even before the database, that these are the 
incidences that keep going up, the number of reports, and we are 
only able to investigate 10 percent .. So we are asking for 24 new 
people this year to look at all this data that is coming in, to look 
at the incidents reports, and to do investigations. We are trying to 
keep people safer. This is a good return on our investment. 

If you look at our little agency, $118 million, 500 people, and we 
have 300 ports of entry, we have 19 people at those ports. We are 
trying to create as many partnerships as. possible through our Edu-
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cation, Global Outreach, and Small Business Ombudsman. We are 
working with other agencies, but it is a huge investment, $118 mil
lion, this little tiny agency, and we have over 15,000 products. We 
have 80 percent of the toys coming from China, and you know that 
this is a global complex supply chain. It is a good investment; it 
is a good return .. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. I am not denying that, Madam Chairwoman, 
but again, just specifically about that issue. Usually when you get 
more efficient, you can then, since you are more efficient and you 
are investing in technology which costs money, you are able then 
be more efficient. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we were. tiny to begin with. Just in 2008, 
we had 393 people when we used to have almost 1,000. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. So you are not going to then reduce that with 
IT technology? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We are trying to be more effective in spotting 
dangers early. We are trying to be more effective in keeping con
sumers safe. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Okay, let me ask you this, though, now. Mr. 
Serrano mentioned something which I think is accurate. He men
tioned that obviously if whoever, right? You could tell people you 
regulate yourself. Unless you have a reason to regulate yourself, 
whether it is for business reasons, whatever, you are not going to 
do it. The flip side of that is that usually if government were al
lowed to say, Hey, what regulations would you get rid of? unless 
they are forced to, they do not voluntarily usually. I think on both 
counts, we could probably agree that that is the case. 

Mr. SERRANO. If I may, I do not know if you were here, but I 
think I may have coined a new phrase which is, Do not over-regu
late, but do not under-protect. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Sure. And I think that is the balance that we 
all try to reach, and there is disagreement on what that balance 
always is. But when, for example, CPSIA, the legislation that we 
have been talking about, when those regulations are taking place, 
is there an estimate as to, when you speak to the businesses that 
you are going to deal with either on the legislation or anything 
else, as to what those regulations are going to do as far as actual 
cost to the manufacturers, how much it is actually going to cost 
them dollars-wise, which then translates to jobs or not? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, well, prior to the CPSIA and before we im
plemented our proposed rule, we had to do a cost estimate. Now, 
under the CPSIA, Congress decided that we needed to promulgate 
rules on durable nursery equipment: toddler beds, bassinets, slings, 
baby bouncers, baby bath seats, baby walkers. And Congress said, 
Under these rules, you do not have to do a cost estimate. We are 
going to put CPSIA rule making under the Administrative Proce
dures Act because Congress had testimony that children were 
killed in defective cribs, play yards, and Congress wanted us to 
work with industry and first of all, look at the voluntary standard. 
And most of the rules for consumer products are voluntary. Very 
few are mandatory rules. 

So we work with industry on the voluntary standard and look to 
see if it is strong enough. And if it was not strong enough, we are 
to come. back with our own rule .. We have passed baby bath seats, 
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baby walkers, full size and non-full size cribs. And Congress re
quired us to have two new rules every six months proposed. Two 
rules every six months of proposed rules. We will vote on next 
week, bed rails, portable bed rails on youth beds. We just had a 
briefing yesterday on toddler beds. We will also do bassinets this 
year. So we are. keeping up with the schedule, but we do not have 
to do cost estimates on those. But, for example, if we do uphol
stered furniture, which we have been working on 16 years, we will 
have to do a cost estimate. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Yes, Commissioner, do you want to comment? 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes, we do these rules, but I should say the Regu

latory Flexibility Act, just the one on youth beds and rails, showed 
that there would be substantial harm to businesses and that it 
would cause some of the small businesses, primarily small busi
nesses, to get out of business. But that does not stop us from 
issuing the regulation; we go ahead and do it anyway. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Right. So, okay, let me just see if I understood 
that. 

Ms. NORTHUP. We are required, as the chair said, we are re
quired to take two durable goods every six months and issue a rule. 
And so if we look at youth beds and rails, there really is not a lot 
of injury on these. The injury data is very, very low. But we are 
required to consider how maybe these could be made so that even 
and so we issued new rules. And there. is substantial product dif
ference that we are making, that we are going to require. And so, 
businesses that have been in this business for years, that are 
small, that are not going to be able to cover these sort of changes, 
they, and our regulatory flex analysis said there will be substantial 
problems for some of them, some will go out of business. But it 
does not stop us. from issuing the. regulation. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Let me put it this way. If it does not stop you, 
then. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Just to require that we do it. I mean, I know, it 
is, I mean--

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. However, that is not part of the decision mak
ing. 

Ms. NORTHUP. It is not part of the decision making. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. In other words, it is the consequences of the 

decisions? 
Ms. NORTHUP. We are required to do a regulatory analysis. Not 

only that, the law does not say. We still have to issue, what would 
we do? It is the law there that requires us to address. every single 
child's durable product on a certain pace, and to consider how we 
can make it safer. And every one of them comes with a regulatory 
analysis. Some of them, the changes are because they are a product 
that is more likely to cause injury, or there is more. The companies 
themselves have evolved over the years. But in some cases, the 
product, there is a low incident rate, but we still are required to 
consider bow the product might be revamped, so that it would be 
safer, and to issue those as mandatory standards. We are required 
to do that. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. That is because of the new law? 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. And you do not have flexibility there?. 
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Ms. NORTHUP. No. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. That is amazing, by the way. That is truly 

amazing. Particularly in this day and age. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yesterday's regulatory flexibility analysis was one 

that certainly caught my eye because of the number of companies 
that they thought it would impact negatively. If you are in multiple 
products, you will be able to spread your cost over more products, 
and so there will not be a problem. But, it said that, for businesses 
that only make youth beds, or that are smaller businesses, that it 
would have a negative effect, and may put them out of business. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. And the flipside, what would be the positive ef
fect? Do we know what the positive effect would be, how many less 
deaths? How many less, do we know that? 

Ms. NORTHUP. You could say how many deaths there were over 
the last 20 years. Over the last 20 yeaJ·s, do you know that? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. On the toddler beds, there were two. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Over the last 20 years? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. I do not know if it was 20. years, but there were 

two because they got between the railing and the mattress and 
were suffocated. But the rule, the reg flex language in the toddler 
beds said that if you are a responsible manufacturer, and you are 
already following the voluntary standards, you would be impacted 
far less than the people who are manufacturing toddler beds, are 
not following the voluntary standard. It did not say that they 
would go out of business; it said it would have a substantial impact 
because then you will have to follow what was already the stand
ard. But if you are a responsible manufacturer already following, 
you will have less impact. It did not say anyone would go out of 
business. It just said it would have a substantial impact. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. But, if you are doing it, two is a tragedy, I 
mean, one is a tragedy. 

Ms. NORTHUP. The problem with youth beds is that the majority 
of injuries occur because people, you are not supposed to use a 
youth bed for a child under the age of two, and it is primarily when 
people put a six-month-old or an eight-month-old in a youth bed, 
that they have. an injury. But we are required to consider use. and 
abuse. And so, if it is foreseeable that people are going to put eight
months-old in there, we have no flexibility on this with the law, in 
terms of whether we decide to issue a mandatory standard. That 
is what the law requires us to do. And it has to include use and 
abuse. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. I think that is one of those things that does 
not quite pass the logic test. I mean, I do not know what the stats 
are. And again, one tragedy is a tragedy for that family, as a par
ent we all know that that is an incredible tragedy. But I do not 
know if we have stats about how many kids may die because they 
fall downstairs. I do not know if there is, I do not know what those 
are, but I guess you could put Nerf stairs so that they bounce. You 
could, I mean, obviously. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Use a gate, you could use a gate. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Right. But I mean even then. And then are we 

going to require a gate that closes by itself with a motion detector. 
The bottom line is that we could always go to the extreme. And we 
would like that nobody ever dies and nobody ever gets injured, ob-
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viously. As a parent, that is what we would all like. But it seems 
to me that if you are dealing with two tragedies, and they are trag
edies, some of those may be because there is misuse. And then, we 
can lose jobs for that, which is a huge tragedy. Because those are 
probably jobs that, those people might have children as well. It 
seems to me that that does not pass. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, I do not know that anyone will lose their 
job. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Well we do not know if--
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, the top, on the durable nursery equip

ment, what we were seeing was a trend, in that the materials used 
were flimsy and the hardware was not as strong as it needed to 
be. Particularly cribs. We had over 30 deaths in drop-side cribs. 
And that is because the drop-side, if you looked at the wood, it was 
not the strong wood that was required for a crib. We did not re
quire a racking test, which we are now, that we borrowed from 
Canada. And the hardware was plastic. 

Now, we had a baby bed in our family that everyone in the fam
ily passed around. But it was a stronger wood, and the hardware 
was made out of metal, so it slid up and down and did not come 
detached from the sides. So you are seeing a lot of products that 
are being made that are not as durable. And that is why, when 
Congress heard testimony about infants and children being killed, 
and hurt severely, they wanted the best product. 

Look at car seats. Look how strong car seats are now. Look at 
the strollers. When I visited the stroller factory, it was amazing to 
see all the tests that they put that stroller through so that a child 
is not harmed. And so it really is the safety of the child. It is based 
on the best science. It is based on the best engineering that we 
know. And we have worked with the Standards Committee. And I 
want to point out that there are probably 1,000 standards-making 
committees around the world. Think about that. And most of the 
standards for products that you use are voluntary. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. I understand. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. It pales in comparison to mandatory rules. But 

Congress heard testimony and they said, We want you to work 
with the Standards Committee, look at what the standards are for 
toddler beds, and if you think they can be made stronger, make 
them stronger. And that is what we are doing for all durable nurs
ery products. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. But you could always make everything strong-
er. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, this is based on the best science. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. How many people die in automobile accidents? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, look at the automobiles. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. I know, but we can make them better. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. How much they have changed? 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. But we can make them better. And we can 

make them stronger. We can make it so that nobody dies by lit
erally wrapping people in bubble wrap, and putting in a nerf car. 
I mean, we could. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. But we do not feel like we are doing that .. We 
feel like we. are. really using the best science .. 
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Mr. DrAZ-BALART. I understand that. I understand that. But 
there gets to a point where, then, the cost benefit analysis shows 
you that you are going overboard. And I, again, I am not talking 
about this specific case, I am just saying that there is a time when 
you go overboard, and where are. we not reaching that case, par
ticularly in the case where, again, two tragedies, horrible tragedies, 
when you are dealing with two tragedies, some of those may be 
misuse. And then you have the potential of hurting people's busi
nesses who have kids, and that is a tragedy as well. Are we not 
potentially going overboard? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We are very sensitive to that. But we also are 
sensitive that our mission is to keep children and families safe, and 
we believe that we need to be. 

Mr. DrAZ-BALART. I understand that, but every day we are losing 
more and more jobs overseas. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, I think that there are a number of fac
tors. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. There are. 
Ms. NORTHUP. If I could just say, if I had been asked what sort 

of changes you might make in the rule, I might make mandatory 
standards for durable infant goods where there is a trend towards 
injury related to the product and how it is made. We were not 
given that, nor have we sent up that, as a recommendation, but the 
fact is that when we change something, when we tell somebody 
they have to re-engineer their product, and there has been a low 
incident rate on dangers to them, but never mind, we do not care, 
do it. And they either go out of business, or lose product, or cannot, 
or it is prohibitively expensive to re-engineer this. That is a ques
tion that Congress will have to consider. But it would be. a rec
ommendation that I would make. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. And finally, and again, I will submit some 
questions on Chinese drywall. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We have a lot to tell you on that. If you want 
us to meet with you personally, we certainly will. We will even 
come to. your district and have a public hearing. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you. Just lastly, do consumers have any 
responsibility to check products for quality and safety, or really is 
it kind of government control to do that? In other words, should 
government be in a position to make sure that everything is safe, 
and so that consumers never have to worry about checking to see 
if one. product is stronger? Because they are. all going to be as 
strong, or checking that one product. Is there any responsibility 
that we as consumers should have, or really is it that frankly 
should government be taking care of those issues so that con
sumers should never have to worry about those things? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, philosophically I believe that everyone 
has. the. responsibility. to use products responsibly .. But l also feel 
like the government plays a key role in working with manufactur
ers in coming up with the best standard possible for products. I re
member when I read The Jungle, which was about the 
meatpacking industry, years ago when I was in high school and 
how the meat was contaminated because we had not regulated the 
meatpacking industry appropriately. And I remember that book 
from years and years ago, and what an impression that made on 
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me. My first job in state government in South Carolina was licens
ing childcare facilities and going in to old buildings that could bare
ly pass fire safety standards, and worrying about children dying in 
those facilities. I have been a child advocate all my life, and my job 
is to protect children who cannot protect themselves. 

Every week, we see some product that is pretty incredible and 
we all say, Good gracious, why would anybody think that the use 
of that would be safe? We looked at one yesterday, and it is almost 
unanimously, Oh, that is so unsafe. So we have to balance that. 
You cannot over-regulate, but you also have to look at who your 
most vulnerable citizens are, and that is children and elderly peo
ple, and people who cannot take care of themselves. 

So I think it is good that we have a rule that says you have to 
have a voluntary standard first, and the industry has to. govern 
itself. And if you find that that standard's not effective in keeping 
people safe, then you can write a mandatory rule. I think that is 
the way it should be. And the great majority of rules are voluntary 
rules that industry makes themselves. And like I said, there are 
probably 1,000 standards-making bodies around the world, and 
they work very hard to make. sure that the standards are the best 
that they know. It is our job if we have new scientific information 
to work with them to improve these standards. And that is basi
cally my philosophy. 

Ms. NORTHUP. First of all, we do not oversee products because 
they are flimsy .. I mean, because a product is. flimsy, because it 
breaks, we. do not have any oversight of that. It is only if it has 
the potential to injure somebody that we have a responsibility for 
it. So, yes, somebody going in. But remember, there are plenty of 
families that are of modest income, and they go in and they look 
at a crib, and they are judging, What can I afford? And they have 
to presume that every crib there on the floor is going to be. safe. 

I. remember as. a mom myself thinking that was not what I. was 
thinking. I was thinking would it last, sort of thing. And so if it 
is unsafe, that is where we have a responsibility. It is this law that 
required us to make mandatory standards that what the chair just 
said is exactly right. We should have voluntary standards, and 
when we see that there is a danger, and the. voluntary standards. 
are. not sufficient to protect children, then we should make a man
datory standard. The law did not allow us to do that. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you. Mr. Serrano. I believe you Ms. 
Northop. 

Mr. SERRANO. Just a closing statement because I need to leave, 
myself. The database does exactly what you mentioned. It puts re
sponsibility on the consumer to put forth information, and then it 
allows the manufacturer to say yes or no and defend themselves. 
Secondly, what role does the consumer play and should government 
play a role? Well, our colleague, Henry Waxman, I remember, I am 
old enough to remember this, asked the tobacco company over and 
over. and over at public hearings for a series, for a number of years, 
How harmful are. you?. And each one said, Oh, we are. not harmful 
at all. It is fine. And we now know differently. 

And lastly, one of the attacks these days is on labor unions. 
Labor unions have too much power. Well, how did they gain some 
power? Because there is an HBO special running around now, sad 
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special, about 146 women who died at the shirt factory in New 
York because there were no rules and no regulations whatsoever. 
And so yes, we do not want to over-regulate, but as I said, we need 
to protect. And there is the balance. 

But this knee-jerk reaction that we hear from some folks in this 
country, not necessarily Members of Congress, that everything is 
over-regulation, no. The commissioner is right. You go into the 
store to buy a crib, and the issue should not be because I cannot 
afford the more expensive crib, am I getting a bad crib unsafe for 
my child? That person should know that whether it is a $50 crib 
or a $500 crib it is safe for their child. And if their work is to make 
sure. that happens, I do not think that is. over-regulating. That is 
actually protecting the consumer. And I thank you for your testi
mony. It has been a wonderful hearing. But do not get up until the 
chairman. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you, Mr. Serrano. You and I here do not 
have a philosophical disagreement. We may have a disagreement 
as to how much over-regulation there may be. or not, but I think 
we have heard it from both of you today that there are some issues 
where we may have gone overboard, where they do not have flexi
bility. 

Mr. SERRANO. Well, you are coming from a point that makes 
sense to me which is that you know that the big Yankees payroll 
was beaten by the Marlins team with a payroll of about $1.50, and 
so you say less is better. Well, maybe not. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Mr. Se1Tano, I still detect a little bitterness 
there on that one. I do. I just do. And I know you cannot help it, 
and it is okay. Let me just thank both of you. This has been, I 
think, one of the most really illuminating hearings that I have had 
the privilege of being with in a long time .. You both have put issues 
on the table, you have done so straightforwardly and have taken 
our questions and answered our questions. I just cannot thank you 
enough. And we hopefully will continue this conversation, because 
both of you have just been wonderful today. Thank you so much. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you so much. 
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Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government 

Hearing on the Consumer Product Safety Commission FY 2012 Budget 
March 31, 2011 

Responses of Inez M. Tenenbaum, Chainnan, 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 

Questions S1;1bmittcd by Chairwoman Jo Ann Emerson 

RECREATIONAL OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLES 

Mrs. Emerson: I understand that the Conu11ission is moving forward with a mandatory safety 
standard for Recreational Off·Highway Vehicles. At the same time the industry continues to 
work to evolve the existing voluntary standard in consultation with the Commission. 

Does the Commission believe they have an active partner in addressing safety concerns with the 
Recreational QfT.J lighway Vehicles manufacturers'! 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: In my view, we have an active partner in addressing safoty concerns 
with the Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles manufactures. 

Mrs. Emerson: And docs the Commission intend to pursue further mandatory safety standards 
beyond the voluntary standards being jointly developed·• 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: If staff tinds that the voluntary standard does not adequately prot1:ct 
consumers from undue risk of death or injury. or if there is not sufficient compliance with 
the voluntary standard, I believe the Co1runission will pursue manda1ory safety standards. 

BUDGET 

'.\irs. Emerson; The budget request proposes $400,000 for a new office of Education, Global 
Outreach, and Small Business Ombudsman. 

Why does the agency need this office? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: The need for this office has existed for some time but became even 
more apparent during the agency's recent strategic planning process. As the Commission 
explored implementing each objective within the new strategic plan, it had to a.~sess 
whether any gaps currently existed that would restrain or prohibit it from achieving each 
of its objectives. 

The most pressing gap identified was the lack of any institutionalized, coordinated 
approach to education and outreach activities. The CPSC's current office structure does 
not allow for an easily coordinated approach to these activities, and its current service 
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and pruduct olforings either did not accomplish the objectives or were insufficient t<) 
allow implementation of certain action items. The strategic planning process also 
highlighted the need for CPSC lo be responsive to 1he changing realities of the global 
cunsumer product environment and this rcquiroo an increased emphasis on education, 
coordination, outreach, collaboration, and other similar partnering initiatives. 

To address these isSUl.'S, the Commission created the Office of Education, Global 
Outreach, and Small Business Ombudsman. This new Office will absorb the existing 
p1,."Tsonm:I and infrastructure of the Office of International Programs and 
lntergovcmmcntal Affairs and the Small Business Ombudsman. Accordingly, 1 
anticipate that a maximum of four new foll-time equivalent (FTE) pusitions will be added 
to 1he new Office, ;.issuming funding is available. 

Mrs. Emerson: How does the agency currently work with small business? Given their 
impor1ance to our economy I hope this is something you are already doing. 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: The Commission acknowledges the unique contributions !hat small 
businesses make towards growing and suslaining ow- economy. For over two decades, 
lhe Commission had a staffer that worked on small business outreach issues. However. 
this position was reduced from a full-time position to a part-time position due to budget 
cuts in recent years. 

In September 20!0, the Commission addressed this situation by creating the position of 
Small Business Ombudsman within 1he newly formed Ofticc of Education. Global 
Outreach. and Small Rusiness Ombudsman to fu11hcr assist small businesses. With this 
position, 1hc Commission realized that the 11gency needed 10 seek new, cutting-edge ways 
of reaching out and working cooperatively with small businesses lo assist them in 
developing innova1ivc products. that arc both safe and compliant with 1he agency's 
regulations. 

The Small Business Ombudsman serves as a resource for the small business community 
in several ways. First, 1he Ombudsman has reached out to small business trade 
organizations to listen to their members' concerns and, in tum, 10 bring those concerns 
back to agency staff for serious consideration and action. The Ombudsman also has 
spoken at trade events, participated in interviews. and written aniclcs for lrade 
publications. Through these conversations and events. lhe Ombudsman serves as an 
important and informal way for agency staff10 learn about what is happening in the 
marketplace in order 10 make better informed decisions. 

Second. the Ombudsman maintains a website and a dedicated toll-free telephone number 
from which he fields a variety of daily inquiries from small manufacturers, importers, 
suppliers, and retailers, providing them with timely. easy co undemand an~wers to their 
questions. The agency has received ellcellent feedback from these businesses about the 
clarity of answers and level of cuslomer service provided. 
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Third, the Ombudsmao is developing new edu<:ational materials to help small businesses 
of all levels of sophistication to gain more undemanding of their responsibilities to 
comply with consum..:r product safoty laws. For example, the Ombudsman has produced 
a new series of summaries titled, "How Does 'rbis Affect My Small Business'!" and is 
rewriting the ·'Frequmtly Asked Questions" area of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA} page on our website in accordance with the Plain 
Writing Act of2Ul0 (P.L.111-274}, a project which the agency expects to rollout this 
summer with th..: full modernization of ou1 website, CPSC.gov. 

In addition to the Ombudsman. the Chairman, the Commissioners, and the agency"s staff 
are often engaged with small business in providing compliance and technical answers to 
their concerns. Agency staff, many of whose phone numbers are available on our 
website. are widely recognized as being accessible to stakcholden;, including small 
businesses. to address their concerns and questions. 

I believe strongly in the importan<:c of small businesses and fully support the Small 
Business Ombudsman posicion as an important and dedicated way to ensure chat small 
businesses receive the guidance and infonnation they require for their businesses to 
continue 10 grow and prosper. 

Mrs. Emerson: Are the functions pcrfonncd by this new office already being performed 
elsewhere within the CPSC? 

!\<lrs. Tenenbaum: 111e primary function of the new office is to coordinate and provide 
education and outreach activiries to various domestic and international stakeholders. 
including manufacturers, retailers, resellers, small businesses, foreign governments, and 
consumers. While some of the functions of the oew olfice are currently being performed 
elsewhere within the CPSC, the current stale docs not allow for an easily coordinated 
approach to these identified activities. There are also a number of fimctions this otftce 
will perform that are not being performed currently by the Commission. These primary 
funclions and stakeholders include: 

• Manufacturers: ln the current Commission office structure, there is no single source 
for manufocturer-related safety information. Consequently, many manufacturers 
either do not know where to tum for this information or experience difficulcy in 
accessing the infoTlllation they need to fully address safety in the manufacturing 
process. The new office is dedicated in part to addressing this issue, and will facilitate 
the transfer of knowledge to industry and ultimately create safer products through 
better educated manufacturers. The oflicc also will consult with industry to address 
issues such as quality assurance in the manufacturing process to assist manufacturers 
in producing products fully compliant with all relevant safety standards and 
requirements. 

• Retailers and Resellers: The otlice will benefit retailers and resellers through 
coordinated education and outreach activities. One of the largest issues this new 
office will address is developing a syslem by which retailers and resellers arc 
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infom1ed of product recalls and other important safoty infonnation, including 
instructions on how to respond lo this information in a timely fashion. 

• Small Businesses: With the passage of the Consumer Product Satcty lmprovcmc.:nt 
Act of2008 (CPSIA), a part-time Small Business Ombudsman is no longer sufficient 
to meet the Commission·s needs. The CPSC Tequires a full time individual dedicated 
to .~crving the nation's many small businesses in the area of consumer product safoty. 
Additionally, the Small Business Ombudsman will be charged with developing and 
providing information and guidance specifically tailored to small batch manufacturers 
so that they can understand and comply with applicable safety standards and the 
CPSC's regulatory requirements. 

• Foreign GovcmmentslRegulatorv Bodies: Foreign governments and regulatory bodies 
rely on the U nitcd States for assistance in developing their own regulatory standards, 
and the new office will serve as a coordinated business unit to assist with this activity. 
111is will allow the CPSC to enhance its outreach to the inlcmational community. 
Working with these foreign bodies, the office will enable these organizations to 
increase their capacity to develop product surveillance strategics, product testing 
methods, and voluntary and mandatory product safety standards. Finally, given its 
interaction with the various domestic and international stakeholders, the office will be 
responsible for all CPSC hannonization efforts. 

• Consumers: The CPSC already engages in numerous communication and outreach 
activities for consumers, which are the responsibility of lhe Office of Information and 
Public Affairs (EXPA). Although the new office will not assume this role, ii is 
intended to be the primary supplier of education and outreach-related subject matter 
and expertise to other stakeholders. Consequently, the new office will work closely 
with EXP A to better educa!e all stakeholders on consumer product safety and lo 
ensure message consistency and discipline across all stakeholder groups. 

DATABASE 

Mrs. Emerson: Can you tell me how much this database has cost up to this point, and how 
much it will cost to maintain it per year? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: In presenting its annual budget, the Commission has not separated 
the cost of the public database from the overall Consumer Product Safety Risk 
Management System (CPSRMS) information technology modernization cosls. Below, 
however. is an estimate of the work done within the CPSRMS project to develop lhe 
public database and thCJ projected cost to maintain the public dutabase. These estimates 
have been established after reviewing workload associated with the public database. 
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Portiou..Qfthc Consumer l'roduct Safety Risk \1anagemcnt System Costs 
Dedicated to the Public Database 

,----.,-FY2009 J FY2010,-FY2011-\FY201Z ! FY20l3 ' Total 
• I +-·-- --l--·-
~lopmcn~~4SO L_!l.O~- -:-+ ____ _j _____ _j___:2.450 
I Operations ' i $0.400 . so 050 . $0.050 '1' S0.050 ! so.ssoi 
• and \ ! l 1 

• I I 
I Mainlcnanw ! l i i i i----=-:=-d 
[ __ Total _ _!.__~450 ! $1.400 I $0.oso I - so~201 _ SO.OSO_L_:?.~Oj 

Please note that the costs (in millions) above include contracted goods and services by 
fiscal year. Costs in fiscal years 2009 and 2010 arc based on actual obligations. Costs in 
fiscal years 2012 and .:?O 13 are for planning purposes. Costs in fiscal year 2011 arc a 
combination of actual obligations and arc for il\anning purposes. 

Mrs. Emerson: Why has there been so much confusion over the cost of this database'! 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: Some have confused the fra.c1iomil cost of the public database with 
the overall cost of the Commi~sion' s upgrade or its infonnation technology (IT) systems 
to the Consumer Product Safety Risk Management Sy:;tem (CPSRMS). While the public 
database is a part of the CPSRMS, it is only small p1Jrtion. The CPSR\1S IT 
modernization includes: 

• improving our intt.-rnal operational processes to m()re efficiently identify emerging 
hazards regardless of the source of the infonnation; 

• putting all the infonnation we receive (only about 20 percent of which are 
candidates for the public database} into a common database for better hazard 
identification. This includes infonnation such as mandatory manufacturer 
reporting required by section I 5, manufacturer responses 10 staff inquiries 
required by section o(c), medical examiner reports. to name a few; 

• bringing the way we interact with consumers and businesses into the modem age 
using an online portal r.ith<..T than t; .S. postal mail; 

• improving data quality, reducing or eliminating manual and redundant processing, 
and making better use of the collective knowledge of the stall; 

• modcmi;:ing the Commission's home page, www.cpsc.gov to improve public 
outreach and education. A critical component of this project is cleaning up 
thousands of published document.~ to help the consumers and biL•inesses find 
what they arc looking for faster; and 

• making IT governance improvements, induding improvements in IT concract 
management, IT budget management. Capital Planning and Investment Control, 
Enterprise Architecrure, Infonnation Assurance, Projccl Management. and 
Independent V cri Ii cation and Validation. 

C?SC has obligated approximately $23.2 million from the end of Fiscal Year 2009 to the 
encl of April 201 l for the entireCPSRMS program. Of this, only S2.85 million ha~ been 
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obligated to covo:r the public database portions of the CPSRMS program. As noted in the 
chart above, the Commission anticipates obligating approximately $50,000 annually in 
FY 201 I. and in subsequent fiscal years, to operate and maintain the public database 
portion ofCPSRMS. 

Mrs. Emerson: How many new people are needed to adminiSl'-'1' the database? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: The CPSC has requested four additional personnel (FTE~) and four 
new contractors lo administer the public database (data intake). This increase in 
personnel is necessary to meet the quick turnaround required of staff to process these 
reports. The CPSC also needs less than one l'TE on the IT side to operate and maintain 
the public database. 

Mrs. Emerson: Do you believe the number ofFTEs requested is an accurate number? 

Mrs. Tenenl>aum: Yes, we believe the above number is accurate. 

'.\'Jrs. Emerson: Do you have concerns regarding the accuracy of the information published on 
the dalllbase? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: No; the sta1utc, and the Commission's final mle at 16 C.F.R. § 1102, 
achieve the correct balance in providing accurate information to the public in a timely 
manner while also ensuring that manufacturers of consumer products have a reasonable 
chance to respond ro reports about their products. 

The law sets forth at least six provisions which help to ensure the accuracy and integrity 
ofreports of hann published in the database; 

First, reports must contain eight minimum requirements in order to he included in the 
database. This ensures that the quality of the report is sutlicient to be helpful to others. 

Second. the law requires that the submitter verify the truth and accuracy of the report. 
This verification applies to all infonnation contained on a report, including the 
submitter's affiliation, name, and address. 

Third, submitters mu~t include their name and contact information for a report to be 
eligible for publication. If a question arises about the validity of a report. CPSC has the 
means to investigate these incidents. 

Fourth, both the CPSC and manufucturcrs have the ability to post comments about a 
report, and t(l make a claim that it n.>port contains materially inaccurate information (Mil). 
The CPSC endeavors to make a decision on all timely submitted Mil claims before a 
report is published in the database. Thus far, we have been successful at resolving these 
claims in a reasonably short time frame. 
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Fifth, both the CPSC and a manufacrurer that receives !he submittcr's cuntact information 
can conduct further investigation into the incident described in the rcpon, including the 
identity of the submitter. Many .~uhmiucrs an: providing their contact information to 
manufacturcn;, but i! is unclear whether manufacturers are taking advantage of the 
opportunity for follow up with the submitter. 

Sixth, as the CPSIA requires, the Commission provides a clear and conspicuous notice 
that the CPSC does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the 
contents of the Publicly Available Consumer Product Safety Information Database. 

Mrs. Emerson: Is it true that other persons, aside from those directly harmed, can submit 
complaints to the database? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: Yes. In the interest of public safety and our statutory mission to 
protect consumers from unreasonable risk or injury relati:d to the use of consumer 
products. we have always accepted reports from any source. This is consistent with our 
experience in maintaining a database of consumer pro<luct incident reports that assists in 
our efforts lo remove products from the marketplace that pose a substantial product 
hazard. 

Our mission to protect the public would not be served by excluding reports based solely 
on the person that submitted it to us. Section 6A(b)(2)(B) of the CPS!\ reasonably rdies 
on [he nature and quali[y or the information provided to determine whether a report is 
eligible for publication in the database. Current I y, in addition to those "directly harmed, .. 
parents, guardians, and family members are an important source of information collected 
for the most vulnerable segments of the population. In the most basic example, if the 
user ofa oonsumcr product is killed or seriously injured in the incident, or is an infant, he 
or she will be unable to enter the report. Parents, for example. may enter information 
related to consumer products ustld by their children, regardless of whether they 
personally witnessed the incident or purchased the product. Restricting repons to only 
those people directly harmed would ensure that all deaths and the vast maj1Jrity of serious 
injuries would be excluded from the database. 

Manufacturers have a means to publicly respond to reports in the database by submi1ti11g 
a general comment that will display with the report. Fvr those fow reports where a 
manufacturer believes that knowledge of the incident is lacking and detrimental to a basic 
undemanding of the incident, it can state this in a comment on that report for the public 
to viicw and consider. 

Mrs. Emerson: Why did the CPSC not require the submissions come from firsthand knowledge 
of incidents of harm? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: Congress did not write Section 212 of the CPSCA to require firsthand 
knowledge of incidents ofhann. For instance, the statute permits medical and safety 
personnel-· most of whom Congress recognized arc unlikely to have firsthand 
knowledge of incidents - to submit reports of harm. To have attempted to require 
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firsthand knowlcd~c not vnly would have undennincd !he safoty purpose of the public 
database, but also would have been contrary to the plain lanb'Uage of the statute. 

Mrs. Emerson: How will the CPSC handle information regarding complaints about one type of 
model of an item'! For ex.ample, how will consumers know tha! the infonnation po~tcd is not 
regarding every model of an item that a company makes? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: Most of the reports submitted thus far contain helpful, product
specific detail, including model numbers where they exist. The report form instructs 
submitter.< to provide as much detail about the product as possible. including specific 
requests for the model number, serial number, and UPC code. As of April 11, 2011, 85 
perctmt of database eligible reports submitted since the March 11, 2011. launch had a 
nonblank value for model or serial number. 

Furthermore. a report without a model number docs not necessarily mean that the product 
has been insufficiently described. Some products, such as certain types of imported 
drywall, do not have model numbers. In addition, model and serial numbers are often 
destroyed in serious product incidents. such as fires. 

Mrs. Emersoa: Does the database require specific model numbers be submitted? 

Mrs. Ttaenbaum: As mentioned immediately above, it would be counterproductive to 
require a model number before a report of harm may be published in the public database. 
Although the database does have a field for entry for model number, serial number, and 
any other product specific infonnation, it is important to note that some products, such as 
certain brands of imported drywall, do not have model or serial numbers. Moreover, in 
serious product incidents the model number may have been destroyed. along with the 
product. 

'W'hile we agree that it is better to have dct:iilcd product information in a report, we do not 
agree that there is one field that will always ensure that suflicient information for every 
consumer product is provided. Making the model field mandatory rather than simply 
optional as is the case today is not a practicable solution where ~uch infonnation does not 
exist. Most report submitters, however, are providing detailed pmduct infonnation, 
including the model number, when they have this infonnation. 

IMPACT OF REGULATION 

Mrs. Emerson: Many of the CPSC's rules have an impact on manufacturers both large and 
small. It seems to me that these rules also havt: a large impact on consumers. giving them less 
choices and higher prices. 

When promulgating rules, how docs CPSC consider their impact on businesses and consumers? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: Consideration of a rule's potential impact on businesses and 
consumers oficn depends, in large part, on the nature of the rule itself. For example. we 
sometimes engage in technical amendments to our regulations to update them or to reflect 
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new technologies; the affected industry may bring to our attention the need to amend or 
modify a rule, and we then con.•i<ler the issues rai:sed neforc engaging in rulo:making. 

Furthcnnorc, the processes that apply to some regulations, such as our regulations on 
durable infant or toddler products pursuant lo section I 04 of the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act of2008, require us to consult various groups, including 
representatives of consumer groups, manufacturers. and others. as pact of the rulemaking 
process. 

Finally, for our proposed rule.~. as well as our interim final rules. we provide an 
opportunity for public comment. and this provides yet another avenue for our 
consideration of a rule· s potential impact on bwsincsscs and consumt.'TS. It also bears 
mentioning that. in almost all cases, we provide an opportunity for public comment on 
our interpretative rules even though the Administrative Procedure Act docs not require us 
to do so. 

Mrs. Emerson: Does the Commission do cost benefit analyses before promulgating rules'' If 
not, why not'! If so, how comprehensive is the cost benefit analysis? 

'.\-lrs. Tenenbaum: The underlying statute detennines whe1hcr the CPSC engages in a 
cnst-henefit analysis for a particular rule. For ex.ample, section 9(c) of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act (CPSA) requires a description of the potential benefits and costs of a 
proposed rule, "including any benefits or costs that cannot be quantified in monetary 
terms, and an id1.'fltification of those likely to receive the benefits and bear the costs." 
Section 9 of the CPSA establishes the proccdW'C for oonsumcr product safety rules. 
Section 3 of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA) establishes the rulcmaking 
procedures under the FHSA and contains language that is almost identical to section 9(cl 
oftheCPSA. 

In contrast, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA) docs not 
contain a cost-benefit analysis requirement for rules issued pursuant lo the CPSIA. 

However, for all rules that ari:i published pursuant to the notice and comment rulemilking 
requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act or other laws, we engage in a 
Regulatory Flexibility Act analysis. This analysis requires us to evaluate whether the rule 
will have a sii,•nificant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. 

Mrs. Emerson: Can you think of any rules currently in place that are redundant? 

!\-trs. Tenenbaum: If the rulcmaking process suggests that a new rule would be 
redundant to an existing rule, we take steps to eliminate the redundancy. For example, 
section 104 of the CPSIA expressly mentioned full-size and non-full-size cribs as 
products to be addressed by rulemaking, yet the Commission already had regulations 
pertaining to such cribs. Consequently. when we engaged in rulemaking to ad<ipl a new 
safety standard for full-size and non-full-size cribs. we simultaneously began the process 
lo revoke the older crib regulations. 
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STOPPING HARMFlJL PRODUCTS AT PORTS OF ENTRY 

Mrs. Emerson: I am encouraged by the CPSC's Memorandum of Understanding with Customs 
and Bordl-'r Pm1ec1ion. Ry stopping harmful produc.:ts at our pons of entry, the CPSC is using 
resources to proactively stop harmful products from reaching the t.:.S. market. As I understand, 
once products arc in the market, it is very ditfo.:ull to recall a signiticant amount. 

Is this program a priority for CPSC'! 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: The Import Swvcillancc program is one of my top priorities. 
believe an effective approach to ensuring that ham1ful products never make their way 
into the hands of consumers is to stop them from entering our counrry. 

To that end. I have taken a number of steps to add additional technological resources and 
personnel to the Commission's Import Surveillance Division. This Division works 
directly with the Dcpanmcnt of Homeland Security (OHS) and Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP) to keep dangerous products out of the United States. 

As you noted in your question, the CPSC recently executed two interagcncy 
Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) with CBP that allow us to access more '·real 
time" importer information and target the most dangerous incoming shipments. The first 
ofrhcsc MOl.is, signed in April 2010, allows CPSC personnel to work at CBP's 
Commercial Targeting and Analysi11 Center (CTAC) in Washington, DC, and access real 
time manifest entry data collected by CBP. This, in tum, !illows Import Surveillance 
Division personnel at the ports 10 target high-risk shipments prior to their entry into the 
domestic stream of commerce. 

The second MOU. signed with CBP in August 2010, gives the CPSC access to 
information in the Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECSJ. This will 
assist Cl'SC Import Surveillance staff at the ports by providing them with additional 
information to improve local targeting and interdiction of dangerous products. 

The CPSC is also actively involved in supporting the Importer Self Assessment·· Product 
Safety (ISA-PS) initiative that is currently being piloted by CBP. The ISA-PS is intended 
as a partnership among CBP. CPSC, and importers to ensure product safety compliance. 
It is based on a voluntary approach tha[ provides mcaningfol benefits to importers who 
demonstrate readiness co assume additional responsibility for managing and monitoring 
their own product safety compliance. 

We have also taken steps to increase CPSC's physical presence at ports of entry. In FY 
2008, the lmpo1t Surveillance Division had only five full-time employees (FTEs), and of 
those only three FTEs were actually stationed at ports of entry. Today, the Division has 
25 fTEs, with I 9 FT Es colloca1ed at 15 different ports of entry. 
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!\VOIDING DANGEROl:S PRODUCTS 

Mrs. Emerson: What advice can you give the parents of young children to avoid lead and ocher 
dangerous demcnts in children's products'? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: First and foremost, parents can check for product recalls at CPSC's 
website (www.cpsc.gov) and subscribe to CPSC's email subscription list to receive recall 
notices and other consumer product safety information. Parents also can review recall 
information as well a.~ the experiences of other parents with products (and share their own 
e:1.pericnces if they wish) at www.saferproducts.gov. 

In addition, parents should not allow young children to play with cheap metal jewelry 
that may possibly contain lead and other potentially toxic heavy metals. 

Finally, we encourage parents to make sure lhcir children wash their hands often. 
especially before they cat and before nap time and bed time. 
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Que~tions Submitted by Ranking Member Serrano 

IMPORT SURVEILLANCE DIVISION 

Mr. Serrano: The CPSC instituted the Import Surveillance Division in 2008, an effort lo place 
CPSC investigators at major U.S. ports to reduce the number of unsafe products that make it to 
store shelves in the first place. I think we can all agree that this is a prudent use of taxpayer 
dollars - stopping the harmful products before they get to the store is the best way to prevent 
future harm and recall efforts. 

Can you des'-Tibe for us how this ct fort is progressing and what the CPSC has learned in the 
years since implementation? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: Since creating the Import Surveillance Division in 2008, we have 
learned that CPSC's resources to support import work are grossly underrepresented as 
compared with other agencies with similar mi~sions, such as Food Safety and Inspection 
Service (FSIS} and Food and Drug Administration (fDA}. Even with limited resources, 
CPSC continues to pursue valuable partner8hips with Customs and Border Protection 
(CBP} to advance the import safccy mission: including updating of information sharing 
agreements, performing joint inspections on importers with dual agency histories. and 
piloting the use ofCIJP labs to perform product testing for lab violations. 

The current 19 port inspectors stationed at ports of entry, with support from CPSC 
compliance field investigators and scientists, are able to inspect approximately 7000 
products per year and, of those inspections, about 1750 products arc sampled from 
shipments that are held. These collocated staff, however, cover only IS of the 327 pons 
where goods enter commerce. 

In an effort to maximir.e interagency resources. we also have stationed two staff at the 
Conuncrcial Targeting and Analysis Center (CTAC) located at CBP in Washington, D.C. 
This otlice is a fusion center of many neallh and safety agencie8 that work on stopping 
products with overlappingjuri~dictional issues to avoid duplication of resources. 

CPSC Import Staff, along with CBP, have prevented more than 13 million units of non
complying products from entering the U.S. market. As our targeting methodologies 
evolve, and we are able to further increase staffing in the Division, we hope to further 
reduce the numhcr of violative and harmful products entering the marketplace. 

Mr. Serrano: What percentage of imported products are currently testi:d and can wc expect that 
someday soon every product sold on store shelves in America has been tested for safety? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: The percentage of imported tested products is impossible to state 
with complc1e accuracy. The vast majority of reputable husinesscs appear lo be 
complying with the law and. in particular. the implemented testing requirements of 
section 102 ofchc CPSIA. CPSC strives toward Che goal of having as many consumer 
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products as possible, particularly childnm'.s prvducts, wsted or examined for safety prior 
to impvrtation into the U.S. stream of couunerce. 

Through developing the risk assessment methodology for identifying non-compliant 
imports, as directed by the CPSIA. CPSC will make strides toward that safety testing goal 
by becoming better at identifying the noncompliant importers who might attempt to bring 
in untested products. 

COM:\'llSSJO:"\ STAFFING LEVELS 

Mr. Serrano: The CPSC has seen a steady decline in staffing levels <iver the years. Staffing 
levels peaked at about 1.000 in 1980 and now stand at around 550. This year's request would 
allow the agency to hire an additional 34 people to fill areas of critical need. 

Is there a target staffing level that you think the Commission needs 10 be at in order to 
successfully implement and enforce our consumer protection laws? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: Any target staffing level CPSC would provide today must be a short 
term targe1. TI1is is hccausc there are rapid changes occurring globally that affect the 
safety of consumer products and require action by CPSC. The volume of consumer 
product imports has .skyrocketed, with the value of imports from China and Hong Kong 
quadrupling from 1997-2008, resulting in a record number of recalls in 2007 and 2008 
(e.g .. recalls for lead paint in children's toys, powerful magnets falling out of toys that 
could be ingested by children and dangerous cribs). 

There also has been a shift in recent years to explosive growth in import volumes from 
the rapidly industrializing nations of India, Thailand, Mexico. Brazil afld Malaysia. 
y(anufacturcrs in these countries often lack the quality control systems tha1 aid in the 
development of safe consumer products. Additionally. the complexity of global supply 
chains has increased so that today, a single product can contain safety-critical 
components provided by between IO and I 00 different suppliers. 

At the same time, incidents reported to CPSC have increase,'<..! by 66 percent !Tom 2005 to 
2010 and arc forecastcd to increase another 36 percent from 2010 to 2015. However. the 
percent of incidents wc can investigate has decreased as our resources have not kept pace. 

To address these developing trends, Congress mandated that the CPSC promulgate 
numerous new safety rules through 2015 under the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act (CJ>SIA), adding signiticantly to the agency's workload. With the 
passage of CPSIA. rulemaking activities increased more lhan threefold. from seven rules 
per year !Tom 2000 through 2008 to 26 per year for 2009, 2010 and proposoo in 2011. 
Each new rule increases the need for long term enforcement throughout the nation and at 
the more than 300 U.S. ports of entry. Experience shows that enforcing a new rule takes 
considerably more resources than enforcing an existing rule that has been in place for a 
number of years. 
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While we cannvt estimate a l<mg-tenn target staffing level. we believe that future growth 
will be needed to staff our safety programs commensurate with the size and scope of the 
issues facing us. Our 2012 rtiquest includes 610 FTEs and we b1.:lieve thi5 staffing level to 
be justified to minimally meet challenges facing the agency. However. CPSC is charged 
wilh providing the only national consumer product safety program for over 15,000 types 
of consumer products, so it is likely that addirional future growth will be needed. 

Mr. Serrano: In what areas is the Commission in the greatest need of adding staff? 

:'\llrs. Tenenbaum: With over S l .5 billion in container import shipments entering the 
U.S. each day, monitoring the safety and quality of all impoTt1.'(I c<msumer products is an 
extremely challenging task. Investigators at the ports work hard on a daily ha.sis to stop 
unsafe products from entering the country. as well as collect samples suspected of sa!Cty 
violations and verify third-party certifications. The port investigators send import 
samples to our laborntory staff and other scientists for in-depth testing and analysis, and 
to compliance officers for corrective action against bad actors. 

As we look inlo the forure, CPSC's greatest staffing need will most likely come in the 
area of import surveillance: requiring additional investigators at the ports, as well as 
additional staff lo support their efforts, such as compliance officers and scientists. 
Ultimately, with a more visible investigative presence at the ports, we will be more 
proactive. and consequently more sucecs.~ful, in stopping harmful and violative con~umer 
goods from ever entering the country. 

14 
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Oucslions SuhmiUcd by Cung.rossman Tom Graves 

DATABASE 

Mr. Graves: With lhcrccent launch oflhe Consumer Product Safoty lnfonnation Database in 
the past few wcch there is concern thal reports ofhann can be submiued by individuals thal 
wish to do damage to their competitors by .submilling erroneous infonnation. If the database is 
to he dfoctivc the CPSC needs to ensure the utmost accuracy of those individuals thal submit 
informa1ion to the database. 

What specific steps are in place lo validate the identity of individuals that arc submitting the 
inforrna1ion for the da!abasc to make sure they ·'arc who they say they are"? 

Mrs. Tenenbaum: Congress rnquired protcc1ions against false information being 
suhmilted to lhe public da1abase and tht: Commission has implemented those 
protections. One of the eligibility requirements for the public database is that the 
suhmiucr of a rcpon of harm verify that they have reviewed the report of harm and that 
the information in lhc report is true amt accurate to the best of their knowledge. 

For reports suhmiltcd via the public portal, the user cannot ~uhmit the report until they 
attest to the following:·'( certify that I have revit:wed lhe report and the information 
provided in it is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.,. 
A submitter·s verification oflhc lruth and accuracy of a report includes the submitter·,, 
afli\iation, name, and address. Also, we explicitly stale in our rules thal we will lake 
appropriate legal action against individuals who submit false infonnation to the 
i;ovcnunent through the database. 

Mr. Graves: To dale. have you found any instances of falsilled individuals or actual individuals 
whose idcntilies were stolen lo submil informalion'! 

:vlrs. Tenenbaum: No. To dale, the CPSC has not found any instances of falsified 
individuals or acrual individuals whose identities were slolen to submit information. 

15 
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Financial Services and General Government Subcommittee 
Hearing on the Consumer Product Safety Commission FY 2012 Budget 

Questions for the Record for Commissioner Northup 
Submitted hy Chairwoman Jo Ann Emersun 

BUDGET 

Commissioner Northup. I notked that you did not sign off on the CPSC's fiscal year ?012 
request. Can you tell the Committee why you did not approve Che budget req11est and what 
your specific concerns are with lhe requesl? 

I did not support the Conunission's ovcrall 2012 budget request of$l22 million, because it calls 
for an increase ofS3.8 million over current funding levels. I believe we could be doing much 
mon: with h:ss. Given the imperatives of reducing the national deficit and controlling federal 
spending, as well as requests from the Commission's House and Senate oversight committees to 
reduce our spending, we as Commissioners have a responsibility where possible to cut. 
modernize or othctwise change our programs to ensure that we arc using our resource$ 
efficiently and not straying from our core mission of safoty. Where we are bound by statute to 
take actions we believe are not in the public interest, it is our responsibility to bring that fact to 
the altention of Congress so that it can devise a legislative solution. Notwithstanding the obvious 
importance of these responsibilities, I am unaware of any rule making decision of the 
Commission as cum:ntly constituted that has taken into account the impact on the agency's 
budget, and rarely has !he outcome of any rule making been intluenced by consideration of its 
impact on Amt:rican consumers or businesses. 

Since starting my job as Commissioner in August of 2009, I have seen ways in which the 
Commission uses its resources both effectively and int:flectively. As mentioned in my written 
te-~timony, I believe the Commission has used its resoW"Ces effectively in el(panding its 
coordination with the U.S. Customs and Border Patrol. increasing our enforcement capabilities at 
the border, and through creative uses of social media to educate the public about product 
hazards. Each of these activities demonstrates that if we target our resources appropriately. 
where we know consumers arc at risk. and using the most effective means of responding to such 
risks. we can do a lot of good. 

Unfortunately, a majority of the Commission's time and resources since I have been a 
Commissioner have been spent on implementing the CPSIA, a law that largely is not hascd on 
risk. Implementation of the law and its non-risk·bascd. costly, lead and phthalatcs standards, and 
testing and certification requirements have taken up most of the time of the agency's top staff 
and has required the Commission to delay or forego its traditional risk-based rulemalcing 
priorities. For eltample, since 2008 there has been a significant delay in progress on actions to 
address safety hazards, such as promulgating standards to reduce the risk of death and injuries 
caused by cigarette lighters, table saw blades and portable generators. Instead, the agem.:y 
spends lime and resources debating such topics as the amount and degree of testing to impose as 
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part of the CPSIA 's Tesling aml Certification rule - and enforcing the law's lead standard, which 
hans lead in books, bicycles and other produces that do not prcsi.111 a harm to children. 

My primary request to Congrc~s would be to amend the CPSJA to allow the Commission to 
refocus its resources and cltpcrtisc on what it docs best-assessing risk. This change, in addition 
to the ag1.-ncy's new and improved enforcemtmt efforts at the border, would free up agency 
resources and allow us lo bi.-tter target the funding Congress provides. Certainly, ii would allow 
\IS to reduce our 2012 budget request. However, because this is primarily an authorizing issue, I 
would als1) suggest two immediate ways that the Appropriations CommittCQS can effectively 
reduce the agency's budget in the coming fiscal year, while maintaining our commitment to 
safety: 

1) First, prohibit continued fonding for the new public database until the Commi~sion's 
regulations ensure that the infonna1ion contained in a n.'Port of harm is verifiable, and the 
Commission has established an cffc1.1ive procedure for resolving a claim of material 
inaccuracy hcforc a report ofhann is put on the Database. Otherwise, the Commission 
and manufacturers will continue to be unable lo dc::t1.-rmine the accuracy of some 
incidents, and the database will continue to contain incident data that is inaccurate and 
unhelpful to consumers. A database:: full of inaccurate information is not only wasteful; it 
misleads consumers who will use the imprecise or erroneous information on the database 
to select less safe products for purchase. In one recent example, the Commission 
<lisC(Wered on its own after posting an incident report to the public database that it 
inaccurately identified the product's manufacturer. The incorrectly identified 
manufacturer had not been given sufficient information even to make a claim of material 
inaccuracy. Now, the agency has submitted a budget requesting new FTEs whose 
primary function will be related to the database. including IT staff, investigators, 
compliance and legal staff to review incident reports. All of this could have been done 
much more efficiently had the rulemaking included protocols to rc::duce the submission of 
inaccurate infonnation in the first place. 

2) Second, prohibit funding for the Commission to implement any new third-17<1rry testing 
and certification requirements of the CPSlA. A.s discussed al the hearing. such 
requirements arc clearly the most burdensome and costly of any of the CPSIA's non-risk
bascd requirements. Rtl<juiring that all components of all children's products (age 12 and 
under) be tested at third-patty, CPSC-accredi1cd labs is unnecessary to ensure safety and 
simply adds layers of costs for manufacturers-primarily small manufacturers, who 
cannot achieve economics of scale. Of course, the Commission would maintain its 
authority to impose such requirements on specific products if it were necessary to address 
a risk. This will ensure that our focus is on ensuring safety rather than on enforcing 
standards and paperwork requirements entirely unrelated to risk. 

The budget request proposes $400,000 for a new office of Education, Global Outreach, and 
SmaU Business Ombudcman. Why does the agency need this office? 
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1 have many ronccrns about this new office, and declined to suppoTt it:; creation. 1 believe the 
office's stated objective of having a ""coordinated approach to industry education and outreach 
activities" can be achieved by existing Conunission offices. I am also concerned that the otlice 
will follow the usual expansionist path of government. Whenever a new ollice or prO!,'Tllm is 
created by the federal government, it seldom shrinks or even maintains the same budget, 
regardless of whether the need for it e:<ists or continues over time. For example, what hegan as a 
proposal to expand a part-time Small Business Ombudsman position at the Commission to a full
time position (in our fiscal year 2011 budget), later swelled to include the current proposal for 
'·global" outreach. a new Director, and an unspecified budget and number of staff. However, 
now that both the President and Congrc!!s arc calling for !<hrinking or freezing federal spending 
over the nc:o;t several years, it seems particularly ill-advised to promote new spending on an 
office that we do nor need. 

When the Commission. by a 4-1 vote, created the new oftice. the office had no specified total 
number of staff or budget. lJnder the current plan, the new otlice will include the current Office 
of International Programs and Intergovernmental Affairs (EXIP), the addition or a full-time, 
Small Business Ombudsman, and a new Director. For now. the agency has reassigned existing 
employees to fill some vacancies. However, the 2012 budget requests two new FT Es to allow 
the Commission to hire a Director to develop the office and to fund a pennanent Small Business 
Ombudsman. The new Director will then be authorized to develop the office as he or she sees 
fit. 

Although the stated objective for the office is to have a "coordinated approach 10 education and 
outreach activities," I am concerned that creating a new office to govern these responsibilities to 
industry may complicate or even supplant the more effective outreach we already perform under 
other offices. Today, a small company wishing to determine if its product is su~jcct to a 
particular regulation may call the Office of Compliance for advice. It is a key function of that 
office to assess products every day in the course of its enforcement responsibilities. By creating 
a new office in charge of"outreach" duties, we create unnecessary complications and risks in our 
communications with the public. For instance, the two offices could answer the same question 
differently. Or. as is more likely, the new ot'fice will seek advice from the more e)(perienccd 
Otlice of Compliance. In that case. the new office becomes merely an intcnnediary, with the 
added risk that the second hand advice will be misunderstood or miscommunicated hy the new 
office. In addition, a new otl\ce tasked with responding to regulatory scope issues risks moving 
the agency away from its enforcement responsibilities and toward something akin to providing 
product pre-approval services. Adoption of the latter role could tum a relatively small CPSC 
into a behemoth similar to the Food and Drug Administration. 

The ''education and outreach" activiti~ of the agency also fall to our Office of Public Affairs, 
which is responsible for our website, editing and posting fact sheets on new rulemaking.~, and 
providing other resources to stakeholders. Overall, the Office of Public Atfairs is in charge of 
the Conunission's messaging 10 the public. including ensuring that the agency's message is on 
point and consistent. In that regard, it is risky to put a similar "education and outreach" objective 
under the purview of a brand new office, which may provide a duplicative or contradictory 
message to the general public and our stakeholders. 
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Finally. I am concerned that the stated purpose of the oflice implies that it will solve the 
problems the CPSIA has caused stakeholders like small businesses. Small businesses are not 
clamoring for more infonnation ("tlducation and outreach") about how to comply with this law; 
they are asking for relief from this law because it is killing them. The solution for small 
businesses negatively impacted by the Cl'SlA is to repeal the portion~ of the law that impose 
tremendous costs without increasing safety. Furthcm1orc, no matter how successful this new 
office may be, most small busine8scs will still need to hire lawyt..TS to umlcn;tand their 
obligations under the Commission's far-reaching and complex regulations. 

To date, the Small Business Ombudsman has focused on responding to CPSIA-rclatcd questions 
posed by small handcraftcr.~. This limited service to a small minority ofmanufactu~ does not 
begin to assist the vast majority of small businesses - with greater numbers of employees and a 
much larger impact on the economy -- suffering under the CPSIA. If the Commission really 
wanted to help all small businesses, it would have used its rulemakings to mitigate the 
unintended consequences of the CPSIA, and propose meaningful legislative reforms co Congress. 
It is wasteful and counterproductive to instead create a new office to perform limited outreach to 
micro-businesses when at least two existing agency offices already perform similar services and 
could more easily assume any addod responsibility that will be assigned to the new office. 

Arc the functions performed by this new office already being performed elsewhere within 
theCPSC? 

Yes. The following offices perform education and outreach duties to Conunission stakeholders: 

Office of Compliance: This office monitors and responds to incoming incident reports from 
a variety of sources and pursues enforcement action (recalls and corrective action!I) against 
manufacturers or other parties. This office is key in responding to questions from 
manufacturers who may seek advice on whether they are in compliance with a regulation in 
advance of putting a product into commerce. 

Office of Puhlic Affairs: Many of the duties of the Office of Public Affairs are listed starting 
on pg. 61 of our 2012 Budget Request. These duties include: monitoring the Commission's 
website, blog and Twiner account, responding to press calls, running safety awareness 
campaigns, issuing press releases on recalls and new regulations, posting key fact sheets for 
consumers and industry stakeholders regatding new regulations, and communicating with 
stakeholders, such as thrift stores, regarding recalled products and other safety awareness 
issues. 

Otlice of International Programs and Intergovernmental AtfairuEXle): This office was 
designed to coordinate our interactions with the international community and other federal 
agencies. EXIP coordinates the Commission's international and intergovernmental efforts 
with respect to consumer product safety standards development. harmonization efforts, 
inspection and enforcement coordination, consumer education, and infonnation 
dissemination. Some of the activities ofEXIP can be viewed on 1he CPSC's homepage 
(www.cosc.gQY) hy clicking "lntemalionar· in the left-hand menu. 
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The newly propos~'d "Office of Education, Global Outreach, and Small Business Ombudsman·· 
will now include all of EXIP and place them under a ricw Director. 

How docs the agency currently work witlt small business? Given their importam;e to our 
economy I hope this is something you are already doing. 

Traditionally, the abrency has worked with industry through the following activities: l) staff 
mcelings wich industry (many nf which are posled on the Commission's public calendar); 2) 
Commissioner meetings with industry (many of which are posted on the Commission's public 
calendar); 3) comments received during the rulemakingprocess; 4) Commission workshor,s for 
targeted stakeholders; 5) communications from the Office of Compliance or the Office of 
General Counsel with advice on compliance with Commission regulations: and 6) materials 
posted on the Commission's website, including foct sheels on reb'l!lations, regulation packets, 
lechnical guidance, enforcem1:nt guidance, and Commissioners' stat~-ments. 

While the agency has an open line of communication with industry, including small businesses, 
these communicalions have not translated into more effective regulations for small businesses. 
panicularly when it comes to the CPSIA. I believe that under the slatute the Commission could 
have taken a number of steps to alleviate such burden.~ without impacting safety. In facl, the 
primary request I received from both Democrat and Republican Senators prior lo my Senate 
confirmation hearing wa:; that [ "find flexibility" in the law wherever possible in order to 
mi1iga1e i1s many unintended or unforeseen consequences. Despite my best efforts as a 
Commissioner. 1his has not happened. The flexibility that I found in the following ruh:s was 
rejected by a majority of Conunissioners: 

a) Absorption exclusion: [argued that the absorption exclusit>n under Section 10 I wa.~ 
actually intended to e:>\dudc certain products from the lead limits (rather than be 
meaningless}, and therefore that the tenn "any lead" in that section may be incerpreted to 
mean a de minimis, harmless amount of\ead in a children's product. If the Commission had 
accepted my interpretation. lead in the substrate of ATVs, bicycles, and brass axels on toys 
would be legal-since lead in the substrate of these products is not ham1ful. This change 
would also have eliminated the Tequiremcnt to thiTd-party test and certify such products. 
Becaus1: the Comrni:;sion rejected this interprc1a1ion, it vo1ed to reject the petition of a 
manufacturer of toy cars, even though the car's brass fitting contained less absorbablc lead 
than the Food and Drug Administration deems to be acccptahlc in a piece of candy. 1 

5 

bl Civil Peno/ties Factor.s - Jn the Commission's interpretive rule on Civil Penalties Factors, I 
proposed a number of changes to provide more certainty for the regulated community and to 
ensure that, while the overall civil penalty ceiling was raised ... technical .. violations. such as 
incorrect paperwork. would not be treated the same way as more serious violations, such as 
failures to meet safety standards. This is one area of the slatutc that was not too prescriptive, 
and a middle-ground c:ould have been rcachcd.2 Unfortunately. a majorily of the 
commissioners did not want to provide that leeway. 

'lm1r.fl~ww~c.11.sc.goyiP.rin.9r!l!.11p! 1.\.1~99.pqf 
1 h.uv.:li.'Y.ww,cp~~.g'l.lif Prin<>~lh.up03 Hl~_0.1 O.p9f 
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c) Dejinitiun of Children '.t Prqd11ct- The CPSIA applies to all "children's products", 
s1arutorily defined as products "primarily intended for a child 12 years of age or younger .. , 
The commenls that the Commission received following the proposed rule made clear that the 
paramet1..-rs we had tried to set in the proposed definition were not helpful to most 
manufacturers that produce children ·s products intended for children aged I 0-12, or for an 
age range falling both inside and outside the upper age limit of 12. 'Inc purpose of defining 
the tern\ was to guide the manufacturers of such products in determining which of them foll 
under the purview of the CPSIA. After receiving these comments, the Commission had a 
chance to put a much narrower ·'fence .. around the scope of covered products-or to at least 
define clearer boundaries. Unfortunately, the Majority chose to leave the definition vague 
whcmcvcr possible, which helped neither the CPSC stafl:~ nor th1: regulated community.' 

d) "Children's product safety rules" - l offen .. -d a valid, alternative interpretation of the 
statute's requirement of third-party testing 10 all "ehildren's product safety rules.'' A clear 
distinction can be made between "childrcn 's product safety rules" and more general 
"consumer product safety rules" promulgated wdl before the passage of the CPSlA. 
Unfortunately, because lhe Majority chose to view all consumer product safety rules of the 
Commission as potential "children's product safety rules," it imposed an unnecessary, 
additional layer oftcsting(al third-party labs) on manufacturers of carpets and rugs, vinyl, 
clothing textiles and mattresses-all of which are su~ject to consumer produc1 safety rules. 
The Commi~sion did not have to take this step, and there is no risk associated with these 
products that necessitates new third-party testing requirements. s 

e) Dlltabt1se: l proposed an alternative database rule that would have responded to a number of 
manufacturer concerns and made the database a more accurate source of information for 
consumers. Unfortunately, the Commission's Majority passed a rule that went well beyond 
the statute's requirements, allowing ··anyone" to submit reports ofharm--evcn advocacy 
groups. attorneys and random bystanders that may not have firsthand knowledge of the 
incident. The Commission Majority's database rule ensures thal the da1abase will be tilled 
with inaccurate reports ofhann that will be useful only lo advocacy groups and trial 
attorneys, and will be time consuming and costly to manufocturers--pacticularly small 
businesses. Due to the inaccuracy of reports on the database, it will be a waste oflaxpayer 
resources and will not be useful to chc consumers it was intended to help. 

Thus, small businesses do not need better education and outreach from the CPSC, or a new 
Office dedicah:d to these activities. They need a Commission that will meaningfully respond to 
their request for relief from the burdens of the CPSIA. And where statutory language limits our 
discretion to do so, we have a responsibility to apprise Congress of the need for a legislative 
solution. 

Are you in favor of this office being created? 

J Justin Pritchard, "Feds dismiss need to recall lead drinking gla~sts."A.<sociated Pr~.<s. December l 1. 2010. 
l)_tfp:i!ncw~,yahoo.comi~apil!) 10121 ! i~l!-\'~-he _1)1~4~_c•s!ID.ilt.!!l_k11;!..J:l•s. woro 
' l.l!!P.E~'!"" .. fm£.gc~vil!!(T>C>nh.upO'l2'!:?,0 I Q.pdf 
s 1:!11P:li~'i)l'.J¥..CPSc,!:QYIPtl)l£1.fJ!lupQ1.lrnJ!Qm!J 
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As mentioned above. I vokd "no" on approving the creation of this new otlice. 

DATABASE 

There has been much concern over the CPSC's consumer complaint database. There have 
also been various reports oo how much the database actually costs. 

Why has there been so much confusion over tile cost of this database'! 

I helievc the confusion surrounding the cost of the database stems from the fact that it can11ot be 
separated from the associated cost of the Commission· s broader IT modernization program. As a 
result, efforts to do so have produced radically varying numbers, some of which seem designed 
more to serve the purpose of minimizing the cost rather than reflecting it accurately. 

For instance, the Commission's FY 2012 Budget Request, dated February 2012, estimates the 
contracting costs of both the public database and IT modernization to be $29 million, and does 
not distinguish the funding for the two initiatives.<• Moreover, the agency has long promottld its 
IT modernization and database plans as inseparable on the grounds that the fonner is essential to 
having a more efficient database. This argument was intended to reduce the risk that the Office 
of ~anagement and Budget (OMB) or Congress would seek to cut the budget by eliminating 
funding for either IT modemi:t.ation or the database. Since 2009, OMB has requested not only 
our Exhibits 300 and 53 on the datahase costs, but also a Spend Plan for the Consumer Product 
Safety Risk Management System ("Database Spend Plan'') laying out in more detail tnc annual 
costs of the database. In none of these documents does the agency attempt to separate the funds 
allocated to IT modernization from those dedicated to the puhlic database. On the contrary, a 
single combined figure has always been presented. The contracts the Commission has let to 
execute its IT modernization plan and to create the public database also do not distinguish 
between the two. 

Jn late March 2011, I requested from the CPSC Budgeting Office figures reflecting the cllact cost 
of the database. In response, our budget otlic.: wa" unable to separate funds allocated to "IT 
modernization .. from those associated with the creation of the database. Notwitnstanding this 
admission, a variety of other cost estimates !Or the database (or database plus IT modemizacion) 
have been provided by various sources, including: 

• A statistic cited in Commissioner Bob Adler's January 14, 2011, Supplemental Statement 
on the Public Database: "In fact, according to CPSC staff, the cost of the database is only 
a small part of the $9 million spent on the ficst phase of the IT modernization. " 1 

6 Commissioners began their review of the 2012 Budget Request in fall 2010. The document slates at Page 5: "By 
dte end of 20 I I. the C->mmission will have spent S29 million in con1racted work for 1he public database and IT 
moderni1.a1ion. '' f\t_1p.;li:.w2~w .cpsc .gov/cp.~c;p_ul!fpubsf reportslfO !.f r!!!!!-P.4f 
'http:!iwww.cp~c.gcw!pr!adlerOJ l420l l.pdf . 
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• An estimate communicated oral! y by CPSC staff rhat the database might cost between 
eight and ten million dollars. 

• An estimate reported by the Associated Press on February 25, 2011: "T11e database was 
ordered by Congress as part of a 2008 product safety law aimed at removing lead and 
other dangers from toys, and last April lhe commission estimated it would cost about $20 
million. TI1at estimate included a major technology upgrade of antiquated computer 
systems that the agency said at the time was essential to providing a foundation for the 
searchable database.··• 

• Chairwoman Tenenbaum stated during a Pebruary 17, 2011, hearing before the House 
Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade. that the 
database was estimated lo cost S3 million. 

• A March 8, 2011, memorandum, prepared over two weeks a:fier Chairman Tenenbaum 
announced the SJ million figure at the February 17, 2011. hearing, for the first time 
provides wriltcn documentation that the database has been estimated to cost $3 million. /\ 
copy is attached for your reference.9 

The March 8 memorandum speaks for itself, but I find it to be an extremely confusing and 
loosely drafted post hoc justification for the S3 million figure. Its effort to separate the costs 
associa1ed with creating the public database from expenses associated with other technology 
improvements is difficult to follow and unpersuasive. Indeed, before launching into its rationale 
for the precise delineation, the memorandum's author concedes that ''[b]ecause modemiiing the 
Commission's business processes and supporting IT systems is required in conjunction with 
deploying the public database, it is challenging to draw a bright line between these efforts." But 
the thrust of the argument appears to be that all of the funds used to create the database should 
not be included in its cost, because the accompanying IT modernization improvements and 
ccnain features of the database have uses beyond facilitating the public's submission and search 
of consumer product safety reports. 

For example, the memorandum states at page 2 that "regardless ofwnether a report is a candidate 
for publication" the agency wants to: (I) drive the public from reporting incidents via the hot line 
or U.S. mail to an online form on the database; (2) change its stand~d communication method 
with businesses from paper fom1s to online forms via the business portal of the database; and (3) 
otherwise share with the public through the database valuable information in addition to the 
reports posted to the database by the public. Through this logic. the creation or upgrade of a 
public ponal to facilitate consumer incident reponing and searching online is not emire~v a cost 
of the public database, because the CPSC would have wanted some of this upgrade, regardless of 
the statute's requirements. 

$ Jeruiifer Kerr. "New IJnshfe Products database Under Fire on Hilt," As3ociared Press (f ebruary 25, 2011 ). 
hnp:i/!Jo$!cd~.ap.l)rgiAJi'l>~'.f ~\UJ:r 189.a~~2.~.7 ~!?~ ~~9..> f~.~~~~QS S4!)c9a .l •~i ~jde.J!) ! ! :!l.~.:f .~: 
Dangerou$'fo20Pr.,ductsiic!·c20f>0~~7.!.!l~J74a(l'i!ll1.1JQO.d.2.~~.c 
• CPSC Staff Memorandum, March R. 2011, Subject line: "Estimat~d Co~ri. of Public databa.~c Developmenc.., 
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Whih: nicely supporting those who seek to minimize the apparent cost of the database, I believe 
this carve oul is unwarranted. It amounts lo writing off a portion of the database's cost simply 
because certain of its features can also he used to accomplish other agency ~oals. To illustrate 
this point, imagine a vacuum purchased for $500 with the intent 10 clean a floor. The vacuum is 
then used for cleaning blinds, removing cob webs, and even blowing leaves from the driveway. 
Does this mean that the vacuum actually cost $300 because $200 was saved that could have been 
spent to perform the additional work? The same faulty logic - fonnulated in hindsight to reduce 
the apparent cost of the database - underlies the reduction of the database's cost from S29 
million to $3 million. The features of the database that serve functions beyond facilitating public 
reporting and searching, including much of the IT modernization work that was an essential 
prerequisite to the creation and functioning of the database, have been deducted from its cost. 
But the fact remains tha1 none of the database's features and their uses. nor much of the 
underlying IT modernization, could have been achieved had the Commission not received and 
.spent funding 10 design and program the database. 

The fact thac the agency's broader IT modernization efforts have only just begun also indicates 
that much of the money spent to dale directly supported tbe database. The database became 
pub! ic on March 11, but the work necessary to achieve 1he IT modernization goals the Chairman 
di s~ussed at the hearing will not be completed for several years, and for the most part has just 
begun. This includes integraling our different information silos, so that our staff can search 
a.:ross incidenl reports. field investigations and standards work, and perform more complex 
statistical searches. So far, we have slandardized the way we intake data-a laudable 
accomplishment considering the agency's multiple internal databases. We have also begun a 
website redesign, and a plan to begin standardizing incoming data. However, the "CT 
modernization .. piece, even if it could be broken out completely from the public database. is in 
the early ~tages -- even after incurring over $29 million in contract and other costs. 

11 should also be noted that even the $29 million figure assigned to both che database and IT 
modcmiza1ion understates the real cost of the database. The S29 million figure represents only 
the estimated contracting costs through FY 2011. It does !l()t include the hours CPSC staff 
dedicated to developing the da1abasc and preparing for its launch, including managing contracts. 
Agency projections for the future cost of the database are also misleadingly low. The FTE cost 
estimates in the CPSC's Database Spend Pinn only account for IT t-mployees, ignoring the 
additional staff needed for data in1ake, invcsligations, and legal work associated with the new 
public database. The Ch.air is in the process of setting up multidisciplinary teams to review each 
incident as it is submitted to the database. This will, of course, require new FTEs or pull 
incumbent employees off of their current assignments, requiring new FTEs to support the 
increased work load. The FTE cost eslimatcs in the CPSC's Database Spend Plan also appear to 
discount the expected increase in incident reports, material inaccuracy and confidcmiality claims, 
and other work likely to be generated by the existence of a searchable public portal for the 
reponing of product safety incidents and issues. 

The Conunission·s 2012 Performance Budget R~'quest also discounts these expenses. According 
to that document, the .. New and Rcallocawd Resources·• dedicated to "Data Intake, Incident 
Review, and Investigation" is derived from an extrapolation oithe growth trend line for reported 
incidents and investigations dating back to 2003, long before the public database was even 
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conceived. If. as is likely, this projection is proved to be loo low, the assigned staff will be 
unable co timely manage all of the information reported through the database. As a resulc, 
Commission staff will be even less likely to resolve claims of material inaccuracy within the tcn
day period prior to the posting ofunvcrified infonnacion. The Commission will then either 
request and be provided additional funding in sub~equent years, or preside owr an increasingly 
misleading database. 

How many new people are needed to adminiscer the database? 

The official Coirunission position communicated to me by the agency's Executive Director (ED) 
is that the CPSC has requested four additional personnel (FTEs) and four new contractors to 
administer the intake of data into the database. and less than a single infonnation technology 
FTE to operate and maintain the public database. The ED also explained that the increase in 
personnel is necess<1ry to meet the quick turnaround required of staff to process the reports. 

Do you believe the oumber of FTEs requested is an accurate number? 

I believe that this ollicial position underestimates the human resources that will be required to 
administer the database. First. the agency's 2012 Budgel Reques1 includes a considerably larger 
number of new FTEs that appear to be needed to administer the new database. Starting on pg. vii 
of the 2012 Budget Rcqucsl, $3.075 million is requested for "modernizing the CPSC's 
infonnalion technology (IT) systems and implementing the public database through a miitturc of 
new and existing FTEs and contractors." On pg. viii, this funding is explained as including "four 
FTEs and three contractors to maintain the new lT systems [and] ... an im:rease of24 new FfEs 
and contractors to conduct data intake, incident review, and investigations for a total of$J.075 
million." On the following page, a chart (Table C) is included which breaks down mo.st of the 
needed FTEs for data intake, mpid incident review. and customer scrvicc--all for the database. 
And pg. ix includes one sentence in the first paragraph explaining that an additional six new 
FTEs are requested "to continue to investigate the increasing number of incident reports''
again. all related to the Commission's database. 

I agree that the agency needs the flexibility to determine where to assign rhe new employees as 
we lcam more about how to manage this new public database. However. it se<.."lltS disingenuous 
to characterize only the .. Data Intake'' employees as "needed lo administer the database", while 
ignoring the other 27 new FTEs and contractors in our budget request under the headings "IT 
modernization" and "Data Intake, Incident Rt:view. and Investigation." As l have previously 
discussed, I believe this is part of an effort to diminish tht: apparent cost of the public database 
by anificially separating the costs of dat<1base, IT modernization, and other related expenditures, 
when they are inseparable. As explained above, up until shortly before our Appropriations 
hearing. these distinctions had not been made in any funding justifications to Congress or the 
Otlice of Management and Budget. Rather, all funding for the database and all tlther facets of 
the Consumer Product Safety Risk Managm1ent System was sought as a single lump sum. 

Notably, even the Budget Request underestimates the cost oithcdarabasc and the employees 
needed to administer it. First, the staffs justification for some of the new FTEs (e.g., the six new 
Ff Es requested to continue to investigate the increasing number of incident reports) is based 
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solely on the expcc1cd organic growth in incident reports that the Commission would receive 
even without a new database. However. since the Commission's database will he made public 
for the lirst time, and because the Commission itself is promoting its use, it is almost certain we 
will receive a greater quantity of incidents than ever before - in addition to any organic growth. 
Also, the budget request does not take into account 1he time and resources that Commission 
.~enior staff, including legal and compliance stall; will continue to dedicate to the new database, 
which may take them away from other duties. If, as is likely, the projected number of staff is 
proved to be too low, the assigned staff will be unable to timely manage all of che infonnation 
reported through the database. As a result, Commission staff will be even less likely to resolve 
claims of material inaccuracy within the ten-day period prior to the posting of unverified 
information. The Commission will then either request and he provided additional fonding in 
subsequent years, or preside over an increasingly misleading database. 

What concerns do you have regarding the accuracy of the information published on the 
database'! 

Several features of the database and the Commission ·s policies governing the posting of reports 
make it likely thiit inaccurate infonnation will be published on !he database. 

To begin with, 1he da1abasc requires that submitters of reports include their own comae! 
infonnation, but does not require that a report submitter have any tirsthand 'knowledge of the 
product, harm or risk of harm. Nor docs it require submittcn; lo provide the contact infonnation 
of an individual with firsthand knowledge, such as the product owner or the person who used the 
product. As a result, requiring the contact information of only the submitter is not much 
different from permitting the submission of an anonymous n.'JlOr!. In both cases. the 
Commission has no means lo verify the alleged circumstances of the incident or lo obtain 
supplemental infonnation relevant to determining the existence and scope of an alleged product 
hazard. Without access to a direct witness to an alleged incident. the Commission may also be 
unable to determine whether a report contains a material inaccuracy. Where a lack of 
infonnation and inability lo contact the product owner or a witness prevents the Commission 
from determining the existence of a material inaccuracy, a dubious report will remain on the 
datahase. 

Moreover, these concerns arc not diminished by the requirement that submitters of reports verify 
'"to the be~t of their knowledge .. the accuracy of the report submitted. Tile honest, best 
knowledge of someone with no personal connection to an incident or product is of lil!lc value. 

The rules governing the posting of reports that are subject. t.o a manufacturer's claim of material 
inaccuracy also make it likely that inaccurate reports will be posted. Manufacturers arc entitled 
to ten business days after a report of hnrm is sent to them before the report is posted on the 
database. During that time, they may present to the Commission a claim that a report contains 
materially inaccurate information. But in many cases. ten days is unlikely 10 be sufficient time 
for a manufacturer 10 de1e1mine whether a report identifying its product contains a material 
inaccuracy. 
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This is partly bec<1u~e the rule pl!Ssed hy the majority did not require reports to contain sufficient 
detail about the product and incident to guide a manufacturer's investigation. !nfonnation 
essential to this purpose that is not required to he contained in the report. includes: the model 
number of the product: the date it was purchased: the UPC code; and/or, any other unique 
identifying infonnation that would distinguish one product of a particular type from the 
potentially dozens of others that are or the same general type but Me materially different. For 
example, a recent search of Amazon.com for high chairs manufactured by one particular 
company produced a list of 137 different high chairs ranging in price from $54 - S\48. Given 
the broad range of identically named, yet distinctive products available from the same company 
at a single snap shot in time. a report of harm relating to a particular manufacturer's high chair, 
with no referenc"' to the model, date of purchase or other more specific identifying information, 
would not permit the manufacturer even to identify the specific product, let alone to gauge the 
accuracy of a report about the product. 

Even a manufacturer provided with sutlicicnt infonnation to identify a specific product may not 
receive enough detail about an incident to understand the role its product played in causing an 
allt:gcd injury. Moreover, tltere may be no way to ascertain the truth in those cases where the 
manufacturer is certain that its product could not have caused an injury in the manner alleged. 
This is because a third-person reporter is not required to identify the victim or product owner, 
and access to a firsthand observer of the incident is necessary to resolve issues of fact 

A manufacturer forwarded a vague report has few options. Even where a firsthand observer is 
identified in the report, the manufacturer is nor entitled to such individual's contac1 infonnation. 
Without the ability to follow-up with a witness, the manufacturer must base its assertion of 
material inaccuracy upon the content of the report. ln many cases, the report may not contain 
suflicient infonnation for the manufacturer lt) ascertain whether it contains a material inaccuracy. 

Even with adequate information, 10-tlays will often he too linle time. Obvious cases of 
manufactun~r mbid1:ntitication may be discernahle within the available window of time. But 
many products o! a more generic nature will he very ditlicult to distinguish without a much more 
ex1ensive investigation. 1 have spoken with manufacturers who have needed over 30-days after 
receiving a consumer complaint to conclude that the ~ubject product was not their own. And 
those were cases where the company had access to the product. Ten days will clearly be 
insufficient in many cases, and as a result, materially inaccurate information will remain on the 
public database well beyond that point. 

Even where a manufacturer meets the I 0-day deadline to submit an adequately supported claim 
that a report is materially inaccurate, if the Commission docs not also complete its investigation 
of1hc claim within the 10-day period. the report is published on the 11 111 day. This policy 
guarantees that inaccurate reports will sometimes be posted. Moreo\ler. the materially inaccurate 
information will remain on the site until the Commission completes its investigation and makes a 
de1ennination. And because 1here is no fiKed period within which the Commission must 
complete its investigation, inaccurate information can remain on the site indefinitely. 
Meanwhile, the Commission's efforts to investigate claims of material inaccuracy are hamstrung 
by its failure to require the identification of victims ofhann or firsthand witnesses of incidents 
raising a risk ofhann. There arc therefore likely to be many cases where a manufacturer will 
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have goo<l reason to believe a reported incident is either completely false or materially 
misrepresented (and companies routinely receive these types of mistaken or fraudulent claims), 
but neither the manufacturer nor the Commission will be able to obtain the infonnation necessary 
to resolve the claim. Under those circumstances, the manufacture will be unable to meet its 
burden and the challenged, but unverified and unverifiable report, will remain on the datab<IJ$c 
forever. 

Further, the manufacturer has no right to inspect the product. In those cases where contact 
information for the product owner is neither provided nor obtainable from the third-p:u1y 
submitter, it would be impossible even for the Commission to inspect the product. Similarly, 
there would be no opportunity for the Commission to follow up with the consumer under those 
circumstances. The manufacturer is not entitled to the contact information of a product owner 
who chooses to remain anonymous. 

All of these factors make it inevitable that inaccurate reports will be posted on the database, and 
!hat many will remain searchable by the public forever. 

A recent example demonstrates that these arc not idle concerns. A report was puh\i~hcd on the 
public database in which a parent identified a particular company as the manufacturer of a toy 
kaleidoscope that injured her child. The rcp<ni had been forwan.led to the named manufacturer 
as required by the rule. but the report contained insutlicicnt infonnation for the named 
manufacturer to determine whether it had actually manufactured the product. The company 
therefore made no claim of material inaccuracy, but posted a comment explaining that it was 
uncertain whether it had manufactured the product. Subsequently, a CPSC compliance office. 
obtained the kaleidoscope from 1he parent as part of its investigation of the producl's safety. and 
discovered that the parent had misidentified the manufacturer. The incident report was then 
removed from the database, the correct manufacturer was notified, and the report was reposted 
with the correct information. However, this outcome resulted from happenstance and not any 
protections built into the database. If the incident had not been one of the approximately 10% 
thac lead to a follow-up investigation, the error would never have been discovered. In addition. 
the investigation would not have uncovered the mistake it: as the database rule permits, contact 
information for an individual with firsthand knowledge oftht: product and who retained it. was 
nol provided. The fact that an error of this kind has already been discovered, given the short 
period that the databa~c has been ·•Jive'' and the small percentage of incidents that are 
investigated, suggests that this situation is probably 11ot unique. Rather, it indicates that there arc 
likely alr~ady a significant number of published incident reports that mi~identify a manufacturer 
and that will never be corrected or removed. 

Is it true that other persons, aside from those directly harmed, can submit complaints to 
the database? 

Yes, even as properly construed, the CPSIA permits categories of persons who were not directly 
harmed to submit reports to the database. This includes emergency first responders and 
physicians. who aie in a position to provide at least a degree of useful first-hand information 
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about an incident or injury. But I believe the Majority cxpandc..xl the catcgoric8 (>f persons 
entitled to submit infonnation to the database well beyond those intended by Congress. 

\4 

Section 212 of the CPSIA requires the Commission, subject to the availability of appropriations, 
to establish and maintain a public, web portal accessible Database on the safety of consumer 
products. The statute identifies five sources from which the Commission shall receive reports of 
harm. These are (I) consumc..-rs; (2) local, state, or Federal government agencies; (3) child care 
professionals; (4) child service providers; and (5) public safety entities. CPSll\ § 212(b)(I )(A). 

Each of these categories of submitters is likely to have first-hand knowledge of the harm 
reported. They can therefore be expected to provide accurate and reliable information that may 
be useful to consumers seeking product safety information. 

Notwithstanding the statute· s clear language, the Commission's Majority adopted a rule that 
great! y expanded the list of allowable submitters to the Database beyond 1hose intended by 
Congress. For example, the Commission·s regulation defines "consumers" to include 
"attorneys", and "public safety entities" to include .. consumer advocates or individuals who work 
for nongovernmental organizations, consumer advocacy organizations, and trade associations." 
16 C.F.R. § I 102. l O(a). This expansion goes against the statutory purpose that the Database he 
"useful" for consumers and not disseminate erroneous informa1ion.10 Indeed, 1hc Majority has 
expanded the list of submitters to such an extent that anyone can submit reports of hatm
thereby rendering meaningless the statutory language listing permitted submitter$. 

It is important that individuals with first-hand knowledge ofincidcnls ofhann involving 
consumer products be permitted to submit reports lo the Public Database. llowcver, groups or 
individuals with no direct knowledge of the incident, who did not see it happen or do noc even 
know the person that was harmed, should not be pennitted or encouraged to submit incident 
reports lo the Database. There are s1:veral reasons why first-hand knowledge is essential. but the 
primary reason is accuracy. A Database full of inaccurate reports from individuals who have 
second or third-hand information is not remotely helpful 10 consumers using the Databa~e to 
dctennine which consumer product they should purchase. 

Soliciting information from sources seeking to promote an agenda unrelated lo simply sharing 
first hand information invites dishonest, agenda-driven use of the Da1abase--diluting its 
usefulness for consumers. Tri;il lawyers, unscrupulous competitors, advocacy groups and other 
nongovcmmental organizations and trade associatiuns serve their own agendas and lack an 
incentive to prioritize accuracy in their reports of harm. Trial lawyers or other groups with self. 
serving motives will use the Commission's Database to look for potential trends and patterns of 
hazards. Under the Majority's Database rule, these same groups could also submit to the 
Database false and unverifiable repons l<> fuel a lawsuit. It is no coincidence that these groups 
are strongly in favor of this public Database and of the Majority's interpretation of the statute, 
which expressly allows them to submit reports of harm. 

io On the Senate floor. during consideration of the CPSIA on March 5. 2008, Senator rryor s1ated: "We have tried lo 
find something chat is balanced, thal provides informarion. but also has some filtering so we nuke sure erroneou.\ 
info11TI111ion i• no1 disseminated. But the goal of this provision is that rhe public has rhe right to know when produc1> 
are dangerous:· 
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There arc many advocacy groups and associations that servt: a role in public policy, hut may not 
have the incentive OT ability to provide specific and accurnlc pm<luct identification information 
to the Commission's Database. For example, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 
.supports government-mandated .sprinklen; in new homes. One cause of house fires is the use of 
cigarette lighters, which are consumer products. Thus, the NFPA has a strong incentive to add all 
reports of house fires caused by lighters lo the Commission's public Database. The more 
incidents in OUT Database. the better case they can make that new fire prevention technology -
which some of their members sell--should be mandated in homes. 

But it is not important to the NFPA whether it correctly identifies a hrand oflighter in an 
incident report. A lighter may appear to be the branded product of a particular manufacrurer. but 
instead be a cheap cnunlerfeit. The Nl'PA is interested solely in reporting house fire incidents; 
the particular brand oflighti:r is not relevant to its goal of promoting sprinklers. Meanwhile, the 
company idcntitied in the repon as the manufacturer of the cigarett1;1 lighter must ddend 
countless unverifiable and potentially inaccurate claims about its product. Such inaccurate and 
unveri liable information is of no value to a consumer seeking information on the safi:st l ype of 
lighter. 

By inviting trial lawyers. consumer advocacy organizations and trade groups to input reports of 
harrn, the Commission has all but 1,'Uaranteed that the Database will be a tool for lawsuits, policy 
agendas and anti-competitive activity. Un<ler those circumstances, it ca!Ulot also serve its 
intended function of providing a reliable re.~ourcc for parents seeking useful infonnation about 
product salety. A Database populated with such information will be no more useful than 
"J\mazon.com", '·Yelp.com", or any of the otha hundreds of websites where anyone can submit 
conuncnts on a product, and docs not warrant tax payer funding. 

Why did the CPSC not l'cquirc the submissions come from firsthand knowledge of 
incidents of harm? 

The issue was a topic of debate among the Commissioners. Without revealing confidential 
internal deliberations, the Majority's public position is explained in the published preamble to 
the rule: 

The plain statutory language c.lo~ not require a submitter of a report of harm to have 
"firsthand knowledge .. , We have chosen an interpretation of .. consumer,. that comports 
with our experience in maintaining a database of consumer product incident reports. 
Historically. we have received report~ of harm from any and all consumers in order 10 

protect individuals who use consumer goods. 11 

75 FR 76835 (December 9, 2010). 

11 A separa1e siatemem l>y Commissioner Adler clarifies the Majority·s view 1ha1 "the lenn 'consumer' generally 
carries • !:>road meaning ... we arc. in fact. !ill ~on.<umt-rs:· Supplcmenral Statemem of Comrnission~r Roben Adler 
Regarding ch~ Publically Available Consumer Product Safe!}' lnfonnalion Dacaba~e Ruic (January l l. 2011}. a14-5. 
Thus. the Commission ha~ a history of accepting repons from everyone and anyone. 
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In other words, the majority believes that because the Conunission has long been willing to 
initiate product investigations based on secondhand reports, it should also puhlish such reports to 
the public. But there is no logical connection between the two circumstances. In the former 
case, there is no risk that the public will be mislead by inaccurate reports, and the Commission's 
investigation and internal deliberations remain confidential until it detcnnines there is a real 
product hazard. Indeed. it is preferable that the Commission continue to absorb as much 
information on consumer products as it can-and this includes potentially inaccurate reports 
from advocacy groups, trial lawyers and trade associations. But the p11blication of inaccurate 
safety information will mislead the public - including in some cases toward the purcha.~c of 
products that are less safe than ones falsely described as unsafe in posted reports. :-.lotably, it is 
also not statutorily required that information which is neither accurate nor verifiable be posted on 
the public database. 

But at bottom, I believe the Majority's willingness to populate the database with potentially 
inaccurate information stems from a fundamental ditlerence in philosophy. The Majoriry 
apparently believes it is better to include potentially inaccurate infonnation than to e)(clude any 
accurate infonnation that might be reported only secondhand. They seem not to understand that 
the inclusion of inm;curate information diminishes the value of all of the informarion on the 
database. because there will be no way for a manufacturer or consumer to distinguish between 
accurate and inaccurate reports. As a result, manufacturers will not have the opportunity to 
improve the safety of their produc!S, and consumers will have difficulty knowing which products 
to avoid and which to purchase. In other words, unlike the majority, I do not helieve that casting 
a wider net to avoid missing any accurate infonnation juslifies the dissemination of inaccurate 
information. For when the two arc indistinguishably combined, even the accurate infonnation is 
of little value. The database is therefore no different than the many available internet biogs on 
which consumers contribute unverifiable comments about products, and it should not be 
supported with tax payer dollars. 

How will the CPSC handle information regarding complaints about one type of model of 
an item? For example, bow will consumers know that the information posted is uot 
regarding every model of an item that a company makes? 

If a report identifies as potentially hazardous a product that has numerous distinct models, hut 
docs not specify the model, the rqiort will be posted and consumers will have no way of 
knowing which model is the subject of the report. That potential scenario serves to highlight 
once again the risk that, as currently conceived, the database is likely to lead to the posting of 
inaccurate or misleading infonnation that will at best be unhdpful to consumers. 

l have been informed that an analy~is of reports submitted to the public database shows that 
approximately 85% of reports contain information in the non-mandatory field designated for the 
model number. Although no comprehensive review of these reports has hccn conductod, it has 
been discovered that in many cases, the informarion contained in tlte .. model number'' field is. in 
fact, not the model number of the product. The Commission is therefore still working to 
determine how useful "model number" information provided by consumers will be in 
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distinguishing among prvducts and a~sisting in the detennination of whether the correct 
manutacturer has been identified. 

IMPACT OF REGULATION 

17 

Many of the CPSC's rules have an impact on manufacturcn both large and small. lt seems 
to me that these rules also have a large impact on consumers, giving them less choices and 
higher prices. 

When promulgating rules, how does CPSC consider their impact on businesses and 
consumers? 

The Commission conducts assessments required under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) and 
ihe Congressional Review Act (CRA). These include assessing whether or not a rule disparately 
impacts small businesses. panicular geographic regions, prices, or the ability of domestic firms 
to compete. Such assessments are usually !!Q! comprehensive, because it is not n.~~uired. For 
example, an RF A analysis may be a couple of parai,'Taphs, depending on the rule.1• 

Under the CRA, when a rule is deemed .. economically significant", the Conunission sends a 
notice to the Office of Management and Budget ( OMB) explaining how the determination was 
made. (Again. no cost-benefit analysis is required.) OMB has an opportunity to agree or 
disagree with the Commission's detennination. Following that step, the Commission sends a 
one-page form to Congress and 1hc Govcmment Accountability Office Jetting them know the 
agency is issuing an "economically significant" ruk ... and that's the extent of the requirements 
imposed on the Commission by the CRA. Historically, the Commission has issued few 
"economically significant"' rules. However, an increased number can be expected under the 
CPSIA. 

Additionally, rules promulgated by the Commi.~sion generally are subject to the Paperwork 
Reduction Act (PRA). which requires notice and comment to the public and reporting to O~B. 
PRA analyses arc usually perfunctory and do not intlucnee the outcomes of Corrunission rule 
makings. 

Wbcn required by statute, the Commission also considers the impact on businesses and 
consumers in the context of performing a cost ben~tit analysis, as discussed in ihe next response. 

:2 The Rcgula1oty Fle•ibility Ana\:ysi~ !hat accompanied lhe Corrunission's proposed rule governing testing and 
ccrtifkalion (75 l:'R 2R366). i=ed under the CPSIA. was more lengthy than u.sual. The asseir.smen1 provides 
hypothetical examples ohcs1ing costs and other anc.:dot•l ua1a. However. it does not pro•idc the quan1i1.a1ivc data 
on the impact 10 industry or con•umcl'$ that would normally be included wi1h a fonnal co•t·benefit ana:ysis. 
http;f!.\.'l..ww.cp..;g11vi:i)lrn.1Yl.ft>ii.l".f9i'!!.l!'ti.r~!Zp.fQdJ:J:n.l .~.f 
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Does the Commission do cost benefit analyses before promulgating rules? 

The CPsc·s responsibility to perfonn a cost-bencfh analysis depends upon the nature of the rule 
promulgated. Before issuing consumer product safety standards or bans under the agency's core 
statutes (Consumer Product Safoty ActiCPSA, Federal Ha;r,arduus Substancl:S ActiFHSA and the 
Flanunable Fabrics AcVFFA). 11 the Commission is typically required to do a cost-benefit 
analysis examining the impact on both businesses and consumer:;. For eJ1amplc, the CPSA 
requires a finding .. that the benefits expected from the rule bear a reasonable relationship to its 
costs", before the Commission may promulgate a "safety rule.'· IS U.S.C. § 2058(t)(J )(E). 

If not, why not? 

A cost-bem:fit analysis is not required for CPSC regulations that arc !Jg! typical standards or 
bans. 111is would include "interpretive rules;· which are meant lo provide guidance to the 
regulatory community regarding Commission's interpretation of a statute. Nonetheless, the 
Commission· s interpretation of a statute through such rules could have a substantial impact on 
both industry and consumers.'~ A ·•Notice ofRequin:ments" to accredit laboratories, which is a 
specific type of rulemaking established by the CPSlA. also does not require a cost-benefit 
analysis. The purpose of this type of rule is to establish the requirements under which labs may 
be recogni7.cd a.~ accredited by the CPSC. The promulgation of a Notice of Requirements also 
triggers the underlying statutory rl)Cjuirement to third-party test and certify to the corresponding 
satety standard, and has a subs1a11tial impact on industry. Also, enforcement guidance issui:d by 
the Commission is not required to have any kind of impact assessment. Notably, the 
Commission is not prohibited from doing more than the ~tatutes require and could do full cost
benefit analyses in these cases, but typically the agency only docs the bare minimum. The 
Commission also has the authority to determine which type ofruh: (or guidance) would be most 
appropriate, depending on the circumstance. 

~o cost benefit analysis is performed on rules promulgated under the CPSIA, because the statute 
excepted from the normal cost-benefit analysis requirement standards and bans promulgated 
under it. The decision was ostensibly made in order to expedite the rulemaking proce~!(. 
l:nfortunatcly, removing this requirement bas minimi.1.ed public and Congressional scrutiny of 
the costs associated with the CPSIA mandates. In fact, it has allowed the Commission to ignore 
the costs associale with our CPSlA rulemaking, potentially preventing the Commission from 
more timely bringing cost concerns to the attention of Congress. 

l'otwithstanding the absence of a statutory requirement, I believe the Commission should itself 
perfonn or contract for the performance of full cost-benefit analyses of nll its rules, including 
interpretive rules and Notices of Requirements. Nothing in the law prevents the Commission 
ITom doing a cost benefit analysis. In particular, the Commission should contract with an outside 

"The Poo~on Prevention l'ackaging Ac1 (PPPA) i~ •nothcr core s1arutc ol"tlae agency. but it does not reljuire a cost· 
bcndit analysis. 
"Two examples of recent ··inlcr;>retivc rules'' issued under the (."PSIA which will have a substantial impact on 
industry and consumers, in.;Judc: Ddiniliun ofChildren·s Product; Ci•it Penalties Ruic. 
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party or n.-qucsl that the Government Accountability Oftke perform a full cost·bc..'lldit analysis 
of the testing and certification rule it is currently finalizing under§ I 02(b)(2) of the CPSIA. The 
rule requires an in-depth analysis across muhiplc products, industries and regulations, and is 
beyond the capahility of the CPSC. 

If so, how comprehensive is the cost benefit analysis? 

A cost benefit analysis perfom1ed on consumer product safety standards or bans under the 
agency's core statutes includes a description of che potential benefits and costs of the proposed 
rule, including any benefits or costs that cannot be quantified in monetary terms, such as the 
impact on consumer choice. However, impact on consumer choice is not a chief consideration 
when the Commission assesses ihe impact of our regulations on consumers. More commonly, 
Commission staff considers rhe impact on consumers in term.~ of safety, including the estimate.xi 
reduction in injuries and illnesses. A cost·benefit analysis would also consider the impact of 
price increases for manufacturers and consumers. 

Can you think of any rules currently in place that are redundant? 

Yes. As you know, the CPSIA requires third-party testing and certification to all "children's 
product safety rules:· The Commission's Democratic majority has interpreted as children's 
product safety rules many of the more general "consumer product safety rules'' that the 
Commission has had in place since before the CPSIA. The decision has resulted in complicaroo, 
unnecessary, and redundant testing requirements for a number of products regulated by the 
Commission. 

Fvr example, the Majority voted to treat the flammability re!,'Ulations for carpets, rugs, clothing 
1e:1:tilcs and mattresses as '·children's product safety rules'' under the CPSIA. As a result, 
manufacturers of these products that have long been required to adhere to a strict tc.~ting protocol 
to ensure compliance with flammability standards now must also do additional third·party tests 
to certify to the agency's tlammability standards. whenever they create a children's version of a 
product. 

These rules have heen in place for decades and have done an effective job wichout chird-party 
testing. For example, then: have been no recalls of youth carpets and rugs in the entire 37 years 
of the agency's eidstcnce. There is absolutely no reason to change a .~ystem that has worked. 
Carpets already must meet the flammability standard, they already get tested in house, and they 
can obtain general conformity certificates on that basis. Third-party testing will not improve 
children's safety. Kor does it make sense to treat so·callcd youth carpets differently. No cnild 
stays entirely in his own mom and crawls or plays C)(clusively on his own rug. Children's rugs 
do not need different flammability protection than adult rugs. Indeed, every other rug in the 
house is more likely to have a cigarette dropped or candle tipped onto it than the carpet in a 
child"s room. If this testing made sense, why would we not also require third-party testing for all 
carpets being laid in elementary schools, day care centers or in babies· rooms? If a wall-to· wall 
carpel installer arrives at a jol> to find a crih sec up in the room and a mother far along in 
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There is no doubt that CPSIA regulations treating clothing teii:tiles and mattresses as children's 
products disrupt a preexisting elfoctive testing regime. The clothing teii:tilc rule involves a long· 
standing and successful guarantee program that is unlike any of the rules promulgated under the 
CPSA. That regime dTectivdy splits re~ponsibility for detennining the compliance of certain 
fabrics in a way that is not readily amenable to third-party resting. 

In particular, the agency recently revised the mattress rule in a painstaking process that carefully 
weighed the benefits and co»ls entailed in that regulation. l\s part of that process, the agency 
detennined that the rule would have an impact of greater than$ IOO million on the ecunomy, 
making it the rule with the single greatest economic impact in the history of the agency up to thac 
time. Requiring third-party testing based on an overly literal interpretation ofa part of the 
CPSIA-for which there is absoluiely no evidence to suggest it applies to the mattress rule-
upsets thi;: careful balance struck by the mattress rule's design. The oddity of overlaying third
party testing and certification on this rule can be seen from the fact that the rule will now require 
the burning of a qucen-siz.:d prototype mattress in an accredited third-party lab to prove 1hc 
inHammability of a crib mattress several limes smaller. 

Of all of the votes we have taken at the Commission, l had hoped that chis would be an easy one. 
Aller all, it is unlikely that Members of Congress anticipated adding thiro-party testing 
requirements to the 2007 mattress standard. the 1970 standard for carpets and i:ugs, and others. 
when the CPSll\ was passed. Unfortunately, because of the make-up of the Commission, I 
believe it will now take an act of Congress to reverse these requirements and to prcvenl fururc 
'"consumer product safety rules" from being caught up in the CPSlA ·s third-party testing regime. 

STOPPING HARMF(jL PRODUCTS AT PORTS OF ENTRY 

I am encoqraged by the CPSC's Memorandum or Understanding with Customs and 
Border Protection. By stopping harmful products al our ports of entry. the CPSC is usinit 
resources to proactively stop harmful products from reaching the li.S. market. As I 
understand, once products are in the market, it is very dirticult lo recaU a significant 
amount. 

What are your thoughts on this program? Do you believe this program is an efficient use 
of CPSC's resources? 

There is no doubt that the growing cooperation between the Consumer Product Satety 
Commission (CPSC) and the U.S. Customs and Bvrder Protection (CSP) has eii:panded the 
Commission's ability to more efficiently and effectively prevent unsate products from entering 
the United States. 

The CPSC gained access to the International Trade Data System Automated Commercial 
Environment (ACE) in 2007, and since that time has expanded the number of ports at which 
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CPSC employees work side by side with CBP otlicers. ACE gives C.l:'SC staff acccs~ to .. entry 
summary·• data for any shipment ofproduc!s as soon as the data becomes available. 

In 2008, CPSC created a new Import Surveillance Division. The team, in cooperation with CBP, 
is tasked with inspecting, detecting and slopping hazardous products from entering the United 
Suites. 

While the ACE data is useful. it is generally nol available before a shipment has arrived. That is 
why the CPSC's October 2010 MOU with CBP is so important. It gives CPSC access to CBP's 
Import Safety Commercial Targeting and Analysis Center (CTACJ. CTAC provides CPSC staff 
with ship manifest data even before a product anives al port, thereby allowing the CPSC to 
conduct risk assessments and target those shipments most likely to contain dangerous products. 

The access to CBP's databases obtained through MO!Js, combined with day-to-day cooperation 
between CSP and CPSC lmpoTt Surveillance Division personnel working side-by-side at United 
States ports, pennits the CPSC to target, sample and detain, export or destroy a for greater 
number ofunsafo products. Moreover, it is able to do so with only a couple do1.:cn employees. 
strongly support these efforts and will continue to work with the Chair to identify additional 
ways i11 which CPSC can cooperate with CBP to maximi~c the safety return on the CPSC's 
expenditure of resources. 

AVOIDING DANGEROUS PRODUCTS 

What advice can you give the parents of young cbildnn lo avoid lead and other dangerous 
clements in children's products? 

Based on my experience as a CPSC Commissioner and as a mother of six, I am keenly aware of 
the dangers children can fa<:e from consumer products. As with all of the hazards against which 
the CPSC protects consumers. parents can avoid products known to contain lead in paint or other 
dangerous elements by checking the Commission's www.IT.ca11s.gny website or signing up for 
recall updates through .:mail. It i.~ also important to provide age-appropriate gifts lo toddlers and 
young children, to supervise their play, and to remember that most incidents can happen in a split 
second. 

Parents should also learn about the common, everyday hazards children confront at home, and be 
vigilant to avoid them. For example, drowning is among the most common occurrences rcponed 
to the CPSC. Drowning can occur not only in pools, but in bathtubs, hot tubs. toilets and even 
buckets of water. Drowning prevention is an important focus of the Commission, and I am 
proud to have participated in one of the Chairman's Pool Sately Campaign events in 
Washington. DC. I also hl>pc that the Commission's education campaign on drowning 
prevention may extend to settings beyond swimming pools. Choking hazards also present an all 
too common risk for children, including from coins and small batteries. 

A child's sleep environment is also a potential source of risk about which parents should be 
aware. I therefore strongly support the Chairman's "Safe Sleep Campaign", designed to educate 
parents on crib safety and the potential safety hazards present in an infant's sleep environment. 
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For example, soft bedding placed in~idc of a crib is a significant hazard. because infants' neck 
muscles are not strong enough to help them to avoid sutfocation. Soft bedding is noc a e<msumer 
pruduct htv.ard. per sc, but it is a common danger that we hear of all too often at the 
Commission. That is why l continue to support efforts at the Commission to fo<.:us not only on 
the safety of the cribs themselves but also on all of the gemm1l hazards related to infant sleep. 

I believe ii is important to clarify the risks associated with lead, especially since the Cl'SIA has 
removed the ability of our agency to assess risk in this area, as we would for other hazards. 
Some advocates say that "there is no safe level of lead", implying that none ofu.s can ever spend 
enough time and money to reduce or eliminate lead everywhere. But there is, in face, an unsafe 
level oflea<l that has been established hy our leading scientific agencies, the National Institutes 
of Health, the Centers for Di:>ease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency. On! y lead 
that is "ahsorbablc" at greater than minimal lei•els is dangerous, especially to childn:n ages tive 
and under. 

In order to determine risk, it is necessary to make a distinction between lead that is absorbablc 
and lead that is not absorbable in meaningful amounts. In many other laws relating to absorbable 
lead levels, standards exist to allow for such minimal absorption. For el\ample. the Food and 
Drug Administration allows for 0.1 microgram of lead in a one-gram piece of candy.' 5 The Safe 
Drinking Water Act declares "zero lead" to he the objective for the amount of lead in water, but 
pipes carrying lhe water an: penniued to be 80,000 parts per million (8 percent) lead - allowing 
for negligible, trace amounts to exist in the water we drink.16 California Proposition 6.517 as well 
as the European l.Jnion1K allow for a negligible amount of absorbable (or soluble) lead in 
children's products. People often are surprised 10 leam that all children arc born with a certain 
blood lead level, depending on the blood lead level of the mother. Some additional amount ol 
lead (roughly one microgram per kilogram of body weight)1

Y is then taken into the body every 
day through the food we eat and the air we breathe. 

So what lead is actually risky? Lead is risky when it is absorhable into the bloodstream at greater 
than minimal levels. The experts at the CDC and NIH have found that lead paint in old houses 
and lead in dirtw near old gas stations are !he main source of environmental lead preseo,ting a 

""Supporting Documc'Tlt for Recommended Maximum Level for I.cad in Candy Likely Tu Re Consumed 
Fl't'qucntly by Small Children,'' Food and Drug Admini~tration. ~ovcmber 2006: 
hnp: iiwww. fda.goviF oodirnodS•fc1ylf'oudConl>m1ina111sAdulteratio11iMe1a \siLead!ucm t 72050 .htm 
"Environmental Protection Agency, Safe Water Drinking Act, fact Shect~: 
hnp:.::·~-,1.-v.·.epa.gov/~afcwatt.·.rl.~dwa/basicinformahon.hunl 

,., California Oflice of Environmental Health Ha7.ard A-.c~smcnl (OEHHA), Proposition 65 · 
hup:i'www.()c:hha.1lr!;iprop65.hunl. Children's Hcahh ar OEHHA • 
hnp:i iochha.ca.gov'public .. mfoipubhcikids!schools04 l 707 .html 
" European Conuninee for Standardization (CF.N). EN 71 ·3 Safety ofloys-Pan J: Migration of certain elements. 
CE~. Bnissel$, Belgium. 1994: hltp:liec.europa.cuiencerpriseipolicics;"uropcan·standardslJocumcrmlharn1011iscd· 
standard~-legjslarion/ii~t .. rcfcrcm.-e:..:'toy:\.I' 
19 Centers for Disease Conrrol. Agency for Toxic Subsl'ancc~ and Disca•e Registry. Todc Substances Ponal: Lead: 
hup:11,vww.atsrlr.~dc.gov1PHSil'HS.asp''id·~9'.!&1irl=22 

'0 Although lead in dirt is a proven hazard for small childl't'n residing near old gas .•lation." ic is notal>le thal the 
Environrnenca\ Protection Agency standard for lead in soil is 400 ppm. hllp:ll"'ww.epa.govikadJ l'hi~ >tandard for 
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danger to small children {http://www.cdc.gov/nceh/h:adi). In otht.T words, the risk o/ 
absorbability from lead paint in an old home that becomes chipped and may be inhaled or 
ingcstoo is quite high. 
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In the same vein, a heavily lead-laden metal charm or piect.i of jewelry that can be swallowed 
presents a danger. bet:ause such an item could get caught in the stomach and absorbed. However. 
none of these agencies, including the CPSC, has ever found that a child touching a brass musical 
instrument or a vinyl lunchbox, or riding a bicycle, could ever rub off enough lead, day arter <lay. 
year after year, to affect his or her health. 

Consider the CPSIA ·s lead requirements in comparison to these known lead hazards in the 
environment today. The CPSIA ·s arbitrnry lead content limits (curremly 300ppm. and moving 
this August to I OOppm or the lowest achievable level between I OOppm and 300ppm) remove the 
ability of the Commission to assess risk, or the ab.wrhability that exists for a particular product. 
Thus, the law's lead content levels dictate that the metal handle bars of a bike that pose 110 

health risk to a child be outlawed righr alongside lead paint or a solid-lead chann on a piece of 
children· s jewelry that actually is dangerous. 

The CPSlA has resulted in a ban on children's books published before 1985, because the ink in 
them is likely 10 contain lead above the allowable level. Some al the Commission and many 
Members of Congress have expressed dismay that books have been affected, because children 
are not likely to eat the pages of old books or ingest more than miniscule amounts of lead after 
touching their pages. Likewise. youth/\ TVs and bicycles are outlawed or must be reenginecred 
even though the lead that is in the hood, handlebars, or hubcaps will not become ingestt.'<i and 
absorbed at any discemablc level (from hand 10 mouth touching where miniscule amounts of 
lead may rub off-not from actually eating the hood, handlebars or hubcaps). Other everyday 
products such as school lockers, the hinge.~ on a child's dresser, or jackets with zippers and 
buuons are outlawed if they contain tiny levels oflead in the substrate. Even ball point pens are 
outlawed if they have a toy or game attached to them and are marketed to c;hildren, due to the 
brass found on the tip. 

Finally, children do not live cooped up inside of their rooms surrounded only by .. children's 
products"-the primary focus ofrhe CPSlA. Children live throughouc the house, run around 
outside, and play with adult products such as pots, pans, furniture knobs, door handles. 
appliances and TV remotes. For example, the new costs associated with this law will affect a 
young child's lamp (usually turned on and off by the parent) but not the lamp in the den or the 
living room that a child is as likely to tum on and off. These products d.o not threaten a child's 
health due lo their lead content, because the lead. in them i.s not absorbable. This further 
illustrates the absurdity of the CPSIA 's requiring the unnecessary rccnginccring of children's 
products with lead, while children are just as likely (if not, more likely) .10 play with everything 
else in the house. 

safety is less slrict lhan the current lead contc-nt ~landard prt>'1dcd in the CPSIA for children'< products. which is 
JOOppm and ~chcdulcd 10 fall to IOOppm in August of201 I. 
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With the reeeot launch of the Consumer Product Safety Information Database in the past 
rew weeks there is concern that reports of harm can be submitted by individ11als that wish 
to do damage to their competitors by submittini: erroneous information. If the database is 
to be effective the CPSC needs to ensure the 11tmost ac..:uracy of those individuals that 
submit information to the database. 

What specific steps are in place to validate the identity of individuals that are submitting 
the information for the database to make sure they "are who they say they arc"? 

The official Commission posi!ion is that the identity of individuals is validated by (I) the 
requirement that submitters verify that the information con1ained in a report - including the 
suhmiuer's affiliation, name and address -- is true and accurate to the best of their knowledge: 
and (2) the threat that appropriate legal action will be taken against individuals who submit false 
infonnation to the government through Inc database. 

l believe neither of these putative safeguards is likely lo discourage individuals from 
misrepresenting their identity when submitting a report, or lead to the discovery of tho"e 
individuals who choose It> do so. A person willing to misrepresent his or her identity in 
connection with the submission of a report is unlikely to he discouraged from doing so by a self
vcri fication check box. ~toreover, as the official Commission position reflects, no steps arc 
taken beyond confinning that the self verification box is checked to confirm a submittcr's 
identity. 

I also do not believe the threat of legal action is much of a disincentive 10 those wishing to 
provide a false identity. As rioted, the Commission apparently lacks a system of'"specific .<teps .. 
to verify a submitter's identity in the fin;t place. The threat of prosecution carries little weight in 
the absence of a system for detection. And even if the Commission became suspicious of a 
submitter"s stated identity, it can take no prosecutorial action independent of the Justice 
Department. Notahly, between fiscal years 2004 and 2010. the Commission te!ecred for criminal 
prosecution to the Dep!111mcnt of Justice only one case that did not involve illegal fireworks. 
This retlects the fact that the Justice Department has many priorities that supersede litigating 
cases on hehalf of the CPSC. and has historically agret:d to do so only in cases involving severe 
and pervasive injury combined with repeated. intentional wrongdoing. 

There is even less likelihood that a case would be brought based on a claim that inaccurate 
incident or product information was submitted through the public portal. To hegin with, the 
difficulty of proving that a report is not ·'true to the best of \the submittcr'sl knowledge .. makes it 
unlikely any action would be taken. Even a consumer advocacy group in the habit of submitting 
reports based on third and fourth hand information heard ''though the grapevine" is still 
submitting a report 10 the best of its knowledge. Finally, assuming the Commission concluded 
that a report failed to meet this lax standard, the choice to prosecute would be made by the 
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Department of Justice. I would be shocked if the Department of Justice, overwhelmed by 
significant cases cffc1.:ting the national interest, would exercise its discretion to dedicate 
resources to litigation over whether someone really didn't believe something they heard aboul a 
consumer product. 

To date, have you found any instances of falsified individuals or actual individuals whose 
identities wen stolen lo submit information? 

In response to your inquiry. Commission staff has informed me that the Commission is unaware 
of any instan..:e!'. where an individual submitted a report under either a fictitious name or the 
name of another individual without authorization. Notably, based on the response to the above 
question, it is unclear. in any event, how the Commission would become aware of such a 
falsification. Commission staff apparently make no effort to verify the identity ofrcport 
subminers beyond ensuring that the .. self-verification"' box is checked. 
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HON. JOHN BERRY, DffiECTOR, U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGE
MENT 

Mrs. EMERSON. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Happy April Fool's Day. 
I want to welcome Director Berry from the Office of Personnel 

Management. I do appreciate your service. You have a tough job. 
And I know that while today usually is reserved for practical jokes 
and pranks, I think it is only opportune for us today to consider 
the serious challenges of OPM's mission to recruit, retain, and 
honor our world-class Federal workforce to serve the American peo
ple. 

OPM leads Federal agencies on personnel management issues for 
the country's 1.9 million Federal civilian employees. It designs, de
velops, and oversees compliance with workforce policies in areas of 
recruiting,. selection, development. and compensation .. Also, OPM 
has the responsibility for managing tens of billions of dollars in re
tirement,. health and life insurance. trust funds for Federal employ
ees. 

For fiscal year 2012, the President's budget. requests annual op
erating expenses of $258 million for the Office of Personnel Man
agement, including the Inspector General, to carry out OPM's man
dated responsibilities. This is an $18 million, or 7 percent, increase 
over fiscal year 2010. 

As you know, our current. spending levels are unsustainable and 
our committee is committed to fiscal responsibility. And Director 
Berry, I want to try to work as closely as we can to fund your high
est priorities without adding anything additional to the Federal 
debt .. 

As the Federal Government transforms itself to address the 
country's most pressing needs, agencies must have the ability to re
cruit and retain talented and highly skilled employees. Over the 
next decade, the Federal Government is facing a huge. retirement 
wave which will result in the loss of leadership and institutional 
knowledge across the government. So the Federal agencies really 
need your help to meet this challenge. 

You have significant responsibilities, Director Berry, and I look 
forward to working with you to accomplish your goals and make 
sure we have the best workforce to serve the American public. 

With that, I would like to recognize my friend, our subcommittee 
ranking member, Mr. Serrano, for any. opening remarks he would 
like to make. 

(267) 
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Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Madam Chairman. And I did notice 
that Albert Pujols set a record--

Mrs. EMERSON. Zero for five. 
Mr. SERRANO. Zero for five and three double plays in one opening 

day. That has never happened in the history of sports. 
Mrs. EMERSON. So do you suppose that having a 10-year contract 

would have solved that? 
Mr. SERRANO. Yes, he would have relaxed more and paid more 

taxes and maybe kept the shutdown from taking place. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Well, there is that. 
Mr. SERRANO. I would also like to welcome Mr. John Berry, who 

we have a lot of respect for. 
OPM has a very challenging and important mission overseeing 

the employment and benefits for millions of Federal workers and 
millions of Federal retirees. We may disagree up here about the ap
propriate size of government, but we all agree that it is critical to 
have a personnel system that has the flexibility and resources to 
hire and retain a high-quality workforce to staff an efficient Fed
eral Government. 

In addition to the current workforce, you are responsible for re
tirees, a number that is expected to increase substantially in the 
coming years. Recently, there have been many. failed efforts to. 
modernize the retirement system. Despite repeated investment, we 
still have a system that is outdated and inaccurate, and therefore 
unable to accomplish its mission. I understand that you are plan
ning a more incremental modernization of the retirement process, 
and I look forward to hearing about these efforts. 

Finally, although we appear to be making progress, there is still 
an unfortunate possibility of a government shutdown. OPM will 
have an important role in making sure that the necessary parts of 
the Federal Government continue to function. I look forward to 
hearing how you are preparing agencies for this eventuality and 
making sure that Federal workers know their role in the event of 
a shutdown. I look forward to addressing these issues during the 
time for questions, and I would like to welcome you again, Director 
Berry. 

Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you. 
Now I would like to recognize Director Berry. Please, if you 

would keep your remarks to 5 minutes, that way we can get some 
extra questions in. And let me also say that I believe we are going 
to have votes called somewhere between 10:45 and 11:00. I am 
hopeful that we are going to just have a couple, and so we will per
haps have to recess just for a couple minutes. So thank you, and 
welcome. 

OPENING STATEMENT 

Mr. BERRY. Thank you, Madam Chair. It is an honor to be with 
you and Ranking Member Serrano. Thank you so much for having 
us today. It is great to be here and to discuss some of our priorities. 
I will try to keep it real short so we get to yow- questions right 
away. 

Government is increasingly a knowledge-based enterprise where 
our. people are our most important asset. To have a government 
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that delivers the best services to the taxpayers in the most effi
cient, cost-effective way possible, we can't avoid investing in our 
workforce. 

Over the past 2 years, as directed by President Obama, we have 
led a government-wide initiative to reform hiring by making the 
process quicker and easier so that good, qualified candidates can 
apply. Our goal: Bring the best and the brightest into the Federal 
civilian service by making government the model employer for the 
21st century. And we are trying to lead by example within the Of
fice of Personnel Management. 

In 2010, under President Obama's Veterans Employment Initia
tive, we hired 2,000 more veterans than in 2009, despite hiring 
fewer overall people across the government. I am very proud that 
at the Office of Personnel Management we hired the highest per
centage of disabled vets in the government, more than DOD and 
VA. 

We met Congress' 2004 goal to speed up security clearance inves
tigations, eliminating a backlog that we. inherited that was over a 
year in length. Now over 90 percent of investigations are done 
within 40 days. When we inherited it, it was 179 days. So you can 
see the improvement on that. And the GAO removed us from the 
high-risk list this year. A lot of things go on, very little comes off; 
this one came off. And our movement of this towards the 40 days 
was. one of the p1imary. reasons it was able to. 

We are supporting agencies as they work to improve employee 
engagement and facilitate greater partnership between agencies 
and employee groups. We are increasing the strategic use of 
telework. Thank you all for passing and adopting the Telework En
forcement Act of 2010. We are on point in getting that imple
mented. 

Our budget request for 2012 will build on these accomplish
ments. As part of the President's budget, it is a responsible plan 
to ensure that we live within our means while still investing in key 
areas for our future. 

Our general funds request for basic operating expenses rep
resents an overall decrease of almost $3 million from 2011 from the. 
CR level. For the administration of civil service retirement and in
surance programs, we are requesting a slight increase of $19 mil
lion from the annualized 2011 limitation on transfers, and it is to 
deal with some of the numbers that you all have reflected and 
talked about. 

We are facing an increase. in retirement claims. Even in the first 
third of this year, there is a 15 percent increase in retirements. 
The Postal Service has announced an additional group of retire
ments that they are going to pursue, and we also have retirements 
coming from the Base Closure Realignment Act, in addition to our 
normal rate of about 100,000 retirements a yea1·. So you can see 
the demand that is going to put on our services. 

To save money and to counteract some of the increases we are 
asking for, OPM has made the difficult decision to terminate the 
Retirement Systems Modernization Program. However, we can bet
ter achieve automation by now getting back to basics. We are con
ducting a full review, bottom up, of our systemic process and look
ing at what pieces make sense. to automate that are the most com-
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monly used and the most easy to automate. It is going to be almost 
impossible to automate the entire process. It is just too complicated 
and too individual in basis. And so what we are looking at is auto
mating the key pieces of it instead. By eliminating that as a formal 
program, we don't have to provide the oversight, et cetera, that we 
would. have to, which will produce a $2 million. administrative. cost 
savings for us by eliminating that program officially. 

Also, we are eliminating the second phase of our financial sys
tems, looking at the earned benefit trust fund, our CBIS Phase 2 
approach. We have run into problems with CBIS Phase 1. We are 
working through those problems. We are working with the Comp
troller General of the United States. We think we can work this 
out. Our problems aren't unique. Every agency that is using this 
system is having similar problems. We are probably having the 
fewest problems of anybody across government, so I think we have 
the best chance of making this work. But we certainly don't want 
to go any farther until we have worked the kinks out of Phase 1. 
So that will save $41 million from that project that would other
wise be spent. 

The Affordable Care Act directs OPM to approve and oversee the 
multi-state health plans that will be offered to Americans on sta te 
insurance exchanges, a major new responsibility. We stood up the 
preexisting condition plan in less than 45 days. Our overhead is .08 
percent,. and we now provide primary coverage for that in over 23 
States of the Union. 

In addition, ACA opened the Federal Employees Health Benefits 
and Life Insurance Program to employees of tribes and tribal orga
nizations. That is going to add another 1 million people to our 
workload. We have consolidated and reorganized our staff to better 
efficiently manage these responsibilities so that our request for in
creases is less than it would otherwise be. 

Our budget proposal also includes several other long-term saving 
initiatives: A wellness program that I believe is going to have a 
long-term impact, that we can demonstrate through our agency 
that if we take this government-wide, will produce millions and 
millions of dollars in savings; a health claims. data warehouse that 
will allow us to achieve greater savings in FEHBP and for our re
tirements. And we can assure you that we will maintain tight over
sight on patient privacy. 

Finally, we are seeking authority to streamline pharmacy benefit 
contracting within the FEHBP and to leverage enrollees' pur
chasing power to. reduce cost. We estimate that we can save $69 
million in the first year, and almost $2 billion in the ongoing years. 
Our 2012 budget helps ensure our ability to provide the best value 
to the American people by continuing to recruit, retain and honor 
our world-class workforce. 

Thank you, Madam Chair, and I am happy to answer any ques
tions. 

[The statement of Mr. Berry follows:) 
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Chairwoman Emerson, Ranking Member Setran<J, and ~embers of the Subcomminee: 

l appreciate the opportunity to testify before you today on the President's Fiscal Year 2012 
Budget request for the Office of Personnel Management (OPM). This budget will help us 
achieve our vision to recn1it, retain, and honor a world-class workforce to ~ervc America. Our 
people are our greatest advantage. To have a govemment that delivers the best services to the 
taxpayer> in the most efficient way possible. we need to invest in tncm. 

Over the past two years, we have made significant progress toward making the Federal 
Government the model employer for the 21" C.:ntury. A~ directed by the President, we are 
spearheading a govenuncnt-widc initiative to reform recmiting and hiring to bring the best and 
brightest into the Federal civilian workforcc.1 To rhat end. I am also conunitted to leading hy 
example and making OPM a model employer. 

We have moved from a complica1ed essay-based application process to accepting resumes and 
cover letters. We have reduced job announcements to a reasonable length and put them in plain 
language. We are contacting employees at four point~ in the process and reducing the time to 
hire so we do not lose good people. And in 2010. when govcnunent agencies hired fewer people 
overall, with help from President Obama's Veteran& Employment Initiative, we hired 2,000 more 
veterans than in 2009. = 

; Presidential Memor.indum, Jmprovi"K the Federal Recniitment and lfi1inf( rm<'e.t.<. (May 11. 2010). 
1 from OPM Ent~"" lluman Resources Integration - Sratistical Data Mart (F.HJH-SUM). 
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l also want lo Dole our success in meeting Congress's goal to speed up clearance investigations 
for individuals the Federal Govemmeni want.~ 10 hire. When OPM look over the Background 
h1vcstigation Program pursuant to the f11tdligence Reform 1md Tl!rrorism Prevention Act of2004 
(IRPTA), we inhcrilcd over a half million pending cas1:s and a backlog of 133,095 cases that 
were over a year old. Now, we have cleared the backlogand tnc security clcar:mcc progr.im has 
been removed from the Government Accountabili1y Office's (GAO) 2011 High-Risk Serics.3 

We are supporting agencies as they work 10 improve employee wellne~s and engagemenl. and 
wi:: are facilitating greah:r partnership between agencies and employee groups. We arc also 
working to implemenl lhc provisions of the Telewurk E11hanceme11t A c:t of ZO I 0. ·• to help 
agencies update and implem.:nl their telework policies in order to establish a flexible and more 
efficienl w<>rkforce, reduce agency overhead costs, and help ensure continuity of operations in 
the event of bad weather, disaster, or terrorist mtack. 

Our budget request for FY 2012 will help us build on these accomplishments and achieve our 
strategic goals to Hire the Best, Respect rhc Workforce, Expcc1 tlu: Best, and Honor Service. 

1''V 2012 Budget Request 

The President"s budge! is a responsible plan for ensuring that we can live within our means while 
al the same time making critical investments to win the future. The budget makes tough choices 
to cur spending and cur the deficit by calling for a live-year non-securiiy discre1ionary freeze, 
saving more lhan $400 billion over lhe next ten years and bringing domeslic discretionary 
spending to the lowest it has been as a share or the ei.:onomy since President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower. 

OPM's budget makes tough choices as well, and recognizes challenges lhe agency faces in FY 
2012. OP:vi's General Funds request for basic operating expenses totals $100,027,000, which 
mpresents a decrease of S2,944,000 below the annualized amount provided by the continuing 
resolution for FY 2011. For the administration ofcivil service retirement and insurance 
programs, OPM also requests a total of $132,523,000 in trnnsJers fmm lht: lhree earned benefit 
Trust funds, an increase of$19,786,000 above the annuali7.ed FY 2011 limi1a1ion. 

In response to the financial challenges our Govenuncnt is currently facing. OPM has made the 
difficult decision to suspend our retirement sys1ems modernization (RSM) prl)gram. The full 
au1oma1ion of the F cdcral retirement process is needed to bring better and more efficient services 
lo current and furure retirees and we have endeavored for many years 10 fully implemenl 1hese 
changes. However, we can bener achieve these goals by getting back 10 the basics of retirement 
services rather than managing improvements through a large scale project Elimina1ing the RSM 
program as a formal budget item will save at least $2 million in adminis1rativc cosls while we 

1 Dodaro. Gene!... G,fO's lOl I llig/1-Risk Seri,.s: 1ltr Update. (S[!\Q: ! b!.9~T). (February 17, 2011 ). 
'l'ul>lic taw 111-292 was signed i11to law on December 9, ?OIO. 
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conduct a bottom up review of the Retirement Service process and maintain a focus on 
achievable goals to automate the retirement processing system. 

Also, the planned second phase ofOPM's financial system. Consolidated Business lnfonnation 
System (CBIS), to encompass the earned benefit crust fonds has been placed on indefinite hold to 
address and remediatc critical issues exposed during deployment of the system in F Y20 l 0. This 
will resuh in a savings of approximately $41 million over the lifetime of the project. 

The enactment of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) designated OPM as the agency responsible for 
approving and overseeing multi-stale health plans to be offered to the American putilic on the 
state exch11nges. • In addition, the Act extended eligibility for participation in the Federal 
Employees Health Benefits Program and the Federal Employees Group LiCe Jn~urance Program 
to employees of Tribes and Tribal organiza1ions.6 OPM has consolidated ils existing and new 
healthcare and insurance responsibilities inco a new Healthcare and Insurance (HI) organization 
to help us carry out 1hese responsibili1ies more crficicntly while protecting the integrity of our 
existing t>perations. 

Our budget proposal also includes sever.ii other initiatives to help us realize savings in the long· 
term. We have launched a wellness program with the General Services J\dminisrration and the 
Dcpanment of Interior Iha! offers biometric screening, wellness classes, smoking ccssa1ion 
pm grams, and a health clinic. In addition, the Health Claims Data Warehouse ( HCDW) project 
is an initiative to collect, maintain and analyze data from hcahh claims under the Federal 
Employees· Health Benefit.~ Program (FEHBP). including drug utili:c:ation from Phannacy 
Benefit Managers (PBMs), the Pre-existing Conditions Insurance Program (PCIP), and Multi
State Plan options on an ongoing basis. And Jct me be dear that pacient privacy is foremost in 
nur minds and ii will be vigorously protected. 

The budget also proposes that OPM he given authoricy to screamline pharmacy benefit 
conrracting within the FEHB program and leverage enrollees· purchasing power to reduce coslS 
and obtain greater value for enrollees and the American people. We estimate this will s11ve 
approximately S69.000,000 in the first year and S 1.800,000,000 over len year>. 

As this Administration's chid' poop le person. I again want lo express my appreciation for the 
opportunity to testify in support of this budget request which will help ensure 1hac we are able to 
provide the best value 10 the American people as we continue to recruit. rccain, and honor a 
world-class workforce to serve America. 

Thank you. and I'll be glad to answer any ques1ions that you may have. 

'42 IJ.S C. 18054 
•Section 409 of the Indian Health Care lmpn,.emcnt Act (Public Law 94·437). a~ amended by scetiou 157 of S. 
1790, th~ Indian Health Care Improvement Reauthorization and Extension Act ofW09 (!HC!Rt/\). Section 10221 
of A(;A (l'ul>lic I.aw 111-148) incorpora1ed lHCIRE/\. 
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John Berry is rhe Federal Government's Chief People Person. As the 
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Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you very much, Director Berry. I appre
ciate very much your testimony. 

BUDGET REQUEST 

Under the budget request, you list a few things that you needed 
extra people for- interspersing it with savings, I might add, so it 
was harder to add it all up at the same time. Anyway, tell me now, 
your budget request is for 7 percent more, or $18. million, than the 
2010 request. So the initiatives that OPM plans to spend they have 
proposed increase on are? 

Mr. BERRY. The increase. is getting ready. to handle. the multi-. 
state exchanges under the ACA. That is the bulk; $12 million of 
the increase is for that to really staff up. 

Mrs. EMERSON. And how many people is that, do you think? 
Mr. BERRY. It is approximately 20. Am I correct on that? Twenty

six people. 
Also, the Employee Viewpoint Survey, which we have done every 

other year, is proposed in this budget to go to an annual survey, 
and then every other. year to survey. every employee in the Federal 
Government. We used to just survey a random sample. So that has 
an additional cost of $1 million. 

We have stood up a new Office of Diversity and Inclusion. That 
is a $1 million increase to allow us to continue forward progress 
there. And there is a request that is being made government-wide. 
by the Office of Management and Budget that we would play a role 
in for improving our acquisition of $640,000. So those are the major 
increases in that. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. So if you went back to 2008 fiscal year lev
els, or let's say a 17 percent decrease, more or less, tell me how 
that would impact you all. 

Mr. BERRY. I think we could make that work, Madam Chair, if 
you would work with us. on flexibility on the trust fund side. of the. 
house. What we could work with you and your staff on developing 
is if we had to go back to the 2008 level, we can't avoid the addi
tional burden, and I can't pretend that we can just eat the entire 
cost of getting ready for these multi-state exchanges. It is going to 
be a significant new responsibility for us. But I believe we could 
work with you on- as I said, we managed this with less than 1 per
cent of overhead cost. And I think that if you were to give us-we 
are. not. talking about a wild increase here. You are allowed under 
the law to go up to 2 percent to authorize this. So with a slight 
increase of taking us to 1 percent, for example, would allow us po
tentially to go back to a 2008 level and still maintain getting ready 
for these important new responsibilities. 

MULTI-STATE EXCHANGE 

Mr s. EMERSON. Let me ask you something; when you have to 
stand up the multi-state exchange, does that require more people 
at the outset, but then once you have it going then those people 
could be either shifted elsewhere or they could be temporary em
ployees? I mean, is that how it works once you have things on a 
roll? 

Mr. BERRY. I think the 26 that we are asking for, Madam Chair, 
is I believe going to be sort of a stable baseline. It is one that we 
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will build into over the course of-if you give us the authority. I 
don't see going much beyond that. In other words, I think that is 
a good, stable thing to be able to handle the millions of people that 
will have to come on in addition. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So the FEHBP people wouldn't be able to per
form a dual function? 

Mr. BERRY. Right. First, let me say what the law requires. The 
law requires us to keep these absolutely separate. How I have done 
this though, so that we have the efficiency of being able to share, 
obviously, good information and training-because you want both 
to inform the other-is we have one Office of Health and Insurance 
that has two deputies, one for FEHBP, one for the ACA. That way, 
their staffs, the statistical analysis, the data warehouse, the infor
mation that we can share back and forth , that will inform both, but 
the actual management and policy direction that is required under 
the law we can keep separate. So we will be able to do that. 

So clearly the FEHBP is going to continue to be the larger ele
ment of the staff. The numbers are larger and they will probably 
remain so. But there will be, we estimate, in the millions that will 
be an additional workload that we will have to manage through 
those exchanges that would be under the ACA section. 

Mr s. EMERSON. I really do have to commend you for being able 
to keep your administrative costs to manage the FEHBP at .08. I 
mean, it is remarkable. And it certainly sets the bar for any-in 
the private sector, we know that they could then perhaps reduce 
their administrative costs as well. 

FEDERAL HIRING 

Let me ask you one other question dming this round because 
this is a pet peeve of mine. If, for example, I found a job at the 
Department of the Interior in which I was interested, I was quali
fied, tell me what the process is for me to apply for the job, who 
reviews my application, and how that all works, if you would. 

Mr. BERRY. Each agency controls their own hiring. So, for exam
ple, we don't hire for the Federal Government, we create the poli
cies within which they work. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Right. So I want to talk about the policy piece 
just for a second. 

Mr. BERRY. So in that case, for example, Interior, we try to share 
to gain efficiencies in certain portions of the process, for example, 
advertising the positions. So all the agencies have come together 
with us and we have created USAJobs. So there is sort of a central, 
automated entry place for you to enter your resumes. But those re
sumes, in that case, would go to the Interior Department. They 
would screen and assess those resumes to create a pool of well
qualified candidates and then would select-and apply veterans 
preference. That is what we have set the policies to do all of that. 
The agency in Interior would then interview people from that well
qualified pool and make their selection to try to match the best 
skills with the position that they are hiring. 

Mrs .. E.MERSON. So are. HR managers within each of those depart
ments making those decisions, or are the people for whom the ap
plicants would be working doing the screening? 
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Mr. BERRY. The ultimate decision is made-and what the Presi
dent wants to see done in the Executive order on hiring reform, we 
want to make sure that responsibility is put with the hiring man
ager, the person who is actually going to have to be managing the 
job because they know what they need and can match the chem
istry of that job with the right skills set. The HR people are sup
posed to make sure that the policies are being followed so that vet
erans' rights are being protected, disabled vets are being protected, 
et cetera, and creating a legitimate, well-qualified pool that has 
open access for competition. They are making sure that box is 
checked, but the actual hiring decision is being made by the hiring 
manager who is going to be supervising the work. 

Mrs. EMERSON. But the hiring manager is only given a select 
number of people from the pool, even if all of them are equally 
qualified? 

Mr. BERRY. Now here is where we would love to work with you 
on improving this. One of the things the President's Executive 
order-that we could do within the law and we are allowing-is, 
let's say you were applying for an accountant position and you 
didn't get the job for the accountant but you have gone through a 
very arduous process, you have competed, you are in the well-quali
fied pool. Right now you would have to start all over again. To al
leviate that, what we have done to try to make it easier is within 
that department, if they are hiring other accountants, you don't 
have to start over. They can interview and hire from the well-quali
fied pool of accountants anywhere in Interior. 

Now I asked the obvious question: If Transportation is hiring ac
countants, why can't they hire from that pool? The law prevents us 
from sharing between departments now. We would obviously sup
port changing that to allow us to share those positions government
wide. Any company does this, we should do it too. Right now we 
have made it easier within departments; I would love to make it 
easier across the government. 

Mrs. EMERSON. So what in the statute actually prevents it? What 
line? What does it say? 

Mr. BERRY. We will get you the specifics, but it limits our author
ity to share those positions within the department, it says. And so 
we just essentially need to-we. would have to change a word. 

[The information follows:] 

HIRING R EFORM 

We do not think there is a sufficient way to broadly interpret current statute to 
provide an authority for agencies to share competitive certificates across agencies 
with other appointing authorities. The authority to appoint employees lies with an 
agency head or with his or her designee. 

During the earlier yeai·s of Civil Service, OPM (formerly the Civil Service Com
mission) was responsible for competitive examining within the Executive branch. 
Based on 5 U.S.C. 3317 and 3318, OPM certified individuals out to agencies for ap
pointments within those agencies. That OPM authority has since been delegated to 
agencies through 5 U.S.C. 1104. Agencies a re responsible and accountable for the 
appointments they make within their agencies. These appointments must be made 
in accordance with the merit system principles, veterans' preference and the statu
tory provisions regarding the proper order of making appointments. Executive 
Branch agencies have signed agreements with OPM that authorize them to appoint 
individuals to positions within their. agencies using the rules, regulations, and proc
esses that OPM would have used absent a delegation. 
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In September 2010, OPM transmitted to Congi·ess a legislative proposal entitled 
the Federal Hiring Modernization Act of 2010, which, among other things, would 
have amended 5 U.S.C. 3317 to expressly permit agencies to share with each other 
the names and scores of candidates who have been assessed and found to be quali
fied. The other agencies could make selections from the same certificate for similar 
jobs for a period of 240 days, without having to post a new job announcement. This 
would reduce some of the time it takes agencies to fill jobs and would eliminate the 
need for applicants to submit multiple applications for the same types of jobs. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Well, certainly for a position that is an account
ant, an accountant is for the Interior Department or DOT, or what
ever. 

Mr. BERRY. I couldn't agree more. It would be a great common
sense advance. It would certainly reduce the frustration level of ap
plicants because now they would have an opportunity to be consid
ered across the government for those pools of jobs. So I think it 
would be a great step forward in terms of efficiency. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Okay. I appreciate that. We may come back to 
that. Thanks. 

Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you so much. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Director Berry, you inherited several troubled IT systems when 
you came to OPM, including the Retirement Systems Moderniza
tion Program and the Consolidated Business Information System. 
In the fiscal year 2012 budget you propose to put both systems on 
hold to address and remediate issues with each system. We had a 
hearing 2. weeks ago about government IT, and OPM is now play
ing a bigger role in helping to get some of these systems back on 
track. 

Are you working with OMB to address the problems in these sys
tems. 

Mr. BERRY. Absolutely, Mr. Serrano. It is one of our highest pri
orities .. We. also work very closely with OMB. and Vivek Kundra 
there, who is the chief CIO, if you will, for the government. And 
I believe we are one of his cutting-edge practitioners in how to do 
IT acquisition. We have learned from the private sector here. We 
have met with CEOs who have advised us, avoid any RFP that is 
longer than 9 months; get away from the multi-year buys; go short; 
go for instant deliverables that you can turn on and bring it on in 
phases, as opposed to trying to do everything at once. And I think 
that is very wise counsel. And so we have been working in that di
rection, sir. 

We are going to be overhauling USAJobs this fall. And we have 
been designing it in pieces, we have been testing it in pieces, and 
we will be turning. it on in pieces. And the. ultimate goal is to de
liver success. I don't want to claim success before it happens, but 
we are on track, we are on schedule and on budget with that 
project. And so it is a good example of applying the new techniques 
to an IT acquisition. We are now taking that into retirement, into 
our accounting system, and the other IT acquisitions we will do, 
but that. is. sort of the approach we are. taking, sir. 

Mr. SERRANO. And what are your goals? Do you have a time by 
which you want things to run a certain way? And which way would 
you want them to go? 
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Mr. BERRY. Well, the first and the most important I think we can 
do is, one of the things we are again trying to lead by example on 
is setting a very tough performance standard for our employees 
and then asking them to step forward to meet it, and working 
closely with them in partnership to develop those goals so that 
there is. good buy-in on the front, everybody understands what is 
being expected, but then people know they have to deliver. 

RETIREMENT PROCESSING 

So, for example, on the retirement processing, it is a very com
plicated, arduous process that is largely pen and paper right now 
and is going to be for many years to come. We can automate pieces 
of it, and that is what we are looking to do. So for example, where 
a calculation needs to be made, we can automate that calculation. 
And we. are trying to electronically get all the data now. The. good 
news is we have made some progress. Every applicant is now fully 
electronic. So all new hires, we won't run into this problem. For ex
isting hires, we have reached about 3 to 4 years back of getting 
people who are eligible to retire. Our goal is everyone eligible to re
tire within 5 years will have their file fully automated, because if 
it is fully automated, it again increases the speed with which peo
ple can review documents, adjudicate them, and make sure people 
are getting the right calculation. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Is it a matter. of speed or is a matter of losing 
information? Was it that people who were around 20 years, 30 
years, all of a sudden we didn't know they were around? 

Mr. BERRY. RSM was killed just before I came into the job, the 
official acquisition, the contract that we had with a carrier. The 
best thing I would describe as why it died was they tried to take 
an off-the-shelf system and apply it to. the Federal system, which 
doesn't have-each case is so unique. Let me just give you a hypo
thetical example. If you were a Federal employee and you worked 
at Commerce but you had military service and you were in the re
serve and you served in Afghanistan, for the period of time that 
Congress will award a higher rate of pay for retirement, you get 
credit for those. years that you were in a war zone in Afghanistan, 
in your case, but it doesn't necessarily apply to every action. 

Mr. SERRANO. What do you mean to every action? 
Mr. BERRY. For example, the treatment and formula that Con

gress has passed for Afghanistan is different from Iraq. And so our 
people adjudicating this have to go back and say, okay-and the 
days are assigned. It gets really sort of into details that you would 
be amazed. So they have to go back and verify, were they in the 
war zone during those days, and if they are, then they get a higher 
credit and a higher calculation. Well, there was no way the off-the
shelf system could go back in and say, okay, how do I handle this 
situation and that situation? And so how those cases are done now 
is we pull all that evidence together and we have a legal specialist 
who adjudicates those files and certifies that, yes, this employee 
worked at thjg period of time, they are eligible for this level of ben
efit, and then they apply the formula that applies to that unique 
person. But it is literally different for every employee, which is the 
problem. This is one, where together, if we could come up with
I know it would be too much to. ask to. expect Congress not to 
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award these unique benefits because I know that that political 
pressure is going to be there regardless of party, regardless of year. 
What I would love to do would be, wouldn't it be great if we could 
agree together on, let's agree on a basket of benefits and give you 
sort of a low, medium, high choice. You all could decide, okay, we 
want to award the high benefit to this one, or the low, but then 
we could get some sense of standardization. What happens is sort 
of with each event we end up with new rules, and that makes it 
really hard to administer. And so if maybe we could work together 
to sort of standardize this, we could have an easier life going for
ward. 

MILITARY SERVICE CREDIT 

Mr. SERRANO. Now there is a limit, right, X amount of years, of 
how much military time you can purchase, if you will? 

Mr. BERRY. Yes. And I can get you that,. sir, officially for the 
record. 

[The information follows:] 

MILITARY SERVICE CREDIT 

In general, an individual cannot receive credit for any military service in his or 
her Civil Service Retirement System/Federal Employees Retirement System (CSRS/ 
FERS) computation if they are receiving military retired pay (except if the retired 
pay is awarded on account of a service-connected disability or if the retirement is 
from a reserve component of the Armed Forces). However , the individual can elect 
to waive the military retired pay and make a deposit into the civil retirement sys
tem in order to have the military ser·vice added to his or her civilian service in com
puting the CSRS/FERS annuity. An individual may only make payments to capture 
service credit for military service after 1957, and deposit must be made prior to re
tirement. 

Mr. SERRANO. Otherwise, Mr. Womack will purchase like 30 
years or something, right? 

Mr. WOMACK. Thirty years, 5. months. and 19 days. 
Mr. SERRANO. Which means that immediately he would be in the 

Federal Government much longer than I. I understand that. 

RETIREMENT PROCESSING 

So just finishing up on this issue, I mean, I even know of some 
folks who have considered retirement but won't retire because their 
paperwork is not in order for them to. retire, they. would be missing 
out on many years. When can this be in order? Or are there some 
people that have been lost through the system and can never be 
recovered, or their information cannot be recovered? 

Mr. BERRY. Well, we definitely don't want to lose anybody; I 
mean, that would be a failure of our fiduciary responsibility. We do 
encourage employees who. are thinking about retirement, we try to. 
work with employees and agencies long in advance of their actual 
retirement date-sometimes even a year ahead-to say let's make 
sure we have copies of all of your file. Work with your HR profes
sional in your agency- see, the files aren't with us, they are with 
the agencies. And let's take your Interior example. If you are at In
terior, you would work with the Interior. people to. make sure you 
have gotten all your paperwork right. If you had military service, 
you would go back to DOD and you would get that paperwork in 
order. 
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When we have a full file, then we can adjudicate that file very 
quickly, where one of our problems, our biggest problems of delay 
is, we will receive a file from an agency and it will be missing the 
military piece or it will be missing-you had worked at FAA before 
you came to Interior and they won't have the FAA piece of paper. 
Well then we have to work to get that, and that obviously takes 
time as we try to get that. 

So we encourage retirees-it is much easier for them, they know 
their record, they know where they were-to go back and get that 
all pulled together for us. And then the speed with which their file 
can be adjudicated is much, much faster. So we try to educate both 
employees who. are coming into retirement as well as the agency 
HR officials to get those records complete because then we can ad
judicate quickly. 

Mr. SERRANO. Okay. Well, thank you, Madam Chair. I certainly 
encourage you to continue to move on this, and certainly in the 
area of veterans benefits. We hear a lot about "support of our 
troops." Well, I am a big believer that the support is. not only when 
they are in uniform, it is later on as a national thank you for their 
service. 

Mr. BERRY. I couldn't agree more, sir. Our strategic plan, one of 
its four goals, is honoring service. And I believe every day, when 
we are processing retirements, we are reflecting how the American 
taxpayers are thanking people for their service, both in uniform 
and in the civil service, for honoring their country. And so it is up 
to us to make sure we give them respectful treatment and fast, effi
cient treatment as well. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you. 
Mr. Diaz-Balart. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you, Madam Chair. 
Good to see you, sir. You have kind of touched on this, but I just 

want to make sure that I got it right. And you talked about some 
of the issues. So is it 46,000 Federal retirees who basically will re
ceive only about 60 percent of their annuity payments through er
rors; is that correct? 

Mr. BERRY. No. I didn't mean to imply that, sir. 
What we do, because we know it takes a while to get these files 

put together to make the correct adjudication, is if someone comes 
in, we pay what is called a partial payment. And now, because we 
know, because of the backlog, that we have a longer period of time 
to get these things adjudicated, we are paying 95. percent of what 
we estimate their payment would be. So I don't want to give the 
impression to any of the members of the committee that you are 
sitting there not getting paid in your retirement while we are wait
ing to adjudicate the file or waiting to get the paperwork from the 
FAA. You are getting your monthly check right from the beginning, 
and that is what we try to do, and up to what we estimate to be. 
95 percent of what you would get through the paperwork we have. 

The only people that are complicated in that are folks who have 
court orders. Let's say, for example, a divorce, where a judge has 
said 50 percent of your retirement needs to go to your former 
spouse. In that case, you might be expecting X payment. We have 
to honor the. court order and reduce-we can't pay. you 90 percent 
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of your whole payment, we have to factor the court order in. And 
oftentimes that leads to tension, as you can imagine, resolving 
those cases. Many of them end up on your desks and we work those 
out with you. But I do want to explain that because it is an impor
tant distinction. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. All right. Let me. ask you then-so I got that; 
now how long does it usually take then to finalize the process so 
people can actually get their real number as opposed to the esti
mated 95 percent? In both cases, in the cases of the regular folks, 
and then how long does it usually take to adjudicate the cases 
where there are more complicated circumstances? And I am sure 
there can't be a one set answer for that, but roughly. 

Mr. BERRY. We have 100,000 cases a year. Three to six months. 
Here it is. 100,000 cases a year. Right now we have a 45,000 case 
backlog, which is what we are wrestling with. And it takes, the av
erage case- here, let me see. It might be better, if it would be okay 
for the record, to get you the details on the specifics of the average 
case. And we. can break down sort of the entire. case so. you will be 
able to see the numbers of each one. 

rThe information follows:] 

RETIREMENT P ROCESSING 

Currently, the average case will be processed fully in 117 days. If the case in
volves a disability, court order, service credit or survivor benefit, the longest it will 
take to fully process the case is 141 days. 

But we usually have sort of about a 10,000 to 20,000 case carry
over; that is sort of an average backlog. The 45,000 one now is sort 
of a function of increased postal retirements, getting ready for the 
Defense Department retirements under base closure that are com
ing. And some of what we are seeing is an increased retirement 
rate. Just in the first third of the year we are seeing about a 15 
percent increase in retirements. And so that is what is driving this. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you, Madam Chair. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Ms. Lee. 

DIVERSITY 

Ms. LEE. Thank you very much. Good afternoon. Thank you for 
being here. 

Let me reference your testimony where you indicated that, as di
rected by the P resident, you are spearheading the government-wide 
initiative to reform and recruit and hire the best and the brightest 
workforce. Of course we all want to see, as you said, OPM to be
come a model employer. 

In the President's directive, in the memo, "Improving the Federal 
Recruitment and Hiring Process," was diversity an issue? And in 
terms of diversity, if it was included as one of the best and the 
brightest and diverse workforce, how you are recruiting people of 
color into. the workforce?. Do. you have. a plan to do. that? And if you 
have the information in terms of what the demographics look like 
or the characteristics of your workforce look like now, I would like 
to know what it looks like. 

Mr. BERRY. We definitely have a plan; it is one of my highest pri
orities. My Deputy Director, Christine Griffin, we recruited away 
from the EEOC. She is a lawyer, an attorney, one of the highest 
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ranking people with a disability in the Federal Government, along 
with Secretary Shinseki and others. She is a veteran of the United 
States and a phenomenal leader on this issue. She has been lead
ing a working group across the government and agencies on this 
specifically. We have a working group on Hispanic employment, we 
have a working group on diversity throughout the government, and 
also people with disabilities. 

Ms. LEE. How about African American, Latino and Native Amer
ican? 

Mr. BERRY. African American is included, and all of the groups 
are a part of this focus. 

The good news is-and it is not great news, but it is good news, 
at least we are pointing in the right direction, let me give you some 
of the numbers. The numbers of minorities in the Federal work
force increased by 5 percent in 2010, or essentially 31,000 more 
employees. The Federal workforce is 17. 7 percent black, 8 percent 
Hispanic, 5.6 percent Asian Pacific Island, 1.8 percent American 
Indian, and 66 percent white. Minorities constituted 33.8 percent, 
if you will, of the workforce. 

Now we also are following and tracking senior pay in SES be
cause I think it is important not just to look at overall hires. The 
number of minorities at senior pay levels increased 9.4 percent be
tween 2009 and 2010; it went from 3,700 to over 4,000. Women 
represent 31.2 percent of senior-level positions. We can do better 
there. But again, we had an improvement. The proportion of 
women and minorities in GS Grades 13 through 15, the more sen
ior-rank grades just before the SES, increased by 7.9 percent, and 
the SES by the 9.4. So you can see some good early starts, but now 
how do we keep that going? And we are looking at this from sort 
of a three-pronged approach. One is, we have stood up-and we are 
asking your support to keep funding to allow us to continue going
an Office of Diversity and Inclusion at OPM. We believe it ought 
to be not just assigned to EEO or HR, we have to merge and marry 
and break down those silos so that people see diversity as an asset. 

I will give you a good example. I was talking with a FEMA Ad
ministrator in their planning for Katrina, and he said had we had 
a more diverse workforce, our plans, quite frankly, for Katrina 
would have been better. We had not thought through the impact 
of, in an emergency situation, sending all white officers into Afri
can American communities, knocking on the door saying you must 
leave your homes. We did not have the right mix of employees to 
think that through nor to implement it effectively in the event of 
an emergency. And so diversity is powerful not just in- it needs to 
pervade everything we do because it will produce better results at 
the end of the day. 

So we are looking at this from student hiring, and our Office of 
Diversity is working with our Office of Student Outreach and Re
cruitment through minority institutions. And we are also looking at 
this from the SES. We have stood up an SES office at OPM that 
had been disbanded. And the three of them are carefully coordi
nating and tracking similar data. So this is one we are going to 
look at from every angle, recruitment, retention, training, and ad
vancement. 
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So my commitment to you is we are not taking our eye off this 
ball just because we have had some good early pro~ess in the first 
year. We are going to stay at this and hope it continues to get bet
ter. 

Ms. LEE. Thank you very much. I appreciate that response and 
what you are doing because I ask this question of all of the agency 
heads; and some of the answers are very vague, but it sounds like 
you know what you are doing. 

Mr. BERRY. Trying very hard. 
Ms. LEE. And on track. Maybe you need to train some of these 

other agencies. Thank you very much. 
Mr. BERRY. I did just speak this week to HR professionals and 

CHCOs and EEO. There was a convention up at the Wardman 
Park, and I was a keynote up there. about doing that training, just 
what you talked about. 

Ms. LEE. Good, thank you. 
Mr. SERRANO. I want you to be aware that you got praise about 

what you are doing from Ms. Lee and you got praise from the 
chairwoman about the budget. That is pretty rare around here. 

Mrs. EMERSON. How did I praise on the budget? 
Mr. SERRANO. He said he had 1.8 percent in one of the areas
Mrs. EMERSON. No, how they administered the FEHBP. They did 

a fabulous. job on administering that. 
Mr. SERRANO. Take it as praise. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Praise is praise. 
Mr. Womack. 
Mr. WOMACK. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I will try to do 

my part to contribute to the love affair going on here today. 
Mr. Berry, you have an impressive resume. I give you credit for 

your longtime service to our country. 
As I looked at your resume, or your bio, I noted that perhaps the 

most qualifying aspect of your background must have been when 
you were Director of the National Zoo because my experience as a 
Mayor for 12 years in dealing in the HR arena, that is precisely 
what that arena is, it looks a lot like a zoo. I want to congratulate 
you for the work that you have done to streamline your processes 
to make what appears to be your organization much more user 
friendly and for your work and having come from a military back
ground and knowing the real difficulty in background investiga
tions and its relevance to what we do here in Washington. You are 
to be commended for that. 

WELLNESS 

The other thing that I noticed in your testimony was in regard 
to wellness programs, and I want to kind of drill down on that for 
just a moment because I am a huge believer that in this debate 
that we have-and have had now for quite a while-about health 
care and health care reform, that we have said some things and we 
have done some things, but we haven't done enough to put some 
of that emphasis back on the people that work for us. And look, the 
private sector is doing this stuff and they are doing it with great 
results. And so I want to congratulate you for your wellness pro
gram, and I want to know a little bit more about it. 

Mr. BERRY. Well, Mr. Womack, thank you , I couldn't agree more. 
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Every CEO I mentioned, when you ask them, what do you think 
is the low-hanging fruit where we can save taxpayers money on 
this, and every one of them, first on the agenda is what you just 
described, wellness. They say it has produced bigger savings over 
the long run than they even anticipated. Now the hard part for an 
annual budgeting process is people want to. see results in 1 year. 
And all of them will say you are not going to see it in year one, 
you won't see it in year two, but by four and five it starts to show 
up in a major way. 

We brought on, in our little campus- we sit next to Interior De
partment and the General Services Administration, so we thought, 
let's. work together and we hired a wellness company. that has come 
in. We offer everything from-we have a Weight Watchers class 
that is fully subscribed; we have weight training, we have exercise 
classes. All of the screenings are free. 

I do a monthly town hall meeting. And everything is religiously 
private and only the employee knows, so I don't get to see the data. 
But as a way to encourage the employees I have shared my data 
as saying you got to do this because it is free. And what I was so 
impressed with was the counselors. I wish my primary care doctor 
had spent as much time with me as this counselor did. They went 
through my results for 45 minutes. And I had been ignoring my 
triglycerides, I was 5 points above the goal. But the lady who was 
talking with me found out that my. dad had had heart issues. And 
she said, because of your genetic predisposition, do you realize that 
those 5 points don't sound like much-my doctor had always just 
said, oh, it is five points-it is a 20 percent higher risk rate for a 
heart attack in your category; you have to lose 10 more pounds. So 
I had taken off 10 pounds already. I said, another 10? And I am 
going to do it,. I am on my. way. 

And the interesting thing is this dialogue, what is so exciting to 
me, Mr. Womack, is people in the elevator-it is so invigorating to 
have people who are saying to me, Mr. Berry, I lost 14 pounds. 
Now people are talking about their weight efforts and commenting 
what they are carrying on the elevator, oh, shouldn't be doing those 
wings, got to get to the salad bar more. That is. the stuff that is 
going to produce the millions-and if you can imagine, transferred 
out, billions of dollars in savings. This will have a huge impact in 
early cancer diagnosis, earlier treatments, healthier employees, and 
it is going to translate into direct savings for FEHBP, which is big 
dollars, over $11 billion a year. So you can imagine, if we can 
produce just 5 to 10 percent, we are talking hundreds of millions 
of dollars. 

So it is one I am passionate about. I appreciate your interest and 
focus and experience on this and look forward to your counsel as 
to how we can do better. 

Mr. WOMACK. Well, I won't use too much of my time to brag on 
the city. where I came. from, but we. established a wellness center 
for our seniors because we recognized we had a growing senior pop
ulation and we built a 55,000 square-foot facility with warm water 
therapy and light pools and those kinds of things. 

Mr. BERRY. Great. 
Mr. WOMACK. We charged a very nominal fee just so we could 

know who is there and have a little. information on them .. The. first 
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year, Madam Chairwoman, we thought we would have 1,000 mem
bers in this organization, and we had 1,500 members in the first 
week, and now over 14,000 members, and average daily use of be
tween 1,000 and 1,500 people in this facility in a small town in 
northwest Arkansas. 

What you said a moment ago is correct about the savings on the. 
health care side of the house, but here is the lost information, and 
this is what I want everybody to be mindful of, particularly as it 
concerns our Federal workforce. It is also a productivity issue. 

Mr. BERRY. Absolutely. 
Mr. WOMACK. And so when we have a healthier person, they are 

not going to. be on sick leave as. much, they are not going to be. hos
pitalized, and they are not going to have to be resorting to all these 
tests and everything, medical procedures, and what have you, that 
come with a bad lifestyle. So from a control of health care costs 
standpoint and also from a productivity standpoint, it has worked 
where I was and it will work here. 

Are you getting any pushback? In other words, are any of these 
programs mandatory, so to speak, or being forced on people? Are 
there any requirements? How are you going through that legal--

Mr. BERRY. Totally voluntary now, sir. And what we are finding 
very much tracks what we have heard from the private sector. It 
is interesting, when I met with the CEOs they said, well, there are 
two ways to do this, you can just make it totally. voluntary or you 
can incentivize. They all encouraged us, there is enough data to 
show you you need to incentivize it because totally voluntary you 
are going to end up with about 20 to 30 percent participation rate. 
Well, now we are a year into this, guess what our participation 
rate is, without any incentive, just totally voluntary? It is like 24 
percent. So we are right between where they told us. we would be. 

Where the private sector is making the big savings is their per
centage rates run 80 to 90 percent participation in these programs. 
Well, how do they do it? They do it by incentivizing. So they will 
either lower a copayment, or you get a rebate or things like that. 
Each company will take an entirely different approach. I think the 
future of this- and it will be interesting to work, especially with 
your experience on this, and we would really welcome your ideas
how can we move from the 30 percent to the 80 percent? And I 
don't have a specific proposal for you other than to know we would 
have a lot more savings if we had 80 percent participation. 

None of them recommended to make it mandatory. They all said 
you can reach the 80, 90 percent level if you do the right incentive. 
structure. So maybe if we could work together, we could figure out 
how to do that. 

Mr. WOMACK. I think it is a way forward, and I would certainly 
recommend that to the agencies. I do appreciate your testimony 
this morning and your leadership in the OPM. 

I yield back, Madam Chairwoman. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Perhaps we should have a Biggest Loser contest 

or something. 
I am going to shift away from this discussion, given the fact that 

my doctor just told me to lose 10 pounds and I just can't seem to 
stay away from good food. But it is impressive what you are doing. 
And peer pressure is terrific, but certainly making it easy for some-
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one to participate is even, I think, more important, and it is won
derful. 

As far as what Mr. Womack was doing with the senior center, 
I find that sometimes it takes a little bit to get some of our seniors 
doing it, but once they do, then everybody wants to do it. 

Mr. BERRY. Well, and it is also making it easier. So like in. our 
cafeteria, for example, I went down yesterday, it is so easy, they 
have a Weight Watchers option. And it is already calorie counted 
for you-salmon, vegetables-everything is proportioned and so you 
don't have to do any of the thinking. And so you say, okay, give 
me the Weight Watcher option. What we have done, our salad bar 
used to be a pretty lame salad bar, now we have one of the best 
salad bars in the city, and it is a really good one. People are going 
to it because it is more interesting. So sometimes just making it 
more easily available is part of the solution. 

Mrs. EMERSON. And Weight Watchers is a good thing; we will 
talk to the Mayor of Capitol Hill about that. But in the meantime, 
if you can invite our subcommittee down for lunch, that might be 
a nice thing to do. 

PAY FOR PERFORMANCE 

All right. I want to talk a little bit about Pay for Performance 
and step increases if we could. In 2009, only 737 out of more than 
1.2 million employees were. denied a regularly scheduled step. in
crease and accompanying raise because of poor performance. That 
equates to about a, what, .06 denial rate, or less than half of 1 per
cent, which, despite being low, is still the highest rate in recent 
years. So just a couple of questions with regard to that . 

In your opinion, under the current Federal pay system, are Fed
eral pay and promotions correlated. with performance? What does 
OPM do to monitor or give guidance to agencies on awarding per
formance pay increases? And do you think managers actually have 
the flexibility or the range of carrots and sticks to improve em
ployee performance? And are there consequences at all for poor per
formance, not only for the employee, but for the manager? 

Mr. BERRY. Let me begin by saying, we can do. a lot better .. I 
would not sit here and tell any of you that we have nailed perform
ance management in the Federal Government. We have not. Our 
managers are too timid. We do not have regular-a good perform
ance system would be managers regularly sitting down at least 
quarterly and having a very straightforward conversation with em
ployees about what is being expected and is it happening? Right 
now it is done more on an annual basis, and it is given short shift, 
it is not given the attention it deserves. We are going to be working 
very hard this year to change that. 

We have created a working group of the Chief Human Capital 
Officers Council on how we can do a better job on having managers 
and employees. pay more attention~ and use the authority- you give 
us broad authority in performance management, both to incentivize 
and to discipline. And quite frankly, the Federal Government has 
not done a good job in exercising the authority you have given us. 
I am going to try this year- that is one of my highest priorities this 
year-to move the needle on that. I am doing it with my own em
ployees by example, but we are also going to. do it across the gov-
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ernment. So this CHCO Council is working on that. We are having 
it chaired by two career senior executives so that it is not seen as 
a political gotcha game, so that it will be something that can be 
professionally applied. We are working with the Partnership Coun
cil, with the unions to get buy-in to this. 

Now mor e. specifically to your question on the within grades. 
First, I agree we can do a much better job on performance, and we 
are going to try it, and I hope to have some really good results to 
bring back to you. This time next year I hope to be able to describe 
just what we are doing that is going to hold people more account
able. And quite frankly, if someone is not doing the job, we ought 
to fire them. I mean, we ought to give them a chance to conect
and obviously, if we are not giving them the right tools or training, 
then we. ought to do that, but if after all of that they are still not 
doing the job, get rid of them. And we can get rid of them in the 
Federal Government; it is just that managers have not been doing 
that. And we are going to try to work to create a more rigorous sys
tem to apply that principle. 

WITHIN GRADE INCREASES 

Within grades, now it is kind of interesting. Let's discuss within 
grades for a second. Every company, private or public, has an ap
proach of sort of a career advancement trajectory. What within 
grades do is there are 10 steps that take you 18 year s to go 
through. And the principle that sort of both the private sector and 
the public sector use in terms of HR management is, you want to 
advance people to the midpoint of their range relatively quickly as 
a way to keep them because you are making a huge investment up 
front in training. And a lot of times what happens is if you train 
somebody, now another of your competitors will come in and steal 
them away, they save the money of not having to train them. So 
if you are not advancing people up front to sort of a midpoint of 
their career, then it is more slowly. 

And so how it works in the Federal Government, building on that 
model, is for the first third of your career you get a step increase, 
which is 3 percent of your pay annually. For the second third of 
your career you get it every other year. For the third, the last per
centage of your career you get it every 3 years. And what that does 
is it creates a natural trajectory if-and you only can be awarded 
this if you have acceptable performance. So you can see where we 
can-that is broadly defined. So through the performance manage
ment-and I think our. unions are going to. work with us on this
there has to be a natural trajectory. 

So if you come in as a GS-12, step 1, it takes 18 years to get 
to step 10 just through a normal trajectory of that 1-year, 2-year, 
3-year approach, and it is in 3 percent, a step equals 3 percent. We 
can, I think, through performance management, better define what 
acceptable performance is to ensure that if you are not performing 
well, a big stick can be we can withhold your within grade. 

So we are going to be looking at that as part of this equation, 
but that gives you a little bit of an example. 

Within grades aren't designed to really be performance pay, per 
se. They are designed to create a career trajectory that retains the 
training that you are making in that person over an 18-year period. 
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So there are performance elements-bonuses, awards and things 
like that-that are purely performance-based, but the within 
grades weren't ever designed in the law to be a pure performance 
base. There is a performance element, but it is really to create a 
career trajectory. 

If that is a long answer, I apologize. 

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

Mrs. EMERSON. No, I understand. I mean, we all get caught up. 
Having worked many years in the priva te sector myself, in many 
cases I saw people who should have been fired be given promotions 
just to shovel them out of specific departments and the like. And 
I dare say I have seen that, having worked in my very first job for 
the Federal Government, but tha t was more years ago than I want 
to say. 

Another thing that is frustrating to me is the process by which 
one would sever the relationship because I know that there are 
people, for example, who are involved with the Bernie Madoff scan
dal of the Securities and Exchange Commission who have not yet 
been terminated because of adjudication and all sorts of things. 

I mean, we are not talking about some minor screw-up, they are 
talking about major lives that were ruined by people not being able 
to perform their jobs. And I don't understand why it takes so long 
for them to be terminated. 

Mr. BERRY. As I say, we have the ability in the Federal Govern
ment right now to do something called a performance improvement 
plan. So if a manager has an employee like that, you can as the 
manager put 30, 60, 90 days and say this is what you are doing, 
this is what I want, you have X days to get there, you don't, you 
are fired. It can be that straightforward. And our managers don't 
exercise that. 

Mrs. EMERSON. And they are not held accountable either; cor
rect? 

Mr. BERRY. It is a historic problem that we are going to wrestle 
with. But I believe that if we go after that it will have a huge pro
ductivity increase for the government, as Mr. Womack was men
tioning. And it will serve the taxpayer better. And quite frankly, 
our labor unions and our employees will be grateful, because as a 
Federal manager I have removed people, and the people who have 
come back to thank me when I removed somebody have been their 
co-workers because they said thank God somebody actually had the 
backbone to deal with the situation. We have been carrying this 
deadwood. We have been doing their job for them. You weren't 
happy to come to work. Getting them out, I am happy to come to 
my job now. 

And it is for the credibility of our managers we have got to be 
serious about this, and our employees want it. It shows up in our 
employee surveys. One of the highest things that people feel is we 
do not discipline poor performers. And it is our workers are telling 
us. that. They feel it is unfair, and they. are right. And we need to 
fix it . So we are going to go after it full force. 

Mrs. EMERSON. And that hurts morale .. 
Mr .. Serrano. 
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WELLNESS 

Mr. SERRANO. Before I get to a couple of questions let me just 
say I was really very pleased to hear Mr. Womack speak of 
wellness. For a while in government it has been seen as a perk. 
If you have any exercise facility within a Federal place, that is a 
perk, even if people pay to join it. 

But if you have a person come in and tell you about weight or 
about heart disease or whatever, it is a perk. And yet we have 
learned from many countries throughout the world, even some we 
don't like very much, that if you put up front wellness as an issue, 
if you put up front preventive medicine as an issue, at the end of 
the. day you don't have the. situation we. have in this country. I was 
so pleased to hear that. 

Mr. WOMACK. If the gentleman would yield on the subject, it. says 
a lot about the employers. The employer demonstrates a concern 
for his or her employees' health. Because there is only one of those 
people, and if their health is in jeopardy, I think it is the employ
er's responsibility, the leader's responsibility to help that person 
look for success. So it is productivity. It is a sense of compassion 
for the well-being of the individual, and of course it is the cost of 
government. So it is all relative. And if you have been on our side 
of the table from the executive branch, you get that pretty quickly. 
The private sector get its completely. 

Mr. SERRANO. But my praise with your comments was the fact 
that you don't hear that often enough, that you usually hear, that 
is a perk. Let these people go after work to their own place. Don't 
do it at the work site. Don't have any assistance. That is such a 
mistake. 

So I hope we hear more of this. And I think that there is some
thing happening in Congress that could help with that area, is that 
more and more of the people coming to Congress for some reason 
in the. last 10 years, I have noticed, are people who are physically 
active and exercise. And you wilJ see it in a couple of weeks when 
we have our annual race for charity when more and more and more 
House teams get together and run and participate. So that is a 
good thing. 

VETERANS EMPLOYMENT INITIATIVE 

Tell me about the Veterans Employment Initiative. You know, I 
have always felt there was a contradiction in this country in some 
areas,. and that is. you have people who. are. very gung-ho about our 
involvement in military actions, but are not supportive when the 
troops come home. And I have seen these bumper stickers that say 
"support the troops" and I wish you could add to that, yes, for the 
next 20 years, for the. next 30. years~ for all the time. it needs to. 
help them. I am the kind of guy you see voting against the military 
action and then voting for whatever they need when they come 
home. Whatever they need when they come home. Of course, it is 
not. the troops that I have a problem with, it is the people who. de
cided to send them there or the action itself. 

So tell me about the initiative and tell me how closely you are 
working with the Veterans Administration. 
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Mr. BERRY. Well, Mr. Serrano, thank you for your leadership on 
so many veterans issues. You have been a stalwart over so many 
years. The President's Executive order I have to say is the thing 
if you were to ask me for my 2-year term what am I most proud 
of, it would be having recommended that Executive order to the 
President .. 

My father served in the 1st Division in Guadalcanal, and my 
name I earned from my uncle who was killed in the Pacific, my 
dad's brother. And so this is a close personal issue for me and I 
look at it as a way to honor the memory of my father. 

The first thing I tackled was looking at veterans-the unemploy
ment rate for returning vets right now from Iraq and Afghanistan 
is amongst the highest in the country. And knowing the difficult 
economic times they were coming back to and the competition they 
faced and we looked at it, and DOD and VA do a great job and so 
does OPM. Almost 30 percent of our new hires are vets. So we are 
in the highest category. But many civilian agencies I looked at 
weren't really carrying their weight. They were. not doing a good 
job. Two to 5 percent of their hires were vets. 

So we went to the President and made him aware of this and he 
said we have got to get everybody to row in the same direction. 
And he created an Executive order and a council that is chaired by 
Secretary Shinseki and Secretary Solis, so we have both Labor and 
VA as the heads and then I am the COO. of the council. And we 
have met four times. What they do is we get every agency together, 
it is very high level, and people are tracked on their performance. 
For the first year we were just getting it set up and we just told 
everybody to do better. The good news is that every agency but two 
did better. 

This year, not wanting to. just count on that, we set up an ac
countability model to hold everybody in place. So if you were in the 
level of DOD, VA and OPM, above 25 percent in your hires, stay 
there. You are doing great, keep it up. If you are in the middle cat
egory, sort of 10 to 20 percent, do an additional 2 to 3 percent. If 
you are below 10 percent, that is kind of like the Weight Watchers 
thing, you have. to lose. some more weight, you have got to. run fast
er, you have got to do 3 to 5 percent. And so for the lower per
formers we are expecting them to hire more and to move up faster. 

And so every agency now has and knows exactly where they fall. 
I sit on the President's management council with J eff Zients at 
OMB; all of the deputy secretaries come in addition to this council. 
Monthly. I share. the. data with every agency, here. is. where you 
are. You are either on track or off. It is regular, religious attention. 
And we are not going to take our eye off of this. 

The first year results, like I said, 2,000 more vets hired across 
the government. Even though we hired less Federal employees it 
was an impressive step to get this out of the box. 

The. other thing, lastly, is that we are working with the VSOs, 
the veteran service organizations, the Legion, the VFW, the Stu
dent Vets are in sync with us and we are developing some innova
tive approaches. What we are looking at is jobs in the military that 
ought to be easily transferable to the civilian side. 

Med techs. We have a desperate need for nurses. We can't hire 
enough. What if we train med techs. to become nurses and guar-
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antee them a job in the Federal Government when they come back. 
Now we are moving beyond from just tracking the data to looking 
how can we take jobs that are easily transferable and give them 
the training to do it. 

Mr. SERRANO. Well, again, I think that that is a great initiative 
and a. great approach and you should be proud of that Executive 
order because it is a good one. 

Let me take you to a couple of places now where we would prob
ably all like to go right now, to the American Territories. 

Mr. BERRY. I volunteer, sir. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Let's all go t-0 Puerto Rico. Sounds awesome 

today. 

RECRUITMENT JN THE TERRITORIES 

Mr. SERRANO. So both in the area. of hiring diversity, of hiring 
minorities, the Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, Samoa the Vir
gin Islands, Puerto Rico fit that category well. But also just in the 
area that I have always discussed with you and other agencies that 
they are members of our country. They live in Territories. They 
don't live in States, but they should be included. 

And I call your attention to the fact that sometimes it works. For 
example, NASA has quite successfully recruited from the Univer
sity of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez, my hometown, for many year s 
now. In fact proudly we say. that whenever a rocket goes up there 
are a lot of folks from Mayaguez on the ground that made it pos
sible. It works for them. It should continue to work for the rest of 
the agencies. What are we doing to recruit? 

Mr. BERRY. Well, we are doing a lot but we have to stay with 
it. It is one of these things it is not going to be a one-shot effort. 
I was very pleased and. thank you for your. support and helping us 
get the word out in Puerto Rico. The hiring event we did in last 
October there it was very well subscribed. And we did get a num
ber of jobs, at least 36 that I know of, but it may end up being 
more now. 

But the more important thing was in doing that event we also 
trained people on how to apply for other. Federal jobs so they had 
a good learning that will I be]jeve will increase their probability of 
success in future job searches. We need to do that regularly. We 
did that jointly with NASA, DOD and VA. And we are going to con
tinue to look at how we can continue to outreach effectively 
through those. I think there are very powerful ways to do. 

The. other thing we have done specifically I think will help the 
Territories. We have included them on this specific focus area. The 
diversity data I was talking with Ms. Lee about. The Hispanic com
munity is underrepresented relative to its numbers in the civilian 
labor force. It is probably the largest gap, if you will, of our diver
sity categories right now, 8 percent versus about 14 to 15 in the 
civilian side. And so. we are at 8. in the Feds. There might be a lot 
of reasons for that. So we have got to make sure that our access 
points are open and we are reaching out in the right places and 
including the Territories in this. 

We have created a Council on Federal Employment there that is 
chaired by my Chief of Staff, Liz Montoya and John Sepulveda, 
who is. the H.R. Director at the VA, who understands this well, and 
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they have an agency group of 65 people across the government that 
are developing student outreach, training, mentorship, on boarding, 
the whole 9 yards on this on how to do better by outreaching to 
Latinos and Latinas and people from the Territories. And I think 
this is going to bear fruit. There is a lot of great brain power going 
on this and some. very creative, initiative approaches to this that 
are going to build much more than the annual hiring fair. It is 
going to be an ongoing more consistent, religious approach that will 
get this into practice. 

Mr. SERRANO. Let me say this, even in that issue there is a dis
connect. We send dollars to the colleges throughout this country 
and then we recruit. Well, we send dollars, not equal shares, to the 
Territories and then traditionally we don't recruit in those univer
sities. So even if you just are talking about, you know-I cannot 
believe I'm saying this-what the taxpayer deserves, if you invest, 
then go recruit some place. But I thank you for your efforts. 

Mr. BERRY. Mr. Serrano, if I could, one closing point, and it cir
cles back to your first question. Our effort to hire vets is also going 
to help on each one of these categories. Every one of those cat
egories in the diversity is well represented in the military. They 
know that through the voluntary workforce. 

We have already invested billions in training in these people. 
They are great leaders. They are great assets. I use. the vet to. be 
"valued, experienced and trained." We would be darn fools not to 
take advantage of this and by doing it not only we will get great 
skilled people but we will also increase our diversity numbers. 

Mrs. EMERSON. Thank you, Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. Diaz-Balart. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. I don't know if I could read anything into 

when Mr. Serrano was talking about people being out of shape. He 
was looking in this direction. 

Mrs. EMERSON. I am the only one out of shape up here. 
Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Well, Madam Chairman, this is not all muscle, 

trust me. Years of working on that. 
Actually still talking a little about aerospace-
Mr. SERRANO. He is still a great baseball player. 

NASA WORKFORCE 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART [continuing]. There are obviously going to be a 
lot of retirements because of NASA and the space shuttle. I know 
that you have been looking at that and you have been very 
proactive. Can you talk about how it is going. and what you are 
looking at, please? 

Mr. BERRY. I am also very excited. I am finaJly going to get to 
see a shuttle launch. I am going to go down with Secretary LaHood 
and NASA Administrator Bolden next week to see the shuttle 
launch. Hopefully I should say, if the weather and everything co
operates. 

We are committed. Obviously there is going to be a major transi
tion in this program and just like we did with Base Closure and 
Realignment and everything else, these are great employees. They 
have served their Nation, they are highly skilled, many of them en
gineers. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Literally rocket scientists. 
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Mr. BERRY. Literally. And we need to take full advantage of 
them. I am working with Administrator Bolden and Lori Garver, 
the Deputy. We have issued guidance and encouraged agencies and 
we are going to be working to hire these folks and to provide them 
opportunity and to give them every tool in our book that we can 
do. to help them .. And so my commitment to you is. that we look for
ward to continuing to work on this and provide priority focus until 
we have them in good jobs. And to do everything we can to help. 
And so I am very open to suggestions or other ideas of how we can 
help in that kind of transition. Because like you say they are the 
best and the brightest and we need to keep them. 

Mr. DIAZ-BALART. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. Ms. Lee. 

NURSING WORKFORCE 

Ms. LEE. Thank you very much. You mentioned, Mr. Berry, the 
need for nurses, the nurse shortage, yet nurses are telling me they 
can't find jobs. We had a hearing last year--

Mr. BERRY. Send them to me. I will hire them. Let me tell you, 
we are having such a hard time, Mrs. Lee, that I have issued-we 
only do this in categories that every one of our attempts to try to 
solicit hires have failed so badly and our need is so great that we 
do. something called direct hire. authority, that I have given that 
authority to any agency in the Federal Government, that if they 
can hire a nurse directly they don't have to compete the position. 
So as long as they are certified, they can do the job, they can be 
hired immediately. 

Ms. LEE. There are several organizations who represent nurses 
who have testified and indicated that they cannot find jobs for 
nurses in those who have just graduated from nursing school. 

Mr .. BERRY. It might require people to move obviously. In other 
words, in some areas they might not find it in the location they 
want, but we have got jobs for them. And they are well-paying jobs, 
they are in great places, they can work with our VA hospitals, our 
HHS hires. The nursing need is severe across the government. 

The other category in desperate trouble is veterinarians. We are 
not competitive in that field. So this is a tough area, and so like 
I say, that is another direct hire thing that I have given out: Find 
one,. hire them. 

Ms. LEE. Okay, I am going to go back and have some more dis
cussions on this. Appreciate that. 

HIRING AND THE DIGITAL DIVIDE 

Let me just ask you in terms of in the process of streamlining 
and modernizing the processes at OPM, have you taken into ac
count the whole issue of the digital divide and how when people
! know many of our communities still, people of color, seniors, don't 
have access to computers. How do. you apply for. a job if you don't 
have access to a computer or do you have a variety of ways that 
you can do it? 

Mr. BERRY. There definitely are a variety of ways and we do try 
to work, you know, not only with sort of traditional methods, we 
work with a lot of the retirement groups who help us get word out 
and work with that .. But also sort of our libraries and other folks 
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who are great at making computers available so that people can 
come in and apply and get on to USAJobs and other things. 

But we also are trying to help in sort of a-good case in point 
is I opened at OPM this year an office aimed at veterans, veterans 
hiring, that had all the specialized disability equipment so that 
sometimes it is. not only a question of the. digital divide. Even if 
they have access to equipment, it does not accommodate a dis
ability. And so working with DOD, we got all the specialized equip
ment. So now vets with disabilities can come in and use that equip
ment. We are making that available to any agency on a space 
available basis. So we try to help in every way we can to make it 
fully accessible, you know,. to as many people. as possible. 

Ms. LEE. It is not apply only through the web? I mean through 
the Internet? 

Mr. BERRY. That is clearly the primary mechanism now, but it 
is not the only way. You can come in other ways. 

Ms. LEE. If I wanted to apply for a job and did not have a com
puter, no. library nearby, which is. the. case in many commu
nities--

Mr. BERRY. You can use paper. 
Ms. LEE. Do it the old-fashioned way still. As long as that option 

is there. So many private employers now won't even accept an ap
plication the old-fashioned way, and it is a barrier right there that 
excludes so many people. You still don't have for whatever reason 
access. 

Mr. BERRY. My staff informs me that you can still do the old 
paper-pencil. 

Ms. LEE. Thank you. 
Mrs. EMERSON. We have such a slog of votes that there is no 

way-slog? We will be. over on the floor for 2 hours almost .. We will 
certainly not make you wait for us. And the only other question I 
just wanted to ask you briefly was with regard to the your request 
to hire an environmental manager. Don't you have somebody who 
already does that now? 

Mr. BERRY. I'm sorry? 
Mrs. EMERSON. I think there is a request here, let me find it. 

$100,000 for an environmental manager who is going to be respon
sible for ensuring that OPM is in compliance with all major envi
ronmental laws and regulations. I am assuming you already have 
somebody who does that. 

Mr. BERRY. This is part of the Greening the Government Initia
tive that we are looking to make sure we. can step. up in a full way 
so that on everything we do, whether it be paper purchasing, our 
fleet management, our energy use, I believe it is an investment 
that will produce, just like the Wellness Initiative, significan t sav
ings. Because, for example, just on electricity alone, that person 
should hopefully pay for their job three times over if they help us 
to design and take advantage of all of the. new technologies and en
ergy monitoring and management systems that are out there. They 
have gotten very sophisticated. 

And the reason that this is a specific request is this has become 
a specialty profession. It used to be okay, we are going to buy recy
cled paper. Now they need to have an engineering understanding 
to look at energy flow and water flow and other things, and that 
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is where this is generated from. I believe it is a request that will 
produce the savings that will more than pay for itself in the years 
ahead. 

Mrs. EMERSON. It is with skepticism that I will close the hearing 
on that note. It was a wonderful hearing and you did a great job 
and your team does as well. And I think it is not always easy to 
be a Federal employee because they get bludgeoned by so many 
and it is hard work, and I thank you very much for your contribu
tion .. 

Mr. BERRY. Thank you, Madam Chair, I appreciate you and it is 
an honor to be with you today. 

[The information follows:) 
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Financial Services and General Government Subcommittee 
Hearing on the Office of Personnel Management FY 2012 Budget 

Oucstiuns for the Record Submitted by (:hairwoman Ju Aon Emerson 

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION (RSM) 

Ms. EMERSON: In August Mlast year. OMB identified your Re1iremen1 Modernization Project 
as .. high-risk .. and in need of more scrutiny. GAO has done several reviews of this troubled 
project over the years and made many rccommcrulations to improve its execution. OPM 
rcqucskd $1.5 million in fiscal year 201 l to d1:ve\op a retirement calculator. but no funds are 
requested forthc project in fiscal year 2012. What is 1hc s1arns of [he pn.,jcc1 today'? 

Mr. BERRY: The Retirement Systems Modernization (RSM) program has been cancelled 
as a formal dl.'vclopmcnt project. Efforts tu automate the retirement system arc cootim1ing 
with a .. back to the basics" approach ~tarting with incremental changes that can he pilntw 
before obligating large amounts of resources. Funding will be used to continue imagin~ 
and ~canning or in<.'o.ming reti~meot record~, upgrades to cxistiog retirement systems, and 
other small-scale enhancements 10 retirement .~ystems (i.e. on-line retirement appliesuion). 

Ms. EMERSON: How close is the retirenu:nt calculatoc to completion'? 

Mr. BERRY: The retirement calculator was completed as of December 2010. 

Ms. EMERSON: How was the dedsion made to halt this program and request no funding for 
RSM in fiscal ye:ir 2012'? 

Mr. BF.RRY: Based oo an evaluation of the RSM investment and other alternatives, OPM 
decided to terminate the project and transfer future retirement iovcstmcots toward other 
IT services in the retirement program. We believe the full autom11tion of the Federal 
ntire111ent process can be better achieved by getting back to the basics of retirement 
services rather than managing improvements through a large scale project. 

Eliminating the R~M program as a formal development project in the budget will save at 
least$? million io administrative costs in FY2012, while the agency conducts 11 bottom up 
rniew of the retirement service process and maintain~ a focu~ on achin-11ble goals to 
automate the retirement procc~sing system. 

\.ls. EMERSON: Accurdcy remains a major problem in processing retiree claims with 2.~ percent 
of all claims missing one or more records. Addi1ionally. 11 percent of claims arc nol received 
during lhc first 30 days of rctircmcnl causing funher delay. What i~ OPM doing to address issues 
penaining 10 the speed and accuracy in which agcncic:s submi1 retiree claims'? 

Mr. Rf.RRY: OPM is currently conducting a complete review ofthe Reti~meot Service 
process from the bottom up, to dttermine changes nctdtd to improve husiness processes 
and increase speed and accuracy. There will he incremental technology cbaoges where 
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appropriate, but lhe agency will nol be able to identify broader technology changes until 
tht review i~ completed. 

FEHBCOSTS 

\is. EMERSON: OPM manages the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program and you've 
made it your goal to be the innovation leader in employer-based health insurance. In 2007 and 
2008. OPM was able tu hold fodcral employee health insuranc<? costs to about a 2 percent 
increase despite rising health care costs. Now, it's hi:en over a year sin1:e Congress passed the 
Atfordahle Care A1:1 and we continue lo sec dramatic increases in health care costs across the 
country. In this past year Federal employee health insurance costs have increased hy about 7 
percent. Can you explain why co~ts are going up'! 

Mr. BERRY: There are a number of reasons for the premium changes. In gencnl, FEHB 
rates reflect changes in the health care marketplace. The FF.HR Program uses market 
competition and consumer choict lo provide comprehensive benefits at an affordable cost 
to enrollees and the Government. In addition, we use firm negotiation with health 
insurance carriers tn keep cost in~reases as reasonable as possible. 

Following is a breakdown of the contributors to the 2011 Ff:HH premium incrtase: 

~}~~~~~~~o~r:hn:lo~ ~-M~i~~- _ -+- . $l S.s6 J ___ ~. $:!~~7j_ ___ _2 '.!% J 
. D_Em~ra!!!iic~(A_se.~ex. e11:.) $0.52 l S.O.c.·-=.2.'-1 +--S0.74j _ O~ I 

llenefil Chan~ _ _ _ _ ~· -·· -~9--,- $0.83 I $2.73 U~ 
Enrollee Choice iPlan Movement} I S4 .. 14 l I ( S ! . !N 1 l $<..23) ! -1. 7% ,-----------·---· -r------···----r-··--

l_Rescrves.£inanci~. ~C..~ (Sl. >J) ($Cl.58i ___!.~ l 'J~L _ -_0.~'.l'·. 1 
l!)thert'actors u.s6 j ___ H25J_ $5.11 i 1.4% I 
~ Anrage Biw~kly Chang~ -~~~ --~~4 S27.10 7J% . 

! Aver.age 2011 Biwttkly Premium._ .... - ... 1-- $275_91} $122.ll S34>8.0J 
•Totals ma) nol aild du~ to rounding. 

The question n<1tes that Federal employee health premium increases were held to about? 
percent in 2007 and 2008. For those years, OPM u~..-d its authority to use contingency 
nsen;e funds in order to defray increase~ in premiums, thus making the increases for those 
years smaller than what they olhen\'ise would have been. 

Ms. EMERSON: To what degree ha,·c you hccn able 10 control Fed~ral i::rnploycc health 
im;ur-.mcc cos1s and in future y~ars will you negotiate better deals for fed.:ral employees? 

Mr. BF.RRY: For 201 t, health care premiums were projected hy some employers, 
consultants and others to rise at faster rates than FEHB premiums did. OPM attributes 
"choice" as pa 11 of the reason FEHB compares favorabl}· to premium increases nationally 
and firmly believes choice hflps promote healthy competition among carriers. n::HB bas 
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important fcatun-s. including a wide choke ofhcilltb plans and competitive benefit 
packJtges as well as DI) p~existing condition limilatioos or waiting periods. orM's goal is 
to continue to find innovatin ways lo keep the FEHH Program affordable and lo makr 
sure pre-mium dollars are spent on tbe benefits that eu.,tomer.~ want and o~d. 

HEAi.THU, RE 

Ms. EMERSON: For fiscal year 2012. OP:vt requests $12.3 million lo fund management. 
dcvclopmcnl, design. and analysis activities for the Multi-Stale Option Plan. This is the first 
request that OPM has made to Congress for the new healthcare hlw. However. I understand you 
received funding in fiscal year 2011 from the Dep:mmcm of Health and Human Services 10 help 
administer the Federally-run Pre-Existing Condition Insurance Plan. How much funding did 
OPM receive in fiscal year 201 l from the Department of Health and Human Services? 

Mr. BERR\': As of May 4, 2011, OPM has nceivtd SI0,236,821 in FY2011 throuitb an 
Economy Act agrttmt-nt with HHS as well a~ reapportionmrnt of HHS funds. Th~ total is 
brukL-n down as follows: 

S2,481,000 for Pre-Existing Condition lnsuranct Plan (PCIP) 
S 288,821 for Stale Appeals 
S2,467,000 for l:xternal Review 
$5,000,000 for Affordable Care Act implementation 
$10.236,821 TOTAL 

Ms. EMERSON: How much has OPM already obligated and how many employees worked on 
healthcare in fiscal year 2011? 

~r. Bi:RRV: Ol'M npects lo utilize all !he funds provided hy HHS for F\'2011 healthcare 
rtform implementation. About 20 curn:nt employees (to varying degrees) are working on 
healthcare reform activities. OPM is in lhe process of increasing staff levels to perform all 
of its responsibilities under the Affordable Care Act and to obtain 1:xpcrt consulting 
contr11cts lo assist with key aspects of impkmeotation. 

Ms. EMERSON: Does 1he fiscal year 2012 budget include any funds from 1-JHS'! 

Mr. BF.RRY: OPM's budget request does not include funds from HHS. However, we 
expect to receive approximately $2 million from HHS lo operate PCIP in 23 states and the 
Distriel or Columbia oo HHS' behalf. 

Ms. EMERSON: Can you provide more speo.:ilics on how your $12.3 million request for 2012 
will be spent? 

Mr. BERRV: The requeu will fund FY 2012 management, development and design, and 
analysis activities for the Multi-Stale activities. This will fuud: 

• S6.2 million for OPM salaries and benefits to fund 26 FTEs. 
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• S2 million for partial support of the design and developm~ot of the 
Health (]aims Pata Warehouse Project, including funding for cost 
associated with the system int~rator. 

• S4.1 million for contracts providing specialized technical support ( c.~., 
aetuarh1I, demognpbic, economic, or statistkal analysis) and iostitutionitl 
support (facilitie~. travel, training, equipment. etc.). 

HIRING R.EFOR...\-1 

:Vis. EMERSON: Director Berry. you have been put in charge of overhauling the way the Federal 
government recruits and hires our civilian workforce. In doing so. you have sought 10 streamline 
the USAJOBs process by eliminating the lengthy knowledge. skills and abilities questionnair.:s·· 
and replacing them with more specialized assc~sment tools. I understand thal as part of this 
~trearnlining process, HR otlkers must take on more responsibility in overhauling the hiring 
process. However, a smdy issued in Aubrust of la~t year by the Partnership for Public Service 
found that chief human capital olliccrs arc worried their HR staff~ aren't up to the ta~k. In fact. 
the study found that three out of five respondcncs feel their HR stalls don't have the skills to nclp 
their agencies transition to a new state of improved human resource operations and workforc~ 
management. What is OPM doing to hdp agencies· chief human capital officers come up with 
solutions to these prot>lems? 

Mr. BERRY: Pursuant to President Obama·~ May 11. 20 I 0 mcmorimdum, Improving the 
Federul Re,·ruitme111 and Hiring PrtJCe.u, OPM has taken action to track agencies' 
performance in implementation of hiriog reform and work with. senior agency leaders, 
hiring managers, and human re~nurces professionals to correct agency hiring problems. 
OPM is also idtntifying best practices across the Federal Government for improving Cite 
hiring process and provides policy guidance tu aitencies nn implementation of reform 
efforts. 

OPM bas launched, io partnership with the Cbiefffumao Capital Officers Coundl 
(C.'.HCOC), the HR University (llRU), the Federal Governml"nt's one-stop training resource 
center for the Federal HR prufessional. Through the use of a web-based plaCfonn, the 
HRlJ provides a wide variety of training and dcvclopml"nt resuurres gear1:d toward F edi.:ral 
HR professionals. 

OPM has also developed and launc:bcd video trainiog on veterans appointing authorities, 
military spouse 1.:mpluymeoC, and hiring individuals with disabilities. These trainings 
provide HR professionals and hiring managers with the salient points un these autburitics 
in a quirk and entertaining way. 

We are also developing a web-based training application that will train HR profes~innal" 
and hiring managers oo the special appoioting autburiti~ for Veteran~ and Veterans' 
Preference. The web-based training program will be launched in the summer of FY 201 t. 
This rraining will be made a\'ailable on the HRU as wdl as provided to agencies to allow 
for customil..ation. 
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Also, on Veleraos Hiring, we will be conducling a 2nd Veterans F.rnploymeol Symposium 
in .July 2011. The Symposium will focu.s on hiring mlloagcr.. tu ensure they uoder.1land the 
special appointing authorities fur V l'tcrans and nlue 11£ the America's Veterans. 

M~. E:'vtERSON: How are you helping a!{encies to retool the people they already have in place'' 

Mr. Bl•:RR'Y: OPM has conducted Natiomvide Hiring Reform Tr.iioing Sc5sioos, which 
have touched on all aspects o( Hiring Reform. The statistic!! on our Training Session 
oulrearb breaks down as follows: 

17,300 trained (HR professional and hiring managen) 
351 workshops 
31 stales 
66 cilit-s 
SS+ agencies/organizations 
21 Fcdenll Executive Board locations 

OPM bas also provided "train-the-trainer" sessions for agency human resources 
practitioners on developing a strategic "on-boarding" program to maximize employee 
productivily. cng11gemeot, and retention. On-boarding is not limited to orientation or 
mentoring: it is an ongoing process that includts wclcominK, training, and acculturating a 
new hire. 

~s. EMERSON: What action still needs to be taken to improve the timeliness and quality of th.., 
federal hiring process? 

Mr. BERRY: More than two years ago, th~ Administration embarked on a broad initiative 
tu rcfor01 the entire Federal hiring process. We have attempted to addrc~s broad systemic 
problems such as reducing long job announcements, allowing resumes and cover letters as 
applications, and contacting potential hires throughout the process. 

In September 2010, OP'.\-1 transmitted to Congress a legislative proposal entitled the 
Federal Hiring Modernization Act of 20HI. Among other things, the proposal indudes 
provisions to allow agencies to quickly increi1se their hiring to meet urgent and unexpected 
needs; give hiring managers a larger pool of qualified applicants to choose from; permit 
agencies to share with each 111her the name11 and scures of candidates who have been 
assessed and found lo be qualifkd; and itllow agencies to post targeted job announcements 
for certain jobs. These improvements would help agencies address ongoing challenges in 
meeting applicant's expectations for user-friendly procedures, clear communication 
regarding processes, and seamless transition into the Ftdcral Guvemment. 
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Cungressman Yoder 

US/\ JOBS WEBSITE 

Y1r. YODER: Last Aug.ust. Ol'M announced that it would build the next lJSAJobs wchsilc in
housc and no longer use a commercial \'cndor to supply these services. At the time. OPM 
insisled that it would not cost more than 1hc use of a commercial vendor and that the si1e would 
be ready for launch in July of201 I. What is 1hc anlicipated savinr.s by using inlemal resources 
to huild and maimain this website? 

:\-Ir. BERRY: The anticipitted sa,·ings 11re predominantly in the ongoing operation!! and 
mainknance (O&M) of the system. We have already added new features beyond tb.e 
original which make it hard for a direct comparisun; however. we predict the O&M in thi: 
out years will be fairly lrvel yet provide more funetioniility and ease or use over the prior 
system. f.stimated expenses. projceted over a 5-year period, suggest that the system can be 
delivered for costs that are competitive with what is available commercially. The value 
add..-d benefits or a non·proprietary solution that leverages economies of scale should result 
in Jong·term cost-savings across Government. 

~r. YODER: What did ic cost OPM lo outsource this project? 

Mr. BERRY: The operating cost for FY201 I paid tn the contractor is $6.1 million. Going 
forward, we arc using a hybrid approach that capitalizes on internal OPM resources to 
build thc core technology while l~·eraging both public and private sector methods and 
tools to produce a seamless, secure, cost effective, and flcllible recruitment and staffing 
eD\·irooment. The de,·elupmrnt and implementation of each phase or the project is using a 
collaborative itppraach \Yith agency partners. The project is oot completed yet, but tbl." 
work is tracking lo the predicted cost ofSS.7 million. 

Mr. YOOER: Will this new w.:bsitc be ready for launch this July? If not. when do you anticipalc 
it will be ready'? 

Mr. BERRY: We are on .~ehcdule to complete the development of the new USAJOBS in 
.Jul)' 2011. lo accordance with OMB and NIST requirements, an independent IT security 
revirw will be conducted to ensure appropriate security measures have been huilt into the 
new website before it is actually implemicoted in a production environment. After 
successfully completing all testing, the system will launeh into production October 2011 
with new reatures such as: improved search capabilities; enhanced security; improved 
account management; aod common d11h1 standards to name a fe~. This system also 
includes an entirely ntw platform with many new features that streamline and tnhanc\: the 
applicant's nperiente while providio~ a mon- open architecture making it easier to 
leverage best practices and tools from the vendor community. 
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H.R. , LEGISLATION TO REVISE THE 
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY IMPROVE
MENT ACT 

THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 2011 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, MANUFACTURING, AND 

TRADE, 
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE, 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., in Room 

2123 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Mary Bono Mack 
(chairman of the subcommittee). presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Bono Mack, Blackburn, 
Stearns, Bass, Harper, Lance, Cassidy, Guthrie, Olson, McKinley, 
Pompeo, Kinzinger, Barton, Butterfield, Dingell, Towns, Rush, 
Schakowsky, and Waxman (ex officio). 

Staff present: Gib Mullan, Chief Counsel; Shannon Weinberg, 
Counsel; Paul Cancienne, Policy Coordinator; Brian McCullough, 
Senior Professional Staff Member; and Alex Yergin, Legislative 
Clerk. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Good morning. It is with a sense of purpose 
as well as a sense of urgency that we gather here today to consider 
some sensible ways to make the Consumer Product Safety Improve
ment Act, also known as CPSIA, work better for all Americans. 
There is bipartisan agreement that CPSIA, while well-intentioned, 
has created a number of serious problems for manufacturers and 
retails. Today, we will examine some ways to make a good law 
even better. 

The chair will now recognize herself for an opening statement. 
You can start me back at 5. Thank you. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARY. BONO MACK, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 

In our first hearing of the year, we heard about many of the 
problems associated with passage of CPSIA. Today, we will focus 
on a preliminary discussion draft, which offers a range of possible 
solutions. 

One major area for reform relates to the regulation of children's 
products. In this area, we have the benefit of five unanimous rec
ommendations from the CPSC. We also have draft legislation from 
last year and other CPSC suggestions in response. 

(1) 
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The discussion draft aims to reduce the regulatory burdens of the 
law without undercutting consumer protection. A fundamental 
premise is that the Commission can actually protect consumers far 
better when it is allowed to set priorities and regulate based on 
risk. Where possible, we should spare the Commission from having 
to make time-consuming, case-by-case determinations, and let it 
spend more time on its bigger problems. This is especially true in 
our current budget climate where we have to make the best use of 
agency resources. 

We need to strike the right balance and that is seldom easy. The 
discussion draft points to areas where we must decide important 
policy questions. I hope our witnesses today will help us to make 
wise choices by shedding light on these issues. 

In Section 1, for example, the draft leaves open the age for defin
ing the term "children's product." At our last hearing, my friend 
and colleague Mr. Dingell, the chairman emeritus of the full com
mittee, reminded us that a lot of the problems with CPSIA origi
nated in the Senate, but this is one that did not. The Senate
passed bill applied the lead content limits to products for children 
ages 7 and under. That age would have kept the focus on children 
who are at greater risk when it comes to lead, because very young 
children, according to the CPSC, are much more likely to put 
things in their mouth. The House set the top age at 12 years old 
because of the so-called "common toy box" concern. But by pushing 
the age to 12, we ended up regulating a huge number of products 
that are never going to be mouthed or even handled by young chil
dren. These include not only the well-known examples of ATVs, bi
cycles, and books, but also band instruments, scientific instru
ments, and clothes for older children, among other things. 

Another key area is third-party testing. Again, the discussion 
draft tries to strike an appropriate balance. It preserves third-party 
testing for lead paint, cribs, pacifiers, small parts, and children's 
metal jewelry, all priorities that Congress explicitly set in CPSIA. 
For other standards, however, it gives the Commission discretion 
to decide what standards should require third-party testing. And it 
gives the Commission new authority and flexibility to require test
ing for only some portions of a standard or only for certain classes 
of products. It also asks the Commission to make sure that the 
benefits of third-party testing justify the costs before making it 
mandatory. 

Another major area of reform is the CPSC's public database, 
which just recently began to post complaints. The discussion draft 
addresses some of the more significant problems that were brought 
to light in our earlier hearing. 

First, the draft spells out in greater detail who can submit re
ports of harm for the public portion of the database. Among con
sumers, only those who have suffered harm or a risk of harm-as 
well as members of their family, legal representatives, or any per
son authorized by the family-could make public reports. 

Second, the draft sets forth a process. for. improving product iden
tification. The database. cannot help consumers if they don't know 
which products have problems. The draft enlists manufacturers to 
help consumers provide better descriptions. 
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Third, the draft gives CPSC more options for solving claims of 
material inaccuracy. The fundamental premise here is that the 
database may do more harm than good if it misleads consumers 
based on inaccurate information. 

Finally, the draft would strengthen the Commission's authority 
to investigate complaints. While some consumers may benefit from 
the ability to see safety-related complaints, a lot more consumers 
will benefit if the Commission can investigate complaints more 
quickly. 

Congress must move quickly, too, because the clock is ticking. 
Unless we act soon, the 100 parts-per-million lead limit will take 
effect retroactively in August, and once again, millions of dollars 
worth of products will become illegal to sell, donate, or export. 

We have an opportunity and an obligation to make CPSIA a law 
that benefits all Americans. 

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Bono. Mack follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF H ON. MARY BONO MACK 

The committee will come to order. 
Good Morning. Today, we turn back to the subject of the Consumer Product Safe

ty Improvement Act of 2008, also known as CPSIA. In our first hearing of the year, 
we heard about the many problems associated with this law. Today, we will focus 
on a preliminary discussion draft, which offers a range of possible solutions. 

One major area for reform relates to the regulation of children's products. In this 
area, we have the benefit of five unanimous recommendations from the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission. We also have draft legislation from last year and other 
CPSC suggestions in response. 

The discussion draft aims to reduce the regulatory burdens of the Jaw without un
dercutting consumer protection. A fundamental premise is that the Commission can 
actually protect consumers far better when it is allowed to set priorities and regu
late based on risk. Where possible, we should spare the Commission from having 
to make time-consuming, case-by-case determinations, and let it spend more time 
on bigger problems. This is especially true in our current budget climate, where we 
have to make the most of scarce agency resources. 

We need to strike the iight balance, and that is seldom easy. The discussion draft 
points to areas where we must decide important policy questions. I hope our wit
nesses today will help us to make wise choices by shedding light on these issues. 

In section 1, for example, the draft leaves open the age for defining the term "chil
dren's product." At our last hearing, my friend and colleague Mr. Dingell, the Chair
man emeritus of the full committee, reminded us that a lot of the problems with 
CPSIA originated in the Senate, but this is one that did not. The Senate-passed bill 
applied the lead content limits to products for children age 7 and under. That age 
would have kept the focus on children who are _greater risk when it comes to lead, 
because very young children, according to the CPSC, are much more likely to put 
things in their mouth. The House set the top age at 12 years old, because of the 
so-called "common toy box" concern. But by pushing the age to 12, we ended up reg
ulating a huge number of products that are never going to be mouthed or even han
dled by young children. These include not only the well-known examples of ATVs, 
bicycles, and books but also band instruments, scientific instruments and clothes for 
older children, among other things. 

Another key area is third-party testing. Again, the discussion draft tries to strike 
an appropriate balance. It preserves third-party testing for lead paint, cribs, pac
ifiers, small parts, and children's metal jewelry-all priorities that Congress explic
itly set in CPSIA. For other standards, however, it gives the Commission discretion 
to decide what standai·ds should requil'e third-party testing. And it gives the Com
mission new authority and flexibility to require testing for only some portions of a 
standard or only for certain classes of products. It also asks the Commission to 
make sure that the benefits of third-party testing justify the costs before making 
it mandatory. 

Another major area of reform is the CPSC's public database, which just recently 
began to post complaints. The discussion draft addresses some of the more signifi
cant problems that were brought to light in our earlier hearing. 
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First, the draft spells out in greater detail who can submit reports of harm for 
the public portion of the database. Among consumers, only those who have suffered 
harm or a risk of harm- as well as members of their family, legal representatives 
or any person authorized by the family-could make public reports. 

Second, the draft sets forth a process for improving product identification. The 
database cannot help consumers if they don't know which products have problems. 
The staff draft enlists manufacturers. to. help consumers. provide better descriptions. 

Third, the draft gives CPSC more options for solving claims of material inaccu
racy. The fundamental premise here is that the database may do more harm than 
good if it misleads consumers based on inaccurate information. 

Last, the draft would strengthen the Commission's authority to investigate com
plaints. While some consumers may benefit from the abil ity to see safety-related 
complaints, a lot more consumers will benefit if the Commission can investigate 
complaints more quickly. 

Congress must move quickly, too, because the clock is ticking- unless we act soon, 
the 100 ppm lead limit will take effect retroactively in August and once again mil
lions of dollars worth of products will become illegal to sell , donate or export. 

Mrs. B ONO MACK. And now I would like to recognize the ranking 
member of the full committee, Mr. Waxman, for his 5-minute open
ing statement. 

Mr. WAXMAN. Chairman Bono, thank you very much for recog
nizing me to give this opening statement and Mr. Butterfield to 
allow me to go ahead of him. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. WAXMAN, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 
I share your belief that some changes are needed to the toy bill 

that we passed in 2008. That legislation was an historic step for
ward for children's safety, but like most legislation, it was not per
fect. It has had some unintended consequences and needs refine
ment. But the discussion draft before us, which is the subject of to
day's hearing, takes a wrecking ball to the law and would endanger 
young children. As the chair of the Consumer Products Safety Com
mission wrote us today, this draft would turn back the clock to an 
era when harmful products made their way into the stream of com
merce and into the hands of innocent children. 

In 2008 our committee led the way in passing a strong toy safety 
law. We held hearings at which we learned about children who 
died or were severely injured by lead in toys and small charms. We 
learned that other children suffered catastrophic internal injuries 
from magnetic toys that ripped through their intestines. And we 
witnessed record recalls and loss of confidence in the safety of chil
dren's products. Despite strong bipartisan support for the new law, 
implementation has not always been smooth. The ATV industry, 
the bicycle industry, the publishing industry, and makers of 
handcrafted toys have all raised valid compliance issues. 

I know it is possible to address these concerns without gutting 
the law. When I was chairman of the committee in the last Con
gress, we initiated a stakeholders' process to produce the draft bill 
that gave targeted relief to industry while maintaining the most 
important health and safety protections in the new law. That draft 
legislation was supported by both industry and consumer groups. 
Although the Republican staff were consulted at every step in the 
process, Ranking Member Barton decided he would not support the 
bill and we never acted on it. 
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The discussion draft before us is a very different document. 
Democrats, consumer groups, and health experts were not con
sulted. The result is a one-sided proposal that provides relief to in
dustry but sacrifices children's health and safety. According to the 
Consumer Federation of America and Consumers Union,. this pro
posal undermines safety testing for children's products, undermines 
lead protections, undermines the effectiveness of the new crib safe
ty standard, and undermines the new public safety product hazard 
database. 

According to Chairman Tenenbaum and Commissioners Adler 
and Moore,. this proposal would be a reversal of several of the core. 
safety provisions in the law. Not only are they critical of the bill, 
but Jet me just state quite clearly, there is no chance that a bill 
this extreme could ever become law. It would not survive in the 
Senate, and if it did, it would be vetoed by the President. The re
sult would be a lost opportunity. Many of the witnesses who will 
testify today have identified legitimate concerns but they will re
ceive no relief if all we produce is a more partisan gridlock kind 
of legislation. 

If we work together, I am confident that we can find a way to 
address most of industry's concerns without jeopardizing the impor
tant safety advances we made in the toy safety law. And I had a 
discussion with the chairman yesterday. I think there is an oppor
tunity for us to work together and produce a product that will be 
a consensus product. I hope that after this hearing is over we can 
start fresh and we can produce a genuine bipartisan reform we all 
can support. 

Madam Chair, I would like to yield the rest of my time and an 
additional 1 minute without any objection to Mr. Rush, who 
chaired this subcommittee in the last Congress and I think has an 
important statement to make. 

Mrs. B ONO MACK. Without objection, the gentleman is recog
nized. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOBBY L. RUSH, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 
Mr. RUSH. Thank you , Madam Chair, and I want to thank the 

ranking member for the full committee for yielding this time to me. 
Madam Chair, consumer protection is one of the core functions 

of this subcommittee, and I want to commend you for convening 
this important hearing. However, I am surprised to see that in
stead of talking about improving safety for our children, making 
our new law's implementation possible, we are focusing on undoing 
one of t he legislative achievements of this subcommittee histori
cally. Demolition and destruction, not creative solution seems to be 
the policy agenda for our new Republican majority. I am still wait
ing to see when we will talk about real policy solutions, including 
the policy implementation issues as it relates to this bill for the 
American people. 

Regulations are not a problem. It is the constant changes or the 
risk of changes that are difficult to manage for our manufacturers, 
our consumers, and for the American public. We need to agree once 
and for all and implement the laws that we have developed. We 
need regulatory predictability. There is a similar Product Safety 
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Improvement Act that the Republicans are attempting to revise 
today represents demolishing the most comprehensive overhaul of 
U.S. consumer protection oversight in a generation, one that estab
lished policies which repaired our Nation's broken product safety 
system. 

And l must say, Madam Chairman, that l am very proud of what 
we did with bipartisan input, with input from aJl the stakeholders 
despite the political differences that we all shared. We were able 
to reinvigorate the CPSC with resources. We added additional com
missioners. We authorized a shiny new testing lab. And Madam 
Chair, may I ask for an additional 30 seconds? 

Mrs .. BONO MACK. The clock--. 
Mr. RUSH. All right. Well, Madam Chair, I just want to conclude 

by saying that this hearing could be better spent if we were really 
trying to-maybe we could solve some of the problems--

Mrs. BONO MACK. All right-
Mr. RUSH [continuing]. That we have implementing the bill. 

Thank.you .. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. All right. So the gentleman yields back. And 

now--
Mr. RUSH. I yield back the time I have. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Chairman Upton, in accordance with the com

mittee rules, yielded me his 5 minutes, and as his designee, I 
would like. to recognize the chairman emeritus. of the full com
mittee, Mr. Barton, for 2112 minutes. 

Mr. BARTON. Well, Madam Chairman, I really can't do it in 2112 
minutes. So you are going to have to give me at least 3 minutes 
or just go to somebody else. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Well, we were rather lenient with the other 
side, so that is not a problem. Go ahead .. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Madam Chairman, I will yield the chairman 
emeritus my time. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. So the ch airman emeritus is recognized for 3112 
minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOE BARTON, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS 

Mr. BARTON. There is an old joke about somebody trying to get 
somebody to vote for him and the guy says I would never vote for 
you if you were running unopposed. And the man goes back and 
says well, how do we put that voter down? He says put him down 
undecided. That is kind of what we need to. put Mr. Waxman down 
after what he said. 

I participated as the ranking member when this bill was passed. 
I participated in the last Congress when there was an attempt to 
amend it. When Chairman Waxman said that the Republicans and 
the staff were consulted, that is a true statement, but we weren't 
listened to. ln the last Congress, Chairman Waxman and his. allies 
were almost totally inflexible in trying to come to some common 
ground on changes to the law that was passed under Chairman 
Dingell's chairmanship back in 2008. 

This discussion draft does not take a wrecking ball to the law. 
It is a good-faith attempt to reconcile the law that, in its current 
state, is literally unenforceable. We have that in testimony from 
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the Consumer Product Safety Commission. They have basically-I 
wouldn't even use the term basicaUy-they have no flexibility at 
all. The discussion draft that Chairwoman Bono Mack has crafted 
does give flexibility. I think that is a good thing. It does change 
some of the. principles or modify some of the principles from the. 
law that was passed 2 years ago, but it keeps the core of the law 
together and it does give the Commission the flexibility and the in
dustry that has to live by it the ability to actually use a little com
mon sense in implementation. I think that is a good thing. I think 
this discussion draft is a vehicle that can be a bipartisan com
promise. But a compromise means both sides have to come to
gether. And Chairman Waxman's statement indicates to me that it 
is the bill or nothing. And I don't think that is a position to take 
when we are trying to do something that should be everybody's 
best intentions to actually protect the children of America, but also 
gives those that provide the. products for our children the ability to 
provide them in a safe and effective fashion. 

I am the father of a 5-year-old and the grandfather of five grand
children that are under the ages of 13. There is no way in this 
world that I want to do anything that would put my 5-year-old 
child or my grandchildren in harm's way. So Madam Chairwoman, 
I think the discussion draft is a good starting point. It is a starting 
point. It is not an end point. And if Mr. Waxman and Mr. Rush 
and our friends on the minority side wish to work with us, we can 
come. up with something that improves the bill that is now the law 
and gives the flexibility that is necessary. 

So with that, I want to thank the Chairwoman for giving me 
some extra time and thank the vice-chairwoman, Ms. Blackburn, 
for. giving me. some. of her time. And I yield back. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman for his statement and 
yield 1 minute to Ms. Blackburn. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARSHA BLACKBURN, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEN
NESSEE 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I am only going 
to take about 30 seconds because there are several individuals that 
would like to speak on this issue. I want to thank the chairman 
for. bringing forward a discussion draft that will encourage us all 
to listen to the science and to use some common sense. I am a 
mother. I am a grandmother. I am an aunt. I am a sister . There 
is no way I would want to have products in the marketplace that 
are going to be harmful to children and grandchildren, no way at 
all. And I think it is important that we listen to the science. I think 
that it is important that we apply some common sense. I have also 
listened to a lot of the crafters and the small producers in my area 
and have had good discussions with them. Also, Mr. Howell, when 
we get to you, I am going to want to talk about this database that 
I think is seriously flawed. And I thank the chairman and yield 
back. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentlelady and recognize the gen
tleman from Florida, Mr. Stearns, for 1 minute .. 
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CLIFF STEARNS, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Let me echo what 
the emeritus chairman, Joe Barton, said. I was a conferee on this. 
We had lots of recommendations. We. in fact specifically rec
ommended what the CPSC did in January 2010 when they re
ported back to Congress and they identified some of the problems. 
There was no flexibility. And they recommended solutions. And we 
had these recommendations under Joe Barton's leadership to pro
vide the CPSC with this kind of flexibility they need to grant exclu
sions to the lead limits but they didn't listen. So I think, Madam 
Chair, what you are doing here is the Lord's work. We need to have 
the flexibility. And we heard from Commissioner Northrup, who 
was a former Member of Congress. She also bought this out. And 
so I am pleased to be here and to support you and I appreciate 
what you are doing. Thank you. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. Last but not least, the 
gentleman from North Carolina, the ranking member of our sub
committee, Mr. Butterfield, is now recognized for his 5 minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. G.K. BUTTERFIELD, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH 
CAROLINA 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Let me thank you very much, Chairman Bono 
Mack, and especially thank you to all of the. witnesses who have 
come forward today to give us your testimony. 

You know, Madam Chairman, my recollection-and I was simply 
a rank and file member of the subcommittee in the last Congress
but my recollection of this is somewhat different from my good 
friend from Texas, Mr. Barton. My recollection is that CPSIA fol
lowed a long and well-considered road to passage that included 
many, many hearings and extensive conference with the Senate 
from introduction to enactment. I recall that this legislation at all 
times remained a bipartisan effort, and I am surprised to hear 
today that it was not. The vote tally speaks volumes about the bi
partisanship nature of this law. Much of the law was taken word
for-word from some of Mr. Barton's language that he had authored. 
The House passed the conference report with a vote of 424 to 1. 
And while I don't know it for a fact, I suppose Mr. Barton may be 
the 1,. but the vote was 424 to L And the Senate. passed it-

Mr. BARTON. Could the gentleman yield? 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Yes. 
Mr. BARTON. I voted for the bill. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. You did vote, right. 
Mr. RUSH. He voted for it, yes. 
Mr .. BUTTERFIELD. All right. And the Senate vote was 89. to. 3, 

Today, however, it is apparent some portions of the law need to be 
refined. The ranking member of the full committee has acknowl
edged that and I do as well. Unfortunately, the discussion draft 
does not seek to refine the law. Rather, it seeks to undo nearly 2 
years of close consultation and careful compromise with Members 
of Congress, industry-many of whom are. here today-and con
sumer groups, and potentially puts consumers and children at risk. 
The minority was not consulted to my knowledge in the prepara-
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tion of the draft legislation. And I am confident the language would 
look very different had we been invited to the table and had an op
portunity to participate. The draft language would redefine what is 
considered a children's product to a yet-to-be-determined age, pos
sibly exposing both those who would be classified as children and 
those who would not to potentially dangerous products. 

I ask my colleagues about households with multiple children, if 
a 9-year-old has a toy intended only for ages 9 and older, is it not 
reasonable to expect that 9-year-olds with a preschool-age sibling 
would also want to and will find a way to play with that toy? But 
perhaps most alarming is rolling back the current lead content lim
its in favor of risk assessment. This is. similar. to the model that 
proved to be inadequate prior to CPSIA but with the twist of cre
ating additional burdens for the Commission. 

Since the model and the draft will require premarket risk assess
ment, CPSC will have to determine for each and every children's 
product how manufacturers should measure the risk. I am troubled 
that the draft eliminates independent third-party testing for all 
children's products with a very narrow exception for five categories. 
I remind my friends of the miJJions of toys that were recalled in 
'07 due not only to high lead levels but design-related safety defects 
as well. It was clear that manufacturers of children's products and 
their suppliers had fallen asleep at the wheel and their in-house 
safeguards were inadequate .. 

Finally, and I am going to yield to the gentlelady from Illinois 
in just a minute-CPSIA required the CPSC to create a Public 
Product Safety Information Database so that consumers would 
have a convenient way to report and learn about dangerous prod
ucts. The draft language marginalizes the efficacy of the database 
by limiting who can submit information, as well as establishing a 
drawn-out process by which the submitter, the Commission, and 
the manufacturer are required to have ongoing contact. The more 
burdensome it becomes to make a safety complaint, the less likely 
consumers are to use the database. At this time I will yield my re
maining time, Madam Chairman, to the gentlelady from Illinois. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JANICE D. SCHAKOWSKY, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLI
NOIS 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I thank the gentleman for yielding. 
To say that I am concerned about the draft bill would be a vast 

understatement .. Here we are in the Subcommittee on Commerce, 
Manufacturing, and Trade, and instead of looking at ways that we 
can create jobs, good jobs for the American people, we are exam
ining a bill to undermine consumer protection, words that used to 
be part of the subcommittee's title. The draft bill is not a collection 
of small fixes. It would fundamentally gut key pieces of the CPSIA, 
including the provisions I authored to ensure that durable infant 
and toddler products are subject to rigorous testing requirements. 

I want to read a letter I received from Danny Keysar's parents, 
which I hope to submit for the record, along with two other letters 
from parents who lost their children. Danny's mom wrote, "As par
ents who have paid the ultimate price for unsafe products, we 
know you don't want to see. more children suffer as our. son did." 
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Giving flexibility to the CPSC to enforce safety provisions is one 
thing, but this wholesale reversal of crucial safety provisions sends 
us back to a scenario we know leaves children at risk. 

I yield back the balance of my time. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. All right. And the chair. inadvertently over

looked the last 30 seconds on our side, and I would like to recog
nize the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Olson, for 30 seconds. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PETE OLSON, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS 

Mr .. OLSON. I will be brief. I am pleased to be here, and I thank 
the Chair for her leadership in bringing forward this important 
draft legislation to fix the unintended consequences of CPSIA. 

As a parent, nothing is more important to me than the safety 
and health of my children. I think this draft provides us with a bal
anced way forward that protects my children from harmful prod
ucts without devastating our country's small businesses. If my chil
dren are protected, your children are protected. 

I thank the Chair and looking forward to helping her advance a 
commonsense fix to this law. I yield back. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. And now all opening 
statements are. concluded. And we have three panels before. us 
today. Each of the witnesses has prepared an opening statement 
that will be placed in the record. Each of you will have 5 minutes 
to summarize that statement in your remarks. On our first panel 
we have, in reverse order, but we have Robert Howell, Assistant 
Executive Director of Hazard Identification and Reduction at the 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. That is a mouthful.. 
And then Dr .. Barbara Beck, a widely respected expert in toxicology 
and a former EPA region chief and fellow at the Harvard School 
of Public Health; and Dr. Dana Best, who is presenting on behalf 
of the American Academy of Pediatrics. 

Good morning. I would like to thank you all for coming. You will 
each be recognized for 5 minutes. To help you keep track of time, 
the little clock in front of you, when it turns yellow,. please recog
nize that is the 1-minute mark if you could start wrapping up and 
when the light turns red, your time is up. I would also ask you to 
remember to turn the microphone on before you begin. And now I 
would like to start with Dr. Best for your 5 minutes. Good morning 
and welcome. 

STATEMENTS OF DANA BEST, MD, MPH, FAAP, AMERICAN 
ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS; BARBARA D. BECK, PH.D., DABT, 
FATS, PRINCIPAL, GRADIENT; AND ROBERT JAY HOWELL, 
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HAZARD IDENTIFICA
TION AND REDUCTION, U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY 
COMMISSION 

STATEMENT OF DANA BEST 
Ms. BEST. Good morning. Thank you for this opportunity to tes

tify today. I am a pediatrician and pleased to represent the Amer
ican Academy of Pediatrics. The AAP is deeply concerned that the 
subcommittee is considering legislation that would profoundly alter 
the CPSIA and could reverse the progress towards safer toys and 
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children's products. Today I will focus on four areas: the scope of 
children's products, lead limits in children's products, risk assess
ment, and the need for third-party testing. 

First, the scope of children's products should protect children up 
to age 12. The AAP recommended that the CPSIA cover products 
for children up to age 12. years based on developmental and prag
matic concerns. With regard to developmental issues, the mouthing 
behaviors that cause the most concern for exposure to hazards like 
lead peak in the toddler years and taper off throughout school age, 
although it is not unusual for school-age children to place toys and 
other objects in their mouths or to mouth or suck on items like jew
elry and pens .. For some groups, such as children with develop
mental delays, mouthing behaviors may persist until adolescence or 
later. 

Another concern is that toys are often shared. While most par
ents work hard to keep toys for older children away from younger 
children, they may not always be successful. It is therefore impor
tant to ensure that toys are as safe as possible for. all children in 
the household. 

Second, the CPSIA's limits on lead in children's products should 
not be relaxed. In the judgment of the AAP, there is no scientific 
basis for establishing a de minimis level for lead in children's prod
ucts. To date, science has not identified a threshold below which 
lead ceases to damage a child's brain or. body. There is. no known 
safe level of lead. During the development of the CPSIA, the AAP 
was asked to recommend a limit for lead in children's products. 
Following a rigorous scientific review, the Academy recommended 
that lead in children's products be limited to 40 parts per million. 
The rationale behind this level is explained in my written testi
mony. 

The AAP is also concerned that the discussion draft proposes to 
distinguish between lead exposure due to sucking on an item from 
lead exposure due to licking an item. From a scientific perspective, 
there is no basis for making this differentiation. Both actions de
fined as "mouthing" in the pediatric literature are associated with 
lead ingestion. 

The AAP urges Congress to resist calls to set differing standards 
for lead in children's products based solely on the likelihood of 
sucking, licking, or swallowing. Given the extreme toxicity of lead, 
its bioaccumulation, and the irreversible nature of the damage it 
causes, the concept of setting different levels of lead for various 
types of toys or children's products is troubling. 

Third, risk assessment is not an appropriate method for limiting 
lead exposure in children's products. The draft before the sub
committee appears to shift from measurement of total lead in chil
dren's products to risk assessment frameworks. The AAP urges you 
to leave intact the straightforward, predictable total lead standard 
in the CPSIA. The fundamental premise of risk assessment is that 
some degree of risk is acceptable such as when the benefit of re
ceiving a drug is compared to its side effects. In the case of lead, 
there is no benefit to exposure. While the harms are numerous and 
significant such as decreased IQ, if the CPSIA standard is altered, 
Congress would need to determine what level of IQ loss is consid
ered acceptable. 
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In addition, standards should protect not only the average child, 
but also children at higher risk of lead exposure and its con
sequences. This is best accomplished using the lead limits currently 
in the CPSIA. 

The AAP is deeply concerned that a risk assessment framework 
would require the CPSC to perform or confirm risk assessment on 
many different products. It is unclear who would bear the ultimate 
responsibility for determining risk or what the process would be for 
reconciling differences when risk assessments differ between the 
agency and the manufacturer. 

Finally, third-party testing is necessary to ensure the safety of 
children's products. The discussion draft proposes significant 
changes to CPSIA's third-party testing requirements, dramatically 
reducing the number and types of products subject to independent 
testing. This would essentially return us to the pre-CPSIA state of 
affairs in which consumers were expected to guess whjch toys and 
children's products were really safe. 

The AAP would like to make one more comment on another point 
made in the discussion draft and strongly recommend that non
compliant cribs not be permitted in childcare facilities. 

In conclusion, the AAP urges you to not weaken the CPSIA's pro
tections against lead and other hazards as you consider ways to im
prove the ability of manufacturers and businesses to comply with 
this important law. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Dr. Best follows:] 
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Da11a Best, MD, MPH, FAAP 
American Academy of Pediatr;c~ 

April 7, 1011 

lhank you. Mr. Chainnan. for this opportunity 10 testify today before 1hc Energy and Commerce 
Subcommince on Commerce, :vlanufacturing and Trade about children'~ product :;ufoty. My 
name is Dana Best. :vlD. MPH. f.'AAP. and I am pleased to represent the American Academy of 
Pedia1rics (AAP). a non-profit profossional organizalion of 60.000 primary care pediatricians, 
pediatric medical .~ub-.~pecialists, and pediatric surgical specialists dedicated to the health, sufl:ty, 
and well-be in~ of infants, children, adolescents. and young adults. I am an Associate Professor of 
Pediatrics at George Washington University School of Medicine here in Wa~hington, D.C. and 
served for six years on the AAP's Committee on Environmental Health. which is the primary 
body within the AAP that handles lead and other environmental health issues. 

The American Academy of Pediatrics strongly supported the provisions of the Consumer Pcoduct 
Safety Improvement Act of200R (CPSlA) that were designed to make children's pcoducl~ sater. 
primarily by reducing exposure to lead and other hazard.~. and requiring manufacturers 10 
demonstrate safety before products could be sold. The AAP i~ therefore deeply concerned that 
the Subcommittee is consid(:ring legislation that would profoundly alter the CPSlA and could 
reverse the prngre.~s toward safer toys and children·s products. 

:vly testimony will cover four areas under discussion by the subcommittee: che scope of 
children's products covered by the law; limitations on lead in children's products; concept~ of 
risk assessment: and 1he need for third party testing. 

Thi! Sc11pe of Childre11 's Pmduct.t Should Prote,1 Chi/tlret1 Up to Age 11 

The CPSIA defines a children's product as ·•a consumer product designed or intended primarily 
for children 12 years of age or younger." The AAP recommended thac this law cover products 
for children up to age 12 years based on both developmental and pragmatic concerns. 

With regard to devclopmen1al issues, 1he mouthing behaviors that cause the most concern for 
exposure to hazards like lead are most prevalent among young children. peaking in the tilddlcr 
years and tapering off throughout school age. llowever, it is not unusual for schilol-age children 
co still place toys and Olher o~jects in their mouths, and it may in fact be fairly common for them 
m mouth or suck on items like jewelry or writing instruments. for some groups of children. such 
as children with developmencal delays. mouthing behaviors may persisc even longer. 

Another key concern was the fact that toys are othm shared among multiple children in the same 
household. regardless of whether those items are nge-appropria1e. White milst parents work hard 
to keep toys meant for older children awlt)' from younger siblings. it is inevitable that young 
children will at least occasionally gain access 10 1oys meant for their older brothers and sisters. It 
is therefore important to ensure thal toys are as safe as possible for all children in a household. 
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Dana Be51, MD, MPH, FAAP 
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Ap,il 7, 2011 

Lead has been recognized as a potent neumtoxin since the time of the Roman Empire, altlwugh 
the mechanisms by which it intlicts brain damage have only been explored and understood in the 
past century. The brain damage caused by lead exposure is permanent and im:versiblc. Few 
options exist for treating lead exposure at high levels, and these treatments have potentially 
dangerous side effects. ;\o options exist for treating lead exposure at low to moderate levels. 

Expu~ure tu lead is amply documented to cause the loss of intellectual capacity. On average. 
children whose blood lead levels (HLl.s} rise from 10 to 20 micrograms per deciliter (mcgidL) 
lose two to three IQ points. More recent studies hiive shown an even greater impact on IQ of 
HI.Ls under I 0 mcg/dL. Key .~tudies repmted a loss of 4 to 7 IQ points in children whose leiid 
levels rose from I mcg!dL to I 0 mcg/dl .. t.~ These studie.~ .~uggest that "low" levels of exposure 
- meaning BL Ls Jess than 10 mcg/dL - cause proponionately greater harm than higher levels. 

In addition to these impacts on IQ, lead exposure has documented effects on behavior, with 
higher rates of behavioral problems reponed in young children. teens and adults exposed to lead 
during childhood. As.,ociations bclween lead exposure and increased aggression, commission of 
crime and antisocial or delinquent behaviors have been idenlified.l.•.S.6 Children with elevated 
lead are more likely lo have problems with attention deficit and reading disabilities. and to fail to 
graduate from high school. Other effects inclu~c abnormal balance, poor eye-hand coordinalion. 
longer rcaclion times, and sleep di.~turhances.7•~,i 

With all of this information in mind. it is critically important lo note that lead bioaccumulatcs. A 
percentage of lead will be exc retcd by the body. and the rate of c lcarance is dependent on a 
number of factors. including nutritional .~tatus. Hut a perccnlage of lead is also stored in the 
body. primarily in bone. These body stores pl)rsi.~t over decades. When a woman becomes 
pregnant. her body draws upon its calcium stores lo hclp create her fe1us·.~ bone structure. If lead 
has hccn stored in the bone. the developing fetus will be cxposcd to doses of lead throughout 
pregnancy. "i 

The costs associated with lead exposure are tremendous. Health economists c.~timate that every 
time average blood lead level increascs by a small amount· across the children bom in any given 
year. $7.5 billion i.~ lost in po1cntial earnings for lhosc childrcn. 11 Other studies have estimated 
the annual cost of lead poi.~oning in American children at $43.4 billion. 1~ Costs are home by our 
health care, education. and justice systems, among others. 

Lead is naturally prcscnl in our environment a1 low levels. Human activitie.~ have raised those 
levels through contamination, whether by adding lcad actively to products like paint or ga,oline 
or producing it as a byproduct of activities like burning coal. Lead is present al low levels in our 
air. soil, and water, hut ofren very difficult to rcmediate in those cases. It is therefore critical to 
restrict lead exposure in environments directly under our control. such as consumer products. 

···small amoum" is ddin~tl here as I mcg:dt, increa<t in Mood lead 1.-ol. 
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Tlte CPS/A's Limits on Lead Sh,,uld N"t Be Relu:o:ed 

D<1na Best, MD, MPH, FAAP 
A.m('rican Academy of Pediatrics 

April 7. 2011 

During the de\'elopment of the CPSIA. the AAP was asked by Congress to recommend a limit 
for levels of lead in children's pmducts. The Academy engaged in a rigorous scientific process, 
including a review of the pertinent literature, and ullimatcly recommended that lead in children's 
product~ be limited tv 40 parts per million (ppm). You will find attached to my testimony a 
letter to then-Energy and Commerce Committee Chainnan Henry Waxman explaining the 
AAP' ~ calcu lation.s in detail wi lh appropriate references. 

Rriefly, lhc AA P's experts dctennined thal lhi: appropriate goal of a standard should be lo 
prevent a child from losing one IQ point. for close to two decades, the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA} has recommended a daily intake of no more than 6 micrograms (mcg) of 
lead per day for children age 6 years and younger. 11 Scientific models of lead ingestion indicate 
that daily consumption of 6 mcg of lead would increase a child's blood lead level by I mcg/dL. 
The medical and .~cientific literature are in substantial agreement that an Increase of I mcg/dL in 
blood lead level is capable of causin~ th_c loss of approximately one IQ point in children who~e 
blood lead le\'e\ i.~ under 10 mcg!dL. '·" It is important to note. however, that the FDA's 
recommendation refers only to dietary intake and does nol lake into account other potential 
exposures 10 lead. such as paint. FD/\ officials explicitly statc<l. "These numbers will need lo be 
adjusled downward to allow for other anticipated exposures 10 lead.''10 

The C c>nsumer Product Safety Comm is.~ion 's 2005 interim guidance on lead in children's 
jewelry s1a1es that an item wilh more than 600_ppm of lca<l would be capable of raising a child's 
bloc>d lead level from 2.2 to over JO mcg/dL.1

' Given lhat the A/\P's goal wa~ to prevent an 
increase of I mcg!dl, the total of 600ppm was di\'idcd by 7.8 to reach 77ppm. Recognizing that 
mosl children arc cxpo.~d to other sources of lead and thal lead is bioaccumulath·e, the 1\1\P 
recommended roughly a two-fold margin ofsalety and reduced the recommendation from 77 to 
40ppm. The level of 40 ppm was also selected to fall above lhc naturally-occurring background 
le\'cls of lead seen in most part.~ of the United States.11 

It is the considered judgment of the AAI' that there is no scientific basis for cstahlishin~ a ·'de 
minimi~" exposure le\'cl for lead in children's products. /\s one study summari~cd, "With the 
recent evidence demonstrating an inverse association between blood lead level.~ and cognitive 
function in children expl)SCd to low levels ()f lead. thero;- is no safoty margin at existing 
.,xpt>sures.''19 To date. science has not been at>lc to identify a threshold below which lead ceases 
to damage a child's brain or body, 

Ri~k A.~.re.~.~ment lt Not an Appr1Jpriaft! Method j1Jr Limiting Le.ad l:.xpvsure in Children's 
Pmdu,·ts 

The discussion draft before the Subcommittee appears to contemplate shifting from measurement 
oftolal lead in children's products to a framework based around risk asse.~smenl. The AAP 
urge.~ you to Jea\'e intact the straightforward, predictable total lead standard in the CPS!/\ rather 
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than introducing the considerable unccnainty and unprcdictahility that is often associated with 
risk assessment. 

The fundamental premise of risk assessment is that some degree of risk is acccptahlc. For 
cKample, in medicine, the expected benefit of a given drug or device is considered against the 
possibility of side effccls. In the case of lead. howe\'er, the known benefit is zero. while the 
known risk is significant. If the CPSIA 's standard is lo he altered, Congress would first need to 
detennine what level of IQ loss is considered acceptable across the exposed population. 

In addition. risk assessment should - but often fails to - rnke into account factors related to both 
the object and the subject. in this case the product and 1he child. It has been suggested that 
product-related risk assessment might consider the amount of lead in lhi: product, iLs physical 
accessibility. and the size of the item involved. Factor.; related to tile child snould also be 
considered. such as lhe age and developmental stage of the child who may be reasonably 
e:-tpeckd to encounter the product. It is also critically important 10 note, however, that key 
groups of children will have additional vulnerabilities 1hat risk assessment fails to take into 
account adequately. Children wi1h poor nutritional status or certain genetic trails will absorb 
higher levels of lead. Children who already have an elevated blood lead level may lose IQ points 
more readily than those with no delectable blood lead level. S1andards should pro1ec1 not only 
the "average'' child, but also those children at higher risk for the adverse consequences of lead 
exposure. This is best accomplished with the lead limils curren1ly in the CPSIA. 

'Ilic AAP is deeply concerned that a risk assessment framework would require 1he CPSC to 
shoulder an untenable burden in attempting to perform or confirm risk assessment on various 
products. It is unclear who would bear the ultimate responsibility for determining risk, or what 
the process would be for reconciling differences in risk assessment between the agency and a 
manufacturer. l'or all of these reasons. the AAP urges you to reject calls for risk assessment 
related to individual products and the amount of lead that should be perrnincd in 1hern. 

The discussion draft proposes to distinguish between lead exposure from i1ems 1ha1 can be 
sucked on versus licked. or which can versus cannot be placed in a child's mouth. The AA!' 
urges you 10 avoid setting different standards for lead in children's products based on any such 
distinction. From a scicntitic perspective. there is no basis for differen1ia1ing between a child 
licking versus sucking on an object. Children demons1ra1e a marvelous ability to bring to their 
mouths and keep there all manner of objects. The preferred term would be "mouthing'' and 
wou Id cover al I re lated behaviors. 

The AAI' urges Congri:ss 10 resist calls to set differenl standards for lead in children's products 
based solely on sub_jective assessments of the liki:lihood of mouthing or ingestion. Gi\'en the 
extreme toxicity ol'lcad. its bioaccumulation, and the pem1anem. irreversible nature of the 
damage it causes, the concept of setting different levels ol'lead for various types or 1oys or other 
children's products is troubling. 
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Third-Purty Testing# Nece.~sury 111 Eruure. the Safety 11/ Clii/tlren '.~Products 

In 2007. the nativn experienced a rash ofproducl recalls 1ha1 opened our eyes to the previously
unrecogni:lt'd prevalence ol'lcad in children's produc1s. Numerous companies, including several 
that made some of the hest-known and most-loved hrands and children's products, were found to 
have svld items posing a range of hazards, from high lead levels lo toxic chemicals to small. 
powerful magnets that rnul<l perforate the intestines if more than one was swallowed. 

The voluntary system vf product safety had failed in a very public and visible way. In response, 
the Cl'SJ/\ required that all children's products undergo independent testing for safety before 
appearing on store shelves. Third-pany testing was the solution designed lo give paren1s the 
peace of mind that their children were nol serving as test su~iects for potentially unsafe products. 
It was a ho a necessary step to ensure that children· s pro<lucls imported from other countries 
compiled with IJ.S. safety standards. 

The discussion draft proposes to make significant changes to the third-pany testing requirements 
in the CPSIA. dramatically reducing the number and types of products subject lo independenl 
testing. This proposal would essentially retum us to the pre-CPS IA stale of affairs, where 
consumers were expected to make their hesl guess as lo whether the toys and children's products 
they purchased were actually safe. Some have noted that recalls have dropped in reccnl years a 
w.:lcome trend, and one which the AAr applauds. Compliance wi1h these still-voluntary 
standards is not, however. a justification for repealing those rules. The /\AP urges the 
S11bcommit1ee nol to rescind relJUirements for third-party salCty ll'Sting for children's products. 

:Von-Ct1mpliunt Crib.~ Sl1<1U/tl N11t Be Permitted in Child Care Facilities 

The discussion draft proposes to permit child care lacilities to continue using lixcd-side cribs that 
do not comply with the recen1ly-approved Ci'SC crib safety rule. Passed unanimously by the 
five bipartisan Cl'SC commissioners. this rule bans drop-side cribs and made several other 
important changes to the crib safely slan<larJ. The AAP is sensitive to the chalk:ngcs this rule 
poses for child care providers who must replace noncom pliant cribs and urged CPSC 10 provide 
a subslantial phase-in period for crib replacement. which the agency <lid. We urge Congress not 
to aher this imponanl rule and its implementation. 

In conclusion, the AAP has profound conccms 1hat many of 1he concepts in 1hc discussion draft 
before the Subcomminee would mil back imponant child health salcty prNections. The CPSIA 
was passed in rc~pvnse to significant deficiencies in our nation's product safoty system. which 
had allowed for the widespread sale and distribution ofproduets dangerous to children's llealth, 
We urge you not 10 weaken the CPSIA's proteclion~ against lead and other hazards as you 
consider ways to improve 1he ability <)f manufacturers and businesses 10 comply with this 
important law. 
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The American /\cadcmy of Pediatrics appreciates this opponunity to offer wmmcnl~ on the 
discu~sion draft before the Subcommiuee to amend the C(>n~umcr Product Safety Improvement 
Act 11f:?008. We look forward lo working with you lo protect the h~ahh, safety and wellbein!!- of 
all our nation·.~ children. 
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January 21. 2009 

The llonorahlc lknry A. Wa~mun 
Chairman 
Commilh.·~ on Energy and Commcrc~ 
2125 Ra~hum Office Building 
\\'a!'hinglon. DC 20515 

l)t"ar Ch.:1inmm \\'axman~ 

Th~ American Ac3dcmy of Pediatric•. a non·profil prof(ssinnal org:mi1:stion of60.000 
primary care pl'Ji.alricians~ pediatric medical .-;ub-spccl:tltsts, and p<.·dialric ~urgical 
spcci•list.• JcJka1cJ w the he~lth. safety. and wcll-heing ofinfoms, childrcn. adolc$cent•. 
und young atlulls, ~pprcciate• 1his opponunily lo respond tn your inquii:· for more det•ils 
un the Jevclupmen1 of our recommenda1inns fol' limiting lead cnntent in children's 
pmducr:r;. 

lt!ad untl Chiltlr<•n '.< Health 

There is nu "safe" level of' lead exposure. The Yulncrability of children to lead pnisonin~ 
during dc11clopmcnt of •heir bmin~ and ncr\•ous system...; has been ampfy dem,,nstratcd. and 
oho litoraturc is very consistent. On a•eragc. children whose l>lood lead levels (DU.$) rise 
from 10 to 20 micn>groms per deciliter (mcg!dl.J lose 1wo 10 three IQ poinls. !\lore reoen1 
s1udks hu•t shown on cv~n greater impact on IQ of Ill.Ls under 10 mcgidl.. Kc~· ;111dios 
rcponcJ a loss of 4 LU 7 IQ points in children whose lend levels ro~e from I mcg1d[. to I 0 
m<g'dl ,_ u These studios suggest chat "low" levels of e•posurc - meaning BU .s le;s 1ha11 
I 0 mcg'dL - cause proponionately greoter honn than higher levels. fhe ellec<s of lead on 
health Jo n<'ll stop nn~e th~ <'hild's bmin and m.·n•ou5 ~~·~ncm mature or the HU. falls. A 
rcccm ~Eudy found that in a group uf7 ~·..:ar otd .;hlldrcn who had cxpcri..:m:t·d a RLL of20· 
'1'1 mcgldL •rlluntl •g< 2 yeats. the concurrent ALI. (i.e .. llU. taken at age 7 years '"hen the 
IQ t<St "O$ admini'1crcd). w3~ more closely assoc iatod with IQ al age 1 years chat Ill. L lt 
3£C 2 or age S ~:caIT..J 

1\nothcr important lasting effect of lead cxposun: is on behiwior. "•ith hi~her mies of 
bcha>iorol proMems rcponed in 1eens and adult~ exposed to lead during childhood, 
Children wi'h clc\-alcd 11.:ad arc more likcl~· to ha\•C pmhkm5. with inatocntion anJ rcadin~. 
and arc at hlghcr r~~k (lf failing to ~raduarc from hlJ:.!h t'-Ch(lnl :

1 I nvc.o;rtgators h.3\( identifi(d 
as~ociations tl<:twccn lc.·ad c.·xpnsurc 3nd inc~as~d aggression . .:onunbsinn of crime ~md 
anthoci;1i or dclin~u<:nt bcha\•i<'1rs.~·1'.7.~ Studies ha\·l! ~uggcstcd thac sC\.'Cr~d nation~ \\·hich 
b~gan rcdudng lead exposure ag~n:ssi,oly in Che 1970s cxpcticn~.ed corresponding 
decreases in ,·rime rates two w three eke ad cs later.' Other effects induJe ahnorrml 
balance. poor eye-hand coordin:uiuo. longl!r n:aclion cim..:s. and 51<.•cp d isturbnnccs. !·•.:' ·1: 
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Lead is easily absorbed by ingestion or inhalation. The mo~t common rout~ of exposure 
of children is through ingestion. usually by putting hands and 01her objects in their 
mouth$. Both hand-to-mouth exploration and playing on !lours are typical behaviors for 
children, especially younger children. Studies using videos to record oral behaviors 01: 
young children report hand or object in mouth activities 20 or more times per hour. 11

-'" If 
hands or objects placed in the mouth have lead. these usual childhood activities deliver 
doses of lead. 

Once lead enters the body it remains there for years. Lead is similar to calcium from the 
elemental perspective. This means that our bodies "see'' lead as calcium, absorb it imo 
blood and then store it in bone. These stores l)flead can be released years later, when 
bone changes occur or demands on calcium stores are made.15 Another consequence of 
storing lead in bone is that exposures separated by months or years have an additive 
effect on the body's burden oflead and can exert effects over decades. Acquisition of 
lead in the body even in small amounts (i.e., amounts that result in BLLs less than I 0 
mcg/dL) contributes to this accumulation of lead. This means that even short term or 
small cumulative exposures can have lasting negative effects. 

Over the past 30 years, average BLL has declined dramatically in the U.S., due largely to 
the elimination of lead from gasoline and mandated restriction of lead content in paint. 
At the same time, however. elevated BU. is still not uncommon. Eliminating elevated 
blood lead levels was established as a key goal under the federal Healthy People 2010 
initiative.16 The AAP believes r.rmly that our nation must continue efforts to reduce 
childhood lead exposure and its pernicious impacts. In the past three years alone, the 
AAP has pushed the Environmental Protection Agency to reduce airborne lead emissions 
under the National .Ambient Air Quality Standards: urged the Food and Drug 
Administration to eliminate lead in imported candies and their wrappers; and continued 
our long-term engagement with the Department of Housing and Urban Development to 
reduce children's exposure to lead paint in older housing and through home renovation 
activities. We intend to sustain these efforts to ensure that children's potential for 
exposure to lead is reduced as much as possible and new avenues of exposure are not 
created. 

Lead in Children's Products 

As you know. prior to the passage of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(Cl'SIA). our government had never set limits for acceptable lead content in children's 
products, with the exception of lead in surface paint. The restriction of lead content to 
600 parts per million (ppm) dates back to 1978 and does not apply to any other material 
or component in toys or children's products. As a result, toys and children's products 
could have unlimited amounts of lead in areas other than surface paint without violating 
any mandatory standard. Further, the 600 ppm limit for paint does not represent a health
ha.~ed standard. 

Lead can find its way into toys and children's products as a naturally-occurring 
component of materials used or as a delihcrate or incidental additive. Lead is used 
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din:ctly in certain materials, such as to stabili7.e some vinyl compounds and in lead 
nystal. I .cad may also be a cnntaminant in air, water or soil that comes into contad with 
materials nr components during the manufacturing process. Regardless of its source, 
however, !cad's toxic effect on the developing brain requires us to examine these 
processes and minimize exposure whenever possible. Because there is no .. safe" hlood 
lead levd in children. the AAP focused attention un limiting lead to trace amounts that 
would not represent ·'added'' lead to products. 

De11elopme11t 11/the AAP Lead Re'·"mme11datfon 

Jn Septemher 2007. the AAP was asked by the House Committee on Energy and 
Commerce to testify ab<)Ut the hazards of lead and to mah specific recommendations for 
lead content that would be used in the development of product safety kgislation. While 
the AAP had published guidelines on lead exposure prevention, detection and 
management in the past. we had never attempted nor been requested to provide sped tic 
targets for lead content in products. The recommendation delivered to Congress was an 
ancillary effort that builds upon but is not inconsistent with or contradktory to our 
previously published statements. 

The AAP's recommendations were developed by our Commitree on Environmental 
Health (COEH), which comprises 9 top pediatric environmental health experts serving in 
a volunteer capacity. While child health issues were their guiding principle. the COEl-1 
also went to great lengths to examine the associated practkal issues involved to ensure 
that the final recommendations would be pragmatic and feasible. The primary 
considerations were: 1) no "safe'' threshold for blood lead levels for children has been 
identilied:17 2) lead negatively affects health and development at levels well below\(} 
micrograms per deciliter (mcg/dL) blood lead lcvel:18 and 3) lead is a naturally-occurring 
element and may therefore be present is a wide array of materials so "lead-free" status 
may not be achievable in some products. Therefore, children· s exposures to lead in 
products should be severely limited, but some low level of exposure, a "trace'' amount. 
could be expected. 

The primary goal of the COEH in developing these recommendations was to establish a 
guideline based directly on child health issues. rather than the selection of an arbitrary 
number. After much discussion, the committee agreed that the appropriate benchmark for 
its recommendation should be the loss of I IQ point. Using California Office of 
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment analysis that evaluated the upper 97.5% 
confidence level of blood lead level associated with this effect, a I IQ point loss would he 
prevented by limiting a child's []LL increase to no more than I mcg/dL. 19 Supporting a 
rationale on I mcg!dL rise is the FDA upper limit for lead in food at 6 mcg/lead/day for 
children aged <6 years, which is expected to cause a child's IlLL to rise by I mcg!dL.20 

There is no logical reason to accept a higher rise in blood lead level from product 
exposure than from food exposure. 

3 
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The CU Ell's next task was to determine the amount of lead that would result in a child's 
HLL increasing by I mcg/dL from exposure to a child"s product. This evaluation focused 
on information posted by CPSC evaluations.21 The committee detem1ined as follows: 

• Based on the 1999-2000 ~ational Health and :\utrition Examination Survey 
(NHANES), the aver:igc blood lead level of a child aged 1-5 years in the lJS in 
1999-2000 was 2.2 mcg/dL. 

• In developing its recommendation for lead in toy jewelry. the CPSC calculated 
that an extractable lead content of 175 mcg would cause an average child·s BU. 
to rise to 10 mcg!dL over a I month exposure period. The agency determined that 
this level of exposure occurs at a level of 0.06% lead by weight (600 ppm, 
coincidentally. the same limit as the 1978 lead paint ban).n 

• As noted above. however, the COEH had already detem1ined that waiting for 
BLL to rise to I 0 mcg/dl. was not acceptable due to the neurological damage that 
would occur. In order to limit the I'll.I. rise to I mcg/dL, the CPSC figures were 
divided by 7.8, which represents the rise in BU. from 2.2 mcg/dl. to 10 mcg/dL. 
to obtain the figure that would correlate to a BJ.I. increase of I mcg!dL. 
Accordingly. 600 ppm lead divided by 7.8 equals 77 ppm lead being capable of 
causing a BLI. increase of I mcg/dl.. 

In its next step, lhe CUEH took into account the fact that most children are exposed to 
lead from a variety of sources. which may include lead paint hazards in the home, 
airbnrne lead emissions, conlaminated soil. and other consumer products. Since lead is 
bioaccumulative and highly persistent in the body, it is important to provide a margin of 
$afety to ensure that exposure to a single toy or children's product cannot cause BU. to 
increase I mcg/dL. 

In determining how to set this margin of safety, the COEli examined the practical issues 
associated with lead exposure. Lead occurs naturally in the environment. so setting lead 
content at 7.ero was not deemed to be a feasible recommendation. The committee 
examined dala from a variety of sources to learn about the natural geological occurrence 
of lead in lhe United States. The U.S. Geological Survey provides nationwide data on 
lead exposure, which illustrates that naturally occurring lead levels generally top out at JO 
ppm.23 The AAP confirmed this data with Geological Survey and independent 
geologists. Given this evidence, 1he CUEH recommended a two-fold margin of safety for 
lead content in children's products, dropping the recommendation from 77 ppm to 40 
ppm. You may note that this is considerably lower than the margin of safety mandated 
under other federal laws; for example. the tolerance for pesticide residue on food requires 
a ten-fold margin of safely (i.e., limit set at one tenth of the amount estimated to cause the 
negative effect) for vulnerable populations. including children. 

Dewlopment of tlw CPSIA Standard and Exceptiuns Clau.w! 

Over the year that Congress spent working intensively on this legislation, the AAP 
engaged in a detailed dialogue with both House and Senate offices regarding the merit of 
various possible exemptions to the lead guidelines. In partnership with these offices. the 
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AAP collaborated on the development of legislative language that empowers the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) to accept and evaluate applicatkms for 
such exemptions. This process will include possible exemption fur inaccessible lead. 
althQugh the definition of inaccessibility was the subject of much debate. For example, it 
was questioned whether lead would he considered inaccessible if it were covered by paint 
or electroplating. or included in a compound such as vinyl or lead crystal. In each of 
these cases, the COEll advised that lead was not inaccessible because barriers like paint 
and electroplating can be breached. vinyl deteriorates with time and use, and lead leaches 
from crystal in the presence of acid (including stomach fluids), 

In the final legislation. the CPSC is specifically directed to examine the application of the 
lead standard to electronic products, including batteries, and to develop guidelines for 
minimizing children's exposure ll) lead that cannot be eliminated from these products. 
The AAP supported these proposals. which will allow for the transparent, science-based 
evaluation of proposals to permit lead in certain components of toys and children's 
products. The AJ\P anticipates offering our views and guidance to the CPSC as such 
applications are submitted and examined. 

The AAP is acutely aware of the impact our recommendations can have, and we strive to 
ensure that all AAP recommendations are based on science and practical to implement. 
Led by the COEI I, the AAP engaged in a thorough. evidence-driven review to develop 
our lead recommendations. Following that, AAP members and staff spent countless 
hours engaged with numerous Congressional offices lo explore the issues associaced with 
lead in children's products and to assist in crafting a final bill that would protect 
children's health through pragmatic, feasible standards. The AAP strongly supported this 
legislation and looks forward co working with the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
on its implementation in the coming years. 

I hope this letter satisfies your request for information and gives you confidence thal the 
A/\ P's recommendations represent an empirically-based solution grounded in science. If 
the Academy may be ofti.irther assistanci::, please contact Cindy Pellegrini in our 
Washington, O.C. Office at 202/347-1!600. 

Sincerely, 

David T. Tayloe, Jr .• MD FAJ\P 
President 

OTT:cp 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentlelady and recognize Dr. Beck 
for 5 minutes. Can you make sure your microphone is on and close 
to your mouth, please? 

Ms. BECK. Sorry. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. 

STATEMENT OF BARBARA D. BECK 

Ms .. BECK. My name is Barbara Beck. I am a toxicologist risk as
sessor at Gradient, an environmental consulting company and I 
have worked on issues of lead exposure, toxicology, and risk for 
over 20 years, starting from my time at EPA Region 1 where I was 
involved in development of one of the first clean up levels for lead 
in soil that I am aware of. I have evaluated exposures, toxicology 
of lead in products, workplace, and in the environment. 

In its present version, the CPSIA Act has established a con
centration limit of 300 parts per million for lead, which will go in 
August to 100 parts per million unless it is not feasible. This is 
going to be problematic and is problematic at present, especially for 
metallic alloys that contain lead such as tire stem valves. My con
cern with the. present approach is that it doesn't consider. the. ac
tual exposure, the intake, the absorption, and the impact of lead 
releases from such products on blood lead levels. Blood lead levels 
are typically considered the appropriate metric for evaluating expo
sures to lead. 

Risk-based approaches have been used to establish limits for lead 
for decades .. It has been used to establish limits for lead in air, 
water, and soil. Such approaches have been beneficial. Blood lead 
levels of children in the U.S. have declined by over a factor of 10 
over the past 20 years as lead has been removed or reduced from 
air, from food, and from paint. 

The. proposed changes represent a step in the. right direction. De
termination of a de minimis level of lead exposure. is consistent 
with what has been conducted with other types of materials such 
as soil, air, and water, and it also proposes the use of a method
ology to identify how much lead is released, what the actual expo
sure would be from a children's product. This approach is not only 
consistent with regulatory policy in. other. settings, but with funda
mental principles of toxicology. The dose is what matters. The dose 
of a chemical-whatever the chemical is, how hazardous it is-is 
really critical in determining whether there would be a risk or no 
risk. 

I am not here to propose a specific model or a specific de minimis 
limit, but I do note. that the approaches should consider. the age of 
the child: mouthing behavior peaks at age 2. to 3~ absorption of lead 
from the gut peaks around that age, and choosing a value of, say, 
7 years old would be protective of younger children. The method 
that is considered should consider how a child actually interacts 
with the product and risk-based methods are available to evaluate 
mouthing behavior, contact by hand with products, hand-to-mouth, 
as well as. the. potential swallowing of a product and the impact 
that contact on blood lead. That can be modeled. 

My comments that are provided to the committee provide a hypo
thetical example of how such an analysis could be conducted. It is 
not meant to propose specific de minimis values or the specifics of 
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an approach but to demonstrate that there are methods. In my par
ticular example, I demonstrate how a release of 1 microgram of 
lead from a product per day every day for a 2- to 3-year-old child 
would not have a discernible impact on blood lead. Some people 
may consider that de minimis. 

In conclusion, I strongly encourage the committee to consider the 
use of such risk-based approaches in proposing amendments to the 
CPSIA. Such approaches will a1low for health-protective risk-based 
limits that would be sound public health policy, as well as sound 
risk management policy. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Beck foJlows:] 
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t:xccntivc Summary 

The lead limils _,tipulated by the Consumer Product Safety lmpr(1vement Act ~CPSIA) of :?OOR 

have forced many manufacturers to Slnp selling cenain products. because lhc prodlKtS C(IT\lain 

components exceeding the cuTTent 300 ppm total lead standard of 1he Act The difliculty with this 

approach 10 regulating lead in products is th<1l ii does not consider the ac·tual exposure of children lo lead. 

This i.~ ticcause the presence of lead in a product. '" reOectcd by the conccmratiun of l.:ad. d(les not 

necessarily mean 1har there will be a significan! exposure to lead. If the e.~posure to lead is very small. 

there wi II not be any health eftects. Unfortunately. the pre sell! version of the CPS IA does not surport 

consideration of exposure. R isl:-based analyses 1ha1 take into consideration age of child. exposure 

frequency and duration, exposure wute, and dose represent a sciemifically supportable approach lo 

determine exclusions from the lead standard. In 2009. I recommended at a Cougressional nrieting that 

that such risk-based analysis be allowed under the auspices oflhe Acl. The "Discussion Draft 11.R. 

elated March 29. 2011. propo~cd DY the Sulicommitlee on Commerce. Manufacturing. and Trade to amend 

the Act. suggests just such an approach. Although details need to De worked out with respect 10 the 

testing method and specific criteria (e.g. allowable lead exposure limits), concertually the proposal. by 

focusing on acluul ~~posure of young children to lead from a product, rather than concentralion of lead in 

the rroducl. represems an improvement over the pres~nt wrsion of the CPS!A, while remaining health 

protective. 

ES-I Gradient 
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Introduction 

(jood morning and lhank you for this opponunily lo testify regarding lhc CPSIA ;md the need for 

a risk-hascd <1pproach for lead in children's products. I am B<1rh;m1 D. Deck. Ph.I> .. diplomate of the 

American Board of Toxicology (DART). and tellow of the Academy of Toxicologic;d Sciences. For 24 

years I have heen a to:dcolc>gisr and Pri11cipal with (jrad ienl. a (j rm speci;dizi ng in human health exposure 

and risk assessment. and localed in Camliridgc, Massachusclts. Prior to Oradicnt. I held position~ at the 

Harvard School of Public llealth, US EJ>A Region I, and Tufts University School of Mt~ticinc. (am past 

president of the Academy of Toxicologists. and have o~cn a Dr'\BT for 20 years. 

Over my 30 • year career in to>dcology and puhlic health, I have worked extensively on projects 

involving lead. More than 20 years ago, while at 1;s EPA Region I. I developed the first target action 

level for lead in soil. During my tenure at Gradient I have worked for the priva1c and the public sector on 

many projects involving lead exposure. toxicology and risk. These projects have included refine!) snd 

mining siles. children'.' toys. consumer products, and automorive vehicles. I was also significantly 

i1wolvcd in providing regulatory comment for the lead Na1ional Air Quality Slandard (NAA()S). On 

April I. 2009, I testified at the CPSIA Rally and Congressional Hri<!fing n!garding lead and the CPSIA. 

I would also lik~ to emphasize lhal I ;om presenting my testimony this morning on my o"n hchalf 

a.' an independent scientist. I am not being compensated for my travel c>1pcnscs or any of the 1ime I ha•e 

spent preparing for rnday'~ testimony. In addition. I ;im not repres<!nting myself under any Federal 

rnmract or grant. 

Gradient 
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2 Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act ({:PSI:\) of 2008 

The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (Cl'SIAJ of 2008 stipulate~ that, as of Aug.ust 

14. 21lO<>, children'~ producb that contain more than 300 ppm (m!!/kg) lead may no longer l1e sold in the 

United Srates (t;s Congress, 2008). The limit will he redLJced to 1 OU ppm on August 14, 2011, u:1lcss the 

Commission detennines that this lower limit is not technically feasible. Ba~cd on the 1:urrent language. 

while manufacturers may petition for exclusion from these standards. exclu$ions are allowed only if the 

manufacturers can demonstrate that no lead can he absorhcd hy children. 

The scientific communi1y understands that. bai;ed on multiple lead-rdmed recalls occurring in 

2007. Congress was motivated to write the Act to be protective of our children·~ health. and. in the case of 

lead. to eliminate lead risk to children. I lowever, there have been untoward cons.:qucnccs of the Act, as 

some manufacturers and businesses have suspended sales of their existing inventory. The act has been 

parti~ularly burdensome for manufacturers of steel. copper. and aluminum alloys. ;os comp(\nents made 

from these materials typically contain fairly high concentrations lead. The end result is that certair. 

individual components in the products exceed the current lead standard - even though exposure to lead ir. 

those components is. be ca us~ of the nature of the l<ay children come into such components, uni ikcly. and 

would not result in health effects. Thus. the Subcommince on Commerce, Manufacturing. and Trade has 

:csponJcd with a proposed bill that would amend the Cl'SJI\ to allow for a risk-based approach. that i~ 

protective of public health. and to rel iev~ th~ burden to manufacturers. 

A~ I cxplain~d during my testimony al the Congressional Briefing in 200<>. a risk-based approach 

focuses on aclual exposure and the health significance of that exposm·e. Such an approach can he 

cxtrcmcl)' effective in protecting a child's health. Consider, for example. how average blood lead levels 

in children have be~n reduced hy nearly l 0-fold. from IS 11g!dL in 1976 lo 1.5 µg/dL in ~007-2008 (CDC, 

2 Gradient 
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2011). an impnnant public h.-.illh success story. This was accomplished by focusing mi im,,ortant 

sources nf leaJ cxpnsurt' (i.e .. s1>urces that had a significant impact on blood lead levels). spccitically lead 

in air (fmm leaded g,a~olinc). in f(lod lprimarily from lead solder in can~). and in painr. to the general 

p(lpulation of children. lnJceJ, risk·base.J approaches arc widely used and C(lnsidcred apprcipriate in 

other sectors. li>r cxampl~. in human health risk assessment for lead in soil performed tor Superfund sires 

(LS EJ>,.\. 1997). 

3 Lead Standards and Pl'rmissible Intake 

Rcsulatory ag.t'ncies dewlop standards lo prevent hannful health eflects. In scncral. the a!;encies 

purposely over-estimate e.xposures lo and the 1oxicity of chemicals in order to be certain 1hat human 

health is protected. This means 1hat .•tandards have a mar!;in of safely (i.c: .. 1he pennissibic dose of a 

chemical is well below the dose that causes harmful health effects). This provides contidcncc that 

rl·gulatory limits will be sufficiently protective for all individuals, even those who might eSp<•.cially 

sm~i\i\'e to the chemicals of interest. In the case of lead, children arc typically considered to be mor.: 

susct"plible than adults. 

/\ pennissibie level of lead in a toy or another children's rroduct must be ba~cd on an 

understanding of h.ow lead is releast>d from a toy. the amount of lead potentially ingested by a child. and 

the quanlitativc impact of that ingested lead on blood lead. Lead that cannot be released from a roy or 

other product because the lead is in an inaccessible location or bound in a matrix would not conslitute a 

risk potential bccaus~ the lead would not be ingested by the child. Thu.<. to be mcaningtul, a .<randard 

should be linked rn the amount of lead released from the toy. /\ standard based on soluble lead (e.g. the 

90 ppm st3ndard specified for soluble lead in AST~I F963·07el (/\STM. 2007l) would. in general. be 
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prefero1ble to a sla11dard based 011 Iola! lead (urilc~s a robus1 rcla1ionship b~lwcen total lead and soluble 

k>td ha~ been dctennined). 

Thus, a standard could be dewlop~d by sening a target blond l~ad i ncmnent and then calculating 

the amount of leal1 relea•ed from a toy or other product lhat would rc~ull in an impact al or below the 

target hlood lead increment. Conceptually, health-based limits for lead in other media, such a< air. water. 

or soil. have b~~n devdopcd in this manner. using .;xposure parameters specific to that medium (sec. fur 

c~amplc. CPSC. 1977: US EPA. 2001. 2002). 

4 Proposed Change to the CPSIA: De Minimis Exemption 

The new bi II proposed by the Subcommillce on Manufacturing.. Trade, and Commetce propose~ a 

d~ minimis e~emption for lead released from children's producls, specifically stating that: 

The li111i1s established under subsection (a) sh:i.11 nol apply lo any component parl of a 
children's product i( under reasonably foreseeable conditions of use and abuse. ii is 
unlikdy lhal a child "ho is •·xpos<.:d 10th.; product would ingest more than a di! minintis 
amount oflead. (Subcom111i1tcc on ~1at1ufacturing, Trade. and Commerce, 2011) 

In tenns of implementation. the proposed amcndmcms slate: 

The Commission shall, by r.;gulation. establish a methodology for estimating the amount 
oflead a child would likely ing.:st from exposure 10 a component part. Such methodology 
shall distinguish, al a minimum. beiw•·cn pans 1ha1 can be placed in the 111m1th and parts 
that cannot be placed in the mouth. (Subcommillcc on Manufacturing. Trad<.>, and 
Comm~rcc, 2011) 

Mor.:ovcr. unlil such lll(lhodology is defined by the US Consumer Product Safety Co111111issi0u (CPSC): 

[A) manufaclurer may use any r'a.sonable methodolo~· lo esritnate the amount 0f lead a 
child would ing(St from 'xposurc to a component part. (Subcommitlec 011 Manufaclllring. 
Trade, and Coonmerce. 2011) 
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r\l1hough d<'tails on implementation (e g .. tcstin~ m•thod and dct\nirion of the d~ mi11i1111s lc3d 

•.•posurc limit) need 10 be worked out. rhe proposal focuses 011 acr1wl cxpo~ure of young children lo lead 

from a product. and considers lhc impact of that .-xposurc in terms of health. This is an impnr1ar1t 

improvcmcnl over the present vctsion of the CPS!.·\. 

The following sections provide scientitic support for the us<! of a ri~k-ha~cd approach. including a 

hypothetical c.~ample that describes an approach to a.<sisr in lhc definition of a de mi11imi.r level. The 

scct!ons al50 contain information on application of such a risk-based approach to children's products. 

including a Llisc11ssion of possible extraction mclhl•ds for proLlucl 1csring and rhe use of blood lead 

modeling. 

5 Consideration of Expo~urc: Risk-Based Approach 

The mete prc$ence of lead in a childnm's proLlucl or component Lloes not mean that there is an 

exposure hazard to a chilli. Moreover, a component with a high concentration of lead docs not 

necessarily mean that a child will sub.,cqucnrly De exposeLI to a high concentration of lead. Several 

cxpo.,urc factors. described Dclow, mus\ De consiLlcrcd 10 dctetminc "hether the lead in a particular 

proLluct constitutes a health risk 10 a child conlacting lhat pmLluc1. 

5.1 Dosr Rrsponse 

The mosl funtlamemal concept in toxicology is the Llosc·response relationship, commonly 

summari7.cd as "the dose makes th.: poison" (Eaton and Gilbert. 200ll). All substances ~how a 

dos.:·response relationship. !'or e~amplc, small amounts of .<alt m3y be consumed without adverse 

etkels. but ingestion of much larger quantities can result in aLlverse dlt:cls, such as ekvateLI Dlood 

p1essure {Braun,~•il..t t!I al.. 200 I. p. 1415). As another example. at the rccommrndeLI Llose of two tablels, 
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aspirin yields pain relief lr(lm headaches or other mim•r ach.-s. and C\'Cll lower doses can be U><:d to 

prc\'cnt and m:mai;c cardiovascubr disrase. Howc\'er. taking. more than the recommended dose can lc:"d 

:o increasini; levels of toxicity. includini; death (Kobcrts and Morrow. 200 I J. Similarly, lead exhibil~ a 

dose-response relationship. wi1h the likelihood and nature or effects hdng !(realer with increasini; dose. 

typically expressed as blood lead levels. 

5.2 E1po~un• Duration and Frequency 

Thnlose of a ch.,mical is affected by a number of factors. For example. how long and how ofter. 

someone comes into contact with a chemical will affect lhe dose. In the case of a children's consumer 

producl, it is impor1anl to know wh.,th"r the chi Id comes into coo tact wilh the product c:vcry day. or only 

occ:i..•ionally. 11 is also impor1ant to know how many hours or minulcs of each day a child contacts the 

product. For example, daily or infrequent contact with the product may be possible. With less time of 

contact. exposure will generally be less. One-time acute exposure (i.e .. accidential ingestion) is also 

possible; appropriate science-based assessments arc available· to account for such potential acute 

exposure. if that is a plausible exposure scenario. 

5.3 F.1:posurc Route 

The manner in which a person comes into contact with the chemical {tor example. through the 

s~in versus taking th" ch.,mical in through the mouth) is al~o impor1ant. The chemical also must be 

accessible to the child in order for an exposure ro occur. While some chemicals can be taken in through 

the skin. others are not taken in through the skin very wdl, if at all. In th.- case of children's rroducts. a 

young child might possibly chip or bite paint off a painted prodoct, or, if the painr is loose. take paint off 

by sucldng on the children's product. If the paint contains lead. thc5c activities could result in some lead 

taken into the bodJ; through the mouth: this is te1·med "ingestion." Recause lead is not taken up through 
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the •kin. jusl handling the childrc11'~ product will not rc~ult in a do>e of lead. ;\nolhcr rossihlc cxrosurc 

scenario is .•urfacc-10-hand lransfer and ~ubscqucnt transfer from hand to mouth. Considerations for thi~ 

scenario include the surface area of the hand/linger~ touching a component, the tran~fer of lead lo lhc 

!iand 'fin11,er>. 1 he frequency and duration of the contact. the transfor of lead from hand/fi11gcr.• to mouih, 

and subsequent imake of the lead in10 the 1-ody. Method~ are available to ~1uantify rhc transfer of metals. 

such as lead, from components to hands l"ia u~e of wipe tests (sec. for example. Oube "'al .. 2004). 

~.4 Lead lnlake versus Uptake 

Intake is generally expressed as the amount of a chemical al the skin. lungs. gastro·intcstinal tract 

that is availahle for absorption. Intake. while necessary to yield a "dose." is nor equivalent to absorbed 

dose l uptake). 1h~ ~mounl of a chemical ahsorbcd imo the blood stream. Lead intake ipartic ularly from 

children's producls) is primarily through ingestion (c!.g.. through direct mou1hing of a children's product 

or through hand·to·mouth contact;. 

How much lead a child actually ahsorbs. after lead is ingested, is an imponanr considcratiori in a 

ri.~k-bascd approach. Bioavailability (i.c1., 1hc fraction of ingested lead 1hat is soluhilizcd in the gamo

inlcsti nal tract) detennines the amount of leatl 1ha1 can be absorbed into the body (uptake). 

Bioavailabilily should b.: consid.:red when .:valuating expo~ur" using a ri~k-ha~d approach. Th.: 

bioa•ailability of l.:ad in the digestive 1ract depends on th~ physical (i.e .. particle size} and cht>mical form 

of lead. anti can vary by more than 1 0-foltl. This is clearly 11n important detenninant of th.: amount of 

lead uptake into the bouy. 
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5.5 Blood Le;id Modeling 

In order to evaluate the impact of lead exposure to the hody. the amount of lead absorbed must be 

converted lo a blood le:i.d v:i.luc. Models such as the !m1•grated h{KJSure Uptake Hiokinelic ffECJJI\.) 

Modi!! jor 1..ml in Childr.-n l t.;S C::PA, 1994), or the O'Flahcny model (1997) :ire widely accepted risk

b:i.scd approaches that have been used in a number of circumsrnnces lo quanli(v the imEJact of le"d uptake 

on bl<'Od lead. These models ~an be and have been applied in risk-based approaches to C\'aluate the 

impact on blood lead of different lypes of exposures of lead, from soil. air and products. 

S.6 Considt-r.itlon of A~e of Child 

The Act considers products manufactured for children up to age 12. However, it is imporlant to 

note 111111 there is a significant difference l:>etwccn a 2· to 3-ycar-oltl toddler and a 12-year-old, ;ind how 

they will inleracr with a children's produe1. The 2· to 3-year-old will have rnuch more frequent hand-to· 

moulh contacl 1han the 12-year-old and will contact products in a differeTll manner 1h;m ;i 12·year-old 

(US EPA. 2006: RIVM. 2008). The 2- to 3-year-old absorhs more ingested lead and is rnore susceptible 

to the developmemal effects of lead than older children (US F.PA, 2006: O'Flaheny. 1998). Recognition 

of the imponant behavioral and physiological differences between the young child and older children 

would represent a significant improvement in the CPSIA. Although the proposed amendment docs not 

.~pee i (v the age group under consideraiion. it appears 10 be r~duci ng rhc tmget group 10 younger children 

( verms as old as 12 years). 

6 Appropriate F.xtraction Methods 

The new aniendment is written in such a way that approaches bey"nd rhc testing procedures 

d~ lined in A STM Method F963-7e 1 (A STM. 2007) 1oy safet)' standard might be considered appropriate 
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for C\'alualiog lead exposure. The use of cxtracti,in methods is one accepted apprciad1 to evaluating 

exposure of lead and other conslituents ti'om products. Some of the methods evaluate chemicals kaching 

in acidic solutions that mimic gastric tluid [i.e .. the soluhilily extraction proc<:<dures in ASTM Method 

F963-7c 1 CASTM. ~007)1. As another example. Cl'SC rcct•ntly rck:as<.:d an updated 24-hour acid 

exlraction test procedure to ac1JreS$ acute cxpnsurc and mimk accidental ingestion of mc{al jewelry: the 

:ncth(ld "as designed to evaluate ca.lmium kaching from swallowable small pans (CPSC. 2011). These 

:ncthocls. "hile approprialc for the scenario where a small part is likely to be swallowc<1 whole. would 

potentially overeslimate exposure in ccr1ain cases, such as mouthing or sucking scenarios. llowever. 

protocols have ;llso been Jcvelored and used to ass~ss chemical leaching in saliva. For example. CPSC 

developed a method to assess migration of l1iisononyl phlhalatc (DINP) from polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 

children's products (CPSC, 1998), a method lhat ha.~ also been adapted by CPSC to assess lead leaching 

from ol:>jccts dut> 10 contacl with saliva. This melh0l1 involves shaking 1hc sample for 6 hours in a 

;imulaled saliva solution at a neutral pl I of appro~imately 7.2 and at a temperature of )7°C. A $imitar 

rnethud was adapted and used by Duke University to evaluate lead leaching from brass ball point pen lips 

(Raker. 2009). CPSC has used a saline exnaclion method lo evaluate cadmium leaching from me1al 

jewelry during a mouthing scenario (CPSC. 2010). Depending on the naiurc of the product and h.iw 

young children interact wilh 1hat pruJucl. a saline extraction melhod would be more appropriate than an 

acid cxtrac1ion method in a number of cases. 

7 Use of Blood Lead Modeling in De,•eloping Permissible Lead Limits 

lllood-le:i.d modeling is an important tool used to calculacc the impacc of exposure on blood lead. 

II has been used to sci pennissiblc limi1s for lcal1 in other rnedia. such as air, water, and soil (for exampk. 

t.:S EPA. 2008. 1988. 1991!. respectively). Various blood lead targets may t>c considered for 

l1clcrmin;ition of'lhe d~ mi11imi.r am(lunt of kad extracted from a product. For example. in developing the 
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Nati11nal Ambient Air Quality Standard !hr Lead. US ll'A used a 1-2 ~1!;idL inm·mcnl in l>lood lead "-' 

the tar~t>t to establish a pem1issible air lt.>ad limit (US EPA. 200!<). In the case of lead in soil. US EPr'\ 

(19911} focuses on a moMlcd distril>ulion 1>fblood kad for a hypothetical child. Another consideration is 

wht>ther the modeled impact of the extractable lead could have a detectable incremental impact on blood 

lead. 1 

While the proposed amendment docs not dcfint.> ad.: minimis daily intake oflcad. I provide here a 

hypothetical example using a value of I ~t!Pday intake of lead, cve1y day for a 2- to 3-ycar-old. Using 

blood modeling, spccilically US EPA's IEUBK model. this amount of ingested lead would result in a 

mean blood lead change of 3.0 ~11PdL lo 3.1 ~tg/dL. As presented graphically below. such an increment 

would be ncgligible.1 

Specilicatly. Figure I compares the l>lood lead impact based on a I µg/day intake of\ead. In this 

example, I assumed that a 1· to 3-year-old child would take in this amount of lead in a S(llllble form. every 

day for two years.' Allemate a•sumptions may, depending upon the product and the plausible ways in 

whkh a child might interact with that product. al~o be approririate. In this calculation. it can be .•ccn that 

the contribution of lead from I ~g is indiscemibl~ as the blood lev~I remains the same. 

1 h stll.mtd be cmph.asi1.a:J r~• •Yl)' Jc:icr1prinn of chese cippmach~s is m<"ant h> be iltu!::traci\.·c. I :un t•-01 rn1p0-o;in~ l $p.;cHi' 
lncn·1n~•11 to blC'od lcud as a larget umJcr The CPSL·\, but rather dcscribt• ~ppro:K'hcs whcri!b)' a pcnnis-"ibk limit m21)' he 
dcvclupcd. 
~ An impa~:\ of appmximacdy l µ~ldL or kss nf ::i kad rdcasc \\'1.)UM not be rdi:WZy and mutinct>· de1ccc~,ble in :rn indi,•idval 
i.:hitJ, for ex:~mrJ('. in ct scud)' hy Cllan.JnnnouH E't (1/. (2009>. th' niaj-0ri1y of qualily control n·sults \1io·crc \,·ich.in a rnngc i>f ..... _ 
2 lt~·dl.. Thc!'e finding!> ::ire gentraU)· cunsis1c11t with l'C('l,mmcnd:.1i11ns fmm the L:~ C~nu.·r~ for Disease Cuntrol that for 
~nvcsligalh-c :u.·c~ons, laborat~ric., set thcjr intcm31 quality C'Ontml limt•s to •:'•2 ~·~/di. ur =lO'~·li. v.hit:flc\·cr t':i gn:-;,t~r CPClrS<.lR.> 
~nl.I <:hi~l,hn. 1997) 
· 1 Jo nl)t prondi.> the(~ ~'Cpf1o~urc assumpcionr. :as fU1cs Ch3f ""£.h1 m he ~'Sel1 u11J-.:r umr:ndm,·n1s to ti\<' CPSI:\. bttt to iHum.itc a 
rtth•..:s~. 
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roc~1I Fth·o~I 1,·,·d t1•il1•w.1:~ I ~·;; 1~·~;~1 

:·U~1J..L· 

Figur" 1. ('umpuison of Blood Lt>ad L•>"ds in ,1gidl. l:ldor~ and Aflcr a 
I µg lnl:tkc b~· a 2- lo J-Year-Ohl Child 

8 R"comm"nd:ilion 

In condu;ion. in onkr to <1p11ro11ri~1cl~· ~·alua1c exposure 10 lc;id in childr,·n·s rro<luc15. I 

"hik ;ilso ,·mph:<sil'ing rr~H~nlion or >it!.lli lk;im inncasrs I<• hl1•od l~ad. While many details remain to 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Dr. Beck. Mr. Howell, you are rec
ognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT JAY HOWELL 

Mr. HOWELL. Good morning, Chairman Bono Mack, Ranking 
Member Butterfield, and members of the subcommittee .. My name 
is Robert Howell. I am the assistant executive director for the Of
fice of Hazard Identification and Reduction at the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission. I appreciate the opportunity to testify be
fore you this morning regarding certain technical aspects of the dis
cussion draft of legislation that would revise the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act. The. testimony that I will give this morn
ing represents my personal views and has not been reviewed or ap
proved by the Commission and may not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Commission. 

In my role at CPSC, I oversee the technical work of the Agency 
within the Office of Hazard Reduction's directorates for Engineer
ing Sciences, Epidemiology, Economic. Analysis,. Health Sciences, 
and Laboratory Sciences. My office is responsible for the collection 
and analysis of death and injury data associated with consumer 
products, the evaluation of consumer products for potential safety 
hazards and regulatory compliance, and the development of tech
nical solutions to product safety concerns. 

Prior to joining CPSC. in 2006, I served as vice-president of man
ufacturing and operations for a multinational corporation with re
sponsibility for the management of global manufacturing and logis
tics. 

On January 15, 2010, the five members of the CPSC issued a re
port to Congress regarding possible improvements to the CPSIA. In 
suggesting those. improvements, the commissioners noted that the 
recommendations were focused on maintaining the "safety and wel
fare of consumers while minimizing administrative burdens on the 
Agency or significant market disruptions caused by the implemen
tations of specific provisions of the CPSIA." 

Specifically, the Commission listed the following recommenda
tions for improvement of the statute: that the. Commission "needs 
additional flexibility within Section 101 to grant exclusions from 
the lead content limits in order to address certain products, includ
ing those singled out by the conferees;" that "Congress may, with 
some limitations, choose to consider granting an exclusion for ordi
nary children's books and other children's paper-based printed ma
terials; the Commission believes. that a prospective application of 
the 100 parts per million lead limits would be helpful for our con
tinued implementation of the law;" and that the "Commission re
mains committed to working with Congress to explore other ways 
to address the concerns of low-volume manufacturers" with regard 
to the testing and certification requirements in Section 102 of the 
CPS IA. 

From my perspective, the CPSIA has improved the health and 
safety of consumers, particularly children. In additional, industry 
has made substantial progress over the past 2112 years adapting to 
the requirements of the law. For example, the children's product 
industry has made progress in reducing the levels of lead since the 
enactment of CPSIA. In a recent Commission hearing on the tech-
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nological feasibility of reducing the lead limits to 100 parts per mil
lion, a representative of SGS-a global inspection, verification, test
ing, and certification company-presented a statistical analysis of 
lead content testing data with close to 90,000 data points collected 
primarily from its Shenzhen laboratory that specializes in the test
ing of children's toys and other children's products. 

In its analysis, SGS found that 96.3 percent of metal components 
tested at or below 100 parts per million. The analysis also deter
mined that just over 97 percent of glass and ceramic components 
tested at or below 100 parts per million. Concerning plastic compo
nents, SGS found that 99.4 percent of those components tested at 
or below 100 parts per million. However, there are certain provi
sions of the CPSIA such as the current exceptions to the Section 
101 lead limits that can be improved in such a way as to reduce 
the burden on the regulated community while maintaining an ap
propriate level of safety for America's consumers. I personally be
lieve this balance is necessary to ensure efficient and effective im
plementation of the CPSIA from the perspective of both the regu
lated community and the regulators. 

There are several approaches that could allow the CPSC to ad
dress the unintended consequences of certain regulatory require
ments in the CPSIA. For example, the Commission has heard from 
a number of Members of Congress that they did not intend to cover 
all-terrain vehicles under the provisions of Section 101. Accord
ingly, Congress could permit the Commission to exempt certain 
products like ATVs from the lead limits. This will allow the CPSC 
to weigh the risk of possible lead exposure to a child riding a 
youth-sized ATV against the risk to the child from riding a larger 
and more powerful adult ATV. 

Assuming that the exceptions would be made on a notice-and
comment basis, the underlying analysis and support for any excep
tions would be public, allowing for transparency and accountability 
for all stakeholders involved in the process. 

Finally, allowing the Commission to regulate on a timetable in
fluenced by the seriousness of the actual risk would allow for better 
priority-setting that will permit Commission resow·ces to be put to
wards the most serious health risk. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. If you could please sum up now. 
Mr. HOWELL. Madam Chairman, thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Howell follows:] 
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Good morning, Chainnan Bono Mack. Ranking Member Butterfield. and Members of the 
Subcommittee on Commerce. Manufacturing. and Trade. My name is Rober1 J. Howell. 
and Jam the Assistanl Executive Director for the Office of Hazard Identification and 
Reduction a1 the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission ("'CPSC''). 

l appreciate the opponunity 10 testify before you this morning r~garding certain technkal 
aspt>.cts of the discussion draft of legislation that would revise the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). The testimony that I will give this morning represents 
my personal views.1 

In my role al CPSC. I oversee the technical work of the agency within the Office of 
Hazard Reduction's directorates for Engineering Sciences, Epidemiology. Economic 
Analysis. Health Sciences and Laboratory Sciences Yly office is responsible for the 
collection and analysis of death and injury da1a associated with consumer products, the 
evaluation of consumer products for potential safety ha7.ards and regulatory compliance. 
and the development of technical solutions to product safety concerns. 

ln addition to these responsibilities. I served as Acting Director of CPSC's Office of 
Compliance and Fie Id Operations from July 2010 through February 201 I . Prior 10 
joining CPSC in 2006. I served as Vice-President of Manufacturing and Operations for a 
multinalional corporation. with responsibility for the management of global 
manufac1uring and logistics. 

I. Past Commission Statements on Possible CPSIA Changes 

On January 15. 20 I 0, the five members of the CPSC issued a Report to C()ngress 
regarding po.~sihle improvements rn the CPSIA. 2 In suggesting those improvements, the 
Commissi()ners noted that the rec()mmendati()ns were fo<:used on maintaining 1he .. safety 
and welfare of consumers while minimir:ing administrative burdens on the agency. or 
significant marke1 disruptions, caused hy 1he implementations of specific provisions of 
the CPSIA." 

Specifically. 1he Commission listed the following rl!Commcndations for improvement of 
tJ1e statute: 

I) that the Commission ··needs additional tle)(ihility within (section IOl(h)] to grant 
exclusions from the lead content limits in order to address certain products. 
including those singled out by the Confer.:es:'' 

Tht 1t·s1im(lny ha~ nClt hten reviewed or JpprnveJ by the CL1nu1tissit'n and /Tlay D<'l necessarily 
rerleCl 1he views of th~ Cnmm1~si,m. 
J A rupy nf the January 1.5, 2010. "U.S. CL,nsumer Producl Safoly Commis~ion Rt•pori 10 Congress 
l'ur~oam ,,., I.he Staten~nt of 1'-bnagtrs Ac~1,mpanyini,: J>.I.. l l J. J 17." is avJilable a1: 
!•l.U\;l';,.lil>ll. .l'!)SI:. urwf.'-\!~QJ..1j/Cp~ia/cps13!~.P.Q!!91 I 5201~-
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21 that "Congress may. with some limitalions. choose to consider granting an 
exclusion for mdinary childnm's books and other children's papcr-hased primed 
materials; .. 

3J "the Commission believes that a prospective application of lhe 100 ppm lead 
limils would be helpful for our continued implementation of lhe Jaw:" and 

4) that the "Commission remains c(immiued w working with C(ingress to explore 
other ways to address the concerns ()flow volume manufacturers" with regard to 
the testing and certification rci;iuirements in section I 02 of the CPSIA. 

II. Staff Comments on lhe Discussion Draft 

In general. the CPSIA has improved the health and safety of consumers, particularly 
children. In addition. industry has made sut>stantial progress over the past two and a hall 
ye:irs adapting to the requirements of the law. 

For example. the children's product industry has made significant progress in reducing 
the levels 1)( lead since enactment of the CPS IA. ln a recent Commission hearing on the 
technological feasibility of reducing the lead limits to 100 ppm. a representative oi SGS, 
a global inspection. verification. testing. and certitication company. presented a statistical 
analysis of lead content testing data (89,273 data points) collected primarily from its 
Shen7.hcn laboratnry that speciali:£es in the te.~ting of children's toys and other children's 
product~:' 

Jn its analysis. SGS found thilt 96.29 percent of metal components tesced at or below I 00 
ppm lead. Of those components exceeding I 00 ppm. 2.22 percent tested greater than 600 
ppm lead. 0.8 percent. tested between 300 ppm and 600 ppm for lead. and 0.69 percent 
1cs1ed between I 00 ppm and 300 ppm for lead. The analysis also determined that 97.46 
percent ol glass and ceramic components tested at or below lOO ppm lead. Of those 
component~ exceeding I 00 ppm. 1.39 percent tested greater than 600 ppm lead. O.S I 
percent tes1ed between 300 ppm and 600 ppm for lead, and 0.34 percent tested between 
I 00 ppm and 300 ppm for lead. Concerning plastic components. SGS found that 99.4 
percent of plastic components tested at or below I 00 ppm lead. Of those components 
exceeding 100 ppm. 0.37 percent tested greater than 600 ppm lead. O. l 7 pc:rcent 1es1cd 
be1ween 300 ppm and 600 ppm for lead. and 0.06 percent tested between IOO ppm and 
~00 ppm for lead. 

However. there are ccnain provisions of the CPSIA, such as the current exceptions to the 
section I 0 I lead limits. that can he improved in such a way as to reduce the burden on the 
regulated community while maintaining an appropriate level of safety for America's 
consumers. I personally believe this balance is necessary to ensure efficient and effective 

A copy ol' tn.: prcs.::uta1ions and wnllen co11u1i.•111s from the February 16. 2011. l'ublk Heari11g. 
inclui.ling 1he SGS pre~enta!ioo. can be found al 
h!m.!l.l.':1£W.~<;l!5{' ·~!!!'.l.itGrY.lfoia/foia I I /ruhcom!l~ad l OCmi!~Qf 

2 
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implementa1ion of the CPSIA from the perspec1ive of l>oth the regula1cd community and 
the regula1ors. 

'lbere are several approaches that could al low lhe CPSC 10 address the unintended 
consequences of certain regulatory requirements in the CPSIA. For example. the 
C.>mmission has heard from a number of Members of Congress that they did n,>t in1enJ 
to cover all-1errain vehicles (A TVs) under the provisions in section IOI. Accordingly, 
Congress could permit lhe Commission to exempt certain producls. like ATVs. from 1he 
lead limits. This would allow chc CPSC co weit?h 1he risk of possible lead exposure to a 
child riding a youth-si1.ed ATV against 1he risk to th<.~ child from riding a larger and more 
powerful adult ATV. 

Assuming thal the exceptions would be made on a notice and comment basis, the 
underlying analysis and support for any exceptions would he public, allowing for 
transparency and acc0umabili1y for all scakcholders involved in the process. Finally. 
allowing lhe Commission to regulate on a timetable intluenced by the seriousness of 1he 
actual risks wi 11 allow for heller priority selling thal will permit Commission resources to 
be plll towards 1hc mosc serious health risks. 

* * * * * 
~1adame Chairman. thank you again for the opportuni1y to tescify regarding certain 
cechnical aspects of rhc discussion draft. 

I would be happy 10 answer any ques1ions at this lime. 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. Oh, perfect. Thank you. That 
worked out just well. I want to thank our panel of experts. And 
now the chair will recognize herself for the first 5 minutes of ques
tioning. 

And Mr. Howell, the first question to you. How does the CPSC 
staff go about deciding whether a substance or a product poses a 
risk to children? And briefly, what factors are important? 

Mr. HOWELL. As CPSC staff evaluates potential risk to children, 
it involves several different teams within CPSC. We. have a human 
factors team that will actually age-grade the product and deter
mine what particular product characteristics are important in age
grading to ensure that the product is targeted to the correct group 
of children. If, for example, we are evaluating that product with re
gards to lead, for example, a complete risk assessment would be 
conducted taking into account not only the intended consumer but 
any other children that may be attracted to that particular toy 
based on characteristics of the toy. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. Does the Commission have infor
mation on the cost of third-party testing? For example, do you 
know how much it would cost to have a bicycle tested by a third
party laboratory to all the applicable standards? 

Mr. HOWELL. We have heard from the bicycle industry that the 
cost to test a $50 bicycle for all the applicable standards would run 
somewhere in excess of $10,000. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Wow. Thank you. And the focus of a lot of our 
attention, especially on this side of the aisle and again, Mr. Howell, 
is the database. I actually think the. database is helpful and useful, 
but I think it has problems and we should talk about it a great 
deal. My thinking is that it is 100 percent negative derogator and 
that if the manufacturer can respond that they are seen as defen
sive. There must be a way-if you buy anything anywhere on the 
internet now, Amazon, I mean even Zappos.com, you know, there 
are comments on both sides. People can give the. good and the bad 
of a product. Yet this database is 100 percent negative. Can it not 
be refined so that there is a more accurate depiction of a product? 

For example, if I complain about something potentially hurting 
my child but this is one example out of 10,000-but nobody else 
would have any way of knowing that-can't the database be refined 
to be a more accurate depiction about a product in society? 

Mr. HOWELL. Chairman Bono Mack, I am quite certain that ei
ther Congress or the Commission could-within CPSIA as writ
ten-make modifications. But that is certainly more of a policy 
matter and is beyond my responsibilities at CPSC. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Well, thank you. I think I made my thoughts 
pretty clear there. in my questions. So also, to you Dr. Best, you 
state from a scientific perspective that there is no basis for dif
ferentiating between a child licking versus sucking on an object. In 
CPSIA however, Congress drew that very distinction for purposes 
of phthalate limits. Do you see a reason why this is changed? And 
I always do that on that word. Do you see a reason why this dis
tinction makes sense. for phthaJates but not for lead? 

Ms. BEST. We didn't actually work on the phthalates issue, and 
so I can do some research and perhaps offer you a response. But 
again, I am an expert on lead, not on phthalates. 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. All right. Thank you. And you mentioned also 
that older children sometimes put ballpoint eens or jewelry in their 
mouths. You also mentioned that toys may be shared among mul
tiple children in the same household. But aren't there many other 
items which older children do not mouth and to which younger 
children rarely, if ever, have access? 

Ms. BEST. Of course. But we are talking about the harms to chil
dren from lead-containing objects. And so, you know, our focus is 
on those lead-containing objects that may be dangerous to younger 
children. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. But common sense would say, as a parent
my kids are now 23 and 20 and my step-kids are 8. and 11-com
mon sense would say to a parent their children don't only come in 
contact with children's products whether it is a 2-year-old toy, a 10-
year-old toy or an adult, say, electronic component of some sort. Is 
that not a problem as well? Is it common sense that we are trying 
to say that a-from what I understand-a Hannah Montana DVD 
is under one category and a Miley Cyrus DVD is on another cat
egory and then a DVD player is entirely exempt? So parents ask 
themselves these questions all the time. It is one of these things, 
what are they thinking in Washington? Because it makes no sense 
at all. As a pediatrician, how do you address that? 

Ms. BEST. I am having trouble understanding the question. So 
yes, there are products. in the house that are not. intended for chil
dren that do not come under the CPSC's purview in this context. 
And while there are other safety groups that may work with those 
products, we are focusing on the safety of children's toys here and 
products intended for children. And that is our focus. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. We are out of time. Just to make a little more 
clear that it is common sense, sometimes, that. you can't protect 
from everything here. And that is the question. Is the Commission 
focused on its highest priorities? So I am sorry, but I need to yield 
now to Mr. Butterfield for his 5 minutes of questioning. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you, Chairman. Prior to the enactment 
of this legislation, the Consumer Product Safety Commission as
sessed the risk posed by children's. products containing lead by esti
mating the amount of lead intake from the product and the subse
quent effects of exposure on blood lead level. For the most part, 
this was what I call an after-the-fact assessment. That is the Com
mission mostly looked at products for exposure to and risks from 
lead after products had entered the marketplace and been put into 
the hands of children. The discussion draft seems to create a de 
minimis exception that makes the total lead content limits in 
CPSIA more meaningless. Basically, any component part that can
not be swallowed can contain any amount of lead so long as a child 
isn't expected to ingest more than some amount to be determined 
amount of lead. So rather than determining the total amount of 
lead contained in a product, the discussion draft would call on 
manufacturers to estimate the amount likely to be ingested and 
takes it as a given that it is oK for kids to take in some amount 
of lead from their toys. 

Ms. Best, the de minimis exception in the discussion draft is es
sentially a return to the approach that the commission used prior 
to the. legislation. As. I read it, any component part of a toy or other 
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children's product such as a crib would be allowed to release a de 
minimis amount of lead, say 6 micrograms per day. Can you please 
explain what would happen if a child played with more than one 
toy in one day? Even a child who has one special toy plays with 
dozens of toys in a day. Could that child be exposed to 6 
micrograms per day per toy? I do not read the de minimis standard 
as requiring the consideration of other exposures to lead in a given 
day. Can you help me with this? 

Ms. BEST. Well, the Academy is very much against the de mini
mis standard for many of the points you raised. Lead exposure 
doesn't come just from one individual product. It comes from the 
environment. It can be found in our food, in our air, certainly on 
paints, certainly in the water in Washington, D.C., in the past. And 
so we are very concerned about the bioaccumulation of lead 
through all these different sources. Because lead doesn't imme
diately get passed out through your body, you can actually store it. 
Some of these stores persist for years, if not decades. And that is 
one of the things we are very much concerned about. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you. Many of us agree that there are 
specific products that can't meet the lead content limits and can't 
be made without lead- we acknowledge that-and tha t some form 
of relief should be provided for the narrow universe of products. We 
agree, some of us, that this r elief should be as simple to under
stand and apply as possible while remaining protective of children's 
health and safety. So far as I can tell, the proposed de minimis ex
ception in the draft fails on all of these counts. Implementing the 
de minimis exception will require taking into account very product
specific considerations, and on a good number of instances, it will 
require applying varying lead requirements for differing parts of 
the same product. 

For example, say I manufacture a toy truck that contains plastic 
and metal, some large enough not to be swallowed and others that 
can be swallowed. For each plastic component , I would have to ask 
is this small enough to be swallowed? If the an swer is no, then I 
would have to ask how do I expect a child to interact with this com
ponent? Is lead likely to be ingested from the interaction? How 
much lead can I expect to be ingested from the interaction? What 
age is the child doing the interacting? For the metal components, 
the manufacturer would then have to ask, can I meet the alter
native 600 parts per million t otal lead count standard in the draft? 
If the answer is no, the manufacturer would again have to run 
through the analysis as I described. Can it be swallowed? So forth 
and so on. 

Mr. Howell, let me ask you this yes or no, sir, and I am going 
to be out of time momentarily. Would the Commission have to de
velop multiple methodologies given that children interact dif
ferently \vith different products? 

Mr. HOWELL. Yes. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Would requiring the Commission to develop 

multiple methodologies to account for the different ways children 
can interact with different products and parts require substantial 
investment of the Commission's limited resources? 

Mr .. HOWELL. No. 
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Mr. BUTTERFIELD. In your experience, sir, do retailers and manu
facturers prefer clear lines for compliance over estimating the like
lihood that their product might behave in a certain way? 

Mr. HOWELL. Many do. 
Mr. BUTIERFIELD. Under current law, sir, enforcement is simply 

the product meets the. standard or doesn't meet the standard. 
Under the draft that we have in front of us, the Commission's en
forcement seems to be more complicated. For each product at the 
border where there might be a problem, the Commission will have 
to do complicated testing. Couldn't this slow down products and 
have them retain longer at some of our ports? 

Mr .. HOWELL. Yes .. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. All right. Thank you very much. My time is 

out. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. All right. The chair recognizes the vice chair 

of the subcommittee, Ms. Blackburn, for 5 minutes. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Thank you, Chairman, and thank you to our 

witnesses. 
Mr. Howell, I would like to start with you if I may, please. As 

I mentioned in my opening statement, the database-as we hold 
our initial hearing on this issue, we are very much aware that the 
database is incomplete; it has problems. The chairman mentioned 
some of the problems that are there with how information is re
corded. And I want to know two things from you if you would, 
please, sir. Number one, would we be better off to take that thing 
down until the problems are worked out? And number two, what 
needs to be done to correct the problems that are around the data
base? Very quickly, please. I have got other questions. 

Mr. HOWELL. Ms. Blackburn, because the problems that you cite 
are not clearly defined, I am going to respond to your question 
clearly in a very broad way. Certainly the decision whether to keep 
the database up or down becomes a policy decision. It is not one 
that my technical staff necessarily are the appropriate ones to 
make. The challenges of implementing anything that is new cer
tainly will require the attention of staff in order to get it right. 
Many of the things that we see in the database,. regardless of the 
nature of the reports of harm, would require resources to get a 
handle on the appropriate way to respond. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. And I will help you with that definition. 
The prior hearing that we had we heard from the commissioners 
that if there is a complaint against, say, Graco cribs, then all Graco 
cribs are- you know, you don't define between that. So I would ask 
you to submit to us in writing with a little bit more detail what 
you think needs to be done. Because I think we need to take the 
thing down and bring it offiine, work out the kinks, and then bring 
it back so that it is understandable to consumers so they know ex
actly what the product is and so there is a method for them to 
evaluate what actually is the problem and then if they do or do not 
want to purchase that product. At this point right now, people can 
just rail against a brand and not necessarily a specific product or 
a part. And there is that problem of definition within that use. 

I want to come to Dr. Beck. Mr. Vitrano, who is going to testify 
on the next panel, submitted testimony. And thank you all for sub
mitting your testimony in advance. And in there he talks about the. 
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lead intake from children's interaction with ATVs is less than the 
intake from drinking a glass of water. And I would like to know 
in your opinion do you agree with that? Do you find that to be an 
accurate statement and a little bit of definition around that and see 
if-what I am looking at is if the metal parts on an ATV contain 
higher lead than are permitted by the EPA for drinking water 
standards, I am sure you can understand our confusion with that 
issue. 

Ms. BECK. Yes. His statement is correct. It is based on analysis 
that we did in which we had wipe samples. Because the question 
is how does a child interact, say, with the valve stem? We had sam
ples of wipes that rubbed the valve stem, and that was to mimic 
a child touching a valve stem when they fill their--

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK So Dr. Beck, it would be true that a child 
gets more lead content in drinking a glass of water than from play
ing with an ATV? 

Ms. BECK. They would get more lead from what is commonly 
found in drinking water but is permissible under EPA than they 
would get from contacting their hands with the valve stem on an 
ATV or from touching the handles. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK, now, let me ask you this. Do you find this 
with other products? Have you found this same association in other 
products that you have tested, maybe with the wipe test? 

Ms. BECK. We have also done wipe tests on scooters and we had 
similar results, that what came off in a wipe was relatively small, 
less than what a child might typically get from drinking water. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK Thank you very much. I appreciate that. 
And I will go ahead and yield back. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentlelady. The chair recognizes 
Ms. Schakowsky for 5 minutes. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Mr. Howell, in 
your testimony you note that an independent testing lab, SGS, has 
found that almost 90 percent of toys tested by it recently comply 
with the 100 parts per million lead limit. While I realize this is 
data from only one entity, it seems to provide at least some evi
dence that the children's product marketplace has largely adapted 
already to the 100-parts-per-million limit. Would you say that is 
true? 

Mr. HOWELL. Yes, I would. I would also add to that, though, that 
it may also indicate that we are rapidly approaching a point of di
minishing returns in that the effort to achieve the final reduction 
in lead may be much more costly than the incremental cost of get
ting to where we are today. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Certain members of industry have been very 
critical of fixed parts-per-million limits for lead in children's prod
ucts and have advocated a move back-as we heard from Dr. Beck 
today-to risk-based standard. However , the American Society of 
Testing and Materials, ASTM's F-963 toy standard, which has 
been drafted through a consensus process and is now a mandatory 
rule. under the CPSIA, contains fixed parts-per-million limits for 
certain toxic metals. and surface coatings of toys like cadmium- is 
it antimony?- and barium and in those areas-well, sol am asking 
why not lead? If they could go to. a PPM for other things, why not 
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lead? And let me pose the same question to Dr. Best. But Mr. How
ell? 

Mr. HOWELL. Certainly you can regulate lead either on a fixed
content limit or on the extractable amount. That becomes, basi
cally, not only a policy choice but a choice of economics and ease 
of test, if you will, that would facilitate compliance. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. So would you say that it is easier to admin
ister for many companies and for the Commission to go on a parts
per-miUion basis? 

Mr. HOWELL. Certainly, there are advantages to testing by con
tent in the fact that it is that time is much faster. It certainly 
doesn't generate the level of hazardous waste than what chemistry 
does. But at the same time I believe another way to look at the 
problem, perhaps, would be a balance between both the parts-per
million content at some prescribed level and then a risk-assessment 
approach at levels above that to deal with, perhaps, products such 
as ATVs and bicycles where the exposure is, perhaps, much, much 
less of a concern than you might have in something that is 
mouthable or swallowable. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you. Dr. Best, I wonder if you would 
comment on these issues. 

Ms. BEST. One of the big differentiations between the CPSIA and 
the ATSM-or MS, whatever-their levels is that the ATSM's lev
els are soluble lead. And we are concerned not only about the sur
face coating but as the product wears, the surface coating may be 
worn off and so then you are getting deep into the content of what
ever product we are talking about, and again, the swallowing ques
tion comes into play. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Right. But my question is if the toy manufac
turers could go to a parts per million for these other things, why 
not with lead? 

Ms. BEST. Well, we believe that they can go to a total lead con
tent level and achieve that reasonably. And as some of these data 
have shown, many manufacturers--

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. OK. One other question on lead content. You 
had mentioned that children with disabilities sometimes continue 
mouthing, you know, well past a little kid and yet products des
ignated as-I am looking what it is called-special products for the 
disabled are not in the category that would require a mandatory 
third-party testing for almost all children's products. Do you think 
that is a mistake? 

Ms. BEST. I can't say I know all of the definitions of special prod
ucts for the disabled. Certainly, you know, I wonder if some of 
them are more adapted products such as adaptive listening devices 
and adaptive hearing devices, so they are not toys. And so we have 
been very focused on the toys and so that is where, you know, all 
of our evidence has been based. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. All right. The chair recognizes Mr. Barton for 

5. minutes. 
Mr. BARTON. Thank you .. Mr. Howell, my recollection is that in 

the Congress and the hearing in this Congress that the commis
sioners who testified, testified that the current law doesn't give 
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them the flexibility that they need to implement the law. Is my 
recollection correct? 

Mr. HOWELL. I recall the same thing. 
Mr. BARTON. You recall the same thing? So that is a yes? 
Mr. HOWELL. That is a yes. 
Mr. BARTON. OK. Dr. Best, what is wrong with giving the CPSC 

some flexibility to implement the law? 
Ms. BEST. It is my understanding that they already have. some 

flexibility to--
Mr. BARTON. That is not their understanding. 
Ms. BEST. Well--
Mr. BARTON. I mean they testified at least twice-
Ms. BEST. Right. 
Mr. BARTON [continuing]. That they need more flexibility. So let 

us stipulate that they don't have flexibility. Why, then, would it not 
be prudent for Congress to give them some flexibility? 

Ms. BEST. Well, the stipulation I would have to look at. But the 
concern we have is that children's health is not something that 
should be negotiated based on manufacturers' profit. 

Mr. BARTON .. Well, nobody is saying that the stipulation should 
be based on profit. That is a fairly obnoxious comment to make in 
reply to my question. 

Ms. BEST. When we do a risk-based assessment or we allow great 
freedom in terms of how safe toys are, we go back to the days 
where children- -

Mr. BARTON. OK, well, look, I don't have time for. a 5-minute 
longwinded non-statement. Do you support any flexibility at all for 
the Commission? Yes or no? 

Ms. BEST. I will support some
Mr. BARTON. So that is a--
Ms. BEST [continuing]. Very defined, limited--. 
Mr. BARTON. Thank you. 
Ms. BEST. [continuing]. Carefully protective flexibility. 
Mr. BARTON. You do support some flexibility. That is a good 

thing. Let me go back to Mr. Howell. The House bill, when we ac
tually passed the bill under Chairman Dingell's leadership, had a 
12-year-and-under standard. The Senate bill had a 6-year-and
under standard for children. The Senate. receded to the House to 
the 12-year. That is one of the changes in the draft before us is 
that we leave the age as undefined. If you split the difference be
tween the Senate and the House, obviously it would be 9 and 
under. Is that a reasonable compromise or is that unfeasible in 
your. opinion? 

Mr. HOWELL. To some degree it depends on the risks that you 
are trying to manage. I will say in that some work done several 
years ago in establishing lead limits for children's jewelry, which 
the work was terminated because of the CPSIA, staff had deter
mined that 9 and under would be an appropriate age based on how 
children interact with a product such as jewelry. 

Mr. BARTON. Let me ask that same question to Dr. Best. Is there 
some middle ground between 6 and 12? 

Ms. BEST. We carefully reviewed this in 2007 and we believe 12 
is the right age. 

Mr. BARTON. OK. What about Dr. Beck? 
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Ms. BECK. I think that it is somewhat of a science policy decision 
that there really is no bright line. I do think what Mr. Howell has 
proposed, 7, 9, that they are reasonable compromises. Obviously, a 
young child might play with toys of an older child, but it will be 
less frequent. But as I said, ultimately, I think that there is need 
for some. judgment in determining what the actual age should be. 

Mr. BARTON. OK. Mr. Howell, on third-party testing, the draft 
preserves third-party testing for certain priority standards and pri
ority products and it gives the Commission the flexibility to require 
third-party testing for other standards. Is that something you think 
the Commission would support in this draft, the third-party testing 
amendments? 

Mr. HOWELL. Sir, I am unable to speak for the Commission. 
Mr. BARTON. You work for the Commission. You are the only 

Commission representative we have. 
Mr. HOWELL. I work for the Commission but the question was do 

I believe the Commission would buy into this proposal,and I cannot 
predict what the Commission might accept or not accept. 

Mr. BARTON. So you just walk around in a daze when you are 
at the Commission even though you are the--

Mr. HOWELL. No, sir, but I do not control the votes of the com
missioners. 

Mr. BARTON. Well, but you can have an opinion about what their 
position might be. You have got a better opinion than I. do. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. The chair would recognize that we are out of 
time and, with all due respect to my dear colleague, but recognize 
now for 5 minutes Mr. Towns. 

Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much, Madam Chair. Let me ask 
discretion, first of all, I guess to you Dr. Best. Can you explain how 
lead buildup in bones throughout a lifetime can impact pregnant 
women and developing fetuses and why children are born with lead 
in their blood? 

Ms. BEST. Yes. Lead is similar to calcium in that our bodies see 
lead as if it was a calcium molecule and then absorb it into our 
bones throughout our lives. And so if you are exposed to more lev
els of lead as you are. developing bones. or remodeling bones,. which 
goes on throughout life, you are likely to absorb and store lead in 
your bones to a greater extent. 

During pregnancy, there is a very high calcium demand on the 
mother's body and the fetus actually steals calcium from the moth
er. And if the mother doesn't have enough daily dietary intake from 
calcium, the bones will be resorbed and calcium from the bones will 
then be used to help the fetus develop. And so if there is calcium 
being released from the bones and there is also lead in the bone, 
the lead is released at the same time and then transferred to the 
fetus. 

Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much. Let me ask you this, Mr. 
Howell. When can a product that has shown consistent compliance, 
you know, through a third-party testing be relieved from testing? 
How many years? 

Mr. HOWELL. If the objective is to establish a prevention-based 
program, the answer to that would be that while the frequency of 
testing could certainly be extended, I would suggest that perhaps 
it could never be terminated if you will but just longer periods of 
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time between third-party testing. In the industry that would be a 
skip-lot quality approach. 

Mr. TOWNS. Even if you test it and there is consistency and you 
still feel that you can't say 2 years, 10 years, 20 years? You just 
would have to continue? 

Mr. HOWELL. Well, the assumption there is that things never 
change in the manufacturing process. And, for example, the lead in 
paint that some say was the beginning of the CPSIA discussion 
was a total surprise to the manufacturer. They thought they had 
their process totally under control and they had a supplier who 
brought material into their factory, they assumed it was correct
and, in fact, it was loaded with lead .. So if indeed the goal is to 
measure compliance to assure the American public that the product 
is safe, I would suggest that while you could increase the time be
tween testing that you might be accepting some risk if you chose 
to terminate the testing until such time as you determine there 
was another problem and then reinstitute the testing. 

Mr. TOWNS. Right. Thank you. Is there sufficient flexibility for 
the Commission to allow for-I am trying to see if there is any
thing on this side that we need to do. 

Mr. HOWELL. In my opinion and, of course, as has been stated 
many times by the Commission itself, there is certainly a need for 
additional flexibility for the Commission to act appropriately to im
plement the law and safeguard consumers. 

Mr. TOWNS. Dr. Best, is there anything that we need to do on 
this side as Members of Congress? Let us switch roles for a minute. 

Ms. BEST. Besides pass a budget? Son·y. I think we need to re
member that toys are not a requirement for life and we want chil
dren to have the best opportunity that they can possibly have. And, 
you know, the option is not between a drug that has side effects 
for a child. The option is between a toy that is safe and a toy that 
may not be safe. And so we need to remember that, you know, 
every toy is not a required product to help a child grow. They need 
toys but they need to know that those toys are safe. And we need 
to continue to remember that lead is dangerous at small levels. 
Even very small levels it causes IQ loss and the more we. find out 
about the low levels of lead, the more harms we discover. 

Mr. TOWNS. Thank you. I see my time has expired, Madam 
Chair. Thank you very much. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman and recognize the gen
tleman from New Hampshire, Mr. Bass, for 5 minutes. 

Mr. BASS. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman, and I appre
ciate your holding this important hearing to discuss a piece of leg
islation which corrects a response to a problem which was clear 
and understandable and necessary which occurred during the pe
riod of time that I was not serving in the Congress. And I was 
thinking of saying I am not surprised that the response that was 
passed by Congress essentially endeavors to use a Howitzer to kill 
a mosquito and so here we are trying to make this necessary new 
law work better. 

However, my questions are for Mr. Howell, and they don't deal 
with the central controversy of the bill but rather with some equip
ment that the CPSC is using and whether or not its use should be 
expanded. I understand that the Consumer Product Safety Com-
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mission uses several dozen handheld x-ray fluorescence analyzers 
and they are used both in the laboratory and also in ports of entry. 
They quickly, effectively, non-intrusively, and accurately determine 
whether and how much lead is in a product. Can you give us a 
brief description of your experiences using this equipment and en
forcing limits on lead? 

Mr. HOWELL. Certainly. The XRF scanners have certainly helped 
the efficiency and effectiveness of implementing the law. There ini
tially were some limitations. The XRF is a good tool for detecting 
lead and other potentially toxic heavy metals in homogenous mate
rials like plastics. However, there were some limitations early on 
in checking for lead in surface coatings, as in. paint. 

Mr. BASS. Um-hum. 
Mr. HOWELL. However, just recently CPSC issued a Notice of Re

quirements recognizing that HD XRF technology had been devel
oped, a testing protocol had been developed under ASTM and that 
is now an approved method to test for lead in paint. So it certainly 
is an efficient technology. 

Mr. B ASS. As the lead individual for hazard reduction's support 
expanded use of these XRF devices by manufacturers, retailers, 
and porters as a means to ensure compliance with lead limits? 

Mr. HOWELL. I believe the cost savings, in my experience, has 
been motivation enough. Certainly, most manufactw·ers who can 
afford a unit, to my knowledge, have acquired one. 

Mr. B ASS. So the expanded use of this equipment would, in your 
opinion, improve the safety and quality of the products on the mar
ket today? 

Mr. HOWELL. It certainly is an effective way for a manufacturer 
to monitor his incoming materials and his outbound materials. 

Mr. BASS. OK. And lastly, as you may know, the EPA and HUD 
have used handheld XRF for decades to test for lead in homes and 
they are obviously protecting children. CPSIA includes a limit for 
lead in small painted areas on children's products. I think it is 2 
micrograms per square centimeter of paint. Do you support making 
this limit applicable to larger painted areas as well? 

Mr. HOWELL. If you would. allow me to. respond to that question 
in writing, I would like to get with our chemist and give you an 
appropriate response. 

Mr. BASS. OK. Fair enough. Thank you very much. And I thank 
the chairlady. I yield back. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. And the chair recog
nizes we. have. a series of votes on the floor. so. it is my intention 
to have Mr. Dingell as his 5 minutes of questioning and then we 
will break and return to resume questioning after the series of 
votes. So Mr. Dingell, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. DINGELL. Thank you, Madam Chairman. To the witnesses, 
these questions will require a yes or no answer only because of 
time. 

The draft legislation requires the Commission to establish proce
dures for estimating the amount of lead a child would ingest from 
a given child's product. However, while the Commission establishes 
such procedures, the draft legislation would permit the manufac
turers to use "any reasonable methodology to estimate the amount 
of lead a child would likely ingest from. exposure. to a. component 
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part." Question: Is there any such reasonable methodology in use 
by manufacturers today for testing children's products? Starting 
with Dr. Best. 

Ms. BEST. I am not familiar with what manufacturers can do. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Beck? 
Ms. BEST. Oh, I am sorry. 
Mr. DINGELL. Yes or--
Ms. BECK. There is methodologies. I don't know if the manufac

turers know about them. 
Mr. DINGELL. Thank you. And if you please, Mr. Howell, yes or 

no? 
Mr. HOWELL. I am not aware. 
Mr. DINGELL. Now, starting again, Dr. Best, is it possible the 

ambiguity of the term "reasonable methodology" would lead to a 
wide variance in test results across the manufacturers of similar 
products? Yes or no? 

Ms. BEST. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. OK. Dr. Beck? 
Ms. BECK. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Howell? 
Mr. HOWELL. I do not know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Could this-well, I will just defer on that par

ticular question. Now, Mr. Howell, the draft legislation would allow 
CPSC, subject to conditions, to require a third-party testing of chil
dren's products. Under the draft bill, CPSC would require a third
party testing only if the Commission first verifies the testing capac
ity of "accredited third-party conformity assessment bodies," as 
well as establishes and publishes Notice of Requirements for such 
accreditation of such assessment bodies. Does this include both na
tional and international or domestic and international bodies? Yes 
or no? 

Mr. HOWELL. I believe it does, yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. OK. Now, if so, how many such assessment bodies 

are there worldwide? 
Mr. HOWELL. CPSC recognized conformity assessment bodies are 

currently in excess of 300 I believe. 
Mr. DINGELL. OK. Now, further, does the Commission have the 

resources with which to verify the testing capacity of all third-party 
conformity assessment bodies? Yes or no? 

Mr. HOWELL. I can't answer that question yes or no. 
Mr. DINGELL. It means that you do not know they do have such 

capacity. Now, moreover, is it your understanding the draft legisla
tion, the Commission would have to accredit all third-party con
formity assessment bodies? Yes or no? 

Mr. HOWELL. No. 
Mr. DINGELL. If so, do you believe the Commission has the re

sources with which to accomplish this purpose? Yes or no? 
Mr. HOWELL. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. In summary, do you believe the practical effect of 

these. requirements would be that the Commission would seldom, 
if ever, require third-party testing of children's. products? Yes or 
no? 

Mr. HOWELL. No .. 
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Mr. DINGELL. Now, Mr. Howell, CPSIA defines a children's prod
uct as one "primarily intended for a child 12 years of age or young
er." The discussion draft would change this definition to "intended 
for use by a child," then it leaves a gap, "age to be determined
years younger." Would these words "for use by" limit the number 
and type of products covered by this definition? Yes or. no? 

Mr. HOWELL. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Now, to Drs. Beck and Dr. Best. Would you care 

to comment briefly on Mr. Howell's response to the last questions? 
Starting with Dr. Best. · 

Ms. BEST. No. 
Mr. DINGELL. You can if you wish. Ms. Beck? 
Ms. BECK. If the age decreases from 12 to some number less than 

12, then the number of products to be tested, of course, would di
minish because the products are defined for different age groups. 

Mr. DINGELL. Ladies and gentleman of the panel, thank you. 
Madam Chairman, I thank you for your courtesy. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the distinguished gentleman. And it 
is my intention that we recess now for this series of votes and we 
return at high noon. So we will see you all at high noon if we are 
quick on the floor with votes. If not, a little wiggle room. See you 
guys at noon. Thanks. 

[Recess.] 
Mrs. BONO MACK. All right. The. chair will recognize. Mr. Pompeo 

for 5 minutes. 
Mr. POMPEO. Great. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Thank you, 

panelists, for hanging with us through the vote. 
You know, I heard Mr. Waxman say this was a wrecking ball 

and I heard somebody say we were comprehensively demolishing 
the CPSIA. l think there is lots. more to. do. I think this is. a very 
good first step, but there is a lot more work to do. 

I wanted to ask you, Mr. Howell, just a couple questions about 
the database. We have been live now for almost a month, right? 
How many reports have we received since March 11 under the 
database rule? 

Mr. HOWELL. The. number. is approximately 1,500 at this. point. 
Mr. POMPEO. And other than those-so there is a 5-day period 

before it goes out to the manufacturer. How many of those have 
been sent on to the manufacturer of those 1,500? 

Mr. HOWELL. I would like to respond in writing with precise 
numbers. But at this point of those that we have received, I think 
approximately 50 percent at this point have been sent to. manufac
turers. 

Mr. POMPEO. And so how many of those are past the required 
time period to send on to the manufacturer approximately? 

Mr. HOWELL. Actually, once they pass the CPSIA check, which 
is the eight requirements to be considered, at that point they would 
be passed to the manufacturer. and we are not late in sending the 
initial notice to the manufacturer. Those are happening on time. 

Mr. POMPEO. So everything is on time. Everything is good. You 
have got the resources to respond at the level of the reports that 
have come in so far and you are making all of the deadlines that 
were imposed by the rules that CPSC put in place? 

Mr. HOWELL. I believe for the most part, yes. 
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Mr. POMPEO. And how is this being conducted? How do these 
come in? Who is reviewing them? Are you reviewing them along 
with staff and a committee? What kind of resources are being dedi
cated to that project? 

Mr. HOWELL. At this point in time, there are several different 
staff members involved in the review, part of that because it is a 
brand new process and we are trying to understand what we are 
getting in, making the appropriate decisions regarding reports of 
harm to ensure that they do, indeed, meet the qualifications. It is 
roughly a team of 10 to 12 with representatives of technical staff, 
legal staff, and IT. 

Mr. POMPEO. Wow .. 10 to. 12 people .. Wow,. for 1,500. across 30 
days. So what do you have? 35 a business day, 50 a business day, 
something like that? 

Mr. HOWELL. Probably somewhere in the neighborhood of 50 a 
business day. 

Mr. POMPEO. Yes. Can you keep up with it? 
Mr. HOWELL .. At this. point yes, but we. are in a learning curve 

and we understand that as we get a better handle of the nature 
of these incoming reports, we expect efficiencies to increase. 

Mr. POMPEO. Why would you go through a learning curve when 
you have had this database running without it being public for 
such a long time? Why wouldn't we have done the learning curve 
before. we went live? 

Mr. HOWELL. When we were in the soft launch, not every manu
facturer necessarily felt compelled to respond knowing that those 
reports would not necessarily go live. Now that we are live, we are 
getting many more responses from manufacturers. 

Mr. POMPEO. My first question focused on the process internal to 
CPSC before forwarding on. Tell me how. the process is going in 
getting a response from manufacturers to date that have had the 
deadline arrive for their response to be due? 

Mr. HOWELL. You know, the manufacturers receive notification 
that there has been a report of harm. Manufacturers can file a 
claim of material inaccuracy. 

Mr. POMPEO. How many have done that so far?. 
Mr. HOWELL. I believe there has been less than 10 percent have 

filed claims for material inaccuracy. They can also file claims for 
confidentiality, which is extremely rare at this point in time. And 
they are certainly free to file a comment without necessarily filing 
a claim of inaccuracy or confidentiality. 

Mr. POMPEO. How many have said "not me, not my. stuff?" 
Mr. HOWELL. The vast majority of the material inaccuracy claims 

tend to be just that nature. "It is not my product." 
Mr. POMPEO. And are those still online readily accessible to the 

public? So you all send it to the manufacturer and they say it is 
not my stuff, are you then putting it online? 

Mr. HOWELL. No, if they claim that it is not their product~ that 
is a valid claim of material inaccuracy. And until such time as that 
is resolved and the problem clearly identified, it does not get post
ed. 

Mr. POMPEO. Thank you, Mr. Howell. Ms. Best, you talked 
about-she is not here. Let me ask you one more question, Mr. 
Howell. How many. items from the punch list that Commissioner 
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Tenenbaum gave me on the database have you all been able to 
work through since she was here? That is what is still left to fix? 

Mr. HOWELL. I am not familiar with that punch list. I will cer
tainly respond to that in writing. 

Mr. POMPEO. Thank you. Madam Chairman, I yield back the bal
ance of my time. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman and recognize Mr. 
Butterfield to explain the absence of the witness. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you, Madam Chairman. You wilJ notice 
that Dr. Best is absent this afternoon. I want the record to show 
that she had prior obligations this afternoon and had to leave. I am 
told that she is seeing patients today and has scheduled those ap
pointments with the understanding that we would convene this 
morning at 9:00 a.m. instead of 10:00 a.m. But please be assured 
that she will be available to answer any questions that any of the 
members may have. Thank you. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman and would remind the 
committee that we did delay the starting point of today's hearing 
to accommodate the Democrats. And it is unfortunate that the wit
ness had to leave but remind members, too, you can submit further 
questions to her in writing later. And at that point, we will be 
happy to recognize Mr. Harper for 5 minutes. 

Mr. HARPER. Thank you, Madam Chair. Mr. Howell and Dr. 
Beck, thank you for being here today. I am sure you can come up 
with a Ust of a dozen things you would rather be doing or maybe 
100 things, but we welcome your attendance and appreciate what 
you are sharing with us. 

And Mr. Howell, just a couple of questions on some issues involv
ing this. And I know that when we are talking about the common 
toy box theory applying, of course, to toys, it seems like there are 
a lot of other products that it really makes no sense at all. For ex
ample, infants and toddlers are not going to have access to motor
ized products like ATVs or at least we hope they are not. What is 
the situation with, say, ATVs and other things like that when it 
comes to these regs? 

Mr. HOWELL. One would certainly not expect that small children 
would have frequent access with those type of outdoor products, 
certainly. 

Mr. HARPER. OK When we talk about, say, electronics, you 
know, the Commission set much higher lead limits for certain 
metal alloys. When the Commission granted a stay of the lead con
tent limits for ATVs and bicycles, it set temporary limits at the 
same or very low or similar levels I mean. Why does the CPSC con
sider them to be safe or at least safe enough for now? What is the 
rationale for that? 

Mr. HOWELL. When the Stay of Enforcement was issued, it was 
simply a stay from the testing and certification requirements. 
There was not a stay of the requirement to conform to the law as 
written. So the limits that are established are the limits that were 
prescribed in law. 

Mr. HARPER. Got you. Now, I will ask if the Commission is. aware. 
of any deaths in fixed-side cribs in daycares? 

Mr. HOWELL. Would you repeat that, please? 
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Mr. HARPER. Sure. Yes, sir. Is the Commission aware of any 
deaths involving fixed-side cribs in daycares? 

Mr. HOWELL. I am not aware of any but I will certainly take that 
question back and have our epidemiologist do a data-pull. 

Mr. HARPER. In your testimony, Mr. Howell, you have suggested 
the. Commission be allowed to regulate on a timetable influenced 
by the seriousness of the actual risk to allow for better priority-set
ting. Do you have specific suggestions that you can share on how 
you can do this or how we can do this? 

Mr. HOWELL. I believe any organization that has finite resources 
needs to ensure that they are allocating those resources to the 
highest priorities. You know, certainly there are. various. ways to 
rank those within the Commission. One might suggest that fre
quency and severity at-risk populations are all criteria that would 
help identify higher-priority projects versus those that might fall 
lower on the list. And it is really all about managing finite re
sources in a way that provides the greatest return on those efforts. 

Mr. HARPER. OK. Dr. Beck, Mr. Vitrano, who will testify on the. 
next panel, submitted testimony that says you estimated the lead 
intake from children's interaction with ATVs is less than the intake 
from drinking a glass of water and I ask if that is true or any info 
on that statement. 

Ms. BECK. Yes, we did an analysis in which we used wipe tests 
from ATVs so we. had actual data and we compared how much chil
dren would get from that scenario versus what a child might drink 
in a typical glass of drinking water, which may contain small 
amounts of lead. So that is a correct conclusion from our analysis. 

Mr. HARPER. And when was that analysis done? How recently? 
Ms. BECK. It was, I believe, either 2008 or 2009. 
Mr. HARPER. All right. But wouldn't it be true, though, that the. 

metal parts of the ATVs contain much higher lead than permitted 
by EPA drinking water standards? 

Ms. BECK. It is a little bit apples and oranges because the drink
ing water standards based on what is in the water--

Mr. HARPER. Right. 
Ms. BECK [continuing). That is a very low. concentration in the 

water. And then if you were to say what does that mean in terms 
of-you could compare it to PPMs in a valve and, of course, that 
would be much, much higher. But it is a little bit of an apples-and
orange comparison. 

Mr. HARPER. But based on that ana lysis, your concern about 
ATVs as it concerns infants and toddlers, you would not be overly 
concerned with that at all, would you? 

Ms. BECK. No, because it is really not a plausible scenario. 
Mr. HARPER. Sure. OK. I yield back. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman and recognize Dr. 

Cassidy for 5 minutes . 
Mr. CASSIDY. I really enjoyed this panel. All of you attempted to 

be very fact-based and referenced-based. So let me just first com
pliment you. And my compliments to Dr. Best, who is no longer 
here. 

First you, Mr. Howell. Clearly it is common sense that a kid is 
not going to chew on an ATV and probably not on the stem of a 
bicycle. On the other hand, I can understand that if there. was 
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some other product that the varnish wore off that the child could 
gnaw down to and actually have some lead exposure. So I guess my 
question to you is are we able to come up with a definition that 
which is absurd that the kid would ever chew on is moved over 
here and that which it is plausible is moved over there? Is that 
something within the. Commission's ability to accomplish? 

Mr. HOWELL. Certainly in the Commission's traditional risk
based evaluation of consumer products, that would be an evalua
tion that would be conducted. How a child interacts with the prod
uct is important in determining the level of risk that that child 
may be subjected to from that certain product. In the case of ATVs, 
we would find it less likely the. child would swallow or mouth an 
ATV. Certainly you would expect that there could be some migra
tion oflead from contact with the hand on an ATV. 

Mr. CASSIDY. Now, I gather from Dr. Best-and I am sorry she 
is not here because I just wanted to explore this because all three 
of you know so much more about this issue than I. That is why you 
are. the. panel members. and I am not-that there was some dis
satisfaction from the risk-based assessment. So now I am sure 
there are many aspects of risk-based assessments, but was one of 
the areas that folks were unhappy with, did that include your abil
ity to differentiate lead paint peeling off a wall from an ATV, one 
is a great risk, one is a minimal risk for lead exposure? 

Mr. HOWELL. I have certainly heard the arguments. against risk
based but I am not fully aware of all the underlying rationale be
hind that criticism. 

Mr. CASSIDY. So it sounds like you feel like risk-based is a prac
tical thing for the Commission to implement? 

Mr. HOWELL. The Commission has been using a risk-based ap
proach for decades now. 

Mr. CASSIDY. Now, you mentioned in response to Mr. Harper, the 
last line of your testimony to "effectively prioritizing Commission 
resources towards those of the most serious health risk." Now, I 
have learned in life that if you attempt to monitor everything, you 
end up monitoring nothing. But on the other hand, if you monitor 
a few things, you often can monitor them well. And I have also 
learned that there is oftentimes, you know, 99.9 percent risk with 
this subset of activities and .1 percent with this subset. Is that so 
clearly broken out in lead exposure? Can you say, listen, this is 
really high-risk stuff. We need to focus our resources even more so 
than now if we were so allowed, as opposed to this, which is incred
ible low-risk. We are kind of killing our time over here. 

Mr. HOWELL. Certainly, the Agency is extremely concerned with 
those lead-bearing items that can be swallowed. Acute exposure to 
lead is certainly a very serious, serious thing. One would expect 
that the risk decreases as you move from swallowing to mouthing, 
from mouthing to touching. And the management of that risk at 
that point then becomes a decision on how the child interacts with 
the product and what you- -

Mr. CASSIDY. So you mean by risk-based would make some dif
ferentiation between high- and low-risk and it would all be upon 
how the child interacts and the relative amount, et cetera, et 
cetera? 

Mr. HOWELL. Yes, that is a basis of--. 
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Mr. CASSIDY. Now, the other thing occurs to me is that we have 
heard last time from a previous panel about the craft-makers and 
you know, somebody in Oregon who makes these nice little air
planes that apparently needs a-I shouldn't laugh-but you know, 
it would make probably 100 planes a year, sells them out of their 
shop and now has to get a third-party assessment as to the lead 
content of the paint. Now, in your risk assessment, do you also say 
listen, if it is below a certain production value or quantity per 
year-I mean the ability of something that is produced on the scale 
of 100 a year, as one example, is really unlikely to have a signifi
cant impact, do you have any such sort of evaluation like that? 

Mr. HOWELL. Our evaluation is from a risk approach is. a product 
evaluation and the consideration of the volume of the product pro
duced is not relevant to the assessment of the risk that that par
ticular product may present to the consumer who is using that 
product. 

Mr. CASSIDY. Yes, it wouldn't be for the particular consumer, but 
it would be for the epidemiology of it in terms of a population issue, 
correct? 

Mr. HOWELL. Absolutely. And when it comes to prioritizing the 
Agency's work, that is where the frequency severity factors come 
into play. 

Mr. CASSIDY. So you do incorporate the population aspect to it. 
OK. Well, thank you .. Ms. Beck, I am sorry, no questions. for. you. 
It was just mine were more oriented to Mr. Howell. Thank you. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. The chair recognizes Mr. Kinzinger for 5 min
utes. 

Mr. KINZINGER. Let me see if I can get this to work here. Well, 
maybe. Well, how are you doing today? Hopefully well. I don't need 
to take. a lot of time because I think you guys have been very good 
at answering the questions. I appreciate your time and I appreciate 
the chairwoman for organizing the hearing. 

You know, one of my concerns when we get to government in
volvement in areas is something that I affectionately refer to- as 
many other do-as the law of unintended consequences. You know, 
it is obviously when somebody does something that. looks great on 
paper and then in actuality has a completely different effect. 

So Mr. Howell, my question, speaking in terms of the law of un
intended consequences to you, do you agree with the past-acting 
Chairman Nord's statement of April 3, 2009, that the "application 
of the lead content mandates of this act may have actually the per
verse. effect of actually endangering children by forcing youth-sized 
vehicles off of the market" and in a result actually children riding 
vehicles that are bigger or, in essence, too big for them, adult-sized 
ATVs if you will. 

Mr. HOWELL. I agree with that statement. 
Mr. KINZINGER. OK. So you do agree with that. Madam Chair

woman, I would like to ask unanimous consent to insert two docu
ments into the record. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Without objection. 
Mr. KINZINGER. The first, a statement from acting Chairman 

Nancy Nord of the CPSC from April 2009 requesting exclusions 
from the lead-content limits of the Consumer Protection Safety Im
provement Act of '08. The other is a letter. from Edward Moreland, 
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Senior Vice President of the American Motorcyclists Association to 
Chairwoman Bono Mack and Ranking Member Butterfield regard
ing the discussion draft. 

[The information follows:] 
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U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4330 EAST WEST HIGHWAY 

DETHESOA,MD ~09'4 

ST,\TEMENT 01 ACTl:-IG C:lli\IRMAN NANCY NOKU 
ON THE REQUEST FOR E'<CLUSIOSS FROM THE LEAD CO"ITENT LIMITS 01' THE CONSl!\ff.R 

PRODVCT S1\l'ETY l\1PROVEMENT ACT OF 2008 
April 3. WO•J 

In consi1krin!! cx~·lusions. rnnsumer safely mus! direcl !he outcome of our dclibernlions. Therefore, it is 
with extreme reluctance Iha! I am voting mday to deny the petition, tiled by companks and associa1ions 
representing the t\ TV ~ml mo111rized liikc indus1rics. for an <:J(dusion from the lead contcm limits found in 
Section I OJ l>flh~ Consumer l'r\lducl Safety lmprowmcnls Act (CPS1i\). I do this because the dear 
language of lh~ la" requires this result. nol l:lccause it advances consumer sa!Cty. To the con1rary. 
applicalion of the lead contcnl mandates of th~ CPSIA 10 the produ~·ts made by the petitioners may have the 
per,·crse effect of actually endangering children by forcing youth-.<ized vehicles off 1he markc1 and resulting 
in children riding the far more dang.erous adult-si7.cd A TV's. 

For this reason. in my capaci1y as chairman. I am directing compliance statfto .<ta)' enforcemen1 of Section 
lOJ and n:lalcd provisions of the Cl'SIA lo this category ofprnducls fortwe\vc months and hope my 
colleague, Commissioner Moor~. will .join me in making this a unanimous decision hy the Commission. 
Durint; this time-out. it is my hope thal Congress will consider how the law n,-cds to he linc·luned lo address 
this serious child safety dilemma. This enforcement hiatus will also give industry the opponunity to examine 
what reasonable changes can be made in their products to bring them closer to the requirements Congress s-:t 
out in 1hc Cf'SIA. Staff will meet wi1h industry 10 do more tcsling 10 determine how their products can meet 
'.he JU() ppm threshold Congress sci and dc1erminc what is possihte. I will expec1 periodic sta1us reports •ln 
progress to this plan. 

his clear that the law docs not give the Commission the flexibility to grant an exclusion for petitioners· 
products. Congress wrote Section 10\(b) in such a way as to leave litele discretionary power with the agency 
to grail\ common sense exclusions. This lack of llcxibility was brought to the attention of Congressional 
staff working on the legislation during the conference process and ii was confirm~d 1his is what was 
intended. As our career statrhas di.<cuss~d on many occasions and as we now ha~e been formally advised 
by staff. "e do not have the sra1u10ry a11rhority to grant 1hc exclusion requested in this case. 

F.vcn though 1hc career s1sff of the ageo~·)' has concluded that we cann<ll gram the cxclnsion. they have '10 T 
~oncluded 1hat petitioners products present a health risk to children because tlf cxpo.<urc to lead. To the 
conuar)' .. ~taff srntcs "a bigger satet)' conccm than lead exposure is thal rhe elimination of youth ATV sales 
will most likel} increase the number of adult A TV's purchased ttl be used by younger children; therefore 
increasing their risk <1f injury and d~ath ... 

The issues presented to us in the pctiti<'n arc much m<'rc complex 1han just ordering petitioners t<) .. get the 
lead out" of their products by a certain date. Petitioners have prcscmed pcr.<uasi\e evidence that lead serve~ 
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a purpose in the .~tructural integrity of the melals used in lhc products and thal suit3blc sub~1i111tcs arc not 
available. They puinl uut lhc impracli<:ality ufusing virgin materials for these producl$, including j,~uc< 
llcaling "ith lhc n:cydin!! ofm.-1als. They p<>in1 oul that the approach in the Cl'SlA is cunt .. ary w the 
approach la.ken in the rest of the world, e.g. the European Union which has lnuk<.:d al lh<.:sc bsucs ralhcr 
c~lcnsivcly and mack- alll»•am:cs. These arc all issues that lhe Commission should have the authority tn 
consider hut under the rigid language oflhc Cl'SI:\, we cannol. 

The ~ffact of denying the pc1itil'n is I<> m:ikc SccciM 10 l(c) of di.: CPSIA. "hich limits chc Commission's 
authority to stay enforcement during rulcmaking. no longer applicahle. Therefore. during thc pendcncy nf a 
stay nf cnforccmenl, A TV's aml motori>.cd bikes appropria1cly sized for children twclvc a11d younger can 
again l>e available and the Commission will not seek penalties for violation of Section IOI and related 
provisinn' of th~ Cl'SIA •!!ainsl lhose who s<:ll thcm. I hope that lhc stat.: allurncys general will follow the 
Jc a cl of the ager>cy on th is matter. 

All s1akcholders. industry. users. Congress. and the Cummission-nccd tu come toscther to fot the s1a1u1or: 
problems thal have b~comr so apparcn1, in a commCln sens~ approach that dues not unnecessarily burden 
thusc rcgulawd. y~I provides safety for American families. 
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Mr. KINZINGER. The next question I have, common sense seems 
to support the notion that youth model OHV should not be sub
jected to the lead content provisions of this act. Would one of the 
solutions to this conundrum be an outright categorical exemption, 
like the one provided in H.R.. 412? It is called the Kids. Just Want 
to Ride Act. It is one I am a co-sponsor on. 

Mr. HOWELL. As a policy decision, that certainly would be an op
tion. 

Mr. KINZrNGER. OK. Well, like I said, those are basically my two 
big questions I had. You all have done a great job here in front of 
us. today. I appreciate your time .. And I would yield back my time. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. And at that point I am 
happy to thank our panelists for staying and for your expert testi
mony. We appreciate everything you have had to offer today and 
hopefully we will craft some great legislation. So thank you for 
your time and we will spend a quick 30 seconds or a minute seat
ing. the new panel and get started right away. Thank you again. 

All right. Thank you. Our second panel is comprised of four wit
nesses. Welcome. And thank you for staying with us this morning. 
Our first witness, again, but not in the order of recognition, but to 
introduce Erika J ones. She is a partner at Mayer Brown here rep
resenting the Bicycle Product Suppliers Association. Welcome. Our 
second witness is Paul Vitrano, General Counsel for the Motorcycle. 
Industry Council. Also testifying today is Sheila Millar, a partner 
at Ke1ler and Heckman, LLP. And ow· fourth witness on this pane] 
is Caroline Cox, Research Director for the Center for Environ
mental Health. Welcome to each of you. 

You all know the drill now, the 5 minutes and the clocks and 
how they work. So if you could just pay attention to those, we. ap
preciate it. We will have some floor votes again eventually, so if we 
can move it along, that would be terrific. 

So now we are going to begin with our first witness and recog
nize Ms. Cox for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENTS OF CAROLINE COX, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, CEN
TER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH; SHEILA A. MILLAR, 
PARTNER, KELLER AND HECKMAN, LLP; PAUL C. VITRANO, 
GENERAL COUNSEL, MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY COUNCIL; 
AND ERIKA Z. JONES, PARTNER, MAYER BROWN, ON BEHALF 
OF THE BICYCLE PRODUCT SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION 

STATEMENT OF CAROLINE COX 
Ms. Cox. Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify 

today. My message is that CPSIA, as written, has been an enor
mous success and I am really privileged today to be able to provide 
research data to document that success. 

You heard earlier that health professionals agree that there is no 
safe level of exposure to lead for children. So I am discouraged to 
see the proposed revisions in the CPSIA that would weaken a Jaw 
that has worked so well to protect American children from unneces
sary lead. 

For the last 15 years, my organization, the Center for Environ
mental Health, has worked to protect children and families from 
harmful chemical exposures. Our experience before and after pas-
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sage of the CPSIA demonstrates that the law has been highly suc
cessful. Prior to adoption of the law, we found high lead levels in 
dozens of children's products sold to mimons of American families 
by major retailers. At that time there was no federal law to protect 
children from lead so we relied on California State Law. Since the 
lead limits. under CPSIA went into effect, our experience shows a 
dramatic change in the marketplace for children's products. 

In the last year and a half, we purchased over 1,200 children's 
products from major national retailers and screened them for lead. 
These were stuffed animals, toys, games, lunch boxes, backpacks, 
jewelry, toy sporting equipment, lots of other things. As far as we 
know, it is the largest independent monitoring of compliance with 
CPSIA to date. 

Out of these 1,200 products, we found only 46 that did not com
ply with CPSIA lead standards based on tests by a CPSIA-certified 
lab. In other words, more than 96 percent were in compliance. And 
because we intentionally purchased products that were likely to 
have lead problems, we believe overall compliance is. even higher. 

This data contrasts with what we found in 2007 and 2008. Our 
results show that over the 4-year interval, the prevalence of lead 
hazards in children's products was reduced by a factor of about 3. 
Given the immense size of the U.S. market for children's products, 
this is a major accomplishment. 

We do understand that CPSIA requirements can be. a hardship 
for small business and we would support amendments to help with 
that. We believe that the CPSIA has been effective because one, 
the lead standards are comprehensive. They cover virtually all chil
dren's products and all accessible parts of those products. And that 
has created a huge market for complaint mate1ials and compo
nents. 

The standards are straightforward, and because they are based 
on a total content standard, testing is accessible, consistent, and af
fordable. Lead content standards are the only kind of standards 
that allow materials and components to be tested upstream in a 
supply chain. When you have exposure-based standards or risk
based standards, the testing can only be done. on finished products 
after it is already made. 

And the third point I would like to make is that the lead stand
ards apply to a really meaningful definition of "children," up to age 
12. Because lead is a cumulative and persistent toxicant, it is par
ticularly important to maintain this requirement. Protect children 
as they move. into their teenage years and girls move into. child
bearing years. 

I wanted to just give a quick visual demonstration of the success 
of the CPSIA. Here is Curious George from 2007. His face contains 
lead at a level 20 times the current CPSIA standard. Don't kiss 
this George. And I think most kids probably wanted to. Here is the 
current post-CPSIA George. George is. lead-free and sold at the 
same price. I think this really shows how successful the law has 
been. 

We respectfully recommend that this committee support the pub
lic health success that the CPSIA has been. Crucial support in
cludes the lead content standards, as well as the definition of a 
child as 12 years old and younger. Thank you so. much. 
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[The prepared statement of Ms. Cox follows:] 
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C:O'l1"1.t:ci.' on rr;:-r~~y ,·nd Co"··"··('r((' 
S11~;co11•~~c~: o:· :·. ::·:·, ~·:·;: ·." '<:·'· l)·:~·".a :-·.; :~1· i ·· r::~!:· 

-.-!l.I \d.?y, ./\,'.),.1! /. 20 ! 
··: )<!....,10·1~~r<l: sn ~;.f ( PSl1\ S1..<.cc-~.,·· 

~· ·:'~~1:n~;.,·l of C:t· o· r-t· Cc,: 
R('se.1r-: ~' ~lrt·t~c-:·. Cc;·n~r f.:)r Lnv, .. er"' .. O:'rt .. d Hc ... rth 

l ~~ l).S. P.Jbi1~ H~·~tl~h S::"v1.~t~ ;:;tc«. '"'-Jc ~:·~ft~ bls·~~d :c~d l~· .... F:~ ~,ch. :er·~., h·1s bQf~" <fo:(~r"";1:""'l(!d." /.,;:cz1rdir.t-~ 
:::: :h!:• U.S. ~r1v.· .. :>11T'lfJ""'lta! Pr(,)~C~.!1ori /\;~o:·nt:r'. !e-:.l(. ~'l'' <1fi;~tt th1ickcn '',)t ::;l'.)0C i\!a1 ir\'C~<. ::,c k~· .. v ]S :~ b~ 
12~~.f--r.~ ,·1k;;l · .. v::~.Cl." ... ~ ::-ir('~ro:d.'' Tt--e C r~1·t(·r~· k~r r:; 'J(•,1.SC' Co--.:r~-:1 ,:."<: f're·,,:cn~'on h~s rcndudec ~:·.~· .... ,o 
lc·:e r:/ ·:>i.!d r, i: t"':e':; lll:)(~d t.t""'l ~., ..... ·~~~P.nf·er: a··~ s;~~·,~:· 

~~} t s di~.c:: .• 1 .. ,~.~:'l~ :c s~c :iro:>csed ""CV:\i\;n~- tt",)I · .. • .. ·ouirl -;i~ni( c;~r'.l:t ··:·.:~.!,:r:!n a b!vv :h~~ h;~~ ·.,vo: :-~~d 'S~) ·.,v~: 
to p•-ctc:t ;\-i1.;:-n(;;n (h1!~rer1 fnfn ~Jr·ne::e~,-;;.;r,..- lc.i~.: eX'.)O'SU""C~·. 

~:~},. i'~;''T! :1--,:""'l f4~P.('n ye.~,.s. ~he C ~'"'ler ic"" Lnv:r-rJn~11C"'t:1l I IP..)I~ ... 1.1s ··:·.:~/f"'lo".P.d to p""lJlect ( ... !!::"ke'"' i. .. •d 
:~rr"!!e-:: 1ro"TI "":t'·.,,fr;: (heHH~<!! eA.po·;u1 c•s. \Ve- · .. vori< roihbo··:!t1vely \"il:h !i·<:pr :-cr:>Gr<t~:ans. heb:f'g tth.~11 
idc·1·. ~y ......... ~y:::> ~·1e:• (.~·1 ~·e<ltKP. :hP.;r 1J~P. of tox;c ::-h•:!'l11{:'):<:. (~f~er- ·'C~•ul::·'g i'"'l e-::or:~)..,1·c s.~· .. :1~~~ ... vh:ie 

:~rere~~1n~~ ~·,J) •c h~ ... ,~!~·t h ~8··--1·:! rc!~t!'>. ·.,.,.e t.:.c !i: g.:.tio"' t~ .. P.r:ur~ the use eo( r~nd o:»~:i::-!ut·c to :o:"K 
!:he·~· ~~i:s. :~r l'X~r.1:;lr~. n ~ !:tnC'"nt·~··k 199 / c;t.Jrl}'. CU- 1r.ve~:~f,..l":C•:l the u~•e of i6~<J.t:Jr'l·?=n n't.: b1 ·.:.::;·.~~»pt:\ : 
10 .. '\e ··A ate!· ... ,lr·,~t:cn -;)'~~e·1)~. R~· ::inc:.io .. ,,... .. P. :·c:;K"ed !e~;;i: a~rl:"e'l1~fl~~ · .. ...-:L""'l '"'1'~.:o·· pro~.: .. :u~·"'> nf ~1~Yn~ ·s,u.;: .. · 
·i!!(~r<.., P.n~!fl~ :h(• ~·1·'.1·.~'>tr/s u~~ of ""l~ter,.~ls -:.h;:~ v..-ere le<1Ch~~··?. e:lC nL:) .. f:~\"'erl'. · .. v:i:e ... 

·.J';e cf a ~c~<~I c.;"Ler·L -::~~1n~i<.lrr: ,, ·1v.)H! ,1p~roprn~te f-=.:r '·c:1d """11t-; t~~~r. :1 !:"',~~ l·«J'>t'~.: c·~ ~~···e'.>t......,ec 

•:''l(poc;L.··es. 1 cr.?J.I cori:c·-,t :1;inda··~<". Jre !'1ex~~·cr-i~1ve. c•,t:.:·y r(•p :c.:b e. anc n('l! ()Ub,:e::t to ·1:t-rp:-•:-:;.:,: :r1. 3y 
c:tn:-- t<>:. ex:)o~:...re a·:>:.ess·n~~n~ ~est1ng ~ ;~ ~ •. :b;~c.vP. pn.:-c.~s·; o:icP to ;"~er1rc:a:101 ~nc ""1Jn1p~1:,;: on. 

;~~~·~~;~.~.: .. ~.~·~ .. ~:~~,:.~.: IL~~~~~·;~~~~':.:1~~~ .... i1nt~,.~~~!:i,~:~~:~~; ~~~1!~11r .. ,:.~~l~~~~~~~.~ .. ·:l·~~ ·;;~~ ~.-~~~c:: :~:~:~i .. ;~': ~~.:~·~-~~l.~·~~~)~~r. 
C.PSC.'r. ~·:-·~~1 .... ;; c~h.rc tib~~x(•<., .t:"C L).~S~~d e'1 r.h~.:; L•:!:>L1n;i,: l)/\. · ...... ar· .. ,~(! i...r·ch~x::x '1'1.~ . .;e:·s a:;ou: ~he•· 1.::::.(• (l; 

ie,·d-C~)n~~:il•~t. ..... , .. ,yl, c<.~ .. ,d ... d .. ,g tt'1<.!t ···.;<;"'l(• fr'1.~~·o1: ;:;r. 01 ~e;~r: lo f~od a; <l ,\;~;ul~ e' ~.u:-h u~ .• :- '"'1!:)" r•:-:lscn:.:tly 
~)P. P.xp-£C~Qd." Su: CPSC ::·,:·:-··p:·c:ed :he;-- 'c•:: dr: .. ! d:lf(•ren~ .. y: c·x~~·i<1n~1ng :h(• .;!~~f·:"~\y'-; 1n.~c:~)r' on 
i;...i:H..:1box(·~. :r• ,1~:t.:r;::r s:~·CJk~,'.~e«.,,.·;n ~.~;;tee. "Th1.:: 1l~cd -:hd~ ·:-,oL, p1.rt .n t""'lf~ \1 .. Kh :l~Jx ""Z-Y h~l'·/C .in outer 
· ...... ·~;pp n~. :~ rJ:l~~r,'(!. so :hc··o:· 1~:'1·~ c:r'e::-t exp(>~ .. rc." 

~t'C) .. •;e ::•; IP:~d <.t;:,.._~,ff,.1c; arc cortc'lt ba~f:'d. ur::-:~1 •.he CPS~l\ :::iror:uc(•rs .. :~·h:.1•11-=;,.S. :~r·.d rc::,1.::·1::\•'<) ,1il 
'no .... v :·mC J .... d~,.s:Jric :he ~.ta'."'ldard~. Reve111~·~ ~<.1 ~.1,..l).i~:.1:vc- ··.1,1·Hfa··d; :10\v w<'..:kJ bo:- :1 s·~::l;"i.:~: f:-;-
/'-.. ..... 'enc::··, t:1,....'!h(•1>. vvh~.t e'<:~e::~ C:)r:~re~~. :o t;tke ~he n"'o:.! protcc~1vc a:;p--oJ..:~ v .. ·~en :1: ::-·~ .. .,e~ to ~Jur 

:.h!lf;rr.•:• · s he:.~::h. 

(:1:!n,\;r,;: l,"lC !;t .. ,. j.-C ... 1 d tot~: le:1C ('Cnlef:~ ')l~ll"ld~1rd tO ,~ .,:.mr:.J"'r1 t).lSCr'. (J"' C:-..:"O~UrL~ ·.vOL'.C be cc•.rT"'lCn:.~i 
::·t -_)11bl1r. h~:J t"'l. 1 r.·~~u:,~~'':>r"/ ,,nc: .rK:u'.~r)· r'eP.r:• •. 1 :.;.1.:..~ ,-on1er·1 :c~::n.:; c;· :~".mcr::o.1-s • .. :;ed ·n :h1ldre!'"'':; ~~r~1~uc:·; 
;.;. ~cns1.;.til'''1 .:r.C ;)~j!C~n·ve: SCl ecr.1···;~ r:c ... '·(C''~ k;r :c:::: (C:-n:t'""~ :!r'f-' ,1v:i. '.,.tl!e ,:n~! ir·ex:Jen~1ve: :'·.)~ ~! ::.~:·:~~~:.: 
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~unciiuc:!s. .1iiow lurrip.m•es to spe;.ify m..i:eridlS tu n1eet the ~1.11dard. r he iat:er ~s one of :he f"'10!il 
1""'"\port~,I ch;:r~c:e,.,st:c; of ;i totJI con1eot s'.Jnd;ird: w;th tod<>y\ comp!ex 'upp!y ch.,;n~. re!.i:.er... 
:l1z:,·ibuto-s, -.nd ""'"\anufactu'ets need .in ob1ective way to specify :he quality of products or mater.~!s wh-:n 
t~e·1 r.o-i-i1t •o .i con:roct. "1eas·Jnng le.id ronten! 1~ the on!y eff:c.ent way for the coMple:e supp'y ch,,n to 
:locu-ie:i; co,,p:·?.'KO. 

By con: .. dst. exposure assess'""1ent 1s mcons1sten: t1nd subjective; there is no \vay ;or comp;m es lo ~c-ecri 
products ior any of tho typ•ca· exposure assc<s,,en\ re~ls, so testing costs w:11 incre«5e: Jnd ·t snot possib·e 
:o spedy stdnd~rds for COMponcnts or Ma: er :als. 

CEf l's expe,,encc before and s1"1Ce passage of the CPSIA dc,.,ons:ra:es th<1I \he law h<1s been highly 
successfl.I in prof"loting s.ifer products ior Amer·:c.tn chi!d'en. Pr>or to adoption of the l31r;, CF.f I foun<! hi~h 
'ead :eve:s n dozens of ch.dr-en's products sold tom>. ons of A.,,encan (a-,1hes by VVal-"1art, T<.rget, Km.m. 
<.nd o:her f"laJOr ret1ile~. F.xaMp!cs of some of the ·ead-tainted children's products we 'ound before <.d\lont 
of :he ,.,.,, nc·udo: 

lf"lported candies; 
D ap~r ra5h ~rear"ls: 
Children's -.nti-d1arheal med:c1ncs: 

Baby b:bs a od iunchboxes: 
Toys; and 
Dozens of 1teMs cf ch1!dren's ;ewelry. :ndud:ng -iany w;th COMpenents centairm?, 90% 01· 111cre 
lead. 

In each case, we we-e una91e :e poiot te any fede-al iaw tc protect children f'"D-, :he lead hazards po~ed by 
:he;e prcduct;, .lnd thus '<'Ve rel!ed O:'l C.1liforri.1 law :c .1ddress the prcb eMs. 

S:nce the lead !:M.ts uoder CPSIA won: in~o effect, our e><per·ence shows a draMa:·c change . ., the 
r'iarl<e:pla~e tcr ch:!dren's p:-oducis. ~etween Septe,,ber 2009 .1nd Decer-iber 20 I 0. we Co:'lducte:l what 
we beheve o; the !2~est :ndependcm Morntonng of ch1ldcen's p'"Oducts for co-ip!;ance w1:h the Cf'SIA ead 
standards. 'We pu:-chased and screened over i 200 ch;ldren's products for tedd. 'We beu~ht the prcducls ;n 
Caiifcrn•d p11mari!y frcr-i r-i~,or nd:1on~! retd:! chdins. ~ecause our chdrge (under d grant fro"'l the C.:.liiom:~ 
at:omey general) was to :dentify non·COMpliant products. we did net pt:rchase products at random, but 
rathet ~electe::J products 1ha: were siM: <~r Lo. or Made froM s;r-1iidr Ma:erial> as ones 1den(1f1ed 1n :he p~st 
with !~ad P"Obicms. 1Ne pu-chased stuifed c.nrn?.'s. toys, ~aMes. 'unch boxes. b;ic<po(.ks, Jewe:ry, toy 
spor. ng equ•o.,,ent, ~nd ether products. 

Out of "'lore th,1n 1200 prcduc~s r.es:ed, we found only -16 produc:s that did not co-,ply w:th C?SIA lead 
s1.indards. Dasc:l on independent te~<s by a Cf'Sl,6<-:.er.,fied ·aborJtery. This sugges:s that at least 96'.'6 of 
ch;ldren's products are CO'llpl1ant w:th the Cf'Sl,6< !ead s'.andards. Because we intentionally purchased 
products t~.1t were ,,..,ade irc·11 M.1teria·s <nown :o h.we had lead pr-oble'lls in the past, our r-esul:; suggest 
th.l: over·al! comp· ance w'th CPSIA =cad >'t<lnddrds 1s li<e:y even higher. 

We 2:so ~ave ddtd fro·n 2007 and 2008. and have used i: w deMonstrdte :he downward lo-end ·n lead
\a;n,e::l ch1i::lren's products s;ncc the law took effect. Our resui:s show tha: !e.id ha7a .. ds ar·e !es~ prevalen'. 
post-CPSI."> than ~1ther beiore :he !aw was passed er ;ust pr:or to •r1p:er1enta!:on cf the law. Of :he I QO 
prcduc:~ we ~ested in 2007, s> (9%) hdd co·nponen~s whose ledd C0!1tcnt exceeded 600 parts per m1ll!cn 
(ppM~. the level that became :he f;rs: Cf'SIA >tanda~d. Of the ·100 prcducs we '.es:ed 1n 200e. 20 {~%)had 
COr')J)O:'le:'lts -.vhcse lead ccnt~nt exceeded 600 ppm. These resul:s shew tha: ove• (he four-year ;:iterva:, 
the ;:>rev~ ence oi le,~d hazdrds 1n the ch<!dren's prodult~ we tested was reduced by a factor of 
app'Dxi'llatc:y :hrce. £ugsest:1g a similar dee-ease 1n ch drcn's produc:s in general. G;,en the m·nen~e size 
c' the l.J.S. r'l~:Y.et 'er ch 'd~n's p-oducts, th=s is a f"laJer accor'1plishmem. 
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~\.1scd on our cxpc,icr-,<c w1t.h ·11u11i1or:ng C"SI/\ con1pLan(C. '>VC suggest tha: :he fo·;ow:ng chara:;:ensfc; oi 
:hr C}'SIA lead sta'"\darc!s helped Mil~e theM successful: 

-he le.1d s'.andards are coMprehensive. They COifer V•rtU·Jily ·l" children's produas. vrrtca:ly ;:i,. 
rct.1·:er;. 'uppliers, ;ind ·n.inuf.lcturcr; .. inc! virtually all .ic.cessrblc p.iris of those products. We bel'evc 
that this prov:ded assurances to Manufacturers that coMphant products would fo1d a Mar<.ct. 

The w,1y th,;t the nurncne<il $:and,1rds arc expressed •S s1r.iii~h~forwMd. Wi~h the e><ccpt.on of p3•r1t 
(90 ppM st.mdards). aii 11atenals ro1ust current y "Tiect t"1e saMe standa•·d (300 ppM~. In ddd1tion. the 
51.t~nd:trds ~re expressed :n terrri<£ of le,td content. ,, c~ar~Kterist~t ~ha~ ccir1 be ·ne.?.su:cd a: an~· point 
;n the ch.i:n of co1n1nerce. Th:s Made t poss•b'e for rc:a:lers. vendors, inc Manui~cturer-s ro specify 
lead content :n contr.Kts with t.he1r supp!·ers and to be able to detem1ne 11 those specikatrons 
were being ·net. 

(}'SIA iead st.mdards .lpply ~o a Meaningful definition of "children,' up to age 12. Based on the 'TlOst 

rccer.t research, doctors and scienti>.s now say t'iat pregnant wornen <1nd therefore young woMen 
who ir1tend to becoMe pregnJnt rnJy be the ,,Ost important 'ubpopuiation :o pr-ote<t irorn !e;id 
~xposure. Sir1ce lead :s a cuMui~tive toxicant :h.lt is stored in the body for yea'>, 'ead e><posure of 
12 year olds 1s a serious conce~n. 

At this point I'd a!so li<e 10 spcai<. brief.y as a parent ra:her 1har1 ,\s a researcher. Most parcn1s "rave 
seen the strong a:tra~1on that their children have 'or to·1s and other •Tl?"1S di?signec and u<cd tJy 
oicc' thr!drcn. In order to protect young ch :dren we need :o Make sure that products des gned fo.
SOMew~a\ older chi!dren are Made or safe Ma:crials. 

The lead standards. as wn':ter1 1n CPSIA app!y to busines,es of all sizes. We believe :hat the w:de 
scope of :he star1dards has been or1e of the :Mportar1t factor; in "Tiai<. ng the law a sue: es~. Ho•....evcr, 
we V\'Oujd suppon arnendMents that "ecop,nize :he specia' needs of SMaii ::iusnesses. 

•n rnl'c-us•on, we respec'.fully -ecOMMend tha'. '.hrs CCMM't:ee suppcrt the pub!•c health succes~ tha! !oe 
CPStA ha5 beer1 sin:e 2008. Cnrt.al support .ncludes cor1t:r1ued support for '.he lead cement standards 
pas;cd 1n 20C9, as ·well as support :or the dc'inrtion of a chdd as a persor1 l 2 years o'c and younger. 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Ms. Cox. Ms. Millar? 

STATEMENT OF SHEILA A. MILLAR 

Ms. MILLAR. Thank you, Chairman Bono Mack and Ranking 
Member Butterfield, members of the subcommittee. I appreciate 
the invitation to appear here today. 

As a longtime consumer protection attorney-and I think an of 
the members of the panel here and everybody in this room share 
the same view. We need and want a strong and effective CPSC that 
has both the authority and the resources necessary to adopt and 
enforce national consumer product safety standards. Where we dif
fer. is that some. of us favor revisions to CPSC's arbitrary one-size
fits-all limits that apply irrespective of the type of product, mate
rial , age of the user, or actual risk of exposure, its illusory or non
existent exemption scheme, its retroactive effect and burdensome 
testing requirements, which have cost money and jobs. 

Based on my experience with many different federal agencies, if 
I have learned one thing over the years, it is that sound public pol
icy should be based on facts and science and risk. So I want to 
focus on a few key points from my written testimony. 

First, the lead and substrate limits were derived from the un
founded assumption that presence equals risk. It doesn't. And I 
think Dr. Beck illustrated that point carefully this morning. The 
CPSC's own research has demonstrated that materials that are 
high in lead may sometimes yield less migratable lead or about the 
same amount of migratable lead as products that comply with 600 
or 300 parts per mission. Exposure is the key to risk. And so we 
do believe that revisions that are more targeted to exposure keying 
off of proven things that the CPSC has done for years makes a lot 
of sense. 

In terms of the lead exemption process, the proposal here offers 
a good step forward but remains unnecessarily complex. In addi
tion, the limited exemption scheme is coupled with a general provi
sion that gives the CPSC new authority to adopt 600 ppm limits 
on older children's or even adult products. Because I support a 
risk-based approach, I favor neither the current exemption process 
as drafted, nor giving CPSC general authority to simply adopt the 
600 ppm limit on any product, irrespective of risk. 

In contrast, the phthalates provision offers an elegantly simple 
view that could be applied more generally. It tracks the CPSIA ex
emption for inaccessible component parts but gives the Commission 
authority to adopt health-based exemptions, exemptions from the 
prohibition that are not necessary to protect children's health. Why 
not adopt a consistent science-based exemption process for both 
lead and phthalates predicated on the simple basic rule: that the 
government should not be in the business of banning safe products. 

I do want to spend a couple minutes talking about testing. Let 
me be clear. Testing has an important role in compliance. And as 
Mr. Howell referenced this morning, there may be ways to look at 
how to dovetail testing regimes with supplier assurances, self-cer
tifications, and other proven techniques that help confirm safety. 

Let us also be clear that the prospect of $15 million penalties 
offer very powerful incentives to comply to say nothing of the pros
pect that your products will simply be rejected by your customers .. 
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From the standpoint of total content testing, I differ with Ms. 
Cox in that we have seen over and over again the total content lead 
tests are not so uniform as you might expect. There is considerable 
variability and the absence of any definitive inter-laboratory varia
bility factor is a key problem, particularly as levels drnp lower and 
lower. So when we look at these differences in terms of inter-lab
oratory variability, a material-which may have residual lead con
tent, let us say, a plated piece of metal where you are building on 
a piece of tin coupled with a nickel-plating, a copper-plating, a sil
ver-plating- at the end of the day, the addition of those added met
als, each of which could have residually low total content, could put 
you above 100 ppm. And I think we have seen the need for exemp
tions to perhaps look at a broader array of material to addxess that 
naturally occurring problem. 

I would also caution against assuming that component testing is 
the solution to all ills with certification testing here. I represent 
many xaw materials suppliers of plastics, chemicals, and other ma
terials, and they are simply not willing to subject themselves to the 
jurisdiction of the CPSC to provide component-test certifications in 
the rigid scheme required by CPSIA. 

I strongly support a national safety net for consumers. I also 
strongly support reducing unnecessary burdens on the regulated 
community by restoring the CPSC its authority to make sound 
risk-based decisions. Thank you again for the invitation and I look 
forward to responding to any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Millar follows:l 
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SUMMARY 

The Consumer f>rnducl Safety Improvement Act of2008 (CPSIA) indudes some 

important updales to lhe Consumer Product Safety Commission·s (CPSC) authorily that 

generated considerable support from businesses and consumer groups alike. However. other 

provisions were and remain controversial because they depart from sensihle risk-h11sed d1,,-cision

making designed to be protective of public health. CPSIA adopced an unduly proscriptive 

.~chemc of absolute limits on total lead and phthalaces, selling .~tandards inconsistent with risk

bascd measures commonly adopted hy other regulalory agencies and indeed by CPSC' ilsell: 

Tho.~e limits were coupled with I) an exemption pl'Ocess that has proven to be meaningless. in 

the case of the lead limits. or non-existent. in the case of phthalates limits, 2) arbitrary reduction 

schedules for lead content. 3) 1·etl'Oactive cflect. and 4) a confusing, hurdensomc testing scheme. 

The result is legislation 1hm bar.~ 1he CPSC frorn making common sense decisions about 

protecting the public, and thus result.~ in han.~ on safe products. costing both money and .iobs 

since the la.,. went into effect. We need and want a strong and ellective CPSC with both the 

authority and the resources neces.~ary to adop1 and enforce national consumer product salCty 

.~tandards based on science and 1·isk. The drall legislation offers some positii;e steps towards this 

goal. but further revisions should be considered to advance a consistent public policy framework 

that as.~urcs that children are protected and that responsible businesses can continue to produce 

safe. affo1·dablc compliant products for children. 
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Chairman Hono-Mack and members of the Suhcommittee. my name is Sheila \itillar. 

;1m ;1 partner with the law fim1 of Keller and Heckman LLP. Thank you forthe oppNtuni1y to 

appear before you today lo discuss refonn of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement i\ct of 

2008 (CPS!/\). I have repre.senled manufacturers, importers. retailers. and trade associations 

,._.ho make consumer products. packagi11g. medical devices. and other products, as well as 

.supplier~ of raw materials used in these products. for over JO years. :vly practice involves issues 

before many different regulatory agem:ies, otlen involving the inter.section of law and science, .so 

I will focus principally on the provisions relevant to childrcn·s products. My comments retlect 

my personal views, drawn from my years of regulatory experience. on how to advance a strong, 

national, uniform consumer producl safety law that achieves the goal of protecting children 

without eliminating products that. hy any reasonable and accepted objective health measure, are 

sate. The draft CPSI/\ reform bill offers some modest steps towards this goal. 

I. Defining a "child." CPSJA defines "childrt:n" to be those 12 and younger. Children arc not 

"little adults." :'-!or, however, should all children in this age group he treated identically. 

"Children under 12" have physical and developmental differences and interact with consumer 

products differently. This is reflected in current law, which establishes different requirements 

for particular hazards based on the age of a child. Adopting a risk-hased policy framework 

will allow for the development of health-protective standards for children's products keyed to 

the actual intended user. 

2. Lead substrate limit~. The cornerstone of a sound health and safety public policy is risk

hascd regulation. '!his is reflected in Jaws administered by health :111d safety agencies such as 

the Food and Drug Administration (F'D/\). the Occupational Safe1y and Health Administration 

iOSllA}, the Environment:il Protection Agency (EPi\}, and the Consumer Product Safety 

2 
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Commission (CPSC) pursuant to the Federal llazardous Substances . .\ct (FHSA). It is a well· 

acknowledged law of :;o.:ience that hazard i.~ a function of toxicity plus exposure. Risk is the 

potential hazard posed by the exposure, which in turn require~ an as:;e~~mcnt of the type of 

material. the type of product. foreseeable handling and use, and age of the intended user. In 

enacting CPS IA· s arbitrary total content limits on lead in substrate, Congres.~ departed from 

well-established health risk management concepts. It first adopted a 600 ppm limit, then 

dropped tll 300 ppm. with an impending 100 ppm limit coming up thi.~ .~ummcr unlc.~s 

modified. These limits arc not related to actual risk, since the presence. existence or content 

of a substance in a product or component does not automatically result in potential harm tn 

health. As a result, CPSIA imposes burdens beyond those needed to address the potential risk 

of harm through rea.~mably foreseeable handling and u.~e. obsoleting produ1:ts that arc "sak" 

one day and bannrd thr next. Although the revisions in the draft legislation are a positive 

step. they do not restore a risk-based framework. Consequently, the likelihood remains that 

safe products will be banned by the legislation even as revised. Other agencies, like Fl>A and 

EPA, have developed health-protedive risk-based appma1:hes to managing potential lead 

exposure which may offer useful alternatives to the current framework. 

3. The lead exemption process should be modified. If CPS IA is not modi lied to establish a 

more sensible basic policy framework in regulating lead in diildrcn's products. the exemption 

procc.~s in Section I 0 l(b) should be modified to allow for exemptions for materials or 

products that will not pose a potential health risk based on rcasonabl y forcseeahle use and 

abuse. The proposed legislation is an improvement to the current exemption process, which 

has resulted in no exemptions despite demonstrated de minim is risk of exposure. However, 

the ne\\· exemption proce.~s r~mains unn~ccssarily complex and restrictive. It establishe.~ two 

3 
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approachl's for l':><l'mptions. onl' for Cl'rtain spl'cific metab (stcd, copper and aluminum 

alloys). and om: for mati:riah that pnSl' ad(< minimis risk. provid1:d, in each case. that they arl' 

not small parts. The scientific rationale for this limited tW<Mtep exemption process is not 

apparent. Any product or material that does not result in anticipat1:d advcr~c health effect:; 

based on appropriate science relevant to the reasonable worst-case anticipated exposure route 

should be exempt. In some cases that may be hand to mouth contact. In other~ it may be 

mouthing. and in still others it may be accidemal ingestion. If a product or material is 

demonstrated to be reasonably safe, utilizing appropriate scientitic methodology to a5sess 

exposure via the anticipated potential route of exposure. there is simply no health or policy 

reason lo t>an it. Jn contrast. the suggested phthalatcs exemption procc.~s in Section 6 of the 

draft bill authorizes the Commission to exempt from the phthalates limits products or 

materials where the Commission detem1ines chat compliance with the prohibition is not 

necessary to protect children's health. This is a more sensible way to address the issue, and 

we believe that you should create a consiscent and scientifically appropriate path for all 

health-based exemptions. 

4. Phthalates provisinns. The prnposcd bill includl·s a much-ne~ded exception for inaccessible 

component parts that contain phthalates, similar to the inaccessible component parts 

exemption from the lead limits. and allows th~ Commissinn lo grant an i:xclusion when it 

determines that compliance with the limits is not necessary to protect children ·s h<!alth. This 

is a sound risk-based approach that could easily substitute for the more complex and 

restrictive lead exemption options offered in the draft bill. Inclusion of an accessibility 

requirement will also assure that the phthalates limits apply only lo product.~ that will result in 

direct exposure through interaction of a child. Again, the ri.~k of actual exposure co children 

4 
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in the age rdngt.: of concern is key. Products like bre<1st pumps and bottle warmers. amnng 

others, should obviously hc cxcmpt from the phthalates limits. as should loys or diild care 

articles that realistically would not likely involve health risks to children. 

5. Lead and phth1tlatcs standards should be prospective. We ~11ppo11 darifications tu CPSIA 

to assure that limits apply prospectively to products manufactured after the dfective date. 

The lost businesses and lost jobs that were the resu It of the earlier implcmcntalion schcdu le of 

CPSIA cannvt be ri;:stored. but further adverse impact to husine~ses whose pro<lu~ts comply 

one day but not thc ncxt, or arc otherwise sate. can be avoided. 

6. Modify unduly burdensome testing requirements. \1anufacturers have an ubligatinn to 

mect applic:ihlc standards and to take appropriate measures to assure that they do. Otherwise. 

they face rec:ills and possible pcnahics for non-c<'mpliance. Testing has an important and 

ongoing role in compliance. However, mi~romanaging the tc.~t process by statu1c is not the 

best way to achieve the most cost-effective compliance, nor docs it allow companies to rely 

on other compliance strategics or to leverage existing federal and other regulatory 

requirements to assure compliance. The draft bill offer.~ importa111 modifications to the 

current burdensome CPSIA testing s4·hcme, recognizing that a system of compliance must he 

predicated on the specifics of the product category and supply chain. A few additional 

suggestions include: 

a. Allow for !mpplier self-certifications, including as a mechanism to cscablish a 

reasonable basis of compliance with chemical content limits for componcnrs 

and rllW matcri11ls. Manufacturer certifications arc a proven ll·gal method to 

establish compliance under many Jaws, including chc Flammable Fabrics Act. for 

c:xamplc. CPS C's proposed final testing rule suggests thal component testing will 

5 
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be a solution to the costs and burden of mandatory third party testing of children's 

products. However, to take advantage of component testing. the raw material 

supplier must agree to subject itself Lo the jurisdiction of the CJ>SC and meet the 

requirements of a "reasonable test program." Raw material producers often do 

not themselves produce a consumer product, and may not be willing to subject 

themselves to the jurisdiction of CPSC for this purpose, particularly the 

burdensome production testing approach. However, they can often otler 

assurances of compliance. For example, many consumer product companies 

specify FDA-compliant raw materials for use in children's products, sourcing 

materials from reputable third parties who can provide written supplier assurances 

of compliance with FDA requirements adequate to assure that the material meets 

lead limits. A company that is willing and able to offer low lead materials safe 

for use in contact with food surely offers adequate assurances of safety for use in 

a con sumer product. 

b. If production testing is retained, refer to "representative samples" rather 

than "random samples" in Section 102(b). The draft bill now allows the CPSC 

to prescribe reasonable testing programs to be used as the basis for certification 

for test requirements not yet in effect. However, further guidance on the 

parameters of a reasonable testing program in general may be needed. For 

example, with regard to production testing, the CPSC's propo:c.ed definition of the 

tenn "random sample:;" requires manufacturers to adopt a complicated statistical 

approach to the selection of samples, A better term to substitute for "random 

samples" is "representative sample~:· meaning samples that arc selected in a 

6 
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manner intended to assure that they are representative of actual production, 

avoiding preselected or "golden .. samples, not implementation of a complicated 

and expensive statistical selection process. 

c. Direct the CPSC to issue public 2uidance on inter-laboratory variability in 

total lead and phthalate test results. Many reports have been submitted to 

crsc documenting inconsistent results from laboratory to laboratory on total lead 

and phthalate content when the same product or component is tested. Products 

that meet lead or.phthalates limits based on tests by one laboratory may fail when 

the same product is tested by another laboratory. Many companies require that 

tests be conducted by "their'' laboratory so that they have consistent results for 

just that reason. This adds cost to the process, defeating one of the purposes 

behind third party testing. Products tested by any party that do not meet the 

applicable lead or phthalatcs limits by even a small margin cannot be sold and 

will not be accepted by customers. By virtue of failing a test the!>e products are 

treated as banned hazardous products. subject to reporting and recall, irrespective 

of any actual potential risk of harm to a child. The problem is exacerhated as 

small differences in inter-laboratory results can have an enormous impact as 

regulatory limits drop, even as manufacturers operate on tighter and tighter 

tolerances in an effort to assure compliance. Adoption of an inter-laboratory 

uncertainty factor is a much-needed step in additk)fl to adopting a risk-hascd 

framework of regulation. 

*"* 

7 
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The n:visions in the drafl bill an.: a good start towards ameliorating some of the adverse 

impacts of CrSJJ\. but further changes along rhc lines I have outlined here will help maintain a 

strong national safety net for consumers :ind reduce unnec~ssary burdens on the regulated 

eommuniry by restoring to the crsc ils authority 10 make sound risk-based determinations. The 

result will be an improved CPSJA, grounded in a public policy framework that draws on proven 

health-protective approaches 10 risk. l appreciate tbe opportunity lo appear here today and \\Ou\d 

be happy to respond to questions. 

8 
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Mrs. BONO MACK Thank you very much. Mr. Vitrano, 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF PAUL C. VITRANO 
Mr. VITRANO. Chair Bono Mack, Ranking Member Butterfield, 

and distinguished members of the subcommittee, thank you for the 
opportunity to testify. I am Paul Vitrano of the Motorcycle Industry 
Council, which represents nearly 300 manufacturers of motorcycles 
and ATVs, aftermarket companies, and allied trades. We appre
ciate the subcommittee's efforts to address the unintended con
sequence of the CPSIA, which has effectively banned the sale of 
youth ATVs, motorcycles, and snowmobiles. The act has actually 
created unsafe situations for young riders. by reducing the unavail
ability of appropriately-sized speed-restricted youth models. 

As you noted during the last hearing, Chair Bono Mack, the 
CPSC has made the judgment that the risk of lead exposure to 
children is outweighed by the risk that children face if youth ATVs 
are not available. The act also has cost manufacturing and dealer
ship jobs. 

We urge Congress to fix this unintended ban and appreciate the 
subcommittee has offered an initial draft reform bill. Within the 
framework of the draft bill, the only way to fix the ban on youth 
vehicles with certainty and without imposing further needless costs 
and burdens on our industry and its customers is to amend the 
range of children's products at least for these vehicles to age 6 and 
under. 

Alternatively, we ask you to consider adding a categorical exemp
tion to the bill. There already is widespread support for this ap
proach. Representative Rehberg has authored the Kids Just Want 
to Ride Act, H.R. 412, which currently has 61 bipartisan cospon
sors .. And just last week, Senators Klobuchar and Tester offered a 
categorical exemption as an amendment to the small business bill 
currently before the Senate. 

ATVs and motorcycles do not present any lead-related health 
risk to young riders and Congress has made it clear that it never 
intended the lead content restrictions for toys to apply to these ve
hicles. We ask that you keep in mind the following points. as you 
work to provide young riders in our industry with much-needed re
lief. 

First, the lead content in metal parts of ATVs and motorcycles 
poses no risk to kids, as Dr. Barbara Beck testified earlier this 
morning. The estimated lead intake from kids touching metal parts 
is less than the lead intake from drinking a glass. of water. 

Second, everyone agrees that the key to youth safety on ATVs 
and rootorcycJes is ensuring they ride the right size vehicles. By re
ducing the availability of these vehicles, the CPSIA has created
in the CPSC's own words-a "more serious and immediate risk of 
injury or death" than any risk from lead exposure. 

Third, in 2009 MIC estimated that a complete ban on youth
model vehicles would result in about 1 billion in lost economic 
value in the retail marketplace every year. 

Fourth, motorcycles and ATVs are motor-powered machines, not 
toys or other articles kids wear or play with. So the extent and na
ture of the children's interaction with our vehicles is materially dif
ferent .. As you know, kids. do not mouth tailpipes or. swallow bat-
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tery terminals. Young riders typically only touch a few parts of the 
vehicles like handlebars and clutch levers and often with gloved 
hands. 

Finally, ATVs and dirt bikes are stored outside the house, usu
ally in garages, sheds, or barns and thus are much less likely than 
household items to be touched by young children. In addition to 
being remotely located, the vehicles have keys and use is controlled 
and s upervised by parents. 

There are two commonsense ways to fix this problem once and 
for all and without imposing further unnecessary testing and cer
tification costs and burdens on our industry and customers. We 
urge you to exclude these youth vehicles from the lead content pro
visions by lowering the age range to primarily intended age 6 and 
under or adding a categorical exemption. 

We also support the recommended changes to the CPSIA data
base provisions. One of our members recently received a report of 
harm where a rider who had been drinking prior to riding rode off 
a cliff at night in the dark. Nothing in the report indicated any 
problem with the ATV, but because the CPSIA database on its face 
only accepts reports of "unsafe" products, the inclusion of this re
port will result in the ATV implicitly being classified as an unsafe 
product. Unless Congress acts, the database will become a reposi
tory of inaccurate information that defames manufacturers and 
misleads customers. We believe the modest changes proposed in 
the draft legislation will result in a more useful database with ac
curate and relevant information for consumers. Thank you. I am 
happy to answer any questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Vitrano follows:) 
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SU!\f~IARY OF TF.STIMONV OF PAUL C. VITRANO 
!'"l>cummiUtc un U1mmr.rcr.. ~andfact .. rit1t an<I Tr:adt 

Commiltrr on En('rg)' artd Comm('rce 
Vnittd !>talt.S llr>ll•< or Rr.prt>tnl•li•t~ 

Arril ,, 1011 

'Jnintcndcd con~eqncnce~ ,ind J am here to te~tify 3t'iou:: what many hcJi~\'C is f1n~ r1f th¢ mo~t ah<>urd r1f tJH1~e 

ronsequ~nr~s. The CPSIA ho" clfocti•cly l>onncd che ~ale of oge-aprr"r•iacc youth A'I Vs. ono1orcydes ~nd snowrno~ilcs 

be..:uu~e <'fchc 1iny OJml)Un1 oflcaJ ..:e.mtcn• in ct·rtain component~. As a rc~ult. the Art trn~ a(.;tuaJly ..:rcmcd un'>af~ 

~ituation~ fm youth off·high\\ay \'t-hicle riders hy redu<"ing lh~ avaHaNlil)' of appropriarelr·sized, spccd·re~,rich~d youlh 

models. As you nu1ed during the 1<1.~t hearing Chair llono Mack, "lhe CPSC ha< made 1he juJgmcnt !hat the risk of lead 

cxpo.-.1rc 10 children is omwcighed b> th~ risks thar children foe~ ifyouch Al Vs ar<: 1101 uvailablc and lhty ride adult-

~1Lcd A T\/.s in.~tcosd." The .4.~t alsQ h<1s <:rip(lli:d key parts of our industry i costing rn:mufacturing and dcalcr.;hlp juh!!-

.)(JOSS the C'OUnll'). 

On ~hulf of our nl•'mbcrs. chci1 1housJnds or dealers. youth off-hi!,lhway cn1h11$iam and their farnilics. the 

M-OfOrl')'Clc (n.Jus1r~· Council urge-s Congrc-ss to fix thi:S unintended ban. v.:c appreciate that the Suhcomm;ucc ha.) offcn·d 

an ini1•al dTilft reform hiH and i!=. holding. thi~ hearing to "fo:;-=uss it Within the framework of the dratl b1U, the only way to 

:!x lht.• ban on yourh ATV~. motorcycles and .~n-0wmohile~ \\.Uh certainty·· and without imposiug futth~r n~edles.:; costs 

and burdens on our tndusrc:· .1nd i•~ Cll~lom~r:i;-. ;s to am~nd the range of "chHdren·~ products'' at lease for 1he!;e vehicle~ 

- to ag.t.• 6 and under. 

In lhC' altcrmuivc, we ask you to cunst<.Jcr addlng a c~H..:goricaJ exemption to thl· bin. There already i:o;. wide!=.(lreJd 

l>i·par1i•an sup1>0T1 for a categorical e•cnipcion for youth nrn1orcyclcs and ATVs. Rtp. Rehberg has au1horcd Th~ Kids 

lust Wan! 10 Rid• Act. H.R. 41 ~. '>hlclt cur<enlly ha.> 60 bi-pa11isa11 co·~ponsors. And jusl Jase week. Sens. Klohuchar 

and Tc~•er offcn:d a L·atcgmical CS(.'m(ltion ic;, an anu.-ndmcnt to the 5man h•i!=.iness hilJ \\.·hl(h was on •he Senate rloor. 

A TV.< and motorcy<i« do not presom any lcad-rdatcd health risk 10 young ride<s, and Congress has made it clear 

chat ii never intended the lead co111cn1 res1ric1ions for toys lo apply 10 chesc vehicle<. le ;,, time 10 correct 1his un1enahle 

.;ituahon by tither l-O\\·erin~ the ag~ to 6 ~nd um.kr or addtng a categorical cxt:mption in chc b"L The indu'Stry also 

scrongl)· supporis tho Comm inee 's rocomrncndcd cbangcs to the Cf>SIA darab.:isc pnw isions. 
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S11bc11mmittec on Commerce, Mianuracluring iand Trade 

Commiltce on Energy and Commerce 
United States House of Representatives 

April 7, 2011 

Chair Bono ~fock. Ranking Member Hutlcrlicld and distinguished !\-1cmber~ of the 

Subcommillec on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade, thank you for the opp(1rtunity to testify 

on the urgent need for amendments to the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act. I am 

Paul Vitr:mo, General Counsel of the Motorcycle Industry Council. !\-11C is a not-for-profit, 

national industry association representing nearly 300 manufacturers and distributors of 

motorcycles and all-terrain vehicles: motorcycle. ATV and recreational off-highway vehicle 

pans and accessories; and members of allied tr.ides such as insurance, linancc and investment 

companies, medi11 companies and consultants. 

The CPSIA was intended to protect children from ingesting lead from toys. However. the lead 

provision has had unintended consequence.~ and I am here to te.~tify about what many believe is 

one of the most absurd of those consequences. The CPSIA has effectively banned tne sale of 

age-appropriate youth ATVs. motorcycles and snowmobiles because of the tiny amount of lead 

content in certain components. As a result, the Act has actually created unsale situations for 

youth off-highway vehicle riders by reducing the availability of appropriately-sl-r.ed. speed· 

restricted youth models. As you noted during the last hearing Chair Bono Mack, "the CPSC has 

made the judgment that the risk of lead exposure to children is outweighed by the risks that 

children face if youth A TV.~ are not available and they ride adult-si%ed ;\TVs instead." Tnc Act 

also has crippled key pans of our industry, costing manufacturing and dealership jobs across the 

country. 
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On behalf or our mcmb•r:>, thi:ir thousands of J~alers. youth orl~highway enthusiasts and their 

families. rhe MIC urges Congress lo lix this unintended ban. We appreciate th<it thc 

Subcommittee has offered an initial draft reform bill and is holding this hearing to discuss ii. 

Within the framework of the dr:1tl bill. the only way lo fix the ban on youth ATVs. motorcycles 

and snowmobiles with certainty ··and without imposing further needless t·osts and burdens on 

our industry and its customers - is to amend the range of''cl1ildren's products" - at least for 

these vchie les - to age 6 and under. 

In the alternative. we ask you to consider adding a categorical exemption to the bill. There 

already is widespread bi-partisan support for a categorical excmplion for youth motorcycles and 

ATVs. R.:prcsentative lkhbcrg has authored The Kids Just Want to Ride .'\ct. 11.R. 412, which 

currently has 60 bi-partisan co-sponsors. And just last week, Senators Klobuchar and Tester 

offered a l'i.ltCJ!Orical exemption as an amendm•nt to the small business bill which was on the 

Senate lloor. 

ATVs and motorcycles do not present any lead-rdated health risk 10 young riders, and Congress 

has made it clear that it never intended the lead content restrictions for toys to apply 10 the.~ 

vehicles. It is time to correct this untenable situation by either lowering the age lo 6 and under or 

adding a catego1·irnl exempt ion in the bill. 

It is estimated that O\'er 13 million Amerkans enjoy riding off-highway motorcycles and o'er JO 

million enjoy riding ATVs. SaJety or our riders - panicularly our youngest riders - is a top 

2 
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priori1y or lhl' pOwl'rsports industry. Vt"hidl's. helmets and other gear and acce.~sories arc 

specially designed for youth riders to allow them to safely enjoy this family-friendly form of 

outdoor recreation. 

In February 2009, however, A TVs and motorcycles designed and primarily intended for youth 

riders aged 6 to I 2 bee a ml' banned ha1ardous sul>stancc.~ under the CPS I A becau.~e small 

amounts oflcad - that post' no risk lo youth - arc imbedded in metal part~ of thosl' vehicles to 

enhance the functionality oftho.~e components. 

As you know. the \.PSC concluded that the language orthe CPSIA prevented it from making 

common-sense decisions and resulted in the CPSC denying 1he powersports industry's petitions 

for cxdusion from the lead content provision. The cxdu.~ion was denied despi1e the fact tha1 the 

CPSC's own staff acknowledged that 1herc was no measurable risk lo children resulting from 

lead ex posurc from these products. 

As a temporary stop-gap measure, the CPSC issued a .~•ay of enforcement of the CPSIA's lead 

content limits in May 2009. Unfortunately, this stay of enforccmen1 has proven unworkable. 

Due to the risks, uncertaimie.~ and burdens 01'1hc law. many manufacturers and d1:alers are no 

longer selling youth model off-highway vehicle.~. Over half of the major ATV manufacturers are 

no longer selling the smallest youth models despite the stay. signifo:antly reducing che 

availability of these vehicle.~ for children. 

3 
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The CPSC has acknowledged that the han on Yl)Uth off-highway vehicles crealc:s a signilicant 

saft:ly issue because it likely will re5ult in children 12 years of age and younger riding larger and 

faster adult-size vehicles. CPSC studies show that almost 90% of youth injuries and fatalities 

occur on adult-size ATVs. Jn C(mtrast, the CPSC's staff scientists acknowlt:dge that the presence 

of lead in meta\ alloys in these youth models docs not present a health hazard to children. The 

Commission also acknowlt>dges that children riding these vehicles only interact with a limited 

number of metal component parts that might contain small amounts of lead. like brake and dutch 

levers. throttle contruls. and tire valve stems. 

We appreciate the Sul>comminee's efforts to address the unintended consequences of the Cl'SIJ\. 

We ask that you keep in mind the following points as you work to prnvide young riders. their 

families and our industry with much-needed, long overdue relief. 

rirst. the lead content in metal parts of A TVs and motorcycles poses no risk to kids. In 2009, 

Or. Barbara Beck estimated that the lead intake from kids' interaction with metal parts is fess 

than the lead intake from drinking a glass of water. 

Second. everyone agrees that the key to keeping children safe on A TVs and motorcycles is hy 

ensuring they ride the right-sized vehicles. The CPSIA has put kids at significant risk hy 

reducing the availability of youth model vehicle.~. The CPSC has described this unintended 

consequence of the Act as a ''mo1·e serious and immediale risk of injury or death"' than any risk 

from lead exposure from thes~ products. 

4 
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Third, tile CJ>Sl.>\ is needlessly harming the economy and co~ting job~ when everyone i~ trying to 

grow the economy and crealc jobs. In 2009. MIC eslimaled thal a complcle ban on youlh model 

vehicles would result in about$ I billion in lost economic value in the rclail marketplace every 

year. 

rounh, motorcycles and ATVs arc motor-powered machines, not loys or other articles kids wear 

or play with vr, sv tile extent and na1ure of cilildren ·s interaction with our vehicles is malerially 

different. Young riders lypical\y only louch a few parts of the vcilicles, like handlebars and 

brake and clutch levers, and often wilh gloved hands. 

l'inally. /\TVs and din bikes are s1ored outside the house, usually in garages. sheds or barns, and 

thus are much less likely than houseilold items 10 be touched by young children. In addition to 

being remotely located, the vehicles have keys and use is controlled and supervised by parents. 

As Representalive Rehberg slated when introducing ilis bill to exclude youth A TVs and 

motorcycles from 1he 1\ct's lead content restrictions, .. lhe original legislation Congress passed 

was meanl lo keep kids safr from lead content in toys. Ironically, lhe ovcrrcaciling enforccmcnc 

wound up pulling kids at risk by forcing them lo use larger more dangerous machines thac are 

intended only for adults." 

Everyone agrees 1hat the lead content reslrictions for toys were never meant to apply to youth 

model motorized recreational vehicles. Th~re arc 1wo obvious, common sense ways to fix this 

problem once and for all, without imposing further unnecessary regu lalory costs and burden~ on 

5 
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our industry and t:ustomcrs. We urge you to exclude y(1uth ATVs a11d motnr~·ycles frnm the lead 

content provisions flf the CPSIA by lowering the age range to age 6 and under or adding a 

categorical e:o:cmption i11 the bill. 

I also would like to express the powersports industry's support for the Committee· s 

recommended changes to the CPSIA database provisions. l11dustry has already experienced 

requests for misleading ri:ports of harrn to be posted on the government-run datahase. Indeed, 

L'nc: manufacturer recently received a database entry where a rider. who had been drinking prior 

to riding his A TV, rude off a cliff at night in the dark. :--Jothing in the report indicated any 

prohli:m \\·Ith the ATV. But nevenheless. hecause the death was "related to use of (al consumer 

product," the CPSC has indicated chat the ATV should be classified as being "unsafe" in the 

database. With the Commission having implemented the database the way it did, the database 

likely will become a repository of inaccurate information that defames manufacturers and 

misleads consumers. A guiding principle before anything is posted should be accuracy. and we 

believe the modest changcs proposed in the draft legislation would result in a more useful 

datahase with accurate and relevant information fhr consumers. 

Thank you. I would be happy to answer any <1uestions. 

6 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Mr. Vitrano. Ms. Jones, you are 
recognized for your 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF ERIKA Z. JONES 
Ms. JONES. Good afternoon, and thank you for inviting me to be 

with you this. afternoon. I am Erika Jones, and I am counsel to the 
Bicycle Products Suppliers Association, which represents most of 
the manufacturers and importers of children's bicycles and adult 
bicycles offered for sale in the United States. 

The bicycle industry has taken very seriously the expectations of 
Congress when the CPSIA was enacted. The bicycle industry has 
made substantial progress toward reducing lead in children's bicy
cle products or making the lead inaccessible to children and appre
ciated the Stay of Enforcement that was enacted by the Commis
sion and used that time productively to make these design changes 
and material substitutions in their products. 

Nevertheless, the industry is facing another brink of uncertainty 
as later this year a new standard of 100 parts per. million looms 
on the horizon and presents a number of feasibility and practica
bility challenges for the industry. The industry presented data to 
the Commission in February of this year and again last month in 
written comments providing data from testing of a bicycle that was 
specced by its manufacturer to be below 100 parts per million be
cause retailers are. beginning to demand that level of achievement. 
And despite this effort to reach that goal, over 38 of the over 100 
parts that were tested by the laboratory exceeded 100 parts per 
million, and that is attributable to the variability that is present, 
inherent, and we think at this point, can no longer be worked out 
of the system. These were metal parts. The bicycle industry has 
solved the issue with respect to plastic and other non-metallic. parts 
but continues to have a problem with those components on bicycles 
that are made from metal alloys. 

A witness at the CPSC regulatory hearing last month, who was 
retained by the bicycle industry and who runs a CPSC-certified lab, 
testified that he has in his experience seen a shrinkage in the num
ber of children's bicycle models. that are offered for sale and the 
number of manufacturers willing to engage in this sector, which 
means a loss of choice for consumers. And this, we believe, is at
tributed to the cost of testing for the over 100/arts of a bicycle 
that are accessible and therefore have to be teste . 

Bicycles provide safe, affordable, and environmentally friendly 
transportation. They provide children with an enjoyable means of 
outdoor exercise, which we think is far more important for the 
health of children than protecting them from the theoretical risks 
from touching metal bicycle components with their hands. If lead 
testing costs make children's bicycles too expensive for average 
families to afford or if affordable used bicycles are difficult to ob
tain, the health of America's children could be affected far more 
than from the presence of lead in a tire valve stem that they may 
touch only on occasion. 

I would like to address a comment made by the previous panel, 
by Dr. Best, who made a comment that there is no benefit to lead 
and therefore it should be inherently unnecessary. We disagree 
with that .. Lead in the quantities that we see. it in metal alloys that 
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are used in bicycles provide a tremendous benefit. They provide 
corrosion resistance. Lead alloys provide strength and durability 
that is needed for appropriate performance of a bicycle. And it 
would not be socially useful or desirable to produce a bicycle that 
may meet a lead-free standard but which falls apart or which can
not be operated in an outdoor environment where it is intended to 
be used. 

The industry applauds your subcommittee for convening this 
hearing today. We believe there is a need to reform the CPSIA to 
reverse these unintended consequences and eliminate the unneces
sary regulatory requirements that are driving up the cost of chil
dren's bicycles making them less available and we urge prompt ac
tion on sensible reforms of the CPSIA. Thank you. 

rThe prepared statement of Ms. Jones follows:) 
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SHORE THI:: 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, MANUF /\CTURING AND TRA.DE 

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE 
UNITED ST ATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

APRIL 7, 2011 

TESTIMONY OF 
ERIKA Z. JONES 
ON BEHALF OF 

BICYCLE PRODUCT SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION 

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 

• The Bicycle Product Suppliers Association supports refonning the CPSIA and belieYes 
that sensible rcfonns arc needed to address practical problems in the market, 

• BPSA suppons revising the age threshold for the definition of"childrcn's product" to a 
lower age, and recommends establishing the threshold at age six. 

• DPSA agrees that any new lead substrate standard should be prospective only. 

• BPSA supports the establislunent of an alternative lead substrate standard for components 
manufactured of certain spcci lied metal alloys. 

• RPSA welcomes provisions that recognize that component parts not likely to result in the 
ingestion of more than a de minimis amount of lead should not be subject to the standard 
and the testing requirements. 

• BPSA supports an exclusion for the resale of used and relllrbishcd children's products by 
charitable organizations. 

• BPSA supports the proposed changes to the public database to make the data submissions 
more useful and accurate. 

• BPSA docs not support conferring authority on CPSC to CK tend the I 00 ppm lead 
substrate limit to adult products. 

• BPSA urges prompt action on sensible refonns of the CPSIA. 
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BHORETHE 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, MANUFACTURING AND TRADE 

CO.MMllTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE 
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

APRlL 7, 201 1 

TESTIMONY OF 
ERlKA Z. JONES 
ON BEHALF OF 

BICYCLE PRODUCT SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION 

Chair Bono Mack, Ranking Member Butterfield, and members of the SubcommiUee, I 

appreciate the opportunity to le.~li fy before you this moming on the important matter of the need 

for :.\mendmcnts 10 reform the Consumer Product Safety Improvement i\d of2008 t'·CPSI/\''). 

I am Erika Jones, counsel to the Bicycle Product Suppliers Association, an 11ssocia<ion of 

suppliers of bicycles, parts, accessories and services who serve the specialty bicycle retailer. 

BPSA has engaged actively and constmctively v.-ith the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 

Commission since the enactment of the CPS IA. BPSA's efforts to work with the CPSC staff to 

find solutions to C PSIA implementation i.~sues have included the following: 

• BPSA met in the fall of 2008 with the staff to discuss issues related to the bicycle 

standard (Part 1512) and challen11-cs that were presented by the requirt:ment for 

certification to all provisions of that s landard, in light of the fact that the standard h:id not 

been revised in many years and contained some provisions which were not applicable to 

some modem bicycle designs. Since that time. BPSA has worked wilh the staff to 

identify the bicycle standard provisions requiring clarification or modification. 

• In early 2009, BPSA peti tioned th<.' CPSC fo r limited relief from the lead standard for 

children· s bicycles on the grounds that the lead in the metal materials used for children's 

bicycles would no)l result in the absorption of any measurable lead in a child's body. The 
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llPSA petition was supported by the best available scientific C\'idence, including 

specifically the expert report of Dr. Barbara Beck of Gradient, who analyzed worst-case 

scenarios of exposure to BPSA 's members' products and concluded that no measurable 

increase in the blood levels of children could be expec.:tcd to result from their exposure to, 

and contact with, the metal materials for which the BPSA sought relief. As the 

Committee knows. the CPSC concluded that it was unable to provide the relief sougnt 

under the tcnns of the statute, but provided a limited stay of enforcement for the lead 

requirements. 

• BPSA presented data at a public Commission meeting earlier this year regarding the 

imminent change in the lead substrate standard, which is scheduled to change from 300 

ppm 10 JOO ppm in August of this year. BPSA advised the Corrunission that its test data 

do1:umented the significant variability that exists in components manufactured of certain 

metal alloys. making ii infeasible to ..:ertify compliance with a I 00 ppm standard with any 

reasonable degree of confidence. 

• RPSA also advised the Commission at that hearing that its members had been successful 

in identifying substitute materials for high lead-content metals and/or alternative designs 

that resulted in making the high lead-content materials inaccessible to children, but that 

these efforts came at high costs, and despite substimtial investment, the industry has still 

not been able to identify suitable me1al materials that can consistently meet a 100 ppm 

standard. Yet, the prospects far obtaining administrative relief from the Commission arc 

unclear. particularly with respect to products that will be on relail shelves as of August 

201 !. 

2 
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In sho11. BPSA members have taken seriously the expectations of the Conl!:ress in 

enacting the CPSIA. and have made substantial proi:ress toward achieving the goal of reducing 

unnecessary lead in children's bicycle products. Nevertheless, despite these substantial efforts. 

BPSA members are facing yet another brink of uncertainty as the date for implementation of the 

I 00 ppm standard looms on the horizon. 

With respect to the requirements for third-party laboratory testing of children's products, 

liPSA has worked con.~tructivcly with the CPSC staff to address issues related to laboratory 

capacity; however, ~ome issues remain, particularly with respect to the costs of testing. 13PSA 

presented informatic>n to the Commission al the recent public meeting on the feasibility of the 

I 00 ppm .~tandard about the shrinkage of the market in tenns of the number of companies willing 

to market children's bicycles. While the total volume of children's bicycles sold annually has 

not diminished, the number of children's bicycle models in the market is reduced from the 

number that were offered for sale before CPSIA 's enactment, and the number of manufacturers 

willing to participate in the children's bicycle market sector has diminished, according to 

BPSA 's expen who panicipatcd in the recent public meeting at the CPSC regardini: the 

technological fea:;ibility ofa 100 ppm lead substrate standacd. We believe that these mark.:1 

impacts are directly traceable to the onerous requirements of the CPS!.'\, including specifically 

the 1csting costs that arc required to certify compliance with the CPSCs regulations. 

for all of thcsc reasons, BPSA slrongly suppons the efforts of this Sul:Jcommillee to 

bring some sorely needed reform to Ilic CPSIA. 

BPSA is particularly supponive of the following proposals in the discussion draft: 

• Reducing the age threshold for definition of a "children's product.'' DPSA supports 

lowering the age threshold for the dcflnition ofa .. children's product," and reco1IUnends 

3 
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that the appmpriate llge threshuld for determining whether a bicycle is a "children's 

product" should be whether the bicycle is intended primarily for use hy a child six years 

of age or younger. This change alone would relieve BPSA members of the need to 

expend scarce resources on lead substrate testing on those bicycles intended for use by 

pre-teem, for whom there is no reasonable prospect of being injured from exp~isure to 

lead, as documented in Dr Beck's analysis supporting the 2009 BPSA petition, 

Soecifying that any new lead 5ubstrnte standard would be prospective only, and not apply 

to products on retail shelves. BPSA has provided the Commission with infom1ation as to 

why a 100 ppm standard is not technologically feasible for metal components on 

children's bicycle products, and urges this Committee to report legislation that will 

pro\'ide complete relief from this requirement for bicycles. Although BPSA members 

are not seeking relief from a I 00 ppm lead substrate standard for non-metal components, 

such as \·inyl handgrips, it is unfair and extremely disruptive to apply that sta11dard. or 

any new perfonnance standard for that matter, to products that were manufactured before 

the effective date of the new standard. Except in the rarest of circumstances, new 

government standards should apply prospectively to products that are manufactured after 

the effective date of the new standard. 

• Establishing an alternative lead substrate standard for metal components made of slee\, 

copper or aluminum alloys. BPSA supports this pro,,ision. and belie,·es its eoactment 

would be direcdy responsive to some of the practical concerns that BPSA membe1s have 

identified. and documented in prior presentations to the CPSC; however. it is unclear 

whether this provision would provide any relief from the testing bu1dcns associaced with 

the requirement to certify compliance. BPSA suggest5 that one additional step that might 

4 
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Ix: helpful to small businesses that are struggling with the testing costs would be to direct 

the CPSC to establish a roster of those mdal alloys (perhaps identified by grade or other 

recognized identifier) that would be identified as presumptively compliant with the 

alternative standard, thereby relieving the manufacturer of the obligation to lest 

separately for lead substrate compliance if the manufacturer chooses to use one of the 

alloy grades specified on the roster. (Of course, a manufacturer would remain free to 

specify a different material and test components made of that different material for 

compliance with the lead substrate stiUldard.) 

• Establishing a de minimis exception for component parts that are not likely to result in 

ingestion of more than a de minimis amount oflead. BPSA welcomes any provision that 

aclcnowlcdges the fact that the mere presence of lead in certain components docs not 

necessarily present a health or safety risk to children. BPSA believes that product 

regulations that effectively ban the use of certain materials should be based on scientific 

risk assessmenis and a thorough understanding of the societal trade-offs that arise from 

such effective bans. 

• Creating an exclusion for the resale of used or refurbished children's products by 

charitable resellers. BPSA strongly supports the intention of this provision, which is to 

pe1mit the distribution of used or refurbished chi\dren·s products by charitable 

organi7.ations. Particularly given lhe scientific evidence strongly supporting the 

conclusion that children's bicycles do not present a health or safety risk to children based 

on the presence of lead in certain components, there is no good public policy reason to 

deprive families ofthc option of obtaining affordable, second-hand bicycles. 

5 
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Revising the public da1abi~~e provisions to make the ~ubmissions more useful by ensuring 

that submitters have actually experienced hann or risk of harm and by requiring m~uc 

verification nf disputed reports. 

.. .. 
BPSA doe.snot support conferring authority on the CPSC to extend the 100 ppm lead 

substrate limit to adult products. No justification has been offered for the need for any such 

rcquiremem for adult products. In the short time since this draft legislation has been made 

available for review. BPSA members have been unable lo evaluate whether the materials 

substitutions and redesigns for inaccessibility that were done for children's bicycles are feasible 

or practicable for adult bicycles. Before conferring any .~uch authority on CPSC, BPSA urges 

this Committee to allow more time to evaluate the need for, and consequences of, any such new 

authority to impose a new mandate. 

Our collective experience with the CPSIA has reminded us all of the need for regulators 

lo consider unintended consequences before moving to ban a product or a material. The CPSIA 

was enacted with the best of intentions, but has proven in practice to present some practical 

challenges for manufacturers. BPSA believe.~ 1hat the CPSC should maintain its naditional 

method of regulating potentially hannful products and substances on the basis of a scientific risk

based asses.~ment of potential hann bali.L11ced against the costs and other consequences associated 

with the ban or other regulation. 

BPSA members are very proud to serve the needs of American bicycle consumers of all 

ages. Bicycles provide safe. affordable and em·ironmentally friend I y 1ran.,portation, Bicycles 

provide children with an enjoyable means of outdoor excrci.~e. which is far more important for 

the health of America's children than protecting them from the theoretical risks from touching 
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mc1al bicycle comp•.ments with IO'>I.- lead ll'Vds. If lead 1csti11g costs make children's bicycles too 

e:-<pl'nsivc for average families to afford. and ifaffordatile, us.:d bicycles are difficult l\l otilain, 

the health of America's children could be a!fcCtl'd far more than from the presence of lead in lire 

valve stems. 

BPSA applauds this Subcommillee for convening this hearing today to consider the need 

10 r~form lhe CPSIA to reverse lhe unintended consequences of that law and lo eliminate 

unneo:e~sary reg.ulatory requirements lhat are driving up 1he costs of children's bicycles. BPSA 

urges prompt action vn sensible reforms vfthe CPSIA. 

7 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Ms. Jones. You get the record for 
coming in 45 seconds short, so I am going to recognize myself for 
the first 5 minutes of questioning and direct my question to you. 

You made reference several times in your written testimony to 
the August time frame. What happens in August that this time 
frame is of such concern that we. need to do something about it in 
this amendment that we are looking at? 

Ms. JONES. On August 11 of this year the lead standard for sub
strate will drop to 100 parts per million, and under the current in
terpretation of the statute that will have immediate effect at the 
retail level, meaning it will really be retroactively applied to prod
ucts that are on the retail shelves. that are being built right now 
as we speak. And that has a devastating effect on product planning 
and as I testified a few minutes ago and as we have submitted data 
to the CPSC, the 100-parts-per-million standard is technically not 
feasible right now for the bicycle industry to meet. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. And you also state that "except in 
the. rarest of circumstances, new government standards should 
apply prospectively to products that are manufactured after the ef
fective date of the standard." Can you give us examples of cir
cumstances in which new standards have been applied immediately 
and retroactively? And how do those examples differ from the in
stance we have before us? 

Ms. JONES. Well, the best example is the one. we. were just dis
cussion of the 100 parts per million, which will apply immediately 
on August 11, not to products built after that date but to products 
on retail shelves as of that date, the same process applied when the 
300 parts per million standard took effect in 2009. And it had the 
same effect and disruptive effect at the retail level. 

This is. not the norm for product regulation in other government 
agencies where normally- even at the CPSC as well- normally, 
manufacturers are given lead time to plan for the new regulation, 
to redesign their products, to absorb the costs in a more orderly 
fashion, and to work out their inventory so that products sold after 
the effective date reach retail shelves in a compliant fashion. That 
is. the proper, orderly way to. regulate products for safety improve
ment, not to disrupt the market with these very abrupt changes 
that do not permit that kind of orderly transition. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. Ms. Cox-
Ms. Cox. Could I make a brief comment there? 
Mrs. BONO MACK. No, I would like to move on. I have limited 

time and I do have. a question for you, though .. And you do mention 
that the FDA's warning about lunchboxes containing lead claiming 
that FDA interpreted CPSC's data differently than CPSC itself. 
How many lunchbox recalls did FDA order after it reviewed CPSC's 
data? 

Ms. Cox. This happened a long time ago but my recollection is 
there were. not recalls but just a warning letter sent to. lunchbox 
manufacturers telling them to fix the problem. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I guess you mentioned this in your testimony 
that your discussion of lunchboxes suggests that FDA would dis
approve of a risk-based lead standard and insist on a total lead 
content standard, but in fact they don't have any total content 
standard for lead, do they? 
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Ms. Cox. I actually think the example of the lunchboxes shows 
that, you know, one of the big advantages of the total content 
standard, it provides a clear, consistent number which manufactur
ers, retailers, regulators, everybody knows what the threshold is. 
I mean one of the issues with the lunchboxes was that it occurred 
pre-CPSIA, and so different agencies interpreted the. results of the 
risk-based testing in different ways. And what we have now with 
CPSIA is a clear standard and lunchboxes all across the country
! have tested a lot of them over the last couple of years, and they 
are great. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. All right-
Ms. Cox .. They comply with the standards. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. Ms. Millar, why isn't a total lead 

standard as health-protective as an exposure-based standard? 
Ms. MILLAR. The risk to a child or to any consumer is based on 

actual handling and use. One of the assumptions that is incorrect 
that is underlying CPSIA is the notion that 100 percent of lead and 
substrate will migrate out of the product. That is actually not true. 
and the CPSC's own data demonstrates that actual migration rates 
are generally very low, even in worst-case, 24-hour acid ingestion 
test conditions. That is why we think that total content-and I 
think Mr. Howell expressed it this morning-can be useful as a 
benchmark screen, but absolute limits that ban products that actu
ally don't result in exposure. of the sort that Mr. Vitrano and Ms .. 
J ones talked about this morning do serve to essentially ban prod
ucts that are objectively safe because they don't result in signifi
cant harmful exposure to the consumer who is handling the prod
uct. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. Mr. Butterfield, you are recognized 
for 5 minutes. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you very much. Let me go to you if I 
can, Ms. Cox. In your testimony you state that exposure assess
ment testing is a subjective process, open to interpretation and ma
nipulation. Is that a fair characterization of your statement, that 
it is subjective as opposed to objective? 

Ms. Cox .. It is definitely subjective, yes. 
Mr. BUTIERFJELD. All right. And the gentlelady on the first 

panel, Dr. Beck, testified and supports the risk assessment, seems 
to provide support for your view as well. Her written testimony 
that she submitted indicates that assessing risk is highly contex
tual and hinges on a number of factors. 

Dr. Beck testified that you would want to know a lot of different 
things. You would want to know what the product is, how fre
quently a child interacts with the product, the duration of the 
interaction, will the child likely bite or suck on the product, will 
the child touch the component, how large an a1·ea the child will 
touch, and so forth and so on. That is about seven separate pieces 
of information that Dr. Beck identified. And I can add a couple 
more. How old is the child and in what stage of development is 
that particular child? What is the nutritional status of the child? 
Does the child have certain genetic traits that will lead to greater 
absorption? And so forth. It seems to me that perhaps the only per
son who could know all of these things and come up with that type 
of iisk assessment would be someone. who is superhuman. 
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Let me start with one simple question. Is it correct that with a 
lead content limit, a manufacturer or a retailer only has to know 
the answer to one simple question, how much total lead is in the 
component? 

Ms. Cox. Yes, that is correct. And just to reinforce what I said 
earlier. That allows the manufacturer or anyone in the supply 
chain to specify to their suppliers the type of material that they 
need. 

Mr. BUTI'ERFIELD. Dr. Beck also in her testimony asserted that 
a standard based on soluble lead is generally preferable to a stand
ard based on total lead. And as I understand it, total lead is a 
measure of how much lead is in a component, period. This is the 
measure required by the legislation. Solubility, on the other hand, 
refers to the amount of lead released from a component under cer
tain specified conditions. Is it correct, Ms. Cox, that the conditions 
for measuring solubility are not consistent? That is they could 
choose to vary the time, temperature, and the solution that is used, 
whether to agitate the solution and so on. Would you elaborate on 
that, please? 

Ms. Cox. I think I could just say that I have actually heard peo
ple in the laboratory and testing industry say that if something 
complicated like a solubility test or other exposw·e-based testing 
was required that there actually wouldn't be lab capacity enough 
to be able to do these tests because they are so much more com
plicated and time consuming than a simple test for lead content. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Will changing even one of these conditions af
fect the amount of lead that will be released during the test? 

Ms. Cox. I think-yes, I am not a lab specialist but that is my 
understanding, yes. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. All right. My next question is-I guess I have 
time to do it. Let me try this. In your testimony, Ms. Cox, you point 
out that a total lead content limit allows companies to specify ma
terials that meet the standards when contracting with suppliers. If 
I understand you correctly, a manufacturer can tell his or her 
metal supplier, I want to buy metal from you but only metal that 
contains no more than 300 parts per million and a supplier would 
be able to easily fill that order as specified. Could you respond? 

Ms. Cox. Correct. In the exposure-based testing you can't do 
until the product is completed, so that would happen at the very 
end of the manufactw·ing process, whereas with the total content, 
you can specify the content of all the materials and components 
that are used in a product. So it allows you to do it sort of pre
manufacture rather than having to potentially reject a product 
after it is already made. 

Mr. BUTI'ERFIELD. All right. All right, Madam Chairman, I yield 
back. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Mr. Butterfield. And now I would 
like to recognize Ms. Blackburn for her 5 minutes. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Thank you so much. And thank you all for 
your. patience today. 

Ms. Cox, I enjoyed listening to your testimony and especially that 
you used Curious George. I have got a 3-year-old and a 2-year-old 
grandchild and that is one of their favorites .. Let me ask you some-
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thing. Do you find more lead in products that we import or prod
ucts that are domestically manufactured? 

Ms. Cox. I think probably everybody here is aware that virtually 
all the products on the shelves of major national retailers are prod
ucts that are not made in this country. So, you know, when we find 
products that exceed CPSIA limits, it is not surprising that that is 
also true. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. In listening to your testimony and the tes
timony of others, it has been kind of curious-and Mr. Vitrano and 
Ms. Jones, 1 will ask you. With motorcycles and bicycles, do you all 
find more lead in those that we import or those that are domesti
cally produced? 

Mr. VITRANO. All the major manufacturers of ATVs actually 
produce many of the models in the U.S. itself. 

Mrs. B LACKBURN. OK. 
Mr. VITRANO. Some models are made by those companies from 

outside the U.S. and--
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Well, maybe that they are domestically pro

duced is one of the reasons we have less lead in a wipe test than 
in a glass of water. Ms. Jones, bicycles? 

Ms. J ONES. Most children's bicycles are not made in this country 
any longer. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK And so you don't see that as being perti
nent to what you all do? 

Ms. JONES. We do not see that as being pertinent. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. That is fine. You know, I have wondered 

if maybe since we have driven manufacturing out of this country 
is one of the reasons we are here having this hearing today and 
talking about the amount of metals that are there and some of the 
environmental litigation that has been brought forward and has 
driven manufacturing away from our shores. Maybe that is one of 
the reasons that we are here. 

And I know, Ms. Cox, that the Center for Environmental Health 
uses litigation quite frequently under California's Prop 65 warning 
requirements . And I know that you all do some work and wanted 
to ask you, do you all get a bounty for identifying violations under 
Prop 65 labeling laws? 

Ms. Cox. Proposition 65, for those of you who don't know, was 
a ballot initiative in California in 1986--

Mrs. B LACKBURN. Yes, but you identify violations under that, so 
do you all get a bounty? 

Ms. Cox. The statute, as passed by the voters, provides for if the 
statute is violated, there are civil penalties that are paid to the 
State--

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Yes, I have got some of them in front of 
me-

Ms. Cox [continuing]. And the plaintiffs who identify the viola
tion is entitled to 25 percent of those civil penalties. 

Mrs. B LACKBURN. OK. So I have got an exhibit in front of me 
that identifies some of these. So if one type of fashion accessory 
listed above is checked, it would be. $45,000 in that identification. 
So you all would get 25 percent of that if you identified those. 

Ms. Cox. 25. percent of the civil penalties .. 
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Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. All right. So 25 of the 45,000. So, OK, is 
this a funding revenue stream for your organization? 

Ms. Cox. My organization has a diverse source of revenue. Like 
most nonprofit organizations, we receive grants from foundations. 
We also have a strong committed group of individual supporters 
who. support us financially. And then we do. get some money from 
our litigation as well. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Is that with the Lexington Law Group? Is that 
under a consent decree? 

Ms. Cox. Could you repeat the question? Sorry. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. I said is that with the Lexington Law Group, 

your litigation? OK. Let us. move on .. So then you get some money 
that comes to you through identifying these violations and most of 
the product, I guess, that you are looking at is things that are im
ported and they are on the shelves of major retailers, is that cor
rect? 

Ms. Cox. Yes. 
Mrs .. BLACKBURN .. And how many lawsuits have you partnered 

with the Lexington Law Group? 
Ms. Cox. Let us see. There were a lot of questions there. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Yes, let me help you out with this. My time is 

nearly out. What I would like to know-and you can submit in 
writing-I would like to know what percentage of your funding re
lates. to litigation .. I would like to know how many lawsuits. you 
have partnered with the Lexington Law Group. And I would like 
to know how much money you have made, what your revenue 
stream is from Prop 65 lawsuits in violations since the passage of 
CPSIA. And with that, Madam Chairman, I yield back the balance 
of my time. 

Ms. Cox. Yes, I think it probably would be best for. me to provide 
that information in writing since it is a lot of numbers. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Yes, ma'am, I was asking for it in writing. 
Ms. Cox. I would be happy to do that. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. For the record. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. The chair is happy to recognize 

Mr. Pompeo for 5. minutes. 
Mr. POMPEO. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Following up on Ms. 

Blackburn, would you submit all of the sources of funding for your 
organization when you put that in writing to us, not only that that 
you get for Prop 65 but other sources for funding for the center, 
the CEH? 

Ms. Cox .. Yes, I would be happy to .. 
Mr. POMPEO. Thank you. 
Ms. Cox. And just to clarify, the work that I talked about in my 

testimony, monitoring for CPSIA compliance, that money came 
from the California Department of Justice, California Attorney 
General. 

Mr. POMPEO. So governmentally funded, is that right? 
Ms. Cox. Sorry? 
Mr. POMPEO. Government funding from the State of California? 
Ms. Cox. It went through a private foundation but the source of 

the money was the attorney general's office. 
Mr. POMPEO. Thank you. Ms. Millar, this is fascinating to me. I 

am new here. This is all very fascinating. You, on the other hand,. 
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you get paid by your clients and you are here today trying to avoid 
them paying you by reducing the regulatory burden. I find that fas
cinating to see the charitable effort you are making here today. 
Yes, no, I truly meant it that way. I meant it as a compliment. 

Ms. Jones, you said that you have a problem with metal alloys 
in the. bicycle industry? 

Ms. JONES. Yes, sir. 
Mr. POMPEO. Why do you use metal? Just why don't you stop 

using it? 
Ms. JONES. Metal alloys add a great deal of important value to 

bicycles. They help the bicycle be corrosion-resistant, they help 
them be strong and durable, and we really couldn't make bicycles 
without them. 

Mr. POMPEO. So there is no substitute? 
Ms. JONES. Well, no, that is not true. There are substitutes, for 

example, carbon fiber. Some very high-end racing bikes for adults 
are made of carbon fiber but they would be way too expensive-

Mr .. POMPEO. But I am not going to buy that for my son? 
Ms. JONES. You are not going to buy that. It would be too expen

sive. 
Mr. POMPEO. Yes. Yes, my son might like it but I am not going 

to buy it. 
Ms. JONES. There is no affordable, practical substitute. 
Mr. POMPEO. Thank you. That is what I figured. We were talking 

before about these different tests. Mr. Butterfield, Ms. Cox, asked 
you about some different tests and you said boy, the testing would 
just be really hard. He was describing these testing would be very 
difficult, soluble, non-soluble, it would be really hard and incon
sistent. Is that right? And so you then said yes, that would be 
hard, so let us just take a simpler test that probably doesn't really 
accomplish what we are trying to do. So it is a proxy at best. The 
perfect testing would be hard and difficult so what everybody de
faults to is this simple test that really doesn't get to the true risk 
of exposure to a consumer of a product. Did I understand your re
sponse correctly? 

Ms. Cox. I would prefer to phrase it as-
Mr. POMPEO. I am sure you would. 
Ms. Cox [continuing]. The goal--
Mr. POMPEO. I would prefer if you would not rephrase it but sim

ply answer my question. 
Ms. Cox. The goal of CPSIA was to remove a toxic metal from 

children's. products. And there had been a long history prior to. 
CPSIA of risk-based approaches not being successful, and the lead 
content standard has been very successful at changing the market
place and getting lead out of these products. 

Mr. POMPEO. I have no doubt. And banning lots of things would 
make them successful, too. We can always create a test that is 
over-inclusive and solve a problem. But as you can see from Ms. 
J ones' comment earlier, we create another one. My son doesn't get 
to exercise on his bicycle. Ms. Millar, do you have a view on the 
testing that Mr. Butterfield asked Ms. Cox about? 

Ms. MILLAR. Yes. As I said earlier-and I think Mr. Howell al
luded to this as well this morning in his testimony-the ability to 
use total content as screening is an important tool. There. is no 
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question about it. And I think it is true that people do try to target 
where they can meet a certain limit. It does help in the supply 
chain. It is not true that total lead tests are always uniform and 
never varied. We see a lot of different variability in total content 
test. And I think the problem becomes that when you establish an 
absolute ban, what we have. seen for. bikes, for ATVs, for certain, 
you know, pearlized buttons, for example, have agents in them that 
are metallic, you can have violations of total content limits where 
objectively applying standard accepted procedures that the CPSC 
uses, whether it is a wipe test, a saline test to mimic mouthing, 
which is a 6-hour-test procedure- they have an established proce
dm·e-or their updated 24-hour acid exposure test, you can estab
lish whether or not that product is going to pose a risk. And so the 
manufacturers are going to always target to some objective limit 
where they can. The problem is th at you are going to ban them 
where they exceed it where there is not a risk. 

Mr. POMPEO. It makes sense. I have got one more question, just 
20 seconds. Mr. Vitrano, Ms .. Jones, have any of you had any expe
rience responding to a CPS database complaint at this point? There 
has only been a month. Have any of you had experience responding 
to-

Ms. J ONES. Yes. 
Mr. POMPEO. How did it go? 
Ms. JONES. We still have a couple in process but, you know, it 

is certainly something that people pay attention to. They take it se
riously. In no case, however, has a client to date had a materially 
inaccurate incident report submitted to them. 

Mr. POMPEO. But they have had to spend a bunch of money talk
ing to you? Thank you. I yield back my time. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the. gentleman and recognize the dis
tinguished chairman emeritus, Mr. Dingell , for 5 minutes. 

Mr. DINGELL. Madam Chairman, thank you. The questions are to 
all witnesses and I would very much appreciate it if they would be 
answered yes or no. 

First of all, beginning with Ms. Cox, are you aware of a uniform 
reasonable methodology in use by manufacturers of children's prod
ucts to find what is the amount of lead in a product? Yes or no? 

Ms. Cox. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ma'am, Ms. Millar? 
Ms. MILLAR. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. And you, sir? 
Mr .. VITRANO. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
Ms. J ONES. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. OK. Now, is it possible the ambiguity of the term 

"reasonable methodology" could lead to a wide variance in test re
sults across manufacturers of similar products? Yes or no? Ms. 
Cox? 

Ms. Cox. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Millar? 
Ms. MILLAR. No. 
Mr. DINGELL. Sir? 
Mr. VITRANO. I don't know. 
Mr .. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
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Ms. JONES. No, we are not seeing that. 
Mr. DINGELL. The next question, if it wouldn't lead to a variance, 

do you believe that this could pose a risk to the health of the chil
dren who use such products? Yes or no? In other words--

Ms. Cox. I don't think I am able to answer that question. 
Mr .. DINGELL [continuing]. Is that variance going to put the chil-

dren at risk? Well--
Ms. Cox. Well, certainly, we need consistent testing. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Millar? 
Ms. MILLAR. I don't see the variability, so my answer is no. 
Mr. DINGELL. And you, sir? 
Mr .. VITRANO. It would depend on the. variability. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
Ms. JONES. And we are not seeing the variability. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Cox, do you want to take another shot at it? 

All right. We will go to the next set of questions because time is 
very limited here. 

We have the term "accredited third-party conformity assessment 
bodies." I assume that this includes both domestic and inter
national bodies that would do this kind of testing? Am I correct? 
Yes or no, Ms. Cox? 

Ms. Cox. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Millar? 
Ms. MILLAR. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Sir, if you please? 
Mr. VITRANO. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
Ms. J ONES. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. All right. Now, if so, how many such assessment 

bodies are there. worldwide? I don't expect you to know but give me 
a shot in the dark, the best count you can give. How many do you 
think there are? Ms. Cox? 

Ms. Cox. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Millar? 
Ms. MILLAR. A couple of hundred, I believe. 
Mr .. DINGELL. Sir? 
Mr. VITRANO. For youth model ATVs there currently isl. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
Ms. J ONES. For bicycles there are only two in the U.S. and about 

a half-dozen outside of the U.S. 
Mr. DINGELL. Thank you, my friends. Does the Commission have 

the resources with which to verify the testing capacity of all of 
these third-party conformity assessment bodies? Yes or no? Ms. 
Cox? 

Ms. Cox. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Millar? 
Ms. MILLAR. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Sir? 
Mr. VITRANO. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
Ms. J ONES. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Now, is it your understanding of the draft legisla

tion that the Commission would have to accredit all third-party 
conformity assessment bodies? Yes or no? 
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Ms. Cox. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. In other words, would they have discretion under 

the legislation to decide who they would accredit and how and why 
they would accredit? Yes or no? 

Ms. Cox. I don't know. 
Mr .. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
Ms. MILLAR. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Sir? 
Mr. VITRANO. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
Ms. JONES. I don't know. 
Mr .. DINGELL. All right. Now, in summary, do you believe that 

the effect of these requirements would be that the Commission 
would seldom, if ever, require third-party testing of children's prod
ucts? Yes or no? 

Ms. Cox. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
Ms. MILLAR .. I don't know .. 
Mr. DINGELL. Sir? 
Mr. VITRANO. No. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ma'am? 
Ms. J ONES. No. 
Mr. DINGELL. Now, here are some questions about the database 

which are troubling us. And everybody, I think, is troubled. Is it 
your understanding that CPSIA requires all information submitted 
to the consumer complaint database to be published online within 
10 days of its receipt, regardless of the accuracy of the information? 
Yes or no? Ms. Cox? 

Ms. Cox. I don't know. 
Mr .. DINGELL. Ms. Millar? 
Ms. MILLAR. Yes. 
Mr. VITRANO. Yes. 
Ms. J ONES. Generally, yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Thank you. Now, should a manufacturer be given 

the opportunity to contest the accuracy of a consumer complaint be
fore it is published? Yes or no? Ms. Cox, please? What is your opin
ion, just your best judgment on the matter, please? 

Ms. Cox. These questions are outside my expertise. 
Mr. DINGELL. All right. Then I will not press you on it, ma'am. 

Ms. Millar? 
Ms. MILLAR. Yes. 
Mr .. DINGELL. Mr. Vitrano?. 
Mr. VITRANO. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Jones? 
Ms. J ONES. Yes. 
Mr. DINGELL. All right. Now, if a manufacturer is allowed to dis

pute the accuracy of the information in a consumer's complaint, 
how should the dispute be resolved and by. whom? If you please, 
Ms. Cox? 

Ms. Cox. I don't know. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Millar? 
Ms. MILLAR. I think the CPSC should resolve the inaccuracy be

fore posting the complaint to the database. 
Mr .. DINGELL. Mr. Vitrano? 
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Mr. VITRANO. CPSC should resolve it before posting. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. Jones? 
Ms. JONES. CPSC should resolve it before posting. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman's time has expired. 
Mr. DINGELL. I thank you, Madam Chairman. I have one more 

great question. Could I ask unanimous consent to ask it, please? 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Yes, without objection. 
Mr. DINGELL. Thank you. The draft legislation amends CPSIA to 

permit only persons directly harmed by a consumer product, their 
family, their legal representative, or another person authorized on 
their behalf to submit a complaint to the database. Previously, 
CPSIA permitted anyone to submit complaints about a consumer 
product. Do you believe that the draft legislation's narrowing of eli
gibility to submit the complaints is necessary? Yes or no? 

Ms. Cox. Not necessary. 
Mr. DINGELL. OK. Ms. Millar. 
Ms. MILLAR. Necessary. 
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Vitrano? 
Mr. VITRANO. Yes, it is necessary. 
Mr. DINGELL. Ms. J ones? 
Ms. J ONES. Yes, it is necessary. 
Mr. DINGELL. Madam Chairman, you have been most courteous. 

May I have an additional unanimous consent request? I have a 
splendid statement that I have labored long and hard on. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I have nothing but fondness and admiration 
for the distinguished chairman, but we still have another member 
and another panel to go and votes on the floor. So I will--

Mr. DINGELL. I am not delaying--
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Madam Chair--
Mr. DINGELL [continuing]. Madam, I have a statement I would 

like to put in the record. 
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Whenever the chairman emeritus talks like 

that, he has a pleasant surprise for us. I would ask unanimous con
sent to yield to the chairman emeritus. 

Mr. DINGELL. Thank you very much. No, it is just a statement 
that I want to put in the record, Madam. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Of course. Without objection. 
rThe information follows:] 
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Sratement of 
Representative John D. Dingell 

Committee on Energy ancl Commerce 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing. and Trade 

Hearing on "H.R. _.a bill to revise the Consumer Product SalC:ty Improvement Act of 
2008" 

April 7, 2011 

Thank you, Madam Chairman. for holding this important hearing. My concerns about the 
Impracticability ofcenain provisions in the Consumer Product Safoty Improvement Act 
(CPSIA) are a matt~r of public record and need nnt be revisited here. I commend you, 
:v1adam Chairman, for circulating draft legislation meant to remedy these concerns. I 
hope the Committee ·s deliberations on this matter will yield bi-partisan legislacion thac 
maintains the ti:nor of CPSIA 's landmark consumer protections, yet al the same time 
grants the Consumer Product Safoty Commission greater administrative flexibility and 
facilitates compliance with the Act. 

I wish to stress that my support of legislation to amend CPSIA is contingent to a great 
extent on such legislation's having bi-panisan support. further. my interest with respect 
10 this Act has always been to avoid intractability in the face of common-sense ways co 
make CPSIA workable. To that encl, I urge my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to 
cooperate on this matter, engage stakeholders. and produce a bill -much like the House·s 
Consumer Product Safety Modernization Act - that the Committee and Uouse will 
unanimously approve. 

I look forward to hearing our witnesses' thoughts about the legislation pending our 
consideration today. as well as their general advice for addressing whal some consider 
CPSIA 's apparent shortcomings. 

Thank you for your courtesy, Madam Chairman. and I yield back the balance of my time. 
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Mr. DINGELL. And I do thank my good friend for his kindness to 
me. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 

Mrs. B ONO MACK. Thank you. And reminder, I am new at this 
chairmanship, so I appreciate the kindness of the distinguished 
chairman emeritus but will recognize Dr. Cassidy for 5 minutes. 

Mr. CASSIDY .. I don't know. I am sorry. I was out when you all 
were making testimony so I don't know if anyone can address what 
I am about to ask. As I look at the epidemiology of lead poisoning, 
it seems to be not generally distributed, but it seems to be in cer
tain populations. Those which are recent immigrants, for example, 
appear to have a disproportionate amount of lead toxicity. And in 
fact I was looking at something from a hospital in Los Angeles that 
found even within the Hispanic community there, there was three 
ZIP codes which were particularly impoverished ZIP codes in which 
there was even more. Now, assuming that toys are generally dis
tributed but that the people who have problems with lead toxicity 
are concentrated in certain areas, it suggested to me that the cul
prit for those children who have increased lead, it may be geo
graphic or related to how recently they came from another country 
without standards than it is almost anything else. 

I toss that out not knowing if anyone can answer that or if these 
are just musings. Anybody want to take a crack at that? 

Ms. Cox. I will take a crack at it. Exposure to old lead-based 
paint in homes is the primary source of lead exposure to children, 
and that has been the case for several decades. Current statistics 
are about 70 percent of elevated blood lead levels in children are 
caused by exposure to paint. The other 30 percent are not. Fur
ther--

Mr. CASSIDY. Now, wait. I am sorry. Just so I understand, so if 
you have a blood level of 100, just to. pick a number, does that 
mean that 70 percent of that 100 is related to paint exposure and 
30 percent to another environmental factor or does it mean that 70 
percent of the children that have elevated lead levels have it due 
to paint? 

Ms. Cox. 70 percent of the children with elevated blood lead lev
els, they are able to trace. back that exposure to paint. 

Mr. CASSIDY. So the 30 percent, is that those for whom no point 
source can be identified or those for whom another point source is 
identified? 

Ms. Cox. In general, when there is a child with an elevated blood 
lead level, there is a huge effort to identify the source. So the num
ber of unidentified ones is really small. 

Mr. CASSIDY. And so again, as I look at this concentration among 
recent immigrants, it suggests to me that recent immigrant status 
is a separate factor. I did my medical residency in Los Angeles and 
we used to see all these diseases from other countries in Los Ange
les, very odd diseases that we wouldn't see in Washington, D.C., for 
example, even though this is also. a place of immigrants. So I guess 
to what is the impact of immigrant status? Is there exposure to 
lead that is occurring south of the border that we are importing? 

Ms. Cox. I am not aware of any statistics about immigrant sta
tus and lead exposure. I do know that because the deteriorating 
paint is a factor, you know, living in older housing or housing-

Mr .. CASSIDY. OK, I got that. 
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Ms. Cox [continuing]. That is not well-maintained--
Mr. CASSIDY. The 30 percent of folks for whom paint is not a fac

tor-and I should know this but I have been trying to track it down 
and I apologize-what percent of those have a point source identi
fied and what are those point sources? 

Ms. Cox. The point sources tend to be lead in soil, lead in water, 
and then lead in various kinds of consumer products. 

Mr. CASSIDY. What, for example? 
Ms. Cox. Examples of consumer products? 
Mr. CASSIDY. With lead that have been identified as a risk for 

children . 
Ms. Cox. Jewelry, toys, there is. some lead-containing makeup 

that has been a problem. There is lead-containing foodware that 
has been a problem--

Mr. CASSIDY. I assume that some of this, though, must be older 
stuff. I mean I can remember playing with lead when I was a kid. 
Obviously, my mother didn't care for me. I am assuming that much 
of what is now available with or without these regulations that 
lead is gone. Is that a fair statement? I am looking at all of you 
all now because I can only imagine that my pencil that I used to 
chew on in third grade probably had lead in it. 

Ms. Cox. The regulation of lead over the last 40 years has been, 
you know, one of the country's greatest public health successes. So 
removing lead from paint, removing lead from gasoline, and then 
removing lead from other consumer products has had a dramatic 
reduction in the number of children with elevated blood lead levels. 
The goal of CDC was to get that level to 0 by 2010. It hasn't quite 
happened but--

Mr. CASSIDY. And if it is true that immigrants are the cause of 
a lot of this, it will never happen. I just say that because our tuber
culosis problem will never go to 0 as long as we have ,people immi
grating from Mexico because it is just endemic there. I am just try
ing to understand to what degree can we attribute products, you 
know, toys for this as opposed to everything else? Thank you for 
your time. Thank you. 

Mrs .. BONO MACK .. I thank the. gentleman and that concludes the. 
panel. And I would like to thank Ms. Cox and Ms. Millar, Mr. 
Vitrano, and Ms. Jones for your time and testimony today. And I 
am sure we will be working together in the future on refining this 
legislation. 

Mr. BU'ITERFIELD. Madam Chairman, may I be recognized before 
the. panel leaves? 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Yes. 
Mr. BU'ITERFIELD. Earlier Ms. Blackburn requested Ms. Cox, if 

she would furnish financial information for her nonprofit organiza
tion, and at first I had a little heartburn about that, but after I 
thought about it, it is an appropriate request. It goes to her credi
bility as a witness. today. As a former. judge I guess I should know 
that. But I was wondering if it would be appropriate to ask the 
other three witnesses if they would similarly furnish the sources of 
their revenue for their organizations that they represent. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Well, I will remind the gentleman that you 
can submit any question you would like to any witness and that 
you have 10 days to do so and remind the gentleman also that 
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Members of Congress are allowed to ask any question that they 
would like of any witness and again remind you that you have that 
prerogative to do that in writing to the witnesses. And with that, 
again, if the gentleman will yield back. 

Mr. BUTIERFIELD. He will. Thank you. 
Mrs .. BONO MACK.. I thank the. panelists again and would call for 

the third panel if we can get seated. We are going to have votes 
shortly on the floor so we would love to get started and see how 
much progress we can make. So a short break and then we will roll 
into the third panel. 

Thank you. That was a quick transition. Thank you, staff. So 
now the. third panel, I would like. to thank you all very much for 
being here. We have the final four witnesses. First up, we have 
Frederick Locker of Locker, Greenberg, and Brainin, P.C. Our next 
witness is Charles Samuels of Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky, 
and Popeo, P.C. Also testifying will be Dan Marshall, Vice Presi
dent of the Handmade Toy Alliance. And ou1· fourth panelist today 
is. Rachel Weintraub, Director of Product Safety and Senior Coun
sel for the Consumer Federation of America. Welcome everybody. 
You know the drill, 5 minutes, and you know where the lights are 
so we are going to begin, Mr. Samuels, with your 5 minutes. Thank 
you and welcome. 

STATEMENTS OF CHARLES A. SAMUELS, MEMBER, MINTZ, 
LEVIN, COHN, FERRIS, GLOVSKY, AND POPEO, P .C.; FRED
ERICK LOCKER, LOCKER, GREENBERG, AND. BRAININ, P.C.; 
DAN MARSHALL, VICE PRESIDENT, HANDMADE TOY ALLI
ANCE, AND CO-OWNER, PEAPODS NATURAL TOYS AND BABY 
CARE; AND RACHEL WEINTRAUB, DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT 
SAFETY AND SENIOR COUNSEL, CONSUMER FEDERATION OF 
AMERICA 

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. SAMUELS 

Mr. SAMUELS. Thank you, Chair Bono Mack, and members of the 
subcommittee. Thank you for the opportunity. to testify. I have the 
privilege of serving as general counsel of the Association of Home 
Appliance Manufactu rers, as well as representing companies on 
product safety matters. 

I support a fully resourced, focused, and effective Commission 
with the tools to protect Americans from unsafe products. I sup
ported the revamping of the federal product safety laws and I re
spect the hardworking and dedicated officials at the Commission. 
Unfortunately, parts of the law are overreaching, over-prescription, 
and distort the Agency's mission to the detriment of consumers and 
industry. The discussion draft makes great strides towards rem
edying the imbalances and deficiencies in the cw-rent law without 
doing violence. to the core public policies. 

I will focus on the database provision. Technology should be used 
to disseminate good and easily accessible information to consumers 
about product safety. It makes no sense, however, for so much of 
the resources of the Commission to be invested in this effort unless 
it provides useful and accurate information to the extent feasible. 
We cannot expect perfection, but we now have a database that can 
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be manipulated for purposes other than that intended. Vague, use
less, and incorrect information can be placed online. This not only 
harms manufacturers, retailers, and importers, but harms con
sumers who receive bad information and cannot focus on truly un
safe products. Discrete changes can be made to the law, which will 
greatly improve the operation, utility, and fairness of the program. 

First, the intent of the law is that posted reports of harm will 
come from those who suffer the harm, their family and legal and 
medical representatives. The database should not be a platform for 
manufacturers, trade associations, trial lawyers, or consumer 
groups who are trying to make policy points or enhance their eco
nomic status. 

I support the tighter definition of "consumers" to restrict it to the 
persons who actually suffer the harm related to the use of the 
rroduct and their representatives. I also support revising the term 
'public safety entities" that make clear that you are referring to 
public safety officials. 

The requirement that the Commission ascertain the location and 
availability of a product is important for the manufacturer to 
evaluate the complaint or for the Commission to look further at the 
allegations. The Commission also should know the identity of the 
person who allegedly was harmed. 

A major deficiency of the database is the agency decision to pub
lish the report regardless of whether a good faith, substant ial claim 
of material inaccuracy has been submitted but has not been re
solved within 10 days. This is unfair, a lack of due process and ab
solutely not what we should be expecting from our Federal Govern
ment. We have great freedom in this country to blog and publicly 
report bout almost anything without much legal restriction, but the 
government should show more prudence and responsibility. 

The draft properly provides that if a manufacturer claims a ma
terial inaccuracy and the Commission determines that the claim is 
"potentially valid," the Commission must resolve that inaccuracy 
before posting by communicating with the reporter, investigating 
the incident, or providing the manufacturer a reasonable period of 
time to investigate. This does not need to be a lengthy process. It 
is likely the vast majority of database reports will receive little or 
no response and, at most, there will be a response suitable to be 
placed on the database along with the consumer report. But in 
those cases where a company has gone to the trouble to evaluate 
and provide proof that a report is materially inaccurate, that ought 
to be resolved before the report is posted. Once it is posted, pulling 
it from the database later is of very limited utility and great harm 
can be done. 

The existing database also is deficient in that it allows reports 
which are so unspecific as to a particular model that the informa
tion is useless, even deceptive. I support the language in the dis
cussion draft that a manufacturer may respond that the report is 
insufficient for determining which of its products are the basis of 
the complaint and that that must be determined before the com
plaint is posted. 

The present 10-day limitation for companies to evaluate and re
spond to a report and the Commission to resolve any issues is ex
traordinarily short and unreasonable. Even well-organized compa-
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nies will have difficulty dealing with this time frame. Therefore, I 
recommend that the 10 days be increased to at least 15 days, which 
will have no material impact on the timing of postings or the value 
of the database. 

Also, there is an indication that the Commission may be limiting 
its review of material inaccuracy only to those situations where 
there has been a misidentification of the product. That is definitely 
not the extent of material inaccuracy. The Commission's regula
tions state that material inaccuracy includes all relevant facts 
which significantly impact a consumer's decision on whether to 
purchase a product and that includes causation. 

Congress should make clear to the Commission that second- and 
third-hand reports do not constitute reports of harm eligible for the 
database. And simple consumer complaints of dissatisfaction about 
the quality or performance of the product which are not safety-re
lated should not be posted. 

I hope that these comments are helpful. I would be pleased to an
swer your questions. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Samuels follows:] 
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Summary 

The CPSIJ\ is an important contrihution 10 consumer product sat~ty. It has a number of 

defects. however, in that it is over-prescriptive, unduly res1ricts Commis~ion di~crction and lacks 

proportion and halancc in dealing with safety risks. The draft legislation goes far in remedying 

these deficiencies while maintaining the strengthened and new authorities. 

The conc<!pt of a publicly available database makes sense in the internet age as a 1001 for 

consumers. t.:nfortunately, this dalabasc. as prescribed by Congre.~s and developed by the 

Commission. is not well designed to provide useful, accurate information to consumers or 

manufaclun:rs. The existing database procedures do not comport with the original intent of the 

CPSIA which is that reports should l)nly be pos1ed from those who are harmed. tlteir family or 

representatives or actual public safety agencies. !"or do the CPSC procedures require resolution 

of well-founded claims of material inaccuracy before reports are posted or require sufficient 

information such that manufacturers can re.~rond to and evaluate the reports. The draft 

legislation resolution goes a long way lo resolve these issues. 

The legislation's tislttcnins of the definitions of who may ri:port 011 thc database will 

improve and focus the da1abase while retaining 1he important roles of consumer groups. trial 

attorne~·s. and industry representatives on CPSC: matters. The legislation's requirements for 

resolution of claims of material inaccuracy before posting on the internet will add qualicy and 

fairness It) the database, and the procedure for ascertaining specific models will enhance the 

value of the program to consumers, manufacturers and CPSC. 

2 
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Dear Chair Bono Mack and Members of the Subcomm ince: 

April 7. 2011 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this important matler. Product salety 

regulation has been al the center of my professional interest for 25 years. I have the privilege or 

serving as General Counsel for the Association of llomc Appliance Manufacturers and have 

represented many indhidual companies - manufacturers, retailers and importers-· before the 

CPSC and in Canada. Europe and elsewhere on product safety mailers. Like my colleagues on 

this panel, I am a strong supporter of a fully resourced, focused and effective Commission which 

has the te>ols to protect Americans from unsafe products. 

That is why I supported the revamping of the federal product safety laws which led to the 

Consumer Product Safety Improvement 1\ct, and I believe that many of the provisions in the Jaw 

were necessary and appropriate. The hard working and dedicated career and political officials at 

the Commission have been laboring to interpret and implement the new requirements. 

Unfortunately, as well intentioned as it was. the legislation contains elements of over-

reaching. over-prescription and distortion of the Agency's mission and obligations in ways that 

do 11ot well serve consumers and are a great hurden on regulated industry. There was a lack of 

appreciation that many of the issues that arose during the ~o-called ''year of the recall" were 

mostly violations of existing law which simply needed full implementation and compliance. 

The March 29, 2011 discussion draft makes great strides towards remedying the 

imbalances and deficiencies in the current law. Yet. the draft also docs not do violence to the 

3 
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core provisions or lhc law and. in my view. in some re.~pects doe.~ not go far enough. Ohviously. 

com prom iscs and moderation are necessary to reach agreemcn1 and 1his draft is an excellent 

start. 1\ll the cssenlial provisions of CPSIA would be inlact imd w(lu)d be implemented as 

contemplated but in a more reasonable fashion. Like much legislali(ln. 90 percent (lfthe benefits 

of CPSIA arc achieved with reasonable application of the cmc pnwisions and the more extreme 

or unreasonable provisions or interpretations of those provisions create great problems with little 

consumer benefit. This bill goes far lo remedy that imbalance. 

The Commission must remain capable of carrying out its mission and. where necessary, 

added authority and resources are appropriate. I support the expanded subpoena powers in 

Section 9 <)f the drafi. Also, I support strengthening the provisions 1ha1 make it unlawfol for 

anyone. including industry. trial lawyers. consumers, or consumer groups, to make 

misrepresentations to the Commission regarding. bu1 not limited to, the database. Our federal 

product safety system relies extensively on honesty and good faith reporting and where there are 

breaches of that obligation they should be penalized. 

I will focus on the database provision. I support the policy that modem lcchnology 

should be used to disseminate good and easily accessible information to consumers about 

product safety. Even under the law prior to CPSI/\ that type of databa.\e could have been 

created. In CPSlA. you instnicted CPSC to hulld such a platform. 

It makes no sense, however, for so much or the resources of this Commission to be 

invested in this effort unless it provides useful and quality information to the extent feasible. 

The database will never be perfect and il is unreasonable and not necessary that every piece of 

information placed on it be fully vetted beforehand by the CPSC. But. due to 1hc O\'Cr 

pre~cription in the legislation and some unfortunate interpretations by the Commission. we have 

4 
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a database that i;an l:>e manipulated h•r purposes other than that intended. Also. vague. useless 

and incorrect informativn can be placr.:d on tile datal:>ase. This not only harms manufacturers. 

retailers and importers whose product~ arc impugned but harms i;onsumers who receive bad 

information and arc not al:>le to focus on those products where there arc real safety problem~. 

Fortunately. discrete but significant change~ can he made to the current law. as 

exemplified in this draft, which will greatly improve the operation, utility and fairness of the 

program while maintaining its essential characteristic.~ to provide quic.k. useful information to 

consumers. 

First, the spirit and even the letter of Section 6A(b) of the Consumer Product Safety Act 

requires that posted reports of harm should 1:ome from those who suftcr harm or risk of harm. 

their family members. legal representatives and those in a position to directly know about the 

incident. ,\\though they play huge role.~ in tile activities ofthc CPSC, the database silould not l:>c 

a platfom1 for the submissions of manufacturers. trade associations. trial lawyers or consumer 

groups who arc trying to make policy or regulatory points. enhance their economic or 

competitive opportunities or advantages or simply provide third or l(lurth hand information. All 

ofthcse folks, including myself. have important roles 10 play with the CPSC but not as reporters. 

Therefore, in Section 8(a)( I )(A) of the draft bill, I ~upport the tighter definition of 

""consumers .. to restrict it to the persons who actually suffer ilarm or risk of harm related 10 the 

use of the product. their next of k.in or members of their household. legal representatives or 

another person expressly authorized by any such person. The latter could be an advocacy group 

or anyone else. 

I also support striking the term "publi<: safety entities" -which, unfortunately, the 

Commission has misconstrued. and making clear that you arc rc.~tricting the reports lo police. 

5 
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fire, ambulance. emergency services, law enforcement and related public safety officials. 

Section &(a)( I )(B) of the draft bill. '.\fany of us consider ourselves to be representatives and 

advocates of public .~afety but this provision ought to he focused on governmental and health 

:mthorities and the like. 

These revi.~ions do Mt mean that the intcrcsl and informa1ion of competitors, trial 

lawyers and eonsumcr groups arc or should be irrelevant to the Commission. Certainly, those 

are sources of information that the Commission should gather and evaluate when considering 

whether there should be regulatory action or if there has hecn a violation of the law, a substantial 

product hazard or a defect. hut .~uch information. which is often indirect and biased. should not 

1->e presented to the public through the database. It, of course, may he disclosahlc through FOIA. 

Trial lawyers and con.~umer groups have sufficient means to present their views and do not m:-ed 

a go,·emmcnt platfom1. 

The requirement that the Commission attempt 10 ascertain from the reporter the location 

and availability of the product is an important requirement. Section R(a)(2)(A) of the drat\ hill. 

For a manufacturer or retailer to auempt to respond and evaluate the complaint, or for the 

Commission to look further at the alleged incident, such information can be critical. We should 

all want the database to be used by m:inufacturcrs :md retailers to consider whether there is a 

situation that needs to be remedied. Similarly, if the report i.~ made by someone other than lhe 

\'ietim, then the CPSC should know who the actual pcrson harmed is. This is critical for follow 

up by the Commission and, where the idcntification is rcleased, for follow up by retailers and 

manufacturers. 

One of the major hut unnecessary deficiencies of the datahase. as it has heen 

implemented by the Commission, is the erroneous agency decisilln tll publish the report 

6 
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regardless of whether a good faith. substantial claim of material inaccuracy has heen suhmicted 

but it has not been resolved within I 0 days. This is unfair. a lack of due process and absolutely 

not what we should be expecting from our federal government. We have great freedom in this 

country to blog and publicly report about almost anything without much legal restriction. but the 

government should show more prudence and responsibility. 

The draft properly provide.~ that if a manufacturer notifies the Commission of a material 

inaccuracy in a report and the Commission determine.~ that the claim is "potentially valid:· the 

Commission must resolve that inaccuracy before posting. Section 8(b)(2)(B)(ii) of the dralt bill. 

The Commission may communicate with the reporter. investigate the incident or provide the 

manufacturer a r<:asonabl<: period or time to inve.~t igate and resolve the material i nae curacy 

claim. This should not be and docs not need to be an endless process. It is highly likely. as was 

reported during the sofl launch/pilot, that the vast majority or database reports will receive little 

or no response from the manufacturer and at most there will be a response suitable to be placed 

on the database along with the consumer report. But, in those cases where a company has gone 

to the effort to evaluau: and pro"ide positive proof that a report is materially inaccurate, that 

ought to Ix resolved before the report is posted. Once a posting is made, pulling it from the 

database later is of limited value given the realities of how the internet works and how it may 

already have affccrcd consumers. 

The database as now implemented also is significantly deficient in that it allows 

consumers to report allegations about produc1s \"hich do not spcci fy a particular mode I of a 

product such that th~ information is useless, even decep1ive. to the public and impossible for 

companies to evaluate. Under their corporate names and brands, many manufacturers and 

retailers have multiple-· do:-ens ··of models. which can be quile diffcrcnl, often manufactun'd 

7 
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in diffon:nl pla~es. ·" datahase rep1Jrt that Brand/\ caused harm. when there may be m;my 

m1Jdds and types 1Jf Brand/\, makes meaningful response by the manufacturers. t:vt:n putting 

explanatory material 1Jn the databas~. and internal evaluation often impossible. Therefort:. I 

suppon the language in the discussion drali that a manufacturer may re.~pond that the report is 

insufficient for determining which of the manufacturer's products arc the basb of the c.:omplaint. 

Section ll(b)(I )(i) of the draft bill. Rut, a company must provide information lo assist the pt:rsun 

submitting the report to sufficiently identify or provide an adequate description of the rt:port. If 

manufacturer.~ sufficiently documrnt tnis i.%ue then the Commission should be able to work with 

the consumer to pro\'ide that information before the posting is made. Submitters should b<: 

required to provide a serial or model number where available and tracking label infonnation for 

chi\Jr~n·s products. 

I am confident that under thc.~c provisions a very high percentage of the reports still will 

go on the database very quickly. some with explanatory information from the companies. A 

small percentage -- where the product has been misidentified or where there is proof that the 

produc.:t did not nr c.:ould not have caused the harm -- .~hould be resolved in an expeditious wa}' b}' 

the Commission which is experienced to do so. There should be a high but not impossil:>le hurdle 

for companies to demonwate why material should not be posted. 

In this regard, the present 10-<lay I imitation for companies to ~valuate and re.~ponJ to a 

report and for the Commission to resolve any issues is extraordinarily short and unreasonable. 

Even well-organized companies will have difticully dealing with some of the~e reports. 

panicularly where they arc fragmentary and where no consumer identification is provided. 

recommend that the ten days be increased to 15 days which will have no material impact on the 

8 
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timing of postings or value of the datahasc to consumers l>ut provide some means or opportunity 

for companies to consider the information. 

J\lso. there is an unfortunate and inappropriate indication from some at the C(lmmission 

that, as a practical matter, the Commission is limiting its review of material inaccuracy in a 

narrow and cramped way to cover only those cases where there has l>een a misidentitkation of 

the product·- i.e .. the Company does not make the type of product or the product related to the 

incident was another brand. Those cases arc very important and will he often the simplest lo 

resolve but that is definitely not the limit of material inaccuracy. The Commission's own 

regulations indicate an understanding that mawrial inaccuracy includes all relevant facts that 

might significantly impact a consumer's decision on whether to purchase a product and therefore 

go to issues of causation. According to the CPSC, "materially inaccurate information is a report 

nf harm" with "infonnation that is false or misleading, and which is so substantial and important 

as to affect a reasonable consumer's decision making about the product."16 C.F.R. §I 102.16(a). 

It will often be impossible for the Cnmmission to resolve causation issues and make a 

determination whether there is a material inaccuracy, but sometimes it will be clear and there 

will be sufficient proof that the product could not have caused the incident or the risk of harm. 

In those cases. inaccurate information should not be placed on a public database. Again. even if 

not in the public database. the report will be in the crsc database for internal evaluative 

purposes wnich can lead to an investigation. 

It does not require an amendment of the law, but Congress snnuld make clear to the 

Commission that second and third hand reports do not constitute reports of harm eligible fhr the 

datahase. Also, consumer complaints of dissatisfaction ab(lut the quality or pcrfonnance of the 
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pn>duct which do not relate to :i report of harm should not b~ posted. These are concerning 

indications in these regards from the c01rly lfatabase activities. 

I hope that these comments are helplill, 01nd I would be pleased to answer your questions. 

This importimt corrective legislation will rchalancc the law while fully maintaining the bcnetits 

and protections to consumers. 

10 
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Mrs. BONO MACK Thank you. Briefly, we are going to go through 
Mr. Locker and then we are going to run to vote. So 5 minutes, Mr. 
Locker, please. 

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK LOCKER 

Mr. LOCKER. OK. Thank you .. And. I will try to make sure you 
don't waggle the gavel. 

Chairman Bono Mack, Vice Chairman Butterfield, members of 
the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to appear before 
you on this important subject matter of practical, commonsense so
lutions-and I emphasize "solutions"-to unintended consequences 
involved in the. implementation of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act of 2008, or as it has been come to be known as 
CPSIA. 

Now, our firm works as safety counsel to the Craft and Hobby 
Association, Toy Industry Association, Juvenile Product Manufac
turers Association, Halloween Industry Association, apparel mak
ers, publishers and retailers. And for better and for worse, we have 
had a lot of experience in the last 21/2 years with the problems with 
implementation of the law. 

Now, we have been involved in developing product safety stand
ards over many decades and we have also worked in collaboration 
with many foundations and consumer. organizations to advocate. the 
need for uniform product safety standards and initiatives,. both in 
the United States and globally. We keenly recognize that some
times in this rush to regulate, attention may be focused on rel
atively small risks associated with products while some very big 
risks remain unappreciated and unaddressed. In a world where 
perception is reality, where misinformation often drives perception, 
and where new, scary, and uncertain hazards can receive enormous 
amounts of attention very quickly, it is important to understand 
context for managing children's risks and for regulating them. 

We understand, however, that there is no more important theme 
than protecting our population of consumers and in particular our 
children. As much work as we all do,. there is. always room for im
provement in this regard. We may not always agree with everyone 
appearing before you today on how to achieve our common goals, 
but we always stand willing, ready, and able to work with everyone 
for the betterment of children's lives. 

Now, in the past appearances before this committee, we have 
supported the. legislative initiatives, including the concepts em
bodied in CPSIA .. However, to. the extent that implementation of 
provisions have resulted in regulations that depart from sensible 
risk-based decision-making, it has become clear to all involved on 
both sides of the aisle that Congress needs to act to restore a com
monsense regulatory framework. The CPSC has strained under the 
burden, but despite admonitions. from Congress that the. agency 
was empowered with discretion to. implement practical common
sense regulations on at least five or six separate occasions in the 
past, the Commission in a bipartisan fashion has readily acknowl
edged, as it has today, that its discretion has been limited without 
statutory changes. 

CPSIA adopted an unduly prescriptive regime and as often hap
pens, Congress can act with a sledgehammer instead. of a scalpel 
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when trying to deal with issues. CPSIA adopted a set of absolute 
total limits on lead and phthalates. This House body, I note, didn't 
even consider the phthalate legislation that was grafted in the Sen
ate and in conference. These wholesale limits were coupled with an 
exemption process that we all had hoped would work better but 
had proved to be impractical for lead and phthalates regulation. 

In effect as a result and direct result of that, the stream of com
merce and business suffered significantly as the imposition of these 
requirements was further deemed to apply in a retroactive manner 
to any previously produced goods entered into commerce when the 
laws and step-down levels went into effect. These confusing and 
burdensome testing schemes-which have yet to be fully and clear
ly enunciated as we sit here today-have resulted in additional 
marketplace confusion and cost. 

So let me share just a few of the comments and proposals on the 
law that is before us today. Our comments are for the record-but 
in terms of the budget, it is clear that an era of restrained budgets 
and limited resources, the CPSC will need to allocate funds based 
upon risk/hazard analysis and sound scientific principles. In terms 
of lead, Congress recognized this approach when they adopted as 
a regulatory requirement, for example, the toy safety standard 
ASTM F-963 to which Congressman Schakowsky referenced. That 
standard, by the way, is a soluble migratable standard. It is not a 
total limits standard and has proved to be rema1·kably effective 
both in the United States- which is why Congress adopted it-Eu
rope, and the rest of the world. 

Exemptions for certain materials have been adopted by the CPSC 
but they have not gone far enough. So we favor the types of proc
esses that have been adopted and proposed in the draft resolution 
in phthalates. In terms of phthalates, they need to have an inacces
sibility recognized. There needs to be action on the Chronic Hazard 
Advisory Panel when they come to conclusions that action has to 
be quick. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Locker follows:] 
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Chainnan Bono Mack. Vice Chainnan l:lutterfidd and members of the Subcommittee. 

thank you for the oppoT1unily to provide comments aboul lhc importanl ~uhjcct of practical 

common .o<~·nse solutions to unimr:ndcd consc411cnces involved in the implemcntalion of the 

Consumer Product Safety lmprovemcnl Act of2008 (CPSIA) (Pub. L. N(1. 110-314). Our firm 

"Wh as product safety counsel to lhe Crati& Hobby /\ssocia1ion (CllA), Toy Industry 

Association CTI/\). Juvenile Producl ~fanufaclurers Association UP:'vl/\ l. I lallowecn Industry 

Association (HIA ), Apparel makers. Publishers and Retailers of an array ol' children's products. I 

have been involved wirh developing product safety standards over many decades through 

relationships wilh 1he National Safety Council (:-.ISCJ. National Aureau of Standards ('JBS). 

A•Tierican National Standards Institute (ANSI), ASTM International and International 

Organizalion for Standardization (ISO). We have also worked in co\labora1ion with many 

foundations and consumer organizations and others to advocate the need for uniform product 

safety initiatives in the U.S. and imernationally. 

We keenly recognize that sometimes in the rush to regulate attention may he focused on 

relatively small risks associa1cd with children's produc1s while some very big risks remain 

undcrapprecialed and unaddrcssed. In a wnrld where perception is reati1y, where misinformation 

often drives perception, and where new. scary and uncer1ain hazards receive widespread 

attention, it is no wonder that policy makers can lack context for understanding and managing 

children's risks. t.:nfor1unatcly, the net result is 1hat we oflcn collectively wa~te scarce financial 

resource~ al lhc expense of alloca1ing them efficiently to make children'.~ lives measurably satcr. 

Further. this perpetuates a lack of CO(lrdination between groups that arc all arguably committed 
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to helping children: focuses 1•11 individual issues and agendas instead of d1ildcen tnemsdves; and 

competitinn r.ither than cooperation for the resources to truly protect children. There is no mnre 

important thcml' tnan protecting our cnildren. As mucn work as we all do, tncrc is alwa~·s room 

for imprcwement. We may not always agree with everyone appearing before you today on how to 

achieve our common goals. but we always stand willing and committed to work for the 

bcucrmcnt of children's lives. 

St;MMARY 

In past appearances before this committee we have supported important legislative 

initiatives to expand the authority of the Consumer Product Sa!Cty Commission (CPSC) to 

effectively pursue it's missim of consumer protection. Along these lines. we believe that there 

arc ways to make the Commission more effective and at the same time more efficient. Allow me 

ti• share a few proposals on ways the Commission can increase its effectiveness in protecting 

consumers while minimizing burden~ on the manufacturing sector of thi~ country. 

CPSC"s mission is to protect children and families against an unreasonable risk of injury 

and death from mnre than 15,000 types of con.sumer prndu~·t~ from a wide range of product 

hazards. Their wnrk is vital in that it addresse~ consumer product hazards through a framework 

of mandatory product safety standards: engagement in the voluntary or consen.sus standard

setting process: compilation of consumer injury data: issuance of ~afoty guidelines: 

implementation of information and education programs in an effort to proactively avoid injuries; 

and product recalls and corrective actions when necessary. The agency is operating with a vastly 

impro\·cd budget as a result of the CPSIJ\. However, in an era of restrained budgets and limited 

resources crsc will need to allocate funds based upon better risk hazard analysi~ and ~ound 
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scientific principles. Allowing them the same discre1ion alforded other agencies to do so. based 

upon real world public health risks, would he a step in the right direction. Slatutory changes tha1 

p~·rmit the agency greater discretion as regards regulation of lead and phthalate exposure would 

all ow the Commission to address unintended consequences of mandates imposed under the 

CPSIA. Adoption of consensus standards and deferral to existing ASTM product safety standard 

setting processes can ctliciently result in flexible regulatory requirements that can more readily 

be adjusted based upon hazard data than historically s1agnan1 siandalone mandatory federal 

regulations. Congress should clearly provide for only pro.~pectivc application of new rules and 

regulations under CPSIA.To assure tha1 American Rrands have access 10 foreign markets there 

will continue to be a need to support of increased coordina1ion with other countries regarding 

alignment of standards with better inspection and enforccmen1 coordination. In a global economy 

we can ill afford di.~para1e requirements without reasonable basi.~ or foundation. Similarly 

Congress should assure uniform standards apply nationwide. lJ.S. manufacturers in the con~umer 

product industry presently face increasing global compcti1ion that i.~ more intense than ever 

before. Jn such an economic environment. U.S. manufac1urcrs (small and large) .~hould not be 

disadvantaged by an unnecessarily intrusive and incflicient domestic and internalional regulatory 

regime.1 

We supported many of the concepts reflected in !he CPSIA to the extent effective good 

manufacturing standards and practices are recognized. However. lo the cx1cnt that a myopic 

Congre<< intended this when it established a requirement that only idemical standards uniformly apply to 
the same product risks rcgula1ed under the Sc.:. 18 of the Federal llaz;irdous Suh•rnnccs Act ("fllSA" 15 
U.S.C. § 126ln)and Sec. 26oflhe Consumer Producuafety Act ("CPSA" 15 l'.S.C. ~ 2075). Even the 
European t:nion propo•ed 1hat trade between El.I countries would be boosted by making il more difficult 
for member .~late.< to hlock impon.< of specific products on the basis 1hat they do not meet a national 
product sa .. e1y scandard. f'rr><wlurc•s Rel.11ing fc> 11,.. AfJ11li<·<J1frm '!f Ct•r1ai>1 :\'a1io11<1/ Tech11i~al R11/e.1 10 
f'tr>tfucts Lctwfull.v Marketed in Aw11her ,\femhw Stale and Rep<'<Jlilll{ D.>ci.<im1 J(lj:! ·Qj,'£C. 
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implementation of provisions have resulted in regulations that depart from sensible risk-based 

decision-making Congres5 need5 to acl lo n:slon: a common sense n:gulalory framework. Cl'SC 

has slrained under the burden of unrealistic timclincs for implcmcntalion of imposed regulations. 

Despite admonitions from Congress 1hat the agency was empowered with discre1ion to 

implement practical regulations. the Commission in a hi-partisan fashion has detem1ined 1ha1 iE's 

discretion is limited with\)Ut statutory changcs1
. CPSl.I\ adopted an unduly prescriptive scheme 

of absolute limils on total lead and phthalatcs re.~ulting in s1andards inconsistent with risk-based 

measures commonly adopted by regulalory agencies. These wholesale limits were coupled with 

an exemption process lhat has proven 10 he impracical for lead and phthalates regula1ion. The 

stream of commerce sul'lcr.:d significantly as the impo.~ition of such requirements was deemed 10 

apply in a retroactive manner to any previously produced goods entered inlo commerce. 

C.mfusing. burdensome te.~ting .~cheme.~ (yet to be fully and clearly established as we sit here 

today) ha\·c resulted in additional marketplace confo.~ion and cost. l"otwithstanding a dedicated 

effort the Commission, continue.~ to .~train under the requirements imposed upon it. An efficient 

U.S. marketplace favors clear regulations and test method.~ and abhors chaos. Unfortunately, two 

and half years after passage legislation that bars the CJ>SC from making common sense decisions 

about protecting the public has had the unintended effect of banning safe products while 

imposing needle.~.~. costly burdens on small busine><ses. We apprccialc that this Commiuee has 

clcc1ed lo respond by drafting legislation that affords the agency the discretion Ehat it requires to 

implement regulations that provide children protection from actual harm but thal accords 

2 for e.<ample sec ST:\ TF.MF.NT 01' C.0\1MISSIO~R 'JA1'CY ~ORDO'J THE PROPOSED A~U:J\IJMl't\T 
El' TITLEDCOSSl.'MfR PRODUCT ~:4 F£TY £XJ 1.-t\'CHt~:NT :!CT OF ](I/ II 
March 18, 2()10; ST.-\ TEMENT 01' LEAD REGl:l.ATIOI' l!NDER THI:: CPSI.-\ COMMISSJ01'ER ROAERT 
ADl.F.R Janual)' 22, 2()10. Bolh s1a1cmcn1s make ii dear that Congrcs~ional actk•n is rcquir•d lo adjust 1he CP'SI.-\. 
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respnnsi ble businesses the opportunity to d isrributc safo products w ithoul he ing unreasonahl ~ 

nverhurdcncd. 

Prospective Requittmt-nts. We supp•)rt clarifications to CPSIA to assure that limits apply only 

prospectively to products manufactured after the effective date of any regulation implemented. In 

the absence of a clear and unmistakable congressional intent to apply provisions ~lf the CPSI.<\ 

retroactively to products previously manufactured and placed in the stream of commerce. there is 

a strong presumption that ··rctroactivity is not favored in the law:· and that, as <1 result, 

"congressional cna~tments and administrative rules will not be construed to have retroactive 

effect unless their language requires this result.),. Cnfortunatcly, due to imposition of 

requirements on <my products in commerce, regardless of when produced or imported. the 

provisions have heen applied in a retroactive fashion that forced the destruction of hundreds of 

millions of dollars of .~afe goods. as they were swept off shelves, nothwithstanding the 

Commission's issuance of repeated stays of enforcement. This approach could also provide 

l>adly needed relief for charitable org.anil.ations and th1·ift .~tores. 

We respect Ii.illy request that new standard~ developed under CPSIA apply "011/y to 

product numufactured mid illfrod11c£'d imo iruer.waic commerce t~{ier their e.ff<'clive dale!". In 

recent testimony before this committee the CPSC Chairman noted that all five Commissioners 

support changfs to ensure pni.,pcctive application of rules and regulations promulgated under 

CPSIA. We hope Congress will heed their call. 

'Cltcl'rrm. 1:.s...1 .• Inc. "· Xarumf Re.v. /le/ Council, 467 U.S. 8.17, 342·45 ( t984): fitJ.,.•n v. "''"'K''fn11·n Cnfr. 
lfo.rp., 488 l:.s. 204, 208 (1'>88); !.an<~~mfi· VS/ Film Produl'fJ. 51JU.S.244 {19'l41; NaUI •·. Sl'endthrift l'w·m. 
Inc .• 514 U.S. 211, 237 ( 1995); /:VS v. S1. (vr. 533 U.S. 289. 316 (2001 ); and .\fortin "· lln<lix, 527 U.S. J4J ( 1999). 
Cnmp:ue: ~:1tional Reoourcos Defens~ Council, Inc."· Cl'SC.. 597 l'.Supp.2d J70 (S.D.N.Y. 2009), requiring 
C\ingressi<1nal dariticatiou 01' Cl'SIA en a<•ur~ prmpcctive applic>tion. 
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Lead Limits. We have always favored risk-based regulation of potential hazard posed by real 

world exposure to a substance. Congress rec<)gn ized this approach under CPS I A Section I 06 

when it ii adopled as a regulatory requirement AS7M F-963 Sf(mdard Consumer Safi!()' 

Speciflcarirmfor Toy Safl!~v. which in turn regula1cs 1oxic heavy metals in loys from paints and 

similar surface coating based upon soluhle extractahl.: limits. This approach is currently 

embodied in the regulatory approaches under tht: Commissions administered .FHSA and hy 

other agencies, such as 1-'DA and f PA. These are based upon risk-based approaches to managing 

potential hazardous lead exposure in an alternative fashion from CPSIA 's Section I 0 l hannins 

approach and duly consider reasonably foreseeable handling. use. and routes of exposure from 

products. With imposirion of total conlcnt limits on lead in substr.itc, Congress departed from 

well-established scientific based models related to actual risk of exposure. Exacerhaling this 

appmach, CPSIA language failed to provide the safety valve needed to assure the Commission 

with reasonable discretion to provide for exceptions to rigid requirements4
• This resulted in 

positions that seem removed from common sense. when prnducts which do not result in an 

appreciable risk of exposure are never-th.:-less banned. Although the CPSIA purported to allow 

for exemptions the contraining language used in CPSIA Section \Ol(b)(\)5 created a legal nullity 

as an exception bas~d upon su,h requirement became impossible to oh1ain in practice when 

reasonably likely .:xposure with advers.: health consequences was not a ')ualificr for exemption. 

'In retattcm fl) '·snfc1)' val\•es" for example brass lire valves \\•hich are intend<:d to be durabJe and corrosion resistant 
"an't be used on children ·s products, even though rhett is no risk of hazanlous lead exrosurc to a child. 

The Con1mission n1ay. by regula1ion. exclude" spocifoc product or material fMm the [b3Jlntd kad le\'els} if the 
Commi~sion, after nocice and a hearing. determines on the ba~is of'lhc bost·available objective, peer-reviewed, 
scionti fie e• idcnce chat lead in such producl or ma1crial will noithcr -
( .... )result in the ab.<0rp1ion of a11y lead into lhe human body. laking into account normal and reasonably foreseeable 
uso aud •buse ohuch pmduct by a child. including swallowing. n1ou1hing. broaking. nr olf1cr cMldren ·s activ i1ios. 
and the aging of the product; nor (BJ haw 3ny 01her adverse impac1 on public health nr safe1y. 
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Proposed Jegislalion under considcralion by this comrniue.: is a n.:cdcd improvement, h} 

providing timi: prior to further reduction Ii mils and el\emptions for certain metal ma1erials certain 

metals (steel. copper and aluminum alloys) and 111atcrials that pose a de minimis rbk. pro ... idc<l 

they are not small parts (as defined by widely used criteria under J(J CFR /501, e1 seq). Any 

product or material that docs not result in anticipated adverse health effeds based upon a 

reasonably likely exposure rouk should be exempt (a.~ applicable under Fl ISA protocols already 

administered by the agency). The CPSC can establish a methodology 10 estimate the amount Clf 

lead a child would likely ingest, distinguishing between parts and suhslahm:es that are n:asonably 

likely to be placed in the mouth and those that cannot. A reasonable expansion in the amount of 

discretion granted to the Commission to provide exemptions from the lead bans in the Cl'SIA and 

allowance of lime to ger ii l'ight is justified. 

We ha\·c long supported the limitations on lead in pain and note that the marketplace has 

met with great success in being able to achieve conformance lo reduced limits 1p 90 ppm under 

16 CFR 1303, cl seq. 

Phlholates. The Commission should be directed and permiued 10 exempt from the phthalatcs 

limits under Section I 08 of the CPSIA products or materials that arc not reasonably likely 10 

result in hazardous exposure. The proposed bill include.~ a much-needed exception for 

inaccessihlc component pans that con lain phthalatcs, similar to the inaccessible component parts 

exemption from the lead limits, and allows the Commission to grant an cx,·lusion when it 

detennines that con1pliance with the limits is not necessary to protect children's health. We 

believe they have this au1hori1y, but clarification is needed to assure that they exccrcisc it in a 

manner 1hat reduces unrcasonahle test hurdens on manufacturers. In prac1ice the failure to make 

such rcquircmnet clear has resulted in needless costly phthalate testing of materials and parts to 
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which there exists no rcasonblc liklihood of exposure. The ban should be limiled ban lo 

acccssibk. ingeslible parts and CPSC sholud be provided e1iplicit auth(irity lo exempt certain 

products and materials from burdensome testing. when it determines determines that compliance 

with the limit is simply not necessary lo protect children's heallh. The de!inition Qf toys under 

the Section should be aligned with Section I 06 requirements and scQpe delinitiQns. Finally after 

requiring CPSC to e:o:pend !Unds to convene another Chronic Hazards Advisory Panel to assess 

health risks frvm exposure to res1ricted phthalates. tile Commission snould be required to act 

upon recommendations in a finite time or the bans should be subject to recission. 

ASTM Standards. Adoption of consensus standards and deferral to existing J\STM product 

safety standard setting processes can eftlciently result in flexible rcgulmory requirements tnat 

can more readily be adjus1ed based upon hazard data 1han historically s1agnan1 standalone 

mandalory federal regulations. These standards arc the bulwark of our na1ional and even 

international safety system, and the Commission plays an importanl role in providing comments 

and proposals.6 We believe the Commission can helter manage staff input to standards 

t'rganizations lo prc,·cm proposals which lack technical merit or olhcrwise cannot be juslified as 

federal slandard:; from incorporation in /\STM standards. We support grealer deferral and 

adoption of effective ASTM standards for durable infant products in a manner similar to Section 

106 of the act'. We also support updates to CPSI/\ Section I 04 durable nursery pr<Jdut<t 

('p<;r ha< worked wilb stakeholders ro de\•elop eflecli•e consensus standord~ completing approximately 1 () 
times as many voluntary standards a' 111anda1ury <tandard<. 

An excellen1 example is their work wilh industry to revise the ASTM c011scnsus baby walker safety 
s1andard to address injuries from stair falls. There has been a decrease in walker inj uri« of <•wr 84 p«cenl since 
1995. likely due in fargc part to the ctli:crivcnt'" of <uch <1andard requirements. The commission projected wcicl~I 
o<-.1s decreased by about $600 million annually trom this one action. Similarly. there was an 89 perccril reduction in 
crib·rela1ed deaths from nn estimated 200 in 1973 Md an 82 percent reducrion in p<•isuning deaths of children 
younger tban ~ fium drugs and household chernicals frorn 216 in 1972. Recent cullab<•rarivc etfort< ha\'e al'o 
rtsulte:d in fonhcr enhanced crib safety rc~ul:Uif\n~. 
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s1andards to prov idc relief for I iccnsed daycare centers that n1eet apprnpriate ru lcs related lo 

inspection and operation of their fa..:ilitics. In general we support the cicbting definitions that 

limit the definition of consumer products under the CPSA, .~o a.~ not to require the Commission 

to expend s..:arce ~~ourccs regulating products subject to the jurisdiction of other agencies such 

as the FDA and ~HTSA. 

Reduce burdensome lcstini: requirements. In our experience manufacturer and importers 

take their obligation obligation to meet applicable standards seriously. The consequences of 

failu~ to do so have greatly incrca8ed since passage of'the CPSIA. Most l:.s. hascd businesses 

take extraordinary measures to a8Sure compliance ol'thcy face recalls, reputational risk, hann to 

their brands and relationships with customers and possible penalties for non-compliance. We 

have often noted that 1csting plays an importan1 and ongoing role in assuring compliance 

compliance. llowcver. good manufacturing and procurt:mcnt practices. adherence to quality 

assurance procedure in production and viglence in qualification of material sourcing play an 

even greater role in assuring the safety and integrity of consumer products. Manufacturers 

pmducing products test them in production and then sample production lots cominuously prior t<) 

shipping them. Major retailers duplicate this process on product onlcrs. Most LS based 

manufacturers and brand owners have a vested interest in developing and maintaining 

reputations as "safety conscious'" companies. 

We agree with other witnesses that micromanaging the test process by statute is not the 

best way to achieve the mnsl cost-cflective compliance, nor docs it allow companies to rely on 

Mher compliance strategics to assure compliance. The draft bill offers important modifications 

to the reduce burdensome CPSIA testing scheme, recognizing that a system of cnmpliancc must 
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be predicated on thi.: ~pi.:cifics of the product category and supply chain. CPSC should determine 

that accredited third party laboratory testing provides sufficient added safety benefits to ju~tify 

the cost in lieu of materials that could he subject to certificati(ms of complaince based upon 

independent testing. Additional criteria related to other test burdens when impracticahlc based 

upon laboratory capacity and lt)gistics involving material availability within supply chains 

should he a consideration in establishing product or material specific test l'C<jllircments or 

alternate lest regimes. Alternate rest rules as contenmplated under CPSIA should be permitled as 

optional for products and must l>e nexible based upon product categories and should permit 

representative sample and composite testing when appropriate. Additional efforts should be 

re<juired to rewgnize and ·•safo harbor•· hcst parcriccs already used in the supply chain. 

We have filed extensive comments with CPSC in support ofpermissable reliance on supplier 

certifications as a mechanism to estahlish a reasonable husis of compliance with substance 

content limits for both sub-components and raw materials. Manufacturer certifications arc a 

proven legal method to establish compliance under many laws, including but not limited to use 

of FDA complaint materials, the toxicological ccr1ification under the Labeling of Hazardous Art 

Materials Act (UIA:v1A), and continuing guarantee~ under the flammable Fabrics Act (FFAJ 

already administered hy the agency. 

Dataha.•e Aecuracy. Other witnesses may provided more extensive comments on da1abasc 

issues. However in order to assure the integrity of it"s Database CPSC should cominuc to assure 

that only authorized reports arc filed, duplica1ive reports eliminated and repor1s unrelated to 

actual or potential injury arc duly eliminated , as re<juired. Congress should assure that the 

CPSC maintain, and not disclaims. it"s responsibility to assure that potentially valid claims of 

II 
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·•materially inaccuracy" are investigaled and resolved in a reasonable time prior to posting in the 

database. As was noti:d al lhis commiltces rccen1 hearing improvements should be re4uired as to 

the sufficiency of data (ie. make. model numher, mandated tracking identifiers already required 

by law on children's products). in order 10 provide more meaningful data. Finally, CPSC should 

act to clarity that brand licensors 10 the cxtcnl 1hcy are niot manufacturers, importers orf record 

or private labelers of products dimibutcd by them are not mi.sclas.sitied as such in the database .. 

CPSC N~~ds To Allurak Resources Based Upon Ha1.ard Data In spite of remarkable 

progress that dramatic-ally improved the lenglh and quality of children's lives in the t:.s. over the 

past ce~tury, today's children still face significanl, real risk.~. for example. often-avoidable 

unintenti<)nal injuries take 1he lives of more lhan I out of every I 0,000 children in lhc U.S. 

annually. That may not sound like much. but this includes over 150 infants 1hat die before 1heir 

first birthday in motor vehicle accidents and nearly 50 who drown in bathrooms8
. This is why 

we would support dynamic new partnerships be1wecn smkeholders and 1he Commission to 

promote safcry and safe consumer practices. Consumer information and education does nor 

subs1itute for 1hc essen1ial responsibility of manufacturers to provide safe products, but it can 

help wi1h a large percentage of accidents due to improper or irresponsible conduct or lack of 

supervision of minors. The Commission is fully a111norized 10 cmhark on sucn programs. hul 

encouragement from Congress should he provided 

Kimberl» Thompson. M.S. SCP. Assoc. Professor of Risk Analysis and Decision Science. Children·~ llospil3l 
Bo.11011. illlrYard Medical School Co.founJeriDirector ofRese3r~h Cenltr 011 \ltdia anti Child llcahh; 
Director llSPll Kids Risk l'mjcct. 
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Th;uik you again for the opportunity to prm·iJe these w111111e11t~. We appreciate the efforts of this 

committee to improve the CPSIA and expand the discretion afforded the Commission as it seeks 

to de\'elop practical effo:ient and cffcctin: regulations to enhance children·~ product ~ukty. 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. That is the red light and we have to run to 
the floor for a vote. And we will recess and reconvene immediately 
following the last vote in the series. 

Mr. LOCKER. OK. Sorry. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. I don't have the time. I tried last time and I 

was off by 20 minutes. So immediately following the last vote, we 
will return .. We have a five-vote series. 

Mr. LOCKER. Thank you. 
[Recess.] 
Mrs. BONO MACK. We are ready to begin. So we left off with Mr. 

Marshan and so we will recognize you for your 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF DAN MARSHALL 

Mr. MARSHALL. Thank you very much . Hello. My name is Dan 
Marshall. I am the founder and vice president of the Handmade 
Toy Alliance. The HTA represents 644 small businesses affected by 
the unintended consequences of the Consumer Product Safety Im
provement Act. I would like to mention also that we receive no out
side funding whatsoever. We are funded entirely by our members 
and some small donations that folks have made along the way. We 
are kind of a shoestring operation. 

My wife and I own Peapods Natural Toy Store in St. Paul, Min
nesota. I am here today with my daughter Abigail and fellow HTA 
Board members Rob Wilson of Challenge and Fun in Massachu
setts and Randy Hertzler of euroSource in Pennsylvania. 

The HTA began in November of 2008 after I began to understand 
how the newly passed CPSIA will decimate the small-batch manu
facturers who. supply our store. Since then, I. have been working 
with hundreds of other small business owners to save small-batch 
manufacturers from regulatory burdens of the CPSIA, the greatest 
of which is the cost of mandated third-party testing. These fixed 
costs, which are easily bourn by mass-market manufacturers, who 
make tens of thousands of units at a time, are simply impossible 
for small businesses that make toys, children's clothing and acces
sories in batches of a few dozen at a time, often in home-based stu
dios. 

These required tests are not limited to lead testing. Toys, for ex
ample, will be subject to mandatory ASTM F-963 testing, which re
quires the destruction of multiple units of each toy. The CPSC's 
current schedule would mandate ASTM testing. as soon as. this Oc
tober. Unless the CPSIA is reformed, hundreds of small American 
toymakers will not survive that date. 

Unlike similar product safety legislation such as the Food Safety 
Modernization Act, FDA food labeling rules, or California's Propo
sition 65, the CPSIA makes no allowances whatsoever for small 
businesses, nor does it allow the CPSC. any. discretion in how it ap
plies third-party testing requirements to various types of products. 
Bicycles, books, hand-knit sweaters, and wooden toy cars are all 
tested the same. 

As a result, the CPSIA, as it stands now, is basically unenforce
able. Key provisions have been stayed numerous times. The CPSC 
is slowly being transformed from a public safety guardian into an 
enforcer of procedures and technicalities dictated by Congress at 
huge cost. Congressional action has dramatically undermined the 
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CPSC, an agency which has effectively protected the American pub
lic for almost 40 years. 

Meanwhile, we have watched numerous trustworthy businesses 
fold because of the CPSIA. Untold others have decided not to pur
sue their dreams as toymakers or crafters. We have even begun to 
see secondary effects such as the end of Mothering Magazine, 
which closed this February after 35 years, citing reduced ad reve
nues due to the CPSIA's impact on their advertisers . If the CPSIA 
is not amended, hundreds more small family businesses will perish 
for no good reason. 

Thanks to the work of this committee, we have a way forward. 
Our alliance endorses the draft amendment because of the relief it 
provides to our members. This bill requires either an exemption 
from t hird-party testing or alternate testing procedures, such as 
XRF screening for lead in substrates, for products that are pro
duced in small quantities. This is exactly what we have been ask
ing for since the formation of our organization. Small-batch manu
facturers would be given a safety valve which was originally left 
out of the CPSIA. 

We desire a thoughtful and measured reform worthy of meaning
ful bipartisan discussions. These issues deserve a full hearing to 
ensure that a high degree of consumer protection is maintained. 
We do not wish to create loopholes that would benefit the types of 
irresponsible companies that created the toy safety scare in the 
first place. 

We urge you to reach out to your colleagues in the Senate to 
reach a bipartisan agreement. The CPSIA was the product of a 
strong bipartisan effort in 2008 and its reform requires the same 
effort. We believe this discussion draft is a suitable foundation for 
that discussion. We urge both Houses of Congress to set aside dif
ferences and find a way to see this reform process through. Our 
fami ly businesses are watching the process closely and we are de
pending on you. 

In conclusion, on behalf of our members, I would like to thank 
this committee for addressing this important issue and urge you to 
quickly pass meaningful reform of the CPSIA. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Marshall follows:] 
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Hello. My name is Dan Marshall. I am the l'oundcr and Vice President ofthc llandmadc Toy Alliance. 
The llTi\ represents 644 small businesses affected by the unintended consequences of the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Acl (Cl'SIA) of 2008. 

:V1y wik Millie and I own Pcapods Natural Toy Store in St. Paul. Minnesota. I am here today with my 
daughter Abigail and frllow HTA Board members Rob Wilson of Challenge and Fun in Massachuscus 
and Randy l lcnzk-r of curoSourcc in Pennsylvania. 

The HTt\ began in November of 2008, after I began lo understand how the newly-passed Cl'SIA would 
decimate the small hatch manufacturers who supply our store. Since then. I've been working with 
hundreds of olhCT small business owners lo save small batch manufacturers from regulatory burdens of 
the CPSIA. the greatest of which is the cost of mandated third party testing. These fixed costs, which 
arc easily boum by mass market manufacturers who make tens of thousands of units at a ti me. arc 
simply impossible for small businesses thal make toys, children's clothing and aeccssori<)S in batches of 
a kw dozen at a time. often in home-based studios. 

These required tests are not limited to lead content testing. Toys. for example, will be subject to 
mandatory ASTM F963 testing, which requires the destruction of multiple units of each toy. The 
CPSC's current schedule would mandate ASTM test in~ as soon as this October. Unless the CPSI/\ is 
reformed, hundreds of small American toymakers will not survive that date. 

Unlike similar product safety lcgisfa1ion such as The Food Sa!Cty Modcrnir.ation Act, J.'DA food 
labeling rules. or California's Propo~ilion 65. the CPSIA makes no allowances whatsoever for small 
businesses. Nor docs it allow the CPSC any discretion in how it applies third party testing 
rcquircmcols to various types of products. !3icyclcs, books, hand-knit sweaters. and wooden toy cars 
arc all treated the same. 

As a result, the CPSIJ\ as it stands is basically unenforceable. Key provisions have been stayed 
numerous limes. The CPSC is slowly being transfonned from pub I ic safely ~uardian into an enforcer 
of procedures and technicalities dictated hy Congress at huge cost. Congressional action has 
dramatically undermined the CPSC, an agency which has effectively protcC[ed the American puh\ic for 
almost 40 years. 

:'-1eanwhile, we've watched numerous trostworthy businesses fold because of the CPSIA. Untold others 
have decided not 10 pursue their dreams as toymakers or erafters. We've even begun to sec secondary 
effects such as the end of Mothering Magazine. which closed in February after 3 5 years, citing reduced 
ad revenues due to the CPSIA's impact on their advertisers. 

If the CPSI.-'\ is not amc11dcd, hundreds more small family businesses will perish for no good reason. 
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Thanks to the work of this commiltee. we have a way forward. Our alliance endorses the drafi 
amendment because of the relief it prov ides for our members. This bill rcqui res either an exemption 
from third party tes1ing 01 allemarc testing procedures. such as XRF screening for lead in substlatcs, for 
products that arc produced in small quantities. This is exactly what we ha•·c been asking for since the 
formation of our organization. Small batch manufacturers would be gi\'cn a safely valve which was 
originally left 0111 of the CPSIA. 

We desire a thoughtful and measured reform worthy of meaningful bipanisan discussions. These issu~s 
deserve a full hearing to ensure that a high degree of consumer protection is maintained. We do not 
wish to create loopholes that would bcncfil the types of i rrcsponsiblc companies that created the toy 
~afcty ~care in the first place. 

We urge you to reach out to your colleagues in the Senate to reach a bipartisan agreement. The C'PSIA 
was th.: product of a stron!t bipar1is~n cffon in 2008 and its reform r«quires the same clfort. We bclicl'c 
this discussion draft is a suitable foundation for that discussion. We urge both houses of congress to set 
aside differences and find a way to sec this reform process through. Our family businc~s.:s arc 
watching the proc.:ss closely. We're dcpcndin!!- on you. 

In conclusion, on behalf of our members. I would like to I hank this commincc for addr~ssing thi~ 
impor1ant issue and urge you to quickly pJss mcanin!!-lul reform of lh~ Cl'SIA. Thank you. 
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Mrs. B ONO MACK. Thank you very much. Ms. Weintraub, your 5 
minutes. 

STATEMENT OF RACHEL WEINTRAUB 
Ms. WEINTRAUB. Chairman Bono Mack, Ranking Member 

Butterfield, Representative Schakowsky, I am Rachel Weintraub, 
Director of Product Safety and Senior Counsel for Consumer Fed
eration of America. I offer this testimony on behalf of CF A as well 
as Consumers Union, Kids In Danger, National Research Center 
for Women and Families, Union of Concerned Scientists, and the 
U.S. Public Interest Research Group. I thank you for inviting me 
to testify today. 

The CPSIA institutes the most significant. improvements to. the. 
Consumer P roduct Safety Commission since the. Agency was. estab
lished. The. millions. of recalls of toys for excessive. lead and tiny 
powerful magnets, children's jewelry because of high lead levels, 
and cribs because of durability problems cause consumers to ques
tion the effectiveness of our Nat ion's safety net. The CPSIA has re
stored consumer confidence by requiring children's products to be 
tested for safety by banning lead and certain phthalates and toys 
and by creating a publicly accessible consumer complaint database 
and authorizing necessary resources to CPSC. 

The consumer community has stated previously that any changes 
made to the CPSIA must not weaken product safety standards and 
must not weaken public health protections. The current discussion 
draft fails this litmus test unfortunately. This discussion draft is 
not narrowly tailored, but rather carves gaping loopholes in the 
consumer protections created by the CPSIA. It covers fewer chil
dren's products, undermines the lead and phthalate standards, sub
stantially weakens the third-party testing requirements, and 
makes the consumer complaint database vastly less useful for con
sumers. I will highlight some of the most critical provisions of the 
discussion draft in my testimony. 

We oppose an effort to weaken the scope of the protections of the 
CPSIA. The discussion draft implies that only those products for 
children of some younger age, we presume,. should be afforded pro
tections. by the CPSIA. Congress embraced the belief that there. is 
a shared toy box,. which we know reflects the reality of what is true 
in many homes across this country. School-age. children are at risk 
from lead exposure and from hazards posed by powerful magnets 
in toys, for example. If those toys are not required to meet any lead 
limit or meet the standard for magnetic toys, the potential for 
harm is large. Further, the voluntary standard for toys, ASTM F-
963, covers toys intended for children under age 14 years of age. 

The third-party testing provision of the CPSIA will be eliminated 
almost entirely by the discussion draft. Thfrd-party testing is nec
essary to confirm compliance with safety rules and prevents haz
ards before they enter the marketplace. While the discussion draft 
preserves third-party testing for lead in paint, full-size cribs, non
full-size cribs, pacifiers, small parts, and children's metal jewelry, 
the fact that all infant durable products other than cribs will not 
be subject to third-party testing is untenable. And there is even 
ambiguity about the crib standard. 
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The provision makes it very difficult for CPSC to require trurd
party testing for other products. The rule-makings required in this 
section require a cost analysis wrule ignoring the benefits of lives 
saved, injuries avoided, or healthcare costs reduced as a result of 
the testing requirement. And no time frame is established for these 
rule-makings. Trus section lists products that can never be required 
to undergo third-party testing but fails to define them. While we 
understand that a narrowly-targeted exem ption for third-party 
testing provisions may be the only solution for small-batch manu
facturers, the lack of definition and an aJternative testing mecha
nism to ensure safety makes it impossible to determine the appro
priateness of this relief. 

The discussion draft puts babies at risk in childcare facilities by 
allowing fixed-side cribs to remain in use if there is required super
vision. Slowly removing the drop-side cribs misses numerous other 
hazards that the new crib standard addresses such as hardware 
failures, material integrity problems, mattress support failures, 
slat hazards, and corner posts. This provision drastically weakens 
the consumer protections of the CPSIA and will keep babies in 
known unsafe cribs. 

The consumer complaint database will give consumers access to 
lifesaving information and will help CPSC to more nimbly identify 
and act upon safety hazards. CPSC's rule is responsive to the pub
lic interest needs for disclosure and protective of a manufactw·er's 
effort to protect their brand and confidential business information. 
The database includes more checks on the information and more 
opportunities for a manufacturer to comment than other similar 
government agency databases. 

The discussion draft tips the balance that the database rule has 
acrueved by limiting who can report to the database, unnecessarily 
increasing the types of information consumers must report before 
their complaint can be considered for posting, requires consumers 
to unwittingly engage in a dialogue with a manufacturer about the 
reported harm rather than simply reporting the incident to the 
CPSC, stays the reporting of information until final decisions about 
the sufficiency and accuracy of the information are made, and will 
substantially increase the time it will take for information to be 
posted publicly. Trus will discourage reporting by consumers to the 
database and decrease the utility of trus important consumer pro
tection . 

I thank you for your consideration and am happy to take ques
tions. 

[The statement of Ms. Weintraub follows:] 
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Summarv of Testimony 

I. Introduction 

II. CPSIA ·s passage was a significanl seep forward for consumer protection. 

Ill. CPSC and CJ>SIA Successes 

I. Only since passage of the CPSIA has !here been an effort made to strengthen 
lhc voluntary and mandatory standards and require testing and verification of 
new cribs. 

2. The consumer im:idcnt datahase will provide transparency and provide useful 
information about products. 

3. J>roduct Registration cards will inform consumers about recalls, 

IV. Proposed Revisions in Discussion Draft 

I. Definition of a Children ·s Product- Protections Must Remain for Children 12 and 
Younger. 

2. Application of Lead Limit 

a. Ahemative Limit and De Minimis Exception 

i. Alternative Limits will weaken current lead standards 

ii. The de minim is standard will require time consuming risk analysis 
for a known toxin. 

b. Lead limit exemption for used children's products is too broad. 

3. Third party testing requirements are undermined significantly. 

4. Crihs in child care facilities will be permiued to violate strong crih standard. 

5. Phthalate standard is weakened con.~iderably. 

6. Exemption authority for tracking lahcls is too broad. 

7. Database provision is significantly narrowed limiting its effectivenes~. 

S. We object to the provision making this Discussion Drali entirely retroactive. 

V. Conclusion 
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Chainnan Bono Mack, Ranking Member Hulterfic:ld. and rnernhcrs of the Subcommittee on 

Commerce. \.1anufocturing, and Trade. I am Rachel Weintraub. Director of Product Satcty and 

Senior Coun~el al Con~umer Federation of America (CF A). The Consumer Federation of 

America i~ an association of nearly 300 nonprofi1 consumer organizations that was estahlisheJ in 

1968 to advance the consumer int.:rest through research. advocacy, and education. I offer this 

testimony on behalf of Consumer Federation of America as well as Consumers l:nion. Kids In 

Danger, National Research Cenrer for Women & Familic.~. Union ofConeemeJ Sclentisls. anJ 

the U.S. Public lnt.:r.:st Kesearch Group. 

As organizations dedicated to working to protect consumers from unsatc products, I offer 

testimony today to articulate our serious concerns about the Discussion [)raft that amends the 

Consumer Product Safoty Improvement Act ol' 2008 (Cl'Sll\). 

I. ]Qtroduc1ion 

Th.: bi-partisan CPSIA passed overwhelmingly in the House on July 30, 2008 by a vote of 424-1. 

in the Senate on July 31, 2008 by 11 vote ol' 89-3 11nd was signed into law by President Dush on 

August 14, 2008. Before this law passed. Congress undertook 11 year-long deliherative process to 

con.~ider the implications of this act: there were 11pproximately 15 hearings and markups in the 

House and Senate covering issues and products rel11ted to the CPSIA, and once each chamhcr 

passed its version of the hill, there was a contCrence in regular order between both flouscs of 

Congress. This law institutes the most significant improvements to the Consumer Product Safety 

Commission (CPSC) since the agency was established in the I 970's. 
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II. CPSIA's Significitnl-e. New R1,,:guirements itnd Implementation 

The CPSIA ·s passage followed a period of record numbers of recalls of haz:trdl•us pn>du'ts that 

injured. sickened, or killed children. Consumers had lost faith in the safety of consumer 

products. particularly children· s products. lhc approximately 2 S mi Ilion toys recalled for 

exce~sive levels \>f lead paint, tiny powerful magnets. and other hazardous chemicals. the recalls 

of children ·s jewelry because of high lead levels. and the recalls l•f millions of cribs because of 

durability issues caused con.~umers to question whether our safety net was working to protect 

them. 

The bill's pa~sage was also in response to a weakened federal over.~ight agency, one withour 

enough resources. which failed in its meager efforts lo protect the public"s health and safety. 

Jn response to this dismal picture. Congress in\u.~ed the CPSC with new authority and more 

resources. It has b.:cn almost three years since the CPSIA was passed. This law has already made 

products safer and when fully implemented will increase safety dramatically by requiring that 

toys and infant products be tested for safety before they arc sold. and by banning lead and certain 

phthalat.:s in toys (although implementation of the testing requirement has been delayed by the 

CPSC). The law also created a puhlicly accessible consumer complaint database and authorizes 

resources CPSC needs to protect the public. such as enabling it to hire additional staff. 

Ill. CPSC and CPSIA Successes 

I. Mandatorv Crib Stitndanl 

There have alr~ady been important successes as a result of the CPSl.I\. One of the most ootable 

examples is the mandatory crib standard that is required by section 104 of the C'PSIA. Pervasive 

desigo 11aws have lead 10 the recall of more than I 0 million cribs over the past three and a half 

2 
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years. h was essential th11t thc CPSC placl' safo sleep environmeuts at the top of their mandatory 

s1andards-scuing li~t. 

Recalls and corrective ac1ion~ for cribs han· been issued for non-complii111ce with safely 

standards; strangulation hazards; risk of head entrapment when side raih. spindles. and slats in 

side rails become loose or break; risk of suffoca1ion; choking ha:t.ards: risk of falling; and danger 

of laceration when fingers become trapped in folding drop gates. 1 

While the previous voluntary crib .~tandards effectively banned the drop-side design in new cribs. 

only since passage of the CPSIA has rhere been an effort made to strengthen the voluntary and 

mandatory standards and require testing and verification of new crib.~. The final CPSC crib 

standard incorporates many provisions thar consumer advocates have hcen supporting for years 

1hat replicate the real world use of cribs. such as durabili1y te.~ts, mattress support tests. and tests 

for the effectiveness of hardware. The re.~ulting CPSC standard, that passed CPSC unanimously. 

is a strong one and is :i. successful outcome of the CPSIA. Section 104(c) of the Cf>SIA seeks to 

address hazards posed by older model cribs by mnovirig them from the market. This section 

applies to cribs sold new and used, cribs used in child care facilities, arid cribs used in public 

accommodations such as hotels and motels. The application of th is provisiori means that o Ider 

cribs that rose significant risks to children will be taken out of the stream of commerce. This 

provision is based upon laws already in existence in numerous states including .<\rizona. 

Arkansas, Califomia. Cnlorado. Illinois, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota. Oregon. Pennsylvania, 

Vermont and Washington. This provision extends the protections previously offered in just these 

states to the en ti re nation to ensure that children sleep in cribs that meet the most recent and most 

protecti\'e crib safety standards. 

1 Ii.id~ in Dangtr. hnp:.'iwww.kidsindange<.orglprodhazard~lrtc3JIMcrih•.asp 

3 
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2. Consumer Incident Database 

Ano1her ~ucccss of 1he CPSIA is the implementation of the consumer product safety infom1atinn 

database. CPSC was required by Section 212 of the CPSIA to establish the database. As a result 

of the crsc staffs leadership and commitment to the effectiveness of the database, consumers 

will have access to lifesaving information and the agency will more nimbly be able to identify 

and act upon safety hazards. CPSC staff worked hard to formulate CPSC's final rule in a manner 

that is consistent with Congress' imenl responsive to the public interest need for disclosure, and 

protective of a manufacturer's effort 10 protect their brand and confidential business information. 

The database includes more checks on the information and more opportunities for a 

manufacturer 10 comment than other similar government agency databases. 

Consumers have been in the dark about the dangers of products regulated by CPSC. CPSC has 

collected incident data from consumers in a manner similar to how it is collected as part of the 

new database. However, the difference is that prior to the launch of the database, when 

consumers went to Cl'SC's web site to look for information, it was hidden. All that they could 

find typically related to a previous recall. If the Commission had been alerted to the dangers \lf a 

product but has yet to conduct a recall, the product's hazard might never have been known to the 

public. 

The database changed that. Public access to information is vital to safety. Simply allowing 

consumers access to the safety record of products will increase safety and encourage the speedy 

removal or redesign of unsafe products. Making ii simple for consumers to rcpon into a single 

database the: problems they encounter with products also helps the Commission to do its job of 

4 
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prnlecting lhc public from unsafe producls more effkien1ly, which can help save govcmmenl 

resources. Launched on March I I, 2011, Inc first reports were posted last week in the database. 

3. l'rodurt Registration 

The CPSIA requires that infonl durable products. sucn as cribs. s1rollers and high chairs, include 

a producl registration card in their packaging and provide an opportunity to rcgis1cr online. This 

will give manufacturers information necessary to direc1ly contact consumers in the event of a 

recall or otncr product safety issue. 

The requirements for the product registration cards and an onlinc registration program arc 

contained in Section I 04 or the CPSIA, which incorporates tile Danny Keysar Cnild Safety 

Notification Act. Danny, whose parents foundcd Kids In Danger, died in 1998 when tile portable 

crib he slept in at a child care center collapsed and strangled him. The crib had been recalled 

five years earlier. but no one at 1hc child care center. including the mom who donated the crib, 

had heard of the recall. Too many consumers never hear about a recall of a product that they 

have in their home. In fact. only 10 to 30 percent or product recalls receive a consumer 

response. This leaves most consumers in contact with recalled products. Registering products is 

an important step that will increase the number of consumers who hear about a recall. 

IV. Proposed Revisions i11 l>iscussion Draft 

We understand 1hat the Discussion Draft was written in response 10 requests for flexibilily and 

exceptions from many CPSI,\ provi~ions rai~ed by various manufacturer and retailer entitie~. 

including micro husinesses, large corporations and trade associations. The CPSC itself has 

requested additional discretion to implement certain CPSIA provisions. particularly regarding lhc 

lead requirements. We are open to discussions about finding ways to address the precise needs of 

5 
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micro-businesses while also protecting public hcallh. However, this Dbcussion Drafl goes well 

beyond additional discretion and weakens, eliminates or a hers significant provisions of the 

CPSl,·\, rendering lhcm vastly less protective of the puhlic health and consumers. The most 

significant successes of the CPSJi\ are weakened significantly hy this Discussion Draft. This 

Discussion Ora ft is not narrowly tailored hut rather carves gaping loop ho lcs in the consumer 

protections created by lhe CPSIA. I will discuss our concems with the Discussion Orafc section 

by section. 

I, Definition of a (:hildren's Product- Protections Must Remain for Children 12 

and Younger 

We oppose an effort to weaken the scope of the protections in the CPSIA. The Discussion Drafi 

rejects the current scope of CPSIA and instead implies that only those products for children of 

some younger age, we presume. should be afforded protections by the Cl'Sll\. This approach of 

c<wering fewer children was rejected by Congress when it passed the CPSIA. Congress 

embraced the belief that there is a "shared toy box·· in many families' homes. We agree with this 

view. as it rcllccts the reality ofwnat we know to be true in many homes across the United 

States. Children of younger ages play with the toys of their older siblings. Younger children 

mouth their older siblings· toys. The implications of this change arc significant. :-Jo mailer how 

cons~ientious a parent, or how well educated the family is about segregating toys for each child. 

it is inevitable that younger children will obtain access to older children's toys. School aged 

children are at risk from lead exposure and from hazards posed by rowerful magnets in toys. If 

those toys arc not required to meet any lead limit. or meet the standard for magnetic toys. the 

potential for hann is large and the potential for consumer concern is also considerable. 

6 
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Furth.:r, the voluntary standard for t()ys - ASTM F 963 includes an even broader scope to 

cover toys inlended for childri:n under 14. This means that many companies arc alre:td}' 

complying with voluntary safoty standards that encompass lOys intended for children under age 

14. Thus, the reality that children's toys and products are often shared by children within a 

family. plus the fact 1hat many within the industry are already complying with a higher age 

standard, requires the scope of the CPSIA to remain as it is. 

2. Application of Lead Limit 

Section 2(a) of the Discussion Draft ex1ends the limit for compliance with the 100 ppm lead limit 

and technological feasibility analysis for an additional year. We oppose this provision. At a 

recent Cl'SC hearing on this i.~sue, many organization.~ testifying stated that testing 10 I 00 ppm 

was tcchnol()gicall)' fca.~ible and that companies were already complying with that standard. 

Companies have also had almost 3 year.~ to prepare for complian,e with the 100 ppm standard. 

There is no justifiable reason to delay this standard. 

Section 2(b) of the Discussion Draft rever.~e.~ the CPSIA ·.~requirement that all children's 

products meet the new lead limits. and then requires only certain categories of produ,IS, 

established by CPSC at their di.~cretion. to be subject to any lead limit. Rather than applying che 

lead limits to all children's products and excluding only a sclec1.lew, this provision would 

~~tahlish a new, less protective standard for many categories ofchildr~n·s products. t::xcept for 

the few categoric.~ that have to meet the current CPSIA lead limiL~, the rest W<'uld only have to 

meet a higher allo\\'ablc lead limit of 600 ppm lead only if CPSC holds a hearing and makes a 

dc1cnninat ion that lead in that product or class presents an unreasonable risk to children's health. 

7 
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We oppose lhis provision for numeniu~ reasons. Firsl, the lead limit of 600 ppm is wo high and 

children's products are already easily meeting the current 300 ppm standard; second. 

"unreasonable risk l(i children's health .. is not delincd; and third, ('PSC has so much discretion 

as to what to cover in this section that it i~ unclear what in fact would he covered and in what 

time-frame. This appniach gives neither adequate protection w public health nor assurance to 

paren1s and caregivers that they can trust the products they bring into their homes - a prohlem 

that helped spur passage of the CPSIA in the first place. 

Section 2(c) of the Discussion Draft changes the current language to apply the lead limits to the 

date of' manufacture (as opposed 10 the date of sale). \Jn fortunately. because this provision 

modifies section IOl(a), it means that manufac1urcrs are allowed to sell their stock of products 

that do not even meet the 600 ppm I imit if their products were manufactured he fore F ehruary 

2009. This provision goes too far in allowing products with dangemusly high lead limits 10 he 

sold ll• consumers. Any gains that were made in re-establishing. trust in the safety of children's 

products would be diminished. Consumers may have no way of knowing what lead limit a 

product on the shelf would meet, if any, further confusing consumers trying to protect their 

chi ldrcn from lead exposure. 

a. Allernativc l.imit and De Minimis F.xce1ition 

Section 2( d) rejecls the previous bright line lest for lead and cl im inates section I 0 I (b }(I) of the 

CPSIA by establishing new allerrialive limits for metal products and establishing a "de mi11imis" 

exception for all other malerials. 

8 
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i. Alternative Limit~ 

The alternative limil forchildrt:n·s prvducls made of steel, copper, or aluminum alluys wuuld be 

some level yet IV be dclcrmim:d that is measured in parts per million unles~ the product or part is 

a small part or can break and create a small part. For rhesc small part~ madi: of metal. the limit 

would be I 00 ppm if found to be technologically foasible. Unfortunately. this language is 

problematic. While 1hc I 00 ppm standard is consistent with CPSl.I\ and thus docs nut weaken 

current law. it is important lo !<now what the lead limit is for non-small part metal prodlKts. 

Raising lhc amount of allowable lead in metal items that arc not ''small parts .. is a concern. 

because children mouth larger products. In addition, this language would expose children lo 

higher levels of !.:ad and not ~eek to minimize exposure from other parts of that same product 

even if these products involve common hand-10-mouth interaction by children. 

For :ill non-metal products. if the product is a small part or can break and create a small part. it 

would have to meet the I 00 ppm standard if it is technologically feasible. This section docs not 

change the current I 00 ppm limir. but it only applies to small parts and not lo other non-metal 

children·s products such as vinyl books or bibs that arc oflen mouthed by children. 

The IJiscussion Draft also makes an unsupportable distinction between choking hazards and non

chok i ng hazards. Under long-standing law. all products intended for babies, toddlers and young 

children cannot contain small parts. a provision that was not altered by this Discussion Draft. 

Thus, products designed to be mouthed by bahies such a~ recrhing ring.~. baby spoon~ and sippy 

cups would fall outside of the I 00 ppm test and foll under the "de mini mis" standard unless chcy 

contained metal, which could expose children to higher lead lcvds. To protect children from 
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lead in such non-small-part conlaining prodm:ts. 1h~· Discussion Drafi re4uircs CPSC to 

undertake extensive review-all for a wdl known, well documented neuro-toxin. 

ii. Ue Minimis Standard 

The definition of"de minimis'' is not defined other than being measured in micrograms per day 

and requires a ru\cmaking by the CPSC to be revised. This would require a complcJ\ risk 

assessment to determine the exposure level and would require many assumptions to be made that 

could be incorrect. The tcsling for this 1ype of exposure limit is time consuming. CJ\pCnsivc and 

su~icct to inaccuracies, poor repeatability and reproducibility making compliance a challenge 

unwelcome by the CPSC, rclailers, and Jndus1ry alike. It puts CPSC in 1hc posilion it was in 

before CPSIA passed-unable to direct its resources to protect consumers from known and 

significant ha.7.ards. The current requirement for measuring total lead conten1 is a clearer, less 

expensive. and quicker method for determining compliance wilh lead limits. 

Se.:tion 2 of the Discussion Draft also requires the CPSC. by rule. to establish a melhodology for 

estimating lead ingestion. We see at least two problems with this approach: CPSC is not 

required to do this in a certain time period, which leaves rulemaking open to long-tcnm delays: 

and CPSC is directed only to distinguish between parts that can be placed in the mouth :ind parts 

that cannot be placed in the mouth. In the absence of a methodnlogy promulgated by CPSC. any 

reasonable methodology that is dl•Cumented is acceptable to c.~timate lead ingestion. As a result. 

unless and until the CPSC establishes a new lead-ingestion limit, a manufacturer can use almo.st 

any test, no mailer how weak, to assess the danger posed to a child who ingests lead in a 

component part. The lack of 11 time frame and the lack of a ~tandard provided 1il estimate lead 

ingestion is not pro1cc1ive of the pub I ic health. 

10 
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Finally, thi: .. de minim is" provision al.50 rcvcr~cs the presumption for the saldy uf pr~x.luets and 

allows products to be .5old and be exempt from tl'sting for lead unll'ss the CPSC finds otherwise. 

This would mean that the CPSC would not have to act until a child had been hanned by a lead

ladl'n product or unti I an entity ll'sted thl' product and brought it to the attention of the CPSC. 

lbi~ is a profoundly misguided approach because almost all lead exposure except for a1:utc lead 

toxicity silently impacts victims - decreasing IQ points and affecting behavior. As we witne~sed 

in the years before the CPSIA. thl' record number of lead-laden products that were sold and later 

re('alli:d from the market proves that this appmach rl'SUltl'd in an unrl'asonabfe rbk of injury to 

consumers. The approach to lead-laden children's products proposed in this Discussion Drait 

will amount to a waste of Commission rc.~ourcc.~, ha.~ been rejected by Congress pre-.. iousl y as 

not being sufficiently prnte('tive of public health, create.~ uncertainty for consumers and for 

manufacturers. and far exceeds the flexibility that the CPSC requested. 

b. Lead Limit Application to t.:sed Children's Products 

This provision further weakens the lead standard by establishing that the lead limits do not apply 

to certain used children's products. While this provi.~ion is based upon language in the Consumer 

Product Safety Enhancement Act, (CPS EA) a bill introdu('ed last year by Representative 

Waxman to narrowly address ('onccms raised by certain product safety stakeholders, it limits the 

consumer protections in the original language that exempted vinyl products from this provision 

and removc:s CPSC's discretion to add other pwducts to this list. 

3. Section 3- Application of Third Party Testing Requirements 

The third party testing provision of the CPSIA will be eliminated almost entirely by the 

Discu5sion Draft. The Discussion D1aft docs preserve third party tc.~ting for lead in paint: full 
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size cribs; non full size cribs; pacifiers: small pa11s; and children's metaljcwclry.1 This provision 

makes it very diflicult for crsc to require third party testing for other products beyond this 

limited list of products. CPSC is permitted to issue a rule t~J require third party testing for a 

product, but that rule can only move forward it'CPSC has completed an accreditation of 

rnnformity ;issessmcnt bodies and determined the adequacy of the testing capacity of the 

accreditation bodies. Further, the rulcmaking must considcr the cosl~ of the regulation and be 

limited by imposing the "least possible burden" of the costs of regulations while ignoring the 

benefits oflivcs saved, injuries avoided or health care costs n:duced as a resull of the testing 

requirement. fo'urthcr. no time-frame is established for these rulemakings. 

This section also enumerates those products that can never be required to undergo third party 

testing: works of art and one of a kind products: .~pecialty products for the disabled (all are not 

defined): and products that are produced in such small quantities that the cost of testing by an 

independent third party is not "economically practicable." The definition of a small quantity is 

yet to be determined. Thi.~ provision no longer rcquires CPSC to promulgate the "15 Month 

Rule." This so-called ''15-month rule" is important because it ensure.~ that manufa~·turers arc 

continually testing their products to the most up-to-date standards, and that safety is not slipping 

through the cracks in later batches of product run.~. 

Independent third party testing is proactive, and is better for both consumers and manufacturers: 

it builds safety into the supply chain early on, with the intent of avoiding the nced for expensive 

recalls (ljwr children have been injured or killed. We understand that a narrowly targeted 

cxccption to the third party testing provision may bi: thc only solution for small batch 

~ lJnfonuniltd». t:\'en withih thi~ ~m~U iist 1hert ~s :lmhjguity: for cribs.. a robust st:md3.rd w.i~ J1romufg.1re:I hr C'f'SC Co 
l>eti:tuht;r 2010-a signifit•anr ~uccc.·ss of fhc CPSI:\. lhis l>is1.·LJs~ion ~lfatl. howc\:C"r. al rtu: end uf 1hi~ section, pn'lh.ibhs CPSC 
from itnfort:ing ::i.-w.da.rl.1$ tha1 b1:c3m.; dTcctivc aeicr August t:I'"' 2009 and funh~r rctf.ten.,;-e . ..; a rnnri.'ln ofr~~ Cc.Ntc ofJ(cd~r:tl 
Rcp.ukarionr. chat ha..; .. :nl!~ hCCh TJ'Oved. n:l\d~ring. ch~ status of th\: standard to \\•h;ch ('fibs \\QulJ re li:~led tn qu~~io••. 

12 
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manufacturers who make few products and cannot ah.<orb cost.' of resting, and we are willing to 

have a di.•cussion ahout this irn1e. 1 lowever, with the definition of small hatch manufacturer still 

undcfin~d it is impossible co dclenninc the appropriateness ofrhis relief for truly small 

manufacturers. Funher. it is unreasonahle to provide cxcmpliom for an undefined class of 

products, called "'specialty producrs for the disahled."' Children in the disability community are 

more likely to mouth products at older ages. Products for this community should he tested to 

prove compliance. 

Funher, this provision overreaches hy eliminating third party testing for all but a few product 

categories. In panicular, the fact that all infanr durahle products other than cribs will nol be 

subject 10 third pany testing is untenable. 

1:-'inally. rhird pany testing is not a new concepl. Many retailers rely upon third pany testing 

results before stocking their store shelves. Some toy manufacturers have used third party 

conformity ass~ssment laboratories for compliance testing for many years. Tne CPSIA 

appropriately applied a testing requirement to all children's products subject to mandatory 

standards. and created minimum testing criteria. 

4. Section .&- Application of and Process for Updating Durable ~ursery Products 

Standards 

This provision requires cribs in licensed child care facilities to comply with lhe new crib 

standard but docs not require these child care facilities to comply with revisions to lhis standard 

in lhe future. While we understand that the cost of replacing cribs cun be a significant challenge. 

CPSC has already recognized this and has given child care facilities until late 2012 to comply 

13 
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with this standard. CPSC should he given discn:1iun tu m1uin: cumpliance with future revisions 

to the crih ~tandard in case there arc significant changes that addrc~s emerging hazards. 

Even more critical is the concern lhal fo;cd-side cribs in child care facilities will not be required 

to mecl the new crih standard if certain stale or local laws are in place. These laws that arc 

purponed to make up for crib dangers include: that a child cannot be in crib for suhstanlial 

periods if awake: a child over 12 months of age cannot be in the crih: and a requirement that 

adults arc present when an infant is in lhe crib. Unfortunately, the supcrvi~km reyuircd by state 

Jaws cannot prc"cnt 1hc often silcm deaths and injuric~ when babies arc in hazardous cribs. Jn 

addition, these state laws frequently vary for ct:mer-based versus family-based child care. 

Further. focusing solely on rc111oving drop-side cribs misses ntany other hazards that the new 

crib rul" addr~.~scd such as hardware failures, material integrity problems. mat1rcss support 

failures. slat distance hazards and comer posts. This provision drastically weakens the consumer 

protections in 1hc CPSIA and will put babies at risk. 

The Discussion Draft includes a provision for updating infant durable safety standards. Whih.· it 

relics on the text of the CPSEA, it differs by eliminating a provision allowing CPSC to issue a 

standard 1ha1 is more stringent und more protective of lhc public health lhan the revised 

voluntary crib ~tandard. CPSC must be able 10 revise a standard in a way 1ha1 best protects the 

public health. Tying the agency's hands in this way is not in 1he public in1eres1. 

5. Section 6-Amilication of Phthalatc Standard 

Section 6 amends th~ CPS!A's phthalate provision in a variety of ways. Most significantly, it 

creates large exemptions when~. hy rule. CPSC cun carve out toys or child care articles from both 

the prohibition and interim bans where th.: Commis.~ion finds "compliance with the prohibition is 

14 
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not necessary to protect children's hcahh:' and makes the provision prospective, allowing 

manufacturers to sell their non-\:omplianl products. In contrast lo every other rulcmal<ing this 

Discussion Draft requires. this provision includes a very tight timeline. including a time by 

which a mlemaking must he started that make.\ a rule almoM impossible to complete. 

The phthalatc provision in C'PSIA protect.\ our children from the cumulative risks of hormonal 

chemicals that 3ffect genital development and have heen associated with testicular cancer and 

other fatal diseases and serious conditions. Narrowing the definition of the scope of the producl\ 

ctlllered hy the phthalatc provision, creating large opportunities to e.~empt producl\ from 

coverage and making a rulcmaking difficult to accomplish successfully will undermine the health 

protection of the original pbthalate provision ol'the CPSIA. 

6. Section 7- Exemption Authority for Tracking Labels Requirement 

s~ction 7 gives CJ>SC the ability to exclude products or classes of products from tracking label 

requirements ifCPSC determines thal it is not ·•economically practicable'' to have tracking 

labels. and allows CPSC to establish alternatives forthose product~ exempted. When a product 

poses a hazard to a consumer, a consumer needs inlhnnation to notify CPSC and the 

manufacturer of the ha7ard and Cl'SC must be able to identify products. In fact, it is this type of 

i nformalion that manufacturers argue is necessary for ti! ing "complete·· reports to th.: database. 

When Liam Johns died in 2005. hi.~ crih. made hy Simplicity, but labeled "Ciraco'' wenl 

uninvestigated for two years because of confusion re~ulling from a lacli of intC)rmation on the 

product. At least two other babies died during this time. Especially because of the high rale of 

licensing in children"s prnducts. tracking labels an: imperative, both to adequately identify a 

product involved in a hazard and to accurately report to the database or manufoemrers. Tracking 

15 
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labels prtwidc critical infonnation and this Oiscussion Orati creates a mechanism through which 

manufacturers may not have to comply with this provision. 

7. Section 8- Database 

The consumer incident database is :i. significant success of the CPSC. Yet this Discussion Draft 

goes far in limiting the utility :i.nd the benefit of the database. The flaws in this section arc man)': 

it limits who can report, unnecessarily increases the types of information consumers must report 

before 1heir complaint can be considered for posting. require~ consumers to unwittingly engage 

in a dialogue with the manufacturer about the rcponcd harm rather than simply reporting the 

incident to the CPSC: stays the reporting of information until final decisions about the 

sufficiency and accuracy of the information arc made; and will substantially incrca.~e the time it 

will take for infonnation to be posted publicly. This goes much too far and will act to discourage 

reporting by consumers to the database. 

Like other efforts to minimize the d'lcctiveness of the database, this Discussion Draft narrows 

the dclinition of who can successfully report to the database. permitting essentially only those 

related to the person who suffered harm or else requiring authori;ration by that person, as well as 

changing the delinition of a public safety entity 10 exclude consumer groups, among others. 

Among many other new confounding requirements. the provision now allows for another claim 

of''insufficiency of information," that is not defined and not necessary. This claim of 

'·insufficiency'' is ripe for abuse by manufacturers seeking to suppress information about their 

product. This provision fails to take into account a consumer's limited time to report such harm 

and a consumer's desire, especially one who suffered a loss as a result of' a producl hazard, to not 

want 10 engage in a conversation, which may or may not be respectful. wich a manufacturer. 

16 
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Finally, thi~ provision makes it a prvhibited al·t for a l'onsumer to mis~pres.:nt information 

submitted in th" database. Thi~ provision is unnecessary, given that the database already requires 

verification of the accuracy report by the ~ubmitter. This Discussion Drall dearly rejeds the 

need for transparency and seeks to maintain the status quo hy rendering the database imbalanced 

in favor of maintaining the se1:recy of harms resullini; from use of Cl>nSumer prl>ducts. 

8. Section 11- EITtttive Dale 

The final provision of the Discussion Draft makes this entire bill retroactive tu August 2008. We 

oppo~e this provision due to it.~ vitiation of critical consumer protections that have already taken 

ctlcct and rules already promulgated. 

V. Conclusion 

This Discussion Draft is a broad attack on the most impo11ant provisions of the CPSIA: it 

narrows the scope of products covered by the CJ>Sli\; weakens the lead .~tandard; drastically 

limits third party testing requirements; allows unsafo cribs to be used in child care facilities. 

limits the phthalate provision; preserves the secrecy of harms caused by consumer products by 

making the database Jess useful and more ditlicult for con.~umcrs; requires rulemakings while not 

requiring timelines except in one instance that makes compliance untenable and renders the 

entire Discussion Prati retroactive. Unfortunately. this moves ha1:k the clock on safety and puts 

children at risk. 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you very much. All right. The chair rec
ognizes herself for 5 minutes for the first round of questions. 

And I would like to ask Mr. Marshall, please, would you be will
ing to register with the Commission in order to qualify for this 
small-batch exemption to the third-party testing requirements? 

Mr. MARSHALL. I think that would be a fair tradeoff so that the 
CPSC would know who the small-batch manufacturers are and it 
would be consistent with how the FDA approaches food labeling 
laws. So yes. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. And you also mentioned the other 
laws that have provisions to accommodate the different cir
cumstances of small-batch manufacturers. Can you say more about 
the approaches that you beheve are the best? 

Mr. MARSHALL. Well, the issue with third-party testing is cost, 
so I think it makes sense to create exemptions based on the num
ber of units produced per year. That seems like the most logical 
way to us to get at the cost versus the output of a particular manu
facturer. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. Ms. Weintraub, first of all, your 
testimony-you and I have not read the legislation at all in the 
same way-but you testified that the CPSIA became law as a re
sult of "a period of record numbers of recalls of hazardous products 
that injured, sickened, or killed children." What I remember most 
are the lead-in-paint recalls and no one here will ever argue that 
lead-in-paint restrictions should ever be loosened. "However , the 
most significant problems with this bill relate to lead in substrate." 
Putting aside metal jewelry, again, restrictions for which we do not 
intend to loosen, were there any children injured, sickened, or 
killed by lead in substrate, and if so, how many and can you pro
vide verified statistics of those injuries? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. I can't provide verified statistics of those inju
ries because many of those injuries are silent. They could cause
and likely have caused but we just don't know- neurological im
pairments, decreases in IQ--

Mrs. BONO MACK. You are saying they are all speculative inju-
ries that you--

Ms. WEINTRAUB. No, I wouldn't say that they are speculative-
Mrs. BONO MACK. But they are speculative? 
Ms. WEINTRAUB [continuing]. But they are very difficult to docu

ment. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. All right. And-again , you and I read the leg

islation entirely differently-contrary to what you said in your tes
timony, the discussion draft does not deprive consumers of third
party testing. It gives the Commission authority to decide what 
should be third-party tested. You know, what I have heard from 
the commissioners is that they need a little bit more common 
sense, the ability to apply common sense. You completely disagree 
with that notion and what I see in the legislation and what you see 
are entirely different? 

Ms .. WEINTRAUB. Well, I am not entirely. s ure. what you see, but 
what I see is a system where there. is a list of products that are 
subject to third-party testing, a list of products that can never be 
subject to third-party testing, and then a very rigorous rule-making 
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without any timelines that is required in order for other products 
to be third-party tested. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. You are saying that there are products that 
can never be tested? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. My understanding was that there is a list in 
this discussion draft that includes--

Mrs. BONO MACK. Have you seen the discussion draft? 
Ms. WEINTRAUB. Yes, I have seen it. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. OK, but your understanding-I am sorry. You 

confused me right there. You said your understanding is that
Ms. WEINTRAUB. Well, you are disagreeing with my interpreta

tion so--
Mrs. BONO MACK. Well, and you disagreed with mine so I-
Ms. WEINTRAUB. Well, the way that I read the discussion draft 

is that there are a list of products which are undefined, products 
for children with disability, one-of-a-kind products, works of art, 
and products manufactured by small-batch manufacturers that 
would never be subject to--

Mrs. BONO MACK. Well, nothing is excluded from testing and the 
Commission can decide to impose the testing. But just moving on 
a little bit to Mr. Samuels. 

You state that the Commission has made some unfortunate in
terpretations in implementing the database. What interpretations 
are. you referring to and are they. corrected by. this legislation? 

Mr. SAMUELS. Thank you very much. Two very troublesome in
terpretations is their unnecessary-in fact, I think really im
proper-increase of the number of parties that can make reports of 
harm. So that includes trial lawyers; it includes consumer groups 
that may not be direct representatives of someone that is harmed. 
It is totally improper and your draft limits it to those people really 
harmed and their representatives, which is what the database is 
supposed to be all about. 

The second thing is a very unfortunate interpretation that even 
if a manufacturer has claimed a material inaccuracy in a report 
that it isn't even their product, that if the 20-day clock runs out, 
they are going to post it anyway, even if they have failed to resolve. 
it. That is unfair and unnecessary and your draft does a very good 
job on dealing with that. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. I just want to finish my last 9 sec
onds by saying that I believe the database has room for improve
ment and we can do all of these things. But I also want to go on 
the. record that I support the database. I think there is some con
sternation from the other side that I don't. But I think it is very 
flawed and we should make sure that it serves both the publjc and 
make sure that we continue to make "made in America" matter 
again. So with that I am happy to recognize Mr. Butterfield for his 
5 minutes. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you, Madam Chairman.. Ms. 
Weintraub, well, you are probably well aware that the existing law 
that we passed a couple of years ago sets clear lines on total lead 
content that becomes increasingly stringent over time. The purpose 
of decreasing the amount of lead allowed in children's products 
over time was to gradually get these products closer to a total lead 
level that would not result in at least one form of neurological dam-
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age, and that is the loss of IQ. Some manufacturers, however, have 
been complaining ever since the law went into effect, many of 
whom were at the table when the law was being written, that there 
is no way they can make their products without certain compo
nents that exceed the limits and that those components don't put 
children's health at risk. 

The discussion draft that we have seen and that you acknowl
edge that you have seen attempts to give these manufacturers re
lief from the lead content limits. However, it does so in a very 
broad and far-reaching way that not only lets those who claim they 
need lead for their products to function properly to exceed the lim
its, but lets. anyone who wants to continue using. lead. to do so as 
long as they are willing to play a game of risk with children's 
health. 

The de minimis ingestion-based standard in the draft is available 
for any component part so long as it isn't a small part. And there 
is no consideration of whether lead needs to be in that particular 
component. 

My question to you is to the extent there is bipartisan sentiment 
that Congress should grant manufacturers some form of relief from 
the lead content limits, do you agree or disagree that any such ex
ception must, as a fundamental matter, consider whether that 
product needs to have lead in it to function properly? 

Ms .. WEINTRAUB. I agree. 
Mr. BU'ITERFIELD. Let me skip over a couple of questions. I will 

stay with you if you will. Tucked away at the very end of the Re
publican discussion draft is a one-sentence section regarding the ef
fective date of the amendments in the draft. Although that section 
is at the very end and only one sentence long, what this section 
says is actually quite important. As I understand it from my staff, 
what this sentence says is that anyone who is currently in compli
ance with any part of CPSIA gets a free pass. Would you agree or 
disagree with that and would you elaborate for me, please? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. I do agree. I think that provision that you are 
referencing is truly retroactive provision of this law. I think the 
term "retroactivity" as it applies to. other lead standards I think is 
legally not accurate. But in this case I think this is true retro
activity. The one sentence actually states that this draft will go 
back to the time that the CPSIA was passed in August of 2008. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. OK. I want to get to the database in the few 
seconds that I have left and this is a rather long question. This is 
going to be too lengthy for me to complete in the time. allotted, but 
would you speak to the database that we rolled out a few weeks 
ago and tell us your conclusions on it? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. Sure. The consumer complaint database is a 
very important consumer protection. It is so important because con
sumers have been in the dark about product safety. There is many 
incidents. that we know about and obviously others. that we couldn't 
possibly know where consumers were just completely in the dark, 
that manufacturers had information about a safety problem with 
the product. CPSC may or may not have known and consumers 
continued to use the product. They were in the dark. They were 
under a veil of ignorance and weren't able to make the right 
choices for their families because they just didn't know about inci-
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dents that sometimes were pervasive and affected many, many peo
ple. 

So what the database seeks to do is equal this playing field a lit
tle bit. It still requires CPSC to go to manufacturers outside of the 
database before they can release information about particular prod
ucts. But it requires a very specific number of fields of information 
that really narrow the information so that information has. to be 
very targeted to the. type of harm, a description of the product, and 
really provide useful information to consumers. 

And unlike other government databases, it provides a place 
where manufacturers can comment simultaneously. If you go on 
the database today, you will see a consumer filed a comment and 
then in the same page the manufacturer files a comment, which is. 
significant. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you. I yield back. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. And the chair now rec

ognizes Mr. Olson for 5 minutes. 
Mr. OLSON. I thank the Chair, and I thank the witnesses for 

your knowledge, for your patience, and your persistence. 
And my first question is. going to be. for you, Ms. Weintraub. 

What is more dangerous, a product of 10,000 parts per million lead 
that does not leach enough lead to result in a measurable increase 
in a child's blood lead level, or a product that contains 100 parts 
per million lead that leaches enough lead to result in a measurable 
increase in a child's. blood lead level? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. I think it depends on a number of scenarios, so 
I am not sure. I could get back to you. 

Mr. OLSON. OK. So you can't tell me between 10,000 parts per 
million or 100 parts per million? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. I think, you know, there is many factors that 
go into that sort of analysis. So I would like to review the informa
tion and get back to you if I could. 

Mr. OLSON. OK. Thank you. I would appreciate that. Is there a 
mechanism to aid CPSIA t o prevent these safe products to be sold 
to children under age 12? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. I am sorry. Can you repeat that? 
Mr. OLSON. I can, yes, ma'am. Is there a mechanism to aid 

CPSIA to. prevent these safe products to be sold for children under 
age 12-safe lead products? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. Well, I am not sure that I agree with under
lying assumption of the question, but products intended for chil
dren 12 and under have to meet the current lead standards, as well 
as. the other mandatory standards. that are relevant to those prod
ucts. 

Mr. OLSON. OK. Thank you for that answer. A couple more ques
tions. You testified that Congress took over a year in a deliberate 
process to consider the implications of this law. Unfortunately, as 
much as we would like to think we are, we are not immune to 
error. We are not omniscient. I would bet the. vast majority, if not 
all the Members of Congress, had no idea we. would be essentially 
banning bicycles, jungle gyms, and golf equipment-in a time of a 
child obesity crisis-banning science equipment, like microscopes 
and organic geology sets-again, in a time when students are fall
ing behind in the sciences--0r banning musical instruments in a 
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time when our students are also falling behind in the arts. Did you 
know this law would ban those products? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. I think what is important to note is that lead 
is not necessary to be in products. And if it is in fact necessary, 
I think that should be part of any analysis that would give flexi
bility for any type of exemption, because the. important thing to 
focus on from the consumer perspective is that when consumers are 
purchasing a product for their child, a toy, they don't expect that 
they will be exposing them to risk. And especially when it comes 
to lead, it is impossible for a consumer to identify whether there 
is lead in that product. So the consumer is really relying on the 
manufacturer and also relying upon Congress and the CPSC to 
make choices that will protect consumers. 

Mr. O LSON. And we are doing that, ma'am, with all due respect. 
And one final question. You testified that CPSIA became law as a 
result of "a period of record numbers of recalls of hazardous prod
ucts that injured, sickened, or killed children." What I remember 
most are the lead-in-paint recalls .. And no. one here will argue that 
lead-in-paint restrictions should be loosened. No one. However, the 
most significant problems with this bill relate to lead in substrate. 
Putting aside metal jewelry, again, restrictions for which we do not 
intend to loosen, were there any children injured, sickened, or 
killed by lead in substrate? How many and can you provide verified 
statistics. of those injuries? 

Ms. WErNTRAUB. I believe I answered a similar question pre
viously and I will answer the same information that, unfortunately, 
I am sure that there were injuries, there were harms to public 
health, but it is very difficult to document because these harms and 
these injuries occur as neurological impacts to effects of behavior 
and decreases in IQ. So it is. very hard to document. But to say that 
there has been no harm from lead in substrate I think is not accu
rate. 

Mr. O LSON. I appreciate those answers again. I would submit to 
you that it is important we know those answers before we take ac
tion. We should be able to document it. I yield back my time. 

Mrs .. BONO MACK. Would the gentleman yield, actually, for your 
final minutes? I would like to ask a follow-up question if might to 
Mr. Locker and take the final minute. So you state the regulations 
have departed from sensible risk-based decision-making at the 
Commission and the law does not grant them the ability to make 
commonsense decisions- there are those words "common sense" 
again-but commonsense decisions that has resulted in banning 
safe products. How do you know the products are safe? 

Mr. L OCKER. That comment related to the ability of the Commis
sion to grant exceptions based upon data that was available to 
them. I mean the Commission is not going to act to grant excep
tions if there was exposure-as Mr. Howell testified under the Fed
eral Hazardous Substances Act-to. any. hazardous substance. So in 
that situation the problem is not that the Commission can't make 
that determination. The problem has been that the language in the 
statute, which you now seek to correct, provides the Commission 
cannot make the decision if there is any lead that comes from the 
product. And that creates a Catch-22. So what we are saying is 
that when the Commission can determine. that there. is no extract-
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able lead from the product that presents a hazard, the examples of 
the ATV fender, the bicycle fender, brass latches on safety devices 
maybe in car seats and strollers, when there is no actual human 
health risk, they should be able to say that these are exempt or ex
cluded products. So far they can't and the way, you know, many 
of our clients know they are safe is they do do testing. They do do 
extraction testing. They do do formulations. They avoid hazardous 
substances where possible because under the Federal Hazardous 
Substances Act for children's products, they have to. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. All right. The balance of the time 
has expired. I will recognize Ms. Schakowsky for 5 minutes. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I wanted to 
make it clear particularly to Mr. Marshall that Mr. Waxman, who 
at the time in April of 2010, who was chairman of the full com
mittee, released a discussion draft that gave targeted relief to in
dustry while maintaining important protections, which I am sure 
you agree are important for the health and safety of children 
brought about by this legislation. I was very. involved in it. At the. 
time Mr. Rush wasn't here for health reasons and I helped nego
tiate the bill and I worked with Chairman Barton and afterwards, 
you know, things happened. And you see some problems and so Mr. 
Waxman introduced this draft that would make some changes. 

And at the time the draft was supported by the National Associa
tion of Manufacturers, the. Retail Industry Leaders Association, the 
Motorcycle Industry Council, the Handmade Toy Alliance, and 
Goodwill Industries. And Chairman Tenenbaum wrote that the 
Waxman discussion draft would provide CPSC with the flexibility 
needed to implement the law. And then at that time the Repub
lican minority refused to support the legislation and it didn't move 
forward in the lllth Congress. So I want to make the point that 
we understand that there are some things that need to be tweaked. 
We want to do it but we don't want to blow up the bill. 

This has been an issue so dear to my heart, and I did want to 
ask Ms. Weintraub an important question. The draft bill exempts 
most children's products, including durable nursery goods-which I 
have been working on for many sessions-from third-party testing 
but then says that clibs will be tested . However, the current lan
guage remains ambiguous on cribs. Can you talk about this ambi
guity? If the bill were to become law, could parents be assured that 
the clib they are using is safe? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. Sure. Yes, I agree that there is ambiguity. On 
the one hand, in the. list of products that clarifies that there is 
third-party testing, cribs and non-full-size clibs are included, but 
yet there is a reference to a C.F.R. that seems to have moved. So 
it is a little bit confusing. But then further confusing there is an
other provision later on-I believe it is in the third-party section
which says that this would stay all standards having to do with 
third-party testing that were passed since some date in 2009. So 
there is definitely confusion about whether cribs would be required 
to be tested to the new robust crib standard. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. There is another part. The bill would elimi
nate the requirement that daycares and hotels in certain states use 
newer, safer cribs. And I have subsequently become friends with 
Linda Ginzel, mother of Danny Keysar, whose son died a really 
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tragic accident. And I had in my hand the letter from her that I 
wanted to read just one paragraph. 

''We founded Kids In Danger in 1998 after the death of our be
loved son Danny in a poorly-designed inadequately-tested and re
called portable crib. Danny was 16 months old when the top rails 
of the. Playskool Travel-Lite crib he slept in at his licensed 
childcare home collapsed around his neck, strangling him. He was 
the 12th child to die in cribs of this design." 

So, you know, is it necessary to eliminate that requirement? 
Ms. WEINTRAUB. No, it is incredibly problematic. In terms of 

what the draft bill does for childcare facilities, it seems to be allow
ing all fixed-side cribs and the new robust crib standard does much 
more than eliminate drop-sides. It adds many important provisions 
that ensure the durability of the crib so that cribs can actually 
wear, reflecting how children use cribs has to do with slat integrity, 
has to do with mattress support, and the integrity of the hardware. 
So by just saying that all fixed-side cribs can be used in daycares, 
it unfortunately isn't capturing the universe of those cribs. that we 
have reason to be concerned about. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Let me just say in the seconds I have left, 
Madam Chairman, that I know that you care very much about the 
safety issues and just I for one would love to be able to work with 
you to address some of the problems that we are hearing and to 
work to. come up. with some kind of a compromise. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentlelady yields. I thank her very much 
for the spirit and I look forward to working with you and I ac
knowledge your expertise and your passion over the years in this 
and I can say, I think, just in listening to these past few seconds, 
I think there is some misinterpretation of this. But this is a draft 
discussion. Sometimes I feel it is almost like a Mad Libs. when we 
were kids. There are blanks in here for this very reason. And I 
would never dream of doing this without working with you. So I 
thank you very much for your comment. And now the chair recog
nizes Mr. McKinley for his 5 minutes. 

Mr. McKINLEY. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Ms. Weintraub, I 
have got a couple questions for you. Apparently, the chairman and 
others on the committee, they asked you about substantiating the 
claims that children have been "injured, sickened, or killed" by toys 
with lead in its substrate. And you have responded that these inju
ries are, by and large, silent and undocumented. How do we know 
they exist if they are silent and undocumented? And could you pro
vide us some documentation that supports this, how many people 
have and with names or circumstances? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. We know that lead exposure to children causes 
a range of neurological--

Mr. McKINLEY. I am looking for some specifics because you made 
the statement. That is why I am just trying to-

Ms. WEINTRAUB. Yes, so. first, the-
Mr. MCKINLEY. I don't want the generalities. That is what hap

pens around here. I am new at this game and everyone likes to 
talk in the abstract. I am an engineer . I want to deal in details. 
So when you make that statement, I want you to prove it. 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. Sure. Well, first, the statement that I made ap
plied to. a full range of products. And when I talked about the inju-
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ries and deaths, I was also talking about magnet-toy deaths, as 
well as injuries from other toxic chemicals. 

Mr. MCKINLEY. Can you document it? 
Ms. WEINTRAUB. It is very difficult to document if a child--
Mr. McKINLEY. Well, then you shouldn't be making that state

ment. 
Ms. WEINTRAUB. I can provide you with scientific studies that 

will--
Mr. McKINLEY. Let me go on my second question for you. Last 

week we had at the request, perhaps, or ins istence of the adminis
tration and the Congressman from California, we included lan
guage in a broadband oversight bill to take. care of the. false and 
erroneous claims against people for waste, fraud, abuse, and pre
cisely to protect these companies' reputations. We used Congress
man Waxman's own language that he had inserted in a radio spec
trum bill that he had produced last year. So we were using spe
cifics. And then last year there was a data security bill that the 
Republicans were trying to put in to a consumers' right bill to. pro
tect access to databases, protect it for security for people's reputa
tions. I have got a company in my area that has cried out on this. 
He has already had legal advice that is suggesting that he could 
be accused anonymously by people using false names put up there 
against him and he won't be able to clear his company name. 

Shouldn't companies who manufacture consumer products not be 
provided the same ability to protect their reputations from erro
neous or false claims as the companies who receive broadband like 
we just did? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. I think there are very similar protection that is 
not identical. But first of all, on the consumer complaint database, 
complaints cannot be anonymous. 

Mr. McKINLEY. Would you work with us on that? Is that some
thing that you think we should be doing? Shouldn't we be pro
tecting everyone and not just certain people? 

Ms. WEINTRAUB. I think there are adequate protections already. 
And already in order for a claim to be filed and posted on the data
base,. a consumer needs to verify that what they are saying is true. 

Mr. MCKINLEY. Their counsel doesn't agree with you on that. 
That is why we need to do this language. We need to have some
thing in there to be able to take care of that because we are looking 
for something that is consistent with it. But the last question I 
have--

Ms. WEINTRAUB. Well, I am happy to take a look at--
Mr. McKINLEY [continuing]. Is, Mr. Marshall, if I could-back to 

you. You know, one of the things we were looking for in this hear
ing were some data because there are a lot of blanks. And you 
heard the chairman talk about it. 

And on page 11 it says the term "produced in small quantities 
means not more than 'blank'. number of units of the same product." 
What would you recommend is a number that we should use in 
that? 

Mr. MARSHALL. I think that could be a range of numbers. I think 
on an outside I think 10,000 units per year would be the highest 
we would like to see. 

Mr. McKINLEY. One thousand? 
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Mr. MARSHALL. Ten thousand is the highest. 
Mr. MCKINLEY. Ten thousand? 
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes. But it has to do with--
Mr. McKINLEY. And that maybe I am dealing more with your 

company, what you all produce. 
Mr. MARSHALL. Well, I own a toy store and my wife and I, we 

buy from small-batch manufacturers. 
Mr. McKrNLEY. OK 
Mr. MARSHALL. But that is a number that we are willing to dis

cuss. 
Mr. MCKINLEY. Ten thousand. 
Mr. MARSHALL. As a high number. That would be the highest 

that we would want to see that number. It could be a range of 
numbers below that as well. 

Mr. McKrNLEY. OK I yield back my time. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. And seeing no other 

members present, I believe that we are now ready to wrap it up. 
I ask unanimous consent that these 16 letters be made a part of 
the record, all of which have been vetted previously by the minor
ity. Without objection. 

[The information follows:] 
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Statement on behalf of 
American Apparel & 1'ootwear Association 

Congressional Hearing on Discussion Dr<ift qf H.R. __ , 
a bill that would 1•cvise tlte Consumer Product So.fety 

Improvement Act 
April7,2ou 

Subcornmittee on Commerce, .ia.1amifacturing, and Trade 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
Unite States House of Representatives 

The following commenta ore •ubmittnl on beba!C c:>I lhe Ameii,·aa ,\pJY.lrel & Footw•ar AssOci•tion 
(,\AP .. \)·- the nation~! tr ad~ rts:sodatkut of lh" tip~ret and foot~ar tn<lu~tri'?s, ~nd tbeir supµHers ... 
rcg;ordil\j! <he Bouse Subconimilt.., on l'omn,er<:•. M•no:faoturing and Tr•des <ll"'•ft ll'gi$lohcn to ~n•cnd 
tile Consumer Product S;1fety l"'prnven>mt Act (C!'SIA) of 2008. 

AAFA and its m•n1ber< slf<>nP.JY •upport a product <•fety system th~t cff.clively co~11res tb•t safe and 
<L'm;>liant prwucts :ofc dcsign~d. p!"'ducod, morkctcd, an•! •old. Evco bclhre the 1>11ssa~e cf the Cf':';IJI, 
AAPA llM wodwd to cdu('atE- the apparrl and fo..')tWfll'M hh1usrry 1)n f1n1>1)!'fant product safoty compH.an<.'t'\ 
in\tfari\·cs. For cx~mple. for SE'\'t·r~l years,"'~ }'ave t•Ubli~h~d ~ Rr.set·ict(.'tl SHbstan<'t:S l.i~t (RSL), th:a.t is 
now tralt~t~t~Ll into s~·e-rai h1.ngu~ges, that htl~ companies under.st~mtl lutcrmttional vrndnct s~1(ety 
:itand<\nl.s and imp~e-ment. a chemicttl m:rnagi'.:meJlt p1-og1"ttm. Tht· KS.J .. i;.; publish~d c.m" ~mi-annual h2sis 
and is ~wallal>lC' to ;,tnyonc wiPh<.\nt. co~. 

r'1rthermore, woll J,..fol'• the CPSIA wa.< concei""I. AAt'A staff and 1n<-1nb..s comp.•nies Im" b~n acth~ 
p:utkip:ml~ in man}· of thc.> Consumer Product Saf~· Cummtssion (CP.SC) reK'1bnory ~('.thitit~.$ tm\t have 
worked rtosclr with the Cummisston's staff to <•nsu11! that the rc~J.,tions lflt'TP. C'.rAft~ in ~uch ~ \'\'AY 1hat 
!hey addt<:'!:S .Spr4..'(i(ic t.af("t}· ri$\t..s whii,~ not hindering •he ability of oomp~niC$ t6 ml'l.lu> $alt amt {'(lrnpHant 
products. 1'\s a re~ult of thi." on-soins p='rtnto>rshi1>, som~ of rhc aiti<':"J Cl>sv. impl<:mcntati\ln tss11<".> fa<'Ol.l 
hy t~JCtil~, ilp;>arel~ and fovtv.·ear bUSJnt'$$t'$ h:i.v~ hct~n <lddre.c;.scd. Unfonnnately, many prob~~ms rtmain. 
rn:lol nf '"•hich ~;oinut bE!' ftx~·d ~hvou~h th<: !'t•~ulntor)· proccs~. 

Th~ pmp<•scd Jrm:ndm~•t t<> the Cl'SlJ\ is• si~niftcont srep forward in the pl\><e•s to fix monv of the 
unintended oonse•1ut-oces of dtt' CPSIA. l"hr.~e unintcndP.d cvn.::;ec1nto"-es h~"(" c~u"tcl oott~iJerftble 
dismpthm to bu!>in~sse~ o .. ·cr tit<" p~s\ fow years. Furth(nnor-:. rhe am(~n.:!mr.nt pr~sen~·~ m:tny of lhf' 
CP~IA':> mttch ue>eded improt•erof!Dt$ tf~ ~Ot)~omer pn,dud safety n:gulation 3Ud enfon·emenr. 'rtlt' dr:tft 
Jan~u3g~. wMt~h we strangly support, ttpre~~n~ a ~houghtfuf baJ~'lnt'e that pro:~ct.~ c.·orusum~r.s \~ith,lu• 
unduly burdcnillg inrlustry w)th unnC1ce:>SJ1')' reguJations and 1~uircm~nts, B<"lo"'' :m~ spedfic t',...•mm~Rts. 
on St"t.'f'r:ll provie..ions in 1ht. dmft am('ncimf!'nt ancl .a.<ldittou:d cc•mmen.ts nn atea:s of i.rnprrJVtmcnt not 
adrlr-Ps.i:ed ~·the ~mN1dm~nt. 
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Section 1: Defmitiun uf Chlldreu'llfiudm.:i 

lly expanding the definition of a ·children'• pro<lu<:t" to products intended primarily for children 12 years 
of age or youm;cr, the CPSIJ\ created a Int of confusion for products that were marketed to "twccns. • 
Manufacturers arc still unclear whether these products arc rhildren's products or not Moreover. this 
expan~iw definition of children's product meant that regulations like the lead standard would ht' iipplicd 
equally to all age groups even if the beha\ioral characteristics of the age groups arc vastlr different. for 
example, the lead stand•rd applie~ equally to the sole of a hahy's shoe as it does to the sole of a 10 yt>.ar 
old's shoe - even though JO year olds "ill not likely he putting their ~hoes in thcil' mouths. AAFA 
therefore strongly supports the amendment's intentions to drop the <oge limit down to where the Senate 
had proposed during the drafting of the CPSLo\ - age 7 and under. 

S~ction 2: Application of bead Limit 

&>ction 2 of the amendment addresses several key issues \\ith the lead standard that ha,·e hccn extremely 
problematic for the appard and footwear industrie~. Over~ll. the amendn1ent helps tailor the lead 
standard to appropriately take into arcount ri~k. l\AF!\ ~upports several key components including the 
extension of the deadline for lead limit, changing to a prospe(~ive applkation of the lead limit and the 
inclusion of an alternative limit and de minim is exreption. These aspects are a good start in rclic,iflg the 
crushing burden on companies, while still ensul'ing consumer product safety hut there arc other concerns 
that must Ii(' addressed. 

Changing the lead limit to be a pms~ctive application is a change that AAFA and other industry groups 
have been requesting for many year.<. :\ retroactively applied lead limit has resulted in safe and compliant 
products that have been deemed safe one day and "banned ha:t.ardous suhstall('cs" the next. Companies 
had to remove millions of dollars worth of inventory from shelves for minor problems such as non· 
compliant zipper stoppers on the hottom of the fly on children's pants. The result has been a huge 
unnecessary finandal loss for companies that have diligently complied with CPSC regulations and hav<? 
taken additional steps heyond regulatory requirements to ensure the safety of their produ~t.s. As stated hy 
Cl'SC Commissioner Adler, "Retroa(~ivity imposes penalties for past heha,ior othcrwist' pennissihlc at 
th<· time the beha,ior occurred - "ith no ability to modify the actions deemed imperm~'sihlc. This is 
strongly disfa\'ored in the law. In fact, the Consumer Product Safety Act e>.11ressly bars the agency from 
imposing safety standards retroactively."' 

Wr further support language that postpones the application of the tooppm lead content standard for a 
year to gi"c the CPSC time to finish technological feasibility determinations. As the CPSC has not yet 
i.<.•ued any determinations on whether products can or cannot meet the iooppm kad ('°ntent limit, 
manufacturers do not know whether they \\ill need to comply \\ith the standard. C'.onsequently, 
manufacturer,; an~ dest1·0}ing safe inventory even if tests have ~ome hack only slightly above 1ooppm. ,\s 
a gene1·al mle, regulations should be applied in a transparent. timely manner to be fair to busincsf.Cs. 
Furthennorc, we believe the amendment should apply the tooppm lead content standard to specific 
produl1S or materials only if the CPSC makes a determination that meeting IOOppm is technologically 
feasible and is neressary for public health and safcty. 

Making the 1ooppm lead content limit applicabl<! only if th•~ CPSC detel'mincs that it is technologically 
feasible and necessary to protect pub Ii~ health and safoty "ill pn1\1dc .•i1:nificant relief to manufacturers 
whose products are not m"eting rnoppm due to testini; variances. Lead testing is n•1.1•r exad. a single 
product that is sent to three diffe1'Cnt laboratories will likdy return with three different r"sul~~-
Moreover, companies arc strui;gling with tl!st results that come back just .<lightly ahove th~ 1ooµpm l"ad 
standard. h1duding a ~1anda1·d e1·ror that takes inlo account statistical mTur would save a company from 
having to destroy an enti1·e pmduct line bc~ausc one tes11·cached 101 ppnl. It i~ our understanding that 
no test .... ;never giv<' you a standard u"viation ohero ~o includin~ room for testing error is the only way to 
make "•~asonable testing'"just that, rca~onahle. 

2 
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We <ITC also very supportive of both the de mini mis ('X<'eption and the a\t('mativc limit for steel, <'Opper 
and aluminum alloys. In particular, the apparel and footwear industri('s have been •1ruggling hith 
<e»eral is•ucs that would be solved by a de minimis exception, from crystals to fabric bdng used as a 
barrier for inaccessible components. Under the de minim is exemption many items that do not pose a 
1isk to ~hildrcn. lil<e the .soles of children's shoes, wouhl be exempt due to the absotl'tion of lead fal\ini; 
below any d1< minim is limit that is introduced. 

In addition, the de minimis standard cnuld solve some regulatory issues that the apparrl and foot.,ear 
industry has been facing. For example, the CPSC came out "ith a methodolo~ for determining 
components inaccessible and therefore not covered by the lead standa1~. This methodology included 
language saying that fabric could itct as a barrier for inaccessible components providcll that the 
inaccessible component is not less than five centimeters in any one dimension. While the intent was to 
cover components that could be switllowed (like fabric covere•l buttons), the l;mguage of the regulation 
ended up making the fabric inaccessibility exception useless for the apparel and footwear industr)' as no 
component in the apparel and footwear industry is greater than five centimeters in all dimensions. 
Therefore, mmponents like the sh;ml<s in children's shoes and the 1.ipper stopper in children's pants (e\'(m 
if the fly h;is been bitrtacketl over so a child could not touch the r.ipper stopper) arc still covered by the 
le.,J ~t•mdard even if a child could not touch let alone mouth the inac<'essible mmponent. 

In itddition to the de. minimis c>ecmption, we recommend the accompanying conference report address 
state regulations such as California Proposition 65. Proposition 65 has been a particular burden on 
industry. In the last few year.; a lone. the apparel and footwear in dust!)• has been ensnared in costly and 
time consuming litigation brought by private litigants pursuant to Proposition 65. While indusu1· is 
Sll'lll(glinl( to do the ri11ht thing and comply with Proposition 65. simply stated, there is no clear guill<mce 
on how to comply with the safe harbor limits (which are measured in micrograms per day) contained 
"ithin Proposition 65. Instead, there has been regulation through litigation re.<ulting in companies 
spending tens of thousands of dollars to buy into legal settlements that pro,ide little to no improvement 
to public safctv. Report language should clarify that any methodology that comes out of the CPSC to 
detl"nnine the de minimis standard should he applicable for state standarrl compliance as well. This will 
provide manufacturers a clear path to Proposition ti5 compliance. 

Section 3; Appljeation of Third Partv Testing Requirements 

We art extremely supportive of the changes provided in Section 3 of the proposed amendment. AAFA and 
its members believe that testing is a crucial clement of an effective quality control program and we 
strongly support provisions within the amendment that provide manufacturer.< with fleKibility to 
implement their own testing J)rograms. Prior to the implementation of the CPSIA, apparel and footwrar 
manufacturers had in place long-standing quality control ~lrograms that ha"c dc"eloped over time ba.<td 
on the unique circumstances of the product. production of the product and the manufacturer. These 
programs were rffecti"e and did not need to be changed. To demonstrate, in 2007 (the so-called ·year of 
the recall") on!)' 0.0424% of all apparel and footwear sold in the United States were invo\\·ed in a rtcall.z 
Moreo"er, most apparel and footwear recalls were, and continue to he, drawstring ~iolations - a 
compliance issue that results from lack of information and not a lack of testing. 

While the amendment provides much-needed flexihility for third party testing requirements, it does not 
address any of the issues that non-children's product manufacture1-s are facing. Prior to the 
implementation of the CPSTA, all apparel was subject to the Flammable Fabrics Act (l'FA) and Ff A 
ttsting. 16 C.l'.R. Part 1610 laid out testing and certification requirement~ for manufacturers. These mies 
were promulgated through significant discussion among industry, ~ons11mcr product safety aih:o<'atcs, the 
CPSC, flammability experts and testing fadlities who worked together to itctcnninc what test methods arc 
appropriate to 'IS.5ess fabric compliance "ith flnmmahility standards. Kow, Section 14(a) paragraph (t) of 
the CPSA requires non-children's ~1roduct manufacturers to issue a General Confonnitv Certification 
based on a "reasonable testing program" that certifies compliance with the appli~ahle product s;\fely 
standards. As the Cl'SC has issued two 1-ulcmaking that define whnt a "reasonable testing pro11ram" 
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entails, manufactures now have to complr ..,,;th t/rr(•f. different rcgulations.3 Not only is this unnecessary 
as therP was significant compliance with the testing rc(1uircmcnts for FFA priorto the Cl'SIA, but this is 
extremely burdensome and an inefficient use of manufacturer resources. 

Requiring compliance with multiple mlcmakings will not make products safer. Instead, it diverts 
resources that could he more effectively spent on other quality control ope.rations that ma)' not be 
required by the proposed nilcmakings. Therefore. we propose that Section 3(h)'s title (page 9 linc 5) he 
<1mended to. "Te~ting Requirements" (•s the amended Section 14(h) of the Cl'SA affo~ts matt• than just 
third party testing, it impacts gcncTal testing requirements as well). In addition, we propose that the
"Rulema king Considerations• such as the cost ·benefit analy~is proposed in Section 3(b )(3)(D) (page 11, 
line 16) he applied to Section 3(h)(1) (page 9, line 9). Additional testing requirements shonld only be 
applied to consumer product safoty standards if they are necessa1y. We thc.rcfore suggest that the 
"Rulcmaking Considerations" proposed in Section 3(h)(3)(D) include the follo,.,inl(, "that, on tlte basis of 
investigations or rrsrarch, any testing rc•\uircments pursuant to this paragraph <1rc need€'d to protect the 
public against unrcasonahle risk of injury." 

lnduding this language will also prevent the CPSC from imposing the proposed "Testing and Labeling 
l'ertaininj\ to Product Certification" and requirements laid out in the "Condition and Requirements for 
Testinl\ Component l'ar1s of Consumer Products" to other lonj\-establishcd tcslinl\ standards like the 
children\ sleepwear standard and to children's pwduct~ sul>jcct to FFJ\. As "ith adult avparcl subject to 
FFA requirements, children's products suhjcct to the children's sleepwear standard and the FFA have had 
testing requirement~ in place for many years - testing requirements that arc effective because they arc 
functional and appropriately tailored to the standards. 

Requiring childrenswcar manufacturers to comply "'ith all three regulations simply to demonstl'ate 
compliance with the underlying safety standard is not only overly burdP.nsome, hut sometimes. the 
rngulations c~n he contradictory and extrt~mely confusing. For exam pit\ in tht~ proposed "Testing and 
l.abeling Pertaining to Product Certification" rnlemaking, §no7.22 n~quirt~s manufacturers to submit 
random samples for periodic tt~sting so that. "t~ach sample in the production population [has) an equal 
probability of being selected." However, according to the "L.Aborntory Test Manual for 16 CFR l'arts 1615 
and 1616: Standards for the F1amm<1bility of Children's Sleepwear,• the normal sampling plan for fabric 
production unit testing requires the manufacturer to "take one sample from the beginning of the first 
fabric piece in the unit and the other sample from the end of the last fabtie piece in the unit.'' 

In another example. the Cl'SC Small Business Ombudsman's oftict~ issued a guidance document titled, 
·1.ifting the Stay of Enfon:ement ofCt~rtification Rt~tJuiremt~nts for Non-Children's Clothing Textiles, 
Carµets and Rugs, and Vinyl Plastic Film." The document sought to clarify how "continuing guaranties" 
(certifications of compliance allowed by the FFA which arc similar to supplier-issued General Contorniity 
Certifications) relate to General Conformity Certification. The document states, "For non-~hilrlren'~ 
clothing textiles, carpets and rugs, and ,foyl plastic film, manufacturers may rely on their suppliers' 
guarantees if furnished in )IOOd faith and "ith written assurances from the supplier that the product has 
heen sn~i~~ted to a reasonable testing program." lndu~try is still yet unckar as to whether continuing 
guarantees can b•~ used for children's product~. Fnrthennore, according to the CI'SC FAQ on continuing 
guaranties, ·The issuance of a guaranty must be based on n~asonablc and repre~entative tt-sts conducted 
in accordance ,.,;th applicable flammability standards ... " Therefore, a manulactnrer has to certify that the 
continuing guaranty is based on a reasonable testing program when. in fact, a eontin11i11R guaranty can 
onl)' he issued if it is based on reasonable and representative tests. A< a tl!s11\t, in an effort to help d~rify 
two t.onnicting standards, the FAQ created an additional compliance layer, an additional p:1perwork 
requirem•·nt and more confusion. 

'"1a11ufac1urert "ill need 10 comply with I) 16 C.1'.R. pan 1610, ''Standard for th~ f'larnrnahitity ofrlotbins 
Textiles," 2) r>•oposed I<> C,l'.R. r>an 1107, "Testing and l.aheling Pertaining t<> l'rt>duc1 renitication,'' and. for 
thos• suppliers who are using supplier ccnification, J) proposed 16 C.f'.R. pan 110? "Testing and Labelin!( 
f'enaining to Product Cenitica1ion." 

4 
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Hnally, many consumer groups are concerned that "'ithout third party testing, manufacturer.; "ill nut 
undertake the necessary steps to ensure mmpliancc with such standards as the lead standard or the 
phthalate standard. We strongly disagree with th<'•e concern:<. To •t<irt, the CP.SC ha• not i"ued any 
rec0tlls of children':< apparel or footwear foniol<oticms the lead suhstrnte st;mdard since the P""age of the 
CPSIA. Thus, industry has cffe<.1ively ensured th<ot only products compliant with the lcad •tamb1rd reach 
the marketplace. This is despite the fact that currently, third party testing and certification requirements 
for the lead substrate and phthalate standards have been stayed. llowe,·er, during this stay of testing and 
certification, comp;111ies h01ve impl.,mcnted rohust, efficient and efte<.1h·e testing prog1·ams throughout 
th .. ir supply ch;,ins to check pr"'luction and en.,1rc product compliance. Members use both thil'd party 
tC'.sting facilities as well a• variou• technologies at the produ<.tion lint! to immedi<ttcly test for ;1 p1·oht .. m 
and, if they happen to encounter one, deal with it right away. We helie•e th;ot implementing strict, one· 
:<i7.c·fits·all testing rcquircmmts for thousands of types of consumer product.~ and supply chains is an 
ineffccti\'c regulatory burden on companies. Companies know their supply chains best and know the 
most c-ffc-ctive way to ensure product compliance. The stay o{ testing and certification has shown that 
regulatory flexibility is important so that companies can utili1.e the most effective and efficient testing 
methods available. 

Section 6: Application of Phthalates Standard 

In relation to Section 6, Application of Phthalates Standard, Alll'A strongly supports the language in 
Section 6(cJ(l) limiting the application of the phthalate regulation to accessihle plastici1.ed comp<:ment 
parts in chit.lren's toys and child care articles. Unlike chemicals like lead, which is a naturally occurrin~ 
element, phthalates are intt-ntionally added to products. Therefore, as the CPSC recognized in the 
"Statement of Policy: Testing of Component Parts "'ith 1-espcct to Section io8 of the CPSIA.'-. testing 
should be limited to materials and components that could contain phthalatcs. Requiring testing for 
components that do not risk phthalate contamination is a wasteful and inefficient use of quality control 
resources. We also s11ggest the .<ection be st1-engthened with either hill or report language that exempts 
manufacturers from the phthalate standard who ha,·e strong supply chain control and chemical 
managcmem proc.csscs in place and know that phthalates "ill not be used in the production of their 
prod11cts. 

In addition. the ddinition of a "child care article" and "children's toys" as it pertains to phthalate 
standards should be clarified in either bill or conference report language. The CPSC general counsel has 
d<'clared that that footwear and most apparel arc not covered by the definition of a "childrm's toy• or 
"child care articles· and ther£>fore not subject to the CPSIA phthalate han. Congress should include 
language to clarify that products .<uch as footwear, a1111arel and fo.<hion accessories are not considered 
children's toys and child care article.< to strengthen this guidance. 

Furthermore, report or bill language should be included to harmonize the definition of a child care article 
with 1i1·e-existing phthalatc regulations such as the European Union Phthalate Directive which states, 
"The main purpose of pyjamas i.< to drc.<.< children whc-n sleeping and not to fadlilale sleep. P}jamas 
sho11ld therefore be regarded as textiles and, like other textiles, do not fall under the scope of thl' 
Directh-e" (emphasis addcd).5 Sot only is harmoni1.ation of product safory st:mda1'rls important for 
b11sincsses to be able to effectively conduct business, but quite simply pajamas are not child care articles. 
Children do not interact "ith pajamas in the same way as they interact "ith other child c.are article.. such 
~s teethers, padfiers or bottles. Child care articles are acti•-ely handled and mouthed. While children tnay 
"·car pajamas when asle<'p, pajamas arc: not Jikdyto ht' mouthed - e.~pedally when the child is asleep. 
Therefore, pajamas do not pose a risk to children and should not be covered in the dl'finition of child care 
articles. 

· h\l!l;::')'.'W'~.Sr<c.goviabo11l!cosia'scct I 08, lum l#1e.~1 
'Guidance J>ocumenl on the imerprc1atil>n ui lhc Cl>nccpl .. which can be placed in the mouth" a~ laid down in the 
Annex to the 22•• amendment of Cnunci I Direl·tiw 76!7<>9lEF.C: 
hn,r.:.:,:~c.curpn~.cu:cnrcrpri:;c.:chcmic~l"/leQjc.lation:'y11ark.restr:'L!utdance d..,_cun1~11LfJ!!l'.Lruif 
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Sfction 7: Exemption Authorily for 'C£ilckjn; Labels Requirement 

Overall, Wl' arl' supporti\·l' of i;hing the Cl'SC the authority to create exemptions or alternative 
requirements to the tracking label requirement "if the Commission determines that it is not ccnnomically 
prat1icable for such produl'I or class of pmducts to bear the mark~.· We hclic"e that in addition, the 
Commission should have the authority tn make exrcptions or altemath·e requirements if the Cl'SC 
believes sufficient information is already a,·ailahle on the cons11mer product. The predominant purpose of 
the trackin11 label requirement is to help consumers. retailer.; and manufacturers identify a product in the 
c\·ent of a l'('r,111. l'1ior to the CPSIA, in most, if not all cases a pi(1urc would sufficiently identify thr 
product l)('ing recalled. In fact, most apparl'I and foot"·ear r~al\8 arc drawstring.< in rhildren's upper 
outerwear - a ha1..ard easily identifiable e'"'" without a pit:ture. Therefore. rcqui1ing additional trad<ing 
information servos no p11rpose other than requiring manufact11Tcr8 to comply with yet another regulation. 

~ection R: Requirement~ for Public Database 

The consumer database has the potential to providr. consumers with mea!'lingful information about tho 
produrt.s that they purcha8e ~s long as this information is accurate and ba8ed on fir"t hand reports and 
proper in\'estig~tion. However, as it is currmtly implr.mr.nted, the database docs not ha\'e sufficient 
checks in place to rnsurc the accuracy of the infonnation posted. Materially inaccurate information 
serves no one, is detriment~! to businesses and can ultimately rlo more hann than good to public safety. 
We arc strongly supporti"e of pro,isions of the amendment that we believe ·will improve the database for 
all stakeholders. 

To start, we strongly support narro.,.,;ni; the definition of "consumer.;" and requi1ing \'Ctification that the 
submitter is "the consumer who userl the product that gave rise to the harm, the user's next of kin, a 
member of the user's household, the legal reprr.scntative of the user, or another person expressly 
authorfacd by any 8Uch person." lndi\'irluals posting to the database should have as much information as 
possible to ensure thf accuracy of the information posted. Those who have not actually purchased the 
product. third pa1ties and casual ohsel'\'crs arc much less likely to ha''C specific information about the 
product or the incidfnt itself. This information is also important so that consumers can easily identify 
products invoh·ed in the incirlenl. Moreowr, limiting rhe scope of suhmittcrs will help deter indi,iduals 
who do nCJt ha,·e a personal, veslerl interest in product safety anrl cons11mcr protection and who may ha\'c 
improp.~r moti,·es. 

To that end, we also support the inclusion of Section ll(c), "Misrepresentation Prohibited." Honest 
repomng is a ,;taJ element of the success of the database. l'urthermore, a submitter who intentionally 
posts false infonnation can cause a business irreparable damage. The amendment is necessary to 
discou1·a,.;e maliciously false information from being reported on the database. 

In addition, the amenrlment' s provisions to ensure the adequacy and accuracy of information posted takes 
significant steps to make the database a eredible, useful and reliable resource for consumers. It is 
imporhnt for consumers using the rlatabas" and for manufacturers to be :ible to specifically irlentify the 
consumer product referred to in the report ofhann. Without this specit1city, consumer:< may not be able 
to rletennine whether th~ir product or a prorluct they are considering purchasin~ is the same as thl' 
product namcrl in the incident report. Moreover, the cuITCnt strict timcline between when a 
manufacturer receives the report of harm and when the rt•port of harm must be po~ted to thr database 
docs not gh·c manufacturers and the Cl'SC sufticicnt time to rt\iew for material inaccuracies. The 
aml'ndmcnt gi\'es all parties more time to <'Ollect ncecss:iry informarion to ensur•' th<> datahasc en1ries are 
both <1ccurnte and complct~. 

The amcndm~nt should also remo,·c • ... or ony risk of injury, illness, or d(',1th as determined by the 
Commission, rdating to the use of a consumer product" (emphasis added) from the definition of"harm." 
AAFA anrl iL< members strongly belie\·e that "1'\sk of harm" shoulrl he strictly determinerl by the CPSC. 
Por example, reports of "risk of h~rm" coulrl include reports of prorlu<."ts "violating" i11:11111\icahle product 
safety standards. Someone could observ•~ ;1 t·hild using~ geiu,ral use product. like a <'<lmputer, test the 
computer for lead ront('nt, and make an unfounrlcd dett,.minalion th<lt th•• comrutct"s le:id content 
pre~ents a risk of inju111 - e\'en if the computer is not subject to th" lead stanclarcl. The (;(lmmissi<m is in 
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.-har.i;c of 1kt~rmini11g what is "s:ife" ant.I "unsafr" - rrvr th• l\eneral puhlic am! any r(•po1ts of risk of ham1 
on the ".go\'" d;1t~hase shoult.I com" only from the Commission (through voluntary recoil noti<'.C5 or other 
official Commission stat•m•·nts). llowever. the CP.'>C shoult.l h• encouraget.I to collect repo1ts of risk of 
harm for their owTI regu!Jtory •nt.I investigation purposes am! post the information to the tl<1t;1h<1se if they 
make a dctertnin~tion th;d there is ;m actual "risl< of harm." Reports of risk of harm from other sources 
will likely result in ~tiditional burden on the Cl'SC, 1werpop11l~tion of rcporu that arc not in the puhlir. 
interest, and cause damage to both the datahase's and the Commission's cl'edibility. 

Pre emotion 

The amendment does not address preemption issues and we stron11ly belie''" that the ;1mendment should 
inclut.le languai;e claiil)~ng that the CPSIA fully preempts state and locill product safety rules. Companies 
find it increasini;ly difficult to m;mage the conflit1 ing and ever f:ro\\in!!: number of state regulations that 
arc beini; promuli;ated. Companies labor to comply with the CPSIA only to find out - often after the fact -
that they are not in compliancc with a little known statc standard. To comply with drawst1ing limitations, 
companies must meC't conflictinii: standards estahlished at thl' frdc1-al lcvd and in the states of New York 
and Wisconsin. And this is just the tip of the iceberg, with nl'W mies coming on line in Washington State, 
111inois, Connecticut. Maine, and elsewhcre. With regard to CPSIA, California Proposition 65. in 
pa1ticular, has created significant diftknltics because it relics upon different standards and pl'oduct 
coverage, even thon>:h it purports to address product safety as well. We believe Congrc!'-5 made a mistake 
when it cxcmplcd out Proposition 65 from the CP.SIA. We UC)le you to make federal pl'ecmption strongel' 
so th«t it clearly prccmpts all state and local product safety related measures so we ca11 achieve a single, 
harmoniz.cd national product safcty standard. 

Condu~ion 

Thank you for holdi11g this extremely important hearing to discu~~ the mur.h needed and well thought out 
amendment to the CPSlA. Whilf it was absolutely necessary for Congress to reform consumer product 
safety n~gulations in 2008. many of the new re11uiremcnts have caused a devastating economic impact to 
the apparel and footwear industry. We arc pleased that Congress has recognized the need to amend the 
le>:islation to address implementation conccms and establish a strong, ri~k-ha~e<l regulatory regime that 
protects public safoty but docs not unduly hurden compliant companies. 
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llNITEO STATl::S 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4330 EAST WEST HIGHWAY 

BETHESDA, MO 2081 4 

The Honorable Fred Upton 
Chainnan 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Tlle Honorable Mary Bono Mack 
Chairrna.11 
Subcomminee on Commerce, 

Manufacturing and Trade 
Commiuee on Energy and Commerce 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2125 R aybum House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

April 6, 2011 

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman 
Ranking Member 
Commiuee on Energy and Commerce 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20:515 

The Honorable G.K. Butterfield 
Ranking Member 
Subcomminee on Commerce. 

Manufacturing and Trade 
Commietee on Energy and Commerce 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2322A Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairman Upton. Ranking Member Waxman. Chainnan Bono Mack, and Ranking Member 
Buttedield: 

As the majority of Commissioners of the U.S. Consumer Produce Safecy Commission 
(CPSC), we write to express our serious concerns with significant ponions of the discussion draft 
circulated by the siaff of the U.S. House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce. 
Manufacturing and Trade (the Subcommittee), which would revoke key protoctioos in the 
Consumer Product Sa!Cty Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA) and endanger the health and safety 
of American consumers. e.~pcciallychildren. 

Almost three years have passed since Congress nearly unanimously passed (424-1 in the 
House and 89-3 in the Senate), and President George W. Bush signed into law, the landmark 
CPSIA legislation. This legislation reinvigorated the CPSC and established a strong consumer 
produc1 safety net that the American public demanded afler lhe "Year of the Recall" in 2007, 
when millions of violative toys were recalled from American consumers. The Subcommittee 
draft bill seeks to reverse some of the significant steps made toward providing for a safer 
marketplace and would tum back the clock to the pre-CPSIA era when harmful products made 
their way into the stTeam of commerce and into lhe hands of innocent children. 

CPSC Hollin&: 1-800-638-Ci'SC f2772) 'CPSC's Web Site: Mp1.'WWW.cpsc.9ov 
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t:nder the new protections es1ablished by the CPSlA. mothers and fathers now have more 
peace of mind knowing that during the day their young children play wilh toys lhat should no 
longer carry 1he same risks of harm. At night, 1hose same boys and girls are likely to be in a 
much safer sleep environment. Moreover, on March I I, 2011. we ushered American consumers 
into a new era of governmenl transparency and empowerment with the launch of the CPSIA· 
manda1e<l publicly searchable consumer producl database. Under this provision of the CPSlA, 
consumers can go online and search a centralized dalabase for reports of actual haem or for 
reports of po1ential harm involving the consumer produc1s lhey own or are considering 
purcha~ing, 

We unders1and that Congress must be mindful of the effect of regulations on the business 
sector. However, the reversal of several of the core provisions of the CPSIA would likely 
diminish 1he health and safety of our narion's consumers. We cannot support such a reversal. 
Moreover. many responsible companies, especially here in the United Stales. have already taken 
the steps necessary lo meel the law's requirements, buill safety imo their products, and proven 
that manufacturers and retailers can 1hrive under 1his new and improved consumer product safe1y 
framework. 11 would be unfortuna1e, indeed, at this time 10 penali1.e those who have come into 
complian..:e wi1h the law and to reward rhose less conscien1ious by undoing these safety features 
of 1he CPSIA. 

We recognize that some provisions within the CPSIA can be improved. In the pasl, the 
Commission has unanimously requested 1hat Congress grant us flexibility lo ease some of the 
adminislrarive burdens lhe CPSIA has placed on manufac1urers. particularly smaller businesses, 
without sacrificing safety. We continue to support those requested changes. The 
Subcommittee· s draft bill, however, is not consis1em with this approach. More specifically. 
ahhough by no means an exhaustive list. certain provisions in 1he draf1 bill cause us great 
concern: 

• Reducing Safely for Primary School Children: We believe thal as children grow and age. 
the idea that they should conlinue 10 have access to safe products is-and ~hould be-a 
noncontrover.s.ial one. Congre.s.s. 1hrough the CPSIA, made the policy judgment that all 
of our children ages twelve years and younger should be afforded grea1er protections. 
We agree with that policy judgment. 

• Lead: The CPSIA set one of the most pro1ective lead limits for children· s products in the 
world. The public health communi1y continues 10 hold its overwhelming consensus: 
There is no known safe level of lead. We oppose any change to the law that would lead 
to an increase in lhe doses of lead to which our children arc exposed on a daily basis. 
particularly when the marketplace has for the most pan already adjusted to lower lead 
levels and is well on its way to getting 1he lead ou1 of children's producls. 
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• Third Pany Testing: The CPSJA requires that some objective oversighl and safeguards 
be established for assuring lhat children's producls meet all applicahle safely slandards. 
We have previously ac~nowledged the need for some targe1ed relief for &mall crafters 
and similar small businesses from some testing requiremenl~ and. where product safely. 
would not be compromised, provided relief where we have been able to do so. 
Nevenheless, one simple fac1 remains: Parents shou Id have some independent assurance 
that all produm. whether made abroad or in the united Slates. are safe for their children 
louse. 

• Cribs: The Commission spoke wi1h one v(>ice in 2010, when it unanimously appro.,.ed 
1he most pro-safe1 y crib standard in the world and decided that whether an infant or 
1o<ldler is at home or in a child care center. a crib should always be 1hc safest place for a 
child to sleep. We canno1 suppot1 a measure tha1 places any child in a potentially life-
1hreatening siruation by allowing cribs tha1 are decades past needing 10 be replaced to be 
used in many child care cen1crs throughout the country. 

• Da1abase: For 38 years, the American public was kept in lhe dark with respect to crucial 
consumer product safe1y da1a lhat the CPSC possessed. The veil on this informa1ion was 
lifted on March 11. 2011. when the CPSC launched the public consumer produc1 safely 
database (SaferProducts.gov). Saferproducts.gov s~ves as a resource for consumers to 
learn what C>ther consumers already know about dangerous or potentially dangerous 
product$ and emerging hazards. We believe lhat consumers will be informed by the 
information in the database and empowered to make their own decisions to help keep 
their fami lie& safe. We are against any proposal thal would shut the door on the open and 
tramparclll approach currently available through SaferProducts.gov and hide this vital 
consumer pr<>duct safety information from lhe public once again. 

We remain open 10 working with the Congress on adjusting aspects of lhe CPSIA. Nevertheless. 
while it is 1rue that no one. including us. wishes to over-regulate, we similarly cannot support 
under-pro1ecting the American consumer. particularly our na1io11 's children. 

Inez M. Tenenbaum 
Chairman 

Roben S. Adler 
Commissioner 

Very truly yours, 

Commissioner 
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cc: The Honorable Marsha.Blackbum (Vice Chair) 
The Honorable Cliff Steams 
The Honorable Charlie Bass 
The Honorable Gregg Harper 
The Honorable Leonard Lance 
Tiie Honorable Bill Cassidy 
The Honorable Brett Guthrie 
The Honorable Pete Olson 
The Honorable David ·McKinley 
The Honorable Mike Pompco 
The Honorable Adam Kinzinger 
The Honorable Joe Barton 
The Honorable Charles A. Gonzalez 
The Honorable Jim Matheson 
The Honorable John D. Dingell 
The Honorable Edolphus Towns 
The Honorable Bobby L. Rush 
The Honorable Jan Schakowsky 
The Honorable Mike Ross 
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~ub1.·nm mia~~ 
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Attachment 

EXCLUSIOI' OF CERTAll' L:SED CHILOREt\'S PROOUCTS.-

"(A) GET\ERAL EXCLCSION.-The lead limits established under subsection (a) shall not 
apply to a used children"s product. 

"(BJ DEFJNlTlON.-The term 'used childri'n ·s product· means a d1ildren 's product rlza1 
was obtained by thi> si>lli>r for use and not jiir the purpose of resale or was obtained by the 
seller. either directly or indirect~"" from a person wh<1 obtained such children's product for 
rm! and not for thl! purpose o,/resale. Such term als<1 indudes a children's product I hat was 
donated lo the si>l/er fiir charitable distrihulion or resale to support charitable pwpo.~es. 
Such term shall not include-

(i) children's meraljt•welry; or 

'(iij any children's product for which the donating party or /he seller has actual knowledge 
that the prod11c1 is in 1·iolalirm of the lead limits in thi.~ sec/ion: 

For purposes of this dejinition. /he lerm 'seller' includes a person who lends or donates a 
used childrl!n 's product. ''. 
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\V a~h in gt on. DC 205 I 5 

Dear Mr. Mullan: 
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As Presidcnl of the llnhby Manufacturers Associati(in (llMA). I wnuld like to rcrs,,nally 
thank 1hc Rcpublkan Part) for undi:rtaking the claritication and re-dcfinitinn ol' ~C!!lll<.:llls 
of the Cl'SIA as ii relate~ H> toy pwducts. While nnl dirci.:tly involved in the toy industry. 
hobby manufa1:1urcrs must oHcn operate under similar guidelines as those who 
m:mufa1:turc tor, and then: fore the clarification and re-defining of certain points ot the 
Cl'SIA :m.: of critical import;rncc I<> th.: 1 IMA and 1he hobby industry in gcnernl. 

I have rc.-ad the .. discussion dratr· suggesting prop(1sed amendments to the CPSIA as 
"·riucn by the 1 '' session uf the 112'" Co11gres5 on March 21). 2011 and. ,m behalf or 
I IMA member manufa1:turers. I \\ ish lo provide some commentary and input to some of 
th1: proposed amendments contained in the draft. 

I) The draft rnntains language concerning l1)\\cring the age as w \\hat is considered to he 
a toy used hy o.:hildren. The I IMA proposes to amend fr(1m age 12 to age 7 based on the 
fact that by age 7 children arc generally 110 longer •·hewing on or pla..:ing toys into their 
mou1hs. In addition. by age 7. many youngsters arc already bui I ding snap-logt:thcr 
model kils. llyi11g model rockets at schonl or camp. and enjoying basic radio control cars 
and airplanes. 

2) The HMA supports the proposed amcndmc::nt to exempt products produced in small 
quantities from much of the testing \\ hich the original CPSIA required. It is apparent that 
the definition of .. small quantities .. is nut yet defined in the drali. The H\1A pr<)poses th::it 
411anlity be 7.SOO. The hoht>y industry is c,rn~idcrahly smaller than the toy industry and 
;)ur products arc 111anufoct11rcd i11 tow thnusands. anJ 111>t in lrnndr<.'ds of th1>usands or 
mi 11 i1rns. In foci. a large part nf the hnhhy industry cnMists c.1f small manufacturers in 
small workshops Pr minimal manufacluring facilities producing shnrt runs ofprnduct:; for 
modelers and collectors. 11rtcn by hand nr \\ irh basic tnols and!ur m:1chines. The \·a5t 
ma_i1>rity 1•f these products an; targeted to the adult nwddcr; how<.'ver. under the original 
CPSI;\ guidi:lincs. they could still foll within the .. toy .. category. One of the nmjor 
concerns tht: HMA has regarding tht: CPSIA is that tht: r•·11uired level ~if testing \\nuld be 
bun!t:Jl.'lllnC (0 the m:Jj(lrity Of Slll:ll) hobhy prodUCI 111:lllUfaCturcrs and the COSIS or 
compliance would <>Utv.t.:igh any potcnli<il pwiil h> Ile m:1dc by proJm:ing the products. 
Revising this part pf the Cl'Sl.I\ woulti enable th1isc smallc:r companic:s to rc:m:1in in 
husinl'ss while still cn~uring that the produ,·t~ arc satC!y pwduccd. 
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3) While the HMA agrees that tracking labels are of utmost importance in order to 
determine the origin of products. we maintain that in certain instances affixing tracking 
infonnation directly on to products may not be practicable. A large percentage of hobby 
products are scale miniatures of n:al-lifc items such as houses and vehicles for model 
railroads. small collector cars and planes, and model kits. We 11rc in favor of placing 
tracking infonnation on the packages for these items if placing them on the product itself 
becomes unreasonahle and impractical due to their smaller sizes. 

On hehalf of the HMA as well as the hobhy industry as a whole, I offer my sincere thanks 
for your undertaking of the amendment of the CPSIA in orderto make it more practical 
for hobby industry manufacturers to fully comply with the new regulations. I look 
forward to ohtaining a copy of the final amendment so that memhers of the HMA may 
hecome aware of the changes and support them. 

If you have any questions or if I may he of further assistance, please i:all me at (856) 435-
1555. 

Sincerely, 

'.\1ii:hael S Bass 
President - Stevens International 
President···· Hohby Manufacturers Association 

cc: Patricia Koziol, Executive Director · HMA 
Adam Tager, Member Model Railroad Division, I IMA 

170 Kinnelon Rd .. Sse, 33. Kinnelon. NJ 07405 
Tel: 973-283-9088: fax: 973 -838-7124; Web: www .hinahot>by.org: Email: pat. ko2.iol@hmahobby.org 
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National Center for 
Healthy Housing 

April 5, 2011 

The Honorable Fred Upton 
Chairman 
Committee on Energy & Commerce 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washing!Qn. DC 20515 

Subject: Improvements to the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act on Lead 
Testing 

Dear Chairman Upton: 

I am writing this letter to address a technical and scientific matter that can help protect 
children and increase the reliability and feasihility of testing under the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act. As you are considering changes to the Act. the protections in 
this law should be fully preserved and implemented on schedule, because it has heen a 
success in helping to prevent childhood lead poisoning. 

For over 20 years. I have led scientific research on childhood lead poisoning prevention. 
from 1995-2004. I served as the Director of the HUD office that led the nation's efforts 
to address childhood lead poisoning from paint in housing. I was the principal author of 
the lead poisoning report from the President's Task Force on Environmental Health and 
Safety Risks to Children and the HUD Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of 
Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing (the seminal technical document in the field). I 
was also responsible for creating the quality control system to ensure that portable lead
based paint X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) Analyzers can be used in a valid and 
scientifically defensible manner to enable residents and owners to have confidence in 
residential lead paint testing results. 

The current CPSIA legislation seems to allow only laboratory-based destructive testing, 
making it practically impossible for parents to test their children'!> toys and other 
children's products in a non-destructive manner. It also unnecessarily limits the ability of 
manufacturers and others to conduce the large number of tests needed to protect children. 

Years ago, I IUD wrest 1 cd with a problem similar to that now facing the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission: how to test a massive number of items for lead in a way 
that effectively ensures child safety. J'vlillions of homes, each one containing a hundred 
nr more painted surfaces. needed to be tested to determine if lead-based paint hazards 
were present. Title X of the 1992 Housing aml Community Development Act (also . 
known as the Residential Lead Hazard Reduction Act) provided a lead-based paint 
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2 
5tandard in two units of measure: loading (milligrams of lead per square centimeter of 
surface area - mg'cm2

) and concentration (parts per million by weight - ppm). While 
loading is the preferred measure. Title X (which I helped to craft) allowed both measures. 
Loading is independent of the number of non-leaded paint layers. avoiding a dilution 
problem. In other words. a layer of lead based paint covered by many layers of non-lead
bascd p:iint might not be detected using a laboratory test tnat reports only ppm. because 
the weight of the non-leaded layers would mask (dilute) the presence of lead paint. 
Loading docs not suffer from this problem, because the amount oflead within a mea.\ured 
surface area docs not change. regardless of how many layers or no11-leaded paint there 
an~. Rut loading docs require accurate measurement of the surface area. As a practical 
matter, for some surfaces for which the surface area cannot bi: measured, ppm is the only 
reliable measure that can be used. Therefore, both units or measure are used. 

When I was at HUD, we settled on a solution: portable X-Ray l'luoresccncc (XRF) 
technology and a quality control system that published the tolerance limits for each 
commercially available brand of XRF instrument on the market, combined with a 
laboratory quality control system. We tested the XRF instruments on hundreds ofreal
world paint samples on a variety of substrates and determined how well they worked. We 
published the results in "Performance Characteristics Sheets," for each lype of XRF on 
the market. These arc now in active use by thousands of licensed or certilicd lead-l:tased 
paint inspectors and risk assessors across the country. It also stimulated the development 
of a new generation of instruments hecausc we were able to create a level playing field in 
which instrument manufacturers could compete. Today, XRFs arc widely understood to 
be reliable ways of dctc1mini11g the presence or lead-hased paint in housing. They are 
typically used in conjunction with laboratory paint chip testing, for which EPA has 
established the National Lead Laboratory Accreditation Program. Roth XRI-' and 
laboratory methods have their uses. Together, these actions have produced valid. reliable 
testing methods in which parents. building owners, inspectors and others have 
confidence. 

As the CPSC looks for a way to test many thousands of products for lead content. the 
current law is unnecessarily limiting.. While the CPSIA sets a standard of 2 micrograms 
of lead per square centimeter (2 µgicm2

) for small painted areas that are less than I 
squ<1re centimeter, it does not allow this standard for larger areas. There is no 
scientilically valid reason to limit the size of the area for this standard. The important 
question is whether measurements (either by XRI-' or laboratory-based technologies). arc 
reliable and supported t>y a good quality control/quality assurance system. su,·h as that in 
place for lcad-t>ascd paint testing. 

Therefore, 1 suggcst two actions for your consideration: 

First. delete the current language requiring that 2 11g/cm2 be used only for small surface 
areas and replace it with languagi: that pennits use of either the 90 ppm or 2 µg/cm• 
standard, regardless o rt he size of the surface being tested. If the materials being tested 
have lead al levels less than 90 ppm or 2 ~~g!cm1 • they would be deemed lo be in 
compliance. ri:gardless of the size of the area being tested. Second, CPSC (or possibly 
EPA and liliD) should be required to establish a quality control system to ensure that 
both IDhoratory testing and XRF testing for consumer products for children arc both 

H1u'JdiuJ! a ll<.'-..o/1hy ll"'til' J:nl·iton;1J..:1,·tJ:w ·rll ( ·l,.;f,.ln·u 

1 ()320 L!n•.E PATU~FNT PARKWA•. SUITE 500, COlUM&IA, MARYlANO 21044 • 410.992.0712 • FAX 443.539.4150 
www cef\tertorhealrhyho11sing org 
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accuralc an<l precise for coatings, suhstralcs and othcrc(imponcnls (Jf d1il<lrcn's 
produi:ls. ~oth laboratory and XRF technologies have their respective slrcngths and 
weaknesses that i:an he controlled. Such a quality contr(JI sysrcm would help to ensure 
that sampling and analytical error for both methodologies is minimized. increasing 
wnsumer and manufa<.:turer conlidence in 1estin[?. results. 

3 

It is vital that this Act not be weakened. The current provisions and tesring requirements 
.;an be implemented on schedule. I believe this technical improvement i:an help make the 
law even more effec1ive in pro1ecting children. While lhe nation has made considerable 
progress in childhood lead poisoning prevention. lhere arc still far too many children 
poisoned ea.;h year and there are still far too many sources of lead exposure that can and 
should be eliminated. 

Please foci free to contact me irr can be or additional assistani:e. I can be reached al 202-
6117-0938 or djacvbs@nchh.org. I am happy to work with the i:ommillee on this 
language. as well as provide addi1ional background on 1he reasoning behind it. Thank you 
for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

David F.. Jai:obs, PhD, Clll 
Research Director, National Center for Healthy Housing 

Jfuildin~ .. 1 tfl•a(1hy J/r:t>I .. ' J:m·iromu;.·m /(Jf' :Fl/ ('J1HJr .. ·11 

•()J20L'.TT.EP"TUKENTP"RKWAY, SUITE 500,COtl>MBIA, M"RYLAND 21044 • 410992 0712 • FAX443.5394150 
www.centerforl\ealthyhousin9.or9 
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Subcomminec on Commerce. Manufacturing, and Trade 
Cnmmince on Ener~y & Commerce 
U.S. Hou~e of Representatives 
Wa~hingtvn, D.C. 20515 

April 6. 2011 

Re: Hearing on Discussion Orart or H.R. _, i. bill that would r¥vise the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act 

Dear Chaim1an Bono Mack, Ranking Member Bunerlield. and Members of the Subcommittee: 

Our undersigned groups write to you regarding our serious C(lncems ab(1ut the Discussion Drafl 
amending the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIAJ. which is the su~jcct of a 
hearing before your Subcommittee lomorrow, April 7'h. We have concerns that the approach in 
this Discussion Draft will undermine the critical public health protections provided by the 
CPSIA. 

The CPSIA was passed with an overwhehning bipartisan ma,jority in 2008. It wa.~ crafted over 
the course of a year of deliberations, and wa.~ the congressional response to the recall~ of 
millions ol'toys and other children's products for ei<cessive lead levels. ingestion hazards, and 
other heallh risks. The CPSIA created. for the lim time, a requirement that children's products 
be tested for safety before they get to store shelves. It set into place limits on lead in children's 
products, set safety standards for infant durable products, banned certain phthalates. and created 
a public database where consumers could report product safoty halards they have experienced. 
The law revived the Consumer Product Safoty Commi.~sion (CPSC), an agency that had neither 
the resources nor the authorities lo adequately protect children from the hazardous products. 

Since passage of the CPSIA, there have been calls for a modification of some of the law's 
provisions to address the needs of makers of handmade children·s products. The Discussion 
DraO, however, goes far hcyond that and reverses several key components of the CPSIA. Below 
arc just some of the serious concerns that we have ahout thi.~ draft: 

I) Undermines safety testing for children's products: It would reverse the requirement 
that all children's products be tested for safety, and would confine the requirement of pre
market testing to only a few select categories of products. Other products - such as 
strollers. high clrnirs. hath scats. and all toys -- would he .~f'cty-tcsted only if the CPSC 
undertook an cxtcnsi\'e series of steps. including a cost benefit analysis that emphasizes 
the costs of testing while minimizing the benefits lo public health and salety. Requiring 
independent third-party testing of all children's products builds safety into the supply 
chain early. and prevents costly recalls and unnece.~sary injury. 

2) Undermines lead protections: It would dramatically v.;eakcn the lead limits of the 
CPSIA by only applying the law's current lead limits to paint on children's products and 
small pans that could be ingested. It would set a dirferent. subjective .~tandard (risk 
analysis) for all other children's products, including those that could be mouthed, such as 
\'inyl bibs. We know that even small amounts of lead can cause a drop in children's IQ. 
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I.cad is a known toxin. and we should have a single. strong standard thal aims to keep ii 
out of children's products. 

3) Undermines which children get the law's protection: It would presumably lower the 
age scope of the CPSIA from its current protections for all children's products primarily 
intended for children age 12 and younger. This is inconsistent with the current ASTM 
toy safety standard. which covers toys intended for children under age 14. and it ignores 
the reality of the '"shared toy box'' - that young kids will. even with dose parental 
supervision - play with the products that belong m their older siblings. 

4) Undermines the effectiveness of the new crib safety sh1ndard: It would indefinitely 
dch1y. or possibly prevent. the implementation of the bipartisan. strong crib safety testing 
standards passed by the CPSC in December 20 I 0 for cribs in child care facilities. and 
makes testing to that new standard uncertain. 

5) Undermines the phthalates ban: It would allow large, undefined exemptions to both 
the prohibition <1nd interim bans on phthalates in toys and child care articles. It would 
also, contrary to all other rulcmakings in the Discussion Draft, require the CPSC to act 
within 11 very light timefr<1me if the recommendations of the body 11ssessing the safety of 
phthalates (the Chronic I lealth Advisory Panel, or CHAP) arc to become law. This 
requirement is needless since the CPSIA already requires the CPSC to quil:kly act on a 
rule making; its only effect would be to make it difficult to permanently ban additional 
phlhalates in toys and child care 1111iclcs. 

6) l;ndermines life-saving tracking information: It creates potentially large exemptions 
from the requirement that children's products have tracking labels. which will limit a 
consumer's ability to know whether their product is the su~ject of a recall. and to report 
vital product information to the CPSC database and manufacturers. Tracking labels can 
help save lives: When Liam Johns died in 2005, his crib, made by Simplicity, but labeled 
"Graco" wenl uninvestigated for two years because ofconli1sion resulting from a lack of 
information on the product. At least two other babies died during this time. 

7) l;ndermines the new, public safety 1>roduct hazard database: The brand-new CPSC 
database for the first time allows consumer complaints about product safety problems to 
he posted publicly, after a screening process. while also giving manufacturers and private 
labelers ample opportunity to view and comment upon these reports before they arc 
posted. This database will help consumers research products they are considering 
purchasing. will help the CPSC more efficiently identify emerging hazard trends. and can 
help prevent unnecessary deaths and injuries. However, the provisions in this Discussion 
Draft would place onerous burdens on the person making the complaint, thereby 
discouraging parties with v11luable safety information from reporting. It would also 
remove lhe ability of consumer groups to report lo the database. These changes would in 
turn keep valuahle safety information out of the hands of parents and caregivers. 
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We urge you to rcjci;t the approach proposed by the Discussion Drafi. It goes wo for an<l will 
not adequately protect children from product safety hazards. 

Sincerely. 

Breast Cancer Fund 

Center for Health Environment and .Justice 

Citi:i:cns' Environmental Coalition 

Consumer Federation of America 

Consumers Union 

Demos 

Illinois Public Jn1en:st Research Group 

Indiana Toxics Action 

Kids in Danger 

\1aryland Public Interest Research Group 

>Jational Research Center for Women and Families 

~atural Resources Defense Counsel 

Partnership for Working Families 

Public Cilizen 

L' .S. Public Interest Rcsi:.-arch Group 

Union ofConci:.-rned Scientists 

Vermont Public Interest Research Group 

Wcimen's Voici:.-s for die Eartn 
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children. Strong new standards would be adopted for juvenile products that would assure 
that the required tt:sting would tind potential flaws and make sure the products were sate 
for use. Very dear to our hearts were the provisions that ensured that child care facilities 
and other public accommodations could only offer children safe cribs that met federal 
standards. Oanny died in a licensed child care home that had jm;t been inspe1.:ted by the 
state days before. And finally, parents would be given the opportunity to register their 
products with the manufacturer either through a postage paid card or online - making 
sun: they would learn of recalls. 

We are so disheartened to learn that this committee is considering erasing many of these 
gains. 

In addition to many other onerous changes that reduce the safety of all products our 
childn:n use, we ask you to reconsider this assault on the Oanny Keysar Act. 

This proposal strips the requirement for independent testing from all infant and toddler 
produ1.:ts, except for testing cribs to the old standards that eliminated gaps between slats. 
but little else. But for strollers. high chairs, play yards and more, our children will again 
be the test dummies for safety. Companies may say they employ their own testing, but 
we saw when: that got us with the JO million cribs recalled in the last four years and 
dozens of deaths each year in nursery products. 

We are not opposed to allowing child care facilities that replace their older cribs to meet 
the mandatory standard passed in December, to avoid replacing those cribs every time a 
change is made to the standard. But combined with a requirement that allows many child 
care facilities to continue to use older model, possibly unsafe fixed sided cribs, these 
provisions erase the safi:ty we so hoped the nanny Keysar Act would prnvide. First, a 
state requirement of supervision doesn't always equal optimum supervision in the field. 
and secondly, we all know supervision is no match for dangerous cribs. Danny died in a 
loving, licensed child care - not from lack of supervision, but because his crib was 
deadly. When a baby suffocates or strangles, it is usually with little or no noise. Babies 
have died when parents have been in the same room. 

Will you take our concerns into consideration as you look to roll back these safety 
provisions? We feel strongly that all products in section 104 of the CPSlA (infant and 
toddler durable products - cribs, strollers, high chairs, etc) should be subject to third 
party testing with no exceptions. These arc products parents and caregivers buy to keep 
their children safe. They involve many pans and hardware and can be very dangerous if 
defective. Let's not go back to the days of baby test dummies- let's make sure the 
products are safe before we use them for our children. 

While it may not be reasonable to ask child care providers to replace all crib.~ every time 
there is a minor change to the crib standards. there should be a means by which CPSC 
can require that if necessary. If another 11aw in cribs erupts as the drop-side issue did 
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over the past few years. Cl'SC should have the ability to require safe cribs in child care 
settings. 

The new mandatory crib standard docs so much more than ban drop-sides. In fact. it is 
unlikely that the drop-side cribs on the market over the past decade that led to millions of 
products being recalled and dozens of deaths could meet this standard - thereby 
eliminating the need to even officially ban them. The new standards will make sure crib 
hardware is sturdy, mattress supports and slats can stand up to real world use and that 
cribs, used to protect an unattended child. can keep a child safo. Allowing all matter of 
cribs, safe and unsafe, to remain in child care - just because they don't have a drop-side 
is a clear attempt to gut the safety improvements of the past few years. Child care is 
varied and diverse. It is unreasonable to have an exemption for fixed sided cribs without 
knowing the condition of the crib, when it was made and what standards it docs meet. 

Please, don't retreat on safety. As parents who have paid the ultimate price for unsafe 
products, we know you don't want to sec more children suffer as our son did. Giving 
flexibility 10 CPSC to enforce safety provisions is one thing, but this wholesale reversal 
of crucial safety provisions sends us back to a scenario we know leaves children at rbk. 

Sincerely. 

Linda Ginzel and Boaz Kcysar 
Co-founders, Kids In Danger 

Li nda.g inzel :'ti'ch icago booth .cd u 
1l('az{ih11:hicago.edu 
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U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4330 EAST WEST l-llGl<WAY 

.'IANCY A, NORD 

COM MISSIONER 

The llonornbk Mary Bono Mack 
Chainnan 

RETH~SDA. MO 20B14 

April 7, 2011 

Subcommillcc on C'0mmercc. Manufacluring and Trade 
L'.S. l Jousc ofR,11r~s~nlatives 
I 04 Cannon House Oflice Jluilding 
Washington. DC ::0515 

Dear Chainnan l:lono Mack: 

TEL (30 1} !J04·790 ! 
FAX: {301; 504-0057 

This Jcn~r is to provide comments for the record on the discussion draft amending the Consumer 
ProJuct Safety Improvements Act (CPSIA). I believe that the draft legislation would solve many of the 
problen1s wilh the CPSIA thal have become so evident, inc Judi ng what are clearly uninlcnded 
consequences of the law. II is rime to get our agency back on track and focusing on Teal safety issues. 
not imagined ones. 

While the CPSIA gave the agency imponant tools for protecting !he public. it also tonk away tkxibility 
:he agen'y needs 10 Jn its job in a sensible and rational way. For example. the lead pro,·isions. the 
definition of''children's products" and the \estingand certilication provisions of the new law. working 
together. have directed the agency to rcsu Its Iha\ impose unwarramcd regulatory hurdens while no1 
TCsulting in an appreciable safely payback. In addition. we are aware of pmducls that do nor present a 
safety issue which have now been driven off the market because of th is Jaw. C nnsumcrs arc. not 
hcnelited by such a result. 

I recommend that any final legislation include !he following necessary changes 10 the current law: 

• Tile lead exclusions need lo be amended to gi,-e agency more flexibility to address unintended 
consequences. 

o The '·Functional Purpose" language, suggested by some. docs not provide adequate relief 
because it is subjective, costly, and fa•ors big companies. Ir is also \'Cry resource· 
i ntcnsi\'e for the agency. 

CPSC Hotline: 1-900-639-CPSC (7772) • www.cpsc.go• 
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The r fonl>rablc .\.fary ttc>nn \.13t'k 
.~rril 7, ~or 1 
t,a~<' 2 

o The amendment need~ to r~cognize the expertise uf the ai;ency to define what is an 
uoacccptablc risk based .m whether rhc child's interaction with the product results in 
measurable increase in blood lead levels. 

o :'>1igration ofkad limit from JOO ppm 10 100 ppm (efle.:ti•c in 1\ugust. 2011) should be 
repealed. The Agency can set an appropriate lower level if di..:tated by sate!)'. 

c The scope of the kaJ provisions is too broad. The law treats all children - from infant~ 
to preteens - the same even though their product interaction is quite ditlcrent and risks 
are diftcrent. The scope should he narrowed to apply to products intended for younger 
children (r~cogni?.ing that the agency has inherent authority lo deal with risks. regardless 
of source. lo oldcr<.:hildren). 

The lead and phlhalates provisions need to be amended so that the law applies prospectively, rather 
than retroactively. The rctroacrive provisions of the law have resulted in forcing billion~ of dollar~ 
worlh of safo products off lhe marker. 

The existing ri1andatory third pany testing requirements thrall children's products impose a 
.~ignificant burden especially on smal I businesses. Testing and labeling provisions need to be 
amended to minimi1.c the damaging impact on product ma~ers while protecting consumers. Rather 
than requiring third party testing in every instance, agency should be able lo sci reasonahlc and 
appropriate tc.~ting and labeling requirements thal provide reasonable ilssurance of compliar1ce "ith 
und~rlying safety standards. 

Rcgulatious should be suhject to costibenclit analysis. Allhough his1orica\ly the agency has 
followed the directiou of the !'resident in doing cost/benefit analysis, the current commission has 
chosen not to do this. Regulators need info1-ma1ion on hoth the costs and benefits of proposed 
regulations 10 make sensible decisions. The t\Uality of our regulations has .•1.1ffc1·ed hccausc we have 
not done the hard work to understand the impact of our aclions. 

• The Public Database provisions should be amended lo include only com plaints from consumers whCl 
bought or used the product or relevant public health or other public agencies: enhance the ability of 
busincssc.~ to respond to complainls: and include the duty of the agency lo assure accuracy of any 
information made public. 

The discussi1•11 drall would go <l long way to solving the obvious problems with the CJ>SIA. Claims that 
the drali. reverses progress are both wrong and deliberately misleading. The facts are that it !>ring.• .•on1c 
rationality back into lhc procc~s. I hope that Congress will move swi!lly m pa•s constructive legislation. 

Sincerely. 

:'fancy A. )..lord 
Commissioner 
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Aprils, 2011 

G. K. Butterfield, Jr. 
House ~ubcommittee on Commerce. Trade. and Manufacturing 
Washington, 0.C. 

Dear Representative Butterfield, 

On December 19. 2002. my 13-month-old daughter. Elizabeth (Ellie), died in a poorly and 

dangerously designed play yard. Recently, I wrote to committees, representatives. and senators in an 

effort to protect a database. required by the CPSIA. that plays an imperative role in keeping children 

safe by notifying parents of products that pose dangerous risks to children. Now, I am to learn that 

efforts to keep children safe are again threatened, this time by eliminating essential. deserved 

requirements that protect our children. 

Specifically, I am referring to the committee's attempts to lJ eliminate the requirement for 

independent testing of children's products and 2) a measure that will weaken standards for cribs in 

daycare provider facilities. Ladies and gentlemen of the committee, I am outraged at these 

propositions and you do a severe injustice to Oannv Kevsar's memorv, as well as Ellie's and all other 

children whose lives were lost or bodies injured due to unsafe products, if you strip these imperative 

portions of the C>anny Keysar Child Product Safety Notification Act. 

Eliminating the need for independent testing is in itself a death trap for children. Allowing 

companies to provide their own testing is erroneous and ineffectual. If a manufacturer's self testing and 

evaluation were adequate, we wouldn't have the thousands of recalls and warnings issued because their 

products failed to comply with standards or failed to keep a child out of harm's way. A manufacturer. 

whose goals are purely profit driven. cannot be trusted to efficiently and appropriately evaluate their 

own l)roduct safety without the risk of severe bias. 

Had independent testing requirements been implemented prior to Ellie's death. I firmly believe 

Ellie would be bubbly. beautiful, nine·vear-old girl, today because the product that took her life would 

never have made it to the store shelves without necessary modifications, like a locking mechanism and a 

less hazardous design. The manufacturer did not "find" the flaw, but several independent investors 

after the fact, certainly did. In fact, after her death, I was shocked to learn that this testing standard was 

never required r 

Ask the parents of those children who died in cribs that were expected to be safe because cribs 

have required standards whether they feel that manufactures self analysis is a sufficient safe guard for 

product safety. The recent massive recall of drop-side cribs proves this to be otherwise. As parents, and 

as consumers we expect that all possible flaws have been researched and tested adequately. When we 
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buy a ~· odu ~I, w~ have a right to expett 1hat the parricu lar product com plies with a h i~h qua tit y of 

st a rrd ards, given 1 he products is de•igrred and made for our pre~ious .;h ild. 

When we place our child in the trust of childcare providers, we rnainta i rr that same expect.ii ion. 

Daycare facilities require sufficiently trained and certified personnel as should the products they use irr 

their facilities should require the same standard of safely and quality. The current threat to weaken 

req1J°irements for cribs in use at childcare facilities is a dangerous risk that poses too many hazards. Orrly 

requiring drop side cribs to be eliminated fro111 use in provider facilitates, imphes that there aren't other 

dangerously designed cribs in use. and that is loo risky an implication. allowing for too marry 

dangerously gray areas. The cost childcare providers pay to replace unsafe products doesn't come close 

to the cost they will pay if a child dies in their care. due to an unsafe product they provided. The Oannv 

Kesyar Child l'roduct Safety Act not only provides protection for children. it protects the livelihood of 

child care provider.~ by keeping them up to date with standards that parents e~pect of them. 

There are too many of us parents whose children were injured or killed due to manufacturer 

carelern1ess and inadequate testing of their products. A child is priceless. beyond what any definition 

might attach i11elf to profit. Companies who make children's products should be held to the highest 

standards arrd accept accountability for their produr.t at every moment. I can't ever escape from the 

pain of my grief, replace the permanent hole in my life that once was rny toddling, smiling child. 

Manufacturers shouldn't escape the requirements of such instrumental standards. 

I don't know whether Ellie was destined to be a ballerina or a professional race car driver. I also 

don't know what she might have looked like on her 9"' birthday this past November, or what her 

laughter might sound like. What I do krrow is that Elizabeth's death lies in the hands manufacturers 

wllose inadequate testing and attempts to cut costs resulted in the death of my little girl. Allowing 

these cut~ to pass will then put the death of more children in your hands. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa L. Olney (f.k.a. Davis I 
14 Bellrnore Or. 
Orford, NH 03777 

In Memory of 
Elizabeth Morgan Davis 

November 4, 2001-O~cember19, 2002 
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April 5, 2011 

Marv Bono Mack, Chair 
House Subcommittee on Commerce. Trade, and Manulacturine 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Representative Bono Mack, 

On December 19, 2002, my B·month-old daugllter. Elizabetll {Ellie), died in a poorly and 

dangerously designed play yard. Recently, I wrote to committees, representatives, and senators in an 

effon to protect a database, required by tile CPSIA, tllat plays an imperative role in keeping children 

safe by notifying parents of products that pose dangerous rish to children. Now. I am to learn ttiat 

effons to keep children safe are again threatened, this lime by eliminating essential, deserved 

requlremenrs that protect our cllildren. 

Specifically, I am referring to the committee's attempts toll eliminate tile requirement for 

independent testing of children's products and 2) a measure I hat will weaken standards for cribs in 

.daycare provider facilities. ladies and gentlemen of the committee, I am outraged at these 

propositions and you do a severe injustice to Danny Keysar's memory, as well as Ellie's and all other 

children whose lives were lost or bodies injured due to unsafe products, if you strip these imperative 

portions of the Danny Keysar Child Product Safety Notification Act. 

ElimiMting tile need for independent testing is in itself a death trap for children. Allowing 

companies to provide their own testing is erroneous and ineffectual. If a manufacturer's self testing and 

evaluation were adequate, we wouldn't nave the thousands of recalls and warnings issued because their 

products failed to comply with standards or failed to keep a child out of harm's way. A manufacturer, 

whose goals are purely profit driven, cannot be trusted to efficiently and appropriately evaluate their 

own product safety wit llout the risk of severe bias. 

Had independent testing requirements been implemented prior to Ellie's death, I firmly believe 

Ellie would be bubbly. beautiful, nine-year-old girl, today because the product that took her life would 

never have made it to tile store shelves witllout necessary modifications, like a locking mechanism and a 

less hazardous design. The manufacturer did not •find" the flaw, but several independent investors 

after the fact, certainly did. In fact, after her death, I was shocked to learn that this testing standard was 

never required! 

Ask tile parents of those children wile died in cribs that were expected to be sale because cribs 

have required standards whether tlley feel that manufactures self analysis is a sufficient safe guard for 

product safety. The recent massive recall of drop-side cribs proves this to be otllerwise. As parents, and 

as consumers we expect that all possible flaws have been researched and tested adequately. When we 
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buy a product, we have .i right 10 e•pe~t lhat the part1eular product compli~s with a hi~h Qudlity of 

•tandard•, given the i:iroducts is designed and made for our precious child. 

When we place our child in the tru•t of child1:are i;iroviders, we maintain that same expectation. 

Daycare facilities require sufficiently trained dnd certified personnel as should the products they use in 

their facilities should require the same standard of safely and quality. The 1:urrent threat to weaken 

reQuirements for cribs in use Jt r.hildcare facilities is d dangerous risk that poses too many hazards. Only 

requiring drop side cribs to be eliminated frorn use in i;irovider facilitates. implies that there aren't other 

dangerously designed cribs in use, and that is too nsky an implication, allowing for too many 

dangerouslv gray areas. The cost childcare providers pay to replace unsafe products doesn't come close 

to the wst they will pay if a child dies in their care, due to an unsafe product they provided. The Dannv 

Ke.s,yar Child Product Safety l\ct not only provides protection for children, it protects the livelihood of 

child care providers by keeping them up to date with standards that parents expect of them. 

There are too many of us parents whose childmn wete injured or killed due to manufacturer 

carelessness and inadequate testing of their products. fl child is priceless. beyond what any definition 

mir,ht attach itself to profit. Companies who make children's products should be held to the highest 

standafd.s, and accept accountability for their product at every moment. t can't r.ver escape from the 

pain of niv grief. replace the permanent hole in my life that once was, my toddling, smiling child. 

Manufacturers shouldn't escape the requirements of such in$trumental standards. 

I don't know whether Ellie was dr.stinr.d to bP. a ballerina or a professional race car driver. I also 

don't know what s hr. might have looked like on her 9•• birthday I his past November, or what her 

laughter might sound like. What I do know is that rn1abeth's death lies in th~ hands manufacturers 

whose inadequate testing and attempts to cut costs rr.sultr.d in th!! death of my littlr. girt fltlowmg 

the~e cuts to pass will then put the death of more children in your hands. 

Sincerely, 

I isa L. Olnev (f.ka. Davis) 
14 BellmorP. Dr. 

Orford, NH 03 777 

In Memory of 

Elizabeth Morgan Davis 
Novembef 4, 2001 - December 19, 2002 
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The Honorable Fred Upton 
Chairman 
Commiltee on Energy & Commerce 
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Washington, DC 20515 
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Department of Environmental Health 
Division ot 'Environmental and Industrial Hygiene 
University of Cincinnati 
PO Box 670056 
Phone (51J) 558·1747 
Fax (5t3) 558-2722 
3223 Eden Avenue 
C•l'cinnati OH 4S267.0056 

By E-mail: Attention John Gibson Mullan gib.mullan@mail.house.gov 

Dear Chairman Upton: 

The Consumer Product Safety Commission Improvement Act was a major public health 
legislative accomplishment and has done much to protect the health of children and others. 
Our research was among the first to document the presence of lead in currently produced 
paints in a number of developing countries and to warn of the threat they represented as 
painted products were imported into the United Slates. We and others are continuing this 
research and have now found lead paint available in each of the twenty countries whose 
paints have been tested. 

As you consider changes to strengthen the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, I 
would like to respectfully suggesl a provision that has the potential lo greatly expand the 
nation's capability to monitor compliance and thereby increase protection of the health of 
children and others. 

For many years. colleagues and I have engaged in research to develop lead eKposure 
assessment procedures using a variety of portable X·Ray Fluorescence (XRF) analyzers and 
other technologies and to develop and evaluate lead-based paint hazard reduction programs. 
The research with XRF use laid the groundwork for the development of an official melhod for 
the measurement of airborne lead by field portable XRF analysis. Other research 
demonstrated that analysis of soil by XRF produced results comparable to those by 
laboratory methods. Our current research on analysis of new paint indicates that modern 
XRF analyzers are capable of measuring lead at the two micrograms of lead per square 
centimeter level (2 11gfcm2

) as permitted in the current law for small areas. XRF analysis 
can measure lead in these units at this level for surfaces of any size. not just small areas 
where that standard is allowed by the current law 

Patient Care · Education · Research · Community Service 
An affirmative action/equal oppostul'ity institution 
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O.partrnent of Environmental Health 
Division of Environrnc11tal and lndustnal Hygiene 
Unive.,ity of Cincinnati 
PO Box 670056 
Phone (51J) 555-1747 
Fax (513) 558-2722 
3223 Eden A"enue 
Cincinnati OH 45267-0056 

The CPSC could help achieve its goal of expanding the testing of painted products in a major 
way if the current law was modified to permit the use of a standard of 2 micrograms per 
square centimeter (2 µg/cm2) for areas of any size. 

The current CPSIA legislative and regulatory structure seems to allow only laboratory-based 
destructive testing for other than small areas. making it practically impossible for parents to 
test their children's toys and other children's products in a non-destructive manner. It also 
unnecessarily limits the ability of manufacturers, health departments and others to conduct 
the large number of tests needed to protect children. Many health departments. importers, 
consumer goods wholesale and retail establishments and others could use trained 
individuals to screen for compliance using hand held portable XRF technology if this change 
was made. This would greatly expand the protection offered to children and others by the 
CPSCIA 

I would be happy to assist the Committee in any way possible to make some improvements 
in this excellent legislation. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely. 

Scott Clark, PhD, PE, CIH 
Professor 
~epartment of Environmental Health 
University of Cincinnati 
2180 East Galbraith Road 
Room RCA 241 ML 0510 
Cincinnati OH 45237-1625 
tel: (513) 558-1705 
fax: (513) 558-0518 
e-mail: clarkcs@ucmail. uc.ed u 
alt.e-mail:clarkcs89@hotmail.com 

Patienl Care · Educa1ion - Research · Community Service 
An atrormalive action/eQual opportunity mstitut1on 
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TJ,·ar Chairman lJpton: 
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"t-c•"'~ll'U\•'I 

1~ !it,..:l'(I( Y.1f:r\I!\ 

On behalf .,f Th~rmo Fish<T Sdcnli lie Inc., thank )'OU for raking a leadcr~hip rnle in considering. chang.c• 
10 The Consumer Proou<·f Safely lmprowmcnt Act (CPSIA), I would like tu respu:tfully .,uggcsl a way ro 
improve 111anuf.1cuire1~'. retaHers· and importers' ahHity to in!\pt.'Cl t:on~umcr goods for kad ..:onteOl, 
while p•·vvid ing a level of proTrction for chi ldrcn thar we all seek. Handheld X ·Ray fluortscence (XRF) 
is portable. C•>~t-cff<..:rivc. non·d.,,,1ructivc, acturate and widel~ accepted a; a tool to test for lead in bolh 
s11bs1ra1• and paint Allowing broader use or XRF hy induurv will ensure lhal mnre childr•n's 
!)rvduct~ arc t~led and pronn lo be compliant. 

Thermo Fisher is the world l~adcr in serving science. The compan)' enables it~ customers to make inc 
world h<althier. cleaner and .~afcr by providi11ga1'.al~tical inmuments, cqui(lmem, rugents and 
cunsu111ab1es, .so1\ware and . ..:.ervic:es l'or resC'Jrch, analysis, discover}" and diagnostics. Our anal}·tkal 
produrts include instrum•nts that use XRF technology To analy7.c and d<1ert lhc elemental compo>ition uf 
maTerials. 

The original ban on kad in EJaint became IJ.S, law in 1978, sc1Ling a limit for lead in unit~ of ··ppm" (parts 
per mil I ioo ). This is a ~ommon unit (lf mea•ure for laboralory·based •n>lytical meth<xk Bui lab· based 
1cchniq11es arc nor ponablc and. therefore. n(ll well suited 10 insrecT homes. schools. oftic<'s and rubl i.; 
b11ildings. R~ogniz.ing 1his, F.P!\ and HUD EJarlnered wilh the •cientific inslrumeot indt""Y in the <'arly 
I Q90's 10 de, el op th~ first handhcld XRF spc-ctrom•ter for the ins peer ion of lead paint io !he field. 

In order 10 rrnl~ •nable ficld-dcployahk XRF lochnology. RPA and Hl:D wnile enfor<emcAI 
ritgul~tiom1 for lead in paint <h111t allowed an alh~rnalt ~tartt.lard or l~ad: I 1niUiM1arn pi:r ~,:auart 
C<'Tllim~l"r. Nearly 20 y~ars ago, EPA und l!lJ[) r~cognized thul they could drive far rnor~ tesring !llr 
lead paint hy .setting thi!<i. parolh•I -· muJ 11qual~i· pn1Jt!cf!\•e Mtmd1lrd and thu~ cnah!ing use of portahl~. 
cos1-1.·ffi..·cci1oe. accunuc and non-d~structive XRF (e!)lin~ in buildings natio1l\vide. 

The rnre 1cchnical hurtllc behind Ute CPSIA ·s lead limit !Or puinted surfaces on childr~n·s prvducls is 
similar In thal faced by EPA und llLIJ dccudes ugu. Today, Con!!.ress and the CPSC wanr to encourage 
exteus;ve 1es1ing to ens11re thar lelld is not present in produc1s given w childr~n. In order to sohe the 
1es1ing. conundrum, Cong~ss can take a ~imnlc. $mall <1ep 10 allow a oarallel - and cqualh· 
nrntective - '1;1andard for lead that is 411'1; s~re »M thl" n:.ro per milliinn Hmif'1;. 

!I~ t.'0.U•'U>( 1.:lrlf:•U 

9~11!!:119i 

tll•••i.c;i. MA J11Y'1 

:_$,\. 

•1!'/!l.U•O./'(,;I 
0 19;'!l6fC.?4JOfio. 
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I hermo risher 
'>C: •t ,,,., ,,f( 

The CPSC and Cuslom.~ and Border Protection (CllP) are using hantlh.,ld XRI' for in~pcction of goods at 
the CPSC's la~ and 1.:.s. ports of cnlry. They understand that the technology is ,·apable of quickly testing 
prO<.luct~ - including painted pr1>duc1s - for lead. alln"in~ s<icntilically accurate yet quick decisions 
about "helher 10 clear a shipment 

It is my ti rm ~elief thal virtually every chi ldrcn 's product found to vinlate lead limits over the pa~I several 
years "·ould ha\·e ~een ··· e>r in fact "a~ - caught by a trnndheld XRF $Can in l~s than one minute. This is 
the kind of lcclmology required to protccl children from lead exposure in the millions of con~umcr 
producls thol inusl be inspected c~ch )'C•r. 

ln c1>11sidcring origin•l passage ofCPSIA. Congrel<< understood the lessons from EPA and llCD's effort; 
many year.~ bcfor<'. And. as such. the CPSI/\ sets• limit for lead in $111311 painted areas of1 micrograms 
per .«1uare cemimelcr (2 ug/cm2). ll<lwevcr. limiting this standard tu "srn•ll" •rcas is 11nnc-cc;sary. 
ar~ilrnry and "·ichout scimtitic basis. /\nd. the limitation creates an opening for problcmalic products 10 

reach the marketplace. As such, I cn~ourage mu now In "PPIY lhis same 2 w;/cm2 standard 10 any 
painted surface. 

Taking this simple. praclic•l Sk'P will eoahlc a significant increase in testing and r<'Sult in more sa f•r 
produces. This additional lcslin~ can be perfurcncd hy handheld Xlff, which has already gained "ide 
acceptance •s an inlC!;ral parl 1lf reasonable 1es1ing programs across indumy. Manu(acturers. retailers 
anti impnrt•rs sei;k a orac1iral, ro~1-en·cc1iv<' a1>d d<'frnsiblc method lo test their products 
acturat•I.- anti •ffitientlv. Hand held X RF provides tbal answer. 

With O''er 15 y•ar.~ of e~pcrience in applying XRF 1echnology for the 1esling of environmental toxins. I 
\\all! to assure the cornmillee and •he Congress of the efticacy and validily of whal is proposed. namely 
alluwing hroad use of a lead standard in micrograms per square centimeter. Additionally. rlease consider 
1he experience of the EPA and HUD and the success 1hc t:.s. government l~ts h•d by enabling rnaxim111n 
tc~aing of home< and ol her huildini;s 10 r~duce lead hazards. 

In closing. I apprt-ciatc your consideration and would be pleased to discuss this issue direclly "ith Y<'ll. 
th« commit1cc, yuur sraff and others \\ho are interes1ed in protcc1ing childr,~1 from the hazards of lead and 
other heavy metals. 

Sinccrtly, 

?'?. c: µ.~~ 
nnhWopf>""" 
Senior Dirccrnr. Marketing and flusinc~s De•·elopment 
bob.woppercr'ii:'thcrmolisher.com 
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Michele Wille 
129 Commonwealth /\\'cnue. Merrick. New York 11566 

michelcw ittdi;gmail .com 

RE: Independent testing on infanl and toddler products 

Dear Chairman Bono-Mack and Ranking Member Bultcrficld: 

All products in section 104 of the CPS!.-\ (infant and toddler durable products-cribs, 
strollers, high chairs. elc) should be subject lo independent, third-party testing with no 
exceptions. lfa simple, independent "'shake .. test was done before the distribution of the Child 
Craf\ crih I hough! for my children. the flaw within the crib design that is resp•msib\e for the 
death of my first born son would hav~ l'>een detected and corrccled. When I woke up on the 
morning of December I i 11 1997. I found my son. Tyler Jonathan. with his neck caught hetwecn 
the side rail and headboard of his drop .~ide crib. Sometime after his one am bolllc. a single 
screw hecame loose creating a gap wide enough to entrap hi.~ neck. When this happened, the side 
of his crib became a spring-loaded vice, strangling him to death instanlly. The very \a~t image I 
have of my precious son is that of him trapped and killed by a crib that I thought was his one and 
only sate haven. 

Tyler"s crib was purchased new, meeting CPSC .~tandards, and had the JPMA seal of 
appnwal. This enrages m~. When my mother first announced that .~he wanted 10 buy a crib for 

her tirst grandchild I was so excited. We went from store to .~lore searching for the perfect crib. 

:Vly mother spent hundreds of dollars on a \'Cry pretty crib that matched the paint in my nursery 
and had the convenience of a side that lowered. I am not very tall. When we decided on that 

panicular crib I falsely bclic\'cd that I was making an informed decision to purchase a safe crib 
that looked pretty and was convenient. If I knew that the crib I purchased was built with 

hardware that a ten month old could shake loose, suffocating and strangling babies in the middle 
of the night, I would NOT have purchased the death trap that is responsible for the death of my 
Tyler. Tyler"s crib was not tested for safety and I. as a consumer. assumed ii was because of that 
JP\1/\ seal and the fact that the crib was falsely adver1i.~cd as·'# I in safety:· 

\1y family and I went to Washington. DC lhis past December near the anniversary of my 
son's death. We were there to celehrate. The CPSC was lo announc.: the fact that it unanimously 
voted YES to new crib regulations that would ban the distribution of crib.~ like my son"s: cribs 

that arc unsafe for our littlest consumers. Finally, standards will be in place that will force 
manufacturers to sdl child products thol meet and exceed new and impro\·cd safety standards. To 

think that if these standards wen: in place in the 1990s my son would !le alive today. arguing 
with his sibling.~ about who gels the last portion of mashed potatoes. Our lives were tom apart 

when Tylc1· died. It is ho1Tific that simple testing and slrnnger hardware could ha\·e sa\·ed him. 

urge this subcommittee to protect children like Tyler and allow the Cl'SIA regulations to assure 

child product safoty. 
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Sincerely, 

Michele Witte 
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FULFILLING CPSIA'S MISSION- YKK'S STATEMENT IN SUPPORT FOR A MORE 
EFFICIENT STATUTORY SCHEME 

APRIL 6, 2011 

INTRODUCTION 

My name is Jim Reed, and I am the Chief Legal Counsel for YKK Corporation of America. 
YKK Corporation is a leading manufacturer of zippers, buttons, snaps, webbing and other 
fastening components. YKK has supplied these components lo the apparel industry for 
more than 50 years. YKK is a family owned business that has grown into a global 
operation through its commitment to quality. innovation and customer service. 

YKK'S COMMITMENT TO THE U.S. 

We opened our first U.S. office in New York in 1960, and opened our first U.S. 
manufacturing facility in Georgia in 1973. YKK now employs over 1,800 people in the 
U.S. in its plants and offices in Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia. Illinois, Kentucky. 
Maryland, Massachusetts. Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Texas and 
Washington. 

YKK'S FAMILIES IN THE U.S. 

"YKK' is best known as those three initials on zipper pulls, but we are much more than 
that. We are American workers, and, more importantly. we are parents. as fiercely 
protective of our children as other parents. 

YKK's Tape Craft Corporation has 180 employees in Oxford, Alabama, making webbing 
of all kinds since 1946. They have struggled over the la st several years due to the 
recession, but through the incredible effort of the employees in the plant. they are 
returning to profitability. 

YKK Snap Fasteners America Inc., formerly known as Universal Fasteners, has been 
making buttons for over 100 years. Its 200 employees in Lawrenceburg, Kentucky. are 
competing with foreign manufacturers with much lower labor costs. The YSU team 
succeeds through the quality of their products, their innovation and their manufacturing 
know-how. 

YKK (U.S.A.) lnc.'s home base is in Macon, Georgia. where they have more than 700 
employees making zippers. It is one of the largest YKK production facilities in the world. 
where a great number of our employees have over 20 years' experience. They are very 
much a family business there, where they can boast of a multi-generational employee 
base. 

YKK's families have made safe products for decades. We are proud of the work we do, 
and believe we have earned the right to continue making safe products without the 
crushing weight of excessive regulation. 
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YKK SUPPORTS THE CPSIA 

As parents, YKK's employees support the mission of the Consumer Product Safely 
Improvement Act. We support the lead levels imposed by the law, and our products have 
always been below those federally mandated levels. In fact, we have already reduced 
the lead revels in our substrate to less than 90 ppm. well ahead of the August 2011 target 
date. We are not seeking exemptions from or exceptions to these requirements. 

We feel the CPSIA has already made noteworthy contributions to overall product safety. 
The increased penalties imposed by the CPSIA. for example. seem to have had a 
significant impact on manufacturers and importers. The threat of a $100,000 fine per 
product (with the potential to rise to $15.000,000) and potential criminal liability have a 
powerful deterrent effect. In addition. the powers granted State Attorneys General. 
whistleblowers and consumers to bring their own claims greatly increase the range of 
potential enforcers. From a manufacturer's perspective. noncompliance is simply no 
longer an option. To this extent. the CPSIA has already succeeded in its mission to 
ensure the safety of children's products. 

CPSIA'S CONTINUING CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

For any important piece of legislation covering a broad range of products, it takes time to 
determine what the unintended consequences are and where adjustments may be 
necessary. The objective of the CPSIA is to make children's products safer, but it will 
have the unintended consequence of putting manufacturers out of business. Congress. 
the CPSC and other stakeholders have thoroughly examined the issues of the law over 
the last three years. The time has come for us to make the necessary adjustments to the 
CPSIA. We at YKK applaud this latest draft amendment by the House Subcommittee 
and feel it makes tremendous strides in resolving the toughest issues around the CPSIA. 

THE CHALLENGE OF THIRD PARTY TESTING 

Of all the useful provisions in the amendment. YKK believes the changes to the third 
party testing requirements does the most to resolve the greatest challenges of the CPSIA. 
The third party testing requirements of the law in its current form are devastatingly 
burdensome. This latest proposed amendment strikes the appropriate balance by 
focusing third party testing on those most critical areas previously highlighted by 
Congress and the CPSC, such as lead paint, metal jewelry and cribs. The amendment 
also gives the CPSC the ability to expand third party testing lo other areas as necessary. 

The current requirement imposing third party testing on all children's products, no matter 
how fundamentally safe, will put manufacturers out of business without adding significant 
value to the underlying safety of children's products. YKK, for instance, is not seeking to 
exempt its products from the lead standards, and is not shying away from those 
increased responsibilities. YKK's products can meet the underlying safety requirements 
of the law, but we have not been able to "certify" our components under the law because 
of the current excessive third party testing requirements. 

2 
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It is hard to understand the extent to which excessive third party testing creates problems 
for manufacturers like YKK without understanding a little bit about the complexity and 
scope of the manufacturing process. We offer over 375,000 different types of zippers. 
We offer these zippers in 578 different stock colors, but we also make zippers in 
thousands of different custom colors each year in order to meet our customers' seasonal 
requirements. 

On an average day, our team in Macon, Georgia, will manufacture 4.5 million sliders in 
50 different styles, and this is before they add unique zipper pulls or apply some of the 
4.000 different custom colors we offer. On that same day. they will make 300,000 
different cut zippers in 100 different styles. They will also produce 180 .000 meters of 
zipper chain. and 40 tons of brass wire. 

Our team in Lawrenceburg, Kentucky, currently offers more than 10,000 different types of 
buttons. During the course of the average workday. this team will make almost 200 
different types of buttons. To further complicate the process. the button designs they 
offer are continuously changing. They develop up to 150 new designs each week to 
keep up with customers' demands for new and unique looks. 

For the most part. the components YKK manufactures are not child-specific; the same 
zipper going into an adult's pair of jeans will also go into a child's pair of jeans. Although 
only a small portion of YKK's products will actually end up in children's products in the 
U.S. (we estimate less than 2%}, we will not know which ones they are. As a 
consequence, YKK has no choice but to treat ALL of its components as if they were 
going into children's products, compounding the impact of excessive third party testing 
requirements. 

The burden of excessive third party testing is all the more frustrating when one considers 
that YKK has a decades-long track record for making safe products. YKK's commitment 
to quality and safety is widely recognized in the industry, and is a primary reason for our 
success. We stand behind these commitments with rigorous internal testing protocols. 
In a single year, our Macon quality team will conduct over 5,000 lead tests. We believe 
these processes are sufficient to ensure the safety of our products, and our record 
supports this position. 

THE COST OF EXCESSIVE THIRD PARTY TESTING 

YKK's products meet the underlying safety requirements of the CPSIA, but we cannot 
certify these products as "CPSIA compliant" because of the excessive third party testing 
requirements. The enormous complexity of the global supply chain and the tremendous 
variables in the manufacturing process make third party testing of all products and 
components in all their variations impossible. YKK has therefore been forced to tell its 
customers "no" when it comes to CPSIA certification. The fact that there is no underlying 
safety problem with the products makes the dilemma all the more frustrating. 

Our ability to maintain manufacturing in the U.S. requires a focus on those things that 
make U.S. manufacturers competitive: (1} total customer service (meeting all the needs 
of the customer. no matter how complex}, (2} customization, (3} speed to market and (4) 

3 
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innovation. Telling our customers "no" to CPSIA certification will push them away from us, 
which will in turn reduce our orders. Lost orders will lead to lost jobs, and a race to the 
bot1om through pricing wars. These pricing wars are best fought in low cost labor 
markets like Mexico. Vietnam and Bangladesh. The bot1om line is that the excessive 
third party testing requirements of the CPSIA add little underlying safety value. but will 
put manufacturers in the U.S. out of business. 

CONCLUSION 

YKK is confident in the ability of its products to meet the substantive underlying safety 
requirements of the CPSIA. YKK's testing procedures have been developed over the 
decades to fulfill the specific requirements of our products and the industries we serve. 

We think the change to the third party testing requirements under the proposed 
amendment is the right way to ensure our children are protected, while avoiding putting 
manufacturers out of business with overly burdensome regulation. 

YKK is here in the U.S. to attest to the fact that American manufacturing is not dead. We 
have been to the brink. and are fighting our way back, but the recovery is tenuous. 
Please do not push us back down with untenable regulatory burdens such as excessive 
third party testing. 

4 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. All right. And as we wrap things up again, I 
want to thank our panelists for your patience today, your indul
gence certainly through those long series of votes. I would like to 
thank you for your commitment to this very important issue. I look 
forward to hearing your thoughts further as we move this legisla
tion forward. 

But I would like to be perfectly clear. Our only goal is to correct 
the unintended consequences of CPSIA. This draft does not under
mine the current law. Again, we are trying to fix the problems that 
we know of in CPSIA, hopefully get some common sense back i.nto 
this thing. We are simply working to make it better for all Ameri
cans and to provide the Consumer Product Safety Commission with 
the flexibility that it is asking for. 

As the mother of two children and three stepchildren, I am com
pletely committed-like everybody in this room is- to the safety of 
children everywhere. So I hope we can put these political dif
ferences aside and pass a bill that will make them prouder and 
safer. The ranking member and I continue to have discussions 
about our hope and willingness to work together to get a good bill 
through Congress that not only we can be proud of but the Amer
ican people can as well. 

So I remind members they have 10 business days to submit their 
questions for the record and I ask the witnesses to please respond 
to any questions they receive. And the hearing is now adjourned. 
Thank you again. 

(Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:) 
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Statement of Rep. Ed Towns (NY-10) 
Before the US House of Representatives 

Energy and Commerce Committee 
Sub Committee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade. 

Thank you Chairman Bono-Mack and Ranking Member 

Butterfield for holding this hearing today on the discussion 

draft to the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act. CPSIA 

was passed in the 11o•h congress to help protect consumers 

against dangerous products that may do them harm. This 

legislation affects a broad spectrum of our economy, from the 

manufacturers of toys to the children that play with them. Our 

constituents want to know that we are doing everything in our 

power to make sure their children are kept safe. This is why I 

am seriously troubled by the proposed fixes to the legislation 
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that was passed during the 1101
h congress by a large bi-partisan 

majority. 

Safety should be the number one goal of this committee. When 

we set aside the needs of our constituents to lift up the needs 

of special interests, we as members of congress must 

reevaluate what we hold dear. Consumers must be assured that 

children's products sold on the open market are safe. The 

proposed legislative fixes to CPSIA fall well below the safety 

standard set by the original legislation. I urge my colleagues to 

consider the consequences of this legislation because it will not 

ensure the safety of our children. I also understand that the 

original legislation had unintended consequences for 

manufacturers and small businesses however the legislation 

before us today is misguided in its approach. 
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During the lllth congress the Democratic majority had several 

months of consultation with industry officials to alleviate the 

burden placed on them by CPSIA's new standards and 

regulations. These common sense reforms such as allowing 

flexibility for the CPSC to exempt specific products and exclude 

for certain used children's products were supported by many of 

the stake holders that are here today but unfortunately these 

common sense reforms were not able to garner the support 

needed to move forward. 

The draft legislation we are considering today will have a 

serious affect on the safety of our children and I urge my 

colleagues to work together to protect the standards of safety 

that our constituents demand of us. 

Thank you Madam Chair, I yield back my time. 
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tlH· prodlJl·t io11 oi' sm·h mannfottun·r into 

;.;nw 11 qn;rnl.iti,.~ in cmlpr t.o l'\W le third 

p;1rly f;·sti11ir 1·1·qnirL'lllL't1t,;. 

"(i) lhal rlw h< 011\'fits frr)m I'<'qnirilii!' 

I hinl-par1.'· \l',;Li11g- just it:-· th<· i'Os(,; ( 1·1•1·0~-

quantify); ;nu! 

"(iii tJi.11 auy 111]1~ iss1wd pnrsna11t tc• 

Uri~ p<1rai:r:1ph i~ tailoro•d lo imp11!;\' tlu~ 

l1°<1st possihlt~ h1mk·11. takin~ inro a<,<·•11111l 

(49l91~12) 
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f •,BJ Yd IXO:>.!ICP~C<.CPSI:\ Ol~I X\oll, (Uiscu~sion Draft] 

2 11111l11i irP rt'!..'Hlations . 

. 1 

4 mi~si(lll m;1~· 1111( "nt'ol'i'(' ii rhird parly fi'still)! 1·•·-

6 ;ifM' .\ng11st 1-1. :!OIJ!l. ;111;! h(•forc1 tlu· dart• of th11 

7 .\1·r of :!O 11) 

9 p<•rio{1 m1ril rlw ( 'on1mis!ii•111 ha~ rc:li1~\l1i'd ~llC'h re-

11 •:ssar:-· 111 t•11~m·1· «omplia11i·•• wiih tlw 1~·q11irc1m1•11rs 

14 ('on.-;a11u 01· l'rc11h11·t };;ifi•ty "\N il:i 1'..:{('. :!(lli:·:(1l)(:,!)i i~ 

15 illlll'll(kcl-

17 by <ll'iki11µ· "'.'iot la11·1· thai1 I;) 11111nrh~ afM· llw .lat<' 

18 of <'llill't11111 11t of th(· ('ornmllll'l' l'mcl:1<'l 8:11-..ty Im-

19 p1·11\'1·nw11t A1:t nf :!OOH. I IJ,.•· a11tl i11sP1'lit1ir "Tiu.:"; 

20 (:!} i11 the· tu:1tt1·r pr,•c·Pcling- suhpara~raph (,\i, 

21 hr st rikin).:' ·'shall"; 

23 and iusr:rtinl! ·•11111 lat1·r rlia11 1 ~ 111n11tl1s aft1•1· I hi' 

24 duh• 111' p11apt 1Jwttt. of ll11~ f'o11:-;111rn·r l'rrnlnet Safety 

25 l111pri11·»1w·111. ,\c·I nt' :mos. shull i11itiilte"; 1111d 

'"~HLC:: .. CJ2~11".CJ2911.172.xml 
\la·c~ ?9, ?0'.1 (? r.~ r:.on.l 
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F:".BlY•l I XO~t\.CPSC'IC'PSIAJ"~' X~11. (Uiscussiun Dr1trt) 

I.ii iu suhparag1·11ph iHL h.\· striki11µ- ··,·stah-

3 SEC. 4. APPIJCATION OF .Ai~D PUOCESS }'OR UPDA1'1NG m;. 

4 RABLE f"l.:USl':UY l'lWIH.:CTS STANDARDS. 

5 (ai .\J>l'l.Jl'ATJO.\ \IV KT.\\D.\llll.-~1-.·lit111 Ill.\ of 11w 

8 ( l) in ,;nht;P1.·!i11n (ti, hy reck~i:.:.-natiu~ para-

JO g'l'll pl I ( :! ) I] I(' f(1l I 111vi II!!: 

12 ·'(.\) b: 1:~:.\rn.\1..-l'ara;..'1·aph (Ii slrnll 

15 q11e11t 1;1 the iuitial promnl)!;Hti•.m of a ~ta11<lard 

16 m 1dc·r sm·h 1111 hsl'(·ti1111. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

1 ·.v,,u:·.O:l.<"91'•.03?~11.1 n xmi 
Mdtel1 29 2C·11 !2:;)2 ;i.nq 

i'HIH~ ;;rii.IEl'T ·ro i'l-~HT:\I\" :-iT,\TH fill Lrn.·.\J. 

.it'<-1 to tlw followi11g r1·q11i1·1:n11·1ns u111lt~1· rl1·~ law 

uf a ~tat.~ <JI' a pnlitil'al »nlidiYision 1>f a :)rati·: 
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HJIJY'.l 12CO\l'.CJ'S(\Cl'SI;\ W~ XMI. I Discus~ion Uraftl 

11 

''( i l 'l'lw fac·ility nw~· lll•t a\Jinr 11 (•hild 

2 to l'i•llta i 11 iu a c·rib for any si1rni l'ic'lu 1 l 

3 clllh)tllll ol' li1111.· while thi• c·hild is awake. 

4 "(ii I Tiil' fcu·ilily 111ay 1111! plm:e in a 

6 ·'(iii} An aclull mm;I br pn~s1~nt 11·h1.•11-

7 ('Wl' il «hilrl is in a (·ril1.". 

9 ('0111.;mu~·r Pro1hwl ~afl·ty l111pr11w1111•11t ;\d. of 20()~ (I :i 

10 l'.N.l'. ~O<lfo11hl\ i:< am1·11do•d hy ad1li11i:: at tlw 1•1111 tlw 

11 folloll'i11:£: 

I.) HE\1STO'>::.: TO ''CJl.r\'T.\HY ST:\:\'ll:\HJ).-

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

r .VhLC'.~~n11·.03n11.' 72.x'lll 
~Wet 29. 2311 12.()2 p.m l 

r·vr.\Tff sT.\:\'!1.11111.-Whi·n tl10:· C11nuuissi1m 

pm11111l~ali'S ;r l'tl!hllllll'I' lll''"><lm·l sal'•.'t.1· i;ta11d-

wliolt• rl!' in pa11. o!I a 1·0!:1111my !<\an.lard, th1•. 

( '0111111issiou shall 11oti(1· t\I(' orµ-a11i;mtio11 that 

i~,.;1wd till' n•hrntnry i-;larnh1rd ot' thl' 1'0111rnis-

,;ion's adion aiul ,;hall proYick a <'opy 111' tl11· 

ni?.;J I itill. 

M~191SIZ) 
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1':1HJY'.l l,('0~1'<1'.l'\(',('1'.~L.i. Utl-l.XML !Discussion Uruft) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

1~ 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

1·1:-:i·~ a !ita11rlanl that l1a~ 111•1·11 111lnptPd. iu 

whoh• or i11 part. as a c·r111sut11l'I' produd saft•Iy 

s\auilarcl 11ud1·r snlipim1~1-.1ph iAi. ii ,;hall w1-

stamlanl shall hr· c·1insi.Jc•1'l'll to h1' <l l'•lll:mnwr 

sion nml1•1· St'1:ti11n 9 of 1\w Con~umi>r Prutlud 

11ilhi11 !II} da~·1-1 al'lc·r rcN·i1·i11~ thu.\ lll!lit'I'. Liu• 

C1H11mis.-;io11 uotifo•s thl' tJrgrn1izatinn that it has 

is 1'1'1ai11imr lill' 1•xiHli11~ ('OliSi11111•r 111·0.Jul't ~11f··-

ly ~\;1111l11rcl.". 

19 SEC. 5. APPUCATJON OF SE(:'l10N 106 TO FDA·REGUT..ATED 

20 PUODUCTS. 

21 SPi·tiou J<l(i(a) of llH• ( 'tllli<lllll('I' Pr1.1dn<:l ~afot~· 1111-

23 s1·rl i11ir "ur au~- prc•Yi;o;io11 tlw1 r1•,;tatcs or in1·01·1)(11·at1.·s <I 

l:'.YHLC'-.~l2a11'cJ2911.172.•r-I 
Maret, 29, 20' 1 (2 02 p. 'Tl:I 

149191512) 
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[Discussion Draft! 

2 .\1lmini::;trat.in11'' aifor "or 11.\' slu1.nl1:". 

3 SEC. 6. APPLICATION OF PHTHALATES STANDARD. 

4 (a) Prm;-;r·r:nrn:: , \1·1·1,w.n11 >:-:. ;\<'n:;.::.;mr;r., PL\~-

5 TWll.Ell ( '0~11 ·1 l'.\E'.\T P.\HT>l.-S••l'tiu11 HJ?< of thl' ()m· 

I ] lmvi111f: 

J2 ''{1·) ,\l'l'f.[i'..\TfP'.\.-

B "\11 .\n1:~:-;mr.E ro~rPo:->r·::->T l'.\l:T:-:.-:Snh-

14 :-r1·1i1111!< !a) ;nul (\,)(I: mul m1y mk p1·1J111ul~<lh'il 

16 roy or 1·hi\.I Viii'<' <111 i1·h• 1'.•llllili11i11ir an~· 111·1·1'1-'sihlc. 

17 pla:'1 ic·ir.1·d 1·u111po111•11t part that is m1111ufadurPcl 

20 "i:!) Com11:-;:;f11'.\ .\l'Trrow·rr -Tltt• (\irnmis-

23 of ;;1wh pro1l111·ts 01· malPriah us1•1\ in s1H·h prud1wrs 

24 frum at!,\' or th<' Jll'flhihi1 ious 11111\i•r suhs.·r~t io11s {a) 

25 Ht1d (li)t l J and any rnll' 1n·11mnl~at1~d 1rndcl' :;11h-

f:'.VHLC·JJ2511"~J2511.172.xl"ll 

'A•IC·125, ?311i?0? ~.no.) 
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1'.lflJY•,1 l°ll'.OM\Cf'Sl'.\Cl'Sl>.. llfl.l.X\fl [Ulsl'ussion Dr11ft) 

l7 

2 1·c1111pli;1111·1· 11 it h <Ill,\' ~1wh pmhihition is 11111 !l('('-

4 (h) EFFF.l'T llF Clt:O-:<'J.J'io;Jel:X~ or TllE ('1mo:-:w 

5 Jl.1Z.1H11 ,\Jl\1)-(IJlff l'.\:XJ·:1..-i'i11·1i011 IO!'<(h)(:~) of s1wh 

7 (I) hy ~triki11~ ":\of lnfcol· thau" am! i11;;c•r1i11~ 

lO tlwn": 

14 i11g "<1r 1.1•rrni1111tl' s1wh prnhihil iou'' nft.c~r '·marc-in of 

I 6 (-1 i l1y mldiuµ- at tl11• l'IHI the· following-: 

17 .. , n i 1>1:.\111,1 :xE .\:xn 1:1,,~·1~< "" ox Pw 111m1-

18 Tlol~.-Jf div ('0111111i~~ii1JI c\oC'!l 1101 l'.lltnllll'llt'.I' ;t 

22 snhparagraph L\) within I_ . ____ ] afl<·r· 

13 1·1•1·l·ivi11:£ sm·h lTpc•rl. 1!11.• prnhibilion m pam· 

t:·.\/~lC'·D~91f•002911.172.xm; (49191; '-i 
Marc•' 29, 2C~1 ~2:0~ p.m.1 
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I' o,lllV"l l~COM\Cl'SC'.C'l'SIA /Kl.1.XMJ. IDiscus9ion llraftl 

(c·J D1·:ff\'l'J'IO:"':-;.-St'l'lio11 IO~(l'l of till' l'ou:·num·r 

2 Prudm·t ::.=afrt,r h11prm\•t1M1t .\1·r or 2008 ! I;) t:.S.C. 

5 ( l l i11 p<1ni~raph (I 1-

6 iA I i11 :-;uhp111·111!1·aph :Bl, h,r srrikiu~ "•·on-

7 s1.uuc>1· 111·11chw1" and all that follow,; <lllli i11:>crt-

9 ~tarnlanl uu1d(' 111;11Hlntnr,\· tiy !->l'C'.tion lO(i(h) or 

15 iii b,\' striking "1·1m:<111111·r pro<ilu·t'' 

18 i11.;P1ti11i.:- '·,;1·c·ti<•n :~la)"; awl 

19 (iii) \,_v stl'iking- '''.!O:i~laJi 1:" n111l m-

2 l (~) liy 1llll•'1tdi11g; paraµ·rnph (~) Id rc•ad as fol-

22 In\\'.~: 

25 nH 111i h if uuy l•ill't ol' llw i o~· 1·m1 al'lnall,v he lironµ-ht 

; WHLC:'.032911o.032~!1.172.<m; 
~lore~ n ?011 t?.02 ~ n:.'j 

(49'915121 
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l;:'.UJYH l!l:CJ\J'.("l'Sl:\O'SIA Oil.l.X\ll [Uiscussion Draftl 

l !) 

tu tlu· 111onlh a11d kepi 111 lhl• rnoutlt lt,r a 1•hild ~11 

2 ihat it l'Hll hr· sneki•d ;nu! 1~ht!Wc~;J_ If rhP 1·hilch0i•11\ 

4 t11 ill' phl<'cil i11 th•.' 1110111\t. Ii' il toy 11r part <if a 10,1· 

5 in 01w ciiJJll'llSlllU is s1nallt!l' tlm11 ;, c·1·ntiuwkr~. it 

6 1•n11 IJI' pl;11•1·rl in llw iunnth. ". 

7 SEC. 7. EXEMPTION AU1110RITY FOR TRACKING I.ABEl.S 

8 RF.QUIREMF.NT. 

lJ ~1'1'.1 iou l -ti;1)t :i ! of tin~ ( \Jnsnnwr l'ro1hwt ~afcot~· .kl 

10 (!:'i l'.::.;.c. ~01;::1a)(;i ! J i~ ;mii.'mii·d-

12 "(,\I EIT••1·tiw 1 ,l'l'ilr'': 

15 (;l 1 l1y adding al t\w <•Ht! tJu~ follOWlll!!: 

16 "(B) Tlw Cnm111i~~in11 may, h~· 1·1·1-'11h1ti1J11. txd111k a 

17 ,.;pi·tilh· 111·orb·t m· ela,.;:; uf prochH'ts frn111 tlw n·quire· 

21 Jlill'il~!Tilph. The· ( '01111uissio11 ma.1· 1·sl11hlish ah1·1·1111tin· r1•· 

24 il1»:<'rih"cl i11 c·lans1:s (ii mHI (iij of suhpar;1~n1ph L\i.''. 

''NHLC"032S1hOJ2S1~.172.-ml 
\4arct 2• 201: 12.Cl2 ,.m.) 

('-S191Sl2} 
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F'.BJY•,l l~CO\-f'.CJ•S("'.('t'Sl,\ 001.:'\\IL !Discussion Drnh) 

~o 

SF.C. A. RRQ1,,1REMENTS FOR PUBLIC DATABASE. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

II 

n 
14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

f···,\/t<LC1)'.J2911\~32S' '. .172.xlT.I 
M3rch 2~ 2C11 \~ .O:> p.lh.) 

awl iw;ert in)!' "]ll'l'sons whn ~11ff<•1· harm or ri~k 

111•xt. (1f kin 01· 1111·mh1•r,; of their hou:whold. their 

lq.ml r1·prpsp11t;1tin'. or 1rnotl11.·r 111.•rsou •~xpn~~sl~· 

eniiti•'s" aml i11sl'l·tin)!° "pnlic·t·, tlr(-, a111ln1iilllti.\ 

p11hlic· safl't,I' <ii'ficials": awl 

L \) in •~hn1sl' ( i ). I·~· ins1'rti11~ "and it!; lo-

prodnd. tlw u;mw ;rnd <"outal'! i11fon11ati1111 uf 
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l'.\IJJ)"o,l l2C'.CJ\1'.l'l'~e '.\Cl'SIA m-l.XML !Discussion 1Jr11ftl 

:!1 

3 tl1111 g;1n: rise: It> Hu· l1anu. t lw u~i·r's 1L1•xl of 

7 al't1'l' '·111:1-.~1111 ~11bn;ilt ill!! I It•· iufor1rn1ti11n" _ 

9 l'llllTP.TI Tll TITF. l'nn.l•.· lkr \l\,\:-lJ·:.-~~dion l\Ail'il:!l 11f 

I 0 the· l :1111s11!lll'r Prc.•dnd ~;lft•ly .\tt t l:J I:.:-),('_ 

l 2 i. l i in s11hparnµ-rnph (,\ !. hy !llrikinir ·'111 suh-

13 mit .. ;md all 1 J111r \'ol11;11·s 1111!1 irnwrtinl! ''I·<)-

14 "\i) llot i(\' tile' ron1111issi1m withiu 

15 [_ _l da~·s al'kr r•·e·eipt 11f rlw rq101t 

17 is i11s1dfie•i1·1tt for ck·tem1i11i11~ ll'hich of the• 

19 the <'•Jllll•l<Jiur. i11 w!Ji1·lt ea>•· tlw 111;111ufo1'-

20 1111·1•1' sliodl 111·n\icl,• th" Co111111issio11 {mil 

21 the p1•rso11 s11h111itli11;.:- tlw l:omplaiut. ii' 

22 lh;it P•'l1'0ll \i;J-; 1.·01101·t1k1\ 111 eli.;1·los:.11·1· ul' 

23 <'Ollt a1•t i11for111atiori) \\it \1 i11for111ati1•11 to 

24 assist th1: fll~l'so11 1rnlJ111i1 li11g- 1lw rc·po1·r to 

L'.VHLC·.~32911:,(132911.1 ?2.ll"".S (4':1 F!il ~,I~} 
""a1ct·.29,J0'1 cJ.o,.:,~) 
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F''.T!lY'.I 1 ~COMICPSC'.Cf'S!A_004 XML [Discussjon Jlrafil 

3 ··(ii l 1wti(\" tlw ( 'IJ!nmis!\ion within 

5 rhat. llw iufonnat.ion provid1,t) i11 th1• l'Pport 

7 r(l!IJll!issinu wilh illl_\' additional iuforum-

9 of i11ao.·c~111·m·y: au<l 

10 " (ii ii sulimil 11tl1l'r l0fllllllH~11t;-; 111 1\11• 

11 ( 'ommissiou on I l1l' iuforrm1t.ir.m t•outai11i>cl 

12 i11 s111~h rcp111·1.."'; and 

15 i11sc'1·1.iu~ ;tftl'l' suhpara~raph L\) th<' follmrin~: 

16 ,; (H) At "1'111\; In' Tll I·: t 'fi::IHII:':-'(0'.\ .. -

17 "'( i} 1:-.-:-:t 'FFI! 'll·::\T l'.\F()IDl.\Tllt\; .-If 

18 a lllilllllfm·t111·d' 110! ifil!1' 1.h1• C'iimmis~ion o)f 

19 t lu• i11s11tfo~il'll<','' nf tlw i11fonnarior1 iu a I'<·-

20 port IJlll'!->ll<llll to o.;uhparn~raph (. \.)( iJ. t 111~ 

21 ( 'ommii;>1i<1 n ~Ira ll p1·11vidc' 1 lw i 11 f1 wma ti1111 

22 pr•1rid1·d hy !111' 111ar111fo1"1111·1•t' In tlH! pc•l'-

2~ -;1111 sul1t11ill i11:£ I hL• n·port ( urrk!ss s111.•h ir1-

f.".VHLC\~32911',032911.172.xrl (49•91S12j 
Ma·cri 29. 2~11 ·:2:02 p.m.:i 
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F:'..1!.IY\l I l<.<l\1\Cl'S(.'.!.'l'SIA_(,).l.X\11. {Discussion lJraftl 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

l5 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

21 

24 

25 

t :.VHLC·::•32~1r~D32911.172.icinl 
Ma•cti 23, ~:l 11 .::>.•J? p.1t1.) 

ohtai11 i'ro111 s1\C'h p1•1·s1111 au ;u]eqm1h' {), ·-

s(·riptirm r•f the· pnulnc·t. 

"(ii) )J.\Tl'lll;\11.Y J:\M'•.'l'H.\Tl·: 1:\-

~·c 'IDL\Tlf 1:-:.-lf a 111111111fol'tt11'1'l" llotifit•s 

a rq•orl p11rs1m11t I•• snhparairrnph {.\i(ii), 

1lf t.h•.' t'ollu1\·i11!f: 

.;(JJ Ob1aini11~ from 1111· p1·1·so11 

sulimitti11i! th1· repc1rt sud1 ntldit ioual 

i11fc1rmHt.in11 nec<'.<sm·y to <:orn:tl tlw 

i11;1ec·un1<T 

illl\'r a n·asouahll• p••rio<I of I i1111• r1• 

1.iir1nat io11 t.o 1•r1rr•·<·l. auy i11;ic·c·111·;11·~'. 

''(iii\ ~TAY !I\' l~c:T.t'.~IO:'\ 1-; !HT.\-

H.\~E.-Th1· I \1111111is'>in11 shall 11ot i11<•l111k· 

in t.ho: datahas(' a l'l'port 1l1:serih1>1l i11 

\~3191Sl21 
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1·:".IUY'.! I ?COXllCf'Sl'.Cl'SIA_L-i(i~.X\11. (Oiscu..siun Dr .. ftJ 

2 

5 ill:! "1·,•l11kd lo a ~nlnuissiorr of int'nr·m;itinrr t.o tll<' ;Juta· 

7 laliun lo sm:h au olfo'l'I· or 1•111ployc·l,". 

8 SEC. 9. Sl:RPOF.NA AUTIIORITY. 

9 t:(·1·1io11 :?iih1 of 1111· l\•11!->HltJ<'I' Pt"orl11d. Safrly "\et 

10 (!:i l".~.l'. 20/li(h)} is um1•111hl-

16 lowi1t;.t": 

18 fo111111i~siou tlH• n11I horily to i.;sl!(' !\llbpo('tHI~ sc1k·l,I-

f'.Vl<I :::'.'.!:32911'.'.!3~~11 ;72 xrol [01915121 
rlltt!\ ~.1:J11 i2.02 ::i.m j 
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F ·.BJY\I JXOM',('PSC•.CPSM tltM.XML IDiscw;siun Draft) 

SEC. JO. ,\VAII.Anrr.rrv OF CERTAIN PERSONAi. AND MED· 

2 ICAI. INFORMATION TO THI': CPSC. 

10 ( 'n111111ission ;;hall li1! d1•1·111C'd a puh!il'. liPalt.11 •rntliority 

11 within the• 1t11'nnillf!' 11f ;.;1·1·tio11 I li.f.;) l 2(h)( i) 11f title .+;'). 

13 1\i:.wln:-;111·1·~ of pr11te1·ti'll ltrnlth i11tim11arion authoriml 

14 nnd(•r Slll'h s('1·! ion. For JllllllO~e:-; of ..;m'.h ~1·<-I ion iuforma-

15 tion ahu11t .t,•ath,., i11jnl'i1·s. dis<·asi•s, and 11tltl'l' hralt!t illl-

I 6 pai 1·1111•nt.s possihly r1~lati11g to !'lll1;;m111·r JJ1'•1d11l'ts ~h111\ lit• 

17 1li·1•nw.J pro1 .. c·Tl'd l11•ah.h i11fo1·111ation nnlhorizPtl tn \i(' 1lis-

19 1i1111.". 

20 SEC. 11. ~:~·~·i-:cTIV~: DAn:. 

21 Tlw allll'll<h11l'Ut...; lll<11k liy thi!-> .\('( sludl h1• 1n~<1k<I 

22 a . .; IHl\111~ tak1·11 effri·t Ill! I lw dat.1• of l'lliH'tltll'llt or th1• 

23 ( 00l1Sl\lll('I' Pl'liolm·1 Saf'l'ty luipl'O\'l'llll'llt .\!'l ur :ll)[)tl, 

l:'.\'H~C' .. :lJZ~1 r.Dl2~11.172.xml 
""43r,:r, 29 2011 ~?:C:i' µ.111.) 
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American Academy of Pediatric~ ~~~ 
lHl)l(-,~:r~n 'It.) Plf. Hl:MT;I nF A: I <.:Hi'. n·.i.r.~· \~:/ 

···------·· ···------------------

June K. WI I 

Thi: Honor~hlc: Mary HtlO<l M~i.:k 

Ch~ir 
Subcommittee un Commen.;c, Trade and Cm•!>umcr Proiect inn 
C<lmmrn~·c on Energy and Cf11nmcrn; 
W;1shing1on. l>.C. J(J515 

Dear Chairwoman Bono Mack: 

Thank you for 1h1.'! oppc:1mmity to answer additional questions rt'lall«J co my 
tcsLimony h,:fon· 1hi: Suhconm1i11i:c on Comm~rce. M•umfactmlng. and Trade on 
April 7. 20 I J. ;n the hear in~ emit led "Discus~ion l>rnfl of fU<. .... _, a bill that 
would re\•;se th-: Co.nsumcr Pmdu-:1 Safety lmprovcrocnr Act ... 

.~ttOJ(:hcd you will fem.I responses ro thc qucsrion"i ~ubmiucd by members of 
the Su~h.':Ommilll*C, ff you rc4uin- further informalion. plcao;,e -:ontact Kristen Min~j 
"-1lh the An•encan Acaue.my t>i l'tdia1rics at 20!/347-8600. 

Sincerely. , 
I . _,, ( . .?> 
·· .• :: ;; •.. 'CJ. I 

,.~ ,J......; 
··r :; 

Dana Rcsl, MD MPll FA AP 

Attat·hmcnl 

ct": The llont>rlhk G. K. Fhuterfield. Ranking Member. 
Subcommiuec on Commerce. Manufacturing. a.nd Tfade. 
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Th~ Honorable Marv Bono '.\tack 

1. You have te.~tified that your analy.fis became the basis for choosing the lead levelf 
in CPSTA. Was your analy.~is ever published in a peer-reviewed journal? 

The American Academy of Pediatrics' recommendalion.~ on lead limits for children's 
products were developed by the environmental health pediatricians who serve on the 

AAP's Committee on Environmental Health and reviewed and approved by the AAP 
leadership. A~ testimony. it is considered official AAP policy and given equal weight to 
our policy :;tatcments. AAP policy statements are developed by board-appointed expert 

committees and then published in the AAf>'s scholarly journal. Pediatrics. Publication in 

Pediatrics would have been redundant because thc recommendations had already been 
reviewed extensively by experts and were approved as policy by Academy leadership. 

2. On page 5 of your written te.ftimony, you state that children who already have an 

ele,•ated bl1111d lead lel'el may lo.fe IQ points more readily than those with no 
detectable blood lead /el'e/. 11ow do you reconcile this with the "key studies" you 

mentiot1 on page 3 11f y1mr testimony, which you interpret as showing greater IQ 
J11ss from one to ten microgram.f ]ler deciliter than for a change from ten lo twenty 
micrograms per deciliter? 

Neurological damage from lead exposure docs not take place on a .~trictly linear dosc

response curve. The impac1s of lead exposure on children with no detectable lead level 
arc currently unknown; lead exposure at the lowest levels may cause some loss of IQ 
points, or it may not begin 10 cause harm until blood lead levels reach at least 3 
micrograms per deciliter !mcg/dL), the level at which studies now confinn I hat IQ loss 
begins to take place. As blood lead levels increase from 3 to IO mcg/dl, approximacely I 

IQ point is lost for every increllse of I mcg/dl. A hove a blood lead level of I 0 mcgldL. 
the loss of IQ points proceeds less rapidly. When a blood lead level of 10 mcg/dl is 

reached, the child is expected to have lost approximately 7 IQ points: as blood lead level 
rises f1111hcr, 1hc IQ loss continues to accurnulalc but at a slower rnlc. 

J. You mentioned that the Fond and Drug .4dministratitm ha.f long had a 
recomme11datitm t/1at daily it1take of lead be no m11re tha11 6 micmgrams per day 
for children age 6 and y1111nger, noes the FDA have a different recmnmendation 

for 11/der children? lVl1at is the recommendatim1 for adults? l.f there a .~eparale 
recmnrne11datit>n f11r pregnant women? 

The Food and Drug Adminislration (FDA) issues a range of rccom1m·ndations for daily 

tolerable lead intake. It should be noted, however, that these arc daily intake.~ for food 
only. which do not takt: into account other possible exposure.~ from sources like air, dust. 

and consumer producls. These intake levels recognize 1he fact that it is impossible to 
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r..-1111we lead from fo(>d in l':ISC" where. for c~arnpk~. ;1 pl;ull ;1hsnrhs k~;1<l froin 1hc svil. 

The fDA'~ l'UITent tlaily lulerablc intake level" for lead arc as fnllnws: 

J>rcn·isional Tolal Tolerable Intake 
Lewis for Lca1I !Pb l 

l'opulnlion Group 

Young d1ildn.·n (1)-(i ycarS) 

Ohler chilcln:n (7+ year~) 

Pregnant nr lactaling w1•n11:11 

;\duh WOlllt'll 

PTTI 
(µi.: Pb/day) 

6 

l.'i 

2'i 

75 

4. You me11tim1ed tllat alder cl1ifdre11 .~m11etimes put hallpflit1I pen.~ or jewelry i111/ieir 

tmmtli.~. You alw m1•111i011ed that my.~ may be sllared a111011g multiple cl1iltlre11 i11 

the same lumselwld. llut are11 't there many item.~ K•hic/1 oltler d1ildr1m do '"'' 
mouth a11d to w/iic// yotmg clii1'1re11 rarely, if e1·er, l1m·e acce.~.~:' 

It is I ik~ly that there are children· s produc1~ which older children do not mouth and to 

whirh younger children rare] y have access. Older chilclrcll may. however. still be 

exposed to !cat! frnm h;ind-10-mouth contact (i.e. touching an ohjcct and then pulling 

tlwir hands in their llJOUlh~ l>r ··ating \~ilh 1h.·ir hands). Given thal lc:1cl cxro~urc post's ;1 

~ignilkant h:van.I and usu.illy can he replaced by safer alternatives in diildrcn's prc•clucts. 

the AAI' r..:cotmncnr..b cn~uring that all cl1ildrt·n· s prnducts contain the ltiwc.-;i po,sihlc 

lcvds 1-if lead. 

5. Are yo11familiar with tlw studies claiming that eati11gju11kfl10tl t'ut1 rn1m! tlte lo.~s 

af IQ? lJitl tile IQ .mulie.~ "" /eat/ ctmlrol forj1mk ftmd? 

ln Fchrua .. y 20 I I. Norths tom: ct.al. puhlished a study in rlic .lounwl 1if F:JJid<'llliolu.~y & 
Co1111111111iry Hml1lt titled. "J\r.: Jii:t;iry panems in childhood assncia1cd with IQ at 

X ycar.~ of age') i\ population-ba,-ed cohort stuJy.'' The study c.mcluded. "There is 

evid.:nce thar a poor diet as:<ociated with high fat. ~ugar and proccs,e.t food ct1nten1 in 

early childhood may he assocbrcd with snrnl I reduct inns in IQ in later chilJhot1d. while a 

healthy tlict. ;1s.~11ciated with high in1akes of nutricnl ri,·h foods dcscril>ed at ahou! the 

time of IQ assessment may he :.issnci;itcd with small inl·n::ases in IQ.'' Jn essen..:e. poor 

diet and lnw~1· IQ tcnd tn be found together. but the srndy J.:signs CX<nltining "junk food" 

have not h~en robust cnnugh IP dt'termine "Pcl·ifi.: dil'tary nutril'nl differences causing IQ 
::lt:i11J!.~s in th~ ehi ldren. 
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II should not come as a surprise thal poor nulrition during key periods of early hrain 
development would cause iQ los~. Other studies have denmnstra1ed the import;incc of 
halanced nutrition on children's developmental ahilities. Poor nutrition can also 

contrihute to u child's vulnerahility to lead exposure. Children with nutritional 
deficiencies, particularly with regard to iron, are known to ahsorh lead into their hodies at 

a higher rate and therefore suffer a greater degree of associale<l harm. 

6. How many "p11tent neur11toxins-'' are knmvn to science? 

"Potent ncurotoxin" is not a 1erm of classification for hazardous substunces. The 

Envimnmenlal Prolec-tion Agency puhli.~hes a consolidated list of approximately two 

thousand chemicals and other suhstances subjecl lo the Emergency Planning and 
Community Righi-lo-Know Act. Comprehensive Environmental Response. 
Compensation and Li;ihili1y Act. and Section I I 2(r) of the Clean Air Acl tltac includes 

lead and numerous compounds of lead. These subslanccs arc not, however. further 

cla~sified based on the body systems or functions they impact. 

6. Has science been able to identify a .tafe level f11r mo.ti torin.~. lead bei11g 
erceptfonal? 

Many known toxins arc poorly .~rudied. particularly in sensitive populations like children 
and pregnanl women. This lack of data should nol. however. be interpreted as evidence 

of safely. For some subs1ances, science has idenlificd a level below which no human 

health harm can be identified or detccled with current research techniques. For example. 
the food Quali1y Proreclion Ac1of1996 (i-;QPA) secs a health-based slandard of 

"reasonable certainty of no harm" !hat requires EPA, when .~euing tolerances for 
pesticide residue, to lake into account cumulative sources of exposure (e.g .. occupational. 

drinking waler) as well as exposure to other pesticides with a common mechanism of 

toxici1y. FQPA also requires an explicit determination thal a given tolerance is safe for 
children and imposes an additional safety fac1or of up to tenfold to account for 
uncertainty in data relative to children, 

7. Ym1 testified before tire Cl'Sl' regarding the tech1"1logical feasibility flf the 100 
parts per millfon stamlard. Y"u test(/ied that lead affecti11g tme half 11f tme percent 
of all children - e11e11 thflse fllder tha11 age 12 - cmild pfltelltially affect 3. 75 miilifm 
childrt11. Hflw did Y"" reach that Cflnc/r1sim1? Ymt alsfl .5tated that swaffawit1g art 
object containing JOO parts per million lead would raise a child's bland lead le~·el 

e11ough to lower his IQ 4 pflints. l'ould yt1u please explai11? Haw much lead were 
you as.~uming the chi/ti ingested? 

My testimony before the Consumer Produc1 Safety Commission on February 16. 2011 

stated: 
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Umecl on tire. i\AP's previous/y-nutecl 1:11/n,/arim1s, w1 ohj<TI umt(lining 77ppm 1f ll'ad is 
capaMe of raisini.: a child's bloocl feud level Tl! (I level that would re.~u/1 in the loss of one 
IQ 11oi11t. Please note thut thi.~ is not meant tn be interpreted as a definitii·e statememfor 
each exposed individual; rather, it is a public health .\"lr1teme111 repre.\"e11tfo~ what will be 
tn4e for rlr<· majority r~f' d1i/drl!ll. lndi\•idual children will have/actors that either 
im:re.11se or decrease their vulnerabiliry. 

For the majority of children. ingestion 1~f'an item conraini11g JOOppm of lead \l'ould res11lt 
in tire loss of almost 4 ( 3. 9) IQ points. Ingestion of an object co111aining JOOppm lead 

would res11/t in tile loss f?/jusr on'r one { J.3j IQ points. 

Given that the ingestion of an item rnntaining 300ppm ()f lead will cause 1hc \()SS ()f I lQ 
point for each 77ppm of exposure. an object weighing one gram (about one standard 

paper clip) rnuld cau.~c the loss of almosl 4 IQ poinls (300n7=3.896). 

If one limils calculations only to the roughly 50 million children under lhe age of 12, one

hulf of one percent of all such children would mean that approximately 250.000 children 

would be ;lffectcd - the equivalent of the enlire population of Olympia, Washington. 

8. When you testified before the Committee on the origi11al introduced bill in 
November 2007, the legislatwn contained a lead standard that was similar to the 
current total lead .tumdard with a final total lead .ttandard of JOO ppm, but alto 
pro••ided an alternative soluble lead standard if any part did not exceed 90 ppm. 
You testified in support of the standard: 

H.R. 4040 allows manufacturers to choose between satisfl'in,i: 011e of two 
srandards for lead content in children'.\· products. Man11ftu:turers may d1oost? 
rn limit tmaLfead contenr to a /(•vet that is initial~v set at 600 parts per million 
and iY reduced to 250 parts per million afta two years, then to JOO partJ per 
million another two year.~ later. Alternatively, manufacturers may c/100.1e to 
limit soluble lead comem to 90 parts per million. "The .ttandard.t o[90 attd 
100 parts per million are significant goals which, if met, will measurablv 
reduce expo.mre to lead in children's product.t. 

Your only comments seemed to have been to emure the solubility standard was set 
by the CPSC to be rigorous. Would you still support a solubility .ttandard? 1.t 
solubility a more accurate calculation of potential lead exposure? /sn 't the "do.te 
make the poison'' more applicable to a soluble standard than a total lead standard? 
1.t there any difference between a solubility standard and the de minimis exposure 
standard in the legislative draft? 

Given that no ~tandard cxislcd to limil lead in any par1 of a children's product except 
paint prior lo 2008, Lhe limit.~ in 1hc original draft of H.R. 4040 were indeed a major ~lep 
forward. The AA P's November 2007 te.~timony also noted, "The results tlf lead tests <ln 
products can vary con.~iderably depending upon lhe rne1hodology used to assess 
solubility. Further, the relationship of soluhility t\J hi1Javailability .and absorption will 
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vary by metlwd used 10 delennim: solubility. . .. the lead slamJanJ lhat drops from 600 to 
100 par1s per million should stale explicitly 1ha1 it refers lo tolal lead." 

Based on a thorough exploraiion of the issues over lhe pasl four years. the AAP considers 
a total lead standard to be superior to a soluble lead standard. Individual children have 
factors that either increase or decrca.~e their vulnerability to lead exposure: the federul 
stamlanl should be protective of all children, including those most vulnerable. 

As noted in a queslion above, lhe health effects of lead do not adhere 10 a lineur dose
response relationship. meaning that "the dose makes the poison·· is not neces~arily an 
accurate representation uf its health effect.~. 

There could be a significanl difference berween a solubility srnndard and the 'de mioimis' 
exposure .~tandard pmposed in the legislative draft. The discussion draft failed to provide 
any definition of wha1 conslilutcs a ·de mioimis' risk. The National lnslitules of Health 
Toxicology Glo.~sary defines risk de minimis as. "Risk that is negligible and too small to 
be of societal concern ... can also mean 'virtually safe.'" There is no scientific basis for 
deeming any level of lead exposure to be 'virtually safe.· lf such a level of lead exposure 
exists, research has nol identified it to date. 

The Honorable G. K. Butterlield 

I. l'leau provide a discussion of the relatiom;hip between the hand-to-mouth 
behavior of children and lead ingestion. In particular, address the following: 

a. Is hand-to-mouth behavior the primary route for lead ingestion by children? 

b. Please explain how lead is ingested from hand-to-mouth behavior. 

c. Please discu.~s any re.~earch regarding the relationship betweet1 hut1d-to-mouth 
behavior at1d blood lead levels. 

Children engage in a range of normal mouthing behaviors from infancy through school 
age :ind sometimes into adolescence. Exposure to lead can take place through ingestion 
of objects containing lead (such as paint chips), hand-to-mouth behavior. breathing 
airborne lead, and consumpti()n of lead in food and drink. including water. Lead is 
ingested from hand-to-mouth behavior when lead gels on the child's hands and the child 
then puts his hands in his mouth or cats wi1h his hands. 

A voluminous literalurc exists documen1ing children's mouthing behaviors. some of 
which also explores 1he impact of those behaviors on blood lead levels. One particularly 
high quality study involved observation of children playing in a yard: researchers video
observcd their h<md-to-mouth behavior and 1hen evaluated relationship of oral behaviors 
co children's blood lead levels. Children with higher hand-10-mouth occurrences had 
correspondingly highe_r blood lead levels. lnvestiga1ors video-observed children ages 1-5 
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years putting a hand in their mouth 7 limes hourly (ma,.,irnum 67 tirm:s/hour) and an 
ohjcct or food in their mouth 17 times hourly (maximum 125 times/hour).' 

2. Plea.~e provide a discussio11 of any research regarding the mouthing behaviors of 
older children, in particular those between ages 6 and 12. 

A review ofreporls that describe children's mouthing wal; published by the U.S. 
En\'ironmcnrnl Pro1ection Agency (EPA) in 2009.;; The EPA rcporc has a significant 
quantity of similar data. wilh frequency of oral behaviors and minutes/<lay of mouthing. 
The amounl of lead that would be transferred to a child may depend on mouthing 
behavior (times/hour and minulc~day) and lhe lransfer rale of lead from the ohjecl lo the 
hand (if the o~ject is touched and not directly mouthed). Children as old as 10-12 years 
put their hand in 1heir mouth an a\'erage of 4 rimes hourly. This ra1e is much higher 
among younger children. and exposures from moulhing behaviors can be occurring for 
several hours daily per child. Even for adult workers, hand lead is associated with blood 
lead level.;;; 

In addition. lhe Centers for Disease Con1rol and Prevention's Mortality and Morbidity 
Weekly Report ~CDC MMWR) has published cases of lead poisoning nOI re hued co 
ingestion of objec1s. Mosl recently, 1hc MMWR published a case study of a coddler 
poisoned by a metal charm on a necklace he wore and mouthed regularly." The MMWR 
has also publi.~hed cases of lead poisoning from eating off lead-1ain1ed dishware:' lead 
dus1 contamination of family vehicles;''' and exposure ro lead at a firing range among 
adolescent members of a shooting ream.';; 

3. Please provide a discussion of any research regarding the mouthing behaviors of 
disabled childre11_ 

Children with certain developmen1al delays and other disabililics are known to be at risk 

for mouthing behaviors that persist in frequency and dun1tion beyond those exhibited by 
non-disabled children. Given the wide array of differen1 sorts of special heallh care 
needs, however, it would he difficult to craft a study 1hat coLJ!d accurately repre.~ent 
mouthing behaviors of all children with disabilitic~. The studies that exisl in this area 

tend 10 focus on mouthing behaviors associated with specific disabilities and mitigation 
of these behaviors. 

4. Robert}. Howe//, the Assistant Executive l>irector for the Office of Hazard 

Identification and Reductio11 at the Consumer Product Safety Commission, in respo11se 
to questioning from tile Subcommittee comended that "one would expect that the risk 
{from lead-bearing items] decreases as you move from swallowing to mouthing, from 

moutlii1tg to touclling. And the management of that risk at that poi11t then becomes a 
decisio11 on how the cliild interacts with the product." 

a. This seems to suggest that if a child cat1not SK•alloK• the lead-bearing item, the 
child's risk of hann is inherently low. IJo you aNree? If not, please discuss the 
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ham1.~ associated with mouthi11g (i.e. sucking or licking) or touchins: lead· 
bearing items. 

b. This concept also sugge.~ts that all children will play with that item the same 

way. Do different aged children play with the .tame item in different way.~? 

While the risk of lead expo.~ure may be lower from mouthing than from ingestion. such 

expCJsun: is not necc.:S$arily "inherently low." As noted in the response to the preceding 

question. significant lead exposures have been documented from a number of sources that 

would not have bec.:n obvious ha7.ards. In addition. children of different ages will play or 

interact with the same item in different and .som.:lirnes unexpected ways. 

5. The final statutory total lead content limit of IOO ppm set to take effect ill 
Augu.tt is more tha11 double the 40 ppm recommettdation that the 1lmerican Academy 

of Pediatrics developed following a rigorou.t .tcientific review in respome lo a request 
from Congress to make specific recomme11datio11s regarditi1: lead co11tent in product.t. 

Nonet/1eless,. some manufacturers •. mch a.t thou of 1t TVs and bikes, have convincingly 
argued that they cannot make products that are durable and affordable without certain 

component.t that exceed the lead limit.t. 

a. l 1mderstand the 111\P would prefer to see lead eliminated from consumer 

products, but to the extent tl1at tl1ere i.t bipard.ta1t agreement that Con1:ren 

s/iould create an exemption proces11 to provide targeted relief from the lead 
limit.f for tlie narrow universe of manuf acturer11 who contend they cannot 

rea.wnably comply, do you agree any exception proce.u must, as a fundamental 
matter, con.rider whether a particular product needs to have lead in ii? 

The American Ac:idcmy of Pediatrics would urge Cnngress not to permit levels of lca<l in 

excess of the CPSIA's limits in any children's product for which safer. effeccivc 

alternatives cxis1. TI1c CPSJA · s section I 0 I (b) specifically provided forthe exclu~ion of 

certain ma1eri::il~ or producls if ii could be demonstrated 1hat exposure to the lead 

involved would not advcr:;cly impa(·t child hc;1\th. If Se(·tion IOl(h) ha.~ proven to he 

unworkable. ii should he revised to serve the purpose th;1t Congress imcndcd. 

6. 1 understand that some material.t used in children·.~ products can crack and degrade 
over time, and that this i.~ particular~!' true of vinyl and plastic product.~. A.~ this 
happens, the amou11t of lead and other substances available for ingestion i.~ greater 
than wlwn t11e product was 11ew. 

a. Can you please confirm that vinyl and plastic products behave in tl1is way and 
provide any additional information you tl1ink may be useful to understanding 
this degradation and exposure process? 
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b. Are y1>u aware of a11y other material,, that exhibit similar characteristic.• 111 vi11yl 
and plastif: (i.e. matuial that cm1 crack and def!rade over time and release more 
lead 1>r other harmful substa11u.• than when new)? Plea.fe describe the.•e 
material.rand what happens as t/10.fe material ages. 

c. A.•.•11ming we applied the de minimis e.xceptifm in the Republican di.fc11.fsio11 
draft, shftu/d fore,,eeable 11.fe and abuse include de1:radatio11 of a material? 
And if.fO, hm¥ would you account for that in the e.ftimation of the amolllll of 
lead a f:hitd ;,, likely to itlge.ft from that material? 

Jt is correct that many materials conlaining lead will deteriorate over time and libcrntc 
higher levels of lead than when they were new or first pniduccd. While the AAP can 
provide some information in this regard. more detailed authoritative infonnation can best 
be obtained from chemical or biomolecular engineers. 

7. During the hearing. the Subcommittee heard repeatedly that the traditiot10l model for 
the regulation of lead and other harmful s11bstances /zas been to u.•e risk a.f.ressment, 
and that manufacturers should be allowed to apply this model to children '.f products. 
l/owever, last year thi.r Subcommittee in a hearing regarding the regulation of toxic 
substances received testimony arguing that the traditional risk asses.•me11t model is not 
appropriate for .fub.•tm1ces that are persistent, bioacc11mulatil'e and toxic (PBTs) 
becau.fe these characteristics affect how the enviro11ment and h11mat1 body treat these 
sub.flanur and make exposure inevitable. l 1111derstand that lead is a PBT. 

a. Can yoll please confirm that lead is a PBT? 

b. Can you please discuss the characteristics of PDTs tllat make the traditional 
risk as.(essmem approacl1 for fimitint: exposure an inappropriate model for 
deali11g with lead? 

c. Do you agree with the Ce11ters for Di.(ease Control',, recommendation that the 
rtonessential uses of lead in consmner product.f .fhould be re.{tricted or 
eliminated to prevent exposure to thi.• harmful substance? 

Lead is classified as persistant. bioaccumula1ivc and toxic (PBT). and releases must be 
reported tn EPA ·s Toxic Release Inventory. Traditional risk assessment tends to examine 
one-time expo~ures in isolation from other exposures. In the ca~e of lead and other PBT 
sub$tances. individual low-level exposures accumulate over time to reach h<mnful Jevds. 
Children may be exposed to lead through lhc air. water. soil. household sources like 
paint, and consumer products. As a result, these cumulative exposures may raise a 
child's hlnod lead level 10 a dangerous point even though no single t:)(posurc occurs at 
high levels. The AAP fully agrees with the CDC'~ recommendation 1hat nonessential 
uses of lead in consumer product~ be rc~tricted or eliminated to prevent exposure.. 

8. T/1e Republican discus.•i/111 draft draws a distinctiot1 between lead-contai11ing product.( 
and parts that can and cannot be swallowed, witll items that ca11 be .fwallowed 
remaining .mbject to the health-protective lead content limit.~ in CPS/A. The ba.(is for 
determining wltether mi irem can be swallowed i.• the "small parts cylinder" described 
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in regulati0tu that I understand are uimed at prl!vetJtitig children under J fmm 
chokit1t: 011 ,,, .~wallowing .~mall object.t. 

a. Do you believe the "small parl.t cylinder" i.~ an appmpriate t1ml f11r detf!rminit1g 
whether children over 3 )'ears old can swallow arz object? 

b. Are y{}u aware 1if any C'ases where children over 3 years 11ld swallowed abjects 
that likely would 11ot fit if1t11 the small parts cyli11der (and therefiJre 11111 be 
deemed a small part C'apable of bei11g .twallowed a11d not subject tit CPSTA '.t 
strict lead r1mtent limits)? Please describe those cases a11d provide any 
additfonal available documentation. 

The small parts cylinder is a widely-used and well-esrablishcd tool for delcrmining 
whether children under the age of '.l years can swallow or choke on an item. The small 
parts cylinder is not designed for delermining choking ha"£ards for children O\'er the age 
of 3 years. 

The AAP docs nor maintain individual case rcporrs or conduct studies related to incidents 
of choking ha7.ard~ or ingeslion of non-food items. 

9. The Republican discuuion draft provides that manufacturers of"specialty products for 
the di.tabled" must either be excluded from afly third-party testing mies Cl'SC may 
is.tue under the onerous proce.t.t .tetup in the draft or be allowed to comply through 
alternative testing procedures. The draft provides no definition for the term "specialty 
produrts for the disabled." I understat1d that certain toys are recommended and 
marketed as particularly u.tefu/for engaging di.tabled childrefl; however, the.te toys are 
avai/Qble and appealing to all children. 

a. Are y11u aware of any toys or other similar children's products (i..e. not medical 
or other adaptive devices for the di.tabled) thaJ are inteflded only for disabled 
children and that are 11ot appealing or susceptible to being played with by all 
children? 

b. Are you aware of any wys or '}ther similar children's products (i.e. not medical 
or other adaptive device.t for the di.tabled) that the medical communily 
recognizes a.~ ".tpecialty product.t for the di.tabled"? 

c. Assuming this Subcommittee'" Cl'SC is capable of identifying "specialty 
products for the disabled," would it coflcern you if manufacturer.~ of products 
specifically for disabled children were held to a lower bar or no bar at all with 
respect to asmring the safety of the.~e products? Please explain these concerns. 

his unclear what may be considered to be "specialty producrs for 1hc disabled." The 
AAP docs not closely monitor 1hc markc1place of toys designed specifically for t·hildren 
with .~pedal hcalrh care needs. However. any product~ dc~igned for children wilh special 
health can: needs should he held 10 the same high safety standards as other children's 
producrs. · 
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The Honorablt' John Dingell 

]. Cl'SIA defines a "chililren ',t prod11ct" as one "(primarily) intended for a cl1if.d 12 
year.t of age or younger." The disc11s,tion draft would change this definition to 

"intended for use by a chif.d /age to be determined/ yean or younger. " What effect 
would the words "for use by" ha1·e 011 the number and type of products covered by 
th is definition? 

It would appear that this change in wording could el\.clude from coverage producb that 

are not specifically used by the child, but m::iy be used by a parent or caregiver in caring 

for the child. Such products might include. bathing products. changing table and 

diapering supplies. or decor items. 

1. The draft legislation amends sectio11 UJJ (b) of CPSIA to exempt components of 

children 's products from the Act's lead limits if s11ch components do not cause a 
child to ingest more than a de minimus amounl of lead. The draft legislation 
/1,,ther requires the Commission to establish procedures for estimating the amount 
of lead a child would ingest from a gil!en children's product. However, while the 

Commission establishes such procedures, the draft legislation would permit 
ma11ufacturers to use "any reasonable methodology to estimate the amount C1f lead 
a child would likely i11gesr frC1m exposure to a component part." 

a. Are you aware of a uniform reasonable methodology in use by manufacturers 
of children 's products? 

b. l s it possible the ambiguity of rhe rerm "real·onable methodology" coulil /tad to 
a wide 1•ariance in test results acros.f manufacturers of similar products? 

c. If so, do you believe rhis is could pose a risk to the health of chi/ilren who use 
s 11ch products? 

The CPSJA requi res all manufocturcrs to comply with u limit on total lead in children's 

product~. which does not vary based upon any estimate of the amount of lead a child 

would likely ingest from exposure to a component pa11. As a result, it would seem 

unlikely that any manufacturer is currently :tHempting to estimate exposure. since such 

calculmions would be irrelevant to compliance. The term "reasonahle methodology" is 

ambiguou,.;; manufacturers could concei\'ably use a wide range of methodologies, which 

would in 1urn rCJ;ult in a significant \' ariance in 1es1 results. Any pr:ictice Iha• resulted in a 

child's exposure 10 elevated lead levels could pose a risk 10 that child 's heahh. 
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May 6. 2011 

Representative :Vfary Bono :vlack 
Chainnan. Sulxommittee 011 Commerce. :vlanufactming. and Trade 
Committee on Energy and Co1111rn:rt·e 
:!1:?5 Rayburn House Ollicc Building 
Washing.Ion, DC 20515-6115 

VIA E-:vlAIL 

RE: Responses lO :vlcmbcr questions reg.arding Dr. Beck's April 17· :!O l l testimony at the 
hearing titkd ''Discussion Draft of 11.R. __ .a bill that would revise the Consumer Product 
Safety hnprovemcnl Act." 

Dear Representative Bono \fad: 

A11achcd are my responses to the :Ylemher qu<!.~tions submincd on April 27. :?O 11. As requested. I 
have included the full text of ~ach 4u<!stion, followed by my response. 

Please Jo not hesitate to conlact me with any quc.~tions. Thank. you again for the opponunity to 
provide testimony at the S11hco1nmi11c~ on Commerce. :Vlanufacturing, and Trade Hearing. 

Sinc~re Jy yours. 

GRADIE:-.lT 

lhrbara D. Beck. Ph.D., DART. FA TS 
Principal 

email: bbcck:<~gradientcnrp.com 
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Attachment A - Responses to Member Questions 

l'he lhn1orablc Marv Hono Mack 

I. Cun C'hildrim 's produas that //(II!~ lri~lier Iota/ lead content n;!venhcle.u pn$;! a lm1·er ri.~k 1lra11 

prr>ducts witlr lriwff tc>IU/ la1d cont.?nt? Please c.tplai11. 

Dr. Beck R1:sponse: 

Ye~. it i~ possihlc that som<! children's producls that have a higher total lead content may result in a 
lower risk than products with lower total lead content. As I explained in my written testimony 
(Reck, 2011 ). the actual risk would he hascd on numerous factors. including lhe actual dose of lead. 
exposure duration Hnd fr<!quency, exposure route (for example. through the skin versus mouthing). 
lead intake (the amount of J~ad available for absorption by th~ skin. lun~s. or the gastro·intestinal 
tract), solubility of lead. and subsequent uptake (al>sorbed dose). 

2. fcnt .<fall' a soluf.le lead standard is R<'J1<'ra{~1· pre/i•ra/ile to 11 standard has.?d m1 Iota/ {e(1d 

hccu:.i.~e it more accumte~v rt:flr:cts the cm1011111 of/;:ad that cu11ld he reh•asr?dfi'om the product. 

a. Does Ihm mf.'1111 the currrmt tr>lal t.•ad .Handurd do<:s nm ace mm I for 111.? amount of l!!ad 
1/rar can he refoas;:dfrom a prudw:r? /low then 'Would you grade the .-_tj;•ctivmi!s., t!f a 

101al t.Jad sla11durd in prolt'clinx l1eal1h 1 

l>r. Beck Response: 

The effectiveness of the cum:nt total lead standard is uncertain because it is not directly Jinked to 
exposure. The current standard is therefore less relevant to health protection than a standard hased 
on actual exposure, Rather than focus on the effectiveness of a total lead standard in protecting 
public health. it would be better to consider a standard th:it is more directly linked to actual pot~ntial 
exposur"s of the population of interest. 

ft. Whr shoulcl expo.rnr.: h<! tak<:n into accoum imf,•ad of a simplr! 1111111,·ri.:: limit~ 

l>r. Beck Response: 

It is important to take exposure i mo account instead of a simple numeric limit. Si mp le numeric 
limits ba~ed on concentration arc not directly linked to health. Thus. it is very dimcult to evaluate 
their effectiveness. In contra,t, a more effective approach would be to develop a standard by s<!tting 
a rarget blood lead increment, then calculating the amount of lead released from a toy or other 
product that would limit any impact to be at or hclow the rarget blood lead increment. Health-based 
limits for lead in other media, such as air. water. or soil. have been developed in this same manner. 
using exposure parameters specific to that medium (sec. for example. US EPA. :!001, 2002). 

2 
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The Honor.11 hie G. K. Jiu llerlield 

For "ach proj<!CI fist<!d on the c11rric:11/11m \'il«lt? you prtwidt?d /0 the S11bcommit1<?e. pleas<! id.?11/if>.• the 
sp<!cific law .finn and clie11/ or S()(!cific t?11ti~1· .fi1r which you provided m~1· .<u•ice., and th.: amount< 
paid to y<>r< or Gradie111.fi'r thl'se set1·ic<'s. 

IJr. Beck Respon~e: 

This is confidential business information. Thus, I am unable to meet this reg ucst. 

The Honor.11hle .John Dlngl"ll 

J. Cl'SU defin<'S 12 "chi!drc?n 's prodi•et" a.< one ··r,,r1m11ri~l'! i11te11ded/(JI' a ,·hi/d 12 Y""'-' '!I 1tJ!I! 

m· yo1mJ:er." The di.<c11.<sion dr<!fi worild chan}(I! thi.< definition /0 "intendedfi>r u;e by a child 

[age to be d(!/c?rminedj y.:ar.< 01· ,1•011nter. ·· Wliat etJ..•ct would the words ''.fiJr /(Ye hy" have "" 
the 11w>1her and tvpe r~/'products co1'ered by this dc:finilion:' 

Dr. 8l'Ck R~pon~e: 

l iun unc~rtain as to the intent of this question. Thus. I am unabh:: to provide an answer al this tim~. 

2. Tht! drafi leKislatimt wn<?1ul~ sec1ion 10/(hl ·~f' <.:f'Sl.4 to exempt compon<?nts of childrM 's 

produc1sfrom rhe Act's h·ad limits i/'such c·ompon('n/s do no/ CCII<.''' <1 child to i'l}'!est more than a 
de mi11imus amount r1f lead. The drqf/ le~is(atio11 f11rlher requirt!S th<! Commission /0 <!Stablish 

proced11r(1s .f(>r e.<tim111in~ //1e amo11111 of lead a child tvo11/d in~r:st from a !?i""" cl1ifdrt'n 's 
pmduC'/. l:Jon·ew!r, wl1ilt! !he Commi.vsion esmhlishes such procedures, the draf1 l<'gi.,/atimt 

1nwld permit maniifcictur,'r.~ to use "any rearnnable me1hodo!ng1' ro r:stimar;: the a111011m of'/r:ad 

a child would lif<e~J' ingestfrom expo.rnre to a component patt. " 

a. Are you '"''are (~fa uniji)rm reasonable m.~1hodofog1• in us,• hy marmfi1cillr<11·s of 
chi ldum '.~ prod11crs? 

Dr. Reck Response: 

I am not awal'c of a uniform methodoloi;y currently in u~e by manufa~tvrcrs. However. in my 
written te~timony (Beck, 2011 ), I do poim lo some possible methods to consider as a basis for 
developing such a methodology. includini; CPSC's saline extraction method for evaluating. cadmium 
leaching from mctal jewelry during. a mouthing, sci:nario (CPSC. 2010), or a modification of CPSC's 
method for assessing rnig,ration •lf diisononyl phlhalatl,) (Dlt\P) frl'm polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
c hildr~n's products (CPS<:. 1998'). 

J 
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h. Is ii pr1s,1i/>/,• th.? <Jmf>ig«i~v or tire t.:rm "re<JSOll<Jble m1:1hodology" could leaJ /(J a wid.: 

»w·iam·1: in /<'st result.< acro.•s mw111/(1cture»s o/simi/cil' pmduct.~? 

l>r. Beck Re~ponse: 

Ye.<. the term "n'asonable methodology" may be ambii;uous anti could lead to variance in test results. 
I recommend that the language olthe Bill be revised to recommend the development of g.uidancc and 
c rileria for a reasonable and appropriate methodology for evaluating mouthing expo,urc to children'~ 
products. Sample extracl ion and preparation melho,\s should be recommended with the objective of 
achieving compa1·able testing rc~ult~. I v.ould also propose that CPSC be tasked with o\'ersight and 
development of the "rc<1sonable methodology." As described in my written testimony (Beck, 2011 ). 
there are some existing saliva extraction methods that coultl potentially be used to evaluate mouthing 
exposure Ill children's products. 

c. I( so, do you /J1•lie••e !his is could poS<! a risk 10 the li<!alth ol chi/dre11 who im• such 

product.•:> 

l>r. Beck Response: 

If a reasonabl<) methodology is ckarly defined in the !\ill. there should be no impact on ri~k or 
health. 

4 
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House Committee on Energy and Commerce 
Subrommittee on Commerce, Mam.1facturin~. and Trade 

Hearing: "Discussion Draft of H.R. _.a bill that would ~vise the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Acl" 

April 7. 2011 

Responst-.s of Roberl J. Howell lo Queslions for the Record 

Questions from the Hc>norahle Mary Rono !\-tack 

I. How does the CPSC staff go aboul deciding whether a chemical substance poses a risk 
to children? What faclors an imporlanl'! 

For subs1anccs not regulated by specific shltutory provisions. such as lead. the Federal 
Hatardous Subslam:es t\c1 CFHS/\) generally requires assessment of e;(posure and risk. 
considering rcasonal:oly foresecahlc handling and use. Assessments arc gcncr:illy cunductcd 
on •l cas.:-l:>y-casc nasis. considi:ring 1hc specific charac1.:riscics of the proouct, Ch<\ intended 
consumers of the prnducl. and the inlcn1clion h<:lwcen the consumer and the produc1. Thc 
CPSC Health Sl'icm:.:s. f:n!_!ineering Sciences Human Fac1ors. and Lat>oraiory Sciences 
Chemistry Divhion staff conducts 1hcse asscssmcnis. 

For a specifa: produ~l. siaff assesses the toxici1y of lhe chemical. conducrs a dos.::-response 
asscssmcm, and derives limit~ for exposure that. if exceeded. could resuh in adverse health 
effects !°acceptable daily intal<:c). Slaff also conducts testing of products IC\ estimate th..- level 
of cxp1)sure 10 lhc chemical that could occur during use. and then evalu:11cs whechcr a 
.:1,nsumer might experience excess exposure during use of 1he produce. CPSC Chronk 
Hazard Guideline.~ provide definilions and guidance for the analysis of 1oxici1y and exposure 
in formation ! hllp://www.cpsc.gov Ill US [N f()khronic. pdf). 

Many diife-rt·n1 fm:iors may he imponant 10 consider in an evaluation of toxicity. dosc
rcsponse. and exposure. Staff assesses lhe relevance and quali1y of availal:>te ioxicity da1a for 
a chcmic;1l. including information on adverse cffcc1s in exposed people. when availahle. and 
whelhcr cenain populalion,.; of people. :;uch as children. may he more or kss smccptihlc 10 

experiencing adverse effect>. Staff then assesses whether 1he data arc sufficient 10 Jc.~cribc 

the relationship h.ctwcen t~xpo~urc or d1>sc and 1hc occurrence of adven:;e health cff.:c1s. The 
analy~is also considers whether a chemical poses a ri;I: hccaust· of the likelihood tha1 a d1ild 
could be cKpu.~cd to ii from the u~c of lhc product. 

2. When the CPSC staff evaluates chrmical substllnces in consumn produet.s, i.s there a 
particular age it focuses on? How do you take c.-hildren 's ai:e into account? 

The sciemifk assc.~sment of a product is generally a case-hy-case evaluation of the product 
which wnsiders 1he intended or likely consumer and the .:xpccccd hchaviors assnciatcd v. ith 
the pr.,ducl (this is also known as Human Fa,'tors Slaff :inalysis). Excess cxposun:. would be 
cxpc.:1ed 10 I'<.! more likely w <>ccur wirh ccnain condition~ and hchaviors. For ~xampk. 
children undi:r three y.:;irs of :igc have 1h<'. highe>t rates of mouthing hehavit)rs (i.e .. placing 
ohjc.:ts in the mouth. or handing obj~cts :md then pl;1.:ing fingers or pans of hands in 1hc 
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mouth) a11d accidental or i11te11tional i11!,!cs1ion of objects. The r:nc of mouthing and 
swallowing 11t>.iccts decreases significa11tly 1hrough childhO<)d. 

Children's exposure to a chemical from <t product tends to be the highest i11 situalions 
involvin!! ingcsti,in of a produc1 . ..:omp;ircd lo iouchini! or handling a produce. or inhalation, 
bc<.:ausc of the act inn of slomach acid that could lcac·h a chemi,:al from lhe product. In 
adults. cxpo~ures 10 chemicals in produ,:ls may he cnore likely 10 occur through routes other 
lh<m ing.cstion of the prodm;t, :1nJ again ar.: proJucr-~pu:ifk. 

Certain producl types mighl be more likely to he asstxiatcd with cxress exposure in young 
d1il<ln:n. For example. small .iewdry items m:1.y be frequently mouthed or e.-cn swr11lowcd. 
Moreover, certain materials may rcsull in more c~pusurc than others 1my: e.g .. metals rend lo 
be 1m1re solubk in stomach add th;m plastics. 

Therefore. prioritiza1ion of staff project work may focus on produt.:ts for younger childn:n or 
on products with cxpcctr.:d hchaviors and exposure patterns that might rc~ult in excess 
exposure. or on both of thc.sc factors. Routine analysis of products obtained by Cl'SC' is 
ba~cd on all of thc considerations above. and is specific to the product heing ~valu:1tcd. 

3. Does lead aff('C1 humans differently at different ages? Ir so, how'! 

foclor~ rdatcL1 to exposure to leaJ may be more important than the toxicity of lead in 
difkn•nt populations. For example. children under three yem-s of age have the highcsl rates 
of mouthing t>chaviors (i.e .. placing ohjccts in the mouth. or handing ob.iccts and them 
pla..-ing lingers or pans of hands in the mouth) and accidental or intentional ingestion of 
ohj,•ets. The rate of mouthing and swallowing objects decreases significantly through 
dil<lhood. Therefore. the youngest children have the highest c.1.posurcs W lead (other than 
o..·cupational exposures in adults·). 

With respect to lead t0x icology, the sci en ti fie literature includes .~tudie.~ of children of all 
ages. but predl•minantly younger children. pwbably bccilusc of the knowledge of children's 
sensitivity to lcaJ compared to adults. The susceptibility (lf childrcn stems both from factors 
relating to physiology. such as their immature and developing nervous system. and rapid 
gro'-"th and Llcvclopmem rate. and to t:ommon chilL1hood behaviors th;1t tend 10 incrc:isc 
exposure. such as mouihing. inges1ing ob.iects, and hand-to mouih activity. In addition. lead 
accumulates in the body. so that exposure,; at younger ages may result i11 advcr~c health 
cff~cts later in life. 

Anll)ng .:hildren of all a{les. the relationship between a .~pecific :ige and vulnerahility tu lc3d 
toxicity is not well u11Jcrs10od. so that no specifi..; window of exceptional susceptibility has 
Ileen dcfiued. Funhcr. availahle information docs not support a conclusion that there arc 
populations not at risk to effects from lead exposure. Litcraturc on the toxic effects of lead 
exposure in adults h~s expanded in rc..:ent years. showing consistent association~ hctwcen 
lcaL1 exposure and incn:ascd risk of health effects involving the organs systems surh as the 
cardiovascular system and kidney~. as wdl as ncurocl•1,mitivc effe.:ts. Thus. lead exp(l~urc 
can cause ;uJverse health elfc.:ts in people of all ages. 

'.! 
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In g<'ncral. children are .'11S1;cptiblc tn th<~ effects <lf teat! lhroughout ,·hildhood and hcyond. 
While the ~pccific effects and th<: relationship tx1wccn the level of ,~xposurc and the out<:<1mc 
arc likely rclatl'd 10 the age of 1hc e~po~ed person. <letaikd infonn;11ion is nor availahlc to 
clearly .•<:paratc vulnerable childa~n by a~c. 

4. The Commission set higher le;id limils for certain metal alloy.~ in eleclronk produces for 
children. When lhe Commission granted a stay of the lead co11tent limits for A TVs and 
hicydes, ii sd tempor;iry limits at the same or vi:ry similar levi:ls. In lhe Commission's 
view, does the lead content allowed in lhese product~ pose a significant risk to children? 
Please explain why or why nol. 

Section 10 I !b)(4) of lhc CPSIA pro\'ides thal if th<: (\)mmission dewrminc~ lhat ii is not 
1cchnologil::11ly t ... asibl.: for certain clcc1ronic devices lo meet the lead contcm limit. lhc 
Commi:.sion musl issu.:- requirement$ or minirn.i:tc lhc potcn1ial for exposure 10 and 
Jcccs.•ihility of lc:aJ in such electronic de,·iccs. Accordingly. by rule. 1hc Commis~ion 
C"srnblishcd that it i, curTcntly not technologically fcasihlc for cenain compom;m parts oi 
electrnnk~ rn meet the CPSIA lead li111il~ (e.g .. cathode ray rnt'lc glass; whic:h an: necessary 
for 1hc pmpcr clecuonir func1ioning of lhe romp.lncnr part. 

The excmp1ctl pans of electronic devices :md the parts of ATVs and hieydes wi1h lead 
conll'nl th;ir might exceed the srnuuory lead limits :1rc generally pan~ of products thal arc no1 
ex peeled H> be frcqncmly contacled or to be moulhcd l•r swall1)wcd by children. Bcc;iuse 
cxposun· rn the exempted part~ would be minimal. very little. if any. expo~urc co lead tl1a1 
mil!ht he pn:.~ent in the pan of product is likely. 

5. The Government or Canada is in the process of addressiPg lead in consumer prooul·ts. 
How does Canada's new approach t·ompare to ours? Doe.~ it treat diRerent lypes of 
products differently based on exposure'? 

An'"'' n·g11lation in Cinad;1 ;ipplies to wha1 is rcforred was "Group I pwduccs." which arc 
puld11cts used in th\! mouth (other than ki1chcn u1cnsils which arc considered separately> 1)r 
hy children under 1hrl!c. The torn! lead content limit is '>0 mg/kg (ppm) for accessible pans. 
hut there is an c1cmp1ion if the lead is necessary. cannot be suhstitutcd. ;md the migracahlc 
lead is M more than 90 mgikg (based on lhe h:sls S!Jl.'Cificd in 1he wy saic1y siandard EN 71-
3) 

The regulatory an:ily.~is for •his regulation includ<~S the conclusion th:1t stakeholders ha,·c no 
issue with the rcgulatiun after ii was ;imended 10 apply only hl acccssihlc par1s anJ to all<)W 

for c~emptiom bas<'d on lc:ad mi1?ra1ion. ll1e analy.~is includes a tliscussi.ln <)f C•lHJJl<)nCnl 
pam thal ar.: nilt expected hl have a lot of contact hy children and that 1hcrcfore .iustiiy the 
exemption clau~c (1:.g. whc1·J ax.lcs on IOy cars/trud.s. the heads or nu1s. h<llrs. screws. and 
other fasteners. and lh!! lips of inner tul:ie valves on tricycle wheclsl. 

Canada is also prop,l,:.ing regulations for "Group 2" products. which would include prn<lucts 
for rhildrcn age, 1-L\ years. The proposal is also for a 90mg/kg101al lead coment. 
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lnfurnmtion nn tlu; Canadian gnvcrumcnt wct>~itc indicaics lhal a consulla1ion will t-...gin this 
y.:ar. pHwiding for ~l:lkcholdcr in~IUI. 

Jn 1hc U.S .. 1hc Consumer Product Safety Improvement /\cl of 2008 n.:s1ri~·1s lend in 
children's prndm:ts to JOO ppm. l:>a~cd on the total 1..,aJ content hy wci~hl. for any part of the 
producl. /\s l>f August 14. WI I. the limil will change to 100 ppm. unless 1hc Commhsion 
di:tem1ines 1ha1 th<' lower limil is nol lcchnologk;11ly fc<isiblc for a product or product 
category. I\ children's product is Jcfined as a consumer pmduct designed or inicndcd 
primarily for children 12 years 11f age or younger. 

Thr.: law el!cmpls ina.:c.:es~it'>lc component part~ from 1hc lead rcsuictions. and authoriz<!d the 
Commission to address lhc technological fcasihility of c<.~nain electronic devices. Wich 
rl;!gard 10 cl..-c1ronil' Jcvice.~. lhc Commission has provided for exemptions and allemllle 
r~quiremcnis for certain cledronk part~ where use oi lead is ncr.:.cssary for the proper 
electronic functioning <>f the component part. 

ll1e law aho contains an exception for certain prodm:ts <>r materials where lht' Commission 
determines. after notice and he;1ring. th;1t lead in the product or matcri<1\ will not result in the 
absorption <)I' any lead in10 th<.' human lx•dy. To date. 1hc Commission has not l:>cen ahlc 10 
make any exceptions under this provision. 

6. The Commis:>ion has approved the use of x-ray nuorescence (XRF) devices to measure 
lead content in homogeneous plastics. To what extent can theo;e devices be used lo 
mta.~urc lead content in metal parL~ of products? 

In addition 10 approving the use of x-ray tluorcscence lXRP) for lead content in 
homogeneous plastics. 1hc Commission also rccemly approved th<' use of high-dcfini1ion 
XRF for detcnninin!? compli;mce with the standard for lead (Pb) in paint and other similar 
surface coatings. Sc1e Third Party 'fr.wing for Cc•r1ai11 Cl1i/drm 's l'roducrs: Norice of 
RN111iume111s for Acaedilaticm cf1hird l"ortv Co11formitv A.m•ssmem Bodies -1.ead l'ttint. 
76 Frd. R<•g. 18.645 <April 5 . .2011). 

To date. CPSC has not approved any XRF method for 1es1ing the compliance of children· s 
produt·ts In lhc limits for lead in metal sul:1'tratc set for1h in Section IOI of the CPSI/\. 
While XRF technology h;1s the po1cmial 10 mcasun~ lead in metal products. i11 situ 
measurcmcnls of consumer products arc made difficult due 10 the common O•.:currcn<"e oi 
dcctroplating and other inhomogeneities. XRl' has very limited penetration dq1th into 
metals. and lead in the bas.! meial can be ''hidden" by the eoating layc?r. 

CPSC staff has published guidanc~ on this issue: Study on the Effcc:tivcne~s. Precision. and 
Reliability of X-n1y Fluorescence Spccll\>n'ICtry and Other Altema1ive Mell11,ds for 
Measuring I .cad in Paint. /\ugust :?.009. availa!Jlc at 
h11p://www.cpsc.gov/at'>ou1/cpsia/lc:idinpaintmcasurc.pdf. An 11pda1c, "l/pdaie on Use of X
ray Fluorescence Spcctromcll'Y for Mcasul'ing. Lead in l'aint" (De<.:cmb.:r. 2010) is also 
:w:iil:iMe :it l11tp://www.cpsc.gov/atiou1/o.:psia/lcadinpain1mc:isur~_upda1c.pdi. 

;j 
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7. Whal melhodology d0t·s the Commission use to measure the total lead content in metal 
:.1Jloys? How Joni: does lhe pnx"t!~s lake? In general terms. what methodology would 
tlu.• Commission use lo determine the amount of lead a child would he exposed to from a 
mct:.11 p;irt that can he mouthed but not ~wallowed? 

The CPSC siaff t:mpluy Tc-i Mel hu<I CPSC ·C fl. E JOOJ .K. I S 1andard Opcratin11 Procedure 
for Dctcnninin!? Total L.:ad (Ph) in Mela] Childrcn·s Producls (including Childrcu·~ Mctal 
Jt:wdry l. Rev i.~ion June ~ 1. ~.Dl 0 ( hnp:/ /www .cpsc .)!ov/about/epsia/CPSC-CH-EI 001-
0/U. pdll 

The general approach is t<J grind any acccssihlc component parlor a sample to a pow<lcr. 
digest compkh:ly in a rnmhin:ilion of hot con<:cn1r;11cd niuic and hydr<><:hloric acids and 
analy:tc hy Inductively C'lluplcd Plasma - Opri,·al Emission Spc.;,troscopy tfCP-OESl. Other 
analytical methods such as lnduclively Coupled Plasma - Mass Spcctromctry (ICP-MSJ and 
F1ame Atomic Ahs<>rrtion Spectroscopy t FLAA) and Graphih: l'umace AIOmic Absorption 
Sp<,ctrn~copy (Gf AA) may be used under appropriate conditions as an altema1ivc to ICP
OES using applicahlc. rcwgnizcd anal,)>1ical techniques ror the alternative methoJ. The time 
n:quircd for tl'Sting <>nc sample is more 1han 1he time required per sample when tc~lin~ many. 
as there arc <?conomi<~s of scale as a "pro<luclion line'' is set up. A single chemi~t can test one 
.<ample in one full day, with ahout one hour of h;mds·on work and the halance hcing waiting 
time while processes .:omplete themsdve&. Thai same chemi~I could lest IO metal ikms in a 
full day with perhaps two hours of hands·on work. Analysis time may vary depending on the 
complexity of tht· results. 

l:nder cum:nt law. CPSC staff rely on the n:.gulations limi1ing total lead content of children's 
products. Wen: staff to evalua1c possible lead cxp1)sure from mouthing but not swallowing 
objcC'ts, the tcsl mcth,)<fo\ogy wou Id depend on the object o nd manner in which a child 
intcr;ict~ with it. For a piece of metal jewelry. such as a large ~nd;mt. whi<:h is to<i htrgc to 
be swallowed. hut would fit inside •he mouth. CPSC swft' have historicallv relied on 
extractions using a saline solution of 0.9 pcn:em sodium chloride in wale~. For these 
extraction~. a weight of saline eqm1l 10 50 times the weight of the .iewclry would be used to 
cvaluatt how much lead leached out in a period of time. For items of this type. staff has used 
~time or six hours for the cxtraction. The methndt•logy is essentially that given in the 
Cadmium extrJction method givcn at 
hllp://www.cpsc:.i:o,·/libr,ary/foialfoia l I fos/cadmiumje.wclr'v1CSt.pJf. with a 0.9 percent s;iline 
solution used in place of acid and wi1h a duration c:>f .~ix hc:>urs. 

for very large items that c:oul.J have a ponion placed in the mnuth. staff has sometime$ used 
only a portion that would com:spond to a child's mouth si;i:e. For example. when looking at 
lead in vinyl bib,, $talT use..! a 2:'i ccn2 ponion of 1he vinyl shcetini;. which is the approximate 
si1.e of a child's mo111h. for dl'ctroplatcd md::il items though. cutting the sample to a smaller 
si1e cxpo.,e~ the base metal dircclly. which would alter the leaching of lc;i<l compared to an 
intact elcc1roplatcd co:tting. The mcthodolngy for :i sample like that could involve 
su~pcndin~ the i.amplc ~o that only a portit>n of it was wctteJ hy the extraction solution. hut 
with the item maintain.:d im;u:t. 
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8. In its rulemakin~ on \'.Ontinued \·.ompliam;e te~tin1?. docs the l:ommission h:tve a lei.::tl 
obligalion to consider the costs of the testin2 programs it req uircs? Docs the 
Commission have a legal ohligation to ~·onsider the ~~1sb in relation to the bcnelits ot' 
such testing? Plea.~e provide citations or copies of any statutes. reJ!ulations. F:xc\'.Utive 
Orders or other sources of law hearini: on this issue. 

The underlying s1atutc dctennine,; whclhcr lhc CPSC engages in a cost-benefit analy.~i~ for a 
panicular rule. For example. seclion 9(c) of the Consumer l'roduc1 Safe1y Act (Cl'SAJ 
require.' a dcscrip1ion 1•f 1he potemial bcndils :md cosls of a profl(.1Scd mle. "including any 
bcncfi1s L>r L"OStS 1hat cannot he quantilicd in mnnetary terms. and an idcntifkatinn of those 
likely!(\ re1x:ive lhe benefits and hear the o.:nst.~ ... s,·c1ion 9 of the CPSA C>tablishe> the 
procedure for con5umcr produc1 safe£y rules. Section .l of che rcd(~ral Ha1.ardous Substances 
Art ( l"l·ISA) es1ahlishc$ the rulcmal:in!!. procedures under lhe HtSA and con1ai11s language 
lhat is almost identical 10 section 91l'l of the CPSA. 

In contras!. the general rulcmaking auth(>rily for 1he Consumt!r Pro<lu.:t Safety lmpnwcme111 
A,-1 of :!001! 1CPSIAJ doc:s not rnniain a ws1-hencfil analysis rcquiremem for rules issued 
pursuant to 1hc CPSIA. Because lht! rule in qucs1ion was is;;ued und,~r the CPSIA, there was 
no legal oblig:nion 10 1:onsider costs or cos1s in relation to benefits. 

Nevertheless. in 1kvdoping the ruk. srntl was sensitive to cost concerns las c,·idenced hy the 
proposeJ rull>'s provision;; regarding periodic 1esting and low vnlume produc1ion}, and a 
rdated rule 1pe11aining IO component part testing) was dc.~igncd to redu.::e 1cs1ing costs hy 
allowin!_! for 1hc tc~ling an<l ccrtifka1ion of components. For example. if a manufa.;1un~r used 
lhc same componcm in two Jiffcrcm produc1s. the component pan tes1ing rule would enable 
che manufacmrer to lest the cnmpnncn1 once and :ipply the test results or ..:cnilication to the 
IWL' products rather than 1es1 1hc sa1ne comp(>ncnt 1wk1.~ (on1:e for eJch product). 

Addi1ion:11ly. for all rules thal are published pursuant lo the notice anJ comment rulemaking 
rc:quircmems of the Administrative Prn.:edun: Act or other laws, we comply with the 
Rcgula1ory Fle~ihili1y Acl. This s1atute requires us 1u evalu<tlc whether the rule will have a 
significant LXonomk impa.:1 on a sut>stantial uumhcr of small cnti1ics. While this analysis i~ 
not as .:omprehensivc ~$a .:ost-hcridi1 anulysi~. ii tlocs .:onsider 1he potential hendicial and 
advcr~c impac1s on small businesses. 

Y. Has the Commission ever post1)(lned compliance with a third·parly testing requirement 
due to concerns about whether there was enou~h available testing capadty? If ~o, 
plca.~e descrihc the circum~lanl:es. 

Y cs. The Commh$ion has s1aycd enforcement for testing and ccnill.;ativn nf youth model 
ATV's hccmse 1:nrn.:r111es1ing .:apadty is inaJequale IL> suppon indu.~try demand. 

IO. Is tht? Cnmmis.'<ion staff aware or any deaths in lixed·side cribs in licensed child-care 
facilitit':..~? If so. did the Cnmmission lind c~;drtnce of a def~~• in the design or 
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m:mufadun~ of lhi.- c.-ib.? It' the Commi~sion conduch:d in'l'ei;li~alions of such cast-.~. 
please p.-ovide a l~•py of all .-eporl~ rdaling lo lhe inve$lii.:alion. 

Based nn a n~view of the da1a going hack a.~ far as 1997, lhcrc arc no reported fatal incidents 
known tu ha\'e l-..:cu1Ted in a total rhcd-sidc .:rib that wcrt" aUribulcd to a slruetural failure of 
the crib. in a .:hild ..-arc cnvimnmcn1. A fixed-side .:rih is defined a~ one without a mnvahl<: 
side (i.e .. a side that lowers or 1lthcrwise moves w provide ea~ier arccss 10 the orcupam). 

Howcvcr. C'PSC staH is aw:ire of five fatalities thal were ;1ssol'ialed with a strurrural failure 
of a stationary I non-movable) side of a drop-side. drop-!!atc or unknown ~tylc crib. All five 
01:.:um:d in home day care environments. three of which were. known to he lkerisc.d. 

The three im:idcnts involving a drop-gate crih were simil;1r in that a folding side Cuscd ro 
collapse the crih for storage) separated from the corner post due lo a mi~sing screw. All three 
,,f thc;.c inl'idcnts involved the ;;ame make and sryle crih. 

The incident in\·olving a drop-sid'°' crib oc.:urrcd when a holted connection on the srationary 
side !npposi1c the drop-side) came loos.:. 

The unl:nt)wn incident h;1~ <1nly one pi..:mrc showing the dcla..:hed corner of the crih where 
lhc incident 10ok place. II is clear thal detached ~ide is no1 a movahle ~ide. but che pil'turc 
docs not pm"id<' t:nnugh information to detcm1ine whether the crib .:ontains a drop-side or 
drop-gate. 

Thu.~. ni• movable sides (either a dmp side or drop gate) were din.'..:tly involved iri ariy the 
five deaths. All the crib failure;. were detcmtincd to he associated with missin!! hardware. 
Bct·au~c of the constructi,,n arid i ntcgrit y of crihs .:ontnining movah le sides. howc vcr. rhe 
prc.~ence of a mo" able side on these crihs cannot he ruled out as :i contrihutory fador. 

11. Has lhe Commission made a dekrmination that all lixed·side cribs currentlv in use or 
currently for sale in commerce are unsafe unle<>s they ('.Omply with the nt-w ~rib 
standard? If so, docs lhe Commission intend to order or negntiah: re('.alls of those 
cribs? 

In Dc..:cmbcr of :WIO. the. Commission issued a safory standard for cribs as directed hy 
~Wion 104 ol thr.: CPSIA. 75 Fed, Reg. 81766 (Dec 28, 2010). As required hy secti<>n 
I 041h) of the CPSIA. CPSC',; crih rule is substantially the same as the relevant "olumary 
standards. ASTM I:' 1169-101full-si1.c cribs) and ASTM F 406-!0a inon-full-sizc crihsl. 
Roth of 1hes" 1\STM standard~ prohibit traditional drop side crihs. Rec:iu.,e CPSC's crih rule 
ino:o11ioratcs by reference the ASTM .~tand:irds. with ~ome moditk;uions. it also prohihits 
muiitional drop ~idt: cribs. Th.: Commission did not make a finding that all fixed si<le .:rih,; 
:uc un~alC. ~athcr. ii followed the ~taunory m<indalc: to issm: a manJacory c1ih rule 
snhstantially the same as or more stringent than the voluntary standards. 

II should alsn h.: nOIL~<l that chc new nundatory crib mlc contains num.:mus o!ha pro"i~ions 
from the voluntary standard that improve crih safely. such :is requirement~ for .:nhanecd 
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ha11.lwarc. m:.illrcss ~upport.,. ;1m.I .,[,Us. 1\gain. 1hc Cvmmission did not ma.kc a ~pc1;ili1; 
fint.linl! thm crib.' Iha< do no• conform to Th..:sc rcquircmcnl~ arc unsaf~. hut rec,.,gni~cd. in 
issuinj? the rnlc. lhal lhesc cnhanccmcms addrcsst"d issue' i<lcn1ifkd hy lh~ volun1ary 
Mandm.I~ commitlcc :ind will likely ro;:Juo:c lhc risk of injury. 

The Cnmmis5ion has ncgoliatcd many rc•·aJI., of crihs over lhc pas1 several yc;u-s. These 
ru:alls havi: hccn focused on particular .:rihs 1ha1 may pos.: spe..:ifk hazards and can be found 
on saforprnduct;.gnv. The volunlary .,lamlards gwup. aware of the hazards a<ldre~scd by 
these recalls. worked to ensure the standard also a<ldrcss.~<l lhosc h.izards. induding 1hc 
unreasonable risk llf injuries prcscnt<'d t>y drop side cribs. hardware t'ai lures. and maurcs., 
support failure. 

12. 'fherc have been conflicting press report.~ as to whether the <;ommission is resohing 
daim:; or "material imtt·curacy'' ht-fore posting "reports of harm". The Commis:;ion':; 
proposed rule stated that it would not post reports until such claims wen• r~oh·t.-d hut 
in the preamble to the final rule. it said that it lacked authority to postpone the posting 
beyond lhe tenth day. Nevertheless, some have said that the Commission does not post 
reports within JO days where the manufacturer to which the report was sent indil'ates it 
did not, in fact, make the product. Can you please explain how these issues arc being 
resolved? In partirnlar, please darify whether the Commission believes lhat the 
requirement to post in 10 days does not apply where certain claims or material 
inaccorat·y are rahed. If the nquirement to post within 10 days does not apply in 
rt•rtain cases, doe.~ the Commission nevertheless have discretion tn post thl' report or 
hann in such t·ases or docs it believe that it legally must re.~olve certain type.~ of rlaims 
before posting? 

A claim chat a repon ,)f ham1 (report) coniains po.1entially materially ina.:c.:urate informa1ion 
(Mill is resolvi:d by the CPSC as required by section 6A of 1hc Cllnsumcr Produc1 Safely Act 
(CPSA) and the Commission's regulation ;11 lti C.F.R. 1102.:!l'i and I \02.28. Scc1ion 
6Ali.:ll3)(A) of the CPSA requires 1hc C1>mmi.~sion to publish reports 1ha1 meet sl:munry 
minimum requirements "not lalcr than the I Och business day at'tr.:r 1hc dale on which 1hc 
Conuni~sion lrnnsmits the report ... "to 1hc idcmificd manufacturer. imponer. t•r priva1..: 
labeler 1.:ollc.:tivcly referred to herein as lhc manufa.:lurcrl. Thus. lhe IO-husiness day rept>n 
put>licalil>n da1o.: is c;1k11l<1red based on thc dale CPSC sends a report that meet~ the minirnucn 
rcquircmems for puhlinuion to the manufacturer of the consumer product. 

lf a manufacturer iii.!.~ an Mii daint l>eforc the end of the l 0 husinc~s days. there: arc two 
instance~ when lhc CPSC may withhold a r~port heyond rhis 10 husincss day report 
publica1ion date: t I) CPSC m:ikes •l decision. within the 10 t>usincss days prior IO pos1ing a 
n:port. 1hat the r.::porr. Cl>ntains rn<1lcrial!y inac.:cura1e information tScctinn 6A<..:il-t)(AJ of rh~ 
CPSA l: or (~)CPS(' is in the pmccss of dclcnninin!,! whether~ Rcpon meets the ci!l'ht 
minimum rcquirem~nts for publicati1>n (Scclil'ns 6Alh)(2)(RJ. 6A(c)( I l. an<l 6Atc)(3ltAJ of 
thcCPSAl. 

Mii daims rt!ceivcd thus far can be divided inw three 1ypcs: (I) iJcmilicaiion <.if a wron!t 
manut'JL·rur.:r of the prc•duc.:t: (2.1 submission of in;1ccurn1e information on the r~p.•rl. other 
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than the manufacturer: am.I Ol allegation that CPSC lacks jurisdiction over the pcoduct <lr 
that the ~uhmiucr has fail.:d to identify a harm or risk •>f haem related tn the use of lhc 
product. The type nt claim subrniucd hears on how the claim is resolved and whdhcr it 
atfcct~ the n:porr publication date. 

for example. the idcntitication of a manufacturer has bo1h substantive and procedural 
connotations. Manufacturer name is a required field for a rcpon to he published in lhc 
Database: if the name is removed. rather than corrccicd, the report is ineligible for 
publicatic>n. Moreover. the 10-bu;;incs.~ day report publication date is calculated bas~xl on the 
date a manufaclurer is notified. If a manufaclurer name is corrcct.:d. the report publication 
date must be re-calculated based on nm ice to the correct manufacturer. A de>cription of 1he 
procedures related to each type of claim appears llclow. 

~111 claims alleging that the wrong manufacturer has been identified arc generally made 
quickly hy the bu~iness receiving the report. and can})<! handl.:d quickly by the CPSC. A 
sMl mcmhcr verifies the information provided in the Ml! claim. and then replaces lhe 
incorrect business name with the corrected name. CPSC may \awfully withh(>ld puhlication 
of such a repnn to correct the manufacturer name and to notify the corrected manufacturer of 
che repon. Neither the law nor the CPSC's regulation requires the CPSC: to post a report I 0 
business days alh:rnotifying an i11correct manufacturer. In fact. secti(>n 1102.28 of the linal 
rule .~tates thJt when 1hc wrong manufacturer is nmitied. the JO-business day dock for 
posting a rep1.)rt will be reset when the correct manufacturer is notified, so that the com~:rly 
identified mimufacturcr has 10 bu~int!~s days lo review and rc!>pond to the report before ir is 
published. The law requires this result. because the report publication date is calculated 
ha~cd on the date the manufacturer of the consumer product is notified. 

Similarly. with regard to Mii claims that arc noi alleging a wrong manufacturer. if the: CPSC 
makes a decision on an Mil claim prior to posting the report and concludes that a report 
contains materially inaecura1c infonnation. it must correct the inaccuracy before publishing 
the report. If such correction extends the report publication d:ite heyond the 10.,, husincss 
d:iy. it is a lawlUI cxtc:nsion because rh~~ CPSC has alr.:ady detennincd that inaccurate 
information in the report must he corrected. Although CPSC is not required by law to make 
~111 claim decisions within the JO-business day period hcforc a report is posted. CPSC 
aucmpts to resolve all timely made Mil claims before a Report i!> published. If we cannl•t 
111akc a decision on an Mii claim by the report publication date. the report will be published. 
as is. on the 10'11 business day .ifter the manufacturer was nmificd. II CPSC determines that a 
rcplln contains materially inaccurate infonnation after it is puhlished, the law n.•,quircs us to 
correct the report within seven business days of such determinalion. 

Finally. manufat'turcrs have been using 1hc Mil daim iunclion in rhc Husinc~s Portal 10 

challcng..: more than jusl 1hc accuracy of the infllrmation contained on a report. Some 
businesses have made claims tha1 a report doc~ no1 m~">l:t thc eight minimum requirements for 
publication. TypiL:ally. theSl' types of daims allege that the CPSC lacks jurisdiction over the 
produc1. or that the report docs not describe a harm or risk uf hann. 
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Uulikc a 1111'~ Mil d1i111. the csscm.:c or these 1ypes of claims is not ncces;arily in;1ccuracy of 
the inforrnatinn on !he repon. Rather, thes'~ claims an: essentially posi1ing that even if all or 
th.: information on lhe rcpon is trne. the report fail;; 10 satisfy 1he statutory minimum 
requirements fnr puhlkation. Whik wt: uy 1<1 resolve any dispute of eligibility within the JO. 
husine.,s ilay lime pcri1xl l>efore pnsting a report. when a crcdibk claim is made that a rcpnn 
i.~ indi!(ihlc f;•r publicati11n, the Cl'SC may b.wfully withhold p11blkatinn until a decisinn on 
whether CPSC has j111isdic1ion 1••Cr the producl. or whether 1he sut>mim!r has d~·scrihe<I a 
risk 1.11° hllrm, is made. 

CPSC is con:<idering whether to create another pn1ce.,s in the Business Ponal for finns to 
•h:1lkngc thc cil!hl minimum rc4uiremcnt:\ for p11blka1ion. as these types of claims do m.11 
gcnenlly invol\·e consideration of whether inl(1nnation in the rcpon is m:ncrially inaccurate. 
Rather. :<uch claims involve an assessment of' whether the infonnation in the rnp11n. if taken 
as rrue. is suffkicnt to meet eligibility r"quirements for publication. 

13. How many reports of harm have btt11 received by CPSC between the official launch of 
lhe database ~on or <1bout l\fal'ch 11. 201 l) and April 14, 2011? How many l'eports havt' 
been transmilted to manufacturers? How many responses were received from 
manufacturers? How many claims of"material inaccurncy'' wert'. made? How many or 
the reporb thal w('rc challenged as "malerially inaccurate" were posted before the 
claim was rf!'olved by CPSC? 

During th<." period Maro.:h 11. 201 I. through April 15. 2(JI I, Cl'SC received 2r.H 2 repnns in 
sut>rni!tcr <:ategorics that arc potentially eligible for the public database. Of these, 798 
rcpon5 h:ive (1ualificd as reports or ham1. which arc cligihle for publi..:atilin in the dataha~c. 
Th,~ numhcr of qualified rcpons of hann can be expected to rise slightly over time as 
additional conscm an1l verilkation forms ;ire rc111mt~d for rcpons subrnilled through channels 
•.>!her than CPSC' ~public p11nal. 797 of the qualified rcpom nf harm have hccn transmiucd 
Ill manufacturers. Tl! date we have rc<.:ci,·cd :n I m;inufocturer c;omm,~ms, 85 daims of 
materially inaccurate information, and no confidential information claims related to thl'Se 797 
rep011s. four reports were putilished licforc the claim ,,f 1n:11crially inaccura1c infonnation 
wa.~ rcmlved by CPSC and 11 claims were submincd after puhlicati.1n. 

14. How many reports of harm relate lo an incident that is more than one year old? 

l:itiy seven of the 798 qualified repons of ham1 received hctwccn March 11. WI I. and April 
14. 2011. describ" an incident that occurrcJ more than a Yl'Jr before the report submi~sion 
d~tr:. 

15. How many report~ of harm relate lo an incident invoMng a produce lhal has previously 
been recalled? Do any of I hem involve an incident occurrini: after the recall'? 

Our system does nnt yet link rcpnns of harm 10 n:<.:a\ls, ~o it is nnt possible tn determine how 
many rep,1ns nf harm involve previously rccalktl pmdu(·Ls. We hav<.: recd ved report~ 
dc!scribing inddcms occurring after a recall and in .some ca;;es. rnanufacturcrs hav<.- posted 
comments alening the submitter and readers to th.: .:.~istence nf a recall on the pnidu.:1. 
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Que~tions l'rom the Honorable G. K. Bulkrtield 

1. In response to quo;tiuning l'rom the Suhwmmith.-c. you cvntendtd that "one would 
expect that the risk (from lead-bearing items l decreases as you move from swallowini: 
to mouthin~. t'roJn mouthini; lo tout:hini;. And the management of that. risk at that 
point then lw.t·omes a decision on how the child interacts with the product.'' Your 
response su.i:a,:t'SL~ that you bcl ieve risk assessment is an appropriate approach for 
re.i:ulatinR lead in l'hildren's producK 

Last yl'ar, this Subcommittee in a hearing rei:ardinit the re~ulation of toxic subst:mc.t-s 
rnei~td testimony that convincingly suggests that the tr.-ditional risk assessment model 
is not appropriate for substances that are persistent, bioaccumulativ\, and toxic {PBTs) 
because th~c l'haracterbtics affect how the environment and human body treat these 
sub.~tances and make exposure inevitabll'. I u11derstand that lead is a PBT. 

a. Plea.~e discuss your familiarity. or that ot' your slllff. with PBTs in ~eneral and the 
emer~ing school of thought that risk assessment is not appropriate for PllTs. 

CPSC s1:iff is aw:iu of the d1;1llengcs rl0 lat.:i.I 10 evalualing rhcmicals 1hat arc pcrsi~ccnc 
and bi0Jccumul:11ive. but b.:Ji.:ve that on a casc·hy·case basis. po1cmial chcmi('al 
cxposur"s from pr(>dm:ts can be: :J.S$ess.:d using the 1ools available within chc hwa<l field 
Clf risk asscssmt-111. Tit(' Federal Ha:t.ardous Subs1anccs Al.'t, one of the federal laws chat 
provide CPSC thl' authority 10 r.:gulatc hazardous products. sta1cs lhc conditions under 
which a producl can bt.' dcemc(I a hazardous suhsrnnn: or a b:inned ha1.anlous subsl:lnl.'C. 
Surh dcLcrrninalions requir.: :isscssment of cxposun: and risk. 

Al.'cordingly. s1:iff applies appropriarc risk assessment pruc..:durcs to ev:iluations of 
produc1s containing sp.:dfo: dicmieal~. although lead in children's products is regulalcd 
h;.1scd on lead con1cn1 as provided by sec1ion 101 of the Consum..:r Product Saf..:ty 
lmpro11cmcm Ac1 of 2008 (CPSIAJ. Approaches to risk asse.~smcm ol' persis1cnt or 
bioaccumubtiv.: l·hcmk;i\s include assessing a specific rnnsumer pro<luc1 cxpo~ure in 1hc 
conlCXt of 01her sources of exposure. indu<ling potential changes in exposure over time. 

h. Plea.~e discuss wbat consideration CPSC gives to whether a substan\'C present in a 
consumer produ1:t is a PBT and whether it pn?Scnt~ an unreasonable risk of injury 
to eousumers. 

On.: of the ha~ic principles of toxicology is 1ha1 1herc: are condilions or exp.)surc to 
cht!mic:ils. inciudin!,! the levd of exposure. thal determine wh.:rhcr the t~xp~1sure could 
result in adverse heallh efftX'IS (i.e .. not all exposures 10 a chcmicill are hazardous). 
When appropriate. CPSC staff considers "hackgrnund" exp0sures and oth..:r ~pccitic 
exposure sources when ..:valuatint! a consumer product containing 1h..: chcmkal. 

In lhc ca.~c or lea<l, prim to the .:nac1mcn1of1hc CPSIA. s1aff c"alu:uct.! lead in children's 
prnducls ba~t!d on a risk assessment 1hat ::isses~(l the eff..:cts 0f lc:a<l exposure from 
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rrnduc1s in lhe <'.Onlc~t nf 1hc nveral\ levd of cxpnsun: to !.:ad in 1he population irom 
ulher ~our..:c~. u~iug hlond l.:ad kvds ~s the measure of exposure. 

c. Do you agree with the Centers for Diseai;e Control's recommendation that the 
nonesst-ntial uses of lead in consumer prllducu should be restricted or eJimjnated to 
pren~11t expt>sure to this harmful substance? 

CPSC slaff agree with rccnmmcnd:uions to rcduc{~ wherever pos,;ib\c c.11posures to 
hannful chemicals. In many cases where lhr:. use of :l product could cause subsrnmial 
personal injury or sub~lantial illncs:<. lhc C'ommissinn has rcmictcd uses of chi:micals in 
pr1)dt1l'IS. using its rcgul:l1ory authnriry under 1hc Federal H<uardou:< Subsrnnces Act 

2. In response lo qut-stioning from the Subcnmmittee regarding implementation of the de 
minimis e"ception proposed in th(' Republican discussion draft, you testified that CPSC 
would ha,·e to develop multi 1tl(' methlldolo~es for manufacturers to determine whether 
they qualil'y for the exception given the variety of children produc.ts and the different 
ways children mij!ht be expected to inleract with those products. Howe\'er, you stated 
that developing these several melhodologies would not require a substantial investment 
of Cl'SC's limited resources. 

a. Please explain why you believe developinJ: multiple methodologies to account for 
how children inleract with an unknown and ever changing universe of products 
would not require lhe invt>.~tment ot'substanlial resources hy CPSC. In framing 
your response, please also accounl for the fact lhal CPSC generJlly applied its own 
risk assessment methods on a case-by-case and after-market basis. and not on a 
market-wide and pre-market basis. 

The JlWJ><>sc<l languagc calls rnr the Cnmmi~sion to es1ahlish. hy re!(ula1ion, a 
method(l\ogy for cs1ima1ing 1hc amonnl of lead a child would likely in~.est from exposure 
to a comp1>nc:nt pan. Developing mullip\c: mc:thodo\ogics for manufactur.-.r~ ro detc:rminc 
whether they qualify for tht~ proposed de mi11imi.~ e~ccption would not require the 
investment of subst:rnlia\ rc~ourccs hy CPSC staff be<:au~c 1he tcsling mc1hodologics 
rl'.quircd 1<1 determine the ;1mount of po1cntially toxic hc:avy metals that can leach from 
various 1u<ill:ria\s have hc.~n in use at CPSC l\)r many yc:ars. 

for ~xample, the gcncr:il mdhn<lolngy ou1lincd in C.PSCs C'admium c~rraction method. 
which can be found al 
h1tp:f/www.cpsc.gov/lit>rary/fnia/foia 11/ns/cadmiumjewclrytest.pdf. can be used to 

<lt•tcrminc 1hc amoun1 of lead 1ha1 would be .~xtr;1..:1cd from a component pan if inges1cd. 
Rcplaci11g the acid solution with a 0.9 pc:rt'.Cnt saline solution. and adju:<ring lhc duration 
period 10 si~ hours. would he uscJ to dc1crmine tho: ~mount oi lead 1ha1 would ti.~ 
cxtracto.:d from a component p;u'l that is mouthed. 

'.\, In response to a question from the Subcommittee rt~gardini= the cost of third-party 
testint: for a bicycle, you stated that "the cost lo test a $50 bicycle for all the applicable 
standards would run somewhen: In txctss of $!0,000." 
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a. Plea.~e clarify this response by pro,·idini.: a list of llll standards applkable to a 
children's bike and that indil'.ates whether a third-party testin~ requirement 
rci.:arding that standard has been stayed by the Commission. 

Children's bicycle.~ arc c~>vcrcd hy the hicyclc ~afory siandard. which is codified at 16 
CFR Parl 1512 - Hcquiremcnts for Bicycles. The stay of cnforcemenl for this ,;tandard 
h:1s expired. except for hicyde~ with non-quill type stems. Bicycles wich non-quill type 
stems arc i:urrcntly excluded fTnrn the rcquircmcnc to certify rnmpliance with lhc 
handlchar stem in~crlion mark rcquircmcni of 16 cr-H Part 1512. 

Any paint used 1>n a ''hildren's hicyde must meet the lead-in-paint siandard. which is 
codified at I<• CFR Pan J 30~--Ban of Lt:aJ-C(lntaining Paim and Certain Consumer 
Pn>ducts B~aring l.xad·C~>ntaining Paint. 'Ilic third-party testing requircmenl for \ead-in
painc has not ken staycJ. 

Each accessible component of a children·s hicyclc is subject to the requirements for 
childrcn·s products cnmaining lead. Sec1ion 101 of the Consumer Product Safety 
lrnprovcmcnt Act. According 10 the owner of a bicycle 1esting laboratory, a typical 
multispeed chilJren's bicycle will have 140 10 1:;0 accessihlc parts 1hac mus1 he tcs1cd for 
lead content. The third-pal'1Y 1csting requircmcms pertaining to this standard have been 
~1aycd 1hrough Dcccmhcr 31. 2011. 

b. Please clarify this response by proliding information, in general, about how many 
bikes you would expert to be part of a production run. How many ol' these do you 
believe are now being third-party tested to any applirable stlmdards'.' How many of 
these would :nm upert to be third-party tested it' all testing requir~ments were in 
effect? 

Om information ahout how m:rny hikes would be expected to he part of a production run 
is limited. However. based on 1hc available infonna1ion. we cxpccc annual prnduccion 
run.~ may range from several hundred (or even !ewer) units for some models en several 
1housand or more for mhcr models. 

We W(>u!J expect 1ha1 all children's bicydes that are heing manufa~tured or imporced 
wday would he 1hird-pany tested for compliance with the standards that ace nm currently 
~uhjecc to ~lays. which arc 1hc rc4uircmcn1s for hicydcs ( 16 CFR Part 1512) and the lea.d
in-paint s1and::ird ( 16 C'FR Part 110:1 ). Alchough the third p:1rty cesting requirement~ for 
lead cnmcnt have hcen staycd, CPSC has rccci.,,ed testimony lhal some manufaclurcrs arc 
oh1:1ining. lhird pany 1cs1 results fnr lead con1cnt of !heir components to ensure that th.:y 
meet the legal rcquirl'mcnts of Section 101 nf th.: CPSIA. 
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Outstions from the llonorablt John l>ingtll 

I. ( :PSJA delincs a "children's 11roduct" us one "(primarily) intended for a child 12 years 
nf agt or younger." Tht> disrussion draft would chiml!c this dtfinition to "inttnded for 
use by a child [a~e to b4" dett>rminedJ y~rs or youn~er." What effect would the words 
''for use by" havt> 011 tht> number and type of produclo; covert<d by this definition? 

The intcrprc1ativc mlc on the dciinirion of ''children·~ prnduc:t'' already considers the ctfe.:t 
nl lhc word~ .. for Ilse hy a d1ild. ·· (75 Fl{ 63067) In that intl'rprctarive rule. 1hc Commi$sion 
swicd thal a de1t:rmina1ion of whi::thcr a produ('I is a "('hildrcn·~ pmdu('t" will he bas<XI 011 
.:onsidcra1ion of lhc four .~pcc:ified s1a1u1,1ry f;u:tors. These faciors indudc: I) a s1a1cmcn1 hy 
a manufamircr ;1b11111 lhe imcndcd use of such pmduo:t. induding a lahcl on such produr.:1 ii 
~u.:h s1a1emcnt is reasonahlc: 2) whether rhc prnducl is rcµrc~<~nlo.xl in its pack;1ging. display. 
pmn101ion. nr advcrti~ing as appropriate for use t>y children 12 years of age or ynungcr: :'IJ 
whclhcr 1hc proJuc:I is c:nmmonly r(~C:l>g11i1.cd t>y c1111sunicrs ~s being intended for use b)· a 
l~hild 12 years of a{?C nr y11unger :i.n1l •fl the Age Determination Guidelines issued h)' the 
Conirnission s1;1ff in ~kptcmbcr ::?002 and any su.:cessor to such guidelines. 

l:k,·a1Jse the ~1a1111ory fa.:lnrs incorporate thi:: concept of .. use'- by the child. the Commission 
inrcrpretcd .. for use·· by children 12 years M y1»ungcr generally tn mean that children will 
physir.:ally inrcract with such products based on the reasonably forcscc:ihlt.! ust.~ of such 
prndu.:rs. For example. a diaper would he c<111sidcrcd i\ children ·s produce because a child 
will inlt'PKI or ha"e dirccl physical con1ac1 wi1h the diaper. tiu1 a diaper hag wc•uld he used 
by th~ ,·aregi~cr. and nol considered a children ·s pn>duct. The words "f1.1r use l:>y,. by 
thcmsel\'.:s would not h~ve any impact on the nu111hcr ;ind types oi produc1s covered by this 
ddini1 ion. 

2. The draft legislation amends section IOUb) ol' CPSIA lo exempt componenrs of 
children's produc~ from the Act's lead limits if such component~ do not cau.~ a child 
to ini:esl more than a de minimus amount of le-.ad. The draft legislation further requires 
the Conuoission to establish procedures for estimatint.: the amount of lead a child would 
ingest from a given children's product. However, while the Commission establishes 
such procedures, ll1e draft legislalion would permit manufacturers to use "any 
reasonable methodoloizy to estimate the anmunt of lead a child would likely ingest from 
rxposuft lo a \.'UIDponent part." 

<1. Are you 3\\>are of a uniform rea<;onablc methodoloi:y in use by manufacturers of 
children's products? 

CPSC Slaff is not aware of a uniform "re:i.sonablc mcthod~)logy" (;Urr(;ntly in use hy 
manufac1urcrs of children ·s pn»du.:t. 

b. Is it poi.-i;ible the ambi1?uily of lhe term "reasonable methodolo~y" could lead to a 
wide variance in test results across manufacturers of similar products? 
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It i~ possible that a111bii:uity in tht· dcfini1ion of "reasonable mcthodoln~y" could kad tn 
the ust• of different test methl>Jnlogies. which wuuld likely lead to some variance in cest 
n:~ults acmss manufa~·turers or 'imilar produces. 

c. 11' so, do you believe this is could prn;e a risk to the heallh of children who use such 
products? 

The pult~ntial impact of the variance in 1es1 results on lhe health of children cJnnut b<.~ 
dc1cnnim·d witho111 knowkdf!C of the level of variation and determinati11n of lh<~ de 
111i11imis amount. 

:t The dr11ft legislation would allow the CPSC, subject to conditions, to require third party 
testin~ for children's products. linder the draft hill, tht~ CPSC could require third party 
ttsting l)n)y if the ( :l)mmission first verifies the testing capacity ot' "accredited third party 
Cl)nformity assessment bodies." HS '"ell a~ e.~tablisht~s and publishes notice ot' the 
re.-1uiremenls for accreditation of such assessment bodies. 

a. Is ii your understanding that the term "accredited third pany conformity 
assessment bodies" includes both domestic and international bodies? 

Yes. The term conformity assessment 1-..,dy for purpo.~es of 1hird party ccscing required hy 
the CPSIA is more commonly known as a testing labor;itory. and includes domc.~1ic and 
intcrn:itional bodies. 

b. U so. how many such assessment bodies are there worldwide? 

As tlf April 26. 2011. 1hc CPSC has accepted the acrn:ditation of over 300 cescing 
laboratories (worldwidei and po~ted these labnratnries on the CPSC website. There an: 
m:iny m1,rc testing lahnratoric.~ worldwide. an unknown portion of which may have an 
intcrcst in conducting resting for CPSC rulcs. 

c. Further, does the Commission have !he resources with which to verify the lesrin~ 
capacity of all third party confonnity HSsessment bodies? 

Verifying testing capacity may involve a dctaikd assessniem oflhc marker for 1he 
panicular pHl1luet in ques1ion and an a~sessmcnt of the number and testing capacity of 
availabk lal:>Natorics that hav,• an inten;·.~t in conduc1ing the testing. The rt'sourccs arc 
difficult 10 ~stimatc and could depend on the pr.)dnct ~afe1y mlc. 

d. MoTeover, is ii your understanding of the drull legislation that the t:ommission 
would have to accredit all third p<1rty conformity assessment bodies'.' 

The language of the draft legislation dt"l<!S not appear to require the Commission to 
accredit i1ll third party conformity assessment hodic.~. Section .~(hJ of the: language of the 
draft legislation would not allow the Commission IO re4uirc 1cs1ing hy ;in indcpc111Jcn1 
third party until two comlitions have ix~en met: (I) a noli«c of rc.quircmen1s has been 
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cstal">lish.:J anti published tor accr.:dilation ol lhird pany rnniormity assessment bod it:~ 
whn ;ire dl·tc:rmincd to he qualified by lht: Commission to conduct third party 1c~1ing; 
aml. 12) lhc Comrnission has determined tha11hcrc is sufticicnt tcsting capacily by 
accrc1lircd third party confonuity assc~smc111hodic.~m1m:vcm unrt:a,cmah\t: delay~ Jue 
10 testing. 

The 1lrafl legislation appears !I' maintain 1hc same prnccss .:urrently used hy lhc 
Co111mission for aecre<li1;ilion of thirJ pany cnnfom1ily assc:~~mcnt bodies. Cum:mly. 1he 
Comrni.~sion esiablishes lhc: t>asclinc cri1eria fr•r accrc<liration of a third party conformity 
a:>scssmcnt t>ody for a panicular childrlm 's prnJuct sak1y mle when it publishes ~ notir.:e 
nf requiri:mcnts. 

lnten·stt••l lhird party wnformily asscsscm:nt bodies submit applications under a pankula.r 
notice l)f requirements 10 the Commission to lkrnonstratc that they meet the cri1cria 
nccr,sary h• have tho::ir accre-Jitalion accepl<'d by the Commission. The Commission 
iu.:aedits only third pany conformity assessment "''dies that suhmit applications for 
acccptan~e of l111:ir :i('cre<litation and that meet the requirements for accreditation. 

e. II' so. do you believe the c:ommission h;1s the resources with which to accomplish 
this? 

Jf the draft legislation allow~ the C\lmmis.~inn to <lcsignat<.: nutside entities to conduct the 
acrn:Jita1inns and for the CPSC to recognize: or accept 1h1>s,~ :iccreditations (as the 
CPSIA currently allows), then lhc resource bunJcn is consi<lcratily less than if the CPSC 
itsd/' had rn l.'onJuct th.: ai.:crcditation •. llic CPSC by itsdf docs not have the resources 
10 rnndur.:t accr..:ditations of C•)nformity assessmc:nl bodies. 

f. In summary, do you believe the practical effecl of these requirements would be that 
the Commission would seldom. if ever, require third pany lesling of children's 
products'! 

Depending on the flcxihility afforded by n:visc1l legisl31ion in how the C'PSC establishes 
third pany ttsting and cnnfom1ity asscssment t>ody al.'.:rcditati(•n rules (rckr Ct> answer 
al'>twel the CPS\ may consider third p:i.rty testin!\ after examining the risk a~s<>ciatcd 
with non·compli:mce, the hi.~tory of non-compli:i.ncc. lhc: burdens and complexity 
associated with 1hir<l pany testing. and olher factors. The detailed cost-benefit analysis 
findings required undc:r sec1inn 3Cb) nf the <lrafl ll'gislmion. however. make it highly 
unlikely that the Commission C<>uld ever impose third-pany ces1ing requirement; beyond 
those s~<:ific:illy pcnniucd und<·r senion 31a1 ,,,. the draft hill. 

4. Is ii your underslnnding that CPSIA requires all information submittl'd lo the consumer 
complaint database to be published online wilhin 10 days of ils receipl. rej?ardlesi; ol" such 
infonnation•s accuracy! 

Nl>. lhis is not an accurate sta1emen1 of th.: law. Section 6A(c)(3)(Al of the CPSA requires the 
(\)mmi~sion 10 publish repons that mt:el 1hc minimum requirements for puhlic:ition "not farer 
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th~n th..: IO'" hu,i11ess day afler the date on whid1 lhe t\1111mis.~ion transmits lhc rernn .. :·to 
lh<~ identified man11fact11rcr. impnrrcr. 111 pri\'atC Jahdcr (collt!ctivcly refem:d 10 herein as lhe 
rnanufac1un:r). On.: of the minimum requirements for put>lica1ion is that lhc suhmincr \'crifics 
th~· truth and a.:curacy of lh<: report. A rl'port will not Ix• puhli~h.:J wichout that VtTificati1•n. 

If a husinc:ss receiving notice (•fa suhmiucd report alleges 1ha1 infom1ali,1n in 1he report 1s 
matcriall)' inaccuralc. they have the "urden of proor 10 establish thdr daim. lnfom1ation on 
the rc:port i' i:onsidcrcd p~ut nf a vcrifil,.,t report unless and until someone demonstrates 
othcrwis.:. The CPSC endeavors t<> make a <lccision on all lirnely suhmittcd .. materially 
inac,·uratc informalion .. daims befor•: the rcpon pu"Jica1ion date. Thus far. we have 11<->cn 
suece>.>ful at n:solving 1hcsc claims in a re<isonahly shorl lime frame. 

If CPSC ma.kc:~ 11 d.:ci~ion on a rnatcriall) i na.:curatc. information claim af1er a re port is 
puhlished. lht: law requires thal th.: CPSC wrrcct th<'. inaccuracy in the DalalJa>c within sc•cn 
husincs' days. While the mere allegation of an inaccuracy l'anno1 delay p11\ilie<1tion. 
manufacturers can. and have hccn. s1a1in!! lhdr position with regard to 1hc rcpcm in 1hcir 
rnmmcnl lhat displays in rhe da1abasc along with lhe rcporl. Thu~. regardlc"s of lhc CPSC\ 
dctcm1ina1i(•ll on an l\UI daim. manuf;u.:rnrer~ have a way 10 allege inaco.:uradcs in any rcp~•rt 
thal can bc s.:tn and rcad tiy th.: puh!ic as soon as lhc Rcpon is published. 

l'inally. the CPSC: Jocs nN gm1ran!cr.! 1h;1t every pier.:..: of information in the daiabasc is 
ac.:urn1..:. ll1c statuh:. rcquir.:s that wi: posl a dear and conspkuous notice rn people using the 
d;.llatia;e 1hat lhe CPSC d(l1:s nN guaranlce 1hc a1:c·unu.:y. c(1111plctcncss. or adcquac) of lhc 
contents of thi: Publicly Available Cnnsumc.r Product Saki)' Information Da1abasc. 

5. Is it your understandinJ! that section 5 ol' the draft bill exempts FDA·regulated products 
from CPSIA 's mandatory toy safely standards? 

a. Are FDA-re~ulated product~ already exempt from CPSC regulations? If so. why i.'I 
this uemption necessary? 

Whik Jrugs. d~·viccs. cos met ks. and foods canno1 lie "r.:onsumer produ.:1s" under scc1i.)n 
3(aJj.5l of the Consum.:r Product Safely Al'I. the drafl bill would climina1e potcmial 
.:nnfusion over 1he provisions in ASTM F963 that arc In be ninsidercd ".:onsumcr 
product saf.:1y >1an<lard~." 

ASTJ'vl F961 refer~ to various FflA rt)gulatil>ns pcrlaining to food and cosmc1ks. anti 
se.:tion 106 of th.: Consum,~r Product Sarc1y lmprovem~111 Al'I of 200R (CPSIA) dcclan:s 
rhat the pmvisiuns of /\STM F963. wi1h l'enain limited exceptions. "shall he ccinsiJered 
wnsumcr pn1duct saft:1y s1andards issued hy the Commission under section 9 of the 
Consum.:r Pnxtuct Saf.:ty /\ct." Th~ omission of the FDA rc!!ulations from the limi1cd 
c:.c.:p1iom in section I 06 of the CJ>SIA crea1.:s unccrtaimy as lo whclhcr lh.: fDA 
rcgul;uiPns art: "o.:c>nsumer prndul't safcty st:111dards" pursuant to section 106(If1hc 
Cl'SIA. 

17 
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If lhl' FDA n:.gulatinns arc In be l:onsidcred "consumer prnduc1 safety standard~:· th.:n 
additional uncertainty exist' a., Ill CPSC's at>ility to cnforc,: lh<: FDA regulations and 
"'hctht'r CPSC would need Ill cngagt~ in joint rulemaking. wi1h Fl>A whenl·vcr fI)A 
revises those n:gulations. Furtherm•-irc. because children ·s produc1s that are sub.icct tn a 
children·, prndui:r safety rule are subjt·..:1 tu lhird party testing under existing law. 
<lUC.,lions have ari.~cn as to wh..:thcr manufacturers need In have third party testing In 

demonstrJle compliance with the FOA regulations. 

b. Further, what types or products would srttion S's exemption include, and why 
should they be exempted from CPSIA 's mandatory toy safety standards? 

Titc cffo:cl of the exempt inn Wl'U Id be 10 darify that FnA retains authority over food. 
fo•x.I additives. color additives. and cosme1ks 1ha1 ar~· supplk:d with toys and that CPSC 
ha~ authority over 1he tor o,;(wered by ASTM F963. for c.~ample. ASTM F963 states 
1hat fo()d pmdun~ supplied with wys mus1 !'IC manufao.:tured :md pat·kaged in compliance 
wi1h FDA 's gl111d manufacturing practice regulations 1ha1 apply to food. If fOA 's go<xl 
manufacturing p1;ic1ke regulation~ for food;; are considered "consumer prnducl safely 
standard.~." then CPSC would need to enforce those regulations and also issue a nntke ni 
r~uir.::ments 10 pr.wide for lhird par1y lesting 1<> demonstrate t·ompliant·c with 1hosc FDA 
r.:: gul:i tions. 

18 
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Pbj\'lc01y INl21l2~292? 
Mine 1i11 12~1 n~-lU1 

April 27, 2011 

Ccn1c1· for Environmenlal Hcallh 
220 t Drnadway, Suite 302 
Oakland. Ct\ 94612 

Thank you fo: appearing before the Subcom1ni1tee on Commerce, Manufacruring, and Trade on 
AJ)ril 7, ZO I l, lo lcslify ul thc hC•l'ing entitled "Discussion Draft of H.R. _, ll bill that would revise 
che Con<i:mcr Product Safety ltnprovcmcn1 Ac1." 

Pursuant to the Rules of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, the hearing rocoi·d remains 
open for 10 bu&incss days to permit Membe:s lo suhmit additional questions to witnesses, which are 
~uachcd. The format of yo~ir 1'CSJ'lOllSes to these questions should be a5 follows: (I) the nuonc of the 
Member whose qucstim1 you n1-c nddres~ing, (2) the complete text of the question you arc addtts~ing in 
bold, and then (3) yom· answe,. to thiol quesrion in plain text. 

To facilitntc the pl'inting of the hearing ,.ccord, please respuntl lo these questions by the close of 
business on Wednesday, May 11, 2011. l'le~se also e-mail your response.~ to the l.egislQtive Clel'k in 
Word formnl at A!cx.Yergin@mail.llousc.gov. 

Thank you agnin for you!' time nnd effort f>reparing auJ delivering testiinony before the 
Sut>commiUce. 

Sincerely, 

cc: The Honorable G. K. Rutlcrficld, Ranking Member, 
Subco1n1ni~rce on Coin111crcc, ~fonufoctul'ing, and Trade 

J\t:aehmcr.rs 
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The Honorable Marv Bono Mack 

I. You stah• you prefer a total lead (concentration) standard uther th11n 11n uposure 
~hmdud. Do you maintain that a conct-ntration st11ndard for total lead is always more 
health proh•ctivt> than a standard that rei:ulates how much lead is actually available to a 
child'! 

Y cs. There is no way lo tcsl 3ccuratcly and consistenlly for '"how much lead is aclually 
a\·ailablc to a child.'' Thus, a Iola) kad test, which is far mun: likely to b..: accurate and 
consistcnl. is also more hciilth protectiw. Total lead testing is rdativcly inexpensive and 
can be done quickly, so it is easier for product manufacturer.;, vendors, and retailers to do 
comprehensive lesling. This means that supply chain problems are corrcct~d more 
quickly n:sulting in mvrc health protective products. 

2. You mentioned FDA 's warning ahout children's lunch hoxes containing lead, claiming 
that FDA inte-rpreted CPSC's data differently than CPSC itself. Huw many lunchhoK 
recalls did FDA order arter it re\'iewed CPSC's data'! 

At the time. there was no single federal rule on lead in children's products. Given this 
regulatory uncertainty. FDA rook action by si:nding a strongly worded warning to 

hmchbox makers. a\~rting them to the lead problem and advising them that since "some 
mii;ratic>n of li:ad [from lunchbox intcriorsJ to food ... ntay be reasonably expected, we 

urge companies 10 r~frain from marketing such lead-containing lunchboxcs." We arc not 
aware that FDA ordered recalls 

3. Your discussion of lum:hbons sui:i:ests that FDA would disapprove of a risk-hased lead 
standard and insist on a total lead cunknt standard. Does FDA have a11y concentration
based total content standard for lead? l>oes FDA have any standards that control the 
amount of lead a child would actually he expused to? 

We have not made any suggestions about what FDA 's thinking is on the matter. FDA has 
total content standards for lead in food, including food for consumption by children, and 
has dcvclopt:d guidelines for to1al lead content of candy intended for small children. With 

respect to the lunch boxes made with \cad-containing vinyl FDA stated. "AcC<>rlling lo 
the CPSC data, a small amount of the lead pre.sent in th•· interior linings of the 
llllKhhoxcs is transf~ral>k hy a·"' ip<.: test. This implies that a srnall amount of k;1d 111~y 
rc;1sonahly be expected to transfer lo food that contacts thl' interior lining and could be 
dc,·mi:d 10 b.: an unsafr food additiv.: within lhc meaning of sc.:tion -t09 of the FD&(' 

Act. and therefore ad111lcra1ed withi11 th.: m.:;ining of ~•'Ction 40~(a)(2)(C) of th•' statucc." 

3. On page 2 of your testimony. you list six c:ateguries uf products that you fou11d before 
the law was passed. Are you aware that half of them are within Jo'DA'.s jurisdiction'.' 

Yes, we arc ;1warc of FDA ·s jurisdiction. Our work is based on California law, and in 

each of these cases the products were in violation ofCalifomia lead standards. 
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4. '\'ou mentioned lhat CEH has round some 46 pr oducts that did not comply with tht lead 

limits appl icable under CPSIA. Did CEH provide d etails of its findings to C PSC on 
l\a ch of these ilems? If so, how qu ickly d oes C EH ty·pically notify CPSC a fter ohlaining 

tesl r~sults? Does CEH pr ... ide s11mples? How many of the 46 produch did C PSC 

recall? 

Our compl iance 1csting is administered under a grant from the California attorney 
general's office. Under the lcrms of the grant, we report our find i ng~ to thei r oOicc. It is 
om 1indc rstanding tha t the alt\1m1:y genera l '~ office reports to CPSC and ft>llows up with 
them regarding potcntfo I recalls when they feel it is appropriate. In our experience, CPSC 
docs its own product research rJt hcr than relying on CEH·pun:ha~cd produ(IS from 
Califomia. CPSC cooperated with companies on recalls o f si>.: products that were 
idcn1itkd by CEH. 

S. H u CEH ever sought a CPSC recall of a product b11st'd on lead in metal parts other 
than jewelry? 

Between 1999-2001, CEH found high levels of lead in the metal outflow pipes in several 
brands o f home water filters . The filt.:r industry rc fonnulatcd the pipes to eliminate th~ 

lc:id. Since it was sever.i i years ago we arc not sure if there was ' onimunicalion with 
crsc. 

6. H 11ve you found x-ray fl uorescence d eYices eq ua lly useful for screening plast ics and 
metal.s? 

Yes. With an experienced opcra1or and ancntion lo testing homogeneous samples. the 
XR F i.<; equally useful for screening both plastics and m\:tal. 

The Honora ble G. K. Butterfield 

I. Durini: the htaring, the Subcommittee he11rd repeatedly that the traditional model for 
the regula tion of lead and other h11rmful subs tances hu been to use risk asstssmenc, 
and tha t manufacturtrs should be a llowed to apply this model to children '~ products. 
H owever, lu t year this Subcommittee ln 11 htaring regarding the regula tion of tuxic 
subs ta nces received testimony argu ing that the t raditiona l risk assessmen t mod el is not 

app rop riate for substances that a re persbtent, bioaccumula tive .and toxic (PBTs) 
bec•use these chancterlstics affect how the environment and huma• body treat these 
substances a nd make exposure inevitable. I understand that lead is a PBT. 

a. Can you p lease confirm that lead Is .:1 PBT? 
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Lead is idcntilkd by US EPA a.~ a PBT chemical under the Tnxics Release 
lnvcn1ory program. Sec 
h1lp:/iwww.cpa.govitri!ll'ichcmicals/pbt'Vii2Uchcmicals/pb1_dtcm_lis1.htm. 

b. Can you please discuss the characteristics nf PBTs that make the traditional risk 
assessment apprnach for limiting exposure an inappropriate model for dealing 
with lead? 

Risk ass.:ssmcnl 1radi1ionally idcnlilics 1hc hcahh hazards of lhc chemical of 
imcrcsr and the cs1ima1cd exposure 10 thal chcmil:al. The risk assessment process 
compares lhc estimated exposure to the amount of the chemical lhat causes the 
relevant hcahh l1azard 10 determine a "safe" level of exposure. Th is is a 
challenging, or even impossible, process for PBT chemicals, because exposures of 
concern are no1 only cuJTcnt exposures. hut exposures for into lhc furure as the 
chemical moves through humans and the cnvironmem. Accurately predicring 
rhosc cxposurcs is beyond current scientific knowledge. For lead it is evm more 
challenging to 1:omplc1e a risk assessment because. as EPA has slated, "Then:: is 
no level of lead exposure that can yet be identified, with confiden.-e, as clearly nol 
being associated with some ri~k of dc;k1crious health cffec1s." In this situation, the 
only acceptable exposure is zero. 

2. It is an established fact that lead occurs naturally at low levels in the environment, but 
it is also a fact that we have added lead to the environment by adding it to products like 
paint, i:asoline, and enn consumer products. It is also widely recognized that 
Americans produce large amounts of trash, including by throwing away products such 
as toys and other children's products. The result is that lead-laced toys and other 
children'~ product~ end up in landlills, where the lead can leach into soil and then into 
water and then into the food supply. 1-'rom there, it is a straight route into the body. 

a. Would ~·ou agree that use of lead in a child's prod11ct not only poses a direct 
threat to the health and safety of that child, but presents an ongoing and 
potentially more potent threat? Please explain. 

The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry cs1imares that 
en1iironmen1al lead levels are I 000 limes higher than they were 300 years ago. 
The cause of this in1:r1:asc is "human a1:1ivity," including pasl usc of leaded 

gasoline and lead-based pain I as well as 1:urrcn1 use oflead in consumer products. 

Once this lead is in che cnvironmcnc, children arc exposed to ic when 1hey breathe 
air, drink water, ea1 food. play, etc. This lead cxposure is 10 a cer1ain extenl 

cumulative because lead can be stored for long periods in boni::s. There is 
widespread agn:emcnt that pr.:venlion. reducing lead exposure by reducing the 

sources of lead exposure. is the bi:sl way to protCl'I children. 
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The Honorable .John Dingell 

I. The draft legislation amends section IOl(h) of CPSIA 111 cumpt components of 
children's products from the Act's lead limits if such components do not cause a child 
to ingest more than a de minim us amount of lead. The draft legislation furth"'r requires 
the Commission to establish procedures for estimating the amount of lead a child would 
ing,..st from a given children's product. However, while the Commission establishes 
such procedures. the draft legislation would permit manufacturers to use "anr 
rt>asonable methodology to estimate the amount of lead a child would likely ingest from 
Hposure to a component part." 

a. Are you aware of a uniform reasonable methodology in use hr manufacturns of 
children's products:' 

C'urrcnlly the ASTM 1oy safely s\andard describes a methodology for cs1ima1ing 
ingestion of lead from paint and other smfacc coatings. C'PSC has suggested 

m~·lhodology for 1:slimaling ingcs1ion of lead from mc1aljcwclry. Uniform 
mc1hodologics for other materials and other childrcn 's products do not ycl exist. 

b. Is it possible the ambiguity of the term "reasonable methodolngy" could lead to a 
wide variance in test results across manufacturers of similar products? 

It is virtually certain. 

c. If so, do you believe this is cou Id pose a risk to the health of children who use 
such products? 

Yes. The risk oflcad-laintcd products ending up in children·~ hand~. and possibly in their 
momhs. would increase drama1ically. 

2. The draft legislalion would allow the CPSC, subject to conditions, to require third 
party testing for children's products. Under the draft bill, the CPSC could require 
third party testing only if the Commission lirst verifies the testing capacity of 
"accndited third party conformity assessment bodies," as well as establishes and 
publishes notice of the requirements for accreditation of such assessment hodie5. 

a. h it your understanding that the term "accredited third party conformity 
asses~ment bodies" includes both domestic and international bodies'! 

Yes. 

b. lfso, how many such assessment bodies are there worldwide? 
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Eac:h assessment body is certified for certain kinds of testing. There arc 29 US 
labs and 124 international labs certified for at lcasl one of the CPSC lead test 

protocols. 

c. Further, does the Commission have the resources with which to ''erify the testing 
capacity of all third party conformity assessment budies? 

It s~cms unlikely. 

d. :\foreo,·er, is it your understanding of the draft legislation Chat Che Commissiun 
would have to accredit all Chird party conformity assessment bodies? 

Yes. 

e. If so, do you believe the Commission has the resources with which to accomplish 
this? 

No. The Commission has in the past stated that it is under-resources already. 

f. In summary, do you believe the practical effect of these requirements would be 
that the Commission would seldom, if ever, require third party testing of 
children's products? 

That .~ccms highly likely. 
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The l lt>nnrahk Ci. K. Huu,·r·tidd. Rankin~ Mcmo.:r 
Suh''<'lllll1ittl'C nn (\1mm~r~c. !\lan11fa~u11·i11g. anJ Trnck 
Comm i1tcc On l:ncr!!Y and C ommcrcc 
212:' l{ayburn Hc>u;~ Oflkc HuilcJing. 
W:1~hing1cm. llC 205 I :'·611 :' 

\\1·it("7.!>IUn•c-1 \ut·~..: 

,,;to<il• \. '\lill:or 

Rf: Dist·ussion Draft of H.R. ___ ,a bill 1hat would rt:,·ise th<: 01n"1m4•r 
Pr1nh1ct Safe~· lnipn"·~ni~nt AN; Rc~po11s" 111 Qu.,~tion~ 

lk•r Chainrnm Ho>m•·:'>fa~k and Ranking \kmbcr Bu11crlidcl: 

Thank ym1 for the l'J.'P(>rtunit) Ill :1ppc;1r bcti.>rc 1hc: Subc\\111minc,· on April 7. ~OIL 
wekomcd the oppt>11unity h1 ~x11tcss m~· persl)nal \ lews :.1hour ncccs'\ary revisions to the.: 
(\m~umcr l'l'(lduct S:if~ty Improvement /\cl .,f :!008 (C:l'Sl/\J ltl maim"in sllxmg pri11e.ii1>ns li.>r 
"·hildn·n·s ht.:alth and safd~. con~i~Lt.!nl \\ilh rc\:ognizt!d 5cicnc~-has~d arp .. oa~hc5 L{' managing 
ri~k U~l·d hy 111 an~ cHff':n:nl agcnd~s. '-\hi k .. educing unneces!'ary <tn<l ..:ostly hurd~ns nn 
r~gul;l\ctl husin..:ss..:s. \V.; pnl\·idc rl·~ron~l'S t1.l y(~u1· alldillonal qucstlon~ hckm:. 

The llonorahle :\Ian· Hon11 M:ick 

I. Docs lht· •'llA, (:))C or ollu·r p11blic hcalth 11gt>n.:it's rccogni:r.4' that humuns c:.111 rnkr:&tc 
dirrcrcn1 a1no1111ts of !cud al diff•·rcut >1J:cs'! 

Y c>. The f,·,kr:1I h1n,f :1nd Dru~ ;\,!ministration (FDA) has ;1<tnp1"d l'r'" isioml Tolcral>k 
l>;oil~ fnlakc (PTDI) lin1its-; thilt t:tf) tkpcnding ••11 <t!;~ for 1101cntial in~cSlinn c1! lc:1,l thrnu!(h 
the di~t. These lc•cls arc 1-ascd <>II d:1ily i111:1kc limits. "hid1 <l~s11111•· llu11 th«~<: amounts" ill 
be c•111~unwd ••fl a cl:tily hasis. Tl1c limits arc: 

chil<lrcn 0-(•: (1 ,ug'day: 

~hilurcn llVcr (1: I:' ~1glJ:iy: 

lln:gmmt 4.,r ~hildi:'i~;tring ''-'lnle.:n: ~5 JLghfay~ 

(>lher acluhs: 75 !•!!;day. 

p·1 Dl'·,; :ll't! ll'\t!I~ 1h:~1 ~\re- ~\f)i!t!l1:J h) ;.:i"·~ r~-;\! 1n ;, I µ::·JL tm;n.:a:i;t; in blo~'J •\.'aJ l~Ht$ in c:hittlcco :ir~d 
,,,,men l)f i.:hirJb ... ·arin.!-! }..:.:m;, a()<,I a ~ J.1.~·dl. ri ... .,· for ollh'rs 

1~ ·, :r.,.· , .... , , .. ..,,,,, ~.,,.,,., ·;,1•·••· •. t: ;•'"· ·"¥ 
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Th.: Htmi.>rahl.: '.\1ary 8<1110 Mack. Chair11ia11 
Th.: Hl)J10r:1hk G. K. llu\!erlidd. Ranking t\kmt--., .. 
l'a~c 2 
May 11. 2011 

Th.: l i.$. Em irnnm.:ntal Prnci:;:lit>n !\~cncy's (!'PA) lntegr:11ed E:-.posun: l 'pt:ll.<~ Hi(ll;inclit· 
( IU 'BK., 111ndel predkl> thac Ii>\\ intah:., c>f lcaJ in the r:ingc l>f I - ~ µ!;!d<i~ '"'ulJ he 
dif1irnh 10 tklccl bi:rau.~~ ii i> di tlkult 1n di:ti:ct an irnpad <>f '.! ~1gi<II .. Th..: ('i:nl.:r< !hr 
Di~c:I><' C:nmrnl {CDC) rcrnmme1111" 1h:it l:tf>onitorics >ct internal 4uali1y c1>111rnl lir11ib ,1n 
hl1111d lead 111ca;urcmcnt" tn ·•·.'· 2 ,1gfdl..;· 

2. Whal doc~ "food !?Tade" mean in term~ of lead'! Shnultl ikms chat arc rccoi,:ni;r.cd h~ 
l'l>A a~ .. food i:radc" he aee1•pte1I by Cl'SC as h;n·ing lo"' lead'! 

Y.:s. mati:rial> safe for C•>nta<.:t "ith l(H>J mu'c ti~ low in lead. i\·latcrials in C(lntact with h•oJ 
usi:d a~. 1i>r i:.~amplc. lhnd pad:a;;ing (whether single nr r~pi:aci:<l usc) arc rc~ulatc<l a~ 
"fo<>tl." "footl" is dclim.:tl untlcr Section 201(f) <>fthc Ft:di:r:il h•od. Drug and Cosm.:tic A.:t 
(FFDC:\) as "(I) :1nid1·s used lt>r ft.wd <>r drink l\>r man <'r <>thcr animals. CJ dl<:\\illg gum. 
anJ (.1) ~rtides U$cJ for co111rl111en1s •lf:my ~uch ani.:k:·l In Hirn. a ·'fond adJi1ive" is 
•kilned umkr Section 201\s) <>fthc !\cl as --~my >uh~1;111i:c th<: inci:nded use (lf\\·hid11·esults 
or m~y rcil5<'11:1bly be expei:ted w re:<ult. di1·cc1ly nr indir,·1·tly. in i1s l:>.:i:nming :1 .;ompnncnt 
... ,,f :my fo,)tl ... "1 Thc~e pr1n isi<>ns therefore es1abli~h that materials, and i:t>mponrnts ,if 
materials. in ,,,111act '\ith fond ar<: sul~i<:ct 1l1 the• ri:4uiri:mi:nt~ of the FFDC.'\. 

Under Sci:ti<>r1402!a)(I) ot'1tu.: FFDC;\. a "l(>oJ" is dccmcJ ro he aJultcr,l\cd if it "l>t·3rs o .. 
Cl>11t:iir1s <111)1 p<>i~<>nous or d..:lt'tt'ri(ILIS suh,ta11ces that may rc11dc1· [the fond I i11.iuri<•us l•• 
health.'' ll) »irtuc or Scdi<'ll :!O I(~). and its dcl'initi1>11 of "food :idditiH·:· 1·nmpn11cn1s nf a 
fo<>d packagi: an: ,,,nsidi:rcd 1l1 he .. l(>(ld .. suhji:cc to ri:gulatinn l>y FDA ifthi:r.: i~ the 
pl1te111ial for such <:t•mp,111cnts t(l llligrati: inll1 l(>nd. FDA ·s (;,>(Id Manufoc:turing !'radices 
(fi!l.11') r.:g.ulatinn for fol.>J-i:nnt:u:t matt:rials rcqui .. cs that a l'lli11l-c1mlai:1ma1e1·ial11111st he "•.>f 
a puril: suitahk ro .. its int~ndcd us~:<: h•t>d-rnmact items that i:or11ai11 k·ad t>r otlwr 
impuritie; th:rt po1.:111i~ll: mi!). .. :tt•· t" l<'<•J <11 unsaft: lc\'d~ \\oul1l 11nt ht• eonsiJcrcd suitahly 
pu .. c under FDA·~ ri:l(11latilll1S hecau~c: iii.: lead l.'llUld p<>lcruially :idulteratc the fot1d." 

11tfl•r;.or.·1in,-;: and .\f,11111J~i11g ,ll/,,~,d J, •. :a .. t' l ... ·~· •. :l.l /()~di. i11 (./ril .. lr~·n (Md l~l·du~·fo.c. ('llildhn,·~d f~\-fM.(or ... ·.1; 

f,·; l.c·r1d. J~,-~L'°!fl'lllt'nJaH\.'U:iOf('ll(' ,\J\:j~\H} {'ommi1k.:o.m •'hH .. llmod , . .:ad l'Pisoning Prcvc.:nrt .. m. ':<.w.:mh1.x ~. 
~OU7. ;t\<•i l:iP..k 31 ~111'L: h ~~ ~\ .~.t1l' .~m .!~I Ill~., r ,~r~·\ i..;\\ n.l;l.W• ! !Htl)l .• £1 ~.{t'l~:JJ..JJ!fil. 

2t I '.S.C. §.'~ 1(1). 

1 ! ('.l'.R. ~ !7.1.'(allll. 

r' l'•r lbcs.: IC:l . .;.:ms, th~ (.' l>lnlll;SSi('U .;;on\.'luJ.:d 1h:it it \'ff>UJd 1101 mali;..: lead CntHent J~t~rmi Uation:> (l1l fo-.)d$ 

n . .;L'J in -:1.)n;;u1nc.•r prudu~ts. Sl'l' 7-~ F<.·d. R1.'!! ·l30.H :1t ~.~03·J (:\u~usr ~( •. ~009~. 
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Tl1c I ln11.,rabk Mar\' ll1mn Vl:odc Chairnmn 
Th.: I ll>nt,r.lhk li. K. l!utt.:rlickl. Kanh ing Mcrnhcr 
Pag.: 3 
'via~ 11. ~Ill l 

In aJJiti1>11 tn FD1\ n•gulati1111s i111pl<!nwnling the· Fl'DC:\. pad:1ging pn>Jucls lh<•lh t'<:>r 
f111•Js and fnr 11011-fonJs) ;ire suhjcct It> limits 1>11 ll>lal hcu'y metal~. im:luJing lcaJ. unJ~r 1hc 
Coal it inn 11f Northc·ast~rn (jcl\Wll•'rs (CO!\Tli) M\'Jd To.~ics iro Pack:lging l.e!!islati<1n. 
Thcs<: la" s 1l)prnhihit1lw imcntional u~c c>f 0111· tmwu111 (•f lead. caJmilllll. mercury. i\n(I 
hcxavaknt clm1111iu111 in P•Kkagi11t; t>r inJi,iJu<tl pat·kagiroi,: comp•>ncms. s11d1 as inks. 
adlwsi~1~s. c1>atings. 1.•r lahds.1 an<l (2) restrkc the cocal co111hi11<'d cr:Kc co11.:cnlr:11i1111 k\d of 
1111i111t·111innally add.:d kad. ni<"rcury. ,·;,Jmium. anJ hcxa.:ilcnl dm>mium in pack:1ging !•• 111> 

m11rc than l 110 parts p.:r mil!inn (ppm l hy \\·eight. Nineteen states~ have coxi..:s in paclo.a;!ing 
la\\·s has,•d on th~ 1\-h>dcl \ .,·g.islt11in11:' If 1·c!_!11l:oh:·J materials arc unintcnti<>n~lly prc,.:nt. for 
c-:-;;unplo:. as ,1 c11111ami11;1n1 i11 raw mali:rial fccJslocks. the tntal t·ont-.:nlra\i(>ll is limited to 
less lh;m ] 00 ppm fo1· 1l1<: Slllll l>f all fo1.U rneWb in any p:1ckagc m inJiviJua] packaging 
~nmp,m..:nts. Thu~. ( ·o:-.:1:G·~ stilt1d<1rJs 1·c<1uin: th;i1 ti1tal lead <:an11111 cxcceJ a n1a.,imun1 of 
11.10 p~)ITI lead. assumin~ thi1t no olhcr c·<>wro:J hca\·y mct:.il i.' prc<e·nt. Thcsit Ii mils ar.-
1~11rr.:ntl~ ,;ul~j.:cl II• c11fol'ce•1111:n1 hy state :.iu1h.i1·i1ics. ;_,.! We :ire nm a\\are of' cnforccmcnl 
actions ass1ie·ia1ed "ith fooJ packagin~ umkr 1hcsc srntc l'1xics in pacbgiug kl\\S, M:11.:rials 
1ha1 meet f'/);\ r"4uir.,m.:nts t(,r li>l>J c<>nlacl an<h>r CONE(i rcquircm<:nts for packaging 
shou lJ he· .:k~meu k "' kaJ. 

In p:mi.:ular. Sc.:tinn J o .. 1h..: ~ .. foJd J .~gi~l:ltinn Ji.: lines "rackagc" <t~ ..:ont:•iners prcn ~Jtng a rn"•ans tl f 
rn;ul....:1ing, pH1r~cLing. ,,r h:tndling a proJUL't anJ induJ.::-. unit l'a ... ·kag..:"' as wdt :is int1..·rn11.·Ji:.lt..: r<l1..'k:t:;.c!'- and 
:,hip1"t11.!l ~~'n!~lirll'r~. ~rc.·::;~-r..:ti.·rcnciu~ the p;1,·k;1~Sng 1.kfinZcions fvuml iu i\S·1 ~1 D996 C:\n\c.:rfran SL1..:n·1y l~,r 
T ... ·•aing and ~l~tt•ri~ll'i.}. The.• detiniciiln ind11d~~. bu• b nlH limih.·c.J hl. \ln~l·alt·d n.•-.xrta...:lc.·.; su...:h :b "·:1rryin,g .... <l,.C'i., 
.. ·~1e.;. 1.:ur:-:. •m<l lllha 1r:1~·s anJ ""ro.tppl·r~. ,.\ ··p;u·k:t~m.i;. ..,·l1mrl>m·m .. i:- ctc-liH1,,'c.J (JS au~· fm.Ji,·idual a:.:':it'm~k·d (l:trt -.11' 
~l pad.~\gt: in-;h1d;n.~. bm u(U limited t.:.'. ::ut) inh.:ric1r ..,>r ~'<1t..•rlnr hk~ddn1~. hr~H:1n~ . ..;u:ihi~'l11ing.. 1.:\•:ui11gs. d..,htll'~>. 
in~~. and bhcl.;. 

rh, . .-;;e St:tt1,•S 11H:lmk f':tlifornfa, C"itl'll\<!~ti.:U1, l·k,rfrfa, f•et1rgi:1, lllim1is, l~'lW:t, \la~ l:lmt, \l:llni.?, \·1hl!lt!~Ol:l., 
\·9'~,ouri. ~rw llampshir<:. N<.·-w frr:->~:y. '.\.l'W York. P.:'nO':>)'l\·ania. Rlh.•J1." bla11c.J. V('rm<'nr. Vfr~lnia, \\'Jshin~wn. 
ao~t \\ i~t.:l•l•::.tn. 

lo ,\uJ.!u;1 ~LHl8, for t'"amr-lc. rt.•c:ith.•r ~\)f<.'\·::-r :'I. lll1; :igf\'<."d m 1l:iy ~ totd ,1f $115.000 co chc C.tltf('lrrtia 
Dl·parum.·n1 nfTc"Xil' ~11h~tan ... ·c.._ (\m1wl (OTSf) t.• n:~~l•ln· :lllt.·~:Hilm:-> rh~u fht' r~t:tikr h:ttl :1 .. ·qt1ircJ :md u~cd 
t•hstic: h;1g ... ~h:tl faiktl in mccr 1hc . .;r•u~·s r-t:~'ril·1iou~ ~·n L'..:rtain 111.·avy lllt'Uls. ~m.·luJing kaJ. Thl· tinal l'uu . .;t•nt 
011.kr ~s flY:til:thk ~lt: hur: W\\.'\\.·.J1sccJ..g\)\· 1 taz:uJi.•us\\ .. :t:-:k:Pn.,jt•t•ts. url••:td .i"Pf<."l.Cr~ I .rsr CO.rid I'. 
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Th.: ll<ln1>rahlt;! Mary ll1>no \lack Clmir111<111 
Th.;, I lom >r:ihl" Ci. K. Bultcrtii!I d. Ranldr1g :'>kmh.:1· 
1':1ge .\ 
\fa~ 11. ::!011 

The Honor.ihlc (;. K. Buttcrfil'ld 

I. Pkasc pro\'i1lc 11 list of ('\'Cry a~so(·ia1io11 or othc.- en tit)· that you han: represented, 
con.rnlti:d, or pro"i1led :in~· other form or paid ~crvicc~ with rcs11c~t to any i~sucs arisini.: 
undt•r tht· Cl'SIA in am· forum and th<' amounts paid to you or ~·our firm for these 
~""n·it·es. 

I was a~kctl hy thc Sub.:t•mmin~c staff tn rani.:iratc in the April 7 hearing in rny ci1p:1cit~ as 
an inJi, idual ;ol\om.:y "'ith ,·xp.:ricn.:c hdurc a varie1y (>f different fed.:ral 1·cgulattll')' 
agencies. inl~llltling the Cl'SC. l wa,; 11<1t C(>n1pcnsi1tctl f(,r the pn:paratit>n <tf my 1c~1i1m>n~ nr 
111~ app,·aram:.- hcfor.- th<: Sub.:0111111i11c.:. I ;1111a1·.:gistcred lohh~ ist on Cl'SI:\ matters nnl~ 
for th'' l':1shion .lcwdry and ;\ct·~~5urics Tratk Associatirn1: l,1bhyi11g rt:!p<>rts arc ,,,1 Iii.: and 
puhlid~ a\'ailabl.:. 

The II 011ornl>le .Joh 11 Dingell 

I. ThE' draft li:gislation amt·nds scl'lion IOl(b) orCPSI:\ to cxt>mpl componen1s or 
childrcu's pmducts from the Act's lead limits irsuch components do no1 cause a child 
to ini;:t>st 111or1: rhan a de minimus amount nr lead. The drart lt>gisbuion fortht-.- re<111ires 
the Commission lo establish procedures for estimatini: the amount of lead a child would 
ini;:csf from :1 gi,·en children'~ 11roduct. llowe,·er. while the Commission cs!ahlishe~ 
such procedures. the draft lei::islation would permit ma1111facturcrs to use "any 
rca~onable methodoloi::~· to estimate the ;1111011nt of lead a child wouhl likely ingcM from 
'-'xposur~ to a component p>irt:• 

a. A.-e you :n~a.-c ofa uniform reasonable methodology in use hy manufocturt-rs of 
children's p.-oducrs? 

The Cl's(' and nthcr lw;1lth agcrll'ics use wcll-r1:<:01:'.niz.:d t<·drniqm·~ to eqluate potential 
cxp1>surcs t<l chcmi.:ab and nlh.:r substanc.:s in a Htri<:ty ,,f situ;iti,ms. Test., an: a\ailat>lc 1(1 
3:-.~t!'~~ su1·fac<..· nliL!nlti,,H1. atrhorn~ rnicralion. on:.~a~~ln~. h~u1d-hl·rnoulh. 1nouthlnu.. anJ 
ir1g~$li(111 cxpnsu1~~.J.l Sp.:citic:illy. CPS(' ha~ p1~\·inu~i~ '•'•Klu.:tcd katl 111igrnti<>;1 t..::'b l<• 
a,;~.:ss .:xp.:cl.:<I c:-;p1>surc .:1>11Ji1ions tlul'ing r.:aso11;ibly forcs.:eablc use and a!iusc ct1nditi<>ns. 
such as wipe tests. simulatinµ l1and-h1-11muth t·xpo,;urc: ~aliva ksts .<i1m1latin~ .:~posurc b~ 
mt>utbin~; acid cxtr:lction 11:.,ts ~inn1lati11t: cxp••Slirc thn1ugl1 a.:cidcntal ingc.,lion. Bcc!use 
CPSIA aJi>pts a h>lal rn11tmt limit tb1•'c ksb arc llt>t <•urrentl~ us.:J hy the: CPS(', but ~in1il;1r 

...,;. ·1 hL' lo~ sunun:uy tlf :t ruMk mt:~ling ti<.'l"'t.''l.'n C~JSC. the: 1-:n\·;nmmi.:m:il IJn•tcc~i.w1 .\~~m:~. :md che 
:\ 1m.~1;"·Jn Ch-:mh.tn· (. \~undl hl·IJ lltl J~mu<H' 1 o, 2H l I rdCn.:m.:~:<1 Sl~1m: <.lf 1h~st: Hl1:lh<:•11:;. Sec: 
l!,~11: '' .'l ''.Cil~-.·.~l\~· LlBR:\H'a l·~C'll,.\ mc~·c;11~:-.·ru1.~I I ••paf> I:~ 11(11 I .pd!'. 
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Th.: l lcmnranl.: i\far) l!nnn :'v1ad.:. Chair111;111 
The llm1orahlc G. K. Bun..:rlldd. lb11"ir1g :'vkn1b,'r 
P~1g.: 5 
:'v1:1y 11. 201 I 

tests arc: tl1•nc to cvalualt: cxp1.>surl' h> phth;datcs alltl rh1h;1l:ll•'s altcrn:lli' c, . .L: or lo 1•lhcr 
,ubt:m~cs. The Cl'SC r..:~cnll~ updalc<I :i test 111cch•>J tu ~imulatc pot,'rllial cxp•>,urc 1n 
<'aJm ium I 'rnm ingest inn Of d1 j ldt'0.:11' ~ tllCC<ol jC:"'°CI I')'. for C:X<llllpk.1 ! yfo[O:(>l'C:I'. I•~ ,1Jnpt ing 
1hc 1ny ~;irct) .,1andard. 1\ST'"I F-963. as a ma11<laH>r) n:qui1·,·11w111. <"I'S l:\ n:quirc:s tc:.,tin!,! <'f 
;urfocc: matings of 1n~' for hc:a\'y nwt;1ls usin!! a 2-hnur cxtrnclion !<:st. 111 shon. a rn1·icl~ of 
sdc:nti1ic:1lly a..:ceptal>Jc: mcth•l<ls 1(1 '" aluatc: c:xp<1su1-..~ u~ing v:1rious n1igratio11 t..:sh suirnhlc 
10 1hc 1ypc: of c\p(•sur..: :md ma1crial al'(: :1>ait;1hlc. 

b. Is ii possible 1he ambi~uily of th" wrm "re:tsonabk 1n"thodolo~~"' <'Oul<l le11d to a 
"idc va ri:1111:<· in lc~I rc~11lls •u:ross man u fo<'lu n'r~ nr sim ihu· pro<ln<'I~ '.' 

:--;,,_ \\ ith!n the limits l>I' nnnn:tl intcr·lalinrnllll'Y Hlrialiilil) .. Ext~11siw rounJ robin Lestin~ t•f 
lh.: migration prnl'.:tlurc ad11ptcd under !\ST~t F-96.\) ief<lcd informalinn nn sp..:..:itic 
;1:11is1ical 1111,·cm1inty focturs that sh,1Ul<I Ii.: appli..:J liir p:ll'ti..:ubr 111..:tab subj,·c1c,1 to the tc;I. 
While ..:xrcri(·ncc l1as ~hown I hat there c~m b..: signillrnnl intcr-k1lior:tt<>r) vmiabilily in t<•t:il 
kad <•r phtlrnlatc .:1'1Jll:111 t~st~. a~ th<: sa111..: nrntcri:tls do rwt yicl,1 i<lc:ntical results when c,·,1,~d 
in dilkrcnt laborntnri..:s. stati,tical unrcrtai111y litr1or~ hav.: mll been adl1p1cd for t<ltul conicnt 
1c.,1s. Thi., issu.: ('('Uld he: ad<fr<"~scd tlll'ough roun,l 1·01>in 1.:s1i11!:!. and additio11.1l mc!h<><I 
stand;1rdi7.atio11 hy Cl'SC. :Vlmcri:1l v:1ri:1hility could also be a fac111r as suhsra11ccs like lead 
may not alwa~·s hc cvcnly 1fopcrs.:1l in lh~ maleri;1l testcd. 

c. If so, do ~·ou b<>lifn this is could po.,c <I risk lo lhe he:lllh of ('hil<ln•n who us" su<'h 
pr11llu.:1s"! 

~<•. Scic:ntitic appn>:1di.:s t11 c:.,1:1blish i11r,·r-laborntnry uncertainty fo<.:t(•rs arc ~\'ailablc :lnd 
should lie aJop1e<l for bmh total c11111<:111 anJ n1i!!rati11n l..:,;ts. 

2. The draft lcgislalion would >1llnw th<' Cl'SC. snbjec1 ro conditions. 10 rcquir .. third 
part~· lt:Slini: for children'~ pmdu.:i.. l'.n<ler the dr,,ft bill, tht: CPS<: could require 
third party t..sling only if thl• C:onunis~ion lir~I ~crifo,s lb~ lesti11g capi1cil)' of 
.. ,.<'<'rl'diti:d third 1111rt~· rnnformity asst'ss1nc11t bodies," as well as ~>j;1ahlishl·s l\1111 
publishes nolic" of the rc11uiremcnts for 11<'.:rctli1.1tion of su<'h assessment llf'ldies. 

a. ls it ~·our un<k•rstanding lh:ll th(• krm "11.:creditl'<l lhird p:irt~· conforrnil)· 
<1ss<>ssmt•11t bo1lit•s" indutks both 1lomcslic :ind inlernation:il hndies'! 

- \1..?1hLlJ CPS('-( 'll-Fl04H-l I. Scam.farJ Op;.:r~1i11;: l'n•"°·e:durt.' t~H D'-!l<.'rminiug ('~Jmium ~.'(,f\~t;lbilhy 
fo'm Chiltk'°1f.:. \·h::1;,~I fov.~try. Si!,~ hl!t\.-~'..~~.~l..!:u:-.~:.,~~~!ltHt.\R\..J '.~I:\ re Jl,.\): ·.ll~ c.tdmiu;l.lJ.~-'-"~J!Y!f"Lf.itf 
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The llt•nllrahlc \ 1ary Bnr>•l \fad,. Ch.,irma11 
Th<: I lom>rahh: Ci. K. lluttcrlil'IJ. R:.inkint: \kmhcr 
J\1g<: (\ 
\fay 11. ~011 

1111\,nnali•'rl un the lorn I numher uf thinl parl) a;,sc~Sm(·nt l:ihur:Hori.:s .:u1n:ntly accrr.:<lit,·<l h~ 
thr.: Cl'SC b anilahk :11 !he !'PSC w<"h~ilc: ho\,evr.:r. nol c~cry lahoratvry i, cr.:11ilie<l t•r 
acrn:di1c1l ltl Ct>nduct e\-.~ry l;'~I 1ha1 tllil)' he rC<juirctl rur~u:mt Ill CPSC la\\S ~n<l rr.:gulatinns. 
The seard1:.1hlc d:i1ahasc •l I' 1:i bo1·:11<1ri.;s is ;\\':ti lab le ~11 !ml?.:·~~~.\'~ ~\:.sJl~~:. c(1\1c t.:i-
bin• labse:irc h'. 

''- F11rlhl"r, 1locs the Commis.-ion han: the resoun·cs with whid1 to \'Crir~· the testing 
rnpih·ity of all third party conforn1ity as~l·ssment h11dies? 

d. :\1oro:O\'o:r, i~ it ~·our umlerslundini: of the drnft legislation that Ille Commission 
would ha\'C lo accredit all lhinl par~ conformit,· a~sessmenl borlies'? 

Tho: ( 'ommi~sio11 must determine th:.11 thr.: thirJ pany ~·onformily assess111~nt b11dy h:1s the 
1cchnic:1I :ibilit~· w C\)llduct thr.: rcln·ant 1c;;1 or ll'Sls l<1r which a.:crcdit:ni<)ll b S<'ui;ht wul h:b 
1he capa~i1y h) h:111Jk 1c,1i11g hch)n:: ac.:rr.:dilation is co111C1-rcd hy CPSC und..:r 1hc Jrar! 
kgi.~latit111. Third-pa11_v wnformity a~scssmrnt b.idi.:s that Jo not nicer th.:.<o: requircmcnB 
c:trm(ll rccci"c accrcditacion. Mnnuf:icturcrs mav u'"'' onlv ;i CPSC- :u:cr.::di1ed lab1irator• 
\\he .. " J"gislatitm 111' rules rCtJllirc third p:.trly testing LO sUpflOl'l a c"rtiticatc i>f .;ornplianc~. 

e. If so, do ~·ou bdicl'c the Con1niissio11 ha.~ the rcsoun:~s wilh which to accomrli.~h 
Ibis'! 

I h:tvc no k ntm I cd gc ,if the Corn Ill i ~sion · s re sou rec., 10 ace.imp I ish th is ta~k. 

f. In .•11n1111ary. do ~·ou bclie\·c 111~ pn11:1ic11l ~fkct of these re(1uircmen1s would he lhat 
the Commis~ion would st'ldom. ifc\'cr, require third rarly tc.•ling of children's 
111·oducts'! 

l a1n un:ihlc It> spccul:llc <)ti lhl· frequency with 11hid1 lhc (',munissio111\tlul<l r"quirc 1hi1·<l 
pany tr.:<ling beyond calt:);\Ori's <ilrcad~ cm·cr.:J. 11 "ill 1lcpend on th,' srr.:cilic., ,,f che 1cs1 
ro:quircmcnts. qualitic:itit•ns and .:apacit: of third party :isscssllll'lll h<•Ji..:, wilt) sc.:k 111 he 
m;~ rcditcd hl C<1ndu.:1 such tests. an<l ol 11.:1· frKll•rs. 
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The I ln1mr~1lilc Mar~· B<>ll•> l\;fa~·k. Chairman 
The Hnnnrahk (1. K. BuucrlklJ. Ranki11g rvkmhcr 
J'a);C 7 
\1a y l l. :!fl 11 

3. I h;n·l' scwral 11ucstion~ conc(•rnini: th<' ruhlil' dalahase mandated by CPSIA. 

a. Ts ii y·uur underslandin1: that Cl'SIA n•11uins >111 intilrmalion submitted t<• the 
con.•11 nwr com rlain I da ru husc lo bl' puhli.~hcd 011 lic1c wirh in I 0 days or it!' receipt. 
rci:ardlcss of such informatio11 '.• ac1:11rn9•'! 

b. Should a manufactun·r he i:i.-c11 the oppo,.lunity to conk.st the 111:curu9· of u 
consurnl'r complaint hl'forl' it i.~ published'! 

Ye;. 

c. II' a manufacturer is allow!'d to dis11utc the ac•·uracy of the iufonnatio11 in a 
consumer'.• complaint. how should that disput<' be rl'solved and b~· whom'! 

The ( 'J''i( · ~hould l'Csolvc the disput.: l>y evaluating the facts prc:<crned h> it. 

d. Tbc drafl lei:islatio11 arnc11ds Cl'SI:\ ro permit only persons dircl'tl}' lmrmcd by a 
con.~umcr pl'Oduct, rhl'ir family. their lt:!(al rep1·cse11tatin:, or anoth•·r Jlerso11 
;1uthorizcd on thdr heltulf to .submit a com11luin1 Co the dutabusc. l'r<',·iou.sly. 
CPSIA permitted anyone to submit complah1ts about :1 l'l11tsumcr product. Do you 
belie.-.. thl' draft legishllion's m1rrowinv, or digihility to suhmil wmph1ints is 
HCCCS.'ia~··~ 

Y.:~. Thi~ ch:mge should heir minimi1.c duplicativ.: co111plai11ts and assure chat a(111al 
in('id.:nt;;, rathi:r than ~pcculativc ri.,k:;, arc pnsti:d lo the dacal>as". 

I \TU,I [ hc;c l\:SJ"OfiSCS arc he I rfu [. 

Rcspedfi.1lly suhmittt:d. 
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May 10, 2011 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAlL AND REGULAR :\lAll.. 

The Honorable Mary Bono Mack 
Chairman 
S.ibcommittee on Commerce. Manufacturing and Trade 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2 125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15-6115 

Re; Rcponses to Oue,'!lions for the Rccord from !he Honorable John Dln11cll 
"Discussion Draft of H.R. _, a bill that would revise the <.:onsumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act,'' April 7, 2011 

Deat Chair Bono Mack: 

Attached plea">e find my rcspon~es to the questions for the record from The Honorable 
John Dingell. 

Thank you for the opportunity 10 testify al the bearing entitled "Disc\l5sion Draft of 
H.R. _ , a hill that would revise the Consumer Product Satety Improvement Act" on 
April 7, 2011. 

Respectfully submitted, 

P~ul C. Vitr:i.no 
General Counsel 

2 Jenner, Suite 150 •Irvine, California 92618-3806 •USA • (949) 727-1727 •Fu {949) 727 4216 
Government Rdatio"" Office · l23S SoUlh Cl11k Scn:ct •Suitt 600 • 

Arlingtun, VA 22202- 3261• USA • (703) 416-0444 
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Responses to /\dditi~m~LQuestions for the Rc.cord from The Honorable John Dingell 

1. The draft legislation ameJJds section lUl(b) of CPSIA to exempt co111ponents or 
children's products from the Act's lead limits if ncb components do not cau~e a child to 
ingest more than a de minim us amount of lead. The draft legislation further requires the 
Commissjoo to establish prucedures for estimating the amount of lead a child would ingest 
from a given children's product. llowenr, while tlte Commission establisbn such 
proceduns, the dran liegislation would permit manufacturers to use "any reasonable 
methodology to estimate the amount of lead a child would likely ingest frvm exposure to a 
component part." 

a. Arc you aware of a u1tiform reasonable methodology in use by manufacturers of 
children's products? 

No. 

b. ls it possible the ambiguity of the term "reasonable methodology" could lead to a 
wide variance in test results acron manufacturen of similar products? 

While some variation in test results from different methodologies is possible, with respect 
to methodologies that provide a reasonable basis for estimating the amount of lead,. •.fold 
would likely ingest from exposure to a component pan during reasonably foreseeable use 
and abuse of ll particular product. we would not expect a wide variance in test results 
across manufacturers. 

'" 1£ so, do you believe this could pose a risk to dte he:altb of children who use such 
products? 

No. See response to b. above. 

2. The draft lcgislati~m would allow the CPSC, subject to conditions, to require third party 
testing for children's products. Under the draft bill, the CPSC could require tb.ird party 
testing only if tltc Commission first verifies the testing capacity of "accredited third party 
conformity assessment bodies," as well as establishes and publishes notice of the 
requjrements for itccredilation of such asseumcnt bodies. 

a. Is It your underuandiu~ that the tenn "accredited third party conformity 
assessment bodi~" indudes both domestic and international bodies? 

Yc:s. 

b. If so, bow many such assessment bodies are there worldwide? 

Yes. Unlcno\\n. The CPSC website includes a list which currently contains more than 
330 third party laboratories that have been accredited hy the Commission for assessing 
confoonity with various children's product safety rules. 

c. Further, d~ the Commission have the resources with which to verify the testing 
capadty of all third party conformity assessment bodies? 
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Unknown. This qucslion is beth:r addressed to the Commis~ion. 

d. Moreover. is It your understanding of the draft legislation that the Commission 
would have to accredit all third party cunformity asses5meot bodies? 

Und~ the draft legislation, a manufacturer is required to use a third party conformity 
assei;smcnt body that has hecn accredited by CPSC to meet its testing and certification 
obligations with respect to specified children's product safety rules. A manufacturer 
could use an unaccredited third party to test for conformity with other product safety 
rules unless the Commission requires that manufacturers use an accredited third p;uty lo 
test for and certify oonformily with particular additional safety rules or for particular 
classes of products. 

e. lfso, do you believe the Commission has the resoun:es with whitb to accomplish 
thh? 

Unknown. This question is better addressed to the Commission. 

f. In summary, do you believe the practical effect of these requirements would be that 
the Commission would seldom, if evrr, require third party testing of children's 
products? 

No. 

3. I have several questions concuning the public database mandated by CPSIA. 

a. Is it your understanding that CPSIA reqllires all information submitted to the 
consumer cumplaint database to be published online within 10 days o( its receipt, 
regardless ohucb information's accuracy? 

The CPSC's final rule implementing the public database under the Cl'SlA provides that 
the Commission will publish a report ofh!lml which meets specified minimum 

requin.'Dlents for publication in the database not later than I 0 business days after such 

n.'J>ort is transmitted to the manufacturer for review. See 16 C.F.R. Sections 1102.lO(d) 
and 1102.28(a). This will be lhc ca8e C\'Cll in situations where there is a pending but as 

yet unresolved request by the manufacturer that materially inaccurale informalion be 
removed from the report ilr the report itself not be publishtxl because it is materially 

inaccurate. 

h. Should a ruanufacnirer be given the opportunity to contest the accuracy of a 
consumer complaint before it is published? 

Yes. Fundamental due process requires that a manufacturer be given a reasonable 
opportunity to do so. 

c. 1f 11 manuf11mrer is allowed to dispute the accuracy of the informatlnn ln a 
consumer's complaint, how should that dispute be resolved and by whom? 
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A pending manufacturer n:quest for removal of materially inaccurate infonnation from a 
report of harm should be resolved prior to publication of the report. Such a request 
should be resolved in the first instance by the CPSC staff implementing the public 
database, with the manufacturer having the right to appeal an iflitial denial of I.he request 
to the CPSC General Counsel for a final agmcy decision with I.he right to seek further 
relief through judicial means. 

d. The draft legislation amend5 CPSIA to permit only persons directly harmed by a 
consumer product, their family, their legal representative, or another person 
authorized on their behalf to submit a complaint to the database. Previously, CPSIA 
permitted anyone to submit complaints obout a consumer product. Do you believe the 
draft legislation's narrowing of eligibility to submit complaints is necessary? 

Yes. CPSC's rule implementing the database originally proposed an additional category 
of"others" that dramatically and improperly expanded the scope of persons who could 
submit n.'])Orts of harm. In response to comments objecting to this improper expansion of 
potential reponcrs, CPSC simply folded the "othen;" category into the rule's definition of 
"consumers." This is not what Congress intended and must be corrected. As a point of 
clarification, the draft l~gislation amends the CPS IA to permit persons who sutler harm 
or risk of harm related to use of a conswner product, their next ofldn or members of their 
household, their legal representative, or another person expressly authorized by them to 
submit a report ofhann for publication in the database. 
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RESPONSES TO QlJES110NS FOR THE RECORD OF THE APRIL 7, 2011 
HEAAJNG BEFOllli TIIE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCF., MANUFACTURING ANO 

TRADE 
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE 

ERIKA Z. JONES 
ON BEHALF OF 

Bl CYCLE PRODUCT SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION 

The Honorable Man Bono Mack 

I. In your testimony, you state that there is too much variability in certain metal alloys to 
ensure that bicycles meet the next drop-down to 100 parts per million (ppm). Why is the 
lead content of alloys difficult to control? 

RESPONSE: ColTUllon alloys of alwninum, iron and copper used in bicycle 
manufacturing are sourced in Asia and typically have recycled metal content. Inevitably 
some lead finds its way into these alloys as a contaminant. Studies conducted by a CPSC 
certified third party laboratory have confirmed that the amount of lead in these alloys can 
vary above 01 below J 00 ppm even within a single component part. The results of these 
studies have been submitted to the U.S. CPSC's docket on the 100 ppm issue. Use of 
virgin materials or other metal alloys such as certain grade:s of low-lead stainless steel is 
precluded by the high price of these materials, which would make the final product 
prohibitively expensive. 

2. Under current law, how many different parts of a bike are accessible and need to be 
tested to the lead limits? 

RESPONSE: While the precise number varies from bicycle model to bicycle model, a 
typical bicycle has approximately 140 "accessible" component parts, as the tem1 
"accessible" has been defined by the U.S. CPSC. 

3. Do you see other opportunities to reduce testing costs without undercutting the benefits? 

RESPONSE: Section I 01 of CPSIA applies the lead substrate limits to all components of 
children's products except "any component part ... that is not accessible to a child 
through normal and reasonably foreseeable use and abuse of such product as determined 
by the Commission." The Commission has dctennined that all components that can be 
contacted by a specified probe are "accessible" for purposes of this requirement. 

In lhc case of bicycles and other outdoor recreational products, naTJowing or modifying 
the definition of "accessible" to parts which are likely to be touched or mouthed during 
use of the product would narrow the list of component pans to those which are likely to 
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pose a risk of lead exposure to the child user. For example, cont1tct points on a bicycle 
required for its use include che handlebars, brake levers, grips, and saddle. Most of the 
metal alloy parts are part of the structural frame or drive train of the bicycle and are likely 
to be touched only incidentally, if ever, during use. 

The Hooorable G. K. Butterfield 

I. Dr. Best testified that "in the case of lead, there is no benefit to exposure." (Empha.,is 
added.) In your testimony, you took issue with this statement, arguing: "I would like to 
address a comment made by ... Dr. Best, who made a comment that there is no benefit to 
lead and therefore it should be inherently unnecessary. Lead in the qWlllticies that we see 
it in metnl alloys that are used in bicycles provide a tremendous benefit." 

Dr. Best's statement concerns the lack of nny benefits to human health from exposwe to 

lead, and not the benefits that accrue with respect to the affordability or durability of a 
product. 

a. Are you aware of any direct benefits to human health from ~\rul to lead? 

RESPONSE: In BPSA's view, there are many benefits to human health from die 
continued '"ide availability in the market of affordable bicycles for children. While 
BPSA strongly believes that there is no risk to human health from the extremely low 
levels of lead in metnl alloys used in bicycles, the CPSC's current interpretation of 
CPSIA deems virtually all components of children's bicycles co be "accessible," and 
therefore subject to the lead substrate :.tandard. Under this interpretation, the mere 
presence of lead has been equated to exposure to lead, even in minuscule quantities that 
cannot be measured in human blood. This is the rea.'\On why the CPSC denied the BPSA 
petition for a limited exclusion from the lead substrate standard in 2009, and it was in this 
context that Dr. Best's ccnunent required a response. 

2. In response to questioning from the Subcommittee, you argued that manufacturers have 
not been given enough time to comply with the 100 ppm lead content standard because it 
will apply "immediately on August 111, 2011.)" You went on to state: "Normally, 
manufacturers are given lead time to plan for the new regulation, to redesign their 
products, to absorb the costs in a more orderly fashion, and to work out their inventory so 
that products sold after the effective date reach retail shelves in a compliant fashion. That 
is the proper, orderly way to regulate products for safety improvement, not to disrupt the 
market with these very abrupt changes that do not permit that kind of orderly transition." 

a. Is it correct that the text of CPSIA makes clear to manufacturers that three years 
from the date of enactment their products are expected to comply the 100 ppm 
lead content standard? 
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RESPONSE: No. The CPSIA requires the CPSC to lower the standar<I unless it makes a 
detennination that application of the standard to a particular product or component part is 
"not technologically feasible." This provides no clear guidance for manufacturers of 
products who have struggled, so far unsuccessfully, to bring their products fully and 
consistently into compliance with a lOOppm lead substrate limit. If the manufacturer 
Cllllllot now meet the standard, they have two choice!t a.~ the August deadline approaches: 
(I) they can try and persuade the CPSC thac this potential lack of compliance is because it 
is "not technologically feasible" to do so and wait for the Commission to rule and hope 
the ruling is favorable; or (2) they con cease making the products and suffer economic 
injury. 

The Honorable John Dingdl 

1. The draft legislation amends section IOl(b) of CPSIA to exempt components of 
children's products from the Act's lead limits if such components do not cause a child to 
inge.~t more than a de minim11s amount of lead. The draft legislation further requires the 
Commission to establish procedures for estimating the amount of lead a child would 
ingest from a given children's product. However, while the Commission establishes such 
procednres, the draft legislation would permit manufacturers to use "any reasonable 
methodology to estimate the amount of lead a child would likely ingest from expMure to 
a component part." 

a. Are you aware of a uniform reasonable methodology in use by manufacturers of 
children's products? 

RESPONSE: nPSA's 2009 petition for a limited exclusion from the lead substrate 
stand11rds relied on expert analysis of lead exposure, in which BPSA's retained expert 
(Dr. Beck, who also testified before this Subcommittee on April 7) used a reasonable 
methodology to estimate the increase in blood lead level based on means of exposure 
and absorption. BPS/\ is unaware of the extent to which this (or any other) methodology 
is uniformly in use by manufacturers of children's products. 

b. ls it possible the ambiguity of the temt "reasonable methodology" could lead to a 
wide variance in test results across manufacturers of similar products? 

RESPONSE: \\'nile use of different methodologies could lead to differing result.~, th.is 
would only be a temporary issue until the CPSC developed a uniform lest procedure. 

c. If so, do you believe this could pose a risk to the health of children who use such 
products? 
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RESPONSE: No. Products that clearly pose the highest risk of lead ingestion (such as 
small items of jewelry or materials like leaded paints) wlll not be affected by the 
proposed changes to section IOl(b), which address products with an inherently low risk 
of ingestion. 

2. The draft legislation would allow the CPSC, subject to conditions, to require third party 
testing for children's products. Under the drafi bill, the CPSC could require third party 
testing only if the Commission first verifies the testing capacity of "accrcditod third party 
conformity assessment bodies," as well as establishes and publishes no<ice of the 
requirements for accreditation of such assessment bodies. 

a. Is it your understanding that the term "accrodited third party conformity 
assessment bodies" includes both domestic and international bodies? 

RRSPONSe: Yes. 

b. Jf so, how many such assessment bodies are there worldwide? 

RESPONSE: The CPSC website lists all currently accredited third party conformity 
assessment bodies. DPSA docs not have any additional infounation about the number of 
third party conformity assessment bodies. 

c. Further, does the Commission have the resources '\ith which to verify the testing 
capacity of all third party confotmity assessment bodies? 

RESPONSE: BPSA is not fam iliar with the details of the resources available to the 
Commission for this task. 

d. Moreover, is it your understanding of the draft legislation that the Commiss ion 
would have to accredit all third party ronfonnity assessment bodies? 

RESPONSE: No; the Commission would have to accredi t only those third party 
conformity assessment bodies that meet the Commis~ion's qualification standards for 
accreditation and the substantive standards set forth in the draft legislation. As is the case 
with the current law, the draft would require the Commission to accredit third party 
conformity a.qscssment bodies before manufaelurers could rely on tests performed by 
those hodics to support a certification of compliance. 

e. ff so, do you believe the Commission has the resources with which to accomplish 
this? 

RESPONSE: BPSA is not familiar with the detail.~ of the resources available to the 
Commission for thls task. 
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f. Jn sununary, do you believe the practical effect of these requirements would be 
that the Commission would seldom, if ever, require third party testing of 
children's products? 

RnSPONSE: No. Over the past few years, the testing industry has responded lo the 
CPSIA and other international regulatory requirements by adding laboratories and 
capacity so that today the demand for testing resources for the bicycle industry is largely 
being met, However, whenever a new requirement is established or becomes effective, 
there needs 10 be sufficient time allowed for the testing industry to respond. When the 
testing entity is a third par1y laboratory, by definition manufacturers cannot control the 
finances or business decisions of those independent entities in deciding whether to apply 
for CPSC certification. The CPSC should have discretion to grant relief from the third 
party testing requirements when there are no certified labs or an insufficient number of 
certified labs to handle the testing requirements of the industry. 

3. I have several questions concerning the public database mandated by CPSIA. 

a. ls ii your WJderslanding that CPSlA requires all information submitted to the 
consumer complaint database to be published online within I 0 days of its receipt, 
regardless of such information's accuracy? 

RESPONSE: Yes. 

b. Should a manufacturer be given the opportunity to contest the accuracy of a 
consumer complaint before it is published? 

RESPONSE: Yes. 

c. If a manufacturer is allowed to dispute the accuracy of the infonnation in a 
consumer's complaint, how should that dispute be resolved and by wh'1m? 

RESPONSE: The CPSC should be required to resolve disputes about accuracy before 
product complaints are posted on the public website. 

d. The draft legislation amends CPSIA to pemtit only persons directly harmed by a 
conswner product, their family, their legal representative, or another person 
authorized on their behalf to submit a complaint to the database. Previously, 
CPSIA pcrmined anyone to submit complaints about a consumer product. Do 
you believe the dr~ft legislation's narrnwing of eligibility to submit complaints is 
necessary? 

RESPONSE: Yes. This will avoid the filing of unfounded complaints by persons or 
organiz.ations that lack direct knowledge of the circwnstanccs. · 
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May 11. 2011 

Via F.ledronic Moil: i\kx.Y~n::in(t1~mail.h<111sc.!.!•W 

The Jlonorablc Mary Bono Mack. Cha irrnan 
Th~ Honorable G. K. Hu1tcrficld. Ranking Member 
Subcommincc on Commerce. Manufac1uring. and Trade 
Committee On J;nergy and Commerce 
2125 Raybum llouse Oflice Building 
Washington. DC 20515-661 S 

··,11 l'c:urit>,.~'.':lri(J \,·t,•nuc-, ".\('. 
\'C1~h~•tJl_to11, l).C. ~~11.1:)4 

;!l··~ ~}.t -3.;~:> 

zn2.J l•--·lf11• f:•\: 
W\liW.mtu(<':VJm 

Rl•: Discussion Dr:1R of H.R. • a hill that would n-.·ise the Consumer 
Product S:1frty lmpmvc~.-t: R1:spons1: to Questions 

Dear Chairman 13ono-~1ael< and Ranking Member Butterticld: 

Please find my responses 10 1he questions l>y Mr. Dingell and Mr. Hu1tcrticld. 

a. Is it your understanding that CPSIA requires all information suhmittcd lll the consumer 
complaint database to be published online within I 0 days of its receipt. regardless of such 
information· s accuracy? 

CPSJA has been interpreted. unfortunately, by the Commission to require 1hc posting of 
infonnation lo th~ database cn~n if the Commission has failed to resolve a limely and 
substantial claim of material ina.:.:uracy submincd by the manufacturer. This is unfair 
and an inappropriate policy for a federal agency. There should he a higher premium 
placed by CPSC on valid. accurate, and usefu I information 1han could be found in biogs 
and other posts on the internet. Today. 1he Commission sl31CS that ii is making thcs.: 
decisions wilhin several days from the lime the rnanufac1urcr replies so it is practical and 
there will be no hardship for the Commission tn rcsnl\'c these claims.:xpeditiously. 

h. Should a manufacturer be givo:n the opponunity lo contest the accuracy of a consumer 
complaint before it is published? 

Yes. a timdy and suhstantial claim bv a manufacturwrha1 a submis.<ion is inaccurate 
should he re-solved by the Commissi1;n bet(•re any public pos1ini;. This is likely to occur 
l>nly in a relatively kw .:ascs and <:iln be resolved expeditiously by the Commission. 

c. If a manufocturer is allowed to dispute the accuracy llf the information in a consumer's 
c omplilint, how should 1hat dispute he rcso I ~ed and by whom·~ 

The Cornmissilm has grca1 .:xperiencc in dctcrminini; and evaluating the quali1y and 
accuracy of infomtalion. It is quite capable of quickly de1crminintt. for example, whether 

Minl7., Levin, Cohn, Ferri<, Glov•ky anJ Popco, P.C. 
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:-,ia,· 11, 2011 
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a produ<.:t has been misidentified or an alkg.:d unsafe condition or ir~jury causation is 
dearly incorr.:ct. Oth.:r groups will conrinu.: to he ahlc 10 communicate their concerns to 
the Commission outside of the datahasc. 

d. The draft legislation amends CPSIA to permit only persons directly harrncd hy a 
consumer product, their family, th.:ir legal representative. or another person authorized on 
tlwir behalf to submit a complaint to the dalahase. Previously, CPSI/\ perrnitted anyone 
to submit complaints ahout a consum.:r produ~t. J)o you believe the draft. legislation·$ 
narrowing of cligihility 10 .~uhmit complaints is necessary? 

The drali legislation properly refocuses the universe of database suhmiUcr~ to tho.~c 
Congress originally intended - injured person.~. their family and their representatives, 
first responders or medical personnel who havt: direct and substantial knowkdgc of an 
alleged risk ore\'ent of harm. Other persons arc entitled to their opinions and adrncacy, 
hul the purpose of the puhlic dataha.~c is not to creat<.: an opinion forum. That function is 
filled by manr group.~. 1nedia and internet .~itcs 

Mr. B uttcrfie Id 

Q: Plt:ase pro\'ide a list of every association or other entity that you han~ represented. 
consulted. or provided any other form of paid .~ervice.~ with respec1 ro any issues arising 
under the CJ>SJA in any forum and the amounts paid lo you or your firm for rhese 
ser\'iees. 

A: I was asked hy the Com1niuee co ce.~cify on my own hehalf as an expert on CPSC 
law and procedure. As I stared in my testimony, I am General Coun~el for the 
As~ociation of Home Appliance Manufacturers. and I have r..:gis1ered as a lobbyist for 
that or11anization. There i.~ no ocher entity for which I lobby on CPSC or related mailers. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Samm:ls I Member 
Mint:;:, Le\'in. Cohn. Ferris, Cilovsky and l'opeo, P.C. 
701 Pennsylvania Ave., NW. Suite 900 I 
Washington, DC 20004 
Direct: (202) 4.14· 7.111 i Fax: (202) 434· 7400 
E-mail: CASamuels<ii'.mimz.com 
Weh: ~vww .. 111int?·.C.9f!! 
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FREDERICK 8. LOCKER 
TEL: 1212) 391·SZOO, XT16 
E~ft"AIL~ tb•o~"er@ioi;.kc•'aw.i;.om 

Via Electronic Mail: fllcx.Y.£.a:filfii~mail.housc.110v 

The Honorable Mary Bono Mack, Chairman 
The Honorable G. K. Butterfield, Ranking Member 
Subcommittee on Commerce. Manufacturing. and Trade 
Commitlce On Energy and Commerce 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515-6615 

420 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10018 
TELEPHONE (212) 391-5200 
TELECOPIER (212) 391-2035 

May 11.2011 

Re: Response to Supplemental Questions re Discussion Draft of H.R. __ ,a bill 
that would revise the Consumer Product Safety Jmprovcn1ent 1\ct 

Dear Chairman Bono-Mack and Ranking Member Flullcrtield: 

Thank you again for your invi1:11ion of 1he Subcommiuee to appear and pro\'idc 
testimony before the Subcomminee on Commerce. Manufacturing, and Tr.ade on April 7. 2011. 
to 1cs1ify :u the hearing entilled .. Discussion Drall of H.K._. a bill tha1 WCluld revise the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act.'' Please lind my re.~ponses to the supplemental 
questions by Mr. Dingell and Mr. Butterfield. 

The Honorahle John Dingell 

I. I haw St!wral qu~·stions com:erning the puhlic dtllabare mandated by CPS/A. 

a. Is it your 11ndenranding that CPS/A requires al/ injiirmalion submitted to the consuml!r 
complain/ daiahase lo he published online within JO tla_vs of ifs rcct!ipt. regard/e.\'.~ <~f' 
such infiirmation '.<accuracy? 

A. CPSIA has been interpreted by the Commission t(l limit its discretion to investigate 
1he veracity and accuracy of complaints prior their posting to the database. The default 
presumption under the Commission database rule is that pos1ing is required. without 
discretion, even if the Commi.~sion has foiled to resolve a timely clain1 of material 
inaccuracy submitted by the m;mufacturcr. The presumption under the rule is that CPSC 
is required t1) post within l 0 business days of its mailing or making such complaint 
available to 1he affected manufacturer. importer of record or private labeler for commcnl. 
This limits the CPSC fmm asserting discretion as is customarily afforded independenl 
federal regulatory agencies to n:asonably invcstiga1c such claims. CPSC should be 
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afforded the discretion to assun: that valid. ac,urate information is posted on a dataha~e 
put forth under the imprimatur nfthe U.S. Government, notwithstanding disclaim~rs and 
limitations of liability contained therein. 

h. Should a manufacwrer be giv1111 thL' opporluni~v lo con1~·51 the accuracy of a cm1.rnmer 
mmplain/ he.fiire it i.• p11hh•h1?tt' 

A. Yes. a timely claim hy a manufa.:turer that a suhmission is materially inaccurate. so as 
to t>e false misleading or unfair should t>e required to t>e affirmatively resolved hy the 
Commission prior to pul'>lic posting. Since such n:quirement is lir~t predicated upon a 
legitimate claim of material inaccuracy. under penalty l>f\aw. if the claim it~elf'is false 
the Commission can he required and .~hould t>c afforded the oppl>rtunity lo validate the 
complaint prior 10 posting. This seems fundamentally fair. 

('. !fa mrm11fi1cturcr is allowed to disp111e th£' an·uracy of thl! i11/i1rmution in a con.wmer 's 
complaint. how "hould that disp1111! he re.w1/vcd and by '"hom~> 

A. The Commission already has experienced staff capable of reviewing ha7.ard data. 
conducting investigations of hazards and discerning factual so as to screen data to assure 
reasonal:>le accuracy of information. Thi.~ was one of the very reasons for suppon of 
increased funding for the agency with the passage of the CPSIA. 

d. Tht• drn.fi legis/Mion amend~ CPS/A ro pl!rmil on~r per.mn" directly harmed by a 
co•1.rnmer produ(·t. thf.'irfami~I'. /heir legal representativ(J. or another person authorized 
on their behalf to submit a complaint to rhe databa.w!. l're~·ious~l'. CI'S/A permiued 
anyone 10 submit complaints about a £'onswncr prod11c1. Do you belie1'e the draft 
leg isl al ion's narrowing <!f 1:/igibili~r 10 .mhmil complaints i.t nece.tsary? 

A. '!he draft legisl111ion seeks to assure that duplicale complaints and is~ues relaled to 
"hearsay" complaints arc resolved. We suppon datahase sut>mis.~ions t>y lhose person$ 
reasonahly intended hy Congress to he eligible to sul'>mil claims namely injured person. 
their family and tbcir representati vcs. first responders or med ica I personnel who ha \'C 

direct and suhs1antial knowledge of an alleged risk or event of harm. Requirements that 
hew to the original purpose of Congrcs.~. yet provide a way for duplicative or hcar~ay 
information to be weaned from the database. will allow CPSC staff t<> bcm:r us~ their 
limited resources. 

Tht' Honorable G. K. Butterfield 

1. Plea.~e pro1•ide a list 1~fevcryassoC'ia1ion or other en/itJ• lhal you have repl'<'S<'nted. consulted, 
or prm·idi:d £In)' othcr.fiJrm of paid servit-11.t with r1:5p<:t'/ IO an;v issues arising under the CPS/A 
in (Jnf,/(Jrllln and lhr! amo11nrs paid to you or your.firm .fiJr th<?se .tl/rvkes. 

1\. In my testimony I noted firm works as independent legal counsel to the Craft& Hohby 
Association (CHA), Toy Industry Association (TIA), Juvenile Product Manufacturers 
Association (.IPMA). Halloween Industry Association (HIA). and individual comranies. 

11 ·, 
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These services include but arc not limited to issues urising under the Cl'Sl1\. Indeed most 
of nur legal services arc unrelated to the Cl'SI./\. Our client l\ssociations employ 
independent or staff registered lobbyists. We have noted that our services arc broader 
than just dealing with CPSI/\ Issues. It was in my individual capacity that as a legal 
practitioner dealing with children's product safety ~tandards and issues beyond the pale 
of the CPSIA that I was requ..-sted to appear :md testily before this Subcommittee. I did 
not charge any client a fee for service~ to do ~o. In the aggregate I estimate that no more 
than $50.000. annually has b..-en allocated in relation to lees providing member 
information. education, seminars. bulletins and specific client advice (subject to attorney 
client privilege) or in rendering technical and legal advice specifically related to CPSIA 
required rulcmakings (conducted independemly in accordance with due process 
requirements of the J\d ministrat ivc Procedure Act as part of the CPSC' s ru lemaking 
fonctionl. 

2. J rmde.-.mmd Ihm )'Oil represent the J111·eni/e l'rod11as Man11/act11rer,, A.m1ciatio11 (JP:WA). 

11. Do11s JPM4 ha•·c a 1hird-parly testing program.for the durable nursery products.for 
whieh the Republica11 discussion draft remows marrdarm:1· third-party testing 
rr!tJUircmc111s'.' 

A. Y cs. the .JPMA does have a Certification Program that includes 1es1ing by third party 
designated laboratories as part of the program. The program abo will permit reliance on 
alternate test and component part test rules. rela1ed 10 seleclion and 1cs1ing or rcprcsen1ati\'e 
samples from production and reliance upon co111poncnt supplier certifications. to the extent 
permitted by the Consumer Product Safety Cornmission (CPSC). The revised discussion draft 
as currently being circulaled would not eliminate such program or preclude the program's 
inclusion of testing requirements by independent third party internationally accredited 1es1ing 
laboratories. The CPSC is afforded the discretion 10 require such testing as part of a suitable 
quality assurance program under 1he current draft rules under discussion. As we understand 
the current draft third party testing as a componcnl of such Certification program would not 
be eliminated. 

b. Docs J/',\l·I suppon third-parry t<'Slirr8fi1r durable 1111rser_1· products? 

A. First and forcmosl .!PM/\ support'\ sound quality assurance pmgrams and procedures as 
part of sourcing materials and in the production of products so that testing when the product 
is already entered into t;.s. Commerce is obviated. Verification third party or firewalkd 
laboratory testing as part of such production process is supported as part of its Certification 
Program. Thi.'\ is distinct from a requirement that the CPSC accredit laboratories performing 
such tc.'\ting. if such accreditation process creates produc1ion bottlenecks or .'\Ourcing issues. 
CPSC should be afforded the discretion to recognize ex isling valid NIST rccogni7.cd 
imcrnational accrediutticms for such lahoratorit>s: this could streamline the process and he 
used In avoid bottlenecks in sourcing, production and dis1rihution of goods in commerce. 
JP~vl!\ supports affording the Commission the authority to prescribe reasonahle testing 
progrnms. such as its Cerlil'ication prngram, lo he used as 1he basi.'\ for certification under 
Cl'SIA. In addition .IPMA supports rcasonahle rcc.1uiremems 1ha1 assure availahility and 
capacity of in1cmationally accredited. NIST recognized laboratorie~ ~uffit'ient to timely 
ennduct ti:.<t ing. so as not lo impede the free llnw of trade or creat~ bou le necks in the supply 

21 i' ·' 
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chain. This is especially important to assure consumer supply and availability of new durable 
ju"enile products that will he suhject to increasingly stringent mandatory safety regulations 
under Section 104 of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement /\ct of2008. We also 
support the flexibility needed by the Commission lo assure that congressionally spedfled 
alternate test rules are recognized and implemented as part of this process. 

Thank you for your additivnal inquiri~s. 

Sincerely, 

I-' rederick Locker 

3 IP::·:, 
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April 27, 20 I 1 

Vice President, Handmade Toy Allian<e 
Co-Owner, Peapods Natural Toys & Bab)' Care 
22~0 Como Avenue 
St. P•ul, MN S51 UK 

lJeor Mr. :-.i•rsh•ll, 

Thank y<>u for appearing before lhe Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade on 
April ? . 2011, to tostify at tho hearing enrided "Discussion Draft of H.R. _,a bill lhs1 would "'vise lhc 
Consumor Product Safety Improvement Act." 

Pursuant 10 lhe Rules of1hc Committoo on Energy 1111d Commerce, the hearing record remains 
open for I 0 business days To permit MC411bers 10 submit addit!onal qll"•tions 10 wi111esse~, which .re 
•tl•ched. The fomial of your responses to lhtse questions should be•• follows: (I) rhe name of the 
Mem~er whose qucs.tlon you are addressing, (2) the complete text or the question you are ad~r~~ing in 
bold, and then (3) your.,.,,., .. , to tha1 question in plain text. 

To facilitate the printing of rhe htarintt r.:cord, plc•se respond to these questions by t~e close of 
business on Wednesday, May 11. 2D11. Your responses con be emailed to the Legislative Clerk, in Wo1-d 
or PDF format, at Alex. Y crgin@mail.house.g.ov. 

Thank you again for your time and effort preparing •nd delivering testimony before the 
SLahcomm,ucc. 

Subcommltt~e on Commerce. Manufacturing, and Trade 

cc: The Honorable G. K. Bunerfield, Ranking :vlcmber, 
Sul>comminee on Commerce, Manufacrudng, •nd Trade 

Atfachmenrs 
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Chairman. Cmnm.:rct: aml Energy C"nnninee 

Th<.' Ii <)llL>r;1blc Mary Bl'n" Ma.: k 
Chair. Subrnmminee on C1•mlllcri'L'. ManufoL·lurrng anJ Tracie 

Th;: llnm•rabk (i K. Bullcrticld 
R:inkin!I \lembL·r. Suh\'1nru11itt•·c on Conuneree. ;'1.fonufocturin.>,! and Tralk 

The lhmornhk fohn Dingdl 
\kmbcr. Sut>.:nmmiuce nn < 'omm.:rcc. Mmmfa<:llffillg and Tr;><.k 

R": Ou.:stions for thL' [(~L'Md from Ilic April 7 l lc:iring p1i Rdorm (If the Consumer l'rnducl Safety 
lrnpn>L't:lllrnt J\cl IC'PSlt'\·1 

The Honnr~hle (;, K. lh1t1crlkld 

1. Lhrring your OJ'i..1! tc~."· 1i1mJny you s1oted 1ha1 lftc: I /andmod1 · Toy .. ~ lliwrce c•1uJm·s1~,J 1J1t· N'-'J>ub!ic·ao 
clisnt.nitm drt.~f( ''bec'olt.,e r~ltlrL• relie{it pro\'ide\' to our nwmlu:'I:\·. '' ><Ju -.,.ent on ro ,,·ugge,·11/Jat t/JC' 
drafr pnn·hl1•,\· your mrm/.r•rs an •'xemptionJi·o1111/Jird-1~ar('' 1csri11.e. err that )·our nwmh(•rs innrld be 
af/o\\·(•d tujiJflow .:1lft'nu11in.· testirrg 11roc.·cd11n'x. J(~· 1111J1'r.'•ftr11din,f~. IW.H'd oo the ,u./\0it'1• oflah:1·er ... · cm 
my SU{.(/. and Oil Chairnum [Jono Jfci.·J..: ~ .... orening .·:;laf,'ltff.'Jtf, f.,. fJu111lw dn1/i <lo .. ·.~·""' pron'1le 1u1y ,-e/it.f 
10 .rour m1.·mhers.ii'om 1h1.· numdatm:r (/1illl-pr1rty rC'quirc>uJ(•nfs /i,1·.tin' .,11ecdi<' prodm·ts (w /u.1.=,11'1/,: 1 l, 
h•adpai111: CJ l<'ad in ,·hildn:·n :,· m~·1af.i(•1,n·b:\'; (3) smoll 1mr/s; (4) r·r>mplit.uU:l' \\'llh 1·ri/) ,·fti1ufc11·c/.,; 
01hf ( 5) c r>mpliance ld/l1 paq/kr ·''I01hlard,. llE·lhd i ... · rud.r uH1ilof•ll.' 10 your m,•111hc'rsJt·on11111r 

t/(lditimwf lt'Slin~ rcqnirc'llh!/1(,\ 1l10( C'PSC mi,c./ll H'ljltirl' in 11!,~JitfftrC' 1hrougl1the111'1·11u1~·in,(! rroc.Js.,· 
,111;/,·11 • .'d in t/u> ,Jr,4i .. "'>'mail crc~/lel'." will still hell'(' 10 lrol'e tlu·ir (·!riidn·u :,· 1nr1drn·rs 1hird-p<.1r~,· t('Sf<'d 

,lilt !1'1.ul in mNafjen·,•h:''· -..·mall puns. cJ>td n1111plia11<''' witlt tltr_· crih staNdan.l\·. In ad,Jirioss ... LS}',.\f F
fl63 11·i/f rc•nrc1;n o 11u111dotm~r stamlanl, .... ·o ymn· uU'111heJ·,· H'iil still Jul\:t;' IO n>m11fr , .. ·;tl1 c..tll of AST:\f F
f/()3 .111.J t't:·rr{~v tbar the''' hct•'l' dom.: so. 

o, ·hs11111i11.~ ''tY wukr.\·h111<li11J.! is ru:.·urott"'. dr1 you m1dyoltl' memflef.\' s1iJ! .,·1rppon tlk' Rcpubf;,··,m 
,lisc·ussiou droll e~·,•11 tlmu.r.h if do<'S 1101 jJr(ffidcjilll n·lhf/i1111t r·ompii<IJJcY idth CPSl,r' {( .. ·o. pf;.•o,,·,·~ 
1'.tp!oin why. 

First and forcmllsl, \\T wi,;h to r.:slatc th31 l•lir pritn;ll) gl'DI is the pa>s<igc ur rn~;111ingli1I Cl'SIA rdo>rm 
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"~ simn as pnssibk. Allhough the discussion draft would provide relief for our members in key areas. 
we remain conccrnc1! about many other provisions of the CPSIA which unfairly disadvantag<.: small 
businesses. Thl•sc indude rctroaclivity. labeling requi remcnls. the IOOppm 1.:-ad content standard. lack 
of harmonization wi1h th~ European Union, and lesting requirements for small parts and lead in paint. 
In the mlcrcst of expediency. we have d1oscn lo focus our etforls on providing the most rcli<:f for as 
many of our members as possible. 

Our ideal solu1ion lo lhe unintended consequences oflhr: CPSIA is outlined in our pla1fom1 lo\:atcd at 
htm·;:www.handmad~tovallianr:c.11rgiR~sourr:cs1JhcllTAl'latform.aspx . The discussion draft propose& 
rcli~f lhruugh Cl'SC rulcmaking as you intlicat<.:. hut with the protecling stipulations that the benefit& of 
third party teslingjustify the costs: lhat rules impose the least possible burden; and that an <.:x<.:mption is 
pru,idctl by default in the ahscnl'c ofmlcmaking. These stipulations make compliance achicrnhlc for 
our membership. I lnwevcr. u\lr prcti:rencc remains a lcgislalivc c.~cmption for micro-husincs~cs. 

Our purpose from the beginning of our organization has always been 10 mitigat<· th<.: costs uf lhirtl pany 
lcstini; on small hatch l'hildren's product manufacturers. The CPS!.<\ cstahlishcd r"quircm.:nts for many 
types of lcsts for many different lypes uf products. In speaking with our mcmhcrs. our analysis is that 
1hc greatest hurJens we fac<! arc mandatory third pa1ty lcsciug for lead in substrate and ASTM F-963 
1es1ing fur loys, both of which arc sc bcdu lcd to he implcmenled hy th<.: end uf this Y"ar. We arc not 
scckiug cxcmplions from the srnndards themselves. h\l\ from the chi rd pany testing requirements. In 
both cases, we believe lhat small batch manufacturers should be allowed to sclf-ccrtity b:ised on a 
reasonahk testing proi;ram. The Jiscussiun draft would make this possible. 

We arc not pursuing exemptions from tcstiug requirements for lead in paint. mclal jewdry, or crih 
standards. In the case of the lead ill paint and mclal jewelry standards. we recognize two realities. 
rirsl, these were the t"O areas which caused the miljurity of product sat'cty concerns prior to the 
enactment oi the CPSIA. Second. although w<.: disagree with the need for testing American and 
European products for lead in paint violations hccause lead paint has been outlawed in those countries 
for over JO years. we recognize thal 1hc damage to these eoinpanics has illre;1dy been <lone. Th~ lead in 
pai111 tcs1ing requirement has hccn in place for almost :i. year and a half. Several rcspc<.:lcd companies 
h;ivc alr~ady ceased operations as a result. The dmnlgc has al ready been done. We hope th:i.c 
cnmponent-hascd tcs1ing will mitigate the cost of kad in paint testing in the future. 

We arc not at this lime concerned with the crib standa1·d. None of our members manufacturer cribs. 

As for the small pans testing rcquir<.:mcnt, we bclic\'e that the CPSC can and should d•·vclop a lrernali ve 
testing methods which woulJ allow small-bat<.:h manufacturers to sclf·ccrrify. This sland:m.I is very 
snaiglitforward and relatively easy to test for. In a perfect bill. the small pans standard would not be 
excluded from 1hc exemptions available to small halch manufoemrcrs. 

Once again, we urge 1hc House and th<.: Senate to work wgethi:r t11 mitigarc the ovcrwhdmingly 
negative impact of lhc CPSIA on small husinesses. 

'fht Hunorabl" John Dingell 

I. Thi' dmfl legislmio11 <11ne11ds .<ec:licm 1 OJ (b) of CPS/A to exemp1 components of' children '.r products 
from Ilic! Acts li:ad fimits if such mmp1me111.< do not ca11se 11 child lo ingest more than tJ de minimu.r 
"mmuu ofh•ad. The leRi.<lario11would1·equire tlw Commission lo .<pccify p1·occ!dt11l!s /'or m•muj(u:r11rt?1·s 
II> fC'SI and l!Stimott? thi.< de mi11imus amvunf. Do you bdic,1·c· .rnwll 11w1111/d<'furcr.~ and Jumdcra/i<'r.r will 
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be ublc· to affonl and/or rarry 0111 s1u:h test proct>d1trt?s? 

~o. We do nnt hclicvc th;it small hatch manufacturer~ will h1: able to avail thcmsdves ofrne de 
mi11imus exemption pruccss. The cost~ involved in meeting the requirements of this process would be 
bcyund the reach of our members. llowevcr, we hope that the CPSC will nile on de minimu.~ 
applications made by larger cumpanies in su.:h a way that smalkr businesses may brndit as well. f(lr 
cxampk if1he CPSC mks that a gh·cn company's leaded crystal rhinestones rneel the de mi•1imu.• 
standards. we hope 1hat ii will make its ruling categorically. so that nil manufa<:turcrs whi.:h use leaded 
crystals may also bcnefil. We would hope that committee r~port language would communicate the 
cxpci:tation that de? minimu.s rulings should he made as generally as possible and not limited to only a 
spci:ilic produ..-1 mad..- by a specific manufacturer. 
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Responses from Rachel Weintraub to Questions for the Record from Hearing 
on "Discussion Draft of H.R. , a bill that would revi~e the Consumer 

Product Safety Improvement Act." April 7, 2011 

Questions from the Honorabk Mary Dono :\'lal'k 

I. Which is mure dangerous: a children's producl containing 10.000 ppm lead that does not leach 
enough lead to result in a me:1surable increase in a child's hlood lead level. or a produ,1that1:on1ains 
1 OOppm lead that lea,hes enough lead to result in a measurable incre;ise in a 'hild's blood lead Je,·el? 

Th~ first cxampk is pMcnlially dangerous and the second is dctinircly dangerous. If a child already 
has a moderately eleva1ed hlood level, exposure lo a produ~11ha1 may not leach enough lead alone lo 
mcasurahly incr~ase blood lead level could, in corn hi nation with other exposures. result in an increase 
in blood lead levels. Depending upon the composition of the iccm. ii could leach higher levels of lead 
over tin1e as !he materials deteriora1cd. In addition. there arc unexpected circumstances. such as a 
child ingesting a produc1. that can lead to higher ab~orption than expected. C,l\'en rhe long-esrablished 
toxicity oflead 10 children's brains. the American Academy of Pediatrics strongly recommends 
eliminating all unnecessary sources of exposure. 

2. Do you 1hink lhe Consumer Pro<lucl Safety Commission should focus its efforts primarily on products 
where it can prevent the most harm to the public'! 

The Consumer Product Safety Commission shou!d balance numerous factors when it prioritizes its 
work. The factors that should be balanced include: if the harm is preventable, how perva•ivc the harm 
is. and CPSC' s resources and expertise available to address the harm. Importantly, as the only agency 
standing bch\een consumers and potentially deadly products. as CPSC weighs numerous factors in 
dc1ermining what issues to address. CPSC cannot afford to completely ignore any ha1.1rd. 

Question 

J. You made a claim that the discussion dratl will .. keep babies in known unsafe cribs:· Which cribs did 
you have in mind'! What is your basis for claiming that they are unsafe? If they are known 10 tic 
unsafe. why has CPSC noc undertaken a recall (in which case. the costs of purchao;ing a new crib 
might he borne hy the manufacturer of the unsafe producl inslea<l of the purchaser)? 

He cause the Discussion Drali will al low 11011-drop side cribs 10 be used in <lay care facilities if in 
compliance with state s11pcr.dsim1 la'"s. ~ribs that have other typ~s of hazards could still he use<!. 
Cribs that have slats that are too far apart or corner posts are known hazards to babies. Cribs chat have 
these clements have not bei,'I\ rccalkd by CPSC but rather volu111ary standards have prohibited them 
over the years. CPSC ha• never recalled cribs be~ause they do nol mecl the newer voluntary .•tandard 
or even "'hen 1hcy didn't meet the older mandatory standard. 
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4, How tloes ;m inac~ura1e report aid a consumer in making a smart purchase'! 

This question presumes that I here will he inaccurate reports in 1he database. I am not aware of data 
supporting 1hc proposition that reports will not he accurate. The dataha.'c include~ criteria &hat require 
cigh1 specific ficlt.ls of infonnation anJ allo"~ manufac111rcrs 1101 only to place a comment on a 
posting but also 10 make a claim 1ha1 the information in 1he report is materially inaccura1e. We 
underMand from the CPSC Iha! manufacturers ha1;e heen claiming. material inaccuracy for ahoul 20 
percent of claims and 1hat for more than hal fof them the claim involves a misidentification of the 
manufaclurcr. We understand that these claims are being resolv~d betorc they arc hein~ posted. 

Question 

5. How docs an incomplete report aid a consumer in making a smart purchase? For instance. there arc 
over 100 GR.l\CO baby chair motkls. I low docs a report that idcntifks a product as GRACO. rather 
than by specific model, help a consumer'? 

Firs1. the 1ypc of silllation that this question presents is not relkctivc of the vast majority ofinformation 
received in the database lhus far. In fact. we understand from CPSC that over 80 perc~nt of the r•ports 
~ubmitred to the tlatabasc contain model numbers. 

Second, informa1i011 such as this could help a consumer by confirming a similar hazard pattern thac may 
haw occurr•tl 10 them or by reinforcing. that steps shou Id be rnken to ensure againsl a poccntial hazard. 
For example. if the issue had lo do with a tray breaking or not securing properly. it could remind a parent 
to always make sure that the lray is correctly latched. that the tray cannol be used as an effective restrain!. 
and that the straps should al ways be used. 

ti. You testified that •·many organiT.ations tcslif[icd) tha1 testing to IOOppm was technologically foasible 
<Ind lhat companies were already complying with that s1andard." The issue is no1 whether it can be 
tested but whether com pan ie~ can consiscently reach that very low level in mc1al -containing products 
and a number of organizatio11s 1e~tified at that same proceeding, that it is not t'casiblc. Why arc your 
organizations right when those that actually manufacture the products arc wrong~ 

In my written testimony. I ~tated thar. "'At a recent CPSC h~aring on this issue, ma11y 
organil'.ations testifying stated 1hat testing to 100 ppm was technologically fcasihlc and that 
companies were already complying with lhat standard." Further. Jay llowdl who also tes1ifkd 
before ~·ou on April 7, 2011. s1ated in his wrillcn tcstirnony that. 

"In a recent Commission heari11g on rh.: 1echnological feasibility of reducing lead limits lo l 00 
ppm, a representative of SGA, a ~lobal inspection. verification. testing. and certification 
company, presented a statistical analysis of lead content testing data (89.27J data points) 
co!lccted primari ty from its Shcnzcn laboratory 1ha1 spec ializcs in the tcs1ing of children· s toys 
and othc r chi ldrcn · ~ products. In ils analysis. SGS found rhat 96 .2Q percent of metal componem~ 
t~sted at or below 100 ppm lead." 
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Thus, Mr. I Jowell's 1cslimony expanded upon and conftm1(:d my poinl 1ha1 data i.~ proving rhac 
compli3nce with the 1 on ppm lead kvel is 1cchnr>lo:1.irnlly feasible. This is the critical question sine<: lhc 
CPSIA include~ in section IO\(a)(2.)(c) chat, the lead limit for chiltlrcn's producls will l>c 100 ppm "unk~~ 
the Commission d~termines that a limit of 100 parts per million is not lcchnologically fca~il>lc for a 
product or produc1 ca1egory." 

7. You criticize 1he phthalate pnwisions oflhis draft and l have a couple of questions on that. 

:.i. First. you disagree wilh the provision because the CSPC can carve out produces where the 
prohihition on phthalatcs is not necessary to protecl children ·s health. llowcvcr. you also 
testified that th~ point ofCPSJA is to protect children's health. lfa prohibition does nol e.~i~t to 
protect health ·-in whal you consider a put.lie health law· why should it remain on the book~? 

The phlhalate prnvision in the Discussion Draft weaken~ public healrh by poccncially reducing the number 
of productS thal would be required 10 me~I th~ phthalate slandard.As I stated in my written testimony, 
"The phthala1e pr<>vision in CPS!i\ pro1cc1s our children from the cumulative risks of hormonal chemicals 
that :.iftect genital development and have been associated with te.,tic ular cancer and other fatal diseases 
and serious conditions. ~arrowing the detinition of the scope of the products covered hy the ph1halate 
provision and creating large opportunilies to exempt products from coverage will undennine the health 
prulcclion of the original phlhalate provision of the Cl'SIA." 

b. Second. you criticize lhe "righl timelinc" in which chis bill would require to act on the interim 
prohibition established in CPSIA once the Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel issues its rcrort. 
llowewr. this draft only requires thal the Cl'SC commence its rulemaking in 90 days. What is 
your recommendation on a 1imefram~ in which 1he CPSC should conclude its rulcmaking 011 lhis 
mailer? Begin in 90 days and end in 6 months ... 12 nionrhs ... 18 months? 

The phthalatc provision is the only provision in 1he Discussion Drall 1hat comai ns a ti me line at all. While 
the phthalatc provision requires C'l'SC to begin a rulcmaking in 90 days it also requires rhc rulcmaking lo 
be cnmplctcd in a time yet to he determined. There is no clear reason why CPSC and induslry sh0uld ha\'e 
In review the CHAP report and initiate a rulemaking within 90 days. As for the time fram~ in "hich 
CPSC should conclude its rulcmaking. the Cl'SIA is itlready clc111 that the Commission must complete 
:hat within 180 days. The question is: how can Congressjusti(y forcing the Jitling of a han of potelllially 
:o:odc substan,es - regardless ofwhal the science says- ifthe Commission doesn't conclude its rulcrnaking 
in 180 days? 

Question from the Honorable Pete Olsen 

I. Ms. Weintraub - the Chainnan, mysell: and Mr. McKinley all asked you during the hearing to 

provid~ us with vcrilieJ statistics of the lead-in-substrate injuries you spoke of in your 1estimony. 
Because we did not receive an answer. I would like lo ask you again - for the record - 10 provide us 
with verified statistics of instances where any children have been injured, .<ickcncd or killed by lead· 
i11-~ubs1ratc. l'lt~asc subslamiate these claims. 
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An->wer 
A«ordi11g lo lhe CDC. ''Approximately :!50.000 U.S. children agt<d 1·5 yea~ have blood lead Jcveh 
grea1er lhan 1 0 micrograms of lead per deciliter of blood. the level at which CDC recommend~ public 
health actions be initiated. Lead poisoning ~an affrcl nearly every sys1em in !he hody. Because lead 
poisoning often occurs wilh no obvious symptoms, ii frequently goes unrecognized."' Since lead exposure 
olien occurs withuut obvious symploms. ii is difticull lo pinpoinl lhc causes of the lead exposure. There 
arc known symploms of lc<td exposure. These indude reduced I.() .. hypcractivily, behavioral problems. 
learning disabilities. hc;dth prohkms such as lirain damage, and polential damage lo lhc central nervous 
system. kidneys. ;md n:productive syslem.'' 

CDC does no1 break down ils da1a lo idcnlifY whether children have been injured or killed by lead in the 
subslrale of children's product but does list toys and children's jewelry a.~ a ~ourcc of polenlial lead 
exposure among other suurces. 

While chronic li:<td exposure is vastly more common. rare instances of acule lead exposure ha\'C been 
documenled from cunsumer products. including a dealh to a child in \1innesota after swall<iwing a charrn 
that wa~ almost entirdy lead. 'and a report of a child suffering sever~ adverse health impacts in Ore~on, 
after he s"allowcd a charm bough! from a vending machine that was 31!.8 percent lead. i 

The goal of the lead provision in 1hc CPSIA i~ lo continue the successfu I work of lhe broad rutil ic heahh 
cummunity that ha~ reduced lead e~(•Osurc to chilllren and focus on known sources of lead in consumer 
producls. The CPSIA seeks 10 help create a generation of safer children. 

Qu~stions from the Honorable G. K. Butterfield 

Ouestion 

1. Priorto CPSIA. assurance forthe .<afety of children's product safety relie<I on blind trust. Parents 
relied on 11 hat they thought were reputable and well·established companies to put only saf¢ products 
into the markelplacc. But those companies, in many case~. relied on the word of overseas suppliers to 
t'nsurc the safely of !heir products. There was no mandatory sys1em of inde(•Cndcnl verification. The 
recalls of !007 and 2008 proved faith in manufacturers and suppliers to do the right thing was not an 
adequate sateguard for children's health and s<1fcty. I understand tha1 lhe mandatory indC(ICndenl 
1hird-pany testing required by CPSlt\ is all about independent verification of the safely of children's 
products. 

a. Please ~·xp1<1in why a system that 1·equires independent verification is pMlicularly imponant when 
it comes to the safety of children's pr<>duct. 

The ~oal of i ndepend~nr safety verification is lo prevent safety hazards before the product comes onto the 
market. The previous sy.-tem in plae~ before passage of the CPSIA relied upon a system that was 
essentially. "1rus1 and maybe. possibly. verify" product .<ate1y recalls. and a hope chat manufacturers were 
complying \\ith existing voluntary standards. This syslem failed consumers. The rt•calls of 2007 an.I 
2008 highlighted these failures and illustrated the need for a belier more meaningful sy~lem in place. 

Voluntary 1'ccalls were viriually the only method for CPSC to address product safety ha7.ards before 
CPSIA passed. This was inadequat~ for two main re'lsons. l'frst. the recall is n:active. The hann already 

'http: .. : \\'W\\' .cdc .gov:mrn"' r/pre.., iew/mm\vrhhn l/mm551Jt23a1 .hrrn 
:http::.\.,·w\\',cdc.~o\.inunwrtprcv•c"'immwrhln1t,.mmSJ:na5.hun 
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occurred. the producl is alr~ady in consumer's hom~s an,\ in childr~n·s hands. The recall process is a 
reaction lo the known product ha7.ards. Second, recalls aren't always effective. Recall compliance races 
rarely e~cced 20 or 30 per1;ent. So, e1;en wh•m there is a rcaclivc recall, 11111 all the consumers who need to 
know about ii acmally llnd out ahout it ano.1 take lhc product out of their home. 

Independent third pany tesling is important for children's products because it is proac1ive, it requires that 
manufacturers lake efforts lo ensure compliance with safely standards. and it seeks 111 prcvem conllicts of 
interests that couftl emerge in non-indepenJcm testing. To best protect consumers from producl hazards. 
pn)ducts should be required lo be tested for safety compliance with existing mandatory standards be/tlre 
they can emer !he slream of commerce. and potentially pose risks to children. Cl'SC docs nol enter 
manufocturing focilitics ;md is hard pressed, due to its budget. 10 police the markelplace even atlcr 
products ar,;- in lhe s1ream of commerce. Therefore. to en$u<1.: that producls meet the toy, lead, phthalate 
and infant durable producl standards of the CPS!!\, third- party lcsting is ncccs~ary. 

The third-pany tcs1ing requirement is proactive and helps ensure that producls for vulncraolc consumers, 
chi I tlrcn. are safo trom an earlier stage in the supply chain - as npposed to conducting costly recalls after 
consumers have been ~xposed w the hazard. This will save consumer lives and prevc111 co~rly recalls. For 
over 30 years, until lhe passage of the CPSIA. lhird-party lc~ting wa~ nol required. In essence, the CJ>.SC 
and consumers had to hope lhal pmducls met the required slandards. This wasn · 1 happening and children 
suffered as a result. Relying on manufacturer assurances of safety has put children at risk: for example, 
CPSC relied upon assurances of magnet toy manufacrurcrs I hat lhe toys lhcy sold lo the public after 
recalls would not pose the same hazards to children as the recalled toys. However. the same recalled toys 
l'onlinued to be sold wi1ho111 any changes to improve satcry. because there was no third·rarty testing to 
check that manufacturers "'ere following the law. 

b. Please explain "hY certification by manufacturers II> mandatory safety ~tandards - the system in 
place prior to ~nactment of CPSlt\ that still remains part of a manufacturers compliance 
oblil!ations - or even the increased civil penalties enacled under Cl'SIA are not enough to ensure 
that manufacturers comply with children's producl safety rules. 

Certification by manufacturers of mandatory safoty standards and incre;.5ed civil penalties are, alone. not 
enough to ensure that manufacturers comply with children's product satCty rules because relying upon the 
manufacturers to ensure that their products will comply with lhe manda1ory standards. of which !here 
wen: very fe« h.cfore CPSIA was passed. failed 10 prevent millions of non compliant and pot~ntially 
ha7~1l1olls products from entering the marketplace. Cenilkation is not necessarily a process .:onducted by 
an independent third pany. In order lo ensure thal the product meets the standards, another emity without 
a fin<mcial interest in the sale of the product must be involved in ensuring compliance. 

The increased civil 11enalties of cite CPSC.just like product recalls. arc reactive and occur much too lalc in 
rite lifo cyde of a prodlJct. only after the violations have occum:d and the safety ha1.ard ha< ex rosed 
cnn.,umcrs lo a risk of harm. While civil penalties nud 10 be robust to dc1cr wrongful conduct. it rcmai n~ 
an important aspecl of a rohust product safety S)Stern. Civil pcnallies alone do not re,1uire .<pccille actio11s 
10 ensure eompl bn(·e with safoty slandards. 

Queslion~ frnm the Honnrahlc .John l>ingcll 

Quulion 

l. l have scvernl questions con(·erning the puhlic database 111andat~d by Cl'SIA. 
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a. ls it yl)ur ·Jnder~tanding that CPSIA require:< all in!'ormation sul>mil!•d to rhc con~umcr cornplain1 
database to be published online within 10 days of its recdpt, regardlcs5 of such informalion·s 
a.: curacy? 

No. C(inlidcn1ial buslncss infonuarion wi!I no1 be publis:icd in the database. Further, ifrep<>ns are not 
comple~c. such Iha! each of the ~11 eight fi<:lds ofinfonnation ure nor includ.,.J, !he r~p(lns arc nor rosl~d. 
1he time I ine i.< not yet .<tarted and CPSC u.orks ro coniplete che i nforrnarion pn>'ided. Once the li<ld$ ~re 
rnmple~e. the time clock l>egins ro run. 

b. Should ;1 manut3clurcr b .. given lhe orport11ni1y 10 contest rhc accuracy of~• consumer complaint 
before ir is publish~d'! 

\1anu focrurcrs already :iave the opporlunity lO com .. sr the ace uracy of a consumer complaint before it is 
published .:ind the manufacturer has the ability 1(• pos1" comment that would appear on the report 
indicating. a concern about the acl~uracy of a report. 

c. lf a manu'.acturer is all<>wcd lo Jispu1c rhc accuracy of the in:ormalion in a consumer's 
C1)n1plain1. how should rhat <foputc be resolved and l>y whom'! 

CPSC should resolve a11y dispute that arises based 1,1po11 informo1ion prnvidcd by th<' manufacturer ;ind by 
the (.'On~omer. 

Question 

d. The drah legislation amcnJs CPSIA 10 pcmiit onlJ pcr°S(>nS dir«.:tly harmed by a cons•.1mcr 
prt)d!lrl. 1hcir family. rheir legal rcprcsenrativc. or another pers<>n aulhori·zcd on their behalfro 
submit a comrlai 111 ro th~ dmaba~e. l'T"viously. Cl'S r A permincd anyl)ne 10 submit cornpk1in1s 
~bout a consumer produc.r. Do you ticliovc lhc drati legislation's narrowing of cli)!ibili1y 10 

submir complaints is necessary., · 

1'Jt1. The dr•ft kg.i.-lmion's narrowingof\\ho can ropc.ir: ro the databaw is n<•1 neccssaiy. 

''hnl":/,·wwv;,le~ulsafoilliiMis.org.:facts/ripr.Je·efTccr~.;,$p 
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THE VIEWS OF THE INDEPENDENT AGENCIES 
ON REGULATORY REFORM 

THURSDAY, JULY 7, 2011 

H OUSE OF R EPRESENTA'l'lVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON O VERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS, 

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COlVIMERCE, 
Washington, DC. 

The. subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:35 a.m., in room 
2322 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Cliff Stearns 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Stearns, Terry, Burgess, 
Blackburn, Bilbray, Scalise, Gardner, Griffith, Barton, DeGette, 
Schakowsky, Castor, Markey, Green, Christensen, and Waxman (ex 
officio). 

Staff present: Allison Busbee, Legislative Clerk; Stacy Cline, 
Counsel, Oversight; Todd Harrison, Chief Counset Oversight & In
vestigations; Brian McCullough, Senior Professional Staff Member, 
Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade; Andrew Powaleny, Press 
Assistant; Alan Slobodin, Deputy Chief Counsel, Oversight; Sam 
Spector, Counsel, Oversight; Kristin Amerling, Democratic Chief 
Counsel and Oversight Staff Director; Michelle Ash, Democratic 
Chief Counsel, Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade; Phil Barnett, 
Democratic Staff Director; Tiffany Benjamin, Democratic Investiga
tive Counsel; Jocelyn Gutierrez, DOE Detailee; Karen Lightfoot, 
Democratic Communications Director, and Senior Policy Advisor; 
Felipe Mendoza, Democratic Counsel; Ali Neubauer, Democratic In
vestigator; and Roger Sherman; Democratic Chief Counsel, Com
munications and Technology. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CLIFF STEARNS, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE. STATE OF FLORIDA 

Mr. STEARNS. Good morning, everybody. The Subcommittee on 
Oversight and Investigation will come to order, and there will be 
an opportunity for each of us to give an opening statement, and I 
shall open with mine. 

President. Obama's Executive Order 13563 states that agencies 
must take into account the costs and benefits of proposed regula
tions; use the least burdensome methods to achieve regulatory 
goals; maximize net benefits; and evaluate alternatives to direct 
regulation. 

The Order also requires agencies to conduct periodic reviews of 
significant regulations to determine whether they. are outmoded, 
ineffective, insufficient, or excessively burdensome. These retro
spective reviews have been required for more than 30 years, and 

(1) 
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if conducted as intended, could be a crucial tool in reducing the 
burden of regulation on our economy today. 

As chairman of this subcommittee, I have set out to ensure that 
these goals are simply achieved. Regulations cost money, and in to
day's weak economy, we cannot afford such burdens when they are 
totally unnecessary. During our June 3rd hearing, Mr. Cass 
Sunstein of OMB indicated that although independent agencies 
were not bound to comply with the Executive order, he believed 
that they should. 

Unfortunately, none of the independent agencies under the com
mittee's jurisdiction have to date complied with the Executive 
order. 

We are holding this hearing today to ask the CPSC, the FCC, the 
FTC and FERC to explain why they did not submit a regulatory 
review plan to Cass Sunstein by May 18th, as they were asked to 
do. While each of these agencies engages in some degree of regu
latory review, none of them conduct the kind of top-to-bottom, reg
ular retrospective review that will help to unburden our economy. 

The CPSC, perhaps more than any other agency today, seems de
termined, in our opinion, to pass regulations without even a hint 
of regulatory humility. Commissioner Northup will testify that 
CPSC regulations are estimated to cost industry billions of dollars 
with no cost-benefit analysis done to justify those regulations and 
no analysis. done to show improved safety for our children. Commis
sioner Northup has also submitted for the record today a list of 
businesses that have closed their doors in part because of CPSC 
regulations. 

Now, we realize many of the CPSC's most damaging regulations 
are required by the CPSIA, which has had a number of unintended 
consequences. Until Congress can act to reform that law, we would 
hope the CPSC would use its discretion where possible to comply 
with the President of the United States Executive order. Where 
CPSC doesn't have discretion, we would hope the CPSC Democrat 
commissioners would be cooperative in helping this committee 
identify where they need more discretion rather than sending last
minute partisan letters meant to. derail the reform process. 

Meanwhile, Congress asserted deregulatory goals in regard to 
the FTC decades ago, removing its authority to operate under the 
Administrative Procedure Act and instead instituting Mag-Moss 
procedures, created under a Democratic Congress to halt the agen
cy from further significant rulemaking. Today, the agency resorts 
to. rulemaking through orders and guidelines that do. not undergo 
a notice and comment process. 

Although FERC does not issue a large number of regulations, 
there is room to improve in its rulemaking and regulatory review 
also. FERC regulations call for broad ranges of data sets without 
a clear indication on how the agency utilizes this information. It 
has not conducted a top-to-bottom review of its regulations since. 
the Clinton Administration. And it is unclear what, if any, cost
benefit analysis is done of the impact its policies have on the en
ergy industry and consumers. 

Now, as for the FCC, in drafting both the Communications and 
Telecommunications Acts, Congress emphasized the importance of 
deregulation. The FCC is required to review its telecommunications 
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regulations every 2 years and its media ownership rules every 4 
years. But these reviews fall short of what the President and this 
committee have asked agencies to do. They only cover a narrow set 
of rules at the FCC and the commission can't seem to get these re
views done on time, and the commission hasn't repealed or modi
fied any significant regulations in recent review periods. Perhaps 
that is because the commission is too busy taking conclusion-driven 
actions, such as the Net Neutrality Order and the Chairman's Sec
tion 706 report. 

So my colleagues, I look forward to learning more about what 
each agency will do to adopt the principles of the President's Exec
utive order. I hope the format of this h earing gives you all the op
portunity to learn about what other agencies are doing to improve 
these processes. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Stearns follows:) 

P REPARED STATEMENT OF H ON. CLIFF STEARNS 

President. Obama's Executive Order 13563 states that agencies must take inoo ac
count costs and benefits of proposed regulations; use the least burdensome methods. 
oo achieve regulaoory goals; maximize net benefits; and evaluate alternatives oo di
rect regulation. The Order. also requires agencies oo conduct pe1;odic reviews of sig
nificant regulations oo determine whether they are outmoded, ineffective, insuffi
cient, or excessively burdensome. These retrospective reviews have been required for 
more than 30 years, and if conducted as intended, could be a crncial oool in reducing 
the. burden of regulation on our economy. 

As Chairman of this Subcommittee. I have set out oo ensure that these goals are 
achieved. Regulations cost money, and in ooday's eeonomy we cannot afford such 
burdens when they are unnecessary. During our June 3 heai·ing, Cass Sunstein of 
OMB indicated that although independent agencies were not bound oo comply with 
the Executive order, he believed that they should. Unfortunately, none of the inde
pendent agencies under the Committee's jurisdiction have to date complied with the 
Executive order .. 

We are holding this. hearing today to ask the CPSC,. FCC, FTC, and FERC to. ex
plain why they did not submit a regulatory review plan to Cass Sunstein by May 
18, as they were asked to do. While each of these agencies engages in some degree 
of regulatory review, none of them conduct the kind of top to botoom, regular retro
spective review that will help to unburden our economy. 

The CPSC, perhaps more than any other agency here today, seems determined 
to pass regulations without even a hint of regulatory humility. Commissioner. 
Northup will testify that. CPSG regulations are estimated oo. cost industry billions 
of dollars with no cost benefit. analysis done oo justify those regulations. and no. anal
ysis done oo show improved safety for children. Commissioner Northup has also sub
mitted for the record today a list of businesses that have closed their doors in part 
because of CPSG regulations. 

We realize many of the CPSC's most damaging regulations are required by the. 
CPSIA, which has had a number of unintended consequences. Until Congress can 
act. to reform that law, we would hope. the CPSC would use its discretion where pos
sible oo comply with the President's Executive order. 

Where CPSC doesn't have discretion, we would hope the CPSC Democrat Com
missioners would be. cooperative in helping this Committee identify where they need 
more discretion rather than sending last minute partisan letters meant oo derail the 
reform process. 

MeanwhiJe, Congress asserted deregulatory goals. in regard to the FTC decades 
ago, removing its authority to operate under the Administrative Procedure Act and 
instead instituting Mag-Moss procedures-created under a Democratic Congress oo 
halt the agency from further significant rulemaking. Today, t.he agency resorts. oo 
rulemaking through Orders and Guidelines. that do not undergo a notice and com
ment process. 

Although FERC does not. issue a large number of regulations, there. is room to 
improve in its rulemaking and regulaoory review. FERC regulations call for broad 
ranges of data sets without a clear indication on how the agency utilizes this infor
mation .. It has not conducted a top to botoom review. of its regulations since the Clin-
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ton Administration. And it's unclear what (if any) cost-benefit analysis is done of 
the impact its policies have on the energy industry and consumers. 

As for the FCC, in drafting both the Communications and Telecommunications 
Acts, Congress emphasized the importance of deregulation. The FCC is required to 
review its telecommunications regulations every two years and its media ownership 
rules every four years. But these reviews fall short of what the President and this 
Committee have asked agencies to do. They only cover a narrow set of t'Ules at the 
FCC. The Commission can't seem to get these reviews done on time. And the Com
mission hasn't repealed or modified any significant regulations in recent review pe
riods. Perhaps that's because the Commission is too busy taking conclusion driven 
actions, such as the Net Neutrality order and the Chairman's Section 706 report. 

I look forward to learning more about what each agency will do to adopt the prin
ciples of the President's Executive order. I hope the format of this hearing gives you 
all the opportunity to learn about what other agencies are doing to improve their 
processes. 

Mr. STEARNS .. With that, I yield to the ranking member, Ms. 
DeGette. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DIANA DEGETTE, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF COLO
RADO 
Ms. DEGETTE. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman. 
This is. the fourth in a series of hearings. examining the govern

ment's regulatory review process, and I frankly am pleased to hear 
you today embrace the President's Executive order that sets forth 
principles of regulation protecting public health, welfare, safety 
and the environment while at the same time promoting economic 
growth and competitiveness. I thought that Cass Sunstein was an 
excellent witness. talking to us about how we can all agree on a bi
partisan basis that we should eliminate unnecessary regulations at 
the agencies. 

Now, today we have witnesses, and I am happy to welcome all 
of them, particularly our former colleague, Congresswoman 
Northup, and these witnesses represent four important inde
pendent federal agencies : the Consumer. Product Safety Commis
sion, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Federal Com
munications Commission, and the Federal Trade. Commission .. 
Now, Congress created these agencies as independent entities,. and 
so therefore, as you noted, Mr. Chairman , they are not covered ex
plicitly by the President's Executive order on regulatory review. 
But. it is. important, though, for th e. subcommittee and the. public 
to understand whether the independent regulatory review proc
esses at these agencies are effective and efficient. 

I would like to correct the record. Mr. Sunstein when he testified, 
he said he had urged these independent agencies to conduct regu
latory review processes but he did not say that they should submit 
reports to him like the. agencies under. the purview of the Executive 
order, so I was a little confused, Mr. Chairman, when you had said 
that somehow they should submit reports because not only are they 
not required to but Mr. Sunstein himself does not believe that 
these agencies are directly subject to the Executive order and that 
is an order to pervert any President, Democrat or Republican, from 
overreaching their. authority. 

Now, as we hear from these agencies on their regulatory review 
efforts, I think we need to keep a few thoughts in mind. First of 
all, these agencies were created originally as independent entities 
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to insulate them from political influence and we have given them 
decision-making flexibilities that other agencies do not have. Sec
ondly, irrespective of the Executive order, as I mentioned, there are 
a number of statutory requirements concerning transparency and 
efficiency in the regulatory process that already apply to the inde
pendent agencies. For example, the Regulatory. Flexibility Act re
quires federal agencies, including independent agencies, to analyze 
the impact of their rules on small organizations. The Administra
tive Procedure Act broadly lays out the scheme under which agen
cies propose and finalize regulations, and provides for public par
ticipation in the rulemaking process. 

Finally, it is important to remember that the underlying mission 
of all of the agencies before us today is to ensure the safety and 
the health of all of our citizens. While we should make sure that 
the regulations they propose are well crafted and not overly bur
densome, we should also acknowledge the importance of the work 
hey do and the. regulations they promulgate. For example, this 
year, the FCC issued a report and order to. adopt a rule requiring 
mobile providers to enter data roaming arrangements with other 
providers, allowing consumers to remain connected when they trav
el outside of their provider's coverage area. FTC recently estab
lished the Do Not Call registry, which lets consumers choose 
whether they want to receive calls from telemarketers. This is wild
ly popular with my constituents, by the way. And every day, FERC 
acts as a neutral adjudicatory body handling extremely complicated 
technical issues on the electricity market. 

But I want to talk just in the last minute that I have about the 
recent proposals on the other side of the aisle that would under
mine the Consumer Product Safety Commission and some of the 
other good work that they have done. Three years ago, this com
mittee and this Congress worked hard in a significantly bipartisan 
manner to put meaningful reforms for consumers into the Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act. This has yielded unbeliev
able benefits . The CPSC has initiated a wide range of recent efforts 
to protect children from mandatory standards to cribs to the. prob
lem of dangerous toys to banning certain phthalates, and on and 
on. And this evidence shows that it is beginning to happen. 

So I think it is important to notice that these reforms were 
worked out by this committee in one of the last great efforts that 
was completely bipartisan. We should embrace that. If there are 
problems with the way the regulations are being promulgated, we 
need to talk about t hat,. but eliminating these important consumer 
product safety provisions is simply not an option. 

Thank you , Mr. Chairman. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. DeGette follows:] 

P REPARED STATEMENT OF H ON. DIANA D EG ETIE 

Today, we are holding the fowth in a series of hearings examining the Federal 
Govemment's regulatory review process. The Subcommittee has been focused in par
ticular on President Obama's Executive order setting forth principles of regulation 
that include protecting public health, welfare, safety, and the environment while 
promoting economic grov.'th and competitiveness; and providing for public participa
tion and transparency. 

The witnesses before. us today represent four important federal agencies: the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the 
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Federal Communications Commission, and the Federal Trade Commission. Because 
Congress created these agencies as independent entities, they are not covered by the 
President's Executive order on regulatory review. lt is important, however, for the 
Subcommittee and the public to understand whether the regulatory process em
ployed by each of these agencies is effective and efficient. 

As we hear from these agencies on their regulatory review efforts, we should keep 
a few thoughts in mind. First, Congress created these agencies as independent enti
ties to insulate them from political influence and granted them decisionmaking flexi
bilities other agencies do not have. 

Second, irrespective of the Executive order there are a number of statutory re
quirements concerning transparency and efficiency in the regulatory process that al
ready apply to the independent agencies. For example, the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act requires federal agencies, including independent. agencies, to analyze the impact 
of their rules on small organizations. The Administrative Pi:ocedure Act broadly lays 
out the scheme under which agencies propose and finalize regulations, and provides 
for public participation in the rulemaking process. 

Finally, it is important to remember that the underlying mission of all of the 
agencies before us today is to ensure the health and safety of our citizens. While 
we should make certain the regulations they propose are well crafted, we must also 
acknowledge the importance of the work that they do and the regulations they pro
mulgate. For example: 

oThis year, FCC issued a report and order to adopt a rule requiring mobile pro
viders to enter data roaming arrangements with other providers, allowing con
sumers to remain connected when they travel outside of their provider's coverage 
area. 

o Fl'C recently established the Do-Not-Call registry, allowing consumers to choose 
whethe1· they want to receive calls from telemarketers. 

o CPSC has initiated a wide range of recent. efforts to protect. our children, from 
developing mandatory standards for cribs . to addressing the problem of dangerous 
toys . to banning certain phthalates in children's products. 

oAnd every day, FERC acts as a neutral adjudicatory body handling extremely 
complicated technical issues concerning om· eleco;city market. Through its work the 
Commission limits regional disparities in electricity, natural gas, and oil pricing. 

I am pleased that we have before us today Commiss ioners from both parties. One 
of the ways Congress ensured bipartisan input at these agencies was to provide that 
no more than three Commissioners at the agencies can be of the same party. I hope 
that the Subcommittee will use this opportunity to hear a variety or perspectives 
on how to best ensure an effective regulatory process at the independent agencies, 
and that avoid focusing on policy or personality disagreements among Commis
s ioners. I look forward to hearing from our distinguished witnesses. 

Mr. STEARNS .. I thank the gentlelady. 
The. gentleman from Nebraska, Mr. Terry, is recognized for 3 

minutes. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LEE TERRY, A REPRESENTA· 
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA 

Mr. TERRY. Well,. thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate you 
holding this important regulatory reform hearing. 

I applauded the President when he issued his Executive order 
creating this cost-benefit analysis and look towards creation of jobs 
versus elimination of jobs by regulation, and I feel that it is time 
that the independent agencies adopt this and that is why I have 
introduced H .R. 2204, the Employment Act, which will require that 
all major regulations include a statement of the number of jobs cre
ated, lost, or sent overseas because of the new rules and regula
tions. Under this Act,. all major federal action significantly affecting 
jobs and job opportunities require rigorous analysis compared to 
that given to the environmental impacts, and this legislation would 
establish a policy that jobs are important as is public health and 
the environment. And this would be an issue of, you could take into 
effect the jobs lost by certain American toy companies when we fig-
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ure out that children don't eat ATVs but yet banning children 
ATVs could have an impact on jobs. 

Now, we have already seen the problems caused by regulators 
not paying enough attention to the effect their actions have on jobs. 
In my own district, regulations enacted by the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission acting far beyond its authority or intent of this 
law, what I feel isn't one of the most important ones, it is impor
tant but I think it may be an example of one of the most poorly 
written bills too. For example, Wes and Willie's. I shouldn't have 
used their name but it is a local small business making children's 
clothes, some of which they have contracted to have done in China 
as. well as. Omaha. Does it really make sense that the same design 
has to be tested on every size of tee shirt, different color of tee 
shirts? Does it make sense that they have to add 10 tee shirts to
gether assuming a child is going to completely eat 10 tee shirts in 
one sitting? None of this really makes sense. 

So this type of system where it is one size fits all, Mattel versus 
Wes and Willie's, it really doesn't make a lot of sense. I have. found 
out the irony is that many of these rules don't really protect the 
consumers but just make it more difficult to do their job, really 
putting small businesses in particular on the brink of extinction be
cause of these unnecessary rules and regulations. 

So I appreciate this hearing so we can protect, and I will give my 
time back to the chairman. 

Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman, and I yield 2 minutes to 
the gentlelady from Tennessee, Mrs. Blackburn. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and welcome to our 
witnesses. We appreciate that you are here to talk with us about 
the President's Executive Order 13563 and its non-application to 
the. independent agencies. 

These agencies have refused to voluntarily comply with the order 
to require justification for the cost and the burdens of their regula
tions. Some agencies believe that their political ends justify their 
regulatory means and that their insulation from the traditional 
checks and balances is a blank check for them to pursue 
hyperactivist causes. Bureaucrats bolted a restrictor. plate to our 
economic engine and they really have flagged private sector job 
growth to the pits and now they are resisting voluntary compliance 
with the Obama order because failing to justify their costly regula
tions means Congress and the American people are going to raise 
more questions instead of delegating more power and authority. 

Now,. these agencies don't know how to make the. best individual 
decisions for us, what foods we eat, what toys we buy, what privacy 
settings we want on our mobile devices or what light bulbs we pre
f er to use in our homes. These agencies that use explicit regulatory 
intimidation and threats of government taking to impose voluntary 
regulations on job creators aren't even willing to hold themselves 
to the same standard .. They. refuse .. We need to hold these agencies. 
accountable. Let us ensure greater efforts are taken to balance the 
economic harms 'vvith the agencies that these agencies are causing 
on our economic growth and jobs, and I yield back. 

Mr. STEARNS. The gentlelady yields back, and I recognize the dis
tinguished ranking member, Mr. Waxman, for 5 minutes for his 
opening statement .. 
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A WAXMAN, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
This is the fourth hearing this subcommittee has had on the 

issue. of regulations. The others have. been on the. President's Exec
utive order, and the third focused on health regulations that were 
recently adopted. Now we are. looking at the independent regu
latory agencies. The. President's. Executive. order applies to those 
agencies that are under the Office of Management and Budget. 
They are not independent. The agencies before us are determined 
by law to be independent. That doesn't mean they don't take into 
consideration costs and benefits when they issue regulations. They 
have to have. notice and comment and get full input. I think that 
what we need to do is to make sure we don't have regulations that 
are unnecessary but these hearings that we have had devolved into 
forums for questioning health, environment, and consumer. protec
tion laws that my colleagues on the Republican side of the aisle 
find objectionable. l was struck by the comments of the last speak
er that we don't want these independent agencies, they don't make 
good decisions, they don't know how to make the best decisions, 
they are using regulatory. intimidation on jobs. creators. I can think 
of no other expression of hyper view of all this. We shouldn't have 
a lopsided focus on the costs with no seeming consideration of the 
benefits, and we haven't had hearings that have. resulted in an y 
substantial legislation or important oversight findings. 

Now, the fow- independent agencies have done a lot to make the 
lives of American citizens better . The Consumer Product Safety 
Commission recently launched a new consumer complaint data
base, which allows parents. and concerned consumers to obtain im
portant product safety information and which will improve CPSC's 
ability to identify trends. in product hazards more efficiently. Just 
this morning, I released the first analysis of the product safety 
database. We found that in its first 3 months of operation, the 
database has already logged over 1,600 incident reports, including 
reports of almost 500 injuries or fatalities. And consumers visiting 
the online. database have conducted almost 1.8 million product 
searches. Now,. maybe some of these manufacturers don't want any
body looking over their shoulder but that is not the job of these 
agencies to do what the manufacturers wa nt. Their job at the 
CPSC is to protect the consumers. 

Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent that this report 
be. included as part of the committee record. 

Mr. STEARNS. Will the gentleman hold? l think we just have a 
copy of it. 

Mr. WAXMAN. I will withdraw my--
Mr. STEARNS. Just withdraw until we have a chance to look at 

it. 
Mr. WAXMAN. The FCC just proposed rulemaking to require cell 

phone companies to provide. usage alerts that warn consumers. of 
unexpected charges on their bills. Less than 7 months ago, the 
agency adopted a crucial rule to protect the openness of the Inter
net. I think these are two very important accomplishments, and 
Ms. DeGette pointed out others. The FTC has recently adopted 
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rules to protect homeowners from scams falsely promising relief 
from mortgage payments. In the last year alone, the FTC's Bureau 
of Consumer Protection filed over 60 cases to protect the rights of 
consumers. Is this intimidation? It seems to me these agencies are 
doing their job, and we want to keep them independent from the 
political pressure that you can see clearly in the comments of mem
bers of this committee. FERC protects consumers from price 
gouging in the electricity and energy markets. 

These accomplishments are important. They save money for the 
American public, prevent fraud and improve public safety and pub
lic health. They may offend powerful companies that would like to 
take advantage of consumers, and which may have support by 
some members of Congress in carrying their water, but that is no 
reason for us to browbeat the agencies. The focus of our oversight 
should be to help these agencies advance the goal of enhancing the 
lives of the American family. 

Our committee is responsible in the area of legislation in some 
key areas: health care. for seniors, setting our Nation's energy pol
icy, promoting telecommunications innovation and competitiveness, 
and ensuring appropriate consumer protections for American fami
lies and children. The oversight work of this subcommittee should 
shed light on how to best legislate in these and other important 
subjects. 

That is why there are real costs when this committee focuses its 
time on partisan wheel spinning and messaging. We lose the oppor
tunity to move legislation that will promote jobs, promote economic 
security and protect the health, safety and welfare of the American 
public. 

I hope that we make good use of our time today with the commis
sioners, and 1 urge the. chairman and all members to support their 
efforts on behalf of the American public, and I yield back the bal
ance of my time. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Waxman follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. H ENRY A.. WAXMAN 

Today, this subcommittee is holding its fourth hearing on regulatory reform. The 
first two hearings focused on the. President's Executive order on regulatory review. 
The third hearing focused on the. Administration's recent health regulations. 

This time we are focusing on four independent agencies- the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission, the. Federal Communications Commission, the. Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission, and the Federal Trade Commission- which are. not subject 
to the President's Executive order. 

1 support efforts to ensure that federal regulations are clearly drafted and nar
rowly tailored, and l believe in transparency and eliminating needless regulation. 
But the focus of the Subcommittee's hearings on regulatory review thus far has not 
been on improving the. regulatory process. These hearings have devolved into forums 
for questioning health, environment, and consumer protection laws that my col
leagues on the other side of the aisle find objectionable. These sessions also have 
been marked by a lopsided focus on costs. with no seeming consideration of benefits. 
And they have not resulted in any substantial legislation or important oversight 
findings. 

The four independent agencies before us have done a lot to make the lives of 
American citizens better .. 

The Consumer Product Safety Commission recently launched a new consumer 
complaint database,. which allows parents and concerned consumers to obtain impor
tant product safety information and which will improve CPSC's ability to identify 
trends in froduct hazards more efficiently. Just this morning, I released the first 
analysis o the product safety database. We found that in its first three months of 
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operation, the database has already logged over 1,600 incident reports, including re
ports of almost 500 injuries or fatalities. And consumers visiting the online database 
have conducted almost 1.8 million product searches. 

Mr. Chairman, I ask that this report be included as part of the Committee record. 
The FCC just proposed a rule to require cell phone com~anies to provide usage 

alerts that warn consumers of unexpected charges on their bills. Less than 7 months 
ago, the. agency adopted a crucial rule to. protect the openness. of the Internet. 

The FTC has recently adopted rules to protect homeowners from scams falsely 
promising relief from mortgage payments. In the. last year alone; the FTC's Bureau 
of Consumer Protection filed over 60 cases to protect the rights 01 consumers. 

And FERC protects consumers from price gouging in the electricity and energy 
markets. 

These accomplishments are important. They save money for the American public, 
prevent fraud, and improve public safety and public health. They may offend power
ful companies that would like to take advantage of consumers, but that is no reason 
for. us to browbeat the agencies. The focus. of our. oversight should be to. help these 
agencies advance the goal of enhancing the lives of American families. 

Our. Committee. is. responsible fo1· forging legislation in key areas: providing health 
care for seniors; setting our nation's energy policy; promoting telecommunications 
innovation and competitiveness; and ensuring appropriate consumer protections for 
American families and children. The oversight work of this Subcommittee should 
shed light on how to best legislate in these and other important areas. 

That is why there are real costs when the Committee focuses its time on partisan 
wheel-spinning and messaging: we lose the opportunity to move legislation that will 
promote jobs, promote the economic security, and protect the health, safety, and 
welfa1·e of the Ame1ican public. 

I hope the Subcommittee. makes good use of our time today with the Commis
sioners, and I urge the Chairman and all members to support their efforts on behalf 
of Ame1ican families. 

Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman, and all opening statements 
are concluded. 

I ask unanimous consent that the written opening statement of 
Mr. Upton and others who wish to provide opening statements for 
this hearing be made part of the record. Without objection, the doc
uments will be entered into the record. 

[The prepared statements of Mr. Upton and Mrs. Myrick follow:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. FRED UPTON 

In January, President Obama issued Executive Order 13563 and joined a govern
ment-wide dialogue about. regulatory reform .. While. he is not the first president. who 
has tried to tackle this challenge, his stated commitment to reining m overregula
tion was a hopeful first step this. year. Regulatory relief is essential to a strong eco
nomic recovery and boosting job creation. That's why it plays a leading role in the 
GOP's Plan for America's Job Creators. 

Five. months. later, however, I must. say that I am disappointed with the Executive 
order's results. The President's stated goals are far from being realized and nowhere 
is that more true than among the independent regulatory agencies. 

The. Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs estimates that independent 
agencies have a $230 billion a year impact on the U.S. economy-not an insignifi
cant figure. Nevertheless, Executive Order 13563, like those which preceded it, does 
not expressly apply to. these. agencies .. 

According to a February guidance memo sent by OIRA Administrator Cass 
Sunstein, the independent agencies "are encouraged to give consideration to all [of 
the Executive order's} provisions ... Such agencies are encouraged to. consider. under
taking, on a voluntary basis, retrospective analysis of existing rules." Shamefully, 
at this Subcommittee's June 3, 2011 hearing, Mr. Sunstcin confirmed for us that 
not one of the independent agencies under this. Committee's jw·isdiction had volun
ta1ily submitted to his office such a plan. 

In a June 1st letter to the editor printed in the Wall Street Jow·nal, Nancy Nord, 
a Commissioner of the Consumer Prnduct Safety Commission, noted that, under the 
Obama administration, CPSC has "ignored the recent direction to look for and elimi
nate burdensome regulations. We are just too busy putting out new regulations." 
Two of Ms. Nord's fellow CPSG Commissioners are. here today, along with several 
other representatives from independent agencies. I hope they can provide us with 
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an update on their efforts to provide regulatory relief and answer troubling ques
tions about what appears to be inaction until now in complying \vith the letter and 
spitit of the President's Executive order. 

Independent regulatory agencies contribute their fair share of burdensome regula
tions that affect all aspects of our economy and stifle job creation. The President's 
push for regulatory reform is meaningless if independent regulatory agencies are 
left out of this effort, 

PREPARED STATEMENT 01'' H ON. SUE WILKINS MYRICK 

T appreciate the Subcommittee's examination of how independent agencies are ap
proaching the "Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review" Executive order 
issued by President Obama. As we're all well aware, regulations can create unneces
sary burdens that hinder economic development and job creation. 

An electric uti lity headquartered in my home state of North Carolina. is tangled 
up in an ongoing hydropower relicensing problem which I think exemplifies the real 
world detriment that. can result from a lack of coordination at the. federal level. 

As l understand it, Duke Energy is trying to relicense a set of dams in the Ca
tawba-Wateree river basin in South Carolina. Working with local stakeholders and 
the local office of the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Federal En
ergy Regulatory Commission (FERC) agreed to incorporate a set of recommenda
tions to protect the endangered short-nose sturgeon as part of the project's Final En
vironmental Impact Statement for the project. Unfortunately, the regional NMFS in 
St. Petersburg, Florida ultimately recommended a different set of recommendations 
that continue to delay the relicensing process. 

Not only does this seem to be a case in which two federal entities. cannot agree 
on the appropriate path forward, it highlights a case in which two offices \vithin the 
same agency cannot agree. A NMFS office several hundred miles away is sub
stituting its judgment for a local office that has been involved throughout the proc
ess. 

Aside from affecting utility rates paid by consumers in North Carolina and South 
Carolina, the provisions sought by the regional NMFS office could potentially jeop
ardize a carefully-negotiated water rights apportionment settlement. 

Sadly, the Catawba-Wateree relicensing issue is just one of many situations in 
which federal regulatory actions harm Americans. It is my hope that today's hearing 
\vill lead to improvements in the regulatory environment. 

Mr. STEARNS .. Now it is my opportunity to welcome our distin
guished panel. I don't remember in my experience in Congress 
where I have ever seen these. many agencies collected together, and 
I don't think there. ever has been, at least in my experience. So it 
is a very auspicious occasion to have this dis tinguished group here 
to meet, and we appreciate you coming. 

I thought for the members. I would just give you a brief bio of 
each of the witnesses .. Commissioner Robert Adler, Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commissioner, is a commissioner at the United States 
Consumer Product Safety Commission. H e was appointed in Au
gust 2009. Prior to assuming office, he served as a professor of 
legal studies at the University of North Carolina at the Luther 
Hodges Junior Scholars in Ethics in Law at Chapel Hill's Kenan
Flagler Business School. At the University of North Carolina, h e 
s erved as the Associate Dean of the MBA program as Associate 
Dean of t h e school's bachelor of science in business. W elcome. 

Commissioner Anne Northup is the honorable-in fact, she 
serves the 3rd Congressional District of Ke ntucky representing 
Louisville district in the United States House of Representatives as 
a Republican from 1997 to 2006. Before her tenure in Congress, s he 
served in the Kentucky House of Representatives for 9 years from 
1987 to 1996. On July 30, 2009, President Obama nominated h er 
to a seat on the Consumer Product Safety Commission and was 
confirmed by the Senate. on August 7, 2009. W elcome, Anne. 
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Commissioner Robert McDowell was first appointed to a seat on 
the Federal Communications Commission by President Bush in 
2006. He was reappointed to the commission by President Barack 
Obama in 2009. He brings over 16 years of private sector experi
ence in the telecommunications industry to the commission. Wel
come. 

Chairman Jon Wellinghoff was named chairman of the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission, FERC, the agency that oversees 
wholesale electric transaction and interstate electric transmission 
and gas transpor tat ion in the. United States by President Obama 
on March 19, 2009, a member of the commission since 2006. The 
U.S. Senate confirmed him to a full 5-year FERC term in December 
2009. He is an energy specialist with more than 34 years experi
ence in the field. Welcome. 

Commissioner Philip Moeller is currently serving his second term 
on the. commission of FERC, having been nominated by President 
Obama and sworn in for a term expiring on June 30, 2015. He was 
first nominated to FERC by President Bush in 2006 and sworn into 
office on July 24, 2006. From 1997 through 2000, he worked in 
Congress, serving as an energy policy advisor to Senator Slade Gor
don, where he worked on electricity policy. 

And then we have Chairman Jon Leibowitz from the Federal 
Trade Commission. He served as chairman of this commission since 
February 2009. He was appointed to the FTC as commissioner in 
the fall of 2004. Before coming to the commission, he had a long 
career in the public sector, working for the U.S. Senate Judiciary 
Committee for almost 10 years, and prior to that, in the office of 
Senator Paul Simon. Welcome. 

Commissioner William Kovacic served on the Federal Trade com
mission since J anuary 2006 and served as chairman from March 
2008 to March 2009. He was the FTC's General Counsel from 2001 
through 2004 and worked for the commission from 1979 until 1983. 
He has been a professor of law at George Washington University 
Law School and has also taught law at George Mason University 
School of Law. Welcome. 

As you know,. the testimony that you are about to give is subject 
to Title 18, section 1001 of the United States Code. When holding 
an investigative hearing, this committee has the practice of taking 
testimony under oath. Do any of you have any objection to testi
fying under. oath? No? OK. 

The Chair then advises you that under the rules of the House 
and the rules of the. committee, you are entitled to be advised by 
counsel. Do you desire to be advised by counsel during your testi
mony today? If not, then if if you would please rise and--

Mr. BILBRAY. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. STEARNS .. Yes? 
Mr. BILBRAY. I hate to interrupt right now, but one thing I would 

ask, at least of one member here, is that pictures are not taken 
while they are being sworn in. I know this is done, but I just think 
that is unfair to the witnesses. I think it sends a message that it 
is not appropriate and I would ask the camera people not to take 
a picture of individuals with their right hand raised .. I just think 
it is used to often to send the wrong message to the public. Every
one here is voluntarily participating and we should not be giving 
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a false impression to the public. That is just one member's state
ment but I think in the environment of fairness on both sides, I 
am going to raise this issue again and again, and I am doing that 
today, and I apologize. 

Mr. STEARNS. I thank the chairman, and as you know, he and 
I are good friends. Unfortunately, I will have to overrule you. l 
think the press has a right to take pictures when they want, and 
I think that is probably what I have seen in my experience being 
involved with so many Oversight and Investigation hearings as 
well as others that. it is. customary to let the press have access, so 
I am sorry to have to overrule you. And if all of you would please 
stand up and raise. your right hand?. 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. STEARNS. Well, it is my pleasure now to start with the open

ing statements, and Mr. Adler, we welcome you and look forward 
to your statement. 

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT S. ADLER, COMMISSIONER, CON
SUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION; ANNE NORTHUP, 
COMMISSIONER, CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMIS
SION; ROBERT MCDOWELL, COMMISSIONER, FEDERAL COM
MUNICATIONS COMMISSION; JON WELLINGHOFF, CHAIR
MAN, FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION; PHILIP 
D. MOELLER, COMMISSIONER, FEDERAL ENERGY REGU
LATORY COMMISSION; JON LEIBOWITZ, CHAIRMAN, FED
ERAL TRADE COMMISSION; AND WILLIAM E. KOVACIC, COM
MISSIONER, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

TESTIMONY OF ROBERTS. ADLER 

Mr .. ADLER. Thank you very much, and good morning, Chairman 
Stearns, Ranking Member DeGette and the members of the Sub
committee on Oversight and Investigations. Thank you for the op
portunity to testify along with my colleague, Anne Northup, on be
half of the Consumer Product Safety Commission. My name is Bob 
Adler and I have been a commissioner at the agency since August 
of 2009 .. 

I am honored to sit in the company of so many of my fellow inde
pendent agency commissioners, and I bring you regrets from Chair
man Tenenbaum, who is not able to be here today. 

In order for me to respond to the subcommittee's request for the 
agency's response to Executive Order 13563 and similar Executive 
orders, I briefly need to review a few critical points. about rule
making at the CPSC. I do so to make the point that we have un
dertaken the promulgation of regulations and their retrospective 
review in the full spirit of the policies incorporated in the Executive 
orders despite our being exempt from the orders, so I would like 
to make a few observations and I promise I will be brief. 

First, since 1981, the CPSC. has been required under amend
ments to the Consumer Product Safety Act and to the other acts 
that it enforces to conduct an exhaustive cost-benefit analysis when 
we write safety rules. Under these amendments, our cost-benefit 
approach is as comprehensive, if not more so, as that set forth in 
any Executive order issued by the Office of the President, and I 
think in the case of any other agency. In fact, over the years, in 
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part because of the detailed and lengthy cost-benefit procedures 
contained in our laws, the commission has actually promulgated 
very few mandatory safety rules under these procedures. 

Now, I did a count, so I could be off by one or two, but by my 
count, in 30 years we have issued a grand total of nine mandatory 
safety standards,. or about one. every 3% years,. which has. meant 
we have had to turn to alternative approaches, one of which is 
working with the voluntary standards sector to promulgate vol
untary standards and to upgrade voluntary standards. The other 
thing that we have done is to work through a very successful cor
rective action recall program, and I think that has been successful. 

With respect to. regulatory review, you did note the. passage of 
the Regulatory Flexibility Act in 1980. At that time, the CPSC 
choose to undertake a retrospective review of every safety rule 
under its jurisdiction from the very beginning, not just those identi
fied as having a significant impact on a substantial number of 
small economic entities. Since this review, we have continued for 
the past 30. years to. comply with the requirements for retrospective 
review of our regulations under the Regulatory Flexibility Act. 

In addition to conducting a retrospective review of regulations 
under the RFA, the CPSC has voluntarily undertaken a com
prehensive review of its regulations beginning in 2004 and tempo
rarily suspended in 2007 in a spirit consistent with Executive 
Order. 13563. In fact~ in conducting our. review, we. have committed 
the agency to using OMB's assessment tool. The only departure 
from our approach arises because of the enactment of the Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act in 2008. In response to its 
grave concerns about the need to protect the lives of young chil
dren, Congress voted overwhelmingly, and in the House it was a 
vote. of 424. to 1, to. set a number of very tight guidelines for the 
commission to meet. Our general counsel did a count of the number 
of deadlines imposed on us. There were 42 separate deadlines im
posed by the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act. 

But recognizing the difficulty of meeting these guidelines, Con
gress streamlined our rulemaking authority when writing these 
children's. safety rules and limited the requirements in the CPSIA 
for economic analysis of the impact of the rules. The streamlined 
procedure directed to regulate hazardous children's products such 
as infant bath seats, baby walkers and cribs, all of which were as
sociated with an unacceptable number of fatalities and serious inju
ries has, I believe, resulted in significantly more expeditious and 
protective safety standards that should save numerous lives in the 
coming years and could not have been accomplished otherwise. 

I particularly want to note the commission's new crib standards, 
which was unanimously approved by all of our commissioners and 
became effective last Tuesday, June 28. This standard sets the 
most stringent safety requirements for cribs in the world and en
sures that the. place that infants spend the most time and the most 
time alone will be the safest place in their homes. Having noted 
that, I hasten to add that even with this new authority under 
CPSIA, the commission remains obligated to conduct economic 
analyses under the Regulatory Flexibility Act assuring that our 
most vulnerable small business sector is safeguarded along with 
safeguarding our. most vulnerable young consumers. 
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The commission is well on its way to meeting the deadlines im
posed under the CPSIA. We haven't met all of them, and we are 
going to miss a few more, but as we wind down the bulk of our 
CPSIA rulemaking, it is my understanding that Chairman 
Tenenbaum has directed staff to develop options to restart the ret
rospective review process. 

In closing, notwithstanding that independent agencies do not fall 
under the direct purview of Executive orders like 13563, we at 
CPSC have always tried to implement the wisdom contained in 
those Executive orders and to coordinate our efforts in the spirit of 
such orders to the best of our ability. 

Finally, I note that CPSC's jurisdiction is very broad. Roughly 
speaking, if you walk into a department store, a sporting goods 
store, a hardware store, a toy store or you go to a school, that is 
us. Those products that are in those institutions are the things we 
regulate. But we are an agency that has barely above 500 people 
and a budget just about $118 million. In other words, I am sitting 
at a table with agencies that are between two and a half and three 
times our size. But given these limits on our resources, I think we 
have done a good job in advancing consumer safety, and thank you 
very much. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Adler follows:] 
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<im11l morni11g Chairman Steams. Ranking Mcnilicr DcCicllc. ;111d the mcmh<:rs ofihc 

Subc(•nm1itll~·· 1)0 O\'c;rsight ;md ln\'CSlig;llions. rh;mk you for the opponunity to lC$lify along 

with my wlkaguc Aun<: Nt)rlhup 111t hchalt' of the Consumer l'roduct Sal'cty Commis~i11n 

{CPSC}. My 1i.1111i: is Bob J\dkr. and I have hci:n a Commissioner al •he CPSC sine.: August 

::'.009. I am honored to siL in 1he company »f so many of my follow inckpcndcm agency 

,·onnni$sioncrs. 

:\n Overview ofCPSC ;ind Relulatory R~form 

In order for me lo respond folly Co lhc $Uhcommiucc-s request for the agcn..:y's response to 

Exc..:u11vc Onkr 13563 and similar cxccucive ordi:rs. I briefly need 10 review che histo1y 1lf 1he 

l'PSC'$ rulcmaking. I do so 10 make 1he point that we have undertaken both che promulgation of 

regulations and 1h..-ir rcirnspective review in the full spirit of ihc p(•licics incorpor,ucd in 1he 

c~ccuti\c orders. $(•.I beg.in with scvi::ral obscrvaEions: 

I. Sim·..: l 'll( I. the CPSC has been n:4uircd under amendm~·ms to the Consmm:r Product 

Safoty Act I aml the othi::r acts it enforces) m conduct an extensive co~t·bcnclit analysis 

wh.:n we promulgaic salCty rules. Under these amendments. (ltir cost-benefit approach is 

as comprd1cnsivc. if not more so. :is 1hat s.:t forth in any executive order issued by the 

Otlicc of the President. 

2. Over 1hc years, th.: CPSC ha!> promulgated extremely few mandmory safety rules 

n·quiring co~t-benetit analyses. a grand to\al of nine in thirty years ··or about one every 3 

li3 years-· op1ing instead 10 wMk with the volun1ary ~tandards sector and to negotiate 

individu:J.I CNTCctivc t\cti<m Plans for 1hc recall of ~pccific hazardous pro,lucts. 
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.l. 11dcr 1hc Rcgui:11ory Fk'~tbihty ;\ct of I '>~ll. 1 lhc CPSl' dl\1sc W undc11akc a 

n.:lwspccti\·c rcvi.:-w of '".:rv sali:ty ruk under its junsdiction from ils h.:ginnin!!. 1101.iu.,t 

1hosc idcntilic.:J as having a substantial impact on a number nt smail t'ntitics (:m<l. 

therefore. rcquiring a mantlatory review) . 

.l In addilion to the rclrnspc.:tivc review of agency rcgulutions rnand;ucd by lhc Regulatory 

Fk)(ihili•y .\i.:t. !hr.: Cl'SC voluntarily unJcnook a C<lrnprr.:hcnsi,·c review ,lf it~ 

regulations h.:ginning in 21104 in a spirit co11sistcn1 with Exccu1ivc Order I J56J anJ 

:1111icipatc,; conticming to do so in 1h.: future. 

5. The only dcp;murc from the approach I've just Jcs..:ribcJ :irises bccau~c of the cnacm1cnt 

<lflhc (\lJlsucncr Produce Safely Irnprnvcmc111 Act in 2008. In 1·csponsc to its gr:i\'c: 

com:cms >1bout the need to prorcct I he l i n:s of ytiu 11g chi ltlrcn. C ongrcss h>lcti 

v"•'rwhclmingly to streamline the CPSCs n1lc111akin~ :iuthorily when writin~ .:hildrcn's 

,a!Cty ruks and to limit (hut not diminatcJ th.: requirements in our l:.1ws for c.:onomic 

:mal y~<.:.s of th.: imp;1c1 of CPSC rules. 

I. Cost-lkncfit Analysis 

In I <Jil I. ( \lngr.:ss atldcd :i broad and comprehensive set of cost-l:>cndit n~quircmcnts to the 

Consumer Product Sali:ry A~t (and the other acts enforced by the CPSC) for 1:ons11mcr produ.:t 

~at',:ty rnks promulgated by the CPSC. Th;:sc pl'Ovisions c:a,;ily ma1ch. if nor surp<i~s. in chcir 

slringcn.:y ;md SC<>pc the: cost-bcnctit provisions of lhc various cxcculiw orders on cost-bcncrit 

; 1.1.S C. ~~ 601-l~. 

., 
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an;1lysis rccomrn,·11dcd by !he Ullicc uf Mnnui;cmcnl ;tnd Budget. Among <1thcr things. prim lll 

pn>rnulga1ing almost .:very sali:ty rule.~ they n:m1ire the l'PSC to: 

~lake findings wi1h respect 10 the degree and nature of the risk of injury lhc ruk is 

dcsignc<l to di111ina1c or n:duc.:: 1hc approximate number of consumer products, <}r lypcs 

1>r .;l;L~scs chcrc(•t: sub.icct to such mlc: the need of the public fi.)r the consumer products 

sub.ice\ to such rule. a11<l thc probable dfect of su~·h ml.: on the utility, cost. or av;1ilabiJi[y 

llf snch prodnc1s l<• meet s11.:h 11.·cd; and any means ,,f achieving the objective of the 

order whik minimizing ad1:crsc .:fleet~ on compctilion or <lisniption or dislocation of 

manufoclllring ;ind other commcn::ial prac!iccs consistent with 1hc public health and 

sa1c1y. 

• Prepare a final regulatory analysis of 1hc rule containing the following infonmation: a 

di:St:l'irtion of 1hc po1cr11ial bencti1s and po1cn1ial cost~ of lhe mlc. im:luding costs and 

J~cncfns that .:annol be yuantificd in monetary terms. and the idcn11tica1ion of those likely 

10 receive the bmdits and bear the CClsts: a description of any altcma1ivcs 10 the tinal mlc 

which were ..:onsidcred by the Commission. together with a summary description of their 

potential bcnc:tits and custs and a hriefcxplanation of the reasons why these alternatives 

were nol .:h,)scn: a summary of any significant issues raised by the comments submitted 

during the public commem period in response to the preliminary· regulatory analysis. and 

a summary of tht: assessmo:nl by the Commission of su..:h issues.' 

: \\.'hilc the l')K l rh.ang..::; cu 1hc .ires "·nt'rm.:~J by the ('i,SC require the ~1gcm;y To unJcrt:1kc cusr-bcn..:fit analp:.is 
\\'•Lh rcspci.:1 h> :thn,,st c,·cry ..;atC[y rule Sl promul~alc:i. ;,omc IJb1.·ling rc-quirl·m..:nt~ uodcr ~){fl) t'fthc ff I SA dn not 
r,~quLrc ~he '"me rcgul :nor!' ~1naly~c~. 

1 ~ l!.S.C. ~?,(l~~(t)C I). 

' I~ U.5.C. ~ ~OS~H)C21. 

3 
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t· iml that the rule 1 indm.l111g us ctt'cc11,·c <kllc) is n:;iso11.ihly n~'<:..:ssary t•> ..:liminatc tlr 

1\•c\uc..: ;Ill Ullfl';,l~Ollable risk of injury ~ISSl•c1.1tC1I \\'ith lh.: prn1h11:I: that the prnmu[!\ati1111 

.1r the mh: is i11 rh..: public intcr..:sc: in thc c<1sc of ;1 rnlc dcdaring th..: product :1 harmed 

li;11;mlnus pruduc1. chat no t'..:asiblc consumer pmducl .<;1tC1y s1an1fanl under 1hc Cl'SA 

would ;1dc1111a1dy protect the public from the unrc;1snnablc ri'k 11f in.jury associ:ucd with 

the pni1l1K1: in 1hc case vf a rule which relates 10 a risk uf injury wi1h ri:spec110 \\'hi.:h 

pcrs1>ns '~ho would be sub.jcct to such rule have adoptcJ and implem..:rucd a ... ,1lu111;uy 

~OnSlllll\:f pn><itKI ,,:l!i:ly standard lhal COlllpliarn:"C wilh SllC.:h Vl))untary .:ollSlltl\Cf J"r<>dltCt 

~ak1y '':mdard is not likely to r~snlt in 1he climinati11n nr adequate reduction 11f such rbk 

nf injury: •>r it is unlikely that 1hcrc will h.: substantial cnmpliancc with such '"11L1111ary 

O.:t'n~11m..:r pwduct 5afcty st~n<lard.' 

• !'ind that the bcndit> cxp..:ctcd from the mlt: hear a r.:asonabk n:lation rn its c1>sts .111d 

1hat ruk imposr.:s the lcasl hmdensomc rr.:11uircm..:111 which prcvcnrs <>r adcquatdy 1·cdm:cs 

1he ri:;k of injury for which 1he mle i.~ bcing promulgmcJ. • 

• < ii\'c interested pcr~ons an opportunily for the oral pn'scntalion of data. views. <Jr 

arguments, in addition lo an opponunity to make wriucn subn1issions.' 

Sp..:aking from personal experience. l no1c th<1t the m1<1lysis ;m<l tinJings comain..:d in si:.:1ion 9 of 

:h..: CPS:\ (:md similar provisions in 01hcr a.;ls the :igcn~·y cnfon.:<'s) have n:sultcd in rukmaking 

pn>cccding~ thal span years of ctforl :ind cos1 the agcn,·y millions of dollars. I foul it hal'd 10 

t < t.:.S.t'. ~ ~O.<~cl)(.1!. 

·· r .< 1.; s c ~ ~ils~cnn i. 

l.< U.S.L' * .~o<~(,IK~l. 

-I 
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hch.:'c thal l>MB m ("mgn:ss could cx1>1:ct a11y more ;inalysis hy a rcgulatmy a!?.:ncy, cspcciillly 

llnc that is dircctctl 10 prorect the li\'c~ :m<l ~afcty of young chiklrcn. 

:l!!cmativ.; ."-pproachc:; to Prn1cc1ing the Public 

Bolh in rcspnns.: to the c~trcmcly dctaikd. time-consuming n:quircmcn1s in section 9 of the 

CPS,\" 1:111d our •>I her bws) and because of ils succc~s in working with th~ Vtlluncary standards 

scctor. •he CPSC has vpt<:d. wherever possible:. to look 10 thc proi11ulga1ion an<l strc:ngthcning of 

H>lunt;uy srnndar<is :is an altcmmivc to ih::vcloping manda1ory swmfards. lhc L'umrnission. of 

~t>ursc. has always n;taincJ the ,1pli<111 10 11ndcnakc mandatory mlem:iking wh~rc voluntary 

standards have proven lo be inadC<Jlla!c. As I noted. the bnrdcns of mandamry m\cmaking have 

r.:s11l1cd in th.: Commission's prnmul~~l(ion of only nine standards in the JO y.:ars since the \ 9X I 

a1ncndmcnl!'. In sharp con1ras1. the Commission has activ·cly panieipmcd in the development or 

i:nham.:cment ofhundn:ds of voluntary standards in that same time pcriotl. As I shall mention, 

the { ·ommissit>n \ in!Tequcnt promulgmion of mandatory rules and reliance on volumary 

standards h~s nor gone without criticism in Congress. t:spccially wh~·n it comes lo protecting the 

lives ::111d safety oi young .:hildren. 

The Commission has also used its recall authority 10 great effcCI over the year.~. Under section 

\ S(b} of thc Consumer l'roduc:t Safoty A<·t, companies arc required to notify the Commission 

whcm:vcr they nhtain information 1hat <>nc <}f the products 1hr.:y hav1: placed in commerce: 

• fail;; 10 comply with an ;ipplicable consumer product sa!Cty rule, 

:o '\l·..:rima l> ~p"·..:1tl...:a1Jy rct.1um:~ th<tt, hcfi>rc CPSC pnmnelgarcs :t m:mdahlf)' i:ousum<'r product s.:.focy 1·u1c. th~ 
.lt~,:m;y must lkL..:nmn~ that no \·ottm1;u)' "'''~'>tm11.·r pn ... -.tu~1 ·mtCry s1andnnl \\'t•uld aJ,·,1uatd)' n•<lucc or cJmnna.r~ a 
nsk •.:~f injury. \\!h~r<; "" ~'dCl{t~ar.; v,,hmrary :-l:tnJarJ exist:' ,and •s :mbsc.;Ull1<llly i:u1aphL·J with. Hl..: agc1H;y mu')t 
,"-:kr ~u Lh"· ,·oluur.uy ~ca.nJ;ml 
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1:uls In C(>lllply wilh a V•>lunlary C<lnsumcr p1l'•lu..:t sati:ly starni<1rd up(>Cl which the 

( ·om1111ssio11 has relied, 

• fail., l(> cmnply wi1h <my olhcr mlc cnfon:cd hy lhc ,1gcncy • 

.:ontains ;1 dcfco.:t which coulJ .;rcatc a sul:>s1antial rwJu.:1 haz:ml. M 

crcaccs an unrcaSl'tlable risk ot serious injury <>T dca1h." 

l'hc.,c s11-c<d Jed "l 51 h l reports .. h<lvc become I ht: l:>as is l1 pon which the Com mission ha~ 1alwn 

:1<:1ion 10 ncg(>tiatc C<>rrcl.'1iw :\ccion Plans (CJ\I'} with rnmp;111ii:s 1ha1 ha\'c led hl the rc.::all .if 

ntm1crous d;ingcrons produrts. The Commission has partio;ipatcd i111housands of recalls over the 

y,·:11·s invoh mg hu11lln·<ls ntmi11i,1ns ofpotcmially ha1:mlons pr0Juo;1s. Ahhough it is 

imp.1ssihlc hl <1uantify the number •lf lives sa\·cd anti in.juries avoi1bl thmugh lhis pro~ram. they 

1,111c.loul:>tcdly number in the n1illions. 

rhcrc an: lim:ts both cm ihe use ofvolumary slandanls and recalls in pnuecling /\mcri(·an 

..:on;111m:rs. bu11hi:y haw. of nc..:cssity, IWC(ln1C important wols in crsc~ approa~h lO product 

~afcty. 

3 CPSC an<l the R.:gulatory Flcxibilitv Acl CRFA! 

Section 6!0 otthc Rh\ requires agencies 10 periodically review mks that have a significant 

impact on a subsra111ial number M' small entities. 1" bd1 agency is required to publish a plan 

1lc1nons11a1ing i1s lpproach to ics rc11iew. Acconlini;ly, on September 14. 1981. the CPSC 

., 15 t~. ~.t'. ~ ~0"4 

"5 L.S.<:. ~ (1lrt. 
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publishc<l ll~ plan for rc,·i.:wing .;)listing ruks umkr 1hc Rh'\. as well as subsc,1ucn1 ruks within 

l 0 years of th<'tl' puhlicatil>n. 11 

rhc CPSC went far beyond the requirements of1hc RFA in its plan. In foci. the agcm:y not only 

rnlicit.:d and rcvicw,·J comments for mies that we determined would have a signific:mt 

cconon11c impact on a sub~tantial number of sm;ill entities. we a..:tual\y ..:onductcd a n:vi.:w ot 

c,·co' s;1t<~1y nik umlcr our juri~<liction. In addition to soliciting commcnls from the gcneral 

public in the l'ctkral Rc!!islcr, we tlireclly <'<>lllactcd affoctcd parties and their trade <1$SOcia1ions 

through appropriate trade publications. l\;forcov.:r. the Cornmis$iOn made an cffon personally to 

.:ontact thMe pcr~<>ns who submincd commenrs during the earlier rulcmaking proceedings. 

Based on the information rccciv~d in the comments. as well as other int'onnation available to th.: 

(\>mmission. t:PSC ,.;1affthcn conduc1ed an asscs~mcnt of1hc degree of economic impact on 

"mall entities an.I sought 10 idcmify appropriate a~tions required 10 minimize 1hc impact on those 

cnl111cs consistcnl with the ubjcc1ive of the statlltc under which the regulations were issu ... -d. 

L:ndcr sc.:tion 61 O(b) <>f the RFA. the Commission sought comments un. anJ rcvl~wed irs rules 

accMding to. the following factors: ( l) the C•>ntinucd need ior the rule. (2) the natun: •>f 

complaints or con11ncrits received cunceming the rule from the public. (J) the complexity oi chc 

rule. i4» the c~lcnt to which the rule overlapped. dt1plicmed. or coullict~d with other federal mies 

(and ihc Commission also considered, to tile extent feasible, the extent to which the mlc 

<>vcrlappcd. duplicated. or contli.:tcd with slate :rnd local government rules). a111l f5) the length of 

7 
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or lllh.:r factor~ fl:id .:hanged ill the ;1rea afk.:t,·d hy lhc rnlc. 

Since 1•>i.:1 and 1hc 1}a,;,;;igc of1hc RF:\. our agency has can:fillly rcvicwc<l ii:< rcgul;uion;;. rhis 

dfor[ has continued over 1hc las1 .30 yt•ars. I Jn 1hc "hole. I believe 1he,;c reviews lwvc hccn 

~,it>d holh for nm~umt·rs and 1hc regulated 1.·omn1unity. Under the RF/\ (anJ other provisions of 

!he (·psi\ rcqmring mlc n:vicws). 1hc Commi,;sion :ssu.:d reports involving 17 ruks under the 

('PSI\. as 1\·clJ as nine rules prnmulgat1.:J und,·r the h:dcral 1 lazard<>us Subsl;mc.:s ;\Cl I fl IS1\ l. 1
: 

.::gin mks under d1c Flammahlc fabrics :\c11FFJ\ l, 1' and four mlc~ under the l'oison Prcvcmion 

Packaging :\er I PPP:\).: 

In :itl1li1ion [ti the ntlc r~vicws required hy the RFJ\.1he (.\11nmission also has n:c.:nily 

1 ol11111anly undertaken effort~ to review its regulatio11s in a m;mncr eonsis1cn1 wiih the spirit or 

bcn11ivc Order 1356} and similar cxccu\i\'.: orders. Spt.:c:itkally. on January 18. 200-l. lhc 

Commission published a notice in the Federal Rcgi~tcr announcing a pilot rule review prnt,;ram. 1
; 

Jn the nniicc. the ~.!:wncy .:,1mmincd itself [O using OM B's Progr;irn Assessment Rating Tool 

i; 15 U.S.C. ~~ t201-L!"nt 

1
• ls u s.c:. ~~ :.an-1477. 

;<. .'iet' J',i/41( l'r,>o.:.1um.f.u· .\)·,·1,·nw1ic Hcrh•l1· o{Com1>ux .. rcm Rcgulcuicm'O: Rt'CJUt.'."l /(JI' Cmnm1:m,,· auJ /l:/11nndt1on. 6~ 
F~,1. l~i:g 40~~. ran.~~. ~004J cn·qul'Sth1g. t.:dtllm~nls t•n l 'om1m:io:~il~H rl·gula•icms for -w:tlk-h.:hlnd l•(•\.\o'C.:[ •HUW\!rs. 
1;ki.:•r• .. ::illy tlpi:ral-:tl hi~·"· :-.C<lnc.lMd..:. for !l:.11unab1ljty l,f \ inyl pla~ric rHcn. :md ..:hi Id n .. ·~1~C~lnl p~.:k~1gtn~ for t.'"'l'1:un 
:-..1111.:~ l~•T-.: l'lllllfli)tl~H1s} 
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tPAIU l 10 hi:!p pmvidc a ..:on.~1s1e111approach10 rating pro!\r:uns acn•ss the ti:dcral 

In thc 1101iec, the Conuuissi<ln listed four ruks for rcvi~w. and as~cd for public eommcn1 011 l!:\ch 

rcgula1ion. Spceitie;1lly. thc notiw asked: Cl) whether the regulation is eonsis1em wilh CPSC 

program goak { 2l wh..:1hcr 1hc rC!;Ulation is consisr.:nt with oth.:r CPSC regulations. (3) whether 

rhc rcg111<1tion is ..:um:nt with rcspc..:110 tedmology . .:i:onomic ,,r market conditions. and nth.:r 

111am1<11ory or volun1ary standards, and f4l whether the regulation could be ~trc:tmlincd to 

minimi;,c rcgubto1·y burdens. particularly those affo::cting small businesses. 

Out of this pil<ll pmgrani. the Commission then conducted annual reviews lhal looki:d at four to 

six r11ks per yc:u in :!005. ;7 ::!006.:' and 2007. 1'' Om of this review. th.: CPSC.: clarified ils rules 

regarding standards for caqlets, rugs an<l hicyclcs. In addition. the Commission a.lso <!stablish~d 

projects to cxa1nine amcndmcn1s 10 lhc ckctrical toy and cigarcm: and multi-purpose lighter 

mks. 

: ... ,\ i.1c'i.1,"tiptkm 1)r'ch~ t'A.RT pruct:ss and assocHlh.'J program cv:ilualion matc(i~is 's a\'ailahk at 
~Hip:: ·www. '"'hi1hi.l\S.: ~ov,.c.m~b:bu<linh::~.r~Bon/part _ :.is$cssing2004 .htm~, 

Set• Fisn1I }~:11r ~ .. 1)1)5 rrog,ram /or Sl'.\'f~muti(: Rt'\•t('\f "' ('ummh:sion RL·gulmiom:: Reque.,·r.Aw CommL'lfU mu/ 

/n/01·m,JU<m. ?O FcJ t{i.!g.. ~S.3JR (April 11. :!005) Cri:quc5ting c;ornmcrus f1n Com01i$s;1m rcg.utau-0n~ tt'r cigarette 
':i~l11er ""'.I multi-purpose h!c(lll''' ~aic1y srandards. bicydos. surface t1:11n01ot>1liry <>I o~rpcrs anJ nig.s. anJ child 
rt:s1"'t3T'll ptH.·k.aghl~ for ~·l'mtrollcd :;ubsc..1nc\!:;). 

P• St•t• Fi.\·r·al Yc•m ."'Olli, ,,,.,,g,·1lnt /(n· .~1·s1r:·mmic Ht••·ie.·w (J/ ( 'mnmissiun n,.,~ulatimll·: l·kq111!.tl fhr Comm11,••1/.f mrd 
fu/m'mcmon. ·.'I F"•tl. Reg. )~.~~2 rJunc 7. :!Ofl6) crctlU'-'Stln~ ~utnm\'sHS11nCt)mmis.s>on n:gul;itions fi.>r matchb0,'1k~. 
toy r:iub. h.1by hoUtt".:1·~. l'alkors-jun>por~. and haby walk"rsl. 

: ,, s .. · .. : Fi.\·r·"l } ·e,,,. ~U(} .':' J>rugJ'dln Ji)r .s:,·s1t.·mati<.. R1.·~·j,.,,. ,,, ( 'omtm ... ~ion R.:gul~uio11s: Ht.'l.Jllt!.'il .Jm· ( 'omm1'HU and 
b1/i1rm,uion. ·,12 f'-:d. Re~. ~lt.~b5 tJuiy 2·i. 1007) (n~•IU~stin~! ..:"'mm~nt> un (. 1)Jlltlli~sidn r.:gul:Htuns b:mning (:i.!r,ain 
un..;t~thlc r . .-~·u.,,.<.: l)U~S :nhl s.:r~ry ri::qum.·mi.:rirs. for pad tkrs •· 
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('PSI:\ du.: lo iilllitcd rcsourc.:s. light JcaJlincs. amt l\>ngrcss' spccifo: dircdio11s for lhc 

Cnrnmissi1>n h> rcvi.:w and revise many of its c~ i~ling regulations as part of !hat lcgi~lalion. 

:\s we wind down 1hc hulk nf l)Ur CPSIA mlcmakings. it is my understanding that CPSC 

Chainn:m Tenenbaum has directed statftn develop options ro continue the voluntary review 

pn>..:i:ss. ;\s part of 1his review. staff will he [1)<lkin~ at ways to maximize ,>pcnncss and public 

parlkipati~>n. as well as ways ro mosl ~Hcctivcly to target rules rhat may re<Juire revision. repeal. 

l)r ~ll'cng1hcning 10 prntec1 the public against 1hc nsk of umcasonublc danger from consumer 

products. 

5. rhc Consumc1· Protluct Safoly lmnrov.:mcm !\ct of200X 

ln ~001<. l\mgr.:ss l>c.:amc concemcd about thc large n11n1bcr of violative toys ;rnd 01hcr 

d1iltlr~n 's products rc.:allcd by 1hc crsc in 2006 and :!007 as wdl :l$ rhe slow ra.:c of agency 

rnkm;1king under .::-:isting procedures. 1\ccordingly. Congress o:nacccd by overwhelmingly large 

hipamsan majo1·itit•s 1424· l in the I louse :md 1!9·3 in the Senate) the Consumer Produc1 Saf,'IY 

lmproVt:menl Ac1 (CPSl.i\). Focusing par1icularly e>n children's hazards. Cong1·css added s.:vcral 

new provisions to 1h.-: agency's ac1s: ( 11 Congress legislatively imposed several satcty sland;nds 

for d1illlr.:n's prtitlw;1s.~" (2) Congress set numcrou~ deadlines within whi.:h th.: CPSC was 

obligatctl to write: ,,;1ti:ty ~ranJards for children's products. :md (3) Congress .;trcamlin.:d th.: 

rnlcm;1king pmc.:~s 1nat rhe Commi~sion 111us1 foliow. lifting st1r11c ufthc burdens of scciion 9 of 

rh.: CPS:\. :111d similar provi~ions in tl11r 01hcr laws. 

~·· H1.·cnts~ I h1.·s1.· ~•rO\ isle ms •,\ ;.·r~ add~.I hy a(.'[ ... ,f (\10gc\!S:', 1 h1.~y ,lUh.Hn<HicaUy appj1ed without 'h1.· Hl'L'ti for LP')(' 
tt:km"lin~. 

10 
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]h; rational.: l>chind (\mgn::;s' ao;tiun sccms ro he dear. Congress wan1c1l 10 prot.:cc ynun~ 

d1il,lren snci..:ty's most vulncr:iblc and nwoluntary risk takers ··as fully and cxpcditiou~ly as 

pos~1hk. ( 'nn~rcss did not diminalc economic analyses lhc :1gcncy mnains ohligmcd to 

c1mtluct such ;u1alyscs under 1he RFJ\ hut it did rem.we some of the more timc-..:onsumin~ 

procedures from 1hc l;1ws enforced by ihc CPSC. The result has hcl·n more cxpcditious clmfling 

of new sal\?ty st::mdards ,;pccitic:illy designed 10 pmrccl the lives and salcty of young children. 

;\ mong lhc new sWnllards promulgated by the agency since passage of th.: CPSIA have b~.:n 

irnprovcd .•afo1y n:quirl·mcnts for bnby walkcr~. bath scars. and children ·s toys. Perhaps che 

most signili<.:ant new sian,lard advancing .:hildrcn's safety has been rhi: Commission's safely 

srand:ml for .:rib~. unanimously approved by the Commissioners and effective this pa.st Tuesday. 

June'.!~. This ~1andard sets the most stringem salCty rcquirem.:nts for cribs in the world and 

sh.luld save numerous lives in the coming years. 

Even with this new ;mtho>rity. however. the Commission has taken sttps to insure that rhc 

;;conomic impa.:t of new rules and regulations is considered during the mlcmaking. process. In 

facl. other than regular ions where Con~rcss. by law. made an exception every substantive saiCty 

rule the Co111mission ha.s written under the Cl'Sli\ has been analy.led under the RFA to 

determine the impact of tnat requirement on small businesses -- assuring that our most vulnerable 

business sector is safeguarded along with prntccting our most vulncra\')lc consumers. 

Spc:1king for myself. I applaud the streamlined authority the Congress gave the agency to write 

stand<mls for .:hildrcn ·s hazards. I think we all appreciate how critical it is to prot()CI children -

who can't re-ad sakty l;ibels and who don ·1 rea\ir.e how <langt:rous some consumer prnducts can 

11 
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hc 1111hc gn:a!c<I cs10:11t possible. i\ccordin~ly. I 1hink {\ingress su'tu.:k. the 1'mpc1· halarn:c 

hc1wccn mini1111zing unnecessary costs imposed on husincsscs (anti. ultimatel}'. cons1u11crs) ;111<1 

,::1tl:guard1ng 1>11r rn.>sl vulncrahle o:nnsumcr.,. 

Conclusion 

rhc CPSC's jurislliclion is very broad: rnug,hly speaking we rcgnlatc most produ..:ts founll in a 

dcpanmclll sll>rc. <poning goods store. hal'dwarc s1orc. toy srnrc. or in a school 1 with the 

c~ccption ul items regukucd by 1)ther agencies. slu:h as lc><•J. dn:)!s. cars. l>(>ats. planes. µun.,. and 

1obaccoJ. Y .:1 we arc an agency ofhan:ly 500 pcnpl< with a h11Jgct just over S 11 l-I mil lion. 

(iivcn thcs.: limits on resources. I believe that the agcn.:y has done a good job in aJ\'uncinl:( 

rnn,;tnncr ~atc1y '"i1h minimal disruption 10 the m:ll'kctplacc. 

I:! 
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Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman. 
Ms. Northup, welcome. It is particularly nice to have a former 

member. 

TESTIMONY OF ANNE NORTHUP 

Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you. Chairman Stearns. and Ranking Mem
ber DeGette, thank you so much for the opportunity to testify in 
front of you, and I am delighted to be back on Capitol Hill with 
you. I have great respect and appreciation for the chalJenges you 
face every day and. the decisions you make. I do appreciate the op
portunity to come and give you some idea of what it looks like from 
the. other side,. from a regulatory agency. 

You just heard an excellent history of review of the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission and the past, the way they operated, 
primarily through the development of voluntary guidelines, 
through risk assessment and intervention when there were real 
risks based on science and the ability to intervene when they were 
dangerous products. However, all of what was said about the re
views of our regulations and the reasonableness of that changed in 
2008 when the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act went 
into effect, and in fact, very little of that would be present today. 
As a matter of fact, we no longer have the option to consider risk 
in most of the things we do. We are required to write rules based 
on numbers that were given to. us in the CPSIA but that hasn't 
stopped us in the regulatory process of casting a wider net includ
ing maybe more toys. and more children's products or more prod
ucts than the law requires us to do to make steps where the testing 
is more rigid than required by the law. And so while the law is 
very difficult, it has been very hard for small businesses in par
ticular to comply with it, we have at the agency, in my opinion, 
gone beyond what the law has required us to do. 

Let me just give you some. idea. In the time since the CPSIA 
passed, we have been involved in about 50 rulemakings if you in
clude the statements of policies, the notice of requirements and lab 
accreditations, and by the way, lab accreditations are huge because 
any time. we do a notice of requirements for labs to be accredited,. 
within 6 months. every product under that category has to begin 
sending every component and every part of their product to a lab 
for a third-party test and certify based on those tests and label 
their product to. reflect what those certifications are. 

So in truth, while I appreciated what Representative Waxman 
said about big companies complaining, it is actually the opposite. 
Very few of our largest companies complain. Most of them make 
products in such large. numbers that they can spread their costs 
around, and what we have really done is put out of competition the 
smaller businesses that made things primarily in this country. 
Those are the people that we hear from because they cannot spread 
their costs over. so many products. 

You know, I hear so. often people say oh, yes, that is the law we 
passed to decrease. the number of things coming in from China or 
that is the law we passed to make the big companies comply, but 
in fact, the effect of the cost of these regulations has been the bur
den that has put many, many small businesses out of business. It 
has caused those. smaller businesses to Leave the children's product 
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market. We have the public that has fewer choices than they have 
ever had in the past and we are told that if we-our four, by the 
way, biggest rules are still to come. They are expected to come be
fore December 31st or to take effect by December 31st. 

I thought I would share with the committee one that I anticipate 
that we will agree on, the majority. I expect it to be a 3-2 vote, 
and that is allowing the parts per million of lead in any component 
of a child's product to reduce to 100 parts per million as of August 
15th. This is what our economic team said about this: "Economic 
impacts are likely to occur. They are going to have to use more ex
pensive low-lead materials rather than the non-conforming mate
rials used today. The cost associated with the reengineering prod
ucts to make the new materials, the cost to make leaded compo
nents that are inaccessible, the increased testing costs, the in
creased consumer products, the reductions in the types and quan
tities of the children's products available to consumers, businesses 
that are exiting the children's product market, manufacturers 
going out of business, reduction in the utility of products and the 
reduction in the durability of products." This is all for this one rule 
that we are about to-or this one step-down that we are about to 
take effect, and it says there is no anticipated benefit in health to 
children because of this. And so I would just point out to you that 
10 out of 40 of the small manufacturers of bicycles left the market 
with the original step-down. We anticipate more will exit the mar
ket. And my question, I guess, is, what sort of regulation sort of 
rationalization can be brought to this process. I have proposed 
many times ways to within the limits of the law to lessen the im
pact of this, and I am disappointed that we haven't done more of 
that at the commission. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Northup follows:] 
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Chainnan S1carns and Ranking Member Dc:Gene, 1hank you for the opportunity to 
provide testimony to this Subcommittee on the response of our independent agency. the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), to the Admini!;tration's goal of 
regulatory rcfonn. 

Cass Sunstein, Administrdtor of the Office of Infonnalion and Regulatory Affairs. said 
recently in an op-cd for The W(t// Streei Jo11mal: ·'This insistence on pragmatic, 
evidence-based, cost-effective rules is what has informed our (the Administration's] 
regulatory appmach over the past two and a half years:·• Unfortunately, lhis cannot be 
said for the CPSC. Althllugh the CQmmission is a relatively small agency (FY 2011 
budget of SI 14.8 million). the agency's actions over the last two and one half years to 
implement 1hc Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of2008 (CPSli\) have 
substantially added to the economy's woes, causing small businesses 10 leave the 
children's producl market, reduce johs, and/or close. 

Since the beginning of 1009, the Commission has focused its time and rcsource.s 
principally on implcmcming the CPSIA. My testimony today will focus on the 
deva!'tating impact the law and its regulations are having on American business. growth 
and .;ompctitivcncss. all with litile or no offselling improvement in product safety. I will 
als.o discuss the opportunities the Commission's Majority has failed to take to reduce the 
law's burdens when the statute has allowed such flexibility. 

Finally, I will also propose today. as I did before a hearing of the Commerce. 
Manufacluring and Trade Suhcommittcc, specific actions that 1his Committee and 
Congress can take to ameliorate the CPSIA ·s effects. With regard lo Mr. Sunstcin 'sand 
this Committee's calls for imicpendcnl agencies to voluntarily review burdensome or 
outdated regulations for p()(ential rcfonns, I am unaware lhat our Chaimtan has 
rcspnnded. I know that. notwithstanding my request to wn1ribute to 1he formulation of 
any Commission views on the subject, she has not asked for my input. Thus, without a 
willingness on the part t)f our Chairman or the Commission's Majority 10 proactively 
seek cost-benefit analyses of our rules and/or to roll back unnecessary pans of our 
rulemakings put forth to impleml'nl the C'PSIA, only Congress will be able lo stop the 
damage. 

I. The CPSIA: 

Backgrouod 

As you may know, the CPSIA was passed following a number of high-profile recalls 
involving lead in paint found on children's toys imported from China. While the law 
passed with broad support in 2008, i1s many unintended consequences havt" since led 
both Dcmm:rat and Republican Members of Congress to introduce bills refonning the 
law. In January .20 IO, lhe AppropriatiQns Commiuee~ of the House and Senate requested 

____ , ........................ ___ _ 
1 Cass Sun~ttil'I ... 2 I'' ('cnrury R•gulalion: An lip<latc on the PresiJent"s Reforms ... rn,· W<1/I S1rcct 
J1>11m<1I. May 25. 2011. 
h\!P-:. _\1111111.:. ,1·,j .~~·m;articl~ SB \000 l 4~405 27021040665045 i1>.;4s J..'IWJ2!1I.'7 7 2 .htm! 
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a Report from the live Commi:;sioners on ways to amend the CPSIA. (See f/u.: fiilhrn·i11g 
li11k/or lhe lfrporl ''' ( "rmgrcs.v and the Commissioners ".fhoe sfllle111c11t.v: 

11wu:.cv.1·c. gm·:af>o111/cpsiak1•xiarq•or1ll 115.:IJJJl.1><10. Most recently, the Commerce, 
Manufacturing and Trade Subcommittee voted to approve a bill t(i reform the CPSIA. 
which may soon be marked-up by the full F.nergy and Commerce Committee. Thus. the 
law no longer enjoys the broad support it received in 2008. 

Unfortunately, neither the Commission's Democrats nor the law's original Democrat 
supporters in Cnngrcss have shown interest in any more than minor tweaks lo the s tatute, 
which will nol address small businesses' concern~. Democrats al the Commission 
acknowledge and evi:n sympathize wilh the many requests for relief that we receive from 
small businesses. but have missed numernus opportunities to implement the stalule in a 
less burdensome way. They blame the statute for being loo inflexible. but do not request, 
even when asked. mClre lhan negligib le rel ief from (',ongress. At the same time, the law's 
strongest supporters in Congress blame the Commission for not using the fl e"ihility in 
the law. Meanwhile, nothing changes rtnd the sta tute an<l its regulat ions continue to 
undenninc the economic recovery. 

It'~ not about safety: The CPSIA 's non-risk based requirements 

While: the C'ommission·s budget has grown substantially since the law's passage in :!008 
(by nearly 44 percent), new and old resources have been shif!ed away from more risk
bascd priorities lo implement lhe arbitrary, non risk-hascd mandaces of the CPSlA. 
including the lead-in-substrate and phthalnt~ bans. the Public Database, and the third
party testing, certification and labeling rt:lf11ir1-ments. Over the las t two and one half 
years, the Commission has issued an estimated 3,500 pages of regulations and guidance 
documents as a result of the CPS IA- a large portion of which must be read and 
unders tood by every affected company in order for them to grasp the law's complex 
rcquircmcntli . 

The diversion o f the Commission's resources tu CPSlA implementation reduces our 
focus on genuine safoty hazards. Our agency is charged with "pmtocting the public from 
unreasonable risks of serious injury or death '' from consumer products -but we caruiot 
fulfill this mi,.sinn if our time is spent primarily enforcing the CPSIA, including its 
complex. non-risk-based, testing and certification requirements. 

Indeed, since 2008. there has been a significant delay in progress on actions lo addres!> 
many genuine safety hazards. such as promulgating standards to reduce the risk of death 
and injuries caused by cigarette lighters. table s aw blades and P<Jrtahle generacors . 
These issues W('uld be front and center on chc Commission ·s schedule if it were not for 
thc (PSIA. 
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The new Public Database also will be a substantial drain un Commission res(1urccs. 
without any likely safety benefit. due to the Conunission 's flawed database regulation.~ 
While consumers have always heen able to report to the CPSC experiences of hann or 
risk of harm involving a consumer product. such reports were not made public unless the 
CPSC took reasonable steps to ensure accuracy. That is why this C()mmittl.le's draft 
CPSIA rcfom1 bill has called for changes to en;;ure that incident reports publishc<l in the 
database arc at least verifiable. Potentially inaccurate and unverifiable informatiQn on a 
public datab<1se is of no value to the Commission in its enforcement efforts, and useless 
lo consumers seeking actionable product safety information. If this Commission is to 
have a public database funded by taxpayers, it should he different and better than any 
~llurce (lf informati1)n that already exists in the public domain. such as websites like 
Amazon.com (1r Yelp.com. Many believe lhe Commission's ... gov'" database, ifleft 
unchanged. will be useful only to trial lawyers or advocacy groups that will be able to 
populate ii wilh unverifiable. second-hand information for their own purposes. 

II. Economic Impact of the CPSIA 

Tile lack of cost-benefit analyses 

In March 2009. Commission staff reported that the economic costs associated with the 
CPSIA would be "in the billions of dollars range.''·1 Industry associations representing 
manufacturers of fomiturc. mattresses. sports equipment, children's clothing and 
handmade toys, just to name a few, have all wld us that they will be saddled with 
enonnous costs. first to reengineer their products to satisfy the new standan!s imposed by 
the law. and then to third-party lest every component of every product they make to 
demonstrate compliance with all of the applicable standards. 

This Commissitm has received a considerable amount of anecdotal evidence from 
companies and trade associati(ms regarding the costs to test at independent labs. as well 
as the cost of ceJtitication. tracking labels, continued testing, record keeping, testing to 
product standards. and the potential repulational and litigaiion costs that will result from 
the upcoming Public Database. Attached is a sample list of businesses impacted by the 
CPSIA, as well as other economic data. Our staff has compiled some sample testing 
costs for toys and hikes, as part of a Regulatory Flexihilily Analysis for our Testing and 

2 The Commission Majori1y's t.!atabasc rule suffers from three major iofirmitics: t) It inrer11reted the 
slatute lo allow m1ym1c to reporl incident~ to the dalaba-.:· cv.:n consumer at.!vocacy groups. trial la\"yer~. 
and 01hcrs with ulterior motivc>s and who nrny not have firslhan.J knowkt.!gc of1he incide1u: 2l the rule fails 
to rc:"quire enough information from suomitters so that reports arc:" even verifiable: and J) the nile requires 
that all reports will he macle pulllic on the IO'" day following transmittal to the manufacturer. reg.mlle~s of 
-whether there· s a pending. val id claim of material inaccuracy. 

·1 Lener from Acting CPSC' Chairman Nancy Nord to Rcprcscntatiw John Dingell. March 20. 2009. 
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Lahding Ruic. But the Commission has never conducted a full cost-benefit analysis of 
any regulation we have promulgated under the CPSIA. 4 

I believe such analyses would reveal that much of our CPSIA mandated regulation cannot 
be justified. To begin with, there is no scientific evidence suggesting there is any benefit 
from many of the law's requirements. For instance, no government health agency, 
including the CPSC, has ever concluded that the components of children's products 
containing either 300ppm lead content or the interim-banned phthalatcs pose a safoty risk 
to children. It has Jong ht"en established that the lead absorbed hy children 
overwhelmingly comes from lead<.'CI paint or from lead in gasoline that got into the dirt 
and was tracked into homes near older gas stations. The Enviromncntal Pmtection 
Agency (EPA) and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) report that in 1978. about 13.S 
million children ages 1-5 had elevated blood lead levels. However, by :!007-2008, this 
number had declined to about 250,000 children.< Similarly, 2007 data indicates that one 
percent of children selected nationwide for lcsting, who are targcte-<l due lo their higher 
risk profile. showed an elevated blood lead level as established by the CDC. This 
number was d<iwn from nearly eight percent in 1997, 6 and is likely attributable to the 
elimination of lead in gasoline, as well as lead paint education and abatement. The CDC 
and the EPA have issued guidance for reducing children's exposure tn lead, and neither 
has ever suggested that parents take away a child's hicyck because of the lead in the 
substrate of the metal comprising the spokes, pedals or handlebars. Nor has it ever been 
argued that the CPSIA, with all of its costs, will lower the number of children reaching 
the "tipping point'' of having an elevated blood lead level. 

Burdensome testing aod certification requirements on manufacturers 

Given the tools available to manufacturers to determine compliance and our own 
improved enforcement methods. I do not believe the complex. third·party testing and 
certil'ication requirements of the CPSIA arc necessary or helpful to ensure compliance 
with the law's new requirements. In fact. relief from the law's testing requirements is !he 
number one re{1uest of small businesses, many of whom may be able to c,)mply with the 
law's lead and phthalates limits but slill cannot afford the mandatory third-party testing. 

By requiring all 111anufoeturcrs of children's products to send their products to he tested at 
a third-party lab, regardless of risk, the law disproportionatdy hurts companies with 
robust in-house testing programs, th<ise with more creative and effective ways of 
ensuring compliance internally. as well as dQmestic American companies who have nc\'er 
had a violation. The CPSIA 's micromanagement of a C(>mpany's testing. ccrtificntion 
and tracking of each and every component of a product is entirely unnecessary· ... and in 
fact. will he less helpful than the sophisticated internal controls manufacturers are 
currently using and continue to develop and perfect. Furthcnnore, a ''bad actor" with a 

" Most of 1hc CPSI :\ mandated regulations arc llOC nguired 10 b<' promulg.al('d t111Jer S.:ction 9 of the 
CPS:\. whid1 nomi:illy "ouhl entail a cos1-bcndl1 analysis. lfowtvcr. lhc statute docs not prohibit che 
agency from doing ~o. if the Commission recub'lliics a nctd for such analyses. 
~ h1n~~.'· \\'\\ \Ltna.~o\ .. ,,nccdw~h .. chHcirt.!'n:hfhlV burdcn,:h J-gr~uih.html 
'' lnm:" "ww .cdc.go1. nc~h; l~:i.ll dat;~ nal i llnal.hun 
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casual attitude toward safoty standards compliance will be just as casual about 
maintaining accurate records to support CPSIA-mandatcd certifications. 

The CPSIA also requires the creation of massive new paperwork and tracking systems, 
often without any safety enhancing product changes. A member of the American Home 
furnishings Alliance reported that it spent S 13 million dollars on tests, new systems and 
tnn:king pH>cesscs, despite the fact that every single component it used on children's 
fomiturc already complied with the current lead standard. The company was therefore 
not required to change a single material used in its manufacture of children's furniture, 
and there was no corresponding benefit in the improved safety of its children's furniture 
t0 justify the costs. 

Similarly. some industry associations have had very few. if any, safety violations; yet, 
they are required to comply with onerous third-pa11y testing. certification, tracking and 
labeling requirements that will not improve safety. The American Apparel and Footwear 
Associmion writes in its public comments on the Component Parts rule: 

As the CPSC continues to issue specific compliance requirements. manufacturers 
become increasingly wrapped up in ensuring compliance over ensuring product 
safety. All AAFA members have had long-standing quality control 1lrograms in 
place that have developed based on the prnduct, production of the product and the 
manufacturer's unique circumstances. These programs arc cffoctivc anrl do not 
need to be changed. To demonstrate, only .0084% of all apparel and footwear sold 
in the U.S. in 2008 were involved in a rt-call. M()reover, most apparel and 
footwear recalls have been drawstring vicilations · a compliance issue that results 
from lack of information not lack of testing. 7 

The testing and ccnification requirements of the law have yet to be fully implemented. 
Therefore. I would continue to request that Congress intervene to prevent the 
Commission from enforcing these requirements. at least until a full cost-benefit analysis 
has been pcrfonncd. 

III. Commission Actions Have Made the Law's Impact Worse 

I no longer believe lhat action by the Commission to alleviate the law's unnecessary 
burdens is likely. Before my Senate confirmation hearing, l was asked by both Democrat 
and Republican Senators to ''find llexibility" in the law whernvcr possible, because the 
law had resulted in many unintended or unforeseen conse(1ucnccs. Once confirmed as a 
Commissioner, I l!>ok this request seriously. 

However, the llcxibility that I have found in the following rules was n:iccted by a 
majority of Commissioners: 

·American Apparel anJ l·\)otwcar Association. R~quesl for Comments. Docket No. CPSC-2010-00."\7 & 
C'PSC-2010-00.>l!. August."\. 20!0. 
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• Absorption exclusion: I argued that the absorption exdusiun under Section IOI was 
actually intended to exclude cenain products from lhc lead limits (rather than be 
meaningless), and therefore 1hat the term "any lead"' in lhat section may be 
interpreted to mean a de 111i11i111is. hannlcss amount of lead in a children's product. If 
lhe Commission had accepted my inlcrprctation, lead in the substrate of ATVs. 
bicycles. and brass axles on toys would he legal since lead in the substrate of these 
products is not harmful. Thi:,> interpretation would have allowed American standards 
to mirror European standards more closely and reduced the number of components 
that need to he tested. Because the Commission rejected this interpretation, it voted 
to reject the petition of a manufacturer of toy cars, even though the car's brass fitting 
contained less absorbablc lead than lhe Food and Drug Administmtkm deems to he 
acceptable in a piece of candy. R 

• Civil Penalties Factor.'I ··· ln the Commission's interpretive rule on Civil Penalties 
Faclors, I propo~ed a numhcr of changes to pnwide more certainty for the regulated 
community and to ensure that while the overall civil penalty ceiling was raised, 
"technical" violaiions, such as incorrect paperwork, would not be lreate<l the same 
way as more serious violations, such as failures to meet safety standards. This is one 
area of the statute that was n(ll too rreserip1ive, and a middle-ground could have hecn 
rcached.'1 Unfortunately, a majority of the commissioners did not wanl to provide 
lhat leeway. 

• Definition of Children'.<,; Product-The CPSIA applies to all "children·s products". 
slatut(>rily delined as rwducts "primarily intended for a child 12 years of age or 
younger." The comments that the Coirunission received following the proposed rule 
made clear that the parameters we had tried to set in the proposed definition were not 
help fol to most manufacturers that produce chi ldrcn · s products intended for ages I 0-
12 or for an age range falling both inside and outside the upper age limit of 12. The 
purpose of defining the tcnn was to guide manufacturers in determining which of 
their pmducts fall within the purview of the CPSIA. After receiving these comments. 
the Commission had a chance to put a much nam1wcr "fence" aroun<l lhe scope of 
covered producls---or to at least define dearer boundaries. Unfortunately, the 
Majority chose to leave the definition vague whenever possible, which helps neither 
the CPSC staff. m nor the regulated communi1y. 11 

• "Children's product .'lafcty rule.~" - I offered a valid, alternative interpretation of the 
statute with regard to lhe requirement to impose thinl-pany le~ting on all "children ·s 
product safety mies." A clear distinction can be made between "children's product 
safely rules'' and more general ''c()nsumer pmduct safoty rules" promulgated well 
bcfon: the passage of the CPS IA. t.:nfortunatcly. because the Majority chose to view 
all consumer product safely mies uf the Commission as potential "children's pmdu.:t 

g h!!n;..:.~.1.Y,.ll_,,CQSC.g<n :!l1':!l01lhup I 104C)ll.pdf 
"http:· \' ~-\' .q>~r .. g<" :pr. n<ll.1JJ!!l'o.~ tO!lll 0.11.ir 
;;, Ju~tin l'ritchard. ''Feds dismi~s m:cd ro r~-,;all lcad drinking glassl's."Asso,·iatcd Press. December 11. 
2010. t1~."·Jl~,\'~il~!•Y~~'~om;~:ap120ICJ12 J l. ar 1m h.:.Jl)c·u~_r.;1dn1il1mJ~.-~<l "1?.!'~~'!t:~ 
! : http~. \\'\\•\\·.i.')\~(.'.''OV·~r.:..11~~!\h~!JlOC)~t.)101 O.rdf 
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.~atCty mies;· it imp1>s<.'CI an unneccssary, additional layer ()[testing (al third-party 
Jahs) on manufacturers of carpels amt rugs, vinyl, clothing te.dilcs and manresse&-
all of which art: subject lo consumer product safoty rules. The Ct)mmission did not 
have lo take this stcp--and there is no risk associaled with lhesc pniducts lhctt 
nC\:essitates new third-party testing requirements. 1 ~ 

• Public Database: I prnposed an alternative database rnle that would have responded 
to a number of manufacturer concerns and made the database a more accurate source 
of information for consumers. The Commission's Majority instead passed a rule that 
went \\ell beyond the statute's requirements, allowing .. anyone" to submit reports of 
hann--·even advocacy groups. aUomcys. random bystanders, imd. as has actually 
occurred, people perusing the internet that may not have firsthand knowledge of the 
incident. Tu total, the Commission Majority's database rule ensures thal lhc database 
will be filled with inaccurate reports of harm that will be useful only to advocacy 
groups and trial attorneys. and will be time consuming and costly to manufacturers-· 
particularly small businesses. 

• Crib.f: In December 2U IO, the Commission set a six-month eflective date fol' a new 
mandatory. retrospective crib rule that it was required to promulgate under lhc 
CPSIA. Rcginning in April '.!O 11, the Conunission received appeals from 
associations reprellenting hundreds of i;rnall and medium-sized .:rib retailers asking 
for an extension of time to sell through crib invenlory that did not comply with the 
new standard and therefore could not lawfully be ~old after June 28, 2011. Data 
recciv1,.'d by the Commission from a small fraction of all crib retailers indicated that 
as of May '.!O 11, there were at 1.-:ast 117,800 noncompliant cribs, valued al 
approximately $3~.000,000, still in retailer inventory. While I vNed in favor of the 
new crib standard in December 20 I 0 and the original six-month dfoctive date for 
both relailcrs and manufacturers. J realized in hindsight lhat due to the chain of 
commerce, it was illogical to set the same effective date for both. Two weeks ago, 
the Commission held a public meeting to determine whether to extend by any amount 
nf time th~ period during which retailers could lawfi.1lly ,;ell new, non-drop-side cribs 
that satisfy the most recent vuluntary standard. The Comrnissi<>n had previously 
given day care providers and the hospitality indu~try unlil December 2012 10 meet 
the new mandatory standards. so there was no issue regarding the sa!Cty or the cribs 
that woulcl have been the subject of the extended deadline. Nonetheless. the 
Commission decided on a 3-2 party-line vote not to extend the effective date by even 
30 days. thus missing another opponunity 10 avoid unnecessary cc()nomic waste 
without sacrificing safety. 

• Reduction to JOO ppm of Lead: The CPSIA banned as a ha:tardous substance 
children's products containing over )00 ppm oflead. It also provides that children's 
products containing over 100 ppm of lead shall be treated as a banned hazardous 
substance beginning on Augusl 14, ~011, '1mlcss the Commission delermincs that a 
limit of 100 parts per million is not technologically feasible for a product or pmduct 
category.'" The Commission is scheduled to decide hy majority vote on July 13. 
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2011 . whether rcdu<:ing the le.id limi1 to I 00 ppm for any pmduct or product cmegory 
is not technologically feasible. S1a ff has prepared a public decisional package on the 
i s..~uc and presented its views during a public briefing held last week. During the 
briefing, staff acknowledged 1he common sense fact that the economic impac t 11f 
reducin g the limit to 100 ppm is a factor in determining the le\:hnnlogical feasibility 
of doing so . In addition. ;;taffhas identified s ignificant ·•economic impacts tha t are 
likely to occur··. including: the need to use more expensive low-lead materials rather 
than the nonconforming materials used today: the costs associated with recnginecring 
products to make use of new materials; the costs of making leaded components 
inaccessible; increased testing cost~: increased consumer prices; reductions in the 
types and quantity of children· s products available to consumers: businesses exiting 
the children's product market; manufacturers g(>ing out of business; reduction in the 
utility or products due to the suhstilution of malerials; reduction in the durability of 
products due to the substitution or materials; and, the loss of the value of all 
inventory not satisfy ing the new s tandard. With respect to any potentia l 
counterweight to this economic harm. Commission staff concludes that the '"overall 
contribut ion of' products with lead content between I 00 ppm and 300 ppm '·10 lead 
exposure in children is minimal. '' Notwithstanding staffs acknowledgment that 
reducing the lead limit to IOO ppm will cause substantial cc(momic hann with no 
offsetting improvement in product safoty, I helieve it is likely that the Cummission's 
majorit·y will still vote to reduce the standard. 

JV. Lack of a Regulatory Re\·icw 

To my knowledge, the Commission has not undertaken a retrospective review of its 
regulations since before pas.sage of the Cr Sl/\ in 2008. and on-going small businesses 
an alyses an: minimal. The Commission's only evaluation of the impacts of its 
regulations on small businesses. has been performed under the Regulatory Flcxibiliry Act 
(RFA). Since I have been al the Commission, Regulatory Flexibility Analyses have been 
as perfunctory as one paragraph or as lengthy as a dozen pages - and the Commission 
seldom if e ver bases its decisions on such aniilyses. As you know, the RFA nl5-0 requires 
rctrosix.--c ti ve review of regulations. hut only every ten years ··and only if the 
Commission has deem(.xl such rnles to have a "significant" impact on small businesses. 

Prior to the passage o f the C'PSLA. the Commission undertook a volun1ary, annual review 
of certain regulations, including noti1:.e llnd Ct)mmcnt to the public, in order ll) determine 
whether any should be ro lled back or updated. From 2004 - ~007, the Commission 
rev iewed 11 ru les, standards and b1ms. I understood that those reviews resulted in 
modifications to only one of the ru les - the flammabi lity s tandard for carpe ts and rugs. 
[ n some ca ses, s lit ff reviews of regulat ions produced recQmmendations fo r change, but 
the Commission never did the work necessary to implement them. Finally, a review of 
thL" bicycle s tandard done at that time also helped to inform some recent changes made to 
that standard, which were done principally to allow hicycle manufacturers to comply with 
the CPSIA. ·s testing and certification requirements. 

V. Going Foi:ward - Recommendation~ to Reform the CPSIA: 
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Rcfonning the CPS IA to focus on risk would greatly relieve the ~train on agency 
resources 1:aused by implementing and enforcing non-risk based regulations and 
monitoring low risk products. It would also free the agency to redirect its limited 
resources toward more effectively fulfilling its safety mission. This can be 
accomplished in a varic1y of ways: 

). L\mcnd the law·s Absorbability Exclusion §IOl(b)( I l!A) so that it is meaningful: 

The CPSJA included three statlllory exclusions from the lead limits. But the 
Commission has meaningfully interpreted only two of them. The law's third 
exclu;;ion. based on the absorbability of lead in a product. has not excepted a 
~inglc product from the CPS IA' s J:C()pe. The CPS IA should therefore be amended 
to cxclu,ic products or materials with a level of absorbablc lead that the CPSC 
\).etennincs not to be hanufi.tl to a child"s health. 

Drawing the line at the level of absorbable lead that is hannful to a child"s health 
is consistent with the findings of our leading scientific agencies. the National 
Institutes of Health, the CDC and the EPA. Only lead that is "absorbable·• at 
greater than mi11imal levt·ls is daugerous. c~pecialty to children ages five and 
under. Thus, the experts at the CDC and NlH have found that lead paint in old 
houses and lead in din near old ga,; stations are the main source of environmental 
lead presenting a danger lo small children (http:/iwww.cdc.govincehilead/). In 
other words, the risk ofabsorbahility from lead in dirt that is trdckcd into a home 
or lead paint in an old home that bC1.:omes chipped and may be inhaled or ingested 
is quite high. Notably, the EPA standard for lead in soil is 400 ppm 
(http;i/www.epa.gov/lcad!). This standard for snfcty is Jess strict even than the 
current 300ppm lead wntenl standard provided in the CPSIA for children's 
products. including bicycle handlebars where lead is embedded in the metal 
substrate and cannot be absorbed. 

Unlike other Commission rules, regulations promulgated under the CPSIA, as 
interpreted by the Majority, have led to the banning or substantial rccnginecring 
of many products that pose no 1isk of harm from lead. For example. the CPSIA 
has led tn a ban on children's book~ published before 1986. because the ink in 
them i,: likely lo contain lead above the allowable level. But children arc not 
likely to cac the page~ of old books ()T ingest mMc than minuscule amounts of lead 
after toudiing their pages. Likewise, youth ATVs aml bicycles arc outlawed or 
must be rccngineered even though the lead that is in the hood, handlebars. or 
hubcaps will not bocome ingested and absorbed in meaningful amounts. Other 
everyday products such as school lockers. the hinges on a child's dresser, or 
jackets with zippers and buttnns are outlawed if they C('ntain ciny levels of lead in 
lhe substrate. Even ball p()int pens arc outlawed if they have a toy or game 
attached to them and arc marketed to children. due to the brass found on the tip. 
Becau~c there arc still ncRligible amm1111s of lead dctectaMe by scientific 
eq11ipme111 that may be wiped offhy t~>ucbing a bicycle handlebar, the CPSIA 
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treats these items in exactly the same way it treats products that truly could hurt a 
'·hild by incrca::;ing her blood lead level. 

If the law is amended lo unambiguously exclude products with a level of 
absortiable lead 1hat is not hann ful to a ~hild' s health. the s.:ope of the CPS IA will 
be considerably narrowed, and the Commission can focus its limited resources on 
real risks to children. 

> !&~er the age-range of products impacted by the law: 

Under the CPS IA. a "children ·s product" is any product intended primarily for 
use by children twelve years old or younger. The CPSIA thus treats all pn,ducts 
intended primarily for use by children under thirteen the same, regardless of 
whether they are intended for one-year olds or twelve-year olds. Recognizing the 
substantial diOcrcnce in risk presented by the same products to different age 
groups. CPSC staff have suggested to the Commissioners that lowering the age 
rdnge of products impacted by the CPS IA would be one of the most efficient ways 
to amend the Jaw in order to exclude those products which many believe should 
not be impacted. 

The 12-and-under age range affects many products that are also used by 
teenagers, thus creating enforcement difiiculties over marginal products. 
Producers argue that the products are primarily intended for children age thirteen 
and older, and the Commission examines marketing and other factors to assess the 
claim. Some bluning of the age lines will happen regardless of the age cut-off. 
but there arc many more products subj1.>c1 to this uncertainty for "twccns" (e.g .. 
ccrt::tin sporting gouds. apparel, etc.) 

In addition to enforcement difficulties, the benefits of the Jaw arc vaslly reduced 
as applied to products for older children who arc well past the age when they 
mouth things or constantly put their hands in their mouths. Thus. Congress could 
amend the statute to apply only to products primarily intended for children under 
age six. while giving the agency discretion to mise that age limit for particular 
material;; or categories of products that arc found in the future to pose a risk to 
older d1ildren. And in any event, the CPSC would retain the authority to issue a 
slop-sale order or to recall any product detcnnined to pose ··subst.'lntial product 
hazard .. under the Federal Hazardous Substances /\ct. 

). Eliminate third-party testing and cer1ilicarion rtx1uirements: 

As stated previously. the law's third-party testing, certification. tmcking and 
labeling requirements arc the most burdcns\)mc for small manufacturers. They 
arc also unm.~essary for verifying compliance. particularly given the agency's 
impnwoo traditional enforcement tools. As a result, Congress could eliminate 
current third-party testing and certifkati\)n requirements all together. allowing 
manufacturers to test in-house and/or in the best way they know how to detenninc 
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compliance. The Commission would retain the discretion to impose third-party 
testing requirements nn products whose risk justifies the cost. 

-, .~Ylilic Datith.~s.c -.rl.>1Uin: rcfl)J!llS to the Database Rult: to ensure that inddent 
reports arc verifiahlc and useful. 

finally, the Commission's Database Rule could be revised in order to ensure that 
incident repo1ts going up on the new, public database are verifiable. Potentially 
inaccurate and unverifiable infonnation is of no value to the CQmmission in its 
enforcement efforts, and useless to consumers seeking actionable product safety 
information. 

Several features of the Majority's rule guarantee a database populated by 
inaccurate infonnaiion. The Majority has broadly defined the statutory categories 
of submitters to the Database t{l include groups and individuals with no direct 
knowledge oi the incident e>r the per:>on hanncd. Such groups include consumer 
advocacy groups, trade associations and attorneys, for whom the accuracy of the 
incidents they report may be secondary to their own agenda5, giving them no 
incentive to avoid the pnsting of false \ff mislemJing information. 

The Database Rule also docs not require ,;ufficient information from the ~uhmitter 
to ensure that Commission staff or con,;urncrs can tell one type of product from 
another. Only the minimal amount of information is requirt:d, including 
manufacturer name and a "description of the product" which could include simply 
"baby stroller." Bue one company may have manufactured dozens of different 
models of baby strollers, some of which may no longer be in production. As a 
result, the Iimih.:<l produet i11fu1matiu11 n .. 1.Juired i.~ insuffii:ienl lo permit the 
Commission to investigate the claim. and of no value to a consumer seeking to 
identify a safe model of baby siroller. 

The problem:> created by permitting inadequate product identificaiion and 
allowing individuals and groups without firsthand knowledge to report alleged 
incidents of ham1, arc compounded by the rule· s failure to require the 
identification of the victim or product owner who experienced the risk of harm. 
As a result, the Commission's staff may be unable to \'Cnfy the accuracy or !he 
repun by speaking lo the only party with actual knowledge of the product and 
inciden1. Moreover. because manufacturers bear the hurden of proving a material 
inaccuracy, the Olmmis.:;ion will publish a rcpon that contains the minimal 
re(juircd infonnation, even wher<: inadequate product identification Qr the absence 
of victim contact information leaves the repm1 unverified. There are therefore 
likely to be many cases where a manufacturer will have good reason to believe a 
reported incident is either completely false or materially misrepresented (and 
companies roniincly receive these lypcs of mistaken or fraudulent claims), but 
n.:ither the manufa..:turer nor the (\1mmi~sion will be ahle to obiain ihc 
informaiion necessary to res1llve the claim. IJnder those circumstance.~. the 
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manufm;ture will be unable to meet its burden and the challenged, but unverified 
and unverifiable report, will remain on the database forever. 

Inaccur.1te information will likely also be posted on the database - at least 
temporarily - even when there .lli sufficient infonnation to eventually confinn the 
truth_ That is be.cause the Majority'~ rule requires the Commission to publish an 
incident report on the public database by the I 01

h day after sending notification to 
the manufacturer. notwithstanding that a manufacturer has adequately supported a 
claim that the report is mat<!rially inaccurate. Unless the Commission can 
conclude within 10 days that the report is materially inaccurate. it is published on 
the I I ih day and remains on the Database while the Commission completes its 
investigation. And because there is no fixed pcriQd within which the Commission 
must complete its investigation, inaccurate infonnation can remain on the site 
indefinitely. 

Thank you, Chairman and Members of the Subcommiltee for calling this hearing and for 
inviting me to testify today on the burden to the economy of the CPS IA 's non-risk-based 
rcgulatil'llS. I look forward to your questions. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE CPSIA ·EXAMPLES 
2009 - 2011 

Costs associated with the CPSIA 

I. In a Jetter from the Cl'SC to Representative Dingell in March 2009. Commission 
staffrcport<..·d that the overall economic impact of the CPSIA would be in the 
"billions of dollars range." The Commission a!Sl) acknowledged that the testing 
and certification costs will fall disproportionately on small-volume businesses. 
(h:tterfrom A.Cling Chairman Nancy Nord to Representatiw Dingell. March 20, 
2009) 

%. "MAJOR Rl:LE" - CPSC acknowkdges in its FY 2011 Regulatory Agenda that 
its main rule pertaining to the CPSfA's testing rcquin:ments (!PDF! CPSC 
Docket No. CPSC-20l0-0038) is a ··m~jor rule" under the Congressional Review 
Act, resulting in. or likely lo result in: I) an a1U1ual effect on the <..>conomy of 
SI 00,000,000 or more: 2) a major increase in Cl>Sts or prices for consu1m."t's, 
individual industries, government agencies or geographic regions: or 3} 
si1:,'11ificant adverse effects on competition, employment. investment. pruduetivity. 
itmovation, or the ability ofl.:.S.-based enterprises to compete with foreign-based 
enterprises. 

3. In an artiek entitled "Makers Arc Pushing Back on Toxic-Toy Law" (Wall Street 

Joum"I, March 5, 2009 
http:ii(>_t_tJim;.waj~..:l)m/articlciSH I 2J621357629835121.html), Joe Periera reported 
the following Joss statistics: 

o Goodwill Industries to destroy $170 million in merchandise. 

o Salvation Anny expects to lose $10() million in sales and disposal costs. 

o The Toy Industry Association estimates inventory losses at $600 miUion. 
o Members of the Coalition for Safe and Affordable Childrcnswcar lost 

$500 million. 

o The California Fashion Association estimates troubled inventory ut $200 
million. 

o The Motorcycle Industry Council expects to lose 50.000 motorized bikes 
and four-wheelers worth at least $125 million. 

4. On March 11. 2009, l'laythings ,Hagazin<' reported updated data from the Toy 

Industry of America (sec l!ttp/i\'".'.\Y.~~Jlliu:things.cumiartic:lc!C A664J.~(15.Jm:n).). 
including: 
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o From a pool of nearly 400 manufo1:turcrs and 220 rctaik,-s. the TIA 
estimates losses of $2 billion in retail value. 

o More than $1 billion in already shipped merchandise has been rctumcd or 

is being withheld for return. 
c More than $800 milliun in compliant mcn:handisc i~ at risk of return. 
o 40% of all respondents plan to eliminate jobs to pay for the CPSIA. with 

more than 1200 jobs rcpon.cd to be in jeopardy. 

"TIA: Safety Act puts S?B crimp in toy biz" 
3il 112009 

S. Separately. the Motorcycle Industry Council advised that total losses from 
dis1uptions in its members' busim:sses e<.1uld total $1 billion. S1.."e: 

h.!.Hl:!t\ l't~i~i;.,_~~ )mip"\v.-1 l!ml-rnl..;-<;11t.t!!J ~i,:_o.s\~m1i~.9.J1:;Y.c. l!;:.i n~Lu..fil!x· I -bi 1 liQ!!: 
annual 1 v. html 

6. In May 2011, the Commission learned that there were at least l 17,800 safe, but 
n1)11-compliant, cribs nationwide that retailers possessed in inventory that would 
have to b.: disposed of by June 281

h due to the retroactive cffoets of the CPSIA
mandatcd crib 8tandard. The Commission could have modestly extended the 
effective date for retailers to avoid unnecessary, substantial economic losses from 
the disposal of safe, brand-new cribs; but it declined to provide such relief The 
known potential losses at lhc time: 117,800 X $275 (estimated wholesale 
priccicrib) = $32,395,000. l!.!.!Q;~~~~~-&nsc.gov/pr/no11hup06272011~.12~f 

Examp!C?s of businesses closed due to CPSIA 
Most names pro1·id<•d by the Handmade To_v Allia11ce 

I. Whimsical Walney, Inc. - Santa Clara, CA 
2. Fish River ('rafts - Fort Kent, ME 
3. Kungfubambini.com - Portland, OR 
4. Bahy Sprout Naturals - Fair Oaks. CA http:'fwww.babv~Qf~!~!lniJ!!l.mh,_..;.91ni.~ru.,v.t 
5. Gem Valley Toy.s -Jenks, OK 
6. Angel Dry Diapers - Michigan 
7. Abracadabra Educational Cran Kits for Kids - Bend, OR 
8. Hailina's Closet- Ellensburg. WA (thrift store) 
9. Eleven 11 Kids 
I 0. Perfect Circle Consignment - Bremerton, WA 
11. Jen Lynn Dc.-;i gns 
12. 1\ Kidd's Dream - Conway, AK 
I 3. Storyblox - New Vienna, OH 
14. Phebe Phillips, Inc. - Dallas, TX httr:!i'www.phebephillips.com;shopnow.l'!.l.!n 
15. Pups Toy Shop - mountains ofTcnnc~scc. Virginia. North & SouEh Carolinas 
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14. l!ands and Hearts History Discovery Kits ·- Greenwood. SC 
I 5. The Lucky Pebble - Kailua, Ill 
I 7. My Sistt:r's Clo::iet ·· Arizona 
IR. Honeysuckle Dreams 
19. Sullivan Toy Co. 

Businesses that have stopped production of certain children's lines due to C PSIA 
Most names prol'ided by the Handmade Toy Alliance 

I . Creative Artworks- Greenwood, AK 
2. Craftsbury Ki<ls - Montepeliar. VT 
J . ..l'llckct.~ of Learning·· Spcdol Nc:c··d.~ l'roducls Being nrivcntrom :l·!ark,•r Br 

frs1i11g Costs ··· Rlwdc Island 
4. Crcatiq: Learning C0trn t:,·ti1n1 
5. Gi~·cmy. Im: .' rvtini Me GL'Ology 
6. HM~A 
7. Challenge & Fun, Inc. -

http:!.'online. wsj .C\)IJ.!:'.il.Ili<;.11;:$.B I 000 l 42405274870'.l.~L~.Z91~1:!.(?..lll:Z.31/i196J .56 
.PJ.i!mJ 

8. Hands nnd Hearts Far F.ast History Discovery Kit - Greenwood. SC 
9. Mo<m Fly Kids - Las Vegas, NV 

10. Loui$villc Slugger~ - Louisville. KY 

Businesses that dosed and list the CPSIA as one of the factors 
ivfosl names pro1·ided by the Handmade 'foy Alliant·e 

I . Due Matemily - San Francisco, CA 
2. Frog Kiss Designs - Fairfield, CT 
3. Waddle and Swaddle - Berkley. CA 
4. Lora's Closet · Berkley, CA 
5. 13uby and Kids Company - Danville, CA 
6. Baby and Beyond-Albany, CA 
7. Obohyhahy - Berkley. CA 
8. Bellies N Babies - Oakland. CA 
9. Oopsic Dazic 
1 0. Bears on Patrol - not a business. but program by police departments l<J hand oul 

stufft:d animals to scared ~hildren -
hnp:/:Jc;1mi n gresoun:t.-sinc.b).ogsptlt. u>mt200'>! I O!cpsia-cmia-casualtv.-(1 f-.~dc
for. html 

l l . Si rnplc T rca~u r..:s 

Other comp1mics hurt by rctroactivity of the CPSIA 's lead content and phthalatcs 
bans: 
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I. Gymborce -- ··change in safety rClJUircmcncs related to levels l•f phth:ibtcs 
r~·nd.:n.xl alwul I. 7 milli1m 1•f its i1ll'cnlory 11bs1,Jctc" 

i. http :ii www. reutcrs. c1.•mi artide!id lJSB'.\iG44 7 <?P22009f1~.2. 

2. Constructive Playthings, lnc ····'"\Ve have millions of dollars worth of 
merchandise sitting in 30 40-foot-long trailers waiting to be hauled out to a 
landfill somewhere," says Michael Klein, president ofC'onstruetive Playthings 
Inc .... The banned products include beach halls, inflatable toy guitars and blow-up 
palm trees.· h!tp://onli11t;.\\'&rnmL•lft~kiS.~JP~ifJ.1'i.lii~1>~}5 l ~J_,_b!!n1 

J. Louisville Slugger.~; - Destruction of$500,000 in safe, non-compliant invcntnry 
(baseball bats) due to the retroactive effects of the law 

Businesses no longer exporting to the U.S. due to the CPSIA 
Most names provided hy 1hc I landmade 7(~1· Alliance 

I . Hes~ - Gennany 
2. Selecta -- Gern1any 1.!llP.;.'.(~v~v~9r:i:im•.mds.cQm'dctail1b[£aking-ncws-sele.::ta-

to_:f~~~<.!istrihutio11~due-ro-cspiaJ 
3. Finkbeiner - Gennany 
4. Saling·-· Germany 
5. Simba-Gennany 
6. Bartl GmbH dha Wooden kleas - Gcnnany 
7. Woodland Magic Imports -- France 
8. Brio 
9. Helga Krcft-Gennany 
I 0. Eichorn - Gcnnany 
II. Kapla 
12. Kallisto Stuffed Animals 

EuroToyShop- On this company's homepage. you will find links al the bottom with a 
list of .. endangered toys·· or "extinct toys'' that arc still sold to children in Europe but 
which the company will no longer be able to sell in the U.S. due to the CPSIA. 

finda11gerr4 Tovs The CPSTA (Co1J§Jll!1£.!.Hf.r_ud11ct Safety l111pro1·eme11t .-Jg) has 
1111intc11d1•d c:onscquc111:cs. Now. some t:1wupcan toys arc 110 lung<'r amilahle i11 
thi: US..t. 

http:' /www. curoto v5hop. t;()m/ 

Associations that haw voiced concerns lo the Commission regarding CPSIA's costs (list 
is not exhaustive): 

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers 
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International Sleep Products Association 
Retail Industry Leaders Association 
Specialty Graphic Image Association 
American Coatings Association 
The Carpet and Rug Institute 
National Retail Federation 
Association of American Publishers 
Consumer Healthcare Products Association 
Toy Industry Association 
Glass Association of North America 
American Honda Motor Company, Inc. 
Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc 
American Home Furnishings Alliance 
Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association 
Handmade Toy Alliance 
Consumer Specialty Products Association 
Footwear Distributors and Retailers 
Fashion Jewelry Association 
Craft and Hobby Association 
National Association of Manufacturers 
Halloween Industry Association 
American Apparel and Footwear Association 
Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association 
National School Supply and Equipment Association 
National Federation of Independent Business 
Promotional Products Association International 
Bicycle Producl Suppliers Association 
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Killing Small Businesses: 
CPSIA in the News, Letters and Public Comments 

A MESS OF A LAW: 
,'-larch 11, 2011 

·'President Obama ha~ bc<.'n on a campaign to shake his an!ibusiness reputation. so a gu,1d 
place to start would be to revisi t the Con~umcr Product Safety lmpmvcmcnt Act. a mc~s 
of a law that has put new hurdcns <Ill ~mall businesses ... " 

http://1inlinc.~'s.i .. comiarticlt!!SB I OOOJ 4240527:J870340!$6045 761(•±iI020~99<24.2 
4.htr!!.! "Get the I.cad Out. Sir," rite Wall Srrcet .loumal, "vtarch 11, 2011 . 
Editorial. 

HIGHER COSTS FOR SCHOOLS: 
January JJ, 1010 

"~SSEA members sell c<lucational supplies, equipment and instructional materials to 
schools, parents. and teachers ... 

. . . the co~ts to $chools. municipalities, libraries, and others of identit)'ing and replacing 
such hrn,ks would be extremely high. and then: is no reason to impase such ~>st~ given 
the lack of ident ifiable ri sk . 

. . . \\'hile we applaud the ctfortS the CPSC has made IO find St> lutions for small 
busincr.scs ... we bcli.,ve the C'PSC could do more if given more discretion hy Conb'Tess. 
Tho: altcmativc is the elimination of many valuahlc educational toys and products, w me 
manufactured in low volume for niche markets (such a~ the deaf, blind. or otherwise 
differently-abled children) and typically not supplied by the huge multi-national loy 
manufacturers." 

Letter from the NSS EA (National School Supply and Equipment As;ociation) to 
Ctimmis:.ioner Northup. January I l. 2010 

HIGHER COSTS FOR PRODUCTS WITH NO LEAD RISK: 
October 13, 1010. 

"llic government wants to regulate I lannah Montana CDs and DVDs. The bureaucrats al 
the Consumer Product Sofety Commission (CPS(") insi:lt that the discs marketed to 
children be tested for lead, but when the same young slarlct churns out raunchier material 
under her real name, Miley Cyru~. they will es..:ape scrutiny. Never mind that the same 
l 0-year-olds will likely end up buying both product~. 
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''. .. Nevermiml thal Hannah Montana·s fans aren't likdy to eat their DVDs. the latest red 
tape makes no distinction hetwee11 products where lead is likely to be consumed and 
thosr.: where it isn't.'' 

.http:; ;www~ wash ingtnntimcs. comincw~1.2QJ..~b1~.I! I 3ih!clrc;l!um11s-wav-out ·O t~t\!ns:.! 

.. Bureaucrats way out of lune," Washington Times, October I J. 2010. 

PUNISHING SMALL BUSINESSES, WHILE MATTEL AND THE BIG GUYS 
SQUEEZE OUT THE COMPETITION: 
./11ne 17, 2010 

"Now \fand is tc~ting and making toys without any trouhk at all, and those of us who 
were never the problem are in danger of lo.~ing our businesses," says Hert:tler. who runs 
EuroSoun.:c. based in l.anca~rer. Pa .. with his wife and two sons ... 

"Nearly two years after the safoty law wa.• enacted, Congress and the Consumer Pmduct 
Safoty Commission arc still struggling to n:duce its burden on .~mall businesses while 
eliminating the risk oflead and phthalatcs in children's products." 

.!:!llP./!"'.'~.\~.usatoday.cnm!m<>ncy'industricsirct11iJi.:?O J 0-06-17 • 
pmductsalj:Jyl 7 ST_~,hun .. Lead testing can he costly for mom and pop toy 
shops," USA Today. June 17, 2010 

BORDERING ON RIDICULOUS: 
June 17, 1010 

···""'bat the law should he about is ensuring safe products." says Edward Krenik, a 
.,pokesman for the children's rroduct alliance. "We've crossed over into ridiculousness." 

http:; !www. us:itoday.rnmii:n.o.1Jcv!imlu~tricsirc1ai 1;2() I 0-06· l 7-
pwducll><J.!~tyL7 ST l\.htm .. Lead testing can be costly for mom and pop toy 
shops:' USA foday, June 17, 2010 

REGULATION FOR REGULATIONS' SAKE 
!Vt1vt'mber 8, 1010 

.. Regulation for regulations' sake. where there is no inherent change to a bill of materials. 
a process or a product indicated after extensive. statistically significant lesling across 
muhiple points of input and verification. is simply wasteful." 

Am<.'lican Home Furnishings Alliance 
November 8. 2010 - Letter to Commissioners 
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MATTEL FINDS CPSIA A CHALLENGE - HOW MUCH MORE FOR SMALL 
BUSINESSES? 
Nllvember 9, 1009 

"'Officials of the toy manufacturer. Martel. met separately wilh two CPSC commi~sioncrs 
~ovcmbcr 3 to talk about oow challenging it was for Mattel to comply with the CPSIA ... 

Peter Bicrstckcr, a lawyer for Mutt.:! with the law finn Jones Day in Washington D.C .. 
said his client i~ finding the CPSIA ditlicult to decipher ... "It's a lot of work. I don't know 
how smaller ..:()mpimics do it," Bier.~lcker told Commissioner R(1IJ~'l1 Adler. 

Despite Mattel's large team of in-house lawyers. he said, the company ncl'(le<l to hire 
outside lawycrs lo help understand the CPSIA. He said Mattel holds weekly conference 
1:alls on tht: issue. discussing huw to e<1mply with the act while remaining •cost 
..:ompctitive. n 

"Mattel Finds CPSlA to be a Challenge,'' Produc1 Sa.fi!iy frtter. !'lovembcr 9. 
2009. 

COMMISSION ACTION ADDS TO CPS/A'S PROBLl!MS: 
August 16, 1010 

'The latest dictates from the ~on'l_lJ.!TI~J.J.rn<J11 ct Safety hlli!!!.ni1'~~!1 {C~D will drive up 
the cost of manufacturing pro<lucls inlendc<l for children. The ;i.gcncy adopted a pair of 
new rules in Joly and August implementing the Consumer Product Satety Improvement 
Act of 2008. hut as drafted, these regulations will force companies to waste time and 
mon"y on redundant testing prngrams solely for the entertainment ofbureaucralic 
busybodies . 

. . . 'flie redundant examinations. mostly checking flammability. can be prohibitively 
e.xpensive. For instance. the regulations could require a manufacturer to build 11 qucen
sizcd-bcd prototype c)f a baby's crib just so it can be tested in an independent lab. Yet 
each nf the component parts - the erib-sii.cd mattresses, bl anket~ and all other componcnl 
pans - already arc individually tested for the same hnznrds when manufactured." 

Editorial: "The Red Tape Stimulus," Washing10111lmes. August 16, 2010 
http::'"'.}.DY~~.':'.ashin!.\h1ntim~.;?,S.1.!m1)!cw~!20 I O;aug; I 6 '~.l!~:!.<:<cl-Jimc-stimulus! 

l!VEN THE NEW YORK TIMES SPOTLIGHTS THE UNINTENDED 
CONSEQUENCES OF THE CPS/A: 
September 28, ZOJO 
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a new federal crackdown on dangerous toys has le ft S(>mc in 1he industry crying foul 
and not wanting to play." 

" ... Critics point to provisions in the law that they det:in ludicrous. for instance. a p;1pcr 
clip that i~ included in a science kit for schookhildrcn would have to be tested for lead. 
But a teach~ can walk into any drug store and buy a box of paper d ips that would not be 
,object to the s.imc testing. 

Similarly. a lamp that is festooned with cartoon characters would have to be tested. but a 
lamp without the characters W(>uld not." 

h!!J:!/f.www.nYtimc~.com!::W I (Ji09/29.'b.u~iue~s!2%1ys.html "Toy Makers Fight 
for Exemption f rom Rules," N<'W York Times. September 28, 2010 

SCIENCE KITS ARE "NOT BANNED6 - BUT THE TOOLS USED INSIDE 
THEM ARE/ 
October J, ZOIO 

"The science kit maker~ ha<l asked for a testing exemption for the paper clips and some 
other materials. On Wednesday, in a close 3-2 vote, the c:ommission declined to give 
them 1hc waiver they sought." 

" ... After the scicnc.:: kit vote., C'PSC Chairman Inez Tenenbaum soughl lo rCJ.~surc people 
that, "There is nothing in th is rule that bans st.:icm:c kits." 

Right. Rut whi le the commission vote doesn't ban the ki ts. manufacturers say it may 
crimp the supply of kits for elementary ~chool children." 

hllp:!:.~v'~-w .I vrj . .:omiopinionigm1d~y_i;~1<>-ch.-mistrv-~cts- I 04 J 390~9J1tml 

'·('xl()dhyc to ch<.'tltistry sets," I .as Vegas Re1•il•w Jo11r11af. October I, 2010. 
Editorial. 

FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS FACED WITH ADDED COSTS, ZERO 
SAFETY BENEFIT TO CHILDREN: 
Nt1vember 8, 201() 

~ . .. there has not tx.-en a corresponding benefit in the improved safety of children's 
furniture for children. All the rcpr~ccnatives told you tlmr their respective companies 
have not hild to change a single material they use in the manufacturing of their children's 
product lines ~ ince they began testing to CPS IA in 2008 .... The testing is simply hcing 
done to attempt to pnwc a negative." 

American Home Fumishings Alliance 
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Novcmhcr 8. 20 I 0 Letter to Cummi~~ioncrs 

FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS FACED WITH ADDED COSTS, FORCED 
TO CUT JOBS: 
No11ember8, 1010 

"The majority of the annual costs will be in the record keeping requirements because 
none 1)f1he companies have the l"CqUisitc IT infrastructure to handle the trac.:king oftest 
rcpor1s per batch ... Hooker estimates that it will cost th1.-m fn.lln $350.000 to $400,00CI per 
year. Furniture Brands International said this will C.:(•st them over $4.5 million per year 
which is more than the profits from 1heir hcst quarter in the last 2.5 years. In addition, 
this company mu~t invest an additional S2 million in start up costs for ~!ling up the 
production te~ting. prob'Tamming c.:omputcr systems to work with existing systems, and 
hiring and training cmpk•yces for the administration oflhc CPSll\." 

To ofT.~c! these new costs. the company is forc<.-d to consider these choic.:es: I) shut down 
a small domestic plant which will mean the loss or 64 full time and 30 temporary US 
jobs; 2) shut down a larg1.-T domestic plant which will mean the loss of 384 US jobs; 3) 
significantly increase prices to otlscl the loss in revenue making them less competitive: 
4) offer a lower qu3Jity product. .. or 5) shut down all domestic production which 
incorporates any finishing proc.:csses, which will mean the loss of approximately 460 US 
jobs." 

American Home Furnishings Alliance 
November X, 2010 Letter to Commissioners 

NO MORE MOM AND POP TOY SALES: 
July 7, 2010 

"The second program involves making woodcn lt•ys that are given to the church and 
other charitat>le organizations in the county for distribution to needy childn:n throughout 
the year especially at Christmas. Last year we created over 700 toys. The idea that we 
now are required to have these handcrafted toy.~ certified will bring the program to a 
halt." 

Dupagc Woodworkers. Downer~ Grove. IL (July 7, 2010. Public Comment. 
Testing rult:) 
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Mr. STEARNS. Commissioner McDowell. 

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT MCDOWELL 

Mr. McDOWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member 
DeGette and all members of the committee for having me here 
today. 

During my 5 years at the FCC, I have supported policies that 
promote consumer choice through abundance and competition in 
lieu of regulation whenever possible. I therefore welcome today's di
alog on regulatory reform. 

Fifty years ago, there were only 463 pages in the FCC's portion 
of the Code of Federal Regulations, the C.F.R. During this period, 
Americans. only had a choice of three TV networks and one phone 
company. Today, over-the-air TV, cable TV, satellite TV. and radio, 
and the millions of content suppliers of the Internet offer con
sumers with an abundance of choices. In other words, the Amer
ican communications economy was far less competitive in 1961 
than it is today yet it operated under fewer rules. 

In contrast, by late 1995, the FCC's portion o( the. C.F.R. had 
grown to. 2,933. pages, up. from 463 34 years earlier. As of the most 
recent printing of the C.F.R. last October, it contained a mind
numbing 3,695 pages of rules. Even after Congress codified deregu
latory mandates with the landmark Telecommunications Act of 
1996, the FCC still managed to add hundreds more pages of rules. 

To. put it another way~ the FCC's. rules measured in pages have 
grown by almost 800 percent over the. course of 50 years~ all while 
the communications marketplace has enjoyed more competition. 
Dw·ing this same period of regulatory growth, America's GDP grew 
by a substantially smaller number, 357 percent. In short, this is 
one metric illustrating government growth outpacing economic 
growth. 

To. be. fair, some. of those rules. were written due to. various con
gressional mandates and sometimes the FCC does. remove regula
tions on its own accord. or forbear from applying various mandates 
in response to forbearance petitions. But all in all, the FCC's regu
latory reach has grown despite congressional attempts to reverse 
that trend. At the same. time, Congress. has given the FCC ample 
authority to deregulate. The legislative intent of key parts of the 
1996 act such as. sections 10, 11, 202H and 706, just to name a few, 
was to reduce the amount of regulation in telecommunications, 
broadcasting and information services. For instance, Congress or
dered the FCC through section 10 of the 1996 act to forbear from 
applying a regulation or statutory provision that is not. needed to 
ensure that telecom carriers' market behavior is reasonable and not 
necessary for the protection of consumers. Similarly, section 11 re
quires the FCC to conduct reviews of telecom rules every 2 years 
to determine whether any such regulation is no longer in the public 
interest as a result of meaningful economic competition and to re
peal or modify any regulation it determines to be. no longer nec
essary in the. public interest. 

Removing unneeded rules can liberate capital currently spent on 
lawyers and filing fees, capital that would be better spent on pow
erful innovations. Accordingly, it is my hope that the FCC stays 
faithful to Congress's intent as embodied in section 11 by promptly 
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initiating a full and thorough review of every FCC rule, not just 
those that apply to telecom companies but all rules that apply to 
any entity regulated by the commission. The presumption of the 
FCC's review should be that a rule is not necessary unless we find 
compelling evidence to the contrary. 

The first set of rules I would discard of course would be the re
cently issued Internet network management regulatory regime, 
also known as net neutrality. As I have stated many times before, 
those rules are unnecessary at best and will deter investment in 
badly needed next-generation infrastructure at worst. No evidence 
of systemic market failure exists to justify these overly burdensome 
regulations. 

Furthermore, the FCC has too many forms. To give you some ex
amples, there is form 603, form 611T, form 175, form 601, form 
492, form 477, form 323 and forms 396, 396C-I am not sure what 
happened to 396A and B- form 397 and 398, among many, many 
others. While a few forms may be necessary, many could be elimi
nated or simplified. Similar repeal initiatives should be on our 
plate soon. For example, as I noted in a speech in May, the so
called fairness doctrine is literally still codified in the C.F.R. The 
doctrine regulated political speech. Political speech is core pro
tected speech under the First Amendment and the doctrine is pat
ently unconstitu tional, as the FCC found in 1987. 

Chairman Genachowski recently informed your committee that 
he supports removing references to the doctrine and its corollaries 
from the C.F.R. and intends to move forward on this effort in Au
gust. I look forward to helping him fulfill that promise. 

In the same spirit, it is time to eliminate the outdated news
paper-broadcast cross-ownership rule in the upcoming review of our 
media ownership regulations. Evidence suggests that the old cross
ownership ban may have caused the unintended effect of reducing 
the number of media voices, especially newspapers in scores of 
American communities. Overall, however, what is needed is a com
prehensive and sustained effort to repeal or, where appropriate, 
streamline unnecessary, outdated or harmful FCC rules. All future 
regulatory proceedings should start with a thorough market anal
ysis that assesses the state of competition in a sober and clear-eyed 
manner. 

In the absence of market failure, unnecessary regulations in the 
name of serving the public interest can have the perverse effect of 
harming consumers by inhibiting the constructive risk-taking that 
produces investment, innovation, competition, lower prices and 
jobs. In sum, decreasing the burdens of onerous or unnecessary 
regulations increases investment, spurs innovation, accelerates 
competition, lowers prices, creates jobs and serves consumers. 

I look forward to working with all of you in pursuit of these 
goals. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. McDowell follows:] 
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St.:MMAR\' Ill' 'l't;STl~fOM' 

COMMl~SlON!iR R011t:1n :'1<1. M<:llOWF:l.I .• 
~'r.nr.R.\I. co~1~ll.':o;1cAT10l\'s co~1M1s~JON 

JUL\'7,2011 

My tcscimony will focus on four points: ( l) FCC auchority; (2) examples of ongning prn<.:ccding' 
thar pmpo~e .<treamlining various regulacions: (3) t~ampks of rq;ulations 1ha1 a1·e rip.: for repeal; an<l 
(4) where we should go from here. 

Congress envisioned 1hat the l '~96 Tclcco11t 1\<'.t would allow polcnlial rivals. snch as cable and 
phone companies ~nd new entrants. 10 .:ompcrc against ea,·h other. .'\(lded competition. lawmakers 
thought. would obviate the need for more rules. l!nfor1unately, over time. ii do<:~ nol appear lhat a net 
r"<lurtion of regulation has been the ~nd result 

Chairman Genachowski has ah·eady initiated some proccr.dmgs in the pasl couple years chat will 
help deal' away some of 1hc rcgularory underbrush. and he should tie commended for thos..: cfforcs. h'r 
i1ma11.:c. in ll·foy. tlu: Commission adopted a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR:'l-1) th<tl prnposed ro 
eliminate certain reporting requircm~nls for ir.lcmational telephone service. I look forward co 
continuing to work wi1h m) colleagues on chis pcocc:c:ding anll others thac lite Chairman has initiatc:d. 

Mud1 more.'. work remain, to he done, however. For example. I would discard th~ rcC'ently i~sucd 
ltuerncl network managcm.:-nt regulatory regime. also known as "nc1 neutrality." Also, ••hilc not :is 
,·ontruvcrsial. the "equal <tl'Ccss'' scripting rec1uircmcn1s are still on the books. Thcs~ rules r"quire 
vari11us phone companies to read al.rnd ltl new custome1·s a list <>f ind~pcndenl long distance companies. 
Ironically, these n1les n1) longer apply co 1hc Rally Hell:\ or their sut·cessl)rs; they only apply lo sma/l.:r 
phnne companies. Addilinnally, as I noted in a spce<:h in May, th" Fairness Doctrine i> literally ~till 
Clldificd in rhc Cf'R. To hi~ credit. Chairm~n Genad1owski rcccnrly inl'otmed your comtnittee that he 
supports femoving refel'enre., to lhe Fairness Doctrine (and its t·orollaries) frnm rhc CFR and intcnlh to 
1110,c forward on this effort in Augu.<1. J J(lok forw<:rd co helping him fulfill that promise. Similar!)" n 
is lime to eliminate rhc outdated newspaper'/bmadcast cross-uwncrship tule:- in our upcoming quadrcnma: 
r.:view of our media ownership regulations. Evidence suggc~ts Iha! tfte nld cross-ownership lian m:iy 
have caused the unimended effe~'.t of reducing 1hc numhcr of media voices -especially ncwsp<1p«rs -- m 
st·on:s of American t'Omtmmitics. 

Going forward. m~tcad of an ad hoc approach. it would be more conslruccivc lo iniliare a 
conttm•hensii·e 0111! s11.!1iii111'J effon to r~pcal or. where appropriite. streamline nnncct'.SSMy. ourdaced or 
harmful f'CC mies. In additio11 lo a review of' cutTcnl regulations, the agency should appr<•a<:h lhc 
ad<'pli<'n nf any new ruk with caulion and humility. Firs!, all future regukllory proceedings should st:tn 
with a thnrnugh marke1 anal)'~i;; that asse~<es 1he ~1ar..: of compccition in a soht•f a111l de:tr-~ycd manner. 
Second. lhe !:'CC should view its ~latut<>ry mission rhrou,!!h a <krcgul:iwry kn~. as Con~ress i111cndcd. 
The trend in re~cni years has been the orpositc. u11for1una1dy. Ooc stark nample is 1hc rCC's 
regulatory use of Section 706 of the. 199fl Telecom Acl. which had pn~viously been widely \'iew.:d as a 
drrcgulatory section. 

Jn sum. decreasing che hur<lens of onerous or unne~essary regulations increases investment. spur'~ 
i11nova1ion. accck:rate~ compc!ition, lowers prices, crca!cs job~ and scrn:s .:nnsumcrs. I look forwa!'d to 
wurkiug with all of you as we find v.·ays 10 $Cale back unncce,;~ary anli harmful rcgulacions. Thank yo•J 
again forthe opponunity 10 appe11r before you to<lay. 
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Thank you, Chainnan Steams and Ranking Member DeGc1te. for inviting me to join you 

toda)'. As a commissioner, serving both in the majority and now the minority, I have supported 

policies that promote consumer choice offered through abundance and competition in lieu of 

regulation whenever possible. I therefore welcome today's dialogue on regulatory refonn. 

Removing unnecessary or harmful rnles is by no means a partisan concept. As many of 

you have noted, on January 18 of this year, President Obama issued an executive order directing 

agencies to revie1v existing regulat ions to detcnnine whether they are "outmoded, ineffective, 

insurficient, or excessively burdensome."' Addit ionally, Cass S1Ulstcin, the Administrator oftbc: 

Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, sent a memorandum to agency heads regarding Lbe 

executive order in which he noted that it "does not apply to lndcpcmltnt agencies, but such 

agencies are encouraged 10 give consideration to all of it.<1 provisions, consistent with their legal 

authority."2 Sunstcin further wrote that, "[iln particular, such agencies are encouraged to 

consider undertaking, on a voluntary basis, retrospective analysis of existing rules:» Moreover. 

Chainnan Genachowski recently indicated that he would follow the spirit of:his executive order 

and review outmoded F'CC regulations. I look forward to working with him on this important 

endeavor. 

Tw.., mvn:hs ago our offic.e cv111pilcJ some compelling Coou of Federal Regulations 

("CFR") scati~tics which now tum out to be relevant to today'~ hearing. We discovered that over 

50 years ago, there were only 463 pages in theFCC's portion of 1he Code of Federal Regulations 

("CFR"). During this period, Amerjcans only had a choice of three TV networks and one r>hone 

company. Today, over-the-air TV, cable TV, satellite TV and radio, and the millions of content 

1 l'.m:. Order No. 13,563, 76 Fed. Reg. 3821 (2011). 

' Cass R. S1JDstein, Memorcmdum R<'garding Execurfve Order iJ563. "Improving Rcg11/ari<m and Rcgu!c>101}' 
Review." Feb. 2. 2011. 

' Id. at 6. 

2 
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suppliers on the Internet arc overwhelming consumt::rs with choices. In other words, the 

American communications economy was far lcs~ competitive in l 9G 1 than it is today, yet it 

operated under fewer rules. 

In contrast, by late 19%, rigltt before the Telecommunications Act of 1996 became law, 

th: FCC's portion of the CFR had grown to 2,933 pages- up from 463 pages 34 years earlier. In 

fact, the 1996 Telecom Act states that the FCC should "pm.mote competition and reduce 

regulation."4 Just the opposite occurred. howe vi;:r. As of the most recent printing of the CFR last 

October, it contttined a mind-numbing 3,695 pages of rules. So, even after a landmark 

de.regulatory act of Congress, the FCC added hundreds more pages of government mandates. 

To put it another way, the FCC's rules, measured in pages, hnve grown by almost 800 

percent over the course of 50 years, all whi le the communications marketplace has enjoyed more 

competition. During th is same period of regulatory growth, America's GDP grew by a 

substantially smaller number: 357 percents In short, this is one metric illustrnting govenunent 

growth outpacing economic growth. 

To be fair, some of those rules were written due to various congrt!ssional mandates. And 

sometimes the FCC does remove rules on its own accord or forbear from applying various ru!es 

in te>."jlonse to forbearance petitions. But all in all, the FCC's regulatory reach has gra\\TI despite 

congressional attempts to reverse that trend. 

• Telecomrnunicativns Act of !996. Pub. L. 104· 104, 1 lO Stat. 56 ( 1996}("1996 Telecom Act''}, 

' The gro,.1h nrc was cakulated b~d on historicai fl~ reported by the Commerce Department' s Bu~au of 
Economic Analysi~. See generbll)' Du=u uf Eeononiir Anal}'$is, U.S. Dep' t ofCommcm:, -"National Economic 
J\ccounrs," hnp·l1: ...... 'W.b1<.~,,&Q~;~tionotiindq bt!n#gdp; se:e .1/~o id., "Current >nd Real Gross Domestic Product," 
!:mo://wwvti.bea.goy/pgrionaJ..'xhi,g.d.,P.lev .xl~. 

3 
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My testimony will focus on four points: 

(I) The fCC's authority; 

(2) Examples of ongoing proceedings that propose ~tre;imlining various regulations; 

(3) Examples of regulations that are ripe for repeal; and 

( 4) Where we should go from here. 

THf. FCC HAS AMPl.f, Al!THORITY F'ROM C01w10;ss TO DERF-<WLATF.. 

The 1996 Telecom Act passed both houses of a Republican Congress with a large 

bipa11 isan vote and was signed into law by a Democratic president Congress envisioned 

allowing potential rivals, such as cable and phone companies and new entrants, to compete 

against each other. Added competilion. lawmakers thought, would obviate the ncod for more 

rules. The plain language of the statute, plus its legislative history, tell us that as competition 

grows, deregulation in this economic sector should take place. The legislative intent of key parts 

oi the legislation, such as Sections l 0, 11, 202(h) and 706 - just to name a few - was to reth1ct 

the amount ofrcgulation in telecomm11nications, broadcasting and information sen•iccs. 

Unfortunately, over cime, it does not appear that a net reduction of regulation has been the cn<l 

resul t. 

Congress has already provided the Commission with the legal tools it needs to rcv<:r~e lhc 

pro-regnlation trend of the past 50 years. Congress ordered !he FCC through Section 10 of the 

l 996 Telecom Act to "forbear" from applying a regulation or statutory provision that is not 

needed lo ensure that telecom carriers' market behavior is reasonable and "noc necessary for the 

pro!ection of consumers.'"' Simil<1rly, Section 11 requires the FCC to conrluct reviews of 

1· 47 U.S.C. §J 60(a)(2); see lfaro!d Furchtgott-Rorh, FCC ignores law while 1.>/indly iru:re1Jsi11g irs reg,,/atirms, nit 
WASHl:<GTON EXAM INER, (May I, 2011 ). hltp:l/washinglonexaminer.com!opiniol1iop-edsi20 l l!Q5ifcc·ignores-Jaw. 
wi1ilc-b!im!ly·inc1ca~inf!·irs·rcg11lationsllixzz ! RFsckE4k; see "'w R•ndolph J. May, Rolli11g Back Regulati()n at ti:~ 
FCC, N,, i'IONAl R6Vlf:W ONLIN~. (Apr. 11, lO 1 l ), !illp:/lwww.n~tio11~ln:,v,i\.~C<1mja,,icl~r.i,n~]M8~!l. 
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telecom rules every two years to determine '\vhclher any such regulation is no longer necessary 

in the public interest as the result of meaningful economic competition,"7 and 10 "repeal or 

modify any regulation it detennincs to be no longer necessary in the public imeresl."3 Removing 

unm:eded rules can liberate capital currently spent on lawyers and filing fees -· capital that would 

be better spent on powerful innovations. Accordingly, ii is my hope that the FCC stays faithflll 

lo Congress's intent, as embodied in Section 11, by promptly initiating a full and thorough 

review of every FCC rule, not just those that apply to telecom companies, but all rules that apply 

to ar.y entity regulated by the Commission. The presumption of the FCC's review ~hould be that 

a mle is not necessary unless we find compelling evidence to the contrary. 

RECEST FCC PROCEEDINGS PROPOSE SOMf: REGULATOR\' STREAMLINING. 

Chaimian Gcnachowski has already initiated some proceedings in the pa8t couple years 

that will help clear away some of the regulatory underbrush, and he should be commended for 

those effo11s. For instance, in May, the Commission adopted a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 

(l'\PR.:\1) that proposed to eliminate certain repor1ing requirements for international telephone 

service. Also, in January of2010, the FCC issued an N"PRM that proposes to streamline the 

application process for satellite and earth stations. In addition. the agency issued an ~RM tliis 

;>ast February which seeks comment on ways the FCC can refonn and modernize its fonn 477 

data colltiction processes. I look forward to continuing lo work with my colleagues on these 

pending proceeding~. 

~JAW MORE FCC RULES SHOULD BE REPEALED. 

Much more work remains to be done. The first set of rules I would discard would be the 

recently issued Internet network management regulatory regime, also known as "net neutrality." 

' 47V.S.C.§16l(a)(2). 

l 47 u.s.c. §l61(b). 
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As I have stated several times, those rules are unnecessary at best, and will de;:ter investment in 

badly needed next-generation infrastructure at worst. There has been no evidence of systemi<: 

market failure that justifies these overly burdensome regulations. Moreover, hmguage in the net 

neutrality order its<J]f concedes that the Commission did not conduct a market power analysis or 

make a market power finding.9 Notably, even though the FCC adopted the nel neutrality mies 

last December, they have yet to become effecrive. In the interim, America's Internet remains 

open and freedom-enhancing, as it always has been. Now, before the new rules go into effect 

ancl cause uncertainty and unintended consequences in the marketplace, is lhe perfect time to 

repeal them. 

While perhaps not as controversial as net neutrality, there arc many other unnecessary 

mies still on the books. For instance. a good number of phone companies an~ still required to 

read aloud to new customers a list of independent Jong-distance companies. Thi.s so-called 

"equal access" scripting requirement is a dusty old vestige from the break-up of the AT&T long· 

distance monopoly. Ma Bell's long-distance arm was declared "non-dominant" way back in 

i 995. In other words, the Jong distance market has been competitive for almost l 6 years, yet our 

aniiquated mies live on. Ironically, these rules no longer apply to the Baby Bells or their 

succ<.:ssors. It is smailcr phone companic~ that must bear the burden of\iving under them. Such 

costs - be they regulations or taxes on companies - arc always paid for, ultimately, by 

~onsumers. 

Furthermore, the FCC has too many forms. As r mentioned, the Chairman has launched 

an initiative which seeks to reform the FCC's dala collection processes, I support these efforts 

and hope that this exercise resuhs in comprehensive reform of the FCC's burdensome data 

' Preserving the Open lnterner. Broadband lr.dus11y Pmcrices, Repon and Order, 25 FCC Red 17905, n. 49 (2010) 
("Open lntcmtl Orcier"). 
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collection proc1:du1es as opposed to simply shaving them arnund the edges. To give yoo.1 an 

example of the current processes, there is Fonn 603; Form 611-T; Fonn 175; Fonn 601; Fom1 

492; Form 477; Form 323; and Forms 396, 396-C, 397 and 39!!, among others. While a tew 

forms may be necessary, many could be eliminated or simplified. Sev1:ral forms requin: 

companies to submit data that is no longer needed or is supplied elsewhere. Take, for example, 

my "favorite" form, the Enhanced Disclosure form. Rack in late 2007, over my dissent. the 

Commission voted to require TV licensees lo fill 0111 a form describing to the government what 

kind of progranuning they were airing to the public and when they were airing it. Br~iadcasters 

estimated that it would cost them up lo two full-time jobs to hire people to do nothing all day but 

fill out the fom1 and seud it to Washington bureaucrats. Also, unless I'm missing something, TV 

stations don't aim to keep their work product a sccrnt from anyone. If the government wants to 

know what is being aired, it can nim on the TV. 

There is some good news on this front, however. First, the:: Office of Management and 

Budge! under both Presidents Bush and Obama have prevented the .Enhanced Disclosure fonn 

from going into effect because of concerns that the mandate violates Paperwork Reduction Act 

prohibitions. Second, a recent FCC staff report analyzing the "lnfonnation Needs of 

Communities"1G recommends that the Commission scrap the fonn ···a recommendation I heartily 

endorse - and replace it with a more streamlined online disclosure ~ystem. I am skeptical of any 

potential l'eplaccmcnt because of the risk that it might simply resurrect the Enhanced Disclosure 

form's pointless and burdensome mandates in a new electronic guise. Nevertheless, f hope the 

FCC r:ioves forward on a nilcmaking effort to eliminate the form quickly. 

'
0 S:eve Waldman and the FCC Werking Group, TJ:e lnformario1: Needr ofComn11mi1ies· The changing medio 
l<imlscup~ in a broudhand agl! (June 20 l I). 
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Similar repeal initiatives should be on our plates soon. For example, as I noted in a 

speech in '.'vfay, the Fairness Doctrine i~ literally still codified in the CFR.:' ! z The faimcss 

Doctrine was a rule that thrust the government's coercive reach into editorial dedsions or 

broadcas!crs. In short, the Doctrine regulated politic al speech. Political speech is core protected 

speech under the First Amendment, and the .Fairness l.>oct:inc is patently unconsritutional. In 

fact, the FCC decided as much in 1987, when everyone a~sumcd the agency had killed it. 

Instead, it appears rhat the Commission merely opted not to enforce the rule. To his credit, 

Chairman Genachows'ki recently informed your committee that he supports removing references 

to the Fairness Doctrine (and its corollaries) from the CFR and intends to move forward on this 

effo1i in August. I look forward to helping him fulfill that promise. 

Similarly, it is time to eliminate lhe outdated newspaper/broadca~t cross-ownecship rule 

in our npcoming quadrennial review or our media owneTship regulation.s. Evidence suggests that 

the old cross-ownership ban may have caused the uninlemled effect of reducing the number of 

media voices - especially newspapers - in scores of American communities. The FCC staff's 

Inforriw1io11 Needs of Communities report is replete with data documenting the declining stale of 

American newspapers, including the fact that more than 230 papers have closed their doors since 

Z007 .1; Although it is impo5sible to attribute the deaths of all those papers to the FCC 

restriction. I note :hat many knowledgeable observers for years have attributed the hobbling and 

11 47 C.F.R. § 73.19!0 ( .. broadcasting"); 47 C.F.R. § 76.209("originalion cablccasring"). See alw>47 C.l'.R. ~~ 
76.1612-13 (Fairness Doctrine corullatics •pplied to originotion cablecasting). 

'
2 Artached as Exhibit A for the Subcommittee's convenience are copies of the specd1 cm regul~coty refo:m 1ha1 I 

gave on M•y 19 to the Telecommunications lndusrry Associaricn as w~ll as leftcrs f sen! to AC1111g Chaicman Copps 
and Chatrman Genachowski in 2009 on !'CC t<.:furm in general. 

I) Ste"e Waldman ~ml the FCC Working Group, The /liformolion Needs ofCommunilles: TM cliangmg media 
/c:ndscapc ma broadband age (June 2011) at 41, 
hlJ.;r;'.i!r.~nsitiQp_f££.gQv!D•i!y ReleaseslQ~.LlY-~ll~t0.~1.W.ULQ.ti.Q.9.Q.UP.Q.(.;~lQ7406A I .pt.If (providing list of 
de•:elopm<n!S cor.ceming shuttered papers between 2007 and 20 I 0). Another 18 newspapers moved to r.nline-or.ly 
~cliuon.;. Id. 
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eventual disappearance of the old Washi11gto11 Star, once the city·s premier daily, lo the cross· 

ownership ban which forced the paper to ~eparate from its radio and TV operations.
14 

But how 

many modem -day Wash ing/On Siars could have survived the In ternet's effect on traditional 

business models if they already had been part of a stronger, multi-platform news operation? 

WHERF. THE FCC Sf!ouw Go FRO'.\-t Ht iIB. 

A!though I have appreciated the FCC's review of various iulcs on an ad hoc basis, a more 

constructive approach would be to initiate a comprehensive a11d su.vtairied effort to repeal or, 

where appropriate, streamline unnecessary, outdated or harmful FCC rules. The FCC should 

review every rule and should adopt the presumption that a rule is not necessary unless it find s 

compelling evidence to the contrary. A large-scale and aggressive review would signal to 

investors that the Commission takes seriously Congress's and the President's calls to deregu late. 

In addition co a review of curren t regulations, the agency should approach the adop tion of 

any new rule with caution and hwnility. First, all future regulatory proceedings should start with 

a thorough market analysis that assesses the state of competition in a so her and clear-eyed 

manner. Furthennore, if the FCC opts not to include a markel analysis, it should explain why. Ir 

has been my philosophy that in the absence of market failure, unncccss:iry regulation~ in the 

name of serving the public interest can have the perverse effect o f banning consumers by 

inhibiting the constructive risk-taking that produces investment, innovation, competition, lower 

prices and jobs. 

Second, the FCC should view its statutory mission through a deregulatory lens, as 

Congress intended. The trend in recent ye:irs has been the opposite, unfortunately. One stark 

11 See Jomes Gattuso, Tiit FCC's Crosr-Owner~hip Huie: T~rning lhe Pflf{e <m Medin, Heritage Poundation 
Backgro:111der on !u1e1ne1 ancl Technology (May 6, 2008), hup:ll...,\Yw.licrjt~~.h!!:~.r.011~.llQBL~/.lb.~ 
fcc,·m>ssow11ersb1R-l'UIC·\U)]!i1lg·the·p81?,e·O/l•1Pedja (citing, •.g .. Testimo1>y or Jerald N. Fri!?., Allb,inon 
Communication• Company, before Comntinee on llncrgy anrl Commerce, U.S. Hnuse nfRepresenlallvcs, Oec. S, 
2007, •Vailablc ot hrtp://energyconuner~e.house.govlcmlc .. mtgs/I IO·ti·hrg.120507.Fril?.-testimony.p<lf). 
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example is rhe FCC's use of Section 706 of the 1996 Telecom /\ct, which had previously been 

widely viewed as a dcrcgulalory section. 1 ~ Section 706 requires the FCC 10 determine whether 

''11dvanccd telecommunications capability [broadband] is being deployed to all Americans in a 

reasonable and timely fashion."1~ In all of !he reports starting with the first in 1999, the FCC has 

answered "yes" to that question. Jn 2010, however, the Commission dramatically reversed 

course and answered "no."17 This year, the FCC made the same flawed finding.:~ r dissented 

from both 1)fthose Section 706 reports. The reports were unsettling, considering that J'\merica 

has made impressive improvements in developing and deplo:ring broadband infrastructure and 

service.~. In addition to my concern that the n:ports were outcome driven, I also warned that the 

conclusions could he used a~ a pretext to impose unnecessary new rules. Unfortunately, my 

fears were realized only five months after the issuance of the 2010 Section 706 Report. The 

Commission then. in a 3·2 vote, relied heavily on the findings in that report in an attempt to 

"Ccingress $lated that "[i]f the Conunissi1m's determination is ncgativo, ii .<hall take immediate action co accelerate 
deployment of such capability by rP.movi11g ban·i-.'.< to i11fraszructo~ro investmem and by promoting compet;tion m 
the telecommunications market" 47 IJ.S.C. § l 302(b }( emp!mis added) (Section 706 of the T deconUTiunication.; 
Acr of 1996 has since been codified in Title 4"/, Chapter 12 of the Cnited Srares Code but is commonly relerred 10 a~ 
"Section 706"). Clearly. Cungn:ss envisioned the Commi•siun "removing barriers" if it de!erwjoed chat bruadband 
was not being deployed in a timely manner. Adding new mies, such 3S Tho;e regulating Jntcmer netwntk 
management. c:rccts new b~rricrs i.;ontrar}' tu the dirc(;tive ro remove them. 

16 47 U.~.C:. § D02{b}. 

:; See lrrquiry Concen1i11g rhe Deployment of Advaoced Telecamm1111iC'atinn" Capability 10 All -4mericans io" 
Rcaso11nblc and Timc~v Fa.<!tio11. and Possible Steps 10 Accelerate Such Deploymer.1 P11rsuant w SeNrcm 706 nf :~e 
Teleco111>nu11ica!ial!S Act of 1996. as Ame11ded b}· rhe Broadband Daw Jmprowmenr ,,,,,, GN Dock cl No. 09-13 7, A 
Na!iorral Bro1tdl>ond P/a11 for Our Future. GN Docket No. 09-51, Sixth Broadb•nd Deployment Repol1, 25 FCC 
Red 9556 (20W} {"20:0 Section 706 Reporl .. ). In fact, the 2.010 Section 701> Report explicidy 1nctudeJ in its 
:aption and referenced findings from 1he N•tion•l Br<>adband Plan thar "g5% of the U.S. population lives in hou>ing 
units with access tc' terrestrial, fiKed broadband inftastrucnue capable of supporring actual download spted; of at 
least 4 Mbps." 

·,s !nqui>y Co11cerning tlie Deploymenl of Adva11ced Telecommunicmiorr• Cap~lnlity 10 All Americn11s it: a 
Reasor.~blc ai:tl Timely Fasluon, am{ Possible StP.ps 10 Acr.clerote Sue~ Deployment Pursuunt r~ Scctio11 706 of:ke 
frl~tommu11ica1irms Act of 1996, a.t Amended hy 1hc Broadband Data lmp,.ovement Act, GN Docket No. !O 159, 
Seventh Broadband Progress Report and Order 011 Reconsideration, FCC 11-7& (\'lay 20. 2011) ("'2011 Section 706 
Report"}. 
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manufacture a legal foundation for the net neutrality order.19 Given this history, it is reasonable 

to be concerned that reiteration of the negative Section 706 finding two years in a row may be 

used to hc)Jstcr additional FCC regulatory efforts in other areas when·,; Congress has not given the 

FCC legal authority to do so. 

In sum, decreasing the burdens of onerous or unneces~ary regulations increases 

investment, spurs innovation, accelerates competition, lowers prices, creates jobs and ~erves 

consumers. I look forward to working with all of you as we find ways to scale back unnecessary 

and ham1ful regulations. 

Thank you again for the opponunity t·o appear he fore you today. 

"'See~ 6 of201 I Se~tion 706 Report. Se~ nlw Open Jnrerntt Order, 25 FCC Red 17905 (2010). 
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Remarks of FC<: Commissioner lfobert M. M~Dowcll 
Telecommunications Industry Association 

TIA 2011: Inside the Network 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 
The Gaylord Texan 

Dallas, Texas 

As prepared for deJi.,.ery 

Thank you, Gram. You and your ream have pur together another impressive show. 

Jt's great to be back in Texas. My family has deep roots in the Lone Star State - more 

than five generations worth, in fact. My greal-grcat grandfather, James Knox McDowell, was an 

abolitionist who moved here before the Civil War. As a fan of Abe Lincoln's, he helped found a 

fledgling new political party, known as !he Rcpul>lic11n Party. That started a long line of 

Republicans in the McOowe\J family. Of course, back in those days, you could ride across the 

dusry plains of Texas for days and never see any sign of anolher Republican. There were so few 

Republicans here that James cast the only vole in his county against secession-· the 011~y vote. 

Afler encluring a great deal of hardship during and after the War, including surviving a 

failed ly11ching at the hands of the Klan, James and his wife, Yic!oria, went on to raise five sons. 

On¢ of them, C.K. '.'vicl)owell, my great grandfather, wem from working as" ranch hand ar.d 

cowboy Jiving in a frontier dugout, to reading the law and becoming an attorney. After the turn 

of the cent\lry, somehow he was elected chief judge of Val Verde County. Upon his election, a 

riot broke out in the town of Del Rio because he was ... well, a Republican. The Texas Rangers 

ha<! to be called in to quell the violence. (Not the baseball team, the horsemen with guns.) Bue 

his picto.ire still hangs on a wall in the old courthouse in Del Rio. !'or decades, he was the only 

Republica1: on that wall. 
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In his later years, he went on to run tor governor of Texas and won ihc Ri.:publican 

nominacion in 1942. Keep in mind !hat back then the Republican Par!y of Texas could have h~ld 

it.s convemio:i :n a phone booth. For all I know, he was nominated by default because no one 

else wanted the .. honor." But while writir..g this speech, I though~ I would look up the elcctior. 

results from his race. Ready? It ends up that the incumbent governor, Coke R. Stevenson. 

garnered 280,735 votes. Judge Caswell Kclliston McDowell hauled in 9,204 votes. That 

translated into a whopping 3.17 percent. Some would call :hat a ''rnunding error." 

So what docs any of lhis have to do with the FCC? Well ... it seems that we McDowe\ls 

have a kr.ack for picking places where we end l.lp bei:ig the only Republican. And while there 

arc a lot more Republicans in Texas these days, there are no more Texas Republicans on the 

FCC. I had no idea thal my family history was preparing me for such loneliness and being on lhe 

;.hort end of votes-the shortest of short ends, in fact. But it all makes sense to me now. 

3.17 pcrccm. Tha:'s quite a number. So lei's change the subject and take a look at 

another nulllber: 463. That was the total number of pages in the FCC's ponion of the Code of 

Federal Regulations - the "CfR" - 50 years ago. The CFR is the book that con!ains most of the 

federal government's regulations affecting our country's economy. And at the time of then-FCC 

Chairman Newt Minow's famous "TV is a vast wasteland" speech, in 1961, all of1he FCC's 

mies governing radio, television, telegraphs, telephones and such could fit r.eatly into 463 pages 

Keep in mind, in 196 l Americans only had a choice of three TV m:tworks and one phone 

company. Today, over-the-air and cable TV, satellite TV and radio. and the millions of coatent 

suvpliers on the Internet are overwhelming consumers with choices. In other words, the 

American communications economy was far less competitive in 196 I than :tis today, yet it 

operated mtder fewer rnl~s. 

2 
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By late 1995, right before th~ Telecommunications Act of 1996 became Jaw, the J'CC's 

po11ion of the CFR had grown lo 2,933 pages - up from 463 pages 34 years earlier. With t!ic '96 

Act, Congresti envisioned allowing potentinl riva ls, such as cable and phone companies and new 

entrants, to compete. Added competition, lawmakers thought, would obviate the need for more 

rules. The plain language of the statute, plus its legislative history, tell us that as competition 

grew, deregulation - DEregulation - in th is economic sector should take place. The legislative 

intent of key parts of the '96 Act, such as Sections l 0, l J. 202(h) and 706 - j'1St to name a few -

was !o reduc.e the amount of regulation in teleconununications, information services and 

broadcasting. In fact, the Act states that th~ FCC should "promote competi tion and reduce 

regulation."' J)ut, as it ends up, just the opposite occun-ed. As of the most recent printing of the 

CFR last October, it contained a mind-numbing 3,695 pages ofrnlcs. That's right, after a 

landmark deregulatory act of Congress, the FCC added hundreds more pages of govenunent 

mandates. 

To put it another way, the FCC's rules, measured in pages, have grown by almost 800 

percent over the cOufSe of 50 years, all while the communications marketplace has enjoyed more 

competition. J)uring this same period of regulatory growth of 800 percent, America's GDP grew 

by a substantially smaller number: 3.5 7 percenL 1 ln short, this is one imperfect bll! relevant 

mernc illustrating growth in government outpaci:1g t:<:Onomic growth. 

To be fair to the Commission, some of those thousands of pages of mies were written due 

to congressional mandates. And sometimes the FCC does remove ru les from its books as the 

1 Tdccornmunications Act of ;9%, Pub. L. 104-104, 110 Stat. S6 (H%}. 
! The growth r•f.C wa.• <11lc11la!«I based on historical figures reported by the C<Jmmcrcc O~rtmenfs Bureau of 
Economic Analysi~. See general~\' Bureau of Economic Analysis. U.S. Dcp'r of Cornm~rce, "National E.conornic 
Accounts," http:t/www.bea.gov/national/indcx.!;tm.,gcip; set. u!so id., ''CurTent and Rel'l Gross Domcslic Product>·· 
htm:!.\\::.,''J'.\l'..l><•. gQvln!!tionallxlslgdple~ xis. 
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1csult of forbearance petitions. or hy ils own ac..:onl, ju~! as we did last week with some 

international reporting requirements. But all in all, 1hc FCC's regulatory reach has grown despite 

congressional auempts to reverse that trend. 

Now 3! this point I :'lecd to issue. ii warning. For the next couple of minutes, f'm going 10 

sound like a lawyer. 

As both former FCC Commissioner Harold Furtchgoft-Roth and the Free State 

Foundation's Randy May have written recently, Congre~~ ordered the FCC through Section to of 

the "96 Act to "forbear" from applying a regulation or statutory provision that is not needed to 

ensure that tt:lecom carriers' market behavior is reasonable and "not necessary for the prntection 

of consumers. "3 Similarly, Section 11, the less famous sibling of Section I 0, requires the FCC to 

conduct revit:ws oftdecom rules every two years to detcnnine "whether any such regulation is 

no longer in che public interest as the resul! ofmeaningfu! economic compe!ition;" and !o 

"repeal or modify any regul~cion it detennim:s to be no longer necessary in tl1e pub;ic imeres1.''3 

Please keep in mind that removing un:iecessa1y or harmful mies is by no means a 

partisan concept The '96 Act passed both houses of a Republican Congress with a large 

bipartisim vote and was signed imo law by a Democratic president. And on January l 8 of this 

year, Presi<len: Obama is.sued an executive orde.r directiag agencies to review existing 

regulations to determine whether they are "outmoded, ineffective, insufficient, or exces~1vely 

burdensome."'' J\s he wrote in the Wall Street Journal, he is seeking to "re!T!ove outdated 

regulations !ha1 scifle job creation and make our economy ks;; competiuve."7 

1 47 t: S (' § J 6()(a)(2). 
• ~7 v.S.C §[GJ(a)(2). 
1 47U.S.C.§161 (b). 
• Exec. Order No. )3,563, 76i'cd. Reg. 3821 (2011}. 
' ?resident 3arnck Obama, Toivcm!<. ]J".CenruryRegularurySysiem, WALL Sr. J., Jan. 18, 2011. 
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So, having established that we have slrong bipartisan ~upport to den:gulate, let's get to 

work. Removing unneeded rules can liberate capital cunently spelll on lawyers and filing foes 

capital !hat would be better spent on powerfitl new corrununications equipment. Accordingly, I 

call on :he Chairman and my fellow commissioners to stay faithful to Congress's intent, as 

i:mbodie<i in Section 11, by promptly initiating a full and thorough review of every FCC nile, not 

just those that apply to tclecom companies, but all mies that apply to any e11tity regulated by the 

Commission. The presumption of our review should be that a rule is not necessary unless we 

find compelling evidence to the contrary. 

Of cours!!, the first set of rules I would discard would be the recently issued Internet 

nerworl< management regulatory regime, also known as "net neutrality." As I have stated 

m:merous times, those rules arc u1U1ecessary at best, and will dcier investment in badly needed 

next-generation infrastructure at worst. But to be realistic, reversal of them will have !o be at 1he 

hands of the courts or Congress. 

Similarly, it would take congressional action to start to erase the regulatory stovepipes 

crea1ed by Titles I, II, Ill ar.d VI. Products and services are converging across pla:forms. So 

8hould the statute. 

But here are a few ether rules the FCC could ge! rid of itself. 

Did you know that many phone companies are stili required to read aloud to new 

cus1omcrs a list of available independent long distance companies"? This so·cnlled "equal 

access" scripting requirement is a dusty old vestige from the break-up of the AT&T Jong 

disiance monopoly. Ma Bell's long distance ann wa~ declared "non-dominant" way back in 

1995. In other words, the long distance market has been competitive for almost 16 years, yet our 

antiquated rules live on like a slmnbering Rip Van Winkle who fell asleep in the ! 980s 
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lron1cally, these rules no longer apply to the Baby Bells or their successors, and have never 

applied to wireless carriers. lt is smaller phone companie~ that must bear !he burden of living 

under them. Such costs - be they re&'Ulations or taxes on companies-· are always paid for, 

uhimately. by consumers. !t took the Commission about a year to put out for public commt,nt a 

2008 petition to eliminate these dinosaurs, and we are several years overdue to repeal them. 

Simi lady. it is sma[)er non-Bell companies that must live under cos! allocatio:i 

requirements and ARMfS (Automatic Reporting Management Information System) reportmg 

mandates. For carriers living under flexi:ile pric~ cap rules in an environment that is more 

competitive than a few years i:go. these cumbersome ar.d costly requirements make no sense. 

Then there are the fonns - lots of forms. Government bureaucracies foll(! to require. 

people to fill out fom1s. There is Form 603; Fonn 611-T; Funn J75: Fonn 60 I; Form 492; Fom: 

477; form 323; and Fonns 396, 396-C, 397 and 398, ainoug others. Several fonns require 

companies to submit <Iara tha! is no longer needed or is suppHed elsewhere. Take for example, 

my ··favorite" fonn, the enhanced disclosure fonn. Back in late 2007, over my dissent, the 

Commission voted to require TV licensees to fill out a form describing ro the government wh~t 

kind of programming they were airing to the public and when they were airing 11. Broadcasters 

estimated that it would cost them up to two full-lime jobs to hire people to do no~hing all day but 

fill out the form and send it to Washington bureaucrats. Proponents of this rnle may have n1ean1 

well. In fact, at the time of its adoption I overheard one advocate exclaim joyfully, "Two full

!ime job.;? That"s terrific. That's job creation!" Ofc.:ou:oe, they didn't realize th~1 the new 

requirement would result in ?be elimination of two jobs elsewhere at !be station, sucl12.S the 

newsroom, to pay for the new maadat~. 

6 
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Also. uuless J'm missing something, TV stations don't aim to keep their work product a 

secret from anyone. If the govenunent wants to know what i~ being aired, it can tullJ on the TV 

-·all Big Brother and first Amendment concerns aside. 

The good news is that the enhanced disclorure fonn has been held up by the Office of 

Management and Budget (OMD) since 2008 because it raises Paperwork Reduction Act 

problems, nmong other things. And, yes, that's the same office that has temporarily held up the 

effectiveness of the net neutrality rules. Given that both the Bush and Obama White Houses 

have kept it from going into effect, why don't we just put it out of its - and our - misery 11nd 

repeal it'.' 

J'1n not saying that all fonns are unnecessary. l311t multiple fom1s sometimes collect the 

same data, such as Fonri 477 ~ullecting the same ownership information required by Fonn 602. 

Do we really need to kill America's informarion economy with a thousan.d paper cuts? 

And now, if you have fallen asleep, this last part should wake you up. ln fact, the likely 

headline coming out of this speech will have nothing to do with telecom equipment. Sorry about 

that. Aie you ready? It is rare that the Engli~h language: can come up with two words that, when 

put toeether, ecncrate so much controversy. This is potent stuff, so you'd better brace yourself. 

The ... fairness Doctrine. lt still exis!s! No, it doesn't still exist the way Elvis "still exists." 

The Fairness Doctrine is literally still codified in the CFR.~ We stumbled on this for!?otten fact 

while researching, m<11erial for this speech. 

For those of you who have no idea what I am talking about, the Fairness Doctrine was a 

rule .. . well , still IS n rule, apparently ... that thrust the government 's coercive reach into 

cdi<orial decisions of broadcasters. Jn short, the Doctrine regulated political speech. Suffice it to 

say that political speech is core protected speech under the First Amendment, 11nd the Faimess 

' 47 C.F.R. § 7J. i910 (broadca~ting);47 C.<'.R. § 76.209 (''originatio11<:<1blecasting .. ). 

7 
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Doctri11c is patently unconslitutional. The FCC decided as much in 1987 when everyone 

assumed the FCC killed it. We thought that this mon~ter's dead and stinking COl"JlSC w3s left to 

rot in a goverrur:cnr graveyard. Instead, it appears that the Commission merely opted n\)t to 

enforce the rnle. Its words still defile the pages of the CFR, and we should erase it with a repeal 

order immediately. 

Jn closing, a comprehensive and sustained effort to repeal and streamline unnecessa1·y, 

outdated or hannful FCC mies would signal to investors that the Commission takes seriously 

Cor:gres~·s and the Preside:nt's calls to deregulate. With the certainty that the Commission will 

not only refrain from issuing new unneeded rules, but weed out old ones as well, investment 

capital is more likely to start flowing again. 

Congress could do its part as well. Adoption of tax policies that accelerate depreciation 

schedules for tech equipment and classify some capital investments as expenses have a history or 

s:iinula!ing economic activity and job creation. By some estimates, every one dollar in 

a(·celcra1cd depreciation tax incentives generates nine doilars in GDP growth.Y One study 

estimated that the tech tax incentives of 2002 and 2003 may have increased GDP by S20 bit hen 

and affected the crci1tion and retention of up to 200,000 jobs.11
: 

The bollom lim: is the bottom line. History teaches us over and over again: Decreasing 

the burdens of onerous regulatory and taxation policies increases investment (which means more 

purchases of !elecom equipment), spurs innovation, accelerates competition, lowers prices, 

creates jobs and plel!ses co11sumers. So what is there not to like? Let's get on with such a 

program right away. 

'Rob'::ir.s. Aldon~ an(\ Gary. Wll(Jt '.••he Must foler.t Way to Stir>rnlate th~ F.-,,nomy?. INSTITUTt fOR l'Oi.'.CY 
l;-.i~1)VATION (Oct. 10. 200 I) . 
., J-!ous~, Christopher I.. aud Shapiru, Mauhew D., Temporary llivcstment Tax lnl·enrivP.s: The"ry .-i1!1 E"i:l«11c:e. 
from !Ja.,us Dep•·.,:iatio.,, Am. Economic Rev. (2008). 
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Thank you for ha\·ing me here today, and I look forward to your questions. 
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Office of Commissioner Robert M. McDowell 
Federal Communications Commission 

Washington, D.C. 20554 

The Honorable Julius Genachowski 
Chairman 
Fede1~11 Communications Commission 
445 Twelfth S1ree1. SW 
Washington, DC 20554 

Dca~n: 

July 20. 2009 

Once again. congratula1ions on your nomination and confinna1ion as Chairman. I am 
greatly encouraged and energized to know that you, Commissioner Copps and I will be working 
together on a plethora of communications policy challenges facing the economy and American 
consumers. Although you have only been here for three weeks, I applaud the sreps you have 
already taken !o reform the agency. Your recent sfacements regarding boosting employee mora:e, 
p.-omocing grea1er transparency, and crea!ing a more informed, collaborative and considerace 
decision-making process are heanening. Anyrhing we could do to advance the timely and orderly 
resolution or Commission business would be constructive. I am confident that you will agree chat 
the preliminary steps Mike 1ook during his interim chairmanship have provided a sound fooling 
upon which to build. 

Accordingly, in the collaborative and transparent spirit of my January 29, 2009, lcuer to 
Mike, I offer below a number of suggestions on achieving the impomint public interest objectives 
of reforming chis agency. As you and I have already discussed, these thoughls are intended as a 
suuting point for a more public discussion that should examine a larger constellaiion of ideas for 
moving forward together to improve tile public's abilily lo participate in our work. as well as our 
ovenill decision-making abilities. Many of rhese ideas have been discussed by many people for a 
long period of time, and ir we don't care who gets 1he credit we can accomplish a great deal. 

Operatio11al, ji11a11cin/ and etl1ics audit, 

I would firsr recommend that we commence a thorough O?erational, financial and ethics 
uudil of the Commission and its related entilies, such as the Universal Service Administrative 
Compnny, the Natiunal Exchange Ca1Tier Associarion und che federal advisory comrr:iuees, Just 
as you recently articulated in your June 30 requesl for inform111ion on the Commission's safety 
preparedness, I would envision this oudi1 as an examination akin to a due diligence re,·iew of a 
compimy as part of a proposed merger or acquisition, or after a change in top management. I 
would not envision the process t11king a lot of lime; yet, upon complerion, we would be beuer 
positioned 10 identify and assess the cun-ent condition of the FCC and ils related entities, as well 
as how !hey operate, 
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This undenaking would be a meaningful first step on the road to improving the agency. As 
with all FCC reforrn endeavors, I hope that all of the commissioners would be involved in !his 
process, including its developmenl an<l initintion. We should seek comment from the public a;id 
the Commission staff, and we should prnvide Commission employees with addiliomll 
oppor[Unities 10 submit comments anonymously. I also pl'opose that we hold a series of "1ow11 
hall" meetings at the FCC's Washington headquarters. at a few field offices, as well as in a few 
locations amund the country to allow our fellow ci li zens to attend and voice their opinions direct I y 
to us. 

As pan of a financial review. it is crucially impo11an1 that we exami11e the Commission's 
contracting process. as well as the processes relating 10 the collec1ion and dis1rib111ion of 
administrative and rcgula1ory fees cun-ently rnnduc1ct! exclusively by the Office of Managing 
Director. For instance, we should consider whether the full Commission should receive notice 
prior to the finalization of significant contracts or other !arge 1rnnsac1ions. 

In the same vein, j[ is rime to examine the Commissic>n's assessment of fees. Regula!ory 
fees a1-e !he primary means by which 1he Commission funds its operations. You may be aware 
1ha! rhe FCC ac1ually m:ikes money for the tax payers. As Mike has also noted, our me1hodology 
for collecting these fees may be imperfect. Al first blush, it appears that we may have over
collected by more lhan $10 million for each of the last two years. Some have raised ques!ions 
regarding how the ree burden is allocated. Our recent further notice of proposed rulemak i ng could 
leacJ 10 a me1hodology that lowers regulatory fees and levies them in a more nondiscriminatory 
::nd competitively neutral m:inner. 

We should also work with Congress to examine Section 8 of rhe Act and the Commission's 
duty to collecl administrative fees. I am hopeful that we will examine why we continue 10 levy a 
Ill)( of sorts of allegedly $25 million or so per year on industry, after the Commission has fully 
funded its operarions through regulatory fees. As you may know, that money goes strn.igh1 to rhc 
T:'easury nnd is not used to fund the agency. Every year, we increase those fees to stay cun·cnt 
wiEh the Consumer P1ice Index. Al the same lime, our regulatees pass along those costs to 
consumers and lhey are rhe ones who ultimately pay higher prices for relecommunic~!ions 
services. 

Fui1her, given the significant concerns l'aised about the numbers nnd the way the audits 
have been conducted, I recommend lha1 we examine the financial management of the universal 
service fund. You may know that the Commission's lrlspector General reponed last year Iha: the 
estimated e1Toneous payment rate for lhe High Cost program between July 2006 and June 2007 
was 23.3 percent, with total estimated e1Toneous payme111s of $971.2 million. While I am pleased 
that 1he 010 identified this error, it is time that we get 10 the boltom of this mauer and remedy it, 

In lhe same spiril, an ethics audit should ensure that all of our protocols, rules and co11duc1 
al'c up to the highest stnndards of govemment best practices. Faith in the ethics of govemmcn1 
officials has, in some cases, eroded over the years and we should make sure th<ll we are doing a!I 
thnl we can 10 maimain rhc public's trust. 
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Also in cormection wilh lhis review. l hope thal we can work toge1herto upda1e and 
republish the Commission's strategic plan. Like me, you may find that, as we toil on day 10-day 
lnsks, ii can be easy 10 lose sight of our slrategic direc1ion. Compleling this task would create a 
solid framework for fu1ure actions and demonstrate our commitment lo transparency and 
orderliness. each of which is crilical to effec1ive decision making. 

Pote11lial restrnct11ri11g of tile age11cy. 

The findings of our review, combined with our work 10 develop a new stru1egic plan. 
would provide us with the information and ideas necessary for considering a po1emial 
restructuring of 1he agency. As you know. the Commission has been reorganized over the years -
for inslance, the creation of the Enforcement Bureau under Chainnnn Kennard and 1he Public 
Safe1y and Homeland Securi1y Bureau under Chainnan Marlin. Close coordina1ion among the 
staff in pur.;uil of functional commonali1y historically has improved 1he Commission's 
effec1iver.ess. Nonetheless. 1he time is coming again to reconsider 1his op1ion. 

I am not suggesting tha1 we make change for the sake of change. Afler all, we would agree 
!hat 1he agency needs to be flexible and must be responsive toils myl'iad stakeholders. mos! 
imporran1ly American consumers. There are, however, additional improvernenls \VC can make to 
increase our efficiency. As Mike emphasized, the Commission's most precious resm!T'ce, re~lly 
our 011/y resource, are i1s people. Many of our most valued team members are nea1ing re1irement 
;ige. We need to do more to recruil and retain highly-qualified profossionuls to fill their large 
shoes. I hope our nex1 budget will give us adequine resources to address lhis growing challenge. 

Nel\t, I would encourage consideration of filling many of the numerous open positions 
with highly-quulified applicancs and making mon: efficienl use of non-attorney profe~sionals. For 
C)\ampfe, 1here is no reason why we cannot use engineers to help investigate complaints and 
petitions that involve technical and engineering questions. This would be especially useful as we 
continue to consider mailers penaining to network management. Similarly, our economists could 
be better used 10 help assess the economic effec1s of our proposed actions. 

Improve external co111m1111icati(Jll. 

As you and I have ulso discussed. we need to improve oLOr ex!emal commun;calio!ls 
regarding FCC processes and actions. l greatly appreciate Mike's prompmess in poscing 11\e Open 
Meeting dates covering his tenure. ram hopeful that we will swiftly establish and publish Open 
Meeting dales for the entire 2009 calendar year. The public, not to mention the su1ff. would also 
greaily benefi£ if we would provide a1 least six month&' notice on meeting da1es for 2010 and 
beyond. 
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As pan of these communications improvements, I look forward providing input as 10 

updating the Commission's IT and web systems. I applaud your commilment to 1his endeavor and 
Mike's success in securing additional funding toward this end. Clear, concise and well-organized 
information systems will ensure that all public infonnarion is available, e8sily located and 
unders1andable. I also recommend thal we update lhe General Counsel's part of the websi le to 
include liligation calendars, as well as access 10 pleadings filed by all the parties. Additionally. I 
suspect that our custome.-s would preferthat licenses of all stripes be housed in one database. 
rather than separate database~ spread across rhc stovepipes of our several b1.11"eaus. We should 
seek comment on this, and 01her similar admi11istrative refo1m matters. 

In addition, I propose that we create, publish on the website and update regularly an easy-
10-read murrix seni11g forth a listing of all pending p.-oceedings and rhe status of each. This malrix 
would include those matters being addressed on delegaled autho1ity. The taxpayers should know 
1Vha1 chey ure paying for. 

Similarly, I ~uggest Iha! we establish and release a schedule for the producrion of all 
staliscical reports and analyses regularly conducted by lhe Commission, and publish annual 
updales of that schedule. This would include, for example: rhe Wireless Compe1irio11 Reporr, 
which h;;is traditionally been rele;;ised each Sep1ember; 1he Video Competitio11 Report. which until 
recen1ly. was released at the end of each year; and she Higlt·Speed Services Report, which, at one 
point. was released bi;;innually. Similarly, quite some time before your arrival, I went on record 
calling for giving the American public the oppo11unity 10 view and comment on al least a draf1 or 
ou1Hne or the National Broadband Plan. I look forward to working wich you co incre;;ise public 
uwareness regarding the s1a1us and ~ubstance of our work on this plan. The goal here would be 
not only to ensure 1hat the public is fully aware of what we are working on and when. but also 10 

give these valuable analyses to their owners- the American people - with regularity. 

In the ~ame vein, Congress, the American public and consumers, among other stakeholders 
- no! !o mcnlion your fc:llow commissioners - would gremly appreciate it if notices of proposed 
rulemakings acnmlly co!!Cained proposed rules. 

l111p1·ove i11teri1al cQ1111111111ica1io11. 

Also, we need 10 ovechaul our imernal information flow, collaboration and processes. I am 
eager to work with you, Mike, and our future colleagues, to identify and implement additional 
measures to increase coordina1ion among the commissioner offices, between commissioner orfices 
and lhe s!aff. as well as among the s1aff. It is important 1ha1 we cooperate wirh each ocher to fester 
open and thoughtful consideration of potential actions well before jumping inio lhe drafting 
process, The bottom line is simple: No commissioner should learn of official ac1ions through the 
trade press. 

An effective FCC wou td be one where, for instance, Commissioner offices would recei vc 
op1ions memoranda and briefing macerials long before votes need to be cast. I'or example, for all 
rulemakings, within 30 days of a comment period closing, perhaps all commissioners could 
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receive ideniic:i l comment summaries. Also, within a fixed timeframe after receiving comment 
sommaries. say 60 to 90 days. all commissioners could receive options memos complete with 
policy. legal, technical and economic analyses. In preparation for legisla1ive hearings. it would be 
helpful if ull co111111issioners received briefing ma1eriols, including witness lis1s, m least (ive 
bu~incss days prior to the hearing date. For FCC en ba11c hearings or meetings, we should aim to 
distrib11te briefing muterials to ull commissioners at least one week prior to 1he event date. The 
detnils here are less important than the upshot: all commissioners should have unfetrered access to 
the ngency's experts, and receive 1he benefit of their work. Again. I am grateful 10 Mike for his 
preliminary effo11s in lhis regard. 

Also along these lines, I hope that your team will reeslabl isll the practice of regular 
meetings among the senior legal advisors for the purpose of discussing "big pictus'C" policy 
muuers, adminisirative issues. as well as to plan events and meetings Iha• ir.volve all nf the offices. 
Give11 the numerous losks we have before us, I 1rus1 you will agree that regular mee1i11gs among 
1his group wi ll improve our efficiencies, and go a lung way toward lessening, if not eliminuing, 
unplcosunt su rp1ises. 

Just as important would be to hold regular meetings among the subs1an1ive advisors and 
relcvani staff, including lhe Office of General Counsel. Having ample opponunity to review and 
discuss pending proceedings and the various options at !he early stages of. and throughou11he 
drafting process would allow us 10 capitalize on our in-house expeitise early and often. Taking 
such precautions might also bolster !he Commission's track record on appeal. Indeed, this type of 
close collaboration mighl lead to more logical. clear and concise policy outcomes that beuer serve 
the pl•bl:c in1erest. 

Ano1her idea is to update and rewti1e our guide to the Commission's intel11al pl'ocedures. 
cu1Ten1ly en1i1led Commissiontr's Guide 10 1/ze Age11da Process. For instance, just as Mike has 
done wi1h respec1 10 the distribution of our daily press clips, I propose that we undertake u 
thorough review of th~ physical circulation process, including identifying and making c!uinges 10 

reduce the amount of paper unnecessarily disrributed rhroughout 1hc agency. CU1Ten1 procedures 
require ihat ench office receive about eighr copies of every document on circulution when one or 
two would suffice. I also wonder why our procedures mandate deli very of 30 paper copies of 
released Commission documents to our press office. The overwhelming majority of rep011ers who 
cover our ngency pull the rnate1'ials they need from our website. Perhaps this is another area 
where we could suve money and help the environment all nt the same rime. 

Coordinate wulr other facets ofgovemme11t. 

Finally, on a more "ma(:ro" level, l propose that the commissioners worlc 1oge1her 10 build 
an ongoing nnd meaningful rapport with other facets of government. especially in !he consumer 
prmec1ion, homeland security. and lechnology ueas. I am confident that close collaborntion with 
our government colleagues with similar or overlapping responsibilities would greatly benefit the 
constituencies we serve. 
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In closing, r again extend my wa1mcst congratu lations on your new posi tion as Chairman. 
You are to be commended for the steps you have taken thus far tow11rd rebuilding this agency. I 
look forward 10 working together wilh you, Mike and our new colleagues upon their coflfirmation 
lO do even more. 

Sincerely, 

Robert M. McDowell 

cc: The Honoruble Michael J. Copps 
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The Hc.morable Michael J. Copps 
Aeling Chairman 

January 27, 2009 

Federal Communications Commission 
445 Twelfth Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20554 

Dear Mike: 

Once again, congratulalions on being named Acting Chairman. Additionally, 
thank you for your dedication and commitment to public service and the Commission. It 
goes without saying that I am looking forward to continuing to work with you. 

I am greatly encouraged and energized to know that you, Commissioner Adelstein 
and I will be working together toward the goals of boosting employee morale, promoting 
greater transpaiency, as well as creating a more infonned, coJlaborative and considerate 
decision-making process, all aimed toward advancing the timely and orderly resolution of 
Commission business. Thank you for addressing these and many other issues within 
minutes of becoming Acting Chainnan. I certainly appreciate the new atmosphere you 
are creating at the Commission, and I know that the FCC's talented and dedicated career 
employees appreciate your efforts as well. Accordingly, with the utmost respect for you, 
rhe Commission staff and the new Obama Administration, I offer below several 
preliminary suggestions on achieving the important public interest objectives of 
reforming this agency. My letter is intended to continue a thoughtful dialogue on moving 
forward together to improve the public's ability co participate in our work, as well as our 
overall decision-making abilities. Our collaborative efforts to rebuild the agency should 
not be limited to the thoughts outlined in this brief letter. As you and I have discussed 
many of these ideas already, let this merely serve as a starting point for a more public 
discussion that should examine a larger constellation of ideas. 

I would first recommend that we commence a thorough operational, financial and 
ethics audit of the Commission and its related entities, such as the Universal Service 
Administrative Company and the Federal Advisory Committees. As with all FCC refonn 
endeavors, I hope that all of the commissioners will be involved in this process, including 
its development and initiation. We should seek comment from the public and the 
Commission staff, and we should provide Commission employees with an opportunily to 
submit comments anonymously. 
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I would also suggest that we work to update and republish the Commission's 
strategic plan. Completing this task would create a solid framework for future actions 
and demonstrate our commitment to transparency and orderliness, each of which is 
critical lo effective decision making. 

The findings of our review, combined with our work to develop a new strategic 
plan. would provide us with the information and ideas necessary for considering a 
poten!ial restructuring of the agency. I am not suggesting that we make change for the 
sake of change. After all, we agree that the agency needs to be flexible and must be 
responsive to its myriad stakeholders. most importantly American consumers. There are. 
however, steps we likely would want to implement to increase our efficiency. For 
example, as you have already stated, delegating some authority back to upper and mid
level management, filling many of the numerous open positions wtth highly-qualified 
applicants and making more efficient use of non-auomey professionals CQme to mind. 

As we have also discussed previously, we need to improve our external 
communications regarding FCC processes and acrions. As an immediate first step, I 
suggest rhat we swiftly establish and publish Open Meeting dates for the entire 2009 
calendar year. The public, not to mention the staff, would also greatly benefit if we 
would provide at least six months' notice on meeting dates for 2010 and beyond. 

Also, we agree that we need to overhaul our internal information flow, 
collaboration and processes. I am eager to continue 10 work with you and Commissioner 
Adelstein to identify and implement measures to increase coordination among the 
commissioner offices, between commissioner offices and lhe staff, as well as among the 
staff. It is imp-0rtant that we cooperate with each other 10 foster open and thoughtful 
consideration of potential actions well before jumping into the drafting process. 

As part of these communications improvements. I share your desire to update the 
Commission's rr and web systems. They are in dire need of an overhaul. Clear, concise 
and well-<>rganized infonnation systems will ensure that an public information is 
available, easily located and understandable. 

Finally, I propose that the commissioners work together to build an ongoing and 
meaningful rappo1t with other facets of government, especially in the consumer 
protection. homeland security, and technology areas. lam confident that close 
collaboration with our government colleagues with similar or overlapping responsibil ities 
would greatly benefit the constituencies we serve. 
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In closing, Mike, I again e)(Lend my warmest congratulations on your designation 
as Acting Chairman. I look forward to working together with you and Commissioner 
Adelstein to improve our agency during the coming days and weeks. 

Sincerely, 

t?lf4wl.~ 
Robert M. McDowell 

cc: The Honorable Jonathan S. Adelstein 
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Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman. 
Welcome, Chairman Wellinghoff, for yow· opening statement. 

TESTIMONY OF JON WELLINGHOFF 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. Thank you, Chairman Steams, Ranking 
Member DeGette and members of the subcommittee. I want to 
thank you all for having us here. today, and my colleague, Commis
sioner Moeller,. to discuss our views on regulatory reform in inde
pendent agencies. We have submitted full testimony here that I 
would like. to have. entered into the. record, and I will summarize 
my testimony. 

The commission continually seeks to streamline its regulations in 
order to foster competitive markets and facilitate. enhanced com
petition to minimize consumer costs. Implementing the statutory 
authority provided by Congress, I am committed to assisting con
sumers. in obtaining reliable, efficient and sustainable energy serv
ices at a reasonable cost for appropriate regulatory and market 
means. Fulfilling this mission involves pursuing two primary goals: 
ensuring that rates, terms and conditions. are just and reasonable 
and not unduly discriminatory or preferential, and promoting the 
development of safe, reliable and efficient infrastructure that 
serves the public interest. The commission has. taken and continues 
to take a number of steps to make certain that its regulations meet 
the fundamental objectives set forth by Congress without imposing 
undue burdens. on regulated entities or unnecessary costs on those 
entities or their customers. 

For example, the commission has taken several steps to remove 
barriers to entry of new businesses and technologies which facili
tate competitive markets and can lower consumer costs. The com
mission also seeks out ways to help entities, particularly small 
ones, navigate the federal regulatory process. The. commission has 
also recently reduced burdens on applicants, speeding up processes 
of filings and improved public access to documents. 

In sum, I support the goals of Executive Order. 13563. I have. di
rected the commission staff to conduct review of the commission's 
regulations with the goals of the Executive order in mind. This di
rection is consistent with the commission's practice of engaging in 
constant self-review to avoid red tape or unnecessary regulation 
that would impose undue burdens on the energy industry and its 
consumers. 

Thank you, and I look forward to answering any questions. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wellinghoff follows:J 
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One Pa~e Summary: Testimony nf Chairman Jon Wellinghoff 

The Commission continually ~eeks to streamline its 1·egulations in order to foster 

competitive markets and facilitate enhanced competi1ion to minimize consLJmcr eosls. In 

implementing the statutory authority provided by Congress, I am commiued to assisting 

consumers in obtaining reliable. ellicien1, aFJd sustainable energy services at a reasonable cost 

through appropriate regulattlry and markel means. Fulfilling this mission involves pursuing 1wo 

primary goals: ensuring that rates, terms and conditions arc just, reasonable and not unduly 

discriminatory or preferential, and promoting the development of sate, reliable and efficient 

inrr11slructure that serves the public interest. The Commission has taken. and continues to take, a 

number of steps to make certain that its regulations meet the fundamental objectives set by 

Congress without impo.~ing undue burdens on regulated entities or unnecessary 1:osts on those 

entities or their customers. 

For example. the Commission has taken several recent steps to remove barriers to entry 

of new business and technologies. which facilitates competitive markets and can lower consumer 

costs. The Commission also seeks out ways to help cmtitics, particularly small ones. riavigate the 

federal regulatory process. The Commission has also recently 1-educed burden on applicants. 

sped up processing of (]lings and improved public access to documents. 

In sum, I support the goals ofF.xccutive Order 1.1561. 1 have directed the Commission's 

staff to conduct a review of the Commission's regulations with the ~oals of the executive order 

in mind. This direction is consistent with the Commission's practice of engaging in constant 

self-review to avoid red tape or unnecessary regulation that would impose undue burdens on the 

energy industry and consumers. 
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Mr. Chainnan and members of the Subcommittee: 

My name is Jon Wellinghoff, and I am the Chairman of the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC or Commission). Thank you for the opportunity to 

appear before you today to discuss my views on regulatory reform and independent 

agencies. It is my belief that the Commission continually seeks to streamline its 

regulations in order to foster competitive markets and facilitate enhanced competition to 

minimize consumer costs. 

In implementing the statutory authority pruvidcd by Congress, the Commission is 

committed to assisting consumers in obtaining rdiablc, efficient, and sustainllblc energy 

services at a reasonable cost through appropriate regulatory and market means. Fulfilling 

this mission involves pursuing two primary goals: ensuring that rates, tenns and 

conditions are just, reasonable and not unduly discriminatory or preferential. and 

promoting the development of .~afe, reliable and efficient infrastructure that serves the 

public interest. While independent agencies such as the Commission are nor suhject to 

Executive Order 13563, consistent with the goals of the executive cirder, the Commission 
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has taken, and continues to take, a number of steps to make certain that its regulations 

meet the fundamental objectives set by Congress without imposing undue burdens on 

regulated entities or unnecessary cost.~ on those entities or their customers. I describe 

below some of the Commission's recent cffons toward these important goals. 

Reducing Regulatory Burdens 

The Commis.~ion regularly reviews its regulations to ensure that they achieve their 

intended purpose and do not impo~c undue burdens on regulated entities or unnecessary 

costs on those entities or their customers. For example, in the Energy Policy Act of2005, 

Congress directed FERC to establish new rules under which the Commission would 

provide incentive rates to encourage development of electric transmission infrastructure. 

In July 2006, the Commission implemented that directive hy i!'>suing Order No. 679. 

Since then, the Commission has received more than 75 applications for transmission 

incentives. Given the significant changes in the electric industry and the Commission's 

experience in applying Order No. 679, the Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry in May 

of this year regarding the scope and implementation uf its transmission incentives 

program. Through this Notice of Inquiry. the Commission is seeking public comment on 

whether its incentive regulations are encouraging the development of transmission 

infrastructure in a manner consistent with the intent of Congress. The development of 

transmission infrastructure will facilitate competition in regional electricity markets, 

which helps en.~ure just and reasonable rates without burdensome regulatoiy oversight. 

The Commission also is responsive to industry requests to reevaluate its 

regulations. With respect to the natural gas industry, for example. the Commission 
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responded to requests to reduce the burden of certain annual natural gas rt:pl>rting 

requirements. In Order No. 704-C, the Commission clarified the requirements for natural 

gas market participants !(> annually report infonnation regarding physical natural gas 

transactions that use an index or contribute H> the fonnation of a gas index. The 

Commission exempted certain transactions from natural gas index reporting 

requin:ments, particularly with reference to blanket sales. certificates, finding that those 

transactions were burdensome to report and provided little market infonnation. Th.: 

Commission also exempted small entities that were obligated to report solely by virtue of 

possessing a blanket sales certificate. Thus, the Commission removed regulatory burdens 

on regulated entiti~s. including small businesses. 

Moreover, in 2007, the Commission undertook a ten-year review of its electric 

transmission open access regulations, including its landmark Order No. 888, which 

prohibited public utilities from using their monopoly power over transmission to restrain 

or prevent competition. In reviewing these regulations, the Commission conducted 

significant outreach to the rcguhnetl industry and other stakeholders. This effort 

culminated in the issuance of Order No. 890, which revisited the Commission's open 

access policies and amended its proforma Open Access Transmission Tariff to further 

improve competition in wholesale markets hy. among other things, inaeasing the ability 

of customers to access new generating resources and promoting efficient utilization of 

transmissi()n by requiring an open, transparent, and coordinated transmission plaruting 

process. 

Simplifying the Regulntocy Proces~ 
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The Commission also seeks out way3 lo help entities. particularly small ones. 

navigate the federal regulatory process. One example of these efforts is the 

Commission's encouragement of small hydropower development. In response to rising 

public interest in small hydmpower and low-impact hydropower projects, the 

Commission has developed a publicly available website that provides detailed 

information on how to navigate the small hydropower regulatory process. Commission 

staff also has been hosting and will continue to host public tutorials and webinars tailored 

to the needs of entities intending to file applications to develop small hydropower 

projects. In addition, Commission staff conducted a study last year in coordination with 

the hydropowcr industry, government agencies, Native American tribes, non

governmental organizations. and the general public to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

Commission's integrated licensing process for hydroelectric facilities. Reflecting similar 

outreach, the Commission has entered intn a number of memoranda of understanding 

with other federal agencies and state governments to reduce regulatory conflict and 

overlap. 

The Commission and its staff also have coordinated seminars arnund the country 

on environmental review and compliance for natural gas facilities. In the past two years, 

over 1.000 people have attended these seminars. I believe that these seminars increase 

transparency, help stakeholders better understand the natural gas regulatory process, 

improve inter-agency coordination, and allow faster processing of applications. 

The Commission recently revisited certain regulations to reduce burden on the 

applicants, speed up processing of the filings and improve public access to documents. 
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For example, in March of last year, the Commission issued a linal rule to revise its Fonn 

556, through which cogeneration and small power production facilities either seJt:ccrtity 

qualifying facility (QF) status or apply for Commission certification of QF status. 

Among other changes. the final rule reduces the burden on small entities hy exempting 

generating facilities that are I MW and smaller frnm the need to file a Form 556 in order 

to be certified as a QF. This change will facilitate the development of small generating 

facilities. The final rule also remove<,l the contents ofFonn 556 from the Commission·s 

regulations and, in their place, provided that an applicant seeking to certify Qr status of ll 

small power production or cogcneration facility must complete, and electronically file, 

the Form 556 that is in effect at the time of filing. The Commission stated that this 

change takc.s advantage of newer technologies that will reduce both the filing burden for 

applicants and the processing hurden for the Commission. 

The Commission also has taken various steps to simplify the regulatory process by 

moving from paper to electronic formats in a number of areas. Mose nocably, the 

Commission has developed aud implemented a standard electronic tariff filing system 

known as eTarill: Electronic filing reduces the burden on tho5c who make filings at the 

Commission -- and on those who use such filings, such as regulated entities, the public, 

and Commission staff -- by providing faster and ca:;ier access to tarillS. Thee Tariff 

filing process has greatly improved public access to tariff filing documents by po:>ting 

such filings in near real-time into the public record, and increased ten-fold the number of 

FERC regulated tariffs that are now available through the Commission's web site. 

Similarly, the Ct)tntnission is moving to automate various forms to simplify the 
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regulatory process. For example, section 205(1) of the Federal Power Act requires 

respondents to submit certain infonnation in Form 580 to ensure the economical purchase 

and use of fuel and electric energy, among other purposes. In 20 IO, the Commissinn 

established Form 580 in an electronic pdf-fillable fonn and streamlined the infonnation 

required by the Fonn. 

Remo..l'.in&.flarriers to Enlrv for New Business and Tcchnologie!'; 

In addition to rcvi~wing its regulations to reduce undue burdens, the Commission 

has tnken several recent steps to remove barriers for entry of new business and 

technologies, which in tum facilitates competitive markets and can lower consumer co.sL~. 

In recent years, improvements in technology have led to an increasing variety of 

resources being capable of contributing to reliable. efficient, and .sustainable energy 

services. The Commission has initiated a number of recent rulemaking proceedings to 

ensure that regulations it developed prior to those improvements do not prevent the use of 

emerging tecluiologies to provide services subject to the Commission's jurisdiction. In 

general, increased competition among providers of these ~ervices will tend to place 

downward pressure on rates for thos.c services. I also would nule that in each of these 

rulcmakings, the Commi~sion seeks public comment to ensure that any changes the 

Commission proposes are appropriately tailored to their inlended purpose. 

One example of this etfort is that the Commission also has taken steps to remove 

barriers to the use of emerging technologies that are capable of responding lo certain 

transmission system needs more quickly than the generalors that have traditionally 

provided those services. These types of emerging technologies include hatteries, 
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tlywhccls and other electric storage devices. In February of this year, the Commission 

proposed to revise it.'> regulations with respect to provision in organized wholesale 

electric markets of regulation service. Regulation is an ancillary transmission service that 

protect:; the grid by correcting deviations in grid frequency and imbalances on 

transmis.~ion lines with neighboring systems. The Commission's proposed changes are 

intended to ensure that resources that provide faster and more accurate l'egulation service 

are compensated appropriately for lhcir perfonnance. Again, this proposed rule has the 

potential to lower costs to consumers, as increased use of fast and accurate resources 

should allow system operators to purchase less regulating capacity. 

A variety of resources are capable of providing regulation and other ancillary 

transmission services but may be discouraged from doing so by certain aspects of the 

Commission's market-based rate policies. They may also lack of access to the 

information necessarily to supply those services. Therefore, the Commission is now 

exploring whether changes arc needed to allow more resources to provide ancillary 

services. Just last month, the Commission issued a Notice ofln4uiry that sought public 

comment on ways in which the Commission can facilitate competition in the pro,·ision of 

ancillary services from all resource types, including electric storage. The Commission 

also sought comment in that Ntlticc of Inquiry on whether the Commission's accounting 

requirements present a barrier to development of electric storage. 

Tht: Commission also has taken a number of recent steps to remove barriers to 

clt:mand re:>ponse panicipation in organized wholesale electric markets. Pursuant to a 

Congressional directive, Commission staff in 2009 developed a National Assessment of 
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Demand Response Potential, which found lhat rht: potential for peak electricity demand 

r c<luctions across the country is between 38 gigawatts and 188 gigawatts, up to 20 

percent of national peak demand, depending on the penetration of advanced metering and 

the applicable regulatory policies. Also pursuant to a Congressional directive, 

Commission staff in 20 I 0 developed a National Action Plan on Demand Response. In 

addition, lhe Commission has amended its regulations to facilitate demand response 

participat ion in organ ized markets. In Order No. 719, for example, the Commis~ion 

amended its regulations to facilitate provision of ancillary transmission services by 

demand response resources that are technically capable of providing those services. 

Conclusion 

In sum. I support the goals or Executive Order 13 5 63. ( have directed the 

Commission's staff to conduct a review of the Commission's regulations w ith the goals 

of the exe<:ulive order in mind. 1l1is direction is consistent with the Commission's 

practice, which I have described, of engaging in constant sci f-revicw to avoid red tape or 

unnecessary regulation that would impose undue burdens on the energy industry. I took 

forward to working with you to ensure that this remains the case. 

I appreciate this opportunity to share my thoughts on regulatory reform and 

independent agencies and would be happy to answer any questions you might have. 
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Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman. 
Commissioner Moeller, welcome. 

TESTIMONY OF PHILIP D. MOELLER 
Mr. MOELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member 

DeGette, members of the committee. I appreciate the. chance to be 
before you today to talk about these important issues. I welcome 
your oversight, and I will summarize my written comments with a 
brief history, I guess, of how our regulations have evolved at the. 
commission and then give you three examples of where I think we 
kind of struggle with balancing the need to ensure that our serv
ices. are. provided safely at fair and just rates but also making sure 
that we are protecting and not unduly burdening the entities that 
we regulate. 

The Federal. Power Commission, our predecessor, really came 
into its own after the passage of the 1935 Federal Power Act and 
the 1938 Natural Gas Act, and as regulators then, the commission 
was highly relating these entities because they were monopoly pro
viders of services that were deemed essential but over the decades 
and particularly in the last 25 years, regulation has evolved so that 
more competitive forces can provide consumers with frankly lower 
prices at better service. These came through two landmark orders 
on the natural gas side, 436 and 636, which restructured the pipe
lines, and then on the electric side, orders 888. and 2000 that set 
up regional markets and allowed for open access of the trans
mission systems. Again, these have had great benefits for con
sumers but our responsibilities as regulators in monitoring these 
markets have increased substantially since then. 

Three areas where we particularly spend time, the first of which 
I will say is the. reliability area of assuring the reliability of the 
bulk power system. Now, the origins of this issue came from the 
1965 Northeast blackout a voluntary set of regulations came about 
after that, but as. time. went on, particularly in the late 1990s, it 
was clear that a mandatory system was going to be necessary, 
some kind of a cop on the interstate electric highway, and although 
there. was legislation in the. late 1990s, eventually it took the 2003 
blackout and the 2005 Energy Policy Act before you as Congress di
rected us to create a national electric reliability organization with 
eight regional entities, and in the meantime, we have adopted 101 
national standards, 11 regional standards, and we have had a very 
active enforcement process on those standards. In fact, we have 
had 7,000. violations to date. since. they became mandatory in June 
of 2007. And frankly, we are struggling with our role, the role of 
NERC, the role of the regional entities because we have a bit of a 
backlog on these. violations. They are about to about 3,200. 

I think the good news, though, is that through NERC, or through 
our direction to NERC, they are working to make sure that it is 
a better streamlined process. so. that we can eliminate the backlog 
and essentially share the best practices amongst the entities we 
regulate on the bulk power system. 

A second area is related to that and that is with our new powers 
of enforcement that you gave us in the 2005 Energy Policy Act, 
partly emanating from the Western crisis in 2000 and 2001. You 
gave us. the kind of major league enforcement authority that few 
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agencies have. We can fine entities up to $1 million per day per 
violation. And initially when we put out some of our rulings with 
some significant fines, there was some criticism from the industry 
that we lacked transparency in the process and lacked priorities, 
and I am happy to say that our office of enforcement under the 
urging of several of us on the commission has opened up that sys
tem so that we are a much more transparent system now. We 
adopted annual priorities in terms of enforcement, adopted guide
lines based on the U.S. Sentencing Commission, and essentially 
have processes and policies in place that allow anyone under inves
tigation to know at certain times that they are and give them the 
certain rights that other agencies give them. So we are making 
progress there. 

The third area I would note, because I come from the Pacific 
Northwest, is the hydropower system. We regulate 2,500 hydro
power dams throughout the Nation and some have complained that 
that processing of licensing or, more often, re-licensing, is both 
costly and time consuming, and that much is true, but I don't think 
much of that can be put on FERC. I think actually the laws itself 
that govern the process of re-licensing are worth looking at if this 
is something that inspires you because we actually I think do a 
good job under the current system of setting timetables but often 
the resource agencies don't have any consequence to missing the 
timetables involved. 

In the meantime, though, I think we have tried as an agency to 
develop small hydropower systems through MOUs with various 
states that are interested. We have tried to open up the process to 
stakeholders and developers that are interested in small hydro
power development and we have come up with a pilot licensing 
process for the new hydrokinetic technologies of in-stream power, 
ocean power and tidal power, again in a way through our regula
tions to try and encourage an industry to move forward. 

And finally, I will send a compliment to our colleagues at the 
Federal Trade Commission. They have been active in some of our 
rulemakings, and their perspectives are always very valuable. 

Thank you for the opportunity again to testify, and I look for
ward to answering any questions. 

rThe prepared statement of Mr. MoelJer follows:l 
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Highlighted are three areas where the Commission has spccilic regulatory 

challenges. In these three areas we have a difficult role in balancing the need to assure 

that the services provided are done safely and at just and reasonable rates·-- while not 

imposing undue burdens on the entities we regulate. 

In 2005, Congress gave lhe Commission significant new responsibilities including 

a new regulatol)' directive to increase the reliability of the Bulk Electric System through 

the creation of mandatory and enforceable reliability standards and certifying a new 

Electric Reliability Organization. It has truly been a paradigm shift for an entire industry 

to go from a set of voluntary standards to mandatory and enforceable standards with 

significant potential of financial penalties. 

The Commission, through our Office of Enforcement, has established new 

measures to provide our regulated industry with a better understanding of our 

enforcement processes. Ultimately. our intent is not to assess penalties. but instead, to 

increase compliance with our regulations. 

The licensing process of hydropowcr prqjects (and \he re-licensing of existing 

projects) is an expensive and multi-year process. Most of the cost and time involved in 

this process can be traced to lhe requirements of the federal hydrnpower licensing law. 

An examination of related laws and specifically the roles and responsibilities of resource 

agencies could help streamline the licensing process and provide more certainty for those 

seeking to develop this abundant renewable resource. 
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Chairman Stearns, Ranking Memher DcGcttc, and memhers of the Subcommittee, 

thank you for the invitation to testify before you on the subject of streamlining regulation 

in an effort to increase the effectiveness of the federal government. This is a vital issue 

for the Congress to consider and I welcome your oversight of our agency and our efforts. 

Throughout my career in both the public sector and the private sector, my personal 

philosophy has alw11ys been to work toward increasing the effectiveness of regulation and 

legislation, with an emphasis on defining specific problems that need fixing and working 

toward specific solutions to those prohlems. I am a strong believer in effective oversight 

that periodically reviews government action to make sure that the solutions that arc 

proposed and enacted through legislation or regulations were and continue to he 

effective, necessary an<l not counterproductive. 

With enactment of the Federal Power Act and the Natural Gas Act in 1935 and 

1938, respectively, the Federal Power Commission was required to regulate both the sales 

of electricity at wholesale and the transportation of natural gas alcmg interstate pipelines, 

products that were often sold by monopolies. Given the monopoly power of numerous 

utilities, the Co111mission engaged in a comprehensive regulation of lhe costs and 

revenues of jurisdictional transactions. Of the many ach ievcmcnts of the Commission. 

we developed the Uniform System of Accounts, a comprehensive manner of ensuring 

consis tency in the books and records of regulated utilities. Yet with technological 

improvements in the means of generating electric power and transporting natural gas, the 
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Commission recognized that competition among utilities could result in prices that were 

lower for consumers than traditional cost-based regulation. 

In light of the emerging prospects for competition, the Commission began a series 

of initiatives, including several groundbreaking orders, which opened up wholesale 

markets to certain forms of competition. Thus, despite issuing more regulations 

comprising of more words on paper, this Commi.~sion was actually allowing the public 

more freedom to engage in transactions that would result in better outcomes than under 

traditional regulation. 

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the Commission issued landmark rulings (i.e., 

Order l\os. 436 and 636) which restructured natural gas pipeline services by unbundling 

sales of the commodity from transportation services. thereby transforming pipelines into 

solely transportation providers- Meanwhile, in the electric industry. the issuance of Order 

~o. 2000 established the creation ofrcginnal markets administered by Regional 

Transmission Organization.~ and Independent System Operators, and Order No. 888 

initiated changes to promote open-access transmission service that has allowed 

competitive forces to discipline the wholesale electric markets. Our responsibilities to 

monitor these markets have vastly increased after these regulations took effect. 

Our economic regulation of the wholesale dectric markets consumes most of the 

agency's time and resources, but that docs not diminish our other regulatory duties: 

saft:ty and environmental regulation of non-federal hydropowcr dams, limited safety and 

economic regulation of natural gas pipelines and onshore liquefied natural gas te11t1inals, 

and economic regulation of interstate oil pipelines. 

2 
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In my testimony today J highlight three areas where the Commission has spccilic 

regulatory challenges. In these three areas we have a difficult role in balancing 1hc need 

to assure that the services provided are done safely and at just and reasonable rates •.. 

while not imposing undue burdens on the entities we regulate. We have made a lot of 

progress but admittedly still have a lot of work to do on each of them. 

In 2005, Congress enacted the Energy Policy Act. This wide-ranging legislation 

gave the Commission significant new responsibilities including a new regulatory 

directive to increase the reliability of the Rulk Electric System through the creation of 

mandatory and enforceable reliability !>tandards and certifying a new Electric Reliability 

Organization (now known as the North American Electric Reliability Corporation or 

NERC.) Congress also tasked us with anQther major regulatory responsibility by 

enhancing our enforcement powers by requiring additional market oversight and giving 

us the ability to tine entities up to $1 million per day per violation for violations of our 

rules. Our regulatory responsibility for Bulk Electric System reliability provides an 

appropriate example of the tradeolTs involved in our role as regulators. The Commission 

has spent considerable time and effort since 2005 implementing this regulatory 

responsibility. 

It has truly been a paradigm shift for an entire industry lo go from a set of 

voluntary standards to mandatory and enforceable standards with significant potential of 

financial penalties as noted above. This has been a difficult tran~ition for everyone 

involved, as we to date have adopted IOI national and 11 regional reliability standards 

that apply to the owners and operators of our Bulk Electric System. More than 7,000 

possible violations both large and small have been reported since the first group of 

3 
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standards approved by the Commission became mandatory on Jum: 18, 2007. These 

violations are firs t reviewed by one of eight Regional Entities, arc then reviewed by 

NERC, and then by the entire Commission. All of these violations arc re levant to our 

efforts to prevent small or widespread outages in the Bulk Electric System. However, the 

entire system (consisting of the regional entities, NERC and FERC) currently has more 

than 3200 possible violations that are pending dismissal or filing with the Commission. 

Whi le some of these possible violations represent new cases, there is a significant 

backlog in processing these violations before NERC files them with the Commission. 

We have endeavored to create a more streamlined system of reviewing violations and at 

our direction NERC is working to develop a more efficient way to address minor 

violations and to develop a "' lessons learned/best practices" informational resource for 

regulated entities. But clearly we have a lot of work ahead of u~ to reduce the backlog at 

the Regional Entities and at NERC in order to improve the effectiveness of this area of 

regulation. 

Regardi ng our re latively new authority related to enforcement, I have made it a 

personal priority to increase the effectiveness and transparency of our Office o f 

Enforcement. When the federal government wields the power of its sword, it should he 

firm and fair. In the first years of th is new authority, many regulated entities contended 

that we lacked transparency in both our enforcement priorities and the results, with wide

ranging penalties that at times did not seem proportional to the violations that occurred. I 

wish to high! ight that the Commission, through our Office of Enforcement, has 

established new measures lo provide our regulated industry with a better understanding of 

our enfo rcement processes. Ultimately, our intent is not to assess penalties, but instead, 

4 
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to increase compliance with our regulations. Maintaining a transparent .:nfom.:ment 

process will provide jurisdictional utilities with a greater level of certainty that their 

actions will be evaluated fairly and objectively by us, their regulators. 

Among the new measures lhal have been established since last year. the 

Commission is now announcing its annual enforcement priorities; we have enacted 

o~jective penalty guidelines based on the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines model; and we 

have formalized a process to disclose exculpatory material during the cour.se of an 

investigation, similar to the due process afforded by some other Federal agencies. 

Moreover, to provide transparency to our investigative process, the Commission has 

begun issuing public notices that announce the initiation of an enforcement investigation. 

While the specific details M the matter remain confidential. we now make public basic 

facts surrounding the investigation. This information will help to inform the regulated 

community ahout the views of the Office of Enforcement and will likely contribu1e to a 

bellcr understanding of the Commission's compliance ohligalions. 

As someone who hails from the Pacific Northwest. I have always had a keen 

interest in promoting cost-effective and environmentally-friendly hydropower resources. 

lt is a fact that the licensing process of hydropower projects (and the re-licensing of 

existing projects) is an expensive and multi-year process. However, most of the cost and 

time involved in this process can be traced to the requirements of the federal hydropowcr 

licensing Jaw. This existing law emphasizes both extem;ive environmental reviews of a 

projcct'.!l impacts and a role for federal and state resource agencies. There arc no 

consequ~nccs to these agencies if they miss deadlines that are part oflhe Commission's 

licensing process or of the laws and regulations they must comply with before the 

5 
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Commission can issue a license, such as the Endangered Species Act and the Clean 

Water Act. For those members interested in promoting hydropowcr development, an 

examinati<in of this and related laws and specifically the roles and responsibilities of 

resource agencies could help streamline the licensing process and allow greater certainty 

for those seeking to develop this abundant renewable resource. 

In the meantime, the Commission has worked to promote the development of both 

smaller hydropower resources and the newer hydrokinetic technologies that include 

harnc.~sing in-stream power, tidal power, and ocean power. Specifically. the Commission 

has developed a pilot license process for hydrokinetic resources and focused on removing 

barriers to developing smaller hydropower resources by creating a small hydro initiative. 

This initiative includes adding new web-based resources to make it easier for applicants 

to undersiand and complete the licensing process, updating or creating Memoranda of 

Understanding (MOUs) with other agencies to improve coordination, and a new 

education and outreach program for developers and interested stakeholders. 

Thank you again for the opportunity lo testify before you today. I look forward to 

working with you in the future and to answering any questions. 

6 
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Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman. 
Chairman Leibo\vitz, welcome. 

TESTIMONY OF JON LEIBOWITZ AND WILLIAM E. KOVACIC 
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Thank you, Chairman Stearns, Ranking Member 

DeGette, Mr. Barton, Dr. Burgess, Mr. Terry, members. of the. sub
committee. Let me. thank you for the opportunity to appear here 
today with my friend and my colleague, Bill Kovacic, to discuss the 
FTC's longstanding regulatory review program. It has been and it 
is a bipartisan priority for us as well as our plans for ensuring that 
this program continues to protect American consumers while mini
mizing burdens on American businesses. 

Today, the FTC is announcing additional measures to strengthen 
our regulatory review process including an expedited schedule for 
reviewing rules and guides to meet the demands of the market
place, a new streamlined form for pre-merger filings, a new page 
on our Web site to provide greater transparency and public partici
pation in reviews and a sort of review of the reviews, that is, we. 
are asking stakeholders how we can make our review process even 
better. In that same. spirit, we are also seeking to identify acts of 
Congress that appear to be of little value but that impose burdens 
on businesses, particularly small businesses and the commission. 

So let me give you a brief overview of the FTC before Commis
sioner Kovacic describes the history and nature. of FTC regulatory 
reviews. After he is finished, I will tell you a little more about what 
the commission is doing today to enhance and improve our ap
proach to regulations. 

Simply put, we are building on our longstanding regulatory 
housecleaning efforts over the years under which we have elimi
nated outdated rules. from the. Mad Men era including those ad
dressing extension ladders, fiberglass curtains and frosted cocktail 
glasses. That is true .. 

As you know, the Federal Trade Commission is the only federal 
agency with both consumer protection and competition jurisdiction 
in broad sectors of the economy, and our work touches the lives of 
virtually every American. We are primarily a law enforcement 
agency but we perform our mission using other tools as well includ
ing ruleroakings from time. to time, either when Congress asks us 
or when additional clarity is needed in the marketplace. Most of 
our rules, by the way, are a result of directives from Congress be
cause you have recognized that they would be valuable to con
sumers. and businesses alike by protecting all of us from unfair and 
deceptive acts. or practices and by leveling the playing field so that 
legitimate businesses aren't at a competitive disadvantage from the 
bottom feeders who don't always play fair, and with that, I would 
like to turn it over to Commissioner Kovacic. 

Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Kovacic, go ahead. Just for members' informa
tion, the two gentlemen from the Federal Trade Commission are 
going to split their 10 minutes so they will be going back and forth, 
as I understand. Welcome. 

Mr. KOVACIC. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Madam Ranking Mem
ber and your colleagues for the opportunity to speak here today. Al
though the Executive order that we have been focusing on doesn't 
bind independent agencies, the. FTC does endorse its goals, and in 
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particular, we endorse the intuition that changing market condi
tions dictate ongoing efforts to determine whether existing rules 
have become outdated, unduly burdensome or simply ineffective. 

To ensure that our work meets this objective, since 1992 we have 
had a voluntary program to review our rules and guides. We exam
ine each regulation and rule in a 10-year cycle. Each year we pub
lish a schedule of review and we begin the examination of each rule 
or guide by publishing a Federal Register notice, and this notice 
seeks comment on the continuing need for the regulation or the 
guide and an examination of its costs and benefits to consumers 
and businesses. We also ask whether consequent economic develop
ments. call for changes in the rule. or its outright abolition. We. also 
consider whether the measure conflicts with other intervening 
State, local or national legal commends. 

We use these comments and we use the results of workshops 
that we conduct from time to time to decide whether there is a con
tinuing need for the regulatory command or guideline and how 
needless burdens could be avoided, and if adjustments are war
ranted, we start proceedings to modify or appeal the rule or guide. 
As John mentioned, through this process, we have repealed 37 
rules and guides. We haven't repealed one outright since 2004. I 
think we did look at the most serious cases fir st but we have un
dertaken modifications with respect to others since that time. We 
now have 12 reviews in place. In one proceeding, we are. consid
ering amendments to the labeling requirements for the alternative 
fuels and alternative-fueled vehicles, and here we are assessin g 
how to eliminate the need for firms to apply redundant labels that 
are mandated by different agencies. In another instance, we have 
accelerated the review of our Hart-Scott-Rodino mechanism for 
mandating the notification and reporting of mergers, and we intend 
to initiate reviews of 11 more rules or guides by the year's end. 

Comments provided in this process I think overwhelmingly show 
business support for not only the mechanism we have used but for 
the rules and guides themselves, and our guidelines in particular 
stand out as means to reduce business burdens by clarifying what 
we regard to be the. line that separates appropriate. from inappro
priate behavior, and in doing so, we think we have significantly re
duced the cost of complying with what you know to be the exceed
ingly broad general mandates that appear in our statutes. 

My colleague will now explain r ecent measures that we have 
taken to enhance this review process, and I look forward to your 
questions and comments later. Thank you. 

Mr. L EIBOWITZ. As Commissioner Kovacic has explained, we have 
long had a program for reviewing our guides and our regulations. 
You noted, Chairman Stearns, in your opening statement the im
portance of taking costs and benefits into account and we do do 
that. It is critically important to us. All of our work including the 
guides is. done publicly with input from stakeholders. 

But earlier this year, we began examining what more we could 
do to improve these rules and really relieve undue burdens on in
dustry, so as part of this effort and very much in the spirit of the 
President's Executive order, here is what we are doing. First, as 
Commissioner Kovacic noted, we are undertaking a review of 23 
rules and guides. That is more than a third of all the rules we ad-
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minister, rules and guides we administer. As announced in our 
Federal Register notice today, six of the rules under review have 
been accelerated to take into account for rapid changes in the mar
ketplace. Congresswoman DeGette, you mentioned the Do Not Call 
Rule, and we recently strengthened the Do Not Call Rule, the Tele
marketing Sales Rule, which Do Not Call is part of. It has 200 mil
lion, actually now more than 200 million registered phone num
bers, and Dave Barry has called it the most effective government 
program since the Elvis stamp. 

Second, our Federal Register notice asked for the public to com
ment on the FTC's 20-year program of reviewing its rules. Busi
nesses have generally been, as Commissioner Kovacic noted, sup
portive of our regulatory reviews but we nevertheless asked a num
ber of questions. For example, how often should the commission re
view rules and guides, how can we modify programs to make them 
even more responsive to the needs of consumers of businesses. 

Third, the FTC's new regulatory reform Web site just went live 
today because not everyone reads the Federal Register, although I 
know many of you do. It serves to provide-and many of us do. It 
serves to provide greater transparency for members of the public 
to understand our regulatory review efforts. It allows them to more 
easily comment on our ongoing rule reviews as well as on the 
FTC's process to review its rules. It also contains links to the 37 
rules the commission has eliminated over the years as well as easy 
links to other resources like the new 10-year review schedule and 
the streamlined HSR, Hart-Scott-Rodino, pre-merger form. 

Fourth, commission staff are seeking to identify statutes that 
might impose undue burdens on businesses or on the commission. 
Although a law's goals may be laudable, some statutes passed by 
Congress, as we know, can detract from other beneficial work, and 
I think Commissioner Moeller sort of alluded to this with respect 
to licensing issues. So one example is the FACT Act, which was 
passed in 2003, Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act, and it 
came out of the Financial Services Committee, and it required the 
FTC to conduct 30 separate rulemakings, studies and reports, 30. 
Some of those obligations of course make sense, but at one point 
around 2005, and this was shortly after I came to the commission, 
about a third to half of our financial practices staff, and these are 
the folks who go after mortgage fraud, were actually spending time 
writing reports because they were obHgated, and we do what Con
gress tells us to do. Now, we have been writing reports since 1914, 
we are very good at it, but in fact our staff should have been spend
ing more time going after the bad guys who were preying on Amer
ican homeowners. So consistent with the goal of reducing unneces
sary burdens, commission staff is now working to identify reports 
required by statute, and I think statutes themselves that divert 
businesses or commission resources from more pressing work, and 
the staff has identified sort of two such reports at least prelimi
narily. So year after year, the mandated ethanol industry report 
has. shown that there is almost no concentration in the ethanol fuel 
market .. The report doesn't appear to provide significant value. to 
the public but it does impose burdens on small businesses. because 
they have. to respond to inquiries from the FTC,. and so. our staff 
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is proposing that the report be eliminated or at the very least that 
the frequency be reduced to every 3 years. 

Additionally, while the FTC, the DOJ, the Department of Edu
cation are very involved in fighting scholarship scams, and for the 
FTC's part, we compile complaints, the annual report about schol
arship scams, the annual report that the three agencies must joint
ly produce each year on the topic which is required by statute, 
doesn't appear to FTC staff to advance any real or significant goals. 

So Mr. Chairman, through these four initiatives, we are working 
to improve the FTC's review program. We will do our best going 
forward and working with this committee to ensure that all of our 
regulations protect American consumers while minimizing burdens 
on businesses. Thank you. Of course, we are happy to answer ques
tions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Leibowitz and Mr. Kovacic fol
lows:] 
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I. I n!roduction 

Ch:linrnm S1cams, Ranki11g '.\kmhcr D..:<.icnc. and \lcmb<:rs ofthc Suh;.-.11nmiHc.:. \IC arc 

Chaim1;m Ji1n L.:ihowirz and Co111111is~il'11cr Wi:tiam Ko\':tcic of lh.: Federal TraJe C\•111mission 

("FTC" or ··commission"}.' .\s rhe only kdcral agcn..:y wirh both consum.:r protection and 

cn111pctilit111 jurisili..:tion in broad ~cclors of 1hc ccnn1lmy. the FTC's work touc:hcs the c:c:o1101nil: 

!iii: of C\'Cry .-\mcrican. \Ve ilppm;ia!e the opportunity to appear t>dorc you ieday to testify 

uboul rhc .FTC's ongoing anJ comprehensive regulatory review program. Since 1992, we 

sysicm:uically and rigorously have reviewed our mies ro ensure that they enhance consumer 

welfare without imposing undue burdens on business. Going forward, the FTC will CtHHinue an 

:1ggrcssivc schedule ohq~ula1ory reviews and is seeking public comment to improve our 

regulatory review program. 

Through ExecutiYc Order 13563, the President recently directed all Executive llranch 

;1gcm.:ics ro engagi: in a regulatory review process. While the FTC. as an independent agency. i.s 

not bound by this Order. ii fully supports the Onler·s l;Oals. In a rapit!ly changing 1narkctp\ace, 

cfl~ctive rci,;ulations and indus1ry guidance can become outdated. ineffectual. and unduly 

t>11nknso1m:. To ensure thal the Commission'.~ regulations and C<l111pliancc advice rcinain cost-

~ffi:ctiv.:, the FTC has cng:igcd in :i sy,;tcm:nic review program for the last two dcc:idcs, 

scheduling all rnks and indus1ry gui,lt:s for review on a kn-year cyd.:. Pursuant 10 1ha1 

' rhis "' rilfcn sratcmcn1 r.:prc.,,·nls rhc \·i.:ws of the (\mimis~ion. Our oral prcscntation.i aml 
r~,;p111is.:s tn questions an; our own and d.i 1!1>1 ncccs,;irily rctk~t rhc \·kws of rh.; Commissiun 
M ~tny nch..:r ( \.,uuuis,ion<:r. 
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Th.: I· re nirr.:111ty is ;,.:.·king pul:>lic rnm111.:nts nn w;iys it .:an impr<l\'C ils rcgubtory l'C\'iCw 

11pd;11cd sd1..:du!c.: of nil!! and gt11dc rc\·h:ws for the next di:~adi:. which im.:ludcd •Kcdcraring 1wo 

rnlc rc\'iC\IS. To rnh:1m;I! thest! efforts, !he Cornmissivn is h11111d1ing a new web page •lll 

FTC.go\' ,li;·dicatcd to our rcgul;1101y 1·c1·1cw pm~r~m t•l im:rcasc transp;orcncy. foster public 

p.trtici11:11inn, ;u1d make it easier for the public to com1m:nt on ungoing reviews.' 

The Cc•mmission currently has a robust regulatory rc:\'ie" .ln.::kct. with 13 mks and 

guide~ under rcvi.:w aml Ill additional 1·c1·icws scheduled 10 start this y1:ar. hi oth.:r wcmb. more 

than a third of thi: Commission's 66 mies and guide~ will be und.:r rc•icw. or will ha,·c just been 

rcvi.:wcd. by rh.: end or :!O 11.' 

As part of irs conunitm..:m rn regulatory review. the Commissinn llocs 1101 wait r.:n years 

to review <i rnlc or guide if there is reason to hr.:lic,·.: that c.:hangcs 111ay be appropriate. The 

' Th.: C\munission ha~ ro:sc.:indc.t 2-~ guiJ.:s :mJ 13 fr:11k l'Ulcs thac ha,11.>,·c11 pron111lga11:,1 umkr 
rh..: FTC's gcncral :1uthority. The Com111ission began using ;1 rc11-y•·;1r cakmlar in I ')'J:!. hut 
r~•.:ir1tlc1I '"'"mks u.,ing :1 similar pn><.:c:<s in I tJtJO. Although it 11'1s bct'I\ many years sirKc a 
rul..: l1:1s hc;;n folly rcsi:imh:d using 1his n.;vicw proccs.• llhc Cot11111bsi1m rcs.:indcd it:; S1m1hlcss 
J'nhacrn Ruk. 1 (> C:.r.R. Part ]07. pursuant hl ,1atutc in :;n1n1. the Comrnis,ion h:1s madc 
,10mi fo:;ml upd:1r.;s anti i111pr1n·c1n,•nr:; 1\1 its nil.:s anti g111cks 111 r<X'.Ctu ~c:tr< . 

. \n ,1ddi11111~:1l 11111c rnks 1!1<11 ha1i pr~1 !ou,ly b,~c11 sd1cd11lcJ for rc1 icw :1r.: bcin~ !!'.ut.,ferr·~.\ c,1 
;l':c t \>11su111cr J-'in:i11,·1:tl Prorccrion llur,-;111 ("( 'FPB'') pur,!1a111 10 tbc l),1dd-Fra11k \\',iii S!r,·.:t 
'.{ct°Pnll ;md Cn11•!JlllCr l'rnt<:cli(lll .\,:t. J>ub. [ .. 111-20.\, s,'C. !0(11 (h)()). I ~-I S!:U. 2llti-l !.ltd:. 
~I. ~!l l ll'l 1 "Drn!d-Fi ank .-\d' ). 
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atrc111ion. For cxampk. the; (\immi;sion .111st co111pklc<I rc.-..:w nf its I l;irt-Scutt-Rotlino 

Tr:111'mittal Rulo.: anti prnmulgat•·d a revised mk that rcJuccs the filing ourdcn on ,·,1mpani.:,; 

,;c;c~ing to mcrg.; and '1n:~1mlin.:s the prc1m:rger noti tica1ion form from I~ h> l 0 pages. ,\noth.:r 

cxampl..: oft!ic Commission·,; proactive; appro:u:h 10 n:gulatory rcvi.:w is its a.-cdcrJtcd r~vicw 

of its :\hcrn:nivc l'ucl.s and Alternative Fueled Vd1id..:s Rul..:. where ii is working with a sis1er 

agency to harnmnizc our mies anti ,·nsurc tnat Jutomobik rn;mufocturc1·s need 1101 apply 

redundant lahds. 

II. .FTC Rules and Guid~s Protect Consumers and Level the Playing Fidd fur 
Businesses 

The {\11n111is:;ion works to protect consumers from 1lcccp1ivc and unfair commercial 

pr:icciccs. and to ensure a vihrant and competitive marketplace. The rTC performs these dual 

missions through a variety of tools. including law cnfon:<!m<!nt. re~carch. studies of marketplace 

:rends anti legal developments. consumer :ind business ~1lucation. as well as rules :ind guides. 

Cungr~ss often tick-gates rulemaking authority to the Commi;sion to use its expertise to 

implement >tanncs. and most ut'rhc rTCs rules have hccn promulgated pur~uant ro such 

;pccitlc delegations. Th.: Commi>sion·s regulations and guitlcs serve an impo11;mt public 

interest. protecting consumers from Jcccptivc and unfoir husin.:.,s pr:icticcs. and cr~::iring a level 

playing tidd for l..:gitimatc husincss,·s. 

Tiu: :1gcncy ;11lmini,;1.:r~ and ,·nforc.:s 15 "fraJc rcgulalinn rules .. ;rnthorizcJ by the FTC 

' Thi:i .:xrludc,; nin.: srallllory ruks 1h;1! ar~· b.;iug 1r:insfcm:J to the ( 'l'l'A pursu:uH ro th.: 1),1,JJ. 
::rank ;\Ct. Tb.: FTC' bas ll\lt i,su,•d an cntirdy flC\\' Ira.le r•~gulation lllltlcT its rTC .\<.'! :Sc·ctt<lll 5 
.,uthllrily (u~ing \l;1:;nus111t·\lo,;s prncc·1lurcs) 'incc 19~·1 
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industry gui,h:s. Th<'><: gui,ks ~ct fortli tb,· (\111m1ission's i111':TJm:tation of1hc pmhihition 011 

do:l·<:pli\·c prac1iccs 111 Scc1ion 5 of the !'TC :\ct." ln th rs way. 1hcy help d:irify rl1c line bctw.:cn 

lkc,·pti\'t: :mcl lcgitimatc .:nndul·t. th.:-rcby giving 111:1rk.:1.:r., grc:11cr certainly when sc:cking to 

avoid running afoul of the k1w. The Comrni~sinn und.:rst:rnds the impnnancc of aw1iding undue 

hurdcn on husino:ss. ;mu seeks to promulg:uc mies and guides that improve the ability of 

lcgitimati: busin.:sscs m wmpctc in ;i markcrplac.: free from dco:..:ptiv.: and unfair practices. 

To prn\·ido: just two examples. th<! Children',; Online Privacy Protection Ruk {"f'OPPA 

Rull!").· "hich wa~ promulg:ucd pursuant to the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act of 

1998. h.:lps protect the privacy nf children on line. It requires npcralors of websites an<I onlinc 

.;crvi..:cs din:ctcd to d1ildn:n under the age of 13. as wdl as operators of gcm:ral audicnc.:: sires 

lnd services having knowledge that they collect infonnation from childn:n. to provide notice to 

parcnls ::mu obrnin !heir conscnl licforc collcc1ing. using, or discki:>ing childn:ri's personal 

infonna1ion. In the past ten years. !he Commission has hmughl 16 l:i.w enforcement :1ctions 

alkging COPPA rule violations and has cnllec1cd more !han Sli.2 million in civil penalties. The 

commt:nts suhrnittcd during rhe Commission's ongoing regulatory rcYiew of the COPPA mlc' 

15 U.S,C. ~ 451;1). 

\fl CF.R. Part .312. 

\l1hnu~h 1hc Cornmission gcn.:rally r..:vicws its rules :1ppniximatdy CYcry ten years. the 
.1~cm:y ;tcl·c!t:rat.:cl irs COPPA n:"icw by ri1•c y.:ars ( frorn ~O 15 to :!O IOJ Jue to rhc rapid 1x1cc ,,f 
:~,·lrnolngical 1kvdt1pmcn1s. i11dmling a Jramaric incrcasc in <:hiklrcn·~ H>t: ,,fmohilc do:1·i.:c~ 
.::id .:ll:mgcs m th.: .. ,:1y 1hcy use and .ll·c.:ss the i1ncrnel. 
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iml"'n:1111 part o f :in ..:l'li.:ctiq:- go,·c·mmi:nr pmgr~m to addn'Ss d1ildrcn 'son I in.: priva..:y." 

Si111il:1rly. 1hc T .:km;irk.::t ing Sak~ Ruic r "TSR")' ' ha~ b..:cn widely haikJ h.1th f,,r tis 

Call rniv i; i1111s. Our 1 IJ')\) rcgularory rt.:\·i..:w nr 1hi: TSR rcvcakJ a hwaJ l."{lll~<'llSU' •11110llg 

.:1msumcrs thul Iii.: original Ruk '.; provisi(lns d..:s igncd to ckcrcase intrusin~ and unwanted 

tdc111;ukc1ing <:al!s w..:r..: incffc<.:ti,·.: in reducing 1h1)s~ calb." ;\s a n:suh. the Commission 

.1J uptcJ a rcvis..:J ;inJ ,m:ngthc11..:J TSR in Janu:iry WflJ by establishing th..: N:itional n,, :-.: ~·t 

C;ill Registry. T he amended Ruk i ' widdy-re..:ogni7.t.:d as an im port311t hulwmk il!:,(:t inst fraud 

and nn important priv"'Y protet:tion. empowering cflnsumcr.>. 1101tclcmark..:t-:-rs 1>r govcnnncnt. 

•o 1kciJ~ wbcth~r they W3lll to rc<:ci,·c ldcm;irkcting calk Over 208 mill inn numbers art.: on the 

Regis try. 

Ill. The Commission's Regulatnry Review rrogrnm 

Tb is sec tion uiscus;;l.!s thc !'TC';; program for schcJuling pcriodi1.: reviews \) f its m ies ~nd 

gui<l~s . 1l1c mc1hoJ the Commission uses to review ni lcs and guides. :md slcps it is taking to 

impro,·c 1his process. 

S,•e Prcpan·d Stak111..:m nf the FcJcr:1I Trade <:0111111 i>S in111>n ( ·(,nsumcr Pri»acy an1l l' rn1cc1inn 
111 thc \ 1obik \fark..:rp1'n;.: Before tit.: (\,111111111.:.: 1•11 (.\1111n1crtl.'. Sc·1c111:c .. md l'r:111spc\11a1t,>n. 
I! :th (.°\'II!;;. I \l ;1y t'I, 201I).1m1i/<1hi<' al 

.i~~ ... ·~ .. :.:·-:.~ .... .!!.~-~~! ' :: .. ~~~ :·: .·· :··l11;~· .. ~ ~'I~: qll j , .: .... : ...... 11. 1: k .":'~. , ......... '..~~[. 

I r\ C.l'. R. l'.H t .1 IO. 

1 ·n,kr the c"rJi,·r nik'. ~lltt.-unh:rs h.n l to asl: ,.,,,·h hu,;inc.-s that 111;1tk . .11ckt11:irkc1i11!; ,·:ill 1~ut 
,,,.:all :ii::ain. and 111,,,~ husin.:<.,.:,; then ha1l 11 1 p111 that •·onsumc(, t..:kphunc numbcr1·11 .111 
n;.-1:1.11 ti• • ll•>t ,·:11111<1. 
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A Scheduling Rc>!ularwv Rcvi.:ws 

The Commi~sion .:urrcntly ~ch,,dulc~ its rules ;111d guit.ks for re' icw nn ;1 1c11-yc;1r cydc: 

i.C! .• all ruk~ and ~ui1k~ arc ,.;ltcdukd co he n::vicw,·d ccn y.:ars alkr implementation and ccn 

years alkr cmnplo:rion of a regulatory rev kw. The Cormni.;~ion publishes this schedule 

~tnnually. with :idjusum:ms in rc~ponsc to public input, changes in the markctplaco:. and rcs11urc..: 

demands. ,.\s a result of this proc..:ss. 1hc Commission acccll!r::ucd four n:vicws in r.:ccnt years 

;ind just <mnounecd that ic would accckr:ttl! lhc review of two others. 

lkcausc of n:ccnt i11crcascs in the use of ~nviromm:ntal marketing claims, in ~007. 1hc 

Commission ac..-clcr:ued it:; review of its Guid.:s for the Use of Environmental ;\lark.:ting 

Claims. also known as th~ Gr;:cn Guides.'? The Commi~sion accclcratc1I in 2010 irs review of 

the Children ·s Online Privacy Protection Ru\cD to addn:-~s rapid changes in teclmology and 

~hildren·s u5e of online media. The Commission ac.:ckr.itc:d from 2014 ro 2010 possible 

arncndmcnrs to rhe bhding R~4uiremcncs for Altt!mativc Fuels ;ind Altern;i1ivc Fueled 

Vchicl~s" that would harmonize rTC rules wirh EPA rules and eliminate the need for 

automobil~ m:i.nufa..:!urcrs to ;ipply redundant labels from di ffcrcnt agencies. The Commission 

also just completed rcvicw of the Hart-Scon-Rotlino An1i1rust Improvement~ A\:I c--HSR") 

Tran<mittal Rule to ;;trcamlinc the prcmerg.:r notification limn.'~ and is ac.:clcrating its review nf 

·· 16 C. F. R. l';trt ~(•0. 

lti CF.It Pan J 12. 

" 16 C.F.R. Part .i09. 

;· ]1, C.F.lt l':u1 sm. 
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rhc I !SR Cm cragc Ruk'" frlllll ~O l 3 to 2011. to nmn: rapidly allc\·iarc any u1111ccc.:%ary burden 

on merger filers. Hnally. rile Commission is ai:cclc.:rating r~view of the 1\pplianl·c Lahdin!,: 

Rule.'· previously sd1edulcd for 20 IR. to ~O I~ ro a<ldrcss r:1pitl changes in appliancc.: tcdmolngy 

and hi:lp cnsun.~ th;1t c:on;u1m:rs have the intonnution :1hout 1hc energy dlicicncy and opcra1ing 

custs oi appliances and dcctronic devices in the rnmkcrplacc. 

B. CntTcnt Rc\.\ulatnry Reviews 

A~ part of its ongoing rci,'lllatory review progr.im. the Cc•mmission has pending r.:-views 

relating 10 13 of its mies ;md guides.'~ Of the 13 additional rules and guides tlri~ina\ly schcdukd 

to be review~d in 2011, the Commission is postponing review of four of them due to resource 

rnnstraims resulting from 1hc :1ccelcration of the reviews noted :1bove, and because staff has 

dctermin~J that there is no pressing need for review this year.''' As noted above. the 

,. 16 C.F.R. Part 80 I. 

'' 16 CF.R. Part 305. 

'' Guides for Private Vo.:atiomtl and Distance Educa1ion Schools, 16 C.F.R. Part 2:'A; Guide 
Concerning fuel Economy Advertising for New Automobiles, 16 C.F.R. Part 259: Guides for 
:he L'sc of Environmental Markeling Claims. l 6 C.1' R. Pare ~60: Automotive l'ucl Ratings, 
Certification and Posting Ruic, 16 C.F.R. Part 306: Trade Regulation Ruic Pursuant lo the 
T<:lephune Disclosure and Dispute Rcsulution Act of 1992 lPay Per Call RuleJ. 16 C.F.R. 
Part .l08: L.ahcling Hequiremcnts for Alternative Fuels and Alternative Fudcd Vehicles Ruic. 16 
C.F.R. P:1rt 309; Children's Online Privacy Prolcction Ruic, 16 C.F.R. Part J 12: Care Lnbding 
ltfTc.:xtile Wearing 1\pparel and Cc.:rtain Piece Goods as Amended Ruk, 16 C.F.R. Part .. 2J; l!sc 
of Prcnotification Nc.:gativc Option Plans Rule, 16 C.F.R. P:ut 425; Rule Concerning the 
Cooling-Off l'criod for Sales Made ;u Home$ or at Certain Other Locations. l6 C.f.R. l\Ul .!::?9: 
\l,)il or T.:kphoric Order :>lcrchandisc Ruic, 16 C.1'.R. Part .. 35; Disclosur.: Rcquircm..:nts and 
Prnhibitions Con.:cming Busim:~s Opportunities Ruic. 16 C.F.R. Part -U7; .mJ Used :l.fotor 
V~hick rradt: lkguk1tio11 Ru!.:, 16 C.I' R. Part -155. 

' . \Jrninistrativc.: lnrcrprc!ations. G~ncr:li P11lky St:ucmcnts, and Enforcement Poli.:y 
Sr:11cmcnts. In C.F.R. P;1rt 14: <iuidcs forthcJ.:wdry, l'n:cious :1.kt;ils, ;ind P..:wrcr lndU$tri..:s. 
16 C.F.R. Part 23 ircccntly acni;nd,•d to k..:cp p:icc with tlcvdopcm:nts in the platinum markctl; 
i'rc,cr. ation 1>1'Cons11111crs · Claum ;mJ lkt~11sc~ RuJ.: 1."l lol1kr in Due C1n1rs..: Rul.: ... 1. 16 

7 
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C nrn111is,ion is a.;o:d.:rating <lllc' ruk n:\l,·w 111 20 l l. "' Thus. rile Cl•mm1ssion intends ro iniri:ll<: 

:t re' i,·w ,if. aml ,o]i..:it puhli..: ..:11111111cnt' mt. l O :iddirinn;1I ruks aml guid.:s durini; ~O 11. for ;i 

rot.11 nf ~.> rul.: n:vkw, this <'.lknJar y.:ar. :: 

\\'hen rite Conunissinn r.;views a rule or guide. it puhfo•ho.:s a notice in the f..:,kral 

\h:gistcr Sl'Cking pt1bli..: (Ollltllt.:nl. ~.~ rhis nntic.: ;isk.; ;1l1 inh:n:5h:d partic•s to l.'0111tll<:111 Oil the 

continuing n.:ed for 1bc rcgulatilin or gllidc a:; well as irs costs and bcm:lits. both ro consumers 

•ind husincssc:<. i\1ldi1ionally. the Co111missio11 ask:; wh.:rher current or irnpcmling rcchnologkal 

1lr economic dt:ing.:s atl'i.·ct tho.: need for. or require modiflcation ot', rhc ri:gul;uion or guide ;m<l 

whc1her th.: rcgula1iun ur i,:ui1lc conllic1s with s1:1tc. Joc;ll. or other t'.::dcral law. The Commission 

C.i'.R. Part -IJ.l: and Credit Prai:rkes Rule. 16 C.FR. Part 444. 

:" llSR Covcragc Ruli!. 16 C.F.R. Part 80 I. 

Guides for the .-\Jwnising of Warranties :tnJ Guaranties. 16 C.f.R. Part .::!J9; Rules and 
Rcgul;11ion., umler 1hc Wool l'roducrs Llbt:ling A~t of 1939. 16 C. F.R. Part JOO; Ruic~ and 
Rcgula1ions unJcr Fur ProJm;ts Lahding Act. l 6 CF.It Part 30 I: Rull:!> and Rc·gulations uridcr 
the T!!xtih! rihcr Products ldcmitication :\ct. 16 C.F.R. P:1rt 303: Retail Food Store ,\J\•enismg 
and Markc1ing Pra..:ti~·c, Ruic. lo C.r.R. Part-12-1; lntcrprcmtions or:-.-tagnuson-:V1o:'s Warranty 
. .\cl. Io C. r.R. Pan 700: Disclo,urc of Written Consumer Pwduct Warranty Terms <iml 
Conditinns. 16 C.F.R. Part 70 l: Pre-Sate .-h:oibbilily nf Wrilkn \V;1mtnty T,·nns. 16 C.r.R. 
:il~; Informal Disputl! Scukmcnt Pm..:cJurc~. 16 C.F.R. P;irl 703; :1ml HSR Covcrng..: Rul.:. 1 f> 

C.l'.H. l'•irt 801. 

:: Ru ks and guides serve n~ry difforcnt pur('lll:'C~; review 11f ,·adl is important for tli tkrent 
rc;b<lllS. Th.: Cu111111i:<su111 pcriod1..:ally re\ icw~ mlcs 111 c1:-;11n: 1h..:y 1-.~111ai11 r,·lc,·:uu in .1 
,h,tn~m>! :nark~tpbc..: :1ml ~<>fllinu.:! tn ;ave tllcir intended pu1110'..: wuhout unJ:ily burJ,•mn~ 
,-1)111111~r•.:t:. (iu1d..:,;. on th;; •llhc·r b:ind. help danty cbt: lint: t>t:t\\,·.:11 dco:.:p1iv" aud rhm-d,·.:..:pti,·;: 

1:0:1rk"rin!,! 111 a p.1n11.:ul.1r <:llnt-:xl. . \, ,ud1. they help ~-.1111p:mic,; a\·111d 111.:urri11g rbe n~!-;; anJ 
,.,.,1 "r d.:ccnm11in~ lu11' cl1c1r cl.1ims 11uy bt: mt~rprcrcd. I kr:m;..: rho.: mcam11~ ,,f ;:d,·..:ni;i:i_t: 
c;:rn:< ".:;1.1111 i;hed by 1\ llat re;i,onah!c c11rNuncr' tm1kr-iand in the r.·:11 ·,\·oirld. :111d not wbar 
""' ( \im1ub<h>n hdi,•\ ~s th.:y •l!11u1,1111,•an. ic is irnpon~ull h• p.:n, 1ilit::1lly up1h1.: the 
l\l~n•n1 .... ,1P:1':-:..'.!uldt.:s1n L',hllr~ Lh~y l\.·tk..:i ~\'(•h ing nn1smu..:r ,;ndi:r.;ttnLhm:r. 
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Using this l~<'dhad. 1hc (\•mmissivn determine~ whether there is cuntinuing need for th.: 

ruh: or guide. :iml. if ~n. \\hcthcr ii scill serve.~ its intcndl.'d purpose without unduly hu1·dcni11g 

c1m1mc·n.:c. i\ fl:cr analyzing thi: comments. rhc Conunissinn .:it her initiates :i. pml·e,·tli11g ro 

:111>1lify or r~pcal ch.: rcgulatil>n ••r guide in <JUC:-tion, or dclcnnincs no changcs arc warr.:m1cd:~' 

lf rhc C1•mmis~inn dclcnninc,; th;tt a rule should be modi tied. it issues cnhcr :in :\Jva11c1: 

Noril:c of Proposed Rulcmaking or a Notice nf Proposed Ruh:making. in wbid1 it '<11mmarizcs 

th.: public comments. :<er~ forrh !he proposed motlilicalions. cxpl;ains the costs and bcnctirs of the 

propos..:d motli!ications and why they arc justified, and seek~ additional puhlic rnmmcnr. :; .-\c 

:< Se!!. e.g.. Rc\·iew t>f Rcgul;uions under the Fur l'rodm:t L:ibc\ing .-\~r. 76 fod. Reg. l.l550 
(\far. 14. ~01 l J; Review or'Tratlc Regulation Ruic on Can: l.abdi11g t)fT.:xtilc \Vc;1ring 
.\pp:m:I and Cc·rtain Picc.:c Goods a~ :\mcndcd. an1ifaf>/I! at 
·l~i·l· ,, \'. \V. ft.:.~!·. l\ n~, l~:!Jft."! ,;1 t I I I t7 I 1 n-\ .. 1r .. ·L~h .. ·ljn~.~frn rn.tf. 

., .\,;noted <1buv.:. in 1hc h1sl twn dccad.:s. the c.m11ni.,,-i,m has rc,;.:iml.:d .n nilcs <111<1 guides 
11·hosc: l'O.,ls c.xccc1kd rh.:ir h.:ndi1,;. 

:· rl1e prncc,lur.:s ihc (\Hnmission foll,1ws when a1nc11di11~ a rut.: depend nn "h..:thcr 1hc 
r .. ·~nlat9n11 in qt11.::--tiPn i...; .1 lrad..: r~gukuion ruk .. .\fti:r the Cn1nnH":-.l(>tl g~t~ tc.) th~ -..tag~ or~~ 

:\ol ic.: .,f Prnp••,.:d Rukmaking. ic will .:itbcr foH,iw th..: rclati1 cl; strc,11nhnc1l i1tni.:c-.111d
c«•llllllo.'lll pmc-:"c' 1111.!cr 1hc .\drnir:i~1r:1til"c l'rn.;,·•hir.: ,\~!. 5 t: S.C. ~ 55J. :t\a1l.1blc t'1lr 
( .. 11111111,.-11>11 n1lcrnaking,; with r<:.ip<cl to m1bir mct!1<>ds ,,f ~(Hllpctitilm. 15 l!.S.( ·. :;i .l(11;,;J. •'I' 
·.1 he'll ( · 1i11;;rc''' ,hn:c·r, the ( \1111mi-sto11 w prn11111l).!ar,· ru!..:,; for ;1 parr1.:t1l.1r s!.1tuto.: 1'1lf'll·u11 ~" 
\I'.·\ ll••l1c.:-a11d-,·t11nmo.:111 pr••~cd11r<'S. 11r ii will 1.1k.: :"ur;ho.:r ,;1qi~ to ,·,11111'1~ "' 1tll th..: pnn 1~1ons 
!~'r :rad..: n.:guLs1jon rukrn:1ki11!! umh.:r ~t..'t..:(to.m l~ nf:h~ t- r(. \L'T, l 5 l. S ( ·. ~ ~'J 

•) 
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,·11111111,·111 nn !hal estimate. Tin: Cnmmission :ll·li\ ,·I)' 1,1llks r<>r m.:ans co rcdu~.; hnnkn wh1k 

l>pportunitics. rcJucing rhc carcgoric> nf infomuti1llt they rnust pnH'idc from ~J ro th·c.:·: 

:\s part of the Commission's .:ommirm.:nr to n•bust and cffcctin· rcguhuory rcvic•w. ii 

recently askc<I for public .:ommc111 nn how lhc FTC l'an impro\·c it~ regulatory review pmgr:.111 

~o bl'llcr scn·c consumers and businesses:"' Thc Commission ask.:d ten Ji~tinct questions. 

irn:hrtling questions ahoul how olkn it should revicw mle~ and guides; how it can modity its 

rcgulutory review prognull IO mak..: it more rc5ponsivc to [he n.:cd.-: oi consuincrs and businesses: 

:1ow 11 should identify those mies and guides that .:;m. and should. he moJiticd. sm:mulin.:d. 

cxp;mdcd. or repealed; whether it should consider other lcderal or state 1nodcls for r.:gul;uury 

~c,·icw; and wh.;ther 1herc an~ sp\.'cilil· ruks or guides that ar~ ripe for n;vi.,.w. fly working to 

unpnwe this lon!;-st::intling. succ.:ssti.1l pn,gr:un, th.: Commissi<)ll will \.'n~urc that all of its 

> IC.C.t'.R. l'a11 H7. 

S,·" S1:1ff R..:porl !ti th·~ t'..:d~ral rradc <.«immi,sion and Prnpo~.:d R.:,·isi:d fra,lc R.:gnlaci<'ll 
Ruk. I >i'dn.;urc R,,quir~m.;111,; :inti l'mhihiri1ms ( \>11~\.'mi11!! B11~m,-s~ ( lpp11inuii1w~. 011':1dr1io/<' 

~,! ~.~j~:1 ., '.'. ·l, !';,_' _·,\\ ,,., j.~l;_:'·' ~nl I) ~h,.1\·,(• • .'r' !~)! 0~_,h~i..lq•.'•'"i'l'~1~r'.i:.!f.~ . .>··l l!(1·~1!!.~LL.ill. 

> R<!;.!Ul:llory R.:110:\\ .;;ch..:<luil:. \11ri..:\.' ni lm..:m hl l<l'<jll<.:'t l'uhh~ ( ·ommc•nts. and lkql•C~t :i1r 
l!;f,lnn:uinn ~Lmt (",,n1n11.•nt. t/l ad~Jhl~· ,u 

'.~:12. ..... ~:.~.:::.:~ .. i.~.~ll.;:~~· ... .:..:~ .3.~~ .. I:··::• .~ 1.1 i J ... ~.~ .. :.J..i. ~ .i.: ~:.:..:~~ . .i..~:.:~~·J.~.~- ~~·:..IJ ~ s, 'c' < liso F ~lkr:1l T r:hk 
(',}1nn1h:,jl)i1. R .. ~~ul.nnr: lh:\ ''~\\.'. 1.:·~~·~;~.!:·. ·~\•', ~-~~.:..L:·.:::...!:~~~· 

Ill 
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On 1hc F re Rcgul;11ory Rcvi..:w pag..:. the publii: .;an tlnJ the t.:n-yc:ir sd1cd11k nf rcgularnry 

rev icws. links rn commem on ml.:s that arc umlcr review. a link ro proviJ~ direct fo<.•dhai;k nn the 

f'TC's regulatory n:vicw progr:nn. and :i. list of rules and guides that have been cluninat.:d t1\·cr 

the ycars. The" .:b page will :1lso prm·i,lc din:ct :ind ca,y acci:ss to the ucw ,1rcamlincd form for 

merger tiling~. which rcsult.:d from the FT Cs rcei:nt rc,·ii:w of the I ISR ruks. 

Furth.:mwrc. consistent with the gt)a\ of reducing unn.:ccssary hurdens. wirhin and 

uutsitk thc g,wcmm.:nt. Cnnuni,sion siatf :u·c in the pmccss of iJcncifying rcp(ll'fS required by 

.,tatute as well as statut~s themselves that ai)pi:ar to he of limited value. but that div·ert business 

or Commission rcrnurt:i:s from more pressing work. Thus far. staff preliminarily ha,·.: idcntiticd 

\Wll rcpl>rts th;1t du not :1ppcar to he nscful. The fir~! is a rcpnrt. rt•4uircd annually. on 

~llll<'cntratiun in the .:th:uwl market. The Commission has found each y..:::ir thal th..:: mark.:t is 

i :11d.:r 1hc t· Tl· ,wd !>OJ I lnn11>m:il \li:r:;i:r ( iu1dd1n'"'· 111:1rk..:t i:11rn:..:ntr:11io11 1,; c1kul:u..::d 
;NII~ t!1c I li:rfmd.1bl-l lir,dma11 Ind..:'!·· 111 w· J. rhi: I l Ill nll':l:'llro:,; <'<'ll(l'tl'.r;tli<>ll b~ 'llllHtli:1~ 
d~i: .'qu.ir;:s <>f ..:.tl°il p.1n1,·1p.m1 in :1 111;irk;:1. . \11 1111 I l'.Ul bo: no higher 1h.1n I ll.lJt 10. "hi,·h is 
:i:;iclll'tl \\hen ;t tn:1rk,•t i, a 1lll•tl1lpllly. rh..: .\l;:rg..:r l iuitl~hn:.•.; r.:g;ml :Ul 11111 hi;!,1w I .'tJO :i~ 

1.11,·,1111:.-n:r:11,·ll. .\krg,·r.; r,·,ulling i11 a11 11111 t>f up In l .'tlll ;m: 1;11lik..:ly Ill ll:\\·i; .u11k .. 111po:!lti,·i: 
~·!r~·1,.'(.., .rnd ~!L;n"·~·:d~~; ~\~quir<.: nn .;.J,JiC~Pn.t' ;~pa[y,1s. 'i"c't' l 1.S. D~p.Lr~nh:nl 1.\f JL.:'ttl..'.~ :l:ht llh: 

l I 
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with th..: Dcp:1runrnt of Justit·c ;md th..: Dr:par11m:nl of Educat10n. <inll silllply ,!.,:s.:rib..:s ;1.:tions 

tak.:n to :uldrcss .-.;l1nlarship ~cams. Though stopping ~clwlarsbip srnms is ;111 imp<>rlu111 priority. 

the r.:pnrt appears lo provi1k \i1tlc valuahk irifonnatinn. Act·11rdin\;ly. the ('ummis~ion will 

m:1kc appropriate rc.:om1m:nJa1ions to Congress al 1hc .:onclusion or' this review. 

I\'. Condusion 

Thank you for providing the Commission an opporrunily to appear he fore 1hc Committee 

hJ discuss our ongoing rcgulatwy rcvi.:w progr:un and new initiative~ to h..:\p 1naxi111i:;:c 

~ffoe1ivcncss for . .\merican consumers whih: minimizing !he burden for U.S. husiocss1:s. 

f~t!.:r;tl Tr:11lc Commissinn. //ori=:m/a/ .\l<!rger G11irldi11<'.>. ,\ugu.>t 19. 20!0. at 2~·~6. ,11·ai/,1N.: 
,11 ;.i.u11.:. ''· '-'· ·-•. ik. "~"\ '"' .~o 111 OS· I •JP:-i J •)!1m·2.1'.:J°. fhr: l 1111 in thr: r:!hanol in<lustry i< l.:ss than 
:1;0. wlrn:h r.:pn:-;.:m~ :1 highly u11.:,1m:~nlrat.:d rnark~I. 

l~ 
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Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Kovacic, do you have anything briefly you 
would want to add since Chairman Leibowitz had most of the time? 

Mr. KOVACIC. No, I don't. Thank you. 
Mr. STEARNS. All right. With that, I will start with opening ques

tions. I think before I start, I would like to put on the record Mr. 
Cass Sunstein's memorandum of February 2, 2011. Without objec
tion, so ordered. 

[The information appears at the conclusion of the hearing.) 
Mr. STEARNS. And I understand the ranking gentlelady has a 

document, "Evaluation of Consumer Product Safety Database," that 
she would like to put in. 

Ms. DEGETTE. That is correct. 
Mr. STEARNS. Without objection, so ordered. 
[The information appears at the conclusion of the hearing.) 
Mr. STEARNS. Chairman Leibowitz, before I start my questions, 

I think myself and staff are a little struck that you have volun
tarily stepped up to the plate and sort of followed the spirit of this 
Cass Sunstein letter right there, and I think it is interesting when 
you look at the letter I just put in the record, he said in particular 
such agencies, talking about the independent agencies, are encour
aged to consider undertaking retrospective analysis of the existing 
rules. You have stepped up to the plate to do it. Not all the inde
pendent agencies have done it. You have actually identified some 
areas that you think you have to do where you don't think you 
should be doing it, so I guess the question from Members of Con
gress is, what would you like us to do to help you? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Well, I think having oversight hearings like this 
is useful. It sort of shines a public light on regulations that do work 
because of course regulations are very important and ones that 
need to be modified. You know, look, we are a very bipartisan con
sensus-driven agency. We work together. We try to do regulatory 
reviews because we know they are really, really--

Mr. STEARNS. Well, you have identified some things that I think 
you would like some legislation to-

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. And yes, and we have identified-
Mr. STEARNS. We will follow up on that. 
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. That would be terrific, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. STEARNS. Commissioner McDowell, I couldn't help but take 

your comments "sober and clear manner" when you talked about 
over 50 years regulations have gone up 800 percent. Is that true? 
That is 16 percent a year in the law of 72. That means every 41/2 
years these regulations are doubling. That is really staggering to 
think that that is occurring. Is that an accurate explanation of 
what you said, that regulations could possibly be doubling every 
4112 years based upon 800 percent increase for 50 years? 

Mr. McDOWELL. That would appear to be the case, yes. 
Mr. STEARNS. Let me move, based upon what-I just put a letter 

in from Cass Sunstein where he said these independent agencies 
should step up and voluntarily-that is the spirit of what he is 
talking. about. Obviously, President Obama has indicated he wants 
that done,. and he didn't include the independent agencies but I 
would like, if you would, just to answer. some questions yes or no 
just for the. limited amount of time. So. Commissioners Adler and 
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Northup, yes or no, did the CPSC submit a regulatory review plan 
to OMB? Just yes or no. 

Mr. ADLER. No. 
Mr. STEARNS. OK. 
Ms. NORTHUP. No, it didn't. 
Mr. STEARNS. Yes or no, has the CPSC publicly committed to 

conduct a review of all existing regulations in accordance with the 
Executive order? Yes or no. 

Mr. ADLER. As far as I am concerned, yes. 
Ms. NORTHUP. No, I have. not been informed that we. are having 

any review. 
Mr. STEARNS. OK. Mr. Adler, if you answer yes, as you did, why 

hasn't there been a notice so that Commissioner Northup would 
know about it if you answered yes? 

Mr. ADLER. Well, first of all, with respect to submitting a formal 
plan to. Cass Sunstein, he is actually a hero of mine. as. a former 
academic, but in order to preserve independence- -

Mr. STEARNS. You said you have issued a public notice? 
Mr. ADLER. What I said was, we had begun a retrospective re

view beginning--
Mr. STEARNS. But you haven't issued a public notice? 
Mr. ADLER [continuing]. In 2004 that was temporarily suspended 

in 2007, and as soon as Chairman Tenenbaum gets back, I antici
pate we will resume that process. 

Mr. STEARNS. So you personally believe the CPSC should conduct 
a review? 

Mr. ADLER. Oh, yes, sir. 
Mr. STEARNS .. OK. CPSC used to conduct regulatory reviews but 

has stopped in recent years. Is that a fair statement? 
Mr. ADLER. They stopped in 2007 under then-Acting Chairman 

Nord, and I believe it was because of passage of the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act, and just competition for re
sources within a very tiny agency. 

Mr. STEARNS .. OK. Commissioner McDowell, do you believe the. 
reviews the FCC conducts. under the Telecommunications Act take 
the place of the kind of look-back the President and this committee 
has asked for? 

Mr. McDOWELL. No. 
Mr. STEARNS. You also state in your testimony that net neu

trality is the first rule you would discard upon the agency review 
of its regulation. Is that true? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Yes. 
Mr. STEARNS. I agree with you. Chairman Genachowski hails the 

net neutrality rulemakiug proceedings as a test case for openness. 
However, I believe there were some bad precedents set in this pro
ceeding .. Commissioner. McDowell, do you believe you were able to 
review the record in the net neutrality docket or were there items 
placed late into the docket that made it very difficult to review be
fore the vote? 

Mr. McDOWELL. There are about 3,000 pages of documentation 
placed into the record in the final 2 or 3 days or 4 days. 

Mr. STEARNS. And you had no opportunity to. review. those? 
Mr. McDOWELL .. Well, there was opportunity but there wasn't 

enough time. 
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Mr. STEARNS. As a commissioner, when was the first time you 
saw the net neutrality order that you voted against on December 
21, 2010, and was it the same rules proposed in October 2009? 

Mr. McDOWELL. There were several drafts, of course, the first in 
October of 2009, but we got the final draft about quarter to mid
night the. night before the. vote .. 

Mr. STEARNS. I understand although the agency passed its net 
neutrality rules in December, the docket to reclassify broadband 
services under Tit le II remains open. I think this is surprising, as 
Chairman Genachowski has made efforts to close other dockets 
opened at the FCC. Do you believe this docket should be closed? 

Mr. McDO\VELL .. Yes .. 
Mr. STEARNS. Are you aware of any reason why this docket re

mains open? 
Mr. McDOWELL. Only speculation. I have no firsthand knowl

edge. 
Mr. STEARNS. Chairman Wellinghoff, in your testimony you say 

you support the goals of the Executive. order and have. directed 
commission staff to conduct a review of existing regulations with 
the goals of the Executive order in mind. Why didn't you submit 
a regulatory review plan to OMB? 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. Because I believe that we weren't subject to 
the Executive order under OMB. 

Mr. STEARNS. Notwithstanding what Cass Sunstein had sort of 
directly, the spirit of the law was for you to comply? 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. I believe in fact we are complying with the 
spirit of the law by directing the regulatory review that I have di
rected staff to do. 

Mr. STEARNS. Have you submitted a notice for public comment 
on this review? 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. My general counsel has indicated that is not 
necessary to staff review. 

Mr. STEARNS. Well, let me ask you personally. Do you believe 
FERC should conduct a retrospective review in the spirit of the Ex
ecutive order? 

Mr .. WELLINGHOFF .. Yes,. we are. doing that .. I have. directed my 
staff to do that. 

Mr. STEARNS. OK. My time is expired. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, my recollection of what Cass Sunstein said is that 

the independent agencies should comply with the spirit of the law, 
not the. specific legal requirements, and I guess I will ask you, 
Chairman Leibowitz, since your agency is supposed to be the par
agon of virtue today, have you submitted a plan to OMB? Has your 
agency submitted a plan to OMB? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. We have not submitted a plan to OMB. 
Ms. DEGETTE. And that is because you are not legally required 

to, right? 
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. And that is because we are not legally required 

to, although as you know--
Ms. DEGETTE. But that doesn't mean you are not doing regu

latory reform, correct? 
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. No, no, no. I think as everyone knows, we are 

doing a lot of regulatory reform. 
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Ms. DEGEITE. And Commissioner Adler, also your agency, al
though it hasn't submitted a plan to OMB, you are doing regu
latory reform too? 

Mr. ADLER. That is correct. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Thank you. 
Now, Chairman Leibowitz, something you said was very inter

esting to me. You talked about how a lot of the regulations that 
you do is a result of statutes passed by Congress directing you to 
do regulations, correct? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. That is correct. 
Ms. DEGETTE. And you gave several examples of that, right? 
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Yes. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Now, Commissioner Northup, you talked about a 

lot of the regulations that the CPSC is promulgating as a result of 
the statute that Congress passed, correct? Like the lead standards 
and other regulations. 

Ms. NORTHUP. That is correct. 
Ms. DEGEITE. So Mr. Chairman, one thing I am concerned 

about, you can't really talk about regulatory reform in a vacuum 
without looking at the statutes that Congress has passed but ask 
these agencies, and so I think there are two levels here. There is 
the regulations themselves, which may be overly burdensome, but 
there is also statutes that I think we should look at, and I know, 
Chairman Leibowitz, you had actually come up with a list of some 
statutes that you think could be streamlined so that the agencies, 
whether they are the independent agencies or not, could also 
streamline their regulations, correct? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. That is coITect. 
Ms. DEGETTE .. Would you be willing to submit a copy of those 

statutes to this committee so that we could then look at those stat
utes within the purview of this committee and think about ways 
to fix them so that we can reduce the burden of regulations? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. It sounds like very much a bipartisan effort on 
this subcommittee,. and we would be glad to do that. 

Ms. DEGETTE. OK. For the. rest of the commissioners. who are 
here, I would just ask for a yes or no answer. Would you be willing 
to also submjt a similar list of statutes that your agency deals with 
that you think could be streamlined so the regulatory process could 
be streamlined? Commissioner Adler? 

Mr. ADLER. Yes .. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Commissioner Northup? 
Ms. NORTHUP. I have. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Oh, you have? Great. I would love to get a copy 

of that. 
Mr. McDowell? 
Mr. McDOWELL. Yes. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Chairman? 
Mr. WELLINGHOFF. Yes. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Commissioner? 
Mr. MOELLER. Yes. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Chairman? 
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Yes. 
Ms. DEGETTE. And Commissioner Kovacic?. 
Mr. KOVACIC. My list is the same as Jon's. 
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Ms. DEGE'ITE. OK Great. This is a good effort down here at the 
end of this table. 

And I wanted to ask you, Commissioner McDowell, because you 
had listed off numbers of regulations . I don't think that you think 
that-first of all, are all those regulations that you listed-I don't 
know them by heart- are. they all duplicative or unnecessary regu
lations, the ones you listed? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Are you talking about the number of pages I 
cited? 

Ms. DEGETTE. Well, you listed some different sections. You just 
threw out a whole bunch of regulations. 

Mr. McDOWELL. The sections I cited were statutory sections that 
gave us the power to deregulate on our own, and I also listed-

Ms. DEGETTE. No, no, but--
Mr. McDOWELL [continuing]. The forms--
Ms. DEGETTE [continuing]. You said there-oh, the forms. Just 

because there is a form, doesn't mean that it is per se unnecessary, 
correct? 

Mr. MCDOWELL. No, and I didn't imply that. 
Ms. DEGETTE. So the numbers of the forms that you listed, are 

those particular forms unnecessary in your view? 
Mr. McDOWELL. Not all of them necessarily. 
Ms. DEGE'ITE. OK So you were-
Mr. McDOWELL. That is what 1 said in my testimony. 
Ms. DEGEITE. That was kind of a figure of speech that you were 

talking about a lot of forms, right? 
Mr. McDOWELL. I think that my testimony speaks for itself. It 

is a lot of forms. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Well, here is my question to you. Have you com

piled a list of regulations for your agency that you think are dupli
cative or overly burdensome? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Yes, ma'am, it is in my testimony. 
Ms. DEGETI'E. OK That is the comprehensive list. And has ev

erybody else--
Mr. McDOWELL. It is not the complete list but there is--
Ms .. DEGEITE .. Could. you get us your complete list? That would 

be really helpful. 
Mr. MCDOWELL. Sure. 
Ms. DEGETTE. You know, along with our brand-new member 

from Colorado, Mr. Gardner, my neighbor to the north and others, 
we are trying to develop bipartisan legislation, and to be honest, 
as you see from these folks down here, regulatory reform is not a 
partisan issue. I mean, nobody wants to have overly burdensome 
regulations, and so I guess what I would ask everybody here from 
all of these agencies, as well as a list of statutes that you think 
lead to overly burdensome regulations, if you can give us a list of 
regulations that you think are overly burdensome, that would be 
helpful too. 

Commissioner Adler, would you be willing to do that? 
Mr. ADLER. I am speaking only for myself, but for myself, yes. 
Ms. DEGETTE. OK Commissioner Northup, I believe you have 

probably already done that. 
Ms. NORTHUP. I have. It is part of my testimony but I have also 

previously sent to the Hill a list of--
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Ms. DEGETTE. If you could get that to our staff too, that would 
be great. 

And Commissioner McDowell? 
Mr. McDOWELL. Absolutely. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Mr. Chairman? 
Mr. WELLINGHOFF. Yes. 
Ms. DEGETTE. And Commissioner Moeller? 
Mr. MOELLER. Yes. 
Ms. DEGETTE. And then--
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. We certainly will, although we have eliminated 

a lot of regulations. We do ongoing regulatory reviews pretty rigor
ously. 

Ms. DEGETTE. OK Thank you very much. 
Mr. STEARNS. The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Barton, is recog

nized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. BARTON. Well, thank you. I would stipulate that all the indi

viduals before us are paragons of virtue today because they are 
subject to the Energy and Commerce Committee and that recogni
tion makes you a paragon. 

I think we need to repeat, this is kind of a hearing that is un
usual in that this Executive order that we are asking you folks to 
comment on explicitly excludes you, and as we all know in Wash
ington, not too many commissioners and chairmen voluntarily com
ply with things that they don't have to. Those of us that have been 
around a little bit understand that. 

So my first question is, what should this committee do in the ab
sence of statutory language that would force compliance with some
thing similar to the Executive order? Should we pass some sort of 
a statutory requirement that you all do similar things that the 
President says in his Executive order or should we let the sleeping 
dog lie? Let us try Chairman Wellinghoff. He doesn't come before 
us too often. 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. Thank you, Mr. Barton. I don't have any spe
cific recommendation for you, sir. I think in fact, as I have indi
cated in my testimony, we are going to comply with the spirit of 
it and in fact have a staff review, and I think our agency certainly 
as an economic regulatory agency, each and every regulation that 
we institute do in fact take into account whether rates are just and 
reasonable and services are, and we also provide the industry with 
an opportunity to fully comment on those regulations and deter
mine ultimately whether the regulations are burdensome based 
upon those comments and information that we gather. So I don't 
have any specific recommendation for you. 

Mr. BARTON. Mr. Leibowitz? 
Mr. LETBOWITZ. I would say this. You know, we comply with the 

spirit of the Executive order. I think it is a terrific Executive order. 
We go beyond it because I think only four of our rules would be 
sort of within reg flex, and we do reg reviews of all of rules and 
all of our guides, but I also think it is important to preserve the 
independence. of agencies too, and as you can see, you know, agen
cies provide-by having members not of the President's party, 
agencies as a sort of institutionalized matter provide checks and 
balances, and they are independent voices .. And so I understand 
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what you are saying because I think you believe that the Executive 
order has a lot of good things in it, and we agree. 

Mr. BARTON. The Republicans think what the President says he 
is doing, we are not sure he is doing it, but what he says he wants 
to do, we think is a good thing. And so you folks say the right 
words, you are. comply with the spirit and you agree in general, but 
the truth is, you are not going to do anything unless you absolutely 
have to. The question is, should I get with Ms. DeGette and Mr. 
Stearns and put together a bipartisan bill that would make it a re
quirement? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Let me defer to Commissioner Kovacic because I 
know he. wants to add something here. 

Mr. KOVACIC. Congressman Barton, I would like to quarrel with 
your suggestion that we only do what the gun at tbe head compels 
us to do. I was a junior case handler at the FTC for the first time 
in 1979, and I think it has been in the DNA of the agency inter
nally, partly because of our structure, partly because we have a 
large team of economists to do this kind of introspective work as 
long as I have known the agency, and I would emphasize, I think 
that would be very constructive would be two things. First is for 
us to have perhaps a more frequent conversation in settings like 
this with your staff about we do. In 2008, 2009, we did a com
prehensive self-study of our agency. We benchmarked ourselves 
with 40 of our counterparts overseas. We talked extensively with 
our counterparts at Federal, State government, and we did a sub
stantial publicly available assessment of how we are doing. I think 
it would be helpful on one front to have a more extensive con
tinuing conversation with the committee about the measures we do 
take that aren't obliged, and the second is, to go back to something 
that several of you have. mentioned--

Mr. BARTON. You are going to have to be quick, because I have 
got 20 seconds and I have got one more question. 

Mr. KOVACIC. The other thing is to think more in the design of 
legislation itself about what burdens it will impose. 

Mr. BARTON. I want to ask Commissioner McDowell-I can't let 
him sit here and not ask him some. question. The pending regula
tion regulating the Internet under Title II is still pending at the 
FCC. Do you have any information for us what Chairman 
Genachowski intends to do with that? Is he going to withdraw it 
or push forward with it? What is your view on that"? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Sir, just to be clear, the open proceeding to reg
ulate the Internet under Title II, I don't have any information as 
to whether or not he is going to withdraw it or what the reasoning 
might be for keeping it open. 

Mr. BARTON. Don't you think he should withdraw it? 
Mr. McDOWELL. I do. 
Mr. BARTON. That is the right answer. Thank you, Mr. Chair

man. 
Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman. 
I think the next speaker on this side is Mr. Green. You are recog

nized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
First, I want to take the opportunity to thank all our commis

sioners for being here .. Those. of us who have been on this com-
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mittee a number of years welcome back our colleague from Ken
tucky. What you do every day is very important in ensuring the 
health and safety of our citizens, particularly consumer protection, 
but everything. FERC, obviously from Texas, FERC is very impor
tant to what we do, and the FCC and of course FTC. 

Mr .. Leibowitz,. in your testimony you discuss the children's. on
line privacy protection rule or regulation your agency promulgated 
that helps protect privacy of children online. Can you please tell us 
more about this rule and does it ensure that children are protected 
while using the Internet? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. WelJ, it was a bipartisan piece of legislation 
passed out of this. committee, but we also understand that the. 
Internet has changed and technology has changed the way children 
use the Internet dramatically in the last few years, and that is why 
we actually moved up our regulatory review of COPPA by 5 years, 
and so we are working with stakeholders. We put out a sort of no
tice of inquiry and we will have proposed COPPA improvements, 
draft legislation. We always put out-I am sorry, draft rule. We put 
that out. We take comments again, hopefully within the next few 
weeks by the end of the summer. 

Mr. GREEN. And I know for all the agencies, and this is just an 
example, there is a lot of concern about agency regulation, but so 
much of what you do is in response to legislation, whether it is new 
legislation or previous legislation or may have been amended, and 
this is a good example of a rule that frankly as a father, or a 
grandfather now, I can't possibly monitor what my grandchildren 
may be doing on the Internet but we do need to have protection 
from an entity other than just the family. 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Right, and the whole notion of COPPA, which is 
that if you are 12 years old or younger, you shouldn't be. able to 
give consent to have your personal information go to companies on 
the Internet, you need to have parental consent, is a really good 
one, and that is the bedrock of COPPA, the law you passed. 

Mr. GREEN. Some of us might move that age a little higher, but 
I appreciate it. 

Mr .. LEIBOWITZ .. Some of us. might encourage you to do that. 
Mr. GREEN. And beyond issuing standards that require safety 

such as that, you have done children's cribs. Consumer protection 
safety works on manufacturers to organize recalls and remove dan
gerous products from the market. 

Mr. Adler, a recall authority has the potential to save lives, 
doesn't it? 

Mr. ADLER. It certainly does, sir, and I believe we have saved 
many lives. 

Mr. GREEN. And other agencies have tools to help consumers too. 
For example, the FCC has taken steps against consumer fraud and 
deceptive practices through its enforcement powers. 

Mr, ADLER. All the time. 
Mr. GREEN. Mr. Leibowitz, in your understanding, in fiscal year 

2010 your agency initiated 66 cowi. cases to protect the rights of 
consumers. How valuable is that enforcement action? 

Mr. LEIBO\'VITZ. Well, we think they are critically-we are prin
cipally an enforcement agency. We do rules, mostly when you tell 
us. to, but what we. really do on both the antitrust and the. con-
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sumer protection side is go to court to stop unfair or deceptive acts 
or practices and to stop people who engage in unfair methods of 
competition, and we have brought a variety of cases protecting pri
vacy, stopping mortgage scams. That is what we do. 

Mr. GREEN. The lawsuits you file can have real impact on indi
vidual lives. Is that correct? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Yes, I mean, often getting redress if we win a 
case or if we settle one for injured victims, yes. 

Mr. GREEN. So there is. a positive byproduct of agencies issuing 
regulations and enforcing regulations that are based on what Con
gress passes and the President signs? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ .. Absolutely. 
Mr. GREEN. Mr. McDowell, I was pleased that the chairman of 

the FCC announced that the commission would comply with the 
President's Executive order on regulatory review .. It is important 
that that review is as comprehensive as possible, and I am looking 
forward to seeing the streamlining of the FCC, which I am sure as 
commissioners you would love to have. Given the constant change 
and the growing competition in the communications market, do you 
agree that the FCC should be diligent in reviewing and potentially 
eliminating regulations. that no longer protect the public interest? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Absolutely, in a comprehensive way. 
Mr. GREEN. The biannual review requirement is the commis

sioner's major tool to accomplish this. Is this correct? 
Mr. McDOWELL. It is, but only for telecom companies, not for 

media companies or information service providers, etc. 
Mr. GREEN .. Over the past 10 years, the commission has complied 

with its statutory duty to prepare and submit a biannual review? 
Mr. McDOWELL. Yes, sir. 
Mr. GREEN .. Do you believe the biannual review requirement 

should be amended to include other entities? 
Mr. McDOWELL. I do. 
Mr. GREEN .. And would you submit your recommendations. for the 

record? 
Mr. McDOWELL. Yes, sir, and it is my testimony but I will reit-

erate it too. 
Mr. GREEN. OK. I appreciate it. 
Mr. Chairman, I will yield back my time. 
Mr. STEARNS. The gentleman yields back his time, and the. gen

tleman from Nebraska is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. TERRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me first start by 

thanking Jon Leibowitz. First of all, I like the little play between 
the two of you because it kind of signals that you work with both 
sides and work together, and Mr. Kovacic, the way that you have 
answered questions, you are telegraphing or telling us that you two. 
actually work together , and I really appreciate that. I think that 
is the way America expects our agencies to work. So I want to 
thank you for that. And J on, you are doing a good job. I like that 
you are actually--

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Is this a setup? Because-
Mr. TERRY. No~ there. is no "comma but". coming here. I like that 

you are already attacking the issue of finding the regulations that 
are not very useful anymore and don't serve the _purpose. So good 
job. That is exactly what my bill that is in a different committee 
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wants every agency, independent agency to do, and it is to provide 
the flexibility. 

Commissioner Northup, we can sit here and say good job on cribs 
but it is amazing to me that we are sitting here talking about bicy
cles and ATVs and large cars and trucks that, you know, 6- and 
7-year-olds play with but don't eat but yet we are regulating them. 

So you have to admit, Mr. Adler, there is some absurdity to the 
law. Do you agree with the rules and regulations--

Mr. ADLER. I think that Congress basically got the law right, and 
by the way, what you are talking about is a mandate that Congress 
imposed, not that the commission imposed, but there are always 
some portions of the law that need to be reexamined, and the issue 
you raised with bicycles and ATVs is one of those that we are actu
ally taking a look at. 

Mr. TERRY. And in regard to the absurdity of Congress's man
date-and by the way, I list this as one of those votes that I 
thought if I had to take back, we should have really fought harder 
on this one to make it a better law. 

So Anne, do you have specific requests for us of where we should 
change the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act? 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, let me just said if I had been there, I wasn't, 
but I can imagine that I would have voted for the law. I certainly 
would expect I would have. When I was being confirmed by the 
Senate, I read the law. It seemed like such a good law. I was sup
portive. So many of the Senators at the confirmation hearing said 
we want you to use all the flexibility we gave you to rationalize 
this law; we believe that bicycles and ATVs and scooters-I mean, 
it goes way beyond those two-carving them out may be some peo
ple happy, but like you say, trucks kids play with, the axles in 
those trucks, if they bend, what good are they, but the problem is, 
when you try to-when we have tried to find flexibility, there just 
hasn't been three out of five votes for that. So it is going to take 
a change in the law. The discouraging part is that even the com
missioners can't seem to agree how sweeping a change they would 
support but we desperately need--

Mr. TERRY. Well, do you have flexibility on, for example, third
party testing? I think there was an incident when this bill was 
being developed by a toy manufacturer that manufactured in China 
that perhaps there was accusations that their data in-house was 
not correct, so if you are a large international company, mandating 
third-party testing when you found out your in-house testing was 
inaccurate, but do it on a 10-person company in Omaha, Nebraska, 
on tee shirts where on every size and every color doesn't make 
sense to me. Do you have the flexibility to-

Ms. NORTHUP. No, we don't have that flexibility. 
Mr. TERRY. Is that an area that we should look at? 
Ms. NORTHUP. It is an area. In fact, today there are vast new 

ways to enforce the law. We track things coming in from overseas, 
tools that we didn't have in 2008. And I would give the commission 
the. ability, the. flexibility to require third-party. testing where they 
think there is risk and they think it will be effective to. enforce it. 
It is one. of the proposals I have. made. It would make a huge dif
ference in the cost of this because as you say, every small business 
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is telling us when they have to third-party test every single compo
nent individually for lead, when they have to then do random-

Mr. TERRY. Or phthalates. 
Ms. NORTHUP [continuing]. When they have to do phthalates, 

when they have to do it to the toy standard, it is extremely expen
sive. 

Mr. TERRY. Well, and one quick point on that. Do you guys try 
and obtain data, for example, when the third-party testers are tell
ing a small company that prints motorcycles on tee shirts that ask
ing that they test the cumulative effects. of 10 tee. shirts of the. 
same color and size, do you ask, produce one piece of evidence that 
a child has eaten ten tee shirts? 

Ms. NORTHUP. The problem here is that if there is, say, a dot of 
blue paint on that, they need enough blue paint to test to have a 
quantity of blue paint. I will te11 you, I have pushed for a compo
nent part testing allowing somebody to-and I think we are going 
to pass this, and this is the flexibility that I think would be-is 
probably the most flexible regulation we have where you can take 
your blue paint and test it and then you can put it on every tee 
shirt and you don't have to tear up the tee shirt. 

But when you talk about bikes, for example, that have 141 parts 
to them and every part, every. time you change the. shipment of 
spokes, the shipment of pedals, you have to have a new test for 
that, then you have to change the label so it reflects the component 
test that was used, it is very complicated. 

Mr. STEARNS. The gentleman's time has expired, and Ms. 
Schakowsky, the gentlelady, is recognized for 5 minutes. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY .. Thank you. 
You know, I think we all here agree that it is important for regu

latory agencies to be efficient and mindful of the impact of regula
tions on businesses, and I think we all agree. I helped negotiate 
this bill. I am very proud of the legislation. But Henry Waxman in
troduced legislation that would deal with some of the unintended 
consequences. I think maybe we as a committee. ought to take an
other look at that legislation, and I know that the commission 
would be willing, as I understand it. Is that not true, Mr. Adler, 
on behalf of Mr. Tenenbaum and Ms. Northup? I think we ought 
to look at that. 

But let me just say, to go back to risk-based assessment, that is 
what we. had before, and I think that what we have found is. that 
why we regulate and that is because time and time again industry 
has shown that they aren't going to police themselves, and that we 
need to do it, and one of the issues is the industry standard for 
cribs, and we had a press conference with the attorney general in 
Illinois on June 28th when the crib standard went into effect, and 
I congratulate all of you on that, although I have to. say, I was dis
appointed to see the press release that went out that, you know, 
we didn't give people enough time when of course you had said ear
lier that you wished it had gone into effect the next day so that 
parents could be sure when we put om kids to bed alone or grand
children that they are going to be safe. 

So let. me ask you, Mr. Adler, do you consider the crib standard 
to be an example of a victory for the Consumer Product Safety Im
provement Act? 
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Mr. ADLER. I think it is one of the finest things that has been 
done under the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act. It is 
taking children who are our most vulnerable involuntary risk tak
ers who are put in cribs that have to be the safest place in the 
home because they are there for long periods of time with no super
vision, and it is. saying that we. have. the most stringent safety 
standard in the world. I think it is really a magnificent achieve
ment and I commend the Congress for directing us to-

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. And in fact, in the regulation, you did give 
some places that might have cribs some. time to comply. Is that not 
true? 

Mr. ADLER. We. did, and I am delighted to respond to the issue 
that Commissioner Northup and I ctisagree on with respect to the 
independent retailers. I think that we had a group that said we 
need more time but we had another group that said please, please, 
please do not give more time, we have compliant cribs and we are 
prepared to sell them right now. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY .. I ant to mention on the. database, I have. an 
op-ed from a gentleman in New Jersey whose daughter was injured 
by a crib in 2007. He called the manufacturer and asked if they 
had any other complaints about the crib and was told no, there 
weren't any, but actually found out that there were 84 reports to 
similar problems. Fortunately, his daughter was not hurt very bad. 

So Mr. Adler, the public information database was created by. the 
CPSIA because previously, manufacturers would not, and the 
CPSC could not share lifesaving information with consumers. Is 
that cmTect? 

Mr. ADLER. That is correct. I think the database is one of the fin
est pieces of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. So do you think that it actually is. serving the 
function of making consumers more aware? 

Mr. ADLER. It is, and I might just quickly point out that it is 
modeled after a similar database at the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration. Ours actually has more due-process rights 
for manufacturers than they do at NHTSA, and I think it is a very 
balanced piece that provides the proper attention to disclosure. to 
protect consumers with the rights of manufacturers to make sure 
that the information is correct. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Do you think that Congress should force the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission to do a full cost-benefit anal
ysis every time it takes steps to protect children from harmful 
products no matter how dangerous those products are?. 

Mr. ADLER. I actually think Congress got it right. Congress didn't 
say regulate with no attention to the economic impact. Congress 
said that when we regulate with respect to children, that we need 
to follow the dictates of the Regulatory Flexibility Act, and one of 
the things I like about that is, it is focused on vulnerable small 
business. That is the group that we are supposed to make specific 
economic finctings with respect to when we are trying to protect our 
most vulnerable consumers. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. I think I will yield back the 2 seconds I have. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentlelady. The gentleman from Texas, 
Dr. Burgess, is recognized for 5 minutes. 
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Mr. BURGESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Commissioner 
Northup, it is good to see you here. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Thank you. 
Mr. BURGESS. It is amazing you got confirmed by the Senate, so 

congratulations on that. What an accomplishment. 
And I apologize for being late. We had a Health Subcommittee 

hearing going on simultaneously. Can you give us an idea of the 
scope of the effect on the retail industry on this crib ban that has 
now gone into effect? I mean, I realize that the other commissioner 
said a cost-benefit analysis is not necessary but still, there has got 
to have. been an impact. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Let me just say, first of all, the regulatory flex 
analysis that we do is only-it is like checking a box. Sometimes 
it is a paragraph, sometimes it is a page. It says that small busi
nesses are going to be affected, we are going to put some out of 
business, but we go right ahead and regulate. There is nothing, 
there is no requirement that it be cost-effective. 

What happened with the crib standard was, is that we issued it 
and we considered at the request of manufacturers how long it 
would take for them to get the new qualifying cribs tested, third
party tested, and into the market. Six months was decided. We 
didn't really think about retailers. There was one sentence in our 
rule that said we think 3 to 6 months is enough for retailers too. 
Unfortunately, it took longer to get them developed, it took longer 
to get them tested, and by the time they got t hem to the retail 
stores, the retail stores, some of the orders they had placed last No
vember arrived a week before the new standard took effect. They 
were not third-party tested, and so they were junk to them. How 
many? Well, we know that one group of retailers that did a survey 
had 17,000 of them. We know that we called five, not our biggest 
stores but five major retailers; they had 100,000 as of the 1st of 
June. That comes to about $32 million worth of materials that will 
have to be t hrown away if they are not-and these are not drop
side cribs. These are not even cribs that are almost identical to the 
standard. They haven't been third-party tested or certified. But the 
new crib standard that went in in 2009 was the basis of our crib 
standard. And let me just say, if these are unsafe, then why we 
would have allowed daycare centers, the motel-hotel industry, 
leasers 2 years before they had to place them? It is because we did 
not believe they were unsafe. 

Mr. BURGESS. That is a valid question. 
In the winter of 2008, it was kind of a bleak time up here on the 

Hill, and with no thought to my personal safety, I took a trip to 
the CPSC and looked at the testing facility. It is remarkable in 
that it is very Spartan. There. are certainly no-

Ms. NORTHUP. We have a new one now. 
Mr. BURGESS. Oh, you do have a new one? 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. We just moved 3 weeks ago. 
Mr. BURGESS. This was an old missile base, as I recall, when I 

went out there, and I was struck that the folks there were working 
diligently and they were. quite inventive and innovative, and I actu
ally took a great deal of confidence away from that, but at the 
same time, I will never forget sitting in that press conference that 
the people on the youth motorcycle thing put together a couple of 
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years ago, a beautiful little blond-haired boy about 10 years old in 
full motocross regalia standing at the microphone and said Mr. 
Congressman, if you will let me ride my bike, I promise I won't eat 
the battery when I am finished. And you know, that is the level 
of absurdity to which we have sunk. 

Ms .. NORTHUP .. This. testimony today has. been fascinating, hear
ing the agency talking about the DNA, the DNA of the CPSC is 
really fabulous, but that has all changed because of the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act and the rulemaking that we have 
done in compliance with levels and requirements that are unre
lated to risk. For years this agency was risk-based, it worked with 
the Voluntary Standards. Committee, whjch is very important be
cause products emerge, they evolve, and these voluntary standards 
keep up with these evolutions. Any time we didn't think they were 
strong enough, we had the right to intervene, and we did, as my 
colleague pointed out. 

Mr. BURGESS. Let me just briefly, I do need to ask our friend 
from the Federal Trade Commission a question on the-familiar 
with the ACO-if you read the Federal Register, you may be aware 
that there was a health care law signed last year that has caused 
some of us some grief, and when this new accountable care organi
zation reg came through, did you guys participate in the writing of 
that regulation? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Well, we participated. It is principally from CMS, 
as you know, and we participated--

Mr. BURGESS. Well, what I know is, when we had the briefing, 
they had one guy from CMS and two guys from the Federal Trade 
Commission. 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. One from the Federal Trade Commission and one 
from the. Department of Justice. because. we. wrote it with the De
partment of Justice, or maybe two from the Federal Trade Commis
sion and one from the Department of Justice. So we did the anti
trust component, and their draft guys were taking comments, we 
did a workshop. And can I just say one other thing? And I will turn 
it back over to you. 

We. believe that competition is critically important to health care, 
not regulation, and so what we are trying to do with the ACO im
plementation-you know, ACOs are a brave new world and very 
uncertain, but what we are trying to do is make sure that competi
tion principles remain. 

Mr. BURGESS. Look, you give the antitrust exemption to Major 
League Baseball, the National Football League, but here is the 
deal. The 21st century health care model, and this was started in 
the previous Administration with Secretary Leavitt, has been con
tinued with Don Berwick at CMS, and now we have got an ACO 
rule that doesn't work in actuality. The rule is- you put something 
that was working in practice and rendered in invaluable in theory, 
and that is. the. problem that I see with what you have done. 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. Well, look, we have certainly-one of the reasons 
we put out draft guidance-and again, we have a small component 
of it. It is only the competition portion. One of the reasons why we 
put out draft guidance and why we are meeting feverishly with all 
stakeholders is, we want to make sure that, you know, to the ex
tent that there is an uptake on ACOs, the notion,. you pick up 
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vertical efficiencies by putting together, as you know, different doc
tor practices, lab testing facilities and a hospital, is not a bad one. 
We want to make sure that you don't have one dominant provider 
so that it soaks up all the efficiencies, and we also-

Mr. BURGESS. What about the Karen Ferguson? I mean, you give 
a dominant provider status to insurance. companies. 

Mr. STEARNS. The gentleman's time has expired. 
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. We will just point out, we cannot review the in

surance industry. We are exempted from that. But yes, I hear what 
you are saying. I don't think we are in disagreement. We are going 
to try and make it work better .. 

Mr. STEARNS .. The gentlelady, Ms. Christensen, is recognized for 
5 minutes. 

Mr. CHRISTENSEN Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to also 
add my thanks to all of the commissioners for being here, and as 
I listen to the testimony, it seems that all of the independent agen
cies that you represent have been undergoing some regulatory re
form and even though you are. not under the Executive order, that 
you have really gone beyond what you had been doing to keep in 
spirit with the Executive order, and I commend you for that. 

I sat on the Small Business Committee for about 10 years, and 
each of you is governed by the Regulatory Flexibility Act, and so 
you are required to look at how the impact of your regulations on 
small business reviewed. I was going to ask Commissioner 
Northup, my classmate--

Ms. NORTHUP. Yes. 
Mr. CHRISTENSEN [continuing]. About the effectiveness, but you 

have already kind of said that it is not effective. Is it the experi
ence of the other commissioners that the Regulatory Flexibility Act 
does not do. enough to protect small businesses? 

Mr. ADLER. I don't agree with my colleague about that. I think 
that especially with respect to the impact of the Regulatory Flexi
bility Act on our agency, I think it has been a very good provision. 
I was just reviewing section 604 of the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 
and to me, it is a smaller but focused cost-benefit analysis and it 
is something I think the. commission has done very. conscientiously. 

Mr. CHRISTENSEN Did I misinterpret what you said? 
Ms. NORTHUP. No. It is often just a paragraph in a long rule, and 

even if we find that it will impact small businesses, it is not even
it doesn't require us to decide it is still worth going forward to 
make any changes to our. rules. It has no impact on the rules that 
I-one. or two maybe but very few that I can remember ever. 

Mr. CHRISTENSEN Does anyone else have that experience that 
RFA-

Mr. McDOWELL. I find it to be toothless, and if you look at it 
from an appellate perspective, the appellate courts agree, there is 
really nothing the courts can do to make agencies change their 
rules based on the. RF A. 

Mr. CHRISTENSEN That would be very disappointing, but it seems 
as though most agencies have had-most of the commissions have 
had good experience with the act. 

Mr. KOVACIC. I think, Madam, that it has some limited effect in 
focusing our attention on things that are important but I think 
there. are a number of other things we have done. that have. tended 
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to be more significant and have come from within, and we would 
be glad to share those with you at yow· pleasure. 

Mr. CHRISTENSEN Thank you. And what I have been hearing is 
that most of the commissions have gone beyond what really has 
been required, and I appreciate that. 

Commissioner McDowell,. on June 20th, you wrote a letter to 
Chairman Genachowski offering several recommendations on how 
the FCC should be reformed. You suggested reforming it to be more 
transparent, efficient, accountable and fiscally responsible, and 
from prior testimony to date, we have learned that Chairman 
Genachowski has proactively implemented some of those changes 
to facilitate your suggested reforms. Through these reforms, the 
FCC has improved external communications by creating a more 
user-friendly Web site which includes providing live streams of all 
public workshops and meetings. Do you think this new Web site 
has enhanced public participation and access to FCC activities? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Well, the FCC's Web site right now is a bit con
troversial. It depends on which segment of the audience that uses 
it you ask. 

Mr. CHRISTENSEN You don't think that it has enhanced public 
participation? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Certainly in general, I think, Chairman 
Genachowski has taken some discreet steps on an ad hoc basis but 
I would like to see. more comprehensive reform done. 

Mr. CHRISTENSEN But the FCC has also made effort to collect 
broader input from the public and industry, which included having 
more than 85 staff-led public forums and reinvigorating external 
advisory committees. Do you think these efforts have allowed for 
an increase in public participation? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Absolutely. 
Mr. CHRISTENSEN In fact, you have had several workshops on the 

national broadband plan to discuss potential reforms to the Uni
versal Service Fund. Do you think that those workshops have been 
helpful? · 

Mr. McDOWELL. They have, certainly. 
Mr. CHRISTENSEN OK.. And although the FCC is. not subject to 

President Obaroa's Executive order on regulatory reform, the FCC 
initiated their own look-back process which also is included in the 
statute. According to a letter Chairman Genachowski sent to Chair
man Upton and Chairman Walden, this effort has resulted in the 
agency's eliminating and/or revising 49 regulations and identifying 
more than 20. sets of unnecessary data collection requirements for 
possible elimination. Is that correct? 

Mr. MCDOWELL. I don't know. I haven't seen the list of the 49 
or the 20, so I am not quite sure. 

Mr. CHRISTENSEN Does it sound reasonable? 
Mr. McDOWELL. And I don't know if some are mainly data collec

tion. I think the proceeding, as I understand, under section 11 that 
was initiated really was focused primarily on data collection, al
though it has general language in there, but the thrus t of it was 
data collection and not just a comprehensive review of all of our 
rules that apply to all the entities regulated by the commissioner. 

Mr. CHRISTENSEN Well, our information is that 49 regulations 
and identifying maybe 20 sets of unnecessary data. So it seems to 
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me that the FCC's current leadership has been really successful in 
implementing new ideas on how to improve current regulations, 
and I look forward to hearing more from the commission and their 
continued focus on ensuring public participation and open exchange 
of ideas that improve the work of our government. 

My. time is up .. 1 yield back. 
Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentlelady, and the gentleman from 

California, Mr. Bilbray, is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. BILBRAY. Thank you. 
Mr. Adler, you were bringing up this issue of trying to make sure 

that we have the safest cribs in the world, as we say. What per
centage of the cribs that are on the. market in the United States 
have elevated platforms or are made of a hard material-wood, 
plastic, steel? 

Mr. ADLER. I don't know the answer to that. I would be delighted 
to--

Mr. BILBRAY. Would it be fair to say the overwhelming majority 
of them have elevated platforms or are made of hard material? 

Mr. ADLER. I think that makes sense. 
Mr. BrLBRAY. And wouldn't you agree that any elevated platform 

or material when you have a child, you have a potential for injury 
because of dropping off of an elevated platform or injury because 
some activity that may end up meaning impact with the hard ma
terial, so there is a risk in both of those design features? 

Mr. ADLER. That is an excellent point, and the commission stand
ard is addressed to what we consider the unreasonable risks, but 
I don't think we could make that a fatality-free zone under all cir
cumstances. 

Mr. BILBRAY. OK, and that is the point, is what is a reasonable 
level. You know, you could sit there and say that because. we do 
not require all c1ibs to be on the ground, we do not require all cribs 
to be made of inflated material or soft material, it is not the safest 
it could be. It is reasonableness, and I think that is a determining 
factor. Wouldn't you agree? 

Mr. ADLER. I would absolutely agree with that, but what we have 
done is make the. cribs that are produced in the United States. the 
safest within the types of fatalities that we think that-

Mr. BrLBRAY. I just think that-and I appreciate that, making 
sure that, you know, we make these claims and these statements 
and elected officials or as public officials but it is reasonableness 
that really is the determining fact, and that is where the judgment 
issue has to come down .. 

Let us talk reasonableness, Mr. McDowell. You recently discov
ered that the so-called Fairness Doctrine was still on your books, 
almost a quarter of a century after it was abandoned. Do you think 
it is reasonable that a federal agency has basically misinformation, 
if not, some people may say the lingering lie of the Fairness Doc
trine on your books? Do you think it is reasonable that almost a 
quarter of a century after a regulation isn't there, it still is being 
stated as being part of the process? 

Mr. McDOWELL. I don't think it is reasonable that the language 
remains on the books, if that is your question. 

Mr. BILBRAY. And what are we doing to make sure that this mis
take isn't throughout your regulatory guidelines so the public and 
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the business community can read something and find out is it the 
gospel or isn't it? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Exactly. If the commission has opted not to en
force the rule, the rule should disappear from the books. 

Mr. BILBRAY. OK Let us get down to the fact that the FCC has 
taken nearly 12. months-and I will say. this. I spent decades in 
regulatory agencies so I understand how tough it is when you a.re 
in a regulatory agency of trying to take the theory of legislation 
and make it a practical application. But when you have got deci
sionmaking that is delayed for over 12 months, you know, and 
there is nothing on the books that requires you to make a decision 
in what is a reasonable. time. period, don't you think-is there any
thing to make you make a decision in Jess than 12 months? 

Mr. McDOWELL. Certainly, statutory language helps. There is 
nothing like the force and effect of law. But even that sometimes 
is not observed. For instance, the video competition report we are 
required to produce every year, the last time I think I voted on one 
was. in 2007. 

Mr. BILBRAY. OK So in other words, we need to basically tighten 
it up but also have some enforcement on that tightening. I will just 
tell you, somebody that built the light rail system in San Diego, we 
abandoned any federal funding just so we could avoid the regu
latory oversight, and we built that system under budget and on 
time because we didn't take federal funding, and I think that is one 
of the things we don't talk enough about. People want transit, they 
want this, they want that. Sometimes the most important compo
nent to get the public the services that you claim you care about 
is getting the federal regulatory agencies out of the way so you can 
get the job done,. and that is why I would just like to state down 
the line. 

Mr. Moeller, you were talking about hydroelectric. When you are 
reviewing the hydroelectric and the relicensing, are you required to 
consider the no-project option and the environmental damage done 
if you don't approve it? Things like climate change, emissions, pol
lution, and that kind of thing, are you required to basically take 
a look at this and understand that if you do. not approve it, it will 
have an adverse impact because the alternative-energy capabilities 
or generation is going to cause pollution where the hydroelectric is 
not. 

Mr. MOELLER. Well, typically, I think of the no-action alternative 
as truly no action as opposed to perhaps modifying or taking out 
a dam and then the consequence being that it would be a result 
of more generation that would be less environmentally friendly 
than hydro. But typically I think it essentially doesn't get to that. 
It is a long settlement process where-

Mr. BILBRAY. But you don't have a specific requirement that you 
have to consider offsets for shutting down a plant? 

Mr. MOELLER. Not that I am aware of. 
Mr. BILBRAY. Well, that is one of those things that I think we 

need to talk about, Mr. Chairman, more, is that, you know, when 
you don't improve a road improvement, you should have to offset 
the pollution caused by the congestion rather than always we look 
at all of the emissions that happen for construction. But the no
project option and the. environmental and economic and social im-
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pact of that need to be considered but the environmental impact is 
one that if individual a rea] hypocrisy that you want to have offsets 
for the emissions caused for building the project but nobody who 
is stopping the project has to account for the environmental pollu
tion by not finishing the project, and I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman, and the gentleman from 
Louisiana, Mr. Scalise, is recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. SCALISE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate you holding 
this hearing. I appreciate all of the commissioners who have come 
here to participate and talk about the costs of regulations, espe
cially how it impacts people, and when you look at lot of the intent 
and what is usually said about regulations that come out, they all 
sound really good and, usually the name of a bill, you can tell how 
bad it is by how good the name sounds. It is usually an inverse 
proportion. 

And so as I talk to people, our economy is still very sluggish 
right now, and of course, in many cases, when you talk to small 
business owners, when you talk to American job creators, as. many 
of us do, the first thing they will tell you that is the biggest impedi
ment to job creation in America are federal regulations. You know, 
all of the other things that get in their way, they can manage. It 
seems like the federal regulations have become the biggest burden 
to creating jobs in America today, and so when you look at some 
of these regulations, you definitely want to. look and see what is the 
real impact, are they even achieving some of the results that they 
were intended to, and in many cases you find out they are not, and 
then you look at some of these agencies, and we have had a num
ber of hearings and I appreciate the chairman having the hearings 
that we have had going through various agencies, even looking at 
the. President's. Executive order, and we have. seen and it has been 
pointed out even by some of the people implementing it the short
comings of the President's Executive order, how it doesn't really get 
at the cost of regulation, and I read, there was a report that was 
recently done by the Small Business Administration that is titled 
the Impact of Regulatory Costs on Small Firms, and this really 
looked at how it impacts our small businesses, the people that ac
tually create the bulks of the jobs in our economy and, you know, 
I guess it is not surprising for those of us that have been in some 
of these hearings but they talk about the cost of federal regulations 
to small businesses is over $1.7 trillion, and how does that break 
down? I broke it down per family. Over $15,000 per family is the 
cost to. small businesses of these regulations. And so. when you look 
at the regulations and when you look at the impact and how it is 
not only affecting jobs, it is a major impacter that is costing us jobs 
but it also costs every American family over $15,000. You say 
where is the bang for the buck. 

And I want to ask Commissioner Northup, you touched on this 
in your opening testimony. You talked about some of the things. you 
have seen, and you have seen businesses go under, actually go 
bankrupt because of some of these regulations, and in many cases 
had actually no health impact, you know, bills that were sold and 
regulations that were sold as helping the health of children had ac
tually nothing to do with health and it just had to do with some 
kind of radical policy somebody had that didn't help anybody's 
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health, it just made a company go bankrupt. Can you expand on 
some of the things you have seen in terms of how these regulations 
not only impact the businesses that you have talked about but also 
how in many cases there is not even a relationship between health 
and--

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, I will give you two. quickly .. One of them is 
the-in the bill that you passed, you had exclusions with the lead 
limit for electrical products, and we have a whole cutout for that. 
You had exclusion for inaccessible parts, and we have addressed 
that. You also had an exclusion for lead where not any lead could 
be absorbed. l assume you meant for some things to be included 
in that, perhaps screws, nuts and bolts that are holding a crib to
gether, maybe the handlebars of a bike because lead in the handle
bars, if you suck on it, unlike paint, it is trapped in that metal. You 
can't suck out the lead. But our agency, even though I proposed a 
de minimis standard where if you rub the handlebars and less than 
a molecule could be gotten off that, it couldn't possibly change your 
blood lead content, that absorbability. exclusion that you wrote in 
the bill, I intended you meant for it to apply to something. And the 
rest of the commissioners decided no, and so basically they have 
found that even though you wrote in the non-absorbability exclu
sion, that it applies to nothing, that there is not one material that 
it applies to. 

If we had nuts, screws, bolts. things that can't be swallowed, 
things that have small amounts in them that are in lead, trapped 
in-excuse me-trapped in steel, that those things would have been 
excluded from this law .. It would have made a huge difference. 

Mr. SCALISE. Let me ask, and I am running out of time. I want 
to ask just by a show of hands how many people have actually read 
this. report that came. out just a few months ago on the impact to 
small businesses of the regulations? Can I get a show of hands? 
Not one person on the panel read this. I think it should be required 
reading for all regulators. But if I can ask unanimous consent to 
submit this into the record? 

A final question, if I can ask--
Mr. STEARNS .. Before we put it in the record, the minority would 

like to look at it. 
Mr. SCALISE. Sure. I will be happy to hand that over. It is a re

port that was published in September of 2010. It cites a number 
of sources but goes into very good detail on sector of breakdowns, 
also differential between large businesses and small, how they dif
ferentially fall higher even on our small businesses. 

Commissioner McDowell, you gave an assessment on the things 
that the FCC did to take into consideration. It was looking at both 
net neutrality and data roaming rules. Did they look into and do 
proper market analysis, in your opinion, to look at the impact how 
that would be on our job creators? 

Mr. McDOWELL. There was no proper market analysis, no. finding 
of market power. In fact, the order, the net neutrality order says 
as much, that there was no market analysis conducted. 

Mr. SCALISE. See, that is the problem with a lot of these regula
tions that come down. They have dramatic impacts on job creators 
and they cost us jobs, run jobs to other countries, and yet it just 
seems like the regulators kind of go into their own shell and are 
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oblivious to the actual impact on our economy, so hopefully we can 
shift that course, and I appreciate the chairman for having this 
hearing and more like it to get our economy back on track. 

Thanks. I yield back. 
Mr. STEARNS. And the minority has looked at this, so by unani

mous consent, this will be made. part of the record, so I thank you 
for bringing this. 

[The information appears at the conclusion of the hearing.] 
Mr. STEARNS. The gentlelady from Tennessee, Ms. Blackburn, is 

recognized for 5. minutes. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Thank you all for your patience in being here. 
Commissioner McDowell, I want to stay with you. On that net 

neutrality order, no market analysis done, no look-ahead at what 
the cost-benefit analysis was going to be. If there had been that 
analysis done, do you believe the commission would have gone 
ahead and issued that order? 

Mr. McDOWELL. I think so. I think that whole proceeding was 
outcome based, outcome. driven. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Chairman Leibowitz, I want to come to you. I 
am concerned about the FTC's food guidelines, food marketing 
guidelines. I have two grandchildren. They are age 3 and age 2. 
And so things of this nature really I pay a lot of attention to. You 
know, you think about the unintended consequences that are going 
to. come forward with this, and I think that you may see is that 
an unintended consequence could be seen as hampering free 
speech, harming our economy and not having a significant reduc
tion in childhood obesity, and one of the things that I have found 
recently is that the food currently sold through the WIC program, 
which is designed by USDA experts to provide a healthy diet for 
young children, could no longer be marketed under. this proposal. 
So you claim these proposed food marketing restrictions are vol
untary but aren't these government standards going to form the 
basis for NGO attacks? And then also talk about what you think
! think that you could see there should be consider about share
holder actions, so if you will address that quickly, please? 

Mr .. LEIBOWITZ .. Thank you, Congresswoman. Well,. first, as you 
know, this was an obligated requirement. We are not the only 
agency. We do the marketing side. We don't do the science side. 
That is the agriculture department, the CDC and the FDA. But it 
was a Sam Brownback, Tom Harkin obligation in our appropria
tions bill. We are obligated to do what Congress tells us to do. It 
is voluntary. So in that sense, there. is no enforcement mechanism .. 
We are taking comments from stakeholders. And let me just say, 
and you recognize, as we all do, there is an obesity crisis and there 
are twice as many obese children as there were a generation ago, 
but speaking only for myself, you know, I try to take a sort of prag
matic approach here. If my kids eat Special K with yogurt in the 
morning, which actually wouldn't quite meet the nutrition guide
lines, I am pretty happy, because you know what? I think that is 
better than what else they might eat or better than not eating any
thing at all. So my understanding is that within the next week
first of all, we will be getting comments and we will be reviewing 
those comments very seriously from stakeholders, but within the 
next week, my understanding is that the food marketing companies 
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are going to come up with some proposed standardized or uniform 
guidelines. If they come up with guidelines that are good, and I 
think they will, then we ought to take that into account going for
ward member of the working group, and we will. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Let me shift gears with you. I want to go to 
the privacy issues that are out there, and we know that the Inter
net online advertising is really an economic engine in this country 
and the industry is beginning to voluntarily enter into some self
regulatory structures when it comes to privacy. Do you believe the 
FTC should impose a top-down technology mandate on the Internet 
governing the privacy issue? 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. It is the. last thing we want to do, no. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. Thank you for that. I appreciate that. I 

think that just as I said with Chairman McDowell, if you were to 
look at the net neutrality issue, if there had been a robust review 
of cost-benefit analysis, I think that it would have been determined 
that the net neutrality order, especially paragraph 84, was going 
to be detrimental to our economy, and I think that a heavy hand 
on the privacy issue would likewise. 

I have got less than a minute. I want to ask each of you, just 
a show of hands, how many of you have read the Executive order 
that we are discussing and have been through the process of re
viewing that? OK. So all of you have. All right. How many of you 
disagree with any part of that order? Is there any. part of that 
order that you have disagreement with? Yes, sir, go ahead. 

Mr. KOVACIC. I don't think-I think a number of the provisions 
aren't very well specified. I think it could have benefited from a 
much fuller discussion about how it intended specific tradeoffs that 
are implicit in the order were to be made. There has been subse
quent guidance, subsequent commentary. It is a nice start. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. Anyone else? Commissioner? 
Mr. McDOWELL. I would agree. I think it could be broader and 

more comprehensive and more. aggressive. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. Any other addition to that? Thank you all 

for your patience. Yield back. 
Mr. STEARNS. The gentlelady's time is expired .. The. gentleman 

from Virginia, Mr. Griffith, is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. GRIFFITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Commissioner McDowell, it is nice for me to be able to say that 

in a formal setting in my new role. When I look at the FCC's merg
er review process under Republican and Democrat Administrations, 
I see a process. that appears to be. broken. The XM and Sirius merg
er took way too long. The Comcast-NBC merger took way too long. 
There is simply too much discretion for the commission to halt the 
timeline for the review of the transfer of control of licenses in an 
expeditious manner. Is there something we can to provide appli
cants with certainty regarding the timing of the FCC review proc
ess? 

Mr. McDOWELL. And Congressman Griffith, it feels good to say 
that as well, my first time saying that publicly, so congratulations. 
Yes, the FCC has an 180-day shot clock that is honored more in 
the breach that in the rule to get mergers done. I read yesterday 
also that the Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust, Christine 
Varney, is stepping down and there is a big merger, the AT&T and 
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T-Mobile merger, that needs a fair, thorough and expeditious re
view, and I would hope that her stepping down doesn't delay that. 
I think we could get that done by the end of the year in a fair, 
thorough manner. 

But I have been in a dialog with Chairman Genachowski about 
making sure that we move as quickly as we can on our merger re
view process. I think there are a lot of problems with how the com
mission under both Republicans and Democrats have conducted 
themselves in terms of taking too long or imposing conditions that 
have absolutely nothing to do with the substance of the merger 
itself. So Congress could look at that. There could be a statutory 
provision certainly, but the best thing to do would be for the FCC 
to honor its own 180-day shot cJock. 

Mr. LEIBOWITZ. So Congressman, may I just add something? 
Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes, please. 
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. We do from time to time work with the FCC on 

merger reviews, and I think from our perspective, you don't deserve 
a particular outcome but you do deserve sort of a speedy resolution. 
Sometimes it takes a little longer with documents, but that is what 
you deserve, so I think that is a reasonable point. 

Mr. McDOWELL. And I agree. 
Mr. GRIFFITH. And I think most of us would agree with that as 

well. 
Commissioner. Northup, do you think Congressman Waxman's. 

proposed legislation will actually ease any burdens under the Con
sumer Product Safety Improvement Act? 

Ms. NORTHUP. No, I don't think it goes nearly far enough, and 
in fact, he has proposed previously a functional purpose exemption 
which I have to say is like picking winners and losers. If you think 
a part-first of all, it says it can't be harmful to. children and then 
it says if it serves a function, for example, on a bicycle and is nec
essary, then we can exempt it. Well, if it doesn't harm a child, why 
do we have to then exempt it in part by part? It means that big 
companies that have lots. of product or big expensive products can 
afford to get a functional exemption because it is a very com
plicated petition you would have to file with us. They can afford to 
file the petition and all the supporting work and everything and 
then we can exempt them but for small needs for these same exact 
materials that do not harm a child, I don't think that, you know, 
they probably would. be able to afford either the wait for us to act 
on it or the cost to put the petition together. So that in particular 
to me. is, you know, not a good way to go. about easing this. Making 
the absorbability a useful exception would make a huge difference. 

Mr. GRIFFITH. Did you want to add onto t hat? 
Mr. ADLER. Well, I wanted to disagree. 
Mr. GRIFFITH. Somebody else may give you time to do that but 

let me-I have got one more thing I want to say and if I could take 
back my time because I am running out of time. I did hear. from 
several of you as I was listening to the testimony that you all, at 
least a couple of you, made mention that perhaps the legislation 
created more of the problem than the agency created and that we 
should be careful when we craft legislation that that may be cost
ing jobs as well as the regulations costing jobs that are ultimately 
awarded, and while in some cases it may be an agency that is 
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pushing the envelope and some cases it is just the agency following 
exactly what Congress told them to do, and I do appreciate that. 
I yield back my time. 

Mr. STEARNS. The gentleman yields back the balance of his time. 
The gentleman from Colorado, Mr. Gardner, is recognized for 5 
minutes. 

Mr. GARDNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for your 
time and testimony today. 

Chafrman Wellinghoff, in developing energy policies such as poli
cies to support the integration of renewables, demand response or 
the deployment of smart grid technologies, does FERC evaluate the 
impact that increased energy price, evaluate the impact that in
creased energy prices resulting from the implementation of these 
policies will have on jobs? 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. The policies that we implement aren't di
rected to specific technologies but rather directed to the integration 
of all technologies into competitive marketplace. We believe, and I 
think my colleague, Commissioner Moeller, I think would agree, we 
believe that competition is good for consumers and so to the extent 
that we can maximize competition, we can increase the types of re
sources that are available in the market, whether they be coal or 
nuclear or natural gas or solar, geothermal, hydroelectric or any of 
these resources, and also to the extent that we can do things like 
incorporate in demand response and energy efficiency which usu
ally at the lowest cost resources, the whole mix of those resources 
in a competitive environment allowed to compete fairly in that com
petitive environment will in fact produce the lowest cost for con
sumers. 

Mr. GARDNER. So do you do an analysis that these policies, the 
impact they will have on jobs? 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. We don't a specific impact on-
Mr. GARDNER. So you don't do an analysis then? 
Mr. WELLINGHOFF. We don't do a specific analysis. 
Mr. GARDNER. A specific analysis on jobs? You do not do a spe-

cific analysis on jobs? 
Mr. WELLINGHOFF. We don't, but we do believe that
Mr. GARDNER. So in terms of--
Mr. WELLINGHOFF. Excuse me, if I could finish. We do be

lieve--
Mr. GARDNER. Actually, reclaiming my time. In terms of the Ex

ecutive order, so you do not believe that the Executive order, which 
I think you said you believe in the spirit of, you do not believe that 
it requires you to look at jobs? I understand that you are exempted 
from it but you believe, you said you want to follow the spirit of 
it. Do you think you ought to be concerned about jobs and looking 
at the job impact? 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. I think we are always concerned about jobs 
to the extent that we can drive down prices in a competitive atmos
phere and allow for the economy to have access to low-cost power. 
To. the extent that we can provide low-cost competitive. power with
in the economy, we are going to create jobs and we are going to 
maintain jobs. 

Mr. GARDNER .. But you don't do an analysis to. know that or not? 
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Mr. WELLINGHOFF. My basic economics, what I know if basic eco
nomics, tells me that if we can lower costs for electricity, we are 
going to have the ability to increase jobs. 

Mr. GARDNER. Would you commit today to sta1t beginning a jobs 
analysis when you make decisions? 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. I certainly have no problem looking at jobs. 
I believe, for example-

Mr. GARDNER. But shouldn't that be our--
Mr. WELLINGHOFF [continuing]. Your colleague from Louisiana, 

for example, was talking about this issue with respect to jobs and 
regarding that, Entergy, which is one of the utilities in Louisiana, 
has chosen to join a competitive market, Myso. An analysis was 
done that showed by joining that competitive market, something 
over $700 million could be saved. I think there is a lot of money 
if you can take that money and save it for Louisiana consumers 
and others throughout the region. It wasn't just Louisiana but 
spread out the region. That additional money in the pockets of con
sumers is going to help them create jobs and invest back in the 
economy in ways that more jobs will be created. So I think that is 
a very valid example of the types of things that FERC is doing to 
the regulations. and the. competitive structures. that we are. putting 
in place to ensure that in fact we can create more jobs. 

Mr. GARDNER. Well, and then so what you a1·e telling the com
mittee then, and I believe what you just said, though, when it 
comes to developing energy policies like integration of renewables, 
demand response or the deployment or smart grid technologies, 
then you are saying today that you will do a jobs analysis on these 
decisions? 

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. I am saying that to the extent that it is pos
sible to do so, we certainly will in fact look at the impact on jobs. 

Mr. GARDNER. I think we ought to be looking at the impact on 
jobs no matter what we do so that we have an idea of--

Mr. WELLINGHOFF. I absolutely agree. 
Mr. GARDNER. And so. Commissioner Moeller, do you care to. com

ment on this? 
Mr. MOELLER. I generally want to associate my remarks with the 

chairman because we are believers in competitive wholesale mar
kets and those ultimately are what benefit consumers the most and 
allow more. resources. I think we should always be cognizant of the 
employment impact we have on rising energy prices because it can 
be substantial. 

Mr. GARDNER. Thank you, Commissioner Moeller. 
I see my time is expired and I yield back. 
Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman for his questions. I think we 

are completed with our first round. I think the ranking member. 
and I have talked. that we are going to ask a few more questions 
and then wrap up. 

I don't think there has ever in my experience been such a distin
guished group of people that could make an impact on deregulation 
in America as you folks today so we are here with a certain humil
ity in asking you what is the best way for us to move forward. As. 
Mr. Scalise pointed out with that Small Business Administration 
report, had every U.S. household paid an equal share of the federal 
regulatory burden, each household would pay $15,586. That was in 
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2008. And when you compare that with what we spent for health 
care costs in 2008, the federal regulatory burden exceeded by 50 
percent the private spending on health care, which equaled 
$10,500. So it is within your power to deregulate and to get rid of 
burdensome regulations, which would spur the economy. So we are 
not talking about something insignificant. 

So I guess the larger question is, we passed in 1980 the Regu
latory Flexibility Act. Obviously that is not applicable today and it 
is not working, so the question is for you is sort of a wrap-up un
derstanding, the President reached out with his Executive order 
that did not apply to the independent agencies in some of your 
opinions. We think Cass Sunstein's letter did imply but we don't 
seem to have you jumping to the forefront to try to deregulate. 
Should Congress should either statutes or legislation provide, one, 
either more flexibility to you or should we update the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act of 1980? So we are reaching out for you to tell us, 
one, should we do some of the things I mentioned, and secondly, 
would you be willing to help us in terms of providing us docu
mentation on what we should do? I will start with Commissioner 
Adler. 

Mr. ADLER. Mr. Chairman, the devil is always in the details. I 
would be delighted to look at anything you drafted and to respond 
to it. 

Mr. STEARNS. So you think that we should take the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act of 1980 and update it in Congress? 

Mr. ADLER. Actually, I am probably a bigger fan of the Regu
latory Flexibility Act than some folks here. As I read it, I think it 
is a fairly useful tool, especially in terms of what we do when we 
are trying to regulate and we are looking particularly at the impact 
on small business. That is actually something that both Commis
sioner Northup and I agree on is that we do have to worry about 
the impact on small business. 

Mr. STEARNS. Commissioner Northup? 
Ms. NORTHUP. Yes, but unfortunately, it has no teeth in it. No 

matter what the regulatory analysis is, if you decide in our agency 
that you should go ahead and regulate, it almost has no impact on 
what we do. So unless we are required to justify the cost with the 
benefit, adding that to it, I think that would be an important im
provement, but other than that, it is a box we check and it doesn't 
have an effect. 

Mr. STEARNS. Just for your information, I checked the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act. Everybody in Congress voted for 
it under the Bush Administration except one, and that was Ron 
Paul. So you probably would have been like most--

Ms. NORTHUP. I am sure I would have, and, like I said, when I 
first read it before my confirmation, I was really very excited about 
it. 

Mr. STEARNS. Commissioner McDowell? 
Mr. McDOWELL. I think statutory action is the best way to sort 

of cut through this Gordian knot of regulation and statutory provi
sions that have built up over the. years and so I would be happy 
to work with you on something like. that. 

Mr. STEARNS. Mr .. Wellinghoff, Commissioner, Chairman? 
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Mr. WELLINGHOFF. Yes, Chairman Stearns. As I indicated to 
Congressman Barton, I don't have any specific recommendation for 
you. However, certainly anything that the committee decided to 
draft, we would be happy to work with you in any way. 

Mr. STEARNS. Commissioner Moeller? 
Mr. MOELLER. Mr .. Chairman, I generally think a. government of 

both legislative and regulatory bodies should periodically review 
legislation and regulations, so if that is in order, I would certainly 
endorse that. And as our chairman said, I had a specific example 
about hydropower re-licensing that I would be happy to provide to 
you. It would be quite complicated, given the number of federal 
laws. involved, but any help that we can provide, we would be 
happy to do so. 

Mr. STEARNS. Chairman Leibowitz? 
Mr. LEIBOWITZ. I am also happy to work with you, although as 

my colleague, Commissioner Kovacic, pointed out, I think only four 
rules that we have actually are within reg flex but we do do, you 
know, reg reviews. and rule reviews .. In fact, we are in the middle 
of 23 of them now, so I will defer to my colleague, Mr. Kovacic. 

Mr. KOVACIC. Mr. Chairman, if I could just underscore a couple 
of themes that have come up already today. One, the enormous 
value of having committees and the Congress aJl assess before the 
fact the likely impact in regulation writing of legislation adopted. 
Second, the custom you are developing. in this. hearing of making 
a regular question for all of us how much are you spending in each 
budget cycle to look at evaluation and the assessment of effects, not 
just to measure accomplishment by activity itself but looking at ac
tual impacts and ask us how much are you setting aside in each 
budget cycle to do. this. And last, we do an enormous amount of 
work as advocates for competition and better consumer protection 
techniques before the government agencies, before our State gov
ernments, and this perhaps provides specific su&'gestions that we 
would be happy to share with you about how adjustments in na
tional and State legislation could improve productivity and improve 
economic performance. 

Mr. STEARNS. I am going to yield to the. ranking member,. but I 
think each of you have indicated you wiJl help us. You are saying 
something should be done. So I am going to presuppose that all of 
you will submit to us some specifics that we could incorporate and 
still working as the Energy and Commerce Committee towards 
this. 

The gentlelady from Colorado. 
Ms. DEGETTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I agree. I had 

asked them for that information earlier, and I really look forward 
to working with all of you because as we aJI said-no, actually it 
was one of you who said the devil is in the details of these regula
tions. You can say we. are. all for regulatory reform. We also prob
ably need to streamline. some of the statutes because a lot of the 
regulations flow from the statutes and so I think we need to look 
at all of those. 

I have been sitting up here thinking about this lead standard 
with the CPSIA. I was on the conference committee with Chairman 
Barton and others, and Mr. Chairman, you are exactly right. There 
was only one. no vote on that bill in the House, and Chairman Bar-
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ton and Ranking Member Waxman and a bunch of us, and even 
the other body sat around for a long time trying to figure out what 
to do with this lead standard. I remember it so clearly, and when 
we drafted the new lead standards, what we decided was, was that 
determining total lead content was preferable to risk assessment 
because what happened with risk assessment is, it was dependent 
on a product-by-product determination which you couldn't do be
cause of the large number of children's products in the market
place, and so in addition, although with most chemicals a tradi
tional risk-based model can work, if you have persistent bio
accumulative toxins like lead, science has demonstrated that tradi
tional models are inappropriate and exposures inevitable, and we 
spent a lot of time in that conference committee talking about what 
we do about bikes and ATVs and things like that. So it is not like 
Congress never talked about these things. 

I think what we need to do now that we have passed this-and 
it wasn't one of these provisions slipped in in the middle of the 
night either. We really, really hammered this out on a bipartisan, 
bicameral basis. So now I think what we need to do, given the ex
perience that the CPSC has had in trying to draft the regulations, 
is sit down and figure out what about that new lead standard 
might work, what might not work, and this is what led to this ef
fort by then-Chairman Waxman last year to develop this legislation 
everybody has been talking about. The staff undertook a consult
ative shareholder process with small business and others to try to 
figure out what we do about the ATVs, the bicycles, the tee shirts 
with the blue ink and things like that. He did release a consensus 
discussion draft of a document to try to figure out how to address 
these concerns because we need to do it but unfortunately your side 
of the aisle, Mr. Chairman, rejected that. 

And so we can sit down and talk about it. We did do that. We 
did that when the Republicans were in the majority in the Con
gress and when we had President Bush in the White House, but 
we can't devolve to the stage where we say oK, we are the majority, 
we are just going to do it our way and to heck with you, and vice 
versa. We really need to work together on how to make this work 
for small businesses and most importantly for consumers. So as 
someone who has fortunately or unfortunately been in those 
trenches, sometimes these regulations actually came from scientific 
basis and it is going to take some really hard work to fix it. I think 
every witness here would agree with that on some of these harder 
regulations that might be more burdensome. 

And just one last thing, Mr. Chairman. Ms. Christensen was ask
ing a question about Chairman Genachowski's efforts to eliminate 
outdated and unnecessary regulations at the FCC, and he had sent 
a letter to the subcommittee, to you and to me, outlining the efforts 
which noted that they eliminated 50 outdated regulations and iden
tified 25 sets of data collection that are no longer necessary. So Mr. 
Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous consent to put that letter 
into. the. record. 

Mr. STEARNS. Will the gentlelady let us take a few. moments to 
review it?. 

Ms .. DEGETTE. Yes. 
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Mr. STEARNS. What is the date of this? I don't see the date on 
this. 

Ms. DEGETTE. Today. 
Mr. STEARNS. Oh, it is today's date? OK. I would say at this 

point there is some concern that is really perhaps some of it is ap
plicable but there is others that is concern on this committee we 
talked about earlier, the fact that Chairman Genachowski was in
vited as chairman to come up. He said he could not come, and so 
it is customary if he doesn't come, we do not respectfully take his 
statement and make it part of the record since he didn't show, and 
we are a little concerned that this might in fact be part and parcel 
of his opening statement. So I think at this--

Ms. DEGETTE. Mr. Chairman, I would just point out, it is not an 
opening statement, it is a letter to us, and we generally--

Mr. STEARNS. I think the staff is interpreting it as an opening 
statement and so I am just saying at this point we are not able to 
rule in favor of that and so I think we are just going to hold off 
and not put it part of the record. 

At any rate, I will close by saying that civilizations rise and fall 
because of burdensome regulation. It is in your hands, you people, 
to do as much as you can to make the small businessperson suc
ceed so that we can have innovation in this country. 

I thank you for your time, and the subcommittee is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 1:07 p.m. , the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
(Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:] 
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SCBJC:CT: Fxocutivc Ord~r 13563, .. lonproving Regulati<>n and R~gulalory Review~ 

faccutive Order 13563 states that ·'[ o jur rcgu latory system must protect public health. 
wtlforc. safe ly, and nu r ~nvironmcnt 1~hilc promoting economic growth. innLwation. 
C•1mpctitivcncss, and j0b creation." It se1s out certain principles and requirements designed 10 
promote publi.:: panicipation. i111prov~ intcgroti<)n and innovali<m. increase llexit>ili ty, ensur~ 
s~icntific integrity, and i11crc<1sc rc1rospceth'c Hnalysi~ 1>fcxisting ruks. The purpose of this 
Memornndum is to offer guidance on these rrinciplc~ and miuirements. 

Relatlunsh ip between J::xe<:utivc Order 13563 and Execufa·c Order 121166 

E.xerntivc Ord,-r 13563 is designed w ilffirm and to supplement Executive Order I ::?866; 
il ndds to nnd 11n1plifies the prt>visions of E.'ccutiw Order l '.?8(>(1. rather tlmn displacing or 
qualifyi11g them. M k r tht: issuance of facct•tive Onl~r 13563. a~cncics should CN>linue to 
follciw 1he principles ~rid requircmcr.ts conrnim:d in r:.,ccutivc Order 12866. 

Sec lion I o r F.xccutivc Order I J563 specilically reiterates five princ.:iples from F.x<:cutivc 
Order 12866. These prinL:iplc> generally invnlw cnnsidcrati1>n ofbcnctirs. cost~ . 30d burd<tnS, 
Sec1ion I also asks agcn~ics "to u~e the best :1Vni l:ibk tcchniq~1es rn ~1uamify amicipatcd present 
and future costs as accurately as possible, .. such as identifying ch:mging !inure corupliance costs 
1hm might rc:.,u lt from technological innovmion vr anlicipat~d behavioral ch:ing~s. The goal of 
1his provision is tcr ·~rnmol~ careful and at•curatc quanliticalion. /11 the s;1mc lime, Sccti11n I 
rc<:ognizcs tnal agencies may consider and discuss ccrcain valu~-s thut "arc diflicult or imp,1ssiblc 
h > quanti lY": sud1 values incluck ··,~qui1y. h1unan dignity. /'aimctss, and distril:>utivc irnpacts." 

Puhlk Pa rticipatioll 

Section 2 t>f F.x.xuti vc Order l 3:563 emphasizes the imponarKc of public p:inicip:llion. It 
requires agencies to "affonl the public a 111.:aningful llpportunit~ 10 <'<•mmem through the lmernct 
on ~ny proposed r~gulat inn. with a comment ~riod that should generally consist ofnnt less th;m 
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60 days." This sectil)n compkments u Ctl1TCSfhlnding provision in Fx('cutiv.: Or<kr I 2866. : 
while also emphasizing the impoi1:incc of public comment thmugh th..- Internet. Se.ctil)n 2 aims 
to promot< agencies' con1inuing cff1ms to u~c on line tixhnt•logies to faciliiarc greatc:r 
part icipi11ion in the rukmaking process, thus makini; that process simpler and more accessibk· 
and less burdensome and cost ly--for all stakeholders. 

Section 2 also requires an '\•pen exchange"" of info rmation among goYemmcnt oftic ials, 
experts, stakeholders, and the public. In this context, "open exchange" rd~rs to :i pn>ccss in 
which Ilic vil.'ws und information provided by partic ip;mls arc made public to th.i extent feas ible, 
aod before decisions arc actually made. Section '.! thus seeks to increase panicipution in the 
regulatory process by allowing intcrcskd parties the opportunity to reac110 (and bt"nefi t from) 
the commcms, ;ugmnents. and information of ochers during the rulcmiiking pr<KC$$ itself. In this 
way. Sccti<ln 2 is designed to foster better and more informed <igcncy 1kci,;ions. 

This provision is not •mtislkd >imply through the accept1mcc of electronic submission of 
rulcmaking comrn.:nts by in1creswd part ies who lack information iibuut the arguments nnd 
informa1ion pro'<ided by other panics. /\ central goo I of public participation is to improve the 
content of rules. and open exchanges of ill format ion by interested part ies can be hdpful in that 
endca\'or. 

Section 2 also directs agencies (lo the extcnl feasibk' and permitted by law) to give the 
public timely onl ine access to the rulem<1king docket tm Rcgulatit1ns.gov, including rc lcvnnt 
scicntifk und technical findings. For proposed rulc:s, ngencit'S arc rc11uircd to include an 
opportunity for publi<' comment ()n the rnlcmnking docket. including commt-nt on relevant 
s.:icntitic and l<'Chnical findings.}. 

Finally, Section 2 direcls ngcnc ie.~. where feasible and appropriot~, to sak the \iews of 
those \Vho arc likely to bl.' affected by rukmnking, even before issuing a notic~ of proposed 
rulcmaki11g. This provision <'mphnsizes th<! imponancc of prior consultat ion with "1ht•sc who arc 
likely to bcnc.:lit from and those who arc potentially subject to such rulemaking." One goal is to 
solicit ideas aoou\ alternatives, relevant costs and benefits (ooth quanti1ativc and qualirati\•c). ;md 
potential nexibil iric:s. 

1 "Ea.:h ~gcncy $hVuld afford fhc publJ~ a mcani11~ful \l('>p()rtuni1y tu cornmenr on :rn.Y proposed r~~ulat•on. which in 
mos1ca>ts5h~ulJ include a rnmmcnl p\'riod oflll.lt less 1h~n 60 <lays." Ex~~utiv~ Ort.la 12$66. S~c<i<>n <ital( tl. 
:- ·rhis r~(Juirt:mcrn is cons.is,tent with Offi~t· \lf lnfonmuh·m unc.I H;cgulatl,r)'· :\ t'foir5, ~1emorandrnn f..:>r the Prt•sident's 
Maaeisemtnl Coum:il. lm:n!ol·in~ 0Pt·nnc·ss m 1ht• /(11/,:makin.~ l'r•h.'c .... :\· /mpnwirr~ 1:1t•,·rrtmi~-: D1x.:kl!u (Ma!-- 28. 
20 10). a•ailable n1 h.t.m:!:\\·~~-"'hitd!Q.11~,~~2.i!t~def:culti li.k'illiltb.'as~ls infor<•11.·-d~J.rt final 5·1S-2Q ULI!!!!; 
which Slates. "To the e~1cnt fea~btc. aoo coosisi~nl wi1h applicabk taws. regulations, and potidc,;, •KCnc.ic• should 
ntakc their ckcrronic regulatory dod«1s on Re~ula<ionS.b'<)• consisiem with their papcr-hascd d.xkeis. Both dod;cts 
shoo1ld provide rile pt!bli~ "i<h access IO all rclc•n111 ma1erinls. To 1he c'ttnl that they are p,~n of a ruk1naking. 
supponing mot~riols ( ;111:h as nolic..,. si~nitkmt guidances. cn,·ir,"ltlmtntal impa<:t s1a1cmcn1s, regul~1ory impact 
an~lyscs. and intbrmolion c1,llcctions) she>uld be made n•~i lo~ le by agcnci<s <luring <he 11oticc-nnd·c()mn1cn< period 
by being upl\>udcd and pl.lSt~d as p;irt (1frhc d ec<n>11ic d1•~k<1." 

2 
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Integration pnd Innovation 

Sct·tion 3 of Executive Order 13563 calls for "!g]reater coordination across agcnd cs'" tn 
produce 5implificalion and haITTl(lnization of rules. This provision complcm..,n1s related 
provisions uf t-:xccutivc Order 1286&. such as the pnwisiun asking each agency to ··iaiJor it~ 
rtgulations to impose the least bun.kn on society. including individtmb. b\ISin«sscs of dim:ring 
sizes, und other entities (including small communities and gon:nuncntal entities). con~istcnt witr. 
obtaining the regulato ry objt,ctives, taking into account. among other things. and lo th.: 1:xtcnt 
practi ~able, the co~ts of cumulative: regulations:·' 

Section 3 of Executive Order 13563 instructs agencies (I) to consider the combio<:>d 
effects of their regulation~ (together with those of other agencies) on particular sectors and 
industries und (2) to promote coordination across agencies and hannoniiation of regtilatory 
requirements. Section 3 thus emphasi:i:c~ the crucial importance of simplifying and harrnoniLing 
regulations and admowlcdgcs that. at times. regulated entities might be subject to requirements 
that, even if individually justified, may have cumulative cffocts imposing un<.luc. unduly 
complc!x . or inC1Jnsistent burdens. Section:; is des igned to reduce burdens. redundancy, and 
.:onnict. and at the same lime to promo1c prcdictnbilily, certainty. and innovation. 

Efforts :11 harmonizat ion might oci:ur wi thin agencies. us efforts art• made w coordinut( 
various rules. Such efforts may also occur across agencies."~ agencies work togeth~ r lo pwduce 
greater simplicity and predictability. Such in lerngency efforts may be promoted or a~s i sted by 
OIRA . 

Flexible Rcgulatorv Tools 

Section 4 of Executive Order 13563 states thal " ... each agency shall identif)' nnd 
consider regulatory approaches that reduce burdens and maintain flexibility and fre~d<>m <)f 
choice lbr the public:· Such appmm:hes include ··warnings, app1'l>prial!; default ru les. and 
disclosure n.-q uircmcnts, including provision of in fotm~t iun tv the public 11bo111 risks in o form 
that is clear and inlelligitilt>." This provision com1>l<micnts. and docs not displace. rc lmed 
provisions in F.:-cecucive Order 12866 (such a~ the provi~ion in Secli<•n l(h)(3). asking e.1ch 
agcnC)· ro '"identify and assess available ahernal ivcs to direct regulation. including ... providing 
information upon which choices can be made by the public"'). 

Section 4 ucknowlcdgcs the importam:e of con ~ id.:ring flexible approach<~ und 
alteniativcs to mandates, prohibitions. and command-and-control r~gulation. II emphasizes the 
potential value of approaches that maintain fn:cd<ll11 of choice and irnrrove lhc 11peration of free 
markets (for example, by promoting informed deci~ions). It directs ag~'nci~s to consider the use 
of tools that rnn pmmotc regulatory goals throu!!-h ~ctions that are often less <xrcnsive and more 
effective than mandates and outright prohibitiMs. When properly used, these 1ools may also 
encourdg~ inn.w:1tio11 and growth <is well as competition among regulated entities. 

1 b~cu riw C)rd~r 12~66. Secti<Jn J(b){I I). 

3 
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St-<:1io11 S ofExecuri\'e Order 13563 rl}fcrs 10 the President 's \ 1emonmdum for the I leads 
of Executive Depanmcnls and Agcn.:i~-s. ··seicn1ific lnh:grity'' (:'vlarch 9. 2009). and 
implcmcnling guidance. II cmpha~izes 1ha1 each ugcncy shall "'ensun! the ohjeerivity of nny 
scien1ific and tcchnologic:1I infom1a1i,ln used to support the agency's rq~olatory actions:· 

In implementing guidance. <he President's Scirmcc l\dviser stared, ··Science, and publit: 
1n1s1 in sci~nce, thrives in ~n environm.:nt thitt shields scientific dala and analyses from 
inappropriate political influence; poli<ical official~ should no< ~upprc:ss or ai rer scientific or 
technological fi ndings.'" Section 5 of Exccutiv~ Order I 3563 cxk~nds rhe Pr.:sident"s 
M<:rnomndum nnd implementing guidan\:c 10 the ..:0111ex1 {lfrcgulalory actions. 

Retrospective Analysi~ of Existing Rull'S 

Section 6 of Executive Order I '.\563 emphasizes 1he importancl' l)f retrospective 11nalysi~ 
of rules and contains a .. look. haci.·· requirement : "Within 120 days of the date of' 1his order. each 
agency shall Je,·r:lop and submit to 1he Office of Informat ion and Re~'Ulatory A/fairs a 
pn: liminnry plan, consistent with law and its resources and regulatory priorities, under which the 
agency will p.:riodica lly review its cxis1ing signilicanr rcgula ri ons to dccaminc whechcr any such 
rr:gulations should be modified, expanded. sm:omlin.:d. cir repealed so as to make the agency's 
regulatory program more ..:ffocr ive or less burden$Omc in ochicving the regulatory \lbjcc1ivcs." 

Executive Order 13563 recognizes 1he importance: l>f maintaining a c,>nsisrent culture of 
retrosp~ctivc review and analysis throughout the executive hranch. Before a rule has been tested. 
it is difficult to be certain of its consequences. in.: luding its cos<s and hencfits. During 1hc 
process of rc1rospectivc analysis. the principles set forth in S.:ctions I through 5 remain full}· 
applicable. and should help to orient agency thinking. 

Agency plans should not. ofcours<'. coll into question the •'a lue ,)f Jongs1anding agenQ' 
rules simply because they arc long,~tanding. Many imp0rtant rules have been in pl~c for some 
time. The aim is instead to create a d.:ilncd mNhod and schedule for identifying ccnain 
signiticum rules that arc: obs,il<:tt.', unnecessary. unjustilied, excessively burdensome, or 
counterproductive. Agencies should explore how best to evaluate regulations in order ro c:<pand 
on those that W(H'k (and thus 10 till possible gaps) ttnd tu rno1ii (v. improve. or repeal those that do 
nor. Candidates for rt:considcration include mies 1hat new tccnnolugics or unnnricipated 
circumstan1:i:s have O\'Crtakcn. Agency review prncL·~scs should focilitate the identillca1i,)11 {l f 
rules that wnm111t rep(!lll vr modification. 

While S)·Stcmatic review should fbcus on the elimination of ru les th<it arc nti l,mgcr 
justified or necessary. such review should also Cl)nsider srrengtht:ning. complem~nting, or 
modernizing rules where n~essary or npproprio1e--indudiog. if rclcva111, tmtknaking nt•w 
nilcmaking. Re1rospee1ive rc»icw ma)' reveal th;11 an exis1ing rule is needed but has not o~ratcd 

• John l t1>ld~n. Mcm(lrandum for lhc I lead,; c-f ,\~ncics and lkrartmt'n!s, ."i.:ia11ifi<: /111,•l(ti~- (December t 7. 
20 I 0), availabk ~t hllp-·.'W\\·\lli·. '-"hitehouse. gnv·site~~~~l+:;·fou!111j!c-,.:m k r .. ~~ites·'">c;t0:·~~ienrifi~ -in~tX.:U!JaJJJl:: 

l~?;J)JJl.s2J.1.f. 
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as well as cxpccled, and that a stronger. expanded. or somewhat different approach is .iustified. 
Jn formulating its preliminary plan for retrospective review. each agency should exercise its 
discretion to develop a plan tailored to its specific mission. n:sourccs, organizational structure. 
and rulcmal.;ing history and volume. 

While each agency should set its own priorities. all plans ;ire expected to i1<ldrcss the 
following topics: 

• Public particip:ition. C(>nsistcnt with the general commitment to puhlic panicipation, 
agencies should solicit the views ofthc public on how best to promote rclmspective 
analysis of rules. Even before preliminai·y plans an: \Hillen, for cxainple, the puhlic 
might be asked lo provide comments on hov. such plans might be de,·iscd and to help 
identify I hose ruh:s thal might be modified. streamlined . .:·xpanded. or repealed. 
Consistent with existing guidance on the Paperwork Reduction .'\ct (!'RA}, agencies may 
consider general efforts co obtain public feedback. in,·ludi~g 10,~n hall m.::ctings and 
cm line equivalents. to ht· exempt from PRA rel1uircmcnts.' Agencies arc encouraged w 
consider providing a period of public comment aftt:r drafts or prelimin:1r; plans arc 
written and/or alter sm:h plans have been submitted to OIRA. Agencies may want to 
reach out to ~lakeholders with an interest in the rules mentioned in the prdiminary plans 
I(> omsurc that diverse views arc considered. Because knowledge of !ht' effects of rules is 
widely dispersed in society, and because members of the public are likely 10 have useful 
infonnation and perspectives, agencies ,;hould consider developing mechanisms to 
promote public. con,;ul!ation about rxisting rules on a continuing basis. 

• Priuriti1.ation, The preliminary plan should specify factor.; that the agency will consider 
and the process that the <1gency will use in Sl'lling priorities and in sel.:<:ting ruli:s for 
review. To the 1"xlcnl feasible. tile preliminary plan should also include an initial list of 
candidate rules for review over the ne~t two y~·ars. 

Analysis of costs and benefits. Agencies may well find it useful to engage in a 
re\rQSpectivc analysis of the costs and benefits (both quanlitalive and qualitative) of 
regulations chosen for 1'Cview. Such analyses can inform judgments about \Vhcthcr to 
modify. expand, streamline. or r~peal s11ch regulations_ and can also provide valuabl~. 
insight on the strengths and weakness~·s of pr~-regulatory iisscssmcnts_ which rnn be used 
to cnha1m: th.: ag1mcy's anal11ic capability. 

• Structur(' anti staffing. Responsihility for rctro~pcctive review should be vested with a 
high-level agcn<:y onicial "h(l can St'Curc C<)Opcration across the agency. The 
preliminary plan sh,)l1]d itlso consider how bt'st tu maintain sutfo.:ient independence from 

'l'or fonher explanation ofth.: appficabilicy oftlic Paptrl•ork Reductioc1 A«t. pk~se see Oific~ oflntbrm:i1io11 and 
Regulamry A ftai rs. \1cmm11ndum for 1h~ M~~d$ uf r:.ec111 ive Dcpanrnems mid Agencies. and lndep•ndcnt 
R::gul:ttor) J\~cm;ies, hrlf.>rm,1/iun Col!ec/i(!l'f u11der th<: P,1p~:,w,11·k Rf!duction :kl l April 7. 20 IO). a,,.ailable ar 
/mp:: 'www. whiteh,ius~. ~O\'. ;i1cs1d~·t';111ltiJllc~;o.r.n!>!.asse1sii 11torcg:PR,\ Primer 0~072010.pdf and Office of 
Jnfonnation and Rognlat<'T) Affairs, MemataJ1dt1m for the l·kads ofExo~uuw Dopartmencs and A~~ncics. and 
lnd~pendcnt Regufotory Agencies, Sor.:r,.sl ,\!4.!dia. U'L·/1-fla.ff:(I lnt,;rdcl;l'<' Tf!c:hnvlDgi<,;.s. and th,· Pupe11l'Ol'k 
R~dt1<'/icm .·let (April 7, 2010i, availublr Al 

!mp_:~.~~..:.~l.'~ .. ~\·hltehou~e. '"ov.- ~j1es:'dc:f11 ult: ti 1,'!s/on1b.':1s~cJ~'j'1..fureg ·Su~i.:~J \{cdhtQ.uiQ~1~1.L·c i)-l0i1Ql!l.w1f. 
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1he offices responsible for wrilin!,: aud irnplcmcming r~gulations. Finally. the plan should 
idcnlify possihh: m:tions It> slr.:ngthcn inti:mal rc>icw cxpcrtisc (if n•'Cessary). 

• Coordination with other form~ of rctros11ccti>'e anal~'sis and review. l.:nder existing 
rcquircmems and mnhoritics. many ag.:n~·ies arc already cngag•'tl in retrospective 1111alysis 
and review. For .;-xmnplc. the Regulatory Fkxihility Act, S U.S.C. *610. r.:quircs 
agcncics to "publish in the Federal Register a plan for the pcriodi,· review of the rules 
issued by the agency whid1 ha>c or will have a significant economic impacl upon a 
substantial number of small entities:· The same provision calls for review of all ~uch 
agency rules every ten years. It is appropriate 10 use cxisring processes. and information 
now al hand. as signilicant inputs into preliminary plans. 

Within JOO days, agencies should submit initial drnfls of their preliminary plans to thi: 
appropriate desk offic.:r at tht: Otlicc or lnfonnatiun <1nd Regulatory Affairs (OIRA). OIRA 
de~k ofliccrs will rcvi.:w th<:' plans and n1ay prO\'idc suggestions to the agencies on possible 
improvcmo:nts. ()IRA J.:sk oft'irers a1-e also p1·eparcd to work with agencies as they finali:tc their 
prclim inary plans. 

lndepend1mt A1m1dcs 

E~~Y.£...~2.rP.~!~~-~~~ ~l_~PI!'r~oJ.~cf£I?~ll!-'l~nt :_igcnci~s •. !mt S\!f.h_a_g~l!~i~~ a~- ,. 
~courage~¥J.~t:.~'1nsi~c.!;!tj,®_.!fl _~~-ot~ i.!:~_p.r.o_:h!f>ns .. CQ!l~i~!~Jl.!~.itl:i_!h..:.i.!:.t.cg,?.~~t.!~o.!:.~li.: _.1~~ _ 
pamcular, such ag'1Jcie1.!!!£Sll~c:dJo.i:i~idn . .110Q.en3king.mL~-~,olt!fl.!!.1!L~!~~- , 
iefiVspt:Ctl~nalysis or existing rules. ; 

6 
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July 2011 

Evaluation of the 
Consumer Product Safety Database 
Committee on Energy and Commerce, Democratic Stoll 

In ;\ugust 2008, Ct~ngrc~s pa~:-::~d :mJ Prt.:!iidcnC Bush sigm:d inLo lin" rht: (.'unsum~r PmdH1.."t ~<Jfl·t~ 
lmp!UV~lrl\'llt A-:1. :>lr\!ngthcnin~ 1h( :lhilii~ of the Consumi;r Pmdl)i:[ Sari.··~ cl~mrni">:ii\10 (CSPC) h~ 
idcn~il~ prf•tlm"l hitzard' and r~movc d~mgcrow; produc;1s fh)m &he JTI'1Tk~tpbcc. Th~ l;i\\ n .. • .... uin:d 1h~u Oh: 
CPSC ~~catt' aa ou~inc .Jatab~1se: for Ci."'nsumcrs. health ~arc pmfo~~lo1lill~, and publk ~a1C1y {lHkial.; to 
repnn :-;atcty haJ'anh and inddcnts invi.>l\·i!1g t:(lnsHmer prl'Ju.;~s. 

I hd'l'SC Safe-1l'r<'Ju.:ts.gov dal<:ba~~ "'rm live on March 11. ?.011. Fw 1hc first rime, rep.ires :ih<•111 
dallJ:!Crt.'US pH~JUC(S an.; IJ()\\' puhtfdy C\\ail~blc ru ptirCnT~ and l)thCf .;."<.'IV,:erned i:{lO'-\Ull-:f~. r1W 1,l~li~ll:'i;t~C." h 
also impro-.·~ng lhc .:llmmis:;km • ~ ahi I ily to itlentify crend~ in 1>r0Ju"t haz:lrds qukkly a1~d 1.'tlk~,-:1ld). 

·1 he K1:pubh ... ·an-..:ontrnU~J I louse "'fRL"JHL*scntafh·cs j..; cxpL'1.'kd Ctl smm \Otl' l)n th~ F). 2tlJ2 1·marh.'ial 
s ... ·r,, j:;~s :mJ Gl"n~ral Go'·\.·trun-cnt A prroprfr1ti<Hl"' bill. This bi II i.:\~nr:iins tt provision that '' \ lti.l<l ~Ji;.u 
Ja..)\\!l Lh:.! 1~1.'\' J:1tabas..: ~) b~ffring CPSC from using any fund5 "10 carr~ uu1 i.11'1)' nf th..: :.11.·1ivi•i~.,.·· n:la~1.·d 
h .. 1h<' J;,11aba~c. Consunu:r l'Tg~mir.ation~ hwrc dt!scribcd rhc posslMi! cli:niuati-.)U ofthi: ,J:w1b<.1"'-: :1~ .. :, 
gJanl ~kp baC'k'"ards for con:;umcr s.itlCL:• pmtcetiuns:·; 

r<l 3i..:L·s~ th(" nt..:\\ consumer satCc\· database, D::mocrntic ('ummittcc s1.affanah. ... , .. J rh1: 1?'IO~L rc.:~nt .fata 
C~\ailablc n111i11c. th(,,• ~llnSUrncr pn;dtKl incid ... ·nh rt!Th)rtCd tO the (·t~SC lWCf ct ~hn .. '\.'-lllOnCh l~l'f1ild tnll!l th~ 
JatahJ,1:·:-. foundlon \lar~h IL :!011. lcl June 7, ~01 ~.Thi:-. n:pr~rt. th .. • fit~( anat~·si~•1rth~ d:H:tba,.;,· ...;:rK·<.: 
ht. ;.:rc:Jrinn, surmnJrit:t'S tb~ st:il1~:-. k<:~ findings. 

rht dat:Jib<t!'iC (ontains more Chan 1.600 ineidt•nt rcportic. f)nring H'li 1irst rhr~t· nwnt!ls l~(' npl'.'ra:il':l. 
t.:(l~l~urni.:rs. hCc"thh ~.:m: rmfrs~iDnals. publk Selt\!t) ofndals. illld Oth\!rS rcpOrtl."J 1,61-t ii'~dJ:,:nl' Lh<H 
Cl'SC th~n r.ublii;.h~d in 1h-: odin~ Jmab~1s1:. 1\hno:;~ un\!-lhird of dw~~ indd.:rns inqll\'c·d r1.·pcm..,, df 
dt•<1lh t~r injur)·. 

Th~ d•labasc <Onlains ll r<ports of iacidcnts that roulle1I in falalili•s. These farali11 •~pc>rb i11d11d~ 
~h:~nuncs 1~f m 1:1mt.~ who died in crib~ and plityp(.'llS und 1ccn~~"'·rs amt adult!> who \\er.: kJ n~·d \' !1 i le rid:n g 
,\TV~. On~ rt'jl(lrC d~scribcs a death ccmscd by i.:art:hm mtln\l;ddc pl>isontng from a fauh~ forn~h:c. 

ThL· databas<.' co11101ins an a•ldifional 48J rc{Jorts or int'itlcnll" that n·sul1L•tl in an inj u 1·~._ rht! r\'.'p1,)1'~!\ 
i1~d11dc 'n~:iti:.:1u~ in which ..:hiJdren suff..::rcd ami::urations or injurii:s 10 Lht..·ir lin~.cr<> wh;,:n rhL!ir ham!...; 
b\·..:~mc 1r;1ppcd in 1h~ hinge;, uf~troJlcrs. ~umcrt,us. pl.!ople rcpcn~d :'\TV acddentc.o rc..;ur1in~ in -: ... ·ri(,~~-
!1~.~urics and !iusp~l .. Hlaci\lli. Other (.'i.lOS\UOt"T~ repo11cd ~u1klc: a1ld knc~ in.iurj-:s rr~1m foo,\\<,';ir. \1~> . .;I pr 
thl'St' incid1.:n?';i rc~u;n,:,I Sl~me k·,,d of mcdk;i~ auentkm. 

~·Ian~· o1hcr inddct11 rcpor(S dcst.·rtbc product cfofocts lh:.t could ca11sL· injuf)·. One ..:0~1:-:unu:r 
n:po11l"d that tht: h~1'g~s rn1 a sai\:t}· gdt~ hn.)ke, causing 'he g~te 10 foH dO\\H the ;,fairs. :\ tnC\t~H.'r r('pon~;J 
that a hi1r drp:r ~t~rH.•d sparking "h ih: $h<.· was using ~c ll• dr~ hl.'r Jnughrcr" s h~tir. A1h .. Lh<.:r t.:l)llSUi>h!r 
n:pl'1't-:d 1h<H hL·r fronc .. ~t,adtn~ ,,ashing ma~htnc had burned b.;r dotl!\!5 Mcm) -:0~1sum\!r~ n')'("!lcd l!~tH 
f1'.\lt1rc:-:. smcill ~tprilian<.':.'"'· and d1.·t·1mnit:~ that ~g~n <•VC'r-l1c,1ting and ~mnking '' ith rHlrnMI use.!. 
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Kitd•t·n 1>rod11ct~ acco11nt fnr one-third of the: inctdent reports. Other pr0du .. :t cat\'g\lrit.::. rt.:~<.·h·ing Lh:.: 
m,lst rcpnrt~ indud~· ho1nf.' maintcuan~\.". nur~cry ~qu;pnu.'rH. fmnhurc and furni~htr.g~. and tc.·~~ "l'l* 
fat>le 1. 

Table 1. JnejtJtnts R~porlt>tl in the S~frrPruducls.;:o" Dalah;uc: H~· Cah.-~o~· 

l'rodu~I C:oltl(OI') 
11\.ili:hcn 

.!:22:..:'"d Children 
:ctolhtng and ,·\...:t:cs~~···r!1:s 

Spllrts and Rccrca~ ion 

Pcr~onal (' :.m: 

No. oflndd~n I Rq•url$ i 

161 
!·1! 

11') 

r 12 
IOI 

27 

26 
IS 

II 

! 

t 

Con~••nu:n. puhlk saf,·r~· oflkials\ and o•h~·rs ba\·t: filed incidcnl r1.·1mr1~. (\msumi:rs rcp ... ~rted th(,· 
":1~1 maj1\l'~t~ of ~lf,}du,·t satCc~ i ru .. ·id,•1'lt!t to chjs Ja.caba~~. aci:<.'lmting fol' I. 57 • l •Ji(! v) •.'r th~ ~nndl'n: 
rcp-.m~. S1~u-: and lo .. ·c1l c~~"·n~i~~ (18 c·epl>rt~J. pubii~ s.1fot) offkiaf" t J) rt.!pnrt~). he.tilth ~·lrl' pr.:.,fo..,~i<'•~~fr=1 
1.12 n.:purh ·l. 1~1<:cJ•..;al l'~~1m~m:c :') {·I r~p<.lr,s). ~tnd \'.'v\'.'n chHtl s-.:n:il·t' pf'ln:iJ..:r~ ( ~ r-~swrl~J .::1-.~~ han· 
rq:i(irtcd jnciJ-.:n~~ \n I he J:u:ih.:bi:. 

'fhr i11formalion in lhl' incident rrporls is accur.llc. Oppcmrnts oi' tlk' CPSC datah:t~r ha1 c daim,·cl 
th~t 'he chu~1basc c1n,1" s ··~ompan ic~ ~md 'heir brands en be;: un t~tirly .;,:h:tra,·1r.~ri1c<J'~ :ind Lh.<H .. thl· <ldL~th:t:-:1.:· 
<.:(1Uld be 1il1¢d ''1th l'o~.'gu~ r'"p:.)rt~ ... • But this is not u..:.:urrinJ:!. Pl\)d\lct rna:1 ufo~1Url·r;, arl' gi \·l·•1 th~: 
'-~pporumit~ to n::\'tC\' ar.d ,ljspot\! int(mnmion tn inddt!nt n.~pN't$ b~for¢ 1hc n:p'-'m'!: ~re puhllsh\.·d tllllin;,,• 
in the databa~c. Tl:c~ have challenged th~ accura~~ ofonly 202 rcp<>il>. ·1 he c1•sc II"' "'":«plL«.1 in 
'' hPlc (!!' p.:r1 1 ;.J ofchc rnanufactun.!rs· daim:) (over 75'~'i•) an<l t\'1\'1k a~tiL)H h> tl·mo\ ing tr.~lL·.:ur;.ilL" 
i11form.1tirn~ l•:- ~lL,C publbhlng du.:- lnci<l-.:nr rcporc in thl· databjSC. 

Th1.• infor1muion in the incident rt!l)Orls is d'•taikd. Oppvni:nts llfthc: <.hltltba.>i.: al"'o h:n\.' .;.·~;t~nh':4.I ;h~u 
the Oi1tabi1Sc W(lVld b~ filled with :epons by anonymou~ indh·idu~h th•H <l' not idcntif~ the ;;p"·~:fo.: 
produd~ ~llV(lh·ciJ. Thi~ i!'> <Jl~v not c'~._;urrtng. '.\1or~ lhan 801% of the im . .:iJcnt rl!pvrl.'> fn 1tw c.fat~lhas,; 
indudt: the p1l'1duct' s 1lwdd or ~rial nmnhi.:r. In .1dtHtion, 82'=!··;, tlf tlu: pcrsnn~ tiling ri;p<.111~ ha' c- ~~'~::l 
1hc Cl,SC ~..:-rmi~!'ihm to rcl~a!'>C thejr comact infornu~til)'1 t<l the ni.inufot'Lurer~. 
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Jl U 11drt•tb Of thOUS~ln(f$ Of COb$1.U11Cr$ arc llSini? 1ht: databas\' lo Ob la ill imf>Otl;mt ;nformation abou I 
1u1ttlU<'( safef~. According to CJ>SC otYkials. thNe ha\'e tice.:n more th;m J05.000 \·isib !L> chc m ... ,, 
\\t'~~!t~. J he individu31s vlsiting the w..:bsite ha\·C condm.:tcd ;ihno~t I.& miUi<.111 pr~x.Ju~l :.1:;11th'-'s. ~lore.: 

thar. h•t1fnrall sih: \·isits ::.nc.J almost h.affof:.JJJ scan.:hcs o~cum:d in Jun~ 2011. indicatin~~ ch::1 Lh..; 
d~Uaba~~ i;.. rapidly b1,.·~om tng m ... ,rt: popu lai aniong CC}manm,;r~ and Dtl'l<'rS Sl'al'ching for ;,.•;itic~t! pnl<lu,·~ 
:-.af1.·t~ inforrna1ll)tL 

TJ~..; n\.'" ('PSC: ~lmsuincr s.Jt~·ty d:nah~tsc )las been tJ\'iJllable 10th~ pnhlic rnr nnj~· a t\!\o. tn\)~llh$, During 
rh:~ :">hurt ~une pcrk"d. consunu:r~. public healch ofth:ials . .lud ltlh~r!) ha\·c alreaJ~· rl·p\~rc~:d nwn.: Lh:Jn 
I .OOH pn.,<lud :0..ifol) incid!!nb- indu<ling hundr~ds ch;1t ~<1wn;tl J~ath or s..:rious injury · <md almn"L 
:lflO.llOO >.:i.~n~um...:r::; h~'...: ~~an.:hi:d rhc dat~tba~I.! t(lr import:mt publk stilt·ty inftlmmtion. Ffl\111;-; Oy I k1~1~o..! 
R~plibl kmts L0 1:lim;nalc rhts datahase \\(HI ld deprive the pub I ic and ~<.W<.:rnm\!nt orn~;~t!~ .. ·.fer itic~I 
in forni:iti•.\n nced .. ·<l h' im pri.•\·t! Ci.)tlSUn\l'r s~f~ty. 

'Con='titnct h:d-:ratio!l {'If .:\mcrka an<l Con'.'um ... ·rs Union. PJ'~ss Rd~.:l~c. Noa . .,.l" ,.,,,,,ro1,,.i1r1hm\· 
( ·.ummaee F"'''·' 10 Uw St.~fc.•J.t' nnwho.w {.I un<' :U. Jen l ). 

: I h.'\1$C Cnmir.iLt..,·...: •.)O En...:r~y ~nd ('omrm.:ri:c. Snh.commilh."<.' (m Cimlm~r.::c. \1anufa~luring. and 
Trad.:. r i!Stirnon.) {Jf \\ a~nc.• M('lrr!s •. ·\~Sl.'ICiatio.m {If tlo.)lnC i\ppHancc i\,.fanufa.:t\U'l*J'!\. A NenL'U '?·~ CJ',l,,,'/A 

'""' C/'SC R···'"'"ff-' (I'd•. 17. ~O 11 l. 

;, Li.!ttl'r from R-.l~arj-.) f•Jlmieri. Vice rrc~idcm. Na1i1..m~1t ;'\~soci:Uit..~tl ofr ... 1anufa..;tm'i.•fs. 1L' 
\·kml:ti:!'..: nl'Con~rl'Sl' {Fd.,. 17. 201 I}. 
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Executive Summary 

The annual cost of federal regulations in the United States increased to more 

than $1.75 trillion in 2008. Had every U.S. household paid an equal share of the federal 

regulatory burden, each would have owed $15.586 in 2008. By comparison, the federal 

regulatory burden exceeds by 50 percent private spending on health care. which 

equaled $10.500 per household in 2008. While an citizens and businesses pay some 

portion of these costs, the distribution of the burden of regulations is quite uneven. The 

portion of regulatory costs that falls initially on businesses was $8.086 per employee in 

2008. Small businesses, defined as firms employing fewer than 20 employees. bear the 

largest burden of federal regulations. As of 2008, small businesses face an annual 

regulatory cost of S 10.585 per employee, which is 36 percent higher than the regulatory --- .......,.,.,... 
cost facing large ilfms (defined as firms with 500 or more employees). 

The regulatory landscape highlighted above and detailed in this report emerges 

from an updated analysis of the regulatory record explored in three previous studies for 

the Office of the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the U.S. Small Business Administration 

(Hopkins. 1995: Crain and Hopkins, 2001; and Crain. 2005). Direct comparisons to the 

results in these prior studies should be made with caution. however. The present study 

introduces some new methodological techniques. which may account for some of the 

differences in the cost estimates for 2008 versus those for prior years. 

iv 
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I. Purpose and Highlights 

Government regulations pervade modern life in America and other nations with 

few exceptions. Regulations are needed to provide the rules and structure for societies 

to properly function. This research, while mindful of this fact. does not consider the 

benefits of federal regulations, but looks at the overall costs imposed by them. Little 

stock is taken of the cumulative effects. 

Unlfke most fiscal actions taken by government. the costs of regulatory actions 

are relatively hidden. For example, consider the activities. products. and services 

consumed by a typical household on a typical day. The costs of government regulations 

get stirred into the indistinct mixture of countless economic forces that determine prices, 

costs, designs, locations, profits, losses, wages, dividends, and so forth. Isolating the 

contribution of regulations to one's daily routine requires more than simply looking at the 

sales receipts, for example, as in the case of government sales taxes. A comprehensive 

list of regulatory influences that affect one's daily existence is indeed extensive and 

overwhelming to track or sum up. Yet, knowledge of the cumulative consequences of 

regulatory actions, and how these are changing, provides importanl information lo 

assess and evaluate the performance or a political-economic social system. 

This report seeks to fill some of these gaps in our knowledge by providing 

estimates of the costs of federal government regulations in the United States. An 

awareness of regulatory costs reveals much about the balance in public versus private 

sector responsibilities for and control over resources. Transparency about compliance 

costs can inform critical judgments about what society gives up in exchange for 

government responsibility exercised through the machinery of the regulatory process. 

Policymakers long ago recognized the importance of information about U.S. 

taxing and spending programs: such fiscal information has been provided systematically 
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for nearly a century and is in fact mandated by the Constitution (Article 1. Section 9). 

The annual federal budget process and the Budget of the United States provide 

considerable detail regarding where the money comes from and how it is spent. The 

quest for t ransparency in the nation's fiscal affairs has increased through the online 

availability of and public access to detailed budget information. 

Unfortunately, comparable information about the impact of federal regula tory 

programs is largely absent. Federal regulations escaped any rigorous scrutiny until 

limited tracking was mandated by Executive Order 1182 1 in 1974. The federal 

Regulatory Right-to-Know Ac1. enacted in 2000. was a major attempt to make 

information about the costs and benefits of regulations far more transparent and widely 

available than before. This act requires the U .S. Office of Management and Budget 

{OMBJ to submit an accounting statement and report that includes an estimate of the 

total annual costs and benefits of federal rules and paperwork "to the extent feasible."' 

In the 2009 Report from OMS, the estimated annual cost of major federal 

regulations ranges between $51 billion and $60 billion in 2001 dollars. Denominated in 

2009 dollars (that is, adjusting for in flation), this annual cost is between $62 billion and 

$73 billion. The estimated cost range provided in OMB's report differs markedly from 

estimates in three prior studies commissioned by the Office of Advocacy of the U .S. 

SmaU Business Administration (hereafter referred to as "Advocacy .. ). 2 Thomas Hopkins 

Section 624 of the Treasury and General Government Appropria tions Act of 2001 . Pub. L. 106-
554. 31 U.S.C. § 1105 note. 

2 Thomas D. Hopkins, Profiles of Regulatory Costs. Report to the U.S. Small Business 
Administration, U.S. Departmen1 of Commerce, National Technical Information Service #P696 
128038. November 1995 (http://www.sba.gov/advo!). W. Mark Crain and Thomas D . Hopkins. 
The Impact of Regulatory Costs on Small Firms. U.S. Small Business Administration. 2001 
(http://www.sba.gov/advo/). Hopkins (1 995) began to fill the information vacuum regarding the 
federal regulatory burden, presenting a profile of the level and distribution of federal regulatory 
compliance costs using data through 1992. and made cost projections through 2000. The 
Hopkins study was updated and extended in Crain and Hopkins (2001 }; that study examined the 
aclual, as distinct from projected. regulatory burden in 2000. Crain (2005) updated and provide<! 
methodological revisions to the 2001 study and estimated compliance costs for 2004. 

2 
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(1995) estimated annual federal regulatory costs to be $777 billion. Mark Crain and 

Thomas Hopkins (2001) estimated the annual costs to be $876 billion (both numbers are 

converted here to 2001 dollars, the base year normally used by OMB in its reports). 

More recently. Crain (2005) estimated the annual costs to be in excess of $1 trillion 

(again in 2001 dollars). According to these three studies for Advocacy, the cosls of 

federal regulations are larger than the costs reported by OMS by a factor of 13 to 17. 

What accounts for this large discrepancy? 

OMB discusses this issue openly and candidly, staling in its 2009 Report 

"because ttiese estimates exclude non major rules and rules adopted more than ten 

years ago, the total benefits and costs of all Federal rules now in effect are likely to be 

significantly larger than the sum of the benents and costs reported."3 

It Is worth emphasizing at the beginning of this report the main factors that cause 

OMB's estimates to differ so greatly from those in the studies for Advocacy. including the 

new estimates presented here for 2008. If OMB or other government-provided estimates 

were complete and comprehensive, further study would add little value. First. in 

compiling its accountiog statement, OMB includes only those regulations that it cleared 

during the previous 10 years. which in the 2009 report included October 1. 1998. to 

September 30. 2008 Limiting the analysis lo this time period omits some of the most 

costly federal regulations. such as the regulations stemming from the parts of the Clean 

Air Act and its amendments that were enacted before 1998. 

Second, the annual OMB accounting stalernenls are based solely on cost-benefit 

analyses lhat were performed by the separate federal agencies.4 In other words, the 

~ U.S. Office of Management and Budget. Office of Information and Regulatory Affai rs (2005), 
Draft Report to Congress on the Costs and Benefits of Federal Regulations. p. 9. 

• In some cases, the cost estimates are based on OMB's transparent modifications of agency
provided cost-benefit estimates. Agencies are not required to perform cost-benefit analyses on 

3 
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sources for the cost and benefit estimates that OMS uses to compile its accounting 

statement are the federal agencies that promulgate and enforce regulations. and those 

agencies frequently declare many costs to be "inestimable." This means that while the 

annual OMB accounting statements offer a trove of relevant information, the coverage in 

lhese annual statements is limited; federal agencies have not assessed the costs (or the 

benefits) for a host of regulatory activities - past and present. This is particularly 

problematic in the case of economic regulations, which have not been analyzed by 

federal agencies and therefore have not been included in OMB's annual accounting 

total. Burdensome economic regulations such as import restrictions, antitrust policies. 

telecommunications policies. product safely laws, and many other restraints on business 

activities are implemented outside of the OMB regulatory review process. 5 None of these 

regula lo(}' costs are therefore included in OMB's annual estimates of total costs. 

Third. the OMB annual reports to Congress include •major regulations reviewed 

by OMB. This methodological decision is understandable given the massive volume of 

"non major" regulations. Nonetheless, thousands of non major regulations in the 

aggregate may amount to substantial costs. Fourth. and finally. a host of regulations are 

issued by independent regulatory agencies ·-· federal government entities that tall 

outside the executive branch - and. therefore, are not subject to the reporting 

regulations that are expected to have an economic impact of less than $100 million, and thus 
these are omit(ed from OMB's cost estimate. 

5 For example, regulations implemented directly through the legislative process are outside the 
OMB review process. Furthermore. the totali ty of rules, both existing and new, with anlicipated 
impacls below $100 million. and not subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act, are also oulside lhe 
OMB review process. 

4 
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requirements in Executive Order 12866.e The costs and benefits of such regulations are 

not included in the aggregate costs and benefits reported by OMS. 7 

These and other differences between OMB's cost calculations and those used in 

this study will be described in further detail in the sections that follow. This preliminary 

discussion anticipates the natural question about the large difference between OMB's 

cost estimates and the cost estimates in Hopkins ( 1995), Crain and Hopkins (2001 ), 

Crain (2005), and those presented in this study. An appreciation of the limitations of 

OM B's regulatory accounting procedures also motivates one of the purposes of this 

study, which is an inclusive accounting of all federal regulations and their es~mated cost. 

The cost estimates provided by OMB - in general, calculated by the specific executive 

branch agency that promulgated the regulation - are used whenever possible in this 

report. in particular for environmental regulations, occupational safety and health, and 

homeland security regulations. In the case of regulatory activities for which OMB does 

not offer cost estimates, the report performs independent analysis to approximate the 

costs and relies on other secondary sources. For example. the report specifies and 

estimates an econometric model and then uses the parameters to estimate the cost of 

economic regulations. 

This report seeks to update and improve the 1995, 2001. and 2005 studies for 

Advocacy and advance the understanding of who bears what burdens from regulation. In 

particular. the report seeks to identify the federal regulatory burden on small U.S. firms, 

and to assess whether and to what extent this burden disadvantages small businesses 

6 Exec. Order No. 12,866 §1(a}, 58 Fed. Reg. 51.735 {Sept. 30, 1993). 

7 On this subject, OMS (2009, p. 23) states that " ... it would be highly desirable to obtain better 
information on the costs and benefits of these rules.'' The OMS reports provide in tabular form 
information that is available from the Government Accountability Offtce (GAO) about the costs 
and benefits of regulations issued by independent regulatory agencies. As OMB (2009) notes, 
monetized costs were reported for only two rules issued by independent regulatory agencies for 
the period 2007-2008 

5 
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relative to their larger competitors. Underlying the significance of this assessment for the 

U.S. economy is the fact that 89 percent of all firms in the United States employ lewer 

than 20 workers. By comparison, large firms (defined as those with 500 or more 

employees) account fo r only 0.3 percent of all U.S. firms.A If federal regulations place a 

differentially large cost on small business, this potentially causes inefficiencies in the 

structure of American enterprises. and the relocation of production facilities to less 

regulated countries, and adversely affects the International competitiveness of 

domestically produced American products and services. All of these elfects, of course, 

would have negative consequences for the U.S. labor market and national income. 

Some Key Findings: The Cost of Federal Regulations in 2008 

The findings in this report indica te that in 2008, U.S. federal government 

regulations cost an estimated $1. 75 trillion, an amount equal to 14 percent of U.S. 

national income. When combined with U.S . federal tax receipts, which equated 21 

percent of national income in 2008. these two costs of federal government programs in 

2008 consumed 35 percent of national income. This obviously represents a substantial 

burden on U.S. citizens and businesses. 

It is important to stress that direct comparisons between 2008 and prior years 

must be made cautiously because new estimation methodologies introduced in this 

study were not possible previously . This means that some of the cost differences are 

attributable to different estimation techniques. Given this cautionary caveat, the 

e Tables 7 and 6 provide snapshots or the size distribution of American businesses. II should be 
pointed oul that large firms employ 50 percent of all workers. whereas small firms employ 16 
percent of all workers in the United States. These snapshots are computed from data compiled by 
the U.S. Census Bureau for Advocacy (source: U.S. Small Business Administration website, 
h1tp :llwww.sba.gov/13dvo/researchldata.btn11). For general information about the relevance or 
small business to the US economy, see Frequently Asked Questions on the U.S . SBA website, 
_!}Hp :llweb.sba.gov/faqs/faqindex.d111?areaJD"24. 

6 
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comparable cost in 2004 was an estimated $1 .26 trillion (in 2009 dollars), or 11 percent 

of national income (Crain, 2005)." If regulatory costs in 2004 are recomputed using the 

methodologies lntroouced in this study, those costs rise by $445 billion to an estimaled 

$1. 7 trillion (again, converted into 2009 dollars). This apples-to-apples comparison -

that is, using the same estimation methods - suggests that the cost of federal 

regulations increased by $43 billion (or three percent) between 2004 and 2008 after 

adjusting for infla tion. 

WMt is the distribution of federal regulatory costs among firms of different sizes? 

The findings in lhis report indicate thal compliance costs faU d isproportiorotely oo small 

businesses. Table 1 summarizes the i~idence of costs by firm size based on aggregate 

data for all sectors or the U.S. economy. 

Table 1. Distribution of Regulatory Compliance Costs by Firm Size in 2008 • 

Cost per Employee 

All 
Firms with Firms with Fll'mswith 

tfype of Regulation <20 20-499 500+ 
firms 

Employees Employees Employees 

!All Federal Regulations $8.086 $10.585 $7,454 

Economic $5, 153 $4,120 $4,750 

IEnviroomental $1,523 S4.101 S1 ,294 

ITax Compliance $800 $ 1,584 $760 

!Occupational Safety and 
Health. and Homeland $610 $781 S650 
lsecuritv 

•Notes to Table 1: 

0 
Milton Friedman put lhe es~m~d butdei1 of govermner.I rnandates aod regulations al toughly 

10 pecce!l\ of U.S. national income in 2003. See Mii ion Friedman. "What l'vety American 
Wsnts,- Wah' Srr11111 JoumJI, January 15. 2003, p , A10. 

7 

$7, 755 

$5.835 

$883 

SS17 

$520 

...... ~·-·••« 
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Costs are denominated in 2009 dollars. r he cost per employee for each firm sile 
category uses employment shares for the respective business sectors to compute the 
weighted averages. 

Considering all federal regula tions. all sectors of the U.S. economy. and all firm sizes, 

federal regulations cost $8,086 per employee per year in 2008. For firms wilh fewer than 

20 employees. the cost is $10.585 per employee per year. The cost is $7,454 in 

medium-sized firms, and S7. 755 in large firms. Cos ls per employee thus appear to be at 

least 36 percent higher in small firms than in m edium-sized and large firms. These 

results are roughly consistent with the findings in Hopkins (1995), Crain and Hopkins 

(2001 ), Crain (2005), as well as other studies completed during the past 25 years. 10 

The underlying force driving this differentia l cost burden is easy to understand. 

Many of the costs associated with regulatory compliance are "fixed costs." that is. a firm 

with five employees incurs roughly the same expense as a firm with 500 employees. In 

large fi rms, these fixed costs of compliance are spread over a large revenue, ou tput, and 

employee base. which results in lower costs per uni t of output as firm size increases. 

This is the familiar empirical phenomenon known as economies of scale, and Its impact 

is to provide a comparative cost advantage to large firms over small firms. 

10 Studies on the incidence of regulatory costs among firms of different sizes include Henry B. R. 
Beale and King Un. Impacts of Federal Regulations, Paperwork. and Tax Requirements on Small 
Business, SBAHQ-95-C-0023: Microeconomic Applications. Inc .. prepared for the Office of 
Advocacy, U.S. Small Business Administration, September 1998; Roland J. Cole and Paul 
Sommers. Costs of Compliance in Small and Moderate -sized Businesses. SBA-79-2668. Battelle 
Human Affairs Research Centers. Seattle. WA. February 1980: Improving Economic Analysis of 
Government Regulations on Small Business. SBA-2648-0A-79, JACA Corporation. Fort 
Washington. PA. January 1981: Robert J . Gaston and Sidney L. Carroll. State and Local 
Regulatory Restrictions as Fixed Cost Barriers to Small Business Enterprise. SBA-7167 ·AER-83. 
Applied Economics Group, Inc .. Knoxville. TN, April 1984; and. Economies of Scale in Regulatory 
Compliance: Evidence of the Differential Impacts of Regulation by Firm Size. SBA-71 88-0A-83, 
Jack Faucett Associates. Chovy Chase. MD. December 1984. For a theoretical discussion. see 
W~liam A. Brock and David S. Evans. The Eoonomics of Small Businesses: Their Role and 
Regulation in the U.S. Economy. Holmes & Meier, New York, NY, 1986, especially chapters 4 
and 5. A recent suryey and extension of this literature Is provided by Steven C. Bradford. "Does 
Size Matter? An Economic Analysis or Small Business Exemptions from Regulation," The Journal 
of Small and Emerging Business Law, 8 (1 ). 2004, pp. 1-37. 

8 
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The findings in Table 1 illustrate that the compliance cost disadvantage faced by 

small businesses is driven by environmental regulations. tax compliance, occupational 

safety and health, and homeland security regulations. The cost per employee of 

environmental regulations is more than tour times higher in small firms than in large 

firms. With respect to tax compliance, the cost per employee is three limes higher in 

small firms than in large firms. The particular drivers of the distribution of compliance 

costs among firm sizes differ across sectors of the U.S. economy. Later sections or the 

report lay out these patterns in further detail. It is worth h;ghlighting the finding that not 

all regulations fall more heavily on small businesses than on larger firms. For example. 

the cost per employee of economic regula tions falls most heavily on large firms. In part, 

this likely reflects the fact some industrial structures do not lend themselves to small firm 

participation (e.g .. utilities, telecoms. or mining) because large scale operations are a 

precondition to remain competitive. This simply reduces the number of small enterprises 

that would be affected. Another factor impacting the distribution of economic regulations 

is the Regulatory flexibility Act (RFA). Under the RFA agencies are required to assess 

the effect of regulations on small businesses, and to mitigate undue burdens, including 

exemptions and relaxed phase-in schedules. 11 

This report details the distribution of regulatory costs for five major sectors of the 

U.S . economy: manufacturing, trade (wholesale and retail), services, health care 

(including social assistance). and "other" (a residual category containing all businesses 

not included in the other four). n This is the same five-sector grouping that was used in 

11 This may be especially relevant in the cost of complying with Section 404 of the Sarbanes· 
Oxley Act of 2002. The impact of the exemption of small business entities has resulted in cost 
savings In the bilHons. See U.S. Smalt Business Administration, Office of Advocacy (annual 
editions), Annual Report of the Chief Counsel for Advocacy on Implementation of the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act and Executive Order 13272, 

12 The "other" category includes the following industries: forestry, fishing. hunting & agriculture: 
mining: utilities; construction; and transportation and warehousing. 

9 
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the prior report for SBA. The sector-specific findings reveal that the disproportionate cost 

burden on small firms is most dramatic in the manufacturing sector; the compliance cost 

per employee for small manufacturers is more than double the compliance cost for 

medium-sized and large firms. In the health care sector and the "other· sector 

categories, the compliance costs also appear starkly higher In small firms compared with 

medium-sized and large firms. In the seNice and trade sectors, the distribution of 

regulatory costs among firm sizes is much more even overall , yet varies depending on 

the type of regulation. 

The remainder or the report is organized into three sections and four appendices. 

Section II gives an overview of the regulatory accounting methodology and describes the 

primary sources for the cost estimates used in the report. Section Ill begins with a 

snapshot of American enterprise. showing the distribution or fi rms. employees, and 

payroll expenditures for the major sectors of the U.S. economy. It then presents the 

underlying assumptions and maps the methods used to allocate: (i) the regulatory 

burden that falls on business, (ii) the regulatory costs across business sectors, and (iii ) 

the regulatory costs by firm size within each business sector. Section IV provides the 

detailed findings for the distribution or the costs across the sectors and fi rm sizes, and by 

type of regulation. The appendices contain details for the various analytical procedures 

used in the report, and supplemental Information about lhe "on-budget" expenditures on 

federal regulatory agencies. 

This report does not address the benefits of regulation, an important challenge 

that would be a logical next step toward achieving a rational regulatory system. The 

annual accounting statements compiled by OMB move toward such a system by 

presenting partial estimates of benefits as well as costs. This report, thus, should be 

seen as a building block toward a broader understanding of the costs of regula tion, 

much of which crea tes important and substantial benefits. Like data on federal budgetary 

10 
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outcomes, the regulatory cost estimates inform the discussion about the balance 

between public and private sector control over resources. 

11 
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II. Scope of Regulatory Costs 

Perspective on Regulatory Accounting 

The imbalance between what is known about the costs and benefits of 

government regulations versus government fiscal programs is hardly surprising. 

Regulatory accounting requires the discovery of relevant costs and benefits not reflected 

in any governmental cash flow. which is inheren1ty a difficult task. Fiscal accounting is 

simpler in two respects: it has the luxury of using well documented monetary flows tied 

to tax receipts and agency expenditures, and it tracks costs but not the associated 

benefits. Notwithstanding the practical difficulties associated with regulatory accounting, 

the impact of government regulations on business and citizen activities is no less real 

than the impact of fiscal programs. 

The total direct cost of federal regulations consists of resources employed by 

government agencies to promulgate, monitor, and enforce regulations, as welt as the 

compliance activi lies by citizens and enterprises. This report follows the practice in the 

three predecessor studies for Advocacy by focusing on the latter: the resource costs 

over and above those that show up in the federal budget and agency personnel chart.s. 

The report provides an accounting of the nonbudgeted costs imposed on individuals and 

businesses to comply wilh regulations. A simple example illustrates this perspective on 

regulatory accounting. The total direct cost to the nation of, say, a pollution control 

regulation consists of spending by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency tor 

monitoring and enforcement activities. plus spending by businesses to install abatement 

equipment, hire environmental engineers, attorneys. accountants. and so on to comply 

with the regulatory rules. EPA spending shows up in the federal budget, and therefore 

would not be included in this report's cost accounting. Rather. this report includes 

estimates of the impact on those who are regulated: the spending by businesses to 

12 
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install abatement equipment. hire engineers. and so forth. In this sense. the estimates 

presented understate the full cost of federal regulations. 

Regulatory agency spending - the cost component this report excludes -

amounts to less than 3 percent of the nonbudgeted regulatory compliance costs on 

which this report focuses Nonetheless. spending by federal regulatory agencies on 

regulatory activity reached $47 billion in fiscal year 2008, so it is not trivial. Appendix 4 

provides the on-budget costs of federal regulations. and shows how these budgets have 

grown over time. Between 1990 and 2008 regulatory agency budgets grew by 129 

percent in inflation-adjusted dollars. an average annual rate of about 7 percent.13 Total 

staffing of federal regulatory activity in fiscal year 2008 equaled 249,471 full-time 

equivalent employees. These staffing levels grew by 63 percent between 1990 and 

2008, or 4 percent on an annualized basis. While these on-budget indicators of federal 

regulatory costs are large and growing, they represent only a tiny fraction of the 

nonbudgeted compliance costs on which this report focuses. To reiterate. on-budget 

spending on federal regulatory activity equals only 2. 7 percent of the estimated 

compliance costs borne by U.S. citizens and businesses. 

Other important regulatory costs are not captured in this report's estimates. most 

notably activities by state and local governments. indirect burdens. and general 

equilibrium effects. Regulatory agencies in the SO American states have promulgated 

hundreds of thousands of regulations that are superimposed on federal regulations. 

Consider state-level environmental regulations as just one example. The sections of the 

13 These data are from Veronique Cle Rugy and Melinda Warren (2009), Expansion of 
Regulatory' Budgets and Staffing Continues to Rise: An Analysis of the U.S Budget for Fiscal 
Years 2oog and 2010, Regulatory Report 31. Arlington, VA: Mercatus Center, George Mason 
University. Appendix 4 in this report presents additional data from their study of regulatory 
budgets and staffing. 

13 
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State Administrative Codes that regulate the environment consist of 18 million words .
14 

The costs of complying with hundreds of thousands of state regulations are not explicitly 

considered here, but clearly add to the nation's total regulatory compliance burden. ·r. 

The report uses various methods to determine how the costs of regulations are 

distributed: between businesses and individuals, among sectors of the U.S. economy, 

and among businesses of different sizes. These tend to reflect the initial or statutory 

burden of the regulations, tha t is, based on who bears the initial compliance costs. It 

needs to be acknowledged that this initial compliance bu<den can be shifted, and the 

final incidence of regulations may differ from this initial or slalulory assignment of the 

regulatory costs. The difference between the initial incidence and how costs are 

ultimately divided depends on the demand and supply elasticities in the respective 

product and input markels. The final Incidence of the federal regulatory burden is likely 

to differ from the initial incidence of costs . Of course, this is exactly analogous to the 

distinction between how a government collects a tax versus who ultimately pays for the 

tax Collecting 100 percent of gasoline taxes from the service station owner does not 

necessarily mean that the owner bears the full burden of the gas tax. Rather, the gas tax 

is passed on to consumers to lhe extent they are wi lling lo pay a higher price at the 

pump. While acknowledging that shifting in the cost burdens will occur. this report does 

"
4 See W.M. Crain, "18 Millions Words Can Hurt You: The Cost of State Environmental 

Regulations," Polley Studies Working Paper, Lafayette College, 2010. 

'
5 A recent study of California state regulations estimated the costs of that state's regulation to be 

$493 billion in 2007; see Sanjay B. Varshney, ano Daniel H. Tootel ian, Cost of State Regulations 
on California Small Businesses Study. California State University, Sacramento. September 2009. 
Other researchers have ranked states in terms of their relative regulatory burden. for examples: 
John D. Byars, Robert E. McCormick, and T. Bruce Yandle. Economic Freedom in America's 50 
States: A 1999 Analysis, State Policy Network, 1999; Ying Huang, Robert E. McCormick, and 
Lawrence McQuillen. U.S. Economic Freedom lnde": 2004 Report. Pacific Research Institute, 
2004; and Lawrence J. McQuillan, Michael T. Maloney. Eric Daniels, and Brent M. Eastwood. 
U.S. Economic Freedom lnde": 2008 Report. Pacific Research Institute, 2008. A different 
methodology is used by Amela Karabegovic and Fred McMahon (with Christy G. Black) to rank 
American States and Canadian Provinces. See Economic Freedom of North America. The Fraser 
lnslitute, annual editions since 2002. No estimates seem to be available for the aggregate costs 
of state regulations for the 50 states. 
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not allempt to model these changes because the estimates of the relevant supply and 

demand elasticities for different sectors of the U.S. economy are not sufficienlly 

consistent or reliable. This methodological issue is addressed again in Section Ill. 

Similarly. the report does not account for a number of indirect or second-order 

costs of regulations. For example, environmental regulations directly affect the cost of 

producing electricity, and these show up as a direct cost for electric utilities. The report's 

cost estimates include these types of direct costs. Yet increases in the cost of electricity 

have ripple effects throughout the American economy in the form of higher energy costs. 

thus indirectly raising costs in virtually every sector. Some of these costs will be shifted 

even further onto consumers in the form of higher prices (directly for energy 

consumption. and, indirectly, for the other products purchased that now cost more 

because of higher energy costs). For another example. regulations that raise costs on 

health care providers will be shifted forward, at least partially depending on market 

elasticities, in the form of higher rates businesses must pay for health insurance 

premiums and other health care-related outlays. In turn. businesses will attempt to shift 

the burden of these higher health care-related outlays by increasing consumer prices or 

requiring employees to pay a larger share of health care costs. Some attempt is made to 

examine the more general impact of economic regulations. yet the distribution of these 

costs among sectors necessarily relies on the initial incidence. 

Other general equilibrium effects include a reduction in dynamic efficiency, such 

as slowing innovations that would lead to productivity gains and therefore general 

economic expansions over time. 16 Again. the study does not measure the dynamic 

16 The effect of regulations on dynamic efficiency is not without opposing viewpoints. Perhaps the 
most famous is Professor Porter's theory that environmental progress and economic 
competitiveness are not inconsistent but complementary, See Michael Porter, "America's Green 
Strategy," Scientift(; American (1991 ). For a crit1Que of the Porter theory. see far examples, Oats. 
Wallace, "Environmental Federalism." Washington, DC: Resources for the Future, Sept. 21, 2009: 
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effects; omission of the indirect and genera l equilibrium effects means that the estimates 

in the report probably understate the full burden of federal regulations. 17 

As a rule, the a pproach used in this report to approximate the costs of 

regulations follows the methods used by Hopkins (1995). OMB annual reports (2000 

through 2009). Crain and Hopkins (2001 ). and Crain (2005). This consistency helps to 

make the results comparable over time. As In past studies, new estimation techniques 

are adopted when these offer obvious improvements in the reliability and quality of the 

cost estimates. The introduction of new methodologies obviously means that 

comparisons to regulatory costs in prior years must be qualified. 

Major Categories of Federal Regulations: Sources and Methods 

Ttie report divides federal regulations into four categories: economic; 

environmental: tax compliance; and occupational safety and health, and homeland 

security. ·~ A description of each category follows. along with an explanation of the 

primary sources and methods used to derive the compliance cost estimates. 

and John List and Mitch Kunce. "Environmental Protection and Economic Growth: What Do the 
Residuals Tell Us?, Land Economics, 2000, 76(2). pp. 267-82. 

17 The effects of regulations on economic growth are recognized and discussed by OMB in its 
annual teports to Congress, but are not included in Its cost estimates. The study by Hazllla and 
Kopp estimates of tile indirect effects of environmental regulations as well as the dynamic 
consequences. Their evidence suggests that both of these costs are substantial. See Michael 
Hazilla and Raymond Kopp, "The Socia! Cost of Environmental Quality Regulations: A General 
Equilibrium Analysis," Joumal of Politic81 Economy, Vol. 98 (4), 1990. It is important to emphasize 
that the benefits of regulations might also be greater in a general equilibrium analysis than In 
partial equihbr ium. and thus social welfare (benefits net of costs) might be higher 1n a general 
equilibrium tllan il'I a partial equ~ibrium analysis. 

•R These four categories differ slighUy from those used in Crain (2005) and Crain and Hopkins 
(2001 ). They continue to conform reasonably well with the categories used by the U.S. Office of 
Management and Budget in its annual reports lo Congress. Hopkins (1995) used slightly different 
categories: environmental, other social. economic. and process. Occupationol health and safety 
regulations and homeland security regulations are combined on the rationale that both deal 
broadly with public safety issues. 
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1. Economic Regulations 

Economic regulations include a wide range of restrictions and incentives that 

affect the way businesses operate -what products and services they produce. how and 

where they produce them, and how products and services are priced and marketed to 

consumers. Economic regulations affect both domestic and international business 

operations. For example, laws that impose quotas and tariffs on foreign imports limit 

competition from outside the United States, restrict production and employment. raise 

prices. and generally curtail U.S. economic activity. 

One of the major differences between the cost estimates in this study and the 

estimates reported by OMB in its Annual Reports to Congress is that OMB does not 

include regulations issued by agencies not subject to Executive Order 12866 - the 

independent regulatory agencies. 19 In its 2009 report, OMB discusses and recognizes 

the potentially large impact of such regulatory activity (OMB. 2009. pp. 29-34 ). 

Nonetheless, OMB has not implemented estimates for a host of economic regulations. 

beyond those for which it has reviewed regulatory impact statements submitled by 

federal agencies during the past 10 years. As noted in the introduction to this report. 

OMB recognizes the potentially large costs associated with regulatory activities not 

included in its annual estimates of total regulatory costs. 

A methodology was introduced in the prior report for Advocacy (Crain 2005) to 

expand the coverage by providing a method to assess the costs of broad-based 

economic regulations. Obviously. the goal is to incorporate into the analysis the impact 

1~ Under Executive Order t2866, OMB requires and reviews regulations issued by eKecutive 
branch agencies. This means, for example, thal the costs are not included for rules issued by 
such agencies as: the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission, the Feclerat Communications Commission, lhe Federal Trade Commission, and the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) is required 
by statute to report to Congress on major regulatory rules, including those issued by agencies not 
subject to Executive Order 12866 This GAO report. however, slill does not include cost estimates 
for most federal regulalions. 
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of the widest possible range of economic regulations, including those that are 

promulgated by independent regulatory agencies. The method employs cross-country 

regression analysis to examine the impact of a broad index of economic regulations on 

the national economic output {GDP). 2~ The 2005 study used an index of economic 

regulations developed by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD). The cost estimate derived from this approach was referred to as the "baseline· 

estimate in the 2005 study, simply because the regression procedure accounted for 

most of the costs of economic regulations. That baseline eslimate was then 

supplemented in two ways: ( i) by a separate estimate of the cost of international trade 

regulations using data from the International Trade Commission, and (ii) with estima tes 

for specific domestic economic regulations that were either not covered by the OECD 

index, or were promulgated in years after that index was computed. In other words. 

several different approaches were used in the 2005 study to compile an inclusive 

measure of the cost of economic regulations. 

This study again uses the comparative. cross-country regression approach, In 

this case adopting an alternative index of economic regulations that is more 

comprehensive than the OECD index. This new index of economic regulations, tabeled 

the Regulatory Quality Index. is computed by researchers at the World Bank as part of 

its Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) research project. The WGJ project has 

estimated various measures of governance and institutional quality, including the 

20 It is interesting lo note that in its 2000 Report to Congress, OMB used a comparable 
methodology and OECD data to include a more expansive estimate of the costs of economic 
regulations than It used in subseQuent Reports to Congress. A similar regression methoc:lology is 
employed by Varshney and Tootelian, op. cit .. to estimate the cost of state-level regulations in 
California. They use indices that gauge the extent of state government regulations and anatyze 
the impact on gross state product, controlling for various factors that influence state economic 
performance. 
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Regulatory Quality Index used in this report. These indices are available from 1996 

through 2008 

The Regulatory Quality Index measures perceptions of the ability of governments 

to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that permit and promote 

private sector development. For example, the index values for 2008 are derived from 

1,751 data points. representing four types of data: commercial business information 

providers ( 46 percent); public sector organizations (24 percent); nongovernmental 

organizations (17 percent): and surveys of firms or households (13 percent). The data 

from these four sources are aggregated using a statistical procedure known as the 

unobserved components model.21 The elements included in the Regulatory Quality 

Index are listed in Appendix 1. 

Three important aspects of the WGI Regulatory Quality Index - how it differs 

from the OECD economic regulation index used in Crain (2005) and why it enhances the 

accuracy of the estimated costs of economic regulation - should be described First, a 

larger data series is available for the Regulatory Quality Index, covering a longer time 

period and more countries. and this helps to overcome the small sample size used to 

2
' A detailed description of the methodology used in its construction is provided in Daniel 

Kaufmann. Aart Kraay, and Massimo Mastruzzi, "Governance Matters VIII: Aggregate and 
Individual Governance Indicators 1996-·2008," World Bank Development Research Group, 
Macroeconomics and Growth Team, Policy Research Working Paper 4978, June 2009. See 
especially Appendix D. For further discussion of applications of the governance metrics see 
Kaufmann, Daniel and Aarl Kraay (2008). "Governance Indicators: Where Are We and Where 
Should We Be Going?" World Bank Research Observer, Spring 2008. As noted in the text, the 
prior study (Crain, 2005) introduced this methodological approach as a baseline estimate for 
econon1ic regulations. except that it used an index of regulations compiled by researchers at the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. (See G. Nicoletti, Scarpetta and 0. 
Boylaud (2000), "Summary Indicators of Product Market RegulatiOn and Employment Protection 
Legislation for the Purpose of International Comparisons." OECD Economics Deparrmenr 
Working Paper. No. 226) It is noteworthy that the CECO and WGI indices are correlated over the 
time periods for which both indices are available. The WGI index is employed in this report 
because ii is available annually for a longer and more recenl time period, while the OECD index 
is only available at five-year intervals: 1998, 2003. and 2008. Prior studies by Crain and Hopkins 
(2001} and OMB (2000) used an estimate based on the OECD findings in Regulatory Reform in 
the United States, OECD Reviews ol Regulatory Reform. Paris, 1999. One criticism of the earlier 
method is that it fails to account adequate!y for major deregulation activities in various industries 
in the 1980s and 1990s. 
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estimate the parameters in the Crain (2005) study.22 Second, the Regulatory Quality 

Index covers international as well as domestic economic regulations. This means that 

unlike the 2005 study, a separate estimate of the international economic regulation 

component is unnecessary. Third. the WGI Regulatory Quality Index includes rules and 

mandates that affect factors markets - which obviously include the labor mar1<et - as 

well as product markets. This means that the impact of economic regulations that affect 

the workplace is encompassed in this measure. For this reason the four categories of 

regula tions are redefined from the 2005 study. In that report. "workplace regulations" 

were a separate category and eslimated using a different methodology. In this report. 

the estimated costs of workplace regulations, such as laws affecting collective 

bargaining, employee drug-testing, and the American with Disabilities Act, are now 

included in the Regulatory Quality Index and merged into the general economic 

regulation category. Fifth, the OECD index used in the Crain (2005) estimate of 

economic regulations did not cover all business sectors. 

In summary, the methodology for estimating the cost of economic regulations is 

the main difference between this report and prior reports. This improvement is made 

possible because of new research at the World Bank to measure economic regulations. 

This Regulatory Quality Index is available for a larger number of countries and for a 

longer sample period than anything available for prior studies. More important. the 

Regulatory Quality Index embodies extensive stakeholder knowledge about the 

countries· regulatory practices that affect domestic and international practices that are 

related to product markets and labor markets. 

22 The OECD Index used in Crain (2005) was based on the OECD Survey for 1998. Criticism of 
the short time period is raised in Winston Harrington, "Grading Estimates of the Benefits and 
Cosls of Federal Regulation: A Review of Reviews," RFF Discussion Paper 06-39, Washington, 
DC: Resources for the Future. September 2006. See especially pages 14-16. Of course. a larger 
sample size generally improves the reliability of statislical estimation. 
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Cross-Country Regression Model. The cost of economic regulations is derived 

from regression analysis using a panel of OECD member countries, which includes the 

United States The basic idea is to estimate empirically the impact of regulations on 

aggregate economic output. or GDP. The approach uses the Regulatory Quality Index 

as the main variable of interest. while controlling for other variables that affect national 

economic performa nee. The form of the regression model is specified in Equation 1. 

(Eq. 1) GDP per Capita 11 =I~ (World Bank Index of Regulatory Quality},, + ~ (X) ,, +a + t 1: 

The sample used to estimate Equation ( 1) consists of 25 OE CD countries for 

which data on all of the relevant variables are available. The variable subscript ; in 

Equation (1) denotes an observation in a particular country i(= 1, ... 25). The variable 

subscript t denotes an observation in a particular year. where t = 2002 through 2008.n 

The dependent variable, GDP per capita. is real GDP divided by population. 

denominated in constant U.S. dollars (source: World Bank, 2010). Ttie main explanatory 

variable of interest in Equation (1) is the World Bank Regulatory Quality Index (source: 

World Bank, 2009). This Regulatory Quality Index is seated lo have values that range 

from -2.5 to 2.5. Note that increases correspond to improvements in regulatory quality-

that is. reductions in lhe regulatory burden imposed on the operation of product and 

factor markets. 

The model also includes several economic and demographic control variables. 

represented by the vector X in Equation (1). These control variables are drawn from the 

empirical literature that examines differences in economic levels across countries and 

n Values for lhe Regulatory Quality Index are available for many OECD countries starting in 
1996. Tile sample in the regression model includes seven years, 2002 through 2008. This is 
because data for some of the control variables used to estimate Equation (1} are missing for 
various countries before 2002. Thus, the sample of countries that may be used in the analysis 
increases to 25 by beginning the sample in 2002. 
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over time. (For useful surveys of this literature. see Hall and Jones, 1997, Barro and 

Sala-i-Martin. 1995, and Barro, 1997.) The set of controls included in X are: foreign trade 

as a share of GDP, counby population. primary school enrollment as a share of the 

eligible population, and fixed broadband subscribers per 100 people (data source: World 

Bank, World Development Indicators, online database). The variables are entered into 

the regresslon model as natural logarithmic transformations. 

Because the dataset is organized as a panel - that is, it includes observations 

over time for the same set of countries - the model also includes country fixed-effects 

variables. Fixed-effects variables are simply country-specific indic;:itor variables that 

control for lime-invariant factors that affect economic performance. R>r example, a 

landlocked country may be disadvantaged relative lo a country with ocean access. 

Geographic location obviously does not change over time. and including the fixed-effects 

variables helps to control for the impact of such factors. Appendix Table A-2 provides 

summary statistics for the variables used in the analysis. 

The results of estimating Equation 1 are shown in Table 2, and these parameters 

are used to calibrate the cost of economic regulations. 
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Table 2. lmp;u;t of Economic Regulations on GDP in OECD Countries, 
2002 through 2008 

-··---·--- --------~ ·- ·- -·- ----·-- --

In (GDP per Capita) • 

Independent Variable 
--··-

World Bank Regulatory 
0.094 Quality Index -

(2.77)'* 
-·· 

In (Country Population) 0.089 

(0.39) 

In (Foreign Trade as a Share 
0.242 

~!. G.'?J>L .. _ -----··· 
{4.95r' 

li1[Pr imary Education as a 
Share of the Eligible -0.243 
Population) 

(-2.37t 

ln (Fixed broadband 
0.032 subscribers per 100 people) 

(8.89)"' 
-·-

Constant 8.31 
I--· .--·--- - -- .. -- . .. 

(2.19)* 
·-- ··-··--

Observations 118 
-

Number of Countries 25 
·· ·-- ·-···-····---·· ... .... .. ·- - ·---·---·· . 

R-square Within 0.85 
-- .. . ....... . .. ···········-·-········ ·····---... 
R-square Between 0.03 --
F-stat (6,87) 85.4** 

Notes to Table 2: 

t-s latislics in parentheses where: 
• indicates s ignificance at the 5 percent confidence level. 
•• ind icates signifi cance at the 1 percent confidence level. 
The variables are denominated in 2009 U.S. dollars. The model includes fixed
country effects and fixed -year etfec ls when significant. 
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As reported in Table 2. the coefficient on the World Bank Regulatory Quality 

Index is positive and significant at the one-percent confidence level. This indicates that 

less stringent restrictions systematically enhance a country's aggregate economic 

activity. as reflected by the level of its GDP per capita. The estimated coefficient ls 

0.094. This means that a one-unil change in the Regulatory Quality Index corresponds 

to a 9.4 percent change in real GDP per capita (recall that the dependent variable is 

entered into the regression model as a logarithmic transfonnation and thus percentage 

changes).24 The Regulatory Quality Index value for the United States is equal to 1.579 in 

2008. and, as noted, the index is calibrated to range between -2.5 and 2.5. The 

difference between 1.579 and 2.5 (the minimal amount of regulation) would require a 

change equal to 0.92, which would correspond to an increase in U.S. GDP per capita of 

8. 7 percent (=0.094 x 0.92). The estimated cost of economic regulations as reflected in 

lost GDP in 2008 is thus $1.236 trillion (denominated in 2009 dollars). 

This estimated cost represents a very large increase over the estimated cos t of 

economic regulations in 2004. which equaled $671 billion after converting the estimate in 

Crain {2005) into 2009 dollars. As noted. some of this difference is attributable to the 

change in the cost accounting methodology, one that is more complete than 

methodologies used in the prior studies for SBA. The 2008 estimate includes labor 

market economic regulations that were included under the "workplace regulations" 

category in the 2004 estimate. The approximate value of the "economic" component of 

the workplace regulations category in 2004 is $56 billion {again adjusting ror inflation). 

This means that the comparable economic regulations cost (one that includes product 

and labor market regulations) in 2004 is $727 billion (=$671+$56). Even after 

z.i For comparison, when Equation (1 ) is estimated without the country fixed-effects variables. the 
estimated coefficient on the World Bank Regulatory Quality Inc/ex equals 0.142, which Is 
significant at the 1 percent confidence level. In other words. the parameter estimate used in the 
report for the cost of economic regulations is on the low end of the range of estimates using this 
regression analysis. 
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readjustment to account for the rederined categories. this still suggests Iha! economic 

regulations increased by 70 percent from 2004 lo 2008, or roughly $500 billion. 

How much of this large increase comes from "rear regulatory changes and how 

much comes from methodological changes? If the cost of economic regulations in 2004 

is re-estimated using the new methodology, that value rises by $445 billion to $1 .172 

trillion. This recalibration of the 2004 estimate suggests that the "real" cost of economic 

regulations increased by $63 billion between 2004 and 2008, after adjusting for inflation 

and estimation methods. 

2. Environmental Regulations 

Cost estimates for environmental regulations are derived from two sources: 

OMB's annual reports to Congress and Hahn and Hird (1991). The report assumes that 

OMB's coverage of environmental regulations has been relatively complete. OMB has 

reviewed the regulatory impact analyses for the most costly regulations promulgated by 

the Environmental Protection Agency back through the late 1980s. In its reports, OMB 

has relied on the cost estimates in Hahn and Hird (1991) to gauge the costs of 

environmental regulations prior to 1988. and this study follows that procedure. 2~ 

Table 3 lists the sources and estimated annual costs for environmental 

regulations that were enacted during various time periods. It is important to stress that 

the costs of environmental regulations shown in Table 3 are denominated in 2001 

dollars, the same base year used in the original OMB sources of these estimates. This 

facilitates comparisons to the OMB reports. and these costs are converted into 2009 

dollars in Section JV below. 

?
5 It is worth reilerating lhat OMS includes only the costs of "economically significant" regulations 

subject to E.O. 12866 review. These are less than 1 percent of EPA's rulemaking. Moreover, as 
noted earlier, the OMB annual reports now encompass only regulations issued in the prior 10 
years. This was not always the case, and data on the earlier environmental regulations are 
summarized in OMB's past annual reports. 
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Table 3. Sources and Estimated Annual Costs of Environmental Regulations 

Years Regulations Cost Estimates Millions of 2001 $) 
Were Issued • Low High Source for Estimate 

rrhrough 2000. Q 1 108,359 191 ,887 K:>MB 2001, Table 2 
V\pr 1999 to Sep 2001 11,380 12,812 OMB 2002, Table 7 
Oct 2001 to Seo 2002 192 192 OMB 2003. Table 1 
Oct 2002 to Seo 2003 335 335 OMB 2004, Table 1 
Oct2003to0ct2004 3,840 4,073 OMB 2005, Table 1-1 

'' 

Oct 2004 lo Sep 2005 2,609 3,373 OMB 2006, Table 1-3 
Oct 2005 to Sep 2006 2.720 2,965 OMB 2007, Table 1-3 
Oct 2006 to Sep 2007 7,475 7,584 OMB 2008. Table 1-3 
Oct 2007 to Seo 2008 7.591 8.780 OMB 2009, Table 1-3 

---- Total 144,501 232,001 

Note to Table 3: 

These dates follow OMB's practice by reporting the costs by fiscal ye<Jrs. which begin 
Oclober 1 and end September 30. 

OMB discusses the shortcomings in these estimates. including the basic fact that 

cost estimates do nol exist for all environmental regulalions. and the inherent difficulties 

in performing the regulatory impact analyses (RIAS). For example, OMB does not 

include an estimate for the cost of lhe Superfund pr09ram, which is likely to be quite 

large. To account for some of these shortcomings, OMB provides a range of cost 

estimates for most regulations, and these are reported in Table 3. 

Beginning in its 2003 report. OMB began the practice of limiling its cost 

summaries to regulations promulgated over the preceding 10 years. which in that report 

covered 1992 through mid-2002.26 For this reason, this report begins with the OMB 

report for 2001. which includes ils earliest cost accounting and takes Hahn and Hird 

76 U.S. Office of Management and Budget, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (2003). 
Informing Regulatory Decisions: Report to Congress on rhe Costs and Benefits of Federal 
Regulations. Table 2. OMB's cost estimates rely on regulatory impact analyses (RIAs) issued 
mainly by the U.S. Environmental Prolection Agency. 
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(1991) as it$ beginning estimate of the costs prior to 1988. To account for environmental 

regulations promulgated since then. the costs of newly reviewed regulations are taken 

from OMB's annual reports for 2002 through 2009. 

As shown in Table 3, this puts the cost of environmental regulations in a range 

between $144 billion and $232 billion (in 2001 dollars) or between $175 billion and 5280 

billion when converted into 2009 dollars. This report uses the high end of the cost range 

provided in the OMB reports and Hahn and Hird (1991 ). This reflects a judgment that 

cost estimates are absent for important environmental regulations and that government 

agencies tend to be conservative in estimating regulatory costs.21 For comparison. if the 

midpoint of the high and low estimates were used. the cost of environmental regulations 

in this report would decline by roughly $50 billion , or 19 percent. 

3. Tax Compliance 

Prior studies of federal regulations stress the substantial burden of paperwork 

costs on the American public and businesses. In the modern era in which electronic 

21 Several regulatory experts draw a similar conclusion about the 0M8 environmental cos t 
eslimates. but considerable debate continues. For example, Johnson concludes that "the costs of 
water quality regulation totaled $93.1 billion in 2001. While this figure is based on conservative 
estimates of regulatory costs, it is significantly larger than the cost and benefit estimates 
produced by EPA." (Joseph Johnson. The Cost of Regulations Implementing the Clean Waler 
Act. Arlington, VA: Mercatus Center. Regulatory Studies Program Working Paper, April 2004.) In 
contrast, In 1999. EPA estimated the costs of the 1972 Clean Water Act at $15.8 billion per year. 
("A Retrospective Assessment of the Costs of the Clean Water Act: 1972 to 1997," U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, October 2000.) The discussion in Robert W. Hahn, 
"Regulatory Reform: What Do the Government's Numbers Tell Us?" in Robert W. Hahn (ed.) 
Risks, Costs, and Uves Saved: Getting Better Results from R&gu/ation, New York: Oicford 
University Press and AEI Press. 1996, pp. 208-253, is also informalive. Hahn makes a strong 
case that government agencies overestimate benefits and underestimate costs systematically. In 
addition. the review article by Jaffe. el al., "Environmental Regulation and the Competitiveness of 
U.S. Manufacluring," Journal of Economic Literature, Vol. 33 ( 1 ), 1995. suggests that 
environmental costs in the long run have exceeded compliance cost estimates. Finally, the study 
by Winston Harrington. et al. "On the Accuracy of Regulatory Cosl Estimates." Journal of Policy 
Analysis and Management, vol. 19 (2}, 2000. examines the estimates for 28 particular rules 
promulgated by EPA and OSHA and finds, in contrast. that overestimation of unit costs occurs 
about as often as underestimation. 
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submissions are displacing paper. the term "paperwork burden"has become merely a 

me1aphor for the time and resources required for monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting, 

and compliance with statutes and regulations. Of this burden, the time required to 

comply with the federal tax code accounts for the lion's share. or course. the federal 

government requires a host of additional forms that also impose recordkeeping and 

reporting burdens. However, these non-tax-related reporting and compliance 

requirements are largely tied to specific economic, environmental. or occupational safety 

and health and homeland security regulations. This means that the cost es1imates for 

the other regulations will account for most of the non-tax-related compliance and 

reporting burden. In that sense. a separate estimate would be double-counting 

recordkeeping and form filing costs. 

The estimates of the cost of federal tax compliance in prior studies for Advocacy 

relied mostly on annual studies of tax compliance produced by 1he Tax Foundation. 

These studies provided extensive details abou1 the time required to file federal income 

tax forms and the number of specific forms filed. The estimates in this report rely mostly 

on data directly available from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, simply because the 

Tax Foundation's latest report was for 2005. For certain forms, the Tax Foundation's 

es1imates of the time required to file in 2005 are used. 

The estimate of tax compliance costs In 2008 is consistent with past reports for 

Advocacy and is easy to describe. The first step compiles data from the Internal 

Revenue Service and in some cases from the Tax Foundalion on the amount of time 

required to complete each type of tax form, and the number of filings for each type of 

form. The number of compliance hours is shown in the first row of Table 4 broken down 

by businesses and by individual and nonprofits, with a total for these two categories. The 

total number of hours required for compliance is nearly 4.3 billion per year, with 
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businesses devoting about 2.3 billion hours and individuals and nonprofits devoting 

about 2.0 billion hours. 

Table 4. Sources and Estimated Costs of Compliance with the Federal Tax Code 

-
Businesses 

Individuals & 
Total 

Nonprofits 

# Hours Required to 
2,280,966,382 2.018, 119,637 4,299.086.018 

Comply 

Compliance Cost per $ 49.77 s 31 .53 
Hour (in 2009 $) 

Total Compliance Cost 
$95,984.291,402 $ 63.635.262, 186 s 159,6 19,553,588 

(in 2009 $) 

Share of Total 
60% 40% 

Compliance Cost 

The second step is to multiply the hours spent on compliance by an hourly wage 

rate that reflects either the value of the preparer's time (the average hourly wage rate tor 

accountant and auditors in the case of individuals and nonprofits) or the hourly 

compensation ra te for Human Resources professionals (in the case of businesses).28 

The estimated cost of federal tax compliance is nearly $160 billion ( in 20-09 dollars). To 

be clear, this $160 billion estimate includes the combined costs on individual filers, 

nonprofit organizations, and business fliers. The estimated cost of compliance for 

businesses is about $96 billion, accounting for 60 percent of the total cost. 

4. Occupational Safety and Health and Homeland Security Regulations 

Prior studies for Advocacy used "workplace regulations" as one of \he four 

categories for analysis. This category covered a wide array of regulations dealing with 

1i The sou rce of the hourly rate d3ta is the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics website. 
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wages, benefits. safety and health, and civil rights. among other things.29 Because the 

economic cost component of workplace regulations is now reclassified and scored under 

the ·economic" regulations category. this report modifies the workplace category to 

include only workplace regulations that deal with safety and health. These are primarily 

issued by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. a division of the U.S. 

Department of Labor. It is noteworthy that occupational safety and health regulations 

alone accounted for 53 percent of the compliance costs of all workplace regulations in 

the 2005 study (Crain 2005) These were by far the largest element within the 

workplace regulations category. 

This report relies on three sources to estimate the costs of occupational safety 

and health and homeland security regulations. These costs and sources are 

summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5. Sources and Estimated Costs of Occupational Safety and Health and 
Homeland Security Regulatlons 

Type of Workplace Regulation 
Cost Estimate 

(Millions of 2009 $l Source 
Occupational Safety and Health 64,313 Johnson (2005) 
for those issued pre-2001) 

Occupational Safety and Health 
471 OMB (2009), Table 1·2 

for those issued 2001-2008) 
Homeland Security (all through 10,416 OMB (2009), p. 18 2008) 

Total 75.200 

:"l The source for lhe cost eslimate for workplace regulations is lhe 2005 study by Joseph 
Johnson. The Johnson study offers a synthesis and evaluation of available estimates of the cost 
of regulations directed at the workplace, and from these different studies, generates an estimate 
of the total cost of workplace regulation. It provides the most comprehensive analysis to date. 
covering the 25 statutory acts and executive orders that encompass all significant workplace 
regulations promulgated by lhe federal government lhrough 2001. Joseph M. Johnson, "A Review 
and Synthesis of the Cos1 of Workplace Regulations,· in Cross-Border Human Resources. Labor 
and Employment Issues. Andrew P. Morriss and Samuel Estreicher (eds.), Kluwer Law 
International: Netherlands, 2005, pp. 433·67. 
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The cost calculations from the Johnson (2005) study are used where posslble. 

that is. until 2001, and adjusted for inflation as shown in Table 5. The costs provided by 

OMB on OSHA regulations are used for those regulations issued subsequent to the 

Johnson study. All 17 of the homeland security regulations included in this report have 

been implemented since the 2005 report for Advocacy , and these cost estimates are all 

taken from OMB (2009). As examples, these are regulations concerned with 

transportation facilities security, chemical plant security, electronic availability of 

passenger manifest lists. cargo security, notice of imported food and registration of food 

facilities that might be vulnerable to bioterrorism , and air cargo security. The cost of 

these 17 homeland security regulations is $10.4 billion. an<! the total cost for this 

category - Occupational Safety and Health plus Homeland Security - is $75.2 bi llion. 

Summary of Total Regulatory Costs 

Table 6 summarizes the cost est imates described in this section by regulatory 

category, and notes the basic sources and procedures behind the estimates. 

Table 6. Sunvnary of Regulatory Comp lianc e Costs in 2008 

(Billions of 2009 dollars) 

- - - ·- ..... ....•. 
h°ype of Regulat ion 

Cost 
!Sources 

I Estimate 

! All Federal Regulations 1.752 Summation of Costs by Type 

! 
Original regression analysis using World ; 

Economic 1,236 I 

I Bank Regulatory Quality Index 

' Hahn and Hird (1991 ); Crain {2005); 
Environmental 281 OMB (2004 , 2005, 2006, 2007. 2008, 

2009) 

Tax Compliance 160 
IRS website, Bu reau of Labor Statistics: 
rf ax Foundatio n (2005} 

Occupational Safety and 
75 Uohnson (2005): OMB (2009) 

Health, and Homeland Security 
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Ill. Incidence of Regulatory Costs 

This section describes how the burden of federal regulations is distributed among 

major business sectors of the American economy. and, within sectors. how this burden 

is distributed among firms of different sizes. It begins with a brief quantitative summary 

of the composition of American enterprise: how the number of firms and the work force 

are distributed among firms of different sizes and among the major categories of 

business activities. This underlying composition of economic activity in America is a key 

element in the study, because it provides the basis for determining the incidence of 

regulatory costs. 

A Snapshot of American Enterprise 

The report uses a three-part firm size classification, relying on data available from 

Advocacy on employees per firm: 

Small firms 

Medium-sized firms 

Large firms 

fewer than 20 employees 

20 to 499 employees 

500 or more employees. 

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) devised by the U.S. 

Census Bureau divides American businesses into 2,000 distinct industry types. In order 

to make the results tractable, this report distills these classifications down to five broad 

categories: 

Manufacturing. 

• Trade (wholesale and retail trade}, 

• Services, 

Health care, and 

• Other (a residual containing almost all other nonfarm employers}. 3~ 

33 The U.S. Census Bureau provides Advocacy with these data. The Statistics of U.S. Business 
covers almost all nonfarm employer businesses. It omits farms, railroads, and most government
owned establishments. lhe U.S. Postal Service. and large pension, health. and welfare funds 
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Four of these five categories are adopted from the original Hopkins (1995) study for 

Advocacy. The health care category was added in the Crain (2005) study for Advocacy 

to reflect the g rowing scale and importance of this sector within the U.S. economy. The 

rationale for a small number of large categories, here and in previous reports for 

Advocacy, is lo gain insight into the distribution of the regulatory burden across various 

types of economic activity - "manufacturing" versus "services· provides an obvious 

and distinct boundary. The "other" category includes: forestry, fishing. hunting & 

agriculture, mining, utilities. construction, and transportation and warehousing. To be 

sure. "other" bundles a diverse set of economic activities into a single category. 

However. in creating additional sector categories the analysis becomes less tractable. 

Table 7 shows the distribution of American industry by sector and firm size using 

the most recently available data (for 2006) from Advocacy.31 Table 7 presents three 

relevant size indicators: the number of firms. the number of employees, and payroll 

expenditures.32 For example, the data indicate some six million firms in the United States 

and roughly 5.4 million of these are small businesses ( less than 20 employees). 

(100 + employees) and nonincorporated firms with no paid employees. According to the Census 
Bureau, nonemployers account for roughly 3 percent of all business activity (see U.S. Census 
Bureau. ·Nonem ployer Statistics," http://www.census.gov/epcd/nonemployer). 

31 American industry is obviously not static and these 2006 data on the distribution of business 
activity do not match up exactly with the years for the regulatory cost data. However. changes in 
the basic structure of American industry generally occur only incrementally. These data provide a 
reasonable approximation for lhe relevant years of the proportions of firms. employees, and 
payroll across the three firm size categories and the five sector classifications. 

32 The Off10e of Advocacy of the U.S. SmaP. Business Administration contracts with the U.S. 
Census Bureau to collect the employer firm siz.e data (see 
htlp://www.sba.gov/advo/statsldata.fltml}. When the Census Bureau compiles its Statistics of U.S. 
Businesses, it relies on survey questionnaires filled out by firms. Occasionally, firms dassify 
themselves under more than one industry type (or NAICS classification). This means that when 
summed by sector. the number of firms is greater than the actual number of firms. The data used 
in this report are corrected for this over count using a technique explained in Appendix 4. In brief, 
the correction relies on the fact that the number of employees in each industry is accurately 
roported to the Census Bureau, and the share of employees by sector is used to eliminate the 
redundancy and scale back over counts of firms. 
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Table 7. Size Distribution of A merican Business in 2006• 

-. -
Firm Size: 

Sec I or Size Me~ure AU Firms " <20 Z0-499 
Emptovees Employees 500+ Employees 

~II Sectors• Firm~ 6.022,127 5.377.631 626,425 18.07 1 
Employmen 119,917,165 21 ,609,520 38,614,220 59.693.42• 

Payroll (5QOO 5.099,088.373 772.S 19.440 1.492 .491,072 2,834,077;86c 

... 
ManufacturinQ Firms 278,703 210,220 66,89( 1,593 

Emplovmen 13,631.683 1,180,832 4.875,38~ 7.575,462 

Pavroll 1$000 659,910,53£ 44,023,62~ 205.977.71( - 409,909,200 

'Trade Firm~ 1.048.443 941,506 105,527 1,410 
Emptoymen 21 .798.513 4,060,460 5,939,48( 11 , 798.573 

Payrol l {$000 35,798,406 128.105,75!: 238,874,:m 368.818.27€ 

!Services Firm! 3.064.433 2.755,36 1 296,33' 12,73S 

Emolovmen 55,026,464 10.386.251 17.413,803 27.346,941 

Pavroll ($000 2.420.355.343 354,457,788 627 .515,860 1 427.510,876 

Health Care Firms 596,992 526,261 69,895 835 

~--

Employmen 16.451 ,361 2.544,976 5,401,41~ 8,504.967 

- Payroll (SOOO 666.681.058 112 830,63( 186,810,74• 367 039.682 

--
Firms 1,033,55€ 944,284 87.778 1,494 

Employmen 13,009.144 3.430,737 4,982.216 4,634.181 

Payroll ($009, ~- 616,343,027 132,24 7,939 231.835,480 250.237,452 

Notes to Table 7: 

• Source: U.S. Small Business Administration, Office of Advocacy, ·statistics of U.S. 
Businesses: Firm Size Data,' website: http://www.sba.gov/advolsta1sldata.html. Payroll 
data are converted into 2009 dollars. The Office of Advocacy contracts with the U.S. 
Census Bureau to provide employer firm size data. These data for 2006 are the most 
recently available from the SBA. 

• These Statistics of U.S. Businesses data cover almost all nonfarm employer 
businesses, Omitted are fanns, railroads. and most government-owned establishments, 
the U.S. Postal Service, and large pension. health, and welfare funds (100 +employees) 
and nonlncorporated firms with no paid employees. 

Table B reports these business size Ind icators in a slightly different format. as 

shares of all U .S. induslry, which a re used to allocate complia nce costs. Table 8 simply 

converts the raw data shown in Table 7 into percenlage terms For example, consider 
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the d<1ta in Table 8 ttial describe the manulactunng sector. Manulacturing accounts for 5 

percent of all U.S. firms, 11 percent of all U.S. employment. and 13 percent of all U.S 

business payroll expenditures. Within the manufacturing sector. 75 percent of the firms 

are classified as small businesses (fewer than 20 employees). 24 percent have between 

20 and 499 employees. and only one percent has 500 or more employees. Nine percent 

of manufacturing employees work in small firms. 36 percent in mid-sized firms. and 56 

percent in large firms. Finally. regarding the distribution of payroll expenditures. small 

firms account for 7 percent, mid-sized firms account for 31 percent. and large firms 

account for 62 percent. 

Table 8. Size Distribution of American Business (As a Percentage of 
Private Industry Employment) 

: ·. ~. Sectot:stlaf9 Of Aft U;S, li1dustrv ·' 
Si~e Measure Manufacturing Trade Services Health Care Other 
No. of Firms 5 17 __ ---2.!__ 

---~_Q_ ____ 17 
-·------·-----

EmDtovecs 1! 18 46 14 11 

Annual Pavroll 13 14 47 13 12 

_,, _____ -+_M_a_n_u_fa_. c_tu_r_in~1g<-+-_T_r<i_d_e--+ Serv1cei; Health Care Other AU Sectors 

<20 emplovees 75 90 90 88 91 89 
20-499 e1nployee~- --~--- ----,-c,---- ·--·10- -· -............. ;. 2--·-··- ....... ~·-··9 .. -........... -···-··w···- .. .... 

500+ employees 0.1 0.4 0 t 0 1 0.3 

Manufacluririg Trade Services Health Ca<e Other AU Sectors 
<20emptovees 9 19 19 15 26 18 
20-499 errp_!!?.}'~~;"._ _ -----36·-----"-" . --··-2·7--.... ·--3-2--+----3-3--+--3-8--+--3-2---< 

,_l5_0_0+_e_m~•P_llo~•Y_1e_e_s_+-__ 5_6 __ ....... __ 54 ___ 1--_5_0_-+--- 52 .-~-·- __ ._?_o __ _ 

· ···· · · · .. lf~ttt Of PairoJl.·bi .s8ctor: · ·. · .. ·. ··. ·•·· ·. ·· 
1---------+-M_a_n~Jact~~r)IJ ___ !!.<l.d.~ ... ,_§e~ces -+-H_ea_l_th---'-C_a_re-+---'O'-t_he_r_+-A_H-'-S_e_ct-'-o_rs-1 
<20 employees 7 21 15 15 17 ·--·-·-·-·-,.· 
20-499 employees 31 32 26 28 38 29 

-··-··-~-·-··· .. -- ----- ~----- -----
500 + ernployees 62 50 59 55 41 56 

Source: See Table 7. 
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The percentages displayed in Table 8 provide a snapshot of the distribution of 

productive activity and resources among broad sectors of American industry. It is against 

this descriptive backdrop that the report charts the incidence of regulatory compliance 

costs. These costs are allocated across the sectors and firm sizes shown in Table 8 

using the procedures described in the remainder of this section. 

Assumptions and Procedures Underlying the Cost Allocations 

Business Portion of the Regulatory Burden 

Before costs can be allocated across these five business sectors, a more general 

cost allocation is necessary, specifically how much of the regulatory burden falls in the 

aggregate on businesses. This task reQuires a delineation of the regulatory burden that 

falls initially on business from the burden that falls initially on individuals and state and 

local governments. As discussed in Section II, the report does not attempt to map out 

the subsequent shifting of this burden from businesses to individuals (e.g., in the form of 

higher retail prices) or from one business sector to another (e.g .• in the form of higher 

energy prices or health insurance premiums) It is worth emphasizing that all regulatory 

costs are - and can only be - borne by individuals, as consumers. as workers, as 

stockholders. as owners, or as taxpayers. In other words, the distinction between 

"business" and "individua1·· is one that focuses on the compliance responsibility, fully 

recognizing that ultimately all costs must fall on individuals. Moreover. the degree to 

which businesses are able to shift compliance costs forward onto consumers can only 

be determined with highly specific information about the market elasticities. For example, 

without the price elasticity of demand, we cannot determine with any level of certainty 
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what percentage of the regulatory cost will be shifted forward beyond the statutory 

incidence. 

A second rationale for attempting to apportion costs between businesses and 

individuals is that the incidence of costs across different sectors of the economy is 

potentially quite important from a policy perspective, and the consumer costs cannot be 

allocated to the different classes of businesses. As a final introductory comment, some 

of lhe costs of federal regulations fall on stale and local governments. Homeland 

security regulations are a good example of such costs These costs borne by state and 

local governments are bundled with those borne by individuals to keep a relatively 

tractable division in business versus non business costs. 

The cost allocations for each type of regulation are shown in Table 9. 

Table 9. Allocation of Compliance Cost Incidence to Business 

I Type of Regulation 
Business Incidence Other Incidence 

(% of Category Costs) (%of Category Costs) 
..... . - . ... ·-· -·· 

Economic 
50 50 

- .... -··---·---···-······------········ ·-

Environmenta I 
65 35 

Tax Compliance 60 40 

Occupational Safeiy arid 
..... --······ .... ··-· ·-· --·-· -· 

Health, and Homeland 
97 3 

Securitv 

The allocations shown in Table 9 generally employ the same methodology used 

in Hopkins (1995), and Crain and Hopkins (2001), and Crain (2005). The allocation of 

environmental regulations is based on the compliance data reported by the 
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Environmental Protection Agency.33 In the absence of allocation data for economic 

regulation, a default judgment of 50·50 is applied. The allocation tor federal tax 

compliance uses the apportionment data from the IRS as shown in Table 4. 

Occupational Safety and Health. and Homeland Security are allocated 97 percent to 

businesses and 3 percent to other. This assumption is consistent with the empirical 

evidence that the labor supply function is relatively inelastic, and therefore safety and 

health costs are not immediately shifted onto consumers.34 The assumption is that a 

small share (3 percent) of estimated homeland security costs is borne by state and local 

governments and individuals. 

Allocation of Regulatory Costs Across Business Sectors 

The second task is to allocate the business portion of regulatory costs among the 

five major sectors. These five sectors generally follow those in Hopkins (1995), Crain 

and Hopkins (2001 }, and Crain (2005) to facilitate comparisons over time. The sectors 

are based on the Census Bureau's North American Industry Classification System 

(NAICS). in some cases aggregating categories.1
!' For example. the NAICS separates 

wholesale trade and retail trade, and these are combined in this report. Table 10 lists 

these allocations by sector and the sources and methods used. A more complete 

description of the allocation basis for each type of regulation is described in turn 

3~ Environmental Protection Agency, "Environmental Investments: The Cost of a Clean 
Environment: EPA 230·11·90-083, November 1990, pp, 2-5. 

~· Moreover, this assumption is similar to that used by the Congressional Budget Office that 
payroll taxes are borne fully by workers (and therefore not shifted forward onto consumers 
through price increases). See the discussion in Jonathon Gruber, Public Finance and Public 
Policy. New York: Worth Publishers, 2004, pp. 539-540 

35 The NAICS data are from the U.S. Census Bureau website: 
http://www.census.gov/epcd/naics02/naicoc02.htm 
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Table 10. Allociltion of Business Regulatory Costs to Sectors (Percentages) 

-- ·· ·-- ----- ··---· ·· ··-

lfype of Sectoral Allocations Sources and Summary of 
~egulation Health Methods 

- ....... Manufacturing Trade Services Care Other 

BEA (Value added share of 

Economic 12 18 46 13 11 
private GDP); SBA 
Employment share of 

private workforce) 

Hazilla and Kopp, 1991 
Environmental 54 0 0.3 1 45 Compliance Costs by 

Sector) 

IRS. Statistics of Income 
Tax 3 14 58 7 17 Sector share of to tal 
Compliance eturns filed , weighted by 

~ost of filings) 

Occupational 
SBA (Employment share of 

Safely and 
Health, and 14 18 49 12 8 

private workforce): BEA 

Homeland 
Value added share of 

E ecurity 
lorivate GDP) 

-~· 

Economic Regulations. Regarding economic regulations, the cost allocations are 

based on a weighted average of two components: (i} the sector's value added to GOP 

divided by total private sector GDP. and (ii) the number of employees on the sector 

divided by total private sector employment. ~R The average for each sector is weighted by 

i,g The sooroe of the value added to GDP by sector and lhe private sector GDP data is the 
tnd11stry Economics Division. Bureau of Economic Analysis {BEA). U.S . Oepartmeflt of 
Commerce. Ttie data used were release<:! on April 26, 2009. The source for the employment data 
.s U.S. Smail Business Administration. Office of AcJvocacy, "Statistics ot U.S. Businesses: Firm 
Si2e Data: websrte: tittp://www.sba .gov/advo/stals/data.html. 
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the share of non-OSHA workplace regulations on the sector. That is, a sector's 

employment share gets a slightly higher weight where regulations such as "labor 

standards" or "labor management relations· are likely to have a larger impact. 

Environmental Regulations. The sector allocations for environmental regulations are 

taken from Hazilla and Kopp.37 Almost all of these costs fall on the manufacturing sector 

(54 percent) and the .. other" sector (45 percenl). The ·other" sector includes such 

businesses as coal mining, ore mining, oil and gas extraclion, coal gasification. and 

electric utilities, all of which are heavily affected by regulations promulgated under lhe 

Clean Air Act and the Clean Waler Act. The remaining one percent of environmental 

costs falls on the health care and service sectors. 

Federal Tax Compliance. The allocation of federal lax compliance costs is derived from 

IRS Statistics of Income data that indicate lhe number of returns and forms filed by each 

type of business by sector. sole proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations. These 

data are summarized in Table 11 . 

~7 Michael Hazilla and Raymond Kopp (1990), "The Social Cost of Environmental Quality 
Regulations: A General Equilibrium Analysis," Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 98 (4), p. 858. 
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Table 11. Cost Allocation for Federal Tax Compliance 

---·-- -- ------·--r ·- ·-··------··--r--------- -----·------m·-·---· ·-r-Propr~~~~shlps Partnerships Corporations Busi~:sses ! 
Total ! 
~~:::~~; r' 39,503.733 r 3,445,433 6,922,433 49,871,600 ! 
Forms Filed -share Of___ ···--·---· 

·i::onn.!!: _ _ _ ... _ -----·-·--··- __ ----··----·-···--:-----·---··-··- ·-------·-·-·--·-
2% . 2% I 5•1., I Manufacturing 

f"~~:~e------· ·- 12% i 8% 1 18% I 
·--··-···----t-·----···--·---- -----·- --·-·--------· 
80% ! 52% i . 

Services 56% 

Health Care 9% 2% 
>--------<-------+--..... ---·----

8% 

Other 22% 
>-Compliance-->------·-

9% 18% 

Costs 
(in Millions Costs.hare 

~2009 $1:_ __ --------- _:_ _________ ~··--------+------+-----! 

. Man1Jf!'lctt1.ri!19. l------· ~!~----··-- -----~89 ---· ~~~1 
: __ __!~~-L_~: ___ _J 

Trade I 3,642 1.335 8,451 13,429 I 14% j 
-··-····---·-+·--·----·- ------+-------+------+-------; 

f- S~rvi~es . .. j .. 16,943 _ 1_3:~:1 ____ -·····-~~:8-~---- ___ _:;_~~~°-~----!----···~~~·-----~ 

l~~:~~~=-~_[ ___ ;:::~ ---· _ .... : .. ~:;~ __ :-~.~~ :~~-~~:;~ ---- --1:~i~: _I- -:7~-~j 

Occupational Safety and Health, and Homeland Security Regulations. The costs of 

homeland security regulations are allocated based on each sector's share of value 

added to private sector GDP The costs of occupational safety and health regulations 

are allocated based on each sector's share of priva1e sector employment. The sum of 

these two sector costs then determines the overall sector share. 
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Allocation of Regulatory Costs by Firm Size 

The third task of this study involves allocating the costs of regulations by firm 

size. As noted above, this study adopts a three-division scheme: firms with fewer than 

20 employees ("small"). firms with 20 to 499 employees ("'medium." or "mid-sized"). and 

firms with 500 or more employees ("large"). The specific allocation procedure differs for 

each type of regulation, and the procedures are described below. 

Starting with economic regulations. the cost allocation among the three firm size 

groups uses a two-step procedure. Step one seeks to separate the total regulatory costs 

for the sector into two components, those that apply to all firms and those that explicitly 

exempt small firms (those with fewer than 20 employees). In step two, for the nonexempt 

regulations. the procedure follows Crain and Hopkins (2001) and Crain (2005) and 

allocates these costs based on the share of payroll expenditure within each firm size 

category (shown in Table 8 above) For example, in the manufacturing sector. small 

firms generate 7 percent of payroll within the sector, medium-sized firms generate 31 

percent, and large firms generate 62 percent. This procedure is used because payroll 

expenditures are the best available proxy for the economic activity by firm size. The 

portion of economic regulations from which small firms are exempt is approximated 

using the share of costs that were exempt in the Johnson 2005 study. This historical 

share is then multiplied by the currently estimated cost of economic regulations to 

estimate exempted costs. These exempted costs are then reallocated to the medium

sized and large firms based on their respective employment shares. In other words, the 

aggregate costs of economic regulations include some regulations that exempt small 

firms and these exempted costs are reapportioned to mid-sized and large firms. The 

costs reapportioned to mid-sized and large firms are sector-specific, and based on the 

relative employment shares by firm size in each sector. 
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The methodology used to allocate the cost of environmental regulations by firm 

size is described in detail in Appendix 5 and is relatively easy to summarize. The 

procedure uses multiple regression analysis to estimate the relationship between 

pollution abatement costs {PAC) per employee and firm size, measured by the number 

of employees per firm. The model regresses firm compliance costs per employee 

against the number of employees. controlling for other factors. The regression results 

indicate that a 1 percent increase in firm size (measured in terms of the number of 

employees) corresponds to a 0.43 percent decrease in pollution abatement costs per 

employee. In essence, this parameter estimates the degree of economies of scale in 

compliance costs. 

This "economies of scale" parameter value is used to solve for the median cost 

per employee within each firm size category for each business sector. To state the 

problem differently, given the economies of scale parameter and the share of employees 

within each size class, what per-employee cost for the three firm size classes would 

yield the overall sector average cost? Other studies are consistent with this finding of 

economies of scale in environmental regulatory compliance. although Becker (2005) 

finds that economies of scale differ depending on the type of pollutant. 3a 

~<e See, for examples, Thomas J. Dean, Pollution Regulations as a Barrier to the Formation of 
Small Manufacturing Establishments: A Longitudinal Analysi~. Office of Advocacy. U.S. Small 
Business Administration: Washington. D.C., 1994; and Thomas J. Dean, et al .. "Environmental 
Regulation as a Barrier to the Formation of Small Manufacturing Establishments: A Longitudinal 
Analysis," Journal of f:.nvironmentaf Economics and Management 40, 2000, pp. 56-75. These two 
studies suggest that regulatory costs lower the startup rate for new firms. especially in the 
manufacturing sector, because of its higher capital requirements from environmental and other 
types of regulations. They also indicate that environmental regulations increase the minimum 
efficient scale of production. See also the related study by Samuel Staley. et al., Giving A Leg Up 
ro Bootstrap Enlfepreneurship: Expanding Economic; Opportunity in America's Urban Centers. 
Los Angeles: Reason Public Policy Institute. 2001. As noted in the text, a recent student finds that 
relative costs of pollution abatement by firm size vary depending on the type of regulated 
pollutant See Randy A. Becker. "Air Pollution Abatement Costs under the Clean Air Act: 
Evidence from the PACE Survey." Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, (5) 
2005. pp. 144-169. 
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The allocation of tax compliance costs across the firm sizes starts with the 

information reported in Table 11. the compliance costs by sector and by type on 

business (sole proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations}. Within each sector. the 

following apportionment strategy is used. All of the costs for sole proprietorships are 

allocated to small businesses. The costs for partnerships are distributed between small 

and mid-sized businesses based on their shares of payroll expenditures For example. 

consider the manufacturing sector. Of total payroll spending by small firms and mid-

sized firms, small firms account for 17 percent and mid-sized firms account for 83 

percent. Thus, 17 percent of the compliance costs for manufacturing partnerships are 

allocated to small businesses and 83 percent to mid-sized businesses. Similarly, the 

compliance costs for corporations are distributed between mid-sized and large 

businesses based on their shares of payroll expenditures. Again using the example of 

the manufacturing sector, of total payroll spending by mid-sized firms and large firms, 

mid-sized firms account for 31 percent and large firms account for 69 percent. Thus, 31 

percent of the compliance costs for manufacturing corporations are allocated to mid-

sized businesses and 69 percent to large businesses. 

The costs of occupational safety and health, and homeland security regulations 

are distributed among the three firm size categories such that the cost per employee in 

small firms is 20 percent higher than in medium-sized firms. and the cost per employee 

in large firms is 20 percent lower than in medium-sized firms. For the regulations that 

exempt small firms, the costs are allocated solely between the medium-sized and large 

firms using the same ratio as above (20 percent lower per employee in large firms than 

in medium-sized firms). The final allocation then sums the nonexempt and exempt cost 

components for each firm size category. ;9 

~9 The category of workplace regulations is the one area that applies this judgmental cost 
allocation used in Hopkins (1995). Crain and Hopkins (2001), and Crain (2005). That is. lhe 20 
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IV. Principal Findings 

This section presents the report's principal findings regarding the total cost of 

federal regulations and the distribution of this cost across major sectors of the economy, 

and across firms of different sizes. 

A Preliminary Benchmark: Total Federal Regulatory Costs per Household 

One way to illustrate the magnitude of the total cost of federal regulations is in 

relation to the number of U.S. households. Table 12 presents this cost per household 

data as a benchmark for comparing how the regulatory burden has changed over time 

based on the previous studies for Advocacy. However, it is important to caution the 

reader that this particular benchmark includes the total cost of regulations and makes no 

effort to distinguish between how much of this cost falls on individuals compared with 

businesses. II simply assumes that households (as consumers. workers. small business 

owners. shareholders, and so on) ultimately bear the entire burden of regulations. 

Further, as noted throughout this report, the estimation methodologies have evolved 

since the initial study in 1995, and. obviously. this accounts for some of the differences 

in costs. Table 12 also shows the total federal government burden. encompassing 

federal tax receipts, and how this total burden per household changed during this lime 

period. The data in Table 12 are adjusted for inflation and expressed in 2009 dollars. 

percent assumption is applied solely to a relatively small segment of all regulations, and therefore 
the overall results all:! not very sensitive to this assumption. 
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Table 12. Federal Regulatory Costs and Federal Receipts 

Year 

2008 

2004 

2000 

1995 

per Household (HH), Compared to Prior Studies for the Office of 
Advocacy• 

Combined 
Total Federal Federal 

Households Regulatory Receipts per Burden 
(Millions) Costs per HH HH b perHH 

112 $ 15,586 $ 22,375 $ 37.962 

109 $11,550° $ 19,516 $ 27.359 

106 $ 10,362. $ 23,903 $ 30.176 

98 $ 9,580 < $19.309 $ 25,441 
Avg. Annual Growth 
Rate: 1995 to 2008 1.1% 4.8% 1.2% 2.4% 

Notes to Table 12: 

•All dollar amounts are adjusted for inflation and denominated in 2009 dollars. 

b Federal receipts by fiscal years, including Social Security. Source: CBO Web Site: 
http:liwww.cbo.9011/showdoc.cfm?index=1821 &sequence=O 

c Source: Crain (2005). 

•Source Crain and Hopkins (2001 ). As described in Crain (2005) this estimate for 2000 
adjusts the cost originally roported in Crain and Hopkins (2001} upward by $37 billion to 
be consistent and comparable with the calculation methods and sources introduced in the 
Crain (2005) report. 

•Source: Hopkins (1995) 

As shown in Table 12, the total cost of federal regulations per household reached 

$15.586 in 2008. an increase of more than $4.000 per household since 2004 after 

adjusting for inflation. (A substantial portion of the 2004-2008 increase shown in Table 

12 is the result of the change in methodology in the calculation of the costs estimate for 

economic regulation). The combined federal burden - federal receipts plus regulatory 

costs - reached $37,962 per household in 2008, an increase since 2004 of nearly 

$6,900 per household. The combined federal burden is growing at a real annual rate of 

5.5 percent. An interesting observation in Table 12 is the sharp increase in growth rates 
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in comparison to the 2000 to 2004 period. ln that four-year period. the combined federal 

burden per household fell at annual rate of 2 3 percent. 

Distribution of Federal Regulatory Costs: Businesses and Others 

Table 13 shows the estimated costs of all federal regulations. broken down by 

type, and the distribution of the burden between businesses and others {i.e .. individuals 

and state and local governments). 
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Table 13. Total Cost of Federal Regulations in 2008 by Type and Business 
Share (Billions of 2009 Dollars) 

··-· 
1 
; 
i 

Business Portion Others 

~ Total Costs Share Amount Share Amount 

~ (Billions of $) (Percent) (Billions of $) (Percent) (Billions 
of$) 

~II Federal 1.752 55% 970 45% 782 Regulations 

Economic 1.236 50% 618 50% 618 

Environmental 281 65% 
~~-

183 35% 98 

:ax Compliance 160 60% 96 40% 64 

;occupational Safety 
f'lnd Health, and 75 97% 73 3% 2 
!Homeland Securitv 

These estimates in Table 13 indicate that the annual total cost of all federal 

regulations in 2008 was $1.752 trillion. Of this amount, the annual direct burden on 

business is $970 billion. Economic regulations represent the most costly category, with a 

total cost of $1.236 trillion, and with $618 billion falling initially on business. 

Environmental regulations represent the second most costly category in terms of total 

cost ($281 billion). and the cost apportioned to business is $183 billion Compliance with 

the federal tax code is the third most costly category ($160 billion}. and the cost of 

occupational safety and health. and homeland security regulations ranks last ($75 

billion). 

Distribution of the Regulatory Burden across Business Sectors: Three 
Metrics 

Table 14 further deconstructs the business portion of regulatory costs by sector 

and by the four categories of regulations. Three measures of the regulatory burden are 
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employed to assess the cost distribution among business sectors: cost per firm, cost per 

employee, and cost as a share of payroll expenses. 
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Table 14. Average Sectoral Regulatory Costs, 2008 (In 2009 Dollars) 
Total Costs 
(Billions of Cost per Firm Cost per Employee Cost as a Sha re of 

Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) Payroll (Percent) 
Manufacturing 

Totol t93 688.194 14.070 29 
Economic 82 293,660 6,004 12 
E nvironr11enlal 98 352.689 7.211 15 

Tax Complianc.:> 3 11.415 233 05 
OSHHS • 8 30.431 622 2 

... 
·:trade.•· 

:.· . . ... '· 

Total 115 109.9"10 5.289 16 
Economic 89 84.811 4,079 12 
Environmental 
Tax Compliaricc 13 12.808 616 ;> 

OSHHS • 13 12.351 594 2 

.··: ... ;. ;: ·-~.rvi-~. 
·:. ... ·: ..;:· 

Total 400 129,912 7.235 15 
Economic 306 100.460 5.595 13 
Environmental 177 10 0 
Tax Compham;e 56 18,211 1.014 2 
OSHHS' 35 11,065 616 

·. )iealth ~are .. .. •. . ... 

Total 69 116,326 4.221 10 
Economic 52 86.760 3,148 8 
Environmental 2.056 75 02 
Tax Compliance 7 11.514 418 
OSHHS' 9 15.995 580 

.. ·.:c: .. .. ..... ·:. . . :qtt1e.~;.. ... · .. · ;.~:·: 
Total 191 188.704 14.992 31 
Ecor>omic 88 84.687 6.728 14 
Environmental 83 79900 6.348 13 
Tax Compliance 17 16. 153 1.283 3 
OSHHS' 6 7,964 633 1 

··· ..... · u.-~r.01•1• ti.iiu.s~llu•iii.~1 , •. .··.:.::·r:.:: ..:·:.··.· 

Total 907 161,021 8.086 19 
Economic 611\ 102.612 5,153 12 
Enwonmenlal 183 30.329 1,523 4 
Tax Cornpliance 96 15.939 800 2 
OSHHS. 73 12.141 610 

Note to Table 14: 
• OSHHS slarids for Occupational Safely and Health, a<ld Honieland Secunty Regul<rtions 
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As shown in Table 14, considering all U.S. businesses and all federal regulations, the 

cosl burden on the typical U.S. firm is about S161,000. The cost per employee for the 

typical U.S. firm tops $8.000. This cost of federal regulation in the typical U.S. firm 

equals 19 percent of payroll expenditures. To place this amount in perspective. it 

exceeds the employer contribution to the payroll tax for Social Security (OASDHI) and 

Medicare. which is 7.65 percent of wages. Indeed, 19 percent of payroll expenditures 

exceeds the combined payroll taxes for OASHDI and Medicare paid by employers and 

employees. or self-employed individuals, which equals 15.3 percent. 

The three cost metrics described and shown in Table 14 reveal several 

noteworthy patterns in how the cost burden of regulations is distributed among the 

business sectors. Table 15 shows these patterns a bit more clearly by ranking tile five 

sectors in terms of the relative cost burden. 

Table 15. Sector Rankings Based on Three Metrics of the Regulatory Burden 
(In 2009 Dollars. 1=highest burden; 5=1owest burden) 

Cost 
Cost Per Per Cost Per Cost Per Cost/ Cost/ 

Business Firm Firm Employee Employee Payroll Payroll 
Sector (Dollars) !Rank) !Dollars) !Rank) CPercenO (Rank) 

Manufacturing 688,944 1 14,070 2 29 2 

Other 188,704 2 14,992 1 31 1 

Services 129.912 3 7.235 3 15 4 

Health Care 116,326 4 4.221 5 10 5 

Trade 109,970 5 5.289 4 16 3 

As illustrated by the rankings in Table 15, the manufacturing sector and the 

"other" sector bear the largest regulatory burden by all three metrics. For example, using 

the "cost per firm" metric as a gauge. the distribution of the regulatory burden is heavily 

skewed toward these two sectors. The manufacturing sector in particular bears the 
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highest total regulatory burden in terms of the average cost per firm. Tile burden on the 

manufacturing sector ($688,944 per manufacturing firm) exceeds the burden on the 

second most costly sector (the "other"" category at $188,704 per firm) by a factor of 3.6. 

However. by the other two metrics - cost per employee and cost as a percent of payroll 

-- the "other" category bears the highest burden. The cost per employee for firms in the 

"other" category is $14.992 as compared with the second highest sector 

(manufacturing), where the cost per employee is $14,070. 

The difference between the rankings based on "cost per firm" versus "cost per 

employee" is likely explained by the fact that enterprises within these two sectors 

operate with different mixes of capital and labor. For example. predominant among the 

·•other" category are utilities. mining (including coal and oil and gas extraction), and 

transportation and warehousing concerns. all of which require huge capital investments 

relative to the number of employees. This means that the regulatory cost per worker 

rises in this sector relative to manufacturing establishments that typically have more 

employees per unit of capital investment than establishments such as public utilities, 

airlines. and railroads. It is worth emphasis, however. that costs per employee in both of 

these sectors are double the cost per employee in the next highest-cost sector, services. 

where costs equal $7,235 per employee. 

The second conclusion from the metrics in Table 15 is thal regulatory costs are 

distributed much more evenly among the three remaining sectors: health care, seNices, 

and trade. For example, in terms of the cost per firm, the burden on the services sector 

is 12 percent higher than the health care sector and 18 percent higher than the trade 

sector. As a final observation, when the regulatory burden is gauged by "cost as a 

percent of payroll." the health care sector fares lar better than any of the other sectors 

(equal to 10 percent). For example, the difference is large even compared to the second 
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lowest cost industry. services. which equals 15 percent of payroll expenditures. Health 

care compliance costs as a share of payroll is one-third the level in the "other" sector. 

In summary, some conclusions about the distribution of the regulatory burden 

among sectors depend on which metric one favors. However. the metrics uniformly 

indicate that the manufacturing sector and the "other" sector bear substantially higher 

regulatory costs compared with the services. health care, and trade sectors of the 

economy. 

The Distribution of Regulatory Costs by Firm Size 

The distribution of regulatory costs among different firm size categories is 

presented in Table 16. 
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Table 16. Regulatory Costs in Small, Medium-sized and Large Firms, 2008 
{Cost per Employee in 2009 Dollars} 

Firm Size -- -·----------------···--····---·--
Type of 
Regulation All Firms <20 20.499 500+ 

. M~oufacturing . 
Totai 14.070 28,316 13.504 12.586 
Econom:c 6.004 4,454 5.481 6,952 
Environ mental 7.211 22,594 7.131 4,865 
Tax Compliance 233 444 205 219 
OSHHS • 622 824 687 550 .. 

Trai:t~ 
Tota! 5,289 5.453 6.242 4.753 
Economic 4.079 3.673 4.866 3.823 
Enviror,mental 

Tax Compliance 616 1.013 737 418 
OSHHS • 594 767 639 511 

.. .Services·· 
Total 7.235 7.106 6.274 7.815 
E r.or:onuc 5.595 4.181 4.668 (l.648 
E nwon mental 10 25 8 5 
Tax Compliance 1.014 2.113 944 637 
OSHHS • 616 786 655 !)24 

·· · H~ith Cate. · 
Total 4.221 5315 3.707 4,204 
Econo111ic 3.148 J.318 2.725 3,366 
Environmental 75 203 64 44 
Tax Cornpt1ance 418 1.10:1 292 293 
OSHHS' 633 772 643 514 

Oth~r. 
Total 14.992 21.906 12,878 11,964 
Economic 6.728 ~i.273 6,700 7. 721 
E nvironrnental 6.348 13.760 4,343 2.963 
Tax Compliance 1.283 2.101 1.192 765 
OSHHS • 633 772 643 514 

. Tot;11, All u.s. "usinoss~ •· . 
Tolaf 8.086 l0.585 7.454 7,755 
Economic 5.153 4, 120 4.750 5.835 
Environmental 1.523 4,101 1.294 883 
Tax Compliance 800 1.584 760 517 
OSHHS • 610 781 650 520 

Notes for Table 16: 

• OSHHS stands for Occupational Safely and Health, and Homeland Security Regul<1tio11s 

"The costs per employee for a!I U.S. Businesses are computed osing !he employment 
shares to weight the costs in each of U1e five respective sectors. 
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Considering first the aggregate costs for all federal regulations and all business 

sectors (displayed as the last category in Table 16), regulations cost small firms an 

estimated $10,585 per emptoyee.'0 Regulations cost medium-sized firms $7.454 per 

employee, and large firms $7, 755 per employee. Overall. the cost per employee is 42 

percent higher in small compared with mid-sized firms, and 36 percent higher in small 

firms than in large firms. It is noteworthy that the distribution of costs across the three 

categories of firms in 2008 is similar to the findings in the prior study for Advocacy 

(Crain, 2005). In 2004 the cost differential between small and mid-sized firms was 41 

percent; thus, the cost disadvantage to small businesses has remained nearly constant. 

In 2004 the cost differential between small and large firms was 45 percent. which is even 

greater than the gap estimated in 2008. This suggests that since 2004, costs per 

employee have increased for large businesses relative to small and mid-sized 

businesses.•1 Indeed. considering the costs of all regulations and all business sectors. 

mid-sized firms appear to have a slight advantage over large finTis, and a wide 

advantage over small firm. 

This pattern, however. is not uniform across sectors or types of regulations. As 

the results in Table 16 reveal, the distribution of compliance costs with respect to firm 

size classes differs across the five major business sectors. Indeed. even within sectors, 

the distribution of the burden varies with the type of regulation. Table 17 reports the 

percentage difference in the cost per employee in small firms versus larger firms by 

40 The U.S. total figures are based on a weighted average of the costs in the five business 
categories. The weights for each average use the share for the respective category. For example, 
for the "cost per firm" value. the cost per firm in each sector is weighted by the share of alt U.S. 
r1rms in that sector. For the "cost as a percen: of payroll" value, the sector values are weighted by 
the share of all U.S. payroll expenditures in that sector, and so on. 

• 1 The caution about comparing the 2008 estimates with prior years again should be noted 
because of the newly introduced methodology for estimating economic regulations. 
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sector. That is, Table 17 restates the numbers in Table 16 in terms of the cost burden on 

small firms relative to mid-sized and large firms. 

Table 17. Regulatory Costs in Small Firms Relative to Medium-sized and Large 
Firms in 2008 • 

Small Firms Relative Small Firms Relative 
to to 

Business Sector Medium-Sized Firms Larae Firms 

Manufacturing 110 125 
" 

Trade -13 15 

Services 13 -9 

Health Care 45 28 

Other 70 83 

All Sectors 42 36 

• Note to Table 17: 

The numbers reflect the percentage difference between regulatory costs per 
employee in a small firm versus a medium-sized firm or large firm using the data 
reported in Table 16. 

The disproportionate cost burden on small firms is dramatic for 1he manufacturing 

sector. In that sector the estimated cost per employee for small firms is 110 percent 

higher than in medium-sized firms ($28,316 versus $13.504). and 125 percent higher 

than in large firms ($28,316 versus $12.586). To drive home the importance of this 

result. in the U.S. manufacturing sector, small firms face a regulation burden that is more 

than double the burden faced by their larger rivals. This cost disadvantage faced by 

small manufacturing firms appears in three of the four types of regulations (see the 

detailed breakdown by type of regulation in Table 16). The burden falls 

disproportionately on large manufacturing firms only in the case of economic 
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regulations.•2 However, while some types of regulations disadvantage large firms 

relative to small. the combined impact of all regulations in the manufacturing seclor puts 

small firms al a substantial competitive disadvantage. 

The distribution of the regulatory burden among firms of different sizes in the 

"other'' category is similar to that in the manufacturing sector. although the overall cost 

differentials are less extreme than in the manufacturing sector. The cost per employee is 

70 percent higher in small firms than in medium-sized firms, and 83 percent higher in 

small firms than in large firms The health care sector exhibits a similar disproportionate 

distribution. In that sector, the cost per employee is 45 percent higher in small firms than 

in medium-sized firms, and 28 percent higher in small firms than in large firms. 

The regulatory burden is distributed most evenly with respect to firm size in the 

services sector. as summarized in Table 17 and displayed in detail in Table 16. In the 

services sector the total cost per employee for small firms is only 13 percent larger than 

the cost in medium-sized firms. and 9 percent less than the cost in large firms. In the 

trade sector. small firms face a 15 percent heavier cost burden than large firms. but have 

a 13 percent cost advantage over medium-sized firms. In other words, within the trade 

sector, the heaviest cost burden falls on mid-sized firms. 

Summary Comments 

Overall and on almost every regulatory frontier, compliance costs place small 

businesses at a competitive disadvantage. The cost disadvantage confronting small 

business is driven by environmental regulations, tax compliance. and occupational 

safety and health and homeland security regulations. The particular cost drivers differ 

•2 The relalively large impact of economic regulations on large firms has been noted by a number 
of scholars. See Ille literature review in Steven C. Bradford, "Does Size Matter? An Economic 
Analysis of Small Business Exemptions from Regulation,' The Jovrnal of Small and Emerging 
Business Law. 8 (1 ), 2004, pp. 1-37. 
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somewhat across the five business sectors. as the details of this report point out. 

Moreover, not all regulations fall more heavily on small firms than on their larger 

counterparts. For example, the cost of economic regulations falls most heavily on large 

firms in every sector except health care. The most disadvantaged of all by federal 

regulations are small manufacturing firms. 

This study provides a broad sense of the costs of federal government regulations 

in the United States and how they affect the balance in public versus private sector 

responsibilities. In 2008 federal regulatory compliance absorbed about 14 percent of 

U.S. national income, a clear indication of what citizens give up in exchange for this 

government function. 
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Appendix 1. Elements Included in the World Bank Index of 

Regulatory Quality and Data Summary for Estimating the Costs 

of Domestic Economic Regulations 

Table A-1: List of Concepts Included in the Regulatory Quality Index 

Export and Import Regulations 
Restrictions on ownership of business by non-residents 
Restrictions on ownership of equity by non-residents 
Unfair competitive practices 
Price controls 
Discriminatory tariffs 
Excessive protections 
Stock Exchange I Capital Markets 
Foreign investment restrictions 
Administrative regulations 
Tax system is distortionary 
Competition in local market is limited 
Anti-monopoly policy is lax and ineffective 
Complexity of tax system 
Easy to start a company 
Banking I finance restrictions 
Wage and prices controls 
Administrative business start-up formalities 
Ease of market entry for new firms 
Tax Effectiveness (How efficient the country's tax collection system is.) 
An assessment of whether the necessary business laws are in place. 
Labor Market Policies 
Enabling Environment for Private Sector Development 
How problematic are labor regulations for the growth of your business? 
How problematic are tax regulations for the growth of your business? 
How problematic are custom and trade regulations for the growth of your business? 
Trade & foreign exchange system 
Enabling conditions for rural financial services development 
Investment climate for rural businesses 
Access to agricultural input and produce markets 
Banking regulation does not hinder competitiveness 
Competition legislation in your country does not prevent unfair competition 
Customs' authorities do not facilitate the efficient transit of goods 
Financial institutions' transparency is not widely developed in your country 
Labor regulations hinder business activities 
Subsidies impair economic development 

Source for Table A-1: Kaufmann, Daniel, Aart Kraay, and Massimo Mastruzzi 
(2009). Table B-4 
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Table A-2. Summary Statistics for OECD Cross-Country Data Set 

1·····-·---·---······---.----·---r·--·-------1 mean ' median 
..... sd . 

I GDP p~r Capita --· 
22,654 24,306 12.201 I 

W!~ 2~~? ~s $) ····-···· -··--· .. ··-·-···-·---· --~ ; World Bank Index of 
1.317 1.441 

--~~~~~~~-9-~~~!¥.._.,.,. ..... ·-·-
0.441 . 

................ , ....... , 
·---·-··-' Population (in 1000s) 38,900 10,800 57,900 

' Fixed Broadband 
······---·" .. 

Subscribers per 100 people 14.2 13.3 10.1 

·Primary Education as a 
-·-··-······-- ··--··-·-····-

Share of the Eligible 98 99 5 
Pooulation <times 100} -
Foreign Trade as a Share of 

98 81 57 GDP (times 100) 
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Appendix 2. Methodology Used to Correct Overcount of Firms in 
the SBA Data 

When the Census Bureau compiles its Statistics of U.S. Businesses, it relies on 

survey questionnaires filled out by firms. Occasionally the firms classify themselves 

under more than one industry. Because some firms are redundantly classified, the sum 

of the firms within each category is actually greater than the entire number of firms. 

To correct for this over count, the number of redundantly counted finns is 

calculated by summing the number of firms by industry and subtracting the total number 

offirms from this across-industry sum. 

The next task is to assign a certain fraction of over counted firms to each industry 

to be used as a reduction fac1or. This is accomplished using the fact that the number of 

employees within each industry is accurately measured. Each industry's share of the 

total work force is calculated; these shares are then used to allocate the over counted 

firms to each industry. From there, it is a simple matter of subtracting the over count 

within each industry from the reported count in each industry. This ensures that the total 

number of firms is equal to the number of firms summed across the live industry 

categories. 
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Appendix 3. Methodology for Estimating Economies of Scale in 
Environmental Compliance Costs 

Introduction 

In 2008, environmental regulations cost an estimated $281 billion (16 percent of 

total federal regulatory costs), and the cost falling on businesses was an estimated $183 

billion (19 percent of total business regulatory costs). This appendix describes the 

methodology used to estimate the relationship between firm size and compliance costs 

for environmental regulations. This methodology is adopted from Crain and Hopkins 

(2001) and Crain (2005), and the objective is to provide a basis for allocating the cost of 

environmental regulations among the three firm size categories. 

The relationship between compliance costs and firm size is estimated using 

pollution abatement expenditures by manufacturing firms. For reasons described below 

the data used in the analysis are for 1992. Among environmental regulations, pollution 

abatement expenditures account for about one-fourth of the costs. Thus. a reliable 

estimate of scale economies in pollution abatement provides a reasonable 

approximation for the general distribution of all environmental regulatory costs. 

Estimation Procedure and Results 

The general approach is to estimate the relationship between pollution 

abatement cost (PAC) per employee and firm size, here measured by the number of 

employees per firm. Equation (2) specifies the estimation equation, which is estimated in 

log form: 

( Eq. 2) In( PAC I employee) ;,5 = ~ In( Firm Size ;,,) + 4' In( Value of Sales ;,5 ) + y 1 + E ;,5 , 
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where subscript i stands tor a specific industry type and subscript s stands for a specific 

American state. Industry types are defined by two-digit SIC codes covering all industries 

in the manufacturing sector; see Table A-8 below for a description of the 20 industries 

included Each continuous variable is entered into Equation (2) as a natural logarithmic 

transformation (In). 

In Equation (2) the dependent variable, {PAC I employee);,., measures the 

average pollution abatement expenditure per employee in industry i in stales in 1994 

{source Bureau of the Census, 1996). These are the most recently available data, as 

Census no longer collects this series. These expenditure data include capital expenses 

and operating expenditures. The main independent variable ol interest. firm size;,., 

measures the average number of employees per firm in industry i in states (source: 

Bureau of the Census, 1992 Economic Census). The estimated coefficient on firm size. 

~.thus provides the measure of economies of scale. Specifically, how does pollution 

abatement expenditure per employee respond to changes in firm size? Equation (2) also 

includes a control variable for the average value of sales, and a fixed-effects variable. y;, 

which seeks to control for other factors that cause pollution abatement costs to differ 

among the 20 industries. For example. the chemical industry may simply be subject to 

different environmental standards than. say, the leather products industry. Including the 

fixed-effects dummy variables in the model allows the cost function to shift for each 

specific industry. r. ;,sis the regression error term, which is assumed to be normally 

distributed. 

Equation {2) is estimated across states using data for 1992. While the Census 

Bureau continued to survey pollution abatement expenditures through 1994. 1992 is 

used because the Census of Manufacturing (the source of the state-level data on firm 
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sizes. employment. and safes} also occurred in that year (the Census of Manufacturing 

is conducted only every live years}. 

Results 

Table A-3 presents the regression results. Overall, the regression model 

demonstrates considerable explanatory power. The F-statistic is significant at the one

percent confidence level, and the model explains 83 percent of the variation in pollu tion 

abatement expenditures per employee. The estimate of 11. - 0.431 , is significant at the 

0.07 confidence level. This parameter value indicates that a 1 percent increase in firm 

size (the number of employees) corresponds to a 0.431 percent decrease in abatement 

costs per employee. (Recall that the variables are entered as log transformations, so the 

estimated coefficient indicates the elasticity.) The control variable for the value of sales 

is significant at the 0.01 level. Finally, the F-statistic allows us to reject the hypothesis 

that the coefficients on the industry-specific dummy variables are jointly equal to zero. In 

other words, not surprisingly, the fixed-effects variables pick up significant differences in 

costs among the various industries. 
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Table A-3. Regression Results: Economies of Scale in Compliance Costs: 
Environmental Regulations 

Dependent variable: Pollution Abatement Expenditure per Employee 

Independent Variable Coefficient 

In (Number of -0.431 
Employees) 

In (Value of Shipments) 0.698 

Constant ·2.494 

Notes to Table A·3: 

Numbe' of observations = 208 
Adjusted R-squared = 0.83 
Regression F-stat (2, 188) = 10.84 

Std. Err. 

0.243 

0.186 

2.28 

Fixed Industry Effecls, F-stat (17. 188) = 18.43 

t-stat P>ltl 

-1.78 O.Q7 

3.75 0.00 

-1.10 0.28 

Following lhe firm classification scheme used throughout this study. the predicted 

costs per employee are computed for three broad categories of firm sizes: firms with 

fewer than 20 employees ("small firms"), firms with 20 to 499 employees ("medium-sized 

firms"). and firms with 500 or more employees ("large firms"). These costs are also 

shown in Table A-4, converted into 2009 dollars. The relative costs across these th,ee 

firm size categories for the earlier time period establish the basis for allocating the cost 

of environmental regulations in 2008. 
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Table A-4. Results on Environmental Compliance Costs by Firm Size 
{2009 Dollars) 

Cost per Employee, Manufacturing Sector F irms with: 

Concluding Comments 

The earliest studies for Advocacy (Hopkins. 1995) provided the most 

comprehensive assessment to date on the incidence of regulatory costs by sector and 

firm size. However , Hopkins pointed out. he was forced to rely on a judgmental approach 

to the cost allocations across firm sizes in the absence of specific empirical estimates. 

This appendix provides the basis used in this report (and two prior reports for Advocacy) 

to alloca te the costs of environmental regulations among the diHerent firm size classes. 
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Table A-5. Sectors Included in the Regression Analysis of Environmental 
Compliance Costs 

SIC Code lndust Description 
20 Food and kindred products 
21 Tobacco products 
22 Textile mill products 
23 Apparel and other textile products 
24 Lumber and wood Products 
25 Furniture and fixtures 
26 Paper and allied products 
27 Printing and publishing 
28 Chemicals and allied products 
29 Petroleum and coal products 
30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic 

products 
31 Leather and leather products 
32 Stone, clay and glass products 
33 Primary metal industries 
34 Fabricated metal products 
35 Industrial machinery and equipment 
36 Electronic and other electric equipment 
37 Transportation equipment 
38 Instruments and related products 
39 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 
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Appendix 4. Spending and Staffing by Federal Regulatory 
Agencies 

Table A-6. Total Spending by Federal Regulatory Agencies on Regulatory 
Activity, Fiscal Years (Millions of 2009 Dollars) 

Fiscal Year Social Regulations Economic Regulations Total 
1990 17,020 3.883 20.903 ---·· 
1991 18,588 3,736 22,323 
1992 20,320 4,098 24.418 
1993 20.442 4,687 25,130 
1994 20,745 4,366 25, 111 -
1995 21.243 5,076 26.319 
1996 21,041 4,685 25.726 
1997 22, 103 5.057 27, 160 
1998 24. 123 4,948 29,071 
1999 ,______. 25,034 5.197 30,231 
2000 26,247 5.460 31,707 
2001 27,305 5,588 32,892 
2002 32,296 6,002 38,297 
2003 41,683 5,926 47,609 
2004 36,658 6,418 43,076 
2005 36,778 6,508 43,286 
2006 37,888 6,751 44,639 
2007 38.267 6,988 45,256 
2008 40,518 7,352 47,870 

Notes to Table A-6: 

Source; de Rugy and Warren (2009), Table A-5. p. 28. Their figures 
were derived from the Budget of the United States Government 
and related documents, various fiscal years. 
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Table A-7. Total Staffing of Federal Regulatory Activity, 
Fiscal Years, Full-Time Equivalent Employment 

-·-
Fiscal Year Social Regulations Economic Regulations Tolal 

1990 119,459 33.155 152.614 
1991 123.247 34.284 157,531 
1992 130,747 36,971 167,718 

1993 135,804 37,957 173,761 
1994 133.487 37.499 170,986 

1995 136,016 37,594 173,610 

1996 136,926 33.611 170.537 
1997 133,153 32,313 165,466 

1998 139.794 31,848 171,642 

1999 139,799 32,384 ----·--·172, 183 
2000 143,052 32,548 175,600 

2001 140,523 32.270 172.793 ·-
2002 152,585 32.436 185,021 

2003 210,316 31.981 242,297 

2004 202.195 32,559 234,754 

2005 203.417 32,312 235,729 

2006 201,961 32,567 234.528 
2007 204,893 33,440 238,333 

2008 215,147 34,324 249,471 

Notes to Table A-7: 

-·-·•'--

Source: de Rugy and Warren (2009). Table A-6, p. 29. Their figures 
were derived from the Budget of the United States Government 
and related documents, various fiscal years. 
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UN!TE:l STATEE· 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SA!=E:.TY COMMISSION 
A:~3·:) 't.AS r ...VE5T HlCJH\\o'AY 

The Honorable Cliff Stearns 
Chairman 

SETH ESD·\ MD ~C·~ ~ .. ~ 

August 15. 2011 

House Commiuee on Energy and Commerce 
Subcomminee i>n Oversight and Investigation> 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washingmn. DC 20515 

Dear Chaimian Steams: 

Attached please find responses 10 the wriuen que~tions for lhe record submined by you in 
connection with the Thursday. July 7. 2011, hearing entitled: "Tho: Views ol the lndepeodem 
Agencii:s on Regulatory Rdorm." 

Thank you again for 1he opportunity to tcsliiy t'>e.forc the Sut>eommiuee. Shnuld ynu 
have any questions or require additional information. please do not hesital<.· to comact me or 
Christopher Day, Director. Offi;.:e of Legislative Affairs. at. (301J504-7660 or by e-mail at 
cday@'cps..:.gov. 

Sincerely. 

Roliert S. Adler 

..:c: The Hom.mbk Diana DcGctt..-. R:inking M~mbt'r 
Suhcommiuee on Oversight and lnvcMigations 

,\na1;hmcm 

CPSC tlotlme· 1 ·8:>)-638-CPSC (2772j ' C>'SC"s Web S•:e: bl!p);.,,,W.c;l5C.~ 
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'fhe Honorable Clift' Stearns 

I. In Chairman Leihowit1.'; testimony he said the FTC is "seddng to identify acts oi 
Congress thlt appear to he of little value bur. that impose burdens on businesses, 
panicularly small husinesses and the Commission." It would tit: useful to this Comrnillee 
if ~II of the agencies in our jurisdkrion performed such an analysis. Can you please 
provide us wilh a list of any such statutes yciu have iden1ificd 1<1 dare at Cl'SC. the 
reasons they are l'>urdensome. why they do not provide much \'alue. and how y011 '"ould 
recommend changing them. 

Response: The li.S. Consumer PwJuct Saiery Commission (CPSCl .:nforccs seven laws: ( l) 
Consumer Producr Safety Act, as amended (1.5 V.S.C. §§ 2051-2089): (2) F.:dcral Hazardous 
Substances Act (15 U.S.C. §§ 1261-127RI: ~])Flammable Fahrics Act ( 1.5 U.S.C. §§ 1191· 
1204): (41 Poison Prev~nlion Pad~ging Art(] 5 U.S.C. §§ 1471-1477): (5) Children's Gasoline 
Bum Prevention /\ct {P.L 110- 278); (61 Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safely Ac1 tl'.L. 
110-140;; and (7) Refrigerator Safoty Act(l5 lJ.S.C. §§ 1211-1214). 0Yt:r time. various 
provisions of these laws have been amended. The most recent example of this is the pas~age of 
H.R. 2715 (now P.L. l I 2-28). which. among other things. clarifies application of th.: lead limits 
in section 101 of the Consumer Product Saiety fmpruvcmcnl Act of 2008 (CPSIA) to ccttain 
products. and provides additional nexibilicy and rdicf 10 small manufacturers from the third 
party testing and certification requirements in se.:iion !02 of the CPSIA. 

In 1hc wake of H.R. 27 I :rs enactment, which cleared the Hou~e 421 ·.2 and unanimou~Jy in the 
Senate. I hdieve there is now broad, hipanis311 agreement that our laws arc well t>alanced. 
Taken collectively. the CPSC's enabling statutes do nut, in my opinion. impo;.e burdensome 
requirements because they generally give the agency the autho1ity to act against dangerous 
products through multiple avenues including s1andards setting. tians, recalls and educati1>n 
,·ampaigns. The CPSC is required to detennine whether prudu.:cs arc sufficiently dangerous to 
warrant agimcy ac1frm. so it i~ within th.: agency's discretion to decide when action is 
approprialt>. I hclicvc these laws have allowed the agency to do so in a measured and reasonable 
manner. 

Speaking as one Commission~r. I believe the most burdensome fca1ur.:s of our laws arc the 
~laborate co~t-llenefit aoaly~cs required when promulgating mandatory safety standards or 
regulations. The co;t-b.:ndit analysis provisions in section 9 of the: CPSJ\. f 15 U.S.C. 
1058if)(2)}. section .~ in the Federal Hazardous Sub;,lances Act t 15 U.S.C. J 262(h} and (i l! l/l. 
and section ..I in the Flammahle Fabrics Ac1 ( 15 l:.S.C. l 193<i) and til( l i) arc prescribed in such 
a way that unreasonable delay i~ incvitah!c. A;, l memi,med in my testimony heforc~ !he 
Cl>mmille<". hecause of this burd1?nson1.: r~·4uin:mcn1. by my rnunl. the agency has only 
pmmulga1cd nine. rules in thir1y years -or about one rule every 1hrt•e and a third years. 

I l'>dic"c that such rigidity in the law is what led Congress ro enact rhe ('PSIA. which all0wed 
lht~ agency tu usc more str.:amlined prm'cdures. These procedures were untouched hy H.R. 
:!71 'i. which I l'>clievc represents a cl<.>.ar indication 1ha1 lhcy art= working - aod ensures that the 
Commission is al'>lc to efft:cli\'dy carry ou1 its mandate in the areas touched by the CP.Sl.'\. 
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Al'cordingly. I would rCClJJlllllt:?nd removing the l'.OSl-hcnctlt requircmcms from scc1i~)n 9 of the 
CPSA. sccti()il ~ in the Federal Hazardous Subsrnnccs Acl, and section 4 in the flammable 
Fabrics Acl and replacing them with language consistent with the CPSIA and the Presidenfs 
executive orders regarding cost-heni:t1t analys~s. 

" Plea~e also list any regulations or Nhcr Commission requirement~ you ha\'C identified to 

date as being unnecessarily hurdens(•mc <•r duplicative. 

Response: Speaking as one Commissillncr, I have not conducted a review of CPSC regulations 
!O identify tho~e which are unnecessarily hunknsome ('r duplicative. Before I could give a 
meaningful response. I would feel it necessary to consul! wilh my fellow Commissioners. CPSC 
staff. the indus1rics we regulate aml rnnsum<·rs who hent'fit from our regulations. As stated in 
my tes1imony b~fore the Commitlee, it is my understanding lhat the agency is in the process of 
undertaking such a review. and I lc1ok forward 1<1 reviewing the results of this process in 1he near 
future. 
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Commissioner Anne M. Northup 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 

Questions for the Record 
House Energy and Commerce - Subcommittee on Oversight and 

Investigations 
"The Views of the Independent Agencies on Regulato1y Refonn" 

The Ho11orable Cliff Stearns 

1) In Chairman Leibowitz's testimony he said the FTC is "seeking to identify 
acts of Congress that appear to be of little value but that impose burdens on 
businesses, particularly small businesses and the Commission." It would be 
useful to this Committee if all the agencies in our jurisdiction performed such 
an analysis. Can yon please provide us with a list of any such statutes you 
have identified to date at CPSC. the reasons they arc burdensome, why they 
do not provide much value. and how you would recommend changing them. 

Since :2009, the Consumer Product SnfCty Commission has focused its time and 
resources principally C>n implementing the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 
2008 (CPSIA). Of our goveming siatules, the CPSIA is by far the most burdensome on 
Cc11nmission resources and on thousands nf consumer product manufacturers (both large 
and small)-and it~ requirements arc largely not based <>n risk. Traditionally, the CPSC 
had been a risk-based agency. as seen through our other governing statutes - the Federal 
HazardC>us Substances Act. Consumer Product Safety Act (prior to being amended hy 
CPSlA), Flammable Fabrics .•kt, and Poison Pre,·ention Packaging Act. However, with 
the passage of the CPSIA. the agency's ~xpcrtise aml rc;;ources have been diverted to 
implementing and enforcing mandates on all manufacturers that do not make products 
safer and burden American manufacturers dis.prOpl•rtionately. 

On August I", both the House and Senate passed HR 2715, a hill to amend the 
CPSlA. I am pleased that bipartisan agreement could be reached to ameliorntc at least 
some of the unnecessary hann the CPSlA has and will continue W innicl nn bu,;inesses. 
consumers. the economy, and individuals employed in the children's product industry. 
For instance, I support exempting t\TVs and most used products from the lead limits of 
CPSIA § I 0 I (a); capping the lead limit for the metal parts of bicycles at 300 ppm; and 
exempting from third-party testing most childrcn 's books and primed materials, and the 
metal components ofhicycles. I am also pleased that the CPSIA ·s .01 'Yo lead limit, due to 
go into effect 1\ugust 14. 2011, will no longer be applied retrospectively. While the lead 
limit of newly manufactured products will still be reduced below the level supported by 
scientific e\'idence, m least retailers will avoid the needless economic waste of throwing 
out noncompliant products already in inventory. Other provi,;io11s of HR 1715 appear to 
fall shllrt of providing adequate relief, and will require the expenditure of significant 
private and public resources for businesses to obtain the modest relief it provides. I have 
proposed m(>re straightforward and effective altemati\'es. Beklw, I discuss my 
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rccommendatinns· 10 fur1hcr amend the CJ>SlA in order to pcnnit the lawful and 
cconomit:ally viable manufacture and sale of.!!!! safe childn::n· s product~. 

t\dditionally, in rcsp1m~e to Ranking Member DeGe1tc·s request at the July 7 
ht:!aring, I will ofter general recommendations for regulatory refonn. including suggested 
amendments to statutes that govern the regulatory activities of both Executive ;md 
Independent Federal Agcncie~. [hope that these solutions will address the co1runon 
obstacles all fcdera] agcncie.~ face to achieving balanced, eco1wmically s~•uml. risk-based 
regulation. 

Recommended Changes to the CPSIA: 

Adopt a Solubility Based Standard for Lead 

The CPS IA contained a provision tltac pcnnined the CQmmission lo exclude from the 
lead limits any specitic product or material whose lead content did not "result iu the 
absorption of any lead into the human body. t11king into account nonnal and rea~onahly 
forcsccabk use and ahuse of such product by a child, including swallowing, mouching., 
breaking, or 01her childrcn·s activities, and the aging of the product." CPS!.'\§ 
l O I (b)( l )(A). The Commis:>ion did nCll except a single muterial or product under this 
exclusion, and HR 2715 removes it and replaces it with a .. Functional Purpose 
Exception." 

The sticking point for the C0mmission was the inclusion of the phrase "the absorption 
of a11y lead." The Commission was unable to conclude that there was any product for 
which the absorption of no lead could be deemed a certainty. My view that Congress 
must have intended for this exception to apply to some1hing, and that. therefore, a de 
111i11imis standard rather than an absolute s11mdar<l sh0uld have been adopted, was 
overruled by the Majority. 

Clearly, Congress attempted through both the CPSIA and HR 2715 to provide an 
exclusion that incorporates the concept that a product containing lead is only hannful if 
the lead it contains can be absorbed by a child in hannful amounts. The Functional 
Purpose exception of HR 2715 includes this idea in part. It grnnts an cxc1:ptio11 to 
products that cannot praclicahly he manufactured at the lead limit, hm only upon the 
condition that the exception will result in no measurable increase in blood lead levels or 
otherwise ha\·c a measurable adverse impacc on health. 

However. this provision or the Functil)nal Purpose Exception is a classic case of chc 
tail wagging the dog. A product that will result in no me:isurable adverse impact on 
health should not he subject to expensive reenginccting. third part testing and 
certification Cl)Sts, irrespective of whether the lead it contains could practicably be 
removed. Therefore, I supp(lrt a lead standard based on the quantity of absorhahle lead, 
rather than on an absQlute measure nf the total quantity of lead. Ahemalively, there 
should at least be an exception for any product whose lead c0ntent does II(>! ha\'C a 
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measurable advcr~e impact on heahh, and such an exception should be included as a 
stamhllom: provision. 

Focusing on whether a producl can result in a measurable increase in h.Jood lead 
levels is one proxy for measuring adver~c health impacts generally. But it may lead to 
unnccessmily over-inclusive regulation, if this Commission chooses t0 interpret the term 
"'measurable"' to mean that a one part per billion increase in blood lead level is sufficient. 
The science of measuring lead in blot'd can detect lead at a level below amounts that are 
considered himnful. A heller mcth(idology would take into account the solubility and 
bioavailabiliry oflead contained in a product. Other jurisdictions folfow this approach. 
for instam:c. the European Union bases its laws limiting the lead content of certain toys 
on the amount ofsoluhle lead (lead migrationilcachable lead) a product contains. 

Drawing the line at the level cif soluble lead that is ham1fol to a child's health is 
consistent with the findings of our leading scientific agencies, the National lnstin1tes of 
Heahh. the CDC and the EPA. Only lead that is '"absorbable" at greater than minimal 
k·i-ds is dangerous. especially to children ages five and under. Thus, che cxpc1ts at the 
CDC mid ~IH have found that lead paint in old hc)uses and lead in dirt near old gas 
stations are the main source of envirorunemal lead presenting a danger to small children 
(hnp:i/www.cdc.govinceh/lead/J. In other words, the risk (>/absorbabiliry from lead in 
dirt that i.~ tracked into a home or lead paini in an old home that becomes chipped and 
may be inhaled or ingested is quite high. l\otably, the EPA standard for lead in soil is 400 
ppm (hnp:l!www.cpa.govileadi). This ;;tandard for safety is less slrict even than the 
former 300ppm kad content standard (whid1 was reduced to JOO ppm as of August 14, 
2011) provided in the CPS IA for children's products, including furniture or bicycle 
handlebars wht·re lead is embedded in the metal substrate and cannot be absorbed 

R<'gulations promulgated under the CPSIA, as interpreted by the Majority, have led to the 
banning or subslantial m.:ngineering of many products that pose no risk of ham1 from 
lead. For example. everyday pmducts such as scll('Ol lockcrs. child-sized brass musical 
instruments, the hinges on a child's dresser, or jacket~ with zippers and buttons are 
outlawed if they contain tiny levels of lead in the substrate. Even bit II point pens are 
oudawcd, due lo the brass found on rhc:: tip, if they have a toy or game attached to them 
and are marketed to children. Because there are ~till 1wgligihlf! amowu.~ c~(lead 
dctecl(1h/e hy scie111[fic equipment that may be wiped off by touching a ball point pen or a 
child's dresser, the CPS IA treats these items in exactly ihe same way it treats products 
that truly could hm1 a child by increasing her blood lead \c,cL 

HR :2715 will exempt a fow products f'rnm the CPSIA's overreach. Mo:>I used children's 
products and children's ATV's are excluded from the statutory lead limits. The metal 
compQnents of children ·s bicycles are permincd to contain 300 ppm. rather than the JOO 
ppm standard applicable to other children's products. These changes signal Congress's 
recognition that the lead in most children's products does not pn:scnt au absorbability 
risk, hut the bill fails to provide 1his relief to all products that ar~ just as hannlcss. A 
standard nr exclusion based on the bioavailability ofham1ful amounts ofkad, such as the 
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F.L solubility standard, would go a long wuy t<l\vanl rationalizing the country's approach 
to protecting d 1ildrcn fr0m lead, while not unnecessarily destroying businern:~ aml j<.1hs. 

Define "Children's Product .. as lotendcd for Children Age Six or Youugcr 

Under the CPSIA, a '\ :hildren's product" is any prodm:t designed or intended primari ly 
for children twelve years old or younger. The CPS[A thus treats the same a ll products 
intended primarily for use by children under thirteen, regardless of whether they arc 
intended for one-year olds e>r nvclve-year olds. Recognizing the substantial ditlercnce in 
risk presented to diffcrenl age groups by the same products, CPSC staff have ~uggested to 
the Commissioners thnt lowering the age range of products impacted by the CPSIJ\ 
would he one of the most efficient ways to l!mend the law in order to exclude those 
pre>ducts thAt many believe should not be impacted. 

The !2-and-umler age range affects many products that are also used by tec:n11gers, thus 
creating enforcement difficulties over marginal products. Prodm .. -ers argue that ce11ain 
products :ire primarily intended for children age thirteen and older, and the Commissivn 
examines marketing and other factor;; to assess 1he claim. Some blurring of the age lines 
will happcu regardless l'fthe age cut-off, but there arc many more products subject tl' th is 
uncertainty for "tween:> .. (<.·.g., certain sporting goods. apparel, etc.) 

In addilion to enforcement difficulties. the benefits llfthe law arc vastly reduced when 
applied to products for older children. who no longer mouth objects e>r constantly put 
their hands in their mouths. Thus, Congrcs~ cou ld amend the statute t0 apply only lo 
products primArily intended for children Age six and under, while giving the agency 
discretion to raise that age limit for particular materials or categories of products that it 
dctcnnines pose a risk to older chi ldren. Ju any event, the CPSC always retains the 
authority to issue a stop-sale order or to recall any product determined to pusc 
.. substant ial product hazard" under the Federal Hazardous Substances J\ct. 

Eliminate Third-Party Testing and Certificatioo Requirement~ 

Gi\'cn the tools available to manufacturers to determine compliance, and our own 
improved enforcement methods, the complc.'I, third-party testing and ccrtiticmion 
requirements of the CPSIA arc unnecessary 1md!or unhelpful in ensuring Ct\mpliancc with 
the law's new requirements. In fact. relief frillil ... lht_law·s testing_r:~_quirements is 1he 
nurnbtr one request of small businesses, many of whom arc able tc> comply with the law· s 
lead, phthalates And toy standards but sti ll cannot afford the mandatory rhird-p:irty tc~ting 
and the subsequent cettification and trncking label requirements of the law that arc a 
pnpcnvork nightmare. 

By requiring all children's products to be tesred at a third-party lab. regardless ofrisk, the 
law dispropo11ionatcly hurts companies with rohust in-house tcsring program~ . thQSe with 
more creative and effective ways of ensuring compliance internally, as well as domestic 
American companies who have never had a violation, but who nonetheless mu:>t pay the 
most for th ird-party testing. The CPSIA 's micromAnagement of a company's IC$ting. 
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cc11ilication and tracking of each and every component of a pmduct is entirely 
unncccs;;ary and in fact, will he less hclpfol than the sophisticated internal controls 
manufacnirers are currcnlly using and continue to develop and perfect. Furthcnnorc. a 
''bml actor" with a c;:isual attitude tPward safety standards compliance will be ju~t as 
casual about maintaining accurate records to support CPSIA-mandatcd certifications. 

There are entire industries that have had very fow, if any, safety violations: yet, they arc 
required to comply with onemus third-party testing, certification, tracking and labeling 
requirements that will not im1mwe safety. fQr example, the American Apparel and 
Footwear Association wrote in its public comments on the Commission's Notice of 
Propo~ed Rulcmaking on Comp<ment Parts: 

As the CPSC continues to issue specific compliance requirements. manufacturers 
become increasingly wrapped up in ensuring compliance over ensuring product 
safety. All AAFA members have had long-standing quality control programs in 
place that have developed based on the product. production of the product and the 
manufacturer's unique circumstances. These programs arc effc..-ctivc and do nol 
need to be changed. To dcm(instrate, only .0084% of all apparel and footwear sold 
in the U.S. in 2008 were involved in a recall. Moreover, most apparel and 
footwear recalls haw bc.:n drawstring violation!; a compliance issue that results 
from lack of iufonnation not lack ofteshng. 1 

Today, the Commission also ha;; enforcement tools vastly improved over those available 
even a few years ago. I believe these are a more effective u:>e of taxpayer dollars to 
ensure compliance with safety standards than is policing all children's product 
manufacturers for cenifications to mandatory third-party tests. Since the advent of our 
agency's Import Surveillance Division in :!008, we have continued to increase the 
number of full-time CPSC investigators po!;tcd at key U.S. pons. We have also expanded 
coopcrntion with Customs and Border Patrnl to maximi;:e the number of products 
screened at all l) S. porls. Today, the Cornmi:>siun intercepts non-compliant toys through 
more extensive border contwl efforts, application of x-ray technology (currently used to 
identify heavy metals) and computer databases that flag previous offenders for greater 
scrutiny. The C'PSIA also increased the inccnti\'c for compliance hy authorizing the 
CPSC to confiscate and destroy al the border products that violale federal safety 
standards, 10 impose higher penalties of up to lillecn million dollar>, and lo more easily 
seek criminal penalties. 

Testing and certification to the law's widest reaching mandates -- lead and phthalate.s 
limits and the toy suindard -- are stayed untj) December 31. 2011. There.after. the full 
weight of these costly requirt:ments will fall on children's product manufacturers. 
Congress could eliminate these third-pcirty testing and certification requirements before 
next year. allowing manufacmrcrs to ensure compliance through less costly in-hm1se tests 
and other manufacturing programs and processes. The Commi.ssil'n would retain the 

·American Apparel and Footwear A~sociation. Request for Comments. Docket :iJo. ('P~C-201 ()-00.i/ & 
Cl'SC'-2010-0038. Augu>t 3, 2010. 
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discn:tinn tu impose third-party ksting requirements on products whose risk justifies the 
cost. 

llR ':,715 open.;; the door to potential third-party testing rcfotms. by calling for public 
comment and possible rulcmaking to reduce the costs of third-party testing. I am hopeful 
the Cc>mmission's Majority will emhrdce this opportunity in the spirit in which Congress 
provided it. That is. with the intent of meaningfully reducing the number and scope of 
third-party test~ mandated by the CPSIA, in order to pcnnit businesses to focus their 
limited resources on growth and job creation. And I will work wilh my colleagues on the 
Commission to cm.:ourage the hmadest possible relief cc>nsistcnt wilh the stntutory 
language. But it is also clear that the provision falls far short of eliminating all third
party testing for any product or material, and in that regard, limher Congressional action 
is necessary. And to be frank. 1 am fearful that any possible mlcmaking to implement 
cost saving measures will be too little, wo lace, because the Majority is likely to push 
ahead to linaliw the Commission's proposed rule on third-party testing in the near future, 
rather than reproposing tQ pem1it public comment consistent with the Congressional 
intent underlying HR 2715. 

HR 2715 also provides a mechanism for excluding from the third party testing 
requirement very low production products (7,500 units), provided they are manufacmred 
by a business meeting a very narrow definition of "small" (S 1,000,000 annual revenue). 
Relatively few businesses arc likely to obtain relief under this provision. perhaps 
including only those who fashion by hand unique or very small batches of products. It 
also appears chat no businesses will be excluded under the provision until the 
Commission has promulgated guidelines under which businesses may register their 
status. I hope that the C(>mmission 's Majority recognizes the importance of prioritizing 
the drafting of guidelines, so that small busincssc$ can register before the crushing costs 
of third-party testing drive them out of business, when the stays arc litieJ on January l, 
2012. In this rc~pcct. to paraphrase ourChaim1an, relief delayed is relief denied. 

Require Reforms to the Database Rule to Ensure That Incident Reports are 
Verifiable and Useful 

The Commission·i; Database Rule should be revised co ensure that incident repom posted 
to the public database an: verifiable. Potentially inaccurntc and unverifiable information 
is of no value to the Commission in its enforcement efforts, and usdess to consumers 
seeking actionable product safety infonuation. The revisions contained in HR 2715 do 
not come close to addressing this prohlem. 

Sf.'vcral features of the database and the Conunission 's polici<."s g(>veming the posting of 
reports make it likely that inaccurate infonnation will be published on the database. 

First Hand Information ls Not Requir~d 

The database requires that submincrs of reports include their l)WD contact infonnation, 
but does nm require that a report submitter have any firsthand knowledge of the product. 
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harm or ri:sk of hmm. Nor does it require submitters to provide the cont•1c1 infomrntion of 
an individual with firsthand knowledge. such as the product owner or the person who 
used the product. As a result. requiring the contact infonnation of only the suhmilter i.~ 
not much different from pennitting the submission of an anonymous report. In fact. the 
Commission is receiving incidents from people who are mcrdy repeating information 
they find while surfing the internet. In these cases, the Commission has fi() means tci 

n:rify the alleged circumstances of the incident or to obtain supplemental infonnation 
relevant to determining the exislcnce and scope of an alleged product hazard. Without 
access 10 a direct witness to an alleged incident. the Commission may ais<J be unable to 
determine whether a report contains a material inaccuracy. Where a lack ofinfonnation 
and inability 10 contact the product owner nr a witness prevents the Commission from 
determining the existence of a material inaccuracy, a dubious report will remain on the 
database. 

Moreover. these concerns arc not diminished by the requirement that submitters of 
reports \'erify "lo the best of their knowledge·· the accuracy of the report submitted. The 
honest, best knowledge of some<me with no personal connection to an incident or product 
is of little value. 

This problem is not addressed by HR 2715. It could be solved hy requi1ing that reports to 
the database include the identity and coniact information of someone with firsthand 
knowledge of the product or incident. 

The R~.li;:s Govemiog Material Inaccuracy Claims Do :Not Prevent!!!£ 
Posting oflnaccurate Infonnation 

The mies governing tht.! posting of reports that arc subject to a manufacturer's claim of 
material inaccuracy ulso make it likely that inaccurate reports will he posted. Under the 
CPSIA as amended by HR 2715, manufacturers have ten business days after a repo11 of 
hann is sent tn them to claim that the report contains a material inaccuracy. JJthey fail tQ 
d() so, the report is pQsted on the 11 •h day. If a material inaccuracy claim is made within 
the ten day period. the posting <•f the report is stayed for no more tlia11 an additional five 
days. The initial ten-day window lo make a claim of material inaccuracy was not 
changed by HR 2715, and it remains insufticicnt time in many cases for a manufacturer 
to dctcnnine whether a repMt identifying its product cPntains <i material inaccuracy. 

This is pa11ly hccause the n1le passed by the majority did not require reports to contain 
sutliciem detail about the product and incident 10 guide a manufacturer's investigation. 
Information essential to this purpose that is not required to be cnmaincd in the report. 
includes: the mod;: I number of the product: the date it was purchased; the UPC code; 
andior. any other unique idcnti1ying infonnation that would distinguish one product of a 
particular type fr()m the potentially dozens of others that arc of the same general type but 
arc materially different. For example. a recent search of Amazon.com for high chairs 
manufactured by one particular company produced a list of 137 diflercnt high chairs 
ranging in price from $54 · $14ll. Given the broad range of identically named, yet 
distinctive products available from the same company at a single snap shot in time. a 
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report of harm relating lo a particular manufacturer's high chair, with no rcforcncc to the 
model, date of pun:hasc or other more specific identifying inl(inuatit>n, would not pennit 
the manufacturer even to identify the specific product. let alone to gauge the accurncy of 
a report about the product. 

HR 2715 requires that the Commission .~e~·k IO of1toi11 the model, serial numhcr or a 
photograph ofa product when the information is n0t included with a report. But there is 
no consequence to the Com mi ~sinn · s failure to obtain any of them, or C\'en to a 
submitte1"s refusal to cooperate. The limited available infom1ation without the model, 
serial number, photograph l•r other essential identifying information i:> still transmitted to 
lhe manufacture, the manufacture is subject to the same time limits, and the report is 
posted to the publie database. 

Our Chairn1an and Ranking Member Henry Waxman art: fond of citing the statistic that 
80% of submitted reports contain "model or serial number infonnation ... But this is 
misleading. Here are the facls: about 80% of reports contain some rext in the model or 
serial numbc,..field. Thar includes characters such as .. T, "I don't know", "unknown'' 
and "unsure." The more rdevant ;;talistic is the percentages that actually contain a model 
or serial 1111111ber. ftlr the model number field, thal figure is closer to 60%. For the serial 
number field it is less rhan half. 

Even a manufacturer provided with sufficient info1mation to identify a specific product 
may not receive enough dt:tail about an incident w understand the role its product played 
in causing an alleged injury. Moreover. there muy be no way 10 ascertain lhe tmth in 
those cases where the manufacturer is certain that its product could not have cau!>ed an 
injury in the manner alleged. This is because a third-perSl'n rcponer is not required to 
idenrify the \'ictim or product owner. and access to a firsthand ohservcr of the incident is 
necessary to resolve issues of fact. 

A manufacturer forwarded a vab'Ue report has few options. Even where a firsthand 
observer is identified in the report, the manufacturer is not entitled to the individual's 
contact information. Without the ability lo follow-up with a wirncss. the manufacturer 
muse base its asscrrion of material inaccuracy upon the content of the report. In many 
cases, the rcpon may not contain sufficient infom1ation for the manufm;turer to as.:criain 
whether it contains a material inaccuracy. 

Even with adequate information, 10-days will ofkn be too little time. ObviN1s cases of 
manufacturer misidentification may he disccmahle within the available window of rime. 
But many products of a more generic nature will be very difficuh to distinguish without a 
much more extensive investigation. I have spoken with manufacturers who have needed 
over 30-days after receiving a consumer complaint to conclude that the subject product 
was not their own. And those were cases where the company had access to the product. 
Ten days will clearly he insufficient in many cases, and as a result, materially inaccurate 
info1m;11ion will remain on the public database well beyond that point. 
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Even where a manufacturer meets the 10-day deadline to suhmit an adequately suppnrted 
d<iim tlrnt a report i:; materially inaccurate, under the CPSfA as amended by HR 2715, 
the Commis~ion only has 15 days from when the report was transmitted to the alleg.:d 
manufacturer to ClHnpletc its investigation of rhc claim. If the Commission fails to 
C<1mplctc its investigation within the 15 day time period. the report is published on the 
16'!' day. This policy continues to guarantee that inaccurate reports will sometimes be 
posted. Moreover. the materially inaccurate information will remain on the site until the 
Commission completes its investigation and makes a dcte11nim1tiQn. And because there 
i~ no fixed period within which the Commi:>siun must complete its investigation. 
inaccurate infonnation can remain on the site indefinitely. Meanwhile, the Commission's 
efforts to in\'estigate claims of material inaccuracy an~ hamstnmg by its failure to require 
the identification ofvietims ofhann or firsthand witnesses of incidents n1ising a risk of 
hmm. Then: are therefore likely to be many cases where a manufacturer will have good 
reason to believe a reponed incident is either completely false or materially 
misrepresented (and companies routinely receive these types of mistaken or fraudulent 
claims). but neither the manufacturer nor the Commissirn1 will he able to obtain the 
infimnation necessary to resolve the claim. Under those circumstances. the manufacture 
will be unahlc to meet its burdc:n and the challenged, but unverified and unveriliable 
report, will remain on the database forever. 

Further. the manufacturer has no right to in:>pect the product. In those cases where 
contact information for the product owner is neither provided nor obtain<1ble from the 
thin:l-party submiuer. it would be impossible even for the Commission to inspect the 
product. Similarly, there would be no opportunity for the Commission to follow up with 
the consumer under those circumsl<lnccs. The manufacturer is not entitled to the contact 
infonnatiou <'fa product owner who chooses to remain anonymous. 

All of these factors make it inevitable that inaccurate reports will be posted on the 
database. and that many will remain searchable by the public forever. 

A recent example demonstrates that these are not idle concerns. A repott was published 
on the public database in which a parent identified a particular company as the 
manufacturer of a toy kaleidoscope that injured her child. The report had been forwarded 
to the named manufacturer tis required by the rull.:, but the rcpNt contained insulTicicnt 
information for the named manufacturer to detennine whether it had actually 
manufactured the product. The cmnpany therefore made no claim of material inaccuracy. 
but posted a comment explaining that it w;is uncertain whether it had manufactured the 
product. Subsequently. a CPSC compliance officer obtained the kali!idoscope from the 
parent as part of its investigation of the product's ~afety, and disco\'ered that the parent 
had misidentified the manufacturer. The incident report was then removed from the 
database, the correct manufacn1rer was notified, and the rcpo1t was reposted with the 
correct info1mation. However. this \1utcome re~ulle<l from happenstance and not any 
protections built into the datahase. If the incident had not been one of the approximately 
10% that lead to a follow-up investigation, the error would never have been discovered. 
In addition, the invcstigati()n would m1t have unctwered the mistake if. as the database 
mlc permits. contact information for an indi\·idual with firsthand knowledge of the 
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product and who retained ii, was nm provided. The fact that an error (if this kind has 
already been discovered. given the shcirt period that the database has been ·'live·· and the 
small percentage of incidents that are investigated. suggests that this situation is probably 
not unique. Rather, it indicates that the;:re are likely alrcm1y a significant number of 
puhlisht-d im:ident reports thal misidentify a manufacturer and that will never L-e 
cnrrected or removed. 

Regulaton Reform: Otllcr Statutorv Changes 

Two fundamental change,; in the law governing federal agency regulatory action would 
go a long way toward a\'oiding the sort of economically burdensome unintended 
consequences that rcsuhed from the CPSIA. First. there must be a mechanism for 
increasing accountabilily for the potential adverse impacts of regulatory actions. Second. 
economically significant rcgulatoty action should not be taken until a thorough cost
benefit analysis dcm(lnstratcs that the burdens imposed are outweighed by the societal 
benefits obtained. 

Re~ulatory Reform Must Address All Significant Regulatory Actions, Not 
Just Formal "L~gislatiH Rules" 

Since becoming a Commissioner at the CPSC in 2009. I have seen that immense power is 
delegated to regulatory agcncies·-· oflen with little accountability. An agency's 
interprdation of one word of a stan1te can make the difference between the statute· s 
being implemented reas(mably, or with massiYe economic conscqucm:es.1 Even more 
challenging, much of the Commission ·s regulatory activity under the CPS IA has not heen 
through "'legislative rules". As a result, neither foll cost-benefit analyses nor other fonns 
of economic review ha,·c 'been rtx1uired. In fact. some of the most costly (and 
UJUlccc:ssary) decisions made by the agency bavc come through party-line votes on 
imcrpretive rules, l'\oticcs ofRcquiremcnts3

• and petition decisions. None of these are 
.. h:gislative rules ... but they each had wide ranging impact. Thus. when considering 
proposals for regulatory refonn, I W('Uld strongly recommend that Congrci;s take into 
account the full scope of regulawry decisions that an agency makes -not simply 1he most 
obvious regulatory vehicle, legislative rules. 

----------·---
~By a vote nf 4-1. the Commission voccd 10 interpret the word .. any .. in Cl'SIA § 101(1>}( 1}1Al to mean 
.. zt>w:· r;,ndering the ah~orhahility exclusion of !he origin~[ slatutc mcaninglc~$. and re~u:ting in the 
r~jection of a petition from a manufacturer 10 cxcludt.: the hra$S axle of a toy car that had less a/1.wr/x1hlf 
/c•,1d than the FDA permits in a pi~cc of cantlv. 
; Notice~ of Requirements ('JORi <tre ostensibly procedural r<:>gulati('tn~ that pro\'idc noric~ to resting 
labor:uorics on how to become C l'SC-r.-cognized lab,; for the p11rrose~ of third-party testing under the 
CPSL.\. lfowc"cr, 1;ieir issuance trigge-rs the underlying ~tarutory requirement that all children·~ rroducts 
ht" third-party 1c;;1cd :o the panicular ~tandard !i~tet.l in the NOR a huge. new, non-1·i;;k-based m;uircmcnl 
ol:he $tarute with sweeping economic impact~. The Majority has u~ed chem to require rnanufacrurer~ to 
rhirJ-rarty test to many general con~umer product safety staml3rds thal I hclicvc should not ha\'e been 
c0n,;true1I u:; .. childrcn·s prodm·ts saf('IY rules .. su~•j~ct to third-party testing unt.lcr the C'l'Sl.o\. 
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Passage of the "Regulations from the Exe~ufo·e In Need of Scrutiny Act" 
(REINS) Wo11ld Ens11rc Accountabilitr 

The discipline of acr.:ounlability could be bro11ght to regulatory action by amending the 
Congressional Review Acl to require Congressional pre-appro"al of all ··er.:onomically 
significant'" rules or regulatory decisions. This idea is emh(ltlied in the bill titled the 
.. Reg11lations from the Executive In Need of Scrutiny Act" (REINS), which provides for 
expedited review and approval of final mies by the foll House and Senate. Under the 
REll\S proposal. Congress would he required to approve any final rules that arc 
.. economically significant" ur have at least$ I 00 million per year impact. This added seep 
wr>uld alert Members tlf Congress 10 the most burdensome regulations put forth by 
federal agencies. It would also prevent unelected agency staff and leadership from 
contin11ing to regulate without considering the economic impact of their actions. 
\1orcovcr. agencies often take years to implement laws passed by earlier Congresses. as 
illustrated by the CPSI..\. Requiring 1he current Congress to c0nsidcr signifir.:ant 
implementing regulations would help to avoid the unintended adverse consequences of a 
law and pennit changed circumstances to he taken into account. 4 

RF.lt\S as currently ofkrcd only applies to legislative rnles. But given the many other 
regulatory actions an agency may take 10 implement a statute, I recommend expanding 
the scope of this type of prop()sal to include any rule or other ~11J11(>(regulatory11crio11 
with at least a SlOO million impact. The objective would be to include not just high 
impact l.:gislative mies, but also such interpretive rules, petition decisions, guidam:e 
documents, !\Joticcs of Requircmaits, or other types of Commission decisions. I 
recognize that this may expand the amount of legislative work for Congres:> and the 
number of cost-benefit analyses required. However, the scope and impact of lhes1: 
agency decisions more than justifies the added oversight. 

REl:-JS co11ld also he expanded by asking Congress to exercise oversight of rq,'ldatory 
actions that result in kss 1/icm a $100 million per year impact. In that case, the process 
could be streamlined by requiring such regulatory actions lo be approved solely by the 
relevant authorizing Committee(s), and not by the full House and Senate. 

Greater Accountability Could Also Be Achie,•ed Through A .Maudate for 
Formal Rulcmakiug 

Greater accouniability could also be achieved hy imposing more widely on econ(lmically 
.significant mies the pn.,cedurcs currently applicable only ro fonnal .. on the record" 
nikmaking. This idea is well articulated by Susim D11dley, Director uf George 
Washington liniversity"s Regulatory Studies Center.' Agencies nunnally go through 

'Sine~ the CPSl.~'s pa~>age in 2008, the Commis:<ion has received letters from Mcmbe1·s of(\1ngress 
m]uesting that the Commissio11 p1'Q\'ide relief for small l>usines~"s and cen3in industrie~. n11merous hills 
ba'<.> t>cen ir.tn•duc~d to r~form the $lamte. petitions for relief have been denietl. and a C'PSIA reform bill 
\\·a~ rcccnrly signet.I into law. But more could have been accomplished along the way. anti quicker. had 
;h~re been a "REl~S"-lik~ rrocc$~ of <'Ongrcs~ional appro\·~J lor all maj1.11· rules an<l other regulatory 
actions. 
'~u11:··11\\w.;~.,;ula1Mvsmdics.l!wti.edu·i_1).1Jl~~[L~rcfonn (!~1<lkv wor~ingparcr 1 01111405.pdf 
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infonnal rulemaking processes, including notice and comment when prnmulgating rnles. 
More fonnal rnlcmaking under 5 U.S.C. g§ 556 and 557 require a thll trial like hearing, 
where pre-hearing discovery is pem1illcd, the rules of evidence apply and parties may 
t>oth subpoena and cross c.l{amine wilnesses. The agency decision mnst be made 
exclusively based on the oral and w1itten hearing record and musl be supponed hy 
"substanlial evidence.'" These procedures arc often used by agencies responsible for 
economic regulation of industries. and some variation on them may therefore be 
panicularly appropriate forCPSC regulatory action. In those cases where the full scope 
of fom1al rulemaking procedures seemed excessive. imposition of the ·-substanlial 
evidence" requirement would ;;till be particularly cffoc1ivt:. It would ensure more judicial 
oversight then can be obtained under the current "arbitrary and capricious .. standard of 
review that govcms agency infonnal rulcmaking. 

Cost-Benefit Analyses of Regulatory Actions are Essential and Should Be 
P(.'rformed by an Independent Entity 

Economically significant regulatory actions ~hould not be taken until a cost-benefit 
analysis has been performed that demonstrates a reasonable rcla1ionship between the 
action's costs and l'cncfits. This should apply to all economically significant regulatory 
actions, not only legislative rules. 6 

In the absence ot a slatutory mandate, regulatory agencies are unlikely to pcrfonn co~t
bcnefit analyses. for instance, the CPSlA did not require Cl'St-benefit analyses to be 
performed in connection with the legislative rult:making that it mandated. and the crsc 
Majoiity therefore objected 10 doing so. rn addition, the vast majority of the 
C<>mmission ·s actions implementing the law were taken through procedural rules and 
Nher \'Chicles that never re<.1uire full, quantitative economic analyse;;. The Commission· s 
Majl)rity rt:fused ro exercise its discretion to undertake cost-henefit analyses even of the 
CPSIA ·s most costly and controversial regulations, notwithstanding that Members of 
Congress 7 as well as the President (EO 13579) have called for such analyses. 

A federal agency that is rcquirnd or willing to undertak.: a cos1-bcndi1 analysis c>f a 
significant reb'l.datory action is not always equipped to do so. The CPSC. t"br instance, 
lacks the expertise and resource.s to perfom1 thorn ugh economic analyse;; of all {'fits 
rules. Indeed. to my knowledge, the CPSC has only perfonncd one foll co:>t-heucfil 
imaly:;is in its hislory.' If the CPSC had hecn required to pcrfonn a cost-benefit analysis 

-------···-·-----·· 
• f'or cenain rule;;, ~uch as ··'loticcs of Requircm«nls .. under the C'PSIA, where !ho: ••J'.:otice" it~clf may noc 
have co~ts assoc;atcd with it. bul the act vfi;~uing the •':>:mice" triggers an underlying ~mtutory 
rcquir~ment ro res1 and ~ertify Cimposing huge costs). I wo;ild recommend requiring that the i1gcn.:y 
pL·1-form a cost·bcnefi1 analy.,i~ of hor/11he rule itself and the undcr:ying stalutory rc<1uircmcm chat is 
associated with it!irigi:ered hy it. 
7 In June 2010, :hen Ranking Mcmher Jo Ann Emerson (R-\10) oithe House Finarocial Service.' 
Al'prnpriatinns Suhcommillc.: wrote a lcncr 10 Chairn1an T encnhaum urging 1he Commlssion IO use 
~vailahle c~rra funding to hegin imtm•cli:11dy "L'o;.1·beneth analysi$ of1he Cornmi.•sion ·~testing and 
cer:ifka:ion rule. including all other underlying cos1~ of Seclion 102 oi'th~ CPSIA. 
~ The Commission'> 2006 final nmttre~~ mic on flammability (16 CTR l'.irt l (>} .> i.·oma[n~d a cosf-!,cnefa 
Jlllly$iS. 
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of (]'SIA· s main testing and ccrtificatinn ndc. it would ha\'e h<td 10 oulsoun:c the study, 
given the sheer scope <'f the mlc and number of different industries impaded. 

Even if Commission staff had the knowledge. experience and resources to perfonn cost
bcncfit analyses ofall lhe CPSC"s major regulatory actions. our Economics department is 
constrained by its lack of independence. The Economics staff mus1 repm1 10 the 
Chainnan of the Commission, who may in some cases favor expedition Qvcr the 
perfom1ancc of a thorough analysis. Fundamentally, regulatory agencies do not view 
their primary job IQ be assessing the economic,; of decisions. Rather, regulatory agencies 
focus on regulating-with the natural tendency to rcgufote more. In other words, the 
more "tweaks .. or requirements that can be added in the name 0f safoty, the bener--·and 
lhe costs of such decisions. even when considered, are always secondt1ry. 

An effective way 10 address agencies· lack (1f expertise. resources and independence. is to 
create an independent fodcral office charged wirh reviewing or perfom1ing cost-benefit 
analyses of all ccon0mically signifkant rules or other (vpes oj'regulatory actions taken 
by any federal regulatory agency. Offsetting the cost of such an independent office is the 
fact that .. regulatory Jlcxihility analyses" performed under the Regulatory Flexibility Act 
(Rf A) would no longer l:>c needed. RFA analyses arc extremely limited compared to a 
full co.st-b~nefit analysis that qualifies and quantifies in detail the effects of a regulation. 
The Rf A requires an analysis to be performed only if there is a "significant impacf' Qll a 
"::>ubstantial number l)f small entities." RFA analyses do not necessarily consider a 
regulation's impact on consumcrchoiec, prices. or more indirect costs to the broader 
economy. such as job losses. Most impor1antly, since I have been a Cnmmissioner, few 
if any analyses under the Rf A have lead to ch•mges in rulcmakings the agency has 
promulgated-and there i$ no mcchani$m under which agencies arc forced to change 
what they are doing based on an economic analysis under the RFA. 

The Independent BodJo· Chargl'll With Analyzing Agency Action Could Also 
Analyze Congressional Actions Not Otherwise Subject to Re,·iew 

The independent (lffice charged with performing cost-benefit analyses of agency action 
could also be tasked with analyzing thClse federal stalutes that are not subject lo a full 
pri\'ate seccor impact analysis by 1he Congressional Budget Office. CPSIA was such a 
statute, and its unin1ended <)C()m1mic consequences attest IO the need for a m0rc tl1Qwugh 
examination of economic impact before passage. In addition, analyling statutes w(iuld 
ensure that statutury provisions that arc self-implementing wilhoul agency acti011 would 
also be subject lo a cost-benefit analysis. Using the CPSC as an example, such 
provisions mighl indude those making a voluntary industry standard mandaiory,'1 or 
banning a product or suhstance. Such infom1ation would be b~neficial both to the 
Commission implementing the statute and to Congress, whic.:h must nonnally depend 
entirely on the rcgula1ory agency (and whatever indu::>try comment:> the agency receives) 
for infomlation on the law's tntal costs and economic impact after its enactment. 

'For example ihe Toy Sc:indanl was rnaJe law b!f the statute, not l>y im~•lemo11ing n.:gulation. CPSIA ~ 
106. 
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Prcsid..-nt Ohama's Excc11fh'c Orders No. 13563 aod 13579 Should be Made 
Law 

Congress could also ensure that adequate analysis is undertaken before b11rdensome 
regulatory action is 1akcn, by passing as law President Obama·s Executive Orders !'<o. 
13563 am! 13579. This wuuld require all agenci.:s, including independent agencies. to 
'"take into account benefits and wsls, bClth quantitative and qualitative·· ufthc rules it 
promulga1es. If the CPSC is any indication, independent rcgulato1y agencies :JJe unlikely 
10 take action beyond the law's minimum requirements, and will ignore or constmc very 
narrowly the nonbinding exhortations of executive orders. Codifying such orders would 
require agencies 10 take these neces.>ary steps. Additionally, codifying these 
requirements for cost-benefit analyses. public participation and other n:guhuory refonn 
objectives. would subjecr them to judicial review. 

Congress Should Not Except Regulations from Existing Cost-Benefit 
Anal~sis Rcquil'c-ments 

Congress can SQmetimcs he an obstacle to the pcrfonnance of economic impact analyses 
by regulatory agencies. For instance, the CPSTA expressly excepted the CPSC from its 
existing statutory mand11te to pcrfonn cost-benefit analyses of its legislative rulemaking 
under the statute. As a result, no cost-benefit analysis was performed nfthe CPSC"s 
Testing and Certification rule. or the law's new mandatory standards requirements. 
Admittedly, the CPS IA did not pmbibir the agency from undertaking the analyses. but 
mnoving the rcquiremi:nt allowed a Majmity of Commissioners disinclined to confront 
the law's costs to argue that Congress did not wish them to be considered. This situation 
could be avoided through a new law requiring a separate vote to specifically exempt 
authorized agency action from cos1-benefil or other econnmic analysis requirements. For 
t•xample, Congrl!.~S could prohibit tile consideration of anJ' bill exempting co.ft-benefit 
ana(rsi.~. p11blic participation, or other nece.\.\UIY regulatory uccmmtabili!J• prt1''1!d11res 
witho11t a separate, sto11d-alo11e •'ote requiring u 113 majority to pas.'> the exemptiolJ. 
This rcquiremc:nt would pmnit Congress to ensure expedilious regulatory action where 
absolutely necessa1y, but to do so only with added visibility and accountability. 

2) Please also list any regulations or other Commission requirements you have 
identified to date as being unnecessarily burdeusome or duplkash·e. 

Chaim1an Tenenbaum recently announced that the Commission may conducl a 
retrospective review of its regulations. She indicated that it would be similar to a review 
that was undertaken annually for several years prior to the passage uf the CPSM. Such a 
rc\'iew could reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens on manufacturers, but only if the 
Majority prioritize,; the review ofCPSii\ regulations and other agency action taken 
pursuant to the CPSV\. Tfnol. it is doubtfi.d that such a review will yield many 
significant changes. After all. the CPSlA 's impact across the greatest scope of industries 
dwarf.~ that of all other CPSC statutes and regulations since the agency's inception. I 
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hop.: lhc Chairman will he open to my views on how the Commission can Ill(>.St 
effectivdy use this opportunity to meaningfully reduce the unncct'ssary burdens lhc 
Commission's implementation of the CPSI/\ has imposed on American businesses. But I 
foar that the Majority will proceed with a regulatory review that avoids a<ldres,;ing the 
majm CPSIA regulatory actinns that have had the m0st significant impact. 

In particular, the folk>wing arc Commission actions that should be revisited so that th.: 
Commission's safety goals can continue to he met without unnecessary collateral damage 
to the cc(momy: 

• Civil Penaltic.'i Factor.{··· In the Commission's interpretive rule on Civil Penalties 
Farmrs, I proposed a number Qf changes to provide more ce11ainty for the regulated 
community and to ensure lhac, while the overall civil penalty ceiling was raised, 
"technical'' violations, such as incorrect pape1work, would not be treated the same 
way as more s.:rious violations. such as failures to meet !iafoty standards. This is one 
area of the statute that was not to() prcscripti\'e. and a middle-ground could have been 
reached. Hi 

• Dejinitim1 of Children'.~ Protluct ····The CPSlA applies to all "children's products'', 
s1arutc1rily defined as producls '·designed or intended primarily for children 12 years 
of age or younger." To assist manufacturers to identity which of their products arc 
subject to CPSIA requiremems, the Commission published a Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking defining .. children· s producl.s. •· The comments the Commission 
received in resptmse made clear that the parameters we had uicd to set in the 
proposed definition were not helpful to most manufacturers that produce children· s 
products intended either for ages I 0-1 '.! t'r for an age: range falling both inside and 
oulsidc the upper age limit of 12. They therefore asked for clarification and more 
specific direction. /\lter rcc.eiving these comments. tl1c Commissi0n had a chance to 
put a much narrower ·'fence" around the scope of covered pmducts-or to at least 
define clearer boundaries. Instead, lhe \1ajority voted for a Final Ruic that left in 
place a vague definition that has kd to cnnfusion amcmg the regulated communityn 
and prc>vided insuflicicnt guidance to CPSC staff11 in their efforts ro enforce 
children's prmluc1 safety standards. 

• "Cliiltlrcn ·.~product safety rules"- The CPSIA requires lhird-party testing for 
compliance with all "children's prodm;t saft:ly rules." Prior to the CPSIA, the 
Commission promulgated numerous "'co11s11mer product safety rules", such as those 
governing carpels and rugs, vinyl. clothing textiles and mattresses. Over my 
objection, the Commission's \llajority has required any such products intended for 
use in a children's room to he third party tested to those general consumer prnduct 
safety rnlcs. For instance. a mg with the image of a Disney character and intended 

·.ri f:up: ·' 11·-.1·1u·ps~ .go1· l'r'north upli."\ I O~O I U .rd f 
. 1 tlJC[I .. \111·1.1".\:i"~ .g0vc rir no!"th up(l<J~.C) WI O.rid f 
·: Justi:-. Pritchar..t ... l'ed~t1ismi$~ need to recall lead drinkkg glasse~."As.wcioted l',.ess. December I;, 
.2010. h11p: ·ne\\~.-~ho.uorn-,·lr»20IOl21 l .:m on l~e me 1;~ caJmium le:ttl glassware 
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for a child's room that the Cl'SIA clearly required co be th ird-party tested to lead ;md 
phthalatcs limits must, because (>f this interpretation, now also be third pa11y tested t\1 
the rug Jlamm11hilily standard; but a blue rug in the living room d(>e~ not. I believe a 
clear distinctinn can and should be made bctwei:n "i;hildren · s product safety ni lcs .. 
and mMe general "consumer product safdy rules." Fund:uncntally, no safety 
impro\'ement is attained by requiring the lhird-paity testing of a lamp or rug based on 
its J t,'Sign, when there is a greater risk that a rug wi ll encounter a fire hazard in a 
kitchen or adj;iccnt to the living room fireplace than in a child"s room. And children 
play throughout the house. The CPSlt\ defined children's produds as those 
primarily Jc:>igned or intended for children tmder 13. "Children's product safety 
rules" should he consistently con~tn1ed to mean safoty rules that relate cxclusi\'cly to 
children':> products, and not tn pmducts intended for general use and governed by a 
longstanding oonsumer product sa l~ty rule. The Commission did not have to adopt a 
contniry ,·iew-and there is no risk as.wciated wich these products that nece&:>itates 
new third-party testing re.quirements.1.' 

• P11blic Databasr:: I propo,;cd an altemativc database rule that addresses the concerns 
I raiscJ above a1Jd would have made the database a mNc accurate source of 
infonnation for consumers. The Commi$~ion 's MajNily instead passed a rule that 
went well beyond the scatutc's requirements, allowing ''anyone" to submit reports of 
harm ·---cvcn advocacy groups. attorneys, random bystanders, and. as has actually 
occurred. people perusing the intemct that may not have firsthand knc>wledgc of the 
i11ciden1. In total. the Commission Majority's database ru le ensures that the da tabase 
will be filled wi th inaccurntc reports of harm that will be useful only to advocm:y 
groups and trial Attorneys, and will be time consuming and costly to manufacturers-
particularly small businesses. 

• Reductio11 to 100 ppm of Ln1d: The CPSJA banned as a hawrdous substance 
children 's product~ containing over 300 ppm of lead. It also pro\·idcs thar children's 
produc.ts containing over I 00 ppm of lead shall he treated as a banned hazardous 
substance begiru1i.ug on August 14. 2011, "unless the Commission tletermines tha t a 
limit of 100 part:; per million is not tcclu1ologically feasible for a product or produce 
category:· On July 13, 201 l, the Commission rntcd 3-2 that there is no product or 
product ci\tegory for which 100 ppm is not technologically fea~iblc. The Majority 
reached this decision despite suhstantial evidene<.: to the contrary. Commission staff 
ndviscd that the economic impact or reducing the limit to 100 ppm is a fa.:tor in 
dete1mining 1he tt.-chnological feasibil ity of doing so. In addit ion. staff identified 
significant ·•economic imp<!Gt ~ that nrc likely to occur". including: the need co use 
more e.,pcnsive lnw-lcad materials ra1her than the nonconformi ng materials used 
today; the cn:>ts associated wirh reenginccring products to mnke use of new materials; 
1he C<)SIS of making leaded components inaccessible; increased testing cosls; 
increased consumer prices; reductions in the tyvcs and quantity of children'.> 
products available to consume-rs; husine:>ses exiting the children's product markcc; 
maoufacrurcrs going out of business; reduction in the utility of produce~ due to the 
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substitution of materials; reduction in the durability of products due lo the 
~ubslitution of materials; and, the loss of the value of all invcnt(lry m>t sali:-lying the 
new standard. With respcl~t to any potenlial counterweight to this economic harm. 
Ct>mmission staff concluded that the ··overall contribution of' products with lead 
content between 100 ppm and 300 ppm ··10 lead exposure in children is minimal." 
Nonvithstanding staff,; acknowledgment thm reducing the kad limit to JOO ppm will 
cause substantial economic hann with m> offseuing improvement in product safety, 
the Commis:;inn·s m:tiurity voted to reduce the ~tandard. 

In addition to these past regulatory actions with which I disagreed. I also believe the 
Commission's ongoing approach to regulating i~ fundamentally flawed. The President's 
Executive Order No. 13579 enrnurages independent agencies to pcrfonn co:>t-benefit 
analyses before imposing new regulatory burdens that could undennine the nation's 
econ0mic recovery without sufficient justification. This CQmmission had steadfastly 
refused to do so. yet some t1fmy colleagues routinely rely on the absence of'·data"' to 
justify their r~fusal 10 consider the adverse economic consequences of the Commission·s 
regulatory action!>. Requiring the Commission to obtain the nct:essary data and to limit 
its rulemaking to decisions whose bcncfils justify their CQst;; would go a long way toward 
avoiding future regulatory tiverrcach. 
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1. In Chairman Leibowitz's testimony he said that the FTC is "seeking to identify 
acts of Congress that appear to be of little value but that Impose burdens on 
businesses, particularly small businesses and the Commission." It would be 
useful to this Committee if all of the agencies in our jurisdiction performed such 
an analysis. Can you please provide us with a list of any such statutes you have 
identified to date at the FCC, the reasons they are burdensome, why they do not 
provide much value, and how you would recommend changing them? 

I operate under the philosophy that Congress should tell us what to do, and not 
the other way around. Given your solicitation of suggestions. however. I will start by 
raising several possible statutory changes to improve the FCC before 111oving on to 
possible procedural reforms. 

Twenty-first century consumers want to have the freedom lo enjoy their favorite 
applications and content when and where they choose. Whether such material arrives 
over coaxial cable. copper wires, fiber or radio waves is of little consequence to most 
consumers so long as the markefs supply of products and services satisfies demand. 
Legacy statutory constructs, however. have created market distorting legal stovepipes 
based on the regulatory history of particular delivery plallorms. While consumers 
demand that functionalities and technologies converge, regulators and business people 
alike are forced to make decisions based on whether a business model fits into Titles I. 
II, Ill. VI, or none of the above. As Congress contemplates FCC reform. it may want to 
take the current marketplace into account and consider adopting an approach that is 
more focused on preventing concentrations and abuses of market power that result in 
consumer harm. 

Other statutory changes could include modernizing the Sunshine in Government 
Act to increase our efficiency and spirit of collaboration while preserving openness and 
transparency. 

Additional suggestions for statutory amendments are listed below: 

Reform of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) (5 U.S.C. § 601 et seq.) 

• The RFA requires an agency to perform an analysis of the effect of proposed and 
final rules on small entities, including what steps have been taken to minimize the 
burden on small businesses. 

• The RFA has been ineffective in reducing the implementation of burdensome or 
overly-regulatory rules. 

• Without a cost-benefit standard or mandate to prevent rules that are 

burdensome, compliance entails creating a report that merely reiterates the 
boilerplate analysis in the notice of proposed rulemaking or order. 
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• The RFA should be either eliminated or modified to prevent costly and 
unnecessary rules. 

Forbearance Authority (47 U.S.C. § 160) (Section 10) 

• Section 10 of the Telecommunications Act ol 1996 mandates that the 
Commission .. shall forbear" from applying any regulation or statutory provision to 

··a telecommunications carrier or telecommunications service. or class of 
telecommunications carriers or telecommunications services .. ii the agency 
determines enforcement of such requirement "is not necessary"' to ensure that 

charges and practices are reasonable and "not necessary tor the protection of 
consumers," and that forbearance is consistent with the public interest. 

• Given the convergence in the communications industry, it makes more sense for 
the FCC to review regulations applying to all providers under its jurisdiction. not 
just carriers and providers of telecommunications services. Congress could 
consider amending the Act to require a broader and more comprehensive 
approach. 

Section 11 Biennial Review (47 U.S.C. § 161) 

• Section 11 of the Telecommunications Act requires the FCC to review every two 
years those regulations that apply to providers of telecommunications services to 
determine "whether any such regulation is no longer necessary in the public 
interest as the result of meaningful economic competition,"1 and to "repeal or 
modify any regulation it determines to be no longer necessary in the public 
interest."2 

• Unfortunately, these reviews have not resulted in much action to actually 
eliminate rules. /\s such, the reviews are burdensome and unnecessary. 
recommend that Congress amend this section so that following each biennial 
review, the FCC is compelled to move forward within a specilic timeline to repeal 
various rules or to justify why repeal is not necessary. 

• Furthermore. the section only requires the FCC lo review regulations that apply 
to providers of telecommunications services. Given the convergence in the 
communications industry, it makes more sense for the FCC to review regulations 

47 u.s.c. §161(a)(2l. 
2 47 u.s.c. §16t;bj. 

2 
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applying to all providers under its jurisdiction. Congress could consider 
amending the Act to require a broader and more comprehensive approach. 

• Additionally, Congress could amend the statute to require the FCC to conduct the 
review under the presumption that a rule is not necessary unless the FCC finds 
compelling evidence lo the contrary. 

Set-Top Boxes (47 U.S.C. § 629) 

• Section 629 requires the Commission, in consultation with standards-setting 
organizations, to adopt regulations designed to assure the competitive availability 
of video navigation devices, such as set top boxes. 

• Section 629 should be modified to promote competitiveness and innovation. and 
to ensure our rules do not hinder the marketplace. 

• The government does not have a great track record in fashioning detailed 
technical mandates. For instance, in the case of CableCARD technology, the 
industry continues lo innovate; however, the industry's work on many 
enhancements. such as downloadable security. has largely stalled as a result of 
the FCC's regulations. 

Statutory Requirements for Various Reports 

• Various statutory provisions require the FCC to file annual reports on various 
topics; such as. the Wireless Competition Report:; Satellite Competition Report: 
Section 706 Reporl.5 and Video Competition Report.0 Preparation of each is a 
monumental and costly undertaking. 

• Rather than requiring that the Commission submi1 these reports annually, 
Congress might consider amending the Act to require biennial submissions. For 

3 See The Omr.ibus Budget Recooc;liation Act cf 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-66. Title VI.§ 6002{b). amending 
:he Communications Ac: of 1934 and codified at 47 U.S.C. § 332(cl. 
4 

See Pub. L. No. 109-3<1, 119 Sia;. 377 {2005). which amended the Communications Satellite Act of 
1962 a!'d is col.Med at <17 U.S.C. § 703. 
; See 47 U.S.C. § 1302(b) (2010). Section 706 o! the Telecommunications Act o' 1996, Pub. L. No. 104· 
t04. § 706. 110 S1aL 56. 153 (the Acl), as amended in relevant part by the B<oadband Da:a lrnprovemen: 
Act. Pub. L. No. 1 t0-385, I 22 Stat. 4096 (2008). codilied in Title 47. Ch;iprer 12 of the United States 
Coda. See47 U.S.C. § 1301 et seq. 

~See Pub. L. No. 102·385, 106 Stat 1460 (1992). Congress imposed an annual reporting requirement on 
!he Cornm•ss•cn in the Cable Television Consumer Protec:ion and Competition Act of I 992 (" 1992 Cable 
Act") as a mear-s 01 obtaining information or. '"the status of competition in the market !or the delivery of 
video programming.· See also 4 7 U. S C. § 548(9). 

3 
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example. filing each sometime within the first quarter of odd-numbered years 
would allow each incoming Congress to have fresh data at hand for any possible 
legislative considerations. Moreover, this amendment would remove the 
Commission from what sometimes seems like perpetual reporting mode. 

The 70170 Benchmark (47 USC§ 612(g)) 

• Provides the Commission with the authority to promulgate additional cable rules 
to provide diversity of information sources when cable systems are available to 
70 percent of U.S. households and are subscribed to by 70 percent of the 
households to which such systems are available. 

• Should be reconsidered in light of the modern competitive marketplace. 

• Concerns of a cable monopoly hindering the delivery of diverse programming has 
been eliminated as a result of deregulatory policies that have encouraged 
investment and new entry by wireline and satellite providers, in addition to 
Internet-supplied content. 

2. Please also list any regulations or other Commission requirements you have 
identified to date as being unnecessarily burdensome or duplicative. 

"Net Neutrality" Rules 

• For the first time ever .. the FCC imposed network management rules on the 
Internet. 

• The rules are unnecessary at best, and will deter investment in badly needed 
next-generation infrastructure at worst. There has been no evidence of systemic 
market failure that justifies these overly burdensome regulations. 

• Language in the "net neutrality" order itsell concedes that the Commission did 
not conduct a market power analysis or make a market power finding.' 

• Even though the FCC adopted the "net neutrality·· rules last December. they have 
yet to become effective. In the interim, America's Internet remains open and 
freedom-enhancing, as it always has been. 

Preservmg tile Open lmernet, Broadband Industry Practices. Report and Order. 25 FCC Red 17905. n. 
49 1.2010\ ("Open lri!erl'et Order''j. 

4 
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Equal Access Scripting Requirement 

• A number of phone companies are still required to inlorm a customer seeking a 
new local exchange service provider that the customer can receive long distance 
phone service from another carrier and. upon request, must read aloud to the 
customer a list of available independent long-distance companies. 

• This requirement is an old vestige from the break-up of the AT&T long-distance 
monopoly. Ma Bell's long-distance arm was declared "non-dominant" way back 
in 1995, and the long distance market has been competitive for almost 16 years, 
yet some of our antiquated rules liva on. 

• While the larger Bell companies and their successors were granted relief from 
this requirement years ago. it is smaller phone companies that must continue to 
bear the burden of living under them. 

Cost Allocation Requirements and Automatic Reporting Management Information 
System Mandates 

• Only the smaller non-Bell companies are still required to follow the cost allocation 
requirements and ARMIS (Automatic Reporting Management Information 
System) reporting mandates. 

• For carriers living under flexible price cap rules. rates are not dependent on costs 
and therefore such rules do not make sense. Also, considering that these 
carriers operate in an environment that is more competitive than a few years ago, 
these rules are not necessary. 

Affiliate Transaction Rules (47 CFR § 32.27) 

• These rules require only the smaller non-Bell companies to track the valuation of 
assets that are transferred between regulated and nonregulated affiliates. The 
larger Bells are no longer required to follow these requirements. 

• For carriers living under flexible price cap rules, rates are not dependent on costs 
and therefore such rules do not make sense. Also, considering that these 
carriers operate in an environment that is morn competitive than a few years ago. 
these rules are not necessary. 

Continuing Property Record Requirements (47 CFR §§ 32.2000(e),(f)) 

• Requires incumbent LECs to maintain detailed recordkeeping of their plant 
accounts such as descriptions of property, and location of property and original 

cost data. 

5 
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• These rules have primarily served for states in state ratemaking proceedings, not 
for FCC purposes. Furthermore. each incumbenl LEG has a vested interest in 
maintaining accurate property inventory, absent these detailed requirements. 

• Additionally, over a decade ago, the Commission tentatively concluded that these 
requirements should be eliminated.' 

CMRS Spectrum Aggregation Limit (47 CFR § 20.6) 

• When in effect. limits the amount of spectrum a given carrier was able to hold in 
a given market area. 

• Rule sunse1 as of 2003, yet still remains in lhe CFR. 

Rules Applicable to the Provision of CMRS Service by ILECs (47 CFR § 20.20) 

• Unique regulatory requirements established for ILECs providing wireless 
services. 

• Rule sunset as of 2002, yet sti ll remains in the CFR. 

Mutually Exclusive Applications (47 CFR § 22.131) 

• Procedures for resolving mutually exclusive license applications. 

• Provisions are moot because the FCC uses auctions to assign licenses based on 
the submission of mutually exclusive applications. 

Competitive Bidding Procedures (47 CFR §§ 22.201, 22.213, 22.225, 22.227, 
22.228) 

• Procedures for auctioning private mobile services spectrum. 

• Duplicates competitive bidding procedures set forth in Part 1 of the Commission's 
rules. 

Antenna Structures (47 CFR § 22.365) 

• Requirements for install ing and maintaining antenna structures. 

' See 2000 Biennial Regulatory Review - Comprel1ens1ve Review of the Accounting Requirements artd 
ARMIS Reporting Reqw ements for Incumbent Local Exchange Carr:ers: Phase 2, et al .. Report and 
O'der and Fur.her Notice of Proposed Rulerraklng. 16 FCC Red 1991 1, ~2 12 12001) ('"[Wle :entativety 
conclude that we shou!d eliminate our detailed lcontinuif\g properly records! rules in three years. ·;. 

6 
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• Duplicates antenna structure requirements set forth in Part 17 ot the 
Commission's rules. 

Mutually Exclusive Applications In the Paging and Radiotelephone Service (47 
CFR § 22.509) 

• Procedures lor resolving mutually exclusive license applications. 

• Provisions are moot because the FCC uses auctions to assign licenses based on 
the submission of mutually exclusive applications. 

Responsibility for Mobile Stations (47 CFR § 22.571): 

• Requires base station licensees to maintain responsibility for mobile stations. 

• Duplicates a general provision in Section 1.903(c) of the Commission's rules. 

Comparative Renewal Proceedings (47 CFR § 24.16) 

• Provides preference in comparative renewal proceedings for licensees who have 
demonstrated subs1antial service. 

• Licensees are no longer subject to the comparative renewal process. FCC 
assigns licenses by auction. 

Cost Sharing Requirements for Broadband PCS (47 CFR §§ 24.239·253) 

• Rules applicable to cost apportionment associated with post-auction clearing of 
incumbents from PCS band. 

• The cosl·sharing plan sunset for all PCS entities in 2005, yet lhese rules remain 
in the CFR. 

Oppositions to Narrowband PCS Applications (47 CFR § 24.430) 

• Procedures for submitting oppositions to applications submitted as part of the 
competitive bidding process. 

• Duplicates Section 1.2108 of the Commission's rules. 

Mutually Exclusive Narrowband PCS Applications (47 CFR § 24.431) 

• Procedures for resolving mutually exclusive applications. 

• Provisions are moot because the FCC assigns licenses by auction. 

7 
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Responsibility for SMR Mobile Stations (47 CFR §Section 90.656) 

• Requires base station licensees to maintain responsibility for mobile stations. 

• Duplicates a general provision in Section 1.903(c) of the Commission's rules. 

Media Ownership Rules (47 CFR * 73.3555) 

• These rules - including the newspaperibroadcast cross-ownership rule. the 
radio/television cross-ownership rule, the local television ownership rule, the local 
radio ownership rule, and the dual network rule - prohibit the ownership of 
multiple broadcast/newspaper entities. 

• Should be modernized to reflect the current competitive marketplace and 
economic and technological realities. 

• Should consider elimlnating the newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership rule. 

Leased Commercial Access (47 CFR § 76.970) 

• Requires cable operators to lease channels to programmers not otherwise 
carried on a cable system. In January 2008, the Commission released an order, 
to which I dissented, that changed the rate structure. These rules are not yet 
effective due to a stay issued by the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals and 
Paperwork Reduction Act delays. 

• Should re-evaluate the rate structure, which causes cable operators to subsidize 
commercial leased access users and determines rates based on the content 
delivered. 

• The rates adopted will result in a loss in the diversity ol programming as cable 

operators are forced to drop lesser-rated channels in favor of leased access 
requests seeking distribution distorted below cost and market rates 

• The majority also adopted customer service standards. complaint procedures, 
and reporting requirements. which are all aimed at propping up a regime that is 

past its prime. 

8 
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Fairness Doctrine 

• Despite the lact that the FCC stopped enforcing the Fairness Doctrine in the late 
1980' s because the doctrine regulated political speech and is therefore patently 
unconslitutional, the Fairness Doctrine is literally still codified in the CFR.9 

• Fortunately, Chairman Genachowski recently informed your committee that he 
supports removing references to the Fairness Doctrine (and its corollaries) from 
the CFR and intends to move forward on tllis effort in August. l look forward to 
helping him achieve that goal. 

Form Requirements 

• The FCC has too many forms. For example, there is Form 603: Form 611-T: 
Form 175: Form 601: Form 492; Form 477: Form 323: and Forms 396, 396-C, 
397 and 398, among others. 

• To the Chairman's credit. he has launched an initiative which seeks to reform the 
FCC's data collection processes. I support these eflorts and hope that this 
exercise results in comprehensive reform of the FCC's burdensome data 
collection procedures as opposed to simply shaving them around the edges. 

• While a few forms may be necessary, many could be eliminated or simplified. 
Several forms require companies to submit data that is no longer needed or is 
supplied elsewliere. 

Enhanced Disclosure Form (Form 355) 

• The Enhanced Disclosure Form is a specific example of a form that should be 
eliminated entirely. The form was previously adopted by the Commission tor the 
purpose of obtaining detailed information from broadcasters about community
focused programming on a quarterly basis. 

• Has not become effective due to Paperwork Reduction Act delays. 

• Should be eliminated as suggested in the Information Needs of Communities 
Report. Risk remains that a replacement might simply resurrect the Enhanced 
Disclosure form's pointless and burdensome mandates. 

9 47 CFR § 73.1910 ("broaocastirig"); 47 CFR § 76.209 ("origi11atio11 cablecasting"). See also 47 CFR §§ 
76. t 612-13 \Fairr.ess Doctrit'e corollaries applied to origination cablecasting). 

9 
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• Costly. burdensome, and unnecessary in today's highly competitive video 
market, which motivates broadcasters to respond to the interests of their local 

communities. 

Pending Regulations 

Finally, Chairman Genachowski has initialed some proceedings that will help clear 
away some of the regulatory underbrush, and he should be commended for those 

efforts. I look forward to continuing to work with him and all of my colleagues on these 
matters. In the rneanlime. however, Chairman Genachowski has also initiated many 
proceedings, through notices of inquiry. notices of ruremaking. or staff-prepared public 

notices. which seek. comment on proposed new regulations. 

Although l have supported opening these dockets, I have likewise expressed 
concern about the seeming rush to regulate. I have urged that the FCC develop a solid 

record, including a thorough cost-benefit analysis, and allow meaningful public comment 
prior to forming conclusions and implementing any regulations. While it may be 
tempting to shrug off regulatory costs. the reality is that businesses pass on their costs 
lo consumers. We all pay for the cost of government mandates. As such, it is important 

to proceed carefully. 

Some examples of pending proceedings are: 

Subject 
a;oadband Speed Survey and "Need for Speed" Information.' FCC seeks 
comment on speed survey results and measurement of broadband speed. and 
also seeks comment on what kinds of "need for speed" informalion will be most 
helpful to consumers in choosing their broadband service. 

! Docket No. 
CG 09-158 

CC98·170 
WC 04-36 

Nelwofk"SUrViVabi/ity. FCC seeks comment Ofl current effortS in the industry to PS 11-60: 
ensure continuity during major disasters, e~isting reliability standards. and the 10·92 1 

FCC's role and legal authority as to these issues. EB 06-119 I 
uniform License Renewal. Discontinuance of Ooerations. and WT 10 112 . I 
Partitionin<VDisaqqreqation. FCC seeks comment on creating new - J 
requiremenls for license renewals. lo establish uniform consequences for 
service discontinuance, and to clarify co11struction ob!igatior1s for spectrum 

licensees. -----------------'---- ... 

10 
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.~------S_u_b~je_c_t~~~-- ·~--
Broadband Data· Collection In the April 2010 order, the FCC adopted rules 
addressing the provisi<ln of aggregate dala collected lrom broadband service 
providers on Form 477. Current rulemaking proceedings propose poSSIOly 
expanding data collectl()rl requirements. 

· , .. oocketNO:-"' 
i WC07-38: 
; 09·1 90: 
: 10-132: 
~ 11·10 : 11·3 
: GN09-51: 
' 09·47 

··Deploying Aerial Communications Arc/lltectwe to DisaStei-:A,-re_a_s_. -:F=-c=-c=-s-e-ek,_s-~. =ps 11-1 5 · 
comment on deploying aerial communication architecture 10 disaster areas. 
Advanced Broadband for First Resoonders ... r:cc seeks c()mment on proposed 
rules for deployment and operation of a nationwide interoperable pubhc safety 
broadband network. 

I Framework tor NextHGenerarion 911 Deoioyment. FCC seeks comme"nt on-how 
! Next Generation 911 ('NG911 ··1 would enable the public to obtain emergency 

assistance by means of advancea communications technologies' beyond 
tradillonal voice-<:entrie devices. 

; w·p'Of-T001' 
l W TOG-150 
i PS 06-229 . 
1. PS 10·255 I 

, E911 Location Accuracy Regi/i;e_m_en_t_s_. -=F"'c'"'c=--req_u.,..ir_es_Wt,.... r-e.,..less- ,...lice-n_s_es_ t_o _ _ _ ~;""'p=-s=-:-o-=7-.1-1-4--1 

j satisfy E911 Phase lllocation accuracy and reliability standards on a county or i WC 05- 196 
: PSAP-based geographic level basis. FCC also seeks comment on lurther 

improvements to the !ocation capability ol 911 and E911 services (including 
indoors and vertically} for existing and new voice communications technologies 
and new broadband technologies associaled with depJoyme1>t of NG911 
networks. 

CG 10-207; 
. 09-158 

'Bill Shock." FCC proposes to require mobilo service providers to provide new 
usage notifications and additional disclosures so that consumers would not 
receive unexpected charges on their bill; i.e .. .. b:U shock." 

!International Broadband Comoaiison: ·F'"'c-c-se_e_k_s_c_om_m_e1-1t_o_n_i_rn_pr_o_v_i_ng-the ··· /B 10-171 

International Comparison required by Broadband Data Improvement Act. 
Roadmap for Cybersecvrity. FCC seeks ·comment on creation ol cybersecurily • PS 10-1 46 
roadmap lo identify vulnerabilities to communications networks in preparation ON 09· 51 

I for potential cyberthreats. 
i Robo{;.~[ff_.d. FCC proposes restricting automated telephone calls 
'. ('"robocalls") by requiring sellers and telemarketers to obtain written consent 
· from recipient - even whe•e 111e consumer has established a business 

relationship - before making these calls. 
SpeCjal ACCess. FCC seeks comment onpriCi;;g··,c;;.--a:cces:Slohigh·capacity 

tadlities. 
cc 05-25 

·-CramminO:· FCC seeks comment on.proposed rules that could alert consumers CG .. 1°1 · 116 
to unauthorized charges being •·crammed" on their bills: could potentially lead to 
regulation of billing services. 
Outaoe Reportjng tor tnterccnnecie!tVotP anct Broa<!band ISPs. FCC seeks - ·ps 11-82 
comment on new requirements for these providers in tile event of a service 

_outage. ·-·-·-- ----------

11 
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; ________ s_u_,bi_e_ct ____ · _--_·_·-_-_---_--_-_--_-_-··_·· ---+-T ~?.~~et No. I 
;Liielirie and LinkUp Reform and Modernization FCC seeks comment Ori ways WC 11-42 I 
' lo re1orm lhe Lifeline and Linkup programs to reduce waste. fraud and abuse: 
· inc!uding a proposal tor a federal standard as a minimum threshold for verifying 
i continued eligibility in the program and proposals 10 ex1end the subsidy 10 I 
! support broadband. j 
r-:-;:-:--- --· ...... ----------1-----···-·-·--

Video Device Competition!Al/Vid. FCC seeks comment on ruies to provide MB 10-91 I 
1 compelihon in the retail market for set-top video devices that are compatible CS 97-80 
i with all multichannel video programming dislributor ("MVPD"l services. PP 00-67 
I Program Carriage. FCC seeks comm.ent on various revisions and clarifications IVii'fTl-131 
! to the program carriage rules, which prohibit. amongst other things, MVPDs 
'. from discriminating against unaffiliated programming vendors when determining 

ca~riage or negotiating P!ogram carriag.e agreernents. , Ms······o····9···.• .. 1._82··-··-I M~ia Ownership. As part of the 2010 quadrennial review, the FCC seeks 
· comment on the stale of the media industry and the multiple ownership and 
. cross ownership rules affecting radio. TV and newspapers. 
! Broadcast loca/i1>m. FCC seeks comment on various proposals - including MB 04-233 I 

j permanent community advisory boards, renewal guidelines. and a requirement 
! to have a 24 hour physical presence in a stalion - to ensure that broadcasters 
! are addressing the needs of their local communities. 

RelransmiSSion Consent. FCCseeks coinnieni oii modiiications to the rules 
governing good faith negotiations when broadcast television stations elect 
retransmission consent negotialions as opposed to exercising ltleir must-carry , 
rights. -' ____ _, 
Program Access and Tying Arrangements. FCC seeks comment on revisions tel°' MB 07-198 
the program access rules, which pertain to the ability of an MVPD to access 

! video programming, and retransmission consent rules in light of program tying 
I arrangements. 
; Digital Audio Broadcasting Systems. FCC seeks comment on the appropriate , MM 99-325 
I treatment of subscription-based radio services and whether digilal rad10 stations 

1 
shouid be subject to additional public interest obligations beyond those that 

! apply 10 analog stations. 
I Soonsorsh1p /dentiiicaiion:·-F:ccHseekscominent on its spo-nsors-hip MB 08-90 
I identification rules and the incorporation of commercial messages into 

I programming; i.e., ·'embedded advertising." -·--··-····. ·-·---·····-------'-------' 
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINO~ON. OC 20'25 

OFAa; OF THE CKAIRMAN 

The Honorable Cliff Stearns 
Chainnan 
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Chairman Steams: 

August 17, 2011 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before the House Subcommittee on 
Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce on July 
7, 2011 on the views of the independent agencies on regulatory reform. Enclosed 
are the responses to the post-hearing questions that Representatives Steams, 
Barton, Myrick and Gardner have submitted. Commissioner Moeller has 
infonned me that he concurs in my responses to the questions that were posed by 
the Honorable Cliff Stearns and the Honorable Joe Barton, as those questions were 
also directed to Commissioner Moeller. 

Should you need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Cc: Diana DeGette, Ranking Member 

Jon Wellinghoff 
Chairman 
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The Honorable Cliff Stearns 

1. In Chairman Leibowitz's testimony he said the FTC is "seeking to identify acts 
of Coagress that appear to be of little value but that impose burdens on 
businesses, particularly small businesses and the Commission." It would be 
useful to this Committee if all of the agencies in our jurisdiction performed such 
an analysis. Can you please provide us with a list nf any such statutes you have 
identified to date at FERC, the reasons they arc burdensome, why they do not 
provide much value, and bow you would recommend changing them. 

~: Below are several parts of the Federal Power Act (FP A) that l bet ieve could he 
eliminated or modified to reduce burden. 

FPA seclion 305(c} 
• Section 305 of the FP A concerns officials dealing in securities and interlocking 

directorates. FPA 305(c) has two reporting requirements. The first is to report a 
broad range of interlocking officer positions and directorships. The only apparent use 
for this provision is to serve as a check to ensure that those required to file interlock 
applications under the much more narrow section 305(b) did so. The second is a 
related requirement to report each public utility's 20 largesl purchasers of its power. 
also do not see that this provision of the Federal Power Act serves much purpose. I 
believe that these provisions could be eliminated, as they are not typically used by 
this Commission to carry out its functions, and they do not appear to be useful to the 
general public. 

• In addition, Part 46 of our regulations is devoted to the implementation of these two 
statutory reporting requirements. lfFPA section 305(c) is repealed, then the 
Commission could eliminate Part 46 in its entirety. 

Modification to the Commission's hydropower certification statutes 
Congress could modify 1he Commission's authority for licensing hydropowcr projects in 
the following ways: 
• Exempt all conduit projects from Commission jurisdiction (modeled after H.R. 5922, 

which intended to exempt 1.5 MW or less}. 

• Remove projects currently holding a conduii exemption from Commission 
jurisdiction. In the alternative, allow projects on federal lands, if they would 
otherwise qualify, to be eligible for a conduit exemption. 

• Clarify that S-MW exemptions may be located at government dams. 

• Extend the tenn of preliminary permits for 2 years if activities under the original 
permit were conducted with due diligence. 
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2. Please also list any regulations or other Commission requirements you have 
identified to date as being unnecessarily burdensome or duplicative. 

~: As I stated in my testimony, the Commission's practice is to engage in constant 
self-review to avoid red tape or unnecessary regulation that would impose undue burdens 
on the energy industry. Below are several actions the Commission has taken to reduce 
unnecessarily burdensome or duplicative regulations. In addition, l welcome the 
President's new executive order asking independent agencies to engage in a public effort 
to reassess and stream.line their federal regulations and have announced that the 
Commission will implement the President's executive order. When that review is 
completed, I would be happy to share our results with you. 

Revisions to FOI1lJ 552 
• Under the Commission's Form No. 552, natural gas market participants must 

annually report information regarding physical natural gas transactions that use an 
index or tha1 contribute to or may contribute to the formation of a gas index. Order 
No. 704 required market participants to file these reports in order to provide greater 
transparency concerning the use of indices to price natural gas and how weU index 
prices reflect market forces. In Order No. 704-C the Commission reduced burden on 
the industry by revising Form No. 552 so as to (l) exempt from reporting any 
unexercised options to take gas under a take-or-release contract; (2) exempt from 
reporting cash-out imbalance and percentage of procec<ls t.ransactions, since they 
were burdensome to report and provided little market information; and, (3) strike the 
form's references to the blanket sales certificates issued under§ 284.402 or§ 
284.284, since they were burdensome to report and provided little market 
information, so as to also exempt small entities who were obligated to report solely 
by virtue of possessing a blanket sales certificate. 

Elimination offonn 11 
• Form 11 was a quarterly filing made by natural gas companies whose gas transported 

or stored for a fee exceeded 50 million Dth in each of the three previous years. In 
2008, in revising the Commission's financial fonns to carry out its responsibilities 
under the NGA to ensure that rates are just and reasonable, the Commission 
eliminated a separate filing, Form 11, to streamline the filing process, mitigating the 
filing burden. 

Electric Quarterly Report CEQR) requjr:ements 
• All public utilities are required to electronically file EQRs sununarizing the 

contractual terms and conditions in their agreements for all jurisdictional services 
(including market-based power sales, cost-based power sales, and transmission 
service) and transaction information for short-tenn and long-tenn market-based 
power sales and cost-based power sales during the most recent calendar quarter. As 
indicated in a notice issued June 24, 201 l , the Commission will be switching the 
filing mechanics from an outdated, difficult-to-support software platform to a more 
flexibly implemented process using the current business standard of XML. In this 
way, the Commission will allow EQR fi lers to develop !heir O\m methods for 
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submitting this vii al part of its market based rate program rather than forcing them to 
use a system developed almost I 0 years ago. 

• In order to reduce the burden on companies making corrections to previously filed 
EQRs, the Corrunission has adopted a policy of limiting those corrections lo the most 
recent 12 reports (three years) rather than requiring corrections back lo the original 
filed EQRs which could be as early as 2001. 

Semi-Annual Natural Gas Reporting Requirements 
• Sections 284.13( e) and 284.126( c) of the Commission'sregulations require certain 

pipelines to file semi-annual storage reports at the end of each complete storage 
injection and withdrawal season. On December 16, 2010, the Commission in Docket 
No. RM I 1-4-000 issued a Notice of Inquiry (NOI) regarding whether and how the 
semi-annual storage reports required of both interstate and intrastate pipelines should 
be modified in light of (I) changes in the natural gas market since the Commission 
originally adopted the semi-annual slOl'llJ.1C reporting requirements and (2) recent 
improvements in the Commission's other reporting requirements. As part of this 
NOI, the Commission sought comment on whether to retain a revenue reporting 
requirement and whether certain semi-annual storage reports should be folded into 
anolhcr form No. 549D. The Commission is stilt considering comments submitted in 
this proceeding. 

The Honorable Joe Barton 
I. I am aware of a planned hydro project at an exi~ting dam on Lake Livingston in 

Texas and the license application has been pending with FERC staff for over two 
years. Can you check on the Livingston application and let us know when the 
license might be issued? 

~: I cannot give you an exact date for when the Commission will act on the 
application, because the matter is still under consideration. However, I can tell you that 
Commission staff issued an environmental analysis of the proposed project on February 
2, 2011 . Staff has ail of the infonnation necessary to complete its analysis of the 
proposal and is working diligently on lhe matter. 

The Honorable Sue Myrick 

1. Due to the significant delay by the National Marine Fisheries Sen·ice in issuing a 
Biological Opinion for the Catawba-Wateree l{ydro Relfocnsing process, wbat is 
s topping FERC from issuing tbe license for the project that reserves tbe right to 
reopen the license if/when short nose sturgeon are detected in the river basio? 

~: A reopener would not protect the Commission against allegations that it had 
violated the Endangered Species Act (ESA) by issuing a license without completing 
consultation as required by section 7 of that Act. Also, in the absence of an incidental 
take pennit - which is issued in conjunction with a biological opinion -· if project 
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operations resulted in the taking of listed species, the Commission as well as the licensee 
(and possibly certain individuals) could be subject civil and criminal penalties for 
violating section 10 of the ESA. In addition the license cannot be issued without action 
on the water quality certification from South Carolina. 

The Honorable Cory Gardner 

1. FERC is mandated, under the Federal Power Act, to provide rates that are 
"ju.st aod reasonable and uot unduly dii;criminatory," but has iostead allowed these 
rates io RTO markets to rise virtually unchecked. 

What is FERC's view of its mandate under the Federal Power Act to ensure 
that wholesale electric rates are "just and reasonable and not unduly 
discriminatory?" 

~: The premise of your question suggests several conclusions which are erroneous. 
It is sugge!>ted that FERC '' ... allowed ... rates in RTO market~ to rise ... " and that FERC did 
so such that that rise was " ... virtually unchecked." First, where competition is adequate, 
FERC generally does not control the rise or fall of electric rates in RTO markets. Rates in 
those wholesale markets arc controlled by competitive market forces that are directly 
responsible for the level of those rates. 

Next as to the "checks" on the RIO markets by FERC, the FERC oversees those markets 
and establishes the market rules and tariff conditions that all market participants must 
comply with or be subject to enforcement action and penalties. The FERC Office of 
Enforcement monitors the RTO markets on a daily basis and reviews market activity for 
signs of fraud and manipulation. Enforcement actions are brought if a market panicipant 
is not complying with the established market rules. In addition each RTO has an 
independent market monitor who also oversees market operations, reviews activity for 
instances of fraud and abuse, detennines if the markets are operating competitively, and 
reports to the FERC Office of Enforcement. These market monitors in their annual 
reports to FERC for the past four years have reported that each of the RTO energy 
markets is competitive. So there are substantial "checks'' on the RTO markets. But the 
purpose of those checks is to ensure that they are competitive and to prevent fraud and 
manipulation. There is no command and control of rates as you suggest in the wholesale 
energy markets. And historical data has demonstrated that such an uncompetitive system 
fails to provide optimum benefits for consumers. 
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Finally, yolll' question seems to assume that rates have risen in the RTO markets. This is 
in fact not the case. Wholesale energy rates have fallen significantly across all R TOs 
since 2009. In particular, the chart below contr.ists RTO prices for the past three years. 

RTO 2008 2009 2010 
ISO-NE $97/MWh $59/MWh $66/MWh 

PJM $85/MWh $56/MWh S67lMWh 
, MlSO $53/M\\lh $3)/MWh $35/MWh 
. SPP $53/M\\.'h $27/M\\.'h $31/MWh 
; CAlSO $53/MWb $38/MWh $40/MWh 

NYISO: 
Western Zone $67/M\Vh $44/MWh $50/MWh 
N.Y. Citv $120/JvtWh $66/MWh $83/MWh 

This reduction in rates is due to competitive forces and market fundamentals dictating 
rate levels. Wholesale prices dropped in recent years due in large part to a reduction in 
demand for electricity reflecting the economic recession. Electricity markets quickly 
adjusted to the fundamental reduction in demand by clearing at lower prices for 
consumers who were in the market, rather than requiring the time and expense ofmulti
month rate proceedings to adjust wholesale r.ites through a traditional rate case. 

So in summary rates in RTO markets are controlled by competitive market forces 
that will cause wholesale rates to rise and in the case of the last two years fall depending 
on market fundamentals. Such market fundamentals work efficiently in properly designed 
and monitored markets. That market design and monitoring requires effective regulation 
such as that provided by FERC. By FERC establishing the regulatory framework 
enabling a fair, open and efficient competitive energy markets in the RTOs consumers 
will be provided the opportunity to take advantage of wholesale electric rates that are 
truly "just and reasonable and nm unduly discriminatory." This is how competition works 
for the benefit of consumers. 

2. A provision in the 2005 Energy Policy Act allowed for voluntary 
participation in RTOs by federal utilities (1V A, DPA, WAPA). However, RTO 
panicipation seems hardly voluntary when it comes to wholesale market customers. 
If a distribution utility or an industrial customer, for example, i~ in an Rl'O region 
and the transmission and generation owners in its region have decided to 
participate, it has no other choke but to take part in the market. 

Are sm:ill utilities and industrial customers able to "opt-out" of RTO 
markets if they are located within the RTO's geographic footprint? 

~:There is no requirement that any entity join (or "opt-into") an RTO or ISO. 
Membership in any RTO or ISO is voluntary. An entity must apply to become a member, 
agree to comply with the tenns of the appropriate agreements, and pay any applicable 

I 
: 

I 
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membership fee. For example, the voluntary nature ofRTO and !SO membership is 
reflected in the Operating Agreement of PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (P JM). which 
specifies that nothing in the PJM membership provisions "is intended to remove, in any 
respect, the choice of participation by ot.hcr utility companies or organizations in the 
operation of the PJM Region through inclusion in the System of a Member." An entity 
may join an RTO or ISO and later decide to leave that RTO or ISO under terms specifi ed 
in the provisions of the RTO's or ISO's tariff. For example, the NEPOOL Agreement in 
ISO-New England (ISO-NE) allows entities to withdraw from the RTO upon 60 days' 
notice. 

A small utility or industrial customer that is a participant in an RTO or ISO is not 
obligated to purchase its electricity from the RTO- or ISO-administered markets. All 
participants may (and many do) purchase their power under bilateral contracts and 
schedule delivery of their bilateral purchases through the RTO or ISO. Bilateral contracts 
are fully supported within the market nnd a market participant does not need to opt out of 
an RTO or ISO to take advantage of such transactions. 

In some RTOs and ISOs with capacity markets, a market participant may secure 
future capacity outside of the RTO or ISO market. For example, PJM administers a 
forward capacity market that secures a variable resource capacity requi rement for the 
regional participants for a three-year forward delivery year. Entities may opt out of the 
variable resource capacity requirement in favor of a fixed-resource capacity requirement 
and remain participants in the RTO/ISO energy and operating reserves markets. 

3. Since their creation by FERC, the RTOs themselves have become regional 
autburities subject to federal approval that tend to favor transmission ownen and 
remote gener11tors, putentially at the expense of ratepayers. Further, the 
stakeholder process that is suppostd to guide decisions at the RTO is dominated by 
those entities that own the assets - namely, the power generators. 

What recourse docs a retail customer in an RTO region have if wholesale 
power and transmission rates incTease without sufficient justification'! What 
recourse docs a state public service commission have? 

~: RTOs and their decision-making processes, by FERC requirement, must be 
independent of control by any market participant or class of market participants. 
Commission policy, as detailed in Order No. 719, also requires RTOs and ISOs 10 be 
responsive to customers and other stakeholders, and to ensure that customers and other 
stakeholders have access 10 the RTO board of directors. The Commission has assessed 
the responsiveness of each RTO using four criteria: inclusiveness; fairness in balancing 
interests; representation of minority positions; and ongoing responsiveness. 

Each RTO is responsible for developing its ov.n stakeholder process, and those 
processes vary from region to region. The Commission encourages interested parties to 
act through the RTO stakeholder process to ensure that their concerns are heard and 
addressed. By participating in the stakeholder process, interested parties arc able to assist 
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in shaping RTO policy on the ground floor. Many state commis.<;ions (and in four 
regions. associations of state commissions) participate in RTO stakeholder processes. 

Any party, including retail customers and state public service commissions, may 
fil e conunents on RTO rate and tariff proposals pending before the Commission, or file a 
complaint if they believe that wholesale power and transmission rates &e unjust and 
unreasonable. 

4. Over the post four years there have been several cases where the behaviors of 
certain market participants caused prices to skyrocket. Such cases included the 
circuitous scheduling of power tlows to the NY ISO around Lake Erie that resulted 
io at least Sl 00 million in excess transmission costs, non-competitive bids or three 
New York state generators costing ao additional $2. 7 million, and the Edison 
Mission Corporation use of a "high-offer" pricing strategy to withhold generation 
from the market and drive up prices. 

Why bas FERC chosea not to u~e its authority under the Federal Power Ad 
to order di.\gorgement of such dollars or refunds to electric customers who were 
harmed by such behaviors of market participants? 

Answer: The Commission uses its statutory authority to order disgorgement when it 
determines that: (I) the conduct of a market participant violates the Federal Power Act or 
other governing statute, or a rule, regulation. or order issued pursuant thereto; and (2) the 
violation resulted in unju~t profits. Since the Commission received its enhanced civil 
penalty authority in the Energy Policy Act of 2005, it has ordered the payment of over 
$150 million in civil penalties and the disgorgement of another $3 5 million in unjust 

.profils. However, in cases where the Commission detem1ines that no violation occurred, 
or where the facts are insufficient to prove such a violation at trial, the Commission does 
not have the authority to order disgorgcment. The C-0mmission also requires the payment 
of refunds to electric customers when it is appropriate to do so. 

With regard to the three mauers mentioned above, the Commission detennined 
either that the conduct of the market participllllts did not constitute a violation of th~ 
Federal Power Act, or a rule, regulation, or order issued pursuant thereto, or that the facts 
were insufficient to prove such a violation; and therefore, the Commission did not have 
the authority to order disgorgement. I lowever, the Commission approved a settlement 
requiring Edison Mission to pay a civil penalty of $7 million and to spend at least $2 
million on a compliance plan. 

5. How doH FERC e:i:pcct to deter such future behaviors without ordering 
restitu tion to electric customers for the excess costs they have paid? 

~:The Commission will aggressively seek disgorgcmcnt in any c.ase for which it is 
appropriate. In those cases where a market participant's conduct does not constitute a 
violation and disgorgement is therefore inappropriate, the Commission will seek 
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alternative, prospective remedies, such as market rule changes to prohibit conduct that 
caused electric customers to incur excessive costs. 

6. If electric customers do not receive refunds or restitution for transactions 
undertaken without a legitimate commercial purpose that raises prices for 
customers, bow can the rates still meet the just and reasonable standard under the 
Federal Power Act? 

Answer: The Commission is required to ensure that the rates under its jurisdiction meet 
the just and reasonable standard under the Federal Power Act through ratcmaking 
proceedings, tariff filings. and careful review procedures. When the Commission 
becomes aware that a filed rate is unjust or unreasonable .• the Federal Power Act only 
authorizes the Commission to order refunds from the point at which the relevant 
proceeding was initiated by a complaint or Commission order. 16 U.S.C. § 824e (2006). 
Likewise, when the Commission becomes aware that an existing market rule results in 
unjust or umeasonable rates, the Commission is authorized to amend that market rule, but 
it is not authorized to order market participants that have not committed violations to 
disgorge profits eamed through legitimate business activities. 

7. In recent hearings held by the Maryland Public Service Commission in 
October 2010, several independent buildefll ofnew generation stated that capacity 
markets do not provide needed long-term price stability to attract invesiors in new 
power plants. 

GiYen that this market pays almost all revenues to owners of existing 
facilities and discourages new market entrants, how does FERC demonstrate that 
this market is encouraging competition, improving the reliability of supply, and that 
the rates produced meet the just and reasonable standard set out in the Federal 
Power Act? 

Answer: PJM, which is the RTO serving Maryland, meets its reliability needs at least cost 
by securing capacity resources in a three-year forward auction. The PJM auction is 
designed to encourage competition among all capacity resources on a non-discriminatory 
basis, and to ensure that PJM acquires adequate capacity resources in a competitive, non
discriminatory auction, so that rates produced meet the just and reasonable standard set 
out in the Federal Power Act. In the annual auctions, existing and new generation 
resources, upgrades to existing resources, transmission enhancements, demand response, 
and energy efficiency compete to provide reliability of supply to consumers. To date, 
PJM has secured more than enough capacity to meet its needs in each delivery year at a 
market-clearing price that is lower than the projected cost of new entry. Capacity 
clearing prices have varied among different regions for some delivery years, but the 
actual market-clearing prices generally have been Jess than the projected cost of new 
entry in even the highest cost regions. 
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PJM's Reliability Pricing Model (RPM) is designed to provide the appropriate 
price signals when new resources are needed to meet PJM's reliability requirements. 
PJM is discussing with its stakeholders additional capacity auction mechanisms and 
changes to its open access transmission tariff that governs new entry pricing alternatives. 
Such changes, if adopted, would expand the role of longer-term commitments that might 
facilitate the building of new generation by providing more long-term price certainty for 
new generation to enter the capadty market. 

8. The changes to the capacity market rules in both P JM and ISO-NE that 
FERC has ordered will undo language in the tariffs that was negotiated through a 
multi-party settlement process. This will be done without a hearing or the 
opportunity to negotiate replacement protections. 

What is the potential impact of this action oo participation by market 
participants, especially customer and load (demand) representatives, in future 
settlement processes? 

~:On April 12 and 13, 2011, the Commission issued orders on proposed 
alterations to the capacity markets in these regions Lo address concerns over the exercise 
of market power in capacity auctions. Parties have filed requests for rehearing of these 
orders, which the Commission is currently considering. Because both of these 
proceedings are still pending, I cannot comment further on the specifics of these maners 
at this time. 

Generally, the Commission encourages interested panics to participate in 
senlement processes starting at the beginning of the process, as this can often be the best 
way of ensuring that their interests are fully considered. The Commission gives a great 
deal of consideration to the results of senlement processes as representative of the 
collective views of the parties involved; however, it is ultimately the Commission's 
responsibility to ensure that rates are just and reasonable and not unduly discriminatory. 
When ma.king our rulings, the Commission solicits and review comments from interested 
parties. including from customer and load representatives. 

9. EIA data shows greater levels of construction of generation capacity in non-
RTO markets. A number of studies also project high levels of coal plant closures 
following implementation of pending EPA regulations - with greater levels of 
closures in RTO regions. 

Has FERC investigated this disparity, and ifso, what steps is it taking to 
promote the construction of new baseload generation capacity in RTO markets? 

Answer: No, the Commission has not conducted such an investigation. As noted in the 
~e to question 7, RTO capacity markets are designed to secure a competition-based 
combination of capacity resources to meet reliability needs on a non-discriminatory basis. 
The variou.~ competitive market approaches to obtaining capacity are not designed to 
promote any particular capacity type, such as new baseload generating capacity, over any 
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other type of new or existing generating capacity resource, demand response, energy 
efficiency, or transmission capacity resource. 

10. Jf not, is FERC concerned about the low level!i of new generation 
construction in RTO regions given pending coal plant closures? 

Answer: The Commission expects that competitive markets will provide appropriate 
incentives for construction of new generation. It is important to note that available data 
indicates that U1e electric utility industry has added significant amounts of generating 
facilities when circumstances warranted. 
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J.'ederal Trade Commission 

House of Representatives Committee on Energy and Commerce 
"The Views of the Independent A~cncies on Regulatory Reform" 

July 7, 2011 

Responses to Questions for the Record to Chairman Jon D. Leibowitz 
From Chairman Cliff Stearns 

I. In ~·our testimony yo11 said the FTC is "sceki11g to identify acts of Congress that 
appear to he oflittle value but that impose burdens on businesses, particularly small 
businesses and the Commission." Can you please give us a list of sud1 statutes you have 
ide11tified so far, the 1·casoos they are burdcosome, why they do not provide much value, 
and how you would rrtosnmcnd changing them. 

Commission staff are continuing to lry to identify stanucs that appear 10 be of limited value. hnt 
that r.li,·crt bu~iness or Commission resources from more prc~sing wc1rk. Thus far. staff have 
iJcntificd two starutorily mandated re~1orts, the l>cncfits nf which do not appear to be justified by 
1hc cosl required 10 research and produce them. 

The tirst is a statutory requirement to issue repor1s (>n wnccntratkin in the e1hanol market. 
S<.'cti,111 150 I (a)(2) of lhc Energy Policy Act of'2005 impo$<:$ an annual requirement on the 
Commission to ·'pcrfonn a market concentration analysi~ of the ethanol production industry ... to 
dctcnnine whether there is sufficient competition among industry participants to avoid price
setting and other anricompclitivc behavior:·1 The Commi8sion has found each year that the 
market is el(trcrncly un..:onccntrated. and that cntry is easy and ongoing.1 Thcrcfi.1rc. the:;e 
rcp<lnS seems to provide littk useful infonrnttion. 
The .~<!C•lnd is a s1aru1ory requirement for reports on coll~ge scholarship scams. The College 
Scholarship Fraud Prevention Act of :woo; requires that the Attorney General. the Secretary of 
Education. and the FTC jointly $Ul>mit to Congress each year a report on that year's incidence e1f 
fraud by businesses or individuals marketing financial aid assistance services to consumers. 
Though stopping scholarship scams i:; im important priority. the report simply describes actions 
taken to <id<lrcss so.;holarship scams. Thus, the 1·cpo11 appear~ to provide little v;ih1;1blo.: 

infonnation. 

1 F.ncrl)y (',)!icy Ae1,,f200.S § I 50l(a)(l). 42 L.S.C. ~ 7545(.,)(1\)) (200•}). 
'I 'nd~r the Ft{•'"" DOJ H1>ri,0111al :Vl.'rgcr Guidelines. mark•t conc•11tra1i,m i~ "a!culated using th~ Hcrfindahl
Hir~c·hr:i"n Index ("Hlll"J. The Hill measures concentration hy summing the• ~quar,-.,: of each partkipam in a 
markt1. An HHI can o~ no higher tn•n l0.000. which is reached when a market is a monopoly. The \lcrger 
Guideline.regard an I IHI bdow 1500 as 1111conccmra1cd. 1lkrg•1·srcsul Ling in an Hill .,f up 10 ! 500 arc unl ik~ly ro 
haw am!c,>mpc!i1;--.~ effects and gcn\'r.11ly re1111ir~· n<• addirional analysi,;. S«c U.S. f>epanmem of Ju~ricc and rh~ 
r cetera! Trade Commi>,;ion. Horiw111;1/ Al'"J.!•"· G11ic/,•lim.'s . .'\ugu~1 19. 20 I 0. at 24-26. •l"ailah/e at 
h.1.:;r:.\D"" .ft~.•o,··o;;·2lll i)-Q~!l008J9h:n,;.p.df. The Hiii in the ethanol industry i; !cs< th<m 700. which r<prcs<nb a 
highly un1.·or.ccnzrati:d moirkcL 
'Pub. I.. -:o. 106-~W. ! 14 Stat. 1~67 
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The ethanol report requirement imposes surru: burden on business, as C'ommissiC>n staff must 
interv iew market pa1ticipa11cs lt' verit)· comp11ny-spe• irt<.: info1m:ttion gleaned from pul:>lic 
s1,urccs and refonnulated focls a>'SOCiation pul>lie<1tions. The scholarship n:port requirement 
doc.~ not impose any burden on busin~s. Howewr, ho th reports use FTC swff rc:1<1urces that 
C.(IUld be used to address other probh:ms. and neither appear~ to produce much of value for 
Congres..~. bu ~inesses. or the Commission. 

\Ve would rewmmeod C0ngrcss strike the requirements that the c,,mmissions produ~c these 
reports. 

2. Plea~c also list any regullllions or otller Commis~ion requirements ~ou have 
identified to date as being unnecMsarily burdensome or duplicali,·e. 

To o:nsurc that the Commission's regulation$ and compliance advice remain cost-cffcctiv~. the 
FTC has engaged in a volunt;iry. ;ystemaric review program for tht: last rwo decades. scheduling 
<ill ruks uml indu~rry guid~~ for review on 11 ten-year cycle. Pun;uant to that program, the 
Commission has rescinded 37 ruk s and guides, 1md made significant updates and improvements 
to d,):tcns l) f NhNs, since the e.1rly 1990s. Plens<.: see Attachment A the enclosed document for a 
complete list ,,f rescinded and rev ised guides and mies. 

Questions for the Record to Chairman Jon D. Leibowitz 
from the Honorable Brian Bilbray 

I . In a May 201 l interview, Chairman Lcibowit7. stated that ••one of the commission's 
priorities is to find .a pure section fi\•e case under unfair methods of competition. Everyone 
acknowledges lhat Cougress gan~ us much mnre jurisdiction than just antitrust." In 
l.'onrrast, in 2009, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce published a 2009 article (attached) tbat 
casu doubt on the FTC's authority lo expand its jurisdiction under Soctioa 5. The 
Chamber Slated, " The character of many of these proposals, as well as their scope and 
diversity, highlights kc~· disadvantages of extending Section 5 beyond the range of Che 
~xisting ant itrust laws." Please comm('nl on the Chamber's views that we should tonk with 
skcptici~m nt the expansion of Section 5? 

Reasonat:>le pe(lpk can di::;agree about when 1he C<•mmission should use Section 5, but no 
one debatt's tl:i11t C()ogrcs.~ intended to give the FTC: broader juri~dktion rhan the antitrust laws. 
One of rhe advantages of using Sec1ion 5 is thnt since, t:>y its nilture, ii is not an antitnist sta tute, it 
is much harder (if at all possible) to bring a follow-on private treble damage suil. For 1hat 
reason. I m ongly believe that. once it thinks these issues lhrough. th.: Chamber will l:>e more 
supportive of the Commi:;sion'~judicious use of its Settion :' nuthnriry. 

Congr= ~tablished the C'onunission as a bi-partisan independent agency with a 
nmndnte to µrore.:t the public from unfair me1hods o f compet ition. Congress intended that the 
Commissit1n play a unique role in the ec0nomic lift: of the nation. As the Supreme Court 
.:xplained in FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 4()5 U.S. '.!33 . .239 {197:?.). in which it th<.'roughly 
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cxamincd the legislative history t•f the f TC: Act, C:ongrcss intended for the Commission to 
prc>scribc unfair hu~im:ss practiet:s rhat arc not condemJ>cd under the kllcr of the antiuu~t law~. 
Saiator Cummins. one or the bill's main 11roponcnts, squardy stated on the Senate 110<.•r: ·ttJhat 
is the only pufJXJSC of Section 5 - to make some things punishable, to prevent some things. that 
can not (sicj be punished or prevented under the an t itn.i~t law.-) I Cong. Rec. 12,454 ( 1914). 
While th .: •·asl majority of our anti trnst enforcement actions involve conduct tha t ful l~ within the 
;irohibilkins of the Shennan or Clayton Acts, the Commission h;1s a bro~dcr mandate. which it 
discharge~ by challenging undr;:r Sl!<.:tion 5 conduct that is likely te> result in dcmonstmtcd hann 
to consum~T:> ~,r to the competitive process. 

Indeed, Section 5 may he the only practicable mc~ns lo st<>p some conduct that hanns 
consumer~ t>ut that cann(•l be reached under the antitrost Jaws. The Commission's recent u5c (lf 
Section 5 <l~m•mstratcs that the Commission is C(imrnitled to using that authority in predictable 
ways that enhance consumer welfare. For instance. the Commission has used Section 5 to 
prevent "imitations t<• l'\illudc" by fixing prices. A compelitor"s invitation 10 its nomin~l rival rn 
fi x prices does not violate the Shennan Act, hut it serv.:s n<> lawful purpose and crc11tes an 
imolcrable risk that pric.: fixing wiU rc.~ult. And even if an invitation 10 collude is rejected by 
rinls, it can undennine the pmccs.s by which pric<.:S nre set by independent competitor.; anu lead 
to tacit COl>rd ination. The Chamber <> fCommcrce alrea11y agrees with this as they note in thei r 
article tha t "there arc certain, limited forms of unticornpct itivc conduct that may not be c,wcrcd 
b] the an titrnst laws:' including invitations to collude.; 

C(lngrcss chose 10 give the Commission its broad mandate rather than handing 1he 
Commissi(ln a list of spedfic acts 10 be condemned as unfair because it knew that no such list 
<:,iuld he. or Jong remain. sufficiently cornplet~ co protect competition and c\lnsumcrs. To 
address concerns about the fairness of not doing so. Congress limi1ed the remedies available for 
violmions of Sectic>n 5, and Section 5 docs not provide for a private right of action. Because or 
the limi ted consequences of Section 5 enforcement, the C<>mmission uses its Section 5 authority 
not to punish the wron~docr, but to fairly eliminate the conduct that is likely lo injure 
com1i.:ri1io11 and consumers, allowing honest nnd competitive markets to funh~r consumer 
welfare . 

.., The Association for Competili~·e Techlwlogy (ACT} represents a number of tech 
companies Including Microsoft, Oracle, and VeriSign. ACr has btogged about Chairman 
Lcihowitz's desire to expand the FTC's Set'tiou S authority. It wrote that Chairman 
Lc.-ibowit:r. " ls arguing lhat requiring actual cconomk analysis of alleged 'harms to 
competition' is too high a bar for his agcncy. They nccd to be able to prc•·cnt bush1ess 
pradices they bclien• arc harmful to competition and consumcrs, e\·en if the.- ~onomk 
analysis suggesls otherwise. Aud i11 this new regime, t'ompanies will have little guidance as 
to wbat the r rc will consider legal vs. illegal." Tb is doesn't seem to he the right po lie~· fur 
the agency to be pursuing. Why is the FTC doing so? 

' C:.S. Chamb~r ,.f Cummerce. Unfi>ir.ll1·1hod< l)fC1Jlllf!<!tit/() 11 U11Ja Sn-tion 5 0(1h1' f."1( Arr: Ot>t!S Ilic U.S. 
x,.,,,J Rro!..:< ".ll•m·,, un.I Br1011d .·fmimw"~ Compctitie>n Pol'y l~fl. Scpt.1009. a1 2. 
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The Commission will not bring a case where the cv idcncc: shows 110 actual or llkd y harm 
tc> competition or consumers. As I explained in testimony~ hcfon: tht' Senate Judi..:iary 
Commiltcc lase summer. •·or course. in using <>Ur Section 5 authority the C(\tnmission will focus 
on bringing cases where 1hcrc is clear ha1m to 1hc compccilivc p1·oce~$ and co consumers ... Thal 
means that am· ca~e the Commis$ion brim!"s under Section 5 will be b<tscd on <lt•mon$lmble hann 
to ..:on~um¢rs ~•r compclition. For instam::~. in lhe In1cl cas¢,!' a unanimous and bipartisan 
Commission alleged that ln1crs behavior hanned consumer~ and the competilil'c pr<>cess in a 
numbct of ways, such as raising the price of computers; limiling. consumer choice: inhibiting 
compelilion from non-Inrcl chip makers; reducing irulO\'ation by computer mukers; and reducing 
lhc <1uality of indu:;try benchmarking. Commission staff wa~ prepared to ofter proof of these 
harmful effoc1s ll> establish !hat lnlel violated Section 5, as well a8 S•'t.tion 2 of the Sherman Ac!. 
As you know, lnlcl offered to s.:nlc 1hc case. resulting in a Commission order eliminating the 
hannful conduct. 

I rc;ilizc that Intel is one of ACT's largest 111eml>crs. but fonhe rcas<>ns stated in Questii'n 
I, I am wntidcnt that it, like 1he Chamber. and even Intel in lime, will be more suppor1h·c of our 
Section 5 enf<>rcem.:nt mission. 

3. following Sherman Act jurisprudence, traditionally the fTC has interpreted 
Section Fh·e of the Federal Trade Commission Act to require demonstrable consumer 
harm to apply. But more recently the commission llas been pursuing an interpretation of 
Section f"ivc of the J'TC Act that would gi\·e the agency unprecedented and largely
unebccked authority. lo particular, the definition of "unfair" compelitinn wouldn't b'-' 
confined to the traditional measures - reduction in output or increase in prke - but could 
expand to, as one commentator put it ~just about wbate.-~·r the agency deems improper." 
Why is the FTC pursuing what this commentator called "largely-unchecked'' auchority? 

Congrc~s created the FTC and gave it auth(\rity under Section .5 to comhal unfair methods 
of competition. The Supreme Coun has 011 more than one occasion upheld the FTC's authority 
to use Section 5 lo prolcCt competition and comumers.' We u~c lhis authorily to ch;1llellg~ 
anlicompctilivc conduct 1hat harms or is likely to harm the eompctilivc process, thereby hanning 
consumers through higher prices. reduced <1uality mid service, am! tew~r choices. The 
Commission will not bring a case when: the evidence shows no actual or likely hann lo 
competition or consumers. Its authority is not .. unchecked ... as federal rouns review appeals of 
FTC cases and uhi111a1cly decide the r~ach of Section 5 . 

.i Prepared Statement of the f~dcrat Trade C"ommis..;jon. "/Jrm· ,.lie ,..-,.dt~m·/ 7'radc: Commi.t.·.rlmr lforkf to J>rmuotc 
Com,..,t·sin'on ,,,,d Hc~ncjis Con~wnc1:c, i11 a 1.~i:tumrlc l·.:cmmmy:~ bt<forc thC" Subcomrnlttc-t· on . .-\ntlrru~1. C'omJX..1lLion 
and Consmr.er Rights of the Senate .tudiciory Co111mirtec (June •I. ~O 11 ). oiw1il'1/:/•' ,,, 
~rn~~~ ... ftr.go\ ·\" ·~csllmQnv: J 00<.~(J'·)d\·n~mlk('rt-inonw.p<~f 

'/111/i,, Mm1c.- <>f ford C1.1por•1ti"''· Dockec No. <J.14). A<lminimati,·c Compbint (fated Dec~mbcr 16. ~009 
m ·atlabft; a: \\ ww. fee .2Q~. (l~:adjpr0:·G9341:09J:!:1 flinldcr.p1 .nd (. 
. tr(',._ S1mry & HurchioS<>n, 40$ l•.S. 23'.\. 240 ( l 97l). Alst>. thc S"pr~mc C1-.un oh>er\t:-<l in ln<liana Fedc.-ation 
oi Den!ists chlt the '"standard of .. unfairness under the FTC Act i~. oy necessity. an ~lusivc one. encompassing not 
onl~ practices thar ,-iolate. the Shcnna11 Acr and th~ Qthcr amitrusr laws bui also practices thar the Commission 
dotennincs arc ag:>ins! public policy l'or other rcas<>n~." FTC'· Indiana Federation of Dentists. ~70 U.S. 447. 45~ 
(19~6). 
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Thi: ('onimission uses this authority '"hen conduct and consumer hann cannN be 
<ttldrcs~cd lhrough the antitnist Jaws. We have an (ihlig11tinn to use this amhorily judici(iusl}' . 
and I think we haw. On this point., our 11cli(1ns spe;tk for us. For example, r=ntly iu ;\-Data. 
we u,cd Section 5 to stop a -patent troll" from holding the computer industry hostage after th.1t 
!inn reneged on a commit01enl lu a stanJ ard sctt in~ body. Because the industry rcli~J on the 
commitment made by a previous owner of the p;ittn t and used the patented tochnology in the 
standard, the? misc<>nduct did not cause the !inn 's monop<>ly p<1wer and could not h11vc 1:>.:c11 
subject to the Shennan A1.:t. The Commission sto ppt~d the 1.:omlu1.:1 u~ing seetion 5 hccausc the 
conduct threatem::d t(i h<mn consumer:; by impeding the ~tamlard-scuing process and the adoption 
<If the s111ndard in question. As industry panicipants Cisco, Oracle. IBM and Sun noted in their 
comment to the Commission in response to the !\-Data order: "We welcome the Commi~si1)n's 

use of its broad authority under ScctiM 5 of the FTC Act <tgainst <1buoivc conduct with r<'gard w 
patems implicated in slm1dards development proccssc$. The cin.:umstanccs alleged in tht N-Dala 
complaint and 11ccompanying documents exemplify how !here may well be abuse of this kind 
that threatens serious injury to [standard;; devck•pment organizations] participant~ and to the 
l:OOsurn ing public but that may be dif1icuh to 1'1.'<11.:h under established Shcmtan ,\ct ~•andards:·' 

\\',, olso u~ed our Section 5 authority in the Intel casc,9 specifically to deal with alkgcd 
deception on Intel'~ part !hat skewed et)mpctilion in its fa vor. Jn my opinion. this is 11 great 
cxa111ple of how S1.:cti11n 5 allows the Commis$iOn to address both deceptive and unfair methods 
of cmnpctit ion. We also u~ed our Section 5 authority in our rcc1.:n1 case again~t u-Haul.1

" U-
1-iaul is 1m imporfm1t ca~e because ir shows precisely why S.:ction 5 authority is ncccssnry. \\'1: 
alleged that U-Haul's parent company hml ath.:mptl!d to w lludc with its competitor, Budget, to 
rais<." prices in the truck rental market. This is clearly conduct that ought to he prohibited • but 
the Shcnnan Act <1<l<lrcsses acmal collusion, and not mere ''invitations to collude:· Scctitin 5 
pn)Vi<led the right means to stop U-Haurs uni larcral ~nticompctitivt' conduct before it resulted in 
a cnmpkted Section I violation. Commis~ion votes on Intel ond \;.Haul were unanimous and 
biparti~an. 

4. Gary Shapiro, 1he CEO of th~ Consumer t:le<tronics A~'SO<:iatioll (CEA), rcceot l)· 
made the following staterneot regarding a high profile annouoccmcnt from the FTC; "The 
fac t that any given company is bi!! or successful does not inherently make it bad. 
Unfortunately, in America it seems that our mos t suct:cssful and innovati•·e firms attract 
the most Intrus ive regulatory scrutiny. These npcnsiw, drawn-out investigatioos deter 
innovation, ~ iphon money from producti \'C uses, and place additional burdens on those 
trying to grow our economy. We urge the l"TC to conduce its investigation narrowly aud 
swiftly, and let Google get back to the critical husiness of innovation aud job crcaCion." 
Please respood to that <1uotc? Whether in Google's case or any other, arc successful 

~ Cmnmcnt ofCi>eo S} 5\"'1J•. Inc., lnr~matioo31 Busin<ss \.!~chines \orpora1i,1n. Oudc Cl'.>rp()<llion and Sun 
'.\iicrosy>1cn::<. tnc .. In the '\1anerof:'\eg.>1ia1ed l.>~la S<\luliClfl:<. File 'io. 051 00?4. a1·aii<1/>/e<11 
hi!O'.""" "·. 1\c.gc•v'c•s;:cqmmen1s·'nc.;uti;tt<-..fcl;nasQ~°5:\.I'~ 1-0001 '.!ldf al 3. 
' In 1hc Maectr of hue! Corpora1k>n, Ducket ~o. 9.14 I. aw1//ab/1• <1: hap:.':~"·,fl.c.g"': ~l~j~WH4 I ·;-ist.;q1J1m. 
::• In the '.\fancr t>f C-Haul ln!cr11~1ional. In~ .. File Ncd>8 l 01 ~7. <1n1i/.1bie ,,/ 

~mo: \\1\' \\ J rc lW\ ns.f~1!'-.c..·i.i~t '{1~ l f} 157 in th!'. 'ihtrn . 
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companies attracting ~the most intru~ivc n·gulatury scrutiny" and is that a good thin~ for 
the U.S. - especially i:ivcn current economk ronditions? What nu.•ssagc docs that send to 
fon-ign antitrust authorities about how lllcy should conduct investigations'! 

I cannot comment directly on any particular matter. but I can say that we take our 
rcsponsihilitics lo enforce the antitrust laws without placini:: undue burdens on businesses H'ry 
seriously. Moreover. Mr. Shapin> is of course right: the foct that a company is big or succcsslill 
or acquisitive docs not inherently make: it "had"'·- nor shnukl it. 

But an invcstigati(ln is a dynamic prncess. Our staff w(>rk:; closely with pmties subject to 
invcstigllti1in lo gather information quickly and efficiently. Staff n~g(>tiates the s.:ope of 
infonnati'm required. and modifies and limits infonnation requests as it learns facts that enahlc it 
to refine the focus nf ''ur investigation,;. And we have an internal appeals process so that parties 
may appeal to the Commission any compulsory pn>cc;;s rcqucs1s that they fed are overbroad. 
Our staff makes itself readily available to meet with panics sul~jcct to in\'cstigation. ·fo provide 
transparency to our invc~tigations, staff explains ii> thcoric~ of competitive hann. This gives the 
parties opportunities to mak.: presentlltions and provide evidence to explain why they think staff 
may be wrong. 

At the s.1me time, we must investigate credible complaints of antkompetitivc conduct 
and gather evidence needed to enforce lhe anlitrust 1<1w~ to !heir full extent to protect competition 
and consumers th>m undue harm. We protect compelilivc markets so that companies of all size~ 
have the opportunity to be successful and iM,.lllalive. Bill antitrnst law is .:oncemed with lhe 
wrong fol ac<1uisitit>n or maintenance of substantial market power. and so it is not surprising that 
large and successful enterprises may be subject 10 .•crutiny al times. We inc(lrpora1c sound 
economic theories into our analyses and assessments of business practices. and we strive not to 
interfere unduly in the competitive prucess and ((1 cardirlly consider economic justifica!ions for 
business conduct. Even when a business practice may on its face appear to be a11ticompetiliv.:. 
the business may have a sound economic justification for the practice which may create 
eflick'llcies and allow it to compelt' more aggressively t(> provide value to consumers. lfwe do 
lll't have c\·idcncc that conduct is likely co create ham1 to cumpetili(>n l'r "'nsumt'rs, we will not 
bring an e::nforccmcnt action. 

We promote tiles<' same principles in our i11tcma1ional relmions. We work. with our 
foreign coumerpans to promote convergence and cooperation through organi~.ation~ such as the 
lC~ and OECD. These programs have prommed more ctlicient and ec<'n<>mically sound 
antitrust c:uforcemcnl wo.-ldwide. 

5. Prior to Google's announcement of an FTC invrstigation into its competitiH· 
practices there were a lot of news stories about the battle between the FTC and the l>oJ 
o\·er which agency would get to im·estigate the company. lt1 fad, Assistant Attorol!y 
General for Antitrust Christine Varney questioned whether two ag1mci<'s should hne 
antitrust review powers. She stated "I would leave to Congress how they would like to 
resolve the overlapping and sometimes inrousistent jurisdiction between the agencies ... l 
think what business does need is clarity, certainty and understanding of the legal 
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framework wllhiu which their deals will he evaluated ." Do you think that Ille overlapping 
jurisdiction s of the FTC and Department of Justice - and the fights that they produce - an: 
a good thing for Amer ican businesses and consumers? Unot, how would ~·ou p ropose to fix 
it? 

l lx:liev<l the FTC and the Dcpartmerll o f Justice generally work well together 10 promo!.: 
and protect competi tion an<l the interests of American consumer~ and businesses. Bo th agem.: ieti 
have arciis of e.'<pertise, and the d i fforenccs in their orga nizational >truc.tures arc de liberate 
dcci~ions by C1>ngrc~:> and pro\'ide certain b.:ncli ts. For example, the fl'C was created by 
Congress as an independent agt'ncy with expe rtise in l>olh con~umer protection nod antitrust. 
One of the principal henetils of the FTC is thal it is bi-parrisan and our decisions require 
wnsuhntion and con~ensus. That means lhat 1>ur cnforcl'mcnt efforts d(l 1101 chang.: much as we 
gl> fr1)m administrat ion tc1 administration. Further, because Congress wisely charged the 
Commission with competition and consumer protcctk•n enforcl·mcnt, we have a hroad 
per;pective thllt enhances our work. l he FTC al SC\ was chartered by Congress to use non
litiga1ion activi1ics. such as issuing repons. performing empiiical studie.<. and advocating for pro
cump.!t icion reforms wirh other gov..:mmcnr age1'K:ies, to support and strc.nglhen 1hc agency·s 
compelition an d consumcr prntecti.)n missions. 

This year . the agencies wo rked closely 1oge1her on sc,·era l joint p1.>licy projects to prnvide 
1ransparcncy and predic1ability for businesses ~ubjec t t<> the antiuust Jaws. Last Aus usc, FTC 
and DOJ issu~d re vised Horizontal ~1erger Guidel ines. 11 core document thut pnwides businesses 
wi1h a lllear view into how the agencies conduct antitrust 111.:rger review~. This year, the 
agencies al$O j <1intly developed a Proposed Antitn1st Enforcement Policy n:latini,: to coopera1ion 
am1)ng h~alth care providers organizing Accountnbk C'nre Organizarion,; llndcr the Affordnble 
Care Act. These joint statements reflect a high level o f consensus and coopcratii.,n, und ~erve as 
models for cump~tition agencies throug.houl the world. 

To be 1.:e11ain. lht>rc are ,'K'casional clcarnnct:' di~putcs over which agency is in 1he better 
posirion 10 investigate a inaner. Jn most instances, one or the olher agem.:)' has greater expertise 
in the industry of poten tia l concern due to a previous investil(a tion, and clcard11Cc: is given to I hat 
agency right away. Bui in grey areas. such <•S whcr.: 111:i1hcr agency has condul'tt'd an 
inves1iga tio n in the past or whcrt' both have, bo th agenc it's cim mak.: a d aim that a related 
investigation gives them a head stan on the facts and issues lhat are likely to arise . The FTC and 
DOJ h~ve a procc~s in place to resolve c learance <li~ptites . which helps resolve the is~ue quickl y, 
so thal one agency can get ~l;irtcd on the investigation and minimi>:e any burden on the partit'~. 

Reccn tly. 11~ mo:>t all observer; of the anlitru~t a~encies have acknowledged. clearance disputes 
have hecn rare and are handled quickly. 

6. Some p eople ba••e criticized the F TC's administrative adjudication p rocess as 
unfair. In fllct, the Commission has told Congress that the last time th e Com missioners 
ruled against rbcir own lawyers wa s in 1995. 1995- Clinton 's first term a ud the year 
Yahoo! W a s iu C'o rporalcd. Does tl1 e fact th at neither the ALI nor the Commission has 
rul t'd against its own attorneys in over 16 y1:au cause yo u any concern abou r the process 
being fair and open? 
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1 believe the Commission ·s adminismuivc pn>ccss is open 1md fair, mainly because 
Congress built in several fail-safe features when it created the agency. As an independent. bi· 
panisan agency with law enforcemem authority. the Commis~ion, through its career slaff, 
invcs1ig<lles pnlential law violations ;md issues a ct•mplaint only if a majnrily ol' the Cl>mmission 
itself finds that thl'Te is rea~t•n 1(1 believe that a law within its aulhority has been "i<•lutcd. 
Depending on the \'it)lrt1ion. the Commission then ini1iatcs a ca~c in federal court or in its own 
adminimatil'c process where th..: Commission· s allegations arc tested by an independent 
administrative law judge and the defendants have the oppommily to present contrary e\'idencc 
and Cl'()S>·t:xaminc witnesses. Final C<>mmission decisions can be appealed to the federal cc>nrts. 

Of course, we are always working to improve our adjudic;itive prot.:e::ss. For inslan<:c last 
year, in response 1() objections that the administ.ralivi; pwce:;~ took too long. 1h~ Commi:;sion 
revised its rule:; lo streamline and improve the agency's '·Part 3"' adjudicative proceedings. The 
new ruks expedite the prchcaring, hearing, and appeal pha;;cs: streamline di~c(lvcry and motion 
practice; and ensure that the Commission can apply its substantive cxpenise. a~ appropriate. 
earlier in the process.: 1 

Questions for the Record to Commissioner William E:. Kovacic 
from Chairman Cliff Stearns 

I. In Chairman Leibowitz's testimony be said the f'TC is "seeking to identify acts of 
Co11gri:>ss that appi:>ar to he ofliltle value hut that impose burdens on businesses, 
partirularly small businesses and the Commission." Please provide us with a list ofsuch 
statutes you han identifi~-d so far, the reasons they arc bnrdcosomc, why they do not 
provide mucb \'alue, and how yon would recommend changing them. 

I endorse the answer provided by Chainrnm l..cibowil;>. 10 this question . 

.2. Please also list any regulations or other Commission requiremt>nts you ban~ 
identified to date as being unnccessarilr hurdensome or duplicatin. 

I end<1r.;.: the answer provided by Chaimian Leibowitz 10 lhis ques1ion. 

Questions for the Record to Commissioner William E. Kovacic 
from the Honorable Brian Bilbray 

I. Tn a '.\fay 2011 inteniew, Chairman Leibowitz stated that "one of the commission's 
pl"ioritics is to find a pure section fi\'C case under unfair methods of competirion. En•ryo11e 
acknowledges that Coni:ress gan us m11ch more jurisdktion than just antitrust." In 
contrast, the U.S. Chamber of Comrn('rcc pu blishcd a 2009 !!!iSk (attached) that casts 

11 F1'C J...s11c .. ~ Finul Nu/('." AmnuJit1g Parf.'( .I and ·I oftlrt' A~t·m•y 's Ru/(·.~ of Pnic.'in·. n~\\:'~ tl·J~asc dated April '27. 
200<J. ,m1ii<1bl·· at bJUL~.l\.}\_ .. n.~.gQ~·'•)l>a:2QQQ;(14 pan.\.shun. 
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doubt on the 1-TC's authnrity to expand its jurisdiction under Section S. The Chamber 
stated, "The chara<"ft>r of many of these proposals, as well as their S<"ope and dh'crsity, 
hi~hli2hts key disadvanlages of extemling Section 5 beyond the range of the existing 
antitrust laws." Please comment on the Chamber's vkws I hat we should look witb 
skepticism at the expansion of s~ction S'! 

In adopring Section .5 t'fthc Federal Trade Commi::>sion Act in 1914. Cl'ttgrcss intended 
the FTC to use Section 5 ·s mandarc to play a ccntrnl role in c1·cating nMm~ ofbusine~s bchavi(lf. 
This role comcmplatcd that the Commission in some instances would prohihit bch<ivior not 
pre,·iously banned by judicial interpretations of the other antitrnst laws. Congress expected that 
Section s·s elastic mandate would provide valuahle tlcxibility t~• <td;1pt fodernl ..:mnpetition 
p0licy to rcsp1)nd to new commercial phenomena and to incorporate new learning in economics 
and law. This imuition remains sound today. For a fuller 1reatm.:nt of this point, I refer the 
members of the Subcomntinct: to William E. Kovack. & Marc Winerman. C<Jmpt:1itio11 Poli£:>' 
muf the Applimtio11 ofSec1io11 J <f the F,·deml fradl' Cmnmi8sio11 Act, 76 1\ntitmst Law Journal 
929 (2010) (hcrcinafh:r "Com11~:1ition f'olh:i,."). 

" The Association for Compctiti\•c Technology (ACT) represents a number of tech 
companies including Microsoft, 01'ade, and VeriSigu. ACT has hlnggcd about Chairman 
Lcibowitz's desire to expand the FTC's Section 5 autl1ority. It wrote that Chairman 
Leibowitz "is arguing tbat l'equiring actual economic analysis of alleged 'harms to 
l'ompctitio11' is too high a bar for his agency. Tbcy need to be able to pre..-ent business 
practices they helit'Ve are harmful to competition and consumers, even if the economic 
analysis suggests otherwise. And in this new regime, rompanies will ba.-e little guidance a~ 
to what the FTC will consider legal vs. illegal." This doesn't seem to be the right policy for 
the agency to he pursuing. Why is the FTC doing so? 

The Commissil>n should and \foes rely up\in economic analysis when it uses its nonm 
creation li.in..:tion under S.:ction 5 to prohibit conduct. Modem judicial decisions ha Ye indicated 
that the courts will sustain the FT C's use of Section 5 only upon a showing that the beha,·ior <•t 
issue poses actual or likdy ham1 to c<lmpetition. This is fundamentally an ecorn•mic inquiry. 

At L'1c same time, I believe it is appropriate lor the Commission to issue a policy 
.~tatcment that dcsc1ibcs when the agency will apply Sccti<'n 5 imd states the limiting principles 
that will infonn the exercise of this authority. S£'t: Kovacic & Wincnnan. Co111p£'litio11 Policy, at 
944. 

3. Following Sherman Act jurisprudence, traditionally the FTC has interpreted 
Section Five of the Federal Trade Commission Ace lo rcc1uirc demonstrable consumer 
harm to apply. But more recently the commission b11s been pursuing an interpretation of 
Section J•in of the Fl'C Act that would give the a2cncy unpl'cccdented and largely· 
unchecked authority. In parckular, the definition of "unfair" competition wouldn't be 
confined to fhe traditional measures-reduction in output or increase in prkc-bul cuuld 
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expand to, as 011e commentator put it, ".iust about whatner the agency deems improper:· 
Why is the foTC pursuing what lhi~ commentator called "larJ:ely-unchccked" authority'? 

FTC decisinns applying Section 5 are ~uhjccl 10 review in the court<> nf appeals. I am 
unaware of any trend in 1hc histo1y of Section 5 jurisprudence for courts to cndnr:;c the view that 
Section 5 pennits the Cmnmission to condemn ·~ust ahout whatever the agency deems 
improper:· :'>Jot since the 1960s has the FTC prevailed in the courts on a Cl'mpctition daim 
premised Sl•lely upon Sc<.:til•n 5. ln~t<!ad, it has suffered a number (If defeats in such ende.a\·on;. 
im:luding a famous trilogy of setback." in the courts ()f appeals between 1979 and 1984. Sec 
Kovacic & Winem1an. Compc/itiors Polit.:v. at 94:!. This c.xperictKC docs n<•t ~uggcst that the 
FTC's S<?ction 5 authority is ''largely und1eckcd.'' 

4. Gary Shapiro, the CEO of the Consumer Electronics Association (CF.A), recently 
made the following statement rega1·ding a high profile an1101mc£'ment from the FTC; • .-fhc 
fart that any gi\'CR company is big or surccssful do~s not inherently make it bad. 
t:nfort·unatcly, in America ic seems that our most successful and im1ovach·e firms attract 
the most intrusive regulatory scrutiny. These expensh·c, drawn-out investigations deter 
htno,·ation, sipbou money from productive uses, and place additional burdens on those 
trying to grow our economy. We urge the FTC lo conduct its im·estigation narrowh· and 
swiftly, and let Google get back to the critical business of inuov:uion and job creation.·• 
Please respond to that quote? Whether in Google's case or imy other, arc sut'ctssful 
companies attracting •'the most int.-usi..-c regulatory scrutiny" and is that a good thing for 
the U.S. -- especially giHu current economic conditions'! What message does that send to 
foreign antitrust autllorilies about how they should conduct investigations'! 

I hav~ nNhing t.1 $ay about the G<>oglc matter or any other law .:nforcement investigation 
pending before th..: FTC. 

I am llW<tre of no evidence that ~upport,; the ~tatement tluH thi: "most su.:1:~,;st'ul and 
inn(wativt? linns anract the most intrusive regulatory scmtiny." 

5. Prior to Google's auoouncemenl of an f'TC invcstigarioo into its compelilive 
p1·actices there were a lot of news storic!I about the battle between the FTC and the Do.I 
over whith agency 'rnuld gt'I to iu,·estigate the company. In fact, Assistant Attorney 
General for Antitru5t Christine Varney t1uestio11cd whether two agencies should ha\·e 
antitrust review powers. She stated, "I would lea,·e to Co11grcss how they would like to 
resolve the overlapping and sometimes inconsistent jurisdiction between the agencies ..• I 
think what business docs need is clarity, rertainty and uuderstauding of the legal 
framework within which their deals will be evaluated.'' Do you think that the overlapping 
jurisdictions of the J•TC and Department of Justice - and the fights that they produce - are 
a good thing for American businesses aud consumers? If not, how would you propose to fix 
it? 
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Uual. concum:nl jurisdil·tion has cn:<1led tension between the two fodcral :mtitrust 
agcnl·ies since 1he adoption oflhc Clayto11 Ac1 and the FTC Act in 1914. Thi.< is an inevitable 
re.~ult nf placing two puhlic inslilulions within the same policy domain. One way 10 reduce this 
tension and improve the pcrfonmmcc nf.lhc U.S. anlitrosl -systctn is to pennit the two agencies to 
make an 11greemen1 that clarifies and rationali:lcs the allocmion of rcsponsihilities between the 
two bodies. The two 11gcncies reached such an agreement early in 200:!, but the threat nr 
congressi(lnal n;tribution ci1usi:d these refom1s to collapse. Reconsideration of such an initiath·e. 
with congressional support. would b..: a useful lirst slcp to place the U.S. system on a better 
inst itulional footing. 

6. Some people have criliciicd the FTC's administratin~ adjudication process as 
unfair. In fact, the Commission has told Congress that the last time the Commissioners 
ruled against their own lawycn was in I99S. 1995 -- Clinton's first term and the ~·ear 
Yahoo! was incorporated. l>ocs the fac11hal odth1·r lhe ALJ nor the Commission has 
ruled a~ainst ils own attorneys in over 16 years cause you any concern about the process 
being fair aod open'? 

I sec no unwillingness on the part of the courts of appeals 10 review Commissi(in 
decisions .:arcfully and reverse decision~ lhat they believe 10 be improvident in substance or 
process. The certainty of this scrutiny h:s~ provided abundant incentives for the: agency tn decide 
it;; cases in a fair and open manner. 
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rTC Rult:s and CJuides Previously Eliminated 
in the l{egulatory Review Process 

TITLE 

Guides for the metallic watch band industry 

Guides for the mirror industry 

Guides for the hosiery industry 

Guid.·s for cht: luggage and related products industry 

Tire advertising and labeling guides 

Guides for advertising fallout shelters 

Guides for advertising shell homes 

Guides for shoe coment labeling and advertising 

Guides for advertising radiation monitoring instruments 

Guides for the mail order insurmce industry 

Guides against deceptive labeling and advettising of adhesive composition 

Guide for avoiding deceptive use of word "mill" in the textile industry 

Guides against dcht colleclion deception 

Guides for the dog and cat food industry 

Guides against the deceptive use of the word .. free" in connection with the sale of 
photographic film and film processing service 

Guides for the dccor.uive wall paneling industry 

Guides for the grec1ing card industry relating to discriminatory practices 

Guides for the watch industry 

Guid1:s forth~ ladies· handl'>ag industry 

Guides for the beauty lUld ba1iJer equipment and $Upp lies industry 
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PART TITLE 

250 Guides for the household fumiture industl)' 

152 Guides for laheling. advertising, and sale of wigs and olher hai11Jicccs 

253 Guides tor the feather and down products industry 

256 Guides for the law book industry 

SUBCHAPTER C----REGULATIONS UNDER SPECIFIC ACTS OF CONGRESS 

307 Regulation undertlle C(lmprchcnsivc Smokdess Tobacco Health 
Educalillil Act of 1986 

SUBCHAPTER D-TRADE REUGLA TION RL:LES 

400 Advertising and labeling as to size of sleeping bags 

401 Misuse of"automatic"' or terms (lfsimilar import as descriplive of household 
e\ec::tric sewing machines 

402 Deception as to nonprismatic and partially prismatic instruments being prismatic 

403 Oeccptivc ust: of"'lcakproff" "guaranteed leak proof.'' etc., as descriptive of dry 
cell ba1teries 

404 Deceptive advertising and labeling as t(l size of tablecloths aml rdated products 

405 Misbranding and deception as to leather content (lf waist belrs 

406 Deceptive advertising and labeling of previously used Jubri~ating oil 

409 lm:andescem lamp (light bulh) industry 

412 Discriminatory practices in men "5 and t>oys· tailor~J c!0thing industry 

413 Failure co disclose that skin irritation may result from washing or handling glass 
fiber curtains and draperic.~ 

414 Deception as ro transistor count of radio 1-eceiving set. including transreceivers 

417 Failure to disclose the lethal effects of inhaling quick-freeze aerosol spray 
products used for frosting cocktail glasses 
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PART TITLE 

418 Deceptive advenising and labeling as to length of extension ladders 

419 Games of chance in the food retailing and gasoline industries 

438 Proprietary vocational and home study schools 
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CONTAMINATED DRYWALL: EXAMINING THE 
CURRENT HEALTH, HOUSING AND PRODUCT 

SAFETY ISSUES FACING HOMEOWNERS 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2011 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER P ROTECTION, PRODUCT 

SAFETY, AND INSURANCE, 
COMMITTEE ON C OMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION, 

Washington, DC. 
The Subcommittee. met, pursuant to notice, at 10:03 a.m. in room 

SR- 253, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Mark P ryor, Chair
man of the Subcommittee, presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARK PRYOR, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM ARKANSAS 

Senator PRYOR. I'll go ahead and open this, call this meeting to 
order. And I want to thank all of you all for being here, I want to 
thank our witnesses and thank our fellow senators, to talk about 
this very important issue. 

I want. to give a special thanks to Senator Warner, because he 
has been the primary driver. in getting this hearing scheduled 
today. So, Senator Warner, thank you for your leadership on this 
and many other things. 

The purpose. of the. hearing today is to provide an update on the 
health and product safety issues associated with problem drywall 
installed in thousands of homes over the last decade. It's a story 
that we all know well. Drywall was imported from China in large 
volumes during the height of the housing market when domestic 
supplies were low. It was used extensively in Florida and Louisiana 
following the devastating hurricanes of 2005. 

In early 2008, homeowners in Florida and Louisiana began com
plaining of a peculiar odor that was permeating their homes. They 
also reported health concerns and serious corrosion of metal in the 
homes. Investigators were able to trace these problems back to 
drywall laced with sulphur and sulphide gases. 

We last examined this issue in May of 2009. At that time, we 
heard from the CPSC and the CDC and the EPA about the scope, 
and the problem of their efforts to address it. Progress has been 
made, but unfortunately, too many consumers, too many Ameri
cans, are left with costly repairs, uninhabitable homes, or health 
problems thought to be caused by the problem drywall., 

In addition to Florida and Louisiana, numerous cases of problem 
drywall have been reported in Virginia and Mississippi, as well as 

(1) 
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Alabama. All told, the CPSC has logged claims of health problems 
or metal corrosion as a result of contaminated drywall in 42 states 
and territories. 

We hope to establish for the record how multiple Federal, state, 
local, and even international, governments are working together; 
make clear the pathways available to provide relief to affected 
homeowners; and identify steps we must take to ensure this prob
lem does not repeat itself. 

Today we'll hear from Mr. Neal Cohen, Small Business Ombuds
man at the Consumer Product Safety Commission; Dr. Christopher 
Portier, Director of the National Center for Environmental Health 
at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Mr. Bill 
Shelton, Director of the. Virginia Department of Housing and Com
munity Development; and Mrs. Brenda Brincku,. a Florida home
owner. 

I want to thank all the witnesses for being here today and thank 
you for your testimony. 

I'm surrounded here by senators from afflicted states. 
So, Senator Wicker, would you like to have an opening state

ment, please? 

STATEMENT OF HON. ROGER F. WICKER, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM MISSISSIPPI 

Senator WICKER. Thank you , Mr. Chairman. And, indeed, I ap
preciate the scheduling of this hearing today, and I appreciate your 
interest, and that of Senator Warner. 

Tainted drywall has affected thousands of homes throughout the 
United States. It is most prevalent, as the Chair says, in coastal 
states. Florida,. Louisiana, Alabama, Virginia, and my home state 
of Mississippi have been hardest hit. 

To handle the increased demand during post-Hurricane Katrina 
rebuilding along the Gulf Coast, as well as dming the Nation's 
housing boom, domestic producers expanded their facilities to in
crease capacity. However, despite this increased production, unusu
ally high demand required importing drywall from sources outside 
North America, including China. 

Dealing with this problem drywall has been a disaster for home
owners. It causes corrosion to many of their electrical components, 
and can potentially cause adverse health effects, including dif
ficulty in breathing. 

There have been multiple agencies working together: CPSC, 
CDC, EPA and HUD have been collaborating. for the. past 2. years 
to determine the. flaws of the drywal1-particularly how it is affect
ing homes and the families that Hve in them. 

Interestingly, no causal connection has been found by the Gov
ernment between the health effects experienced and the drywall. 
This perplexes me, and it concerns me, and I hope to learn more 
about the reasoning for this. 

I also look forward to hearing about the CPSC's communication 
with Chinese officials, and whether there has been any progress on 
finding remediation options for homeowners. 

Again, thank you,. Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing. I look 
forward to listening to. today's witnesses, and getting a full update 
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on their respective progress and current views on this important 
issue. Thank you. 

Senator PRYOR. Senator Wicker, thank you. And thank you for 
your interest in this, because I know we've talked about this before, 
and it's very important to your state and your people back home 
to make sure we get this right. 

Senator Warner. 

STATEMENT OF HON. MARK R. WARNER, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM VIRGINIA 

Senator WARNER. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and let me 
thank you for holding this hearing. 

I've been involved in politics, government for 20 years. I can't 
think of a more frustrating issue that I've been involved with than 
this issue. of drywall, and, an issue where the affected families
and I know the CPSC's logjam, about 4,000 at this point, that have 
gone through some level of certificat ion and toward a remediation 
process-but the numbers are much, much larger. 

But, these families' lives have been basically devastated for mul
tiple years, calling in our state, goin g down and visiting an affected 
home with Chairman Tenenbaum a couple years back. And it took 
less than 45 minutes for me to be in the home to come out with 
a burning nose, headache for the rest of the day. And yet, the fami
lies had to go through a year, two-year-plus multiple CDC studies, 
and then trying to get the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
to come up with appropriate remediation standards. And many of 
these families have no place else to turn. And then, if they do 
move, if they at some point say, you know-to see children with 
family-with small children living outside, having to then move out 
of their home, move into rental facilities. And then, on top of that, 
they have the enormous financial crush that comes from banks 
that are still expecting those mortgage payments. 

We've worked with the banks to get remediation, and we've 
worked with the IRS to try to get some safe harbor. We're going 
to hear from Bill Shelton, who is, has been as concerned as any of
ficial at the state level that I have been, from Virginia and some 
of the activities. we're trying to do in Virginia. 

But, these families continue to get ping-ponged from one entity 
to another. I've talked to a couple of my constituents here, one who 
just lost their home this week, and another who has been one of 
the leaders in this effort. She told me she'll be losing her home on 
Friday. 

One of the things that I think-echoing what Senator Wicker 
said-you know, the Chinese government, which owns some of 
these companies, wants to proceed in international commerce; yet 
they seem to be unwilling to step up and be financially responsible 
for faulty product that was sold into our country. 

There's a German company that sold some faulty product as well, 
but there was a major settlement. There were, I think we're going 
to hear from Ms. Brincku on even some American product. But, 
there has to be a path here for these affected families-and I'm 
anxious to hear from the testimony-and also, even for families 
that if, at the end of the day, lose their homes, find a way to get 
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their, at least, their credit restored, because they got into these cir
cumstances through no malfeasance on their own. 

We did work to make sure that, I found in our area in Hampton 
Roads, a number of folks work for the military. They were poten
tially going to have not only the health care loss, the housing loss; 
but if they worked for the military. because they then might have, 
in effect, a financial blot on their record, they could lose their secu
rity clearance and then lose their jobs. So, we finally work with De
fense security services to make sure that there would be, again, 
recognition of this so that when folks were doing their background 
checks, this wasn't held against them. 

So, I again want to thank the Chairman and thank Senator 
Wicker for his interest, as well. But, this is about as frustrating an 
issue, again, in, when I started 20 years plus of politics, that I've 
ever seen. And we need to try to find some way to get these folks 
some answers. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[The prepared statement of Senator Warner follows:] 

P REPARED STATEMENT OF H ON. MARK WARNER, U.S. SENATOR FROM VIRGINIA 

ToKic drywall has dramatically affected over 4,000 homeowners nationwide includ
ing many Virginians. In order to capture a portion of the hardships and difficulties 
encountered by Virginians, l would like to include some their stories in the record 
for today's hearing. 
Ms. Albania Tyler-Hampton, VA 

In August 2010, it was discovered that 75 percent of my new home, built 2006, 
was contaminated with toxic Chinese drywall. The drywall has caused several major 
appliances to fail. We've have over ten services and repairs to ou.r central air and 
heating units since 2007, electrical wiring problems throughout our home, and cor
rosion of our bathroom fixtures. Currently, I have no ail- conditioning or heat be
cause units are not properly working. We've also have had two minor electrical fires 
in our refrigerator and doorbell transmitter as a result of corroded wiring. Because 
the odor has become so. u.nbearable,. I have been forced to move my family to rental 
property. I have attempted to short sale my home to a cash investor but my mort
gage lender has denied the sale. due. to low offer. I am currently facing foreclosure. 
Mrs. Karen Tompkins-Williamsburg, VA 

In January 2010, our family discovered our home. in Braemar Creek, Williams
burg, VA, was constructed with toxic Chinese Drywall. We had three children five 
years and younger, and. because of u.nknown health r isks, immediately abandoned 
the home. We. lived with relatives for several months, while awaiting resolution 
from our builder and worked with our mortgage company to. avoid foreclosure. In 
order to a fford a rental home, we stopped making payments in March 2010. By Sep
tember our home was bank-owned due to a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure. Our credit 
scores suffered greatly. We are still awaiting results of ongoing court hearings and 
have not given up hope for. compensation from the drywall manufacturers, suppliers, 
and Chinese Government. Thank you for continuing to work on behalf of thousands 
or residents like us who have lost their. homes. due to Chinese Drywall. 
Mr. Robert Orlando-Williamsburg, VA 

J took a new job and relocated my family to Virginia in 2009. The home we bought 
was built with toxic drywall manufactu.red in China. We were forced to move out 
and lived in a rental home for two years on the brink of bankruptcy. Our mortgage 
servicer and investor worked with us on a short payoff of our mortgage and our local 
bank lent us enough money to rebuild. However, this would not have been possible 
without financial help from our family. We have lost over $200 thousand due to this 
"drywall disaster" and we. need someone to help us recover our losses. 
Ms. Mich elle Germano-Norfolk, VA 

My life was destroyed by contaminated drywall imported from China. The toxins 
from the drywall destroyed my health, home, personal belongings, and finances. I 
am living in a rental home with porch furniture. l was forced to leave everything 
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behind because I was so sick. That was nearly three years ago. At 61, I am forced 
to re-start my life, broke and sick. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Baldwin-Williamsburg, VA 

After three years of living in our home we are. on our: third set of air conditioner 
coils, our third home computer, and have had to replace a failed air handler motor, 
a failed microwave, a failed refr;gerator and a fa iled thermostat. We continue to live 
in the house and pay our mortgage despite the fact that our home is worthless in 
the open market. We are throwing money away with no hope of intervention or re
mediation. 
Mrs. Zenaida P erez-Newport News, VA 

I am a school teacher and a single mother, who built a house at Hollymeade, Vil
lage in 2007. Due to the Chinese Drywall situation that we are experiencing, I had 
to move out of my home and my finances have been ten·ibly affected to tlie point 
of declaring Bankruptcy. I don't know how long this situation is going to. last, but 
I feel it's not taking us anywhere and I am facing a ten·ible situation with the Mort
gage Company as well. They don't want to. approve a loan modification due to the 
loss of value of my property that went down from $257,000 to less than 
$100,000.The worst part is that I invested everything l had on that home, and now 
it is lost. 
Mr. Richard Jlich-Suffolk, VA 

Chinese Drywall has ruined me and my family's life. My 6 year old son developed 
Asthma and suffered violent attacks when in the house. We don't know if there are 
other long term affects at this point. I've lost my credit, my home whfoh was part 
of my retirement investment, spent thousands of dolJars on appliances, HV AC, and 
furniture which needed replacement, and to date there is no tangible method/way/ 
or outlook to get out from under this sheetrock. Just about everyone is empathetic 
to ow· situation, but empathy does not pay for two homes, it does not pay two beat
ing bills, it does not pay homeowners fees , it does not extend or protect your credit 
to buy a new car when you need it, it does not prevent the games and hassles the 
mortgage companies put us through, it does not stop the depression, and it does not 
pay the medical bills. While I understand the need to let the legal system play out, 
we are 2-4 years away from that type of resolution. It appears insurance will play 
no part in the resolution and if the courts come through for the Victims of CDW 
it would take several years for the remediation to be completed, and that is if we 
can even collect any money that would be awarded. If we must wait for the courts, 
only government can create tangible short term solutions to help the victims who 
are left isolated and devastated from this situation. We need to have our credit pro
tected so we can live in the meantime, we need help preventing the games and pres
sure that the mortgage companies are playing, as well as some short term relief. 
Elizabeth Berry-Yorktown, VA 

The CPSC states that there are close to 4,000 reports of homes with toxic Chinese 
Drywall but the number of people actually affected by toxic drywall is so much 
~reater. Yes, we are spread out over 37 different states, and no, Chinese Drywall 
1s not a natw·al disaster. But how many lives have to be damaged in order for vic
tims to receive recognition and assistance? This is a disaster and we are in need 
of assistance. 

Our homes are con-oding, our financial future is in ruins as the biggest invest
ment of our lives is worth nothing, our credit scores are damaged, security clear
ances necessary to maintain careers are in jeopardy, and we can't afford to move 
out and pay for two homes. Many of us are living in these houses with sulfuric 
gases-when mixed with moisture-basically acid rain! When I kiss my kids 
goodnight and watch them the toxic air in our home. l become enraged. For the rest 
of my life I will won-y about what toxic Chinese drywall has done to the health of 
my two sons. 

We must create laws that will require Chinese products to meet the highest safety 
standards in order to protect our citizens from harm! Men women and children are 
suffe1ing. Tax paying, hardworking citizens are being told, "We are working on it, 
but it is a difficult issue!" How long are we. going to continue to suffer in this dis
aster with no relief? My husband and I have scrared together and borrowed 
$100,000 into gutting and rebuilding our home. We wil never recover financially or 
emotionally. 
Christopher Levy-Virginia Beach, VA 

I love serving my country and am w1;ting to you from Kandahar, Afghanistan. 
I am a military officer, and as such am vulnerable to be moved at a moment's no-
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tice. My house is worth $100 as per the City of Virginia Beach because of the toxic 
drywall. Thus, if I get orders, I won't be able to sell or rent my house. I will have 
to leave the service and stay in Virginia Beach, default on my loan, or soak-up the 
cost of maintaining two households (the latter two options would result in our finan 
cial ruin). Please work to return my home to a livable condition. Thank you! 

Joseph Anello-Virginia Beach, VA 
My wife, mother and I built home together in 2006. Within 6 months our AC unit 

failed and we replaced the coils twice. My wife and I went to the Philippines in 
early 2008 to work for Verizon. My mother remained in the home and her Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease got progressively worse. When our NC unit failed 
again we first learned of toxic drywall. When my mother's condition rapidly declined 
we. returned. to. the U.S. and moved her. out. of the. contaminated home .. Although she. 
initially improved, she passed away on July 4, 2011 due to respiratory issues. I 
could not sell the home and needed to move due to employment in West Virginia. 
We attempted the short. sale. process but Wells Fargo foreclosed on our home. The 
City of Virginia Beach had assessed my home at one dollar. Thus we have since lost 
our mother and our credit is in shambles. We are just awaiting results of the var
ious legal proceedings. Thank you. for. your support in this manner it is much appre
ciated. 

Mr. Mike Shen-Virginia Beach, VA 
In 2011 we spent $250,000 on repairs to our house that was built in 2006. Toxic 

Chinese drywall destroyed everything in our house that has metal component made 
from copper including AC copper coils, gas copper pipes, electrical wfres, TVs, com
puters, refrigerator, Wii player, piano strings, etc. The drywall has also deeply af
fected our family's health. We have suffered from nose bleeding, headaches, foot 
pain, arm pain, kidney pain, and muscle pain. 

Liz, Steve, and Allison Heischober-Virginia Beach, VA 
We were so happy to move into our new home on November 10, 2006. This was 

to be the home where we would spend ou1· retirement years. We are now living a 
nightmare. We discovered in July 2009 that the home we purchased was built with 
Chinese drywall. The Chinese drywall was causing physical damage to the borne 
and health problems for our family. All three of us have had physical ailments as 
a result of the Chinese drywall. Seven months after living in the home, our golden 
retriever, Kramer, died of kidney failure. Our second dog, Baileyl died in December 
2008 of respiratory issues. As of August 2009, we have replacea six to seven coils 
in two AC units .. We have had problems with our fl at screen TV, computer hard 
drives. and monitors that crashed, small appliances that failed, a dryer that stopped 
working due to circuit board failure, and electrical. outlets that had to be replaced. 
Physically, we. have. experienced unexplained rashes, respiratory problems, head
aches, fatigue, insomnia, chronic coughs, and muscle pain. The smell in the house 
is in our· clothes, furnjture, mattresses and linens. Our silver jewelry a nd flatware 
have turned black and are. unable. to. be cleaned .. When we opened our windows,. our 
neighbor complained of the smell that came. from our home. We have documentation 
to prove all of these issues. 

Upon learning of the problem, the. st1·ess has become unbearable. We. moved out 
of ow· home immediately in August 2009, leaving our belongings behind, and filed 
a lawsuit because we had no other recourse since the builder and insurance compa
nies were of no help. We. are. currently living in a rental. Our home was sold in a 
short sale in November 2010. We lost $400,000 in equity. This was a major invest
ment for us and through no fault of our own, we've lost everything. Selling the home 
was in our best interest and that of the mortgage company. Hanging on to a home 
you can't live in with forbearance on yow· mortgage, only keeps increasing your debt 
to the mortgage company. The increasing debt has caused many fammes to file 
bankruptcy. We are. glad that we were able to sell. Had we foreclosed, the mortgage 
company would have been stuck with a home in poor, uninhabitable condition. The 
short sale has caused our credit to be hit and it will be affected for many years. 
New rules for the underwriting of mortgages and loans need to be updated to make 
provisions for homeowners that were victims of Chinese drywall. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Senator Warner. 
In the interest of time, I'll dispense with the longer introduc

tions. And I mentioned our four witnesses already. So, why don't 
we just dive into. this? 

Mr. Cohen. 
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STATEMENT OF NEAL S. COHEN, OFFICE OF EDUCATION, 
GLOBAL OUTREACH, AND SMALL BUSINESS OMBUDSMAN, 
U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Mr. COHEN. Thank you. Good morning, Chairman Pryor, Senator 
Wicker, Senator Warner, and members of the Subcommittee on 
Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insurance. 

My name is Neal Cohen, and I currently serve as the Small Busi
ness Ombudsman at the United States Consumer Product Safety 
Commission in our new Office of Education , and Global Outreach, 
and Small Business Ombudsman. P rior to that, I served in t he Of
fice of General Consul as the lead trial attorney on matters of prob
lem drywall, and I continue to advise. the drywall team on those. 
matters. 

I'm pleased to be here today to discuss the CPSC's investigation 
into problem drywall, as well as to lay out the steps that the Com
mission has taken to try to assist these homeowners that have 
been impacted by problem drywall. 

Before I begin, I have two important notes: First, the testimony 
that l give today is my own. It has not been reviewed or approved 
by the Commission; it may not reflect their views. Second, on a 
more personal note. and in line with the opening statements, the 
members of the staff and the Commission want to recognize Ms. 
Brincku and Ms. Stevens and Mr. Bailey, and other homeowners 
who are here and have been affected by this. We share the sense 
of frustration, and we recognize the incredible hardship this has 
taken on your families. 

As a government regulatory enforcement agency, however , we 
must be, and we. have. been throughout this investigation, guided 
by the science and by our statute in trying to determine whether 
the problem drywall represents a health or safety hazard. That's 
exactly how we conducted our investigation. 

In January 2009, we. began to look into these reports of noxious 
odors, corrosion of metal items, and complaints of upper airway ir
ritation in these homeowners. 

The principles in our plan, which have. been in place from the 
earliest parts of this. investigation- I'd like to set out the paradigm 
of how we've. conducted this. 

First what we did was, we. analyzed the suspected source of the 
emissions, the drywall, in a controlled chamber setting so that we 
could see exactly what chemicals were being emitted from that 
drywall in a controlled setting. 

Second, we conducted indoor air testing on homes that were built 
or remediated with problem drywall to see what emissions were 
happening on the actual level of a homeowner's home that they 
were experiencing in their personal lives. 

Third, we took corroded household components that had been ex
posed to the same conditions over those years of installation, and 
analyzed to see whether or not there were potential safety hazards 
that had developed over that time. 

And fourth, we looked toward the future and we took new house
hold components, and we placed them in an accelerated aging cor
rosive environment in order to simulate long-term corrosion, and to 
also analyze whether there would be potential health or safety haz
ards over a longer term of up to 40 years. 
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To do so, we engaged our Nation's top laboratories and scientists, 
and we relied upon a rigorous process that was methodical; it was 
scientifically and legally defensible, and informed each of the sub
sequent studies. 

Where necessary, we did additional studies, such as the one on 
domestic drywall, as. well. 

Unfortunately, the results of our studies have not permitted us 
to make a health or safety finding that would enable us to compel 
a manufacturer to recall this product. 

In terms of the safety, we observed no significant declines in per
formance, and certainly, no safety hazards were observed in any of 
the experiments that we conducted. 

In terms of health, we used advanced techniques to measure the 
concentrations of chemicals. that were. found in these homeowners' 
homes. These concentrations were below the levels where health ef
fects have been reported in the peer-reviewed scientific literature. 

Now, although those concentration levels did not permit us to 
make a health finding, it is possible that the health effects may 
occur when consumers are exposed to multiple chemicals in this 
complex setting. The study of that is incredibly complex, and we 
look forward to the CDC's review of their health consultation to 
help inform us on those effects. 

Throughout the case, we have continually examined our legal op
tions under the Consumer Product Safety Act. Unfortunately, 
based on the evidence, we have not been able to undertake a case. 
We have monitored and observed the private litigants in State and 
Federal court, and note that primarily economic case-those cases 
of economic losses- are proceeding, and will likely provide a sub
stantial amount of relief for a set of the homeowners, though cer
tainly not for all the. homeowners. 

We've worked with the Gypsum Association and the ASTM Inter
national to make sure that voluntary standards are in place so that 
this would never repeat itself, and that if such an occurrence were, 
we would be able to track and monitor the situation better this 
time. 

And throughout all of this, we have applied continual pressure 
on the. Chinese manufacturers to come to the negotiation table to 
stand behind their product, and to make American consumers 
whole. Unfortunately, those efforts at all levels of government have 
not yielded results yet. 

That concludes my oral statement, and I would be pleased to 
take any questions the subcommittee may have. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Cohen follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NEAL S. COHEN, OFFICE OF EDUCATION, GLOBAL 
OUTREACH, AND SMALL BUSINESS Oi\IDUDSMAN, U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY 
COMMISSION 

G-Ood momjng, Chairman Pryor, Senator Wicker, and members of the Committee. 
My name is Neal Cohen, and I cw·rently serve as the Small Business Ombudsman 
in the Office of Education, Global Outreach, and Small Business Ombudsman at the 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). Prior to assuming the Small 
Business Ombudsman position, I worked in the Office of General Counsel where I 
served as the lead attorney on the CPSC's Drywall Team. ln my cunent position, 
I continue to work with the DrywaJJ Team on legal issues. 

I am pleased to be here today to discuss the CPSC's investigation into problem 
drywall. Before l begin, I would note that the testimony that I will give this morn-
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ing is mine, has not been reviewed or approved by the Commission, and may not 
necessarily represent the views of the Commission. 

I. Background 
CPSC began looking into reports of noxious odors, and corrosion of metal items 

inside of homes,. especially air. conditioner coils, and complaints. of short term upper 
respiratory irritation in late January 2009 .. To date, the CPSG has received approxi
mately 3,921 reports from residents of 43 states, the District of Columbia, American 
Samoa, and Puerto Rico who believe corrosion of certain metal components in their 
homes or health effects are related to problem drywall. After analysis of these re
ports and other data regarding imports of potentially problematic drywall from the 
People's Republic of China,. CPSG staff believe there may be as many as 8,200 U.S. 
homes containing at least some problem drywall. 

In ow· first report to Congress, in July 2009, we outlined what we. then described 
as. "a multi-pronged, concurrent approach ... to include import investigations, field 
measurements in the affected homes, chamber studies to assess the possible health 
risks and corrosion to electrical, gas, and fire safety systems." In this testimony, I 
hope to outline the. science-based investigation undertaken by. CPSC and our agency 
partners,. as well as our efforts. to provide assistance to homeowners impacted by 
problem drywall. 

11. CPSC's Scientific Investigation of Problem Drywall 
The principles in ow· strategic investigation plan, in place by June 2009, have 

been followed by CPSC staff throughout this investigation. Where scientific findings 
and the compliance investigation indicated a need for additional information, staff 
added multiple distinct, standalone studies to address those needs. 

For more than two years, CPSC has worked with our interagency partners, in
cluding the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the Cen
ters for Disease Control and Prevention <CDC), and the U.S. Environmental Protec
tion Agency <EPA) (collectively the "Federal Interagency Task Force on Problem 
Drywall" or "Task Force") and has spent more than $6 million dollars from its gen
eral operating fund to conduct this investigation. 

Briefly, I would like explain the parndigm we employed; it is one that is reliably 
used in scientific. investigations: 

1. Analyze the suspected source of the emissions, the drywall, in isolation to see 
what chemicals the source is emitting in a controlled environment; 
2. Conduct indoor air testing in homes built or renovated with the suspected 
sow·ce of the emissions~ 
3. Test corroded household components that have been exposed to the emis
sions; and 
4. Expose new metal household components in an accelerated aging corrosive 
environment to simulate long-term corrosion and analyze for potential safety 
hazards. 

CPSC and our partners also engaged our Nation's. top. laboratories-Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratories (LBNL), Sandia. National Laboratories (Sandia), the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and the U.S. Geological 
Sw·vey (USGS)-in addition to a well-regarded private company, Environmental 
Health & Engineering (EH&E). 

This scientific. paradigm-executed by these top laboratories. and scientists-was 
methodical and iterative, \vith each step informing the next in the investigation. 
This rigorous process ensured that the Commission's investigation was based upon 
the. best, quality-controlled and quality-assured results, each. result informing the 
design and conduct o( subsequent studies. 

CPSC also shared the urgency felt by the homeowners, and we had to balance 
that sense of w·gency with the exercise of caution to make certain that all scientific 
studies concerning the effects of the problem drywall were credible and defensible. 
To that end, in a somewhat unprecedented move in a CPSC-compliance investiga
tion, we were transparent and posted all scientific investigations publicly on 
www.drywallresponse.gou, including the underlying raw data. We did so because we 
recognized the homeowners'. need to understand what was going on in their home 
environments, because we were confident that our science was of the highest caliber 
and should be held up to public scrutiny, and because we felt that the public was 
entitled to make use of the information. Wherever feasible, and without jeopardizing 
the scientific. process, investigations were conducted in parallel to increase our abil
ity to deliver sound scientific results to the public. in the timeliest manner. 
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A. Efforts to Diagnose and Pinpoint Critical Characteristics of Problem Drywall 
In July 2009, CPSC staff contracted with EH&E to study gases present and corro

sion effects within homes where problem drywall was installed. This was consistent 
with our investigatory paradigm to conduct indoor a ir testing in homes with the sus
pected sow·ce of the emissions. The. 51-home indoor-air study conducted by EH&E 
was released in November 2009, and allowed the development of certain corrobo
rating factors. forming the core of the Identification Guidance, building upon earlier 
work conducted by. the EPA at the CPSC's request to identify chemicals present in 
ce1·tain drywall samples. The 51-home study also informed CPSC staff about low 
levels of certain sulfur gases and other compounds present in the homes. 

While the 51-home study was being conducted, CPSC also worked closely with 
LBNL, part of the U.S. Department of Energy, to conduct advanced chamber emis
sion studies to determine the. types and amounts. of gases emitted by. certain drywall 
in controlled laboratory conditions. The chamber emission studies represented an
other important cornerstone of om. investigatory paradigm. Those s tudies analyzed 
the drywall samples in question in isolation in order to capture which chemicals the 
samples were emitting in a controlled environment, apart from possible confounding 
sources in the home. 

We released LBNL's initial results in November 2009 and March 2010, with the 
final report on the first round of testing issued in J anuary 2011. Importantly, the 
findings from the chamber studies. enabled CPSC to definitively identify those 
chemicals being emitted directly. from the drywall, apart from the other confounding 
factors in the home. This work demonstrated the conclusive link between certain 
drywall and the. corrosive emissions. of hydrogen sulfide and other reactive. sulfur 
gases. It also demonstrated that some, but not all , Chinese drywall emits hydrogen 
sulfide and other reactive sulfur gases at much more elevated rates compared. to 
other Chinese and North American drywall. 

CPSC staff knew that hydrogen sulfide corrodes copper and silver to produce the 
type of corrosion seen on those metals in a ffected homes. However, it was not until 
this work was completed that we could positively identify. the problem drywall itself 
as the source of that hydrogen sulfide. The levels of reactive sulfur gases, specifi
cally hydrogen sulfide, emitted from the drywall also informed our investigation into 
potential fire or electrical safety. risks. This determination that. certain drywall does 
m fact. emit elevated levels of hydrogen sulfide and other reactive gasses also en
abled CPSC and HUD to develop Identification Guidance and Remediation Guidance 
based on the common sense approach of removing the. source of these emissions. 

In January 2010, the CPSC and HUD issued Identification Guidance for homes 
affected by problem drywall. This Identification Guidance, which was updated in 
August 2010, was very important for potentially affected homeowners as it provided. 
some common, scientific characteristics for homeowners. to use in determining 
whether a specific dwelling contained problem drywall. 

Remediation Guidance was first issued in April 2010. by the CPSC and HUD. In 
its first. iteration, the Remediation Guidance was extra cautious in its approach to 
consumer's health and safety until the results of our scientific investigatory plan be
came available, including precautionary removal of cer tain building materials. As 
the results of the scientific investigation became available, we updated the Remedi
ation Guidance in March 2011 and again in September 2011 to provide consumers 
with a safe. and more. cost-effective. approach to remediation. 

In February 2010, we held a closed meeting with our staff, staff from ou1· Federal 
Task Force Partner agencies, including the CDC, our private contractor, and sci
entists from the leading national laboratories that conducted. many of om. studies. 
CPSC staff reviewed the strategic plan that we had set in motion and the prelimi
nary results received to date. There was broad agreement amongst the attendees 
that CPSC staff had set forth a clearly defined, scientifically defensible plan and one 
which could also provide the basis for a solid legal case in the event one was war
ranted. 

In the spring and summer of 2010, the. CPSC worked with Sandia to design and 
execute experiments, detailed further below, that would accelerate the aging proc
esses on electrical and fire safety components to simulate the effects of decades of 
exposure to. the types of corrosion exhibited in problem drywall houses. 

While we worked with Sandia, we also conducted additional studies to refine how 
we characterized the problem drywall and to address other concerns that had arisen 
including the concern regarding the possibility that sulfu1·. reducing microbiological 
elements may have been a potential root cause of the emissions. In March 2010, the 
CPSC, in coajunct ion with EH&E, released a report on a microbiological assessment 
of a limited number of drywall samples. No difference was found in the presence 
or absence of sulfur-reducing bacteda between imported Chinese drywall and U.S. 
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domestic drywall tested, including those Chinese samples found by LBNL to have 
some of the highest reactive sulfur gas emissions in the chamber tests. 

In May 2011, the CPSC, in conjunction with EH&E, released a longitudinal study 
of the temporal effects of seasonality and elapsed time on the gaseous emissions and 
rate of corrosion formation in problem drywall and control homes. This limited 
study of six homes found that emissions increased durin¥ periods of elevated heat 
and humidity and were markedly reduced in cooler and drier periods. 

In June 2010, the CPSC, contracting with EH&E, released a study titled Identi
fication of Problem Drywall: Source. Markers and Detection Methods. This. study con
firmed the association between elemental sulfur and the characteristic corrosion as
sociated with problem drywall,. and it. also provided new information indicating that 
strontium (when used alone as a marker} possibly could lead Lo misidentification of 
problem drywall. 

In September 2011, LBNL completed a second round of emissions studies focusing 
on the effects of heat, humidity, and surface treatments like paint, upon the emis
sions rates. of the problem drywall. The additional testing found that emissions. in
crease with elevated temperature and humidity. Importantly, however, the testing 
also found that the emissions actually decreased significantly over time for the sam
ples compared to when they had been tested during the first round of testing in 
200~2010. Importantly, all of our modeling and accelerated aging had been based 
on a worst-case assumption that these levels do not decrease over time. 

Also, in September 2011, the CPSC, through an interagency agreement with 
USGS, conducted additional microbiological assessments of drywall samples and 
gypsum rocks from relevant mines. Throughout the investigation, there had been 
many claims of sulfur reducing bacteria actively converting the g)'psum in drywall 
into co1Tosive sulfur gases. Like the prior EH&E study, the USGS study found no 
evidence indicating the presence of active bacteria of these types. 

In sum, the analysis of chemical content and chemical emissions from problem 
drywall determined that certain brands of drywall produced around the year 2005-
2006 contain elevated levels of elemental sulfur (octahedral sulfur, S8) and have ele
vated emission factors. for hyd1·ogen sulfide (H2S) and other. reactive. sulfur gases 
known to corrode copper and silver. It also was found that over time, the emission 
rates for these reactive sulfur gases decreased and that increases and decreases in 
emission rates con-esponded to increases and decreases in temperature and humid
ity. 
B. Potential Health Impacts of Problem Drywall 

The report on the 51-home study included discussion of health impacts for the 
compounds found in the home environment. In analyzin~ the results in that study, 
CPSC staff relied on the actual measurements of reactive gases taken in the 51-
home study as the best approximation of the levels of gases to which homeowners 
may have been exposed. However, the concentrations of individual chemjcals found 
in the homes were. below levels where health effects have been reported in the toxi
cology literature and did not. provide the CPSC with enough evidence. to determine 
that a substantial or imminent product hazard or significant injury or illness occurs 
due to problem drywall, 

Although those concentration levels did not pe1·mit the CPSC to make a health 
or safety finding, it is possible that health effects might occur when consumers are 
exposed to combinations of chemicals, as found in all indoor environments. The 
study of health effects related to exposures to chemical mixtures is scientifically 
complex. due to the interactions between and amongst chemicals, as well as the. fact 
that responses to chemical exposures can vary tremendous ly from person to person. 
Much more study and analysis-beyond the current staff and monetary resources 
of the CPSC-would be necessary to develop the evidence necessary to conclusively 
establish the health case. 

CPSC staff also used mathematical modeling to predict possible exposw-es that 
might result from the reactive. sulfur compound emissions measured in the LBNL 
chamber testing. As with most modeling exercises, this undertaking was com
plicated by the many assumptions that had to be made about some of the environ
mental condjtions. and interactions between chemicals that were occurring in the 
homes. 

In light of staff and resource constraints, the CPSC formally requested that the 
CDC consider conducting a long-term health study on the effects of problem d1·ywall. 
In making the request, CPSC staff felt that such a study or series of studies by the 
CDC could seek to address some of the deficiencies in the data outlined above. In 
January 2011, the CDC indicated that it had "carefully considered" a long-term 
health effects study and concluded that "the best scientific evidence available to 
[CDC) today does not support" such a study. While CPSC staff hoped the available 
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scientific evidence would allow the CDC to conduct a long-lerm health effects study, 
CPSC staff was encouraged to learn that CDC staff took the time to carefully con
sider the merits of such a study before deciding not to pr·oceed. 

In February 2011, CDC staff requested that the CPSC staff provide all informa
tion on the addresses and reported health effects associated with problem drywall 
homes so that. the CDC could map the scope and consider the potential health ef
fects . In response to that request, CPSC staff provided the requested information 
to the CDC to assist in their evaluation of the potential health effects of problem 
drywall. It is the understanding of CPSC staff that CDC work continues on this 
health consultation project, and CPSC staff looks forward to reviewing the res ults 
when that project is complete. 

C. Examination of Any Potential Fire or Electrical. Safety Implications of Problem 
D1)1wall 

In an effort to determine whether problem d1·ywall presented any fire or electrical 
safety risks that could be. quantified as presenting a serious safety hazard, the 
CPSC also hired Sandia and NIST to conduct engineering studies of the effects of 
corrosion on electrical and fire. safety systems. 

Sandia subjected samples to accelerated. aging processes to simulate the effects. of 
decades of exposure to the types of corrosion exhibited in problem drywall houses 
on components, including electrical wiring, receptacles, switches, plus smoke alarms, 
fire suppression sprinkler systems, and gas service piping. Sandia also conducted 
engineering analyses of the electrical systems that were aged in these conditions, 
as well as other electrical components harvested from affected homes. Sandia pro
vided the exposed fire safety system samples to NIST to complete similar engineer
ing analyses of those systems. 

The CPSC's study, conducted \vith Sandia, on the impact of accelerated corrosion 
on electrical components, which simulated 40 years of corrosion, was completed in 
March 2011. The results of the Sandia study led the Task Force to modify the Re
mediation Guidance and to remove the earlier recommendation that all electrical 
wiring be removed. This study found visual evidence of corrosion but found that the 
corrosion did not significantly reduce the overall cross section of copper nor did it 
decrease the wire's ability to can·y its rated current. No acute 01· long-term safety 
events such as smoking or fire were observed during the course of the experiment. 

In September 2011, the CPSC, working with NIST, released a series of staff re
ports on the effects of problem drywall and related con·osion on fire safety systems 
and natural gas service piping. 

The first report was a study on the effects. of simulated 10 years of corrosion of 
the type exhibited in problem drywall homes on a variety of smoke alarms. NIST 
also studied smoke alarms collected from homes where they had been exposed to 
the emissions from problem drywall. There were small but significant changes to 
performance in some. cases, although each set of the smoke a larms continued to 
meet applicable safety standards. In any case, the CPSC recommends replacement 
of smoke alarms. every 10 years and carbon monoxide. alarms after their. limited life
span, typicaUy every five. to seven years. Therefore, as part of remediation, it is rec
ommended that all smoke alarms and carbon monoxide alarms. be replaced because 
they have a limited life span and cost little to replace. 

The second report was a study on the effects of simulated 20 years of corrosion 
of the type exhibited in problem drywall homes on a variety of fire sprinkler heads. 
In addition, NIST studied fire sprinkler heads collected from homes where they had 
been exposed to the. emissions from problem drywall. Fire s prinkler heads showed 
small effects due to accelerated COITosion, but were generally within accepted indus
try standards. I Fire suppression sprinkler systems are present only in a very small 
fraction of problem-drywall homes. 

The third report was a study on the effects of problem drywall emissions on gas 
service piping. The CPSC collected gas service pipes from homes where they had 
been exposed to the emissions from problem drywall. NIST also studied copper al
loys commonly employed in the manufacturing of gas service piping after exposure 
to the simulated corrosion chamber to achieve 40 years of simulated exposure. The 
results showed that corrosion of gas service piping was uniform and minimal com
pared to the thickness of pipes. No acute or long-term safety events were observed 

1 A s ingle fusible-type fire sp1;nkler head that had been exposed to accelerated co1Tosion did 
not activate when tested. Out of an abundance of caution, CPSC st.air recommend the replace· 
ment of fusible-type fire sprinkler heads as part of remediation. However, we note that this type 
of sprinkler head is generally found in commercial, rather than residential, applications and 
thaL the. sole failure. could not be causally linked to the problem drywall aL this time. 
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during the course of the experiment. Gas service pipes are present only in a very 
small fraction of problem-drywall homes. 

D. Additional Targeted Scientific Studies 
Additional studies were. conducted for targeted investigations. on an as-needed 

basis as new issues emerged during the overall investigation, including (A) inves
tigating the limited claims of problems due to domestic drywall in homes, (B) inves
tigating the indoor environments in two homes at Fort Bragg where multiple infant 
deaths had been reported and (C) investigating deaths reportedly related to problem 
drywall. 

1. Domestic Drywall Study 
While the. majority of the. complaints to. the CPSC have. been for imported drywall, 

approximately one to two percent of the total reported incidents came from home
owners who have alleged that corrosion and other problems have resulted from the. 
installation of domestic, problem drywall. In response, CPSC staff conducted in
depth investigations. (IDls) on a number of these homes and found that some ap
peared to have Chinese drywall and others. did not appear to. have the characteristic 
problems associated with problem drywall. 

In addition, the CPSC undertook a limited study on 11 homes believed to best 
represent the. types of reports. we had received. In April 2011, the CPSC released 
a study on these 11 homes for which the presence of problem domestic drywall could 
not be ruled out, and the results were inconclusive. Some of the homes in the study 
were found to have characteristics of problem drywall , but the actual country of ori
gin could not be determined conclusively for all of the drywall in those homes. Other 
homes in the study exhibited colTosive characteristics that were different than those 
that the CPSC had observed in homes with imported, problem drywall. However, 
none of the findings resulted in the need to change the Task Force's recommenda
tions in the identification or remediation guidance. documents. 

2. Investigation Into Deaths. at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina 
The CPSC provided substantial support to the U.S. Army in the Army's investiga

tion into deaths. at Ft. Bragg. CPSC conducted a comprehensive. and independent 
investigation into the indoor. environments in two homes at Fort Bragg where mul
tiple infant deaths had been reported. The results of our study, released on Feb
ruary 10, 2011, concluded that problem drywall was not present in the homes. For 
the benefit of the Army, our. contrnctor conducted additional environmental testing 
while in the homes and did not find an environmental cause of these tragedies. 
Somewhat elevated levels of two pesticides, permethrin and cypermethrin, were 
found in one of the homes, and the Army is continuing to investigate these pesticide 
issues on its own. Both of these pesticides are approved by the EPA under the Fed
eral. Insecticide, Fungicide,. and Rodenticide Act (FJFRAl for use inside of homes. 
The Army paid to have EH&E continue to investigate the s lightly elevated pesticide 
levels. 

3. Investigation of Deaths Reportedly Related to. Problem. Drywall 
On January 31, 2011, the. CPSC released. the CDC's. review of state medical exam

iners' investigations into reports. of deaths in homes alleged to contain problem 
drywall. The report found no connection between the 11 deaths a nd the drywall; in
stead it found several other contributing factors that specifically included pre-exist
ing health conditions. CPSC staff also found no connection between the subject 
homes and problem drywall in our investigation. 

III. CPSC and P r iva te Efforts to Assist Impacted Hom eown e rs 

A. Problem Drywall Identification and Remediation Gui.dance 
As discussed earlier, Identification Guidance for homes. affected by problem 

drywall was first issued in January 2010, and updated in August 2010. Remediation 
Guidance was issued in April 2010 and updated in March 2011 and again in Sep
tember 2011. 

The updated documents clarify that the Remediation Guidance represents an ef
fective protocol on which a homeowner may rely to make appropriate decisions 
about remediating their. home comprehensively. The current guidance documents 
are comprehensive and integrate the results of all scientific studies completed as 
part of this investigation. 

B. Development of Standards for Drywall Labeling and Content 
During the course of the investigation, one substantial impediment encountered 

by CPSC staff was the. Jack of uniform labeling on both domestic and foreign 
drywall. The bulk of problem drywall examined by staff contained no marking de-
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taWng manufacturer, brand, or country of origin. This substantially hindered CPSC 
staff efforts to determine the exact source of problem drywall, as well as the scope 
of. the problem. 

In an effort to prevent similar problems in the future, CPSC staff worked with 
ASTM International on a new gypsum board voluntary labeling standard that would 
require manufacturer. name and country of original on the product. We are pleased 
to note that, as a result of these efforts, ASTM recently approved a revision to the 
Cl264. gypsum board standard. 

The revised Cl264. standard, which was effective as of last month, requires that 
manufacturers place either names or unique codes identi fying the name of the man
ufacturing company, facility. and production line, date and time of manufacture, and 
country of origm on each sheet of finished gypsum products. The revised standard 
a lso specifies that this identifying information be reproduced at regular intervals on 
each s heet of finished gypsum products. CPSC staff believe that this. voluntary. la
beling standard should help builders and consumers better understand the origin 
and source. of gypsum products in the future .. 

CPSC staff also continue to work with ASTM and other industry associations on 
standards regarding gypsum board content. That work is. currently. ongoing, and we 
hope for further progress on that voluntary standard in the near futw·e. 
C. The Multi-District Drywall Litiga.tion 

Some/rivate parties impacted by problem drywall are engaged in extensive Fed
eral an state litigation, which has largely been consolidated in the Federal Chj
nese-Manufactured Drywall Products Liability Multi-District Litigation (MDL) in 
the Eastern District of Louisiana.2 The CPSC has never been a party to this litiga
tion, although Commission staff has tracked the progress of the case through discus
sions with parties and stakeholders .. Despite the lack of CPSC's formal involvement 
in the case, tbe agency's scientific findings have been relied upon universally by the 
various parties as representing a credible and serious effort to understand and ex
plain the issues associated with problem drywall. 

Unlike a potential CPSC recall, which would require the CPSC to demonstrate 
health or safety hazards satisfying the high burdens set forth in CPSC's controlling 
statutes (e.g., that the drywall presents an imminent. hazard. or. substantial risk of. 
serious injury or death), the private civil cases are primarily economic in natw-e and 
need only prove, for example, that the drywall was not fit for its originally intended 
purpose, As part of this process, one of the potentially responsible producers of prob
lem Chinese drywall, Knauf Plasterboard (Tianjin), announced a pilot settlement on 
October 14, 2010. In that pilot settlement, Knauf and certain American companies 
in the distribution chain of commerce, agreed to voluntarily remediate 300 homes 
in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi containing its drywall. Knaufs re
mediation protocols for this pilot program conform to the CPSC's interim remedi
ation guidance. 

During the. week of February. 14, 2011, Knaufs contractor broke ground. on the. 
first such remediation project. The Court and all parties have also sought to broad
en the. number of homes covered in this pilot settlement beyond. the original 300 
homes. Some. private. estimates. indicate that Knauf manufactured drywall may be 
present in 40 to 45 percent of all homes impacted by problem drywall. In addition, 
almost. all impacted homes. in Alabama, Louisiana and Mississippi contain drywall 
manufactured by Knauf. 

The MDL Court. has also. directed the parties in the case to proceed with discovery 
and depositions, which are presently underway,. concerning certain other Chinese 
manufacturers and certain American companies in the supply chain. The MDL 
Court represents a. credible process addressing claims of economic loss from the 
plaintiffs, and it will proceed and likely provide a substantia l level of relief to. a 
number of homeowners with problem drywall manufactured by Knauf (and possibly 
a few other companies). It is, however , unlikely to cover all homeowners impacted 
by problem drywall. 

D. CPSC Efforts to Seek Compensation from Potentially Responsible Chinese 
Manufacturers Outside of the MDL Case 

Throughout the problem drywall investigation, the CPSC has continually engaged 
with our counterpart agency in China, the General Administration for Quality Su
pervision, Inspection, and Quarantine (AQSIQ» to. share information and arrange 
a meeting between the CPSC and Chinese manufacturers. Specifically, CPSC per
sonnel have engaged in the following face-to-face meetings (in addition to numerous 

2MDL 2047, Chinese Manufactured Drywall Products Liability Litigation, http:/ / www.laed 
. uscourls.gov I drywall I drywaU.htm. 
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videoconferences and conference calls) with high-level AQS!Q personnel to seek res
olution to the problem drywall issue: 

• August 2009. CPSC staff traveled to China to investi~ate the possible origin of 
problem drywall and to. meet with AQSIQ. staff regard mg the. issue. 

• Second Trilateral U.S.-EU- China Consumer Product Safety Summit, October 
25- 26, 2010, Shanghai, China. CPSC Chairman Inez M. Tenenbaum personally 
discussed the issue with AQSIQ Minister Zhi Shuping and urged the Chinese 
Government. to. facilitate. a "fair. and just" resolution to the. issue. 

• The Third Bilateral United States-China Consumer Product Safety Summit, 
held in Washington, DC on October 13-14, 2011. At this meeting, the Chairman 
again publically called on the Chinese Government to come to the table, resolve 
this issue. and provide relief to impacted homeowners. 

To date, the CPSC has used all of the resources available to it, including high
level international contacts by the Chairman and other international diplomatic ef
forts with the U.S. Departments of State and Commerce to push this item to the 
front of the agenda with the Chinese government. Throughout many months of dip
lomatic efforts, the Chinese manufacturers have continued to signal their reluctance 
to meet with us. The principal Chinese trade associations have stated that their 
membei·s are being singled out, and refuse to accept CPSC assurances that all re
sponsible parties would be included in a possible settlement. 

* * * * * 
Mr. Chairman, thank. you again for the opportunity to testify regarding the 

CPSC's scientific investigation of problem drywall, as well as efforts to assist im
pacted homeowners. I would be happy to answer any questions at this time. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. And thank you for staying in the al
lotted time. 

Dr. Portier. 

STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER J. PORTIER, PR.D., DIRECTOR, 
NATIONAL CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH, CENTERS 

FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION AND AGENCY 
FOR TOXIC SUBSTANCES AND DISEASE REGISTRY, 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

Dr. P ORTIER. Thank you, and good morning, Senator Pryor, Sen
ator Wicker and Senator Warner. Thank you for the opportunity to 
be here today. 

I am Chris. Portier, the Director of the National Center for Envi
ronmental Health at the Centers for Disease Control and Preven
tion, and the Director of the Agency for Toxic Substances and Dis
ease Registry. 

The CDC and ATSDR are concerned for the health and safety of 
people who have been living with, or exposed to, sulphur com
pounds emitted from contaminated drywall. 

My testimony today will focus on three aspects of CDC/ATSDR 
support of the CPSC response on this issue: Number one, CDC/ 
ATSDR's current knowledge and recommendation on human health 
effects from exposure. to sulphur compounds emitted from contami
nated drywall; number two, our role and the efforts to date in the 
coordinated Federal response on contaminated drywall~ number. 
three, our public health consultation underway to learn more about 
potential health effects from exposure to sulphur compounds emit
ted from contaminated drywall. 

Indoor air tests of homes with contaminated drywall conducted 
on behalf of the CPSC, the lead Federal agency in the investigation 
of contaminated drywall, found low levels of reactive sulphur gas
ses, including hydrogen sulphide and carbonyl sulphate. This is a 
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concern, because at some concentrations, exposure to sulphur gas
ses may result in eye, nose and throat irritation, and exacerbation 
of respiratory problems such as asthma or chronic obstructive pul
monary disease. These same symptoms are consistent with what 
has been reported. However, the levels measured inside of homes 
with contaminated drywall were. below levels linked to human 
health effects as demonstrated in the scientific literature. Still, it 
is possible some people are more sensi tive than others to sulphur 
gasses. 

CDC/ATSDR believes that preventing continued exposure is the 
best method to address contaminated drywall. We support the 
CPSC and the. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment's recommendations for remediation. 

In support of CPSC's leadership of the Federal response to con
cerns on the contaminated drywall, CDC/ATSDR has put signifi
cant effort into helping residents understand the potential health 
implications through the following activities: We worked with poi
son control centers and state health departments. to develop and 
share guidance to the public and healthcare providers. We sup
ported Federal response efforts with our extensive network of state 
health and environmental agencies. This has helped us to under
stand the types of health complaints being reported, to ensure that 
up to date and accurate information was rapidly shared, and to en
sure that coordination among the involved Federal and state agen
cies and other partners is effective. 

We assisted the EPA and the Florida Department of Health in 
developing a sampling plan for homes with and without contami
nated drywall, and in interpreting results. We engaged our part
ners to develop precautionary health guidance documents for fami
lies and their physicians. And we coordinated with states to review 
11 deaths reported to the CPSC. 

We are currently modeling indoor air levels of sulphur gas com
pounds to estimate potential exposure. These estimates will then 
be used to calculate the risks of human health effects in homes 
with contaminated drywall. Results should be available in spring 
of 2012 .. 

Thjs consultation activity involves three main phases: First, 
we've engaged experts at Georgia Institute of Technology to model 
indoor air concentrations. They will be using data that measured 
sulphur gasses emitted by contaminated drywall in a controlled 
laboratory setting. These data were collected by Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory on behalf of CPSC .. 

In the second phase, NCEH/ATSDR scientists will use these esti
mates to simulate a range of plausible human exposures to several 
drywall-related sulphur compounds. FinalJy, our scientists will de
termine if the levels of exposure could result in possible short term 
and long term health effects, and what these outcomes might be. 
This will be based upon health information summarized in existing 
ATSDR toxicological profiles, EPA guidance values, and then eval
uations of scientific literature. This is one of the tox profiles. This 
is for hydrogen sulfide gas. 

In conclusion, CDC/ATSDR recognizes the serious concerns of 
people living in homes and exposed to contaminated drywall. We 
are committed to providing appropriate and necessary information 
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to help answer questions related to health effects from contami
nated drywall. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony to you 
today, and I would be happy to answer any of your questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Cohen foHows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER J .. PORTIER, PH.D., DIRECTOR,. NATIONAL 
CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND 
PREVENTION AND AGENCY FOR TOXIC SUBSTANC8S AND DISEASE REGISTRY, 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVlCES 

"Health Issues Associated with Contaminated Drywall" 

Good morning Chairman Pryor, Ranking Member Toomey, and other distin
guished members of the Subcommittee. Thank you for the opportunity to be here 
today. I am Dr. Christopher Portier, Director of the National Center for Environ
mental Health (NCEH) at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
and Director of the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR). 

The CDC and ATSDR are concerned for the health and safety of people who have 
been living with or exposed to sulfur compounds emitted from contaminated drywall 
used in the construction or renovation of their homes. My testimony today will focus 
on three aspects of CDC/ATSDR's support of the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion (CPSC) response to this issue: 

• CDC/ATSDR's. current knowledge and recommendation on human health effects 
from exposure to sulfur compounds emitted from contaminated drywall; 

• CDC/ATSDR's role and efforts to date in the coordinated Federal response to 
contaminated drywall; and 

• CDC/ATSDR's public health consultation underway to learn more about poten
tial health effects from exposure to sulfur compounds emitted from contami
nated drywall. 

CDC/ATSDR's Current Knowledge and Recommendation on Human Health 
Effects from Exposure to Sulfur Compounds Emitted from 
Contaminated Drywall 

Indoor air tests of homes with contaminated drywall conducted by Environmental 
Health & Engineering Inc. (EH&E) on behalf of the CPSC, the lead Federal agency 
in the investigation of contaminated drywall, found low levels of reactive s ulfur 
gases, including hydrogen sulfide and carbonyl sulfide. 

This is a concern because at sorne concentrations, exposure to sulfur gases may 
result in eye, nose, and throat irritation and exacerbation of respiratory problems 
such as asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). These same 
symptoms are consistent with what has been reported. However, the levels meas
ured inside of homes with contaminated drywall were below levels linked to human 
health effects as demonstrated in the scientific literature. Some people are more 
sens itive than others to chemical exposures; an exposure that causes no problems 
for one person can make a different person uncomfortable or sick. There are cur
rently no tests available that would identify people in the general public who are 
more susceptible to exposure to the sulfur compounds emitted from contaminated 
drywall. 

With respect to public health, CDC/ATSDR believes that preventing continued ex
posure to reactive sulfur gases is the best method to address problem drywall. We 
support the CPSC and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
recommendations for remediation that "consumers replace all problem drywall; 
smoke and carbon monoxide (CO) alarms; electrical distribution components, includ
ing receptacles, switches and circuit breakers, but not necessarily wiring; and fusi
ble-type fire sprinkler heads." 

Recommendations from the Pediatric Environmental Health Specialty Units 
(PEHSU), a CDC/ATSDR partner, include eliminating, if possible, or reducing expo
s ure through remediation and ventilation; minimizing aggravating environmental 
factors such as secondhand tobacco smoke and harsh cleaners; monitoring mental 
health; seeking medical specialty care; and seeking guidance on medical monitoring 
from a health care provider. 
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CDC/ATSDR's Role and Efforts to Date in the Coordinat~d Federal 
Response to Contaminated Drywall 

Since 2009, CDC/ATSDR has provided public health expertise in support of the 
CPSC's leadership of the Federal response to concerns with contaminated drywall. 
As part of this. response, CDC/ATSDR collaborated with the CPSC, the U.S. Envi
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA), HUD, the Florida Department. of Health 
(FLDOH),. the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals, the Virginia Depart
ment of Health, the Association of Occupational and Environmental Health Clinics 
(AOEC), and other state and local heal th and environmental agencies to assess pos
sible health implications from living in a home with contaminated drywall. 

CDC/ATSDR has put significant effort into helping residents understand the po
tential health implications associated with exposure to sulfur compounds emitted 
from contaminated drywall. 

To. date,. we have. conducted the following activities: 

• CDC/ATSDR worked with poison control centers and state health departments 
to develop and share health guidance. This guidance. came in the form of easy
to-read fact sheets to help the public understand health and safety issues and 
recommendations on how to protect themselves. We provided guidance to health 
care providers who. may be evaluating patients living in homes with contami
nated drywall; 

• CDC/ATSDR supported Federal response efforts with our extensive network of 
state health and environmental agencies to understand the types of health com
plaints being reported, to ensw-e that up-to-date and accurate information and 
approaches were rapidly shared, and to ensure that coordination among the in
volved Federal and state agencies and other partners is effective; 

• CDC/ATSDR assisted the. EPA and the. FLDOH in developing the sampling plan 
for homes with and without contaminated drywall and in interpreting the re
sults; 

• CDC/ATSDR engaged our partners AOEC and PEHSUs with specialties in pedi
atrics, medical toxicology, industrial hygiene, and occupational environmental 
medicine. This result.ed in precautiona1y health guidance document for families 
and their physicians; 

• CDC/ATSDR coordinated with states to review 11 deaths reported to. the CPSC. 
In the judgments of the state medical authoi;ties who reviewed these cases, ex
posure to contaminated drywall was not believed to be a contributing factor to 
these deaths. 

CDC/ATSDR's Public. Health Consultation Underway to Learn More about 
Poten tial Human Health E ffects from Exposure. to. Contaminated 
Drywall 

CDC/ATSDR's current public health effort is modeling indoor a ir levels of sulfur 
gas, compounds to estimate potential exposures .. These estimates will then be. used 
to calculate risks. of health effects in homes with contaminated drywall. Results 
should be available in spring 2012, and we expect that this work will provide impor
tant and appropriate information to help answer questions related to potential 
health effects from contaminated drywall. 

The consultation involves three main phases. First, we have engaged experts at 
Georgia Institute of Technology to. model indoor air concentrations. They will be 
using data. that. measure sulfur gases coming oil of contaminated drywall in a con
t rolled laboratory setting. These data were collected by Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laborato1y on behalf of CPSC. In the second phase, CDC/ATSDR scientists will use 
these estimates to simulate a range of plausible human exposures to several 
drywall-related sulfur compounds. This will include a range of home types and pat
terns of air movement in and out of the homes. Finally, CDC/ATSDR scientists. will 
determine if the levels o( exposw·e could result in possible adverse health outcomes 
and, what those outcomes might be. This will be based upon health information 
summarized in existing ATSDR Toxicological Profiles, EPA guidance values, and in 
evaluations of recent scientific literature. 
Conclusion 

In conclusion, CDC/ATSDR recognizes the serious concerns of people living in 
homes and exposed to contaminants from problem. drywall. We are committed to 
providing appropriate and necessary information to better understand residents' 
concerns related to health effects. 

Thank you for. the opportunity to present this testimony. to you today. I would be 
happy to answer any questions. 
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. SHELTON, DffiECTOR, VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

Mr. SHELTON. Senator Pryor, Senator Warner, it's a pleasure to 
be with you today. Shelton. I'm the Director of the Virginia Depart
ment of Housing and Community Deve]opment. We handle a num
ber of community development and housing issues, but today my 
expertise is more in the area of building codes. 

What I would like to focus on today is how Virginia has re
sponded; the things we. think we. can do. at the state. level; and 
then, perhaps, some of the things that remain undone. 

There was a perfect storm- you've already heard the stories-but 
the one nuance of difference in Virginia, as Senator Warner. men
tioned, all the product that, we believe, that came into Virginia 
came through one supplier in southeastern Virginia in the Hamp
ton Roads area through one manufacturer in China. Unfortunately, 
that manufacturer, we believe, is owned by a Chinese concern, as 
opposed to the German company. And this has ramifications 
longer-term that become clear when you get to litigation. 

The story was unfolding, you know, we were hearing reports, and 
we certainly were monitoring this issue. Our first response in Vir
ginia came in early 2009 as we began to hear. more and more anec
dotal evidence of problems. And basically, the first item was to no
tify local building officials to be aware of this, especially in the 
Hampton Roads region. We believe the building officials are the 
front line defense related to responding to this problem, and noti
fied them to notify all builders and others that this could be an 
emerging problem. Even if we didn't have. authority to ban the 
product, we were certainly raising awareness. 

Governor McDonnell assumed office, and then in early 2010 es
tablished a drywall task force made up of homeowners, of, state. 
agencies, and other affected parties to look at this issue. And we 
looked at a number of different items, trying to outline priorities 
of how Virginia could response. 

There was some state legislation-both proposed and unsuccess
ful. Perhaps the most substantive piece that passed was an issue 
looking at the issue of disclosure, making sure that property own
ers who were owners. of these properties and were transferring 
them, that there was actual disclosure so that the problem was not 
passed on to. other property owners down the road; and there were 
penalties imposed if that disclosure did not happen. And that was 
both for ownership, as well as rental. And we think that was the 
best practice. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of what we focused on, 
though, was this issue of, how would you remediate this problem? 
How. would you begin to do. the building part of it? And I know that 
CPSC and others were doing quality research, and we were very 
anxious to get the answer, because everyone was stuck in neutral, 
if you will, and could not move either direction without that reme
diation standard. 

We are fortunate in Virginia to have a uniform statewide build
ing code, and so we used that mechanism working through the 
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issues with our Board of Housing and Community Development, 
and other affected parties, and using the recommendations, the in
terim guidance from CPSC, the National Homebuilders Association, 
and others who have come forward with a potential remediation. 
And then, effective this summer, effective in August, we did adopt 
a remediation standard for Virginia that's. built into our building 
code. So, we have established the standards by which all properties 
need to be remediated; we have required that a building permit be 
pulled on the property; that inspections be done; that a testing be 
done after the initial demolition to ensure that you got all the prod
uct out; and then, post- construction, that you test again to make 
sure that there's. no. evidence of the gases that are causing the. 
problem in the homes. 

We feel this is the appropriate and responsible way to move for
ward. And once concluded, a letter can be given, then, to the prop
erty owner that basically says the property has been remediated, 
so that you remove the stigma on the property. This does not ad
dress how to pay for it, but at least gives a pathway to move for
ward. 

One of the issues is the cost of remediation. If you look at the 
various standards, the court case in Louisiana established a fairly 
rigorous amount of work, deconstruction and reconstruction, that 
have to take place. That worked out to almost $90 a square foot. 
The remediation standard that we have adopted in Virginia, we. be
lieve, will be closer to about somewhere in the $35 to $45, maybe 
$50 a square foot, depending on the type of construction, which 
makes it more affordable, but yet, would, in fact, then, remediate 
the property. So, the difference in pricing, that $86 level would be 
roughly a $200,000 expense, as opposed to maybe a $60,000 or 
$70,000 expense with that $35 to $40 a square. foot, which we think 
is more realistic. 

We have looked at funding mechanisms. The bottom line is that 
we have looked at all kinds of debt-oriented kinds of activities. We 
don't believe the properties support debt. The homeowners are up
side-down; we've got a housing crisis; those properties are under 
water anyway; and the market-and with the. remediation, it's. cer
tainly not feasible. 

And so, we think that it has to be more of a response similar to 
a disaster response. And we would love to work with the Federal 
Government on trying to figure out some way to get the responsible 
parties to come to the table and help provide that financing. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Shelton follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. SHELTON, DIRECTOR, 
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF H OUSING AND COMMUNITY D EVELOP:llENT 

Good morning, my name is Bill Shelton. I am the Director of the Virginia Depart
ment of Housing and Community Development (DHCD). The agency administers a 
comprehensive set of housing and community development programs that help cre
ate safe, affordable, and prosperous communities where Virginians can live, work 
and do business. The agency is also responsible for the administration of the state's 
major building safety regulations, most notably the Uniform Statewide Building 
Code (USBC). This latter role led to our involvement in understanding and respond
ing to some of the serious. problems that resulted from the use of defective drywall 
in residential construction during the last decade. I am here today at the invitation 
of Chairman Rockefeller to. speak about Virginia's experience with defective drywall 
products. 
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Background 
Drywall, sometimes referred to as plasterboard or gypsum board, is one of the 

most common building materials .. Builders use it for walls and ceilings in home and 
commercial construction. It consists of a sandwich panel made of gypsum {hydrnted 
calcium sulfate [CaS04·2H20l> pressed between two thick sheets. of paper. For dec
ades, builders have used drywall as a safe and economical alternative to traditional 
lath and plaster. However, du1fog the latter half of the last decade, owners and. oc
cupants of single-family and condominium units constructed at mid-decade in Vir
ginia and elsewhern began. to report problems with s ignificant and unexpected levels 
of corrosion in HV AC, electrical and plumbing systems, and appliances. Over time, 
the apparent cause of these and other problems such as the presence of strong odors 
("burnmg matches" or. "rotten eggs") were traced to excessive levels of gaseous sulfur 
compounds such as hydrogen sulfide (H2S) emitted by specific brands of drywall. 
While the. oliending products were. ul timately. identified with reasonable certainty, 
numerous questions remained. These included: 

• Determining where. and how many residential units were affected, 
• Preventing the continued use of defective drywall products, 
• Developing and applying approp1;ate remediation standards to eliminate cur-

rent and future problems, 
• Providing assurance that homes can be remediated and reoccupied safely, 
• Estimating. the total and unit costs. for remediation activities, and 
• Determining who would pay for property remediation and other losses incurred 

by homeowners, contractors, developers and others. 

That the problems of defective drywall appeared when and where they did was 
the result of a kind of perfect storm of circumstances, if you will. These included 
the. need for massive. rebuilding in the Gulf Coast. following lwo very real storms
Katt;na and Rita-and the red-hot (some would say in retrospect "overheated") hous
ing market found in many parts of the country. {including Virginia) during the mid
dle of the last decade. Demand for drywall simply outpaced domestic sources of sup
ply. American distribut.ers of building mat.erials seeking new sour·ces found them in 
half a dozen or more manufacturers based in China. Their products appeared to be 
functional equivalents of the. familia1· domestic materials. In southeast Virginia, one 
building materials supplier received 150,000 sheets from a single Chinese source. 
Builders used them to complete projects throughout the region and elsewhere in the 
state. This set the stage for the problems that have brought us here today. 
The Problem Emerges 

By late 2008, the federal Consumer Products Safety Commission (CPSC), as well 
as. state and local officials in Virginia and other southeastern and Gulf States, began 
receiving complaints about drywall-related problems. By January 2009, CPSC had 
received some 1,500 incident reports from 24 states, with the. largest. numbers at
ti;butable to, in descending order, Florida, Louisiana and Virginia. By the summer. 
of 2010, data received by Virginia's Department of Health, the Office of the Attorney 
General, and DHCD confirmed that at least 250 Virginia homes were affected; it 
appeared very likely that the total might exceed 400. 

While the number of affected homes was small relative to the state's. 2010 inven
tory of more than three million occupied housing units

1 
the consequences for home

owners were anything but. small. For some householas, the presence of defective 
drywall has rendered the homes uninhabitable. The threat of fire hazards associated 
with damaged electrical system components, damaged plumbing and gas piping, 
dysfunctional or damaged HV AC systems, damaged appliances and consumer elec
tronics, nonworking smoke. and carbon monoxide detectors,. actual or perceived 
threats to the health of individual family members, persistent and overwhelming 
foul odors and other factors all contributed to individual decisions to vacate prop
erties. 

Relocation might relieve the family of the immediate threats to health and safety, 
but it could not relieve them of the financial obligations associated with a house 
that could no longer be called home. Although lien holders could offer temporary 
morato1;a, in most cases to avoid foreclosure and long-term damage to the family's 
cr·edit, mortgages still needed to be paid-even as the stigma associated with defec
tive drywall erased the owner's. equity and the property's marketability. Many of the 
Virginia homes were large, with values above regional averages. In some cases, they 
represented the owner's. primary asset, often the product of years of saving toward 
the. goal of securing the home of their dreams. In still other cases, owners may have 
had no recourse except bankruptcy to stave off even worse financial consequences 
for the family. 
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Owners soon encountered othe1· problems. The underwriting for most homeowner 
policies requires that the insured occupy the home. While llinited absences might 
be permitted and waivers secured in some cases to deal with unforeseen cir
cumstances, in the end homeowners may face the loss of insurance coverage. Be
cause. mortgages are predicated on the homeowner maintaining insurance coverage 
to indemnify the mortgagee in case of destruction or damage to the property, the 
loss of insurance may ultimately lead to termination of the loan even if payments 
are being made. 

Bad as these circumstances were, the affected homeowners were also cau~ht up 
in the overall housing market collapse that occurred almost s imultaneously with the 
discovery of widespread drywall problems. Eve n without defective drywall, home
owners in areas experiencing double-dipit declines in property values might have 
faced the prospect of going "underwater' on their mortgaf¥eS. With defective drywall 
present in the. home,. that. prospect became a. virtual. certainty .. This, of cow·se, would 
preclude seeking convent ional refinancing or the leveraging of homeowner equity. 

Thus, homeowners generally. had limited. recou1·sc to the financial resources need
ed to remedy the problem even if there was an agreed-upon remediation protocol. 
Some homeowners sought relief from the. insurer. covering their properties. Except 
where a specific policy provision covered the risk for faulty materials, insurers gen
erally denied such claims, asserting that the damage to the homeowner was the re
sult of the use of faulty materials by builders and thus specifically excluded from 
coverage. Litigation to overcome this assertion has generally failed in Virginia state 
courts and in the Federal court system, once again leaving the homeowner without 
the resow·ces needed to address the problem. 

Homeowners also brought suit in the Federal courts against the manufacturers 
and distributors of the defective materials. This approach met with limited success. 
In a noteworthy case. brought against a Chinese manufactw·er (Tai-Shan Gypsum 
Co., Ltd.) in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana, seven Vir
ginia homeowners. prevailed. In a default judgment. the. t1ial court awarded dam
ages ranging from. $90,000 to more than $441,000. The average award was almost 
$373,000. However, the plaintiff families are yet to receive the proceeds of this case. 
Litigation, including appeals from this decision and additional class actions, con
tinues. Within the past week, a Virginia couple also secured a default judgment 
against Tai-shan; however, as in the Louisiana tiial , actually collecting the award 
will likely be a. prolonged and. uncertain process. 

Litigation in other states has been somewhat more successful. In Muscogee Coun
ty (Columbus), Georgia, Lowe's Home Centers, \vithout admitting wrongdoing, liabil
ity or fault, agreed to a settlement of a state class action. suit that resulted in a 
total of $5.5 million being available to qualified claimants. In addition, the same 
Federal court in. Louisiana that heard the seven Virginia plaintiffs has agreed to 
settlements with. one of the. multinational corporations (Knauf Plasterboard Tianjin 
Co.) producing drywall in. China .. It provides funding for the repair of hundreds. of 
homes. in four states (Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas). This case does. not 
affect Virginia claimants directly. It involved products made by a different manufac
turer and one that is not a solely Chinese enterprise as was the apparent case in 
Virginia. 

Th e. S ta te Res ponse in Virginia 
The legal and factual circumstances surrounding defective drywall claims differ 

from state to state. Once the nature and the potentia l scope of the problem in Vir
ginia became apparent, the legislature. and Executive. Branch agencies became. ac
tively involved in responding to defective drywall issues. 

Notice to Local Building Officials 
As early as 2009, the Division. of Building. and Fire Regulation at. DHCD, respond

ing to initial reports. from the CPSC and other sources, sent an advisory memo
randum to all local building officials, the parties charged with enforcement of the 
USBC. This alerted the officials to the emerging problems associated with certain 
Chinese-manufactured drywall products. The memorandum noted the potential for 
the corrosion of metals by sulfur compounds and the hazards that such corrosion 
presented to occupants from. a host of causes including malfunctioning smoke and 
carbon monoxide detectors. The advisory noted that while the CPSC and other agen
cies were just beginning their research into the problem, the use of the suspect ma
terials should be discontinued and that segments of the construction industry be so 
advised. 

Defective Drywall Task Force 
In early 2010, as the. scope of the problem continued to grow, Governor Bob 

McDonnell assembled a drywall task force to learn more about the problem, hear 
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from homeowners and other affected parties, determine the numbers of affected 
properties and consider possible areas for action at the state level. Task Force meet
ings and subsequent town hall events brought together loca l officials, homeowners, 
other. affected parties and state agencies with potential roles to. play in responding 
to the issue. These sessions revealed more fully and poignantlr the extent to which 
defective drywall had disrupted the lives of hundreds of Virgiruans. They also began 
to outline priority areas for. state. action. These included the urgent need to provide 
homeowners and contractors with authoritative guidance on appropriate remedi
ation steps as soon as possible, Participants registered their concerns about whether 
potential homebuyers and renters were receiving proper notice from sellers or land
lords when properties contained defective drywall products were offered for sale. or 
lease. Finally, homeowners- frustrated by the response of insurers, manufacturers 
and the courts-looked to the state to identify funding to support remediation activi
ties once guidance was in place. This proved to be the thorniest issue in a time of 
overall financial stringency. 
State Legislation 

During its most recent two legislative sessions, Virginia enacted measures that 
responded directly to aspects of the defective drywall problem. Earlier this year, the 
Governor signed HB 1610 and SB 942 into law. These bills, which the Virginia 
Housing Commission recommended, responded to concerns about the possible lack 
of disclosure of the presence of defective drywall in properties offered for sale or 
lease. Real estate professionals engaged by sellers and buyers, individual sellers and 
landlords with actual knowledge of defective drywall in a dwelling unit must dis
close that fact to prospective buyers or tenants. Failure to disclose can have real 
financial and regulatory. consequences. These identical bills went further to estab
lish a reassessment process and other provisions that localities could use to grant 
property tax relief to homes with defective drywall. 

Also in 2011, SB 1294 brought defective drywall under the aegis of the Virginia 
Consumer Protection Act. The law prohibits suppliers, after March 25, 2011, from 
selling, offering for sale, or using defective drywall in the construction, remodeling, 
or. repair of any residential dwelling in Virginia. This prohibition does not apply to. 
the sale or offering for sale of buildings or structures in which the drywall was al
ready in place. 

The first legislative attempt to address funding for remediation took place dwing 
the 2010 session. HB 46 created the Virginia Defective Drywall Correction and Res
toration Assistance Fund for residential property. Loans and grants from the Fund 
could be used to pay reasonable and necessary costs for: (i) the remediation of a con
taminated property to remove hazardous substances, hazardous wastes, or solid 
wastes, (ii) the stabilization or restoration of such structw·es or (iii) the demolition 
and removal of the existing structures or other work necessary to remediate or 
reuse the property. However, without an actual source of money, and with few pros
pects for a direct. infusion of state funds. given the current fiscal environment, the 
Fund remains empty. A key provision of the bill established a statutory definition 
of "defective dxywall" that drew upon the extant research and findings published by 
the CPSC. 

Other initiatives that the legislature chose, for a variety of reasons, not to enact 
during the past two years would have: 

• Compelled insurers to provide coverage for the damaged property, 
• Barred the cancellation of insurance coverage for property that became vacant 

due to the presence of defective drywall , 
• Barred the nonrenewal of insurance coverage or changes in rate structures 

based on the presence of defective drywall, and 
• Required the State Corporation Commission to levy an assessment against 

state-regulated property and casualty insurers to provide financial support for 
the Defective Drywall Correction and Restoration Assistance Fund. 

Regulat-Ory I nitiatwes 
During much of 2010, affected parties continued to await authoritative guidance 

on the remediation of defective <frywall properties from a variety of sources, includ
ing the CPSC. Based on information developed at CPSC and elsewhere, DHCD, fol
lowing consultation with the state's Office of the Attorney General, concluded that 
it-or, more accw·ately, its Boru·d-could act under existing statutory authority to 
bar the use of defective drywall products and provide remediation standards 
through an amendment to the Uniform Statewide Building Code. 

Following statutory procedw·es specifica!Jy intended to address defective or defi
cient building materials, DHCD and its Board conducted a process to define defec-
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tive drywall, bar its use within the Commonwealth, and provide remediation stand
ards that would allow the safe removal of the offending product and the restoration 
of. property to a safe. condition. With. the participation of representatives of the build
ing industry, the building materials industry, affected homeowners and other inter
ested parties, the. Department developed a proposal that was ultimately considered 
and approved for final publication in the Virginia Register of Regulations on August 
29, 2011. The new regulation: 

• Prohibits the use of defective drywall in new construction, 
• Establishes a remediation standard for the removal of defective drywall and the 

rebuilding of buildings affected by the installation of defective drywall, 
• Defines defective drywall for the. purposes of applying the interim performance 

and remediation standards, 
• Requires a building permit for the remediation of defective drywall, 
• Requires use of the remediation standards. when defective drywall is replaced 

and clarifies that the local building official has authority to consider modifica
tions to the standards, 

• Requires the removal of defective drywall when remediation is undertaken 
while permitting non-defective. drywall to remain in place under certain condi
tions, 

• Addresses the conditions for the removal and replacement of insulation and 
flooring materials, 

• Addresses the conditions for the removal and replacement of electrical wiring 
and plumbing and mechanical system components and equipment, 

• Establishes. cleaning, airing out, and clearance testing criteria post remediation 
and prior to re-occupancy, 

• Establishes standards for agencies. conducting pre-rebuilding or post-rebuilding 
clearance testing, 

• Establishes. standards for post-rebuilding clearance testing, 
• Addresses final approval by the local building official, and 
• Addresses the approval of remediation work undertaken prior to the approval 

of remediation standards. 

As far as we are aware, these were the lirst general remediation standards for 
defective drywall to use the medium. of uniform building. regulations. to give. effective. 
guidance for contractors and homeowners restoring residential properties to a safe 
condition. They are comprehensive in scope. Perhaps most importantly, they provide 
standards for post-remediation testing .. Current and subsequent occupants of reme
diated residential property must have assurance that the problems associated with 
defective drywall have been eliminated so that these houses can once again become 
homes. 
Oth er Som·ces of Remediation Guidance 

While DHCD was considering the. provisions for a l'emediation standard, the. 
CPSC continued to work on its recommended guidance. The National Association of 
Homebuilders (NAHB) and the Knauf Company (a global supplier of building prod
ucts) also proposed varying responses. The. U.S. District Cowt for the Eastern Dis
trict of Louisiana included its. own scope of remediation in conjunction with the 
Ta.ishan Gypsum Co., Ltd. case. While there was considerable overlap among these 
proposals, there were also some significant differ·ences. The most notable of these 
concerned the appropriate. handling of electrical wiring in affected properties. The 
District Court generally required the most extensive remediation steps, going be
yond not only the NAHB but also the most recent CPSC recommendations. The 
Court included the removal and replacement of all electrical wiring as well as re
moval and replacement of various hard-surfaced components of homes, such as cabi
netry and tile floors. 

The most significant difference between the standard incorporated in the Virginia 
building code and those of the Louisiana cowt probably occurs in connection with 
electrical wiring and hard-surfaced components. Virginia does not require the com
plete removal of electrical 'viring components or of woodwork, cabinets, tile or wood 
floors. Instead, wiring may be left in place so long as exposed ends are removed or 
cleaned to reveal clean or uncon-oded surfaces. Hard-surfaced-materials may be left 
in place or reused. On the other hand, the CPSC guidance does not go as far as 
the Virginia regulations in addressing the removal and replacement of items such 
as HV AC components and water service plumbing. These variations in applicable 
guidance do have implications for the cost of remediation. 
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Costs of Re mediation 
It is perhaps no surprise that the Louisiana Court's remediation protocol, which 

required the most sweeping actions, appears to can·y the highest cost-pegged at 
$86 per square foot. That would amount to more than $200,000 for a 2,400 square 
foot home--exclusive of temporary relocation costs and other ancillary charges. The 
National Association of Homebuilders suggested guidelines would fall well below 
that range (perhaps closer to $35-$50 per square foot) as would Virginia's. new regu
lations. 

Several factors. influence. any estimate of the aggregate cost of remediatin&: defec
tive drywall in Virginia. These include the. actual number of affected properties, the 
size of the housing unit, the extent to which the offending material is actually 
present, the number of sheets of new material needed to replace the defective prod
uct and the remediation standard. Homes where relatively little of the material was 
actually present or where it was Jimjted to a specific area may not require as exten
sive a response. However, where the material is mixed with other drywall or scat
tered throughout the dwelling unit, the safest and most expeditious response is to 
remove and replace all drywall. 

Assuming that there are. at least 400 affected housin~ units in Virginia, the esti
mated cost of remediation could reach or exceed $32 million depending on whether 
only limited amounts. of material were present in affected homes or. if all drywall 
and other affected materials and systems had to be removed and replaced. Given 
what we know about the extent of the problem, it is. likely that the costs would 
reach the estimate. Following the Louisiana Court's protocol would likely double 
this sum. Note that this only addresses the work done to the property itself and 
not costs associated with reimbw·sing residents for the time they would be relocated 
dw·ing the remediation process and other potential costs. 
F unding Remediation 

Regardless of the specific dollar amount associated with varying remediation 
standards, the most salient fact is that, for a variety of reasons, most of the parties 
affected by defective drywall lack the resources to pursue remediation without as
sistance. Further, at least in the case of Virginia, few viable sow·ces of funding ap
pear to. be available. Unless the manufacturer. associated with the materials impli
cated in the affected Virginia homes agi·ees to a broad settlement, litigation is likely 
to be. long and frustrating with no certainty that claimants will be. ever be made. 
whole. While the state and its local governments have offered tax relief to affected 
owners, such relief cannot provide the front end funding needed to begin the remedi
ation process. 

The straitened financial circumstances of state and local governments make them 
less able to offer financial assistance to homeowners than might have been the case 
in earlier times. Annual funding available to states and affected entitlement juris
dictions from formula-driven Federal program sources, such as those administered 
by HUD, fall well short of the scope of the problem in Virginia and include features 
that may limit their direct use in the response to the drywall issue. 

Virginia has explored other options, including the possibility of setting up a low/ 
no-interest loan fund to give affected homeowners access to the front-end money 
needed to pursue remediation. Unfortunately, the wider decline in housing market 
values as well as the even more catastrophic losses associated with property identi
fied as containing defective drywall, means that there is a lmost no equity in these 
homes to provide secw·ity for loans under cun-ent circumstances. 

Virginfa bas used low/no-interest loan programs successful ly for many years to fi
nance low-income home purchases, the remediation of indoor plumbing deficiencies 
and more general home rehabilitation initiatives. In each of these cases, however, 
the expectat-ion built into the projects was that at some point in the future-wheth
er by a subsequent sale of the property, a market rate refinancing, or even in the 
case of delinquency and ultimate foreclosure-some equity would be available to re
turn to the underlying program. That assurance does not appear to present in the 
case of defective drywall homes. As a result, any financial aid might effectively 
amount to a grant in aid at a time when the state, like other governmental entities 
is working hard to meet its existing obligations for a wide array of vital public serv
ices. 

As an alternative, Virginia is also exploring the possible use of HUD Section 108 
Loan Guarantees authorized under the Communi ty Development Block Grant Pro
gram to provide loans to affected homeowners. It is unclear whether such a mecha
nism is feasible. Program requirements may limit the availability of this option to 
some affected parties or communjties. The ability of homeowners to repay even 
loans at this relatively favorable rate is a practical constraint. Despite their nominal 
incomes, many households could find it difficult to repay loans while continuing to 
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remain current with mortgages-especially when those homes have little or no re
maining equity in their current state. Success might depend on the willingness or 
ability of the original mortgagee t-0 agree to a modification based upon the potential 
benefits of a successful remediation effort, including more stable home values, the 
restoration of equity, and an increased likelihood of future mortgage. payments. 
Nonetheless, even this approach faces long odds and is unlikely to offer a broad 
remedy for the bulk of affected homeovmers. 

Closing Thoughts 
The circumstances sulTounding defective drywall are nearly unprecedented. Pre

vious instances of the failure of construction materials have generally involved do
mestic manufacturers and suppliers. of new products. Defective drywall involves 
international trade in what was seemingly one of the most mundane commodities 
used in construction. The fact that some of the manufacturers have virtually no 
legal or business presence within the United. States severely constrains the ability 
of individuals, or their home states for that matter, to attain redress. The scale of 
the aggregate costs of the product and the fact that its effects and substant;a] costs 
extend across several states strongly suggests that there is a need for the Federal 
Government to become even more active in responding to this issue. The CPSC and 
other agencies have provided valuable information that helped identify the source 
and nature of the problem and lay out a technical path for the safe remediation of 
affected homes. Now the Federal government needs to consider putting its shoulder 
to the wheel in addressing the next step of the process-marshalling the financial 
resources that enable homeowners to undertake remediation. 

Virginia, like its sister states, will continue to pursue workable methods for get
ting the product out of homes and people back into them. fn the end, of course, the 
best solution would be for those who produced a product that has disrupted the lives 
of our citizens to take financial responsibility for those consequences. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. Mr. Shelton: That concludes my re
marks. Senator Pryor: Thank you. Ms. Brincku. 

STATEMENT OF. BRENDA BRINCKU-ALVA, FLORIDA 
Ms. BRINCKU. Thank you for the opportunity to appear, Chair

man Pryor. 
I especially want to thank Senator Nelson for personally inviting 

me here, and for meeting with us in the office in November 2009. 
My name. is Brenda Brincku, and my test-my drywall home is 

in Alva, Florida, where I lived for four and a half years with my 
husband George, my son Harrison, and my two daughters, Chris
tine and Ashley. 

Three years ago, a few days before Christmas, we found out that 
our home was what was making us sick and corroding our electric 
wires and our A/C unit .. 

We were both owner-builder of our home in Alva, which was 
built in 2004 using American-made drywall. I bring this to your at
tention because so much of the problem has been focused on defec
tive Chinese drywall. 

Despite the manufacturer, if your drywall is defective, your 
nightmare becomes your reality. We suffered the very same con
sequences as the Chinese drywall homeowners. We got sick; our 
homes smell; our electrical wiring corroded; and we had seven air 
conditioning units fail. Our financial well-being has been deci
mated. My dream home is now valued at zero. My taxes used to 
be $4,000 a year, are now just $254. 

The expense of this disaster has destroyed our credit, and we no 
longer have credit cards. The simply act of getting a hotel to testify 
today was now impossible. 

Our small family-owned landscape was diminished, and when 
our clients realized that they had Chinese drywall, and then they, 
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and their neighbors, due to the loss of the value of the whole neigh
borhood, canceled their contracts. We had to leave behind bedding 
due to the fact that our coils inside our beds were corroded. 

As grown adults, we are now forced to turn to our parents for 
financial support, when, in turn, hurt them financially. Never did 
we, or my parents, imagine that this would be allowed to go on for 
so long. 

I appear before you today representing the tens and thousands 
of homeowners across the United States that have any type of de
fective drywall in their homes. Please read the homeowners' testi
monies that have been submitted to the Committee so that you can 
understand what a devastating impact this has been on American 
families. 

Despite what you may have heard in the news, homeowners with 
defective drywall are still suffering tremendously financially, emo
tionally, physically. Senior citizens who purchased their home out
right are now forced to pay rent to live in a safe environment or 
are forced to. stay in a toxic home. Three of the homeowners sitting 
here today in the hearing room have lost or are losing their homes. 

A Florida homeowner moved into a tent on her property this past 
weekend. A Virginia homeowner was forced into bankruptcy from 
toxic drywall, but a mortgage company is holding up the bank
ruptcy hoping for money from the legal settlement, which could 
take years .. Military families, if they are forced into bankruptcy or 
foreclosure and or not being able to sell their homes when they 
get-change orders to their new duty area. This is upsetting for the 
children, because they have to leave their friends, their neighbors, 
their schools, and in many instances, their toys, personal items, be
cause odor from their contamination is horrendous. 

Families have been told to leave. their homes by their pediatri
cians and physicians due to extreme illnesses, autoimmune, kidney 
disease, kidney cancer, extreme breathing problems, urumaginary 
fatigue, death of pets and cats and dogs, death of family members. 

Where are families and their physicians to turn to? Where are 
the families and physicians to turn to for assistance? Many of these 
families had to seek out professional help, another. expense,. to. help 
them deal with this surreal experience. The CPSC is too small of 
a Federal agency to deal with such a large issue. The financial re
mediation guidance says corroded electrical wiring can remain in 
a contaminated home; leave the wiring is a miniscule expense in 
the whole remediation process, and never should be left considering 
the hazard .. Requires electrical wiring check every 40 years. The 
CPSC says there is no health hazards and no safety issues but yet 
the drywall must be removed. 

What are we to do with this type of information? When would 
this findings be peer reviewed? What can the Committee and the 
Congress do to help? The House of Representatives has a caucus 
dedicated to. contaminated drywall.. The Congressional caucus and 
the Committees can. Most important is our health. Require the 
CDC to start gathering health information, and appoint a specialist 
to be available to answer ongoing health concerns from toxic 
drywall homeowners and their physicians. Hold another hearing, 
and call in the manufacturers to let them know that they will be 
held liable by our Government for the destruction of these. homes, 
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just like it was done with Toyota, Haliburton, BP and Transocean. 
Help homeowners restore their credit, via extenuating cir
cumstances ruling to pre-toxic drywall status. Help prevent fore
closures for the few homeowners that wish to try to save their 
homes in hopes of legal settlement. Meet regularly to craft legisla
tions and produce minutes to be. made available. to the public. 

Call in the insurance industry to the next hearing to discuss lack 
of coverage. To date,. all the insurance from homeowners, installers, 
suppliers, builders deny coverage, citing the pollution exclusion. 
Provide legislation that authorizes no-interest loans to help home
owners remediate. Establish drywall standards to help prevent this 
from happening in the future. 

We request the Attorney General look into the fact that some 
American businesses. knew about the problem caused by this. toxic 
problem and chose to cover it up, not inform homeowners or the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission. If this is not illegal, then 
laws need to be changed. 

The toxic drywall homes that are now owned by the banks need 
full disclosure upon sale, so that the second generation families will 
not become victims of this toxic product. 

Federal regulators have dropped the ball, and we hope this com
mittee can help turn that around and send Federal assistance to 
these devastated American families. The victims of toxic drywall 
have sat and watched our Government rush off to help citizens in 
other countries for the last 3 years, while we have been completely 
ignored. We watched as our Government sends $20 million to Paki
stan to create Sesame Street. In these dire times in our own coun
try, our money should not be going overseas-taxpayer money 
should not be going overseas, but staying here and helping to put 
our country back together. 

Once again, I thank you for the opportunity to testify before you 
on behalf of the homeowners suffering with defective drywall, be it 
Chinese or American made. If time permits, I will be attempting 
to answer any questions the Committee ma;y have for me. 

[The prepared statement of Ms .. Brincku follows:]. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRENDA BRINCKU- AL.VA, FLORIDA 

Thank you, Chairman Pryor and members. of the Committee for this opportunity 
to provide testimony to the Senate Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, Product 
Safety and Insurance. I would also like to express my personal appreciation to Sen
ator Bill Nelson for his commitment to helping affected homeowners whose houses 
are contaminated by sulphur compounds emitted from defective drywall. I am con
vinced that these compounds are causing health and safety problems for my family 
and countless Americans. 

My husband George and I are just one of tens of thousands of homeowners who, 
through no fault of our own, have been devastated by having defective drywall in 
our home. Unlike the common complaint about Chinese Drywall, we had National 
Gypsum American made drywall in our home. We had no Chinese drywall in ow· 
home yet our American drywall was causing the same effects as those experienced 
with Chinese drywall. 

American drywall has destrnyed our home. Both American and Chinese drywall 
have destroyed our landscape business. Many of George's landscape clients had Chi
nese toxic drywall in their million dollar homes. Some of our clients that lived in 
the neighborhoods with Chinese Drywall homes but did not have the defective 
drywall in their homes felt the toxic drywall homes where bringing down the value 
of their homes. Both sets of clients decided to stop investing money in their homes. 
and landscaping due to the contaminated Chinese drywall homes. A lot of my hus
band's clients have walked away from their million dollar homes since their builder 
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wouldn't step up to the plate and the legal cases are being dragged out in the court 
system. 

We had to move out of our defective Amer;can drywall home on March 14, 2009 
and we moved into a rental home about 25 minutes away. We have been trying to 
run our landscape business traveling back and forth between our toxic and our rent
al home. Our landscaping business. was run from our acre and a quarter property 
where the toxic home sat. Now that we are no longer able to live there we cannot 
keep our inventory on hand for fear of it being stolen from the prnperty of the aban
doned toxic home. Our rental home is in a community which won't allow us to run 
a landscape business out of our home. George has had to obtain a new position at 
a nursery and we continue to service our last few clients from the landscaping busi
ness. 

In 2003, George and I invested our savings and our. hearts. into the purchase of 
a property in Alva, Florida. We acted as owner/contractor in building our home. We 
made a full effort to employ local subcontractors to help with construction. I remem
ber the many days and nights both George and I fell exhausted from the days work 
only to strive for the next days tasks to bujJd our dream together. 

Shortly after completion. of the home in October 2004, we experienced fai lures of 
3 coils in one AC unit and 4 coils in our other air conditioning unit, blackening of 
electrical wiring and failure of household appliances. After we found out we had the 
defective drywall our homeowners insurer asked us. to turn the electric off to our. 
home when we were not there because they feared there would be a fire. l realize 
that much of the attention has been paid to those with defective Chinese drywall, 
yet there is a universe of homeowners like us, with American made drywall, who 
have yet to be acknowledged as having a problem. 

The impact that this has had on my family is unimaginable. My three children 
lived in this toxic environment and then had their lives turned upside down when 
we were forced to abandon our home and leave many of our personal items behind 
for feru· of contamination of our new residence. My. son lived in this house for half 
of his life and now, for the rest of our lives, we have to wonder what impact this 
will have on his future health, the health of all of our family members. If this toxic 
product has corroded the silver and copper items in our home what has it done to 
our lungs, our health, our bodies. We know we were horrendously sick living in that 
toxic home and we must ponder the long term effects forever. 

For today, however, I represent everyone across the Unjted States and abroad 
who continue to suffer the ill effects-physical, emotional and financial-resulting 
from having defective. drywall in their homes. 

George and l are among a few outspoken homeowners who have been advocates 
for these victims. We have been involved from the very start of this problem, yet 
little help has been provided to us to date. 

I would like to summarize what has occurred a t the Federal level. However, I 
preface my comments. by stating that, short of some homeowners receiving local 
property tax relief, the federal agencies working on this problem /'or ouer four years 
haue failed us. 

The U.S .. Consumer. Product. Safety Commission Failed Us 
The CPSC is the. lead Federal agency responsible for addressing the safety issues 

surrounding the defective drywall problem in the United States and its Territories. 
This Agency is ill equipped to deal with such a large scale defective product issue. 
The CPSC has invested millions of dollars in testing homes with the defective 
drywall and has made a valiant effort to find a solution. We have been provided 
with study after study, many which are not peer reviewed. The findings of the stud
ies have often been published late on a Friday afternoon to avoid media attention. 

The Final report released by the CPSC provided its recommended remediation 
protocol which told homeowners that it is acceptable to leave the electrical wiring 
in a home. To me this protocol is useless and I would never put my family in a situ
ation where we may be killed in a fire cause by an electrical malfunction from defec
tive drywall. I invite. the. CPSC to talk to some of the contracto11; who have remedi
ated these homes. ln every case they have found that the corrosion caused by the 
defective drywall has spread far beneath the casing of the electrical wires. CPSC 
did offer some advice to homeowners. They suggested that we have the wiring 
checked every forty (40) years. Imagine that, how would one do that when the aver
age home is sold once every 7-10 years. 

I realize that the CPSC has. just over 400 employees nationwide and that they 
spent a major portion of their budget on the drywall problem. Much of the cost could 
have been avoided if they had in-house expertise. Early on there was a Multi-Agen
cy Task Force Formed t-0 address this, but I found that coordination and commu-
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nication among the agencies involved was inconsistent at best and should be consid
ered a failure. 
The U.S. Inte rnal Revenue Service Failed Us 

T would like to personally thank Senator Nelson for his involvement in directing 
the IRS to provide homeowners with defective drywall the ability to claim a casualty 
loss on their income taxes if they had remediated their drywall homes themselves. 
This provision only helped homeowners. who were. wealthy enough to have remedi
ated their homes and did nothing for the tens of thousands o( other homeowners. 
While in principal, this tax relief is welcomed, under the provisions issued by the 
IRS, homeowners who may receive. compensation in the courts would then be. re
quired to declare. that compensation as. income making the casualty loss useless 
once/ff court cases were settled and compensation was distributed. 

The Federal Emergency Management Adminis tration Failed Us 
As homeowners searched for every opportunity for resources, we. quickly turned 

to FEMA to declare. the defective. drywall problem as a national emergency, thus re
leasing emergency funding for temporary housing, and for low or no interest loans. 
The damages from the defective drywall are likened to damages suffered in a hurri
cane or other disaster. In fact, both Senators Warner (Va.) and Nelson (Fl.) referred 
to. the defective. drywall problem as a "Silent. Hurricane." We were told by FEMA 
that they. could only act if the. Governor of our State requested a Federal declara
tion. 

Homeowners in Florida began petitioning then Governor Charlie Crist. to request 
the necessary declaration; however, the Governor had his Director of Emergency 
Management request FEMA assistance, which was quickly declined because the re
quest was not from the Governor. Further attempts to have the Governor directly 
request FEMA help failed. 
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Failed Us 

Once again Senator Bill Nelson petitioned another Federal agency for assistance 
for homeowners. Senator Nelson thought there may be an opportunity to utilize 
Community Development Block Grant Funding for remediating homes with defec
tive drywall, the premise being that these funds. could be used if the homes with 
defective drywall were considered blight. This idea gave. us. hope, yet. in practice, we 
found that the funds were administered by the local government and were already 
allocated; and we quickly found that we would be competing for the funding with 
Victims of Domestic Violence, the homeless, and Victims with AIDS. In reality, the 
CDBG funding was so small it would only help 1-2 homeowners if the entire budget 
was used solely for the defective drywall home. 
The Center for Disease. Control Failed Us 

There are. many health symptoms that homeowners and especially children have, 
as a result of being exposed to defective drywall. Nosebleeds, skin rashes, res
piratory issues, sore throats, dizziness, and burning eyes and autoimmune disease 
a rc just some of the health problems homeowners are cxpcrienci ng. Others have re
ported greater problems. including central nervous system effects, restless leg syn
drome, hair falling. out. and some even claim that deaths. have occurred from the. off-. 
gassing. With all of these complaints, the State Health Department in Florida did 
not have the resources for individual testing of homeowners and once again Senator 
Bill Nelson asked CDC to look into the health aspects. 

The CDC reviewed available data and drew a conclusion that the symptoms that 
homeowners were experiencing were similar to common ailments like having a cold 
or allergies. The CDC response in their online drywall document was that home
owners. should "Go outside to get fresh air'' if they could not breath in their own 
home! 

The CDC recently issued a final decision that there will not be a long term health 
study associated with the effects of having defective drywall in a home. 
The U.S. House of Representatives Drywall Cau cus on Defective Drywall 

has Failed Us 
We appreciate those Members of the House of Representatives who have come to 

our assistance by becoming members of this Caucus. Having said that, it should be 
noted that until recently, the group rarely met and attendance was dismal. 

Statistics reveal that millions of board-feet of defective drywall enter the United 
States and its Territories-enough to build 100,000 homes nationwide. Defective 
drywall has been discovered. in at. least 41 of the. 50. United States. There are 435 
Members of the U.S. House. of Representatives. 
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These statistics are telling because the problem of defective drywall is so wide
spread yet there ai-e only a handful of Members of the House of Representatives 
who actively participate on the Drywall Caucus. How can that be? I realize that 
each Member. has a lot to do. but there seems to be a lack of attention to the defec
tive drywall problem on a national scale. 

I ask that the Committee consider the following ideas: 

• Require the Consumer. Product Safety Commission to arrange for a peer review 
of its final remediation guidance, particularly because leaving electric wiring in 
a contaminated home. is clearly an unsafe condition. Peer reviews are a. normal 
part of any technical decision that affects the public and in this case the CPSC 
issued its final guidance without a formal peer review process or public hearing 
and/or public input as required by the Federal Code of Regulations. 

• Di rect the CPSC to declare. this product a hazard 
• Direct the CPSC to create standards for drywall content 
• Direct the Center for Disease Control, in conjunction with State Health Depart

ments across the United States, to conduct a long term health assessment of 
the effects of defective drywall on humans. 

• This Committee should be the catalyst for Members of Congress to be made 
aware. of and actively participate in the Congressional Drywall Caucus. 

• This committee should undertake the responsibility to pursue the availability 
of low. or no interest loans to. homeowners who. wish. to remediate their homes. 
Perhaps the Small Business Administration would be one avenue to pursue. 

• This committee should work to restore the credit of families who, through no 
fault of their own, have lost their homes due to this toxic product be it via short 
sale, bankruptcy or foreclosure. 

• Lastly, the Committee should consider the possibility of homeowners 1·eoeiving 
Federal grants under a declaration similar to that of a hurricane or flood, and 
administered by FEMA. At a minimum the grants should be available to those 
wishing to relocate to temporary housing. 

In conclusion, I would like to again express my appreciation to the Committee and 
to Senator Nelson for this opportunity to provide testimony on this important issue. 
I stand ready to answer any questions the Committee may have. Thank you. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Ms. Brincku, let me start with you. And again, I'm sorry that 

you've had to go through all this. It's just been a terrible hardship. 
But, let me ask just a few questions. And I think you touched on 
all these, but I want to make sure I understand the answers .. 

I want to go back to. legal recourse under the circumstances you, 
in your case, maybe rarer than the other ones, you have an Amer
ican company who manufactured this. What, do you have any legal 
recourse against that company? 

Ms. BRINCKU. We are going to trial in May, the first 2 weeks. in 
May, at Fort Myers. And, you know, for us, it's the, this issue, the 
same things that happened to us, just like any other homeowner 
with Chinese. And we've lost our business; we've lost, you know, 
our home is, we're going through moratoriums. Every 3 months we 
get reviewed. And then, you know, fighting for the victims, and 
watching what has happened to them, it's the same things as what 
is happening to American--

Senator PRYOR. And your homeowners insurance doesn't cover 
this? 

Ms. BRINCKU. No. Our homeowners, or builders insurance. And 
our homeowners--

Senator PRYOR. But, there's some sort of exclusion in the policy? 
Ms. BRINCKU. Yes. Pollution exclusion. And also, our home

owners insurance. told us to flip off the electricity. They were wor
ried and concerned about a fire. 
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Senator PRYOR. OK. So, you've also tried to work through your 
contractor, but no-

Ms. BRINCKU. We are the owner-builder. 
Senator PRYOR. OK. 
Ms. BRINCKU. We are the contractor. 
Senator PRYOR. OK. And, you've told us what you think the Con

gress should do and what the agency should do. So, I appreciate 
you coming in today, and I appreciate your testimony today. And, 
we will continue to try to do this. The two senators here, as well 
as some others who aren't here today have been working on this 
for a while. But, we've run into some brick walls ourselves. 

Mr. Shelton, let me ask you a question about Virginia. You men
tioned that you, the state has a drywall task force, and that you've 
done some requirements now about disclosure upon the sale of the 
homes, I guess is how that works. And, you have this new remedi
ation standard. And you mentioned that it's hard to figure out how 
to pay for the remediation. That's a difficult thing. Is it your expe
rience that generally homeowners policies don't cover this? 

Mr. SHELTON. That's correct. I think the experience in Virginia 
was very similar as Ms. Brincku described. There's usually a haz
ard or a pollution exclusion in those that has been tested through 
the courts. In fact, there was proposed legislation to try to unwind 
that in Virginia that was unsuccessful. Generally, the conclusion 
has been that was a preexisting contract that was defined in the 
terms, and that's been upheld on the insurance companies. And so, 
homeowners have not been able to get any relief. 

Senator PRYOR. OK. And, you mentioned the costs of remediation 
in your state, and I wasn't quite sure I followed that exactly, but 
there may be a national figure, and you guys think you can do re
mediation cheaper in your state? 

Mr. SHELTON. Well, this is an evolving field, so the first stand
ard, I believe, that anyone put forward was in the courts. And 
there was professional testimony in Louisiana, and that involved 
removing all of the drywall, all the electrical, all of the soft sur
faces, as well as many of the hard surfaces. So, trim; cabinetry; and 
lots of tile floors all would have to be removed. That's almost--

Senator PRYOR. What about the plumbing? You--
Mr. SHELTON. Not so much the plumbing, unless it was copper. 

If it's copper line pipes, yes, because-but the plastic pipe didn't 
seem to be affected. But, it was more the copper elements, or, that 
would corrode. 

That was estimated at about $86 a square foot, which gets up 
pretty high in many of these homes, which are not, you know, 
there are different experiences. But in Virginia, they're larger 
homes. 

What we believe is that if you don't require the removal of those 
hard surfaces, which, we think the testing from CPSC and others 
shows that you really don't have to do; and then, the big issue was 
removal of electrical wiring. Initially we were looking at having to 
remove. all wiring. The decision came down after CPSC. issued its 
updated guidance, was that you would not have to remove all wir
ing .. All devices,. yes. And you would have to strip the wiring back 
to show that there. was no corrosion. But, if you did that,. we be-
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lieve that you can leave wiring in place, and that's a major cost fac
tor in this remediation. 

So, by doing those things and not removing the hard surfaces, it 
gets you down, the estimate is somewhere between 35 and 50, de
pending on the kinds of materials used in the home; but it makes 
it more affordable. 

Senator PRYOR. OK But that's still a lot of money for people. 
Mr. SHELTON. It would definitely be a lot of money, and could not 

be done within the means of most of these homeowners. That's cor
rect. 

Senator PRYOR. And the inconvenience of having to probably 
move out of the home while that's being done, and--

Mr. SHELTON. Absolutely. But, I think the experience is that 
most homeowners are not in their homes right now. 

Senator PRYOR. All right. 
Senator Wicker. 
Senator WICKER. Well, it is just heartbreaking. 
Let me follow up on that line. Mr. Shelton, at $35 a square foot, 

which would be the lower end of your estimate, a 2,000-square-foot 
home, am I right that that's $70,000? 

Mr. SHELTON. That's correct, Senator. 
Senator WICKER. And some homes are smaller than that, and 

some homes are larger than that. But, try to do with math with 
8,000 homes nationwide, that's over half a billion dollars. 

Mr. SHELTON. It's a big number. In Virginia alone, our estimate 
was on the low side in the 30 million range; and it might be up
wards of the 50 million range. That was an estimate of some 300 
to 400 homes. 

Senator WICKER. Well, you know, the home is the castle. And, 
Ms. Brincku, I just, I hope there's something that the brightest 
minds in Washington, D.C. can come up with to give you some sort 
of solution. And, at least, you have a redress through the courts. 

Have any other homeowners from this particular American man
ufacturer company had complaints? 

Ms. BRINCKU. Yes. Yes. There is, there are homeowners. And 
some have lost their homes in waiting for the process. Their, the 
banks have taken their homes. The banks refuse to work with 
homeowners. 

Senator WICKER. Approximately how many? 
Ms. BRINCKU. Excuse me? 
Senator WICKER. Approximately how many homes are-
Ms. BRINCKU. We have about 100 cases of--
Senator WICKER. Of that particular--
Ms. BRINCKU. For National Gypsum that are waiting. There's 

others that have also had, other American drywall companies have 
also had problems. 

Senator WICKER. Do you think that National Gypsum adopted 
different standards in the years shortly before you purchased the 
drywall? What is it that happened all of a sudden with their prod
uct?. 

Ms. BRINCKU. We are not exactly sure. We've done a lot of re
search. There was a lot of different things going on at that time. 
And there is shortages. They were running their factories 24/7. So, 
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there's a lot of different things, theories that we have, that then 
could have gone wrong at that time. 

Senator WICKER. Mr. Cohen, Ms. Brincku suggests that your 
studies were not peer reviewed. Would you respond to that? You 
know, I have been someone who for a decade and a half in the 
House and Senate has always called for sound science: Let's listen 
to the scientists, and don't jump to conclusions. But, she suggests 
that a peer review of these various studies might have revealed 
something more helpful to the cause of these 8,000 families. 

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator Wicker. The studies that we conducted 
were conducted with our top national laboratories and using some 
of the top. scientists. And we've conducted those. in consultation 
with our partner agencies and with private scientists as well, to 
make sure that there was nothing but the highest level of science 
going on. And we stand behind those results completely. And we 
feel so confident that the science was of the highest caliber that we 
posted all of those materials publicly on our website as soon as 
they were reviewed for quality control and quality assurance. 

We've also put all of the raw data underlying those studies pub
licly available so that anyone in the country can take issue and 
study, and review our studies if they feel that they're not done ade
quately. 

To date, though, we have received no scientific contradiction to 
our studies. from others who have really questioned the adequacy 
of our studies. We, our goal was to get that information done right 
the first time, and to get it out to the homeowners and to the pub
lic so that they could use it as quickly as possible, and that's what 
we did. 

Senator WICKER. You're not suggesting that the health symptoms 
are. not there, are you? 

Mr. COHEN. I'm not suggesting that at all, Senator. I've been in 
a home myself. I have experienced them, as have other members 
of the staff. We've experienced them differently, and different 
homeowners experience them differently. Approximately half of 
homeowners report no health effects, and approximately half do. 
And the half that do report differing levels of sensitivity, from 
slight sensitivity to a great sensitivity. 

We're not suggesting that they don't exist. We're suggesting that 
we don't-we have not been able to explain them with the low lev
els of emissions that we're able to measure in the home. 

Senator WICKER. OK Well, so, you haven't ruled it out, then. 
You simply have not been able yet to establish a causal connection .. 
Would that be a fair statement? 

Mr. COHEN. I think that's a fair statement. And we'll be looking 
to our colleagues at CDC. If they're able to provide us with addi
tional information in their health consultation. We would, of 
cow·se, consider that in our investigation. 

Senator WICKER. Do any of you- maybe Dr. Portier , or maybe. 
Mr. Shelton-can the drywall be tested before delivery at this 
point? Do we have the scientific capacity now to test drywall for 
this sulphuric and adulterated presence before it is brought to a 
home? Can anyone answer that question? Mr. Cohen, it seems--

Mr. COHEN. I'll take the question. Yes. 
Senator WICKER. OK 
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Mr. COHEN. We are working, as I mentioned in my opening state
ment, with the Gypsum Association and ASTM International, 
which is a voluntary standard-setting organization, to do two vol
untary standards. One of which, we're pleased to announce, went 
into effect last month. That standard focused on the labeling of the 
drywall, because one of the major problems we. encountered in our 
investigation was- it's very hard to track when you go inside a 
home that's been painted and to get behind the board. Oftentimes 
the drywall is not marked by point of origin. That will now be 
changing. It'll be marked by a code. It'll be marked on a regular 
basis, so that we'll be able to trace the drywall. 

The second standard that we're working. on,. and we. continue. to 
work with the Gypsum Association and with ASTM International, 
is on a performance emission based standard, which is what you're 
alluding to, which is to be able to measure the levels of gasses, and 
what acceptable level would be permitted, if any, coming off 
the--

Senator WICKER. When it is still at the warehouse. 
Mr. COHEN. I'm sorry? 
Senator WICKER. When it's still at the warehouse, or, the manu

facturing plant. 
Mr. COHEN. Absolutely. And trying to- there are, there is the 

technology available to test that. I think that was your first ques
tion. And what the industry, and what we're trying to. work with 
industry to figure out is, what are the acceptable levels, if any, of
you know, because some of these materials are naturally occurring, 
and so you can't completely get them out. But, at a very low level, 
I think, we're going to agree on a number that will assure, provide 
some assurance. 

Senator WICKER. You know, if Senator Warner will withhold for 
one final question, maybe I won't take a second round, then . 

Tell me, are we aware of any problems that have occurred in 
other countries that have received this Chinese drywall? It, is it 
strictly an American phenomenon? Or, should we perhaps have 
known from other instances before we started actually importing 
it? 

Mr. COHEN. It appears to be a strictly American phenomenon lo
cated in your region- the Gulf Coast region, and Hampton Roads 
area. 

Senator WICKER. I just suggest there's a lot we still don't know 
about the science. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your indulgence. 
Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Senator Warner. 
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And, a lot of questions. One, following up on why, in an inquiry, 

you asked about, with the insurance companies. As a matter of 
fact, what even happens, it's. so. absurd, is if, when you have, we 
had in Hampton Roads a responsible homeowner, or home builder 
go into a series of homes and start to remediate off her own nickel, 
and she got sued by her own insurance company. A major home
owner-developer. 

And again, I, Mr. Cohen and Dr. Portier, we've gone around and 
around on this. a number of times. But, you know, this health cau-
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sation, it just seems strange to me that we've not been able to de
termine this health causation issue; yet, we all acknowledge that 
for many people there are health effects. Anybody that's been in 
one of the homes can see the corroded wire. There's no doubt about 
the corroded wire. And even the potential, then, is, as Ms. Brincku 
said, the potential health hazard from a fire potential on the-and 
you go ahead and acknowledge that people should go through re
mediation. It, there seems to be just a disconnect there. 

And, I know, Dr. Portier, you said in spring of 2012 now, 3 years 
after the fact, we're going to get the final CDC back about causa
tion? 

Dr. PORTIER. Causation is an interesting term you're using here, 
so I'm going to take a minute and back away from it a little bit. 
These particular gasses are toxic to human beings. There is no 
doubt about that. It's a question about the level of exposure, and 
whether you would manifest that toxicity for those levels of expo
sure that you are seeing in these homes. 

Senator WARNER. Would you allow your family to live in one of 
these homes? 

Dr. PORTIER. Probably-
Senator WARNER. As a doctor. 
Dr. PORTIER. Probably not. That's part of the reason why we are 

looking at it the way we are looking at it now. 
The amount of time it would take to do a formal health study 

would not do anyone any good in this particular case. What a 
health consultation will allow us to do in this case is to calculate 
what we think the peak exposures were in the homes early on, or 
during warm days, or during days with high moisture in the air
things that would affect what those concentrations were. And, 
using that, we can look to see if we missed the boat in measuring 
in the homes-the 51 home study. Because the way you measure 
is over a longer period of time, and so, it's an average exposure. 

So we want to look very carefully at what those exposures might 
have been in those homes, and think in terms of whether it has 
crossed a threshold of human health effect. 

Senator WARNER. I think the most telling part of your comments 
was that you wouldn't let youx own family live in one of these 
homes. 

You know, one of the things that's also important, Senator 
Wicker, with, that, we talk about causation, and the lack of a full 
standard. Yet there are companies out there settling suits on, legal 
suits on this issue. So, companies don't settle unless they feel like 
at the end of the day they're going to be found guilty. 

And, one of the questions I have, Mr. Cohen, is that, you know, 
I know that Chairman Tenenbaum has had now, I think, three 
bilaterals with China on this, trying to force the Chinese compa
nies, and particularly some of the ones that, Taishan, who came 
into Virginia, to bear some responsibility. 

I want you to, I'd like to know what the status of those conversa
tions. are; and, as well, again, to Senator Wicker's point about-do, 
axe we aware of how much additional Chinese drywall may be sit
ting in warehouses around the country? And, God forbid, let's make 
sure that there's. some warning put on that. And is there any possi-
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bility that there could be some of that stored drywall still being 
sold into the marketplace? 

So, if you can address both the question of the status of the nego
tiation with the Chinese, and then, if we have any record of where 
this drywall, that may not have been sold, is in any storehouses 
around the United States, and making sure that that's not sold 
into the marketplace. 

Mr. COHEN. Yes. As you correctly noted, we have had some very 
high level discussions- that Chairman Tenenbaum has had very 
high level discussions with our Chinese counterpart, AQSIQ, the 
regulator there. 

When this investigation began in June of 2009, we coordinated 
with that group, and we had two of their officials visit homes in 
Florida and visit CPSC headquarters . We then secured an invita
tion to go to China and send an investigatory team there to look 
at some of the factories and to try to get into some of the mines. 
Since that time, the item has remained on our monthly agenda 
with them. 

But on a much higher level, we've really pushed to raise it, as 
you noted, to the bilateral China summits, and even the recent tri
lateral summit involving the EU. We pushed it on very high levels 
of the Department of State, the Department of Commerce. We've 
provided briefing papers to former Ambassador Huntsman on this. 

As a small agency, we have pushed and pushed. And we know 
that members of the subcommittee have also done so, and we ap
preciate that. 

To date, there have been no response from the Chinese manufac
turers. They are basically telling us, "return to sender," and they 
don't see a problem with their drywall. And their response has 
been pretty similar in the private litigation as well. Unlike the one 
German conglomerate that's made an appearance, these other Chi
nese companies have not come to make an appearance, and to get 
involved in the settlement discussions that you alluded to. 

In terms of your second question regarding the other Chinese 
drywall, I'll note that the import of Chinese drywall, which was ba
sically, the vast majority was in 2006, was in a response to the 
overheated housing market and the post-Katrina and Rita situa
tion. It was a very unique historical and economic moment. So, we 
don't see the economics supporting any new drywall coming in. 
And, in fact, we have verified every--

Senator WARNER. What about any of the drywall that may have 
been imported in 2006-

Mr. COHEN. Right. 
Senator W ARNER.- sitting in warehouses in the-
Mr. COHEN. We are aware, we have tracked some of that 

drywall-it is a limited quantity-to a couple of warehouses. And 
we have, and we do maintain contact with those, the owners of 
that, and we've advised them that they should not be distributing 
that in the marketplace, and if they intend to, that they should no
tify. us before doing it, because we may want to take some action. 

Senator WARNER. But, is. there. any basis that they may be still 
ignoring those recommendations and still selling that old Chinese 
drywall into the marketplace? 
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Mr. COHEN. I don't have any information that would suggest 
there's a basis that they're doing that based on the high-

Senator WARNER. Can you get me some-I'd like to get some doc
umentation on that. 

Mr. COHEN. I'd be h appy to follow up after. 
[The CPSC submitted the following letter and exhibits in re

sponse.) 

Via Hand Delivery 

U .S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMlSSION 
Bethesda, MD, January 13, 2012 

Contains Confidential Information 
Protected By Section 6, CPSA (15 U.S.C. 2055); 
Provided Pursuant To Section. 6(a)(7), CPSA 
(15 U.S.C. 2055(a)(7)) 
Hon. MARK PRYOR, 
Chairman, 
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insurance, 
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 
United States Senate, 
Washington, DC. 
Dear Chairman Pryor: 

Thank you again for inviting Mr. Neal Cohen, Small Business Ombudsman, U.S. 
Consumer Product Safety Commission <CPSC), to provide testimony at the Sub
committee's December 6, 2011, hearing titled, "Contaminated Drywall: Examining 
the CwTent Health, Housing and Product Safety Issues facing Homeowners." 

At the hearing, Senator Mark Warner requested that Mr. Cohen provide addi
tional information regarding any remafoing "stockpiles" of problem drywall that the 
CPSC has identified in the United States, as well as information on the cwTent sta
tus of those stockpiles. Through this letter, we respectfully respond to his request. 

In late January 2009, the CPSC began to look into reports of noxious odors, corro
sion of metal items. in homes, and reports of short-term upper respiratory iJTitation 
in new and recently renovated homes. After identifying problem drywall imported 
from the People's Republic of China as a potential catalyst for these problems, the 
Commission set forth a multi-pronged, science-based plan to examine the issue. Key 
elements of the plan included establishing the amount of potentially problematic 
drywall that was imported,. where that drywall was installed, and whether any 
problem drywall remained in the distribution chain. 

By October 2009,. the. Commission had mapped out many of the contours of the 
distribution chain. As part of this investigation, the Commission also identified a 
limited number of stockpiles of remaining inventory potential ly Jinked to the 
drywall used in houses. where metal corrosion and other problems were reported. 
The ownership, locations,. and amounts of the principal stockpi les known to. Commis
sion staff are. as follows:. 

(1) Davis Construction Supply, LLC, Newberry, Florida (hereinafter "Davis Con
struction"). Approximately 394,000 pieces of "Dragon brand" drywall produced 
by Beijing New Building Materials. 
(2) Knauf Plasterboard (Tianjin) Co., LTD (hereinafter "KPT') and Banner Sup
ply Company (hereinafter "Banner"), Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Approximately 
50,000 pieces of drywall manufactured by KPT. 
(3) Palmetto Manatee Forestry Terminal (hereinafter "PMFT'), Palmetto, Flor
ida. Approximately 39,000 sheets of "C&K" brand drywall. 
(4) Habitat for Humanity, New Orleans, Louisiana. Approximately 35,000 
sheets of KPT drywall. 

In late October 2009, CPSC staff sent each of the entities managing or controlling 
these stockpiles a letter, by certified mail, requesting that they "notify us imme
diately regarding any possible sale, disposal, or transfer, of any sort, of any portion 
of your stock or inventory of Chinese drywall." A copy of this letter is attached as 
Exhibit 1. To date, Commission staff has not received any responses from these par
ties that the stockpiles have been sold, transferred, or otherwise moved out of stor
age facilities and into commerce. 

However, in an effort to continually monitor any remaining potentially problem
atic drywall inventories, Commission staff recently reached out again to the entities 
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managing or controlling known stockpiles. Attached as Exhibit 2 are copies of recent 
letters from Davis Construction, KPT, Banner, and Arrow Terminals, Inc. (USA) 
(manager of PMFl'l stating that the drywall inventories they manage or control 
have not been released into commerce. It is our understanding from speaking wi.th 
Habitat for Humanity staff in New Orleans that the stockpile under its control was 
destroyed according to local waste disposal Jaws. Commission staff obtained and re
tained samples of the stockpile prior to its destruction. In addition, it is the under
standing of Commission staff that there are several entities that continue to retain 
possession of small amounts (500 pieces or less) of potentially problematic drywall. 
To date, Commission staff has no reason to believe that any inventory has been re
moved from these small stockpiles for use in new residential construction or renova
tions. 

Finally, we note that this letter and associated attachments may contain confiden
tial business information protected by section 6 of the Consumer Product Safety Act 
(CPSA), as amended (15 U.S.C. 2055). The Commission could not provide this infor
mation to the general public until staff followed all of the disclosure steps required 
by the statute. Pursuant to your request, however, we are respectfully providing the 
information pursuant to the Congressional Committee exception in section 6(a)(7) of 
the CPSA (15 U.S.C. 2055(a)(7). 

I hope this information is helpful to you. Should you or your staff have any ques
tions or need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me at (301) 
504-7660, or by e-mail at cday@cpsc.gov. 

Sincerely, 

Exhibits (2) 

ExHIBIT 1 

CHRISTOPHER DAY, 
Director, 

Office. of Legislative Affairs. 

U.S. GoNSUMEH PHODUC'r SAFETY COMMISSION 
Bethesda, MD 

Office Of Compliance & Field Operations 
Director, Defect Investigations Division 
E-mail:dwoodard@cpsc.gov 
Dean W. Woodard 
Via Certified. Mail 

RE~ CPSC FILE No, PI090017-DRYWALL IMPORTS FROM nrE PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OP CHINA 

Dear lSir/Madam): 
Per. our prior communications, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 

("Commission" or "CPSC") is an independent Federal reguJatory agency charged 
with. the responsibility of protecting the. public against unreasonable risks of injury 
and illness associated with consumer products. As you know, the Commission is in
vestigating reports that drywall imported from the People's Republic of China and 
installed in homes. in the United States has. caused corrosion o( metal components 
in those homes and various health problems to the occupants of the homes. 

We understand your firm cwTently maintains a stock or inventory of such Chi
nese-made drywall.. Given our concerns with this. product and the. related reported 
health and safety issues, pursuant to Section 27 of the Consumer Product Safety 
Act (CPSAJ, 15 U.S.C. §2076, we ask that you notify us immediately regarding any 
possible sale, disposal, or. transfer, of any sort, o( any portion o( your stock or inven
tory of Chinese drywall. 
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Contact Information 

Please direct any such notice to me directly by phone at 301-504-7651 or e-mail 
at DWoodard@cpsc.gov. If I am not available, you may also direct any such notice 
to Mary Kroh, Compliance Officer, at 301-504-7886 or mkroh@cpsc.gov. Please ad
dress your correspondence to Mary Kroh's attention al the following address: Office 
of Compliance. and Field Operations, U.S .. Consumer Pr·oduct Safety Commission, 
Room 613-15, 4330 East West Highway, Bethesda, MD 20814-4408. The Office of 
Compliance and Field Operations telefax number is (301) 504- 0359. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 

Enclosures/Links: 

0£AN W. WOODARD, 
Director, Defect Tnvestigation.s Division., 

Office of Compliance and Field Operations. 

Consumer Product Safety Act- http: I I www.cpsc.gov I about I cpsiallegislation.html 
16 C.F.R. Part 1101, Information Disclosure- http:/ /www.cpsc.gov/ABOUT /. 
guide.html 
Pait 1115, Substantial Product Hazard Reports- http:/ /www.cpsc.gov/BUSINFO! 
fmotices I fr06 I E611758.pdf 

EXHIBIT 2 

DAVIS CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY, LLC 
January 5, 2012 

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
Office of Education, Global Outreach, & 
Small Business Ombudsman 
Attn: Dean W. Woodard, Director 
Bethesda, Maryland 

RE: INVENTORY OF CHINESE DRYWALL 

Dear Mr. Wooda1·d: 

Thank you for your call. earlier this week regarding our inventory of Chinese 
Drywall. We have discovered that our initial figures which were provided to your 
office in June of 2009, were inadvertently understated. As a result of litigation, we 
have 1·e-inventoried our warehoused drywall since June 2009 and actually have 
more drywall stored than previously repo1ted. Our revised figures arc: 

305,628 boards of 5/8" Type X 
89,14.S boards of l/2" Type X 

We continue. to maintain that. our Dragon Brand drywall, which. has s uccessfully 
been determined to be non-defective and non-corrosive through independent testing 
and testing done by the CPSC,. should be released for commercial use. Should you 
have any questions or if we may be of assistance in any way, please feel free to. call 
or e-mail. We look forward to heari ng from you. soon and also hearing that the. 
CPSC has released our drywall for commercial use. 

Sincerely, 

NEAL S. COHEN, Esq., 
Trial Attorney, Division of Compliance, 
Office of the General Counsel, 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 
Bethesda, MD. 

STEFAN M. DAVIS, 
President. 

KAYE SCHOLER LLP 
New York, NY, December 22, 2011 

RE: KNAUF PLASTERBOARD (TJANTTN) CO., LTD. DRYWALL 

Dear Neal: 

This letter is submitted on behalf of Knauf Plasterboard (Tianjin) Co., Ltd. 
("KPT'') in response to. your inquiry regarding KPI' drywall in the United States 
that is still in KPI"s possession and control. As we discussed, KPI' has stored ap-
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proximately 50,000 pieces of d1·ywall in a warehouse in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. The 
drywall is stored for evidence preservation purposes pursuant to an order of the 
Court in the in Re Chinese Manufactured Drywall Products Liability Litigation, 
MDL 2047, pending in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana. 
The drywall is not being stored for distribution purposes. It is K.PT's intention to 
dispose of the drywall in conformity with applicable waste disposal regulations when 
permitted to do so by the MDL Court. K.PT has no intention of distributing the 
drywall for installation purposes. 

In addition to the warehoused drywall, KPT's contractor, Moss & Associates, 
comes into possession of removed KPT drywall in the course of remediating homes 
pW'suant to a settlement program entered into with the Plaintiffs Steering Com
mittee in MDL 2047 .. Moss has represented that it disposes of the removed KPT 
drywall in conformity with applicable waste disposal regulations. The removed 
dl·ywall is not distributed for re-installation. 

In addition, some of KPT's. litigation experts may have some KPT dl·ywall, but 
these also will not be distributed for installation purposes. 

I would point out. that Banner has brought an action to rescind the agreement 
whereby K.PT took title to. the. drywall in the Ft. Lauderdale warehouse. Although 
K.PT disputes Banner's right to rescind, if they were successful , Banner would re
gain title. to the drywall, and KPT would no longer control its disposition. 

This response is \vithout waiver of KPT's jurisdictional defenses to CPSC. 
Sincerely, 

STEVEN GLICKSTEIN, 
Kaye Scholer LLP. 

SG/js 

WEINBERG, WHEELER, H UDGINS, GUNN & DIAL, LLC 
Atlanta, GA, January 3, 2012 

Via Electronic and U.S. Mall 
NEAL S. COHEN 
Small Business Ombudsman 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
Bethesda, MD 
ncohen@cpsc.gou 

RE: CHINESE M ANUFACTURED DRYWALL 

Dear Mr. Cohen: 

This firm represents Banner. Supply Company and a number of its affiliates (col
lectively "Banner") in the Chinese drywall litigation. As you know, during the rel
evant time period Knauf Plasterboard Tianjin Co .. Ltd and its affiliates (collectivelX 
"Knauf) manufactured and sold Chinese manufactured drywall ("Chinese Drywall') 
to my clients. Banner, a small family owned Florida Corporation, has devoted count
less. resources in pursuing Knauf for its conduct that has devastated Banner's busi· 
ness and shattered the Jives of many Florida homeowners .. 

I am responding to your request for written confii·mation concerning my clients' 
intentions related to the Chinese. Drywall that is currently stored in a warehouse 
located at 5260 N.W. 10th Terrace, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. This Chinese Drywall 
has been stored in that warehouse for years; it is within Knaurs possession and con
trol.. Jud~e Fallon, in charge of the. Jn Re: Chine.~e Drywall Multi District Litigation 
pending m United States District Court, Eastern District of Louisiana, as well as 
the attorneys for the Plaintiff homeowners that have sued Knauf in Judge Fallon's 
Cowt, are all aware. of the location of this warehouse and its contents .. Again, Knauf 
has title and possession of the Chinese Drywall in this warehouse; while Knauf and 
Banner disagree about many issues, Banner does not claim any right or ownership 
over. this Chinese Drywall. 

Nevertheless, Banner agrees that it will not sell or otherwise distribute to the 
public any Chinese Drywall over which it currently holds title or over which it sub
sequently obtains title and; further agrees, that i( it disposes o( such Chinese 
Drywall it will do so in conformity \vith aU applicable laws. 

My client wishes to continue to cooperate with your office, as it has done in the 
last seve1·al years since the Chinese Drywall inquiry. began, Please let me know if 
you have any additional questions or concerns. 

Yours truly, 
NICK P. PANAYOTOPOULOS, 

Weinberg, Wheeler, Hudgins, Gunn & Dial, LLC. 
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Woodard, Dean 
Wednesday, December 14, 2011 4:53 PM 
Anthony.Oamron@arrow-tenninafs com 
ard@gearbulk.com; Cohen., Neal 
RE. Chinese D<ywall at Manatee T emunal 

Please notify us before it is destroyed or moved. Thanks. 

From: Anthony.Damron@arrow·tecmfnals.com fmailto:Anthony.oamroo@aqow·teanlnals.gxnl 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2011 4:20 PM 
To: Woodard, Dean 
Cc: ard@gearbulk.com; C.ohen, Neal 
Subject: Re: Chinese Drywall at Manatee Terminal 

Dean. 

That Is correct the material is still being stored at PMFT in Po<t Manatee 

brgds 

'l'o•r D•roe 
Tel'.'lliu.l Jkn.g•r 
Arrow 't...,._inah. Inc fUSAJ 
orrttt· •l u1 4H "se 
ttobll•: •l Ul 2SS '1045 
ru • .s U7 •U '"' 
VYV UTyw t•r'9iMh.S9! 

Wke O..rlu Cu,> TiU'&lNIU 
trutarrciv·t~l'lll•nah.~ 

Tony, 

We arc surprised 10 hear of the Capt. Okland's reliremenl and wish him well . Confirming our conversation lhe 
problemutic imported drywall is still localed in the Manatee terminal and has not been sold or disposed in ;ny 
manner. Is this correct? 

11 would be our recommendati_on that you follow through with your locnl jurisdiclion regarding scrapping this 
malertal. You should check with your EPA office as well. You will likely find that the best melhod is a 
Hazardous Waste Disposal Site. 

Dean W. Woodard 
Director 

Senator WARNER. I don't know-Senator Rubio and his state has 
been very effective on this. One last question, if I could also get 
this one in. 

Mr. Shelton, I know we've worked with you on a number of ways 
to try to look at low cost refinancings. Do you have any final com
ments on that? I know we've looked at a host of different entities, 
and we're still, now, engaged with Fannie and Freddie. But, if 
you'd comment on the cost of remediation financing? 

Mr. SHELTON. Senator Warner, the most likely looking one was 
using a HUD product, which is a loan guarantee product which 
would allow for a fairly low-interest loan to be used to finance the 
program. It currently operates at LIBOR plus two, so-I meant, 
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LIBOR, I think, is 2 percent. I'm sorry. I misspoke. So, you're going 
to be above 2 percent. 

The problem is, to pass any kind of reasonable underwriting 
standard, you would have to have some equity in the home, or 
some ability to pay .. And so, as we've tried to. unwind this, we've 
come to the conclusion that's. going to be very problematic. There 
are other issues with that program and the ability to use it, not 
the least of which is, it's a difficult delivery system because there 
are HUD contracts with the larger cities, and there are contracts 
with the state, and trying to work across that span has been par
ticularly difficult. 

But, I think, if it's. a loan-influenced product, our belief is, this 
is not going to work. Someone mentioned zero percent interest 
loans. If you have to secure with any kind of guarantee on the loan 
and underwrite it, I don't believe it would pass right now, because 
most of these were homes purchased in the last six, seven, 8 years, 
and the equity is just not there .. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Senator Rubio, thank you for being here. And welcome today. 
And also, I notice that Florida has 56 percent of all the reported 

cases in all the country, 56 percent. 

STATEMENT OF HON. MARCO RUBIO, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM FLORIDA 

Senator RUBIO. That's correct. Thank you for having this hear
ing. And this is an issue that predates my service here. I've been 
here less than a year now. But during my time in the State legisla
ture, we saw a lot about it. 

And, Ms .. Brincku, thank you for being here and for all your ac
tivism on behalf of Floridians who have been affected by this all 
over the state. We've been hearing about this for years now, par
ticularly after 2004 and 2005, with the building and rebuilding 
boom. 

I wanted to ask you something. I know it's in your statement be
cause I read it, and it talks about credit and the impact that this. 
has on people's personal credit ratings. And you may have. dis
cussed this already, and if you have, I apologize. I was a little late. 
But, the changes you've had to make, and also other people had to 
make in their lives. They've had to leave their homes behind; 
they've had to find secondary places to live; sometimes have fallen 
behind on their payments. I don't know if that's the case with you. 
But, talk a little bit, if you could, with us about the impact that 
this has had on the credit rating of victims who have suffered from 
this and are now trying to recuperate some of that. 

Ms. BRINCKU. It's had an enormous impact on the victims. For 
27 years, my husband and I had never missed a payment in our 
lives .. We'd always be on time. We had impeccable credit. And our 
800, over-800 credit score went down to 500. It, just the simple 
thing of credit cards, having a credit card, we no longer have credit 
cards; we no longer are able to obtain credit. By the end of, by the 
time we get to court we will owe $80,000 in back payments and in
terest and penalties from our, Wells Fargo. 

So, it's, for all the victims, it's. had an enormous impact. People 
that had their houses paid off, it's devastated them because a lot 
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of them live on fixed incomes. People that have, like, Colleen, be
hind me, she, you know, over a million-dollar home; had $800,000 
credit--! mean, equity in her home, and now she's, you know, 
short- saling this Friday. So, what is this still going to do her, you 
know, for her credit rating? On top of, you know, when you go to 
apply for a job; if you claim bankruptcy; a ll. these thlngs having a 
huge impact on, you know, our job, our finances, I mean, every
thing. 

And we, my, I had a grandfather that always told me, put your 
money in your house, because it's always a safe investment. So, I 
took my entire IRA and put it in my home. So not only have I lost 
my home-I've lost my IRA, I've lost all my savings. I'd stuck 
$150,000 into my home so I, you know, I had equity, didn't have
and now, you know, it's gone. 

Senator RUBIO. And, I asked that question because you're a vic
tim of domestic drywall--

Ms. BRINCKU. Yes. 
Senator RuBio.- but, the one we hear a lot about is. the Chinese 

drywall, and so we have limits into what we can do to reach these 
manufacturers- the folks overseas. 

One of the things we can do something is about is what you're 
talking about, and that is the credit rating of individuals that have 
been directly--

Ms. BRINCKU. Right. 
Senator RUBIO.- iropacted. Because you can leave the home; you 

can move away from the drywall; but the credit rating issue will 
follow for--

Ms. BRINCKU. For the rest of our lives. 
Senator RUBIO. Well, at least, for 7 years, or whatever the-
Ms. BRINCKU. Yes .. Seven years. 
Senator RUBIO.- timeframe is. But it just takes forever to rebuild 

it. And quite frankly, there's things we can do about that. And we, 
and I know you've been talking about that with Senator Nelson be
fore I got to the Senate, and that's something we want to work to
gether on with everybody on this panel, because I think it's one of 
the. things we can do. something about immediately. 

You touched upon something else, which is short sales and trans
actions. I'm talking to you now because I see you've become an ad
vocate on behalf of other people in the state that have suffered this. 
One of the things I'm concerned about, and maybe you can touch 
upon it, is that some homes are being sold, or people are now buy
ing homes without full disclosure as to what they're getting. And, 
have you heard how many of your victims actually bought homes 
from either a contractor, or a builder, or another homeowner who 
basically dumped it on them without disclosing? How much of a 
problem has that been in terms of the non-disclosure issue? 

Ms. BRINCKU. There's just so many victims that have told me 
and share their stories. I've had cases where I've, l had somebody 
go over and watch a house be remediated, and they took ketchup 
and cleaned the wires. I've had, I mean, right here, this wire, it's 
gone all the way through. And if I cannot remove the wiring from 
my home, I will not move back in. You can guarantee that. I will 
not-you cannot have alarms go off in the middle of the night, with 
your children wondering, is there a fire? Is there not? 
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I mean, all, like, all my things have turned yellow. It's affected 
all the appliances in my home, you know. And so, we're worried 
about the health and safety issue of this. It's a very big concern. 

And the thing that, it's not being disclosed. And people are reme
diating, and there's no set guidelines of how the remediation is 
going to take place. You have people that are remediating for as 
little as $6,000, just flipping the drywall, or even patching up. I've 
heard, you know, them patching up the drywall. Not even tearing 
the drywall out. One homeowner in California, they did that to her 
home. They patched it up and put it back on the market, and put 
some new carpet in it. A lot of times they're, you know, taking the 
air conditioning out. And so, they're, the banks are taking the air 
conditioning out; it's bad, and then leaving everything else alone, 
so, when a homeowner, the first thing they're going to check is 
what, the A/C coils. When they see the A/C coils is not a problem, 
then they say, "OK, there's not a problem in the home" and they 
may not pay for an inspection, or the inspector doesn't, you know, 
catch it or not, more, you know, educated in the area. 

So, these are all things that we see constantly, every day, that 
the homeowners, this has happened to. 

Senator RUBIO. That's my last point, and I'm glad you brought 
that up. And one of your complaints-and I think rightfully so; I 
read it in your statement-was that many of these studies that are 
coming out on the safety and effectiveness have not been peer re
viewed, or, not been looked at and compared. 

But the opinion of some is that it's okay to move back into some 
of these homes after certain things are done, but you're saying this 
is not enough; that in fact-and you just highlighted-you're not 
moving back into a home as long as this faulty wiring is there, no 
matter how many reports come out that say otherwise. 

How prevalent of a concern is that among folks? 
Ms. BRINCKU. It's very concerning. I mean, I've heard it over and 

over. If these homes are not proper1y remediated, they will not 
move back in. And the homes are so upside-down. You know, before 
all this happened, our home wasn't an upside-down. We had equity 
in it. And so, that's an enormous concern. 

And for the amount that- it's, like, 5 percent to fix t he wiring 
and take it out-why not-well, why, in 40 years, who is going to 
be here to check this wiring for the next families that are coming 
in? The average homeowner lives in the house for seven, you know, 
7 years. So, who's going to keep passing that information that 
needs to be changed? 

Senator RUBIO. Thank you, again, for the work you're doing on 
this issue, and hopefully, we can be helpful, as well. Thank you. 

Senator PRYOR. Let me say we'll do a second round here, so if 
anyone has more questions, be glad to entertain those. 

Let me start with a little editorial comment, and it follows on 
something Senator Warner said. And that is, China should take re
sponsibility for the products that they allow to be sold in this coun
try. and other. countries. And one of the very basic starting points. 
from my standpoint on this is that Chinese corporations should 
have to register in this country, just like domestic corporations, 
just like European corporations, for service of process. If there's a 
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problem, they should have an agent in this country for service of 
process. 

Senator Whitehouse has a bill on that, and I support that. And 
I think he's going to re-file it soon. I'm not quite sure when. But 
this is a textbook case of why it's critical that we be able to reach 
these Chinese. corporations if they do anything wrong. They should 
be held liable, and they should take responsibility just like other 
companies alJ over the world. It gives them a huge economic advan
tage to be able to put all this stuff in all these countries all over 
the world, and not have any recourse to them. 

So, that's my editorial comment for the hearing. 
But, let me ask, if I can, Dr. Portier, you mentioned that you, 

about the health studies, even though your studies are not exactly 
as conclusive as I'd want them to be, you still support remediation. 
Did you say you have another health study coming out this spring? 

Dr. PORTIER. It's called a health consultation. So, the difference 
between a health study and a health consultation-in a health 
study, take a compound like lead in children, you have a clear dis
ease that you can follow; you see neurological, developmental defi
cits; you can measure the compound in the blood, so you have a 
good exposure measurement; and that allows you to have a defini
tive study that you can clearly understand. 

Here we have none of those things. So, a health study in this 
case would not give us a good, definitive answer. We think we. 
would spend a lot of time and effort, a lot of resources, and in the 
end, we couldn't answer your question. 

In a health consultation, on the other hand, what we do there is, 
we go to well-done studies in the literature, things that have been 
peer reviewed and have been published-occupational studies, and 
studies like. that where. we've seen health effects. From that we ex
trapolate down into a lower exposure region until we find a place 
where we think it's going to be safe for exposure. So, you estimate 
where you think it's safe for exposure. Then, based upon the expo
sure reconstruction, the simulation modeling that we're going to do 
of homes, we bring those things together and make a decision as 
to whether we. believe. there are health outcomes that should-that 
would have been seen in this particular case. 

Senator PRYOR. OK. Well, that's helpful. 
Mr. Cohen, you heard Ms. Brincku talk about her dire financial 

consequences with this drywall. In the CPSC's experience of look
ing across the country at all the states that have been impacted, 
are you finding those similar stories in all the states, and in-not 
with every single homeowner, but generally, do you find that same 
type of story? 

Mr. COHEN. Absolutely. And on the majorly affected states that 
we've discussed, notably, Florida, Louisiana, Virginia, Alabama and 
Mississippi, we hear these heartbreaking stories, much like Ms. 
Brincku's, every day. And it, you know, we are homeowners, too. 
We feel that and we have put our professional lives toward trying 
to come up with the causation, trying to be able to put forth a case. 
And we share the frustration, I think, of everyone in this room that 
we haven't, that the science hasn't provided that yet. And, we, you 
know, ow· hearts go out. And we're just going to keep on this thing. 
And hopefully we, well, might be able to develop with Dr .. Portier's 
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expertise, the modeling that he just described might be able to in
form a future legal case that we can undertake under our authori
ties. But presently, we don't have the evidence to support those. 

Senator PRYOR. And, you also mentioned that the CPSC is work
ing with the Gypsum Association. And do you think that the steps 
that the Association, the voluntary steps they're taking, are satis
factory? 

Mr. COHEN. We've been very pleased with the steps that they've 
taken. Most drywall, just because of the nature of it-it's a heavy 
commodity product- is generally made and delivered in the area in 
which it's going to be used. So, traditionally, this whole occurrence 
is just so out of the ordinary. So, most of, a lmost all the drywall 
that's used in this country is produced in North America, mostly 
the United States, a little bit from Canada, and a little bit from 
Mexico. 

All of the members of the Gypsum Association, including those 
major producers in Canada and Mexico, have voluntarily agreed to 
use this new labeling system which just went into place next 
month, which will have a standardized code and a standardized 
way that you can recognize the drywall that's been installed in any 
home across the country. So, we are pleased. We think they've been 
very cooperative in that regard. 

And we have experienced the same cooperation in working to
wa1·d this performance-based emission standard. Just because of 
some of the things that Dr. Portier described, it is a more complex 
standard, and so we'll just continue working. And that's something 
that CPSC does on a lot of products. We work and try to improve 
these voluntary standards over many years. 

Senator PRYOR. And I think the Subcommittee, as well as the full 
Committee, would be interested to know what the Chinese govern
ment and Chinese companies response is when the CPSC reaches 
out to them and asks them to provide information, and also, step 
up on their responsibility to this. What do the Chinese say about 
that? 

Mr. COHEN. As I noted previously, they don't believe that the
there's a problem with their product, and they've steadfastly said 
that. They've said that in open court in the multi-district litigation, 
when the German company stated that they were going to do reme
diation. The major Chinese importer, that has not made an appear
ance, stated to the judge: Judge, we are not standing behind this 
company, and we're not getting in line to do the same thing. We 
don't see a product-we don't see a problem with our product. And 
to the Government, to us, and to others who've raised the issue, 
they've said the same thing, and they said: Show us the science. 
Show us where the problem is. We don't see it anywhere. And 
that's been their response. 

Senator PRYOR. Senator Wicker? 
Senator WICKER. Well, I won't take a full second round. 
Let me echo what the Chair has said. China benefits immensely 

from trade with the United States. It's time for Chinese manufac
turers to step forward and make themselves available for service 
of process, much as other international trading parties have done. 
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So, thank you for that, and thank you for mentioning the White
house legislation, which is something that we could use a starting 
point for a small solution to this. 

Mr. Cohen, you said that usually because of the weight of 
drywall, it's usually not shipped internationally. 

Mr. COHEN. Correct. 
Senator WICKER. It's only this type of unusual circumstance. 

You're not suggesting at all that maybe something might have hap
pened in the transportation, you know, oversea transportation of 
this product? 

Mr. COHEN. I'll just, sort of, note, on your first comment-we, the 
Chairman has also come out in support of this concept of having 
a registered agent here for these Chinese manufacturers, especially 
in regards to the large number of consumer products that are im
ported from China. This has been a real problem for the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission. So, CPSG staff provided testimony in 
support of a prior proposal to that effect. And, as I said, the Chair
man herself has come out in favor of it. 

In answer to your second question regarding--
Senator WICKER. Whether the actual physical transportation 

mighthave-
Mr. COHEN. Right. 
Senator WICKER-had something to do with--
Mr. COHEN. We, in our compliance investigation-which we 

haven't spent a lot of time discussing, but we conducted a large 
compliance investigation as well- we did look toward, to see if 
there were any similarities in the way things were shipped, the 
ships they came on, the sorts. of pallets. they were shipped on, all 
the different confounding factors that might contribute to some
thing you're suggesting. We didn't find any evidence of that. 

Senator WICKER. OK. Now, with the exception of American Gyp
sum, we have not had any complaints about domestic drywall, com
plaints made toward domestic drywall manufacturers, is that cor
rect? 

Mr. COHEN. There have been reports-obviously, Ms. Brincku's 
among them,. and others like her-to the. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission of homes reportedly constructed exclusively by domes
tic drywall exhibiting the same sorts of characteristics of the prob
lem imported drywall. 

Senator WICKER. And these are from other manufacturers than 
Ms. Brincku mentioned? 

Mr. COHEN. Due to. our statute, I'm not permitted to actually 
speak about the specific manufacturers here on the record, but I 
can talk in general terms about the domestic claims. 

We did, in June 2010, undertake a study particularly focused on 
domestic. drywall. At that time,. we had received over 3,400. com
plaints of imported drywall problems. At that time, 67 of those 
were of domestic drywall. Since that time, we've received 10 more. 

Based on that, we still felt it was important, because we wanted 
to be on top to make sure there was not going to be another emerg
ing hazard of domestic drywall in addition to the imported drywall. 
So, in order to make sure. that was the case, we instituted the 
study. We used the exact same methodologies that we had done on 
the imported problem drywall studies. We went into 11 homes of 
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domestic-that were self-reported to be exclusively domestic 
drywall, and our findings were inconclusive. We did not find an
other distinct pattern of emerging hazard like the imported prob
lem drywall. 

Of the 11 homes, five seemed to match the imported drywall, and 
very well may be imported drywall, because it's really impossible 
for us to know what's in that home without completely ripping out 
every piece of drywall in that home. And that's been the most 
major challenge of our compliance investigation. 

Senator WICKER. But now, at least, with the labeling, that one 
distinct issue will be better handled. 

Let me ask you this-
Mr. COHEN. Yes. 
Senator WICKER. The ingredients of the drywall, the components, 

how different is that in these Chinese manufacturing plants, as op
posed to domestic ingredients? 

Mr. COHEN. The ingredients of drywall are fairly simple and 
straightforward, and they don't really change based on the place of 
manufacture. I mean, they're based on gypsum mined, usually ei
ther gypsum mined rock, or reconstituted ash, fly ash. But, all of 
those are basically reconstituted into gypsum. They are put into a 
sort of mush, and pushed between two pieces of paper, and basi
cally baked and cut. It's a very simple process. 

Some of the issues that are known in the industry are that the 
rock that you're mining may have contaminants in it, of course, 
and so there needs to be some level of quality control or quality as
surance on the input side of your factory. We're not sure, because 
we just don't have complete access to know what happened on that 
side of the Chinese manufacturing process-how they were able to 
assure that there were no impurities in that gypsum rock that 
formed the basis of the drywall. 

Senator WICKER. Thank you. 
Mr. COHEN. Thank you. 
Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
Senator Warner. 
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again, I'll be, try 

to be brief here. 
But, some of, one of the things that there-there was the Ger

man company, though, who settled, correct? So, there was--
Mr. COHEN. They have engaged, and they have done some pilot 

settlements, and they are engaged in major settlement talks. That's 
COlTect. 

Senator WARNER. And, how do we make sure that, you know, 
even if there's not-we went down the road of what might be sit
ting in warehouses and trying to make sure those folks are noti
fied. And I want to see that documentation. 

And then we also, you know, God willing, we may have another 
housing boom at some point. And if we start importing again, how 
do we make sure that we never repeat this? Even if we're not at 
the. final stage. of causation-to make sure that going, on a going 
forward basis, there's some ability to check whether imported 
drywall, whether it's from China or anywhere else in the. world, 
isn't being mined in a, with faulty materials? 
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Mr. COHEN. Again, I would, sort of, harken back to my earlier 
comments about our voluntary standards development. That tech
nology does exist to test the rock, the raw rock, and also the gyp
sum itself. You can test the elemental components that make up, 
make it up. And so, I think in the near future here-I don't want 
to give an exact date-but, in the matter of months we should have 
a gypsum standard that we can be able to have a baseline meas
urement, to be able to answer that question, Senator Warner. 

Senator WARNER. Well, it seems to me we've got a couple of dif
ferent paths we need to continue to pursue. One-and I'm going to 
echo what my colleagues have said in terms of holding the Chinese 
responsible and making sure that if they're going to do business in 
this country, they meet minimum fair business practices, and try
ing to work with your agency and other agencies of the Federal 
Government to force the Chinese to accept this responsibility, since 
some of these companies were, in effect, state-owned enterprises in 
China, so this directly bears back on a responsibility of the Chinese 
government. 

Number two, there's a question of both for this, these cir
cumstances on a going forward basis, what do we do in terms of 
these pollution exemptions on insurance contracts? I mean, it 
seems to me, if I was a homeowner and I bought a house that, 
through no mistake of my own, ended up with a faulty product in 
the wall-when I first heard there was an exemption and that in
surance companies somehow weren't covered on, through that 
basis, why do you buy homeowners insurance in the first place? 
And I'd like to get a comment from someone on the panel on this. 

And then, the third is, it appears that many of these families are 
going to be engaged in some form of litigation for some time to 
come. And it appears that, while we have, at the state level, work
ing with Mr. Shelton, and these offices, and I know Senator Nelson 
has been working with us as well, we've tried to work with the fi
nancing organizations on how we can, ease the pain a bit, forbear
ance. The IRS has gone ahead and given safe harbor in terms of 
being able to write off; we've made some progress there. We've been 
able to work with the Defense security services to make sure peo
ple don't bear that blemish that might hurt their secret clearance 
or clearances with the Government. 

But, as one of the Virginia families mentioned to me, you know, 
"Just tell me how I can get my credit back." I know this is not ei
ther of your particular expertise, Mr. Cohen or Mr. Shelton, but, 
you know, I would be interested in comments on that. If someone 
is forced into a short sale, forced into losing their home, how do 
they not let this disaster be something that blots their next 20 
years of their financial future? Question-eomments? 

Mr. SHELTON. Senator, that is not my area of expertise. You 
know, in the mortgage crisis that we've just had, there's been a lot 
of work done on that. Clearly, that would take, I believe, some 
intervention, perhaps at the Federal level, since most of the, what 
we've experienced in foreclosure is that no action at the state. level 
will address this, because most of the servicers are beyond the 
reach of the individual state. They exist outside the state. So, 
that's, it needs a national solution. 
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I don't know that solution yet, although I think that some stand
ards for making sure that-similar to what, exemptions for mili
tary families, or some ability to at least get some response from the 
ratings agencies directing, or, as, the situation, if this is a one-time 
occurrence, it's a catastrophic loss, but, at the same time, it was 
beyond the control of the individual, so therefore it's not the indi
vidual's personal credit. It was beyond their control. 

I think the ultimate answer is that either through settlement 
with the manufacturer, or through some other intervention, as 
someone mentioned earlier, that if there is not an ability to bring 
a product in to essentially remediate these homes without putting 
additional burden and debt. I mean, you bring the homeowner back 
current, then I think it gives more standing to go back and say that 
the problem has been cured both in terms of physical structure and 
the financial piece of this. 

My worry is that most homeowners will not last through this cri
sis. Many, as we've already heard today, are going under. 

Senator WARNER. Mr. Cohen? 
Mr. COHEN. I'd agree with Mr. Shelton. It's certainly not my area 

of expertise; but I would certainly associate myself with those com
ments. I think that it is a tragedy, what's happening, that through 
no fault of their own, these homeowners' credit is being eviscerated, 
in addition to the loss of their homes. Some of the issues are state 
law issues. The insurance issues are state law issues. 

But perhaps there is some sort of Federal policy distinction that 
can be made as well, akin to the military situation. 

Senator WARNER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I want to again thank you 
for holding this hearing. 

I agree with both of you that we need to make sure that if Chi
nese companies are going to do business in our country, they play 
by fair rules, and are subject to our processes. 

The insurance issues maybe have to be dealt with on a state 
level, but I'd look forward to working with both your o'ff1ces, and 
other members of this committee, to at least also try to-as Mr. 
Shelton said, it may require legislation. It may also simply require 
us going at the credit rating agencies a bit, that there should be 
some exemption so that these families don't have a blot on their 
financial records which, candidly, is not due to any inappropriate 
actions on their part. 

I know we've worked with the banks and the IRS, and since the 
IRS has been willing to note this and put safe harbor, perhaps we 
can at least go down that route, as well as some of the legislative 
route. 

But, I want to again thank you Senator Wicker and Senator 
Rubio, for your interest in this. 

I'll close with where I started-in 20 years being in government 
and public service, I can't think of a more frustrating example of 
families through no fault of their own being kind of ping-ponged 
from one governmental entity to another, all being sympathetic and 
empathetic, but not getting them the relief that, quite honestly, I 
think they deserve. 

Thank you,. Mr. Chairman .. 
Senator PRYOR. Thank you. 
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I would like to say, I want to thank all the witnesses for being 
here, but, Ms. Brincku, you especially. And I'm curious about how 
many other victims are in the audience. Let's see. There's three of 
four back there. 

Well, we want to thank you all for coming. And we know this has 
been a terrible hardship on every level. And so, thank you all for 
being here. 

What I want to do is, we're going to leave the record open for 
2 weeks. We're also going to encourage any Senator who has any 
more questions to go ahead and get those in in the next 7 days, 
so that we can get these to our witnesses for them to answer. 

And we think that we. may have. one Senator. on the way, but let 
me check. 

Well, we had one senator on the way, who we think may be 
caught up in the Intelligence Committee, we think. And we prob
ably just shouldn't wait any longer, because he's a little bit out of 
communication right now. 

But, anyway, thank you all for being here .. Thank all the wit
nesses for being here. And I know the Government witnesses are 
trying to resolve this and sort this out. But, like Senator Warner 
said, this has been a real conundrum, or, a very difficult problem 
to solve, and it's a real problem, and it's just been hard. 

So, thank you all. 
Did you have anything? 
Thank you all, and we'll conclude the hearing, but we'll leave the 

record open for 14 days. Thank you. 
[Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 



APPENDIX 

LE'M'ERS FROM 'rHE GENERAL PUBLIC 

Dear Natasha, 

Please enter my story with all of those received as evidence to the hardships, non
restored health and financial welfare most of us face. 

Important Points: My home was. remediated, but a~er some. months of living 
there, I left again because symptoms came back; my Homeowner's Insurance,. St. 
John's, dropped me,. lying on paper that I was an "unknown homeowner-1 yr." and 
while in forbearance Bank of America made me take out Lender's Insurance at over 
$900/day while. my builder. was remediating and 1 was out of my. home. Bank of 
America had me pay a small escrow each month, even thou~h I kept asking about 
paying more, especially when they forced me to carry Lenders Insurance. I was told 
repeatedly not to worry. Bank of America understood would keep my forbearance 
until my home was completed, then would send me a Loan Modification, and would 
lower my interest, maybe. stretch out years, and do what was needed so I could live 
in my remediated home again. This turned out to be false. As soon as they got the 
call from me that my home was completed, and I requested the loan modification, 
they stopped communicating. Instead I received a letter to tell me that I had 1 
month to pay. about $17,000. When Sen. Nelson's office contacted them in my behalf. 
I did receive the BOA Loan Modification packet in recognizable fed ex. What was 
never conveyed was any amount I could be paying them, so I sent in my. basic. prin
ciple and interest payment for 2 months while I was waiting for the loan modifica
tion packet. Meanwhile, without any communication to me, foreclosure proceedings 
were begun by them on June 6, 2011. After that, I had received a call from someone 
who was from. the CEO's office who let me know about Sen. Nelson's office sending 
a complaint. She was the person to assure me that I would get the loan packet. 
However, she told me that. it did not mean T would ;et it. This was the first time 
1 was told that this would not be. automatic becaitse o my contamination loss. When 
I received the. packet, l sent. it back, and again, never heard from Bank of America. 
I. never. heard that l was already a. defendant in. a foreclosure proceeding. Plus, I 
never received any communication for. more than 2 months. One day, I went looking 
for a used car to replace mine,. and. I was told by the manager that he could not 
help me- BOA stated on my report that I was 6 months in arrears and in fore
closure. I was. in shock and shaking when I left. Again, I went to Sen. Nelson's of
fice, and received a copy of a letter sent back from BOA saying my loan modification 
packet was not complete. No information about what was incomplete was giuen .. 
After leaving messages, I finally reached [redacted). She told me at first, that my 
modification loan was thrown out now, because it went 90 days past, and that my 
loan application was. scanned and sent to another dept. Her dept. only worked on 
forbearances. When I questioned where it went, who was then responsible for it, and 
on what date was it sent, she could not answer my questions. She had me on hold 
for a while. As soon as. I told her that she was not truthfuJ to me during my forbear
ance as to what the steps. would be, and I was angry. Also,. I complained that it 
was not fair to have no one. communicate a foreclosure proceeding, tell me what 
could be missing. from my loan application packet, nothingf I told her that all of this 
seemed so wrong, and I would probably go to an attorney. SuddenJy, she changed, 
and told me that I could speak to someone right away to begin another loan modi
fication application. She just happened to have someone! I was in disbeliefl 

I told ber that I stilJ wanted answers to my questions, and called back and left 
a message that I wanted to know where and to whom my loan modification went, 
and to whom, and the date, and I am requesting this in writing. l haue requested 
this again, but to this date, I haue not receiued this. [RedactedJ did call me back to 
telJ me that she now got special permission to handle solely a new loan modification 
request, and wanted to send it to me to complete. She said that she would be the 
onJy one handling it (which was not reassurance really, given her "track record" 
with me so far). She told me that this would not stop the foreclosure from moving 
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fonva!·~1 even though I told her this was not fair. She said that, if a sale date is 
set while the loan modification was proceeding, BOA would notify the court that 
they were considering the loan modification. For the first time, Isabel said that this 
application was. not a guarantee. She had been the one during the forbearance who 
led me to believe it was! I did comglete and mail this on Nov. 25, 2011. I have heard 
nothing .. However, I did receive a 'Notice of Action" telling me Bank of America has 
filed against me, and I am required to serve a copy of written defenses to the plain
tiff's attorney, Paul M. Messina, Jr. of Kass. Shuler, Tampa, FL on or before January 
9, 2012. It is dated December 1, 2011. Why am I going through all this when I haue 
had a disaster destroy my home and most of its contents? I have had the FL. Health 
Dept. Radioactive Testing Div .. test my home for remnants of strontium because. I 
am trying to figure out why the same smell that was in my home has once again, 
permeated through all of my clothing in my closets, and why I started with head
aches, cramping in my stomach, incredible pressure in my head, burning chest, and 
cough again. When I looked at my certificate of testing during and aftei· remediation 
by the builder's appointed investigator, this document just said all the sulfides were 
no longer present. I told my builder, KB, that strontium was also found in my home. 
But the letter did not even mention that testing. Upon moving out a second time 
to see if my symptoms subsided, I contacted the FL Health Dept. to investigate. 
They did and said their meter was not making repeated, fast beeps so there was 
not strontium left in it. What do I do now? I am back and forth to my house, but 
feeling insecure. Do I now have to pay more money to have my home tested again? 
A home that Bank of America is foreclosing on anyway? These are my most recent 
concerns and situations. I am a teacher, but have been planning to retire soon. My 
pay checks are losing 3 percent this year, due to a Florida law, and we have been 
told that another 2 percent may begin to be added to this come January. I am single 
and a mother of 2 grown children, but I do help one as I can. In fact, last week, 
she asked if I would be a co-signer for her on a student loan so. she can start school 
again, and I sadly had to tell her what is going on, and that Bank of America has 
totally ruined my. credit status. l instead will be able to do. nothing as. far. as helping 
myself or my children for a very long time. In fact, I am 64 now. I try so hard to 
deal with the emotional pain and stress. Knowing now. that my HOA can also fore
close on me and have a judgment against me, even though I am ~p11-ying my HOA, 
causes more stress and embarrassment. The development I am in, KB Sunset Pointe 
Townhomes have most remediated homeowners not returning, and renting. Also, I 
saw last week that still another home is vacated and is beginning to be gutted out. 

More information and how this began: 

*In July, 2007, I purchased my townhome in KB Homes" Sunset Pointe 
Townhomes, Lot 3, Block 27, as a 30 yr. fixed mortgage with Countrywide as being 
the noted lender. It was a Freddie Mac .. Purchase: 135,000. 

*Started with strange health problems: rashes on my face; feeling my chest ache; 
sudden weight loss for no apparent reason; cough; terrible jaw and head pain, dry, 
burny eyes; mouth always feeling like it is burned inside. I also had cramps in legs 
and stomach at times. I complained of blacking out twice. 

*Nov. 2009: Service on home A/C reveals multiple holes, leaks and copper tubing 
is black.. Kross Inspection confirms contaminated drywall in December, 2009. 

*Neighbor told me to call Bank of Ame1;ca for a forbearance, which I did and was 
told to continue paying about $276/mo. escrow. 

*Signed to have KB remediate my home, with agreement giving me per diem to 
move out and back in, pay for. rental, and other living expenses. Told I would be 
provided testing and a certification that my home would be safe upon completion. 
I was told that I would also get 3 reports during the process and would have access 
to the information about the drywall as they pulled it from my home. (l was. never 
given this.) I was told that I could still sue KB or any entity for health but not for 
other reasons about the damage. 

During this time, I also gave the Consumer Product & Safety Commission my in
formation on this disaster. I also notified the Florida Health Dept. In addition, I 
went to my physician, Dr. Weiss, and told her that I had been exposed to 2 toxic 
gases, and wanted to have her check my health. But she told me that she didn't 
know what to do, and did nothing. 

*Upon leaving my home in Nov., 2009, I noticed the terrible pitting and corrosion 
on metal bathroom hooks. Jewelry was ruined. When l make calls to inquire what 
would be safe to remove in my home and what I would need to discard, I was told 
by both the FL Health Dept. and the Consumer P1·oduct and Safety Commission 
that they did not know the answer to that. What I found was just from my own 
research on the gases. 
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*My living elsewhere, transportation, faxing, calls etc. were solely paid by me 
from November, 2009-April 10, 2010. I took little out of my home, washed clothing 
according to Internet directions, aired out things I took for days, but most, I was 
afraid to. touch anything, and afraid to go. to my. home to take out. If the metal hooks 
were so pitted and corroded, and holes were made by these gases, what possibly was 
it doing to me? 

**2010-contacted my Homeowner's insurance. Told they were protected from 
claims by a 31-year-old air pollution law. When l pointed out this was not air pollu
tion, he said still. protected. Insisted that l still let them do a second inspection on 
my home, saying it would help me haue more information for down the road. This 
was done by Burton Investigation. 

*Finally, April 10,. 2010, KB. Homes is. ready. to have me. move out so. they can. 
begin remediation. Upon moving out, there was still n.o information on what could 
be safely removed and reused. I therefore, removed and discarded most of my con
tents . What I was told by Mr. Wallace at the FL Health Dept. was that he would 
not save any thick porous items, like mattresses,. metal things, appliances, sofas, 
chairs, etc. I even threw out a year-old TV! Whatever I replaced had to be my ex
pense! Everything I kept. left me great concern but l aired it out for. a long while. 

*May, 2010, receive notice from homeowner's insurance, St. J ohn's that they are 
not renewing my contract. Even though I had been calling my insurance agent to 
give an update almost monthly, they say "Homeowner unknown 1 yr." Actual can
cellation July 2010. Previously, my building manager and l had sent a letter, giving 
approximate date when remediation would be done, and details, but to no avail. 

*June 2010, BOA continues forbearance, and even with telling me in July that 
they need to. force Lender's Insurance on me, {Redacted). kept telling me not to 
worry-all would be worked out upon completion of my home, get.ting the letter of 
certification my home was safe, and getting new homeowner's insurance. A loan 
modification would then begin to be in place. Not to wony. 

*Feb. 2011- My home is completed. 1;ght aft.er I was given Lender's Insurance, 
I was notified by Tina Calderon, Bank of America, that Isabel would no longer han
dle my case-Tina would! 

*Although health improved while out of my home for. remediation, I had been ad
mitted to Lakeland Regional Hospital on Dec. 25, 2009 because my throat and 
breathing felt like it was. closing off. At this time I was told the lung X-rays. showed 
signs. of COPD. This has not changed thus. far. 

*When two members of the Consumer Product and Safety Commission came to 
meet with "victims" in Sarasota, FL, even though over a year had gone by, or 
longer, they still lowered their heads toward the floor when asked our questions, 
and kept repeating, "We don't have any answers yet on thal", or "we didn't see any 
reason to investigate that further". That is a disgl'ace! So many s ick, and pel'haps 
some have died (even 12 infants in Ft. Bragg), and they feel no investigation is 
needed? An injustice and a disgrace! 

*Health questions and concerns have remained unaddressed by 3 of my doctors 
over the past 2 plus years. They have stared at me and said "I don't know what. 
to. do. for you." l even had one. leave the room,. come. back 10 minutes later to inform 
me that she looked up "hydrogen sulfide on her computer but the only thing she 
found were. lawyer advertisements." Again, a disgrace. 

*l am 64, a teacher for about 30 years intermittently, hold a Master's degree, with 
a small retirement savings. I have raised my children, helped them in every way 
I could, and love them dearly. I plan on leaving my teaching career, but now I have 
my life in great jeopardy, with health fears, a closely timed foreclosure, and prob
ably an impending bankruptcy. I have to still wonder, because of recent health, if 
my home is safe. Did I purchase this home with any knowledge of this disaster? Did 
I do something to cause all of the. following hardship and disaster? Will I end up 
with nwre losses? This is unjust, and I will 1wt stop speaking out for myself and for 
all the other victims until there are answers to our questions and justice is served 
by giving us aid to moue forward, with or without our homes. 

Builder: KB Homes Lender: Countrywide/Bank of America/Freddie Mac Home: 
Lot 3, Block 27 Sunset Point.e Townhomes 

It's difficult to express the devastating impact livin.g. in a toxic home. has. had on 
our lives, home, health and retirement. We all have been afTected and need our gov
ernment to step up look past the lobbyists and help the families that have been dev
astated by. Toxic Drywall; both American and Chinese. 
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We pul'chased our Lennar home new and moved-in Oct. 2004. 
Within weeks of us moving in we smelled rotten eggs. and called the gas company 

twice who came out and checked for gas leaks but found nothing. 
But we have tests that show toxic drywall directly linking to our health problems. 
We had experts test the drywall twice and the test were positive for sulfur and 

strontium both times .. The. experts pointed out signs of copper corrosion on the water 
heater, AG unit and electrical in the walls; noting it is less than the higher humid
ity climates. but that we definitely had copper that was blackening .. Additionally 
we've had electrical components, appliances and computer equipment, smoke detec
tors, and alarm system repeatedly fail or sound randomly with no explanation. 

Our. home. has no Chinese markings but Blanks and confirmed American Gypsum 
and Georgia Pacific with the following markings: 

• Georgia Pacific- Tough Rock 
• American Gypsum- Albuquerque NM "350. Crew 1 7/13/2004'', 
• Unidentified maxkings "250. 7/11/04 H. Smith 12:12". 
• Unidentified maxkings that have Spanish words "1 Pieza" "2 Por Paquett" 
• Unidentified markings that are stamped "CAN" possibly for Canada 
The. fact that. we found 5 different brands/markings in our home. is an indication 

the builder was getting multiple shipments of drywall from different sources. It is 
clear it was not all shipped at once from the same place. 

The. problem we. face. is we. have no. idea what manufacturers Lennar Homes used 
and Lennar Homes is refusing to remediate. Lennar Homes came to inspect our 
home and they did air quality tests and then refused to release the results or ad
dress ow· concerns. They have. been provided our positive test results and they con
tinue to deny us remediation and discriminate against us (as they are doing remedi
ation elsewhere) because in Nevada they claim there is not a problem. 

Georgia Pacific also came to our home, and they took a sample and said they 
would test. it but when we asked for results they ultimately told us they were in
structed by their attorney's not to speak to us. 

The. health o( our family has seriously deteriorated while living in the Lennar 
home. 
Health Issu es 

We were seen by an envil'onmental toxicologist Dr. Robert Harrison (UCSF). He 
confirmed we had Sulfurfoisoning at levels of 5000 mg daily compared to the aver
age American exposure o just 2 mg daily. We have long term exposure to Sulfur 
Dioxide and Hydrogen Sulfate, which has caused long term health problems. 

We also confirmed we. both have. the blood tests results showing Strontium (Jason 
at 38.2 ng/ml and Olivia's. at 26.7 ng/m!) due to long term exposure to Strontium. 

Our water. heatex and PEX plastic water l ines were so discolored and had ab
sorbed so much o( the toxic. gases our water. turned orange and we are not on well 
water. The. city water. right up to our drive. way tested at perfect levels, yet in our. 
home, our water tested Sulfur at 200,000 ppm and Strontium at 4500 ppm which 
is 5000x higher than the. average American. 

Additionally, we've met with the CPSC and have had ow· test results reviewed 
by. both the CPSC and the CDC. The CPSC has a formal report from their investiga
tion on our home. The CDC provided us a guideline and based on the. test results. 
in our home, we exceeded acceptable levels o( these toxins by 1000 times or more. 
They referred us to DR.. Robert Harrison, the toxicologist at. UCSF. 

Our bodies. were busy fighting unexplained rashes, bloody noses, constant sinus 
infections, migraine headaches, sore throats, vomiting, burning eyes, blurred vision, 
memory loss, fatigue, slurred speak, loss of coordination, loss of vision, unexplained 
nerve damage in. Jason's face, and ultimately unexplained lesions found on Jason's 
brain. 

We spent countless hours and thousands of dollars in medical expenses for doc
tor's appointments, emergency room visits, tests and prescriptions trying to diag
nose and treat unexplained symptoms. 

Health Issues include~ 
• Chronic migraines and light sensitivity 
• Chronic sinus infections and daily 
• Bloody noses 
• Laryngitis (for over 6 months 
• Lesions throughout brain 
• Paralysis on his face (nerve damage) 
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• Loss of vision 
• SlwTed speech 
• Loss of taste 
• J umbled of words 
• Loss of motor function 
• Red buming eyes 
• Difficul t to keep eyes open 
• Burning sore throat (Choking) 
• Shortness of breath/Chest pain 
• NauseaNomit ing and choking. 
• Digestive and upper and lower GI health problems (constant antibiotics) 
• Fatigue 
• Insomnia 
• Olfactory sensitivity 
• Headaches 
• Constant tearing eye 
• Growths on Vocal Cords (requiring surgery) 

The neurologist knows of the toxic drywall test and the Strontium heavy metal 
poisoning and he advised we vacate the home immediately. We received the same 
advice from the ER doctor while my wife was treated for a mjgraine. 

Our health issues have devastated ow· health so severely we've shut down our 
businesses as we cannot function at the same level we used to. We have no way 
of knowing what the long term medical damages are, but we are very scared as we 
see the deterioration and know the damage this has done to our bodies. We fear 
for our future. 

In Nevada new homes were bwlt at a rapid pace of 35,000-45,000 new home per 
yea1· during the period from 2001 to 2006 with the pace slowing in 2006-2007 but 
the builders have a lot of clout here as they have contributed to the economy greatly 
over the past decade. 

Additionally we have information and photos on our website http:/ I 
toxicdrywalllasvegas.blogspot.com/ 

We ask that. our government take action to protect us (it's citizens) and make us 
whole again by holding the builders, suppliers, and manufacturers liable for the 
da mage they have caused so many Americans. 

Thank in advance for your time and consideration. 

My hus band served 20 years in the AF, then had another career after that. I re
tired from DoD in Feb 2007 after 27+ years . We lived in many places and were look
ing forwa rd to settling down in our forever house in wa rm, s unny, Florida living 
on a. cana l where. we could have a boat. Our bwlder went out of bus iness after 30 
years of building homes in the. SW FL a rea a. few days after we moved into our 
"dream" home. We started receiving dunning phone calls from sub-contractors who 
said they hadn't been paid, followed by certified letters. Every t ime the mailperson 
pulled up and got out of her car , I was about ready to bawl. After a year and a 
ha lf, we had those legal situations taken care of and figured we could finally start 
enjoying life. About a year later , ow· air conditioner woufdn't tw·n on. 

We had a home maintenance agreement and they came out and replaced the coils. 
They told us they'd fix them once, but we had defective drywall and they wouldn't 
do it again. Ow· entire house is filled with ProWaJl drywall-all Made in China. 
We're the lucky ones, if anyone with CDW can be called lucky. Ow· house doesn't 
smell, and we haven't had anywhere near as many things go kaput as a lot of people 
have. Our son's house which is 40+ years old has bright copper wfre, our house has 
black copper \vire. Both my husband and I have rashes that appea!'ed after we 
moved in and won't go totally away- mme so bad I regularly see the dermatologist. 
She kee"ps trying different ointments/creams. Not sure if the drywall is the culprit 
or not. The value of our home for tax purposes is $0.0. Our home equity loan has 
been frozen. We can't sell without remediating (or we'd have to practically give it 
away and still be stuck with a $200K mortgage). Ou1· lawyer has told us that since 
ow· builder is out of business and we don't have Knauf drywall, we're going to have 
trouble getting anything from the class action lawsuit, and we definitely should not 
count on getting enough to remediate completely. Oh the Golden Years. How they 
suck!! 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT 0. GARY OF GARY NAEGELE & 1'HEAOO, LLC 

I want to thank the Committee for focusing its attention on the devastating prob
lem that has been caused by the off-gassing of drywall which has forced people to 
abandon their homes, often with catastrophic financial and personal consequences. 

My name is Robert D. Gary and my law firm, Gary Naegele & Theado, LLC, to
gether with the undersigned attorneys, represent [redacted] and others whose 
homes are uninhabitable because they contain not Chinese drywall but d1·ywall do
mestically produced by American companies. I have represented the [recacted] since 
early 2009. 

My concern is that innocent homeowners who have domestically produced defec
Live drywall in their homes have been poorly served by the very Federal. agency 
whose sole purpose is. to protect consumers from defective_products. To some degree, 
and at the urging of [redacted], the Consumer Product Safety Commission under
took a much delayed study of "non-Chinese manufactured drywall". That study re
ferred to domestically produced drywall with. the curious ambiguous description of 
"often referred to as domestic drywall by consumers." 

The critically important issue before the Consumer Products Safetr, Commission 
should be "is American-made drywall exhibiting co1·rosion problems?' It is beyond 
dispute that the now notorious Chinese drywall is destroying homes. Our American 
homeowners deserve a full study into whether domestically manufactured drywall 
bas also experienced corrosion caused by the drywall in their. homes. Rather. than 
address this issue, the CPSC chose instead to side-step the question in its report 
issued on April 15, 2011. 

For pw·poses of its report, the CPSC tested eleven homes. which. "the. homeowners 
self-reported were constructed with domestically produced drywall." See Exhibit A, 
attached hereto, at page 2. The results of this study were anxiously awaited by 
those homeowners who clearly had corrosion but no evidence of Chinese cfrywall in 
their homes. Nine of these eleven homes were confirmed to have "evidence of black
ening of copper wiring or cooling coils. Water was eliminated as a possible sou1·ce 
o( the indoor corrosion. 

Prior to the issuance of this report, l , along with my colleagues and Pamela Gil
bert, a former Executive Director of the Consumer Product Safety Commission, met 
on April 5, 2011 with the Commission. We urged at. that meeting that the Commis
sion test for sulfur-reducing bacteria which could have established that the drywall, 
and not another source, was causing interior con·osion in the tested homes. The 
Commission declined. to. do this testing or. to do the well-established chamber testing 
of the drywall. Presumably the issue was the cost of the testing. 

The issue of whether American-manufactured drywall was causing interior corro
sion was and remains a vitally important question to. the. American homeowner. Yet. 
the CPSC failed to make the most basic determination in its testing of the eleven 
homes. The CPSC made no effort to confirm whether the drywall they were testing 
was. in fact American-manufactured. Instead the CPSC relied. on self-reI?orting from 
the occupants of the homes that the drywall was constructed solely with domesti
cally-manufactured product. It. would have been a simple. procedure to. confirm the 
identity of the manufacturer of the drywall the CPSC was testing .. All domestic 
drywall has run codes printed on the back which would have identified the time, 
place and manufacturer. The failure to take this simple step rendered. an expensive 
study all but useless because. it. never segregated out the origin of the drywall it. 
was testing. As counsel for the Brinckus, 1 can state categorically that their home 
has no Chinese drywall, yet because of interior corrosion, it is uninhabitable. 

Rather than providing protection for the consumer,. the net result of the CPSC 
study instead provided cover to the drywall manufacturers who cite the studies of 
the CPSC in its press releases to confirm the safety of its drywall products. I have 
attached two such examples as Exhibits B and C. National Gypsum has repeatedly. 
used the flawed study of the Consumer Product Commission to discredit any claims 
about their drywall and even specific victims including George and Brenda Brincku. 
For. example, note the. following from a National Gypsum press. release: 

CPSC Report Determines National Gypsum Drywall in Brincku Home is Not De· 
fectiue: In April 2011, the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) re
leased a report on testing of domestic drywall as part of a broader investigation 
into problems associated with. defective Chinese dRJ.vall.. The report determined 
that the National Gypsum drywall in the [redacted home was not defective. 

A critically flawed study by an agency whose mandate is to protect the consumer 
is being used to discredit the very consumers the CPSC is supposed to protect. The 
most casual visit. to. the Brincku home will quickly reveal. that the home has been 
destroyed by something that is corroding copper in the home. The Brincku's attor-
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neys have confirmed the presence. of sulfur-reducing bacte1ia while the manufac
tw·e1· of the drywall suggests the problem arises from the well water. 

The CPSC has eliminated well water as a possible source of corrosion. If, in fact, 
as the domestic drywall manufacturers allege, the well water in Florida is so corro
sive that it can destroy copper through air born transmission the problem for Flor
ida and its real estate market extends far beyond the confined problem of defective 
drywall. It would mean not only has there been a catastrophjc failure by those agen
cies that regulate Florida water quality but the real estate industry with equally 
devastating consequences would have to alert home owners to thls menace ema
nating from the well water. Neithe1: of these concerns will be realized because the 
attack on Florida's well water is a red herring. 

ln conclusion, a separate study of the potential problems with American drywall 
remains regrettably an open question despite the considerable costs of investigating 
drywall-related problems. The CPSC's explanation that it did not want to do exten
sive removal of drywall begs the question and could have been eliminated by testing 
for sulfur-reducing bacteria. This simple test would have established that hydrogen 
sulfide is being produced by drywall as a waste product of sulfur-reducing bacteria. 

We, the undersigned, urge that the agencies of the Federal Government not close 
the door on problems created by domestically manufactured drywall before. even the 
most basic questions. have been answered. At the very least we ask that the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission confirm the origin of the drywall from the eleven 
homes already tested. 

Thank you for your consideration and please submit this testimony for inclusion 
in the Congressional Record. 

RoBERT D. GARY, Esq., 
Gary, Naegele & Theado, LLC. 

GREGORY S. WEISS, Esq., 
Leopold Kuvin, P.A. 

SETH R. LESSER, 
Klafter, Olsen & Lesser, LLP. 

CHARLES J. LADUCA. 

April 15, 2011 

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMJSSION STAFF SUMMARY OF CONTRACTOR'S 
EVALUATION OF HOMES REPORTED TO BE CONSTRUCTED WTTH DOMESTIC DRYWALL I 

Background 
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) contracted with Environ

mental Health & Engineering, Inc. (EH&E) to conduct an investigation of a few 
homes. where consumers have reported health and corrosion problems and where 
they also reported that the homes were built with what they identified as non-Chi
nese. manufactured drywall (often referred to as "domestic drywall" bx consumers). 
Although these reports alleging problems due to non-Chinese drywall represent a 
very small fraction of the total reported incidents, the CPSC investigated them as 
part of its overall, investigation to gain a comprehensive understanding of the. re
ported problems. 

Earlier investigations conducted by EH&E. under contract with the CPSC identi
fied a link between problem drywall in a home and increased levels of hydrogen sul
fide in indoor air and increased rates of copper and silver corrosion. They also found 
that orthorhombic sulfur (S8) 2 was a useful marker for identifying problematic 
drywall (EH&E, 2010a and 2010b). These findings, in part, formed the basis of the 
Federal Interagency Task Force on Drywall's Interim Guidance for Identification of 
Homes with Con·osion from Problem Drywall (CPSC/HUD,2010).:l 

This guidance includes two steps: (1) a threshold inspection of the home to iden
tify blackening of copper electrical wiring and/or air conditioning evaporator coils 
and the installation of drywall in the time period of concern; and (2) the verification 
of corroborating evidence. In accordance with the Identification Guidance, either two 
or four pieces of corroborating evidence are required to identify a home as one with 
corrosion from. problem drywall. Homes built or renovated between 2001 and 2004. 

1 This document was prepared by CPSC staff and has not been reviewed or approved by, and 
may not necessarily reflect the "iews or, the Commission. 

2 Also rcforred to as "elemental sulfur.". 
" Recent investigations indicate that the years should be expanded to include 2009. This has 

been reflected in an update of the Identification Guidance, March 18, 2011. 
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require at least four pieces of corroborating evidence, and homes buil t or renovated 
between 2005 and 2009 requfre at least two pieces of con·oborating evidence. 

Con-oborating evidence can be: the detection of elevated S8 levels in samples of 
drywall taken from the home; corrosive conditions; the formation of copper sulfide 
on copper coupons placed in the homes for 14 to 30 days; visual observation of mark
ings, indicating the origin of the drywall; elevated levels of specific sulfide com
pounds from chamber testing of drywall samples; or co1·rosion of copper metal cou
pons to form copper sulfide when exposed in a chamber with drywall samples. 
S tudy Des ign 

CPSC staff contracted with EH&E to perform this study to assess whether the 
objective criteria reportedly associated with problem imported drywall and outlined 
in the field-based. component of the Identification Guidance were . present in com
plaint homes allegedly constructed of domestic drywall. CPSC staff also wanted to 
compare the data collected from these homes with results obtained in the initial, 
large-scale investigation of homes. with problem d1-ywa ll (referred to as the "51-
Home Study"). This comparison is important because the 51-Home Study was the 
largest study, to date, conducted on problem drywa ll homes using consistent and 
rigorous testing parameters. Testing performed as a part of the present study was 
conducted with methods identical to the 51-Home Study to ensure comparability. In 
this way, the results of the present study on 11 homes could be placed in context 
with the results of the larger study. CPSC staff asked that EH&E: 

• characterize the indoor environment in consumer complaint homes that were re
ported to the CPSC to be constructed with domestic drywall, and 

• compare the drywall composition, indoor. air. quality, and corrosion conditions in 
these homes to corresponding parameters observed and measured in residences 
in the 51-Home Study. 

This study, like the earlier 51-Home Study (EH&E, 2010a) was intentionally de
signed to identify. source characteristics of drywall. and characterize the indoor envi
ronment in the home where the complaint was reported. Thus, the study was con
ducted as a field study at the home, and chamber emissions testing and chamber
based corrosion testing were not performed as part of the suite of tests. 

CPSC staff selected 11 homes for the study. Homeowners self-reported that their 
homes were constructed with domestically produced drywall; and before undertaking 
this study, CPSC staff performed in-depth investigations to remove homes from the 
study where Chinese markings were clearly present. CPSC staff selected the homes, 
located in Florida (n=9), North Carolina (n=l ), and Pennsylvania (n=l), from 
drywall-related consumer incident reports that the CPSC received between Decem
ber 2008 and April 2010. Staff developed a ra nking system to guide the current 
study, which like the 51-Home Study, considered location, date of construction or 
restoration, severity and extent of reported health effects, and corrosion. Staff also 
considered consumer-reported manufacturer of drywall as a factor in the home selec
tion, as well as consumer willingness to participate in the study. 

Between September 20, 2010 and September 29, 2010, EH&E field teams visited 
the homes and scanned multiple locations on the walls in each home with an x-ray 
fluorescence (XRF) analyzer as a screening tool to aid in detecting possible markers 
of problem drywall; collected drywall samples to. analyze for orthorhombic sulfur; in
spected ground wires and. air handling units for con osion; conducted air exchange, 
temperature, and humidity measurements; deployed passive air samplers for meas
uring indoor. all- concentrations of hydrogen sulfide and formaldehyde; placed strips. 
of copper and silver metal called corros ion classification coupons in the homes to 
measure the rates and types of metal corrosion; and analyzed water samples to rule 
out alternate sources of sulfides in the homes. The full report can be found on 
www.drywallresponse.gov. Key results are detailed below and presented in Table 6.2 
of the full report, which is attached to this summary. 
Key Results 

• Nine of the 11 homes (Homes A-E and H-K) had evidence of blackening of cop
per 'viring or cooling coils. and were constructed/renovated in the relevant date 
range (2001- 2009). However, homes investigated to date, impacted by problem 
drywall , meet a common set of parameters, not all of which were observed in 
each of the nine homes. 

• Five of the 11 homes (Homes A-E) met the criteria for identification of homes 
with problem drywall in accordance with the Identification Guidance, including 
elevated rates of corrosion and elevated concentrations of SS in drywall sam
ples. Hydrogen s ulfide was detected in the air in only three of the five homes 
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(Homes A, B, and D) at levels that were similar to those levels found in problem 
drywall homes in the 51-Home Study. 

• In five homes (Homes A-E), indoor conosion rates exceeded outdoor corrosion 
rates by as much as nine times. These results are consistent with the results 
found in the 51-Home Study. 

• The presence and percentage of d1·ywall samples with source markers (88 and 
strontium/carbonate) in Homes A-E varied by room. 

• Two of the 11 homes (Homes F and G) do not have the characteristics of homes 
with problem. drywall consistent with the characteristics found in the 51-Home 
Study or in accordance with the guidance for identifying problem drywall 
homes. 

• Four of the homes (Homes H- K) had a conosive environment based on elevated 
rates of corrosion, as determined by the visual observation rating system and 
mixed findings of corrosion on the copper and silver coupons between and with
in each home. The SS marker was not found in the drywall samples from any 
of these four homes. 

• In four homes (Homes H- K), outdoor conosion rates were sometimes similar to 
the indoor rates. 

• AJJ of the homes in this study had air exchange rates that are typical of North 
American residences. 

• Formaldehyde levels in the 11 homes were consistent with levels found in re
cently constructed homes and results of the 51-Home Study and were not asso
ciated with the drywall. 

• Sulfides were not detected in any water samples from any of the 11 homes and, 
therefore, were not. likely a potential contributing factor to measured indoor cor
rosion rates. 

• Average humidity and temperature conditions in the 11 homes were typically 
within the ranges recommended for summer months by the American Society 
of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air C-Onditionin~ Engineers (ASHRAE). The tem
perature and humidity levels were generally higher in homes in Flo1;da in com
parison to the two homes {Homes F and G) located in North Carolina and Penn
sylvania. 

Other Issues and Study Limitations 

• Information that these homes. were constructed solely with domestically manu
factured drywall as opposed to Chinese drywall was obtained by self-report from 
the occupants. CPSC staff and EH&E were not able to confirm independently 
that all of the drywall in the homes was produced domestically. This would 
have required extensive removal of the drywall and destructive testing of the 
residences. 

• An elevated rate of corrosion in homes is not sufficient, by itself, to conclude 
that the corrosion is associated with problem drywall in the home. Outdoor cor
rosion rates may. be the. source. of indoor corrosion in some o( these homes 
(Homes H-K). Or, the corrosion source might originate from something other 
than the drywall. 

• In its report, EH&E suggested that additional chamber emissions and chamber
based corrosion studies may help identify whether the drywall is the source of 
corrosion versus some other factor or source inside or outside of five of the sub
ject homes (Homes H- K). While CPSC staff understands the reasoning for the 
recommendation of additional study, the CPSC has dete1·mined that due to the 
relatively limited number of homes affected, the uncertainty concerning the 
drywall 's origins, agency resource constraints, and that any findings of problem 
drywall would not change the current Task Force recommendations, it cannot 
authorize further expenditure or study on this issue at this time. 

• While a sufficient number of drywall samples from each home were analyzed 
for elemental sulfur (SS), and the selection of samples to analyze. was based on 
the presence of a secondary marker {strontium) to increase the likelihood of se
lecting a sample with elevated elemental sulfur, it is possible that, even with 
the robust study design, problem drywall with elemental sulfur exists on a 
small number of boards in Homes H- K; however, it was not detected. 

• There is a possibility that. some problem drywall , including domestic drywall, 
may have different characteristics from the originally defined problem drywall. 
For example, there may be differing mechanisms of chemical off-gassing or com
positions of source. materials; or SS might be a good marker for a particular type 
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of problem drywall (for example, problematic Chinese drywall ) but not alJ prob
lem drywall. If that is the case, this study would not have been able to identify 
this drywall as problematic. because it had materially different characteristics. 
from the problem drywall studied to date. 

Conclusions 
Based on the characterization of the d1·ywall and indoor environments of the 11 

homes tested, comparison of the results with existing data from homes classified as 
problem drywall homes. (51-Home Study), evaluation of the test results in relation 
to the Identification Guidance, and EH&E's extensive experience in conducting in
vestigations of problem drywall homes, EH&E reported that five. of the homes in the 
study. (Homes A- E) have drywall that is consistent with problem. drywall. However, 
because EH&E was unable to. confirm independently that all of the drywall in the 
homes was. produced domestically, and without detailed documentation of the 
drywall's origin, or. without damaging the homes through extens ive removal of the 
homes' drywall, it is. not possible to conclude that only domestic drywall is present 
throughout the homes .. 

Four of the homes (Homes H-K) had a conosive indoor environment, but the test 
results were not consistent with previous findings related to the identification of 
problem drywall. It appears that the indoor co1Tosive environment might be influ
enced by outdoor. corrosive conditions. Based on this study,. other indoor. sources, or 
the presence of a limited amount of problem drywall , cannot be ruled out as a 
source of the indoor corrosive environment. Conclusions regarding the potential of 
domestic. drywall to be problematic cannot be. confirmed at this time without further 
extensive investigation and detailed documentation of the origin of the drywall in 
these homes. 
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From "Evaluation of Homes Reported to be Constructed with Domes tic Drywall," April 12, 
2011, Environmental Health. & Engineering. 

I am writing to tell you about the nightmare my wife and I have been living since 
discovering in 2009 our home contains contaminated Defective Chinese Drywall. We 
are unable to attend Tuesday's hearing but hope that our story can be shared. 

After 23 years of marriage and living in the same home for more than 19 years 
my \vife and I felt we were. in a secure financial position to build the home of our 
dreams on 11 acres in the County. I am a contractor by trade and at the time owned 
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a successful construction company. We purchase the land in 2005 and began to de
sign the home. In late 2006 we broke ground on what we had planned to be our 
final home which would later be a great financial investment to us in ow· retirement 
yea1·s. In July 2007 we closed on the $402,000.00 mortgage and began to enjoy our 
new County lifestyle. This home was our dream over 4,500.00 sq ~ appraising at 
closing for over 550K and we couldn't believe we did this and seemed to have done 
it all right. In early to mid. 2009, we began to start having issues with first our secu
rity system panel, which effected our inter-come system and secu1·ity cameras. Then 
2 televisions went out .. Small appliances such. as 2-3. coffee makers, toasters, and 
other strange electrical things. The small mini central AJC unit that fed our oldest 
sons room went out .. We. began to. see. increased electric bilJs. and realized our other 
2 central units were working very hard and running constantly. There was a strong 
smell in the house when we got home in the evenings, and my wife's jewelry began 
to discolor. Being a contractor I had begun to hear rumor of the Chinese drywall. 
I did some checking with the wires in our home and found that they were corroded. 
I did some further research on the Internet and began to realize what was going 
on. It was probably 2 months before I got the courage to tell my wife. She was just 
19 and I was 21 when we married. Like all couples we had dreamed for years of 
building a home like this. Finally in our 40s we felt we were in a position to do 
just that, Our. home. had been featw-ed in a local magazine for it's design, style and. 
features. Now I had to tell her our home was basically worthless. I learned in my 
research that the drywall affects metals; our home is built entirely out of metal 
studs including the trusses. All I could envision was that the home would have to 
be demolished! I finally told her. I can actually say it was probably one of the lowest 
points in my life. I was a builder, how could I have missea this? How will I be able 
to afford to move my family, and do we let the house go back to the bank? I had 
never had to foreclose on mortgage what would that do to our finances? How am 
I going to take care of this for my family? I felt as if I had disappointed my wife 
and let my entire family down. On top of all this, as the economy was failing so 
was my construction business. 

Once. my \vife's initial shock. wore off, she. began to dQ her own research. Her big
gest fear was/is what are the health effects on the kids. Our oldest son who is 22 
constantly suffered from sinus. infections, He has now moved out and the infections 
have stopped. Our 13 year old son was diagnosed with a llergies about 8 months 
after we moved in the home. He spends most months congested, And now takes. 
monthly injections. We constantly wonder is it related to the drywall? We have a 
12 year old daughter, is she being effected in a way we have yet to see? Center for 
Disease Control says "no health effects" ... this stuff turns metal black, kiJls appli
ances and electronics, and we are supposed to believe that? In October of 2009 we 
learned of a Jaw-firm handling the defective drywall in our a rea. We contacted them, 
and after a consultation, they scheduled us for the Environmental testing. In No
vember 2009 it was confirmed, we had the defective drywall. The markings on our 
boards. were. not clear. enough to immediately determine. our manufacturer, We were 
told there are suspected 5-6 Chinese manufacturers . My wife and I were pretty 
much in a fog the rest of the year and into early 2010. Not only were we trying 
to figure out what. to do about the. house as we watched things. unfold in the news 
and on the Internet about drywall, my business was not getting any better. I had 
worked in construction for 25+ years owning my own business since 2003 and now 
I couldn't land any jobs for. my company. I had to cut my salary. back to try and 
keep my business a float. Eventually by late March, I had to lay off all of my em
ployees. I laid myself off and went on unemployment in May of 2010. I tried to find 
work. in my industry all the time bidding jobs for my company in hopes of landing 
just one job. In April of 2010 the BP Oil Spill impacted the Gulf Coast bringing fw-
ther damage to our towns failing economy. My wife works full time but her salary 
really did nothing more. than cover. health benefits for the. family. It was time. we. 
notified ow· mortgage company and asked them for a modification. By this time, the 
appointed court in New Orleans to oversee the drywall cases had come up with a 
remediation plan. l obtained estimates in accordance with the. remediation protocol 
to provide to the bank to show them what it would cost to renovate the house. The 
estimates were close to the mortgage amount of 400K. We notified our property ap· 
praiser of our County, ow-. home that once. appraised on the. tax rolls for 445K was 
reduced down to 218K. All of this documentation was provided to the mortgage com
pany along with the testing results, letter from our attorney financial statements 
from ow· business and personal accounts, We pleaded with them to do something 
to help us, stating that we were willing to try and keep the house in hopes that 
the economy would turn around and our government would step in and make the 
Chinese do the right thing and fix. our home, With the assistance. of ow· attorney 
we tried to convenience the bank that they didn't want this house that it would ben-
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efit them to modify and keep some type of payment coming in rather than have an
other house on their books that they more than likely could not sell. The response 
we got was we could run 30 days late but that was it. Even the government loans 
that were being offered to individuals in crisis with their. mortgage were not an op
tion to us. So we made a decision to stop making the mo1tgage payment put that 
money back and let them kick us out. By not making the mortgage payment we 
would stop depleting our savings and hopefully be in a position to rent somewhere 
when we were eventually forced out of the house. In a last ditch effort, we hired 
an attorney to try and fight the foreclosure, you know try and prove the note etc. 
in hopes to buy 6 months or so. Ow· first mediation rolled around in early October 
of 2010. Our attorney re-submitted the documents we had previously provided to. the 
bank in early 2010 adding his legal verbiage which we paid for of course. We de
cided not to have the attorney attend mediation. He basically told us the moitgage 
company didn't care that the house was of no value we were just anothe1· number 
they would write off. So we decided to attend without him and go through the emo
tions ... after all we would have had to pay him to be there and he was not en
couraging. Well needless to. say the mediation was a joke. Our mortgage service 
company is PHH Mortgage out of New Jersey. A local credit 1rnion Pen Air holds 
the note .. There was a mediator, an attorney for the bank and my wife and L My 
wife was crying uncontrollably the entire time. A bank representative was supposed 
to call in for a conference call at a certain time and they were late. Their attorney 
finally had to call them some 45 minutes later only to get a person who said they 
had to fill in, that the original person who was listed on our documents to attend, 
was called into a meeting. Needless to say this person was not prepared. Their own 
attorney who was in the room with us was clearly frustrated. When we were asked 
why we were not making our payments we told them a combination of the problem 
with the drywall and a reduction of income. The representative on the phone said 
what is Chinese Drywall? As I tried to explain it tu her. she said she just Google'd 
it and couldn't believe what she was reading! "What a devastating posjtion to find 
yourselves in". she stated. She further sajd she did not see where we had submitted 
any of the documentation to them regarding the drywall and then their attorney 
spoke up and said "you have to have it, I have it in my packet that you all sent 
to me"! Finally she said she was in no position to make a decision, that she felt 
that Pen Air Creilit Union had to make a decision on the modification. By this time 
the meiliator was totally frustrated and called the meeting adjow·ned citing that no 
decisions could be made because the appropriate parties were not present. He or
dered the attorney to reschedule and have a representative from Pen Air attend the 
next mediation. That next mediation did not take place till mid November 2010. In 
attendance, a representative for Pen Air, the same attorney, m.Y wife and 1. The Pen 
Air representative started the meeting by saying very kindly, 'we had no idea about 
the drywall"! "We are a home town lending institution and are in the business of 
keeping people in their home." We are not a construction company in the business 
of renovating homes. " ... the. Board has reviewed your fil e and we arn going to do 
what ever we can to. keep. you in yow· home." Basically what she was saying is we 
don't want to be stuck with that toxic home! If you people are stupid enough to stay 
in it and pay us to do it. we. will take. your money! The meeting was adjow·ned and 
we were told they would work up the figw·es and re-schedule. the meeting. The next 
mediation was the end of November 2010. By this time I had found work in my in
dustry with another company. It. was not the salary I had once had, but. it. was. not 
in the poverty level of unemployment either .. It put us in a position to. really be able 
to give a firm figure to the bank on what we could try and modify to. The moilifica
tion terms proposed by the bank were to take our interest rate down from 6 percent 
to 2 percent for the next 5 years stating they hoped by that time the drywall litiga
tion would be settled. That reduced our payment by about $1,100.00 per month. And 
they would do that by adding only $47,000.00 to our loan ... great deal huh?! Re
luctant, my wife and I signed the note believing that certainly this issue would re
solve, the economy would get back to normal and our dream life would go on. 

Here we are 1 year after modification and not one step closer to getting the house 
repaired. Our drywall case is a bit unique. I have no builder tu sue, I was the build
er. The courts have ruled I cannot file this as a claim on my insurance company. 
I pw·chased my dt-ywall from our local Port, Pate Stevedore. Just this month, we 
re<:eived a letter from our. attorney telling us they have decided not to sue Pate Ste
vedore for a number of reasons the most important being "they do not have the in
surance or assets to pay a judgment in our favor." It was determined that our 
drywall manufacturer is Taishan Gypsum Co., Ltd. The letter. we just received from 
our attorney stated, "we are continuing to pursue every avenue possible to bring 
that company (Taishan) to. justice in the American court system but we face a num
ber of obstacles, not the least of which is their challenge ta jurisdiction because they 
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do not have roinjmum contacts with our Nation. They further state thjs is a battle 
we will wage for some time in the court system and through political and other 
channels. Wage for some. time! Nothing I have heard is encow·aging to my wife and 
I. We don't have years to. invest in this political battle. We cannot understand our 
own government not stepping up to help us. My wife and I are doing everything 
possible to try and keep thls house and not become another number in the mortgage 
crisis. We are trying to keep up our end of the deal despite euery obstacle we haue 
faced. Please we. urge the government to step in and help us! When(ou look at the 
scheme o( this drywall crisis the. government gives away billions o dollars. There 
are just an estimated 10,000.00 homes effected by th is drywall , just a drop in the 
bucket. don't you think? We. should not. have to suffer. because our own government. 
allowed China to import to us this defective product and as we all are aware of 
many, many more defective products. I thank you for your time and encourage you 
a ll to help make this right for us . 

Chinese Drywall and Cancer 
I am an Engineer, Shipbuilder, Husband, and Father of 2. In 200G, my wife and 

I upfaded from a starter home to a beautiful, four-bedroom home in a family-ori
ente neighborhood. The home was sold by a reputable developer (East-West Part
ners) and built by a reputable builder (Orleans Homebuilders, based in Philadel
phia). 

In July of 2009, we initially suspected that we had Chinese Drywall after our 9th 
air-conditioner evaporator failure,. and in September, our builder cut into our walls. 
and confirmed it. In October 2009, an X-ra)" fluorescence evaluation confirmed all 
walls and ceilings on the second floor were Chinese Drywall all ceilings on the first 
floor were Chinese Drywall, and about 25 percent of the walls on the first floor were 
Chinese Drywall. Our builder promised to stand by his work, and would commence 
remediation "after the holidays". After some stalling tactics in January and Feb
ruary of 2010, Orleans Homebuilders declared bankruptcy on March 1, 2010. We 
were on our own . 

A contractor provided an estimate to repair the home, which, coupled with moving 
expenses approached $150,000. Both my wife and I rely on security clearances in 
our careers, so a foreclosure or bankruptcy was out of the question. Due to the un
known health concerns at the time, we decided to self-remediate. In May, 2010, my 
wife and children moved in with local family, and I turned the children's attic play
room into a dormitory, and worked 42 hours per week on average over 5 months 
to remediate the. home .. Along with family and friends, we logged 2,930 hours. and 
spent $59,000 to remove all drywall, clean thoroughly, and then replace all wiring, 
copper plumbing, HV AC, ins ulation, drywall, and trim. On October 22, Isle of Wight 
County conducted the final inspection, and the home remediation was complete. 

Our first child was born in July 200G- one month after moving into the home. 
Between 200G and 2010, there were respiratory issues in the children that did not 
raise much concern at the time, but in hindsight we now know the children's bouts 
with illnesses lasted much longer than normal. In addition, my wife was diagnosed 
with. hypothyroidism while. in the toxic home. The real health. concerned a ppeared 
in 2011- almost a year after the remediation was completed. 

In July of 2011, I was diagnosed with a Gem mass on my right kidney. It was 
found by ultrasound, confirmed by CT Scan and. MRI. No biopsy was conducted be
cause even if the mass were not cancer, it could become so in the future, so given 
my age, my doctor. recommended an open, partial nephrectomy (partial kidney re
moval). The surgery was conducted in August. While recovering in the Intensive 
Care Unit, my doctor informed me that the mass was Papillary Renal Cell Car
cinoma-k.idney cancer. My surgeon informed me that at 3cm, the cancer typically 
starts to spread. At Gem, my cancer showed no signs of spread, and was classified 
as a Stage 1, Grade 2 cancer, and the surgery was declared "curative". I was lucky. 
I have monitoring and scans for the rest of my life, but the prognosis is good. 

I have since learned that Papillary Renal Cell Carcinoma is a relatively rare form 
of kidney cancer, and 95 percent of those that are diagnosed with it have a family 
history. They are also at least in their 5th decade of life. I have no family hjstory. 
I am not in my 5th decade of life. I am personally convinced that my cancer was 
the result of exposure to toxic drywall. 1 cannot say whether it was the chronic expo
sure from 2006-2010, or the acut.e exposure during the self-remediation. I tend to 
think a Gem mass would not have grown that quickly in the single year since the 
acute exposure, but there. is little data available on the rate of growth of these can
cers since these cancers are typically removed soon after detection. 

Are there other people diagnosed with kidney disease with Chinese Drywall? Yes .. 
A:re there others with cancer- that remains to be seen. In the years to come, it will 
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take dedicated studies to identify the health connections and risks. I need to know 
for the sake and safety of my 3-and 5-year old children, what risks they have been 
exposed to, what scans they may need, and what health tests should be scheduled 
and when. The Victims need the U.S. Government to sponsor these studies. 

OSHA and EPA have the best publicly available data on the health risks of Hy
drogen Sulfide gas exposure, however due to. the nature of the responsibilities of 
those. organizations, the data is focused on s hort term, high concentration exposure. 
There is little to no data, at least publicly available, on long-term, low concentration 
expos ure. The CDC is performing a study relying on modeling a toxic home for per
sonal exposure levels, and con-elating available data to assess health impacts. Since 
there a re no data on long term exposure, what conclus ions can that study possibly 
draw? 

From a consumer protection and public safety perspective, and as a victim of Chj
nese Drywall and Cancer Survivor, I call on the U.S. SenAte to: 

• Fund a University or Government Lab to conduct studies. to assess the impacts 
of long-term, low concentration exposure to Hydrogen Sulfide gas, and other 
Chinese Drywall off-gas products, on. appropriate laboratory animals. These 
studies should supplement the studies CDC is a lready conducting. 

• Fund a Health Organization to conduct a comprehensive epidemiologic study on 
not only respiratory issues, but potential long term issues on cognitive function, 
endocrine systems, renal (kidney) function, muscular-skeletal systems, liver 
function, and publish the results. 

• Identify a Federal Government POC, by name, for collecting health information 
on CDW-be it CDC, HHS, CSPS, or other; and publicize it on government 
websites. Make CDW Health Impacts and studies the responsibility of an agen
cy, and fund it. 

Thank you very much for allowing me to present my family's testimony today. We 
are a family of three: myself, my husband, and our 12 year old son. We own a home 
in a master planned community in Hillsborough County Florida. 

Do. you know. how my family discovered our toxic drywalJ? I became. sick after liv
ing in our new home for just 2 years. I visited internists, a pulmonologist, and an 
infectious disease doctor. No one could tell me what was making me so sick. My pa
tient files said amongst other things, "fever of unknown origin." T had multiple &

rays taken, ultrasounds (they feared it was my heart), CT scans, and I even allowed 
them to inject me with radioactive mate1;a1 to do gallium scans because they feared 
it might. be cancer. I have. never had asthma. Now I spend most days thankful if 
I can run 2, miles without stopping to. gasp. for afr. Singulair doesn't work. Advair 
doesn't work.. I have few days without chronic. sinusitis. I have had dizzy. spells, hal
lucinations, nausea, dia1Thea and vomiting for days because 1 have been in the 
house too long. I have lost quite a bit of hair. I am the worst off because l spend 
the most time home .. . until now. Our son has become s ick. He now has the same 
symptoms: diarrhea,. chronic sinusitis, dizziness, nosebleeds, and breathing trouble. 
I asked him what. he would like to say to you. He sadly replied, "Tell them that 
now I know. how you feel." Far. more troubling, his doctor just tested him for celiac 
disease and hypothyroidism to. determine why he is vitamin D deficient. Celiac dis
ease and hypothyroidism do not run in our famjly. He is also having. vision trouble 
while in the house-it is a red/green color distortion. 

We have been fighting our builder for years now. We have been through multiple 
home testings and had multiple lawyers. We are furious that homeowners like our
selves are being left to bear the burden of this financial disaster while big business 
is let ofT the hook. We are the victims. We did not purchase our homes knowing they 
were full of toxic materials which destroy our health and render our properties 
worthless. Ow· insurance companies have left us high and dry. The builders are es
caping culpability. Their. insurance companies. are being absolved of responsibility. 
We receive no assistance from our government and to add insult to injury, all our 
health complaints have been ignored to date. This will be another asbestos disaster. 
We are all guinea pigs who will be forced to bear years of health problems and more 
litigation down the road when we have cancer and mesothelioma. I am disgusted 
and feel we have been sacrificed so that every corporation making p1·ofits from these 
toxic materials can continue to rake in billions. These products arc dangerous and 
the truth must come out. Their use must be discontinued and there must be a coop
erative. assistance from builders, suppliers, and insurers to fix our homes and give 
us safe places to live. This is America . \Vhy aren't we looking out for our own? 
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We own this home. We invested every cent we had into it. We face financial ruin 
if we walk away. We face risking our lives if we stay. Are either of these choices 
fair when we bought this home before the words, "toxic. drywall" bit the airwaves? 

Thank you. 

Hon. MARK WARNER, 
United States Senator, 
Washington DC. 

Dear Senator Warner: 

November 29, 2011 

We live in Williamsburg, VA, and are a family that has been devastated with 
owning two homes. that. are contaminated with Chinese Drywall (CDW) .. Chinese 
Drywall has not only destroyed copper & silver in our homes; it has also devastated 
our famili es' health and financial well being! My parents moved into one home and 
my father-in-law into the. other home (both in their 80s). Jn the first year there were. 
many mechanical issues with the thermostats and air conditioning coils in both of 
their homes. 

My father-in-law died unexpected.ly (7/2008) only two years a fter moving unknow
ingly into a CDW contaminated home (Respiratory Fai lure). Our family will never 
be convinced that the. CDW did not potentiate his death? Imagine our guiJt for not 
knowing what was causing his extreme weakness. My father-in-law experienced 
weakness of his legs and was. falling which, was not normal for him. He was an ac
tive healthy man until unknowingly moving int.o a tainted CDW home. My father
in-law left the home to go into in-patient rehabilitation and improved tremendously 
only to revert back to his CDW health related issues upon returning to his toxic 
CDW home. ff we had only known he was living in a toxic environment we would 
have moved him out and saved his life. My mother also expe1ienced some of the. 
symptoms. As soon as we became aware of the CDW we moved my parents out of 
their tainted home! 

According to news articles, the primary reports of deaths to the C<>nsumer Product 
Safety Commission (CPSC) were of the elderly or youths with medical problems. 
This should not be a surprise to the CPSC! If an adverse reaction would be experi
enced the above mentioned populations are the ones you would expect to see the 
most severe reactions. You can not convince me that the toxic drywall's hydrogen 
sulfide off gas, which is both an irri tant and a chemical asphyxiant, does not affect 
the body's abi lity to use. oxygen; especially in the elderly. This part of the population 
spends more time in their homes and therefore has more exposure to the toxins 
than people who leave their home for work everyday. This does not mean we should 
accept that their lives were cut short by this toxic product. 

How can this situation not be. considered a disaster? How can Venture Supply and 
their insurance company not be responsible for not followin g the "International Safe
ty Standards"? \.l/hy do companies pay thousands of dollars for insurance. protection 
and yet have no coverage when needed?. We homeowners did not cause this problem 
and s hould not be the one's left holding the bag! 

When will the U.S. Government hold China responsible. for the atrocities it has 
bestowed upon tens of thousands of innocent Ame1;can families!? 

House built 2001-Florida 
My husband and l built our "dream retirement home" in Delray Beach, Florida 

in December 2001. We replaced the air conditioner coils in 2002 and 2003. In Sep
tember 2004 we purchased a new air conditioner rather than replace the coils again. 
We replaced the coils again in 2007 and 2008 as well as replacing the heating ele
ment and fan. We replaced the light fixtures in our bathroom because of pitting, 
replaced miITors due to black spots, have black "copper" pipes under the sink as 
well as black wires in back of the refrigerator and inside the electrical outlets. In 
April 2009 we hired an attorney and had the house tested. They found drywall that 
said "Made in China" and the air in the house was found to be unhealthy, My hus
band and I suffer from burning eyes, runny noses, insomnia, fatigue, coughs, head
aches, memory loss, etc. We pray the house will be remediated. We are senior citi
zens living on a fixed income and cannot afford to move out of this toxic environ
ment. We hope to see a positive outcome from this toxic disaster that will make. us 
"whole" again in our lifetime. 

We have just put·chased a third air conditioner in 2011. 
Please help us. 
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Forgot to tell you we don't have a mortgage on our home. Being seniors we cannot 
afford to move out. We need money to gut the house and rebuild. 

Thanks. 

Date: December 1, 2011 
In August 2010, it was discovered that 75 percent of my new home (built 2006) 

was contaminated with toxic. Chinese. drywall. The. drywall has caused several major. 
appliance failures including new refrigerator, central air and heat units (over. 10 
services/repairs since 2007), fireplace, electrical wiring problems throughout home, 
and corrosion of bathroom fixtures. Currently, 1 have no air conditioning or. heat be
cause units are not properly working and I have had two minor electrical fires (re
frigerator and door bell transmitter). The odor has become so unbearable to the 
point. that 1 have. been. forced to. move. my fami ly. to rental property. The. Hampton 
City Assessor has deemed my home uninhabitable and has decreased the building 
value from $227,000 to $100. I have attempted a short sale to a cash investor but 
my. mortgage. lender. has denied due to low offer. Because I cannot afford to pay 
mortgage and rent, I am cw·rently facing foreclosure. 

Ms. Mbabazi, 

For the record, I want to express my appreciation for the work done by this com
mittee thus far on this growing issue of contaminated drywall. My family, here in 
Alabama, has been affected by this complicated disaster. I will not take up your 
time with ow· recent history of hardship and surveillance, only inform the com
mittee that my family is stronger for it. Our value is here and available for any as
sistance we may provide. the committee as. it examines solutions. Please. feel free to 
contact me anytime. 

My family, here in Alabama, bas been affected by this complicated disaster. I will 
not take up your time with our recent history of hardship. and surveillance, only in
form the committee that any family is stronger for it. 

Our value is here and available for any assistance we may provide the committee 
as it examines solutions. 

December 2011. 
Dear U.S. Senate Committee of Commerce, Science, and Transportation Members: 
Our American dream has become an American nightmare. My wife and I are writ

ing to express ow·. imperative plea for legislative assistance regarding. families. ef
fected by Chinese drywall. The CPSC and CDC continue to ignore long term health 
effects of people living in this toxic environment. No long term health studies have 
been released. Please. read this letter with vigilance and understand there are several 
people experiencing long term health effects of Chinese drywall. In September 2006 
we built a new home in the beautiful Ross Bridge community where ow· children 
would have access. to wooded paths,. community gatherings, parks, and a. wonderful 
school system. We entered a lawsuit against the builder within. 18-20 months after 
moving in due to numerous electrical problems including breakers tripping on a 
weekly/daily basis,. Christmas. lights catching fire, new bulbs blowing out frequently, 
failing A/C units requiring multiple repairs, appliance replacements (refrigerator, 
washing machine, three coffee makers, waffie irons, hairdryers and roller sets, etc.), 
and foundation issues. Soon after. entering the lawsuit we discovered many of these 
problems were associated with Knauf Chinese drywall that was installed in our 
home. Within six months of living in the home health issues developed within all 
family members, but we were not. aware these issues were related to the toxic. air 
we were breathing. 

In August 2010, eight months after learning we were living in Chinese drywall, 
we made a decision to move into an apartment to avoid continued exposure to the 
toxicity of hydrogen sulfide that was taking a toll on our children's health. Despite 
the enormous financial strain this created, the health of ow· children was para
mount under current circumstances. Other families in our lawsuit have also moved 
out prior to litigation resolution to protect the health of their children. You may 
have read initial reports regarding the health effects associated with people living 
in Chinese drywall, such as nose bleeds, respiratory and sinus infections, skin rash
es1 itchy eyes, but the CDC is releasing new information regularly that is revealing 
otner abstract health concerns that may not be diagnosed and treated immediately. 
Neurological, circulatory, and decreased bone growth are surfacing that we haue. per-
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sonally experienced. No one can confirm the long-term health effects that may tran
spii-e from this tragic event. We feel compelled to share our health concerns that 
have developed since living in our home. It may contt;bute to your. knowledge of the 
concern many families in Alabama are facing. 
Health Concerns of [redacted} (age. 44) 

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (aching joints; no energy; depression; loss of con
centration; memory loss) 
Mycoplasma (320+ considered clinically. significant-two Jab repo1ts reveal Da
vid's count at 1427 and 
1913-well beyond clinically s ignificant-doctors cannot determine cause for ex
tremely. high numbers} 
Irritated Eyes 
MRSA/staph infections 
Skin rashes 
Respiratory infections 
Paranoia 
Severe Insomnia 
Depression 
Significant Stontium/Lead levels present in blood tests l.5 years after moving 
out of house! 

Health Concerns of Spouse, [redacted] (age 43) 
Osteoaitlu;tis and Rheumatoid Arthritis 
Joint pain 
Fatigue and loss of concentration 
Insomnia and depression 
Vitamin D deficiency 
Meneire's disease 
Significant Stontium/Lead levels present in blood tests 1.5 years after moving 
out of house! 

Health Concerns of Son,. [redacted] (age 12) 
Multiple antibiotic prescriptions for respi1·atory infections 
Inhaler for asthma 
Sleep problems 
Anxiety 
Major concern: 55. percentile drop in height and weight in TWO YEARS-Pre
viously averaged 80-100 percentile 
Significant Stontium/Lead levels present in blood tests 1.5 yea1·s after moving 
out of house! 
Appetite loss 

Health Concerns of Daughter, [redacted] (age 13) 
Auto-immune diseases-celiac 
Development of seizures 
Concentration problems 
Vitamin D Deficiency 
Swollen lymph nodes 
Multiple antibiotic prescriptions for respiratory infections (three rounds of anti
biotics from April-June 2010) 
35 percentile drop in height in TWO YEARS-Previously averaged between 90-
100 percentile 

There are other health issues, but we wanted to highlight those of greatest con
cern. Some of the above concerns have improved since moving out in August 2010, 
but our daughter continues to struggle with clinically significant auto-immune and 
Vitainin D deficiencies despite substantial changes in our regular diet. The physical 
development and decreased bone growth implications are unknown. Our son con
tinues to be well below his projected height despite the fact we have been out of 
the home a year and half. Some research states strontium in the drywall replaces 
calcium .. Bone and lung cancer are serious concerns based on preliminary research 
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released from toxicology experts conducting more in-depth research. Other Chinese 
drywall neighbors of ow·s have children who have also experienced many of the 
above concerns. It is too ironic for this to be occuning with several children in the 
same neighborhood with normal pediatric history prior lo Jiving in CDW. One week 
prior to moving out of ow- home, ow- son had a friend to spend the night who had 
a history of asthma. The child had not had an asthmatic attack in fow· years, but 
went to the Emergency Room the next day a~er experiencing the worst attack in 
his life. Chronic fatigue is still an issue with David who even recently continues to 
exhibit clinically significant mycoplasma lab results. The CDC and CPSC are NOT 
taking this issue seriously as they have not looked into the particulate matter or 
heavy metals that have a greater impact on long. term health. Please read the toxi
cology report we will attach for further scientific research being conducted in one 
of the hardest hit areas, post Hurricane Katrina. 

We share this information so you may have a personal account of the multiple 
financial and health matters that are effecting victims of Chinese drywall. Your 
leadership in assisting families in the same situation is greatly appreciated. We 
were debating the possibility of filing for mortgage modification through a forbear
ance, but have concerns of how this will effect our credit that has been supe1ior to 
this point. Currently, our mortgage holder will only allow three months forbearance 
but will make us pay postponed payments at the end of three months, with addi
tional fees attached. This is disheartening when we spent three years paying hun
dreds of additional dollars toward the principal of our mortgage, only to pay the 
loan off faster and save for ow- children's college education. We are forced to con
tinue payment of a mortgage, rent, and utilities at both locations since our home
owner's insurance requires power and utilities to be turned on for coverage. We 
have spent close to $50,000 of ow- children's college savings and personal savings 
to avoid exposing om· children to the chronic health issues experienced! God blessed 
us with the financial means to move out sooner than later, but this is not the case 
for many other families in ow- situation. 

We need all politicians to demand additional involvement and co1Tective action 
from The Department of Homeland Security, FEMA, mortgage industry, and other 
Federal agencies to provide assistance to families devastated by the import of Chi
nese drywall and other toxic imports. Many doctors are "scratching their heads" as 
to how to treat families who are experiencing many of the long term exposure symp
toms that are now surfacing. China has continued to import a multitude of toxic 
products that are not only killing our citizens, but effecting our economy by forcing 
Americans to buy their cheap products. We 1ieed updates on health studies imme· 
diately. Time is running out! A neighbor in his 50s recently died of lung dis
ease ... CDW? 

Please help us!!!!. Demand more information from other governmental agencies. We 
voted for. you to represent the. people. People are dying from this and everyone wants 
to tum their head!. If you would like additional information, please e-mail us. Our 
community is arranging town hall meetings, and we encourage you to attend. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

T purchased my brand new home on December 15, 2006. J took one month to make 
the home my own. Shortly after moving in I began to have numerous electrical prob
lems in my home. I have spent close to $70,000 in to this home. 

The first things I began to notice in my home were numerous cable television 
problems. Cox Cable had been to my home around 15- 20 times with in a 12 month 
period. I lost many DVR boxes and had television reception problems. During the 
first 12 months I was in the home, I lost an ice maker in my refrigerator, dish wash
er, and many other small appliances. In the meantime, I also lost three 50" Plasma 
Televisions. 

I thought my house was haunted and actually became the joke of my friends. 
They would routinely say that my home was built on someone's grave. In the sum
mer of 2007 I lost my air conditioner coils. l paid $750.00 to have this repaired be
cause the company refused to stand behind the installation. In the summer of 2008 
I lost the same air conditioning coils again. At this point, I am really wondering 
what I have done to deserve all of this stress. Then in August of 2009, I was getting 
ofT work around 4pm. My neighbor comes over and asks if I was having problems 
with my home. I had never met the gentleman and he was very upset. After a long 
chat he and I had shared many similar stories. He and I decided that we needed 
to figure out what was wrong with our homes. 

That night, I was determined to get to the bottom of this issue. I posted on 
facebook that my home was cursed. A fliend read my post and said I might have 
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something that a friend of his has called Chinese Drywall. He gave me the number 
to his friend, and I called him. After a long chat with him on the phone I thought 
I finalJy might be on to something. I attended a meeting in Norfolk, Virginia about 
Chinese Drywall. This was when reality set in. 

I thought to myself, this should be easy go to court and get this house fixed. Well 
after two years I am no closer to having resolution to this matter. I have not lived 
in the home for a long time now, as I am afraid to be in the house. 

Our government has not done anything to stand up, for it's. tax paying residents 
against China, the builders, or the insurance industry to help. us. I cannot even 
begin to describe the. mental anguish this has caused in my life. I have always paid 
my bills,. taken care. of myself, and paid my taxes. I am almost 40 years old and 
wonder if I will ever be. able to. recover. from such a devastating man made catas
trophe. I have been denied homeowners insurance, a claim against my builders in
surance. Why should I be left holding the bag fo1· something lhad no part ol? I can
not understand why our government is not here to help us. After all, they are the 
ones that negotiate trade deals with foreign countries. Not me!! Everyone involved 
in the construction of my home should be forced to step up to the plate, and right 
the wrongs they have caused. I am afraid by the time our government does some
thing, I will have already lost this home!! 

UPDATE: I lost my home yesterday on November 29, 2011 
Regards 

Natasha, 

Hi I was told to write you about health concerns with the Chinese Drywall. We 
did an addition to our home in 2006 and come to find out it was Chinese Drywall. 
In May of this yeax our then eight year old son suddenly developed a severe head
ache. l gave him tylenol and he laid down then I went to check on him and he 
couldn't pick his head up or turn his head. I took him to Dr. [redacted], when we 
got out of cai· he was having trouble walking on his own. The Dr. sent us to E.R. 
to check for meningitis. He had a spinal tap and did not have it, so they gave him 
strong anitbotics and sent home. His white blood level was elevated high. He slept 
most of the next day (Thurs.) then on Fri. I went to. wake him up and he could not 
get up, I helped him sit up on the bed and he cried when I moved him, He could 
not stand up and said his. legs felt weird and would not work. I took him back to 
Dr. as he cried all the way there. We had to put him in a wheel chair to take him 
in and his legs would not work. He also was having a severe headache. The Dr. 
could not get a reflex on his legs. He finally calmed down aner about 4 or 5 hours 
and was finally able to walk. The Dr. wanted us to go have lunch and come back 
for some of blood results. We went back and he was able to walk in and the Dr. 
and nurses were all relieved. The blood tests did not show anything so he wanted 
us to follow up in a few days with a Neurologist. 

We left. and as we got close to our car he said "mom my legs feel weird again" 
and they gave out. I caught him and we put him in the car where he started 
screaming with his head again. Took him back into the. Dr. and he sent us to USA 
Women's and Childrens Hospital where he spent 3 days. Doctors could not pin point 
anything and we. did say something about the drywall and the Dr. said we were the 
second family that week to ask about drywall problems. They sent us to another 
Neurologist and Rbeumatologist and he had MRJ's, nerve test, and EEG done and 
found nothing. The doctors have all been baffied. 

Long story short, he bad about 2 or 3 episodes a week for 4 months and after 
eve1·yone asking if we thought the drywall could have anything to do with it we paid 
someone to tear out the drywall out of the addition and have been airing the room 
out and blocked off from rest of the home. His episodes after 4 months have basi
cally stopped now. 

Also another thing I really wonder about is, my four year was born with a birth 
defect of the eye. It did not develop in the back and she had Catai·act, Detached 
Retina, a mass. behind the eye. and a distorted optic nerve. She was. a full term baby 
and the Doctors were baffled that she was not a premie with all those troubles. I 
was pregnant with her when we did the addition and always in that room. She al
most lost her eye and get a prosthetic. She is now blind in that eye. This is just 
2 things that concern me about being linked to the Drywall. Anyway I have a joux
nal of the stuff with my sons' problems. I am curious if anyone else has had any 
of these health problems associated with this drywall. 

Thank you for your time and haxd work. 
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December 5, 2011 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I just watched footage from a hearing you had on this very topic on May 21, 2009. 
How completely sad that it is over 2 years later and. you are having another hearing 
on December 6, 2011 "Contaminated Drywall: Examining the CuITent Health, Hous
ing and Product Safety Issues. Facing Homeowners". Nothing seems to have changed 
in my mind for the. Homeowners. Have you been able to sleep comfortably in your 
homes since 2009? My family has not. Have you been hounded by your bank, ig
nored. and dismissed by your insurance agency? My family has. Through no fault 
of your own have you been pushed to. the. brink or over it financially? My family 
has. Have any of you. lost a beloved pet, because the air in his home was toxic? My 
family has. The cw·rent "issues" are the same "issues" we had 2 years ago or 5 years 
ago. The victims of this disaster need you to examine how to help us now, right now. 

My testimony is: my home has toxic Taishan Chinese Drywall. All the metal in 
my. home. is/was corroded, pitted and black. My family. and I had nose bleeds, res
piratory problems , lethargy, headaches, skin rashes and situational asthma. We. fled 
our. home to a. rental, rather than risk our health any longer. Our. homeowners in
surance denied our claim and then non-renewed us. l reported to every local, state 
and Federal agency. The only help came from Lee County Prope1·ty Appraiser; they 
valued our home at $0. We joined the lawsuit in Louisiana. My bank, Chase, who 
owns stakes in Taishan drywall and. who has been bailed out by our government 
quickly, after much harassment of us, finally gave us a special forbearance. But. we 
can only have 2 choices, special forbearance or short sale for 6 months. They are 
waiting to see how this all shakes out in terms of money for them. T cannot take 
the Feaeral tax exemption because I have not remediated. There is stress involved 
in every aspect of this disaster, even down to. little things. like getting out of a cable 
contract prematurely because your house is rotting their equipment, because no one 
cares if you have toxic drywall or not .. This is only a brief synopsis of the living hell 
we victims endw·e on a daily basis. 

Our country gives billions of dollars in aid to other countries, we are. building 
houses in Haiti and meanwhile there are over 10,000 families in the U.S. suffering 
because ow· government allowed this toxic product into this country and our govern
ment is ignoring this crisis. Please end this madness, now. 

Toxic Home: Cape Coral, FL built 2006 
Addendum~ 

Please do not think that yesterday's settlement news from KPT has been the 
magic answer for the Victims of Toxic Drywall. Thousands of us sti ll have Taishan 
drywall or American drywall. Judge Fallon is going to Hong Kong next month for 
Chinese depositions and the American drywall victims do not go to trial until May! 

As for the science part of this drywall fiasco, J would like to add my thoughts. 
My home has been vacant since approximately October 2009, with no air condi
tioning on, in SW Florida. There is no. mold growing and there are no bugs alive 
in it .. I. have seen pictures from. other victims of dead rats. Nothing can live. in these 
toxic conditions. 

I personally think some of the science must have to do with drywal l eating bac
teria, but. I am not a scientist .. 

I am a homeowner, who has paid her taxes her whole life. l have been blindsided 
by Chinese Drywall that. was allowed into this country. I have been abandoned by 
almost. all government entities. Do you. know. what it felt like. to watch the President 
of the United States wine and dine the President of China? Why has he not uttered 
the words "Chinese Drywall" yet? Why hasn't he surveyed the damage this disaster 
has caused, like he does with other disasters? Ask him for me. please. 

I would also like to address the Federal tax break again. It is real simple. I have 
documented toxic drywall, I can have a catastrophic loss deduction. Done. Not the 
convoluted Jaw we have. now, that only if it is remediated silliness. That is what 
I would like to see. 

I implore you to help the Victims of this disaster now and do not allow toxic im
ports in again, for my children's. sake. 

Do not drop the ball. We Victims need help! 
Thank you. 

We were so happy to move to our final home on November 10, 2006. This was 
to be our home that would take us through our retirement years. We are now living 
a nightmare. We discovered in July 2009 that the home we purchased was built 
\vith Chinese drywall. The Chinese drywall was causing many physical problems in 
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the home and for our family personally. All three of us have had physical ailments 
as a result of having Chinese drywall in the home. Seven months after living in the 
home, ow· golden retriever, Kramer, died of kidney failure. Our second dog, Bailey, 
died in December 2008 of respiratory issues. 

Now we know why all of these things happened. Chinese drywall! 
We purchased and moved into our home in November 2006. After living in the 

house. for seven months, we began to experience problems with the air conditioning. 
As of August 2009, we have replaced six to seven coils in two AC units. We have 
had major. repairs. to. our. flat screen TV, computer hard drives and monitors. that 
crashed, small appliances that failed, a dryer that stopped working due to circuit 
board failure, and electrical outlets that had to be replaced. Physically, we have. ex
perienced unexplained rashes, respiratory problems, headaches, fatigue, insomnia, 
chronic coughs, and muscle pain. The smell in the house is in our clothes, furniture, 
mattresses, linens, and silver jewelry and flatware have tw·ncd black and are un
able to be cleaned. When we opened our windows, our neighbor complained of the 
smell that came from our home. We have documentation to prove a ll of these issues. 

Upon learning of the problem, the stress has become unbearable. We moved out 
of ou1· home immediately in August 2009, leaving our belongings behind, and filed 
a lawsuit because we had no other recourse since the builder and insw·ance compa
nies were of no help. We are. thankful that our. AC repairman was the one that dis
covered the cause of our problems. We are depressed and saddened at the current 
status of ow· life. We worry about our two other dogs that lived in the house all 
day long. The outcome of their beaJth and our own is yet to be known. If the drywall 
is corroding copper and other metals within the home, what is it doing to our bod
ies? 

We are cwTently living in a rental. Ow· home was sold in a short sale in Novem
ber 2010. We lost $400,000 in equity. This was a major investment for us and 
through no fault of our own, we lost it all including the home we loved. Selling the 
home was in our best interest and that of the mortgage company. Han~ng on to 
a home you can't live in with a forbearance on your mortgage, only keeps increasing 
yow· debt to the. mo1tgage company. The increasing debt has caused many families. 
to file bankruptcy. We are glad that we were able to sell. Had we foreclosed, the 
mortgage company would have been stuck with a home in poor, uninhabitable condi
tion. The short sale has caused our credit to be hit and it will be affected for seven 
years. Families that are dealing this will be held prisoners by their credit. They will 
not be able to purchase new homes or buy cars at a decent interest rate, if at all . 
We have always maintained excellent credit, and now because of Chinese drywall 
that has also been damaged. We are not deadbeats that have not managed ow· fi. 
nances. We attempted to get a new loan and were told by a bank and mortgage com
pany to come back in three years. They did not even want to deal with us. Our local 
community bank is giving us an adjustable rate mortgage at 5.5 percent that they 
are holding on their books since it cannot be sold. This is not a bad rate, but rates 
for conventional loans are. much lower. We will have. to. refinance later to. get a con
ventional loan when our credit rates improve. Another financial burden! New rules 
for the underwriting of mortgages and loans need to be updated to make provisions 
for homeowners that were. victims. of Chinese drywall. Chinese. drywall is. an "ex
tenuating circumstance", yet there is nothing written about that so loans can be 
given. This is something that the government can do. 

We are victims of Chinese drywall. This. product was. allowed in our country. 
Please work on safety regulations for imports and make foreign countries abide by 
our regulations. 

We will continue to move ahead and work with local, state, and national officials 
to rectify our situation and the situation that countless other hard working, tax pay
ing citizens are facing. As of today, very little if anything has been done to help 
American citizens. in this situation. We received two forbearances on ow· mortgage 
prior to selling the home in a sho1t sale ... this is only a band aid on a much 
larger problem. We did not cause this situation and we need help from our govern
ment to assist and ensure safety standards for all Americans, We have contacted 
the White House on numerous occasions and have not heard one thing back regard
ing our situation. We run to foreign soil at the drop of a hat. Why can't our own 
country do something to help its own citizens? You have done nothing! We are 
ashamed to be citizens of a country that does not come to the aid of those that do 
deserve it. We will tell you that each and every family that we have met that has 
Chinese drywall are hardworking American citizens that pay. theiT truces and con
tribute to society. We deserve some help as well. Our government is a travesty! Ac
tions speak louder than words and we are tired of the lip service we have received. 
Wake up and take. action! Help the hard working American citizens. and their fami
lies that have been victims of Chinese drywall. 
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December 8, 2011 

ADDENDUM TO TESTIMONY 

I attended the U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
on December 6, 2011 in the Russell Senate Building. l would like to add my com
ments regarding the health aspects and credit issues in the form of an addendum 
to my testimony turned in prior to the hearing. 

It was noted by the CPSC and the CDC that there is no. specific cause for concern 
regarding health issues and toxic contaminated drywall as a result of their studies. 
How do we know what significant levels are for exposure to these gases from the 
drywall? It is very possible that just an average number was used based on the 
studies .. In their studies, did they use a significant. number of homes. where. physical 
complaints to this. exposure were reported or was it just a random sampling? Every 
home may have. been. different. based on the. geographic. location of the home. 

Ow· family had two very healthy dogs until we moved into the house with Chinese 
drywall. The dogs are in the home. 24 hours. a. day for the most part and stayed by 
the front door on the lower level just waiting for us to come home. The gases are 
heavier on the lower levels as we now know. Our home had three levels. Seven 
months after moving in, our golden retriever developed issues with his kidneys and 
could not recover from them .. For a week to 10 days, he was at the vet for treatment. 
My husband, [redacted} also had some issues with his kidneys that required treat
ment. Our standard poodle. had a skin reaction that caused her nose to become 
crusty, peel and then crust up again. This. was ongoing the. whole. time we. lived in 
the. house. She died two. years after living in this house due to respiratory issues. 
My husband had a severe rash that could not be explained by the doctor. He called 
it "contact dermatitis" and the doctor told him something was irritating his skin. 
No changes were made to detergent or anything else that could irritate his skin. 
It looked like be bad chemical bums all over the trunk of his body, up his neck, 
and onto the scalp. Nothing made it go away. Our daughter, who was away at 
school, would break out in a rash on her lower torso, and strangely enough when 
she went back to school, it would disappear, This only happened to her. in this 
house. We lived in both houses when she was in college. I had a chronic cough, 
headaches, and fatigue ( and I am a high energy person that used every minute of 
every day-not in this house). About three months after moving out of the toxic 
home, our physical symptoms went away. We wonder; if the gases corrode metal 
pipes, what do these. gases do to the inside of our bodies? Only time will tell. What 
families have reported is enough to know that you can't live in these houses. l felt 
the need to explain in more detail the physical problems that we experienced. 

Congress also needs to address the financial situation that. has been created by 
the. Chinese drywall situation. Forbearances were only a Band-Aid solution for a 
much larger and longer lasting problem. Forbearances allowed us to move out of our 
homes and rent something. Forbearances were short-Jived. Banks are not going to 
continue to give them to you and your debt keeps rising for a house that is uninhab
itable. through no fault. of your own. l addressed this in more detaH in my original 
testimony submitted prior to the hearing. It has. come to my attention that if the 
credit is able to be restored for some families, that. it may not be. retroactive. Please 
do not. do. something for "some of us" and not all of us. We. had ow·. short sale. a 
year ago. We have. no. idea at this time how long. this will affect our credit. According 
to the info I received from the bank, it will be seven years unless it is an extenu
ating circumstance. I have yet to really get a clear answer on "who" makes that call. 
Who is going to tell us that we did have an extenuating circumstance? When will 
we be able to get a conventional loan? Don't penalize good, hardworking Americans. 
that were victims of Chinese drywall because they could sec that nothing was going 
to be happening anytime soon. We had to act responsibly regarding our finances, 
as. we always have. our entire lives. 

When you think about it in our situation, we dealt with the problems caused by 
the house with Chinese ckywall for two and a half years. We had the physical prob
lems both with the house and personally. These resulted in numerous expenses for 
items that were not covered by warranties-appliances, electronics, AC coils, vet 
bills, and personal medical bills. Insurance did not cover any of this. And now, we 
have been out of our house for two and a half years. All in all, we have been dealing 
with this nightmare for five years. We need help now and not years later. We should 
not. be. penalized .. We are well aware. that not every. individual that had Chinese 
drywall had the same credit ratings. You can make some decisions. that. would re
store our credit back to what it was prior to having had to have a foreclosure, a 
short sale, or a bankruptcy. Make decisions that will help all of us-not some of 
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us. Please do not form another committee to investigate. Take action now and please 
do it as soon as you can. 

Think about it this way. It is your house and your family. What would you want 
done to help you recover? 

To Whom It May Concern: 

On November 1, 2010, we bought our dream home at [redacted]. We bought this 
home thru a Foreclosure. We hired a Chinese Drywall "expert" to examine ow· home 
to determine whether or not it had defected drywall. The report came back negative 
so we proceeded to purchase the home. Within days, we experienced unus ual health 
problems. My 8 yr old (7 then) developed Hives from his groin area to his knees. 
He had never had Hives before. My 5 yr old (then 4) developed upper respiratory 
problems for which be was put on an inhaler. He had never been put on an inhaler 
before. My wife developed daily Migraines. Now, she gets Migraines on average 1 
migraine every month. Always around her menstrual cycle or if a large weather 
front comes thru. I have known my wife for 18 yea1·s and never has she had more 
than 2 migraines in a month and this was DAILY migraines. My 2 yr old (1 then) 
developed an upper respiratory infection and her first ear infection. She has not had 
a respiratory or ear infection since we moved out over a year ago. Personally, I de
veloped heayy breathing. It was like someone was standing on my lungs is the only 
way I know how to explain it. Even with all these health problems, I first attributed 
them to the "stress of the move". However, aft.er about 3 weeks of living at fre
dacted, we received a letter from Doyle law firm stating they had evidence that over 
~O sheets of Knauf Drywall had been invoiced to our house back when it was origi
nally built in 2007. After almost throwing the letter away (remember the part we 
had a Chinese drywall Inspection done) I decided to call Jimmy Doyle. He came out 
to ow· house the following day and \vithin 10 minutes had located an entire area 
with Knauf "Made In China" drywall. I contacted our pediat1;cian and informed her 
of this discovery. She advised us to vacate the premises immediately. So, after living 
in our new home for about 3 !12 weeks, we moved out of the house that night into 
my Mother-In-Law. To put it lightly, it has been HELL for our entire family since 
the discovery of the Knauf ch-ywall. On a good note, a ll of ow· symptoms went away 
after a few days of being moved out of [redactedl. However, I do not need to wait 
for tests to determine if this will cause very serious health problems over long expo
sure. I know first hand what it does to your body in about 3 weeks, so common 
sense tells you it will only get worse with long term exposure. 

We a re in the class action lawsuit against Knauf. It has been VERY slow moving. 
However , at least until now, ow· bank, Regions, (who sold our mo1tgage to Freddie 
Mac after I told them of the drywall problem) has issued a forbearance on the loan. 
We cannot afford paying a mortgage payment and l'ent payment, nor should it be 
expected of us. We also have a lawsuit against Griffith Home Analysis (the supposed 
"Chinese Drywall Expert). I hope this e-mail helps, I really can't stress enough the 
emotional strain we have been under. Please feel free to e-mail me back with any 
questions you may have. 

Thank you for any help you can provide. 

Chinese/American Defective. Drywall 
I am a Disabled Veteran who purchased a new home in 2007. My home was built 

in 2006, and contains United Gypsum. After living in our home for 39 months, and 
6 hospital visits, with two additional visits post-moving, we are still waiting for help 
from someone! 

I listened to the Commerce, Science, and Tl'ansportation Subcommittee Hearing 
on Drywall recently by videocast. I am quite dismayed by some of the answers that 
were given, especially by Mr. Cowen in his testimony before your commjttee. I be
lieve that I may answer some of the questions that you were looking for. 
Drywall Differ en ces 

What most people don't seem to comprehend is that there are similru;ties between 
the true Chinese Drywall, and the American Drywall, but there are vast differences 
also. The true Chinese drywall that is marked (ex: Taishaun, Knauf, China, or oth
ers) turns everything black quickly, you normally lose you're A/C coil quickly, and 
most of the time there will be a smell such as rotten eggs. At least with these signs 
people can get out of their homes much quicker. 

But with the American Drywall such as mine, as I onJy have United States Gyp
sum, we had A/C issues right from the start. We started feeling sick about 6 months 
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in, and other things happened that were unexplainable. The lights would flicker, we 
sta1ted losing small appliances, and at times we thought we smelled something. 

Then we lost our electric kitchen stove, and then . the water heater went, and my 
wife started having kidney. issues. Being a Disabled Veteran with an already com
promised immune system, I started having additional breathing issues. This was 
followed by kidney problems also. just like. my wife had. Then l had blood pressure 
problems for the first time,. followed. by heart/roblems. 

Now over 4 years later. we have. discovere that it took our home with. American 
Drywall a bout 2- 2%-3 years to. become fully evolved. It seemed to evolve and cook 
more and more throughout this time period. You could notice the progression1 if you 
ins pected the house about every 3- 4 months. You could see the changes in tile cop
per wiring, and the odor increased significantly. In Lhe American Drywall homes it 
comes across as a sweet-sickly, chemical smell, and you can taste it on your lips 
and tongue. I and my wife, (but more mysel() have become so sensitive after living 
in this for so long that when we cross the threshold of a door we can tell if that 
home or building has bad drywall in it. In some cases you do not even have to make 
entrance, as you can smell it coming from the soffit under the. eves of the. house. 
Commercial Exposure and Food P rodu cts 

I am very concerned as. in this past year we have discovered many commercial 
businesses that have. bad drywall. 1 have tried talking. to the. Managers, but most 
of them usually think that. I am crazy, or have came back later and stated that they 
checked and do not have any. problems .. I am in the process of sending a letter to 
the Health Department of Florida listing the businesses I have observed bad 
drywall in. 

My biggest. concern is the food stores with the meats and open exposed goods. Also 
the gases that permeate the cardboard boxes. We have discovered stores from Estero 
to Sarasota, Florida. 1n Estero alone there are in a 5 mile radius 4 Publixs', 2 Super 
targets, 1 Sweetbay grocery stores that are infected. Then there are 2 extremely. 
large shopping malls that were built during this timeframe,and we have discovered 
some of these businesses have bad drywall 

Residential and Real Estate Dealings 
We moved out of our home in the middle of October 2010, and moved about an 

hour South to Estero, Florida in a home that I knew was free from any bad drywall. 
Prior to our first year expiring we started looking for a place to rent, back in the 
area where our home is located. 

We wet'e shocked as we searched for a place to live, finding mainly homes that 
were exposed to bad drywall just like our own home. The smells were identical to 
our own. What was even more frightening was the fact that some of the home
owners and Realtors, knew that the homes contained bad drywall , or that at least 
there was a problem . Others were in denial, and even a~er I talked to them trying 
to educate them, I also told them some websites to assist them in learning more 
about the problems, many of them didn' t care and still renLed or sold the homes 
to uns uspecting people. In a 3 month period we encountered over 50 homes, as well 
as some Real Estate offices that were contaminated. 

Foreign Drywall 
One of your committee members inquired at. the hearing if anyone knew of any 

foreign entities that had bad drywall. I wanted to shout through the webcast at that 
time because my wife was back home visiting her mother in Yalta, Ukraine. My 
mother-in-law's apartment is on the 1st floor, and constructed of all concrete inside. 
About 1 year ago she had some new windows and interior doors replaced. In the 
bedroom my \vife grew up. in they installed a new wooden door, and they had to 
add some drywall around the door after framing. This was the only drywall in the 
entire apartment and it was Knauf brand. When my wife first arrived at her moth
ers, as she entered the front door she smelled the drywall , as stated before she also 
had become quite sensitive. to the odor. 

01-ywall Time Frames 
In our search for a place to live we encountered mostly homes that were built in 

the years of 2004-2006. But we did find homes that were constructed in different 
areas, by different builders, in 2008 and also in 2010. We also found many older 
home when we changed our search requirements, that had been remodeled and con
tained contaminated drywall. 

Builders, Suppliers and Installers Knowledge 
As a homeowner and also a Victim of this Disaster, [ am enraged that many of 

the builders, suppliers, and installers were aware of the drywall problems back in 
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the year "2006". When the judge opened the Settlement Agreement in the Miami 
trial, that was made between Knauf and Banner Supply, after reading the docu
ments it made me sick. 

If these facts had been revealed to the public, [ don't think that many of us home
owners who are sick and suffering, would be in the position right now that we are 
. I m .. 

Conclus ion 
My wife and I are still sick, with an unknown future as to our medical health. 

We are out Thousands of Dollars, and our Credit has taken a hit because we could 
not afford to pay our Freddie Mac loan and rent at the same time. 

I would like the opportunity to speak before your panel because I am tired of lis
tening to experts. who know nothing,. and sugar coat a ll the facts and details. I have. 
lived it, I have breathed it, I have studied. it,. I like the other tens of thousands have 
had the same medical symptoms- I have suffered it , so. why not ask a real profes
sional- I do have many answers. and also some suggestions for a solution. 
Re: The Toll Chinese Drywall Has Taken On Our Family and Commuinity 

We want to share the absolute tragedy our family has faced as a result of a toxic 
foreign product which was allowed into the United States. We are 100 percent inno· 
cent victims who will pay the. price for this oversight the rest of our lives, and we 
are pleading for help from our political leaders. 

In 2006 we wanted to move our growing family into a larger home in a promising 
development. We moved in August of '06. Immediately after moving in we began ex
periencing problems with the home and unexplained health symptoms. The builder 
had a long "punch-list" of items which were never completely resolved and resulted 
in us and several of our neighbors taking legal against the builder after 18 months. 
Upon lawsuit inspections, we discovered many additional issues with our homes 
which were in direct code violation and never should have passed inspections. Then, 
in September of '09 we also discovered our home was built with Knauf Chinese 
Drywall-as were 35 percent of the homes on our street. 

Problems with our home: 

Water flooding and year-round standing water in the yard due to improper 
drainage and grading. Wate r ran underneath the home soaking support 
structures and elevating moisture levels. Later we would find that this ele
vated moisture further exacerbated the off-gassing of our Chinese Drywall. 

The following are all issues resulting from Chinese Drywall: 

- Failing HVAC system: frost on interi01· walls from Freon leaks, five failed 
AC coils, and the furnace setting ofT smoke alarms etc. There were 9 HVAC 
repair visits in the Ctrst year. 
Wiring problems: lights which turn themselves off and on, light switches 
which "pop". when used, and rooms full of lights which would "dim" when 
an appliance was turned on etc. 
Failing elect1ical and appliances (big screen TV, smoke alarms, security sys
tem, constant replacement of light bulbs, washing machine, stereo receiver, 
DVD players, speakers, computers, printers, and multiple small appliances 
which stopped working after 3-4 months etc.). 
Batteries which quickly died, including car batteries from the vehicle which 
we parked in the garage. Our family van had 2 batteries die in the first year 
of use. 
Smoke alarms and the securi ty system would sound for short intervals and 
then silence. In one 2008 instance the fire department was called. When the 
firefighters arrived at 3:00. a.m. they said the. home. smelled like. burnt 
matches (sulfur) but could not locate a fire. Lat.er we would learn that many. 
other victims were expe1iencing similar alarm problems due to CDW dust 
on alarm sensors. 

- The drywall itself is "weak" and crumbles around nails and hanging brack
ets in the wall. A large 4' x 7' mirror pulled away from the walJ and fell 
toward our 3yr old while he was at the sink. The nails and brackets holding 
the mirror up were black and corroded and the sheetrock itself had crumbled 
and given way. Severa.I wall hangings and cw·tain rods fell off the walls in 
similar fashion .. On another occasion our 7 yr old accidentally slid into the 
wall while running. and punched a hole in the drywall \vith his knee. The 
drywall gave way under relatively low-impact. 
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But all of these issues pale in comparison to the severe health problems my hus
band, I, and our three young children have faced in the last four years. Health 
symptoms started with the tell-tale nose bleeds, respiratory and sinus infections, skin 
rashes,. itchy eyes, chronic. coughing, but grew to include. broader neurological, cir
culatory and bone growth delays. These are all outlined as the effects of hydrogen 
sulfide, strontium, carbon disulfide. and carbonyl disulfide poisoning. This informa
tion is available via the National Library of Medicine. 

We discovered the vast majority of our home was constructed with Knauf drywall 
in September of '09. and since. have. learned that the following health issues. follow 
s imilar patterns across the nation: 

- In the first few months in our new home, my husband developed severe 
sleep-apnea to the point where he was having an apnea every 60 seconds 
while. sleeping. Sleep deprivation and pulmonary. strain followed. 

- Our youngest child immediately developed chronic chest congestion and was 
diagnosed with asthma which required he receive nebulizer treatments. 2-
3 times a day. 

- All three children (ages 18 months, 3 and 6 at the time) quickly developed 
skin rashes, eczema, bladder infections, yeast infections, loss of appetite, ear 
infections, and repeated respiratory complications. The children would con
stantly cough after waking-a symptom which would go away when they left 
the home or were in school. 

- Adults suffered chronic fatigue, loss of sense of smell, memory loss, inability 
to concentrate, insomnia, nausea/vomiting and depression. 

- Visiting family members became ill-65 year old father was hospitalized 
with pneumonia and 61 year old mother developed a severe sinus infection 
after staying with us for just a few days. 

- Every member of our family was. diagnosed with ADD/ADHD within 18 
months. This was accompanied by high-anxiety and irritability requiring 
medication for all, ages 4 through 45. 
Our youngest child spent the majority of his life developing in this toxic 
home has experienced the most severe symptoms. Arter four years of symp
toms, he was tested by the Hoover school system in the spring of '10 and 
diagnosed with high ADD and bad boarder-line Autism scores. He was 
issued an lEP and placed in Early Intervention Pre-school. Additionally his 
growth rate dropped from 97 percent percentile at age two, to 30 percent per
centile at age 5. Tests were conducted for endocrine function, growth hor
mones, celiac disease, liver function etc. and all cam e back normal indi
cating something else was. the cause. In June '10 we believe we discovered 
the cause; om· Knauf drywall contains very high levels of strontium. Our 
drywall was inspected with an XRF detector revealing boards with strontium 
counts as high as. 3300 ppm when the allowable level is below 200. Stron
tium is absorbed into. the bone and replaces calcium, stunting bone growth. 

- By July of 2010 we had spent thousands on doctor visits and had over $700 
in. monthly prescriptwns to. treat all of our health symptoms. 

We then made the difficult decision to evacuate our home to alleviate our chil
dren's cm·rent health problems and for fear of future health complications. Since 
moving out of our. toxic Chinese Drywall home: 

- The children's appetites have increased and all have gained weight. The 
youngest grew a 3 inches in the first year we were out of our toxic home. 

- Skin rashes have minimized and there have not been any bladder or yeast 
infections. 

- All have been able to reduce medication. 
- And most importantly, our youngest was re-tested by the Hoover school sys-

tem in October and scored completely "normal" for his age and no longer 
needs ADD medication. 

- Unfortunately, many health symptoms remain and doctor visits are fre
quent. 

We are thankful our health problems are improving, but we are now faced with 
the financial bm·den of paying our mortgage, rnnt and utilities on two households 
which is unsustainable .. We filed suit against the manufacturer in '09, and while the 
legal. process is mouing quickly, homeowners like us. are. running out of time. Settle
ments are only covering repairs and 3 months of relocation and are still many 
months away. Like many. homeowners, we will be faced \vith months of relocation 
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costs which will never be reimbursed and forbearance costs for which we'll never 
be compensated. 

We are sharing this personal information so you can understand the toll Chinese 
DrywalJ is having on many families in Alabama. Current AL statistics are signifi
cantly understated and true impact could be as high as 3500 homes based on the 
gap between reported vs. confirmed cases in Ross Bridge. Yo11r leadership. and. focus 
on this issue is imperative. 

We purchased our "retirement" home in Sun City Center, Florida in February of 
2007. Built in September of 2006, it had never been lived in. It was a home we could 
be proud of and fit our lifestyle perfectly, as we love to entertain. We also enjoy hav
ing family and friends visit us when it's cold up north and they need a break from 
snow-shoveling. 

We noticed a "different'' smell to the. home. It didn't smell like most new homes. 
But we thought that was due to it's being closed up for a few months. After we 
moved in, we noticed some discoloration of many of the metal items in our home 
ove1· time, but. didn't think much of it. We found that we both suffered a few more 
headaches than we usually did and our eyes bothered us, as they often itched or 
burned. We treated both with over the counter medications. 

In 2009 we learned that we had Chinese Drywall. From that point on we have 
learned, through experience, what living with Chinese Drywall really means. We 
have had to replace our air-conditioning coils and one very expensive refrigerator. 
Our lamps are not working well , many of our switches for our overhead lights have 
quit working and ow· smoke alarm has failed. Additionally, our minors are getting 
little black specks or diips in them. Our fixtures are getting pitted in our bath
rooms. The replacement refrigerator had to be fixed (fortunately not replaced, this 
time). Some of our jewelry and decorative items have turned black with corrosion. 
Anything silver is tarnished beyond normal tarnishing. 

As the economy has affected the value of homes, our home has taken an even 
worse hit. It isn't worth anything. The house is totaJly unsellable at any p1ice. We 
have received a little help from Hillsborough County, in the form of 1·eal estate tax 
relief. Ow· house has no value as far as they are concerned. And there are no in
structions as to how we might be able to claim this loss on our taxes. 

This house is a sick house. We don't know the full ramifications of the long-term 
elTects on our health as a result of living in this house. But we do know that it has 
already been costly to live in this house, compared to living in a similar home of 
the same design and age. 

We victims of Chinese Drywall deserve for our government to back us, This is too 
big a problem for ordinary citizens to solve without the help of those who should 
be overseeing the products that come into our country. For most people, one's. home 
is their largest single expense. Most of us don't have the necessary resources to fix 
our homes. Through no fault of ow·s, we are having to pay for the problem finan
cially, physically and emotionally. Please help. 

I finally after 47 years had the. money to build my dream home on my little 8 
acres of paradise in the country .. After working and saving and paying on mortgages. 
and children and I could finally say I had accomplished something. Every penny I 
had would go into this little home, so that I could alTord to live there in my old 
age and leave something to my daughter. Two years after moving in the nightmare 
was reali~ed. My A/C stopped cooling it was still under warranty so l called my Al 
C man, it was then that he told me I had Chinese drywall and what it had done 
to my A/C coils. I began my research, and then understood that strange smell the 
sinus problems and headaches that I had had. I could not afford to keep fixing my 
A/C I now have an abandoned home, no money to fix it its been a disaster to me 
just like if it had been a tornado or hurricane without insurance! My daughter had 
given me a house warming plaque to hand over my front door, it reads, "God is the 
head of this home and the unseen guest in every room". I still have it hanging there, 
because it seems that he is my only hope, no lawyer, and no government cares about 
the injustice that has happened to all of the CDW victims. 

Dear Senate: 

I have written numerous letters to agencies around the county all-the way to the 
president of the United States of America I hope this will have different outcome. 
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There a few words to describe Chinese drywall a living hell a nightmare you can't 
wake up from. Financial disaster 

December 08, 2011 

RE: TESTIMONY CONCERNING IMPACT OF CHJNESE DRYWALL t'OR THE SENATE 
COMMITI'EE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION, PRODUCT SAFETY, AND INSURANCE. 

Dear Senate Committee: 
This letter is to document the negative life impact created by owning a home that 

was constructed with Chinese Dry Wall (CDW). I am one of the. many homeowner's, 
whom through no fault of their. own, discovered their homes contained "toxic" Chi
nese dry wall. 

I purchased my condominium at [redacted], Williamsburg, VA, in October of 2007 
after retiring from 27 years of service in the U.S. Navy. It was a lovely home that 
suited our every need. After the first year of living there however, we began to no
tice that something was not right; as my wife and I were often ill and sufTered en
dw·ing headaches, skin rashes, burning eyes, and respiratory distress. As a hard
core runner, the respiratory issues began to take their toll on my running perform
ance. With the summer. heat of 2009, the toxic fume level inside the home had be
come extremely noticeable and very unbearable. Then that August, the builder in
formed me that he had received word from his drywall supplier that shipping 
records indicated that the home had been built with a significant amount of Chinese 
dry. wall installed. I immediately had the builder test the home. If our health issues 
were not evidence enough, his actual tests without doubt, confirmed the presence 
o( Chinese Dry Wall. 

We were forced to evacuate the home on 31 AUG, 2009 due to the extremely 
unhealthy environment that was actually worsening each day. My wife and I had 
no other choice but to remove all ow· household possessions from the home for fur. 
ther risk of them being cross-contaminated ( the toxic hydrogen sulfide fumes emit
ted by the Chinese dry wall actually penetrate and are absorbed by anything that 
is porous or permeable; clothing, pictures, books, faintings, upholstery, bedding, 
mattresses, etc.). We temporarily relocated to a hote for three months while we at
tempted to negotiate resolution with the builder. A~er numerous unsuccessful at
tempts at engaging the builder. to remedy the situation, I was forced to take legal 
action and Uoined a forming class action law suit, as well as a case filed at the 
State level. These suits. are against the entire supply chain involved with the. manu
facture, procurement, distribution, and installation of the Chinese dry wall in our 
home. 

The Federal District Court in New Orleans heard the original six cases for home
owners involved from Virginia. The presidin~ judge, [redacted], ruled i.n their favor, 
however since the ruling was against. a Chmese company, appropriate restitution 
has not been forthcoming. Additionally the other part of his ruling determined the 
"official protocol" for remediation, which to date had been in question (remove just 
the Chinese drywall, or gut the. entire. home?). His determination at that time was 
the only acceptable remediation method. is the complete gutting of the. home down 
to the framinl;l'. studs. This includes removal of all insulation, ducting, appliances, 
wiring, plumbmg,. etc .. to. prevent any further cross-contamination. He estimated the 
cost at between $80- 90/sq ft, meaning a 2000 sq ft home such as ours would cost 
as much as. $180,000 to remediate fully, to restore it to a safe and livable condition .. 
His remediation protocol has since been refined slightly by the CPSC. 

After three. months of hotel living and no. reasonable. solution within sight, I pur· 
chased another property at my current address in December 2009 to help restore 
some "normalcy" and sense of balance to our lives. This was an important step in 
trying to place behind us the absolute nightmare and absurdity of the previous 
three months i.n losing our home for no visible or apparent reason. As a side note, 
while moving in to our new home we had to discard over $30,000 of our personnel 
possessions due to their being cross-contaminated by the fumes (they stank of the 
noxious gas). This was a considerable financial burden in itself to replace these pos
sessions, and having to essentially "start over" to equip our new home (this was 
NOT covered by homeowners insurance) .. 

We were then in a situation where we are paying over $5000/month i.n mortgage 
cost alone for two homes; one of which is completely vacant and useless; a true fi· 
nancial "black hole". Through no fault of our. own, we were left with a property. that 
we could not sell, we could not rent, nor could we "live" in it. The property was com-
12letely worthless until proper remediation could be performed to remove the toxic 
Chinese drywall restoring. the property. to a. "clean and livable state". It was during 
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this time that I requested a forbearance from Wells Fargo. I was asking for some 
"1·elief", or time, while the legal process was taking its com·se and future con-ective 
action could be directed. I was doing everything in my power to do the. right. thing, 
fulfill my obligations, and to prevent a foreclosure on the loan. Wells Fargo did not 
grant a forbearance, but they did allow for a loan modification that lowered my 
monthly mortgage by about $200/month. 

Thankfully, in October of 2009, I received an offer from the builder to buy the 
property back, however at a significant loss to me of my down payment and equity, 
as weJJ as having to cover the remaining balance of my loan. I originally purchased 
the condominium in October of 2007, at a sell ing price of $427,000. Faced with the 
situation of paying two mortgages, on two homes at close to $5000/month, and one 
of which is completely vacant and useless, I made the decision to accept the builders 
offer of $220,000. As. part of this agreement, I also had to agree to drop any further 
claims against the bui lder in any futru·e CDW legal actions . We settled on this sales 
transaction on 21 December, 2010. 

I had requested from Wells Fargo a "short-sale" of the home, since my loan bal
ance was $325,000; however , I was disapproved because of for all reasons, I was not 
delinquent on any of my payments. You had to be delinquent on your payments to 
be considered for a short sale; which is an absolutely absurd policy that penalizes 
those homeowners who are doing everything possible to NOT be delinquent in their 
payments (less it affects their credit score). Since I was not approved for a short
sale, I then had to pay the $105,000 difference from my savings to cover the remain
ing balance of my loan and protect my credit score. This completely wiped-out my 
savings; however , the builders offer to re-purchase the home was an opportunity to 
put this nightmare behind me, even though it was a catastrophic loss and at great 
cost. 

Besides the obvious financial impact, and potential health complications that are 
still being evaluated, there is the "human and moral" impact side to this story. To 
be sitting in your lovely home one day, and then to have it completely useless to 
you the next, for no reason of your own, is truly incomprehensible. It's just. not right. 
The feeling that you have been "violated" is overwhelming, and it continues to be 
with me each and every day. I lost my home; then l lost my savings to get out of 
it, and into a new one; and then I lost my wife, as the duress and strain dealing 
with this unbelievable nightmare for two years was a stress our relationship could 
note endure. This nightmare of Chinese drywall was at great cost to me, and not 
for anything that I did wrong. Please help the victims of Chinese drywall who are 
completely innocent Americans who did absolutely nothing wrong to bring this ca
tastrophe upon themselves. 

Thank you very much for your time, consideration, and assistance Ln helping 
those of us homeowners who have been significantly impacted by the effects of Chi
nese drywall. 

T ESTIMONY, (KNAUF-TlNJUIN DRYWALL) 

My family, [redacted], had Chinese drywall in our home. We rcmediated last year 
from January 2010--August 2010. We Could not afford an apartment so we moved 
in with our in -laws. I did a lot of the work myself since I work for a contractor. 
During the demolition process my brothers and dad helped me remove the gypboard, 
ins ulation, cabinets, wood trim, doors, we salvaged cabinets and doors. basically had 
to trash the remainder. We would do this work at nights a fter work and weekends. 
Most of the time working to midnight. We had to use our savings and take out a 
home equity loan to pay for. the efforts, also plenty of credit card debt, which is 
mostly outstanding. I was able to subcontract out the remediation and testing. I did 
have to clean every square inch of insulation from the studs and plywood. This 
alone took about a week of scrubbing the wood and using a shop vacuum to remove 
the insulation in the corners of the wood framing. I also subcontracted out the paint, 
insulation, electrical, and HVAC. I was able to rework the plumbing on my own. 
Meanwhile my wife got sick, she has crones disease, found out we had it about the 
time we moved into our new home in 2006. With the stress of money issues and 
no home, it activated the crones disease into a state where she required surgery 
(flare up). In may during our remediation efforts [redacted) had to have 18" of her 
intestines removed. It was a three week hospi tal visit, not to mention the bills that 
came later. My yard is destroyed from the vehicles, dumpsters, and material unload
ing during the efforts, though I do not have enough money to fix to date. It was 
8-months of bell, late nights working every day during my normal work hours order
ing materials and making sure the subcontractors were showing up, performing and 
making tiips for. lunch to check quality, etc .. That's it in a nutshell. Thanks for !is-
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tening. Only God got us through it. By the way, we still are using our same appli
ances and we have to get them worked on about once a month. We spent about 
$50,000 total. 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

H ere is my story. 

A Human Disaster- Toxic Chinese Dl'ywall 

Thank you for taking the. time to ask for comments from American citizens!. I. hope 
that. you will. research the. situation my family a nd thousands of other families have 
been dealing with for over 2 years! Please see these s ites/a rticles for more informa
t ion. 

http: I I victimschinesedrywall.com/ default.aspx 
http: I I www.facebook.com/ DefectiveDrywall 
http: I I abclocal.go.com/ wtvd/ story?section=news percent2Flocal&id=7767973 

China needs. to be held accountable for the toxic imports being sold to the USA 
and other countries! 

It seems unbelievable to me that the leaders of our country refuse to publicly ac
knowledge this as the Disaster it is for American families! This story has. been kept 
out o( the national media spotlight to "Preserve our. relations with China", I assume. 
What if it was made public? What if our children's. lives were more important than 
China? What if China had to face a national audience to offer some explanation con
cerning their toxic product? Our government has kept things quiet while we have 
been dealing with this tragedy for years!!! 

The CPSC states that there are close to 4,000 reports of homes with toxic Chinese 
Drywall. That number does not come close to showing how many people live in those 
homes and are affected .. The fact is that the true number of human lives being dam
aged by this product that was allowed into the U.S.A. is not being reported. The 
number of people being affected by Chinese Drywall is so much greater! Yes, we are 
s pread out over 37 different states, and no Chinese Drywall is not a natural dis
aster. But, how many lives have to be damaged to get the officials of this country 
to recognize this disaster and give these victims some help? The fact that we do not 
show as one huge group suffering in one location from some act of nature should 
not sway anyone from. seeing that this disaster has occurred a nd we. are in need 
of assistance! 

Our homes are corroding, our financial fu ture is in ruins as the biggest invest
ment of our lives is worth nothing, our credit scores a re damaged, securi ty clear
a nces necessary to maintain careers are in jeopa rdy, a nd we can't afford to move 
out and pay for 2. homes. Many of us are living in these houses with s ulfuric gases
when mixed with moisture-basically acid rain! When I kiss my kids goodnight and 
watch them sleeping and. breathing. the air in our home, I become enraged!! 

I don't care if our country owes China. We still hold the power over them because 
we can stop purchasing products from their country! Or. at least, we must create 
laws that will require thefr products to meet the highest safety standa rds and pro
tect ow· citizens from. harm! 

If we could gather up all of the. people affected in this disaster from all 37 states 
and plop them in front of the White. House to protest the complete lack of concern 
for human life we would. However, most of the Victims of Chinese Drywall can.not 
take time off from jobs they can't stand to lose to go into D.C. to be a show of force! 

We are barely holding on. as officials seem to do nothing to hold china accountable 
for all of the toxic products imported into th.e U.S.A! Bring China to the table. Hold 
them accountable!!! 

Men, women and chilcfren are suffering. Tax paying, hardworking citizens are 
being told, "We ru·e working on it, but it is a difficult issue!" How long ru-e we going 
to continue to suffer in this disaster with no relief? 

**NOTE** I created this. letter. about 11/2 yea1-s ago. At this point, my husband 
and I are having to. put $100,000 (scraped and bon·owed that we will be repaying 
forever) into gutt ing and rebuilding our home. We will never recover financially or 
emotionally. We will worry for the rest of our lives about what Chinese Drywall has 
done to the health of our 2 sons! 

Respectfully. 
WORRIED MOTHER/DISGUSTED CITIZEN/CHINESE DRYWALL VICTTh1 
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Don't understand why elected officials will not help us. 
My bank, B of A has created all sorts of felonious charges. 
Help! 

My name is [redacted] I live in Port St. Lucie, Florida with my husband, daugh
ter, son in law and grandson. We have endured severe health conditions with the 
drywall being in our home. The worse is having to see my small grandson get up 
in the middle of the night due to bloody nose, he has also been diagnosed with Asth
ma due to the toxic drywall. We adults are exhibiting severe headaches, watery eyes 
along with other issues. My credit score as been damaged due to this issue also. 

At this point we have seen no one in the government or these companies that im
ported this toxic drywall be it from China or the States as suppliers, builders etc. 
who have compensated us and helped us out in a remediation issue with our homes. 
We bought these homes in good faith and therefore this situation has been dev
astating to us. I only hope that in me e-mailing this letter along with the other with 
the other homeowners who are suffering due to this will bring a prompt conclusion 
to our pain and suffering. 

After the recent Senate Hearing on Chinese Drywall (CDW), I was told I needed 
to send correspondence to this e-mail address to tell about our CDW experience. 

When Hurricanes Jeanne and Frances hit the area around Vero Beach, FL around 
September 2004, we were out of our Condo until it was repaired and finished the 
middle of August 2006. We had installed a new Air Conditioning Unit at that time. 
By February 2010 we had to replace the NC coil 2 times so that is when we discov
ered we had CDW installed in our unit. The Sulphur Dioxide emissions had eaten 
up 3 NC coil and turned all other copper pipes and exposed copper wiring black, 
plus any silver and some other metals also turned black from the emissions of that 
gas. We coughed a lot and finally had our lungs check, but the Doctor discovered 
no damage to our lungs. However, when we returned to our home in Haymarket, 
VA in early May 2010 ow· coughing stopped within a week. Even though, the Presi
dent of our Condo Association at first said early in February 2010 the Condo Asso
ciation would take care of the CDW, she later said in April 2010 that they were 
not responsible for tainted products, even though the Condo Association had put in 
the drywall after the hurricanes. My insurance company would not pay for the re
pair as the Condo Association is responsible for the drywall and everything behind 
it. 

Finally, in May 2011, with new Board Members on the Condo Association Board 
and a new President of the Board, they began to take action. They had all 246 condo 
units inspected and found around 60 units \vith CDW and 16 as bad as ours. The 
new President and Board did replace all tainted drywall at Association expense. 
However, the unit owners were responsible for removing their furniture and belong
ings out of their unit. Before the drywall could be removed and replaced, all tJ·im 
had to be removed as well as all bathroom and kitchen cabinets. All light fixtures 
and fans also had to be removed. All that had to be put in storage. Once work was 
started, progress was fairly swift. We hired a Contractor to do all the work, except 
the drywall, and to put the unit back together as it was before. We began moving 
our stuff back into our unit by late August 2011, completing the move by September 
5, 2011. Our remediation cost to us for our unit was approximately $40,000, plus 
another $4,000 for moving and storage expenses. 

We live in Haymarket, VA and spend 4-6 months each year during the winter 
in ow· condo in FL. We feel that tainted products, such as Chinese Drywall, should 
have been inspected by the U.S. Government before allowing these tainted products 
to be used in the USA for construction purposes. 

To Whom It may Concern: 
The enclosed will recount my families nightmare reference the Chinese Drywall 

Disaster. My \vife and I purchased our dream home in November 2006 from WCI 
(the builder) at the Parkland Golf and Country Club in Parkland, Florida. Little did 
we know that this dream home would turn into such a nightmare ultimately affect
ing ow· health and destroying our credit along with taking much of our life savings 
\vith it. Soon after purchasing the home we began to smell something in the home 
that did not seem right. When we contacted the builder we received no help. As the 
months went on our handlers needed repair and replacement as well as our micro
wave and dishwasher. Still nothing from the builder explaining the root causes of 
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such issues. Then rumors began to spread around the neighborhood (which was a 
new community) that WCI suspected that faulty drywall had been used in the con
struction of the homes. Later we found out during the WCI bankruptcy that WCI 
knew the drywall was defective but still elected to build our. homes with it and 
knowingly closed on our homes with this defective material. Several months a~er 
living. in the home my wife, son and I all began to. experience different health effects 
that we were unclear where they were coming from. My son began to experience 
asthma like symptoms with deep bouts. of extreme. respiratory congestion. My wife 
began to develop extreme swelling in. her joints and found it difficult to sleep 
through the night. I experienced similar issues of breathing difficulty and had prob
lems sleeping through the. night as well. Then in 2009 ow· little dog fell ill and we 
had her examined by our vet and he found a cancerous tumor had developed in her 
body. Several months later she died. Additionally throughout the neighborhood we 
heard of similar health issues. and in. fact to homeowners in the community who had 
CDW were diagnosed with cancer and both have since passed. Late in 2008 WCI 
(in their bankruptcy documents) final ly admitted that. the CDW (Knauf) was present 
in our homes and we hired an attorney to represent our interests. First. we. started. 
with our homeowners insurance policy as well as our builder's insurance policy we 
received as. part of our closing. The builder's. insurance was denied immediately 
since they considered. the. CDW a pollutant. Our homeowner's Insurance claim was 
a longer process (Lexington Insw·ance-an AIG Company) where we paid for expen
sive testing and. they performed testing as well only to find that ow· home was in
deed infected with the Knauf CDW. Ultimately Lexington denied our claim as well 
citing non-coverage due to the CDW being a pollutant. The funny thing is that dw·
ing the CDW testing large sections of drywall sections were removed from our walls. 
Because of this the air became worse as it was almost as if the walls were free to 
bleed more toxicants. Additionally, we tried to get some relief from our bank ref
erence our mortgage but this was a futile effort as well , Ultimately, we decided for. 
health reasons that we needed to move out and find a healthy place to live. I can 
tell you that almost immediately our individual health issues went away .. There is 
no doubt in my mind that breathing in. sulfur in an enclosed box has and will have 
serious. health consequences. It may vary in degree as. we are all made up differently 
but unfortunately people. will die from this much like asbestos poisoning. Once we 
moved out with no relief in near sight we did not have the financial ability to con
tinue to pay our mortgage and pay for a rental property as weU and ultimately ~er 
being refused a short sale by our bank the Bank purchased the property back thru 
a foreclosure and REO process. The funny thing is that our bank was Bank United 
and because they were. a bank that had failed during the 2008 financial crisis we 
believe their losses were covered by the U.S. Government. So our story is simple. 
Many parties have been involved in our. situation and the only people who have lost 
and are without hope are. us. the former homeowners. We did nothing wrong and 
our laws and our government has fai led us. Our government has not. done one thing 
to. help. us or others like us. The key parties in. this transaction were:. 

WCI-Builder who knowingly sold us a defective home but was then protected 
by the bankruptcy laws. 
WCI Independent Insurance CompanU!s-We were sold a builders assurance pol
icy which was later deemed worthless for this loss. 
Lexington Insurance (AJG Company)-Our. insurance company. who made. us go 
thru a sham of a claim process later to deny our claims. Funny how we bailed. 
out AIG and once again they do not have to make good on an insurance policy. 
Bank United - Bailed out by the U.S. government. 
Mike Ryan-<Jur lawyer- Mike has. tried his best to move the various cases 
along and now seems as frustrated as we are with our failed legal system. We 
needed immediate relief not a 4 to. 6 year. process that may never provide us. 
relief. 
Our government- All the various agencies and senate. and congress members. 
who have been. involved with this issue who when you cut to the bottom line 
have done nothing concrete to. help those who have been. wronged by faulty, de
fective and toxic product imported from China. As my mom always told me 
proof is in the pudding and quite frankly this pudding is now. rancid from the. 
broken dreams of tax. paying U.S. citizens. 

In conclusion I was always taught that this is why (these situations) we have a 
set of laws and a government. And for all o( the agencies who have. said there is. 
no health issue with the CDW shame on them. They would not have wanted to live 
in one of these houses. Ow-. government has failed my family. I want you to know 
that tears. are streaming. down my face as I write this knowing that what I was 
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taught to be true as a child was not the case and nobody was there to help us dur
ing this tragedy. Our government has failed us and they were not there to help us 
out from trus disaster. We would have been better ofT if a hurricane had destroyed 
ow· house. At least FEMA would have stepped in. 

Lastly, I am pretty sure my letter will change nothing but I was asked to send 
it in and that is what I have done. Please help us. 

Re: Chinese Drywall Victims 
Dear Natasha, 

My husband and I are victims of Chinese Drywall. We saved up and bought our 
new home in Florida in 2002. The home was built in. 2001 and we were its' first 
occupants. From the day we moved in, I had trouble breathing. We had leaky evapo
rator coils, blackening of the wires and metal in our home and knew something was 
seriously wrong. 

My health has deteriorated .. I now have asthma and am. taking many expensive 
medications. My husband has early COPD and we can only breathe comfortably 
when we arn outside. our home. We. cannot afford to move and are. therefore, trapped 
in this miserable situation. I am starting to lose my hair and am tired all of the 
time. My energy level is. low and after much testing the doctor attributes it to the 
toxic drywall. This is so depressing. We have tried to get help from the builder, in
staller, supplier, insw·ance company and manufacturer to. no. avail. 

We need help and we need it now. We have lived in these conditions for 9 years 
and feel that our health has definitely been compromised. 

Why doesn't our government realize that so many of its' citizens are suffering 
from. this. terrible. devastation? We haven't done anything wrong and yet. we are. the 
ones' suffering. 

Thank you for your. attention in this matter, I hope. and pray. that someone will 
be able to help us. 

My name is [redacted] and I live in Venice FL. We had Chinese drywall in our 
home and we found out about it in March of 2009. We are just one of the 50 to 
60 home owners in our community that were affected by the tainted drywall. For 
3 years, we could never figure out why we had so many electronics failures, discol
ored metal items, and repeated health issues. Some of the health issues were res
piratory illnesses, sore throat, nose bleeds, headache, nausea, eye irritation, and a 
persistent cough. Other people have. had much more serious problems. 

From May until November we could no longer sleep in our own home. We cannot 
invite family and friends to visit us for fear of their health. Those families with chil
dren also have the stress of what to do about their children's health. We still had 
to make our mortgage payments, insurance payments and pay our association fees 
on a home that was worthless. We cannot live in them and we cannot sell them. 
This has been described as a "silent hm·ricane" where the damage is as bad as a 
hurricane, but we do not have photos from the afr that shows the devastation. In 
some regards this is worse because our insurance companies are not covering the 
damage. As a result, throughout our cities people are making choices between their 
health and their financial futures on whether to stay. As people leave, the blight 
of abandonment will take over and further negatively impact our local economies 
for years. There is also a financial burden to the local economy, the people who are 
only here for the winter are not returning, so they are not here spending any money 
in the local areas. The loss in the value of our homes is in the millions of dollars 
and the decreased assessed values will affect property taxes. Thjs may also bring 
about another round of home foreclosures for the area. 

We were fortunate enough to be able to remediate our home at a cost near 
$150,000.00. The IRS changed the disaster tax laws, but it did not really help. Many 
of the young working families do not have the cash to make the repairs and the 
people who are retired who may have the savings to make repairs do not have the 
income to use the deduction from the remediation. 

We are the victim's here we did nothing wrong. We have been given the run 
around by every level of government and agency involved. No one will take responsi
bility or hold the manufacturers accountable. Our elected officials should be 
ashamed of themselves. 
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Ms. Mbabazi: 

I would like to add out voice t-0 the many Americans who have a house that was 
built with Chinese Drywall. Three years ago when we found out about this our 
house originally purchased new for $395,000 is now basically worthless. You can 
imagine the concern an d pressures that has put on a working fami ly finding their 
largest asset is worthless. I am so hopeful and faith in our government's ability to 
work with us and find a solution to this horrific problem. 

Thank you for. you compassion and concern .. 

My name is [redacted]. I have. a Masters. in Nursing, so I am well aware of the 
physical changes that occurred to my body while living in the home. I was a healthy 
strong fit woman when I. moved into that house. I have been diagnosed with new·op
athy and fibrocystic lungs. 

When I heard the "experts" at the Senate hearing say there are no health effects, 
I sat here and cried as I watched it live on the internet. I will stand up in any Sen
ate hearing or court of law and tell you the hell that I have gone through because 
I bought a Chinese Gas Chamber. 

On June 1, 2006, I purchased a home built with Chinese Drywall (CDW). It is 
a toxic drywall that emits the following "nerve gases", hydrogen sulfide, carbonyl 
sulfide, and carbon disulfide, as well as the metal, strontium. The CDW first began 
eating my house, and destroying anything with a silver or copper. finished. It cor
roded the electrical wiring, copper fixtures, electronics, ai;ipliances, mirrors, and alJ 
the. silver fixtw·es. throughout the home. It emitted a noXIous smell that permeated 
my furniture, clothes, and anything else porous in the home. The fibers in my 
clothes and shoes were breaking down. My knit suits were losing their form. My 
hose would disintegrate as I tried to put them on, and the dyes would get on my 
hands and the sk:ID on my legs. My shoes were leakin~ dyes onto my feet. There 
were also physical changes happening to my body. My skin was absorbing hair color, 
and my skin would peel off when I had my eyebrows waxed. My nails began peeling. 
I was having neuromuscular pain in my legs, back and neck. I would have trouble 
walking because of the pain. My balance perception was ofT, I would fall or lose a 
stairstep. I started having daily. headaches, and 1 could no longer wear my contacts. 
My eyes felt like I had glass in them. I started having trouble breathing, and devel
oped a noticeable raspy voice. We now call it the "CDW voice". It was eating me 
al ive and attacking my lungs, eyes, nose, throat, muscles, nerves, genital and anal 
mucus membranes. I was dying in that house, I just knew that something was dras
tically wrong. I had rationalized all I could! I was in so much pain 1 was. crying 
everyday. When I finally found out what it was, T left that house and have not gone 
back. That house frightened me. 

I have over 30 documented Doctor visits during the 3. years that I lived in that 
home. It has taken me nearly 2.5 years to feel some normalcy in my health. I can 
no longer run, and I have pain every day. 

It has. cost me thousands of dollars. l had. $50,000. in savings which I burned 
through paying rent, condo fees on a Chinese Gas Chamber, mortgage, thousands 
in medical expenses, medications, replacing necessary items for daily living, lost 
work, not to mention the. thousands spent while in the house replacing. almost every 
electrical item I owned. 

I lived, worked, and worked out in a 3 story townhome that had 153 sheets of 
CDW .. 

My dog nearly djed in the house. She would not come in, I would have to pick 
her up to get her in, and when she was in, she was hiding under something to filter 
the. air. She developed kidney disease. I spent thousands on her medical care, too. 

T spent over 40 years of my life working to have the American dream of owning 
a beautiful home. It is all gone now, and I start my life over at 61 years of age. 

The builder, developer, supplier, insurance companies have left me. with the 
"empty bag". My credit has been destroyed, and I have a mortgage and interest ac
cumulating, and condo association suing me. 

Make the Chinese accountable because if you don't, they will continue to. export 
every toxjc waste in their country with "goods" to America. 

Good morning, 

I was given this e-mail address as a point of contact to provide 'testimony' to Sen
ate Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insurance. I am curious why the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission isn't providing records of the homeowners who 
have registered with them? It would seem the CPSC could easily provide all rel-
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evant data that includes the number of residents stricken with Chinese Drywall as 
well as other demographics that were included in the CPSC registration process. 
This included information like number of family members living in the home ef
fected with Chinese Drywall, health issues, property damages, and so on. As a gov
ernment employee I find it painfully ironic that as. a busy, wo1·king, tax-paying 
American citizen l have to. take yet more time out of the day to write ' testimony' 
to the Senate about how this. Chinese. Drywall is effecting me and my family. Why 
don't you all also subpoena and examine the insurance claims fil ed and denjed by 
homeowner·s stricken with Chinese Drywall? Why is the burden of informing my 
elected representatives on me? My congressional representative is Bobby Scott and 
his. office has plenty of information on my particular case. as I routinely shared in
formation with them last year as I worked through lhe self-remediation process. I 
stopped contacting his office as it was apparent my government could care a less 
about fixing. this. problem. 

In a nutshell, here is my testimony. In order to fix the Chinese Drywall problem 
in my home I self-remediated the drywall from my home as no one was providing 
stricken homeowners. with any assistance! The cost of this. self-remediation was well 
over $65,000. My personal savings is depleted; I am in deeper debt as I used credit 
to purchase materials when my savings ran out. I did receive forbearance from the 
bank but now my credit is ruined and in much need of repair. The. downside of any 
forbearance is you're listed as 'seriously delinquent' for not making your montbJy 
mortgage payments something the bank assured me would not happen as I was try
ing to fix my house-a shared toxic asset that both the bank and l would lose money 
on should I have chosen to abandon the property vice fix it! 

Where has my government been during all this? They were and remain Missing
In-Action and silent as could be ... the Chinese have yet to be held accountable 
for the destruction they've caused to so many Americans. Yet, I continue to go to 
work, pay my taxes, and serve my country fulfilling my end of the social contract 
between the citizens and this government. Pathetic is the only word that can best 
describe the lack of action and performance of our cun-ent government. There is lit
tle wonder why the United States government has the lowest approval ratings in 
its. history. Trust me, l know. first-hand the frustration and disappointment many 
Americans feel toward their government. My message is simple-do your damn job 
and represent the citizens of the United States! Protect us from these types of un
necessary damages! You failed to regulate the import of this toxic Chinese Drywall, 
and now you stand silent as the Chinese stonewall us from getting answers to why 
and how this happened! 

A beautiful home it was when we moved into it 2006, the answer to our golden 
year dreams. And how soon this dream was destroyed! 

Chinese Drywall reduced our lives to that of Nomads. For nearly five years we 
have spent 40 percent of our time away from the odors and gases in order to mini
mize exposure to same. 

It has been and still is a nightmare. Expens ive replacements. of AC components, 
electronic equipment, electrical motors of washing machines and wiring. 

My question to our government is: How long do we have to wait for action? 
I would like to wish every Senator and Member Of The House a happier. Christ

mas than what ours is going to be. When you see the smiles and happy faces in 
your homes, please think of us. 

Merry Christmas. 

Greetings.-
My home in FL is in Sun City Center and we built it in 2006 ... evidently not 

a great year for building in FL since many of us have found ow·selves with Chinese 
Drywall in our homes. We discovered this. in 2009. Since then, our builder , WCI has 
gone bankrupt and all other responsible parties have been running for cover. I see 
from recent articles that members of the Senate are feeling frustrated by the lack 
of progress in resolving this issue. Needless to say, we homeowners are feeling frus
trated along with a feeling that this might never be fairly resolved. 

My home is in Sun City Center and is a 55+ community. We don't have $100,000 
in our bank account to. remediate our home on our ovm. Our home is toxic. You only 
have to step into our front door to smell the disintegrating Chinese Drywall. All 
products, whether they're produced in the U.S. or imported from abroad should be 
held at consistent standards and if those standards aren't met, then they need to 
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be recalled and fixed. This is done with many products ... cars being one example 
... this should apply to Chinese Dry Wall as well. 

I hope you can help . . . maybe it takes a woman to lead the charge to resolve 
this issue. 

Please let me know if there's any fmther information that would be helpful. 
Best regards. 

To Whom It May Concern, 

The home we pw·chased in March of 2008 has Chinese Drywall. 
We a.re part of the class action lawsuit which. to. date has provided zero. relief. Ad

ditionally, ow· Federal government and it's governing bodies (house, senate, presi
dent, etc.) has provided zero relief. The consumer protection agency has provided 
zero relief. The only thing the Federal government has done successfully is spend 
tax payer money discussing and discussing the problem while American's that have 
found themselves in this same situation have been victimized. We have been victim
ized by builders, realtors, lenders and everyone else that was part of the transaction 
to sell us our home. While. they all retained the proceeds from the sale/purchase of 
ow· home. we have lost everything related to the purchase. of ow· home including 
many possessions we had prior to owning the Chinese Drywall home because of the 
corrosive effects of this product on possessions like TVs, computers, small and large 
appliances and family air looms like silver trays and other precious metals that cor
roded. 

We ended up short selling ow· home and losing everything we. put into it because 
we could not afford to fix it and we have not received any relief or assistance to 
complete the repair. The Federal government can't even agree on how to fix the 
problem. We couldn't live in the house and we couldn't rent it so we ended up let
ting it go. 

We had been believers in the American dream of home ownership but because of 
the financial hardship. associated with the Chinese Drywall home we may never own 
another home. 

While we suffered through this trngedy we watched as our government bailed out 
huge financial institutions that should have been stopped from their aggressive in-e
sponsible behavior. Additionally, the cost of operating the multi-disti;ct litigation 
has reached millions of dollars between cou1t costs, legal fees, communication costs, 
on and on and none of that expense has yielded any. relief to. victims. The best 
course of action in this scenario would have been to give the home owners their 
down payment back plus verified improvement costs and let them pursue another 
home. This would have addressed not just the personal crisis that each victim was 
dealing with but it would have helped with the larger housing market issue of 
unsold homes. The Federal government could levy a tax on institution from the 
builders to the lenders to. cover. this cost. They all cont1·ibuted to the sale of these 
homes and only the home owner was impacted. They should feel the brunt as well. 
They would get some of it back if these home owners turned around and purchased 
another home. To be sure the federal, state and local governments aren't dealing 
with secondary issues related to these homes years from now these homes should 
be. bulldoz.ed and disposed oflike. the toxic waste they. are. 

The Federal government needs to make these home owners whole again and pro
vide ongoing medical monitoring to ensure major health side effects are identified, 
communicated and addressed quickly. Many of us have communicated the health ef
fects such as sinus infections, migraines and nose bleeds and yet the Federal gov
ernment wants to continue debating if there are real impacts. The government 
should assume there are and monitor anyone that lived in these home until such 
time as it can be definitively proven there are no effects. 

As much trouble as the Federal government has had dealing with this issue I hold 
little hope that it. can prevent other foreign countries from selling the United States 
similar products that present hazards to health, environment and the economy. 
Something needs to be done to stop similar products from entering our country. 

The Federal government has failed it's citizens completely. This was not a hard 
issue to. understand and the impact was easily. identifiable and the numbe1· of people. 
impacted was not as large as other national disasters. If our government can't solve 
these kinds of problems how can we ever expect bigger things from what is sup
posed to be the most powerful country in the world. It is no wonder why the Amer
ican people have lost faith in ow· leaders. 

Please do something and soon!!! 
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G<>od Morning, 
My name is [redacted] and I live in Va. Beach, Va. I am 54 years of age-a college 

graduate, former teacher/coach and a law abiding citizen. In 2005 I went through 
a divorce and my former wife and I reached an mutual agreement of what would 
be best for our two sons. One is currently a sophomore at Ole Miss and one is in 
the Math and Science program at Linkhorn Park Elementary School. I share this 
with you because what I am about to share with you has pretty much ruined my 
rinancial freedom that I had worked my entire life-thus affecting my deal' family. 

Upon buying my ex wife out of our million dollar home, I came to the conclusion 
in 2006 to downsize for the sake of my boys and I. This was my attempt to prepare 
for retirement. I sold my home that I had been in for 23 yea1·s and with proceeds 
bought a new condo a short walk to the ocean for my boys and I. I furnished this 
new home with state of the art appliances, new furnitu re in every room of the home 
and upgrades throughout. Within a few months of living there I had to call and ex
press concern about my air conditioning not working, my 50 inch television not 
working and noting that something was going on with my health. With joint custody 
of my boys and a rotation of every other week my ex wife and I became concerned 
because of nose bleeds, rough coughs, congestion, and fatigue being exhibited by our 
boys. We determined that it only occurred when they were with me. I also went to 
the Doctor and it was determined that my thyroid was not functioning and I am 
now on medicine for that. In addition, I am fatigued, out of breath with short walks, 
and ultimately respiratory problems that do not seem to be getting any better. 

Imagine my surprise when my neighbor said that he thought we had Chinese 
Drywall. I immediately put the pieces together and after a little research knew that 
what had been happening was due to CDW. I moved my boys out right away. I have 
been leasing a place for the past 2 and half years. I sold my condo at the urging 
of Chase for land value-my total loss was 500k (five hundred thousand. dollars) 
Yes-that is the cash I had put into this final retirement home. Absolutely- no one 
in our government bas done anything to help those of us that have this problem 
which is tied directly to the Chinese government. 

My once sterling credit rating of 54 years of paying taxes and contributing to soci
ety in a positive way is no longer. I could not even get an apartment with one land
lord because of my credit and having to jump through hoops for Chase and my sec
ond lien Gateway Bank. And, I offered to pay 6 months in advance. I continue to 
pay my fair share to my ex for our boys, college for my son, taxes that come my 
way- but yet am told that this is several year away from being settled in litigation 
and payback for those of us whose lives were ruined. You might understand that 
I am a little bitter and I look at our leaders in Washington feeling ashamed that 
no one has made this a top priority. 

I have been to Washington 3 times over the past few years. Most recently at the 
feel good about one another Chinese-US Summit this fall. What a joke! 

Well- there it is- a brief story of my journey with Chinese Drywall. I have told 
this story so many times to our leaders that honestly- I have no faith that anyone 
will linally step up and make us whole again. 

Without prejudice, 

My husband and I had to downsize to a smaller home he had suffered a stroke 
in 2001 at the age of 55. He is cuITently on disability and at home 24/7. We build 
this home and moved in March of 2006. We put all our money from the sale of our 
previous home into this home. We wanted to make this our/erfect home and our 
last as I reach retirement. We did many upgrades inside an out. At this point in 
our lives we do not have the resources to start over again if you know what I mean. 
We have both worked hard all our lives for what we have. I have great concerns 
about health issues with my husband's health issues, and l am a cancer survivor 
since 2003. There are 7 homes in our subdivision that have Knauf drywall mine is 
just 1 of the many stories out there. We are praying for a reasonable settlement 
so we can rebuild our lives. 

Thank You. 

It is with reluctance that I write, because I don't like the doubt and questioning 
that the current administrntion is putting on those of us who have this problem. 

However, I feel this issue is so important that I must do something. 
When my wife and I built our dream vacation house near Cape Coral, FL in 2006, 

we were ecstatic. But within a few years we had two air conditioning units go bad; 
all our faucets, chrome trimmed lights and some min-ors had to be replaced and the 
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microwave stopped working. The refrigerator required several service calls and still 
does not work right. Every time we went to stay there for a while I would get ter
ribly congested and had a hard time breathing. This condition cleared up within a 
week or. two after we left. 

Finally in 2010 we had our house inspected for Chinese dr~all and they found 
that we have about 50 percent CDW .. Not being able to stand 1t any longer, in 2011 
we contracted to have the CDW removed according to the court ordered specs and 
to. be, cleaned, sprayed and rebuilt. 

We had to make special financial arrangements to do a ll this work which cost 
approx. $88,000.00. 

So far we are. satisfied with the. contractor,. but the. expense, hass le and inconven
ience is unbelievable! I can understand why some people just walk away from their 
home. 

Something needs to be done to help the people wi th CDW. Why doesn't the gov
ernment set up a fund like they did with BP in the Gulf disaster'! 

I find it incredible that in this country, s uch an obvious problem can be swept 
under the proverbial rug. 

Thank you for all you are doing to help us. 

To Whom it May Concern, 

My wife and I own an apartment in West Palm Beach FL that is tainted with 
Chinese Dry Wall. The unit at The Whitney Condominium was purchased for 
$303,000. While home values have dropped nationwide, we have been hardest hit 
because no one would buy an apartment that you can't live in. Conservatively, the 
unit value is barely $115,000. We owe double that to the. mortgage company .. Fixing: 
the problem will cost tens of thousands, and no entity is stepping up to resolve the 
matter. We are stuck with a $220,000 mortgage. 

Dec 06, 2011 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF H USBAND, P ARENT AND OWNER OF H Ol\1£ B UILT BY 
LENNAR WITH TOXIC KNAUF DRYWALL FROM CHINA 

I appreciate the opportunity to come before you to discuss the problems with this 
defective home building product, and also discuss. measures that will. assist current 
owners of prope1ties where this defective material was used~ and remedies to help 
prevent further financial and health damages to everyone. auected that result. from 
the use. of this. dangerous. product. 

My name. is. [redacted), and. my wife [redactedl, and 11 year old son (redacted), 
moved into a home. at [redacted], on November 30, 2006 tha t was purchased from 
Lenna r. 

The purchase price of the. home. was $420,000. We added another approximately 
$25,000 Ln home improvements. We have very good credit, put approximately 30 
percent down on the purchase, and can afford the mortgage. We invested a majority 
of our savings, believing, we would be living there for many years. Al l of ou1· hopes 
were shattered, and a nightmare began for us after less than a year in the home. 

Soon after moving in during December 2006, problems both medically and with 
the house HV AC. system began. 

Tn January 2007 we required a service call on the HVAC syst.em as it would not 
work in the heating mode. 

In March 2007 a second service call on our HV AC system resulted in the copper 
coils being replaced on the larger system due to Freon leaks. 

We have a 2 zone independent of each other, HVAC system. One cools and heats 
the main portion of the home, 2BR's, FR, LR,DR, Kitchen, 2 Bth Rms and Den and 
the other system supports the MBR and bath area. 

In July 2007 the smaller HVAC system had their coils replaced. Thru out 2007 
my. son [redacted) and l would develop random nose bleeds. I began to get severe 
headaches as well. My doctor could not locate a specific problem even though I com
plained of unexplained illness and respiratory problems. I started to ~et Angina at
tacks. that I never experienced since. before my heart bypass surgery in 1997. Since. 
living in this house I was given nitro stat patches to wear and began to carry nitro
glycerin pills that I used almost daily. 

In 2008 three set of coils were. replaced in our HVAC systems. with the last one 
happening in November 2008. The house began to have a strange odor in it when 
we needed to use the heating part of the system. The NC people in November said 
I. should speak to Lennar because I may have a home infected with "Chinese Dry 
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Wall". I placed a call to Lennar and was told by them that their records indicate 
I have a home constrncted with "Chinese Dry Wall"! 

I did a "Google''. search on "Chinese Dry Wall" and it scared the heck out of me 
based on what I read. I immediately contacted Lennar and told them I wanted out 
of this house ASAP. They promised to get back to me right away. Two weeks went 
by with no word from Lennar so I hired an attorney to go after Lennar on our be
half. My attorney informed Lennnar in writing we were making a claim. per Florida 
Statute. 550. 

Lennar assured my attorney that. t hey would move the "MEDICO HOME" UJ> to 
the top of their priority list as they were dealing with other homeowners in the Her
itage Harbor sub division with the. same problem we. were faced with. 

In mid December 2008, I was contacted by Len na r who said they wanted an Air 
Quality ins pection firm to test my home for air contamination. I agreed to accommo
date them ASAP .. I was. told by Lennar to. set. my A/C temperature at 68° the night. 
before the test so the house would be. cool when thefr testing company came. I did 
this. a nd "ENVIRON" of Tampa, FL performed the air quali ty test the next day. 

I did a "GOOGLE" search on testing homes for Chinese dry wall emissions and 
a ll indications were that the home should be wa1·m not ice cold as. I was told to do 
so. 

I received a letter from ENVIRON that no toxic gasses of any type were found 
in my home. I called the President of ENVIRON regarding the test results and indi
cated that I felt the test was set up to benefit them. I said my house smells awful 
and his results were in error. Several days later ENVIRON issued to me a second 
report that indicated Toxic sulfur emissions were detected in my home but the levels 
of toxicity were not harmful to our health. T questioned ENVIRON on making this 
statement and came to the conclusion that they had no medical qualification to 
make such a claim. 

The home became so foul smelling that I purchased a highly rated Air Purifier 
that I kept running constantly in the MBR area where I stayed with my wife and 
son. We avoided being in the rest. of the. home as much as possible and ate our 
meals out. at restaurants constantly until we moved. 

From December 2007 thrn March 2008 when we vacated the home we noticed a 
very fine black soot was appearing thru out the house on ow· fw·nishings, rugs, 
works of art, jewelry and especially on anything made of or containing silver . 

Our furnishing,. oriental rugs, beddings, linens', etc all smelled of sulfur and our 
jewelry and works of art al l became heavily tarnished and pitted beyond anything 
I've ever seen before. 

Our personal property losses from CDW are well over $250,000 and we are mak
ing a claim request against Lennar for this loss. 

We thought that. overall, we. were lucky to. have. Lennar for. our. builder, but this 
may not be. the case. if repairs are not done properly. It wasn't until after we moved 
into a rental home, that. we discovered just how badly all of our personal belongings 
a nd furnishings had been cross contaminated to the core. They were so badly. con
taminated, some of the. guys doing the. move, which had allergy sensitivities,. were 
having a ten:ible time handling it. The rental home s melled like a Chinese drywall 
home with our belongings in it. 

We informed Lennar .. They said they would send someone out to HEPA vacuum 
the belongings (they did this), and to then air it out and it would all be fine soon 
after. Well, it. is 10 wee.ks. later,. and we are sti ll getting exposure symptoms from. 
the off gassing of our. belongings, such as continued headaches, sore throats, stuffy 
noses, raspy voices and breathing difficult;es. 

We are convinced that the. exposure to the sulfur gases are in fact, the cause of 
all of our health problems, while living in that house. 

There is no decontamination solution for the personal property that Lennar must 
replace. We now have approximately $250,000 in belongings and furnishings that 
are contaminated and useless to us. 

We have also had to bear the expense, of buying some new furniture, as well as 
dry cleaning bills to. remove the contamination from bedding, and clothing. 

No one is warning people who move out, that their furniture has also been con
taminated, and that it may, still cause them trouble with exposure symptoms to the 
gases. 

In addition, after the home was gutted to wooden studs, trusses, plywood and 
block, after 5 weeks of airing out, it still reeks of sulfur gases, and can quickly in 
this hot and humid envirnnment cause exposure symptoms within ten minutes or 
so upon entering the. home. 

Lennar is ignoring this continued contamination of our home and was continuing 
with. repairs. I had the home inspected by a professional construction firm that has 
inspected over 100 Lennar homes for Chinese Dry Wall contamination. They con-
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firmed the presence of very strong odor within the home. I forwarded this report 
to Lennar as a cow-tesy. 

I believe Lennar intends to leave these cross contaminated materials in the resi
dence, as well as reinstall cross contaminated wood cabinetry and window treat
ments. UnJess Lennar can find a safe and proven decontamination solution, or 
agrees to replace all contaminated materials, I cannot feel it is safe ta move my fam
ily back into this house .. 

We wiJI then have to bare the expense of paying rent elsewhere when Lennar de
clares themselves finished, and we will not be able to continue paying the mortgage 
and additional rent as well. 

We will face financial ruin,. thru no fault. of ours, over this toxic construction ma
terial that. was allowed to come into the country .. 

Lennar assured us in writing. that we would virtually have a. brand new home in
terior. This is turning out not to be true, as they are intending to. re-install, numer
ous cross contaminated materials that still reek of sulfur. We. had no way of know
ing about the block and wood cross contamination at the time either. We truly were 
assured that the home, when completed would be 100 pe1·cent fu lly free of the toxic 
sulfurous compounds contamination and odor. However, it appears to me and others 
as well, that Lennar is not. now doing this because of the unexpected climbing costs 
to do this. 

I implore you to aide in the removal of this dangerous blight, further weakening 
an already distressed housing market. These. homes may be going into. foreclosure, 
if the banks will even take them, will most likely become left. abandoned, and fur
ther hurt neighboring home values, or further hurt new and unsuspecting owners. 
They should all be identified, torn down and taken to the toxic waste dump. Then 
they should be rebuilt, or the owners reimbursed, all at the expense of everyone who 
profited from this toxic drywall along the way. 

The housing market aware of this problem is scared right now with this toxic wild 
card out there. Far too. many families, suffering deteriorating health, have yet to 
even learn that it may be the drywall in their homes causing their families chronic 
illness. We are still finding them in our neighborhood. This problem needs more reg
ular press, without the added minimization of health and safety risks. 

In my experience, these structures are toxic gas chambers, not safe homes for 
families to even live in again. 

I am now personally aware of 7 year old boy from our sub-division, diagnosed with 
an auto immune disorder, and numerous children being diagnosed with asthma. 

Is the Health Department going to wait for children to end up with permanent 
brain, heart, lung, liver, kidney, or central nervous system damage or dead, until 
they get serious and consistent \vith their alerts for parents to find their children, 
safe havens away from these homes? 

Is FEMA ever going to step in to provide a temporary safe haven, for families that 
cannot. afford a mortgage and. rent , until a permanent solution is found?. I think it. 
is more then called for. 

Further, I would strongly advise any health or product safety authorities to not 
fw·ther minimize the. health. risks of chronic domestic exposure to these chemicals. 
You will only loose more consumer trust, and put more families at a greater health 
risk, for more serious chronic exposure effects. They have been waiting on direction 
from you, and you are failing. them right now. 

In my experience, these structures are toxic gas chambers, not safe homes for 
families. 

I would like to thank Senator Nelson and his staff for answering ow· pleas for 
help and everyone who has taken the time. to come visit these homes and families, 
to get firsthand knowledge of the gravity of this problem, and take action to help 
resolve it. And. I thank you for the opp01-tunity to share my first hand experience 
and suggestions for much needed, emergency assistance. 

I implore you, to find some way, to help people save their good credit, who could 
have maintained making mortgage payments, or tried to sell, and then couldn't be
cause of a CDW disclosure, and had tn flee for health reasons. 

They djd not engage in an irresponsible financial act by moving out and foregoing 
mortgage payments if they had too. They are acting on behalf of secw-ing the health 
and safety of their families. They are the ones being truly responsible parents, look
ing out for the well being of their children first, and should not be punished on their 
c1·edit repo1-ts for that. 

What have we come to as a society, if we cannot support parents who. do the right 
thfog, but rather seek to punish them, just for caring for their families well being. 

I am asking Legislatw·es for assistance in many areas on behalf of all those im
pacted by the use of this defective and dangerous construction material. 
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Please provide adequate funding to the proper departments so they can do the job 
that tax payers pay them to do. That involves, banning and recalling defective and 
harmful products from the USA market place again. 

The CPSC claims it has not had the funding or resources to put a ban and recall 
on this product by now. Though I think they can at least do that, until more can 
be learned .. 

l think it is. shameful, that the health department has had to claim, they do not 
have the funding or resources, to better inform the public. 

T also recommend that. you get the best of the best on th is. I find it appalling, 
that so many so called professional toxicologists seem to have not a clue, about the 
cumulative. effects of low level exposure to. these chemicals, or knowledge, easily ob
tainable from NIOSH, that. the immune system can lose tolerance to hydrogen sul
fide at chronic low level exposure, and that higher level exposw·e. 

If we can so easily bail out Wall Street with billions, surely. we can help the Amer
ican people thru this mess that. is not. of their making. 

This is my testimony of my experience as a parent, husband, and owner of a Toxic 
Chinese. drywall house, as I know it to be. the truth. 1 also believe that I speak for. 
many others who have not yet come out of shock and denial, and into anger and 
found their voice, experiencing the same nightmare my family has been living 
through, facing the. same. tough choices. between their families health, or. financial 
ruin. 

Thank you for your time. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our desperate crisis. As I write 
this letter to you on the 5th of October, 2009, I cannot begin to imagine the chal
lenges of representing a populace so expansive. Which cases does one pursue and 
which ones are left to themselves? My prayer for you is that God will empower you 
with such strength and virtue that every person's needs in your constituency will 
be fully met. Nothing is impossible with Him. 

On November first of 2007 my wife and I Jell; a closing attorney's office excited 
and filled with vision for this new season of life to which God had called us. With 
our three children, we were relocating from Richmond to Newport News for our first 
lead role in a burgeoning church. We knew the work would be difficult and demand
ing but deeply fulfilling. We also knew that having just the right home for our fam
ily was paramount to successfully transitioning from where I had called home my 
entire life. Walking into our brand new town. home in Hollymeade, we knew we. had 
chosen well. 

I just celebrated my 42nd birthday in March of 2009, now having suffered from 
chronic pain since the spring of 2008 that. is symptomatic of lupus, medically docu
mented s igns of a degenerative spine condition, as well as everyone in oul' family 
struggling with fatigue,. and our middle child having serious bouts with eczema and 
needing steroid breathing treatments. Our family was a picture of perfect health the 
day we moved into our home, with prope1· diet, exercise, and a weekly regime of rest 
being core values for us. Now, thousands of dollars in medical bills in hand, we re
main sick. We have moved out of our home fearing the health of our family, des
perately needing your attentive, aggressive, and unrelenting help, action that will 
be timely and substantive. 

There had always been an odd smell in our home, what I would describe as an 
aii:ed wood smell and sometimes gunpowdery. We had constant hvac problems in ad
dition to intermittent issues with our smoke detection system. There were leaky 
plumbing problems in the kitchen, a failed ceil ing fan and other small electronic de
vices. In August of 2009, we learned we had all the symptoms of Chinese Drywall 
and upon further inspection, we found corrosive ground wiring, tarnished door 
hinges and jewelry and upon removing a core sample of drywall, found a smell in 
our walls that was frightening. 

We know that God is working to help rescue us and our neighbors from this trag
edy, but we know that throughout history, He has demonstrated a fondness for res
cuing citizenry through those in authority. Help us; be the saving grace of His hand. 

To. the Senate Subcommittee for Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insur
ance, 

My wife and I worked long and hard all our lives and fi nally were able to retire 
in 2006. We purchased our dream house in Sun City Center, a 55+ community south 
of Tampa. It is. a gorgeous. home. . . . Everything we had hoped for when we. retired. 
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However, it wasn't long after we moved in that our honible nightmare began . 
We learned that contaminated Chinese drywall was used in the construction of our 
home. We have replaced two air conditioning units, the microwave and just recently, 
the refrigerator. The gases given off by the Chinese drywall corrode copper, silver 
and chrome . . . It is only a matter of time before the rest of ow· electronics and 
appliances succumb to. the same fate. And only the Lord knows what these corrosive 
gases are doing to. our respiratory systems! 

Sun City Center is a beautiful little town where many, many homes have fallen 
victim to this terrible problem. Here we have solid citizens who have worked hard 
all t heir lives, done what was asked of them to help make this country great, and 
now are faced with a major crisis through no fault of their own. 

Because drywall made in China was used to build their homeshthefr property val
ues have gone down by 75-80 percent and in many cases they ave been forced to 
move out of their. homes because of resulting health problems. 

Also, because most retirees live on a fixed income, they cannot aITord the cost 
($100,000-$150,000) to remediate their homes. Many will be forced to abandon their 
homes while others. will be forced to deplete the remainder of their life's savings to 
fix this problem that they did not create. 

There are thousands of homeowners around the country that have been dev
astated by this crisis .. My wife. and 1 have been in limbo for several years waiting 
for direction and help from our government. Unfortunately, none has come. How can 
this government, the richest country in the world, sit back and ignore the thousands 
of homeowners (tax payers) that are suffering from this crisis. How. can this country 
continue to send billions of dollars to countiies all over the world and not help the 
citizens in this country that are ultimately paying the tab? 

We understand that alliances are. important but there is nothing as. important as 
keeping our own house strong and in sync with the values that this country was 
founded on. 

My wife and l extend an open invitation to all members of the Senate Sub
commjttee to visit our lovely community and home to see (and smell) firsthand this 
China-made disaster. We need your help. Don't tum your back on us. We need you 
to get behind your own people and help those that have helped make this. country 
great. 

Respectfully 

I have a home in Parkland, Florida that. is e!Tected by CDW. I have had all sorts 
of electrical and minor health issues. We have to completely gut our home to fix it. 
It is a terrible situation that my family and I have had to endure. We are victims 
that have not. been helped. Please help a ll of us out of this mess. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing this to give you a brief history of what my wife a nd I have had to 
go. through regarding this. problem. We. built our dream home in Cape Coral, Florida 
in 2001. Since my wife's firm had split and my company had been sold we decided 
to move 10 years before we had planned to retire and find jobs in Florida. In Octo
ber 2001 we moved in t-0 ow· home. Immediately we started t-0 have problems. A 
sulphur smell in the home was blamed on the water, so we put in a whole house 
reverse osmosis system. Our cast iron sink started to rust on the edges, fixtures in 
the home were corroding, ow· antique. silver spoon collection in glass cases were. tar
nishing within days of cleaning. Our treadmill electronics went out, after 10 months 
our NC coils failed. My wife had repeated sinus infections and headaches. I was 
treated for severe dry eyes. and had my tear ducts plugged. Both of ow: cars that. 
were garaged started to have electrical problems, the smoke alarms would go oIT at 
2:00 am, two TVs failed within months. We had to replace the system board on ow· 
new computer and the printer stopped printing in the middle of a print. job_ Our 
floor tile started popping up, especially close to walls. 

Of cow·se we attributed all of this to just bad luck. In the following eight years 
we replaced our NC five times, replaced all of our appliances, even though they. 
were Maytag's top of the line. Oh, a nd five TVs. My wife had a tumor on her thyroid 
develop, which a specialist said was caused by an environmental problem. I devel
oped prostate cancer. at age 54. and had it removed. I a lso developed Type II Diabe
tes and had a heart-stent put in two years ago. (We were both in excellent health 
prior to moving to Florida, I had a complete hea1·t scan in 2000, they found zero 
plaque and no family history.) 
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In July of 2009 I read an article about Chinese Drywall. It mentioned that most 
of the homes had been built in 2004 thru 2006. But a few were built in 2001. After 
doing further research, I concluded we had all the classic symptoms. l then got up 
in to. our attic, the first piece of insulation I pulled away. from the ceiling drywall 
had printed in big blue letters, "Made in China". Of course both our homeowner's 
and my builder's insurance denied our claims due to their "pollution exclusion"! You 
have got to be kidding me! 

Earlier this year, with no recourse in sight we decided to get a new mortgage and 
pay for remediation. After $110,000 in expense we moved back in our home in April. 
Yes we could have walked away and let the bank have it, but l have never. walked 
away from any obligation and l wasn't. going. to here. either. Due. to the economy, 
my job was eliminated effective May 1st. Finding a job has been a real task, who 
wants to hire a 63 year old with health issues? I was forced to take out social secu
rity. One major. concern I have. is. that. when all the. wiring was removed from. our. 
home it was placed into a large pile on our driveway. The smell was awful, the bi,g
gest problem I saw was the scorch marks on the wiring insulation. Obviously, at 
difforent times our wiring. got overheated! It. is amazing to me that. we did not have 
a fire. It is my understanding that. the Electrical. Contractors. Assoc. and the CPSC 
has stated that the wiring does not need to be replaced. Maybe for those homes built 
recently, but who has studied the homes built in 2000 & 2001???? 

Our home is wonderful. now,. but my wife will have to. work until 65, [ am. still 
looking for employment. We are very concerned about the long term effects on our 
health. 

Some say that heat and humidity aggravates the problem. Could there be many 
more homes in the U.S. with the problem and it hasn't been discovered yet? I be
lieve this could be bigger that asbestos, but we have only seen the tip of the iceberg. 

1 purchased my brand new home just off of [redactedJ in the Buckingham/Lehigh 
Acrns Fl ru·ea back in January 2008. This was my first home I purchased on my 
own and I was so proud of myself . . . "my own little home". I purchased the home 
that was brand new and never lived in from M.W. Johnson Homes. It had a one 
year waITanty and I thought this is the way to go . . . new house and no won'ies 
about things. breaking. or. needed replaced. 

I lived in the house about a 1 year and 3 months when J started to get sick. 
I had sore throat, glands were popping out of my neck, my Dr. put me on a breath 

in-hailer-like. I had asthma, I started to itch, I had a rash on my legs and rash on 
my chest that were so bad that it would bleed, J had 16 hom· headaches and fa
tigued. I went to my doctor and countless others that could not find anything wrong 
with. me and they said it was. all in my head. 

So finally in May 2009 my Ale. went. out on. me and I called my. girlfriend and 
started crying and said "l just can't take this . . . My ale broke not working and 
I'm so sick". I was at my wits end . .. I called a friend that did ale work and he 
came over to look at my ale system. He said that I had Chinese Drywall that's why 
my ale was broke. My heart sank . . . I knew a little about this stuff but. not bad. 
it really was. 

I lost. everything. [lost. my past, my pictures of my life and the different countries 
I. Jived in and. all the. stuff that. I had inherited from my parents that both are gone. 
I lost my perfect credit score of 790 that I worked my ass ofT to get everything that 
I wanted. These item you cannot attach money to. 

The truth I learned. I lost all my money that I put down on the house. My belong
ings were all ruined and they were all contaminated by the gas. I tried to clean 
them but they still bad that crap on it. I tried to professional clean it . . . but it 
still did not work. I tried to clean it and bring it to my sister's house where I stayed 
for, for a few weeks while I looked at an apartment. But my belongings off gassed 
at my sister's house and then contaminated to her house and I had to move out. 

How do I know it was still contaminated . . . . . any time I get near anything 
that has the. Chinese drywall gas on it .. it makes me itch. Not just a little itch but 
the worst itch you ever had in your life time's 4. 

So I. lost everything like those people on TV that were hit by earthquakes, 
tsunamfa, Oood, hurncanes and or tornadoes. They can qualify for help threw a 
numbers of different types of help. 

We get no help what so ever. Our government helps everyone else in this world 
but not us. 

There is more to my story that it's hard to tell the whole thing. 
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Hello, 

My husband is in the military and had a permanent change of duty which moved 
us to Florida. 

We purchased the home new from the Bank. Shortly after had air conditioning 
issues which have been ongoing for 3.5 years. 

We have no markings on the back of our drywall after two inspections that Mor
gan and Morgan ananged. No one to pursue legally. 

Our builder. is. out of business and it's a hopeless situation. We expect there will 
be no remediation for us. My Husband, daughter and I have frequent dizzy spells 
and consulted with our. doctor who advised with the unknown effects to move out 
of the home. 

We. are moving next month. My husband has to have good credit. for his security 
clearance through the DOD. We can't afford to 1·ent and pay the payment, but our 
health prevails. 

A new home, this is the American dream we worked for. No one to protect us from 
this? 

Thnak you 

To Whom It May Concern: 

We. built a new home in Tampa, FL in 2007 to. ensure we had the latest hwTicane 
standards. We built a Custom Built home with concrete block. We moved in the 
home November· 2007. In February 2009 we had an issue with. the evaporator coil 
in the downstairs air conditioning unit and due to the media around Chinese 
Drywall, were instructed to investigate Chinese Drywall. The evaporator coil was 
replaced. 

We spent time researching and contacted our builder who confirmed that the 
Drywall supplier did stock Taihe (Taishan) drywall at the time our home was built. 
In June we had non-destructive testing done that confirmed the presence of Chinese 
Drywall. We were instructed to file a home owner's insurance claim and we did. The 
claim was denied. Our insurer was Olympus Insurance. Further sampling confirmed 
Chinese Drywall made. by Taishan. The builder made a claim \vith his. insurer who 
denied the claim. We started litigation, but to date have had no luck and see no 
future of a settlement as the builder is bankrupt, the drywall supplier is bankrupt, 
the insw·ers are all denying coverage and Taishan is owned by the Chinese Govern
ment who is denying the claims are. even valid. 

We had 4 evaporator coil failures, constant electronic issues, some a.Ppliance fail
ures and many fixtures tarnished and pitted. On top of the problems. with the home, 
ow· Homeowners Insurance decided to non-renew our home and we were denied cov
erage by every insurer, secondary insurer including Citizens. After countless hours 
(50+) of phone calls, research, and the help of the Insurance Advocate Citizens de
cided to insure us. This would have never been accomplished without the Insurance 
Advocate. 

Seeing no help in sight and determining that walking away from the home was 
not a financial option, we began the remediation process. We moved out in June and 
four years to the. date finally moved back in. The remediation was entirely self fund
ed. 

We find there are many misconceptions about our situation. 90 percent of people 
believe it is covered by insurance. Another large percentage possibly as high believe 
we will receive a settlement. When we moved back into the home our window cov
erings no longer fit the windows in trying to determine how to retrofit them or how 
to obtain a discount, we. were told, 'Oh you will definitely get reimbursed for this 
kind of thing. You should be looking into that.' I would like to know where this set
tlement is coming from since everyone is eithe1· denying responsibility or bankrupt. 
This is the majority of people in our situation. Very few were lucky enough to have. 
a large builder who paid the bill. Even fewer had their case taken to court and won. 
The fact remains no one is taking responsibility for this tragedy. Yet we continue 
to import other toxic Chinese materials into our country. 

I am often asked why aren't the people who allowed the toxic drywall into the 
country being held accountable. I have no idea. I tried to contact these agencies, but 
bad no response. l have. no idea why there. seems. to be no restrictions on China im
porting more products based upon this problem and the other toxic products they 
have had over the years. I have no idea why no one in our government believes any 
of these issues are their problem to help correct. l have no idea why there isn't a 
fund setup to help people in this situation. I have no idea why this problem has 
largely been ignored and it seems like everyone just thinks it \vill fix itself and go 
away. You bet I \viii take this information with me to the polls and so will every 
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other individual in this situation. We know who was responsive and at least tried 
to help and care and we know who largely ignored ou1· caJls and e-mails. We have 
legislatures spending time and money on demanding that schools change the name 
Winter Break to Christmas Break, yet they don't want to spend any time debating 
helping victims of Chinese Drywall. 

To those who are soliciting feedback and debating this issue we thank you. We 
appreciate your efforts to try and help us. This is an important issue and again we 
thank you for. your time and effort .. 

T am currently one of the thousands of homeowners who unknowingly purchased 
a home contaminated with Chinese drywall. In July 2007 I was transferred from 
my Federal law enforcement position in NY to beautiful Miami. [t. was the oppor· 
tun ity I had been waiting for, I finally made it down to Miami a nd now would be 
a ble to purchase my first home. Living in NY on a Federal salary made it difficult 
to purchase a home. therefore I felt very proud that I was finally able to have a piece 
of the American Dream. I purchased my 2 bedroom condo in Doral, FL for 
$270,000.00 and was expecting to someday have a family where I can alrnady have 
an established home. 

Towards the end of 2008 I began hearing reports of some homes in the Doral area 
that had been built with toxic drywall and that people were having problems with 
their air conditioning,. home appliances, and began having health problems. I began 
investigating a little further because the symptoms that were being discussed 
sounded very familiar to me. My home always had a certain smell to it that I al
ways believed was like fresh paint and I assumed it was because it was a newer 
home. I also recalled having burning eyes and sore throats often especially when 
I would wake up in the morning. I remember seeing pictures of con·oded wiring and 
decided to look at my air conditioner and this is when I discovered that my AC hose 
appeared to be tarnished. I immediately reached out to my developer and advised 
them of my finding. They sent someone to look at my AC and my electi;cal panel 
and they confirmed it was corroding. I spoke to the attorney for the developer and 
he advised me not to worry about it that they would see what they could do. I never 
heard from them again, my developer disappeared, the attorney never returned a 
phone call again. I contacted the City of Doral and they sent an Inspector who con
firmed that my property contained toxic drywall, the minute the Inspector walked 
in he knew because of the distinct odor. At this point was when I realized that all 
my years of hard work had all gone down the drain. My home was toxic and dan
gerous to my health. 

Over the next several months and years my AC failed 4 times, I purchased a new 
coil and within a few months. that began leaking as well and was completely cor
roded. The AC tech actually thought their had been a lire inside my AC because 
the copper coils were completely black. My stovo's electricla panel stopped working 
as well therefore. l needed to pay several hundred dollars. to get it fixed. l continued 
getting sore throats and burning eyes but I had nowhere to go so I continued living 
there hoping for a quick solution. 

I contacted an attorney in J anuary 2009 and filed a lawsuit. I continued making 
my mortgage payments because I did not want to ruin my excellent credit history 
but I finally gave up in July 2011. I got married in November 2010 and realized 
that the health of my wife and mine. was more important then maintaining my cred
it history. We wanted to begin a family and we knew that we did not want our baby 
anywhere near this home. I decided to move into a rental home that at least I know 
is not detrimental to my health. 

It deeply angers and saddens me to see how our government has done nothing 
to help homeowners with this problem. These homes were built with faulty and dan
gerous mate1;als and everyone has walked away from us. The government, the 
bank, the association can care less. They still want their taxes, their interest, and 
their monthly dues and could care Jess that these homes are unliveable. In the U.S. 
we. have the lemon law to protect car buyers but I find it unbelieveable that when 
someone buys a new home there are absolutely no protections. Buy at your own 
risk. . . . I didn't know I had to inspect the drywall when purchasing a new home 
and neither did the. bank because. they appraised it .... 

I don't expect this lawsuit to go anywhere and decided to cut my losses now know
ing that the banks will probably come after me to pay up in the future for a home 
that recently was appraised at $75,000.00 due to the toxic drywall. 

My home is currently in foreclosure, my credit has been ruined, I will probably 
owe taxes, or the bank will try to sue me for the default amount on the mortgage. 
This. is a "lose lose" situation for all the homeowners involved. 
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As a Federal law enforcement officer that investigates fraud, I reel like I have had 
the biggest fraud in U.S. history committed against me and my government (and 
employer) has done nothing to help. 

I wish everyone luck with their. homes and hope that someday. we can come out 
or this nightmare and maybe help make changes so that no other American falls 
victim to anything like this again. 

I would like to. tell you om· story, of two. disabled person's struggling to survive 
this Toxic Chemical Drywall Disaster .. [Redacted) was deemed totally and perma
nently disabled as determined by the two years of the required Government evalua
tions, Government. Doctor's. exams, Laboratory, and other extensive testing as re
quired by the SSD process with a personal appearance and found conclus ive by the 
Federal Court, I do not reveal all of this health information lightly but it is in the 
best interest of all parties/victims who have sufTered and continue to suffer with dis
abilities and also Toxic Drywall. All information is based on sound Science. He was 
severely injured and has some genetic problems that contribute and now he is 
poisoned. 

His Parents came to America, fleeing the War torn Hungary in 1956 during the 
Revolution to. find their American Dream. His. Parents. became Citizens, built their 
own home, started their own Machinery Facility and contributed to this United 
States of Ame1ica .. [Redacted)'s Father was a manufacturer. for the United States 
Military, building parts which were considered to be of high security clearance, he 
even designed a part that is now on the moon, part of the Lunar Lem. 

LRedacted) learned this trade from his Father and has great knowledge and exper
tise in the manufactu1ing field, alJ fields. He is a former Certified OSHA General 
Industry Outreach Trainer, this before his disability. He is highly qualified with 
several Certificates in various fields including being a Former Licensed Insurance 
Agent for the State of Florida. I am a former bookkeeper and Office Manager before 
being stricken with Lupus at an early age. In 2005 !redacted] and I decided after 
my Disability continued and all of the issues along with thal and now his Disability 
that we would build, using his 40lk money, a home specifically des igned for our Dis
abilities. We could no longer climb stairs, no longer. bend at certain degrees, we had 
and still have severe limitations. Our home was very well thought out. Every aspect, 
the counters are a perfect height, the Refrigerator is elevated, we have a Physical 
Therapy Whirlpool, Our shower is built with five shower heads as with Lupus, hot. 
or cold changes affect me tremendously. I \vill go as far as to tell you that we even 
have a restroom built for Disabled Persons. Our home for our disabilities was per
fect. I cannot tell you how much we have missed it over the past a lmost two years 
now. It is only 900 sq. ft. but. built on a bigger slab of concrete under roof and above 
code for. possible hunicanes,(ironically), so that I do. not have to. be in the sun, you 
see with Lupus, the sun is a bigger as well as stress, actua lly, stress is the number 
one trigger for. a Lupus Patient resulting in a Flare and with this Drywall Tragedy, 
I have had and continue to. have plenty of unwanted and undeserving stress. 

We were the Owner/Builder, as this is allowed in Hillsborough County Florida as 
long as we adhere. to all contracting guidelines. i.e., hiring licensed, Bonded and In
suxed Sub-Contractors. So. in doing this we find it very disheartening that we ad
here to the guidelines but the sub-conti·actors do not, 0 1· I should say they should 
share responsibility in the. materials installed in our home. There should be product 
accountability when they purchase the drywall and bring into. the home. We Sub-. 
Contracted out the drywall, etc. to Companies that we thought we could trust. We 
moved in in January of 2007, so happy, we finally could live out our limited days 
or 1 should say difficult days in a perfect place for us. We were thrilled. My. Lupus 
was in remission, [Redacted] had his disability but he was o.k .. Shortly after moving 
in, we began to have issues with the smoke detectors, air conditioner, I started no
ticing corrosion in the bathroom but although I saved and waited for. my bathroom 
fixtures to go on sale and bought the best , I thought maybe I would take them back 
to the store. Then ... I began to cough up blood, trips to the hospital and emer
gency room left [redacted] and I with a visit, per the hospital, to a visit to. the local 
health department for possible TB testing. We were both coughing up blood and hor
rendous phlegm, not. to be gross on a public document but factual. The testing was 
done, we did not and do. not have TB. 

We continued to feel ill. I had continuous nosebleeds and a severe rash which was 
thought to be shingles but was treated and left unexplained. [redacted), under rou
tine labs began to have pancreatic issues that he never had before and had pre
viously before moving into the home had routine blood work every 3 months. He 
also had a return of his childhood asthma which in a lmost thirty years of marriage 
he never used a rescue inhaler. He was put on one. I awoke to being numb on the 
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left side and paramedics were called when rredactedl could get no response from me 
one morning, I went into now I know what was a hypoglycemic stroke/coma with 
an unexplained flare of Lupus and was hospitalized on Mega IV doses of medica
tions, and remain with neurological damage. I suffered from breathing issues/ 
h,yperinflated lungs and severe fatigue. [Redacted], after many, many trips to the 
physicians, and emergency rooms was put on mega doses of antibiotics for what the 
Physicians believed was a Jung issue .. One morning after his. now. normal pattern 
of having to sleep sitting up, I noticed he was extremely cold, I took his temperature 
over a few. hour. period and it was extremely low. I phoned the doctor. where. he. stat
ed that [redacted] was hypothermic. I rushed him to the ER once again, he was 
hypothermic, and had bi-lateral pneumonia. 

The Physicians were puzzled because his immune system was basically non-exist
ent. Knowing that he had routine Jabs they, asked me what was different. At this 
point. I had heard of Chinese Drywall and saw the signs in our home. but never in 
a million years did I think we could have it. I trnsted the Sub-Contractor/Supplier 
... no longer. While [redacted] was still hospitalized after 17 days, I contacted the. 
Florida Department of Health, they instructed me on what to do. Our Air Condi
tioner Contractor. came out, (the owner) and actually looked at. the coils, he. had seen 
this many times and stated that we had bad drywall. He did look at the rest of the 
home after that. I immediately told the. Physicians .. We. could not go home. They 
were going to put rredacted] in a nursing home. This would be the first time in 28 
years that we would be separated, luckily we had a little money left so I rented an 
apartment and took my Husband home to hopefully recover aft.er having to purchase 
new beds, fw·niture due to the gases and contaminants. He was now so weak. The 
first couple of months he did get somewhat better but never the same.He now has 
COPD, not before. He continues with left-sided kidney pain, His pancreatitis did im
mediately go away as did my problem with my blood sugar. He has Jung damage 
and now marrow issues. We \vill never be the same. We were not this way, even 
with our Disabilities. There has. been a drastic change since moving and living in 
that home for two yi·s. We have been "Poisoned" just as it is written on the CPSC 
document done by Mr. Glen Dunlap, as well as other homeowner's documents. 

While living in the first apartment, we have since had to move to another, l con
tacted the. CPSC. for the. second time, the. first while [redactedl was hospitalized. I 
got a reply e-mail from Christopher Day and then a follow-up phone call from 
Mr.Dean Woodard, at the time. he was. the Defect Investigator. He told me that. Mr. 
Glen Dunlap would be in touch. Mr. Glen Dunlap did phone me and wanted to talk 
about our health first and then go to the home. We did. Mr.Dunlap left the house 
with his eyes burning. He saw the Domestic Dryw·all Barcode, the same piece that 
the Insurance Company had tested the month p1;or via an Engineering Firm, and 
linding. Defective/Reactive/Contaminated drywall with Impurities .. Not. Chinese. I 
asked Mr.Dunlap if he wanted to test the piece also and he stated that he did not 
need to. I gave Mr.Dunlap all of or most of our medical records, including the photos 
of: the. inside of [redacted]'s windpipe. Approximately one month later we. received 
an e-mail from Mr. Dean Woodard for us to contact him. We did, he told us specifi
cally that be wanted to contact the Domestic Wallboard Manufacturer and get them 
to. settle. I found this to. be. the best news that we had heard in a very long time. 
The Domestic Manufacturer did come into our home, a long with our Attorney at the 
Lime, Robert (Bob) Gary, and it is videotaped. The Company, tore our house apart 
finding. nothing but. their labels, taking pieces for. testing and has and continues to 
refuse to release our testing. Our Attorney at the time did testing by a Doctor that 
found problems. I have recently contacted Dean Woodard who stated that he cannot 
get. our results. from the Domestic. company now and that he bowed out due. to us 
hiring an Attorney,( we had to because the Domestic Drywall Company could not tell 
me on the phone that we would have access to the results and even with an Attor
ney and a signed agreement, they fulfilled that statement,. breaching the agreement) 

This makes no sense that Mr. Woodard would state this, given the fact that Mr. 
Cohen stated yesterday that they have "no legal recourse at this time to make the 
manufacturers do a recall" and they. are the. Government Agency. that is suppose to 
handle this type of problem.and was \villing to handle ours . . . why? To the Sen
ators: how can an official from the Consumer Product Safety Commission offer to 
get. a Domestic. Drywall Company to settle with us. based on the facts. he has in his/. 
their investigation(s) and now refuse to help? In the hearing, Senator Warner stated 
that "some companies have settled and they usually do not do that unless they 
know they are going to be found guilty". How and why did the Consumer. Product 
Safety Commission try to get the Domestic Drywall Company to settle . . . I firmly 
believe that what Senator Warner stated rings true, and apparently the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission thought so as well. But what about the. other Families. 
\vith this product ? They have been reported and some have not because they hear 
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that the Consumer Product Safety Commission will do nothing, so why bother? I 
have written to them so many times. 

I also contacted Senator Bill Nelson's office over the past year and a half for help, 
as well as Senator Rhonda Storms for food assistance, for FEMA for something. 
They have tried and helped as much as possible. It is greatly appreciated .. I wrote 
and copied all of them that [redacted) and I after. selling everything that we. own 
can no. longer afford rent and will be moving into a tent on our property as soon 
as the order is fixed, we cannot afford for the County lo condemn our home.They 
do not strive to Condemn homes but it cannot sit there, empty, being a blight to 
the Community although we have bartered with a kind Family to keep up the. yard. 
Hillsborough County is trying to expand and improve our Community. We cannot 
get help, we live on a severely fixed income and arc paying half on rent. Budgets 
are constrained in this County. They have done all that they can. We did get a per
mit via help from a friend and luckily it was half price ... to remediate, inch by 
inch, extremely slowly, when and if we can, this is keeping the home. from being 
Condemned. The Building Official fo1· Hillsborough County, Mr. Wayne Francis 
knows of our plight and is very supportive. 

We need help from FEMA. I have so many details and so much more to share. 
about how the CPSC and the other Federal Agencies, including others ... have 
failed us. We have got to hold the Manufacturers accountable, the voluntary system/ 
labeling is a smokescreen, if they will not even fix our home what makes the Gov
ernment think that they will be voluntarily labeling anything and in actuality what 
chemicals will they be labeling, as. Mr. Cohen stated about the process of making 
drywall to Senator Wicker. "They use fly ash, and bake it". If not scrubbed properly, 
the fly ash will end up making everyone ill, it contains over 22 contaminates and 
this will continue. Fly ash is a general term, used by Mr. Neal Cohen, o( the com
bination of ingredients given off after burning coal and these ingredients are mer
cw·y, lead, strontium, etc. There needs to be oversight. Some fly ash is imported. 
This should be looked into. The Installers need to be held accountable, the Sup· 
pliers, the Insurance Companies, all the way down the chain. This will happen 
again or. worse yet, continue to happen if something is not done. 

The bottom line for us is, how does a Federal Agency step in, say they will help 
and then step out. How do they get to in my opinion, not be entirely t ruthful with 
the Senate as to all of the facts and get by with it. As an American Citizen who 
has to wear a respirator to go into her own home and does live by the laws of this 
Country, I, we would like to know when if anything will be done to fix the damage 
from this Toxic Chemical Hurricane so that [redacted! and I can live in ow· home, 
our American Dream, ow· Safe Haven and Jive out the rest of our days, now even 
lessened. 

We would just like to thank Chairman Pryor, Senator Warner, Senator Wicker 
and Senator Marc Rubio for the questions asked of the witness panel yestel'day. The 
Witness Panel including Mr. Neal Cohen of the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion, Dr .. Portier of the CDC, Mr .. Shelton of V.A. and Ms .. Brenda Brincku of Alva 
Fl. Now that I have told you our story of our life and experience with Toxic Domes
tic Drywall, (which is a difterent Domestic Company from Ms.Brincku)I would like 
to address. the. answers given by some of the witness panel. I am doing this. as. a 
Victim and I speak for my Husband [redacted] as well. As to Mr. Neal Cohen's testi
mony, in my opinion he did not answer the questions completely. There were direct 
questions posed to him about causation, there were many theories that the C.P.S.C 
worked on including the Sulphur Reducing Bacteria issue and if looked at closely 
(Peer Reviewed, not just put on the Internet for anyone to contradict, which is not 
a peer review study) then it would be mentioned in the hearing that they. did not 
find zero Sulphur Reducing Bacteria. This is one causation, they, the CPSC also 
found other bacterium. I would just like to say that I, as an American Citizen did 
contact the "CPSC'S expert scientist". I have sent my. serious concerns as to a pos
sible health aspect of just this issue in numerous e-mails to the CPSC, the CDC and 
anyone and everyone that would listen. The only person that responded was the Sci
entist and Mr .. Christopher Day. who. said he forwarded . 

As to other homeowners filing reports about other Domestic Drywall Companies. 
I cannot say with certainty that Mr. Cohen is accw·ate but I have read all of the 
In-Depth-Investigative reports on line. Our Report has not been released on line. I 
do not know the Statute that Mr. Neal Cohen quoted as it pertains to releasing the 
Domestic Manufacturer's names but I would like it quoted and made a ~art of 
record. From my experience there are quite a few Domestic Manufacturer s that 
have been reported about/on. There is/was a Domestic Drywall Problem. Mr. Cohen's 
quoting of the 11 home study in 2010, was not complete either. They did find prob
lems. Please. ask for all documentation. 
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Mr. Portier's statement about these gases including Carbonyl being Toxic is accu
rate. So given that statement, why then should the American Citizen's have to wait 
another moment before our Government declares this a National Disaster (it is a 
Toxic HwTicane) within our own homes. We have been "Poisoned" and it is written 
on not only ours but other In Depth Investigative Reports under ... Injury Diag
nosis .. If this. were a Huni.cane,. we would. have. a FEMA Response. We have, all, 
the victims. have,. begged for FEMA'S help. So many. of us have been or are still 
homeless. We a1·e the ones that Ms.Brincku so diligently pointed out when asked, 
that will be living in a tent on our property, we have ordered it and had to reorder, 
as mentioned in our story. We implore and have implored the CDC through Chris
topher Day of the CPSC including sending photos of my Husbands windpipe while 
hospitalized from the gases that Mr.Portier referred to, to help us and all of the 
other victims that are suffering from tremendous health problems from, immune 
issues, insulin,. bone. marrow,. blood,. kidney, seizures nasal sores and cysts,. etc .. even 
cancer. Creating a. "safe. level" of these. gases is unacceptable, it is too. late for us, 
we have all had long-term exposure even at low levels. The1·e should not ever be 
a standard level for these gases and impurities. My County even refers to it as "Sep
tic Drywall". That along. with Dr. Portier's statement about not allowing his family 
to live in this environment speaks, as Senator Warner stated "Volumes". We need 
to be followed for this just as the CDC lists asbestos on their registry, so should 
these gases be. Lead, Asbestos, it makes no sense to not include this Drywall as 
a health hazard although basically. if listened to. very. closely, the words spoken at 
the hearing by. a couple of the witnesses,. do just that. 

To Whom wants to listen, 
My name is [redacted] and my family and I own a Chinese Drywall home. August 

2009 is when our nightmare began! 
We moved to Florida from Kansas, we had never even heard of "Toxic Chinese 

Drywalin! WE did all the right things when you buy a home, we had it inspected 
(Little did we know, Chinese Drywall was not an item covered by the inspection), 
we bought a home that we could afford and did research on the neighbo1·hoocl and 
schools. Within 90 days of moving in, we had to move out! Our home was never 
lived in so it. took only 90. days for the AC and man made humidity to start the. 
elTects of producing a "firecracker factory" odor in our home. My 6 year old son's 
room was the worst. He is my most precious gift and I was not about to risk his 
health! 

We all started getting sore. th1·oats, upper respiratory congestion, muscle fatigue, 
I was the worst because I was in the home a ll day and night. Needless to say that 
once we tore out two closets in the house, we left never to return shortly after 
words. I'm predicting that Chinese Dry wall is the "next asbestos" health concern. 
ls our country. really going to. just wait and see how. many of our. children develop 
serious illnesses as Adults due to Chinese Drywall? Just the fact that so many peo
ple are complaining of illness should cause the CDC to ban and recall the stuffl If 
it isn't dangerous to. one's health why are. so many of our government agency's going 
in to homes wearing full protective garb? 

We have been faced with having to move several times(the first home rented was 
foreclosed/short. sold-the. owner was. taking our money and running, never. paying 
the mortgage). Three moves within a year and a half. Financially, we will never be 
able to recover what we have Jost, not to mention having worked hard all my life 
to. have perfect credit and having to face. that being destroyed. Emotionally, hours 
of therapy and meds just to control my since of dispare that we had no where to 
tw-n to fix the problem. You see my home being poisonous was not something that 
l did yet I am paying the price .. 

We live in a wonderful country full of opportunity and justice. I'm proud to be 
an American. I'm glad that my tax dollars help the needy and that we are a nation 
under God .. My question is this, why is it so. hard for. me (a born and raised U.S .. 
citizen) to get help when I need it? A portion of the millions of dollars we send to 
other countries in need would help put the lives of us "victims" back on track. Not 
to. mention how many jobs this could create and how the housing market may get 
a helpful hand in rising home values. When are we going to make China account
able for all the dangerous products that they are making and sending over here? 

I just hope that some of you have the heart and passion to take serious. action 
and helf those who have been effected by Chinese Drywall. The homeowners are 
the "rea victims" whose day to day lives and health are affected the most. 

May you do the right. thing, 
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My families story is complicated and has been a horrendous experience for all of 
us but the thing to keep in mind as you read this is that I consider my family to 
be one of the lucky (if that is even a word you could us in describing anything re
lated to this disaster) ones in this Chinese Drywall (CDW) disaster. We were able 
to remove our family from this toxic envir·onment over 2.5 years ago. I have spent 
more hours. than imaginable for the last two and a half years listening to the stories 
of American families. facing sw·e financial ruin and unknown health consequences. 
due to the toxic import of Chinese Drywall. We lose our house this week to the bank 
and this toxic impo1t! 

In March of 2009 there was a story wr.itten about Chinese Drywall being installed 
in ow· area in homes that. had been built in 2006. While I had not experienced many 
of the problems with my home that were listed in the article I decided that I should 
give a call to my drywall installer and obtain a letter saying they did not use CDW 
in my home. This way, in the future, when I was ready to sell my home, I would 
have a letter in hand stating that it was not a toxic d1·ywall home. This is when 
the nightmare began. A few days later the owner of the drywall company called to 
tell me that they DID install Chinese drywall in my home and that there were 40 
sheets (we found out later after obtaining the delivery records that it was not 40 
but 77). I was. on a field trip with my 9 year old daughter. and her classmates in 
Jamestown when I received this phone call. Needless to say I, realized the enormity 
of this news and that our lives would be forever changed. 

What hit me the most. that. day was the realization that this was why my family 
and r had been so sick for the last 2 years. My oldest daughter, then 11, was ex
tremely ill and had missed so much school that her doctor was running all kinds 
of blood tests, including mono, to try and figure out why, what was once this health, 
extremely active, dancer, honor student, could barely get out of bed. The next day 
I called my oldest daughters doctor and tried to explain what little I knew about 
Chinese Drywall. She told us to. come in immediately. Uron anival she told us to 
get out of our the house for a week and see how we al felt. Friends were going 
out of town for Spring Break so we went and lived at their home. My. youngest 
daughter at the time_ was. 7 and begged us to have Easter at home. We spent Easter 
morning at home and moved out that afternoon. Never again have my daughters. 
been back into their. home, seen their. rooms or played with their toys. 

After the week in our friends house another friend loaned us their 37 foot travel 
trailer and our family of 5. lived next to our million dollar waterfront home in this 
trailer for 3 months. Remember, I t-0ld you that we were the lucky ones. We did 
have friends that were able to assist us and we did finally have the means to move 
our family into a tiny new home, all be it a safe home, to raise our girls. That was 
over 2.5 years ago! Just as a point of reference to explain more about my husband 
and myself. My husband came to this country when he was 5 from Vietnam. My 
husband being the oldest and the rest of his family of 6. escaped the day the country 
fell and anived here with the clothes on their back. My father was a hard working 
New York City fire captain who worked numerous. jobs. to s upport his. family and 
get all of his children through college while my mother worked m the school systems 
because she uJ1derstood the. importance of having somebody home to raise the chil
dren. My point. in all of this. is that my husband and I came from. very hard working 
middle class families, worked our way through college and graduate. school and 
worked very hard to obtain what we had. We had built our dream home on the 
water to raise our three. girls, kayak, fish and enjoy the outdoors on our beautiful 
2 acre property. 

Two and a half years into this legal and political battle we realize that by the 
time, i( ever, any of this is. settled our children will most likely be grown and hope
fully able to. afford to attend college. I have dedicated my life for the last 2 years 
to working to bring attention to this issue. We have worked with our government 
officials, starting locally going to our Congressman and Senators and then coming 
back to the state level. Nothing over. the last 2 years has. been done that would actu
ally assist these Victims of Chinese Drywall (VCDW). There may be other things 
happening in the world but. to these American families this is the most tumultuous 
part of our. lives. What we don't understand is. our government's lack of acknowl
edgement of this issue that is destroying tens of thousands of families. Please stop 
worrying about offending China and realize that Ame1;can homeowners and families. 
are being offended. 

The Victims of Chinese Drywall are hurt and destroyed every time we hear a 
story about ow· tax payer money going overseas to help foreign families while we 
are all devastated by this toxic import. This is not a simple choice of recalling yet 
another toxic product Made in China, the estimate we received to restore our home 
was $380,000. While we did have equity o( $800,000 in that CDW home we cannot_ 
justify pou1ing any more money into. a home that made us so sick and that we may 
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never be able to sell after it is "restored" because there is no real "protocol" that 
is accepted by all in the field or the government agency, CPSC, that are dealing 
with this s ituation. This toxic product does not discriminate. Young families and 
singles who are just starting out have Jost everything. Seniors who put all of their 
money into purchasing their retirement home are forced to remain in these toxic 
homes due to lack of funds to move out and pay rent someplace else. 

I must point out that we are over two and a half years into this disaster and over 
two and a half years into not being able to live in ou1· homes and yet we still have 
no. answers .. We don't. know how. to fix these homes, we. don't know how this. hap
pened to. the drywall, we don't know how the. drywall manufacturers. can ensure that 
it will not happen again and we still don't have a content sheet for what drywall 
is allowed to. contain, To. top it all. off, during the last two and a half years it. has 
never been made illegal to sell or import this product into the United States. What 
are we doing to protect American families from this toxic product? 

Toxic products have been entering our country from China fo1· more than 12 years 
now. China started sending us small toxic products that could be recalled and now 
we have let this grow into a product that has destroyed American homes and made 
American families extremely ill. If nothing is done to counteract these toxic imports 
the question is-What will be next?! By ignoring the Chinese Drywall disaster we 
have given the Chinese manufactw·ers carte blanche to do as they please and send 
us whatever toxins they want to send our way! 

While my daughters are very strong and have lived with what Ufe has handed 
them I feel this has taught them extreme disappointment in their own country that 
never would I have expected for them to learn EVER no less at such a young age. 
Sw·e. they have. met with Senator. Warner, Congressman Nye and numerous. other 
officials but then only to realize that aft.er. we leave. our elected officials NOTHING 
happens to right this wrong that has been done to their family and thousands of 
other families across, what we used to think of as, this great country of ou1·s. 

The Congressional caucus and this Committee can: 

(Most important is our health) Requirn that CDC start gathering health data 
and appoint a specialist to be available to answer ongoing health concerns from 
toxic drywall homeowners and their physicians. 
Hold another hearing and call in the manufacturers to let them know they will 
be held liable by our government for the destruction of these homes, just like 
was done with Toyota, Halliburton, BP and Transocean 
Help homeowners restore thei1· credit via extenuating circumstance ruling to 
pre toxic drywall status 
Help prevent foreclosw·e for the. few homeowners that wish to try to. save. their. 
homes. in the hopes of a legal settlement 
Meet regularly to. craft legislation and produce minutes to be made available. to. 
the public 
Call in the insw·ance industry to the. next hearing to discuss. lack of coverage. 
To date all insurance from homeowners, installers, suppliers and builders deny 
coverage citing the pollution exclusion 
Provide legislation that authorizes no-interest loans to homeowners to reme
diate 
Establish drywall standards to help prevent this in the future 
Require that a government organization continue studies to figure out how this 
happened to the drywall, was it bad mined gypsum, coal flue gas desulfurized 
gypsum drywall, recycled drywall or improperly cured drywall, to help ensure 
that this problem never happens again? 
We request that the AG look into the fact that some American businesses knew 
about the problems caused by this toxic product and chose to cover it up, not 
inform homeowners or the consumer product safety commission. If this is not 
illegal then laws need to be changed. 
The toxic drywall homes that are now owned by the banks need full disclosure 
upon sale so that 2nd generation families will not become uictims of this toxic 
product 
CPSC has stated that they informed U.S. Customs that CDW should not be al
lowed into ow· country. Where is this letter? 
CPSC has stated that the owners of the stock piles o( CDW. that are stored 
around the United States have been told not to sell the dl-ywall. Where is this 
letter? 
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Federal regulators have dropped the ball and we hope this committee can help 
turn that around and send Federal assistance to these devastated American fami 
lies. 

MY CHINESE DRYWALL PROBLEM 

This is my story about a condo I purchased in the summer of 2009 from Fannie 
Mae. Fannie Mae sold the unit to me with no disclosure that the unit had Chinese 
drywall. After some investigating I found out the unit and approximately 80 other 
units have Taishan drywall and were unlivable. To date I have not slept one day 
in t he unit and it is financial ly running my li fe. This is the general timeline of the 
events that happen to me and my family. The condo is part of a planned community 
located in Poi:t Saint Lucie Florida. 

• May 2nd we. mailed Bayshore management an application to be approved for. 
the full time residence. My wife and three year old child and I purchased the 
unit to relocate from New York to Florida. 

• June 25 we were scheduled to close but the approval letter from the board, 
permitting me to move in, was not returned because the lawyer for Bayshore 
management Association was still negotiating back fees. To date $11500 was 
owed to Bayshore for. previous maintenance fees ... The president of the Board 
of Directors. had to. sign off on our. background check allowing me and my. fam
ily to move in. 

• July 1st, 2009 was a second closing date and we did not close again, because 
Bayshore management's lawyer agreed on amount to be paid back but did not 
sign the documents allo\ving the closing to proceed. My wife went to [re
dacted], the manager of Bayshore Management, asking him for pool key. He 
refused to give key, questioned her about the payment of past association fees 
that were owed. 

• July 3rd, 2009 Libe1ty title closed prnperty through mail and computer with 
Fannie Mae. They wired the money to Fannie Mae and closed for me. I wired 
money to Libe1ty title. about two weeks. prior. 

• July 4th and 5th three families moved out from ou1· street. Out of 22 units 
next to mine only 5 units. had people in them. 

• July 6th at 9:30 am I was. outside with furniture deliveries and lady across 
a street and another neighbor told me I can't move small child into the unit 
because it was toxic. I said "It can not be, the inspector check it". I refused 
to believe it. The neighbor and I went into my unit where he start taking out 
the electrical outlets. The ground wires were black a long with AC coil. Along 
the same wall two appliances were missing. The corrosion would rust the 
electrical components that would render the appliance non-working. The 
neighbor told me that over the last two weeks about twelve neighbors have 
moved out because of corrosion and health problems linked to. Chinese 
drywall. 

• July 6th about 10:30-11:30 I went to the satellite ollice of Bayshore Manage
ment to speak to [redacted], the association manager. I asked him if my unit 
has Chin.ese drywall. The receptionist had a colored chart on her desk that 
he looked at and said" Yes, your unit has a "mild case" of Chinese drywall. 
I would not bring my child in there." He also recommended not taking the 
furniture out from there, suggesting cross contamination. 

When I asked why he did not tell us prior to closing he replied" I can be sued 
for blowing a sale. And you should have been told by the seller.' 

In my case Fannie Mae had deed to the condo and the original owner was not 
on any of the closing contracts only Fannie Mae. I purchase a toxic condo from 
Fannie Mae .. 

The chait that (redacted] was refen"ing to was created by the president of the 
Board, (redacted]. [Redacted) was paid to determine all of the condo units with Chi
nese drywall; this was months prior to my contract to purchase. Approximately 
eighty of the one hundred and ten units had Chinese drywall. 

[Redacted] did the unit evaluation back in March and with the Board of Directors 
did the mailing to the residents informing them of the toxic drywall in there unit. 
This letter went out in April certified mail. 

The letter for my unit went out and was singed by. the. previous owner that was 
foreclosed over a year previously by Association and the bank. 
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• July 10th at 11:30am [ called the PSL Property Appraisers office. Their # is 
772 337 5760. I told them about my problem and they said to contact [re
dacted]. He is the president of the Board of my condo association. They in
formed me that Howard was at the Property Appraisers office month ago giv
ing them a list of all the toxic properties in my neighborhood. 
The list would let the Property Appraisers office deduct the amount of money 
to fix unit called "Right to Fix" from the Appraised value which in turn low
ers your taxes. 

• July 10th at 12:30 pm I called Fannie Mae at 972 773 4663. I told them that 
the unit they sold us is toxic, and I and my family are homeless. They said 
they will do a "Page send" and someone will call me in two days. 

• July 13th or 14th a rep called from Fannie Mae saying that it was my job 
to do Due Diligence to find out history of the unit. I told them that they did 
not disclose the findings of the unit knowing that last owner foreclosed be
cause of Toxic drywall. The inspection service for the bank is First American 
Field Service, there phone number is 1800 873 4532. I called them and they 
said to call the bank if I have a problem. 
First American Field Service left a large sticker across the condo's front door 
with their name and phone number that said they inspected the unit. 

Additional information found on my closing contract: 
• Fannie Mae File #SL-09- 0171. Alfred L. Gonzales of, as partner of Adolno 

& Yoss LLP, Attorney in fact of Fannie Mae A/IC.IA/Federal National Mort
gage Association. 

Additional information~ 
• Fannie Mae 972 773 4663 in Texas. 
• Liberty Title Company of America inc. 10060South Federal Hwy., Port saint 

Lucie, FL, 34952 (772 335 7474). Sharon Evans was handling the closing. 
• Property Appraisers office PSL (772) 337 5760. "Cost to cure" adjust value pa

perwork was. given to them by association president. This outlined all of the 
infected units. 

• Business Tax Office. A&A Inspections is ins{>ector we hired to check the 
apaitment for Chinese Drywall. I called them 1f inspector is licensed and in
sured .. He is licensed in PSL. However, inspector is not a "trade". in Florida, 
therefore NO insurance is. required. The owners name is Steve Frank at 514 
SE Guava Te1Tace, Port Saint Lucie, FL, 34983. The. office number is. (772) 
336 0936, cell (772) 240 6219. He is in the phone book as Licensed and In
sured, but does not have insurance. I called him to put in claim. He said "NO 
insurance, sony"? 

• First American Field Services for Fannie Mac 1800 873 4532, inspected the 
place for the bank prior to me buying it .. 

• Buxt is a property manager his onsite number is (772) 345 0596. He told me 
that I do not own outside walls, walls touching another condo, ceiling and 
floors of my condo. However they did not disclose to us that "their" part of 
the condo I purchases is toxic. He is on the Board of Directors. Their position 
is that the. sell is required to disclose not the Board. 

In July of 2009 I purchased a two bed1•oom two bathroom one car garage condo 
in a planned community, located in Port Saint Lucie Florida. 1 purchased the unit 
in good faith from Fannie Mae not knowing or ever hearing of Chfoese drywall. I 
am from New York and this is a problem typically found in the south. The unit was 
inspected by prior to my purchase by First American Field Services I suspect this 
was for Fannie Mae when they tool ownership, the finding were not disclosed to me. 
I am presently strapped with a unit I can't live in, sell , or rent because people are 
getting sick from the drywall. The Chinese drywall problem has created a lot of fore
closures and in my case the person required to disclose doesn't and the new home
owner is stuck with a toxic asset, 

Thank you 

RE: Defective Drywall 
We recently watched our dear friend, Brenda Brincku, testify before. yow· commis

sion regarding the plight of thousands of homeowners that have been plagued with 
defective drywall, without any assistance from our insurance carriers or Federal 
government. The recognized affects of defective drywall has been acknowledge for 
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nearly four years now. There have been count.less studies that seem to prove incon
clusive as to whether there are any health or safety hazards. Yet every victim of 
a defective drywall home can testify or numerous safety hazards in their homes 
along with varied health conditions caused by the defective drywall. 

My family has also been a victim of defective drywall at our Cape Coral, Florida 
home. And, like the B1incku family, we were. the owner/builder that hired all of the 
sub contractors to build ow- dream home. Therefore, we had no builder to go back 
to for. any form of restitution for this nightmare .. We. turned to our builder's risk in
surance, only to be denied, due to the pollution exclusion, which is in virtually every 
insul'ance policy. 

Before discovering that ow· home was built with defective drywall, we encoun
tered numerous malfunctions of various electrical components throughout our home. 
Our alarm system would go off for no reason; some of the plastic components of the 
a larm system completely disintegrated; the control panel on our wall oven (that may 
have been used a total often times) completely malfunctioned and had to be re
placed, our pool control panel had to be replaced, brand new computers stopped 
working, ceiling fans burnt up; and a sprinkler clock had to be replace. A majority 
or ou1· plumbing fixtures were pitted, mirrors were blackened along the edges, two 
year old paint cans were completely rusted through, screws completely rusted and 
pitted, and various tools rusted. 

If the defective dryv•all can cause such damage to hard metals, imagine the af
fects it can cause to the delicate tissues of the human body. 

I have been an electrician for 32 years and have never seen copper wiring turn 
black as l did in my own home. I initially did not feel that the electric needed to 
be completely removed until I stripped several feet of romex wire in various loca
tions throughout my home. To my sw-prise, the blackened copper had traveled inter
mittently throughout all of the wiring in the house. The exterior or the romex had 
also turned brown in various locations on all of the. romex. l do not how the CPSC 
can conclude that the wiring is not a safety hazard. 

As. far. as the health affects, everyone. in our. family. was affected differently. I 
would get sore throats, headaches. and cough, my children were always lethargic and 
slept most of the. time, and my ,vife would get rashes, nose bleeds and headaches. 
These symptoms would always subside after a few days back home in New Jersey. 
These are the varied symptoms that are synonymous for every victim of defective 
drywall. Fortunately for. my family, this was not our prima1·y residence, and we had 
somewhere else to go to breathe clean air and not be sick on a dai ly basis. 

Financially, the defective drywall has devastated ou1· family. We invested over 
$500,000.00 to build our dream home. We used our lifelong savings along with tak
ing a mortgage out on ow· primary residence in New Jel'sey. When we discovered 
our home had the defective drywall, we could not just walk away like so many fami
lies did, because we would risk loosing our New Jersey home, in which the. loan had 
been secured with. We opted to fix our home immediaLely, instead of waiting years 
in hopes of any type of lawsuit settlement or. help from our government. This was 
not an easy task, my wife and I were. both employed full -time in New Jersey, with 
two children, then ages 13 and 19. We fl ew back and forth to Florida over 18 times 
in one. year, along with driving to Florida for one month to completely demo the 
house. and rebuild it. We. rented an RV to. sleep in on our property. and worked 1~ 
18 hours every day for a month to get our home back to a livable condition. We had 
no cooking facilities, because the Township would not permit us to hook the RV up 
to any of the. utilities, for fear. of ground contamination .. We kept one. toilet bowl in 
place along with a shower in the house. We showered at night with flash lights for 
weeks while the electrical was ripped out, with no walls for privacy. We had an out
door. sink for. cleaning and brushing our teeth. We also s lept on our outside. lanai 
a few nights before we received permission to have the RV on our property. 

I understand that you have not received many letters from the thousands of vic
tims of defective. drywall .. Please. realize that we have all been asking for. help. for. 
several years now, only to have our pleas fall upon dear ears or have "so called ex
perts" say that there are no health or safety hazards. I invite each and every expert 
to spend one week in a house 'vith defective drywall, then tell us. again that there. 
are no health or safety hazards. During your defective drywall hearing, Senator 
Warner questioned Dr. Portier of the Center of Disease Control if he would allow 
his family to live. in a house with defective. drywall and his response. was "probably 
not". Those words speak volumes as to how he can then say that there are no health 
issues \vith the defective drywall. Unfortunately, many victims have simply given 
up the. fight and have. walked away from their. homes. and are now living in financial 
ruin. I applaud the Brincku fami ly for not giving up and renewing my faith that 
someday someone will listen and help the thousands of American people that have 
been affected by this disaster. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to share our story. 

To Whom It May Concern: 
We had built our home in Vero Beach, Florida in 2006. We paid top dollar for 

it as it was the. height of the. market .. We filled our home with beautiful fw·nishings 
and things that we Jove. We were all prepared, in September 2009, to sell our place 
in NY, retire and move to Vero Beach. As luck, or should I say, as life happens our 
move never happened. When we went down to our home in June of 2009 we realized 
ou1· NC unit had yet again failed. Upon consultation with our AC repairman, we 
for the first time heard the. term Chinese drywall. Needless to say, after months of 
painstaking agony we realized that our beautiful home was being eroded from the 
mside by sulfuric acid. 

We contacted the builder, who we learned was in the process of filing fo1· Chapter 
XI protection. We were devastated to. learn that our. 10-year. structural guarantee 
was not worth the paper it was written on. We proceeded next to our insw·ance com
pany. They informed us. that they would not be getting involved with CDW because. 
ow· insurance policy precluded such coverage. No matter who we contacted, no one 
was interested in our problems. 

We next realized the only way to proceed was to hire an attorney which we did. 
However, we were told that we were required to pay all of the expenses of the home, 
mortgage, taxes, insurance, etc., on the house. We could try to get our mortgage 
company to give us a forbearance or we could sell the house. How could be sell a 
house with toxic drywall to anyone else? So we were doomed to deal with this night
mare alone. 

Thereafter, we spent five hours a day. for two years trying to. contact our Florida 
and NY representatives, but to no avail. We begged and wrote letters to anyone that 
we could think of. This too was of no use. There was no one out there who. gave 
us any hope. It was either paying all of our bills in a timely fashion or losing the 
credit it had taken us a lifetime to build. Not to. mention the house was uninhabit
able and corroding. 

My husband, in the meantime, had sold his business in anticipation of retiring 
to Florida. He was left unemployed, which has gone on for the past 2.5 years. He 
has been forced to take menial jobs just to make minimum wage. I was forced to 
put my retirement off and am working double duty to try to make ends meet. This 
is the "gold years" for us. A time in of our lives when we were hoping to be able 
to rest and slow down, we have been forced to work harder than we ever imagined. 

Our home in NY in June of 2009 was worth $200,000 more than it is worth today. 
My husband and I are. unable to. sell our. NY home, unable to sell our Florida home 
(it is cunently underwater financially)and we a rc living a meager and depressed ex
istence awaiting a settlement or resolution of this honor. What should be the best. 
years of our lifo have turned into the worst. 

During the course of the past two-and-a-ha lf years I have been shocked to learn 
that ow- government has refused to acknowledge the desperate straits that working, 
respons ible, middle class families have been put in due to the corrosive product that 
was allowed into this country. How can it be that here, in the land of opportunity, 
when you pay your bills and abide by the laws of the land, that such a devastation 
can occw·? How can there be no criminal repercussions? How can tens of thousands 
of famili es be hung out to dry after spending their li fe savings on what they believed 
to be their dream homes?. How can children not be protected from illness. and death 
due to toxic products being allowed into our country? 

Perhaps. we are. naive, but these American families, who are responsible, hard 
working people, were taught to believe their country and the values of right and 
wrong. These are. the same. values we. teach our children. Many. of our victims served 
in the armed forces to protect our country and the lives of its citizens. Yet the gov
ernment has chosen to remain silent and let us lose everything we have spent our. 
entire life working for. It just doesn't make any sense. 

If we can provide you with any further information, do not hesitate to contact us. 

December 8, 2011 
To Whom It May Concern: 

My family and I are Toxic Chinese Drywall Victims. We built a house with Knauf 
Drywall and our lives have been turned upside down ever since. The roller coaster 
of emotions almost tore our maniage apart. We lived there without knowing that 
we had it, and we all kept getting upper respfratory infections. It got to the point 
where we were all on antibiotics. for something or the other all year. At one point, 
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they thought my son had Mono. They drew blood and took X-rays. That's the image 
I have in my mind the most through all this. My son with his arm begrudgingly 
out having blood taken out. Now, all I worry about are the long term health effects 
that our exposure will have on our: kids. My daughter is having stomach aches. for 
no reason at all. My mind wanders down paths of their children being born with 
defects or maybe they're sterile. Nobody knows yet what will happen to them .. As 
far as my wife and I are concerned, we have tingling in our hands and definite neu
rological issues. 

As for the house, it is getting remediated. We were one of the lucky ones who 
hung in there and paid our mortgage and were fortunate to have Knauf and Banner 
Supply make things right. The stress has been immense. There are days when I feel 
like I could snap for the least little thing. Not only did the drywall take away our 
sanity, but it took away thousands of dollars in antiques, car alternators, air han
dlers, TV's, microwaves,. hard. drives, air purifiers, jewelry, and God knows what 
else. But, what about the people who did not have Knauf or any other help? What 
about the people who rented this houses and were exposed to the gases? What about 
the workers who installed the original product? 

In a few months the "Drywall Family'' will be moving back into our neighborhood. 
Maybe now people will let their kids. come over. to play with my kids .. Maybe now 
they will come inside instead of standing out in the ram. Maybe now we can move 
on. Maybe .. . if the health issues go away. I know for a fact that there are going 
to be long term health issues with myself, and that my exposw·e to the gasses will 
shorten my life. That's no problem. But, what's really unsettling is that my 
grandkids who aren't even born yet, might be dealing with a birth defect because 
a builder didn't notify me, or that my kids will deal with the harsh realities of a 
government who did very little in the wake of their count1;es number one consumer 
product safety issue to hit during their watch. 

December 8, 201 I 
On behalf of my family I am personally asking for you1· help. I am an Army Spe

cial Forces Lieutenant Colonel with over 20 years of service, and found out a year 
ago that our house has Chinese Drywall. As you are probably aware, tainted Chi
nese Drywall emits toxic fumes that erode metals in the home (copper wire) and has 
been linked to numerous health problems. Since we moved in the house in 2008 my 
family has had two hospitalizations for respiratory related issues that we attribute 
to these toxins. Since determining that our house was infected, my family has lived 
in a single room of the drywall house (most ventilated space), in a camper in the 
garage, and finally in a. small house. To say. that two. mortgages. (with related costs) 
is a huge financial drain is an understatement-I honestly don't know how long I 
can. maintain this. 

The emotional toll that accompanies this issue has dominated my family for the 
last year. Although we. are signed up. with the ongoing class. action law suit in Lou
isiana, and have contacted all of our State and local governmental officials, very lit
tle progress is being made overall. Local officials look at the problem as a Federal 
issue, and those in D.C. see it as a litigation and/or Chinese diplomatic issue. There
fore, almost nothing is being done to help those like my fami ly who are having sig
nificant challenges. This issue has affected my career, in that I cannot realistically 
deploy without serious negative repe1·cussions to my family's abi li ty to maintain two 
houses, one of which requires constant maintenance due to the toxins' effects on the 
appliances and internal wiring. I'm hoping that you are able to infl uence our Na
tion's leaders to. introduce legislation. or influence. our press corps to report on this 
issue to force our governmental to acknowledge that more should be done. You have 
always been supportive. of our military, and have made a career of providing a 
"voice" to those like me who don't have one-thank you. 

As a military member I've been conditioned to offer recommendations whenever 
I have a problem or complaint. Therefore, short-term our government should estab
lish an immediate financial remedy, allowing us to fix and move back into our home. 
Mid-term, legislation should be established that includes the Chinese Drywall issue 
as part of a more encompassing package. Because thousands of homes are affected, 
and it will take 20-30 workers to fix each, the overall "throughput" back into our 
Nation's. economy will be counted in the millions-both in dollars and jobs. By estab
lishing a funding line now, immediate impacts will be felt at the local level, region
ally and eventually throughout the Nation as a whole. Finally, long-term solutions 
must center on addressing China directly, by taking responsibility for: the problem 
and for the forgiveness of a portion of U.S. debt to reimburse the "up front" costs 
to our government. 

I sincerely thank you for taking the time to address this issue. 
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To Whom It May Concern: 
Our drywall story begins back in February 2007. We built our home on land 

which was given to us by [redacted] father. Within a little over a year of living in 
the new house, our A/C coils quit working. Within the 2.5 years we lived there we 
lost 3 sets of A/C coils and other things broke as well: computer, microwave, our 
doorbell, and an electric dog fence controller that was in a window sill. We had more 
items malfunction, but those are the main ones that come to mind. As far as the 
A/C unit we assumed we had gotten a defective one, and even spoke with Penny
Worth Homes (our builder) about this issue. They said there was nothing they could 
do because our warranty had expired. We had a lot of corrosion to the light fixtures, 
and the mirl'ors began to bevel. 

Immediately upon moving in, [redacted] began to develop mi~rraine headaches 
daily. She had headaches in the past but never as frequently as m this home. We 
both had nose bleeds, and general fatigue. In August of 2007, we welcomed into the 
world our son, [redacted]. He was born with respiratory issues and was in the NICU 
for 8 days. When he came home, [redacted) began a battle with chronic ear infec
tions and rashes. Over and over we were at the pediatrician for the same thing. 
Later, when they began testing of the home and cut into the walls, he developed 
a nose bleed and from there he had CHRONIC bronchitis. Jt seems for the past cou
ple of years he has been constantly battling some kind of respiratory issue. We've 
seen numerous doctors and the best explanation we can get is: "Healthy children 
can fight off these bacteria they normally are exposed to but since he lived in a toxic 
drywall home, it can be more difficult to recover quickly." Nebulizers and inhalers 
have become routine in our borne, even though we no longer live in the toxic house. 
I am convinced this all happened when they opened the walls and exposed us to 
the drywall dust. 

[Redacted]'s mother had beard about Chinese Drywall on the news and said, 
"Maybe you all have this issue." We laughed it off since things like that do not hap
pen in Interlachen, Fl! Then in August of 2009, a friend posted online that she had 
not been around because they had to move due to Chinese Drywall. She posted a 
link to the state of Florida site that tells the signs and symptoms. Honestly, some 
of the pictures were so similar to our home! We were in shock. Immediately we 
hi1·ed an investigator who said that we had all the signs of the problem .... Except 
he couldn' t find Chinese Drywall ... only National Gypsum. Over the next several 
days we spend hours researching defective American drywall and learned of Brenda 
and George Brincku who had the same problem as us. 

We have since had other experts including one of the leading environmental re
searchers from the University of Florida out to test the house. This pa1'ticular expert 
said that ow· drywall was off gassing sulphur almost as much the Chinese cases. 
In fact, he said it was the worst American Drywall off gassing he had seen. 

Through our attorney's investigation, it has been concluded that our National 
Gypsum wallboard has come from their Apollo Beach, FL plant. After the chemical 
testing was completed it was determined that the most problematic board was Na
tional Gypsum's greenboard which was removed from the market in 2007. 

Ow· lender is OneWest Bank and they are not working with us. We recently had 
to hire a foreclosure attorney to help us deal with this issue. This whole ordeal has 
taken a big financial impact on us as well. Hiring the lawyers, and paying rent for 
the apru'tment, which is more expensive than our mortgage payment and smaller, 
is costly. Jim's credit has already taken a huge hit due to the missed payments, 
even though it was perfect before the drywall incident. 

We now are in a lawsuit with the Brincku's and the Garcia's against National 
Gypsum. There is a big problem here, and we need answers. My child has suffered 
from this, and still talks about the drywall even though it's been almost two years 
since we left the house. He will be four in August, and he really misses his "blue 
house" and living next door to his Minima (grandmother)! I am worried about future 
health risks. I need answers about my baby's health. I want to know this is not 
something that will haunt us for years to come. Please help with this issue! 



President BARACK H. OBAMA, 
Washington, DC. 

RE: Chinese Drywall 

Dear President Obama: 
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August 16, 2011 

On August 3, 2010 we found out that we were among the thousands of victims 
with homes built using defective Chinese drywall. Construction on our 4,000 square 
foot home commenced in January 2006 and we moved in over the Labor Day week
end 2006. Between the day we moved in and August 3rd of last year we had to re
place our HV AC coils three times and we had to replace two flat screen televisions. 
We thought we were just having an unusual run of bad luck. Little did we suspect 
that our bad luck would. soon turn in to a nightma1·c. In July 2010 we received an 
unsolici ted letter in the mail from a local attorney which included a copy of an in
voice indicating that over 250 sheets of suspected Chinese drywall were delivered 
to our lot during construction. The letter advised us to have the home tested, which 
we did, confirming on August 3rd 2010 that we in fact did have defective Chinese 
drywall in the house. 

We immediately joined the support group, Victims of Chinese Drywall.com, start
ed meeting with our elected Representatives and Senators and quickly concluded 
that any help from ow· Government would be years, maybe decades down the road. 
We became part of a class action lawsuit against the Chinese manufacturer of the 
defective drywall and filed lawsuits against our builder and the supplier of the 
drywall. We expect to win judgments against both U.S. companies but we also ex
pect both to declare bankruptcy in order to avoid compensating their victims. We 
have no idea bow the litigation against the Chinese will tum out as they are seek
ing to avoid jwisdiction in the United States. It also appears that the insurance in
dustry has found the loopholes they need to avoid being part. of the solution too. 
Another looming unanswered question was what kind of impact was this contami
nated product having on our health? We could clearly see evidence of pitting and 
corrosion on our lamps and jewelry, what was happening to our lungs? We then de
cided that, like everything else in our lives, it would be up to us to remedy the un
fortunate situation we fell victim to. 

In January of this year we hired a contractor, packed up and moved out of the 
house, tore out everything inside, including drywall, electrical and plumbing fixtures 
leaving nothing but the studs. We let the gutted house ai1· out for a month, had an 
environmental engineer certify that all defective drywall had been removed and the 
remains cleaned, and proceeded to rebuild. We moved back in at the end of May 
having depleted a significant portion of our life savings to cover all of the costs. The 
anxiety hanging over our heads was now behind us. We were one of the fortunate 
ones with the means to take care of ourselves and feel sorry for those victims who 
are still living with the nightmare. There is a saying ihat we ai·e all two disasters 
away from financial ruin. Well we are now down to one. The one bright spot, and 
the only Government agency to offer any direct help to victims that we know of, 
was the City of Virginia Beach which i-educed the real estate tax assessment on our 
home for a two year peiiod. 

Please give us an update as to where you are in addressing the following ques
tions-Where are you and Secretary of State Clinton in pressuring the Chinese to 
compensate their victims in removing and replacing the defective Chinese drywall 
si milar to the way the you made British Petroleum set up a "victim's trust fund" 
during last year's oil spill disaster? 

How do we get this situation declared as a National Disaster so that Federal as
sistance dollars can be made available until the Chinese step up to meet their obli
gations? 

Who is pressuring the Insw·ance industry to step up and share at least some of 
this bui·den? 

When will CPSC Chairman Tenenbaum finish the CPSC analysis of this defective 
product and issue final remediation guidance? 

When will Fannie Mae President Williams provide clear, uniform guidance to 
lenders and servicers for the victims of this defective product? 

It is our understanding in talking \vith other victims that these questions have 
been pending since early 2009. We urgently seek your help in getting answers to 
the questions posed and look forward to your response as quickly as possible. 
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OUR CHINESE DRYWALL STORY 

I worked part-time last year, after several years home with my son. My entire 
salary and more is being absorbed by a defective condo that I had to vacate but am 
still obligated to maintain. I worry daily about the financial future of my family and 
about the possibility of permanent health effects from having lived in a toxic condo 
for 4 years. I want to go back to school to train for a new career, but I can't afford 
to, and resent that unforeseen outside forces have so much control over my life and 
thoughts. 

I respond to every plea from a charity (or my child's school) with "No," though 
I. believe. in their mission, and I tell them why. When my country aids victims. of 
natural disasters, instead. of feeling proud, I am emban-assed at my reaction-what 
about the loss of my home. and. the thousands. of other fami lies whose homes and 
futures have been ruined by another unforeseen disaster, Chinese Drywall and the 
nearly complete absence of responsibility by involved parties? Recent tornados have 
me thinking, "Gee, I wish a tornado or hurricane 01· fire would erase my Florida 
home, because THEN someone would care, and insurance would pay, and maybe 
even charitable organizations would help!" 

I check the "Made in" tag on every item l contemplate purchasing, and walk away 
from the. "Made. in China". items. whenever possible. (I'll pay. more for a similar item 
from elsewhere, or I don't need it). I throw away my son's Halloween candy that 
is Made in China-at least he won't eat their ta inted products (my brother who 
works at Borden says they mix Chinese-made chemicals into some dairy products, 
so maybe I can't prevent it . . .). I successfully filled the goody bags from his last 
birthday party with only home-made items, but he receives bags at parties full of 
potentially toxic Chinese junk. 

I once. had a different attitude. I contributed thousands of dollars. over. the. years 
to. charities. I used to enjoy shopping. Now, it is a game of Keep. Away from China! 
What happened? My home, built. in 2006, contains Chinese Drywall and the con
comitant corroding metal and vanishing value. My builder? Gone. My homeowner's 
insurance? Not their problem. My attorneys? They'll get nearly half of any settle
ment, if there even is a settlement, unless a U.S. judge can get the involved foreign 
companies not only to re.mediate the homes, but to cover all attorney and cow-t 
costs-unlikely. Now, I wonder not only if my son will go to college, but if my hus
band and l will ever retire. We. have both volunteered time and energy to help build 
Habitat for Humanity homes- but no one will help us re-build our home? My hus
band and I gladly put together a care package to send to an unknown family after 
Hurricane Katrina. Ironically, that hurricane indirectly caused my problem, by help
ing cause a domestic drywall shortage because of post-hurricane re-building. We vol
unteered at a post-tornado clean-up a few years ago; where are the post-drywall vol
unteers? The Wizard of Oz has nothing in his bag for us. 

We didn't go blindly into the abyss. Our home inspector detected nothing amiss. 
If only he had been in on the communications between Banner Drywall Supply and 
Knauf Plasterboard Tianjin! They were aware that something was smelly in the 
drywall business, soon enough that we, and many other fami lies, could have backed 
out of the purchase and been spared all this agony. But they conspired in silence, 
so we had no way of knowing about the Chinese Drywall problem at that time. We 
excitedly closed the deal, and got take-out food to eat on ow· new kitchen floor that 
evening. Hey, as long as the fine folks at Banner and Knauf and Taishan are mak
ing money, well that's what's really important! 

What led us to this home? In 2006 my husband accepted a career opportunity 
which moved us. to Lee County in Florida; this was to be a stop of 3-4 years before. 
moving on to the next opportunity (rus career benefits from his working in different 
locations). We sold our home in Tennessee, and logically desired to put all that 
money into a new home. We were fortunate enough to get a mortgage and purchase 
price within our means. (Nevertheless, we have watched our home value decline as 
the market has declined, and so stru-ted singing the blues!) After 6 months of rent
ing, we moved ourselves and our healthy two-year hold into a new condominium in 
Avalon Preserve in Ft .. Myers. 

In under. two years, I noticed bathroom fixtures. con-oding-drain covers in the 
tubs are pitted and flecked with black, mirrors have black spots of de-silvering, and 
lavatory faucets we had upgrnded are pitted/flecked. I called the customer help line 
at Peerless to get advice on these faucets, hoping that they were still under war
ranty (no such luck). I was advised to clean them with vinegar and to keep them 
waxed; some of the black did come off when cleaned, but built up again quickly, de
spite the waxing. The other items? The builder must have put in the cheapest pos
sible. stuff, we figured. Also in under. two years, we. had to replace. a smoke detector. 
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and a ceiling fan due to malfunction; both of these were still under warranty. We 
also replaced a vacuum cleaner, and threw out a VCR and two "boom boxes." 

In Dec. 2008, I read the. first article in the NewsPress about families having defec
tive drywall that required replacement of the AC condenser coils as often as several 
times in a year. Because we had no trouble with ow· AC, I didn't connect the dots 
to. discover the source of my bathroom fixture troubles. Suspicion began when I no
ticed AC service trucks frequently parked in driveways on my street, and recalled 
that there had been talk of defective AC parts in units on ow· street since the first 
were occupied in summer. 2006. When. the. unit below mine. was. inspected and. found 
to have defective drywall, I called for AC service and learned that we, too, have de
fective drywall and a deteriorating AC coil. Two drywall inspections and the video 
we took during construction confirm the drywall. source as China. 

Our neighborhood has 104 condominium units in 26 buildings, all completed in 
2006 and 2007. It is unclear at this time how many units have bad drywall. Our 
neighborhood clubhouse also has defect ive drywall. Discovery of defective drywall 
has been a factor in several foreclosw·es and sales wel l below expected market 
value. This in turn has stressed all other owners, because the neighborhood associa
tion is not receiving quarterly dues from owners. of many affected units, resulting 
in higher dues for the rest. And the reputation of the neighborhood is tainted in 
the realty market. 

In our building, two families that were. renting on a. yearly lease moved out upon 
discovery of defective drywall. We were the only owner-residents, and became solo 
residents of the building in 2009. We also experienced ow· first AC coil failure that 
year. We didn't feel we. could afford to move. out,. but my husband began looking for 
a new position in earnest, and in Nov. 2010 we vacated our condo and moved away 
from Florida. We may have to pay for not only our own remediation (or just walk 
away from lots of equity), but also be. forced to help pay for the clubhouse remedi
ation. 

Now, we pay a mortgage, electricity, and association dues for a nearly new condo 
we do not live in, can not rent out, and are afraid to sell at the price that defective 
drywall homes command. In addition, we are paying monthly rent and utilities 
whern we are now living. While we are grateful to have a place to live, this rental 
house. does not meet our needs but we can't afford better rental property or a second 
mortgage. Could my husband have delayed his job search until this situation is re
solved? I suppose, but why should a circumstance like this be allowed to perma· 
nently alter our life course? And how long will. it take to resolve in the courts? And 
what are the long-term health consequences? After reading the suspicions that sev
eral infant deaths at Ft. Bragg may be associated with defective drywall, it was 
clear that we had to put the health of our child before our. fmancial fears. 

Time will tell if it has affected our health. While living with defective drywall, 
I was diafnosed with iITitable bowel syndrome and had my gall bladder removed. 
Recently was diagnosed with thyroiditis, which is known to be affected by pollut
ants. 

Please, please, please Mr. Obama and others-acknowledge that this disaster is 
on par with "natural" ones, help all affected families, and stop. doing business with 
irresponsible, unrepentant China! 

To Whom It May Concern: 
June 21, 2002: How exci ted and proud I was that day when I moved into my 

first home. Just fow· months later, on October 22nd, the air conditioner stopped 
cooling. There was a leak, and when l called the. builder,. his. A/C contractor added 
Freon. 

That day was the beginning of my story- a different one because over the past 
nine years I have. had numerous air conditioning techrucians look at the A/C coil 
failures with curiosity. They could only speculate on what was causing black soot 
to appear on the copper. Each time, they charged the A/C unit with Freon until, 
ultimately,. the. coil had to be replaced. I have. had e leven coils installed at my ex
pense, spent thousands, including a very expensive coil coated with a substance 
made to sustain salt cotTosion in the islands. It started leaking 8 months after in
stallation. l told myself that was it-I am not putting in another coil, however, with 
the cost of putting in Freon once a week ... I even bought my own tank! It only 
made sense to purchase yet another on Sept 3, 2011, kno\ving in 6 months it \vill 
need to be replaced. Every. 6 months l listen for the. last bit of Freon to run out 
from a corroded coil . 

Unfortunately I will be Jong gone by then, having finally exhausted myself men
tally and physically- fearful of what 9 years of stress has done to my body,. let alone 
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wondering what the toxicity that has blackened 11 coils could've done, tarnished 
jewelry, electrical wiring corrodes. I have had to replace five projection lamps in my 
Samsung DLP TV. My 2006 Jeep, which I keep in the garalfe with the NC air han
dler, has had mysterious electrical issues. I have been afraid to. turn the gas on in 
winters, in feru· those wires have become corroded as well. Eventually I can repair 
my. credit (the only way for me. to escape. completely. was to file bankruptcy), how
ever, no repairing my health. I absolutely can't do this anymore. 

My home was inspected by a certified inspector. He sent core drywall samples and 
pictures showing "Made in China" to Atlanta, confii·ming the problem originated 
from contaminated Chinese Drywall. My entire house was built with tainted 
drywall. 

I feel my situation is atypical because I am not in a neighborhood with others that 
have the Chinese Drywall. My Jot sat empty for a couple years before Kimball Hill. 
Homes built on it. My builder filed Chapter 11 bankruptcy in 2008. It seems to be 
a no-win situation, so much fo1· the American dream. 

THE CHINESE DRYWALL TOXIC ENTOMBMENT-LET OUR STORY BE HEARD. 

On January 10, 2007 we bought and moved into our home at I redacted) home in 
Founder's Pointe. We were so excited to have finally bought our dream home that 
we had saved for all our lives in. a great neighborhood. We met. many friendly neigh
bors and thought we could not be happier ... 

We noticed (even before purchasing our home) from the start that this house had 
a peculiar odor that was. hard to desc1;be. It was not pleasant but was a sharp, 
caustic chemical unusual smell that is hard to describe as. we had never. smelled 
anythin~ like this before. We believed when we questioned the bad smell, the 
Founde1 s Pointe East West realtor, Amy Geaphart, told us, "It is a new home 
smell.". I mentioned that none of the other new homes we were looking at had this 
smell but she insisted, "That different builders use different glues and products that 
make each house smell different". She was awar·e evidently as she didn't disagree 
that the house smelled of something odd. We innocently believed her. We continued 
for 3 years to notice the smell that we referred started to refer to as the "Chip 
Smell" (builder's first name) since he was the builder. We could not understand but 
hoped it would eventually go away. 

Then the nightmare began to unfold. 
I developed a chronic "choking" cough immediately that sent me to the doctor. 

This was something I had never 'had in my life. Finally after changing doctors three. 
times, in attempt to find out the cause and treatment I was being treated for asth
ma. I continuously coughed each morning and night as i( I was choking. to death. 
I. woke in the night. gasping for breath on more than one occasion .. My husband 
started having nose bleeds that he had never had in all the years together. Our 
HV AC went out after. turning. it. on, the first. summor. The builder ([redacted] with 
ABT Custom Builders, formally known as Area Builders of Tidewater) replaced the 
parts. Then the upstairs HVAC uni t went out within the same time frame. This 
happened continuously throughout each of the three summers until they had been 
replaced/repaired a total of 9. times. The last time om· builder, [redacted) informed 
us we had nothing but Chinese Drywall in om· home. We were devastated beyond 
words. Over the 3 years living there,. we have lost 2 flat screens TV's ($3800.00), 
computers, cameras,. heirloom silver tea set, jewelry,. all lamps wiring. are black and 
corroded. Since leaving this toxic chamber or horror, three years living in a house 
of 100 percent CDW was. too long. After moving, we realized how bad everything 
smells (furniture,. sofas, mattresses, rugs, comforters, piUows,. blankets, cm-tains, 
clothing, linens, sheet, etc.). We've had to dispose of all the big items such as sofas 
and mattresses). Also, our appliances and. electrical items will most likely not last 
as they were already coded (refrigerator, stove, microwave, dryer, washer, lamps. all 
have coded cords). The casualty losses have been devastating not even including the 
CDW house loss. 

The smell was in our furniture and everything to include our coats and clothing. 
Our losses are overwhelming not to even mention our health!! Plus financial devas
tation. of ow· huge down. payment and house loss entirely. The house is now valued 
by Isle of Wight at $1,000.00. dollars .. 

The nightmare continues like a black cloud following us. Aside from the financial 
losses and major health problems there is no words to describe the mental torture 
we've had to endure. We lived in this homes for 3 years before this toxin was. real
ized and we watched and felt ou1· health deteriorate, never imagining that it was 
from toxic drywall used in their home. Our health, home, and finances are de
stroyed. 
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There is no help for the victims. We just had to leave with 247 sheets of this toxic 
drywall (entire house-worst in the neighborhood). On our moving day, I had to go 
to the Chesapeake General Hospital Emergency Room for chest pains, heart and 
respiratory issues. It just got too bad and we had to go. We hope someone will help 
us. 

We are approaching retirement age and have lost our home-couldn't take it any
more. The depression and health problems were too much to bear after realizing no 
one is helping. Not the builder, builder's insurance, home ownees insurance, in
staller, supplier, and we are left with the Chinese manufacturing company that will 
not even respond to the court hearings. The class action law suit is nothing but an 
empty judgement. It is like looking up a giant mountain to move and we are holding 
two little shovels all on ow· own. It is bigger than us-we've given up. We've re
cently discovered after moving that all our lamp wiring is total ly corroded and black 
(clear, gold tint cords show this evidence). Also, couches, mattresses, pine furniture, 
chairs with cushions and worst of all, my lifetime work of original oil paintings all 
ruined with t-Oxic sulfur smell. What will happen to them eventually? We are afraid 
of the fire hazard from the corroded lamps now in our new home and all our elec
trical items-refrigerator, stereo, DVR, phones, 3 Oatscreen tv's, cameras, micro
wave, computers, etc. etc. The nightmare continues. More importantly we are very 
worried about long term health effects since living in this toxic chamber of horror 
entombment for 3 years before our builder told us we have 100 percent nothing but 
CDW. He or anyone has done nothing to help us. We cannot remediate as it would 
be too expensive and the house would never be value it should have been for resale. 
We have moved out and are done \vith this. The health effects remind me of Agent 
Orange. At first the medical authorities said Agent Orange had no major health 
risks and it turned out to be just the opposite. Also, radon-2nd leading cause of 
lung cancer. This is such a shame and tragedy for our entire country. 

We have suffered enough emotionally, financially and mentally through thjs toxic 
tragedy and ow· lives have been turned upside down and inside out. We would have 
been much better if a tornado, hurricane, flood or fire destroyed our house. As it 
is now, the house is worthless and has in addition destroyed our lives. At least tor
nado, hurricane, flood and fire victims are covered by home owner's insurance. 
Nothing is helping or covering our Joss. My husband (redacted) served in the United 
States Marine Corp for 26 years and is a retired officer. He feels as though he has 
been left on the battleground to die. 

"The world is a dangerous place, not because of those who do evil, but because 
of those who look on and do nothing."-Albert Einstein 

To: Whom it may concern 1218/2011 
We have Chinese drywall 
We built our home in 2006/2007 with Monopoly Builders, who are now bankrupt, 

and the 2 p1incipals have fled to Mexico to be outside of our legal system. [Redacted] 
the owner, placed all funds in a trust for his wife and together they fled to Mel.Cico 
protected by the trust in her name 

I am 60 years old, and have had my same job for 33 years. [Redacted), my life 
partner, owns the home with me and we live here full time 

We bought a lot in the Cape for appx $ 175,000, planning to build our dream re
tirement home. 

We built the home and have just over $500,000, in cash tied into the home plus 
the $175,000 for the Jot. 

The home today is valued at, $61,370 by the Lee County Tax appraiser. That's 
value is based on the pool and the land . The House is of Zero value due to the 
Chinese Drywall 

We have Pro-wall which was made by Taishan a company that's owned by the 
Chinese Government. They claim that the U.S. courts have no jurisdiction over 
them. They said Judge [redacted] rulings do not apply to them. 

Our 2 AC units have had the coils replaced twice. Home Tee, a local service pro
vider in SW Fl will no longer repair any AC damages under our 5 year home a 
maintenance agreement. 

State Farm has now taken our insurance rates up from just over $3,000 per year 
to over $7,000 for the same coverage. They of course denied any liability on the 
deffective drywall issues. 

I believe that the rate increase is their way of forcing us to line new coverage 
whkh would then release them of any liability should a court lind that the Insurers 
are accountable 

We have had 2 inspections of the home and both have confirmed the drywall 
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Our attorney believes that it came from Stock Building supply. 
[Redacted]'s daughter and son in law live here in the area as well they used to 

often stay the weekends with us. They will no longer stay and visit us much less 
often as they are concerned about their 3 year olds exposure to the contaminated 
drywall. 

I see the government spending billions of dollars to other countries. 
I have been a productive, taxpaying, law abiding citizen my entire adult life. 
What now? How do I stay here and continue to live in fear. of the effects of the 

drywall. I do not have the funds to walk away and buy another home. As it is I 
will need to work way past my retirement age. 

My neighbors have asked what you are doing to fix the problem. Our reduced. 
value of the infected home is reducing the average market value in the neighbor
hood. I guess that's the world we live in today. 

Please do use all measure. possible to force the Chinese Government to come to. 
the table in Jan in Hong Kong and make resolution so we can remedfote and live 
our lives in that American Dream we have worked so long and hard to achieve 

Please do contact me. with any questions that you may have. 

What joy filled my heart in 2006 as I moved into my 'golden years' dream home 
that I had built with a supposedly fine builder, WCI. I had found the perfect place 
to live and enjoy golfing, traveling, fun stuff, and lots of volunteer activities, so 
many wonderful things available here in Sun City Center! 

Why was some of my 14 karat jewelry turning dark? Why couldn't I keep my sil
ver polished as I had been doing all my marded life? Why was I suddenly getting 
headaches which I had never, ever had before? Why were my eyes burning all the 
tiin. ? e. 

Why within the warrantee period did my kitchen TV go bad? Happily it was re
placed without any cost to me. But within the next two years my microwave went 
bad (a microwave???? fve had several built-ins in houses I have owned and never 
a problem!!!) costing $145 to repair, labor only. Then my 32" and 42" TVs went bad. 
The 32" was $480 to repair and the 42" $535, but of interest: when my repair man 
called the Toshiba repair desk about the 42" one to get some help, they informed 
him that in all their years of business they had never, ever had this problem before 
with one of their sets! 

I've had to replace the ale coils ($878), the disposal ($205), the ever-hot water at 
the sink ($365), the. ice and water dispensers of my refrigerator replaced ($538) and 
when the microwave went out the second time, I opted for a countertop model which 
is now showing signs of not working (three and six don't work). And I have now 
had to replace the. 42" TV. ($695) and my computer ($469). My telephone set-up con
sists of a base-station with a hands-free set and three chargers each with a hands
free set. Two of those chargers no longer charge. I'll have to replace the system 
($200 approximately). We're talking about lots. of $$$$$$s here that. I cannot afford! 
And when will it end. 

My home owners insurance company took my claim quite seriously and employed 
an engineering firm to study my situation at a cost of $3500. Their report shows 
my home riddled with bad dry wall, but did not identify what causes the problem. 
I have the pictures showing the corrosion of receptacles, mirrors, jewelry, air condi
tioning coils, etc. 

T feel like I am sitting on all kinds of 'time bombs,' not knowing when the next 
one is going to explode and cost me additional funds I do not have, were certainly 
not in my tight budget, should not ever have had to spend, keeping me from trav
eling or do other things I should be able to do in my 'golden years,' but can't because 
my house is worthless, just ask any real estate agent. You can't put it on the mar
ket. No one would buy it. 

All this through no fault of my own . . . . . I did not cause this, am in no way 
responsible for this. I don't know which way to turn. I cannot afford to fix my home, 
cannot afford to take out a low interest rate loan to fix it, can barely get by on my 
present income. I planned very well to live very comfortable here and even when 
the economy turned sour, I have been able to manage, but to have this Chinese 
drywall (CDW) dumped on me is just too much. The strain, the pressw·e is just 
wearing me down ..... the stress is getting to me, and that is totally wrong. 

Testing of the CDW is going on, but it is taking too long. We need answers now. 
We need to know what can be done and who is going to do it and pay for it. Those 
in our neighborhood who have been told they don't have the problem want to know 
how they can assure buyers of their homes that they are free of CDW, so they are 
just about as involved in this problem as we are. 
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We get some feedback off and on from our elected officials, but it isn't enough. 
We need action quickly in the form of pushing CPSC, FE:MA, the Chinese govern
ment, and others harde1: to fix our. problem quickly. 

Thfa hon;bJe stress is like a knife cutting into every minute of our lives, causing 
us to bleed our 'golden years' out in pain, instead of enjoying those years. 

To Whom It May Concern: 
While living in a home at [redacted] St Estero Florida our family experienced 

many serious health related issues, including hospita lization for pneumonia, bron
chitis and later. pulmonary embolism. I was 48 years old at the time and in good 
health. Once we moved from the rented home. our health. issues resolved and have 
not. been present since .. This entire. situation almost took my life, I spent 18 days 
in intensive care in Naples Florida. I feel most likely others have lost their lives 
in this. fight to prove that Chinese Drywall is. harmful. to your health. My story is 
long and painful, I would be happy to elaborate with. the health issues. if anyone 
is interested in listening. 

MY CHINESE DRYWALL PHOBLEM 

This is my story about a condo I purchased in the summer of 2009 from Fannie 
Mae. Fannie Mae short sold the unit to me with no disclosure that the unjt bad 
Chinese drywall. After some investigating I found out the unit and approximately 
80 other units have Taishan drywall and were unlivable. To date I have not slept 
one day in the unit and it is financially running my life. This is the general timeline 
of the events that happen to me and my family. 

• July 1st my wife went to Bayshore management office and spoke to Burt 
Kelly about requirements for the door handle. She also a.sked: "ls there any
thing we need to know before we start to move to the apartment". He said 
"No". Nataliya, my wife, as well asked for the key to the pool. Then Burt said 
that we can not be moving in yet because they don't know who we are and 
they don't have a deed. 

• May 2nd we mailed Bayshore management an application to be approved for 
the full time residence. 

• June 25 we were going to close but the letter from the board aHowing me. to 
move in was not in the packet and the lawye1· for Bayshore management was 
negotiating back fees. To date $11500 was owed to Bayshore for previous 
maintenance. fees .. The president of the Board of Directors had to sing off al
lowing me and my family to move in as my new full time residence. 

• July 1st, 2009 was a second closing date and we did not close again, because 
Bayshore management's lawyer agreed on amount to be paid back but did not 
sing documents of our approval. My wife went ta rredactedl, the manager of 
Bayshore Management, asking him for pool key. He refused to give key, ques
tioned her about fees. 

• July 3rd, 2009 Liberty title closed property through mail and computer with 
Fannie May. I wired money to Liberty title about two weeks prior. 

• July 4th and 5th three families moved out from our street. Out of 22 units 
next to mine only 5 units have people in them. 

• July 6th at 9:30. am I was outside with furniture deliveries and lady across. 
a street and another neighbor told me I can't move small child into the urut 
because it was toxic. I said "It can not be, the inspector check it". I refused 
to believe that. I went upstairs with the neighbor and start taking out elec
trical outlets. The ground wires were black along with AC coil. Two appJj. 
ances were. missing. The empty neighborhood, moving out neighbors. Now it 
aH made sense. 

• July 6th about 10:30-11:30 I went to the satellite office of Bayshore Manage
ment to speak to [redacted]. I asked him if my unit. has Chinese drywaH. The 
receptionist had a colored chart on her desk that he looked at and said" Yes, 
your unit has a "mild case" of Chinese drywall. I would not bring my child 
in there." He also recommended not taking the furniture out from there, sug
gesting cross contamination. 

When I asked why he did not tell us prior to closing he replied" I can be sued 
for blowing a sale. And you should have been told by the seller.' 
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The chart that [redacted] was refen-ing to was created by the president of the 
Board, Howard. He owns the Chinese Drywall screening company. The Bayshore 
Mana~ement paid him $2300 to do the screening of all apartments. Howard did the 
screening back in March and with the Board of Directors did the mailing to the resi
dents telling them of the intensity of toxfo drywall in each unit. This Jetter went 
out in April certified mail. 

The letter for my unit went out and was. s inged by the previous owner that was 
foreclosed on 1.5. years previous by Traditions and the bank .. 

• July 10th at 11:30am I called the PSL Property Appraisers office. I told them 
about my problem and they said to contact LredactedJ, The president of the 
Board of condo associat ion for help. Howard was in here month ago giving 
them a list of all the toxic properties in the Promenade. Their. # is 772 337 
5760. The list would Jet the Property Appraisers office deduct the amount of 
money to fix unit called "Right to. Fix' from the Appraised value which in 
turn lowers your. taxes. 

• July 10th at 12:30 pm I called Fannie may at 972 773. 4663 .. I. told them that 
unit they sold us is toxic, and I and my family are homeless. They said they 
will do a "Page send" and someone will call me in two days. 

• July. 13th or 14th a rep called from Fannie Mae. saying that it was my job 
to do Due Diligence to find out history of the unit. I told them that they did 
not disclose the findings of the unit knowing that last owner foreclosed be
cause of it. The inspection service for the bank is First American Field service. 
1 800 873 4532. I called them and they said to call the bank if I have a prob
lem. 

• Fannie Mae 972 773 4663 in Texas. File #Lredacted). [Redacted) of, as partner 
of Adolno & Yoss LLP, Attorney in fact of Fannie Mae AIICJA/Federal Na
tional Mortgage Association. 

• Liberty Title. Company of Ame1-ica inc. 10060 South Federal Hwy., Port Saint 
Lucie, FL, 34952. (772 335 7474). [Redactedl was handling the closing. 

• Property Appraisers office PSL (772) 337 5760. "Cost to cure" adjust value pa
perwork was given to them by [redacted. for the Promenade at Tradition. 

• Business Tax Office, A&A Inspections is inspector we hfred to check the 
apartment for Chinese Drywall. I called them if inspector is licensed and in
sured. He is licensed in PSL. However, inspector is not a "trade" in Florida, 
therefore. NO insurance is required. The owners name is [redacted} at [re
dacted], Port Saint Lucie, FL, 34983. The office number is (772) 336 0936, cell 
(772) 240 6219. He is in the phone book as Licensed and Insured, but does 
not have. insurance. I called him to put. in claim. Hi said "NO insurance, 
sorry"? 

• First American Field Services for Fannie Mae 1 800 873 4532, inspected the 
place for the bank pt-ior to me buying it. 

• Chinese. Drywall Screening LLC, [redacted], Office (772) 224 8660, cell (772) 
201 0006. 

• fRedactedl is a property manager for the Promenade section at Tradition for 
Bayshore Management. On site numbe1: (772) 34.5 0596. He told me that I do 
not own outside walls, walls touching another condo, ceiling and floors of my 
condo. However they did not disclose to us that "their" part of the condo I 
purchases is toxic. He is on the Board of Directors. 

I am 76 years old; my wife is 72. Our retirement dream home has been devastated 
and our health has been severely compromised by the "silent, invisible hurt-icane of 
toxic. Chinese drywall." 

We retired to Florida ten years ago, initially living in a condo along the beach 
in the Clearwater ru·ea .. In mid-August, 2004 we had our first experience of hurri
canes. Cleru-water residents. were warned to prepare for a direct hit. As Hw-ricane. 
Charley gathered strength, beading for the Gulf Coast, we evacuated our 16th fl oor 
condo . Reaching winds of 145 miles per hour, Charley turned towards land further 
south at Charlotte Harbor and Punta Gorda, inflicting unbelievable devastation on 
the residents there. While we were enormously relieved, we realized that every seri
ous hurricane threat would require evacuation. 

Within a month, Hurricane Jeanne, made. its way. northward through the center 
of the state. While we were not in the direct path of destruction, we were amazed 
at the ferocity of 70 to 80 mile. per hour winds. At one point we heru·d two loud 
crashes as the winds swept loose. pieces of tile from the. roof of a neighboring condo, 
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smashing into the glass sliders of the condo immediately above and immediately 
below us, exposing the condo interiors to the wind and rain, inflicting extensive 
damage, ruining drapes, rugs and furniture. We were grateful for being spared 
again! 

As we reflected on the widely circulated projection of 10 years of more intense 
storm activity, we decided to move to a more secure inland location. We began to 
search out. 55+. communities. within driving distance. of Tampa We visited the im
pressive WCI Sales Center and heard the story of how Del Webb selected the Sun 
City Center location because of its. elevation1 distance. from the water and history 
of no hurricanes. We were fascinated with tne gracious, outgoing, welcoming way 
of being of almost everyone we. met. and the. incredible. number of activities. available .. 
We closed on our new home on December 1, 2006. Not havin~ children, this was 
to be our retirement dream home until age or decreased mobility required a move 
to a Continuing Ca.re Facility offe1;ng Independent Living, Assisted Living & Nurs
ing Care. Equity in our home was foundational to our planning for later years. 
Today, our primary asset, a mortgage free home, has little or no value; it is basically 
unsellable" 

Since moving into our home in December 2006, we have experienced many health 
problems. Early on, we experienced nose bleeds, eye irritation, constant runny nose, 
chest congestion and uncharacteristic susceptibility to the flu before. we knew any
thing about toxic drywall. Two years ago, I was diagnosed with "early Parkinson's 
disease. In April of this year, my wife, [redacted], was diagnosed with breast cancer, 
followed by a lumpectomy, 18 weeks of chemotherapy and is currently completing 
35 sessions of radiation. In August, breathing difficulties resulted in my being hos
pi talized with an eventual diagnosis of severe bronchitis; it took weeks to regain my 
strength. 

In our very senior years, aft~r a lifetime of careful and conservative financial 
planning, we find ow-selves financially devastated by the unforeseeable and cata
strophic storm of Chinese drywall. Since moving in, our health has been seriously 
compromised. 

We are beginning to. lose hope for any positive results from the complex. and ex
tended legal procedures. Our builder, WCI, declared bankruptcy; our toxic drywall 
was manufactw-ed by Taishan, a Chinese company. The anxiety. about our situation 
is incredibly stressful. 

Along with many of om·. friends and neighbors, we need the assistance of govern
ment, at local, state and national levels to help us recover from the effects of thjs 
unforeseeable catastrophe. 

We hired Aranda Homes. to build our Florida dream house .. We moved in October 
2006. From the start we had an unspecific smell in our home. We assumed it was 
a "new" house smell. We chalked it up to everything being brand "new". About 6 
months later, as. I. was. walking across. the. floors with heels, I could hear. "hollow" 
sounds. I became a little concerned. I called [redactedl at Dom Izzo Tile. Through 
Aranda we were connected to Dom Izzo Tile. (Aranda and Dorn Izzo are partners.) 
It was. there that. we picked out our carpet, cabinets, knobs, granite, tile, etc .... 
[redacted] said there was nothing wrong. A couple of months later I was hearing 
much mo1·e hollow sounds. Some of the tiles began to crack. Pete had someone come 
to our house. to fix. the cracked. tiles .. As the repairman tried to. chisel out the broken 
tile(s) a domino effect would take place. The surrounding tiles would "pop" up. 
Sometimes they cracked and could not be reused and sometimes they didn't. After 
numerous repair jobs. we. were. running out of srare tiles .. I Redacted] had the repair
man drill holes sporadically in the tiles and Iii it with some kind of adhesive. This 
did not work. The tiles tented. Again the repairman came. Finally, one man came 
who said the tiles. just. could. not be replaced anymore. The tenting was in too. many 
spots. In July 2008 we had all our tile flool"S pulled up and replaced. We could not 
get the same tiles anymore as they were discontinued. We were very unhappy since 
this was a major factor to us. building this home. The inside. tiles flowed to. the out
side lanai. When the slider and pocket doors were open it all looked like one. How
ever, this was another problem as we later learned. Dom Izzo Tile used indoor tiles 
on our outside lanai. When we first moved in, we'd get out. of the pool and the. floor 
became very slippery when it was wet. We called [redacted) and he came over with 
something that he brushed on the tiles. They became very du.II but it did fix the 
slipping problem for a period of time .. 

Approximately April 2009 we hired a handyman to install a ceiling fan in the 
master bathroom because it was just too hot in there. About a week after the instal
lation he called us .. He said he. was troubled about the wiring when he changed the 
fixture. He told us the \vires were very black for a new house and that they should 
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have been a copper color. We had recently heard about Chinese Drywall and the 
problems it was causing. His concerns set off an alarm in our heads. We began in
vestigating. We took the switch plate covers off all the outlets and sure enough the 
wires were black. Our mirrors, faucets, and toilet valves were pitted. We originally 
thought this was due to the fact that we live on the canal and the water and humid
ity had something to do with it. We also thought maybe they were just cheap fix. 
tures. But now everything was beginning to make sense. In May 2009 our air condi
tioning broke. Turned out the coils were all black. Needless to say we were in denial 
for a while even though the facts were all there. Eventually, reality sunk in and 
we knew we had to do something. We had a professional home inspection done. We 
had too much money invested in this house. We bought the land and built during 
the housing boom. With the Chinese Drywall it was worth nothing! In June 2010 
we began remediation with Shannon Holland of Abisso Cleanse. He and his com
pany did an outstanding job. 

As I write this I am thinking about my next project. The outside lanai tiles tented 
just last week. Does it never end? 

I find it very disheartening that our government is tw·ning its back on us. There 
are so many people that have become ill because of this contamination in our 
homes. We were fortunate enough to be able to remediate. There are many families 
who just can not afford to leave their homes. I feel so sad for the families that lost 
innocent babies at Fort Bragg. Coincidence? I don't believe it! Will it take 10 years 
like it did with September 11 to realize these sulfurs and chemicals are harmful? 
We even have to pay taxes on a house that is worth $0. I think if this happened 
in another country or to a group of well knowns it would have been dealt with al
ready. However, we are just a group of middle class people, barely audible. \II/hen 
is the United States government going to take a stand and do something to help
Go afte1· the companies that knowingly brought this crap into the our country! 

To \11/hom It May Concern, 

I have a historical house in Ft Lauderdale Florida. In 2005/2006 I put an addition 
on my home using chinese drywall. I have had numerous electrical problems, but 
mostly I have had eye and throat initation. I was getting nose bleeds for no reason. 
I tried to get my bank to lower my interest rate to the then current rate. This would 
free up money to repair my home slowly. I am a building contractor. I was told I 
do not qualify since my income had dropped. I only qualify for the higher rate. For 
health reasons I moved out of the house and stopped making payments. I am still 
trying to keep my house, but I need help in fixing my house. IndyMac just says they 
are a debt collector and no one can answer my questions and they have never an
swered any of my suggestions of how to work out a modification so I can keep the 
house. Now since l do not live in the house I am not eligible for any help. The bank 
would rather sell the house in foreclosure for 50 percent of the loan value then work 
with me. Because ow· government has guaranteed, the loan so why work with me. 
Chinese lead base paint in baby toys, tainted dog food, drywall , etc, etc, no one in 
government cares. 

In case my previous e-mail didn't go thru here it is again. My name is [redacted]. 
I closed on my townhouse on December 21st 2007. I found about the chinese drywall 
in October 2009 from my neighbor. I filed my lawsuit with Richard Serpe on Decem
ber 18th 2009. Unfortunately, I cannot afford to move out for financial reasons. 
There is a rotten egg smell that comes from the sulfur emitted from the walls. My 
girlfriend's silver jewelry turned black. l have replaced about 4 or 5 evaporator coils. 
I have lost a lot of weight due to the toxic drywall. Thanks for yow· concern. 

My husband and I had our house built by Aranda homes in 2006. Two years later 
we found out the house was built with toxic drywall. We do not have Knauf so we 
do not qualify for the Knauf remediation project and our builder took $300,000 of 
ow· money, gave us a defective and worthless product and walked away with abso
lutely no responsibility or accountability. At the age of 55 we had to take out a loan 
for $75,000 to fix our home. We will have to work until we are 80 to pay it off. We 
were forced to move out in July of this yeru· due to my sinus problems and my hus
band's daily headaches. We were told that the United States government has all but 
abandoned us. They have left the homeowner to fight the Chinese government to 
try and get restitution. The United States government allowed this toxic drywall 
into our country and into our homes and now they want me to fight a foreign gov-
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emment to fix this mess. There have been a lot of Americans hurt by this and l'inan
cially ruined. Thanks to the Chinese Government and the United States govern
ment. I will never be able to retire. I will have to work until my dying day to pay 
off a loan l never should have had. I paid cash for. my home in 2006 and three years 
later I am paying for it a second time. It is certainly not fair that some people will 
get their homes restored at no. out of pocket to themselves. and yet others are left 
holding the bag. Where is. the. United States government? I have paid my taxes my 
entire. life. Why isn't the government taking care of its people?. 

To Whom It May Concern: 
We bought our CDW home (the dream reti rement home) in 2006 and we had 

health problems beginning in 2008. It began with running eyes, followed by throat 
irritation, cough, headaches, tooth aches, ha ir loss, breathing problems, insomnia 
etc. The smell was so bad it gave us sevear head aches, to a point that we had to 
wear charcoal filter masks to breath in my home. We pretty much lived out s ide 
of our. house except to sleep and go to the bathroom. We could not turn the air con
dition on it the Florida heat, could not turn the heater on in the winter. time. It 
was a hort;bJe time for us. Our builder declared bankruptcy so we did not have any 
recow·se, we took money out of our retirement fund and had to rebuild it. 

Your help in this matter would be appreciated. 

T am writing to you to voice my frustration with the very slow progress and incon
clusive results of testing being conducted by the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion on the harmful effects that the presence of Chinese drywall may be having on 
homeowners throughout Florida and the rest of the count ry. 

I can't stress enough how serious this catastrophe is and the negative affect it is 
having on the thousands of homeowners. victimized? 

I live in a retirement community. On my street alone, 75 percent of the homes 
have defective drywall present. These. are people who have put most of their life sav
ings into what was to be their dream home and now are being saddled, thrnugh no 
fault of their own, with a situation where their homes are in some cases unlivable 
and in all cases unsalable. These homes present potentially dangerous health and 
fire hazards, and the homeowners still have no answers from government officials 
on what to do to fix the problem. The cost once determined to fix the problem will, 
in fact1 seriously impact their retirement income and in some cases bankrupt these 
indivi<tuals. 

The longer the testing process takes, the longer homeowners are put at risk of 
contracting serious health conditions and potential electrical lire hazards. This pro
tracted testing timeline is also putting tremendous financial strain on affected 
homeowners. 

Many have had to move out of their homes and are now paying rent as well as 
their mortgage. All homeowners affected by this disaster are faced with homes that 
are unsalable and are seeing the value of their homes reduced to zero. Many home
owners are being notifi ed by their homeowne1Js insurance companies that there is 
no coverage for Chinese drywall damage and additionally their insurance coverage 
will be dropped and HO policies will not be renewed until the problem is remedi
ated. Because there is still no conclusive word forthcoming from state or Federal 
agencies on the proper process for remediation, many homeowners will be left with 
their homes totally unprotected by insurance. 

This is an untenable situation and requires immediate action on the part of local, 
State and Federal elected officials. We need help now. Without immediate help the 
problem will continue to worsen. The longer people are left exposed to the health, 
fire hazard, and financial stresses created by this catastrophic situation the more 
long term lasting horrific effects will be realized by affected homeowners. 

We need your help and we need it now. 

To. Whom It May Concern, 

My husband and I have owned a Chinese. drywall home for almost five. years now. 
We have not been able to live in this home for practically three years now. We are 
havin~ to rent a home which has put an enormous financial strain on us on a retire
ment mcome. Our. home was built by WCI (which filed bankruptcy but now is build
ing new homes across the street from our home) with Taishan drywall and it has 
caused us many health issues. While living in the home I had weekly nose bleeds, 
gastroenterologist problems,. insomnia, eye irritations, and enormous. fatigue. After 
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undergoing an MRI. I had developed vertigo, the doctors found that I have a vestib
ular disorder and I have also lost hearing in one ear. My husband developed a rash 
and a cough that has not left him to this day. He has undergone many tests and 
the only diagnosis from the Doctor is Chinese Drywall Syndrome. I cannot express 
to you the life we have been living in this nightmare. This travesty has drained us 
not only financially but physically and emotionally. Someone has got to help all the 
victims of Chinese drywall! I don't. know how much longer my husband and I will 
be able to continue renting. We still have a mortgage on the Chinese drywall home, 
we rent and pay all the utilities and we have had all kinds of medical bills. When 
is the government going to step up and help all the. victims in this country? Please 
Help! 

My name is [redacted]. My wife and I purchased a home in Parkland Golf and 
CC in Parkland, FL in 2007 from the now bankrupt WCI. Who by the way is now 
building again after. reorganization. They built. many homes. containing. CDW and 
sold homes even after knowing the product was defective .. We. both have been living 
in the home not wishing to default in the hopes of remediating. We both have expe
rienced health related respiratory issues as well as headaches, etc. After 3 years of 
legal battling we are pursuing remediation with Knauf, one o( the companies who 
supplied the drywall. If the government was smart they would pursue financial re
muneration to help all the homeowners to fix their homes. This would put the entire 
construction industry to work on over lOOK homes and solve much of the unemploy
ment issues which in turn stimulates the economy. 

TRAPPED IN BmMINGHAM!! SOMEONE HELP!! 

Built ow· new cl.ream home in December 2005 completed in June 2006, and from 
the first week we moved in my new wife said there's a smell in this house? Call 
the builder!!! (Eddelman Builders, Birmingham) and get them to find this smell? 
Our new home was. under warranty so the builder sent his people out to try and 
resolve the smell issue, everyone smelled the smell, but no resolution[ After 6-7. 
months of complaining to the Builder I contracted with a Home inspector to come 
in to find the problem 4 hrs later the home inspector said he could not find the 
smell? "Everything looks ok". That will be $400 please, I paid the man and my wife. 
kept complaining & we kept calling the builder. Our first air conditioner went out 
in April 2007 the builder had it repaired 6 more service calls that summer, both 
HVAG units. were replaced! the paint in the bathrooms started streaking? called a 
paint contractor no answer! the builders people said that "we were taking to bot 
showers" More calls to the builder more people came out with no resolution, called 
the gas co. they smelled something too, but it wasn't Gas? and all the while my wife 
was having one. medical issue after the othel'i No answers doctors bills, prescrip· 
tions, it seemed like everything was caving in all a round us, and then the letter 
came (certified mail) from the builder that our home was suspected of having been 
built with Chinese Drywall? Two teams (4-6 guys) each time came to. the house and 
both confirmed that we had the defective product!! Now it all made since!!!! By 
March of 2010 my wife's medical problems had become so acute that her Doctors 
recommended that the house could be causing the health problems? and she should 
get out!! So in April 2010 we have leased another home, and now I have a Mortgage 
on lhe defective home that no one can live in, and a lease for a home that costs 
me and additional $$$$$ every month and a house that I can't sell and that has 
lost more than Half it value!! This is a nightmare we are trapped and there is no 
end in sight. We have found out that after Katrina Jan 05 that there was a shortage 
of Drywall in the U.S. and the National Home Builders Association was putting 
pressure on the Feds to strike down the Drywall standards that were in effect and 
let the product from China. to be allowed in the U.S. The PAC's got their way, and 
the drywall was allowed in more that 15M tons of the stuffil And the suppliers/ 
builders bought it up (@ a lower price that U.S. drywall) And passed it along as 
U.S. drywall at the higher price mind you!! And here we are left to hang in the 
wind!! The Birmingham Homebuilders Assoc. has recently stated in the Bir
mingham News that they were unaware of any homes in the Birmingham market 
that had been built with the defective product!!! Something is wrong with that state
ment (my builder alone has a reported 40+ homes with the product! How many 
more of them are in this market let alone the U.S. 
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Dear Senator, 
We bought ow· brand new house in Year 2006, from beginning, we noticed some 

strange smell in our house, and we thought it is new house smell. After we lived 
in the house for about four months, my son sta1·ted to have nose bleeding, I started 
to have muscle pain and my wife started to have headache. 

I went to doctor/specialist many times and had CT scan, X-ray. The. doctors 
couldn't find the. problems with my kidney, foot and arm where I had pain. 

After one year, our A/C units, TVs, computers started to fail again and again. The 
NC coil copper pipes corroded and became complete black color. We didn't know 
what caused the problems until one of mechanic told us we must have Chinese 
Drywall installed m our house when he replaced ou1· A/C coil, and he run to attic 
and pulled out insulation material away and found out the drywall labeled "Venture 
Supply, Made in Taihe, China". He also gave us the layer phone number and let 
us call lawyer to join the Class lawsuit. 

Then I started to find the information related to Chinese Drywall and check more 
evidences in our house. I found out our copper wire in switch blacked out. Copper 
strings of baby grand piano became. black color. 

For safety and health reason, we decided to hire builder to repair our house this 
year. Because. of Chinese drywall, City lowered our. house structw·e. value to $100. 
Bank of America declined our refinancing due to the value of the house. We have 
to lie to other bank and say remodeling house t.o get home equity loan (Fortunately, 
it doesn't require house appraisal). After builder spent over four months and we 
spent about $240,000, our house got repaired. Now we have to pay back the money 
to bank from our own pocket. 

This is most painful experience in our life. 
Thank you. 

After the recent Senate Hearing on Chinese Drywall (CDW), I was. told I needed 
to send correspondence to this e-mail address to tell about our CDW experience. 

I would like to tell ow· experience for the last (4) years in trying to have respon
sible parties listen and help us resolve our problem. We were totally destroyed by 
the hurricanes Jennie and Frances, in the fall of 2004. The condo association and 
ow· insurance replaced all the damage caused by these hurricanes. The. condo asso
ciation contracted to replacing all of the drywall to a licensed contractor who re
placed all of the drywall in the entire condo in 2005. We moved back in January 
of 2006. We began noticing a corrosion of the pipes and eletrical wiring. We also 
noticed a strong odor, which later we were told was sulfur dioxide. It was not livable 
unless we. aired the entire apartment,. which we did by leaving a ll our windows. open 
all day and night unless it rained. We were later informed that. all of the. drywall 
which was replaced was defective and that the contractor nor the condo association 
were responsible for the defective. material. My insurance also refused to pay saying 
that they would not cover defective. material. After hiring an attorney and threat
ening the condo association with a law suit they agreed to remove and replace only 
the defective drywall which accrued in June 9f 2011. All of the additional cost re
lated to. being damaged by the. CDW and expense incurred t.o achieve. this task was 
a financial burden imposed on the homeowner. When the task of removing and re-

flacing a ll o( the items required a toaal cost out. of pocket to us was $15,000.00 and 
do. not believe that the. homeovmer should have been responsible for this disaster. 

The tainted drywall which came from the Chinese Manufacturers should have been 
inspected and approved by the U.S. Government, prior to being allowed to installed 
in ow· homes. I don't. believe that the financial responsibility snould be imposed on 
innocent homeowners 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sir/Madam 
I am not poor yet. l have a home which I bought with all my savings (So I don't. 

have a mortgage in my reti rement) This house has Chinese drywall. It is so bad 
I cannot live in the house. I cannot sell or walk away from the house. If I don't get 
relief I don't know what to do. l pray to GOD that government look into this matter 
quickly and do the right thing. Save me from poverty. 

Both of my parents are immigrants who came to America with nickels in their 
pockets and huge dreams. My father [redacted] has. built some of the most incredible. 
skyscrapers that exist in New York City and its sun·ounding boroughs today. My 
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mom [redacted], amazing singer and actress who even made the original cuts for 
the Original West Side Story production, successfully raised two beautiful children 
tending to home as a domestic homemaker. My parents, as hard as they worked 
never lived in a new home. The built at (redactedl was not only a dream of mine, 
but that of my parents. My father was onsite of the building of the home daily and 
in contact with everyone who worked on the site. All the bells and whistles were 
added to. this home. from custom granite throughout, custom. moldings, polished 
nickel, upgraded tiles inside and outside, indoor Jacuzzi bathtub, outdoor Jacuzzi 
with waterfall pool, upgraded center. island in the kitchen,. a. 4th bedroom for a play
room for the children, a golf cart plug, and the most gorgeous palms, hedges, fruit 
trees,. and flowers you could imagine .. Lastly, we had someone come. in and custom 
paint each bed1'oom, bathrooms, ivy on the arches, vineyard settings in our niche's 
... You name it. It's here. 

With Joy we a ll celebrated the home closing and enjoyed every holiday and week
end family event. This home wasn't my home-it was our home-for family, cousins, 
friends, etc. 

In April of 2007, I went through a very difficult divorce with my ex-husband who 
had physicaI!y abused me. Because I was only a school teacher, I could not afford 
the home myself, and my parents couldn't Jet this home leave us. It took many, 
many months. for us to come. to. a solution. Jn the meantime . I had met and fell in 
love with my husband. Together with his family-His father (redacted] a Yale Grad
uate and [redacted] a Harvard Business and Smith graduate, all came to the conclu
sion and agreed with my parents to allow my parents to take out a mortgage on 
their free and paid home-at Lredacted] in order to pay this home off here at [re
dacted]. My husband and I never miss a payment. My in-laws graciously added to 
ow· already incredible home with priceless pieces of fine art that has been in the 
Hattemer and Maynard families for generations. 

Then, to find out about our drywall. Currently, we are still here in the house. Fi
nancially we're a mess. So far beyond in bills, creditors keep calling us. My husband 
and I have four jobs between us. We are both public school teachers-educating to
morrow's leaders-giving back to our community daily. I suffer constantly from 
Ve1tigo and nausea. My baby boy wheezes constantly in his chest. His immune sys
tem cannot clear his cold that. has lasted for months. We now have moved his c1;b 
into our room-sleep with the doors open. My older daughter and son both have 
sleep issues. My elder son has bloody noses .. We are totally despondant. We cannot 
leave, for we would foreclose on my parents home. My in-laws cannot help because 
the stock markets have depleted their finances. 

We have done nothing wrong. My parents have done nothing wrong. I cannot get 
help from the banks. There is no equity in this home. A home that was worth 
425,000 when I closed is now worth literally 5,000 according to the Lee County 
Property Appraiser. 

We can't even gut this house ourselves-because we cannot a fford renting a home 
that will fit five people. 

We desperately need your help to give back 325,000 to a mortgage company who 
has no sympathy for our predicament. When I call to explain what's going on and 
seek help-They sell my parents loan to another mortgage company. I still have 
home insurance, but that is because I cannot tell them I have drywall. If I do, I 
lose my insurance. We have nothing. Please, 

Please, Please help us! 

Natasha, 

You. do not. have our testimony but. I would like you to include .. 

We learned of CDW like all other Floridians in early 2009, 
Our home was built in 2001. We always wondered why our AC coils would fail 

approx every 9 months since we moved in. No one had answers so we blamed it 
in the "crappy brand". the builder gave us .. After replacing coils 8 times in 7 years, 
we had enough and spent $5000 on a BRAND NEW Trane AC unit (Oct 2008), learn 
of CDW in 2009 and have the coils fail before the unit. was 1 year old and again 
replaced 2. months ago in our new unit .. 

I thought and only knew that AC coils were black until learning about CDW. 
We know understand why my cat of 10 years, suddenly died of a brain tumor, 

after being. in this. home. 5. years .. Why she had unexplained allergies, and res
piratory problems in this home and not in homes we lived in before 2001. Why my 
husbands burning in his mouth, ear pain, nose bleeds and scabs in his nose could 
not be explained .. Why both our stomachs make. ten·ible. noise at any time. and we 
have intestinal problems. Why both of us have been embarrassed in front of people 
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(work included) when our stomachs make various sounds. Why my dry eyes, hoarse
ness and ear ringing cannot be explained. I know understand why my silver jewelry 
that I keep in "tarnish free" chests and some pieces in sip lock bags inside the tar
nish free chest, still tarnish. My we had to keep replacing bathroom fixtW"es when 
they rusted within a few months. 

Why I have had to throw away decorative items and jewelry because they had 
blacken beyond repair. 

Our builder is not longer in business, my. mortgage company stopped calling me 
once they understood I have CDW. 

Our home has been inspected by Spider Man Mulholland, a toxicologist, the build
ers. inspector, dry. wall distributor inspector and I've lost count of who else has. 
walked through my home to conclude we have CDW. The Consumer Safety Protec
tion Commission has used this home as part of theii' environmental air qual ity test; 
having multiple units in my home for months. 

Our home has 218 pieces of CDW suppUed by Seacoast Supply, owned by L&W, 
a subsidiary of U.S. Gypsum. Seacoast Supply was caught in a lie and has admitted 
ownership for installing the 218 pieces in my home. 

The attorney for Seacoast, David Connor, says they will remediate but has not 
carried through on any promise-mediation, remediation, protocol and cJjent testi
mony. lo fact, he asked us. to provide our initial remediation estimate to assist him 
in suing their importer, Shamrock. All parties cry that they are the victim, but the 
only victim is the actual homeowner. We did nothing to contribute or create this 
situation. 

We are frustrated with our local attorney who has included us in class action law
suits, which we never wanted, nor agreed to but were told we are in them. We are 
encow·aged not to opt out. We are promised a lower fee to the attorney but he does 
not commit to the percentage. The replies I have received form senators and rep
resentatives are outright insulting. The CDW homeowner is the only one getting the 
short end of this and again, we have done nothing to contribute or deserve this. 

We can only say that back in 2001 and earlier since I've heard that CDW has 
been in the U.S. since 1999, the construction industry only wanted to cut corners 
and save on their cost while creating a false promise of quality. 

Our home was built to be our "retirement" home but it is worth nothing except 
the land it sits on and even \vith that, the real estate market is still at a low point. 
It has prevented us form moving on \vith our. lives. and careers. 

No one can put a price to the horrible arguments my husband and I have had 
about our CDW, the attorneys, mediation, remediation and our future. No one can 
put a price on our future health despite considering ourselves to be pretty. healthy. 
We al'e stuck paying on a mortgage for a home that is worthless and we prefer not 
to walk away and ruin our credit. We are the only ones being taken advantage of 
by those who are out to make money on this horrible situation .. 

Information contained within thls report was obtained from an on-site visit with 
the homeowners at their house. During this visit, photographs were taken and are 
attached as Attachment l. 

The homeowners consist of a 67-year-old female and a 62-year-old male. No one 
else has Jived with them in the home. The homeowners had thls house built as their 
dream home. They added many "top of the line" extras when the house was built. 

The builder began construction of the house on February 14, 2006. The home
owners moved into the house on February 16, 2007. The house was built by Bender 
Construction and Development Company, Inc, 3775 7th Avenue N.W., Naples, FL 
34120. The homeowners have lived in thls house full time since then, except for an 
occasional short time vacation. 

The house is. a two-story Florida house. It has 4,900 square feet that includes a 
three to four car garage area on the back of the house. There is a screened-in porch 
on the back of the house that runs the length of the back of the house. On the front 
of the house, there a1·e two screened-in patios on the first floor and two screened
in porches on the second floor. The house has five bedrooms, four bathrooms, a 
kitchen, a dining room, a family room, a laundry room and a large foyer. The bed
rooms and the stairs are carpeted. The family room has hardwood floors and the 
kitchen, the laundry room and the bathrooms have tile floors. 

The house is constructed of concrete block stucco on the fo·st floor and a combina
tion of wood frame and stucco on the second floor. The house has a metal roof. The 
homeowner related that the house has wood studs. All of the appl iances were new 
Kitchen Aid appliances when the homeowners moved into the house. The house is 
equipped with all electric appliances. There is no natural gas or propane gas. con-
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nected to this house. The homeowners had an osmosis water filtering system and 
a Hepa air filtering system installed when the house was built. 

The walls in the house were painted before the homeowne1·s moved into their 
home. Since they have moved into the home, they have put up window treatments 
and pictures but have not done any other major changes to the house. 

The homeowner related that when the house was in the middle of construction, 
the builder told him that they were having a problem obtaining drywall because of 
a shortage of drywall at the time. The builder eventually found drywall for sale at 
a lumber store and purchased the drywall used in this house from this lumber store. 
The male homeowner reme mbered when the drywall was delivered to the property 
because the delivery people left the drywall outside and he carried the drywall in
side the house so it would not get wet. At the time, he noticed that the drywall had 
"CHINA" printed on the back of the drywall. The buiJder hired a crew ta install the 
drywall. 

The female homeowner began having nose bleeds occasionally after. they moved 
into this house. She had never had nose bleeds before they lived in this house. Also, 
she has had allergies in the past but they have gotten progressively worse since 
they have lived in this house. Also, the female homeowner had been in good health 
prior to living in this house but in December of 2008, she had to go to the local 
emergency room because of high blood pressure. She was diagnosed with a blockage 
in her interior arteries and had to have two. stents inserted in her arteries. The 
male homeowner was. concerned that his wife's medical problems may have been be
cause of the Chinese. drywall that was installed in their home. 

The male homeowner has had respiratory congestion which has gotten progres
sively worse since living in this house. He added that when he and his wife are on 
vacation, there is a noticeable difference because he does not have the respiratory 
congestion problems and his wife's aJJergies disappear. 

The male homeowner related that he never noticed an exact time when these 
symptoms started but stated that since they have lived in this house, the symptoms 
have gotten progressively worse. 

The homeowners have five mixed breed dogs. All of their dogs are healthy and 
do not appear to have any medical problems. The male homeowner stated that the 
dogs rarely come inside the house. They stay in the yard or on the porches. 

The homeowners noticed a sl ight odor when they first moved into the house. They 
attributed the odor to a "new house" odor. Also, they have lived in Floz;da for many 
years and are used to a slight sulfur odor, so they were not concerned about it. 

This house has two air conditioning systems . One is a three ton CaITier unit that 
is for the upstairs part of the house and the other one is a two ton Carrier unit 
that is for the downstairs part of the house. In February 2008, the three-ton air. con
ditioner stopped working. The air conditioning technician who came to determine 
the problem with the air conditioner said the evaporator coils had to be replaced 
because they had corroded. The homeowners had the evaporator coils replaced. In 
June 2009, the homeowners began ta have problems with this. same air. conditioning 
unit. The technician came out again and said the coils had to be replaced again be
cause they were corroded. The coils were replaced in July 2009 (Attachment 1, 
Photos. 2-5). 

The smaller air conditioning unit for the downstairs is not. used as frequently as 
the larger unit that is for the upstairs part of the house. However, the coils in the 
smaller air conditioning unit had to be replaced in March 2008 because the coils 
had corroded and the air conditioning unit would not work (Attachment 1, Photo 
6). Both of the air conditioning units are top of the line Can·ier units. 

In the summer of 2007, the new electric Kitchen Air range stopped working alto
gether. The technician who came out to repair it said that the computer chip in the 
range stopped working and had to be replaced. The new refrigerator that they pur
chased for the house when they had the house built also stopped working. The tech
nician who came out to repair the refrigerator said that the relay inside t.he refrig
erntor failed and it needed a new one. The female homeowner related that the 
motherboa1·d inside her sewing machine stopped working and she had to have it re
placed. Also, since they have lived in this home, she has two !PODS stop workin.g. 
She has returned them each time to the store to r·eceive a new one. The home
owners' stereo equipment has a scratching sound on it when they try to use it. They 
believe the drywall is emitting sulfur gases that affect the electronics in their appli
ances and air conditioning units. 

The femaJe homeowner had several antique pieces of silver that had been passed 
down to her from her grandmother. Since they have lived in this house, the silver 
has turned black. She stated she had these pieces for many years and they have 
never turned black until they moved into this house (Attachment l, Photos 10-12). 
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The male homeowner pointed out the copper pipes behind the washing machine 
(Attachment 1, Photo 9). These pipes are copper and have turned black. Also, he 
pointed out the copper pipe that runs outside of the air conditioning units. The pipe 
has turned completely black. The homeowner took several of the outlets apart and 
each one showed black corrosion on the ground wires (Attachment 1, Photos 7-8). 

The male homeowner is an experienced electrician and believes this is a major 
safety issue because of the wires within the house. He stated that the appliances 
and light fixtures and many other electrical units are a lways plugged into the out
lets whether they are operating or not. When the wires are corroded, it may cause 
a fire. 

The homeowner first learned of Chfoese drywall problems when his air condi
tioning unit coils had to be replaced the second time . He had heard of problems 
with outside units that could be affected by a sprinkler system that would be hitting 
the unit everyday because the water may have some sulfur content. But he could 
not understand bow the coils in the units that are located in a closet inside their 
home would corrode because they would never have been exposed to any type of sul
fur. The homeowner researched this problem on the computer and heard about the 
Chinese drywall problems in the news. He remembered the shipment of drywall 
that was delivered to his home site when they were building the house and remem
bered that it was from China. The homeowner pointed out where the drywall in the 
attic had printing on it that reads "KNAUF CHINA TJANJAN" (Attachment 1, 
Photo 13). After he learned about the problems with the Chinese drywall on the 
news, he realized be and bis wife were having the same problems with their drywall 
which came from China. 

The homeowners contacted an attorney and registered with him to represent them 
in a class action suit for the people affected by the Chinese drywall. Their attorney 
contacted their builder, Bender Construction who sent out an inspector. Their in
spector examined the entire house. He told the homeowners that he could detect a 
sulfur odor in the house. The buHder's attorney contacted the supplier of the Chi
nese drywall, the lumber Company. The lumber Company also sent out an inspector 
to examine their house. He was also able to detect the sulfur odor in the house. He 
examined the entire house and saw the printing on the drywall in the attic. So far, 
the homeowners have not received any of the reports from the two inspectors. 

The homeowners are concerned about the effects the Chinese drywall is having 
on their health. This is their dream home and do not want to move out. They hope 
there is some remediation from either the builder or the supplier so they can con
Li nue to live in their borne. 

The male homeowner added that his neighbors (his son-in-law and step-daughter) 
had their home built at the same time by the same builder. They also have the Chi
nese drywall in their home. Their home was built in 2006 and they moved into their 
new home io approximately November 2006. They have two young sons, a 9- year
old and a 5-year-old. Both of their sons have developed nose bleeds since they have 
lived in that house. They never had any nose bleeds before living in the house. Also, 
their allergies have intensified since living there. The homeowner was not sure if 
they have bad any major problems with their ail- conditioning units but did recall 
that they had to have their dishwasher repaired since they have lived in the house. 
Product Identification 

The manufacturer of the drywall in the house was shown as KNAUF CHINA 
TlANJAN. According to the homeowner, the drywall was purchased from a store 
called 84 Lumber. 
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Photo I-View of the homeowner's home 
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Photo 2-View of the three-ton air conditioning unit that is used for the up
stairs of the house 
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Photo 3-View or the copper wire that runs alongside the air conditioning 
unit that has turned black 
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Photo 4-Close up view of the copper wire that runs alongside the air con
ditioning unit where it has tmned black 
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Photo S-Close up view of the maintenance record attached to the larger 
air conditioning unit showing the air conditioning coils have been re
placed on February 27, 2008 and again on July 3, 2009 

Photo &-Close up view of the maintenance record attached to the smaller 
air conditioning unit showing the coils h ad to be 1·eplaced on March 3, 
2008 
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Photo 7-View of the ground wire that corroded and turned black in one 
of the outlets 

Photo 8-View of another outlet where the ground wire has corrod ed and 
twned black 
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Photo 9-View of copper pipes behind the washing machine in th e laundry 
that h ave corroded and turned black 

Photo 10--View of some antique silver th at h as signs of blackening and pit
ting marks 
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Photo 11-View of an antique gravy bowl that has signs of blackening and 
pitting marks 

Photo 12-View of a s ilver plated serving s pool that has s igns of blackening 
and pitting marks 
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Photo 13-View of drywall in the attic whe re the drywall h ad printing th at 
reads "KNAUF CHINA TIANJAN". 

0 
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ARE CONSUMERS ADEQUATELY PROTECTED 
FROM FLAMMABILITY OF UPHOLSTERED 
FURNITURE? HEARING ON THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF FURNITURE FLAMMABILITY 
STANDARDS AND FLAME-RETARDANT 
CHEMICALS 

TUESDAY, JULY 17, 2012 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL SERVICES 

AND GENERAL GOVERNMENT, 
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee met at 2:30 p.m., in room SD- 138, Dirksen 

Senate Office Building, Hon. Richard J. Durbin (chairman) pre
siding. 

Present: Senators Durbin, Lautenberg, and Moran. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD J. DURBIN 

Senator DURBIN. Good afternoon. Today, I am pleased to convene. 
this hearing of the Appropriations Subcommittee on Financial 
Services and General Government to discuss standards for the 
flammability of residential upholstered furniture and the use of 
flame-retardant chemicals, and whether efforts to date are ade
quately protecting American consumers. 

I am going to be joined later by Senator J erry Moran, my rank
ing member, and possibly Senator Frank R. Lautenberg, and other 
colleagues. I thank them all for their interest in this issue. 

I welcome the Chairman of the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission (CPSC), Inez M. Tenenbaum, and the acting Assistant Ad
ministrator of the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Office 
of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention, James J. J ones. I also 
welcome our second panel of witnesses we'll hear from a little later. 

Why are we holding this hearing? According to national fire loss 
estimates for 2005 to 2009, upholstered furnitu1·e was the first 
household item to ignite in an average of 7,040 reported home 
structure fires every year. These fires caused an estimated annual 
average of 500 deaths, 890 injuries, and $442 million in direct 
property damage. 

Once upholstered furniture is ignited, it burns extremely rapidly, 
because of the fuel in the upholstery filling materials. Lighted to
bacco products or smoking materials remain the leading cause of 

(1) 
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upholstered furniture fires and associated losses. One out of every 
six such fires started by smoking materials resulted in death. 

In May, the Chicago Tribune published a four-part series on 
flame-retardant chemicals. It was an eye-opener. It explored the 
role of the major tobacco companies, which sought to shift focus 
away from cigarettes as the cause of fire deaths, and chemical com
panies, which wanted to preserve a market for their products. 

Tobacco industry efforts with State fire marshals steered policy
makers away from developing a fire-safe cigarette and instead to
ward rules requiring furniture flammability standards. That, in 
turn, led to the widespread use of flame-retardant chemicals. 

The Chicago Tribune articles also highlighted research showing 
that flame-retardant chemicals escape from household products 
and settle in dust, causing infants and toddlers to have hjgher lev
els of these chemicals in their bodies. than their parents. American 
newborns have the highest recorded concentration of flame-retard
ant chemicals than any infants in any other country. 

This led Graco, one the Nation's largest children's product manu
facturers, to ban the use of some toxic flame retardants in their 
products. Graco has recently announced that they will begin elimi
nating four of the most toxic flame-retardant chemicals from their 
products, including car seats and strollers. 

The list of banned chemicals includes Fi.remaster 550, a chemical 
mixture that the current research and even the Tribune articles 
have shown to accumulate in humans and the environment. 

The chemical industry points to research justifying the use of fire 
retardants. The Chicago Tribune exposes that research many times 
is distorted and based on manipulated data. 

Finally, the series discusses the toxicity of flame retardants and 
the difficulties that EPA faces in restricting the use of flame-re
tardant chemicals in furniture. 

What we will learn today is a little more about fires, furniture, 
fire-retardant chemicals, and, maybe as important, the role of the 
Government when it comes to these issues. 

On our first panel, we are going to hear from CPSC, an obvious 
first stop in this conversation. They have been working, as you will 
find, for many years on a proposed standard for the flammability 
of upholstered furniture. 

Upholstered furniture that catches fire is a leading cause of 
death in residential fires from consumer products. In recent years, 
CPSC has been working on a standard that would require uphol
stery to resist smoldering cigarettes, which are by far the leading 
cause of furniture fires. 

To complete an upholstered furniture flammability standard, 
CPSC must comply. with the. Flammable Fabrics Act passed by the. 
Congress, which sets the standards for testing. They are wide-rang
ing and lengthy, the standards. 

As part of them, CPSC conducted testing to establish the effec
tiveness of different strategies on reducing furniture flammability. 

I expect that CPSC will provide an update on this research, the 
status of the. rulemaking, the. remaining steps to finalize a rule, 
and any outstanding issues. 

Also on the first panel, we will hear from EPA. They regulate the 
manufacture and use of flame-retardant chemicals under the Toxic 
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Substances Control Act (TSCA). Recent scientific research has dem
onstrated these chemicals accumulate in the environment and can 
cause cancer, neurological disorders, and impaired reproduction. 

During this hearing, we hope to learn more about the public 
health and environmental effects of flame-retardant chemicals used 
in furniture. Additionally, we hope to hear what authority TSCA 
gives EPA to regulate these potentially dangerous chemicals and 
any recent actions taken by EPA with respect to them. 

With the next panel we are going to hear. from is an Illinois
based company well known to most, Underwriters Laboratories 
(UL). It's an independent, not-for-profit standards developer that 
tests products and certifies those that are consistent with public 
safety and those that are not. 

Over time, the company has built a brand that reassures con
sumers the products they are purchasing are safe. In 2008, UL ini
tiated testing on different methods of reducing upholstered fur
niture flammability and reducing the fire growth rate of uphol
stered furniture. 

Some of their findings will likely have us taking a second look 
at the furniture we have in our homes. They are here today to dis
cuss the. results of their testing on furniture flammability. 

We are going to also hear from the American Home Furnishings 
Alliance, representing the manufacturers and importers of residen
tial furniture that include upholstered furniture. Much like CPSC, 
the manufacturers have been involved in developing upholstered 
furniture flammability standards. They will share their insights re
garding current standards and ongoing work with CPSC to deter
mine a new standard. 

Finally, we are going to hear from a veteran firefighter and fire
safety expert to discuss the changes that have taken place in Amer
ica affecting home fire safety and the factors leading to home fires. 
He will also tell us about the human cost associated with fires and 
very simple steps, including creating effective. flammability stand
ards, that we can take to help reduce this risk for consumers and 
firefighters alike. 

After reading the Chicago Tribune articles, I was struck by sev
eral disturbing things. First, the intentional distortion and manipu
lation of research in order to deceive Americans into thinking that 
the use. of flame-retardant chemicals in furniture provided addi
tional protection in home fires even though the data do not support 
the claim; the extensive lobbying and significant funding spent by 
chemical companies and the tobacco industry to ensure that flame
retardant chemicals were used in furniture and to suppress opposi
tion to their inclusion; and the growing awareness that flame-re
tardant chemicals in furniture may not add any benefit, and, in 
many cases, may cause harm to public health and the environment. 

Generations of Americans have been asked to tolerate what may 
be an unsafe level of exposure to potentially toxic chemicals in 
their furniture in the name of fire safety. If the scientific evidence 
suggests this solution is not justified, we must move quickly to up
date our upholstered furniture flammability. standards and limit 
our exposure to these dangerous chemicals. 

Today, we'll attempt to gain a clear understanding of whether 
consumers are protected from flammability furniture, a leading 
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cause of house fires. We11 explore what's been happening with resi
dential upholstered furniture flammability standards and the effec
tiveness of these chemicals. 

We'll start by exploring CPSC's process for finalizing a standard, 
and then move to EPA for their statements on the actual chemicals 
involved. 

PREPARED STATEMENT 

I'd like to say, as a matter of record, we have a vote scheduled 
at 3 o'clock, which will probably go until about 3:15 or 3:20 p.m., 
so my ranking member, Senator Moran, and I will try to accommo
date that vote and be sure that we make it and not interrupt this 
hearing indefinitely. 

[The statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENA'rOR RICHAJm J. D URBlN 

Good afternoon. Today, I am pleased to convene this hearing of the Approp1;ations 
Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government to discuss standards 
for the flammability of residential upholstered furniture and the use of flame-retard
ant chemicals, and whether efforts to date are adequately protecting consumers and 
the public. 

I welcome Senator Jerry Moran, the ranking member, Senator Frank R. Lauten
berg, and possibly other colleagues are joinfog me today. I welcome the Chairman 
of the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) Inez M. Tenenbaum, and the 
Acting Assistant Administrato1· of the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Of
fice of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention, James J. Jones. I also welcome. 
ow· second panel of witnesses who we will hear from a bit later. 

According to national fire loss estimates for 2005-2009, upholstered furniture was 
the first household item to ignite in an average of 7,040 reported home structure 
fires per year. These fires caused an estimated annual average of 500 deaths, 890 
injuries, and $442 tnillion i.n direct property damage. Once upholstered furniture is 
ignited, it bums extremely rapid because of the fuel in the upholstery filling mate
rials. Lighted tobacco products (or smoking materials) remain the, leading cause of 
upholstered furniture fires. and associated losses. One out. of every six such fires 
started by smoking materials resulted in death. 

In May, the Chicago T1;bune published a four-part series on flame-retardant 
chemicals. It explored the role of Big Tobacco, which sought to shift focus away from 
cigarettes as the cause of fire deaths; and chemical companies, which wanted to pre
serve a lucrative market for their products. The tobacco indust1·y's efforts with State 
fire marshals steered policymakers away from developing a fire-safe cigarette stand
a rd and. instead toward. rules requiring furniture nammability standards. That, in 
tw·n,. led to. the widespread use of flame-retaYdant chemicals. 

In addition, the Chicago Tribune articles highlight research showing that flame· 
retardant chemicals escape from household products and settle in dust, causing in
fants and toddlers to have higher levels of these chemicals in their bodies than their 
parents. Ame1;can newborns have the highest recorded concentrations of flame 
retardants than infants from any other country. 

This has led Graco-<>ne of the Nation's largest children's product manufactur
ers-to. ban the use o( some. toxic. flame. retardants. in their products. Graco has re
cently announced that they will begin eliminating four o( the most toxic flame-re
tardant chemicals from their products, which include car seats and strollers. The 
list of banned chetnicals includes Firemaster 550, a chemical mixture that the cw·
rent reseuch and Chicago Tribune articles have shown to accumulate in humans 
and the environment. 

The chemical industry points to research justifying the use of fire retardants. The 
Tribune exposes that research as distorted and based on manipulated data. Finally, 
the series. discusses the toxicity of flame. retardants and the difficulties that EPA 
faces in restricting the use. of flame-retardant chemicals in. furnitw·e. 

ROLES OF WITNESSES 

Today, on our first panel, we will hear from CPSC, which has been working on 
a proposed standard for the flammability of upholstered furniture. 
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Upholstered furniture that catches fire is a leading cause of death in residential 
fires from consumer products. In recent years, CPSC has been working on a stand
ard that would require upholstery to resist smoldering cigarettes, which are by far 
the leading cause of furniture fires. 

To complete an upholstered furniture flammability standa1·d, CPSC must comply 
with Flammable Fabrics Act requirements, which are wide-ranging and lengthy. As 
part of the standards process, CPSC conducted testing to. establish the effectiveness 
of different strategies on reducing flammability. I expect that CPSC will provide an 
update on their research, the status of the rulemaking, the remaining steps to final
izing the rule, and any outstanding issues yet to be resolved. 

Also on the first panel, we will hear from EPA, which regulates the manufacture 
and use of flame-retardant chemicals under the Toxic Substances Control Act 
(TSCA). Recent scientific research has demonstrated that these chemicals accumu
late in the environment and t hat they can cause cancer, neurological disorders, and 
impaired reproduction. 

During this hearing, we hope to learn more about the public health and environ
mental effects of flame-retardant chemicals used in furniture filling. Additionally, 
we hope to hear what authority TSCA gives EPA to regulate these potentially dan
gerous chemicals and any recent actions EPA has taken with respect to flame-re
tardant chemicals. 

On our second panel, we will hear from lllinois-based Underwriters Laboratories 
(UL), an independent, not-for-profit standards developer and product testing and 
certification organizer dedicated to public safety. Over time, the company has built 
a brand that reassures consumers that the products they are purchasing are safe. 
In 20081 UL initiated testing on different methods of reducing upholstered furniture 
flammaoility and reducing the fire growth rate of upholstered furniture. Some of 
their findings will likely have us all taking a second look at the fw·niture we have 
in our homes. They are here today to discuss the results of their testing on furniture 
flammability. 

We \vill also hear from the Ame1ican Home Furnishings Alliance, which rep
resents manufacturers and importers of residential furnishings that include uphol
stered fw·niture. Much like CPSC, the manufacturers have been involved in devel
oping upholstered furniture flammability standards. They will share their insights 
regarding current standards and their ongoing work with CPSC to develop a new 
nationwide furnitw-e flammability standard. 

Finally, we will hear from a veteran firefighter and fire-safety expert. He will dis
cuss the changes that have taken place affecting home fire safety and factors lead
ing to home fires. He will also tell us about the human cost associated with fires 
and the simple steps-including creating effective flammability standards-that we 
can take to help reduce this risk for consumers and the firefighters responding to 
these hazards. 

SUMMARY OF 1'HE ISSUES 

After reading the Chicago Tribune articles, I was struck by several disturbing as
pects such as: 

-the intentional distortion and manipulation of research in order to. deceive 
Americans into thinking that the use of flame-retardant chemicals in furniture 
provided additional protection in home fires even though the data do not sup· 
port this. claim; 

-the extensive lobbying and significant funding spent by chemical companies and 
the tobacco industry to ensure that flame-retardant chemicals were used in fw·
nitw·e and to suppress any opposition to their inclusion in furnitw•e; 

-the growing awareness that flame-retardant chemicals in furniture filling may 
not add any benefit, and may, in fact, cause harm to public health and the envi
ronment. 

Generations of Americans have been asked to tolerate what may be an unsafe 
level of exposw-e to potentially toxic chemicals in their furnitw·e in the name of fire 
safety. If the scientific evidence suggests this solution is not justified, we must. move 
quickly to update our upholstered furniture flammability standards and help limit 
exposure to these chemicals. 

Today, we'll attempt to gain a clear understanding of whether consumers are ade
quately protected from flammability of upholstered furniture-a leading cause of 
house fires. We'll explore what's been happening \vith residential upholstered fw·
niture flammability standards and the effectiveness of flame-retardant. chemicals. 

We'll begin by explo1ing the CPSC process for finalizing such a standard. And 
then, we'll examine whether EPA has the necessary authority to ensure the safety 
of flame-retardant chemicals prior to their entry into. the marketplace. 
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Senator DURBIN. At this point, I'd like to turn over the floor to 
my ranking member, Senator Jerry Moran. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JERRY MORAN 

Senator MORAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I thank the witnesses 
for appearing before our subcommittee today. And I look forward 
to their testimony. 

As you indicated, there have been a series of articles written in 
the Chicago Tribune, which have elevated interest in flame-retard
ant chemicals. These chemicals are found in products we encounter 
throughout daily life-cars, automobiles, plastics, electronics and 
other household goods, and upholstered furniture, which is the pri
mary focus of your hearing today. 

Flame retardants are one of many safety tools that we have at 
our disposal, such as sprinklers and smoke detectors. And, collec
tively, these tools have made a difference in reducing fire injuries 
and death, even as fuel loads. and potentially flammable materials 
have increased dramatically in households and office buildings. 

This has. been acknowledged by. a variety of manufacturing sec
tors, which rely upon flame retardants to help meet Government
mandated or voluntary flammability. standards for products and 
component parts. 

This is a complex issue involving State standards, Federal stand
ards, and industry standards, which, from electronics to construc
tion to automotive and also home furnishing products, these tech
nical standards are often developed through a consensus approach 
and there is often careful thought given to ensuring the standards 
do not favor one method of compliance over another, but focus on 
meeting a fire-safety test. 

In some. instances, manufacturers voluntarily decide to meet a 
particular product fire -safety standard, while in other cases prod
uct. components must meet. fire-safety tests as a regulatory. pre
requisite for sale in a market like California's standard 117 for fur
niture sales. 

We must let the safety experts, like CPSC and EPA, work within 
their regulatory framework to address the safety of these products. 
Changes to the authorizing statutes at these agencies should be 
made by the Senate Commerce Committee, which has jurisdiction 
over the Consumer Product Safety Act and the Flammable Fabrics 
Act, and the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, 
which has jurisdiction over TSCA.. And that. Committee. will have 
a hearing on the reauthorization of that act with EPA on July 24, 
later this month .. 

PREPARED STATEMENT. 

I'd like to ask unanimous consent a report from Dr. Matt Blais, 
the director of Fire Technology Department at Southwest Research 
Institution, be included in the record. 

And I look forward to the testimony of the witnesses. 
Senator DURBIN. Without objection, that statement will be in

cluded. 
[The statement follow:] 
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THE UTILITY OF CALIFOR?\!A TECHNICAL BULLETIN 117: DOES TKE REGULATION ADD 
VALUE? 

The implementation of California Technical Bulletin 117 (CA TB 117) set min
imum performance standards for furnishings in incipient lire situations. The intent 
was to protect life and property from fires initiated by small sources such as 
matches, cigarettes, lighters, and candles. The standard was not intended to prevent 
ignition of a furnishing in a large fire where it would conlribute to the fuel load 
of a room but not be the point of initiation. 

Urethane. foam -filled furnishings have the potential. for. contributing tremendous 
energy to a fire and when not protected with flame retardants can lead to rapid 
transition from incipient fire to a free-burning condition. The lime to reach flashover. 
(spread to the rest of the room) in a recent study perfo1·med at Southwest Research 
Institute (SwRI®) by J anssens et a l. 1 was as short as 200 seconds from time of igni
tion. The addition of flame-retardant covering over the foam adds a layer of defense 
that delays transition to flashover to almost 800 seconds from initiation. The addi
tional use of CA TB 117 rated urethane foams prevented sustained burning when 
a small ignition source was used. In cases where the CA TB-117 foams are used 
with flammable coverings, significant reductions in both peak Heat Release Rate 
CHRR) and total HRR were measured and a significant delay in reaching the free
burning condition was. observed .. 

The impact of adding flame retardants to the covering material and urethane 
foams adds. defense in depth to. the furnishing that undoubtedly. saves lives. The fact 
that nonflame-retardant furnishings contribute to flashover in a room in just a little 
more than 3 minutes severely limits the potential for escape for a family in a fire 
situation. It also would likely result in the total loss of the home before a fire de
partment could respond. Extending the time to greater than 13 minutes increases 
the probability of escape for the family and allows for greater response time and 
likely reduces the total damage sustained by the structure. 

The cigarette ignition source is less important today than in the past due to a 
reduction in the number of smokers and changes in ci~arette technology. Cigarette 
wrappers are self-extinguishing when there is not. airflow. for extended periods. 
However, ignition from a small flame source is still a significant problem for home
owners with small children. The following facts were obtained from U.S. Fire Ad
ministration/National Fire Data Center: 

-An estimated 20,200 residential structure fires in 2002, resulted in 276 deaths, 
1,445 injuries, and $322 lnillion loss. 2 

- The leading causes of residential structure fires are incendiary/suspicious, open 
flame, and children playing with lighters and matches fires. 2 

CA TB 117 uses ignition sources that mimic those follnd in the types of fires de
S<.'Tibed. The testing performed in Janssens' is directly comparable to the CA TB 117 
and CA TB 133 requirements. Three types of ignition sources were used: 
-a small match-like flame; 
- a large gas burner, silnilar to a fire in a pile of newspapers; and 
-a small liquid pool fire simulating the use of an accelerant. 
Three ignition source locations were evaluated: 
-exposing the seat from the. top; 
-exposing the furniture from the front bottom; and 
-exposing the back. 

Test Conditions 
ln most cases the small-flame ignition source was BS 5852 Source #1 simulating 

a match fire. In a few tests the item could not be ignited with this sollrce and BS 
5852 Source #2 was then tried simulating a lighter or candle. Both BS 5852 sources 
involve a diffusion burner consisting of a steel tube, with 8 mm outside diameter 
and 6.5 mm internal diameter and 200 mm in length, connected by a flexible tube 
via a rotameter, fine control valve, an optional on-off valve, and a regulator to a 
cylinder containing butane. 

For Source #1, a flow rate of 45 ml/min at 25 °C was used, co1Tesponding to a 
heat release rate of ca. 83. W. and a flame height of 35 mm, measured from the top 
of the burner tube, when held vertically upwards. For Source #2, a flow rate of 160 
ml/min at 25 °C was used, con·esponding to a heat release rate of ca. 295 W and 
a flame height of 145 mm, measured from the top of the burner tube, when held 

1 Reducing Uncertainty of Quantifying the Burning Rate of Upholstered Furnitw-e, No. 2010-
DN- BX- K221. awarded by the National Institute of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, U.S. 
Dc;.artmcnt of Justice. December 30, 2011. 

U.S. Fire Administration/National Fire Data Center, Residentia l Structw·e Match- or Light
er- Ignited Fires, Topical Fire Research Series, Volume 4-lssuc 2, October 2004. 
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vertically upwards. Butane gas was used as the fuel. The burner name was applied 
for 20 s for Source #1, or 40 s for Source #2. Source #l has been shown to have 
an intensity equivalent to a small match. The small-name source is shown in Figure 
1 being applied to a chair mock-up. 

FIGURE 1.-Small f1ame source 

The propane burner described in CA TB 133 and American Society. for Testing 
and Materials (ASTM) E-1537 was chosen as the large name ignition source expos
ing the seat from the top. This 250 x 250. mm square burner. consisted of 13 mm 
outside diameter stainless steel tubing with holes pointing straight out, straight 
down, and inward at a 45 degree angle at various locations. Propane gas with a net 
heat of combustion of 46.5 0.5 MJ/kg was supplied at a rate of 13 1/min for a total 
of 80 s .. The burner. was an approximate intensity of 19 kW. Figure 2 shows the 
large-name source burner applied to a three-cushion couch mock-up. 
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FIGURE 2.-Large burner ignition source 

The 0.3 x 0.3 m sandbox. bw·ner described in National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) 286 was chosen as the large-flame ignition source for front bottom and back 
exposure. The burner was supplied with propane at the same rate (19 kW) and for 
the same duration (80 s) as the CA TB 133 burner. Figure 3 shows. the application 
of the large-flame sandbox burner to the bottom front of a three-cushion couch 
mock-up. 

FIGURE 3.-Large-flo.me ignition source bumer box 

Finally, the liquid pool fire ignition source consisted of 59 ml (2 oz) of gasoline 
distributed over a seat cushion (top exposure) or 118 ml (4 oz) of gasoline distrib
uted more than 25 mm thick ceramic fiber blanket placed inside a 0.28 x 0.43 m 
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metal cookie sheet (front, bottom, and back exposure). Figure 4 shows the accelerant 
ignition source for this series of tests applied to a center cushion. 

FIGURE 4.-Accelerant ignition source 

Test Items 
Because of the questionable pedigree for used furnitm·e items, most of the tests 

were perfo1med on furniture mock-ups with meta l fram es. The mockup cushfons 
were constructed with fabrics and padding materials that are common in furniture 
items that are cu1Tently on the market. Six different padding materials and two fab
rics were selected. Chairs (without armrests) and single-, double-, and tiiple-seat 
sofas were included in the test matrix. Table 1 shows the matrix of materials used 
to create the mock-ups for this seties of tests. 

TABLE 1.- MOCK-UP MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION 

Fabnc ID Color Supplier Weight (g/m2) 

(Nonflame-retardant) cot- Eco linen .............. ....... Khaki .. ....... San Antonio Upholstery Fabrics ...... 355 
ton. 

Flame-retardant cotton ..... Milano ........... ............... Black ......... Dazian. North Hollywood, California 415 

Padding ID CA TB.117 Supplier. Density 
(kg/m3) 

LD polyurethane foam ....... 1030 ............................. ··················· San Antonio Upholstery Supply ....... 17 
HO polyurethane foam ...... 25110 ...... .................... .. ........... . ... San Antonio Upholstery Supply ....... 45 
CA TB 117 polyurethane FRl534 ......................... ,/ San Antonio Upholstery Supply ....... 23 

loam. 
Polythloroprene latex ........ CR SAFGUARO XL ......... ,/ Chestnut Ridge, Latrobe, Pennsyt- 103 

vania. 
Polyester wrap ................... Dacron ............... _ .......... ,/ San Antonio Upholstery Supply ....... 16 
Oenslfted polyester ............ Ra meChek (Corel ......... ,/ Bob Barker. Fuquay-Vanna. North 23 

Carolina. 

The flame-retardant cotton fabric was. vetified to meet the requirements of NFPA 
701. CA TB 117 tests were performed on specimens of the six padding materials to 
verify compliance (or noncompliance) with the standard. The test matrix used for 
this series of tests is summarized in Tables 2 and 3. 
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Results and Discussion 
A direct comparison of four conditions shows the applicability of having an flame

retardant requirement for home furnishings. The heat release rates measured of the 
dw·ation of the test are shown in the four pairs of graphs below. The conditions are: 
-a flammable cover over urethane foam; 
- a flame-retardant cover over urethane foam; 
- a flammable cover over flame-retardant foam; and 
- a name-retardant cover over flame-retardant foam. 
Table 4 provides the sample identification description dictionary that defines the 

test performed and material types. This can be used to s how the materials of com
position, test conditions, ignition source and ignition location. 
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TARl.F. 11 .- System for Com.p<>sing and Deciphering the Test Tl) String 

l . l. L £> D D L L 

Rcplic:nc # ( I. :?, .. . } 

B ~ Back 
C "'-Corner 
F "" Front 
S = Scat Center 
G ~ Gap (Chair:; Only) 

N •· No Gap (Chiirs Only) 

A = Accelcrant 
B "' BS 5852 # l or #2 
C "' CA TB I 33 or ASTM Burner 

0"' Chair 
I -- l -Se:it Sofa 
2 = 2-Scal Sofa 
3 :~ 3-Seat Sofa 

Mockups: 
I = l.lJ Polyurethane Padding 
2 = HD Polyurethane Padding 
3 = CA TB I 17 Foam PU Padding 
4 "' Polychlororprene l..all'X !'adding 
S = Polyester Wrap 
6 "" Ot:nsified f>olyestcr 

Used: Second Digit of Set II 

Mockups: 
I = Cotton Fabtic 
2 "' FR Cotton fabri c 

Used: First Digit of Set II 

M= Mockup 
U = Used Furniture Item 

0 "' Open Calorimeter 
R = Room C'alorillll!tcr 

l. "' Large 1 lood 
S - Small Hood 

A comparison of one cushion mockups with low-density nonflame-retardant and 
flame-retardant urethane foams shows a reduction in the heat released. These two 
examples both have flammable covers. Comparing the time to fully involved fire en
vironment, the peak IIRR and the total heat released (area under the curvei, show 
that the fire-resistant foam slows the onset of free-burning fire by more than dou
bling the time from ignition to peak URR <pIIIIRi. The blue plot in both FigLireFl 
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5 and 6 is the experimenlal dat.a for lhese two conditions. J\11 of the ot.her plot.s are 
lire-spread models attempting to predict the fire growth. The nontlame-retardant 
foam seal ignites and reaches free burning in approximately -100 s. The CJ\ TR 117 
foam requires 1,000 seconds to achieve pHHR. The pHRR and total heat released 
are also one-half for the Ci\ TR 117 foam when (~Ompared to lhe nonflame-ret.ardant 
foam. These tests used the small-flame ignition source. There are several examples 
of this exact relalionship in ,Janssens work. 
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Comparing lhe material cover of furniture mockups illustrates the uWily of using 
NFPA 701 rated fabrics as covers for foam-filled fornishings. The blue plots in Fig
ures 7 and 8 illustrate the impa(~t. of using a name-retardant fabri(~ over high-den
sity foam of the same manufacturing lot using the same ignition source and loca
tion. Again the time from ignilion of the couch to lhe free-burning state is signifi
cantly delayed. The unprotected foam goes to a free-burning state upon ignition. The 
foam protected with the NFPi\ 701 fabric shows a delay of 10 minutes to rea(~h the 
same condition. It is also important to note that the pHRR is half the intensity for 
the name-relardant. case wilh 220 kW for the FR fahri(~ compared to -140 kW for 
nonflame-retardant fabric. The total energy released by both events is approxi
mately the same. This series of test. used the large burner igniter shown in Figure 
2. Use of the small burner BSfi852 failed to ignite the flame-retardant test it-cm. 
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The defense in deplh approach of using bolh an llame-relardanl fabric and CA 
TB 117 foam hugely impacts the fire event. Figures 9 and 10 compare the cases of 
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three cushion couch mockups with and wilhoul FR foams IAW CJ\ TJI 117 and 
KFPA 701 covers. These figures show that with the large burner the protected 
couch failed to ignite while the unprolecled couch reaches free burning in 180 s. The 
unprotected couch would cause the room to reach flashover in 4 minutes. 
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Figures 11 and 13 show the same comparison for a single seat chair. The same 
no-ignilion is seen for the Ci\ TR 117 and NFPi\ 701 compliant. cushion compared 
to rapid ignition of the unprotected cushion. The ignition time for the case was even 
more rapid for this unprolecled furnishing due t.o lhe local.ion oft.he ignilion source. 

Condu.~ion 

The best conclusion that can be drawn from the data presented here is that the 
use of Ci\ TR 1I7 foam increases t.he fire safety of home furnishings by delaying 
the onset of free-burning conditions and reducing the total energy released by the 
event.. Using a NFPi\ 701 compliant. cover over the name-retardant, foam prevenls 
the furnishing from becoming the point of initiation with numerous examples in 
,Janssen's paper self-extinguishing on removal of the ignition source. videos of lhese 
comparisons are available on request. What CA TB 117 does not do is prevent the 
furnishing from burning where there is already a free-burning environment but. that. 
is not the intent of the regulation. The intent is to prevent the furnishing from be
coming lhe init.iat.ion point of a large, free-burning fire caused by a small ignilion 
source that could lead to trapping of occupants by preventing escape. 

DH. MA'l'ril!!W 8. BLAIS. 
Director, Fire Technology Department. Southwest Research lnst~tute. 

Senator DURHII\". Senator Lautenberg. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR FRANK R .. LAL"TENBERG 

Senator LAUTENBERG. Thanks, Mr. Chairman, for holding this 
hearing. 

Parents in lhis country expect their child to be safe when sleep
ing on a baby mattress, feeding from a bottle, playing on the fur
niture. 

When parents buy products that their kids will use, they assume 
that any chemicals in those products have been tested and proven 
safe and effective. 
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In many countries around the world, chemicals are required to 
be tested, but not in the United States. That's because a 35-year
old law that's supposed to assess and protect against chemical 
health risks is broken. 

The Government Accountability Office has placed that law, 
TSCA, on its list of high-risk areas of the law. And the President's 
cancer panel, led by experts appointed under President Bush, said 
that TSCA, "may be the most egregious example of ineffective regu
lation of environmental contaminants." 

Today, thank goodness, we're. examining a prime example of why 
our system for regulating chemicals needs to be updated. 

This spring, the Chicago Tribune exposed how the chemical in
dustry has used dirty tricks and junk science to drive a public mis
information campaign that keeps chemical flame retardants in our 
homes. 

The. Chicago Tribune reported that many chemical flame 
retardants are highly toxic. And while industry has promised that 
flame retardants would stay put in our furniture , pose no threat 
to health, those chemicals have ended up everywhere, including in 
children's bodies. According to the Chicago Tribune, "a typical 
American baby is born with the highest recorded concentration of 
flame retardants among infants in the world.". 

The series shows how the industry repeatedly bullied and lied to 
the State legislatures to prevent common-sense reforms. They've 
been accused of bankrolling so-called experts to invent stories that 
spout the company line, all in the service of protecting their profits, 
and all at the expense of our safety and health. 

But here are the facts: The. average couch contains more than 2 
pounds of flame-retardant chemicals- chemicals linked to cancer 
and other health risks. 

And while we have filled our homes with toxic chemicals, these 
flame retardants don't even do what they're meant to do, and that's 
to prevent fires . 

And that's why Senator Snowe and l recently sent a bipartisan 
letter to EPA, signed by 24 of our Senate colleagues, including 
Chairman Durbin, urging the agency to take action on a class of 
flame retardants. Our letter also called for real reforms to TSCA. 

But I want to be clear: Flame retardants are just the tip of the 
iceberg. Studies by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) sci
entists found 212 industrial chemicals, including 6 carcinogens, 
coursing through American bodies. In nearly 35 years, TSCA has 
allowed EPA to require testing of only 200 of more than 80,000 
chemicals on EPA's inventory. 

What's more, EPA has been able to ban only five toxic substances 
under the law. In essence, the American public has become a liv
ing, breathing repository for. chemical substances. 

Our TSCA reform bill, the Safe Chemicals Act, will simply re
quire the chemical makers to establish product safety before they 
end up in children's bodies. 

And most of the thousands of chemicals we use every day are 
safe, but this bill will separate those safe chemicals from the ones 
that are not. That's what we have to. look out for .. 

It will ensure that chemicals are tested, that EPA can take un
safe uses of the chemicals off the market. 
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And I'm proud that Chairman Durbin and 20 other Senators 
have cosponsored the bill. And I hope that all of our colleagues will 
come together to finally fix this law to protect our families and our 
kids from toxic chemicals. 

Senator DURBIN. Thanks, Senator Lautenberg. 
First panel, Inez M. Tenenbaum,. who is. the Chairman of CPSC, 

please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF. INEZ M. TENENBAUM, CHAIRMAN, CONSUMER PROD
UCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member Moran , 
and Senator Lautenberg, I'm pleased to be here. today to discuss 
CPSC's current efforts to implement the performance requirement 
to reduce the fire risk of residentia] upholstered furniture. 

Reducing deaths and injmies in residential fires is a key stra
tegic goal of CPSC, and the flammability of upholstered furnitme 
has been an area of significant concern by the commission staff. 

On March 4, 2008, CPSC issued a notice of proposed rulemaking 
for a standard for flammability of residential upholstered furniture. 
The proposed standard would establish two possible pathways for 
upholstered furniture to meet the proposed standard: Manufactur
ers could either use an upholster cover material that complies with 
the prescribed smoldering resistance test, ref erred to as type one 
furniture, or use an interior fire barrier. that complies with specific 
smoldering and open flame-resistance tests , known as type two fur
niture. 

During the development of the notice of proposed rulemaking 
(NPR), CPSC staff was highly cognizant of the concerns expressed 
by many stakeholders over the use of flame-retardant chemicals as 
a part of any standard. 

While EPA has primary jurisdiction over flame-retardant chemi
cals through TSCA, CPSC's proposed rule has a performance-based 
standard as noted above. It does not specify any particular mate
rials or designs, and it does not require the use of any flame-re
tardant chemicals to achieve compliance with the proposed stand
ard. 

In this regard, the proposed rule's open-flame barrier require
ment is consistent with certain preliminary findings in a CPSC 
staff report, conducted as part of the research on the upholstered 
furniture rule, which reviewed the effects of certain fire barriers on 
the flammability of upholstered chairs. 

The. foam used under. the fire barriers in those tests represented 
both flame-retardant-treated foam and non.flame-retardant-treated 
foam. At the conclusion of these tests, staff noted that the addition 
of a fire barrier markedly increased the safety of the furniture. As 
a part of the testing, staff also noted that the fire-retardant foams 
did not offer a practically significant greater level of open-flame 
safety. than the untreated foam. 

Since issuance of the NPR in 2008, CPSC staff has worked dili
gently with stakeholders and other interested parties to finalize the 
rule and conduct associated testing. In doing so, we have faced sev
eral significant challenges. 

One substantial challenge CPSC staff has faced is the develop
ment of reasonable and repeatable testing. requirements to ensme 
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compliance with any new rule. Unlike other products, such as mat
tresses, furniture comes in a multitude of sizes and shapes, making 
representative and repeatable testing mechanisms a substantial 
undertaking. 

As part of this proceeding, staff has also been working with other 
organizations to develop standard reference materials, such as 
standard test cigarettes and standard test foam, which can be part 
of a representative and repeatable testing mechanism detailed 
above. 

As Chairman, I have recently a1located substantial additional re
sources to these efforts, and we're making progress toward these 
goals. 

The second and most significant challenge is the statutory re
quirement that CPSC issue any flammability standards for fabrics, 
related materials, or products, including interior furnishing, pursu
ant to section 4 of the Flammable Fabrics Act (FFA). 

Like section 9 of the Consumer Product Safety Act, section 4 of 
the FFA requires that CPSC make a series of very detailed and on
erous findings before a final rule can be issued. 

In addition, if there's a relevant voluntary. standard that has 
been adopted and implemented, CPSC must determine that the 
voluntary standard is not likely to adequately reduce the risk of in
jury or that substantial compliance with it is not likely. 

As part of the Consumer. Product Safety Improvement Act of 
2008 (CPSIA), the. Congress recognized the burden that the CPSC 
section 9 requirements placed on the Commission's ability to issue 
mandatory rules protecting the public from a number of potential 
hazards, and moved to ease this burden in several areas. 

One key example is section 104 of the CPSIA, where the Con
gress gave CPSC streamline authority. to adopt new. mandatory 
standards for durable infant and toddler products. Under section 
104, CPSC must adopt standards for certain infant and toddler 
products that are substantially the same as relevant voluntary 
standards, or more stringent than such voluntary standards, if the 
Commission determines that more stringent standards would fur
ther reduce the risk of injury associated with those. products. 

This section has allowed CPSG to expeditiously adopt standards 
protecting infants and young children in durable nursery equip
ment. 

Speaking personally in my capacity as Chairman, I believe that 
an amendment to the FFA permitting this type of flexibility for 
rules. regarding flammability of upholstered furniture would be 
very helpful and may allow for expedited consideration of the pro
posed rule. 

PREPARED STATEMENT 

Chairman Durbin, thank you again for the opportunity to testify 
on CPSC's ongoing efforts to address the flammability of residential 
upholstered furniture, 

I'm happy to answer any questions you or Senator Lautenberg 
might have. 

Senator DURBIN. Thanks, Chairman Tenenbaum. I'm sure we 
will have some. 

[The statement follows:) 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF INEZ M. TENENBAUM 

Good afternoon, Chai1man Durbin, Ranking Member Moran, and members of the 
subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government. I am pleased to be 
here today to discuss the Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) current 
efforts to implement performance requirements to reduce the fire risk of residential 
upholstered fw·niture. 

Reducing deaths and injuries in residential fires where consumer products play 
a contributory role. is a key strategic goal of CPSC, and the flammability of uphol
stered furni ture has been an area of significant concern by Commission sta(f. Uphol
stered furniture in a home. is often a major source of combustible fuel for a fire. 
Once this furniture is ignited, it contains enough fuel to spread. a fire very quickly 
when the upholstery filling materials start to bum. 

The most recent fire loss. estimates. for 2006 through 2008 indicate that uphol
stered furnitw·e was the first. item to ignite in an average of 6,500 residential fires 
attended by fire services during that period. These fires resul ted in more than 500 
deaths, 860 injuries, and $343. million in property loss each year. 1 

On March 4, 2008, CPSC issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR) for a 
"Standard for the Flammability of Residential Upholstered Furnitw·e."2 The pro
posed standard would establish two possible pathways for upholstered furniture to 
meet the proposed standard. Manufacturers could either use upholstery cover mate
rial that complies with a prescribed smoldering resistance test (referred to as Type 
I furniture) or use an interior fire barrier that complies with specified smoldering 
and open flame resistance tests (Type II furniture). 

During the development of the NPR, CPSC staff was highly cognizant of the con
cerns expressed by many stakeholders over the use of flame-retardant chemicals as 
part of any standard. While the Environmental Protection Agency has primary juris
diction over flame-retardant. chemicals under the Toxic Substances Control Act, 
CPSC's proposed rule has a performance-based standard, as noted above. It does not 
specify any particular materials or designs, and does not require the use of any 
flame-retardant chemicals to achieve compliance with the proposed standard. 

In this regard, the proposed rule's open-flame barrier requirement is consistent 
with certain preliminary findings in a CPSC stafT report,s conducted as part of the 
research on the upholstered furniture rule, which reviewed the effect of certain fire 
barriers on the flammability of upholstered chairs. The foam used under the fire 
barriers in those tests represented both flame-retardant-treated and nonflame-re
tardant-treated foam. At the. conclusion of those tests, staff noted that the addition 
of a "fire barrier markedly increased the fire safety of the furniture." 4 As part of 
the testing, s taff also noted that "the fire-retardant foams did not offer a practically 
significantly greater level of open-flame safety than did the untreated foams .''5 

The proposal also aligns with previous CPSC rules regarding the flammability of 
consumer products, such as CPSC's 2006 final fl ammability rule for mattresses and 
mattress foundation sets, which also sets a performance-based standard that. does 
not require the use of flame-retardant chemicals. 6 

Since issuance of the NPR in 2008, CPSC staff has worked diligently with stake
holders and other. interested. parties to finalize the rule. and conduct associated test
ing. In doing so, they have faced several significant challenges. 

One substantial challenge CPSC staff has faced is the development of reasonable 
and repeatable. testing requirements. to ensure compliance with any new rule. One. 
component of this is developing appropriate scale tests that can account for the di
versity of upholstered furniture products. Unlike other products, such as mattresses, 
fw·niture comes. in a multitude of sizes and shapes, making representative and re
peatable testing mechanisms a substantial undertaking. 

As part of this proceeding staff has also been working with other organizations, 
such as the National Institute for Standards and Technology, to develop standard 
reference materials, such as standard test cigarettes and standard test foam, which 

•David Miller and Risana Chowdhury, 2006-2008 Residential Fire Loss Estimates, Division 
of Hazard Analysis, Directorate for Epidemiology, U.S. Consumer Product. Safety Commission 
(released July 2011), auailable at http://www.cpsc.gov/LlBRARY/fire08.pdf. 

2See Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Standard for the. Flammability of Residential Uphol
stered Furnjture, 73 Federal Register 11702 (March 4, 2008). 

3 See Memorandum from Shivanti Mehta to Dale R. Ra?;', "Upholstered Furniture Full Scale 
Chair Tests-Open Flame Ignition Results and Analysis (dated May 9, 2012), auailable at 
http://www.cpsc.gov/library/foia/foial2/os.'open0ame.pdf. 

4/d. at. 23. 
&Jd. 
6 See Final Rule,. Standard for the. Flammability (Open Flame) of Mattress Sets, 71 Federal 

!Wgist.er 13472 (March 15, 2006); see. also 16 CFR 1633. 
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can be part of the representative and repeatable testing mechanisms detailed above. 
As Chairman, I have recently allocated substantial additional resources to these ef
forts and we are making progress towards these goals. 

The second and most significant challenge is the statutory requirement that CPSC 
issue any flammability standards for fabrics, related materials, or products includ
ing interior furnishings pursuant to section 4 of the Flammable Fabrics Act (FFA).7 
Like section 9 of the Consumer Product Safety Acl, section 4 of the FFA requires 
that CPSC make a series of very detailed and onerous findings before a final rule 
can be issued , including determinations that the standard is "needed to protect the 
public against unreasonable risk of the occurrence of fire leading to death or per
sonal injury, or significant property damage"; that expected benefits from the regu
lation bear a reasonable relationship to its costs; and that the regulation is the least 
burdensome alternative that prevents or "adequately reduces" the risk of injury. In 
addition, if there is a relevant voluntary standard that has been adopted and imple
mented, CPSC must determine that the voluntary standard is not likely to ade
quately reduce the risk of injury or that substantial compliance with it is not likely. 

As part of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA), the 
Congress recognized the burden that CPSA section 9 requirements placed on CPSC's 
abili ty to issue mandatory rules protecting the public from a number of potential 
hazards, and moved to ease this burden in several areas. One key example is section 
104 of the CPSIA, where the Congress gave CPSC streamlined authority to adopt 
new mandatory standards for durable infant and toddler products. 

Under section 104, CPSC must adopt standards for certain infant and toddler 
products that are "substantially the same as" relevant voluntary standards or "are 
more stringent than such voluntary standards, if CPSC determines that more strin
gent standards would further reduce the risk of injury associated" with those prod
ucts. This section has allowed CPSC to expeditiously adopt standards protecting in
fants and young chiJd1·en in cribs, play yards, bath seats, walkers, and toddler beds. 
Speaking personally in my capacity as Chairman, I believe an amendment to the 
FFA permitting this type of flexibility for rules regarding flammability of uphol
stered furniture would be very helpful and may allow for expedited consideration 
of the proposed rules. 

Chairman Durbin, thank you again for the opportunity to testify on CPSC's ongo
inf efforts to address the flammability of residential upholstered furniture. 

am happy to answer any questions you may have. 

Senator DURBIN .. And now let me introduce James J. J ones, Act
ing Assistant Administrator of the Office of Chemical Safety and 
Pollution Prevention at EPA. 

Please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF. JAMES J. JONES, ACTING ASSISTANT ADMINIS
TRATOR, OFFICE OF CHEMICAL SAFETY AND POLLUTION PRE
VENTION, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Mr. JONES .. Good afternoon, Chairman Durbin and Senator Lau
tenberg. 

Thank you for t he opportunity to address you on the reform of 
chemicals management, and our authority to assess the safety of 
flame-retardant chemicals. 

Ensuring chemical safety, maintaining public confidence that 
EPA is protecting the American people, and promoting our global 
leadership in chemicals management remain top priorities for EPA 
and Administrator J ackson. 

Chairman Durbin and Senator Lautenberg, I want to thank you 
both as well for your continued leadership on this important issue 
and the efforts you've brought about to help reform TSCA. I also 
want to thank Chairman Tenenbaum for her work on flame 
retardants. 

With each passing year, the. need for TSCA reform grows. Chemi
cals are found in most everything we use and consume, and they're 

1 15 U.S.C. 1193. 
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also essential for our health, our well being, and our prosperity. It 
should be equally essential that chemicals are safe. 

But I'd also like to discuss a prime example of the shortcomings 
of TSCA that stands as a clear illustration for the need for TSCA 
reform. 

So what are the key problems with TSCA? When enacted, TSCA 
grandfathered in- without any evaluation- the 62,000 chemicals in 
commerce that existed in 1976. The TSCA inventory currently lists 
more than 84,000 chemicals, few of which have been studied for 
their risks, especially to children. 

Unlike the laws applicable to drugs and pesticides, TSCA does 
not have any mandatory program where EPA must conduct a re
view to determine the safety of existing chemicals. Manufacturers 
do not need to demonstrate the safety of new chemicals before they 
are introduced into the marketplace. When EPA determines that a 
chemical poses a significant health concern, taking action under 
TSCA to limit or ban a chemical is challenging. 

In September 2009, EPA Administrator Lisa J ackson announced 
a set of administration principles to update and strengthen TSCA. 
These principles include that manufacturers should provide EPA 
with the necessary information to conclude that new and existing 
chemicals are safe. 

EPA should have the tools to quickly and efficiently obtain infor
mation from manufacturers that is relevant to determining the 
safety of chemicals. EPA should also have clear authority to assess 
chemicals against the safety standard and to take risk manage
ment actions when chemicals do not meet safety standards. These 
are three of the key principles and there are several others. 

While the legislative reform process is underway, we are not just 
standing by. EPA is utilizing the current authority under TSCA to 
help protect human health and the environment. 

Earlier this year, we developed a screening process to identify 
chemicals for review based on their hazard, exposure, persis tence, 
and bioaccumulative characteristics. EPA identified 83 chemicals 
for risk assessment with an initial 7 for assessment in 2012. 

In June of this year, we identi fied an additional 18 chemicals 
that the agency intends to review and then develop risk assess
ments in 2013 and 2014, including 3 flame-retardant chemicals. 

EPA's experience with one flame retardant in particular high
lights the limitations of TSCA. EPA first reviewed a new flame-re
tardant component, TBB, in several products in 1995 for use in 
foam and, at that time, was unable to identify that it was per
sistent and bioaccumulative. We only learned of these properties 
after the chemical was in commerce and was later found in humans 
and the environment. 

TBB is one of the flame retardants EPA will evaluate in 2013, 
18 years after it was introduced into the market. 

This is an example that highlights the critical need fo r the agen
cy to have greater evidence that new chemicals are safe prior to 
commercialization and stronger tools to take action after they are 
on the market to ensure safety. 

The American public has the right to expect that chemicals man
ufactured, imported, and used in this country. are safe. And the 
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EPA needs an effective law that gives us the tools necessary to pro
vide the public with this assurance. 

PREPARED STATEMENT 

TSCA must be updated and strengthened, so that EPA has the 
tools to do the job of protecting public health and the environment. 
And the time to fix this badly outdated law is now. 

And I would be pleased to answer any questions you have. 
[The statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES J. JONES 

Good afternoon Chairman Durbin, Senator Lautenberg, and members of the sub
committee .. Thank you for the opportunity to address the subcommittee today on the 
reform of chemicals management in the United States a nd the Environmental Pro
tection Agency's (EPA) authority to assess the safety of flame-retardant chemicals 
under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). Ensuring chemical safety, main
taining public confidence that EPA is protecting the American people, and pro
moting ow· global leadership in chemicals management remain top priorities for. 
EPA and Administrator Lisa P. Jackson. 

Chairman Durbin and Senator Lautenberg, I want to thank you both, as well as 
members of this subcommittee for your continued leadership on this very important 
issue and your efforts to bring about reform of TSCA. With each passing year, the 
need for TSCA reform grows-the importance and prevalence of chemicals in our 
daily lives increases, and yet there remain significant gaps in ow· knowledge and 
understanding of many of these chemicals. The time to bring TSCA into the 21st 
centw-y is long overdue. Today, we also want to discuss a prime example of the 
shortcomings of TSCA-the limited success and long history of the EPA's work on 
brominated flame r·etardants- that stands as a clear illustration of the need for 
TSCA reform. 

Chemicals are found in most everything we use and consume, and can be essen
tial for our health,. our. well being, and our prosperity. It should be equally essential 
that chemicals are safe. Compared to 30 years ago, we have a better understanding 
of the environmental impacts, exposure pathways, and distressing health effects 
some chemicals. can have-especially on children. While our understanding of chem
ical safety is constantly evolving, significant gaps in our scientific knowledge regard
ing many chemicals remain. For these reasons, it is critical that we close those 
knowledge gaps. Recent. press reports on fl ame retarda nts highlight the public 
health risks posed by certain chemicals such as Llame retardants. Public under
standing of these risks is growing, and that is why. the public is increasingly de
manding that the. Government provide an assurance about chemicals, even chemi
cals like flame. retardants. that can also provide significant benefits. To date, based 
on these concerns, EPA helped negotiate voluntary phase-outs of several of the more 
toxic retardants, and has also initiated regulatory actions; however, as explained in 
more detail below, TSCA reform would have given EPA additional tools to address 
this serious issue .. 

BACKGROUND ON THE TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT 

EPA's chemical management authority is carried out under TSCA- a law that 
when enacted in 1976 was an important step forward to protect human health and 
the environment. But today, TSCA is the only major environmental statute that has 
not been reauthorized. Over the years, not only has TSCA fallen behind the rapidly 
advancing industry it is intended to regulate, it has also proven an inadequate tool 
for providing the protection against chemical risks that the public rightfully expects 
and deserves. 

When TSCA was enacted, it grandfathered in, without any evaluation, the 62,000 
chemicals in commerce that. existed in 1976. The TSCA inventory currently lists 
more than 84,000 chemicals, few of which have been studied for their risks, espe
cially to children. Unlike the laws applicable to drugs and pesticides, TSCA does not 
have a mandatory program where EPA must conduct a review to determine the 
safety of existing chemicals. 

And the process of requiring testing through rulemaking chemical-by-chemical has 
proven time consuming. As a result, in the 35 years since TSCA was passed, we 
have only been able to require testing on approximately 200 of the 84,000 chemicals 
Listed on the TSCA invento1-y. EPA has also relied on voluntary programs to collect 
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data, including through the High Production Volume CHPV) Challenge Program, 
which resulted in the submittal of screening level data for 1,366 HPV chemicals. 

When EPA determines that a chemical poses a signilicant health concern, taking 
action under TSCA to limit or ban a chemical is challenging. For example, in 1989, 
after years of study and nearly unanimous scientific opinion, EPA issued a rule 
phasing out most uses of the cancer causing s ubstance asbestos. Yet, a Federal cowi 
overtmned most of this action because EPA failed to clear the hurdles imposed 
under TSCA before existing chemicals can be controlled. 

Today, advances in toxicology and analytical chemistry are enhancing our under· 
standing of the implications of multiple pathways of exposure, and a better under· 
standing of the cumulative. effects and interactions between the chemicals in the. 
products we use. every day, EPA is working to. develop methodology to address po· 
tential health effects of multiple chemical exposures and evaluate cumulative risks. 
When TSCA was. enacted, there. was. not the. understanding of the subtle effects 
chemicals may have on hormone systems, human reproduction, and intellectual de
velopment and cognition, particularly in young chi ldren. 

ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES FOR REFORM OF CHEMICM,S MANAGEMENT 1,EGISLATION 

In September 2009, EPA Administrator Jackson announced a set of administra
tion principles to update and strengthen TSCA. These include that EPA should have 
the tools to quickly and efficiently obtain information from manufacturers that is 
relevant to determining the safety of chemicals. EPA also should have clear author
ity to assess chemicals. against a safety standard and to take risk management ac
tions when chemicals do not meet the safety standard. 

At the same time, Administrator Jackson also affirmed that, while the legislative 
reform process is underway, EPA is committed to utilizing the cun-ent authority 
under TSCA to. the fullest extent to protect human health and the environment. 

WORK PLAN CHEMICALS 

Earlier this year, EPA developed a screening process to identify chemicals for re· 
view based on their combined hazard, exposure, and persistence and bioaccumula
tion characteristics. This process included criteria specifically targeted at identifying 
chemical risks to children. Following this initial screen, EPA identified 83 work plan 
chemicals for risk assessment in the TSCA chemicals management program, with 
an initial seven for risk assessment in 2012. 

On June 1, 2012, EPA identified an additional 18 chemicals that the Agency in· 
tends to review and then develop risk assessments in 2013 and 2014, including 3 
name-retardant chemicals-Bis(2- Ethyl hexyl)-3,4,5,6-tetrabromophthalate (TB. 
PH), 2-Ethyl hexyl-2,3,4,5-tetrabromobenzoate (TBB), and Tris(2-
chloroethyl)phosphate (TCEP). EPA is currently developing a strategy, scheduled for 
completion by the end of this year that will address these three and a broader set 
of flame-retardant chemicals. This effort will assist EPA in focusing risk assess· 
ments. on those flame-retardant chemicals that pose. the greatest potential concerns. 
EPA anticipates initiating the. risk assessments on this category. of chemicals in 
2013. 

POLYBROMINATED DIPHENYL ETHER F'LAMl!:-RETAROANT CllEMlCALS 

EPA is concerned that polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) are persistent, 
bioaccumulative, and toxic. to both humans and the environment. A critical endpoint 
of concern for human health is neurobehavioral effects during development, which 
makes them a concern for children's health. Various PBDEs have also been studied 
for. ecotoxicity in mammals, birds, fish, and invertebrates. In some cases, current 
levels of exposure for wildlife may be at or near adverse effect levels. 

PBDEs are not chemically bound to plastics, foam, fabrics, or other products in 
which they are used, making them more likely to leach out of these products. De· 
spite the U.S. phasing out the manufacture and import of penta- and octaBDE in 
2004, their component congeners PBDEs are still being detected in humans and the 
environment. Some reports indicate that levels are increasing.• One potential source 
is imported articles to. which these compounds have been added. Another. is the 
breakdown of decaBDE in the environment to more. toxic and bioaccumulative 
PBDE congeners. In late 2009, the U.S. manufacturers of decaBDE announced that 
they intend to voluntarily phase out most uses of decaBDE by the end of 2013. 

1 Shaw SD, Kannan K 2009. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers in marine ecosystems of the 
American continents: foresight from current knowledge. Reu Environ filth 2009, 24, 157- 229 
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EFFORTS ON POLYBROJ\flNATED DIPHENYL ETHER FLAME·RETAROANT CHEMICALS 

In late 2009, EPA released an Action Plan for addressing concerns with PBDE 
flame-retardant chemicals and recently issued proposed rules that would require ad
ditional testing on these chemicals and require EPA review any new uses of these 
chemicals, including imported articles. EPA also helped facilitate an industry plan 
to phaseout decaBDE and launched a multi-stakeholder partnership to assess alter· 
natives for this chemical to help move the market to safer chemicals. This follows 
EPA's earlier facilitation of an industry phaseout of two other widely used PBDE 
llame retardants, pentaBDE and octaBDE in 2004 and an associated partnership. ta 
help identify safer flame retardants for use in polyurethane foam. 

ln its 2009 Action Plan, EPA committed to support and encourage the voluntary 
phase out of the manufacture and import of decaBDE. Developed with public partici
pation through EPA's Design for the Environment Program, EPA will shortly re
lease the draft alternatives. assessment on decaBDE for public comment. This as· 
sessment will profile the environmental and human health hazards on 30 alter· 
natives to decaBDE. By providing a detailed comparison of the potential human 
health and environmental effects o( chemical alternatives, EPA can help manufac· 
turers identify and transition to safer alternative flame-retardant chemicals. 

EPA first reviewed a new flame-retardant component of several products in 1995 
for use in polyurethane foam and was unable to identify that a component of flame 
retardants was persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic. Later, after the chemkals 
were in commerce, information became available that showed the chemicals were 
being found in humans and the environment. This is an example that highlights the 
critical need for the agency to have greater evidence that new chemicals are safe 
prior to commercialization and to be able to take effective action after commer
cialization, when needed. Unfortunately, taking the necessary steps to ensure that 
chemicals already in commerce are safe can be a cumbersome, involved regulatory 
process that can take years. 

While the latest steps taken by EPA are clearly a step forward, they must be 
viewed in the context of what has been a long history of actions on flame retardants, 
a history that has stretched over the course of two decades with a range of vol
untary efforts and regulatory actions on flame-retardant chemicals in both EPA's 
new and existing chemicals programs . The long history of EPA's action on 
brominated flame retardants is tied in no small part to the shortcomings of TSCA. 

SUMl\'IARY 

Simply put, EPA may have made a different determination in 1995 if TSCA re
quired the submission of more robust hazard, exposure, and use data needed to ade· 
quately assess risk, and EPA may have been able to act more quickly and effectively 
on the 1·isk information avai lable if TSCA provided more robust tools to deal with 
chemicals already introduced into commerce. The American public has the right ta 
expect that the chemicals manufactured, imported, and used in this country are safe 
and EPA needs an effective law that gives us. the tools necessary to provide the pub
lic with this assurance. The time is now to fix this badly. outdated law. TSCA must 
be updated and strengthened so that EPA has the tools to do our job of protecting 
public health and the environment. 

I would be happy ta answer any questions you may have. 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you very much. 
Chairman Tenenbaum. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Senator DURBIN. You mentioned that the NPR was announced in 

March 2008, which was- what?-4 years ago. But, actually, didn't 
CPSC begin the rulemaking process under the Flammable Fabrics 
Act in 2003? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, we have a long history of rulemaking in 
this regard. And, really, it began even before then when CPSC, at 
the time, asked the staff to develop an open-flame upholstered fur
niture rule. 

And then in 1999, the Congress asked CPSC to study flame-re
tardant chemicals. We studied 16 chemicals. We worked with the 
National Academy of Sciences, and eight of those flame-retardant 
chemicals were found to be carcinogens. 
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So this has gone on for some time with the work on carcinogens. 
Now the new rule we're working on is a smoldering ignition rule 
and not an open flame. 

Senator DURBIN. So let me just ask, the average person on the 
street, if you said to them, we have a Government agency, which 
is funded, with experts and laboratories, and we've asked them to 
figure out how to keep our furniture safe so it is less likely to catch 
fire , and less likely to kill us, they've been a t it now for 9 years, 
make that 4 years. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We've been at it, yes, for at least that long. 
Senator DURBIN. And the obvious question from the person on 

the street is, when does this end? At one point you said to me that 
the cigarette you were using, Pall Malls, were no longer made, so 
you had to start over or find a new standard cigarette. 

I think here's the way I'm coming at it. I look at UL. I subscribe 
to "Consumer Reports". They're testing constantly. And they appar
ently come up with timely results. 

Is the Congress the problem here? Have we created obstacles for 
you in this testing process, where you can't come to a timely find
ing that might be of value to consumers across America? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I think that the Flammable Fabrics Act places 
an onerous burden on CPSC with cost-benefit analysis. Not only do 
we have to look at and analyze what we're going to put in a rule, 
we have to analyze the alternatives and why they won't work. 

So we did have a setback with Pall Mall, because they stopped 
manufacturing the filterless cigarette, when they were required by 
law to manufacture self-extinguishing cigarettes and stop making 
the filterless cigarette that we used as standard reference material. 

So we worked with the National Institute of Standards and Tech
nology (NIST) for 2 years, and now they have a standard cigarette. 
The next thing we had to do--

Senator DURBIN. Two years. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Two years. 
During this time period, they were also working on standard 

foam. A rule requires a test that's repeatable. So NIST has been 
working on standard foam, and they have finished that work. And 
we're looking at whether we should use small-scale tests vs. full
scale tests. This model is small-scale testing. This is how we test. 
This is the foam. You put the cigarette right here. You cover it up. 

You have to determine: Is this repeatable with this size or do you 
have to do full scale? You must test the number of furniture de
signs, the number of different fabrics, and you had to have a stand
ard cigarette, and standard foam. So we have now completed all 
that work. 

But let me say one thing--
Senator DURBIN. I want to make a point here, if I might. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Please. 
Senator DURBIN. I guess the obvious question most people would 

ask is, how can we have reached the point where Europe has fig
ured this out, or at least believes they have, and we are still test
ing away here? 

Many Ew·opean countries have taken steps to ensure flamma
bility standards. The United Kingdom has banned the use. of con-
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ventional flexible polyurethane foam in the manufacture of uphol
stered furniture. 

[The information follows:] 
While it is true that in the United Kingdom, there are furniture and bedding 

flammability standards, flexible polyurethane foam has not been banned in the 
United Kingdom or anywhere in the world. Complying with U.K. standards requires 
the addition of substantial amounts of flame-retardant chemicals to polyurethane 
foam, usually in the form of melamine. with a chlorinated "carrier", such as Tris. (l
chloro-2-propyl) phosphate. Nonflame-retardant foams do not work in testing stand
ard applications such as British Standard 5852. Other European countries do not 
have similar flammability standards. Some of the Scandinavian countries, such as 
Norway, are pursuing development of a flammabili ty standard; however, none has 
adopted one yet. 

At the most recent EUROPUR meetings in Budapest, Hungary in June 2012 
(EUROPUR is. the European equivalent. of the. Polyurethane. Foam Association), 
flammability issues were discussed with representatives from many European coun
tries and heard a presentation regarding the efforts in Scandinavian countries to. 
address the impact of adopting upholstered furniture fl ammability standards. It was 
in this presentation that the discussion took place regarding the efforts in Norway 
to establish a furniture flammability standard and the difficulties faced in deciding 
whether to adopt a standard. European countries are struggling with the same 
issues. as we are in the United States regarding. upholstered fl ammability. furniture 
standru·ds. 

Senator DURBIN. In addition, many European countries have 
banned the use of PDBEs and greatly restricted other flame-retard
ant chemicals. 

It appears that there is a body of study and investigation that 
is taking place in other countries, leading them to change the prod
ucts that consumers have available, and the United States just 
keeps studying away. 

Now I know from the congressional s ide of this that the industry 
will come in whenever there's an effort to regulate and have over
sight, and create what they consider to be safeguards for their 
products. 

But ultimately, at the end of the day, it seems to me that the 
losers are the. American consumers. They don't know what's. right, 
what's safe, and we're not doing our job for them. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. CPSC does not require flame retardants for any 
of the textiles or furniture that we oversee. 

We do not advocate for flame retardants. We don't require flame 
retardants to meet any of our standards. So comparing us to Eu
rope or to California is really not a fair comparison, because we 
don't require flame retardants to meet any of our standards. 

Senator DURBIN. But, Chairman Tenenbaum, what I did note 
was that there was a change in the type of furniture that is sold 
in Europe, too, beyond the flame-retardant chemicals. 

I see my time is up, and I want to give Senator Lau tenberg a 
chance to ask. 

We're going to face a rollcall vote soon. 
Go ahead. 
Senator LAUTENBERG. Thanks. 
Ms . Tenenbaum, nice to see you here and listen to what each of 

you have said. 
And, Mr. J ones, Senator Snowe, and I recently, as I mentioned, 

sent a letter to EPA signed by 24 of our Senate colleagues, ap
plauding EPA's current actions on polybrominated diphenyl ethers 
(PBDEs). The letter also expressed concern that EPA's autho1ity to 
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address PBDEs is limited under our current chemical safety law, 
TSCA. 

[The information follows:] 

Hon. L!SA P. JACKSON, Administrator, 
Environmental Protection Agency, 
Washington, DC. 

UNTTED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, DC, July 9, 2012. 

DEAR ADMINISTHATOR JACKSON: We are writing to express our. support for the En
vironmental Protection Agency's (EPA) actions to address a. class of flam e retardant 
chemicals called polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs). These flame retardant 
chemicals are found in a number of everyday consumer products, including fur
niture, plastics, and even baby products. According to the EPA, these toxic chemi
cals are suspected to cause cancer and have. been linked to serious neurological and 
reproductive diseases. We urge the agency to move forward as quickly as possible 
with its current. efforts to. protect American families from the toxic effects of PBDEs. 

PBDEs are mixed into a number of household products in order to raise the tem
perature at which they burn, purportedly making the products more flame resistant. 
However, the. Consumer Product Safety Commission found that these chemjcals do 
not provide any significant protection against the risk of fires. Instead, it has be
come clear that PBDEs. can increase human health risks and that the chemicals eas
ily spread and accumulate. in the environment and living organisms, including. peo
ple. 

We are deeply alarmed that peer-reviewed research has found that a typical 
American baby is born with the highest recorded concentrations of flame retardants 
among infants in the world. This is a se1;ous threat to our children's health because 
PBDEs interfere with the. body's hormone systems, and studies in animals suggest 
they can cause cancerous tumors, birth defects, and other developmental diso1·ders. 
Researchers have found that children's exposure comes primarily through household 
dust, making babies and toddlers particularly vulnerable since they spend a signifi
cant amount of time playing on the floor. 

Despite the danger to public health, a recent investigative report by the Chicago 
Tribune revealed that flame retardant manufacturers may have misled the public 
for decades regarding both the risks and efficacy of these chemicals. Due to industry 
opposition to common sense reforms at both the. Federal and State level that would 
limit the use of these chemicals, PBDEs and other name retardants continue to be 
used in a significant number of everyday products. 

In 1·esponse, EPA has adopted an action plan for PBDEs using its existing author
ity under the Toxic Substances. Control Act (TSCA). This plan reflects the agency's 
assessment that PBDEs are persistent, bioaccumulativc, and toxic to both humans 
and the environment. Currently, the. agency is accepting/ublic comment on two 
paired rulemakings. related to. PBDEs. The. first action woul amend the current. Sig
nificant New Use Rule. (SNUR) to. require any. manufacturer, importer, or processor 
of seven diflerent PBDEs,. or articles containing them, to submit a notification to 
EPA at least 90 days before beginning new activities involving these chemicals .. The 
second rulemaking would require those insisting on. continuing to use these chemi
cals to develop the data EPA would need to fully evaluate the health and safety ef
fects of this class of toxic chemicals. We. support these efforts. and w·ge EPA to final
ize and implement these rulemakings as quickly as possible following the public 
comment period. 

While we commend the EPA for taking steps to address PBDEs, it is concerning 
that the agency must undertake lengthy rulemaking processes merely to secure ad
ditional health and safety data. on a chemical of concern and to receive notifications 
regarding expansions of its uses. Further, EPA is not evaluating steps to actually 
restrict existing unsafe production and uses of these toxic flame retardants. This re
inforces why there is broad agreement that TSCA must be reformed to protect 
American families from dangerous. chemicals in a cost-effective way and we urge you 
to continue to work with Congress to enact consensus reforms. 

Americans deserve to know that the chemicals used in everyday consumer. prod
ucts are safe. EPA's current action to address the health risks of PBDEs is an im
portant first step towards protecting Americans from the ,;sks posed by these perva
sive chemicals and we look forward to working with you to enact these reforms. 

Sincerely, 
Frank R. Lautenberg; Olympia J. Snowe; Richard J . Durbin; Lisa Mur

kowski; Charles E .. Schumer;. Susan M .. Collins; Ron Wyden; Bernard 
Sanders; Richard Blumenthal; Al Franken; Jocseph I. Lieberman; 
Pati;ck J. Leahy; Tom Harkin; Dianne Feinstein; Sheldon White-
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house; Kirsten E. Gillibrand; JefT Merkley; Jon Tester; Jack Reed; 
Tom Udall; John F. Kerry; Amy Klobuchar; Maria Cantwell; Michael 
F. Bennet; Daniel K. Akaka; Sherrod Brown. 

Senator LAUTENBERG. What additional steps might EPA take to 
protect American families on PBDEs, if the Congress enacted 
TSCA reform? 

Mr .. J ONES. Thank you, Senator Lautenberg. 
We appreciate the letter of support for the actions that we're tak

ing on the. PBDEs. These are. a group of flame retardants that are 
being phased out in the United States, and we're putting into place 
a backstop, we hope, known as the significant new use rule, that 
hopefully will keep new manufacturers of PBDEs from potentially 
other parts of the world from sending those chemicals into. the 
United States. 

One of the limitations under existing TSCA is that somebody 
from another country could bring a significant new use notice to 
EPA without any data supporting the safety of those compounds. 
And we, again,. at EPA would be confronted with making judg
ments around these chemicals without any evidence of safety. 

Closing that loophole under TSCA reform would be very helpful, 
which l think has been considered in your Safe Chemicals Act. 

It also raises the question of all of the other flame retardants 
and the provisions that previous versions of the Safe Chemical Act 
have included, which involve manufacturers having data dem
onstrates safety of those compounds so that the agency can evalu
ate their safety, and the tools necessary to manage risks, if risks 
are unacceptable, would be very useful as well. 

Senator LAUTENBERG. Yes, in your written testimony, you say 
EPA would like to do more to protect the public from the risks of 
flame retardants, but it is limited, again, by its current authority. 

Would additional authority provided-you've looked at my Safe 
Chemicals Act-allow EPA to better address those risks? 

Mr. JONES. Absolutely. The example that I described earlier of 
TBB, where the manufacturer is not required to provide any infor
mation to EPA demonstrating safety, which is a hallmark under 
the Safe Chemicals Act, would be very important to ensuring that 
new chemicals. are. safe. 

Giving EPA the authority to get health and safety data for exist
ing chemicals is critically important for our ability to demonstrate 
the chemicals are safe. And then the tools necessary to effectively 
manage risks from chemicals when risks are identified is also very 
important. 

So I think all of those elements, which are in the Safe Chemicals 
Act, are critically important to EPA being able to demonstrate that 
we have safe chemicals in the United States. 

Senator LAUTENBERG. A number of States. have banned the use 
of some toxic flame retardants because of public health concerns. 
Other States are considering similar actions. Now, if EPA had 
greater authority under TSCA to address these chemicals, do you 
think that the States would continue pursuing efforts to ban flame 
retardants and other chemicals? 

Mr. JONES. Thanks, Senator. When l speak with my counterparts 
in State agencies, those in particular who are active in regulating 
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chemicals, they are hopeful that EPA is more active in assessment 
and regulation of chemicals. 

They are very constrained in their resources. They are respond
ing to the people of their States. But they really wish EPA would, 
in my words, occupy the space more effectively. 

And I think their sense is that, if we did that, that they would 
not have to be as active as they have been. 

Senator LAUTENBERG. Mr. Chairman, I'll ask one more question. 
Ms .. Tenenbaum, CPSG has done. extensive testing on the flam

mability of different products. Based on this analysis, do you think 
that the addition of flame retardants in furniture foam has pro
vided Americans with any significant protection from household 
fires? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Our tests that we conducted on foam that was 
treated. with flame-retardant chemicals and foam that was. not, 
showed that there was no difference in terms of retarding the 
flame. 

However, if you put a barrier behind the furniture, that has a 
much more significant result in stopping the fire and retarding the 
growth of the fire. 

So the answer is no. 
Senator LAUTENBERG. Yes, thank you. 
Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DURBIN. Senator Lautenberg, you've hit the nail on the 

head, because if these chemicals don't make our homes safer-and 
that's what Chairman Tenenbaum has said; I think the UL testi
mony will back that up as well-the obvious question is,. is. expo
sure to these chemicals a danger? 

And I think it goes back to a point you made in your opening, 
Senator Lautenberg: Most Americans incorrectly, falsely, assume 
that if a product is for sale in the United States, someone who 
cares for their interest- not an economic interest, but cares for the 
health interest of Americans-has taken a look at it and said it's 
safe to sell. 

So let's get on the record, here, Mr. Jones. In terms of chemicals 
used throughout our economy-in this case, furniture in par
ticular-there's no pre-clearance through EPA of these chemicals, 
is there? 

Mr. JONES .. Thanks, Senator Durbin. 
The manufacturers for a new chemical- a new chemical, not one 

that was manufactured before 1976-must bring to EPA a notice 
prior to going to market. They are not required, however, to submit 
to EPA or to generate any health and safety data unless they al
ready have. 

And so EPA uses. what knowledge we have. to make judgments 
about whether or not we believe that chemical is going to be safe. 

We are significantly limited by what is provided to us by the 
manufacturers. 

Senator DURBIN. So let's do a sharp contrast with another role 
of our Federal Government. 

When it comes to prescription drugs, in order for a company to 
legally sell prescription drugs in America, they must establish that 
that compound, that chemical compound, is both safe and effective, 
safe to the consumer and effective for the purpose sold. And until 
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they establish that, they cannot legally sell that pharmaceutical in 
America. 

Now, in your world of chemicals, and let's deal with post-1976 
after the 67,000, did you say? 

Mr. JONES. Right. 
Senator D URBIN. That were grandfathered in, when it comes to 

new chemicals, is there a legal burden on those who introduce 
them into commerce to establish that they are safe for exposure to 
human beings, and effective for the purpose stated? 

Mr. JONES. There is no legal burden on the manufacturer to dem
onstrate to EPA or to anyone else that the products that they are 
going to be selling are safe. They need to submit the name of the 
chemical and a few other pieces of information to EPA, and the 
burden is on us to demonstrate that it is not safe. 

Senator D URBIN. And you're dealing with 13,000 or 14,000 chem
ical compounds? 

Mr. J ONES. There have been more than 26,000 new chemicals 
since TSCA was originally passed. 

Senator D URBIN. And according to Senator Lautenberg and 
things that I've read, you've been able to look at several hundred. 
Is that correct? 

Mr. JONES. Of existing chemicals, we have required testing of 
several hundred. We have looked at the 26,000 new chemicals that 
came to us. 

But again, they do not need to submit any health and safety 
data, unless they already generated it, to EPA. And so we are try
ing to use our judgment, often in the absence of data, to determine 
whether or not there's some reason to be concerned. 

I think often we do a good job of that. I think TBB is an example 
of where we missed it. We missed an issue that ultimately-

Senator D URBIN. TBB being a flame retardant. 
Mr. J ONES. TBB being the flame retardant in Firemaster. 
Senator D URBIN. So the premise is, from Chairman Tenenbaum 

and later from UL, these chemicals do not make us any safer. 
Number two, these chemicals in and of themselves could cause 
some health problems. 

It's my understanding that scientific data says exposure to flame
retardant chemicals can lead to liver, thyroid problems, cancer, and 
other developmental defects. Is that not correct? 

Mr. JONES. That's correct. 
Senator DURBIN. There is no evidence, or there is no require

ment, I should say, under the law that they be proven safe before 
they're introduced into commerce. And now we are finding con
centrations in our babies and infants, unlike any other country in 
the world. 

Now, if this isn't a call to arms across America from families, in
cluding families with grandparents like me, who have little tod
dlers now bouncing around on the floor when I'm sitting on these 
cushions and spraying these chemicals out, I don't know what is. 

So at this point, the TSCA law that Senator Lautenberg has in
troduced, and I'm cosponsoring, would give you new authority in 
this area, if you could describe it .. 

Mr. JONES. Thank you, Senator .. 
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The authorities that we would get under the Safe Chemicals Act 
are the manufacturers would need to have information to dem
onstrate the safety of the chemicals that they would submit to 
EPA, and EPA would make a judgment about the safety. So the 
burden would shift to the manufacturers to demonstrate safety. 

For chemicals already on the market, the agency would be able 
to compel the generation of health and safety data in a way that 
isn't so burdensome. And then we would also have tools that would 
allow us to quickly and efficiently remove unsafe uses of com
pounds from the. market. 

Senator DURBIN .. And just one point I'll make before we break
! think we have to vote, Frank. 

One point I'll make is that Firemaster 550, one of these flame
retardant chemicals mentioned in the Chicago Tribune articles, 
originally developed as an environmental1y friendly alternative to 
PBDEs, the. fire-retardant chemicals. 

However, new research on Great Lakes fish shows the chemical 
is accumulating and causing DNA damage to the fish in the Great 
Lakes. 

When TBB, a component of Firemaster 550, was first submitted 
in 1995, EPA then identified possible negative health impacts of 
using this chemical. Is that not correct? 

Mr. JONES. In 1995, the mistake that the agency made was that 
we hadn't figured out that that chemical was going to be persistent 
or bioaccumulative. Those are the properties that have ultimately 
led TBB to be in the environment in places we never thought it 
would have been. So it was missing those characteristics, because 
we. had no basis to determine otherwise. That has led to the expo
sures that you've described. 

Senator DURBIN. So it would seem to me interesting that when 
it comes to the regulation of furniture, products before CPSC, we 
have created this rigorous set of tests that need to be done by the 
Government, which make your job that much more difficult and 
takes that much longer. 

And yet when it comes to the chemicals presented by industry to 
use in American commerce, our standards are very slight reporting 
of the chemicals themselves and any evidence they've collected. 
There's a sharp contrast here. 

I'm going to ask this subcommittee to stand in recess for about 
10 or. 15. minutes. We're going to leave and vote and come back. 

And Chairman Tenenbaum and Mr. J ones, thank you both for 
your testimony very much. 

We'll have the second panel when we return. 
Thank you. 



NONDEPARTMENTAL WITNESSES 

Senator DURBIN. On our second panel, we're going to hear from 
three witnesses involved in different parts of the flammability 
question. 

Our first witness is August "Gus" Schaefer, Sr.-vice president 
and chief safety officer of Underwriters Laboratories (UL), in 
Northbrook, Illinois, responsible for maintaining and building UL's 
public safety mission, including planning, directing, and coordi
nating public safety activities within UL's operations all around 
the world. 

Mr. Schaefer also acts as UL's public safety guardian, ambas
sador, and advocate inside and outside the company to ensure that 
public safety remains a key part of UL's relationship with clients 
and constituents. In this role, he leads the UL Corporate Social Re
sponsibility Initiative. 

He's been with them for more than 39 years, holds a bachelor's 
degree in industrial engineering from NYU School of Engineering 
and Science and a certificate in management from Long Island's 
Adelphi University. 

Next we're going to welcome Andy S. Counts. He's the CEO of 
American Home Furnishings Alliance. The American Home Fur
nishing Alliance is the Nation's largest trade association for home 
furnishings manufacturers, importers, and suppliers. He's provided 
a voice on the development and implementation of consensus-based 
environmental regulations and product safety standards that im
pact their industry. 

He has a degree in industrial engineering from the Georgia Insti
tute of Technology, and he's served in a number of private sector 
posts, as well as with the Virginia Department of Environmental 
Quality. 

And finally, our third witness is Peter Van Dorpe. He's the chief 
of the Chicago Fire Department's Training Division. Glad he's here. 
He is a 32-year veteran of the Chicago Fire Department with a 
bachelor degree in fire science management from Southern Illinois 
University. 

In addition to his work as field instructor for Illinois Fire Service 
Institute, he's the lead instructor for the Chicago Fire Depart
ment's Fire Officer School, teaches building construction for the 
Fire Service at Harold Washington College in Chicago, and recently 
participated as a subject-matter expert for research conducted by 
both UL and tbe National Institute of Standards and Technology. 

Mr. Schaefer, you have the floor, followed by Mr. Counts, and 
Mr. Van Dorpe. 

Please proceed. 

(37) 
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STATEMENT OF AUGUST "GUS" SCHAEFER, SR., VICE PRESIDENT AND 
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER, UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES, INC. 

Mr. SCHAEFER. Thank you, Chairman Durbin and members of 
the subcommittee, for this opportunity to share UL's research and 
expertise on the subject of furniture flammability .. 

UL is a global, independent, voluntary standa1'ds developer, and 
product-testing and certification organization dedicated to. public 
safety. We have been based in Illinois since our founding in 1894 
and have about 1,600 employees at our Northbrook headquarters. 

UL is driven by our safety mission, which promotes safe living 
and working environments by the application of safety science and 
hazard-based safety engineering. 

UL recently concluded furniture flammability research, and we'll 
be showing video excerpts from our testing. 

The first video shows a side-by-side comparison of a room filled 
with legacy furniture you would expect to find in a home in the 
1960s and 1970s, and a room with modern day furniture. 

During the past 30-plus years, petroleum-based materials such 
as polyurethane foam and synthetic fabric covers, have supplanted 
natural materials in furnishings. As you can see, modern furniture 
typically ignites faster, burns more intensely, releases energy fast
er, and produces greater amounts of smoke. 

As a result, the. amount of time available for a safe escape from 
a home fire is much shorter today than in the past and results in 
a disproportionately higher number of home fire deaths. 

These results are confirmed through related studies by NIST and 
the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). 

As part of UL's safety mission, in 2008, we began a self-funded 
research project to determine how fire-retardant-treated foams and 
fire barriers can affect fire growth. UL focused our research on 
open-flame testing to complement the smoldering ignition research 
undertaken by the CPSC and the furniture industry. 

Our research consisted of material, mockup, and full-size fur
niture tests. We tested a variety of materials, incJuding foams 
treated with and without fire-retardant chemicals, polyester 
microsuede cover fabric, and various barrier materials. Using a 
standard flame and ignition source,. we measured for heat release 
rate and mass loss rate. 

While we don't have video footage of flame-retardant-treated 
versus nontreated furniture to show you today, our tests found 
that, when compared to untreated contemporary furniture, contem
porary furniture with flame-retardant foam shows a measurable, 
but not a meaningful difference in time to flashover or when the 
gas is emitted from burning materials actually ignite. 

Furniture constructed with a flame barrier has flashover times 
20 minutes greater than furniture without barriers. This would 
allow residents significantly more time to. safely get out of their 
homes. 

We then expanded the scope of our research to understand how 
the fire growth of different furniture materials affects survivability 
for the occupants. 

The second video shows a series of fires in identically furnished 
living rooms. The only differences were the material used in the 
chair and sofa. 
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In the four screens, the top left screen contains contemporary or 
modern furniture. The top right screen contains legacy furniture. 
The two bottom screens contain contemporary furniture incor
porating the fire barrier ignited in different locations. 

At 45 seconds, we already see that the flame. size in the. modern 
furniture is growing at a faster rate. At the 1-minute mark, the 
smoke alarm would have sounded. It takes a person about 20 to 40 
seconds to react. 

At 1 minute 45 seconds, a fire extinguisher probably would not 
put out the modem furniture fire and the occupant would look to 
escape. 

People take 60 to 90 seconds to gather belongings and children, 
call 9- 1-1, and evacuate. 

The modern furniture room in the top left of screen reached 
flashover at 4 minutes and 45 seconds. 

Comparing this with the Chicago Fire Department's goal of being 
on scene within 3 to 5 minutes after notification, we can deduce 
that the rooms furnished with modern furniture often reach 
flashover before the fire services can arrive at the scene. 

At 15 minutes, the fire started in the bottom left screen with con
temporary furniture incorporating a fire barrier actually. self-extin
guished. And at 21 minutes and 45 seconds, the barrier-modified 
furniture in the bottom right screen flashes over. 

The living room with legacy furniture finally flashes at 34 min
utes and 15 seconds. 

Based on the data drawn from earlier tests, we sought to evalu
ate smoke alarm response and occupant survivability in full-scale 
homes. We constructed two homes in UL's large-scale fire facility, 
a one-story, 1,200-square-foot home, and a two-story, 3,200-square
foot home. 

We then repeated the previous experiments inside the homes. 
And though we are still analyzing the results, the preliminary data 
supports our original findings. 

Based on the research we conducted, UL believes, first, modern 
furniture, whether treated or untreated with flame-retardant 
chemicals, does not provide sufficient egress time. 

Second, for furniture with a flame barrier, the time to. flashover 
is increased to greater than 20 minutes, allowing significantly more 
time for safe evacuation and fire service response. 

PREPARED STATEMENT 

With the convergence of flammability and human health impact 
concerns, UL is beginning to research the nexus of the two. 

UL appreciates the opportunity to share our findings, and we 
look forward to working with you and other stakeholders moving 
forward. 

Thank you. 
Senator DURBIN. Thank you. 
[The statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF AUGUS1' "Gus" SCHAEFER, SR. 

Thank you Chairman Dmbin, Ranking Member Moran, and distinguished mem
bers of the subcommittee for the. opportunity to share Underwriters Laboratories, 
Inc.'s (UL) research and expertise on the subject of furniture nammability. My name 
is August "Gus" Schaefer-Senior Vice President and Public Safety Officer at UL. 
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UL is an independent, not-for-profit standards developer and product testing and 
certification organization dedicated to public safety. Since our founding in 1894, 
UL's engineers and staff have helped develop safety standards and product-testing 
protocols, conducted independent product safety testing and certification, and in
spected manufacturing facilities. around the world. UL is driven by our global safety 
mission, which promotes safe living and working environments by the application 
of safety science and hazard-based safety engineering. The application of these prin
ciples manifests. itself in. the. evaluation of tens of thousands of products, compo
nents, materials, and systems for compliance to specific requirements. Through 
these activities, UL actively engages. the U.S. Government ·in its development and 
administration of Federal regulations and conformity assessment programs at the 
Federal, State, and local levels. UL works. with al l pa rticipants as a neutral. party 
to ensure the safest possible outcome for those who work with and rely on the. prod
ucts at issue. 

FIRE RISK ASSOCIATED WITH UPHQl,STERED F'URNITURE 

According to the National Fire. Protection Association (NFPA), more home fire 
deaths resulted from fires. beginning, with upholstered furniture and mattresses/bed
ding than any other cause. During the 5-year period of 2005- 2009, these fires ac
counted for 19 percent and 14 percent of the deaths and 7 percent and 10 percent 
of the injuries, respectively .. They also accounted for $824 million in direct property 
damage. 1 

During the past 30 + years, residential interiors have changed dramatically. 
Homes have increased in size, the number and amount of furnishings and posses
sions have grown, and petroleum-based synthetic materials have supplanted natw·al 
materials in furnishings and home construction products. The combination of these 
factors has changed the smoke and gas characteristics of residential fires and in 
some cases, accelerated the s peed of fire growth. 

For a va1;ety of reasons, manufacture1·s of home furnishings are turning away 
from materials like wood and natural fibers in favor of high-performance, lower-cost 
synthetic materials. For. example, most upholstered furniture available today uti
lizes polyurethane foam for padding and synthetic fabric covers, replacing natural 
padding materials like. cotton, down. and feathers, and cover materials made of cot
ton, wool, linen or. silk. While these. material changes can lead to products that are 
easier to clean and more resistant to normal. wear and tear, they also react dif
ferently when exposed to an ignition source. Studies by UL researchers have found 
that synthetic materials typically ignite faster, burn more intensely, and release 
their fire-enabled energy faster. creating greater amounts of smoke than natural ma
terials posing a more. ominous threat to occupants and their. homes.2 

The video. that will be playing first will show a side-by-side comparison of a room 
filled with legacy furniture, or furniture you would expect to find in a home in the 
1960s and 1970s, and a room with modern furniture purchased at a. national depart
ment store chain .. Both rooms. were ignited by placing a lit stick candle on the right 
side of the sofa and the. fires. were allowed to grow until llashover. As you will see, 
the room with modern furniture achieves nashover conditions in a significantly 
shorter time. 

The seemingly insignificant change from natural to synthetic materials in home 
furnishings has led to residential fires that grow faster and lead to the more rapid 
onset of untenable conditions. As a result, the amount of time avai lable for safe 
egress from a home fire is much shorter than in the past. These results conoborate 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology's (NIST) findings for shorter 
available safe escape times in residential smoke alarm studies conducted in 2003 3 
versus 1975 4 which they att1;buted in part to faster fire growth. 

1 NFPA "Home Structure Fires", August 2011; http://www.nfpa.org/assetslfileslpdf/ 
os.homes.pdf 

2 Fabian, T.Z. and Gandhi, P.O., "Smoke Characterization Project: Technical Report", UL, 
April 2007 <Available. at http://www.nfpa.org/asset.s/filesl/PDF/Researcb/Smoke 
Characterization.pdf.) 

3 1ndiana Dunes 11: Bukowski, RW. et al, "Performance of Home Smoke Alarms-Analysis of 
the Response of Several Available Technologies in Residential Fire Settings", NIST, January 
2008 

4 lndiaoa Dunes I: Bukowski, RW. el al, "Large-Scale Laboratory Tests o( Smoke Detectors", 
NIST, 1975. 
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UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES RESEARCH EXPLORING THE FIRE SAFETY OF 
UPHOlSTERED FURNITURE 

As part of UL's safety mission, in 2008 we set out to conduct a self-funded re
search project to determine if commercially available p1·oducts s uch as fire-retardant 
foams and fire ban'iers (interliners) can retard and/or reduce the fire growth rate 
or upholstered furniture exposed to small open flam es. Polyurethane foams are hjgh
ly cellular materials that provide flexibility and comfort. Unfortunately, the physical 
design and chemistry (polyurethane chemical structure) is highly vulnerable to igni
tion, flaming liquefaction, and further burning. Flame retardants (most notably bro
mine and phosphorous) are used to quench the. progress ing lire growth. Because of 
the cellular foam structure, the quantities of flame retardants necessary to accom
Qlish. this task are extremely high, some as high. as upward of 30. percent by weight. 
Fire barriers are complex woven structures that have both j)Olymeric fibers and in
organic coatings that develop a protective. char. on burning. \Vhen they a re. exposed 
to high-temperature flames, the organic polymers burn with the inorganic com
pounds and form combustion products that are brittle and have mechanical strenip.h 
(rather than powdery ash). The creation of an ino1·ganic "crust" is a way of slowmg 
down or even preventing the high-temperature flames from impinging on the poly
urethane foam. There are many other examples of intumescent or char-forming ma
terials, such as intumescent coatings for steel beams, and polyme1-ic jacketing mate
rials used in plenum cable. 

UL decided to focus our research on open-flame testing as we believed that the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and the Upholstered Furniture Ac
tion Council (UFAC) were already addressing smoldering ignition. The scope of the 
project later expanded to fully understand the impact upholstered furniture mate
rials play in fire growth and subsequent occupant tenability and survivability. Thus, 
apart from the ignition of upholstered furniture, our resea1·ch sought to understand 
the dynamics of fires that include various constructions of upholstered furniture. 

Our research can be divided into tlu·ee phases. Phase 1 of ow· research consisted 
or material-level tests, furniture mock-up tests, and full-size furniture tests, the 
or·i~nal scope of the study. Phase 2 compared various upholstered furniture configu
rations in a living room environment Finally, Phase 3 included a se1ies or full-scale 
house fire experiments to determine smoke alarm response and occupant tenability 
and survivability related to. upholstered furni ture !ires. 

PHASE t: MATERIAL, MOCKUP, AND FULL-SIZED FURNITU'RE TESTING 

Materials utilized in this investigation. included 11 commercia lly available barrier 
materials constituting different chemistries and ph>'sical structures (including flat 
weaves, knits, and high lofts). Two comparable density polyurethane foam materials 
were also used: a nonfire retardant foam commonly used in upholstered furniture 
and a California Technical Bulletin (CA TB) 117 compliant fire-retardant treated 
foam. UL also utilized the most popular cover fabric from the largest upholstered 
fw·niture cover fabric supplier in the United States (CPSC 16 CFR part 1634 Type 
I compliant beige polyester microsuede). 

Tests were conducted on tlu·ee scales of combustibility: 
- material-level tests; 
- furnitw·e mock-up tests; and 
- full -size furniture tests. 
The combustibility behavior of the individual sample materials and combinations 

of materials (i.e., foam/barrier liner/cover fabric) under well-ventilated, early stage 
naming ftre coodjtions was characterized us ing a cone calorimeter (ASTME 1354). 
ln the furniture mock-up tests, cushions of the foam and barrier liner combinations 
evaluated in the material-level test phase were arranged to replicate an interior cor
ner formed by the seat, back, and arm of a chair or sofa. The furniture mock-ups 
were ignited at the interior intersection of the three cushions using a BS 5852 Flam
ing Ignition Source 1 (match-flame equivalent). For the full-size furniture test, three 
of the foam and liner barrier combinations were compared to typical residential ma
terials. Furniture pieces were ignited at the seat-back-arm interior corner, center of 
the seat-back cushions, and at the back leg area using the same BS 5852 Flaming 
Jgnjtjon Source 1 (match-flame equivalent) as for the furniture mock-ups. Heat re
lease rate and mass Joss rate were measured in both instances. 

The results of Phase 1 indicated that contemporary furniture constructed with CA 
TB 117-compliant fire-retardant-treated foam show measurable difference in the 
time to flashover, but not a meaningful difference compared to contemporary fw·
niture constructed \vith a nonfire-retardant foam commonly used in upholstered fur
niture. In addition, when a flame-suppressant technology s uch as a name barrier 
is used between the decorative fabric and the foam, then this furniture (manufac-
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tured to UL specifications with polyurethane foam) behaves closer to "legacy" fur
niture. Specifically the time to flashover is increased to greater than 20 minutes
which would allow residents significantly more time to safely get out of their homes. 

The results of these experiments provide knowledge on the potential fire-growth 
reduction for the different investigated strategies, implementation feasibility, the 
interaction between different chemistries and components, and the influence of test 
scale and sample design on fire performance. Collectively, this information can be 
used by researchers, manufacturers and industry associations, and regulators such 
as CPSC and California Bureau of Home Furnishings and Thermal Insulation (CA 
BEARHFTI) to establish appropriate technical requirements, and a corresponding 
compliance program, for upholstered furniture akin to the CPSC program for mat
tresses. 

PHASE 2: COMPAIUSON OF tJPHOLSTEHED FURNl'l'UHE ON LIVING ROOM FLASH.OVER 

As you will see. in the second video, in Phase 2. we conducted a series of fires in 
a living room environment to better understand the impact upholstered furniture 
materials have in fire growth. The room environments were identically furnished 
with an engineered wood television stand, book case, coffee table, and end tables 
purchased from a national department store chain. In addition, the rooms had other 
fuel loads such as a 37-inch flat panel display television, plastic toy bins, stuffed 
toys, and polyester curtains. The only differences in the rooms were the materials 
used in the upholstered chair and sectional sofa. The top left screen contains con
temporary upholstered furniture with polyester. wrap covered polyurethane foam 
cushions, and polyester. microsuede cover. fabric, The top tight screen is furniture 
constructed in legacy materials. such as cotton batting around metal spring cushions 
and cotton cover fabric. The two bottom screens consist of bamer modified contem
porary upholstered furniture with high-loft fire barrier covered polyurethane-foam 
cushions and polyester microsuede cover fabr;c. The fires were ignited by placing a 
lit candle on the right side of the sofa and allowed to grow until flashover. One of 
the barrier modified set.s of furniture was ignited in the center of the sofa where 
the seat. and back cushions for two spots meet. 

At. 45 seconds we can already see that the flame size. on the contemporary fur
niture is growing at a faster. rate than the other furniture pieces. At the 1-minute 
mark, the smoke alarm would have activated to notify the occupants. We can as
sume it would take an occupant at the earliest about 20-40 seconds to recognize 
the danger and to take appropriate actions, such as rinding a !ire extinguisher. At 
1 minute and 45 seconds, the fire in the contemporary furniture environment would 
be difficult to handle with a fire extingu.isher and the occupant would then look to 
escape .. On average, people. take 60- 90. seconds. to dress, call 911, gather personal 
belongings, and awaken two. children. Once a call is placed to. 911, a dispatcher will 
alert the local fire department to. head to the scene. The Chicago Fire Department 
is the Nation's second-largest fire department and their goal is to be on-scene within 
3-5 minutes after dispatch. Other departments may take longer such as those serv
icing rural areas. Additionally, this is just the time for the fire service to arrive; 
once at the scene, they still have to assess the scene. 

The room furnished with contemporary upholstered furniture in the top left of 
screen transitioned to. flashover at 4 minutes and 45 seconds. At 15. minutes the fire 
started at. the interior corner of the barrier-clad contemporary fw·nitw·e has self-ex
tinguished. Flashover. occw·s for the barrier clad contemporary furniture ignited be
tween the seats at 21 minutes and 45 seconds which is 17 minutes later than the 
identical fw·niture that does not have the fire barrier. At 34 minutes and 15 sec
onds, the living room furnished with legacy furniture nashes over, consistent with 
what we found for the used furniture in the modern vs. legacy side-by-side video. 
From this video, we can deduce that rooms furnished with contemporary furniture 
often reach flashover point prior to the fire service arriving at the scene o( the fire. 

PHASE 3: COMPARISON OF UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE ON OCCUPANT 'l'ENABILJTY AND 
SURVTV ABILITY 

Based on the data drawn from Phase 2 and exemplified in the second video that 
you just witnessed, UL wanted to determine what the smoke alarm response and 
occupant tenability and survivability in an actual full-scale home. In March 2012 
a seiies of full-scale house fire experiments was conducted in UL's large fire facility. 
One house was a one-story, 1,200. square-foot, 3 bedroom, 1 bathroom house (8 
rooms total); the second house was a two-story, 3,200 square-foot, 4-bedroom, 2.5-
bathroom house (12 rooms total). The second house featured a contemporary open 
floor plan with the. two-story great room and foyer. open to. the upstairs bedrooms .. 
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The living/great rooms were identically furnished with engineered wood television 
stand, coffee table, a lamp, and end tables purchased from a national department 
store chain. The only fw-nishings that differed in the tests wern the materials used 
in the upholstered chair and sectional sofa. The contemporary furniture was con
structed using the same hardwood frames, but one set consisted of polyester wrap 
covered polyurethane foam cushions, polyester microsuede cover fabric while the 
other introduced a high-loft fo·e barrie1· to cover the polyurethane foam cushions. 
The fires. were ignited by placing a lit. candle on the right side of the sofa and al
lowed to. grow until temperatures in. a remote location from the fire reached an 
unsurvivable. level o( 150 °C (302 °F). Preliminary. data analysis. supports Phase 2 
findings but we are. still currently analyzing the results. of these recent experiments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the research we conducted, UL believes: 
One, that the typical flame-retardant chemical concentrations used to meet fire 

regulations in upholstered furniture do not provide for sufficient fire egress times. 
The most common of those fire regulations is the BEARHFTI's CA TB 117 perform
ance requirements. 

Two, that when a flame-suppressant technology, s uch as a flame barrier, is used 
between the decorative fabric and the foam, then this furniture (manufactured to 
UL specifications with polyurethane foam) behaves closer to "legacy" furniture. Spe
cifically, the time to flash over is increased to greater than 20 minutes- which 
would allow occupants significantly more time to safely evacuate their home and 
allow for fire service to respond to the fire. 

Three, that barrier materials need not be made of a chemical flame retardant that 
may or may not pose a negative impact on human health or the environment. It 
is conceivable that manufacturers could incorporate various innovative barrier 
methods in upholstered furniture with minimal impact on current manufacturing 
methods. Some types of barriers such as high-loft baniers could be used as a re
placement for polyester wrap thereby minimizing impact on manufacturing and 
labor. Other baniers, such as flat barriers similar to those incorporated by the mat
tress industry, could pose an additional manufacturing step, but do yield increased 
fire-safety performance. 

In addition to fire research UL has conducted on upholstered furniture, UL has 
a lso conducted studies in cooperation with the Fire Protection. Research Foundation 
(a foundation under NFPA) on smoke characterization to understand smoke associ
ated with materials commonly found in residential homes today a nd to provide data 
points to develop better smoke-sensing technology or smoke-suppression technology 
in end products. UL also has the ability to measure consumer exposure and indoor 
air quality to flame retardant and alternative chemicals under normal-use condi
tions and during combustion or. fire processes for the measurement of toxic byprod
ucts using environmental chamber technology. This technology allows the study and 
impact of alternative construction techniques like the use of lire barriers, reduction 
of synthetic materials, petrochemical-based construction materials; and the use of 
alternative, less-toxic flame retardants for bedding, furniture, construction mate
rials, and electronics. This allows for system and component analysis under normal 
and abnormal conditions to help facilitate the development and validation of chemi
cally safe, fire-resistant products. 

UL appreciates this subcommittee's interest in furniture flammability-related 
matters and how all parties can work to enhance public safety. We appreciate the 
opportunity to. share our knowledge and look forward to working with you and other 
stakeholders moving forward. 

Senator DURBIN. Mr. Counts. 

STATEMENT OF ANDY S. COUNTS, CEO, AMERICAN HOME FUR
NISHINGS ALLIANCE 

Mr. COUNTS. Good afternoon. I'm Andy Counts, chief executive 
officer at American Home F urnishings Alliance. I want to thank 
you, Chairman Durbin and staff, for allowing me to participate in 
today's hearing. 

The issue of upholstered furniture flammability has been a topic 
of discussion and debate at CPSC since it inherited the Flammable 
Fabrics. Act in 1973. 
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Since this time, CPSC has considered several petitions on the 
issue and released multiple draft standards to address the flamma
bility of upholstered furniture. 

As these proposals progressed, CPSC's objective has moved from 
the risk of small open-flame ignition to the combined risk of small 
open flame and smolder ignition, and finally to the risk of smolder 
ignition only. 

Consistently, over time, CPSC's statistics have shown that 90 
percent of upholstered furniture fires result from smolder ignition. 

California Technical Bulletin 117, or TB-117, is required for all 
upholstered furniture sold in the State of California and attempts 
to address both smolder and small open-flame ignition. 

Unlike smolder ignition, small, open-flame resistance generally 
requires the treatment of fabric and cushioning materials with 
flame-retardant chemicals. 

During the time that CPSC has been considering furniture flam
mability, evidence about the potential eco-toxicity and bioaccumula
tion of certain flame retardants have reshaped the thinking regard
ing fire and chemical risks. Restrictions on flame-retardant use and 
production are depleting the compliance toolbox of compounds 
equipped to achieve open-flame resistance in furniture and to meet 
TB-117. 

In addition, CPSC staff has found that reformulated foam cush
ions used to comply with TB- 117 do not meaningfully improve 
small open-flame performance. 

TB-117 is the only reason flame-retardant chemicals are found 
in upholstered furniture. California Governor Jerry Brown recently 
issued a statement directing the. State's Bureau of Electronjc Appli
ance Repair, Home Furnishings and Thermal Insulation to revise 
TB- 117 to end the reliance on flame-retardant chemicals. 

As a result of this directive, a draft revised California standard 
has recently been released that will focus solely on smolder igni
tion. 

According to a recent NFPA report, the long-term trend in smok
ing material fires has been down by 73 percent from 1980 to 2010. 

More importantly, the trend line for upholstered furniture as the 
first item ignited by smoking materials is also declining. In 1980, 
NFPA estimated that there were 21,500 fires caused by smolder ig
nition of upholstered furniture. And by 2010, that number had 
been reduced to 1,500. 

Likewise, civilian deaths due to smolder ignition in upholstered 
furniture have decreased from 1,030 in 1980 to 210 in 2010. When 
you factor in population growth over this period, you can begin to 
fathom the significance of these decreases. 

This downward trend in fire statistics involving smoking mate
rials and residential upholstery is to some degree. the result of a 
successful industry fire standard. The voluntary program was de
veloped by the Upholstered Furniture Action Council (UFAC) in 
1977. 

Unlike TB-117, the UFAC program does not require the use of 
any flame-retardant chemicals. UFAC construction criteria have 
been adopted by both the American Society for Testing and Mate
rials as ASTM 1353, and NFPA. It is estimated that 90 percent of 
domestic furniture shipments comply with the UFAC standard. 
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We understand the frustration some have expressed about the 
pace of progress on this issue. However, we shouldn't disregard the 
technical challenges associated with achieving improved fire resist
ance for a product that is typically covered in fabric and filled with 
plastics, cellulosics, and other cushioning materials. 

Add to this the differential performance of the tens of thousands 
of upholstery fabrics on the market, and you begin to understand 
the challenge CPSC shouldered. 

An approach that addresses only smolder ignition is not perfect, 
but represents what is achievable at thjs point, given these some
times competing factors. 

We recommend that the CPSC immediately move to adopt ASTM 
1353 to address the primary smolder ignition risk from upholstered 
furniture. That would provide CPSC with the time it needs to fur
ther investigate the feasibility of its barrier for smolder-prone fab
rics and submit its draft testing methods to the necessary round 
robin laboratory analysis to ensure good repeatability and repro
ducibility. This round robin analysis is essential to the develop
ment of an enforceable standard. 

PREPARED STATEMENT 

We look forward to our continued work with the CPSC on this 
important issue and to assisting our members with compliance. 

Thank you. 
[The statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMEN'l' OF ANDY S. COUNTS 

The American Home Furnishings Alliance (AHFA) represents manufacturers and 
importers of residential furnishings that include upholstered fw·niture, wood fur
niture, home office, and decorative accessories. AHFA companies participate in a 
highly competitive global market characterized by ever-changing style preferences, 
margin pressures, and the tendency of consumers to postpone big-ticket purchases 
if their perceptions of value. and function are not satisfied. 

AHFA respectfully submits these comments regardi ng the effectiveness of uphol
stered furniture flammability standards and flame-retar·dant chemicals. 

BACKGROUND JNFORMATTON. 

There is currently one mandatory flammability standard for residential uphol
stered furniture in the United States. That standard, California Technical Bulletin 
117 (TB-117), is required for all upholstered fumiture sold in the State of Cali
fornia. 

Before we begin our discussion on the effectiveness of upholstered furniture flam
mability standards, we want to share with you several hard-learned facts based on 
40 + years of experience with this topic. First, fire testing is not a precise science. 
Today's modern fire-testing methodology suffers from three important weaknesses. 
First, none of the present test methods have been reconciled with what actually 
happens in real-world fire scenarios, either qualitatively or quantitatively. Second, 
the precision of today's fire tests is reprehensibly poor with testing errors commonly 
exceeding 50 to 100 percent. Finally, computer models are only as good as the data 
driving them. As noted above, the precision and bias of the data is deficient so 
standard fire tests often lack the repeatability that agencies expect with mandatory 
standards. This makes a flammability standard extremely difficult to enforce. 

Definition of the objective is 50 percent of the solution. The1·e is no such thing 
as fire-proof furniture and it simply is not a realistic or practical goal. The U.S. Con
sumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) did not conceive this at the beginning 
and therefore the objective of its rulemaking was not clearly defined. Initially it ap
peared that CPSG wanted to prevent any ignition of the cover fabrics. This. proved 
to be unattainable because everything wi ll burn and each fire is unique. Later, the 
agency moved away from "no ignition" toward "slowing" the progression of the fu·es 
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and thereby allow more egress time .. The later is an achievable goal and one which 
we continue to believe can be met. 

Third, there are no quick fixes or silver bullets when it comes to upholstered fur
niture flammability. There are. a myriad number of configurations, fabrics, and. fill
ings that are utilized by our industry to satisfy the consumer's needs and tastes. 
And the issue is counterintuitive. The. materials that are most resistant to smolder 
ignition. tend to be. poor. performers when it comes, to resisting open-fl ame ignition 
and vice versa. These three facts have compounded the difficulties CPSC has en
countered in this complex rulemaking. 

THE NATIONAL DISCUSSION 

The issue of upholstered furniture fl ammability has been a topic of discussion and 
debate at CPSC since it inherited the. Flammable Fabrics Act from the Department 
of Commerce and the Federal Trade Commission in 1973. Since this time CPSG has. 
considered several petitions on the issue and released multiple draft standards to 
address the. flammability of upholstered furniture in 1997, 2001, 2004, and 2005. A 
proposed rule was finally promulgated in 2008. As these proposals progressed, 
CPSC's objective has moved from the. risk of small open-flame ignition to the risks 
of small open-flame ignition and smolder ignition, and finally to the risk of smolder 
ignition only. 

We welcomed the 2008 proposal because it was the first to focus solely on the risk 
of smolder. ignition which is the predominant flammability hazard associated with 
upholstered furniture. Consistently over time, CPSC statistics show that 90 percent 
of upholstered furniture fires result from smolder ignition. Each year, there are ap
proximately five times. as many. incidents of smolder ignitions as there are small 
open flame-related incidents.1 

According to a recent National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) report, 2 "the 
long-term trend in smoking-material fires has been down, by 73 percent from 1980 
to 2010." More importantly for this discussion, the trend line for upholste1·ed fur
niture as the first item ignited by smoking materials is also declining. In 1980, 
NFPA estimated that there were 21,500. fires caused by smolder ignition of uphol
stered furniture and by 2010 that number had been reduced to 1,500.3 Likewise, 
civilian deaths due to smolder ignition of upholstered furnitu1·e have decreased from 
1,030 in 1980 to 210 in 2010.4 Finally, civilian injw;es have declined from 1,910 
in 1980 to 260 in 2010.5 

THE UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE ACTION COUNCIL 

The downward trend in fire statistics involving smoking materials and residential 
upholstery is, to some. degree, the result of a successful industry lire standard. This. 
voluntary progrnm was developed by the Upholstered Furniture Action Council 
(UFAC) in 1977. It has demonstrated that fabric and yarn changes. along with the 
use of substrates. between fabric and foam yield improved smolder performance. Un
like TB- 117, the UF AC program does not require the use of any flame-retardant 
chemicals. Also. unlike. TB-117, UFAG program has undergone round-robin testing 
and has shown to be repeatable and reproducible. Because. of this, UFAC construc
tion criteria were adopted. by both. the America n Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTME 1353) and the. NFPA (NFPA 260). 

Perhaps the greatest contribution of the UFAC progi-am has been to remove smol
der-prone materials from the market and replace them with safer ones. Padding ma
terials such as untreated cotton batting, sisal pad~ loose sisal, jute pads, rubberized 
horsehair, and kapok could not pass any of the UrAC criteda and consequently dis
appeared from the marketplace. 

Likewise, UFAC has contributed to. the development of safer materials. In addi
tion to inventing heat-conducting welt cords, it efTectively set the standards for poly
urethane foam and class l fabrics. Seating-grade and padding-grade flexible poly
urethane foams must pass the UFAC filling and padding test method. As. a result, 
noncompliaot foam is gone from the market. With respect to fabric covers, the 
UFAC test methods accelerated. the use of thermoplastic fibers. This expanded the 
number of class I fabrics, the type most resistant to smolder ignition, and reduced 
the number of class II fabrics which require the use of a smolder-resistant ba1Tier 
material. While it is estimated that 90 percent of domestic furniture shipments com-

1 U.S. CPSC, Regulatory Options Briefing Package, October 28, 1997, p. 153. 
2John R. Hall Jr., The Smoking-Material Fire Problem, Ma1·ch 2012, p. i. 
3/d. at 21. 
• /d. at 22. 
6/d. at 23. 
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ply with the UFAC standard, the net result has been to afford low-income con
sumers the benefit of the UFAC program even if their manufacturers are not par
ticipating in UFAC. That is because these safer materials are the only ones that 
can be found in the marketplace. 

In the course of the cun·ent CPSC rulemaking, UFAC reviewed TB-117. promising 
CPSC to incorporate the best aspects ofTB- 117 as part of UFAC's construction cri
teria. However, when. testing. was completed, UFAC concluded that TB-117 foam 
was not more effective than the conventional foam required by UFAC. Therefore, 
it declined. to modify its construction criteria. CPSC later tested TB-117 foam and 
confirmed that it demonstrated no significant added protection in small open-flame 
scenarios compared to UFAC complying upholstered furniture products. 

SMALL OPEN-FLAME RESEARCH 

The current emphasis on smolder ignition is a sensible response to the technical 
difficulties associated with the small open-flame approaches considered during the. 
cow·sc. of the rulemaking. Early in the project, CPSC staff found that reformulated 
foam cushions used to comply with TB-117 did not meaningfully improve small 
open-flame performance. Subsequent testing of so-called "TB-117 plus" foam re
vealed it performed worse. than conventional foam and was inferior in some smol
dering scenarios. 

A 2001 proposal allowed the use of flame-blocking ba1Tiers as protection against 
open-flame ignition. However, CPSC staff found that barrier materials perform in
consistently depending on the cover fabrics and ignition source. Some barriers were 
effective in conjunction with a number of outer fabrics, but not with others. Those 
failing fabrics were more appropriate candidates for a flame-retardant chemical 
treatment option.<> 

Currently available barrier technology utilized to meet California's standard for 
public occupancy furniture <TB-133) and to meet the Federal mattress standard (16 
CFR 1633) is not well-suited for application to residential upholstered furnitw·e. In 
addition to the complexities created by the various geometries and spatial relation
ships of furniture, existing baniers would negatively impact the hand, drape, and 
seat of residential upholstered furniture. These barriers also lack important per
formance characteristics such as loft, resiliency and neutral color, which are critical 
for the residential upholstered furniture market. 

RESEARCH AND REGULATION OF FLAME RETARDANTS 

TB- 117 is the only reason. flame-retardant chemicals are found in upholstered fm·
niture .. The focus on smolder ignition minimizes the reliance on flame-retardant 
chemical treatments. Unlike smolder ignition, small open-flame resistance generally 
requires the treatment of fabrics and cushioning materials with halogenated com
pounds (i.e., bromine. or chlorine). The widespread application of these chemicals to 
produce upholstered furniture components would ce1'lainly have resulted from the 
prescribed test. methods proposed in the 1997, 2001, 2004, and 2005 CPSC briefing 
packages. 

During the time that CPSC has been considering furniture flammability, evidence 
about the potential ecotoxicity and bioaccumulation of halogen flame-retardants 
have reshaped the thinking regarding fire and chemical risks. Restrictions on flame
retardant use and production are depleting the compliance toolbox of compounds 
equipped to achieve open-flame resistance in furniture and to meet TB-117. 

In 2004, AHFA (then the American Furniture Manufacturers Association or 
AFMA) co-chaired and participated with other key industry stakeholders in a project 
sponsored by Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Design for the Environment' 
(DfE). The scope of this project was to develop an assessment tool to evaluate 
emerging flame-retardant chemistry that could potentially be used to replace exist
ing chemical solutions used to meet existing flammability standards. The focus was 
to develop a science-based matrix to evaluate and screen the potential risk of emerg
ing flame-retardant chemicals to human health and the environment. The resulting 
matrix did not provide the absolute certainty needed to determine if the flame-re
ta1·dant chemistry was safe and effective. 

In January 2010, EPA added polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs)-used as 
flame retardants in a \vide range of products, including fabrics and foam-to its 
"chemicals of concern" list, meaning it considers them substances. that "may present 
an uni·easonable risk of injury to health and the environment." The furnitw·e indus
try had already voluntarily phased out the use of these chemicals in 2005. The only 

6U.S. CPSC Upholstered Furniture Flammability: Analysis of Comments from the CPSC 
Staff's June 2002 Public Meeting, p. 30. 
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PBDE still on the market in North America, is decaBDE, a fabric flame-retardant 
effective across a full spectrum of fiber types. Critics of decaBDE often cite evidence 
that it can degrade (debrominate) into more hazardous congeners that are already 
the subject of regulatory action. 

DecaBDE has been banned or substantially restricted in Washington State, 
Maine, and the European Union. Asian countries. and other U.S. States are consid· 
ering similar. legislation. Without decaBDE, fabric mills indicate that achieving 
open-flame. resistance would require the commercialization and testing of more spe· 
c1alized chemical formulations geared to particular fabric t.ypes. Environmental au
thorities and policy makers now appear to be moving toward restrictions on bromine 
and chlorine flame-retardant chemicals generally. 

Last year in California, the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment 
(OEHHA) added TDCPP (Tris (l,3-dichloro-2-propyl) ~hosphate) a flame-retardant 
chemical commonly used in furniture applications, to its list of chemicals subject to 
Proposition 65. Governor Brown recently issued a statement dil"ect.ing the State's 
Bureau of Home Furnishings and Thermal Insulation (BEARHFTIJ to revise TB-
117 to end the reliance. on flame-retardant chemicals. Jn the present Federal rule· 
making, environmental advocates have urged CPSC to forego regulatory approaches 
that would encourage such chemical use. 

As a result of the Governor Brown directive a draft revised California standard 
(TB- 117 2012) has recently been released that wi ll focus. solely on smolder. ignition 
and take a similar approach to the 2008 proposed CPSC standard. 

OTHER TRENDS SHAPING FIRE STATISTICS 

Any current discussion of this issue should be made in the context of fire statistics 
that have improved significantly in response to a number of trends. In addition to 
the impact of voluntary industry standards such as UFAC, Americans are smoking 
less and are increasingly protected by working smoke and carbon monoxide detec· 
tors. Small open-flame statistics ai·e. being di;ven downward by the use. of child-re· 
sistant lighters pursuant to CPSC regulations finalized in 1993 and a CPSC-spon
sored voluntai-y performance standard for candles. ln addition, all States have en· 
acted requirements for reduced ignition propensity (RIP) cigarettes. The March 2012 
NFPA study on smoking material fires estimates that RIP cigarettes alone will re· 
duce fire deaths 30 percent from 2003, the last year before any State-implemented 
this legislation.7 All of these developments can be expected to further reduce resi· 
dential fires associated with upholstered furniture. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

We. understand the frustration some have expressed about the pace. of prolffel·ess 
on this issue. However, we shouldn't disregard the technical challenges associated 
\vith achieving. improved fire. resistance for a product that. is typically covered in fab· 
ric and filled with plastics, cellulosics, and other cushioning materials. Add to. thi.s 
the differential performance of the tens of thousands of upholstery fabrics on the 
marketi the synergy between fabrics and filling materials; and you begin to under· 
stand tne challenge CPSC has shouldered. 

Upholstered furniture flammability encompasses not only fire science, but con· 
sumer preferences, behavioral factors, the competitiveness of domestic industries 
and the increasing scrutiny of chemicals that may pose a risk to human health and 
the environment. 

Our industry is committed to supporting government and private sector solutions 
based on three criteria: 

-safe· 
-efTe~tive; and 
-saleable. 
To be "safe", a solution must not introduce new risks to consumers, workers, or 

the environment filld not undermine the existing level of resistance to smolder igni· 
tion. To be "effective", a solution must reduce the number of residential fires involv
ing upholstered furniture and must not create a false sense of secw;ty to the con· 
sumer. To be "saleable", a solution must result in furniture that is attractive, com· 
fortable, durable, and affordable. A solution that meets the c1;teria of safe, effective, 
and saleable continues to form the basis for fill industry supported Federal standard 
for residential upholstered furniture. 

An approach that addrnsses only smolder ignition is not perfect, but represents 
what is achievable at this point given these sometimes competing factors. We rec· 
ommend that the CPSC. immediately move to adopt ASTM 1353 to address the pl'i · 

7 Hall, supra at 11. 
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mary smolder-ignition risk from upholstered furniture. That will provide CPSC with 
the time it needs to further investigate the feasibility of its ban·ier for smolder
prone fabrics and to submit its draft test methods to the necessary round-robin lab
oratory analysis to ensure good repeatability and reproducibility. This round-robin 
analysis is essential to the development of an enforceable standard. 

After finalization of a standard that adch-esses smolder ignition, CPSC. resources 
can then be concentrated on determining if potential solutions to small open-flame 
risk exist and are. justified. This effort must provide. multiple options. for compliance 
and a mechanism for identifying safe and effective fl ame-retardant chemistry. 

Any mandatory flammability standard must also rely on the use of compliant 
components and not the use of composite. testing. Furniture manufactur:ers are as
semblers of components provided by third-party suppliers. The combination of these 
var;ous components results in thousands of SKUs. This volume makes the testing 
of full-scale or mockup composites not only unreasonable, but impossible. 

Finally, cost must be a consideration. The statistics of residential fires have told 
us repeatedly over the years that the residential fire problem in the United States 
primarily lies. in households. with lower incomes, less education,. and a higher pro
portion of single parents. This segment of the population is the most sensitive to 
cost increases, yet this segment is clearly the most in need of the protection that 
safer upholstery will provide. Furniture that meets ASTM 1353 is proven to provide 
an acceptable level of fire protection at p1;ce points that will primarily benefit them 
and the firefighters charged with saving their lives. 

We look forward to working with CPSC on this important issue and to assist our 
members with the compliance obligations they will face once a new rule is finaljzed. 

Senator DURBIN. Thanks, Mr. Counts. 
Peter Van Dorpe. 

STATEMENT OF PETER VAN DORPE, CHIEF, TRAINING DIVISION, cm
CAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT 

Mr. VAN DORPE. Good afternoon. Thank you for having me here 
today. My name is Peter Van Dorpe. I've been a firefighter for 32 
years. I'm a district chief in the Chicago Fire Department and in 
charge of the Training Division. 

Since 2006, I have been one of the Chicago Fire Department's li
aisons to and have served as a subject-matter expert for various 
agencies and universities that. have been conducting fire-safety re
search .. These. agencies include UL, NIST, University of Illinois, 
Michigan State University, and New York P olytechnic, among oth
ers. 

This research has been funded largely through the Department 
of Homeland Security's Assistance to Firefighters Grants P rogram. 

Through both my experience on the fire ground and in the. course 
of my participation in these research projects, I've. become acutely 
aware of the significant changes that have occurred over the last 
40 to 50 years in the way homes are built and the way that. we 
furnish them. What you have seen here today, as dramatic as it is, 
demonstrates only a fraction of the changes that have taken place. 

Put as simply as. possible, we are making homes bigger. We're 
building them with less massive structural components and then 
we're filling them with more air and more fuel than ever before. 

From a firefighter's perspective, this is a recipe for disaster for 
both the fire service and the public we have sworn to protect. 

Part of the reason why I was selected to speak at this hearing 
is because I was already scheduled to be in Baltimore tomorrow to 
deliver a work.shop at Firehouse Expo. Firehouse Expo is one of 
several conferences that I and my colleagues from the Chicago and 
New York City Fire Departments, UL, NIST, and other research 
partners attend each year to deliver the :findings of its research to 
the American fire service. 
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We call it bringing science to the street, and our goal is to make 
sure that the firefighters that arrive at your door in your time of 
need come with a set of strategies, tactics, skills, and knowledge to 
best equip them to safely and effectively combat the fire they will 
face. 

The first and most important part of reaching that goal is to 
make sure these firefighters understand the scope and magnitude 
of the changes in the modern fire environment. I hope to convey 
some sense of that change to you in this brief time we have today. 

I will keep it simple: It's stuff, and there's more stuff, and that 
stuff is made out of plastic. And more stuff,. more of that plastic 
stuff, is made out of plastic that contains its own air supply- ex
truded polyurethane foam in furniture. 

All of this stuff is fuel, and we're packing more and more of it 
into our boxes that we live in every day. 

How this stuff in these boxes behave, interact, and maintain 
their integrity under fire conditions goes largely. unregulated, so 
long as that box is labeled one- or two-family occupancy and the 
stuff is intended to be used by the people that occupy those houses. 

It should come as no surprise to us that most fire deaths occur 
in one- and two-family homes. 

The statistics that support these statements are readily available 
and accessible from NFPA, UL, NIST, the National Institute of Oc
cupational Safety and Health, and a host of other universities and 
Government agencies. 

Please allow me to share with you some lesser-known statistics. 
In 1903, 605 people died in the Iroquois Theater fire in Chicago. 
In 1911, 146 died in the Triangle Shirt Waist fire in New York 
City. There were 294 deaths in the. Consolidated School fire of 
1937, 492 in the Coconut Grove Supper Club fire of 1942, and 100 
in the Station Night Club fire of 2003. 

Indeed, the 10 largest single-building fatal fires over the last cen
tury have totaled more than 2,800 deaths. And that number does 
not include the 2,666 deaths that occurred in the fires that were 
in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks. 

Each of these tragedies, as well as many like them throughout 
our history, brought about a response that was proportionate to the 
scope and magnitude of the event. Perhaps the most important 
part of the response to each of these events and those like them 
were the significant changes made in the way we design, build, in
spect,. and otherwise. regulate the buildings we occupy and the 
things that we put in them. 

We can and should be proud of the way we respond as a society 
to the disasters and tragedies that befall our communities. How
ever, the tragedy that is the yearly fire death toll in the United 
States goes unaddressed largely because it goes unrecognized. 

Each and every year, between 2,500 and 3,000 people die. in fires 
in the United States. That's more than died in the September 11 
attacks and more than died in the 10 most tragic fires in our his
tory. And it happens year after year after year. 

Eighty-five percent of those fire deaths occur in homes, and they 
most often occur in ones and twos. Hence, those of you who aren't 
professionally attuned to the situation are not familiar with the. 
scope and magnitude of the problem. 
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I hope my testimony today will help bring it to the forefront for 
a time. 

Statistically, three people died in fires while you slept last night, 
and another will die while we are here discussing the merits of the 
issues before us. Three more wil1 die in the time you will make 
your way home tonight and end your day and return to sleep. To
morrow and every day will be just like today unless and until we 
do something different about the way we build, protect, and furnish 
homes in this. country. 

When I'm teaching building construction to firefighters, I make 
it a point to focus on the hazards of lightweight construction and 
practices used in single-family homes. And I always begin and end 
by telling them, "It ain't about the gusset plates." 

Gusset plates are a fastening method that has replaced tradi
tional nails. in lightweight wood truss construction. The fire service 
frequently points to them as the cause of early collapse of floor and 
roof systems in buildings using these systems. 

What I mean to convey to them with this phrase is that we need 
to focus less on the components and more on the totality of the 
changes to the built environment and the fuel loads we are placing 
in them. 

Similarly, I encourage you not to get lost in the weeds of which 
methods of reducing residential fire losses and fire deaths are the 
most efficient, effective, or environmentally friendly. For example, 
while the effects of adding fire-retardant chemicals to extruded 
foams and fills has been shown to be of limited value, this does not 
preclude the use of retardants in any and all circumstances .. 

Most approaches to reducing fire growth and propagation in fur
niture and finishes have value, and they should all be investigated 
and pursued. 

The mattress industry has demonstrated that an approach that 
applies a variety of methodologies is the most likely to sustain suc
cess over the long run. 

Most tragedies, and certainly those that arise in accidents in the 
home, are not the result of gross negligence or malice on anyone's 
part. Rather, they are the sum of what my coJleague Vicki Schmidt, 
a volunteer firefighter and a State instructor in Maine, refers to as 
the pitter-patter of little defeats, those individually minor errors 
and omissions that we allow to. accumulate and coalesce into. tragic 
events. 

Please permit me to outline for you what I believe to be some ef
fective guidance for meeting the challenges before you. Increased 
residential firefighters' fire safety, and firefighter safety, requires 
reducing ignition sources. 

Today, this is largely an issue related to behaviors including 
smoking, alcohol use, and the safe use of open flames such as can
dles. Reducing the development and prorogation of fires that do 
occur by addressing the flammability and fire development charac
teristics of home furnishings and finished materials, particularly 
those that contain extruded polyurethane foam and related mate
rials. 

Reducing the impact of fires that do occur upon the occupants 
through more thorough and effective regulations requiring active 
and passive fire protection and detection systems in homes. And, 
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yes, that does mean we need to advocate for residential fire sprin
klers in all new construction. 

Reducing the impact of fires that do occur upon the structural 
system of the home, by requiring structural assemblies used two
family homes be protected in the same way that they are required 
to be protected in other occupancies. 

Finally, enabling the American fire service to do our job more 
safely and effectively by doing all of the above and by continuing 
to fund the fire-safety research and dissemination of life-saving in
formation it is generating. 

In closing, l wish to assure you that the challenge. is. not as. dif
ficult as you may t hink. Indeed, the problem has already been 
solved. 

Look around you. Look above your heads. This is a fire-safe 
building. We have applied the lessons of the past and appropriate 
science. and technology to design an occupancy that. provides a safe 
and secure environment for its occupants. 

PREPARED STATEMENT 

We can do the same. for residential occupancies. We. have the 
knowledge and the technology to meet all the challenges, whether 
they be temporal, behavioral, financial , or environmental. All we 
need is the will to act. 

Thank you. 
(The statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER VAN D OR PE 

Good afternoon. My name is Peter Van Dorpe. I have been a firefighter for 32 
years. l am a Disti·ict Chief on the Chicago Fire Department in charge of the Train
ing Division. Since 2006 I have been one of the Chicago Fire Department's liaisons 
and have served as a subject-matter expert for various agencies and universities 
that have been conducting fire-safety research. These agencies include Underwriters 
Laboratories (UL); the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); the 
University of Illinois; Michigan State University; New York Polytechnic; and others. 
This research has been funded largely through Lhe Department of Homeland Secu
rity's Assistance to Firefighters Grants program. Through both my experience on 
the fire ground and in the course of my participation in these research projects I 
have become. acutely aware. of the. significant changes that have. occurred over. the 
last 40 to 50. years in both the way homes are. built and Lhe way that they are. fu.r
nished. What you have. seen here today, as dramatic as it is, demonstrates only. a 
fraction of the changes that have taken place. Put as simply as possible, we are 
making homes larger, building them with less massive components, and then filling 
them with more air and more fuel than ever before. From a firefighter's perspective 
this is a recipe for disaster for both the fire service and the public we have sworn 
to serve and protect. 

Part of the reason why I was selected to speak at this hearing is because I was 
already scheduled to be in Baltimore tomorrow to deliver a workshop at Firehouse 
Expo. Firehouse Ei<po is one of several conferences LhaL I and my colleagues from 
the Chicago and New York City fire departments, UL, NIST and the other research 
partners attend each year to deliver the findings of this research to the American 
fire service. We call it "bringing science to the streets" and our goal is to make sure 
that the firefighters that arrive at your door in your time of need come with the 
set of strategies, tactics, and skills that best equip them to safely and effectively 
combat the fire they will face. The first and most important part of reachfog that 
goal is to make sure ow· students understand the scope and magnitude of the 
changes in the modern fire environment .. I hope to convey some sense of that change 
to you as well in the brief time that I have with you Loday. I will keep it simple: 
Stuff. More stuff. More stuff made of plastic (petroleum). More stuff made of plastic 
with a built in air supply (polyurethane foam, i.e., furniture). All of this stuff is fuel 
and we are packing more and more of it into the boxes that we live in. How this 
stuff and these boxes behave, interact and maintain their integrity under fire condi-
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tions goes largely unregulated so long as the box is labeled "one or two family occu
pancy" and the stuff is intended to be used by the people that occupy it. It should 
come as oo surprise to us that most fire deaths occur in one- and two-family (read, 
"unregulated") occupancies. The statistics that support these statements are readily 
available and accessible from the National Fire Protection Association, UL, NIST, 
the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, etc. 

In 1903, 605 people died in the Iroquois Theater fire. in Chicago. In 1911, 146 died 
in the Triangle Shirt Waist fire in New York City. There were 294 deaths in the 
Consolidated School fire of 1937; 492 in the Coconut Grove Supper Club of 1942; 
and 100 in the Station Night Club fire of 2003. Indeed, the 10 largest single build
ing fatal fires over the last century total more than 2,800 deaths. Of course we are 
a ll aware of the 2,666 lives lost at the fires of September 11. Each of these trage
dies, as well as many like them throughout our history, brought about a response 
that was proportionate to the scope and magnitude of the event. Perhaps the most 
important part of the response to each of these. events and those like them were. 
the significant changes made in the way we design, build, inspect, and otherwise 
regulate the buildings we occupy and the things we put in them. We can and should 
be proud of the way we respond, as a society, to the disasters and tragedies that 
befall our communities. 

However, the tragedy that is the yearly fire death toll in the United States goes 
unaddressed, largely because it goes unrecognized. 

Each and every year, between 2,500 and 3,000 people die in fires in the United 
States. That's more than died in the September 11 attacks and more than died in 
the 10 most tragic fires in our history, and it happens year, aft;er year, aJter year. 
Eighty-five percent of these fire deaths occur in homes and they most oJten occur 
in one- and two-family homes. Hence, those of you who aren't professionally attuned 
to the situation are not familiar with the scope and magnitude of the problem. I 
hope my testimony today will help b1ing it to the forefront for a time. Statistically, 
three people died in fires while you slept last night. Another will die while we are 
here d iscussing the merits of the issues before us. Three more will die by the time 
you make your way home tonight, end your day and retul·n to sleep. Tomorrow and 
every day will be just like today; unless and until we do something different about 
the way we build, protect, and furnish homes in this country. 

When l am teaching building construction to firefighters L make it a point to focus 
on the hazal'ds of lightweight construction practices used in single fam ily homes and 
I always begin and end by telling them, "it a in't about the gusset plates". Gusset 
plates are a fastening method that has replaced traditional nai ls in lightweight 
wood truss construction. The fire service frequently points to them as the cause of 
early collapse of floor and roof systems in buildings using these systems. What I 
mean to convey to them with this phrase is that they need focus less on the compo
nents and more on the totality of the changes to the built environment and the fuel 
loads placed io. them. Similarly, I encourage you not to get lost in the weeds of 
which methods. of reducing residential fire loss and fire. death are the most efficient, 
effective or environmentally friendly. While the effects of adding fire-retardant 
chemicals to extruded foams and fills has been shown to be of limited value, this 
does not preclude. the use. of retardants in any and a ll circumstances. Most ap
proaches to reducing fire growth and propagation in furniture and finishes have 
value and they should all be investigated and pursued. The mattress industry has 
demonstrated that an approach that applies a variety o( methodologies. is. most like
ly to sustain its success over the long run. 

Most tragedies, and certainly those that a1ise around accidents in the home, are 
not the result of gross negligence or malice on anyone's part. Rather, they are the. 
sum of what my colleague Vicki Schmidt, a volunteer firefighter and State fu·e in
structor in Maine refers to as the "pi tter-patter of little defeats"; those individually 
minor eITors. and omissions that we allow to accumulate and coalesce into a tragic 
event. 

Please permit me to outline for you what I believe to be some effective guidance 
for meeting the challenge before you, Increased residential fire. safety requiI·es: 

Reducing Ignition Sources.- Today this is largely an issue 1·elated to behav
iors including smoking, alcohol use, and open names such as candles, etc. 
- Reducing the. development and propagation of fires that do occw· by address

ing the flammability and fire development charncte1istics of home furnishings 
and finish materials, particularly those that use or contain extruded poly
urethane foam and related materials. 

-Reducing the impact of fires that do occur upon the occupants through more 
thorough and effective regulations requiring active (i.e., residential sprinkler 
systems) and passive fire protection and detection systems in homes .. 
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-Reducing the impact of fires that do occur upon the structural system of the 
home by requiring structural assemblies used in one- and two-family homes 
to be protected in the same way they are required to be protected in other 
occupancies. 

- Enabling the American fire service to do ou.r job more safely and effectively 
by doing all of the above. 

In closing, I wish to assure you that the challenge is not as difficult as. you may 
think. Indeed the problem has already been solved. Look around you. This is a fire
safe building. We have applied the lessons of the past and the appropriate science 
and technology to design an assembly occupancy that provides a safe and secure en
vironment for its occupants. We can do the same for residential occupancies. We 
have the knowledge and the technology to meet all the challenges, whether they be 
temporal, behavioral, financial, or environmental. AJl we need is the will to act. 
Thank you. 

Senator DURBIN. Thank you, Mr. Van Dorpe, and. thank you for 
what you do for a living. Men and women like you all across Amer
ica keep us safe. We're grateful. 

Mr. VAN DORPE. Thank you, Sir. 
Seventy-five percent of the American fire service is volunteer. 
Senator DURBIN. I know that. I know in Chicago we have a great 

fire department. We also, downstate, have a lot of great fire depart
ments and volunteer efforts. 

So thank you very much. 
One of the things which was noted earlier, I want to mention to 

you. Tony Stefani, president of San Francisco Cancer Prevention 
Fund said in a recent study, "Firefighters show blood levels of 
PDBEs", these fire-retardant chemicals, "over 30 percent higher 
than the general population of California, and 60 percent higher 
than the general population of the United States." 

One firefighter had a PDBE level 11 times greater than average 
for the general population. And the concentrations in the United 
States are 20 to 30 times higher than found in the general popu
lation of Japan, Hong Kong, and the United Kingdom. 

So there is an environmental aspect to this, the exposure of your 
men and women as firefighters to these fire-retardant chemicals, 
which I guess Mr. Stefani is making a point to show us may have 
some. long-term negative health impact. 

Has there. been any effort underway to measure this beyond his 
effort? 

Mr. VAN DoRPE. UL has conducted some smoke particulate stud
ies. They began, I believe,. in 2007. Those continue to today. 

One of the things that we're finding is that, even when we wear 
all of our respiratory protection, we're still exposed to chemicals 
through dermal exposure. This stuff is migrating through our skins 
and into our bodies. 

So the problem for us is getting more and more complex all the 
time. Every time we think we get a handle on how to deal with our 
exposure to chemicals, we find that there's another exposure out 
there. 

Senator DURBIN. And you probably read the Chicago Tribune se
ries, that there was a group calling themselves Friends of Fire
fighters who were testifying for the use of these flame-retardant 
chemicals. They were challenged. They had something to do with 
the State of Vermont, at least they said they did, but they were 
challenged as to whether they were speaking for firefighters or for 
the chemical industry. 
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Mr. VAN DORPE. I'm not familiar with the group. 
Senator DURBIN. It's a point I hope you'll take a look at. 
Mr. Schaefer, just for the record, you've stated it in general 

terms, but in politics and in the Chicago Tribune series, we follow 
the money. 

Where was the money engaged in each of these undertakings? 
Why did the tobacco industry decide they wanted to push flam

mability in furniture rather than a fire-safe cigarette? Why did the 
chemical industry want to push certain fire-retardant chemicals? 
What was the role of the fuxniture industry and such? 

So, for the record,. when it comes. to UL, who is paying for your. 
efforts in research? 

Mr. SCHAEFER. For oux efforts, they're self-funded through our 
public safety mission fund. Sometimes we do research work in part
nership with organizations like NIST, and there, there would be 
grants and so on. 

But for the most part, the research work we do is self-funded in 
the interest of advancing our safety mission. 

Senator DURBIN. And to make it clear for the record, there are 
two approaches where-well, tmee, actually: legacy furnituxe, 
which was different than the furniture that we buy today; then fux
niture treated with fire-retardant chemicals, which you said does 
not produce any measurable impact of safety~ and then barriers, 
which I assume is some sort of a cloth or fabric or something that 
stops the fire from spreading into the furniture. Three different lev
els, if I've got that correct. 

Mr. SCHAEFER. Yes, that's correct. 
Senator DURBIN. And the barriers, you say, don't necessarily 

have to include. fire-retaxdant chemicals? 
Mr. SCHAEFER. That's right, the barrier could be constructed 

even out of fiberglass, what you would see in insulation in your 
homes, so it's basically a neutral material. And there are other 
technologies that don't use flame retardants with barriers. 

Senator DURBIN. I'm sorry, Senator Lautenber~ missed the video. 
We want to make sme. he gets a chance to see it later, but it was 
very dramatic in showing the difference in each. 

So, Mr. Counts, as I understand what you're saying here, TB-
117, the California standard relative to flame-retardant chemicals, 
kind of became a national standard, because furniture makers who 
are selling a lot of furniture in California are all around the coun
try. 

And now what I hear is, based on scientific evidence, the indus
try is backing away from the use of these chemicals, and the GDv
ernor in California has raised questions about the standard itself. 

So I guess my basic question is, when it comes to furniture flam
mability today, is the furnituxe industry looking at their products 
in a different way. in terms of how to make them safe, and not in
troduce toxic chemicals that may endanger customers? 

Mr. COUNTS. Yes, Senator, we are. 
In my written testimony, I noted that, in 2005, the furniture in

dustry voluntarily phased out the use of PBDEs in our upholstery 
foam. EPA took action on that later in 2010, I believe. 

So we're. monitoring very closely European studies .. We're work
ing with our suppliers to make sure that all the research is avail-
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able that's possible, working with Arlene Blum and others at Cal 
Berkeley, just to identify what chemicals may be trending at poten
tial issues, and we look to phase those out as we can. And we'll be 
working with California on their new smoldering initiative as weU. 

Senator DURBIN. So you referred to something which I know 
nothing about, ASTM- 1353, instead of the California TB-117. 

Is this a new standard in terms of flammability and the safety 
of furniture you're recommending to CPSC and you think should be 
an industry standard? 

Mr. COUNTS. ASTM- 1353 is the embodiment of the Upholstered 
Furniture. Action Council standard that was developed in 1977 to 
address smolder ignition. 

If you look at the statistics on smolder ignition and the trends 
that I mentioned in my testimony, that a long with smoke detectors 
and changing in lifestyles, decreasing smoking, et cetera, has 
added to the decrease in the trend there. 

So that is the standard that we're looking to adopt. 
Senator DURBIN. Officer Van Dorpe said something, which I 

thought to myself, I never thought of even looking for this. But he 
suggested, in his five things to make our homes safer, one of them 
is that we should be more sensitive to the furniture we buy, in 
terms of whether or not it is fire safe. 

I cannot recall furniture. ever: being labeled fire safe. Is that 
something your industry does, advertises? 

Mr. COUNTS. There is a UF AC hangtag that you can find on fur
niture, typically the retailer might not like hang tags on their fur
niture, and they'll rip that off, and you can't find it. There's the 
California TB-117 tag that's on there, occasionally. But those are 
the two standards. 

Senator DURBIN. I'll bet you there aren't a half a dozen people 
in this room that would know what that meant if they saw it hang
ing from the back of a chair. I wouldn't have until this hearing. 

Mr. COUNTS. Well, the hangtag is fairly descriptive, but like I 
said, sometimes it doesn't make it to the consumer. 

Senator DURBIN. All right. Thank you much. 
And that's the point I wanted to get to, Mr. Van Dorpe, is when 

it comes to our knowledge of what we're buying and whether it's 
safe, most consumers may not think of it, number one; and number 
two, wouldn't know what to look for. 

Is there something that the firefighters recommend, in terms of 
that choice? 

Mr. VAN DORPE. For a very long time, and this might be a little 
off topic, but for a very long time, the building industry said to the 
fire service, when we were concerned about the lightweight con
struction and taking mass out of buildings, where's your data, 
where's your data? 

We. finally have the. data now, thanks to you all. So we've. 
changed that discussion. 

And oftentimes we hear when we talk about fire safety in the 
homes and sprinkler systems and fire-safe furniture and things like 
that, where the industries will say to us, well, consumers won't pay 
for that. I think we need to start asking them, where's your data? 

Has anybody really asked? I mean, you can buy the safest car 
on the planet. There are manufacturers that wiU advertise their 
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cars that way, ''We sell you the safest car. You'll pay a little more 
for it, but we promise you it's the safest car." 

We can do the same approach with our homes. We can sell fire
safe homes. We can sell fire-safe furniture. You want a five-star 
home or a four-star home? What's the difference? One is more fire 
safe than the other. 

We haven't even made the attempt, and we really should. 
Senator DURBIN. Good point. 
Senator Lautenberg. 
Senator LAUTENBERG. Thanks very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Sorry I missed the testimony of all of the witnesses. They bring 

good information to us. 
Chief Van Dorpe, firefighters are called on to rush into homes. 

that are burning on a regular basis. Inside those homes are hun
dreds of household products-we talked about that-including 
many that contain chemicals. 

Now, could we protect the health of the firefighters by reforming 
our Federal chemical laws to reduce toxic substances in the homes? 

Before you answer, I want to tell you something that I worked 
on some years ago. We had a fire in Elizabeth, New Jersey. And 
there's a lot of chemicals produced in the State of New J ersey. 

And a couple of firemen were going into the burning building and 
their uniforms; their protective uniforms began to melt. And it was 
then that I wrote a law called ''Right to Know", which became the 
law. 

And when you think about the sofas and fire retardants and 
things of that nature that work against safe opportunities in fight
ing a fire, and the Right to Know. 

And in this case, I just wonder, is there something that we. might 
do that would change the nomenclature on fire retardants and on 
every sofa, everything, have a defining message that says, hey, be 
careful, that this can accelerate a fire beginning because of the 
chemicals. there? Is there anything that you think your firefighter 
friends and the volunteers might do to protect themselves by hav
ing more knowledge about what's in these homes? 

Mr. VAN DoRPE. We can't have too much knowledge about the 
environment that we're operating in. And that environment is get
ting more and more complex all the time. 

The challenge that we face is that, in the residential market, as 
soon as you start talking about our homes, most of the regulations, 
both for building codes and the restrictive regulations, go away. 
And that's where most of our fires are, and that's where most of 
our fire deaths are, and that's where most of our exposures are. 

So what American fire service needs for you to do is to take what 
we already know about making buildings safer, making products 
safer, and apply that to all products, not just to those that are in 
hotels or in assembly buildings or other places, but across the 
board. 

We know how to do this. The mattress industry has dem
onstrated it. 

In Europe, England, and in the United Kingdom, if you Google 
"home fire'', you know, home furniture fires, most of your responses 
come back with United Kingdom references, because they've done 
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the work, they've laid the groundwork and they've implemented a 
lot of these lessons. 

So the information is out there. We just need to apply it. 
Senator UUTENBERG. What happened on 9/11, New Jersey lost 

700 of its citizens in that calamitous occasion. But we still have 
had consequences of exposure by firemen and other emergency per
sonnel. Still now, there are lots of them being treated and deaths 
are taking place because of the effects of the fumes and the dust 
and all of that. 

And what happens when the toxic fumes are coming out there, 
black smoke, when they're burning? What happens to those who 
are trying to do their job, trying to save lives? What steps has your 
department taken to protect your firefighters from these health 
risks, these exposures? 

Mr. VAN DoRPE. We're doing several things, one of which is to 
ensure full encapsulation of the firefighters, the less skin we have 
exposed-the standard today is zero, no exposed skin-the less 
chemical exposure you have. Increasing our use of respiratory pro
tection all the time, not just some of the time or when we think 
we really need it. 

And then the other thing we do, we. launder our equipment on 
a regular basis, because we find that if you don't do that, then 
those chemicals stay in your clothing, and then every time you put 
them on, you're re-exposing yourself, whether you're in a fire or 
not. So our turnout gear, our firefighting gear, gets laundered on 
a regular basis. 

So we're taking what constructive steps we can to. reduce that 
chemical exposure. 

Senator U UTENBERG. Last question for me, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Schaefer, UL research suggests that flame-retardant chemi

cals in foam furniture do not provide significant benefits. 
Based on your analysis, do you think there are safer and more 

effective ways than fire retardants to reduce fire hazards? 
Mr. SCHAEFER. Fire retardants or alternate means? 
Senator UUTENBERG. Yes. 
Mr. SCHAEFER. Yes, there are safe a lternative ways, such as the 

use of fire barriers, where we saw very vividly there was a signifi
cant difference in the fire performance of furniture. 

Senator LAUTENBERG .. Define, if you would, a fire. hazard. What 
would you define as a fire barrier? 

Mr. SCHAEFER. A fire barrier is basically an inner covering that's 
placed over the foam material, for example. So it provides a shield, 
basically, between the source of the ignition, which could be the 
outer covering of the furniture, and the foam content. 

And this technology has been used very. effectively by the mat
tress industry, where they were also looking at flammability issues. 
And there's probably no piece of furniture that's in more intimate 
contact with a human being. 

And they found, through the use of fire barriers, they could meet 
the flammability requirements and at the same t ime not introduce 
flame-retardant chemicals. 

Senator U UTENBERG. Mr. Chairman, I want to say thanks for 
bringing this subcommittee hearing up, because there's so much 
going on. And it took a Chicago Tribune expose to really bring at-
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tention to one part of the thing that is never visible-you don't 
know-discharging toxic chemicals into the air, just by sitting on 
a sofa or something like that. 

But we have to continue. When you talk about the number of 
deaths, Chief, that occur every day in the country as a result of 
fires, we've got to wake up to the alarm. 

Senator D URBIN. Thanks, Senator Lautenberg. And thanks for 
your leadership on this. 

Mr. Schaefer, before I conclude, I am struck by the fact that, 
though I'm a fan of CPSC-and we recently put a reform in place, 
we're now investing more. Federal funds. in the CPSC than we have 
ever, and I trust its leadership-when I listen to the fact that this 
started in 2003, this investigation, and it still isn't over, isn't fin
ished-you talked about starting in 2008 and apparently getting 
into a lot more the impact of flame-retardant chemicals and igni
tion of furniture and so forth-I think I know the answer to this, 
and I think I may end up looking in a mirror, why. is it that the 
CPSC takes so long to reach a conclusion, when, in your business, 
your not-for-profit undertaking, you seem to be able to do it in a 
shorter period of time? 

Mr. SCHAEFER. I really can't comment what impacted CPSC. I do 
know, with other work we've done, there can be challenges with 
getting consistent, uniform test sample foams and things like that . 
I could speculate. I know there were considerable issues with im
port safety that came up in the last few years, and I'm sure that 
diverted some energy. And I know there were also funding chal
lenges for CPSC in past years. 

But I think, and this is where this subcommittee is to be ap
plauded, sometimes it takes a spotlight on an issue to really get it 
elevated and acted upon. 

Senator D URBIN. I still remember Chairman Tenenbaum's state
ment that they worked for 2 years to find a standard cigarette to 
use to determine whether the fire was being started in the proper 
way or in a consistent way. And 2 years seems like a long time to 
me, as a layman. 

But let me just say thank you to this panel. 
And, Chief, thank you very much. 
Mr. Counts, thank you for your statements on behalf of the fur

niture industry. 
Mr. Schaefer, very proud of UL, the work that you do in our 

State and around the country. 
We wouldn't be here today were it not for the Chicago Tribune 

series. It really opened the eyes, not only of people in the Midwest, 
but all across the country and beyond about a very, very serious 
issue that affects every family with furniture. That's just about all 
of us. And every family that's concerned about that public health 
of the people living in their homes. Again, just about all of us, 

And when it comes right down to it, I think what we found is 
there was, sadly, an unfortunate political effort under way to pro
mote the use of chemicals in certain applications, which did not 
make us any safer. In fact, it endangered the public health of 
America. 

It was a sinister and, in many respects. shameful exercise. of our 
political system that led to the status that we found ourselves in 
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with these chemicals being used widely in the belief that they were 
keeping us safer. 

We've learned a lot. And I think what I've heard today, the fur
niture industry and everyone has learned a lot in the process. I just 
hope that we can understand at the end there is a legitimate over
sight role for Government, to take a look at the private sector and 
to keep us safe, whether it's the CPSC or EPA or many other agen
cies. And we have to make sure that we safeguard that, regardless 
of the administration, and make sure that we have the resources 
to deal with the challenges we face to get people the certainty they 
need in their lives. 

PREPARED STATEMENTS 

I'm going to ask unanimous consent that statements from the 
San Francisco Firefighters Cancer Prevention Foundation and the 
U.S. Fire Administration be included in the record. 

Since there's no one here to object, that's going to happen . 
[The statements follow:] 

P REPARED STATEMENT OF SAN FRANCISCO FmEFIGHTERS CANCER PREVENTION 
FOUNDATION 

Honorable members of the Financial Services and General Government Appro
priations Subcommittee: First, I would like to apologize for not being physically 
present at this meeting. I had a previous commitment that I had to keep. 

I would like to give you a little history about myself and the San Francisco Fire
fighters Cancer Prevention Foundation before my written testimony. 

I am a retired Captain from the San Francisco Fire Department (SFFD) with 28 
years o[ service. I spent the last 13 years of my career as an officer at Rescue. 1, 
Station 1 and proud to say one of the busiest firehouses in the United States. After 
26 years on the job, I contracted Transitional Cell Carcinoma in my right renal pel
vis-a rare form of cancer. usually found in people who work in the "chemical indus
try" according to my doctor. During my treatmen t and recovery, two more firn
fighters from my station also contracted Transitional Cell Carcinoma-only the com
mon form, bladde1: cancer. It also seemed like every month we were attending. a fu
neral of another firefighter that had lost his. battle with some form of cancer. In 
2006, with the support of the. department's administration and San Francisco Fire
lighters Local 798,. I. formed the. San. Francisco Fireligh te rs Cancer Prevention Foun
dation dedicated to. the early detection and prevention of cancer in both active. and 
retired firefighters .. Since its. inception we have conducted five major cancer 
screenings. Through these. screenings we. have identified live. retired fire lighters and 
one active firefighter with various. forms. of cancer. At the time of the screenings 
these individuals were not aware they had cancer. 

Our founda tion has also been involved in three studies. The. first study (published 
in 2007) was. conducted by the Department of Urology at UCSF and identified blad
der cancer rates in the SFFD greater than the population in general and of major 
concern for the. entire firefighting profession. 

Our second study is currently being conducted by the Centers for Disease Control 
and P revention (CDC) looking at causes of death in a cohort of 30,000 firefighters 
(5,538 participants from SFFD; 15,461 from Chicago Fire; and 10,652 from Philadel
phia Fire) dating back to 1950. The study should be published with results some
time in 2014. 

The third study is one that I will highlight in my testimony. It. will be published 
very soon. The title of the study is "Halogenated Flame Retardants, Dioxins, 
Furans, and Other Persistent Organic Pollutants in Serum of Firefighters from 
Northern California". The ''Firefighters from Northern California" that it refers to 
is a cohoxt of 12 firefighters from San Francisco. I have been given permission by 
one of the lead researchers, Susan D. Shaw, DPH, to discuss various findings of the 
study. 

The question posed by Senator Durbin: "H ow has the use of flame-retai·dant 
chemicals affected the lives of firefighters and their abili ty to do their jobs?" 

We must first r emember. that firefighters are exposed everyday. in the same man
ner that the population in general is to the effects of fl a me retardants that escape 
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from household products and settle in dust whether it be in the workplace or at 
home ... But once a firefighter enters a burning building it is a completely dif
ferent set of circumstances. 

Firefighters are fully aware that we work in a "chemical cocktail" every time we 
enter a building on fire. Does that hinder the fire extinguishment? The definitive 
answer is, "Absolutely not." It is our job to extinguish the fire, preserve life and 
property, and get the job done. The. firefighters'. biggesl fear is what occurs once the 
fire is extin~ished and the "overhaul" process begins. It is during this period of 
time where' off gassing" occurs. Products of combustion have been extinguished but 
the emission of toxic gases continues. Most departments have Combustion Gases In
dicators. (CGls) that are. used to measure. various toxins in. the atmosphere once a 
fire is extinguished. Once the CGI indicates a "clear" atmosphere, firefighters are 
a llowed to remove their scuba gear. The problem with this is that the CGis have 
the ability to pick up a few toxic gases, but nowhere near the 100-plus toxic gases 
that remain in the atmosphere. We are now being told that even if all personal pro
tective equipment remains in place brominated and chlo1·inated fire retardants have 
the ability to permeate the protective equipment worn by firefighters. Additionally, 
if this protective equipment is not properly decontaminated immediately when re
turning to quarters, firefighters risk continual exposures every time they don the 
protective equipment. 

Flame-retardant chemicals (Polybrominated diphenylethers [PBDE]) are applied 
onto or in many common household goods, furniture foam, plastic. cabinets, com
puters, small appliances, consumer electronics, wire insulation, back coatings for 
draperies, and upholstery to name a few. These gases are not picked up by CGls. 
These chlorinated and brominated flame retardants produce both toxic dioxins and 
furans when they burn which have been proven to cause cancer. The significantly 
elevated rates of cancer reported in firefighters (Kang et al. 2008, LeMasters et al. 
2006, Hansen 1990) include four types that are potentially related to exposure to 
dioxins and furans: 

- Multiple myeloma; 
-Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma; 
- prostrate; and 
-testicular cancer. 
A question that lingers in our profession is do these chemicals combine syner

gistically with other tox.ins in the atmosphere and exacerbate the effect of other 
toxic carcinogens? What we do know is that om· rate of contracting various forms 
of cancer is increasing. We are a lso fully aware that these name-retardant chemicals 
bioaccumulate in our blood, fat tissue, and in mother's milk. 

Through om· foundation, SFFD participated in a study examining the levels and 
patterns of halogenated compounds in the serum of the firefighters and compares 
contaminant concentrations in this cohort with those in the general population and 
other studies in the United States and worldwide. The cohort included 12 fire
lighters who willingly gave blood after. two separate Ii res in San Francisco. 

The study of our firefighters showed levels of PBDEs more than 30 percent more 
than the general population of California and more than 60 percent more than the 
general population of the United States .. We had one firefigh ter with a PBDE level 
of 442ng/g of lipid weight which is 11 times greater than the average of the general 
population of the United States. The PBDE concentration in San Francisco fire
lighters was. 20-30 times higher than levels found. in. the general population of 
Japan (Uemura et al. 2010), Hong Kong (Qin et al. 2011) and the United Kingdom 
(Thomas et al. 2006). With this information we are now hoping for a much broader 
study to take place. 

Another issue that has to be addressed in regards to name retardants is the rising 
cases of breast cancer we are seeing in our female firefighters in San Francisco. We 
have more than 200. female firefighters in San Francisco-the most of any. major 
metropolitan city in the United States. Many of these women are nearing the age 
of retirement. To our knowledge there have been no major studies in regards to the 
health of female firefighters mainly because they have only been in the profession 
for 40-plus years. In om· 40-49-year-old group of female firefighters we have 117 
women. In that group we have had eight cases of breast cancer. The national aver
age of breast cancer for the 40-49-year-old female group is 1 in 69. ll is a known 
fact that PBDEs bioaccumulate in mother's milk in the general population. It is also 
known that PBDEs are neurodevelopmental toxicants. The unknown is what level 
of PBDEs is in the mother's milk of a female firefighter and what efTect that is hav
ing on their children. Our foundation is in the preliminary stages of a study ad
dressing the health issues of om· female firefighters. 

As. far. as the benefits of flame retardants, I think Dale Ray, a top official with. 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission, who oversaw the 2009 tests at a labora-
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tory outside Washington summed it up best in the Chicago Tribune series on flame 
retardants when he stated, "We did not find flame retardants in foam to provide 
any significant protection. Moreover, the amount of smoke from both chair fires (one 
treated, one not treated) was similar''. Ray noted that most fire victims die of smoke 
inhalation, not the flames . 

It is probably to late for this generation of firefighters to be protected by a change 
in the current toxic flame-retru·dant standard. But the generations of firefighters to 
come will be forever. thankful that this very important step was taken. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES FIRE ADMINISTRATION 

Mr. Chairman and members of the. subcommittee, thank you. for the opportunity 
to address this. hearing and to. provide the views of the. United States Fire Adminis
tration (USFA) on the topic of furniture flammability and home fii-e safety. I appre
ciate the opportunity to discuss. these important issues, which are of growing con
cern to the USF A .. 

BACKGROUND 

Over the past 40 years, the number of lives lost fighting fires across the United 
States has decreased dramatically. In 1971, this Nation lost more than 12,000 citi
zens and 250 firefighters to fire. Acting to halt these tragic losses, the Congress 
passed Public. Law 93-498, the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act, in 1974, 
which established the USFA. Since that time, through data collection, public edu
cation, research and training, USFA has helped reduce fire deaths by more than 
one-half-making ow· communities and our citizens safer.' 

In spite of these efforts, America's fire death rate continues to be one of the hjgh
est per capita in the industrialized world. Fire kills approximately 3,500 people and 
injw·es another 18,300 each year. Included in these fire fatalities are the approxi
mately 100 firefighters who die on duty each year. Direct property losses due to fire 
reach more than $12 billion a year. Most of these deaths and losses are prevent
able.1 

More than 80 percent of fire deaths occur in homes, an environment where citi
zens expect that they should be most safe. USFA is increasingly concerned about 
cwTent trends that portend a looming catastrophe for the Nation: an aging popu
lation combined with changes in residential construction and use of highly flam
mable materials that create tremendous risk for fast-burning fires. 

A summary of USFA's concerns is outlined below: 
-Since the 1960s and 1970s, materials used in home furniture and furnishings 

have changed dramatically. Furniture fabrication has changed. Furniture that 
was. once made with heavy. wood frames, cotton batting, and wool fabric is. now 
made. with light wood or plastic frames , polyurethane foam, and synthetic fab
ric. Fires involving this newer furniture grow much, much faster than fires in 
older. furniture. Research has. shown that the time available to escape a flaming 
fire in a home. has. decreased significantly from 17 minutes in 1975 to only 3 
minutes in 2003; a change that. has been attributed to the increased combus
tibility of home fui-nishings.2 Carpets, drape1;es, clothingt entertainment sys
tems, computers, and many other items commonly founo in homes are also 
made of synthetic materials that have s imilar burning characteristics in an es
tablished fire in a home. Many of these. materials are required to pass tests for 
resistance to small sources of ignition, but once ignited, they burn fast and hot. 

- The s ignificant changes in the materials found in our homes are not limited to 
the. contents and fui-nishings that occupants bring into their homes. Important 
building elements are now made of synthetic materials that burn faster and 
hotter than traditional construction materials. Vinyl siding and exterior fin
ishes, 'vindow and door frames, doors, foam insulation board, and other compo
nents made of synthetic materials all contribute to faster fire spread. Though 
some of these items are required to pass tests for resistance to ignition, they 
too, burn rapidly once lighted. 

1 USFA Web site; bttpJ/www.usfa.fema.gov/about/. 
2Bukowski, R.W .• et al., Performance of Home Smoke Alarms: Analysis of the Response of Sev

eral Available Technologies in Residential Fire Settings , NIST Technical Note 1455-1, National 
Institute. o( Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland, February. 2008. 

3A Review of the Sound Effectiveness of Residential Smoke Alarms, CPSC-ES-0502, U.S. Con· 
sumer. Product Safety Commission. Decembe1·. 2004. 
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-The past 30 years have seen a dramatic increase in the use of lightweight con
struction assemblies such as ttusses and other cn~neercd assemblies in home 
construction and remodeling. These assemblies fail earlier during a fire than 
traditional dimensional lumber, all other factors being equal. Failure of these 
assemblies can result in structural collapse that threatens the lives of both the 
building occupants and responding firefighters. 

- During this. same time. period, architects have made. use of the wide span capa
bilities. of these engineered. structural assemblies to. create remarkable. and spa
cious home. plans. These. large wide-open spaces allow for faster lire develop
ment than smaller rooms. found in older homes. 

-Recent advances. in energy conservation features. have. also had an impact on 
how a fire. grows in a home. As a result of increasingly air-tight window and 
door fixtures, among. other. efficiency improvements, firefighters are expe1.i
encing an increase. in the. number of serious events such as "backdrafts" and 
"smoke explosions" that. threaten the l ives of both trapped occupants and. fire
fighters. 

Despite the many benefits to the advances in building technologies and materials 
in modern times, these advances have developed over time without expectation or 
analysis of the resultant cumulative effect on occupant safety from fire within resi
dences. The resulting adverse impact to fire safety was not anticipated. 

While. many in the fire service have long-recognized the. potential impact of 
changes in building technologies. and material construction, only in recent years 
have the risks associated with these issues come under investigation. Recent re
search clearly shows that these innovations have dramatically changed the way a 
fire develops, grows, and spreads in a home. F ires in homes today develop, grow, 
and spread faster than ever before. 

Concurrent with this dramatic change in the development and behavior of fires 
in the home, we are beginning to experience the much-heralded aging of our popu
lation. As we age, we become less able to awaken to the sound of a smoke alarm 3 
4 6 and we are less. able to. move quickly. The. significant reduction in time available 
to escape a home fire combined with the declining sensory and mobility characteris
tics of older citizens. is a recipe for disaster .. USFA is concerned that the reductions 
in the number of fire deaths and injuries made over the last 40 years could be over
come by the potential for loss of life. as a result of this deadly combination. 

SITUATION 

Citizens, firefighters,. elected officials, and others across America share the 
USFA's concern over the. relatively high number of fire deaths in America's homes, 
and the. changing natw·e. of fire hazards. in our homes. The fire problem is becoming 
more complex, and it continues to. defy simple fixes, despite the desire. to find easy 
answers. The. Consumer. Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is. taking on the. impor
tant task of reducing the. adverse impact. of one of the known factors adding to. the 
home. lire hazard problem, the. flammability of upholsLered furniture. They are. doing 
so. with scientific. research and consideration by. agencies such as Underwriters Lab
oratories (UL) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology. (NIST). 

UL has recently completed an extensive project on furnitw·e flammability. While 
UL's work has. not been fully published at. this time, what we have seen dem
onstrates beyond all doubt. that modern furniture presents a much greater fire. chal
lenge than the furniture. used by our. grandparents. While it is not the only way to 
improve fire performance of upholstered furniture, the positive impact that. the cur
rent fire barrier technology. can provide was clearly demonstrated in this work .. 

NIST has done outstanding. multidimensional work addressing the subject of fur
niture flammability, and is continuing to explore several avenues that show great 
promise .. USFA applauds the work done at NIST and looks forward to ongoing col
laboration with their research team. 

CPSC has proposed a regulatory approach. that is based on the best science cur
rently available. USFA supports the work that CPSC. has. done on. the topic and rec
ognizes their effort as a thoughtful approach to improving home fire safety by at
tacking one significant part, flammability of upholstered furniture, of an increas
ingly complex residential fire problem. 

3A Review of the Sound Effectiveness of Residential Smoke Alarms, CPSC-ES-0502, U.S. Coo· 
sumer Product Safety Commission, December 2004. 

"Geiman, J .A., and D.T. Gottuk, Reducing. Fire Deaths in Older Adults:. Optimizing. the Smoke 
Alarm Signal, Fire Protection Resea1·ch. Foundation, Quincy, Massachusetts, May 2006. 

6Bruck, D.A., I. Thomas, and, A. Kritikos, Reducing. Fire Deaths in Older Adults:. bwestiga· 
lion of Auditory Arousal with Different Alarm Signals in Sleeping Older Adults, Fire Protection 
Research Foundation, Quincy, Massachusetts, May 2006. 
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CONCLUSION 

USFA believes that the approach proposed by CPSC is an important step in im
proving home fire safety, but that it is not a final solution. As our collective under
standing of the underlying science improves, we anticipate that there will be oppor
tunities for voluntary improvements by the industry or a need for additional regu
latory actions. 

Tha.nk you, Mr. Chairman, for providing this opportunity to. provide the views of 
USFA on the topic of furniture flammability and home fire safety. I appreciate the 
opportunity to discuss these issues, and look fonvard to providing further informa
tion as requested. 

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS 

Senator D URBIN. We're going to keep the record open for 1 week, 
until noon on Wednesday, July 24. We may be sending you some 
questions along the way, follow-up questions. 

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were 
submitted to the witnesses for response subsequent to the hearing:] 

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED TO INEZ M. TENEN13AUM 

Q UESTIONS SUBMI'ITED BY SENATOR RICHARD J. DURBIN 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMAUSSION'S UPHOU.'TERED FURNITURE FLAMMABILITY 
STANDARD 

Question .. In your testimony, you reference that much of the delay has resulted 
from the. necessity of developing standard reference mate1ials. (such as standard 
cigarettes or standard foam) for testing. AJ·e there remaining standard reference ma
terials that need to be developed before you can move forwa1·d with finalizing the 
proposed rule? 

Answer. The research to determine the specifications for Standard Reference Ma
terial (SRM) foam was completed in July 2012. Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion (CPSC) staff is working with the National Institute o( Standards and Tech
nology and manufacturers to acquire SRM foam for testing as soon as possible. The 
staff also may conduct some additional work to select the best standard cover fabric 
for testing in accordance with the proposed rule. 

Question. Under the rulemaking authorities that/ou currently have, what steps 
still remain in order to complete the standard, an what is your best estimate of 
when the standard might be. completed? 

Answer. The remaining steps in the rulemaking include: 
-testing to determine the necessary revisions to finalize the proposed rule; 
- testing the materials. subject to. the proposed mle to determine. that compliance. 

can be achieved; 
-evaluating furniture constructed with compliant materials to estimate the re

duction of deaths and injuries. that could result from the proposed rule; and 
- drafting the text of the final rule and developing the fina l regulatory analysis. 
The staff will also continue to work cooperatively with the State of California's 

Bureau of Electronic & Appliance Repair, Home Furnishings & Thermal Insulation 
(BEARHFTI) as that agency proceeds \vith its work to revise Technical Bulletin 117 
(CA TB 117). TB 117 currently contains performance standards that effectively re
quire. the. use. of flame. retardants. in upholstered furniture. Future changes in TB 
117 could have an impact on the rulemaking proceeding. With those caveats, CPSC 
staff estimates, subject to Commission direction, completion of the final rule in 2015. 

CALJFOR.'flA TECHNICAL BULLETIN 117 

Question. What role does California TB 117 (CA TB 117) play with regard to yow· 
efforts to finalize a standard for upholstered furniture flammability? 

Answer. There is a high degree of compliance. with CA TB. 117, not only. in Cali
fornia, but also across the Nation. The existing CA TB 117 is essentially a de facto 
national standard. CPSC staff continues to work cooperatively with BEARHFTI on 
possible. revisions. to CA TB 117, and elements o( the Commission's proposed rule. 
are incorporated into California's latest drnft revised regulation, known as CA TB 
117-2012. As CPSC moves forward with its own rulema'king, the Commission staff 
will continue to. monitor CA TB 117-2012 developments. and will consider the poten
tial effects of a revised California regulation on the level of consumer safety. 
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Question. Does the fact that the California Governor recently ordered that CA TB 
117 be revised impact your efforts? 

Answer. The revision of CA TB 117 will not impede CPSC's efforts to address the 
fire risk associated with ignitions of upholstered furniture. Throughout the uphol
stered fw·niture rulemaking process, CPSC staff has always envisioned a rule that 
does not require the use of flame retardants to meet performance standards. Revis
ing or removing the open-flame requirement of CA TB 117 would eliminate the prac
tical need for manufacturers. to use. ilame retardants in upholstered furniture sold 
in California and across the United States .. Accordingly,. CPSC staff is carefully 
monitoring the progress of the CA TB. 117 revision efforts. 

Question. What will be the effect if CA TB 117 is completed prior to yow· stand
ard? 

Answer. As required under the Flammable Fabrics Act (FFA), CPSC preliminarily 
determined that the proposed rule was needed to address an unreasonable risk of 
fire injury or death to the public when it issued a proposed rule in 2008. The pro
posed rule included an assessment of reasonable alternatives to the proposal, includ
ing reliance upon the existing California regulations. If a revised TB 117- 2012 were 
completed prior to our rule, CPSC would need to evaluate the revision to determine 
whether a Federal rule is still needed to address the fire risk. 

Question. If California fails in their. efforts to. update CA TB 117, can CPSC pre
empt CA TB 117 with your proposed rule?. 

Answer .. In general, section 16 of the. FFA provides that whenever a flammability 
standard or other regulation for a product is in effect under the FFA, no State may 
establish or continue in effect a flammability standard or other regulation for that 
product, if the standard or regulation is designed to protect against the same risk 
of occw·rence of fire as the FFA standard or regulation, unless the State standard 
or regulation is identical to the FFA standard or regulation. Because the CPSC rule 
and CA TB 117 are both designed to address the same uru-easonable risk of occur
rence of fire presented by flammable upholstered furniture, any Federal rule by 
CPSC would have preemptive effect. I should note, however, that the decision as to 
whether. our rule has preemptive effect ultimately. will. be. determined by. the courts. 

RESPONSE TO Ai\'lERICAN HOME FURNISHINGS ALLIANCE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Question. The American Home Fw·nishings Alliance (AHFA) recommends that 
CPSC immediately adopt American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 1353 
as a Federal mandatory standard while continuing work on the CPSC proposed 
standard? 

Answer. The Upholstered Furniture Action Council (UFAC) voluntary guidelines 
are based. on tests prescribed in the ASTM E1353 test method. The vast majority 
of. upholstered. furniture sold in the United States conforms to the voluntary guide
lines. While some elements of the CPSC's p1·oposcd fl ammability performance tests 
are similar to the ASTM 1353 standard, CPSC staff reviewed the ASTMIUFAC ap
proach and concluded that it was inadequate because conforming fw·niture can still 
ignite and bw"Il from smoldering cigarettes. The CPSC proposal incorporated signifi
cant improvements to the ASTM/UFAC method and is more stringent. Mandating 
the ASTM E1353 method, as embodied in the CUJTent UFAC guidelines, would im
pose. modest costs, but. also provide only negligible safety benefits. 

Question. How. does ASTM 1353. differ from what CPSC is proposing? 
Answer. There are two p1focipal, substantive differences between the ASTM tests 

and the smoldering ignition tests in CPSC's proposed rule. The first involves rel
atively small differences in the test methods themselves. The second involves larger 
differences in the acceptance criteria that determine the stringency of the perform
ance tests. 

With regard to the test methods, the ASTM method measures char length from 
the lit cigarette placed on an upholstery. mockup. The mockup is encased in a box 
that artificially restricts airflow to an unrealistically. low rate. The cover fabric. is. 
classified as either "Class l " or "Class 2" based on the char length resulting from 
the test. If the char is within the 2-inch specified length, the cover fabric is Class 
1 under the UFAC guidelines and may be used without restriction; if the char ex
ceeds the 2-inch specified length, the fabric is Class 2 under the UFAC guidelines. 
For Class 2 fabrics, the use of a smolder-resistant barrier (typically polyester bat
ting) beneath the cover fabric is prescribed to provide additional smolder resistance 
for the finished article of furniture. The UFAC/ASTM approach represents the sta
tus quo. in the industry; virtually all fabrics are classified as Class 1,. although in 
tests conducted by CPSC staff, some Class 1 fabrics were so smolder prone that they 
produced dangerous smoldering or transitioned to flaming combustion even when a 
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polyester batting layer that would have been required for Class 2 fabrics was 
present. 

The main difference is in the acceptance criteria. CPSC's proposed rule classifies 
furniture as "Type I" or "Type II" based on acceptance criteria of the proposed test. 
CPSC's proposed Type I s moldering test for upholstery cover fabrics uses the basic 
UFAC/ASTM mockup test configuration, but controls a irnow without a box, limits 
maximum allowable smoldering time to 45 minutes, and limits mass loss of the 
(nonflame-retardant) polyurethane foam substrate beneath the fabric to 10 percent. 
This test is a much better indicator of the likelihood of continued combustion and 
fire growth, and it identifies more effectively smolder-prone cover fabrics. 

While most cover fabrics are still expected to pass the s moldering resistance test 
a nd be used in complying, Type I furnit ure, fabrics that fai l the smolder-resistance 
test can only be used in Type II furniture. Type II furniture is that which is con
structed with a fire-blocking barrier beneath the cover fabric. Compliant Type II 
barriers must pass a stricter smolder-resistance test; they must a lso pass a flam e
resistance test that simulates the potential transition from smoldering to flaming 
combustion. 

Question. What is your response to AHFA's recommendation that your proposed 
standard rely on the use of compliant components (individual pieces that are used 
to construct the final furniture) instead of on the use of composite testing (testing 
of the completed furniture)? 

Answer. CPSC's proposed rule relies on the use of complying component mate
rials, rather than on composite assemblies, consistent with AHFA's recommenda
tion. The principal advantage of this approach is economic efficiency-suppliers of the 
various components can test and certify their materials, and furniture manufactur
ers can choose from among many complying materials, without having to duplicate 
compliance tests for each of thousands of potential combinations. Balanced against 
the desire for low cost, however, is the need to ensure that complying components 
will perform as intended when assembled into the wide range of constructions and 
geometries in finished articles of upholstered furniture. CPSC staff will continue to 
be mindful of these issues as they move forward with the rulemaking. 

FLAME-RETARDANT CHEMICALS 

Question. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has jurisdiction over evalu
ating the toxicity of flame-retardant chemicals under the Toxic Substance Control 
Act but, in 1977, CPSC attempted to use thei r authority under the Federal Haz
ardous Substances Act to ban the use of a flame retardant.--"tris", a harmful car
cinogen-from use in children's clothing. Though the ban was overturned on proce
dural grounds, could the CPSC use this a utho1·ity to take similar steps to ban the 
use of certain toxic flame-retardant chemicals in upholstered furnitw-e1 

Answer. ~'hile EPA has authority to regulate fl ame-retardant chemical ris ks 
under the Toxic Substances Control Act, CPSC has a uthority under the Federal 
Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA) to regulate a "hazardous substance", as defined 
in the FHSA, that is intended or packaged in a form that is suitable for use in the 
household. In other words, the CPSC does not regulate chemicals, but it can regu
late a product, such as upholstered furniture, if that product contains a hazardous 
substance and the Commission is able to make the requisite findings under the 
FHSA. See 15 U.S.C. 1261(D and (q)(l)(B); 1262(1) throu~h (i). 

CPSC staff has conducted risk assessments for fabnc, foam, and barrier flame 
retardants. Staff identified one foam flam e retardant, known as TDCP or 
"chlorinated tris'', as a potential ca1·cinogen. To regulate u2holstered furniture con
taining this or other flame retardants under the FHSA, CPSC would have to fmd 
that upholstered fw'lliture containing the chemical is a "hazardous substance" under 
the FHSA and that cautionary labeling would not adequately protect public health 
and safety. A "hazardous substance", as defined in the FHSA, includes a substance 
that is toxic and "may cause substantial personal injury or substantial illness dw·
ing or as a proximate result of any customary or reasonably foreseeable handling 
or use." See 15 U.S.C. 126l(f)(l)(A). FHSA also requires, among other things, a final 
regulatory analysis of the costs and benefits of the regulation, a description of alter
native approaches to regulation, as well as an analysis of the costs and benefits of 
those alternatives, and why they were not chosen as part of the final 1·ule. 

To date, CPSC staff has worked cooperatively with EPA staff outside of the FHSA 
rulemak:ing context to identify and address potential risks associated with a cat
egory of flame-retardant chemical compounds known as polybrominated diphenyl 
ethers CPBDEs) that had been used in upholstered furnitw·e to meet CA TB 117. 
EPA proposed a Significant New Use Rule (SNUR) for two PBDEs (penta- and octa
BDE) in 2004 and another SNUR (deca-BDE) in 2012. Penta- and octa-BDEs are 
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now out of production, and deca-BDE production is exP.ected to cease by December 
31, 2013. Going forward, CPSC staff and EPA stafT will continue to work coopera
tively on issues related to flame retardants. 

QUESTIONS SUBMl'ITED TO JAMES J. JONES 

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR RICHARD J .. DuRBIN 

FLAME-RETARDANT CHEMTCALS 

Question. Tris(l,3-dichloro-2-propy)}phosphate (TDCP) is the. chlorinated version 
of a chemical known as "tris" that the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
(CPSC) attempted to ban from children's s leepwear in the late 1970s after. it was 
found to be. carcinogenic. Despite its. similarity to tris, TDCP is a widely used flame 
retardant in furniture cushions and baby products. Along with components of 
Firemaster 550, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has placed a chlorinated 
flame retardant, Tris(2-chloroethyl)phosphate ('l'CEP), on a list of chemicals that 
will be reviewed next year under its Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) work 
plan. However,. EPA did not place TDCP on the list. Why not? 

Answer. In March 2012, following the development of the "TSCA Work Plan 
Chemicals: Methods Document", a screening process to identify chemicals for review 
based on their combined hazard, exposure, persistence, and bioaccumulation charac
teristics, EPA identified 83 work plan chemicals for risk assessment under TSCA.1 

Of these, an initial seven chemicals were identified for risk assessment development 
in 2012.2 Although TDCP has chemical characteristics similar to other flame 
reta1·dants, it did not meet any of the specific listing criteria identified in the TSCA 
Work Plan methods document. Specifically, it was not identified as a known or prob
able human carcinogen by the Integrated Risk Information System, International 
Agency for Research on Cancer, or National Toxicology Program, and was not re
ported as being in children's products through the 2006 Information Use Reporting 
or the Washington State Children's List. Consumer products were not a screening 
category for step 1 in the Work Plan development process. 

On June 1, 2012, EPA identified 18 additional chemicals from the TSCA Work 
Plan, which the Agency intends to review and for which the Agency will develop risk 
assessments in 2013 and 2014, including three flame-retardant chemicals: 

- Bis(2- Ethylhexyl)-3,4,5,6-tetrabromophthalate (TBPH); 
- 2- Ethylhexyl-2, 3,4, 5-tetrabromobenzoate (TBB); and 
-Tris(2-chloroethyllphosphate (TCEP). 3 

EPA is currently developing a strategy, scheduled for completion by the end of 
this year, to address t hese three flame-retardant chemicals as well as a broader set 
of flame -retardant chemicals. This effort will assist EPA in focusing risk assess
ments on those flame-retardant chemicals that pose the gi·eatest potential concerns. 
EPA anticipates initiating t he risk assessments in this category of chemicals in 
2013 __ 

Question. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) arc a large class of flame-re
tardant chemicals that have been shown to be harmful to humans and the environ
ment. \.\That can be done. to remove products with these chemicals from American 
homes and properly dispose of them? 

Answer. EPA's regulatory efforts for addressing concerns with PBDEs include a 
Significant New Use Rule (SNUR) issued in 2006, a recently proposed SNUR, and 
a proposed test rule for PBDEs. EPA has also engaged producers and importers in 
negotiations and commitments to voluntarily phase out certain PBDEs. 

In 2003, the sole U.S. manufacturer agreed to voluntarily phase out production 
of pentaBDE and octaBDE by December 31, 2004. In conjunction with this phase 
out, EPA issued a SNUR in 2006 which designated the manufactw·e and import of 
six PBDE compounds as a significant new use. The SNUR required persons who in
tended to manufacture or import tetra-, penta-, hexa-, hepta-, octa- and nonaBDE 
to submit information to EPA for review before engaging in the new use. Addition
ally, the SNUR ensured that no new manufacture or import of pentaBDE or 
octaBDE could occur after January 1, 2005. 

Following negotiations with the EPA in 2009, the sole importer and two domestic 
manufacturers of decaBDE voluntarily agreed to stop producing decaBDE by De
cember 31, 2012, for all uses except certain military and transportation uses, and 

1 http://www.cpa.gov/oppt/existingchemicals/pubs/wpmethods.pdf 
2http://www.epa.gov/oppt/existingchemicals/pubs/workplans.html#2012 
3 http://www.epa.gov/oppt/existingchemicals/pubs/workplans.html#2013 
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to stop providing decaBDE for all uses by December 31, 2013. On April 2, 2012, the 
EPA proposed to amend the 2006 SNUR by expanding the scope to include proc
essors of PBDEs and articles containing PBDEs. The proposed amended SNUR 
would also designate the manufacturing, importing, a nd processing of decaBDE, in
cluding in articles, as significant new uses. Along with the proposed SNUR, EPA 
also proposed a test rule for those persons that manufactw·ed, imported, or proc
essed commercial PBDEs after December 31, 2013. With a test rule in effect, manu
facturers, importers, and processors could be required to conduct health and safety 
studies to inform data gaps. 

To aid companies in moving to safer alternatives, EPA recently published, with 
public participation through its Design for the Environment program, a draft report: 
"An Alternatives Assessment for the Flame-Retarda nt Dccabromodiphenyl Ether." 
Public comments were due by September 30, 2012, and EPA expects to finalize the 
report in t he coming months.4 

While these efforts may result in a reduction of products containing PBDEs in 
American homes, we would note that CPSC has authority to require recalls if it de
termines that a product presents an unreasonable risk of injury or death. EPA is 
not aware of CPSC requiring a recall of furniture as a result of the product con
taining PBDE. In terms of disposal, PBDE-containing furniture can be disposed of 
in municipal solid waste landfills. 

FUTURE EFFORTS REGARDlNG FLAME RE'l'AROANTS 

Question. EPA has started a new plan to re-evaluate all of the flame retardants 
on the market with the latest testing and analysis. methods. to see i( any of these 
chemicals poses a risk to the public's health. Once you've completed the new plan, 
what will the next steps be? 

Answer. As indicated in the response to question one, EPA is cun-ently developing 
a strategy, scheduled for completion by the end of this year, on the three flame-re
tardant chemicals identified earlier this year, as well as on a broader set of 
brominated flame retardant chemicals. 

The. strategy will assist EPA in focusing its. risk assessments efforts on those 
flame-retardant chemicals that appear to pose the greatest potential concerns. EPA 
anticipates initiating the risk assessments on brominated flame retardants in 2013. 
If an assessment indicates. significant risk, EPA will evaluate and pursue. appro
priate risk reduction actions. If an assessment indicates no s ignificant risk, EPA 
will conclude its current work on that chemical. 

EUROPE BANS OR GREATLY RESTRICTS FLAME RETARDANTS 

Question. Furniture. flammability is not just an issue here in the United States. 
However, many European countries have. taken alternative steps to ens ure flamma
bility standards can be met without causing public health concerns. The United 
Kingdom has banned the use of conventional, fl exible polyurethane foams in the 
ma nufacture of upholstered furniture for sale. I n addi tion, many Ew·opean countries 
have. banned the use of PDBEs and greatly 1·estricted other name-retardant chemi
cals. Does EPA examine how other countries are regulating flame-retardant chemi
cals? 

Could a ny of these methods be applied here in the United States? 
Answer. EPA is aware of what other countries are doing on flame retardants and 

will consider any data or. assessments. that are available to. us. EPA's authority for 
regulating PBDEs and other industrial chemicals must be consistent with TSCA, 
this country's chemicals management legislation. While TSCA provides the author
ity to take action to prohibit or limit the manufacture, import, or use of a chemical, 
the requirements needed to take that action have proven very challenging. 

CPSC also encourages the use of barriers to reduce the use or need for chemical 
flame retardants while still meeting, or exceeding flammability standards. 

In 2006. CPSC published a regulation on the. allowable. rate of heat release. from 
a mattress;s this has effectively reduced both the size and growth rate of fires in 
mattresses that were in compliance with the new standard. Additionally, in 2008, 
CPSC proposed a rule establishing flammability standards on the smolder propen
sity of upholstered furniture.s 

• http://www.cpa.gov/dfe/pubs/projects/decaBDE/about.htm 
5 http://www.cpsc.gov/businfolfrnotices/fr06/rnattsets.pdf 
6 http://www.cpsc.gov/businfolfrnotices/fr08/furnflamm.pdf 
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TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT 

Question. Following the series of articles in the Chicago Tribune that highlighted 
the potential health risk of flame retardant chemicals, many of my constituents re
sponded that the Federal Government should have protected the public from these 
chemicals. What steps has EPA taken outside of legislation to more effectively regu
late hazardous chemicals such as flame retardants? 

Answer. EPA engaged in negotiations in 2003 and again in 2009 with manufac
turer·s and importers of PBDEs. EPA considers commitments from chemical compa
nies to. voluntarily phase out certain chemicals from the market an important strat
egy of chemical management. EPA is using SNURs to ensure if any PBDEs that 
have been voluntarily. phased out were to. be reintroduced into commerce, they. 
would first be subject to EPA's review. 

In addition to those actions, EPA believes that its cun-ent approach to identifying 
chemicals for review and assessment utilizing the "TSCA Work Plan Chemicals: 
Methods Document", is a significant step to ensuring the safe use of chemicals. If, 
through this process, EPA identifies chemicals that pose a concern, the Agency will 
evaluate and pursue appropriate risk reduction actions, as warranted, using existing 
TSCA authority. If an assessment indicates no significant risk, EPA will conclude 
its current work on that chemical. However, identification of chemicals as Work 
Plan Chemicals does. not mean that EPA would not consider other chemicals. for. risk 
assessment and potential risk management action under TSCA and other statutes. 
EPA will consider other chemicals if wan·anted by available information. EPA will 
also continue to use its TSCA information collection, testing, and subpoena authori
ties, including sections 4, 8, and ll(c) of TSCA, to develop needed information on 
additional chemicals. that cwTently have less-robust hazard or exposure data. 7 

QUESTIONS S UBMJTTED TO Gus S CHAEFER 

Q UESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR RICHARD J . D URBIN 

UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES TESTING ON UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE FLAMMABILITY 

Question. In 2008, Underwriters Laboratories (UL) initiated a series of tests to 
determine the most-effective ways to improve flammability of upholstered furniture 
exposed to small open flames (namely, candles or lighters). UL bas completed all 
phases of the study and is cw·rently finalizing the data for an upcoming report. Dur
ing your testimony you showed two powerful videos that demonstrate the way mod
ern furnitw-e bw-ns. But that is only part of yow· cun-ent research. 

When do you expect to finalize and publish the results of the study referenced in 
your testimony? 

Answer. We expect to finalize and publish our. findings in a report due to be re
leased in early fall 2012. The project report for the initial investigation (material, 
mock-up, and furniture tests), or Phase I, is still on schedule for the aforementioned 
release date. Phase II (living room burns) and Phase III (house fires with egress 
estimations) will be finalized and published in the subsequent 2-4 months. 

Question.. Will the results be made. available to the public? 
Answer. Yes, UL intends. to post ow- reports upon completion on the Upholstered 

Furniture Flammability project Web page: www.ul.com/fireservice. This Web page 
was created in July 2011 to provide the public with an overview of the project, our 
published findings, fire demonstration videos, and other related material.. 

RESPONSE TO TESTIMONY FROM THE AMERICAN HOME ~'URNISH!NO ALLIANCE 

Question.. Testimony from the American Home Furnishing Alliance (AHFA) has 
outlined several concerns regarding the repeatability of flammability testing and the 
difficulty this testing presents for manufacturers and for creating new standards. 
Is it difficult to produce reliable, repeatable tests to properly evaluate flammability 
performance? 

Answer. Results of fire tests and other physical tests are impacted by the method 
itself (e.g., equipment and reagents, procedures, environment conditions, etc.), the 
operator, and the sample. 

Standard Test Methods such as those developed by the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC), ASTM International, the International 01·ganization for Stand· 
ardization (ISO), the Upholstered Fw-niture Action Council (UFAC), and UL mini
mize variations from testing and the test operators by clearly defining a fixed set 

7 http://www.epa.gov/opptiexistingchemicals/pubs/workplans.html#not 
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of equipment requirements, measurement methodologies, and procedural protocol. 
The sample thus becomes the main source of variation. In fact, there are defined 
protocols (ASThl Committee Ell quality and statistics, ISO TC 46/SC 8 Quality
Statistics and performance evaluation) for verifying that the sample, and not the 
test method, is the limiting repeatabili ty factor. 

By. following good scientific practice, reliable and repeatable tests for evaluating 
flammability properties can be developed. UL, ASTM International, and ISO have 
long histories of developing standard test methods . The developed tests are used on 
a daily basis for research, manufacturer quality control, product certification, and 
are referenced in fire and building codes worldwide. 

Question. AHFA also raised some concerns regarding the incorporation of barrier 
technology into upholstered furniture. How would you describe the comfort level of 
furniture containing barriers? 

Answer. While UL did not factor in "comfort". implications into the scope of its 
formal research. However, the furniture UL created for its research that incor
porated barriers looked, felt, and sounded (for example, no crackling or squeaks 
when sitting or rising) the same as furniture made without the barrier. 

UL did investigate a variety of representative barrier types including "high-loft" 
barriers and "flat" barriers as a part of this research, but did not test all available 
barriers. Depending on what type of ban·ier is used in different parts of the fur
niture (cushions, arm rest, flat surface, etc.), some o( these. barriers could result in 
furniture that may look, feel, and possibly. sound different than furniture without 
the barrier. 

Question. Do you believe incorporating barrier technology into fw·niture would sig· 
nificantly increase the cost to manufacture? 

Answer. From our written testimony: UL's general experience tells us that indus· 
try is usually able to develop cost-effective and efficient approaches to address en· 
hanced safety requirements. 

Question. In your testimony, you discuss the disproportionately higher number of 
home. fire deaths related to upholstered furniture. In AHFA testimony, Mr. Counts 
discusses how improvements_ such as smoke alarms and residential sprinklers have 
has greatly diminished home fire deaths. In the past 30 years, what factors have 
you found to be responsible for reducing the number of home fires related to uphol· 
stered furniture? 

Answer. While smoke alarms and more recently, residential sprinklers, have con· 
tributed to a reduction in fire deaths related to upholstered furniture, the fact re· 
mains that fires beginning with upholstered furniture and mattresses/bedding are. 
responsible for more home fire deaths than any other: item (National Fire Protection 
Association [NFPA] report "Home Fires that Began with Upholstered Furniture", 
2011). During the 5-year period of 2005-2009, these fires accounted for 19 and 14 
percent of deaths and 7 and 10 percent of the injuries, respectively. They also ac
counted for $824 million in direct property damage. Contemporary upholstered fur· 
niture, or furniture constructed \vith modern synthetic material, leads to a dis
proportionate number of potentially preventable fire deaths as evidenced by the 
NFPA report: 

"Overall, fires beginning with upholstered furniture accounted for 2 percent of re· 
ported home fires but 1 of every 5 (19 percent) home fire deaths." 

One of the most notable fire protection technologies s ince the 1980s is the intro
duction of residential fire sprinklers. But like the CUJTent furniture flammability 
discussion around barrier fabrics, the mandating of 1·esidential fire sprinklers has 
faced resistance by many within the construction industry because of added cost to 
homes. 

The city of Scottsdale, Arizona, for instance, mandated the installation of residen
tial sprinklers since 1986. The Scottsdale Fire Department published a report de
tailing the positive effects of their sprinkler ordinance. Key findings include: 

-More than 50 percent of the homes in Scottsdale (41,408 homes) are protected 
with fu-e sprinkler systems. 

-From 1986-2001, there were 598 home fires. Of the 598 home fires, 49 were 
in single-family homes with fire sprinkler systems: 

- There were no deaths in sprinkler-installed homes. 
-13 people died in homes without sprinklers. 
-There was less damage in the homes with sprinklers: 

- Average fire loss per home with sprinklers: $2,166 
-Average fire loss per home without fire sprinklers: $45,019. 
-Annual fu·e losses in Scottsdale from 2000-2001 were $3,021,225, compared 

to the national average of $9,144,442. 
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The full report can be downloaded from the Home Sprinkler Coalition site at 
http://www.homefiresprinkler.org/fire-department-15-year-data. 

QUESTIONS SUBMJTTED TO ANDY S. COUNTS 

Q UESTIONS S UBMITTED BY SENATOR RICHARD J . DURBIN 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION FLAMMABlLlTY STANDARD 

Question. Earlier testimony has shown increased flashover (combustion) times, re
sulting in fires that burn more quickly, leaving less time for consumers to escape 
homes in the case of fire, and also less time for firefighters to respond to fires. 

Do you believe current upholstered furniture fl ammability standards are ade
quately protecting consumers from the risk of furniture fires? 

Answer. Yes, the voluntary Upholstered Furniture Action Council (UFAC) stand
ard as reflected in American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 1353 is ade
quately protecting consumers from the risk of furniture fires. Despite the absence 
of a mandatory national standard, incidents of deaths and inju1;es from upholstered 
furniture fires have steadily declined over the last few decades in spite of a large 
increase in the population of this country (see if we can quantify from census fig
ures). A recent National Fire Protection Association report said that. I.here has been 
a 93-percent decline since 1980. While many factors have contributed to this decline, 
the safer construction criteria developed by UFAC undoubtedly played a significant 
role in the downward trend in the number of ignit.ions of upholstered furniture. 

Regardless of the extra polation method used to estimate the national level death 
and injury figw·es, the risk level associated with death or injury in a cigarette- or 
small, open-flame-ignited upholstered furniture fire is lower than many other risks 
commonly accepted by individuals without concern. Despite population growth, the 
risk of fu·e fatalities and the number of upholstered furniture fires continue to fall. 
In recent years, the risk has been extremely low: In 1980 the death rate for ciga
rette fires was 4.34 per million population; by 2002 this death rate had been re
duced to 0.53 per million population. The death rate for small open-flame fires in 
1980 was 0.61 per million population; by 2002 this death rate had been reduced to 
0.53 per million population. A risk level of under 1 per million is considered by ex
perts to be de minimis, below many everyday risks that are essentially unavoidable. 

Question. Io your opinion, what is the most-elTective way to reduce upholstered 
fw·niture flammability? 

Answer. We believe that the fire statistics demonstrate the effectiveness of ASTM 
1353 and this standaxd achieves that without the use of fl ame-retardant chemicals. 
Since smolder ignition continues to be to the primary source of ignition for uphol
stered-furniture-related fire deaths and injuries, Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion (CPSC) should mandate the consensus based and proven requirements of 
ASTM 1353. Making it a Federal mandatory standard would further enhance the 
level of compliance achieved by this voluntary standard because noncompliant do
mestic and imported product would now be subject to the standard. In addition, the 
labeling requirements of a mandatory standard would help to educate that con
sumer on the potential dangers of upholstered furniture fl ammability. 

CPSC has been working on a proposed new upholstered furniture fl ammability 
standard for the last 5 years. The proposed standard could be met without utilizing 
flame-retardant chemicals. It is my understanding that a significant portion of the 
delay in finalizing the rule has been establishing standard reference materials for 
testing. 

Question. In your opinion, what additional issues does CPSC still need to resolve 
before fmalizing the rule? 

Answer. CPSC has allowed the perfect to become the enemy of the good. Instead 
of embracing the proven voluntary standard that is ASTM 1353, CPSC has at
tempted to make improvements to the testing methods. This has resulted in test 
methods that have not been shown to be repeatable or reproducible. Until CPSC 
subjects thefr test methods to round robin testing, they will be unenforceable. The 
test methods embodied in ASTM 1353 have been proven both repeatable and repro
ducible in laboratory round robin studies. 

CPSC recently reported on a barrier material that it believes is effective against 
smolder and open-flame ignition. We need to obtain more information about this 
product so it too can be tested in a round robin to determine if it will be effective 
with a large number of textiles and a large number of configw·ations. This is essen· 
tia l because we are not aware of any other barrier material that can comply with 
the CPSC proposed test method for barriers. 
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Both CPSC and Underwriters Laboratories (UL) have shown that baniers signifi
cantly reduce flammability compared to other strategies for reducing flammability. 
However, in your testimony, you indicated several concerns with barriers, particu
larly increased manufacturing costs and impact on "saleability''. 

Question. How do manufacturers incorporate batTiers into their furniture? 
Answer. Some commercial applications of furniture are required to meet the re

quirements of California Technical Bulletin 133 (TB-133). This standard requires 
the. use of flame-resistant barriers in construction and the majority of these baniers 
utilize flam e-retardant chemicals. In fact, it is our understanding that the barrier 
that UL used in its video shown at the hearing incorporates a fair amount of flame
retardant chemistry. The perceived human and environmental concerns with flame
retardant chemistry make furniture manufacturers reluctant to incorporate these 
barriers into residential furniture where consumers arc exposed to them on a 24/ 
7 basis unlike commercial furniture used in the hospitality industry. 

Unlike a mattress that is a single horizontal slab, the various geometries and spa
tial relationships of furniture prevent the application of a barrier as a slip on sock 
or bag. Instead these barriers. must be incorporated by upholstering the barrier 
prior to the cover fabric therefore doubling the amount of labor typically involved. 
Sw-veys. have shown that this process increases manufacturing costs an average of 
$150 for a chair and $300 for a sofa. This would equate to an increase of approxi
mately $300 and $600, respectively, at retail. 

Question. Are there any other technologies manufacturers are currently consid
ering to address furniture flammability? 

Answer. The industry has been working to address the issue since the 1970s and 
this effort has resulted in a movement from smolder prone components (legacy fur
niture) to smolder resistant ones (modern furniture}. This movement has contrib
uted to the dramatic decrease in deaths and injuries associated with upholstered 
fw·niture fires. We continue to explore new component options as the technology 
evolves. 

Question. You testified that there are no. quick fixes to upholstered furniture flam
mability since a variety of materials and combinations are needed to satisfy cus
tomers' needs and tastes. Do. you believe that it's. likely. that consumers are. not tak
ing into account flammability and the changing nature of furniture mate1ials with 
regard to flammability? If given a choice-being aware of the increased risk over 
legacy materials and the quick ignition time-don't you think that might influence 
consumers' pw·chases? 

Answer. Keep in mind that the movement away from ''legacy materials" was due 
to their propensity to ignite when exposed to a smolder ignition source. As the data 
trends indicate this movement has undoubtedly saved lives. Some purchasers of new 
upholstery receive the UFAC hangtag which warns them that upholstery may burn 
rapidly and emit toxic gases. A number of consumers have contacted us regarding 
these warnings so we think that there is a good level of awareness that furniture 
will burn. A national standard would include a labeling requi1·ement that could be 
used to further educate. consumers. as to the potentia l dangers of upholstered fur
niture flammability. 

Question. Since. legacy furniture burns much more slowly, are there some parts 
of the legacy furniture that it might make sense for industry to return to manufac
tw·ing? If not, why not? 

Answer. The Federal G-Overnment's original investigation into smoldering ignition 
found that the. materials being used in the so called legacy furniture. were the. most 
prone to cause smoldering ignition when exposed to a lit cigarette. It has taken sev
eral years to remove these products from the marketplace and the absence of such 
legacy. products is. one. of the reasons that cigarette ignition of upholstered furnitw·e 
has declined over the years. By reintroducing these materials, we are concerned that 
the downward trend would reverse and we would see a commensurate increase in 
the. incidents of smoldering ignition of upholstered furniture. 

Question. Barriers in between the fabric and the cushion of fw-niture are being 
considered as an improvement over flame-retardant chemical materials. If manufac
tw·ers are reluctant to use some. of the new barriers due to reasons. of comfort, are 
there some other options or technologies available? If using a barrier, could more 
material be used alongside it to add comfort? 

Answer. Barriers are. used to. address the. risk of small open-flame ignition. As dis
cussed above the risk of this type of fire occurring in the home is already extremely 
small and difficult to address because it is often the result of arson or child play. 
CPSC has found that many of the open-flame. ignitions are not "addressable" within 
the meaning of their statute. Regardless of this fact, industry would embrace bar
riers if they could maintain "saleability". This would involve several factors includ
ing health concerns, comfort, and affordability .. Existing barrier. technology does not 
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meet these criteria. CPSC should move to a ddress the pr;mary risk of smolder igni
tion by adopting ASTM 1353. Resources can then be focused on evaluating small 
open-flame solutions to determine their effectiveness and feasibility. 

CONCLUSION OF HEARING 

Senator DURBIN. I want to thank everybody for a ttending, and I 
hope you got as much out of this hearing as we did. 

Once again, thanks to the Chicago Tribune for leading us in this 
effort. 

fWhereupon, at 4:10 p.m., Tuesday, July 17, the hearing was con
cluded, and the subcommittee was recessed, to reconvene subject to 
the call of the Chair.] 
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OVERSIGHT OF THE CONSUMER PRODUCT 
SAFETY COMMISSION 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 2012 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTA'l'lVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, MANUFACTURING, AND 

TRADE,. 
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE, 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee. met, pursuant to. call, at 9:40 a.m., in room 

2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Mary Bono Mack 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Mack, Blackburn, Bass, Harp
er , Lance, Guthrie, Olson, McKinley, Pompeo, Kinzinger, Barton, 
Butterfield, Schakowsky, Sarbanes, and Waxman (ex officio). 

Staff present: Paige Anderson, Commerce, Manufacturing, and 
Trade Coordinator; Kirby Howard, Legislative Clerk; Brian 
McCullough, Senior Professional Staff Member, Commerce, Manu
facturing, and Trade; Gib Mullan, Chief Counsel, Commerce, Man
ufacturing, and Trade; Andrew P owaleny, Deputy Press Secretary; 
Shannon Taylor Weinberg, Counsel, Commerce, Manufacturing, 
and Trade; Michelle Ash, Democratic Chief Counsel, Commerce, 
Manufacturing, and Trade~ Felipe Mendoza, Democratic Counsel,. 
Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade; and William Wallace, 
Democratic Policy Analyst. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARY BONO MACK, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Good morning. The subcommittee will now 

come to order. 
It has been a year now since Congress, at the urging of our sub

committee, approved key reforms to the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act of 2008. Today we are going to check under the 
hood, talk to members of the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion, and see how it is working. 

And the Chair now recognizes herself for an opening statement. 
And I appreciate that general counsel changed the clock from 86 
minutes to 5 minutes, but I will keep it to. 5 minutes. 

So, established in 1972, the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion is an independent agency created by Congress to protect con
sumers against unreasonable risks of injuries associated with con
sumer products. By and large the CPSC does an admirable job of 
protecting Americans, and I remain very supportive of its work, but 
on occasion the. agency makes some puzzling, head-scratching deci-

(1) 
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sions which create econontic hardships for U.S. businesses without 
appreciably improving the safety of certain products. 

By law the CPSC has the authority to regulate the sale and man
ufacture of more than 15,000 different consumer products, ranging 
from baby cribs to toys and from all-terrain vehicles to swimming 
pools. Without question the CPSC has very broad authorities, 
which makes congressional oversight critically important. The 
agency has the power to ban dangerous consumer products, issue 
recalls of products already on the market, and research potential 
hazards associated with a wide range of consumer products. 

Today the CPSC learns about unsafe products in several ways. 
The agency maintains a consumer hotline and Website through 
which consumers may report concerns about unsafe products or in
juries associated with products. It also operates the National Elec
tronic Injury Surveillance System, which collects data on product
related injuries treated in hospital emergency rooms. 

The broad reach of the CPSC was on full display in 2007, which 
has been referred to as the "year of the recall" in the U.S. Fueled 
by the Chinese toy scare, the CPSC alone imposed a record 473 re
calls in 2007, many of these recalls involving lead in toys and other 
children's products. These much-publicized safety issues prompted 
Congress to take action and resulted in passage of the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, also known as CPSIA. 

Among other things, CPSIA increased funding and staffing for 
the CPSC, placed stricter limits on lead levels in children's prod
ucts, restricted certain phthalates in children's toys and child-care 
articles, and required the CPSC to create a public database of their 
products. The public database, saferproducts.-excuse me, yes, 
saferproductsdot.gov-no, OK, staff thinks I wouldn't notice 
saferproducts.gov-than.k you, staff. 

So, this remains a source of controversy. Manufacturers continue 
to express their concern that most of the complaints are not vetted 
by the CPSC before they are made public, opening the door to all 
kfods of mischief, whether to fuel lawsuits or to try and ruin a 
competitor's brands. 

Within months of enactment of CPSIA, it became clear that im
plementing a number of provisions would be extremely problem
atic, prompting the agency to issue several. significant stays of en
forcement prior to 2011, including the imposition of lead limits for 
ATVs, off-road-use motorcycles and snowmobiles. Why the agency 
even considered such limits is one of those puzzling, head-scratch
ing decisions. So last year, after several hearings, and after bi
cameral and bipartisan negotiations, both the House and the Sen
ate passed R.R. 2715, offered by myself and my good friend and 
colleague Mr. Butterfield. On August 12, 2011, President Obama 
signed that legislation into law. Our purpose was to relieve unfair 
and costly burdens imposed on American businesses, while still 
maintaining critically important consumer safeguards. Today I am 
very anxious to learn how well that new law is working. 

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Bono Mack follows:] 
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scare. the CPSC alone imposed a record 473 recalls in 2007 - many of these recalls involved 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. And with that, the gentlelady from Illinois is 
now recognized for 5 minutes for her opening statement. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you. 
Let me just say that Mr. Butterfield will be here. He is on the 

floor and unable to come now, but I want to yield first to Mr. Wax
man, who is the. ranking on the full committee, for his opening 
statement. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. WAXMAN, A REP
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI
FORNIA 

Mr. WAXMAN .. Thank you very much, Ms .. Schakowsky, for your 
courtesy in allowing me to go ahead of you at this time because of 
scheduling problems that I have. 

I want to thank you, Madam Chair, for holding this hearing to 
conduct oversight on the activities of the U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission, and I am pleased that we have all four Com
missioners here today to provide testimony .. 

This month will mark 4 years since enactment of the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, or what is called CPSIA. 
It will mark 1 year since enactment of Public Law 112-28, which 
gave the Consumer Product Safety Commission additional flexi
bility in implementing the law. 

This. law was a landmark piece of legislation. It fundamentally 
changed how we protect children from potentially dangerous prod
ucts. Implementation of this law has been the predominant focus 
of the Commission. The goal of the law was to transform the agen
cy's mission. The Commission used to be an underfunded, ineffec
tive, reactive agency. Today the Commission is still underfunded, 
unfortunately, but it is no longer ineffective and reactive. Today 
the agency is on a path toward anticipating risks to children and 
acting to prevent them. 

No transformation is easy, and this has been no different. There 
were some rough waters in the early days of implementation, and 
a year ago we had to act to pass some targeted fixes to the law. 
But make no mistake about it, this law has been a success. Thanks 
to this safety Jaw, we now have strong s tandards for products used 
by infants and children, including cribs, toddler beds, walkers, and 
bath seats. We now have a product registration system that en
ables manufacturers or retailers of durable infant and toddler prod
ucts to contact parents with recall or other safety information. 

We. now have a consumer products safety information database 
where the public can file and view reports about harm from con
sumer products. And we also have testing of products to ensure 
that they are safe before they ever make it into our children's 
hands. 

And the results of the law are clear. Toy-related deaths have fall
en, recalls. due to lead have declined by 80 percent, and recalls 
overall have continued to decline as products have become safer. 
Border enforcement is also up. 

These protections matter to parents. They matter to children. So 
I look forward to hearing- the hearing today from the Commis
sioners about their continuing work. While I may not be able to be 
here throughout your testimony, I certainly will have a chance to 
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review it after you have given it, as I have for your statements that 
have been entered into the record. And I thank all four of you for 
being here and yield back the balance of my time. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank the gentleman. 
And at this point I \vill recognize Ms. Schakowsky for 5 minutes 

for. a statement. We. have nobody requesting time on our side .. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JANICE D. SCHAKOWSKY, A 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLI-
NOIS 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Well, I thank you, Madam Chairman, for hold
ing this hearing. I think it is important for the subcommittee to 
hear from the Consumer Product Safety Commission about its ac
tivities, and particularly the ongoing implementation of the land
mark Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act. 

A few weeks ago, I joined Chairman Tenenbaum, and. Danny 
Keysar's mother, Linda Ginzel, at a press conference to mark the 
adoption of the strongest standard in the world for play yards. The 
play yard standard is significant because it was a dangerous prod
uct that led to Danny's death at his day-care center when it really 
was used as a crib, collapsed and choked him. And the portion of 
this CPSIA that I authored and that mandated the new standard 
bears his nam e. 

I mention the play yard standard because it is a specific example. 
of how the CPSIA's safety standard for toys and children's products 
will save lives. That was our goal at the outset of drafting the leg
islation, and it is the one that we met. 

Last year we passed a bill with some narrow fixes so that imple
mentation of the law could continue smoothly. And I welcome to
day's opportunity to review progress, but want to say clearly that 
I believe it is absolutely critical that we continue to support and 
uphold the fundamentals of this historic legislation. 

I want to highlight that CPSIA was a bipartisan effort. It passed 
the House 424 to. 1,. from the beginning to the end, and is a model 
for what this Congress can achieve on behalf of the American peo
ple. 

And, Chajrroan Tenenbaum, I commend you for your leadership 
on implementing the safety standards for children's products, and 
also for your ongoing work to improve the safety of table saws and 
window coverings, and I thank you for leading this Commission in 
a way that continues to provide safety and security to the Amer
ican consumer .. And I also deeply thank Commissioners Adler, 
Nord, and Northup for their service, and for being here today. And 
I yield back the balance of my time. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentlelady. 
And we turn our attention now to the panel that we have before 

us today. Each of our witnesses has prepared an opening statement 
that will be placed into. the record. You will each have 5 minutes 
to summarize the statement in your remarks, but I am sure you 
all are very familiar with this- the way it works. 

Our distinguished panel includes the Honorable Inez 
Tenenbaum, Chairman of the Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion, and we thank you very much for postponing or changing your 
travel plans to be. with us today, and thank you very much for that. 
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We also have with us the Honorable Robert Adler, Commissioner 
at the CPSC; the Honorable Nancy Nord, Commissioner; and our 
former colleague, it is great to see her again, the Honorable Anne 
Northup, another Commissioner at the CPSC. 

So good morning. Thank you all very much for being here today. 
And with that, Chairman Tenenbaum, you may begin with your 5 
minutes. 

STATEMENTS. OF. INEZ M .. TENENBAUM, CHAIRMAN, CON
SUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION; ROBERT S. ADLER, 
COMMISSIONER, CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMIS
SION; NANCY A. NORD, COMMISSIONER, CONSUMER PROD
UCT SAFETY COMMISSION; ANNE M. NORTHUP, COMMIS
SIONER, CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

STATEMENT OF INEZ M. TENENBAUM 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. Good morning, Chairman Bono 
Mack and members. of the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufac
turing, and Trade. I am pleased to be here today to discuss the 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's operations and activi
ties to keep consumers safe from dangerous and defective consumer 
products. 

The agency is in the strongest position to meet its mission than 
it has been in more than a decade. In the limited time I have 
today, I would like to focus on a few recent achievements as well 
as look ahead to 2013. 

The first area I would like to use is the CPSC's ongoing work to 
ensure that infant and toddler products meet some of the world's 
strongest safety standards. In the years leading up to the passage 
of the CPSIA, there were numerous instances of injuries and 
deaths to infants and small children in defective infant and durable 
nursery equipment. As a result the CPSA contains section 104, 
which requires mandatory safety standards for most infant and 
toddler products. 

When I assumed the chairmanship of the Commission in the 
summer of 2009, there were no mandatory safety standards for any 
of these products. Since then I have moved to implement this man
date as quickly as possible. In December 2010, the Commission 
passed the toughest crib safety standard in the world. Subse
quently we also passed mandatory safety standards for baby walk
ers, baby bath seats, bed rails, toddler beds, and play yards. 

In addition to infant and toddler products, the Commission has 
also implemented the CPSIA's requirement that all children's prod
ucts in the market be subject to periodic independent assessment 
of the safety by a third-party testing laboratory. We provided man
ufacturers with a great amount of flexibility and choice on how to 
comply as long as they have a high degree of assurance that their 
children's products are compliant. We are currently reviewing our 
staff's report on the potential ways to reduce third-party testing 
costs consistent with ensuring compliance as required by Public 
Law 1228. 

I am also very proud of the work by Commission staff to imple
ment and maintain the publicly searchable database 
saferproducts.gov. Overall saferproducts.gov is a model of open gov-
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ernment and consumer empowerment, and I appreciate the hard 
work by many of this subcommittee to further improve 
saferproducts.gov during the Public Law 1228 debate. 

The best way to ensure that dangerous consumer products never 
get into the hands of consumers is to ensure that they never enter 
the United States. As Chairman I have place special emphasis on 
the past year on the continued development of the CPSC's Office 
of Import Surveillance. This office works hand in hand with U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection officers in major U.S. ports of entry 
to inspect and detain shipments that violate U.S. Consumer Prod
uct Safety standards. In fiscal year 2011, CPSC import surveillance 
staff was able to stop approximately 4.5 million units of violative 
and hazardous consumer products from entering the United States. 

In 2013, funding permitted, I am optimistic that the CPSC will 
be able to take additional steps toward full implementation of a 
fully integrated targeting system, often referred to as the risk as
sessment methodology, or RAM. This will allow CPSC staff to ana
lyze a greater number of import shipments, identify those that are 
more likely to violate consumer safety laws, and ensure that our 
limited resources are dedicated to those shipments. 

I would also like to highlight a number of positive collaborative 
relationships we have established. The first is in the area of edu
cating parents to ensure that infants have a safe sleep environ
ment. As part of this I have reached out to major retailers who sell 
sleep products like cribs and play yards to ask them to join me in 
educating parents that the safest way for their baby to sleep is 
alone in a crib on its back. 

Accidental ingestion of coin and button cell batteries is another 
area in which we are keenly focused. We had very productive meet
ings with the major battery manufacturers, and a range of possible 
solutions from design changes to safer packaging have been dis
cussed. 

The third collaborative model is occurring in youth sports, par
ticularly in the area of head injuries in football. I am very pleased 
that after much hard work initiated by my office, a group effort led 
by the National F ootball League is under way to provide economi
cally disadvantaged youth football programs with new helmets, and 
to conduct an education campaign to bring about a culture change 
in this sport. 

In the coming months and years, I see a CPSC addressing haz
ards I have already mentioned as well as moving to address emerg
ing hazards. At CPSC we are carrying out a statutorily required, 
proactive regulatory agenda, and consumers are safer because of 
this approach. 

With an increasing focus at the ports, with more meaningful 
standards coming online, and with even greater publidprivate ef
forts, I envision safer and safer products in the hands of con
sumers. They deserve no less. 

Chairman Bono Mack, thank you for the opportunity to testify. 
I am happy. to answer any questions you may have later. Thank 
you. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Tenenbaum follows:] 
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Good morning, Chainnan Bono Mack, Ranking Member Buttertield, and Members of the 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade. I am pleased to be here today 
to discuss the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) operations and 
activities to keep conswners safe from dangerous and defective consumer products. 

The past year has been yet another active and challenging one for the Commission and 
our professional staff-and I am pleased to report that once again we have risen to the 
challenge. The agency is in the strongest position to meet its mission than it has been in 
more than a decade. In the face of a flat budget, the CPSC 's professional staff has worked 
tirelessly to implement the remaining provisions of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA}, as well as the clarifying amendments in Public Law 
112·28. At the same time, the Commission has also continued to engage extensively with 
outside stakeholders in the consumer, manufacturing, and international communities to 
both educate and engage on new ways to improve our safety mission. 

In the limited time I have today, I would like to focus on a few recent achievements, as 
well as briefly look ahead to where I believe we will be in 2013: 

The Strongest Juvenile Product Standards in the World 

Jn the years leading up to passage of the CPSIA, there were numerous instances of 
injuries and deaths of infants and small children in defective durable infant and toddler 
products. No parent should ever have to experience such a tragedy, especially if 
government can play a meaningful role in addressing these ha7.ards. As a result of the 
leadership shown by Congresswoman Jan Schakowsky and many others in Congress, the 
final version of CPSIA contained section l 04, which requires mandatory safety standards 
for most infant and toddler products. 

When I assumed the Chairmanship of the Commission in the summer of2009, there were 
no mandatory safety standards for any of these products. Since then, I have moved to 
implement this mandate as quickly as possible. In December 2010. the Commission 
passed the toughest crib safety standards in the world. Subsequently, we also passed 
mandatory safety standards for baby walkers, baby bath seats, bed rails, and toddler beds. 

One of my proudest moments as Chainnan came just a few weeks ago. As many of you 
know, section I 04 is also called the "Danny Keysar Child Product Safety Notification 
Act" or "Danny's Law." In May 1998, Danny was placed in a previously recalled play 
yard at his child care center when it collapsed, trapping his neck in the "V" of its folded 
rails and suffocating him. Danny was only 16 months old. 

On the morning of June 27, the Commission unanimously honored Danny's memory by 
passing new. mandatory play yard safety rules. That afternoon, r met with Danny's 
mother, Linda Ginzel, and we were able to personally let her know that after 14 years of 
her advocacy we finally had a new standard that would prevent the deadly rail collapse 
that took Danny's life-and the lives of nearly 20 other small children. 
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I accepted this position to hdp make a difference, and I believe we are. But, we are not 
done. Section l 04 commands that we address other priority items, and Commission staff 
has now turned their attention to rules for bassinets, cradles, strollers. and infant carriers. 

I recognize that we are in a period of some economic uncertainty and that some want a 
moratorium on any new federal regulations. I understand and appreciate these views, but 
I would also ask them to step into the shoes of Danny· s mother-<ir other parents who 
have lost children in similar preventable tragedies. These regulations may add some 
small. additional costs to these products. But the cost of inaction is much higher and is 
not something I am willing to accept as Chairman. 

Continued Commitment to Other Critical Safety Issues 

In addition to the durable infant and toddler safety standards, the Commission also 
continues to make progress on several other key safety rules. 

Last October. the Commission fulfilled the capstone of the CPSIA by implementing the 
requirement that all children's products on the market be subject to a periodic. 
independent assessment of their safety. Congress required this rule, and after much 
thoughtful deliberation and discussion, the Commission approved a very balanced 
approach to achieving the rule's purpose. We provided manufacturers with a great 
amount offlexibility and choice in terms of how they wish to comply, as long as, in the 
end, they have a high degree of assurance that their children's products are compliant. 

We are currently awaiting our staffs report on potential ways to reduce third party testing 
costs consistent with ensuring compliance. I look forward to working with my fellow 
Commissioners on this issue to see if there are areas of consensus that can assure 
compliance and children· s safety. 

At the same time, however, I believe Congress got it exactly right both when passing 
CPSIA and then reaffirming the overall third party testing requirement in Public Law 
112-28. Parents deserve to know the products their children use are being independently 
tested and are safe. 

I have also accelerated efforts to finalize our upholstered furniture flanunability rule. 
CPSC staff has proposed a rule that would address the risk of injury or death resulting 
from smoldering fires, often caused by cigarettes, without requiring the use of flame 
retardants. I was pleased to read that the Governor of California recently directed that 
state's Bureau of Home Furnishings to revisit state rules that effectively require the use of 
flame retardant in many household upholstered furniture items, and I know Commission 
staff is monitoring this work closely. I am hopeful that Commission staff will generate a 
rule that will bring safer, more fire resistant upholstered furniture into homes across the 
nation. 

2 
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Additionally, the Commission recently initiated rulemakings to deal with two other 
critical safety issues. The first is table saw injuries. I:: very day, I I people on average 
suffer amputations from power saws. Through this rulemaking, Commission staff will 
explore technological solutions that could help save consumers from these life altering 
injuries. 

The second is liquid gel fuels and firepots. Last December, the Commission voted 
unanimously to publish an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, just months after 
nearly all bottles of pourable gel fuels used in firepots were recalled. The recall was 
prompted by at least 65 serious incidents that resulted in two deaths and at least 34 
victims who had to be hospitalized due to second and third degree bums to the face, 
hands, and other parts of the body. The ANPR is examining whether it is possible to 
make pourable gel fuels safe for consumers to use. 

I would also like to briefly address the issue of small rare eanh magnets. While I am not 
able to comment on the matter publicly, I can say that recent action by the Commission to 
authorize legal action to protect children from serious hazards associated with the 
ingestion of rare earth magnets is consistent with the approach Congress sought when 
enacting CPSIA. 

SllfcrProducts.gov-Traosvarency for Con5umers 

lam also very proud of the work by Commission staff to implement and maintain the 
publicly searchable database of product safety reports required by section 212 of the 
CPSIA-SaferProducts.gov. 1 realize the roll out of the database in March 2011 caused 
some concern in certain segments of the regulated community. After almost 17 months 
ofoperation, however, I think SaferProducts.gov has gained wide approval and 
acceptance. 

As of July 27, 2012, almost 10,000 reports of harm had been collected in the database, 
and posted to the public portal on SaferProducts.gov. Approximately 97 percent of those 
reports were submitted by consumers. Many of these reports contain detailed 
information on the product involved; and, utilizing the procedure specified in the Public 
Law 112-28 amendments, approximately 88 percent of the reports eligible for posting 
now contain a nonblank value for the model or serial number. and 73 percent of eligible 
reports contain numeric content for the model or serial number. In addition, 
approximately 85 percent of the report submitters agreed to have their contact 
information shared with manufacturers. 

Business interest in the database has also grown. As of July 27, 2012, 3,487 entities are 
registered for the SaferProducts.gov business portal. These registrations allow companies 
to receive fast, e-mail notification of consumer incident reports. The business portal also 
allows companies to file section I 5 product incident reports and provides companies with 
the capability to submit retailer incident reports. The general public has also come to see 

3 
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SaferProducts.gov as a resource with over two million visits to the database since it~ 
launch. 

Overall, SaferProducts.gov is a model of open government and consumer empowerment, 
and I appreciate the hard work by many on this subcommittee to further improve 
SaferProducts.gov during the Public Law 112-28 debate. 

Robu~t Sun-eillaore of Imported Consumer Products 

One of the best ways to ensure that dangerous consumer products never get into the 
hands of consumers, especially children, is to ensure that they never enter the U.S. stream 
of commerce in the first place. Congress recognized the importance of import 
surveillance in section 222 of the CPSlA, and as Chainnan I have placed special 
emphasis in the past year on continued development ofCPSC's Office oflmport 
Surveillance (OIS). 

This office works hand in hand with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officers 
in major U.S. ports of entry to inspect and detain shipments that violate U.S. consumer 
product safety standards. As of July 25, the Commission has 20 full-time employees 
located in 15 U.S. ports of entry, along with approximately 30 other employees who 
support their mission through testing and analysis activities. 

While this is a small group, they have demonstrated extremely impressive performance 
metrics for the American people. During fiscal year 2011, OIS staff screened nearly 
I 0,000 products at the ports, collected almost 1,800 samples, and found over I, I 00 
violations of safety standards. As a result, CPSC staff was able to stop approximately 4.5 
million units of violative or hazardous consumer products from entering the United 
States. Many of these products were toys that had lead above the statutory limits or small 
parts that could present a choking hazard for children younger than three years of age. 

In the coming year. CPSC will continue to deepen its relationship with the U.S. 
Department of Home I and Security and CBP. In 20 I l, CPSC became the first a gene y to 
receive data for incoming shipments through the International Trade Data System's 
(ITDS) Interoperable Web Services program. This data allows CPSC staff to view port 
!:hipment information in near real time, and develop targeting rules to identify the highest 
risk shipments. In recent months, 01S staff has been working with the ITDS data and 
CPSC case data to come up with b11Selines of effectiveness for targeting. 

Jn 2013, funding permitting, I am optimistic that CPSC will be able to take additional 
steps toward full implementation of the section 222(a) mandate through a pilot test of the 
operation of a fully integrated targeting system-<>flen referred to as the Risk Assessment 
Methodology or "RAM." This will allow CPSC staff to analyze a greater nwnber of 
import shipments, identify those that are more likely to violate conswner safety laws, and 
ensure that our limited resources are dedicated to those shipments. 

4 
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The benefits ofa full roll out of the RAM are two-fold. First, the RAM will allow us to 
deploy limited resources toward suspect shipments and increase the correlation between 
samples collected and violations found. Second, it will have positive effects for "known" 
impcmers and members of the business community who would hopefully face fewer 
delays through better advance analysis ofimpcm data and risk metrics befon: products 
arrive at ports. 

Constructive Collaborations to Address New and Emerging Issues 

Another key area of achievement is the pUl"!!uit of public-private collaborations and 
consensus based solutions, whenever we can, to new and emerging product safety issues. 
While this is not always possible, I think we have made great strides in several areas. 

The first is in the area of educating parents to ensure that infants have a "safe sleep" 
environment. As part of this, l have reached out to major retailers who sell sleep 
products like cribs and play yards to ask them to join me in educating parents that the 
safest way for their baby to sleep is alone, in a crib, on their back. So far, I have been 
pleased that several retailers have been enthusiastic about working with CPSC to get out 
the safe sleep message on their websites and in their brick and monar stores, as well. 

Retailers have suggested creative ideas including, but not limited to, displaying cribs 
absent of pillows and blankets in their stores, showing our safe sleep video on a 
continuous loop in their baby departments, adding safety information to their baby 
registry packets, and including safe sleep tips in the crib assembly instructions that come 
with new cribs. l believe this education effon, combined with the new, mandatory safety 
standards discussed earlier, will play a critical role in ensuring that all babies can sleep 
safely. 

Accidental ingestion of coin and button cell batteries is another area on which we are 
keenly focused. We are seeing an alarming increase in the severity of the injuries 
nssociated with these batteries, which we all know have become commonplace in our 
homes. They are found in our remote controls, our key fobs, our watches, and many 
other household products. Children are swallowing them and the results can be 
devastating in as little as a few hours. Specifically, the larger, 20 millimeter (mm) sized 
bat1eries are posing the greatest harm. The 20 mm batteries are coin sized and likely to 
lodge in a child's esophagus upon ingestion. At that point, time is of the essence, as the 
resulting chemical burn that occurs can-and has-led to severe injuries and death. 

Along with our professional staff, we have had very productive meetings with the major 
battery manufacturers about a range of possible solutions, from design changes in the 
longer tenn to safer packaging and other steps in the shorter term. I am hopeful that these 
efforts, as well as many that are happening independently by industry, will yield tangible 
safety results in the near future. 

The third example of this constrUctive, collaborative model is occurring in youth sports, 
particularly with the issue of head injuries in football. lam grateful for the increased 
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attention and awareness associated wirh this issue. The const:quences of a brain injury 
can be severe and long lasting. I believe addressing its risks require a true team effort. 
Along those lines, l am very pleased that, after much hard work initiated by my office, a 
group effort led by the National Football League (NFL) is Wlderway to provide 
economically disadvantaged youth football programs with new helmets and to conduct an 
education campaign intended to accelerate the much needed culture change in that sport. 

While this program is in its infancy, I have great hopes that our bringing the NFL. the 
NFL Players Association, the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). helmet 
manufacturers, helmet reconditioners, the helmet standards body, and others together can 
serve as a model of effective, collaborative public-private problem solving. 

Responsible Regulatory Review 

Before I look ahead, I would also like to address the Conunission's ongoing efforts to 
review our existing rules and regulations. As I noted earlier, I strongly believe that we 
needed new mandatory safety standards in several areas. such as infant and toddler 
products, and I am very pleased Congress, through the CPSIA, gave us the authority to 
act quickly in those areas. At the same time, however, l also recognize the need to 
responsibly review those rules and either modify or delete outdated rules when it is in the 
public interest. 

In April 2012, the Commission's professional staff presented an extensive regulatory 
review package to the Conunission. In this package, Commission staff formulated a plan 
that not only incorporated the elements drawn from the President's Executive Orders 
(EO) 13579 and 13563, but also set forth a defined method and schedule for identifying 
and reconsidering any Commission rules that are obsolete, unnecessary, unjustified, 
excessively burdensome, counterproductive, or ineffective, or that otherwise require 
modification without sacrificing the safety benefits of the rules. The plan also 
encourages public input and participation to find the right balance of priorities and 
resources. Funhermore, the plan incorporates the requirement in Public Law l 12-28 that 
the Commission seek and consider comments on ways to reduce the cost of third party 
testing requirements. 

Commissioners Nord and Northup hnve expressed concern over the scope of the staff 
proposed regulatory review plan, and have called for additional resources to be dedicated 
to the rule review process. I respect these views, but I am Wlwilling to put at risk efforts 
underway to achieve the mission of the agency, namely protecting consumers. The 
proposal by the Commission's professional staff is a very fulsome and appropriate review 
plan and notes that the diversion of additional staff resources to this project could delay 
some of the Commission's key safety activities. This is not acceptable to me, nor should 
it be acceptable to America's consumers, especially parents. 

Even with the staffing improvements brought about through the enactment of CPS IA. the 
CPSC is still a small agency with finite resources. Then Acting Chairman Nord 
recognized these limitations in 2007 when she completely suspended the CPSC's 
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retrospective rule review process citing resource constraints. As Chairman, I am plea~ed 
that we have been able to reinvigorate this process-and stand by the balanced approach 
presented in the Conunission staff's proposed regulatory review package. 

The Road Ahtad: Continuing to Reatore Confidence in the Safety of Consumer 
Products 

At CPSC, we are carrying out a statutorily required proactive regulatory agenda, and 
consumers are safer because of this approach. While we have made great strides in a 
nwnbcr of areas, I assure you, that we will continue to accelerate reasonable and rational 
safety efforts at every opportunity. In the coming months rmd years, I see a CPSC 
addressing hazards I have already mentioned, as well as moving to address emerging 
ones. With an increasing focus at the ports, with more meaningful standards coming 
online, and with even greater public-private efforts, J envision safer and safer products in 
the hands of conswners. They deserve no less . 

• • • • • 
Chairman Bono Mack, thank you again for the opportunity to testify on the 

Commission's ongoing efforts to keep American consumers safe from defective and 
hazardous consumer products. 

I am happy to answer any questions you may have. 

7 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Commissioner Adler, you are recognized for 5 
minutes. 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT S. ADLER 
Mr. ADLER. Thank you very much. Good morning. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. If you can just pull it much closer for-a little 

bit closer. And is it turned on? 
Mr. ADLER. I have no idea. The one that says push? 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. 
Mr. ADLER. Let me try that again. 
Good morning, Chairman Bono Mack and members of the Sub

committee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade. Thank you for 
the opportunity to testify today along with my fellow CPSC Com
missioners. l am pleased to be. here. today to discuss an agency that 
I have been associated with in some fashion since its establishment 
in 1973 and have been a Commissioner at since August of 2009. 

This October will mark the 40th anniversary of the passage of 
the landmark Consumer P roduct Safety Act, and looking back now, 
I believe Congress and the agency should take great pride in what 
the agency has accomplished, especially considering the immense 
scope of our mission, which is to protect the public from any and 
all unreasonable risks associated with roughly 15,000 categories of 
consumer products. 

What has the agency accomplished? As a starting point I would 
cite the estimated 30 percent reduction in the rate of deaths and 
injuries associated with consumer products since the agency's in
ception. And I would particularly point to the dramatic drop in 
death and injuries to children, such as the reductions of over 90 
percent in childhood poisoning deaths and crib-related deaths. 

In short, CPSC has produced an excellent return on investment. 
By our calculation this drop in deaths and injuries has resulted in 
over $16 billion in reduced societal costs, or many, many times the 
resources the CPSC has been given to do its job. And as a very 
small agency, we have had to produce these benefits at very low 
cost. 

Of course, even efficiency has its. limits. As of 5 years ago, the 
CPSC had shrunk to a skeleton crew of less than 400 and a budget 
of $62. million. To Congress' credit,. in 2008, almost unanimously 
you passed the CPSIA, providing the. agency with more tools and 
directing it to do more work and do it faster. Put simply, the 
CPSIA revitalized an agency that was underfunded and under
manned, and for that I am sure consumers across the country are 
grateful. 

Undoubtedly the biggest change felt by the children's product 
community has been the mandate in the CPSIA that all children's 
products be tested by third-party independent laboratories before 
they enter the market, and on a continuing basis thereafter. Let 
me assure you that we at the Commission have worked very hard 
to implement this mandate in a thoughtful and measured way, and 
I can report that we finally reached the point where the final rule 
will take effect in February. 

Of course, such a strong safety step forward carries broad impli
cations for our regulated community, and we know that and are 
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fully aware of our need to work closely with them as we implement 
the law. 

As we approach the fourth anniversary of CPSIA, it is worth re
flecting on two common themes in the law. The agency needed 
more resources and other tools to accomplish its safety mission, 
and it needed to change its approach to vulnerable populations, 
particuJarly children. I think we will keep this in mind as we move 
forward into the future. 

I do want to note one particular provision in the CPSIA because 
it is something the Congress changed in the CPSIA. I believe that 
in section 9 of the CPSA, and other sections of our laws, we have 
the most burdensome cost-benefit requirements in the entire Fed
eral Government. Under these requirements, by my count, the 
Commission has managed to issue a grand total of nine safety rules 
in 31 years, or roughly one every 31/a years. 

The Congress recognized this, and Congress took major strides to 
lessen the burden. Congress didn't abolish the need for cost-benefit; 
Congress retained it in the Regulatory Flexibility Act. And to drive 
the point home, you prescribed extraordinarily short deadlines for 
the promulgation of rules for children's products. This approach, to 
me, clearly has succeeded. By the most conservative count possible 
under these procedures, we have issued 10 safety rules in the past 
4 years, or 2 112 rules every year as opposed to 1 every 3 I/a years. 

In closing, I want to share one major concern about a growing 
and increasing]y vulnerable population, older Americans, of which 
I am now one. In fact, despite being only 13 percent of the popu
lation, older Americans suffer 60 percent of the deaths and injuries 
associated with consumer products. The fact that I now fit within 
this demographic has definitely helped me understand what a seri
ous challenge we face in the coming years as America ages. 

I look forward to working with my colleagues and the members 
of this subcommittee as we focus on our mission to protect our citi
zens from risks of unreasonable injury or death. 

Thank you very much. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Commissioner. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Adler foUows:] 
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vood morning Chairman Bono-Mack, Ranking Member Butterfield. and the members of the 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade. Thank you for the opportunity to 
testify along with my fe llow CPSC Commissioners. I am pleased to be here today to discuss an 
agency that I have been associatod with in some fashion since its establishment in 1973 - and I 
have been a Commissioner at since August 2009. 

Agc•cy Act'omplishmenls 

In May 1973, the CPSC opened its doors followi ng the recommendations of the 1970 Final 
Report of a Congressionally established study commission, the National Commission on Product 
Safety (NCPS). The !\CPS recommended the creation ofa conspicuously independent federal 
regulatory agency given extensi~·e authority to issue regulations and mandatory safety standards 
for a wide variety ol consumer products. There was a need for such a body because, at the time, 
product safety was regulated sparsely and only hy a patchwork pattern of laws that extended to a 
very small portion of consumer products. 

This October will mark the 401
h anniverswy of the passage of the act that brought to life the 

recommendations of the !\CPS - the landmark Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA ). Looking 
back now, I believe Congress and the agency should take great pride in whnt the agency has 
accomplished, especially considering the large scope of our mission - to protect the public from 
any and all unreasonable risks associated with roughly 15,000 categories of consumer products 
found in stores, homes, schools, and recreational settings. Another way to think ahout our 
responsibility is if a product is not food, or a dnig. gun, bullet, boat, plane, or a car - we are 
probably responsible for it. 

What exactly has the agency accomplished? As a starting point, I note an estimated 30 percent 
decl ine in the rate of deaths and injuries associated with consumer products over the last 30 
years. And I would particularly point to the dramatic drop in death and injuries to children. For 
example. we have seen: 

• a 92% drop in childhood poisoning; 
• a 92% reduction in crih deaths; 

a 100% reduction in child suffocations from abandoned refrigerators; and 
an 88% reduction in baby walker injuries. 

Additionally we have seen improvements such as a 92% reduction in fata l electrocutions and a 
46% reduction in residential lire deaths. In short, the CPSC has produced an excellent return on 
investment. Dy our calculation, this drop in deaths and injuries has resulted in over $16 billion 
ln reduced societal costs - or many, many times the resources the CPSC has been given to do its 
job. And, as a very small agency. we have had to produce these benefits at a very low cost. 

2 
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Of course. even efficiency has its limits. /\s of live years ago, the CPSC had ~runk from its 

l 980 high of 978 employees to a skeleton crew of less than 400 employees and a budget of S62 
million. To Congress' credit. you saw that the agency increasingly suffered from too much to do 
and too little to do it with. So, in 2008, almost unanimously, you passed the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA), providing the CPSC with more toob and directing ii to do 
more work - and do it faster. 

CJ pdate on Im plcmeatation of the CPS IA 

The CPSIA, which will mark its fourth anniversary in two weeks, has sometimes been referred to 

as a "toy bill" - but in truth it is a law that is broad in scope and has served to save an agency that 
was underfunded and undermanned. And, for that, I am sure consumers across the country arc 
g rateful for this legislat ion. 

F'or e:rnmple, in 2007, despite over $600 billion per year of consumer products being imported, 
induding more than 70% of the toys sold in the United States, the agency had no employees 
stationed full-time at our nation's ports. That year, CPSC collected a grand total of723 samples 

of imported consumer products and was finding violative products in its collected samples at a 
rate of less 42%. Today, because o f the CPSIA, we have a division at the CPSC devoted sole ly 

ro import compl iance, and we have personnel stationed full-time at 15 of the country's bus iest 
ports of entry. A s opposed to the meagernumbers of2007. during the first half of 2012 alone. 
we screened almost ten times as many samples (6,600) and prevented more than I million unitS 
of violative or dangerously delective products from entering the United States . And in the 

tradition of CPSC, we have become signiflcantly more effective at our j ob, finding violative 
products in our col lccted samples at a rate e11ceeding 60%. Unquestionably, a large part of this 
success has been because of our partners at U.S. Customs and IJorder Protec tion (CBP), but it is 

also because of increased funds, personnel, and authority provided by the CPS!/\. 

Among other non·chjldren's product requ irements, the CPSIA: 

• Made the sa le or distribution of a recalled product illegal, which created a tremendous 
incentive for retailers to become even stronger safety partners with the agency (which they 
have); 

• Raised the mal<imum civil penalty amount for violations from $1.825 million to S 15 million; 

Required the promulgation of a mandatory A TV standard which banned three-wheeled A TVs 

and required all A TV manufacturers or importers to submit an act ion plan to the Commission 

prior to distribution; 

• Funded the upgrade of our siloed information technology systems, allowing the agency to lay 
the groundwork for 2 J" century technology solutions to help us more quickly identify ha~ard 
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pattems from the wide variety of data the agency rect:ives. The CPSIA also rc:quired the 
creation of a public consumer product ha7.ard database. This database allows consumers to 
almost simultaneously inform the CPSC, the product's manufacturer, fellow cunsumers , 

other manufacturers, retailers, and the media of hazardous (and potentially hazardous) 
products. The need for such a dalabase was a direct result of the ultra-restrictive "section 6b'' 

of the CPS/\. This provision inhibits, to the point of virtual prohibition, lhe CPSC from 
releasing to the public in a timely fashion manufacturer specific safety infonnatiun that 
almost every other federal health and safety agency releases o n a regular basis; and 

• Increased CPSC staff to over 500 FTEs and its budget to just over $100 million. 

Of course, there is no question that the C PSIA also changed the landscape for children's 
products. The law required the promulgalion of a number of mandatory federal safety standards, 

where none existed for toys and other durable nursery products. The CPSIA also set maximum 
levels for lead paint and lead content in chi ldren products at 90 and l 00 parts per milliun, 

(respectively) and banned the use of certain phthalales in children' s toys and child care articles . 

Undoubtedly, the biggest change felt by the children's product community was the law's 
requirement that all children's products be tested by a third-party independent laboratory before 

they enter the market - and on a continuing basis thereafter. This section of the law, often 
referred to as the ''testing and certific~tion requirement," mandated the agency write regulations 
to aC(;redit third-party laboratories and establish procedures for manufacturers to comply with the 

law's test ing requirements. Clearly, such a strong safety step forward carried broad implications 
for the regulated community. And that's why we have worked long days (and sometimes, 
nights) to implement this mandate in a tho ughtful and measured way. And l can report, alter 

much review and many re-drafts, we have finally reached the point where the final rule on 
continued third-party testing and certification will take full effect on February 8, 2013. 

The CPSIA was the first major overhaul of the Commission and its authority and priorities in 
a lmost 20 years. Looking at the law as a whole, I see two common themes: the agency needtd 
more resources and other tools to accomplish its safe ty mission, and it needed to change it.s 

approach to}!.~ populations, particularly children. l believe both of these themes remain 
important considerations not only as we near the completion of the bulk of our CPSlA 
rulemakings but also as we look to the future. 

Resources for CPSC Personnel 

When we talk about the tools the agency possesses to accomplish our saf~ ty miss ion we are 
mainly talking about resources and rulemaking authority. The CPSIA had a major impact on 

both. Over two-thirds of the CPSC's budget goes to our personnel. Accordingly, when the 

agency fell below 400 employees in 2007, this translated into fewer compliance officers out in 

the field conducting investigations and insp~ctions; fewer engineers and toxicologists and 

Testimony off.'J'.';C: Commissioner Robcr1 S. Adl"r before the 
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epidemiologists to make hazard detenninations and help write performance standards; and it also 
meant there wus no money for staff to be stationed full-t ime at any of our nation's 300 plus ports. 

The increase in our budget over the last few years has translated directly into action because it 
means technical experts and law enforcement officials can be hired to help us fulfill our mission. 

We now have a state-of-the-art testing lab, but it must continue to be staffed appropriately to 
optimize its potential. Our fire engineering ~-taffhas made great :;trides in research regarding 
fires associa1ed with cooktops and space heaters, and our carbon monoxide team has done some 
compelling work on portable generators and gas furnace~. Withou t continued fu nds for these 

talen1ed scientists, the projects are likely to stall. llighly skilled technical experts must be hired 
and retained to allow us to stay on top of existing or emerging hazards, whether the material is a 
heavy metal (including lead), a chemical like phthalates, or new discoveries like nanoteclmology. 

A fler our engineers and other technical experts, the largest part of the CPSC budget goes to our 
compliance activities. As described above, we now have nn import div ision and have 20 staff 
members foll-time at 15 ports - but we need still more resources. Despite our tremendous 

progress, we are inspecting less than 1% of the 14 million consumer product shipments that enter 
the United States every year. We recent ly submitted a report required by the CPSIA that details 

a seven-year plan to implement a complete risk management program across the country. It will 
cost real money, but if we do it right, it will save more mo ney than it costs, and of course it will 
save many lives. 

The same is true for our domestic comp I iance activities - more resources translate directly to 
more law enforceme.nt at the retail and consumer level. Our field staff covers the entire counrry 

as best they can, but there arc still 12 states in which we do not have even one field omcer. 
There is no substitute for having trained investigators o n the ground, getting to know their 
territory every-day instead ofjust !lying t1r driving in on an emergency basis. 

All of this said, I fully recognize that you have many difficult budgetary dec isions facing you in 
the months ahead, and this is a time of limited resources for all Americans and therefore all 
federal agencies DS well. But, I ask that when you conside r the CPSC, you keep in mind that the 
return on investment received for our budget is lives saved, injuries prevented, and unnecessary 
societal costs reduced·- especially for the nation's most precious asset: our children. 

A Reasonable R u lcmaking P .-occss 

The other major tool CPSIA sharpened for us was making a particularly significa nt modification 
in how we engage in rulemaking. Given the CPSIA's focus on moving expeditiously on 

children 's safety, the law directed the agency to use section 553 of the APA (Administrative 

Procedure Act) when promulgating CPSIA rules. This was a significant change because under 

Te.<timony of CPSC Commi.<.<ioncr Robert S. Adler before the 
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nonnal circumstances, the agency is required to suffer through the broad and extravagant set of 
cost-benefit requirements added in I 98 1 to the CPSA (and omer acts enforced by the CPSC) 
when promulgating consumer product safety rules. 

While there was no specific mention of the rationale for this decision in the CPSlA, it seems 
logical to conclude that Congress understood that CPSC's nonnal-cost benefit provisions make 

efficient rule promulgation almost impossible. This is because they easily surpass in their 
stringency and scope the cost-bcmefi r provisions of the various Executive Orders on cost-benefit 

analysis recommended by the Office o f Management and Budget, including Executive Orders 
12866, 13.563, and 13579. Jn fact. in the 31 years since the CPSC was saddled with these unique 

requirements, we have managed to promulgate a tota 1 of only 9 consumer product safety rules -· 
or roughly one every 3 113 years. 

In order to move the rukmaking process with respect to toys and other children 's quickly, the 
CPSIA substituted the much more streamlined and focused cost-benefit procedures of the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA). And to drive the point home for us, the law prescribed 

extraordinarily shon deadlines for the promulgation of a toy standard as well as specific 
children's product safety rules such as cribs, infant walkers, baby bath sears, toddler beds, 
toddler bed rails, and portable play yards, among other children 's products. 

Signilicantly though, by giving the CPSC the authority to promulgate all of these rules under 

Section 553 of the APA, Congress made sure that the RFA's analysis of the impact to small 
businesses would be considered. In other words, the agency's cost-benefit analysis would focus 
on the group that was least likely to have had a voice in the writing of the volwitary standard -
small businesses. 

J>ut another way, Congress pointed to a different set of procedures when it wanted us to 
promulgate rules quickly - procedures that do not include rhe 198 I added cost-benefit 
requirements. I believe this approach succeeded. By rhe most conservative count possible, rhe 
CPSC has issued 10 consumer product safety ruks in the Inst 4 years thar would h.ave otherwise 
been subjected co our usual snail-like rulcmaking process. This experience has only reinforced 
my belief that the type of rulemaking contemplated by section 553 of the APA or even under the 
relevant Executive Orders makes for a more reasonable regu latory process than the one laid out 
in the CPSC's statutes. 

Unfortunately, 1 do not need to go back into the Commiss ion's ancient history to find examples 
of non-children 's products where rulemaking that is in rhc inte rest of protecting consumers has 

been significantly delayed because of these unique cost-benefit obscacles. In October 2011 the 

Commission unanimously published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) on 
table ~aws, more than eight years after receiving a petition on the ha?.ard. A final rule, which 
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would ancmpt to address a product a~ociatcd with almost 40,000 annual emergency department 
rreatcd injuries. including 4,000 amputations, is likely to be several years away, in no small part 
hecause ofCPSA's onerous section 9 co~t-benctit requ irements. 

Vulnerable Consume~ - Children 

Congressional desire for the CPSC to change its approach to vulnerable consumers is also 
evident from the way it described children's products to include "a consumer product des igned 
or intended primarily for children 12 years of age old or younger." This was a wider range than 

we had previously been using to address children's products. The level of concern regarding this 
population was also clear from the requirement for pre-market, independent third-party testing of 
children's products. This process is a sea change in product safety in the United States because it 
demands for the first time that all children's product manufacturers (not just the extra cautious 
ones) test and certify their products arc safe prior to plac ing them on store s helves. I be lieve 

over time this change will pay dividends in reduced death and injury costs for the public and 
manufacturers. 

It has not been surprising that there has been a lot of concern in the regulated community 

regarding thi rd-party testing because it was such a significant change in the w11y children's 
products have bee11 brought lo market. It is nearly impossible to contemplate the imposition of 
third-party testing and not realize that there would be increased costs to producers of children's 
products. Yet, I have long believed that for most manufocturers the increased costs would be 
minimal because they were already engaging in many of these safety processes pre-CPSIA. 
except they were testing their products at an even more .~ophisticated level than the one required 
by the CPSIA. But for many manufacturers, particularly the medium and smaller finns, th is new 

requirement caused s ignificant ch~nge. This is why I have been so pleased by our s taff"s efforts 
to continually walk the extra mile, or two miles, for small and medium sized businesses, both in 

the rules and in the guidance documents we provide. Al every step of the process, I believe we 
have tried to maintain the necessary, but del icate, balance of new safety requirements with ne,w 
burdens. 

The CPSlt\'s direction to CPSC regarding ex tremely strict lead limits was another example of 
how hazards for vulnerable populations were going to be addressed differently from the past. By 
now, everyone is aware that children's products may not contain more than 100 parts per million 
(ppm) of lead. And I hope everyone is aware that lead is a powerful neurotoxin that accumulates 
over t ime. E'•en low levels oflead arc widely associated with learni11g disabilit ies. decreased 

gro\\-1h, hyperacti vity, impaired hearing, and brain damage. 

There are two observations that I'd like to make on thi s issue: First, by mandating that we drop 

1he lead level, unless the Commission determined it was not technologically feasible for a 
product or product category to meet the I 00 ppm total lead content limil, Congress took a very 
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proactive approach to this chronic hazard. The law hasically said we will not wait for hodics to 
pile up 20 years from now only to discover that it was because of slow, but steady. lc3d 
accumulation from products, including children's products. I have previously noted that, were it 
my decision, I might have recommended a slower and less precipilous drop in levels, hut all 
things CQnsidercd. I believe Congres9 got it right. Along those Jines, I am pleased that we at the 
CPSC continue to look for easier and less costly \vays for all manufacturers to lest for lead - and 
was supportive of P. L. I 12-28's changes regarding test ing relief for small batch manufacturers. 

Second, I hope we have put to rest the notion that lead content level was set arbitrarily or without 
safety levels in mind. There was clear evidence al the time Congress chose 600, JOO, and 
I OOppm that they were selected for well-considered reasons. I note that this past spring, the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) revised their lead guidelines downward, so 
that any chi Id with more than 5 micrograms of lead per deciliter of bloo<I would be considered at 
risk of lead poisoning. I believe that, as scientific methods increase in SQ phistieation, we are 
going to sec health experts recommending even lower limits over time. 

Vulnerable Scniur Con~umers - Looking Ahead 

In addition to mandating that our agency take new approaches to consumer product safety, 1 also 
believe that there was another underlying message in the CPSIA: atti:nd to all vulnerable 
populations. wherever you fmd them. While this concept has been an important part of the 
agency' s make-up since its founding, the passage of the CPSIA was a clear message to 
reinvigorate th is priority. 

Accordingly, of late. I have become increasingly concerned hy what I feel has been a lack of 
focus regarding injuries to an overlooked vulnerable population - older Americans. Our data 
demonstrates that this critical demographic is the second most vulnerable group after children, 
particularly those Americans over age 75. The fact that l now fit in this demographic has 
defini1ety helped me understand what a serious challenge we face as America ages. In fac~ . here 
arc some underreported facts about older Americans: 

• Despite making up only 13 percen1 of our population, older Americans sutler 60 percent of 
the deaths associated with consumer products and Census statistics predict that by 2030, one 
in live Americans will be 65 or older. 

• Today, roughly 40 million people in the U.S. are ages 65 and older. This number is projected 
to more than double to 89 million by 2050; 

• Today, the "oldest old" - those 85 and older-have the highest growth rate in the country : 
twice that of those 65 and older and almost four times that for tbe total population. This 
group now represents I 0% of the older population and will more than triple in number by 
2050. 
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And, unfortunately, this explosive pupulation grov.1h brings some unwelcome news <JO the health 
and safety front. CPSC's data show that injuries and death from con5umer products begin to 
accelerate dramatically once we hit age 75. In fact, the rate of emergency room-treated injuries 
for those 75 and older is approximately twice that of 65-74. 

I recently called for a National Action Plan to address injuries to seniors modeled on a similar 
plan put together by CDC regarding injuries to children. Unfonunatcly, there is no 
comprehensive plan for this group that often faces similar vulnerabilities. I believe such a plan is 
needed, for example, to prevent the type of falls that take place every day in and around seniors' 
homes that lead not just to bumps and bruises, but lo hospitalizations and fatalities. The COC 
estimates that one out of every three people in the U.S. age 65 or older will suffer a fall this year, 
resulting in m11rc than 19,000 deaths and a cost to society of more than $28 billion. 

The other leading cause of injuries and deaths to seniors is fire. The CPSC's Staff report that 
almost 400,000 tires 11ccur annually, resulting in roughly 2,500 deaths, I 2,600 injuries and $6.43 
billion in property loss. 13ut, the problem is more serious for seniors. The li .S. Fire 
Administration estimates, for example. that adults age 75-84 arc nearly four times as likely to die 
in a home fire. And, adults over age 84 arc nearly five times as likely to die compared t<J the 
general population. 

Jn 2007. there wen: more unin1cntional fire and bum deaths to older Americans than any other 
demographic category, and the odds of surviving fires get worse as we get older. Our nation 's 
tlretighters and emergency responders arc bra,·e, dedicated, and proactive, but they cannot 
prevent these fi re deaths alone. 

ln short, the hazards to our seniors occupy many fronts. Sometimes products that seem benign to 

youth may take on a more ominous character when older Americans use them. Other times 
there's a product like adult bcdrails that appear to be associated with an entrapment hazard that 
looks similar to the hazard that our recent children's bed-rail rule was ·written to address. but 
sadly appears to have a much higher death and injury count. 

Next year CPSC will be issuing a report on injuries and dcalhs to older Americans to help us 
identify which products we should focus our energies on first. The last time we undertook such a 
project, in 2004, we estimated that the combined injury and death costs to older Americans 
totaled more than SJOO billion per year. I believe our new data will assist in a larger national 
effon where all stakeholders work to determine which hazards to our seniors are easi ly 
addressable and which hazards require new types of techno logy and consumer education. 

J3u1 even with good data and a renewed focus, these societal wide issues cannot be solved by our 
small agency alone. Addressing injuries to this vulnerable population will take an enormous 

9 
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elfort by a range of experts. c\•ery-day citizc:ns, non·govc:mmental organizations. families, 
foundations, and fed.:ral, state, and local governmental acto~. I look forward to working with 

my collc:agucs and intc:n:sted members of this Subcommittee as we focus on our continued 
mission to protect \•ulnerable citizens of all ages from risks of unreasonable injury or death. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today and share my thoughts on the Consumer Product 

Safety Commission. I look forward to your questions. 

10 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. And welcome, Commissioner Nord. You are 
recognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF NANCY A. NORD 
Ms. NORD. Thank you so much. I am delighted to be here. 
You have in front of you four different statements representing 

the views, the. opinions, the observations and, in some cases,. the 
criticisms of the four Commissioners. of the CPSC. And yes, we. all 
agree on many things. Of course, we all agree that children are our 
most vulnerable. consumers and,. more importantly, our most pre
cious asset. 

Of course, we all agree that increased resources for engineers, 
compliance officers, scientists, port inspectors, and yes, dare l say, 
some lawyers has. allowed us to really bump up. our game in car
rying out our mission. 

Of course, a state-of-the-art testing lab, which I am very proud 
to have initiated the efforts for, has met with rave reviews, and 
moving our information technology systems into the 21st century 
has met. with strong approval. 

Indeed, we. find common ground in dealing with. serious issues 
like mandatory safety standru·ds for infant and toddler products 
and using our new authorities to address hazards like drawstrings. 
And we are all very, very proud of the great work that our staff 
is doing, especially in the ports and out in the field. 

So in many cases it is not. the what, it is the how. And I am very 
concerned that we. are falling short. on the how, whether it. is on 
big items or things with smaller significance. 

As I mentioned in my written statement, I have major concerns 
about how we develop the testing and certification rule; how we 
have defined children's products; how we have justified dropping 
the lead. content limits. from 300 parts per million to 100 parts per 
million. That. is 99.99 percent lead free. 

I have concern about how our limited resources are being used. 
Did we really need to spend almost $2 million on consultants to tell 
us how to rewrite our strategic objectives and our mission state
ment? Will we know how we are going to be spending our funds 
come the October 1st beginning of the fiscal year if we have yet to 
establish our priorities in an operating plan? 

But more importantly than resources, it is how rules are being 
proposed, considered, and promulgated. If staff strongly suggests 
the Commissioners not move forward with finalizing the testing 
rule, but rather seek public input as directed by Congress, and the 
majority ignores that and puts a rush on the rule, how can we. say 
that that is thoughtful and measured decision-making? 

When Commissioners decry the use of cost-benefit analysis and 
say, well, the Regulatory Flexibility Act is all we need because that 
focuses the impact on the impact on small businesses, yet consist
ently turns around and disregards the information that is in the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act because it doesn't lead to a desired regu
latory result?. 

When a claim is made that section 6(b) of our law is ultra-restric
tive and inhibits to the point of virtual prohibition releasing infor
mation to the public in a timely way, yet the agency in the past 
year three times has released inaccurate and misleading informa-
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tion, contrary to 6(b), that almost jeopardized the major recall in 
one case and caused the agency to do a public retraction in an
other? 

We can all agree that each Commissioner here today has a 
strong commitment to safety, and that differences of opinion as to 
regulatory issues should not be viewed as a lack of commitment. 
And believe me, I am not looking for trouble from my colleagues, 
but I am very troubled about how we approach issues. 

Interestingly, I note that one of my colleagues with whom I often 
disagree in the statement says, quote, "The necessary but delicate 
balance of new safety requirements with new burdens." 

I agree it is necessary. I agree it is delicate. I think that the 
agency's actions, over the past 2 years in particular, fall quite wide 
of the mark and have created a great imbalance between safety 
and new burdens, and as a result American consumers are over
paying for safety. We cannot close our eyes to the harm that we 
are causing many businesses that produce perfectly safe products 
and pretend that that harm does not exist. I think we need to work 
harder to find the balance that is missing. 

Thank you. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Commissioner. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Nord follows: ] 
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Saving lives and reducing Injuries wisely 

I would like to thank the Chair, Congresswoman Bono Mack, and the 
Ranking Member, Congressman Butterfield, for holding this oversight 
hearing today at a critical time for the agency. Congress created the 
Consumer Product Safety Corrunission to protect the public against 
unreasonable risks of injury associated with consumer products in a 
manner that would provide for efficient regulations that were minimally 
burdensome to manufacturers and importers.I Balancing the dual goals of 
safety and efficiency is a challenging task, not to be treated lightly. 
Although we all share the same goals, I am deeply concerned that we have 
over-read our congressional mandate and failed to consider the effects our 
actions have on the important balance between safety and efficiency. r 
believe that the agency needs to rethink its approach, especially in view of 
the increasing demands on ow agency's limited resources. 2 

1 See, e.g., H .R. Rep. No. 92-1153, at 25 (J972) ("The Commission's decisions under this 
legislation will necessarily involve a careful meld of safety and economic 
considerations. This delicate bafonce, the committee believes, should be s truck in a 
setting as far removed as possible from partisan influence."). 

1. See U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, Estimates of Hospital Emergency 
l{oom-Treated Injuries Associated with the Use of Certain Consumer Products, 2011 & 
2010 Annual Report to The Presidt!nl and Congress. 
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Congress made changes to our statutes in 2008 through the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA), and our small agency, with 
increased but limited funding, has been working hard to implement it. 
CPSIA provided the agency with more resources, greater powers, and 
specific directives to address several types of hazards. (The law included a 
number of changes that I had recommended.) At the same time, the new 
law attached some stringent requirements that unduly restricted the 
agency in its mission to reduce risks based on severity and exposure. 

Although the CPSIA's dramatic redirection of the agency has resulted in 
some safety improvements, the redirection also led to major problems in 
the form of unrealistic deadlines, workload prioritization difficulties, 
project delays, and numerous unintended consequen ces. Wise 
implementation was called for . 

The art of good management is making wise choices that focus the 
resources of regulators and manufacturers to achieve maximum safety in a 
cost-effective manner. We could have reached our shared goal of consumer 
safety, particularly for children, without the needless expense, job loss, and 
businesses closure that we have seen. Unfortunately, our agency is forcing 
consumers to overpay for safety through passed-on costs for unnecessary 
testing, limited choice, and limited safer alternatives. More circumspection 
would have avoided this over-regulation. 

Examples of over-regulation 

The Testing Rule 

The best example of over-reading the law is the Testing Rule.3 

Implementing one of the key provisions of CPSIA, the Testing Rule read 
an overly broad mandate into the statute: that all testing of children's 
products- including ongoing periodic testing-must always be performed 

l Testing and Labeling Pertaining to Product Certification, 76 Fed. Reg. 69,482 (Nov. 8, 
2011) (codified at 16 C.F.R. pt. 1107) (citations here refer to the staff's briefing package, 
available at http://www.cpsc.gov/librnry/foia/foial l/brief/certification.pdf). 

2 
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by a third party. Had the Commission not insisted on this approach, the 
agency could have developed a testing p rotocol that considered the risk of 
the product and th e testing needed to assu re compliance with related 
safety rules, thus maintaining a balance between achieving safety goals 
and doing so cost-effectively. 

This is par ticularly important because the Testing Rule is such a costly 
one. The Commission's staff conducted a limited but eye-opening analysis 
of some of the costs of this rule in a Regulatory Flexibility Analysis. Here is 
some of what the staff told us: 

• Who is impacted- Staff explained that the rule "will have a significant 
adverse impact on a substantial number of small businesses," 4 and a 
"disproportionate impact on small and low-volume 
manufocturers."5 Our staff told u s that firms are likely to mitigate 
"the adverse impacts {of the rule by] . .. rais[ing]their prices to cover 
their costs." 6 American families should expect to bear the brunt of 
this rule's impact. 

• Size of the costs- "The costs of the third party testing requirements 
are expected to be significant." 7 "A typical profit rate is about fi ve 
percent of revenue . .. . Therefore, a new cos t that amounted to one 
percent of revenue could, all other things equal, reduce the profit by 
20 percent."8 According to our staff's analysis, a small manufacturer 
would hypothetically spend 11.7% of revenue on these testing costs.9 

These estimates point to a negative revenue result for small 
manufacturers. 

• Manufacturers' options-Staff said the following: 

•Id. at 198 
5 Id. at 178. 
6 ld. at 134. 

7 Td. 

•Id. at 187. 

'ld. at 188 & 193. 
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o "{S)ome manufacturers might attempt to redesign their 
products ... by reducing the features ... used in the 
products." 10 

o "Manufacturers and importers could also be expected to 
reduce the number of children's products that they offer."ll 

o Some manufacturers and importers would ''exit the market 
for children's products entirely" 12 and others "may go out of 
business altogether." 13 

o "The requirements of the final rule could be a barrier that 
inhibits new firms from entering the children's product 
market." 14 

And then there are the additional costs to consider, including 

• costs of testing plans deemed insufficient by post hoc agency 
judgments about what should have been done, and 

• costs for administrative work related to the periodic testing, which 
staff estimated could reasonably be expected to add 15% to 50% to 
testing costs. 1s 

Confounding the situation was the majority-dictated procedure to 
promulgate the Testing Rule before seeking public comment about costs (as 
directed by H.R. 2715). It did not matter that Congress specifically, just 
weeks before, directed the agency to re-examine the specific balance 
between safety and efficiency. Nor did it matter that our technical staff 
strongly recommended against the approach the majority took to put the 
rule out and receive comments later. 

10 Id. at 196. 

llJd. 

12 Jd. 

13 Jd. 

14 ld. 

1.• Id at 153. 
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These results could have been avoided while still assuring compliance 
with safety rules if the ComrrUssion had not overreached in its 
implementation of the testing rule, ignoring any balance. 

Changing random sampling to representative sampling 

Congress told us in H.R. 2715 that periodic tests on children's products 
could be performed on "representative samples," rather than "random 
samples," as our statute previously read. 

Unfortunately, while the Commission unanimously agreed on language 
defining "representative samples", which is what Congress told us to do, 
Commissioner Northup and I could not agree with our colleagues to 
impose burdensome new recordkeeping provisions that have high 
estimated costs and little estimated value. This new recordkeeping would 
be in addition to the significant recordkeeping burden already imposed by 
the Testing Rule. So rather than advance the agreed upon definition, two 
of my colleagues chose over-regulation and let the whole effort fail. No 
doubt this unnecessary and burdensome provision will be back before the 
Commission when the Democrat majority is restored in October. 

Definition of children's product 

The pattern of implementing CPSIA without attempt to balance between 
safety and efficiency has been repeated over and over. In promulgating an 
interpretive rule about the definition of the term children's product, the 
Commission listed four factors but indicated little about how they might 
be applied. Yet, even the five commissioners themselves could not agree 
on whether particular products fell in the definition. But a manufacturer 
must decide early on-at the design and manufacturing stages-whether 
their product is a children's product for tracking 1abe1 and third-party 
testing purposes, knowing that this decision can be second-guessed by the 
CPSC at some later point. Safety is not advanced here, and the costs for 
product sellers in the "truth or consequences" definition guessing game 
are real and severe. 

100 ppm limit for lead content 

Another d ear example of regulatory imbalance was the Conunission's 
decision to drop the lead content limit for children's products from 300 
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parts per million (ppm) (99.96% lead free) to 100 ppm (99.99% lead free). 
This decision was particularly dis turbing because the Commission had 
specific leeway in the statute to impose some balance through its 
judgments concerning the technological feasibility of such action. The 
majority once again chose imbalance and ignored warnings about U1e 
consequences. 

The Commjssion's failure with respect to the lead limit is compounded 
by the testing variability U1at staff described (and which we have heard 
about from manufacturers and importers). 

• "Testing variability means that ensuring compliance with the 100 
ppm limit may require that lead in components or products are, in 
fact, significantly below the limit." t6 "Levels significantly below 100 

ppm may not be technologically feasible for some products." 17 

• "The economic implications of test failures may be quite significant 
and include needless scrapping of failing materials, as well as the 
potential for increased recalls."18 

Among the potential economic impacts, highlighted by staff, of 
lowering the lead content limit to 100 ppm are the following: 

• "Cost increases are likely to be reflected . .. as a combination of price 
increases and reductions in the types and quantities of children' s 
products available to consumers .. .. In some cases, the price 
increases could be significant." 19 

• "[S}omc firms may reduce the selection of children's products they 
manufacture or exit the children' s market altogeth er. In some cases, 
the firms may even go out of business." 20 

16 U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission Staff, Briefing: Techn ological Feasibility of 
100 ppm for Leod Content, 29 (June 22, 2011) (available at http://www.cpsc.gov/library/ 
foi a/foi all/brid/leadl OOlech. pdf). 

l • Td. 

1~ Td. 

,. [d. 

ro Id at 30. 
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• "[ljt is likely that the costs will have relatively greater consequences 
for smaller manufacturers and artisans .... "21 

• "The higher costs associate with metal components will probably 
result in efforts to substitute lower cost materials. Plastics, for 
example might be substituted for metal parts in some products. 
Certain substitutions might affect the utility of the products. The use 
of plastic ... may reduce a product's durability in some 
applications .... " 22 

Noteworthy is the fact that the Commission specifically rejected a safe
harbor remedy suggested by staff to ameliorate these impacts. "A safe 
harbor would be unlikely to result in any adverse health effects but could 
provide some relief to manufacturers of children's products." 23 

Congress's direction to examine the balance of safety and testing costs 

Almost a year after H.R. 2715 (Pub. L. 112-28) became law, we now hope 
to soon receive a staff report addressing public comments and making 
recommendations about how to reduce third party testing burdens. L like 
over 25 other commenters from a wide range of industries and 
organizations, submitted cost reduction proposals for staff to consider (see 
Attachment A). It has been illuminating to see the different issues raised 
by both small and large businesses, domestically and internationally. 
Among several common themes is the overarching message that the costs 
of third-party testing are severely impacting the global supply chain 
without a commensurate advancement in safety- the balance is out of 
whack. 

Here is a sample of concerns illustrating common themes. 

• Harmonization -One of the largest complaints from the public is the 
lack of alignment of mtemational, federal, and state standards. That 
lack of alignment results in higher costs without additional safety . 

n Id. 

22 Id. 

n ld at 31 (emphasis added). 

7 
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• Small volume testing- Many companies still endure high testing costs 
on their small volume productions because they are not so extremely 
small so as to qualify for the small-batch exemption. The result? 
Companies cease to produce small runs, innovation is thwarted, and 
the consumer choice is limited to fewer useful products. 

• Inter-lab variability-Commenters from several industries reported 
inaccuracies among laboratory results, especially with such minute 
levels as the 100 ppm lead requirement. How is safety advanced 
when everyone agrees there are continuing discrepancies? 

• Reducing testing redundancies - Because of liability concerns many 
large retailers require testing to be done by specific third party 
testing laboratories. So if a manufacturer sells to five different 
retailers, then the manufacturer may be required to perform the 
same exact test on the same exact product five times. 

• Over-defining standnrds- Unnecessary testing has been required due 
to overreaching, expansive statutory interpretations, including the 
over-broad identification of children's product safety rules. 

One possible solution to consider is a testing regime that allows 
manufacturers to focus their resources on riskier elements of their 
products, rather than testing benign elements with the same frequency and 
intensity as more dangerous elements. Elements of such a testing regime 
could include first-party testing and production controls, in addition to the 
option of third-party testing. The current testing rule does not provide that 
flex ibility. Another solution would be to exempt partially or wholly from 
thlrd-party periodic testing products for which compliance with applicable 
safety standards is known to be high without mandatory testing. I believe 
that Section 3 of CPSIA may give the agency the ability to reduce testing 
costs in this manner while assuring compliance with safety rules. 

Concluslon 

No one wants to tum back the clock on safety. To say otherwise is 
stretching for a straw-man argument. What is real, however, is the 
unnecessary economic harm our CPSIA regulations have on those who 
manufacture and sell consumer products (see attachment B), and by 
extension, consumers who buy and use them. The balance between safety 

8 
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and efficiency could have been achieved with wise, careful rulemaking. As 
regulators and consumers, we do not live in a risk-free world. Wise 
decisions need to be made about what risks are acceptable, what exposures 
are unavoidable, and what costs are necessary to achieve consumer safety. 

9 
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Attachment A 

Commissioner Nancy A. Nord 

Cost Reduction Proposals 

Cost Driver: Excessive Testing 
• Use risk analysis to determine extent of testing and when third party 

testing should be required, on rule by rule or other basis 
• Provide small volume testing exemption 
• Make clear (through rule and accompanying enforcement policy) that 

retailers may and should rely on testing done by manufacturer or 
importer 

• Permit first party after-sale confirmation testing in some instances or 
other quality control/quality assurance mechanism to enable 
manufacturer to line up back-up component suppliers 

• Establish and implement trusted vendor program 
• Implement staff-proposed alternatives referenced in Testing Rule 

briefing package 

Cost Driver: Third Party Testing 

• Rules of general applicability are not children's product safety rules 
and products subject to them need not be tested by third party 

• Periodic testing need not be performed by third party testing lab 
unless agency determines otherwise for a specific rule. 

• Clarify periodicity requirements in rule 

Cost Driver: Variability of Testing Results 

• Establish range within which results will be accepted. Clarify status 
of de minimis variations 

Cost Driver: Lead, Phthalates and Other Chemical Testing 

• Correlate testing requirements to safety and risk-that is, adopt 
solubility standards instead of content standards 

• Use content testing as safe harbor with solubility testing as a backup 
• Permit Agency to recommend appropriate lead level 
• Permit recycled materials to meet 300 ppm limit rather than 100 ppm 

limit for lead 
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• Use more expansive and clearer definition of "inaccessibility" 
• Implement staff alternatives referenced in briefing package on 100 

ppm 
• Implement more extensive use of screening tests 

Cost Driver: Differing Regulatory Reguirements 

• Evaluate adequacy of the testing regime in the European Union's toy 
safety standard, EN7 l and, if adequate, consider it to be substantial 
equivalent of US standard 

• Align definition of "child care article" with European definition 
• Apply substantial equivalen.cy principle to requirements from other 

jurisdictions 
• Adopt more expansive preemption provisions to address differing 

state and local requirements 
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Attachment B 

Comp!!nies decrusing product lint!! due to 3"' pMlY testin& b1Kdens 

The Handmade Toy Alliance 

[Randall Hertzler, The Handmade Toy AJliance, Comments submitted to CPSC re Application of Th ird 

Party Testing Requirements; Reducing Third Party Testing Burdens, (January 18, 201211 

"The economic burden of additional tests required by the CP51A makes it extremely difficult to 

economically bring these products t o market in the US. Many small batch toy suppliers from the EU 

have been forced to cease exports t o the US or limit the number of products they export.» 

As of January 9, 2012-

Partial List of Retail Businesses Altered or Closed Due to CPSIA (46 companies listed}; 

A Cooler Planet - Chicago, IL 

A Kid's Dream - Conway, AK 

Attic Toys - Naples, FL 

Baby and Beyond - Albany, CA 

Baby and Kids Company - Danville, CA 

Baby Sprout Naturals - Fair Oaks, CA 
Bellies N Babies -Oakland, CA 

Black Bear Boutique - Portland, OR 

Creative Hands - Eugene, OR 

Curly Q Cuties - Texas 

Due M aternity-San Francisco, CA 

Eleven 11 Kids - Santa Rosa, CA 

Esse nee of Nonsense - St Paul, MN 

euroSource LLC - Lancaster, PA 

Fish River Crafts - fo rt Kent, ME 
Gem Valley Toys - Jenks, OK 

Haili nit's Closet - Ellensburg, WA 

Honeysuckle Dreams - Rockville, MO 

Kidbean -Asheville, NC 

Kungfubambini.com - Portland, OR 

LaLaNaturals.com - Bellingham, WA 

Lora's Closet - Berkley, CA 

Magical Mood Toys - Logan, UT 

Mahar Dry Goods - Santa Monica, CA 

Moon Fly Kids - Las Vegas, NV 

Nova Naturals -Williston, VT 

Obabybaby - Berkley, CA 

OOP J - Providence, RI 

Oopsie Dazle - South Jordan, UT 

Phebe Phillips, Inc. - Dallas, TX 

Red Rock Toys - Sedona, AZ 
Storyblox - New Vienna, OH 

Sullivan Toy Co. - Jenks, OK 

The Green Goober - M ineapolis, MN 

The Kids Closet - Rochester, IL 

The Learning Tree -Chicago, IL 

The Lucky Pebble -Kailua. HI 

The Perfect Circle - Bremerton, WA 

The Wiggle Room - Slide I, LA 

Toy Magic - Bethlehem, PA 

Toys From The Heart -Royersford, PA 

Urban Kids Play- Seattle, WA 

Waddle and Swaddle - Berkley, CA 

Whimsical Walney, Inc. -Santa Clara, CA 

Wonderment - Minneapolis, MN 

Wooden You Know - Maplewood, NJ 
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Pani1I list of 2"4 Tier Small batch Ma!lufactu rers w ithiti EU limiting or Ceasing Exoort to the USA due to 

the CPSIA (ZS companies listed.L 

Bartl GMbH dba Wooden Ideas - German 

Brio - Sweden 

Castorland - Poland 

Detoa - Czech Republic 

Eichorn - Germany 

Erzi - Germany 

Finkbeiner - Germany 

Gluckskafer Kinderwelt - Germany 

Gollnest & Kiesel KG (GOKI) - Germany 

Grimm's- Gi;>rmany 

HASA- Germany 

Helga Kreft - Germany 

Hess - Germany 

lntern<1tional Sl eep Products Association 

Joal- Spain 

Kallisto Stoftiere - Germany 

Kathe Kru se - Germ a11Y 

Kepti!l -Jr - The Netherlands 

Kinderkram - Germany 

Margarete Ostheimer - Germany 

Nie, Bodo-Hennig - Germany 

Sa lin - Germany 

Selecta Spielzeug - Germany 

Siku - Germany 

Simba - Germany 

Woodland Magic Imports - France 

(Christopher Hudgins, International Sleep Products Association, Comments submitted to CPSC re 

Application of Third Party Testing Requirements; Reducing Third Party Testing Burdens. (January 23, 

2012l) 

Due to CPSIA and CPSC's new requiremen ts for third party testing: 

• ... expensive tests that can cost $850 to $1650 each to conduct, including the value of the product 

destroyed during the test .. .lfthe new rules require a manufacturer to conduct even 20 tests annually, 

that could add over $30,000 in additional testing cost s. 

These added costs occur at a time when many mattress manufacturers are struggling to recover from 

the recent economic recession, which has significantly reduced sales and forcing many employees to lay 

off workers. Our market, measured in terms of wholesa le dollars and units, shrank from 2007 to 2009 

by nearly 20% and the industry lost more t han $1.2billion in sales. Althoogh the indust ry began to 

recover in 2010, the uncertain economic and regulatory outlook has made employers in the industry 

cau tious about eKpanding too fast. In the last few years, mattress producers and suppliers of every si ze 

have either closed their doors, undergone bankruptcy, or restructured and downsized. Many still 

struggle to remain in business." 

Fasflion Jewelry and Accessories Trade Association 
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[Sheila Millar, Fashio n Jewelry and Accessories Trade ~sociation, Comments submit ted to CPSC re 

Applicat ion of Third Party Testing Requi rements; Reducing Third Party Testing Burdens, (January 23, 

2012)1 

"FJATA recently conducted a survey of its members to assess the impact of testing and certification 

requirements. The resulh emphasize the nature and scope of the burden that t hird party testing 

imposes. 

• Almost 70% of FJATA members responding to the survey reported that products failed third 

party t est ing at amounts within 5% of the target levels. Nearly 50% reported that the test 

results were just over the limit. Another 20% reported that test results were within 10% of 

target limits. 

Most of the testing failures Involved lead. 

92% report having to implement price increases as a direct result of the new burdens imposed 

byCPSIA. 

More than 62% have had to change suppliers to ensure compliance with CPSC requirements. 

24% have substantially reduced product offerings for children as a result of CPSIA. 

• 16% have eliminated children's products from their product lines entirely." 

'"With the exception of a few signif icant multi-national vendors, the majority of FJATA's members are 

small businesses, many of wh ich rema in family owned.~ 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. And again, a welcome to our former colleague. 
It is great to have you here. And, Commissioner Northup, you are 
recognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF ANNE M. NORTHUP 

Ms. NORTHUP .. Thank you. I am delighted to be here, and as the. 
Commissioner that is rotating off the Commission at the end of Oc
tober, this will probably be my last opportunity to share with this 
committee some of my observations and concerns as we go forward. 

I appreciate t he remarks of the other three Commissioners that 
preceded me. I agree with Commissioner Nord, who talked about 
many of the. accomplishments that we have done, the durable. goods 
standards, the mandatory standards, our work at the borders and 
imports. All of those are claims that I think all of us are very sup
portive of. 

But I am going to specifically talk about several examples of the 
impact of what this Commission has done and share it with the 
committee so that they can judge whether or not that is what they 
anticipated when they passed the CPSIA and as they have funded 
this Commission. 

The dropping from 300 parts per million to 100 parts per million 
was done last year. August 1st it took effect. That meant we re
duced from 99.97 percent lead free, to 99.99 percent lead free. Our 
staff found- and I am taking this right out of their proposed pack
age-that it contributed minimally to the overall lead exposure of 
children. That is the benefit of it. Conversely, the Commission's 
economist concluded that mandating the lower lead limit would 
have significant adverse economic impacts, including the use of 
more expensive low-lead materials, costly reengineering of products 
to use lower-lead materials, increased testing costs, increased con
sumer prices, reduction in the type and quality of children's prod
ucts available to consumers, businesses exiting the children's mar
ket, and manufacturers going out of business. 

There is no question that these effects have been felt. Unfortu
nately the businesses that have left the market or that have gone 
out of business are no longer here to testify to you and to provide 
information to you because they have left the market. 

What did this do? This created an enormous new hidden tax on 
consumers and parents. Many, many manufacturers have shared 
with us the bells and whistles that they took out of their products, 
the lack of choices, the fewer models that they offer, the cost in
creases that they have had to pass on to consumers for something 
that has almost no measurable benefit to a child. 

That is the kind of decision that has concerned me throughout 
my term, this sort of out-of-context rulemaking that we do. I know, 
as Members of Congress, that as you pass legislation, you consider 
what is good for consumers. At the same time you consider the un
employment rate, the cost of living, all of the other. global impacts 
that you have that you bear on your shoulders. But when you are 
at the Commission, no one has to think about any of those other 
things. In the name of safety, this Commission has taken actions 
that far ove1Teach any necessary protection to consumers. 

Probably the biggest decision that we made that I have found so 
discouraging, and I think it is important to share with you, is our 
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reversal on unblockable drains. The Virginia Graeme Baker Act re
quired that we protect children, protect the public from deaths in 
pools where-it is called evisceration, where a blockable drain can 
trap a chiJd or an adult so that they cannot become free, and they 
are eviscerated. And after you passed this law, you gave us a great 
deal of choice. We could have backup systems or any other tech
nology that we thought was equal to that. In the meantime Amer
ican inventors came up with several inventions with the ability to 
change a blockable drain to an unblockable drain. And the Com
mission found that that met the requirement. 

After a year, and at great cost to many the pool owners that 
adopted this new technology, the Commission reversed itself be
cause one Commissioner changed their vote. And it meant that 
that unblockable drain cover no longer satisfied the law. And so 
now everyone has to have a backup system. A vacuum alert, which 
is the primary system they use, is not dependable. It goes off when 
it shouldn't. It doesn't go off when it is supposed to, as it didn't in 
Tennessee just last month. It is not available to private pools. It 
is much more expensive. We were overwhelmed with the number 
of letters that came into us and told us that this was a less safe 
direction to take, and yet we proceeded down that direction at 
great cost to the public. 

We estimate over 1,100 pools have closed- not our agency, but 
the association that oversees pools. We know that many States 
have said they simply can't bring pools into compliance, and here 
there was a much less costly, much more available technology that 
could have been available to pools, but was reversed by our Com
mission. I can certainly answer more questions about this if there 
is more time. 

In the end, though, this Commission has made many decisions, 
many rules, completely disregarding the cost, the lack of choice it 
is going to give consumers, the inability of small companies to com
ply with these regulations all in the name of children's safety de
spite the fact that our staff has told us many of these will not in
crease safety for children. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Northup follows:] 
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Chainnan Bono Mack and Ranking Member Butterfield, thank you for the opportunity to 
provide testimony to this Subcommittee in connection with your Oversight of the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission. I have testified before this Committee several 
times since my tenure as a Commissioner began in August 2009. On those occasions, I 
have brought to your attent ion the severe economic impact of the Commission's 
regulations on the American marketplace, and, in particular, the unforeseen adverse 
consequences of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (Cl'SIA). While I do 
not intend to repeat that testimony today, attached is a sample list of businesses impacted 
by the CPSIA, as well as other economic data. 

Since the passage of the CPSIA, both Pres ident Obama and Congress took action 
intended to reduce the economic burdens of excessive and unjustified regulation. In 
January and July 201 I , President Obama issued Executive Orders 13563 and 13579 
calling on regulatory agencies to "afford the public a meaningful opportunity to 
comment" during the rule-making process, "use the best, most innovative. and least 
burdensome tools for achieving regulatory ends" and to "take into account benefits and 
costs [of regulation), both quantitative and qualitat ive." E.0. 13563. The President also 
asked independent regulatory agencies to formulate plans for the retrospective review of 
existing regulations in order to ;'determine whether any such regulations should be 
modified, streamlined, expanded, or repealed so as to make the agency's regulatory 
program more effective or less burdensome in achieving regulatory objectives." E.O. 
13579. 

Congress, for its part, passed in August 2011 , H .R. 271 S, which requires the Commission 
to (I) consider opportunities to reduce the cost of third party testing and permits it to 
prescribe new or revised third party testing regulations if it determines doing so will 
reduce third party testing costs consistent with assuring compliance with applicable 
product safety rules, bans, standards, and regulations; (2) report to Congress those 
opportunities to reduce third party testing costs that would require new legislative 
authorization; (3) exempt from third party testing, or provide an alternative testing 
requirement for, covered products produced by small batch manufacturers; and (4) issue 
standards and protocols calling for "representative" rather than •·random" samples to be 
selected for periodic third party testing to ensure continued compliance following initial 
certification testing. 

While the intent of the President's Executive Orders and ll.R. 2715 are admirable, both 
have fallen short of having the desired impact on the CPSC. Over the past 18 months, the 
Commission·s majority has done nothing to slow the feverish regulatory pace that has 
become the nonn at our agency and refused to provide an opportunity for public 
comment on several of our most controversial and sweeping rules. ft also has yet to 
formulate a plan for retrospective rule review that embraces the President's call for 
mean ingful regulatory burden reduction. Instead, we are hearing new calls for the 
Commission to be free from the obligation to rat ionally justify its rulemaking. 
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Anolher Year of Regulatory Overreach 

Just since August 201 1, lhe Commission majority: 

• reduced the acceptable limit of lead in a children's product from 300ppm to 
I OOppm, notwithstanding CPSC stafr s determination that no health benefit 
would result, while businesses would incur substantial compliance costs; 

• fina lized its very complex and burdensome ntle implementing the CPSIA 
requirement that manufacturers periodically procure third party laboratory tests 
of every component of every children's product to ensure continued compliance 
with all applicable safety standards, irrespective of any risk posed by the product 
or of the cost of the testing, proceeding despite Congress's passage of H.R. 2715 
requiring the Commission to seek public comment on ways to reduce the cost of 
third party testing, letters from members of Congress urging the Commission to 
consider ways to reduce the costs of th ird-party testing before implementing the 
rule, and the recommendation of its professiona I career staff that the rule should 
be reproposed to pennit consideration of public comment; 

• without allowing for notice and a comment period, changed its interpretation of 
the term "unblockable drain" in the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety 
Act, resulting in the closures of hundreds of pool throughout the country, and an 
increase in the risk of pool drain entrapment; and 

• sought to impose addit ional burdensome record-keeping requirements with no 
offsetting benefit to product safety, in its interpretive ru le defining the term 
" representative sample". 

Moreover, none of these actions were preceded by any effort to detennine the qualitative 
or quantitative costs, let alone by consideration of whether the benefits justified the costs, 
or whether Jess burdensome alternatives were avai lable. Clearly, Cass Sunstein, 
Administrator of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affai rs, was not talking about the 
CPSC when he wrote in 112011 op-ed for The Wall Streer .Journal: "This insistence on 
pragmatic, evidence-based. cost-effective rules is what has informed our (the 
Administration' s] regulatory approach over the past two and a halfyears."1 

The Decision to Reduce the Children's Product Lead Limit from 300 ppm to 100 

~ 

A 3-2 majority of the CPSC voted in August 20 l I to require every single children's 
product component to be 99.99% lead free, down from 99.97% lead free . Commission 
scientists determined that the newly banned products containing between .03% and .0 l % 
lead contributed minimally to the overall lead exposure of children (a.k.a. the benefit). 
Conversely. the Commission's economists concluded that mandating the lower lead limit 
would have significant adverse economic impacts, including the use of more expensive 
low-lead materials; the costly reengineering of products to use lower lead materials or to 

1 Cass Sunslcin. "2 J .. Century Regulation: An Update on the President's Reforms," The Wall Streer 
Jt>~mal. May 25, 2011. 
hnp:i!On linc. wsj .comiarticle!SB I 0001424052 7023040665045 7634523049261 J7n.html 
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make newly noncompliant components inaccess ible; increased testing costs; increased 
consumer prices; reductions in the types and quantity of children's products available to 
consumers; businesses exiting the children's product market; manufacturers going out of 
business; reduction in the utility and durability of products (a.k.a. the cost). This is a rule 
that would have failed the cost-benefit test. 

The Premature Finalization of the Periodic Testing Rule. 

H.R. 2715 was enacted on August 12, 20 l l, and contains a number of provisions to 
lessen the cost and burden of third-party testing and certification of every component of a 
children's product. These provisions include exempting certain products entirely from 
third-party testing and certification, directing the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
to provide relief to small batch manufacturers, and requiring the Commission to seek 
public comment on ways to reduce the cost of third-party testing for all manufacturers 
and importers. l l .R. 2715 thus signaled Congress's intent to reduce such testing 
whenever possible consistent with assuring product safety. 

The decision to finali1.e the third-party testing rule based on the original 2008 CPSIA 
statutory language, rather than repropose it to solicit public comment on the new is.sues 
raised by H .R. 2715, comp I icate.s comp I iance by an a lready overburdened regulated 
community. The third-party testing nile (often referred to as the Fifteen Month Ruic), 
codified at 16 C.F.R. § 1107, is the largest and most widely applicable rulemaking the 
Commission has ever undertaken. Jt includes the promulgation of protocols and 
standards for the additional third-party testing after cc11ifica1ion Tests of sufficienr 
samples have already been performed of a certified children's product to ensure 
continued compliance with all applicable safety standards. Jt applies both when there is a 
material change in the product and periodically, during production, even in the absence of 
a reason to believe a certified product is no longer compliant. This rule may be the most 
intrusive imposition of requirements on a segment of the manufacturing community ever. 
Its prescriptive mandates insinuate the Commission deeply into the production process of 
any company that manufactures a children's product for the United States market. 

According to the CPSC's economists, " [t]he costs of the third-party testing requirements arc 
expected to be significant for some manufacturers and arc expected to have a 
disproportionate impact on small and low-volume manufacturers." Just the costs of testing 
alone -- excluding the costs of samples consumed in destructive tests, the costs of shipping 
the samples to the testing laboratories, and any related ad min istracive and record keeping 
activity - is expected to consume over eleven percent of a small manufacturer's revenue. 
Given that a typical profit is only about five percent of revenue, it is reasonable to expect a 
large number of small business closures resulting from the third-party testing requirement. 
They cannot simply raise their prices and remain competitive. 

Further, Commission economists predict that in response to the "significant increase in their 
costs due to the final rule", manufacturers will redesig11 their products to reduce the features 
and component parts, reduce the number of children's products they offer, exit the children 's 
product market, or go out of business completely. The costs associated with the new rule are 
also expected to be a " barrier that inhibits new tinns from entering the chi ldren's product 
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market'', including, in particular, ones serving a niche market, such as products for children 
with disabilities. Safety and performance related innovation will also be stymied, as 

manufacturers "delay implementing some improvements to a product's design or 
manufacturing process in order to avoid the costs of third party tes ting." 

By hastily finalizing the testing and certification rule, the Commission finali?.ed the rule 
without considering the cost reducing measures urged by Congress, let alone ensuring that its 
benefits j ustify its substantial costs. 

The Revocation of the More Protective Definition ofUnblockable Drain. 

The VGB Act requires public pools and spas with a single main drain which is small 
enough to be completely covered by a human body and thus create a life-threatening 
suction (known as a "blockable drain"), to be equipped with a system to prevent 
entrapment. These systems are often referred to as "backup systems". Although five 
systems/devices are enumerated in the Act as permissible backup systems, the 
Commission has long recognized the safety vacuum release system to be the most 
commerdally viable and therefore most likely to be used by pool owners. " Unblockable 
drains" were exempt from the requirement to have one of these back-up systems, because 
their s ize and/or configuration prevented a deadly suction from ever occurring 

ln April 2010, foll owing extensive input from the public, the Commission issued a final 
ru le that interpreted the phrase "unblockable drain" to inc lude an "unblockable dra in 
cover." As a result, pools and spas with a sing le main drain equipped with an 
appropriately sized "unblockable drain cover" were not requi red also to be equipped with 
a vacuum rekase or other back-up system. 

The Comm ission adopted this definition based on the recommendation of its staff of 
career technical experts. Jn their opinion, an unblockable drain cover is superior to a 
vacuum release back-up system because it prevents all entrapments. A vacuum release 
system, in contrast, only protects against one kind of entrapment (evisceration), only 
stops an entrapment incident after it has already occurred, and does so only after a delay 
of up to 4 seconds. As a consequence, once an evisceration takes place, it is a lready too 
late for a vacuum release to save a child. And the back-up system does not protect 
against other types of entrapments such as hair entrapment, mechanical (i.e ., necklace) 
entrapment, or limb entrapment. 

Besides the built-in limitations of the vacuum release systems, their unpred ictability in 
practice has been well documented by those who are responsihle for aquatic systems, 
including pool managers, pool maintenance companies, public safety experts and public 
and private recreation managers. The repeated complaints of malfunction include 
unwarranted shut off, failure to shut off, incompatibility wilh the filtration and cleaning 
systems and regular disconnection as a result o f repeated failures. Just las t month in 
Tennessee a child was rescued just in time after the vacuum system backup fai led to 
engage. 
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The Commission acted in accordance with the expert advice of its technical staff. It did 
s.o only after also considering the contrary views presented by the inventor of the vacuum 
release system, who wanted the Commission to mandate the use of his product; pool 
safety advocates, many of whom were influenced and mobilized by the backup system 
manufac turer; and, a few members of Con1,'Tess who had been lobbied by the back-up 
system manufacturer. While these parties argued that an unb lockable drain cover does 
not provide the "layers of protection'' required by the VGD Act, a majority of 
Commissioners recogni~ed that the VGB Act's overriding intent to prevent child 
drowning was best served by reasonably and lawfully interpret ing "unblockable drain" to 
include these newly invented systems that cover a blockable drain and convert it to an 
unblockable drain. The wisdom of their judgment is confirmed by the fact that, since that 
time, there has not been a single entrapment incident in a pool equipped with a compliant 
unblockable drain cover. 

Then, in September 2011, Commissioner Bob Adler, who had previously voted with the 
majority, placed on the agenda a vote to revoke our original interpretation of 
"unblockable drain" to no longer permit consideration of these new covers. Moreover, 
Commissioner Adler and his two Democrat colleagues did so without notice to the public 
or any opponunity for public comment, and without a public briefing before the vote. 
They even refused my colleague Nancy Nord's request to at least notify, prior to the vote, 
the state agencies responsible for pool administration and safety and obtain their input. 
And after the majority rushed through this significant change, the Chair took the virtually 
unprecedented step of choosing not to issue a press re lease even informing the public of 
rhe Commission 's decision. 

While the vacuum release systems can be expensive to purchase, the real cost can be their 
integration with the other complicated systems including the compressors, the pump, che 
filtration cleaning process and the state health codes that require water turnover at 
specific rates. At the pool to which I belong, the price of compliance went from an 
original price of several thousand dollars to almost $50,000 for final installation. It is 
therefore not surprising that we later learned from numerous municipal park and 
recreation departments, as well as nonprofit groups created 10 promote aquatic recreation 
safety, that, as a result of the Commission's precipitous and inexplicable action, many 
state, municipal and other public pool operators will be unable to afford th is new and 
expensive mandate coming shortly on the heels of the expensive work required to come 
into compliance with the Commission's original interpretation. As a result, many public 
pools opened late or closed, w ith the brunt of the losses suffered by economically
disadvantaged regions. There have been no injuries associated with compliant pool 
drains since 2008. But the CPSC estimates that 4400 children under 15 suffered 
emergency room treated submersion injuries in 201 I. Children cannot learn to swim in 
closed pools, and economically disadvantaged children are at the greatest risk of 
drowning. 
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To date, over 1100 pools have closed throughout the country as a result of the cost of 
maintaining their opcration.2 This outcome is inconsistent with even the most basic 
concepts of rational cost-benefit based ru lemaking. 

This abrupt change in the law has also put out of business the manufacturers of 
unblockable drain covers, who no longer have a market for their product. Cash strapped 
public pool owners required to insta ll vacuum release systems wi ll not also bear the 
additional cost of an unblockable drain cover when it is no longer required. 
Unfortunately, the absence from the market ofunblockable dra in covers also leaves 
private pool owners without the most effective means to prevent drain entrapment in 
pools with single main drains. And many who are unable to afford even the inferior 
protection of a vacuum release system will be left with no protection against drain 
entrapment. Ironically, the Virginia Graeme Baker Act was named after a little girl who 
was eviscerated in the drain of her family's private pool. The Commission's 
reinterpretation makes it more likely other families will suffer the same tragic loss. 

The Attempt to Impose Unjustifiablv Burdensome Recordkeeping Requirements 
with the lntcri1retation of"Rcprcscntative Sample". 

Jn H.R. 2715, Congress changed the sampling requirements for periodic testing .from 
using random samples to representative samples. This provided significant relief to 
manufacturers, because " random" sample has a highly technical/mathematical meaning in 
manufacturing processes, as distinguished from '"representative' sample, \\Ti ich has only a 
common usage meaning. Congress directed the Commission to establish protocols and 
standards for testing ''representative samples". 

The Draft Final rule for the testing of representative samples prepared by CPSC staff 
properly recognized Congress' intent by defining "representative" according to its 
common meaning. It afforded manufacturers the flexibility to select samples that best 
suited their product and production process, so long it provided a basis for inferring the 
compliance of the untested samples. 

But the Draft Final rule also included costly new record keeping requirements that we re 
not mandated by law. The draft final rule would have required the creation and 
maintenance of records that our own economists estimate would cost manufacturers 
$32.3 million in the first year alone. with another $1.3 mill ion to $6.5 million every year 
thereafter. And this cost is in addition to the enormous burden of the record keeping 
already required by 16 C.F.R. part 1107 - Testing and Labeling Pertaining to Product 
Certification. Regardless of which o f the three ahernati11e test ing interva ls a 
manufacturer selec ts to comply with the continued testing requirement under that rule, it 
must create and maintain for five years extensive records that fa r exceed what is 
necessary to ensure continued compliance under the Cl'SIA and to facilitate enforcement. 

'Mick 1'iel$0n, USA Swimming. Perronal lnter"iew, July 24, 2012 
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These addit ional recordkeeping burdens were not imposed because my colleague Nancy 
Nord and I were able to block approval o f the rule. Bot there can be little doubt that 
when the Democrats regain their majority al the end of my tenn in October 2012, there 
will still be no cost-benefit analysis, and the rccor<lkeeping requirements of the 
representarive sample role will become law. 

Little Hope for the Future 

Opportunities remain for the Commission to ameliorate the unjustified burdens it has 
imposed on the industries it regulates, but I fear the formation of a majority with the will 
to do so is doubtful. The Commission has yet to fonnulate a plan for meaningful rule 
review, and the Chair is seeking new opportunities to regulate without regard for cost. 

The railure to Complete a Rule Review Plan 

In July 2011. the President gave each independent regulatory agency 120 days to develop 
and release to the public a plan for the periodic review of its existing significant 
regulations to determine whether any should be modified, streamlined, expanded, or 
repealed so as to make the agency's regulatory program more effective or less 
burdensome in achieving regulatory objectives. Under Chairman Tenenbaum's 
l~adership. staff did not present a draft plan to the Commission until the end of April 
2012. Since that time, I have become increasingly pessimistic about the prospects that a 
Commission majority will agree to undertake meaningful rule review within the spirit of 
the President's request. 

I have two principal conct:ms with the draft plan released lo the public that, unless there 
is a change in the regulatory philosophy of the Democrats on the Commission, are 
unlikely to be allayed. First, rule review should, as the President requested, focus on the 
reduction ofregulatory burdens, with prioritization for review given to those rules that 
impose the greatest burden on commerce. The goal of regulatory review should be to 
meaningfully reduce regulatory burdens. Instead, the drafi plan expands the scope of the 
rules subject to review to include very minor provisions, and does not call for 
prioritization based on cost or any other measurable burden. In fact, the Democrats 
recently made the disingenuous claim in an op-ed that they were doing more than the 
President requested by potentially selecting for review any Commission regulation, not 
just significant ones. But this expansion in scope has already had its intended effect: the 
draft plan calls for the retrospective review of two minor and obsolete rules that have 
long since been superseded by other requirements. Thus, by claiming to do more, the 
Democrats seek political cover for a plan that does less. It also places equal, if not 
greater emphasis, on selecting ru les with the intent co ''st rcnt,'lhen'' them and thereby 
increase the burdens they impose. . 

Second, a full cost-benefit analysis - in the President's words, both qualitative and 
quantitative - should be performed on those rules that are selected for review. Otherwise, 
the President's goal of ensuring that benefits justify costs cannot possibly be achieved. 
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In deference to the Commission's internal rules discouraging public disclosure of privatt: 
deliberations, I w ill not detail the Commissioners' efforts to negotiate a compromise rule 
review plan. Suffice it to say that we would not still be negotiating three months after 
receiving staff's draft plan ifa Commission majority shared these core principals. 

Efforts to Exempt More Rules from Cost-Denefit Analwis 

Under exist ing law, the CPSC cannot promulgate a consumer product safety rule until it 
has performed an analysis of the potential benefits and costs of the rule. That ana lys is 
must then show that the benefits expected from the rule bear a reasonable relationship to 
its costs and that the rule imposes the least burdensome requirement to reduce the risk of 
injury. 1 lowever, the CPSIA took the i:xtraordinary step of exempting the Commission 
from those requirements as we established new mandatory rules governing certain toddler 
and infant products. 

Having had the freedom to regulate without the need for a rational justification, the Chair 
now seeks to expand those powers. ln her July 17, 20 I 2, testimony before the Senate 
Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Financial Services and General 
Government, Chairman Tenenbaum urged the Subcommittee to amend the Flammable 
Fabrics Act to permit "this type of flexibility for rules regarding flammability of 
upholstered furniture" because it "would bi: very helpful and may allow for expedited 
consideration of the proposed ru les." 

The Commission has been studying means to address the risk o f the fl ammability of 
upholstered fu rn iture and contemplating potential rulemaking/or over twenty years. 
Action has yet to be taken because it is such a complicated issue, both in terms of 
demonstrating the efficacy of risk reduction alternatives, and ensuring that they do not 
have unintended and more harmful consequences, such as has occurred with the 
introduction of potentially hazardous flame retardant chemicals in California. 

There is no doubt that a proposed rule addressing the fl ammability of fabrics could be 
"expedi ted" if there was no need to establish the efficacy of the rule, o r that its 
quantitative and qualitative costs are justified. But such rulemaking would likely close 
businesses, increase the cost to American consumers, and reduce choices and options in 
the market, all for unproven benefits. This is exactly what both Congress and the 
President recognize is undermining the country's economic recovery. 

Many speeches have been made and much has written by both the current administration 
and Congress urging federal regu latory agencies to reduce the crushing costs of excessive 
regulat ion by following the simple common sense approach of measuring the coses and 
benefits of regulation, and only imposing j ustified burdens. Three years as a 
Commissioner has taught me how di flicult such a seemingly simple approach can be, 
when it is obstructed by individuals whose regulatory philosophy is: more is better, and 
don't bother me about the cost. 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Commissioner, and again, I thank 
you all very much for your testimony and for your hard work and 
your dedication to these issues. 

And now I recognize myself for 5 minutes for questioning and 
would like to direct my first question to Commissioner Tenenbaum. 
It might be a little. bit outside. of the ordinary question you get , but 
something that I have been looking at and you all came screaming 
to mind is the problem with bath salts. In recent months the news 
has been overflowing of the reports on the healt h implications of 
designer drugs that are sold and labeled as bath salts. The CDC 
has reports on file that date back to 2010 showing numerous in
stances. of people being hospitalized and even dying from these sub
stances. Despite the fact that the DEA has banned some ingredi
ents, online pharmacies and small minimart-type stores continue to 
sell them. They are labeled bath salts, and they clearly say on 
them "not for human consumpt ion." And it is an attempt to avoid 
the DEA ban. And despite that fact, there is no legitimate purpose 
as a bath salt. 

Does the CPSC have any jurisdiction to regulate the sale of prod
ucts like legitimate bath salts? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
That may fall under the category of cosmetics under the Food 

and Drug Administration, but I would like to check with our legal 
staff when I return to the Commission and get you an answer for 
that. But it might be a cosmetic and, as such, would not be under 
our jurisdiction. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Has this ever risen to the level of your inter
est? Have you seen it out there? Have you seen the stories and 
said, "Can I take a look at that?" 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I have. seen the stories. I don't believe our staff 
has investigated it because it might not fall under our jurisdiction. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Could you possibly take a look and see if there 
is- I mean, these have very seriously--

Ms. TENENBAUM. Certainly, I certainly will. 
Mrs. BONO MACK [continuing]. Dangerous substances that are 

out there, and I would hope that Commissioner Adler as well would 
take a strong look at that and see how we can throw the kitchen 
sink without these dangerous bath salts. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. And we also could meet with the FDA to talk 
about how jointly we could address the hazards. So we will follow 
up on that for you. 

Mrs. BONO MACK.. I appreciate it very much. 
Also something, I did send you a letter, Commissioner 

Tenenbaum, about the thought of launching a Facebook fan page. 
Can you tell me what the status of the Commission's plans are? 
Did you happen to send a letter back to me on this matter? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No. First of all, all the Commissioners have 
voiced support for the concept of having social media and using so
cial media to educate the public on risks such as soft bedding, car
bon monoxide, drowning, and furniture ti p-overs. There is an issue, 
however, on whether or not Facebook would violate section 6(b) of 
the CPSA, which requires us that if we obtain information on a 
manufacturer, that we cannot give that information out publicly 
without obtaining the. consent of the manufacturer. So the. issue is 
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can someone-if we had a Facebook, and a person posted some
thing about a manufacturer as a comment, would that mean we ob
tained information; as such would we have to scrub all of that in
formation and ascertain its accuracy before it is posted? That 
would require too much resources from the Commission. 

So we have not made a decision. Our. general counsel's office is 
continuing to work on all of the issues, and we will provide you 
with that memorandum when or if we decide to go forward with 
Face book. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. So to clarify, the general counsel just has not 
opined on that matter yet at all? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. She. and her staff have worked hard on that, 
and it is not completed. Other offices in the Commission, other 
Commissioners had raised other legal issues that required more 
legal research, and so they have not finished that memorandum. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. 
And Commissioner Northup? 
Ms. NORTHUP. Madam Chair,. I think it would mislead, misrepre

sent the position of at least myself and maybe Commissioner Nord 
that we are all in support of opening a Facebook page. While we 
acknowledge that we can understand the benefit, I, at least, and, 
I think, Commissioner Nord, believe it absolutely would violate the 
overarching rules in our Commission, and that 6(b) is not exactly 
as the chairman described it. That sort of misrepresents 6(b)'s re
quirements. 

But I would also point out to you that the database, in the data
base, that you all suspended the 6(b) requirements for the data
base, and then we wrote that rule, and it is now under attack in 
the courts. Someone has filed suit against us that they have not
that we have violated the laws. If we lose that case,. it would al
most certainly say that any putting up of Facebook would violate 
the protections of 6(b). 

And I might say it will make-if we lose that case, we could pos
sibly undo millions of dollars of work we have done on this and 
have to rewrite the rule, something that I claimed all the way 
through the process. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you very much. 
At this point I will recognize Mr. Butterfield for 5 minutes. 
Mr. BU'ITERFIELD. I thank the chairman, and also thank the 

gentlelady from Illinois for sitting in the Chair for me this morn
ing. I have had a very busy morning, and I thank her very much. 

In March 2011, I wrote. a letter to Chairman Upton and to the 
chairman of this subcommittee asking that the subcommittee hold 
a hearing concerning questions about the level of protection new 
and used football helmets provide athletes of all ages. In particular, 
concerns had been raised around this t ime about what kind of inju
ries can be prevented with the football helmet, and about whether 
used helmets. continue to provide a sufficient level of protection 
against the injuries they are designed to guard against. 

So far this subcommittee hasn't acted to look further into these 
issues. I understand the CPSC has been engaged on these issues 
since they first drew scrutiny, and that you plan to become more 
engaged through a new initiative with the NFL and the CDC, 
among others.. So I am going to ask the. Chairman,. Chairman 
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Tenenbaum, can you please discuss all aspects of the work the 
CPSC is doing in this area, the status of that work, and where you 
plan or might like to see these efforts go? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. I would be happy to talk about our 
work with the NFL. Like you, I am very concerned with the brain 
injuries in football and sports,. especially those that affect young 
people, high school and college athletes. Because these injuries 
have such devastating consequence, this issue has been a priority 
for me. And our efforts have a short-, medium-, and long-term 
focus. 

In the short term, we would like to have a partnership with the 
NCAA, and the NFL, and the CDC, major manufacturers, and the 
voluntary standards to see what kind of reconditioning steps that 
we can take. All manufacturers with the exception of one have 
agreed to put a label on the new helmet which says the date that 
the helmet was manufactured, and gives a date that it should be 
reconditioned, optimally within 10 years. 

We also have worked with the NFL and will be making an
nouncements this weekend in order to drive a culture change and 
have education in terms of how to avoid head injuries when playing 
football. Also, the NFL has funded a program for four communities 
where they will give helmets to schools where economically dis
advantaged youth play. So these new helmets will help tremen
dously as well. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Well, thank you for your work in that area. Is 
there anything we can or should do legislatively to support what 
you are doing? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we have-the research on helmets is not 
complete in terms of we have not found that there is a helmet that 
will prevent concussions. So we hope to monitor that .. We hope this 
committee will stay interested in that and work with us on it be
cause that would ultimately prevent injuries. 

Mr. Bu1"rERFIELD. Thank you. 
Mr. Adler, is there anything that you can add to this conversa

tion about helmets? 
Mr. ADLER. What I want to add is. my personal thanks and com

mendation to the Chair for taking this on as a personal task and 
for dedicating a very valuable staff person to go around the country 
and work on this. I think what you have heard from the results 
that she has discussed are really wonderful results. I think she de
serves almost total credit for doing that, and I think it is an impor
tant endeavor, and I hope it continues. 

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Well, when I met with her in my office a few 
months ago, she told me it was one of her priorities. 

Mr. ADLER. Well, it is, and I think she and her staff have done 
an excellent job. 

Mr. BUTIERFIELD. Yes. All right. 
Let's see. One of the biggest victories for consumers, consumer 

advocates, and those of us who believe in government transparency 
was the creation through CPSIA of the publicly available Con
sumer Product Safety Information Database. This database 
launched in March of last year at www.saferproducts.gov. There 
consumers can both file safety complaints about consumer products 
and view complaints by other consumers that have met the stand-
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ards for inclusion in the database. And before Congress mandated 
creation of this database, the American public had almost no access 
to information provided by consumers to the CPSC about injuries 
from the products they use. 

Let me ask the Chairman or Mr. Adler, can you please discuss 
some of the statistics. and trends you are seeing related to the data
base, like how many complaints are being filed and what types of 
complaints, et cetera? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We receive on average 600 per month. In total 
we received a little. over- almost 9,600 reports of harm posted on 
the saferproducts.gov as of July the 27th of this year. Over 1,000 
of these. reports have been assigned to follow-up by our investiga
tors, resulting in 875 completed investigations to date. 

There were some on the Commission that said this would be a 
place where trial lawyers would try to salt the database. We have 
found that 97 percent of all reports are of consumers who own the 
product and who have had experience personally with the product. 
The three top categories have been kitchen appliances, 33 percent; 
nursery equipment or supplies is about 8 percent; and toys are 
about 5 percent. 

When you amended the CPSA to Public Law 112- 28, you asked 
to us require the serial number. We found that the model of the 
serial number now, 88 percent are filling that portion in; 88 per
cent is. nonblank. So we. have. used it to recall two. products, and 
we think that it has been generally well accepted. 

Mr. BUTIERFIELD. Thank you. I believe my time is expired. I 
thank you, and I thank you all of the Commissioners for the service 
that you render to our country. 

I yield back. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Mr. Butterfield. 
The Chair recognizes Mr. Guthrie for 5 minutes. 
Mr. GUTHRIE. Thank you, Madam Chairman, for the recognition, 

and thank you for my colleague from Kentucky here with us today, 
and who some of you may know, or may not know, her sister was 
one of our great Olympians in 1984. And so talking about swim
ming pools and. athletes here. today, it is really-how proud she 
made Kentucky and how proud she made America. 

There is another Louisvillian, I can tell this, Chris Burke. Many 
of you know about Chris. He played at St. X. He hit the walk-off 
home run for Houston to beat the Braves. And somebody said 
about him, said when he was. like 6, he was out hitting the ball 
every day. And they said he lived a moment of a lifetime~ but he 
spent a lifetime getting to that moment. You know how hard our 
Olympic athletes are working to get there, and it is always great 
to praise your sister. Those great billboards in Louisville are al
ways fun to see. 

In Shelby County in my district, there is a table saw manufac
turer, and I am not going to ask a question, I just want to bring 
up-and their concern, you were going down-the Commissioner is 
looking at table saw technology, and nobody is saying that what
the technology you are looking at is not safer and makes things 
safer. Their concern is, is it patented, and the expense of it. So just 
making sure that there are some-as we look at new standards as 
opportunities for other types of technologies and things move for-
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ward, that creates the same kind of safety standards. So I just 
wanted to bring that forward. 

But I want to talk to Commissioner Northup on the President 
has issued Executive Orders on regulations, and he talked in the 
State of the Union how the regulations are strangling the economy 
in a lot of ways, and putting forth opportunities to. move forward. 
I think there were two Executive Orders, and I guess my ques
tion-I can tell you what they are, but I think you guys are aware 
of them; if not, I can go through. But I just want to know what the 
CPSC has done to implement the Executive Orders of the President 
on reviewing regulations. 

Ms. NORTHUP. Well, we are considering a package iight now, al
though it has been a couple of months. It has been sort of dangling 
out there without agreement. 

Let me just say that the President and Mr. Cass Sunstein have 
both written extensively about it. They have both said their pri
mary purpose, and I have a quote iight here, is to insist on prag
matic, evidence-based,. cost-effective rules, They specifically talked 
about looking at major rules, rules that affected a significant por
tion of the economy. They also talked about doing cost-benefit anal
ysis. 

You have seen both in the previous testimony of the Chair in the 
Senate and now Commissioner Adler today the sort of resistance to 
cost-benefit analysis, that the benefit has to. justify the cost. And 
this has been something we have publicly debated. I think that in 
the name of safety, you can just about adopt the most expensive, 
as we have seen, new standards that drive businesses out of busi
ness. So I believe we ought to do some cost-benefit analysis on the 
rules that we look at. 

The second thing is we. need to look at major rules, and this year, 
for example, we have talked about two retrospective ones. One is 
the testing of toy caps. Toy caps, that is an old standard, was-has 
long been out of date. Nobody uses it. It was absolutely a nothing 
regulation. Nobody was using it. It has been overcome by the new 
F963 toy standards, new testing standards. And so to say we used 
retrospective review to. bring the toy cap standards into modern 
times is to ignore, in my opinion, the intention of the Executive Or
ders and the spirit of them. 

And so as we talk about what our plan is going forward, I think 
we should agree that we are going to look at major rules, rules that 
have a significant economic impact as the President and Mr. 
Sunstein have talked about in their articles and, secondly, agree 
that we will do some cost-benefit analysis, and the conclusion of 
cost-benefit is that the benefit will be in proportion to the cost. 

Right now we have Reg Flex analysis. You will hear some of the 
Commissioners talk about, well, isn't that enough? But we have 
blown through rule after rule where it is clear that the analysis of 
the. economic impact does not justify. the new safety. It didn't mat
ter. With Reg Flex analysis, all you have to do is the analysis; you 
don't have to create a finding that it is justified. 

Mr. GUTHRIE. Well, thank you. I am about out of time. And I just 
want to say, as we look at the reg review process in your Commis
sion and all over, in terms of just the number of regs that we were 
looking at, what is actually hurting the economy?. And there is a 
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cement plant, Louisville Cemex over on Dixie Highway, that is in 
my district actually that is threatened by some regulations coming 
forward. So we can look at numbers of regs to look at or what actu
ally makes big impact, and we need to look at ones that make big 
impact on the economy. 

I yield back. 
Ms. NORTHUP. Of course, I agree. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. 
And, Ms. Schakowsky, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you. 
You know, I am looking at yom testimony, Commissioner Nord

no, I guess it was Northup-and you have in t here "the feverish 
regulatory pace." You know, we passed the CPSIA 4 years ago, and 
this idea that somehow we are in a feverish regulatory pace-and 
it was in Mr. Adler's testimony that in the 31 years that-since the 
CPSC was saddled with unique requirements, I think you are talk
ing about the emphasis on cost-benefit analysis, there were nine 
consumer product safety rules, over roughly one every 3 Yz years. 
And so in the last 4 years, I am happy to say there is 10 safety 
rules that came out. 

And, you know, I mean, I have worked with kids in danger on 
this crib stuff for a very long time, and the play yards for a very 
long time. I don't think that most consumers would think this is 
about a feverish regulatory pace of finally getting this done. 

So I want to ask you, Chairman Tenenbaum, how would the old 
way have impacted your ability to improve the safety of durable in
fant and toddler goods? Would you have been able to promulgate 
the crib rule as quickly as you did, or the play yard rule, and what 
impact would that have had on the safety of our children, which 
ought to be, it seems to me, the chief focus of the hearing today? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you, Congresswoman Schakowsky. 
We would not have been able to promulgate the infant durable 

nursery equipment rules on the schedule that Congress mandated 
that we promulgate them. We are required under the CPSIA to put 
forth two rules every 6 months on durable nursery equipment. 
Since the CPSC- CPSIA passed, we have written 41 rules, all of 
which were required by the law. We have not gone off afield and 
created rules. All of the rules were required of us under the CPSIA. 
So had we not been able to work with the standards committee and 
industry to write the standards for the crib and then adopt it as 
our rule, it would have taken years to do cost-benefit analysis. 

I am not against cost-benefit analysis. I think sometimes it is 
justified, but when you are looking at trying to have rules that pro
tect the safety of children and infants as this Congress-as Con
gress passed under CPSIA, having the Administrative Procedures 
Act helped us expedite the process, and we worked hand in glove 
with industry. Industry helped write these rules. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you. 
Ms. NORTHUP. May I respond? 
Ms .. SCHAKOWSKY .. Actually I have a question for Mr .. Adler on a 

totally different subject, and I just want to get it in, because I have 
a-l am cochair of a seniors. task force of the Democratic Caucus. 
And you briefly mentioned. about older Americans and a particular 
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vulnerability, and I am just wondering if you could explain that a 
little further. 

Mr. ADLER. Yes. One of the things that the Congress has been 
particularly sensitive to is vulnerable populations. And as it turns 
out, the vulnerable population we have been dedicating our atten
tion and resources to over the years, properly so, has been infants. 
But as part of this growing, almost exploding demographic, I have 
been very concerned about the impact of dangerous products on the 
senior population. 

If you look at the injury patterns for seniors, they almost always 
exceed the population at large. It is not as though- and falls are 
a huge part of it, and fires are another huge part. 

There are a number of products that we could probably take 
some measures to help the elderly with, and I will give you just 
one quick example. The Commission just wrote a section 104 rule 
for infant bed rails. Well, as it turns out, the elderly suffer death 
at a much greater rate from bed rails than infants do. 

And it may well be that the fix for adult bed rails is not too dif
ferent from infant bed rails. In other words, there are many, many 
projects that we ought to be addressing themselves to. 

The CDC just came up with a national plan for dealing with 
childhood injuries, and I have called for a national plan with CDC 
for adult injuries as well. It is a very, very important issue, and 
I hope to convince my colleagues to pay more attention to it. And 
I thank you for asking. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you. 
I am out of time, and I yield back. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Ms. Schakowsky. 
The Chair recognizes the vice chair of the subcommittee, Mrs. 

Blackburn, for 5 minutes. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Thank you, Madam Chairman; and thank you 

all for being with us this morning. Nice and timely. I will have to 
say you have created quite a little stir in the last week over an 
issue of Buckyballs. And I would just like to ask, Madam Chair
man, how it is that you have taken such a hard-line stance against 
Buckyballs. 

And I tell you, reading all this and looking at it after the infor
mation came out, and having two grandchildren, one that just 
turned four and one that just turned three, you can compare this 
to toys like Hungry Hungry Hippo, which comes with all these 
marbles. It has been on the market for about 30 years. There is a 
Fishing Well that also comes with marbles. It has been on the mar
ket for a long time. These are toys that we play with. 

So you know what I am having a hard time doing is under
standing how you could come down against Buckyballs and 
Buckycubes when it is clearly noted that they are for children ages 
14 and above and Hungry Hungry Hippo and Fishing Well are for 
children that are 3 and above. So it doesn't make a whole lot of 
sense to me as to what you are doing. So I was wondering: Why? 

Ms .. TENENBAUM. Well,. I appreciate that question. It certainly is 
timely. 

I want to explain to you why we cannot comment. on the. merits. 
We. did not ban Rare Earth magnets, which is. what Buckyballs and 
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the category that they are. We referred the matter to an adminis
trative law judge. That administrative law--

Mrs. BLACKBURN. I am going to stop you right there, if I may, 
please, ma'am. 

You made the decision to go ahead with the recall, didn't you? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, we did not. We made the decision to refer 

the matter to an administrative law judge. That judge will make 
the determination what to do with the product. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. What caused you to make that decision? We as 
Members of Congress have the right to ask you that question. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we will be the appellate body if the ad
ministrative law judge's decision--

Mrs. BLACKBURN. All right. Then let's talk about the administra
tive law judge. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I just wanted to lay the groundwork why I can't 
really get into the merits. Because we will be the appellate judges, 
so to speak. 

So let me say that we have a well-documented record as being 
alarmed by the serious and hidden hazards to children. The dif
ference between Rare Earth magnets and marbles is that marbles 
do not cling together in the intestine. Children have had-a large 
number of children have had invasive surgery to remove these balls 
once they are in their intestine because they clamp, causing a huge 
blockage. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. They are clearly labeled "Not for Children." So 
let me ask you this: What about sparklers? We have just had July 
4th. So why don't you outlaw sparklers? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We do set limits on sparklers in terms of the 
heat they can generate. We do have rules. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. But you have injuries. You don't issue recalls. 
We have just built a playhouse for the grandsons. My husband 

engineered this great thing. He had all sorts of power tools out 
there, and they had their little Black & Decker play set. What 
about power tools? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. There are a number of hazard in the market
place. That is why the Consumer Product Safety Commission ex
ists. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. What about alcoholic beverages? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. There certainly are. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. You have always got these alcohol poisoning 

cases and things of that nature. 
So let me go back to this administrative law judge.CPSC does not 

have an administrative law judge, correct? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, we referred this to an administrative law 

judge for a hearing, and that judge will determine whether or not 
the product-

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Where is that judge going to come from? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. That judge would be right here in Washington, 

DC, probably, or it might be in Maryland. 
Mrs .. BLACKBURN. So when this case is filed, the. lawyers who try 

the. case have. to be separated from those who. advise. the. Commis
sion, correct?. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is correct. 
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Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. Now that the lawyers all work together in 
the Office of the General Counsel, how will you ensure appropriate 
separation with these two groups of lawyers? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Our Office of Legal Counsel has set up a wall, 
and we are all abiding by that. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. A physical wall or an understood--
Ms. TENENBAUM. A wall within the legaJ context so there will be 

no communication. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. All right. And the Director of Compliance re

cently left that position and is now working with the Office of Gen
eral Counsel also, is that correct? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is. correct, but I can't comment on the in
volvement of that official. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. And who is now the Acting Director of Compli
ance? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Marc Schoem. But he has recused himself and 
has not been involved in this case. 

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Is he a lawyer? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, he is Acting Director. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. It is supposed to be a lawyer. The CPSA re

quires that a lawyer be the Director of Compliance. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We do. And it is in transition. And so we have, 

I believe, 90 days. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. So you have got 90 days to make that right. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We have 90 days in order to fill the position 

with a lawyer. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. OK. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. I am saying it is 90 days. It could be more. I 

have to look at the statute. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. The Commission authorized the filing of the 

complaint against Buckyballs Jast month, right? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. It was a bipartisan decision. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. And it was signed by the executive director? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. Is he a political appointee? 
Ms. TENENBAUM .. Yes, he is. An SES as well. 
Mrs. BLACKBURN. We have got other questions. I am out of time. 
You have been generous. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
Mrs. BONO MACK I thank the gentJelady. 
The Chair recognizes Mr. Kinzinger for 5 minutes. 
Mr. KINZINGER. Thank you, Madam Chair. 
Ms. Nord, if I have some time. at the. end,. I will let you to re

spond to my coJleague from Illinois. 
I want to thank the Commissioners for being here. I want to 

touch on a topic that has the potential to impact several manufac
turing sectors, which is important to my district. 

As the Commissioners are aware, phthalates are important com
ponents. in products ranging from wire coverings, flooring,. and in 
automobiles. The Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel's review of 
phthalates could set a precedent for the use of the product outside 
of children's toys, and I want to ensure the science that is used is 
transparent, properly peer-reviewed, and publicly available. 

Chairman Tenenbaum, OMB has described peer review as one of 
the important procedures used to ensure the. quality of published 
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information meets the standards of the scientific and technical 
community. To ensure the scientific integrity of the document, the 
draft report should be released for public comment before it goes 
to peer review, stakeholder participation should be encouraged, and 
the peer reviewer should be provided with all the data and studies 
provided to the CHAP. 

Can you ensure us that the peer review of the CHAP's draft re
port will be conducted in accordance with current OMB guidelines 
for peer review of highly influential scientific assessments, with 
particular attention to the need for transparency and public partici
pation? 

I think this should probably be a fairly quick answer. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. The Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel is con

tinuing its work. We keep an arm's-length relationship with that 
panel because they operate independently. I would like to talk with 
our Office of General Counsel to see how they are proceeding in 
terms of the peer review and write you a letter and get back with 
you. 

Mr. KINZINGER. That would be great. I would love to hear back. 
Because I think obviously to have that as an open and transparent 
process for something so big and so important is essential. We will 
stay on top of that, and I appreciate your responding to that, too. 

Do you believe that the CHAP should review all relevant data, 
including the most recent best available peer-reviewed scientific 
studies? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I certainly do. 
Mr. KINZINGER. What procedures have you put in place to ensure 

that the CHAP and the Commission are weighing all relevant data 
and the best available science? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Again, the Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel was 
mandated under CPSA, and we created it to look at phthalates, the 
three that were temporarily banned and other phthalates if they so 
find that others should be in the report. We are awaiting their re
port. The Commissioners do not interact with the CHAP because 
it has to be an independent body, but our staff has been there to 
make sure they follow appropriate procedures. 

If you have questions, if you will just submit them to us, we will 
write you and give you the full detail on how the CHAP has oper
ated. 

Mr. KINZINGER. You all specifically, though, comply with OMB's 
peer-review process and everything like that, right? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. The peer-review process was vetted through the 
Office of General Counsel, and they were advising the CHAP on 
how to proceed with that. 

Mr. KINZINGER. Can you assure me, before the Commission 
issues its final rules under section 108, that you will publish a pro
posed rule for comment first? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I will have to get back with you on that. I don't 
know that that is the procedure that we will follow. We will receive 
the. report and then- but we will answer your questions fully on 
the procedure. 

Mr. KINZINGER. But prior to that what would be your concerns 
with publishing a proposed rule for comment? 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, I want to first make sure that the CHAP 
operates independently and that it has no undue influence by any 
of the Commissioners and that it makes its best scientific findings. 
And then we will also, in the spirit of transparency, which we oper
ate at the Commission, we will follow what the advice is of counsel 
on how to proceed. 

Mr. KINZINGER. We look forward to staying in touch with you. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. We will certainly answer your questions in 

written form, too, so that you will have these. 
Mr. KINZINGER. Ms. Nord. 
Ms. NORD. Thank you. 
In responding to the question about a feverish regulatory pace 

compared to what we were doing before, I just would like to draw 
the committee's attention to the information in Commissioner Ad
ler's statement about all the accomplishments of the agency from 
1972 through the 30 years following and how big an impact this 
agency has made. So I don't think that we were acting at a snail's 
pace. 

With respect to the crib standard, first of all, I supported the crib 
standard. All of us did. In fact, I initiated when I was the acting 
chairman the AMPR that got the thing rolling. What I am con
cerned about is the manner in which we implemented the stand
ard, and I think it flows directly from the fact that we didn't do 
the hard workup. front. 

Just to give you a flavor of this, the staff came up with an effec
tive date. The staff in their Reg Flex analysis said that they didn't 
anticipate that small retailers would be impacted. The retailers 
had worked out a deal with manufacturers for a retrofit kit. We did 
not even approve the use of that retrofit kit until about a month 
before the. rule. goes into effect. Another group. comes in and says, 
oh, we can't meet the effective date; can we have longer time? We 
give them 2 years. Another group comes in 2 weeks before the ef
fective date and says, we can't make this date. We give them an
other year. 

It was just a very sloppy rollout of a rule. And that is of concern. 
Mr .. KINZINGER.. Thank you .. 
Thank you, Madam Chair. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Mr. Kinzinger. 
Mr. Sarbanes, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair. 
Thank you, Chairman Tenenbaum and Commissioners, for being 

with us this morning. 
There is a staggering number of products, obviously, that we im

port, and in certain categories of percentages it is equally stag
gering when you think of it. Apparently, as I understand it, 99 per
cent of toys, 96 percent of apparel, 95 percent of fireworks, 78 per
cent of electrical products sold in the U.S. are manufactured some
place else. So the task, the charge, the responsibility. of the Com
mission to kind of keep its eyes open as these imports are coming 
in to make sure that the standards we would like to see are being 
applied, obviously, that is an important part of what the Commis
sion does. 

And you have taken steps, I know, to improve that oversight and 
monitoring. In fact, as a result of the CPSIA and the increased au-
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thorization levels for the Consumer Protection Safety Commission, 
I think you have now increased the number of employees that are 
posted at U.S. ports of entry to do this kind of oversight, and moni
toring has gone from zero, which, of course, was completely ineffec
tual, to now 20. The U.S. has more than 300 ports of entry. 

So the question is,. if you have got, as. I understand,. employees 
posted in only about 15 of them, how is this going? From what I 
have heard, you have made great strides in the oversight, but I 
would be interested, Chairman Tenenbaum, in your perspective on 
the effort and is. having the kind of coverage you now have pro
ducing a kind of deterrent effect with respect to the other ports of 
entry so that you know that the things coming in meet the stand
ards. What other things can. we do on that front? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, thank you, Congressman. 
You are right. We have 20 members of our Ports Surveillance 

Team. And we have over 300 ports of entry. That is why it is very 
important that we have the methodology to target succinctly prod
ucts that we think are violative coming into the ports and also that 
we have a very strong relationship with Customs and Border Pro
tection. 

CBP allowed us to be the first agency to have a memorandum 
of understanding. We now have live streaming data through their 
CTAC office, their Center, so that we know when shipments are 
coming into. the. port and what are in those. containers before they 
reach the port. 

With the pilot project that we have implemented, Risk Analysis 
Methodology, we are able to then look at repeat offenders, also 
products that are highly suspect or those that we monitor closely 
like electronics and fireworks, and we are able to with pretty great 
accur acy target those shipments before they. are even into port and 
then interdict them and not let them be unloaded. 

Mr. SARBANES. Would your experience-if you caught something 
at one of the 15 ports that you are monitoring, I guess what I am 
hearing is you are then in a position to be alerted to those kinds 
of imports coming into many other ports of entry and take action. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We are. We. know repeat offenders. We also 
know if there is a company that doesn't have a record with us. 

We are hoping to establish-and we have already created this 
Importer Self-Assessment Product Safety Program with CBP where 
we know those that are consistently in compliance, and we don't 
hold those shipments up. And we can let them go through the port 
and unload quickly .. But those. where you have suspect cargo or 
cargo that is repeatedly in noncompliance or repeat offenders, we 
are able to target them. 

The most-stopped products are children's products. The largest 
categories are lead, continuing to see lead violations, flammability, 
and small parts that pose a choking hazard. So we are able to, with 
our RAM and working with CBP, be highly effective. 

Mr. SARBANES. And over time is there a plan-again, I don't un
derstand your methodology, because I haven't studied it-but 
would the ports of entry that you are covering with your personnel, 
would you rotate that? Or the ones that have been chosen ones 
that you want to continue to monitor always because of the nature 
of them?. How does that work?. 
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Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, with 20 people, we also rely on our field 
investigators. So we have 90 field investigators in 38 States. If we 
know a shipment is coming in, we can move those investigators to 
that port to work with CBP and the person already stationed there. 
So we can move people around. 

And I think that is why it is so important that we get this. data 
before the ships enter the port where this live streaming data that 
CTAC provides us, we know the contents of the container before it 
reaches us. 

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you. 
I yield back. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you very much. 
The Chair recognizes Mr. Pompeo for 5 minutes. 
Mr. POMPEO. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
I am not surprised. 
Now I will talk about the database a little bit. I still contend that 

it is happy hunting ground for the plaintiffs bar, in direct contrast 
to what Ms .. Tenenbaum said. She said in her written statement: 
I think the saferproducts.gov has gained wide approval and accept
ance. 

I know there is a lawsuit. Ms. Nord, do you agree with that 
statement, that it has gained wide approval and acceptance? 

Ms. NORD. I don't. I have heard a number of concerns expressed 
that indicate that there is not wide approval and acceptance. out 
there. 

With respect to plaintiffs using the database, when this thing 
rolled out and I was given a briefing on it by a consultant, the con
sultant went into the database and very randomly pulled up a 
record. The consumer was listed as a law firm. And so that has 
since intrigued me. And just 2 weeks ago I asked our staff if they 
had any idea of how many of those so-called consumers were actu
ally law firms, and they said they had no way of knowing, but they 
assumed quite a few. 

When the chairman says 97 percent of the users of the database 
or submitters of the database are consumers, you should under
stand that consumer is defined so broadly to. mean any living per
son. And you don't have to have a relationship with the product or 
any interaction with the product in order to file a complaint as a 
consumer. 

Mr. POMPEO. I appreciate that. 
Ms. Northup, there is a lawsuit filed by some businesses. Has the 

court. yet ruled on whether the agency has misinterpreted the law? 
I certainly think that it did. But has the court ruled? 

Ms. NORTHUP. We don't have that information yet. As I said ear
lier, when we wrote the rule I wrote extensively at that time that 
I thought that we were writing the rule in a way that we would 
be vulnerable to a lawsuit. The claims made in the lawsuit were 
litigated publicly, and the claims they made. were the very ones 
that we made in our argument that I think will stand. I agree with 
them. 

If we do lose that, it will mean that our rule will have to be re
written. It means our software will have to be redesigned. It means 
we could be vulnerable to a class action lawsuit by other people 
that feel that it has been arbitrary and. capricious, was the idea 
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what I wrote extensively about. And so this is why paying atten
tion to the law and not rushing to regulate and glossing over facts 
is important. 

Another fact that is important not to gloss over is that when you 
say 88 percent of the items have something in the model or serial 
number, you should know that in many cases it is not the model 
or serial number. And we know that. And it is important that we 
give that information honestly to you. It might say: yellow high 
chair. And so, of course, if good information is good for consumers, 
bad information is really harmful to consumers. 

Mr. POMPEO. I appreciate you clarifying some of the responses 
Ms. Tenenbaum gave. 

Ms. Tenenbaum, yes or no, if the Federal court rules against the 
CPSC in the pending database lawsuit, will the agency pledge to 
immediately take down the database? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Will you repeat your question? 
Mr. POMPEO. Yes, ma'am, I certainly will. 
Yes or no,. if the Federal court rules against CPSC in the pending 

database lawsuit, will the agency pledge to immediately take down 
the database? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No. That is not the scope of that lawsuit. 
Mr. POMPEO. I appreciate the answer. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. The lawsuit is under seal, and we cannot talk 

about it. 
Mr. POl\IIPEO. I understand. So your answer is no. 
When we passed H.R. 2715 last year , it gave the CPSC authority 

to take steps to reduce the cost of complying with CPSIA and par
ticularly the cost of third-party testing. I am very concerned about 
it. Why has the agency not done anything about that yet? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We have. done something. In fact, under this 
Public Law 112-28 we were required within 60 days to go out for 
comment, and we did. We went out for comment, we received those 
comments, and the staff is writing now the report, which we will 
receive any day now. So we have done that. 

In terms of rule review, the executive orders ask us to look at 
any rule that has. an impact of a hundred million dollars annually 
on the economy. That is one of the rules that we are going to look 
at in terms of rule review. 

So we have followed what Congress passed. 
And regarding the model numbers for the database, 73 percent 

have a numeric value. So 73 percent--
Mr. POMPEO. ls it an accurate numerical value? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Yes, I assume it is. If it is in there as accurate. 

It doesn't say "yellow high chair." It gives the model number. 
Mr. POMPEO. I appreciate that. 
Ms. Nord, I hope you will encourage the Commission to do more 

under the authority to reduce the cost of third-party testing. Are 
there other things you all could be doing? 

Ms. NORD. There are a number of things we could be doing. In 
fact, I submitted a whole list of about 40 items to the staff. 

But I think the takeaway for you alJ should be that third-party 
testing is really, really expensive. So let's use that for the riskiest 
items. Let's have the most aggressive testing for the riskier items, 
and let's. ease. off for things that have Less risk or where we know 
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there is high compliance. We can adjust that under the statute as 
it exists now. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. I hate to cut you off, but your time has ex
pired, and we are trying to get in as many members and questions 
before we have a series of votes on the floor. 

Just to. let members. know, it is my hope. we can get everybody 
through. So if we try to stick to under the gavel even, that would 
be great. 

The Chair recognizes Mr. McKinley for 5 minutes. 
Mr. McKINLEY. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 
I think it is always broad looking at the consumer product safety. 

I am not always sure what all that incorporates. It is consumer 
product safety. Do those little compact light bulbs, do they fit 
under your purview? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Are you talking about button batteries or the 
light bulbs? 

Mr. McKINLEY. The compact fluorescent units, CFBs. 
Ms. TENENBAUM .. Yes. 
Mr. MCKINLEY. They have mercury in them. And we know that 

a typical household with 30 of those is the equivalent of a ton of 
coal being introduced inside your house. Same amount of mercury 
in a ton of coal as in 30 light bulbs. I just wonder, are people actu
ally following the rules? They are taking them in a little bag and 
taking it up to a special disposal? Or how. many of them are just 
throwing them in the trash can and they go to the landfill? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. I don't have that data, but I share your con
cern. 

Commissioner Adler, did you have anything to add? 
Mr. ADLER. No, other than to say those definitely are our juris

diction. Our jurisdiction is incredibly broad,. as the chairman noted. 
Mr. MCKINLEY. I don't know where you are going with it, be

cause I don't think anyone is adhering to the guidelines. And the 
fact that we have such a fear right now of the mercury poisoning 
from burning coal but yet we just put 30 light bulbs in our house 
that bring in as much mercury as-I hope you will take it more se
riously about the direction. 

But let me add a couple of other things, if I could. 
The lead in Chinese marbles, I understand that not too long ago 

there were some lead-lead was detected in some children's mar
bles, and those marbles obviously were rejected, appropriately. But 
the United States manufacturers who had never had marble de
tected in there now are going through some very draconian testing 
to see that they stay in compliance, but they have never not been 
in compliance. So they are being punished because of what China 
was doing. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. The law, as passed by Congress, requires all 
children's products to undergo third-party testing to make sure 
that the lead content is below 100 parts per million, and that was 
set by statute as well. So domestic and imported--

Mr. MCKINLEY. Do you determine the frequency of testing to 
make sure? Surely you are not going to test every marble. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No. You have to test a sample initially. You 
pull a sample and test that. If you have a material change in the 
manufacturing--
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Mr. MCKINLEY. Who pays for that test when you come into a 
plant? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. The manufacturer has to pay for it. 
Mr. McKINLEY. So here is a manufacturer that has never had a 

violation, but maybe once a quarter they have had someone come 
in and do some testing. But now we are up to less than once a 
month they are coming in, and it is costing you $3,000-some for 
every one of those series of tests. And they have done nothing 
wrong. There has been no grounds for this other than the fact that 
China was trying to-once again, like they did with drywall, now 
they have done it with marble, that has caused this company now 
to spend thousands of dollars. Is that reasonable? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, under the law that Congress passed, all 
children's products must be third-party tested initially, if there is 
a material change, and periodically. And that is the law. 

Mr. McKINLEY. Well, there is no change on this. 
So let me go to the next, the indoor air quality. Would indoor air 

quality be a product safety-the fact that we have carpet formalde
hyde, resins, cleaning agents, other t hings that-we seem to be so 
concerned with- and rightfully so- the health of our children and 
adults, and we put them in an indoor air quality that has-90 per
cent of your time you are spending indoors, and they are exposed 
to all these elements. And we say, but they get asthma when they 
go. outside. They get asthma when they go near a coal-fired power
house. But they spend 90 percent of their t ime in a home. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. That is the jurisdiction of the EPA, just as the 
disposal of the mercury containing lights. 

Mr. McKINLEY. You just kind of wash your hands. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, I don't. I respect the jurisdiction of other 

agencies. 
Mr. MCKINLEY. Then you support that? Of having- you have 

some standard. You say it falls under your purview, but yet the 
disposal of it is not. You give that to the EPA. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. The law gives it to the EPA. 
Mr. McKINLEY. Would you change the law? 
Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we work in partnerships with many agen

cies. 
Mr. MCKINLEY. Would you change the law so that it stays under 

you so you can have control over it? Because it sounds like you-
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, you have to change the law. I am an execu

tive branch. I follow the law. 
Mr. McKINLEY. Would you change the law? Because you seem 

like you say I am ready to get rid of it. 
Ms. TENENBAUM. No, that is not at all what I said. I was just 

trying to clarify the jurisdiction of EPA and our agency. 
Mr. McKINLEY. Thank you. 
I yield back my time. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. The gentleman, Mr. Lance, you are recognized. 
Mr. LANCE. Thank you very much, Madam Chair; and Chairman 

Tenenbaum and distinguished members of the Commission, thank 
you for your service to the Nation. 

I am interested in how we can explore ways to increase efficiency 
and decrease costs and reduce red tape burdens without compro
mising safety. Commissioner Nord, thank you for the suggestions 
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that you have made regarding this, particularly for small-volume 
manufacturers. 

Can you speak, Commissioner Nord, to the timeframe in which 
we might implement the changes you have suggested, considering 
the fact that Commissioner Northup may be leaving the Commis
sion? 

Ms. NORD. Yes. I am so sorry to see Commissioner Northup leave 
our body, because she has made such a contribution. 

Mr. LANCE .. I certainly agree with that. 
Ms. NORD. When we were considering the testing and certifi

cation rule, the rule that was put out for comment had a low-vol
ume exemption from testing in it. That was removed from what 
came up to the agency for a vote. I offered an amendment to put 
that back in. That amendment failed on a 3- 2 vote. At that point, 
we had. another. Commissioner. 

And so certainly a low-volume exemption would certainly be a 
way to get at this. I have been talking with a number of people 
who have said we have just stopped doing low-volume manufac
turing because we can't afford the testing costs. I was out in south
ern California talking to a clothing manufacturer, and they were 
very explicit about it. 

There are a number of other things that we can do to help com
panies that are struggling with how to comply with this rule. It is 
a very broad-overly broad, in my view-rule that imposes costs 
without real benefits. So I hope that the agency will reconsider its 
position. 

Mr. LANCE. Thank you. I would urge the agency to. do so. I would 
be happy to work with all members of the Commission on this 
issue, because I think it is important moving forward. 

On recreational vehicles, off-highway vehicles, would you please 
comment, Commissioner Nord or Commissioner Northup, on the 
fact that if the CPSC is going to include a pass/fail test as the main 
criteria to evaluate the stability of these vehicles, this. might cause 
some challenges. Shouldn't a test that is meant to pass or fail a ve
hicle be repeatable so that one can be assured that the same result 
is achieved? 

Ms. NORD. Of course, any test that we would mandate, regard
less of the product, has got to be repeatable. You can't put in place 
a testing method that nobody can predict. the results from. So. of 
course we must have repeatable tests. 

Mr. LANCE. Thank you. 
Commissioner Northup, do you have an opinion on that as well? 
Ms. NORTHUP. No. I have not participated in the ATV because 

I have a conflict of interest with my husband's company. 
Mr. LANCE .. Thank you. 
Madam Chair, I will cede the minute and a half I have left to 

colleagues. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. We thank you very much and recognize Mr. 

Harper for 5 minutes. 
Mr. HARPER. Thank you, Madam Chair, and thank you, Chair

man, each of the Commissioners, thank you for. your time, your 
service. 

Chairman Tenenbaum, if I may ask you a few questions, I was 
certainly pleased to read your op-ed in The Hill last week where 
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you indicated that you were taking a more collaborative approach 
with the window covering industry regarding cord safety. I am fur
ther pleased that you have spent the t ime visiting manufacturing 
facilities to better understand the difficulties in eliminating cords 
for all products. Can you tell me, without revealing any proprietary 
information, about these visits and what you have learned?. 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Thank you. 
It was my pleasure to travel across the United States and meet 

with the three major manufacturers as well as the major retailers 
of window coverings. I have expressed concern about the strangula
tion hazard for children publicly, and the Window Covering Manu
facturers Association and other stakeholders are in the. process. of 
rewriting a voluntary standard, which we will have in September. 

But what I have learned is that there is concern from the indus
try about the strangulation hazard. There are many new tech
nologies which would remove completely this hazard. However , the 
industry also is- they are willing to work with us; however, they 
don't want to see a standard that completely does away with the. 
cord. They can make the cord where it is not accessible to children 
and there are all kinds of technology that they share with us, but 
they don't want to eliminate having a cord entirely. 

However, I am very optimistic, meeting with retailers and with 
the association, that everyone wants to do a massive education 
campaign. So that if you are buying shades and you have children 
at home, then you would go cordless. You would go cordless or have 
no shades. You could have shutters or draperies. But you remove 
the hazard if there are children in the home. So I am very encour
aged by my conversations with them. 

Mr. HARPER. How are you proposing that we move forward from 
here? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. In September, we will receive the standard 
from the Window Covering Manufacturers Association. They will 
have voted on it. And we \.vill continue to work with them to see 
how we can more and more eliminate the hazard. 

We also want to work with major retailers so they can train em
ployees at the point of sale, so that there are kiosks. online that 
have baby registries that can also bring to the attention of people 
that if you have a child in the home you need to go cordless. But 
see if we can't address some of the fatalities and reduce the num
ber of fatalities by an educational program that was robust. 

Mr. HARPER. I am certainly a big supporter of cooperation be
tween government and industry, particularly when it comes to. 
some of these safety issues and how best to achieve the safest prod
uct possible. 

You also discussed in your op-ed your efforts to better educate 
the consumer. With this in mind, can you tell me about your plans 
for the rest of this year and next with the Window Covering Safety 
Council and your efforts. to educate new. parents about potential 
hazards to children associated with window covering? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. We are in the process of working with major re
tailers and also associations to draft that plan. So that is in proc
ess, Congressman. But we are committed. I am personally com
mitted, because I think we can reduce the number of fatalities with 
a robust education program and collaboration with the industry. 
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Mr. HARPER. Does the Commission plan on utilizing any of its 
funds towards this education effort? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, we have limited funds. Unlike the pool 
safety campaign, where Congress gave us a direct appropriation, 
we don't have one for this. But it would be a great help to us to 
have one. But I think working with industry and with the retailers 
we can accomplish a lot without extra funding. 

Mr. HARPER. Are promoting education and raising awareness 
some of the best tools that you have in your arsenal? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. No question about it. That is how social media 
fits in, as well as working with people, so that we can all have a 
strong education campaign on any hazard. 

Mr. HARPER. Thank each of you for being here, and I yield back, 
Madam Chair. 

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you very much. 
The Chair recognizes Mr. Olson for 5 minutes. 
Mr. OLSON. I thank the Chair. I understand that votes have been 

called, so my comments will be brief. 
But I want to thank the witnesses. Thanks for coming. Thanks 

for your expertise. 
Chairwoman Tenenbaum, nice to see you again outside of a big 

storage facility outside the Port of Houston. Nice and cool here as 
opposed to the heat we had, even though it was the fall. Good to 
see you again. 

As my nameplate says, I am from Texas. As you all know, Tex
ans love the outdoors. They like to go tubing on the Hill Country 
rivers. They like to fishing on our lakes, the Gulf of Mexico. They 
like to go out there and do some hunting. Or just look at the bright 
stars of the Texas night sky. And one way to get access to all these 
great things is with ROVs. So I am very concerned when I hear 
that the Federal Government may be threatening the quality of life 
in my home State. 

And so my question is for you, Commissioner Tenenbaum. I 
would like follow up with the line of questions by my colleague 
from New J ersey about t he pass/fail stability tests. I understand 
CPSC staff supports adoption of a pass/fail stability based on the 
CPSC methodology. In a recent meeting, however, CPSC revealed 
that it has conducted no repeatability testing of its methodology or 
results. Do you agree to it being appropriate to base a mandatory 
pass or fail standard on the sample size of a single test-one test? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, let me premise this by saying I will need 
to get back with you on what the staff is talking to the Rec
reational Off-Highway Vehicle Association and manufacturers. 

One of the things that has been brought to our attention is the 
number of deaths and injuries in 7 years, between 2003 and 2010. 
We had 165 deaths and 329 serious injuries from ROVAs is what 
we call, or ROVs. And 70 percent involve lateral stability turnover. 

So we are looking and working with industry to develop a strong
er lateral stability test. We have issues of understeerage and occu
pant protection. I do hope that the industry will work with us to 
develop a standard. My staff met with the ROVA representatives 
on July 19, and we are saying that we need to upgrade that stand
ard to prevent the turnovers. And we. could go to. a mandatory 
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standard, but it is always better if we can agree with industry and 
come up with a strong voluntary standard. 

Mr. OLSON. Yes, ma'am. I am sorry I cut you off. I am running 
out of time here. 

Commissioner Nord, any comments on that line of questioning, 
ma'am? 

Ms. NORD. Well, lateral stability has been just a realJy per
plexing problem not only with ROVs but also withATVs, and it has 
been something that we have been struggling with for years. So if 
we are going to be putting forward a standard that addresses lat
eral stability, we have got to make sure we have get it right, got 
to make sure we solve the problem, and we have got to make sure 
that we have a test that works and is repeatable. And I think that 
is where we are working forward. 

I fully agree 'ivith my chairman when she says that it is best to 
try to work cooperatively with industry to come up with something 
in a voluntary mode, and I hope that we can do that. 

Mr. OLSON. In working cooperatively with industry, are we allow
ing the industry representatives to observe the testing to have 
some firsthand knowledge of what you are doing there so they can 
respond right on the scene? 

Ms. TENENBAUM. Well, collaboratively means that we share in
formation. They have shared their stability tests with us. They 
came in and shared it with us, and the staff had some issues with 
it. We need to be very open and collaborative in sharing these 
tests, and also the industry should realize that and say, ''Yes, we 
have a lot of lateral turnovers, and we want to address it volun
tarily." 

Mr. OLSON. Sharing is a two-way street. Industry shares with 
you. You share with them. 

I yield back the balance of my time. 
Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman very much. 
As you all have heard, our votes have been called. We are down 

to the wire. So to begin to sum things up, I ask unanimous consent 
that a letter from the National Association of Manufacturers be in
cluded in the record of the hearing. It has been previously shared 
with Democrat staff 

Without objection, so ordered. 
[The information follows:] 
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August 1, 2012 

Subcommittee on Commerce. Manufacturing and Trade 
Committee on Energy and Commeroe 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

The Honorable G. K. Butterfield 
Ranking Member 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dea r Chairman Bono Mack and Ranking Member SUttelfield: 

On behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), the largest industrial 
trade association and the voice for 12 million men and women who make things in America, I 
submit these comments for the record for the hearing to be held by the Subcommittee on 
Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade entitled, ·oversight of the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission,· scheduled for August 2, 2012. 

One year ago today, the House of Representatives and Senate both passed your 
legislalion-H.R. 2715 (Public Law No. 112-26}-to provide relief of burdens imposed on 
manufacturers and retailers by the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSlA) of 
2006. We appl aud your leadership in lmproVing the safety of consumer products whtte seeking 
to minimize the burdens imposed on stakeholders. Manufacturers of consumer products are 
committed to providing safe products and ensuring a well-functioning and credible product 
safety regime-one that gives atl stakeholders the confidence they need that products meet all 
applicable safety standards and regulations. 

As the Subcommittee discusses the progress of the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (Commission or CPSC) as it implements the requirements of H.R. 2715, we urge 
the SubcE>mmittee to include in its oversight other CPSC actions that pose significant costs and 
chaRenges to manufacturers. At risk are jobs and the health of U.S. companies who make 
consumer producis. 

Reducing Regulatory Burdens 

Manufacturers strongly support efforts to reduce third -party testing burdens as the 
Commission Implements the CPSIA and H.R. 2715. With the passage of H.R. 2715, Congress 

Leading Innovation. Cmaling Op(Jortunity. Pursuirlfl Pro9ress. 
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directed the Commission to identify ways to reduce 'third party testing costs consistent with 
assuring compliance with the applicable consumer product safety rules. bans, standards. and 
regulations." Congress clearly intends for safety in consumer p<oducts to be maintained withoot 
imposing an undue burden on manufacturers, retailers and consumers. In July 2011 the 
President issued Executive Order 13579. asking independent regulatory agencies to comply 
with the provisions of Executive Order 13563. The latter order states that our regulatory system 
·must idenflfy and use the best, most innovative. and least burdensome tools for achieving 
regulatory ends." 

Since the passage of H.R. 2715, stakeholders in the business community have 
submitted comments and participated in meetings with the Commission to encourage actions 
that would significantly reduce third-party testing burdens. The business community is 
concerned that, despite a directive by Congress. the Commission has been slow to adopt 
significant burden-reducing initiatives since H.R. 2715 was adopted. 

Pursuant to H.R. 2715, in November 2011 the CPSC requested public comments on 
reducing the burdens associated with third-party testing. The business community has offered a 
number of suggestions to the Commission in response. 

We are pleased that the Commission appears to embrace the wider adoption of 
alternative technologies, such as X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry and High Definition 
(HD) XRF. H.R. 2715 also modified Section 108 of the CPSIA to exclude inaccessible 
component parts from th€ phthalates limits. much as they are excluded from lead limits_ The 
CPSC has voted to issue a Federal Register notice soliciting comments on guidance that 
generally mirrors the inaccessible components exception for lead. We urge the Commission to 
act on the other recommendations submitted and to promptly take the following steps to assure 
safety while reducing the cos1S and burdens of testing: 

• The Commission should adopt a clear statement of statistical uncertainty with respect to 
tests results . particularly heavy metal and phthalates tests. Since the initial adoption of 
CPSIA, manufacturers have faced problems with inconsistent test results where 
products may pass one test but fail another. Products fail lead tests if any laboratory 
reports a single result above 100 parts-per-mill ion (ppm), no matter how small the 
margin . Statistical variability in test results is a known problem and guidance from the 
Commission would help avoid costs of the destruction and retesting of safe products. 

• We encourage the Commission to further promote non-destructive testing and to assess 
how manufacturers who have invested in alternative technology can rely on it directly. 
Currently, manufacturers who have invested and use XRF equipment in-house must still 
have products tested at third party testing laboratories unless they register as firewailed 
accredited laboratories. Even where XRF is used, destructive testing is Slill often 
necessary because products with many components must be disassembled in order to 
properly test them 

The Commission should exclude paint and surface coatings present in a product at 
extremely low total weight from testing requirements when no risk of harm exists. 
Manufacturers report that the current testing regime requires them to make and supply 
products solely for destructive testing purposes. This is because where a product 
contains very small amounts of paint, laboratories must scrape surface coatings from 
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many products to generate an adequate sample. The toy safety standard. ASTM F963. 
mandated by CPSIA. includes an exemption for srnaN amounts of paint for testing all 
other heavy metals, apart from lead. only because the Commission has not adopted a 
similar risk-based exclusion. Where a product does not contain enough paint. even in 
composite form. to provide a sufficient sample for a laboratory to test. it is surely an 
example of a situation where the enormous expense of testing, including product 
destruction. cannot be justified. 

The Commission should consider mechanisms to rely on other agency requirements to 
establish compliance with CPSIA standards. Many consumer products are effectively 
regulated by agencies such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Federal 
Trade Commission {FTC}. ExecutiVe Order 13563 stresses improved coordination 
across agencies to reduce costs and simpl ify and harmonize rules. The Commission, 
however, has been slow to work with other federal agencies in identifying areas of 
regulatory cooperation that could greatly reduce burdens. 

The Commission should expand Its efforts to identify the types of plastics that do not 
contain one of the prohibited ortho-phthalates. Phthalate testing is particularly 
expensive, and the inaccessible componems parts exception for phthalates will lead to 
signiflcant reductions in third-party testing burden without sacrificing safety. By 
exempting materials known to not pose a health risk from unnecessary, expensive 
testing, the Commission can reduce third-party testing burdens without posing a risk to 
consumers. 

As origin ally enacted, CPSIA required periodic testing of "random samples· of children 's 
products. After the Commission proposed to implement the random sampling requirement by 
establishing an elaborate scheme of statistical selection that was incomprehensible to most 
companies, and especially to small businesses, H.R. 2715 modified this requirement by 
substituting the term "representative samples.• Recently, the Commission deadlocked on a vote 
to issue a rule that offered a definition of ' representative samples." largely because the rule also 
included additional detailed recordkeeping requirements that arguably provide minimal value at 
high cost. We all agree on the need to guard against the risk of testing pre-selected "golden· 
samples. The Commission should avoid complicating a relatively simple and straightforward 
standard by adding significant and unnecessary paperwork. 

SaferProducts.gov: Confidentiality and Material Inaccuracy 

Section 212 of the CPSIA requires the Commission to establish a publicly available 
database •on the safety of consumer products, and other products or substances regulated by 
the Commission." Consumers can report incidents involving consumer products in the database 
known as SaferProducts.gov. The reports are then published. Because the accuracy of 
information available through this database is critically important, Congress required that the 
Commission provide the manufacturer of a consumer product a submitted report for the 
database before Its publication. Manufacturers are to be provided the opportunity to object to 
publication of confidential materials or materially inaccurate information. 

Regulations adopted by the Commission as it implemented the database requirements 
of the CPSIA provide a procedure allowing manufacturers to request the deletion of confidential 
material and the exclusion of materially inaccurate information. See 16 C.F.R. § 1102.24; 16 
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C.F .R. § 1102.26. Both types of requests are made electronically via web-based forms within 
the database portal, and responses to those requests are transmitted via email from a generic 
ma~box. The identity of the Commission staff person or persons making the determination and 
transmitting information associated with the requests is not revealed. 

The Commission's regulations do not provide a process of review or appeal from the 
original finding of the anonymous staff member, and Commissioners have acknowledged 
publicly that no review or appeal process exists within the agency. Information in the database 
about a company's products is important to manufacturers, and It Is vitally important that 
confiaential or Inaccurate information not be published with the imprimatur of a government
maintained database. That is why Congress established the protections against these types of 
disclosures in the enacting legislation. At present. the process of reviewing requests to delete 
confidential or materially inaccurate informat.ion is completely opaque. and decisions are made 
anonymously. Once the decision is made, there is no opportunity for review or even an 
opportunity to identify who made the decision. 

Manufacturers are sensitive to the information on their products that is available publicly. 
Unfounded negative or inaccurate information could be devastating. A company dissatisfied with 
the staff-level determinations on publishing confidential or materially inaccurate information has 
no alternative to respond other than litigation. which is authorized by the statute. See 15 U.S.C. 
§ 2055a(c)(2)(C)(ii); 16 C.F.R. § 1102.24{h). Few companies are willing to bear that cost, and 
our cour1 system should not be clogged with disputes that could be easify resolved by an inter
agency review process. 

To ensure the accuracy of information submitted to the database. we urge the 
Commission to establish an internal process by which companies could seek review of denials 
of claims of confidentiality or material inaccuracy. 

Coercive Use of Section 6(b) in Recall Cases 

Section 6(b} of the Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA). as amended. requires the 
CPSC to provide notice to a manufacturer or private labeler before the public disclosure ol 
information. See 15 U.S.C. § 2055(b}. The CPSIA shortened the t ime period for notice from 30 
days to 14 days. It also amended the prohibition against releasing Information reported to the 
Commission by firms under section 15(b} of the CPSA concerning products that are non
compliant, defective or create an unreasonable risk of serious Injury or death by allowing the 
Commission to make C1isclosures of that information if the Commission had made a public 
interest finding that the public health and safety requires a lesser period of notice than the 14 
days provided. See 15 U.S.C. § 2055(b){5). 

CPSIA amendments to this section were not intended to fundamentaUy change the 
ob4igation of the Commission to provide a rational process for comment and agency evaluation 
before potentially damaging and misleading information is released about companies and 
brands. To the contrary, the Commission has used the release of Information to force product 
recalls before affording product manufacturers due process going to the merits of a claim. 
Manufacturers are sometimes forced to choose between unreasonable Commission demands
even if there Is not a threatening hazard justifying drastically limited due process procedures
or having a demand for a product destroyed by a CPSC press release. This is particularly 
harmful to small firms. 
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Section 15 of the CPSA allows the CPSC to order a recall after a firm has an opportunity 
tor a hearing on whether its product has a defect that creates a substantial haz:ard. However. 
not infrequently, lhe staff has prefiminarily determined that a product presents a defeci and 
substantial product hazard with little technical data or evidence. The Commission then has used 
the threat of a public interest health and safety finding and notice under section S(b) to coerce 
firms-especially small businesses-to undertake recalls of their products. A firm has no 
opportunity lo formally make its arguments to the Commissioners before they make their 
findings. The firm instead faces an ultimatum that results in either the destruction of product or 
damage to its reputation. Most small firms do not have the resources to file a Federal Court 
action to attempt to enjoin such a press release on short notice. 

An initial determination of potential risk posed by baby slings and the tactics of the 
CPSC led to at least one recall and subsequent shut-down of a business. The CPSC 
subsequently changed course under united pressure and educational efforts from the industry 
and parents who understood the virtues of the products. Similar threats have been effective 
against many other firms making the actual issuance of such public health and safety notices a 
relative rarity. 

The Commission should use public health and safety notices sparingly in cases of the 
most serious risl\s. It should issue such notices not based on gut feelings about risk but based 
on solid technical evidence and careful consideration Clf the firm's position. The staff should not 
have wide latitude to threaten such notice as a way of coercing firms into undertaking product 
recals. Section 15 hearings should be the rule to ensure due process to firms bef()(e such 
notice and recalls except in rare, extreme cases. 

Use of Social Media 

Manufacturers, particularly small manufacturers, of consumer products are sensitive to 
the type of information publicly available through the internet. Small businesses do not have the 
resources to monitor and respond to digital information that can spread quickly among 
consumers. When information is inaccurate or harmful to a business. the results can pose a 
significant burden on that business and. in the case Clf small businesses, inflict irreversible 
damage. 

We urge the Commission to modify initiatives to expand the use of social media tha t 
would enable information to be published on a public website without having been fully vetted by 
the Commission and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. A rise in popularity of 
social media is not an appropriate reason for the Commission to engage in activities that are 
outside the scope of its governing statute and existing policies on Information dissemination. 
Providing vehicles to publish unverified information on a webs~e endorsed by the Commission 
would circumvent well-defined protections for manufacturers and trivialize efforts by Congress 
and the Commission to ensure the accuracy of information pubfished by the agency. 

We are concerned with the Commission's use of social networking and microblogglng 
services to disseminate information subject to section 6 of the CPSA. The agency routinely 
publishes information identifying products and companies ahead of a formal press release and 
seemingly in violation of statute and CPSC-established regulations on the disclosure of 
information. 
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Clvll Penalty Investigations 

Traditionally, the Commission had an informal policy that information reported to the 
Commission by firms under section 15 of the CPSA. as amended, would be reviewed for 
timeliness within one year after the recall was announced and that an investigation would be 
commenced within that period. This practice enabled companies to have certainty about 
whether a penalty would be sought within a reasonable period of time after an issue arose. The 
CPSC recently has abandoned that practice without any notice to stakeholders and is 
commencing penalty investigations in cases where recalls occurred two, three or even four 
years ago. 

The Commission staff also now asserts a broad document retention requirement when 
communicating w~h companies about reports filed or cases closed, advising companies to 
"preserve all information, documents, records and samples, now in existence or created 
hereafter, related to" the product at issue. This broad document preseivation request, coupled 
with the potential for initiating penalty investigations up to five years after the product issue 
arises, leads to tremendous expense and uncertainty for companies without adding to product 
safety. Penalty investigations can be conducted soon after a recall is commenced, when the 
issue is fresh in the minds of those concerned. and persons familiar with the issue are still 
available, and applicable documents are readily located. Whether or not a violation occurs, 
expansive recordkeeping requirements and burdensome document requests place a significant 
burden on businesses. 

Upon identifying a potential issue with a product, a firm engages in voluntary and costly 
corrective actions to minimize risk. Cases through the Commission's Fast Track Product Recall 
Program receive increased scrutiny for penalties merely because the affected firm does not 
contest the hazard determination at the beginning. These firms, that try to do the right thing and 
quickly remove potentially hazardous products from the marketplace, now face a lengthy and 
costly penalty investigation for their efforts. The Commission's actions are a major disincentive 
to companies to engage io the successful Fast Track recaN process. 

Rulemaklngs to Establish Mandatory Standards 

Over the past few years, the CPSC has proceeded with rulemakings to establish 
mandatory standards for a variety of consumer products despite the prevalence of effective 
industry standards Pursuant to the CPSA. in order to issue a mandatory rute, the Commission 
must find that an existing or voluntary standard would not be adequate. the benefits of the rule 
bear a reasonable relationship to its costs and the rule is the least burdensome requirement that 
prevents or adequately reduces the risk of injury. To issue a mandatory standard, the 
Commission also must make a finding that an existing voluntary standard would not prevent or 
adequately reduce the risk of injury in a manner less burdensome than the proposed CPSC 
mandatory standard. See 15 U.S.C. § 2058(1)(3}. Despite the law. the CPSC has begun 
rulemaking proceedings that lack support and threaten industries. 

Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles 

In October 2009, the CPSC began a rulemaking to establish a mandatory safety 
standard for a relatively new class of vehicles called recreational off-highway vehicles (ROVs). 
Despite industry efforts to develop ANSI-accredited voluntary safety standards, the CPSC is 
moving forward with a mandatory standard without adequate data supporting the restrictive 
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design standards the agency is demanding. Industry analysis has shown that at least 90 percent 
of serious incidents with ROVs would not have been affected by the CPSC proposals. but were 
inslead caused by operator ad ions. In addition to robust design standards, the industry has 
implemented a comprehensive safety plan and education initiative, which irn:ludes a hands-on 
driver course and state-of-the-art online education program, intended to address driver and 
passenger behavior that has contributed to crashes resulting in avoidable serious incidents. The 
CPSC's insistence on a mandatory standard will compromise the mobility and utility of the 
vehicles in the off-highway setting for which they are intended, negatively impacting consumer 
demand and costing thousands of domestic manufacturing and retail jobs. With its command 
and control regulatory policy, the CPSC will greatly harm an entire class of recreational vehicles 
with no clear improvements to safety and no justification for the costs the agency seeks to 
impose on manufacturers and consumers. 

Table Saws 

On October 11, 2011, the Commission initiated a rulemaking to establish mandatory 
safety standards for table saws. The rulemaking, in its current trajectory, would seek to impose 
a standard that could only be achieved through the use of one patented technology, thus 
creating a government-sponsored monopoly for the patent attorney who owns the technology. 
Regulation should not be used to advantage one technology or one company over another. 

The Commission is proceeding with a rulemaking despite no finding that the existing 
voluntary standard would not prevent or adequately reduce the risk of injury in a manner less 
burdensome than the proposed CPSC mandatory standard. To address concerns by the 
agency, the industry recently updated the Underwriters Laboratory (UL} voluntary standard so 
that since 2010 all table saws sold must meet the new safety standard. Data used by the CPSC 
on table saw injuries are outdated and are not relevant to the new voluntary standards. In fact. 
the data used by the CPSC to proceed with the mandatory standard was collected from table 
saws that met the old standard. If the CPSC proceeds with a mandatory standard, such action 
would undermine industry's incentive to develop new alternative table saw safety technology 
and would impose unnecessary increased costs on consumers. Unfortunately, this rulemaking 
mustrates a trend at the agency where the CPSC fails to conduct adequate cost-benefit 
analyses with its rulemakings and imposes prohibitive costs on manufacturers and consumers 
without accounting for the actual risks associated with products. 

Window Coverlngs 

For the past 15 years, CPSC staff has participated in industry efforts to update the 
voluntary standards for corded window coverings and assisted in a nationwide education 
campaign to reduce the risks posed to small children. We are encouraged by the Commission's 
involvement in the standards development process. and the improved volunlafY standards will 
effectively reduce the risk of injury in a manner less burdensome than a mandatory standard. 

There are efforts in Congress to add authorizing language to the Financial Services and 
General Government Appropriations bill that would require the Commission to promulgate a rule 
mandating the elimination of corded window coverings. The CPSA, the Federal Hazard 
Substances Act and the Flammable Fabrics Act require the Commission to regulate various 
products through an open and transparent process. Thal process requires assessing the 
voluntary standard to see if there is substantial compliance and conducting a cost-benefit 
analysis. The appropriations rider is unique because it essentially amends the underlying statute 
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by specifying administrative p<ocedU<es not currently applicable to the CPSC. This legislative 
provision was not discussed at a Congressional hearing, and industry was not provided the 
opportunity to present its position. 

The Commission has not publicly responded to this effort that removes its discretion to 
regulate products within its jurisdiction and takes away jurisdiction from the Energy and 
Commerce Committee. We urge the Commission and lawmakers to oppose these attempts to 
force the CPSC to issue mandatory standards and to subvert the well-established and effective 
voluntary standards-selling process. 

Addressing Complicated and Contradictory State and International Regulations 

Companies face an expanding array of laws and regulations between states and among 
different countries. The proliferation of current and planned regulations at the state and local 
level within the United States has made ii next to impossible for companies to comply with one 
regulation while at the same time not violating another. For example . 26 states have introduced 
chemical legislation for consumer products. Testing and compliance costs associated with 
differing requirements could strangle small businesses, and contradictory regulations will force 
companies to choose between two states to sell their products. Although the Commission and 
the Administration have stated goals of improving International regulatory cooperation, the 
patchwork of state, local and federal regulatory requirements increasingly disconnect the U.S. 
from the global marketplace. We encourage the CPSC to work with local and state officials to 
ensure consistency with state and federal regulations and that standardized testing 
requirements flow from federal requirements to minimize testing costs. 

Col'lclusion 

The decisions and actions of the Consumer Product Safely Convnission greatly impact 
manufacturers, who supPort effective regulation and share the Commission's mission to protect 
consumers. The business community looks forward to working with the Subcommittee in 
ensuring the Commission implements the provisions of law as Congress intended. while 
protecting consumers and minimizing regulatory burdens imposed on U.S. businesses. Thank 
you for your consideration of these comments. 

Sincerely. 

cc: Members of the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade 
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Mrs. BONO MACK. And, again, I would like to thank all of the 
Commissioners very much for your time today. I think you have 
shed a lot of light on some very important consumer product safety 
issues. I know that our committee looks forward to an ongoing and 
productive dialogue. 

I would like to thank my colleagues, especially Mr. Butterfield 
and Ms. Schakowsky, for working together in a bipartisan fashion 
to pass H .R. 2715 last year. We enacted a very good bill that saved 
a lot of American jobs while providing important protections to U.S. 
consumers. We call that a win-win around here. 

So I will be asking questions for you to submit back to us. Spe
cifically, Ms. Northup, I had one all teed up for you. I will ask you 
in writing, if you could submit in return, simply to give us your 
conclusions in writing about your service. And thank you for your 
service as you leave the Commission. We are going to ask a big 
softball question for you. Say all you want. How would you improve 
the world of consumer product safety? So we look forward to that 
in writing. 

I remind members they have 10 business days to submit ques
tions for the record. I ask the witnesses to please respond promptly 
to any questions that you receive. 

I wish you all a very wonderful August and safe travels. 
The hearing now is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 11:16 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
(Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:] 
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Al.!(;i;ST 2, 2012 

Chairman Bono Mack. lhank you for holding loday's hearing on oversighl of the Con~umcr 
Producl Safely Commission. The CPSC serves as the "'atehdog on hchalr or American consumers. 
ensuring lhat the prmlucts that we use every day in our homes and offices arc safe and do nol pose an 
unreasonable risk or injury or death. 

In 2001!, Congress provided the Commission with expanded enforcement authoriry, ratcheted 
do"' n on lhe amount of lead allowed in ch ildrcn · s products, mandated safety standards for durable 
infant and toddler proJucls. and created a public consumer product safely infonnation datahase. We 
did all this through the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of '.!008. 1hc C-P-S-1-A (sip-see
uh), which passed the House by a vote of 424 to 1 and was signed by President 13ush in August 2008. 

However. as we all know so well in Congress, sometimes our good imentions result in some 
unintended cun~equences. For e.~amplc. some very small husinesscs were impacted hy CPSI!\ thar 
perhaps shouJJ not have been. 

To lix some of these problems, without comprom1s111g significant health and safety 
protections. Chainnan Hono :'vlack and I. over the span of many months. worked out legislation co 
giv~ the CPSC more lleKibility in implementing CPSIA. That law. enacted a year ago, provided 
targclcd relief for ATVs, hicyclcs, hooks, and made the strong leotd content limit prospective so chat 
products manufactured prior to August 14, 20 ! ! could he sold at the JOO parts per million level in an 
~!fort to take some pressure off or retailers and manufacturers who .<till had inven1ory that would 
violate the law. 

Chairman Tenenhaum, I know with CPSL'\, and the amendments lo CPSIA passed last year, 
Congress has given the CPSC many important tasks. But I want you to know that I am proud of the 
Commission that you lead. The CPSC has oversight over more than 15.000 consumer products. 
That's no small task. Cndcr your leadership. we finally look sleps to remove drop-side cribs from the 
marketplace. :-lewborns and i11fon1s were dyini; al an alam1ing rate in these cribs after sliding 
hetween 1hc mattress and side oflhe crib and suffocating to d!'ath. 

Under your leadership, we've seen agency staffutili7ed in '"ays that arc proactive, such as t!y 
putting them al pons of entry lo inspecl products and prevent t.langemus products from ever making 
it to store shelves. 

Thank you. Chairman Tenenbaum, for leading th is C'omm ission in a way I hat continues to 
provide sale!)' and security to American cons11mers. I also thank Commissioners Adler. ~ord. and 
~orthup for their ser\'icc and for being here today. 

'.\fadam Chairman. I yi~ld back the balance of my time. 
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UNIT ED S TATE S 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFET Y COMMISSION 
4 330 EAST WE S T HIGHWAY 

l:lETH ESl.>A . MU 2081 4 

CHAIRMAN INE Z M . TENENBAUM 

November 9, 2012 

The. Honorable Mary Bono Mack 
Chairman 
House Conunittec on Energy an<I Commerce 
Subcommittee on Commerce., Manufacturing, and 

Trade 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Chainnan Bono Mack: 

Allachcd please. find responses to the written questions for the record submitted by you 
and certain other Members of the. Subcommi!leC. ln connection with the August 2, 2012, hearing 
entitled "Oversight of the Consumer Product Safety Commission." An electronic version of 
these responses will also be provided to Mr. Brian Kilby Howard, Legislative Clerk for lhc 
.C\ubcommittee. 

Thank you again fot the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee. Shou Id you 
nave any questions or require addit ional information, please do not hesitate to contact me or 
Christopher Day. Director of Congressional Relations. at (301) 504-7660 or by e-mail at 
k!llv@cpsc.gov. 

Very truly yours. 

lne1. M. Tenenbaum 

Attachment 

CPSC Hotli,._: 1~638-CPSC (2772) ' CPSC's Well Sije: h!lp:l/www.cpsc.gov 
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The Honorable Mau Bono Mock 

REDUCING REGULA TORY BURDENS AND COSTS 

I. H.R. 2715 granted you the authority to exempt products, or classes of producrs, from 
the tracking label requirements. Has the Commission granted any exemptious? Ha~ 
the Commission conducted any analysis on what products or class\!3 are likely 
candidates to exempt from the requirement'? If not, why not? 

Section 6 of H.R. 2715 (now P.I.. 11 2·28) stated that "the Commission may, by regulation, 
exclude a specific product or class of products from the requirements in subparagraph (A) 
[tracking label requirement] if rhe Commission detennines that it is not practicable for such 
product or class of products to bear the mark.~ required by such subparagraph. ,. To date, the 
Commission has not issued any regulations unde.r th is new authori ty. Instead, the 
Commission issued a Statement of Policy (SOP) concerning cracking labels on July 20, 2009. 
(A copy o f the SOP is available at http:/iwww.cpsc.gov/about/cpsia/sectl 0:3pol icy.odf.) In 
that Statement, the Commission noted that no specific labeling system was required. (" i\t this 
point, th~ Commission is not imposing any such unifonn requ irements, hut expects that 
manufacturers will use their best judgment to develop markings that best suit their business 
and product.'') The Statement also recognized six circumstances where it might not be 
pract icable for manufacturers to include tracking labels on a product, including products sold 
in bulk vending machines. 

The Commiss ion also noted its des ire to reduce burdens posed by the tracking labe l 
requirement, particularly by avoiding duplicative requ irements. To that end. the Statement 
provided: "The Commission believes that required information already permanently marked 
either to brand the product or otherwise to comply with other Commission or federal 
regulations, such as those promulgated under the Textile, Wool and Fur Acts or country of 
origin labeling ru les, c-0u!d be considered part of the 'distinguishing marks' called for by 
Section 103(a). Any such marking would ha\•c to be permanent as required by Section 
103(a).'' Given the flexibi lity provided in the Statement of Po licy, the lack of stakeholder 
requests for exemptions, and the need to take action on safety priorities, the Commission has 
not yet conducted an analysis of candidates that could be exempted from the tracking labe l 
requirement. 

2. Using the authority H.R. 2715 p rovided, the Commission voted to approve a petition 
and grant a functional purpose exemption from lead content limits for certain met:il 
components of children' s rid~on tracton. Would the reasoning of this exemptlon 
extend to other products? Is the Commission going to rec,oasider pre\·ioasly submitted 
petition., or take the init iative to exempt other materials provided the exemptions will 
resu It in no measu rab le impact on puhlic health or safety? If not, pleuse explain. 

Under the new authority provided, the Commission granted a functional purpose exemption 
for certain metal components of children's ride-on tractors. 77 FR 206 14 (April 5, 20 12). In 
addition, the Commission granted the same exemption to similar children's products such as 
other children's ride-on products that contain similar aluminum a lloy component part.~. Any 
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future petition would likely be factually unique, thus making it difficult to predict the likely 
disposi1ion of future petitions. In the ride-on-tractor petition, however. 1 was pleased that this 
pet itioner identified and requested only a minor increase in the permi5sible lead content 
limits for a few specific components of the children's ride-on tractors produced by his 
company. 

The Commiss ion has not considered previously submitted pet11tons because the new 
authority requires certain findings that were not required prior to H.R. 2715. However, the 
Commission will consider any petition resubmitted in accordance with the requirement5 for 
parties wishing to resubmit any previously submitted petitions set forth in section 
lOl(b)(l )(F) of the CPS/A. 

The Commission, s ubject to resource allocations in future operating plans, has a lso directed 
CPSC staff to undertake certain work to reduce third party test ing cos ts consistent with 
assuring the compliance of child ren's products. Among the mater iab to be rev iewed for 
possible determinations regarding lead content limits include adhesives in manufactured 
woods and synthetic food additives . 

3. We passed H.R. 2715 in part due to the huge financial burde n manufactQrcl"S have had 
to face in regards to testing costs since the passage of CPSIA. Does the CPSC know 
how many jobs w~re lost or how many companies a re not nble to invest in new jobs 
(except testing compan~s) due to th is new financial hardsbir? Has the Commission 
qndcrtaken any am1 lysis or the effect of increased costs on innovation and product 
development? 

The Commission has implemented the third party testing prov1s1ons as mandated by 
Congress in CPSIA and the 11.R. 27JS amendments. The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) 
statement associated with the third party testing rule contains s1aff economic impact 
projections. After discharging our statutory duty pursuant to section 14(i)(3)(B) of the CPSA 
(as amended by P.L. 112-28) to review public comments associated with the redllci ion of 
th ird party testing costs consistent with assu ring compliance, the Commission voted to d irect 
s1aff 10 further investigale, pending resource allocations in future Commission operating 
plans, a number of ortions that staff indicaled potentially may reduce third party testing 
consistent with assuring compliance. 
See http:i/www .cpsc.gov ilibraryifojlllh::tl lot/bal 1ot I 3/3rdparty.pdf, 

4. H.R. 271 S required the Commission to seek comment~ on ways to reduce tb ird pa rty 
testing costs a nd to issue new or revised testing regulations within one year - which wM 
August 12. The Commission notia!d a rcq•cst for comment last Novcmbtt. Where is 
the Commissinn with respect to revising or Issu ing new testing rcgul.alions? 

On August 29, 2012, CPSC staff submitted to the Commission a briefing package, 
"Consideration of Opportunities to Reduce Third Party Testing Costs Consistent wilh 
Assuring the Compliance of Children's Products." 011 October 10, 2012, the Commission 
voted to direct staff to further investigate, pending resource allocations in future Commiss ion 
operating plans, a number of options that staff indicated potentially may reduce third party 

2 
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testing consistent with assuring compliance. See 
http://www.cps,c.g.ov fl ibrarv/foialballot1bal lot 1 JiJrdparty.pdf. 

5. JJas the CPSC considered allowing compliance witb the European Toy Safety directfre 
(EN-7J) to be regarded as an acceptable demonstra tion or compliance with the US Toy 
Standard (ASTM F963)? Ir not, why not? 

As part of the vote mentioned in response to your previous question, the Commission 
directed the stalT, pending resource allocations in furnre Commission operating plans, to 
draft a Request for Information (RFI) for publication in the Federal Register to determine 
which, if any, tests in international standards are equiva.lent to tests in comparable 
CPSC-administcred children ' product safety rules. Ser: 
http:J/www.cpsc.covilibrary/foiaJballolitiallot 13/Jrdoorty.odf. The provis ions of EN-71 
would very likely be included within the scope of any undc.rtakcn RFI on this subject and 
would be considered according! y. 

6. CPSC'~ periodic testing rule will take effect in February 2013. This rule will 
exponentially increase the testing, record keeping and other burdens imposed by the 
CPSIA. We ore aware that there has been a proposal to offer-free-of-charge for small 
businesses-·privately developed software that could help enable compliance with this 
extremely complex new regulation. This would be very similar to the IRS " Free Flle" 
program, which makes available, free-of-charge, tax filiR& software for millions of 
mod erate-income Americans every year. 

a. How docs the Commission view such a program? Would s11ch a program require 
Commission approval? 

While nothing prohibits private companies that wish to ofier such a service from doing 
so, the Commission cannot endorse a company's privately developed software. 
Because 1 S software companies participate in the IRS '"Free File" program, the 
government is not in the posit ion of fllvoring a particular company in chat ins tance. 

b. Tes ting for pbtbalates is cJtpen~lve, averaging between $300 and $500 per toy or 
product component. Last year the Contmission, in an apparent attempt to reduce 
thi~ burden, excluded from testing "materials known no( to contain phthalatcs." 
Has the Commission developed a li~t of such materials? If not, why not? 

On August 17, 2009, the Commission published a notice of availability regardin~ a 
Statement of Policy (SOP) for testing component parts for phthalaccs (74 FR 41400). 
The SOP includes lists of materials that ~do not nonnally contain ph!halatcs and, 
therefore. might not requ ire testing" for phthalatcs. The Statement of Pol icy is 
available at http;/i\\'WV; .cpsc.gov/aboutlcosia/comnoncnttcs.cingpol icv .pd f. 

On October 3, 2012, the Commission directed the staff, pending resource allocallons in 
future operating plans, to explore certain opportunities to reduce third party testing 
costs consistent with assuring compliance. One of the nine activities appro\·ed by the 

) 
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Commission is to research the feasibility of a list of materials determined not to contain 
prohibited phthalatcs. Another ac1ivi1y is to invcstii;ate the use of Fourier transfonn 
infrared spectroscopy to determine compliance to the phthalates content limit. The staff 
briefing package describing these ac1ivi1ies is available at 
hnp://www.cpsc.gov/I i braryt ro ia/fo ia 12.lhrief/rcd uce 3 pt. pd f. 

7. Also with rc:spect to phthalates, 11.R. 2715 requires the CommL~sion within one year 
after enactment to address inaccessibility, either by adopting the same guidance a~ 
applies to lead inac~ssibility or by promulgating a rule providing new guidance for 
phthalates. What is the status of the Commission complying with H.R. 2715? 

On July 31, 2012, the Commission published «Proposed Guidanc·e on Inaccessible 
Component Part s of Children' s Toys and Child Care Articles Containing Phthalates.r 77 FR 
45297. The comment period on 1he proposed guidanc.e closed October 1, 2012. CPSC staff is 
currently in the process of reviewing the comments and developing a staff briefing package 
with proposd final guidance for the Commission's consideration. 

8. We have been told that the there was a staff effort to develop guidance on what 
products constitute a "toy." What is the status of that effort? 

The Commission published staff draft guidance on which children's products constitute 
"toys"' on Feb. 12, 2009. See hltp:i/www.cpsc.goviabout/cosia/draftphthalatesguidance.pdf. 
The Commission has considered the possibility of publishing additional guidance but there 
are no plans for staff to send a new briefing package to the Commission at this time. 

9. The proliferation of conOicting product safety standards a t the State level has become a 
significant issue for manufacturers and retailers. How does the CPSC plan to addrc,s 
this rapidly growing patchwork problem? 

Sc~·eral of the Commission's statutes contain explicit prov1s1ons concerning the federal 
preemption of state standards (.tee. e.g. section 26 of the Consumer Product Safety Act, 
section 18 of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, section l 6 of the flammable Fabrics 
Act, and section 7 of the Poison Prevention Packaging Act). The CPS IA also added some 
provisions concerning preemption (for example, section 106{h) of the CPSIA regarding state 
toy standards). Whether any particular stale produce safety standard would be preempted by 
a particular CPSC s1andard would be a question for the courts in an individual case. A court 
would likely look to these s1atutory provisions in resolving such a question. 

10. The CPSIA requires that the CPSC iss11e accrcditatio• requiremcots for tfSt labs at 
least 9() days before a stand11rd goes in to effect. The publiclll tion or acc reditation 
requirements triggers a 90-day clock a t the end of which a manufacturer will he 
required to cer tify products to the s tandard based on third party t~ting. I understand 
that an updated version of the toy sarcty standard (ASTM F963- 11) has gone into effect 
hut the Cl'SC has yet to publish corresponding accreditation requirements. 

4 
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a. Is the Commission uf the opinion that the deadline for issuin!!: accreditation 
criter ia does nut apply if a standard is revised? 

Staff has interpreted that the 90-day deadline stated in section 14(a)(3XBJ(6) o f the 
CPSA does apply when the Commission issues accreditation criteria for revised 
standards, such as the now-mandatory standard AST\if F96J- 1 l. As of August 14, 
2011. the Commission is required to follow the ru lemaking procedures of the 
Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. § 553) to issue notices of requirements for 
accrcdit.lltion of third party conformity assessment bodies. Accordingly, on May 24, 
2012, the Commission published ·'Proposed Requirements Pertaining to Third Party 
Conformil)' Assessment Bodies." 77 FR 31086. That Fcderul Register notice included 
a proposed revision to the notice of requirements for the ASTM F96J- I I rev ised 
standard. CPS C staff intends to forward to the Commission a draft final rule for 
"Requirements Penaining to Third Party Conformity Assessment Bodies'' befo re the 
end of this year. 

h. ff the Commission docs intend to issue new accl'\'tlltation criteria, will It also 
continue to recognize results from lllbs that were accnxlitl'tl under the prior 
version of the standard? 

For those tests that are equivalent (unchanged), or are functionally equivalent in the 
older and newer versions of the standard, test resul ts from testing laboratories 
accredited to the older version of the standard will be accepted for children's product 
certificatio n purposes. For new tests that were not in the o lder version of the standard 
or for tests that were substantially changed, accreditation to the newer version of the 
standard will be required for test results to be accepted for children's product 
certification. 

11. I undcntand that some m>1nufacturers maintain that CPSC lacks jurisdiction over 
infant car seats, evea if they can also be •sed outside of a vehicle, becauM they are 
" motor vehicle equipment" subject to the exclusive jurisdic tion of !he Department of 
Transportation. Does the Commission have a memorandum of understanding with 
DoT about this? Do you believe that it would be helpful for us to clari fy the 
Commission's jurisdiction over cbild j>,cats? 

We do not have a memorandum of understanding with the Department of Transpol'Uttion, but 
CJ>SC staff has been working with ASTM and representatives from the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to revise the hand held carrier standard, CPSC staff 
also intends to send the Commission a package proposing to make it a mandatory rule under 
section 104 of the CPSlA. 

The hand held carrier standard focuses on injuries that occur when the carrier is used ou<side 
the vehicle as o carrier, infant seat, or attached to a stroller. However, because the product is 
dual-use, CPSC is careful not co recommend design or labeling changes chat may impact the 
carrier's function as a car seat, or conflict with NHTSA 's regulations. Car seats are, however, 
covered by che product registration card rule in section I 04 of the CJ>SI A. 
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At the time the product registration card rule was proposed, we received comments from car 
scat manufacturers requesting that we ha1TI1onize our requirements with NHTSA in light of 
its program for car secsr registration. As a result, we made some changes to the rule and 
discussed those changes in the preamble to the final rule. 74 FR 68668, 6867 1 (December 
29, 2009). However, clari fication of the Commission' s jurisdiction of infant car scats used 
outside a motor vehicle would be helpful. 

12. One facto r d riving up the cost of third party testing is tha t different retailer:1 often 
demand that testing be done by their own Jab or one tha t they have special trust in. An 
individual test may cost $250, for example, but the manufacturer may need to have the 
same $250 t~t done by six d ifferut labs to sa tisfy a ll the d ifferent rctuilen. T hat adds 
up to a whopping SJSOO. h this an area where the CPSC can help reduce cos~'! 

:-:o. The scenario described above is an independent business re lationsh ip that a manufacturer 
has establ ished with the retailer. 

REGULATOR Y REVIEW 

1. Has the C PSC taken into consideration Executin O rders 13563 and 13579 in the rule3 
it ha.~ enacted since these Executive Orders were i55ued? If not, why not'! 

Executh·c Order l 3579, "Regulation and Independent Regula[ory Agencies" (E.O. 13579), 
focu ses specifically on independent agencies. Section 1 of the Executive Orde r sets OU[ a 
general policy for ''wise regulatory decisions," noting that "(t]o the extent permitted by law, 
such decisions should be made only after consideration of their costs and benefits." It states 
that independent regulatory agencies should promote the goals, and to the extent pelTilitted by 
law, comply with the provisions of Executive Order 13563, "Improving Regulation and 
Regulatory Review·· (E.0 . 13563). Except for rules that Congress has explicitly directed the 
Commission to issue under the CPSIJ\., the rules that the Commission has proposed or 
finali7.cd since the President issued the Execu tive Orders fo llow the principles and policies 
se t forth in E. 0. 13 579 and 13 563. For ru les required by the CPSIJ\., the C'.o mmission make.~ 
its dee is ions based on the considerat ions directed in that law. 

2. The Cornmi~sion has now issued a number or mandatory standards for durable nursery 
products such as cribs. Those standards arc exempt rrom some or the rulemaklng 
requirements that usually apply to consumer product safety standards. Do you think 
that these durable nursery standards nevertheless impose the least burdensome 
r~ainments that adequately re<lac:e the risk of injury? 

Because rules issued under section 104 of the CPS IA were specifically exempted by 
Congress fro m the procedure~ and findings required for rules issued under ~ection 9 of the 
CPSA (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 2051- 2089) and arc statutori ly required to provide the 
highest level of safety that is feasible, Commission staff has not done an analysis 10 

determine whether these rules impose the least burdcn.~ome requirements that adequately 
reduce the risk of injury. I note, however, that most of the rules the Commission has issued 

6 
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under this provision to date arc substantially the same as the relevant voluntary standards for 
those produ~Ls that arc developed by the industry. 

J . Does CPSC have any authority to regulate batli salts ,.·hen used for non-therapeutic 
purposes? Does it make any difference if there is proof that the manufacturer or seller 
is aware of the misuse? How can CPSC coordinate effo rt~ with the Drug Enforcement 
Administration or the Food and Drug Administration to address the sale and 
consumption of Nynthdic chemicals found in household products, 5uch as bath salb, K2 
and spice? 

The product you ask about goes by the street name "bath salts" because they are sold in 
powder fonn and may look like bath salts. However, they are in fact designer drugs that 
have effects similar to amphetamine and cocaine. Chemically. rhcy arc entirely different from 
actual bath sails. We do not consider these to be a household product under the regulatory 
authority of CPSC, but rather arc drugs under the author ity of the f)rug Enforcement 
Administration. DEA provides a fact sheet concerning bath salts on its website 
(http://www.justjce.gov/dca/druginfo/drng data sheers/Aath Salts.pdt). 

4. In a recent Op-Ed you stated the CPSC would turn to tip-onr L~sues in the coming 
months. !!:very year there are a few incidents involving kitchen ranges tipping when 
instal~rs do not install the provided an ti-tip brackets, the use of which is prescribed in 
most building codes. Tipover evenh can re$ Ult in grievous harm, part ic11larly to 
children or to the elderly. A number of these incidents occur in low income housing, 
including HUD-s upported housing. Have you reached out to HUD on this issue? 
Would you consider establishing a joint initiative with HUD to require its employees 
and contractors to install anti-tip brackets in HUD-supported housing and to set up 
programs to check existing ranges for compliance? 

In Fall of 2011, CPSC worked with the U.S. Depan.mcnt of Housing; and Urban 
Development ' s (HUD) Healthy Homes Program to communicate CPSC information on 
tipovcr safety through HUD's newsletters. In 20 13, CPSC will work to develop and 
implement an initiative v,ith HUD, and possibly with retailers, aimed at installing anti
tipovcr devices on ranges in publ ic housing. 

5. How often ha~ the staff used the threat of a Commission press release under the public 
interest heallh and safety provision to encourage firms to agree to conduct a recall? 

On three occasions, the Commission staff has determined the public health and safety 
required the release of safciy information to the public and sought Commission approval for 
a release of such safety infonnacion to che public. 

a. Has the CP.SC inll:tituted any procedural changes or given staff any guidance to 
guard again!lt abuse of this tool of persuasion? ff yes, please submit for the r ecord 
copies of any such guidance or proccd11re documents. If no, please explain why 
the CPSC has not crafted such official staff guidance or procedure documents. 
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The reasons for issuing a press release where 1he Commiss ion has found that the public 
health and safety requires a lesser period of notice than set forth in section 6(b)( I ) of 
lhe CPSA, and the circumstances where it may be appropriate to make such finding, are 
detailed in Commission regulations at 16 CFR 1101.23. 

b. When the CPSC decide! to meet to consider issuing a press release unller it9 
public interest health and safety authority, docs the Cummission notify the 
relevant prolluct manufacturer? If not, why not? 

If the Commission considers issuing a press release and making a public health and 
safety finding in that release, i1 docs so pursuant to the requirements o f section 6(b) of 
the Consumer Product Safety Act, IS U.S.C. 20SS(b), which requires CPSC to provide 
notice to the manufactu re r. 

c. l:Jerore isllu ing a press release unller its public interes t health and safety authority, 
does the Commission give the relevant manufacturers an opportunity tu be heard 
or submit evillence? Does the Commission automa tically receive all materials 
provided to the staff? 

If Commission staff recommends use of this authority, the Commission votes to issue a 
press release that makes a public health and safety find ins, shortening the time period 
for disclosure . As part of the decision to make such a finding and shorten the sectioo 
6(b)( l) time periods, the Commiss ion will rece ive the re levant infonnation and 
background materials from staff. 

d. Whal factors does the Commission use lo determine when a hearing under section 
15 i~ appropriate versus use of a press release? 

Use of a press release to warn the public about a hazard docs not inhibit the 
Commi~sion stall's ability to also seek further notice and a remedy through an 
administrative proceeding under section 15 of the CPSA. In cases that present a 
s ignifican t ri sk of injury to the public, it may be beneficial to first provide a warn ing to 
the public abo ut the hazard be fo re the Commissio n staff is ready to commence with an 
admin istrative proceeding. 

6. The Commission' s resources have roughly doubled since 2008 under lhe CPSIA. 
Despite the growth of the Commis.~ion and its budget, wc repeatedly hear there are nol 
enough resources to accomplish e\·erything the Commis,sion would like to accomplish. 

a. How I.I nes the Commission priori tize investigatio n.~ and enforcemen t macrers? Do 
you prioritize those hazaros tha t present the greatest risk to the greatest 
percentage of the population? 

Yes, the Commission priorlti1.cs 1hose hazards that prese nt the greatest risk to the 
greatest percentage or the population. The Office of Compliance and Field Operations 
and the Office of Import Surveillencc are responsible for enforcing mandatory rules and 
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requirements as well as the ~urveillance of consumer products on the market and at 
ports of entry to ensure that hazardous products do not enter the distrihution chain . 
Enforcement of existing and newly mandated rules and targeted surveillance activities 
allow for a multidisciplinary approach to enforcement. Identifying those products that 
present a risk (in an effon to be more preventive than reactive) through review of 
incident reports, trade complaints and other in formation source5 requires close and 
constant interaction with technical and epidcm io logical staff. 

b. How does the Commission identify those hazards? Is the CPSC using data-drfren, 
fact-b11scd analysis, or is the Commission following something more like the 
prccauli.ona ry principle? 

CPSC collects data from a variety of data sources to aid in the iden ti fication of 
hazards associated wich the use of consumer products. This data is used to identify 
hazards and develop appropriate mitigation strategies. The Commission applles the 
criteria in 16 CFR 1009.S(c) to establish Commission priorities. 

7. Over the last 10 years, the umber of traffic fatalit ies and Injuries bas declined 
s ig nificantly. In fact, the most recent da ta fro m the f\iational H ighway Tr.1ffic Safety 
Administration (f\IHTSA) shows traffic fatality rates at a 60-year low. Put of this may 
be attributable to the sluggi~h economy, but there have been significant advancements 
in safety, too. How do the injury and futality statistics for CPSC compare? Are deaths 
and injuries relating to consumer products declinin~ significantly also? 

A significant decline in reported consumer product-related deaths and estimated injuries in 
the past ten years does not appear evident in available data. The age-adjusted consumer 
product-related rates of deaths and injuries have increased in the mosc recent decade for 
which data are available. However, the CPSC's work to ensure the safety of consumer 
products-such as toys, cribs, power tools, cigarette lighters, and househo ld chemicals- has 
contributed 10 a decline in rate of deaths and injuries associated wich consumer products over 
the past 40 years. 

R. In working with volu11tary standard organizations, the CPSC sCaff often proYides 
incident data, including its own in-depth invc;itiga tlons of incidents, to help inform the 
process. 

a. How meaningful arc these a necdotal data? 

Anecdotal incident data provide a meaningful minimum number of kno wn incidents . 
What is unknown is the degree to which th is might unders1ate the actual number of 
incidents that occurred nationally. 

The value in the anecdotal data comes from the detailed descriptions of the hazard 
scenarios that they can provid~. In particular, through in-depth investigations, staff ca n 
obta in answers to important questions tha t nonnally are not included in media repott.s, 
death certi fi cates, or the CPSC's National Electronic Injury Surveillance System 
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(NEISS) cases that are coded from medical records. Collection of anecdotal incident 
data also accelerates staff's awareness of fatal incidents as the lag for reporting via 
death certificates differs by state. It should also be noted that not all data used b>' Cl'SC 
is anecdotal. 1\EISS, for example, is a national probability surve)' that supports 
national estimates of consumer product-re lated injuries seen in U.S. hospital emergency 
fac ilities. 

b. If the data are not statistically representati"e or a problem, why dQ the standards 
need to address the problem? 

If even the minimum number of known incidents is suggestive of an unreasonable risk 
to public safety, then it is our duty to address these risks. l11e greater concern might 
actually be how many incidents are occurring that nre not reported. 

c. Does it mean that the standards are protecting against problems that are rare, 
making the products more expensi"e than they need to be? 

?\o. Our cvidenl~ based standards take into consideration the severity of inj ury and the 
addressability of the hazard that a rc suggest ive of an ongoing risk to public safely. The 
general limilalion of our anecdotal inciden1 d11t11 is the degree co which it undcrsmtes 
the actual occurrence of serious incidents. 

d. Do you think a standard should protect against every risk that has enr happened, 
no matter how rare? If not, how do you determine when the standard should 
i:aard against ll risk and when it is o•necessary to do so? 

As a matter of public record, you will not find a statement from CPSC staff or the 
Commission stating that stundards should protect against every risk that has ever 
happened no matter how rare. Standards development involves a multidisciplinary 
team that conducts not only a review of reported incidents but often includes testing 
and research on the products. input from health and behavioral scientists, and e<.'-Onomic 
assessment:; of the poten tial costs co manufacturers and importers of proposed 
standards. The general concern I ies with the likelihood of f11111re occurrence and the 
potential severity of these incidents. The Commission must determine whi~h risk areas 
of public safety to address in a given year, with our limited resources, and prioritize 
accordingly. 

9. Accordr.i: to an October 2011 CPSC memo ava ilable o• the Com111ission 's website, 
both total injuries and injury rates to child ren fro m toys have increa5ed during the 
period from 2006-2010, which covers the period since the CPSIA was enacted providing 
the CPSC new authorities and additional resources. While more injuries may not be 
indicative M defective or unsafe products, can you explain why the injury rate i$ 
increasing? 

The October 2011 Toy-Re lated Deaths and Injuries Calendar Year 2010 report 
(hnp:/iwww.cpsc.gov/library/tov1nemolO.pdf) showed an increase in the estimated number 
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of toy-related emergency department treated inju ri es for a ll ages an<l for children younger 
than 15 years of age and younger than five years of age. However, neither the five year trend 
since 2006 nor the year over year comparison between 2009 and 2010 indicates that the 
increases ares statistically significant. While the estimated injuries appear to increase, 
Commission staff cannot rule out that the apparent differences observed in the estimates arc 
attributable to random variation. Therefore, because Commission staff cannot establish that a 
true change has occurred, any anempts to pinpoint causal factors would be speculative. 

10. The lari~est manufacturer of portable gas cans recentty dcclarfll bankruptcy, due 
mostly to qu estion11ble liability suits. As a result, there may be a shortage of new gas 
cans manufactured in the U.S., but people will still need to fuel their b1wn mowers and 
deliver ~as to vcbicl~ on the side of the ro11d. rt is a distinct possibility that people will 
ret•nt to usiag milk ju~s or other i.appropriate c~mtainers tha t can lead to ~·ery ser ious 
ha rm. Is there anylhiPI!: the CPSC can do lo head off this g ra,·e probkm? Do yo• 
require any addit ional authority to ace? 

I do not believe there is any need fo r action from the CPSC with regard to this 
company's filing for bankruptcy. Accord ing to the company's website, it filed for 
reorganization under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code this past summer, nas been 
continuing as an ongoing concern whi le in Chapter 11, and, as the company's Q&A 
on its website states: " It is business as usual." See 
http://ww\\'.blitzusa.com/chapter 11 !Customer%200&A %20FINAL %2011081 I .odf. 

More recently. news reports indicate that another company has bought the manufacturing 
plant and plans to n:sume manufacturing gas cans then:. See 
hup://www.tuJsa.,,,-orld.com1business.tarticlc.asp)l?subjectid~·t6l&articleid=201209 1 S 461 E 
I MIAM!0656046. 

11. Last September, the Commission voted to reverse its April 20 I 0 interpret ive ru le on the 
tenn " unblockable drain" as used in the Pool and Spa Sa[ety Act. The CPSC 
apparenlly determined that certain dra in covers were insufficient to comply wUh the 
law, requiring any public pool owner/operator - includinl!: state and local go,·ernments -
to inst&ll an additional backup drain system a t considerable additional expense. 

a. How many times has the CPSC called for a vote to switch a previous Commission 
\'Oft? 

While I am nol able to provide an exact count, occasionally the Uimmission changes a 
previous vote. For example, the Commission has sometimes voted to initiate 
rulemaking and later decided to terminate the rulemaking. Jn 191111, the Comm ission 
published an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPR) to enlarge the dimensions 
of the small parts cylinder used to evaluate whether toys or other articles intended fo r 
children under three years of age contain small parts. 5J FR 20865 . In 1990, the 
Commission voted to terminate the ru lemaking. 55 FR 26076. In !985, the Commission 
published an ANPR concerning all-terrain vehicles (ATVs). 50 FR 23 139. In 199 1, the 
Commission voted 10 terminate that rulemaking. 56 FR 47166. In 1994, tne 
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Commission published an ANPR to amend the baby walker standard. 59 fR 39306. In 
2002, the Commission terminated that rulemaking. 67 FR J l 165. 

b. Did the Commis$ion seek legal advia as to whether tllere should be notice itnd 
comment prior lo rccons iderioc the interpretation ? If yes, please provide a copy 
of such advice for the record. 

Any memorandum containing legal advice to the Commission is confidential and 
protected from disclosure by the deliberative process at«>mey client privileges. The 
Commission has not waived Its privileges to disclose the contents of any legal 
memorandum, and we would respectfully suggest that providing any such memo in 
response to a request wilcre it will be included on the public record would waive the 
privilc~. 

c. After reconsideration, the CPSC established May 28, 2012 as the new compliitncc 
deadline. Does that remain the official compliance deadline? How many pools 
are currently compliant with the CPSC's revised determination? 

The complianc.e date for facilities that relied on the Commission's interpretive rule for 
unblockable drains and installed large, compliant, unblockable drain covers over 
smaller outlets (sumps) was extended and noticed in tilt Federal Register by the 
Commission on ~ay 24, 2012. The new compliance date is May 23, 2013. 

Staff is sti ll reviewing files to identify previously compliant facilities thnt used 
unblockable drain covers in the manner defined by the interpretive rule. Staff has 
conducted almost 6,200 inspections and has found approximately 100 facilities that 
would no longer be considered compliarit based on the revocation of the interpretative 
rule. 

d. Please provide for the record u estimate of bolt· much pool m..-ners and operators 
spent on unblockablc drain covers lo comply with the original interprelalion. 
Please also provide for the record an estimate how much more will those same 
pool owners and operators have spent or need to spend on modifications to comply 
after CPSC's about f9ce. 

CPSC .~lllff does not have the necessary data available to provide such an estimate. 

12. There were a number of media reports in July reporting the CPSC had filed a lawsuit 
against the makers of "Buckyhal~." Al tbc bearing, you testified thal the ca~c would be 
heard h)· an adminiscrative law judge. Vice Chairman Blackburn inquired from where 
the ad mini.~tl'll live law j udgc wou Id be selected. In response, you replied Crom 
"Washington, D.C., probably, or it might be in Maryland." 

a. From which agency will the administrati11e law judge he borrowed? Docs the 
CPSC .~pedfy from which agency they would like to borrow an administ111tive law 
judge? Does the CPSC specify any parti~ular criteria such as background or 
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expertise when it requests an administratin~ law judge? If ye.•, please detail your 
reque~I (agency or pnrticu Jar criteria) for the reeonl. 

The Commission staff did not specify from which agency it wanted to borrow an 
administrative law j udge. The Commission statT was notified by the Office of Personnel 
Management that the administrative law judge would be loaned from the U.S. Coas t 
Guard. The Acting Chief of Administrative Law Judges for the Coast Guard selected 
the judgc(s) to be loaned to the Commission in this matter. 

b. In recent years, lhl' lawyers of the Compliance staff have been transferred en 
masse to the Office of the General Counsel. The one e~ccption was the head of the 
Office of Compliance, who must by law, be an attorney. Recently, however, the 
head of Compliance was a lso tr..i nsferred to the Office of Geaeral Coo.sci. Whal 
steps is the Commis.~ion la king 10 ensu re appropriate segrci:ation or the attorneys 
prosecuting the case from those that must advise the Commission? 

The pos ition of Director, Office of Compliance and Field Operations was not 
transferred to the Office of General Counsel hut instead continues to report to the 
Deputy f.xecutive Director, Safoty Operations. 1t should also he noted that the former 
Director, Office of Comp I iance and Field Operations requested reassignment to the 
Office of General Counsel thus vacating the posit ion of Director, Office of Compliance 
and Field Operations. 

Thi: former head of Compliance and Field Operations is an attorney in the Regulatory 
Affai rs Division of the Ofllce of the General Counsel and is not advising the 
Commission on the Buckyha lls litigation. The Office of General Counsel maintains a 
separation of functions in which attorneys prosecuting the action will not be advising 
the Commission. See 16 C.F.R. 1025.68. 

c. Why was the complai•t in the Buckyballs matter signed by the Execulivc Director 
of Che agen~-y ? Doe!n 't that associate him with the prosecutio n or the case such 
that he will have to be separated from the Commills ion too? 

The Acting Director of Compliance and Field Operations is recused as a matter of law 
from partic ipating in this matter. Because there is no person occupying the position of 
Assistant Executive Director for Compliance and f ie ld Operations and the Acting 
Director is recused by law, a majority of the Commission agreed to have the Executive 
Director sign the complaint. The Executive Director docs not render a decision in an 
adjudicat ive proceeding and does not advise officials who render such deci~ions, as 
explained in Commis~ion regu lations al 16 C.F.R. 1025.68. 

The Honorable Charle~ F. Bass 

1. I'm awa re that there is a proposed ruling to allow use of X-Ray Fluorescence {XRF) to 
certify products as lead free. It's my understanding tha1 there are multiple XRF 
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tethniques, including handhcld XRF and s~callcd HD XRF. U appears from the 
proposed rule that both techniques would be acceptable, hut can you confirm to the 
committee that the rule will enable u se of both the widely-accepted handheld XRF 
tech11iques whicll a re d eployed ac ross the supply chai11, as well as the emerging HD 
XRF method s? 

The ;'Proposo:d Rule: Requirements Pertaining to Third Party Conformity Assessment 
Bodio:s" includes provisions to widen the use of both "HD XRF" (a common shorthand for 
Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry Using Multiple Monochromatic 
Excitation Beams, as described in ASTM F2853-l0el) as well as "handheld" XRF (more 
generically known as Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry, as described in 
ASTM F26 I 7-08) for third party testing for certification. These provisions would enable the 
use o f either type of XRF, with limitations as described in the proposed rule. for meas uring 
lead in homogeneous metals, glass, crystals and other materia ls. This proposed rule would 
not widen the use of "handheld .. XRF to include detenn inations of lead in painte;:d surfoces of 
consumer products because at present no XRF method is available other than HD XRF 
(ASTM F2853- 10e\) for determining compliance to 16 CFR part 1303 for painted surfaces 
on children's products with respect to the limit of0.009 percent lead by weight. 

2. Knowing that one of the priorit ies of the CPSC is to incrcusc puhlic awareness around 
the tlngen of carbon m1>noxide poisoning, woald you p lease share ,.·itb the Committee 
what activ it ies the Commission is currently undertaki11 g? 

Prevention of carbon monoxide po isoning deaths and injuries caused by consumer products 
is a key priority for the CPSC. To comprehensively address this hazard, the Commission has 
taken a two-pronged approach that focuses on both product innovation and consumer 
outreach and education. 

On the product innovation side, CPSC staff has focused a great deal of effort on reducing 
carbon monoxide poisoning deaths from portable gasoline generators. In just the three year 
period from 2006 to 2008, there were an esti mated 233 non-fi re carbon monoxide poiso ning 
deaths to consumers associated with the use of portable gasoline-powered generators in the 
United States. ln September of this year, CPSC staff released a report detail ing the 
development and demonstration of a prototype portable generator that can dramatically 
reduce carbon monoxide (CO) emissions from certain common portable gasoline-powered 
generators. When the prototype was tested in the common fatal scenario of a generator 
operating in the attached garage ora single family home, healch effects model ing performed 
on the rerults showed that the prototype increased the hypothetical garage occupant's escape 
time inte!'lal to 96 minutes compared to only eight minutes provided by the original, 
unmodified unit. /\copy of this report may be found on the CPSC website . 
(http:fi.,.,..,.,w ,cpsc.gov/LIBRARY/FQINFOIA 1 2/os!pQz:t~f) 

CPSC also engages in robust education and outreach us ing a variety of outlets. The 
Commission communicates the dangers o f carbon monoxide poisoning through the use of 
earned media, conducting television, radio and print interviews most often as rapid response 
in conjunction with major, power-disrupting storms such as hurricanes and snow storms, 
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when greater use of generators exposes more people to the hazard. We also use social media 
outreach, e-publication downloads from the dedicated CO Information Center page on 
CPSC.gov and the disiribution of messages to grassroots panners through our Neighborhood 
Safety Network.. Twice a year CPSC' issues reminders to install fresh baneries in CO and 
smoke alarms in conjunction with daylight savings time. 

In addition, CPSC has used its OnSafety blog, YouTube, Twitter and its FireSafety.gov 
website to promote new developments in technology including making CO alarms more 
effective and, rhis year, new developments in reducing CO emissions in generators. These 
efforts have resulted in an estimated audience impression of more than I 00 million people 
durin!; FY20 I 2. This year, Congressional District offices in areas generally impacred by 
hurricane season were provided CO informational safety packets to share with their 
constituents. This information is also posted to the CPSC's website. Field staff has also 
provided Congressional offices with in formational materials in the wake of severe weather 
events causing power outages. As the winter season approaches, CPSC will continue to 
promote CO awareness by warning consumers of dangers associated with home heating 
e4uipment. During fY2013, CPSC will also begin staging a second CO Poster contest for 
school children that became the most popular contest on Challenge.gov when first held. 

Tiie Donora bk Grri Jf areer 

I. Chairman Tenenb11um, I was pleased to rclld your op-ed in The Hill last week where 
you indicated that you are taking & more collaborative approach with the window 
covering industry regarding cord safety. I am further pleased that you have spent the 
time visiting manufacturing facilitle~ to better understand the difficulties in eliminating 
cords for all products. Can you tell me, without revealing any proprietary information, 
about these visits and what you learned? How arc you proposing to move forward from 
here? 

Commission Staff has recently panicipated in several meetings with lhe Window Covering 
Manufacturers Association (WCMA) and individual members. In addition, I traveled this 
past summer to personally meet with the leadership of several manufacturers and to tour their 
production facilities. During these meetings, we discussed the types of window covering 
products currently on the market, a~ well as individual manufacturer efforts to redesign 
window coverings to eliminate or substantially reduce the strangulation hazard posed by 
some corded window coverings. 

Overall, my discussions during these visits were positive and indicate a 1.1:illingness to work 
togerher towards consensus solut ions. It is my hope thar we can use these discussions as a 
springboard to work cooperatively to meaningfully improve consumer awareness of the 
strangulation risk corded window covering products can pose to young children, as well as 
resolve outstanding concerns regarding the current WCMA window covering safety standard 
to address the stragulations risk from cord~d window coverings. 
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2. Chairman Tenenbaum, I am a hig supporter or promoting government and industry 
cooperation. I think it is important for both to understand the need for safoty and how 
best to achieve the safest product possible. You 11lso discussed in your op-cd your 
efforts to better educate the con9umer. With this in mind can you tell me about your 
plans for the n.'SI of this year and ne.tl with the Wiadow Covering Safety Council aad 
your efforts to educate new p:arenb abou t potential hazards to children associated wi th 
window coverin ~s'! 

CPSC has again partnered with the Window Covering Safety Council to jointly launch safety 
messaging during Window Covering Safety Month in October 2012. This year's 
ooilaborati\·e efforts included my partidpation in the Council's public service announcement 
and a statement for its media release. CPSC has also tweeted safety messages, direct 
responses to consumers' questions, and links to reference materials during the October 9, 
2012, #Cord Safety Twitter party hosted by the Window Covering Safety Council . In 
addition, a newly launched window covering safety information center on CPSC's website 
promotes repair kits offered by the Window Covering Safety Council along with other 
information. 

a. Can you tell us more aboul the CPSC's ~-ollaborative programs with the Counci l? 

Please see previous answer. 

b. Aren't promoting education and ra1s10g awareness some or the best tools the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission has in its anenal? 

Promoting education and rai sing awareness is part of our comprehensive effort, along 
with enhancing voluntary standards, encouraging technologocial safety innovations,and 
ongoing compliance initiatives designed to ensure the highest level of protection for 
children. Identifying and addressing the most pressing consumer product safety 
priorities, working with stakeholders to bui Id safely into products, timely and accurate 
detection of risks, and quick response to remove hazards, all work with our goal of 
raising awareness to reduce product-related deaths and inj uries. 

The HonorahJe Brett Guthrie 

I. As you know, lhe power tools industry developed a revised set or voluntary safely 
stsndards in November of .2007 for table saws. Prod•ds using rhose new studards 
were introduced to the marketplace thereafter 11nd were required to meet those 
standards beg inning in early 2010. Thal volunta ry standard wa.~ enhanced in October 
of 201 l with improved performance standards under a broader 5et of cut ling 
conditions. 

s. ls it accurate that the CPSC had not collected any data from th.c current produces 
that are compliant ~·ith the curr en t vohmtary standards, and tha t the CPSC hased 
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its advanced notice of proposed rulemaking for a mandatory rule on d1thl from 
older, noncomrliant saws? 

The Commission r ublished an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPR) 
concerning uible saw blade injuries on October 11 , 201 1. 76 FR 62678. The voluntary 
standard was revised in October 201 1. Thus, incident data reflecting the new voluntary 
standard is not yet available fo r the staff to review. Any subsequent steps in the 
nilcmaking that the Commission decides to pu~ue (notice o f proposed rulemaking and 
final rule) would include a review of data available at those stages. 

b. Is CPSC now collecting more up-to-date information on accidents incurred under 
the 2007 voluntary standard for table saws? 

CPSC staff continuous ly receives re ports re lated to consumer products through various 
means, inc luding news clippings, death certificates, and consumer submiued reports. 
Table saw-related incident reports are reviewed by CPSC staff to leverage any 
information available. These reports are anecdotal and may or may not be related to a 
table saw that is compliant under the 2007 voluntary standard. CPSC staff also collects 
emergency department-treated injury data via the National Electronic Injury 
Surveillance System CJ"EISS). 

Though this system does collect infonnation ah-Out table saws, it is not possihle to 
diffcrenciate pre- and post-2007 vo luntary standard-compliant saws within the data . A 
special study would be requ ired to gather this level of detail-similar to the special 
study that was performed on stat ionary saws in 2007-2008. Another study of this nature 
is no! planned for table saws. I lowcver, CPSC staff has awarded contracts for the 
collection of data concerning if and how owners of new table saws arc using the 
modular blade guard system that is part of the current voluncary siandard. 

c.. If so, wlll this data be weighed equally when considering a proposed mandatory 
safety s tandard for table saws? 

The data that CPSC staff will he collecting is from a convenience sample of new table 
saw users who will be recruited to participate in the study. This study will not he in the 
same form as the previous table saw injury study, and it cannot be used in the same 
manner. CPSC staffs goal in collecting this data is to heucr understand if and how 
consumers are using the modular h\adc guard system that is part of the current 
voluntary standard. This information will be used along with additional information 
collected to guide CPSC's staff rewmmendations during the rulemaking process. In 
addition to the informaLion g~thered from this stud y, CPSC staff will COn!;idcr any and 
all other relevant incident data that is available when ii considers a possible proposed 
standard for table saws. 

2. Doesn't the CPSC need to gather data on the compliant saws using the current 
voluntary standard before you can move forward with a mandatory stands.rd? As I 
understand it, the CPSC is statutorily directed to rely on voluntary standards over a 
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mandatoT)· ~landard as long as "compliance with such voluntary standards would 
eliminale or adequately reduce the risk of injury addressed and it is Likely that there 
will be suhstantial compliance with such voluntary standards." (15 U.S.C. § 2056(h)) 

The CPSC must consider the adequacy of, o.nd le\·e! of compliance with, applicable voluncary 
standards before it can issue a final mandatory consumer product safety standard for a 
product. CPSC staff has awarded contracts for the collection of data \;O nccming if and how 
owners of new table saws are using the modular blade guard system that is part of the current 
voluntary standard. This will a id staff in determining whether the current voluntary standard 
would eliminate or adequately reduce the risk of injury addressed. The study will be 
completed prior to the issuance of any final mandatory rule. 

a. How would the CPSC be able to judge lbe r i.sk of inj11ry under, and substan tia l 
compliance with, the new voluntary standa rd~ if you have not collected and 
analyzed data on the table saws us ing those standards'! 

The ANPR is the beginning of the rulemaking process. As the rulemaking progresses, 
the CPSC will coltect and analyze the data that become available, including compliance 
with any applicable voluntary standards. Prior to the issuance of any final mandatory 
rule, CPSC staff will complete an analysis of the effectiveness of current voluntary 
standards. 

3. Following up on the CPSC ad vanced notice of proposed rule making for table saws, one 
of the main options CPSC asks for comments on fo r a mandatory rule i., a patented 
technology, owned and controlled by one company, based on blade contact Ocsh 
detection technology. I understand it was this company's CEO who originally 
petitioned the CPSC to consider rulemaking in chis area. 

a. Is CPSC aware that the Federal Trade Commission recently testified before 
Congress raising concerns ahout a patent holdCI" using adopted standards to 
demand hight>r roya lties or licensing fees as result of a s tandard ? T he ITC 
testimOn)' noted that " (i]ncorporating patented tcchnnlogies into s tandards has the 
potential to distort competition by enabling (standard essential palent] owners to 
use the leverage they acquire as a ~ult of the s tandard setting process to 
negotia te high royalty rates and other favorable terms after a standard is adopted 
that they could not have credibly demanded beforehand." 
(http://www.fkgowosltcstimonv/12071 lstandardpatcn ts.pd0 

The- ANPR presented three regulatory alternatives to address table saw blade contact 
injuries: ( I) a voluntary standard, (2) a mandatory ru le with performance requirement~, 

and (3) a labeling rule specifying warnings and instructions. The Commission hns not 
determined which, if any, option to pursue. We note that section 7 of the CPSA requires 
the Commis$ion to express any mandatory consumer product safety standard in terms 
of performance requirements, rather than mandating any particular design. 
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b. Are you concerned th1tt " single pa lent holder, such as the single patent holder in 
possession or flesh detection technology for table saws, could demand higher 
roya lties or refuse lo license on reasonable and non.discriminatory te.-ms ir their 
patented technology is incorporated into a mandatory slBndard? Docs the C PSC 
sha re the FTC' s concern abou t incorporating patented technologies into 
standards? 

l'Jca~e sec the previous answer. 

The Honorable Pete Olson 

I. J understond th•t the Commissi<>n hu speal $566,360.00 on 11 contractor by Ille name of 
SEA Ltd. to conduct tes ting of ROVs and that SEA issued a report about its initial 
work in April 2011. Despite mulriple requests from the Recr eational Off-Highway 
Vehicle Association and its member companies lo meet with SEA and lo learn more 
about its work and despite the fact that industry has initiated several meetings with 
CPSC to share infonnation and d iscuss the issues, CPSC waited IS months to hold a 
meeting between SEA and industry, and that meeting finally occurred just a few weeks 
ago. Is withholding information and access to CPSC consultants funded at taxpayer 
expeue your idea of gonn me•t transparency? How do you expect industry to be 
responsin 10 CPSC's positio.s whea you with liold critica l informatioo from ii? 

The CPSC has maintained openness throughout this process and has not withheld 
infonnation collected by SEA Ltd. In April 2011, Cl'SC staff published a 494 page report 
with SEA 's test methodology and test results on nine recreational off-highway vehicles 
(ROVs) of different makes and models. The vehicles were tested between May 3, 2010, and 
October 12, 2010. The six months bccwccn the completion of testing and publication of the 
data involved analysis of the data. drafting a final report, and agency clearance to publish 
documents. In August 201 1, CPSC staff published additional results for a tenth v.:hiclc that 
was tested in May 201 l. Furthermore, in July 201 2, CPSC staff hosted a public meeting to 
allow SF.A to present its data and to answer questions from ROHVA. 

The CPSC staff has worked with ROHY A and continues to work with ROHV A as evidenced 
by the mul tiple public meetings and comment Jcctcrs submitted by CPSC staff during the 
voluntar;· standard canvass process. 

2. I underst11nd that, while industry was waiting for 15 monll:ts to get more information 
about SEA's work, ROH VA proactively conducted extcnsin testing on itS own to 
eva luate th c tc~tiag approach described ia the SEA report. During the long onrdue 
meet ing, I understand that SEA revealed deta ils regarding its testing methodology tha t 
had not been previously disclosed, which may require ROHV A to conduct more testing 
to effectively evaluate the SEA testing approach. Edcnslve time and resourct'$ were 
wasted as a result or CPSC's failure to disclose information about its contractor's work. 
I understand that SEA also has conducted other testing for CPSC that still has not been 
disclosed to ROHVA. Will you commit to providing timely and complete disclosure or 
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all information regarding the work of CPSC contracton with respect lo ROV~ a nd Co 
change course and work collaboralively with industry lo promote safety? 

As noted above, in April 2011 , CPSC staff publ ished a 494 pat;e report with SEA ·s test 
methodology and test results on nine recreational o ff-highway vehicles (ROVs) of diffe rent 
makes and models. The vehicles were tested between May 3, 2010, and October 12, 201 0. 
The six months between the completion of testing and publication of the data involved 
analysis of the data, drafting a final report, and agency clearance to publish documents. In 
August 20 I I, CPSC staff published additional results for a tenth vehicle that was tested in 
May 2011. In Ju ly 2012, CPSC staff hosted a public meeting to allow SEA to present its data 
and to answer questions from ROHVA. 

CPSC staff has not received any reports with test methodology or test results from ROH VA 
on any of the test ing it has performed. Jn public mee tings with the CPSC, ROHVA has only 
presented s lides with selective data. In addition, CPSC staff believes that the limited data that 
ROHV A has provided is based on an incorrect formula to calculate a key value. For reasons 
unknown, ROHVA did not use the correct formula used by the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA), by SEA, and by ROHV A's own voluntary standard 
(A};SJ/ROHVA 1-2011). 

I note again that CPSC staff has worked with ROH VA and continues to V.'ork with ROHVA 
as evidenced by the multiple public meetings and comment letters submitted by CPSC staff 
during the voluntary standard canvass process. 

3. I assume you would agree that a pass-fail test must be reproducible from one lab to 
another and that the government cannot mandate that all tc.~ting be conducted by a 
single entity at a single facility. Has CPSC or its contractors conducted any te.~ting to 
determine whether its pass-fail test methodology and rc.~ults are reproducible at 
facilities other than the one SEA used? 

CPSC staff agrees that 11 pass- fail test must include a protocol that is repeatab le and can be 
performed by any qualified test facility. The /\NPR for ROVs began a rulemaking process 
that could result in a mandatory consumer product safety standard fo r ROVs. As part of the 
ongoing rulcmaking effort on ROVs, CPSC staff has pcrfonncd standard vehicle dynamics 
tests that have been developed by 1':HTSA to gather informntion on the dynamic 
characteristics of these vehicles. If and when requirements are finali:i:ed, they will include 
performance requirements that can he tested with a protocol that is repeatable and can be 
tested by any qualified test facility. 

4. Has the CPSC attempted to establish a correlation betwee. vehicle characteristic~ that 
will be dictated by its proposed tesU a nd s tandards and the incidents that you 5ay you 
ore trying to p revent? What were the re.suits of the correlation analyse5? Do you 
intend tb mbve fonvard with a mandatory standard in the ab.~cncc of evidence of s uch a 
correlatibn? 

The CPSC published an advance notice of proposed rulcmaking (ANPR) concerning 
recreational off-highway vehicles (ROVs) on October 28. 2009. 74 FR 55495. The ANPR 
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hcgan a rulemaking process, one result of which could be a mandatory standard for ROVs. 
CPSC stafT is a~sessing public comments received in response 10 the A:-JPR and is evaluating 
other relevant data and information to develop a staff briefing package for the Commission. 
The Commission will co nsider 1he staff's briefing package when determining whether to 
issue a notice of proposed rulcmaking (NPR). 

CPSC stalfhas completed a multidisciplinary review of more than 400 reported ROY-related 
incidents where victim, vehicle, and incident characteristics were analyzed. The resulls 
indicate significant hazard patterns that include vehicle rollovers, and victims ejected and hit 
by the vehicle resulting in death or injury. This analysis will be part of the staff's briefing 
package for a possible ~PR. If the Commission decides to issue an ~PR. the public would 
have another Opportuni ry to commenl, staff would prepare a briefing package with all 
re levant data and information concerning a possible final rule, and at that po int the 
Commission would decide whether to publish a final rule. 

S. I understand that in the early 1990s CPSC conducted a multi-discipllnary stud)· or ATV 
incidents to determine the causes of crashes, bul th al CPSC has not conducted such a 
sh1dy of ROV i11 cidents. Since CPSC has not conducted such a study, RORV A a gal11 
p roactively conducted its own multi-disciplinary study of ROY incidents. In November 
2011, ROHVA presented its analysis lo CPSC staff that concluded the testing standards 
in dispute would liavc had absolutely no impact on the occurrence of at least 90% of 
serious incidents. Does CPSC have any evidence tha t contradicts RQHVA 's finding? 

CPSC staff has completed a multidisciplinary review of more than 400 reported ROY-related 
incidents where victim. vehic le, and incident chantcteristics were ana lyzed. The results 
indicate significant hazard patterns that include vehicle rollovers. and victims ejected and hit 
hy the vehicle resulting in death or injury. Using the results of this analys is, CPSC staff is 
working to create standards that would reduce these identified hazard patterns. 

6. Has CPSC done any analyses comparing the relative safety of RO Vs that existed when 
CPSC issacd iu ANPR ia 2009, ROVs that confor111 to the curreni volantary standard, 
and ROVs that would conform to C PSC staff's proposed mandato ry standard? 

On October 28, 2009, the Ct'SC published an advance noti1:e of proposed rulemaking 
(ANPR) concerning recreational off-highway vehicles (ROVs}. 74 fR 55495. The ANPR 
began a rulemaking process that could result in a mandatory consumer product safety 
~tandard for RO Vs. CPSC staff has not completed the rulentaking effort on RO Vs and has no 
current proposed mandatory standard. 

The ROVs that existed when CPSC issued its /\NPR in 2009 meet almost all the 
requirements in !he currem voluntary standard. 

7. I understand that federal law reserves mandatory standards for those products where 
industry fails to dl.'vl.'lop \ 'oluntary standards to prevent unreasonable r isks of injury. 
Jr that is the casl.', why woald CPSC move fonnrd with a manda1011· ROV scandard 
when industry has been proaclivl.' in develop ing .s land•rds and has tr ied rl.'pcatedly 10 
work with your agency? If CPSC believes that the current voluntary standard does not 
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adequately address unreasonable risk ol injury relatOO to ROV 1tse, what exactly is 
inadequate about the •·ohintary standard? Whal data does C PSC have to support its 
claim that those ospects or the voluntary standard a re inadequate? 

As stated above, the CPSC published an ANPR in 2009 that d iscussed a voluntary standard, 
a> well as a mandatory standard, as regulato ry options. Hefore the Commission could issue a 
final mandatory ru le in the proceeding it would need to determine that e ither (l) the 
voluntary st11ndard is not likely to rcsuh in the elimination or adequate reduction in the risk or 
injury, or (2) it is unlikely there will be substantial compliance with the voluntary standard. 
At this point, the Commission has only issued an ANPR and has not made any 
determinations about the adequacy of the voluntary standard. 

CPSC staff has worked with ROllVA and continues to work with ROH VA as evidenced by 
the mult iple public meetings and comment letters submitted by CPSC staff during the 
voluntury standard canvass process. CPSC sta tl' s comment letter to ROHV A duted March 
10, 201 l, summarizes CPSC staf1's concerns with the voluntary standard in the areas of 
lateral stahility, vehicle handling, and occupant protection. (A copy of the letter is availahlc 
at http://w\\w,cpsc.gov!volstd/atvicommcanvass03 J 02111 .pdf.) 

The Honorable Mike Pompco 

1. Database/ Fac~bC1ok I 6(b) 

What is the status or the lswsuil brought against the CPSC la~I year by anonymous 
companies over the agency's botched interpretation of Che database language In the 
Consumer Product Safety Jmprovement Act of 2008? Would you please notify the 
subcommittee and my office as soon as there are further developments in that case? 

CPSC was sued by a single anonymous company, Company Doe, as reflected in the public ly 
available docket for the case (Case No. 11-2958. D. Md.). A redacted version of the decision 
in tl1e case, dated July 3 1, 20 12, was posted on PACER on October 22, 20 12, The portions of 
the case not on the public docket arc under seal and CPSC cannot comment further. 

On September 28, 2012, the government filed a notice of appeal at the dbtrict court as shown 
on the publicly available docket for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Foui:th Circuit, docket 
number 12-2210. The agency cannot comment beyond what is available on che public docket 
because tile case is under seal. 

Has the cou rt decided whether the :agency misi11terprcted the statute, as the companies 
claimed- and as 1 believe? 

A redacted ver~ ion of the decision in the case, dated July 31 , 20 I 2, was posted on PACER on 
October 22, 2012. The case is under ~eal and the Commission cannot comment on the 
decision beyond what is in the redacted version or the dec ision. 
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In your written testimony you stated: " I think SaferProducts.gov has gained wide 
aprroval and acceptance." How can you say that in the face of a lawsuit by indust ry? 
How many regulations issued by CPSC in the last 5 yean have led to lawsuits? Doesn't 
the presence of a lawsuit te11d to a rgue against the idea that th database has gained 
wide approval and acceptance? 

The lawsuit involves one single anonymous company an<l a singular report, not a lawsuit by 
industry. With more than 11,000 reports of harm or potential hann puhlicly posted to date, 
the SaferProducts.gov consumer database continues to serve as a vital safety tool for use by 
parents, doctors, emergency responders, and consumers across the country to alert the puhlic 
to potentially har,ardous products. 'None of the underlying regulations the Commission has 
issued in the last five years, including the database rule, has been challenged in court. No 
party has sought judicia l review of any regulation issued during that time per iod. 

In your oral testimony, you indicated that if the federal court rules against the CPSC in 
the pending database lawsuit, the agency will not pledge to immediately take down the 
database that "·as constructed in violation of the statute. Why not? Please e:,;plain 
what remedy you believe would be 11ppropriate, what remedy the plaintiffs are seeking, 
and what remedy the agency's professional staff recommends in the event that the 
agency loses the lawsuit. 

Section 6A of the CPSA requires the Commission to maintain the publicly available 
database, and by law the Commission may not take it down. The recent decision concerning 
one incident reponed to the SaferProducts.gov consumer databa~e does nothing to change the 
agency's statutory mandate and enduring commitment to provide the public with a timely 
and searchable database containing reports of harm relating to the use of consumer products. 
Consistent with the remedy set forth by the decision, the Commission did not post the 
individual report. 

Is the agency still considering sta rting a Facebook page that would violate the 
requirements Congress has put in place for any kind of public database? 

I believe that the CPSC has the authority to provide the public with product safety 
infonnation through the use of Facebook- a free resource with almost one billion followers 
that almost all other federal agencies already use. Furthermore, I believe that using Faccbook 
will allow CPSC to reach new audiences with critical information that will save live.~ and 
pre\•ent injuries. However, I plan to further study th is subject prior to deciding whether to 
authorize the CPSC's Office o f Communications to use Facebook as an add itional means to 
distribute critical consumer product safety information, 

J am told tha t the agency is refusing to accept appeals over material inaccuracies. If 
lrue, why? 

Section 6A(c)(4) of the CPSA, 15 U.S.C. § 205Sa(c)(4), sets forth Commission procedures 
for determining claims of material inaocuracy for repons of hann or commenlS that are 
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submillcd to Cl'SC. No provisions of the CPSA or Commission regulations provide for 
appeal.~ of Commission determinations regarding claims of material inaccuracy. 

J am told tltat the agency does • ol remove duplicate references on the database to the 
same underlying incident. Ir tha t i~ true, why not? 

We do not publish two reports that arc exactly the same. When we do publish two d ifferent 
repons that are about the same incident we link them. Linked repons are displayed in the 
database as "associated rcpons" and count as a single report in search results. 

2. Phthufalesl testing lab irregularity 

We have heard from mHufact11rers that tltey freq 11eatty experience instances 
w here prod ucts pass lead or phtha la tes tests at one laboratory and fai l at another 
laboratory. 

Ap11rt from the te.~ting costs themselns, costs of these failures to the manufacturer 
include, among others: I) cos ts of removal from store shelves, 2) costs or 
destroyin~ failed products, 3) costs of reformulating products, and 4) costs of notifying 
CPSC because the products are non-compliant. 

CPSC has been asked repHtedly to iss.e a clear statemeat on sta ti5tical 11ncutai• ty 
with regard to testing results. Some industry groups have 5aid that addre5sing 
statistical uncertainty bands for laboratory test resul ts to dea l with the known prohlem 
of inter-laboratory variability may be the single most important action CPSC could 
take to help reduce costs associated with CPSIA testing and certification 
requirements. When and how does the Commission plan to address this concern? Why 
has the agency thus far refused to establish statistical variability parametel'll? 

Pcrh:ips some industry groups are unaware that there are many international guidelines in use 
thllt deal with the issue of measurement uncertainty. These include documents such as the 
ISO Guide to the Expression of l:ncerta inty in Measurement; che EURACIIEMiCITAC 
Guide: Use o f uncertainty information in compliance assessment: ASME B89.7.3.1-2001. 
Guidelines IOr Decision Rules: Considering measureme nt uncertainty in determining 
conformance to spccilicacion; and 1LAC-G8:03/2009, Guidelines on the reporting of 
compliance wich specification. 

Current !LAC guidelines, which arc consistent with the other i111ernational guidelines, end 
JSO/lEC 17025 c learly address the ma11er of statistical uncertainty and how testing labs 
should give :ippropriate consideration 10 measurement uncenainty when assessing 
compliance wi th specification. T hese requ irements ensure che specification limit mandated 
by Congress, for both lead and phthalates , is not breached by lhe measurement rcsull plus the 
expanded uncertainty. 

CPSC methods reguire testing Certified Reference Materials (CR Ms) chat closely match lhe 
material of the tested prod1Jct, along with samples, to verify the test method. CPSC methods 
require !he results for the CRi\lfs yield relative standard deviations well within 
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:20 percent. Cf>SC staff experience i~ that this is easily achieved for these well characteriz.ed 
materials. 

Jn some cases, finns may be referring to measurement uncertainty '>'--here material variability 
is actually the driving factor for differences seen between laboratories as different samples 
arc tested and differen t results arc ob1ained. 

3. Third Party Testin1: Relief 

Wht.>n this Congress passed H.R. 2715 last year, ii gave the CPSC authority lo lake 
steps to reduce the costs or complying with the CPSIA-and particularly the costs of 
thin.I party testing. Did the age•cy's 1>rofessional staff recommend issaing the third 
party testing rule despite H.R. 2715? Or did the staff recommend making udjustment.5 
to the rule and/or seeking additional public comment before issuing the rule in the wake 
of 11.R. 2715? If the agency's professional staff recommended that the third party 
testing rule be revised to take advantage of the authority given in H.R. 2715, what 
recommendations for further relief did the staff offer that the Commission declined to 
accept? 

The ageocy' s professional staff did not rocornmend issuing the rule at that time. However, at 
the time the recommendation was made to reproposc the rule, staff did not have 
recommendations for further relief developed. 

In H.R. 2715 Congress gave you the authority to address the exorbitant cost or third 
party testing. Based on our directive nnd your existing authority, do you have sufficient 
authority to solve the third party testing cost problem·! Why has mort: relief not been 
gTIJnted e\•en though Congress acted lo enable it? Do you believe the agency is 
prevented from granting further relicf7 If so, what legal changes are needed lo enable 
further relief rrorn third party testing costs? Where exactly are you barred from 
pro,·iding relief? 

Based on the language of H.R. 271 S, the staff developed a set of recommended potential 
opportuni ties for Commission consideration regarding reducing third party testing costs 
consistent with assuring compliance. Fifteen of the sixteen recommended opportunities did 
not require additional authority to be s rantcd to the Commission. 

The Request for Comments wa.~ published in the Federal Register on November 8, 2011 , 
See hllp:/lwww.cpsc.gov/businfo/fmoliccsifr l 2/3ptrcducc.pdf. After the comment period 
ended, the professional staff considered the comments and conducted its own examination of 
the testing and labeling ( 16 CFR part 1107) and component part test ing ( 16 CFR part l I 09) 
rules . Within one year of the pa>~agc of H.R. 271 S, the project team completed its work and 
presented to the Commission a set of recommended opportunities for third party resting 
burden reduction consistent with assuring compliance. As no1cd, the Commission recently 
voted, pending resource allocations in future operating plans, to direct the slaffto pursue nine 
of the actions it had identified. The staff will proceed with that direction pursuant to 
Commission direction in subsequent operating plans. 
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I believe the Commission lacks rhe authority to implement one of the staff recommended 
opportunities regarding the ose of process cert ificat ion techniques for children 's product 
certification purposes. Section 14 of the CPSA requires third party testing for chi ldren's 
product certification. materia l change. and periodic te~ting. All of the tests in the app l icablc 
chi ldren's product testing rules requi re third party confolillity assessment body testing. The 
statute does not allow the Commission to alter the basic requirement of third party testing. 

What spedfic chugcs did the agency ma ke to its third party testing rule specifically by 
ta king ad \lantage of the authority given in H.R. 2715? In other words, what new relief 
did the agency provide in the rule that it was not going lo pro,·ide a nyway before that 
statute passed? 

No specific changes have to date been made to the testing and labeling l\lle (16 CFR part 
1107) in response to 11.R. 2715 (other than moving forward wilh addressing the ~tutory 
c.hange from random samples to representative samples) because the rule was at the final ru le 
stage, and funher changes would no t have been subject to notice and comment. The 
Commission published a Request for Comment, as directed by section I 4( i)(J) of the CPSA 
(and amended by H.R. 2715), regarding reducing third party testing burdens consistent with 
assuring compliance. The Commission also issued a notice of proposed nrlemaking regarding 
the testing of representative samples. 

4. Phthulare.r I Cllronic 1/QZJlrd Advij'ory Pun el 

The Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel appointed by the CPSC C ommissioners is late in 
submitting its report on phthalates. I a m heariui: from manufacturers that use 
phth11l11tes th11t the CHAP process ha~ not been transparent. Chairman Tenenbaum, 
yo11 promi.•l'd transparency at the CPSC. Will you pledge to release the results or the 
peer review done on the CHAP study as weU as t he charge given to peer reviewers by 
theCPSC? 

The report of the Cl !AP is a highly complex scientific document. As such, it has taken the 
CHAP members longer to complete because of the breadth of the data that needed to be 
analy7.ed and the nature of the analysis itself (a cumulative risk assessment involving a 
variety of different phthalates and exposures). In addition. one of the CHAP members 
became seriously ill during the first several months of 2012. CPSC s1aff would disagree with 
the assertion that the CHAP process ha~ not been transparent. In face, in the two and a half 
years since the CHAT' was convened. virtually every meeting, phone call. piece of 
com:spondence, and all data submitted has been made available co the public on the CPSC 
website (bttpJ/www.cpsc.gov/about'epsiafchapmain.html). The CHAP invited prominent 
research scientists to present their latest results and heard public testimony and written 
comments from i ntere~1ed parties. The CHAP members even agreed to an industry req uest to 
submit and discuss addi tiona l scienti fic studies at one o f its pub lic meetings, which took 
additional time. 
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The CHAP member~ also encouraged stakeholders to make their actual data (versus 
summaries of data) publicly available so chat the CHAP might consider that data along with 
all other available public information. Some stakeholders chose not to release the more 
detailed data, b<;(;ause of concerns about proprietary business information. l"hc CHAP 
eva\uaccd any and all relcvanc data made available to it, including information provided by 
the industry that was made public. 

Staff will continue to strongly support and encourage 1he open and transparent process CPSC 
ha~ employed since che inception of the CHAP as the CHAP concludes its work. 

Will peer reviewers be gil•en all of the supporting information aod not just the risk 
asSl!ssment itself to conduct their peer review? 

l'hc very nature of a scientific peer review requires that all relevant data, supporting 
infonnation, and the full publ ic record be made available to peer reviewers so that they can 
be as infonncd as possible in understanding the scientific approaches taken and conclusioos 
reached. 

Will CPSC consider the CHAP report a Highly Influential Scientific Assessment 
(RISA) and treat it accordingly? 

CPSC understands the scientific importance of the CHAP report and will comply with the 
requirements regarding the repon and the ensuing rulemaking set forth in section I 08 of the 
CPSlA. 

For example, to the extent that the CHAP's anatl)•sis relies on cumulative risk 
assessment, will the agency ensure that the fl'Jlmework of the cumulative risk 
asse.~sment ls itself peer re\•iewed? 

Assessing the cumulative risk assessment approach rakeo by tJ1c CH.l\P would be one of the 
clements of a scienti fic peer review. 

Will the CPSC refrain from issuing an interim rule when it issues the CHAP report, 
instead allowing full opponunity for public comment on any proposed rule that follows 
the CHAP report? 

Section 108(b)(3) of lhc Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) provides that, 
not later than 180 days alter the Commission receives the CHAP's report, .. the Commission 
shall, pursuant to section 553 of tit le 5, United States Code, promulgate a final rule [related 
to the findi ngs o f the CHAP]." After the CHAP issues its report. the Commission plans ro 
pursue rulema king in accordance with these requirements. 

5. Obama Executfre Order 

President Obama issued an Executive Order instructing nll feder:al agencies, including 
independent agenci~ like the crsc, to find ways to reduce the costs or regulations 
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already on the hooks. It is my understanding that the CPSC intends to fulfill that 
requirement in the upcoming year by taking a look at existing regulations on mid-sized 
rugs and on animal testing. 

Is that true? When is the last time lhe CPSC e\·en performed animal testing? Please 
ask the profess ional staff to estimate the percentage of the total cost of complying with 
all CPSC regulations that is represented by complying with these two regulations. Do 
you believe that these two regulations are among those whose revision promises to meet 
the goal of the executive order to reduce the onerous costs of the regulations put out by 
your agency, or does it make a mockery of the executive order to pick th~e two 
relafo·ely minor regulations? 

On July 11, 201 I, President Obama issued Executive Order 13579, Regulation and 
Independent Regulatory Agencies (E.O. l 3579)."" The Executive Order stated that 
"independent regulatory agencies should consider how best to promote retrospective analysis 
of rules that may be outmoded, ineffective, insufficient, or excessively burdensome, and to 
modify, streamline, expand, or repeal them in accordance with what has been learned." E.O. 
I 35 79 further staled that independent regulatory agencies should develop and release a pub lie 
plan for the periodic review of existing significant regulations. CPSC staff drafted a plan for 
retrospective review of existing rules. (The Commission was not able to agree on a plan , 
voting 2-2 on the staff's d raft plan.) 

The staff's draft plan set forth criteria for choosing rules to review and, as directed by OMB 
memorandum M- I 1-28, included an initial list of candidate rules for review over the next 
two years. The initial selection of rules was based on the staff's assessment of resources 
available and the limited period of time remainingin the fiscal year. The draft plan provided 
for review in FY 20 I 2 of the toy caps rule, animal testing rules, and an assessment of 
burdens related to third pan y testing. The draft plan proposed and sought public comment on 
the potential for review of the following ru les in FY 2013: (I) continued assessment of how 
to reduce burdens related to third party testing; (2) altemarives to third party testing that 
would be available for small batch manufacturers; (3) clarifying size definitions under the 
carpet and rug flammability standards; and (4) eliminating requ irements related to the 
Federal Caustic Poison Act. 

The CPSC has nol performed animal testing since September 2008. CPSC staff considered 
this to be an example of "outmoded. ineffective·· regulations that should be modified and 
updated as contemplated by E.O. 13579. With regard to the carpet and rug flammabil ity 
standards, under current regulations there is a gap in coverage that has created confusion for 
manufacturers, particularly now that third party testing is required for some carpets and rugs. 
CPSC staff cannot estimate the total cost of complying with all C PSC regulations that is 
represented by complying with these two regulations. I note, however, that E.0. 13579 is not 
focused solely on reducing costs of ex.isling regulations. but also asks agencies to "modify, 
streamline, expand, or repeal" those rules that ·•may be outmoded, ineffective,(or) 
insufficient." 1 also note that the CPSC staff's draft plan called for review of burdens related 
to third party testing, requirements that several public commen1ecs felt impose significant 
costs that should be reduced. 
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6. ROV.t (Recrcutional Off-highwu>• Vehicles) 

Wlty does the CPSC Sft11! i•tent on p~ng forward for a 1111.ndatory standard on 
ROVs rather than working with industry the way NHTSA does with the au tomobile 
companies 10 devi~ e meaningfu l ~afery te.•ts with repeatable re11ults? 

On October 28, 2009, the CPSC puhlished an advance notice of proposed ru lcmaking 
(ANPR) concerning recreational off·highway vehicles (ROVs). 74 FR 55495. The ANPR 
began a rulcmaking process that could result in a mandacory consumer product safety 
standard for ROVs. Throughout this process, CPSC staff has repeatedly met with industry 
representacivcs lO facilitate an exchange of information and improvements to the ,•oluncary 
standard as evidenced by multiplt1 public meetings and comment letters submitted by CPSC 
staff during the voluntary standard canvass process. As the CPSC continues with the 
rulemaking process, one of the considerations will be the adequacy of the voluntary standard. 
Under section 9(f)(3 )(D) of the CPSA. before the Commission can issue a final mandacory 
consumer product safety rule it must make certain findings about the adequacy of the 
rclcvanc voluntary standard and the likely level of compliance wich the voluntary scandard. 

7. Buckyl>aff.f 

TM CPSC ro11tioely relies o• the sufficiency of war•ing l•bels to k~p children •way 
from other adult products like, say, gasoline eaos. Why then does the agency believe 
th11t warning labels are not an adequate solution to deal with the safety risk posed by a 
desk toy marketed to adults like Buckyball.s? Has the agency taken steps to ba• 
Buckcyballs and .similar products as a banned hazardous sub.stance, aki• to h1wn darts? 
If not, why not? 

On September 4 , 2012, the CPSC published a notice of proposed rulcmaking (NPR) 
proposing 11 safety standard for magnet sets. 77 FR 53781 . The preamble to the NPR (and the 
staffs briefing package upon which the N PR is based) explains why rhe Commission 
believes che standard it proposes is necessary to address the risks posed by sets of small, 
powerful magnets and why warning labels are not likely to adequate ly reduce the risk of 
injury. Specilically. the preamble notes that chcse magnets pose a unique hazard that many 
children, adults, and health care providers may not recognize. The injuries resulting from 
swallowing these magnets can be far more severe than swallowing other small items. When 
magnets are ingested they become attracted to each other, trapping intestinal tissue, and 
resulting in perforation of the intestine or bowel. Furthennorc, while the mah'!let sets are 
marketed to adults, they ha\'e a strong appeal co children and are widely available to children. 

While warning labels are appropriate in certaio circumstances, the CPSC does noc believe 
that they would be adequate to reduce chc risk of injury wich ch is product. The preamble to 
the proposed rule discusses the limicatioos of warnings for chis product (see 77 FR at 53788· 
89). For example. magnet sets are likely to become separated from !heir packaging, and the 
magnets could not be individually labeled. Thus, users and pareocs may not sec the wamings. 
Another I imiw.tion is the difficulty conveying in a label the unique and more severe hazard 
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that ingesting powerful magnets present compared to swallowing other small nonmagnetic 
object.•. Furthermore, among the users of this product arc adolescents who may swallow the 
magnets while imitating body piercings. Parents may not understand the risk posed to 
adolescents and may allow them to have the product in spite of warnings, and adolescents 
may not heed the warnings. 

The magnet set 1'.'PR was issued under sections 7 and 9 of the Consumer Product Safety Act. 
(We note that the ban of lawn darts was mandated by Congress. P.l. I 00-61, 102 Stat 3183, 
l'\ovemher 5. 1988.) The proposed rule would set size and streng1h requirements and would 
prohibit magnet sets that do not meet those requirements. Under the proposal, ifa magnet set 
contains a magnet that fits within the CPSC's small parts cylinder, magnets from that set 
would he required to have a flux index of 50 or less, or they would be prohibited. 

8. Budget 

How many a~ency employees attended the ICPHSO m eeting io Orlando, Florida in 
February, 2011? What was the total cost of their travel and attendance at the 
ronfcrcnce? 

Twenty-six agency employees attended the ICPJJSO Training and Symposium Conference in 
Orlando, l'lorida in February, 20 I I. The total cost of their travel and attendance wa.s 
$35,64 J.20. 

Staff attendance at ICPHSO was a c ritical element in our g lobal education and outreach 
efforts involving many of our stakeholders. The staff attending this conference participated in 
and led mul tiple interactive workshops and plenary sessions reaching over 700 stakeholders 
in one training session. These stakeholders included manufacturers, importers, distributors, 
retailers, consumer advocates, testing laboratories, trade associations, and domestic and 
international regulators (attendees represented over thirty countries). 

How much money has the agency budgeted (and how much has it already spenl) for 
redesign ing its logo and ordcrin~ ite ms featuring the new toeo? 

The final cost for the CPSC logo was $7,829.44. There are no additional expenditures 
planned. 1'\o new items have been ordered specifically 10 replace items with the existing seal. 
The new logo is currently being used on the agency's website. in staff presentations, on 
social media platforms, and other public facing platforms. As new publications, videos and 
agency products are being ordered or replaced, use o f the agency logo will be included in the 
design and production. 

How much money bas the agency budgeted (and how much has it already !pent) for 
consulting services for the agency 's new strategic plan? 

The contract suppo11 costs for the Strategic Plan required by the Govemmcnl Performance 
and Results Acl was S977,J 5S. The contract costs for the Operational Review was $919,079. 
The total contract costs were Sl,896,235. The last invoice was paid in NoYcmber 2010. 
There is no money budgeted for a strategic plan in FY 20 !3. 

JO 
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Hllw much munt:y has the agency budgeted (11nd how much has it already spent) on an 
editor to ensure that documents reflect your preferred writing style? How does th" 
ageiicy justify this expense given that anything pablislted in tfle Federal Regis ter will be 
edited acco rding to the style of that publkation anyway? 

The agency has one career employee that, as part of his/her j ob responsibilities. reviews 
documents, reports and other written marerials thar arc di sseminated lo the public and 
Congress. However, this employee is, first and foremost, a seasoned attorney who serves in 
the Office of the General Counsel. This employee's legal duties include reviewing contracts 
and contract solicitations for legal sufficiency; participating in the development of procedural 
rules for various aspects of Commission activities; provid ing legal review and advice on 
budget, approprialions, directives, and other general law issues; coordinating with other 
federa l agencies having concurrent jurisdiclion wi lh the Commission (based upon direction 
from the Commission and key s taff personnel), including negotiating and drnfting 
memoranda of understanding with other federal agencies; and providing legal guidanc~ on 
responses to petitions and advising on legal aspects of decision making on these petitions. In 
addition to these legal duties this employee serves as CPSC's legal editor and its Plain 
Writing Officer, per the Plain Writing Act of2010. This position is a GS-14. 

The Ho•orable Adam Kinzinger 

I. I understand that CPSC is in the process of finalizing a Standard for the Flammability 
of Residential Upholstered Furniture that would allow furniture manufacturer$ two 
options for fulfilling the national requirements. One option would be through 
compliance with a smolderi11g-ignition test, known as "Type I." The second "Type II" 
approach would require the use of an interior barrier to meet both a smoldering and an 
open-name test. 

a. What data supports allow ing the Type T smolder-o n ly option, given that open
flame ri sk for upholstered furniture is still a conce rn In Arneric.11.11 homes based on 
National Fire Protection Auoclaeion dota? 

As stated in the 2008 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR), addressable residential 
upholstered furniture fires resulling from smoking material (primarily cigarcctcs) were 
responsible for 90 percent of deaths and 65 percent of injuries in the 2004-2006 period. 
The focus of the 2008 NPR was to address the primary ignit ion scenario based on the 
nationa l fire data. 

2. Dr. Matt Blais of Southwest ReseartlJ Institute recently issued a paper demonstrntlng 
tha1 name retardants in foam not o nly help to prevent a fire from starting, but also 
limit the overall heat release from an upholstered furniture fire. This i.s significant 
because reducing the o'·erall heal release from a burning piece of furniture may delay 
the tirne to "'nashowr" in a room. 
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In viev.· of this researc:h, do you agree that limiting the use of flame retardants in 
furniture wou Id forfeit this added critical function that flame retardants provide? 

Recent open flame ignited large scale tests conducted by CPSC included FR foams that met 
the California Technical Bulletin 117 (TB-11 7) requirements. The flame retardant (FR) 
foams tested by CPSC have not shown much improvement in flamma bility perfonnance 
when tested in bench and large scale. h is important to note, however. that these large scale 
test results did not intend to represent all TB-1 l 7 or FR treated foams and the results are 
relevant to these specific materials. Furthermore, it was not within the ~cope of this test 
program to investigate the reason for the Jl'>or performance of the TB-1 17 foams. 

It is possible that the FR technology applied for the TB-1 17 foam reported in Dr. Blais' study 
far exceeded the minimal requirements of TD-1 17. 

A presentation in early 2012 from a rest:archer from Underwriters Laboratories at a NIST 
workshop showed that foams rt:ported to meet TB-117 had reduced burn duration in cone 
calorimeter (small scale) tests, lower heat release in mockup tests, and did not show much 
improvement in full scale performance. All FR chemicals are not equally effect ive in 
reducing lire risk. 

3. Section 108 of the CPSlA requires Che CHAP (and 11ltlmately the Commission) to 
consider the possible liealth effects of any a lternat ive plasticizers. Plitlialates liave been 
widely evaluated, by the Commission and other agencies, and found to be safe for 
intended uses- whereas many potential substitutes ha,·e not undergone s ignificant 
sdenlilic review. We are very concerned about the potential hazards to consumers of 
banning chemicals whose ha7.ards we know only to replace them with chemicals whose 
possible ha7.a rds we don't understand. What is the Commission's policy regarding the 
possible replacement of phthalates with chemicals that ha\'C not beeo equally n:viewed 
or asses~ed? 

CPSC staff reviews all possible chemical hazards, including possible phtha late replacements, 
using a standard ri sk assessment approach. The staff bases a recommendation to the 
Commission for regulation of a chemical under the FHSA on an assessment ofboch exposure 
and risk, not j ust the presence of the chemical. In considering exposure. the CPSC considers 
several factors: total amount of the chemical in the product; bioavailability of the chemical; 
accessibility of the chemical to children; age and foreseeable behavior of che children 
exposed to the product; foreseeable duration of the exposure; and marketing, patterns of use, 
and life cycle of the product. 

The CPSC nlso assesses the toxicological data by evaluating avai lable data from animal 
studies; human exposure data, if avai lable, with specific attention to issues such as the routes 
of exposure; length of exposure ( i.e .. acu te or chronic time frames); specific fonn of 
chemical; arid dose-response relationships. CPSC staff estimates doses that correspond to 
substantial personal injury or substantial illness, for assessment under the FlfSA. Staff 
evaluates a ll of the infonnation and data collected iri the product, toxicological, and exposure 
assessments to make conclusions about whether a product may be a hazardous substance. 
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4. The CPSC's mission is to protect the public against uu~asoaablc risks, not all rl~ks, 
from consumer products. The CPSlA likewise mandates "using suffkient safety factors 
to a«ount for uncertainties regarding exposure and susceptibility of children, pregnant 
women and other[s[." We are concerned that the CHAP b favoring a precautionary 
approach and departing from the reasoned, scientifically-based approach that is 
contemplatOO by the governing statutes. For example, there has been discussion in 
public CHAP meetings about using uncertainty factOl'll that are significantly more 
conservative than the factors tb11t would be employed under C PSC guidelines - more in 
line with E uropean precautionary standards. This approach goes against the U.S. 
standard of judging substances or products for actua l risks and could have .•erioms 
economic consequences ifit is adopted by CPSC or elsewhere in the U.S. government 

a. Will the Commission adhere to a scientific, risk-based approach rather than the 
precautionary principle as it conducts rulemaking under Section 108? 

The Commission will adhere to the statutorv criteria set forth in Section I 08 of the 
CPSIA as it conducts its rulemaking. • 

b. What steps, if any, i.~ the Commission laking to enHre tlia t the final rule issued is 
based on sound science and not simply precaution? 

The Commission will adhere to the provisions set forth in Section I 08 of the CPSIA to 
ensure the final rule is promulgated pursuant to the law. 

S. The CPSC is charged with regulating over 15,000 product~ worth billions of dolla.-, to 
the American economy each year. According to President Obama'~ e:i:ecutive order 
13579 on Improving Reg11lation and Regulatory Review, the agency is responsible for 
"developiag a reg11lato r)' !)'Stem that protects publi<: health, welfare, safety, and our 
en\'iron 111e.nl while promoting economic growth, innovation, competith-eness, :ind job 
creation." As you prepare a rulcmaking on phtha\ate!I and phthalates allernati\'es in 
children's products, your agency should use its regulato ry oversight responsibilities 
consident with Executive Order J3!i79 and work to limit unnecessary burdens on small 
buslnesu\~ and America's innovators. Please explain the measure.~ that the CPSC will 
employ to ensure: that any rulemaking associated with the C HAP's report will not s tifle 
economic growth, innovation, competitiveness, and job creation. 

Section IOR(h)(3) of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) provides that , 
not later than 180 days af'ter the Commission receives the CHAP's report, "the Commission 
shall, pursuant to section 553 of ti tle S, United States Code, promulgate a final rule [related 
to the findings o f the CHAP]." After the CHAP issues its report, the Commission plans to 
pursue rulemaking in accordance with these requirements. Public input will inform the 
rulemaking process and provide the proper balance between economic groMh, innovation, 
competitiveness, and job creation and the statutory requirements regarding phthalates 
mandated by the CPSIA. 
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6. According to OMB's P~r Review Bullelin, a ~cientific assessment meets lhe criteria to 
be considered "highly innuenti•I" ir "the agency or the OIRA Administr11tor 
determines thal the disseminalion could have a polential impact of more than $500 
million in any one year on either the public or private sector or that the disseminat ion is 
novel, cont rovusial, or precedent-set1ing, or has significanl in teragency interest." 
Because slate, red era I and intern alional regulalory agencies have expressed significant 
interest in the CHAP's scientific report, and because lh is report could profoundly affect 
future rulemakings with widespread impaclll, this report clearly meets the criteria of a 
"highly innuential" scientific document. 

a. Please explain whether the Com mission plans to treat lhe CIIAP's scientific report 
as " highly influential"? Jf not, why? 

CPSC underslands the scientific importuncc of the CHAP repurt and will comply wi th 
the requirements regarding the report and the ensuing rulemaking set forth in section 
I 08 of the CPS IA. 

b. Was OMB consulted on this dec:ision? 

Staff has consulted with OMl'l on the Peer Review Bulletin. 

7. OMB's Pen Review Bulletin requires a lligh level or transparency and public 
involvemenl in the peer review of "lnnuenl ial scient ific a~sessments," like the CHAP 
report. According to the OMB Dullelin: 

In order to obtain the most experl rl!'l·iewers, agencies must "consider 
requesting that lhe public, including scientific and professional 
societies, nominate potential reviewers." This public involvement is 
cr ucial to assuring that the re\•iewers meet other criteria in the OMB 
Dulletia, ioclading as.~uring lhat the reviewers "shall be suffici~tly 

broad and di\'erse to fai rly rep resenl the relevant scientific ind 
technical perspectives and fields of knowledge" and be independent or 
the agency. 

agencies are al.so instructed, "[w]heoever feuiblc and appropriate," to 
"make the drdt scientific assessment available lo the public for 
comment at the same time it is submitled for peer review (or during 
the peer review process) and sponsor 11 public meeting where oral 
presentation.~ on .tticntifK: issues can be made to the peer reviewcrS by 
interested memben of lhe public." 

This lasl obligation is echoed in the CPSC's ru le~, which stale that: 
"In order for the Consumer Product Safety Commission to properly 
carry out its mandate to protect the public from unreasonable ri..~k.~ of 
injury associated wilh consumer products, the Commission hlls 
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determined that it must involve the public in its activities to the fullest 
possible extent." 

CPSC's clearance procedures underscore the need for trimsparency 
in the case of complex assessments like the CHAP report. According 
to the clearance procedures, CPSC's staff and contractor technical 
reports related to health science and other issues having potentially 
high impacts on important public policies and private-sector 
decisions, "should be highly transparent." CPSC's clearance 
procedures also stipulate that "CPSC places great emphasis on its 
review process to ensure the quality of information disseminated." 
These procedures specify that "a report prepared by a contractor to 
the Commission !must be) subject to a review process by Commission 
staff." 

a. Please confirm that the CPSC will organize a peer review of the CHAP report that 
meets the requirements of OMB's Peer Review Bulletin. 

A potential peer review plan is currently under development but has not yet been 
finalized. 

b. Has the CPSC solicited nominations of prospective reviewers? If so, what process 
was used and when? 

In August, 2011, CPSC asked the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) to provide 
names of scientists with expertise in areas relevant to the work of the CHAP on 
phtha\ates. NAS provided names to CPSC which were then vetted within the CPSC 
Office of the Oeneral Counsel for any possible conflicts of interest. 

c. How will CPSC assure that its reviewers fairly represent the relevant scientific 
perspectives and fields of knowledge? 

CPSC conveyed to the NAS information regarding the nature of the scientific issues to 
be considered in the CH AP report and trusted the knowledge and expertise of the NAS 
to nominate the most appropriate scientists for the peer review work. Based on CPSC 
stafrs knowledge of the risk assessment and phthalates scientific literature, staff 
believes the nominees who will peer review the CHAP draft report have the appropriate 
range of expertise to undertake that work. 

d. Will CPSC make the CHAP report publicly available for comment so that 
reviewe~ can gain the benefit of the public's scientific views and knowledge? 

The very nature of a scientific peer review requires that all relevant data and 
infonnation be made available to the peer reviewers so that they can be as informed as 
possible in understanding the scientific approaches taken and conclusions reached by 
the CHAP members. The peer reviewers are highly trained scientists and experts in the 
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same areas as the CHAP members. Peet reviewers will have access to the full public 
record and will be provided all supporting infonna1ion including all reference papers 
cited in the report. 

e. Will CPSC hold a puhlic mttt ing on the CHAP report? 

Section I 08(b)(J) of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) provides 
that, not later than 180 days after the Commission receives the CllAP's report, " the 
Commission shall, pursuant to section 553 of title 5, United States Code, promulgate a 
final rule [related to the findings of the CHAP)." After the CHAP issues its report, ttie 
Commission plans to pursue a rulemaking in ac.cordance with these requirements . A 
public meeting is one additional option CPSC could use as a forum for public input .. 

f. If CPSC does not intend to peer re>·iew t he CHAP report, how will it " involve the 
public ... to the fu llest possible extent" and he able to say that the " information in 
the reports Jis] highly tran sparent~? 

Please see the answers to the questions above. 

g. If the CHAP conducts a peer review using undisclosed reviewers, and uses a 
charge that •o oae has sec•, does CPSC intend to claim that this is "its review 
process", will const itu te ll "CPSC-establ ished review proced11re", aad will meet 
the requirement of the OMB Peer Review Hulletin that "each agency shall conduct 
a peer review on all influential scieotific information that the agency intends to 
disseminate"? 

A potential peer review plan Is currently under development hut has not yet been 
finalixed. 

8. CPSC's rules also provide that, " (tJo ensure puhlM: conndence in the integrity of 
Commission decision-making, the Agency, lo the fu llest possible ntent, will conduct its 
business in an open manner free from any actual or apr arent impropriety." You 
echoed this commitment during your confirmation hearing, pledging that the agency 
"will work to en~ure that the Chronic Hazant Advisory Panel conducts an impartial ... 
study ... as required by the CPSIA." Without full transparency, the "peer rn·iew" 
process that the CPSC apparently b planning could llppear to the public and key 
stakeholders as ao attempt to use like-minded allies to add a \'encer of scientific 
reliability to a biased process. tr the Commission allows t his lo occur, or relies upon it 
to discharge the Co111mission's own responsibilities, how can the Commission claim that 
the process is " impa rtial," lei alone " free from any ac tual or apparent impropriety"? 

A potential peer review plan is currently under development but has not yet been finalized. 

CPSC staff believes that the Cl IAP process has been transparent. In the two and a half years 
since the CHAP was convened, virtually every meeting, phone call, piece of correspondence, 
all data submitted, etc. has been made available to the public on the CPSC website 
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(http:!!www.cp~c.gov/about/cpsia/chapmain.hlml). The CHAP invited prominent research 
scientists to pr~s~nt their latest results and heard public testimony and written comments 
from interested parties. The CHAP members even a~reed to an industry request co submit 
and discuss additional scientific .~1udies at one of its public meeting.~. which took additional 
lime. 

The CHAP members also encouraged stakeholders to make thei r actual data (versus 
summari~s of data) publicly available so that the CHAP might consider that data along with 
all other available public information. Some stakeholders chose not to release the more 
detailed data, because of concerns aboul proprietary business information. The CH/\P 
evaluated any and all rel~vant data made available to it, including information provided by 
the industry that was made public. 

9. The OMB Peer Review bulletin instr ucts that, "[w)henever feasible and appropriate," 
agenci e!I should " make the draft scientific as.~essment available to tile public for 
comment at tbe same time it is submitted for peer r e-·iew (or during the peer review 
process) and sponsor a public meeting where oral presentations on scientific issues can 
be made to the peer reviewers by inte rested members of the public." The CPSC echoes 
this point in its own rules and has said it must im·olve the public in its activities to the 
fullest extent possible in order to properly carry out its mandate to protect the public 
from unro:asonahle risks of injuy associated with consumer products. 

a. How does the C PSC plan to involve the public in the review pr~ess? 

A potential peer review plan Is currently under development but nas not yet been 
finalized. 

b. If CPSC does not solicit public comment, how will it: "[EJnsure that [the re pore) is 
accurate and not misleading" and otherwise "ensure the quality of information 
dis.~eminated" in the report? 

CPSC will follow the statutory criteria set forth in Section l 08 of the CPSIA in 
d ischarging its statutory mandate regarding the CHAP report and the ensuring 
rulemaking. 

10. Section 108 of the CPSIA clearly calls for the CHAP to prepare a thorough report that 
provid cs an accurate characterization of the scientific data for six pbthalates and 
alternatives. As highlii:htcd during the hearing, the law sta tes that the CHAP must 
review " all relevant data, including the most recent, best-available, peer-reviewed 
scientific stud ic.~ ... that employ .•. objective methods." During the heuing, [ asked 
you specifically a bout this language and whether you personally support that the C HAP 
review encompasses the full weight of scientilic evidence. To that que.~tion, you 
affirmatively rc.~pondcd, "I certainly do." 

11, Please explain what measures tbe Commission will utilllc to ensure that the CHAP 
does not omit certain pieces of scieotific research, and instead identifies and 
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a ctively t Qnsiders all relevant d a ta in determining w•hat is the best-available 
science, 

It is the responsibility o f the CHAP to conduct the examination and I hav~ confidence 
its work will sari~fy the req uirements of Section 108 of the CPSIA. 

b. Please expla in how the Commiss io n will pro pe r ly consider the full weight o r 
s cien tific evidence and literatu r e. 

Section I 08(b}(3) of the CPSIA provides that, not lat~r than 180 days after the 
Commission receives the CHAP's reixirt, the Commission shall, pursuant to section 
553 of tit le 5, United Slates Code, promulgate a final rule based on the CHAP report." 
Once the fi nal CHAP report has been submitted to the Commission, CPSC staff wi ll 
purs ue ru lemaking in acco rdance wi th the requirements of Section 108 o f the CPSIA. 

The Honorable G. K . JJutterfield 

I. At the Subcommittee hearing on August 2, 2012, you hrlelly a ddressed the CPSC's 
decision to file an administrative compla int in order to stop MB11wcll & O berton from 
coatinu ing to distribute Buckyballs Hd Buckycubcs because of the serious inj uries to 
ch ild re. resu lt i•g from the ingest ion of the hig h-powered magnets tha t compose these 
p roducts. I und erstan d that you a re limited in yo ur ability to res pond to q uestion~ 

concerning this ma tter beca use it is currently being litigated, bu t to the exten t possib le, 
can you p lease p rovide the Subcommittee with addition al Information about the type$ 
of injuries ca used by these products when they are ingested by children? 

On September 4, 2012, the Commission published a notice of proposed rulemaking (!\PR) 
concerning magnet sets. 77 FR 53 781 . The preamble tt) the NPR provided information about 
the injuries that can result when children swallow these products (see pp . 53 784-86). The 
NPR is avai lable on the Commission 's website at: 
h11p:ffwww cpsc.gov/businfo/ frno1i.Ycs/fr 12/magnetnpr.pdf. 

Detai led infonnation on specific cases that involved young chi ldren requirrng surgical 
intervention, including abdominal surgcy and intestinal resectioning. is provided on pages 
17-21 of the CPSC staff briefing package, available a t: 
http:! /w ww .cpsc.govfli hrary!foialfoia 12/brjef/rnagnetscd.pdf. 

The North American Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition 
(NASPGHAN) also released the results of a member survey on October 23, 2012, that detail s 
injuries rcpon cd in 480 magnet ingestion cases over the past JO years . A summary of this 
~orvcy is available at: http://w"\vw.aap.org/eo-ys/ahout·thc-aap/aap-press
!.QQ.!!JIPagcs!\V @rni ng-La he ls- I netTectjyc-at-Pre venting -11 i gh-Powercd-Yf agnet-
1 n gestions @Spx. 
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2. In her written testimony, Commissioner Noni criticized the Commission '~ 

dotcrmination lhal ii was technologically feasible to limit total lead content fur 
children's products to 100 parts per million as specified by Congress in section 101 of 
the Consuiner Prod•ct Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (P•b. L No. 110-114). 
Commissioner Nord stated: "Thi~ decision was particu larly d isturbing because the 
Commission had specifk leeway in the s tatute to impose some balance through its 
judgments concerning the technological feasibility or such action." Can you please 
explain whoc the statute actually allowed the Commiss ion to do and how the 
Commission a rrived at its determina tion? 

Jn the CPSlA, Congress established a very high threshold for the agency to exempt any 
children's product or component 1hcrcof that docs not comply with the current st.uutory lead 
limit of .01 percent ( 100 parts per million). The statute states that beginning on August 14, 
20 11, all children's products must comply with the reduced lead limit " unless the 
Commission determines that a limit of 100 parts per million is not technologically feasible 
for a product or product category. The Commission may make such a determination only 
after notice :ind a hearing and after analyzing the public health protections associated with 
substantially reducing lead in children's product." Rather than leave the definition of 
"technological feasibili1y" to the discretion of the Commission, the statute provides an 
explicit definition. stating that the reduced lead limit shall be deemed technologically 
feasible with regard to a product or product category if: 

( 1) A product that complies with the limit is commercially available in the 
product category; 
(2) Technology to comply with the limit is commercially available to 
manufacturers or is otherwise available within the common meaning or the term; 
(3) Industrial strategics or devices have been developed that are capable or will be 
capable of achieving such a limit by the effective date of the limit and that 
companies, acting in good faith, are generally capable of adopting; or 
(4 ) Alternative practices, best practices, or other operationa l changes would allow 
the manufacturer to comply with the limit. 

If any one of the four criteria was satisfied, the Commission could not make a finding chat it 
was not technologically feasible for a product or product category to meet the .01 percent 
lead limit. Our staff worked extensively to solicit input from the regulated community 
concerning the tcclmological feasibility o f compliance with the .Ol percent lead limit for 
children's products and categories of children's products. Based on their analysis of all the 
information sought out by and submitted to the agency, our professional staff could not 
recommend that t)lc Commission make a determination that it was not technologically 
feasible for any children's product or category of children' s products to meet the .0 I percent 
lead limit based on the statutory criteria necessary to support such a finding. 

3. In her written testimony, Commissioner Northup stated: "The goal of regulatory 
review should he to meani11gfully reduce regulatory burdens." (F.mphasis in original.} 
Her testimony suggests no other goa ls for regulatory review. 
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a. Do you believe lhat the only goal of regulatory review is the reduction of 
regulatory burdens, as 5uggested by Commissioner Northup? 

1 believe the reduct ion of regulatory burdens is one of many goals of regulatory review. 
However, I do not agree with my forme r colleague that the single most important 
criterion for setting priori ties should be the cost of the regulation to business. While I 
agree that cost should always be a significant factor, l do not believe any one factor 
should automatically take precedence over the others except, perhaps, for preventing or 
reducing deaths and injuries. That said, l note that the staff draft plan for prioritizing 
candidates for retrospective review includes numerous criteria that recognize the 
importance of costs in the reviews. Among these criteria arc the cost of the regulation, 
including the impact on small businesses; the cost associa.ted with the regulation; 
overlapping regulatory requi rements; and the papeTWork burden associated with the 
regulation. 

In addition to these cost related cri teria, staff has recommended a number of noncost 
related factors, including advancements in technology, age of a regulation, and input 
from stakeholders. I believe that all of staffs proposed factors should be considered 
when selecting rule review projects. 

b. Do you believe that lhe Commissio n's proposed regulatory review plan provide3 
the type of balanced approach called for in the President's Executive Orders? 
Please explain the benefits of this typ e of balanced approach compared to the one 
advocated by Commissioner Northup. 

I believe the proposal by the Commission's professional staff is a very fulsome, 
balanced, and appropriate review plan. Jn the package presented to the Commission, 
staff formulated a plan that not only incorporated the elements drawn from the 
President's Executive Orders (EO) 13579 and 13563, but also set fo rth a defined 
method and schedule for identifying and reconsidering any Commission rules that 
are obsolete, unnecessary, unjustified, excessively burdensome, counterproductive, 
or ineffective, or that otheiwise require modification without sacrificing the safety 
benefits of the rules. The plan also encourages public input 11nd participation to find 
the right balance of priorities and resources. The plan also incorporates the 
requirement in Public Law 112-28 that the Commission seek and consider comments 
on ways to reduce the cost of third party testing requirements. 

Furthem1ore, the plan contemplates the agency's fi nite resources, specifically 
considering ways to address review without divert ing staff resources from some of the 
Commission's key safety activ ities. As I said in my testimony, diverting resources from 
our core safety mission is not acceptable 10 me, nor should it be acceptable co 
America's consumers, especially parents. 
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October 19, 2012 

The Honorable Marv Bono Mack 
Chairman • 
Subcommittee on C-Ommtlfcc, Manufacturing, and Trade 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2125 Rayburn Building 
Washinston, DC 20515 

Dear C'hKinnan Bono Mack, 

Thnnk )'(."'for inviting me to testify at your Thursday, August 2, 2012 hearing cnrirtcd, 
" O\r.rsigh1 of t he Consumer Product Safety Commission." I appreciated the opportunity 
io share rny views with Members of the Subcommittee. Attached a.re my answers to th..
Subevmmittee 's question~ for the record. 

Attachment 

cc: 
O.K. Bunerticld. Ranking Member 

Sincerely, 

Robert S. Adler 
C'.ommissioner 

Subcommick'{' on Commerce, Manufacturing, arul Trd<lc 
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The Honorable Brett Guthrie 

I. As you know, the power tools industry developed a revised set of voluntary 
safety standards in Novemher of 2007 fo r table saws. Products using those new 
standards were introduced to the marketplace thereafter and were required to 
meet those standards beginning in early 2010. That voluntw-y standard was 
enhanced in October of 2011 with improved performance standitrds under a 
broader set of cutting conditions. 

Is it accurate that the CPSC had not collected any data from the current 
products that are compliant with the current voluntary standards, and that the 
CPSC based its advanced notice of proposed rulemaking for a mandat-0ry rule 
on data fr-om older , ooncompliant saws? 

The Commission published an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPR) 
concerning table saw blade injuries on Oc1ober 11, 201 l. 76 FR 62678. The 
voluntary standard was revised in October 2011. Thus, incident data reflecting 
the new voluntary srandard is not yet avai lable for the staff to review. Any 
subse{)nent steps in the rulemaking that the Commission decides to pursue (notice 
of proposed rulemaking and final rule) would include a review of data available at 
those srages. 

The comment period for the ANPR closed March 16, 201 2. I am hopeful chat all 
of the relevant stakeholders. including table saw manufacturers. have submilted 
any data in their possession regarding any injuries associated with saws rhat are 
compliant with the newer voluntary standard. T eagerly await CPSC staffs 
review and evaluation of the comments received in connection with the ANPR. 

a. ls CPSC now collecting more up-to-date information on accident.s incurred 
under the 2007 voluntary standard for table saws? 

CPSC staff conrinuously receives reports related to consumer products through 
various means. including news clippings. death certificates. consumer submitted 
reports. etc. Table saw-related incident reports are reviewed by CPSC staff to 
leverage any information available. These reports are anecdotal and may or may 
not be related to a table saw that is compliant under the 2007 voluntary standard. 
CPSC staff also collects emergency depa11ment-1reated injury data via rhe 
Nat ional Electronic Injury Survc.illance System (NEISS). Though this system 
does collect infonnation about table saws, ic is not possible co differentiate pre
and post- 2007 voluntary standard-compliant saws within the data. A special 
scudy would be required to gather this level of detail; similar co che special study 
that was performed on stationary saws in 2007-2008. Another smdy of this nature 
is not planned for table saws. However, CPSC staff has awarded contracts for the 
colleccion of data concerning if and how owners of new I.able saws are using che 
modular blade guard syst~m that is part of the cu1Tent voluntary standard. 
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Addi1ionally. I am hopeful that all of the relevant stakeholders, including table 
saw manufacturers, have submiued any data in their possession regarding any 
injuries associated with saws that are compliant with the newer voluntary standard 
during the e11tended open comment period for the ANPR. 

b. If so, will this data be weighed equaJJy when considering a proposed 
mandatory safety standard for table saws? 

According to CPSC staff the data that we plan to collect is from a convenience 
sample of new table saw users who will bi: recruited to participate in the:; study. 
This study will not be in the same form as the previous table saw injury study, and 
it cannot be used in the same manner. CPSC staffs goal in collect ing this data is 
ro better understand if and how consumers are using the modular blade guard 
system thar is pan of the current voluntary standard. This information will be used 
along with additional information collected to guide CPSC's staff 
recommendations during the rulemaking process. In addition to the information 
gathered from this study. CPSC staff will consider any and all other relevant 
incident data that is available when it considers a possible proposed standard for 
table saws. In particular, r am hopeful that the relevant stakeholders that have 
access to data the CPSC is not aware of regarding any injuries associated with 
saws that arc compliant with che newer voluntary standard submitted this data 
during the extended open comment period for the ANPR. 

2. Doesn't the CPSC need to gather data on the compliant saws using the current 
voluntary standard before you can move forward with a mandatory standard~ 
As I understand it, the CPSC is statutorily directed to rely on \'oiuntary 
s tandards over a mandatory standard as long as "compliance with such 
voluntary standards would eliminate or adequately reduce the risk of injury 
addressed and it is likely that there will be substantial compliance with such 
voluntary standards." (15 U.S.C. Sec. 2056(b)). 

The CPSC must consider the adequacy of, and level of compliance with, 
applicable voluntary standards before it can issue a final mandatory consumer 
product safety standard for a product. CPSC staff has awarded contracts for the 
collection of data concerning if and how owners of new table saws are using the 
modular blade guard system that is pan of the current voluntary standard. This 
will aid staff in determining whether the current voluntary standard would 
eliminate or adequately reduce thi:: risk of injury addressed. The study will be 
completed prior to the issuance of any final mandatOf)' rule. 

a. How would the CPSC be able to judge the risk of Injury under and 
substantial compliance with the new voluntary standards if you have not 
collected and analyzed data on the table saws uslni: those standards? 

2 
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The ANPR is the beginning of the rulemaking process. As the rulemaking 
progresses. the CPSC wiJ\ collect and analyze the data chat become available, 
including compliance with any applicable voluntary scandards. Prior to the 
issuance of any final mandatory rule, CPSC staff will complete an analysis of the 
effecliveness of current voluntary standards. 

3. Following up on the CPSC advanced notice of proposed rulemaking tor table 
saws, one of the main options CPSC asks for comments on for a mandatory rule 
is a patented technology, owned and controlled by one company, based on blade 
contact n esh detection technology. I understand it was this company's CEO who 
originally petitioned the CPSC to con.sider rulemaking in this area. 

a. Is CPSC was aware that the Federal Trade Commission recently testified 
before Congress raising concerns about a patent holder using adopted 
standards to demand higher royalties or licensing fees as result of a 
standard? The FTC testimony noted that "(ilncorporating patented 
technologies into standards has the potential to distort competition by 
enabling [standard essential patent} owners to use the leverage they acquire 
as a result of the standard setting process to negotiate high royalty rates and 
other favorable terms after a standard is adopted that they could not have 
credibly demanded beforehand." 
(http://www.rtc.gov/osJte.~timony/120711standardpatenls.pdfl 

Speaking only for myself. while I was aware of the FTC" s testimony, I am not 
convinced that the issue to which the FTC was speaking is directly related to the 
question of a voluntary or mandatory table saw safety performance standard. The 
Commission's ANPR presented three regulatory alternatives to address table saw 
blade contact injuries: (I) a voluntary stan<lard. (2) a mandatory rule wich 
performance requirements, am! (3) a labeling rule specifying warnings and 
instructions. We have not yet determined which. if any, option to pursue. With 
any option the Commission pursues, we are required under section 7 of rhe CPSA 
to express any mandatory consumer product safety scandard in renns of 
performance requirements, rather than mandating any particular design. 

b. Are ) 'OU concerned that a singJe patent holder, such as the single patent 
holder In po~-esoon of nesb detection technology for table saws, could 
demand higher royalties or refuse to license on reasonable and non
discriminatory terms if their patented technology is incorporated into a 
mandatory standard? D<JeS the CPSC share the FTC's concern about 
incorporating patented technologies into standards? 

As mentioned in the previous answer above, when the CPSC writes mandatory 
product safety standard., , we do not mandate a particular te.chnology. We wri1c 
performance standards and allow manufacturers 10 decide how to meet them. 
Ultimately.ram not in favor of a monopoly if such a resuh is avoidable. It is my 
understanding that while there is a patented tlesh sensing technology that appears 
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to eliminate lhe risk of serious blade contact injuries, I have also .heard there are 
other competing technologies that I am hopeful will be brought to market 10 

provide both consumers and manufacturers with a varie1y of means to address this 
very serious consumer hazard. 
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The Honorable Charles F. Bass 

1. I'm aware that there i~ a proposed ruling to allow use ofX-Ray Fluorescence 
(XRF) to ce.rtify products as lead free. It's my understanding that there are 
multiple XRF techniques, including handheld XRF and so-caJJed HD XRF. It 
appears from the proposed rnle that both techniques would be acceptable, but 
can you confirm to the committee that the rule will enable use of both the 
widely-accepted bandheld XRF lechniqu~ which are deployed across the supply 
chain, as well as the emerging HD XRF methods? 

The "Proposed Rule: Requircmencs Pertaining to Third Party Conformity Assessment 
Bodies" includes provisions to widen the use of bolh "HO XRF' (a trademarked 
name for Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry Using Mulciple 
Monochromatic facitation Beams, as described in ASTM F2853-10e l) as well as 
"handheld" XRF (more generically known as Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence 
Spectrometry, as described in ASTM F2617-08) for third-party cesting for 
certification. These provisions would enable the use of either type of XRF, with 
limitations as described in the proposed rule, for measuring lead in homogeneous 
metals, glass, crystals and ocher materials. This proposed rule would noc widen the 
use of "handbeld" XRF to include determinations of lead in painted surfaces of 
consumer products because at present no XRF method is available other than HD 
XRF (ASTM F2853- !0el) for determining compliance to 16 CFR part !303 for 
painted surfaces on children's products with respect to the limit of 0.009 percent lead 
hy weight. 

2. Knowing that one of the priorities of the CPSC is to increase public awareness 
around the dangers of carb-On monoxide poisoning, please share with the 
Committee what activities the Commission is currently undertaking? 

Prevention of carbon monoxide poisoning deaths and injuries caused by consumer 
products is a key priority for the CPSC. To address this hazard comprehensively, the 
Commission has taken a two-pronged approach that focuses on both product 
innovation and consumer ou1reach and education. 

On the product innovation side, CPSC staff has focused a great deal of effort on 
reducing carbon monoxide poisoning deaths from portable gasoline generators. rn 
just the three year period from 2006 to 2008. there were an estimated 233 non-fire 
carbon monoxide poisoning deaths to consumers associated with the use of portable 
gasoline-powered generators in the United States. Jn September of this year, CPSC 
staff released a report detailing the development and demonstration of a prototype 
portable generator that can dramatically reduce carbon monoxide (CO) emissions 
from certain common portable gasoline-powered gcncraLOrs. When the prototype was 
tested in the common fatal scenario of a generator operating in the auached garage of 
a single fami ly home, health effects modeling perfonncd on the results showed that 
the prototype increased the hypothetical garage occupant's escape time interval to 96 
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minutes compared to only 8 minutes provided by the original, unmodified unit. A 
copy of this report may be found on lhe CPSC webs1te. 
(http://www.cpsc.gov/UBRARY{fQ[NfO IA J 2/osloortgen.pdD 

Additionally, CPSC staff also recently released a report titled "Evaluation of the 
Durnbiliry and Longeviry of Chemicals Sensors Used lo-Situ for Carbon Monoxide 
Safety Shutdown of Gas Furnaces." According to the report. gas furnaces continue to 
be one of the leading causes of unintentional CO poisoning deaths associated wiU1 
consumer products. From 2006 through 2008, ga furnaces. including central, wall, 
and floor furnaces, accouoled for 48 percent of lhe CO deaths associated with all gas
f ueled products and 17 percent of CO deaths associated with all consumer produces. 
This report was based on a test program that evaluated the durability and longevity of 
sensors operating in a gas furnace as a CO shutoff device. The test results 
demonstrated that, despite being exposed to the operating environment of a gas 
furnace and the aging conditions of o corrosion test, the catalytic bead CO sensors 
and lhe NDJR C02 sensors maintained their b8$iC elecuica! operability (e.g .. 
continued sensitiviry to target gas. continued strong linear relationship, and a 
continued ability to distinguish between sbutoff and non-shutoff CO or C02 levels). 
Based on this. CPSC staff concluded that the sensors were durable enough to 
withstand lhe operating environment within a gas furnace and that the re.suits 
provided an indication that the sensors could reach a lifespan commensurate with that 
of a gas furnace. In other words. these findings demonstrate that chemical sensors 
exist that can with.stand the harsh operating environment of a furnace and have the 
potential to survive throughout the lifespan of the furnace. Additional technical work 
ls needed, iocludfog an evaluation of the mechanical integrity of the sensors after 
aging - which was not part of the scope of this rest program, but should be considered 
in furore test and evaluation effortS. A copy of this report may be found on the CPSC 
website. Chttp://www.cpsc.gov/ljbrary/foia/foia 12/os/cosensorfongevity,pdO 

CPSC also engages in robust education and outreach using a variety of outlets. The 
Commission communicates the dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning through the 
use of earned media, conducting television, radio and print interviews most often ns 
rapid response in conjunction with major, power-disrupting stonns such as hurricanes 
and snow stom1s, when greater u~e of generators exposes more people to the hazard. 
We also use social media oucreach, e-publication downloads from the dedicated CO 
lnfonnation Center page on CPSC.gov. and the distribution of messages to g:ra.ssroots 
partners through our Neighborhood Safety Ne1work. Twice a year, CPSC issues 
reminders 10 install fresh batteries in CO and smoke alarms in conjunc1ion with the 
change in daylight savings time. 

In addition. CPSC has used itS OnSafety blog, YouTube, Twitter and its 
FireSafety.gov website to promote new developments in technology. including 
making CO alanns more effective and. this year. new developments in reducing CO 
emissions in generators. 111ese efforts have resulted in an estimBted audience 
impression of more than 100 million people during FY2012. This year, Congressional 
District offices in areas generally impacted by hurricane season were also provided 
CO informational safety packets to share with their constituents. This information is 
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also posted lo tbe CPSC's websiie. Field staff bas aJso provided Congressional offices 
with informational materials in the wake of severe weather events causing power 
outages. As the winter season approaches, CPSC wiJI continue to promote CO 
awareness by warning consumers of dangers associated with home heating 
equipment During FY2013. CPSC will also begin staging a second CO Poster safety 
contest for school children that became the mosr popular contest on Challenge.gov 
when flr$t held. 
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The Honorable G. K. Butterfield 

l. At the hearing, Commissioner Northup stated that she believed that ir the CPSC 
launched a Facebook page, it "absolutely would violate the overarching rules in 
our Commission" and that if the Commission loses the lawsuit concerning the 
public consumer product safety information database the decision ' 'would 
almost certainly say that any putting up of Facebook would violate the 
protections of 6(b)!' However, the House report accompanying Its version of the 
original Conswner Product Safety Act indicates Congress was concerned with 
protecting sensitive business information the agency might obtain in carrying 
out its duties to protect the public from unsafe products. The House report 
states that the CPSC will have "access to a great deal of information which 
would not otherwise be available to the public or to Government. Much of this 
relates lo trade secrets or other sensitive cost and competilfre infonnafian.'' 
(Emphasis added.) Do you agree with Commissioner Northup's view that 
launching a Facebook page would violate Section 6? 

At the outset, Commissioner Northup has confused two unrelated topics. Any court 
ruling related to the dacabase has virtually no relevwce to the issues surrounding 
Facebook and section 6(b) of the CPSA. Section 6A(0(1) of the Consumer Product 
Safety Act, as amended by the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPS!A). 
specifically exempts the disclosure of information in the database from the provisions 
of section 6(a) and 6(b) of the CPSA. Since section 6(b) does no t generally apply 10 

the disclosure of information in the database, [fail to see any connection between che 
database lawsuit and 6(b) issues relating to Facebook. 

With regard 10 Facebook. I noce two points. Firs!, Facebook requires any and all 
entities creacing a Facebook. "fan page" to pennic members of the public to comment 
on any postings by the entities - no exceptions. Accordingly. were the CPSC 10 

create such a page on Facebook, we would have no choice but co permit public 
comments to be posted on Facebook irrespeccive of any desire we might have thac 
Facebook not post the comments. Second, every other federal health and safety 
agency of which I am aware -e.g. FDA, FfC, OSHA and NHTSA - all have 
Facebook pages. In fact, the CPSC is one of the very few federal agencies that does 
nm. have a Facebook page. This means that, unlike other agencies and most 
members of Congress, CPSC currently bas no ability to share - al no cost to the 
agency or taxpayers - its crit ical safety messages with the approximacely I billion 
Facebook users in a medium with which they interact on a daily basis. 

As a mauer of law, I disagree with Commissioner Northup's view that launching a 
Facebook page would violate section 6(b). Section 6(b) applies only to infonnation 
"obtained under the [CPSA] or co be disclosed co the public in connection 
therewith .... " In my opinion, comments filed at a page where Faccbook - not the 
CPSC - publishes the comments regardless of the wishes of the agency are neither 
"obtained'' under the CPSA nor are they "to be disclosed to the public in conneccion 
with" the CPSA. They are Facebook's records, not the agency's records. I 
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understand that a wide array of independenl and executive branch agencies have 
adopted a similar view and treat such postings as Facebook's records, not theirs. And 
because CPSC will neither conlrol nor vouch for any comments posted on Facebook, 
section 6{b) simply will not apply to a CPSC page on Facebook. 

It is my strong hope that the CPSC will take immediate steps to sel up a Facebook 
page. I propose that we establish a strong, clear disclaimer immediately viewable on 
the web site 1hat makes unequivocally clear that CPSC neither controls nor vouches 
for any comments posted on Facebook. Moreover. co make sure 1hal members of the 
public find a place 10 share their injury experiences. [ believe the agency should place 
a prominenlly displayed link, to our database, SaferProduccs.gov, so that they can tile 
a report of harm about a specific consumer product 

2. At the hearing, Commissioner Northup criticized your decision to have the 
Commission revisit its interpretation or the term "unblockable draln" in the 
Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act. As a result of your dedsion, 
the Commission voted to bring its interpretation of lhe Act in line with what 
Congress intended; that is, public pools and spas with single main drains must 
be equipped with drain covers and secondary anti-entrapment devices. Can you 
please respond to Commissioner Northup's criticism or your decision to revisit 
this issue and the Commission's decision to bring its interpretation or the law 
line with Congress's intent? 

Before I explain the reasons for switching my vote, I need lo address Commissioner 
Northup's demonstrably false accusation that my vote led co the closure of 1100 pools 
throughout che country. Anyone knowledgeable about the stace of public finances 
knows that the problem in recent years has been state and local budge• cutbacks lhac 
have led to the firing of teachers, fire-fighters and police officers. as well as the 
closure of some municipal pools. These budget challenges are the main reason for 
public pool closures, not Commission actions to implemenl the Congressionally
direc1ed requirements of the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act 
(VGBA). 

Moreover, as far as I can tell , after the Commission's original voce. very few public 
pools acrually chose the installation of unblockable drain covers as cheir method of 
complying wi th the VGBA. According 10 CPSC compliance investigators, less 1han 
five percent of the pools they have inspected installed such drain covers. The reason 
for such modesl numbers is that unblockable drain covers have turned out to be more 
expensive lhan most secondary anti-entrapment devices, so where cos1 is a critical 
factor. almost no one has purchased unblock.able drain covers. 

Perhaps even more disposi ti ve of Commissioner Northup's claim is lhe fact lhar no 
public pool has ever faced closure by the CPSC for having purchased an unblockable 
drain cover. At my urging, the Commission granted an extra year co chose pool 
owners who had bought an unb!ockable drain cover to bring 1heir pools into VGBA 
compliance. In fact. they have until May 2013 to bring their pools into VGBA 
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compliance. lt"s hard to see how a requirement tbac has yet to be enforced could have 
forced any pools to close. 

With .respect to my changed vote, I will simply say that I carefully studied che legal 
issues before the firs! vote aod cast my vote in good faith. After I cast that vote. I was 
contacted by numerous pool users and by several Members of Congress, induding 
Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz. one of the prime supporters of this 
legislation. who insisted that I had misinterpreted the law. Having carefully listened 
to their arguments. I promised to reconsjder the issue. I thereupon spent almost a 
year contac1ing and consulting with numerous parties. including pool owners, trade 
associations., water park owners, consumer groups, drain cover manufacturers, SVRS 
manufacturers, congressional staff, and CPSC staff. As l spoke to the various 
parties, I slowly became convinced that the concept of aunblockable drain covers" as 
a method of complying with VGBA arose primarily as a l!Qll-enactment idea, not as 
anything con1emplated by the authors of the bill at the time they wrote the legislation. 
To be sure of chis, J researched the entire history of lhe VGBA so chat I could be as 
certain as possible about the correct inlerpretation of che law. Given my conclusion, I 
found it hard to maintain my original view that an onblockable drain cover could be 
considered an '"unblockable drain" under VGBA 

Having reached the conclusjon that I had misinterµreced the term "unblockable drain" 
in the VGBA, I felt that fairness and deference ro the will of Congress required me 10 

change my vote. Thfa was entirely my decision based solely on my new reading of 
the law. I deeply regret any inconvenience or extra cos1s that any pool owner wilJ 
face as a result of my vote_ 
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4330 EAST WEST HIGHWAY 
BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20814 

COMMISSIONER NANCY A. NORD 
October 31. 2012 

The Honorable Mary Bono Mack 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2416 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Chairman Bono Mack: 

Attached are responses to additional questions submitted by Members of 
the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade for the record 
of the hearing held on August 2, 2012. In some instances, the questions 
request technical information. In those cases I have requested that the 
CPSC staff technical experts provide the information requested and I have 
noted that the response is from the CPSC staff. 

It was my pleasure to testify at this important hearing and T am pleased to 
provide any additional information that may be helpful to the 
Subcommittee. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy A. Nord 
Commissioner 

cc: The Honorable G.K. Butterfield 
lfanking Member 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade 

CPSC Hotline: l ·S00·63B CPSC {2772) • www.cp~c.gov 
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The Honorable Brett Guthrie 

1. As you kn(}UJ, the power fools industry developed a revised set of voluntan; 
safety standards in November of2007 for table saws. Products using those 
new standards were introduced to the marketplace thereafter and were 
required to meet those standards beginning in early 2010. That voluntary 
standard was enhanced in October of 2011 with improved performance 
standards under a broader set of cutting conditions. 

Is if accurate that the CPSC had not collected any data from the current 
products that are compliant with the current voluntary standards, and that 
the CPSC based its advanced notice of proposed rulemaking for a mandatory 
rule 011 data from older, noncompliant saws? 

Staff's response 

The Commission pubJished an advance notice of proposed rulemaking 
(ANPR) concerning table saw blade injuries on October 11, 2011.1 The 
voluntary standard was revised in October 2011. Thus, incident data 
reflecting the new voluntary standard is not yet available for the staff to 
review. Any subsequent steps in the rulemaking that the Commission 
decides to pursue (notice of proposed rulemaking and final rule) would 
include a review of data available at those stages. 

a. ls CPSC now collecting more up-to-date information on accidents 
incurred under the 2007 voluntary standard for table saws? 

Staff's response 

CPSC staff continuously receives reports related to consumer products 
through various means, including news dippings, death certificates, 
consumer submitted reports, etc. Table saw-related incident reports are 
reviewed by CPSC staff to leverage any information available. These 
reports are anecdotal and may or may not be related to a table saw that is 
compliant under the 2007 voluntary standard. CPSC staff also collects 
emergency department-treated injury data via the National Electronic 
Injury Surveillance System (NEISS). Though this system does collect 
information about table saws, it is not possible to differentiate pre- and 
post-2007 voluntary standard-compliant saws within the data. A special 
study would be required to gather this level of detail; similar to the special 

' 76 Fed. Reg. 62,678. 
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study that was performed on s tationary saws in 2007 through 2008 . 
Another study of this nature is not planned for table saws. However, 
CPSC staff has awarded contracts for the collection of data concerning if 
and how owners of new table saws are using the modular blade guard 
system that is part of the current voluntary standard. 

b. If so, will this da ta be weighed equally when considering a proposed 
mandatory safety standard far table saws? 

Staff's response 

The data that CPSC staff will be collecting is from a convenience 
sample of new table saw users who wm be recruited to participate in the 
study. This study will not be in the same form as the previous table saw 
injury study, and it cannot be used in the same manner. CPSC staff's goal 
in collecting this data is to better tmderstand if and how consumers are 
using the modular blade guard system that is part of the current voluntary 
standard. This information will be used along with additional information 
collected to guide CPSC's staff recommendations during the rulemaking 
process. In addition to the information gathered from this study, CPSC 
staff will consider any and all other relevant incident data that is available 
when it considers a possible proposed standard for table saws. 

2. Doesn't the CPSC need to gather data on the compliant saws using the 
current voluntary standard before you can move forward with a mandatory 
standard? As I understand it, the CPSC is statutorily directed to rely on 
voluntary standards over a mandatory standard as long as "compliance with 
such voluntary standards would eliminate or adequately reduce the risk of 
injury addressed and it is likely that there will be substantial compliance with 
such voluntary standards." (15 U.S.C. Sec. 2056(b)). 

Staff's response 

The CPSC must consider the adequacy of, and level of compliance with, 
applicable vohmtary standards before it can issue a final mandatory 
consumer product safety standard for a product. CPSC staff has awarded 
contracts for the collection of data concerning if and how owners of new 
table saws are using the modular blade guard system that is part of the 
current voluntary standard. 'Th.is w ill aid staff in determining whether the 
current voluntary standard would eJiminate or adequately reduce the risk 
of injury addressed. The study will be completed prior to the issuance of 
any final mandatory rule. 
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a. How would the CPSC be able to judge the risk of injury under and 
substantial compliance with the new voluntary standards if you have 
not collected and analyzed data on the table saws using those 
standards? 

Staff's response 

The ANPR is the beginning of the rulemaking process. As the 
rulemaking progresses, the CPSC will collect and analyze the data that 
become available, including compliance with any applicable voluntary 
standards. Prior to the issuance of any final mandatory rule, CPSC staff 
will complete an analysis of the effectiveness of current voluntary 
standards. 

3. Following up on the CPSC advanced notice of praposed rulemaking for table 
saws, one of the main options CPSC asks for comments on for a mandatory 
rule is a patented technology, owned and controlled by one company, based on 
blade contact flesh detection technology. I understand it was this company's 
CEO who originally petitioned the CPSC to consider rulemaking in this area. 

a. ls CPSC was aware that the Federal Trade Commission recently 
testified before Congress raising concerns about a patent holder using 
adopted standards to demand higher royalties or licensing fees as 
result of a standard? The FTC testimony noted that "[i]ncorporating 
patented technologies into standards has the potential to distort 
competition by enabling (standard essential patent! owners to use the 
leverage they acquire as a result of the standard setting process to 
negotiate high rayalty rates and other favorable terms after a standard 
is adopted that they could not have credibly demanded beforehand." 
(h tip: llwww. ftc.govlosltestimony/120711standardpaten ts.pdD 

Staff's response 

Ine ANPR presented three regulatory alternatives to address table saw 
blade contact injuries: (1) a voltmtary standard, (2) a mandatory rule with 
performance requirements, and (3) a Labeling rule specifying warnings 
and instructions. The Commission has not determined which, if any, 
option to pursue. We note that section 7 of the CPSA requires the 
Commission to express any mandatory consumer product safety standard 
in terms of performance requirements, rather than mandating any 
particular design. 
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b. Are you concerned that a single patent holder, such as the single 
patent holder in possession of flesh detection technology for table saws, 
could demand higher royalties or refuse to license on reasonable and 
non-discriminatory terms if their patented technology is incorporated 
into a mandatory standard? Does the CPSC share the FTC's concern 
about incorporating patented technologies into standards ? 

Staff's response 

Please see the previous answer. 

5 
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The Honorable Charles F. Bass 

1. I'm aware that there is a proposed ruling to allow use of X-Ray Fluorescence 
(XRF) to certify products as lead free. It's my understanding that there are 
multiple XRF techniques, including handheld XRF and so-called HD XRF. It 
appears from the proposed rule that both techniques would be acceptable, but 
can you confirm to the committee that the rule will enable use of both the 
widely-accepted handheld XRF techniques which are deployed across the 
supply chain, as well as the emerging HD XRF methods? 

Staff's response 

The "Proposed Rule: Requirements Pertaining to Third Party 
Conformity Assessment Bodies" includes provisions to widen the use of 
both "HD XRF'' (a common shorthand for Energy Dispersive X-Ray 
Fluorescence Spectrometry Using Multiple Monochromatic Excitation 
Beams, as described in ASTM F2853-10el) as well as "handheld" XRF 
(more generically known as Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence 
Spectrometry, as described in ASTh1 F2617--08) for third-party testing for 
certification. These provisions would enable the use of either type of XRF, 
with limitations as described in the proposed rule, for measuring lead in 
homogeneous metals, glass, crystals and other materials. This proposed 
rule would not widen the use of ''hand.held" XRF to include 
determinations of lead in painted surfaces of consumer products because 
at presen t no XRF method is available other than HD XRF (ASTM F2853-
10e1) for determining compliance to 16 CFR part 1303 for painted surfaces 
on children's products with respect to the limit of 0.009 percent lead by 
weight. 

Commissioner Nord's further response 

On two occasions-with the passage of the Consumer Product Safety 
Improvements Act and with Public Law 112-28-Congress has signaled 
that it wants the Commission to use new and emerging technologies to 
reduce the costs of the testing mandated by the law. XRF technology, and 
in particular the advanced forms the staff described above, have the 
potential for significant cost reductions. The Commission currently has a 
rulemaking llllderway that potentially could result in allowing wider use 
of this technology. I am not convinced that regulatory package currently 
out for comment presents the proper formula for encouraging deployment 
of this technology across the supply chain. This is an area where, as we 
consider the proposed rule and consistent with comments received, the 
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Commission could provide strong leadersrup for effectively encouraging 
the development and use of new technologies for reducing the very 
considerable costs of testing that the law and our regulations now impose. 

2. Knowing that one of the priorities of the CPSC is to increase public awareness 
around the dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning, please share with the 
Committee what activities the Commission is currently undertaking? 

Staff's response 

Prevention of carbon monoxide poisoning deaths and injuries caused 
by consumer products is a key priority for the CPSC. To comprehensively 
address this hazard, the Commission has taken a two-pronged approach 
that focuses on both product innovation and consumer outreach and 
education. 

On the product innovation side, CPSC staff has focused a great deal of 
effort on reducing carbon monoxide poisoning deaths from portable 
gasoline generators. In just the three year period from 2006 to 2008, there 
were an estimated 233 non-fire carbon monoxide poisoning deaths to 
consumers associated with the use of portable gasoline-powered 
generators in the United States. In September of this year, CPSC staff 
released a report detailing the development and demonstration of a 
prototype portable generator that can dramatically reduce carbon 
monoxide (CO) emissions from certain common portable gasoline
powered generators. When the prototype was tested in the common fatal 
scenario of a generator operating in the attached garage of a single family 
home, health effects modeling performed on the results showed that the 
prototype increased the hypothetical garage occupant's escape time 
interval to 96 minutes compared to only 8 minutes provided by the 
original, unmodified unit. A copy of this report may be found on the 
CPSC website. 2 

CPSC also engages in robust education and outreach using a variety ot 
outlets. The Commission communicates the dangers of carbon monoxide 
poisoning through the use of earned media, conducting television, radio 
and print interviews most often as rapid response in conjunction with 
major, power-disrupting storms such as hurricanes and snow storms, 
when greater use of generators exposes more people to the hazard. We 
also use social media outreach, e-publication downloads from the 

2 http:l/www .cpsc.~ov/LTBRA RY/FOIA/FOI A 12/os/port~en.pdf. 
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dedicated CO Information Center page on CPSC.gov and the distribution 
of messages to grassroots partners through our Neighborhood Safety 
Network. Twice a year CPSC issues reminders to install fresh batteries in 
CO and smoke alarms in conjunction with daylight savings time. 

In addition, CPSC has used its OnSafety blog, YouTube, Twitter and its 
FireSafety.gov website to promote new developments in technology 
including making CO alarms more effective and, this year, new 
developments in reducing CO emissions in generators. These efforts have 
resulted in an estimated audience impression of more than 100 million 
people during FY2012. This year, Congressional District offices in areas 
generally impacted by hurricane season were also provided CO 
informational safety packets to share with their constituents. This 
information is also posted to the CPSC's website. Field staff has also 
provided Congressional offices with informational materials in the wake 
of severe weather events causing power outages. As the winter season 
approaches, CPSC will continue to promote CO awareness by warning 
consumers of dangers associated with home heating equipment. During 
FY2013, CPSC will also begin staging a second CO Poster contest for 
school children that became the most popular contest on Challenge.gov 
when first held. 
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The Honorable Mike Pompeo 

1. Database!Facebookl§ 6(b) 

a. What is the status of the lawsuit brought against the CPSC last year 
by anonymous companies over the agency's botched interpretation of 
the database language in the Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Act of2008? 

The CPSC was sued by an anonymous company. Although the case 
proceeded under seal, the court released a redacted version of its opinion 
and order on October 22, 2012, in Doe v. Tenenbaum.3 Among other things, 
the court granted the company's motion for summary judgment against 
the CPSC with respect to the agency's decision to publish a report about 
the company's consumer product. The company complained that the 
report-in several iterations-was materially inaccurate. 

lne court found that the CPSC acted arbitrarily and capriciously in 
deciding to publish the report on SaferProducts.gov. Specifically, the court 
found that the report of harm did not demonstrate that the product was 
"related to" the harm at issue in the report. The court found that the 
agency, through multiple revisions of the report, engaged in speculation
and mere speculation was insufficient to demonstrate actual connection 
between the product at issue and the harm described. 1he court further 
found that the agency's decision to publish the report was inconsistent 
with previous decisions not to publish reports wherein the CPSC's 
judgment, it would be materially inaccurate to publish a report where "the 
evidence in the report of harm did not show that the product was the 
source of the problem."4 

On September 28, 2012, the government filed a notice of appeal at the 
district court as shown on the publicly available docket for the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, docket nmnber 12-2210. 

3 No. 8:11-cv-02958-AW, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 153323 (D. Md. Oct. 22, 2012). 

•Sec id. at "'46-47, quoting Government Accountability Office, GAO 12-30, 
Consumer Product Safety Commission: Action Needed to Strengthen 
Identification of Potentially Unsafe Products 15 (2011), 
h ttp://www.gao.i;ov/assets/590/585725.pd f. 
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b. Has the court decided whether the agency misinterpreted the statute, 
as the companies claimed- and as I believe? 

Yes. As described above, the court found that the Cl'SC misinterpreted 
the words "relate to" in the database provision of the CPSIA. The court 
struck do·wn the agency's speculative finding of a connection between the 
product at issue here and the harm in the report. Further, the court found 
that the agency deviated from its past practice in deciding to accept this 
report, though it had rejected others in the past because they did not 
demonstrate sufficient connection between the product and the harm 
alleged. 

c. In Chairman Tenenbaum's written testimony she stated: "I think 

Safer Produ cts.gov has gained wide approval and acceptance. " Do you 
agree? 

I do not agree. The lawsuit in this case is only the tip of the iceberg 
relative to complaints about the database. We regularly receive complaints 
about materially inaccurate information in reports, and must spend 
significant resources to address those complaints. Following on the court's 
decision in this case, CPSC staff is reviewing old reports that are already 
published to determine whether the connection between the product and 
the harm alleged in each report is sufficiently strong. Indeed, one analysis 
of the database done by outside parties found that the "the 'reports of 
harm' language in Section 6A(b)(l)(A) of the Consumer Product Safety 
Act (CPSA) is not truly applicable to a substantial majority of the cases 
reported on the database thus far." More than two- thirds of the reports 
analyzed did not involve any injury at all, and most of the injuries 
reported required either no medical attention or only first aid.s 

Further, we have also failed to address a persistent concern of brand 
name owners: if their brand is listed in a report, they currently have no 
abiHty to complain about any material inaccuracy except by going outside 
the regular database process, and even then they are not permitted to post 
a response on the database because they are not considered either the 
manufacturer or the private labeler of the product. The Commission has 
long been aware of this problem, but has not yet chosen to address it, 
citing concerns about the amount of resources required to solve the 

5 See Lee Bishop & Steve McGonegal, How Much "Harm" is Reported in Safer 
Products Database "Reports of Harm "?, Product Safety Letter (May 27, 2012), 
httv:Uwww.productsafetyletter.com{Free/209.asvx. 
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problem. But we have known about the problem from the outset, and it 
seems duplicitous to fail initially to address the problem and then refuse 
to fix it by citing resource constraints. We should have done it properly in 
the first instance, and the amount of resources required to address it 
should not be cited as a reason not to correct it when we have the chance. 

When the CPSC's regulations establishing the database were being 
promulgated, my colleague, Commissioner Northup, and I offered several 
proposals which, if adopted, would have addressed the problems now 
becoming apparent with the operations of the database. For example, we 
proposed that, consistent with the statute, only those who were actually 
"consumers" in that they purchased or actually used the product or 
experienced the harm (or their representatives such as parents or 
guardians) be able to file reports as "consumers." This was rejected in 
favor of allowing report filing by virtually anyone including advocates, 
plaintiff s attorneys, journalists, and others with no relation to or 
knowledge of the incident. As another example, we offered an 
amendment that would have established an appeal process so that there 
would be some discipline, consistency, and due process to decisions 
regarding materially inaccurate information. Unfortunately, each of the 
amendments we offered was summarily rejected by a majority of 
Commissioners on a party-line vote. 

d. How many regulations issued by CPSC in the last 5 years have led to 
lawsuits? 

The only lawsuit that I am aware of against the CPSC, based on its 
regulations, issued within the last 5 years is Doe v. Tenenbaum. fn this case, 
as described above, while the court did not directly address our 
regulations establishing the database, it d id overturn our decision to post 

the incident. Had our regulations provided a more transparent and less 
arbitrary process, our decisions might have been different and, hence the 
outcome of any case, assuming one was filed, might also have been 
different. 

e. Doesn't the presence of a lawsuit tend to argue against the idea that 
the database has gained wide approval arid acceptance? 

Yes. The database was launched in March 2011, and this lawsuit was 
filed a scant 7 months later. We have received many complaints about the 
database, and continue to do so. What is more, it is not clear wh-0 is using 
the reports made available in the database. Indeed, to date, more than 
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hearing about consumers researching products in the database, we are 
hearing about professionals- defense and plaintiffs' attorneys, consumer 
advocates, and statisticians-using the database to analyze CPSC activity. 
Given its rather difficult design, I would not expect many consumers to 
tum to it to identify safe or unsafe products. Thus, I do not believe that the 
database has been approved or accepted by the group it was supposed to 
benefit-consumers. 

f. In Chairman Tenenbaum's oral testimony, she indicated that if the 
federal court rules against the CPSC in the pending database lawsuit, 
the agency will not pledge to immediately take down the database that 
was constructed in violation of the statute. Why not? Please explain 
what remedy you believe would be apprapriate, what remedy the 
plaintiffs are seeking, and what remedy the agency's professional staff 
recommends in the event that the agency loses the lawsuit. 

If a court found that the Commission acted arbitrarily and capriciously 
in promulgating the rule establishing the database, I believe that the 
Commission would be required to take the database down, at least until 
appropriate corrections in the rule were implemented. In this case, 
however, the court only determined that the agency acted arbitrarily and 
capriciously in deciding to publish a particular report: The court did not 
make a larger decision about the legality of the database. Instead, because 
the plaintiff only sought to enjoin the agency from publishing the report, 
and the court granted the relief, the agency has complied with the court's 
order by not publishing the report. 

g. Is the agency still considering starting a Facebook page that would 
violate the requirements Congress has put in place for any kind of 
public database? 

The Commission and staff have been considering establishing an 
organization page for the CPSC on Facebook. Because Facebook's terms of 
service would require the CPSC to allow members of the public to submit 
comments on any post without first being approved by the agency, 
establishing a Facebook page could violate§ 6(b) of the CPSA. 
Specifically, by creating posts on Facebook, the agency would-by 
operation of Facebook's commenting policy-effectively invite the public 
to submit comments on subjects related to the post (or, for that matter, on 
any subject under the sun). And because the CPSC created the page, the 
Commission would be republishing those comments-again, by operation 
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of Facebook's commenting policy-without going through the§ 6(b) 
clearance process. 

The CPSC's clearance process enables the Commission to comply with 
its statutory mandate to provide only accurate and meaningful 
information to the public. Currently, information is not to be released 
either before staff has verified its accuracy or before the company whose 
information is implicated has had the chance to verify or contest the 
accuracy and fairness of the information. Establishing a f"acebook page 
and creating posts would necessarily create violations of § 6(b )-and 
would degrade the Commission's credibility in the eyes of the public and 
the regulated community. 

h. I am told that the agency is refusing to accept appeals over material 
inaccuracies. If true, why? 

When the rules establishing the database were considered, 
Commissioner Northup and I offered an amendment to establish an 
appeal process. nus amendment was rejected on a party-line 3-to-2 vote. [ 
believe that it is my colleagues' position that no appeal process is 
necessary or required by the CPSIA to address material inaccuracy claims. 

But the CPSA and CPSIA do not exist in a vacuum. Background 
principles of constitutional and administrative law-and the 
Administrative Procedure Act- establish the requirement that agencies 
afford due process of law to affected parties. Indeed, the judge in Doe v. 
Tenenbaum construed the agency' s actions regarding the database as 
inconsistent with the decision in the case, leading to the determination 
that the decision to publish here was arbitrary and capricious. The failure 
to establish a regular process has meant that there was no guarantee that 
the CPSC was making material-inaccuracy determinations consistently. 
An appeals process would help correct that error. 

i. I am told that the agency does not remove duplicate references on the 
database to the same underlying incident. If that is true, why not? 

Staff's response 

We do not publish two reports that are exactly the same. When we do 
publish two d ifferent reports that are about the same incident we link 
them. Linked reports are displayed in the database as "associated reports" 
and count as a single report in search results. 
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j. v\lhat other problems exist with the database as currently constructed, 
induding problems that may not be resolved by the pending lawsuit? 

As noted above, the Commission currently has no regular process for 
add ressing reports that come in tied to brand names whose owners are 
neither the manufacturers nor private labelers of the products at issue. 
Because brand-name ovmers have legitimate concerns about brand 
deterioration, they deserve the right to contest claims about products 
bearing their brand that they believe to be materially inaccurate. Our staff 
has acknowledged that this is an issue worthy ot attention, but a supposed 
dearth of resources has held the CPSC back from addressing it. That 
should be corrected. 

Further, and more fundamentally, I do not believe that the database, as 
currently designed, benefits consumers as intended. First, it is d ifficu lt to 
use for consumers who hope to obtain information about products, rather 
than to submit information about products. The database is more likely to 
be used by attorneys and advocates to mine for their analytical purposes. 
Consumers Union has used reports in the database to spur the CPSC to 
look at kitchen-appliance incidents. 6 More skeptical practitioners before 
the agency have analyzed the database to suggest that it is does not 
contain much useful information about actual injuries.7 Companies that 
are the subjects of reports on the database are finding it more useful than 
the people it was intended to serve-they are reaching out to consumers 
who submit reports to attempt to resolve the consumers' complaints. 
Thus, while it seems there may be some benefits to the database, those 
benefits do not appear to be accruing to consumers. If the database were 
cheap and easy to maintain, there might be an argument for it to continue 
(with necessary modifications) in some form similar to its present form. 
But the database is neither cheap nor easy to maintain. 

While the information that comes directly from consumers is and 
always has been useful, the resources required to make and sustain a 
public-facing database seem ilI-used. As noted, the database is difficult to 

6 See Consumers Union, Appliance fires: Ts yuur hume safe?, Consumer I~cports 
(Mar. 2012), https://consumerreports.org/contcntfcro/en/consumcr-reports
magazine-march-2012/kitchen-fire-safety.print.html. 

1 S~e Lee Bishop & Steve McGonegal, How Much "Harm" is Reported in Safer 
Products Database "Reports of Harm"?, Product Safety Letter (May 27, 2012), 
http://www.pro du ctsafety letter .com/Frcc/209 .aspx. 
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use- consumers would more readily tum to and be better served by 
private sources like Amazon or eBay to find information from other 
consumers about specific products. But the CPSC still plows resources 
into editing each consumer report. As I have heard from various staffers 
throughout the agency, the resources dedicated to maintaining the public
facing aspect of the database would be better spent on monitoring and 
responding to safety concerns. 

2. Phthalates/testing lab irregularity 

We have heard from manufacturers that they frequently experience 
instances where products pass lead or phthalates tests at one laboratory 
and fail at another laboratory. 

Apart from the testing costs themselves, costs of these failures to the 
manufacturer include, among others: 1) costs of removal from store 
shelves, 2) costs of destroying failed products, 3) costs 
of reformulating products, and 4) costs of notifying CPSC because the 

products are non-compliant. 

CPSC has been asked repeatedly to issue a clear statement on statistical 
uncertainty with regard to testing results. Some industry groups have 
said that addressing statistical uncertainty bands for laboratory test 
results to deal with the known problem of inter-laboratory variability may 
be the single most important action CPSC could take to help reduce costs 
associated with CPSIA testing and certification requirements. When and 
how does the Commission plan to address this concern? Why has the 
agency thus far refused to establish statistical variability parameters? 

I agree that dealing with variability of testing results is probably one of 
the most significant actions the CPSC could take in dealing with the costs 
and burdens of testing. As the question states, the implications of failing 
test results go beyond just the costs of testing the product. I believe that it 
is imperative, if the current testing regime is to remain in place, that the 
Commission address this problem in a more constructive manner than it 
has to date. 

With respect to both lead and phthalates testing, we are requiring that 
testing be done for what are, essentially, trace levels. Variable test results 
may come about because of a lack of homogeneity of the materials being 
tested or because of differing conditions in the laboratories doing the 
testing. It is no answer to say that in a controlled setting with controlled 
materials, test results will be the same but that is what has been our 
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answer to this question when it has been raised. Tiris answer does not 
address the problem and, as a result, we have seen excessive and 
expensive testing. We have also seen phasing out of certain materials such 
as recycled materials since testing predictability cannot be assumed when 
these materials are used. Further as we continue to roll out testing 
requirements and certify more labs, this issue may grow. 

Use of statistical W1certainty bands would help address the issue. Since 
we are testing at the trace level, public health and safety would not be 
impacted by such a strategy. For example, our staff has already told us 
that any health impacts of lowering the lead limits were probably already 
achieved at the 300 ppm level so allowing acceptable ranges at a certain 
percentage above 100 ppm but below 300 ppm would help reduce costs 
without impacting safety. 

I believe that the Commission has the authority to implement such a 
suggestion. The Commission has put in place public enforcement policies 
on any number of occasions. However, public Commission discussions on 
this topic indicate that the current Commission will not do that without 
direction from Congress. 

3. Third-Party Testing Relief 
W11en this Congress passed HR 2715 last year, it gave the CPSC authority to 
take steps to reduce the costs of complying with the CPS/A-and particularly 
the costs of third-party testing. 

a. Did the agency's professional staff recommend issuing the third-party 
testing rule despite HR 2715? Or did the staff recommend making 
adjustments to the rule and/or seeking additional public comment 
before issuing the rule in the wake of HR 2715? If the agency's 
professional staff recommended that the third-party testing rule be 
revised to take advantage of the authority given in HR 2715, what 
recommendations for further relief did the staff offer that the 
Commission declined to accept? 

The agency's professional staff recommended that, in light of the 
passage of Public Law 112-28, the Commission delay finalizing the testing 
rule and instead re-propose it to seek and consider public input about the 
costs and burdens of the rule. This recommendation was not agreed to, 
presumably because the term of one of the Democratic members of the 
Commission was drawing to a dose so a Commission majority for 
controlling the contents and timing of the rule was not assured. Instead 
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the Commission finalized the testing rule with the rule going into effect in 
February 2013. 

As directed by the Congress, the agency did request input from the 
public on ways to reduce testing costs. A number of constructive 
suggestions were made and some of those made their way into the staff 
recommendations that were considered by the Commission earlier this 
month. A copy of the staff recommendations is attached. 0 The 
Commission adopted a minimized version which speal<s to just over half 
of the proposals made by the staff. 9 However, the Commission's final 
"cost reduction" plan does not address the timing or resources for the staff 
activity needed to put even this reduced plan into place. Consequently, I 
believe that it is tmlikcly that the exercise we have gone through to 
identify ways to reduce testing costs will result in real cost reductions as 
Congress envisioned when it passed Public Law 112-28. 

b. In HR 2715 Congress gave you the authority to address the exorbitant 
cost of third-party testing. Based on our directive and your existing 
authority, do you have sufficient authority to solve the third-party 
testing cost problem? Why has more relief not been granted even 
though Congress acted to enable it? Do you believe the agency is 
prevented from granting further relief? If so, what legal changes are 
needed to enable further relief.from third-party testing costs? Vv'11ere 
exactly are you barred from providing relief? 

In response to the direction gjven the Commission in Public Law 112-
28, Commissioner Northup and I submitted a report outlining statutory 
changes that would reduce the costs and burdens of testing without 
impacting safety. That report is attached. 10 To summarize that report, we 
recommend the following. 

• The absolute requirement for third party testing of all children's 
products should be repealed since the Commission can require 
such testing in appropriate cases under other provisions of the 
Act. This would allow the agency and the regulated community 
to focus testing resources on those products that pose risks 

s See Attachment A. 

9 See Attachment B. 

10 See Attachment C. 
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without burdening products which we do not believe pose a 
risk. 

• The lead limits should be set at 300 ppm rather than 100 ppm. 
Under this suggestion the Commission would still be able to 
lower the limit to an appropriate level for particular products 
based on risk and exposure to more effectively protect public 
health. This would help address the lab variability issue 
discussed above. [t would also allow greater use of recycled 
materials, which are effectively prohibited currently. It would 
give manufacturers of children's products greater flexibility with 
respect to material choices and result in less costly and more 
appropriate material choices. 

• The definition of "children's product safety rule" should be 
clarified so that products subject to safety rules of general 
applicability do not have to be third-party tested. (I believe that 
the Commission has misread the law in this respect but lacking 
Commission initiative to correct this error, Congress should act.) 
There are certain CPSC rules that address general safety issues 
such as the flammability characteristics of fabrics. It makes no 
sense to treat a fabric differently because that fabric may at some 
point find its way into a child's garment rather than an adult 
garment. Having different testing regimes for the same fabric 
makes no sense since there is no evidence that third-party testing 
addresses more effectively any identified safety hazard that was 
not addressed by the testing regime set out in our regulations 
which have been on the books for many years and have been 
working well. 

Implementing these three recommendations would allow us to focus 
our resources on those risks that especially impact children, and would 
limit the scope of the most expensive and onerous third-party testing 
requirements to risks that require this attention. Within the category of 
third party testing, the staff recommended that the Commission request 
from Congress the authority to equate production plans to third party 
testing in certain cases. There are other things the Commission could 
implement now that would minimize testing costs. For example, I believe 
that the statute does not require that ongoing periodic testing must be 
done by a third-party testing lab but that is what the rule adopted by the 
majority requires. 
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c. W11at specific changes did the agency make to its third-party testing 
rule specifically by taking advantage of the authority given in HR 
2715? In other words, what new relief did the agency provide in the 
rule that it was not going to provide anyway before that statute 
passed? 

The recommendations the Commission adopted only directed the staff 
to further investigate certain cost saving ideas. 11 The staff was given no 
direction as to when these tasks are to be completed. Further I do not 
anticipate that the FY 2013 operating plan the Commission will soon 
consider will contain resources for funding this work. I understand that a 
majority of the Commission believes that by asking for public comments 
and considering those comments, we have carried out the requirements of 
Public Law 112-28. In other words no actual work to reduce costs is likely 
to happen in the foreseeable future. This is not a position that I agree with. 

4. Phthalates/Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel 

a. The Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel appointed by the CPSC 
Commissioners is late in submitting its report on phthalates. I am 
hearing from manufacturers that use phthalates that the CHAP 
process has not been transparent. Will you pledge to release the results 
of the peer review done on the CHAP study as well as the charge givet1 
to peer reviewers by the CPSC? 

Staff's response 

The report of the CHAP is a hjghly complex scientific document. As 
such, it has taken the CHAP members longer to complete because of the 
breadth of the data that needed to be analyzed and the nature of the 
analysis itself (a cumulative risk assessment involving a variety of 

different phthalates and exposures). CPSC staff would disagree with the 
assertion that the CHAP process has not been transparent. In fact, in the 
two and a half years since the CHAP was convened, virtually every 
meeting, phone call, piece of correspondence, all data submitted, etc. has 
been made available to the public on the CPSC website. 12 The CHAP 
invited prominent research scientists to present their latest results and 
heard public testimony and written comments from interested parties. The 

11 See Attachment B. 

12 http:l/www.q,?sc.~ov/about/cpsia/chapmain.html. 
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CHAP members even agreed to an industry request to submit and discuss 
additional scientific studies at one of their public meetings, which took 
additional time. 

The CHAP members also encouraged stakeholders to make their actual 
data (versus summaries of data) publicly available so that the CHAP 
might consider that data along with all other available public information. 
Some stakeholders chose not to release the more detailed data, because of 
concerns about proprietary business information. The CHAP evaluated 
any and a11 relevant data made available to it, including information 
provided by the industry that was made public. However, the lack of 
publicly available toxicity data on some phthalates that are currently in 
use limited the CHAP' s risk assessment capabilities for those chemicals. 

Staff will continue to strongly support and encourage an open and 
transparent process as the CHAP concludes its work. 

b. Will peer reviewers be given all of the supporting information and not 
just the risk assessment itself to conduct their peer review? 

Staff's response 

Yes, the very nature of a scientific peer review requires that all relevant 
data and information be made available to the peer reviewers so that they 
can be as informed as possible in lU1derstanding the scientific approaches 
taken and conclusions reached by the CHAP members. The peer 
reviewers are highly trained scientis ts and experts in the same areas as the 
CHAP members. The CHAP members requested having their scientific 
peers give them feedback on the report. Peer reviewers will have access to 
the full public record and will be provided all supporting information 
including all reference papers cited in the report. 

c. Will CPSC wnsider the CHAP report a Highly lnfluential Scientific 
Assessment (HISA) and treat it accordingly? 

Staff's response 

CPSC staff believes the CHAP report is a highly influential scientific 
assessment and will treat it accordingly. 
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d. For example, to the extent that the CHA P's analysis relies on 
cumulative risk assessment, will the agency ensure that the framework 
of the cumulative risk assessment is itself peer re·viewed? 

Staff's response 

Assessing the cumulative risk assessment approach taken by the CHAP 
will be one of the important elements of the scientific peer review. 

e. Will the CPSC refrain from issuing an interim ruf.e when it issues the 
CHAP report, instead allowing.full opportunity for public comment 
on any proposed rule that follows the CHAP report? 

Staff's response 

Section 108(b)(3) of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 
(CPSIA) provides that, not later than 180 days after the Commission 
receives the CHAP's report, ''the Commission shall, pursuant to section 
553 of title 5, United States Code, promulgate a final rule [related to the 
findings of the CHAP]." In accordance with the direction of the CPSCA, 
after the CHAP issues its report, the Commission plans to propose a rule 
that would request public comment on its proposal before issuing a final 
rule 

5. Obama Executive Order 
President Obama issued an Executive Order instructing all federal agencies, 
including independent agencies like the CPSC to find ways to reduce the costs 
of regulations already on the books. It is my understanding that the CPSC 
intends to fulfill that requirement in the upcoming year by taking a look at 
existing regulations on mid-sized rugs and on animal testing. ls that true? 
'When is the last time the CPSC even performed animal testing? Please ask the 
professional staff to estimate the percentage of the total cost of complying with 
all CPSC regulations that is represented by complying with these two 
regulations. Do you believe that these two regulations are among those whose 
revision promises to meet the goal of the executive order to reduce the onerous 
costs of the regulations put out by your agency, or does it make a mockery of 
the executive order to pick these tu.10 relatively minor regulations? 

First, it must be said that it is unfortunate but not surprising that the 
CPSC Commissioners could not agree on a plan to review rules as 
directed by the President. This was a failure of imagination and 
leadership. 
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Despite the Commission's failure to actually adopt any plan, however, 
the staff still plans to look at rather unimportant rules for "updating," 
including the flammability of mid-sized carpets and rugs, and labeling 
requirements under the Federal Caustic Poisons Act. Whatever these rules 
are, they are not particularly noteworthy and their modification would 
not reduce or eliminate any notable burden on the economy. Former 
Commissioner Northup and I proposed a plan that would have focused 
squarely on the most burdensome rules on the Commission's books. 

In reading the President's remarks regarding the relevant executive 
orders, the heavy emphasis on burden reduction rings through loud and 
d ear. "We know what it will take for America to win the future .... We 
need to make America the best place on earth to do business .... [A key I 
responsibility of government [is] breaking down barriers that stand in the 
way of your success .... [Some of the] barriers we're trying to remove are 
outdated and unnecessary regulations .... [I]f there are rules on the books 
that are needlessly stifling job creation and economic growth, we will fix 
them."13 But the Commission has not followed through on the President's 
charge. The CPSC squandered this opportunity. 

The agency cannot operate without regard to the larger world around 
us. Rules that impose unwarranted burdens harm consumers by slowing 
invention and innovation, raising barriers to business and job creation, 
eliminating safe products and their makers from the market, and raising 
administrative costs for the businesses that can survive the onslaught of 
federal mandates. For the Commission's mandates to be taken seriously 
and followed, they must be well-foW'\ded and practical. The plan that 
Commissioner Northup and I proposed was the opportunity to make sure 
our rules fit those criteria. 

While staff declined to specifically estimate the proportion of the 
agency's burden on the economy that the rules currently tUlder 
consideration for "rule review" comprise, allow me to assure you that it is 
small. There is no question that these reviewing these rules amotmts to 
window-dressing when what is called for-both by the President and by 
present circumstances-is burden reduction that truly eliminates 
deadweight regulations. 

13 President Barack Obama, Remarks to t11t! U.S. Chamber of Commerce (Feb. 7, 2011), 
http:/lwww,whitehousq~ov/the-press-office/2011/02/07/remarks-president· 

chamber-commerce. 
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6. ROVs (Recrentiunal Off-highway Vehicles) 

Why does the CPSC seem intent on pressing forward for a mandatory 
standard on ROVs rather than working with industry the way NHTSA does 
with the automobile companies to devise meaningful safety tests with 
repeatable results? 

Staff's response 

On October 28, 2009, the CPSC pubJished an advance notice of 
proposed rulemaking (ANPR) concerning recreational off-highway 
vehicles (ROVs). 14 The ANPR began a rulemaking process that could 
result in a mandatory consumer product safety standard for ROVs. 
Throughout this process, CPSC staff has repeatedly met with industry 
representatives in open meetings to facilitate an exchange of information 
and improvements to the volwitary standard. As the CPSC continues with 
the rulemaking process, one of the considerations w ill be the adequacy of 
the voluntary standard. Under section 9(£)(3)(0) of the CPSA, before the 
Commission can issue a final mandatory consumer product safety rule it 
must make certain findings about the adequacy of the relevant voluntary 
standard and the likely level of compliance with the voluntary standard. 

7. Buckyballs 

The CPSC routinely relies on the sufficiency of warning labels to keep 
children away from other adult products like, say, gasoline cans. Why then 
does the agency believe that warning labels are not an adequate solution to 
deal with the safety risk posed by a desk toy marketed to adults like 
Buckyballs? Has the agency taken steps to ban Bucki1balls and similar 
products as a banned hazardous substance, akin to lawn darts? If not, why 
not? 

On September 4, 2012, the agency published a notice of proposed 
rulemaking that, if finali7.ed as proposed, would effectively ban powerful 
magnet sets including Buckyballs and similar magnet products. The 
rationale for proceeding in this manner is set out in the preamble of the 
NPR. 15 In brief summary, the agency's staff is of the view that package 
warnings will not be effective for this product and that an intense 

u 74 Fed. Reg. 55,495. 

is See 77 Fed. Reg. 53,781. 
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educational campaign to warn against this risk will not be effective either. 
The concern over the effectiveness of warnings balanced against the 
severity of the injuries to child ren we are seeing from misuse of this adult 
product led to the proposal in the NPR. 

Banning adu lt p roducts because they are being misused by children is 
relatively new territory for the CPSC. Lawn darts do not provide an 
analogy both because of how that product was used and because that ban 
was mandated by the Congress. '6 The agency will proceed with this action 
under sections 7 and 9 of the Consumer Product Safety Act which requires 
a review of regulatory options. We are also proceeding against the 
manufacturers of Buckyballs and a sim ilar product to seek a mandatory 
recall on the basis that th ese products present a substantial product 
hazard. We have not gone to court to have these products declared an 
imminent hazard, an authority we also possess. 

My concerns about how the agency is proceeding against powerful 
magnet sets are discussed in the attached statement.17 

16 See Pub. L. 100-61, 102 Stat. 3183 (Nov. 5, 1988). 

17 See Attachment D. 
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The Honorable Pete Olson 

1. 1 understand that the Commission has spent $566,360.00 on a contractor by 
the name of SEA Ltd. to conduct testing of ROVs and that SEA issued a 
report about its initial work in April 2011. Despite multiple requests from the 
Recreational Off-Highway Vehicle Association and its member companies to 
meet with SEA and to learn more about its work and despite the fact that 
industry has initiated several meetings with CPSC to share information and 
discuss the issues, CPSC waited 15 months to hold a meeting between SEA 
and industry and that meeting just occurred two weeks ago. Ts withholding 
information rmd access to CPSC consultants funded at taxpayer expense your 
idea of government transparenClJ? How do you expect industry to be 
responsive to CPSC's positions when you withhold critical information from 
it? 

I do not believe, as a general matter, that it is proper to withhold 
information developed by a government consultant and to do so is not 
effective government transparency. 

2. I understand that, while industry was waiting for 15 months to get more 
information about SEA's work, ROHVA proactively conducted extensive 
testing on its own to evaluate the testing approach described in the SEA 
report. During the long overdue meeting, I understand that SEA revealed 
details regarding its testing methodology that had not been previously 
disclosed, which may require ROHV A to conduct more testing to effectively 
evaluate the SEA testing approach. Extensive time and resources were wasted 
as a result of CPSC's failure to disclose information about its contractor's 
work. 1 understand that SEA also has conducted other testing for CPSC that 
has not been disclosed to ROHVA. Will you commit to providing timely and 
complete disclosure of all information regarding the work of CPSC contractors 
with respect to ROVs and to change course and work collaboratively with 
industry to promote safety? 

Staff's response 

In April 2011, CPSC staff published a 494 page report with SEA's test 
methodology and test results on nine recreational off-highway vehicles 
(ROVs) of different makes and models. The vehicles were tested between 
May 3, 2010 and October 12, 2010. The 6 months between the completion 
of testing and publication of the data involved analysis of the data, 
drafting a fina l report, and agency clearance to publish documents. In 
August 2011, CPSC staff published additional results for a tenth vehicle 
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that was tested in May 2011. In July 2012, CPSC staff hosted a public 
meeting to allow SEA to present their data and to answer questions from 
ROHVA. 

CPSC staff has not received any reports with test methodology or test 
results from ROHV A on any of the testing they have performed. In public 
meetings with the CPSC, ROHV A has only presented slides with selective 
data. In addition, the limited data that ROHVA has provided is based on 
an incorrect formula to calculate a key value. For reasons unknown, 
ROHV A did not use the correct formula used by the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration {NHTSA), by SEA, and by ROHVA's own 
voluntary standard (ANSI/ROHVA 1-2011). 

CPSC staff has worked with ROHV A and continues to work with 
ROHV A as evidenced by the multiple public meetings and comment 
letters submitted by CPSC staff during the voluntary standard canvass 
process. 

3. I assume you would agree that a pass-Jail test must be reproducible from one 
lab to another and that the government cannot mandate that all testing be 
conducted by a single entiti; at a single facility. Has CPSC or its contractors 
conducted any testing to determine whether its pass-fail test methodology and 
results are reproducible at facilities other than the one SEA used? 

Staff's response 

CPSC staff agrees that a pass-fail test must include a protocol that is 
repeatable and can be performed by any qualified test facility. The ANPR 
fo r ROVs began a rulemaking process that could result in a mandatory 
consumer product safety standard for ROVs. As part of the ongoing 
rulemaking effort on ROVs, CPSC staff has performed standard vehicle 
dynamics tests that have been developed by NHTSA to gather 
information on the dynamic characteristics of these vehicles. If and when 
requirements are finalized, they will include performance requirements 
that can be tested with a protocol that is repeatable and can be tested by 
any qualified test facility. 
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4. Has the CPSC attempted to establish a correlation between vehicle 
characteristics that will be dictated by its proposed tests and standards and the 
incidents that you say you are trying to prevent? What were the results of the 
correlation analyses? Do you intend to move forward with a mandatory 
standard in the absence of evidence of such a correlation? 

Staff's response 

The CPSC published an advance notice of proposed rulemaking 
(ANPR) concerning recreational off-highway vehicles (ROVs) on October 
28, 2009. 1 ~ The ANPR began a rulemaking process, one result of which 
could be a mandatory standard for ROVs. CPSC staff is assessing public 
comments received in response to the ANPR and is evaluating other 
relevant data and information to develop a staff briefing package for the 
Commission. The Commission will consider the staff's briefing package 
when determining whether to issue a notice of proposed rulemaking 
(NPR}. 

CPSC staff has completed a multidisciplinary review of more than 400 
reported ROY-related incidents where victim, vehicle, and incident 
characteristics were analyzed. The results indicate significant hazard 
patterns that include vehicle rollovers, and victims ejected and hit by the 
vehicle resulting in death or injury. This analysis will be part of the staff's 
briefing package for a possible NPR. 1f the Commission decides to issue 
an NPR, the public would have another opportunity to comment, staff 
would prepare a briefing package with all relevant data and information 
concerning a possible final rule, and at that point the Commission would 
decide whether to publish a final rule. 

is 74 Fed. Reg. 55,495. 
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5. I understand that in the early 1990s CPSC conducted a multi-disciplinary 
study of A TV incidents to detennine the causes of crashes, but that CPSC has 
not conducted such a study of ROV incidents. Since CPSC has not conducted 
such a study, ROHVA again proactively conducted its own multi
disciplinary study of ROV incidents. In November 2011, ROHV A presented 
its analysis to CPSC staff that concluded the testing standards in dispute 
would have had absolutely no impact on the occurrence of at least 90% of 
serious incidents. Does CPSC have any evidence that contradicts ROHVA 's 
finding? 

Staff's response 

CPSC staff has completed a multidisciplinary review of more than 
400 reported ROV-related incidents where victim, vehicle, and incident 
characteristics were analyzed. The results indicate significant hazard 
patterns that include vehicle rollovers, and victims ejected and hit by 
the vehicle resulting in death or injury. Using the results of this 
analysis, CPSC staff is working to create standards that would reduce 
these identified hazard patterns. 

6. Has CPSC done any analyses comparing the relative safety of ROVs that 
existed when CPSC issued its ANPR in 2009, ROVs that conform to the 
current voluntary standard, and ROVs that would conform to CPSC staffs 
proposed mandatory standard? 

Staff's response 

On October 28, 2009, the CPSC published an advance notice of 
proposed rulemaking (ANPR) concerning recreational off-highway 
vehicles (ROVs). 19 The ANPR began a rulemaking process that could 
result in a mandatory consumer product safety standard for ROVs. CPSC 
staff has not completed the mlemaking effort on ROVs and has no current 
proposed mandatory standard. 

The ROVs that existed when CPSC issued its ANPR in 2009 meet 
almost all the requirements in the current vollll1tary standard. 

7. I understand that federal Jaw reserves mandatory standards for those products 
where industry Jails to develop voluntary standards to prevent unreasonable 
risks of injury. If that is the case, why would CPSC move forward with a 
mandatory ROV standard when industry 11as been proactive in developing 

i9 74 Fed. Reg. 55,495. 
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standards and has tried repeatedly to work with your agency? llf CPSC 
believes that the current voluntary standard does not adequately address 
unreasonable risk of injury related to ROV use, what exactly is inadequate 
about the voluntary standc;rd? 'What data does CPSC have to support i ts 

claim that those aspects of tile voluntary standard are inadequate?] 

Staff's response 

As s tated above, the CPSC published an ANPR in 2009 that discussed a 
voluntary standard, as well as a mandatory standard, as regulatory 
options. Before the Commission could issue a final mandatory rule in the 
proceeding it would need to determine that either (1) the voluntary 
standard is not likely to result in the elimination or adequate reduction in 
the risk of )njury; or (2) it is unlikely there will be substantial compliance 
with the voluntary standard. At this point, the Commission has only 
issued an ANPR and has not made any determinations about the 
adequacy of the voluntary standard. 

CPSC staff has worked with ROHV A and continues to work with 
ROHV A as evidenced by the multiple public meetings and comment 
letters submitted by CPSC staff during the voluntary standard canvass 

process. CPSC staff's comment le tter to ROHV A dated March 20, 2011, 
summar i7.es CPSC staff's concerns with the voluntary standard in the 
areas of lateral stability, vehicle handling, and occupant protection. 
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Attachment A 

Chairman's Motion 

Since the passage of Public Law I 12-28, the United States Consumer Product Safety 
Commission ("CPSC" or "the Commission'') has been considering opportunities to 
reduce third-party testing costs consistent with assuring the compliance of children's 
products with all applicable safety rules, b811s, standards or regulations. Subject to the 
resources allocated by the Commission to cany them out in subsequent CPSC Operating 
Plans, the Commission approves the following actions by its Staff: 

I. International Standmls Eguivalency to Children's Product Safety Rules: The 
Commission directs staff to draft a Request For lnfonnation (RFI) for publication 
in the Federal Register to detennine which, if any, tests in international standards 
are equivalent to tests in comparable CPSC-administered Children's Product 
Safety Rul~. The RFI shall include questions regarding how establishing 
equivalency between tests in CPSC's regulations and comparable international 
standards would reduce overall third party testing burdens, while assuring 
compliance with the applicable children's product safety rules, regulations, 
standards, or bans. The burden of demonstrating equivalence shall be on the 
submitter of infonnation. Upon receiving the responses to the Rfl, staff shall 
review the responses and summarize any recommended course of action for the 
Commission. This summary shall include the costs of the course of action, 
including any additional research that might be warranted. Staff shall seek 
Commission approval prior to fonnally establishing a list of equivalent tests to 
those in CPSC-administered Children's Product Safety Rules. 

2. Detenninations Regarding Heayy Metals: The Commission directs staff to draft a 
Request For lnfonnation (RFl) for publication in the Federal Register regarding 
whether there are materials that qualify for a determination, under the 
Commission's existing determinations proce.ss, that do not, and will not, contain 
higher-than-allowed concentrations of any of the eight heavy elements specified 
in Section 4.3.5 of ASTM F963-l 1. (The elements are antimony, arsenic, borium, 
cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, and selenium.) The burden for 
demonstrating whether any material qualifies for a decermination shall be on the 
submitter of the information reqlle$ted in the RFI. Upon receiving the responses 
to the RFI, staff shall review the responses and sununarize any recommended 
course of action for the Commission. This summary shall include the costs of the 
course of action, including any additional research dtat might be wammtcd.. Staff 
shall seek Commission approval regarding a determination relating to any of the 
eight heavy metals specified in Section 4.3.S of ASTM F963-l l. 

3. Detenninations &egardjng Phthalates: The Commission directs staff to draft a 
Re41uc:st For Infonnation (RFO for publication in the Federal Register regarding 
whether there are materials that qualify for a detennination, under the 
Commission's existing determinations process, that do not, and will not, contain 
prohibited phthalates, and thus are not subject to third party testing. The burden 
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for demonstrating whether any material qualifiCll for a determination shall be on 
the submitter of the infonnation requested in the RFI. Upon receiving the 
responses to the RF.I. staff shall review the responses and summarize any 
recommended course of action for the Commission. This summary shall include 
the ~ts of the course of action, including any additional resea.n:h that might be 
warranted. Staff shal 1 seek Commission approval regarding a determination 
relating to materials that do not, and will not, contain prohibited phthalates. 

4. Fourier Transfonn Infra.red Spcctrowvy CFTIR): The Commission directs staff 
to investigate whether Fourier Transfonn Infrared Spectroscopy (FflR) can be 
effective as a screening technology for determining that a plastic component part 
contains no phthalates. A summary of the ~ults of this investigation, including 
any additional costs expected to complete the investigation. shall be provided to 
the Commission no later than I year after the investigation has commenced. 

5. Detmninations Regarding Adhesives in Manufagured Woods; The Commission 
directs staff to draft a Request For lnfonnation (RFI) for publication in the 
Federal Register regarding whether any adhesives used in manufactured woods 
can be determined not to contain lead in amounts above 100 ppm. The burden for 
demonstrating which, if any, adhesives should qualify for adetennination shall be 
on the submitter of the infonnation requested in the RF!. Upon receiving the 
responses to the RFI, staff shall review the responses and summarize any 
rocommcndod course of action for the Commission. This summary shall include 
the costs of the course of action, including any additional research that might be 
warranted. Staff shall seek Commission approval regarding a detennination 
relatifli to adhesives used in manufactured woods. 

6. DetemUnations Regarding Synthetic food Additives; The Commission directs 
staff to draft a Request For Information (RFI) for publication in the Federal 
Regjster regarding whether the process by which materials are detennined not to 
contain lead in amounts above I 00 ppm can be expanded to include synthetic 
food additives. The burden for demonstrating which, if any, synthetic food 
additives should qualify for a detennination shall be on the submitter of the 
infonnation requested in the RFI. Upon receiving the responses to the RFI, staff 
shall review the responses and summarize any recommended course of action for 
the Commission. This summary shaJI include the costs of the cout!e of action, 
including any additional research that might be warranted. Staff shall seek 
Commission approval prior to fonnally publishing a detennination relaring to 
synthetic food additives. 

7. Guidance Regarding Periodic Testing and Periodic Testing Plans: The 
Commission directs staff to draft a guidance (in the fonn of a "FAQ" or stmiJar 
fonns of guidance) to clarify that manufacturers who do not engage in ongoing or 
continued production of a previously thild-party certified product, (such as an 
importer or a manufacturer with short production runs) are not required to conduct 
periodic testing as defined in Section 1107. This guidance should also make clear 
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that thoi1e mllllu.facturers who do not engage in periodic testing for the reasons 
described above arc not required to create a periodic testing plan. This guidance 
shall be provided to lhe Commission for approval no later than December 3t, 
2012. 

8. Accreditation ofCertajn Cc:ttifkation Bodies: The Corrunission directs staff to 
develop a Staff technical report for Commission consideration on the feasibility of 
CPSC-11('.(:q>lancc of certification bodies to perfonn third party testing of 
children's products as a basis for issuing Children's Product Certificates, and to 
u.ndertalce activities to ensure that continuing production maintains compliance 
with certification requirements os a basis for incre~ing the maximum periodic 
testing ioterva.I from I to 2 years. 

3 
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Attachment B 

Insert: 

9. ''Staff Findings Regarding Production Volume and Periodic Testing: The 
Commission directs staff to report back to the Commission whether, and, if 
so, on what basis staff is able to make the following findings: 
(1) including a low volume exemption of fewer than 10,000 units of a 
product from periodic testing requirements for a maximum of three years is 
consistent with assuring compliance with all applicable children's product 
safety rules, regulations, standards or bans; 
(2) the selection of the 10,000 unit figure for such an exemption is based 
on statistically significant and readlly avallable safety, compliance and/or 
economic data. If so, staff shall provide the data along with its reason{s) for 
making the finding based on such data; 
(3) providing such an exemption is consistent with providing a high degree 

of assurance of compliance of all children's products, as required under 16 
CFR § 1107 ("the testing and certification rule"); and 
(4) providing such an exemption is practicable from an enforcement and 
compliance standpoint, in light of available resources, anticipated future 
levels of funding and agency safety enforcement and compliance priorities. 

Any staff work on this report would not affect the effective date of 16 CFR § 
1107." 
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COMMISSIONER NANCY A. NORD 
AND 

COMMISSIONER ANNE M. NORTHUP 

Report to Congress pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 2063(d)(3)(C) on opportunities to 
reduce the cost of third-party testing consistent with assuring compllanee 

October 26, 2012 

The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is implementing the Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Art (CPSJA) without attention to the costs of its actions. 
These costs burden the American economy at the wrong time, often without measurably 
improving safety. As Commissioners who have seen the unintended consequences of 
the CPSIA fi rst hand, and pursuant to Congress's request for legislative 
recommendations that would reduce tes ting and compliance costs for Am erican 
businesses without impacting product safety,1 we recommend that Congress consider 
the following changes. 

1. Repeal the requirement for third-party testing. 
2. Increase the permissible limit of lead in children's products to 300 parts per 

million and direct the Commission to set a lower lim it for a particu lar 
material, product, or component where it is necessary to protect against a real 
risk of harm. 

3. Change the definition of "children's product safety rules" to ru les applicable 
to products intended exclusively for children. 

Background 

Last year, Congress directed the CPSC to ask the public for suggestions on ways "to 
reduce the cost of third-party tes ting requirements consistent with assuring romplia11ce 
\vith any applicable consumer product s afety ru le, ban, standard, or regulation." 2 The 
Commission was directed then to review the public's comments, and given authority to 
adopt new or revised third-party testing regulations if it determined that modification 
would reduce third-party testing costs consistent with assu ring compliance with 

I Sii 15 U.S.C. § 2063(d)(3)(B). 

1 15 U.S.C. § 2063(d)(3)(A). 

CPSC llc>tline: ta00·63B·CPSC (2772) ...... W.CP'C.gov 
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applicable rules .1 Finally, Congress ask~d the Commission to submit a report to 
CongresR if the agency identified opportunitks th;it it lacked authority to adopt.< This 
report is presented by Commissioners Nancy A. Nord and Anne M. Northup in 
response to that request. 

The Commission's work to carry out these statutory requirements continues. After 
the agency solicited and received from the public many concrete, specific sugges tions for 
the reduction of testing costs, CPSC s taff developed a non-exhaustive list of 16 potential 
changes to third-party testing rules. As described by staff, many have the potential to 
reduce costs only for narrow industry segments, or would othe rwise not make a 

significant dent in third-party testing costs. The Commission recently voted to direct 
staff to investigate further 9 of the 16 suggestions, though it conditioned all of the work 
on future Commission votes to allocate the necessary resources. 

Whether the work w ill actually be funded and whether the Commission will actually 
prescribe new or revised regulations is doubtful. Not only is it clear that no cost
reduction changes will be implemented this fiscal year, it also does not appear that the 
Commissioners will be able to agree on legislative recomme ndations as Congress 
requested. Therefore, we identify below leg islative changes that we believe would 
reduce the cost of third-party testing while ensuring compliance with regulations 
currently applicable to child ren's p roducts. 

1. Repeal the requirement for third-party testing. 

The CPSC is responsible for ensuring that noncompliant and potentially dangerous 
children's products do not reach American consumers. The CPSC has new and better 
tools to enforce our standards and de tect violators, including the use of better 
technology and collaboration with the U.S. Customs and Border Patrol (CBP). But under 
current law, businesses large and small face the suffocating burden of third-party testing 
and certification requirements that do not advance the cause of safety. 

Imposing th ird-party testing on every component of every children's product is an 
overly broad solution to the problems that arose during the flurry of recalls in 2007. But 
requiring all child(cn's products to b<: third-pa(ty tested has proven to be a buslncs,;
crushing and job-killing mandate without any commcnsurntc benefit. And it is a 
requirement that nn other advanced economy- not even the European Union-has adopted. 

The third-party test ing requirement is too burdensome. 

According to the agency's economists, in response to the "significant increase in their 
costs due to the fi nal rule," manufacturers will redesign their products to reduce the 
features and component parts, reduce the number of children 's products they offer, exi t 

) See 15 U.S.C. § 2063(d)(3)(B). 

I }5 LJ.$(. § 206J(d)(3}{C). 
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the childn:n's product market, or go out of business completely. The <.:osts associated 
with the new rule will "inhibit1] new finns from entering the children's product 
market," including those serving a niche market like children with disabilities. Safety 
and performance related innovation will also be stymied, as manufacturers "delay 
implementing some improvements to a product's design or manufacturing process in 
order to avoid the costs of third party testing."~ Some argue that third-party testing 
before sale will result in fewer recalls. But most recalled produc:ts c:ontain design or 
ma1mfacturing defects that are unrelated to tlie Commission's product- and material-specific 
sajety standards. 

Moreover, the continuing third-party testing requirements make the agency 
micromanage business and manufacturing operations. Specifically, most manufacturers 
must undertake a complex analysis and prepare either a periodic-testing plan or a 
production-testing plan for each product manufactured at each manufacturing site. 
These plans will be subject to c:xtcnsive post hoc review by the CPSC, with no real 
guidance on what constitutes an adequate testing plan. And manufacturers who make 
multiple products at a single site or who frequently change the product will continually 
need to change their testing plans, potentially every day. The threat of "gotcha" 
compliance activity is real, and is exacerbated by the extensive record-keeping 
requirements that add nothing to safety. 

Manufacturers must "document ((1)} the production testing methods used to ensure 
continuing compliance and ((2)) the basis for determining that the production testing 
plan provides a high degree of assurance that the product being manufactured continues 
to comply with all applicable children's product safety rules.''6 But businesses have told 
us that documenting their complicated production processes will be costly and 
burdensome. For some smaller companies, the documentation requirements arc simply 
impossible. This assessment was borne out both by CPSC economists and by the public's 
comments. 

Indeed, for small businesses, the burdens of the testing requirements will often be 
insurmountable. Testing alone-excluding the costs of destroyed samples, shipping, and 
administrative activity-could consume over 11 % of a small m1mufac11.J.-er's rP.venue.' 
Since a typical profit is about 5% of revenue, we expect m.1ny small businesses to dose 
because of the testing requirements, particularly after the continuing testing 

~ Robert Franklin, Directorate for Economic Analysis, CPSC, Final Reg11/i110"!/ f/exil1i/ihj At1alysis for 
the final R11/e on Testing and Labeling Pertaining to Prod11rl Certification, 134 (Aug. 25, 2011) 
("Regulatory Flexibility Analy~is"), in Staff Briefing Package, CPSC, Draft Finni Rule for Testing 
and Labeling Pertaining to Product Certificatiim (Sep. 21, 2011 ), http://www.c.p~.!,{Ov/!ibrary/foia/ 
foia 11/brief/certification.pdf. 

• t6 C.F.R. § J 107.2l(c}(2}. 

1 Regulaton; flexibility At1alysis al 127-28. 
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requirements take effect in February 2013. They cannot simply raise their prices and 
remain competitive. We already have anecdotal evidence that this is happening. 

Moreover, the testing rule's burdens fall most hea,•ily not just on small businesses, 
but also on the good actors that we should want to help and for whom the third-party 
testing cost is particularly unjustified. More than ever, today's manufacturers have the 
tools and incentives to produce safe, compliant products. Modem production processes 
and quality assurance systems enable manufacturers to produce uniform compliant 
products without the need for confirming third-party tests. And the damage from 
noncompliance can be devastating: The cost of destroyed products, brand name damage, 
loss of future contracts, higher penalties, and class-action lawsuits, have already resulted 
in overseas manufacturers taking aggressive steps to ensure compliance, regardless of 
prescriptive government mandates. 

The third-party testing requirement disadvantages companies with robust in-house 
testing programs, those with more creative and effective ways of ensuring compliance 
internally, and domestic American companies who have never had a violation but who 
nonetheless must pay the most for th ird-party testing. Indeed, there are entire industries 
that have had very few, if any, safe ty violations; yet, they are required to comply with 
onerous third-party testing, certification, tracking and labeling requirements that will 
not improve safety. 

Bad actors, on the other hand, can easily escape the costs of the testing rule. Those 
who wish to make a fast profit without regard for public safety will not comply with 
third-party testing requirements, thereby achieving an unfair price advantage. 
Companies with a casual attitude toward safety standards compliance will be casual 
about maintaining accurate records to support CPSIA-mandated testing. And because 
the requirements of 16 C.F.R. § 1107 arc so complicated and expensive, it is easy to 
imagine the many shortruts a manufacturer could take to reduce its costs while 
p rojecting the image of compliance. The CPSC does not have the manpower or the 
expertise to police manufacturers' internal record-keeping controls, as it would take an 
army of investigators all over the world to accomplish such a task. Instead, the detection 
method of cMuring compliance has remained and will remo!n the default method of 
compliance for companies producing violative products, while those committed to 
ensuring compliance and already effectively doing so are bearing the unnecessary 
additional burden of third-party testing. 

Detecting and intercepting products is the key component of the CPSC's strategy. 

Advocates fo r third-party testing characterize it as a "pre,•ention" model that is 
superior to what they view as the Commission's traditional "detection" model, because 
they believe that it will keep dangerous products out of commerce in the first place. The 
evidence does not bear this out. Preventing the manufacture and importation of 
noncompliant children's products has always been and remains the focus of the CPSC's 
efforts. The policy disagreement is over the most effective means of doing so. 

4 
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Mandating third-party testing is based on the out-of-date, "command and control" 
paradigm that government can and should achieve its policy outcomes by dictating the 
precise decisions and actions of the private sector. The better policy mandates an 
outcome and- through a strong enforcement mechanism- demands penalties fo r 
noncompliance. This allows the market to find the most efficient means of compliance 
and encourages a stronger commitment to compliance in the regulated community. 

Today, thanks to Congress, the Commission also has vas tly-improved enforcement 
tools relative to those available even a few years ago. The Commission has authority to 
impose significantly higher penalties for violations. And the agency can confiscate 
violative products at the border and destroy them. Relatedly, with the advent, in early 
2008, of our agency's Import Surveillance Division, we have continued to increase the 
number of full-time CPSC investigators posted at key U.S. ports. We have also expanded 
cooperation with CBP to maximize the number of products screened at all U.S. ports. 

Today, the Commission intercepts non-compliant toys and other children's products 
through these bro11der border-control efforts, through the use of x- ray technology, and 
through a d3t3·driven targeting program that searches ship manifests before they reach 
port and flags previous offenders and first-time shippers for closer inspection. Using this 
detailed and timely information, 3nd through closer cooperation with CBP, the CPSC 
seized and denied entry to 49% more sh ipments of noncompliant products in 2010 than 
in 2009. These tools are more effective at ensuring compliance with safety standards 
than policing all ch ildren's product manufacturers for certifications to mandatory third
party tests. 

These difficult economic times call for a regulatory regime that carefully balances the 
costs and benefi ts of executive agency action. And consumer product regulation, in 
particular, must take into account the desire of American families for a dynamic 
marketplace with new products th11t are also safe and 11ffordable. The requirement that 
all children's product manufactu rers repeatedly third-party test every component of 
their products threatens to increase the cost and d rastically reduce the availabil ity of 
children's products for parents of modest means. Public and private resources could 
instead be redirected toward the alterna tive production processes and enforcement 
methods that can achieve the same goal much more efficiently. Indeed the CPSC staff 
suggested th11t the Commission request from Congre.~s some flexil1ility in tlti!' area. s Therefore, 
we recommend a regulatory system that encourages implementation of the quality 

• DeWanc Ray & Randy Butturini, Office of Hazard Identi fication & Reduction, CPSC, 
Me111omnd1111i: Consideratfon of Opportunities to Reduce Third Party Testing Costs Consistent with 
As~uring tire Compliance of Children·~ Prod1icts, 13 (Aug. 29, 2012), in Staff Briefing Package, 
Con~irieralion of Opportunities to Reduce "fhird Part>; Testing Costs Consistent with Assuring the 
Compliance of Children's Products (Aug. 29, 2012), ~vww.cpsq:oy/lihmy/foia/foia12/bdct/ 

reduce3pl.pdf. 
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assurance process that best achieves resu lts for a particular company or industry, 
without a third-party testing requirem~nt. 

2. Increase the permlsslble llmlt of lead In chlldren'1 products to 300 parts 
per million and allow the Commission to set a lower llmlt for a partlcular 
material, product, or component where It Is neces.sary to protect against a 
real risk of harm. 

The CPSIA lowered the permissible amount of lead in children's products to 
600 ppm, and then to 300 ppm, over a fixed period. Congress then directed that the limit 

be lowered to 100 ppm unless the Commission determined tha t this was not 
"techno1ogically feasible" for a product or product category. The CPSIA also directed 
the Commission to consider "the public health protections associated with substantially 
reducing lead in ch ildren's products." Rather than use the discretion that Congress gave 
us to con.s ider feasibili ty and public health, the agency took an approach that turned the 
statute on its head. The agency interpreted the term "technologically feasible" to requi re 
the use of a low-lead material if it exists anywhere in any market, regardless of the 
suitability of the material for a pi!rticular use, the cost of the substitute, or its availability 
to all manufacturers in the quantities needed. In effect, " feasible" was replaced with 
"imaginable" in the statute. 

The analytical approach taken by the Commission completely ignored economic 
feasibility. As long as '1ow-lead materials are available, but are available only at higher 
prices," the Commission assumed technological feasibility, because "there is no 
economic basis for determining at what point a cost increase wou ld make production 
not technologically feasiblc."9 But it is inconceivable that the Corrunission could not 
identify a11y point a t which the cost of manufacturing a product would exceed the price 
at which a market could exist to purchase it. Such questions arc asked and answered 
every day by every business that manufactures a product. Even if it were plausible that 
economists cannot identify in the abstract prohibitively high production costs, the 
evidence before the Commission clearly demonstrated that such costs would be imposed 
by the reduction of the lead limit to 100 ppm. Commission s taff concluded that the costs 
a~~ociated with a 100 ppm lead limit would be substantial and would drive product~ 
and businesses from the market. 

A predictable and troubling result of this decision-related to third-party testing-is 
laboratory and materials variability. When assessing lead content at the trace level of 
100 ppm, laboratories are reportedly finding different resu lts. It is d ifficult to find low-

~ Robert J. Howell, Office of Hazard Identification & Reduction, crSC, et al., Memorandum. CPSC 
Staff's Reponse lo Commissioner Nm-thup's Q11estio11s: Technological Ft11Sibilin; of 100 Pars Per Million 
Total Lead Cmtent Limit, 24-25 (July 8, 2011), in Staff Briefing rackage, Staff Responses to 
Commissioners' Questions Ouly 8, 2011), http:Uwww.cpsc.govDibraryjfoia/foial 1/bricf/ 
leadq\le.~tions.pdf. 
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lead materials that c-onsistently meet the 100 ppm requirement in the marketplace, and 
particularly so for recycled materials. Members of the public raised this issue in 
response to our request for comments under Public Law 112-28. Sinc-e a failing test result 
can have major financial implications, this result should be of great concern to the 
Commission. But there has been no inclination to address the problem. Test-result 
variability drives up c-osts needlessly-when it comes to public health, the diHerence 
between 1 DO ppm and 300 ppm of lead is virtually nonexistent. 

We do not believe that returning to a 300 ppm lead limit would harm children's 
health. The Commission's staff examined the health impact of the decision to reduce the 
lead limit to 100 ppm and c-oncluded that "the contribution of products containing 
between 1 DO ppm and 300 ppm lead to the overall lead exposure in children is minimal." 
Claims to the contrary-that swallowing objects containing 300 ppm or less of lead 
reduces children's I.Q.-are based on an "incorrect characterization of a CPSC staff 
analysis first released in 2005."10 

In short, this was a classic example of a regulation being imposed without the 
scientific data to support it. Because of the significant harm to the economy, consumer 
choice, businesses and the workers they employ-and in the absence of any public
health justification-the 100 ppm lead limit should be repealed. Congress should instead 
give the Commission the discretion to set the appropriate lead level for a material, 
product, or component where the health benefits and scientific evidence justify such a 
level. 

3. Change the definition of "children's product safety rules" to cover only 
products Intended excluslvely for children. 

The Commission's definition of "children's product safety rule" is a similarly non
risk-based imposition of the costly third-party testing requirement. The CPSIA requires 
third-party testing for compliance with all "children's product safety rules." Prior to the 
CPSIA, the Commission promul!<;aled numerous "consumer product safety rules," such 
as those governing carpets and rugs, vinyl, clothing textiles, and mattresses. The 
Commission's majority interpreted the term "children's product safety rule'' to include 
such rules. 

Thus, any product made for a child is subject to a "product safety rule," compliance 
with which must be tested under the third-party testing rule. This means that, for 
example, a rug with the image of a children's cartoon character must be tested not only 

10 Dominique J. Williams & Kristina M. Hatclid, J)irectorate for Health Sciences, CPSC, 
Memonindum: Response to Public Comments: Technologioi/ FeasibilihJ of WO T'Pm Total Lead Content 
in Children's Prod11cts, 38 (May 11, 2011), in Staff Briefing Package. 1'eclmologica/ Feasiflilihj of 
100 ppm/or Letid Co11te11t Oune 22, 2011), htnJ://www.q>$C.gov!library/foia!foial t(brieff 
lcadJOOlech.pdf. 
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for lead and phthalates (rules that clearly are focused on children's safety), but also for 
flammability (a requirement that covers general safety, not just children's safety). A blue 
rug that is m ade of the same m aterial and located in the living room does not, however, 
have to be subjected to the same tests. This makes no sense. 

A clear distinction can and should be made bet:;..'een "children's product safety rules" 
and more general ''consumer product s<ifety rules." Fundament<illy, no safety 
improvement is gained by requiring the third-party testing of a lamp or rug merely 
because its d esign makes it suitable for children, when there is a greater risk that a rug 
will encounter a fire hclZclrd in a kitchen or adjacent to the living room fire place than in a 
child's room. 

Indeed, the CPSJA defined children's products as those primarily designed or 
intended for children under 13. To make treatment of products and testing 
requirements consistent, "children's product safety rules" should be clearly defined by 
statu te to mean safety rules that relate exclusively to children's products, and not to 
products intended for general use and governed by longstanding consu mer product 
safety rules. There is no risk associated with these products that necessitates new third
par ty testing requirements. 

Conclusion 

All of us at the CPSC appreciate very much Congress's effort to reform the CPSIA by 
asking the Corrunission to consider ways to reduce needless burdens th.at are destroying 
jobs and undermining the nation's economic recovery. This report identifies and 
discusses briefly only a few of the recommendations that we believe would significantly 
decrease the costs of third-party testing without impacting safety. We would welcome 
the opportunity to elaborate upon the ideas presented here, and to share additional 
opportunities we have identified. 
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Attachment D 

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4330 EAST WEST HIGHWAY 

BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20814 

COMMISSIONER NANCY A. NORD 

Statement on the Commission's decision to publish 
the Notice of Proposed Rulemaklng on a 

Safety Standard for Magnat Sets 

August 27, 2012 

I voted to publish the Notire of Proposed Rulemalcing on a Safety Standard for 
Magnet Sets because I beJieve that rulemaking is the appropriate way to address 
hazards that may be posed by this product. The hazard pattern described in the NPR 
deserves the attention ;md study of the Commission and the public through the 
rulemaking process. My vote was not without reservations, however, because I am not 
convinced that the proposal before us-which amounts to ,a ban on all magnet sets sold 
today-best reduces or eliminates the hazard while m inimizing disruption to 
manufacturing and commerce as required under our statute.' 

In particular, the proposed standard proceeds on the belief that warnings do not 
work for this relatively new product because (it is assumed) warnings are arid will be 
ignored or otherwise not COlllUlunicated effectively. But in the absence of a robust and 
comprehensive program to educate and warn about this hazard, it is unclear that 
warnings will be ineffective and our conclusion that such is the case is speculative. And 
applying this principle broadly would eviscerate many o.f the safety standards that the 
Commission (and Congress) have deemed acceptable. The long-term policy implications 
stemming from the rationale for the proposed ban on other products subject lo warnings 
have not been explored but are presen ted by this rulemaking. 

I am also concerned that the proposed ban may be overly broad. There are two 
hazard pntterns here: one involving young children and the other involving older 
children and teenagers. A tailored approach might adequately reduce the risk associated 
with magnet sets but not eliminate the product from the marketplace. ln addition, the 

proposed standard-particularly as amended by the majority-includes products that 
have not been demonstrated to pose the same risk. Overinclusive rules needlessly 
strangle commerce and innovation, and should be avoided. I hope that the comments in 
response to this NPR will help resolve these concerns, particularly by proposlns less-

1 See Consumer Product Safety Act§ 9(f)(t)(D), 15 U.S.C. § 2058(f){l)(D). 

CP5C ~ i 80C>63&CPSC (2772) • -.cpse.g<l'I 
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burdensome alternatives and by providing Jata that sheds light on how best to address 
the different hazard patterns before us. 

Despite my concerns about the proposed standard, I voted for this lo be put to the 
public because this is the right way to pursue the regulatory process when a significant 
hazard involving a class of products is brought lo the attention of the Commission. 
When the Commission believes that a hazard is so imminent that it cannot wait for the 
results of rulemaking, we have statutory authority to act. In this case, however, instead 
of using that authority, we have brought compliance actions against certain companies 
and asked others to withdraw the products from the market in an attempt to reach the 
entire market. This amounts to back-door rulemaking. Approaching the hazard through 
the front door-that is, through the rulemaking process-is more appropriate. In this 
way, we do not take fonnal or informal actions that reach conclusions about a potential 
hazard before the Commission has all the relevant evidence and all affected stakeholders 
have the opportunity to be heard. 

Congress created the Commission's regulatory procedures to allow for open and 
transparent rulemaking, and to ensure that the Commission has the right scientific, 
medical, and economic analysis before making decisions. That process must not be 
short-circuited. Thus, I look forward to examining this matter further-and as quickly as 
possible-once the public has weighed in and we have more data. 

2 
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Thank you for appearing before the Subeommillee on Commerce. Manufactwing, and Tnid• h<oring 
ellliclcd "Ove1'i~hc of the Consum~r l'roduct Safety Cnmmissi~n." held on Thursday, August 2, 2012 . 

l'ursuant 10 the Rules of the Comrnitte• on l.ioergy and Commerce. the hearing record remain• npe11 for 
10 bu$ines• day& to rmni1 Members to submit additional questions to witnesses, which are attached. lhe 
fonnot of your responses to the<e questions shuuld be as follows: (I) the n•me of the Member whose question 
you are address mg, (2) the comj>lete text of rhc question you are addressing in bold, ond thrn (3) ynur on.w<; w 
1hat qui:S<rion ;n pJajn rcxl. 
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Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade 
"Oversight of the Consumer Product Safety Commission" 

()ycstions for the Record Submitte<f by Cbairwom1111 Mary Bono Mack 

1. 811st!d on your experience as a Commissioner, how do you believe the 
Commission could both better ensure consumer product safety and do .so 
more economically and efficiently? 

\1y three years as a Commissioner have opened my eyes to the incredible cost:; this 
agency imposes on the regulated community and to the substantial taxpayer resources the 
agency expends, often with little or no commensurate safety benefit. 

In some cases, the two are closely linked. For instance, the third-party testing 
requirement is an extremely burdensome and ineffective means of ensuring compliance 
with our safety standards, and has cost the agency an enormous amount of resources to 
implement. Similarly. the public database requires product manufacturers to focus 
resources on protecting against inaccurate public reports, and conducting public relations 
damage control when the CPSC's minimal safeguards do not prevent the publication of 
false or misleading information hannful to a business's reputation. At the same time, 
enormous CPSC staff time is dedicated to vetting reports for posting on the public 
database, despite the existence of far more useful private sector aggregators of product 
safety information. 

Other aspects of the CPSC's operations are costly only to taxpayers, but are no less in 
need ofrefonn. The overhead associated with maintaining a five member Commission 
when a single administrator would be more effective and efficient is one example. 

Based on these and other observations I have made during my tenure, I have identified a 
number of reforms to the CPSC that I believe would greatly improve its efficiency while 
reducing burdens on the regulated community and better protecting the public from 
unsafe products. Explained in detail below, I recommend the following changes, some of 
which 'vould require new legislation to accomplish: (I) Repeal the requirement that all 
children's products be third-party tested irrespective of risk and instead let the 
Commission exercise its authority to require third-party testing by a manufacturer, or of a 
children 's product or component part, only as it is deemed appropriate based on 
reasonable risk based guidelines; (2) replace the 5-member Commission with a single 
administrator; (3) shut down the public facing database at safer-products.gov; (4) refonn 
the CPSIA to allow the agency to focus on risk; (5) remove impediments to the 
Commission's working toward the international harmonization of safety standards; (6) 
require that all CPSC rules be just ified by a cost-benefit analysis; (7) require products 
that do not meet an applicable voluntary standard to bear a mark so stating; and, (8) 
moderate our role in voluntary standards development to not pressure standards bodies to 
include requirements that would not survive the cost-benefit analysis required for 
mandatory standards setting. 
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Repeal the Requirement That All Children·s Products Be Third-Party Tested 
Irrespective of Risk And Instead Let the Commission Exercise Its Authority lo 
Require Third-Party Testing By a Manufacturer, Or of a Children's Product or 
Component Part, Only As lt Is Deemed Appropriate Based on Reasonable Risk 
Hased Guidelines. 

Imposit ion of the third-party testing requirement on every component of every chi ldrcn 's 
product in response to "the year of the recall" was a classic example of legislative 
overreach. There may be appropriate circumstances for requiring particular 
manufacturers of particular products to bear the cost of third-party testing and 
certification in order to protect against the risk of consumer injury, and the Commission 
has the authority to make that call. But requiring all children's products to be third-party 
tested has proven to be a business crushing and job killing mandate without a justifying 
benefit. Through the use of better technology and collaboration with the U.S. Customs 
and Border Patrol (CBP), the CPSC has new and better tools to enforce our standards 
without the suffocating burden of the law's new mandates. 

The CPSIA was enacted in·2008 in response to a media storm over a large number of 
Chinese manufac1ured children's toys that were recalled due to lead in paint that 
exceeded a standard in place since 1970. No child was injured by lead paint in the toys, 
and the offending manufacturers were soundly rebuked under existing law, through 
mandatory recalls, the imposition of the largest penalty in the history of the CPSC, and a 
thirty million dollar class action lawsuit settlement for one manufaclurer. 

The news of the recalls created a political climate suited to fulfill a long held goal of 
consumer advocates: the reduction in the lead content of children's products virtually to 
zero, the elimination of phthalates without any known risk to children, and the 
requirement that all children's products be tested by third party laboratories to ensure 
compliance with these and all other applicable safety standards. Thus, the CPSJA 
requi res, w ith limited exceptions, that before a children's product enters commerce, 
sufficient samples of every component must be individually tested by a third-party 
laboratory and certified as free from lead and phthalatcs, and compliant with all other 
applicable product safety rules. Furthermore, the related tracking labels and record 
keeping are such a complicated morass that only the most sophisticated manufacturers 
can comply. 

The CPSIA also required the Commission to establish protocols and standard~ for 
ensuring that after the initial third-party testing, children's products are subject to 
additional test ing during production. The Commission carried out this mandate through 
the promulgation of 16 C.F.R. § 1107, which requires the additional third-party testing of 
a certified children's prodU<:t to ensure continued compliance with all applicable safety 
standards, both when there is a material change to the product, and periodically during 
production even in the absence of a reason to believe a certified product is no longer 
compliant. The rule's prescriptive manda1cs insinuate the Commission deeply into the 
production process of any company that manufactures a children's product for the United 
States market. 
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Specifically, unless a manufacturer is one of the few large businesses with a ISO/IEC 
l 7025:2005 accredited in-house laboratory, the rule requires it to undertake a complex 
analysis and formulate either a periodic testing plan or a production testing plan for each 
product manufactured at eacb manufacturing site. Manufucturers v.tio make multiple 
products at a single site or who ftequently change the prodU<:t manufactured at a site will 
need to continually formulate and update their periodic testing and production testing plans, 
potent ially as often as every day. They also must "document the production testing methods 
used to ensure continuing compliance and the basis for determining that the production 
testing plan provides a bigh degree of assurance that the product being manufactured 
continues to comply with all applicable children's product safety rules." Businesses have 
told us that documenting their complicated production processes will be costly, burdensome 
1111d simply impossible for some smaller scale companies. 

The CPSC is responsible for ensuring that noncompliant and potentially dangerous children's 
products do not reach American shores. Advocates for third-party testing characterize it as a 
"prevention" model that is superior to 1•;hat they view as the Commission' s traditional 
"detection" model, because they believe that it will keep dangerous products out of 
commerce in the first place. The evidence does not bear this out. 

Preventing the manufacture and importation of noncompliant children's products has always 
been and remains the focus of the CPSC 's efforts. The policy disagreement is over the most 
effective means of doing so. Mandating third-party testing is based on the out-of-date, 
"command and control" paradigm that government can and should achieve its policy 
outcomes by dictating the precise decisions and actions of the private sector, rather than 
mandating an outcome with penalties for noncompliance, implementing a strong enforcement 
mechanism, and allowing the market to find the most efficient means of compliance. 

The more forward thinking and effective approach to ensuring the compliance of 
manufacturers to consumer product safety law is tl1erefore to create within that community, 
through a "carrot and stick" approach, a commitment to compliance, enhance the CPSC's 
partnership with CPB and our use of emerging risk assessment management technology at 
ports to better target potentially noncom pliant products for inspection and prevent them from 
entering the stream of commerce. Recent technological and organizational advances have 
markedly improved the etlicacy of these enforcement tools, increasing substantially the 
likelihood that noncompliant products will be detected and destroyed. In addition, modem 
production processes and quality assurance systems enable manufacturers to produce unifonn 
compliant products without the need for confinning third-party tests. The cost of destroyed 
products, name brand approval, loss of future contracts, higher penalties, and class-action 
lawsuits, have already resulted in overseas manufacturers taking aggressive steps internally to 
ensure compliance, irrespective of'prescriptive government mandates regarding the proper 
means for doing so. 

Third-party test ing is very expensive for all manufacturers and importers, but its cost 
burden is ins urmountable for many small businesses. According to the CPSC's 
economists, the costs of testing a lone -- excluding the costs of samples consumed in 
destructive tests, the costs of shipping the samples to the testing laboratories, and any 
related administrative and record keeping activity - is expected to consume over 11 % of 
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a small manufacturer's revenue. Given that a typical profit i~ only about five percent of 
revenue, it is reasonable to e)(pcct a large number of small business closures resulting 
from the third-party testing requirement, particularly after the obligation to conduct 
periodic and material change tests takes effect in February 2013. They cannot simply 
raise their prices and remain competitive. 

Commission economists predic t that in response to the "significant increase in their costs 
due to the final rule", manufacturers will redesign their products to reduce the features 
and component parts, reduce the number of children's products they offer, exit the 
children's product market, or go out of business completely. The costs associated with 
the new rule are also expected to be a .. barrier that inhibits new fi nns from entering the 
children's product market", including, in particular, ones serving a niche market, such as 
products for children with disabilities. Safety and performance related innovation will 
also be stymied, as manufacturers "delay implementing some improvements to a 
product 's design or manufacturing process in order to avoid the costs of third party 
testing." 

The requirement that all children's products be tested at a thi rd-party lab, regardless of 
risk, also disproportionately hurts companies with robust in-house testing programs, those 
with more creative and effective ways of ensuring compliance internally, as well as 
domestic American companies who have never had a violation, but who nonetheless must 
pay the most for third-party testing. In the latter regard, there are entire industries that 
have had very few, if any, safety violations; yet, they are required to comply with onerous 
third-party testing, certification , tracking and labeling requirements that will not improve 
safety. And, of course, those without a commitment to an ongoing enterprise who wish to 
n1ake a fast profit without regard for public ~afety will not comply with third-party testing 
requirements in any event, thereby achieving an unfair price advantage. 

While the crippling costs of third-party testing are unquestionable, its benefits are 
speculative and overstated. Some argue that third-party testing before sale will result in 
fewer recalls. But most recalled products contain design or manufacruring defects that are 
unrelated to the Commission's product and material specific safety standards. Moreover, 
given the Commission's decision to reduce the lead in the substrate of children's products 
well below a level presenting any risk to health, recalls of products violating <he new 
standard do not even necessarily protect against a real risk of injury. 

Additionally, the manufacturers most likely to honor the third-party testing requirement 
are also the least likely to produce noncompliant products. Good corporate citizens 
wishing to maintain their market reputation have already improved their internal 
mechanisms to ensure compliance regardless of third-party testing requirements, but will 
also incur the cost of third-party testing consistent with their commitment co follow the 
law. Indeed, the CPSIA's micromanagement of a company's testing, certification and 
tracking of each and every component of a product will be less helpful than the 
sophisticated internal controls manufacturers are currently using and continue to develop 
and perfect. For instance, we have lear11ed that since the discovery in 2007 that the lead 
paint in certain violative products was introduced through inadequately supervised 
component suppliers, manufacture rs have reduced their number of suppliers, and now 
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undertake more frequen t internal testing. Component suppliers, in tum, take more care to 
ensure compliance because they are aware that manufacturers will not risk continuing to 
use a supplier who fails even once to provide compliant components. 

In contrast, a "bad actor" with a casual attitude toward safety standards compliance will 
be just as casual about maintaining accurate records to support CPS IA-mandated 
ccrti lications. Because the requirements of 16 C.F.R. § I 107 are so complicated and 
expensive, it is easy to imagine all of the shortcuts a manufacturer could take to reduce its 
cost, creating the impression of compliance. The CPSC does not have the manpower or 
the expertise to police manufacturers' internal record keeping controls, as it would take 
an army of investigators all over the world to accomplish such a task. Even now, when 
the CPSC sei:ies a noncompliant product at the port through our more sophisticated 
targeting, we do not investigate the certificate or prosecute the paperwork failure. Thus, 
the detect ion method of ensuring compliance has remained and will remain the default 
method of compliance for companies producing violative products, while those 
committed to ensuring compliance and already effectively doing so are bearing the 
unnecessary :idditional burden of third-party testing. 

Today, the Commission also has enforcement tools vastly improved over those avai lable 
even a few years ago. These are a more effective use of taxpayer dollars to ensure 
compli:ince with safety standards than is policing all children· s product manufacturers for 
certifications to mandatory third-party tests. The Commission now has authority to 
confiscate and destroy at the border products that violate federal sa fety standards. Since 
the advent in 2008 of our agency's Import Surveillance Division, we have continued to 
increase the number of full-time CPSC investigators posted at key U.S. ports. We have 
also expanded cooperation with CBP to maximize the number of products screened at all 
U.S. ports. Today, the Commission intercepts non-compliant toys through more 
extensive border control efforts; application of x-ray technology; and, computer 
databases that search ship manifests before they reach port, flagging for inspection 
previous offenders and first-time shippers. Using this more detai led and timely 
information, and through closer cooperation with CBP, the CPSC seiz.ed and denied entry 
to 49% more shipments of noncompliant products in 2010 than in 2009. Clearly then, 
there is no evidence that the CPSIA reduced the numbers of no ncompliant products being 
made, and the thi rd party tests, certifications and attendant mandates did nothing to 
contribute to the CPSC's ability to catch them. 

The CPSlA also increased the incentive for compliance by increasing the maximum civil 
penalty amounts from $8,000 to$ I 00,000 for each "knowing" vio lation and from $1.825 
million to $15 million for any related series of violat ions. As a result. the average out of 
court settlement reached by the CPSC for violations of its statutes increased 61 % 
between 2008 and 2009, and another 43% in 20 10 over the amounts collected in 2009. 
The CPSC also can now more easily seek criminal penalties, and can require a company 
recalling a product to give a refund, replacement and/or repair, rather than allowing 
companies to select the remedy they prefer. 
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It is well recognized that these difficult economic times call for a regulatory regime that 
carefully balances the costs and benefits of executive agency action. /\nd consumer 
product regulation, in particular, must take into account the desire of American fam ilies 
for a dynamic marketplace with new and more interesting products that are also safe and 
affordable. The requirement that all children's product manufactu rers repeatedly third
party test every component of their products is a tremendously costly and not very 
effective means to prevent violative products fro m entering commerce. It also threatens 
to increase the cost and drastically reduce the avai lability of children 's products fo r 
parents of modest means. Public and private resources should therefore instead be 
redirected toward the alternative production processes and enforcement methods that can 
achieve the same goal much more efficiently. 

Replace the 5-mcmber Commission with a Single Administrator 

I believe the CPSC could be run more efficiently by a single Administrator, than by a 
Commission of five or even three. In fact, similar proposals have been considered in the 
past: http :!/www.gao.goviproductsfl'-H R 1) -R7- l 4. Managing a small agency simply 
docs not require more than an Administrator. Additionally, l have confidence that 
Chainnan Tenenbaum (or a future Administrator) would be able to run the agency much 
more effi ciently without the pressures from her Democrat and Republican colleagues, 
who wish constantly to influence her actions in one direction or another. Reducing from 
five Commissioners to an administrator would save the substantial costs of office space, 
Commissioner and staff salaries, travel costs and all other expenses associated with a 
Commissioner's office. 

The Chainnan is already solely account.able for all of the agency's core functions, 
including setting the rulemaking agenda, public relations, human resources duiies, and 
budgeting. The other four Commissioners may be asked to sign off on these things from 
time to time as a fonnality or to provide input, but ultimately all accountabil ity lies with 
th e Chair. 

Rulcmaking involves the panicipation of five Commissioners. However, I would argue 
that this "participation" rarely involves more than duplicative anal}'tical efforts-all of 
which usually result in a 3-2, party-line vote. This also means five different 
Commissioners, all their staff<; (12 people), plus dozens of technical staff and lawyers arc 
reviewing, editing and analyzing the exact same rule-making documents. 

Despite my efforts, I was unable lo meaningfully influence the major rulemakings we 
considered when all five C'--0mmission scats were filled. In fact, divided along party lines, 
the Chair was often pushed to align her position with one or both of the other two 
Democrat Commissioners. for example, the Commission issued a Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking on the Defi nition of Chi ldren's Product that was so ambiguous we might j ust 
as well not have defined the tcnn at all. In response, the Commission received many 
excellent comments from manufacturers and retailers illustrating how the parameters of 
the definition provided very little, if any, certainty for products that fell around the o uter 
edges of the law's age limit. Then, after weeks of review by technical staff, the Office of 
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General Counsel, and all Commissioners' staffs, the final rule approved by the Majority 
was wflne than the proposed rule, in that it unju~tifiably broadened the parameters so that 
even more products fell under the purview of the CPSIA. Without four other 
Commissioners pulling her in opposite direct ions, one Administrator would be solely 
respo nsible for fair, well-thought-out ru lemaking decisions. 

Having five Commissioners also means that many day-to-day activities of the 
Commission must happen five different times, which can drain staff time. Moreover, 
each Commissioner needs his/her own weekly briefings with various professional staff to 
remain current on the status ofrulemakings, compliance issues, legal matters, publk 
relations, administrative and staffing problems, and other issues. Unfortunately, it is not 
useful to combine most meetings with other Commissioners, who may have different 
agendas. Nor is it even legal under the Sunshine Act for more than two Commissioners 
to meet privately to discuss substantive matters. As a result, professional staff spend 
much of each week in repetitive '·update" meetings with each Commissioner and away 
from their core duties. They also spend five times more time than necessary answering 
Commissioner and Commissioner staff quest ions, when they could be doing so for one 
Administrator. 

During the course of these meetings and through other Commissioner and Commissioner 
staff initiated contact, CPSC Commissioners seek to influence the agency's professional 
staff to take or forego actions based on the Commissioner's policy preferences. These 
conflicting directions can sow confusion and dissention in the ranks of CPSC's career 
stall: I have learned from CPSC staff that the work environment created by being pulled 
in opposite directions can be difficult and stressful. A single administrator guiding the 
staff to advance the presidential administration·s agenda would foster a more productive 
and satisfied workforce. 

The CPSC still remains a relatively small agency, despite the new rules it has 
promulgated and its responsibility to enforce those ru les. Other regulatory agencies, 
such as NHTSA and FDA arc run by Administrators that arc accountable to Cabinet 
secretaries and the White House. I could imagine a similar arrangement for the CPSC. 

The Public Facing Database at saferprod11c1s.rwv Should Be Shut Down 

Over the last three years, 1 have worked without success to improve the public facing 
database authorized by § 6A of the CPSA (§ 212(b) of the CPSIA), so that it would 
provide reliable and accurate product safety information to inform consumer choice and 
reduce the risk of injury. Instead, and over my objections, saferproducts.gov has become 
a public website bearing the imprimatur of the Federal Government that is badly designed 
and hard to navigate, provides incomplete information, and is populated by unverifiable 
reports of dubious accuracy. Furthermore, it is absorbing a disproportionate share of this 
agency 's time, talent and budget. 

In past testimony before Congress, 1 have advocated for reforms to the law that would 
improve 1he database. Specifically, I have proposed that the Commission only publish 
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reports ofhann that are received from individuals with firsthund knowledge of the 
product, individual or incident giving rise to the alleged risk of hann. I have also asked 
that reports be required to identify to the CPSC (but not necessari ly publicly) the victim 
or produc1 owner, so that the Commission can conduct an investigation to verify the 
accuracy of a claim. I have also urged that suflicient infonnation be included to 
specifically identi fy the exact product at issue before a report is published. Such 
infonnation could include the model number, model name and date of manufacture, or 
other information necessary to prevent consumer confusion. However, even had these 
refonns been adopted, the data base toda y would be of little use to American consumers. 

Out of all of my suggestions, the single one even addressed by Congress was the need for 
specific model infonnation. But H.R. 2715 amended the CPSIA to require only that the 
Commission try to obtain product model information; the Commission is still permitted 
to and does post reports of harm no1 specifically identifying the subject product Such 
reports continue to mislead consumers, potentially doing more harm than would no rcpon 
at all. 

Today, I strongly recommend that the public facing portion of the Commission's new 
database be shut down. There is simply no safety benefit in making all of our incident 
reports public, and doing so diverts resources that would be better spent advancing the 
Commission' s safety mission. 

This Commission should have a public database funded by taxpayers only if it is different 
and bener than any source of information that already exists in the public domain, such as 
websites like Amazon.com or Yelp.com. Unfortunately, our public database is less useful 
than similar sites that are already available to the public, and is, in fact, more likely to 
mislead the public. This is because our inability to routinely verify reports leads to the 
publication of inaccurate information. It is also because we do not permit satisfied 
customers to comment in response to a report that a product presents a risk of injury, 
thereby providin g a one-sided picture without the balance and sense of proportionality 
that consumers need in order to choose among competing products. 

The contrast between Amazon.com and saferproducts.gov is illustrative. Amazon. com has 
a much more user-friendly and informative design, giving consumers an intuitive and 
easy to navigate interface that shows, at the point of purchase, the most popular models 
of a product, the degree of customer satisfaction {on a five star scale), complaints and 
comments about the product, and responses to complaints and comments from other 
consumers that provides a balanced pef"Spective. Consumers contemplating a purchase 
want to learn about the safety experiences of others who already own the product; such 
useful information is unavailable on our website. Amazon.com's aggregation of far more 
comments - both positive and negative - also provides a mo re accurate view of a 
product's safety. For instance, on Amazon.com, when a product that has sold a million 
units has a handful of purchasers that question its safety, a potential consumer has enough 
infonnation to put the complaints in perspective. In contrast, the same number of 
complaints about a product on saferproducts.gov, where there is no way co determine 
how many products have been sold or the experience ofrhe vast majority of purchasers, 
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could well lead a consumer to avoid the product. Worse yet, that consumer might instead 
purchase another product that actually is dangerous. but because of its smaller volume of 
sales, is lhe su bject of fewer or no reports. Amazon. com has the added advantage of 
sending a hypcrl ink to everyone who buys a particular product, thereby ensuring both that 
a broader perspective is provided, and that there is no confusion regarding what exact 
product is the subject of a comment. A consumer searching the CPSC website for product 
infonnation, on the other hand, has no way of targeting a particular model, and to the 
extent he or she finds information that appears to correspond to a particular product, 
without the actual model number, rhe product could very we ll be something else. In fact, 
we know that consumers posting reports to saferprnducts. gov occasionally even 
misidentify the manufacturer, and sometimes this is done with so little specificity that the 
manufacturer docs not realize the mistake. 

Today consumers are used to navigating th rough websites and databases with hyperlinks 
that arc intuitive and do not requi re the abili ty to sort data and cull info rmation using very 
exact tenns. The CPSC database is difficult to use and is missing many of the basic 
programming that is so common today. And that problem is only going to get worse. 
We are not equipped to maintain, upgrade and build on our public database. It is 
expensive to contract outside of the agency, and continuity is difficult to maintain. 
because of budget issues and limitations for contracting through multiple fi scal years. An 
organization like Amazon. com can affo rd to spend millions of dollars every year to take 
advantage of emerging technology, build their institutional capacity for programing 
within their company and stay current with fast changing customer expectations. The 
CPSC cannot hope to match this investment, and dedicating more resources in an attempt 
to meet consumers' expectations would j ust send good money after bad. 

Further, the Commission has limited resources for enfo rcement, and the public database 
diverts Commission staff time, appropriated funds and product safety focus from 
addressing genuine risks to screening and preparing the reports for public disclosure. 
Every report that is entered into our database requires the personal attention of multiple 
members of our staff to: review and edit for clarity. dctennine that the report meets the 
criter ia for inclusion (about 40% do not reach th is threshold), send the repo rt to the 
manufacturer for review and possible comment, and make a determinat ion of inaccuracy if 
the manufacturer so requests. Manufacturer claims of inaccuracy can lead to lengthy and 
complicated negotations over whether the report can be posted at all, and. if so, how it 
must be edited to ensure its accuracy. 

These time consuming tasks by staff are unrelated to the most important part of our 
mission, which is to identify unsafe products on the market and to take appropriate action 
to protect consumers. The agency has yet to estimate the number of new FTEs we may 
need, year after year, to administer the public datab1:1se. However, one conservative 
estimate is that it will take twenty-two new FTEs to handle the case work generated by 
these requirements, and that does not include complicated cases requiring the investigation 
and resolution of a material inaccuracy charge by a manufacturer. But there is no question 
that as more staff has been hired and assigned to process database reports rather than 10 

perfonn the more important work of walchi ng for trends and catching new serious r isks, 
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our agency has failed both to identify significant emerging risks that have been reported, 
and to take timely action to prevent severe injuries to additional consumers. 

Additionally, because inaccurate database reports are indistinguishable from accurate 
ones, the media' s attention can focus on ei ther inaccurate reports or less serious risks, 
pressuring the agency to prioritize its effons based on publicity rather than risk leve I. 
Because the reputation of the agency is involved, a single press story can drive our 
resources to costly and complicated investigations of incidents, even when there has been 
no serious injury and Commission staff has a high level confidence either that the 
company has addressed the risk or that human error was at fault. 

Shuning down the public database will by no means result in the waste of the substantial 
appropriations already dedicated to the Commission's IT initiative of the last several 
years. That initiative involved combining the numerous "silos" of data sources and data 
management into a single integrated system. That new integrated data system will 
continue to permit all of the product safety incident data, irrespective of source, as ""'ell as 
the software used to manage investigations of potentially risky products, to share a single 
format and "talk to each other", so to speak. Staff will retain thei r new capacity to 
monitor seamlessly every aspect of an incident and stage of an investigation, whether at 
the port, in the laboratory, in the office of compliance or in the legal department. These 
new features will continue to enhance the overall efficiency of the Commission. 

Reform the CPSIA to Allow the Agency to Focus on Risk 

The best way to allow the agency to perform its core functions-to assess and reduce 
risk- would be to reform the CPSlA ' s non-risk based mandates. In addition to rhe 
reforms addressed separately in response to this question (including repealing the 
requirement for the third party test ing of all children ' s products), such reforms should 
include: repeal ing the 100 ppm lead content standard; defining children' s products for 
purposes of the heavy metal and phthalate limits as products intended fo r children 6 and 
under, rather than for all children under 13; and, defining children's product safety rules 
as rules appl icable to products intended exclusively for children, not general use products 
with incidental children's themes. Such reforms would free up agency resources to focus 
on known hazards and to better prioritize our regulatory agenda. It would also free up 
business resources to expand, build new products and stay competitive with what the 
marketplace is demanding in the future. 

My objections to the 100 ppm lead limit arc discussed in detail in response to Question 
2, below. With respect to the age-based definition of children' s product, the CPSIA 
defines a "children's product" as any product intended primar ily for use by children 
twelve years old or younger. The CPSIA thus treats all products intended primarily for 
use by children under thirteen the same, regard less of whether they are intended for onc
year olds or twelve-year olds. Recognizing the substantial difference in risk presented by 
the products used by different age groups, CPSC staff has suggested to the 
Commissionern that lowering the age range of products impacted by the CPSIA would be 
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one of the most efficient ways to amend the law in order to exclude those products which 
many believe should be outside its scope. 

The J 2-and-under age range affects many products that are also used by teenagers, thus 
creating enforcement difficulties over marginal products. Producers argue that the 
products are primari ly intended for children age thirteen and older, and the C<Jmmission 
examines marketing and other factors to assess the claim. Some blurring of the age lines 
will happen regardless of the age cut-off, but there are many more products subject to this 
uncertainty fo r " tweens" (e.g., certain sporting goods, apparel, etc.) 

In addition to enforcement difficulties, the benefits of the law are vastly reduced as 
applied to products for older children who are well past the age when they mouth things 
or constantly put their hands in their mouths. Thus, Congress could amend the statute to 
apply only to products primarily intended for children age six and under, while giving the 
agency discretion to raise that age limit for particular materia ls or categories of products 
that are found in the future to pose a risk to older children. And in any event, the CPSC 
would retain the authority to issue a stop-sale order or to recall any product determined to 
pose a "substantial product hazard" under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act. 

The Commission's definition of "children's product safety rules" is a similarly non-risk 
based imposition of the costly third-party testing requirement. The CPS IA requires third
party testing for compliance with all ''children 's product safety rules." Prior to the 
CPSlA, the Commission promulgated numerous "consumer product safety ru les", such as 
those governing carpets and rugs, vinyl, clothing textiles and mattresses. Over my 
objection, the Commission's Majority has required any such products intended for use in 
a children's room to be third party tested to those general consumer product safety rules. 
For instance, a rug with the image of a Disney character and intended for a child's room 
that the CPSIA clearly required to be third-party tested to lead and phthalates limits must, 
because of this interpretation, now also be third party tested to the rug flammability 
standard; but, a blue rug that is made of the same material and located in the living room 
does not 

I believe a clear distinction can and should be made between "children 's product safety 
rules" and more general "consumer product safety rules." Fundamentally, no safety 
improvement is gained by requiring the third-party testing o f a lamp or rug based on its 
design, when there is a greater risk that a rug will encounter a fire hazard in a kitchen or 
adjacent to the living room fireplace than in a child's room. And children play 
throughout the house. The CPSlA defined children's products as those primari ly 
designed or intended for children under I 3. "Children's product safety rules" should be 
consistently construed to mean safety rules that relate exclusively to children's products, 
and not to products intended for general use and governed by a longstanding consumer 
product safety ru le. The Commission did not have to adopt a contrary view, but it did, 
even though there is no risk associated with these products that necessitates new third· 
party testing requirements. Congress could clarify this. 
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Remove Impediments to the Commission's Working Toward the Internacional 
Hannoni;:.ation of Safety Standards 

Congress's imposition of statutorily set mandatory standards for lead and phthalatcs and 
its requirement that the Commission make mandatory the ASTM F ·963 toy safety 
standard and standards for durable nursery products, has markedly diminished the 
Commission's ability to harmonize United States and other international safety standards. 
We have no flexibility to modify our standards to find common ground, and because our 
standards are often not risk based and cannot be justified on the basis of a cost-benefit 
analysis, other jurisdictions are unwilling to adopt our standards. This has resulted in a 
large number of European and other foreign manufacturers abandoning the American 
market for children's products and reducing the choice of our consumers. It also erects 
barriers to entry in foreign markets for American manufacturers, who must incur the cost 
of compliance and testing to multiple standards. 

For example, the ASTM toy safety subcommittee recently established a work group to 
consider aligning the U.S. and international standards for accessible soluble heavy metals 
in toys. If adopted by the ASTM toy subcommittee, the new standards would then need 
to be approved by Commission vote, because the CPSIA made the ATSM F-963 standard 
mandatory, effective 2009. That the Commission could be an impediment to the 
A TSM's efforts to harmonize its standards with international nonns illustrates how 
mandatory, government imposed, standards can inhibit the hannonization of international 
product safety standards. ASTM-F-963 had been a voluntary standard before the CPSIA 
made it mandatory in early 2009, and it is quite complex. In theory, the greater 
efficiencies achieved through harmonization should benefit manufacturers and 
consumers. 

When I was in China in 20 I 0 visiting factories and American companies, I saw that they 
perform three or four different "small parts" tests, all from different heights, simply 
because of the requirements of different countries. Hannonization would reduce that 
burden, but the CPSJA's requirement that toy.~ sold in the United States satisfy ASTM F-
963 has tied the Commission's hands in its negotiations to "harmonize" with the 
Europeans. Overall, locking in the ATSM-F-963 standard has severely limited the 
potential for improvements to safety and efficacy that would otherwise be achievable by 
learning from and adopting where appropriate the toy safety standards of other countries. 

I can recommend several statutory changes that could spur greater global hannonization 
without compromising product safety. First, Congress could pennit the Commission to 
recognize an exception to a statutory or other mandatory standard in cases where 
compliance with the analogous foreign standard would not increase the risk of injury. 
Second, to account for cases where an analogous foreign standard does not provide 
adequate protection, Congress could authorize the Commission to accept the foreign 
standard as a baseline, with supplemental requirements as necessary to address risk. In 
that way, compliance with both jurisdictions' standards could be achieved with the 
investment necessary to satisfy one, and the marginal additional cost necessary to satisfy 
the additional requirements of ours. While still more costly than complete 
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hal1l1onization, the costs of complying with the standards of two jurisdictions under those 
circumstances would he substantially less than were the two standards completely 
different. Finally, Congress itself could make a finding that particular European standards 
provide sufficient protection from injury. and permit manufacturers selling in the United 
States to satisfy either standard. 

Congress Should Require That All CPSC Rules Be Justified By a Cost-Benefit 
Analv · 

Under existing law, the CPSC cannot promulgate a consumer product safety rule until it 
has performed an analysis of the potential benefits and costs of the rule. That analysis 
must then show that the benefits expected from the rule bear a reasonable relationship to 
its costs and that the rule imposes the least burdensome requirement to reduce the risk of 
injury. 15 U.S.C. § 2058. However, the CPSIA expressly excepted the CPSC from its 
existing statutory mandate to perform cost-benefit analyses of its legislative rulemaking 
under the statute. Cost-benefit analysis was not prohibi ted, but the majority of 
Commissioners opposed the exercise and as a result. no cost-benefit analysis was 
performed of the CPSC's Testing and Certification rule, or the law's new mandatory 
standards requirements. Nonetheless, the Commission did examine the costs to small 
businesses of these regulations under the Regulatory flexibi I ity Act, and determined that 
they would be crippling. Of course, the RFA requires no consideration of a rule' s 
benefits, and is no t an impe-diment to ru lemaking, no matter how economically 
destructive the cost . 

Having had the freedom to regulate without the need for a rational justification, the Chair 
now seeks to expand those powers. In her July 17, 2012, testimony before the Senate 
Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on financial Services and General 
Government, Chainnan Tenenbaum urged the Subcommittee to amend the Flammable 
Fabrics Ac.t to pennit "this type of flexibility for rules regarding flammability of 
upholstered fu rn iture" because it ·•would be very helpful and may allow for expedited 
consideration o f the proposed rules.' ' 

The Commission has been studying means to address the risk of the flammability of 
upholstered furniture and contemplating potential rulemaking/or over twenty year.t. 
Action has yet to be taken because it is such a complicated issue, both in terms of 
demonstrating the efficacy of risk reduction alternatives, and ensuring that they do not 
have unintended and more harmful consequences, such as has occurred with the 
introduction of potentially hazardous flame retardant chemicals in Cali fornia. 

There is no doubt that a proposed rule addressing the flammability of fabrics could be 
"expedited" if there was no need to estab lish the efficacy o f the rule, or that its 
quantitative and qualitative costs are j ustified. But such rulemaking would likely close 
businesses, increase the cost to American consumers, and reduce choices and options in 
the market, all for unproven benefits. This is exactly what both Congress and the 
President recognize is undermining the country's economic recovery. 
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Given the Chair's public posture, and based on my experience as a Comm issioner in the 
political minority, unahle to persuade the Democrat majority volun tarily to undertake 
cost-benefit analyses o f its significant ru lemaking, it is essential that Congress mandate 
that a cost-benefi t analysis establish that the benefits of a regulation are proportionate to 
its costs before it is promulgated. This should apply to all economically significant 
regulatory actions, not only legislative rules. 1 In addition, such analyses should be 
performed by an independent entity. 

Cost-Benefit Analyses of Regulatory Actions Should Be 
Performed by an Independent Entity. 

A federal agency that is required or willing to undertake a cost-benefit analysis of a 
significant regulatory action is not always equipped to do so. The CPSC, for instance, 
lacks the expertise and resources to perform thorough economic ana lyses o f all of its 
ru les. Indeed. to my knowledge, the CPSC has only perfo rmed one full cost-benefit 
analysis in its history.2 For example, if the CPSC had been required to perform a cost
benefit analysis of CPS IA 's main testing and certification rule, it would have had to 
outsource the study, given the sheer scope of the rule and number of different industries 
impacted. 

I do not believe that the CPSC employs profess ional statT with the expertise to evaluate 
or identify complex private markets dependent upon each other, the effects of the 
regulation on international competitiveness, or any of the other factors relevant to a 
thorough cost-benefit analysis. It is likely that many other Federal regulatory agencies 
also would be unable to do so. 

Even if Commission staff had the knowledge, experience and resources to perform cost
benefit analyses of the Cl'SC's major regulatory actions, our Economics depanment is 
constrained by its lack of independence. The Economics staff mus1 report to the political 
leadership of the agency whose bias toward a particular outcome is often well-known. 
As the staff is forced to make basic assumptions in connection with their analysis, they 
can tilt those assumptions to avoid undeserved but recurring criticism. Furthermore, 
poli tical leadership is often sett ing an unrealistic schedule for final rulemaking. Such 
time contraints preclude the performance of thorough cost benefit analyses of complex 
regulatory actions. 

Finally, cost benefit analysis is not the prime cons ideration of an agency with a mission 
unrelated to cost. Fundamentally, regulatory agencies do not view their primary job to be 
assessing the economics of decisions. Rather, regulatory agencies foc us on regulat ing-

1 
For certain rules, such as "Notices of Requirements" under the CPSIA. where lhe "~oticc" itself may not 

have costs associaled with ii, but the act o f issuing lhc "Nolicc" triggers an underly ing statulory 
req uirement to test and certify ( imposing huge costs), I would recommend requiring that the agency 
Jl(rfonn a cost-bene fit analysis of both the nilc hsclf and the underlying statutory requiremeo1 tha< is 
assoc iated with iL'triggtrcd by it 

'The Commission's 2006 linal mattress rule on nammability (16 CFR Part t63 3) coniai ned acost-benelit 
a11alysis. 
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with the natural tendency to regulate more. In other won.ls, the more "tweaks" or 
requirements that can be added in the nu me of safety, the better- and the costs of such 
decisions, even when considered, are always secondary. 

An expert independent entity with its sole purpose to conduct cost-benefit analyses of all 
economically significant rules taken by any federal regulatory agency would be an 
effective way to address agencies ' lack of expertise, resources and independence. This is 
similar to the responsibilities of the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) prior to the 
passage of House Bills and, in fact, a new office could be created within CHO to provide 
this analysis for regulatory agencies as they implement laws. 

I recognize the costs associated with creating a new office within CBO responsible for 
performing cost-benefit analyses for other federal agencies. But that cost would be 
partially offset by the fact that "regulatory flexibility analyses" perfonned under the RFA 
would no longer be needed. Moreover, a single office performing all cost-benefit 
analyses would gain efficiency and expertise that would allow the analyses to be done 
more quickly, more correctly and more independently. 

All Significant Regulatory Actions Should Require a Cost-Benefit 
Analysis, Not Just Legislative Rules Subject to Notice and Comment 
Rulemaking Under 5 U.S.C. § 553(b). 

Many of the regulatory mechanisms employed by the CPSC that imposed considerable 
costs on manufacturers were not legislative rules. Indeed, much of the Commission's 
regulatory activity under the CPSIA has not been through the 5 U.S.C. § 553(b) notice 
and comment ru lemaking applicable to legislative rules. As a result, neither full cost
bencfit analyses nor other fonns of economic review were required. In fact, some of the 
most costly (and unnecessary) decisions made by the agency have come through party
line votes on interpretive rules3

, Notices of Requiremencs4
, and petition decisions. Thus, 

in considering a requirement that agencies conduct cost-benefit analyses to justify 
regu latory action, Congress should take into account the full scope of regulatory 
decisions that an agency makes - not simply the most obvious regulatory vehicle, 
legislative rules. 

, for instance, the Commission voted 4-1 to interpret the \.\'Ord "any" in CPS LA§ lOl(bXI )(A) to mean 
"zero.n ren<kring the absorbability exclusion of the original statute meaningless, and resulting in the 
rejection of a petit ion from a manufacturer to exclude the brass rude of a toy car th at had less absorbable 
lead than the fDA permits in a piece of candy. 

• Notices of Requirements lNOR) are ostensibly procedural regulations that provide notice to testing 
laboratories on how 10 become CPSC-recognized labs for the purposes of third-party testing under the 
CPSJA. However, their issuance triggers the underlying statutory requirement that all children's products 
be third-party tested to the panicular standard listed in the NOR-a huge, new, non-risk-based requirement 
of the statute wilh sweeping economic impact. The Majority has used them to require manufacturers to 
third-party lest to many general consumer product safety standards that I believe should not have been 
construed as ·'children's produdS safety rules" subject 10 third-party testing under the CPSIA. 
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Make It More Difficult for Congress to Suspend the Requirement For a 
Cost Analysis Before a Bill Becomes Law. 

The CBO is charged with the important task of performing cost analyses of propo~ed 
legislation. However, in the past, that required analysis has been suspended by a majority 
vote in the House. CPSIA was such a statute, and its unintended economic 
consequences attest to the need for the required thorough examination of economic 
impact before passage. This could be avoided through a requirement that a statutorily 
required cost-bene fit analysis could he waived only by a super majority of Congress. 

Products That Do Not meet an Applicable Voluntary Standard Should Be 
Required to Bear a Mark So Stating. 

The CPSC cannot set a mandatory standard where there is "substantial compliance" with 
a voluntary standard that eliminates or ad equately addresses the risk of injury associated 
with the product. 15 U.S.C. § 2058(t)(3)(D). Consequently, there will always be the 
potential for some manufacturers not to comply with an applicable voluntary standard, 
under circumstances where the CPSC cannot impose a mandatory standard. 

This lack of universal compliance with voluntary standards creates an unfair trading 
environment that puts consumers at risk ofhann. Compliance with voluntary standards 
can be a substantial cost component of a product, and manufacturers '.'.1to do not follow 
them can therefore charge a lower price for the product. This hAnns the good corporate 
citizens who are at a competitive disadvantage because they care about consumer safety, 
and it hanns consumers who are unlikely to he aware that a voluntary safety standard 
even applies to the product they opt to purchase because it is cheaper. 

But making all voluntary standards mandatory is not feasible either. There are thousands 
of voluntary standards and they evolve as products change in an ever changing market. 
The voluntary standards committees and the CPSC collaboratively monitor products for 
emerging hazards and product advancements and develop revis ions to the voluntary 
standards. Mandatory standards lock in product and testing requirements that may not 
meet future risks. It would be impossible to imagine the CPSC having the resources to 
undertake continuous rulemaking to revise each and every voluntary standard that is 
developed and/or revised. 

The solution to this problem is a more informed public. Voluntary standards bodies often 
adopt a mark of compliance that allows those manufacturers who follow the standard to 
infonn the public that the product is compliant. But manufacturers that do not comply 
with a voluntary standard are not now required to mark their product as not in compliance 
with an applicable voluntary standard. Requiring them to do so would permit the public 
to make an infonned decision between a cheaper, potentially less safe product, and a 
product that may cost more, but is compliant with a voluntary standard intended to 
protect the public from harm. 
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The Commission Should Not Encourage Voluntary Standards Bodies to Adopt 
Requirements That Would Not Survive the Cost-Benelit Analysis Required for 
Mandatory Standards Setting. 

A corollary to the need for cost-benefit analysis in all CPSC rulemaking is the prevention 
of CPSC pressure in voluntary standards setting that can result in unjustifiably costly 
voluntary standards. Over the last three years. I have heard with increasing frequency 
and urgency complaints from businesses participating in voluntary standard setcing that 
the CPSC plays with a heavy hand. In particular, CPSC staff are said to use the pressure 
of threatened mandatory standards and other regulatory and public relations pressure to 
influence the voluntary standard setting process. The problem with that approach is that 
it allows the CPSC to dictate "voluntary" outcomes that might not survive the cost
benefit analysis and least burdensome alternative requirements for the establishment of a 
mandatory standard. 

The CPSC can play an imponant role by sharing its data and the expertise of its scientists 
and engineers, but it should allow voluntary standard setting bodies to make their own 
decisions, free from coercive influence. Section 9 of the CPSA authorizes the CPSC to 
impose more stringent standards than those established by industry consensus when it is 
in the public interest to do so. And the agency should impose a mandatory standard only 
after making the findings required by Section 9, including that "the benelits expected 
from the rule bear a reasonable relationship to its costs·· and that "the rule imposes the 
least burdensome requirement which prevents or adequately reduces the risk of injury for 
which the rule is being promulgated." 15 U.S.C. §2058(f)(3)(E) and (F). Seeking to 
instead set standards through pressure on voluntary standards bodies improperly 
circumvents that statutory requirement. 

2. Why did you oppose lowering the lead limit for children's products from 
300ppm to 100 ppm? 

The CPSIA mandated that the permissible amount of lead in children's products be 
reduced to 600 ppm, and then 300 ppm, over a fixed time period. Congress then gave the 
Commission discretion to determine whether a further reduction of the lead limit to 100 
ppm was "technologically feasible." Specifically, Congress required the Commission to 
reduce the pcnnissible amount of lead in children's products from 300 ppm to I 00 ppm, 
unless the Commission dctcnnincd that it was not "technologically feasible" to do so for 
a product or product category. The CPSIA also directed the Commission to consider "the 
public health protections associated with substantially reducing lead in children's 
products." I voted against reducing the lead limit to 100 ppm, because I concluded, based 
on the infonnation presented by the CPSC's expert staff following the required statutory 
notice and a public hearing, that doing so was not technologically feasible, it would result 
in no measurable health benefit, and it would have devastating economic consequences. 

The Commission majority concluded the reduction to I 00 ppm was technologically 
feasible by erroneously interpreting Congress' direction in CPSIA § !Ol(d)( I) that it 
consider whether a "product" complying with the I 00 ppm limit is available in "the 
product category .. as referring to raw materials, not children's products. Based on this 
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incorrect reading of th e statute, the Commission was able to rely on raw materials tests 
with no link to any identi fiable children's product as its basis for concluding that "most" 
chi ldren's products on the market today already satisfy the I 00 ppm standard. 

A I though the commercial availability of substitute low-lead raw materials appropriate for 
use in children's products is a consideration in detennining the technological feasibility 
of 100 ppm children's products under CPSIA § l 0l(d)(2), the fact that it merely exists is 
simply not en ough. A common sense reading of "tcchnological feasibil ity", as well as 
judicial constructions of analogous statutes , con finn that Congress intended the 
Commission to consider not just the physical possibility of manufacturing a produce with 
I 00 ppm of lead, but whether it is economically feasible to produce and market the 
product. 

But the analy1ical approach taken by the Commission completely ignored economic 
feasibility. As long as "low-lead materials are ava ilable, but are avai lable only at higher 
prices" the Commission assumed technological feas ibil ity, because "there is no economic 
basis for detennining at what point a cost increase would make production not 
technologically foasible."5 Even if it were plausible that economists cannot identify in the 
abstract prohibitively high production costs, this Commission should at least know it 
when it sees it. And the Commission had before it evidence, explicit in the published 
Briefing Package, that the costs associated with a JOO ppm lead limit will be substantial 
and will drive products and businesses from the market. 

According to the Commission's own staff, the significant adverse econo mic impacts 
likely to resu lt from setting a JOO ppm lead limit, include: the need to use more expensive 
low-lead materials rather than the nonconforming materials used today; the costs 
associated with reengineering products to make use of new materials; the costs of making 
leaded components inaccessible; increased testing costs; increased consumer prices; 
reductions in the types and quantity of children's products available to consumers; 
businesses exiting the children's product market; manufacturers going out of business; 
reduction in the utility of products due to the substitution of materials; reduction in the 
durability of products due to the substitution of materials; and, the loss of the value of a11 
inventory not satisfying the new standard. 

Even without considering econom ic feasibility, the Commission's conclusion chat low
lead materials are available as substitutes for the materials currently used in children's 
products was inconsistent with the record. The conclusion was supported only by 
evidence that some suppliers expressed a willingness to provide some quantity of the 
materials. There is no evidence that the materials offered reliably contain the low-lead 
level specified, or that they are accessible to the manufacturers that would be required to 
use them to meet a I 00 ppm standard. To the contrary, evidence obtained by the 
Commission demonstrated that suppliers were unable to provide materials that 
consistently met the specified low-lead standard, and that materials specified as low-lead 
were not accessible to many manufacturers. 

s S1alf Responses to Commissioner Questions, July 82011 ("Staff Responses") at 24-2.S (Response to 
Northup Question IS). 
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The Majority wholly fails to account for the fact that an unavoidable I 5% variability in 
test results at the I 00 ppm level causes fully compliant products to fail tests. As a result, 
a product must have no more than 87 ppm in order to reliably and consistently test at no 
higher than l 00 ppm. And that in tum means that an 87 ppm lead limit must be both 
technologically possible and economically feasible before the I 00 ppm limit could be 
found to be technologically feasible. Neither conclusion was supported by the evidence 
before the Commission. 

The Commission's staff also examined the health impact of the decision and concluded 
that "the contribution of products containing between 100 ppm and 300 ppm lead to the 
overall lead exposure in children is minimal." In so concluding, the staff specifically 
debunked claims made by the American Academy of Pediatric ians (AAP) that exposure 
to children's products containing less than 300 ppm of lead is ham1ful and, in particular, 
that swallowing objects containing 300 ppm of lead or less measurably reduces a child's 
IQ. According to Commission staff, these conclusions by AAP were based on an 
" incorrect characterization of a CPSC staff analysis fi rst released in 2005." Indeed, the 
Commission "docs not have data showing that children 's products containing up to 300 
ppm will result in excess exposures to lead." And per the Commission's experts, "no 
infonnation or studies were presented by (AAP] concerning exposure estimates for 
children who use specific products containing relatively low concentrations of lead (i.e., 
up to 300 ppm)." 

Because of the significant harm to the economy, consumer choice, businesses and the 
workers' they employ, I concluded that the reduction in lead from 300 ppm to I 00 ppm 
was not technologically feasible. Further, given the ''minimal"' lead exposure from 
products containing between I 00 and 300 ppm of lead, and the absence of any scienti fie 
basis for concluding that children can be exposed to excess levels of lead from products 
containing 300 ppm of lead, the evidence before the Commission established that 
reducing the lead level produced no health benefits. In short, this was a classic example 
of the costs of a regulation far exceeding the benefits, and for that reason, I could not 
support it.6 

a. Why did the Commission grant Joseph L. Ertl Inc.'s petition to 
permit it to manufacture its children's ride on tractor models us ing 
metal containing 300 ppm of lead, given that the Commission adopted 
withoul exception the statutory limit of 100ppm? 

H .R. 271 5 gave the CPSC authority to except from the I 00 ppm lead content limit a 
product, class of product, material, or component part that: ( I) requires the inclusion of 
lead because it is not practicable or not technologically feas ible to manufacture it by 
removing excessive lead or by making the lead inaccess ible; (2) is not likely to be placed 
in the mouth or ingested; and (3) will have no adverse effect on public health or safety, 
taking into account nonnal and reasonably foreseeable use and abuse. 15 U.S.C. § 
! 278a(b)(I )(A)(i)-(iii). 

6 A more detailed explanation of roy vote no110 rcdu~e the lead limi1 10 I 00 ppm is a\-ailablc at: 
hnp:!(www.c!>$C.govrnr!north@072020 I I .Qdf. 
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Jn April 2012, the Commission concluded that certain children' s ride-on pedal tractor 
component parts made with aluminum alloys by Joseph L. Ertl , Inc. (Ertl) and other 
manufacturers satisfied the three statutory criteria, and in so doing, belied the conclusions 
reached by the maj ority that reduced the lead limit for all children's products to 100 ppm 
in August 2011. The vote demonstrated bipartisan acceptance, based on the expert 
advice of CPSC's professional staff, of the principles that ( I) lead in children ' s products 
presents a risk of harm only to the extent that children can absorb the lead to which they 
arc exposed; and (2) metal substrate conta ining JOO ppm of lead that is not likely to be 
placed in the mouth, ingested, or extensively contacted by children does not present a 
health risk, because it docs not measurably increase blood lead levels. 

Staff's determination that no measurable increase in blood lead level would result from a 
child's exposure to certain aluminum alloy components of a ride on tractor containing 
300 ppm of lead was not a close call. Staff has conducted extensive wipe-testing of metal 
j ewelry items and vinyl bibs conta ining far more lead - up to 100,000 ppm (equivalent to 
I 0 percent lead), and these tests resulted in average lead transfers per wipe of less than 
0.02 micrograms o f lead. See Staff Briefing Package: Request for Exception from 
CPSIA Section IOl(a) lead content limit for Pedal Tractors from Joseph L. Ertl, Inc .. 
Scale Models of Dyersville Die Cast Divisions (March 21 , 200 1) ("Ertl Briefing 
Package") at 30. Based on "[e)xtensivc scientific literature and several physiologic 
models" describing the relationship between exposure and blood lead level, staff 
estimated that even exposure to as much as 1.2 micrograms per day, in addition 10 default 
inputs for lead from sources such as diet and soil, does not result in a meas urable increase 
in the blood lead level of children ages 3-7 years. Id. at 31 . Staff further estimated tha t a 
child could have between no contacts and several contacts with a ride on pedal tractor on 
any given day. Id. at 31-32. Thus, even using an average per wipe exposure of materials 
having far more lead than the component parts at issue here, and the relatively high 
number of 60 contacts per day (l.21.02 = 60), there would still be no measurable increase 
in blood lead levels, and therefore no adverse impact on public health or safety. 

Notably, Ertl also satisfied the other two criteria for the grant of an exception to the I 00 
ppm lead content limit, based on circumstances that are like ly present in connection with 
many other products containing lead in metal substrate. With respect to practicability, 
the Commission concluded that Ertl could not practicably manufacture the pedal tractor 
components using aluminum alloy with I 00 ppm of lead in part because the minimum 
quantity available for purchase represented a seven year supply at Ertl's rate of 
manufacture, and would require about 15% of the company's yearly sales to purchase it. 
Ertl Briefing Package at 13. Other materials, such as plastic, zinc or steel were 
detemlincd not to be practicable, because they would either change th e "appearance" of 
the product, result in a much heavier product, or require Ertl to invest in new metal 
stamping technology and training, which would increase the per unit production cost. Ert l 
Briefing Package at 3. StalThad a choice between recommending that Ertl be required to 
use aluminum alloy containing 200 ppm or 300 ppm of lead, boch of which were equally 
attainable in the quantities needed. Staff concluded that J OO ppm was practicable, 
because the 200 pJ1m alloy would increa se manufacturing costs by l % over that of the 
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300 ppm alloy. Id. Making th e aluminum alloy inaccessible by introducing a covering 
was deemed not practicable because it "'would represent a change in (the] current 
manufacturing process." ld. 

While practicability must be assessed on a case-by-case basis, several important 
principals can be gleaned from staff's approach to the E11I petition. First, a petitioner 
may be entitled to retain the current appearance of a product for "aesthetic" reasons, i.e., 
metal vs. plastic, if its customers prefer it. Id £ndeed , significant di fferences in "general 
appeal to consumers" can support cons idering a model made with a different material to 
be a "different product." Id. at 20. In addition, a petitioner need not undermine the 
functionality of the product in order to reduce its lead content, by, for instance, increasing 
its weight to an extent that impedes maneuverability. The Ertl case also highlights the 
importance of cost differentials. The fact that introduction of a new material would 
increase the cost of manufacture hy necessitat ing a chimge in the manufacturing process 
was a factor in favor of granting the petition. Indeed, even a l % increase in total 
manufacturing cost j ustified favoring aluminum alloy with 300 ppm o f lead over 
aluminum alloy with 200 ppm of lead. The accessibility of an alternative with less lead is 
also key, and in that regard, the mere fact that a market exists does not warrant a finding 
of pract icability. As the Er11 case demonstrates, the need to warehouse amounts in excess 
of that needed for ongoing manufacturing purposes also weighs against a finding of 
practicabili ty. 

With regard to the likelihood that a component will be placed in the mouth or ingested, 
the siz.e and location of the component are central considerations. So long as the 
component is too large to be ingested or placed in the mouth, the only route of lead 
exposure is through hand to mouth activ ity. And as stafPs health sciences experts 
concluded, a child 's blood lead level is not measurably increased merely through hand to 
mouth contact with a component containing 300 ppm of lead in metal suhstrate that the 
child does not extensively contact. See Draft Federal Register Notice - Petition 
Requesting Exception from Lead Content Limits; Notice Granting Exception (as 
amended March 30, 2012) at 5. Notahly, in the case of the Ertl ride on tractor, this 
included the main body casting, which CPSC' s human factors experts determined was the 
component most likely to be touched by a child playing on the tractor. Ertl Briefing 
Package at 26. 

The Ertl decision highlighted the potential utility of the functional purpose exception 
included with the 2011 amendments to the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, 
but recognition of the principles underlying the decision comes too late and at far greater 
cost than was necessary. As originally enacted, the CPS I/\ permitted the Commission co 
exclude from the reduced lead limits products that would neither " result in the absorption 
of any lead into the human body, taking into account ntmnal and reasonably foreseeable 
use and abuse of such product by a child," nor have any other adverse impact on health or 
safety. CPSlA § 1 OJ (b)( I). It is clear from staffs c-0nclusion in the Ertl case that many 
product compo nents conl3ining 300 ppm - or even 600 ppm -- of lead in metal subst rate 
that are too large to be ingested or placed in the mouth would not resu lt in the measurable 
absorption of any lead . Yet the Commission determined in 2009 that no material, product 
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or component qualified for the absorbability exclusion in the law. During the succeeding 
three years, many businesses that might satisfy the criteria applied in Ertl under the new 
functional purpose exception have closed, substantially reduced their product line. or 
compromised the durability or functionality of their products, because they could not 
pract icably reduce the lead in their products, despite the fact that the products p~sented 
no risk of meaningfu l lead exposure. 

The Ertl petition vote similarly exposes the unnecessary economic harm caused by the 
Commission's party-line vote to reduce the lead standard to 100 ppm based on the 
questionable conclusion that there is no product, class of products, materials or 
components for which it is not ''technologically feasible" to do so. Most obviously, the 
conclusion was reached for aluminum alloy, which we now know does not present a risk 
of harm to children at 300 ppm of lead when used in larger component parts. The testing 
that underlies staffs conclusion that such aluminum alloy is not a health risk could 
support the same finding for other metal substrate containing 300 ppm of lead when used 
in a component that is not ingestible or able to be placed in the mouth. But instead of 
adopting a blanket exception, the Commission has left it to individual manufacturers to 
bear the expense and delay of petitioning the Commission for relief.7 

h. The European Union has adopted a standard of 90 ppm? Is that a 
tougher standard than the VS'! 

?\Jo. Although the target ppm number is lower, their standard refers to the amount of lead 
that can be released (as opposed to its content). This measure is referred to as the 
migration rate, or the leachable level. Thus, the European standard correlates with the 
actual risk of injury presented by an object containing lead. Our standard limits the total 
lead content in substrate, regardless of how much of that is or is not bioavailab!e - i.e., 
the risk it pre.sents - when touched or consumed. Jn addition, the European Union docs 
not require the th ird party testing of children's products to ensure compliance. 
\fanufacturers and distributors selling products within the EU may rely on less costly 
first party testing to ensure compliance. Notably, lam aware of no evidence that there is 
any greater prevalence of children's products violating the respective jurisdiction's lead 
content limits in the EU, where third party testing is not required, than in the U.S., where 
it is. 

Because the American standard requires in practice much lower levels of lead and a 
certification of compliance based on costly third party tests, it is significantly more 
expensive to manufacture children's products for the United States market. This puts 
small American manufacturers, in particular, at a competitive disadvantage. A small 
European manufacturer can afford the relatively modest compliance cost.s of selling 
exclusively in the E.U., unti l it has grown large enough to reach the economics of scale 
necessary to profitably absorb the additional cost of selling to the American market. A 
small American manufacturer, on the other hand, must incur our high compliance costs 

7 A more detailed explttnation of my vote on the Ertl pe1i1ion ls available at: 
hnp: i/www .Cpl£, gov/pr/northup040520 t 2. Dd f. 
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from the beginning. and as we have learned over the last several years, many will go out 
of business before growing to a size sufficient to amortize testing costs over a large 
enough number of products to realize an economically viable profit margin. for the same 
reason, an entrepreneur contemplating where to locate a new children's product business 
is now more likely to choose the EU over the United States, due to the formidable 
ba11iers to entry crea1ed by our much higher compliance costs. 

Since the advent of our I 00 ppm lead limit and third party testing requirement, a 
substantial proponion of European children's product manufacturers have 
abandoned the United States market. In addition to reducing choices for 
American consumers, this has resulted in the Joss of numerous businesses and 
jobs that depended on the distribution in the United States of European products. 
In particular, we have learned from the Hand Made Toy Alliance that a large 
number of their members who were Mom and Pop retailers specializing in the 
sale of imported wooden and other specialty European manufactu red toys have 
closed due to the unavailability of stock. 

c. How did establishing a statutory lead standard affect our ability to 
mo,•e toward "world standards" through increased harmonization? 

.Mandating a statutory lead limit, rather than permitting the CPSC to set a limit based on 
the risk presented by lead in various products and materials as measured by the best 
available science, has tied the agency's hands in its harmonization efforts. Other 
countries may not be similarly willing to hamstring their economies with unnecessary 
regulation, and we are statutorily unable to change our position to reach a consensus 
around a rational science based standard. 

3. The President's Executive Orders 13563 and 13579 requested that Agencies 
conduct Retrospective Rule Review. This was part of a broader exhortation 
that rule-making bodies seek to reduce unnecessary and unjustified 
regulatory burdens by: a) selecting for review and modifyi ng where 
approp riate significant ru les that hue an annual effect on the economy of 
$100 million or more or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a 
sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, 
public health or safety, or State, local, or tribal governments or communities; 
b) using " notice and comment" rulemaking to ensure stakeholder 
participation and fully informed regulatory bodies; c) performing cost 
benefit analyses both before rulemakiug and in connection with reviewing 
rules already in place; and d) choosing the least costly requiremeats to 
achieve regulatory goals. What has the CPSC done to implement these 
Executive Orders? 

The four Commissioners were unable to reach a majority consensus on a plan for the 
retrospective review of existing regulations, instead splitting 2-2 along party lines in 
support of two very different plans. 
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The Plan for Retrospective Review of Existing Rules supported by the Commission 
Democrats does not adhere to the President's regulatory principles. Their plan ignores 
the repeated admonitions by the President and his spokesman that retrospective rule 
review target the most burdensome rules in order to yield the greatest potential C·OSt 
savings. Instead, the plan takes credit for cost reduction measures that the Commission is 
already statutorily obl igated under H.R. 2715 to consider, and initiates the review of 
insignificant additional rules. 

Specifically, H.R. 27 15 requires the Commission to seek public comment on 
opportunities to reduce the cost of third-party testing requirements and to prescribe new 
or revised third-party testing regulations if doing so will reduce third party testing costs 
consistent with assuring compliance with the applicable consumer product safety rules. 
H.R. 271 S also requires the Commission to consider alternative third-party testing 
requirements for manufacturers who meet the statutory definition of"srnall batch 
manufacturers." The Commission is obl igated to carry out those statutory mandates in 
2012 and 20 I J, and would do so irrespective of the President 's Executive Orders. 

Once these mandatory measures are stripped away from the rules proposed by the 
Democrats to be reviewed in FY2 l02 and 2013, their narrow view of regulatory review 
becomes apparent. Jn 2012, they would include as part of the Rule Review Plan the 
Commission's reconsideration of its Toy Caps Rule and Animal Testing Rules. The Toy 
Caps Rule was revoked because its requirements were superseded by the Commission' s 
adoption of the more str ingent toy caps standard contained in ASTM F 963. In other 
words, no manufacturer was testing to the standard contained in o ur Toy Caps Rule, and 
it therefore imposed no burden whatsoever. Similarly. the Commission's recent revisions 
to the Animal Testing Rules resulted In very minor changes that had negligible, if any, 
impact on the economic burden of testing to the rules. The change to Federal Caustic 
Poison Act regulations promulgated under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act 
proposed to be undertaken pursuant to the rule review plan in 2013 also amounts to 
nothing more than a housekeeping measure that will not meaningfully reduce the costs of 
compliance. Including each of those init iatives among the ru les selected for review is 
incompatible with Lhe intent ofE.O. 135 79. and would set the precedent that the 
Commission docs not share the President's goal ofrcfonn~ "with the potential to have 
significant economic impact." 

Even worse, the fourth and final new initiative - contained in the plan supported by the 
Democrats among the rules to be reviewed in fiscal year 2013 - is intended to strengthen 
existing rules and would increase not decrease the regulation' s compliance costs. 
Specifically, the plan calls for a review of the carpet and rug flammability standards in 
order to fill a gap in coverage that has permitted some rugs and carpets to avoid testing . 
While I support the extension of existing rules where necessary to ensure product safety, 
rule review in response to the President's Executive Order is not the place to do that. Our 
core mission is to protect product safety, and we should always be on the lookout for 
opportunities to address product hazards. Rule review, in contrast, is a separate initiative 
intended to reduce unnecessary economic burdens. 
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Consistent with the inconsequential ru les the Democrats would sekct for the 
Commission's first two fiscal years of rule review. their plan sets in place a framework 
and selection criteria that is unlikely ever to result in meaningful cost reduction. This is 
because their plan does not explain how the selection of rules for review will be 
prioritized. This omission would be less important if the Democrats had not also opted to 
"broaden" the scope of rules potentially subject to review beyond the "significant" rules 
identifi ed by the Pres ident. E.0. 13579 asks independent regulatory agenc ies to review 
existing "significant" regulations, de fined as those that have an annual effect on the 
economy of $ I 00 million or more, or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a 
sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, public health or 
safety. 8 Rather than focus on such significant regulations, the Democrats would include 
as potential candidates for review all of the agency's existing regulations, guidance 
documents, and unfinished proposed rules, and would even use the regulatory review 
process to perform clean up on the regulatory agenda - the list of regulatory actions the 
Commission proposes undertaking in the futu re. The Preside nt asked that agencies "give 
priority, consistent with law, to those initiatives that will produce s ignificant quanti fiab le 
monetary savings or significant quanti fiable reductions in p11perwork." The plan 
supported by the Democrats does no such thing. and, by lumping in every action the 
Commission ever has or ever will take, ensures that the regulatory actions selected fo r 
review are unlikely to result in meaningful cost reductions. 

Equally damning, no cost benefit analyses would inform the Commission's review of the 
regulations selected under the plan supported by the Commission Democrats. Without 
such an analys is, there is no way to ensure that the benefits of a rule justify its costs, or to 
take appropriate action when they do not. This is a far cry from the Obama 
administration's vision of ''chang[ing} the regulatory culture of Washington by constantly 
asking what's working and what isn't" based on "real-world evidence and data." Cass 
Sunstein, 21" -Century Regulation: An Update on the Presiden1 's Reforms, Wall Street 
Journal, May 25, 2011. Where is the ''insistence on pragmatic, evidence-based, cost
effective rules" that Cass Sunstein claims has "informed (the Obama administration's] 
regulatory approach"? i d. 

The alternat ive plan supported by the Commission's Republicans would honor the 
President's request by creating a framework that could lead to real cost reductions while 
maintaining public health and safety. It would have done so without straining the 
Commission's resources or substituting housekeeping measures for real regulatory 
refonn. 

The Republican Plan recognizes that in both 2012 and 2013, substant ia l resources will be 
devoted to carrying out the cost reduction mandates of H.R. 271 S. As a result , it does not 
call for any addi1i onal resources to be dedicated to Rule Review in 2012 or 2013 . More 
imponantly. it also does not undermine the Jong term goal of real burden reduction by 
characterizing housekeeping measures such as revision of the Toy Caps Rule, Animal 
Testing Rules and Federal Caustic Poison Act Regulations as retrospective rule review. 

9 53 Federal Register 190 (October 4, l99JJ. 
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do not object to revising those rules, and the Republican Plan expressly acknowledges the 
importance of such work, so long as it does not substitute for meaningful rule review. 

The Republican Plan also ensures that rules selected for review in future years will have 
the potential to significantly reduce the unnecessary economic burdens of compliance 
with the Commission' s regulations. This is achieved first by requiring. consistent with 
the President's request, that the Commission's selection of rules for review give priority 
to "those requirements imposing the highest burden and cost of compliance." 

In addition, unlike the plan supported by the Commission's Democrats, our plan requires 
that cost-benefit analyses be performed during the course of rule review so that rational, 
informed decisions can be made regarding whether the benefits of a regulation justify its 
costs. This exercise is particularly important for regulations promulgated under the 
Consumer Product Safety lmprovement Act over the last several years, none of which 
were required to be justified by cost-benefit analyses. I understand that Congress 
intended the expedition of certain rules due to a perceived need fo r immediate action, and 
that cost-benefit analyses could therefo re not be performed. For instance, we could not 
have issued mandatory standards for two durable nursery and toddler products every six 
months if such standards needed to bejustifled based on a cost-benefit analysis. Dut I do 
not believe that the President intended the Commission to exclude such rules from a cost
benefit analysis during retrospective review, nor do 1 think Congress would object. Now 
that the rules are in place and enforceable, there is no issue of delay impacting safecy. 
And if a cost-benefit analysis of an exist ing rule reveals that a toddler product safecy 
standard or test has no safety benefit but imposes substantial costs, the rule should be 
changed. 

On the other hand, we could and should have perfonned cost-benefit analyses before 
issuing other rules governing the periodic third-party testing of children's products to 
ensure c.ontinued compliance. We were not precluded by statlJte from doing so, and there 
was ample time. Retrospective ru le review would be our first opportunity to detennine 
whether all of the requirements of those ru les can be j ustified under a cost-benefit 
analysis, and the Republican Plan would have allowed for that. 

Other differences between the Republican and Democrat Rule Review Plans also 
illustrate our commitment to, and the Democrats' rejection of, meaningful rule review. 
For instance, their plan repeatedly emph11sizes the need for a rule to be in place for a 
substantial time period before retrospective review is undertaken. Whether intentional or 
not, such an approach would ensure that our rules that impose the greatest burden - those 
promulgated over the last severa l years and which were never justified by a cost-benefit 
analysis - would not be subject to review. 111e Republican Plan instead recognizes that 
retrospective review of even a relatively new rule is warranted where "i ts burdens quickly 
prove to be more substantial than anticipated or out of proportion with the benefits 
reali1.ed or because the burden and/or cost of the regulation were never given the 
consideration required by the EOs in the rulemaking process." 
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The plan supported by the Democrats is also replete with references to the review of rules 
whose burdens can only be characteri7.ed as trivial compared to our most costly rules. For 
instance their plan touts minor changes to address manufacturer confusion over our 
durable infant and toddler product registration program. In discussing the consideration 
of"technologica.I advances" as a factor in the selection of rules for review, their plan 
focuses on past revisions of mies "to remove requirements for obsolete testing equipment 
that is no longer available." But removing requirements fo r testing that cannot possibly 
still be perfonned docs not reduce anyone's compliance burden. Such requirements 
should be removed as a housekeeping measure, not a burden reduction exercise. The 
Republican Plan correctly focuses consideration of technological advances on the way in 
which new technology can make a rule less burdensome. 

Finally, the plan supported by the Democrats gives equal, if not greater, weight to 
selecting rules for review in order 10 strengthen them. Thus, they view the Plan's review 
processes as "intended to facilitate the ident ification of rules that warrant repeal or 
modification, including those that require strengthening, complimenting, or 
modernizing." While [agree that the Commission could properly conclude after selecting 
and analyzing a rule that it should be strengthened or complimented, f believe it is 
inconsistent with the President's intent to target rules in order to strengthen them. rather 
than to reduce their unnecessary burdens.9 

a. Before the CPSIA, Sectic>n 9 of the CPSA required the Com mission to 
conduct a <XJst benefit analysis before promulgating a mandatory 
safety standard for any consumer product. The CPSIA excepted 
durable nursery products from that requirement, and also 
empQwered the Commission f() issue broad regulations governing 
third party lesting, all without any cQst benefit artalysis. But the 
requirement that the Commissfon conduct an analysis of the economic 
impact of the rules on small businesses under the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act remained in place. What have you learned from your 
experience participating in the promulgatiQn of those rules where a 
cQSI benefit analysis was neither required nor performed? 

I have learned that in the absence of a mandatory cosc benefit analysis, this Commission 
as currently configured will promulgate rules whose coses most likely exceed their 
benefits, and the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) is no impediment to its doing so. For 
example, neither the staff packages that came before the Commission proposing 
mandator}' standards for durable nursery products, nor the rules establishing the 
framework for third party testing of children's produ cts, contained cosl-benefi t analyses. 
All of them did, however, contain cost analyses perfonned under the RF A to dctcnnine 
the rules' impact on small businesses, not the entire market. These economic analyses, 
although always based on a highly speculative and cursory look at a rule's etTeccs, 

•A more detailed ex.planalion of my vote on Commission's pl~n for retrospective review of existing rules is 
a,·ailable at: h!.!Jl://www.cpsc.gov!prinorthup08I52012.pdf; and 
hrw::; ...,,.,,w.cpsc gow'prjnortltup091920 12.?df. 
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invariably contludcd that the costs to many small businesses would rise significantly, 
resulting in a large number of business closures and attendant job losses. But unlike 
traditional cost-benefit analyses, as contemplated by the President in E.0.s 13563 and 
I 3579, and as required under Section 9 of the CPSA, the RFA does not require that the 
benefits ofa rule ever be found to justify its costs. As a result , the RFA does not require 
agencies 10 forgo or modify any rulemaking as a consequence of that analysis, and in my 
experience, the CPSC has never done so, no matter how economically disastrous the 
impact of a regulatory action was projected to be. Nor have the results ever caused any o f 
my Democrat colleagues to vote against or request a change in a rule. 

b. Do you believe the CPSC, as presently configured, would voluntarily 
perform cost benefit analyses in the absence of a statutory 
requirement to do so? 

No. And the public pronouncements by the Democrat Commissioners confirm the fact. 
Mr. Adler has stated publicly that the Commission would perfonn the cost-benefit 
analysis of CPCS Section 9 when not statutorily obligated to do so, only "over [his] dead 
body." Chainnan Tenenbaum, for her part, is advocating for the exclusion of additional 
classes of products from the CPSC Section 9 requirement that mandatory standards be 
justified under a cost-benefit analysis. For instance, she has asked Congress to exempt 
from Section 9 mandatory standards for upholstered furniture flammability. Notably, this 
request comes on the heels of mounting evidence that the cx.isting proposa ls fo r 
addressing the problem of upholstered furniture flammability cannot be scientifically 
proven to do so. Thus, without any proven benefit to be derived from the rule, the Chair 
would now like to impose the cost anyway. l11e statutory requirement that a cost benefit 
analysis is performed to establish the justification for a rulcmaking before massive 
economic disruption is needlessly imposed, is intended precisely to combat that 
regulatory mindset. 

c. At a recent hearing in the Senate on the flammability of uphols tered 
furniture, Chairman Tenenbaum testified that a suspension of the 
cost benefit requirement orthe FFA similar to what Congress 
provided in the CPSIA for durable nursery products would facilitate 
rul~making in this area. Do you agree with her position? 

No. As discussed immediately above, I believe the suspension of cost-benefit analysis 
requirement for upholstered furniture would likely lead to a costly rule with no proven 
benefits. 
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4. In March 20!0, the Commission voted to allow " unblockable drain covers'' to 
qualify a single main drain :u an "unblockable drain" under the Virginia 
Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act, so as not to require the use of a 
backup system. In September 2012, the Commission reversed itself and now 
requires all pools with single main drains to insta ll a backup system. Why 
did you oppose that change, given the claim by its proponeats that a backup 
system provides an additional layer of protection? 

The Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act is intended to protect against the 
deadly consequences of excessive spa and pool drain suctiqn, including evisceration 
when a pool drain is completely blocked hy a person sitting or lying on it. and drowning 
when a person·s hair, limb or jewelry becomes ensnared in a drain. VGB Act§ 
I 404(c)(1 )(A)(ii) m1uires public pools and spas with a single main drain of a size small 
enough to crcate a life-threatening suction by being completely covered by a human body 
(known as a "blockablc drain"), to be equipped with a device or system to prevent 
entrapment. These systems are often referred to as ''backup systems". "Unblockable 
drains" were exempt from the requirement to have one of these back-up systems because 
their size and/or configuration prevented a deadly suction from ever occurring. Although 
five systems/devices arc enumerated in the Act as permissible backup systems, the 
Commission has long recognized the safety vacuum release system (SVRS) to be the 
most commercially viable and therefore most likely to be used by pool owners. 

In April 201 O. following extensive input from the public, the Commission issued a flnal 
interpretive rule that defined "unblockable drain" as a suction outlet and all of its 
components, including a cover/grate, that cannot be shadowed by a .. Body Blocking 
Element'' intended as a proxy for a human body. As a result, pools and spas with a single 
main drain equipped with an appropriately sized "unblockable drain cover" were not 
required also to be equipped with an SVRS or other back-up system. 

The Commission adopted this definition based on the recommendation of its staff of 
career technica l experts. Jn their opinion, an unblockable drain cover is superior to an 
SVRS because it pre1•ents entrapment. An SVRS, in contrast, stops an entrapment 
incident after it has already occurred, and docs so only after a delay of up to 4 seconds . 
As a consequence, once an incident resulting of entrapment, or evisceration takes place, it 
is already too late for an SVRS to save a child. 

SVRS also have a well-deserved reputation for unreliability. Despite the majority's rush 
to make th is change without public input, the Commission received unsolicited letters 
from pool maintenance companies, many of whom stood to benefit fi nancia lly by this 
change, attesting to problems with SVRS and predicting that most of these systems would 
soon be disabled by poo 1 owners because of the problems they create. Directors of parks 
and recreation departments from all over the country also wrote advising us that 
unblockablc drain covers arc superior to SVRS, from a safety perspective. As these 
letters explain and Commission staff has confirmed, SVRS are electro-mechanical 
devices prone to malfunction by stopping pool pumps without cause or simply shutting 
dov.m completely. The fonncr problem interferes with the essential mixing of saniiation 
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chemicals in pool water, leading to potentially life threatening bacterial outbreaks. When 
an SVRS ceases operating completely, a blockable drain once again becomes an 
inescapable dearh trap. 

In April 2010, the Commission followed the expert advice of its technical staff. This was 
done only after also considering the contrary views presented by SVRS and other back
up system manufacturers who wanted the Commission to mandate the use of their 
product, pool safety advocates, many of whom were influenced and mobilized by SVRS 
manufacturers, and a few members of Congress who had been lobbied by the back-up 
system industry. In particular, the Pool Safety Council (PSC), made up largely of the 
vacuum release industry, spent $100,000 on lobbying expenses in 2009. PSC is led by 
Paul Pennington, President and primary owner ofVac-Alert, one of the least expensive 
and, according to letters to the Commission, least reliable backup systems. In fact, Paul 
Pennington testified before the Commission on April 5, 20 l 1, that he helped 
Representat ive Debbie Wassennan Schultz draft the original legislation that became the 
VGB Act. These parties argued that an unblockablc drain cover provides unreliable 
protection due to the risk of dislodgment and does not provide the "layers of protection"' 
required by the VGD Act. Nonetheless, a majority of Commissioners recognized that the 
VGB Act's overriding intent to prevent child drowning was best .5erved by reasonably 
and lawfully interpreting •·unblockable drain'' to include these newly invented systems 
that cover a blockable drain and convert it to an unb[ockable drain. The wisdom of their 
judgment is confirmed by the fact that, since that time, there has not been a single 
entrapment incident in a pool equipped with a compliant unblockable dra in cover.10 

a. Whot reasons did the Democrat Majority give for supporting the 
change, and do you belie,·e those reasons hod merit? 

Commissioner Adler claims that his mind was changed by letters frorn interested citizens 
and members of Congress, and by private meetings he held with Representative Debbie 
Wasserman Schultz. But in none of these letters or meetings was any new evidence or 
argument presented that was not already considered and rejected by Commission staff as 
outweighed by paramount safety considerations. And while I am heartbroken for parents 
who lost their children to drain entrapment incidents, this Commission should not make 
decisions based on the ex parte views of a single interest group or the self-serving post 
hoc rationales of a handful of the hundreds of members of Congress whose votes pass a 
bill. Our job is to consider all of the relevant evidence in light of the expert advice of the 
career professionals who have dedicated their lives to consumer safety. not to swing 
haphazardly in the strongest blowing emotional breeze of the moment. 

Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz 's vi~w or what the legislation means is 
irn:levant after its passage. No court would give weight to her preferred interpretation of 
a bill that was passed by 435 Members of the House and I 00 Members of the Senate and 
signed by the President. No small group, even the authors, can unilaterally decide that 

!!I Amon: demilcd explanation of my vote 10 oppose the revocation of the Commission's prior 
inlerpreta1ion of"unblod :ablo drain" is avai lable at : http:Jlwww.cpsc.go,·!pr/north11pl00420 I I .D<lf. 
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the legislarion means only what they intended when they voted for it. Once it is in the 
hands of the F.xecutive agency, Members of Congress can again influence it only by 
further refinements of the !aw passed by all the Members of Congress. Representative 
Wasserman Schultz's effort to protect children in swimming pools is admirable. but it is 
the CPSC's responsibility to interpret and administer the law based on our technical 
expert ise and C1'pcrience in safety. It is doubtful the Rep. Wasserman Shultz heard from 
the wide array of s afety e1'per1s that contacted the Commission, or has the technical 
el\pertise of oor staff. Rather, she appears to have been swayed by the lobbying of the 
SVRS manufacturer, and Mr. Adler was the conduit for her granting of a political gift. 

To the extent any substantive reason was given, none had merit. Particular emphasis has 
been placed on the possibility that unblockable drain covers can be removed or damaged. 
But Commission experts were aware of this characteristic of unblockable drain covers 
and still judged them to provide gre""ter protection than SVRS. Their view of the relat ive 
safety of the two alternatives has not changed. Moreover. as the Commission learned 
from the many unsolicited letters responding to the Federal Register notice announcing 
the revocation vote, advances in drain cover design, construction and installation have 
substantially reduced, and could completely eliminate, the risk of cover dislodgment. It is 
in order to consider such new and unknown evidence that notice and comment are 
required before the promulgation ofregulations changing enforceable obligations. 

Another red herring is the claim that requiring an S VRS or other entrapment prevention 
device will ensure the »layers of protection" required by the VGB Act. Revoking rhe 
interpretation of "unblockable drain' ' that permitted the use of an unblockable drain cover 
did not add any protection. Public pools are not now requi red to have an unblockablc 
drain cover and a back-up system. With the new interpretation, they are instead likely to 
have a "blockable drain" with an unreliable SVRS or other back-up system. The 
sophisticated unblockable drain covers are expensive and their availability may disappear 
altogether. That means a superior form of protection has been exchanged for an inferior 
one, oot that a new layer of protection has been added. 

h. Did the Commission seek and consider public comment before 
changing its definition of"unblockable dra in" to not permit the use of 
an unblockahle drain e-0ver? 

No. And the Commission's failure to provide an opportunity for notice and public 
comment before revoking its prior interpretation of"unblockablc drain" almost certainly 
violates the APA, and without doubt will entitle the Commission's new C-Onstruction to 
no deference in court. 

Under the APA, a legislative rule must proceed through notice and comment rulemaking; 
an interpret ive rule need not, Although the majority styles its action as the mere 
revocation of an interpretive rule, much more is at stake for the pool and spa owners 
impacted by its decision. The revocation eliminates the exemption from the back-up 
system requirement granted to single unblockable drains equipped with an unblockablc 
drain cover. \foreover, the Commission's Federal Register notice announcing the 
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change clearly signals its intent to enforce the new rule against pool and spa owners who 
have installed unblockable drain covers but do not also have an additional entrapment 
prevention device/system enumerated in the Act. Under these circumstances, a court 
could well deem the revocation a legislative rule and find that the failure to undertake 
notice and comment violated the APA. See Jerri's Ceramic Arts, Inc:. v. CPSC, 874 F.2d 
205, 208 (J 989). 11 At the very least, the revocation is a reinterpretation of statutory 
language wi thout a rational justifi cation that would be entitled to little, if any, deference. 
See Watt v. Aluska. 451 U.S. 259, 273 (198 1) (holding that an agency interpretation that 
conflicts with the agency's earlier interpretation is entitled to considerably less deference 
than a consistently held agency view) . The fact that extensive public comment was 
received and considered before the original interpretation was adopted confinns that the 
Commission also recognized its importance. 

Mr. Adler argued that no public input was necessary because his reversal was neither 
policy nor evidence based, but merely a change in his interpretation of the legislation. 
There is a word fo r statutory language that is so susceptible to alternate construction that 
even a single lawyer cannot make-up his mind about its meaning. And when statutory 
language is ambiguous, it should be informed by the underlying intent of the law. The 
VGB Act was passed in order to reduce the risk of children drowning due to entrapment 
in pool drains. The Commission's reconstruction of"unblockable drain" makes that 
tragic outcome more likely. 

!\1oreover, Mr. Adler' s claimed disavowal of the need for public input or consideration of 
factors beyond his personal legal views is belied by his own statement on the revocat ion. 
After recounting the unsolicited letters, almost all of which arc identical form letters, and 
private meetings that lead him to reconsider his views, Mr. Adler proclaimed that "as a 
policy maker sworn to uphold the law, I believe it is my duty to listen to all points of 
view and when a persuasive case is made to reconsider my position. So in response to 
these requests, I took it upon myself to reexamine both the safety considerations 
associated with ·unblockable drain covers' and the legislative history of the VGBA." 

But of course, by refusing public comment, Mr. Adler ensures that "all points of view" 
will not be heard - only those of the activists whose form lctlers he reads and the well 
placed politicians with whom he holds private meetings. And as for "safety 
considerations•·, Mr. Adler's position is incomprehensible. He refused to ohtain data 
showing the safety impact of the original interpretation, or input from knowledgeable 

" In Jerri '.f Ceramic AHs, lhe court held that a "Statement of lnterpreution"' expanding rhe small partS 
prohibit ion 10 cover fabrics in addition to hard components was actually a substantive rule change that 
required notice and co mment rul e making. The court Cl\plained that interpretive rules simply state what the 
administrative age ncy thinks a statute means, and only " reminds"' affec1ed parties of existing duties, 
whereas substantive rules impose new rightS or duties. It concluded that addi ng fabric to the small parts 
prohibition was substantive because ii had "the clear intent of eliminating a fonner exemption and 
providing the Commission with the power to enforce violations of a new rule. · 874 F.2d at 208. Similarly, 
removal of the option to use a drain cover to create an unblockable dra.in eliminates an exemption fro m the 
back-up system re.quirement. and the Federal Regislo!T notice announcing the change informs pool owners 
that pools with o nly an unblockable drain cover and no back-up system will henceforth be co nsidered to be 
in violation of the VOS Act. 
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~ources about the current safety features of unblockablc drain covers. Instead, he appears 
to have relied on information obtained through puhlic input solicited in 2009 and the one
sided viewpoints presented to him since. Mr. Adler is entitled to change his position for 
any reason he likes, but the closed procedure leading to this change dispels any pretense 
ofopen mindedness. 

c. Did the CPSC General Counsel recomm1:nd a "Notice and Comment" 
process'! 

I am not at liberty to discuss the CPSC General Counsel's privileged communications 
with Commissioners. However, Congress is entitled to review the written opinion, and I 
suggest they obtain it in full to learn the GC's advice on the subject. 

d. What unsolicited input did the CPSC receive from pool and spa 
professionals'! 

The Commission received a large number of unsolicited letters from pool and spa 
professionals, many of whom stood to gain financially from the Commission's reversal. 
They overwhelmingly opposed the change as costly and less safe. Here are a few 
examples: 

• David Distad (Environmental Health Specialist, Renwood, MN) stated that SVRS 
is a large unnecessary expense that may be more than some of his municipalities 
can handle; 

• Linda Bruer (Director of Parks and Recreation for City of Ballwin, MO) 
estimates $30,000 to comply with SVRS; 

• Terrence LeBeau (GM - Halogen Supply Company) states: "My staff of technical 
support specialists have a good deal of hands on experience with these (SVRS). 
They arc unreliable, inaccurate, and operationally problcmatic ... All of these 
devices carry some fonn of cautionary verbiage that states: will not prevent 
disembowelment"; 

• Justin De Witt (Chiefof General Engineering, IL Dept. of Health) states: "The 
Department's experience has been that the majority of SVRS installed fail to 
operate properly due to lack of testing, maintenance, incorrect installation, 
disabling or adjustment to avoid nuisance trips"; 

• James Bastian (Chainnan. Westport Pools in MO) states: "We have seen dozens 
(SVRS) disabled by the pool owner's maintenance personnel hecause of the 
unreliability of the systems"; 

• Susan Campbell (Oklahoma City Health Department) states: "[Jt is a] sad fact that 
devices (SVRS) are not maintained and are difficult for us to test"; 

• Thomas Diven (City of Fenton - Parks and Recreation) states: "[W)hat is being 
proposed [by the CPSC) may actually increase the risk of drowning ... these 
proposed changes have not been sufficiently researched and are not required"; 

• Bill Soukup (President, Commercial Pool, Inc.) states: "I can assure you that 
SVRS will not work as manufacturers have indicated. Many will be disabled 
shortly after being installed because they are very. very problematic"; 
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• Justin De Witt (Chief of General Engineer, IL Dept. of Health) states: '·The 
Department's experience has been that the majority ofSVRS installed fail to 
operate properly due to Jack of testing, maintenance, incorrect installation, 
disabling or adjustment to avoid nuisance trips." 

e. What is the risk of entrapment and how does that compare with other 
risks associated with swimming. 

There have been no entrapment injuries associated with compliant pool drains since 
2008. But there were over 1500 drownings just between May I and August 26, 2011. 
Even counting potentially non-compliant pool drains, three persons of all ages were 
injured and none died in circulation entrapment incidents in 2010. By contrast, in 20 I 0, 
5600 chi ldren under 15 were treated in emergency rooms for pool and spa submersion 
injuries (i.e., those unrelated to drain suction), and between 2007 and 2009, an average of 
390 children under 15 died each year due to pool and spa submersion incidents. 

We have learned from numerous munic ipal park and recreation departments, as well as 
nonprofit groups created to promote aquatic recreation safety, that many state, municipal 
and other public pool operators will be unable to afford this new and expensive mandate 
coming shortly on the heels of the expensive work required to come into compliance with 
the Commission's original interpretation. As a result, many public pools will open late or 
close, with the brunt of the losses suffered by economically-disadvantaged regions. 
Children cannot learn to swim in closed pools, and economically disadvantaged children 
are at the greatest risk of drowning. 

5. Section 6(b) of the CPSA prohibits the Commission from releasing to the 
public information about a consumer product when the manufacturer of the 
product can be readily ascertained, without first ensuring that the 
information is accuate and fair, and giving the manufacturer a chance to 
include comments or other information with the disclosure. The public 
database authorized by the CPSIA suspended these protections for 
manufacturers, but put in their place other detailed requirements that 
pro,•ided similar protection to the manufacturers of products that are the 
.~uhject of database reports. What is your opinion of whether the 
Commission could host a Facebook account without violating CPSA § 6(b)? 

By way of background, Facebook is a social media site which is hosted by Faccbook, Inc. 
Account holders manage and control the content of their page, but they cannot prevent 
the public from uploading comments in real time, and cannot control the information that 
an individual may submit in a comment other than to remove it after it has been posted. 
A CPSC Facebook page would be part o f the agency's overall media strategy, with the 
goal of attracting as much traffic to the site as possible in order to more widely 
disseminate product safety information. 
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I do not believe the Commission could host a Facebook account without violating CPSA 
§ 6(b). Section 6(b)(l) prohibits the agency from publicly disclosing any product specific 
information that is "obtained, generated or received by the agency" and from which the 
manufacturer or private labeler (hereinafter "manufacturer") of the product can be readily 
ascenained, w ithout first providing the manufacturer the opportunity to challenge the 
accuracy of the infotmation and to include with the disclosure any comments or other 
information it wishes to provide. 15 U.S.C. § 2055(b)(l); 16 C.F.R. § 11 01.11 (a). In the 
event the Commission rejects a challenge to the accuracy of the information proposed to 
be published, it must notify the manufacturer and give it five days to sue to enjoin the 
publication before the Commission releases the information. 15 U.S.C. § 2055(b)(2) & 
(3). 

These protections could not be afforded manufacturers whose products became the 
subject of comments posted by the public on the CPSC's Faceboolc page. There would 
be no opportunity to object to the publication of inaccurate information before its 
publication, either initially to the CPSC, or through an action to enjoin the publication in 
coun. There would also be no opportunity to include a manufacturer's comments with 
the publication. including after publication. Facebook streams comments in the or<ler 
they are received, so even if a manufacturer wished to add its own comment to a 
previously posted item, the comment would likely not appear anywhere near the item to 
which it relates. In addition, even if the CPSC were to commit the immense resources 
necessary to monitor and remove from its Facebock page all product specific public 
comments. such removal wou ld not cu re the§ 6(b) violation. Once published, a 
comment could be copied, forwarded or otherwise preserved and republished in ways 
over which the Commission could not exert control. And in any event, the initial 
publication is a violation of the law, regardless of what follows. 

Given that §6(b) clearly could not be followed in connection with public comments 
posted on a CPSC Facebook page, the only remaining question is whether such 
comments fall within the protections of §6(b). Section 6(b) as interpreted by the 
Commission applies only to information that is "obtained, generated or received by 1he 
agency", and then "published" by the agency. I believe comments posted by the public to 
a CPSC Facebook page would meet both of these criteria. 

The first condition is easily met, as comments rosted to a Facebook page hosted and 
monitored by the agency would necessarily be "obtained" and "received" by the agency. 

I also believe, under the circumstances, that comments posted to the website by third 
parties must be considered to be "published" by the Commission, rather than by 
Faccbook, Inc. Although the site is owned and operated by Facebook, Inc .. the 
Commission would need to affirmatively establish its own page and would exercise 
control over what it posts to the site and what it chooses to remove from the site. 
Moreover, the Commission is aware that its Facebook page would invite the posting by 
the public of product safety related information, and that the Commission would 
encourage the public to view the website to obtain product safety information. Having 
knov.1ngly created such a forum, the Commission could not reasonably claim that 
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comments posted lo its Facebook page by the public should be deemc:d to be "published" 
by Facebook, Inc., rather than the Commission. 

lt would also be unreasonable to deem content posted to the site to be "published" by the 
commenter. Congress addressed that scenario in the CPSIA when it authorized the 
Commission to publish on the public faci ng database saferproducls.gov product specific 
information submitted by the public. It recognized that § 6(b) applied, and waived its 
requirements provided the Commission afforded other protections against the publication 
of inaccurate information. In the absence of those protections, saferproduct.~.gov would 
function very much like a Facebook page: product specific infonnation posted by the 
public would be simultaneously received and disclosed by the Commission. Congress 
clearly understood that comments posted by the public on a site sponsored by the 
Commission are ''published" by the Commission under§ 6(b). Otherwise, the §6(b) 
waiver Congress provided for saferproducts.gov would not have been necessary. 

Moreover, because a CPSC sponsored Facebook page would not screen postings based 
on the criteria required for saferproducts.gov under the CPSIA, the Commission could 
not prevent comments that would not be eligible for publication on the database from 
being posted on its Facebook page, in blatant contravention o f the will of Congress. 

a. Has your General Counsel been asked to prov ide an opinion as to whether 
the Commission could host a Facebook page consistent with the 
requirements of the law? 

Yes, but I am not at liberty to discuss the CPSC General Counsel's privileged 
communications with Commissioners. However, Congress is entitled to review the 
wrinen opinion, and I suggest they obtain it in full to learn the GC's advice on the 
subject. At an August 2, 20 I 2, hearing before the U.S. House of Representatives 
Committee on Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Commerce, 
Manufacturing, and Trade, Chairman Tennenbaum promised to provide the General 
Counsel's legal memorandum to the Comrninee if and when the Commission decides to 
launch a Face book page. The Subcomm ittcc may wish co consider asking to see it befo re 
a decision is made. 

b. What is the status of the agency's plan to launch a Facebook page? 

I have not been updated on the status of the CPSC's Facebook initiative in several 
months. Generally speaking, the Chair does not keep me informed of her deliberations 
over decisions she deems "administrative", even when, as in this case, I have made clear 
that I conside r a decision to raise policy issues that require a majority vote by the 
Commission before being implemented. The two Democrat Commissioners have taken 
the position that a majority is required before a decision can even be characterized as 
"'policy", and therefore have avoided votes on a number of decisions I do not believe 
were within the administrative authority of the Chair to implement without majority 
support. 
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6. H.R. 2715 (codified as P.L 112-28) was passed in an erfort to address some or 
the unforeseen adverse consequences of the CPSIA. In your opinion, has the 
CPSC taken appropriate advantage of the new law to ameliorate the 
problem.s cau.sed by the CPSIA? 

Certain provisions of H.R. 2715 required the Commission to take act ion, and be ing 
legally bound, the Commission followed the law. For instance, it has exempted "covered 
products" made by "small batch manufacturers" from third party testing pending its 
adoption of alternative testing rules or the granting of a permanent exemption. The 
Commission has also granted an exception to the 100 ppm lead limit to a manufacturer 
clearly entitled to it under the criteria established by Congress. But with respect to those 
provisions where the Commission was authorized to exercise discretion in ameliorating 
the CPSJA's adverse consequences, it has either minimized the opportunity or 
affinnatively acted to thwart the spirit of H.R. 2715. 

The Democrat majority' s intent to do so became clear shortly after the passage of H.R. 
2715, when they ignored the advice of the Commission's expert staff to repropose the 
final third-party testing and component parts rules based on the statutory changes, Md 
instead rushed the packages to a vote. The Commission later ignored the will of 
Congress again when it was unable to promulgate a rule on "representative" samp les 
because the Democrats insisted on unjustifiably burdensome recordkeeping requirements. 
Finally, the Commission was able to muster majority support to consider further only half 
of the measures recommended by its staff to reduce the burdens of third party testing. 

Signed into law in August 201 I, H.R. 2715 gave the Commission one year to seek public 
comment on opportunities to reduce the cost of third party testing requirements, and, 
based on the public comments, to consider issuing new or revised third party testing 
regulations if doing so would reduce th ird party testing costs while still assuring 
compliance with applicable standards. Congress even invited the Commission to propose 
c-hanges to the law to provide it with additional authority to address the costs of third· 
party testing, if necessary. H.R. 2715 also substituted " representative samples" for 
"random samples" as the basis for selecting samples for periodic continued test ing, and 
required the Commission to undertake notice and comment rulemaking to define the new 
statutory phrase. 

Draft Final Rule 16 C.F.R. 1107.26(a)(4}. 

At the time H.R. 2715 became law, the Commission had yet to promulgate a final rule 
under 15 U.S.C. § 2063(i)(2)(B)(i) establishing protocols and standards "for ensuring that 
a children's product tested for compliance to an applicable children 's product safety rule 
is subject to testing periodically and when there has been a material change in the 
product 's design or manufacturing process, including the sourcing of component parts." 

Because of the obvious impact on§ 2063(i)(2)(B)(i) rnlemakingofCongress 's mandate 
that the Commission seek public comment on ways to reduce the cost of third-party 
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testing, our CPSC career staff recommended that the final third-party testing rule and a 
rule to pennit the testing and certification of component part.~ be reproposed along with 
the NPRs on cost reduction and representative samples, so that a final comprehensive rule 
could emerge that addresses Congress's H.R. 271 S mandate and protects regulated 
industries from detrimental reliance on a tentative "final" rule. The Commission also 
received letters from members of Congress urging the Commission to consider ways to 
reduce the costs of th ird-party testing before implementing the rule. 

The Majority instead insisted on a vote and passed the rule governing periodic and 
material change testing, and the component parts rule, by a 3·2 party line margin. Given 
the advice of Commission staff and common sense, it is apparent that the Majority's 
precipitous action resulted from their desire to dictate the content of the rules before they 
Jost their majority upon the then impending retirement of Commissioner Moore. But as a 
result, the Comm ission irrationally compl icated compliance by the regulated 
communit y. 1 ~ 

Representative Sample 

The Commission was also unable to take advantage of Congress's amendment penniuing 
"representative" rather than "random" samples to be selected for periodic testing. 
Notwithstanding Congress's intent that the change be part of an overall plan to reduce the 
unnecessary costs of third party testing, the Democrats insisted on an unjustifiably costly 
rule that the Commiss ion ' s Republicans ' could not suppon. 

Commission staff prepared a final rule that properly recognized Congress' intent to 
define "representative" according to its common meaning. The draft final rule would 
have reasonably afforded manufacturers the flexibility to select samples for periodic 
testing according to the methodology that best suited their product and production 
process, so long it provided a basis for inferring the compliance of the untested samples. 
As staff explained in the preamble to the draft final rule, "various methods can be used to 
determine that the selected samples are representative, depending upon the rule , ban 
standard, or regulation being evaluated." Draft Final Rule at 5. 

Had the draft final rule stopped there, it would have had my support. Instead. it included 
costly new record keeping requirements not mandated by law and without adequate 
justification. The draft final rule would have required the creation and maintenance of: 

Records documenting the testing of representative samples, as sec forth in 
l l 07(21 Xt), including the number of representative samples selected and 
the procedure used to select representative samples. Records must also 
include the basis for inferring compliance of the product manufactured 
during the periodic testing interval fonn the results of the tested samples. 

12 A statement explaining my opposition to 1he periodic testing and comrioncnt parts rules is available at: 
h11p:'!www.cpsc.govipr/north!JJ)J02620 I J .rulf. 
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Draft 1-'inal Rule 16 C.F.R. l 107.26(a)(4). 

CPSC's economists estimate the aggregate manufacturers' cost of compliance with this 
additional record-keeping to be $32.3 million for the first year alone, and another $1.3 
million to $6.5 million every year thereafter. And this cost is in addition to the enonnous 
burden of the record keeping already required by 16 C.F.R. part l !07 - Testing and 
Labeling Pertaining to Product Certification. 16 C.F.R. § 1107.21 gives manufacturers 
three options for satisfying the requirement that, after initial certification, a third party lab 
conduct periodic tests of every component of every children's product to ensure 
continued compliance with all applicable children's product safety rules. Each of these 
options requires the creation and maintenance for five years of extensive records. 

These extensive record keeping requirements already far exceed what is necessary to 
ensure continued compliance under the CPSIA and to facilitate enforcement. Yet the 
Democrats would have imposed even more, requiring a written record of the procedure 
used to select the samples and a narrative explaining the basis for inferring compliance of 
the product manufactured during the periodic testing interval from the results of the 
tested samples . I am unable to identify any benefit to imposing that additional 
recordkeeping burden that would justify the tens of millions of dollars it would cost. 
Given the number of products we regulate and the numbers coming in at the ports that are 
noncompliant and sti 11 result in no enforcement action, the odds of any manufacturer ever 
having to produce such documents is very slim. Imposing the high record keeping cost 
on all manufacturers so that a miniscule percentage could be reviewed dur ing an 
investigation is unjustified. Moreover, the reasons offered by others are unpersuas ive. 

Proponents of the representative sample record keeping requirement argued that the act of 
creating these records will encourage manufacturers to think more carefully about 
sampling issues. However, it is not the Commission's responsibility to regulate good 
business practices, nor does it have the experience or expertise to gauge what is best for 
any particular business. And businesses creating such records would need to antic ipate 
what CPSC investigators- with no business experience, let alone with respect to 1he 
particular product or manufacturing process -- might look for in the context of a defect 
investigation or enforcement action, rather than making decisions based on their own 
experience and expertise. 

Jt was also claimed that the Commission needs the records for enforcement purposes, so 
that it can learn the sampling procedure and basis for it while investigating noncompliant 
product. But that information is available to the Commission even withou1 the added 
burden of the recordkeeping requirement. The CPSC can learn the informat ion orally or 
through wrincn documents prepared by the target business when and if they are subject to 
an investigation. 

Finally, it has been argued that the CPSC needs records of the representative sampling 
procedure and basis in order to determine whether the entry into commerce of 
noncompliant product was caused by nonrepresentative sampling or inaccurate third party 
testing. But regardless of whether the CPSC were satisfied with a manufacturer's 
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explanation of its sampling procedure and basis, and irrespective of whether the 
manufacture maintained the records sought to be required by the Final Rule, laboratory 
error as a contributing cause could not be ruled out. There will therefore always be the 
need to investigate laboratories that tested samples from a batch or lot later detennined to 
contain noncompliant product. 13 

Proposals to Reduce the Durden of Third-Party T esting 

As required by H.R. 2715, over the past year, the Commission solicited and Commission 
staff analyzed public comments addressing ways to reduce the costs of third party testing 
requirements consistent with assuring compliance with any applicable consumer product 
safety rule, ban, standard, or regulation. Commission staff then submitted to the 
Commissioners a briefing package recommending that the Commission direct the further 
study of 16 ways to reduce third party testing costs. After extensive negotiations among 
the Commissioners, there was majority support for the cont inued consideration o f only 9 
of the 16. 

As a result, a lot of good ideas with the potential to reduce testing costs while continuing 
to protect consumers from the risk of hann were not supported by a majority of the 
Commissioners. Chief among these were establishing an exception from testing for a de 
minimis amount of paint or plastici:ted material, modifying the maximum periodic testing 
interval based on the risk of noncompliance to a regulation or portion of a regulation, and 
seek ing Congressional autho rization to permit manufacturers to use production process 
certification in lieu of third party testing as a basis for certifying compliance. 

I do not know whether any of these ideas could successfully reduce third-party testing 
costs while assuring compliance, but the Commission was not called upon to make that 
detennination through this vote. We needed only to decide whether these ideas should be 
abandoned forever, or explored further. Based on staff's recommendation, and in light of 
Congress's intent that we make evel)· effort to reduce the costs of testing where possible 
consistent with assuring compliance, I can see no j ustification for ru ling them out at this 
early stage. 

Our narrowing the scope of potential cost reduction measures was not warranted by 
resource constraints. As the language o f the ballot makes clear, the Commission has not 
committed any resources to the actions it has approved. Rather, it has merely identified a 
list of projects that may someday be undertaken "[s]ubject to the resources allocated by 
the Commission to carry them out in subsequent CPSC Operating Plans." The 
Commission's safety priorities as defined by future Commission majorities will always 
take precedence over the cost reduction projects in the allocation of future resources. 
And future Commissions will be able to select among the list of cost reduction projects in 
order to priorit ize their completion in whatever order they deem advisable. Under these 

i l A statement explaining in greater detail my opposition to the rule establishing protocols and standards for 
the testing of representative samples to assure compl iance is available at: 
http:;;.,..ww.cosc.goy/prfoorlhup-07232012.pdf. 
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circumstances, current and future resource limitations do not justify refusing cv1:n to 
consider these additional staff recommended ideas. 

Finally, we need lO step back and recognize the statutory impediments staff faced in 
formulating their proposals, and the very limited nature of the ideas that resulted. Many 
of the proposals put forth by staff are caveated with admissions that their applicability 
may be limited to a very few producrs or manufacturers, or might tum out to result in 
only a modest reduction in test ing costs, if any. Thus, while the Commission should 
make the most of the opportunity presented by this exercise and staffs hard work in 
brainstonning cost saving measures, it is clear that real cost reduction for third party 
testing, certification and labeling will only be possible through much more substantial 
changes in the law.14 

The Future of H.R. 2715 

The Commission has undertaken much of the work lf.R. 2715 directed the Commission 
to do to ameliorate the unforeseen negative consequences of the CPSIA. But important 
work remains to be done, and T am concerned that, once the Democrat majority is 
restored with my departure, the chance for meaningful reform will have passed. 

With respect to the Representative Sample rule, the Democrats were unable to impose 
unjustifiably burdensome rccordkeeping requirements. I expect that they will soon revisit 
the rulemaking and pass 2-l those same unnecessary and costly requirements. 

I am also not optimistic that the Commission will move forward as aggressively as it 
should to explore even the fraction of third-party testing cost reduction ideas it has 
approved. The resources to do so still remain to be allocated, and withouc a tie vote to 
provide balance to the Democrats lack of enthusiasm for cost reduction, I expect very 
little will be done. 

7. Initial third party testing and certifi~tion have now been required since 
January I, 2012. How is the Commission using this to ensure that all 
products comply with the lead standard, phthalate standard and the toy 
standards, to name a few of the new requirements. 

To my knowledge, the Commission has undertaken no enforcement action related to the 
requirement that all children's products be certified as third party tested before entering 
commerce. The vast majority of products subject to third-party testing are manufactured 
abroad and enter the United States via cargo container ship. The Commission uses a 
sophisticated risk assessment methodology to focus its border enforcement efforts on 
those imported products that are most likely to violate CPSC safety standards or 
otherwise present a risk of harm. Products are not stopped at the border to check their 
certificat ions, the validity of which wou Id be impossible to spot check in any event. And 

"A more dccniled explanaliooofmy vote on the consideration ofopp<>rtunilics 10 reduce third party testing 
costs is available at: hllp:i/www.cpsc.gov/pr!northuplOl l 20 12.pdf. 
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no enforcement actions based on certificate violations have been taken when products 
stopped for other reasons have either lacked or had a noncompliant certificate. Nor am I 
aware of the Commission ever using the information on a certificate that accompanied a 
noncompliant product to investigate a finished product or component manufacturer, or 
the lab that purportedly performed the third party tests that certified as compliant the 
violative product. Furthermore, such investigations would be an enormous waste of 
resources. In sh<>rt, to date, th ird party testing has amounted to a massively expensive 
exercise borne only by those manufacturers and distributors with the business ethics to 
comply with the Jaw, while bad actors that continue to sell untested products either at 
lower prices or with better profit margins face no enforcement. 
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Responses to Questions for the Record 
Nomination of Mr. Elliot Kaye to be. 

Chairman, Consumer Product Safety Commission 
Senate. Committee. on Commerce, Science. and Transportation 

Hearing on April 8, 2014 

Questions. from Senator Mark Pryor 

1) When we met, you and I discussed. some. of the. burden relief efforts at the CPSC, in 
particular, making determinations that certain materials don't include lead, heavy 
metals, or other toxic substances. Could you please state for the. record your 
commitment to ensuring these determinations are made. in a timely manner? 

If confirmed, I assure. you that I will conti nue to work with the U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission's. (CPSC) Commissioners. and staff to. try to expand our list of 
determinations as quickly as resources,. actionable data, and consumer product safety 
priorities permit. 

a. Based on your experience. as Executive Director, what you think Congress 
can or should do to expedite these determinations? 

Congress could assist CPSC in overcoming two related challenges with this 
process ... 

First, to date the Commission unfortunately has yet to receive. actionable data to 
expand our list of determinations .. Though, I am hopeful that recent events will 
assist with this. effort .. On April 3, 2014,. CPSC staff hosted a public workshop on 
potential ways. to reduce third-party testing costs through determinations 
consistent with assuring compliance .. Staff invited interested parties. to. participate 
in or attend the workshop and to submit written comments. I attended this 
workshop, and found the. information provided by the. participants to be. incredibly 
informative. However, CPSC staff noted throughout the. workshop that we will 
need more specific data to provide the requested relief. It would certainly assist 
our efforts if Members of Congress would also encourage stakeholders to submit 
any actionable. information and data they might possess .. 

Second, staff time associated with these efforts does compete with time allocated 
to pressing and meaningful safety work. At our funding levels, the Commission 
has. struggled to strike the right balance in ensuring that both our consumer 
product safety work and our determinations process can proceed in a timely 
fashion. Additional funding would allow us to work on a greater number of 
important activities . . 

2) We. also discussed imports, and the. need for the CPSC to. go after bad actors. who. 
willing and repeatedly skirt U.S. regulations. How do you think the current 



importation program is working, and how would the modifications to that program 
you mention in your testimony function? 

As directed by Congress in Section 222 of the CPSIA, CPSC began a risk assessment 
methodology (RAM) to enhance our targeting capabilities at the ports. Because of 
existing funding levels, CPSC employs a pilot scale version of the RAM. It allows us to 
better target certain high risk products at U.S. ports of entry, thus focusing our efforts 
more on those companies who choose not to follow the. rules. CPSC developed the 
program in very close collaboration with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP). 
The pilot scale RAM Surveillance System integrates with and analyzes a limited set of 
existing CBP data to identify certain targeted imports with high violation risk. 

To date, we view the pilot as a success for consumers, the trade, and CPSC. As 
mentioned, we are focusing better on those companies that chose not to follow the rules. 
We believe, however, that Section 222 called for CPSC to run more than a pilot-scale 
version of the RAM program. For this reason, CPSC requested a $5 million start-up 
appropriation, as well as a longer term funding mechanism in our FY 2015 Budget 
Request to begin building out the RAM to full-scale. To address violative consumer 
products more comprehensively, the CPSC would like to scale the import surveillance 
program to a national program, capable of analyzing l 00 percent of the consumer 
product-related import entry lines by FY 2020. 

This approach would not only fulfill the mandate from the CPSIA, but also it would be 
consistent with the goals articulated in President Obama's Executive. Order 13659, 
Streamlining the Export/Import Process for America's Businesses .. We believe a full
scale RAM program would significantly enhance consumer product safety and consumer 
confidence, while also providing tremendous benefits to compliant trade. If I am 
confirmed, this will continue to be a top priority for me. 

a. How has the CPSC been working with importers who have been following 
the current rules and procedures? 

During the last few years, as we have developed an even closer and more efficient 
working relationship with CBP, we have been able to create more opportunities to 
work with and assist compliant trade. For instance, CPSC has worked closely with 
CBP to conduct the Importer Self-Assessment - Product Safety (ISA-PS) pilot 
program. The ISA-PS pilot program is a voluntary approach to product safety 
compliance and provides recognition and support to participating companies that 
ensure product safety compliance for products regulated by the CPSC. We believe 
that as we continue to enhance our working relationship with CBP, especially 
consistent with Executive Order 13659, compliant trade will continue to benefit 
significantly. 

Questions from Senator Roger Wicker 



1) Upholstered furniture flammability is an issue of importance to my constituents, due 
to the number of people who are employed in this sector in Mississippi. State 
regulators in California, after years of deliberation and research,. have developed a 
furniture flammability standard that focuses on smolder ignition. Do. you agree or 
disagree with the California approach, and what are your views on the need for a 
national furniture flammability standard? 

To the extent that California's new standard, Technical Bulletin 117-201 3, addresses a 
portion of the. risk associated with upholstered furniture fires while. also discouraging the 
use. of harmful chemicals to do so, that is. a very positive step forward. However,. I bel ieve 
consumers and other stakeholders nationally would be well-served by a national standard . 
Particularly,. I believe. this. would be the case if the. standard can achieve the aims. of 
TB l 17-2013,. but in a fashion that addresses. an even larger percentage of associated fires. 
l believe the. Commission should work toward a feas ible standard that could mitigate the. 
most deaths and injuries possible. 

Presently,. CPSC staff is considering all of the. information in the. public record along with 
additional materials. and available. scientific studies. and relevant data, such as. analyses of 
fire hazard data, death and injury data, and the technical and economic. feas ibility of an 
approach .. Taking all of this information into account, staff will recommend a proposed 
rule to the Commission for consideration. If confirmed, and subject to available 
resources,. I would encourage CPSC staff to move as expeditiously as possible with this. 
effort. 

2) It is my understanding that the. Commission is considering adopting a mandatory 
rulemaking that would call for use of a specific flesh-sensing technology by certain 
bench-top table saw manufacturers. Could the adoption of such a rulemaking stifle 
competition in the marketplace for tabletop saws or make such saws prohibitively 
expensive for some consumers to. purchase? What is your view on the need for such 
a mandatory regulation? 

About 11. people per day suffer an amputation because of incidents involving table. saws. 
Based on data reflecting the patterns. and prevalence. of life-altering injuries associated 
with these products, on October 11 , 2011 ,. the Commission voted unanimously (5-0) to. 
approve an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) on table saws. However, 
the Commission has. also. directed CPSC staff to remain very involved in the development 
of an improved voluntary standard that might potentially address. the hazard. Ideally,. the 
voluntary standards. process. will produce, in a timely fashion, a revised standard that 
effectively addresses the. hazard. patterns. CPSC staff has identified. 

Please. know that, if confirmed, I will carefully review all of the. comments. and 
feedback. we. receive. from stakeholders. on this issue, as. well as continue to. monitor 
the progress of the voluntary standards. process. The. Commission 's. aim is to address 
this hazard, ideally through a strong voluntary standard .. 



Question from Senator Tim Scott 

1) In carrying out its mission of protecting the public against unreasonable risks of 
injury, the. Commission often relies on voluntary standards in partnership with the. 
involved industries. It is my understanding that even though an important industry 
in my state has worked to develop enhanced table saw safety standards, which are 
currently working to significantly reduce. user injuries, the Commission is 
considering proposing a mandatory standard that could essentially eliminate the 
most portable and affordable saws. from the market. Can you assure me. that you 
will give full and fair consideration to existing voluntary standards and their 
relative. impact on consumers. when considering the. imposition of new mandatory 
standards? 

Yes. This. is. the approach I have taken to date while serving at the Commission, and, if 
confirmed, I would continue this approach .. . 

About 11 people per day suffer an amputation because of incidents involving table saws. 
Based on data reflecting the patterns and prevalence of life-altering injuries associated 
with these products, on October 11, 2011 , the Commission voted unanimously (5-0) to. 
approve an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) on table saws. However, 
the Commission has also. directed CPSC staff to remain very involved in the development 
of an improved voluntary standard that might potentially address the. hazard. Ideally, the 
voluntary standards process will produce, in a timely fashion, a revised standard that 
effectively addresses the hazard patterns. CPSC staff has identified. 

Please. know that, if confirmed, I will carefully review all of the. comments and 
feedback we. receive. from stakeholders. on this issue, as. well as continue to. monitor 
the progress. of the. voluntary standards process. The Commission's aim is to address 
this hazard, ideally through a strong voluntary standard .. 

Questions from Senator Ron Johnson 

1) Mr. Kaye, if you are confirmed, when you are considering a mandatory standards 
are. you willing. to take. into account not only consumer safety but also:. 

a.. A consumer's rights to afford products, access products, and assume a 
reasonable. amount of risk? 

Yes, because many of our statutes require that associated rulemakings consider 
concerns. such as. these .. 

b. A company's ability to survive and the number of jobs that will be lost if 
your standard is. put in place? . 

Again, yes , because many of our statutes require that associated rulemakings. 
consider concerns such as these. 



2) Mr. Kaye, if you are confirmed, will you consider closing open rulemakings that 
threaten to impose mandatory standards. on companies that are successfully 
operating under voluntary standards? Coming in as a new chairman and closing 
outdated dockets will provide the agency with a clean slate. 

The Consumer Product Safety Act (15 U.S.C. 2056(b)), the Federal Hazardous 
Substances Act (15 U.S.C. 1262(g)(2)), and the Flammable Fabrics Act (15 U.S.C. 1193 
(h)(2)) require the CPSC to rely on voluntary standards rather than promulgate mandatory 
standards, provided that the. voluntary standards would eliminate or adequately reduce. the. 
risk of injury or death addressed, and it is likely that there will be adequate compliance 
with the voluntary standard by industry. If during the course of mandatory rulemaking 
activities an adequate voluntary standard is adopted and there is substantial compliance, 
the Commission must, by statute,. terminate its rulemaking activities. If confirmed, l 
would abide by this statutory framework. 

a. For example, CPSC currently has a mandatory rulemaking on Recreational 
Off-Highway Vehicles. (ROVs) that has. been open for more than four years,. 
imposing an atmosphere of uncertainty on the industry. During your 
nomination hearing there was a bipartisan call to eliminate this 
uncertainty. Would you consider closing this rulemaking to provide business 
certainty? 

CPSC's end goal is to. reduce the death and injury hazards associated with ROVs .. 
R 0 V -related deaths are on the rise-jumping 65 percent from 2011 to 2012. 
Between January 2003 and April 2011, the CPSC knows. of at least 428 reported 
ROV incidents- 231 of which involved fatalities and 388 of which involved 
injuries (including serious injuries such as de-gloving, fractures, and crushed 
hands, feet, and arms). The. Commission directed staff as part of the CPSC's 
Fiscal Year 2014 Operating Plan to. draft for Commission consideration a Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR) on ROVs. Absent the Commission directing 
otherwise,. CPSC staff plans. to provide the Commission with the draft NPR by the 
end of the current fiscal year. 

Importantly, though, CPSC staff continues to work with the voluntary standards 
body to revise its. standard in a manner that adequately addresses the deaths. and 
injuries associated with these vehicles. CPSC staff has exchanged a number of 
letters with the voluntary standards. body on the technical aspects. of the. standard 
and has also. accepted an invitation to participate. in the next meeting regarding 
possible revisions. These are positive signs that this. issue might be. addressed as 
part of this process. If a voluntary standard adequately addressees the death and 
injury hazards and industry substantially complies, CPSC will abide by the statute 
and defer to. the voluntary standard .. 

I am sensitive to the desire to come to a speedy resolution on an effective 
performance standard for ROVs. If confirmed, I assure you that I will actively 



listen to all stakeholders and continue to diligently work with the Commission and 
its staff to achieve a meaningful solution , as quickly as possible. 

b.. The CPSC is also considering a proposed mandatory rule on tabletop saws 
that would, in essence,. eliminate. the most popular category of table. saws 
from the market: bench top table saws. However, there. are already existing 
and effective voluntary standards in place. Since the current voluntary 
standards are working to significantly reduce the number of blade contact 
injuries and the. mandatory standards under consideration will result in 
serious unintended. consequences. to consumers. and. businesses,. will you 
assure. me that you will avoid finalizing this rulemaking? . 

About 11 people per day suffer an amputation because of incidents involving 
table. saws. Based on data reflecting the patterns and prevalence of life-altering 
injuries associated with these products, on October 11 , 2011. the. Commission 
voted unanimously (5-0) to. approve. an Advance. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
(ANPR) on table. saws. However, the Com.mission has also directed CPSC staff 
to remain very involved in the development of an improved voluntary standard 
that might potentially address the. hazards. Ideally, the. voluntary standards process 
will produce, in a timely fashion, a revised standard that effectively addresses the 
hazard patterns CPSC staff has identified. 

Please. know that, if confirmed, I will carefully review all of the comments. and 
feedback we. receive. from stakeholders. on this issue, as. well as continue to 
monitor the progress. of the. voluntary standards. process .. The Commission's aim 
is to address this hazard, ideally through a strong voluntary standard. 

c.. I also understand that the Underwriters Lab is specifically looking into the 
adoption of a voluntary standard relating to the incorporation of flesh 
sensing technology into table. saws .. While. the. Underwriters Lab considers 
this. issue do you agree. that you should take this draft rule/mandatory 
standard regarding this same issue off the table? 

Section 7 of the CPSA (15 U.S.C. 2056(b )) requires the CPSC to rely on 
voluntary standards rather than promulgate mandatory standards provided that the. 
voluntary standards would eliminate or adequately. reduce the risk of injury or 
death addressed and adequate compliance with the. voluntary standard by industry 
is likely. If during the course of mandatory rulemaking activ ity an adequate 
voluntary standard is. adopted and there is substantial compliance, the 
Commission must,. by statute, terminate. its. rulemaking. activity. If confirmed, I 
would abide. by this. statutory framework . . 
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QUESTIONS FOR MR. ELLIOT F. KA YE: 

Question I. What do you believe is the CPSC's core mission? 

I believe the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) core mission is to. protect 
consumers from the unreasonable risk of injury associated with the. use of consumer products 
within the CPSC's.jurisdiction .. 

Question 2. Do you think the CPSC's. budget is adequate to achieve this mission? 

Long-term historical funding trends, in conjunction with the effects of sequestration, make it 
very difficult to believe the CPSC's budget is adequate to achieve its mission. The legacy of 
lower funding levels has. been either in unattended or significantly delayed product safety work ... 
Given the. current climate of tight budgetary constraints, the. most recent funding trends, 
beginning with the appropriated amount for the current fiscal year, give reason for optimism that 
one day the agency may be funded at levels that more closely resemble its authorization levels. 
Higher funding levels. would allow the. CPSC first and foremost to address. additional consumer 
product hazards more quickly while also. providing more. ce1tainty for consumers and industry. 

Question 3. Where do you find the greatest need for more. resources or more. focus by the 
Commission? 

As. I mentioned in my opening statement,. I believe. more resources are. needed to expand our 
import surveillance program. The CPSC faces great challenges in identifying noncompliant 
products at the ports .. In the. CPSIA, Congress directed the. CPSC to begin a risk assessment 
methodology to better target hazardous and violative imports. The. agency has. been running a 
successful pilot of that program and is. now requesting a funding mechanism to run a full scale. 
version. I believe consumers are better served by CPSC catching these products before they 
enter U.S. markets, and compliant trade. is better served by CPSC staff focusing on those 
companies not following the rules. 

I also believe greater attention should be placed on addressing certain chronic, hidden hazards. 
These hidden risks can come from long-term exposure to toxic chemicals or hazardous metals 
contained in consumer products. I am particularly concerned with how vulnerable. populations 
might be affected by these hidden hazards. I believe Congress recognized and addressed the risk 
of some hidden hazards in the CPSIA, setting new chemical and element limits as well as 
providing the agency with enhanced authorities to try to address those hazards in the 
marketplace- and even before they enter the marketplace. With more resources, the agency 
could expand on Congress ' success and potentially address. more hazards in the. marketplace. 
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Question 4. Now that the CPSC is nearly done with its rulemaking work as mandated 
under the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008,. what other priorities 
should the Commission focus on? 

Although CPSC has fulfilled many of the rulemaking requirements mandated by the CPSIA, 
some required work remains, particularly with regard to durable infant products, ATVs, and the 
Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel work associated with phthalates. Beyond this work, I believe 
the Commission should continue its focus on expanding the. agency's import surveillance 
program. Additionally, I believe the Commission should focus more on addressing hidden, 
chronic hazards, as well as hidden mechanical hazards, such as those associated with window 
blind cords. 

Question 5. The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 empowered the. 
Commission with stronger enforcement authorities. Some of these include: 1) the ability to 
determine the type and form of a corrective. action a manufacturer must take; 2) an 
increase in maximum civil penalties; 3) the authority to immediately remove particularly 
hazardous products from store shelves without judicial approval; and. 4) the ability to 
quickly destroy non-compliant products at the ports. Much of the power of the CPSC rests 
with the. Chairman of the Commission. Will you use. these authorities. aggressively to 
protect the. public? 

Yes. If confirmed, I would use all of the tools at the agency's disposal to protect the public. 

Question 6 .. If you are confirmed as Chairman,. how do you see the agency changing under 
your leadership?. 

If confirmed, I would hope to build on the successes. of Chairman Inez Tenenbaum and Acting 
Chairman Robert Adler. Chairman Tenenbaum particularly deserves great credit for seeing the 
agency through the implementation of the major provisions of CPSIA. The agency now has a 
chance to address persistently deadly product hazards that were not a focus of the CPSIA, such 
as window blind cords. As we move beyond CPS IA implementation,. the CPSC could focus 
more on consumer product hazards associated with seniors-a group of great concern given its 
rapidly expanding numbers. 

With all of these efforts, if confirmed, I would hope. to continue my work in building a wide 
coalition of stakeholders to try to find meaningful safety solutions through collaboration. 
Although this approach does not fit every situation, my experience at the agency has been that 
more often than not, collaboration leads to meaningful results. I would also hope to further 
engage. our sister agencies. The CSPSC has a very productive working relationship with 
Customs and Border Protection at the ports and with the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention on brain safety in youth sports. I would like to find even more ways to have CPSC 
and other agencies pool resources and expertise to address safety issues in a more efficient and 
effective manner. 
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l would also like to see CPSC take better advantage of digjtal communications. The agency has 
some work to do to be. more on the leading edge of using all available. communications tools to 
keep. the public better informed. 

Finally, I am optimistic that, if confirmed, the new composition of the Commission would be 
conducive to very meaningful collaborative. work among the Commissioners .. The. Chairman is. 
responsible for setting a tone and leading by example. If confirmed, I would take this 
responsibility very seriously. 

Question 7. Some businesses still have legitimate concerns. about some of the unintended 
impact of new regulations on their operations. Will you commit to working through the. 
implementation of this law in a commonsense manner that recognizes the inherent 
flexibility of the. Act? 

Yes ... My approach while. at the. CPSC has. been to. reach out to. a wide coalition of stakeholders to 
try to find meaningful solutions. through collaboration.. If confirmed, I would continue this 
approach ... 

Question 8 .. Any agency, no matter its size, would have difficulty protecting the. public. from 
all potentially unsafe products. 

Question Sa .. How will you reach the millions of consumers. who have probably 
never heard of the CPSC to notify them of recalls. and. warn them about the 
unforeseen risks in their homes? How will you reach rural communities?. 

I believe. that all consumers, no matter where they live and no. matter what their 
circumstances, deserve. to. be. informed about consumer product dangers . . I believe. the 
CPSC could work more effectively with the regulated community to find ways. to reach 
consumers in more creative ways. While many consumers. may not have heard of CPSC, 
they certainly are familiar with large retailers, for example ... If confirmed, I would like to. 
work more with retailers. on improving ways to. reach consumers regarding product safety 
hazards across. many different communities ... I would certainly appreciate the opportunity 
to. work with you and your staff on ways. to enhance our efforts in this regard. 

As mentioned, I would also like to. see. CPSC take better advantage of digital 
communications as part of this. effort. Although print and broadcast media might work 
well with certain segments of the population, the CPSC could enhance its. ability to also 
connect with the public through their smartphones. 

I would also like to see an expansion of CPSC's Neighborhood Safety Network (NSN) 
program,. which delivers. product hazard and recall information to more than 9,000 
community leaders and organizations serving underserved communities nationwide. 
These community contacts, including tribal leaders, fire departments,. and health clinics, 
share our materials. widely with their constituents .. 
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Question Bb. Related to this, recall participation rates remain low. What are your 
recommendations to improve those rates? 

I definitely share your concern about the distressingly low response rate. that many 
recalling firms experience in carrying out a voluntary recall. Although low recall 
participation rates unfortunately plague many agencies including the CPSC, f believe one 
potential avenue for improvement is more direct communication with affected 
consumers .. Manufacturers that have email addresses and/or phone numbers of their 
customers, either through club membership, catalogue purchases, or product registration 
cards, are able to generate greater awareness of product recalls. CPSC staff, in their 
proposed voluntary recall notice rule, encourages retailers to make a greater effort to 
assist manufacturers in identifying and contacting potentially affected consumers. CPSC 
staff also is proposing to launch a study in the coming year that explores the question of 
why some consumers hear about recalls, but decide not to respond while others do. If 
confirmed, I would continue to work with agency staff and industry to address this issue. 
I would also engage our sister agencies, as well as interested stakeholders, to see if we 
could identify better and more creative ways to improve recall rates. 
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Questions for the Record 
Nomination of Mr. Joseph Mohorovic 

to be Commissioner,. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation 

Hearing on April 8, 2014 

Chairman Rockefeller 

1) Intertek's Faulty Testing of Chinese-Manufactured Gas Heaters 

Mr. Mohorovic, several weeks ago, a federal jury in the Western District of Pennsylvania 
awarded a $6 million verdict against the company where you are currently employed, Intertek. 
This verdict and judgment included $5. million of punitive damages. The name. of this. case. was 
Brand Marketing Group v. Intertek (12cv1572). 

The facts of this case are the following: a U.S. company called Brand Marketing Group 
contracted to supply the Ace. Hardware store chain with "Thermablaster" vent-free gas room 
heaters. 

Brand Marketing Group hired a Chinese company, Reecon M&E, to manufacture the heaters. 
Reecon hired Intertek's Chinese subsidiary, Intertek Shenzhen, to. test the. heaters and certify that 
they complied with American National Standards. Institute (ANSD safety standards. 

According the. facts established during the trial, Intertek's Chinese testers did not have the. proper 
training or experience to test the. heaters .. They had never tested heaters before and they 
misunderstood the ANSI standards, partly due to their poor command of English. They 
mistakenly applied the standard for outdoor grills to the. Thermablaster heaters. As. a result, 
Intertek falsely certified that the heaters met the ANSI Z.21. l l .2b standard for room space 
heaters. 

Relying on Intertek's. certification,. Brand Marketing Group shipped thousands. of potentially 
unsafe heaters to Ace Hardware. When it became aware that the heaters did not comply with the 
standard, Ace. sued Brand Marketing and won a $611,000judgment. Brand Marketing then sued 
lntertek, which resulted in the $6 million jury award. 

Q: Mr. Mohorovic, did you have any involvement in the testing of the Thermablaster 
heaters that were at issue. in this case? 

A: No. 

Q: A.re you involved in the safety testing of consumer gas heaters (also known as 
"hearth products")? If yes, please explain your role .. 

A: No. 



Q: In your current position as a Senior Vice President at Intertek responsible for 
"global performance, growth and strategic management," what role do you play in 
making sure that your company properly applies U.S. standards to products manufactured 
in China? What responsibility do. you have for certifying that products. made in China 
and other countries are safe for U.S. consumers? 

A: I am not directly involved in our engineering or certification activities, but 
Intertek has multiple systems in place to. ensure that the testing and certification of 
products is conducted in compliance with applicable standards, in China and around the 
world. 

Q: Is it common for Intertek to outsource the safety testing of products manufactured 
in China to Chinese testers? 

A: Intertek does not outsource safety testing. Just like. other Nationally Recognized 
Testing Laboratories approved by OSHA, Intertek operates a global system of 
laboratories. and inspectors. that support manufacturers who elect to have. their products. 
tested and certified. Intertek laboratories are accredited by accreditation bodies, meaning 
that they must qualify their sites as having the equipment, trained personnel,. and quality 
system necessary to operate. In addition to being accredited, the. lntertek laboratory in 
issue in this. litigation is an OSHA approved and audited site .. 

Q: How many products. have testers. employed by Intertek's Chinese subsidiary 
certified as. safe for the U.S. market? 

A: Intertek does not maintain records of active certifications by country of origin. 
However,. Intertek currently has. over 80,000 products authorized for the use of the ETL 
certification mark, indicating compliance with recognized national standards. The 
plaintiff in this. case. was. not an Intertek customer and was. never authorized to use. an 
Intertek mark and did so without Intertek's knowledge or consent. 

Q: Is. it common for Intertek to employ safety testers in other countries where 
products are manufactured, rather than U.S. testers? 

A: All Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratories, including lntertek, serve the 
globalized supply chain and in doing so, operate. laboratories where the product 
manufacturers are located . . For this. reason, Intertek and its. competitors, maintain 
extensive operational quality systems, together with internal audits. and external audits. by 
accreditation bodies and OSHA. Contrary to. the misinformation generated in this 
lawsuit, engineers working in product conformity are trained and use the English 
language on a daily basis, as almost all product standards are maintained in English. 



Q: Why does Intertek rely on foreign testers to determine whether products comply 
with U.S. standards? 

A: It is important to recognize that Intertek serves the global commercial market. 
The supply chain for the United States is built in part on manufacturers located in other 
countries. Requiring that testing for the United States market be completed onl y in the 
United States would entail a dramatic change in the process and cost related to bringing 
products to market, and might also constitute a restraint of trade. To be clear, Intertek, 
and its competitors,. do not (and cannot) dictate where testing must be completed, but 
serve the market as it exists . 

Q: Does Intertek regularly claim that these. testers are "expert" in U.S. standards such 
as the ANSI standards? 

A: Intertek engineers apply product standards to products on a daily basis .. Intertek 
engineers receive extensive. and ongoing training in the relevant product categories they 
work within, regardless of the country. The United States sites are subject to the same 
requirements and supervision as the foreign laboratories. As a general rule, Intertek 
personnel are. highly knowledgeable on the. product standards. and their application to. 
products .. 

Q: When Intertek outsources testing to foreign testers, how does Intertek make sure 
that the. testers are properly applying U.S. standards and that the testers actually 
understand the. U.S. standards?. 

A: As the global system of product standards is almost entirely in English, command 
of the language is. a job requirement for all Intertek engineers . . In conducting testing and 
evaluation of products,. Intertek engineers have access to supervising engineers and, 
ultimately, a Chief Engineer for each product category to ask questions and obtain 
support. Intertek conducts internal audits of all of its sites and undergoes external audits 
by its. accreditors. and OSHA ... After a product is certified it is subject to ongoing factory 
inspections to. check on continuing compliance. with the relevant standard .. 

Q: Why should consumers and the. CPSC rely on Intertek's. certification that a 
product is. safe and meets. that standards of the U.S. market?. 

A: The ETL mark is used on more than 80,000 different products. Intertek maintains 
processes to investigate and address all reports of non-compliances. On an annual basis, 
Intertek receives. reports on well less. than one percent of the. products it lists . . Of these 
reports, the large majority involve manufacturing defects, component changes, end of life 
failures, misuse of the product, competitor complaints, or mismarking. All reports are 
investigated and if it is determined that a dangerous condition exists, fntertek will work 
with the. product owner to. report the issue to the CPSC .. In the. case at issue, Intertek 
suspended the manufacturer and then forced the plaintiff, over his strenuous objections, 
to report the problem to the CPSC and to remove the product from the market. Intertek 



stopped this product from being sold on the United States market. Intertek works every 
day to improve the compliance of products with recognized standards and is proud of its 
role. in supporting the. voluntary testing and certification activities of manufacturers in the. 
United States. and around the world. 

2) GAO Report on "Burrowing" in the. Federal Workforce 

On May 1, 2006, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a report with the title, 
"Conversions of Employees from Noncareer to Career Positions, May 2001-April 2005" (GA0-
06-381). This report examined 144 federal employment cases in which employees working at 
agencies through political appointments. converted to. career federal positions. (a practice known 
as "burrowing"). 

The report found that in most of the. 144 cases, the. agencies and employees followed the proper 
procedures for political-to-career conversions .. But in 18 cases, the report found that the agencies 
and employees did not follow the proper procedures .. 

One. of these 18 cases. involved the conversion of a Schedule C Special Assistant to. the then
CPSC Chairman Hal Stratton to a Senior Executive Service. (SES) position in the agency with 
the job title, "Director, Office of International Programs and Intergovernmental Affairs, Office of 
the. Executive Director. '' GAO did not name this employee, but described the employee's 
"previous experience in the private sector,. and as an elected official to the New Mexico State. 
Legislature." (p. 68) 

The resume. you submitted to the Committee in the. course. of your nomination shows that you 
held the. same positions at the same. time as the person described in this GAO report.. 

Q: Mr. Mohorovic,. are you the CPSC employee described in the GAO report I have 
cited in the paragraph above? 

A: Yes .. I had discussed this. matter with CPSC human resources. staff previously and am 
happy to now fully explain what I understand to. have occurred. 

According to GAO, when CPSC submitted your name. to. a Qualifications Review Board (QRB) 
convened by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), the Board determined that you did not 
have. the executive. experience. required for an SES. position in the. federal government. Although 
your appointment was eventually approved by a second QRB, GAO notes. that you did not 
provide sufficient evidence to support your claim that you were a "senior manager and leader." 

Q: Mr. Mohorovic,. can you describe. in detail what your qualifications. for this SES 
position were in November, 2003? 

A: . The QRB did not determine that I did not possess the necessary executive 
experience. required for an SES position in the federal government.. Instead, the. QRB 
initially determined that my SES application did not sufficiently document my 



management experience and suggested I provide additional evidence of my leadership 
credentials. Therefore, I believe it is important to focus on these qualifications. Prior to 
my experience at CPSC, I had extensive and direct line management experience as a 
State Legislator,. in my role as the Chief of Staff to the New Mexico Senate Minority 
Staff, and as Finance Director of both the Republican Party of New Mexico and the 
campaign to Reelect Governor Gary Johnson. As for my leadership credentials, I point to 
the "200 L Leader Award" presented to me by the Greater Albuquerque Chamber of 
Commerce and my inclusion in the New Mexico Business Weekly's. ''Top Forty Under 
40" issue identifying those forty leaders under the age of forty "dedicated to changing the 
status quo in New Mexico." While a more exhaustive list is contained within my actual 
SES application, I believe these examples provide meaningful insight into the 
management and leadership qualifications the. QRB ultimately deemed sufficient in this. 
specific area. 

Q: Can you explain how you were more qualified than the 23 other people who 
applied for this.job? 

A: By my understanding, GAO reports that twenty-four candidates applied for the 
position. An independent CPSC Executive Resource Board comprised of non-political, 
career, SES. senior executives. reviewed the. applications, according to,. as I understand, all 
relevant statutes. and regulations. governing such decisions. The GAO report cites. that I 
was the highest rated candidate among the total applicant pool. I do not know and was 
not allowed to know who from the CPSC comprised the ERB, nor do I know of any other 
applicants so I cannot speak to their qualifications relative to my own .. 

Q: How did you respond when the QRB determined that you did not have the senior 
management experience for this SES job? 

A: The QRB did not determine that I did not have the senior management experience. 
necessary for the position. Instead, the QRB initially determined that my SES application 
did not sufficiently document my management experience and suggested I provide 
additional evidence. of my leadership credentials .. OPM's QRB forwarded the. written 
rationale. for its. decision to me via the CPSC Office of Human Resources .. The QRB 
clearly anticipated a revised application, inviting the agency to "present other examples 
of his experience." I revised the application to address the QRB concerns. The revised 
application was. approved by a second QRB at OPM comprised of entirely different 
career-SES participants .. Although the second QRB did not make. any specific comment 
on the application, it is apparent that they believed that the comments of the first QRB 
were successfully addressed in the revised application. 

Throughout the process, the CPSC followed standard SES procedure . .. There. is nothing 
unusual about the re-submission of applications to the QRB. CPSC has followed this 
procedure before in the case of other applicants for a career SES position. In these cases, 
after the candidate was initially asked to amend their application by the. QRB, the 
candidate made revisions and re-submitted their application. And second QRBs 



approved those candidates. Such outcomes are identical to what transpired with my 
application. 

Q: How did you respond to the charge that you were not qualified for this job, and 
that you won the job through political influence rather than through a fair application 
process? 

A: I would take strong issue with any such allegation or comment. At the time of my 
application, the QRB, composed of non-political, career SES managers from other federal 
agencies, ultimately agreed that I had the skills and experience necessary to. lead the 
CPSC Office of International Programs and Intergovernmental Affairs. The applicants 
were also rated internally at the CPSC by non-political, career SES senior managers. The 
selection process. was in no way subject to. political influence. The GAO did not 
conclude that it was. nor has there ever been an allegation of the same. to my knowledge. 

Q: How do you respond today to the charge that you were not qualified for this job, 
and that you won the job through political influence rather than through a fair application 
process? 

A: I would likewise take issue with any such comment. I stand behind my solid 
record of public service as. testament to my qualifications for the job. For two. years, I 
directed and led the groundbreaking work of the CPSC Office of International Programs, 
work that directly established and led to the foundation for the direct international 
cooperation the CPSC experiences today with a number of countries with regard to the 
shaiing of product safety information and expertise . . The. International. Programs efforts I 
led aimed at taking the U.S. safety message directly to the. source- clearly articulating the 
standards. and expectations of the U.S. government to international consumer product 
manufacturers. 

The Senate Commerce Committee found this episode troubling. In its report on S. 2045, the 
"Consumer Product Safety Commission Reform Act of 2007" (Repo1t # 110-265), the 
Committee specifically discusses the. GAO report I describe. above and criticizes. the CPSC for 
"promoting a nonqualified appointee working for then Chairman Stratton to a Senior Executive 
Service (SES) position." (p. 3) The Committee strongly encouraged the. CPSC "to. develop a 
human resource selection protocol to ensure that non-political Commission staff have clear 
opportunities. for development and promotion, and that candidates for SES position be 
technically qualified for the demands of that position." (p. 4) 

Q: Mr. Mohorovic, given these allegations of political favoritism, how can you 
assure me that you are not going to inappropriately politicize the CPSC? 



A: I do not believe these allegations have merit so there should be no such concern. 
You can be assured that, if confirmed, I will do everything in my power to ensure that the 
CPSC continues to adhere. to merit system principles of fair and open competition. 

Q: Can you please discuss how you would, in the words of the Committee report, 
"ensure. that non-political Commission staff have clear opportunities for development and 
promotion"? . 

A: Ensuring that the CPSC has an effective human resources development plan for 
the qualified promotion of non-political staff is primarily within the sphere of the CPSC 
Chairman .. However, to extent proper, I will work with the Chairman and the Director of 
Human Resources. to ensure a process by which defined personnel and activity goals are 
set for staff with clear delineation of career-laddering opportunities within CPSC and 
externally within the Federal workforce. 

Senator Nelson 

1) In your committee. questionnaire you noted that one of your priorities if confirmed as a 
Commissioner will be pursuing the. harmonization of standards. 

Q: Can you provide additional information about what types of activities you plan to 
pursue in that area? 

A: Thank you for the. question. I was not able to fully elucidate this in my oral and 
written testimony, but I believe it is a critical issue going forward for the CPSC. The US 
and international regulatory landscape for consumer products is evolving extremely 
rapidly .. As. these new standards. and requirements evolve, there is. ample room for the. 
CPSC to engage on an international basis. to ensure that if the same objective is being 
sought (e.g., 100 parts per million of lead in children 's products), that the same or similar 
testing, certification and enforcement will occur. In my experience, such is not generally 
the case today .. I will work as. a commissioner to ensure that harmonization does not in 
any way reduce the protection of American consumers that U.S. standards provide but 
instead encourages similar standards abroad and reductions in redundancies and 
inefficiencies. 

Q: Since standards vary substantially from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, how do you 
harmonize without potentially impacting safety? Do you harmonize up to the highest 
standard - or look for something else? 

A: There a number of ways to accomplish harmonization without any reduction in 
consumer safety. Having spent the last 10 years in the consumer safety testing industry, I 
believe. this. to. indeed be the case. For example, there. exists. a "drop test" to determine 
the presence or absence of small parts that could cause a choking hazard in young 
children's. products. As it turns out, however, the drop test is almost identical for the US 
and European markets, with only slight variations in the height of the drop and the 



flooring underneath. This, in my mind, is a prime example of where standards can and 
should be harmonized to ensure both safety and efficiencies for international commerce. 
I would look for approaches consistent with President Obama's Executive. Order 13609. 
The end goal might not be harmonization of a standard in all cases. CPSC and other 
jurisdictions may explore ways to reduce unnecessary differences in regulatory 
requirements through mutual recognition agreements or other vehicles to reduce 
regulatory trade burdens without subjecting American consumers to. increased consumer 
product safety risk .. Many international differences in standards are not based on 
differences in risk assessment and str.ingency of protection but local and parochial 
practices which will benefit from dialogue and scrutiny to avoid unnecessary nontariff 
trade barriers. 

2) In your written testimony, you stated that you would like to further consult members of the 
international safety community for ideas and information that could further inform CPSC 
decision making. 

Q: To that end, do. you support efforts by CPSC staff to enter into further information 
sharing agreements with foreign product safety regulators? 

A: Generally speaking, yes, I do. As. the former Director of International Programs 
at the. CPSC,. I have seen first-hand how important it is. for the. CPSC and its. cohort 
agencies internationally to share product safety information, and sometimes on an urgent 
basis. If there. are unnecessary barriers to that sharing of information, and barriers that 
can be reduced or eliminated by the CPSC,. consistent with its. laws and regulations, then I 
would generally support such efforts. 

3) Section 6(b) of the Consumer Product Safety Act generally prohibits Commission disclosure 
of information obtained about a consumer product if that information names or otherwise 
identifies the. manufacturer or the name of such consumer product, unless. the. manufacturer 
consents to release of the information. 

This. is. true even where. the consumer product is. linked to a serious injury or death. 

Q: Do you support the current version of section 6(b), or do you think it should be 
changed to provide additional flexibility? 

A: It would be. premature. for me to comment on this. matter,. which is. of course. the 
subject of a pending regulatory action by the CPSC. However, I would opine that any 
effort to make what I know to be a currently paper- and mail-based notice system more 
modern and efficient would likely be a desirable outcome from both the. agency and its 
stakeholders. 

Senator Wicker 

1) Upholstered furniture flammability is. an issue. of importance to my constituents , due. to the 
number of people who are employed in this sector in Mississippi. State regulators .in 



California, after years of deliberation and research, have developed a furniture flammability 
standard that focuses on smolder ignition. Do you agree or disagree with the California 
approach, and what are. your views. on the. need for a national furniture flammability 
standard? 

A: Thank you Senator. Because the issue you raise is the subject of an open and ongoing 
rulemaking before the. CPSC, I am unable. to comment on the specifics of your question. 
However,. I am generally familiar with this issue and its. implications. to both the. US and 
international furniture industry, and assure you that, if confirmed, I will make every effort to 
ensure that the. Commission's. actions are consistent with both consumer safety and US and 
international harmonization of standards. and requirements . . 

2) It is my understanding that the Commission is considering adopting a mandatory rulemaking 
that would call for use. of a specific flesh-sensing technology by certain bench-top table. saw 
manufacturers. Could the adoption of such a rulemaking stifle competition in the marketplace 
for tabletop. saws or make such saws prohibitively expensive for some consumers to. 
purchase? What is your view on the need for such a mandatory regulation?. 

A:. As. with the previous question. and with all due. respect,. because. this. is. the. subject 
of an open rulemaking before the. agency, I am unable to opine on that specific matter. 
This is no doubt an important issue and all aspects of a possible standard should be 
carefully considered, and I assure. you that, if confirmed, I will do. so .. 

Senator Scott 

1) In carrying out its. mission of protecting the public against unreasonable risks. of injury. the. 
Commission often relies. on voluntary standards in partnership with the involved industries. It 
is. my understanding that even though an important industry in my state has worked to 
develop enhanced table saw safety standards, which are currently working to significantly 
reduce. user injuries, the. Commission is. considering proposing a mandatory standard that 
could essentially eliminate the most portable and affordable saws. from the market. Can you 
assure me that you will give full and fair consideration to existing voluntary standards and 
their relative impact on consumers when considering the imposition of new mandatory 
standards? 

A: I fully agree. that voluntary standards are incredibly important to ensuring the safety of 
products for American consumers. While I am not fully knowledgeable. of all of the. details 
and current status of the particular issue of table saws (which is undergoing active regulatory 
consideration by the CPSC) I can assure you that I will give this important issue my full and 
immediate consideration should I be confirmed. 

Senator Mark Pryor 

Question for Mr .. Joseph Mohorovic. 
Question 1. When we met,. I asked you if there. would be any controversy surrounding your 
nomination. While. you said there. was none, I have been reminded of a GAO report that focused 



on a potential impropriety of your transition from a noncareer, political appointee at the 
Commission, to a career position. Please explain what happened, and whether or not this should 
factor into your nomination? 

Answer: Thank you for the question, Senator. First, I do not believe this issue to be a controversy 
and am surprised to. see it raised in relation to my confirmation. That said, 1 do appreciate the 
opportunity to set the record straight on this matter.. Having reviewed the GAO report and all 
relevant information it addresses in detail, it is clear to me that the CPSC used proper appointing 
authorities and adhered to merit system principles of fair and open competition in selecting a 
candidate who. successfully competed to fill the career SES vacancy. CPSC staff followed all 
applicable procedures. and reviewed all applicants without bias before choosing a candidate. to 
submit to the Qualification Review Board (QRB). 

CPSC advertised the position vacancy as. CPSC-001-04, in accordance with the. procedures set 
forth at 5 C.F.R. §317.50l(b)(2). Next, the CPSC Executive Resource Board (ERB), composed 
of career SES. managers,. conducted the merit staffing process. as. required by subsection ( c) of the 
regulation. The independent CPSC ERB comprised of non-political, career, SES senior 
executives reviewed the twenty four applications. The GAO report cites. that I was the highest 
rated candidate among the total applicant pool as. scored exclusively by non-political, career, 
CPSC SES managers .. None. of these managers were political appointees .. This. process was. 
performed according to all OPM merit-based hiring procedures. 

The CPSC then submitted me as the best qualified applicant to. a QRB at OPM, in accordance 
with 5. C.F.R.. §317.502 . . The. review is. conducted by OPM completely independent of CPSC. 

OPM. initially determined that my SES application did not sufficiently document my 
management experience and suggested I provide additional evidence of my leadership 
credentials. OPM's. QRB forwarded the written rationale. for its. decision to me via the CPSC 
Office of Human Resources. The QRB clearly anticipated a revised application, inviting the. 
agency to. "present other examples of his experience." . I revised the. application to. address the 
QRB concerns. The. revised application was approved by a second QRB at OPM comprised of 
entirely different career-SES participants. Although the second QRB did not make any specific 
comment on the application, it is apparent that they believed that the. comments of the. first QRB 
were successfully addressed in the. revised application. 

Throughout the process, the CPSC followed standard SES procedure. There is nothing unusual 
about the. re-submission of applications to the. QRB. CPSC has. followed this procedure before in 
the case. of other applicants for a career SES. position. In these cases, after the candidate. was. 
initially asked to amend their application by the QRB, the candidate made revisions and re
submitted their application. And second QRBs approved those candidates. Such outcomes are 
identical to what transpired with my application. 

Reviewing the GAO report and all relevant information, it is. clear that the CPSC used proper 
appointing authorities and adhered to merit system principles of fair and open competition in 
selecting me as a candidate who successfully competed to fill the SES vacancy. CPSC staff 
followed all applicable procedures and reviewed all applicants without bias. before choosing a 



candidate to submit to the QRB. CPSC did not engage in any prohibited personnel practices, nor 
does GAO allege otherwise. For these reasons, I do not believe this to be an issue that should 
factor into my confirmation. 
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QUESTIONS FOR MR. JOSEPH P •. MOHOROVIC: 

Question 1. What do you believe is the CPSC's core mission?. 

Answer: I believe the CPSC's. core. mission is. well-defined in the 2011-2016 Strategic 
Plan .. CPSC's mission is to protect the public against unreasonable risks. of injury from 
consumer products. through education, safety standards activities, regulation and 
enforcement. 

Question 2 . . Do you think the CPSC's budget is adequate to achieve this mission? 

Answer: Of course I would need to review the resourcing recommendations of the staff, 
but I haven't seen any reason to believe that current funding levels are inadequate. In 
fact, I note that the CPSC is operating under a budget surplus and the Commission is 
making adjustments. accordingly to. the FY 2014 Operating Plan .. 

Question 3. Where do you find the greatest need for more resources or more focus by the 
Commission? 

Answer: From 1998 to 2007, the. amount of consumer products under CPSC's jurisdiction 
impo1ted from China alone quadrupled. With almost one million importers and over 
three hundred ports of entry, it is indisputable that the challenge of ensuring compliant 
imports. is. daunting. CPS IA doubled funding levels. for CPSC. But that funding came 
with significant new mandates to enforce as well.. I believe that modernization of 
CPSC's import compliance program presents. the greatest need for more resources and 
focus by the Commission. 

Question 4. Now that the CPSC is nearly done with its. rulemaking work as mandated under the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, what other priorities should the 
Commission focus on? 

Answer: I believe the. CPSC should focus on addressing the compliance of imports. The 
vast majority of products under CPSC jurisdiction are. imported . . And a disproportionate 
share of recalled products comes from imported products. I can think of no better way of 
assuring consumer safety than by ensuring the. compliance of imports to U.S. safety 
expectations. To accomplish this, I believe. a two-prong strategy is necessary. 
First, foreign suppliers must understand the. safety expectations of consumer products 
bound for the United States. I believe success will be had by better leveraging existing 
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communication networks including international consumer groups, retail networks, the 
testing community, manufacturing and standard developing organization networks. 
Second,. CPSC must conduct a robust and effective import surveillance program. I would 
like to see CPSC work with Customs & Border Protection to develop public-private 
partnerships that facilitate the fast flow of low-risk, legitimate, compliant cargo. I would 
also like to see CPSC's import screening methods incorporate the most sophisticated 
techniques and the best data to leverage resow-ces and intercept non-compliant cargo at 
higher rates. 

Question 5. You have worked for lntertek - a company whose business is to conduct third-party 
testing - for many years. What will you bring from this job that will inform your work as a 
Commissioner? 

Answer: After having spent almost a decade working for one of the largest international 
providers of quality assurance and safety services to the consumer goods industry, I 
understand intimately the challenges faced by manufacturers and retailers operating in 
global supply chains. With an enduring commitment to public service, I'd like to offer 
my risk management skillset to help modernize the CPSC and effectively regulate for 
safety in the 21st Century. 
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Ranking Member John Thune 
Questions for the Record 

Nomination of Robert Adler to. be 
Commissioner, Consumer Product Safety Commission (Reappointment) 

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Hearing on June 11, 2014 

1) In January and July 2011, President Obama issued Executive Orders 13563 and 
13579 calling on regulatory agencies to "afford the public a meaningful opportunity 
to comment" during the rule-making process,. "use the best, most innovative, and 
least burdensome tools for achieving regulatory ends" and to "take into account 
benefits and costs [of regulation], both quantitative and qualitative." The President 
also asked independent regulatory agencies to formulate plans for the retrospective 
review of existing regulations in order to "determine whether any such regulations 
should be modified, streamlined, expanded, or repealed so as to make the agency's 
regulatory program more effective or less burdensome in achieving regulatory 
objectives." 

Please provide a detailed explanation of what steps the CPSC has taken to comply 
with these Executive Orders . . 

Although as. an independent agency, the Consumer Product Safety Commission is. not 
legally obligated to comply with Executive. Orders, we. always strive within the 
framework of our governing statutes. to. follow the spirit of Presidential Executive Orders. 
With respect to Executive. Orders 13563 and 13579,. in order for me to respond 
adequately, I need to briefly review the. history of the CPSC's rulemaking. I do. so to 
make. the. point that we have undertaken both the. promulgation of regulations and their 
retrospective review in the full spirit of the policies incorporated in the Executive Orders. 
So,. I begin with several observations: 

l. Since 198 1, the CPSC has. been required under amendments. to the Consumer Product 
Safety Act (and the other acts it enforces} to conduct an extensive cost-benefit 
analysis when we. promulgate safety rules .. Under these amendments, our cost-benefit 
approach is as comprehensive, if not more. so, as. that set forth in any Executive. Order 
issued by the. Office of the President. 

2. Over the. years, the. CPSC has. promulgated extremely few mandatory safety ru]es 
requiring cost-benefit analyses, a grand total of nine in thirty three years - or about 
one every 3.5 years.--: opting instead to work with the voluntary standards sector and 
to negotiate individual Corrective Action Plans for the recall of specific hazardous. 
products. 

3. Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, the CPSC chose to undertake a 
retrospective review of every safety rule under its.jurisdiction from its beginning, not 
just those identified as having a "substantial impact on a number of small entities" 
(and, therefore, requiring a mandatory review). 
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4. In addition to the retrospective review of agency regulations mandated by the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act, the CPSC has voluntarily undertaken a comprehensive 
review of its regulations. in recent years in a spirit consistent with Executive Order 
13563 and anticipates. continuing to do so in the future. 

Least Burdensome Tools: With respect to our utilization of the least burdensome tools for 
achieving our regulatory ends, in 1981, Congress added a broad and comprehensive. set of 
cost-benefit requirements to the. Consumer Product Safety Act (and the other acts 
enforced by the CPSC) for consumer product safety rules promulgated by the CPSC. 
These provisions, contained in section 9 of the CPSA, easily match, if not surpass, in 
their stringency and scope. the cost-benefit provisions of the various Executive Orders on 
cost-benefit analysis recommended by the Office of Management and Budget. Among 
other things, they require the CPSC, prior to promulgating almost every safety rule, to: 

• Make findings. with respect to the degree and nature of the risk of injury the. rule is. 
designed to eliminate or reduce; the approximate number of consumer products, or 
types or classes thereof, subject to such rule; the need of the public for the consumer 
products. subject to such rule,. and the. probable effect of such rule. on the utility, cost,. 
or availability of such products to meet such need; and any means of achieving the 
objective of the order while minimizing adverse effects on competition or disruption 
or dislocation of manufacturing and other commercial practices consistent with the 
public health and safety. 

• Prepare a final regulatory analysis of the rule containing the following information: a 
description of the potential benefits and potential costs. of the. rule, including costs. and 
benefits that cannot be. quantified in monetary terms, and the. identification of those 
likely to receive the benefits and bear the costs; a description of any alternatives to 
the final rule which were considered by the Commission, together with a summary 
description of their potential benefits and costs and a brief explanation of the reasons 
why these alternatives were. not chosen; a summary of any significant issues. raised by 
the comments submitted during the public comment period in response to the 
preliminary regulatory analysis, and a summary of the assessment by the Commission 
of such issues .. 

• Find that the rule (including its effective date) is reasonably necessary to eliminate or 
reduce. an unreasonable. risk of injury associated with the product;. that the 
promulgation of the rule is in the. public interest; in the. case of a rule declaring the 
product a banned hazardous product, that no feasible consumer product safety 
standard under the CPSA would adequately protect the public from the unreasonable 
risk of injury associated with the product;. in the case of a rule which relates to a risk 
of injury with respect to which persons who would be. subject to such rule have 
adopted and implemented a voluntary consumer product safety standard that 
compliance with such voluntary consumer product safety standard is not likely to 
result in the elimination or adequate. reduction of such risk of injury~ or it is. unlikely 
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that there will be substantial compliance with such voluntary consumer product safety 
standard. 

• Find that the. benefits expected from the rule bear a reasonable. relation to its costs and 
that rule imposes the least burdensome requirement, which prevents or adequately 
reduces the risk of injury for which the. rule is. being promulgated. 

• Give interested persons an opportunity for the oral presentation of data, views, or 
arguments, in addition to an oppo1tunity to make. written submissions .. 

Speaking from personal experience, I note that the analysis and findings contained in 
section 9 of the CPSA (and similar provisions. in other acts. the agency enforces) have 
resulted in rulemaking proceedings that span years of effort and cost the agency millions. 
of dollars. I do. not believe that one could reasonably expect any more analysis by a 
regulatory agency,. especially one with such limited resources that is directed to save the 
lives of young children. 

Making The Agency's Regulatory Program More Effective or Less Burdensome in 
Achieving Regulatory Objectives: Both in response to the extremely detailed, time
consuming requirements in section 9 of the CPSA and because. of its success in working 
with the voluntary standards. sector. the. CPSC has. opted, wherever possible, to look to 
the promulgation and strengthening of voluntary standards. as an alternative. to developing 
mandatory standards. The Commission, of course,. has always retained the option to 
undertake mandatory rulemaking where voluntary standards have proven to be 
inadequate. As I noted, the burdens of mandatory rulemaking have resulted in the 
Commission's. promulgation of only nine standards. in the 3 3 years since the. 1981 
amendments . . In sharp. contrast, the. Commission has actively participated in the 
development or enhancement of hundreds of voluntary standards in that same time 
period. As I shall mention, the Commission's infrequent promulgation of mandatory 
rules and reliance on voluntary standards has. not gone without criticism in Congress,. 
especially when it comes. to protecting the lives and safety of young children. 

There. are. limits. on the use. of voluntary standards in protecting American consumers, but 
they have, of necessity,. become. important tools. in CPSC' s approach to product safety. 

CPSC and the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA): Section 610 of the RFA requires 
agencies to periodically review rules that have a significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. Each agency is. required to publish a plan demonstrating its. 
approach to its review . . Accordingly, as far back as September 1981,. the CPSC published 
its plan for reviewing existing rules under the RF A, as well as subsequent rules within 10 
years of their publication. 

The CPSC has gone far beyond the requirements of the RF A in its plan. In fact, the 
agency not only has solicited and reviewed comments for rules that we have determined 
would have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities, we 
have actually conducted a review of every safety rule under our jurisdiction .. In addition 
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to soliciting comments from the general public in the Federal Register, we have directly 
contacted affected parties and their trade associations through appropriate trade 
publications. Moreover, the Commission has made an effort personally to contact those 
persons who submitted comments during the earlier rulemaking proceedings .. Based on 
the information received in the comments, as well as other information available to the 
Commission, CPSC staff has then conducted an assessment of the degree of economic 
impact on small entities and sought to identify appropriate actions required to minimize 
the impact on those. entities consistent with the. objective of the statute. under which the 
regulations were issued. 

Under section 610(b) of the RFA, the Commission has sought comments on, and 
reviewed its rules according to, the following. factors: (1) the continued need for the.rule; 
(2) the nature of complaints or comments received concerning the rule from the public; 
(3) the complexity of the rule; (4) the extent to which the rule overlapped, duplicated, or 
conflicted with other federal rules (and the Commission also considered, to the extent 
feasible, the extent to which the rule overlapped, duplicated, or conflicted with state. and 
local government rules); and (5) the length of time since the rule had been evaluated or 
the degree to which technology, economic conditions, or other factors had changed in the 
area affected by the rule. 

Since 1981 and the passage of the RFA, our agency has carefully reviewed its. 
regulations. This effort has continued over the last 30-plus years. On the whole, I 
believe these reviews have. been good both for consumers and the regulated community. 
Under the RFA (and other provisions of the. CPSA requiring rule reviews), the 
Commission has issued reports involving 17 rules under the CPSA, as well as nine rules. 
promulgated under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA), eight rules under the 
Flammable Fabrics Act (FFA), and four rules under the Poison Prevention Packaging Act 
(PPPA). 

Voluntary Regulatory Review Efforts: In addition to the rule reviews required by the 
RFA, the Commission also has recently voluntarily undertaken efforts to review its 
regulations in a manner consistent with the spirit of Executive Order 13563 and similar 
Executive Orders. Specifically, almost ten years ago, the Commission published a notice 
in the Federal Register announcing a pilot rule review program. In the notice, the agency 
committed itself to using OMB's. Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART) to help 
provide a consistent approach to rating programs across the federal government. 

In the notice, the Commission listed four rules for review, and asked for public comment 
on each regulation. Specifically, the notice asked: 1) whether the regulation is consistent 
with CPSC program goals, 2) whether the regulation is consistent with other CPSC 
regulations, 3) whether the regulation is current with respect to technology, economic. or 
market conditions, and other mandatory or voluntary standards, and 4) whether the 
regulation could be streamlined to minimize regulatory burdens, particularly those 
affecting small businesses. 
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Out of this pilot program, the Commission then conducted annual reviews that looked at 
four to six rules per year in 2005, 2006, and 2007. From this review, the CPSC clarified 
its rules regarding standards for carpets, rugs and bicycles . . In addition, the Commission 
also recently established projects to examine amendments to. the electrical toy and 
cigarette and multi-purpose lighter rules. 

We continue the. review process today. In the coming years, staff will be looking at ways 
to. maximize openness. and public participation, as well as. ways to most effectively target 
rules that may require revision, repeal, or strengthening to protect the public against the 
risk of unreasonable danger from consumer products. If re-confirmed, I assure you that I 
will follow this. process closely. 

In addition,. specifically please: 

2) Identify existing CPSC regulations. that you believe. to. be outmoded, ineffective, or 
excessively burdensome. 

As I have noted above, CPSC staff is currently engaged in a comprehensive review of all 
existing agency rules pursuant to the. mandate. in the Regulatory Flexibility Act. . I am 
comfortable with the staff approach, which is a methodical and thorough review of 
agency rules .. 

a. List all of what you believe to be outdated or obsolete reporting requirements 
for the. CPSC ... 

Like all other federal agencies and departments,. the CPSC faces a multitude of 
requirements for filing reports with the Congress and OMB. I believe that most 
of these reporting requirements provide those who. oversee us. with the necessary 
information to maintain accountability over the. agency. To the extent that our 
reports are carefully scrutinized,. I believe that they serve a useful purpose .. 

I support periodic review of required reports. to identify outdated, obsolete, or 
duplicative reporting requirements .. I know the Government Performance and 
Results Modernization Act directed the Office of Management and Budget to 
provide to Congress a list of Congressionally-mandated reports that agencies 
believe. require Congressional modification .. In compiling a list of reports, OMB 
sought the advice of agencies and departments. including the CPSC. CPSC staff 
identified two reports . . Specifically,. the CPSC Inspector General recommended 
the consolidation of two duplicative annual reports regarding Inspector General 
reviews of improvements and employee complaints concerning the CPSC. This 
recommendation was also included in S. 2109, the. Government Reports. 
Elimination Act of 2014, introduced on March 11 , 2014 by Senator Mark Warner, 
and cosponsored by Senators Claire McCaskill and Kelly Ayotte. 

b. Provide a plan to. this. Committee. within 60 days outlining specific actions 
you plan to take. to ensure that the CPSC aggressively implements burden 
reduction opportunities and a timetable for when those. actions. will occur. 
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During my time as Acting Chairman I have taken specific actions to attempt to 
reduce the cost of third party testing requirements consistent with assuring 
compliance. with any applicable consumer product safety rule, ban, standard, or 
regulation. These actions have included holding an all-day forum, on April 3, 
2014, on burden reduction open to all stakeholders. At this forum, we heard 
numerous thoughtful nominations of ideas. from our stakeholders for product 
determinations. Unfortunately,. because of the. highly technical nature of many of 
these suggestions, CPSC scientific staff must carefully test the claims made by the 
participants. As I mentioned at my re-nomination hearing, one of the most 
promising suggestions for exempting phthalate testing based on the hardness of 
plastics. has been shown not to be accurate. Following the forum, several 
stakeholders asked the Commission to reopen the record so they could submit 
more information to our staff for consideration in making the scientific case for 
determinations .. The record will remain open until July 16, 2014, and I look 
forward to reviewing the comments and ideas we receive. 

In addition, last month, I introduced an amendment to the Commission's. 2014 
Mid-Year Review and Proposed Operating Plan Adjustments to examine potential 
ways. to reduce third party testing costs. through determinations consistent with 
assuring compliance. with underlying requirements. The. amendment was. adopted .. 
lt provides funds for a study to assist the Commission in determining whether 
untreated wood or other natural materials. are materials that do not, and will not, 
contain any of the eight specific heavy metals in levels. that exceed allowable 
limits. listed in the. mandatory Toy Standard, ASTM F-963 ... Because wood was on 
the list of determinations for lead first published in August 2009 in the Federal 
Register, and currently found at 16 CPR§ 1500.91 , that identify those products or 
product components that will never contain violative amounts of lead, I am 
hopeful that this. study will find similar results for the eight heavy metals. listed in 
ASTM F-963. 

In terms of steps I would take upon re-confirmation as a Commissioner,. I look 
forward to working with my colleagues, particularly Chairman-nominee, Elliot 
Kaye, to continue to seek ways to reduce third party testing requirements 
consistent with assuring compliance with any applicable. consumer product safety 
rule, ban, standard,. or regulation.. During his nomination hearing, he agreed to 
provide such a plan 60 days from his. confirmation as. Chairman on this. topic, and 
I assure the Committee I will work closely with Mr. Kaye on this plan. 

c.. Provide detailed recommendations on how you would propose to increase. 
public participation in CPSC's rulemaking. process, and how you would 
propose to reduce. uncertainty in the. CPSC's. rulemaking process. 

I believe that the CPSC's approach to public participation is among the most 
comprehensive. in the federal government.. . Since the. agency was. first established,. 
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we have stressed the importance of promoting public participation. Here are 
some examples of the ways that the agency has. addressed this important issue: 

• Open Meetings Policy: Unlike most other agencies, whenever CPSC 
employees meet with outside parties on matters. of substantial interest, we 
require that the meetings be. announced in advance in our public calendar and 
provide. that any member of the public, including the press,. who wishes to can 
attend the meeting. See 16 CFR§ 1012, et seq .. 

• Freedom of Information Act: CPSC has one. of the most liberal FOIA policies 
in the federal government.. . As part of that policy, the agency states that even 
records that may be exempted from disclosure will be made available as a 
matter of discretion when disclosure is. not prohibited by law or is not against 
the public interest. . See 16 CPR§ 1015, et seq. 

• Oral Presentations. in Regulatory Proceedings: Unlike most other regulatory 
agencies, rulemaking under Section 9. of the Consumer Product Safety Act (15 
U.S.C. 2058(d)(2)) and Section 4 of the Flammable Fabrics. Act (15 U.S.C. 
l l 93(d)} require. the agency to provide. interested persons an opportunity for 
the oral presentation of data, views, or arguments in addition to the 
opportunity to make written submissions .. See 16CPR§1052. 

• Publicly Available. Database:. Pursuant to section 6A of the Consumer Product 
Safety Improvement Act of 2008, the Commission, in March 2011, 
established a user-friendly product safety database. in which members of the 
public. can report and read about risks of harm associated with consumer 
products .. See. 16 CPR§ 1102, et seq. 

• Annual Priorities Public Hearing: . Section 4(j) of the. Consumer Product 
Safety Act (CPSA) (15 U.S.C. 2053(j)) requires the. Commission to establish 
an agenda for action under the laws it administers and, to the extent feasible, 
to select priorities. for action at least 30 days before the beginning of each 
fiscal year. Section 4(j) of the CPSA provides further that before establishing 
its agenda and priorities, the Commission. must conduct a public hearing and 
provide an opportunity for the submission of comments .. 

• Contributions to Costs. of Participants in Development of Consumer Product 
Safety Rules: In appropriate cases, the Commission will contribute to the 
costs of those who participate in its. rulemaking proceedings, particularly 
where. consumer participants need to acquire technical expertise .. 
See 16 CFR § 1105. 

With respect to reducing uncertainty, I believe that the. agency maintains an 
effective, open line of communication to. the regulated community, both in 
communicating its. intentions. and in listening to feedback from this community . . I 
do not see that our approach to the regulatory process promotes substantial 
uncertainty. One specific approach that I believe Congress could take to reduce 
uncertainty in our processes would be to provide greater flexibility for CPSC 
rulemaking .. At the moment,. whenever we. follow the. burdensome procedures in 
the various. acts. we enforce, years. may pass before we enact a rule, and that, no 
doubt, leaves many stakeholders in a state of uncertainty. 
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d. Provide. detailed. recommendations on how you would propose to improve 
coordination with other federal agencies to eliminate. redundant, inconsistent, 
and. overlapping regulations. 

The CPSC on a regular basis enters into Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) 
with fellow agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency, the Food and 
Drug Administration, the. Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and 
Customs. and Border Protection, to coordinate. our regulatory approaches to the 
extent permitted by our respective laws. On the whole, I think these agreements 
have. been quite successful in eliminating redundant,. inconsistent, and overlapping 
regulations. 

3) Through passage of H.R. 2715 in August 2011, Congress mandated. that the CPSC 
issue regulations to. reduce. third party testing costs. consistent with assuring 
compliance with rules, bans, standards and regulations. The. deadline for issuing 
those. Congressionally-mandated regulations was. August 2012. H.R .. 2715 clearly 
directs the agency to reduce unnecessary testing burdens that are. killing small 
businesses and have. prevented small businesses from entering into the. children's. 
product market .. This should be an agency priority. 

At a recent hearing on the. CPSC midyear review of the budget, your colleague 
Commissioner Buerkle proposed an amendment to develop a plan to reduce. third 
party testing burdens. Each of these proposed rules would amend well-functioning 
regulations. that have been in place. for years and. would. advance. safety. She. stated. 
that she was extremely disappointed in the agency's progress to fulfill H.R. 2715's 
mandate. to provide meaningful relief to. reduce. third party testing burdens.. You 
have. stated time and again that the Commission does not have the resources to 
reduce testing burdens, and yet the. Commission has. recently proposed. three. 
regulations that are not congressionally mandated .. 

Why has the Commission failed to responsibly respond to a Congressional mandate. 
that it reduce the. third party testing burden?. 

To the. best of my knowledge, I have never stated that the. Commission. does not have the 
resources to reduce testing burdens. I have also stated that bmden reduction is and 
remains a high priority item for me. Further, I have said that we are a very small agency 
with limited resources for the. many worthy projects, including burden reduction, before 
us. 

As I stated before the Committee during my June 11 re-nomination hearing, Congress, in 
section 2(a)(3) of P.L .. 112-28, did not simply direct CPSC to address. third party testing 
burden reduction. Instead, the mandate in that law was, within a year, to seek public 
comment on opportunities "to. reduce the cost of third party testing requirements 
consistent with assuring compliance with any applicable consumer product safety rule,. 
ban,. standard,. or regulation." We have done that and have dedicated many staff months 
to assessing the various approaches suggested in the law and in the many comments we 
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received in response to our Requests for Information (RFI) published in the Federal 
Register. 

A solid consensus has emerged from the many commenters who have. responded to our 
requests for information. Most see little potential burden reduction in Commission 
initiatives that retain third party testing costs. Instead, they seek to have the Commission 
expand on a list of determinations for lead first published in August 2009 in the Federal 
Register and currently found at 16 CFR § 1500.91. This list identifies those products or 
product components that will never contain violative amounts of lead. Once a 
determination is made, such products or product components need not be subject to third 
party testing. Ideally, based on technical and scientific data, we will be able to expand 
this list both to include more materials and to also find materials. that are used in the 
manufacture of children's products that will never contain violative amounts of 
phthalates or the eight heavy metals found in ASTM F-963. 

The Commission, on April 3, 2014, held an all-day forum on burden reduction and heard 
numerous thoughtful nominations. from our stakeholders for product determinations. 
Unfortunately, because of the highly technical nature of many of these suggestions, 
CPSC scientific staff must carefully test the claims made by the participants. As I 
mentioned at my re-nomination hearing, one of the most promising suggestions for 
exempting phthalate testing based on the hardness of plastics has been shown not to be 
accurate. Nevertheless, the Commission and its staff are proceeding with our work and 
we hope to provide testing relief as we confirm the scientific validity of the various 
suggestions. 

In addition, last month, I introduced an amendment to the Commission 's 2014 Mid-Year 
Review and Proposed Operating Plan Adjustments to examine potential ways to reduce 
third party testing costs through determinations consistent with assuring compliance with 
underlying requirements. The amendment was adopted. It provides funds for a study to 
assist the Commission in determining whether untreated wood or other natural materials 
are materials that do not, and will not, contain any of the eight specific heavy metals in 
levels that exceed allowable limits listed in the mandatory Toy Standard, ASTM F-963. 
Because wood was on the list of determinations. for lead first published in August 2009 in 
the Federal Register, and currently found at 16 CFR § 1500.91 , that identify those 
products or product components that will never contain violative amounts of lead, I am 
hopeful that this study will find similar results for the eight heavy metals listed in 
ASTMF-963. 

4) In 2010 the agency issued an interpretation of unbwckable drain (in the VGB Pool & 
Spa Safety Act) which was revoked 17 months later because. you decided to change 
your vote on that matter. The change in interpretation was counter to the advice of 
the agency technical and legal staff and was done without notifying the public or 
seeking input from those who had relied on and expended resources complying with 
the. earlier interpretation. . I am deeply troubled that this shows disregard for 
process. and does not allow those impacted by a decision to have a chance to. weigh 
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in. Pool owners spent their limited, and in many cases public funds, complying with 
the federal mandate only to have their efforts negated by the reversal and without 
explanation or process. 

a. Are there other examples that you can give me where one commissioner can 
effect so drastic a reversal in policy? 

On December 19, 2007, Congress. enacted the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and 
Spa Safety Act (VGBA" or "the Act") . . The purpose of the Act was to prevent 
child drowning and entrapment in swimming pools and spas. Among other 
things, the Act imposed requirements for secondary anti-entrapment devices on 
most public pools and spas .. On April 2,. 2010, I cast a vote interpreting the term 
"unblockable drain" as permitting public pools and spas with an "unblockable 
drain cover" to comply with the Act without the necessity of installing a 
secondary anti-entrapment device ... After long and painful consideration -: and 
after many meetings with numerous stakeholders,. including trade associations, 
pool manufacturers, pool installers, drain cover manufacturers, and Safety 
Vacuum Release System (SVRS) manufacturers - I decided to join my colleagues 
in withdrawing the previous interpretation and establishing a new interpretation of 
the. term "unblockable. drain." Under this. new interpretation, the Commission 
would not allow a removable. unblockable drain cover to. render a drain 
unblockable. 

Under the. VGBA, an "unblockable drain" is defined as a "drain of any size and 
shape that a human body cannot sufficiently block to create a suction entrapment 
hazard." However,. in preparation for the vote on April 2, 2010, 1 could not find 
additional guidance in the. VGBA or its. legislative history indicating whether 
Congress. intended that that drains with unblockable drain covers could be 
considered "unblockable drains." So, when I attempted to. interpret the term, I 
found myself drawn to the definition that made the most sense to me at the time -
a definition that allowed the. use of an unblockable. drain cover to. render a drain 
unblockable. 

After the April 2010 vote, however, I received over 140 letters from citizens and 
members. of Congress. including those. wh0. were. intimately involved in drafting 
the statute, who disagreed with my interpretation of the statute .. The members of 
Congress. insisted that they did not intend that drains with unblockable. drain 
covers be considered unblockable drains. In addition, I met twice with 
Representative Debbie Wassermann Schultz, unquestionably one of the members 
of Congress most involved in writing VGBA, who reiterated this position ... 

I understand that consumers and industry alike need stability in the marketplace. 
They look to the decisions of regulators and rely on those decisions when 
purchasing, using, and manufacturing consumer products. Although I was 
hesitant at first to. reexamine my previous vote, as. a policy maker,. I believe it is 
my duty to listen to all points of view, analyze all relevant data, and, if 
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appropriate, reconsider my vote. So I took it upon myself to reexamine both the 
safety considerations associated with unblockable drain covers and the legislative 
history of the VGBA. 

I spent considerable amount of time comparing the safety of large unblockable 
drain covers to the safety of smaller, perhaps less sturdy, drain covers with a 
secondary anti-entrapment device. When I cast my vote in April 2010, I believed 
that large unblockable drain covers seemed to provide a greater measure of safety 
than smaller drain covers with secondary anti-entrapment systems. I reached that 
conclusion based on my understanding that a properly installed unblockable drain 
cover protects swimmers from a wide variety of entrapment hazards. 

In addition, I believed, if required to install a secondary system, the vast majority 
of public pools would opt for an anti-entrapment device called a Safety Vacuum 
Release System, or SVRS, and a small drain cover. The reason was simple: an 
SVRS, at the time, seemed the cheapest secondary anti-entrapment system on the 
market. I had safety concerns. regarding the use of an SVRS . . Unfortunately, an 
SVRS will not engage if a swimmer's hair becomes entangled in a drain nor will 
it trigger quickly enough in some instances to prevent a swimmer having his or 
her organs eviscerated from sitting on a drain. In other words, the usefulness of 
an SVRS is essentially limited to those instances in which a swimmer's body fully 
blocks a drain. By contrast, an unblockable drain cover carefully and properly 
installed would prevent any form of entrapment that a drain might cause. 

What made the policy call so difficult, however, was the fact that an unblockable 
drain cover can operate only if it is properly installed and stays on the drain. In 
other words, if a drain cover is removed and there is no secondary system like an 
SVRS then swimmers would be at risk of entrapment in the drain below. 
Unfortunately, we did not have any significant data regarding the. likelihood of 
drain covers coming off or staying on. But, as critics of my previous vote stated, 
all drain covers come off from time to time for seasonal maintenance - a point I 
freely concede. 

Based on the communications I received and the discussions I had with many 
stakeholders, I became persuaded that my interpretation was not what many 
Members intended when they wrote the law. Given the close call between the 
safety implications and/or benefits of the two interpretations and my belief that 
my previous interpretation was contrary to Congressional intent, I cast my vote to 
reinterpret the tenn "unblockable drain." 

I am aware that some pool owners. purchased and installed unblockable drain 
covers in reliance on the Commission's previous interpretation. It is my 
understanding, however, that the number who did so was quite limited because 
compliant unblockable drain covers turned out to be as expensive - or more 
expensive - as. the SVRS systems .. I should add, that in order to give these 
individuals sufficient time to come into compliance with our new interpretation, I 
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recommended, and the Commission agreed, to stay enforcement of our new 
interpretation until the start of the pool season the following year. 

b. Are you concerned by the precedent you have set that allows for one 
commissioner moving from minority to majority to change the outcome of a 
statutory interpretation months or even years after the issue has been 
decided, and do it without public notice and comment? 

Although interpretive rules, under the Administrative Procedure Act, do not 
require notice-and-comment procedures, I believe that my many open meetings 
over the. course of months leading up to the. vote provided most stakeholders with 
ample notice that I was re-considering my vote. The prospect of a Commissioner 
changing his or her mind during the course of service on the Commission is a real 
one. For example, at about the same time I changed my vote on unblockable 
drain covers, Chai1man Tenenbaum changed her vote on whether vacation rental 
homes with pools. could fall within VGBA'sjurisdiction. Obviously, such 
changes should be approached with great care and thought. I regret any 
disruption my changed vote caused in the market and repeat my apology to 
anyone adversely affected. 

5) Did you speak with one or more members of Congress on the issue of unblockable 
drains, as defined by the VGB Pool & Spa Safety Act, before you decided to reverse 
your decision? If so, please describe such conversations. 

As stated in my answer above, I received many letters from members of Congress urging 
me to re-consider my vote on unblockable drain covers. In addition, as described above, 
1 met twice with Congresswoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz, one. of the. primary authors. 
of the Virginia Graeme. Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act.. . Congresswoman Wasserman 
Schultz provided me with an extensive narrative about events leading up to passage of the 
VGBA. As one of the original co-sponsors of the law and a member from Florida with 
deep concerns. about drownings in her district, she. had a clear understanding about the. 
legislative intent behind the law. 

6) There. is a perception by many that CPSC has become. too political in its approach to 
product issues. How will you ensure that the CPSC appropriately considers science
based information in the Commission's. decision-making process? 

One of best features about the CPSC is its outstanding staff of technical experts, 
including engineers, epidemiologists, chemists, physicists, communications experts and 
attorneys .. This. enables. the. agency to. maintain a scientific and data-based approach to 
addressing product safety issues. I do not believe product safety should ever be based on 
partisan politics. In fact, most of the decisions at the agency - roughly 85 percent - are 
unanimous votes in accordance with staff recommendations. Of course, reasonable 
minds. can disagree regarding policy options for regulation. Different policy makers. can 
look at the same injury and fatality data and reach opposite conclusions about whether 
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those data demonstrate that an unreasonable risk of injury exists. That is a normal aspect 
of how collegial bodies with Commissioners having different policy perspectives operate. 

7} Mr .. Adler, as I noted at the. hearing, we all want to. ensure. the safety of products. in 
the marketplace. Still, the Consumer Product Safety Act is a carefully crafted 
statute. that balances. public safety and the rights of individuals engaged in lawful 
commerce.. In the. Buckyballs case, when the company did not agree. to a voluntary 
recall, the. agency sued to. mandate. a recall. Yet, rather than going to. court to seek 
an injunction against the sale. of the product during the litigation, as the law allows, 
the agency contacted retailers. and asked them to. remove the product from shelves, 
thereby nearly guaranteeing the bankruptcy of the company. If the CPSC was 
concerned. about the dangers of the product during the litigation, why did the. 
agency not follow the. law and. go to court to seek a court approved injunction? 

The law allows the Commission a variety of regulatory options that we weigh whenever 
we discover serious hazards in the. marketplace. As. alleged by CPSC staff, Buckyballs 
present an extremely serious hazard when someone,. often a young child, ingests two. or 
more. magnets .. The magnets attract each other through the. walls of the intestines 
resulting in progressive tissue injury, beginning with local inflammation and ulceration, 
progressing to. tissue. death, then perforation or fistula formation. Such conditions can 
lead to infection, sepsis,. and death. At the time. of filing an administrative complaint, 
CPSC staff had learned of more. than two dozen high-power magnet ingestion incidents, 
with at least one dozen involving Buckyballs. Surgery was required in many of the 
incidents. and ingestion of high-power magnets is. alleged to have resulted in at least one 
death . . 

What made these incidents so compelling, aside from the destructiveness of the 
ingestions, is the. fact that the magnets, by themselves, look benign and the harm from 
ingesting them does not occur immediately or obviously. In fact, as alleged in the 
Commission's complaint, doctors examining patients with ingested magnets. could find it 
difficult to give an immediate or accurate diagnosis because the symptoms mimic other 
less serious. digestive disorders, which could lead to the erroneous. belief that no treatment 
was necessary or a delay in a surgical intervention that could exacerbate life-threatening 
internal injuries. 

All of these. high-risk elements. led staff to consider a variety of options, including going 
to. various retailers to. ask them voluntarily to remove these dangerous products. Section 
15 (c) and (d) of the Consumer Product Safety Act [15 USC§ 2064(c) and (d)J authorize 
the Commission to seek remedial action not only from manufacturers, but also from 
distributors and retailers. Accordingly, in weighing options,. CPSC Compliance staff 
concluded that one effective and expeditious step would be. to work with the retailer 
community in addressing the hazard. I note that, in addition, to working with retailers, 
staff also took the rare step of filing an administrative complaint against the respondents, 
signaling their strong concerns about the hazard. 
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8) In the Buckyballs case, CPSC then sought to extend. the. "responsible corporate 
officer" doctrine to establish. personal liability for the. costs of the recall on Craig 
Zucker, one of the principals of the bankrupt company that sold Buckyballs. 

a. Did the Commission vote. to amend its complaint to seek personal liability in 
this. case? Hnot, why not? 

On July 25, 20 12,. as authorized by the Commission, CPSC staff filed an 
Administrative Complaint against Maxfield and Oberton seeking a recall of the 
magnet products sold by the. company. Subsequently, staff fi led an amended 
complaint seeking to add Craig Zucker, individually and as. an officer of Maxfield 
and Oberton,. after he dissolved Maxfield and Oberton Holdings as an additional 
respondent. The Administrative Law Judge preliminarily granted CPSC staffs 
request to add Mr. Zucker individually as a respondent. Because the Commission 
negotiated a Consent Agreement with Mr .. Zucker that supersedes the judge's 
ruling, the Commission did not rule on this issue. My own view is that, in an 
appropriate case, the Commission has the authority to include individuals as 
respondents, but I have made no determination whether this was. such a case .. 

b.. With regard to the Buckyballs case, if the decision to name. the former 
president of the. company as an individual respondent in an administrative 
complaint was done without the approval of the commissioners, why did 
Commission staff claim in a pleading that the Commission approved the 
decision? 

The staff decision to name. Mr. Zucker as an. individual respondent was done with 
the broad authority granted to staff to. file an administrative case pursuant to 
section 15 of the Consumer Product Safety Act. Because the Administrative 
Procedure Act (AP A) requires. that members of the Commission hear appeals 
from decisions by administrative. law judges once we have. authorized the filing of 
a case, we. take. great precautions to. avoid involvement in administrative. trial 
strategy because of our need to avoid even the appearance of bias that might 
affect our ability to serve as an appellate body. I believe that staffs decision to 
name Mr.. Zucker as an individual respondent was well within the authority 
granted them to pursue. the case .. Whether the Commission~ as. a matter of policy, 
should be. involved in such a decision is something that I am cunently 
contemplating. 

c. Do you believe the. CPSC's Rules of Practice for Adjudications require a vote 
of the Commission to amend. a complaint previously authorized by the 
Commission to add a new party or to add a different legal theory of liability? 

In this. case,. no. In other cases, depending on what the new legal theory of 
liability or who the new party is, my answer might differ. The Rules. of Practice 
are designed to empower the. Presiding Officer with broad discretion in hearing 
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cases. In this case, I note the Presiding Officer did issue a preliminary ruling 
permitting the. addition of Mr. Zucker as a respondent. 

d. Were you involved in the decision to amend CPSC's complaint against 
Maxfield and Oberton to name Craig Zucker in his individual capacity? 

As I have noted, the decision to amend the complaint was made by CPSC staff 
pursuant to authority granted them by the Commission to file an administrative 
case in accordance with section 15 of the CPSA. 

e. Should commission staff, without the. approval of the. Commission, proceed. 
with such. a significant move as naming an individual as. a respondent? 

The decision to name Mr. Zucker was made by CPSC staff pursuant to the broad 
authority granted by the Commission to fi le the administrative case. I believe that 
staffs decision to name Mr. Zucker as an individual respondent was well within 
the authority granted them to pursue the case. Whether the Commission, as a 
matter of policy, should be involved in such decisions is something that I am 
currently contemplating. 

9) Do you believe. that companies, and individuals managing those companies, have a 
legal right to challenge a CPSC determination that a product recall is warranted 
based. on legitimate, but different, interpretations of applicable statutes as applied to 
specific facts? 

Yes. 

10) There have been suggestions that the CPSC pursued. Mr .. Zucker personally in 
response to his aggressive response in fighting the. CPSC. Did. that happen? 

No .. As someone who has. worked in two branches of government, I know we are 
constantly subject to criticism, sometimes in very harsh terms. I believe that one of the 
greatest freedoms that American citizens have is the right to criticize their government.. 
As far as I can tell, CPSC staff also believes that and does not take such criticism 
personally. 

11) When,. and under what circumstances do you believe it is. appropriate to pierce the 
corporate veil and hold a principal of a company personally liable for a product 
recall? Wouldn't you agree that this. step is ordinarily only used when there is 
criminal conduct alleged? Yet the commission took this extraordinary step in the 
Buckeyballs case. by adding Mr .. Zucker individually, why? 

This is not an area of law that I have researched thoroughly. According to vaii ous 
authorities, the law varies from state to state and from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 
Because I continue to research the issue, I cannot provide a definitive answer regarding 
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when such an action is wan-anted. I note that adding an individual like Mr. Zucker in an 
administrative case is rare .. 

12) Section 6(b) of the. Consumer Product Safety Act requires the CPSC to " take. 
reasonable steps to assure" that any disclosure of information relating to a. 
consumer product safety incident is. accurate and fair. You have not been shy about 
expressing your opinion about section 6(b). Congress, however, has had several 
opportunities- including passage of the. Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Act- to amend the statute, but chose to preserve the. regulatory authority and 
protections. of section 6b. 

Under your leadership, the Commission recently proposed an interpretative rule. 
that would, among other things, significantly narrow the information subject to 
section 6(b) protections, exempt information that is. "publicly available," permits 
commission staff to not notify firms when it releases. information "substantially the 
same as" information previously disclosed and especially troubling, eliminates. 
protections from disclosure of information subject to attorney-client privilege. 

What is your definition of "publicly available" because,. based on the. proposed rule,. 
information posted on a blog would be. "publicly available?" How will the 
Commission substantiate. its reliability and factual accuracy before inclusion in 
communications. or investigations of the. CPSC? H information about an 
investigation, whether or not it is. accurate, somehow is posted. on the Internet, will 
that information then be exempt from section 6(b)? 

As a starting point, I note that the proposed revisions to section 6(b) of the CPSA are still 
under review, so I am keeping an open mind regarding the comments filed in response to 
the Commission's Federal Register Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. 

It is no secret that I have. a general di slike for some of the provisions of 6(b), especially 
when they impose substantial costs in time and money on the Commission's Freedom of 
Information Act staff. I see no useful purpose in compelling the Commission to follow 
these cumbersome procedures - which apply only to CPSC and no other health and safety 
agency - when we are acting as a repository of information in similar fashion to. a public. 
library . . Further, in some instances, safety information delayed is consumer safety denied. 
However, it is my duty to uphold all of CPSC's statutes as written and, if re-confirmed, I 
pledge to continue do so. 

With respect to the language regarding "publicly available" information in the NPR, in 
my judgment, this is clarifying what has generally been the practice of the Commission 
over the years more than anything new . . As. noted in the Commission's Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking, 79 Fed. Reg. 10712, 10714 (February 26, 2014), neither the 
statute nor the CPSA 's legislative history suggest that information that is readily 
available to the public is, or should be, subject to section 6(b ). I believe that the NPR 
gives a good description regarding what "publicly available" information is, namely, 
information that has been disseminated in a manner intended to reach the public in 
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general, such as news reports; articles in academic and scientific journals; press releases 
di stributed through news of wire services; or information that is available on the Internet. 

I cannot speak generally regarding information posted on the Internet about a company 
under investigation because the statute treats such information in different ways 
depending on its status. Information submitted to the Commission pursuant to section 
15(b) reports that might tiigger an investigation must be treated as confidential by the 
agency unless the Commission has. reasonable cause to believe a product is in violation of 
a safety rule or other provision of the law, or the product is the subject of a legal 
proceeding or the manufacturer has consented to its release. Nothing in the proposed 
modification to the agency's 6(b) rule will change that. 

13) What problem is. the. Commission looking to fix with the. proposed rule on. 
information disclosures. under section 6(b)? What kind of data was used by the. 
Commission in. determining that a change. was needed?. 

The proposed rule is intended to update the Commission's 6(b) rule, which has not been 
revised since its promulgation in 1983 - a time when the Internet did not exist. The 
proposed rule is intended to modernize and streamline the. Commission's processing of 
information disclosure under section 6(b ). Among the pieces. of information that the 
Commission relied on in proposing the changes were its assessments. of the ongoing 6(b) 
costs and time delays in processing FOIA requests, which total in the hundreds of 
thousands of dollars and in days, sometimes months, in releasing information to the 
public .. 

14) Congress recognizes the importance of ensuring the accuracy and fairness of 
information disclosed by the Commission .. What responsibility does the Commission 
have. to. prevent release. of unreasonable. and. unsubstantiated information that could 
cause harm to businesses. or brands. as. well as ill-serve the. public we. seek to protect? 

The Commission has the same responsibility that any federal health and safety agency 
has to ensure accuracy and fairness of information that it discloses. It is a critical 
responsibility that the CPSC takes very serious. Why the. extra restrictions in 6(b) that 
extend to no other health and safety agency need to apply to a resource-limited agency 
like CPSC remains unclear to me. However, it is my duty to uphold all of CPSC's 
statutes. as written and,. if re-confirmed, I pledge to continue do so. 

15) Mr. Adler, will you commit to me that,. if reconfirmed, you will follow not only the 
letter of the law when it comes. to. disclosure laws applicable to. the. Commission, but 
also the spirit of these rules,. which are. designed to prevent inaccurate, misleading 
and incomplete information that could. hurt both consumers and manufacturers? 

Yes. 

16) The. CPSC has, in recent years, been increasingly looking to. retailers and 
manufacturers to undertake voluntary product safety recalls and other corrective 
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actions, as well as holding them accountable for failure to report and other penalty 
investigations. However, there has been more than a 20 percent decline in voluntary 
recalls. between 2010. and 2013,. and. it appears. this decline will continue through. the 
current year. What do you think of this recent trend, and do. you think it is 
something that should be publicly explored by the Commission? If reconfirmed, 
will you in fact explore this issue? 

I read no particular message. in the decline in voluntary recalls because it could be the 
result of any number of factors, including safer products in the marketplace, more 
targeted CPSC actions against repeat offenders, CPSC's increased work with Customs. 
and Border Protection at our nation's ports, or a more diffuse marketplace because. of the. 
Internet. If re-confirmed, I will look into the issue, and work on this issue with my fellow 
Commissioners, particularly the Chairman, who is the individual responsible for the 
administrative and management direction of the. agency. 
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Senator Dean Heller 
Questions for the Record 

Nomination of Robert Adler to. be 
Commissioner, Consumer Product Safety Commission (Reappointment} 

Senate Committee on Commerce,. Science, and Transportation 
Hearing on June 11, 2014 

17) The CPSC's voluntary recall system-especially the. agency's "fast-track" recall 
system-provides a quick and effective means of getting potentially dangerous products 
off the market and out of consumers' hands . . However,. the agency has. come under 
growing criticism for a slowdown in the pace that recalls. are being negotiated, as such 
delays could ultimately harm consumers.. In the. past four years, the. agency has had. 
three. directors of compliance and I understand. the position is now empty again. This 
raises concerns. about the effect of such turnover on management of the agency. Please 
provide the Committee with information detailing how long it generally takes the. 
Commission to. negotiate fast track recalls, and whether that time. has increased over 
the past several years? 

I strongly support the agency's Fast Track Program and, as Acting Chairman,. have. taken 
steps to ensure that it continues to be effective. I have requested that CPSC staff undertake a 
review of the program that I have dubbed "Fast Track 2.0." Among other things, I have asked 
for a review of the types of hazards that should be. included in the program and which should 
not. . I have. also asked for a review of the types. of information that companies should provide 
when they seek Fast Track status and a review of how these recalls generally should proceed. 

Under the guidelines for Fast Track, a product recall must begin within twenty days of a 
report to the. Commission ... In. practice, according to staff, it currently takes. roughly 60 days 
from the moment that a firm notifies the Commission of a problem until its Corrective Action 
Plan is agreed upon. The discrepancy in time frames, according to staff, is that firms often 
report a potential issue. prior to presenting all of the. required information to begin an official 
"fast track" recall. This first contact with the Commission is. included in that 60-day figure. 
Further,. according to staff, "fast track" recall negotiations do not begin in earnest until the 
firm presents the Commission with: 

• a full report as defined by 16 C.F.R. § 1l15.13(d) (which includes 15 detailed items 
of information, including when and where a product was manufactured, how many 
items need to be recalled, the nature of defect, and other important pieces of 
information), 

• a fully developed action plan for recall,. including types of media to be used, and 
• a fully drafted press release explaining the nature and details of recall. 

Over the past three fiscal years, the average time. from the moment that a firm notifies the 
Commission of a potential problem until the completion of that finn's Corrective Action Plan 
has ranged between 55 and 60 days. Encouragingly, the. time it takes for negotiating and 
issuing press releases (a significant portion of the time that it takes. to conduct voluntary 
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recalls) has shown a steady decrease in Fiscal 2014, including an almost 10% decrease to just 
over 20 days. 

All of this said, I continue to believe that Fast Track is a worthy program that needs to be 
improved. 

18) Can you assure the Committee that you will work to make sure the fast track system 
continues to be. as. effective as it has been in the past? 

Yes. 

19) Are you aware. of the letter dated May 30,. 2014,. that former CPSC Chairman Ann 
Brown sent to Representatives Fred Upton and Henry Waxman expressing concerns 
with the proposed voluntary recall rule?. 

Yes. 

Are you aware. of the comments to the. docket submitted by Senators Casey and 
Toomey and a separate letter by Senator King expressing similar concerns with the. 
proposed rule? .. 

Yes .. 

Do you agree with former Chairman Brown and the Senators. that the proposed 
Voluntary Recall Rule. could threaten the history of collaboration that the CPSC has 
with its stakeholders? 

l have read former Chairman Brown's. letter, and the. Senators' letter. l have also 
reviewed many of the stakeholder comments we. have received about our proposed rule .. I 
continue to review those comments and to pay special attention to. those that raise 
concerns about the impact of the proposed rule on the Fast Track program. Needless to 
say, l greatly respect and admire Ms. Brown, and I agree with her that Fast Track is an 
excellent program .. 

The CPSC has always and should always continue to work collaboratively with its 
stakeholders on behalf of the American public. I see nothing in the proposed rule that 
would threaten that relationship. That said, the Voluntary Recall Notice. Rule. is only a 
proposed rule,. and,. in light of its controversial nature, I am carefully reviewing the 
comments from all stakeholders. I retain an open mind as to what the final version of the 
rule might look like. 

20) Regarding the CPSC's. recently proposed rule that would expand stafrs role on 
voluntary standards setting bodies, are. you concerned. that an individual at the 
CPSC- whether that person is a Commissioner or a staff member who is not the 
voting member-could. influence the. standards development process? 
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The rule to which you refer grew out of a report from May 2012 by the U.S. Government 
Accounting Office (GAO), "Consumer Product Safety Commission: A More Active Role 
in Voluntary Standards Development Should be Considered." (See 
http://www.gao.gov/assets/600/590990.pdf.) 

The GAO Report recommended that the Commission review its policy for staff 
participation in voluntary standards development activities and determine the feasibility 
of the agency's staff assuming a more active role in developing voluntary standards. 
Specifically, the GAO Report recommended that CPSC staff be allowed - not required -
in appropriate cases to vote on balloted provisions of voluntary standards. The Report 
also. suggested that staff be. allowed to. hold leadership positions at various levels of 
standards development organizations, including task groups, subcommittees, or 
committees. GAO concluded that changing the CPSC's regulations to allow staff to 
participate more actively in voluntary standards activities could result in stronger 
voluntary standards without compromising the CPSC's or the voluntary standards. 
groups' independence . . 

As a result of this GAO Report, Commission staff proposed conforming amendments to 
16 CPR 1031, the Commission's regulation on participation in voluntary standards 
activities. These amendments. followed GAO's recommendations to. allow staff, on an 
optional basis, to vote on voluntary standards or take a leadership role. on voluntary 
standards group committees. 

The. proposed rule. noted that such activity might result in a more effective voluntary 
standards process and accelerate standards. development and implementation. Further, 
such participation could gain CPSC staff greater access to and familiarity with the latest 
technologies, and would provide an opportunity for staff to help establish standards to 
advance CPSC's safety goals. In addition,. "full" federal government participation in 
standards development increases the likelihood that the standards can meet both public 
andprivate sector needs. 141 Cong. Rec. Hl4334 (daily ed .. December 12, 1995) 
(Statement of Rep. Morella) . . A single standard that satisfies both industry and the CPSC 
would benefit both by simplifying applicable requirements - only a single set of 
standards would apply. 

Finally, optional staff participation in voluntary standards development groups by voting 
and taking leadership roles. would be consistent with the guidance reflected in OMB 
Circular A-119 Revised,. "Federal Participation in the Development and Use of Voluntary 
Consensus Standards and in Conformity Assessment Activities" (February 10, 1998). 
Among other things, OMB Circular A-119 encourages agency representatives serving as. 
members of voluntary consensus standards bodies. to "participate actively and on an equal 
basis with other members," and to. "vote ... at each stage. of the standards. development 
process unless prohibited from doing so by law of their agencies." 

The role voluntary standards play in the safety of American consumers and the ability of 
the CPSC to do its job cannot be. overemphasized. I have long believed that we must 
work in concert with voluntary standards organizations to help those organizations create 
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the best standards they can. This is why I am so delighted by the progress I have seen in 
the voluntary standards community over the past forty years. Groups such as ASTM, 
ANSI, and UL have. dramatically improved their technical skills, their efficiency in 
drafting standards, their openness and transparency, and their outreach to all stakeholders. 
- especially consumers - affected by their work. I am pleased to see CPSC work so 
closely with these groups, and I have little doubt that our partnership with them will only 
grow and deepen in the years to. come in the interest of better standards for consumers 
and product manufacturers alike . . That said, it is. only a proposed rule and I am still 
reviewing all comments from all stakeholders and retain an open mind as to what the 
final version of the rule might look like. 

21} Given your understanding of the voluntary standards. process, how can stafrs role 
help benefit or potentially hurt the. process? 

Because of the. disclaimers required of Commission staff in the proposed rule, I see no 
indication that the proposed rule's. approach to staff involvement would suggest the 
Commission will play other than a constructive. role .. The law is fairly clear regarding 
CPSC's approach to. voluntary standards. If the Commission,. in the course developing a 
mandatory standard, determines that an existing voluntary standard adequately addresses 
a iisk of injury and is. substantially complied with, the Commission must stop its work 
and defer to the. voluntary standard. Nothing in this proposed rule changes that.. 

I appreciate your concern and will be sure. to pay particular attention to this. issue. when 
the final rule is. presented to. the Commission. I continue to review all the comments from 
all stakeholders of the proposed rule and retain an open mind as to what the. final version 
of the rule might look like .. 

22} Many are concerned. that partisanship at the. Commission has increased, as 
demonstrated by the many party-line votes the Commission has taken since 2008,. 
when the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act was enacted. While. the 
Commissioners. have been able to find consensus on routine business items. before 
the Commission, on more substantive. matters. such as rulemakings. and establishing 
budget and enforcement priorities, a partisan division is all too often evident. Why 
do you think the. atmosphere at CPSC has. become so. partisan? 

I do not consider consumer product safety to be. a partisan issue. I believe people serve as 
CPSC Commissioners. with the same goal- to fulfill the mission of the CPSC and reduce 
the risk of injury or death to consumers. from hazardous consumer products .. Sometimes 
we may disagree on the path we should take to achieve this goal, but that does make the 
Commission a partisan body. 

I have always. worked to. establish a good relationship- both personal and professional
with my fellow Commissioners, particularly with the current Commissioners. I greatly 
value these relationships. I believe we have worked tirelessly and respectfully to achieve 
common ground .. If re-confirmed, I would continue these. efforts. 
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23) Mr. Adler, if you're. reconfirmed to. the CPSC, you will become the. most senior 
Commissioner, and will continue to occupy a role with significant influence on the 
culture. of the. Commission. Will you commit to work to bring about a culture 
change at the agency, for instance, by working with the. minority Commissioners to. 
achieve consensus - including working with Commissioner Buerkle and Mr. 
Mohorovic, should he be confirmed? 

Yes. If re-confirmed, I assure. you that I will continue to. work with all of my fellow 
Commissioners to achieve consensus. 

24)As you know, the position of General Counsel at the CPSC had been a non-political 
career position designed to ensure a mechanism of checks and balances .. Though this 
has not always been the case, it seems to me that the General Counsel's office should 
provide independent and credible opinions to the Commissioners and be free from 
political influences .. After all, each Commissioner is not short of staff to provide 
political counsel.. Please. explain whether or not you believe that the. General 
Counsel's office should provide independent and objective views of matters 
considered by the Commission? 

I believe a General Counsel, regardless. of his or her employment status, should provide 
independent, objective advice .. Federal employees, career and non-career,. are. bound by a 
code of ethics, requiring them to be loyal to the law and ethical principles, and attorneys 
are. further bound by their own code. of ethics. Further, the position of General Counsel is 
one that is. filled by a member of the Senior Executive Service .. Based on my years. of 
working at and monitoring the Commission, I have no reason to believe that a non-career 
General Counsel would act any differently than a career General Counsel in terms of the 
advice he or she gives to. the. Commission .. 

25) In 2008, by approving the. Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act, Congress 
mandated under Section 108 that the CPSC establish a Chronic Hazard Advisory 
Panel (CHAP) to review specific phthalates used in children's toys and childcare 
articles .. I am concerned that Section 108 of the CPSIA is not being carried out in a 
transparent manner. During the CHAP's review process, the Commission decided 
to conduct a peer review of the. CHAP's draft report on phthalates and phthalate. 
alternatives. completely behind closed doors. There. have been no public meetings or 
conference calls over the. past two years, which is rare for a process under the 
guidance of the CPSC ... Because the report is over 24 months. late and the process 
has. not been transparent to the. public - with no public meetings since February 
2012. - I want to know what the. Commission will do to ensure. a full and transparent 
implementation of this Congressional mandate . . Will you implement an open and 
transparent process that allows for public input on the Panel's report prior to the. 
start of the. CPSC's rulemaking process?. 

Not later than 180 days after the Commission's receipt of the final CHAP report, as 
mandated by the statute, "the Commission shall, pursuant to section 553 of title 5, United 
States Code, promulgate a final rule [related to. the. findings of the CHAP]." This 
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rulemaking procedure, as contemplated by the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), 
includes an open and transparent process that allows. for public. input during the course of 
promulgating the mandated rule. The rulemaking process under section 5 53 of the AP A 
will give stakeholders and the public generally the opportunity to submit information and 
comments, all of which will be publicly available. 

In addition, as former Chairman Inez Tenenbaum previously announced, upon receipt of 
the final CHAP report, the Commission intends to publicly release the following 
additional documents: 
• CHAP draft Final Report; 
• Peer reviewers ' Report which includes comments on the draft final report submitted 

to the CHAP, and charge questions. submitted to the peer reviewers; 
• Identities and affiliations of the peer reviewers; 
• Any other data acquired by the CHAP that has not been previously cleared for public 

release by the CHAP. 

Also, currently on the CPSC's CHAP web page is. every meeting, phone call, piece of 
correspondence, and all data submitted by the public since the CHAP was convened, with 
certain exceptions. For copyrighted material, such as journal articles, CPSC staff 
generally post the transmittal letter and the journal citation only. If the article is open 
access, CPSC staff has included a link to the article. For government reports. available. 
online, the staff has posted the transmittal letter, citation, and Web link. All of this 
information is publicly available at: http://www.cpsc.gov/about/cpsia/chapmain.html. 

26} With regard to the Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel, how should the CPSC ensure 
that all alternatives are subjected to the same level of scrutiny as the chemicals in 
question, in order to clearly justify which chemical is. safer,. before issuing a final 
decision? 

It is difficult to answer this. question without having received the CHAP report at this 
time. However, I am committed to following both the Jetter and the spirit of the direction 
given to the Commission in Section 108 of the. CPS IA .. I look forward to. receiving the 
report and having the Commission commence the rulemaking contemplated in the law. 

27) With regard to the Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel,. how will you ensure. that 
thoroughly tested chemicals in the market place today will not be penalized when 
compared against a less tested. alternative?. 

It is difficult to answer this. question without having received the CHAP report at this 
time. However, I am committed to. following both the letter and the spirit of the. direction 
given to the Commission in Section 108 of the CPSIA. I look forward to receiving the 
report and having the Commission commence the rulemaking contemplated in the law. 

28} Please. provide the. Committee. with the full list of scientific studies that were 
evaluated by the Chronic Hazard Advisory Panel and then made available to the 
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peer reviewers. Please also submit to the Committee a timeline for the release of the 
report and the issuance of a draft rule. 

Because of the statutory mandate that the CHAP operate as an independent panel, and in 
the interest of scientific integrity, the submission to the Commission of the final CHAP 
report is not in the control of the Commission, nor does the Commission have knowledge 
of the scientific studies. that the CHAP may have. chosen to evaluate. All studies. 
submitted by the public for consideration by the. CHAP have been conveyed to the 
CHAP. 

Not later than 180 days after the Commission's receipt of the final CHAP. report, as 
mandated by the statute,. "the Commission shall,. pursuant to section 553 of title 5,. United 
States Code, promulgate a final rule [related to. the findings of the. CHAP]." This. 
rulemaking procedure, as contemplated by the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), 
includes an open and transparent process that allows for public input during the. course. of 
promulgating the. mandated rule . . The. rulemaking process. under section 553 of the APA 
will give stakeholders. and the public. generally the opportunity to submit information and 
comments, all of which will be publicly available. 

In addition,. as. former Chairman Inez. Tenenbaum previously announced, upon receipt of 
the final CHAP report, the Commission intends to publicly release. the. following 
additional documents: 
• CHAP draft Final Report; 
• Peer reviewers' Report which includes. comments. on the draft final report submitted 

to the CHAP. and charge questions submitted to. the peer reviewers; 
• Identities. and affiliations of the. peer reviewers; 
• Any other data acquired by the. CHAP that has not been. previously cleared for public 

release by the CHAP. 

Also, currently on the CPSC's CHAP web page is every meeting, phone call, piece of 
correspondence, and all data submitted by the public since the CHAP was convened, with 
certain exceptions .. For copyrighted material,. such as journal articles,. CPSC staff 
generally post the transmittal letter and the journal citation only. If the article. is open 
access, CPSC staff has included a link to the article. For government reports available 
online, the. staff has. posted the. transmittal letter, citation, and Web link.. All of this 
info1mation is publicly available at: http://www.cpsc.gov/about/cpsia/chapmain.html. 

29) Given that the CHAP report meets a number of the requirements for a "highly 
influential" assessment, and that the Commission must comply with the standards 
established by the Office of Management and Budget's Final Information Quality 
Bulletin (OMB Bulletin) for Peer Review, can you assure the Committee. that the 
CHAP report peer review will be completed in full conformance with the Bulletin? 

It is my understanding that OMB was consulted with respect to its Peer Review Bulletin. 
Further,. CPSC understands the scientific importance. of the CHAP report and will comply 
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with the requirements regarding the report and the ensuing rulemaking set forth in section 
108 of the. CPSIA. 

30) With regard to the Chronic Hazards Advisory Panel, Chairman Tenenbaum 
assured Congress that the CPSC was fully committed to an open and transparent 
process. The OMB Guidelines, on page 40, outline public participation in line with a 
transparent process. by stating: "the agency shall make the draft scientific 
assessment available to the public for comment at the same time it is submitted for 
peer review (or during the. peer review process) and sponsor a public meeting where. 
oral presentations on scientific issues can be made to the. peer reviewers by 
interested members of the public." When wiJI the. draft assessment be made 
available for public comment, and when will the public meeting take place to allow 
for oral presentations on scientific issues? 

Not later than 180. days after the. Commission's receipt of the final CHAP report,. as 
mandated by the statute,. "the Commission shall,. pursuant to section 553 of title. 5,. United 
States. Code, promulgate. a final rule [related to the findings of the CHAP]." . This 
rulemaking procedure, as contemplated by the. Administrative Procedure Act (APA), 
includes. an open and transparent process that allows. for public input during the course of 
promulgating the mandated rule .. The rulemaking process under section 553. of the APA 
will give stakeholders and the public generally the. opportunity to submit information and 
comments, all of which will be publicly available. 

In addition, as former Chairman Inez Tenenbaum previously announced, upon receipt of 
the final CHAP report, the Commission intends to publicly release. the following 
additional documents: 
• CHAP draft Final Report; 
• Peer reviewers' Report which includes. comments. on the draft final report submitted 

to the. CHAP, and charge questions submitted to the. peer reviewers; 
• Identities and affiliations of the peer reviewers; 
• Any other data acquired by the CHAP that has. not been previously cleared for public. 

release by the. CHAP .. 

Also, currently on the CPSC's CHAP web page is every meeting, phone call,. piece. of 
correspondence,. and all data submitted by the public since the. CHAP was. convened, with 
certain exceptions. For copyrighted material, such as journal articles, CPSC staff 
generally post the transmittal letter and the journal citation only. If the article is open 
access,. CPSC staff has included a link to the. article .. For government reports available. 
online, the staff has posted the transmittal letter, citation, and Web link. All of this. 
information is. publicly available at: http://www.cpsc.gov/about/cpsia/chapmain.htmL 

31) The CPSC issued several proposed rules that could fundamentally change the 
process for how the Commission works with regulated entities. For the most 
controversial proposals, many comments have urged the CPSC to work with 
stakeholders to help the agency in meeting its. policy objectives. The. first of the most 
controversial proposals was a potential change to the 1110 Rule on certificates of 
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compliance, and the CPSC wisely took a step back and announced its intent to hold 
a meeting with stakeholders to rethink the proposal. . Did the CPSC learn that it is 
more effective to engage with the broad range of stakeholders before issuing a 
proposed rule, perhaps in the form of holding a public meeting with stakeholders, 
an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) or both? 

I believe that stakeholder input plays an integral role in the rulemaking process. With 
respect to the. 1110 Rule. on Certificates of Compliance,. I carefully reviewed the. issues 
raised by commenters. during the comment period,. as. well as requests from stakeholders .. 
Many commenters. had very detailed, practical implementation concerns that deserved 
further exploration that I had not seen during the. Commission's briefing and subsequent 
public meeting. This is why I voted to reopen the comment period and conduct a public 
workshop with stakeholders to. gain a better understanding of how to more effectively 
enhance the 1110 Rule .. 

32) Do you believe. that warnings are an effective tool in communicating hazards to the 
public? 

1 think the. best way to answer this question would be. to put it into the larger context of 
how CPSC staff works to address and mitigate hazards. CPSC staff follows the standard 
"safety hierarchy" method when trying to reduce the risk of injury: ( l) eliminate the 
hazard, (2) guard against the hazard, and (3) warn of the hazard .. 

In certain situations, a warning can be an effective tool. We have seen this in the case of 
button cell batteries and strollers. But. warnings are sometimes less effective in reducing 
risk than either eliminating or guarding against the. hazard .. There are lots of details that 
can make a warning effective: large font, bright colors,. simple language, multiple 
languages, prominent placement, or conspicuous graphics. But, warnings cannot be relied 
upon in all situations to reduce unreasonable risks. of death and injuries. In some cases, a 
warning may not adequately express. the severity of the. risk of harm presented to. the 
consumer. In other cases, a warning may not be effective because the product presents a 
poor medium for written information. For example, the product may be too small. Also, 
warnings are. not very effective on products. where the consumer at risk cannot understand 
the warning, for example with infants - which explains. why Congress enacted the. Poison 
Prevention Packaging Act authorizing the agency to issue rules that require child
resistant closures on dangerous household chemicals. 

33) Do you believe there are certain hazards. that cannot, under any circumstance,. be 
warned or educated against? 

Yes. Some hazards are so hidden or occur so unexpectedly that warnings cannot prevent 
serious. injuries or fatalities. 

34) Procedurally, how do you believe those hazards, which cannot be warned or 
educated against, should be determined by the agency? 
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As stated above, CPSC staff follows the standard "safety hierarchy" method when trying 
to. reduce. the risk of injury: (1) eliminate. the. hazard, (2) guard against the. hazard, and (3) 
warn of the. hazard . . 

In determining the effectiveness of product and/or public warnings, CPSC staff analyzes 
the. use. and utility of the product, the hazard, the pattern of injury, changes in reported 
injuries following design or labeling adjustments, and whether the. risk is. foreseeable. 

35) Section 104 of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act mandated that the 
CPSC adopt two mandatory rules on durable infant goods rules every 6. months . . 
Given the nature and diversity of durable infant products, do you feel as. though this 
mandate by Congress is too much?. If so, bow do you propose. working with staff to 
ensure that industry leaders have the resources and time necessary to thoroughly 
vet their concerns. through the. ASTM process? 

Section 104 of the CPSIA, is also. known as. the "Danny Keysar Child Product Safety 
Notification Act." The Act was named after Danny because. he was. entrapped and died in 
a twice-recalled portable crib .. I have gotten to know Danny's. parents, Linda Ginzel and 
Boaz Keysar, very well and their efforts to. keep other infants from suffering the same 
tragedy that happened to. Danny make. them true. American heroes. in my book. 

It is true that Section 104 mandates a significant amount of work to the Commission in 
the. area of durable. infant and toddler products. However, I believe. the. work has allowed 
the Commission to. promulgate some of the most stringent safety standards. in the world 
for our most vulnerable and involuntary risk takers - small children. And while the 
statutorily mandated time frames are short, I believe that the Commission has 
successfully worked with ASTM and the durable. infant products industry to make sure 
that all voices. can be appropriately heard when promulgating these standards. Given the. 
proper resources, I believe the "104 model" of rulemaking could serve as a template for 
all Commission rulemakings. 
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Senator Roy Blunt 
Questions for the Record 

Nomination of Robert Adler to be 
Commissioner, Consumer Product Safety Commission (Reappointment) 

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Hearing on June 11, 2014 

Harmonization of Standards 

The public identified the need to comply with different standards all addressing the same 
type of hazard as a problem and Congress asked the agency to address this as a potential 
burden reduction opportunity in PL 112-28. The agency has done little to investigate 
whether compliance with a standard in another jurisdiction would provide an equivalent 
level of safety or try to harmonize.safety standards with those. in other jurisdictions. 

• Does the agency need new authorities to accomplish this effort? 

• If not, why has more not been done to address this problem? 

Although no. other international standard is identical to a CPSC-administered children's product 
safety rule,. there are many tests within certain other international standards. that are the. same. or 
more stringent than, their equivalent test within the CPSC-administered children's. product safety 
rule. For example, the toy abuse tests. in the European standard EN7 l , part 1, l. and the 
International Standard ISO 8124-12 are. the same, or more stringent than, their corresponding 
tests in ASTM F963- l l.3 .. 

Although CPSC could explore harmonization more, this would not change the statutory 
requirement for third party testing of children's products. What we have. been told by members 
of the regulated community is that they would prefer the agency focus its attention on ways to 
reduce burdens that would release them from testing entirely. As I stated before the Committee 
during my June 11 re-nomination hearing, Congress, in section 2(a)(3) of P.L. 112-28, did not 
simply direct CPSC to address third party testing burden reduction. Instead, the mandate. in that 
law was, within a year,. to seek public comment on opportunities "to. reduce the. cost of third 
party testing requirements consistent with assuring compliance with any applicable consumer 
product safety rule, ban, standard, or regulation." We have. done that and have dedicated many 
staff months to assessing the various approaches suggested in the. law and in the. many comments. 
we received in response. to our Requests. for Information (RFI) published in the. Federal Register. 

A solid consensus has emerged from the many commenters that have responded to our requests 
for information. Most see little burden reduction potential in Commission initiatives that retain 
third party testing costs .. Instead, they seek to have the. Commission expand on a list of 
determinations for lead first published in August 2009 in the Federal Register and cun-ently 
found at 16 CFR § 1500.91. This list identifies those products or product components that will 
never contain violative amounts of lead. Once such a determination is. made, such products or 
product components need not be subject to third party testing . . Ideally, based on technical and 
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scientific data, we will be able to expand this list both to include more materials and to find 
materials that are. used in the. manufacture of children's products that will never contain violative 
amounts. of phthalates or the eight heavy metals. found in ASTM F-963. Once such a 
determination is made, such products or product components need not be subject to third party 
testing. 

The Commission, on April 3, 2014, held an all-day forum on burden reduction and heard 
numerous thoughtful nominations from our stakeholders for product determinations. 
Unfortunately, because of the highly technical nature of many of these suggestions, CPSC 
scientific staff must carefully test the claims made by the participants. As I mentioned at my re
nomination hearing one of the most promising suggestions for exempting phthalate testing based 
on the hardness of plastics has been shown not to be accurate. Nevertheless, the Commission 
and its staff are proceeding with our work and we hope to provide testing relief as we confirm 
the scientific validity of the various suggestions. 

In addition,. last month,. I introduced an amendment to the Commission's. 2014 Mid-Year Review 
and Proposed Operating Plan Adjustments to examine potential ways to reduce third party 
testing costs through determinations consistent with assuring compliance with underlying 
requirements. The amendment was adopted. It provides funds for a study to assist the. 
Commission in determining whether untreated wood or other natural materials are materials that 
do not, and will not, contain any of the eight specific heavy metals in levels that exceed 
allowable limits listed in the Toy Standard, ASTM F-963. Because wood was on the list of 
determinations for lead first published in August 2009 in the. Federal Register, and currently 
found at 16 CFR § 1500.91, that identify those products or product components that will never 
contain violative amounts of lead, I am hopeful that this study will find similar results where the 
eight heavy metals listed in ASTM F-963 are. concerned .. 

Partisanship at CPSC 

I hope you will agree. that the Commission should hold its.safety mission above partisan 
politics ... Many are. concerned that partisanship at the. Commission has increased,. as. 
demonstrated by the many party-line votes the. Commission has taken since. 2008, when the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act was passed. While. the. Commissioners have. 
been able. to find consensus on routine. business. items before the Commission, on more 
substantive. matters. such as rulemakings. and establishing budget and. enforcement 
priorities, a partisan division is all too often evident ... 

• Why do. you think the atmosphere at CPSC has become so partisan? 

I do not consider consumer product safety to be a partisan issue. I believe people serve as 
CPSC Commissioners with the same goal-to fulfil] the mission of the CPSC and reduce 
the risk of injury or death to consumers from hazardous consumer products. Sometimes 
we may disagree. on the. path we should take to achieve this goal,. but that does. make the 
Commission a partisan body. 
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I have always worked to establish a good relationship - both personal and professional -
with my fellow Commissioners,. particularly with the. current Commissioners . . I greatl y 
value these. relationships . . I believe we. have worked tirelessly and respectfully to achieve. 
common ground. If re-confirmed, I would continue these efforts. 

• Mr. Adler,. if you ' re. reconfirmed to the CPSC, you will become. the. most senior 
Commissioner,. and will continue to occupy a role with. significant influence on the 
culture. of the Commission .. Will you commit to me today to work to bring about a 
culture change at the agency, for instance, by working with the minority 
Commissioners to achieve. consensus. - including working with Commissioner 
Buerkle. and Mr. Mohorovic, if he. is. also. confirmed? 

Yes .. If re-confi rmed, I assure you that I will continue. to work with all of my fellow 
Commissioners to. achieve consensus .. 

Independence of CPSC General Counsel 

As. you know, the position of General Counsel at the CPSC had been a non-political career 
position designed to ensure. a mechanism of checks and balances. Though this has. not 
always been the. case, it seems to me that the General Counsel's office should provide 
independent and credible opinions to the Commissioners and be free from political 
influences. After all, each Commissioner is not short of staff to provide political counset 

• What is your opinion? Do you think that the. General Counsel's office should 
provide independent and objective views of matters considered by the Commission? 

I believe a General Counsel,. regardless of his. or her employment status, should provide 
independent, objecti ve advice. Federal employees, career and non-career,. are bound by a 
code of ethics, requiring them to be loyal to. the law and ethical principles, and attorneys 
are further bound by their own code of ethics. Further, the position of General Counsel is 
one. that is filled by a member of the. Senior Executive. Service. Based on my years of 
working at and monitoring the. Commission, I have. no reason to believe. that a non-career 
General Counsel would act any differently than a career General Counsel in terms of the 
advice he or she gives to the Commission. 

Working with stakeholders. 

The Commission issued several proposed rules that could fundamentally change the 
process for how the. Commission works with regulated entities. For the. most controversial 
proposals,. many comments have urged. the CPSC to work with stakeholders to help the 
agency in meeting its. policy objectives. The first of the most controversial proposals was. a 
potential change to the 1110 Rule on certificates of compliance, and. the CPSC wisely took a 
step back and announced its intent to hold a meeting with stakeholders to rethink the 
proposal.. 
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• Did the CPSC learn that it is more effective to engage with the broad range of 
stakeholders before issuing a proposed rule,. perhaps in the form of holding a public 
meeting with stakeholders, an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) or 
both? 

I believe that stakeholder input plays an integral role in the rulemaking process. With 
respect to the 1110 Rule on Certificates of Compliance, I carefully reviewed the issues 
raised by commenters during the comment period, as well as requests from stakeholders. 
Many commenters had very detailed, practical implementation concerns that deserved 
further exploration that I had not seen during the. Commission's. briefing and subsequent 
public meeting. This is why I voted to reopen the comment period and conduct a public 
workshop with stakeholders to gain a better understanding of how to more effectively 
enhance the 1110 Rule .. 

• Would. you support greater use of stakeholder working groups and requests. for 
information as the CPSC examines ways to improve the effectiveness of its 
programs? 

Yes. I always welcome the. input of stakeholders .. If re-confirmed, I promise to carefully 
consider the views of all interested parties. 

Public Outreach 

The digital age provides new opportunities for more direct contact to consumers for 
distributing important information and education. 

• How important are public/private partnerships in the strategies for outreach to 
consumers and please explain how the agency can engage and. utilize the private 
sector in furthering its. mission, one that is shared. by manufacturers. 

Very important. The CPSC is a small agency with a very large safety mandate. In order 
to inform and educate the public, the CPSC often relies on our non-governmental partners. 
in the private sector and the not-for-profit sector to help us amplify our outreach. 
Whether through the use of social media,. media interviews,. or in-store messaging, CPSC 
has a rich history of collaborating with associations and companies on campaigns such as 
safe sleep for babies, drowning prevention,. poison prevention, and window blind safety, 
to name only a few. A number of companies and organizations have effectively used 
social media platforms. to inform their customers and constituents of product hazards ... 
Because of the. significant positive results for consumers that often come. from these 
relationships, it is my hope that CPSC will continue to explore opportunities to work with 
industry and other groups on information and education campaigns. 

• How would you handle situations when consumers are being injured by using 
products. incorrectly or contrary to label instructions? .. 
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At the outset, let me say that every accident involves three factors: the product, the 
consumer, and the surrounding environment. Depending on the circumstances, it is often 
hard to. pin down precisely what role each factor plays in an accident. That is. why the 
Commission employs an extensive epidemiological and human factors staff to. assist us. in 
our approach to protecting consumers. I find it hard to generalize about the cause of 
some. injuries by pointing to consumers' ignoring label instructions if the. labels warn of 
hazards that consumers should not expect to exist.. For example, the Commission entered 
into a civil penalty agreement with a manufacturer of infant flotation seats that failed 
without warning, plunging young children into water over their heads. The manufacturer 
had a warning label that parents should not leave children unattended in pools with the 
flotation device. That, however, did not address. the fact that the seats. were. defective and 
failed without warning, placing infants in life-threatening situations. 

That said, the Commission has a group of talented technical experts who often provide 
advice and guidance to. outside. groups regarding the efficacy of their warning labels. I 
believe that the market is a better informed,. safer arena because of CPSC staff's technical 
input, and,. if re-confirmed, I will continue to support their efforts. 

• What role would the CPSC play in such situations? 

CPSC's response. would be dependent upon the product, the hazard, the pattern of injury, 
and whether the. risk is. foreseeable. 

• Do you believe. that warnings are an effective tool in communicating hazards to the 
public? 

I think the best way to answer this. question would be to put it into. the larger context of 
how CPSC staff works to address and mitigate hazards. CPSC staff follows the. standard 
"safety hierarchy" method when trying to reduce. the. risk of injury: ( 1) eliminate. the 
hazard, (2) guard against the hazard, and (3) warn of the hazard. 

In certain situations, a warning can be an effective tool. We have seen this in the case of 
button cell batteries and strollers. But, warnings are sometimes less effective in reducing 
risk than either eliminating or guarding against the hazard. There are lots of details. that 
can make a warning effective: large. font, bright colors, simple language, multiple 
languages,. prominent placement, or conspicuous graphics. But, warnings cannot be. relled 
upon in all situations to reduce. unreasonable risks of death and injuries. In some cases, a 
warning may not adequately express the. severity of the risk of harm presented to the 
consumer.. In other cases,. a warning may not be. effective because the product presents a 
poor medium for written information. For example, the product may be too small. Also, 
warnings are not very effective on products where. the consumer at risk cannot understand 
the warning, for example,. with infants - which explains why Congress. enacted the. 
Poison Prevention Packaging Act authorizing the agency to issue rules that require child
resistant closures on dangerous household chemicals .. 
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• Do you believe there. are certain hazards that cannot, under any circumstance, be 
warned or educated against? 

Yes. Some hazards are so hidden or occur so unexpectedly that warnings could not avoid 
serious injuries or fatalities. 

• Procedurally, how do you believe those hazards, which cannot be warned or 
educated against, should be determined. by the. agency? 

As stated above, CPSC staff fo llows the standard "safety hierarchy" method when trying 
to reduce the risk of injury: (1) eliminate the hazard, (2) guard against the hazard, and (3) 
warn of the hazard. 

In determining the effectiveness of product and/or public warnings, CPSC staff analyzes 
the use. and utility of the product, the. hazard, the pattern of injury, changes in reported 
injuries fo llowing design or labeling adjustments, and whether the risk is fo reseeable. 
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Senator Ron Johnson 
Questions for the. Record 

Nomination of Robert Adler to be 
Commissioner, Consumer Product Safety Commission (Reappointment) 

Senate Committee on Commerce,. Science, and Transportation 
Hearing on June 11, 2014 

1) Mr .. Adler, if you are re-nominated, when you are considering a mandatory 
standard, are you willing to take into account not only consumer safety but also: 
a.. A consumer's right to. afford products, access products, and assume a reasonable. 

amount of risk? 

Yes .. Our statutes and regulations. require that the Commission focus its. efforts on 
unreasonable risks of serious injuries or death associated with consumer products 
when undertaking mandatory rulemaking, not all risks. We. are required by our 
statutes and regulations to factor the. effect on a product's cost, availability and utility 
that would result from a mandatory rulemaking ... 

b. A company's ability to survive and the number of jobs that will be lost if your 
standard is put in place? 

Yes .. 

2) A number of questions have been raised about the CPSC' s proposed rulemaking to 
revise the. voluntary recall rule. There is concern that the. revised rule, if finalized, may 
actually delay recalls and make the process more adversarial and legalistic. Such. a 
result would be unfortunate and not in consumers' best interests, and so I wanted to 
make. you aware of my concerns about what has been proposed . . Recalls are most 
effectively and efficiently done when they are voluntary. Do you agree that changing 
the rules in a way that is likely to make. negotiations more adversarial and. legalistic 
could result in significant delays, which are ultimately not in the best interest of 
consumers? 

I am in full agreement that effective recalls are in the best interest of consumers .. It is for this. 
reason that r voted to publish a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for a proposed Voluntary 
Recall Notice Rule last year. The intent of the proposed rule,. as. I read it, is to improve the 
quality of recalls. to protect consumers .. 

While I recognize that some have suggested that the changes proposed in the rule may, in 
some instances, slow the process of voluntary recall negotiations, I do not at this point have 
any evidence to that effect. . Nothing proposed in our rule. will require firms to take. any 
actions beyond those they currently do. They will still have to provide the same information, 
propose. the same recall plans and the same methods. of publicizing them - and no more. For 
example,. the. current Voluntary Recall rule requires. that recalling firms sign their Corrective 
Action Plans .. See 115.20(a)(l)(ix). The proposed rule contemplates only that recalling firms 
actually uphold the agreement they have voluntarily entered into. That said, it is only a 
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proposed rule and I am still reviewing all comments from all stakeholders and retain an open 
mind as to what the final version of the rule might look like. 

3) The Commission's proposed rulemaking has been justified by advocates on grounds 
that legally binding corrective action plans (CAPs) will ensure parties adhere to the 
terms of the plan. Others have described this proposal as "a rule in search of a 
problem," arguing that parties usually adhere to the terms of their agreements. Please 
provide a detailed accounting of instances where. parties have. violated the agreed-upon 
terms of a CAP. 

Although it is. true that the overwhelming majority of firms that conduct voluntary recalls. in 
cooperation with the CPSC do so in good faith and live up to the terms. of their Corrective 
Action Plans, from time to time some firms fail to do so. In that respect, one may liken it to 
firms insisting on enteting into binding contracts even with companies they trust and have 
done. business with for years. Notwithstanding the. small number of non-cooperators, 
prudence. still dictates. that one take. protective measures - especially where the lives and 
limbs of American consumers are involved. In the product safety context, even a small 
number of non-cooperators may still leave consumers exposed to millions of individual 
hazardous product units. 

The changes in the proposed rule are designed to help address. the small number of 
recalcitrant firms that "slow walk". their agreed upon activities,. whether they be with respect 
to. setting up a consumer recall hotline, undertaking education efforts, or fulfilling a repair 
remedy. Unfortunately, the Commission staff does. not maintain a database of "slow 
walkers." Moreover, due to the restrictions of confidentiality associated with enforcement 
activities as well as the information disclosure restrictions of 15 USC §2055(b), I would be 
unable. to name. these firms even if CPSC staff maintained such a list. . 

I believe that the proposed rule will change very little, if anything, for the vast majority of 
firms that engage in voluntary recalls with the Commission. Most firms take their 
responsibilities very seriously and should generally be unaffected by the. rule change. 

Finally, it is. important to note that this is a proposed rule. In view of the controversial nature 
of the proposal, I am carefully reviewing all comments from our stakeholders with particular 
care, and I retain an open mind as. to what the. final version of the. rule. might look like. 

4) If a party were to violate the terms of a corrective action plan, what recourses are 
currently available. to the Commission to affect a recall?. 

Under existing CPSC rules, voluntary recall plans cannot be legally binding. See 16 CFR § 
1115 .20( a) ("A corrective action plan is a document signed by a subject firm ... which has no 
legally binding effect.") Accordingly, the. options available to the Commission where a firm 
fails to live up the terms of a Corrective Action Plan are somewhat limited. Aside from 
criticism and cajolery, the primary legal alternative for the CPSC would be to file a lawsuit, 
either in federal district court for injunctive relief or with an administrative law judge seeking 
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to have a product declared a substantial product hazard. These are resource-intensive, time
consuming actions that do not speed safety for consumers. 

Perhaps the most significant remedy available to the Commission would arise if the non
cooperating firm were to engage in the sale, resale, or attempted sale of a product subject to a 
voluntary recall. In such a case, section 19 of the CPSA, 15 USC§ 2068(a)(2)(B), would 
permit the agency to seek civil penalties. for these acts. However, any other violative activity 
by a firm, including its. failing to repair a product for consumers or fulfilling its commitment 
to remove a product from the stream of commerce is not a term of an agreement that the 
Commission can currently enforce as part of a voluntary recall action plan. 

5) Serious concerns. have. been raised about the legal basis. for the Voluntary Recall Rule, 
with two important substantive changes being a requirement that voluntary recalls be 
made. legally binding and empowering staff to require compliance program elements 
within a corrective action plan. What legal authority has Congress given the CPSC to 
make. voluntary recalls legally binding? I am not aware of any. 

If a firm chooses to enter into a binding Corrective Action Plan with the. Commission,. the. 
decision to do so is a voluntary act. This is no different from any other contract that millions 
of parties voluntarily enter into. Section 27(g) of the CPSA, 15 USC§ 2076(g), specifically 
authorizes. the Commission "to enter into contracts. with governmental entities,. private 
organizations, or individuals for the conduct of activities authorized by this. Act." 

That said, I again note that this is a proposed rule. I am carefully reviewing all comments 
from all stakeholders. and retain an open mind as to. what the final version of the rule might 
look like. 

6} What legal authority has. Congress given the. CPSC to. impose and regulate internal 
compliance programs in voluntary recall agreements? 

If a firm chooses. to enter into. a binding agreement with the Commission, the. decision to. do 
so is a voluntary act. . 

7) I understand that a recent revision to the monthly report that companies undertaking 
voluntary recalls. file with the CPSC added without notice or explanation a new 
requirement for such companies to monitor resale or auction sites. As. Acting 
Chairman, were. you aware of the new requirements as they were being developed? 

Since becoming Acting Chairman on December 1, 2013,. I have received regular briefings. 
from our Compliance staff .. Shortly before a public. announcement regarding the new form, I 
learned of the desire by CPSC staff to update our online "CPSC Monthly Progress Report for 
Recalls" to include the existence of, and importance of, electronic media and retailers. 

8) What authority does the commission have to require companies to. monitor sites. where 
products they no longer own or control are being resold? 
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As I understand it, when a firm enters into a voluntary agreement to conduct a recall in 
cooperation with the CPSC, the agency has always requested that fi rms work with the third
party sellers of their product to. ensure that the recall is effective. This could include both 
"brick and mortar" retailers as well as online sellers of products. Regardless of whether an 
individual Corrective Action Plan includes an agreement for a recalling firm to monitor sites 
where their product is sold, the CPSC has always encouraged recalling firms to do so. The 
updated "CPSC Monthly Progress Report for Recalls" simply provides an easier way for 
firms to document what they have found, if they have found anything. 

9) Will companies be required to monitor third-party websites where products they no 
longer own or control are being resold even if such activity is not included in a 
corrective action plan? 

As I understand it, the Commission has always encouraged fi rms to monitor the sales of their 
products wherever they are sold. 

lO)Jsn't the. commission responsible for ensuring that resale. and. auctions sites are not 
selling the affected product? . 

Once a voluntary recall has. been conducted with a firm. CPSC staff will monitor the. 
marketplace for the sale, or resale, of any recalled product - acts that constitute a violation of 
the Consumer Product Safety Act. When we find such sales, or resales, we work to address 
the issue. Currently CPSC is monitoring more than 400 previous recalls. With jurisdiction 
over as many as 15,000 different product categories, in the interest of consumer safety,. the 
Commission has also looked to its partners in the consumer product community, particularly 
industry, to assist in monitoring the sale, or resale, of products they have voluntari ly recalled. 

ll}How practically are thousands of companies, particularly smaller businesses, to 
undertake monitoring of third-party website where. products such companies no. longer 
own or control are being resold and what are such companies supposed to do if they 
find a product that has been recalled is being resold?. 

Given the Commission's extremely limited resources, we certainly understand the challenges. 
facing small businesses in monitoring the marketplace. Businesses often do so for reasons of 
competitiveness, patent protection, and brand loyalty. I hope that a company discovering the 
sale of its. recalled products. would notify both those engaged in such illegal and dangerous. 
behavior and the staff of the Consumer Product Safety Commission. 

12} Will companies engaged in voluntary recalJ be liable for the actions of third-party 
websites? 

It is difficult to answer categorically questions that may be very fact specific and involve 
issues of contract agreements, legal interpretation, and enforcement discretion, but, generally 
speaking,. recalling firms are not likely to be held liable for the actions. of third-party websites. 
over whom they have no legal or other relationship. That said, in the interest of consumer 
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safety, the Commission has always looked to its partners in the consumer product community 
to assist in monitoring the sale, or resale, of products they have voluntarily recalled. 

13}1s it your view that a recalling company is. legally responsible for the actions of third 
parties? 

It is difficult to answer categorically questions that may be very fact specific and involve 
issues. of contract agreements,. legal interpretation, and enforcement discretion,. but,. generally 
speaking, recalling firms are not likely to be held legally responsible for the actions of third 
parties over whom they have no legal or other relationship. That said, in the interest of 
consumer safety, the Commission has. always looked to its partners. in the consumer product 
community to assist in monitoring the. sale,. or resale,. of products. they have. voluntarily 
recalled. 

14}1s it the intent of the. CPSC to require. companies engaged in a voluntary recall to 
monitor third-party websites? 

It is. my understanding that the. CPSC,. in the interest of consumer safety,. has. always. 
encouraged recall ing firms to monitor the potential sales, or resale, of products they have 
voluntarily recalled, regardless of where the sale, or resale, may occur.. In 2014, a large 
percentage of consumer sales of all products,. including many non-consumer products, take 
place. online ... The. Commission has always. looked to its partners. in the. consumer product 
community to assist in monitoring the sale, or resale, of products they have voluntarily 
recalled, and is likely to continue to do so. 

15} Why was. this new requirement for companies undertaking voluntary recalls to monitor 
resale. or auction sites. not part of your proposed voluntary corrective action rule? 

The Commission's request,. in the interest of consumer safety, for recalling firms. to. monitor 
the sale, or resale, of its. products. wherever that sale, or resale, may take. place. is not new and 
is. not a requirement for all firms. When a firm enters into. a voluntary agreement to conduct 
a recall in cooperation with the CPSC, the agency has always requested that firms work with 
all third-party sellers of their product to ensure that the recall is effective. This could include 
both "brick and mortar" retailers. as well as online sellers of products. Regardless of whether 
an individual Corrective Action Plan includes an agreement for a recalling firm to monitor 
sites where their product is sold, the. CPSC has. always encouraged recalling firms to do so .. 
The updated "CPSC Monthly Progress Report for Recalls" simply provides. an easier way for 
firms to document what they have found, if they have. found anything .. 

That said, I again note that this is a proposed rule. I am carefully reviewing all comments 
from all stakeholders and retain an open mind as to what the final version of the rule might 
look like. 

16) The CPSC recently proposed a rule that would expand staff's role on voluntary 
standards setting bodies .. Among the proposed changes, CPSC staff could participate as. 
voting members of a voluntary standard development group. As a commissioner, bow 
do. you view the agency's role in the voluntary standards setting process? 
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The rule to which you refer grew out of a report from May 2012 by the U.S. Government 
Accounting Office (GAO), "Consumer Product Safety Commission: A More Active Role in 
Voluntary Standards Development Should be Considered." (See 
http://www.gao.gov/assets/600/590990.pdf. ) 

The. GAO Report recommended that the. Commission review its policy for staff participation 
in voluntary standards development activities and determine the feasibility of the agency's 
staff assuming a more active role in developing voluntary standards. Specifically, the GAO 
Report recommended that CPSC staff be allowed - not required - in appropriate cases to 
vote on balloted provisions of voluntary standards .. The. Report also suggested that staff be 
allowed to hold leadership positions at various levels of standards development 
organizations, including task groups, subcommittees, or committees. GAO concluded that 
changing the CPSC's regulations to allow staff to participate more actively in voluntary 
standards activities. could result in stronger voluntary standards. without compromising the. 
CPSC's or the voluntary standards groups' independence. 

As a result of this GAO Report, Commission staff proposed conforming amendments to 16 
CFR 1031, the Commission's regulation on participation in voluntary standards activities. 
These amendments followed GAO's recommendations to allow staff, on an optional basis, to 
vote on voluntary standard's or take a leadership role on voluntary standards group 
committees. 

The proposed rule noted that such activity might result in a more effective voluntary 
standards process and accelerate standards development and implementation. Further, such 
participation could gain CPSC staff greater access to and familiarity with the latest 
technologies, and would provide an opportunity for staff to. help establish standards to 
advance CPSC's safety goals. In addition, "full" federal government participation in 
standards development increases the likelihood that the standards can meet both public and 
private sector needs. 141 Cong. Rec. Hl4334 (daily ed. December 12, 1995) (Statement of 
Rep. Morella). A single standard that satisfies both industry and the CPSC would benefit 
both by simplifying applicable requirements - only a single set of standards would apply. 

Finally, optional staff participation in voluntary standards development groups by voting and 
taking leadership roles would be consistent with the. guidance reflected in OMB Circular A-
119 Revised, "Federal Participation in the Development and Use of Voluntary Consensus 
Standards and in Conformity Assessment Activities" (February 10, 1998). Among other 
things, OMB Circular A-119 encourages agency representatives serving as members of 
voluntary consensus standards bodies to "participate actively and on an equal basis with 
other members," and to "vote . . . at each stage of the standards development process unless 
prohibited from doing so by law of their agencies." 

The role voluntary standards play in the safety of American consumers, and the ability of the 
CPSC to do its job cannot be overemphasized. I have long believed that we must work in 
concert with the voluntary standards organizations to help those organizations create the best 
standards they can. This is why I am so delighted by the progress I have seen in the 
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voluntary standards community over the past forty years. Groups such as ASTM, ANSI, and 
UL have dramatically improved their technical skills, their efficiency in drafting standards, 
their openness. and transparency, and their outreach to. all stakeholders. I'm pleased to. see. 
CPSC work so closely with these groups, and I have little doubt that our partnership with 
them will only grow and deepen in the years to come in the interest of better standards for 
consumers and product manufacturers alike. That said, it is only a proposed rule and I am 
still reviewing all comments from all stakeholders and retain an open mind as to what the 
final version of the rule might look like. 

17) The statute is very clear in stressing the importance of relying on industry-developed 
voluntary standards. How do we ensure that the Commission would not turn the 
standards development process into a de facto mandatory rulemaking by demanding 
standards that might not be. fully supported by the industry? 

I see no indication that the proposed rule would tum the voluntary standards development 
process. into de. facto mandatory rulemaking. I believe. that CPSC involvement, especially by 
highly skilled and knowledgeable technical staff, often helps improve the quality of 
voluntary standards. Additionally, CPSC staff participation in the standards process does not 
automatically mean that the standards. body will adopt CPSC staffs view or that the 
Commission will adopt the resulting voluntary standard. I appreciate your concern and will 
be sure to pay particular attention to this issue when the final rule is presented to the 
Commission. I continue to review all the comments from all stakeholders of the proposed 
rule and retain an open mind as to what the final version of the rule might look like. 

18) If CPSC staff takes a leadership role, or even simply votes in support of a voluntary 
standards, isn't that an endorsement standard? 

Because of the disclaimers. required of Commission staff in the proposed rule,. including that 
CPSC staff participation in the standards process does not automatically mean that the 
Commission will adopt the resulting voluntary standard, I see no indication that the proposed 
rule's approach to staff involvement would suggest the Commission has officially endorsed a 
particular. standard ... The. law is fairly clear regarding CPSC's. approach to voluntary 
standards. If the Commission, in the course developing a mandatory standard determines 
that an existing voluntary standard adequately addresses a risk of injury and is substantially 
complied with, the Commission must stop its work and defer to the voluntary standard. 
Nothing in this proposed rule changes. that. 

I appreciate your concern and will be sure to pay particular attention to this issue when the 
final rule is presented to the Commission. I continue to review all the comments from all 
stakeholders. of the proposed rule and retain an open mind as to what the final version of the. 
rule might look like 

19) The Consumer Product Safety Commission sits at the intersection of science and 
consumer protection .. It has come. to the. Committee's attention that there is an 
important distinction between scientific reviews conducted in other countries, such as. 
the E.U., versus the. scientific standards that we apply in the United States. As you 
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know, U.S. agencies apply the "reasonable risk" assessment that the CPSC must apply 
based on the legal standards, criteria and guidelines under the Federal Hazardous 
Advisory Act (FHSA) for conducting risk assessments. and determining what factors to 
consider in those evaluations .. 

Specifically, the FHSA identifies safety factors, and mandates their application, in 
order to meet the. 'banned hazardous. substance' criteria. This. is. done. by calculating 
the "acceptable daily intake" from the. No. Observed Adverse. Effect Level (NOAEL) 
and. the Low Observed Adverse Effect Level (LOAEL) to determine acceptable risk 
for developmentaVreproductive toxicants .. The. U.S. standard. provides a higher 
degree. of safety than the. current European regulatory system, which is skewed to 
implement a precautionary approach towards regulation that focuses primarily on a 
potential hazard and does. not apply the same degree of risk assessment criteria. in 
considering the actual use of the chemical .. 

How will you ensure. that the CPSC strictly follows U.S. safety standards as defined 
by the. FHSA and is not influenced by standards, such as the precautionary 
approach, outside the jurisdiction of the CPSC and the U.S. regulatory system?. 

My duty is to uphold and enforce the laws and regulations that apply to the. CPSC, and if 
re-confirmed, I look forward to doing so. 

20) Would you support greater use of stakeholder working groups and requests for 
information as the CPSC examines ways to improve the.effectiveness of its. programs? 

Yes, with a caveat. . One. must keep .in mind that stakeholder groups can easily fall within the 
provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. App. 2, §§ 1-16, which brings 
an array of procedural requirements and high costs for agencies. Many years ago, Congress 
abolished the three. advisory committees. administered by the CPSC because of the enormous. 
costs. they imposed on our resource-strapped agency .. 

That said, I have always been a strong advocate for the involvement of all CPSC stakeholders 
from large manufacturers and retailers to small businesses and inventors, to consumer 
advocates. and individual members of the. public ... Since becoming a Commissioner, I have 
had an open door policy to all stakeholders and have sought to honor every request to meet 
with me. Further, I have always. believed in reading every comment that is submitted to the 
agency on an issue that will come before me as. a Commissioner.. If re-confirmed, I look 
forward to finding more ways to improve the effectiveness of our feedback mechanisms. with 
all of our stakeholder groups. 

21) The. digital age provides new opportunities for more direct contact to consumers for 
distributing important information and education. How important are. public/private 
partnerships in the strategies for outreach to consumers? . 

Very important. The CPSC is a small agency with a very large safety mandate .. In order to. 
inform and educate the public, the CPSC often relies on our non-governmental partners in the 
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private sector and the not-for-profit sector to help us amplify our outreach. Whether through 
the use of social media, media interviews, or in-store messaging, CPSC has a rich history of 
collaborating with associations and companies on campaigns such as safe sleep for babies, 
drowning prevention, poison prevention, and window blind safety, to name only a few. A 
number of companies and organizations have effectively used social media platforms to 
inform their customers and constituents of product hazards. Because of the significant 
positive results for consumers. that often come from these relationships, it is my hope that 
CPSC will continue to explore opportunities to work with industry and other groups on 
information and education campaigns. 

22) How can the CPSC engage and utilize the private sector in furthering its mission? 

It is my hope that CPSC can continue to explore opportunities to conduct social media 
dialogues such as Twitter chats, participate in webinars, speak and exhibit at industry 
conferences, produce videos, and use the Neighborhood Safety Network to build on our 
progress in collaborating with the private sector to save lives, prevent injuries, and advance 
the cause of product safety. 

In addition,. almost every voluntary standards committee in which the Commission 
participates is made up, in part, of members from the private sector. The role voluntary 
standards play in the safety of American consumers, and the ability of the CPSC to do its job 
cannot be emphasized enough. I have long believed that we must work in concert with the 
voluntary standards. organizations to help those organizations create the best standards they 
can. This is why I am so delighted by the tremendous progress I have seen in the voluntary 
standards community over the past forty years. Groups such as ASTM, ANSI, and UL have 
dramatically improved their technical skills, their efficiency in drafting standards, their 
openness and transparency, and their outreach to all stakeholders - especially consumers -: 
affected by their work. I'm pleased to see CPSC work so closely with these groups, and I 
have little doubt that our partnership with them will only grow and deepen in the years to 
come in the interest of better standards for consumers and product manufacturers al ike. 

23) How would you handle situations when consumers are being injured by using products 
incorrectly or contrary to. label instructions, and. what role. would the. CPSC play in 
such situations?. 

At the outset, let me say that every accident involves three factors: the product, the consumer, 
and the surrounding environment. Depending on the circumstances, it is often hard to pin 
down precisely what role each factor plays in an accident. That is why the Commission 
employs an extensive epidemiological and human factors staff to assist us in our approach to 
protecting consumers. I find it hard to generalize about the cause of some injuries by 
pointing to consumers' ignoring label instructions if the labels warn of hazards that 
consumers should not expect to exist. For example, the Commission entered into a civil 
penalty agreement with a manufacturer of infant flotation seats that failed without warning, 
plunging young children into water over their heads. The manufacturer had a warning label 
that parents should not leave children unattended in pools with the flotation device. That, 
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however, did not address the fact that the seats were defective and failed without warning, 
placing infants in life-threatening situations. 

That said, the Commission has a group of talented technical experts who often provide 
advice and guidance to outside groups regarding the efficacy of their warning labels. I 
believe that the market is a better informed, safer arena because of CPSC staffs technical 
input, and, if reconfirmed. I will continue to support their efforts. 
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